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PREFACE
Commencing with a one-day meeting in London on 14 January 1918 arranged by the
Faraday Society, to discuss "The setting of cements and plasters", which is taken as the first
Symposium to deal solely with the chemistry of cement, the subsequent International Symposia
and Congresses on the Chemistry of Cement have been held in Stockholm (1938), London (1952),
Washington DC (I960), Tokyo (1968), Moscow (1974), Paris (1980) and Rio de Jenairo (1986). At
the conclusion of the Rio Congress, it was decided that the next Congress will be held in India.
Accordingly, the 9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement is being-held in New
Delhi, India, from 23 to 28 November 1992.
■
"
' ■ ■
- \
The preparatory and organisational work for this 9th Congress was commenced
immediately after the 8th Congress. To start with, all the participants in the previous two
Congresses and a large number of individuals and organisations interested in the subject of the
Congress were contacted through an extensively worked out and widely distributed Questionnaire.
The response was most encouraging. The responses were carefully analysed and the directions
which would meet the views of the largest number of participants towards advancing the cement
sciences were determined. Based on these findings the first Bulletin was issued in August 1988,
providing the necessary preliminary information on the Congress and outlining its scope and essential
organisational aspects.
.
The objectives of the Congress were set to advance the knowledge of chemistry of
cements with emphasis on application of this knowledge in both the manufacturing aspects and
utilization of cements in practice. Within this broad scope, the thrust was on tracking the scientific
progress made in the field since the last Congress, assessing the status of exploitation of the results
by the industry and the society, and mapping of the new frontiers of knowledge.
The overall organisation of the Congress was governed by a National Organising
Committee which was responsible for all organisational aspects including financial arrangements.
Taking into account the suggestions received from various quarters, the International Scientific
Committee consisting of 67 experts from 39 countries all over the world was formed which was
responsible to finalise : (a) the themes and sub-themes of the Congress, (b) procedures for inviting,
receiving and reviewing of papers, (c) selection of authors for general. and special reports, and
(d) the system for conduct of the proceedings of the sessions and other related scientific and
technical matters.

The International Scientific Committee held two meetings in New Delhi in November
1989 and in January 1991. In addition, informal meetings were held with representative groups
in Seoul, Tokyo, Paris, Washington DC and Montreal. The International Scientific Committee
finalised the Generic and Specific Themes of the Congress. It was decided that for each Generic
Theme, there shall be one Principal Review Paper, which shall cover .the progress achieved in
the area of the Generic Theme between the two Congresses. ' For each Specific Theme, there
shall be one Congress Paper highlighting trends of research and realisation of the results in the
industry in the areas related to the Specific Theme. Under each Specific Theme, in addition to
the invited Congress Papers, there shall also be Communication Papers. Both the principal review
papers as well as the Congress papers were to be presented by the invited experts identified after
deliberations of the International Scientific Committee.
'

Preliminary Abstracts of communication papers were solicited through the Second Bulletin
in May 1991. 537 Abstracts were received which were scrutinised by a panel of Indian experts
and 513 were short-listed. Authors were requested to send full manuscripts of the paper for detailed
review and acceptance for publication and presentation. As many as 412 communication papers
from 40 countries were received which were reviewed by a panel of international experts. As
a result, 346 communication papers belonging to the four themes of the Congress were finally

accepted for presentation and publication. These were in addition to 21 State-of-the-Art Congress
Reports received from invited authors; reports on two Specific themes could not be had because
the authors selected expressed their inability at a late stage, making replacement difficult.
.

In addition to the papers on deliberative thematic sessions, a poster session is being
organised on "Advances in Physico-Chemical Evaluation, Characterisation and Quality Control
Techniques and Systems" for Clinkers, Particulate Cements, Hydrated Systems and Concrete
Systems. The State-of-the-Art Report would be presented by an invited expert and 24 contributions
made in the form of posters will be presented during the Congress. In addition, Special Panel
Discussions are being organised to survey the newer , frontiers of knowledge in the areas of
computerisation in cement science and concrete systems; resource economy in cement and concrete
making; and cement in hazardous waste management.
. •
The proceedings in six Volumes contain all the above contributions received for the
Congress. This Volume I contains the invited State-of-the-Art Reports on the Generic and Specific
Themes and the Poster Session.
. . ..
A novel feature of the 9th Congress will be that, Tn addition to the normal sessions
as in the earlier Congresses, there will be three sessions to bring out the technological and technoecnomic impact of the scientific advances on the industry. These are intended to provide a better
appreciation of the implications of the scientific advances specially on the process control
machinery and related industries as well as on operational aspects related especially to energy
conservation and environmental improvement. Texts of these Special Lectures will be published
in Volume VH of the Proceedings to be brought out after the Congress, along with the texts of
Addresses at the Inaugural and Concluding Sessions and List of nearly 550 delegates from 42
countries who are expected to attend the Congress.
'
I am grateful to the members of the International Scientific Committee for their whole
hearted co-operation, to those who reviewed the Abstracts, and to the International Panel of
Reviewers of Manuscripts for providing very useful technical and editorial comments on the
communication papers. The co-operation of the authors in accepting and implementing the
reviewers' suggestions and revising their manuscripts accordingly is greatly appreciated. Thanks
are also due to those authors whose communication papers could not be accepted essentially because
the contributions, did not fit in with the themes of the Congress and not because of any technical
deficiency. We recommend that the authors have those papers published elsewhere.

The unstinted efforts put in by my colleagues in the National Council for Cement and
Building Materials in all aspects of organising this Congress, is thankfully acknowledged.

New Delhi
14 September 1992 •

A К Mullick .
■
■ ■
Chairman
International Scientific Committee
9 th International Congress
on the Chemistry of Cement
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
The following symbols, which have been universally recognised by cement
chemists for formulating more complex compounds, are used interchangeably with
the respective oxide formulae throughout this volume:

A

: AI2O3

К

:

Kp

C

:

CaO

M

:

MgO

C

:

CO2

N

: Na2O

CH

:

Ca(OH)2

P

:

F

:

Fe2O3

S

: SiO2

H

:

H2O

S

: S03

P205

Commonly used abbreviations of more general nature are as follows:

OTA

—

Differential Thermal Analysis

EPMA

—

Electron Probe Micro Analysis

IR

—

Infrared

NMR

—

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

RH

—

Relative Humidity

w/c

—

Water-cement Ratio

XRD

—

X-ray Diffraction.

SEM

—

Scanning Electron Microscope

EDAX

—

Energy Dispersive Analysis of X-rays
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The width and specificity of each of the four problems of cement chemistry mentioned in the title
put before the authors the task of choosing the optimum variant in describing the material. As we
understand the impossibility of citation of the results of all papers published since the 8th ICCC we
gave preference to focussing on the main trends of investigations in the field of the cement chemistry.
In particular, in recent years intense investigations have been dealt with the influence of both individual
oxides Na2O, K2O, MgO, SO3 and their combinations on the characteristics of separate phases as
well as clinkers and cements as a whole. Therefore it would be useful to make a comprehensive review
of those works.
. x-; ■ ■■ .
•
...
As for the chemistry of cement clinker, it was impossible not to touch upon the clinker formation
process, the properties of the clinker liquid phase, nucleation and crystal growth of phases, mainly of alite.
■ • • The term “structure” was considered in two aspects: 1) atomic structure of phases, their change
under the influence of various parameters, polymorphic forms, structure distortion, imperfection, fine
texture of crystals; 2) mineralogy of clinkers, phase relations.
.
. ■■ ■■■ , ■ ...
The properties and the quality of the material were described in the course of reporting and the
quality of the material were described in the course of reporting the results of the respective research
because these characteristics in each reviwed paper were closely related with the other data.
.

Широта и специфичность - кавдой из четырех проблемД химии . цемента,
указанных в заглавии,„поставили перед авторами задачу поиска оптимального
варианта изложения материала. Поскольку невозможно представить результаты
всех работ, опубликованных после 8-го Конгресса, авторы предпочли рыла-пить
основные направления исследованний в области химии цемента. В частности в
последние годы проводились интенсивные исследования влияния Na20
К2О
MgO, воз и их различных сочетаний на характеристики отдельных ’фаз й
клинкеров и цементов в целом. Поэтому результаты этих работ представлены
достаточно подробно. . .■
.
При рассмотрении химии цементного клинкера невозможно было :не
коснуться процессов формирования клинкера, свойств клинкерной жидкой фазы,
зарождения и роста кристаллов клинкерных фаз прежде всего алита
Термин ^Структура” рассматривается в двух аспектах, а именно- I)
атомная структура фаз, их изменение под влиянием различных параметров,
полиморфные формы, искажение и дефектность кристаллов, их тонкая текстура
2) минералогия клинкеров, фазовые соотношения..
»г •
Свойства и качество материала охарактеризованы в ходе рассмотрения
соответствующей работы, так как эти характеристики как правило тесно
связаны с другими данными цитируемого исследования. Тем не менее одна из
работ общего характера представлена в отдельном параграфе ’’Качество
материала •

1.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

The existing necessity in the utilization of portland cement is inevitably related with the considera
tion of number of problems of cement chemistry which have been urgent for a long period of time. In
particular, one of such problems is the development of new technique implying the decrease of energy
consumption in cement processing.
.
The idea of the real possibility of improving the existing technology of portland clinker and
development of new methods consists in the influence of impurities of initial raw materials on both
the clinker formation and the crystallo-chemical state of phases and consequently on the properties of
clinker and the quality of cement (1,2,3,4).
'

It is not fortuitous therefore that the chemistry of cement clinker begins with the chemical
composition of raw materials as one of the main parameters having effect on all distinctive features
of clinker formation (the temperature of the appearance of the liquid phase, melt viscosity, surface
tension), on the nucleation environment and crystal growth of clinker phases, on their crystal chemical
features, on the phase relations.
It should be noted that the chemical composition of impurities of raw materials is also one of their
constantly varying parameters. This is connected with the working of new deposits of raw materials
and the use of various industrial wastes.
■

Although the problem of industrial wastes is a special topic, it is worth mentioning, however, that
the work on their utilization or more precisely on the study of the role of their chemical composition
acquires increasing significance. This work implies also such important aims as: 1) the necessity of
decreasing energy consumption for obtaining such expensive materials as clinker and cement due to
the decrease of clinker formation temperature and activation of clinker phases; 2) the improvement
of ecological situation in some regions owing to the utilization of wastes. Besides, the latter is related
not only with the incorporation of impurities in the raw mixes but also with the possibility of partial
substitution of exhausting raw materials.
"

This fact promotes the necessity of further research for receiving additional information on the
influence of the chemical nature of impurities, their various combinations and quantity (with the
necessary account of thermal schedule) on the above mentioned features of clinker processing,
environment of its formation, mineralogy, crystallo-chemical states of phases (composition, structure,
crystal form, imperfection, crystallinity), properties and quality of the proper material. . ■
■ Recent studies on the chemistry of cement clinker (since the 8th International Congress) reviewed
in this paper deal to some or other degree with the consideration of impurity effect on structure,
properties and quality of clinker. Let us note that considerable attention of investigators was paid to
the studies of the crystallo-chemical state of phases and phase relations concerned mainly with
participation of oxides Na2O, K2O, SO3, their different quantities and combinations. A special place
among these investigations belongs to the research of environment of nucleation and crystal growth
of the main clinker constituent—alite.
It seems useful to remind of the basic crystallo-chemical features of clinker phases taking into
account the importance of this problem. Now this is also essential for the reason that from time to time
there appear some papers in which the identification is made between C3S and alite, C2S and belite,
C4AF (or C6A2F) and the aluminoferrite phase, CjA and the aluminate phase as the same phases.

■ - “Pure” compounds are mere matrices with sufficiently convenient crystallo-chemical sites in the
lattice for impurity atoms. It is well known that each of the real clinker phases contains a set of
isomorphous impurities. From the physical- chemical standpoint such phases can be regarded as
polycomponent solid solutions.
- ■
The occurrence of the individual set of impurities for each phase and the definite isomorphous
capacity make it possible to predict the preferential distribution of some or other impurity among the
phases on the base of the chemical composition of the initial raw mix.
.;

The knowledge of the set impurities characteristic of each phase gives a possibility for varying the
chemical composition of the phase and consequently its structure as well as the clinker properties.

' Among the common features of the formation of real clinker phases - polycomponent solid
solutions - attention should be drawn to heterovalence substitutions which are most characteristic of
this group of minerals. These substitutions are also most advantageous for structure activation. Actually
the requirement of charge compensation leads to structure distortion. In this case we observe not only
the increase of structure imperfection but also the worsening of the quality of crystallinity.
The problem of supersaturation of silicate and aluminate phases with calcium oxide has been
insufficiently studied hitherto. Nevertheless by EMPA determination of the chemical composition of
phases directly in clinker an excess CaO has often been found in the silicate and especially in the
aluminate phases. However the synthesis of analogous phases in laboratory conditions seems difficult.
The most important consequence of the occurrence of impurities in the lattices of matrix clinker
compounds is a disagreement between the calculated and real amount of phases in clinker. At the same
time up to now the calculated quantitative phase composition of clinker is most often determined based
on “pure” C3S, C2S, C3A, C4AF.
■
■
It should be noted in addition that EMPA results concerning the composition of phases of various
commercial clinkers showed (5) that in the ratio of oxides CaO:А12Оз:Ре2О3 the aluminoferrite phase
is close to the 6:2:1 composition and not to 4:2:1 which is usually used in the calculation. The difference
in Fe2O3 content between these two phases is rather significant, 22.8% and 32.8% respectively.

Very useful data related with the determination of quantitative phase composition of clinkers are
reported by Taylor in his new book “Cement Chemistry” (6).

Let us also remind that impurities are one of the main factors of the stabilisation of various
crystalline forms of C3S (ТрТц.Тщ, Mlt M^ M3, R), CjS (y, ß, a’ L, a’ H,a), Cy4 (cubic, orthorhom
bic, tetragonal and monoclinic forms (7) obtained by stabilization with Na2O), according to (8) - cubic,
orthorhombic and monoclinic forms.
Among the numerous directions of impurity effects on clinker formation the following fact is also
worth mentioning. Complication of the chemical composition of phases (the general problem of
materials science) due to the impurities in their lattices is the base of structure activation and
improvement of the material properties. Impurities favour the formation of phases with defect
structure, the distortion of lattices, the disorder in distribution structural elements of crystal lattices
of phases. All these fine changes in structure of matrix compounds inevitably promote the change in
properties of phases.
.
.

. . . A considerable role in the chemistry and mineralogy of cement clinker belongs to quantitative
changes in phase relations. First of all this concerns the silicate phases-alite and belite. Actually, at
definite concentrations of such oxides as Na2O, K2O, Cr2O3, TiO2, P2O5 in the batch solid solutions
of alite become unstable and decompose yielding the other phases such as belite and CaO. The belite
content in Clinker increases in this case.
- The fact related with the chemical composition of the starting raw mix and its impurity content is
also worth noting. If the quantity of impurities in the initial raw mix exceeds somewhat the quantity to
be distributed among the clinker phases, the appearance of secondary phases may take place in clinker,
namely: K2SO4, intermediate compounds 2C2S'CaF2, 2C2S*CaP2, ЗС^ЗСаЗОд CaF?: ЗСо^СаСО,,
recently found K2O‘A12O3.
.
It should also be mentioned that some impurities of raw materials influence the size of nodules,
dusting and formation of coating. Thus a compound K3Ca2(SO4)3F was found in the cyclone heat
exchanger. For practical purpose it is important to know the properties of secondary compounds. For
instance, in presence of K+, Na+, P5+ and Mo3+ the decrease of surface tension qf the clinker liquid
phase is accompanied by a decrease in size of clinker granules. . .

The impurity chemical composition of the batch is responsible for nucleation and growth of
crystals of the major silicate phase —alite, influences its fine texture dependent also on many other
parameters. Thus with increasing MgO content in the raw mix large zoned crystals of alite transform
into small faceted crystals practically representing the polymorphic form M3. If more than 1% SO3 is
present in clinker, the formation of anomalous large alite crystals of irregular form, mainly of the
modification, takes place. The SO3 effect on the fine texture of alite can be delayed due to alkalis.

At present much attention is paid to the study of alite fine texture which can testify to the actual
formation conditions of this clinker major phase. Quantitative calculations of clinker microstructure
can be regarded as an attempt to predict the strength of cement after 28 days hydration (studies of
India and Japanese scientists).
/
_■ .
In the given General considerations we paid special attention to a number of problems which
make up the chemistry of cement clinker. So far as the clinker phases and phase relations finally
determine all the properties of clinker and the quality of cement, the problem of obtaining new data
on their crystallo-chemical possibilities remains invariable.
■ .,
..

2. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF CLINKER.

2.1 Clinker Liquid Phase
Formation, structure and properties of the clinker liquid phase have been reviewed by Timashev ‘
at the 7th ICCC and in the investigations of his successors (3,9). The author regards the clinker liquid
as a weakly associated high-base melt, analyses the acid-base equilibrium in the melt, concerns the
problems of viscosity, electrical conductivity, surface tension whose value is typical of electrolytes.

. Th® data on the influence of various impurity elements on the physical-chemical properties of
clinker liquid phase are given in the papers mentioned above. In particular, viscosity of a melt decreases
in the presence of s-elements in the series К *»Ba
=>Sr *»Ca =>Mg in which their basic properties
decrease. At the same time viscosity decreases under the effect of p-elements whose acid properties
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decrease in the series {^4/ =>P =>B=>S =»Cl =>F. In presence of d- elements viscosity decreases with
decreasing degree of oxidation of the elements and weakening acid properties, for example in the series
Mo =>W =>Cr =>Ti =*Mn =>Fe =>Co =>Cu =>Ni =>Zn =>Zn =>Cd.
■ "

Not dwelling upon the peculiarities of the behavior of the liquid phase under the effect of both
separate impurities and their combinations, let us pay special attention to the role of K, Na Mg and
S -Rus will be necessary because we shall consider below the effect of various combinations of oxides
ot these elements on phase relations in clinker, on crystallo-chemical state of the phases and their
hydration properties.
.
' • ■
It was shown in (3) that an increase of viscosity under the effect of К and Na was compensated by
magnesium. Thus the increase of viscosity due to the presence of 1,5% (K2O + Na7O) was fully
compensated by 6,5% MgO. Further increase of MgO content brings about an increase of viscosity
which can be due to supersaturation of the melt with magnesium. The SO3 influence leading to a
decrease of viscosity is weakened by the presence of sodium and potassium. But when K+ and Na"1"
are present together in amounts providing the formation of K2SO4 and Na2SO4, the melt viscosity
decreases.

- The authors of the present review do not have the aim of a detailed analysis concerning the
dependence of physical-chemical properties of the clinker liquid phase on a number of various
parameters. It should be noted, however, that one of the most important practical results from the
study of properties of the clinker liquid phase, — the ways of a decrease of its appearance temperature
— has not been widely discussed in the recent literature.
It is not accidental that this idea was not forward by Kakali et al (10) who studied the influence of
compounds of transition elements Mo03, №2ОФ WO3 and ZrO2 on the properties of clinker and
cement with a view of their improvement. The authors state that up to these days little attention has
been paid to the effect of small amounts of impurities on the process of sintering and on the properties
of the liquid phase.
°
r r
They also mention that whereas the major part of alite is crystallized from the melt, the aluminate
and aluminoferrite phases are crystallized after the liquid phase has been hardened; impurities cannot
but mfluence the crystallization conditions and consequently the properties of clinker. It should be
noted that the effect of the indicated compounds on the liquid phase properties has been estimated by
the authors on the basis of mineralogical analysis of alite crystals. This fact attracts our attention
because at present some works are being carried out with the aim of determination of nucleation and
growth conditions of alite crystals from the study of their fine texture (11). This problem will be
concerned with in our paper below.
■
•

The authors of the reviewed paper (10) showed that Mo and W as the most acid elements of the
four elements under study decrease the liquid phase viscosity and thus increase the rate of diffusion
of sohd components through the melt. This results in the formation of large alite crystals. As to Zr and
Nb, the increase of the C7R ratio (charge/radius) weakens the influence of these ions on the melt
viscosity. The effect of the studied compounds on the crystallization of aluminate and aluminoferrite
phases as well as on the texture of belite has been found by the authors.

It is worth mentioning that the influence of Mo, Nb, W and Zr on the temperature of appearance
of the liquid phase is insignificant. In conclusion, the authors (10) remark that they are faced with the
problem of clarifying the influence of transition elements on the properties of clinker, quality of

cement, energy consumption during sintering. They also established that adding these compounds to
the raw mix is a promising way of controlling the clinker formation conditions and consequently clinker
microstructure.
■
Ivashchenko studied (12) the influence of s-elements (K, Na, Ba, Sr, Mg), d-elements (Cd, Zn,
Ni, Cu, Mn, Mo, V, W. Cr, Ti), p-elements (Sn, Pb, Cl, F, P, B) on viscosity, surface tension, density
and electronegativity of the liquid phase. These studies formely guided by Timashev have been
continued in the direction of practical use of the results of physical-chemical investigation. The initial
clinker raw mix for obtaining the melt was of the following composition (mass %): CaO - 57.0 %; SiO2
— 7.5 %; А12Оз — 2.2 %; Fe2O3 — 12.9 %. The above indicated elements were introduced to the
clinker raw mix in the form of appropriate oxides or other compounds as well as in the form of wastes
of chemical and metallurgical industries, (magnesium- titanium processing, processing of pigmental
titanium diopside and non-ferrous metallurgical slags). The wastes utilized, besides the oxides CaO,
SiO2, A12O3, Fe2O3 usual for cement raw mixtures, contained compound of titanium, manganese,
sulphur, chlorine, fluorine, zinc, copper, nickel, magnesium and others which exerted a positive
influence on the methods of cement synthesis and hydration. The use of wastes was-part of solving the
ecological problem.
’
.
The authors of paper (12) attract our attention from the point of view that impurity components
were added to the initial batch as optimally selected groups. Complex modifieres were selected in such
a way that they would exert a considerable effect on the most energy consuming stages of firing decarbonization of the lime component and sintering of raw mixes with participation of the melt. The
composition of complex modifiers consisted of the elements accelerating the decomposition of calcium
carbonate (Fe2+, Mn2+ and others), increasing the SiO2 activity (F", Cl-, K+, Fe2+), accelerating
the decomposition of crystal lattices of SiO2, clay and other minerals (F~, СГ a.o.) and intensifying the
mineral formation process owing to the decrease of melt viscosity and to the lower temperature of the
melt appearance (F, Cl, Zn, Mn, S a.o.) which led to accelerate the delayed stage of alite formation.

Addition of complex admixtures permitted to improve the granulometric composition of clinker,
decrease dusting, improve the work of rotary kilns, increase the hydraulic activity of cement. Industrial
tests showed that the doping of wastes as complex modifiers in amounts of 1.5 to 6 mass % led to a 2-9
% decrease of fuel consumption for clinker firing (by wet processing), to a 10-15% consumption
decrease of electrical energy for grinding modified clinker and to a 2-7 MPa increase of compressive
strength. The author (12) explains the increase of strength characteristics of cement stone by high
activity of calcium aluminoferrite and alite formed in modified clinkers.
Tests of the studied cements in concretes showed that such concretes possessed a higher value of
28 days compressive strength (to 15.8% and more). The increase of compressive strength of test
concretes is much intense. To conclude the review of the above paper (12), let us emphasize its practical
importance. Distinctive features of the influence of complex modifiers on clinker synthesis revealed
in this study permitted to develop energy-consuming technologies using industrial wastes. Cements
and concretes obtained on their base such technologies show improved practical characteristics.
‘ In the study of impurity influence on the properties of clinker melts the authors (13) indicate that
impurity elements control both the temperature and the interval of existence of the clinker melt. The
peculiarity of the experiments implies the addition of impurity by sharp firing at 1100°C into calcareous
component which then interacts with belite clinker (LSF * 0.67). It was shown that the melt in such
two batch mixtures appeared at a lower (by » 50°C,) temperature than in the usual batch of analogous
chemical composition even in the absence of impurity, namely at 1283°C and 1335°C, respectively.

In a two-batch mixtures (calcareous component + belite clinker) the beginning of the clinker melt
appearance and the temperature range of its existence are most influenced by two elements: Ba-and Mil
In the presence of Ba the melt appears at a lower temperature (1290°C) and the crystallization is complete
at 1217°C In this case the greatest temperature interval of the existence of the clinker melt was observed.

The influence of manganese is opposite, namely: the temperature of the melt appearance
increases by 50°C and the crystallization sharply accelerates and starts 60°C earlier, i.e. at higher
temperature. In conclusion the authors (13) indicate that the appearance of the lower-temperature
melt and the larger interval of its existence are characteristic of two- batch mixtures both containing1
or not containing additions of oxides of Zn, Ba, Bi, Sr in calcareous components.
The authors (14) studied the clinker formation using slags enriched with ferrous compounds
including Fe2 + Slags were used as a ferrous component of the clinker raw mix. The authors found that
the most energy-consuming stage of clinker formation - decarbonization - proceeds in the temperature
interval 600- 800°C; the clinker formation temperature decreased by ~ 50°C. Microscopic analysis
showed that the clinker obtained contained alite and belite crystals of small size. Industrial tests showed
that the use of converter slags as a ferrous component of the raw mix is promising as it provides the
decrease of energy consumption with simultaneous solution of some ecological problems.

Having considered one of the directions of cement chemistry, i.e. the processes of clinker
formation, the authors of the present review did not pursue the aim of a detailed description of all the studies performed since the 8th ICCG Our main task was to reveal the modern trends in the
development of this problem. One of the trends concerns the crystallization of clinker phases. This is
essential because the fine texture of crystals, their size, shape and surface peculiarities are indicative
of the conditions of their nucleation and growth, environment of clinkering.

12, Clinker Phases.
2.2.1 Crystallization of Clinker Phases

2.2.1.1 Nucleation and Growth of Alite Crystals. — A significant contribution to the chemistry of ■
clinker was made by Maki who studied the nucleation and crystal growth of alite, its fine structure,
recrystallization and morphological instability, the influence of processing parameters (impurities,
firing temperature, heating rate) on the character and texture of crystals. Maki emphasized that the
fine texture of constituent clinker minerals and their chemical composition determine the quality of
clinker and can serve the source of information as regards the actual clinker processing environment.

The main results of Maki’s research have been reported at the 8th ICCC (11). In particular,
nucleation and growth of alite crystals are regarded as processes taking place in the high-temperature
solution. In clinker such a solution is an interstitial melt (liquid phase) that appears at 1300°C in an
amount of ~ 20 %. As is known, the occurrence of the interstitial liquid phase in clinker decreases
the C3S formation temperature and promotes crystal growth.
.
The dissolution of CaO and C2S in the melt leads to supersaturation providing nucleation and
growth of alite crystals. The high-temperature melt, on the other side, is a source of various crystal
defects. The chemical and physical properties of the interstitial melt exert a strong influence on the
growth mode of alite. The rate of nucleation influences the average size of alite crystals. In general
from the kinetic and thermodynamic points of view higher temperatures are more preferable for
nucleation. For the analogous process to take place, but at a lower temperature, a stronger supersatura
tion is needed.

. Maki makes an analysis of homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation and concludes that the
' true homogeneous nucleation can never be attained in portland cement clinker.
Depending on the nucleation and growth conditions a number of morphologically unstable
crystals are formed: celluar, skeletal and dendritic.
'
'
.. . One of the reasons of growth instability is entrapment of the liquid phase by crystals which" takes
place at high rate of crystallization. At stable growth crystals grow without inclusions. This criterion of ■
growth stability is especially useful in analysis of fine crystalline texture of alite in clinker.

Inclusions of liquid phase are usually concentrated in the core of the crystal which can also contain
entrapments of belite and lime. Under unstable growth conditions bubbles of air or gas can be
entrapped by the crystal.
.,
Under conditions of unstable growth alite can crystallize mainly in the Mx modification. At low
growth rate the crystals develop without inclusions which is evidence of growth stability. In this case
alite is mainly formed as M3.
.
. .

When the growth rate is decreased, the character of crystal growth of alite changes from the
unstable to the stable state. The phase formed changes from
to M3, accordingly. The core of the
crystal formed in the unstable state is more defective than its periphery formed at stable growth. The
density of dislocations in the core of-the crystal is much higher than in the periphery.

Recrystallization in the later stage of clinkering is rather characteristic of alite; it influences
considerably its crystalline texure. This seems observable when clinker is kept at rather high tempera
ture and the crystals formed earlier are small in size. During recrystallization the crystal form of alite
changes significantly from tablets on (0001) to massive granules with the pyramidal faces {10T11 and
{IT 02} well-developed.
.
'
. As a rule, the M3-form of alite develops in clinker as the recrystallization product with a decrease
of impurity in solid solution. If the clinker contains a small amount of impurity, in particular MgO, the
recrystallization product appears as T2, which shows low birefringence, oblique extinction and polysyn
thetic twinning.
.
Maki considers the interrelation between clinker formation conditions and fine crystalline texture ■
of alite. In general the crystallization includes two processes - nucleation and growth. Different
crystalline textures of alite depend on which of these two processes predominate .

. Usually nucleation predominates when supersaturation is so high that crystallization occurs far
from equilibrium conditions. The nucleation rate is increased with increasing firing temperature. At
high nucleation rate a decrease of supersaturation takes place owing also to the limited growth
environments in clinker which is accompanied by the formation of small faceted crystal individuals
consisting mainly of M3.

Under conditions when the growth of crystals predominates over nucleation, the unstable growth
of crystal individuals continues. Such a situation can take place in actual clinker processing at relatively
low temperatures. In this case the appearance of the new crystallization centres is depressed and the
growth of individual crystals proceeds at sufficiently high rates. In the early stages ofclinker processing
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it is the Mj-form of alite that mainly develops; it may both contain or not contain inclusions of the melt
which depends on growth rate. '
- . . - ■
.
.
,

. A . decrease of supersaturation, as a result of progress of clinkering reactions leads to the
appearance of M3 which grows from the nucleus of
to produce zoned alite crystals. The new
crystallization centres consisting of M3 which continue to nucleate are rare.

As the processing conditions of
and M3 are similar, there exists a tendency toward the appearance
of hybrid crystals as inclusions of one phase to another and more seldom as zoned crystals.
Maki analyzes the influence on the fine texture of alite of various processing parameters such as heating
rate, maximum firing temperature, retention time, preparation of the raw mix, impurities. ■

Rapid heating of the raw mix to sufficiently high temperatures promotes the dissolution of CaO
and C2S in the melt thus stimulating supersaturation and predominance of nucleation. With decreasing
heating rate or firing temperature, it is the growth process but not nucleation that comes to
predominate. In this case the fine crystalline texture of alite changes systematically. At slow heating
rate well-faceted crystals with
and M3 intergrown in patches tend to appear.
■
High growth rate of alite compared to the nucleation rate can be attained at relatively low firing
temperatures; the growth is unstable and Mj appears in preference to M3 which is usually formed at ■
lower growth rates. A great influence on the fine structure of alite is exerted by firing the raw mix below
the temperature of the appearance of the liquid phase. Inhomogeneity of the raw mix leads inevitably
to wide local variations of fine texture of alite.
., - ■

The modula H.M., S.M., I.M., L.S.F characterizing the raw mix change significantly its burnability
and as a result influence the fine texture. In particular, the A/F ratio (I.M.) influences the viscosity of
the interstitial melt and consequently the growth mode of alite (11).
'

Maki gives a detailed consideration of the influence of impurities which mainly changes the
physical properties of the liquid phase and consequently the dissolution rate of CaO and C^S. Thus
MgO decreasing the liquid phase viscosity accelerates the formation of C3S. With increasing MgO
content in the raw mix large zoned crystals of alite can be completely replaced by small faceted crystals
consisting mainly of M3.
,

, In contrast to MgO, SO3 influences the growth process of alite crystals and the increase of their
size. .Under normal clinker processing conditions the addition of a small amount of SO3 favours to
produce zoned crystals mainly as M3. If the clinker contains more than 1 % SO3, anomalously large
alite crystals consisting practically of Mj are developed. They are irregular in shape (skeletal,
dendritic). The alite crystals entrap the interstitial melt. Fine grains of belite and lime can be entrapped
by the alite crystals.
rr
The influence of SO3 on the dissolution of CaO and C2S is not straightforward. Sulphate ions
decrease the viscosity and make easier the dissolution of CaO. At the same time the decrease of surface
tension which facilitates the dispersion of CaO grains and promotes their growth can reduce the first
effect. In the presence of SO3 and alkalis the formation of two liquids can take place. The influence of
SO3 on the fine texture of alite can be considerably decreased due to high alkali concentration. When
analysing the mutual effect of MgO and SO3 Maki mentions that high content of MgO in the raw mix
improve the formation of M3;SO3 stabilizes Mx (Fig. 1).

By means of EPMA, the study of the distribution of impurities (Mg, Al, Fe) in zoned crystals of
alite was made (15). It was shown that the Al 4- Fe content was much higher in the core of the crystal
than in the periphery; the Mg content was practically the same in both parts of the ciystal. The high
concentration of (Al + Fe) in the core of the ciystal may come from the high growth rate in the early
stage of crystallization. It was also found that the Al concentration in the core of the crystal can be
about twice as high as in its periphery. Fig2 shows the concentration of Al, Fe, Mg in the core and on
the periphery of zoned crystals of alite (11).

Cryatal Indlvlduala

Fig. 1. Phase constitution of alite against MgO and
SO3 contents in portland clinker. (Maki, 1986).

Fig.2. Distinction of chemical composition be
tween the core and periphery of zoned alite crys
tals (Maki, 1986).

The study of the dependence of impurity concentrations on the crystallization temperature showed
that the amount of all impurities in the crystal decreases with increasing crystallization temperature. This
tendency shows up especially for Al and Fe. The amount of Mg in alite increases linearly with increasing
amount of MgO in clinker. As to the correlation between the A12O3 and Fe2O3 contents in the alite and
chnker, there is some disagreement among the investigators (11). As shown in (12), the contents of Fe2O3
and A12O3 in alite, belite and clinker are interrelated and can be represented as follows:
5
Fe2O3 (of alite) =. (0,17 - 0,36)Fe2O3 (of clinker);
Fe2O3 (of belite) = (0,27 - 0,48)Fe2O3 (of clinker);
А12Оз (of alite) = (0,09 - 0,23)Al2O3 (of clinker);
A12O3 (of belite) = (0,21 -0,38)Al2O3 (of clinker).

ТЪе existence of a correlation between A12O3 and Fe2O3 at their incorporation in the alite lattice
was indicated in (11).
r

Table 1 shows the growth mode and fine texture of alite according to the data of Maki (16).
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tablei

■

Growth mode of alite

Growth mode
Growth rate
Liquid inclusions
Al, Fe concentration

Unstable
high
abundant
high

Constituent phase
Morphology
Direct concentration

Mi or M3
irregular
high

.;

:

’

Stable

-

■

:

.

lOW

’

.

scarce
low
M3 or Mi
regular (faceted)
low
‘

Maki analyses the correlation between the environmental conditions and the growth mode of
alite. According to (16), the conditions of alite crystallization in the early stage of clinkering can be
classified into three categories with decreasing initial supersaturation of C3S:

(1)
(2)
(3)

high nucleation and low growth rate;
low nucleation and high growth rate; .
low nucleation and low growth rate.

In this case the low initial supersaturation causes delayed nucleation and the crystal growth also
proceeds at low rate. Maki reports that the size of alite grains depends on the ratio of the growth rate
to the nucleation rate.
.
- '
"•
Maki considered the influence of various parameters on the environmental conditions such as the
heating rate of the raw mix, the maximum firing temperature and retention time at this temperature,
the particle size of the raw mix and the particle size distribution of impurities (16). He also studied the
conditions of alite recrystallization which takes place in the later stage of clinker formation. ■

The recrystallization process of alite has been investigated by Mituzas (19). He has some reason
to assume that just after the appearance of the liquid phase the R-form of alite is formed. Futher
increase of firing temperature, as shown by X-ray diagrams, gives evidence in favour of the formation
of monoclinic and then triclinic alite. The author also indicates that the rate of recrystallization depends
mainly on the composition and viscosity of the liquid phase, other conditions being equal.
22.2 Phase Relation: Influence of NazO, K2O, MgO, SO3. Properties of Phases and Materials.

The formation medium of real clinker phases whose matrix bases are C3S, C2S, C3A, C4AF, C6A2F
is polycomponent oxide system. Minor impurity components create favourable conditions to form
clinker phases with a set of isomorphous impurities in the lattice at temperatures which are lower than
the ones in “pure” systems.
The peculiarity of polycomponent clinker systems is the fact that one cannot neglect even small
amounts of impurity components which are usually the participants of phase equilibria (together with
CaO, SiO2 a, 0.). This can be well illustrated by the above metioned example of interaction between
C^S and such components as Na2O, K2O, Cr2O3, TIO^ P2O5, SO3.

. 2-2-2-l Role of Na2O, K^O - At definite concentrations of each of the indicated compounds the
solid solution decomposes yielding the formation of new phases, mainly C2S and CaO. Thus, the
limiting solid solution of C3S with Na2O contains less than 1 mass % of the alkali component (0.7 mass
% Na2O according to the data of Japanese scientists). In clinker alites the quantity of Na2O in the solid
solution is even less (~ 0.3 as reported in (20)). However, a small quantity of Na2O in the solid solution
(0.7 wt %) is quite sufficient for the C3S triclinic lattice to transform into monoclinic one. At the same
time the alkali cations Na(K) in the clinker batch always cause the change of phase relations between
alite and belite towards the decrease of the amount of the first and increase of the latter.'
1

-^^al£e^ements make it difficult for alite to form, make its structure strongly distorted and
unstable. The reasons of this phenomenon consist both in the peculiarities of 0,8 atomic structure and
isomorphous substitution of Ca2+ by 2Na+. One Na+ atom occupies the Ca^+ site but there is no
convenient site in the C3S lattice (21) for the other Na + atom needed for charge compensation. Hence
it is understandable why alite always contains a small amount of alkali elements and why the latter
distort strongly the C3S lattice. At definite concentration of alkali elements the solid solution of alite
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4.5% MgO contains significantly higher quantity of alite (by 20% higher than the clinker with 1%
MgO). This phenomenon was observed also in the case of solid solution of C3S with Сг2Оз and C3S
with Cr2O3 and MgO (23).

A special role of MgO in its influence on the properties of the liquid phase and other processes
was indicated by several scientists (1,3) whose studies dealt not only with Na and К but also with S.
Thus, as shown in (24), the non-uniformity of volume change of cement containing more than 2% MgO
was neutralized by such an amount of SO3 that can be determined using the formula: %SO3 = 0.67
(%MgO = 2). It is also reported that a method has been found to neutralize MgO in an amount of
more than 3% by adding sulphates which permits to obtain a portland cement with higher MgO
concentration and with the uniformity of volume change. v
? ' '■■■- Л
■
The study of the properties of the clinker liquid phase showed also the while the ions K+ and Na+
increase the melt viscosity, the ions Mg2"1" decrease the latter, which was indicated above. Maki (11) also
marked the influence of MgO opposite to that of SO3 when he studied the nucleation and growth of alite
crystals from the liquid phase. This was also mentioned by Gartner and Tang (25). -

' In the study of the MgO influence on phase relation in clinkers composed of CaO, Al^^ Fe2O3 and
SiO2 it was shown (22) that the alite/belite ratio increases as much as 120-125 times, and the aluminoferrite
phase / aluminate phase ratio as much as 15-1.7 times with increasing amount of MgO from 0 to 4%. On
the contrary^with more than 4% increase of MgO the decrease of the indicated values was found to take
place, i.e. the correlation between the decrease of alite content and increasing viscosity of the clinker liquid
phase is observed when the MgO content exceeds 4.0%
"

According to the data reported in (3) the increase of viscosity of the clinker liquid phase proceeds
at MgO content of more than 6%. The increase of viscosity makes difficult the crystallization of alite.
Experiments showed that if the initial clinker mix contains more than 2.0% MgO, the formation of
periclase takes place in clinker.
:
—
When discussing the role of MgO it is worth mentioning some papers dealt with clinkers and
cements with elevated MgO content. This problem is actual as some countries are interested in the
use of raw materials rich in MgO.
.
„

Luginina et al (26) investigated the possibility of utilizing clinkers with 6-7% MgO. As the
magnesium-containing raw mix the authors used the marl with high content of dolomite. The clinkers
studied contained also small quantities of Na2O, K2O, TiO2, P2O5, SO3. In some cases the quantity of
K2Oreached 1.0-2.0% and that of SO3 ~ 1.0%. • •
By means of EPMA, it was shown that in impurity composition in the lattices the clinker phases
differ somewhat from the phases in clinkers with lower quantity of MgO. In particular, it was found
that a*- belite contained increased quantity of MgO (3-4%) and also A12O3 and Fe2O3. Belite also
contained considerable amount of K2O. It was also found that the quantity of impurities in a-belite
was higher compared to ß- belite. Alite contained a significant quantity of MgO, A12O3, Fe2O3
(somewhat higher than 1% of each of these oxides).

The phase composition of clinker is represented by alite, ß- and a'- belites, aluminoferrite and
aluminate phase. It was observed that the quantity of aluminoferrite was much higher than that of
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The quantitative correlations between alite and belite depending on the SO3 amount in the batch
are shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3. Dependence of the quantity of alite (I) and belite (II) on the SO3 content in clinker, x-clinker
with 4.5% MgO; o-clinker with 15% MgO
1
With increasing SO3 content in the batch to 15% the amount of alite increases somewhat, and
this increases is different for various clinkers. Alites from clinkers with 1.5% MgO and 4.5% MgO are
shown in the Fig.3. The belite content in both series is decreased in this case. With increasing addition
of SO3 the amount of alite decreases and that of belite increases accordingly. As a matter of fact, the
transition from alite to belite clinkers takes place.
,
'

A special role played by MgO is also shown in this case. MgO makes it somewhat difficult for alite
with SO3 to decompose. The increase of MgO content leads to a more significant growth of alite content
in clinkers containing up to 15% SO3. The MgO effect is opposite to that of SO3.

Sulphur promotes the stabilization of a'- belite. It was shown by the X-ray method that the
addition of SO3 to the series of clinkers with 1.4% MgO leads to the appearance of the a'- form of
belite. The a'-form quantity is increased with increasing SO3 amount in the mix. At the same time
clinker of this series free of SO3 contains only theß-form of belite.

The increase of MgO content in the mix changes, however, the situation. In particular, MgO makes
it difficult for a'-belite to form. Thus, in clinker with 3% (and more) MgO no a*- belite was found
even at a considerable SO3 content The a- and a* — forms of belite were formed in sulphur-contain
ing clinkers where the MgO content did not exceed 05 %.
One of the considerable effects of SO3 is that sulphur distorts to a great degree the crystal lattices
of belite and aluminoferrite phases. In the X-ray pattern this shows up in the diffused character of
peaks and in the decrease of their intensity. It is worth noting that belite and aluminoferrite phases
with strongly distorted crystal structure are characterized by greater impurity contents, in particular of
SO3, compared to more perfect crystals. In this case belite with high sulphur concentration contains
a greater amount of AI2O3 in the solid solution.
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The aluminoferrite phase in the clinkers studied also attracts attention. By means of X-ray and
EPMA it was found that aluminoferrites with strongly distorted structure contain up to 10 % SO3 in
the solid solution, whereas crystals with more perfect structure contained less than 1 % SO3. The
aluminofemte phase contains also significant amounts of MgO ans SiO2 in the solid solution. However,
attempts to synthesize the aluminoferrite phase with great amount of SO3 in the solid solution in
laboratory conditions failed.
Table 2 exemplifies the chemical compositions of phases crystallized in high sulphur clinkers.

Clinker
Series

"

Table!
■
Chemical composition of phases in sulphur- magnesium clinkers.

.

'

CaO

MgO

AI2O3

I
I
IV
V

70.2
69.7
69.1
69.1

1.4
1.6
1.9
1.8

-1.0
1.3
1.7
1.5

I
I
IV
V

61.7
61.6
59.3
59.3

0.6
0.8
0.5
0.7

2.2
2.4
3.2
3.4

I
I
IV
V

45.1
45.5
47.6.
44.9

2.9
3.7
3.0
2.1

29.7
27.3
18.9
22.2

РегОз

SiO2

Alite
1.0
26.2
1.0
25.8
0.9
25.6
0.9
25.9
Belite
1.8
32.9
1.8
30.4
1.8
31.0
2.0
31.2
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MgO
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0.2
0.7
0.8
0.8

1.4
1.4
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4.0
6.0
4.0

0.9
2.9
4.3
3.4

1.4
1.4
5.5
6.5

03
4.0
6.0
4.0

0.0
0.3
103
103

1.4
1.4
53
63

03
4.0
6.0
4.0

It is well known that the character of the influence of one or another component of the clinker
depends on many parameters and in some cases it seems difficult to take the majority of them into
account.
...

In particular, when SO3 occurs in belite-aluminoferrite clinkers, it exerts a different influence on
both the phase relations and the crystallo-chemical state of phases. Thus, as shown in (28), in
belite-aluminoferrite clinkers the influence of SO3 depends to a greater degree on the А^Оз/РегОз
ratio. It was shown that in clinkers with ^зОз/РезОз ratios of 1.75 and 1.0, three phases were formed:
belite, aluminoferrite and calcium sulphoaluminate.
'

. In more ferrous clinkers (A/F < 1) only two phases are formed: calcium aluminoferrite and belite.
It was also found that sulphur promotes stabilization of high temperature forms of belite
(a— and a — ), whereas magnesium makes it difficult for this process to develop. For example. X-ray
diffraction patterns showed that in clinkers with 6% MgO no tt— and a'— modifications of belite were
found even in the presence of 6 % SO3.

, EPMA studies permitted to establish that less ferrous aluminoferrite, namely C4AF, contained
high quantities of SO3 (up to 6-7 %) in the solid solution. It also contained considerable amounts of
MgO and SiO2 which is characteristic of the aluminoferrite phase. More ferrous aluminoferrite solid
solution (based on C6AF2) contained a small amount of SO3 compared to C4AF, namely in the limits
of 0.1 to 0.6 % SO3. It also contained much smaller amount of MgO (0.2-0.9 %). X-ray analysis showed
that belite and aluminoferrite phase of these clinkers are products with extremely distorted lattices.

Fig.4 shows the X-ray patterns of belites with more or less distorted structures. The belite (П) has the
following composition (mass %): CaO - 58.7; MgO - 05; SiO2 - 31.8; A12O3 - 3.4; Fe^ -1.9; SO3 - 3.6.

Fig.4. X-ray patterns of ^-belites with weak (I) and strong (II) distorted structure.
The unit cell parameters of this£- belite are (A°): a=5.526; b=6.771; c=9.316; ß =94.30°; for
comparison the parameters of ß-CiS with B2O3 are as follows: a=5.48; b=6.76; c=9.28;
/3=94.83°. The composition of this belite was chosen from the EPMA results for belites
crystallized in the clinkers investigated, ^-belite (I)-C2S+0.5% B2O3.

Measurements of compressive strength showed that its value is twice as high as for clinkers
containing phases with imperfect structure (see the paper published in Proceedings of the present
Congress).
1 '
-'
Knöfel et al made a thorough study of the influence of alkalis and sulphur on cement properties
(29,30,31,32). The main results summarized in (33) are as follows. Both commercial clinkers and the
ones synthesized in laboratory conditions were studied. The quantities of alkalis and sulphur as well
as silica- alumina moduli and lime saturation factor varied. With increasing SO3 content in clinker the
alite content decreased and that of belite increased. At the same time the size of alite crystals increased.
This fact is explained by the change of the liquid phase during the burning. Sulphur is bonded by the
matrix phases and can form sulphates. Sulphur present in the structure of clinker phases accelerates
cement setting, whereas sulphur bonded in the form of alkaline sulphates slows down the process.

Cement strength is decreased with increasing S03 content Alkalis enter mainly the aluminate phase
and belite. Sulphur preferably forms K2SO3 but not Na2SO^. The aluminate phase with alkalis is formed at
low sulphur content and at high alkali content. With increasing alkali content the quantity of alite decreased
significantly in presence of Na2O and less in presence of K2O. The belite content increased accordingly but
no considerable change in contents of the aluminate and aluminoferrite phases is observed.
The degree of alkali sulphatisation in clinker influences the alite and belite contents as well as the
behaviour of cement during the setting and its strength. The setting is always accelerated by Na2O, in
the case of K2O this process is accelerated or hindered depending on the degree of sulphatization and
on the chemical composition of cement. Alkalis promote the increase of strength at the early stages
and the decrease at the later stages. The decrease of compressive strength can be fully or partly
compensated by the optimal degree of sulphatization, by the increase of silica modulus and decrease
of alumina modulus and/or by the increase of lime saturation factor.

Gies and Knöfel (34) studied the sulphur effect on phase relation in belite clinkers’and on the
technological properties of cements. In absence of alkali the increasing sulphur content stimulates the
increase of belite content with simultaneous decrease of alite content. In this case the 2-days compres-'
sive strength decreased. The 28-and 90-days strengths are increased significantly by adding sulphates;
this effect strengthens by rapid cooling of cement.
In belite-rich cement clinkers the greatest SO3 amount enters belite and can also be present as
sulphates, mainly as CaSO4. Stabilization of high-temperature forms of a- and a'-belites is not reached
if the quantity of SO3 in clinker does not exceed 1.5 mass%; the belite phase contains 0.6- 0.8% SO3
in the solid solution. Owing to the lattice distortion the hydraulic properties of sulphur-containing
belite have improved.
In presence of alkalis and at 80-100 degree of sulphatization K2SO4 is more stable than Na2SO4
in both portland and belite clinkers. Na2O enters both the belite and the aluminate phase; the latter
being formed as the orthorombic modification. Addition of alkaline oxides in amounts of up to 1.0%
at 80-100 degree of sulphatization exerts a positive effect on cement strength.

Gies and Knöfel (35) studied the alkali effect on phase relations in belite clinkers and on the
technical properties of cement as well as the mutual effect of manganese and alkalis (36). With
■ increasing alkali and manganese content in cement clinker the a- and a'- forms of belite are stabilized.
The 28- and 90-days compressive strengths are increased.

When studying the role of Na2O in belite clinkers Stark and Müller (37) showed that belite
cement with high Na2O content possess lower strength than K2O-containing belite cements (at similar
content of these oxides), a- and a'-belites stabilized by Na2O possess similar hydraulic activity. The
high cooling rate leads to high impurity content in belite owing to prevention of impurity segregation.
Jost et al (38) studied the formation of belite modification depending on the Na2O content and
on the cooling rate of belite clinkers (LSF = 70 and 80). They established that 3% Na2O are sufficient
to stabilize a-belite (along with the a') at a cooling rate of 300 К min"1. At 13% Na2O no stabilization
of a-belite could be even at a cooling rate of 3000 К min*1,

2.2.2.4 Mutual Role of Na, K, Mg, S.- Gartner and Tang (25) report that inspite of a great number
of data published on sulphate clinkers there are still many uncertainties concerning the behaviour of
SO3 during clinker formation of high sulphate portland cement clinkers containing K, Na, Mg, MgCO3,

Na2SO4, K2SO4, CaSO4 were added to the initial clinker imx in such quantities that the content of
alkalis, sulphur and magnesium could be varied. They studied the volatility of sulphur and alkalis during
clinker formation and their mutual influence. For example, addition of CaSO4 leads to a decrease of
volatility of potassium and to an increase of that of sulphur.
■
.
Gartner and Tang also note that the results give evidence in favour of the hypothesis that K2SO4
and CaSO4 form a mixed melt in the concentration limits of 1:0 to 1:2. The volatility of alkalis and
sulphur observed in clinkers with average content of MgO is significantly lower than in clinkers with
low MgO content. The authors also report some other important data concerning the mutual influence
of alkalis and sulphur on their volatility.
"

The phase composition of clinkers was determined by means of microscopic and X-ray methods
as well as by selective dissolution methods. The authors report that the phase composition of clinkers
(phases relations) is greatly influenced by adding MgO and CaSO4. X-ray and microscopic studies
showed that with increasing MgO content in clinkers the quantity of the aluminate phase decreased
and that of the aluminoferrite phase increased. If only CaSO4 is added to the clinker mix, the quantity
of alite decreased. However, the negative effect is weakened by adding MgO.
/

These results agree with those of Fomicheva and Boikova. Gartner and Tang note that the negative
effect of CaSO4 on the raw mix bumability can be compensated by adding from 0.5 to 1.5% MgO. The
authors report the results of the EPMA study of the chemical composition of phases. In particular,
they indicate that sulphur is present in the belite lattice. The alkali-containing aluminate phase and
alkaline belites are also described in their work Besides, at a definite chemical composition of the
initial clinker mix some other products were found, namely: arcanite K2SO4, anhydrite CaSO4, calcium
langbeinite K2Ca2(SO4)3, aphthitalite or glaserite NaxK2_xSO4. The authors also admit the possibility
of of formation of an intermediate product — sulphate spurrite [(Ca5(SiO4)2(SO4))].
The quantity of sulphur to be present in structure of the silicate phases depends on both the MgO
content in clinker and the К/Na ratio. Clinkers with high sodium content and low potassium content
show a strong tendency to form belite with both sodium and sulphur in the lattice regardless of the
MgO content. According to EPMA data one of such belites contained 1% Na2O and 2.7% SO3. The
sodium behaviour in this case differs from that of potassium whose presence in belite is not accom
panied by the presence of sulphur. Summarizing the results on alkaline and sulphate phases the authors
note (25) that although the equilibrium in the studied clinker systems was not reached and clinkers
with the limited content of sodium, potassium and sulphur were studied, the summary table suggested
by them can be useful.
Gartner and Tang studied the properties of cement pastes and presented the results of measuring
day, 7-days and 28-days compressive strengths. The pastes of high sulphate clinkers showed good
1workability in this case. The authors analyzed strength development of low and medium MgO clinker.

A correlation was made of compressive strength with water soluble alkalis in clinker and their
total amount. Thus at the constant S:A ratio the correlation of 28-day strength with the total amount
of alkalis is very good (for clinkers with low MgO content).
For medium MgO clinkers with low potassium content the 1-day strength decreases and is restored
after 28 days. Low-alkali clinkers with high sulphate content show good 28-day strength. In the paper
cited there are many other useful data of practical importance but only part of them can be discussed
in this review. In conclusion Gartner and Tang summarized the main result of their study which consists

in the following. The authors showed potential advantages and disadvantages of interbumt sulphates
as the replacement of interground gypsinn in commercial cements. Cements prepared with SO3 in the
form of interburn calcium and potassium sulphates show better or similar strength development as
compared to cements containing interground gypsum.

The harmful influence of Na2SO4 and CaSO4 on clinker phases takes place if there is no sufficient
amount of K2SO4to form aphthitalite or langbeinite. The sodiums behavior differs from that potassium
as regards the volatility and their presence in structures of clinker phases. Clinkers with high Na2O
content behave differently compared to clinkers with high K2O. The explanation suggested agrees with
the majority of data.
'
3. QUALITY OF MATERIALS

An important investigation dealt with the uniform criterion of cement quality was made by
Bruggemann and Brentrup (39). The authors note that the cement strength will be an important quality
criterion. The most important parameters were investigated to provide a basis for improved control
strategies in cement production. For this purpose 27 industrial clinkers were studied by chemical and
microscopical methods. The data obtained were correlated with the cement strengths. The authors
showed that the content of soluble alkalis, of calculated C3S, of alite determined by microscopy and
the alite crystallite size proved to be important influencing variables.

Fig.5. Relationship between MgO con
tent and 28- day strength at 2800 cm2/g
Blaine, (by H. Bruggemann and L.
Brentrup)

MgO. %

Fig.6. Relationship between the ratio of
alite content determined by microscopy
to the calculated Bogue C3S content
and the 28-day strength at 4800 cmz/g
Blaine, (by H Bruggemann and L
Brentrup)
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chord length of the alite determined by
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These data could be used with the aid of an equation to calculate 28-day strength. The authors
showed, that the error is smaller with finer cements than with coarser ones. The main results of the
investigation are presented on figures 5,6,7.

4. POLYMORPHISM AND STRUCTURE OF PORTLAND PHASES

. V

At the 8th ICCC (1986), the solid solutions of clinker phases, polymorphism and crystal structure
of C3S were discussed by Boikova (4) and Maki (11) respectively, in two Principal Reports. In 1990,
Taylor (6) published a book entitled Cement Chemistry. The chapter One details the polymorphism
and crystal structure of Portland cement major phases. All structural data for the different polymorphs
of the pure phases and their solid solutions have been determined from single crystal patterns. New
calculated X-ray powder diffraction patterns using single crystal cell parameters are given fqr pure C3S
and clinker phases.
4.1 Tricalcium Silicate and Alites

,

:

.

4.1.1 Polymorphism of C3S

As already reviewed in the previous international congress, seven forms of C3S exist between the
room temperature and 1100°C (11):
: -■
T1«0>12222>13980;>M1990>M21060>M3 1070X>R
T = triclinic, M = monoclinic, R = rhombohedral

... .

The M3 form, as discovered by Maki and Chromy (40) under microscopy, is stable within a narrow
10°C range. Birefringence, optic orientation and twinning structure clearly identified two kinds of
triclinic phases between 620 and 920°C and two monoclinic forms between 980 and 1070°C. However,
the 'n------- >T3 and Ml-------- > М2 at respectively 980 and 990°C were not detected inspite of
reversible DTA peaks. These transitions which have no influence on the “megascopic” optical
properties may be attributed to the formation of a modulation structure (superstructure) or may be
due to orientation disorder of the SiO4 tetrahedra and changes in the Ca coordination (11).

4.1.2 C3S Solid Solutions. Alites in Clinkers
. Many foreign elements can be introduced in the C3S lattice (4). The most common are magnesium,
aluminium and iron. With increased contents, they stabilise at room temperature triclinic and
/ monoclinic forms (11,41,42,43,). The mutual interaction of Al, Fe, Mg, К and Na stabilises TI, T2,
'Ml and M3 molymorphs. It seems after electron diffraction and single crystal X-ray diffraction that the
rhombohedral form is not stabilised, at room temperature, by Zn, La, Al + Mg + F (44). However
Taylor (6) reports two cases of the R form, a single crystal with Sr2"1" and a solid solution with fluorine.
.

In industrial clinkers there is an interaction between MgO and SO3 (11):

* MgO favours the stabilisation of M3 by intensification of the nucleation process,
* SO3 promotes the growth process (45,46) and stabilises Ml crystals.

MgO and SO3 counteract with each other. It can result in zoned crystals with M3 at the periphery
and Ml in the core. EPMA of zoned crystals show that Mg is uniformly distributed but that Al and Fe
are more concentrated in the core (15). Alite polymorphs will be different if alkalies are present as
they produce alkali sulfates.
. . . .
... .
.
The crystallisation of alite is also influenced by the clinker processing (16,41,47,48). In industrial
■ clinkers the heating rate is low favours large faceted crystals. Ml is the first form to occur (16,41). M3
is the eventual product of.recrystallisation (47). The clinker microstructure is also depending on the
type of kiln (48). Edged alite crystals of 10-60/zm size with small inclusions of belite appear in the dry
process. With a preheater kiln, alite is coarser (40-70/xm) and zoned.
The thermal stability of alites was studied by optical microscopy and DTAby Maki and Kato (43):

- with a high amount of MgO in the clinker (4%), M3 is a stable form which transforms reversibly
into R,
.

- with a lower amount of MgO (1.1%), M3 reverts to T2 on heating beyond 700°C and then
follows the polymorphismT2—->M1
>M3-—>R. By rapid cooling M3 can be stabilised again
at room temperature. By slow cooling Ml or T2 is the stable form.
- with a low amount of MgO (0.6%), Ml reverts to T2 above 600°C and gives the same sequence
as the usual polymörphism. Ml occures after quenching and T2 by slow cooling.
Hudson and Groves (49) also observed the transformation of an M3 alite at 700°C on a heating
stage of the 1 MV electron microscope. The new structure was characterised by superlattice reflections.
Industrial alites are, after Maki (11), usually M3 or Ml or M3 + Ml. Hahn et al (50) also found
Ml, Ml + M3 and M3 forms in solid solutions with 0.9% А12Оз + 0.5% Ре2Оз and with 0.5 to 2%
MgO. By heating monoclinic industrial alites, Maki and Kato (43) stated that “there is no need to take
■ into account the occurrence of М2 during heating. It seems that M1 can directly invert to M3 without
passing through М2”. However in their DTA diagrams of synthetic solid solutions with 1.5 and 2%
MgO (M3 at room temperature which converted to Ml at 750°C), a peak at respectively 975 and 990°C
was not indentified. This peak also remained approximatively at the same temperature and was
reversible in the DTA diagrams of M3 solid solutions stabilised by ZnO (51). In pure C3S this peak

corresponds to the transition Ml----- >M2. Accordingly it should disappear beyond the stability range
of Ml. As the М2 form is not distinguished from Ml by optical observation, this phase change,
detectable by DTA only, is still open to discussion.
.

4.1.3 Crystal Structures of C3S and Alites
Maki (11) reported the crystal structure of a rhombohedral form at 1200°C and a monoclinic M3 form.
Both were C3S solid solutions. The triclinic T1 structure was calculated by Golovastikov et al (21).

— Rhombohedral Structure (Fig.8)
Nishi and Takeuchi (52) refined the structure to R = 10% for 159 reflections. The unit cell has the
following parameters:
.
a = 0.715(6), c=25586(15) nm. Space Group R3m, Z = 9

Fig.8 Crystal structure ofthe R modification based on the results of Nishi and Takeuchi (52) and
after Taylor (6)
This structure differs from the structure determined by Jeffery (53) which was built from
independent SiO4 tetrahedra. Three tetrahedra Si( 1), Si(2), Si(3) and three oxygen ions were on the
trigonal axes. The calcium ions Ca(l), Ca(2), Ca(3) linked to the tetrahedra were octahedrally
coordinated to three oxygen ions A,F,E which were not linked to Si. In the new structure:

1. the tetrahedron Si(l) has a different orientation: rotation of 60° around the trigonal axis,
2. the tetrahedron Si(2) points upward (U-orientation) at 30% and downward (D-orientation) at 70%
at 1200°C,
■
3. the apical bonds of all the tetrahedra are tilted from the trigonal axis.
The coordination of Ca(l) and Ca(2) is sixfold as in the Jeffery’s structure. The coordination of
Ca(3) is however considered as fivefold. With a Ca-0 bond length of 0.215 nm the Ca coordination
would be 5.66 on average.

- Monoclinic Structure: M3 form

Nishi, Takeuchi and Maki (54) refined the structure to R= 9.9% for the solid solution
Ca(2.89)Mg(0.11)SiO5. The unit cell is characterised by the following parameters:
a = 3.3083(8), b = 0.7027(2), c = 1.8499(4) nm, В = 94°12(2), SG = Cm, Z=36. It is the same cell
as that of Jeffery (53) derived from the alite C(54)S(16)AM. Three types of tetrahedra can be
indentified on the trigonal axis:
"

1. fixed orientation: either U or D,
2. disordered in two orientations: U-D disorder,
3. disordered in three orientations: U-D-G disorder.

■

Half of the Ca ions are on the mirror plane and half on a plane close to у = 1/4. The coordination
number is 6.15 on average.

— Triclinic Structure: T1 form

.

Single crystals of C3S were studied either by X-ray rotation photographs by Golovastikov et al
(21) or by electron diffraction by Groves (55). The same lattice was reported: A= 1.167, b = 1.424,
c = 1.372 nm, а = 105.50°, ß = 943° у = 90°, SG = PT, Z = 18.
, Pure C3S crystals exhibit reflection twins on the mirror plane {2110} of the pseudolattice nearly
trigonal with a = 0.7 and c=2.5 nm. These twins may be considered as domains in an originally trigonal
structure (55). In fact the same pseudo- lattice determined by Jeffery (53) occurs for all varieties of
C3S but superlattice reflections are different from C S and alites (55). So, lattices calculated earlier on
the basis of X- ray powder photographs were found to be inapplicable.
4.1.4 Calculated X-ray powder diffraction patterns for C3S and alites
X-ray powder patterns permit the determination of the dimensions of various lattices but give no
information on the summary of the structures (51). One cannot distinguish for instance between a metrically
rhombohedral and a true rhombohedral cell Taylor (6) calculated the powder patterns from single crystal
data for T1 and M3 forms. No data were available for the Ml form. For T1 and M3 the characteristic
reflections used earlier are indexed with Golovastikov et al (21) and Nishi et al (54) crystal data (Table 3).
Table3
X-ray characteristic reflections in T1 and M3 forms (6)

T1

M3

dnm

VIo

hkl

dnm

I/Io

0.2801
0.2777
0.2755
0.2741 .

100
42
45

303
044
042
402

0.2778

100
43
84

0.1780
0.1771
0.1762

34

44

.

26
28

.

082
446
444

0.2753
0.2745

hkl
606
12.00
224

■

0.1768
0.1763

58
52

14.24

040

42. Dicalcium Silicate and Belites
4.2.1 Polymorphism of C2S

-

■ - . .

- .

Five forms of C^S exist between ambient temperature and 1500°C but their stability ranges on
heating and cooling are different: . ■

— у CiS Stable form at room temperature:

r
725-860
, 1160
, 1420°C
* heating: у------------- > tzL <------- >aH <----- ;—>a

' .

*
r
-,1420^ .1160_ ,650 л500°С
* cooling: a<------- >aH <------- >aL ----- >ß--------- >y

'

/

.

"

/

■

'

— )3C2S stabilized at room temperature by rapid quenching of aL'(<1160°C):
й675
, 1160
, 1420°C
* heating: ß----- > ql <--- > «н <----------- >a

*
r
1420 ,
1160
,650 0500°C
* cooling: a<-------->aH <------- > «l----- > ß--------- > У

.

'

.

.

;
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The transformations ß—»y and у—Xz'l are irreversible. The ß—> у transition involves a
considerable change of volume (dusting). According to Smith et al (56), the two transitions correspond
to a rotation of SiO4 tetrahedra and to major shifts of some of the Ca ions. Recent single crystal high
temperature XRD patterns show that the phases are formed topotactically that is in a definite
crystallographic orientation relative to the starting material. The dusting would be a fragmentation
due to the large volume change (6). The ß —* у transformation is variable with temperature and can
be incomplete. It is too a transition similar to the tetragonal- monoclinic transformation in zirconia
(57) and to transformation toughening (58). Ay C2S nucleation effect can be initiated by coarse ciystals
of ß C2S and by mechanical stresses (59,60).
The transformations a'H<----- x^’v “ l**---- > ß anda<------ >а'н are reversible and correspond
to relatively small changes of the crystal structure.
■
4.2.2 C2S Solid Solutions and Belites

■

?

C2S takes up a greater proportion of foreign elements such as Al, Fe, K, Na, P, Sr, Ti, V, Cr into
solid solution than does C3S. The nature and proportion of the foreign ions on one hand, the thermal
treatment on the other, permits the synthesis of/J,tr'L and a forms very similar to, those of pure CjS.
C2S solid solutions appear as products of imperfect crystallisation. A new ß form called ß* has
been identified by von Lampe and Seydel (61). Its XRD pattern is close to that of ^C^S and very
similar/? C2S doped with B2Ö3 (62). This variety obtained from clinkers containing alkalis and rapidly
cooled converts to a* around400’C The^* belite contains more foreign oxydes (3.80%) than^ (2.45%)
but is closer to а’ (4Л5%). The formation ofß* CjS has been related to the exsolution of foreign ions
from the supersaturated solution in a very finely dispersed manner, not visible in the BSEE image of
the EPMA. These sub-microscopic exsolutions cause irregularities of the belite crystal lattice reflected
by the broadening of the 29 Si NMR signal.
,

The departure from stoichiometry of C2S have been the subject of numerous publications
reported at the Moscow Congress in 1974 (63). It was concluded that the ß form was stabilized by an
excess of CaO and that excess of SiO2 favoured the/1—*y transformation. In an analytical electron
microscopic study of doped dicalcium silicates, Chan, Kriven and Young (64) found that CaO/SiO2 of
ß C2S was always 2.0 ±0.1. Thus the solid solution Ca(2.2)SiO(4.2) did not occur. K2O and A12O3 were
used as dopants and it was shown that amorphous glassy phases and additional crystalline phases could
account for the apparent departure (65,66). K2O very low in C2S was concentrated in an amorpuous
grain boundary phase and more particularly in silica rich C2S (CaO/SiO2 = 1.8 in the starting composi
tion). In the lime rich specimens (CaO/SiO2=2.2) a twinned lamellar structure (type I) appeared as a
“narrow banded microstructure”. With K2O the bands included the amorphous boundary phase. In
A12O3 doped specimens the bands were parallel cracks. Identified crystals were rankinite Ca3Si2O7 in
K2O doped systems and gehlenite Ca2Al2SiO7 for CaO/SiO2= 1.8 samples. Both appeared to be
crystallising from the amorphous grain boundary phase. Large (^S grains (10-50/^ mjcross) were in fact
agglomerates of smaller grains (0.1-0.5 дт) identified by their twinning under ТЕМ observation. For
samples rich in lime (CaO/SiO2 = 2.2) and above the A12O3 saturation level (3% wt), C3A and CjS
were detected. This study shows that EPMA data can account the contribution of the boundary phase
that EDS/TEM does not. The low level of dopant substitution and K2O more particularly might not
be the major factor in
stabilisation. Physical parameters as critical particle size or matrix
constraint might be more important than the chemical composition. The same type of amorphous
phase between C2S grains was also found in C2S doped with phosphates (67).
.
Ca2Fe2O5 as crystals appeared in an interstitial phase for Fe, Na or К stabilised C2S (68). The
Mössbauer spectrometry identified Fe3+ at octahedral and tetrahedral sites as follows:
' * 30/70 in Na-Fe a substituted C^S form,

* 63/37 in K-Fe a substituted CjS form
In/?C2S, Fe3+ was mostly tetrahedral.

"

'

Sulfur is also a foreign element in C^S. Lamellar ß C^S and non lamellar <z C^S were observed in
high SO clinkers (45,46). In absence of alkalis and in belite-rich clinker, SO3 is mainly incorporated in
belite which is a lattice disturbed sulfate bearing phase (34).
'

The effect of minor elements on the stability ofjSC^S is closely related to the polarization ability
of the ions (69). Ions having smaller polarization ability than of Ca or higher than that of Si ion are
able to affect the stability of ß C^S. On the contrary, ion groups like PO4-,

SO4-, МПО4, vo4~* CrOj“ and ASO4- substituting for SiOj- stabilise ßC^.
An idiomorphic belite was found in cements with a false setting tendency (70). These belites have
a total amount in impurities of 6.6% with high SO3 Fe^ and A12O3 contents. The cement has
undergone higher burning temperature than those contining round shaped belite. The cooling rate was
moderate and there was an intense enveloping of belite and alite by the interstitial phase.
.
. _ There are vacancies defects of Ca2+in C^S. These Ca2+ vacancies are equivalent to negative
charges which capture the positrons due to the Coulomb attraction between positive and negative
charges (71). So, the positron annihilation technique is useful for the defects in doped ßCS. Na+
replacing Ca
creates anion vacancies while P54" replacing Si4+ creates cation vacancies. Sodium
was concentrated on dislocations, at the grain boundaries and the surface of grains.

A reducing atmosphere has a minor effect upon the polymorphic transitions of the C2S phase (72).
Mn solid solutions are yC^S (2.34% Mn) in reducing atmosphere and/3 C2S (1.53% Mn) in air (73).

4.2.3 Crystal Structure of C2S and Belites

-

The crystal structure of y,ß, a* and a
forms determined from single crystals of solid solutions
was reported at the Moscow Congress (63). Refinement of these structures was undertaken by
Udagawa et al (74,75,76) and Jost et al (77). The relations between the structure of <z, aiH', ß and у QS

has been shown by Taylor (6).

■

yCoS: single crystals of у C2S were synthesized by the flux method. The structure was refined to
the final R value of 0.037 with 581 independent diffraction intensities collected by an automatic four
circle single crystal diffractometer (74). The unit cell is characterized by the following parameters:

a = 0.5081(2), b = 1.1224(5), c=0.6778(10) nm, SG = Pbnm, Z = 4.

The structure is similar to that of olivine (Mg, Fe)2 SiO4 and consists of a distorted hexagonal
close-packed arrangement of oxygen atoms in which Ca atoms occupy one half of the octahedral sites
and Si atoms occupy one-height of the tetrahedral sites.

, The ß----- >y transformation proceeds not by a total reorgamzation of the structure as it was
supposed earlier but by a topotactical reaction (6). The new form grows in a definite crystallographic
orienteation relative to the starting crystal but the large volume expansion shatters the newly formed
crystals into small fragments.

'

.

ß, a', and а; а, ан\ aL\ß are very close polymorphs. Progressive decreases in symmetry result
in different „orientation of the SiO4 tetrahedra and small movements of Ca2"1" ions (Fig.9). The
difference in orientation of the tetrahedra involves a difference in the coordination number of the
calcium atoms.

~

Crystals of C2S were grown from a CaC12 melt by Jost et al (77). The unit cell has the following

parameters:

■

a = 0.5502, b = 0.6745, c = 0.9297 nm,ß = 94.59°, SG = P21/n,Z = 4

Crystals of öl', aH' and ß were stabilised with Sr, P2O5, anb Ba respectively. Their structure is
characterised by:

,

-a = 2.0871, b = 0.9496, c = 03600 nm,SG = Pna21,Z= 12
-a = 0.949,b = 0.559,c=0.685nm,SG = Pcmn,Z=4
-a = 0.5579, c = 0.7150 nm, у = 120°, SG = P31c, Z=2
The trigonal space group is that of the individual domains in the hexagonal structure

I— a = 0 558nm-------i

С-Р-СгЗ

r*- b

d

= 0 559 nm—i

J-C2S

Fig.9 Crystal Structures of C^S refined by Udagawa et al (74,76) and after Taylor (6)

Fig. 10 SEM images of industrial belites
(i) Striated ßCiS, (ii) Smooth aCzS
4.2.4 Lamellar structure of Belites

Belite usually occurs as rounded, striated grains with markedly laminated structure (Fig. 10). The
striations appear at the moment of the а----- >а* and а*—>ß transformations. Two or more sets of
striations are of Type I and twin lamellae singly orientated are of Type II (78).
Twins of C2S have been examined by ТЕМ (79), HEVM (80), HERM (81), optical microscopy
and ТЕМ (82):
.

Groves (79) prepared ^C^S by cooling a'C^S or aC^S. The transformation a' — >ß resulted in
optically resolvable twins on a single set of planes (100)/3. The а
> а*
>ß transformations gave
ТЕМ resolvable twins also on (100) planes with lamellae of200 nm width grouped into domains having
a common < 010 >ß direction, in the original grain. Local elastic strains and nucleated dislocations
exist at domain interfaces. So, ТЕМ observations lead to the hypothesis that twins result of alternating
lattice transformation shear strains.

The HVTEM used by Barnes and Ghose (80) was able to directly detect narrow lamellae and fine
substructure within each lamella (substriation or internally twinned structure). This fine substructure
would indicate, a martensitic transformation, solid-state structural transformation involving small
displacements of numerous atoms with a definite orientational relationship between the starting
material and the newly formed phase. The effective driving force may be shear stress while the volume
change is small.
.
.

Feng Xiuji et al (81) studied ß

doped with K2O or Na2O with a HERM. The (100) twins were
confinned and the (001) twins not observed by Groves (79) were identified. It was considered that the
(001) twins occurred when a* C^S transformed into ß C^S. A shear stress parallel to axis aa' turned
the axis Ixt' into the axis cß.

Fukuda and Maki (82) reexamined the orientation of ßC^S solid solution lamellae in the host a
phase and confirmed earlier results about the orientation relationship between the ß and a phases.
Using optical microscopy and more particularly the measured birefringence, ß and a phases could be
clearly distinguished. The electron diffraction pattern showed the polysynthetic twinning on (100)^,

parallel to { 1120} a; The XRD precision photograph of aß crystal showed a cyclic twin around the b
ß axis and a polysynthetic twin on (100) ß. The cyclic twin corresponded to the a----- > ß transition
during cooling (hexagonal----- > monoclinic ) in such a way that cabß,aaa* ß and a* c^. Three
kinds of polished sections perpendicular to ca, aa, and a* showed striations of different orientations.

Striations parallel to the a* intersected at an angle of 60° or 120° with another. Two sets of striation

on the polished section containing a* and ca were parallel to a* and intersected this axis at an angle of

23°. In the aa ca plane, two sets of striation made angles of 15° and 27° with the aa axis. The most
probable face indices of the habit planes parallel to the aa axes are {1125 }a. They difer from { 1012 }a
determined by Yamaguchi and Ono (70).
The lamellar structure of industrial belites is able to indicate the clinkering temperature. The
distribution of potassium in a +
belites is inhomogeneous, higher at the periphery (Fig. 11).

'

Fig. 11 Distribution of potassium (EPMA) in a bistriated belite

43 Tricalcium Aluminate and Its Solid Solutions
, C3A is a definite compound showing no polymorphic transformations. However alkalis Na and К
sustituting for Ca produce changes of symmetry in the pure C3A crystal.

4.3.1 Crystal Stucture of Ca4 Al? O3 — The crystal structure of C3A determined by Mondal and
Jeffery (83) is cubic with:

a =1.5263 run, SG=Pa3, Z=24
Eight (A16O18)18" rings of six A1O4 tetrahedra are on the triad symmetry axes. They are intercon
nected by calcium ions located at the corners of the subcells. There are eight holes of 0.147 run radius
per formula unit (Fig. 12). Two types of calcium can be distinguished:
' :

1. the Ca(l), Ca(2) and Ca(3) atoms at the comers of the subcells are octahedrally coordinated to the
oxygen atoms with short bond lengths, 0.2388 — 0.2354 nm,
2. the Ca(4), Ca(5) and Ca(6) atoms in centered positions are irregularly coordinated, the Ca-O bonds
varying from 0.2444 to 0.2625 nm.
.
<
.

Fig. 12 Tricalcium aluminate structure; l/8th of the cell viewed along the 10101 axis. The hole in
■ the A16O18 ring is at the bottom left (83).

43.2 Ciystal Structure of СзА — NazO solid solutions

i’

'' ,1

-

Na substitutes for Ca in the crystal structure of Ca3Al2O6. In order to preserve the neutrality, a
second Na atom occupies the center of one of the A16O18 rings. Four domains of stability have been
found:
'
■
.• Д. Oto 1.9% Na2O by weight: CI
.
-;
2.1.9 to 3.7% Na2O: coexistence of CII and О ,
3.3.7to4.6%Na2O:O
A 4.6 to 5.9% Na2O :M
■ ч : kr .

■

•

,
:

v .-./У;;

,
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Takeuchi et al (8,84), using X-ray precision photographs and a four circle diffractometer deter
mined the structures of three single crystals containing respectively 2.4,3.8 and 5.7% Na2O which were
respectively cubic П, orthorhombic О and monoclinic M. The structure of pure C3A has been called
CI.
— The cubic CII structure

C3A + 2.4% Na2O is cubic with a = 1.5248(2) nm, SG = P213, Z=24. The unit cell contains 695
Ca atoms and 5 Na atoms. Half of the sodium atoms are localised at the centres of A16O18 rings and
half are substituted for Ca in Ca(3) and Ca(4) sites of the CI structure. The length of the Na-O bonds
leads to a contraction of the'rings and ä decrease of the lattice parameter. Moreover the rings no longer
remain äquivalent. The unit cell is non-centrosymmetric. Two kinds of calcium site appear: Ca A and
Ca B. The’Na occupancy in the В ring is larger than that in the ring A. The Ca 4В coordination
polyhedron which contains 76% Ca and 24% Na is distorted due to the fact that the Na-O bonds are
smaller than the Ca-O bonds.
kA'" *
<
■.
:

— The orthorhombic О structure

'

f

•./

The CII----- > О transformation corresponds to an important change in structure (85). If the
lattice parameter c remains unchanged, the unit cell is now half the cubic cell volume with a different
from b but very close to V2 :
■ . ;
C3A = 3.8% Na2O: a = 10875(3), b = 1.0859(3), c = 1.5105(10) nm, SG=Pbca, Z = 12

The centers of the rings which were on the triad axes at 1/8,3/8,5/8, 7/8 positions are in c = 0 and
c = 1/2 positions. Na atoms substitute for Ca in the Ca(5) site only and the rings are more contracted
than in the CII structure. ■
'
• '
. :
— The monoclinic M structure

.

The monoclinic structure of C3A + 5.7% Na2O represents only a slight modification of the
orthorhombic structure due to the Ca(5) splitting in two distinct sites Ca 5A and Ca 5B. The occupancy
by Na atoms is higher in site Ca 5B than in CA SA. The Ca 5B - О bonds are longer than in the
orthorhombic structure but the Ca 5 - О bonds are shorter. The alternate stacking of these two sites
leads to a slight distorsion only. The structure is characterized by:

5

a = 1.0877(6), b = 1.0854(13), c= 15135(13) nm, у=90.1°, SG = P21/a,Z = 12

f

The limit of solubility, 5.9% Na2O, corresponds to the 75% occupancy rule at the ring centre. It
is the limit corresponding to the permitted distorsion of the structure.
To conclude, the four structures of CjA + Na2O solid solutions can be classified into two groups,
CI and CII on one hand, О and M on the other. In each group, the second variety is an ordered structure
of the first one. The structure modifications are mainly due to the expansion of the Ca polyhedron
when Na atoms substitute for Ca.
,
’
•;1

4.3.3 Other СзА solid solutions
• In the C3A — Na2O solid solutions, silicon atoms allow a complete occupancy of Ca 5B sites by
Na atoms and 75% occupancy of the A16O18 rings (52, 53). The solid solution Ca(7.90)Na( 1.73)
Al(5.535)Si(0.465)Si(18) is monoclinic with a = 1.0844, b = 1.0855, c= 1.5122 nm, у = 90.38°. In the
presence of Si, the stability range of the orthorhombic form is enlarged. The excess of positive charge
due to the intrdcluction of Si4+ ions is compensated by a decreasing Na+ occupancy in the ring while
Ca 5B can be occupied by Na.
■
■ .
.
Potassium can also be introduced in the C3A crystal lattice but the К substitution for Ca is not as
easy as that of Na. The formation of K2O solid solution is facilitated by the presence of Si and Fe. For
example, the solid solution C3A 4- (2.9% K2O, 4.1% SiO2, 10% Fe2O3) is orthorhombic with
a=b = 1.1.0867, c = 1.5120 nm (55). The crystal structure of solid solutions C3A + Na, Fe, Si has been
determined by Takeuchi et al (8,84). The single crystal | Ca(8375)Na(0.875) | |Al(5.175)Fe(0.45)
Si(0.375) I 0(18) is orthorhombic with a = 1.0875, b = 1.0859, c = 1.5105 nm. Tetrahedral bonds Al-O,
Fe-O, Si-O are not very different from Al-O bonds in the pure C3A crystal structure: Al-O =-. 0.175,
Fe-O =0.188, Si-O =0.162 run. Silicon and iron atoms can stabilise, at room temperature, a pseudotetragonal orthorhombic О П form (87).
■ . ■ ; •" " ' i ;
s

Mg substitutes for Ca but the solid solution C3A + Mg remains cubic (88).

4.4AlüminoferritePhase

•

V. '

'■

.

;
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. The alüminoferrite phase, a solid solution of composition C2 Ap F(l-p), is always orthorhombic.

4.4.1 Crystal Sructures of C2 Ap F(i-p) solid solutions

:

■
The orthorhombic structure of C2F is pseudo-tetragonal with a = 0.5599, b = 1.4771, c = 05429
run, SG = Pcmn, Z=4 (89). Along the b axis layers of FeO6 octahedra alternate with layers of FeO4
tetrahadra. Both types of layers are distorted.
\/5;
\ ;

In the C^F structure, Al first replaces Fe in the tetrahedral sites up to p = 033 and then equally
to both types of sites | Fe^ +1 and (Fe3+). At p = 033 there is a change of space group from Pcmn to
Ibm2. For p = 0.50, a = 055672; b = 1.4521, c = 05349 run (90).

4.4.2 Other C2(Ap Fl-p) solid solutions

.

,

’
Mg, Si, Ti, Mn and Cr can all enter into the lattice of C2( ApFl-p ). There is only minor
replacement of Ca2+ by Mg2+ (91).The total of Mg, Al, Si, Mn fills the tetrahedral and octaheral sites
.
(92)
Tire amount of Mg2 + ions is balanced by the total of Si4 + + Ti4+, in agreement with previous

EPMAdata(94).

5. PORTLAND CEMENT MINERAI^

.

'

'
The clinker phases crystallise from a partly melted composition. As described by Timashev (3),
clinker is a non equilibrium multicomponent system of solid solutions. The minor elements are non
uniformly distributed in the four main clinker minerals, their amounts being at least 4% in alite, 6%
in belite, 10% in the aluminoferrite and 13% in tricalcium aluminate (93). As examples. Mg is
preferentially dissolved in C2(AF) than in C3S and C3A, Na is concentrated in C3A and К in C2S, Al
and Fe are twice as concentrated in C2S than in C3S.
-

.
Alites in industrial clinkers are mainly monoclinic. Belites are coexisting forms ofДа' and a C2S
identified by optical or electron microscopy. C3A is cubic or orthorhombic, sometimes monoclinic.
Two phases can coexist: cubic + orthorhombic and cubic + monoclinic. The ferrite phase is always
orthorhombic with X-ray reflections broadened and often ill defined. Together, C3A and C2(AF)
constitute an interstitial phase of variable texture resulting from the thermal history as well as from
the chemical composition (86).
■
There also exist some minor phases as free lime, periclase, sodium and potassium sulfates. Fillers
introduced up to 5% in normalised Portland Cements can be calcite or calcite + dolomite and can
contain minor phases like quartz and feldspars (95).

6. PROPERTIES OF CLINKER MINERALS
Portland cement is used as a powder. Its grindability and its reactivity related to its fineness are
two characteristics to be taken into account. Some relations have been found between clinker
microstructure and grindability. The fragmentation of clinker grains follows a process of liberation
both fissural and mineral (96). The cracks progress respectively across the crystals and along the phase
boundaries. Precracked and brittle C3S crystals are easily fragmented (Fig.13). C^S is more plastic
than CßS. Crystals or clusters of C2S are detoured by the cracks up to an advanced stage of the
fragmentation (Fig.14). piese rounded grains give rise to a typical mineral liberation. Individual
crystals are found intact in the coarser part (97,98). This phase segregation has been considered as
detrimental (99). After grinding it is important to know the phase distribution at the surface of grains
which will react (100). Vidick et al (101) have tried to measure the surface of silicate phases via the
reaction of a chlorosilane with the silanol groups of alite and belite of cement powders used as polished
sections, under an optical microscope equipped with an image analyser. This selective surface deter
mination of silicates was found reliable. Scrivener and Pratt (102) used the back-scattered electron
imaging technique in a SEM-EDAX producing X-ray maps. Scrivener (103) showed considerable
differences between the surface composition of cements powders determined by X-ray diffraction and
more particularly for the aluminate phases. ESCA and OAS (Opto-Acoustic Spectroscopy) used by
Ball et al (104) showed that surfaces of commercial Portland cements have reduced cation and
increased oxygen contents compared with the bulk material. Surface hydroxyl groups were also
detected. Measurements of alite birefringence revealed that values from powders (Ono method) were
twice those obtained by thin sections methods (105).
.

Sufficient quantity of small euhedral alite warrants high strength, high early strength being
promoted by alkali sulfates (106) although К and S are in substitution in belite and К in CiA, a mixture
of cubic and orthorhombic forms. So alkali sulfate and fineness are two factors for a high strength
cement (107). On the contrary, a poor strength cement has been characterised by large lamellar grains
(40/zm average) euhedral to subhedral alite crystals (45 дт), profused growth of bladed Ca-K sulfate
on ahte and behte along the sets of lamellae (108).
;

Fig. 13 Fissural liberation of CgS
„
fragments during grinding

Fig;14 Mineral liberation of C2S rounded
. grains. Some sulfate flakes are visible
on C2S. Fragments of C3S (x).

7. QUANTITATIVE PHASE ANALYSIS OF CLINKER
Quantitative phase anlysis can be done directly from X-ray diffraction (109) or optical microscopy
data. Results of an international laboratory test published by Aldridge (110) leads to the conclusion
that cement phase analysis by optical microscopy or X-ray diffraction needs an experienced operator
and a careful sampling. Work is in progress in two committees, the RILEM 79 РАС and the ASTM
Task Group Col.23.01 (111), taking into account polymorphic phases like cubic and orthorhombic
C3A.

8. CONCLUSION
The main parameter determining the individuality of the chemistry of cement clinker, which
involves the regularities of the formation of chinker phases and clinker, the mineralogical structure of
clinker, the composition, the atomic structure, the fine texture of phases, their properties and the
quality of the material as a whole, is the chemical composition of raw materials of the initial clinker
mix. It is impossible here not to take into consideration the thermal conditions of the mixture firing
(the maximum temperature, the heating rate, the retention time at the maximum temperature, the
cooling rate). At the same time these conditions are known to be due to the chemical composition of
the initial raw mix.

. The set of impurity components in the raw mix as well as their concentration constantly change.
Depending on this, changes also occur as regards the above mentioned processes, characteristics,
properties, in particular the temperature of the appearance of the clinker liquid phase, its viscosity,
surface tension, chemical composition and structure of the phases, their crystallo-chemical state, fine
texture of crystal, phase relations.
It is worth mentioning once more that the formation medium of the clinker phases which finally
determine the quality of the material is a polycomponent oxide system. One of the features of these
systems is the impossibility of neglecting even small amount of impurity components in the analysis of
phase relations. As mentioned above, when the raw clinker mix contains small amounts of such
components äs Na2O, K2O, Cr2O3, TiO2, SO3, the quantitative ratio between alite and belite changes
significantly. When MgO is participating in the polycomponent clinker system, the behaviour of the
phases and their ratio change. In this case the polymorphic forms of the phases can change as well as
the distortion of crystal lattice and the quality of crystallinity.

The strongest lattice distortions are observed for crystals of the belite and aluminoferrite phases.
These phases and materials containing them show up also the improved hydraulic properties, mainly
the strength characteristics. It is important to note that phases with strongly distorted structure should
be the subject of detailed investigation.

Mentioning the basic role of the chemical composition of raw mixes and taking into account the
opinion of many scientists one should emphasize once more that a hopeful possibility of the develop
ment of new technological methods is the effect of impurity components. One cannot but mention,
however, rather a weak intensity of the investigation of the action mechanism of impurity components,
their chemical variety, various amounts and combinations in many processes responsible for the
preparation of the high-quality material with lower energy consumption.
Meanwhile during the clinker production the processing parameters are so closely related with
each other that consideration of the influence of only one of them ( example, on the character of the
clinker phases) can often lead to insignificant or inaccurate results if one neglects some other

■. simultaneously acting parameters. The results of each investigation need careful consideration so that
one could really estimate the interrelation of the influence of several parameters with certain
properties of the phase or the material. This also concerns the fine changes in atomic structure of the
phases, the fine texture of crystals, the mineralogy of clinkers as a whole. The character of the crystals
gives evidence for the environment of their formation, / ; ;
.
- The elucidation of the formation conditions of crystals with a reproducible fine texture makes it
possible to reveal the correspondence with the hydration properties of separate phases and cements
as a whole and with their quality. These data can also serve as the basis for the control of the features
of clinker phases and consequently of the properties of the final material/
‘’*
' ,, '
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Abstract

The relationship between the porperties of the raw mix and the
clinker formation with respect to manufacture of Portland Cement
is well understood.
*

The clinker melt formed has two" important roles. It causes the
load in the rotary kiln to form nodules, and it serves as the
transport medium for the reactants in formation of the
clinkerminerals. The presence of sulfats, Chlorids and flourides
have an effect on the rate of reaction and may cause the
meltphase to separate into two liquids.
:
'
The most important process development has been in the grinding
technology.. There are activities in developing stationary kiln
system# but no major step have been made.
*

NEW DELHI z92
Clinker Formation and New Processes
INTRODUCTION

Clinker formation is usually used in broad terms to describe,
the combined physical and chemical processes during the burning
process of cement raw mixtures. These processes comprise
several unit operations: .
'
.

1

Drying and dehydrating the raw material components
of the kiln feed. —
—-

2

Heating the kiln feed.

3

Decomposition of the CaCO3 (calcining).

4

Agglomeration and formation of nodules of the
calcined kilnfeed.

5

Synthesizing of the clinker minerals.

6

Cooling.

The increasing prices for energy and the regulation of the
cement industry with respect to the environmental protection
have been the driving force for the development towards more
energy efficient cement plants.

The theoretical fuel consumption by the steps 1-6 is around
1800 kJ/kg clinker. This has to be compared to 3100-3300 Kj/kg
clinker experienced for modern kiln systems. The difference is
made up by the radiation loss and the heat in the exhaust gas.
In addition to the fuel consumption comes the electrical power
consumption which is around 100 KWh/t clinker. The major part
of the electrical energy is used for processing the raw
materials, grinding the raw mixture and grinding the clinkerand gypsum to cement.
With respect to the total energy consumption the grinding
process offers the largest potential for energy savings. Only a
small fraction of the electrical power (1-2%) taken up by the
conventional grinding installations is used for increasing the
specific new surface of the material to be ground. Increasing
this by 1 % would, therefore, increase the grinding efficiency
considerably. The major developments in the cement industry
through the 1980's have accordingly been in this field with the

introduction of high efficiency separators, high pressure
roller mills and roller presses. The reduction in energy
consumption is around 30 %. This development is, however, made
by the suppliers to the industry, only very little research :
activity in the basics of the grinding process has been done.

The burning process does not present similar large potentials
for energy savings. The calcining process is the step with the
largest heat consumption: 1350 kJ/kg clinker. Concerning the
production of ordinary Portland cement clinker from the usual
raw materials not very much can be done to reduce this
?
contribution to the over all; fuel consumption. Production of:
clinker with other sources of CaO than limestone or with lower
content of CaO i.e.*belite clinker would, of course,-decrease ■
the theoretical heat consumption. The difference between a
clinker with lime saturation 100 % and 80 % was shown by Meric1
to be around 12 %.
'
■ч
;

Modern kiln systems are very compact and the heat loss due to .
radiation is at a minimum. Decreasing the burning zone
temperature may have a marginal effect on this., The temperature
has to be sufficiently high, however, for the clinker melt to
form. The function of the clinker melt is two fold: it controls
the agglomeration of the material in the burning zone, and the
rate of clinker mineral formation by being the.transport medium
for the reactants. The effect of the clinker melt is
,
•
demonstrated by comparing the production of ordinary Portland
cement clinker with that of white cement clinker. They differ
in their chemical composition in the content of Fe2O3: the white
clinker contain less than 0.2-0.3% by weight. The clinker melt
is formed at higher temperature for white cement clinker than
for the grey clinker and the amount of clinker melt formed is
usually smaller. The effect of this is that the production rate
of white cement clinker on a given kiln is approximately 70 %
of that of grey clinker. The specific heat losses will
therefore be higher for the white cement clinker.

CLINKER FORMATION.IN MODERN KILN SYSTEMS

-

Modern kiln systems using the dry process comprise a rotary
kiln with suspension preheater and calcinator. There may be 4,
5 or more preheater stages. The more stages the better is the
heat of the combustion gas utilized and the fuel economy
therefore improved. More electrical power is, on the other "■
hand, needed to overcome the pressure drop over the preheater.
The optimum number of preheater stages is therefore determined
by the relative prices of fuel and electrical power.
:
The first three steps of the clinker formation as listed above
take place in a very short time compared to the total time for
the clinker burning process. The kiln feed enters the kiln

within minutes after arriving at the preheater. The= temperature
of the material is then between 850 and 900 C and the degree of
decomposition of the CaCO3 of thQ kiln feeds lime component is
■
- ■ ■
-kilns• (45
• -- —%- —
calciner).
95 % in
calciner
in without
kilns

The retention time of the material in the kiln is 30 to 40
minutes of which the major part is in the burning zone. The
temperature of the material increases rapidly from the 850 C to
1250-1300°C where the clinker melt is formed. In this part of
the kiln there will be high concentrations of the volatile
components of the raw materials and from the fuel. The volatile
components are primarily the alkalies, sulfates and chlorides.
These components volatilize and decompose in the burning zone
and are carried with the combustion gas to the colder,part of
the kiln, where they condense on particles suspended in the gas
stream as dust and on the material in the kiln. The repeated
volatilization in the burning zone results in an internal
circulation of these compounds and their concentration can be
several times that of the kiln feed. These compounds have, low
melting points and may cause formation of liquid locally in the
material prior to the formation of the proper clinker melt. In
the charge of material at the entrance to the burning zone melt
may also be formed locally at lower temperatures depending on
the mineralogy of the raw materials used. For instance, quartz
grains in the kiln feed will cause melt to be formed at or
about 1200°C. The surrounding CaO, of which the mix is
■
plentiful, will partly agglomerate, react and form crystals of
belite. The belite crystals can be identified microscopically
in the clinker as a pore surrounded by belite or coarse alite
crystals..If secondary raw materials as slag or fly ash are • 5
used, particles high in silica will behave similarly. However,!
the large amount of clinker melt is formed within a narrow
j:
temperature interval and over a short distance in the rotary
kiln.
■
:j
.
.
■ .
'
.
•
’
The burning zone of.the kiln is the part in which,the material
contains this liquid phase. In this part of the kiln the
,
material has a temperature of up to 1450 - 1600°C. The liquid
phase has two important functions. It causes the material to
agglomerate into nodules, and it is the medium for the
transport of the reactants in the mixture reacting to form the
clinker minerals.
.
Formation of Clinker Nodules

.

After having reached the temperature for formation■of' the
clinker5melt, the material consists of particles and a liquid
phase. During the rotation of the kiln, the tumbling material
starts to agglomerate and form nodules. From the agglomeration
physics it is known that good strong nodules are formed when
90-95 % of the void space of the densely packed particles is
filled with the liquid. The particle size and the surface
tension of the liquid are important parameters for the kinetics
of nodulization and the size and the strength of the nodules. ;

(Optimum nodulization with water requires particles smaller
than 200 p.m, and the amount of water present is very critical
with limits usually within 1 to 2 % by weight.) Too small
■"
amounts of liquid result in a few nodules in dust, too much in
a paste-like mass.
. .
■- '" '

For the material nodulizing in the kiln the amount of liquid
necessary is between 15 and 25 % by weight. For some cement
plants the amount of clinker melt is smaller because of the
nature of the raw materials. The result of this is a very fine
grained, dusty clinker product. By adding, for instance, iron
ore, the amount of liquid can be increased sufficiently to
.
change the clinker granulometry towards coarser clinker
.
nodules.
/ . ’ .
-j ■ ■
■
'
. ■.
The two properties of the melt decisive for the rate of ag
glomeration and the strength of the resulting nodules are its
viscosity and the surface tension2,3. The surface tension and
the viscosities for a series of clinker melts with different
admixtures.have been extensively studied by Russian - ,
researchers4. The surface tension and the viscosity change
relatively little when various compounds are added with values
around 450*10"3-500*10"3 N/m and 0.16 Pa*s respectively (values
similar.to the surface tension of Hg and the viscosity of olive
oil). Only the simultaneously addition of K20 and SO3 is an
exception. The surface tension is decreased to 150*10"3 N/m and
since the strength of the agglomerates and nodules derives from
that, this will result in weaker and smaller nodules and
possibly clinker dust. This agrees with observations from /
industrial kilns. Increasing the.SO3 content of the kiln feed
results in more dusty clinker.(From an industrial point of view
is important to control the clinker granulometry because of its
effect on the cooling process and the grindability of the
clinker. In general, the specific power consumption for .
grinding clinker at a given grinding installation1increases
when the amount of the fine fraction, the dust, increases.)
..

The amount of melt is a discontinuous function of the
.
temperature. There is a eutectic temperature, TE, below which no liquid is formed. At TE, most of the melt of a given
composition is formed, and above TE the increase in the amount
of melt with temperature is very small. In the four component
system, C-S-A-F, the eutectic temperature is 1338°C. In the
■
system.C-S-A it is 1460°C. 1
.
;
The amount of melt formed at TE depends on the weight ratio
■
A12O3/Fe2O3. Al2O3/Fe2O3=1.4 gives the highest amount of melt at
TE, and values larger or smaller than that give less melt at TE
5,6,7. Up to about 1550°C the amount of melt increases 3 %
relative per 100°C increase in temperature. Above this
•
’
temperature the slope of the curves are steeper and-at
approximately 1800°C, the typical Portland cement clinker will
be completely melted.
■

The amount of the melt can be calculated according to the
formula derived by Lea and Parker8, or using Dahls formulae . ■
The formulae for calculating the amount of melt at given . ,
temperatures are derived assuming equilibrium and that solid
solutions in the C3S and C2S phases present are negligible. The
Lea and Parker formula for calculating the amount of melt at
1400°C in the C-S-A-F system is
:

% liquid=2.95*(%Al2O3)+ 2.2*(%Fe2O3)

Assuming that alite and belite have 1% A12O3 and 1% Fe2O3 in
solid solution7, the formula overestimates the amount of melt
with about 5 % absolute. This is according to observations made
when the amount of melt is estimated by the amount of
intermediate phase determined microscopically on quenched,
synthesized clinker10. •; -

The effect of adding minor components to the C-S-A-F system is
in general to lower the TE and to increase the amount ofliquid7. One of the important minor components is MgO. In.the
C-S-A-F system, the eutectic temperature is decreased to near
1300°C. In the system C-S-A, which is the model system for
white cement clinker, the TE correspondingly decreases from
1460 to 1400°C. Raw mixes for white cement are in general
difficult to burn. 1-2 % MgO in such raw mixes,improves the
burnability substantially compared to raw mixes without MgO.
Other important, minor components are the alkalis; K2O and Na2O.
Their presence in the melt decreases the TE further by ap.
proximately 20°C.. The simultaneous presence of sulfates and
alkalis may complicate the situation since the sulfates form
melts which are immiscible with the clinker melt7,11-12,13.

The agglomeration and nodulization immediately after the
formation of the clinker melt and the reduction of the porosity
(sintering) of the clinker nodules during the burning process
have been described by Petersen10. During the formation of the
melt in which the particles are distributed the system is
'■■
rearranged in a way to minimize the surface free energy. In the
load of material small agglomerates are formed which grow
■
together forming nodules. The process of nodulization is a
combination of coalescence, by which small nodules of similar
size collide and stick together, and by layering where small
•
particles are rolled on the surface of the larger, in a way
similar to the forming of snowballs14.

After the rearrangement in the first part of the burning zone,
the nodulization and the reduction of their porosity, q, take
place under the influence of the rotation of the kiln and with
the capillary pressure, ДР, as the driving force. The packing
properties of the individual clinker minerals have an effect on
the development of the pore system14. Due to their crystal habit
the alite crystals pack less densely than the belite or CaO
crystals. For the isothermal sintering of clinker the following

relationship exists between the specific surface of the pore,
SK, the packing density of the clinker minerals and the
porosity of the clinker:
.. . .
SK=(k/r)*(l-e)/e*q/(l-q)
SK is defined as the surface area of the melt + crystals per
condensed volume. The packing density is defined as 1-e where e
is the void space between the clinker minerals, r is the
average crystal diameter and к is a constant.
;

It has been shown,that the grindability of cement clinker
nodules are related to SK15:16<7: the specific grinding energy
increases with decreasing SK. Clinker with high amount of
clinker minerals with higher packing density should be more
difficult to grind, all other parameters being equal. This is
in qualitative agreement with experience from the industry,
showing that the coarse fraction of the material (being the
most difficult to grind) circulating in closed circuit.cement г
grinding systems has a higher belite content compared to the
average, compos it ion of the clinker.
.
'
J-

The expression shows how the grindability, of the clinker, by c.
the correlation to sk may be conceived as function of the .
j
mineralogy of the kiln feed and its chemical composition
Г J;-,
through the sintering structure:
.
1.

The mineralogy and micro homogeneity of the raw mixture
control the crystal size and thereby the capillary pres
sure through (k/r) .
..к:
...
-

2.

The chemical composition determines the amount of melt,
the amount of clinker minerals and thereby the factor
(l-e)/e.
,
.... ■
'
•: !

3.

The temperature and the retention time in the burning
zone determines the porosity, q.

The reduction of the porosity during the burning process is a
function of temperature and retention time, in the burning
■
zone. At this stage the clinker behaves like a visco-elastic :
medium. For this system it can be shown in accordance with
experiments that10
.
. :
'

l/q-l/qo=(t-to)AP/(12i))

where
is the apparent viscosity of the system crystals plus
melt, and t is the time of sintering.

The relations above are all valid for isothermal, stationary
systems. They will, however, still be good approximations for .
the clinker formation in rotary kilns, because the texture of

the clinker is formed during the very fast rearrangement
process in the very first part of the burning zone. The ap
parent viscosity is in the order of 106 times larger than the
viscosity of the clinker melt, which means that the
agglomerates and nodules formed are sufficiently strong to
survive the transport through the kiln.
Formation of Clinker Minerals

■

Simultaneously with the agglomeration and nodulisation of the
material in the burning zone, the formation of the clinker
minerals by chemical reactions take place. In the nodules the
reactants forming the clinker minerals are fixed relative to
each other. The random nature of distribution of the raw
material particles in the load results in variation in the
chemical composition of the local elements on a microscopical
level18.
This can be illustrated by considering a simple model
consisting of particles with diameters of 20 gm. Table I lists
the probability for a local element 100 by 100 by 100 gm3 to
have a lime saturation factor larger than 125 %, for different
overall average composition. A lime saturation factor larger
than 100 % means that the local element after complete reaction
will contain free, unreacted CaO. As shown in Table I, even for
lime saturation factors in the interval 90 to 96%, which is a
normal range for industrial clinker, the probability and
thereby the concentration of these local elements, is high.
Similarly, there must be local elements, in this system, with
corresponding excesses of silica. In industrial kiln feeds, the
particle size distribution is broad and there may be particles
larger than 100 gm consisting of pure raw material components
as for instance limestone and quartz. These coarse grains will
enhance the differences in composition between the local
elements. For coal fired kilns the absorption of ash will cause
similar variations.
■ . ..
LSF%

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

100

6.6

7.6

8.1

8.9

93

10.4

11.7

12.7

13.6

14.7

15.9

Table I

The probability, P, in %, that a local element, 100 x 100 x 100 u*, has a lime saturation factor larger
than 125% as function of the average composition, constant silica ratio = 3 and varying LSF (Ref
65.)
..

The compositional variations between the local elements
relative to the overall average composition of the kiln feed is
reflected in the spatial distribution of the clinker minerals
and the microstructure of the clinker nodules.
■■■ .

After a short time at the burning zone temperature,, the mater- ial consists of CaO and C2S in melt and the local microscopic c<
elements may be assumed to be in local equilibrium. By this it
is understood that the phase composition of the local element ■
is in accordance with the phase diagram for the given local
chemical composition and temperature and therefore each phase
and phase boundary are in thermodynamic equilibrium. r-Figure 1 is the isothermal section of the CaO-corner of the
ternary system CaO-A^Oj-SiC^ (CAS) system at 1500 C. It is
divided into different fields Ü! to Ds. Dj, D2 and D3 are two
phase fields with one solid phase in a melt of differing
composition.
'
■

Fig. 1

.
-

isothermal section of the CaO Corner of the CaO-SiO;
A1:OS system. 1500eC.

Compositions in Ü! are CaO in equilibrium with melt with
compositions along AB. D3 designates the compositions with C3S
in melt with compositions from В to C, and finally D$ is the
field of compositions with C2S in melt CD.
'

The fields D2 and D4 are the three-phase fields, where two solid
phases are in equlibrium with melt of one particular c°m”
position. D2 is the field for CaO and C3S in melt B, and D4 the
field for C2S and Сз*- in melt with the composition C.

Contiguous local elements in the clinker nodules and
,
agglomerates belonging to the same field constitute a region.
In ternary systems only single-phase and two-phase regions can
grow in size. Three-phase regions cannot form as a result of
diffusion. They represent the boundary between two-phase
regions19’20. If, for instance, a particle of CaO, belonging to Dj
is in contact with a region of composition P belonging to D4 .
(Figure 1) the transport of CaO and SiO2 in opposite directions
result in a region belonging to D3 :C3S in melt.
From
microscopical examination of white Portland cement clinker,
which can be represented in the C-A-S system, it is observed
that regions with CaO/C3S in melt always are divided from
regions with either C2S in melt or C2S/C3S in melt by regions
with C3S. Similar textures are observed in grey cement clinker.

Depending on the average chemical composition of the kiln feed
and of the mineralogy of the raw materials, the microstructure
and spatial phase distribution of the clinker minerals may vary
in clinkers from different plants. They will however always be
distributed after the principles described above. It is
,
important to understand that the boundaries between the regions
are sharp and that it is the rule that regions with belite in
melt are separated from regions with free CaO in melt by
regions or zones, consisting of alite in melt. (An exception to
this is the case where the local concentration of alkalies is
high. Under these conditions, the primary field for alite is
suppressed and belite and CaO can co-exist. This has been
observed in a series of laboratory experiments where coarse
grains of alkali feldspar were used in the cement raw mixture).
The distribution of alite and belite in clinker will,
therefore, be inhomogeneous depending on the nature of the raw
materials. A marl with a composition corresponding to P in
Figure 1, will give a very easily burned mix and give clinker
with a homogeneous distribution of alite and belite between
each other. The opposite extreme will be a kiln feed with"a
similar chemical composition but containing pure limestone and
quartz. This kiln feed will be difficult to burn and the
clinker minerals will be inhomogeneously distributed. It is
often seen in the literature that the quality of the clinker is
measured by the degree of homogeneity by which alite and belite
are distributed through out the clinker. This could lead to the
erroneous conclusion that the phase distribution is controlled
by the burning process. The spatial distribution of the clinker
minerals is controlled by the properties of the raw materials
used. An inhomogeneous distribution cannot be "burned away".
Rate of Reaction

. ■..

-

л

л

Reactivity of the Ground Raw Mixture- The reactivity of cement
raw mixtures, at equal conditions, is a function of the
particle size distribution21"35. Laboratory experiments have
shown22 that the burning temperature may be decreased by 50°C
for finely ground raw mixes.

This can be explained by the increased rate of diffusion caused
bv the increase in surface area and the correspondingly
.
decreased diffusion distances. The shape of the particle size .;..
distribution plays a role, too. The more narrow it is the
higher is the reaction rate36.
•'

The particle size distribution of the raw mixtures ground in
vertical mills and roller presses is narrower compared ,to that
of raw mixtures ground in conventional ball mills. It is
■ ,
therefore, at least in principle, to be expected that
application of this kinds of mills for grinding raw mixtures
also should have an effect on the kiln operation in terms of
improved burnability.
■
.
Table II shows the.development in the specific surface for
three different type of grinding mills . The longer time of
.
grinding in the ball mill does not, however, increase the
surface of the raw mixes. The reason is floculation of the fine
particles. This may result in good homogeneity of the raw
mixture but the grinding process becomes uneconomical. ; . . .
.

■... ■

Type of mill

5
-

Ball mill
Air-stream mill

•

Roller mill

21.1

.

ib •■- ' • ■ '

■

—.. *

________
........

""

3

4

- -

24.7

223

20.7

-

..

- . ....

... .

20 ......

1.........

2 ■

-

265 -

.... .

;

"

-

Minutes-.......

-

2

' • Grinding Time

Hours

22 ■

23.2

22.4

-

•

24.8

243

24.4 ■

-

- -

■

-

- r

"■

Table II Influence of the grinding time on the surface of raw mixes (m /kg1 IO”)

The development of new processes in the area of raw mixtur
production reflects the laboratory results shown in Table II. ...
Vertical roller mills for grinding raw materials have been used
for more than a decade. The high-pressure roller miil or roiler
press, which originally was introduced for grinding clinker to
cement37,38,39,40'41 is now also used for grinding the raw
mixture42,43,44,45,.
,
..

Mechanical energy, which transfers to the structure of the
solids, is the most effective method regarding the influence on the chemical and physico-chemical part of the material
transformation.
.
.
....
. ...
The main act of the mechanical processing of the materials is
the contact interaction between the particles of the raw
materials and the working part of the mill. Kinetic energy is

.

-

liberated during the heating of raw materials, the destruction
of the particles. During the grinding, the particle surface
increases, and the morphology of the particles changes.

The internal energy increases as a result of the increase of
the defect concentration and the stress concentration in the
structure of the particles. These phenomena are the basis of
the mechanical activation which intensifies the technological
process.
■
'

Sulimenko22 have shown that the impact shear grinding mill was
the most effective. The microcrystalline structure blocks of
the solid bodies ground by this mills were 4-6 times smaller
than could be obtained by the impact grinding mill (Table III).
The surface-active material used at the grinding of minerals
reduces the microcrystals 5 times and the lattice distortion 3
times. As a result, the raw mixes' reactivity increases.

- Minerals
Method of failure

Calcite

Quartz

D, Ä

E, %

D,Ä

E, %

Impact shearing

1640

0.14

1290

0.169

Crushing

6850

0.05

5040

0.089

Impact

7110

0.05

7910

0.034

Table III

-

The influence of different kinds of grinding on the microcrystals size (ОД) and lattice
- ' distortion of minerals (E, %)
• •
• ■.

Chodakov et al24 have shown that, at the burning of calcite quartz mix with the presence of surface-active material"(SAM) alite appeared at 900°C. The mechanism of alite formation they
called mechano-sorptic. It includes the cracking of sorptic
■
additives, and their chemical interaction with the centre of
the surface layers of the solid bodies. The application of the
SAM supplies the molecular density agglomeration of fine
particles and their stoichiometric ratio. Temperature, time and
energy activation are reduced compared with the classical
grinding, due to the heat emission which is the result of the
defect relaxation and the molecule mobility of the active
surface layers of the particles. "■ ■ "
' "

The mechano-chemical activation of raw mixes is an especially
effective method when using the equipment where the raw mixes
are exposed to the high frequency of hydraulic impact and
cavitation24. The researchers showed that this equipment (RPA)

The researchers showed that this equipment (RPA) makes it
possible to obtain very fined grained material (Figure 2). The
fine structure of the material is changed: the crystal
parameters, crystal defects, phase transformation. Thus, by
RPA-grinding, calcite transfers into aragonite. Grinding^ clay,
the layer with the A106 is fractured. As a result, material ■
reactivity increases by up to 30% for clay and by 50-60% for
limestone. In addition is the homogeneity of the mix improved.
, The results of the chemical analyses of the different fractions
of raw mix are shown in Table IV.
■
iThe results reveal that grinding of raw mixes by RPA gives a
more-homogenic composition of the.different fractions in
. comparison with the initial raw mix fraction.

Kind of mix

:

Content %

Particle size, mm

40-60

60

Initial

- ■

■

■ 7

Activated

Table IV

CaO
SiO,
A1:O,
Fe-O,

'

CaO
SiO, ........
A12O,
Fe!O,

'

.

15-40

less than 15

47.8
7.6 ■
■
3.1 ■ ’
. 2.1

35.2
23.7
2.7
4.2 -

37.4
21.8
4.0
62 :

34.7
15.2
3.9
42

36.4
19.3
3.0
. 3.9

37.7
17.4
2.9
2.7 . .

39.7
16.8
2.6
3.2

.
-

■

46.0
13.6
3.4
35

The chemical composition of the different fractions of raw mix.

One other important factor of (1) is the amount of melt, a.

High homogeneity and fineness of the mix lead to a dense
;
packing of the particles. This increases the diffusion,of the
particles through the grain boundary and agglomerate formation.
As a result, the chemical activity increases by up to 30%25-26.
An accelerated heating rate favours the reactivity of CaO and
thus the rate at which the clinker phases will form. According
to studies by O.P. Mtschedlow-Petrossian and coworkers31, the
increased reactivity of CaO, which is formed at 800 to 900°C
and does not recrystallize at short retention periods, is due
to a high content of lattice defects and lattice voids.
U. Ludwig34 also emphasizes the technical advantage of a high
heating gradient in the temperature range below 1000°C for the
sintering reaction.
'

The above-mentioned mechano-chemical activation of raw
materials reduces the decarbonization temperature of CaC03 and
the process of the reaction between CaO and clay minerals
increases. It was observed that a certain amount of alite was
formed at 1200°C, and in the finished product it was 5-8 wt.%
larger than in clinker obtained by burning the ordinary raw
mix. In this case, alite crystals, which were formed in the
solid phase, probablyvplay the role of a seed in the formation
of the main part of ; rede when the liquid phase appears. This
changes the C3S/C2S rat.xö in the finished product. The most
positive influence was observed when flyash was used as a raw
component instead of clay.

The Rate of Alite Formation- The net reaction during burning of
the cement raw mixture is the formation of alite:
CaO+C2S -* C3S

Quantitative information about the formation of C3S in systems
with melt46:47-48-49 and without melt50 have been obtained from a '
series of experiments using diffusion couples. The multi component diffusion of, the reactants may be described as a
pseudo binary diffusion problem making it possible to ascribe
an effective binary difusion coefficient to CaO in the
system19’20. Based on the’assumption of transport controlled ■
reactions, the growth of the reaction layer follow a parabolic
rate48-49
.
\
'
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x2=kt
:
к=2а(О/т) (с.-сь)НДс
H^/t^-cJ+l/tCb-Cz)

-•
(1)
.

V

j

'
°

/:

D is the effective binary diffusion coefficient for CaO in the
melt, c, and cb are the weight fraction of CaO in the C3S layer
at the D3-D2 and the D3-D4 (Figure 1) interface respectively, c,
and c2 are the weight fraction of CaO in the endmembers (Figure
.
3)
г is the factor accounting for the tortuosity of the melt
channels in the C3S layer, c is the difference in CaO :
concentration between the melt in the C3S-CaO endmember and the
C3S-C2S endmember, a is the amount of melt. There is
, ,
'
proportionality between the rate constant and the amount of
clinker melt. This is according to industrial experience. The
higher amount of liquid phase at the.burning temperature the
easier the mix is to burn.
‘ '

1500‘C

— x— -

Fig. 3.

’

Principle of diffusion couple
experiments and concentration , . •. ”
profile.
'
C is the concentration of CaO. (Ref. 48).

Fineness and Homogeneity of the Raw Mixture- The factor H
relates to homogeneity of the cement raw mixture and the
microscopical distribution of the "local elements” described
above. One extreme of raw materials is the marly raw materials
with compositions close to the desired (’’natural cement mix")
which are homogeneous at a microscopical level. In this case H
will have large values and the rate of C3S formation will be
high. These mixtures are "easy" to burn (part of the effect of
RPA grinding summarized in table 3 may be explained in a
similar way). The other extreme is the sandy type of raw
materials in which the lime and silica components are separated
into individual grains, the difference in concentration between
the local elements is large, which gives small values of H and
low rates of C3S formation. These mixtures are "hard" to burn.
This has been dealt with in a direct way by Dreizler and
Schäfer51. A number of raw mixtures were sieved in fractions:
>125 jum, 90-125 Тип, 63-90 дт, 32-63 pm and <32 pm. All
fractions were analyzed, and the lime saturation factor (LSF),
the silica module (SM) and alumina module (AM) were determined.
Depending on the origin of the raw mixtures their fractions
varied to different extend from the average compositions. The
weighted deviation of the fractions LSF from the average
correlated with the experience from the kiln operation. When
the composition of the different fractions had large variations
from the average composition the raw mixtures were more
'
difficult to burn. The chemical compositions of the size
fractions of the raw mixtures, have also been used by Chromy511
in a method correlating the burnability of the raw mixture with
kiln operation.
'

The Driving Force- The Ac of (1) may be perceived as the
driving force for the reaction CaO+C2S -* C3S. In the ternary
system CAS it is small Ac = 0.011 (weight fraction)
corresponding to the width of the primary field of C3S of the
phase diagram. It does not vary much with the temperature, so
the influence on the rate constant of the temperature is mainly
through the effect on D.
Modifications of Ac may be possible by adding minor components
to the mixture. Based on thermodynamics it can be argued that
the driving force for reactions of the type CaO+C2S -» C3S will
increase if the minor component primarily goes in solid
solution with the product phase, and decrease if it primarily
goes in solid solution with the reactants52.
Fluorine primarily goes into solid solution with the alite
phase and the effect of CaF2 on the rate of alite formation is
well known. Addition of 1 % of CaF2 more than doubles the rate
of the reaction, much more than can be explained by the
possible increase of the amount of melt phase. The width of the
primary field for C3S in the C-A-S phase diagram increases with
addition of CaF2. This corresponds to a larger Ac53 of (1) and

may be conceived as the thermodynamic effect.

;

?

Minor components as P2O5, Na2O, K2O and SO3 primarily go into
solid solution with belite7. The rate of CaO consumption in the
alite formation is slowed down for1 mixtures with addition of
these minor components. Müller and Stark demonstrated this for *
a raw mixture with LSF=80, MS=2.0, MA=2.1 and added K20 (as
carbonate) burned at 1350°C. The correlation between the free
.
CaO and the K2O was: Caofre6(%)= 0,43+2.31 K2O(%) 54-55.
- > ■
:

The separate additions of alkali oxides or SO3 have an
--v . л
inhibiting effect on the formation of the alite but combined
'
addition as alkalisulfates does not decrease the rate to the
same extent56. This is related to the fact that alkali sulfates
form melts immiscible with the clinker melt, and therefore also
reduce the amount going into solid solutions of belite.
Liquation- The amount of clinker melt has an effect on the rate
of formation of the alite according to (1). The linear
relationship between the amount a and the rate constant have
been experimentally verified49. Addition of minor components may
have an effect besides the thermodynamic effect mentioned above
by causing separation of the melt, and thereby changing the
effective transport area for the reactants in the alite
formation as well as the agglomeration process. This,is being
dealt with in the following summary of the work by a number of
russian researchers.
>
л

Similar to the liquid phase the clinker melt consists of Ca2+,
Mg2+, O2"-ions and the complexes SiO^, MeO45', MeO69", where Me =
Al or Fe27,29. The melt may be conceived as micro-heterogeneous. ■
The heterogeneity is a result of the irregular distribution of
oxygen ions between stronger and weaker cations. This may cause
liquation, i.e. the segregation, of the melt into- two liquid
phases which have viscosity and surface tension different from /
that the clinker me It57-58.
.
;
For clinker melts with 1-5% fluorides, chlorides or sulfates
the tendency to liquation increases when the minor components Л
change as follows:
' ■
.
■ . ■* ■':v. 1

S -♦ CL -* F and Mg -♦ Ca -♦ Na -»K.

v

Sulfated melts liquate only at the presence of alkaline
/
/
cations..The addition of MgO, Mn2O3 and others to the liquid
phase changes its properties and when the amount of Mg2+ in the
melt is large, its liquation is suppressed completely.

The magnesium modulus may be used as a quantitative criterion
of the melt liquation of industrial clinkers59:

niMg = MgO/(SO3 + R2O)

tihere MgO, SO3, R2O = the oxide quantity in raw mixture, wt%.

When the value of mM is smaller than 1.5, the melt segregates
without difficulty. If the value lies in the interval between
5
1.
and 2.3, the probability of melt segregation in nearly 50%,
and when mMg = 2.3 or more, microliquation does not occur.
1 For melts containing chloride or fluoride liquation phenomena
take place at lower anion concentrations than in melts with
.
'sulfate anions.

Liquation salt melts in the system: R2O-CaSO4-MgO; CaF2-CaSO4;
CaCl2-CaSO4; R2O-CaF2-CaSO4 have a viscosity, which is 1-2 times
lower, and a surface tension which is 2-4 times lower than -that
of the oxide melts which exist in the c-A-F-S-system.

The solubility of the salt melts in the oxide melts is around
3%
2at 1450°C. At lower temperatures their solubility
decreases. However, if the salt melt (1%) dissolves at. 1350°C,
liquation takes place.
The solubilities for the oxides in the salt melts are as
follows: CaO: up to 5.9%, SiQ? up to 1.3%, A12O3 and Fe2O3 up to
0.3%. In the melts of Na2SO4- K2SO4-MgSO4, the oxide solubility
increases as follows: CaO up to 13.5%; Sio2 — 2.3%; A12O3 and
Fe2O3 - 1.1%, respectively.
.
In the melts which consist of chloride and fluoride, the oxide
solubility is high even at 1100-1300°C. The CaCl2-CaSO4 melts
have a maximum solubility and they decrease in the following
succession: СГ -* FSO/'. In such melts, CaO dissolves more
intensively than CjS. The experiments showed that chlorine and
fluorine containing melts accelerate the mineral dissolution,
but sulfo-alkaline melts reduce the rate of the reaction.
■

The kinetics of alite formation and microstructure of crystals
depend on two factors: The composition of the oxide-salt melts
and on the rate of CaO and C2S dissolution60.
At the presence of sulfo-alkaline melts, CaO dissolves slower
than C2S (Figure 4) and alite formation is limited by the rate
of the interaction of CaO and the melt. In this case the large
crystals of alite are formed. During growth they capture slowly
dissolved(particles of CaO which makes it impossible to obtain
high alite clinker. The reduction of the liquation enables
equal solubility of CaO and СгЗ. The process of alite formation
increases and its kinetics depends on the ion mobility in the
melt. In this case the small crystal microstructure is formed.

Fig. 4

Influence of salt content on free CaO
content in sintering product at 1300 eC
1 - CaClj, 2 - CaF2, 3
CaCl2 + CaS04
4 - CaFj + CaSO4, 5 - CaF2 + CaCl2

The liquate melts which consist of chloride and flouride have
the opposite regularity: If the quantity of the liquate fields
in the melt increases, the process,of alite formation increases
and the alite crystal size reduces. The rate of the CaO . ■ ■..
dissolution exceeds that of C2S.
The most intensive process of alite formation takes place at
the presence of the composite melts (Figure 5). At 4-6%
liquiate phase, alite formation is completed at 1350°C..

■

time, min
Fig. 5

Influence of sintering time (T-1450eC)
on alite layer formed at the melt:
1
1 - CaF, + CaSO,, 2 - F, 3 - R2SO4 + MgO
4 - R2SO4, 5 - MgO, 6 - ordinary melt
without additives, 7 - R3O

Clinker Phase Formation- Analyses of the composition of the
clinker phases during heating give important information on the
clinker phase formation and the probable scheme of the ion
exchange between the silicate phases and the melt. Some
,
experimental results which were obtained at the investigation
of industrial raw mixes obtained from Russian cement plants are
summarized below.
At heating rates of 5-7°C/min, alite formation in oxide melts
which has.a small content of sulphoalcaline liquate phase (2-8%
relative),* is the result of Ca2* migration to the place where
there is a concentration of ions (Sio,)4".

The relatively fast growth of alite crystal at the first time
up to 1350°C from the saturated melt causes the inclusions of
the melt microvolumes and the unsoluble solid phases. First of
all, growing alite crystals block the belite. The isormorhous
capacity of alite reaches an average of 8 wt.% in crystal, and
up to 10% at its surface layer.

At further heating the minimum amount of admixtures in alite is
at 1375oC-1400°C. Their distribution remains the same in the
surface and inside the layers. This indicates that alite
crystal growth is not continuous. At definite conditions alite
crystals disintegrate to small ones which can dissolve in the
melt and are the basis for the further crystal formation.

Kouznetsova et al.61 have shown that an insignificant change of
the concentration of Sio2 (23-24 wt% at the surface and 24-25
wt% at inner layers, at a temperature interval of 1350-1400°C)
the concentration of CaO increases from 66 to 71 wt% in the
surface layer and from 67.5 to 71.5 wt% at the inside layer.
CaO/SiO2 ratio reaches 3.2-3.3 at the surface and 3.1-3.2 at
the inside of the crystals.

A maximum concentration of CaO and C/S ratio at 1375-1400°C
corresponds to a minimum amount of A12O3, Fe2O3 and other oxides.
Simultaneously, the average concentration of CaO reduces from
52 wt% at 1350°C to 49.5 Wt% at 1425°C in the melt. At 1425°C
free CaO appears as a crystal phase.

The concentrations of A12O3, Fe2O3 and MgO have, a reverse
relationship in the melt. The exchange '
"
of ions at the phase boundary is as follows:
Са2+шсК -*

Al3+/Fe3+Ciyiul

on

Al3+mdt

Ca2+c[ysul

When Al and Fe-ions are replaced by Ca-ions
C3S lattice is absorbed by the free space of
in the opposite case the strong compressive
lattice destroys it; Free CaO and C2S appear
the melt.

'

some expansion of
the lattice, but
strain of alite
and dissolve in
“

At the cooling stage the Ca2+ and (SiO4)4' are in the
alumoferrite phase. The increase of the heating rate of the raw
mix (20°C/min) leads to a fast dissolution of CaO and C2S in the
melt and rapid nucleation. This corresponds to the research of
Maki32. ■
■

The alite isomorphic capacity changes during the heating: from
6.4-7 wt% in the surface part to 4.6-6.6 wt% in the inside
layer of the crystals. In the temperature interval 1350-1425°C
the CaO concentration in the crystals increases and the SiO2
concentration decreases (Figure 6). At first, the A12O3 content
decreases up to 1375°C and then increases. The concentration of
Fe2O3, MgO, SO3, Cr2O3, Tio2, R2O does not change. At fast
:
"
burning, the composition of the alumoferrite phase changes and
the amount of Al is larger than during ordinary burning.
‘
-

, .

Fig. 6\'

Temperature, eC
CaO/SiO, ratio in alite crystals at
the different temperature and rate
of heating, *C/nin 1-5 2-20

During slow heating the amount of S1O2 the A/F ratio increases
in the alumoferrite phase. In this case alite crystals grow
rapidly, and in the opposite case, during the fast heating,
alite crystals grow slowly because the melt has a high
viscosity. Minimum isomorphic capacity of silicate phases
corresponds to their stoichiometric composition. It can be explained that the process of the clinker phase formation is
accomplished by the replacement of heterovalency ions and their
implantation into the lattice free space. But the dissolution
of the stoichiometric amount of CaO in the silicate phase
lattice, makes the lattice stronger and the binding of CaO
increases up to 2.41-3.24 Ä. Moreover, the admixture of oxides
in the alumoferrite phase increases, especially that of
sulphate ions. As shown by Samchenko®^ it enables the formation
of the sulfoalumoferrite phase which is very important for the
special cement manufacture.

NEW PROCESSES
A measure for the general development since the last-congress
may be the number of publications dealing with the different ■
aspects of the cement manufacturing process. The basis for this
has been the references in "Manufacture of Structural Cements"
in Cement Research Progress63 1985 through 1990. The references
have been grouped in papers with relation to ^burnability and
materials composition, 2)fuels, 3)special clinker and processes,
4)kiln operation, ^grinding and finally ^environment (Table V).

Bumability &
composition11 .

Fuel”

Special Clinker
and processes ”

Kiln operation*

30

7

6

17

20

18

10

1987

15

12

6

1988

10

13

9

1989

20

19

15

1990

14

18

13

1985
1986

Table V

■

~

.
'
.

Grinding

Environment

24

11

14

11

9

24

12

23

52

29

20

62

38

19

37

25

62

1

•

'

Number of references dealing with cement manufacturer in Ref. 63
1)
2)
3)
4)

Mostly on the use of waste materials
Waste derived fuels (solid, liquid)
~ ~
Belite clinker, white cement, oilwell cement
Optimization, AJ-control

The number of papers on burnability and materials composition
has decreased slightly through the years. These papers deal
with application of waste materials as raw mix components and
characterization of raw mixes with respect to their
burnability.
.
The number of papers dealing with fuels are virtually constant,
The fuels in question are primarily waste derived fuels, solids
as well as liquid. New techniques for handling and controlling
these types of fuels have been developed.
The papers on special clinker and processes show a small
increase in number. These papers deal with the production of
white cement and of low energy clinker, especially belite
:
clinker. The possible lower content of calcium carbonate in the
-raw mixes for this type of clinker is important not only with ■
respect to the reduced energy necessary for the decomposition
of the carbonate but also with respect to reduced emission of
C02. Table VI from Stark and Müller64 gives an overview of low
energy clinker.
' '
‘

Active Belite-Cement

"

Main Clinker
minerals

properties
application

a'-CjS
C3S
СэА

Lower early age strength and higher later age strength
compared to Portland Cement.

1

■

Pilot scale experiments in
former East Germany, India
and SNG
•

Belite-Sulfoaluminate '
Cement

Belite-Sulfoferrite ......
Cement
<

c4a,s

ß-C^S

High early strength, expansive,
short setting time, good che
mical durability.

CA, CuA7

Special cements in USA, Japan
and SNG

ßCzS
C«AF

Short setting time, high early
strength.

......

C4A3S
cs.......... ;

'

Industrial production in
Peoples Republic of China

Alinite-Cement

Alinit
SCjS-CaCli
СцА7 * caclj
C4AF-CaCl2

Chloride content up to 2,5%,
high hydraulic activity,
steel corrosion.
Industrial production in SNG

Low temperature
Cements

3C3S-CaFz
CllA7,CaF2

Still at the exprimental stage

Table VI

Overview of low energi clinker. After Stark and Müller

.

The number of contributions on kiln operation show a tremendous
increase. This is partly an effect of change in the grouping of
papers in reference 63. There•is however a real increase
.
through the years, reflecting the increasing automation and
application of expert systems in process control.of the-rotary
kiln and its auxilliary equipment; and the further development
of preheaters and precalciners.
In the groups for grinding and environment there is an increase
in numbers. This reflects the increased efforts by the industry
to conserve energy and to control possible emmissions to the
environments.

A strong development of systems for grinding raw mixes and
cements have taken place since the last congress: high pressure
grinding in roller mills and in roller presses. As mentioned in
the introduction these processes are very energy efficient. The
particle size distribution of the product from these mills
tends to be more narrow than in the product from conventional
ball mills and this has an effect on the reaction kinetics.. The
rate of hydration of cement36 and rate of formation of clinker
minerals during burning increases. An increased reactivity does
not imply that the burning zone temperature can be decreased

very much. A possible minor decrease in temperature will,°nly
result in marginal energy savings in form of reduced radiation
loss.
Work has been done for a long time on replacement for the
.
rotary kiln by a stationary device. All the major suppliers of
equipment to the cement industry have some activities
this
field. They all seem to involve the use of prenodulized kiln
feed or kiln dust which is allowed to react and grow by
coalescence at high temperatur in a fluid, bed type re^tor.
One industrial stationary kiln.for production of belite clink
have been refered to by Stark and Muller . It^is a 300 t/d
fluid bed reactor, producing clinker nodules 3-5 mm in size
which are quenched in a fluid bed from 1300 C to 900 C.
From an operational point of view such a.device has.many
advantages regarding the life time of the^refractory ining an
the mechanical maintenance. Considering
manufacture of
portland cement it follows, however, that these types of
reactors present challenging engineering and oP^attonal
problems. Preheating and calcining of the kiln feed can take
place in gas, suspension without problems. The heat transfer
froS tie hot gasto the raw meal is^optimal in contrast to the
conditions in a rotary kiln where it is limited to take place
at the suface of the bulk material. When it comes to the
formation of the clinker melt and the'reaction between two or ,
more raw material components the gas ^Pf^^.^rtai^dearee
less optimal conditions than the rotary kiln. A certain degree
of agglomeration is needed to make it possible for th
.
reactants to meet and react; and a minimum retention time,
around 15-30 minutes depending on the fineness and mineralogy
S Se iaw materials at the high temperature, is^also needed
for the completion of the reactions. These conditions are
present in the burning zone part of a rotary kiln.

SUMMARY

■

In summary no really new processes have emerged. The most
important developments have been in
grinding technology.
The relationships between the properties of the raw mix and th.
r!inker formation with respect to industrial cement manufacture
to
understood: There are interesting pbenomenas
still to be Investigated regarding ti1®
°£.2е^1Й
melt containing sulfates, chlorides and fluorides and the
growth otillto crystals . Manufacture of low energy clinker
and especially belite clinker may play an important role by
offering possibilities for reduction of the CO2 emission.
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Depletion in the resources of good grade , raw materials and the
urgent need to conserve these, has made it imperative to find ways and
means .of utilizing low grade raw materials , , industrial - and
agricultural wastes andwaste fuels. Researches have established the
feasibility of use for large- number of low grade materials and
industrial waste such as lime bearing carbonate sludges from paper,
sugar and fertilizer industries, Ca(OH)2 from acetylene plants, slags
from iron, steel and other allied industries, flyash from coal abased
thermal power stations, red mud and
—C2S waste from■aluminium
industry etc. as alternate and substiute raw materials with specific
technical advantages in some of the cases. Despite considerable
efforts being made to find
technical and technological solution to
the problems of utilization, their actual use has remained limited
primarily because of problems related to collection, handling,
storage, transportation and the cost involved.
■
Recycling of hazardous and non-hazardous wastes fuels in cement
manufacture has been a very promising development in past two decades.
Considerable progress has been reported in design engineering
and
construction,of waste derived fuel facilities for use of fuels such
as rice husk and straw, bamboo dust, bagasse, sewage, sludge, oil
shale, rubber waste, scrap motor tyres, plastic waste, acid sludge,
asphalt sludge etc. as part substitute to the conventional fuels in
cement manufacture. Due . to unique characteristics of cement kiln
hazardous organic compounds are destroyed and trace elements present
are bound in clinker and rendered harmless, in addition to providing a
cost saving fuel and solving problems of disposal and environmental
pollution without affecting the quality of clinker/cement.
i

Although the use of wastes as raw materials or alternate, energy
sources in manufacture of cement can result in significant saving and
conservation of non-renewable materials, there is a need for
comprehensive techinical and managment services in the area of
utilization of wastes to make their use cost effective. . ■
. .'

INTRODUCTION..

.

.. . .

.....

.

.

The realisation that natural minerals and fossil fuels are going
to get exhausted in foreseable future has made it imperative to look
for ways and means for:
j
i/

Rational utilization of natural minerals and fuels and
reduction.

11/

Waste management particularly of industrial wastes
them as substitute or alternate materials .

iii/

Use of unconventional and renewable sources
supplement fossil fuels.

of

waste

and
energy

use

to

Cement manufacture offers unique opportunity both for utilization
of industrial wastes such as lime bearing carbonate sludges from
paper, sugar and fertilizer industries, Ca(OH)2 from acetylene plants,
slags from iron and steel works and other allied industries,
flyash,
from coal based thermal power plants, red mud andTz-C2S waste from
aluminium industry etc. as alternate and substitute raw materials.
This is evident from the elemental composition of cement raw mix and
some of the industrial wastes mentioned above.

'
Significant advancement has been reported in last decade on
utilization of industrial wastes as raw materials and on use of low
grade fuels and combustible wastes in cement manufacture. Waste fuels
such as rice husk and straw, bamboo dust, bagasse, sewage sludge, oil
shale, rubber wastes, scrap motor tyres, plastic wastes,Jacid sludge,
asphalt sludge etc as part substitute to the conventional fuels have
also been investigated and significant success reported.
■
This paper highlights the trends of research and results achieved
in the area of utilization of non traditional raw materials and low
grade fuels and combustible wastes on the chemistry of clinker
formation, process of manufacture, quality of cement and impact on
environment.
UTILIZATION OF NON-TRADITIONAL RAW MATERIALS
Since the discovery of Portland Cement in 1824 by Joseph Aspiden
and perfecting the technology of manufacture by I C Johnson in 1840
the principal raw materials used are calcareous materials such as
limestone and argillaceous materials like clay. Further improvement
in clinker phase assemblage was evolved with the use of other correc
tive materials such as bauxite, iron ore etc to maintain the charac
teristic; moduli! values. Attempts have also been made to accelerate
the rate of reactions at lower temperatures by use of mineralisers as
an energy conservation measure and these have been successfully used
on commercial scales (1-3).

■
The characteristics required for raw materials and significance
of their constituents is well understood as also described in 'the
article, "Cement Raw Materials and Raw Mixes" (4) . The complexity of
various requirements of raw mix such as physical, chemical, mineralo
gical and thermal is depicted in Fig. 1 indicating the criticalities
and their dependence in processing for cement manufacture.

Fig.l $

Interrelation of Processing Steps along with Characterisation
Features and Basic Properties of Cement Raw Mixes

Over the years, due to rapid industrialisation,. lot of byproducts
and waste materials are being generated creating
environmental
problems. The major constituent of these materials are the same as
the
cement
raw
mix (Table 1) which
make
these
potential
substitute/supplementry cement raw materials.
TABLE 1

ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION OF CEMENT RAW MIX AND SOME INDUSTRIAL WASTES

Constituents (Percent)
Al
Fe
Si

Material
0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Cement" Raw Mix
Flyash
....
В F Slag
Fertilizer Sludge
Paper Sludge
Carbide Sludge
Red Mud
"
Carcasses
'
Rice Husk
Rice Husk ash
Rice Straw
Rice Straw ash

23.0
45.0
■
30.0
47.0 ■
48.0
43.0
,39.0
40.0
30.0
50.0
35.0
47.0

-

Ca

' 31.0
2.0 '
2.5
6.0 "
12.0 ..... 3.0
25.0... 6.0-....
30.0
12.0
1.0
20.0
■
34.0
.
0.8
0.7
1.6
34.0
0.5
0.7
3.7
47.0
1.0
0.2
3.8
6•5
5.5
35.0
2.5
. *
«—
25.0
•*
—
. —
—
25.0
. —
1.5
0.3
45.0
—
22.0
1.3
0.2
43.0
v —

Apart from this, rational utilization and conservation of the
deposits, energy conservation, etc are influencing factors for their
utilisation for cement manufacture.
These non-conventional materials
can be broadly classified into;

i/
ii/
iii/

Natural sub-grade limestone
Industrial by-products / wastes
Materials bearing mineralisers

-

.

=

;
■

NATURAL SUB-GRADE LIMESTONE
Depletion of good grade limestone suitable for cement manufacture
in various countries and particularly in India has put material
scientist to relook into large available marginal and subgrade lime
stone deposits with a view to facilitating their use (5).
Lowgrade limestone generally encountered can be classified as;

i/
ii/
iii/

iv/

High
High
High
14%.
High
SiO2

magnesia limestone containiang 6-12% MgO
.
silica limestone containing 14-21%.SiOg
silica, low lime limestone containing CaO < 44%, SiOg >
.
о co.
silica, high magnesia limestone containing MgO > 3.5%,
> 14%.

Various options available for utilizing the low grade limestone
and problems and solutions have been discussed at . length including
beneficiation of high magnesia and marginal grade limestone and
prospects and problems of utilisation of high magnesia and marginal
grade limestone, are reviewed (6). ,, .
■
i
■
In order to cater to the desired requirements of raw mix the
floatation technique for beneficiation of limestone is in use in a few
wet process plants in India.. Although more suitable for wet
process
techniques,
this may have to be seriously reconsidered to cater to
the future demands of limestone for cement manufacture. One of the
wet process plant in India uses floatation technique for beneficiation
of limestone in a semi-wet process using vacuum filtration technology
and is used in a kiln with two stage preheater with calciner system to
produce 1800 TPD of clinker (7-8). The chemical composition of kiln
feed and clinker is given in Table 2.
TABLE 2

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF KILN FEED AND CLINKER USING BENEFICIATED LIMESTONE
Oxide

Kilnfeed

SiOg
AlgUg
ей03

13.5
2.3
2.3
44.7
36.0
0.08
0.20
—
—
- — •
—

LOI
Na90
K9O
SOo
LSF
Ms '
Ma
fCaO

Clinker

.

23.5
4.9
3.7
65.7 .
*
0.13
0.35
0.40
0.87
2.73
1.32
1.0

The performance of the resultant cement is given in Table 3.

/ . ■.

■

-

-■

. - TABLE 3 ' - ■

'

•

■■■■"

PERFORMANCE OF OPC FROM SEMI WET PROCESS USING BENEFICIATED
■
LIMESTONE

;

..

value

Properties

300

Sp Surface (m2/kg)
Setting Time (min)

'

Final
200

- Initial
135

•
.

Compressive Strength (N/mm2)

Id
:r

14.5

v

7 d

28 d

44.0

54.0

-

3d
30.0

The microstructural features of this clinker indicated well
crystallised alite and belite. Alite is lathy, prismatic hexagonal
with crystal size in the range of 13-79 microns with an average size
of 37 microns. Belite is observed to be rounded to subrounded with
crystal size of 8-50 microns with an average crystal size of 23
microns. The quantitative estimated phase composition of the clinker
indicated C3S 41%, C2S 48%, C4AF 5.0% and C3A 6.0%.
The -micro
structural features are shown in Plate 1.

Plate 1: Optical Micrograph
.Linestone

of Clinker

Prepared

with

Beneficiated

The above observations are in agreement with the physical test
data (Table 3). Floatation technique of beneficiation of limestone
has proved to be useful in certain situations inspite of slightly
higher energy consumption (-'950 kcal/kg clinker).
The other beneficiation techniques of importance are t
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Differential Grinding and Sieving (DGS)
Electrostatic Separation (ESS)
Photometric sorting
Bacterial leaching

The investigations carried out using the above techniques have
been
reported
(5).
The Differential
Grinding
and
Sieving,
Electrostatic Separation and Photometric sorting are among
the
potential teqhniques of dry beneficiation of marginal grade limestone.
These techniques are based on properties such as hardness, electrical
conductivity and colour of minerals respectively. Further, the coarse
grained limestone was found to respond well to both differential
grinding
and
sieving and
electostatic
separation.
However,
differential grinding and sieving has been found to be more cost
effective between the two. The photometric sorting technique is found
to be promising in case of ores with different colours of acceptable
and rejectable portions.
The bacterial leaching technique which uses
acid producing organisms in order to dissolve silica has also given
encouraging
results with some limitations in the
application.
However, these are only preliminary conclusions.
In view of various techniques of wet and dry beneficiation the
utilisation of marginal/subgrade limestone appears to be promising.
Alternative ways of using this limestone in production of special
types of cement such as belite,
alinite type etc has been reported
(9,10).
'

INDUSTRIAL BYPRODUCTS/WASTES
The industrial wastes can be utilised as;

л

i/
11/

. -

Raw materials for clinker manufacture, and
Component of blended cements.

These wastes as a raw mix component can either replace calcareous
component or the argillaceous component party or fully. Further these
wastes which are used as a raw mix component can be classified into
following groups.
'
'
1/

11/

iii/

iv/
'

v/

■

-

Lime bearing materials such as carbonate sludges from paper,
sugar, fertiliser industries, Ca(0H)2 from acetylene plants,
dolomite fines, etc.

Industrial
industries.

slags

from

iron,

steel

and

other

allied

Flyash from thermal power stations.

Minerals and mineral wastes.
Other industrial wastes such as red mud from aluminium
industry, calcium silicate waste slurry from alumina produc
tion etc.
1
'

Lime Bearing Materials

.

1

: ...

■

■

Utilisation of lime sludge particularly the fertilizer sludge for
the manufacture of cement is known for many years. The study using
carbonate sludge from fertilizer industry has been reported in wet
process plant of capacity 700 TPD(11). Calcium carbonate sludge was
used to replace part of high grade and beneficiated limestone. The
composition of raw materials is given in Table 4. The composition of
the waste indicated that it contains sulphate, fluoride and phosphates
and use of the sludge was primarily feasible upto 50% of the raw meal.

.

.

;

TABLE 4

COMPOSITION OF RAW MATERIALS AND CARBONATE SLUDGE

Constltutents

High Gr
Limestone

SiO^

10.0
1.8
1.0
48.0
0.8
38.0
—

a12*3

Fe2°3
CaO
MgO
LOI
SO,
к2о
Na aO
P265
F

Beneficiated
Limestone

:

•

—

■

14.7
1.7
1.1
45.0
1.0
36.2
•
—

:

Laterite
2.8
28.5
45.5
1.5
0.8
20.0
—

■

.

.

—

—
—

—

■■

—

Carbonate
Sludge . ;

6.0
0.3
0.3
46.5
0.5
37.5
6.0
0.13
0.04
1.8
1.2

■

Incorporation of sludge adversely affected the setting time and
compressive strength of resultant cement primarily due to high amount
of P2°5 and Fe However, the problem could be overcome by reducing the
amount of sludge with an advantage of improved burnability and lower
firing temperature (Table 5).
:
TABLE 5

BURNABILITY

OF

Temgerature

RAW

MEAL

WITH

CARBONATE

Lime Combinability
(%)

Free Lime
(%)

5.5
1.2
0.6

125Ö
1300
1350
.
. v..,,.
Lime Combinability =

SLUDGE

..

91.6
98.2
99.0

. '
-

Ca0 total ■" Ca0 free
x

100

. Ca0total
Calcium carbonate sludge containing 48.18 percent CaO, 9.92
percent SO3, 2.39 percent P0O5 and 2.01 percent F and used as a part
substitute of limestone has been studied (12). The raw material used
in the studies are limestone, marl, phosphochalk and sandstone.
In
view of operational problem, a maximum of 10% sludge could, be used to
substitute limestone in the raw mix. Also the use of phosphochalk
beyond 10% as a raw mix component was not favoured because of the
presence of high P2°5 and F"* . contents.
Microscopic analysis of
clinker so prepared showed 48 and 31 percent well developed C3S and
C2S respectively free lime indicating the quality of clinker to be
good (Plate 2).

Investigations on the use of carbide sludge have shown that the
sludge can be used as a source of calcareous component only as a part
substitute to limestone due to the presence of high chloride content
in the sludge.? Taking into account the tolerable limit of chloride

content in the wet process and the rheological properties of raw meal
containing sludge, not more than 30% of carbide sludge could be used
»
(13)
Large number of raw mixes were designed using carbide sludge and
low grade limestone. The clinker so produced indicates well developed
alite
and belite phases (Plate 3) and had
good
performance
characteristics. '

Plate

2

Optical Micrograph of
Clinker with PhosphoChalk

Plate 3 8 Optical Micrograph of
Clinker with Sludge

A case study using sludge in a wet process of 600 TPD capacity has
been reported indicating the techno-economic feasibility of its use as
a
part
substitute
of limestone and
highlights
the
design
considerations for the process involving specific points such as
settling characteristics of the slurries,
storing and agitation
devices,
viscosity of the slurry at various moisture
levels,
filterability of the slurry etc (14). The burnability studies of the
raw mix containing carbide sludge at various residue levels is given
in Fig.2.

Fig. 2 X Burnability Studies of a Raw Mix Containing Carbide Sludge at
Various Residue Levels

The data shows easy burning characteristics of the raw mix even
with higher residue on 90 micron. This may be due to the better
reactivity of the sludge.
"/
NCB and others have carried out extensive investigations on the
utilisation of carbonate sludge from paper industry, press mud from
sugar
industry, phosphochalk from fertilizer industry,
calcium
hydroxide ' sludge from acetylele industry, battery mud from sodium
chromate industry and sludge from soda ash industry leading to t^e
development of technologies for their use in cement manufacture (15
.
19)
The paper from NCB highlights the problems inherent in the use
of these materials and the prospects of their utilization.
Handling
and ” transportation of sludge which considerably influence
the
economics of. their use have also been discussed. The lime bearing
sludges from various sources for using as a raw material for mini
vertical shaft kilns (MVSK) particularly with respect to material
characteristics and process consideration has been highlighted (20).

Metallurgical Slags
Utilisation of metallurgical slags including blast furnace, s^a9
from iron and steel industry for cement manufacture both as a raw and
blending material is well established (21-28). However the use of
blast furnace slag as a raw mix component has not been fully explored
on commercial scale. This might be because of preference to use slag
as an admixture for manufacture of slag cements.
,
The burning behaviour of raw mixes using crystalline blast furnace
slag with limestone and ferric oxide revealed that incorporation of
slag in raw mix could alter the kinetics of clinker formation and
conserve energy (29). The study was carried out on raw mix having LSF
98, MS 2.18 and MA 2.2 using 39% blast furnace slag and 2% pure Fe2O3.
The raw mixes differed only in grain size of slag as follows:
Raw Mix

Grain size of slag (microns)

1
2
3
4
5
6

less than 32
between 45 and 32
between 63 and 45
between 90 and 63
between 125 and"90
greater than 125 ....

■-

The clinkers were studied for XRD and OM. The studies revealed
that the grain size of slag has a significant effect on slag
reactivity and liquid phase properties in
the raw mixes studied. The
microstructure of the clinkers obtained at 1450 C however# showed
excellent development of silicate phases with adequate distribution.
The slag grain size of above 90 u caused an increase in alite content
at this temperature with hetrogeneous distribution of silicate phases
caused by coarse slag.
Affect ■ of use of blast furnace slag upto 20 percent as a
component of cement raw mix on the reactivity and clinkerisation has
been reported (30). Kinetics of combination of lime at various slag
levels (Table 6) indicated good combinability at 1400°C and above.

TABLE 6
KINETICS FOR THE COMBINING OF FREE CAO

No

,

Quantity of
Slag (%)

0
5
10
15
20

1
2
3
4
5

Free CaO (%)
1400°C
1350°C

1300°C

7.22
3.43
3.09
3.00
2.85

16.42
10.67
. 8.91
7.80
7.63

.

2.42
0.85
0.68
0.42
0.20

1450°C

■

0.70
0.35
0.28

-

—
—

.

Presence of BaO and МП2О3 in cement raw mixes contributes to an
increase in the alite content and improved performance of the cement
(Table 7).
TABLE 7

PERFORMANCE OF CEMENT PREPARED IN LABORATORY
No

1
2 3
4
5

Slag
(%) face
,

Sp.Sur
Cons is
tency%
m2/kg

0
5
10
15
20

410
415
425
395
405

'

ID

28
28
28
28
28

Compressive Strength
(N/mm2)
3D
7D
28D

14.0
14.4
14.2
15.0
15.1

-

32.0
32.5
33.0
31.0
32.5

40.4
41.0
41.5
43.5
42.8

55.8
56.6
60.2
61.6
60.9

1 Yr
68.8
67.5
69.0
68.5
69.7

The studies, however, have not dealt with the problem of volume
stability likely to be caused by increased MgO content of cement. In
raw mixes were prepared and
an another study using 2 percent slag,
investigated for lime combinability and performance (31). The data on
clinker composition and performance are given in Table 8 and 9
respectively.
■
TABLE 8

О

U>

N>

m

0
)

ОСЧ

.

Chemical Composition, %
CaO MgO F.CaO

h

si02

>

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF CLINKERS PREPARED FROM RAW MIX WITH
AND WITHOUT SLAGS

LSF

MS

MA

Clinker-1 .
(Normal)
.

21.7

7*1

2.9

63.9

2.3

0.6

0.87 2.17 2.45

Clinker-2
(with air
cooled slag)

22.4

7.3

2.9

63.7

2.0

0.5

0.84 2.19 2.51

Clinker-3 . .
(with granu
lated slag)

22.9

7.1

2.8 .

63.8

1.8

0.5

0.83 2.31 2.53

.. . ■

'

TABLE 9

PERFORMANCE OF RESULTANT ORDINARY PORTLAND CEMENT

so3

Blaine *s
Surface
m2/kg

OPC-1 (Normal)

2.2

320

135

OPC-2 (Clk.2)

2.2

320

120

OPC-3 (clk.3)

2.2

320

85

Sample

Setting Time
(Minutes)
FST '
1ST

,

Compressive Sj^rength
(N/mm‘
28D ■’
7D
3D

200

37.5

45.5

55.0

165

30.0

38.0

49 • 0

140

35.0

43.0

; 52.0

Lime combinability was found to increase with the use of
granulated and crystaline blast furnace slag compared with normal-raw

Fig 3 :

Lime Combinability of Raw Mixes Prepared with Granulated
Crystalline Slag
'

and

The physical test data (Table 9) indicate that with even low LSF
using slag comparable performacne could be obtained. Use of low carbon
ferrochrome slags as a raw material component has been studied and a
maximum of 50 percent slag was reported to have been used (32).
;
Flyash

.

..

Elemental composition of flyash (PFA) is similar to that of clay
except that it generally contains more alumina. Typical chemical and
mineralogical characteristics of flyash are given in Table 10.
TABLE 10
CHEMICAL AND MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITON OF A TYPICAL FLYASH
LOI

SiO2

Constituents Determined (%)
so3
CaO
MgO
a12°3
Fe2°3

Flyash

4.30

55.59

26.64

Flyash

Major
Quartz

.

9.50

Predominant
Mullite .

2.30

0.6Ö

Small Amount
Haematite

Ö.44

Na20
0.23

K20
0.40

Glass Content %
.
26

Depending upon the efficiency of burning in the furnace, residual
carbon varies from 4-12 percent. Use of flyash as a raw material
substitute to clay will give some advantage of fuel saving. However,
deficiency of iron has to be made up by using suitable corrective
materials. Clinker designed with use of flyash as a raw meal component
(Table 11) exhibited coarser grain size (average 60 p) compared to
that, made without using flyash, which may be due to higher liquid
content.
r - - - ...... - ...........
... TABLE 11
.
...........
.
. .
...
MINERAL COMPOSITION AND RELATED COEFFICIENTS

C-1,2 .

46.1

27.2 —. 15.5

7.6

0.91

C-3,4

34.0

37.0

8.1

0.88

<N

tn

c3s

u

Related Coefficients
HM
SM
IM
. AI

Composition (wt%)
c4af
LSF
C3A

Mineral

Item
Clinker

17.5 .

...

2.06

2.17

2.98

2.90

1.94

1.98

3.10

2.62

The analysis of heat balance indicated that about 15% of total
heat input came from unburnt flyash.
In general use of flyash as a
raw meal component shall have to be evaluated from case to case basis
taking into account the qualtity of limestone, quantity1 of flyash,
process of manufacture and operational problems specific to the
designed raw mixes (33).
OTHER INDUSTRIAL WASTES

Red mud essentially contains A^Oo and Ее2Од
elemental composition as given in Table 12.

with

a

typical

TABLE 12
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF TYPICAL RED MUD SAMPLE
Sample

SiO2

. L01

Red mud , 13.45

9.60

r

А1-2^з

Constituents Determined (%)
^*^2^3 Ca.0
MgO
^2^

18.60

26.65 15.44 0.80

TiO2 ^^2^3

3.09 0.09 12.03 Traces

As evident from chemical composition, red mud contains alkalies
and Ti02 and therefore its use is likely to effect the liquid
properties significantly (34). Extensive investigations have been
carried out at NCB including plant trials. In a case study (35) using
8% red mud, good quality clinker could be produced with well developed
alite and belite phases (Plate 4).
...

Plate 4 :

Optical Micrograph of clinker prepared using Red Mud .

In another plant trial use of 2.5% red mud in substitution of
iron ore resulted in overcoming the problem of sulphur built up in the
kiln system and also resulted in improved early strength of the
clinker produced (Table 13 & 14)
■
' . '

TABLE 13
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF RAW MATERIAL AND PROPORTIONS

SiO2

Chemical Composition
Percent
Сз.0 LOI
a12°3 ■ FejOj

19.1
8.9
2.2
9.2

1.2 • 0.9
1.0
1.1
1.3 90.4
22.8 46.4

Raw Materials

Quarry L/S
Floated L/S
Iron Ore
Red Mud

43.4
49.3
0.5
2.7

34.i
49.3
4.3
13.5

.

Na20

0.24
0.21
—
4.81

Raw Material
' Proportion
Normal ModiSO3
f ied
38.0
0.23 38.0
56.0
56.5
—
1.0
2.5
*—

TABLE 14
.
PERFORMANCE OF ORDINARY PORTLAND CEMENT
------------------1

Blaine‘s Surface (m^/kg)
Setting Time (Mts)
Initial
Final

"

With Red Mud

Normal

295

289
■

135
200

Compressive Strength (N/mm2)

1 d

■ 3 d... 7-d

Normal
With red mud

14.5
24.0

30.0
34.5

130
190
- • - 28 d

44.0
42.5

■ Use of red mud as a raw material for• making ferrari cement
satisfactory hardening properties have-been reported (36).
—

54.0
54.5
with

' The post extraction slurry from alumina production in the
sintering and disintigration method contains Y-C2S and precipitated
CaCO3 (37). This post extraction slurry is a reactive raw material and
results in improved burning of the raw mixes (Fig.4).

Fig 4 $

Burnability of
Raw
Mix
Prepared
with
Post
Extraction
Slurry

The
cement produced with nearly 4.4% A^O^
had
highest
compressive
strength values which progressively decreased
with
increase in AI2O3 content in clinker (Table 15).

-

, . :
•
TABLE 15
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF CEMENTS
Type

AI2O3 in
Clinker %

A

3.0
4.4
6.8
7.8

В
C
D

.
. .

.

3 d

....

Compressive1 Strength (N/im‘)
7 d
28 d

25.2 .
25.0
. 16.3. "“г:......
6.9

"

33.5
38.2
20.4
9.3

.

47.5
60.4
35.8
18.8

..

"
Mineral waste particularly copper-nickel tailings and raw taco
nite tailings have been used for making type 1 Portland cement (38).
The work reported in these studies describes the use of non-conventional raw feed composed of beneficiated copper-nickel tailings as a
replacement to argillaceous components in a conventional cement feed.
The chemical analysis of kiln feed is given in Table 16.
TABLE 16
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE COMPONENTS OF KILN FEED

ConstItuents

Taconite
Limestone
Tailings
.................... Percent

SiO^

AI2O3
Fe2O3
CaO
MgO

so3
LOI
Na2O
k26

т$о2
P2°5

Anhydrite

Anorthite

•

;

L-

56.96

58.54

2.17

27.57

0.64

0.13

0.62
8.80
0.16
0.18
0.40
4.50
0.81

27.40
4.40
3.10
0.23
5.69

0.37
53.96
0.33
0.00
42.92
0.03
0.06
0.03
0.03

•*

.
. ,

—
—
—

"
-

*
—

■

*•

41.20
—
58.80
■■
«■

; .
.

*

In order to take care of higher Na20 content,
2% anhydrite was
added. to the kiln feed to reduce the formation of alkali aluminate
phase.
The resultant cement prepared showed that the cement adequa
tely met the ASTM requirement of Type 1 cement.
Concrete prepared
using tailings based clinker, showed better strength development
(Fig.6) which may be attributed to the presence of high C4S content
with C3S/C2S ratio of 3.29.

Fig 6 : Development of
Compressive
'
Strength of
Concrete Specimen

- Investigations on the use of basalt rock as a corrective material
in portland cement manufacture has been described (39). Basalt is a
family of rocks of volcanic origin abundantly available in nature and
mainly used in building blocks and stone chips.
The commonly
occurring minerals in basalt are anorthite, albite, hypersthene,
orthoclays, magnetite, iliminite and quartz. Most of the SiOy is in
the form of silicates and almost all MgO is in the form of Magnesium
ferrosilicates.
In order to study the effect of Basalt on the reacti
vity of cement raw mix, raw mixes were prepared with and without
Basalt (Table 17).

TABLE 17
RAW MATERIAL AND RAW MIX ANALYSIS WITH & WITHOUT BASALT
■

Raw Material Proportions
Chemical Composition
■
Lime- Baux- Iron- BaSiO2 A12O3 Fe2O3 CaO LOI LSF MS MA
stone ite
ore
salt
................... Percent
..........

Raw
Mix-1

9875

17Ö

075

Raw
Mix-2

98.0

-

-

■

=

1274

2.0

11.8

270
2.0

275

4571 36.1 1.16 2.7
-

2.2

45.6 35.9 1.2 2.8

Reactivity of these raw mixes was studied by firing
the
pelletised raw mix from 800 to 1450°C for a retention time of 20 min.
The fired pellets were studied for physico-chemical and mineralogical
characteristics.
The volume changes in raw mixes with rise in
temperature from 800-1450°C was determined by expansion shrinkage
studies (Fig. 7) and residual free lime at each temperature determined
(Fig. 8).
‘

Fig 8 : Free Lime of Raw Mixes at
Various Temperatures
indicate that the expansion upto
The: results of the studies Basalt than in raw mix 1 without
1100°C is more in raw mix 2 with of solid-solid reactions forming
indicating higher rates
Basalt,
__
Higher shrinkage values in Basalt
aluminates,
calcium silicates^and
°C indicates higher quality of liquid formation and
raw mix rates 1Qf C
4S formation exemplified by higher slope . of the
CoS
higher
The lime combinability
Basalt^s^comparativ^y
shrinkage curve,
with the raw mix without Basalt.
more compared
< .
lclo at
various
indluaie
appearace of CoS
■ l^r
attemperature
various temperatures
temperatures
indicate
studies for sinters
of
in the
«ih
.
. «- around
_______ J 11300°C
onnOr* IM
formation at a -- -.„als not observed in the raw mix without Bas
.
Basalt while the
same of the laboratory trials, a plant trial was
results
Based on the i----carried out.
data of the physical test results indicate that the cem^t
The
linker shows higher compressive strength.
The
produced from Basalt c
with
Basalt
indicate
well
developed
C
3
S
and
microstructure of clinkers
matrix
with
presence
of
CoS
crystals and finely crystalline
which
have
higher
hydraulic
stabilised
active polymorphs of belite
acivity inferred from higher compressive strengths (Plates 5, 6' & 7).

Plate 5 : Optical Micrograph
...
of Clinker Without
Basalt

Plate 6

Optical Micrograph of Clinker
With Basalt Showing Active
Belite Polymorphs

Plate 7 :

Optical
Micrograph
of
Clinker
using
Basalt with Improved
Microstructure
;

MINERALISERS BEARING WASTES

. '

The merits and demerits of using mineralizers in clinker burning
have been adequately reported in the literature on synthetic and
industrial raw mixes (40-43). The potential use of mineraliser as
possible means of energy conservation in cement is in principle well
estalished and its use in economically profitable situations has been
practised (44).
' ;
;
:
e
-ч

■ ' The utilisation of industrial wastes containing mineralising
agents has been well established (45). The utilisation of phosphorous
slags and phosphogypsum has been found to be ?interesting
and
prospective.
The influence of fluorophosphorous slags as a compound
mineraliser in clinker formation reaction both in solid and liquid
phases has been reported. .
■: .
- .
,
- ■■ Use of 1% phosphogypsum as a complex mineralising and modifying
additive, leads to formation of fine grained and uniformly distributed
alite and belite resulting in improved grindability as ;well as cement
quality.
;
■
■
■
■

' Use of barium bearing waste obtained in the manufacture of white
mineral pigment has been reported (46). High strength cement could be
obtained even with significantly higher belite content in the clinker,
which has been attributed to higher solubility of barium in belite
compared to alite, which was observed to be nearly 3 times. The
clinkers containing 0.2—0.3% BaO were also reported to have ■ improved
grindability.
Zinc containing waste (47) in the raw mix was found to be
excellent as a mineraliser for effectively improving burnability, (Fig
9a & b) activate alite and improve the early strength of cement.
’

Fig 9a : Burnability Curves of Raw
Fig 9b : Relation Between Free
Mixes with Various Mineralizers
■ Lime and ZnO Contents

.
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■

■

zinc containing «aste as a mlneraliser has been found to give
i^co^^iv^tS^other^hyeical parameters are

The

given in Table 18.

.
TABLE 18
PERFORMANCE OF CEMENT USING ZINC CONTAINING WASTE

KH ~

ZnO
%

0.96
0.96
0.96
0.80
0.80
0.80

1
2
3
4
5
6

Setting
Time
(mts)
Initial Final

150
122
102
73
130
291

0.00
0.20
0.60
0.00
0.20
0.60

Compressive Strength
N/mm2
ID
3D
7D
■ 28D
12.2
14.0
15.4

190
163
142
324
343
379

29.3
29.8
45.0
8.8
8.5
9.1

58.3
62.6
74.7
22.5
22.3
24.3

89.0
95.3
107.4
70.4
70.1
85.3

petrographic study of clinker containing ZnO^shows that the
lite crystals as well as crystalline tendency
size and axial ratio of a.—
- ,
Apart from these,
ZnO
nf interstial materials are
are all
all increased.
increased.
and
improves burnability, decreases the viscosity of te
accelerates mass transfer process.

The

dopant study reported (47) for alite formationin the rice husk
calcium carbonate system revealed that CuOis the mo
ash and
minoraliser.
At 0.5%,
CuO dosages more than 70% ^alite
effective was obtained at 1400°C.
Higher concentration of CuO had
formation -."
However,
rapid cooling was necessary
destabilising effect on alite.
------- -----■
> The order
when CaFn and more than 0.5% CuO were used as mineralisers.
different
mineralisers
with
addition
at
of effectiveness of
-^«alisers
0.5% a
was CuO > ZnO > MnO2 > SnO2 > PbO while at 1400 C,
it was CuO
1350°C I
> Mn02 > ZnO >.Sn02 > PbO.
A

a case study renorted for a dry process 2500 TPD plant with a
In
precalciner
and suspension preheater system where high free
poor
kiln feed burnabiliy resulting into frequent unsoundness in cement was
^iZrnomebv carrying out various raw mix studies by using suitable
overcome by carrying ou
.
correctives chosen were
siliceous ore rejects with an average quartz grain size
^гопэ®
to replace the sand stone of average quartz grain size of 350 micron .
me deficiencies in the raw mix were high LSF, low SM, and higher
grain size of quartz in kiln feed. The chemical composition of raw
materials and physical testing results of cement are given in Table 19

and 20 respectively.
TABLE 19
ГНЕМTCAL COMPOSITION OF RAW MATERIALS
Limestone

Si02
AlnOo
FeJol
CaO
LOI

■

6.7
1.9
1.5
48.4
39.6

'

Calcareous
clay

Sand
stone

Silica
Sand
‘

Ore
Rejects

29.1
10.1
7.3
24.2
25.0

87.6
4.7
0.7
2.1
3.8

92.0
2.4
0.4
2.2
2.3

67.6
4.7
5.7
10.7
3.1

.

. -

TABLE 20

PERFORMANCE OF THE CEMENTS

SO3

Compressive .Strength(N/mm2)
7D
3D
28D

Soundness

Normal Clinker

2.0

44.0

46.0

54.0

Failed

Clinker with
ore rejects

2.0

40.0

46.0

68.5

- Passed

The improved reactivity after utilising proper
rejects is depicted in Fig 10.

corrective

and

ore

The high reactivity of the raw mix (with ore rejects) is attributed to
mineralising effect of one of the constituents of the ore rejects.
Photomicrograph of improved clinker is given in plate 8.

Plate 8 : Optical Micrograph of Clinker Prepared With Ore Rejects

LOW GRADE.FUELS AND COMBUSTIBLE WASTES
Coal and oil/gas are the most widely used fuels in the manufacture
of cement (49, 50). Use of lignite as a fuel in cement manufacture is
of more recent origin and technological developments have made it
possible to use it as alternate fuel to coal (51-53). However its use

as a part substitue to coal has been widely practiced and its economic
viability established. The problems relating to the use of these
conventional fuels have been fully invesigated and it can be generally
concluded that the factors effecting the techno-economics of their use
broadly relate to the following aspects.
.2

1
Volatiles in the raw materials and fuels
Flame characteristics
,
3
Ash content and composition of solid fuels
4
Raw meal-ash-clinker correlation
.

Use of oil and gas have an advantage over the use of coal in that
even low grade limestone particularly with respects to lime content
generally considered non-utilizable with coal, can be used to 9ive
good quality clinker. However because of higher, content of sulphur,
their use can add to the problems of volatile cycles during pryroprocessing.
..... -

Low grade fuels and combustible wastes have gained importance
from the view point of finding alternative to the fast depleting
fossil fuels and the environmental problems posed by their disposal
(54,55).
Low grade fuels for cement manufacture can be broadly termed as
fuels which cannot be used alone as a primary fuel without beneficia
tion or upgradation . Low grade fuels may also be fuels which have
high percentage of constituents such as alkalies, sulphur,
chloride,
titanium, P90r etc. Typical examples of such fuels are high moisture
(>20%), higfi ash (>40%) and low calorific (<3500 kcals/kg) coals and
low calorific gases like producer gas water gas etc.
Low grade fuels may be natural materials such as, high ash high
sulphur coals, oil shales? agricultural by products such as, rice
husk, bamboo dust, bagasse etc or synthetic materials such as paper
and plastic wastes, industrial by product/wastes such as.from petro
chemical industry, fertilizer plants aluminium industry etc. There is
a long list of identified low grade fuels and combustible
“astes
which can be used in cement manufacture. These are classified and
presented in Table 21.
TABLE 21
LOW GRADE FUELS AND COMBUSTIBLE WASTES USED IN CEMENT MANUFACTURE
A.

C.

NATURAL MATERIALS

1 Petro Chemical Wastes

(a) Agricultural

1/
ii/
iii/
iv/
V/

vi/
vii/

INDUSTRIAL WASTES

i/
ii/
iii/
iv/
v/

Rice Husk
Straw
Coconut Husk
Peanut Husk
Wood Waste
Bamboo Dust
Bagasse

'

Petroleum Coke
Coke
Asphalt Sludge
Acid Sludge
Chemical Waste

2 Carbon waste from fertilizer
plant

(b) Others

viii/ Animal Waste
ix/ Sewage Sludge
x/ Oil Shales

3 Spent Pot Lining from Alumi
nium Industry

4 Waste oil and Hazardous Waste

B.

D.

SYNTHETIC MATERIALS

'

,i/
11/
iii/
iv/
v/
vi/

Scrap Motor Tyres
Rubber Waste
Plastic Waste
Card Board
■ Graphite Dust
Old Battery Boxes

' ■

OTHERS

1/ House-hold Waste
ii/ Municipal Refuse
iii/ Land Fill Gas
".

Cement rotary kiln is considered to be very a versatile incine
rator and the kiln system can use almost any type of low grade fuel or
combustible wastes under specific conditions (56) Compatibility w*th
the cement raw materials particularly in cases where solid low grade/
waste fuels are used, is considered important as ash absorption may
upset the delicate balance of raw meal composition required to produce
quality cement without causing any operational problems.
r
PROBLEMS RELATING TO USE OF LOW GRADE/WASTE FUELS:
Use of low grade and wastes fuels throws up problems specific to
each of these fuels and investigations and studies are still, on to
find solutions to enable their use. The problems relating to the use
of these fuels can be broadly grouped into the following heads.

" ■ '

1/

1/ - Fuel preparation
.
.../
ii/
Operational problems in the manufacturing process
iii/
Impact on quality
...
iv/
Environmental pollution

>

Fuel Preparation

Depending upon the physical characteristics of the waste .fuels,
these may have to be processed for use in the cement rotary kiln. Some
of the wLtes such as rice husk, bamboo dust, coke and waste gases do
.. need_i much
-l. of
—r <.,«1
>-=>♦■ i on and
not
fuel preparation
andhave
havetotobebefed
fedthrough
through suitable
firing mechanism at various points during the pyproprocessing. High
moisture wastes will require predrying and pelletisation/pulveri zation
while others will require cutting, shredding, pulverization etc (57).
The problems related to fuel preparation for each category of wastes
is dealt under the individual cases.

11/

Operational Problems in the Manufacturing Process

Some of the operational problems relating to the use of waste
fuels are : resistance to flow of materials in the preheater due
о
volatiles,
fluctuation in temperature, coating formation, refractory
lining life, grinding problems due to moisture and problems of storage
and handling etc. '
Though the solution to these problems vary from case to case and
no single solution can be applied, considerable success has been
reported in solving these problems.
. '
/

iii/ Impact on quality

■

Quality is the single most important parameter governing the use
of wastes in the manufacture of cement. The problem areas identified
can be broadly considered to arise from;
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■.

.

: .

(i) Higti residue content of the wastes,

(ii) Elentental composition of residue and its
other raw materials,
(iii) Impact of volatiles
'
clinker and

on composition and

(iv) Problems relating to heavy

metals

compatibility
mineralogy

of

with

the

and toxicity»

However, in general no serious problem relating to impact of use of
waste fuels on quality of clinker and cement has been reported (58,59).
iv)

Environmental Pollution

'

.

•

■

.

Cement rotary kiln is considered to be an ideal incinerator for
waste fuels as the cement manufacturing process uses all modern
pollution control devices relating to dust and gaseous pollutants.
Several case studies have been reported to indicate that the level of
pollutants emitted in the cement manufacturing process are well below
the permissible limits laid down by the various regulating agencies
the world over (60).

USE OF LOW GRADE/WASTE FUELS IN CEMENT MANUFACTURE

Use of low grade/waste fuel in cement manufacture and, problems
relating to their utilisation, quality of the resultant, clinker and
impact on environment have been presented here categorywise.
Agricultural Wastes as Fuel

.

Though the area under agriculture has been almost stagnant since
1975, crop production has registered a significant increase resulting
in increase in the crop residues. The availability of agricultural
residues depends not only on production levels but also on a variety
of . social and economic factors. In India
300 million, tonnes of
agricultural residues are generated every year. Add to this about 40
million tonnes of agro-industrial wastes mostly from the
food
processing industry which include pealings, pulps, stalks etc of
fruits and vegetables. All agricultural residues essentially contain
different proportion of cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, ash, resin,
wax, water soluble subastance and moisture. Carbon, oxygen and
hydrogen are the major chemical constituents of agricultural residues.
Small amounts of nitrogen, sulphur, chlorine and traces of other
elements are also present. Volatile matter content is 60-75%.
High
ash content lowers the calorific value of residues, while the
presences of oils, resins and wax raises the calorific value.
The
heat potentials of some of the selected agricultural wastes are given
in Table 22 (61).
Amongst agro-industrial wastes, rice husk, bagasse,
molasses,
coconut residues, groundnut shells etc are more promising as fuels.
However, rice husk obtained from rice milling industry has potentials
for use in cement rotary kiln in view of its continuous supply and
economics for use (62-64).

- '
TABLE 22
'
HEAT POTENTIAL OF AGRICULTURAL WASTES

Rice Straw/Husk
Wheat Straw
Cotton Sticks
Maize Stalks
Maize Cobs
Bajra Stalks
Pearl Millet Husk
Groundnut Straw
.
Castor Stalks
Castor Shell
Mustard Straw
Mustard Stalk
Gram Straw
•
Moth Straw
Masoor Straw
Moong Straw
Spent Coffee Grounds

•

16.6
9.2
12.0
11.5
8.6
11.2
•*
12.1
—
—
—

Calorific Value
. Kcal/kg '

Ash
%

Moisture
% wt basis

Agricultural Wastes

.
. .
.
.

3000
3800
3300
- 4700
3500
3850 3626 .
.
4200
4767
. 3665
4034
3948
3950
3800
3810
3820
■
5000 ■

20.1
18.0
13.5
14.2
13.8
17*5
..
.
1.3
*
.

■

-

—
•

'

—

9.2 .
10.1
10.3

.

13.2
••
12.8
.12.6

The chemical and proximate analyses of rice husk
Table 23 and 24 respectively.

given

are

.
■
".

'
■

in

.
TABLE 23
TYPICAL CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF RICE HUSK AND BAMBOO DUST ASH (DRY BASIS)

SI No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Constituents
'
Determined

Rice Husk

S1O9
K2°
Na90
Cao
MgO
Ре2О^
a12°3
=8?
Cl

85.0 97.0
0.5 - 3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
Traces - 0.7

.

<
<
<

Bamboo dust
Percent ...........

69.89
4.05
9.18
3.56
6.05
6.69

0.2 - 3.U •
0.1 - 1.5
Traces - 0.5

TABLE 24
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF TYPICAL SAMPLES OF RICE HUSK
AND BAMBOO DUST (MOISTURE FREE BASIS)
.
SI No
1
2
3
4

Property

Bamboo Dust
Rice husk
....... Percent

Volatile Matter
Fixed Carbon
Ash Content
Calorific value Kcal/Kg

62
15
22
3142

75
18
10
3796

Bamboo dust from paper industry has also shown potentials for its.
utilization in cement manufacture (65). The chemical and proximate
analyses of bamboo dust are presented in Tables 23 & 24.
Both ■ rice husk and bamboo dust are ready to use
preparation is required.
...

fuels

and

no

PROBLEMS RELATED TO UTILIZATION
Both rice husk and bamboo dust can be used in precalcinator and
kiln. Various operational problem encountered are fluctuation in
temperature of precalcinator, coating formation at riser duct and kiln
inlet.
■When interground with coal the high initial moisture content
adversely affect the grinding efficiency of the coal mill.

EFFECT ON QUALITY OF CLINKER
Use of rice husk as fuel is limited by the fact that it generally
contains more than 90% silica with very little RoOg (< 3%).
It is
compatible with raw mixes containing silica less than
12% when coal
is used as a primary fuel.
In the investigations carried out at NCB,
the impact of substitution of coal by rice husk on the clinker
composition was investigated and the results presented in Table 25
indicate that substitution can be tolerated upto 1 percent of coal ash
without upsetting the various moduli! values and the quality of
resultant clinker.
■

TABLE 25
.EFFECT OF RICE HUSK ASH ON CLINKER COMPOSITION

■

S
No

1
2
3
4
5

Constituents
6% coal
ash

Clinker
0.2% R H Ash
5% Coal Ash

composition
0.5% R H Ash
5.5% Coal Ash

1% R H Ash
5% Coal Ash

CaO
SiO? .
a12° 3
Fe2° 3
MgO

64.46
22.79
5.39
4.58
1.47

64.45
22.79
5.34
4.49
1.46

64.43
23.00
5.27
4.47
1.45

64.42
23.18
5.17
4.46
1.44

LSF
SM
AM

0.88
2.29
1.18
46.51
30.28
6.52
13.88

0.88
2.33
1.19
46.00
30.95
6.55
13.66

0.87
2.36
1.18
45.65
31.50
6.40
13.60

0.87 •
2.41
1.16
44.93
32.56
6.15
13.57

c3s
c2s
C3A
c4af

The alkalies and P2O present in the rice husk ash have not
found to adversely affec the setting and compressive strength
1 percent of rice Husk asn absorption.

been
upto

Bamboo dust on the other hand has chemical composition more
favourable to clinker quality so far as silica & R2O3 are concerned.
In addition, it has a lime content of
10 percent which can make up
for deficiency in lime in case of use of marginal grade limestone.

Use of Sewage Sludge as Fuel

Sewage sludge, as obtained, contains high percentage of moisture
which has to be reduced to less than 2 percent before it can be fired
in the cement rotary kiln. The dried product . is granuler/powdery,
relatively stable and easy to store (66). The chemical composition,
proximate and ultimate analyses of dried sludge are given in Tables 26
and 27 respectively.
...
......
.

SI No

1
2
3
4
5
6 '
7
8 .
9
10
11
12

/ " TABLE 26
ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS OF SEWAGE SLUDGE ASH

Pe

Constituents
Determined

1.6
30.5
13.6
22.6
8.6
1.5
1.3
1.1
0.41
1.4
17.9
0.01

LOI 8102
Al2О3
Fe2°3
CaO
MgO
S03
K2O
NajO
Ti02
p2°5
Cl

TABLE 27

PROXIMATE AND ULTIMATE ANALYSIS OF TYPICAL SEWAGE
SLUDGE SAMPLE (On Dry basis)

Constituent
a)

c)

Percent

Proximate analysis

Constituent

Percent

B) Ultimate analysis

Moisture
Ash content
Volatile matter
Fixed carbon

6.6
46.2
45.3
1.9

C
H
S
Cl
N
0

Calorific value

9850 kcal/kg

-

. .

26.6
3.75
0.46
0.05
3.73
16.00

The sludge contains high percentage of P,05 and therefore the use
of sludges has to be limited to not more tfian 10% to keep the P9O5
content within manageable limits. In addition sewage sludge als
contains
arsenic, cadmium, cobalt, chromium,
copper,
mercury,
manganese, lead, nickel, zinc, etc in traces which are fixed in, the
clinker minerals. The properties of clinker or cement produced in a

kiln using sewage sludge as fuel are not significantly affected
cannot be distinguished from normal cement (66, 67).
.

and

Dried sludge can be fed pneumatically either into the main firing
system or in the secondary firing system. The main firing system
offers the advantage that the organic pollutants are destroyed by high
gas temperature.
From the combustion point of view the secondary
firing system is not ideal. Kiln operation with sludge was reported
to be smooth and without any change in kiln output. However, the CO
content of flue gases measured after the preheater rose from 0.17 to
0.30 percent due to different burning conditions. The emission values
obtained on burning sludge are presented in Table 28
and compared
with the prescribed limits.

... TABLE

28

EMISSION VALUES MEASURED WHEN BURNING SLUDGE
Dried Sludge test (average
value) compound/direct
operation (mg/Nm"3)

Limits as per Clean Air
Regulations compound/
direct operation (mg/Nm

Dust

45.0/27.9

50

Hg + CD + T1
(class 1)

0.083/0.261

0.2

As + Cr + Co +
Ni + Se + Те
(class 2)

0.011/0.0057

1

Sb + Pb + Cu +
Mn + V + Zn
(class 3)

0.033/0.020

5

Be (cancerogenous)

0.0008/0.00014

0.1

Cl
.
F
SOo
N°2
Organic substances
(hydrocarbons)

30
0.067/0.045
...
5
0.023/0.017
500
14/24
1300/1800
4557724
•
class
1= 20
Organic gases as total
class
2=
50
organic C (TOC)
class 3= 150
19/15

The overall expenditure in burning dried sludge is high mainly on
account of the drying cost. It has been reported that mercury in the
sludge has to be limited or controlled and care must be taken to keep
the quantity as low as possible.

Oil Shales as Fuel:

'

'

Oil shales have a composition (Table 29) of clay and can
substitute
argillaceous component of cement raw
mix
(68-69).
Additionaly oil shales have oil as impurity and have a calorific value
of 400-1500 Kcal/kg which can be utilized as a raw meal component in

the last stage of preheater after burning separately in a flash
furnace and then mixing it with limestone before entering the kiln.
.
TABLE 29
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF OIL SHALE
^e2°3rc^0

--- 1:51---- ^2

Oil

15.6

57.1

15.9

6.0

1.1

-T.f.. .

Л!?..
0.8

0.9

0.1

2.5 .003

Shale

A

.

''

case study bas been reported by using li^stone,

.

given

as

Table 30 (70).

'

in

■

TABLE 30

CHEMICAL AND MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION OF CLINKER USING OIL SHALES

Chemical Analysis (Percent)

SiO2

A12°3

22.9

5.3

Fe2°3

Ca0

Mg°

3.4

66.4

1.7

Silica Modulus
Iron Modulus
Lime saturation

Moduli! Values

Mineral Analysis (Percent)

CoS
CoS
CoA
c4af

55.76
23.63
8.29
10.35

The problems related to choice of process and related issues have
ine pruuiems
concluded that oil shales do not affect
?henquamy of’cllnker produced upto the quantity used in the raw MX

design.
Rubber/Plastic Waste as Fuel
Wastes such as discarded automobile tyres, battery boxes,

iÜhiiitv

for use in pyroprocessing of cement raw mixes and

rubber

there

also been reported.
Genera1 у
P their use poses high demand on
du:etrVecollee=?iore:yasrteemUS:Uh which mist modern cement plants are

equipped. ■ Though the СО and S0x content in exit
gases tend to
increase, the peak values observed are generally within the acceptable
emission levels.
In case of tyres no HCN could be detected.

Use of tyres however affects the chemistry of clinker significan
tly. The slight change in colour has been observed due to reinforced
steel in the tyres combining with cement raw meal forming small amount
of FeO in clinker. This results in a yellow tint in clinker.
Since
the content of iron is variable, it affects both the silica and
alumina ratios and this has to be taken into account while designing
the raw mix and adjustments made to obtain uniform quality of clinker.

Chlorine rich rubber and plastic wastes, however may produce
material flow problems in preheater due to volatalisation of alkalies
which condense in preheaters.
By-product Coke as Fuel

i/

:

•

Sicco Fines

Sicco fines are produced in the low temperature carbonisation of
coal.
These fines can be differentiated into three categories based
on size of coke. Analysis of these fractions are as follows:

' "

'
On air dried basis<
Moisture %
Ash
%
VM
%
FC
%
Sulphur %
CV (K Cal/Kg)

1

•

’
15

3-5
32-36
4-8
52-58
0.4-0.5
4500-5500

Size (mm)
15-12.5

3-6
34-38
6-10
50-56
0.4-0.5
4000-4500

-2.5

3-6
34-40
6-10
50-56
0.4-0.5
4000-4500

ii/ Leco Fines

Leco fines are produced by the low temperature carbonization
of lignite and non coking coals. The leco fines can be similarly
categorised based on different size fractions.
'•

1
2
3

-3 mm size carbonised sludge
-10mm size fine coke special and
-20mm size super fine coke

•

The proximate analysis of Leco fines is given in Table 31.
' ■

Properties

. TABLE 31
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS FUELS
"™"
" '
Leco Fines

Moisture
■
5-8
VM
'
3-12
Ash
10-30
FC
CV (Kcal/kg) >5000

'
'
Sample
"
Petroleum coke
Carbon sludge
......... Percent ..........

0.67
- 8.67 ;
0.12
90.54
8900

1-3
7-10
0.5-3
85-90
7000

SPL
0.25
5.98
- 36.09
57.68
47.47

iii/ Petroleum Coke
It is a carbonaceous material obtained as a refining residue by
destructive heating of high molcular weight petroleum.
The major
products from coking are fuel gas, gasoline, gas oil and petroleum
coke. It is a high calorific fuel having low ash content (< 0.5%) and
high sulphur content (2-6%). Proximate analysis is given in Table 31.

Carbon Waste Sludge
Carbon sludge is a waste product of fertilizer, industry.using
heavy petroleum fraction. Incomplete combustion of oil produces 2“3%
carbon which is removed by simple scrubbing by water to remove carbon
in the form of slurry. It has composition similar to coke on dry
basis (Table 31).
- ■
■
\
/

Coke from various sources mentioned above contains,high percentage
of carbon and can be used in chemical industry, which isousing most of
these by-products produced in India. However, coke becuse of low
volatile matter is considered an ideal fuel for manufacture of
ordinary portland cement clinker by vertical shaft kiiiii process (74).
Leco and Sicco fines though contain high ash content have also been
found to be highly suitable as fuel in the VSK technology. The wet
coke slurry can be directly used without drying in the Gotlieb process
of cement manufacture by, VSK technology (75).
?■ =
i- These carbonaceous wastes can also be used as auxiliary fuel along
with primary fuel (oil, gas, or coal) in the pyroprocessing by the
rotary kiln technology. Their use generally leads to minor operational
problems such as control of heat input, and higher level о
particulate emission. Laboratory studies have indicated that clinker
quality is generally not affected by the use of these fuels except in
cases where the presence of high sulphur may have to be'offset by
proper blend or use of alkali bearing additives in the raw mix. .

Coking Coals

■ -

;

Coal beneficiation by washing is widely practiced the world over
to upgrade the coal quality (76-82). Depending upon the petrography of
the coal, its size, ash content and the washing characteristics, about
25-40% rejects having more than 50% ash are generated during
beneficiation; Typical analysis of coal washery rejects are as under :

Coal II

Coal I

Sample
Ash (Percent)

Ash (Percent) Yield

Yield

20-22

- . '

34-54

32-34

17-27

3-13

54-58

Raw coal

20-34

—

Middlings

36-37

Tailings

55-57

".

/

2-3

....

SeAhlywahaandeH Page
The
as well as the middlings obtained during
henefleiatien heve high moisture# (50-70%). The middlings and rejects
after dryihf sen be used to a limited extent in precalcinator
depending upon the ash absorbing capacity of the raw meal or as a
supplementary fuel in the oil/gas fired kiln.

Non=eoking Coals

•

■
loth wet and dry beneficiation of non-coking coals have been
reported. The use of middlings and rejects after wet beneficiation of
non-coking coals will have the problems of high moisture and .high ash
content as for the wet beneficiated coking coal.
In dry beneficiation of non-coking coal, however, the reduction
in ash content is 5-7% wherein the beneficiated coal can be used in
the kiln and rejects can be used in the precalcinator. The use of
these do not seem to pose any serious problem both in the operation as
well as quality of clinker.

Spent Pot Lining
Spent pot lining (SPL) from aluminium industry has almost the
same calorific value as that of coke breeze (Table 31). It contains
elements such as S, Cl, and Na which can reduce the burning
temperature. However care should be taken to control these contents at
suitable levels to avoid build up of volatiles.
Acid Sludge

Acid sludge is generated during the treatment of lube oil
fractions with sulphuric acid at oil refineries. Small amount of acid
sludge is also generated during purification of certain grade of wax.
This sludge is acidic in character and dark brown in appearance with a
pH of 2.5.
The sludge has a mineral content of 1-3.5 percent. , The
chemical composition of ash is given in Table 32. The proximate
analysis of the sludge is given in Table 33. The sludge has a
calorific value varying from 8050 to 8697 Kcal/kg and thus has good
potential for use as a fuel.
TABLE 32
ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS OF ACID SLUDGE ASH SAMPLE

SI.No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

..... Constituents Determined

-

LOI
si°2
F©
Al^Oo
Ca3 3

MgO
............. so3

..

Percent
0.66
69.71
9.87
10.22
1.07
2.19
6.0

TABLE 33

PROXIMATE ANALYSIS OF ACID SLUDGE

SI NO. '
1
2
3

Property

■

Volatile matter
. Ash content
Moisture content

Percent

.
•

82.26
3.26
0.91

Due to viscous nature of the acid sludge, removal of the sludge
from the dumps and its handling for further processing poses one of
the major obstacles in its effective utilization. The various steps
involved in its utilization are ; excavation, pressing, solidifica
tion, crushing and grinding. The scheme for utilizing acid sludge as

Fig 11 : Scheme for Utilizing Acid Sludge as Fuel
Due to high moisture and sulphur, sludge has been used only upto 1
percent replacement in cement plants.

Municipal Refuse
Municipal refuse is one of the combustible waste materials that
can be used as fuel in cement manufacture (83—88). The refuse consist
of several components depending upon the life style of the populace
and societal rejects. The composition of the refuse along with the
calorific values are presented in Table 34.

TABLE 34

COMPOSITION AND ANALYSIS OF A MUNICIPAL REFUSE SAMPLE ALONGWITH
CALORIFIC VALUE

Analysis
Calorific
Percent dry weight
Value
Non-combus- (BTU/lb)
Volatile
tible
.
matter

Moisture
% by
weight

% of all
refuse by
weight*

Component

64%

Rubbish
Paper
Wood
Grass
Brush
Greens
Leaves
Leather
Rubber
Plastics
Oils, Paints
Linoleum
Rags
Street
'
Dirt
Unclassified

62.5

7572
8613
7693
7900
7077
7096
8850
11330
14368
13400
8310
7652
6000
3790
3000

16.0
0.0

8484
16700

6.0
1.0
6.8
8.3
13.0
10.1
10.0
10.2
16.3
27.4
2.5
25.0
72.3

84.6
84.9
—
—
70.3
—
76.2
85.0
—
—
65.8
93.6
67.4
21.2
—

10.2
20.0
65.0
40.0
62.0
50.0
10.0
1.2
2.0
0.0
2.1
10.0
20.0
3.2
4.0

42.0
2.4
4.0
1.5
1.5
5.0
0.3
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.1
0.6
3.0
1.0
0.5

■

.

Food wastes, 12%

.

Non-combustibles, 24%
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.4

99.0
99.3

124
65

10.0

3.0

70.2

4172

•

m
о

2.0

•

о

co

10.0

1

1

8.0
6.0

Metals
Glass &
Ceramics
Ashes

53.3
—

71.0
0.0

10.0
2.0

Garbage
Fats
-

Composite refuse as received
All refuse

100.0

20.7

'

24.9

6203

Varies widely fr©j® place to place and country to country
depending upon the life style of the populace and the total
societal rejects«
Typical characteristics of the refuse
derived fuel (RDF) as
fired, before and after.the installation of screens are given in Table
35.
'

TABLE 35
TYPICAL RDF FEED TO CEMENT KILN

Unscreened

As fired

Screened

:

Net calorific value,
Water, wt %

kJ/kg

'

7,865

9,235

31.9

34.6

57.1
19.9
8.0
3.3
7.2
.
1.6

51.6
14.9
11,5
4.7
5.7
1.9

Ash Analysis, wt %
SiO,
CaO
AloO-3

■

■

Fe 2^3
Na90
k23

.

The data indicate that the effect of screening is to increase the
gross calorific value of the refuse by 16-18%. Some of the energy
potential available in the crude refuse is also discarded with the
screen rejects. The ash analysis of refuse is presented in Table 34.
However, its plastic content (PVC) give rise to chloride concentration
which is likely to cause operational problems. Use of refuse as waste
has not been found to affect the quality of clinker.-
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.

The minor components normally constitute less than 4%«of the chemical
composition of Portland cement clinker, but can have a marked influence on
clinkering reactions and cement properties. ' The sources of minor components in raw
materials and fuels are discussed and recent published work is reviewed with
reference to the position of the elements in the periodic table. Some typical
clinker microstructures are illustrated, which have been strongly influenced by the
presence of minor components. Lastly, the environmental impact of the components
are considered and the future outlook assessed. ■
:
•

RESUME

Les composants mineurs constituent normalement moins de 4 % de la composition
chimique du clinker de ciment Portland, mais peuvent exercer une influence sensible
sur les reactions de clinkerisation et sur les proprietes du ciment. Les sources "
des composants mineurs dans les matteres premieres et les combustibles sont : '
discutees et une revue faite de la litterature publiee relativement ä la position
■ des elements dans le tableau periodique. Plusieurs microstructures typiques du
clinker sdnt illustrees, qui sont fortement influencees par la presence des
■
composants:mineurs. Finalement, on considere I'impact sur.1'environnement des '
composants et on evalue les perspectives futures.
‘
;
.

1.

INTRODUCTION

.

"

The major oxide components of Portland cement clinker (CaO, SiO,, A1,O, and
Fe2O3) normally account for 96-97% of the chemical analysis. The relative levels of
these four oxides control the proportions of the four principal clinker minerals,
CgS, CoS, CgA and C^AF, and these proportions have a fundamental influence on cement
properties. However, the minor components which account for the remaining 3-4% can
have a very significant influence on the clinker-making process and the properties
of the cement.

The cement maker currently faces increasing pressures from a number of
different directions:•

Customers have increasing expectations concerning cement performance.
This particularly applies in markets where large sophisticated users
source cement from a number of cement plants, and not unreasonably, expect
equivalent levels of performance from different cements.

•

Environmental legislation will require producers to meet certain limits
for emissions of pollutants, such as S02, N0x and particulates.

•

Concern over the role of C02 as a so-called "greenhouse gas" is likely to
result in pressures to reduce specific emissions of CO- per tonne of
cementitious binder.
d

•

Commercial and environmental pressures to utilise waste and by-product
materials as fuels or as raw materials.

■

The minor components are very relevant to this situation as:-

■

2.

•

They are to a considerable extent responsible for the differences in
cement characteristics from different sources.

•

Certain components offer the potential to reduce the energy consumed in
cement-making and emissions of N0x and C02 by reducing the
processing temperature required and/or increasing hydraulic activity.

•

Wastes and by-products can be significant sources of minor components

This review seeks to identify the specific influences of the minor components
relevant to cement making, and also the potential benefits which might be gained by
the deliberate introduction of certain components.

SOURCES OF MINOR COMPONENTS

Table 1 indicates the levels of minor component oxides and elements found in 13
Portland cement clinkers, manufactured by Blue Circle Industries PLC in the UK. The
analyses were determined on clinker samples accumulated at 2 hourly intervals over a
7 day period. Similar analyses for clinkers from continental Europe have been
reported by Bucci(l).
.
The levels of minor components in the primary raw materials can have a strong
influence on the decision where to locate a cement plant and the type of
manufacturing process selected. The acceptable limits depend on local market
.
circumstances (ambient temperatures, risk of alkali aggregate reaction, prevailing
National Standards, etc.) and upon any interactions (reinforcing or compensating)
between the individual minor components. An important distinction must be made
between the commonly encountered components which are essentially non-volatile in
the clinker-making process (eg MgO, TiO2, PgPs» МпрРз' Ba0, Sr0' N^°» Co?°v CuO,
Cr2O3) those which have a low volatility (V^bg, as/d? and F) and those which are
appreciably volatile (S03, K20, Na2O, ZnO, Cl, Pbo, CdO, and T12O).

The volatility is relevant to

•

process operation, particularly the tendency for deposits to form in the
cooler parts of the kiln system

•

the potential to lower the level in the clinker by operating a bleed of
the kiln gases •

•

potential harmful emissions to the environment.

•

volatile cycles leading to higher levels in the kiln than in the raw
materials.

-

TABLE 1.

Mean and range values for minor components in 13 Portland cement
clinkers manufactured in the UK by Blue Circle Industries PLC.

■

Range

Mean
min.

max.

1.48
0.80
0.73
0.27
0.16
0.10
0.09
0.07
0.06

0.73
0.51
0.55
0.21
0.07
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.02

2.60
1.58
1.09
0.32
0.25
0.20
0.20
0.17
0.15

120
103
100
90
57
55
16
- 0.5
0.3

35
75
27
20
13
20
0.5
<0.1
■ 0.04

weight %
MgO
SO,
K20
TiO2
Na2O

'

P2°5

SrO
F
.
Mn2°3

-

■

PPm

ZnO
Cr90,
VoSs3
ci 5
ASo0,

Cu6 3
PbO
CdO
Tl2o

246
140
199
200
211
240
95
1.1
0.5

Whilst the cement maker may be constrained in his choice of primary cement
making material, he is normally able to exercise choice in the selection of minor
raw materials and fuels. These can be significant sources of minor components.

The following auxiliary raw materials are in fairly widespread use for clinker
manufacture:Typical Addition level
in Raw Mix, wt %

iron oxide
silica sand
bauxite
blastfurnace slag
,
fly ash from coal fired power stations

1-4
1-10
1-4
5-30
1-15

Care is necessary in the selection of iron oxide as elements such as chromium,
arsenic, cadmium and thallium may be present at levels that may have some
environmental consequences.
■
Bauxites normally have relatively high levels of TiO2 (2-8%), and may also
contain significant levels of Cr2O3 (0.04 to 0.4%).
.
Blastfurnace slags, by virtue of their high CaO content, can be used in much
higher proportions than iron oxide, bauxite or sand. Table 2 indicates the levels
of minor component oxides and elements found in 35 slag samples from 24 different
worldwide sources. The level of MgO can be the main factor limiting the level of
blastfurnace slag usage as a raw material, particularly if the level of MgO
contributed by the indigenous materials is already high.
' ,

The range of potential raw materials from the metal refining industry'is
considerable (2). Within the limitations of present knowledge concerning the
influence of minor component on cement properties, these materials are frequently
rejected on account of the levels of such elements as Zn, Cr, P, F, Na, K. Other
reasons include the relatively small tonnages available from a particular source, .
variable chemical composition and difficult handling characteristics, particularly
if the material is only available in the form of a sludge.
The main fuel utilised by the cement industry worldwide is bituminous coal.

TABLE 2.

Mean and range values for minor components
in 35 slag samples from 24 worldwide sources
Mean

■

Range

min

max

weight %
MgO '
S*
TiO?
МП2О3
K20
Na20
Cl
SrO

7.2
1.2
0.66
0.64
0.57
0.44
0.07
0.06
0.03

p2°5

3.3
0.5
0.22 ■
0.25
0.29
0.17
0.001
. 0.04
■
0.01

11.7
2.8
1.7
1.2
0.96
0.90
0.22
0.08
0.25

*Total sulfur expressed as such.

,
The level of non-combustible inorganic material (ash) in coals used by the
industry typically lies in the range 5-20%. Thus, for a modern dry process plant
using a coal with an ash level at the lower end of the above range, the level of ash
incorporation in clinker will be less than 1%, whilst for a wet process plant using
a lower grade, high ash coal, it will be in excess of 5%. Fortunately, the ash in
bituminous coals is essentially shale, and the levels of minor constituents
contributed to the clinker are not normally of concern. Conversely, the levels of
sulfur and chloride may vary considerably depending upon the country of origin or
coal field. Some illustrative figures are given in Table 3.

TABLE 3.

Illustrative sulfur and chloride levels in coals
used by the European cement industry

Country of Origin
UK
'
UK
UK
UK
UK
USA
Venezuela
Canada
Poland
Russia
S Africa

Sulfur %

Chloride %

1.5
0.8
1 .6
1 .0
1.5
1.1
0.8
1 .3
0.8
0.5
1.0

0.007
0.30
0.39
0.04
0.15
0.25
0.007
0.15
0.23
0.012
0.008

These analyses are not necessarily representative of the respective countries
but they serve to illustrate the range of sulfur and chlorine inputs from coals. '
Increasingly, a wide range of waste, or secondary fuels are being used by the cement
industry to partly replace the primary fuel. Some of these are listed below:

.

Petroleum coke
Used tyres
Impregnated sawdust
.
Waste oils (lubricants)
Sewage sludge
Metal cutting fluids
Waste solvents.

"

.-

.

.

. '
.

,

'

,

■

,
The cement kiln is an ideal reactor for the disposal of combustible wastes by
virtue of:•
1
the.guaranteed high temperature >1400°C

the relatively long residence times of combustible material in the kiln
the highly alkaline nature of the solids in the kiln which prevent acidic
emissions such as HC1.

-

the ability of clinker to accommodate controlled levels of ash without
detriment to cement properties.

These fuels are used to partially replace the main kiln fuel. The content of
minor components (S/ Cl# heavy metals) is one of the main factors restricting their
use at most locations.

Petroleum coke has a low ash content (typically 1%) but most sources available
also have high sulfur levels of ~ 5%. Thus this fuel can make a significant
contribution to clinker S03 levels. The ash normally contains a very high level of
VO (up to 60%), but the low overall ash level means that the contribution to
clinker V,0, levels is relatively small (0.04% and 0.08% respectively for modern dry
process and wet process plants using 50% replacement of coal by petroleum coke).

Used tyres have a very significant zinc content of 1.2 to 2.6% (3).
However, even with 10% replacement of primary fuel the contribution to clinker ZnO
content will be less than 0.1%.
The other types of waste fuels need to be assessed on their merits as the minor
components present are specific to their source (4).
Additional sources of minor components are
-

refractories
,
wear on grinding media and mill internals.

.

.

In most countries the use of chromium containing refractories is being phased
out on account of the environmental problems associated with the disposal of used
bricks.

3.

GENERAL INFLUENCES OF MINOR COMPONENTS ON CLINKERING AND CEMENT.PROPERTIES
The main influences of the minor components can be summarised under the following
headings:-

Fluxing action

Phase relations

ч

-

temperature of first liquid formation reduced
liquid viscosity modified , ,
liquid surface tension modified
crystal morphology modified

- the relative thermodynamic stabilities of the
clinker minerals can be changed by solid
solution effects
.

.

,

Hydraulic activity - the reactivities of the clinker minerals are modified
by solid solution and/or crystal symmetry
effects.
In general, the presence of minor components in addition to CaO, SiOj, ,
AloO, and Fe,O, in the raw mix can be expected to reduce the temperature of first
liquid formation [1338°C in the C-A-F-S quaternary system (5)]. The influence of
the minor components on clinker viscosity and surface tension is much more complex,
as was shown by the studies of Timashev and co-workers (6).
.
Ions of strongly electropositive elements, such as K* and Na*, increase the
viscosity whilst those of strongly electronegative elements, such as Cl" and F
decrease it. Surface tension is also subject to systematic influences, tending to
increase with increasing electronegativity of the s-Ыоск elements, but to decrease
with increasing electronegativity of the p-block elements. These trends can be
overriden by any liquid immiscibility such as occurs when alkalis and SO3 are
present.
1

Viscosity is clearly important as it strongly influences the dissolution rate
of CaO and C2S in the clinker liquid and the rate of diffusion of Ca < 0 and
SiO.4". necessary to form C,S. The surface tension is important in affecting the
wetting of the surfaces of the reacting solids, and in particular, the penetration
by liquid of the porous CaO particles created by the decarbonation of CaCO3
particles.
Liquid viscosity and surface tension also affect nodulisation, clinker
density/porosity and the penetration of refractories by clinker liquid.

In the pure four component system C3S does not form below 1250oC. The
presence of minor components can lower this temperature, thus facilitating C3S

formation, or conversely, by stabilising C2S, impede the formation of C3S. In this
review the term mineraliser will be confined to components which encourage the
formation of C3S by lowering this lower limit of stability of C3S.

■

The hydraulic reactivity of the clinker minerals can be altered to a
significant extent by the presence of minor components. Boikova (7) reviewed
substitution mechanisms for minor components. It should be remembered, that whilst
it is normally desirable to increase the reactivity of C3S and C2S, it is
disadvantageous to increase the reactivity of the aluminate phase on account of the
■ resultant increase in cement water demand, and the accelerated loss of concrete
plasticity.

There are three main processes by which minor components can influence
hydraulic activities

- -

' introduction of defects caused by solid solution effects

-

stabilisation at ambient temperature of a more reactive high temperature
polymorph
•

-

effects arising during the hydration process (eg coating of cement
particles by insoluble basic salt.)

■

Akimov et al (8) correlated the concentration of defects in C3S introduced by
transition and alkali earth elements.

’
It is difficult to isolate the influence of polymorphism from the other two
effects, but Aldous (9) confirmed in laboratory studies, the statistical
observations of Gourdin et al (10) that rhombohedral alite identified by XRD is more
hydraulic than the monoclinic forms. In contrast, Puertos and Trivino (11) found
lower strengths with the rhombohedral polymorph which had been preserved by water
quenching, a technique which may have modified reactivity by, for example,
extraction of soluble alkali sulfates.
'

Boikova (7) showed that in C3S solid solutions containing ZnO, as crystal
symmetry changed from triclinic to monclinic to rhomobohedral with increasing ZnO
level, the number of lattice defects and the hydraulic reactivity reached a maximum
at the points of transition from one stabilised polymorph to another.
In general, those elements which have a marked retarding effect on cement
hydration when added as soluble salts, (eg P, Zn, Cu, F), can be expected to display
a similar influence when incorporated in clinker (12), but only when present at a
much higher concentration..

4.

SPECIFIC MINOR COMPONENTS

'

Alkalis

Th«- role of alkali incorporated in the main clinker phases has been reviewed in
previous symposia. Gies and Knöfel (13) conclude that in the absence of S03, Na20
is preferentially incorporated in the tricalcium aluminate phase. Both Na and к are
substituted into belite. The reactivity of the aluminate phase is somewhat reduced
by sodium substitution, but overall clinker reactivity is enhanced by alkali. The
authors used these principles to proportion an active belite clinker, containing a
mixture of a and ß dicalcium silicate polymorphs. High Na contents in the belite
were associated with good strength development: at the same time, burning
temperatures were typically reduced by ~100°C.
The .role of impurity, especially alkali, in controlling the polymorphism of the
C2S (belite) phase has been re-examined by von Lampe and Seydel (14), who
developed active belite clinkers. They found that quenching of belitic clinkers
yielded a* belite at high alkali contents, about 1.49% Na2O equivalent at the
fastest cooling rate, ca 20 x 104 К min" ' or more. But at lower alkali contents, it
was possible to develop a new Ca2SiO4 polymorph, designated ß* belite. This could
be distinguished from ordinary ß by:(i)

its monoclinic ß angle, only 93.44° compared to that of ß itself, 94.59°

(ii)

the position of the fourth strongest powder reflection, at d = 2.612Ä
(Miller index 103) for ß, but shifted to 2.63-2.64Ä in ß* and

(iii)

its transformation, upon slow reheating of quenched material, to a at 260
380°C; ordinary ß does not undergo any phase changes in this range.

In general, belitic clinkers with a gave the best strengths, followed by ß*;
ordinary ß gave the lowest strengths. They conclude that the content of
stabiliser, as well as cooling rate, are important to the successful
development of belitic clinkers.

Strunge, et al (15) have reviewed the role of alkali and sulfate in clinkering
and found that optimum clinker formulation ratios existed, especially in relation to
lime saturation factors. KoO was found to increase C^A reactivity. On the other
hand, alumina contents were less critical. Richartz (16) found that the role of
alkali sulfate became important at higher alkali contents and suggested an
approximate threshold at 1% K-0 content. The presence of S03 was found to reduce
the extent of alkali solid solution in the aluminate, and hence reduce reactivity
and improve cement properties.
Transition metal oxides

No major systematic studies concerning the influence of transition metals on the
nature of the liquid phase, and the ease of combination, have been reported since
the reports by Timashev (6) and Odler and Abdul-Maula (17) and (18). Several ,
workers have investigated the influence of individual transition elements arising
from the use of industrial wastes as raw materials (2), (19-21).
.

In detailed investigations of the influence of minor components on the ..
properties of the clinker liquid phase, Russian studies (6) showed that the -■, ,
influence of transition metal ions on the viscosity of the liquid phase was related
to the electro negativity of these ions. Figure 1 shows that viscosity increased
with decreasing oxidation state (W6+ to Cdz+) which also corresponds to weakening of
their acidic properties and the strength of the Me-0 bond. Surface tension also
tended to increase (over the range 0.49 to 0.58 N/m) with decrease in acidic
properties and weakening of Me-0 bond, although the experimental data showed greater
scatter.
- '
■■
. .
-

VISCOSITY Pa.s

Fig 1.

Influence of ionic charge to radius ratio and energy of Me-О- bond
on clinker melt viscosity (6).

Odler and Adbul-Maula (17 and 18) found that at 1200°C the effectiveness of the
transitional metal oxides in aiding combination when added at the 1% level to a raw
mix with parameters LSF 85%, SR 2.6,AR 1.8 was as follows:.
-

CuO > Co203 = V205 > Cr2O3 = ZnO > TiO2

' The CuO halved free lime, (from 19% to 8%), whilst the TiO2, ZnO and Cr2O3 had a
marginal effect.
The minimum free lime.of 8% indicated that none of the oxides exerts a
mineralising effect (ie the lower limit of stability of C3S was not lowered
significantly).
.
;

At 1300°C the relative effectiveness was
CuO = Co203 = ZnO > TiO2 > CdO > MnO > V205 > Cr2O3
Th® СчО, Co20, and ZnO were particularly effective in promoting combination at
this temperature, but
and Cr2O3 had a negative effect. These differences can
not be readily explained by the viscosity and surface tension data of Timashev (6).
This is not surprising as other influences such as solid solution effects will
change the relative stability of C3S and C2S, and thus affect C3S formation.

Hornain (22) found by microprobe analysis that, of the first series d-block
elements, Cr and V had the highest relative concentration in C,S, and thus the
greatest potential stabilising effects.
г
■
It should not be overlooked that the effectiveness of a transition element as
an aid to combination may be appreciably greater if the A1,O, : Fe,O, ratio of the
clinker has not been optimised (23) at close to 1.38. In Ddler and Adbul-Maula's
studies the A12O3 : Fe2O3 ratio was 1.8.
•

By entering into solid solution in the clinker minerals the transition metals have
the potential to create defects or otherwise stress the crystal lattice and increase
hydraulic activity. Potential benefits have been claimed for the inclusion of
specific ions, or combinations of ions. The cause of the enhanced properties is
often not known, it is not practicable to alter the chemical dopant levels
independently of polymorphism or to change dopant levels without affecting phase
eguilibria. Many studies have concentrated on the influence of foreign ions on the
polymorphism and reactivity of C2S (24-30) as an active C,S would enable significant
savings in kiln fuel to be achieved.
d
Subba Rao and Narang (29) found that the hydraulic activity of low limed
cements reached a maximum at a Cr-O3 level of 4-5%. However, the high toxicity and
dermatological problems associated with chromium in cement make cements of this type
impractical.

Feng Xiuji and Long Shizang (30) found that the effect of minor ions on the
stability of ßC2S was closely related to the polarizing ability of the ions. The
polarizing ability is defined as Cz/R where C is the ionic valence and R the Pauling
ion radius. Of the transition metals, the strongly polarizing Mn , Cr®*, and Vs* are
classed as stabilisers, whilst Mn4*, Fe3*, Ti4*, Ni2*, Zn2*, Fe2^ and Mn2* do not
prevent inversion to у C2S at normal cooling rates.

None of the transition metals, apart from chromium,
property of increasing C2S activity, although Ludwig and
the combined solid solution of Mn and the alkalis Na and
forms of C2S and that compressive strengths at 28 and 90

appears to have the
Pohlmann (27) found that
К stabilised the a and a*
days were increased.

The comprehensive studies of Hornain (22) had earlier shown that chromium, and
to a lesser extent, vanadium, were the only first series transition metals which
enhanced the hydraulic activity of clinker with a C3S level of 76%. Figure 2
illustrates the levels of transition elements found in the clinker minerals by
microprobe analyses.
ALUMINO-FERRITE

AUTE

weight %

Fig 2.

Distribution of transition elements in clinker minerals (22).

With the exception of chromium and vanadium, the highest concentration of the
metal ions was found in the ferrite phase. Thus, these ferrite-soluble elements can
be expected to have their greatest influence on the properties of the liquid phase
formed during clinkering.

From the microprobe analyses and ionic size considerations, it was concluded
that in the silicates Ti replaced Si, and Ni, Cu and Zn replaced Ca. For V, Cr, Mn
and Cu, a more complex mechanism was proposed involving Ca, Si and interstitial
sites, but with V and Cr substituting most readily for Si.
'

When present at levels above ~ 0.5% chromium appears to stabilise C-S to the
detriment of C3S formation. (31).
'
:

Teoreanu et al (32) found that isovalent substitution of Si by Ti continues up
to 3% TiO2. Above 3%, substitution appears to be both<by TilV and by Ti in lower
oxidation states. An increase in the mechanical strength properties of cement
containing TiO2 was noted at 7, 28 and 90 days. Earlier studies (33) had shown that
initial reactivity and early strengths were progressively reduced by TiO2
incorporation in clinker.
Marinho and Glasser (34) confirmed that Ti is preferentially soluble in the
ferrite phase. The solid solution is accompanied by a series of complex changes
with respect to both symmetry and order/disorder. With increasing levels of Ti the
ferrite phase progressively adopts a perovskite type structure with diminished
reactivity. The pattern of substitution of the ferrite phase in clinker is,
however, much affected by the presence of other constituents such as magnesium.

In some parts of the world, it has proven difficult to obtain low MgO limestone
resources. Palomo and Glasser (35) showed that titanium enhanced Mg solubility in
the ferrite phase. Firing at 1300°C produced homogeneous, single phase ferrite
solid solutions up to 2CaO(0.35Fe2O3.O.35Al2O3.O.3MgO.O.3TiO2). This confirms
numerous microprobe analyses showing that ferrite concentrates both Mg and Ti. It
was envisaged that the substitution Ti4++Mg2+ = 2(Al3+,Fe3+) occurred: infra-red
evidence show that, as expected. Mg occurs preferentially in tetrahedral sites and
Ti in octahedral sites.

'
Most of the transition elements have the'potential to exist as oxides in
several oxidation states, and this can clearly be expected to affect substitution
mechanisms and possibly cement properties. Puertas et al (36) showed that for
material fired in air and a reducing atmosphere respectively, the substitution
■
limits for Mn in C3S were 0.72% and 2.54%. For C2S, the corresponding limits were
1.53% and 2.34%. In air Mn4* is believed to substitute mainly for Si whilst under
reducing conditions, isomorphous substitution of Mn2* for Ca2* occurs.

' '
In a separate study, Puertas et al (37) found that for material fired in air
the limit of solubility of Mn in C4A (present mainly as Mn3* and Mn4*) was 0.78 ±
0.12%.

Feng Xiuji and Van Peiyu (38) found that under oxiding conditions, Cr is
present in C2S as Cr4*_and Cr5* co-ordinated in Si distorted.tetrahedra. During
hydration, Cr4* and Cr5* disproportionate to mixtures of Cr3* and Cr6*.
When manganese was incorporated
found preferred incorporation in the
to 0.7% Mn, but reduced in favour of
strengths were reduced progressively
unaffected at 90 days.

into laboratory clinkers, Knöfel et al (39)
ferrite phase. Alite content was increased up
belite at higher levels. Cement early
with increasing manganese addition, but

Odler and Schmidt (40) found that zinc can be accommodated in clinker, up to
~ 0.5% Zn with little detriment to cement properties. At higher levels bydration is
markedly retarded. As mentioned in section 3, Boikova (7) found that ZnO enhanced
C3S activity in synthetic preparations at ZnO levels which were transitional between
those which stabilised triclinic, monoclinic or rhombohedral polymorphs.
The second and third series transition metals are less likely to be encountered
than the first series, and consequently less is known about their effects on cement
properties. A recent investigation by Kakali et al (41) found that incorporation of
Mo03, Nb2O3 and W03 into clinkers at levels up to 1.5% had no adverse effects on
cement properties. However, ZrO2 caused marked retardation of setting and strength
development. The retardation is attributed to the precipitation of an insoluble
calcium zirconate on the surface of the clinker minerals.

■
The recent published work has confirmed that chromium (and possibly vanadium)
is the only transition metal which is a proven activator under normal clinkering

conditions. Explanations for this property have been offered, based on the
substitution mechanism of Cr in C3S, which results in calcium lattice vacancies (42)
which produce semi-conductor type properties, and also the increased presence of
' structural defects, which could be detected by electron microscopy. 1 Chromium is not
unique in producing defects in C3S. Akimov (8) found a correlation between the
extent of early hydration and the concentration of defects introduced in C,S by
elements such as Co, Ni, and Ti. However, an important consideration is the
behaviour of the metal oxides once they are released as initial hydration proceeds.
It can not be unrelated that when added to cement•in the form of the oxides or
salts, V, Cu and Zn retard hydration (43-45) whilst those of Ni, Ее and Cr have
little effect (46). Retardation is believed to be caused by the precipitation of
■ either the insoluble hydroxide or a calcium salt, such as CaZn2(0H)c.2H2O, on the
surface of the clinker minerals. This explanation is, however, at best only partly
. correct as iron will also precipitate as an insoluble hydroxide.
-

Halogens
‘

chloride, bromide, iodide - The halogens Cl, Br and I have high volatilities in the
cement-making process. They volatilise in the burning zone (normally as alkali
halides) and condense in the cooler parts where they are associated with the
formation of deposits which impair plant performance.
A volatile cycle is developed in which the level of halide in the partly
,.
clinkered materials and dusts may be many times that introduced by the raw materials
and fuels. As a general guide, for efficient plant operation, it has been found
that the chloride input (as a % expressed on clinker) to suspension preheater and
precalciner kilns should be kept below 0.03% and 0.04% respectively. Higher levels
can be tolerated if a proportion of kiln gases is bled from the system, but this
increases fuel consumption. CaClp has been added under these circumstances to aid
alkali volatilisation and the production of a lower alkali clinker.

Grate preheater and wet process plants can tolerate higher Cl inputs, the
limits depending upon the levels of dust return to the process and dust collecting
efficiency.

Average levels of Cl retained in clinker are invariably less than 0.03%,
irrespective of process type, and the influence of Cl on cement properties is
therefore insignificant.
The levels of Br and I encountered in the raw materials and fuels used by the
cement industry are very much lower than those of Cl.
48). Similar process
concentrations and retentions in clinker can be expected for these halides, should
they occur in significant quantities.
The deliberate addition of Cl as flux has been investigated both as a chloride
salt (17) or in combination with other salts (49).
Odler and Abdul-Maula (17)
found that when added at the level of 0.5-1.5%, CaCl2 had a negative influence on
combination.
'

The low temperature manufacture of chloride containing alinite cement generated
■ a lot of interest at the 7th ICCC. (50). More recent studies (51), (52) have
confirmed that alinite clinker can be formed at less than 1200°C, and cements
produced with acceptable strength development characteristics.
The early strengths of the alinite cements were less than half of those of a
conventional Portland cement, and thus Cl does not appear to qualify as an activator
when present in the form of alinite or chloraluminate.
■
It is noteworthy that another calcium magnesium chlorosilicate, belinite
CaQMg[(SiO.),C1,) can be synthesized (53). The latter is structurally distinct from
alinite, having cubic Fd3 symmetry, with a = 15.08Ä. It is apparently not reactive
towards water.

■

Even if the considerable process difficulties associated with high levels of
chloride at temperatures of 1100-1200°C can be overcome, and acceptable levels of
thermal efficiency achieved, the use of alinite type cements would have to be
-restricted to applications without steel reinforcement on account of the loss of
protection to steel associated with the presence of chloride ions (54).
Kurdowski (55) has recently shown that the bromide analogue of chloride alinite
can be synthesised.

Chloride and Sulfate - Tong Damao and Yao Daxi (56) reported a mineralising action
for the combination of CaCl2 ♦ CaS04 with C3S being formed at 1200oC.‘ Cements

mineralised with CaSO4 and CaCl2 may develop several phases, and new
.
, ,
characterisation data are recorded for both. One is calcium chlorosulfatosilicate,
Cain(Si04),(S04), Cl2. Chen and Fang (57) report its preparation and optical
properties; it is uniaxial, negative with NQ = 1.665 and N = 1.659. From powder
diffraction refinement, a = 9.688, c = 6.849Ä. These would appear to confirm
previous reports that it has an apatite type structure, specifically that of chloro
ellestadite. DTA and TG show that it decomposes with loss of Cl and S02 upon
heating in air at or above 1200°C. The second phase is the analogue of spodiosite,
Ca4(SiO4) (SO4)C12. Spodiosite itself is a phosphate; in its analogue P043 is
replaced by equal numbers of (S04) and (Si04), ie.
■
■
-

2P043" = SiO44- + S042'

■

thus maintaining charge balance. The sulfosilicate analogue has been synthesised
(58) by direct heating of the reactants using CaCOj, SiO2 aerosil, anhydrite and
CaCl, in excess. Calcination at 800°C (20 hr) following by slow cooling (20°C/hr)
yielded 20 pm platy crystals together with Ca2SiO4.CaCl2.

Fluoride - Fluoride has a unique combination of properties when present in a
Portland cement raw mix. In addition to acting as a flux, lowering the temperature
of first liquid formation and reducing the viscosity and surface tension of the
clinker liquid (6), it has the unique mineralising action of enhancing the
thermodynamic stability of CoS relative to C2S enabling itto.be formed at
temperatures below 1250°C. (59, 60).

Aldous (9) showed that beyond threshold values of F and Al the C3S has
different symmetry which was identified as rhombohedral. This symmetry was
associated with enhanced hydraulic properties. Shame and Glasser (61) also
that above critical Al and F levels the C3S in low temperature preparations
rhombohedral symmetry at ambient.

a
also
found
retained

When fluoride is used as a mineraliser in the preparation of pure C3S it has an
adverse influence on hydraulic properties. However, Moir (62) showed that if the
levels of fluoride, alkalis, alumina and sulfate in the clinker were optimised and
advantage taken of the strong mineralising action of F and S04 to maximise clinker
C,S, then cements with significantly enhanced strength properties could be produced.
The CoS in the cement was identified by XRD as rhombohedral. Figure 3 illustrates
the relationship found between clinker F" level, strength development and initial
setting time at 20°C. The optimum fluoride level for maximum early strength was
found to be ~ 0.2%. In the range 0.05 to 0.4% clinker fluoride, an increase in
fluoride of 0.1% extended the initial (20°C) setting time by 40 minutes.
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Influence of fluoride on 5°C
setting time of production
cement.

Production experience where fluoride occurs naturally in the raw materials
confirms the importance of controlling the fluoride level. Figure 4 illustrates the
influence of clinker fluorine on setting behaviour at 5°C. The relationship

involving surface area, free lime and fluoride has been derived by multiple linear
regression analysis. As with "the metals Pb, Cu and Zn the retarding action can be
attributed to the formation of a barrier layer (in the case of F, insoluble CaF,),
on the surface of the clinker minerals.
2

Sinclair and Groves (63) found by electron diffraction that the 'rhombohedral1
C3S prepared by Aldous contained a variety of polymorphs, none of them possessing a
true rhombohedral lattice. Maki (64) has questioned the existence of rhombohedral
CqS at room temperature. It is apparent that powder X-ray diffraction can disclose
the approximate symmetry only, and that the true symmetry may be very complex:
■
indeed, it may vary from crystal to crystal in the same preparation.
The role of fluoride in promoting C3S formation was re-examined by Perez Mendez
et al. Fluoride-substituted, C3S-like phases were obtained (65). The mechanism of
fluoride solid solution was determined by X-ray crystallography; F substitutes for
oxygen with concomitant creation of cation vacancies. However, the introduction of F
in this manner yields a product of poor reactivity and is thus not as effective in
stabilising C3S or improving its reactivity as is the simultaneous substitution of
Si by Al and of 0 by F, as discussed subsequently.

Palomo, et al (66) studied a mix containing 33.9 wt % of a commercial raw meal
to which was added additional limestone, clay, slate and ’pyrites ash’ (86% Fe90,)
and commercial grade fluorspar (97% CaF2). The sequence of mineral formation was
monitored by infra red, X-ray diffraction and thermal methods. The evolution of
phases upon heating differed from normal clinkers; fluoride promoted lowtemperature formation of aluminates; fluorinated C12A7, CgA, and gehlenite although
burning at 1250°C and 1340°C gave a relatively normal clinker mineralogy. IR
studies disclosed that the belite phase was preserved to ambient as the a’, phase.
The level of fluoride used, 0.2 wt %, did not significantly affect the final
aluminate mineralogy; ferrite and C3A were present at and above 1250°C.

The effect of fluoride at 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and 1.5 wt % CaFwas bLllulcQ
studied OH
on
—
pellets of clinker raw materials (67).
" "
"
" '
Samples
were subject
to static heating at
one of four temperatures, 1000°, 1200°,
. . , 1280°^and 1345°,, and to dynamic heating,f in a
DTA. Supplementary examinations by X-ray diffraction and IR were used to^confirm
the phase development sequence. Clinkering
-■ ■
■
reactions
were virtually completedin
0.5
hr-----------static------------heating —
at 1345°C; much C3S developed, together with ßC?S, ferrite and
--------C^A. The X-ray pattern of the latter resembled proto-C3A described by Han et al.
.

.

-

-
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Shame and Glasser (61) have suggested that a coupled substitution of F and Al
is beneficial to combination and cement properties in agreement with the findings of
Aldous (9). With finely divided raw materials it was possible to synthesise the C,S
- Al-F solid solution (named Alfluoral) by solid state sintering at ~1075°C.
As demonstrated in the studies of Imlach (69) the phase C.-A^CaF- is not
encountered in conventional mineralised clinkers fired at 1350-1450°C and only
occurs where clinker fluorine levels are above ~ 0.5% and the clinker has been fired
at temperatures below 1320°C or cooled slowly through the temperature range 1340
1260 C. The presence of C^A7.CaF2 results in rapid setting behaviour (Reg set type
cement) in marked contrast to the influence of the same level of fluorine in clinker
fired at normal* temperatures.
Fluoride and sulfate - Most of the recent research into the use of fluoride as a
mineraliser has involved the combination of CaF- ♦ CaSO, (49, 70, 76, 77 a-e). Much
interest has been shown in China where the use of CaF- + CaSO. has the potential to
improve both theoperation of shaft kilns and the cement quality. The research has
confirmed that F in combination with SO. "" is a much more effective aid to
combination than
alone and that strength gains can be achieved at all ages«

4. SAe^.»ei (70) ?howed that in clinkers fired at 1360°C and containing F levels
up to 9-91%, approximately 80% of the F is located in the silicates. The
effectiveness of fluoride in overcoming C2S stabilisation by SO/' was also
demonstrated and it was suggested that the presence of an appropriate level of SO.2'
reduced the adverse effect of fluoride on early hydraulic reactivity.
*
Giminez-Molina et al (73) examined the combined impact of sulfate and fluoride
on cement clinker phases. A reconnaissance of the system CaO-Ca-SiO.-CaF--CaSO. was
xnn6 otr-temThoa=UkeS
quenching techniques, supplemented by DTA,
XRDf
subsystem Ca2SiO4-CaSO4-CaF2 was found to be ternary, and received the
most detailed study. Fig 5 shows its liquidus surface and subsolidus compatibility.

The system contains a ternary phase, fluor-ellestadite, 3C,S.3CaSO*.CaF,. which
is stable up to its incongruent melting point at £a 1240°C. This phase4has the

apatite structure and is thus structurally distinct from other phases in this
system. The liquidus surface has a large primary phase fiel$l of Ca2SiO4, the extent
of which is of interest to cement making. Ca,SiO4 forms a ternary eutectic with CaF2
and fluor-ellestadite at 1050°C which marks the commencement of melting in a wide
range of mineralised C2S-containing compositions. A critical limit for development
of liquid at low temperatures is that the mole ratio of CaSO4.CaF2 in the charge
should not exceed 3.0.

Fig 5.

Phase diagram of part of the CaF2-CaO-SO3-SiO2 system (73).

CaSO4 and CaF2 form joint solid solutions in C2S. The crystallochemical nature
and extent of these solid solutions were not determined, but the consequences are to
extend the stability fields of a and a' polymorphs to lower temperatures, perhaps by
up to 200°C, with the result that it is readily possible to obtain a and a C2S
polymorphs at ambient without rapid quenching.
.
A reconnaissance of the system CaO-C2S-CaF2-CaSO4 showed that CoS was
obtained above ~1250°C, but that the presence of F and SO4 did not provide any
special crystallochemical stabilisation for the CoS phase. This contrasts with the
behaviour of systems containing both F and Al, which together have a definite and
relatively specific stabilising action for C^S, permitting C^S solid solutions to be
obtained to as low as 1050°C. These data help confirm constitution of clinkers
described by Blanco and colleagues (74, 75) in which partial substitution of CaF2
and CaSO4 for aluminate and ferrite phase decreased clinker formation temperatures
to about 1350°C yet produced a clinker with above 70% alite content. The
interstitial clinker phases included the usual aluminates and ferrites, together
with fluor-ellestadite.
'

Several favourable production experiences with the combined mineraliser CaF2 +
CaSO4 (62, 78, 79) and with CaF2 (80) have also been reported.
Gimenez et al (78) found that during the trial production of 1500t of white
Portland cement clinker using a 180 tpd wet process kiln, the addition of 5% gypsum
and 2% fluorspar to the raw mix:.
-

■

-

increased kiln output by ~10%
reduced fuel consumption by ~15%.

'

■

Although the mean level of F and SO, in the clinker were O..69% and 4.4%-, which
are both higher than considered optimum by Moir (62), cement properties wefe very
satisfactory.
'
Humpola (79) also reported increased kiln outputs and improved cement strengths
when 5% fluorogypsum was included in the raw mix.
The rather small strength improvement obtained by Page (80) when CaF2 was used
as a mineraliser may be attributable to the low potential C3S contents of the
clinkers (41% to 46%) and possibly the low levels of S03 in the clinkers (no data
given).
-

In general the greatest 'activation' by F will be achieved when the levels of
F, S03 and alkalis are controlled and the raw mix LSF, SR and AR are adjusted to
maximise clinker C3S content.

Fluoride and alkali - The phase KF.2[Cag(S04) (SiO4)2] has been reported to occur in
cement kilns; its structure, described in (81), is strikingly similar in many
respects to that of C3S and mistaken identification probably helps explain why K, F
and S are occasionally reported to occur in large amounts in alite solid solutions.
KF.2[Cag(SO.) (Si04)2] is itself not stable to clinkering temperatures but the poor
thermal stability of the silicate is enhanced, to at least 1200°C, by replacing
(SiO4) by Ge04. Sulfate may also be replaced by Cr04.
.
One potential problem associated with the presence of fluoride in the raw mix,
apart from reduced early reactivity, is the formation of kiln deposits containing
spurrite, 2 C2S.CaCO3 (82, 83) or fluor-ellestadite (84). An advantage however, in
this respect, is that the lower burning temperature permitted by fluoride should
enable the volatile cycle of alkalis and sulfates to be reduced and thus the
tendency for alkali/sulfate based deposits to be reduced.

Fluoride and Boron - Little systematic work has been done on boron in conjunction
with fluoride. However, synthesis of an apatite structured phase, Ca=(BO,),F has
been reported (85). It is monoclinic, Cm, a = 8.125, b = 16.051, c = 3.538a, ß =
100.90°. Its stability in melts at 1100°C suggests that it could be an important
sink for these two ions in clinker: also, that the range of apatite solid solutions
described previously (86) could perhaps be extended to include boron, with the
result that apatite solid solutions are viewed as a potential sink for these (and
other) ions in a range of mineralised clinkers.

Р-Block Elements, including C, S and P
The most commonly encountered p-block elements in Portland cement clinker are
sulfur and phosphorous in the forms of SO4 and PO43-. However carbon is used in
fuel and is present, as carbonate, in the raw materials. Carbonate interactions
occur in the early stages of clinkering. The interaction between SO42- and the
alkalis К and Na has a profound influence on the role of S in clinkering and on
cement properties and these elements are considered jointly in a subsequent section.

Carbonate - Previous studies of carbonate mineralogy have shown that spurrite,
Ca5(SiO4)2CO3 can form at appropriate points in the clinkering cycle. In synthetic
studies, spurrite is observed to form slowly and with difficulty from the
appropriate reactants. Bolio-Arceo and Glasser (87) reviewed the literature on
spurrite formation, noting that various fluxes and combinations of flux, are indeed
effective in promoting spurrite formation. Clinker rings in kilns are frequently
observed to contain spurrite as well as various combinations of mineralisers alkali sulfates, fluoride and chloride leading to the supposition that mineralisers
are essential. However, spurrite is also observed to form in situations where only
negligible concentrations of mineralisers are present, as evidenced by analysis of
spurrite itself as well as the ring contents. The authors suggested that spurrite
formed by reaction of Ca,SiO5 with CO,: they showed that Ca3SiO5 was very reactive
with CO2 atmospheres: 2Ca3SiO5 + CO2(gas)
Ca5(SiO4)2.CO3 + CaC03. Studies of the
reaction kinetics showed that 50% of C3S reacted with CO2 at 1 bar, 900°C in 60h in
the absence of mineralisers. Since C,S is not stable below ~1250°C, it was
suggested that the source of C3S was Kiln dust blown from hot zones, where C3S was
stable, into cooler zones where it collected and reacted.with CO2.
J
While not essential, mineralisers were effective, as little as 0.2 wt % of
either CaF2 or CaCl2; markedly promoted reaction.

Carbonate-Sulfate - Carbonate also interacts strongly with other components, notably
alkali sulfates. The fluxing action of mixed carbonate-sulfate systems was studied
by Bolio-Arceo and Glasser (88). Initially the thermodynamics of the reciprocal
salt system CaSO4-K2SO,-CaCO3-K2CO3 system were analysed. Thermochemical calculations
showed that the join K2S04-CaCo3 is more stable than the alternative pair, CaSO,к2соз_- The stable join was studied in flowing CO2 at 1 bar pressure with results in
Fig 6. The eutectic, at 43 mol % CaCO, and 880°C could be attained with only slight
decomposition. A noteworthy feature or the system is the extent of solid solution
of CaCO3 in K2SO4, reaching 20 mol % CaC03 at 880°C. The solid solution slows the a
ß Kg50« inversion. Normally, the transformation is non-quenchable, but the solid
solutions are readily obtained at ambient.

The system K2SO,-CaSO4 was re-examined and a hitherto unreported phase
transformation in K2Ca2(SO4)3 encountered at 200°C. The inversion is associated with
a 2.5% volume change which leads to 'dusting' of Ca-langbeinite.

The significance of stability relations was assessed. In the presence of
alkali sulfates, CaCO, can dissolve in melts forming a CO2-rich liquid phase at
temperatures in the range 880o-900°C; at >900°C, the melt loses C02 rapidly.

Fig 6.

System K2SO4-CaCO3 at 1 bar C02 pressure. (88).

Sulfur - Gies and Knöfel (89) investigated the influence of sulfur on the relative
proportions of alite and belite using commercially available, grades of material.
They were very successful in producing hydraulically active, h^9h belite clwkers.
They attributed this activity to the presence of 0.6 - 0.8 wt % S03 in the belite.
Solid solution appeared to be favoured by high S03 contents. The rate of clinker
cooling was not found to have significant effect on strength development.
Circulation of the alkali sulfates is known to be associated -with this
relatively high vapour pressure and tendency to evaporate congruently. Dat® are
available for "simple" sulfates, Na2SO4 and K2SO4, although the literature shows
large divergence in numerical values. Choi and Glasser (90) used the Knudsen ,
effusion technique to obtain self-consistent values for Na2S04, K2SO4 and a variety
of more complex sulfates relevant to clinkering. Data are shown in Fig 7.
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Log plot of the total pressure in atmospheres of the decomposition products of
various sulfates occurring in the cement kiln. (90).
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2.8%. Tested in concrete according to BS 4550.

Fig 8.

Influences of clinker P205 and alkali level on strength
development. (93)

Matkovic (95) found that o' C?S stabilised by P,04 had a higher hydraulic
activity than BC2S.

Fluorine appears to counteract the stabilising effect of P2O5 on C2S (91). The
quantity of F required to produce a clinker of normal microstructure is a function
of the PoOc level (96). Presumably the thermodynamics of the system favour the
fluorine/aluminium C,S solid solution rather than the phosphorous C,S solid ■
solution.
2
Boron - Boric oxide, B2Oj, is a well-known flux in the ceramic industry and may be
present in cement making raw materials. Its application to cement clinkering has,
however, been less successful. Timashev (6) has noted that a correlation exists
between electronegativity of the element and viscosity of melts; boron was found to
be similar to phosphate and sulfate; its presence inhibits C3S formation.
Nevertheless other factors, notably the extent of solid solution of borate in the
calcium silicates, affects stability relationships amongst the major clinker phases.
It will be recalled that the free energy of formation of Ca3SiO5, relative to Ca2SiO4
and CaO, is only slightly negative ie, only slightly favourable for Ca3SiO5
formation at temperatures above ca 1250°C (97). The impact of boric oxide upon this
balance of free energies is a paramount consideration in evaluating its success as a
flux.

The CaO-B2O3-SiO2 system has been studied previously (98, 99) but these studies
disagree in several important respects. Flint and Wells (98) found a ternary phase,
to which they assigned the composition CcBS; Suzuki and Hira (99) found what is
presumed to be the same phase, but reported its composition as С^ЗдВ. They
identified two polymorphs and inferred cell dimensions for the high temperature, or
a, phase as a = 55.43, b = 10.65 and c = 6.89Ä; a = ß = = 90°C. Unpublished
studies at the University of Aberdeen (100) confirm the occurrence of two
polymorphs, but electron diffraction, while confirming the orthogonality of the a
polymorph gave its cell dimensions as a = 17.828 12,, b = 15.950 (12), c = 6.877
(4)A. The ß, or low temperature polymorph, is monoclinic; a = 28.61, (2), b = .
15.974 (9), £ = 6.874 (8)Ä; a = ß = 90°C; = 104.1(1)A: this non-standard setting
is chosen to show similarity of the b and c dimensions between the two. Infra-red
patterns were interpreted as indicating the presence of B03 groups in both a and ß
phases.
.
■
Borate-containing C2S solid solutions were also examined by FTIR and XRD (100)
and found to contain B03 groups; solid solutions extended along the join towards
3CaO.B2O3. The general formula for the solid solution is:Ca2-0.5xtSiO4h-xlBO31x

. Substitution of borate for silicate is postulated to be accompanied by the
introduction of Ca vacancies. After complete reaction, and with subsequent fast
cooling to ambient temperature in 10 to 30 seconds, the relationship between the
value of x and the belite polymorph obtained was as follows:-

■

C2S
ßC2S:
a'C2S:
a-like C2S

=
=
=
=

x =0
x ~0.02
x ~0.16
x ~0.33

■
.

The nature of the product obtained at the higher limits of x was not
conclusively determined.
■
Despite the extensive solid solution of boric oxide encountered with C2S,
little if any solid solution was found to occur in C3S. Indeed, borate appeared to
de-stabilise C3S with respect to its decomposition:-

CgS —> C2S ♦ CaO

■

Fig 9 shows the effect of borate. Phase pure C3S, made by repeated firing of
chemically-pure reagents in Pt crucibles, was used. This C3S, verified by powder Xray diffraction and chemical free lime determinations showing s1% free-CaO was mixed
with 2.8 wt % B2O3 and re-fired. The rapidly-cooled material was re-anälysed for
free lime.
■
Decomposition at 1200°C is not unexpected, in view of the lower limit of
■
thermal stability of C3S at about 1250°C, but at 1270°C and 1400° - especially at the
latter temperature - Ca3SiOc should be stable. Instead, decomposition occurred in
the presence of borate at all temperatures up to 1700°C and the rate of
decomposition became progressively more rapid upon increasing the isothermal firing
temperature.

The levels of minor components, particularly heavy metals need to be monitored
closely in raw materials and fuels, not only because of their influence on cement
properties but also their potential environmental impact.
. It was not possible to extend the results quantitatively to >1400°C, but
qualitative observations showed that small amounts (1-2 wt %) of boric acid resulted
in decomposition, with partial melting, of preformed phase-pure C3S at temperatures
up to ~1700°C. Fig 10 shows schematically a liquidus diagram of part of the CaOSiO?-B~O3 phase diagram. It illustrates the decomposition of C3S above 1700°C at
liquidus temperature: its decomposition allows CoS, CaO and melt to co-exist at
lower temperatures, including those relevant to clinkering. A fuller review, with
new data is being prepared (101). Thus boric oxide is not a useful additive in

Fig 9.

Time transformation curves for the
decomposition of 2.8 wt % B2®3 ■
■ doped C3S.

Fig 10. High lime portion of the
CaO-B2O3-SiO2 system.
■

those modern cements which depend on C3S for early strength development but might be
of interest as a mineraliser for belitic clinkers.
As with
Presence
fluorine overcomes the stabilisation of C2S and a
normal clinker microstructure results.
Other p-block elements - The elements As, Se, Tl, Pb are of interest on account of
their toxicity and their volatility, and the consequent potential for emission to
the environment* Most cement companies maintain close control over the inputs of
these elements and no more than trace levels will be encountered in clinker and the
influence on cement properties is thus negligible.

Miscellaneous - mixed fluxes systems
The use of mixed flux systems has been reported (71). These were applied in
plants facing problems of low production, poor quality clinker and high fuel costs.
Combinations which proved most effective were (CaF2 * MgCO,), (CaHPO4 + BaHPO,) and
(CaF, + MgCO, + CaSO.). The latter combination, giving a clinker batch with 0.5 wt %
as F, 1% Mg as MgCO3 and 1% S as SO3, was found to give the best results. Another,
only slightly less promising combination, was a mixture of ZnO ♦ CaHPO4. In general,
mixed fluxes were always found to be superior to the same components used singly.
Only general explanations were offered to explain the empirical test data.
5.

MICROSTRUCTURE
The influences of clinker thermal history and the presence of minor components such
as MgO and SO, on clinker microstructure have been reviewed by Maki (64, 102).
The chemical and physical properties of the interstitial melt have a considerable
influence on the nucleation and growth of alite crystals. The nucleation rate is
strongly dependent on the degree of supersaturation and the viscosity of the liquid
phase», in general, nucleation is favoured both theoretically and thermodynamically
by high clinkering temperatures.

Figure 11. 1.1% Mn2O,. Partial
reduction and re-oxidation.
*

Figure 12. 3% B2O3 in white
Portland cement clinker. Fired
at 1500°C.

Figure 13. High SR clinker C2S
stabilised by SO,. Fired at
1375°C.

Figure 14. Same raw mix as
Figure 13 but fired at 1525°C.

Figure 15. Mineralised clinker
containing S03 and fluoride.

Figure 16. Mineralised clinker
containing SO,, fluoride and K20
(in form of calcium langbeinite).

suDersatuSinnOT=hhf^eS:kin
early sta9es of crystallisation when the melt
?yS^rSa»2r?tlOn 1S. high, the alite can entrap inclusions of liquid, belite or free
iime. At low growth rates, such as occur normally during the later stages of
clinkering, no appreciable inclusions occur. Thus, defects and dislocations tend to
be concentrated at the cores of the crystals.
allocations tend to
Rf7cr¥stallisat?n of^alite can also occur in the later stages of clinkering,
thus altering morphology to a considerable extent.
4

Rapid heating rates tend to favour nucleation and the production of a larap.
S1°"er beatlnAatÄVpÄ a
SÄ»? SS3“!

=he„iS

As discussed in previous sections, the minor components affect the
-

temperature of first liquid formation
liquid viscosity and surface tension
relative thermodynamic stability of the clinker minerals
polymorphism of clinker minerals.

The conclusions drawn from the microscopic examination of clinker can be rather
subjective and this makes it difficult to compare observations in the literature
those relating to clinker 'texture* and alite morphology. The
'
fi£ferent heating and cooling rates used by different workers also have a marked
influence, independent of the roles of the minor components.
infinonno

ИОзУ6 Ce °n C1

exai!1Ples where the presence of minor components has had a clear
ker microstructure are given in the remainder of this section,

1 1»
ill.ust£?tes the microstructure of a production clinker containing
1 d Р1704“0®1. under reducing conditions. The low viscosity melt phase9
fhpJWnir?a^e W^Lf2r2®d alite crystals. As a result of reducing conditions in
the burning zone, both Fe and Mn2 have entered into solid solution. On rethe allt® has decomposed to give ex solution lamellae of a Mn substituted
^2y which appear as striae in a matrix of C-S. Mn3* reduces more readily than Fe3*
and this type of structure is quite common In clinker from this source.
Figure 12 illustrates the stabilisation of C2S in a white Portland cement
clinker containing 3% B2O3. Although fired to a temperature of 1500°C (and water
quenched from 1300 C) no alite has been formed and belite coexists in contact with
tree lime.

?ho”s a similar microstructure in a high SR (10.0) clinker fired at
^7rJgnfO>13?hminUteS< in which.the C-S has been stabilised by the incorporation of
uii-hafrio1Zl-ima6 raw miX*
As Wlth Вг°3' the C2S solid solution coexists in contact
wicn tree lime.
Figure 14 illustrates the same clinker as Figure 13, but fired at 1525°C. The
■ c?^^T’Satl°n
at fclie higher temperature (and the possible upper limit for the
of alitA1«? hflh0* results in de-stabilisation of C2S with subsecjuZnt rapid growth
high temperature resulting in the encapsulation of free lime. Long
„12л t-«aS d®scrib®d.hpw this type of microstructure in an overlimed clinker can be
used to produce shrinkage compensated or expansive cement.
Fig 15 illustrates the effectiveness of fluorine (0.15% F in clinker) in
the stabilisation of C2S by S03. The clinker had1 LSF, SR andГм of 100,
nf
respectively, and after firing3 at 1400°C contained 3.5% SO,. This type
of clinker yields a cement with exceptionally high strengths at 7 and328 days.

кn
tes«a 5:linker with the same chemical parameters but with a
K20 content of 1.4% and a Na^O content of 0.1%. The SO, is predominantly present in
e form of calcium langbeinite (K2S04.2CaS0.). This type of clinker yields cements
“ith exceptional early and late strengths as described by Moir (62). Note the high
clinker porosity associated with the low volume and low surface tension of the melt.

6.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

The environmental impacts of.the deliberate introduction of minor components (to
a3™4 ™?;n^al^s^9, .fluxing or activating effect) can be considered with
reference to the following aspects

-

toxic emissions and leachates
N0x and S02 emission
fuel consumption
■
CO2 emission.

■:
.

.

■

.

■

. ■

.

.

'

Toxic Emission and Leachates

_• v-

t г

,

The German Clean Air Regulations (1986) contain the following limits for
emissions of trace elements. (105).
.
. .. .
;

.

Cadmium, mercury and thallium are placed in category I on account of their
volatility and toxicity.
■
„ " ;
■ Of the elements covered by the German Regulations, and therefore likely to have
an adverse effect on the environment, only fluoride and possibly chromium are likely
to be added deliberately to mineralise and/or activate clinker.

As discussed earlier, the deliberate introduction of chromium containing
materials to the cement-making process should be discouraged on account of its
association with dermatitis (106). Nevertheless, Weisweiler and Kromar (107 have
confirmed that chromium has a very low volatility and remains fully combined in the
clinker.

Class

Element

Limit in
mg/m3

Mass flow
in g/h

I

Cd, Hg, T1

>1

' 0.2

II

As, Co, Ni,
Se, Tc

>5

1.0

III

Sb, Pb, Cr, F,
Ca, Mn, Pt, Pd
Rh, V, Sn

>25

-

.

5.0

Comprehensive sampling from operating cement plants (108) has confirmed that
fluoride is not emitted in gaseous form on account of the large excess of CaO which
ensures combination as CaF2. '
'
.
.
The fluoride enrichment in dusts arising from kiln systems is low (normally
less than a factor of two compared to that in the kiln feed) and any fluoride which
escapes the dust collecting equipment is in the form of CaF2 which is insoluble and
relatively harmless to the environment.
The concern has also been expressed that toxic minor components present in
clinker could leach from concrete or mortar and cause contamination. Fortunately,
the low solubility of the heavy metals in the high pH pore solution and the low
permeability of cement paste (109) ensure a very low potential for leaching.

The levels of heavy metals in dusts arising from the less thermally efficient
processes also need to be considered. Disposal to landfill could result in
contamination of ground water.
.

N0M Emissions

Nitric oxide, NO, is formed in the kiln system as a result of thermal oxidation
Of nitrogen in the combustion air and also from the decomposition of nitrogen
compounds contained in the fuel. A proportion of the NO may be oxidised to N02 and
N204 and the term N0x is used to describe an uncertain or variable mixture of the
three oxides.
The quantity of thermal N0x formed is closely related to burning zone
temperature (BZT). Lowes and Evans (110) showed that a reduction in BZT from 1500°C
to 1300°C could reduce N0x levels by 200/400 ppm.
The combined use of F~ and SO42" in appropriate proportions, can enable BZT
temperatures to be reduced by 100-180°C (62, 111). Thus, the use of mineralisers
such as F" and SO4 could provide a viable means of lowering N0x emissions.

S02 Emissions

It is expected that an S02 emission limit of between 400 and 800 mg/m3 (dry)

will be introduced in most European countries in the near future. Emissions of S02
are dependent upon process type (wet, long dry, grate preheater, cyclone preheater,
precalciner, etc.) and upon the forms in which sulfur is present in the raw
materials (112).
.
■

The impending legislation is likely to inhibit the deliberate introduction of
additional S042~ to wet, long dry or grate preheater kilns on account of the losses
of S02 which occur to the atmosphere. These can however, be minimised by ensuring
an adequate excess of combustion air. In cyclone preheater and precalciner kilns
there is minimal loss of S introduced either as sulfates in the raw material or
sulfur in the fuel. Thus, in modern kiln systems, environmental considerations
should not restrict the use of the mineraliser pair F- and S04~.
•
Fuel Consumption '

■

•

:

/ ■

'

■

"

Although some rather optimistic claims have appeared in the literature for
potential energy savings realisable by the use of mineralisers and fluxes, when
efficient heat recuperation from.the clinker cooler is considered a BZT reduction of
20.0°C can be expected to yield an energy saving of less than 5%. (113).
•' ■

С02 Emissions

'

■ •

,

Carbon dioxide is increasingly perceived as a pollutant because of its alleged
contribution to 'global warming'.
.
.

Total C02 emissions:per tonne of pure Portland cement produced are 0.90-1.25
tonnes. The lower figure is for an"efficient cyclone preheater/precalciner plant
and the higher for a wet process plant; the figures include electricity generation
using fossil fuels (0.1-0.15 tonnes C02 per tonne of cement).

For an efficient plant, more than half of the C02 is derived from
decarbonation. Thus, there would appear to be potential to lower emission by
producing lower limed cements. However, a reduction in clinker C3S from 60% to 35%
only reduces CO2 emissions by ~ 3%, even assuming a 100°C reduction in BZT.
One area where major reductions can be made is in increasing clinker hydraulic
activity to enable increased replacement of clinker by materials such as quenched
blastfurnace slag, fly ash and limestone, whilst maintaining satisfactory cement
properties. Figure 17, taken from Long (104), illustrates that cement containing
40% fly ash can have similar strength development characteristics to pure Portland
cement if the base clinker is mineralised using F" and S04“, has a high C3S content
and contains an appropriate level of alkali (114).
- ..
..

Fig_17. Figure illustrating increased clinker replacement by fly ash
* ■ '' made possible by high alite mineralised clinker.
■

Thus, the application of mineralisation technology to maximise clinker strength
properties, offers the potential to both reduce C02 emissions and also increase the
utilisation of industrial wastes.
7.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

'—

Minor chemical components are inevitably present in cement clinker, originating
from raw materials and fuels. Their presence affects both the clinkering process
and cement properties. During the period under review, substantial progress has
been made in understanding the impact of selected minor components on clinker
* .
properties. The interactions between the major components and complex mixtures of
minor components are, however, less well understood.

There nevertheless exist a number of technological pressures to quantify '■ the
impact of minor components on clinker properties. One such pressure is the need to
produce cements with equivalent properties; the miijor components are largely <
responsible - for the differences in the characteristics of cements from different
sources. Secondly, the industry is under pressure to curb emissions and, if
possible, reduce specific fuel consumption. Minor components may be used to enhance
the clinkering process, but a firm physiochemical basis for their action.is only
just being established; estimates of the potential energy savings vary, from
marginally useful to substantial. The greatest energy savings are likely to be
realised at thermally inefficient cement plants. Combustion of substitute fuels,
including undesirable waste products, such as spent lubricating oils, industrial
solvents, etc, offer the potential to reduce coal consumption and provide positive
.environmental benefits. • Care is necessary in the selection of these materials as
they may introduce undesirable levels of minor components. ■
'■

The environmental implications of cement manufacture and use continue to
receive study. The levels of minor components, particularly heavy metals, need to
be monitored closely in raw materials and fuels; not only because of their influence
on cement properties but also their potential environmental impact. Reduction of
gaseous emissions, especially S02 and N0x, will.benefit from advances in combustion
technology, but control over C02 emissions will be more difficult to achieve. One
approach which shows promise is the utilisation of the mineraliser pair CaF2 and '
CaS04 to produce reactive, high CjS clinkers, which permit higher levels of
replacement by materials such as tly ash and blastfurnace slag and thus a
significant reduction in the quantity of C02 released per tonne of cementitous
!
binder. The review of the literature has revealed that fluoride, either alone or in
combination with sulfate, is the only minor component which has been successfully introduced at a number of locations on the industrual scale with benefit to the "
production process and cement properties.

Concrete emerges as an inexpensive, flexible, durable and relatively ■■■■■
environmentally friendly material. Therefore, its future potential remains bright.
However, improved manufacturing technology is essential if the basic raw material,
Portland cement, is to realise its potential.
*i
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Summary

Measures for energy conservation and environmental control can effect the clinker
properties in a very different way. An important part play changes in the burning
process and the composition of the kiln feed and furthermore also the use of secondary
raw materials and fuels. By the conversion already completed in many cases from wet
process either to the semi-dry or dry process equipped with preheaters and
precalciners, the potential of energy savings in the clinker, burning process
recognizable from a process effectiveness of above 60 to 70 % has almost been exhausted
and is liable to be further improved only in individual parts of the kiln system. The
requirements on the quality, performance and environmental compatibility of clinker and
cement and an economical production process as well are increasingly of importance when
measures for energy conservation and environmental precaution are taken.

Zusanrrenfassung

.

■

...

Maßnahmen zur Energieeinsparung und zur Umweltvorsorge können sich in sehr unter
schiedlicher Weise auf die Klinkereigenschaften auswirken. Eine wesentliche Rolle
spielen hierbei Veränderungen am Brennprozeß und der Brenngutzusammensetzung, darüber
hinaus auch die Verwendung von sekundären Roh- und Brennstoffen. Der bereits in vielen
Fällen abgeschlossene Umstellungsprozeß vom Naß- auf das mit Vorwärmern und Calcinatoren ausgerüstete Halbtrocken- und Trockenverfahren hat bei Prozeßwirkungsgraden von 60
bis 70 % bereits zu einer weitgehenden Ausschöpfung des Energiesparpotentials geführt,
die allerdings noch in einzelnen Bereichen des Ofensystems optimiert werden kann. Bei
allen Maßnahmen zur Energieeinsparung und zur Umweltvorsorge gewinnen die Anforderungen
an die Qualität, die Leistungsfähigkeit und die Umweltverträglichkeit von Klinker und
Zement sowie an die Wirtschaftlichkeit des Herstellungsverfahrens zunehmend an Gewicht.

1. INTRODUCTION

...

.

The manufacture of cement requires a relatively high consumption of thermal and
electric energy. In the example shown in figure 1. the total energy consumption is
divided among the electric energy consumption with a proportion of approximately^ %
and the thermal energy consumption with a proportion of approximately Д? % [!]• Whilst
the thermal energy is, above all, consumed in the burning process, drying of raw
material, coal and blast-furnace slag included, the highest portion of electric energy
is required for the production of the raw meal and the grinding of cement clinker.
However, the distribution of the total energy consumption may vary considerably by
nation and region and therefore be considered only as an indication value.
Total Energy Consumption
3.9* 1061 Coal Units /a

Quarry. Blending Bed
Thermal

"Electrical

Energy

730/e

Energy

_27%

-

5%

Row Material Grinding
• 24 %
Raw Meal Homogenization - 6%
Kiln System

- 22»/o

Cement Grinding
Materials Handling.
Packaging

- 38%
- 5%

Total Energy

Figure 1: Thermal and electric energy percentage of total energy consumption

This, in particular, refers to the cost of energy. Its portion of the total
production cost is high and, depending on the national and regional conditions,
estimated to reach approx. 30 up to 50 % with roughly two equal halves distributed
among fuel energy and electric energy. The portioning of the energy cost depends on the
prices of fuel and electricity. Thus the cost of the electric energy, for instance,
may exceed that of fuels in countries with particularly high prices for electric power,
and vice versa. Apart from the nature of available fuel, the use of low-priced
secondary fuels plays an important part. ■
.
Due to the high specific energy consumption, the cement industry has been making
for more than 40 years considerable efforts to reduce the production cost by energy
conservation. At the same time, the reduction of the specific energy consumption also
leads to diminishing the emission of those exhaust gas compounds which, like C02, are
considered to contribute to the impact on the global climate by the greenhouse effect.
Therefore in many cement producing countries, steady improvement of energy and waste
gas utilization has led to a reduction of about 50 % in the specific fuel energy
consumption of rotary kilns. Figure 2 shows an example of the state of technology sofar
attained in Germany [2, 3]. Thus at present only an average of roughly 3 000 kj/kg of
cement (716 kcal/kg of cement) with a clinker content of about 83 wt.-% are necessary
compared with about 7 000 kJ/kg of cement (1 672 kcal/kg of cement) in 1950.

Approximately 2 000 kj/kg of cement (478 kcal/kg of cement) of the total are
needed to cover the theoretical heat demand and the drying of the different primary
materials with an average moisture content of 5 to 8 wt.-%. On this basis, the energy
demand for drying raw materials in approximation is represented as constant from 1950
to 1990. Although the particular figure may change from country to country, this
portion of energy consumption as well as the theoretical heat demand can be regarded
as unavoidable, in the case of the modern dry process. Consequently, the mean energy
losses, essentially caused by the kiln's shell, exhaust kiln gas, waste cooling air and
clinker residual heat, amount to only about 1 000 kJ/kg of cement (239 kcal/kg of
cement). This corresponds to a thermal efficiency of the process of about 67 % compared
with almost 30 % in 1950. Moreover, this high effectiveness leads to a very low fuel

based CO, emission of about 0,4 kg of C02/kg of clinker. On the other hand, the
improvement of wet process plants makes it possible to decrease the consumption of
thermal energy to a range of 4 600 to 5 000 kj/kg of clinker (approx. 1 100 to
1 200 kcal/kg of clinker). The progress made so far remains remarkable in all those
cases in which the kind of raw material or other circumstances still require the
employment of the wet process. In this context differences in the consumption of
electrical energy of the various processes cannot be discussed in detail.
Mean Clinker Content of Cements = 83 M.-°/o

Figure 2: Development of mean thermal energy consumption of rotary kilns in Germany since 1950 (according to [2, 3])

The high degree of energy utilization as shown in figure 2 was mainly achieved by
the substitution of the wet process and those dry process methods without preheater or
with only a one-stage cyclone through modern energy saving processes and the close down
of uneconomic kilns of low capacity. Additional savings in fuel energy are therefore
to be expected only to a small extent and at individual parts of the kiln system, e.g.
by further optimizing the burning process through improvement of the precalcining
techniques, the preheating of combustion air and kiln feed as well as by reducing the
heat losses of the kiln's shell [3].
.
Energy Conservation and
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• Energy Conservation Potential
— 'Nater Evaporation

*

— Drying of Raw Materials
— Improvement of Burnability
— Decrease of KST

— Decrease of Burning Temperature
— Secondary Raw Materials
— Secondary Fuels

• Environmental Protection
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.

— (e.g. Dust, Bases. Heavy Metals)

• Environmental Compatibility
— Binding of Relevant Constituents

Figure 3:

Energy conservation potential in clinker production process,
environmental protection and environmental compatibility

When considering all measures for diminishing the fuel energy consumption,,the
cost of fuel energy or environmental precautions, the properties of clinker and of
cements made of it must not be left out of consideration. Developments in recent years
have shown that cement is no longer seen as an end product but as a preliminary product
for the production of economical and durable concrete, when used expertly. For this
reason, the market demands a great number of requirements on the properties, the
quality level and the performance of cement. Apart from strengths development and

substant"i.a1 quality and performance characteristics are above all
derived from those properties which essentially influence the durability of concrete.
The cement plant must take these requirements into account considering the cost
anriPth?1rtl07V •h®1i4CU
that .of energy input, the rules of environmental protection
indfinnrp7atlr1 lty fk the Pfoduct- The report presents the interrelationships shown
in figure 3 as far as the clinker production is concerned. The effects of the measures
;LSnVeaen!r9y 1П
cement grinding process and their influence on the properties of
the product are not dealt with. This also relates to the use of interground and blended
additions and their influence on the performance of cement in the concrete.

■ 2.

INFLUENCE OF MEASURES FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION

2.1 Burning Process

.

riini,^OnLf 9-Ure 2
Ca[! be seen that the expenditure of thermal energy for the
clinker burning mainly depends on the energy demand for drying the raw meal
constituents and the fuel, on the theoretical heat demand and the energy losses due to
radiation, waste gas and remaining clinker heat. The conversion from wet process to
modern dry processes with preheaters and calciners leads to an energy conservation of
roughly 50 % or exceeding up to 3 000 kJ/kg of clinker (716 kcal/kg of clinker) [4, 5].
Accordingly the mean energy input for drying quarry-moist raw materials in Western
Europe thus only amounts to about 200 to 300 kJ/kg of clinker (48 to 72 kcal/kq of
c‘inker; and can nowadays be completely covered by utilization of the kiln exhaust
9Гк?\4П x^case of higher moisture contents of raw materials or if the installation
of highly efficient multi-stage preheaters leads to a too low exhaust gas temperature,
it sometimes maybecome adviceable to operate an additional hot gas generator. To
reduce the investment and operation cost, the modification of the process is generally
combined with an increase of capacity and the close down of small unprofitable kiln
units. Consequently, this- is above all a technological problem. Moreover, the
conversion can also lead to improve the grindability of the clinker and the strengths
development of the cements produced [6, 7]. This may result from higher heating rates
of the kiln charge in a temperature range of above 900 °C, an often shorter residence
time at sintering temperature and rapid cooling of the clinker. This leads, with a
given raw meal composition, to the reduction of the mean crystal size of the alites as
investigations of clinkers produced in an industrial plant [7, 8] and at laboratory
scale [9, 10] have shown.
,
The lowest consumption of thermal energy is achieved in kiln systems with at least
four suspension preheater stages for raw meal and integrated precalciners of different
types of construction and operation [4]. The ratio length/diameter (L/D) is 14 to 18
A further improving development can consist in shortening the kiln to a L/D ratio of
10. At a nearly complete precalcination outside the kiln in a calciner with tertiary
air ducting, the technically attainable gradient of heating up the kiln charge is about
25 to 30 K/min hence double as high compared with that of kiln systems without
precalcination [11 - 13]. From the experiences hitherto gained, the accelerated clinker
formation at a throughput time of .20 minutes turned out to be particularly favourable
to decrease the grinding resistance and improve the properties of the cement. However,
the substantial prerequisite for runninq this type of short kiln is a low degree of
heterogeneity present in the raw meal [14]. If the raw meal is composed of several
components special efforts have to ■ be made as to the raw meal preparation and
homogenization; in particular, quartz sand and limestone should be ground more finely
andthe residence time at sintering temperature and the sintering temperature should
be increased [13].! As a result, the energy consumption may increase, too.
•

j From present-day experiences, energy losses at existing kiln units equipped with
preheater and, if applicable, additional, calciner can only be lowered if the measures
comprise the whole kiln system consisting of preheater, kiln and clinker cooler. These
are, in the first place, process-technological measures. However, in order to satisfy
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also the requirements on clinker quality, the process-technological procedure should
appropriately be adjusted to the quality requirements. The operational optimization of
the rotary kiln burner and the clinker cooler are typical examples which, however,
cannot be further discussed in this context. The energy losses through the exhaust gas
volume are the more decreased the lower the air excess factor is in dependence on the
fuel energy consumption and the combustion behaviour of the fuel [15]. An incomplete
combustion combined with partly reducing conditions is to be. avoided for quality
reasons. Similar interrelationships are valid for process technics to reduce N0x
emission.
■ . " .
‘ ■\ - - " ' '
■■■■'■ ■' ' '
■ :

Improvement of heat recuperation of the clinker cooler thus decreasing the fuel :
energy consumption of the whole unit can also be achieved by adjusting the clinker ;
cooler operation to the particle size distribution of clinker,-by equalizing the ?:
particle size distribution and by reducing the dust circulation between cooler and
kiln. This can be achieved by appropriately changing the composition of raw meal and
fuel [6], and suppression of clinker comminution, e.g. in counter-flow coolers [16,
.
17]
To attain favourable clinker properties, it is also of importance that the clinker
is cooled down from sintering temperature to values below 1 000 °C by increasing the
cooling rates as far as possible. When at the same time the heating rate of raw meal
of normal composition and burnability is high and the residence time at sintering
temperature limited, the so produced clinker, due to better grindability, requires less
electric grinding energy than clinker containing coarse-grained alite [7]. Moreover it
has been shown that high cooling rates'in the high-temperature range are favourable
especially for clinkers rich in CqS und C3A. By optimum calcium sulphate adjustment as
to nature and quantity it is possible to produce portland cements with low water demand
as well as favourable workability and strengths development [18].

2.2 Composition of the kiln feed

"

,<

The governing factors for the burning behaviour, the fuel energy consumption and
the properties of the clinker are a uniform composition ,and a sufficiently high
fineness and homogeneity of the kiln feed, a current monitoring and control of uniform
properties by the well known modern sampling, analyzing and evaluation methods [19 22] as well as adjusting the composition of the kiln charge to that of the fuels and
the fuel energy consumption. The influence of the fuels, in particular coal and
lignite, is the higher the higher their ash content, the:more the ash composition
differs from the composition of the clinker and the higher the requirements upon
quality and quality level of the clinker are [18]. The quite considerable expense
necessary for optimum adjustment leads not only to an equalizing of the clinker quality
but also.to a kiln operation which shows a noticeably lower frequency of disturbance.
Systematical production planning and targeted energy management can contribute to
further reducing the total energy consumption of about 3 to 5
increasing the kiln
capacity and thus lowering the specific energy cost [23 -. 25]. Above all a more uniform
kiln operation contributes to reduce the emission of N0x [26] and other exhaust gas
compounds, such as for instance SO2, CO, and fuel-derived C02.
■
‘ . In modern cyclone preheater kilns, cement clinker of high quality can therefore ,
be produced at a process eff iciency about 70 % with a thermal energy input of less than ,
3100 kJ/kg (750 kcal/kg). The theoretical energy demand, i.e. the unavoidable
enthalphy amount for clinker formation, summarizes to almost 60 % of the total energy
demand. This refers to a clinker with a standard lime factor of above 95 which is burnt
at a sintering temperature of 1 400 to 1 450 °C. The alite content generally exceeds
50 up to 80 wt.-%. In consequence, the belite content is low, varying from about 25 to
less than 10 wt.-%. According to its fineness, the clinker allows the production of
portland cements with high early strengths of above 10 to 30 N/mm and 28-d standard :
strengths of above 55 N/mm , as required by the market. On this basis, cements can
furthermore . be manufactured with latent hydraulic, pozzolanic or inert main
constituents having a performance which is equal to that of portland cements e.g. of
the classes 35 F as per DIN 1164, CPA 45 as per NF P15-301 or 32,5 according to

ENV 197. Additionally, even cements of strength classes 45 (DIN), 55 (AFNOR) or 42,5
(ENV 197) can be produced with interground or blended constituents.
By reducing the CaC03 content in the raw meal, the theoretical energy demand
necessary for clinker formation and the sintering temperature can be diminished. As
shown in figure 4. the decrease is of about 110 kJ/kg of clinker (26 kcal/kg of
clinker) or about 3.5 % related to the total consumption of thermal energy of 3 100
kJ/kg of clinker if the standard lime factor is decreased from 100 to 90. Lowering the
standard lime factor however leads to a lower alite and an increasing belite content.
The decreased hardening velocity, in particular the diminution of the early strength,
can be compensated to a limited extent only by a higher fineness of grinding. However,
this in general entails a higher consumption of electric energy which may amount to
about 6 kWh/t of cement in modern closed-circuit mills when the fineness of grinding
has to be increased e.g. by 400 cm2/g. In most cases this compensates the savings in
thermal energy or these are even offset by a higher consumption of expensive electric
energy. In special cases, also the workability of the cement may be impaired due to the
higher fineness of grinding.
■

■

-

Figure 4: Change of theoretical energy requirement in dependence on the
standard lime factor of raw meal from natural constituents

.

Furthermore, with decreasing standard lime factor of the clinker, above all the
production of cements containing pozzolanas or fillers with a performance which is
equal to that of the portland cement, is restricted. For cement plants which, on
account of the market, demand, are able to manufacture a large number of cements of
various compositions and strength classes on the basis of a single high-quality
clinker, the lowering of the standard lime factor and the altogether often uneconomical
production of a second type of clinker are out of the question. Consequently, the
lowering of the standard lime factor would theoretically permit small savings in
thermal energy but the technical realisation is as a rule restricted by the
requirements of the market on the cement properties and the quality level as well as
by additional operational expenditure.
'
.

This relates in particular to the manufacture of special clinkers with a standard
lime factor of less than 90 to 75, the properties and production techniques of which
have often been investigated [27-39] and conclusively been evaluated in literature
[33, 34]. From the view of process technology, the main conclusion is that the energy
savings which result from decreasing the standard lime factor below 90 by reducing the
theoretical energy consumption and the sintering temperature, are more or less
compensated by increasing energy losses of the clinker cooler due to the necessary
extremely rapid cooling rates of the clinker [15]. It is technically still not clear
whether the energy losses can be avoided by using cooler types of special construction
[25]. Moreover it has been shown that the grindability is impaired by increasing belite
contents and consequently the specific consumption of electric energy increases [28].
Besides this the employment of those clinkers is practically impossible for the
manufacture of cements with interground and blended constituents.

The influence of secondary raw materials on the theoretical energy demand and
their effects on the clinker quality are dealt with in chapter 2.3.
■
By adding quantities up to 3 wt.-% of fluxing agents and mineralizers to the raw
mix, the sintering temperature can be reduced to about 1 300 °C. Mineralizers promote
the formation of clinker phases, in particular C3S, whereas fluxing agents reduce the
temperature at which the first melt formation occurs. They also influence the
viscosity. The measures for reducing the sintering temperature and improving the
burnability through fluxing agents and mineralizers are described and differently
assessed in a large number of publications [6]. From a conclusive assessment of the
state of knowledge at the 8th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement 1986
[33, 34], it is still presumed that in general these additions positively influence the
burnability in the laboratory test and contribute to lower the sintering temperature
by about 200 К. However, the energy savings of about 100 kJ/kg of clinker respectively
about 5 %, related to a thermal energy consumption of 3 140 kJ/kg of clinker which can
be achieved with modern kiln systems equipped with cyclone preheater and precalciner,
is often too small [36, 37] as to justify the additional cost of purchasing, conveying,
the environmentally suitable storage and dosing of those additions in the cement
plants. Furthermore, the savings in thermal energy may be compensated by a higher
consumption of electric energy if the grindability of clinkers containing fluxing
agents and/or mineralizers decreases [38]. Occasionally an impairment of early
strengths development has also been observed in the uncontrolled use of /secondary
materials containing CaF2 as mineralizers.
r
:

. The questions that arise in connection with the manufacture of special clinkers
and the energy consumption required cannot be further discussed here [29 - 31, 39].
2.3 Secondary materials

Raw materials and fuels of natural origin such as limestone, marl, clay, quartz
sand, and coal, heavy fuel oil or natural gas respectively are regularly used at the
industrial clinker burning process. Apart from these natural constituents, there are
residual or waste materials from other industrial processes or from waste recovery
which, under certain conditions, can be utilized as secondary constituents. Their
employment, as a rule, does not directly but only indirectly lead to a reduction in
the specific energy consumption of the clinker burning process. In general the specific
energy consumption increases when e.g. the exhaust gas enthalpy losses increase [7,
40]. Their utilization however contributes to save natural raw materials and fuels,
preserve natural resources and diminish the cost of fuel energy. Furthermore the
utilization of secondary fuels also offers the possibility to reduce, though to a
limited extent, the emission of C02 and other exhaust gas compounds by saving
equivalent quantities of natural fuel and diminishing the impact of exhaust gas
compounds on the greenhouse effect [67]. For technical reasons and for reasons of
clinker quality, environmental precautions and the compatibility of the product, the
overall economic potential is rather limited for the time being [41, 48]. Transport,
storage and employment of secondary materials are in general regulated by national
legislation on environmental protection and waste disposal [62] which is supplemented
by international agreements within the OECD [42] and the EC [43].
.

The possibilities for waste or residual material recovery are presented
schematically in figure 5 [41]. After collection, transport, preparation and storage,
the stream of wastes divides in an employable portion and a non-utilizable portion. The
non-utilizable portion has to be disposed, the employable portion is likable to be used
as fuel for energy generation or as raw material component by utilizing its inorganic
matter.
■
' ■/ The energy content can be utilized in energy transformation processes, e.g. in
thermal power stations, or in material conversion processes such as the clinker burning
process. The residual materials such as slags and ashes which are obtained from power

stations or incinerators being sensibly reduced in volume can be further utilized or
must be disposed. Both paths, either disposal or recovery, are marked by dashed lines.
But if the energy content can be utilized in a material conversion process it is
advantageous that the non-combustible portion participates, entirely and residual-free,
in the clinker formation as a secondary raw material component.
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When non fuel containing materials are recovered it may be distinguished by
definition between recycling and utilization as secondary raw material. A recycling
process exists when a distinct residual, such as glass, is used again to produce new
glass products. Contrary to that' secondary materials are used to manufacture products
of another kind. In the case of cement manufacturing, these secondary materials can be
employed as raw material components for clinker burning or as additions for cement
grinding. A further possibility consists e.g. in the utilization as addition to
manufacture concrete or cement bound materials [44 - 46].

. As a precondition and on the basis of the present experiences, secondary materials
must satisfy a number of requirements for their utilization in the cement industry
(figure 6). They shall not: 7.;,. "' .
;
.
-deteriorate the structural properties of cement,
-infringe the environmental compatibility of cement and concrete,
.
- increase the environmental burdening by the production process,
.
.
- impair the uniformity and stability of the production process. ’ .
Furthermore, economical incentives should stimulate their use [41, 47, 48].

Requirements tor the Use of Secondary Materials
• Structural Properties of Cement

:

• Environmental Compatibility of Cement and Concrete

• Impact of Cement Manufacture on the Environment

• Operational Safety of the Manufacturing Process

• Economical Application of Secondary Materials

,

Figure 6: Requirements for the employment of secondary materials

2.3.1 Secondary fuels - A large number of experiences have been collected in the
literature on the utilization of secondary fuels, e.g. [6, 7, 40, 48 - 59]. These are
solid, fluid or gaseous substances which are obtained as synthetic products (e.g. used
tyres, waste oil, solvents, plastics, paper, residual wastes) or remainders from the
processing of natural materials (wooden waste, rice husks). Indications about the
quantities used are rather poor. In Germany were used, e.g. in 1989/90, about 460 000 t
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of secondary fuels which substituted a quantity of primary energy of about 420 000 t
standard coal units per year. This corresponds to a proportion of merely 12 % of the
total consumption of thermal energy [48]. Experiences from France show figures of a
similar magnitude. In 1990, among others, about 200 000 t of secondary fuels, e.g.
solvents, paint residues or waste lubricants, were employed representing; roughly
120 000 t of petrol equivalent or 170 000 t of standard coal units. .
: :
It has been proved that only those secondary fuels can be used in continuous
operation, provided that
...........
‘
................ .
- the required quantity is steadily available,
.
their composition is as uniform as possible, and
\
- they are available in a high degree of uniformity.
} ,

In individual cases it has to be examined additionally whether and in what
concentrations minor and trace constituents are contained in the secondary material.
For instance, sulphur and chlorine cycles are liable to upset kiln operation by coating
and ring formation, heavy metals may increase emissions or be concentrated in the
clinker [6, 51, 60, 61]. The nature and concentrations of minor and trace constituents
may therefore be a criterion for rejecting the recovery of secondary materials. It
should also be further considered to what extent their utilization affects the economy
of the production process. Additional costs may"result for reasons of quality and
environmental precautions, the liability of handling waste-derived residuals or from
an increase of investment, operation and surveillance cost to ensure the indispensable
control of the deliveries [41].
7'v- ' ' ;, V'
-

Due to the particularity of the clinker burning process with its high temperatures
of gas and kiln feed which are needed to achieve clinkerization, the oxydizing gas
atmosphere required for quality reasons and the alkalinity of the kiln charge, it is
in general presumed that the secondary fuels which satisfy the criteria for their
selection are entirely combusted and do not lead to an increase of environmental
burdening if the prognosticable quantity limits are observed [62].
:
When high-ash coals with ash contents of above 15 wt.-% are used, impairments of
the physical properties of the clinker and its hydraulic reactivity (figure 7) can only
arise if the ash input and the thus lowered standard lime factor is not compensated by
Quality Characteristics of Clinker

• Physical Properties

'

— Size Distribution
— Grindability

• Hydraulic Reactivity

.

;

,

■

— C3A and CjS Content
— Size, Degree of Cristallization
— Homogeneity in Phase Distribution

- Alkali Content of C3 A

— Degree of Sultotization

Figure 7: Influence of changing properties of raw material and fuel
on the quality characteristics of clinker [64]

a respective increase of the CaC03 content in the raw meal. The use of fuels with a
high ash content therefore requires a deposit of limestone with a high percentage of
CaC03. The influence of the ash quantity and composition on the content of the clinker

phases C3S and C3A, their crystal size and their homogeneous deviation should be
assessed the higher, the higher the requirements on the quality level of the clinker
are defined..
.
. ,
,
.
.
When natural raw materials with a high content of alkalies and Al203 are used, the
sulphur input from the fuel exceeding a degree of sulfatization of 80in the clinker
may also entail disadvantages. This mainly affects the particle size distribution, the
grindability and the reactivity of the clinker. It additionally happens when the
properties of raw materials and fuels vary in an uncontrolled manner and no procedure
of quality control and quality assurance exists. The introduction of such a system is
of primary importance when secondary fuels are employed [6, 63, 64]. High deviations
in the particle size distribution of the clinker, mainly a very fine-grained clinker,
may impair the operation of the kiln and the cooler and therefore contribute to
increase the thermal energy consumption of the kiln system [65].
r

Those heavy metals introduced into the kiln system by the materials used which are
nearly entirely bound in the clinker, as a rule, do not measurably affect the cement
properties when their concentration does not exceed 300 to 400 g/t (ppm). For reasons
of environmental compatibility of the product and the market acceptance, the tendency
is increasing as to impose that the quantities of heavy metals bound in the clinker
should not exceed the contents obtained when exclusively natural constituents are used
.
[41]
With increasing content of strongly colouring elements, such as e.g. Fe and Mn,
it is presumed that not only white clinker is visibly coloured [66] but also the colour
of normal clinker becomes darker. Moreover the reduction of the alumina ratio through
a relatively small increase of the Fe203 content by 0.3 to 0.5 wt.-% may noticeably
affect the 2-d and increase the 28-d standard strengths.
.

2.3.2 Secondary raw materials - For the selection and possibilities of using secondary
raw matewrials, in,principle the same requirements and selection criteria are valid as
for the use of secondary fuels. Secondary raw materials can be subdivided in different
groups according to the main element contained in them. Their use allows to substitute
a limited portion of natural raw materials, correct the composition of a predetermined
raw mix or,prepare raw meals for the production of clinker with special properties. In
figure 8. 6 groups of secondary raw materials are compiled with examples of those
constituents which, according to present experience, are suitable for utilization in
the industrial process to a limited extent and with certain restrictions [41].
Secondary Raw Materials
• Ca-firoup
— Industrial Lime 1»9ОМ.-%С<|С0з)
- Ccrb.de Sludge 1>90М-%СаШН)гСаС0з)

• Si*6roup
— Sand from Foundry Operations

• Si/Al/Ca-Group

'

~ Power Station Fly Ashes

— Iron/ Steel-Siegs

‘

— Processing Residues of Natural Stone
• Ft-Group

— Roasted Pyrites
- Synthetic Haematite.
•

S-6roup
— Flue Gas Desulphurization Gypsum/Anhydritt

— Gypsum/Anhydrite from Chemtcal Processes
• f-Group

.

- CaFySiudge

Figure 8: Subdivision in groups of industrially
uttlizable secondary materials [41]
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In principle, all materials which have been properly prepared in a drying process,
have lost their crystal water, are dissociated, contain glassy particles or are
particularly fine-grained, present potentials of saving thermal or electric energy in
the clinker production process. Savings in thermal energy can result from diminishing
the theroretical heat consumption with materials which contain e.g. calcium hydroxides
instead of CaC03, reactive mixtures of the oxides SiO,, Al203,FeO, and CaO instead of
clay minerals and other rock forming minerals or which contain these oxides nearly
completely as glass like in fly ashes and slags [68 - 70].
,,
;
, ,
T

:
For the time being, it is hardly possible to estimate the effective reduction of
the theoretical energy consumption to be realized in the industrial clinker burning
process since the transferability of investigations carried out in the laboratory in
general has not been verified by balance measurements at industrial scale [69]. In
other cases, secondary raw materials containing e.g. high chloride and/or heavy metal
contents were used which have to be regarded as technically non-utilizable for reasons
of operation safety of the kiln, clinker quality, environmental precautions and
compatibility of the product [70, 71]. When glassy blast-furnace slag is used as a raw
meal component, the lower theoretical heat consumption achieved by the gain of
devitrification; enthalpy may partly or wholly be compensated by an increasing
consumption of electric energy to achieve a;higher fineness of the raw meal during the
grinding process which is "indispensable for reasons of homogeneity and burnability
[33]. In contrast, the use of silicious fly ashes instead of clay components appears
more promising [72]. A precondition however is a given high fineness, a high glass
•content or content of reactive oxides in the fly ash as well as a limestone deposit
with high CaC03 content.
'
r

When using fly ashes with a high lime content as a raw meal component the effects
on the theoretical heat consumption were investigated with the aid of a model
calculation and verified in a kiln system with suspension preheater of 1 200 t/d of
capacity. From these investigations resulted a diminution of the theoretical heat
requirement of about 135 kJ/kg of clinker (roughly 32 kcal/kg of clinker) and 105 kJ/kg
of clinker (roughly 25 kcal/kg of clinker) respectively which were more or less
attributed to the savings of decarbonation enthalpy. The raw meal however contained
also 2.5 wt.-% of CaF2 reacting as fluxing agent and mineralizer [73].
- ''
The high sulphur content, often present in fly ashes with a high lime content, may
render their industrial use difficult for reasons of operation, quality and environment
[73, 74]. This applies if the tendency of coating and ring-formation [75] or the
proportion of fine particles in the clinker increase and thus the clinker dust
circulation by secondary air grows [6, 18], or if the grindability [7], the workability
and the strengths development [75 - 80] are impaired and the S02 emission increases [6,

A new development in this field is the manufacture of a binder consisting of
portland cement clinker and up to 80 wt.-% of marl burnt in a fluidized bed kiln at
about 800 °C. The binder is produced by intergrinding or blending [82]. The burnt marl
already contains besides CaCO, calcium silicates, calcium aluminates and free lime. The
hardening is mainly achieved "by a pozzolanic reaction which is further incited by the
hydration of the clinker component. With an almost equal performance compared with that
of portland cement and assessed on account of its standard strength, the binder can be
manufactured with a sensible reduction of thermal energy consumption since a
corresponding clinker quantity can be saved. .
,
A similar development is the manufacture of portland/oil shale cement. The
difference however consists in the,fact that, by intergrinding of burnt oil shale
containing hydraulically hardening and pozzolanic components, not only the clinker
content can be reduced at equal performance level but also the energy consumption
compared with standardized cement is diminished. The reason is that during the
combustion of the organic matter in the oil shale in a fluidized bed process to produce

burnt oil shale, thermal energy is gained which is used to generate electric energy,
e.g. for the cement grinding process [83, 84].
. .
3.

MEASURES OF ENVIRONMENTAL PRECAUTION

Measures to be taken today for the sake of the environment comprise both the
clinker burning process and the grinding of cement. In this context, the possibilities
of reducing the specific CO, emission per ton of cement through the use of additions
cannot be further discussed [85]. The amount of interground or blended additions in the
cement and the reduction of the clinker content are in general determined by the
requirements on the performance of the cement in the concrete. Besides the workability
and strengths development, additionally the durability and corrosion protection have
to be observed. In order to enable the employment of additions in amounts as high as
possible, high-quality clinker is ,required, i.e. clinker with a standard lime factor
of above 95.
' . ”
j
; . /

3.1 Cycles

Measures to be taken to save energy and reduce emissions as>well,can partly, and
even in a very different way, affect the clinker properties. Thus the conversion of the
burning process, e.g. from wet to dry process and the simultaneous installation of an
efficient precipitator to reduce dust emission, led to the buildup of internal and
external cycles within the kiln system. This applies to such elements and compounds
which volatilize from the kiln feed and are introduced into the kiln gas phase as
vaporous or gaseous compounds. These are compounds of alkalies, sulphur, chlorine and
fluorine as minor constituents as well as compounds of heavy metals contained as trace
compounds in the raw materials and fuels. If volatile elements and compounds react with
the kiln feed either in the kiln or in the preheater or if they condensate in the
colder parts of the kiln system and subsequently reach again the hot kiln zones,
internal cycles are established. External cycles are formed by waste gas utilization
or if the precipitated dust is recirculated into the process together with the
compounds contained in them [6, 86].
'
'
■
3.2 Minor constituents

As a rule, the clinker properties are affected if, due to an increased supply by
natural constituents and particularly by secondary materials and cycles, the alkali and
sulphur content of the clinker increases and the kind of alkali binding in the clinker
phases changes [76 - 80]. Through a purposeful sulphur supply up to about 60 to 80 %
of sulfatization of alkalies, the clinker properties can be improved without increasing
the emission of S02. However, an increase of the S02 emission must be expected at
sulfatization degrees of above 100 %, in particular, when in the operation of a
secondary firing partly or locally reducing conditions in the kiln gas atmosphere occur
.
[87]
The increase of S02 emission due to the oxidation of the pyrite content in raw
materials in the preheater and the then required measures for reduction can be seen as
a special case [88 - 91] which in general does not affect the clinker properties
directly.
’
-

Minor constituents containing fluorine and chlorine do generally not require
special measures of environmental precaution. Fluoride is bound in the clinker to above
95 %. At the contrary, chlorides mainly enrich in the internal cycle of rotary kilns.
Fluorides as minor constituents may influence the properties of the clinker. The low
degree of binding of the chloride in the clinker leads above all to coating and ring
formation, additionally it may also promote the emission of heavy metals [6, 60, 61].
Organic constituents contained in certain secondary raw materials as part of the
raw meal may increase the emission of environmentally relevant organic compounds when
passing the grinding/drying unit or the preheater.

The content of alkalies as well as compounds of sulphur, chlorine, fluorine and
carbon in secondary materials and fuels therefore is one of the main criteria for.their
selection and utilization which has to be observed not.only for reasons of emission
limitation but also for reasons of clinker quality and kiln operation safety. However,
at present it seems not possible to recommend a uniform limitation as the requirements
on the clinker quality, the kiln operation and the reduction of emissions can worldwide
differ considerably, e.g. compared with the technical standard reached so far in Europe
[2, 90] or other industrial countries.
.
.
.
. ,
;

3.3 Interruption of cycles

i

~

The buildup of disturbing cycles can be prevented in operation by partly or
completely interrupting them. External cycles can be reduced through extraction of
precipitated dusts, internal cycles can be prevented through a bypass 1 The frequency
and duration 'of interfering in the kiln operation or the volume of a continuously
operated bypass depend on the amount of the hourly input of minor and trace
constituents into the• kiln system and can be generally determinated by balance
measurements and deduced model calculations [6, 61, 93 - 96]. The interruption of such
cycles in principle allows, especially when secondary raw materials and fuels are used,
to control emission and observe their limit values, avoid coating and ring formation
and control, to a limited extent, the clinker properties as to their alkali and sulphur
content. Effects of heavy metal cycles and accumulations on the clinker properties and
the technological properties of the cement in concrete are not to be expected as long
as their content does not markedly deviate from that contained in natural constituents
when these are used exclusively. Comprehensive basic investigation in laboratory scale
however showed that, e.g. some of the heavy metals may on principle influence the
growth of alite crystals and can change the physical properties of the clinker melt as
well, e.g. viscosity and surface tension [97].
’
.
"
The disadvantage of dust extraction from the external cycle, in particular the
interruption of the internal cycle through a bypass, consists, apart from additional
investment cost, in a noticeable loss of thermal energy, an increased electric energy
consumption and the problem of utilization or disposal of the dust collected and
discharged from the system [61]. Contrary to the suggestions of an exclusively
technical resolution of the problem, there seems to be an increasing tendency, when the
possibilities of utilizing secondary materials are examined, to make their utilization
dependent also on the question whether or not a bypass operation is necessary. Such an
exclusion criterion could, to a considerable extent, restrict their technical
utilization, especially on account of the difficulties and cost of dust disposal on
hazardous waste dumps or for reasons of product properties. The utilization of
secondary materials would be further impeded also by the requirement on stricter
emission limit values [98], especially in the case that this target could only be
attained by an excessively high expenditure caused by special methods of exhaust gas
cleaning [67].
.
r ;
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
By the conversion already completed in many cases from wet process either to the
semi-dry or to the dry process equipped with preheaters and precalciners, the potential
of energy savings in the clinker burning process recognizable from a process
effectiveness of above 60 to 70 % based on the thermal energy input, has almost been
exhausted. Under these conditions, a further reduction of energy consumption seems at
present possible only to a small extent by the optimization of individual process
steps.
.

The developments of environmental precautions run concurrently. It is true that
the individual measures taken and forced by the legislation considerably differ
worldwide [2]. Altogether however, it is to be presumed that the emissions of dust,
gaseous and vaporous components and of dust bound constituents will more and more be
restricted.

On the other hand, the development over the last years has shown that in an open
market the cement user makes increasingly requirements on the quality, the quality
level and the performance of cement in concrete. It is therefore necessary to satisfy
these requirements with every single step in the direction of further reducing the
thermal energy consumption in the clinker burning process and also in the electric
energy consumption for grinding. Additionally, these measures should equally comply
with the increasing requirements on environmental precaution.

For the time being, the possibilites of lowering the thermal energy consumption
concentrate on further improving the burning process, the composition of the kiln feed
and the use of secondary materials. Since the introduction of modern burning processes
with preheating and precalcining the raw meal and an improvement of the recuperation
rate of clinker coolers, the energy consumption could above all been reduced through
diminishing the heat losses and utilizing the waste heat as far as possible. Higher
velocities in heating up the feed after precalcination and high cooling rates can
positively affect the clinker properties such as e.g. the grindability and the
strengths development if at the same time the clinker is of high homogeneity, optimal
fineness and is burnt in an oxidizing atmosphere. ■ ;- .
. ■
Lately, many attempts have been made to reduce the energy consumption by changing
the composition of the kiln feed. This aimed, in the main, to lower the standard lime
factor to values of below 90 and to use fluxing agents and mineralizers. However, both
measures only ensure a relatively limited potential of energy savings which may more
or less be compensated by losses of quality, process-technological problems and
possibly even a higher consumption of electric energy in the cement grinding. In
contrast, the manufacture of a high-quality clinker with a standard lime factor of
above 95 is often more advantageous when cements with interground or blended additions
and of equal performance like portland cement shall be produced and the effect of
energy conservation can be obtained by a lower clinker consumption.

Experience has shown that there are principally a number of possibilities for the
use of secondary raw materials and fuels in the clinker burning process. As a rule, the
specific energy consumption is not or is only indirectly reduced. Nevertheless, natural
resources can be preserved, the cost of fuel« reduced and the emissions of the
greenhouse gas C02 diminished. However, the potential of energy conservation is rather
limited since, for technical reasons, for reasons of clinker quality, the environmental
precaution and nowadays also the compatibility of the product, the requirements on the
use of secondary materials are high and will probably even be increasing in future.
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SUMMARY

keenina in view the changing concepts of new and special cements with time, the
historical ^rend of development prior to the 8th ICCC and the status of such novel pro
ducts at the last Congress have been outlined. The why5 and how of eventual developments
in the field of new and special cements have been traced. The relevant and significant
growth of understanding and application of densified system of ultrafine particles, polymermodified cements Including macro defect-free binders, blended high-alumina cements,
phosphatic materials, calcium aluminosilicate glass cements and calcium silicate-cements
of sol gel origin have been reviewed in reasonable details.
An attempt has also_been
made to look into the prospects of new cements of yester decade like reactive bellte,
calcium sulphoaluminate and alinite cements.

PREAMBLE

■

One of the fundamental problems of dealing with special and new cements is the
difficulty of delineating and defining the systems that could be categorised under
this nomenclature.
The difficulty ensues from the fact that the scope of special
and new cements is a time dependant phenomenon. What was new or special cement two
decades back does not belong to that category today any more. This is more evident
when we try to trace the history of cements from the prehistoric days (Fig.lJ.

FIG.1 : CUAMGE OF CLMEMT CHARACTERISTICS

MTM ТИПЕ

TRACING OF DEVELOPMENTAL TRENDS
From the above figure, it is observed that there was no human activity of constructi™in the JalaeSlithic age and the fi-st concept of construction without any
binders was introduced by man in the neolithic а9е «Ьеп he started
with iuxtaposition of stone blocks, animal skin, natural wood, etc. It is beiievea
Sat in the Bronze Age,
there was a chance discovery that the baking of wet clay
would make it hard and could give rise to moulded shapes of some use like bricks.
This a?so made clays as a binder in construction. Thereafter, with progress of t me,
the binding properties of lime, air polymerising vegetable oil and ^^-P^zolana
mixes were made use of in the construction during the period that PrecededJ^e known
history of Portland cement and concrete.
Since the advent of Portland cement over
the last one and a half centuries,
the developmental trends in cement applications
branched off in the direction of obtaining high ultimate strength, higher early
strength,
greater durability and more effective conservation of materials usage in
constructional concrete.
Nagataki (1) has summarised the techniques (Fig.2) that
are adopted today for attaining high strength in the constructional concrete.
In
the above figure, one of the requirements has been indicated as the high strength
Portland ceme9nt.
The steps taken to achieve this kind of product have essentially

been to

-

increase in CjS content and ultimate optimisation.

-

finer and finer grinding and ultimate control in particle size distribution.

-

improvement in particle morphology.

-

doping of mineral phases for higher reactivity.
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Fig.2 : Practical techniques for attaining high strength

With all these steps, the application properties of Portland cement could be
improved with respect to its compressive strength but the intrinsic disadvantages
of Portland cement with respect to its stiffness, tensile strength, fracture toughness
and creep properties could not be overcome in any substantial manner.
Hence, the
researchers continued their efforts in developing various derivatives of Portland
cement for special constructions.
As a result, a host of derived formulations are
produced ,
and marketed ; all over the world today and these varieties are
summarised in Fig.3.

Fig.3 : Portland Cement Derivatives in Commercial Production

Interestünaly« from this ftgure, one may observe that all these derivatives of PortTandi cement nave been arrived at by following two distinct approaches such as
■
-

manipuTation of phase assemblages as depicted in the upper half of Fig.3 and

-

compositing of Portland! cement with external additives of various kinds as depic
ted in the lower half of Fig,3,

Both, with the improved basic Portland cement and iwith diverse derivatives of
this generic binder, the application horizon of cement substantially expanded, but
because of the intrinsic shortcomings of the product as mentioned earlier the applica
bility of cement to replace metals, plastics and high-fired ceramics for engineering
applications could not be resorted to.
Most of these derivatives, however, were
continued to be considered new and special cements during the last few decades,
although they have turned out to be standard products today.

STATUS AT THE RIO CONGRESS

,

:

.

A fairly comprehensive attempt was made in (2) to show how the horizon of special
cements has progressively changed from the Stockholm Congress in 1932 to the Paris
Congress in 1980 and beyond till about 1985.
Based on such a survey, the authors
presented the status report on the following special cements at the last Congress:

*

Alumina Cements (high alumina and calcium aluminate binders)

*

Expansive Cements (K, S, M and AEC types)

'

Fast Setting and Hardening Cements (hybrid formulations using binary OPC/HAC,
ternary OPC/HAC/Gypsum, fl uroaluminate and sulphoaluminate mixes)

.

Very High Strength Cements (high strength concrete, high strength cement paste,
DSP, MDF)

*

*

Low Energy Cements (mineralised clinker cement, bellte cement, alinite cement)

*

Chemically Bonded Cements (phosphates, magnesia, dental and water glass cements).

Of the above varieties of special cements, the low energy cements were also dealt
with separately in (3), where emphasis was laid on belite, modified belite and alinite
cement. The above special cements were also dealt with in a large number of communi
cation papers at this Congress, from which special mention may be made of the follow
ing interesting findings:
a)

Synthesis of jasmundite, a compound with isostructural substitution of CT by
S in alinite structure with substantially lower hydraulicity (4).

b)

Synthesis of MnF^ doped alinite (5).

c)

Formulation of complex binders with alkali activation of industrial wastes inclu
ding slags (6, 7 & 8).

d)

The lab-scale manufacture of hydrogarnet-gehlenite hydrates cement from C-A-S
glass (9).

.'

From this status of special and new cements at the conclusion of the Rio Congress,
during the subsequent period, some significant changes have been noticed in the deve
lopment of new cementitious materials.
.

PRESENT APPROACHES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF NEW CEMENTS

It has already been mentioned that despite significant developments in the field
of cement chemistry and technology, the known binders continue to suffer from three
important engineering properties - stiffness (resistance to bending), tensile strength
(resistance to pulling) and fracture toughness (resistance to impact). This has been
amply summarised in Table 1 (10). At the same time, it is interesting to note that
there are naturally produced inorganic materials that do not suffer from such shortcorni nos.
' '
- "
:
TABLE 1
.
"
A SURVEY OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF. VARIOUS MATERIALS
**•
.К^.М’а/пГ
S*, MPa
E ,GPa
0.2
15
18
Cement Paste
6.5
1.2
80
25
Concrete
'
°
•

-?1

n

DSP materials
MDF materials

•
150

Polycarbonate
'Typical* Ceramic
Mild Steel
High-Strength Steel (4340)

■

65
280
280
1400

i23
20013

80
50

.

2.5
300
210
210

.

4000
100
140000
140000

?

■....

.

3
3
5
170
170

# Fracture Energy
##Critical Str^s
2
Intensity Facto
1 expressive Strength ca. 250 №a . 2 . 9,000 J* with addition of fibers
3 Said to approach 100,000 J/n₽ with addition of fibers

* Tensile strength ** Young's Modulus

Uo p^phlt
инны that
livinn
marine
oroanisnis have shellsismade
calcium
calciim
’^nd
sffi«
IMf?"u'sHe'strength
more of
than
100 MPacarbonate,
and tough
ness more than 1000 J/mZ of new surface generated by fracturing, which makes it compa
rable in that respect to polystyrene and plexiglass. Being encouraged by such natural
phenomena to create primarily inorganic materials of today.s property requirements,
scientists have tried to look at the formulation of hydraulic binders with fresh eyes
so that products capable of replacing metals and plastics could be developed. The
scientific community started from the fundamental aspects of hydration reactionsa
tried to establish the structure-property relationship in hardened cement pastes
through intensive efforts in understanding porosity-strength behaviour and compliance

w^Vrefer to
that ordinary cements are intrinsically
weak with a maximum compressive strength
of about 130 MPa and a flехигаГ strength of around 30 MPa at zero porosity (11-16).

From this kind of base level how to improve the properties further has been the
concern of most researchers. The developmental trends can be summarised as in Fig.
and the specific thrusts can be indicated as follows:
a)

Development of non-Portland cements in systems other than the conventional sili
cate ones.
/
'

b)

Compositing of Portland and non-Portland cements with ultra fine materials and
dispersants.

c)

Compositing of Portland and non-Portland cements with organic polymeric substances..

Fig.4 :

Empirical laws relating strength of cenents to their volune porosity (the ccnpressive strength
curves have been displaced vertically for clarity; the alphabets S, P, A, R and F refer to the
initials of the authors in RefsJ2-16 respectively), (after Kendall et al.)

'These approaches have led to the gene
ration of a* new 'clause of materials
called
JChemically
Bonded Ceramics
(CBC); which are defined as “Inorganic
Systems that have been bonded into
a cohesive unit through the use of
chemical activation energies via a
liquid-solid reaction" (17). > Such
reactions typically operate at much
lower temperatures and such products
make use of special processing tech
niques and special materials.
;
<

Taking note of the historical
and eventual trends of developments
in the binder technologies and keeping
the basic Portland cement and its
derivatives outside the purview, the
scope of new and special cements that
demands attention of the scientific
world could be summarised as follows.
a)
,
b)

Composite cements with ultra
fine materials . and dispersants with or without fibres.

Composite cements with poly
meric
substances with or
without fibres.

c)

Multiblend cements with alkali activation.

d)

Blended high alumina cements.

e)

New cement systems

-

Phosphatic materials

-

Calcium alumino-silicate glass cements

-

Sol-gel cements

/ /

.

/
;
=

■

>

In the present review, . the above systems have been dealt with in some detail.
Attempts have also been made to reflect on the status of reactive bellte, sulpho-alumi
nate and all nite cements, which perhaps were new cements iri the previous decade. "
COMPOSITE SYSTEMS WITH ULTRA FINE MATERIALS AND DISPERSANTS WITH OR WITHOUT FIBRES

Developmental Background

It has already been indicated that the conventional concrete has a moderate comp
ressive strength, a low tensile strength and poor ductility.. When concrete is properly
reinforced with steel bars or other reinforcing fibres, the material forms more reliable
structures.
In reinforced concrete, the reinforcing bars or fibres resist tensile
stressess while the concrete resists compressive stressess and transmits forces to
the reinforcement. A severe drawback of reinforced concrete is that the concrete cracks
under tension at strengths that are only 2-5% of the yield strength of the reinforce
ment (18). This means that the reinforcement can only be effectively used at the cost
of an internal coherence of the concrete in the form of cracks passing the reinfor
cement.
. .
From the above, it is evident that internal coherence of concrete through denser
packing of particles is of utmost importance in developing strong binder materials.
The effort to pack cement densely could not yield positive results in the past as there
were no effective dispersants suitable for ultra-fine cements and cements with special
particle size distribution. : With the appearance of effective dispersants for cement
systems in the early 1970s, it became possible to establish denser packing of cement
in aqueous suspensions.
This development was primarily used to enhance the quality
of conventional concrete with conventional cement, resulting in an increase in strength
“У 30 to 50%, corresponding to compressive strengths upto 120 MPa.

These possibilities have now been
exploited to a fuller extent in the so
called DSP material/, which is an acro
nym for “Densified Systems containing
homogenously arranged ultra-fine Parti
cles“ and which were developed in seven
ties by Aalborg Portland in Denmark.
These materials are based on very dense
and strong binders with 70 to 80% cement
and 20 to 30% ultra-fine materials having
an average size of only 0.1 to 0.2 micro
meters (19).
The use of effective dis
persants ensures dense packing of the
cement with the ultra-fine materials
placed homogenously in the spaces between
the particles of cement, as illustrated
in Fig.6
The ultra-fine materials used
being less reactive than cement, it
became possible to create dense and

Fig.6: Structure of strong binder materials made
from cement and ultra-fine material.

homogenous structures. The amount of water needed to achieve a plastic to fluid con
sistency in such materials is as low as_ 14% compared to 60% for conventional high
strength concrete.
.
The compressive strength of DSP concretes is typically between 120 and 250 MPa.
It is reported that DSP materials have been commercially used since the beginning
of the 1980s for a variety of purposes including machine components, cutting tools,
rods, etc. The characteristic limitation
'
of most . of these strong materials is
compressive
their high brittleness. The brittleness
STRENGTH.MPQ
of the very strong new materials is
illustrated in Fig.7, which shows the
problems of using very strong cementi
tious materials.
.

The morphology of hardening mecha
nism of DSP containing various types
of cement and the mechanical properties
of such DSPs have recently been studied
and reported in (20).
In this paper,
an interesting observation has been made
about the formulation of DSPs from cal
cium aluminate cements with low tempe
rature calcination that improves the
bending strength appreciably.
Fibre and Particle Reinforcement

Fig.7 : Evidence of brittleness with strength :
(a) normal quality, (b) material with higher
strength
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of

The incorporation Of fibres makes
surface layer from base.
it possible to increase the tensile load
'
capacity and provide ductility. However,
in strong materials, it is necessary to ensure a higher concentration of fibres and
as a result, it is not easy to produce such structures. The brittleness can be reduced
by incorporating strong and stiff particles.
The effective particle reinforcement
would require much stronger and stiffer particles than the binder. For conventional
concrete, this requirement is met with natural aggregates. However, in DSP systems,
the requirements are not satisfied with normal aggregates.
Hence,
special types
of strong aggregates are required for effective exploitation of such systems. With
such special aggregates DSP systems with compressive strengths of 200 to 250 MPa are
reported to be in the market with the use of cement, microsilica, alumina-rich aggre
gates and reinforcement (21).
Thus, for effective exploitation of the DSP composites, one may have to strive
to achieve the following:

1.

A very dense binder material based on hydraulic cement and ultra-fine materials
with a low water/powder ratio.

2.

A high concentration of fine and strong fibres.

3.

A high concentration of strong and stiff particles.

4.

Combining such modified materials together with densely arranged main reinforce
ment with a relatively high volume concentration.

Textural Features

'

This composite is built up of a strong paste matrix containing cement grains
and ultra-fine particles, which is typically brittle In Itself, but since It Is heavily
reinforced with fine fibres, It forms a stronger and more ductile body. This heavily

fibre-reinforced material, in turn, acts as a matrix in a composite^that
reinforced with a high concentration of main reinforcement
‘
" which"" couldJ even be- -steel
—
strong
resemblance
to conventional concbars. Thus .this new class of material has
rete but has a much higher load capacity
not only in compression but also in tension
(Fig.8).
Appl1 cation Potentials

So REINFORCED DSP

It is reported that patent applica
S 100
tions on DSP materials are quite extensive
in different countries and the DSP mate
rials and products are being primarily
marketed by Densit A/S in Denmark and
c 50
REINFORCED CONCRETE. ;
Elborg Technology Co. in U.S.A.(22). The
a
first applications were overlays in conc
rete exposed to aggressive environments.
0
Subsequently, more sophisticated appli
о
I
t
• " 3
cations of DSP have been attempted.
Essentially, the new composite has served
Strain fmnym)
well as a substitute for cast basalt,
rubber and steel as lining materials.
Fig. 8: Comparative behaviour of small beams of
Even engineering items like screw fee
reinforced
DSP
and
reinforced
concrete
ders, scoop feeders for cement mills,
(beam size 50 mm x 50 mm x 500 mm)
press tools for pressure-shaping^ steel
plates in the car body industry, etc. have also been successfully made with DSP та^еrials and gainfully used in industries (23)
(23). This composite material with.compressive
riais'and
strengths of nearly half of structural steel, tensile strength of about. one tenth
of this compressive strengtl,
strength and very high strength to density ratio as
as, compare,I
compared to
steel, has the potential of ushering in the possibility of building far bigger struc
tures of bridges and towers than has hitherto been possible.

COMPOSITE CEMENT WITH POLYMERIC SUBSTANCES WITH OR WITHOUT FIBRES
Cement-Polymer Systems

Today the cement polymer systems are fairly widely known Ло 4he construction
industry. At the Moscow Congress in 1974, a principal paper was devoted to> the. «ment
polymer system with special reference to the developmental work being carried out
then on making concrete pipes from such composite materials (24). ^urPr^in^y,th^
the subsequent Congresses, the cement-polymer systems were not. emphasised to that
extent, although, in the meantime, this system established itself as a Prefe4e^°^tructional material particularly for emergency repairs. A practical review of cementpolymer materials have been attempted in (25).
It is known that there are three modes of making polymer composites: polymermodified cement mortars and concrete,
polymer-impregnated concrete, and polymer
concrete. Of these, the last variety would not strictly fall in the category of cement
composites as it is generally made with coarse and fine aggregates embedded in poly
mers alone.
According to the review mentioned above, the polymer-modified mortars
and concretes have enjoyed popularity with the construction industry because of their
process technology being similar to ordinary Portland cement mortars and concrete
The polymer dispersants widely used in such products are styrene-butadiene rubber(SBR),
latex yethylene^iry
(EVA) and poly-acrylic • ester (PAE), emulsions in Japan
and E’urooe- and SBR latex, PAE and epoxy resin in USA. General у in this mode of
2se the polymer addition is in the range of 5 to 20%, cement to fine aggregate ratio
beina 1-2 to 1:3, water-cement ratio 30 to 60% and air content less than 6%. In the
polymer impregnation mode, the methyl methacrylate monomer is normally used in the
ranae of 5 to 15% with 20 to 30 mm impregnation depth. It is reported that this mode
of use of polymer composite is not very cost effective and hence, not favoured in

the industry.
№1,п"°Г„иМЙ

tKjnCbePlerep°rfeÄ “Is

sented^TF?g.C9e"(26t).₽haSe аЛ<1 po1j,mer Phase interpenetrate Into each other as repre-

(a) Immediately after
mixing

Unhydrated

Polymer particles

Aggregates

(b) First Step

(Interstitial spaces are water)

Mixtures of unhydrated cement
particles and cement gel on
which polymer particles deposit
partially.

(c) Second Step

лй»

Mixtures of cement gel and
unhydrated cement particles
enveloped with a close-packed
layer cf polymer particles

(d) Third step'

Cement hydrates enveloped with
><5EL7 polymer films or membranes.

O>°

Fig.9 :

Entrained air

Simpli-'ied Model of Structure Formation Process in
Polyme'-Modified Mortar and Concrete.

MDF Cements

'

.

-

Taking cue from the structure-property
relationship of cement-polymer systems,
MDF (Macro Defect Free) cement pastes
were developed by Birchall and co-workers
at ICI Mont Division more than a decade
back.
Before arriving at this formula
tion, the authors apparently carried out
certain fundamental studies to understand
the mechanism of optimum packing of parti
cles in aqueous state.
These studies
revealed, in general' terms, that as a
suspension becomes concentrated, particles
come - into contact and bridge, and the
interparticle friction is such that an
adjustment to optimum packing by sliding
cannot readily occur even under pressure.
Therefore, both "dispersion" and "lubri
cation" of particles are necessary for
optimum packing.
While the chemicals
used in the formulation of DSP materials
help in “dispersion", the required effect
of "lubrication" is not realised. On the
other hand, both these effects can be
achieved by the use of water soluble organic
polymers in a cement-water mixture!27).
Further, as mentioned earlier, the biogenic
inorganic materials like "mother-of-pearl"
show that the organic matrix in such
materials controls the nucleation, growth
and morphology of the inorganic crysta
llites.
Based on these concepts, a new
class of cement-polymer composites has
appeared in the field (27-29).

Fig.10 (a) Reaction of PVA with high alumina cement

As already mentioned, in MDF cements,
a water-soluble polymer is used to attain
very high flexural strength (> 100 MPa).
As the polymer gives a stiff gel with
water, a high shear mixing is necessary.
Two material systems have been worked
upon in great details: high alumina cement
with partially hydrolysed polyvinyl acetate
and Ordinary Portland Cement with poly
acrylamide (30-33).
The cement-polymerCROSS-LWKBiG OF
water reaction schemes as suggested by
POLYMER MATRIX BY
Rodger et al (33) are presented in Figs.10a
Mx* IONS
and 10 b.
In the high alumina cement
system, when water is added to the cement
fig.io (b) Reaction between polyacrylamide and OPC
mixed with polymer (PVA) the rising pH
a
‘
.
causes the hydrolysis of the acetate groups,
leaving PVA in solution with acetate
ions which subsequently react with calcium ions to form calcium acetate. The metal
ions in solution will then crosslink the PVA chains; this causes the polymer matrix
to become rubbery and thus allows the physical processing to continue as the cementpolymer mix attains a plasticine-like consistency. The polymer will also coordinate
with metal ions on the surface of the cement grains, producing a cohesive matrix which
links the anhydrous particles.
As a result of such mechanisms the dough of such
systems formed by higher shear mixing, consists of packed particles of about 0.6

volume fraction interconnected by entangled hydrated polymer chains. A gentle pressure
on such a dough (less than 5 MPa) compresses occluded air bubbles and raises the
particle volume fraction to about 0.7 (as compared to 0.74 volume fraction for hexa
gonal close packing of uniform spheres).
If a modest temperature is applied to the
dough with the pressure maintained, the cement hydration is accelerated, the deforma
bility of the dough is markedly decreased and no air pockets are reformed on release
of pressure.
With a post-forming volume contraction of about 10%, caused in this
cement-polymer system by dehydration of polymer and hydration of cement, the particle
volume fraction is raised to 0.80 (30).
. .

In the OPC-polymer systems, when metal oxides are mixed with polyacrylic acid,
the hydrogen on the carboxyl group of the acid becomes replaced by the metal ions
released by the oxides.
Setting and hardening then results from the cross-linking
of the polyacrylate chains by the cations.
Microstructural Features
While studying the microstructure of high strength cement paste systems in general
it was observed that the densification of microstructure is mainly due to lower porosity
and formation of purely crystalline hydrates.
In mortar specimens the bond between
the cement paste and aggregate is moreover less porous and more finely crystallised
than in normal mortars and concretes(32).

In OPC-based MDF cements, the usual hydration products are present;
however,
the CSH gel lacks the fibriller morphology often seen in conventional cements (34).
The HAC-based MDF cements do not contain the normal crystalline calcium aluminate
hydrates, but a small quantity of gel containing the organic polymer forms a conti
nuous network structure bonding clinker grains.
The microstructure of the polymer
phase in HAC-based MDF cements reveal the presence of Ca and Al ions, while Ca richinterstatial gel material was found in OPC-based MDF pastes (34). .
Manipulation of Properties in MDF Cements

The value of Youngjs modulus,
flexural strength and fracture energy
obtained for a well formulated MDF paste
are 50 GPa, 150 MPa and 1 KJ/nr respec
tively.
With reinforcement with fibres the fracture toughness approaches lO^J/iir
(Fig.11) (30).
The MDF pastes can also
be filled with particulate materials
like silicon carbide, alumina, metal
powders, etc. thereby manipulating the
properties such as hardness, abrasion
resistance, thermal and electrical conduc
tivity, etc.
The materials can pick
up pigments or the products can also
be painted or metallized.
Application Potentials

Those materials distinguish them
selves as engineering materials because of
their properties such as high flexural
strength and fracture toughness, non
flammability, fairly good electrical,
cryogenic and acoustic properties (Table 2)
(35). Some of the potential applications
in the field of acoustics are for making

strain (%)
Fig.11:

Comparative stress-strain -

relationship of (a) normal
'

cement paste, (b) an MDF
Calcium Aluminate cement
and (c) the latter reinforced

with 9% by volume Kevlar fibres.

TABLE 2
PROPERTIES OF MDF CEMENTS
Flexural Strength
'
Youngjs Modulus
Compressive Strength
.
Unnotched Charpy
J
.
Unnotched Charpy (+ 15% Vol nylon fibre)
Critical Stress Intensity factor
Poissonjs ratio

Density
Porosity
Permeability (Oxygen)
Thermal Expansion

150-200 MPa
50 GPa
300 MPa
i■
3 КОтгЛ- :
120 KJm‘f/?
3 MPam1/4
0.2
"

-3

2500 kgm °

■
.

Volume resistivity
Discharge Inception voltage
■
Electric Strength
Shielding 30-1000 MHz, 30% vol iron
Mean Dielectric Strength (1-10 KHz)
_ Acoustic tan delta
:

. 9.7 um/mk
lO^-lO1^ Ohm
10 kV
.
9 KV mm"1
50 dB 9
1

...
cm
?
<

loudspeaker cabinets, turn-tables and Hi-Fi components, and in cryogenics, as cryogenic
liquid containers.. In an electrical field, because of good discharge inception vol
tage and electric strength, arc resistance and modest surface resistivity possible
aonlications can be found in arc chutes and fuse tubes.
In the field of armour
some of the potential applications which are under extensive evaluation are for personnel
and vehicle armour, building partitions and fragmentation protection in high threat
areas.
- . .
Other potential applications are for load-bearing floors, ceilings.^partition/
riaddina decorative tiles and pipes for transporting gases and liquids. , It may
be relevant to mention here that Ube Industries in ^pan has introduced into the
market a commercial product under the name mirrorgrace, based,on MDF cement . Th
product is a decorative cladding for interior spaces in buildings as a competiti.
to polished rock or marble panels (36).

Because of properties like high strength, stiffness, low P»”““11ty,.solvent
resistance and resistance to acid/alkalies, these “Pos’tes can find applications
in the field of nuclear waste containment and are being evaluated for this. Metal
powder mied components are being evaluated for Protection from electro-magnetic
interference for equipment such as computers, motors, power cables, etc.
Another
Inilication where extensive trials have been conducted is in the replacement of metaIs
application wnere ехсепъIve u
composites are commercially
USe?fti1ted in tooling for pla9sticTfabrication, autoclave moulds (handling temperature

nntn0i75oC) and compressive moulds (handling temperature upto 150:c). The advantages
Upt
nf fnrmfn !t ow temperatures and no requirement of machining in contrast
?n mPtPPs (37
Oth'P applications which may be commercially exploited in the near
PPture are in brak"linin₽g matrix as a replacement for phenolic resms which are
presently being used.

. ■

Fig. 12:

Relationships between
moisture content and time
for PVA 5% sample.

Fig.13: . Relationships between

moisture content and time
for PVA 10% sample.

■

However, in expanding the horizon of appli
cation of MDF cements, one of the critical
areas of research is the durability and
effect of exposure to moisture.
In (38)
it has been observed that the MDF composite,
prepared from high alumina cement and
PVA, when exposed to RH 0%, desorbed
moisture and when it was exposed to RH
58 and 100%, it adsorbed moisture (Figs.
12-14). The amount of adsorption depended
on the content of PVA, the relationship
between the moisture content, bending
strength and elastic modulus are shown
in Figs. 15-16. Apparently, the reduction
in strength and elastic modulus by absorp
tion of water is explained by the softening
of PVA which is attributed to its solubi
lity in aqueous medium.
The diffusion
co-efficient of water in MQf cement paste
was of the order of 10-il cnr/S.

Polymer Modified Regulated Set Cement
It is known that regulated-set Portland
cement was invented and patented by the
researchers at the Portland Cement Asso
ciation in USA in early 1970s (39).
However, the main commercial application
of this cement took place in Japan as
Jet Cement. Today it is being commercially

Fig.14:

Relationships between
moisture content and time

for PVA 15% sample.

Fig.15:

Relationships between
moisture content and
binding strength

Fig.16:

Relationships between
bending strength and

elastic modulus.

manufactured in various countries (40).
It is also well known that this cement is
derived from flouride modified Portland cement clinker in which C11Ay.CaF2 is present
instead of CgA.
. . .
In recent times, this variety of cement has also been taken up for production
of composite cements with additions of polymers and fibres. It has been observed that
the polymer modified regulated set cement (in which SBR has been used) showed improvement
in proportion to the amount of polymer added. The tensile strength could be raised
by two items, the bond strength by 2 to 3 times and water tightness by 5 times as com
pared to standard unmodified regulated set cement concretes (41).
The improvement
in terms of drying shrinkage has also been observed.
Some of the findings are.shown
in Figs. 17 & 18.
Similarly, attempts have also been made to use fibrg reinforced
regulated set cement, both with glass fibres as well as steel fibres (42). These kinds
of modified regulated set Portland cements have been reported in the above references
to have been successfully applied in fields.

MULTIBLEND CEMENTS WITH ALKALI ACTIVATION
The concept of making alkali activated slag cement is not new and perhaps owes
its origin to some of the pioneering works of the Russian scientists like Glukhovskii.
Later the Trief Cement was also developed on similar principles (43). Some of these
developments have been reviewed in (44). In late 1970s, the interest in alkali activated
siaa cements faded out perhaps, to a large extent, due to the apprehension of general
du?Ibmty of such cements as well as of their vulnerability to alkali aggregate reactions.

However from mid-80s, there has been a revival in the alkali activation approach
nnt onlv for slaq cements but also for multi-component alumino-silicate blended cements
(45-47L The introduction of a new binder known as IPyrament; into the US market also
indicates the revival of interest in alkali activation. This brand of cement is repor
ted to be an alkali activated blended Portland pozzolana cement containing organic
marders and water reducers (48). A similar kind of product called IFJ Cement based

on the use of finely ground granulated
blast furnace slag, fly ash and other
pozzolana, activated by an admixture
consisting of various components
exhibiting
alkaline
reactions,
is
also reported to have been developed
in Finland specially to meet the cons
truction industry's need for a rapid
hardening
high strength binder
(49).
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The formulation of these kinds
200
of activated binders have recently
gained momentum in view of the large
1U0
potential for saving energy and capital
as well as for the opportunities that
Age (hours+days)
it presents for use of various indus
trial wastes that have latent proper
ties of being activated.
>■
Fig.17. Compressive
strength of
For example, following this approach
polymer modified ultra rapid
of alkali activation, . it appears
hardening cement concrete
possible to make multiblend cements
in which kiln dust, fly ash and slags
can be used (Table 3) (47).
It is
interesting to note that such quar- i
ternary blends show higher strength at one year than cement alo.pe although the one day
strength was significantly lower. Similarly, from the study reported in (45), it seems
that it is possible to use a combination of alkali activators like sodium hydroxide,
sodium sulphate and hydraulic lime to activate blends of 60% slag and 40% fly ash which
at a fineness of about 6000 cnr/g shows a reasonable trend of strength development with
"
Perhaps the most interesting possibility
different dosages of activators
(Fig.*"*
19).
could be the formation of fly ash concrete ith such alkali activators like limestone
baghouse dust to yield a cement with
low
permeability,
moderate
strength
and reasonable setting time, which would
have the potential of being used as
a filling agent (50).

Polymer'Cement ratio (%)

Fig,18, Tensile strength and flexural
strength of polymer-modified
ultra rapid hardening cement
concretes

This approach of alkali activation
of various industrial wastes may have
the potential of being subjected to
further processing under hydrothermal
conditions to yield new generation of
products.
This can be predicted with
reasonable certainties based on some
of the work of Davidovits where a refe
rence has been made to "Siliface Process"
in which Kaolinite reacts with sodium
hydroxide to form hydrosodalite at 150
to 180’C (51).
This type of reaction
is typical hydrothermal synthesis of
zeolites.
Davidovits has patented a
number of similar systems and has intro
duced
the
terminology
“geopolymers"
to describe such binders.

The future of multiblend alkali
activated cement is not very clearly
visible.
The hydration mechanism of

'
\
/
■
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TABLE-3
/
'
■ ' ' ' ■ .
■
PROPERTIES OF BLENDED CEMENTS MADE WITH CEMENT,' KILNDUST, ASTM CLASS F FLY ASH AND SLAG

Blend
Coeposition
Wt. X___
Blend
q KD FF я
100
1
0
0
0
Dust
S
65
80
0 10 10
66
70
0 10 20
67
70
0 20 10
68
60
0 20 20
69
70 10 10 10
70
■ 60 10 10 20 . .
71
60 10 20 10
72
-SO.
_20_2Q_

Autoe. ■
Drying Shrinkage
Expan. ____________ X___ ■___
..
4d
X
'
lid
18d
25d
0,087
0.056 0.096 0.112 0.115

0.062
0.064
0.067
0.061
0.052
0.052
0.068
0.058
0.103
0.054
0.097" 0.058
0.100
0.055
0.061 '0.041

0.099
0.097
0.085
0.081
0.095
0.104
0.092
0.073

0.114
0.107
0.095
0.086
0.114
0.119
0.102
0.088

0119
0.114
0.105
0.097
0.122
0.131
0.113
0.097

■ Compressive Strength
, - ■
psi '
'
1Y
90d
Id
7d
28d
1320(100) 4920(100) 6030(100) 16150(100) • 6830(100)

1050(80)
930(70)
1040(79)
775(59)
1150(87)
740(56)
760(58)
850(64)

4320(88)
4090(83)
3920(80)
3480(71) '
4230(86)
4210(86)
3750(76)
3880(79) :

6200(103)
7110(118)
5890(98)
6270(104)
5980(98)
6470(107)
5640(94)
5580(93) '

7230(118)
8160(133)
6760(110)
8210(133)
7000(114)
7780(127)
7060(115)
6880(112)

6:30(ii9)
9330(137)
7630(112)
9300(136)
7730(113)
9350(137)
8490(124)
8080(118)

C , = Cement .
KD= ’ Kiln Dust
FF
= Fly Ash"
SL
= Slag

such multi bl end systems needs careful study.
Little is known as yet about the long term
creep, volume stability and chemical dura
bility of concrete made from such multiblend cements.
However, for the purposes
of road building, land reclamation and
environmental rehabilitation alkali acti
vated binders of moderate strength and
low permeability seems to hold high promise.
BLENDED HIGH ALUMINA CEMENTS

.

The high alumina cements are known
since 1908 when the first patent was taken
and this cement is in commercial produc
tion since 1913. Later on the manufacture
and use of high alumina cements extended
to many countries all over the world.
Mineralogically, the high alumina cements
consist primarily of CA, which is the main
cementitious compound, along with many
other phases. It is also known that compa
red to OPC, НАС is rather slow setting,
but considerably rapid hardening. The heat
of hydration in НАС is more than that of
even rapid hardening Portland cement.
Although НАС is not quick setting, but
once it is set, it gains strength so rapidly
that within 24 hours, the compressive
strength of concrete can be as high as

Fig. 19:

. Activator % A-5, B-3, C-2.
Effect of Activated dosage on slag
(I) - Pozzolana (II PPA) Blends

?

ол1?. nf thp ultimate strenoth.
As a rule, beyond the age of 2 days the increase in
strength is not more than 25% so that unfike OPC concrete the НАС concrete does not
lead to increased safety with time. One of the characteristic features of НАС is the
conversion of a hydrate phase.
The hydration of CA leads to the foniiation of CaHiQ
with a small quantity of C?AHfi and alumina gel. The hydrate CAHiq belonging to the
pseudo hexagonal crystal sj^teft is however chemically unstable boW at low and high
temperatures and becomes transformed into CoAHg belonging to the cubic crystal system.
This change is known as conversion which leads to a loss of strength in НАС concrete.
Because of the conversion and strength loss phenomena in НАС concrete as well as the
higher alkali attack known for this product, it is not favoured for use in structures.

In order to overcome the above shortcomings of НАС, systematic studies have been
carried out at the Building Research Establishment in UK and it has been established
that the deleterious effects of conversion in НАС concretes can be sufficiently counter- ■
acted, if not eliminated, by mixing a large proportion of ground granulated blast furnace
slaq with the cement. The hydration chemistry of cement and slag admixtures has been
investigated and it has been observed that in wet environments hydration of calcium
aluminates in НАС produces stratlingite (CgASHg) in the presence of granuLated slag
and that at temperatures higher than the ambient this phase becomes a major constituent
of the hydrated cement in a matter of months. The compressive strength of 100 mm conc
rete cube made from НАС and the НАС + slag admixture kept under water, at 38 to 40 C
for upto one year as given in Fig. 20 (52).
It is evident that while the strength

Compressive strength of 100 mm concrete cubes made from НАС
with w/s ratios of 0.45 (A—A) and 0.56 (•—•) and from 1:1 HAC/ggbs mix
ture with w/s ratios 0.45 (А—Д) and 0.56 (O—O). The cubes were stored
under water at 38e-40eC.
.

Fig.2O:

TABLE -4
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF 1:3 MORTAR CUBES (w/s = 0.6)

Compressive strength (MPa)

Material

Storage
condition

7
days

28
days

90
days

180
days

Ciment Fondu

De-ionized water

108

109

77

69

Na2SO4 solution

75

41

29

27

MgSO4 solution

78

106

102

89

De-ionized water

44

49

61

62

Na2SO4 solution

40

42

52

35

MgSO4 solution

48

58

61

66

1:1 Mixture
of НАС + ggbs

of the concrete made from НАС alone has shown a reduction after the first 7 days, the
strength of the cement plus slag mixture has increased progressively at both water
and cement ratios.
The authors claim that similar trends in strength results have
been obtained for mixes of C1?A7 plus slag and with different brands of НАС. The authors
have also established thatIthe sulphate resistance of НАС plus slag mixtures is as
good and possibly better than that of НАС alone (See Table 4).

It seems,
therefore, that the blended high alumina cements have the potential
of overcoming the durability problems of the normal high alumina cements and may even
tually open up the opportunities of structural use.
NEW CEMENT SYSTEMS
Phosphatic Binders

.

.

A cementitious material obtained from the reactions between an acid and a base
is known for several decades.
The reaction product, usually a salt or a hydrogel,
forms the cement matrix in which the fillers are embedded. The acids can be mineral
(viz. phospheric acid), Lewis (viz. magnesium chloride or sulphate) or even an organic
chelating agent (viz. polyacrylic acid). The bases used for these cements are generally
metal oxide such as magnesium oxide, gel forming silicate minerals such as wollastonite
or an acid decomposible aluminosilicate type glass.
Phosphatic binders belonging to
this family of products, are generally based on the reactions between a metal oxide
and acid salt or derivatives of phosphoric acid. It seems that a wide range of mate
rials have been studied by various investigators to develop phosphate bonded materials
for concrete repair applications. Most of these formulations have been developed by
trial and error and are either recorded in patents or kept as secrets and hence their
applications are reported to have many unsolved problems.

A fairly extensive review on magnesia phosphate cement (MPC) has been attempted
by Sharp & Winbow (53). As summarised in this review, the acid sources for magnesia
phosphate cements and the hydrates of relevance to MPC are given in Tables 5 and 6
respectively.

Microstructurally, MFCs appear as essentially composite materials in which a core
of unreacted magnesia particles is surrounded by a matrix of hydration products of
much greater surface area. Magnesium hydroxide is believed to be one of the reactants
because the reaction rate can be controlled by the degree of dead burning of magnesia.
The setting time can be controlled by retarders to the extent required. The incorpora-

TABLE -

5

Acid sources for magnesia-phosphate cements.

Name
Phosphoric acid

Ammonium dihydrogen
phosphate (or mono-ammonium
phosphate

Diammonium hydrogen
phosphate

Formula

Cement
Notation

Abbreviation

H3PO4

PH3

—

NH4H2PO4

(Am)PH2

ADP
(or MPA)

(NH4)2HPO4

(Am)2PH

DAP

Ammonium polyphosphate
Aluminium orthophosphate

APP

А1(Н2РО4)з

AP3H6

AOP

tion of retarders is known to increase the overall compressive strength of the compo
sition.
It has been observed that use of APP solution, in place of DAP, significantly enhan
ces the initial strength in the MPC system.
Also strength enhancement as well as
strength retardation will occur if part of the mono-ammonium phosphate is replaced
by sodium tripoliphosphate or tetrasodium pyrophosphate.
Such changes are generally
related to the pH of the solution. It appears that for good bonding struvite is the
most preferred phase to be formed in the paste and the other phosphate phases are the
result of unwanted side reactions. This may still be controversial because real phos
phate bonding is believed to be due to the formation of non-ordered or glassy or gel
structure (54).

The mechanism of the formation of reaction products is probably based on a throughsolution process. The acid dissolves instantaneously to give a-relatively high concen
tration of phosphate ions in solution (and also of NH.+ and Al3'}+ ions). By comparison
the magnesia is slow to dissolve. Under these circumstances, colloidal particle forms
and coagulate through gel like interactions around excess NgO and filler particles.

table - 6

Mineral Name

Phosphorroesslerite
Newberyite
Bobierrite

Struvite
Dittmarite
Hannayite
Schertelite
Stercorite

Hydrates of relevance to magnesia-phosphate cements.

Formula

Mg(H2PO4)2.4H2O
Mg(H2PO4)2.2H2O
Mg(H2PO4)2
Mg(HPO4).7H2O
Mg(HPO4).3H2O
MgHPQj
. .
Mg3(PO4)2.22H2O
Mg3(PO4)2.8H2O
Mg3(PO4)2.4H2O
NH4MgPO4.6H2O
NH4MgPO4.H2O
(NH4)2Mg3(HPO4)4.8H2O
(NH4)2Mg(HPO4)2.4H2O
NaNH4HPO4.4H2O

Cement
Notation
МРНб
МРНд
MPH2
M2PHi5
M2PH7
M2PH
M3PH22
M3PH8
M3PH4
(Am)M2PHi2
(Am)M2PH2
(АпгОМзРгНщ
(Am)MPH5
N(Am)PH9

The supply of magnesium ions in solution can be controlled with retarders■ such as STPP.
At low temperatures nucleation of the product phases is slow and large crystals are
formed while at higher temperatures large number of nucleii are formed which grow into
crystals of smaller sizes (53).

Presently, magnesia phosphate cements are being used on a small scale like rapid
hardening work with the apprehension that their strength still retrograde if they come
into contact with a large amount of water for a reasonable length of time. Other prac
tical problems may relate to the evaluation of heat and gases including
and NH3.
Inspite of these points, the future of MPC materials seems to be good as successful
repairs with good durability have already been carried out and with proper control
of water very high compressive strength can be achieved within a few hours.

Calcium Phosphate Cements
Hydraulic calcium orthophosphates have turned out to be a subject of interest as
a new cementing material.
A review on this class of cements has been attempt^ by
Brown and Chow (55). At present mainly <X. -Cag(PO^)2 (
-TCP), Сад/РОд^О (
CaHPO
2HoO (DCPD), СаНРОд (DCPA) and CaC03 are5 used for composing calcium phosphate
cmentL 6n1y ^ -TCP can4hydrate and harden by itself, while the hydraulic potential
of TeCP and others appearby mixing at least one other calcium salt. The resultant
hardened products are composed of hydroxyapatite (HAP) and octacalcium phosphate (OCP)
ГСа0Но (Р0л)с 5Н9О].
Most of these materials also harden with organic acids. All
known hydrilic &nd acid-hardening calcium phosphates are listed in Table 7 (56).

table?:

Hydraulic or Acid-hardening Calcium Phosphates.

Cementins powder

Ca/P1

a -TCP
TeCP
TeCP ♦
TeCP ♦
TeCP t
a-TCP
DCPD ♦

1.50
2.00
1.67
1.67
1.67
1.33
1.67

DCPD ♦ (HAp)
DCPA * (HAp)
a-TCP
♦ DCPD
CaCO .

Htxins liquid

_

H20 Ortanic acids ,Polycarboxy 1 ic acids
Organic acids. Polycarboxy 1 ic acids
HaO. H3P04
Hz 0. H3PO4
,
.
HzO. Organic acids. Polycarboxylic acids
Hz 0
Hz 0

■

The setting and hardening are considered to proceed with the networking of newly formed
Sdroxyapatite and/or octacalcium phosphate microcrystals.
The hydraulic property
can be modified widely by changing cement component, additive, mixing liquid, pH, tempe
rature, etc. The hardened bodies have porosities of 50-80%, compressive strength upto
30 MPa’and tensile strengths upto 3.5 MPa.

■ The product is being used for biorestoration of hard tissues and potential of its
uset as porous ceramics is being actively explored.

-Si02 System
"FystmatTc phas? equilibria studies carried out in the above syst» have been summa±:{’ant^c
pS
аТгоТО>к
. i! Hg.22.

AnhydrousPphases are foraed in the vicinity of 200% from A1P0, compositions

P205------------- >
Fig.21 proposed stability diagram tor high water
regtons in the Al^O^-P^Oc-HoO system at
60 C. (Adaptedfrom [27-29].)

Fig.22:

Phase equlibria in the system
AI2O3-P2O5-H2O at ZOO'C. Note stable
anhydrous ÄP in equilibria with liquid.
(Adapted from (26]J

studferalso%e^₽7th7tS’nhnT?Ä^
ard crystalline hydrates dominate. These
revealed that phosphate bonded materials as a class gain strength faster
11cate ",a}€rials and possess low К and low dielectric loss properties to qualify
possibly as substrate material (Tables), ifwas also possible to synthesize aluminophosphate (AIPO4) and silico
TABLE 8
al uminophosphate (SAPO) molecular
PROPERTIES OF CHEMICALLY BONDED CERAMICS
sieves hydrothermally for hydrous
gel precursor structures prepared
with organic species.
Thus,
Silicates
Phosphates
this system also holds' promise
Property
Super
Polymer Phosphate for for new materials and cemen
plasticized Modified Bonded
titious compositions.
Tensile Strength (MPa)
Other Phosphate Systems
Maximum
31 '
18
27
Density (kg/dm^)
2.73
2.53
2.53
A
compositional
region
Maximum
surrounding the composition of
the phase silicocarnotlte
Porosity (percent)
1
12
Cac(P04)2 Si04 on the join C3PMinimum
CpS has been investigated (So).
Dielectric constant
Tensile strengths .of as high as
•
(100 KH at 2S:c)
5.8
2.0
41 MPa but usually upto 35 MPa
Minimum
have ■ been developed in pressed
compacts cured for one day to
Loss Factor (tan D x 100
one week at 35-90’C. The forma
for 100 KHz at 25”C)
Minimum
—
0.42
0.05 tion of hydroxyapatite appeared to
play a major role in strength
development.
Ппг^гй
^9)* Phos₽*iate hardened bodies have been formed by hydrothermal
treatment of CA, CA2 and CAg in H3P04 solution at 100:c or 200;с under the pressure

^th the increase of their A/C ratio going upto 150-290 MPa for CA6 system at 200.C.

C-A-S Glass Cements
. ,
in the context of the conversion related risks involved in the structural use of
НАС discussed elsewhere in this report, a developmental, attempt has been made on the

=£■"» 3cements without activators.

The cements were made from the compositional field shown in Fig.23 in one kilogram

Fig 23:

COMPOSITION AREA STUDIED

и.
u
n-4=<• innn ifisn°C for 2 hours and quenching between water-cooled steel
batches by melting at 1500-1650 C tor t n
. 4
prepared by grinding to finepoor hydraulicity while all events wit
in the area marked HG in Fig.23
prSuced1 hydrogarnet soHd^so^ion’as the major crystalline phase while in area GH,

gehlenite hydrate was the dominant phase.
or cVncXusts0 ha,re Ье^Зв

.

^^еГ^ТеП

pastes had fairly high porosities (20-32$ but appeareo to
18.2s% hydrated more,
decomposition. Three component glasses with siliи contents or
Mpa
««yobUln“.e ₽0irtSwasefou”ndrethat the incorporation of a few percent of titanium,

zirconium or cerium oxides in these glasses could accelerate the hydration and give
a denser structure of radical spherulites made up of thin stratlingite platelets.
Porosities as low as 2% (at 7 days) were reported for some of these four component
compositions and their setting times were in the range of 2-8 hours (63).
Proper
explanations for many such phenomenological observations of the hydration mechanisms
of these cements are yet to be established.

It seems that these cements have the potential of being used as thermally and chemi
quick-setting binders.
However, the upscaled manufacturing technology
win have to be established first. The energy intensiveness of the process will have
to be estimated and the cost effectiveness of this binder will have to be understood,
»he behaviour of this cement in concrete will have to be understood in terms of dura
bility and other properties.
...

Calcium Silicate Cements by Sol Gel Technology

,
It is well known that the synthesis of fine powders by sol gel.processing is being
increasingly attempted in the fields of advanced electronic and structural ceramics
for low temperature crystallisation and denser structure of ceramics than conventional
methods (64). However, the application of this* novel processing route to the synthesis
of cement powder is rather limited.
Apparently, the first attempt to produce very reactive Ca9SiOÄ powder was made
by Roy and Oyefesabi (65). Later, in another study (66) powders in CaO-SiO, system
with very high surface areas greater than 50 MVg even after 700’C calcination were
synthesised by metallorganic decomposition.
Phases like 4 -C9S and P -CoS were
crystallised when C/S was greater than 2.0 but only /? -CoS when C/S ratio was equal
to or less than 2.
No crystalline calcium silicate was observed below 550°C. The
powders obtained showed high hydraulic reactivity and dense CBC's were formed by unaxially pressing the powders and hydrating them at 60“C. The XRD results and hydration
character!"stics of the light calcined powders/pellets are reproduced in Figs. 24 & 25.

TEMPERATURE (°C)

Fig. 24:
XRD results of MOD' powders calcined at
various temperatures.
.
a ; amorphous, ж ; СаСОз, о ; Ca(OH)2, • ; CaO,
♦ ; ß-CaS, a ; a’-CaS.

HYDRATION TIME (DAYS)

Fig. 25:
Hydration of pellets formed with MOD
powders calcined at 600°C.
к CS-i
о Ca(OH)2
e. ß-C2S
.
д mnr*p elaborate study to develop the sol gel technology for the manufacture gf
cenentWous matSials hS been reported in (67).
This siudy covers the synthes s
of binary calcium silicates by both aqueous and non-aqueous sol gel routes (big.zo),
effect of iariiüs additives sich as alumina, fluoride, magnesia, su phates and boron
on the hydraulic characteristics of.the final phases as well as scale-up and process
optimisation feasibility. The opportunity of producing super white cment and coloured
clinker through sol gel process has been emphasised in this study. The gel formation
parameters and lime combinability characteristics of powders are reproduced from .this
paper ir> Tables 9 and 10. Excellent compressive strength characteristics were observ^
with the ГаП-SiO^-AKOo-F system with 28 day compressive strength of more than /и
MPa.
The effects o? 3dopants like boron, sulphate, magnesia and fluoride are seen
in crystal size and reactivity and not in polymorphic transitions of calcium sili
cates^ Dopants like alumina, fluoride and a combination of alumina and fluoride seem
to help formation of C.S, possibly of different crystallographic forms, and retains
C0S in₽beta form. The3microstructural features of dried gels and sintered clinkers
Wve been described in detail in this study. On the whole, the adaptability of sol
gel technology for calcium silicate system has been well brought out as a future .
possibility of new cements.

PROSPECTS OF REACTIVE BELITE, CALCIUM SULPHOALUMINATE-BELITE AND ALINITE CEMENTS
Reactive belite, calcium sulphoaluminate (CSA)-belite, and alinite cements received
a lot of attention of the scientific community in the past and particularly during
th J pXhc and Rio Congresses. In the late eighties and early nineties studies leading
ti process upscaling.9comercia applications, durability, etc. are often encountered
К th» litPrature more specifically for belite and •CSA-belite cements, while not
. . rpnnrted o*n the status of alinite cement which was essentially a development
in the former Soviet Union. Since these cements are widely known, no specific endea
vour has been made in this report to review the status in general.

NCN-AQUEOUS

.

AQUEOUS

SOLVENT
PE33ZERY

Fig .26: Sol-gel pxoees schare ficr nEnifarture of csrentitious iraterials.
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TABLE 9 :

TYPICAL GEL FCRMATION PARAMETERS

70-100g/L
4 mol/1 mol of TEOS
0.003gmol/L
2000 c.p. ■
0.012 gmol/L

■ Solid content
Water in non-aqueous gel
Acid catalyst
Viscosity of gel
Gel modifier
Time for gel preparation at'
isothermal condition
pH of gel

TABLE 10 :

.

.3 h
10-12

.

.

.

LIME CCMBINABILITY AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES

Free CaO at °C

1000° 1100° 1200°

Lime
Phases
combina-"
formed
bility
at 1200°C (%)
ßCiS
95.3

No.

System

1

CaO:SiO2

9.0

5.2

3.2

2

CaO:SiO2:F

6.0

3.2

1.8

97.3

0^,3 CjS

3

CaO:SiO2:Al2O3

5.0

4.0

2.5

96.2

QS.^C.S

4

CaO:SiO2
A12O3:F

5.0

3.0

1.5

97.7

QS, ß QS

5

CaO:SiO2:MgO

11.6

8.3

4.4

93.4

ßC.S

6

CaO:SiO2:SO3

8.2

5.3

2.1

96.9

ß CzS, CS

7

CaO:SiO2:B2O3

7.9

5.6

2.4

96.4

^G.S

8

CaO:SiO2:Fe2O3

10.5

8.3

. 3.4

94.9

ß C2S

9

CaO:SiO2:
A12O3:SO3:F:
P2O5

.

■-

C3S, ß CzS

4.0

1.9

1.3

98.0

QS.CajtPO^

Reactive Belite Cement
However, so far as reactive belite cement is concerned, reference may be made to
some recent studies made to produce cements with high proportion of reactive belite
(68, 69).
In (68) specifically the use of plant raw materials has been tried.
It
showed that both al kali es and sulphates can be used to activate the belite phase in
properly designed low LSF (0.8) raw mixes. The potential phase composition and comp
ressive strengths development of these cements are shown in Table 11.
TABLE 11

... ...

;

.

POTENTIAL MINERAL COMPOSITION AND COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
DEVELOPMENT OF REACTIVE BELITE CEMENT
Cement

SG-6
SG-7
SG-8
CBC-VII
Fineness

c2s

c3s

50
59
66
53

c4af

21
13
6
22

10
12
12
11

C3A

14
13
13
8

__

kg/cm

2

3 D

7 D

28 D

232
61
88
280

366
124
90
375

460
387
145
485

3000 cm^/gm and W/C 0.4

The durability of reactive belite cements in comparison with commercial alitic
cements or cement with high non-activated belite content has been attempted in (69).
The clinker phase compositions of the cements studied are given in Table 12. Clinkers
TABLE 12

QUANTITATIVE CLINKER PHASE CONTENT MICROSCOPICALLY DETERMINED
BY THE POINT COUNTING METHOD
.

Specimen

LS

BL
BAL .
BSL
PZL
PZ

80
80
80
88
93

'
.

alite

belite

aluminate

21
23
13
54
60

60
52
67
29
24

12
20
14
0
9

ferrite
8
5
6
16
7

designated as BL, BAL and BSL are high-belite laboratory-made ones with no sulphate/
alkali activation, with only alkali incorporation and with both alkali and sulphate
incorporation respectively, while PZL and PZ are commercially available Portland clinkers.
The compressive strength data, the depth of carbonation and porosities of these five
clinkers were studied in cement mortar samples, after converting all the clinkers
to cements of same fineness (3000 and 4000 cm2/g) and sulphate content (3.2%). The
results of investigations are given in Figs. 27-28 and Table 13. From the results, it
is evident that the reactive belite cements (BAL/BSL) have shown better strength deve
lopment, lower depth of carbonation and higher impermeability with respect to non
activated belite cement and also the commercial alitic cements.
With such positive indications of
cements, it is quite likely that its
This might be particularly interesting
ced with high ash coal resulting in

better durability properties of reactive belite
commercialisation may catch up in near future.
for countries like India where clinker is produ
relatively higher proportions of belite.

Fig. 27: Compressive strength of the cement mortars after 28 days as а Гипсlion of the water/eement ratio (4000 Blaine, 27 days water storage).
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Fig. 28:
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0-50

0,58

1 ' ' ■
w-c ratio
.
Depth of carbonation of the cement mortar prisms after 90 days’

exposure in 1 vol% COy

ТйИЕ 13: Porosities of Various Hardened Cement Pastes after 90 Days,
Arranged by Decreasing Total Porosity, With Varying Water-Cement Ratios
and a Specific Surface of 3 000 cm2/g
porosity
specimen

w/c
ratio

total
[vol%]

capillary
[vol%]

capillarity related
to total porosity
l%]

BL

0.42
050
058

26.7
30.8
34.4

185
22.4
245

693
72.8
71.2

PZL

0.42
050
058

25.1
29.1
34.0

15.0
183
22.0

59.8
62.9
64.6

PZ .

0.42
050
0.58

20.0
22.2
25.9

11.9
133
16.0

593
59.9
. 61.8

0.42
050
058

19.6
20.4
23.2

10.3
11.7
133

523
57.4
573

0.42
0.50
0.58

16.4
183
23.0

7.4
8.9
13.3

45.4
48.6
57.8

Bal
BSL

1Ä sWnTfYcanta£pgradlt1on?fÄ

-
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CSA-Belite Cement

The CSA-belite cements have been studied quite extensively in seventies and eigh
ties in different countries.
Not much significant scientific work is encountered
on this subject in recent times, whereas enough indications are available from the
commercial literature that CSA-belite cements are in large scale production in various
countries essentially for use as repair materials or in grouting applications (70).
Needless to mention that access to scientific data on such products is difficult due
to commercial reasons.
■
Nevertheless, potential application areas for CSA-belite cement have been high
lighted inI (71) where the experience of using this cement even in'load-bearinq struc
tures has been mentioned.

While on the subject, it may be worthwhile to mention that an interesting study
on a related hydration system has been reported by Kaprolik and Hamic (72). Formation
i?tvUintethnQa7 l?ydrates inh1the subsystem C,A3S - CaS04.2H,0 -Ca(OH)?-H?O, the stabi
lity in the 4-phase assemblages and the phase relations iTi the giv^n Subsystem have
been established.
n-u *4 lu
’ CSA-belite cement is in an advanced stage of commercialisation,
although there are many unknown areas in the hydration and durability of CSA-belite
concretes.
Alinite Cement
is quite widely accepted that alinite is a new chlorosilicate equivalent of
CßS with higher hydraulic reactivity and that alinite cement can be produced at

been reported earlier (75).

It has also been known that the technical specifications of finite cenent had
adnntPd as a temoorarv standard in the former Soviet Union by the Ministry of
bB^d№eraiS.ia, B7(76)
It is reported that ^storied ».eiling units were
constructed with alinite cement in the outskirts of the city of Tashkent (77). n™wever,
the proliferation of this technology has been affected by the controversy of
gtprm durability of this cement in RCC construction due to the apprehension of chloride
corrosion of Steel reimbursenents (3). Although it is believed that this technology
is still being pursued in Uzbekistan by the group led by its inventor Noudelman, no
widescale dissemination of information is presently encountered.
As a result the
present status or the future prospects could not be reliably ascertained.
boon

CONCLUSIVE THOUGHTS

From the developmental trends of new and special cements over the last decade,
it isF evident that there are no threats to Portland_=«ent, «^inder^f future,
This is accompanied with continuing demand of Portland cement derivaconstruction.
tives.
However the main thrust towards the radically new binders has come from the

»^ле9 огХ’оп₽1пг1:с^^ь^гХ“гатгамс:
ntoTfÄn1Sc,S 0wfhiU=5hinhgaseSrSe^Ve,d,,inintOh?a=n;Cssb?
Sb
etc

?

a1o9ng withГ neLer ’processing routes like solgel and hydrothermal synthesis

of materials in non silicate systems.
in search of low-energy low-cost binders, the revival of alkali activation process
is seen to gain ground, which may perhaps be of significance to the demands of environ
mental management, which is becoming more crucial in the world day by day.
The intrinsic short-coming of high-alumina cements as a structural material has
attracted the attention of the scientific community,
leading to the new finds of
blended high-alumina cements and C-A-S glass cements.

The newer binders of yester decade like reactive bellte, CSA-belite and alinite
cements continue to hold promise of commercialisation in some form or other, permitti g
the exploitation of their lew-energy characteristics.
it is evident therefore, that the 21st century is expected to realise some
hreakthrouahs of radically new cost-effective binder systems and technologies with
predominance of inorganic materials for engineering applications, energy conservat
and environmental protection.
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SUMMARY

State of art on portland cement, its derivatives and blended
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with ■ special
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It is expected that more precision
mechanism of blended cements,
of
manufacture
techniques
of
techniques
of
manufacture and
and control
control and,
and, newer
newer
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very
important
role
in
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come
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1
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P°^land
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1
blended
cements.
Besides
energy
saving
processes,
use ,
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fuels
and
alternative
non-conventional
sources
of
energies
waste fuels
-------------- are foreseen as the trend for future research.

INTRODUCTION
In
the
gradual evolution of development
of
Portland
and
Blended Cements, a number of modified portland cements and blends
of
portland cement have emerged and have been accepted based
on
their specific characteristics and applications (1, 2). While the
basic
chemistry
of
the cements has remained the
same,
it
is
through
the
modification of physio-chemical
and
mineralogical
characteristics
of
basic
portland
cement
model
that
the
derivatives have been able to attain their specific
characteris
tics.
In
this process of development a number of
natural
and
artificial
minerals other than conventional raw
materials
hav®
been
investigated for their suitability in the
manufacture
and
application of cement.
While with the use of natural pozzolana,
Italy
has
a
long tradition
of
producing
portland
pozzolana
cements, the use of Fly ash is more recent(3). Blast Furnace Slag
was used for making Slag Cement in Europe, particularly in France
and
Germany, for decades (4). The initial aim was of
course
to
save
money,
but
a further objective
was
to
achieve
special
properties,
in particular, resistance to
aggressive
substances
such as
water containing sulphates and lower heat of
hydration.
New
objectives
have
been
added to this
approach
as
it
has
effectively helped to save energy, conventional raw materials and
of
helped
to
solve pollution problem.
Lately, the
production
and
cement containing calcareous fillers has also been^advocated
Use“of Micro silica is the latest to enter as the
practised (5).
■
1' ‘
advantage
resource
mineral for producing composite
cement'
witn
(6,7) .

Besides
the
chemistry, the manufacturing process
and
and
control
have improved over the years both at c11nkerisation
comminution
stages
(8,
9).
Effective
control
and
=,
(ft
g>.
Fffective environment
auto
control
in burning techniques, together with use
of
non
conventional fuels including waste fuels, and special comminution
techniques, like Roll Press and High efficiency separators,
have
Advancements
in
the
offered
new areas of developmental worn..
r._.---------- ....
...
such
as
Scanning
electron
experimental and analytical techniques,
X-ray
microanalysis,
Light
electron
Microscopy,
microscopy,
methods
and
host
of
application
of
Thermo-analytical
----------------«. Computer
‘
" '
Cement
Softwares have improved the understanding of‘ Chemistry
of'
in manufacture and application.

DEVELOPMENT

There have been two distinct approaches in making variety of
portland and portland based cements.
*

'

-

Modification of chemical and mineralogical assembläge
in
portland cement at
the
pyro-processing
stage;
,

-

Manipulation
of physical characteristics
materials and cement at grinding stage;

of

raw

Incorporation of intrinsically hydraulic
minerals
and
/
or inert ingredients to obtain
blended
/
composite cements.

'
various
The
Ternary diagram (FIG.l) depicts integration
of*
•
cements,
which
resource
minerals, cement minerals and types of
-—”
Portland Cement, its derivatives
form the basis of formul ation of Г-. -.and Blended cements (5, 10, 11).
1- PORTLAND CEMENT AND DERIVATIVES
2- LIGNITE CINDERS '
3- BASIC SLAG
'
4 - ACIDIC SLAG
5- ALUMINA CEMENT
6 - BASALTS
7-POZZOLANA
20 8* VOLCANIC CINDERS
9 - FLY” ASH
----10 -HIGH CALCIUM FLY ASH
11- SILICA FUME/RICE HUSK ASH
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FIG, 1 - TERNARY DIAGRAM OF CaO - S1O2 RESOURCE
I
""
DEPICTING
POSITION
OF VARIOUS
S8&Kc8SHr
”M«Ai'
AND TYPE OP
CEMENT
its derivatives andI blended
attention
on
and
effective
concrete
Control
on
and utility for specific applicat ons <2.5,8 12.13).
distribution
■а’-^1гТр?г.;^х‘^^ n» a :rttbc.,ek.r=.ntribut,r,
;
to
Development of
Mathecontrol
the performance
of end-product.
to",c07;eiate
’physio-chemical_iand#4mineralogical
State of art on portland cement,

of
Cement (14, 15,

16, 17).

Certain new concepts such as Sol-gel process for formulation
of cement and alinite cement through modification of alite phases
have
been further investigated (18, 19).
Addition
of
mineral
additives,
in
quantum lower than the permitted
levels
(as
in
specifications) of pozzolana and slags, have widened the scope of
investigations to understand the mechanism of filler concept
and
blended
cement systems (20, 21).
Tailor-made
formulations
are
being
seen as the state of art in portland, its derivatives
and
blended cements.

Excellent
reviews
on various aspects
of
developments
on
Portland
and
Blended
Cements have
been
presented
at
Tokyo,
Moscow,
Paris and Rio Congresses on Chemistry of Cement
and
in
recent
publications.
The number is so large that it is
practi
cally impossible to list all the contribution at one place.
Glasser and Regourd
independently in their views on
Future
direction
of
Research in cement production
identified
certain
areas
of research relating to Pyroprocessing, grinding,
use
of
alternate
fuels
and blended cement in 1979 (22,
23 >.
It
is
interesting
to
note
that
these have
been
the
areas
mainly
researched during the last decade.

Some
of
the issues which have attracted the
attention
of
researchers since the Rio Congress can be summerised as under :

*

Influence
of
minor constituents/mineralizers
structure and performance of portland cements,

*

Portland cement, its derivatives and low energy cements
(Relationship between composition, microstructure, size
distribution and performance),

*

Properties
of cement made through new
size
reduction
techniques and classifier systems such as Roller Mills,
Roll Press and High Efficiency separators, etc.,

*

Blended
cements with silica fumes and other
additives,

*

Non-portland blended cements based on slag, fly ash and
other mineral additives, including activators.

on

the

inorganic

INFLUENCE OF MINOR CONSTITUENTS/MINERALIZERS

Components
of
Portland Cement, i.e. Сз5,С25,СзА
and
C4AF
undergo
changes
in
their
crystal
structure,
reactivity
and
performance
with the incorporation of foreign ions/minor
oxides
which are inherent in the basic raw materials.
Polymorphism
and
Crystal
structure
of these phases, therefore, continuedx to
be
investigated
with combined application of advanced high' tempe
rature
analytical techniques, such as DTA, XRD
and
Microscopy.
Correlations
have been found between percentages of
individual
oxides
and
their
distribution
in
Clinker
phases
by
Hahn,

Woermann, Boikova, Maki, Kristmann, Yamaguchi and Terrier both in
individual
phases
and
in
commercial
clinkers
(24,25,26,27,28,29,30).
Substitution by MgO, AI2O3 and ге2из
in
CoS,
in commercial clinkers have been investigated alone and
in
presence
of
each other. The influence
of
alkalies on
these
incorporations
is seen as further complexity in cement
clinker.
The temperature of formation and cooling rates further
determine
the incorpora-tion and type of polymorph present finally.
Bucchi
at the Paris Congress and Boikova and Maki at the Rio
Congress
presented a comprehensive review of effect of minor components in
raw
materials and other factors responsible for changes
in
the
clinker structure and properties' of clinker/cement (b.Zb.z/;.

What makes the issue very important is :
*

Potential

*

Improve quality and Specific application potential,

*

The shift from Oil/Gas firing to coal firing anduse of
certain low grade/waste raw materials and fuels in pre
calciner kilns.
...

for decreasing energy consumption,

CaO-Al 203~Fe2G3~S^? System

The
Tetrahedral
model of quaternary system of
four
major
oxides
defines the composition of Portland Cement.
The
system
is divided into ternary sub systems for clarity of
understanding
the
phase volume and other features of different phases
(1.31).
Subsequent
studies have been carried out to det®rmine the
^act
composition
of these phases at equilibrium
condition.
Newkirk
and Thwaite,
Sorrentino and
Glasser,
Swayze
and Gutt
have
extended
knowledge of the system to wider range of
compositions
(32 33 34,35). Isomorphous substitution of atoms or formation
or
solid solution are seen as the basis of incorporation of vartous
minor oxides, and their influence on properties.
Practical 1 у a11
impurities
can be distributed among the cl 1nker
mineraIs
^der
certain conditions and based on limiting
solubility,
Aluminate
being the largest adopter.
MgO, Alkalies, SO3 are the components
studied
extensively due to their direct influence on
properties
and extent of occurrence in the cement raw materials.
.

МЯО

•

.

■

MgO has significant effect on equilibrium phase
assemblage.
Structure of alite and its thermal stability is dependent on
the
amount
of
MgO in the clinker.
The liquid phase,
presence
of
alkalies
and
sulphates
and rate of
heating
and
cooling
the
cl inkers affect the
modification of alite due to MgO as shown by
Maki et.al.(Fig.2)

(36,37).

-

5O3 IN CLINKER (e/o)

F IG.2-DEPENDE NCE OF THE POLYMORPHIC
MODIFICATION OF ALITE IN PRODUCTION
CLINKER ON THE MgO AND SO3 CONTENTS
OF THE CLINKER
Correlation has been reported between MgO content in
alite,
belite individually and in clinker and the total impurity content
,
Boikova
proposed " the“
and MgO
of
the clinker.
of
the
beii te
MgO"
incorporation with
total
0.7
Me
+
2.1
for
"
equation
I~
=
impurity (26) .

Burnability of raw mixes can be improved significantly
small
amount
of MgO particularly at low
temperatures.
MgO
is
taken
up in all phases but its influence on structure
of
alite
and
liquid
phases is significant.
Total MgO
content
in
most
cement specifications are limited to 5-6%.
However, cements made
with
higher
MgO content over 3.5% can
show
unsound
behaviour
under
autoclave depending on the
C3S and C3A contents,
burnin9
temperature
and
cooling
history
of
the
clinker
used
(38).
Clinkers
burnt
at
high
temperature
and
cooled
rapidly
can
incorporate large quantities of MgO and much of it can remain
in
aluminate
and
ferrite
phases,
leaving
small
quantity
of
periclase.
Moir
and Goswami et.al. studied
the
formation
of
phases
in
presence
of MgO and
Fluoride
(39,40).
The
phase
assemblage
is reported to be different from the
normal
clinker
containing
only
MgO.
Spurrite
and
C12A7
occur
as
the
intermediate
phases.
At
higher
levels
of
F.
formation
of
CiiA7.CaF7
takes
place.
In
the
final
clinker
C12A7
and
CiiA7CaFo are replaced by C3A.
Periclase content decreases above
1200°C
and
enhances
the growth of
alite.
The
actual
alite
content
is
higher and C2S and C3A are lower in
such
clinkers.
Cements
made
show
high
strength but
erratic
setting
time
characteristics.
Efforts to make high MgO clinkers continue
to
be
made (41).
The expansive behaviour of higher MgO cements
is
controlled
by increasing fineness of cement and
making
blended
cements with Pozzolana/Slags effectively.

Alkal ies and Sulphat_es
Alkalies

in

the

raw meal affect both

the

clinker

phase

formation
and properties of cement and try to combine
preferen
tially
with
each
other to form
alkali
or
potassium calcium
sulphate.
Boikowa and Regourd reported incorporation of
alkali
ions
in
the
individual phases and found that
Sodium ■ ion was
incorporated in the CoA structure by substitution of calcium
ion
while
a
further
sodium ion is included in
the
structure
for
balancing
(42).
According
to Skalny
sodium oxide
can
be
incorporated in the C3A structure upto a maximum of 7.6% by
mass
with the formation NC0A3 (43).
Odler et.al. observed that K20 is
incorporated
in the C3A which accelerate hydration of pure
C3A
phase (44).
Woermann determined that upto 1.4% (by mass) of Na2O
and K70 each, can be incorporated inC3S (24).
In case of
higher
K?0
contents,
free lime and alkalibelite are formed apart
from
CoS.
In contrast to this Yamaguchi reported not more than,
and
0.5%
by
mass of Na20 and K20
being
incorporated in
CoS
respectively
(45). The effect of alkalies, in presence of
S03
show a distinct influence on the formation and content of clinker
phases,
specially alite of larger crystal size are formed.
The
much higher growth rate of alite is due to lowering of
viscosity

0 f m e 11.

-

of SOo in the
cl inker
Maki
reported that with more than 1
.
.
.
.
. .... 1
n
large alite crystals are developed, which are irregular
ent ra(27).
The alite crystal growth is accompanied
by
shape
et. al
of
belite
and
free
lime.
However,
Butt
ppi ng smal1 grains
formation
I
that"excess
addition
leads
to
reduced
alite.
reported
1------ ---be
The effect of S03 on crystallisation mode of alite canI
(46).
.
Gutt
considerably by increasing alkali concen-tration.
reduced
coulderestrict formation of. C3S
in
and
Smith observed that S03
al so
3
(47).
Trace
amounts
of
alkali
carbonate
are
absence of MgO (47).
and
reported in some clinkers. Role of S03 making sulphoaluminate
belite type cement is very important. .

in
reported
that
increasing
alkali
content
Locher
the
with
correspondingly
reduced
Ca(0H)
2
content
of
conjunction
.
of
recrystalisation
liquid
phase
in the cement paste promotes
the
K
2
0
increases
ettringite which accelerates setting (48).
Na?0
viscosity of the melt reducing the rate of alite formation.
Na2
y
- ' •'
,:
quid
phase
thus
reducing
tn
lower
’
the
viscosity
of
the
liquid
phase
thus
reducing
tne
. and S03
of
alite
and
increasing
belite
and
free
lime
content
formation
with high Na20 content. The effect of
alkalies
on
particularlу
is
not
much
pronounced,
Na
2
0
clearly
accelerates
water
demand
Li,iy
but the effect of K20 is ambiguous.
Both
accelethe
setting
and retardation of setting time occur in presence of^K20
which
is due to isformation
of syngenite.
In contrast
the
effect
due to formation
of syngenite.
-.. -------------• is
"
1 ’
.
The 2
Idays
of alkalies on compressive strength
more obvious.
compressive strength is increased by K20 percentage upto l.o«
by
mass.
Na20
reduces 28 davs
and
90
days
compressive
strengths
days
c*-'-**
of
suinctly- than
Skalny further studied the effect
more
distinctly
than K
K2
20.
0.
is
sulphates
and
found
that
28
days
compressive
strength
alkali
was
reauceu
by
about
30%
2%
K2S04
and
setting
ti»e
with
reduced
shortened, however, the soundness was not affected (43).
the
The
studies carried out by Driezler and co-workers
on
influence of S03 content showed that sulphur was incorporated ■ i n
ä?i
four clin^.r phases (49).
The highest sulphur content
was
were
detected
in
found to occur in the belite.
Individual CaS04
t.
mass.
With
alkali
free
clinkers with more than 5.3% S03
by

'

increasing SO3 content,
alite content decreases and belite
content increases.
The higher content of SOj was found to lower
the strength.
However, setting was more rapid.
Fl uorides and Mineral isers

‘

'

■'

.
The
influence of addition of fluorides and mineralisers ' on
the clinkering process have been extensively
investigated
by
various researchers.
CaFj and fluorosilicates act both as flux
and mi neralisers .
Mineralizers lower the temperature of liquid
formation and
in turn clinkerisation temperature by 50-150°C.
The systematic study of phase equilibrium, relationship in C-A-SF system with fluoride fluxes and presence of P2O5 impurities has
been done earlier (50,51). There is an optimum level, say about
1% for CaF2 at which the surface tension and viscosity are
reduced significantly.
The other effects are
reduction, in
average crystal
sizes and additional
alite formation.
With
reduction of C3A which is replaced by C^iAy.CaFo,
resulting
in
extra 1ime for aliteformationin the early stage.
The
properties of resultant clinker are affected appreciably.

Klemn indicates that with 1% CaFo, a C-S-A-F raw mix can be
converted
into alite at 1300°C at the same rate as at
1450°C
without CaF2 (52). Further, he reported the production of alite
at moderate rate from CaF2 doped samples even at 1200°C.
Christensen and Johansen have carried out similar studies
and reported that with
CaF2 at 1350°C the rate of reaction
is
same as at 1450°C with no CaF). the former is more prone to
form
alite
well
below 1250°C (53).
1250°C
is
the
inversion
temperature at which CaO, CoS and C3S are in equilibrium with
each other. Fluorides, therefore,lower
inversion temperature.
This lowering
reflects a change
in thermodynamic equilibrium
properties
and driving force for
alite
formation over
a
considerable
temperature range.
In the ternary system of C-A-S
the width of primary field for C^S represent a measure“ of this
driving
force for alite format ion.
The width of C3S field
dramatically swelled
in case of CAF2
(54).
There
is some
uncertainty as
to the extent to which F enters the C3S and
influence on the hydraulic characteristics of cement produced
with Сар2Change of Triclinic form of C3S to monoclinic was
reported earlier.
The strengths made with such cements were
reported to be poor by Tanaka (55).
However Moir reported high
early strength with 0.16 F in the clinker (39).
Klemn examined
the influence of MgO and SO3 together with CaF2 and observed that
MgO appears
to increase the rate of alite formation and SO3
decreases
the
rate of reaction (56) .
This is reported due
to
early
formation of CiiAy.CaF; in the liquid phases to be later
distributed between silicate phases.
Investigations on influence
of Fluoride to modify C3S and C3A structure and control
in the
clinker was reported by.G1asser and recen11 у by Goswami
et.al.
(57,40). .The presence of high MgÖl■high alkali and fluoride
in
the industrial clinker, as reportedby Goswami altered the" alite
content and reduced C3A content.
Setting behaviour of such
cements was also investigated.
Retardation in setting time and
lower early age strength have been observed.

Correlation between Cowposition and other parameters with Strength

Properties
of
cements are largely dependent on Chemical,
Mineralogical
and
Physical
parameters.
As
the - outstanding
importance
of cement strength, especially of concrete
strength,
is
not
doubted, establishing exact relations
between chemical
characteristics,
phases and strength is of great importance not
only
for predicting cement quality but also predesigning
cement
quali ty .
. '
The correlation can be worked out in two stages :

parameters processing parameters

*

Raw Meal and Fuel
Cl inker quality

*

Fineness, gypsum content size distribution at
stage and hydration products

and

grinding

Ono
reported
that gradient of heat up,
peak
temperature,
retention
time,
and
rate of
cooling,
largely
determine
the
activity
of alite and belite which, in turn, govern the 28
days
compressive
strength more than that of free
o°r
fineness
provided
all other parameters are kept constant
(58).
Optical
Microscopy
is
suggested as the control tool
to determine
and
control
the alite and belite size.
Fundal reported that
alite
crystal size is determined by burnability of cement raw mix
(59)
and
agreed
that inter-relationship
between
the mineralogical
structure and the cement quality does exist.

Hargave, et.al., considered the overall mineral content
and
sizes
of
alite
and belite along with shape
factor,
twin
and
cluster
formation as the parameters (60).
Strunge,
Knofel ^and
Dreizler
reported
that Na.O is having
the
strongest
negative
effect on 28 days strength (61).
Gebaurer confirms that 28
days
compressive strength is inversely related to content of
soluble
alkalies
(62).
Osbaeck
reported the effect of C3S,
aluminate
contents,
soluble
alkalies
(63).
Richartz
reported
optimum
influence of K20 on 28 days strength between 0.4 - 0.53 (64).
Bruggemann
and Brentrup found the following
parameters
in
order
of
their
influence
on
cement
strength
in
correlation coefficient obtained from a statistical evaluation of
data on number of cement samples (65).
Soluble Alkalies (According to Pollit and Brown)

C3S + С25 (According to Bogue)

■

3C3S+2C2S+Aluminate-Ferrite (Acc.to Knofel)

Silica Ratio
C3S (According to Bogue)
Alite ♦ Belite

MgO
Belite

'

The
and
the
strength)

smallest^ltlndard^deiiation11 (1^2C°N/m^

.desired

of

is
achieved when combining soluble alkanes
quotient of C3S/Alite size (F i g. 3)- and Tabl e 1.

with

the

FIG. 3- RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

TABLE 1: RESULTS OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES МПН COMPLEX PARAMETERS
1. Paraeeter

Soliile
-do-do-do-<kr
-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-

Coeffi Coeffi.:: 2. Parameter
' cient Error ::

Alkalies
-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-

-15,75
-15,66
-12,80
-14,92
-14,03
-12,44
-17,12
-16,74
-16,39

-do-do-

-16,23
-16,30

-do-do-do-do-

-16,32
-14,46
-16,00
-15,8

Coeffi- Coeffi. :: 3. Para- Coeffi- Coeffi.
cient Error ::
aeter cient
Error

::
0,14
$: Alite
0,34
:: C3S ♦ CjS
0,11
:: Alite ♦ Belite
0,21
:: C3S
0,15
:: Knofel-Factor
-0,19
:: Alite-size
1,27
s: Alite/Size
1,21
:: Alite ♦ Belite/
i: A-Size
1,67
0,93 :: C3S/ A-size
1,30
1,05. :: CjS ♦ C2S /
:: A-size
.
1,00 :: Xnofel-F./A-size 0,46
-0,22
2,28
C3S ♦ CtS
1,61
1,36 :: C3S / A-size
1,31
0,78 :: CjS / A-size

1,55
1,5
2,36
1,96
1,59
1,59
1,34
1,08
1,08

0,93
0,94
0,94
0,94
0,95
0,96
0,96
0,95
0,97

2,0
1,9
1,9
2,0
1,7
1,5
1,6
1.3
1,3

•e

0,98
0,97

1,2
1.3

••
••
:: SN
:: SN
:: N9O

0,98
0,96
0,98
0,99

1,3
1,7
1,2
0,97

■•

0,10
0,21
0,16
0,10
0,05
0,06
0,30
0,29

»•

••
••
••

••
••
Si

0,31
0,30
0,10
0,33
0,44
0,29

••

2,6
0,13
-0,74

1,3
0,71
0,28

Knofel recently examined
laboratory and commercial clinkers
to
establish correlation and considered various raw meal
moduli
phases
for
correlation with strength
to
be
more
realistic
(Fig. 4).
J
Based
(66).

on 1aboratory results, he proposed the
F28

=
' ■

following

formula

3.Alite + 2.Be1ite + Aluiminate - Ferrite
(F28
=
28 days strength)
.

FIG.4-RELATIVE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AS A
FUNCTION OF LST SM AND AM AND OF AGE AT
TESTING.
Fig.5
shows
the relationship
between strength characte
ristics (F28) and 28 day compressive strength in
laboratory

1»*

2'e

F

22»

tie

28 -»

FIG.5-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRENGTH
CHARACTERISTIC F 28= (3 X ALITE +
('2 X BELITEJ+ALUMINOFERRITE AND
28-DAY COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH IN
.
LABORATORY CEMENTS

According
to Knofel (66) the lab scale correlation did
not
work
for
industrial scale and he concluded that
there
do
not
exist any co-relation between the clinker phases and strength
of
randomly
chosen cement samples.
However,
compressive
strength
after 28 days can be forecast with satisfactory accuracy from the
clinker
phases
for
a
specific
cement
plant
under
similar
production conditions. (Fig.6).

Fig*

6.

Relationship between strength characteristic F 28
and 28-day compressive strength of industrial cements

.

from individual cement works

Viswanathan and Narang studied relationship of size
distri
bution,
free lime, fineness and phase composition with
strength
at
3,
7 and 28 days and determined a specific
factor
using
a
mathematical
model which can be used for quality control at
the
plant
level
(16).
The influence of raw mix
fineness,
various
moduli and size distribution were also determined and
correlated
with clinker quality.
The relationship thus attempted, although
have produced guidelines, are not universal.
PORTLAND CEMENT,

ITS DERIVATIVES AND LOW ENERGY CEMENTS

Specification
world
over cover wide
variety
of
Portland
Cements
(67).
While
the
basic
composition of
cement
is
retained, it is the manipulation of chemical constituents,
their
ratios
and
resulting phases which help exploitation of
one
or
more
potential
characteristics.
The recent
attempts
hitherto
have been more on quality of phases, i.e. microstructure and size
distribution, etc, than on percentages.

The
basic
improvements,
which have been sought
in
the
performance
of portland cement and its derivatives are in
terms
of :
,
■
.
.
' .
' '
■

*

Control on setting characteristics, (Oil Well
Cements,
Rapid hardening cements, Early setting cements.)
‘

*

Performance under aggressive environment
(Resistance
to . alkali aggregate reactivity,
corrosion,
sulphate
resistance leading to fоrmulation.of low
alkali,
low
heat, and low CgA cements, etc.\

*

Performance under
high mechanical
and environmental
stresses
(low/mediu'm
heat cement, expansive
cements,
oil well cements, and early and ultimate high
strength
cements.)

*

Low
Energy Cements
and
Newer
processes of
making
Cements, (Belite Cement and
Alinite Cement, etc).

■

Qi 1

Well

Cements

■

.

Oil
Well
cements,
in principle,
require
the
same
raw
materials as for Portland Cement, but due to restriction on
CgA,
CgS
and
total
ferrite
phases and
its
sensitivity
to
minor
constituents,
particularly
for
additive
response,
selected
materials
low
in A^Og, F, ^2^5* Ti02‘
an^
alkalies
are
used.
Oil
Well
Cements
are"' generally used
together
with
components
such
as si1ica f1 our/bentonite/hematite to
control
setting,
flow, density and strength characteristics.
The
most
important requirement for Oil Well Cement are Sulphate resistance
and Thickening time regulation and adequate strength
development
at
high
temperature and pressure
(st atic/circulating)
at
the
bottom of the well.
American Petroleum Institute (API) has laid
down specification for different classes of Oil Well Cement
and
its
testing procedure (68).
While investigations on
different
classes of cement have been carried out extensively, Class ’G’ of
American Petroleum Institute specifications forms the base cement
for
designing slurry with the help of additives to
achieve
the
designed performance characteristics (69,70,71). The
rheological
characteristics
of
Oil well cement are governed by
free, lime
content
and
size
distribution,
besides
microstructure.
Correlations of various parameters including microstructure - with
thickening time and strength of Oil Well Cement with and
without
the additives have been attempted (72).
Each application
agency
finds
out the compatibility of Oil Well Cement, additives
under
defined conditions and no universal model has emerged so far.
In
fact, each slurry has to be tailor-made for specific
conditions
prevailing in the well.

Bensted has
outlined the main features for
low
hydraulic
activity
of oil well cement as low CgS content, low CgA
content
and
low free CaO, SOg content, however, fineness should
not
be
too
high
(73,74,75).
Control
on
reducing
conditions
in
Pyroprocessing
and grinding temperature during grinding needs to
be
exercised.
Cementing chemistry of
oil
well
cements
is
generally
the same as that of Portland Cement except lower
rate
of
hydration.
Thickening
time
and
subsequent
strength

development
are principally due to hydration of silicate
phases
to form non-stoichiometric calcium silicate hydrate and
Ca(0H)2In
hot wells
amorphous Calcium silicate hydrate
in
place
of
crystalline C-S-H and CaCOH)^ is formed.
Benstad also
reported
the early hydration characteristics of Class G Oil Well Cement in
presence of retarders and: observed: that retardation produced more
ettringite
and less C-S-H, increased
dispersion
and
hindered
crystal growth in addition to reduced chemical reactivity.
Fig.7
show-s
the heat liberation curves on hydrating Class G
Oil
Well
Cement (72)

Particle size distribution and SO3 contents play significant
roles.
Prehydration
state of gypsum mineral,
i.e.
synergite
content
is an important aspect in controlling performance.
Oil
Well
Cements
made with Coal as fuel show- distinctly
different
crystal
size of alite and hydraulic activity compared
to
those
made w-ith oil firing (76).

Lignosulphonates,
modified
lignosulphonates,
various
cellulose
derivatives,
latex admixture and saturated NaCl
are
among
some of the additives used as retarders, accelerators
and
dispersants.
At higher temperatures,
in deep wells,
pozzolanic
admixture /
silica flour are commonly used to
arrest
strength
regogression (76).
A Special Cement
(Class-J of American Petroleum
Institute)
consisting
of
dicalcium silicate and silica,
interground
in
proportions
of 60:40 by w-eight, (sometimes with small
additions
of calcium
hydroxide have
also
been
investigated
for
high
temperature
wells).
In
Class
J
cement,
protection
against

strength
regogression
is al ready incorporated.
Narang
et.al.
carried
out studies on Class J cement formulated from slag
and
different
types of silica sources and also evaluated the
effect
of
additives
on
the
same
(77) .
The
permeability
of
such
formulations is observed to be general 1 у poor.

Grabowski - reportedBlended OilWell cements in which
silica
flour
was
replaced by silica fume (78). These
cements
showed
significant
increase
in compressive strength
but
decrease
in
water permeability (Fig.8).
:
' 1 "/ -

TOTAL AGE ( DAYS )

FIG. 8-COMPRE5SIVE STRENGTH VS. PERIOD
OF CURING IN FOG ROOM CONDITION

Very Rapi d Hardening and Hijgh Early Strength Portl and Cemenit
Portland
cement
in the absence of sufficient
quantity
of
set
regulator, i . e.
calcium sulphate, will flashset
and
thus
can be
termed
as
the fastest
setting
cement,
but
this
is
characterised by very poor ultimate strength due touncontrolled
hydration of C3A similar to MacDowel1’s glass (79).
In order
to
overcome
the
poor
early
and
ultimate
strength of
Portland
cements, various modifications in the basic portland cement
have
been investigated.
The concept of Rapid Setting cement was first
introduced
at Portland Cement Association and later in the
form
of jet cement in Japan (80).
The basic approaches to achieve the
objective are:
''
*

Portland Cement with admixtures, (mixtures of
Cement with Calcium Aluminate Cement);

Portland

*

Modify
Portland Cement clinker to
contain
based mineral (СцАу, CaF2 and C4A3S) ;
■

fluorides

*

Use of Polymer modifiers.

While
formulations
based
on
1
and
3
are
tailor-made,
preferably
at site and vary significantlу, commercialisation
of
fluoride
based
cement .is on more
universal
basis.
Fluoride
bearing
raw
mixes
are clinkerised at
low temperatures,
thus
incorporating
fluorides
in
aluminate phases,
instead
of
in
silicate phases.
СцА7.СаЕ2 replace C3A and formation of СдАР is
also
hindered.
The major phases in such cements are
C3S,
C2S,
C1iA7.CaF2
ferrite
and
СаЗОд.
The
set
control
agents
are
anhydrite,
which
has
low solubility.
Certain
other
physico
chemical controls (such as higher specific surface) and additives
like
citric
acid,
etc. are added to have
setting
time
in
a
designed
range.
The high strengths and early
setting
in
all
these cements are due to the rapid hydration of СцА7.СаР2
which
do
not
interfere with the hydration of
silicate
phases.
The
concept
is based on the observation that C3A is
more
reactive,
thereby
require
more
soluble
form of
СаЗОд
to -control
its
hydration.
In case of C32A7 or Ci|AyCaF2 phases, stable
single
phase
hydrate
layer
can
not
Бе
established.
Uchikawa
and
Co-workers observed that Etteringite is the major product at early
ages
of hydration of these cements (40-45% of C^iA7.CaF2
having
reacted at 3 hrs) (81).
The rate of formation of ettringite can
be
controlled
to have faster setting by
using
anhydrite.
In
other
aspects, these cements compare well with
Portland
Cement
except
that
these
have
inherent
poor
sulphate
resistance.
Investigations have further shown that this can be improved
with
Pozzolana
addition
(82,83,84,85). Hydration mechanism
of
such
cements is shown in Fig 9.

FIG. 9

FLUOROALUMINATE HYDRATION IN
RSPC

Formulations,
using
Portland
Cement,
Calcium
Aluminate
Cement
and
CaClo in specified quantities has been patented
in
India
for specific application, such as bolting in coal
mines.
The
study
shows
that
the
mixtures"are very sens ilive
to
composition, specially to quantum of CaC12 and fineness (86).
C4A3S
based rapid hardening cements have been
reported
by
Sudoh et al, with phase composition as C4A3S, C2S(3%),
СдАЕ(5%)
and free lime (9%) (87),
The cements were made at such
moderate
fineness
of 400 m2/Kg'1 and had anhydrite as the set
regulator.
Ettringite
is
the
main hydration
product.
Shelf
life
or
stability -under
storage
and
preuse
condition
is
of
great
importance.
Long and coworkers suggested a specific
application
procedure in which C4A3S clinker containing slurry was mixed with
another
slurry
containing
anhydrite,
Ca(0H)2>
bentonite
and
alkali
salts
at the site
Since
C4A3S
clinker hydrates
slowly
in the absence of Ca(0H)2» it can be accelerated
by
the
second
slurry
containing CH
and
alkali
activator.
Several
blended cement system fоr high earlystrength and rapid hardening
have also been developed from Portland Cement.
' .
Ejie'rgy Cements

Efforts
to reduce energy consumption in clinkerisationand
in
comminutions have led to development of efficient
techniques
of. pyroprocessing, formulation of modified Portland Cement
and
advanced
techniques
of
comminution.
The
physio-chemical
characteristics
of the cements get influenced by each
of
these
approaches.
Heat consumption has been reduced to 700 K.Cal/Kg of
Portland
Cement
clinker
by efficient heat
exchangers
in
the
commercial
production.
Any further reduction in heat calls
for
changes
in
the
Chemistry of mix
to get
appropriate mineral
phases.

Locher - and
Meric
reviewed the various ways
of
reducing
energy
consumption
in the last Congress (89,90).
The various
methods
include
use
of
fluxes,
producing
cement
containing
reactive belite, and other reactive minerals, replacing alite ,Ьу
chloride
containing phases i.e. a1i n i t e
and
making
composite
cements.
Burning temperature can be decreased by about 150 C by
fluxes and about 300°C by chlorides addition. There are different
opinions
on
the extent of energy savings and the mechanism of
clinker
formation at low temperature, however, it
is
generally
opined
that
it
|s
achieved
by
reducing" alite content
and
increasing
belite.
The basic approach being to obtain
active
belite
or
activated belite by activating, phases
like
C4A3S.
Reactive
form of belite has been obtained in the
laboratory
by
low
temperature synthesis, but with doubts about its
industrial
application.
Studies
of Stark and Muller showed
that
clinker
containing around 48% of C2S gives higher early strength
(91).
Active
belite cements, containing ' 70% C2S and near absence
of
C3S
was
reported based on
chromium oxides
activator fggJ.The
approach however, has problems on account of strict environmental
controls.
The
main conclusion in
the
development
of
active
belite cements is that it can be formulated with CjS content
as
low
as
possible
in the clinker.
Stark
and Mueller
reported
various
approaches
to low energy cements under
development
as
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TABLEE2 E: ^ЁУЕЁЁЬРМеМ^ЙЕнУ^М Völt ^ERGY CEMEnY s
MA INЛ ct INKER" " ' SPEC I AL: PROPERTI ES 7
MINERÄLG“
APPLICATION
'
ACTIVE • ' :
BEL I ТЕ
1
CEMENT’- s

/

<XJ ^C2~S - in comparision with portland
C3S
cement $ l ower" earl у and higher
1 ate 'strengths
C3A "setting times, workability,
etc"".' as for ordinary portland
cement '

Stark and
Muller A . ‘ ■
Gies,
■
Knofel .
■
Sudakas,
■
Ghosh
Ludwig-" and
Pohl matin

C4AF4л pi Tot-pl ant tests in GDR,
India, USSR "
₽-(?2s
high "early strength, ■
BEL 11ЁСдАз&': short setting time, ■
SULPHOALUMlNÄtfc'TCA , л C11A.7/ high chemical resistance
special cement in USA, Japan,
CEMENT v
USSR -

BELITEsulpHo-1

'

p.^C-^S
СдАЕ’

FERRITE1;f
CEMENT "

.Al
LTS /
'
ALI fQ 11N1 2c2s
CEMENTEK|Ci.i Ay; V
СдАЕ 1LV

LOW- ”
TEMP".
CEMENT

C3S
C11A7 ".;
•
■

short setting times,
high early strengths

СдA3S' ■ mass-produced cements in
CS
China ,In/iustrial production

inite
CaCL2
CaCL2
CaCL2
CaF2’
CaF2:

RESEARCHERS ;

■

Ikeda
Sudoh
Volke and
rк

Mehta ■
Yanmou Than

chi 0ride content upto 2.5 %.
high hydraulic activity, . .
steel c 0 r0s i 0n
industrial production in USSR

Nudel * man

in the exploratory stage

Burger and
Ludwig

Bel Ite-SUlphoalurninate -/Ferrite -Cements This
cement -was. , referred to as
Special
Cement
and
was, ,
reported’by Kurdowsk-i -and, So r r en t i no (92)C^S-C^AßS cements are
high
earl у
strength • and
are
for
expansion
or
shrinkage
compehäät i ohSulphoal urn ina te-beli te cement with extremely high
strengths м (15iMPar rafter.2 hours) and i n t ended for
use
as
an
additive’ to f Portlands cement was developed under
the
name
of
Besät it <93)V Alumina beiite cement consisting of 62-64% belite,
CA,CC12A72.A С4Аз^ andi C5S2S and having good strength and
sulphate,
resistantе е was*
reported
earlier.
Typical
properties
of
bei ite Xgoodo J atei strength, -devel opment) and of
ЗСаО . 3A1 2О3 • СаЗОд
(high' - earl yHstre-ngthT. are, app.ropr iatel у combined.
The
standard
strehgth$f h area r «reported * to - be similar
to
those
of .ordinary
port! ahd^ I Cement. t . These, cements. are also reported to .have, high ,
sulShhitieatreesiestasiCA-«: e .

.■
High
iron rich hydraulic cements reported by Mehta
can
be
termed as Energy Saving Cements (94).(Composition of cements
is
based
on
C2S (30^), Ferrite (30%) , С 4A3S(20%)
and
CS(20%).
Iron rich belite cements are produced, in a number of small cement
plants
more
particularly
in the People’s
Republic
of
China.
According to Yanmou and Jun’an, these, cements are used in housing
construction,
in
hydraulic engineering
structures,
' • ü
Their properties are adapted to suit the requirements of the
job
by
variation of the proportions of .clinker minerals^ (high-early
strength
cement,
expanding cement, self
prestressing
cement).
The hydrate phases found to be,present were AFt,AFm, AH3,, C-S-H
and
a
little Ca(0H)2«
The,compress!ve strengths
were
in
the
range
of 50-90 MPa.
The good frost and corrosion , resistance
of
these
cements
is
highlighted.
Subsequent
modifications , by
introducing C11A?.CaF2 together with C4A3S was reported by
Xiuji
to obtain higher early strength (96) .
Low Temperature Alite Cement

. .

■

.

,

\

Studies
on
Alinite
Cement
developed, in
USSR
and
also
produced
at industrial scale were reported in the last
Congress
at
Rio.
Evaluations of such cements was reported by
Aggarwal
et al
(97).
It
was observed that
microstructure
of
alinite
resembled
that
of
Portland Clinkers
and
also confirmed
the
presence
of
CiiA7.CaC12 and Calcium
Chloride
ortho-silicates.
Hydration of al inite is Tikelу to be similar to that of
Portland
Cement. As fixationof chloride wasnotcomplete in these cements
and hence posed problems with use in reinforced concrete.
L^pe
observed that MgO is a indispensable ingredient of alinite
(9b).
The formula worked out by him is
,
*

'

Ca9.9’ m9o.8’ °0.3 (^3.4 A10.6°16) °1.9’ C11.0*

Reports
on
work
done on alinite cement
at
VDZ
complete.. corrosion on
the surface on 5-year
storage
considered for use in unreinforced construction only.

indicate
and
was

"
Burger
and Ludwig studied a fluoride bearing alinite which
could be made at 1050°C using CaF2 (99).
Flourine alinite
takes
care
of
the
steel
corrosion problem,
but
results
in
lower
hydraulic
activity.
Use of
chemical, activators
(transition
element),
catalysts may be the futuristic approach to
ma*<e
low
alite cements, at low temperatures.

Expansive Cement
cements
of
Excellent
reports
on development of expansive
presented
^t
types
and
their
applications
have
been
various
exc i ting
the
Paris
and
at
Brazil
Congresses.
Since
Moscow,
essential
an
of Klein and Co-workers, wherein C4A3S is
reports
expansive
of
of
expansive
cement,
the
composition
gradient
material
raw
been
varied
incorporating
changes
in
cement
have
,
achieve
is
to
;.i all
cases
the
objective
,
composition
but
in
of
• C4A3S
due
to ettringite formation from hydration
expansion
c
'
_ C4A3S
_ . -decides
.
design
The
cöritent'of
the
design
characteonlу
(100) .
.
Durability of К type
cement
ristics of К type expansive cement."

been
has
been the
the
and MgO based
MgO based
The

subject
subject of^further
of rurtner studies.^Studies
siuoies.
qluu.c» o^/r^^CaO
have also been carried out during the last
decade.
expansive cements have shown commercial potential.

reviewed
theories of the expansion
mechanism
(94).
Cohen
school of researchers attribute expansion due to forces
While one
by
the
growth
of
the
ettringite
crystals,
Mehta
exerted
it
to
imbibition
of
water
by
the
gelatinous
layer
of
attributed
expansion
ettringite
(101,102).
On
this
hypothesis,
r
col 1 о idal
low
CaO
occur
with
the larger crystals
formed at
does
not
imbibe
because these do not form aggregate5 that
concentrations
above
and Roy’s observations suggest
that
the
water.
Ogawa
(103).
aio
i=>
not
the sole or even
the
major
cause
,
hypothesis
is
i
of
proposed
a
model
to
explain
the
mechanism
and
kinetics
Cohen
I
in
К
type cement.
With the help of
this
model -he
expansion
the
difference
between expansion of
S
and
К
type
explained
Cohen also reported the influence of
parameters
like
•
'•
— reduces
-----1------- ,
the
fineness of СдА-sS indicating that
excessive
fineness
'
•
j
x
L_
4
v*
inworeolv
П
Г
HD
Л
Г
t
of expansion and the expansion in inversely
proportional
extent
(
.
Besides
the
overall
fineness,the
effect
of size
to the fineness,
specially
the
fineness
fraction
is
considered
distribution,
The presence of coarse particles can resultin delayed
important.
That will damage the paste irreversibly.
expansion.
Investigations
on
pore
structure
development
of
expansive
cement paste
as
a
function
of expansion
strain
and
curing
time
have
been
recently
reported
by
Cohen
(104).
The expansion
strain,
bulk density, dynamic modulus,
and
evaporable water
content
of"
paste
specimens
were
monitored periodically, during
and
after
termination
of
expansion
(Fig.10).
Correlation with the pore size
distribution data obtained
by
mercury intrusion
porosimetry
for
both
unrestrained
and
restrained
expansion
systems
with
various properties
were
also obtained.

tEGEND'--*

•

PORTLäHD

C6HENT

F/G.\o- expansion, bulk density
AND DYNAMIC MODULUS
CURVES Of FR.EE EXPAHSieH
PASTES

I

It is shown that expansion results in the for.ation
’^ge
(:SdB/e:;s,^oOCb:a:knt1tnerth»:,₽:?t:harTahceteH:in0gf ehIanP, ”b1,n

?,«е.=г;does
information about pore size distribution.
The
effect
of
restraint by steel
reinforcement
on
pore
structure, development of expansive ce.ent paste «as
It
»as found that r.stra ning =>‘Pans'”n”"="t ,
1 11
1n
However, even with a large
porous
same
and contains larger pores thanportl and_ce.ent Pastejfthe
Under sulfite =nv i ron.ent7'if ' adequately sul fated. P«rf«r«
a g e • i t • ■ — — • - - - 1 more than that of portland cement.
The new use
at equal or even
cement are under.expl oration, however, its use
in
of
expansive concreted
c
«ater and oil
-ells,
asbestos
cent
prestressing
pavements,
etc.
are
already
subjected
for
boards,
airport
r-.----.
.
research and the results are encouraging

on Free CaO based expansion cements and Soft
burnt
Studies on
) based cements have been reported earlier.
Author
MgO (periclase1,' --------.
.
temperature,
time,
has
studied various parameters
parameter» (Calcination
.-a
p
m_tpriai used
distribution) and the influence of type of raw «aterial used
■ 'ime and free MgO based expansive cements.
The
that free CaO based cement. irrespective of their
• , expand too fast and the expansion is over in
Similar studies on MgO obtained from magnesite
5
; found that activity of
MgO
decontrolled.
as an expansive component can be controlled.
PROPERTIES OF CEMENT OBTAINED FRON NEM/NOD1FIEO GRINDING TECHNIQUES

■ ■
of
technology have offered■
number
Advances
in comminution
grinding
and
for
crushing,
* 1
energy
efficient
systems
and
The
generation
separators, roller , mills
classification.
— new
-chemical
1, all influence the
physio
recently developed roll press
These
characteristics
significantly.
and
microstructural
-cnarac te.
"reduced and hel p
in
techniques enable the specific surf
stribution
and
higher
obtaining
narro.
parttcl
s
£
homogeneity..
Kinetics
<,;7P distribution.
It leads to
influenced due to narrow ParticTe size distributi
сПпкег<.
Jhe
formation
of
optimum
S1Z! ° =ndyunderburning is also solved to
probte, related to oyerburn
an
underburnwg

an
extent.
For
cement g
’
without
reducing
strength,
energy
by reducing^specifs.2e
dVstribution
of narrow gram
The
increase in water demand
particularly
ear,
of cement in fresh concrete,
and behaviour
raised doubts on the quality of
cement
times
stiffening have at
from such systems.
study carried out by Gebauer shows
that
the
lab
scale
The
'
clinker is influenced by
factors such
as
of
the
reactivity
C3S and alkali content,
kiln
(Ю5).
phase I 3 and temperature of
aluminate
ground material
burning
degree
of
Reactivity increases
under reducing I * *
------- 2
of
ground
material
converts
yzr
higher
temperature

hemihydrate
or anhydrite.
In the wake of narrow
particle
size
distribution of cement,
the amount of sulphates
adjusted
such
that all. C3A is bonded in the form of ettringite.
If there is an
excess
of sulfate in the solution then this makes cement
pastes
to
stiff rapidly.
Apart from the above, the fineness of
cement
especially
its
grain size
distribution
also
influence
the
workability
of
cement paste.
Thus cements obtained
from
ball
mill . or
mills with High
Efficiency
Separator
exhibit
poor
workability
more
so
when the soluble sulfate
is
not
matched
properly.
With reactive clinker, the amount of soluble
sulfate
required
increases
if the cements have a narrow
particle
size
distribution.
Study also indicate that the effect of grain
size
distribution
affect the water requirement on concrete less
than
in cement paste.
Table-3 compare different properties of
cement
obtained from separate grinding and intergrinding.

TABLE 3 : EFFECT OF PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION ON CEMENT PROPERTIES.
Cement No.

. 1

Clinker
Mill

A
OPEN

A
H.E.S.

В
OPEN

В
H.E.S.

n

28.7
0.86

27.2
0.95

15.0
0.93

13.0
1.11

Blaine (cm^/g)

2930

2650

4405

Paste
Water demand (%)23.0

26.0

30.3

Concrete
(Slump 7.5 cm)
W/C ratio

0.55

PSD of Cement
j1(um)

0.56

Strength (N/mm^ )
2 days
28 days

2

3

4

5

В
OPEN

6

7

8

В
H.E.S.

C
CLOSED

C
ROLL

■ 25.0
0.86

27.0
1.13

19.0
0.86

19.0
0.97

4075

2940

2600

3990

3275

33.8

26.0

28.0

26.3

29.0

0.60

0.61

0.55

0.55

0.54

0.55

28.4
39.1

30.4
43.2

24.0
37.1

23.1
37.2

32.4
46.5

28.9
44.4

19.9
33.1

22.3
37.7

Wustner
and Coworkers investigated the
characteristics
of
cement produced with Roll Press (106),
The grain shape has
been
investigated
with
electron microscope)
|or
size
distribution
etween
32 to 63 microns and found to be sharp edged and
platy,
ey
further indicate that there was an increased
water
demand
and a shortened setting time in cements which has been ground
in
high
pressure
rolls
instead of in a tube mill
due
to
narrow
particle size distribution. Further tests showed that the
cement
properties can be improved by addition of precipitated dust
and
by
selective reduction of content of the sulphate
carrier.
By
doing
so, the process of setting was normalised.
However.
the
with i»rter requirement sti11 persisted. although this
decreases
г2н^;>еа51<9г-РУ“пиг,е of dust and
S03 content.
Increased
activity
of C3A in the clinker was also assumed to be
another

--"-"--"НТ“"

:dd

to

the
system
fact
that cement discharged from closed circui^grinding
The
now ЬаП
been m.optimised
and
me grinding
grinu
у system
,
__ have
.
l1
bei
^g
strengths
comparable
to those obtained in
made
in
produced.
Effective use of roll press is also being
making blended cement by separate grinding.

. Brugan
ßrugan systematically
systematically studied
studied the
the various properties of
J .M
Separators
(107) .
product obtained from High efficiency
cement
Results show that

fine particle content of cement (-10 microns,
-3
The
t
,
K
-------before
the
high
microns)
is
basically
the same as
.
.
i
efficiency separator, even though the Blames is
lower
in most cases .

■ ,

The
early strength development joes.not
This
is
attributed to the fact that
fine
—
.
similar
and the Particle
Size
content
is more or less
'
"
’ "
coarse
Distribution slope
is
changed
only
in
.the
is
not
particle
size
region.
3-32 micron fraction
appreciably affected in both the cases.
resulted
The- reduction in coarse particle content has
content.
in
onlv
0
to 2% increase in
mortar
water
oarse
particles
represent the
strength
controlling
agent
and
their population
reduction
increases
the
:?^n9tbnof =...пЛ «.П.г^.ПО.пЬ.»^
that
high early strength cements, which confirms
with
same
.
particle
content remains essentially
the
fine
obtained
from
shows the comparison for cement
l_------- -Fig . 11
Strength and Conventional Separators.
High Efficiency

The
various
benefits
with respect to
quality
of
cement
obtained from high efficiency separators are outlined as under ;

'

*

Ability to have better control of cement strength,
and
to
enhance
characteristics, such as
coarse
particle
residue.
Variations
of
these
characteristics
are
minimized,
resulting
in higher confidence
in
cement
quality.
1

*

Lower
cement temperature, minimizing the
false or pack set in cement.

*

Ability to make Special Cements such as coarse oil well
and
fine (binary / Ternary blends, including)
masonry
blends.
'

■

BLENDED

tendency

of

CEMENTS

Formulations
of
blended
cements
based
on
natural
or
synthetic inorganic minerals are associated with conservation
of
energy,
capital, environment and time.
The mineral
balance
in
the nature is disturbed with depletion of natural minerals on one
hand
and
the
rapid
growth
of
by-products
from
increased
industrial
and
agricultural
activities
creating
handling,
disposal and environmental problems on the other While one
has
to
spend energy to make the same hydraulic minerals in
Portland
Cement
by
clinkerisation
and
grinding,
industrial
wastes
containing
useful minerals having intrinsic hydraulic
potential
offer
ready to use solution." Further with increasing demand
on
specific performance characteristics in concrete such as improved
strength, low heat, sulphate resistance, improved
impermeability
and
certain
other applications, these
minerals
have
imparted
superior
qualities
to
Portland
Cement.
The
potential
for
formulation
of blended cements can be seen
from
Al
*
CaO-SiO2
2О3
phase
diagram
(Fig. Dwhere
Zone
of
hydraulic
minerals
of
Portland
Cement
can be extended to
latent
hydraulic
minerals
through
activation by
alkalies, sulphate and
lime
to
obtain
blended
cements
(5,10,11,108).
Among the
mineral
additives,
which
are foremost in their acceptance, are granulated slag
and
fly
ash.
Quantum
of
Natural
pozzolana
and
calcined
clay
pozzolana used
widely
is on the decline.
Rice
husk
ash
and
microsilica or condensed silica fumes and calcareous fillers like
1imestone/ki1n
dust are the additives investigated
most
during
last^ decade
with
promising results, both
on
formulation
and
application; Mechanism of hydration and performance is now better
understood.
'

The
include :

developmental

work carried out since the last

higher activity materials
.

*

Evaluation
fume;

of

*

Activation

and

*

Mechanism of contribution by additives;

maximising

the

like

Congress

Silica

additive content;

*

■

Durability

of blended cements under

condit ions.

certain

critical

.

by
Report by Uchikawa at Rio Congress and composite cements
1). .
Taylor
present
a comprehensive review on the subject
(11,
with
The
properties of these mineralogical assemblage may
vary
and conditions of processing and need to be examined for
source i
,
Origin,
Composition
constituents,

Variation

and

including

minor

Compatibility
of 1 components in terms of
chemical
physical
/ mineralogicaV parameters,
optimisation
their ratio, glass content and granulometry

/
of

Choice of manufacturing techniques
Product performance and economics
Sla 9 a..O^

Cement

.

•

. ,. .

.

Excellent
reviews the physio-chemical’ and
mineralogical^^
cement
have
been
reported
characteristics
of slag ' and slag
Ö9)
.
The
influence
of
chemical
composition,
mineralogy,
(5,11.109). "
......
'
'
'
content
and other activity parameters on the
hydraulic
glass
<------of
the
slag
have
been
recognised.
The
structure
of
properties
presence of crystallite for nucleation have been used to
glass,
certain
influences with regard
to
hydraulicity
more
explain
Various hydraulic indices and basicity are reported as
clearly.
.
. .
-_
,
Studies on a large number
or
the measure of hydraulic
activity,
and'the statistical inferences derived, however,
indicate
slags
<---- ---- - or any other parameter alone is not
tne
that the basicity ratio
Influence
of
А1
2
0з
criterion to predict the hydraulicity (110).
increase
the
(upto
13%)
and
MgO (upto 11%) were reported to
alkali es
strength.
Influence of MnO is negative while that
of
reported
and
PoOc is rather complex.
In several studies it
is
finely
that presence of small proportion of crystal 1 me materia I
improve
grindability
and/or
reactivity.
dispersed
in
glass
...r. - ■ — «* •
».. - - -1 —i .
the
Demoulin
found that the 5% crystalline phase couldi grease
in
strength
at
2
and
28 days due
to nucleation phenomenon
other
.
aspects
hydration
(111).
Regourd reviewed structural and
found
of
slags and concluded that neither periclase nor lime is
the
inert
in
or
(5).
MgO
was
present either in the glass
cause
. of
the
be
crystalline
phase
and
thus
MgO is not
to
autoclave expansion.
been
the
The
process of granulation is important and has
Furnace
subject of detailed investigation.
In addition to Bl ast
slags,
a number of slags from other metallurgical processes have
are
the
Arc
been
investigated.
Amongst
those found useful
and
nickel
furnace
slags, phosphatic slags, LCFC slags, copper
are
lime
slags.
While
arc furnace slags and phosphatic slags
under
controlled
rich and
can be obtained in granulated
form
u
LCFC
slag
is
conditions
for
use
in slag cement manufacture,
such
.
The
obtained
in Y-C2S form and can not be granulated as
high
C/S
efforts
to
granulate it also did not succeed due
to
slag
in
ratio
(- 1.7).
Modification of composition of
LCFC
process
molten slags enabled effective granulation. Through this

granulated
slag with latent hydraulic character is obtained
and
used
for
making
slag cement in the usual
way
(112).
Recent
investigations have shown that vitrified non-ferrous slags,
such
as
copper and nickel slags, have potential pozzolanic
character
and their blends with OPC can be used as binders of low cementing
value.
The
pozzolanic
action of these slags
is
slow
and
is
suitable
for making blends for high way construction, etc.
The
prospects
of
using these slags in the
regular
blended
cement
production therefore do not appear to be attractive excepting
in
masonry cements.
,
.
Regourd
and Uchikawa have (5,11) reported
that
principal
hydration
products in Blast furnace slag cement are
essentially
similar
to
that of Portland Cement. But the quantity of
CH
is
lower.
The
microstucture of such cements are also
similar
to
that of Portland Cement apart from lower CH (5,11,113,114). * The
quantities
of
CH
would vary with percentage
of' slag
with
a
maximum of about 60%.
Layers of the insitu reaction product form
at the boundaries of the slag grain and gradually extend inwards.
The size of these grains were 0.5 mm after 90 days as detected by
light microscopy.
Backscattered electron images show that these
grains
were barely detectable at 28 days but upto 10
micrometer
wide at 6 months and 15 micrometer upto 14 months (115).
Glasser
et
al
have
carried out study on the
amount
of
reacted
and
unreacted slag but the results are varying (106, 116).
The
slag
cements
produced
have
higher
sulfate
resistance,
improved
durability,
high
ultimate
strength and have
controlled
heat
evolution.
They find application in aggressive environments,
in
mass
concrete
structures
and
the
areas
of
high
strength
requirements.

Newer
techniques
like
Roll Press
crushing
and
Separate
blending, are
replacing
the
conventional
Ball
mill
grinding
.system.
These
offer certain positive advantages
in
terms
of
control
on
size
distribution
and
effective
exploitation
of
hydraulic potential of slag and clinker, besides saving energy. .

Natural

and CaJ_clined С1а_У Pozzol ana

Natural
sources
of pozzolana (from volcanic
origin)
are
well
known in Italy, Greece, West Germany and USA.
The
physio
chemical
composition ■ of
the pozzolanas
from
natural
sources
varies widely and is reported to have presented serious
problems
coupled
with physically bound water organic substance and
minor
constituents
(such
as alkalies).
The minerals which
could
be
present
in
natural
pozzolana are -Silicate
Glasses.
calcite,
quartz, feldspar and zeolites.
The interest in natural pozzolana
for
cement manufacture is limited to specific locations and
not
much work is reported since the last Congress.
.
. Clay
minerals exhibit pozzolanic activity when calcined
at
temperatures^ between 600 - 900°C and ground to cement
fineness.
Under specified conditions, the pozzolana thus obtained
consists
of quartz, crystobalite, gehlenite, orthoclase, calcite, CyS
and
muscovite besides glass and amorphous si1ica.
All clays are not
suited for manufacture of pozzolana. Some of the shales have also
been
found useful for making pozzolana.
There appears to be
no
quantitative
relationship between the
various
physico-chemical
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and
mineralogical parametersand the pozzolanic activity of
the
natural
pozzolana
or calcined cl ay,
although
it
is
clearly
understood
that’ addition of thermally or chemically
activated
cl ay
significantly increasesearlyhydrationof Portland
Cement
due
to
absorption and: ion exchange processes
on
the '’surface.
Detailed
investigations on
effect
of
pozzolana
addition on
sulphate resistance, alkali aggregate reactivity and influence of
environmental condition have been examined.
The activity of the pozzolana varies significantly with
the
type and source of clay, the heating schedule and the fineness to
which
these are ground. Very 1ittle control is exercised on
the
quantity
of
pozzolana as the main concern
is
to
obtain
the
requiredT.strength
in PPC.
As a result, there are
problems
of
1 arge 'variations
in the quality of PPC and ' its
early strength
development.
Recently Galal
et.al.
reported
kinetics
of
hydration of calcined clay pozzolana cement systems and tried
to
establish
correl ation - be tween compressive strength and
physico
chemical parameters (117).
’
;
'

Fly Ash

Fly
Ash,
a by-product from thermal
power
stations
using
pulverized
coal, is pozzolanic in character and is accepted
in
the manufacture of blended cements.
Jhe chemical composition of
fly
ashes
varies
from source
to source
due
to change
in
coal/1ignite source and combustion condition at the Power
Plants
and broadlyconsists of Si02 (45-60%), AI2O3 (10-20%), Ре20з
(4
6%),
besides unburnt carbon and small amounts of CaO,
alkalies
and
sulphates,
except in lignite or brown coal
flyashes
which
contain
CaO
in
significant amount.
The mineral
contents
of
flyashes
are
characterised as
quartz,
mullite,
hematite,
magnetite, glassy phase and unburnt carbon.
Excel 1 ent review
by
Kokubu,
Regourd and others have explained the potential
of
fly
ash and characteristics of cement made from fly ash (3,5,11).
. Importance
of spherical particles including hollow
spheres
called
cenopheres
which differ
in
size
and shape
due
to
differences
in
degree of pulverisation of
coal,
boiler
type,
power
load
and
efficiency
of
collection
systems
is
well
recognised.
The
overall fineness (Blaine) (3000-6000 Cm2/g) is,
however,
generally of the same order as that of Portland
Cement
used.
The overall grading of particles is considered appropriate
for
mixing with Portland Cement to obtain fly ash cements.

The important parameters which dictate the use of fly
ashes
for
cement
manufacture,
are the
glass
content,
strains and
fissures
in glassy phase and the particle size distribution
and
unburnt
carbon.
The proportion of glass
and
other
amorphous
alumino-silicates
may be determined by difference from
QXDA * on
the
superimposed peaks of crystalline
phases
for
correlation
(118).
Hubbard established a relationship between K2O/AI2O3 and
amorphous
alumino-sil icate
(119).
It was postulated
tnat
the
ratio obtained
multiplied
by ten may
be
used as
pozzolanic

potential
index
(PPI).
Mechanism of
pozzolanic
reaction
is
still
not
fully resolved.
Physico-chemical
and
mineralogical
parameter
have
been
used
to
develop
the
relationship
with
performance
Tenoutasse recently proposed that the
pozzolanic
reaction
model
based on microscopic
studies,
involving
three
steps (123):

*

■

/

Migration of ions from acquous phase to reaction
at the surface of the particles,

sites

Precipitation of Ca(0H)2
Reaction between Са(0Н>2 and vitreous phase of fly
ash
particle leading to the formation of C-S-H and C2ASHg

This
model
is
shown
through
Fig.12.
Role
of
filler
mechanism is seen as an additional step by some Researchers.

O'OPFA macropores
TORMATtON
@*Ca(OH)j formation
STEP III ; HYDRATES

FIG.I2-POZZOLANIC

REACTION MODEL

FORMATION

The
apprehensions with regard to the use of use of fly
ash
have arisen due to high variation in the quality of flyash
even
from single source and the handling and transportation
problems.
Increase in water demand is considered as the cause for reduction
in
strength and this is more pronounced if
unburnt
carbon
is
higher.
Kokubu established that good quality fly ash in Portland

Cement
should
improve workabi1ity and thus produce
a . concrete
with same
slump and strength at 28 days as Portland
Cement
in
suitably designed concrete (3).
,
; :

• j- -j
recognised that there is no inter-relationship between
individual
characteristics of fly ash
among ' themse1ves,
i.e.
between size of particles or sphere, fineness, and unburnt carbon
doc c^emic.
composition, etc. and with strength performance
of
PPC.
Various
methodssof predicting
pozzoldnicitу have
shown
limited
capability.
Certain
formulae
involving
various
parameters,
such
as LOI, residue on 45 micron sieve
etc
are
observed to have reasonable correlationwith product performance.
These
are,
however,
only indicative
and
for6 any
meaningful
utilization,
compatibility
of
flyash with clinker, has
to
be
established at the plant.

Ordinary
flyash is not hydrated by. itself but
is
hydrated
with the addition of alkalies and Ca(0H)2.. The hydrate's such
as
C-S-H
C3A.CaCOß.Hj2(СдAHj3) and C2ASHg are produced and hydro
garnet is formed at later age. - There is decrease in Ca/Si
ratio
of
C-S-H and CH contents.
Uchikawa has reviewed
the
hydration
mechanism
of
fly ash cement in the last Congress and
reported
that with
the addition of Ca(0H)2 and CaS0J.2H20
the
reaction
degree
is
increased (11).
Fly ash
in general retards
the
hydration
of
C3S in initial ages but increases at later
ages.
SEM study showed that C-S-H and CH are deposited on the
surfaces
of fly ashgrains before theystart to
react (121). Further, the
glassy
phase
was
etched heavily for
7
days
and
that
many
particles
upto 1 to 2 micrometer were consumed within-. 28
days.
However, the crystalline phase appeared to be inert.
QXDA
study
confirms
that
ratio of mullite to quartz does not
change
on
hydration which supports the view that crystal 1ine phase is inert
(116).
There
are ,two Schools of
thought., on. the
hydration
mechanism
of interestial phase in fly ash cement.
According
to
one,
fly ash retards the hydration while other say the
reverse.
But
from the point of viewof avai1 abi1itу of
sulfate ; for
the
formation
of
ettringite,Uchikawa
opined.
that
ettringite
formation is lowered in the presence of SO42 in fly ash
at C/A
ratio
of 3
or more with increasing
Ca(0H)2
saturation
ratio
(118).
Further,
mono
sulfate hydrates are
more produced
in
hardened flyash cement paste than in hardened ordinary, portland cement
paste.
The
rates
of
pozzolanic
reaction
are
more
sensitive to temperature than any other parameter.
;
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Fly
ash
cements can . result in
concrete
with
low heat.,
evolution, higher sulphate resistance general 1 у.
Tikalsky et. al ч
observed
that certain fly ashes in fact contribute
to
sulphate,
attack. (122).
Calcium content and
the
crystaline
phase
of ,,
alumina
seem to play dominant role.
Fig.13 shows the
influence
of these parameters.
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Microsilica - (Silica fume/sil.ica f.1 our- or dust)
is a by
product obtained! from the process? of producing metallic: silica,
and: ferro-si 1 icon by reducing quartz: in an electric furnace..
S.ome-:: : SiOV vapours/" oxidized, by the- ai r„ get deposi ted:; as Si02
giving: a: very, finely, parti cul ate: soli d.
The-: character is.tic.s- may
change: in, term of its purity and; depends? am the: raw material ,
el ectrodes and: reducing; carbon: qual'i ty.. The material as such) may,
require
some? beneficiation.
The? material
formed! in
making;
elementary/ silicon typically? contains. 94-98%. S:i,02». but for- that
formed in making:: the: alloys 86-90% SiO^, is more; usual... The minor
components;. are. Fe^Oj,. P2°5’- Ca0” Ti02 andj Alkal ies besides: carbon,
and sulphur coming from reducing agent.. Typically;,, the: average:
particle; size is about 100.; nm and; the? specif ic; surf ace area: is. im

the range of 15-25 m2 g-1.
The true density is above 2000
kgm-3’
but the? bulk density of the freshly filtered powder is only
200
kgm" .
The amorphous phase in silica fumes is similar to
quartz
glass
(123).
In most of the samples the diffused XRD peak
from
the glass; accounted
for 98-99.5% ' of
the
total
diffracted
intensity . and
that
it
peaked? at
the
value
of
0.405
nm
characteristic
of vitreous silica.
The
commonest
crystalline
impurities
detected
were KC1, quartz,- metallic
iron and
iron
silicide,, and pozzolanic reactivity was found to depend more
on
the chemical composition and nature of impurities than on
the
fineness or Si02 content.
A surface layer of carbon, if present,
greatly decreased reactivity (124).
Viewed; as
a mineral addition in concrete,
microsilica
is
characterized by
its small particle size and high pozzolanic
activity.
In
the absence of a
water-reducing
admixture,
the
percentage replacement of cement is probably effectively
limited
by
the high water demand to about 5%, but this can be
increased
by adding superplasticizers.
By lowering the w/s ratio .in
such,
mixes
to 0.2-0.3, concretes with high compressive strengths can
be obtained (125).
Bleeding is also reduced.
With special mixes
and processing conditions, compressive strengths of up to 270 MPa
have been obtained.
Traetteberg showed that microsilica used
as
an addition with cement
has considerable pozzolanic
activity,
mainly
in
the
period 7-14 days after mixing,
and
that the
reaction product
formed with CH probably had a Ca/Si
ratio of
about 1.1
(126).. • Subsequent studies
have
shown that
the
pozzolanic reaction is detectable within hours and also that
the
early -reaction
of the alite is accelerated
(127).
Huang
and:
Feldman (128,129) studied the hydration reactions, in some detail.
In" pastes with 10% or 30% replacement, and w/s ratios of 0.25
or
0.45,
the . CH content, passed through maxima usually
within
the
first day
before
beginning
to decrease;
in those
with
30%
replacement, it had: reached zero by.14 days.
Uchikawa
reported the hydration of cement
composition: with
silica fume and rice husk ash and observed that specific
surface
area and particle size distribution are important besides strains
in
the
structure of Si02C-S-H produced has lower C/S
ratio
than
that of slag and fly ash system.
The hydration of CgS
is
accelerated due to absorption of Ca^+ by SiOo followed by
early
diffusion of Ca2* in the low С/Si C-S-H.
X-ray microanalyses
show
that
the Ca/Si ratio of C-S-H decreases
markedly
as
the
content of microsilica increases.
.

Rice Husk . Ash as Pozzolana

,. ,

Chemistry and Technology of making cement with Rice Husk Ash
was
first advocated by Mehta (130,132).
Rice Husk Ash
obtained
by
incinerating, of Rice Husk under controlled
conditions
(350
600°C) and "control 1ed supply of air is a super pozzolana in terms
of
its
lime reactivity.
Si02 content is
>90% and
impurities
rather
low.
Rice Husk Ash pozzolana has high
specific
surface
and
contains
amorphous
silica
retaining
the
cellular
microstructure
of the original material and can be
ground
with
ease
to a high fineness.
In.view of this, the
rice, husk
ash
portland
pozzolana
cement
can replace
in higher
quantum ofPortland Cement compared to burnt cl ay or flyash and al so .ensure

good1 early
*
strength development.
While
early
strengths aree
likely/to be
better
*
, the late strengths are at par with
Portland^
Cement;
Due tö low-bulk density and handling problem, it has not
*
become a regular input’to Blended Cement (131).

Blended’ cements
with rice husk ash are
reported
to havesuperior
acidresistance.
creep
resistance
and
improved
impermeability.
Studies on working out the reaction
mechanism,,
correlate physico
chemical and
morphological
parameters w-ith
performance
using-XRD/e1ectron microscopy and
thermal
analysers
h'ave been reported recent! y- (132,133,13^ , 135).
'

The decomposition of rice husk takes place through two major
steps as observed under electron microscopy.
The morphology of
ash sampled
explains, the higher
surface
area,
porosity .and
reactivity of the 1 ow- temperature ash samples in
comparison to
high temperature ash samples.
It was also reported that the rate
of formation of' C-S-H
is dependent
on
the
ash/lime
ratio,
reactivity
and fineness of the ash.
The mechanism of rice husk
ash cement' hydration has been schematical1y shown in Fig.14.
1
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Additives

Blended
Cements can also be made
with
inert
calcareous
materials
like
Limestone. Raw meal and Kiln
dust
from
cement
plant..
In
France.
limestone
upto
271
is
used
in
various
varieties of blended cements.
Some of the world
specifications
permit
use
of inorganic mineral within 51
in
normal
Portland
cement.
While it is recognised that water demand of such
cement
-,
*
-T
Chai?9e*
absence of clay and organic
matter
helps in
?tii!?2nin9> e*
P ected quality.
Regourd
defined
the
role of
in»rf
Z"?- derived mathematical correlations for the
role of
and
additives (5).
Reports on use of kiln dust have appeared
and have
shown that these are effective additives
to Portland

244

Cement- for mak i ng ;Ы ended cements..
Authors'have • stud 1 ed the
effect of addition, of 1 i mestone, ki 1 n dust, ground slag and other
• naterials in range. <5tand 10-251.
It is concluded that effect
;; of' such filler; is partly physical :as' it acts-as a filler between
the grains of clinker and'acceleratesIthe hydration of alite and
aluminate, phases forming C^ACH^'.
The filler effect of ’minerals
could be graded, with microsii ica having the maxi mum effect and
. -granulated slag as the-minimum.
With the increase in proportion
of
fi11 er , the physical - effect gets diluted and
influences the
.^hydration mechanism as the interface between clinker-grain gets
reduced
,affecting f workabi 1 11у . and
strength.
Clinker
. composition , 1.e . al 1 te and aluminate content and reactivity also
„:1nf1uences the role and content of filler.
Plast1citye of such
- mi xes i s general 1 у better .
. , ,
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. ,r Al к al i ne ac t i vat i on of slag is known for long when'slag-lime
: binders were , marketed, and used in thirties.
The use of such
cements was , however, discontinued mainly due to app rehensiohs.on
. their
resistance, . to weathering .conditions and relatively poor
strength as compared
to Portland Cement.
Some studies on
activation of granulated blast furnace slags with alkalies and
-their salts have,si nee then been reported but commercialisation
of pure ac11vated s1ag cements has. not been realised .
Studies on
(systematic evaluation of siag activated binders gained momentum
after - the
reported fоrmu lation.LTP (Leant Trief Pur)
of : Trief
■: (136).
Studies published earlier i nd 1 cated; the potential' of
• formulating activated non-portland cements using synthetic and
commercial
slags:and in a manner that these can be marketed at
par with normal cements (137,138,139,140)

•
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Na rang ; et.al.
studied the microstructural
behaviour and
г per formance , of : non portl and : systems1 and established
that
-activated , si ag and Лts bl ends with f1 у,ash and>othe г н pozzolanic
mater 1 al s can j be
successful 1 у c. formul ated / to have
strength
characteristics at-par With Portland Cement.' The optimum dose of
sodiurn,hydroxide is between 3-5 and optimum fineness1 of slags and
slag, f1 у ash b1 ends
i s ;4000-5000 cm^/gm.
Acti va ti on with
! combinat i on of 1 1 me and other ■ sal ts i s more effective7 for slag
with
high alumina and: low calciurn ' contents.
Activation
mechanism о£ alkalies alone or in combination is nearly same
in
view
of
strength
development
and
hydration
product
characteristics.
Ternary blends consisting of Slag + Fly Ash,
Activator and other inert materials can be formulated for masonry
and other special cements through this mechanism.
It
is well known that granulated slags can be activated
in
their hydration by variety of activators like lime,
gypsum,
' alkalies and al kal i sal ts .
The degree of hy dr au 1 i ci ty a t ta i ned
by the slag however depends on the quantity and composi11 on :of
glass and:activatоr.
Whi1e■siags rich in akermanite glass show
strength development; on hydration without activatоrs, siags with
:. gehl eni te, type gl ass c ompos i t i on: need ac t i va tor .
It is observed
/that slags rich, in lime possess'higher intrinsic hydraulic
value
butthe same is 1im1 ted/to?an.optimum Ca0/S102
ratio.
Kondo
reported that slag glasses with 50% CaO and below 20% SiO^ only
hadhy dr aul i c ’ p r ope r t i es (141) . !
Alumina content in slags
plays
animportant role.
Certain minor constituents like МП2О3,
P2O5

etc are known to influence both the granulation process and glass
structure
thereby influencing the hydraulicitу of slags
in
the
presence
of
activators.
In his recent reports
Kondo
reported
that
the
mechanism
of
slag
activation
and
hydration
with
different activators was different (141).
While lime and
gypsum
are considered as reactants, NaOH is considered as catalyst.
It
is
also reported that with lime activation in quantities
beyond
5«, slag activation becomes near independent of lime.
While with
increasing
quantities of NaOH and gypsum the activation is
both
accelerated
and
is
continued for longer
durations,
the
two
observations
appear in contradiction.
№ith NaOH
the
reactions
are generally completed earlier.
While mechanism of
activatyion
and
hydrationwith
lime
resembles with that
of
slag
portland
cement,except
that it results in hydration productions of
lower
C/S
ratio
and C2ASGg is also not observed in
this
case,
with
gypsum
the
reactions
are similar to . those
in
supersulphated
cement, with etteringite being themajor hydration product
(112).
°f Na0H on
other hand is assumed that of sample catalyst
(139).
The
products
identified
in
soda activated slags
are
C4jH13* C2ASH8 and C-S-H.
Sopdium silicate and sodium
carbonate
and their combination in the lime behaving nearly the same
wayas
NaOH.
The activation and significant strength development
inslag
flyash blends can be explained on the basis that lime-rich
slags
activated
in the presence of sodium hydroxide yielding
calcium
silicate hydrates and lime in the initial stages.
The lime
thus
liberated, opens up more of silicate structures in slag and
also
reacts
with
silica/glass of fly ash to promote
the
pozzolanic
react9ons.
The removal of lime bypozzolana further changes
the
composition of solution resulting in liberation of more lime from
slag
and that is how a dynamic equilibrium is
maintained.
The
nature
and the quality of reaction products therefore is
likely
to
be
different from what is obtained from activation
of
slag
alone.
In case of activation by combination of Na7C03 +
Ca(0H)7
and
Sod
meta silicate and lime; the first reaction is
that
of
producingh
NaOH
together
with
accelerating
the
activation
bysodium
carbonate
and silicates by providing lime
from
extra
source
in
particular
in low lime or C/S
slags.
In
case
of
calcium
sulphate,
the reaction obviously is due
to
ettringite
formation.
While
formulationof
such
cements
has
been
investigated,
the application and durability aspects are yet
to
be fully looked into.

Pyrament Cement
Development
of
Pyrament, recently introduced
by
Lonestar
Cement
in
U.S. is based on alkali
activated
blended
portland
pozzolana
cement containing organic additives (79,142),
It
is
characterised
as high early strength cement.
A low
w/c
ratio
'• .
"* *26) is essential in order to obtain higher
strengths
in
this
type of system.
The reportedly good setting time
of
this
cement
is due to high alkali hydrate concentration in
the
pore
solution.
However, the Pyrament cement produced in U.S.
under
U-S., Patent 4842 649 have very high early strength (2500 psi
in
4
hrs)
high ultimate strength (10,000 psi comp.strength
in
28

days)
and wide range of set time ;(30 mts to 220
mts).
However,
long 'term creep., vol . stab i 1 i ty and chemical durabi 1 i ty
of
cement
is -yet
to be -established..
In addition to
slags
and
flyash, use of inert materials like limestone, kiln dust, etc can
enhance the composition range of these cements.
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ADVANCES IN PORTLAND AND BLENDED CEMENTS
.

1

■

R Sersale

.

Department of Materials and Production Engineering
'
University of Naples, ITALY ’

SUMMARY. The Paper summarizes the advances having main interest in practical applications of blended
cements. Traditional and up-to-date mineral additions are described, without omitting the role of the quality of
Portland clinker on the behaviour of the resultant cement. Some aspects of Portland clinker manufacture,
related to: composition, alkalis content, kind of fuel used, air pollution, are briefly outlined, too. Emphasis is
laid on methods for estimating the reactivity of mineral additions, on “pozzolanic" reaction, on evaluation of the

degree of hydration, without disregarding, though in a brief treatment, some aspects of the hydration chemistry

and kind of hydration products. The influence of the porosity on mechanical behaviour, the most common
causes of deterioration and the precautionary measures, the main factors affecting durability of hardened
cement mortars and concretes, are discussed,with a brief mention on the actual situation concerning the
Specifications for quality assurance of supplementary cementitious materials.

RESUME. Ce Rapport tente de faire le point sur le progres au sujet de la pratique des utilisations des ciments
aux ajouts. On traite les ajouts reactifs ordinaires et nouveaux, sans omettre le role des caracterisliques de
qualite du clinker de ciment Portland sur le comportement du melange. Quelque aspect de la production du

clinker, en ce qui concerne: composition, teneur d'alcali, type de combustible employe, pollution atmospherique,
a ete aussi deline. On porte plus particulierement sur les methodes d'evaluation de la reactivite des ajouts, sur

la reaction “pouzzolanique", sur I'apprecialion du degre d'hydratation, sans oublier, avec un apenju sur la

question, quelque aspect de la chimie d'hydratation et de la nature des produits qui se forment. L'influence de
la porosite sur la resistance mecanique, les causes les plus recurrentes de deterioration et les remedes ä
conseiller, les facteurs qui assurent durabilite aux mortiers et betons durcis, ont cle soulignes, avec une breve

mention sur la situation actuelle au sujet des Normes pour la qualification des produits d’addition.

INTRODUCTION.

This Report makes an attempt at summarizing, with an approach outlining mainly the technical

standpoint, some of the advances in the concerned theme, made in the period following the ‘8th
hternational Congress on the chemistry of cement1 and the valuable and exhaustive Papers of Bucchi
R. (1), Regourd M. (2), Calleja J. (3) and Uchikawa H. (4).
I
'u ^el1 rnown' biended cements contain - in addition to Portland clinker and calcium sulphate •
a latent hydraulic component (granulated blast-furnace slag) or a pozzolanic component (natural
pozzolan, ow-lime fly ashes, condensed silica fume, burnt clay or a 'filler' component, such as
limestone. It is also well known that blended cements allow an economy of 40% fuel and an increase
of cement production computable in 1.5-2 times, without altering the quality and the performances
of the resultant cement (5) During the past thirty years, a significant increase in the use of materials
by-products in the manufacture of blended cements, or as addition to concrete, has been recorded

cNnh^0 unquestionable technical advantages (6), which above all include: improved resistance to
sulphate and dilute acid attack; reduction in amount and rate of heat evolution (7), beneficial in
particular, in the casting of thick section of concretes; reduction in the alkali level of the blend’ in
1° Dininr?LZie
Älsk ? alkah ■ Sllica reacti°n; improvement in the characteristics of fresh
concrete. Possible disadvantages, such as* slower rates of strength gain at early ages particularly
at lower temperatures, and higher sensitivity of concretes to poor curing (8) , are therefore largely

ovGrcomG«

mAoS c,onderns,the burning question whether it is more advisable to use the mineral admixtures in
the manufacture of blended cements rather than in the preparation or concrete mixer blend (9), from
th»

rnt»ecICtah tview-p°int. the ar!skwerulls relatively simple. It is important, in fact, that both the
A?nthLec^Smlhat-тап.и!аc иге? with a blended cement and the other, prepared through direct addition
stronoth^fd171106^2! ^y pr°duC ^
?e concrete mixer, prove to be equivalent in terms of concrete
strength grade and behaviour in the foreseen environment. This can be ensured only through a severe
fhpSTEo°„ l*1,6 apPr°Prlale guidelines for the characterization of all the cementitious components^

the settlement of the percentages, the proper manufacture, casting and curing of the mixture.
1. CONSTITUENTS OF THE BLEND.
The most important constituents of the blend are: Portland clinker and other finely ground
suitable reactive materials, in different but well defined percentages. The principal reason for
blending ordinary Portland cement with these additions is economic, although in many cases blended
cements perform better than ordinary Portland cement. For specification purposes Portland and
blended cements are designed by type, depending on their chemical composition and chemical,
Physical and mechanical requirements (10). All those reported in the Draft (September 1991) by the
European Committee for Standardization belong to the category of Standard Cements (Tab. I).

гдк^л8стмг|а,?1ьа(1УакСе51 A th*e knowledge on these reactive materials have been made in the
CANMET/ACI Internationa Conferences on Fly Ash, Silica Fume, Slag and Natural Pozzolans in
ACpsPQi япн kriMtpridiл(1и8м мП<?Л Tl™dheim U989).References are reported in this paper as:
ACI SP-91 and ACI SP-114, V.M. Malhotra Ed., respectively.

, T0. obtain a blended cement of excellent quality it is imperative to fully characterize (11) the raw
materials in order to prepare the best clinker, to fully characterize the selected reactive material, to
evaluate and possibly improve its activity, to comply within the appropriate guidelines. In fact when
adequately characterized materials are used, the resulting blended cement pastes will frequently
impart superior properties to the matrices of the concrete which they form.
4
У

1. 2. Clinker
mofi
c**nker *s substantially determined by the nature and composition of the
raw meal (12) and its thermo-physical treatment to achieve the clinker structure required for optimum

Table

I:
'

C em ent types and composition (Draft M arch 1 9 9 1 . M assazza F. Private com m unication).
Proportion by m assD .

cement quality (13). It is in fact undeniable that there is a relationship between mineralogical
structure of the clinker and cement quality and that the hydraulic activity of alite and belite is in some
^yr dnP»lndTLt upon crystal size-which also depends upon minor constituents, especially sulphur and

alkalis (14). The total chemistry, especially the content of alkalis, sulphur and magnesium (15) in fact
is reasonably of even greater importance than the crystal sizes. Minor constituents affect also alitebehte content, and structural modifications of C3S induced by the trace-elements allow clinker
reactivity to be improved (16). Percentage of hydrated MgO is reduced as the pozzolanic activity is
increased (17). Experimental long terms results, in ordinary environmental conditions, have suggested
(18) the possibility of increasing MgO content, generally restrained within 2.5-6%, beyond the
maximum value reported by the Specifications, in Portland and blended cements
■x .r
quality of ,imestone influences the sintering process and the characteristics of the clinker
itself (19).

The best clinker is therefore achievable through a proper adjustment of the composition of raw
meals and of the mmeralisers (20), the grinding (21), burning (22) and cooling conditions (23) taking
also into account the admixtures effect on sintering process (24). The activity of the clinker can be
increased by the optimization of the composition of the raw meals and of the mineralisers, the control
and properties of the liquid phase and the adjustment of the burning and cooling conditions
.
(25)
As concerns clinker petrography, texture and distribution of ohases give useful information on
properties. Good clinkers have a regular distribution of alite and belite crystals in the interstitial
metter, the alite crystals being in the range 20-30цт and a pseudo-hexagonal outline in single
crystals. Belite is of type I, of dimension between 15-30цт and without belite clusters, in rounded
forms (26). Recently new techniques have been set up for the study of clinker structure (27) and there
has been considerable interest in the alkali content of Portland cement and Portland cement products.
The use of alkali- and sulphur - bearing raw materials and fuels for the production of Portland
cement clinker, implies difficulties and frequently involves deteriorated cement qualities. The alkalis

occur as water - soluble alkali sulphates depending on the sulphate content, or are incorporated in the
clinker phases and the effects of alkalis on the phase composition of Portland cement clinker and on
the technological properties of Portland cement have been throughly investigated. Alkalis have an
influence on the rate of setting and hardening of Portland cement and on the ultimate compressive
strength of mortar and concrete. Usually high alkalis accelerate setting and hardening, raising early
strength and reducing the final one. Recently, great progress has been made in the acquisition of
knowledge of the influence of alkalis and sulphur on the properties of industrial clinkers and industrial
cement (14). By means of a systematic investigation it has been pointed out that increasing SO3
content of the clinker, alite decreases with an increase in the crystals size (28) and belite increases
Sulphur combined in the clinker phases accelerates setting, whereas sulphate combined as alkali

sulphate shows a retarding effect. Cement strengths falls with increasing SO3 content. Alkalis are
incorporated preferentially in the aluminate and belite (29). Alkalis sulphatization results in a stronger
effect on potassium as K2SO4 than on sodium as МазЗОд. Alkali aluminate is found only at low

degrees of sulphatization and high alkali-content. Alite content is reduced more by N330 than by K3O,

with increase in belite content and no substantial change in aluminate and ferrite content. The degree
ot alkalis sulphatization in the clinker significantly influences the content of alite and belite clinker
phases, as well setting and strengths of cement. Setting proves to be accelerated by N330 and

accelerated or retarded by K3O, depending on the sulphatization degree and chemical composition of
cement. It has been confirmed that setting and strength development of cements
upon optimum SO3 content.

strongly depend

Alkalis, sulphur, chlorine and heavy metals create cycles in the kiln. It has been pointed out (31)
that alkali and sulphur cycles are considerably affected by the amount of chlorine introduced in the
burning system with the raw meal and fuel, owing to the effect of chlorine intakes on volatilities.
™i
reJa^,onships between distribution of the cycle components entering the system and the
volatilities require further confirmation, it has been emphasized that alkalis not combined by chlorine
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react with .sulphur to form N32804 and K2SO4 with lower alkali and sulphur volatility. The left over

sulphur forms CaS04 with high sulphur volatility, thus increasing alkali and sulphur cycles.

The SO3 present in cement comes principally from the gypsum added during grinding

but

пгоср^Г1«?По0игтг^^0а^0 Ck°m? fronlthe, cJinker- if high-sulphur fuel is used in the clinker burning
process. SO3, from the combustion of sulphur compounds in the fuel, often forms sulphites and
sulphates, which appear to be less effective than the interground gypsum in the controlling the
natural gas nr nil tn nifit/Qfi7ort linnirri
*
t 1*4'■ ■'
the change-over from
natural gas or oil to pulverized lignite, a decreasing of alite content has been noticed (32) wilh

nJpr^iSling SIZh и arte crysta*s' disintegration of alite and occurrence of secondary belites and an overall lower hydraulic activity, associated with lower early strengths. It is therefore aoorooriate tn
be associated with them SUItability of the availab,e coal and of the variations in clinker quality likely to

rpniarp^nt пСгСЖ1
irCQ1?Ric.a.1 9SPectf? *The production of blended cements, through a partial
replacement of the clinker fraction in cement, significantly contributes to climate protection
4 pr9te9t|on In cement industry has for some time attracted attention. The possibility of

stndipd8/43)S A^ISSIOn' combattin.2 *ts nuisance, noise and vibrations abatement, have been carefully
fiSrlrh ?n3cii?nh »D'?cerns gas emission, it has been pointed out that sulphur dioxide increases little if
fuel nch in sulphur is used, owing to the excess of alkalis usually present in the kiln and that sulohur

a g ГОт su|Phld.es decomposition can be bound by calcium carbonate dispersed in the
nntiv
As 3 PIT
e* no gaseous fluorine compounds make up the emissions, since the
thn7pm?tfPdTfhUtLOri U°rine ente.nng the kiln as clay minerals is discharged with the clinker and
that emitted with the clean gas is bound as calcium fluoride. Nitrogen oxides emission (about 90%
r SP к mAnox!de and Ю/o dioxide), arising from nitrogen chemically bound in the fuel, depends on
clinker burning temperature and is to be fought with appropriate operating conditions (34). In general
0O2 or NOx emissions depend to great extent on the temperature and the conditions of combustion in
the main and the secondary firing systems. Sufficiently high process temperatures favour clinker
quality but show an adverse effect on the NOx emission of the kiln plant. Part of nitrogen monoxide is
broken down via catalytic reactions, but favourable operating conditions for a non-catalytic reduction
of nitrogen monoxide with ammonia water have been also set up (35). As regards carbon dioxide
which is to a great extent responsible for the increasing the greenhouse effect on the earth (36)'
considering that the total emission during clinker production amounts to 0.872 kgC02/kg clinker
(62% from limestone decarbonation and 38% from fuel combustion), there is evidence that using
carbonate raw materials, the level of the CO2 discharge is only influenced by the type of fuel (Ccontent) and heat energy consumption.

.

.

Investigations into the behaviour in the kiln of the heavy metals present as trace elements in the
Hink^at p^hor311^ Jn6 S'- Ьан,е Sk°k/n that letad and zinc are to a great extent incorporated in the
chnker. Rather similar is the behaviour of vanadium, beryllium, nickel, cadmium arsenic and
chromium, the last forming poorly volatile arseniates and chromates, in alkaline and oxidizing
atmosphere Thallium in raw meal burnmg conditions, is volatile and the possibilities of reducing hf
pmg?essn °

elements have been throughly investigated (37). Studies on mercury cycleare'in

1.2.2. Glinkgr selection. • As concerns the selection of clinker composition when ‘pozzolanic* matters
are employed in the manufacture of the resultant cements, results of regression analysis (38)
indicated that in the case of fly ash, its strength contribution appears to be positively affected bv
K2O and negatively by CaS04 and C2S in the cement. Since K2O does not promote strength
development in Portland cement, such a disadvantage can be reduced by fly ashes addition In the
case of blast-furnace slag (39), alkalis content affects in a different way the clinker and the slag
fractions. Soluble alkalis content in fact noticeably decreases compressive strength of Portland
cement, but its effect on slag fraction is highly positive. Strength development will therefore be
strongly influenced by the alkalis content of the blend, according to the clinker/slag ratio involved

In general, in order to manufacture a blended cement with good performances, it is
recommended to choose a clinker of high quality, with high C3S, C3A and soluble alkalis content

higher than that of a clinker for plain Portland, so abating the disadvantage
ages (40).

of low strengths at early
ч
'

2. GYPSUM ADDITION.
Gypsum continues to be an essential component in today's Portland cement. Added to Portland
cement clinker during the final grinding process, gypsum controls both the setting time and strength
development of the mortars. The reaction of- gypsum with tricalcium aluminate and tetracalcium
aluminoferrite during the early stages of Portland cement hydration process involves the formation of
calciumsulphoaluminates, accountable for controlling setting characteristics of cement and optimizing
strength development and drying shrinkage. However, the amount of gypsum added is established by
the cement producers to optimize strength, to minimize drying shrinkage and to control time of
setting and slump loss. The optimum gypum amount to be added can be evaluated according to
strength development (41), or to heat evolution curves during hydration, as well by the ettringite
formed at the beginning of hydration process, when SO3 saturation reaches the maximum value,

considering the role of the chemical and physical form of the sulphate. The initial high rate of
aluminate phase consumption appears to be influenced significantly by the rate of solubility of the
sulphate used and especially the rate at which it releases СаЗОд into solution (42). It has been also

assumed that soluble sulphate in Portland cement strongly retards initial aluminate phase hydration
and that a reduced initial rate of aluminate phase consumption allows an improvement both of
workability of fresh cement paste and of the ultimate strength of the hardened product (42).
Interground gypsum appears to be more effective than interblended gypsum, of the same apparent
fineness, in controlling aluminate hydration (42). Experimental investigations (43) gave evidence that,
as with additions to ordinary Portland cement, gypsum remarkably affects strength development of
blast-furnace slag cements, so that it is possible to double, too, strength values at early ages by
means of an optimum gypsum addition. Specific surface affects strength characteristics of blast
furnace slag cement more than of Portland cement. The optimum gypsum amount needed to reach
maximum strength increases with specific surface area for both cements and decreases with age,
but the difference in the SO3 amount is limited for Portland cement and higher for slag cement. That

is why one must state beforehand whether maximum strengths are expected at early or at later ages.
From the point of view of cement quality an accurate control of the proportioning of the amounts of
slag and gypsum is fundamental (43).
A wide laboratory and industrial investigation (44) performed in order to systematically follow
the compressive strength development of Portland cement and of high slag blast-furnace cement
mortars, as a function of gypsum content and curing temperature, pointed out the opportuneness of
a precise correlation between gypsum dosage and curing temperature. A direct technical result of
such an investigation concerns the proper choice of the type of cement to be used according to
climate conditions. Evidence has been obtained of employing Portland cement at lower temperature,
taking into account the dependence of gypsum dosage on temperature, whereas at higher
temperature the use of blast-furnace slag cement appears to be preferable, considering that gypsum
dosage proves to be virtually independent of temperature. A noticeable influence of gypsum addition
on properties and internal structure of pastes and mortars has been also pointed out. SO3 content in

fact significantly influences pore size distribution of Portland and blended cements. Fig.l points out

that both for pozzolanic and slag cement mortars at early and long ages, a continuous shifting
towards smaller pores with gypsum content is to be seen (45), whereas for Portland mortars, beyond
2.5% SO3 the shifting stops. A variation in the total porosity has been also observed, so that total
porosity appears as the microstructural parameter governing the influence of SO3 content on

compressive strength, since the sole variation of pore size distribution negligibly influences strength.

Fig. 1. Pore size distribution of mortars: a) 35% pozzolan

the blend; c) Portland cement (СзА=8,4%).
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substitution of gypsum for limestone (50) and of the influence- of
cement on the optimum SO3 content (51) will be referred to later. °f

3.

MINERAL ADDITIONS.

аа?к ° the partial
mestone addlt|ons to Portland

-

The term is used for inorganic materials, both natural minerals and industrial hvn,^ .
»u *
are used in quantities of 5% or more by mass of the cement (521 Mineral addltfonsma^ hoCH ?a
or interground with Portland cement or added directly to concrete before or during mining? b ended
The class of the more well-known mineral additions- some of them called also •supplementan,
cementitious materials for use in concrete' includes: Fly ashes; Basic granulated blast fnrS S!?
Condensed silica fume; Natural pozzolans; Zeolitized counterparts of the natural pozzolans Ohhoidai

volcanic tuffs). More recent investigations suggest also the use of: finely divided substances: Ground
limestone; Steelwork slag; Non- ferrous slag; Industrial wastes.

Fly ashes, blast- furnace slags and natural pozzolans are the most commonly used mineral
additions today. Since the 1970's microsilica also has been increasingly used, but mostly for special
purposes due to the limited availability. The predominant constituents in these additions is the
amorphous silicate glass. Regourd (2) and Uchikawa (4) reviewed in full details the major
characteristics and the effects of these mineral additions, so that only subsidiary data are reported
here.
RILEM Commision 73 SBC presided by P.K. Mehta suggests classifying some of these products
according to their performance in concrete, rather than by source of origin. A summary of the data
on typical chemical and mineralogical compositions and particle characteristics is shown in Tab. II
(53). Each of these products is available with a very wide range of composition and there is not
always a full correlation between physical- chemical characteristics and performance.
It is generally, accepted now that pozzolanic and cementitious properties of siliceous by products
used as cement additions depend mostly on their particle characteristics and mineralogical
composition, rather than their chemical composition and source of origin (53). So, from the
standpoint of the effects of a mineral addition on the properties of the resultant cement, it appears

less important whether the addition is a fly ash or a slag, but more important how fine is the
particles size distribution and whether the non crystalline and the crystalline phases present are more
or less active to hydration (53). All these materials are beneficial to concrete, too. The choice of slag
or "pozzolan", is generally influenced by the availability of the materials, unless particular properties
are desidered (54). Condensed silica fume is to be considered a premium product for producing high
strength, low permeability or high electrical resistivity! Blast- furnace slag, fly ashes and pozzolans
have the potential both for reducing the cost of concrete and for imparting improved sulphate
resistance and inhibition to alkali- aggregate reaction.

3.1. EiiiyerizfidJiJfiLashfis •
Fly ashes have a special characteristics different from the other supplementary cementitious

materials (55). Ground granulated blast- furnace slag and natural pozzolan are products from quasihomogeneous masses; as such, each particle, although it may be different in size and shape from its
neighbour, has about the same chemical composition and the same internal structure. Silica fume is
collected in particular form, but the indications are that individual particles are morphologically and
compositionnally nearly-identical to each other. In contrast, fly ashes constitute the fine particular
residue of the responses of individual fragments of ground coal suspended in an air stream, moving
rapidly through a brief exposure to high temperature,so that particles of similar size may be very
different from each other in glass content, composition and content and type of crystalline matter
included (55). Clusters of small spherical particles attributed to relicts of ground coal fragments
containing high concentrations of fine mineral matter have been detected by SEM observations. The
internal structure of certain particles has been revealed by selective dissolution of glass in
hydrofluoric acid solution, emphasizing that susceptibility to HF attack between individual particles of
the same fly ash accounts for variation in glass content. In contrast with blast- furnace slag, fly
ashes, condensed silica fume, natural pozzolan, volcanic tuffs, rice husk, require calcium hydroxide
as a necessary reactant during hydration.
Reactivity of fly ashes as a "pozzolan" primarily, depends upon calcium content (56), structure,
specific surface area (57), quantity of glass phase, particles size distribution and total porosity.
Important properties for use in blended cements are also the content of unburnt carbon, relatively
unreactive and the ability to decrease water demand of mortars and concretes. Under normal
operating conditions modern thermal power plants are capable of producing fly ashes that are
generally low in carbon (<5%), high in glass (>75%) and have a fine particles size distribution (>40%

under 10pm and <20% above 45pm). These fly ashes are well suited for use as a cement supplement
in the cement and concrete industries (58).
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+ In fly ashes containing more than 20% CaO, the composition and reactivity of the glass are much different than the glass in low-calcium fly ash; the glass in high
calcium fly ash is more reactive.
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b.Bottom ash, boiler slag, field-burnt rice husk ash.

Test methods for determining chemical composition, particle density, glass content, fineness of
fly ashes, have been the object of the work of RILEM TCFAB- 67 (59). Related International Standards

have been also indicated. It has been stressed that activity of fly ashes depends not only on their own
properties, but on the physical and chemical properties of the cement employed, even within the
same cement type. Fly ashes should therefore be tested with the cement intended to be used in
practice in mortar and concrete, unless otherwise specified. An ordinary Portland cement should be
used to test basic activity. Pozzolan activity index according to ASTM designation C311 does not
appear to be a decisive parameter for grading the relative reactivity of fly ashes. More useful
information has been obtained from normally-cured test mortars containing 20% fly ashes by weight
of cement and 0.485 ratio between water to cement plus fly ashes (58).
In antracitic or bituminous ashes-corresponding to type I or class F, according to American
designation (ASTM C 618- 80), low in CaO and available to a greater extent - the glassy phase, the
determining factor for pozzolanic activity, generally exceeds 70%. Crystalline minerals generally
comprise quartz, mullite, magnetite or ferric spinel. Glass evaluation can be performed quantifying
the crystalline particles via X-ray diffraction with the method of intensities ratio, using CaF2 as diluent
.(60) Measurements can be improved with the choice of internal standard and the reduction of the
particles (61).
In fly ashes containing more than 20% CaO (corresponding to type II or class C, ASTM C618
80 subbituminous) with pozzolanic and hydraulic properties, the composition and reactivity of the
glass prove to be much different from the glass in low-calcium fly ashes, the glass in high calcium fly

ashes being more reactive. Crystalline phases in subbituminous ashes include CjA, C4A3S, calcium

sulphate and alkali sulphate (53), both of them being reactive. Ground high-calcium fly ashes proved
to be characterized by strong chemical affinity to water (62) and exhibit large variability in chemical
and phase composition for various grain size. Cements containing 70% high-calcium fly ashes
exhibited compressive strengths between 33-48 MPa, depending on fineness. 28-day hydrated pastes
examined by X-ray diffractometer were found to contain 3CaO.Al2O3.3CaSO4.32H2O and C-S-H and
no Ca(0H>2 from clinker phases. Ashes with high content of SO3 do not require gypsum addition in

the resultant cement. Good strength performance has been attributed to stabilization of ettringite in
the structure of hardened paste.
A fly ash containing 40% wt free lime (CaO total being 72% wt) and 13% anhydrite, not
corresponding to any of ASTM types because of a too high CaO content, has been suggested as
component of a masonary cement (63): a mixture of 70% wt hydrated fly ashes and 30% Portland
cement, and for a non structural :low strength pozzolanic cement concrete , a mixture of 70% wt
hydrated fly ashes and 30% wt silica fume. Strength development in both the cements has been
attributed to C-S-H and ettringite formation.

Advances in the characterization of the glassy aluminosilicate phases in coal fly ashes have been
made in the Symposium held in Boston and organized by the Materials Research Society (64). Glass
science has been applied to formation and structure of the glassy phases and summarized the

structural insights obtained by a wide range of characterization methods. Notable advances have been
made using electron microscopy (55), XRD (65), vibrational spectroscopy, thermal analysis and
chemical methods. Structural differences have been pointed out between fly ashes glass types, and
diagrammatically represented. Various chemical treatments provided further details on the crystalline
and glassy phases (66). Evidence is given that heterogeneity in fly ash exists at all scales of
investigation down to the structure of non-crystalline or glassy constituents. Many particles that
appear to be non-crystalline also contain crystals of different type. The constituent glasses differ
substantially in composition and these differences are expected to be responsible for a quite different
behaviour with alkaline product of cement hydration.
.
'
The quality of fly ashes shows to be substantially improved by fine grinding (67). The coarse
fractions have low particle bulk densities and as a consequence are easy to grind. Carbon, quartz,
mullite and free lime concentrate in the coarser particle fraction; anhydrite and glass phase in the
finer. Strength progress is strongly influenced by particle size distribution, even if the sole evaluation

of the fraction passing through a 45pm sieve does not in itself appear fully appropriate to foresee fly

ashes technical behaviour. Laser diffraction technique, characterized by precision speed and
reproducibility,

is

suggested as

an alternative

to

sedimentation

and

sieving

technique tor

granulometric analysis in dry and wet feeding systems (68).
In order to produce a product of high quality, it might be interesting to process fly ashes (69).

Air classification and grinding are presented as a way for improving efficiency of fly ashes, positively
influencing strength development at early ages, pozzolanic reactivity and sometimes workability,
too.lt has been emphasized that an increase in the fineness of fly ashes improves the solid structure
of hardening mortars, leading to an increase in early strength. Moreover the pozzolanic reactivity
increases by optimization in the fine particle range, both for the enlargement of the potential reaction
surface and for the enrichment of chemically reactive constituents. Particles shape appears to be a
further factor governing water - reducing effect: .the more closely the particle shape approximates to
an optimum spherical conformation, the more favourable appears the effect on workability. An
unfavourable particle shape decreases the improvement of rheological properties due to increased
fineness. Removal of coarse costituents through air classification generally improves effectiveness of

fly ashes (70).
As regards the possible quantification of fly ashes, high resolution gamma spectrometry has
been proposed (71) as a suitable method for calculating their percentage in a cement, provided that

■

their source is known.

'

■

To sum up, the performance of a pulverized fly ash blended cement depends on the chemistry
and mineralogy of the fly ashes and, besides the fineness, on the loss on ignition of the ashes, as well
as on the free lime content of the clinker and the SO3 content of the blend (57).

3.2.

Blast-furnace slag

It is the non metallic product, consisting essentially of silicates and alumino-silicates of calcium
and other bases, that is developed in a molten condition simultaneously with iron in a blast- furnace.
The glassy granular material is formed when the molten by-product is rapidly chilled, as by
immersion in water. Such a by-product provides the greatest energy saving, in that it may be used
with little (or no) Portland cement. Blast- furnace slags are made up from both g assy and crystalline
phases the first one in higher proportion as the slags are more acid. Typically, granulated slag
contains 85- 90% glass. Crystalline compounds identified in the devetnfied slags are mainly the
melitite solid solution series with end members gehlenite and akermanite and lesser amount of
monticellite, diopside, merwinite. Glassy phase content and basicity are still со"?|0еге^
most
important factors governing hydraulicity, although some results contradicting a d^ect relationship.
glass content- slag reactivity are not missing (72). A moderate amount (about 3-5/0) of crystalline
fraction could be considered in the same way as the unreacted slag micro- particles: a barrier

against microcracks propagation.

As already emphasized, the
oulverized fuel ashes. Its reactivity
basic the slag is the greater its
clinker, and the higher the glassy

.
glassy phase is much more homogeneous than is found in the
depends to a greater extent on composition. In general, the more
hydraulic activity in the presence of alkaline activators, incjud^g
phase, the lime and alumina contents, the higher is the hydraulic

property. In many Specifications basicity is defined as.

CaO-rAlgOs+MgO

1

. .

SiO2
representing a quality factor. Cementitious properties are therefore positively influenced by an

increase in lime and alumina and negatively by ai. increase in silica.

.

Cements manufactured by additions of vitreous - like acidic blast-furnace slag are reported (73)
as blendTcharacSdТу a low water-demand and a small specific requ.red quantity in concrete, a

high strength in mortars and concrete with normal hardening conditions, and in particular after steam
- curing, a reduced heat release, a satisfactory sulphate and frost-resistance and a moderate
shrinkage. Cements with main granulated blast-furnace slag also possess these properties but those
manufactured with acidic slag exhibited higher frost resistance (73).
Factors affecting hydraulicity are in short: glass content, chemical composition, fineness of
grinding, activation of slag glasses by chemical or thermal means. Although slag reactivity is reduced
when devetrification increases, the relationship between glass content of slag and strength
development in a blended Portland cement containing slag is not linear.
■

3.2.1.

Slag activation.- Blast-furnace slag, when properly granulated or pelletized, is a cementitious

material which reacts directly with water in the presence of activators. In absence of special
activators, Ca(0H)2 produced in the hydration of Portland cement serves as-the activator. It is well

known that slag hydration takes place after mixing with water and a protective layer is formed on the
surface which inhibits the water penetration and further dissolution of ions from the stag. Numerous
species serve as activators and accelerators: Portland cement, alkalis, gypsum, lime. NaOH has a
higher activation effect than Ca(OH)2. Gypsum accelerates hydration, but is less effective as activator
without the presence of Ca(0H)2.

Hydration of slag requires the breaking of bonds and dissolution of the three- dimentional
network structure of glass. High pH values easily break the bonds in the network structure of glassy
slag and promote hydration (74). The alkalis generally used such as NaOH, N32003 and water glass,
are expensive, often hygroscopic and potentially harmful. Neutral salts such as sodium sulphate and
potassium aluminum sulphate have been suggested as alternative, having similar effects and being
less expensive and harmful. The breaking of Si-0 and Al-0 bonds through the action of activators such
as Ca(0H)2, NaOH, KOH, allows the dissolution of Si and Al ions followed by precipitation of low-

solubility calcium silicate, calcium aluminate and magnesium aluminate hydrates, due to increased
ionic concentrations in the liquid phase. In the presence of gypsum (75), the concentration of Ca and
Al ions are reduced, owing to ettringite formation. When pH of the liquid phase reaches
approximately 12, ettringite is formed stably (76) and hydration of slag is most accelerated. In order
to mantain active hydration of slag, it is therefore necessary to supply sufficient hydroxyl, to create a
high pH to break glass network and stabilize the neo- formed ettringite, together with SO3 and

alumina for further ettringite formation. That is the assignment of activators, justifying the
opportunity of using in some cases compound activators (77), rather than individual ones, deciding the
relative amounts by detailed experiments. The role of activating agents has been also investigated in
term of dissolution mechanism of slag constituents (78). Activation by anhydrite has been also
with the obiectlve of preparing supersulphate slag cement, normally obtained from 80
85Л high lime slag, 10-15% activators and 5% ordinary Portland cement. Experiments made on
Indian slag, relatively poor in lime (26-38%) and rich in alumina (20-30%) pointed out (79) that
optimum quantity of anhydrite is in the range of 15-20%. Ettringite and calcium- silicate- hydrates
have been indicated as the major hydration products and maximum quantity of the first one was
formed in the early ages of hydration. Strength enhancement at later ages has been attributed to
calcium- silicate hydrate formation. Activation of slag in supersulphated cements can be performed
by various form of calcium sulphate: chemical gypsum or hard burnt gypsum. The ashes obtained
from the filter cake in the refining of raw cane sugar and successively burned have been used in
various amount (80). The maximum activation effect has been reached during the first day of
hydration for pastes containing 5-10% ash. In the ash- free samples, hydrated calcium silicates and

hexagonal tetracalcium aluminate have been found as the main hydration products; in the presence of
ashes, calcium sulphoaluminate hydrates have also been detected. Supersulphated cements have
however short utilization, because of the short protection that guarantee reinforcement.

M n
rcegar.d.s ^^chajriical properties, it has been found (81) that addition of small amount of NaBr,
NaCl, NaF or N32804 increases strength at early ages; NaBr or NaCI increases strength even at 91
days‘.Jbe microsfaructure of pastes with NaBr or NaCI addition showed a structure containing CSH

gel. Arm, ettringite and other phases having a compact structure. Experimental results pointed out

(82) that the particle size distribution of the clinker affects more particulary the early strength,
whereas, that of the granulated slag primarily affects the 28-day and 91-day strength of cement,;
without a systematic influence upon water demand and setting behaviour of the blast- furnace cement.
When slag amount exceeds 25%, separate grinding appears sometimes to be profitable from thepower efficiency angle and the quality of the end product (83). The characteristics of these cements ’
depend on clinker and slag fineness. Fineness of the latter ought to be 4000- 5000 m2/Kg Blaine, in4
spite of the high energy consumption required by the grinding process. Slag grinding can be made
easier by means of intergrinding of 5- 10% clinker, which improves also particle size distribution of

the product.
In order to improve the properties of conventional slag cement and develop a high quality
binder, the use of ultra- highly pulverized blast- furnace slag (Blaine fineness 850 m^/Kg) up to 70

80% cement replacement has been suggested (84). A very dense and uniform structure of the
hydrated paste and superior characteristics with high- strength concrete, having more than 100 Mpa
as compared to plain Portland cement high- strength concrete, have been observed. Strength
development, especially at early stage and setting time of Portland blast-furnace slag cement can be
improved (85) by means of increasing the fineness of slag, but flow, heat of hydration and drying
shrinkage are adversely influenced. By adding 2-5% of super fine limestone powder to Portland blast
furnace slag cement, strength development, except compressive strength, at later ages was largely
improved. Setting time, strength after autoclave curing and drying shrinkage were also improved by
limestone. The use of high - range water- reducing admixtures allows less bleeding, and the
noticeable improvement of the resistance to acid and sulphate attack, as well other characteristics,
can be attributed to the densification and to the reduced amount of calcium hydroxide caused by
hydration of slag. Additional use of semi-crushed granulated blast- furnace slag, added as fine
aggregate to the ultra-high pulverized fraction, improves durability of concrete and lowers heat of
hydration and, of course, strengths.
‘
Blast-furnace slag may be used to replace the major portion of cementitious materials when the
early strength is not the most important prerequisite. However early strengths may be achieved by
further grinding of the slag, high temperature curing, or using low water- cement + slag ratio,
whenever appropriate. Early demoulding may significantly reduce the strength of slag/cement
mortars and excessive amount of alkalis appears to favour flash setting. Curing temperature can
significantly increase strength at early ages, but when curing temperature exceeds 80°C
unfavourable effects on strength have been recorded. Finally, slag tends to make the pores finer,

increasing durability of mortars exposed to adverse environment.
As regards cementitious property in particular, slags activated with water glass or sodium
carbonate showed a significant influence of curing conditions on the flexural strength (86), without
substantial variation of compressive strength of slag/sand mortars. The flexural strength decrease,
observed in mortar samples transferred from water to air of 65% RH, has been attributed to the
formation of microcracks, owing to the release of large quantities of water content by the gel-like
slag hydration products. The change of gel volume produces microcracks in the hardened paste,
reflecting mainly on flexural strength. Suitable fineness, proper slag/sand ratio and curing conditions
proved to reduce volume changes and consequently microcracks formation.

'

In the Federal Republic of Germany, too, is produced a blast-furnace trass cement in two
compositions: 15% wt. trass, 30% blast-furnace slag, 55% Portland cement clinker; or 20% wt.
trass 50% blast-furnace slag, 30% clinker (87). Improved workability, low heat of hydration, long
term strength development of up to 70%, watertightness, high resistance to chemical attack, are the

characteristics indicated.

3.3. Condensed silica fume

.

■;

The production technology of microsilica and the development of its use as addition, particularly
in concrete, have been the object of many investigations (88). Microsilica consists essentially of
vitrified silica (100% glass), and because of its reactivity can generally replace three to four times its

weight of Portland cement, mantaining equal compressive strength. It is to be noted that just as all
pulverized fuel ashes are not suitable for use in concrete, not all microsilica is suitable (89) and
sources and types must be carefully controlled. Different types of condensed silica fume have
revealed that the material is essentially vitreous. A diffuse halo peak corresponding to the strongest
peak of crystobalite has been identified via X-ray diffraction (53).

Typical nitrogen adsorption surface area for condensed silica fume, ground granulated blast
furnace slag and fly ash, are of the order: 17.000 to 20.000 m^/kg; 400 to 600 m^/kg; 300-350
m2/kg, respectively (53). An experimental apparatus that allows amorphous silica powders with

specific surface of 136 m2/g to be produced,-has been also set up (90).

i

'

Inclusion of microsilica in cement systems is regarded as a way of accelerating the hydration
process during early hours. Addition of microsilica has the effect of accelerating the reaction of C3S.

Microsilica itself is consumed during hydration and an increased amount of polymer calcium silicate
hydrates is formed (91). The increased rate of cement hydration has been observed (92) when
microsilica exists still as chemically inert filler, suggesting a possible effect of submicroscopic
particles of silica fume as nucleation sites, so enhancing precipitation of hydration products. Evidence
of pozzolanic reaction has been also revealed within three days, irrespective of the water to - binder
ratio used (between 0.40 and 0.56), and of the cement used (Portland and blast-furnace cement). In
both cases, chemisorption from the liquid phase of ОН", Ca+2, K+ and Na+. ions during early days of

hydration is believed to be preceeded, at a relatively high pH, by attack of microsilica by OH* ions.
From the scientifical and technological point of view great importance is due to the orientation of
calcium hydroxide crystals at the interfacial zone betwwen cement paste and inserts (aggregates,
fillers, reinforcements). SEM examination (93) showed, that silica fume tends to affect the pattern of
crystallization and degree of orientation of Ca(0H)2 crystals at the aggregate surface during the first

few days of cement hydration, because of the tendency of the crystals to nucleate and grow on the
fine particles. In the silica fume blended mortars, calcium hydroxide disappeared from the aggregate
by 28 days hydration. With 5% cement replacement, the preferential orientation of calcium hydroxide
crystals in the transition zone is reduced with hydration progress and a denser hydration product is
formed, accounting for the important role of pozzolanic reaction between lime and silica fume in the
strenthening of the transition zone. Studies on the effects of the mineral additions on tlie interfacial
zone cement/aggregate pointed out that fly ashes and slag significantly, decreases the degree of
orientation of Ca(0H)2 crystals, particularly in the case of slag- bearing cement paste, influencing

durability and mechanical properties of concrete. The addition of fly ashes or slag seems to suppress
precipitation of Ca(0H)2 crystals in the interfacial zone and restrict ettringite formation in the limited
zone within 10gm from interface (94), favourably influencing resistance of the interfacial zone against

aggressive agents supplied from the surrounding.

•

In cement paste-limestone combination, calcium carboaluminate is formed in the interfacial
zone, in which its formation is increased by the addition of fly ashes or slag. Hydroxide crystals with
preferred orientation have been also observed at the interface steel-cement silica fume bearing
pastes, even at a high level of cement replacement (95).
"

Investigations on Portland cement - silica fume mortars gave evidence of a definite influence of
the sand-matrix interface on pore size distribution, porosity and mechanical strength, emphasizing
that properties of blended pastes appear to be quite different from those of blended mortars (96).
The discontinuous pores formed, attributable to the subsequent consumption by silica fume of
calcium hydroxide crystals deposited at the interface of inclusions, showed to be more numerous and
large than those in pastes of the same water to cement and silica fume content, owing to interface
effects. This consideration could explain the improvement of frost resistance of silica fume mortars
and concretes owing to the presence of those pores which act in the same way as air entrained
bubbles. SEM observation on silica fume-lime crystals mixture (97) gave evidence of the existence of
large voids corresponding to the initial Ca(0H)2 crystals sites, not refilled by any further precipitation

after 28 days hardening. The coarse pore family in the l-2pm size range observed in hydrated silica

fume mortars could be originated in such a way. Large amounts of silica fume significantly increase
also drying shrinkage, whereas freeze-thaw resistance is improved (96). Silica fume, particularly at

the longest period of curing, increase porosity and the compressive strength of pastes, due to the
low lime content, whereas Young's modulus of elasticity falls, owing to the formation of a low-density
dispersed hydrate product of low CaO/SiO2 (98). Silica fume was found to decrease permeability,
which appears not to be particularly dependent upon the amount added (99). It has been found that
compressive strength on mortars reaches a maximum with 8% wt. silica fume (100), decreasing,
particularly at early age of hydration, because of porosity rises. Mortars with more than 5% wt silica
fume have shown good resistance to sulphates, buckling to a lesser extent than normal sulphateresistant mortars, due to the lack of gypsum and the presence of small amount of ettringite. It has
been proved (101) that silica fume addition increases compressive strength of mortars, enabling, in
turn, an increase in the fly ashes addition.

As regards the common introduction of condensed silica fume in high strength concrete as
partial replacement of the cement, it has been pointed out that these by products act in concrete as
reactive pozzolan and as filler (102). Enhancement of compressive strength of ultrafine mineral
admixtures: silica fume or fine alumina powder in pastes and mortars prepared with a Portland
cement, has been attributed to an action as filler and it has been emphasized that associated with a
superplasticizer they have shown an equal reducing effect. The difference in the pozzolanic reactivity
levels led to ine conclusion that the influence of pozzolanic reaction on compressive strength is
negligible (103). When silica fume is employed as mineral addition, the proper use of superfluidifiers

appears to be well appropriate.

3.4. True pozzolans and volcanic tuffs

-

The making of hydraulic binders using natural pozzolans dates back from ancient times. The
preparation of mortars made with lime and volcanic sand of the ancient Thera (the Island of Santorin)
is attributed to the Phoenicians (104). Water cisterns plastered with hydraulic mortars have been
found at Jerusalem, dating back to the time of king Solomon (10th century B.C.).

In today's cement production their use is increasing in those countries which possess only
limited sources of industrial, hydraulic - active mineral additions. Experiences with production,
application and performance of pozzolan cement concrete in Chile from the very beginning to the
present time, have indicated that the long-term performance of Portland - natural pozzolan concretes
is, at least, the equivalent of Portland cement concretes (105). Chilean experience with economic and
efficient use of country's natural resources has encouraged other countries in Latin America.
Recently, Portland - pozzolan cements in Colombia and Equador were introduced in the market.
Natural pozzolans are incoherent pyroclastic sialitic products. Consist mainly of silica and
alumina which give them acid character and great affinity for lime, as well as alkalis and are
essentially vitreous products. Finely subdivided and bubbly elements with large internal surface area
characterize true pozzolans. The crystalline phases are somewhat limited and strictly depend on the
type of magma from which pozzolans originated. Phlegraean volcanic areas (near Naples) originated
alkali - trachytic pyroclasts, in which sanidine and to a lesser extent augite, are the main crystalline
phases distributed in the abundant vitreous mass. Pozzolans originate only from volcanic eruption
having had an explosive course, so that the violent ejection of melted magma into the atmosphere
causes the rapid quenching and the glassy state (106). Gases accompanying the explosion account
for the bubbly shape (Fig.2) and the wide specific surface area of the pyroclast.

Eruptions having a non-explosive course originate only volcanic ashes, which, being cooled
rather slowly show fewer and no bubbly vitreous fragments, thus being much less reactive towards
lime Silicate* glasses, because of their high free energy content, are particularly reactive in moist
environment, so that under the diagenetic action of groundwaters, undergo - according to the
conditions - zeolitization, feldspartization, argillization phenomena, responsible for the cementing of
the incoherent original vitroclasts. Low-alkaline environments favour in fact zeolitization processes
,
(107)
through a superficial or exogeneous alteration, but not atmospheric, named: diagenesis;

Lithoidal volcanic tuffs are therefore the zeolitized counterparts of the true pozzolans, including
Rhenish trass (108), the oldest known one and a wide series of tuffs available in Central southern
Italy, particularly in the volcanic districts of Latium, Campania, Potenza, Caserta (109).
Microscopical examination of thin sections of these tuffs reveals the rocks to consist of a nearly
isotropic matrix of diffused crypto-crystalline zeolites, which surround crystalline fragments of other
minerals. Very small zeolite crystals are often recognizable in the small cavities of the rocks, too.
Zeolite content is in the range 50-80% wt. Neapolitan yellow tuff, for instance, the zeolitized
counterpart of the phlegraean pozzolan, appears to be highly homogeneous, rich in fibrous and
bubbly fragments of pumices and crystals of plagioclase and light-green pyroxene. The yellowish,
nearly isotropic matrix, consists mostly of phillipsite (Fig.3) or chabazite (Fig.4).
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Fig. 3. Aggregate of needle-shaped phillipsite

crystals diffused in the ground mass
of Neapolitan yellow tuff.

Pre-ground volcanic tuffs have tendency to
combine with lime to an extent at least similar, if

not greater, than that of pozzolans originated from
the same magma (110), and this is not unexpected
if one remembers the particular structure of porous
solids characterizing zeolite minerals. Owing to the
channels and pores running across the whole solid,
lime attack is at least as easy as that of the bubbly
glass. Hydration products are, of course, similar
(111).

Fig. 4. Aggregate of rhombohedral chabazite
crystals diffused in the zeolitized facies
of Companian grey tuff.

In Italy, lithoidal tuffs are not yet employed in
the manufacture of blended cements, owing to the
availability of large deposits of the incoherent
counterparts, though tuff-cements are to be
classified in all respects as pozzolanic cements. It is

to be noted however that the advantage due to the
incoherence of the pozzolans is more apparent than
effective, since consumption for the grinding operation does not differ very much for both products,
owing to the fine - grained texture of the lithoidal counterpart. 8-10 Kwh/ton are in fact needed for
grinding either a tuff or a pozzolan, in comparison with 30 Kwh/ton for Portland clinker, energy

consumption for drying either the tuff or the pozzolan being similar, too, (200-250 Kcaf/kg) (112). On
the contrary, "trass-zemente" have a very old and worthwhile tradition.

Fig.5 quotes compressive strength values of ISO-Rilem mortars manufactured with blended
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The synthesis of framework silicates such as zeolites or feldspathoids has been suggested as a
practicable way to prepare geopolymeric compounds, constituting the blended geopolymer-lime
(113). Fabrication involves calcination at 700°C for limestone dolomite and kaolinitic soils. Addition of
На2СОз or K2CO3 and also silica, produces NaOH and KOH which react strongly with calcined kaolin,

yielding a geopolymeric binder of the analcime type. Geopolymer chemistry, when associated with
Portland cement, is claimed to yield cementitious material with remarkable properties, such as
ultrarapid strength gain, natural sulphate and freeze-thaw resistance and foreseeable long-term
stability; though such characteristics are still waiting for the test of a long practical employment.
Synthetic geopolymers and geopolymeric matrix have also been suggested as a material suitable for
immobilizing hazardous elemental wastes (114).
As regards burnt clay, a simple and cheap binder has been prepared mixing two parts of
dolomite calcined at 950°C and three parts of clay burnt at 750°C, ground to the same fineness.
Process appears to be advisable for small factories and binder can be employed for plain
constructions (115).

3.5. Limestone filler

..

;

■
A current proposal in ASTM Committee C-l on cement would allow up to 5% limestone to be
interground with clinker into Portland cement. The proponents claim a significant saving of energy
during production, without a degradation in quality and cite improvements in some cement and
concrete characteristics. The opponents claim that limestone acts merely as an adulterant and that
strengths are reduced (116). Carbonate addition to normal Portland cement to a maximum of 5% is
already allowed in some countries (117) and Canadian Standards Association is now considering the
possibility of extending carbonate addition also to high-early strength Portland cement, mainly used in
precast and prestressed concrete. Preliminary investigations have shown that carbonate addition
contribute to compressive strength development of heat-cured concrete made with such a cement,
without detrimental effects either to length change or to freezing and thawing resistance.
It is known that limestone additions to cement may have several functions: completion of the
granulometric curve of deficient fine grain cement; obstruction of capillar pores, hampering water

RSersate

■ ?.

percolation; variation of the rheological parameters of the slurries; interaction with hydration
process. It is well-founded to suppose that optimum amount of carbonate addition varies depending on
the composition of the clinker, particularly of C3A level.However, there is general agreement that
limestone is not a pozzolan and therefore would not be involved in the formation of calcium silicate
hydrates.
'
.

The search for less costly alternative materials in the cement industry has led to the proposal
for partial substitution of limestone for gypsum in the production of Portland cement. There is, of
course, agreement that solubility of calcium carbonate is low, whereas that of gypsum is much
greater. The formation of a stable calcium carboaluminate when calcium carbonate is introduced in a
system containing large quantities of calcium aluminate, although more slowly than calcium
sulphoaluminate, is also known. Powdered X-ray diffraction revealed (118) that high and low forms of
calcium carboaluminate can be observed in all systems incorporating limestone, even in the presence
of gypsum and X-ray diffraction analysis has been suggested as a suitable technique to follow
calcium carboaluminate and calciumsulphoaluminate formation, as well gypsum uptake in cement
systems.'

■

Investigations on rheological properties and water retention capacity of cement slurries made
with cement and up to 15% wt limestone with high CaCOg content, allowed one to point out (119) that
the variations in the yield point and plastic viscosity account for the lubricity power" of the amount of
particles

below

lOpm, increased by the relatively greater grindability of limestone, without

appreciable changes in water retention value.

-.

As regards gypsum addition, experimental investigations - though limited to materials and
methods - gave evidence (120) that the optimum SO3. content of the blend decreases with limestone
amount. This influence has been attributed mainly to limestone effect on the particle size distribution
of cement and perhaps to the reaction calcium carbonate/calcium aluminate, too. Results allowed one
to reach the conclusion that addition of limestone ground together with the clinker lowers strength
performance of cement, even at optimum SO3 content at all addition level and. fineness. Addition of

interground of blended limestone in Portland cement can also adversely affect drying shrinkage.
Additional steps are therefore recommended in order to amend such a disadvantage.
.
■

It has been emphasized (121) that Portland cement with a high C3A content (type III ASTM) can

react readily during hydration with carbonates, forming significant amount of calcium
carboaluminates with beneficial effects on strength development and resistance to sulphate attack,
but it is not so for Portland cement with normal C3A content (type II ASTM, max 8%). In this case

only minor and delayed reactions, with carbonate were observed, suggesting that for these cements
limestone additions act mostly as relatively inert diluents, so that potential negative effects could
outweigh any positive results.-The possibility of extending carbonate additions also to cements for
sulphate resistance and moderate heat of hydration, has been evaluated according to ASTM C452
Specification (potential expansion of Portland cement mortars exposed to sulphate) and ASTM C1012
Specification (developed for the evaluation of blended cements) (122). In the range of C3A content 7.3
to 10.3%, SO3 from 2.93 to 3.80 and calcium carbonate levels up to 5%, sulphate resistance

appeared to be unaffected by carbonate additions and primarily influenced by C3A content. Neither

carbonate additions showed consistent effect on heat of hydration and sulphate resistance of Portland
cement (122).
;
;
Investigations on the assessment criteria for the suitability of limestone for‘producing Portland
limestone cement and the effects on the working characteristics, as well on durability, allowed one to
infer (123) that the high proportion of fine particles in the mixture widen the particle size distribution,
in comparison with plain Portland cement, reducing the water demand and improving concrete
consistency. Only a mere action of inert has been attributed to the filler, emphasizing that an
increased fineness of the clinker fraction offset the loss in standard strength due to dilution and that a
concrete manufactured with blended cements containing 20% limestone filler, with more than 75% wt

CaCOg of suitable chemical and mineralogical characteristics, reaches the same strength level as a
Portland cement of the same class, with frost resistance sufficiently high.
One can see that there are still differences in opinions and experimental evidence of limestone

addition to Portland clinker requires further consideration.

3.6. LD Steel work slag

v

;

...

v

It is formed during the production of steel which involves the removal of impurities such as
carbon, silicon, manganese, phosphorus, from pig iron. Steel slags may be rich in phosphate or in
calcium and contain metastable dicalcium silicate. Main chemical components, are therefore CaO,
SiO2, AI2O3, FeO, РегОз, MgO, MnO, P2O5 and free - CaO. Mineralogical composition depends

mainly on chemical composition, which varies with steelmaking processes.
At the present, steelwork slags are classified in terms of basicity ratio

'

CaO
SiO2+P2O5

-

'

.

which appears to correlate well with cementing properties (124). High basicity ratios favour in
general slags activity. Composition fluctuates significantly. The urgent problem to be solved for use
in cement production is therefore how to evaluate cementing properties, select proper proportioning,
and ensure constancy in the processing technology. In general, steelwork slag positively reacts with
water but possesses weak hydraulicity, that is why it is necessary to investigate its possible
activation. Sodium hydroxide proved to be an accelerator for hydraulic reactions, especially in the .

beginning, though with changes in composition and morphology (125).

,

Possibilities of using LD slag in combination with granulated blast-furnace slag as a partial >
Portland cement clinker replacement, has been analysed. In view of the importance of the problem
and the variability of chemical and mineralogical composition, it has been suggested studying i
possible utilization case by case (126). In a blastfurnace slag cement the substitution - at a rate of
about 10%- of blastfurnace slag for steel slag, reasonably typical of major Italian industrial
production, resulted (126) in the following modifications: slight reduction in the amount of water for
blends of standard consistency; slight acceleration of initial set and delay of the final one; decrease of
whiteness of the blend; slight lowering in strength progress, acceptable at longer age. Application
possibilities and limits of LD slag cement have been investigated with reference to su phate
resistance, too (127). Cements prepared blending 70% ordinary Portland cement and 30/o stee slag,
showed a relatively short hardening period: about six months, but in part low final strength, higher
capillarity pore volume than Portland cement, variable Ca(0H)2 content, low sulphate resistance, lhe

reduced performance might be assigned rather to the arising texture of hydrated phases, than to a
chemical incompatibility. The addition of steel slag and granulated blast-furnace slag to Por land
cement showed a distinct improvement in sulphate resistance and acceptable final strength values,
though longer hardening period. Free lime content of LD slag did not appear to cause unsoundness of
blended mortars.

.

.

Steel slag containing more than 10% alumina have
combining the addition of CAMFLUX in the converter and
oot by oxygen injection and the addition of bauxite and
Portland cement, behaved like the best blast-furnace slag

.
been obtained by a mixed technique (128)
the treatment of the liquid slag in the slag
a'ammium scrap. Such a slag, mixed with
presently used for Portland cement blends.

Ultra-fine wastes, by-products of iron alloys manufacture, have been suggested (129) as
concrete constituents. Added in proper ratios, such wastes appear to reduce cement consumption

and improve strength and durability of reinforced concrete structures.

s

3.7. Non ferrous slags

:

. Preliminary investigation on the application of slag produced in the smelting of copper, zinc,
lead, nickel and tin, indicate that some solid wastes from metal industry have "pozzolanic* properties
(130) and might be useful as partial substitutes for cement and for aggregates in concrete. Lead slag
is an industrial by product which does not present large numbers of utilization,
giving rise to
progressive deterioration of the environment. Encouraging results were reached through an
investigation (131) on durability of mortar samples manufactured with 30% ground lead slag to
Portland cement. Mechanical tests performed on mortars previously plunged in aggressive solution,
gave evidence of a durability higher than that’of reference: Spain Standard cements: Portland with
high early strength (class type I 45 A) or Portland with high sulphate resistance (class type ll-S/Z).
Advantages on production expenses due to the low cost of the by-product have been emphasized.

'’

A slag from the Zaire cobalt industry with 40% SiO2, 39.7% CaO, 9.5% AI2O3, 6.8% MgO,

supplied medium strength binders by addition of lime or ordinary Portland cement clinker in small
amount (132). Hydration can be accelerated by addition of sodium sulphate. Applications such as
pavement and road are suggested, but long-term durability of cobalt slag cement needs to be
assessed.
.
■

Granulated phosphorus slag is a by-product in the production of yellow phosphorus, that mainly
consists of CaO and Si02, with a CaO/SiO2 ratio between 0.8 and 1.2. Glass content is more than

...

95%. It also contains less than 5% AI2O3 and a certain amount of phosphates. It has been pointed out
(133) that phosphorus slag can be activated by cement clinker, cement clinker and N32804, water
glass and that its hydraulic activity is lower than that of blast-furnace slag at early stage. Maximum
dosage is 30%, otherwise setting time becomes too long and the early strength noticeably decreases.
' Addition of 4% N32804 may significantly improve early strength of Portland phosphorus slag cement

blends. After 8 months strength has been found higher than that of Portland - blast-furnace slag
5 -cement. Hydration products are mainly: dense C-S-H gel with low CaO/SiO2 ratio. No crystalline

compounds were detected. Electrothermophosphorus slags can be used as mineralizer in cement raw
mix compositions, too.
. .
3.8. Non ferrous metallurgy by-products s 7
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Alumina production wastes have been suggested as active additive to cements. Nepheline slurry
(73) is a leaching product of nepheline-limestone cakes and its chemical composition shows an
intermediate position between blast-furnace slags and Portland cement clinker. Main chemical

; :

components are CaO and Si02 (about 85%) with a molar ratio 2:1. Most important phase is ß-C2S,

:

'

. content of which varies from 55 to 85%. Maximum admissible content of slurry in cement appears to
'
. be up to 15%, reduction of strength values becoming evident with 30-50% addition. Soluble alkalis in
1
‘ the slurry reduce both strengths and setting time and the particle aggregation suggests a careful
choice of the grinding process.
■ :
r
. Bauxite caked slurries can be used also as active addition..A special feature is both the high
content of iron oxides (red mud) and the large range of dispersion. Main phase components are C2S,

.

'

magnetite and perowskite. Soluble alkalis promote degradation of engineering properties of the
resultant cement.
.
.
■
3.9. Other bv-products

'

/

'

;
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The possible use as a "pozzolan' of a processed sedimentary rock-consisting mainly of a
mixture of montmorillonite and siliceous diatom skeletons in the form of amorphous opal, resulting
from production of Moler bricks-has been investigated (134), evaluating the requirements for
fineness, chemical composition, water .soluble alkalis content, pozzolanic activity and prevention of
alkali silica reaction. Finely granulated calcined Moler showed to be an excellent 'pozzolan' for use in
concrete, comparable to a microsilica.
.... ■
• ...

•
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structure of hardening mortarst leading to an increase in the early strength. Strength development
and expansion were found to be strongly influenced by deposits present on the surface of pulverized

fly ashes, which affects reaction mechanism. Removal of these surface deposits by acid treatment
' resulted in fact in a considerable reduction in the expansion of high temperature cured pulverized fuel
ashes-lime materials and a much earlier commencement of strength development. Expansion has
been attributed to ettringite decomposition, rather than to its formation (148).

/

5.1. Evaluation of the degree of hydration

...

The reaction between cement and water is measured by means of the determination of the
degree of hydration. Loss on ignition is often used for evaluating the hydration progress in Portland
cements. Selective dissolving methods are used for determining the degree of hydration of blended
cements. The principle of this method is based on the fact that clinker phases, their hydrates and the
fraction of reacted addition are largely dissolved, whereas the fraction of unreacted addition remains
as a residue. Experimental investigations (149) ‘showed that the selective dissolution method using a
pycric acid-methanol-water solution, is suitable to remove reacted cementitious products and leave a
residue of unhydrated "pozzolans', such a fly ash and silica fume when mixed with cement, enhabling
their quantitative determination at various ages of hydration. An improved procedure - compared to
that reported in the 1982 CEN draft, based on the extraction of cement with an alkaline ethylene
diamine tetracetic acid solution - is claimed to give much more precise determination of the c inker
content, especially in cement containing slag (150). This procedure makes use of a buffered solution
containing a fixed volume of diethylamine, in place of a variable volume of sodium hydroxide, adjusted

to give a specified starting pH value. The formula:
C =

[1.1 (94-F)-R-A]%

where F= insoluble fraction; R= LSlSxSOg; A= 2.273x002, is claimed to provide a close estimation
of the clinker content of composite cements, calculated from single determination of insoluble

fraction in diethylamine reagent and SO3 and CO2 contents.

■

:

■

The extent to which the dissolving methods are applicable for determining the conversion of
granulated blast-furnace slag in hydrated slag cements, has been also investigated (151). Considering
that the pycric acid methods appear not to give quantifiable results, because of the partial solubility
of alkali aluminosilicate glasses, slag hydration has been quantified by extraction with methanolic
salicylic acid and the hydration of Portland cement fraction in the blended cement has been described
on the basis of chemically bound water.

Assuming that fly ashes, slags, natural pozzolans etc., both in cements and in concretes,
invalidate the analytical determination of Portland cement in a hardened concrete containing one of
these additions, because of interferences caused by the presence of soluble silica, a procedure based
on two parallel chemical analyses on soluble fractions obtained from the same homogeneized sample
of hardened concrete and a design of a graphical procedure have been described for identifying the
nature of the mineral addition present in the sample and determining its content (152). IRspectroscopy has also been suggested for determining the ash content of a blended cement, provided
that raw materials are available (153).

.

5.2. Hydration
The chemistry of hydration of cements forms the subject of specific themes under monogram
lll-O. So that only a short account will be given here (theme ll-A).
.
■ 5 2 1 .Clinker.- The possible interaction in the combined hydration of pure clinker minerals (C3S,

C3A C4AF), synthesized from suitable blends, has been thoroughly investigated (154). The progress
of C3S hydration appears to be only little affected by the simultaneous presence of C3A and C4AF,
both with and without

gypsum. Only large amounts of C3A accelerate C3S hydration. The joined

presence of C3S changes very little the progress of C3A hydration. Only large amounts of C3S
depress early C3A hydration. Gypsum addition significantly depresses the initial progress of C3A

hydration. C4AF hydration is considerably retarded in the presence of C3S, only in the initial stage.
Setting time of C3S-C3A pastes becomes shorter with the increase of C3A, whereas that of C3A-

C4AF pastes is delayed as C4AF content increases. The joined presence of gypsum appears to
significantly abate setting time variations due to C3A or C4AF addition to C3S. In a semi-logarithmic

-scale and between 1 and 90 days, pure C3S exhibits a nearly linear strength development. C3S
replacement by C3A increases strength at early ages, whereas at long ages and with large C3A

amounts, strength may even decline after having reached a maximum. At any ages C3S replacement
by C4AF decreases strength, the more as C4AF increases. Data obtained (154) are summarized in

Fig. 6.

■

5.2.2. Additions - Strength development and
ultimate strength of blended cements depend besides the clinker quality and fineness mainly on the inherent hydraulicity and amount
of individual additions.'
In contrast with silica fume, cement
setting
is commonly retarded by fly ashes
addition. Usually, the retard is higher for high
calcium than for low-calcium fly ashes, though
the overall reaction is greater in the first case.
However, in both cases, unreacted particles
have been picked out in the hydration products,
even at later ages, more abudant, of course,
when low-calcium fly ashes are used. A good
quality fly ash enhances hydration of cement at
early ages, thereby contributing to* an increase
in strength. At early ages the contribution
made by the pozzolanic reaction appears to be
not significant and becomes apparent only
after about 14 days of continuous curing.
Enhancement is thought to be due to the
presence of sub-micron particles in fuel ash
Fig. 6. Compressive strength development of
acting as nucleation sites on to which hydrates
blends of clinker components.
could form (155). The consequence of this view
is that the addition of fine particulate material
to a Portland cement could impart an influence
on the hydration of cement with which it is blended and would therefore not act just as a simple filler.
Such material might be inert or have latent hydraulic properties.
.
Examination of homogeneous mixtures of five parts by mass Portland cement and one of rutile
(titanium dioxide) allowed one to reach the conclusion (156) that such a non-hydraulic filler significantly
enhances the hydration of Portland cement, accompanied by an increase in the quantity of bound
water and Portlandite. This observation supports the view that at early ages the pozzolanicity of a fine
pulverized fuel ash might be attributed, in part, to the enhanced hydration induced by *a particle size
effect", ovying to the presence of fine particles of filler, which provide additional nucleation sites. The

repercussion of the presence of a fine, inert filler on water demand and setting time are, of course,
to be considered, too (157).
,
.
Blending 5% pulverized fuel ash, slag, kaolinite or illite, were found, to have no significant effect
on the time of appearance of the main heat evolution peak of ordinary Portland cement. However,
calcite additions have been found to accelerate, in some cases, and retard in other case evolution
peak (158).
•

Blending the same Portland cement with fine hydraulic matters, such as fuel ash or blast-furnace
slag, respectively, their reactivity has been attributed (159) to the association of two factors: "a
particle size effect", because of the larger specific surface than that of the cement and a inherent
hydraulicity of the secondary component.
■ , ■
:
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Comparative investigations on calcium hydroxide content of blast-furnace slag cement containing'

I

70% slag and ordinary Portland cement pastes, as a function of hydration length, showed (160) that

'

after 28 days Portland cement contains about 20% lime, whereas blast-furnace slag only about 4%.
On the contrary, the depletion of unhydrated slag fraction in blast-furnace slag cement is slower than
that of unhydrated clinker fraction in Portland cement. After one year, about 50% slag remains still
unhydrated, against about 18% clinker.
;
t

’

The rates of reaction of mineral additions blended with Portland cement tend to be lower than
those of Portland cement of the same fineness. The handicap can be abated in the stage of the
manufacture of the cement or in that of the curing, to ensure suitability performance, including
■ strength development. However, hydration rate, mechanism and microstructural development of
blended cements are a complex process and hydration behaviour of mineral additions requires further
consideration.
• .
1 '
'.

5.3.HydratiQn.Drfiducis
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A solid water theory (161) conceives the hydraulic hardening of cement as a process by virtue of
which very fine silica is permanently bonded together by solidifying water. Cement becomes solid and
remains solid owing to a silicification. Part of the liquid water becomes a component of C-S-H phase.
Concrete in fact first loses its pore water and then its structural water by evaporation. The force
involved in the hardening process can reliably be-designated as ‘hygroscopic suction force*.
Transition from deformable moist or wet fresh concrete to solid and dry hardened concrete with its
lighter colour, can be characterized by a "solid water model".
,

"

The blended mineral additions all react with water, or with water and calcium hydroxide, to form
as major products calcium silicate hydrates
and calcium aluminate hydrates, rather similar to those
produced by the reactions of Portland cement with water, though, as would be expected, there is
considerably less CH and rates of reaction are not necessarily the same. Hydration process and
products both of Portland (162) and of blended cement (4) have been already reviewed with full
particulars, emphasizing also the differences in C-S-H chemical composition, concerning not only the
lower CaO/SiO2 ratios, but also the higher alkalis retained in their hydration products.

Advanced facilities allowed one to note (163) that in hardened cement pastes, C/S molar ratio of
C-S-H decreased with the increase in blending component and that, amount of replacement being the
same, such an effect was the most remarkable for silica fume, very remarkable for fly ashes and
remarkable for slag. The mean C/S ratio of C-S-H formed in ordinary, slag (40%), fly ashes (40%)
and silica fume (10%) cement pastes, was 1.7, 1.6, 1.2, 1.4, respectively. The amount of aluminium
increased in the low C/S C-S-H. Magnesium transferred by the clinker to the pore solution,
accumulated at the external rim of C-S-H surrounding unhydrated alite. Magnesium in slag did not
migrate, remaining at the same position as in the original slag grains. Iron also hardly migrated into
hydration products. Sodium supplied by the clinker was homogeneously distributed in the paste;
potassium, particularly in ordinary cement pastes, was condensed in C-S-H surrounding unhydrated
alite and hydrated compounds around interstitial phase. Especially in fly ash and silica fume cement
pastes, potassium tended to be fixed in low C/S C-S-H, neoformed by pozzolanic reaction.
,
Investigation on structure pointed out (164) that both an increase in the temperature of
formation and the addition of silica fume, increased the degree of silicate polymerization in the C-S-H
produced by hydration of alite. The formation of linear chain silicates and the absence of any cross

linking appeared consistent with data collected.

The presence of aluminate-ferrite-rrionosubstituted (AFm) and related phases such as strätlingite

(CoAHr)

and hydrotalcite (a Mg-equivalent of AFm phase) in slag cement products is known (165).
Reactions of natural pozzolans, synthetic glasses, blast furnace slag glasses, zeolite minerals, with

saturated lime solution, in suspensions at ordinary temperature, allowed one to point out (166) that in
all cases substantial amounts of CaO were removed from the solution X-ray diffraction analysis
showed that C-S-H and one or more hydrated aluminate phases had been formed. In many cases, the
C-S-H was more specifically C-S-H (I). Except with the slag glasses,Jhe aluminate phase most often

present was strätlingite. In absence-of this phase, C4AH13, СдАСНц or hydrogarnet have been
detected, suggesting the hypothesis that high cpncentrations of SiO2 and AI2O3, arising through the
presence of alkalis, favour strätlingite formation, whereas high concetrations of CaO and AI2O3,

hydrogarnet formation. C4AH13 was formed from glasses high in S1O2 and low in AI2O3.

The excellent performance of the pre-ground counterparts of the natural pozzolans: the zeolitic
tuffs in partial replacement of Portland clinker, is attributable mainly to the destruction of their
aluminosilicate framework in the alkaline environment (167). Owing to. the peculiar crystalline
structure of porous solids, zeolite minerals offer to the attack of alkaline solution a specific surface
area wider than that of the bubbly pozzolanic glass, favouring a more rapid formation of similar
hydration products. The presence of pores and channels moving across the zeolite minerals,
reasonably favours the alkaline attack.

6. POROSITY-STRENGTH RELATIONSHIP.
Strength permeability, and durability of cementitious materials are strongly influenced by pore
structure (168). Porosity appears to be the main factor determining the strength properties of
cement pastes (169). Mineral additions may significantly affect pore size distribution and related
properties- in particular, permeability. Although the role of pore volume, size distribution and shape
has long been recognized, the experimental techniques used for measuring these parameters are stih
subject of controversy, though measurements can be properly corrected by means of suitable
procedures (170). The quantitative evaluation of their influence still presents some uncertanties and
as a result phenomena of technological importance, such as strength and durability, are not yet

completely understood.
1
Mercury intrusion investigations allowed one to point out (171) a difference between the pore
structure in plain cement paste and that formed in concrete, the latter being more porous and with
pores of larger diameters. Pastes that form in mortars showed a pore structure more ike that in
concrete than in plain paste. In cement pastes total porosity appears to be controlled by the
water/solid volume ratio, but the pore size distribution generally diminishes in mature blended
materials compared with ordinary Portland cement paste, reducing ionic diffusion rates and

permeability (172).
The relation between total porosity, generally expressed as a volume fraction of pores, and
strength has been examined by a number of investigators, suggesting a variety of more or less
satisfactory equations. Considering that porous structure is strongly influenced by curing
temperature, compressive strength has been correlated with pore size distribution using a parameter
containing the volume fraction of pores Xv, the mean distribution radius rm and the characteristic

strength Rc as a function of curing temperature, incorporated into the expression: (173)

■

у
R(l-Xv)
x‘Rc^W

.

Experimental results on blast-furnace compacts-activated with lime, gypsum or Portland cement

- showed that compressive strength is related to total porosity by means of an exponential law.
The close relationship between pore structure and strength of cement based composites has
been attributed to the fact that both these properties depend decisively on the volume, kind and other

parameters of the neo-formed hydration products (174). A connection between the parameters

eovernine pore structure and the volume, type and binding properties of the hydration products, has
been suggested as a feasible way to collect information on the binding capacity of a cement, through
the investigation of the- structure of the micropores present in the hardened system. The following
formula has been suggested (174) between the compression strength of hardened cement pastes and

.

their pore structure:
.

s = К VPo * --
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where Po is the porosity of the system after the mixing with water and P, the porosity occurring after
a determined curing period, in the course of the formation of hydration products. P - Po - Д p
where AVhp corresponds to the variation of volume of the solid phase, owing to the formation of

hydration products.
'

.

.
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Many investigators have reported that in normally - cured cement pastes, the inclusion of slag

shifts the pore size distribution from coaser to finer pores. Since the presence of large capillary
pores is believed to be responsible for high permeability and low strength of hardened cement paste,
such a physical modification seems to play a more important role in: improving strength and
durability of slag-cement products (53). High levels of slag substitution for Portland cement usually
diminish thp nore size thereby increasing the durability, as reflected in chloride diffusion and related
pro erte:■ (75?'bpeÄ
on flag (about 80%) clinker (about 20%) mortars (175) pointed
ouUhat the decrease of total porosity with, the progress of hydration appears essentially from.the
reduction of larger pores volume (R>500 Ä), whereas the volume of smaller pores (37 - 500 )
remains partially constant. The diminution of larger pores yolurne was more important f°r th®.slag
cement than for the Portland cement mortars. Total porosities being equal, larger pores volume or
hvdraulic radius of slag cement mortars, was smaller than that of Portland cement imortars. For a
given porosity, pores radius increased with the decrease of water cement ratio. The P^sence of
limestone filler (19.6%) in a Portland cement prepared with the same clinker, yielded a change of
pore size distribution of the mortars. The amount of smaller pores volume, compared to that of

larger ones, increased with age more rapidly than for ordinary Portland cement mortars.

To sum ud effective ways for increasing mechanical strength of cement pastes appear, to be
still the lowering* both of total porosity and of pore size dimensions. Mechanical strength increases
ä reduction o8f capillary porosity, which is in turn progressively filled with hydration products and
can be lowered by reducing water/cement ratio. Porosity can be also lowered by filling the pores
with ultrafine particles, for instance: silica fume, associated with a water - reducing agent.
... .

7. DURABILin.

'

:

:

Good concrete is one of the most durable of building materials, as we can infer from the
contributions given by the major Organizations which have been and are active in the field (176).
Durability, stability and mechanical strength of cement paste, mortar or concrete are closely relate

to each other.

...

it is well known that durability - in conformity with the environmental conditions - depends on the
tvoe of cement used and on the concrete components, but, at the same time, on he water cement
tho rnmnartness of the structures. In recent times, increasing attention has been
Га^
dtahiTn concrete ■ (177) as evidencied by the number of specific Symposia
annnfntPdd(178) and takes a step forward the belief that cement would preferably be characterized

appointed (!78) and akes a step
Bons and only se ondar

torw ш
о

f
f
rete in the actua| environmental
c Seal composition, without relaxing of course, those

conditions, ana oniy ьеuu uat у
|n addit|on t0 the type of cement and
aggregat^K* of conc?ete depends, of course, on the mix design and the workmanship
involved in making, placing and curing.

The most common causes of deterioration are associated to porosity and permeability (180)
which favour aggressive ions penetration, or to the course of chemical reaction. Permeability controls
the physical and chemical process of degradation, caused by the action of water movement ie
permeability to aggressive water determines the rate of deterioration (181). Nevertheless it is not
incompatible, that ions diffusivity might be influenced also by cement composition. Penetration of
ions such as chloride and sulphate includes at the same time chemical reactions and diffusivity (182).
Really, using the steady-state (thin disc) technique (183), total and free chloride measurements have
indicated that the effective diffusivity of chloride in sulphate resisting Portland cement, was larger
than that in ordinary Portland cement, whereas increasing slag content of an ordinary Portland - blast

furnace slag-cement, diffusivity progressively decreased. The higher chloride-binding capacity of slag
cement resulted in much lower proportions of free chloride in the pore solution. Results of
accelerated corrosion monitoring tests showed (184) that a high C3A content (about 9.5%) has a

beneficial effect on reinforcement corrosion resistance performance of concrete structures
attributable to a superior chloride complexing ability of the cement, resulting in the formation of
insoluble calcium chloro aluminate compound. However, great caution is to be used when comparing
the behaviour of cements of different type, since many and various can be the factors affecting the
result. Carbonation resistance, for example, has been sometimes observed to be higher in Portland
cement concretes than in those made from blast-furnace or from pozzolanic cements. It is to be
borne in mind however that concretes having the same strength and water/cement ratio, do not
necessarily carbonate at the same rate. This is true also for another drawback: the cracking. Data
collected on blended cement concretes revealed in fact (185) that their long-term durability was at
least the equal of ordinary Portland cement concretes under service conditions.
There is general agreement that blended cements are to be preferred with regard to sulphate
environments or when alkali-aggregate reactive materials are used, though it has been emphasized
(186) that blended cement systems, particularly those'with slag, may approach a steady state more
slowly than ordinary Portland cement. Completeness of accelerating effect of thermal curing is still
questioned. It is generally accepted also that C3A in a Portland cement is the main components that

leads to sulphate attack in a sulphate environment, but although the expansion is usually high when
C3A is high, there is often no simple relationship between C3A content and expansion. It has been
pointed out (187) that if SO3 content in a cement is considered in conjunction with C3A content, there

is often a better relationship and when C3A is high and SO3 is also relatively high, there appears to
be less expansion in some cases, but even so there are many instances where this is not true.
Moreover, alkali content of a cement should also be kept in mind, when considering correlations

between C3A and SO3 content and expansion. The latter can be prevented or at least minimized
increasing to a certain level both SO3 and alkali content (187).

....

With regard to the mechanism, degradation by sulphate attack involves three processes: •

diffusion of sulphate ions into matrix, controlled by porosity and permeability (8); - reactions between
sulphate ions and certain constituents of hydrated cement, to form expansive compounds; - cracking
of matrix leading to strength loss and disintegrationlow - C3A Portland cements (188) (type II and V

ASTM Standard cements) and low water-cement ratios are still recommended precautions in order to
minimize sulphate expansion.

■

Enhancement of Portland cement durability, due to mineral additions, is to be attributed to many

factors: - reduction of matrix permeability, owing to pore size refinement produced by pozzolanic
reaction and, consequently, decrease of the diffusion rate of aggressive ions; • removal of CH formed
during calcium silicates hydration; - unfavourable conditions to ettringite formation; - fine filler effect
caused by the physical presence of the addition; - C3A reduction, owing to the replacement for the

addition.
Recommended methods for testing potential sulphate resistance of blended cements are based
on evaluation of changes in mechanical strength or expansion of cement pastes or mortars immersed
a e s°M|on or submitted to percolation tests. A systematic investigation, in standardized
conditions, on the effects of percolation by magnesium sulphate, or magnesium chldride solutions of

the same normality, through cylindrical mortar samples of Portland and blended cements,
respectively, normally cured, allowed one to point out (189) that magnesium sulphate exhibits higher
aggressiveness than magnesium chloride solution. Percolation by magnesium sulphate solution may
cause even the crumbling of the sample. The strong sulphate attack considerably influences
mechanical strength. In the severe conditions chosen, Portland, pozzolan and blast-furnace cements,
demonstrated to be all liable to sulphate attack, although blended cements, particularly high slag
blast-furnace cement, suffered the attack to a slightly lower extent, owing to reduction of pore size,
too (190). Strength decrease of mortars ranged between 20-40% according to cement type. ,.
Flexural strength development appears to be closely related to sulphate resistance of blended
: cement and crack time associated with the capacity of strength development for a same cement type
(191). Cement pastes manufactured with Portland cement and 15% wt silica fume, water/cement
ratio 0.3, showed (192) that such an addition improves resistance to sodium sulphate, but lowers that
to magnesium sulphate. Accelerating tests of Portland and Portland - fly ash cement mortar cubes
showed (193) that incorporation of fly ashes decreases the rate, of sodium sulphate solution attack,
owing to the refinement of pore sizes of the paste and to the formation of AFm, rather than that of
AFt phase. The increased chemical resistance of mortar and concrete incorporating more than 50%
slag is attributable (181) mainly to the process of pore refinement which is associated with the
pozzolanic reactions involving the removal of Ca(0H)2-

л
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Much more complex is the problem of selecting a type of cement suitable for use in volcanic
areas (194). A series of blended cements prepared with "pozzolanic* or blast-furnace slag additions,
exposed to the action of fumarole exhalations for two years, demonstrated inability to suffer the
strong attack of carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide, mixed with super-heated steam. Reliable and
appropriate procedures to safeguard the structures are to be examined case by case under such
severe conditions.

.
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Investigations on the effect of unhydrated clinker reserve fraction on the development of
mechanical and "chemical resistance of hardened pastes, prepared with ordinary Portland cement, or
blast-furnace cement containing 50% granulated slag, allowed one to point out (195) that the optimum
value of the hydration ratio of the binder in a paste for Portland and blast-furnace slag cement
concretes, in contact with sulphate solutions like groundwaters (pH 5 8) ranges between 0.5-0 6.
Approximately the same contribution has been attributed to the hydrated products pertaining to the
clinker or to the slag components, suggesting a correction of the granulometric and mineral
composition in cements for corrosion-resistant works.

-J :

Interest in the use of active additions to control alkali - silica reaction has led to a number of
International Conferences and investigations. Identification of alkali-silica products in concrete can be
performed staining them with uranyl ions, adsorbed only on the gel - like products and not on cement
hydration products (196).

r

A suitable method for reducing the risk of cracking no doubt is clinker replacement or active
additions. Blending agents contain considerable quantities of tota alkalis which are initially bound
within the glassy matrix and can be released (197) into the pore" liquid. It is therefore important to
plnridate the balance between their release as the glass reacts with the cement pore liquid and their
incorpo'ration intoThe Ä*products (198). Alklhs ^crease the Ca^Si rafo о C^.H ge p ase

formed by the pozzolanic reaction, thereby improving its potential uptake for alkali (199). Blast
furnace slag pulverized fuel ash, natural pozzolans, pre-ground volcanic tuffs, silica, fume,
respectively Successfully abate expansion, provided that each of these blending agents is^properly
characterized and added in appropriate amount. Fig.7 shows that the expansion of Portland cement
mortars can be minimized by replacement for pozzolanic additions ranging between 20-40%, whereas
the same result has been attained with cement containing 60-70% granulated blast-furnace slag
(200) Tests have been performed according to ASTM Specification C441-81 and, with reference to
curing, according to ASTM C22ML To minitize «- aggregate^ao^n. herefore. sete

Of eyach addition7 on the strength properties

of the resultant cement.lt has been hypothesized that a major mechanism of expansion reduction is an
increase in the effective SiO2/Na2O ratio to values in excess of the pessimum value (201). The
greater the deviation of this ratio from the pessimum value, the less appears to be expansion the
effectiveness of the replacements being: precipitated silica > pulverized fuel ash > granulated blast
furnace slag.
.
■
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It has been observed that
pulverized fuel ash and granulated
blastfurnace slag, when used as a
partial replacement for a high alkali

cement, act primarily as alkali
diluters, whereas microsilica, owing
to its ultra-fine particles, actually

promotes the alkali - silica reaction
while the mixture is still in a fresh
state (202).

It is to be noted that particular
interest in preventing alkali - silica
reaction is shown, too, by the use of
the zeolitized counterparts of the
true pozzolans: the pre-ground
lithoidal
volcanic
tuffs,
as
replacement of Portland clinker.
Portland - zeolite - cements (167)
minimize, in fact, expansion better
than Portland - pozzolan - cements,
exhibiting
slightly
higher
compressive
strength,
too.
Moreover, improved results can be
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Fig. 7. Alkali-aggregate reaction. Expansion of mortar bars
after two years, as a function of type and amount of
addition.

reached
using volcanic tuffs,
previously activated by thermal
treatment, at temperatures of
incipient collapse of the prevailing
zeolitic framework. Fig. 8 and 9.

The excellent performance of
t
x
.
zeolitized counterparts of the true
■
is likely to be attributable to the higher reactivity of the porous solids. Zeolite minerals in
tact offer to the attack of alkaline solution a specific surface area wider than that of the bubbly
. pozzolamc glass, in this way enhancing the neoformation of hydrated phases. A more rapid and
almost exhaustive Si-O-Si bond break, procured by lime solution, is responsible for a likewise more
rapid neoformation of abudant, low basic, amorphous hydrated calcium silicate, which enhances
■ s .n^n Progress and, at the same time, incorporates remarkable amount of alkalis, otherwise
. available for fostering the dangerous expansion reaction. The further expansion minimization supplied
-. by the previous activation process of zeolitic tuffs - a thermal treatment rather ineffectual for the
unzeolitized counterparts - can be reasonably attributed to: - the formation of free bonds at the
surface of the solid after evolution of the bound water from pores and channels of the zeolite
minerals, - a sort of mobilization of the chemical constituents of the rock, the framework having
collapsed; - a wide specific surface area induced in the neoformed amorphous system by the

In^i Stru^ture.
Porous solid (203). In the presence of alkali reactive aggregate,
zeolitic additions allow therefore the utilization of clinkers with alkali content highly exceeding the

Na20 eq. 0.6% limit of ASTM Specification, according to the advances in clinker processing

.. .

technology.

Fig. 9. Alkali-aggregate expansion. Effect of
partial replacement of Portland clinker for
pre-ground Neapolitan yellow tuff, activated

Fig. 8. Alkali-aggregate expansion. Effect of
partial replacement of Portland clinker for
phlegraean pozzolan, activated or not.

■

.

.

...

'

•

or not. ■

...

•

With reference to the incorporation of alkali hydroxides within a well defined C-S-H phase, it has

been suggested (204) that the amount of bound alkali depends upon alkali concentration, composition
of C-S-H phase, ionic radius of alkali, additional incorporated cations like AI+3 and temperature

formation of C-S-H phase. Alkalis are incorporated within the interlayer of the C-S-H phase mostly by
neutralizing SiOH-groups. Amount of alkali hydroxide incorporable increases with decreasing
Ca0/Si02 mole ratio. .

:

.

...

However it is recommended to establish effectiveness of mineral additions in preventing
damage due to alkali - silica reaction (205) or at least, submit the aggregates to potential reactivity
quick chemical test. (206). Alkali - silica reactivity (207) could be detected by suspending a mixture
' of CaO and the aggregate tested in a saturated KCI solution mantained at 70°C, for 24 hours. The

OH* ion concentration is then compared to that of a control suspension: a mixture-of quartz
aggregate and CaO. The difference in the OH* ion concentration is a measure of alkali - silica
' reactivity of the aggregate. As concerns the possible restoration of the structures injured by alkali
aggregate reaction, their availability to further expansion can be evaluated (208) by measuring,-at
established dates of expiry, the expansion of concrete samples stored in a saturated chloride solution
at 50°C. Reference point is the expansion of companion samples stored in wet sand at the same

temperature.

■

s

;
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8 SOME EFFECTS OF MINERAL ADDITIONS ON MAIN TECHNICAL PROPERTIES OF CEMENT.

i:

Strength development is somewhat connected with the corrosion rate of particle surface of
blending components under the action of lime released during clinker grain hydration, or of the
activators. Consequently, it is not surprising that blended cement exhibit lower early strength, longer
setting times and rate of heat evolution and require longer curing periods. The ability of mitigating
phenomena of thermal origin due to blending components accounts for an improved resistance to
thermal cracking. In general, rate of heat liberation parallels the rate of strength increase, though
fineness is an important factor affecting rate of heat evolution, particularly at early ages, influencing
also placeability and workability/There are, of .course, differences in the rate of heat evolution of the
various blending components. At all ages heat evolution rates and total heat evolved by the fly ashes
have been found to be lower than the corresponding values for granulated blast-furnace slag,
regardless of their origin (209). The greater quantity of gel phase and the denser structure of
hardened blended cements account for improved chemical resistance and durability. Water-demand of.
cement generally increases as clinker replacement increases, but by introducing finely- dispersed
blending components, water-demand can be reduced. Reduction of water requirement for flow of
concrete, which results from partial replacement of Portland cement by certain fly ashes, is
commonly attributed to the spherical shape of many of the fly ash particles. An alternative hypothesis
(2.10) ascribes water reduction to the adsorption of very fine ash particles on portion of the cement
particle surfaces, with resulting dispersion of the cement particles similar to the action of organicreducing admixtures. The greater fluidity imparted by fly ashes might be attributed also to a
diluition effect responsible for the creation of smaller units in the fresh cement paste which interrupt
the agglomerate structure (211). Investigations on the relationship between rheological behaviour oh
Portland cement pastes containing up to 70% slag by weight of cement ^ind workability of the
resultant mortars, pointed out (212) that slag fineness influences in a different way the consistency,
stiffening the pastes and plasticizing the mortars.

It is known that effects of cement on freeze-thaw resistance depend on the degree to which its
characteristics affect permeability and air-void system of concrete. Blending components tend, in
general, to lower frost resistance at early ages. Their influence is however to be investigated case by
case. Shrinkage, segregation and bleeding of concrete at a given slump are normally reduced when
introducing blending components.
.
‘
'

Reinforcement corrosion depends upon detrimental components, especially sulphur compounds.
Recently it has been pointed out (213) that the passive layer thickness on reinforcement rises more
rapidly in concrete manufactured with blast-furnace slag cements, than in those manufactured with
ordinary Portland cements, owing to the way in which the film is originated, favouring an easier
■ passivation. However, selection and proper use of cement types have been fully investigated by ACI
Committee 225, 1985 (188).
;

-

■

9. STANDARDS FOR SUPPLEMENTARY CEMENTING MATERIALS.

.

- '

■ The Standard Specifications for mineral admixtures in concrete have been thoroughly reviewed
.(214) First of all it has been pointed out that standards covering the use,of natural pozzolans, fly
ashes, granulated slag and silica fume are prescriptive, rather than performance based and that the
s critical examination of chemical and physical requirements shows that тару requirements in the
current standards: are unnecessary. For quality assurance and uniformity of the product, fineness,
ignition loss and activity index appear to qualify for testing and control on a mandatory basis, other '
requirements depending on the specific material and on the conditions of its use. The development of
a single document containing separate specifications for natural pozzolan, fly ashes, granulated blast
furnace slag and silica fume has been closely examined and considered possible, whereas," in addition

to chemical and physical requirements, the testing methods appear still to need careful check. The
' major needs for improvement occur in fact in the physical testing area (215). Moreover, to give an
early indication of strength performance,' it would be desiderable to adjust an effective fineness test
in the micron and sub-micron range.

■■ A critical review of the main standard Specifications concerning the use of fly ashes in concrete,
allowed to assess (216) that there is no general agreement about the fly ash parameters to be
controlled, except for carbon content and fineness. One of the more complete Standard Specifications
appears to be the ASTM C-618. Neverthless, it appears inadequate to control a great number of
chemical and physical parameters of fly ashes, without assessing strict relationships with the

'L,--

.
.

engineering properties of concrete.

'

10. CONCLUDING REMARKS.

7'.

‘

'

An effort has been made to summarize the main present-day useful knowledge that share both in
. the manufacture and performance of a blended cement of good quality and in its proper use.
Attention has been paid to the combination of factors required for preparing an optimum clinker,
taking into account also the'technological and ecological implications. The importance of a full
characterization of individual mineral additions is pointed out, in connection not only with, their origin
and chemical composition, but also with fineness and particles size distribution, emphasizing the
belief that strength development and ultimate strength of blended cements, besides clinker quality,
. fineness and curing (217), mainly depend on the inherent hydraulicity and amount of individual
1 addition. Assessment criteria for estimating reactivity of additions are examined in connection with
, Specifications for quality assurance and uniformity, pointing out the opportunity of a fair compromise

between compositional and performance - based Standards (218).

.

■
As concerns technical behaviour, due attention is paid to the most
deterioration, emphasizing the role of the mineral additions on pores structure
- consequently on durability of mortars and concretes. Data collected ought to be
proper utilization of blended cements with reference to the characteristics of the
in a plurality of environmental conditions.

common causes of
refinement, too, and
a useful guide to the
works to be realized

■

No doubt, blended cements will play a fundamental role in cement industry also in the near
• future, not only from energy saving angle, but also for inherent properties: first of all durability and
for advantages as the industrial wastes utilization, preventing soil and water contamination. New ideas
are of course expected, concerning not only the manufacture of high-strength cements, but also that
of low-energy consuming multicomponent cements and finely-dispersed multicomponent cements.
Activation processes of mineral additions, reactive belite cement, alinite cement (chlorine - substituted ■
C3S phase in Portland cement) (219), are important fields of further investigation. The suitability of
blended cements for the manufacture of: advanced fibre-reinforced cement-based composites,
densified systems containing homogeneously arranged ultra-fine particles, macro defect free
cements1 the role of the additives in setting and hardening of blended cements; the optimization of the
utilization of industrial wastes in blended cements manufacture, are all important fields of
investigation for the years to come, though not at all exhaustive of the huge area of pure and applied
reseach in cement and concrete science and technology.
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BLENDED CEMENTS
’•Cement is a valuable semi-product for builders, since its properties display themselves differently
after technological treatment under construction conditions“ [1].
As a rule, mass cement production proceeds with an excessive clinker potential. To provide
adequate building and engineering properties of cement one should make corrections in its
composition by combining clinker binder and mineral additives, optimizing clinker activity by?
mineral additives as well as by dispersivity of the ingredients. Of great importance are in this case
small correcting additives (crents etc.) which regulate the setting and hardening time," shrinkage
indices and the final product strength.
.
. .
All these problems are solved in the world practice by means of blended cements.
Blended cements have been known for a long time. Production of pozzolanic cements was started
in Italy in 1929. Cements with granulated blast furnace slag are pgroduced in Germany, France,
Luxemburg, Belgium and other countries for more than half a century.
'
As formulated by R. Bukki, blended cements are those, which contain less than 95% portland
cement clinker (main component) and various quantities of one-two additives (secondary
Components) [2].
It is only in 20 standards of 24 countries out of 64 that the production of blended cements is not
provided. The main producers of blended cement are CIS, China, India, Cembureau-countries: Spain,
Italy, Greece.
г :
;
A detailed study of blended cement properties has shown the possibility of reducing considerably
the quantity of clinker used for cement production in order to reduce power consumption.
For this purpose the research organizations of CIS have earned out investigations aimed at
developing the blended cements with 30 — 50% clinker content. The cements thus obtained possess
a high activity and preserve their basic building-engineering properties. Such cements were obtained
making use of active silica-containing additives.
., . .
, .... ■ Of course, the technology of blended cement production directly depends on the characteristics

of mineral additives.
.
.
..
■
*
■
Taking into account the classification of industrial silicate wastes, suggested by P. K. Metha [3]
and R. Sersale [4], (Table 2), a number of Ukrainian institutes have .carried out investigations on
using natural and technogenic silicate wastes (pozzolana, tuffs, diatomites, wastes of mining,
metallurgical and power industries).
. ,
.
.. .
Technological investigations were accompanied by geological survey and, evaluations which
finally enabled to compile a regional cadastre of silica-containing raw materials as a guide for
designers and consumer-plants.
. . .
. ; ,
L
j-- j j - /
The most typical representatives of silica-containing raw materials have been divided into three
№ Ingroup—especially active materials. These are mainly technogemc products of pyrogenous
nature (acc. to Filer). The most typical examples of this group are: fly dust of ferrosilicium
production (OFF), siliceous wastes of superphosphate production etc.
2 group — active materials with an increased content of amorphous SiO2 and umt surface of

300 — 400 rn2/kg. This group is represented by the milled volcanites of liparite type with SiO,
content of more than 60%, broken quartz glass etc.
3 group — traditional mineral additives in the form of a dean quartz sand, fly-ash of thermal
power stations (TPS) and other known materials the activity of which increases after their milling
together with clinker.
. .. . .
..

Tibki

.
Name of
material

. Group of
. . material ,. ■

1.

2.

-

Hydraulic activity

SiO,

Glass
phase

production (unit surface
Surit-2000 m3/kg

90

84

Liparite Beregovsky
(Ukraine)

72

63

Broken quartz glass,
milled
'■

86

75

80

65

98

8.5

33

7.6

48

48

5.8

12.6

Fly-aah

•

Surit-300 m’/kg

.

additional milling to
SuBit-400 m2/kg

of fenosilidum

Zeolites Sopernitekiye
(Ukraine)
3.

Contents

Silicate sand

■
'

Ah-1273*

' 243

" 123

36
■

24

80

.

60

Fly-ash of Kurakhovskaya
TPS (Ukraine) 1 *

*> Ah-OPF-2,5 mJ/g

Table 1 gives basic characteristics of silica-containing additives. We draw your attention to the
methods of determining the hydraulic activity Ah of materials.
'
This characteristic feature is evaluated according to the quantity (mg) of CaO, absorbed by I g of
silica4:ontaining material with a different unit surface: standard — 300 m2/kg and up to 400 m2/kg,
: obtained by additional milling of the additive in a laboratory-type vibrating mill.
•
As to fine-dispersed materials with the initial unit surface of more than 400 m’^g, these have
been studied without any additional milling.
'
’
' ' However, we are not completely satisfied with the accepted methods of activity determination and
share the opinion of the scientists (including Prof. Sersale) who think- that the most objective
evaluation of the activity may be obtained in case of testing the additives in concrete. In this
connection the data on Ah should be considered as relative values and it is reasonable to draw the
conclusions on the technology on the basis of an additional tests provided for additives in conrrnte.
The data given in Table 1 show that even a small additional milling of a component in a vibrating
mill will increase its activity twice and proves the efficiency of obtaining blended binders by means
of a combined milling of clinker and mineral additive.

0 — control concrete with portland cement
A — concrete based on blended cement (clinker+broken quartz glass)

■
Д — clinker+broken glass with a repeated grinding up to the unit surface 400 m2/kg
□ — concrete based on blended cement (clinker+sand+OPF)

Fig. 1 shows the results of standard tests for hardening of concretes prepared of biended cement
and an active additive.
■ The problems of heat evolution during hydration have been studied at Kharkovsky civil
engineering institute in the laboratory headed by Prof. Usherov — Marshak.
It has been found that the activity of the siliceous component is in direct proportion to the
amount of hydration heat
The higher is the component activity, the more intensive is heat evolution.

Blended cements based on fly ash of thermal power stations
The optimum version in respect to the rational consumption of the resources is the increase of
cement production without the provision of additional capacities by adding to the blended cement
composition a considerable amount of mineral additives (up to 70%) of technogenic origin and
additional powder cement milling to the unit surface of 400 — 500 m2/kg. In this case the active
clinker material is utilized more completely at the stage of its hydrolysis and hydration. The
production of the blended cement may be provided through the use of modem milling technology:
closed cycle, two-stage milling, classification (separation) of the milling product etc.
NIITsement has worked out an efficient technological scheme of cement milling with
pneumomechanical cement separation.
This scheme has been erected and is used at Angarsky cement-mining integrated works, since this
works can use dry fly-ash of the local thermal power station (TPS) as a mineral additive (fig 2).

Fig. 2
■

The scheme by NIITsement for the production of a blended cement based
on fly-ash of TPS at Angarsky cement-mining works -

The choice of technological schemes for blended cement production has been predetermined by
conducting industrial tests at a particular plant and finding the criteria for the development of general
concepts and new-generation equipment.
'
• ■
- ■ ' .
•
Fig. 3 schows the results of hardening tests for blended cement which contains 50% of clinker,
47% of ash and 3% of gypsum as compared with ordinary cement. Further tests of blended cement
in concrete have shown that it is possible to save up to 50% of clinker material per cu. m. of concrete
and products. In this case the products had the required physical and mechanical characteristics and
possessed a sufficient durability (tests by ’’NIIZhB“).

3

7

28
... Time (days)

Fig. 3
The common disadvantage of fine-milled cements is their increased water demand. This feature
has induced to the development of low water demand cements (table 2) [5 — 8].
Table 2.
Cement
type

Category

Clinker

Granulated

b. f. slag

II

11

Ш
IV
V

'

.

Dust

Natur, "
pozzol4
fly-ash

Super
Quartz plasticizer,
. sand
%
dry

%
■

. Z

F

-

P

c

—

—
—-

К

S

95<K<100
65 < К <90

0<S
10<S<35

—'

F<5

0<Z

F<5

—

' Pozzolanic Portland
cement
Blended Portland cement

65<K<90

0<S<5

10<Z<35

0<F<5

—

—

65<K<88

6<S<29

6<Z<29

0<F<5

—.

—

Cement with granulated
dag
’
Pozzolanic cement

20<K<64
K>60

35<S<80
0<S<5

o<z
40>Z

F<5
0<F<5

-— .

—

K>50

S-0

Z>50

K>30

25>S>IO
—

—
— .

Portland cement
Sag Portland cement

I
II

*

Content, masa %

•’

■

Fine-milled and Mended
cementa (with or without
organic additive)
— fme-milled

— low

water

binder (LWDB)

demand

K-30

" ■ -_ ■ ' ■- '

.

' " ■

' 1’

--- .-

45>P>20

— J ■.

P-70

'

——

C<3

Blended cement of low water demand is a hydratically active material in which the hollows of
clinker particles that tend to react with water, are filled with a layer of water-retaining additive, which
acts as a water level lowering system and as water conducting channels to the defective points of the
clinker particle. The water-retaining additive penetrates into the defective clinker cavities during its
combined milling with clinker, which predetermines special conditions of binder milling as well as
quantitative proportions of clinker and organic additive. A schematic model of LWDB is shown in
Fig. 4

Fig. 4.
.

1. The most active defective points of clinker grain.
2. Organic additive at defective grain points.
3. Hydration products.

The programme of blended cement use in CIS
The possibility of obtaining high-strength binders with cement clinker consumption of 50 »nd
even 30% has been laid to the basis of the programme concept of the Corporation ’’Building
materials of Russia“ aimed at providing the individual and low-rise housing construction with
materials produced at quick-mountable and mobile small-capacity plants with the use of modem
blended cement production technologies.
Programme concept: the cost of building materials makes the greater part of the construction
costs. The excessive centralization of production makes it dependent on raw material sources, power
and transport. The building materials, produced from the local raw materials at small enterprises are
the cheapest ones. Such materials are:
— local binding materials;
— leight-weight wall blocks;

— cement-sand tile;
— facing tile for inside and outside wall finishing used with fine-milled binder.
;
Basic technological demands:
•
:
— technology simplicity and equipment reliability;
'
.
.— the enterprise is a complex one and provides the production of blended cement, binding
materials, wall blocks (or cast-in-situ housing), roofing materials;
J
— enterprise capacity is designed for the consumer market located within the range of 60 km.
Certain enterprise facilities are mobile and rearrangable;
;
— the construction period of an enterprise is from 3 to 18 months with the exception of blended
cemdnt production, where construction periods may be increased;
;
.
— ecological protection of the enterprise meets the international requirements;
— the raw material base is local, including industrial, power or secondary raw material wastes.
The list of technologies and equipment.

The technologies provide for scientific and technical developments which include ’’know-how“.
1. Production of Portland cement clinker at a mini-cement plant of 30 to 70 thou.t clinker a year
capacity, Fig 5
■

Fig. 5 1. Joint raw material and additives storage;
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

.
Raw material processing department;
Charge blending department;
Calcination department;
Cement milling department;
Finished product storage and shipment department.

2. Production of blended cements and dry mixes at complete milling plants of 10; 25 and 350
thou.t. blended cement a year capacity, Fig 6; Fig 7.

Fig. 6

'

1. Self-synchronizing vibrating mill;
2. Cement bin;
3. Finished product bin;
4. Feeding bin;
5. Vibrating drier;
6. 7. Elevator;
8. Accumulator;
9. Vibrating batcher;
10. Electric hoist.

Fig. 7.

1. Vibrating mill;
2. Screw conveyer;
3. Screw feeder;
4. Winged level gauge;
5. Electric vibrator;.
6. Dry sand bin;
7. Dust precipitator;
8. Elevator;

9. Shaped return bend;
10. Additives bin;
11. Hose filter;
.
12. Cement bin;
13. Cement and additive supply system;
14. Aerating arch breaking device;
15. Screw conveyer;
16. Metal structure.
.

JBUdachkin

'

.

3. Production of non-autoclave wall blocks made of foam concrete on production lines (Fie 8):
“Siblock-l“ — of 20 000 m3./year capacity;
”Siblock-2“ — of 50 000 m3./year capacity.
'

Fig. 8.

1. Molding conveyer;
■ 2. Foam concrete mixer;
3. Batcher;
4. Turbine foam generator;
5. 6. Tanks;
7. Discharge tank;
8. Automatic placer.

4. Production of roofing materials — cement-sand roof tile, including the colour one, on
production lines of 50 and 150 thou. sq. m. /year capacity, Fig 9.

Fig. 9 CEMENT-SAND TILE PRODUCTION LINE.

- ■

1. Pigment bin;
2. Cement bin;
3. Sand bin;
4. Screw feeders;
5. belt feeder;
6. Collecting conveyer; 1
7. Platform balance;
8. Skip hoist;
9. Mixer;
10. water metering tank;
11. belt conveyer;
12. tile molding machine;

13. End conveyer;
14. Sliding roller table;
,
15. Rack;
;
r ;V
16. Hoist;
‘
17. Steam curing chamber;
....
18. Hoisting conveyer; ' J
'
19. Tile from tray separation point;
20. Two-level conveyer,
21. Turning table;
' 22. Roller table-spacer;
23. Accumulating conveyer;
'
24. Tray lubrication device.
*'

5. Cast-in-situ housing — on a movable continuous concreting plant ’’Monolit“ of 3; 6 m3./h
/capacity and with the use of foam concrete.
- ,
i
6. Production of other building products for low-rise housing.
The first sampies of the equipment presented were a success, they have a complete technical form
and are put to series production.
„
In 1992 in accordance with the signed agreements the corporation Building materials; of Russia
will submit to the customers 19 lines for production of wall blocks, 24 milling units, 15 lines for
. production of cement-sand roof tile, 2 mini-cement plants and other equipment to be erected.
The corporation "Bunding materials of Russia“ supphes the equipment both for complex plants
on building material production and for separate technological lines.

*

-'

Conclusions

1. The investigations carried out in CIS during the last years, prove the necessity of extending the
classification of cements adopted by RILEM [5] by adding category V to it: fine-milled and blended
cements with an extra milling fineness an with additional organic components (superplasticizers) or
without them.
The , V-category cement possesses higher physico-mechanical and building-engineering
characteristics as compared with the traditional ones.
2. Blended V-category cements represent a specific raw material for the production of wall
materials and supporting cast-insitu structures, non-fired roofing materials, finishing and other
silicate products for housebuilding purposes.
As a result, the saving of clinker per unit of building material volume makes 30% and more.
3. The obtained blended V-category cement needs new technological equipment. Such equipment
has been developed and is being manufactured by some of the CIS plants.
It includes: a complete mini cement plant, complete milling installations of 10, 25 and 350
thou.t/year capacity.
The above-mentioned installations may be of a self-contained type (to operate using the supplied
clinker and additives) or to operate within the cement plant. Small milling installations should
become an integral part of the plants for production of concretes and reinforced concrete products
or be a part of the base of any building organization.
All indicated developments have marketable appearance and may be proposed to any customer
via the corporation ’’Building materials of Russia“ or Engineering Academy of the Russian
Federation.
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The driving force for the development of non Portland cements comes from the^need
to fulfil the requirements of the customers for uses where ordinary Portland
cement itself or with moderate additions is unsatisfactory. To this, must be ad
ded the need to satisfy environmental constraints and the ever present necessity
to minimize the manufacturing .costs.
•
.
..
- .

In this work we describe the tendencies of these developments, phased on the
existing literature and the on-going experimental works from the authors. The most
important feature of these special cements is the wide range of chemical md engi
neering properties covered and the difficulty to be exhaustive in this area.
The choice has thus been oriented to the binders which are thegnost^gwldelJ_.
looed. Among these cements, high-alumina cements, e}$papsive_£ements, аТущгпо or
ferro" sulfate cements are already-pro^ced^hdustrialy in large amount (more than
6ne_miITion'tons a year). Some others are still under development or at the semi
industrial stage.
;
.
The research made on these special cements which often utilizes, the, same concepts
and techniques used for Portland cement, are therefore applicable to, both fields
and these add to these add to the pool of knowledge of boths types of cement.

1--- INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the development of Non-Portland Cements. It is not a
review of.literature, already presented at this congress but an attempt to sort
out the main directions of research and development in the area of special
cements ; new results will . also be presented, many of them coming from China
where special cements are well developed. These binders find applications in
fields where Portland cements or mixtures of Portland cement with moderate
quantities of additives are unsatisfactory.
They cover very wide range of applications, from the well known fast setting
or hardening cements, to lunar concrete(1) or incinerated waste stabilisers,
through dental cements, magnesia-phosphate cements (2), to oil well cements or
"alkali-activated aluminosilicate binders" (3).. Useful information can be found
in progress reviews which have been recently published (4 /5/6/7/8/9/10/11) .
The creation of any kind of new cement is driven by the need of civil engi
neering, in the light of the development of the national economies and the res
pect for environmental constraints. In the process of worldwide industrializa
tion, the advance of cement industry is often impeded by its high energy consump
tion. The cement developers have been conducting serious researches on the
process technology and the equipment for cement production in order to reduce the
energy consumption ; consequently, many new kinds of dry process kiln emerged, in
the most advanced of which, the clinker heat consumption is as low as 650-700
kcal/Kg. In addition various new sorts of vertical mills and other efficient
comminution equipment decrease the electricity consumption for powder-milling to
a great extent. Breakthroughs have been made in the development of new processes
and equipment. In the recent decades, cement chemists turned their attention to
the effects of energy conservation by changing the physico-chemical process of
clinker formation and mineral composition.

They have been focusing their effort on creating new kinds of cements,
centering round such aspects as energy conservation, multifunction and
improvement of concrete durability (12). Accordingly, the objective of energy
saving has, by a large margin been achieved and new fields for clinker formation
and hydration of cement have been opened up, which provided new theories for the
structure of hardened cement paste and exploited new applications for cement, a
traditional building material. On the other hand, the possibility of
using
increasing
quantities of waste leads to new types of cements different from
Portland cements (13)
■
In this paper we have choosen to discuss those Non- Portland Cements which
are already well developed, mainly since 1985 or have great hope of being develo
ped in the near future. Our approach has been to classify cements by chemical or
mineralogical systems instead of applications.
.
The content will be schematically : , . .
.
FORMATION OF NON PORTLAND CEMENT. Thermodynamic and kinetic
MECHANISM OF HYDRATION
■
MICROSTRUCTURE
PERFORMANCES AND USES

The systems are :
Ca0-SiO2-Al2O3 (belite cements, glass cements, alcali activated slag
or silico-aluminate cements)
Ca0-SiO2-Al2O3 -CaX2 (X being F-for the fluoro-alununate cements cr
X being Cl-for the alinite cements)
Ca0-SiO2-Al2O3 -SO3 (sulpho-aluminate cements)
Ca0-SiO2-Al2O3- SO3-CaF2 (belite or alite sulpho-aluminate cements)
Ca0-SiO2-Al2O3 -Fe^Og (high-alumina cements, ferro-alumina cements^
Ca0-SiO2-Al2O3 -Fe2C'3 -SO3 (sulpho-aluminate, sulpho ferro-alurln-tv
cements)
Phosphate cements (calcium or magnesium phosphates cements)

2 - FORMATION OF NON-PORTLAND CEMENTS.
Thermodynamic and Kinetics Mechanism

2.1 - CaO-SiO2-Al2O3
2.1.1 - Crystallised compounds - This system, represented schematically in
figure №1, covers many hydraulic systems : synthetic crystallised products such
as super-white cement {1}, belite clinker {2], high-alumina cement for refractory
application {3} , by-products such as slag {4}, glass cement {5} , high-alumina
amorphous products {6} and binders obtained by mixing
natural or artificial
pozzolanas or coal fly ash with lime {7} .
\
\

FIGURE №1

- A thermodynamic model allows prediction of the possible reactions and their
extent during the sintering of mixtures of the system CaO/A^C^/SiC^, and.thus
•"he choice of operating ccnditions (14) . The thermal balance in an industrial process can
be accurately calculated from the enthalpy of formation of calcium aluminates,
silicates and silico-aluminates which have been obtained by means of high-tanperature
conduction calorimetry and the technique of dissolution in lead metaborate (15) . The
results are :
’
1
'
' ' V
'
CaO
+ Si02
2 CaO+ S102
3CaO * 2SiO2
'
3CaO + 3102*"
3CaO + Al 2бз
12CaO+ 7А120з ■
CaO
+ Al2О3 "
CaO ■ + 2AI2O3
CaO + 6A12O3
'
AI9O3 + S102
CaÖ+ AI2O3 + 2SiO2
2CaO+ А120з + SiO2

>
>
>
>
>
>

СаЗЮз
Ca2SiO^
Саз512О7
Ca3SiO5
■
СазА12О^
■
Са12А114О3з

>

СзА1.2^4

.

> ■' CaAl^O?
>
■ CciAl ^2^19
>
Al6Si2O13
>
СаА128120д
>
Ca2Al2Si2O7

AH
AH
ДН
AH
AH
AH
AH
AH
AH
;ДН
ДН
AH

= -87 kj
= -119 kj
= -206■kj
= -124 kj
= +19 kj
= -199 kj
= -7,9 kj
= -14,3 kj= -47 kj
•
=+7,8 кj
= -87 kj
= -129,8 kj

The quasi binary system CaO-Al2O3 has been calculated from thermodynamic, data
/16) but the Ci0A7 phase is not included in the main optimization since it has
been shown no^Vbe stable in the anhydrous CaO-Al2O3 system (17) The hquid phase is
described by a simple two-sublattice subregular solution model, with Ca
and Al
a
cationic and 0^ as anionic species. ..................
-he kinetics of the solid phase reactions, occurring for
CA and
pr^loTof ellnk.r =E high alumina cement by sintering, ■follow the

type relation (18).

during the
Arrhenius

ln к C12A7 =

" 6008.3013/T°K - 12,7853 . ' '

In К сд

=

- 11376,1840/T°K -7,1797

In К CA2

=

*22567,8080/T°K +2,9290

’ ,

The mechanism. of formation of CA is controled in the first stage by the
mechanism of surface reaction, passing afterwards to a diffusional mechanism ;
the activation energy is given as 72,4/74,0 Kcal/moles which is somewhat
different from the preceding values (19). When sintered compacts of CaO and AI2O5
are put in contact with each other at temperatures higher than 1100°, Ca^*
diffuses into the AI2O3 to form calcium aluminate according to the sequence
С/С3А/ C12a7 /СА /СА2/САб/А with the relative concentrations C^2A7>C3A>
CAg>CA2=CA. The composition and the particle size of the starting material
influence these constants (20).The formation of CA2 occurs from the diffusion of
alumina into CA by a phase boundary reaction and the activation energy is 33.40
Kc.Mole"1 (21).
The difficulty of obtaining the same sort of data for C^Ay relates to the change
of stoechiometry during its preparation, by absorption or desorption of water or
oxygen (22/23) .
"
".
2.1.2 - Belite cements - The development of C2S/belite- based clinker has
been motivated by its low energy consumption
(24) and a better durability.
During the past few decades, the thermal•efficiency of cement kilns has improved
markedly by the completed transition to the dry or semi dry process and the use
of suspension preheaters ; however, the need for high temperature (1450°C) in the
present process limits the scope for energy savings as does the energy
requirement for decarbonation of the raw materials. If the process could be
operated at lower temperature than those presently in use, energy requirement
could, in general, be reduced but this may require the dependence of strengths
on dicalcium rather than tricalcium silicate. Several papers are known in the
literature concerning the preparation of dicalcium silicate of a high hydraulic
activity, quickly reacting with water (25/26).In these papers two directions can
be distinguished.

a)
b)

synthesis of dicalcium silicate at low temperature (27)
stabilization by admixtures of the high temperature polymorph.

Both methods allowed production of dicalcium silicate giving the mortars of a
relatively high strength. However the results of these researches did not lead to
Important industrial application. A separate trend represents the experiments,
the goal of
which
was to obtain active belite clinkers, namely by rapid
quenching of this material from temperature of clinkerisatlon (28/29).
- Belite clinkers and cements have been produced by the Polish cement industry
for a long time (30) . The industrial experience shows that belite cements of good
properties can be produced from chalky and marly raw materials, giving clinker of
high silica ratio. These raw materials are very plastic, giving a slurry
containing 75% of grains under 5 pm. The burning of these raw materials with low
LSF can proceed at low temperature of about 1350°C and the obtained clinker has a
high porosity of about 19%.

The. content of free lime is less than 1% and the liter weight is 1150g/l.
These clinkers are relatively easy to grind. Their chemical characteristics are
as follow : LSF about 0.8 SR about 3.5 and AR 3.2. The mineralogical composition
is 35/45 alite, 35/45% belite, so the sum of calcium silicate is 80% and C3A
9/10%, C4AF 7/8%. Microstructure of these clinkers is very fine. Alite and belite
crystals are below 20pm with the medium value of about 10pm. Belite phase is
composed of two types of crystals (figure №2) :

'
■
FIGURE №2
'
Crystals of bellte in bellte-cement (x 800)

typical bellte type 1 with two sets of striations and bellte type III without
striations. The latter crystals show numerous microcracks, probably of thermal
origin. This type of belite corresponds to the presence of «C2S phase, proved by
X ray
diffraction, in which the content of minor elements is greater,
especially of AI2O3 (table № 1) .
'
1 TABLE №1

'
Compound
Belite I
Belite III

A12O3
1,44
3,19

Fe2O3

Na2O

■ 0,50
0,50

0,05

0,08

■

•

..
K20
0,66
0,93

MgO
0,40
0,30

<

TiO2
0,30
0,40

For the quality of a cement, the most important criterium is the silica content.
Belite clinkers can be obtained from raw materials other than chalk and marl
but then the burning process is much more difficult.
•"
Good belite cements can also be obtained when 4-5% of BaO is added to the raw
materials. In such clinker, baryum monoaluminate is present and the concentra
tion of BaO in belite is about 1,5%.
'
■
’
2.1.3 - Glass cements - In the lower part of the CaO-SiO2-A12O^ _phase
diagram the hydraulicity is developed by crystallised compounds mainly C3S, C2s
and CA,C3A, C^A?.
1

In the upper part of the diagram, crystallised products do not develop
to produce a disorganised structure to
hydraulic bonds and it is necessary
,
obtain ■ any significant hydration.
.
.
.
For example, gehlenite (C2AS), which crystallises in high-alumina cements andin
blast furnace slags, is hydraulically inert. Glass of the gehlenite composition,
found in granulated blast furnace slags, can be hydrated in the presence of
activators such as
alkalis, calcium hydroxyde or sulfate or in hydrothermal
conditions (31/32/33). Without activators there is little significant hydraulic .
activity. Studies on the hydraulic properties of glass in the system* CaO'^2®3
SiO2 show that a composition near gehlenite is th?
giaVs" whose
trially, the maximum strengths have been produced with artificia
g
composition is close to the gehlenite composition (35) .
.
..
;
Tn iQAS
I F MacDowell (36/37) was able to produce at laboratory scale ä
cement based on’caO, A12O3, SiO2 glasses which hydrate without activators .an
develop interesting mechanical properties.

A large composition range of glass cements is produced by melting a mixture of
pure oxydes at 1650°, followed by rapid quenching by pouring the m^lt between
water cooled rollers or into water.
The quenched glass is then crushed and ball-milled to the final fineness and
used as a cements. Modifications of the setting and hardening properties have also been
obtained by a change in the degree of crystallinity of calcium aluminate phases.
'
Amorphous calcium aluminate along the line CjoA? /СА have been prepared and
studied (38/39/40) . These glass are obtained "by melting the stoechiometric
mixture at high temperature (>1600° C) and a rapid quenching.
Comparing to the high-silica containing" glass cements whose properties have been
largely studied, very little or contradictory results are found in the field of
amorphous high-alumina compounds.

2.2 - CaO-SiO2-A12O3-CaX2 (X being F- or C1-)
2.2.1 - CaF? System - The main phases in the fluoroaluminate clinker area
are CgS, C2S,and C^^A^.CaFo. In this system, the introduction of F-modifies the
phase assemblage, reacts with calcium aluminate compounds and also is favourable
to the formation of CoS. The research by Liu Baoyuan and Chen Yimin (41/42)
showed that Of-C^S begins to form at about 800°C and a non-active mineral, 2
C2S.CaF2, forms at ЭОСРС not directly fron CaO. S102 and CaF2 but according to the sequence:

800°C
900°C
4 CaO+2SiO2 4- CaF2 ----> (2 Ot’-C2S) +CaF2-------- > 2C2S.CaF2
- The mineral is stable within a broad temperature range of 900-1040 °C. When
the temperature keeps rising,
deoorposes inccngruently into CaO and liquid phase.
When the temperature reaches 1100 CC, an other transitional mineral is obtained :
C-^iS^.CaF2. Due to the volatilization of fluorine at higher temperature, the
molecular formula of this mineral is not well defined at the present time. From
the available data, it must be close to С1-|5д.СаГ2. Its stability temperature
ranges from about 1100° to 1150°. Above 1150 °C incongruent melting occurs and the
mineral deconposes into CgS(F), (alite containing F -) and a liquid phase. Since CL1S4.CaF2
reacts directly and forms CoStF) , the temperature required is 300-400°C lower than
for the synthesis of C^S by means of pure chemical reagents and 150-230°C lower
than the formation of alite in clinker of conventional Portland cement. The
maximum solid state solubility of fluorine in C^S has been found to be 1.5% at 1350 °C (43).

In the system containing AloOj,
CaFo forms primarily. The formation
temperature of this mineral is 1100°C and its stability temperature range is from
1100° to 1300°C. When exceeding 1300°C, it decomposes into C3A.In industrial pro
duction, the burning tenperature has a narrcw range, usually betweei 1250-1300°C
By varying the ratio of limestone, alumina and fluorine, two types of fluoro
aluminate cement clinker can be provided having the following mineral cccpositicn :

Type

Mineralogical composition of the clinker
C11A7 . CaF2

C2S

C3S

I

65 - 75

25 - 15

little

II

20 - 30

"

< 15

50 - 60

type

1

The fluoroaluminate cement made
available product on the market .

from

clinker

is

the

commercially

2.2.2 - CaO-SlOo-Al0O3~CaClo - This system is particularly important
because it leads to the production of alinite cements. The alinite phase can be
formulated as 3(0.875 CaO 0.070 MgO 0.055 CaCl2) (0.885 Si02 0.115 A12O3) (44)
but substitutions can occur and. specificaly,
bromide alinites have been
evidenced (45/46). Magnesia seems to have a stabilizing effect on the alinite and
calcium chlorides (47).

- Calcium chloride is a very strong mineraliser and several intermediate
phases are formed during heating of the raw mixture (48/49/50/51). Many
fundamental researches have been carried out in this complex system
(52/53/54/55). At about 680°C, calcium chloro-silicate is formed, which
decomposes at 900°C to Ca2{SiOJ4 and free lime. The process of belite formation
is thus very accelerated. In the СО2 rich atmosphere, which is typical for any
cement kiln, spurrite phase is formed as intermediate phase. It is stable between
700°C and 960°C.
.
.
...

In this four-components system СцА7. CaCl2 is also quicky formed at about
700°C
which, as in the previous case, is linked with the appearance of the
liquid phase in the mixture CaCl2-CaC02-CaO. The phase C^-£A7.CaCl2 is stable in a
relatively large range of temperature, even up to 1350°C, depending on the
partial pressure of chlorides in the gaseous atmosphere coexisting with the
sample.-This is the reason why in alinite cements the aluminous phase is always
present (49). In industrial mixes; the alinite phase is formed at about 1150°C
and begins to decompose at about 1300°C. The decomposition becomes very quick at
about 1400°C (56) .
.
■
■

The chloroaluminate is more stable than alinite, and even at 1400°C, when the
concentration of the latter is quickly diminishing, the quantity of
CaCl2
remains, practicaly the same. The addition of chloride to raw mixes accelerates
the process of clinker formation and makes it possible to lower the temperature
of clinkering by about 150°C. It represents a lowering of energy consumption by
about 450/650 Kj/kg of clinker. Simultaneously, the evaporation of chlorine,
which increases above 1200°C, requires a by-pass of 100 per cent of the gases as
well as recovering of the chlorine from the gaseous phase.
The loses of energy linked with these operations practically cancel the
advantages resulting from the reduction of the clinkering temperature.
The interest in alinite cements must be found more in their properties than in
the energy consumption saving during their manufacture.

2.3 ■ CaO"SiO2"A12O3“Fe2^3
Most of the research carried out in the field of the manufacturing of high
alumina cements aims at an improvement of the quality of the product by better
process control. Different processes have been experimented with shaft, rotary,
electric kiln.etc...(57/58/59/60/61/62) and the results concerning the relations
between the manufacturing conditions and the mineralogy and the quality of the
product are of a great interest (63/64).
When the high-alumina cement is made by fusion, the atmosphere and rate of
cooling influence strongly the phase composition(65/66/67). In air and at a fast
cooling rate, small intergrown crystals form, more Fe
enters the monocalcium
aluminate crystal. Its formula, determined by EDAX is :
Cal,00 Ml,867Fe0.124Si0>006O4 for a faat cooling and
Cal,00 ^1,925^0,063sl0,007°4

for a alow coolin9 rate.

Figure №3 shows the percentage of Fe versus Al contents of the solid solution
of monocalcium aluminate. The points lie close to the ideal line (Fe + Al)/Ca=2)
but two distinct populations are noted depending on the cooling rate ; fastcooled monoaluminate (black points) having higher" levels of iron substitution
than the slower cooled (open squares) .
-

.

.

.

FIGURE № 3

Composition of monocalcium aluminate Fe versus Al contents of the solid solution

A fast cooling rate increases the quantity of silicon entering the calcium aluminoferrite : its formula is Ca^ ^
,21Fe0,75s^-0 15°5 an<^ Ca203 A^1 13Fa0 84S^0
003°5' respectively, for a fast an slow cool'ing rate.
'
'
'
There is a little change in the C2S and C^A? formulas which
are, on average :
Cal,96 A10,013Fe0,015Si0,99°4 and

.

Call,55 A113,46Fe0,71S0,09°33

The gehlenite phase has been detected to have an important silica deficiency
according to the following formula.
.

^a3,929 ^4,007Fe0,495^^1,658^14 (3^-ow cooling) and :
Ca3,95 A13,83Fe0,92sil,46°14 (fast cooling).

This silicon deficiency must be taken into account during the calculation of
phase percentage by the so called "modified Yamaguchi" method as it is described
in several papers (68/69) . The other methods developed ( X ray diffraction, image
analysis) are tunable to account for this phenomenon (70/71/72) .
In reducing conditions, intergrowth structures form at fast cooling while
porphyric textures develop upon slow cooling. Under these conditions, the fields
of C^2A7 an<^ ^28 expand and those of CA and ferrite are reduced. Pleochroite
phase (also called fibres) is found as the primary phase for silica-rich
compositions for FeO>5%. Under strongly reducing conditions it disappears and is
largely replaced by C^A?. The formation of pleochroite leads to decrease in the
monocalcium aluminate content of the cement. The composition, of pleochroite is
variable and two typical formulae are as follows :
Ca 20,87A125,46Fe3,91Sil,53O68
Ca 19,64A125,37Fe3,80Si2,30O68

Under reducing conditions, the solid solution lies between C2AS and C5A3 and
between C2AS and CA2 in air, C2S transforms into the gamma form when silica
content is higher than 4%. Its average composition is (slow cooling rate).
Ca 2,003A10,011Fe0,0211Si0,974°4‘

FeO is found as wustite, or in pleochroite and spinel. Different types of
phase assemblage are found when the cooling is fast, showing a large departure
from equilibrium conditions.

2.4 - CaO-SiO2-Al2O3-SO3
In this system emphasis of our discussion is laid on the sulpho-aluminate
clinker zone with main mineral composition of C4A3S-C2S, with possible presence
of calcium aluminates (73/74/75/76).
- , . . <
Decomposition temperature of CaCOg in the system is no higher than 900°C,
under which CaO, SiO2, and A12O3 react first and combine as calcium silicate, cal
cium aluminate and C2AS. When the temperature
of the system reaches 1000°C,
СаЗОд starts to react with C2AS and forms C^AgS and Q' C2S, decreasing the content
of CoAS continuously. At the temperature
of 1100°C, CaO reacts partially with
SiO2 and forms tt' C2S. Some of the CaO, A12O3 and CaSO4 react to form C4A3S ; free
lime content decreases considerably.
■■
;
:

When temperature reaches 1200°C, C2AS and free lime disappear completly and a
second transitional phase of 2C2S.CaSO4 forms, which is non-hydraulic and cannot
be formed by direct reaction of CaO, SiO2 and CaSO4 but by «' C2S reaction with
СаЗОд at 1200°. Above 1298°C, the mineral again decomposes into a C2S and CaSO4.
Therefore, the stabilizing temperature range of the mineral is quite narrow
(1200o/1298oC). When this transitional mineral exists in clinker, it,appears to
be of light green color. In order to .avoid its occurrance, the calcination
temperaure of the fluoroaluminate cement clinker should be kept at a temperature
higher than 1300°C. In industrial production of the cement when limestone,
alunite and gypsum are used as raw materials, the fluoroaluminate cement clinker
calcined under 1350Qi50°C, has the mineral composition ranges of C4A3S,75/55% and
CoS 35/15%. The clinker is primarily formed by solid state reaction. Therefore,
it is loose and porous, and weights only 700 to 850g/l,
containing about 30%
fine particles of 1 to 3 mm diameter. The clinker grindability is excellent. The
enthalpy of formation of C4A3S has been determined by a direct measurement
through conduction drop calorimetry (77) : the endothermal value of 443 j/g
J/g has
has
been found for the enthalpy of formation of C4A3S from pure oxides and calcium
sulfate. In the system, the C2S crystal pattern is rather complicated In the
industrial clinker, the majority of the crystals appears in the form of a c2s
and a small proportion of ß: C4A3S crystallises in hexagonal tabular. The structore of C4A3S (Ca,{AlrOi0} (ЗОд)) belongs to the sodalite type structure, while the calcium.
silicosulphat? Ca5(Si04) (SO4) is orthorhombic and iso- structural with the mineral
silicocarnotite (78). Their crystal size is usually fine (less than 5 microns),
therefore a high hydraulic activity must be expected.

.

FIGURE №4

'■■

■

The hexagonal tabular C4A3S
produced in dry process kiln.

FIGURE №5

C2S produced
in dry process kiln

2.5 - CaO-SiO2-A12O3-Fe2O3-SO3
In thia pentanary system,
the emphasis of the discussion lies in
aluminoferrite cement clinker area composed mainly of C4A3S,
alpha C2S.
Since the report by Mehta (79) concerning high ferrite cement and especially
after the industrialised production of the high performance high-aluminoferrite
cement in China in 1982,
the ferrite phase has arisen great interest
(80/81/82/83) . The ferrite phase formed by reaction of the solid phase is clearly
distinctive from the ferrite phase crystallised from the interstitial melt of
ordinary Portland cement in that the former has high hydraulic activity. After
the 7th international Conference on Cement Chemistry, research on the ferrite
phases has been carried out in the following areas.

1) Formation of C2F-C5A2F solid solution system and determination
thermodynamics and structural data of the major ferrite phase minerals.

of

2) C2F-C6A2F solid solution system formation process and its mechanism.
(84/85/86/87).
When the temperature increases, Al. dissolves into the ferrite phase by substitu
ting iron (88).
The compounds CF and C2F are easily formed at lower temperature (1040°C and
1220°C) , and their formation is
accompanied by exothermic reactions. When the
Al/Fe ratio was greater than 0,32, Al dissolved into ferrite phase and first
formed CgAF2, then C^AF and finally C5A2F. Therefore some scientists claimed that
the C6AF2
was the initial high temperature ferrite phase
according to the
sequence :

1040°C 1225°C
1230°C
1350°C
CaO+Fe2O3........... >CF.............. > C2F............................. ---->C6AF2--.....................---> C6A2F
C^2^7 • CA, C^A

-

^'12^7

1320°C

C3A,CA

CaO, CA

c4AF

The relationship between spacing and composition has been studied by several
researchers (89) and the main X ray peaks have been determined for C6AF2
3) Effect of minor elements such as MgO, TiO2 and S03 on ferrite phase solid
solution and bn its characteristics.
Guo et al (88) studied the solid solution of TiO2. MgO, S03, and SiO2 and demon
strated that along with the growth of TiO2, the solid solution reactivity of the
ferrite phase grew too. Moreover, the optimal condition was cbserved at 2% solid so
lution. MgO behaves the same way, with a maximum solubility of about 5%. MgO is an
inert component in all phases assemblages of the sub-system CaOCA-C2S-C4AF-KS MgO. Above 1030°, only two stable relevant seven phase assemblages exist : 1)
CaO-C4AF-C4A3S-C2S-CS-MgO-liq and
2) C&O-C3A-C4AF-C4A3S-C2S-MgO-liq (90).
The solid solution of Ti in C2F might reach 2.5%, and the mechanism of
substitution was that 2Fe2+ was substituted by 2 Ti4+ and, in the same time O2"
ions were replenished. The Ti
substitution occurred primarily at the place of
octahedrons which resulted in defects of crystal lattice and thus increased its
activity. In CgAF2» the solid soluble quantity of MgO was considerable and was
basically substituted Ca2+ and, sometimes, Al3-F and Fe3+. Si4+ and Mn4* only sub
stitute Al3 and Fe +. The impact of S and Si solid solution on characteristics
of ferrite was not obvious.(91).

The ferrite phase acts as a host and scavenger for many elements such as
titanium and manganese ; the limit of solid solution of Mn in C4AF lies in the
range 7,9 (by electron microscope) and 6,67 / 7 % Mn by (X-ray diffraction)(92).

From Mössbauer spectroscopy it is shown that Si^t plays a dominant part in
altering the Fe3+ spin state from the original spin in the pure ferrite and
could be responsible for the change in the reactivity of the ferrite (93) The
most obvious difference in the mineral C4A3S between the system with and without
FeoO-i lies in the fact that there is more Fe solid solutions in the latter.
Almost 20 -30% of Al was substituted by Fe. The industrially produced
aluminoferrite cement clinker which uses limestone, ferro-bauxite and gypsum as
raw materials, or waste slag of similar composition have very similar formation
processes as that of sulpho-aluminate cement clinker. It is only the introduction
of Fe2C>7 that lowers the decomposition temperature of 2C2S.CaSO4 to 1230°C.

Therefore, the calcination temperature range for aluminoferrite cement clinker,
can be lowered to 1300 i 50°C with the mineral composition of the clinker as C4A3S
35-55%, C7S 15-30% and CgAFo 45-15%. According to Kapralic et al (90), C4A3S is
not conpatible with C3S. At temperature below 1180oC_C3S reacts with C4A3S to give C2S+C3A+-.
CcSoS. Above 1180°, the phase association C4A3S+C2S4- CaO is stable. To obtain good
mechanical properties, it is necessary to mix the clinker containing C4A3S with
anhydride and Portland cement (94). Under some conditions(presence of fluorine as
mineralizers) it is possible to produce F- doped alite and C4A3S (13).

2.6 - CaO-SiO2-A12O3-Fe2O3-SO3-CaF2
In this hexanary system we lay our amphasis on alite-calcium sulpho aluminate
cement clinker area composed mainly of minerals of C3S, C2S, C4A3S. C4AF and a
small quantity of C11A7.CaF2 or C3A. Since F and, S in the ДУ^ет
^he
temperature of the liquid phases occurrence in the system is 15 ) -200 C lo er
than that in the conventional Portland cement clinker. AccordlP^ to Li Xiuying
and others (95) , the liquid phase in the system ocCurred at^1200 C which there
fore facilitated the coexistence of the two minerals C3S and C4A3S. This is in
agreement with other researchers (96/97) who found a liquid phase at 1180° whose
the Position is 54 % CaO. 3t A12O3 3%. 11% S102. 4% C,F2. 24% CaSO, In this
system sio2 reacts with to CaO to form C,S and C2S ; th. proportion of the two was
determined by alkalinity coefficient:
K= C-0,55A-l,05.F-0,7(S+Ti)
2-85
.
.
uw i",
3 of S al3° solid dissolved in
In the system, in addition to
F , certain _____
amount
, the maximum solid solution of S in C3S is 2.4%.
CoS. According to Ye Qing (43),
Sr r^t аГзо sho^ tla't , 'when the added amount of C.F2 was, 1% 2% and 3%
the amounts of solid solution of CaSO4 are respectively 4%, 4% and 1%c ^nce'
solid solution of F and S was restricted by each other. But the crystalline
transformation was basically dependent on the added amount of CaF2. When the CaF2
added is 1% and the added CaSO4 varies from 0% to 8%, C3S solid solution crystal
lattice was always Till. But when the added amount of CaF2 was 2% without any
; CO
c q was of R type When the added amount of CaSO4 varies from 1% to
«S Кё crystal llttl« is №1 and when it exceeded 4% the Jttlce became Till,

which at the same time showed that the solution of S gave rise to calcium ion
vacancies thus reducing the symetry of the C3S crystal.
Tn the same way as CoS, alite simultaneously dissolves "
F-• and S in which F but .when the added CaF2
also played the predominant role. Alite was of Mil type,, bnt
s equal or larger than
was 0?5% it became Mill type and whenJhe
R type, ''whln^riy 1% CaSO4 was added, alite was Mil, and when the aMed
^^eC^or^retha^%-t-hVMl type
. 4 was
------- formed.
=------- j When CaF
сот?.,2 added was 2% and
cSo4 was within the limiting quantity (3%) the alite was of R type.

in the ^st«n,

: C4A3'S, C4AF, СцА,. CaF2 or
At-the te^erat^e'of 1Л0<>С
^HmergL. Based on the free energy variation

determination pf C^AF, C^AgS, and СцАу. CaF2 (98), it was shown that the reaction
sequence of . CaF2, CaSO4 with Fe2O3 and, CaO with A12O3 was CaF2 >CaSO4>Fe2O3.
Cj1Ay.CaF2 forms first, followed by C4A3S while СаЗОд inhibits the formation of
C4AF_and CaF2 inhibits the formation of both the C4A3S and C4AF. The proportion of
C4A3S to C^iA7. CaF2 was dependent upon the ratio of S/F. In order to obtain the
desired phase assemblages, the quantity of CaF2 addition must be carrefuly
controled. During heating, at 800°C a' C2S begins to form, at 900°C 2C2S.CaF2 and
anew quaternary compound 3C2S.3CaSO4.CaF2 emerges.
.
The transitional mineral could be .formed by reaction of oxides directly at
900°C ; its stability temperature range was 900oC/1200°C. At 1100°C, they formed
СцА?. CaF2 and at 1150o/1200°C, C4A3S and ferrite phase were formed (41). At
1200°C, 3C2S.3CaSO4.CaF2 melts incongruently into liquid and lime. Although it
could not directly form alite, it could lower the temperature .of liquid phase
formation in the system by 150°C-200oC compared to the conventional Portland ce
ment. When calcined in the temperature range of 1300°^ 40°C, the alite sulpho
aluminate cement clinker had the mineral composition of C3S 30/55% C2S 30/40%
C4A3S 5-20% and C^AF 5-10%. This theoretical study airports the use of mineralizers (86).

2.7 - Phosphates cements
2.7.1 - Magnesium phosphates - Originating from phosphate bended refractories
and certain kinds of dental cements, magnesium phosphate cements exhibit fast setting and
high early strengths .Such cement are formed by combining a powder mixture (MgO,
ZnO or aluminosilicate glasses) and a liquid (e.g phosphoric acid). The reaction
of MgO with phosphoric acid is strongly exothermal and produces soluble hydrates,
but its reaction with other acids leads to rapid formation of hard,
insoluble products. One of the first known compositions satisfying
requirement of the construction industry such as, workability and setting
time, high corrpressive strength or protecticn of the reinforcement was obtained by mixing
dead-burned magnesia with water-soluble polyphosphate and water soluble MH4H2PO4. When sodium
tripolyphosphate is added, workable paste is formed and setting occurs after 10
to 15 minutes.

2.7.2 - Calcium phosphate cements - This type of cement is obtained by
mixing tetracalcium phoshate and dicalcium phosphate dihydrate, or tetracalcium
phosphate and dicalcium phosphate anhydrate. Tetracalcium phosphate, which is not
commercially available at present may be prepared by heating an equimolar mixture
of dicalcium phosphate anhydrate and CaCO3 to 1500°C for 24 hours. After grin
ding, this cement is mixed with a dilute phosphoric acid solution. Modification of
the properties is obtained by adding components such as hydroxyapatites or
calcium fluoride. Their setting properties and biocompatibility makes these
cements useful in many applications in dentistry and bone surgery (99/100) .

NPC
3.1 - СаО-31О2-А12Оз
In this chapter, we treat the hydration of crystallised and amorphous
aluminates and silico-aluminates in the system CaO-Al2O3-SiO2. This includes
special binders such as glass cements, activated slags, pouzzolanic, geopolymer and
belite cements.
stability relationships between the liquid phase in contact with
the hydrates show that, at high pH, the hydrates which precipitate are .C-S-H,
C4AH13, alumina gel, and silica gel. The solubility curve changes with pH and the
final liquid composition can be calculated from thermodynamic models (101) . The
presence of
small amount MgO does not change fundamentally the phase assemblages
in the system CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 (102).
3.1.1 - Cristallised aluminates - The results ccnceming the hytiratlcn of calcium
alunlnates (C^A3, (103), CA, (104/105/106/107108/109) , C^, (110/111), ) or the mlof

calcium aluminates are well established and do not differ greatly from one author to the other.
Snail differaices in the morphology and the kinetics of formation of the hydrates
can be due to the complexity of the hydration of calcium aluminates.
—
- These reactions depend on many factors such as
conditions of synthesis,
small deviations from theoretical chemical composition, grinding process,,value
of the water/solid ratio, and temperature.
,
The setting time of high aluminate cements increases above 2°C to reach a maximum
at 28° C then shortens very quickly above this temperature. Hydration of pure CA
presents a similar setting behavior at 28°-29°C, which seems to coincide with the
disappearance of CAH10 above the temperature : ;Lt has been said that this effect
was due to difficult nucleation of C2AHQ.
'
, '
Hydration of pure C12A7 is accelerated with temperature, the retardation
effect is completly avoided in this case and the hydrates formed at any
temperature under 35o*40°C are mainly C2ÄHg with a very short nucleation period
if any. These results prove that C2AHg presents neither difficult nucleation nor
retarded setting*time at any temperature when it precipitates congruently from a
solution, and cannot be taken as an explanation of the retardation at 28°C. The
mechanism of retardation between 20° and 29°C can be described as a more and more
difficult nucleation with temperature until it becomes nearly impossible above
29°C when С2АН8 precipitates uncongruently from a solution. The formation of gel
phase acts as a slowing barrier to further dissolution / precipitation. The
combination of CoAHg and AH3 presents a difficult nucleation and slows tire growing of nuclei,
while temperature acts as an accelerator. When this reaction becomes the
predominant one the setting time accelerates very quickly (112/113/114/115/116) .
Commercial cements behave slightly differently from pure CA because they contain
certain amount of C12A7 in different proportions : some containing more C12A7 than
other precipitate higher prcporticns of C^AHg.
■
3 12 - Bellte
cements - The hydration of bellte cement is not
fundamentaly different from that of Portland cement and the main hydration
products are the same. Bellte cements hydrate and harden more slowly, and less
portlandite is produced during the hydration. The differences occuring between
the cements are due to the polymorphic forms of the bellte (117) and to the other
phases present with the belite. .

- Comparison between 3 cements containing 28%, 38% and 57% C^S and, respectively 45%,
35% 16% CoS show that the hydration rate at early age is driven by the hydration of C3S. Fran
2 to 7 da4 the hydration rate is increased as the C^ content increases and, more specifical
ly, as the proportion of alpha and a’ C2S become higher. After 28 days, the
hydration progresses with tire same rate. As can be expected, the portlandite content of the
cement paste normaly decrease when the % of C2S increases. In the described ex
periments, for the hydrated cement rich in C3S, most of the sulphates are in the
form of ettringite, while for those rich in C2S a part of ettringite is
transformed into monosulpho-aluminate (118). In other experiments, .the less
favourable workability of the belite cement than from alite cements has be explained by the
leased formation of ettringite due to the lower alkalinity of tire solution. This l^er
alkal
inity leads
alkalinity
leads to
to stronger
stronger formation
formation of
of short and long prismatic ettringites
throughout the.solvent phase due to- the increased solubility of the aluminate
ions (119).
3 13- Glass CCTienta -

aluminate : The properties of
the calcium aluminates are de^ndSt on their composition and the degree of crystallinity produced during manufactuamnrnhoLis'calcium

Е1Пд- Concerning the composition, rapid setting is associated with cements rich in
CoAa Sd CoA which dissolve rapidly, and quickly exceed the solubility of the
hvdrate (120). Initial hydration behavior of calcium aluminate is greatly
influenced by SiO2 as a minor component : the rate of hydration of calcium
silicates decreases when the silica content in the sample increases (121).

According to Nakagawa et al (121)", amorphous C12A7 hydrates immediately after
contact with water and sets in 3 to 5 seconds, which is faster compared to
cristallised C12A7- т11е degree of hydration is 24% at 15 seconds after addition
of water, followed by gradual reaction, reaching 62% at 30 minutes.
In contrast, based on the analysis of CaO and AI2O3 concentrations in the liquid
phase, Hisashi et al (40) reported that the setting of glassy С^2А7 waa 3l°wer
than that of crystallised C12A7■

During the hydration of amorphous and crystallised mixtures of CA and C12A7
the presence of amorphous or microcrystalline portion inhibits the hydration, or
has no strong effect after 6 hours in the case of calcium aluminate having a
CaO/AlnOo ratio between 1/1 and 12/7 (122). The time of large precipitation of
the hydrates, determined from conductivity evolution, decreases when C12x’7 amount
in the anhydrous sample increases.

The pseudo-amorphous samples give the same result, except for pure
For
pure CA and C12A7, the time of precipitation of the hydrates is extended when
the product are pseudo-amorphous : this is in agrement with Hisashi's work. The
existence of small quantity of glass phase, whose composition is not the same as
the main crystal, contributes largely to the hydration at the beginning. The
quiлк hydration tendency of glass-containing cements can be explained by the
presence of reactive microcristalline matrix which is absent in sintered cement
but could be present in small quantity in slowly cooled melted sample.
Calcium alumino silicates : The hydration kinetics and hydrated products
depend on the initial composition. From the conductivity curve and the hydrated
phases it is shown that there are two distinct families of cements, one giving
hydrogarnet (Ca3Al2(SiO4)3-Ca3Al2(H4O4)3 (123) and the other gehlenite hydrate
2Ca0-Al2O3-SiO2-8H2O (124) .Glass cements leading to hydrogarnet as main hydration
product have very short
setting time and low to moderate mechanical strengths
(125/126). The conductivity of the solution, in contact with these cements
increases up to a maximum and decreases to reach a plateau, directly or in two
steps. During the increase of conductivity, we detect small quantity of gehlenite
hydrate in the solid ; the decrease corresponds to a large precipitation of
hydrogarnet ; the bound water increases. The silica content of the solution is
negligible.

The cements leading to a gehlenite hydrate give practical setting times and
high strengths, but have a thermal stability lower than hydrogarnet cements.In
the case of cements giving gehlenite hydrate the solution contains appreciable
amounts of silica.
.
3.I.4 - Activated slag - The reactivity of industrial slags is relatively
poor at*ambient temperature. Therefore to produce cement, activation is necessary
and the best activators are sodium hydroxyde or carbonate and. , in some cases ,
sodium silicate. The amount of addition of activators is relatively high, typi
cal, addition is 5% of the slag weight. Sodium hydroxide is the strongest
activator but in some cases, the addition of sodium carbonate is favorable. The
latter gives very good results when the slag is rich in MgO, i.e when the
composition of the glass lies near akermanite (127).

- The main component of slag paste is C-S-H phase and among the magnesium
constituents, hydrotalcite. In more basic slags also gehlenite hydrate is present
(128/129) . In the case of Na2OO3 activatioi, CaCO3 is precipitated (figure 6) . The
elevation of temperature above 100°C leads to the transformation of C-S-H phase
into tobermorlte and gyrolite. In small quantities also hydrated calcium sodium
silicate pectolite is formed (figure 7) and, occasionally, analcite can also be
found. The sodium ions Introduced with activator only in small extend form stable
hydrates, namely pectolite and analcite.

FIGURE №6
ЫазСОз activated slag (CaCOg)

(x 3000)

FIGURE №7
Tobermorite and hydrated CA/Na silicate pectolite (x 2000)

-■
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In the major part they
enter
ab£ut~50%"after five years of storage, is water soluble and easily leaves
^;tS°a?vlng efnorei^ ?he sl^g pa^e has much grater gel porosity and
smaller capillary porosity (table N»2)7 Gel porosity is substantially greater
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? i/hat Л Лй mortar The shrinkage is 50% to 100% greater than that of
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Table №2

Porosity of cement pastes after 28 days ( W/C =0,3 )

1

King of porosity

Type of cement

Na2CO3

slag+5%

Г......
OPC

Total

25%

26%

Capillary (2000/10 nm)

11%

16%

Gel (>10 nm)

15%

9%

3.1.5 - Pozzolanlc cements - Much attention has been paid to the structural pro
perties or "bonding ability" of the gehlenite hydrate compared to the hydrogarnet
solid solution. Hydrogarnets, and gehlenite hydrate are obtained separatly or
together in many hydraulic system, for example in mixture of lime and natural or
artificial pozzolanas (132/133/134), blast furnace slags, hydrothermally treated
lime and silica/alumina ccntaining materials (135), mixtures of hi^i alumina cements and blast
furnace slag (136), hydration of calcium aluminosilicate glass cements, etc ....
- The reactions of thermally activated kaolin and lime produce mainly "C-S-H"
hydrogarnet (C3AH6), and gehlenite hydrate (C2ASH8). The thermochemistry of the
hydration of these system shows similarities with
Portland cements hydration.
Both systems are characterized by rather large heat evolution during the first 24
hours
(137) . The gehlenite hydrate content increases when the lime content
increases up to 20%, remains constant between 20 and 30%, decreases for higher
lime content and disappears when the lime content is higher than 60%.
When the temperature rises (from 50°C to 100° C) , the gehlenite hydrate reacts
with hydrated lime to give hydrogarnet. According to Zampieri(138), the "C-S-H"
and hydrated gehlenite appear as the principal phases responsible for the
mechanical strength of the calcined clay and calcium hydroxyde mixture. In
contrast, Pera et al. (139), find a correlation between the "CSH" only and the
mechanical strengths: the presence of CH decrease the strength.

Mixtures of silico-aluminate compounds with alkali hardeners develop early
strengths and good thermal stability ; the hydrated products of these binders also called
"geopolymeric binders" are claimed to have similar characteristics to natural rock
forming minerals such as zeolite, felspatoids and feldspars (140/141/142/ 143/ 144).

3.2 - CaO-SiO2-A12Oß-CaX2

(X being halogenide Cl- or F-)

We discuss here the hydration of calcium silicate and its derivatives like C3S
(alite), C2S (belite) containing certain amount of minor elements and
alinite.
The features of the system lie in the fact that the major hydrated products aresCS-H gel and CH crystal. Due to the different C/S ratio of the unhydrated minerals
and different kinds of solid soluble impurities, their hydration rate composition
of hydrated products, C/s ratio, and morphology are different (145).
'
When pure C3S was compared with C3S containing F (the added amount of CaF2 was
1% and 2%) , the fluorine contained C3S has a shorter induction period and higher
reactivity than pure C3S (146) . When F content reaches the limit of solid solu
tion, the hydration rate during the acceleration period was low. The same result
is obtained by the degree of hydration and Ca(OH)2 content measurement.

The samples with added 1-3,5% CaF2 have the highest degree of hydration. The
effect of F is different for alite and pure C3S, When the added amount of CaF2
ranges from 0,5 to 3.5%, the induction period last more than 36 hours.
x

This illustrates that the initial hydration activity was poor when F-alite was
contained. The initial degree of hydration was lower for F-alite than pure alite.

The C3S containing S had a higher initial hydration activity than pure C-jS. When the
CaSO4 content is 1%, 1 to 3%, 3 to 4.5%, the exotherm!city of the doped C3S
hydration increases respectively by 1.25 cal/g.h,1.32 cal/g.h and 0.12 cal/g.h.
Therefore, the relationship between the solid soluticn of S in CgS and the hydration
activity of (S)C3S is not.clear. For 4.5% of CaSO4 in alite, the heat released
during the first 36 hours of hydration was 16.9 cal/g Мфег than that in pure alite.
The sample containing 4.5% CaSiO4 had a similar or somewhat lesser degree of
hydration and Ca(OH)2 but higher strengths' than pure alite. The hydration
activity tests of C3S containing F and S show that the sample containing 1% CaF2
and 3% CaSO4 had higher hydration heat than that of pure C3S, while the degree of
hydration and Ca(0H)2 content were higher than for pure C3S at the initial stage
and approximately the same at 28 days.
The hydration activity of alite containing F and S had slow initial rate of
hydration and longer induction period (about 10 hours), but the hydration
reaction after the induction period was normal. The degrees of hydration at one
and three days were low, but were close to that of pure alite at 7 and 28 days.
The initial hydraulic property of F and S containing alite are improved with the
increase of S content and becomes best when 1% of CaF2 and 3% of CaSO4 were ad

-

ded.

Hydration rate of allnite phase seems to be higher than that of alite. Alinite
hydration rate also affects that of ß C2S, reducing it especially at early ages.
Liberated Ca(OH) 2 during hydration of alinite cement is lower than that of
Portland cement. The presence of chloroaluminate favors dissociation of
ettringite and formation of secondary gypsum (145).
The fast hydration of alinite produces rapid hardening cements, however the
limiting factor of larger application of this binder is its high chlorine
content. The chloride ions can form the solid solution in C-S-H phase in a rather
limited degree but, the majority of chlorine will be present in the paste as
Friedel 's salt (Ca?Al(0H)6) C1.2H2O. The utilization of alinite cements must be
therefore limited to special cases, especially for placing concrete in cold areas
(e.g., in the permafrost regions).
.

3.3 - CaO-SiO2-A12O3-Fe2O3
3 3 1- High-alumina cements - Although some detail have still to be under
stood, "the main characteristics of the hydration of high-alumina cements are well
established. The main directions of development in high-alumina cements involve
the change of the hydrated system compatibility with slags, carbonate, or finely
divided silica, and the modifications of the properties of the cements
by
additives or by changes in the curing process (147/148). ■

- During the hydration of high-alumina cement, the strengths first decrease
due to the transformation between CAH10 and C2AH8 into hydrogarnet. and
increase again : the reason for the strengths recovery could be the hydration of
the remaining CA or the cristallisation of C2ASHe which is formed as a minor comnounds The addition of calcium carbonate to form carbo-aluminate is the proposed
wa^o modify the hydration of high-alumina cement (149/150/151) and to increase
its sulfate resistance (152).

,

.

The addition of calcium silicates-containing .compounds such as C3S, C2S,
n д
—t-x л»- Г-Ч-Н to high - a lumina- cements increases the quantity of

t^torLt^n into C3AH6 occur, at a

temperature higher than 70°C (155). Instead of adding Portland cement or fine si
lica, slag addition has been tried : gehlenite hydrate is the main hydrated
product of mixtures obtained by addition of granulated blast furnace slag to Fondu, or Secar aluminous cement, or to pure calcium aluminates such as
or CA.
For a neat paste of 50% Fondu / 50% blast furnace slags
(cured at W/C=0,3 at
40°), the hydrogarnet phase produced initialy tends to diminish after 28 days.
According to Majumdar and al (156/157/158/159/160/161) , the formation of
crystalline C2ASH8 at the expense of calcium aluminate hydrates is the main
factor in the elimination of progressive strength loss in high-alumina cement
/Slag concrete. The mechanism of interaction between high-alumina cement and
blast furnace slag has been studied on simpler systems such as CA/slag or C12A7
/slag. When a mixture of CA and blast furnace slag is in contact with water, CA
reacts first giving CAH^q or Cy^flg. The slag activated by calcium ions reacts more
slowly. At 20°, the slag hydration produces hydrogarnet phase, while at 40°C, the
main hydrated product is gehlenite hydrate : this result contrasts with the observation
cn C12A7 mixture in which lime /alumina ratio leads to the formation of large quantity
of C3AH6 at 40°C. Granulated slags are usualy activated by soda, calcium sulfate
or lime (often Portlandite coming from the Portland cement hydration) : "C-S-H"
gel, ettringite, C4AHX, hydrogarnet and gehlenite hydrate are formed. If the
calcium content of the slag is low and the ratio A^Oß/Sit^^lr the gehlenite
hydrate will form preferentially : addition of lime will lead to the formation of
hydrogarnet.

The addition of admixtures modifies the the set of high-alumina cements. From
microcalorimetry mesurements it has been demonstrated that foreign cations with a
ratio of electrical charge/ionic radius higher than 27 nm modify the nature of
the nucleation process. The hydration process of both CA and high-alumina cement
is quite different from that of . C3S and Portland cement for which the
precipitation of metallic hydroxide does not promote any acceleration of the
hydration kinetics due to formation of a protective layer on the anhydrous phases
(162) . The use of a superplasticizer (sulphonated naphtalene formaldehyde conden
sate) and a lithium salt as an accelerator has been a solution proposed to reduce
the w/c and thus the rate of conversion : nevertheless, the use of large quantity
of superplasticizer reduces strengths (163/164/165/166/167/ 168).
Thermal treatment is an other way to modify the properties of the cement. Auto
claving increases the flexural strengths and suppresses the microcracking (169).

3.3.2 - Iron rich cements - The hydration of the СзР-С^Е solid solution
system has been reported by Guo Yong et al (170). When water is added to C2F,
semi colloid or colloid C4FH13 and FH3 are formed. The solid solution series
C6AF2'C6A2F hydrates into C3(A,F)H6, C4(A,F)H^3 and FH3 or AH3. With increasing
Al/Fe ratio of the initial alumino-ferrite the amount of C3(AF)H6 increases and
at the same time, the C4(AF)H13 and FH3 decreases and the Al/Fe ratio in hydrated
products (except C2F) increased (171) . The hydration rate sequence of the ferrite
phases agrees with the previously published work (172) . The minor elements Ti4 ,
Mg2+ and S®+ have improved the hydration activity of CgAF2 and other ferrite
phases to various degrees.

3.4 - СаО-31О2-А12Оз-Ре2Оз-ЗО3
This system includes the hydration of C3A, €^2^7» CA, CA2, C6A2F, CgAF2 solid
solution, C^(A,F)3S, C^2A7. CaF2, C^A7 ,CaCl2 in the presence of calcium sulfate.
The common feature of this system is their similar hydrated products, AFt, AFm,
FH3 and Friedel salt. The ratio AFt to AFm is determined by the added amount of
calcium sulfate and its form. The rate of AFt formation, its quantity in the
hydration of high alumina cement and calcium sulphate mixes also depends on the
added amount of sulfate and its form. For example, hemihydrate reduces hydration
shrinkage but implies its use in large quantity close to the point beyond which

cracks appear in the structure and the highest mechanical strengths are obtained
with anhydrite (173/174/175).
The formation of AFt phase throucfi a dissolution precipitation mechanism seems the most
1 ikely. The conditions of the formation of AFt and AFm and the relationship betwe^i the
nucleation rate, the crystal growth and the ionic concentration in SO^I2' and Ca2+ have been
studied from thermodynamic model (176). The results are in agreement with the
interpretation of the thermodynamic calculation of the solubility curves in the
system CaO-A12O3-CaSO4-H2O or in more complex systems (177/178).
Experimentaly, the solubility curves, the conditions of ettringite formation
have been determined with С12А7"Са1504*н20 as
material and confirm the results
previously found and calculated from theoretical models (179/180/181/182) . The
relation betwen the rate of ettringite formation and the expahsion of cement is
fundamental for the industrial applicaticn of this phenomenon (183) . A good expansive
cement should assure proper balance between expansion strain and mechanical properties of the
concrete : the rate and magnitude of expansion strain that develops in the concrete
depends on the kinetics of ettringite formation and the ability_of concrete to
accomodate to growth of ettringite. During the hydration of C^A^S, the kinetics
of formation of the hydrated product follow the Avraml Jerofejev relationship
which describes hydration processs through ionic diffusion in water solution and
nucleation of products on the Interface, followed by crystal growth when the nu
clei achieve their critical dimension after induction period (184/185/186). AFt
has ccmplicated configuraticns vdiich was determined by the pH value of liquid phase,
envircrment and space for crystallisaticn. When pH value is over 13, more fine needle-like AFt
is formeri. When the pH value is lower, cylindrical AFt particles are formed preferential
ly. The results obtained by Li Shaozheng et al (187) showed that AFt exists in three
forms : one is AFt of crystal size and crystal structure, most of which was
described as above, but when there is higher concentration of liquid phase SO4Z
and wide space, the form could be of a hexagonal tube as illustrated in figure 8.
Its performance in the hardened cement paste has yet to be clarified.
FIGURE №8
''
Hexagonal tube AFt in hardened paste

The second was an AFt of colloidal size (below nanometer) and crystalline
-, this kind of AFt was hard
structure. In hardened sulpho-aluminate cement paste,
■
•
-but
be clearly detected by
to be observed by scanning electron microscope r L_t: could
2:
. Amorphous particles whose the composition is close to that of AFt can also
X ray. -------- ------- E-----.
.
be observed by means of DTA or energy spectrum analysis.
Regarding the ccmpositicn of AFt in five hardened cement pastes witii^and rwrmal .water/
cement ratio, large differences in chemical ccmpositicn occur (181). In AFt, 4,34 wgt % of
and 1 95 wgt% of SiO2 can be dissolved, thus reducing the unit cell
coefficient a from 11.2 ran to 11.7nm respectively, and c axis fron 21.49 nm to 21.44 nm and
71 38 nm respectively. The result of study of AFt in hardened aluminoferrite
cement paste
that at-ut 2S» ot
coAd be aubatltuted by Fe2O3 (187) .

.

■ Concerning the stability of AFt phase, two issues are here involved : thermal
stability and resistance to carbonation. Tang Mingshu calculated, from
thermodynamic data that the dehydration and decomposition temperature of AFt. was
122.6°C that of pure AFm was 146°C (188). In their study of thermal stability of
sulpho-aluminate concrete, LiDedong et al found that, at the temperature of. 100
300°C the X-ray lines of AFt dislocate, at 400-500°C AFt becomes amorphous and,
at 600°C, it decomposes into C4A3S,CaSO4, ^12^7 (189) .
It is well known that AFt is easily carbonated, but the intermediate phases
formed during thisprocess are rather-complicated and require more researches.
Zhang Feipeng calculated the temperature of transformation
into calcium
aluminocarbonate was 60°C(190) . The low porosity and the high resistance to
carbonation which have been observed in hardened sulpho-aluminate and
ferroaluminate cement paste can be due to compactness of amorphous product
developed during the hydration(171). The effect of two expansives sources
(ettringite and brucite) can be cumulated to produce appropriate expansion and
low porosity in the hardened cement pastes(191).

3.5 - Phosphates Cements
The mixture between MgO and soluble phosphates such sodium or ammonium
phosphates rapidly develops strength. During the hydration reaction struvite
(MgNH4PO4, 6H2O) is formed and seems to be responsible for the strength. The
setting time depends on the the characteristics of the initial compounds and
specially on the quality of MgO and its fineness. In the cases where the setting
time was too short, sodium tetraborate can be used as set retarder (192) .

By mixing an equimolar quantity of Ca4(PO4)2O and CaHPO4,2H2O or Ca4(PO4)2O and
CaHPO4 and water, or dilute phosphoric acid solution a hardening time of few
minutes is obtained. The development of hydroxyapatite Сад(Р04)зОН through a
dissolution repreciptation process is the basis of the hardening reaction of the
calcium phosphate cements. The hydration mechanism can be described by the
solubility curves and the solubility product value.
The only product formed is
Са5(Р04)дОН and the reaction is completed at 4
hours at which time compressive strengths range between 20 and 40 MPa. The
factors that effect the compressive strengths are the crystallinity of the
hydroxyapatite nuclei and the particle size of the initial phosphates.

4 - MICROSTRUCTURE OF RPC CEMENTS
The microstructure of the cement is the
necessary link to understand the
relationship between the engineering properties and behavior of individual
phases. The development of the microstructure with time during the hydration of
Portland cement, its relationship between microstructure and engineering
properties have been widely studied, which is not the case for special cements.
The same concepts as for Portland cement could be applied, provided that we
obtain sufficient quantity of information on the system (porosity, structures of
the pores, the amount and crystallinity of the hydrates)

4.1 - СаО-31О2-А12Оз

4.1.1 - Crystallised compounds - During the hydration of CA, microcrystalli
sed CAH^q is formed. When CAH^q is sufficiently well crystallised, it forms
networks of interlocking prisms, individually about Ipm long and 0.1pm wide.
These prisms are barely resolved in backcsattered electron image (Scanning
electron microscopy) . X ray microanalyses of regions of these networks gave
Ca/Al ratios usually above the theoretical value of 0.5 (typically around 0.7) (193).)
C^q, hexagonal, crystallised in well formed plates, seen cn edge in polished
sections and typically about 1pm thick and 20-30pm across.

CßAHg was characteristically observed as aggregates of equidimensional no
dules, individually about 0.2цт in diameter. X ray microanalyses of such
aggregates gave Ca/Al ratios of 1.2, 1.3,with total of 60-70% and up to 4% of
SiC>2. The composition and morphology suggest that the nodules were CgAHg.
AH3 was generally observed as apparently structureless regions of low and uniform
grey level which could be readily identified by X ray microanalysis.
;
-• 1
During the hydration of low-iron, high-alumina cement an "inner" product
replacing CA is observed in many pastes samples. It is apparently structureless
and gave Ca/Al ratios of 1.2/1.3 and analysis around 70% ; the inner product
retains all the CaO and part of the AI2O3 tiie rest of which is expelled : the
nature of this inner product is uncertain (poorly crystalline or amorphous).
Studies by transmission electron microscopy show that the paste consists of
crystalline components bonded by an amorphous hydrate gel based on aluminate, but
containing significant amount of calcium (194). The morphology of the hydrated
products change with the curing temperature (195) . :

At 5°C, CA dissolved and CAH10 precipitated, leaving empty space where the CA
previously existed. As reaction proceeds, this"process is accompanied by one in
which an inner product is formed : this product has a Ca/Al ratio^of 1.2-1.3. It
was not detected by XRD and is either amorphous or poorly crystaline, in the'
latter case probably a mixture of CgAHg and AH3. The factor favouring - its
formation could be a local increase of temperature (193).
The backscattered electron images showed that after 6 hours, the microstructure
consists of partly reacted grains in a matrix of CAH10 prisms with large open
pores. CAH^q was also observed as hollow shells surroundings voids a few
micrometres in size which may have been formed by the complete hydration of small
grains.
:
‘
With longer hydration times the amount of CAH10 increased and it could be seen
that more of the cement had reacted. The 7 day old paste showed a particularly
marked change in microstructure with distance from a edge of the specimen. In the
outermost millimeter, very little porosity was detectable : further in, the
microstructure was much more open and its motled texture suggested that conver
sion to C3AH5 and AH3 could have occurred : XRD showed CAH10 as the only detec
table product in any of the specimen examined (193) .
According to Scrivener et al., the SEM evidence is compatible with the
hypothesis that temperature increases within this specimen caused increased
reaction and partial or complete conversion, but the XRD evidence suggests that
any products other than CAH10 are of low crystallinity or small in amount or both
(193) •
At 40°C, for the sanpies hydrated for 4 hours the microstructure had changed markedly. It
contained hi^ily porous regions some 100-200 pm in size separated by regions that
were relatively dense. The space previously occupied by water consisted mainly of fine
nodules probably of CXAHr but too small for analysis, embedded in a matrix of AH3 :
large plates of C9AH0 were observed. The fine nodules formed arrays, ■ sonetimes mixed with
residual C^AHo plates : this suggested that C3AH6 had formed locally from reaction of
the C^AHq. A considerable amount of inner product was observed, mainly replacing the CA.

By 7 days almost all the CA had reacted leaving AH3 interdispersed with
regions of brighter material which was sometime nodular, sometimes platey an
sometime* intermediate between the two : X ray microanalysis suggested that most of
these bright areas were of C3AH6 though some analysis indicated that some C2AH8
äSled ä tte case ol high alU^ «mnt, plates of strätllnglte «re observed : some
elates consisted partly of C2AH8 and partly of strätlingite which had possibly
formed from the C2AH8 by reaction with silicate ions. XRD confirmed that near^
all the the CA and 1 substantial proportion of the gehlenite had reacted and
siowed the major products to be C3AH6 an AH3, with some strätlingite.

In the case of macro defect free high-alumina cement (196), electron
diffraction data show unusual elongated crystals of hydrogarnets which grow near
CA2 particles. ТЕМ micrographs show areas with the granular appearing structure
whose the pore size are about 100 nm (197).
4.1.2 - Glass cements - During the hydration of glass cements, gehlenite hy
drate or hydrogarnet precipitate, depending on the initial composition of the ce
ment. Gehlenite hydrate develops a microstructure which seems more favorable to
the mechanical strength than hydrogarnets.
.
Gehlenite hydrate reacts with lime to give hydrogarnet, following the reaction :
C2ASH8 + 2 Ca(0H)2+ 3H2O --> C3AH6 + C-S-H

Depending on the temperature (at lower temperature) another type of reaction can occur ;
C2ASH8 + 3 Ca(0H)2+ 3H2O ............ > C4AH13 + C-S-H

These two types of reaction are linked, and in agreement with the thermodynamic data.
c3ah6 + са(он)2 + 6H2o <---------- > c4ah13

- In the systems C3A /H20 or CA/H20, the hexagonal phases are thermodynamically the
most stable, within a range 2542 to 5042 and at temperature above 50°C to 75°C the cubic
calcium aluminate precipitates. In presence of, C3S, C2S or microsilica gehlenite
hydrate is the the major hydration product of the mixture and no hydrogarnet is found.
Cn the other hand a mixture of C2S alumina gel, hydrated lime and ß C2S produces
C2ASH8 : alumina gel reacts with CH to give C2AH8 and C4AH4q and then these react
with C-S-H produced during the C2S hydration to give C2ASH8. According to Midgley
(153) , CAH10 reacts with the hydration product of C2S to form C2ASH8 while C3AHg will
not. During the hydration of mixtures of CA and colloidal silica, it can be seen
by DTA that the hexagonal phases САНю and C2AH8 decrease to give C2ASH8, but
simultaneously, the peaks of AH3 and alumina gel decrease, involving a consurption of
these phases (198). As opposed to the hexagonal phases CAH40 or C2AH8 which trans
form into hydrogarnet, alumina gel or AH3 is released according to the well kncwi reacticns
3CAH10

C3AH6+ 2AH3 +18H2O

or

........... > 2 C3AHg+AH3+ 9H2O

These reactions cannot explain the decrease of alumina phases. This decrease
can be explained only if a phase having a calcium alumina ratio higher than 2
(for CjASHg) reacts with alumina : hydrogarnet could be this phase, in spite of
the fact that we do not see a decrease of the peak of C3AHg by DTA. Another type
of alumina consumming reaction could be assumed :

C2AH8 + CSH + AH3 +3H2O

C2AH8 + AH3 +3H2O

>

2

C2ASHß or

in presence of [C] and [S] solution
..................................................................................... >

2 C2ASH8

During the hydration of binders such as pozzolanas and lime, slag, mixtures of
slag, microsilica and high alumina cement, unstable hydrates precipitate first
and transform into more stable system : hydrogarnet, C-S-H, gehlenite hydrate.
The rate of the transformation depends on the temperature and the proportion of
the hydrate at equilibrium depends on the starting composition.

In contrast, the hydration of calcium alumino-silicate glass cements produces
rapidly and directly a mixture of hydrogarnet and gehlenite hydrate whose the
proportion depends also on the composition of the starting glass (199).
The evolution of the hydration (studied by XRD and DTA) shows that the
equilibrium between hydrogarnet and gehlenite hydrate remains stable during 3
years at temperature lower than 50/60°C.

The morphology of the hydrate paste (studied by SEM) shows that the system of
structures obtained directly (case of glass cement) is different from those
obtained by a transformation from unstable to stable hydrates : the stable struc
ture obtained directly is probably more favourable than a structure which comes
from a transformation. The stability with curing temperature of hydrogarnet and
gehlenite hydrate and their influence ön the mechanical strengths needs to be
quantified.
/ ■
■ •
r

4.2 - CaO-A12Ö2-SlO2-CaX2 (X being halogenides ClF-)
The main difference in the hydration products observed by XRD between alinite
and Portland cement pastes is the presence of calcium chloro aluminate in the .
former. From SEM it'is shown that the C-S-H morphology of alinite phase differs
fron that of alite. C-S-H produced fron alinite is mostly presented in a spongy morphology.
The existence of a lot of chloroaluminates on the C-S-H crystals surfaces reveals :
that most of the chloride contained in the alinite phase is diffused out the formed gel (145)
- ■
:

4.3 ~ Сз.0”S1O2_A12®3~
The microstructure of two years old mixtures of high-alumina cement and
granulated slags revealed that all crystalline components of the high alumina
cement has been consummed by this age. The major hydration products is С2АЗН8,
and two distinct mainly amorphous gels : an outer gel product occupying the space
originally filled by water and an inner gel product occupying space created by
slag reaction (200) .
In the system calcium aluminate-siliceous aggregates, the cracks propagation ,
occurs through the paste. In the case of aluminous-calcareous aggregate, the
process is intergranular at the beginning of hydration and becomes transgranular
after few months. The transitional layer formed at the interface between a
calc .reous aggregate and aluminous cement paste , changes with time and develops
a zone rich in hydrated carboaluminate which is form by epitaxic growth on
calcium carbonate (201/202).
The morphology of the hydrates are modified by the presence of minor elements
dissolved into the ferrite phase. Ti4+ reduces the size of the Сз(АЕ)Нб crystals,
whilst Mg2+ changes particles of C3(AF)Hg into flake-like shapes which when surimposed become flower-like structures. After the S6+ has been dissolved, C3(AF)Hg
appears as curled flakes again in flower-like forms.
'
'

Zhang Liang (203) reported the microstructure of high strength crushed stone
concrete made of alumino ferrite cement and pointed out that the alumino-ferrite
blend cement composed of the cement clinker, 20% fly ash and 10% silica fume had an
optimized particles size distribution and also that, the water/cement ratio can be
lowered to below 0.2.
Therefore, by using conventionnal concrete making techniques the total
porosity of concrete might drop to about 7,5% and the size of the pores to less
than 500 nm. The interfaces formed between the hardened cement paste, the limes
tone coarse aggregates and the sand fine aggregate were very similar to that of
hardened cement paste in terms of their structure and composition. When the fly
ash reacts with the cement, the products formed are C-S-H, amorphous AH3 and AFt
crystals.
. .
.
.
.
The compressive and flexural strengths of this "crushed stone concrete” could
reach as high as 140 MPa and 20 MPa respectively. Moreover, the interface was no
longer the weak area of the concrete. In the broken concrete, most of the
fracturing cracks pass through the aggregates.

4.4 - CaO-SlO2-A12o3"F^°3 _S03
The addition of CaSO4 considerably affects the microstructure of C^S^S-CaSO, -H70 system cement pastes. The microstructure of varied hydrared cement
pastes, and the interface between the paste and aggregates have been studied in
the case of sulpho-aluminate cements (204/205/206). The results showed that-when
the amount of gypsum was zero, C4A3S hydrated rather slcwly and the degree of hydration at 1
day was 30% forming only 5 % of crystaline AFt. At 3 days, the degree of
hydration increased up to 65% then slowed down and finally reached 75% at 28 days.
The quantity of AFt was then 12%. These results suggest that the amount of
SOI2" was not sufficient. The products"of hydration were primarily amorphous gel,
poorly crystallized AFt and AFm and AH3 gel etc. The ratio of crystal to gel of
hydrated products was small in the hardened cement paste. The great amount of
colloids makes the hydrated cement compact. Consequently, the 28 day total
porosity was only about 13% and the majority of the pores were gel types wnose
size equal or smaller than 3000 nm. When 5 to 45% gypsum are added, the rate of
CaAoS hydration increased greatly and at one day, the degree of C4A3S hydration
was close to 70% and AFt crystal 20%. The results indicated that at the early
stage of hydration, the gypsum was in the saturated state, but was exhausted with
the continuation of the hydration in the system with small amounts (5 to 15% gyp
sum) , and the increasing rate of crystalline AFt slowed down. As a result, the
AFt crystal amount during the period 3 to 28 days was only 2 to 3% higher than
that of one day. When the amount of gypsum was more than 25% (25 to 45%) residual
gypsum occurred, therefore the hydration had taken place in conditions of
saturated CaSO4. At that time, the amount of AFt crystal increased with the
increase of gypsum and the margin of AFt increment enlarged with the prolongation
of age. As gypsum was added, then the ratio of crystal to gel in the hydration
products changed and increased with the gypsum increment.
In the C4A3S-C2S-CaSO4-H2O system, C2S hydrates slower than that C4A3S.
Provided residual gypsum exists in the system, the hydration of.C2S takes place
because the sulfate and aluminate ions released during the hydration of C4A3S
and CaSO4. 2H2O combine with the calcium ions from C2S to form AFt phase.
Therefore, the existence of C4A3S and CaSO4. 2H2O in large amouncs accelerates
the hydration of C2S.
.
.
j
The results showed that the pore structure of hydrated cement with various added
amounts of gypsum has the following characteristics :

1) the total porosity increases with the gypsum content, but the difference
was not larger than 20 /30% at 28 days. The total porosity was much less than
that of the hydrated early strength Portland cement with 0% gypsum.

2) the majority of the pore was less than 4000 nm and the proportion of pores
larger than 1000 nm was low.
3) in.terms of pore shapes, most of them were ink bottle like so the determi
nation of the pore structure by mercury porosimeter would lead to large error.
The decrease pressure curve of pressure porosimeter showed ink bottle-like pores
accounted for 30-40% (207/208).
■
Li ShaoZheng et al (187) also studied the interface between limestone and
hardened sulpho-aluminate cement with 0 to 45% addition of gypsum and found a
great difference in their interface. The interface of pure clinker with 0% of
gypsum is quite a thin layer of alumina gel, followed by AFt crystal and a little
Ca(0H)2. The whole thickness of the interface is about 50pm.
-

It was observed that AFt and CaSO4, 2 H2O crystals concentrated at the inter
face between limestone and hardened paste with 10 to 15% gypsum but it was not
found that the crystal arranged in preferred orientation. The size of AFt crystal
on the interface was large (figure 9), then the transition zone of the paste itself became
snail and the whole layer of interface was some 50um thick. At the interface of expanding
cement with 25% gypsum, there are large and rough AFt crystal arranged like chry
santhemums and colloidal AH3 layer covering over the crystals. With the increase
of gypsum amount, the chrysanthemum-like arranged AFt increased (figure 10). ' The interface of self-stressing cement with more than 45% gypsum, almost all
of the crystals were the chrysanthemum like arranged AFt. Under controled condi
tion, the interface layer became much thinner (30-40 pm), crystal size much
smaller and interface area structure more compact.
• •

FIGURE 9
Loose interface structure
and compact paste

■
■FIGURE 10
:
. The chrysanthemum-like arranged AFt
in the interface between self stressing
cement and limestone paste ■

The interface between low-alkali sulpho-aluminate cement mortar and alkali re
sistant fibre is formed by a amorphous Zr(OH)^ which polymerises on the glass
fibre surface, forming a compact layer and thus raising the corrosion resistance
of the glass fibre. In the case of the Portland cement, Ca(0H)2 crystallises at the
interface, on the side of the glass fibre, viiile in the case of sulpho-aluminate canent, the
interface is formed by AFt. This, interface forms early, has a compact structure,
thus preventing ions from diffusing between the glass fibre and cement.
Alleviation of the corrosion of the fibre glass extends the service life of glass
reinforced products made from low-alkali cement and alkali resistant glass
fibres.

4.5 - Phosphates cements
From SEM studies the early hydrated calcium phosphates cements show amorphous
materials consisted of small petal like crystals : these appear to be responsible
for the setting. The amount and crystallinity of materials present at the
interparticle spaces increased with time and in fully set samples the paste
consist- of mostly rod-like crystal with a smaller amount of platy crystals.

The main mineral formed during the hydration of magnesium phosphate cement is
struvite. The change in the morphology of struvite crystals is associated with
increased amount of water or incorporation of sodium tripolyphosphate or borax :
in a system optimized in retarder and water content, the struvite is the dominant
hydrate and it crystallises in fine needles (209/210).

5 - PERFORMANCE AND USES OF NPC
This chapter, which takes into account more the use and engineering properties
than the chemistry of cement is written in the sense of a justification of the
development of the Non-Portland-Cement .
.

The confidence in which these special cements fill the requirements of the
customer must involve an estimation of the durability and an understanding of
the properties.
■

5.1 - CaO-SiO2-Al2O3
5.1.1 - Bellte cements - The interest in the development of bellte cements
lies in the low energy consumption and the expected high durability due the low
Ca(0H)2 content released during the hydration (211). Because of Its low setting
time and strength development it can be used succesfully as.a road foundation.

- Table №3 shows the compressive strength of
obtained from different raw materials (212) .

industrial belite cement

TABLE №3
Compressive strengths in MPa of mortars from belite cements (300 Kg/m3)
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28

90

18
18
10

30
29
17

49
44
35

59
53
51

1,7

19

23

37

49

2,8

26

37

48
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0,79
0,80
0,80

3,6
3,0
2,3

2,2
2,3
0,9

0,79

3,0

0,83

2,4
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В (chalk, wet)
В (chalk , wet)
C (triassic /
Semi dry)
D (Jurassic/
Semi wet)

Strengths
of mortar (after

Clinker

Sample
(Raw material)
(Process)

days)

5.1.2 - Alkali activated slags or aluminosilicates - The addition of
sodium silicate (water glass) permits regulation of the setting time of the
cement and a relatively shorter setting time is typical when modulus of water
glass (n=Si/Na) is low. For example the setting time with NaOH activation is
about 100 to 240 minutes for the initial set and about 420 min for the final set
ting time whereas, for water glass these time are 30 to 90 and 180 min
respectively depending on the slag fineness (213) . Also with the water glass
activation, high initial strengths are frequently met.

- The compressive strength of the slag mortar with NaOH addition is
to 40 MPa after 28 days when curing temperature is 20°C and 35 to 80
water glass activation, again depending on the fineness of the slag.
results are given by steam curing. At the temperature of 80°C the mortar
can be 50 to 100 MPa immediatly after curing.

about 20
MPa for
The best
strength

The strength of slag mortars increases progressively with time for NaOH and
Na2CO3 addition. For example after 15 years It Is 2.5 time greater than after 28
days. However water glass activation gives only a very small increases of
strength (214). Hydraulic compositions based on activated slag and water soluble
polymer can develop a bending strength of several hundred MPa under favorable
conditions of curing (215) .
•

Alkali activated silicates (also called geopolymeric cements) develop mortar
strengths of 25 MPa, 35 MPa, 60 MPa and 100 MPa respectively at 2 hours, 3 hours,
1 and 7 days. This type of cement could find application for road pavements, pavements repairs, airport pavements and in most applications where rapid
strength gain is needed. The poor reliability due to the quantity of alkali
content of the cement is one of the reason of the slew develcpnent of this type of binders.
5.1.3 - Glass cements - The setting time of glass cement, leading after
hydration to pure gehlenite hydrate is too long to have useful applications (1 to
3 days) in spite of the quality of the matrix (dense and strong with very low po
rosity). By decreasing the silica content of the glass, it is possible to obtain
a pastes containing hydrogarnet and gehlenite hydrate with an initial set of 1-2
hours, final set 3-4 hours and developing about 100 MPa at 4 hours. These cement
paste have a lower porosity than Portland•cement and the quality required for a
good highway and bridge deck material (216). '
■ '
■
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5.2 - CaO-A12O3-SiO2-CaX2
5.2.1 - Alinite cements (CaC12) - The strength development of alinite
cements is not significantly affected, up to 90‘days by the quantity of gypsum
added
(from 4 to 8 % SO3) . It is also shown that W/C ratio affects strength
development remarkably. As measured by the standard consistency test, alinite
cement requires lower W/C ratio than Portland cement. Even at lower chloride
content the strength of alinite cement is comparable to this of traditional
cements (145). Because of the release of chloride ions during the hydration, this
cement may not be steel reinforced and could find applications in permafrost regions.

5.2.2 - Fluoroaluminate Cement (CaF2) - Ground from fluoroaluminate clinker
with the composition of C|^A7.CaF2 or C3S and C^1A7.CaF2 added with slag and anhydrate, this cement was put into industrial production in 1975. According to the
report by Shen Meifei (217), the cement contains large amount of C11A7.CaF2» its
hydration is very fast. The setting time is from a few minutes to over ten mi
nutes, so it is necessary to add retarders before use. Its features are high
early strength, the 4 hour strengths can be as high as 5.4 MPa.
:
Due to its good behavior under low and negative temperatures, the cement is used
for sand forming cement and rush repair or rapid construction works.

5.3 - CaO-SiO2-/kl2O3 ~F62O3
High-alumina cement obtained by melting is largely used worldwide for
refractories applications, building and construction. The problem of reliability
has been particularly studied from experimental tests and understanding the phe
nomena. According to C.M George (218/219/220), "conversion" is the normal and predictible route by which the material reaches its stable long term characteristics
and the unique advantage of this cement is that the long term performance potential can
be attained (and exceeded temporarily) within a few hours of placing the concrete
under standard curing ccnditicns (221). Among others advantages of these cements we
mention the ability of calcium aluminate hydrates to absorb foreign ions,as well as their
thermal stability. Its good sulfate resistance has been recognized on concrete
buried after 15 years into sulfate rich soils (222/223/224/225/226/227) . In chloride
solution,a protective layer is formed at the surface of the cements blocks : this coating is
oemposed by brucite and basic magnesium chloride. Densificaticn of the microstructure have a
positive effect on the stability of the cement stored in corrosive solution (228) .

5.4 - CaO-SlO2-M2O3-SO3
5.4.1 - Bellte stilpho-aluminates cements - These cement are produced by
intergrinding sulpho-aluminate cement clinker composed primarily of minerals.
C4A3S’ and C2S and a certain amount of dihydrate gypsum or anhydrite. By means of

altering the amount of anhydrite added we can obtain quick-hardening, expanding,
self stressing and low alkali series of cements. The Industrial production of
these cement was started in China in 1974. At present there are a dozen cement
mills producing such kind of cement with a total annual output of 500000 tonnes.
The cement has the following performance characteristics :
1) Excellent strengths, 3 days compressive strengths which may reach 90-MPa,
and 10 MPa in bending strength
2) Good anti seepage properties. : Under the hydraulic pressure of 3 MPa, the
maximum seepage height are only 7 cm with concrete of different mix, and in most
cases than 1 cm (cement consumption of, 270-500 kg/m3)
3) Good frost resistance : the freezing-thawing tests show, a good resistance
after 50 cycles of freezing and thawing
4) Excellent corrosion resistance, especially to SO^2", Mg2+ Cl" and their
compound salts
5) Good behaviour at low temperature. It is sufficient to put cover on the
cement series or its products in ambient temperature of 0,-10°C, the strength can
grow to 80% of the designed grade in 3/7 days. While in temperature of"0,-20°C, a
certain amount of anti freezing admixture shall be added and 80% of the designed
strengths can be achieved within 3 days.
..
■ 6) Regulated expansion. The free expansion can be regulated in the range of
0.5-2%. Self stressing value is high, the magnitude can reach 6.0 MPa within 28
days, the stabilizing period is short (28 days) and may have a good durability.
5.4.2 - Alite sulpho-aluminate Calcium Cement (HCA) - The cement is made
of alite sulpho-aluminate calcium clinker, with addition of some blended materials
gypsum and ground together. Its Industrial production started in China in 1985.
By adjusting the added quantity of gypsum, altering the gypsum variety and added
amount of blended material (over 30%), as well as changing kinds of the blended
materials such as slag, fly ash and red mud, quick hardening cements sind various
modified portland cement can be produced (73).
- The cement has moderate setting time and much higher strength than
conventional Portland cement or blended cements its 28-day compressive strength
can reach as high as 50-65MPa and the flexural strength 8-9 MPa. It also has good
anti seepage properties, good micro expansion (its 28 days percentage of free
expansion is less than 0,4%) and good wear resistance.
The cement is suitable for use in underground projects, seepage resistant, crack
prevention items road construction and for concrete products like telegraph wire
poles, railway sleepers etc...
x

5.5 - Сэ.0-3102~^2^3 -^,^2^3- ^*^3
The cement series, which includes the Ferro-aluminate Cement series, is
produced by intergrinding a mixture of aluminoferrite clinker composed mainly of
calcium aluminoferrite, anhydrous sulpho-aluminate calcium and dicalcium silicate
limestone and anhydrite. A regulated addition of gypsum can produce quick-hardening and
expanding and self - stressing cement series. Such a cement series has been produced
industrially in China since 1982 and at present the total output is 100000 tons
per year (229/230/231).
The performance features of the cement are basically similar to those of the
sulpho-aluminate cement. It has excellent strength, the 3 day compressive
strength can reach 80 MPa and bending strength 10 MPa. It has eliminated the
shortcomings inherent in sulpho-aluminate cement surface dusting. Hydration
produces large amount of iron gel that endows the cement with excellent anti-a
brasive and sea water resistent properties. It has better corrosion resistance
than that of the sulpho-aluminate cement especially to compound salts containing
SO^
and Cl and (NH^) 2SO4 which is incomparable to any other kinds of cement. It
has been shown shows that aluminoferrite cement does not have alkali aggregate
reaction and moreover, can form a passivation film on steel reinforcement that is
very favourable to protecting the reinforcement from corrosion (188) .

The .engineering properties of sulpho and ferro-aluminate cements are quite
similar and therefore their applications are also identical. Quick hardening
sulpho and ferro-aluminate cements are mainly used in
1) Winter construction in China's North, North East and North West areas as well,
as in constructional work in the Antartic.
2) Rush repair and rapid construction . The quick hardening ferro-aluminate
cement is especialy suitable for harbour engineering, where work must be completed
before a next tide caning or for rush repair of taxi way in airport and Ыфиау surfaces.
.
3) Corrosion resistance projects especially for construction on salina and some
chemical plants.
4) Refill of high water level lane side of coal mining, because its technical
features match those of the commercially available products.
Sulpho and ferro-aluminate cements expanding cements are primarily adopted for
leakage and seepage prevention projects, especially for those underground or se
mi- underground projects in localities close to the seaside, as well as for
waterproof layers of rigid roofing.- It is also good for leakage and seepage uses
in mines and tunnels.
.

Sulpho and ferro-aluminate self stressing cements are used for making pressure
water, petroleum and gas pipeline of 100-8D0mm diameter.
■
Low-alkali sulpho-aluminate cements are used mainly for compounding with alkali
resistant glass fibre to make glass reinforced cement products as internal and
external wall panels, decorative corrugated roofs granary and GRC architectural
short pieces (203/204).

5.6 - Phosphate cements

.

.

Magnesia phosphate cements exhibit fast setting and high early strengths and
find applications for rapid repairs to damaged concrete Calcium phosphate cement
produces, during hydration, hydroxyapatite, the principal mineral in teeth and
bones and thus because of the apatite nature of the set cement it is highly
compatible with soft and hard tissues. The combination of self setting and high
biocompatibility makes calcium phosphates cements unique biomaterials.

6 - CONCLUSIONS
The Non-Portland cements described in-this paper have common features : the
diversity of their application, the low energy consumption in their manufacture,
the possibility to solve environmental problems by using wastes and by-products.
Among the special applications, the use in cold weather, in rush repair construc
tion, for waste stabilisation, or as biomaterials are only few examples. Among
other advantages, the blending of special cements must be mentioned. It is
possible to manufacture with the same clinker different cements with different
properties and applications by modifying the quality and quantity of the
additions (e.g. gypsum, slag ,...).

This can bring about for the enterprises strong vitality and broad horizons
for product development. At the same time it opens up a better path for mass
industrial wastes utilization and comprehensive usage of mineral ressources.
In spite of numerous advantages, the development of Non-Portland is impeded by
the availability raw material and the difficulties for the customers to break
away from old traditional ways of using conventional cement.
The new directions of future development will be concentrated in the
diversification of raw material sources for the manufacture of special cement
such as industrial waste, chemical gypsum, high SiO2, bauxite and high MgO
limestone which are abundant, low Ca containing minerals and in the optimization
of the burning process to lower the heat consumption in their production.
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■ New developments in the making of very strong and high performance cementitious materials
are discussed. These include CBC (chemically bonded ceramics) which is a generic term describing
ceramic-like materials formed by chemical reactions at ordinary temperatures. Innovations in
chemistry, as well as processing, are responsible for the major improvements. Pressure densification
to yield ultra-high strength materials is briefly discussed, and the formation of macrodefect-free
(MDF) cements utilizing different compositions and high-shear polymer processing methods.
.
Calcium aluminate MDF cements have yielded bending strengths of up to 300 MPa, but they still
require some improvement in moisture resistance. DSP cements (densified systems containing
homogeneously arranged ultra-fine particles) combine dense packing with suitable chemistry to
produce cast materials with compressive strengths as high as 300-500 MPa when cured
hydrothermally. Alkali-activated cements, which generate very early high strength materials are also
discussed. They have much potential because of the development of a working strength in about four
hours, and also have relatively low porosity. Finally, potential applications of generic CBCs are
summarized.
.
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Recent developments in the; making of very strong, or otherwise high performance,
cementitious materials have been the result of new innovations in composition and processing. These
new developments have led to some tenfold enhancements in the properties of such materials, which
result in performance approaching that of many traditional ceramics or modem composites (1). The
term chemically bonded ceramics (CBC) was coined (2) to designate a group of ceramic-like materials
in which the consolidation takes place by means of chemical reactions which occur at low
temperatures; this term will be used extensively in this paper. Two parameters distinguish CBCs
from traditional ceramics: (i) their bonding is not achieved by thermally stimulated diffusion; and (ii)
their bonding is achieved at or near room temperature. Best known examples are the many kinds of
cements, phosphate bonded materials, dental cements and, in nature, bones, teeth, and skeletons of
invertebrates (3). The bonding in such CBCs is- a mixture of ionic, covalent, and van der Waals
bonding, with ionic and covalent bonds dominating; while in traditional cement hydration products,
van der Waals and hydrogen bonding dominate. The term CBC is a broadly generic term, and
therefore includes many of the newer high-performance cementitious materials (4) such as DSP (5)
and MDF cements, as well as the relatively new alkali-activated cements and their hydration products.
For the purpose of this Symposium, the subject will be restricted to advanced cementitious materials
with compositions largely deriving from portland cement materials.

The materials within these new families of CBCs follow the general rules of behavior of
cementitious materials in certain respects: The solidification of cement with water to yield normal
hardened cement pastes takes place with little volume change. When high-density cement particles are
mixed with low density water, they react to form a solid hydration product consisting of solids of
intermediate density and interspersed residual porosity. The strength of hardened cement paste
increases as the ratio of water to cement (w/c) is reduced (6). Because the residual porosity, its
distribution, and the excess uncombined molecular water are responsible for most of the limitations
on the properties of conventional hardened cement paste (7, 8), many attempts have been made to
reduce the amount of water used in processing. However, there is a practical limit if the mixture is to
remain workable. The situation has changed beginning in about 1970, as new approaches have led to
the development of more advanced cement matrix composites (1). Major advances have taken place
in the following areas: (i) the formation of specially densified or warm-pressed, ultra-high strength
cement pastes that have properties approximating those of fired ceramics (8); (ii) the modification of
the chemical composition of the cement (9); (iii) the formation of strong macrodefect-firee (MDF)
cements prepared by special processing (10,11) and (iv) the design and manufacture of a variety of
cement-based composites. In this treatment, we shall limit the latter composite concept to include
only the use of fine particle cementitious components (5). Finally, (v) the family of alkali-activated
(12) or geopolymeric (13a,b) Cementitious materials contains high performance, very early highstrength cementitious materials.
'
, Furthermore, such advances have begun to result in applications in a number of diverse areas,
ranging from very specialized exotic materials to bulk concrete to waste management (both hazardous
and nuclear). In this paper, we discuss some of the advances within the families of calcium
aluminosilicate and largely portland cement (PQ-based CBCs.
■■
Pressure Densification and Warm Pressing

For decades uncertainties existed regarding the theoretical strength of hydrated cement paste,
or the strength a cement paste could achieve if it could approach the theoretical density. The bonds
limiting the strength of cement paste are normally thought to be weak van der Waals forces.
However, one might expect materials prepared under conditions involving dissolution and diffusion
reactions which result in a dense interlocking microstructure to be somewhat stronger. Before 1970,
the potential strength of cement paste at theoretical density (possibly related to Powers "intrinsic

■
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strength") (7) had never been approached, because considerable porosity (20 to 30% or more total
porosity) always remained after complete hydration of the cement. Following this, research resulted
in achieving very high strengths by "warm pressing" (applying heat and pressure simultaneously) of
cement pastes (8). Some modest increases in strength were achieved by application of pressure alone
(13c), which increased the compaction and decreased the porosity. Strengths, an order of magnitude
higher than those of normal cement pastes, were achieved by warm pressing different types of
cements, such as portland varieties, calcium aluminate cements, and individual cement compounds.
Compressive strengths (oc) up to 650 MPa (compared to the more typical 30 MPa) tensile strength
(ат) up to 68 MPa, and values of Young's modulus (E) up to 40 GPa were attained. These dense
cementitious materials are microcomposites consisting of about 50% residual anhydrous phases
surrounded by interstitial hydrous calcium silicates and aluminates of both crystalline and
noncrystalline varieties. Enormous increases in strength resulted from the removal of most of the
porosity and the generation of very homogeneous, fine, microsmictures with porosities äs low as
about 1.7%. Micrometer-sized flaws were visible occasionally in the microstructure, for example, ■
along residual grain boundaries.
...
Several phenomena were apparent as a result of these studies . In contrast to the situation in
normal cement dehydration, the densification and strength generation mechanisms were beheved to
result from the following typical reaction sequence; (i) rapid initial compaction; (n) an abbreviated
induction period as temperature began to rise,with minimal hydration; (iii) a rapid hydration period,
during which hydration products (very fine particles) are mechanically rearranged as they are formed
and fill intergranular positions; and (iv) final stages of hydration, densification, and microstructure development. The dense structures formed were partially the result of a bimodal particle size
distribution which developed during processing (14) and better filled the space. The fine hydrated ■
crystellites which formed around residual anhydrous cores and consolidated under the applied stress
were welded into a monolithic mass. Occasional selvages of hydration products integral to the
anhydrous grains, which penetrate into the interstitial matrix microstructure, generated a dense, wellbonded product.
' '

Particle Size Effects

.

.

.

■

In addition to the above consideration, the importance of at least bimodal particle size
distribution has been further demonstrated through the deliberate incorporation of a second phase of
fine colloidal size particles. When properly dispersed, the fine material filled interstices,which
apparently decreased the flaw size. The addition of colloidal alumina or silica markedly enhanced the
tensile strength, which increased with the proportion of colloidal material added (14). The highest
tensile strength (68 MPa) was measured immediately after warm pressing a material that had a
composition of 88% cement, 3.6% colloidal solids, and 8.4% water. Additional studies might be
expected to optimize the processing and further increase the strength.

■
The above-reported strength represented a 50% increase over that of an equivalent material
formed without added colloidal particles. Further improvements commonly occurred after curing
such materials from 1 to 28 days, which allowed additional hydration and pore filling. Remarkable
strength enhancement was produced by the incorporation of such fine particles in materials prepared
even at lower pressures (15-18). Other investigators have demonstrated that addition of small
amounts of fine particles (colloidal or near colloidal) improved the rheological properties and
densification in normal ceramic processing (19). These enormous increases in strength with warmpressed cement pastes demonstrated that very strong ceramic-like materials could be made at or near
room temperature with the CBC process.
■

MACRODEFECT-FREE CEMENTS
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Although the warm-pressed cements, discussed in the previous section, were successful thev
were not easy to produce in large amounts due to the high pressures used for optimization.’ The
engineering of a new class of high-strength materials (the so-called macrodefect-free (MDF) cements)
was another innovation, pursued originally by Birchall and co-workers at Imperial Chemical
Oxford University (20-24). MDF refers to the absence of relative^ large voids or
defects which are usually present in conventionally mixed cement pastes because of entrapped air and
inadequate dispersion. Such voids and defects limit the strength that can be achieved^y acting as
stress concentrators (20-24) In the MDF process, 4 to 7% of one of several watShblepolymeS
(such as hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose, polyacrylamide, or hydrolyzed polyvinylacetate) isPadded as
ÄiÄ
Permii Ce?ient? be 1111X64 with veiy smaJ1 “tsTofwiter Su^
♦b
mixin5 produce a plastic, cohesive mixture which can be shaped by extrusion or o±er forming
technique and winch sets in times ranging from minutes to hours. The highest strength materials have
been prepared with calcium aluminate cements, which harden rapidly, although portkmd cements have
been used less successfully. Besides being a processing aid, the polymer consKm apSS to a
significant structural component. Control of the particle size Bution (for opta^pSSle
a S° consi4e5ed important for generating strength. A final processingPstage, in which
entrapped air is removed by applying modest pressure (~5 MPa), resulted in a paste that is free of
large defects. The mechanical properties of MDF cements are remarkable as compared with those of
normal cements, and easily fit within the category of CBCs. Materials prepared with different
composmons and additional processing steps achieved even higher strengths, as, for example a
a?Rtrc aIA^^ate CTent
Шаг was press-molded (at ~5 MPa) to remove bubbles and Seated
at 80 C A volume decrease of 9% occurred, which could be the result of the polymer shrinkage
consi^9hiedia coUapse of Ле coUoidal porosity. Very low porosities were achieved (<1%) (23)gat
considerably lower pressures than in earlier warm-pressing studies (5, 14), as well as flexural
strength of ~ 150 MPa, a compressive strength of ~300 MPa, and a Young's modulus of 50 GPa.
rednrti^!1л?1131 $xPlan.atioa of the enhancement of strength in this new class of materials was the
reduction of flaw sizes via the use of energy intensive processing. Figure 1 gives a summarv
(1
s^ength, toughness;and stiffness of MDF materials with other engineering materS
IL- • F1gt?e 2 compares with the flexural strengths observed (23) in, a) normal portland cement
flaw%^P°A^d Cement based MDF and, c) calcium aluminate cement-based MDFPas a function of
frnm
AS iS suggested by Ftgure 2» and has been reported elsewhere, MDF materials prepared
from calcium aluminate cements have flexural strengths approximately twice those of MDF materiak
prepared from portland cements. Young and co-workers (26) have reported that strenwhe nf
300 Mra for,caIci,um aluminate systems and 150 MPa for Portland cement system^
seem to be the upper limits for these materials. The offset of the curves for the portland MDF as
? ±е ordlr!ary PortIand cement paste at the same flaw sizes is interesting This suggests
eriStrengtlS observcd in these systems are not due simply to a reduction^ the flaw sizes
and that the polymer phase may be contributing significantly to strength development

The term, macrodefect-free, should not be interpreted as implying pore-free svstems Fiminvari2!^r₽eS
flex1uraI strenfths and porosity of a number of Mü/marerials prepared' usingra
cements’ Poiymers and processing techniques. Porosities (by mercury porosimetrv) of uo
to twenty percent are not unusual for MDF materials prepared from portland cements INtoF PC?
5%)
prtpared UStog Са1С1ШП alumi"a“S (MDF-CA) ™ch lower

♦к»
Other investigations (27) have shown that while low porosities may not alwavs be achieved
the maximum flaw sizes in these systems are reduced and are to the range оП0?1(юХ)т^

TOUGHNESS (Jm *
Figure 1. Strength, toughness, and stiffness of conventional cement paste and modified cement composites as compared
with plastics, alumina, aluminum and steel. Abbreviations: CEM, cement; S, slag; SF, silica fume; WP, warm
pressed; GRC, glass-reinforced; MDF, macrodefect-free [Adapted from (1,25)].
■

Figure 2. Notched beam test of the flexural strength of cement pastes. Curves are theoretical fits to the data. Bottom
curve (squares) normal portland cement paste, middle curve (hexagons), portland MDF; upper curve (triangles) calcium
alummate MDF (20).
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Li et al. (32) contrasted the behavior of an inert filler, corundum (plus lime) with that of
cement in preparing MDF materials. They. investigated the flexural strengths in corundum,
polyacrylamide, lime and water mixtures and reported flexural strengths in excess of 80 MPa, only
slightly lower than MDF cements prepared in a comparable manner. In contrast, simply replacing
portland cement with ground quartz (36) does not produce a MDF cement body with typical MDF
cement characteristics.
Influence of Moisture
The detrimental influence of moisture on MDF cement is now well established, and has been
reported in several studies. The importance of the final drying step at 80*C in calcium aluminate MDF
cements is to remove all traces of moisture and provide high strength. Table 1 contrasts the effect of
wet and dry exposure conditions on the strength of portland and aluminate MDF cements.

Table 1. Effect of post-curing exposure to moisture on properties of MDF cements.

Cement/Poly
Combination
OPC Polyac

CAC/PVA

Polymer
wt%

Wet

Immersion
Period

»flex (MPa)

Moist Curing
Conditions

Dry

. Linear
Expans. (%)

Ref.

6

—

47

15
32

ld/20*C
7d/20*C

0.4
0.4

34
34

6

3d/40‘C

72

26
37

ld/20‘C
7d/20*C

0.3 ■
0.3

34
34

8

3d/40*C

85

20
18

ld/20‘C
7dZ2O'C

1.7
1.9

34
34

7

10mn/80*C

164

49
82

залоге
2М/2ЮГС .

2.3
0.9

33
33

-

after Young (26); Polyac = polyacrylamide; CAC = calcium aluminate cement

In fact, many investigators (26,27) have reported on the persistent problem of the effect of
moisture on the mechanical properties of MDF. When exposed to moisture the flexural strengths of
MDF materials may be decreased to 20-40% of oven dry strengths (4 hours at 80 C). When an MDF
material is exposed to moisture, the polymer phase, which may constitute up to 30% on a volume
basis, swells and softens. Uchiyama (29) investigated the effect of repeated wet-dry cycling on the
flexural strengths of MDF-PC. He observed that the wet strengths increased with repeated cycling
while the dry strengths remain more or less constant. Others (30) have reported that for MDF-CA the
loss in strength is often permanent and upon redrying, the MDF-CA will never regain its original dry
strength. Park et al. (31) investigated the effect of acetone-water mixtures on the flexural strengths
observed in MDF-PC. Their results are shown in Figure 4. They found that when even a small
amount of moisture was present in the mixtures, the strengths were drastically reduced and that the .
loss in strength was accompanied by a swelling of the MDF-PC.

The polymer influences hydration (37, 38) and, in turn, is influenced by hydration. The
hydration of calcium aluminate cement is significantly retarded by the presence of PVA. At high
concentrations, the course of hydration is significantly altered by the PVA and particularly noticeable
is an enhanced heat evolution at early times. Ions released by the cement were proposed by Rodger et
al. (37) to be central to the formation of an MDF cement
'

- Figure 4. The effect of acetone-water mixtures on the flexural strengths observed in MDF-PC (portland cement) (31).

Metal Cross-Linked Polymer Gels
The properties and characteristics of metal cross-linked polymer gels have been investigated
by many researchers (32,39,40). According to Tanaka (40), the characteristics of a metal crossl jtner gel.detemune lts behavior are: 1) rubber elasticity; 2) polymer - polymer affinity
ana, 3) hydrogen-ion pressure.
'
J

The rubber elasticity of a polymer is the resistance that a polymer chain offers to either
S^hrSS10m°LStretChln?; Accarding to Tanaka, (40) for a polymer chain at equilibrium, the ends of
by the lengA of aSsegmem.by 3 dlStance
to Де
«»tof Ле number of segments multiplied

• ♦
^есоп^ characteristic of a polymer gel, its polymer-polymer affinity is the result of "
interactions between the polymer chains and the solvent Depending on the electrical properties of the
are^thei^hArt11168
the
Ле forces .may be either attractive or repulsive. Since these forces
fi?rceiS’ the,mean separation distance between the polymer chains is important
F”
e*aS a gel shnnks and more and more polymer molecules come into close contact the
£contocS
aS
expands’at 501116 P°int the individual molecules win
lose contact and these forces win become less important

teiStlC 3 polymer Sel? its hydrogen ion "pressure" is the result of ionization
h^^^ re eaSCS P°sltl1veIy charged ions into the gel fluid. The location of
П S-th
r
reslncted t0 Ле immediate vicinity of the polymer and the resulting
effect is much like that of gas in a confined vessel.
*
rcsmung
of the
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These three characteristics of properties of a gel will, in large part, determine its behavior
where exposed to a variety of environments. One example was studied of three polvacrvlamide eels
,^еГСт c°mpositions- As the aceton6 con«Än in AeS
»cfri •ase ls11.ncreasc<l> Ле gels shrink; an abrupt transition occurs at approximately 42% acetone
S,gwa ^O pse Of Lhe gd structurc- Аб001^ё to Tanaka (40) at theSeTlevels of
chSaiSmuch Ma35o£SteTh25%b.0f
Sid® gn>U?S have 06011 converted) Ле volumes may
tem^ra£ H 35°
TheSe 1181181110115 таУ
116 brought about by changes in pH and

In summary, distinct transitions in the volumes of metal cross-linked polymer gels may be
caused by changes in temperature, pH, and solvent characteristics. These transitions may involve
large changes in volume and are reversible.
Gel Reactions
■
Earlier, we discussed heat released by the reaction of MDF calcium aluminate - PVA mixtures.
Maes (41) studied the heat released during the polymerization of polyacrylamide gels in the presence
of various alkaline and alkaline earth hydroxide solutions, finding that these reactions were always
exothermic and occurred at relatively short times. The heat released was not significantly affected by '
additions of Ca(OH>2, while NaOH strongly retarded the reactions when the pH exceeded
approximately 12.5.
'
■
Others have examined the hydration of the cementitious portions of MDF materials. Dunstar
and Parsonage used trimethylsilation extractions to study the hydration of some OPC-MDF materials,
(42) and observed that there were few or no polynuclear silicate species present in the OPC-MDF
materials. Rodger et ah (37) used Infrared spectroscopy to examine the molecular interactions in
MDF materials, suggesting that a calcium acetate forms as the result of the interactions between PVA
and Secar 71. Maes (41) examined the Raman spectra of polyacrylamide gels containing Na or Ca
hydroxide and concluded that Ca+ formed real cross-links while Na+ forms no permanent cross-links
or chain entanglements; differences in the viscoelastic behavior of the gels that were observed were
dependent on the cross-linking ion (41).
■
.

Additional Moisture Sensitivity Measures and Other Properties-Moisture sensitivity can be
eliminated by burning out the PVA from the hardened cement at 500*C and then impregnating the
porous body with various polymers (43). The use of novolac epoxies raises the useful service ■
temperature to 350‘C, whereas with the original PVA, the thermal limit is in the range 100-120*C.
Other approaches included developing water-resistant MDF cement (44) by incorporating an
isocycanate compound to cross-link the PVA molecules through urethane bonding. Russell et al. (27)
have generated improvement in water resistance of MDF (PVA-CA) cements by silane treatment,
while boric acid and Quilon L were less successful in promoting enhanced cross-linking.

Dielectric properties of MDF cements have been investigated by a number of authors (45,28,
26) with a view of applications for electronic substrates. Dielectric constants as low as 5.3 (26) were
achieved in CA/PVA MDF cements filled with silica, while use of hollow microspheres in sintered
CA/PVA composites resulted in a dielectric constant below 3 (45).
Summary

.

In summary, it is clear that the role of the polymer phase in MDF materials is not simply that
of a rheological aid. The polymer phases interact with the cementitious phases by a variety of means.
It seems that many of the properties and characteristics of MDF materials are heavily influenced by the
metal cross-linked polymer gels. In many respects MDF materials are perhaps better described as
filled polymCTS as opposed to cementitious systems. However, there is ample evidence that the
cementitious portion of these materials contributes to their behavior. It seems reasonable that the
inorganic portion of these composites forms a semi-rigid network around which the metd cross-, ,
linked polymer gel forms. Thus, die final composite shares many of the properties and characteristics
of metal cross-linked organic polymer systems and inorganic cementitious systems in a single material
(35). Advances in controlling hygroscopicity have been achieved, but much work remains to be
done. Nevertheless, the risks attendant in developing applications for these novel materials are
rapidly diminishing. The next few years should see a further gradual mtoduction of components
made from MDF cements into the market place.

DSP AND OTHER DENSELY-PACKED SYSTEMS 4

General
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The silica particles^are smaller than even the finest cement produced by grinding and are therefore, more conducive to dense packing into the spaces between the cement particles. &
’
char,» (sthca Particles, being formed by condensation from gas phase, are spherical in
shape (unlike crushed cement particles, which are angular), promoting dense packing.

гопу к
T^e particIes are chemically less reactive than cement, which eliminates the problem of too
rapid hardening encountered with very fine cement; in addition, the silica is likely to ensire the
ormation of a coherent structural skeleton between the cement particles, resulting in a fine dense
micro-structure (very fine cement is likely to dissolve too quickly for this purpose).
’
»c td16 effect of dispersing agents on the dispersion of cement + silica fume in water is
essential for the achievement of the dense structure of the paste, i.e., low water ^uSment

The formation of a typical DSP in represented in Figure 5, in contrast with usual northnd
cement pastes. Numerous investigators have contributed to the understanding of the effects of fine
particles in densely-packed cementitious materials, including (14-18,32,46-58) Manv have
described the physical effects, including Cohen et al. (61) who calculated that for a 15% silica fume
±bnTnt °f tC-mentl
aPProxi™ateIy 2,000,000 particles of sihca fX f<x each Xhi™
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In fact> very impressive properties can be achieved when silica
fume (also calledjcondensed silica fume or microsilica) is substituted for portland cement in amounts
to Md aKl2MMPa7S?S Ci)ni5nink 5/° 15% 5?Са fume have high compressive strengths (up
00 MPa), flexural strengths (up to 12 MPa), and Young's moduli (up to 34 GPa) and
?nn°?tiVttVeiy °W P61™6^^jo water (10-9 gm2). The microstructure of the cnlical interfacial
mnveminn?!1 “T6"1 paste.311(1 fe aggregates in concrete is more dense and uniform than when^
aggre^Sflto
PaS,C
0,1,0 Cmbeddcd ma,erials such “

on ^^evcdhm PrcPaI?,i9ns with up to 20 to 25% siUca fume at a wato toSds (w/s) müo of
0.12 to 0.22 through mechanical compaction. A dense but fairly fluid paste hfwSd bv Йе
“
Ch?nical dispcreio" of Peeles that have dissS £тЕеГмо mimair voids
n m products that are processed properly, as hydration proceeds, and on?y a few snill

"capillary" pores exist. Shrinkage upon drying of the cement hydration product is limited, and the
residual cement gram cores act as a strong internal filler or "microaggregate."
. ..
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Dense silica fume-based cementitious composites are used to resist severe mechanical erosion
in impeller screws for moving coal and fly ash and in flooring to industrial area (36).

Figure 5. Packing of DSP (silica fume) pastes, (a) flocculated ordinary cement pastes; (b) better packing achieved with
dispersant (supeiplasticizer)); (c) cement, silica fume, and superplasticizer. [Adapted from (5)].

Another version is commercially available as a tooling and molding material in applications where
vacuum tightness or mirror finishes are required. The latter material (Table 2, last column) retains a
compressive strength of -300 MPa up to about 500°C and -200 MPa at about 700°C.

Silica Fume Hydration Reactions

.

As indicated above, silica fume particles, when properly dispersed, fill the interstices of the
fresh cement paste structure, where they are available to react with the alkali hydroxide and Са(ОН)г
liberated by the hydrating portland cement, forming insoluble C-S-H. When used in proportions to .
replace up to 10% of cement, it significantly reduces bleeding and segregation of the mixtures, and

Table 2. Comparison of mechanical properties of cement particle composites; MDF, Warm-pressed,
and Several DSP Type Materials.
Cement particle
composite

op

.

(MPa)

~5 .
.
1. Ordinary cement
2. MDF cement
3. Warm-pressed dense68
fume mortar
4. Slag mortar
81-20t
5. Steam cured 82-Utt
6. Steel aggregate steamcured mortar*
7. Chopped steel, fiber high
temp, steam-cured DSP/CBC*

.
■

op
(MPa) _

6
40-150

28

• .

E

(GPa)

öc*
(MPa) \

15
35-50
27-41

40
100-300
300-650

48
50
49

180
250
250-350

75

* Flexural strength. fSee (54); ft See (55); • See (93) and * See (91 and 92)
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Л-е D8P PrinciPle 1S used- Justnes et al. (82) and SeHevold andSJustnes
tn31A?XnfraS?lbed ch®raclen^ion of sibca fume - substituted cement binders with substitution of up
t° 16% silica fume, and water/binder ratios as low as 0.20. They suggested the degree of hvdration P
is best analyzed when considering w/c, rather than w/(C+S) ratios. 8
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ctrr.n, J^e
par?cIes smround each cement grain, densifying the matrix, fining the voids with
strong hydration products, and improve the bonding with aggregates (71-73), and reinforcing
matenals such as glass fiber. Silica fume by reacting with alkali also affords a protection against the
aiKaii-aggregate type reaction occurring between a cement pore solution and glass fiber (74,75).
Particle Packing

■

,

neo ßac.he (5)early emphasized the importance of dense packing which is the essential feature of
ubF-matenals. The new materials combine very densely-packed cement particles, ultra-fine (silica)
particles m the spaces between the cement particles and, normally, densely arranged fibres and/or
aggregates. Others (5,14,54,76) showed that the influence of even a very small percentage of fine
particles is veiy significant The packing of particle systems in which surface forces are insignificant
(e.g. cement-size particles) is independent of the absolute particle size, depending only on the shape
of the particles, the relative size distribution and the mechanical placing of the particles, i.e. the
kmematics. This means that regular packing of equal spheres results in the same volume fraction of
solids (for example, 0.52 for cubic packing and 0.74 for hexagonal packing), irrespective of the
absolute size of the spheres.
■

PC-based computer codes have been developed which can be used to adequately predict the
dry packing behavior of the components in cementitious systems. This allows the optimization of
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Figure S. Calculated -iso-porasity" contours of a’S Sreotnponeutssyswn of cement-fly ash-sUica fume (77).
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enhardened paste microstructure,
and produce a denser paste structure, reflected in a^e^Mgh s^engtii
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ordinarily accelerates S^^rtMdc^nSydration^areel11^й°П Ыг®tics‘ Sili.cafume
area, accelerating and increasing the heat develnnmen?^.’ a^?Iy ^.auise of its very high surface
also disperses the hydration product provides for dennsitf^ fr
h e^i? strength cement. Fume
interstices with fine hydration n^neFAtl n ,• ^P05.1001? ?f C-S-H, and thereby fills the pore
water demand and ad^quately di^e'th
'UJ^PIaftici.^to minimize the
very low permeability(87,89), and low^ionic diffusfvitv готг® produc,tS with.fine P°rc size (87,88),
rapid early
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. ,,: The mechanical properties of some high-strength DSP-type materials have been summarized
earlier in Table 2 (numbers 4-7) and compared with normal cement paste, MDF cement paste and
warm-pressed materials.
;
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ALKALI-ACTIVATED CBCyCEMENTmOUS MATERIALS
General

.

■ :-■ ■

; - ’

. .

The use of blended cements in applications where rapid setting times and early strength
development are required has often been hindered by their relatively slow rates of reaction. Alkali
additions used for many years to activate the latent capabilities of certain pozzolanic materials have :
recently come to increasing attention. The F-cements of Finland (12a) and related (94) cements
constitute areas where this technique has currently been employed. These materials typically require
approximately 30% less water than conventional cements resulting in lower total porosities. The
CaO/SiOi (C/S) ratio is adjusted such that there is no free calcium hydroxide remaining in the . '" •
hydrated material. Two main disadvantages are longer mixing times and smaller batch sizes, due to
stickiness and special handling requirements because of the highly alkaline nature of the activators.
The activators used in these materials may be divided into three classes (94): 1) caustic alkalis; 2)
non-silicate salts of weak acids; and 3) silicate salts. Recent work suggests that it may be possible to
utilize other, perhaps less alkaline, materials such as high alumina cements (38,98) and aluminum ■
sulfates (38) as activators for slags. Dosages are in the range of 3-10% of NaOH, as NaiO are
utilized with dosages in the range 3-6%, giving optimum strength development (94). The hydration of
the slag generally requires the breaking of bonds and dissolution of the three-dimensional network
structure of the glass. The network contains interlinked ЗЮд and АЮд tetrahedra and AlOg octahedra
which are attacked by the OH in a high pH environment. When the pH of the liquid phase is kept at
approximately 12 and sulfate ions coexist, a well-crystalized calcium sulfo-aluminate can be produced
(38). The alkalis present may react with the aluminosilicate portion of the slag, forming hydro- aluminosilicates (94,97) that are zeolitic in nature and have the general formula: ? •: ■ ■ -

■■

" ••

■' ' ’

R2O A12O3 xSiO2-nH2O

-

\

.

' - - '

'

'

With normal short-term curing, x will be approximately 2, while with longer curing times or steam
curing, x will be in the range of 2 < x < 3 and with long-term steam curing x will approach 4. Under
normal curing conditions, the reaction products will be mostly noncrystalline; however, with long
curing times, especially at elevated temperatures or autoclave conditions, calcium silicate hydrate (CS-H) phases with.some short-range order or possibly some crystalline reaction products belonging to
the zeolite group may be formed. Combination, with conventional hydraulic cements, of one or more
of the class of latent hydraulic materials (i.e., fly ash, blast furnace slags, silica fumes, etc.) with a
small amount of activator can lead to materials with enhanced durability and/or strengths.' . .

Recently, new hydraulic compositions have been developed, combining many of these
'
advances into a new type of cement. One type of composition is that commercially available under the
trade name, Pyrament*, which is the outgrowth of work by Davidovits (13a) and others (13b) on
alkali-activated aluminosilicate materials originally inspired by studies of ancient building materials.
The new formulations are very early high strength cements which combine rapid strength
development with relatively high later strength. Silica fume, in common with its role in DSP
cements, has been found to be a particularly useful component in materials we have studied '
•■• '
(12b, 96, 98).
".
Strength Development and Reactivity

•

. . Typical strength development data are shown in Table 3 (12b). We and others have i"': : : "
developed dense, low water/cement ratio formulations, employing alkali activation to shorten the

of ^actcrization of ,h'sc

w/re 3n Cpmpi-essive stt-engll s (MPa) for three alkali-activated cements cured at 25’C at
W/C = 0.25 (standard deviation in parentheses.
1

Time
5 hours
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7 days
14 days
21 days
28 days

■ Portland
Type in
not set
83.5(2.8)
91.0(8.7)
109.9(8.3)
122.4(4.6)
118.3(13.1)
107.1(10.1)

Pyrament

23.4(0.4)
47.0(0.9)
59.1(1.6)
69.5(0.6)
78.6(1.4)
82.5(3.3)
84.6(2.0)

•
Alkali Activated
P-14
p.^
23.3(0.4)
64.7(2.9)
60.1(1.2)
77.3(9.9)
92.4(5.5)
93.0(1.6)
75.2(4.9)
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Figure 9. Aluminum concentrations in fluids extracted by centrifuging pastes of Type I, Type Ш, and Pyrament
cements with a W/C = 1.0 at early times.
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Figure 10. Rate of temperature rise and temperature
attained in typical Type I cement concrete (99).
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Figure 11. Rate of temperature rise and
temperature attained in lower W/C ratio Pyrament
cement concrete (99).

1

eotmmtional hydration processes, leading to the development of the relatively high ultimate strengths
observed in these materials.
6
Discussion

The results of these studies overall describe a very promising new class of materials. They
show tiiat it is possible to combine the advantages of rapid strength development by alkali activation
wuh high ultimate strength, by control of particle packing and chemistry in a single formulation of
blended cements containing fly ash, slag and silica fume. More research will be required to fully
optimize these materials and characterize the long-term behavior of these materials. One unknown
aspect is the long-term behavior, with respect to the effect of the somewhat higher alkali levels
characterized in these materials on their properties and performance.
CONCLUSIONS

• ^^?^vances have been made in several properties of advanced cement/chemically bonded
ceramics (CBC) materials of widely ranging compositions having much potential in modem
technology. After a general discussion of progressive developments, in this paper, we have focused
on very sttong high density materials of the pressed, MDF, DSP, and alkali-activated varieties A
number of key properties have been investigated, and very high strengths have been attained. Certain
ot these materials are already being used in novel applications, which include, but are not limited to
those depending on chemical properties. Examples of potential apptications are given below: . ’
Table 4. Potential Apptications of CBCs and Their Composites

■

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acoustics
Cryogenics
.
Tooling, molding materials, machine beds
ArmorAmpact resistance
Electro-magnetic radiation screening
Electronic packaging
Fire-resistant application
Erosion-resistant materials/stilting basin
Rapid repair materials; road overlays
Boards, panels, claddings; machinable components; permanent forms
Hazardous waste management

pie challenge remains to better understand the mechanisms involved in generating strength and
toughness, the effects of compositional and microstructural modifications, and the range of methods
and parameters which control the properties of such composites. Other investigations should
lze Pred^ctlon of long-term durablity. Such knowledge will open further horizons in the
Held ot synthesis of new cementitious materials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
"Hydration" is a chemical process taking place between the cement compounds and
water. Hydration has both physical and mechanical effects and influences therefore the
engineering properties of cement, i.e. rheology of fresh paste, setting and hardening,
creep, heat evolution, microstructure, durability, etc.

■ Fig. 1 exemplifies the changes caused by hydration in the water—cement system
and at the same time shows that the different test methods used to measure the
chemical and physical variations of the system are also useful for monitoring cement
hydration.
'

The hydration degree of three portland cements, for instance, has been recently
correlated with some parameters (non-evaporable water, chemical shrinkage, heat of
hydration) thus obtaining almost linear correlations, similar yet different for each
cement (1). It is reasonable to assume that the differences would have been greater if
the tests had been extended to blended cements or mortars and concretes.
The lack of general correlations applicable to all types of cement is due to the
fact that the hydration process is affected by many parameters that depend on the
chemical and mineralogical composition of the cements and the ambient conditions in
which the reactions occur (see fig. 2).
.
.
.

Theoretically, the potential reactivity of cement compounds can be examined in
terms of crystal chemistry, by considering the stability of simmetry at Ca-ion sites.
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■
The lattice energy and electric potential of polymorphs of C2S (2) and doped C^S
(3), could be used for predicting the reactivity of compounds by the intensity and
direction of the electric field on Ca positions (4)(2),
but the crystal
chemistry-based approaches are insufficient in order to know the practical Jiydration
mechanism of cements.

■ All these difficulties also explain why the numerous efforts made to develop
mathematical models designed to assess the different properties of the pastes and
concretes have not yet led to acceptable general results. The argument of modelling
will not be dealt with in this paper, but it is felt appropriate to mention these
important pioneering studies (from 5 to 27)

2. THE HYDRATION OF CEMENT COMPONENTS
The hydration of cements and their components is a, complex phenomenon which
depends on the characteristics ‘of the reactive phases (chemical composition,
crystalline structure, fineness, thermal history, etc.) as well as on the
environmental conditions (water/solid ratio, chemical species dissolved or dispersed
in the water, temperature, etc.).
'
Owing to the number of variables involved, the modelling of the hydration
process is a problem that does not lend itself to easy solution. In any case the
amount of test
data that is being acquired and the theories that are being proposed
to account for them, are progressively dispelling doubts and converging on simpler and
more consistent models.
This optimism is based in particular on actual progress that has been made,
since the 8th Int. Congress on the Chemistry of Cement, in the knowledge of the
chemistry of hydration reactions
of individual
cement components and of the
structure of hydration products. Cement properties, including applicational or
engineering ones, are the outcome of all the
complex reactions that involve the
various phases' forming
the cement-water system. However, the study of simpler
systems is preparatory and indispensable to carry out any research on cements.

2.1

The Hydration of C^S

'
As in the past, special attention has been devoted since the Rio Congress to the
hydration of alite and pure C^S owing to the prominent role played by this compound

in fixing the cement and concrete properties.
2.1.1 The Kinetics of hydration - NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) has allowed to
observe that hydration commences as'soon as CS comes into contact with water (28)
and that, at the end of the induction period, fne silicate has undergone hydration to
the extent of about 2% (29)»

.

During the first 15 minutes of hydration, i.e..before the induction period, the
specific surface increases reaches a peak and then diminishes rapidly. This peak is
matched by a peak in the heat evolution curve as well (30) (31) (see fig» 3)»
The hydration of C S is usually studied in pastes since it is felt that this
condition, which is similar to that under which the cement is used, is closer to real
ones than highly diluted suspensions. By contrast, some recent works (32)(33)(34) have

shown that
by
operating
with
suspensions,
phenomena
can
be
stressed that cannot be observed
in the pastes.
,, , ...
,
In pastes with a w/C3S ratio I 10,
the heat evolution curve shows 3 ■
exothermal peaks and! endothermal,
peak (33) (see fig. 4)(34)-: With 4
w/C^S ratios < 5, the latter does;

not appear and the" curve. has

the

typical pattern of C S,pastes. It
is interesting, to observe .that the8
experimental demonstration of ; the >
existence of this exothermal peak
matches the exothermicity postu
lated,
based
on
thermodynamic
considerations, by ,(35)* ;* .
The beginning of
peak matches the

FIG. 3: Specific surface area (a)

"

'

and-rate of heat evolution
(b) of C3S .
' : '

the ‘endothermal
abrupt decreasev

in the electric conductivity of
the
suspension
due
to (
the
beginning of the precipitation of
portlandite. Position in time and
.intensity of the peaks ‘ depend on
■ the w/CßS ratio.
\
i The
dissolution
of
C^S : is
immediate, and the same applies

i for the precipitation of the OSH
: wHich begins 1-3 minutes after
■ contact with water. As shown by
■ fig. 5 (34), the formation of

■ C-S-H is fast and begins whatever
; the C^S/C^S ratio as soon as
(SiO ) achieves a concentration of
(1.7) mmol/kg and (Ca++) /5-5

■ mmol/kg.

.

-

A contribution to the knowledge of
the. alite hydration; process is
also given by a study of the 0 S+
wateravapour reactions .(36)• The
C^S . absorbs
water
from
the
environment'increasingly with"time
(up to 2750 hours) " and to a

FIG. 4: Rate of heat evolution curves
of CgS.at different w/c ratios

■

w/c = 5(1); 19(2); 15(3);
20(4); 40(5); 50(6)

variable degree depending on its
structure
(monocline,
tricline,
alite), the activation temperature
(120°C
and
950°C)
and
the,
temperature at which absorption
takes place. The water absorption
curve("(^be fig? 6) (36) shows the

presence ; of

various

hydration

stages occurring at different
times and depending on the
temperature at which absorption
takes place. During periods of
hydration stasis it may be
assumed that the surface is
entirely covered by hydration
products' and that the surface
forces are saturated with water
molecules. The stasis might be
due
either
to
the
impermeability'of the layer or
to the passivation of
the
surface (36)(37)«
Reaction kinetics depends
on many factors and many papers
were devoted to study their
influence.
-

FIG. 5: Evolution of (CaO) and (Si02)
: versus hydration time

samples heated at 120°C: a) Monocli
nic, b) Triclinic, c) Alite;
(o) C3S_1 (•) C3S_2

«■

(A) C3S_3

As is known, the rate of hydration. and consequently the extent of hydration of
the C S, increases, under equal ageing, as the water/solid ratio increases
(38)(39). Also the porosity of the hydration products increases with the

*

water/splid ratio (38).
. - ■
"
4
;
•.;
v
A temperature increase accelerates the hydration? of alite. In particular, the
initial heat evolution rate is increased
(the 2nd heat peak is shifted towards
lower hydration times and becomes more intense), total heat developed in the first
24 hours increases, the induction period becomes shorter.
The analysis of the results suggests that the acceleratory period corresponds to a
process controlled by nucleation and growth of the crystals and may: be expressed by;
a modified Avrami equation. The subsequent deceleratory period, instead, is a
phenomenon controlled by .the diffusion which obeys to dander's equation (40).
The presence of "doping" elements in the lattice modifies alite hydration quanti
tatively even though it does not. change its prominent features. The heat evolution
curve shows that the presence of. Na^O and K^O in the lattice of C^S (and C A)
accelerates hydration (41) inasmuch as the induction period is reduced0and the 2nd
peak advanced. It should be noted that C^S doped with alkalis hydrates faster than
doped alite (42). The heat evolution1 rate increases with increasing Al. contents
(43)j which corresponds to ‘the acceleration of setting as pointed out earlier .
Synthetic alite, containing 2^ of ZnO hardens faster than zinc-free silicate, while
fluorite-containing alite hardens more slowly (44)- For equal contents of CaF^, the
reactivity of C S diminishes as the firing temperature is increased (45)Generally1 spewing, tiie introduction of cations in the O S lattice (Mg , Ba ,
Cd , Al0 , Ni , . Fe°, ,
Ti4 ) accelerates the hydration of tricalcium silicate
(46).
;
= 7
Л
a
.
7
?
. r , 7.2 .
The difference in behaviour between pure compounds and variously doped compounds
also has practical consequences. This is particularly apparent when comparing the
under
hydration rates of C S and C S, alite and belite, since, at
„„ ' least
considerably humid conditions, bÄite combines water faster than alite while C„S
2
combines it more slowly than COS (47)
Do0, slightly affects the hydration of C^S by slowing it down,
Also heavy water,
■ ,
"
3
~
with an effect that grows with the D„O/H„O ratio. The total heat developed at the
2'2. .
.
■.
. .
end of the second peal^ of the heat evolution rate, instead, is approximately the same (roughly 250 J.g ) (48).

The trend of C S hydration also depends on the presence of other substances in
physical.
the C S-water system. The influence of these materials may be chemical,
chemico-physical and mixed The chemical interference is especially marked, but the
other actions are perceivable and measurable as well.
~
The sensitivity of the C^S to the hydration . environment is also noticed with
regard to the phases which are habitual constituents of clinker and of hydrated
pastes.

*

In the first 20 minutes after mixing, alite and belite mixes with 75:25, 50:50
and 25:75 ratios show a greater heat development rate not only than that of belite,
but also than that of alite, which, as is well-known, hydrates faster. After 6
hours the heat development rate increases with the alite content, but after 24
hours the alite hydration behaviour is not different from that of the 75:25 mix.
This means that as far as hydration is concerned, there is no benefit in exceeding
an alite/belite ratio of 3:1« The thermal data are confirmed by the values of
combined water (49)» .
.
The hydration of C^S, expressed by the hydration degree, is only slightly speeded
up by the presence of C^A, unless the ratio between the two compounds achieves
the 5Q:50 value. In any case, the presence of gypsum normalizes the behaviour

of the different mixes. Also C AF does

*

not affect the progress of hydration of
^3^
an aPP1'ec-*-a^e degree (50) and the
slight
speeding up observed may. "be
ascribed to a physical rather than a chemical action.
The addition of ettringite to C^S accelerates the hydration of the silicate,
probably because it increases the number of active sites on which the nucleation of
C—S—H takes place. The sulphoaluminate, however, does
not' change
the growth
simmetry of the nucleation centers and the morphology of the resulting phases (51).

*

The presence of electrolites in the mixing water affects the hydration of C S.'
As is known, C02 dissolves in water forming the highly reactive anion HCO”. ^For

-

this reason CC^ lowers the concentration of Ca
and accordingly increases that
of Si02 present in the solution (52). As a result, the hydration rate of C S may
become so fast as to cause the induction period to disappear.
Likewise, small quantities of NaHCO
(0.67%) slow down the hydration of C S while
NagCO ■ (1.7%) speeds it up (53)« NaOH solutions . slow down the
hydration of
tricalcium silicate when they are weakly alkaline (0.05 n) and accelerate it when
they are more highly t concentrated
(0.5-2.0 n) (54). As (OH-) increases
the
solubility of Ca
is lowered and the precipitation of Ca(OH) 2 is favoured (55).
The solubility of the silica increases accordingly (54).
СаХЛ^, Ca(HC00)2, Na2C0 , T1C0 accelerate the hydration of C S, even
even if
if with
decreasing efficacy. After 24 hours the hydration degree of С Б doubles iin the
presence of CaCl, passing frpm 4Q to 80%. The cynetic values fo^LL
.ow the dander's
equation K.t = Cl-(l-a )
1
and this means that the hhydration is a
diffusion-controlled process (56).
.
.
The addition of gypsum puts forward the heat flow peak and increases slightly the
amount of heat developed over the first 24 hours (57).
The initial hydration of C^S is delayed by Mn, Ni and Cu salts (2-4%), but after 28
days the influence of the additives is not longer noticeable (58).
.

The hydration of C^S is accelerated or slowed down by the presence of яamivtn-r^g.

Lactic acid (1%) not only anticipates and raises the second peak of the heat
evolution curve, but also causes a marked peak to appear after 30 minutes of
hydration and suppresses the induction period. The acceleration observed in the
first 24 hours is also revealed by a considerable increase in the amount of
non-evaporable water, free lime and therefore of the hydration degree (59).
The acceleration caused by lactic acid is ascribed to the formation of an eminently
fibrous C-S-H which, owing to its structure, apparently does not hinder- the
penetration of water into the anhydrous core of the C S (59).
The acceleration caused by the sodium formiate (IM solution) is connected with the
formation of an initial C-S-H featuring a comparatively low c/s ratio and high
specific surface (60).
'
The interference of the admixtures is highest at the early stages of hydration, i
when a rapid evolution of the solid and of the aqueous phases takes place,
_
The
retarding effect of citric acid on the hydration of
becomes
lower
the
more
C3S
delayed the addition (31).
The presence of materials considered inert modifies the course of the hydration
of C S with such results as to induce one to feel that the expression "inert" is
rarely true.
* A
typical example is given by CaCO
which, when added to C S, increases the
'
'
3
•

Hydration rate with an effect that is so much strongerthe greater its content
and fineness (61)(62)(63)(64)• No doubts appear to - be cast on this conclusion
since it has, been generally proved by the results achieved by different test
methods. In the first 2 days, as a matter of fact, when calcite is present, the
content of Ca(0H)2-and of evaporable water increase, while the residual C^S content
diminishes. In the first 24 hours the hydration heat increases (65)(61), and the
curve of the Ca
concentration in the
pore ' solution reaches the peak earlier
(б!).
The TG analysis of C.S+Cc+H pastes has in turn pointed out that after 3 days of
hydration the peak, hue to decarbonation of the CaCO dimishises (see fig. 7) (61).
:
,
. ;
- ■_
, / Since the phenomenon is all the
,
,
.
. i.
.
.
. . more marked the smaller the
size of the
CaCO. particles,
’J it may be inferred that a part
of the calcite is incorporated
■ in the C-S-H
phase.
As a
result, the C/S ratio of the
. C-S-H increases (61)(66).
" According
to other Authors,
instead,„a
basic calcium
carbonate '■ forms . at <2 the
2 interface between
CaCO^ ' and
C-S-H, which strengthens the
interface bonds 'and improves
the mechanical properties of
the hardened paste (64)• From
this point of view, therefore,
it can not be said that the
CaCO. added to the C S or to
3
.
a truly ■ inert
the cement is
material.
* Also the ■ addition of finely
divided silica accelerates ■ the
■ hydration of C„S, but in this
case one cannot neglect ■ the
' acid character of - the material
FIG. 7: Free CaCO^ remaining in C^S pa
which underlies its pozzolanic
stes at different times of hy activity. The ■ action of the
dration
silica
is
revealed
by
a
. considerable change of the heat
evolution rate curve* In particular, there is a reduction of the induction period
(from 180 to 90 minutes) and the highest peak is shifted from 660 to 280 minutes.
The acceleration seems to be independent of the fineness of the silica, while the
pozzolanic
reaction, which develops later on, is strongly dependent on the
fineness (67). Other Authors have reported, however, ' that acceleration occurs
without reducing the induction period (68). If the accelerating effect of the fine
silica particles on the early hydration of C S is evident, the reasons behind it
3
.
.
.
.
are not very clear because:
a) the acceleration is observed before the pozzolanic reaction is revealed
b) the addition of other fine materials to the C S has no effect (a-alumina,
down effect ( у -alumina) or in any case
titania, graphite),
a
retarding

modest effects (clays).
.
The latter circumstance would seem to show that acceleration of hydration is not
- due to a general increase of the nucleation
of
the hydrates, promoted by the
extreme fineness of the colloidal silica, but must be ascribed to a solution
' chemical effect which is established in a very short - time. This effect might be a
reduction of the potential of the Ca++ ion in the solution or an increase of the
concentration of silicate ions (67).

2.1.2 Phase Relationships - After the Congress of Rio de Janeiro others attempts were
made to determine the composition and structure of silicate hydrates. The results of
such research did not provide a final answer to all queries, but they did give an
important contribution to an improved knowledge of calcium silicate hydrates and of
their phase relations. These studies tried, in particular, to verify whether CSH is a
single phase, having a composition
and structure that vary according to ambient
conditions, or forms a family of structurally different compounds.
* The idea that C-S-H may present more than one form is no novelty, and has had its
: advocates in the past. It has been recently proposed again on the basis of a
critical analysis of new and old test results concerning the composition of the
- liquid in contact with the calcium silicate hydrates. A study revealed (69) that
all pairs of SiO^ and CaO
.
concentration values present
in - the
aqueous
contact
solution
are . distributed
along two separate curves
irrespectively
of
the
procedure
followed
in
preparing
C-S-H (see fig.
8). The points of
curve
A
chiefly come from reactions
between CaO and silicic acid,
or
have been obtained with
similar procedures,
while
those of curve В all come
from the hydration of C^S and
therefore from specimens that
were likely to contain
C S
that was not yet hydrated.
The existence of two separate
curves thus
supports
the
■ assumption that more than one
form of C-S-H may form during
the hydration of
each
1 featuring a specific compo
sition and structure (69).
■
mH CaO
Curve A might be associated
FIG.
8:
Plot
of
concentrations
of the com
with C-S-H
(I),
a
form
ponents Si02 versus CaO in aqueous
structurally correlated to
phase
tobermorite, while curve В
might
be
a
mixture
of
"tobermorite-like"
and
11 jennite-like"
(69).
Both
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■

curves represent metastable equilibria and
the formation
of the two types of
silicate hydrate might be due to their formation conditions (concentration
gradients, pH, etc.) while the transformation into more stable phases (such as the
one corresponding to curve A or awfillite) might be intrinsically slow (69)•
The existence of two separate C-S-H phases has
been postulated also as a
result of a survey of the literature•and studies carried out on C^S suspensions
subjected to hydration in excess water (a/s=500), but with a preset pH ranging
from 8 to 12. The results collected would show ' that ■ the composition of C-S-H
depends on the pH rather than on the length of the reaction (70).
'
This same conclusion has been reached by letting CaO, SiO^ (silica fume) and water
with water/solid ratios = 11, 25 and 200 rfeact for two years (71). The analysis of
the solid phases and of the aqueous solution have made it-possible
to plot the
chart of fig. 9, where the C/S mol ratio of the solid is expressed as a function
of the pH of the solution.
‘
' '
The figure closely matches
■
,
figs.
1 and 2 shown by '
Steinour
in
the
London
,,
Symposium (72) where the C/S
e j 6
ratio in
the
solid was
у
expressed as a function of
§
the CaO concentration in the
§
solution.
The
vertical
Q
portion of ' the
curve at
S 1,2
pH=9-9
represents
an
5

invariance: to
the left,
5
silica hydrate, containing a
3
few mol%
of calcium oxide,
"
0.8
and a CSH with C/S 0.65
"
coexist; on the right, the
3
rise in pH is attended by an
•
increase of the C/S ratio of '=
q
;
the solid phase which reveals
"
that the system is no longer
,
'
invariant (71)« The final
■
portion of the curve, which
q
is markedly vertical, reveals
•
j
8
9
10
11
the presence
of
a second
pH
.
CSH and consequently the
Qa/Si moiar ratio of the solid plott ■
existence
of
a
second'
ed ag a function of the pH of the so
invariance where two CSH
lution phase
phases with C/S phases equal * ■'
■ .
'
г
to 1.0 and 1.1 respectively
'
.
coexist (71)»
'
. ,'
,
The mas NMR spectra of the solid hydrates have confirmed the analytical data and
made it possible to characterise three different solid species:
1) lime-rich C-S-H (C/S = 1.1-1.3), which is formed at pH=12, has tyo peaks that
show the prevalence of dimeric groups and/or final groups (Q ) and lower
. quantities of silica tetrahedra (Q ) .
.
2) silica-rich C-S-H with C/S = 0.71-0.91 has one single peak, characteristic of
secondary unbranched chains of silica tetrahedra (Q ) •
3) . silica gel, which contains small quantities of Ca, has two peaks that are

characteristic,of tertiary (Q ) and quater-■
nary (Q ) ,networks. ■
These test results, jointly
with
others taken
from
literature, have made it
possible to plot the phase
relations shown in fig. 10
(71) • The graph
proposed
is merely indicative and
not in scale,■ being an
interpretation of several
test results.. ■
. ■
By' letting
a
calcium
hydroxide solution (approx.
0.01
M)
react
with
a
tetracetyl
orthosilicate
solution (approx. О.444 M),
it is possible * to synthe■tize
calcium
silicate
hydrates, whose C/S mol
FIG. 10: Schematic representation of proposed roomratios are in the range of
0.2 to 1.4. In sampl as with
-temperature phase relations in the system
C/S in the range of 0.41 to
Ca0-Si02-H20
О.78 they form a phase
which is also morphologically different from ordinary C-S-H and silica gel (73). «• ТЕМ and SEM diffraction techniques have revealed that the structural polymorphism
of C-S-H which is formed in the hydration of C S is greater than that revealed by
more traditional techniques. A gel phase and four crystalline phases, a, ß,у and
0, have been identified, which differ by d-spacings (see table 1) (74) and the
growing degrees of crystallinity. Needle-like particles of
C-S-H, radially grown
from C^S (both of type 1 and of type 2), are the main product of hydration. They
are formed in situ, while the other polymorphic phases with sheet-like morphology
form from the solution along with portlandite crystals (74).
.
.
■

2,1-3 The Structure of C-S-H - The composition, structure and morphology
of
portlandite, which with C-S-H forms the products of hydration of C S, are fairly
well known, while those of calcium silicate hydrate are much less 3so owing to the
extremely small size and low crystallinity of the hydrated phases. For this reason
the matter is still being investigated and although considerable
progress has been
made in the past few years, the data are still partly incomplete and contradictory.
* Several experimental results have led to the assumption that the majority of layers
forming the C-S-H structure are made up of imperfect jennite layers (Ca Si,0 H )
and, to a lower extent, of layers of 1.4 nm tobermorite (Ca Si,0 ,H B).^0ctaSedral
Ca-0 layers would be similar to those to be found in the layer structures of the
.
two minerals, but these would be distorted and would lack many of their silicate
tetrahedra. In support of this structural model speaks the fact that C-S-H has a
fairly high proportion of pentameric anions units and that jennite-type material
with 5 anionic units has a C/S ratio of 1.8, approximately the same as that of the
gel (75).
.
.
.
.
■
* Based on X-ray diffraction data, the assumption has been made that the structure

■ of
C-S-H
in
cement
pastes is similar to
that of portlandite,
albeit with a slightly '
distorted
unit
cell
(see fig. 11). In this
model some of the Ca
■ ions would be replaced
by
Si
ions
in
octahedral positions or
. by octahedral - voids.
■ The smaller size of the
Si ions would account
for
their . relative mobility, which would
allow them to oscillate
or
migrate
between
adjacent lattice posi
tions and therefore be
strongly ■ polarized in
an electric field. The
' dielectric constant of
the (dry) cement paste
is over 500, that is to
say, higher than 80
found for ice and water
(76).
* It.
is
generally
acknowledged that C-S-H
has a layered two-di
mensional
structure,
however direct evidence
of
this
type
of
structure
has
been
provided only in recent
times.
In order to contribute
to . overcoming
these
structural
uncertain
ties, a number of dif
ferent calcium silicate
hydrates with C/S ratio
in the range of 0.8 to
1.9 have been prepared,
making
use
of
a
particular
technique.
An aqueous solution of
Ca(0H)2 is made react
with a hexane solution
containing (^HpOj^Si.
Since the two solutions

TABLE 1: Lattice constants or d-spacings and morpholo
'■
gical appearance of C-S-H phases ' observed
■
during the first 14 days of the hydration of
C3S by ТЕМ diffraction techniques
;
.

morpological appearance

phase

lattice constants or
d-spacings

gel-like
phase

diffuse rings with
d * 2.94. A ' and
d M 1.10 A

a-CSH

a = 10.1 A
b = 7.8 A

from C3S grains radial grown
type 1 : needle-like ’
type 2 : sword-like (higher
degree of crystallinty)
' size s 1 pm..

e-csH

a = 9,75 A
b = 6.85 A

i)sheet-like particles, often
conglomerated .
' ■
iiiepitaxial intergrowth with
portlandite and/or y~ ®nd
' S-CSH
size N 1 pm
'

Y - CSH

a = 10.55 A
b « 7.29 A

$ - CSH

a = 11.2 A
b » 8.0 A

vermicular-like,
quasi crystalline
size s 1 pm

epitaxially grown together with
ß-CSH and/or portlandite and
S-CSH ■ ...
■■ ■ '
■

epitaxially grown together with
portlandite, ß- and y~CSH

FIG. 11: Suggested structure of C-S-H
gel in cement paste

do not mix the reaction products thus form at the solution- solution interface.
The material which is formed is collected with a grid and inspected under the
electronic microscope. The results obtained show that the ■ composition of the
calcium silicate hydrates as well as their structural order depend on
the
conditions that prevail in the two reacting systems. In
particular, saturated
solutions of CaCOH)^ typically produce amorphous hydrates,
while less
highly
concentrated solutions produce hydrates with a greater structural order.
On examining these preparations under a
high-resolution ТЕМ, the mplecular
structure of (C-S-H) has been observed and photographed. It shows to be formed
almost exclusively of 1 nm-thick
cu^ved^ sheets,
extended
over
10 -10
nm , and a few double
sheets measuring approx. 2 nm in
thickness.
This basic structure
applies
both
to
amorphous
hydrates and to micro-crystalline
ones, whose C/S ratio
is in
the range 0.9 to 1.75»
Data collected suggest that the
hydrates
are ' formed
of
protonated polyhedral CaO sheets
sandwiched between
short-chain
silicate groups (fig. 12). This
structure does not depend .on the
special preparation procedure of
the silicate hydrates, since also
the C-S-H prepared according to
the usual technique, namely,
from the reaction between CaCOH)^
FIG. 12: Schematic representation of
the layer-like structure of
calcium silicate hydrate.
Triangles are silicate tetrahedra and the core sheet
consists of protonated CaOx
polyhedra
.

and .SiO^, and which at lower
magnification showed a fibrous
microstructure, proved
to be
made of sheets consisting of up
to 6 sandwiched layers stretching
from 10 to 10 nm (77)'

2.1.4 The composition of C-S-H - At
the Congress of Rio de Janeiro it
•
was finally established that the
.
degree of polymerization of the
■
silicate anion that makes up the
C-S-H depends on several factors, such as time, environment conditions, presence of
pozzolanic materials, etc. The polymerization degree achieved by silicate hydrates
during hydration by evolution of the silicate units forming C S may be investigated
according to different
analytical techniques, such as the molybdate reaction,
trimethylsililation and paper-chromatography, but all have strong limits.
'

A technique which has recently
come up in the determination of the
polymerization degree is l^lear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), since the chemical shifts
of the resonance of the ySi nuclei in silicates are dependent
on the degree of
condensation of the silicate tetrahedra. This method does not show the same limit»

as earlier methods since, for example, the joint use of CP (cross:polarization) and
non-CP NMR makes it easy to distinguish the protonated, i.e», the hydrated silicate
units, from the anhydrous ones. NMR thus makes it possible to measure the hydration
degree of C S pastes
,
'
■■ .
* It has been observed that after 24 hours the peak intensity Q° corresponding to
the tetrahedra that form the anhydrous C S has propped by 40% and :■ that at the
same ^Lme considerable amounts of dimer (peak Q ) and small amounts of trimer
(peak Q ) have formed (68).
* '
.
...
.:
• ;
■
early hydration the C-S-H that
CP-MAS ' NMR tests have revealed
that during
forms also contains hydrated monomeric silicate units Q ., The quantity of thig
species is however low (2%) and remains unchanged at least up to 24 hours ( 7.8 ). Q
for a long as anhydrous C S is present, but not observed in synthetic C-S-H (28).
After 28 days of hydration, the average length Of the silicates chain is ■ 2.6' and
the C/S ratio ssi.7 (68).
The anionic structure of
C-S-H changes as hydration progresses. Solid-state
NMR has revealed that during the induction period, C-S-H contains exclusively
monomeric units, while in the first 24 hours it prevalently contains dimeric units
and becomes rich in polymeric units only in subsequent periods (78). The end of the
induction period corresponds to the beginning of the formation of dimeric species
which prevail in the acceleratory period (79), while silicate species with a longer
The rate of formation of the
chain are formed in the deceleratory period (29).
the
slowly.
This
means
that
as
the
C30S hydration
proceeds,
trimer increases
•
the
of
chains
diminishes
and
that
units of the silicate
number of final
intermediate units increases (see tab. 2), namely as the paste ages, the simpler
units condense
to give higher
polymeric units
(78). This fact
TABLE 2: 29Si solid state NMR results from a series of C3S samples
may
be
ac
counted for in
. Distribution of silicate sites (%)
two ways: .the
anhydrous
end units in
middle units in
Time of Hydration
formation . of
silicate chains
silicate chains
monomeric C-S-H
stops and the
89
11
12 hours
stability
of
30
2
68
1 day
the . hydrate . is
43
9
■
48
‘ 7 days .
15
. ,.. ■
52
- 33
14 days
such
as
to
17
53
1 month
30
prevent its po
20
62
3 months
18
lymerization, or
21
14
65
6 months
55 .
35
.
10
1 year
else it forms
52
42
6
2 years
continuously,
58
-■ '
0
42
26 years
;
but as conti
nuously it is
transformed in
to dimeric or
polymeric units.
. ■ ■ ■
.■
The consequence of polymerization should be a lowering of the C/S ratio, but since
this does not in fact occur, the gel structure should incorporate additional Ca
and OH
ions (78).
.
The condensation degree of anions appears to be determined by the conditions under

which the C-S-H is formed.

- *

As a matter of fact, the^lime-richer C-S-H formed^ at pH t 12 is p
up of dimeric groups (Q ) and shorter chains (Q end units and Q middle units)
while the one poorer in
lime (C/S=0.71-0.42), which is formed at PH 9s 10, is
(Q2 middle
chiefly made up of comparatively long silica tetrahedra chains
units) (71) (tab. 3)«
* The initial formation
of
the
monomeric
TABLE 3: Observed
Si chemical.shifts (ppm) as a func
species should be due
tion of c/s ratio of solids
to
the
favourable
water-rich,
- low-pH
environment (29)
The
C/S
Mixture
Q*
Q1
e1
O'
of
the
importance
-100.7
-114.5
0.02
A3
environment
on - the
-114.7
-100.7
—85.0
A7
0.12
polymeridegree
of
-85.0
0.71
A10
• zation has been ascer—86.8
B2
0.91
—85.8
-79.2
All
1.07
tained by comparing the
-86.6
-80.4
B15
1.31
polymerization
degree
of ■ gel-like
calcium
silicate hydrates pre
pared by reaction between CaO silicic acid and water, with those obtained in
the hydration of the C S of portland cement.
■
The synthetic gels kept humid prove to be chiefly made up of dimeric silicate
units, but the young gels situated in environments with low humidity (10, 30 and
50% R.H.), polymerize mainly forming linear pentameric silicates. Gels which have
undergone extensive wet curing better withstand polymerization due to drying (80).
Unlike* synthetic gels, C^S and portland cements show higher degrees of
polymerization because they0 contain octomers and
oligomers, This difference in
behaviour may be due to a local drying of freshly formed CSH due to the request
for water by the adjacent, still unhydrated C^S (80).
The degree of polymerisation increases with increasing temperature however after a
78-day hydration there vas no evidence of cross linking groups (81).
The different composition of the polymeric chains could explain, at least in part, the
differences in the properties of "inner" and "outer" calcium silicate hydrates formed
by the hydration of C^S (80).

The presence of other compounds can modify the degree of polymerization of silicate
anions.
■
'
* As an example alkalis favour the depolymerization of silicate hydrates increasingly
with their concentration and with the succession KOH, NaOH, LiOH (82). In the
presence of CO , the quantities of dimer arid
trimer formed are less than in
CO^-free air (7v)•
* The presence <of" finely
"" ~ divide^
- - - - * silica
-- - - -modifies
the
proces^ of polymerization,
"
"
”
’
•*
"
' - Q~
~
a^d Q . undergo
because the lowering of peak Qv
and the rise of peaks
4
continues to
considerable acceleration. In addition, after 8 davs, while peak Q
grow, Q
begins to diminish.
Of course peak Q4, which corresponds to silica,
diminishes in time as the pozzolanic reaction proceeds. In the presence of silica
■ ■ the average length of the silicate chain reaches 3*6 and the C/S ratio drops to
1.5 (68). The addition of Si02 gel modified with 1-10% of ЕегОз increases the
polymerization of silicate anions of C-S-H (83)'

Variability of C/S ratio was already been mentioned: it depends on many factors which

cannot be easily analysed since they often operate on microlevel.
* The composition of the hydrated phases that form in the first minutes of the
hydration is very different (C/S=l) from that obtained at the end of the
t acceleratory period (C/S=1.6) as well as from that observed in an intermediate
stage (2.1-2.5) (ЗО).
'
,
.
When one considers the composition of C-S-H, one usually privileges the C/S ratio
and neglects the content of bound water. It is clear, instead, that water has an
important role in the formation and stability of the silicate hydrates.
л. ,
The water content of C-S-H obtained by hydration of the C S depends on the
It goes from C-S-H
for silicate hydrate kept in environment with 90%
humidity.
C
-S-H
D-d^ied silicate. This affects
the
density, which
R.H. and /rom l.k^-1.90 to 2.39
g/cm3, accordingly. The
calculations thus
increases fr'om 1.85-1.90 to z.jy
g/cm , ассил--------indicate that if under conditions.of quasi-saturation the C-S-H has an S/H ratio of
4, the complete hydration C^ requires a w/c ratio of 0.42, i.e., higher than

*
•

*

■ that found by Powers (84).
•
The hydration of C S in the presence of colloidal silica decreases the basicity of
1.4-1.5, with an S/H ratio of 3*8 in nearly saturated
C-S-H (85). C/S ratio is
1
1 under D-drying conditions (84).
(84) c
condition which drops to Si/H

hydration water does not fail to
The presence of foreign elements in the C^S or the
affect the C-S-H composition.
known fact that C-S-H may incorporate alkaline hydroxides. The quantity^о
It is a 1.———---- l+ fixed increases as the concentration in the solution increases and as^t e
M-'
____________
.
molar ratio C/S diminishes from 2 to 0.8, as the temperature of formation of the
u-o n uru a
-.jv,
~
~~
—
—
cation radius diminishes (K < Na <
C-S-H drops from 150°C to 20°C and as the
L^The quantity of alkaline hydroxides that may be incorporated is reduced by
the simultaneous presence in the C-S-H lattice ^Al, coming both from the C S^ and
from the solution (86). The aluminium is to be found ^in -t^|) C-S H6) both^
tetrahedral
and in octahedral coordination
and , the Al , /А1 , .t rati
diminishes as the C/S ratio increases (87)» 1
u- u
The incorporation of Na+ in C-S-H consequently modifies the C/S ratio, which
drops from 1.77 (in water) to 1.5 (in 0.8 M NaOH solution). An N/S ratio =
0.5
corresponds to the latter value (55). Furthermore it has been found that a minor
C/S ratio is associated with a higher degree of C-S-H crystallization (88). .
‘
• Ion-beam thinned sections examined by
2.1.5 The Morphology of Hydration ■ Products , have made it possible to obtain. precise
ТЕМ
I
ormacion »u
.. ■
information
on the microscopic structure of hardened -C S pastes.,
gel which
The relicts of unhydrated C S appear enveloped by
a h^^eous
*
----------product formed within the boundaries of the original grains
represents an inner j
formed by this gel are connected by an outer product,
of C„S. The regions
^ally1C fibrillar or perhaps lamellar, in any event being considerably^ more
■ genei
.
C/S ratio of these products does not appear to depend. ... on
■ porous (89)(39). The
-----as mentioned earlier, the fibrillar
the morphology of the gel (89)(78). However^
would derive from the adhesion of some thin elementary
aspect of the С—H—S
v—----- —
lamellae (77)•
there are to be found portlandite crystals, comparatively
* Alongside the C-S-H, thv*».
---------------.
"
“1 present in the
large and imperfect, and if.the pastes are not protected by the
CO^
2----- , £n
also crystals of calcite (diarn.. 0.1 »m). Since calcite is present only:
air also
crystals
01
caicire
vuxcuu.
V.x
--------,
Lljovaj-Q
_________
44-0 -fAY'mat inn occurs
the’ ахьи
»outer product",- it is natural to assume that its formation occurs у
precipitation from the solution (89).

The interface between inner and outer C-S-H appears
weaker than the CH/C-S-H
interface, since the fractures tend to
pass between the two types of C-S-H
(39)(61).
. .
■
.
* ТЕМ
research has revealed that C S hydration leads
to the formation of 5.
different forms of calcium silicate hydrate (74). The essential morphological
differences are the following:
.
.
-gel-like C-S-H surrounding still anhydrous C S grains
- a-C-S-H, which projects radially from the gil-like C-S-H. The 1st
type is

-

needle-like, the 2nd type (more crystalline) is sword-like
.
- ß-C-S-H, formed by. sheet-like particles. It often shows epitaxial growth with
CH, у-C-S-H and <7-C-S-H. It is formed in solution.
■
- у-C-S-H, it is observed only in epitaxial growths with CH and ß-C-S-H,
- a-C-S-H, it is observed only in epitaxial growths with ß, and
У-C-S-H and
portlandite 2).
, ,
It is known that the C/S mol ratio of calcium silicate hydrates depends on the
м/с ratio and on the method of determination. The existence of calcium silicate
hydrates which have grown epitaxially with portlandite might justify the
variability of the C/S ratio encountered by many researchers.

The presence of other materials in C S pastes may modify the morphology of hydration
products.
J
* Portlandite is normally present under the form of regular and comparatively large
crystals, but in C^S : pastes containing calcite as addition it appears under the
form of
more
numerous, smaller
and
more irregular
crystals
which have
- precipitated around the CaCOggrains.
. . '
* In pastes containing C S and CaCO , C-H-S is present both in the form of inner and
of outer product, which cover not yet hydrated C S, and of a fibrous precipitate on
CaCO particles. This means that these act as crystallization nuclei (61).
The fact that C-S-H forms on CaCO particles also means that the silicate ion may

migrate comparatively far and that the calcium silicate hydrate is formed not
only on
site but also elsewhere, through a process of dissolution and
precipitation.
* When C S paste is cast on a polished marble surface, some structural differences on
it become evident. The quantity of portlandite diminishes as the distance from the
interface increases, its crystals located close to separation surfaces are
preferably oriented with their C-axis perpendicular to the interface, the C-S-H
located close to the interface has a C/S mol ratio being higher than in the hulk
paste, where it ranges between 1.5 and 2.0. This fact is ascribed to CH closely
intermixed with the C-S-H phase (90).
* The microstructure of calcium silicate hydrates that form from the hydration of C S
is not qualitatively modified by the presence of fly ash, but the C/S ratio $f
both the inner and the outer products is lowered. The latter may moreover contain
elements coming from the fly ash. A layer of C-S-H of course forms around the fly
ash particles as a reaction-product (91).
In fly ashes, however, there are
particles which are inert or almost inert,
chiefly consisting of crystalline minerals,
and active particles, consisting of
vitreous spheres. The electronic transmission
microscope (ТЕМ) shows that
the
particles of the first type are
simply covered
by
a rim of C-S-H having a
■ thickness of 0.5 Bm and formed by the precipitation of ions coming from the
hydration of the C^. The C/S ratio of this C-S-H is 1.4±0.1 and contains foreign
elements in a very low concentration (71). It is evident that these particles have

merely acted as preferential precipitation sites.
’
'
Fly ash particles of the 2nd type are, instead, attacked by alkaline solution
which, after a year of ageing, has dissolved them in full or in part depending
on their
diameters.
When
these particles are still visible,
they
appear
covered with a dense outer rim of C-S-Hand fibrillar C—S—H which extends radially

*

from the particle (91)(92). '
'
.
The rims which precipitated within the original boundary of particles of fly ash as •
well as the fibrillar radial gel have a C/S ratio = 1.4±0,l and contain appreciable
quantities of other elements (Al, Fe and K), obviously coming from the fly ashes
(92). In the regions underneath the initial perimeter of the fly ash particles,
also a hydrogarnet phase with approximate composition
can be found
(91).
'
.
With the time the gel's C/S ratio in the outer areas gradually diminishes (92).
The C/S ratio of C-S-H obtained in the presence of silica fume is lower (1.2)
than that measured with CS alone (1.6)(6?). Electronic transmission microscopy
of ion-beam thinned samples has made it possible to , observe products
with a
greater difference in composition. More precisely, while the inner product which
is formed by hydration of the pure CS has aC/S ratio of 1.68±0.07, that formed
in the presence of microsilica only attains a value of l,60±0.15. However, in
microsilica-containing specimens, it is also
possible to observe areas where the
C/S ratio is equal to 0.9210.09- The
overall c/s ratio of calcium silicate hydrate
diminishes as the pozzolanic reaction proceeds and more of the silica reacts (68). -

2.1.6 Porosity - The porosity of C S and cement paste consists of the so-called
capillary pores, where transport phenomena occur, and of the gel pores of which they
form an essential structural element.
Pore distribution in hardened alite is shown on table 4 (93)-

'

'

TABLE 4: Volume fraction porosity in hardened alite*
Age (days)

Degree of hydration (%)
Volumetric measurement of porosity (%)

d<
d<
d>

50 nm
5 nm
50 nm

.

'

-

.

10
3
51

•

Calculated vol % porosity within C-S-H:

if include all pores d < 50 nm
■
if include only pores d < 5 nm
' ■
Density of C-S-H if pores are included and filled with H2O (kgm ’)
Density of C-S-H excluding all pores (kgm-1)

•

.

56
30

■ 14
5
44

,
.

44

55

Image analysis of impregnated porosity (%)

. 50

30

22

.

1

I960

54
29
1990

28 and 203

10

■

3

"

.

,

23 '
8
34.

■

22
9
27

3lt

54
29

44
23

2040 .

агм а( 2g d

iu oay

83

38t

2375 + 70 (all ages)

•Values taken from an average of four micrographs.
t Value takes into account large dense regions which account for 12 /. of area at

'

2060

.

Pores having >50 n» diameter may be impregnated with resin, while those with <50 nm

-аУ Ье COnSld=rCd t0 Ье
Ь>- th=
»f the
that of small capillary pores. Table 4 shows that such porosity does not change 'after
days, although the hydration degree increases. This fact may be ascribed to the
disappearance, owing to ageing of the gel, of some of the pores, to filling of a part
of smIirreS Ta the/r°duCtS of further reaction, to the formation, at longer ages,
of small-pore hydrated products. The capillary porosity always diminishes (93).
The specific surface of the products of hydration of C S, in addition to the
conventional methods of gas absorption and mercury penetratio^ may be performed via
R. By applying this method to pastes made up with a w/C S ratio =. 0.4 and aged up to
one year it has been shown that the hydration degree achieves 90fo after 25 days. The
hydratxon degree contlnuee to Increase »hUe the specific surface dlsunishes (94).

' ; ГОГ equal hydration degrees of the C S, the addition of very fine calcium
fine calcium
carbonate diminishes the density and increases5the porosity of the paste (66).
2,1-7 —e _H
Hjrdration
ydration Mech
Mechanism
anism of C S-Studies carried out to interpret
the hydration
mechanism, of
CS
were
based
traditional
of C^S were based on
on 3both
both
traditional and
and innovative
innovative
investigation
techniques. Data
collected
it ' possible to reach general
"
'----- have
—i- made
-- p---conclusions,
although many details have not yet been focussed accurately Owl716 ...
owing to the complexity
of the hydration phenomenon and its sensitivity to ambient conditions.
* Hydration of C S in
‘ the
1
first 40 minutes may be described as a process that
chiefly takes pj.
place on the solid-liquid interface. The first reaction products
are formed immediately after the contact between C S and
—J water, are calcium-poor
(C/S=l) because they release more lime than silica ^o Г
_i to the solution, and they have a
large specific surface. These ttwo parameters
vary quickly in time and the calcium
content of hydrates increases while the specific surface dimini
,
As a
consequence also the permeability diminishes (95) . *The induction period begins at
the time the
early
C-S-H
is transformed into a little-permeable and Ca-rich
lay e r
which,
after 10-20 minutes of hydration, attains a C/S ratio of
2.0-2.5 (30).
* In contact with water, the CnS dissolves non- stoichiometrically. Ca++
is far
more soluble than Si and therefore leaves
_
- -------- --------- 1 a layer of silica hydrate on the C S
ёТПп With°Ui Changing the appearance of the crystals. ,„vu
vvuvt.ntraTlon
> When the concentration
of Si02 exceeds certain values (approx. 60-70 mg/1), nucleation centres are formed
consisting of low-basicity Ca silicate hydrates (cfr 30) on which the calcium
silicate hydrates grow. The dissolution of CaO is however slowed down by the
increase of concentration of Ca
. The formation of nucleation centres of Ca(0H)
upsets the metastable equilibrium which was at the origin of the induction period?
the concentration of Ca
diminishes, further CaO passes into the solution, the
induction is over.
1
With this model the end of the induction period corresponds to the formation of
portlandite (96), although it has also been found that it is not the nucleation
of portlandite crystals that controls the induction period.
.
.
^The formation of the five different forms of C-S-H- (74) would take place at
different times and under different conditions. The C S is initially covered by
gelatinous C-S-H which transforms into a more ordered i}-C-S-H formed by changed
particles. The ß-phase is present either alone or under the form of epitaxic growth
thTr Th Z"C"S‘H and Portlandite, while thedphase is epitaxially associated
with ß-C-S-H, у-C-S-H, and portlandite (74).
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^«„t^pro^Ts "baseT5"1 °,ь
“ aq"=0US SUSp™slm "“ich has
ecently proposed is based on the assumption of the existence of two
7 blte <69) ““ Ot Stron6 Sradl="ts
-"-«ration
grains (97). It may be summed up as follows:
a)'
0H-7„kns.the C3S and the iMerfaCe S01Uti°" 1<1S=S h+ I»”«

been mor.
types of
around the

>»<*

b)
...

*

*

ThdS inltlal h),drat=>
Pl it.bJ and metastable at high pH (pH > 11.IS) forms
do™
the
—aas

c) Water and Ca
barrier in t*le ■ opposite direction, modifyine the
T
T
•
. cross this
local microenvironmental conditions and making ‘
easier for new hydrated
materials to form at the solid- hydrate interfar?,
d)
,,SO1Ut;iOn becomes sufficiently oversaturated, another stable, pH
dependent C-S-H is formed,
------ If the pH $ 11.5, it is morphologically the same as
the surface one. If the pH exceeds 11.5, a coarse-grained reticulated
second-stage C-S-H is formed.
.
,
e) The second hydrate catalyses the conversion in situ of the early hydrate into a
in situ of the early hydrate into a
more permeable silicate.
.
. . .
.
f) The induction period starts with the precipitation of little-permeable early
hydrates and ends when the second- stage hydrate starts to form (97).
The hydration of the paste of C S obviously takes place under different conditions
1
compared with suspensions, however
the mechanism which has been proposed has
former.
several points of contact with the former«
.
■:
This model too is based on the assumption that hydration of the C S depends on
the
ambient conditions under which the reactive species are to be ^ound, since
the
situation of the surface of C S initially exposed to the bulk solution, differs
from that of the inner layers'^,
protected
and screened by the hydrated . product
which have already formed (29).
This model is set up as follows:
a. The first hydrated phase that forms is made up of
monomeric species,
b. This species is formed preferentially because the C S is
a water-rich
low-pH environment.
c. It is likely that this species is formed prevalently,
not exclusively, on
the surface of C^S grains.
d. It may be deduced that the hydration- delay may be
ascribed to a barrier
action performed by the initial C-S-H formed by monomeric forms (cfr 97).
e. The anhydrous C^S underneath the first layer is however surrounded
by C-S-H
where the water has a high pH and the concentration in silicate and "calcium
ions is far higher than in the bulk solution: these conditions promote
the
formation of dimeric species.
f. The end of the induction period and beginning of acceleration of the hydration
correspond to the onset of the dimeric species (29).
The decelaration which hydration undergoes as the temperature drops may also be
due to another fact. The density of the products of hydration is higher at 5°C
than at 20°C (40), and therefore ionic species and water would have greater
difficulty at low temperatures to cross the barriers formed by early C-S-H.
The barrier which during the induction period halts, though for 'the time
only, the hydration might be different in nature from the merely physical one due
to the formation of little-permeable layers of early C-S-H. The determination of
the zeta potential of alite particles dispersed either in water or in a ICfJd

.

solution of Ca(OH)
has »ade it clear that they possess a positive charte
possibly duo to an adsorption on Ca++
ions. This positive chdr«
he
pX“^)'0^ addIntti“UatfiOn °f
elve origin t6o the^induoti“
of the 2гн\1
addition of a superplasticiser (Melment) causes the zeta potential
the tvdr гьл
t0 tUrn negative and should therefore induce acceleration of
e hydration, while it is known that such an admixture in fact delays hydration

The course of the early hydration is strongly c
UJ t
conditioned by the environment and
especially by the+ presence of other substances that could i
interfere with the
resolution of Ca
ions. For this reason the hydration delay
is always greater
the faster the growth in concentration of Ca++ (30).
The hydration of C S proceeds after the induction period
following a uniform
«nc^hlli« 1 of TnSeS “ reaCti°n rate W0Uld depend on the
,^0
и
reaction products covering the surface of the. C S by the
Г ‘bo"! 10 hours of hydration, the C/S ratio achieves a val3ue of K6
XS Jte7e C h
T8 °f' a“*6 hydration products (radius 1 5 »») which had

hours (M)
*

’

°PS

y t0 a Steady level after approximately 15

The products which form by evaporation of the liquid expressed by the pastes cured
for seven days differ from the hydration products of the C.S, and this would lead

XlttouS itP?°Se that ‘he ^ration of C S foil« a topochemical mechanism (99).
Although it is generally acknowledged thSt around partially hydrated alite OSHI,
present under the forms of an -outer" and an -Inne'r- prodSt, it has not yStleen
establlshed if the border between the two types of C-S-H corresponds or not
With the initial border of the alite grain.
corresponds or not
These ^assumptions are schematically represented in fig. 13 (100). On the left
the boundary between^ "inner"
'
and "outer" product corresponds
to the original perimeter of
the alite particle on the
right, the "middle product"
formed starting from the 3rd
day of hydration turns out to
overlap the original perimeter
of the alite. Subsequently a
"late
product"
is
formed
(indicatively after 10 days).
The border between "middle" and
"late" product is sharp.
The Authors (100), have other
important remarks to make:
a) sometimes a gap between the
outer and inner products can be
seen, which can be filled in
with resin.
b) C-S-H adjacent to the large
FIG. 13: Schematic representations for two
capillaries is loosely conso
types of hydration phenomena
lidated
c) the small C-S-H particles
appear to lack an alite core
even
after
one
day
of

hydration.
'
.
' 1
"
These results can be explained as follows: aa) the gaps are likely due to shrinkage
arising from drying of the specimens; bb) close to large water-filled capillaries
the calcium silicate hydrate was able to develop without restraints and compactness
is therefore low; cc) the C-S-H particles without alite core may have been formed a
way from the alite through a process of dissolution and precipitation, as proved by
the deposit of calcium silicate hydrate on the particles of calcite or fly ashes.
The boundary of the outer product cannot represent rigorously the original alite
surface because unavoidably in the early hydration phases, the surface alite layers
are transformed into hydrated phases, but it may represent-the form of the alite
grain between 3 and 10 days (1Ö0), the more so in so far as the thickness of the
outer product (1-4 wm) does not change in time (100).
Also the study of hydration in diluted suspensions is useful for an1 understanding
of the hydration mechanism. The four thermal effects observed when hydrating
diluted suspensions of C^S (32)(33)(34) may be interpreted with a model which
undergoes the following reactions:
■
1) congruent dissolution of O S
■ - ■ . .
. 2) supersaturation of Si02 and starting of C-S-H saturation
3) oversaturation of Ca
and precipitation of the portlandite.
The hydration depends on the rates v^, v„, v with which the above mentioned
reactions occur and on the w/C S ratio. The Kinetics may in any case be broken down
into 5 steps in which the reactions become progressively simultaneous
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

1)
1)
1)
1)
1)

+
+
+
+

2)
2)
2) + 3)
2) + 3)

(v > v )
(v
v )
(v >v £v )
(v^v^vj)

The hydration reactions of C S which take place in the paste and in suspension are
similar, but the relevant extent and duration depend on the dilution and
consequently on the concentration of the lime in solution: from a kinetic point of
view the C-S-H precipitation is limiting reaction, while after that it is the
diffusion that governs hydration (34)\
An accurate
critical ’ analysis of
the
types of
C^S hydration mechanics is
reported in (101) together with a summary of the basic principles of nucleation,
dissolution and
growth of the crystals, ' diffusion, adsorption and change of
phase.
■
;
■ ■ ?:
:
;

In conclusion the experimental data collected on the hydration of C S up to now
have allowed to propose mechanisms which appear to be consistent on the whole, and it
is likely that it will shortly be possible to formulate a single model that accounts
for most of the test results.
■
■ 2.2 The Hydration of C„S

The hydration of dicalcium silicate arouses less interest than tricalcium
silicate, although it is one of
the
basic components
of portland clinker-based
cements. There is no lack of investigations on the matter, however, also in relation
to the production of belitic cements, so called this way because rich in belite.
* Electric conductivity measurements of й-СзЗ in water excess
have shown that

hydration
takes
place
through dissolution
and precipitation processes. In
hydration, C^S behaves like a weak electrolyte, while C S behaves like a strong
electrolyte. The slowness of hydration of ß-C S may be interpreted on the basis of
the, prevalent formation
of an ion pair ГСа(Н 0) OH1+ and !Ca(H 0) OH.H SiO Г
(102) .
2 5
2 3
2
4

*

The amplitude of the early peak of hydration heat flow observed in the first 30
minutes is approximately identical for the three different forms, a-1-, ß- and у-of
C.S and it is similar to that of' C^S. The curves that represent
'
the variation of
3
z
++
concentration of Ca
and of SiO^ in the solution, instead, are different. From
this fact one might infer that the"primary reaction layer formed on the surface of
the different, forms of C S has different compositions (103).
* The hydration of the different species of C^S is accelerated by
the removal of
Ca' '
ions from the solution and slowed down by the lime already present in the
pore solution. The latter behaviour might account for the fact that when C S and
3
C S are hydrated together, the former hydrates faster and the latter more slowly
(103) . It may be remembered in this context that mixtures of alite and belite in
ratios 75/25# 50/50 and 25/75 have higher hydration rates than alite alone (49).
* Generally
speaking, the hydration rate of C^S is adversely affected by
the
presence of doping elements in solid solution (104). For instance, the addition
of Na to ß-C^S diminishes the hydraulic activity of the calcium silicate probably
because it preferably concentrates on the grain surfaces and causes the free energy
of the crystal boundary.to diminish (105)« The effects of course vary according to
the element because it has been seen that the rate of hydration drops when passing
from the impurity formed by B+K to B+Al, B+Fe, that is to say with the reduction
of the concentration of current carriers (106). It is not unlikely , however, that
the effect of doping elements is indirect. It has been observed. as a matter of
fact, that the hydration rate is higher the smaller the size and the greater the
microstress of the crystals, but these two parameters depend on the doping element
as well (107).
As regards the degree of condensation of the silicate anion, the hydration degree
being equal, C^S gives less dimer and more polymer than C S (108).
2.3 The Hydration of C„A

The hydration of C^A is an important phase in the
overall hydration of the
cement, because it has considerable effects on setting and early hardening. The
hydration of C^A is far more strongly affected by environment conditions than that
°f
and in particular by the presence of other substances with which it can react.

A knowledge of the role played by the different factors is thus essential to
interpreting and, possibly, modelling cement hydration.
* The method itself of preparing C A, by changing as it does the chemical
characteristics
of C^A, modifies^ its hydration process. For instance, C^A
containing a small quantity of SiO^, molten and quenched, hydrates much
more
slowly than the aluminate prepared with pure materials and synthetized by firing
in the solid state. After 10 days the hydration is not yet complete and the C AH,
grows very slowly (109).
6

*

It is
a known fact that industrial clinkers and their phases contain such
accessory elements as Na^O, KO, SO
and Cl coming from raw materials, fuel and
the lining of the kilns.
When C^a is synthetized in
the
presence of these
elements, changes in its crystal lattice and the formation of other phases occur.

In particular, while Na^ dissolves in the lattice of С A, К 0 and SO
give rise
to potassium sulphate or double salts that coat the
A crystals in part or in.
full. The consequences to hydration as a result of the presence of these elements
on hydration also vary: the increase of concentration of Na„O in the CA
up
to the solid saturation limit■ has a favourable effect on nydration, while the
increase of the other accessory elements decreases the hydraulic activity of C A
(110).
■
.
■
3

*

•к-

The very presence of C^S and Ca(OH) changes considerably the course of hydration
of C A since the two compounds reduce the solubility of Al, and increase the pH
The - transformation of more or less
strongly
carbonated hexagonal aluminate
into cubic hydrogarnet depends on environmental conditions and in particular on the
Ca
concentration of the solution. It is favoured by the conditions of lime
saturation, lack of aluminium and high temperature (111).
In clinker-based cement, hydration of C A always takes place in the presence of
gypsum and this accounts for the constant interest shown in the C А-CaSO .2H 0-H 0
system.
In
dispersions
of C A and gypsum in water excdss,
lhe ^earJy

concentration

*

of 80^ depends on the quantity of

gypsum present.

It

remains

unchanged for fifteen minutes, after which it starts diminishing as ettringite
begins to form. The monosulphate becomes the prevalent phase by effect of the
conversion of the ettringite, which reacts with the imcomblned C A. In any cases
the presence of monosulphate can be observed in the early hydration stages. The
concentration of Al in the solution follows a reverse trend since it is kept low
by the presence of the sulphate ion and increases as the gypsum is consumed while
ettringite is formed (112).
In the system
C^A-CaS0^.| H0„ - H O, hemihydrate converts rapidly to gypsum.
Ettringite formation can* be observed already ten minutes after• mixing. Both
reactions are temperature dependent (101).
In diluted C А-CaSO .2H 0 solutions, the formation of ettringite, monosulphate
and calcium hydrate depend in a complex manner on the concentration of sodium
hydroxide present and on time. The sodium hydroxide
depresses the formation of
ettringite, and initially accelerates that of calcium hydroxide, but lowers it after
approximately 3 hours. The saturation concentration
of S0^~ increases as the
content of alkali increases, but in any case, it quickly drops after some time,
depending on the concentration
of NaOH. The alkalis favour the formation of
hexagonal aluminate hydrate and monosulphate (38).
Also metal salts interfere with the hydration of tricalcium aluminate A typical
case is that of CaCl , which accelerates hydration of C A while it slows down that
of C AF (113), but гП-so MnCl^, NiCl2 and CaCO^ modify the trend of the reaction
between C A, CaSO .2H 0 and water to a different extent, which depends, however,
also on the C„A:CaSO, ratio (114).
'
3
4
*
' '
Another cause of change in the C A hydration is the presence of admixtures. The
interaction between the admixtures and the C^A or its hydrated derivatives is
" ' engineering
‘
‘
1—--*■—
such as
used to advantage to modify ’ the
characteristics
of -------cement
rheology, setting and hardening rates, etc.
Melamine-formaldehyde sulphonate slows down hydration of CA-gypsum mixes, delays
the conversion of ettringite into monosulphate and modifies the morphology of the
reaction products. In
pure pastes ettringite shows larger crystals, while in
pastes with the admixture it tends to maintain amorphous structures, probably
precursors of ettringite, or favours the formation of fibrous
ettringite (115).
The addition of triethanolamine accelerates the conversion in monosulphate. The

presence of Na in the lattice of C A and lime in the mixing water increase and
decrease, nspectively, the reactions (116).
* C A hydration is also enhanced by substances that used to be considered inert In
tlJe presence of CaCO
the heat evolution rate peak,
the heat evolution rate peak, located at approx. 10 min.,
IS not shifted but its height is increased to an extent
that depends heavily
on the content of CaCO_.The reaction leads to
the
formation of calcium
carboaluminate and its scilid solution, and this accounts
for the fact that in
the presence of large quantities of CaCO
the formation of
C^AH^ is considerably
, delayed, or eventually it does not occur (117).
Also the formation of ettringite by reaction of the C A and
by the addition of CaCO
(117). Calcium
Calcium carbonate
carbonate ■ 3> — gypsum is accelerated
(117)«
favours the ■ conversion of
■
ettringite into monosulpnate (117).
■
' •
*
°f У ±n the presence of other compounds is complicated by the fact
that hydrated products are
often made up of solid
solutions. For
instance

-

changes С3А-Са(°Н2)'хН2° and ^-CaSO yH 0 there is a limited
solubility that
changes with the temperature.3 In a^dit&n, the first compound decomposes at

.

temperatures exceeding 30°C, forming С A.6H 0 and CH (118)7
тгГ«01"6' 111 °rder to account for the phenomena observed during hydration both of
pure species and of variously doped ones, as well as of cement , phase relations
existing eStaa; MSohCd WlthrUtA miSUnderstandinSS- A study concerning phase relations
eating
at 22°C among C^, CaSO .2^0, CaCO and Ca(OH) has made it possible to
ii th a-a
J controversialists. The3results of ?his study are summarized

the ™ daa6ram
flS* 21- The details of the diagram that have been evidenced are:
aa S;11ublllty of C3A.Ca(OH)2.18H2O in C A.CaSO,.14H-0 and the stability,
into сТбм n
Гп *₽ t0 °ne yearj Of СзА‘Са(0А2Л8Н20 wh*ch does not transform
to С A.6H 0 or of C A.CaSO .14H 0 which Hoes not transform into С А.ЗСаЗО 32H 0
as
we3!! as the fieid of coexistence of
pairs of chases like
pairs of phases like ettringite with
monosulphate, of hemicarbonate (C■3A.j
-*.2 CaCO
vcivJ3 I Ca(0H)2 11,5 H20) with monocarbonate
(C3A.CaCO3.llH2O) (119).
3 .
'

In other words, the presence of
of CO
C0„ in the vC3A+
A+CaS04.2H 0+H20 system, whether
coming from the atmosphere or from tie added cafci..,
. ---------- ---- cite, modifies the mineralogical
composition of the pastes. For instance, in the C A:CaO:CaSO ,2H 0=1:1:1
I at first
ettringite forms, then, when the gypsum is consumed, it A tknsforme
, it is transformed into a
monosulphate.
Anyway if the above mix is added with 2/3 M of CaCO , the monosulphate does not
fhlwnat ’
Л end
6 SerieS °f reactions> trisutphate and monocarbonate are
shown to coexist according to the overall reaction.
3CaO+3C A+3CaS0 .2H 0+2/3CaC0o+48H 0 ------ ►
0
i
3
2

.

► c3A-3CaSO4.32H2O+2(C3A.CaCO3+llH2O)+3Ca(0H.)2

?vlC0UTxWit,h different ratios different results are achieved that may be
p aine
у fig. 14, but what counts is to point out that the failure of the
nsulphate to be transformed into monosulphate - as is often observed in cements is due to the presence of CC>2 in the paste (120).
The
variability of the composition of aluminate
hydrates depends on the
presence of other compounds in the liquid phase or in any case in the mix with

«?th several
This

ease

Га°'

be easily exohaaged

in forming complex salts is also
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observed

by attacking suspensions

of C A.Ca(0H)2.12H20 with different salts. OHcan be replaced by many anions,
with^rate of exchange depending on the type of anion (121).
'
'

to

CH=Ca(OH)2,
E =C3A*3CaSO4*32H2Of
Hc=C3A*l/2CaCO3*l/2Ca(OH)2*
11.5H2O,
Hs=C3A*l/2CaSO4•l/2Ca(OH)2*
12H2O,
Mc=C3A*CaCO3*llH2O,
MS=C3A-CaSO4-14H2O (12H2O),
Tc=C3A’Ca(OH)2-18H2O.
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.E.CH

Mc.E.CoCOj
♦CH.tiq - '
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(21

«
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OHiq
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FIG. 14: Phase assemblage stable in the system СзА.Са(ОН)2.'18Н20-СзА.ЗСа8Од..32Н20.
С3А.ЗСаСОз.32Н2О at 22°C.
. .
.
Solid solutions are indicated by hachured lines.
.
- .■

2.4 The Hydration of C^AF'

Of the main compounds of clinker, C AF is the least thoroughly investigated, but
its presence cannot fail to affect the hydration of the other cement compounds.
The dispersion of aluminoferrite, in a gypsum-saturated solption
a C^AF/Sol.
ratio of 1/100, shows a rapid dissolution of Ca +,So2 . ,0H and Al , whose con

centrations achieve about 19, 15, 6 and 0.3 mmol/1 respectively in a few minutes.
These figures drop markedly within the first 5 hours. The solution proves
practically iron-free.
.
.
•
The hydrated products that form initially in the presence of SO are rich in C2AHg
or alumina gel, comparatively poor in calcium and almost totally lacking sulphate.
At a later stage the alumina gel or C AHg react with SO
. and Ca
glaring AFt
while tCa2+l and ISO 2" 1 in the solution diminish. In a third stage tCa 1
and
[SO 2-1 diminish in ii constant ratio. Since the AFt phase is iron-free,' it must be
considered ettringite together with this compound, an amorphous iron- rich phase,
.1ikely to contain Ca is formed.
.
' '
■ ■■
■In the presence of gypsum
and lime, instead, during the first five hours, the
concentrations of Ca
and SO2” become very little lower, that of OH
grows
slightly, Al remains at the mmol/* level.

The presence of Ca(0H)2 in solution reduces the reaction rate of C AF but does not
modify the composition of AFt (65).
■ 4
In the presence of C S the hydration of C AF is initially slowed down and then
accelerated. The products of hydration are4C-S-H,
CH, C (A,F)H..
The hydration
of C AF in the presence of C S and CaSO .2H 0 leads instead to the formation of
C-S-H, CH and AFt (50).
J
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З.

PORTLAND CEMENT HYDRATION

3.1 The Kinetics of Hydration

The progress of hydration may be followed and recorded by measuring the
evolution of the chemical, physical, mechanical and electrical properties of the paste
or of the concrete with time. One can thus measure the changes in composition,
enthalpy, ultrasonic pulse velocity, volume and, of. course, consistency and strength
of the pastes. During the early stage of hydration also the electrical parameters
change and may therefore be taken, in addition to the above, to monitor the process.

Since each parameter being recorded depends on the same event, namely, on
hydration, there is little to be wondered at that there may be considerable
similarities between the curves that express the evolution of the different properties
as a function of time. For instance, there is a close correlation between calorimetric
curves, ultrasonic pulse velocity curves, and penetrometric curves. At the end of the
induction period, that is to say, at the beginning of the hydration acceleration
period, the ultrasonic pulse velocity rises sharply and the paste's resistance to
penetration starts to increase marking the beginning of setting. The 2nd peak which
one observes in the calorimetric curve marks instead the end of the setting time
(122).
6
The ultrasonic pulse velocity curve may be broken down into three stages,
characterized, respectively, by almost steady, almost linearly growing and steady
rate. Its course reflects the changes of the structure and of the elastic properties
of the hydrating pastes. The ultrasonic pulse velocity increase with in time as well
as with decreasing the w/c ratio (123).
Although enthalpic, along with penetrometric methods,
are
the most
widespread in the study of cement hydration, a technique has been recently set up that
makes it possible to measure and record accurately the changes in volume of the solid
phases in the cement pastes (83)v

In a closed system the entropy variation due to chemical reactions may be
written in the form
TAS = Aw.

irr

where A^ is
irreversible
kinetics may
are recorded

+ AQ

r

the heat of reaction with a negative algebraic sign and W
is the
work due to the change of volume. The equation shows that tlieReaction
be correctly described only if the heat of hydration and the volume work
simultaneously.

'
In spontaneous reactions AS must be 1 0. Since the heat of hydration of the
hydrated compounds is always positive, AQR is negative and therefore Wirr must be
positive, that is to say, a reduction in volume must be observed. In fact, for all
cement compounds, the difference in volume between hydrated and reagent products is
always negative and this means that in C-S-H, for instance, bond energies are higher
than in the original product. Figs. 15 and 16 (35) show two curves that indicate the
total volume variation and its derivative. As one can see, they are similar to the
curves obtained by measuring the heat of hydration, including the initial horizontal
line that corresponds to the induction period.
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FIG. 15: Typical volume change during cement
hydration -
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FIG. 16: Volume change velocity during ce
ment hydration

However, fig. 17 shows that not all cements have the same behaviour during early
hydration. The S-type curve shows
a volume increase and this means
that AW.
is negative. As a
irr
.
.
consequence, according to equation
1),
the
reaction
must
be
endothermic.
This
circumstance
concerns the early period of
hydration, since when crystal
lization starts a volume shrinkage
always occurs (35). Literature
does not mention cases of early
hydration stages
showing
heat
absorption, except for the case of
diluted suspensions of C S (34)
and it is therefore likely that
the contradiction is only apparent
FIG. 17: Different types of volume change
and due to the fact that a
during cement hydration
multiplicity of reactions, .with
possible overlapping of effects,
occur during early hydration. It

may happen that a reaction with a strong volume increase is weakly exothermic, while a
simultaneous reaction with, volume reduction develops strong hydration heat. On the
whole, therefore, one could have an expansion and a positive hydration heat.
During the first 48 hours of hydration, the volume of the paste changes and the
curve that represents the volume change rate shows a peak at about 10 hours, whose
intensity depends.on the type of cement. The peak, which denotes a chemical shrinkage,
achieves its maximum approximately to match the peak <?f the heat evolution
curve
(124).
.
.
"
The values of the cement paste's dielectric constant and resistivity depend on
the frequency and the relevant curves are modified quantitatively although they remain
essentially similar (125). Over approximately 5 hours the dielectric constant rises
steeply and then diminishes. The paste's resistivity diminishes in the initial first
50 minutes and increases slightly in the next 50-150. Between 150 and 250 minutes
resistivity increases a little, between 250 and 300 min does not increase and then
grows with an inflexion at about 550 minutes (125).

The dielectric constant values depend on the charges present in the water-cement
system and in particular on the mobile unbound ones, in the bulk solution, and on the
electrostatically bound ones present in the double diffuse layer, gel and grain
surface layer. The polarization of these surface charges may induce considerable
dipole moments giving high dielectric constants (126).
Approximately five hours after mixing the resistivity of the portland cement
pastes begins to increase rapidly because the amount of free water diminishes. For the
same reason there is a considerable increase in resistivity when the w/c ratio
diminishes, but only a slight one when the frequency is increased from 100 Hz to 300
KHz. Electric conduction is the sum of ion conduction, through continuous water-fill?
capillaries, and surface conduction, through the adsorbed gel water. A high value of
PFE(°), the frequency term effect,indicates that the paste has a high percentage of
blocked capillaries, a high gel-space ratio and a low permeability. There is a good
correlation between the PFE and gel-space ratio (126) .
3*2 Factors affecting the hydration
The kinetics of cement hydration depends on a number of factors that may be
correlated both to the nature of the cement and to the environment in which the
reactions occur.
* The rate of hydration of the cement chiefly depends on that of its individual
components and is therefore governed by C S and C,A which hydrate more quickly than
C_S and C,AF (127).
J
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where Qo is the resistivity at low frequencies (100 Hz) and
high frequencies (300 KHz).

Q

is the resistivity at

ac

The decreasing basicity of clinker is accompanied by a decrease in the early heat
evolution rate and an increase in 28-day strength (128).
,
In the case of belitic cements, an important role is also played by the cooling ra e
of the rlinker which influences the phase transformations of C.S and therefore the
contents of the phases which are hydraulically the most active (129)
* The hydration degree of the main phases varies with time to a different extent from
cement to cement (130). This depends on the chemical and mineralogical differences
existing between the phases and the differences existing in the environment where
hydration occurs.The minor elements contained in the clinker, by modifying the
■;
phases, affect ' the progress of
composition and the structure of the different
the case of
the reaction differs from
hydration (131) and consequently, as in t„"
*
/
'
' ■
that of the corresponding pure compound (132).
and temperature of firing, affect
The firing conditions, i.e., rate of heating
the hydration of the cements since
they influences the characteristics of the
clinker components. With a slower heating rate, the alite crystals are larger
S h^atlon is slower at first, faster later. Th, Shall alite crystals behave
instead in the opposite way. In the case of belite, the^ greater hydration rate is
obtained when the crystals are comparatively large (133).
of the
Also the grain size distribution influences the hydration and properties ^rthe
pastes. Fine-grained cements « 20 urn) hydrate faster than coarse-grained ones (S 63
S ankXe Pastes with
lower porosity and
higher flexural and compressive
strengths^ This result is obtained only if the w/c ratios are the same, but if the

comparison is made with equal consistencies, the properties of finer cements, whi
hav^a higher water demand, grow worse. Practically speaking, optimal values both
of the microstructure and of the physical and mechanical properties, are achieved

when the cements have intermediate finenesses « 40 *m) (134).
- ,
As a consequence of the large number of factors that take part in the hydration,
every cement forms a case apart, at least from a quantitative viewpoint.
,
_
« The hydration degree of the cement and of its constituents increases with the
^perltLe, but the effect on belite hydration is far higher than that observed
.
fluence of gypsum on cement hydration and the fact that the strength tnoreases
4?tb fts content
to a maximum value (optimum) beyond which it decreases is a
for this strength increase is not yet known, but
well known fact. The reason i— ----of hydration or
does
of
does not
not appear
appear to
vu depend
исрыш on
wu the density
--------- -- the products
differences in pore. distribution (136). The optimum value may be established
dXriii^inL "besides strength, the
hydration heat or the quantity of C vvl

it
on
hv
by

formed (137).
control by
of hydration
When clinker phases contain potassium, the effectiveness
in ' the' early stages of
gypsum
diminishes and the consistency of the pastes
hydration increases (138).
on the form in which the
The deceleration of the hydration, however, also depends anhydrite,
aphthitalite
be
found:
gypsum,
semi-hydrate,
.
sulphate is to
.
In
syngenite (CaSO .К SO .HO).
theCfs^^minu^s1 tT^lXt effectivi actitn is performed by "the a^tKitalite,
the most powerful by calcium langbeinite

and syngenite. The behaviour changes afte

toe^nswtion rate of C A depends on the preparation ,of
higher when the gypsum is Interground rather than with mixed with the clink

(
( 39)

Phosphogypsum is an abundant by-product of the

production of

phosphoric

acid

itTontai
T
thS Cement indUStry 1S limited ЬУ the
that the impurities
hvdration■ deriVatlVeS
Phosphoric acid, interfere with the clinker's normal
Jdration increasing setting time and considerably reducing the flexural strength
after
fter

iTa
COm₽ressive strength, instead, makes up for the initial delay
14 days and may exceed even that of samples with natural gypsum (140).

sinceg^,PSUmS1 COm,lng fr°m Chemical synthesis interfere with the cement hydration
since they slow down setting owing to the organic substances they contain (141).
Kie hydration of Portland cement is only slightly accelerated by the increase in
efferTa™ С?П nt\
1S Str°ngly delayed when the optimum
is
exceeded. The
strenatheePh
0П1
C®meQt'S sPecific surface, but in any case the mechanical
CdXx:: (tT
th= vater co-bined> iie"11 depends cioseir -’■i th<=

ccording to some studies (143), water treated magnetically at 3,000 S for 0.1-0.3
sec would promote hydration reactions and the thickening of the texture of the

cement paste.
The water,
containing 0.5-2% of Fe 0 (on cement
basis)
would
increase the concrete's strength by 6-8% (144). It3 Йаз also been reported that
cement pastes mixed
with low w/c ratios (0.2?) and with plasticizer, after
to № tte28°da‘s20(^rS Wlth P0SltlVe °r positlve™^tlv= p«larl.atio„, exceed

* Careful curing mainly means storing the pastes in an environment
with a high
relative humidity. Figure 18 shows that if curing takes place under 100% R.H.
conditions, the alite achieves
an 80% hydration degree after
14 days and 95% after 90 days.
If the R.H. is 60%, instead,
the
hydration degree only
goes up to . 65% ■ after 14 days
and
the
value
remains
unchanged at least for 40
days.
The
effect
of
the
humidity is even stronger for
C2S.
CA
and
C AF
have
4 .
behaviours which are
similar
to C S and C S respectively
(146)3.
2
CURING RELATIVE HUMIDITY (%)
* The addition of fine materials
FIG* 18; Alite and belite hydration against
to portland cemeht accelerates
curing relative humidity:
the hydration of the Portland
(A) alite, 14 d; (O) alite, 90 d;
cements
and
of
its
(□)
belite, 14 d; (O) belite, 90d
constituents, This effect is
produced both by
such inert
powders as rutile (147) and by active powders such as slag, fly ashes and silica
fume (148).
,lM.1tu^WC<MÖ1rl‘Li? ?*PeratUre acceleratcs th= hardening of cements at
p

nasf» a- •
At hlgher temperatures, the compressive strength Rc of the
es diminishes, while the Rc/porosity ratio does not change (150).

As the temperature increases the hydration degree always keeps increasing, but
the bound water and the free lime present are maximum between 50 and 70°C. This is
interpreted
assuming that the temperature increase leads to the formation of
hydrates with increasing lime content and diminishing water content. A temperature
increase accelerates gypsum consumption but makes the AFt phase instable (150). The
heating may
be obtained
using high-frequency waves for 15*40 minutes. The
induction period is abbreviated but with regard to hydration degree and compressive
strength, no difference is observed after 11-12 hours between the samples treated
with microwaves and those cured under standard conditions (151)•
* Electrolites present in the solution, whatever their origin, interfere with cement
hydration. Some are added to the cement intentionally and should therefore be
considered admixtures. The hydration of portland cement in an 0.5-1.0
M NaOH
solution does not change■the nature of hydration products but only their kinetics of
formation. Under these conditions, the gypsum consumption rate and the . . ettringite
formation rate increase, as the formation rates of C-S-H and portlandite do.
If
however the concentration of NaOH exceeds 2.0 M, the formation of the
sulphoaluminates is delayed and a sodium-substituted monosulphate is formed rather
than ettringite (152). Sodium silicate delays the hydration of the Al bearing
phases, but if also Na HPO is present, the hydration is accelerated (153). Owing to its high electrolyte content, sea water modifies the course of hydration
observed when using fresh water, such as drinking water, river water and underground
water. At the beginning of hydration the sea water causes the precipitation of
gypsum and subsequently the reduction of the quantity of portlandite (154). The
precipitation of gypsum is observed already 2 minutes after mixing with sea water
^55)'
.....
Compared with drinking water the other waters give the same products of hydration
but they generally modify setting times and strength (156).
Cement and concrete admixtures consist of inorganic and organic compounds and
may be simple or complex. Their action may be chemical, physical or chemico-physical.
In this paper of course only the action exercised on the cement hydration process is

considered.
The admixtures
a) the content
ettringite; d)
evolution rate;

- -■
■
influence the progress of hydration considerably because they modify:
of bound water; b) the content of free lime; c) the
content
of
the content of residual gypsum; e) the hydration degree; f) the heat
g) the volume of the solids; h) the rheology; i) the setting and the

hardening.

.

-

* CaCl
accelerate the hydration of C S and C A and modifies a)b)c). The bound water
clä.oride-free pastes probably because a
increases against that contained in the
■
slightly water-richer C-S-H is formed. Portlandite
diminishes most likely due to a
higher C/S ratio of the C-S-H (157). The addition of electrolites such as CaCl
accelerates the dissolution of the cement minerals owing to an increase of the H
bonds between the liquid phase and the solid phases of the water-cement system
(158). Among the chlorides, the strongest accelerating
action is induced by the
trivalent ions
Al , Fe3+,
Cr3+
(159). The influence of the alkaline
and
alkaline-earth halogenides may be expressed by the equation CCP .. = rc/^.
where CCP is a chemical crystal parameter, and r and ra
are the radii of the
cation and the anion respectively and лxay is the difference of electronegativities

(160).

Other salts, such as NaNO and NaSCN, give results similar to CaCl„ when compared on
equal molar bases (161). 13
.
■
'
■
When 01 •’ NO and NO^are added to portland cement mortars, their concentrations in
the pore solution diminish quickly in the first 24 hours and then more slowly.
After 14 days the concentration has diminished by 65%, 75% and 70% respectively.
The submersion of the mortar samples in a 3% solution of 1 NaCl immediately boosts
the concentration of Cl
in the pores, but it starts at once to diminish again
(162). The ion concentration in the pores diminishes progressively although the free
water diminishes with time. This means that a part of the ions is incorporated in
the hydrated phases.

* The addition of 2% of NaNO^ and of CatHCOO)^ suppresses the destructive effects of
freezing when the cement is hydrated at ■ —10°C, but also modifies the progress of
hydration. Indeed, the contents of portlandite, of calcium aluminate hydrates,
of
the complex salt C^A.CatNO^J^.lOH^O and of calcium silicate hydrate increase (163).

* Phenol, catechol and pyrogallql slow down, in increasing order of strength, the
final setting of white cement. All three, but above all the last two, diminish
the hydration degree measured by the residual content of C S,
the
portlandite
content and the content of non-evaporable water. In the first 5 hours the three
. phqnols reduce, with growing effect, the initial concentration of Ca++ , 0H+ and K+
in that order (164)« N-ligninsulphonate and melamine are used as water reducers, but
they also have a delaying effect on the hydration
of C S and C A. Saccharose
instead only depresses the hydration of C S, but not
1
of C3AV (157) as the
quantity of ettringite which forms increases
The delaying effect of melment is shown by the reduction in content of free lime
and the lower degree of C S hydration; in any case, pastes with admixture have a
strength exceeding that of the control pastes (165) already after 24 hours.
The delaying action performed by the
ligninsulphonate
is stressed by the heat
evolution rate curve whose peak is so much more delayed the higher the admixture
content (166). In this context it is pointed out that the variations of the heat
evolved (167)(168) and of the paste rheology (166) do not depend only on the
admixture, since identical admixtures have different effects
with
differe.nicements.
* In considering the effectiveness of admixtures, it is often forgotten
that their
action depends heavily on
the
cement with which they are used (168)(167). An
example is provided by three different admixtures used with two different cements
(A) and (B) for class G oil wells (168). CaCl
accelerates the
hydration
of
cement A to a- limited extent, bringing forward and increasing slightly the 2nd
peak of the heat flow curve, while brings forward and increases considerably the
peak of cement B. CaCl
lowers the saturation factor of Ca++ in the pore solution
of cement A, leaves unchanged that of cement B. A superplasticizer (polynaphthalene
sulphonate), slightly enhances the 2nd
peak of cement A's heat evolution, delays
that of cement B. The saturation factor of Ca
remains unchanged in cement A,
grows at first in B.
The retarder calcium glucoheptonate shifts the second peak from 8 to 12 hours for
cement A and from 8 to 40 hours for cement B. The saturation factor is unchanged in
cement A, while it diminishes considerably in B. These data show how <iiffir.nlt. it
is to evaluate the behaviour of an admixture according to tests conducted merely
using a single cement.

* a-hydroxy carboxylic acids are retarders, but citric acid and lactic acid deviate
from this behaviour. Citric acid
is known as a retarder, but in concentrations
below
0.1% it behaves like an accelerator (169).
Lactic acid, unlike
other
a-hydrpxy carboxylic acids, is a setting accelerator and its action is revealed by
the innrease of non-evaporable water and of the heat of hydration and the growth
of the first'peak of the heat evolution curve due to aluminates (170).
Admixtures stress volume changes in the early stages
of hydration. For instance.
accelerators increase early shrinkage while retarding agents increase swelling (see
figs. 19 and 20). However, the effects also depend on the content and type of
cement,
and
the
specific
action of a given admixture
must therefore be tested with
each specific cement (171)»
* There is a weak correlation
between slowing
down of the
hydration and sorption of the
organic retarding agents on
the cement. This means that
the
- molecules
of
the
admixtures do not act through
the formation of a protective
laye-r on clinker particles.
It is thus more likely that
the slowing down
of
the
hydration
caused
by
the
admixture
is
due
to
a
reduction of the permeability
of
the hydrated phase that
forms as soon as water comes
in • contact with the cement or
to the poisoning of the growth
of portlandite nuclei (172)
(173).
The effectiveness of admixtunes also ’ depends on the
temperature as well as, of
course, on their nature. At
20°C, CaCl brings forward and
raises
the 2nd
peak
and
reduces the induction period
as its content increases (up
to 1 mol/1 = 4-9% of the
cement). At 5°C there is no
longer a sequential response
to the increase of CaCl^ and
the greatest acceleration is
obtained when the
concen
tration achieves . 0.3 mol/1•
The presence of shoulders in
the heat evolution curve, with
0.5 and 1.0 mol solutions of

.

TIME (hours) -

FIG. 19: Volume, change with 5% accelera
tors. Control = SRPC cement

TIME (hours)
FIG. 20: Volume change with retarder.
Control = 35F OFC

CaCl2 suggests that the reactions that occur at 10°C are different from those that
occurring at 20°C.
' "
At 20°C the maximum effect is observed with Ca(HCOO)
at the 0.3 M concentration,
but in any case its effectiveness is less than that of CaCl . At 5-0.1 M and 0.3 M
the solutions show an accelerating effect, whereas those at 0.5-1.0 M show a
retarding effect (174).
'
3*3 Structure and composition of the hydrated portland cement pastes

'

3*3.1 - Thehydrated phases - Polished slices of synthetic clinker have been soaked in
a Ca(0H)2 and CaSO saturated solution containing 0.2 mole/litre of KOH and have-been
examined under the SEM to study the formation of hydrated phases on the surfaces under
non-restrieted growth conditions. The phases recognized were hydrated calcium
aluminates, AFt (ettringite), AFm (monosulphate) and C-S-H. Considering the type of
specimen used, it is evident that the phases had formed by topochemical reaction. The
first hydrated phases observed were calcium aluminates, and not sulphoaluminates. No
portlandite was observed among the products of hydration, which evidently precipitated
far from the clinker surface (175). The tests do not of course exclude that the
other hydrated . phases form, even far from the clinker surface, through a dissolution
and precipitation mechanism. The variability of C-S-H composition is also observed
at microscopic level, since the C/S ratio of the calcium silicate hydrate diminishes
as thedistance from alite and portlandite increases. Indeed, while the average C/S
ratio of the cement paste was 1.7, that in the proximity of alite and portlandite rose
to 2 (176).
,
During the cement hydration the polymerization degree of the silica increases
with time, but less quickly than observed in C S and C S. The extent of polymerization
depends on other factors as well, including the composition of
the
liquid phase,
since it is greater with distilled water and lesser when (SiOj is substituted with
(SO ) and (A1OJ(177).
4
4
4
The sensitivity of C-S-H to ambient conditions is confirmed by the formation of
oligomers with a higher degree of polycondensation, when the hardening of the cement
and of the C S occurs under deformation (178). When the cement contains alkali« and
magnesium, the infrared spectrum of the hydrated
pastes shows changes that are
interpreted as the result of variations in composition and structure's
of C-S-H
(179).
.
'
Trimethylsililation is useful to analyse the structure of . cement sill rate
hydrates, but the preparation of the polyorganosiloxanes may lead to side reactions
if the ' Lentz method is followed,‘and thus it is preferable to follow Tamas' modified
method (180). The composition of portland cement pastes becomes stable with time
because the compositions of inner and outer hydrates of modern portland cement
pastes are the same as those to be found in cement - pastes hydrated for 136 years
(181).
*

A fundamental component of the hydrated phases is water, but the problem of the
exact determination of the bound water is a hard one to solve since a part of the
bound water is relatively labile and goes lost under severe drying conditions. This is
the case with the interlayer water of C-S-H and structural water of ettringite.
The problem has been set aside in the past by considering
not so
much the bound

water as the so-called non-evaporable water which remains at 23°C when the water
pressure is kept at 5-Ю
Torr. Starting from the
composition
of the single
hydrated phases and from the relevant quantities in which they are present in the
cement, it has been calculated that the bound water in fully hydrated cements is
approximately 30% of the calcined mass, and not 22% as calculated with D-drying. The
first value corresponds to the quantity of water which remains in pastes dried at 18°C
and 11% R.H. (182).

A relation between the C/S ratio and the strength of the paste has not yet been
fmind most likely because of the heterogeneous nature of the paste at microscopic
level. For instance, the C-S-H adjacent to the' still unhydrated cement
grains
which formed at 50°C is
more
compact and stronger
than
that formed at 5°C.
However, since the C-S-H which precipitates at 50° in the interstices between the
cement grains is more porous than that formed at . 5°C, the strength of cements cured
at 50°C is less than that of cements cured at 5°C, which have a more uniform
structure (183).
'
.

In ordinary portland cements, the SO^/C^A mol ratio varies between 0.7 and
1.2 and the final product of C A hydration should therefore be monosulphate or one
of its solid solutions -Often, however, even several years later, only ettringite
is found. The failure to transform from tri to monosulphate is due to the CO coming
from
outside
or contained in the paste as calcite, that reacts with the C A,
untransformed into ettringite, forming monocarboaluminate and hemicarboaluminate.
When CO . is absent, the ettringite is transformed, as expected, into monosulphate
(120). 20n the other hand the quantity of ettringite in hardened cements is often
higher than .calculated according to the SO 2“ content, because it may be replaced by
the anions CO 2“ and OH
in its lattice (184).

* The cement paste may react with the aggregates ’ forming compounds that are not
observed in the hardened portland cement pastes. Disregarding pathological cases
such as the silica alkali reaction, C^S and portland cement react with marble
surfaces to obtain a basic calcium hydrate 'carbonate CaCH0^-Ca(0H)2-H20 of variable
composition (185).
.
the
marble-cement paste interface: a)
Two further reactions may take place at
attack of the calcite by the alkaline pore solution and precipitation of the calcium
hydroxide b) formation of carboaluminate SCaO.Al^^.CaCO^.llH^ and of the
hemicarbonate 3CaO.Al 0 .^CaCO .12H20.
The presence of carboaluminates in the rock-paste interface appears to improve the
interface bond, but the comparatively large and oriented portlandite crystals that
precipitate by effect of reaction a) weaken it (186) .
3.3.2 The pore solution - The pore solution of the cement pastes has a strong ion
force and contains significant quantities of complex ions. The electric conductivity
of cement paste, which releases a lot of ions as soon as it comes into contact with
water, is therefore higher than that of C-S pastes (187).
* The pore solution quickly becomes oversaturated with
regard to
gypsum
and
portlandite. In the case of gypsum the supersaturation diminishes rapidly and
after 20 minutes is little higher than 1, while in the case of sodium and
potassium sulphates it remains considerably above 1. In
any case, the gypsum
saturation factor remains constant throughout the period of latency.
* The saturation curve of portlandite depends on the type of sulphate used. The curve

maximum of tCa
1 does not coincide with the end of the induction period (188),.
* In the pore solution of the portland cement pastes and in the cement mixes
containing slag, fly ash, silica fume,
the alkaline ions prevail by far over the
Ca
ions,, but each time
the concentration of the alkalis diminishes ГCa++ J
increases.
The other elements are always present in very small quantities (see
table 5) (189).
.
- .

TABLE 5: Data for the pore waters (ion concentrations in mg/1)

SPP

Volume*
Age&
w/c

Na
К
Cd
Mg
Al
SI
Fe
Icalcc
Ehd
PH

8
10
0.5

CPA

4
4
0.36

SRP
9
9
0.5

1500
1800
6300
5700
90
20
0.2
0.1
5
30
6
6
0.5
0.5
0.23
0.22

600
600
470
0.2
5
6
0.5
0.04

139
-196
13.4
13.2

84
13.1

MP

9
10
0.5

'

ALP
7
10
0.5

FAP
8
■ 10
0.5

SIP
4.
10
0.35

3200
4200
1600
6000
100 . 7500
50
1
15
0.1
0.06
0.15
5
2800
15
6
6
6
0."5
0.9
0.7
0.29
0.18
0.26

300
700
130
0.1
5
6
0.5
0.03

-377
13.5

134
12.4

131
13.3

106
13.4

a Volume of pore water pressed from 0.2 kg solid, ml . .
Age of cement paste sample before pore water pressing and analysis,
months
c Calculated according to 1= 0.5 2C<Zj2 M
d in mV

The pH of the pore solution increases rapidly after mixing up to a peak value which
is achieved so much the faster, the lower the w/c ratio (190). For a time, the
composition of the pore solution does not represent a system in equilibrium, not
only due to supersaturation in Ca
, but also to the presence of other ions
in the solution.
For example ISO 2-lalso depends on I0H~i. Only when hydration
has advanced and the SO “ions have almost all been removed from the solution does
the Fratim relation which links tCa 1 to ГОН-! remain valid (191).
» The complexity of equilibriums or pseudo-equilibriums existing in the pore solution
is increased by the
presence of
polymeric additions. For instance, 5-15% of a
styrene-acrylate (SA) and a polyinylidene chloride (PVDC) lower the concentration of
H
ions, while the addition of a styrene-acrilate modified with silane (SA+c.a.)
increases +it. All three polymers lower the concentration of Ca++
and increase
that of Na
and, slightly, К
and interfere with that of So2"(192).

3«3«3 The microstructure -By applying a special liquid air cooling technique, the
cement pastes may be observed under the SEN immediately after mixing. Five minutes,
later the portland cement particles are more or lesfe agglomerated and the average
thickness of the water film around the particles is 3»m instead of 9l
*m
as appears
from the calculation. After the induction period, in addition to the ettringite, also
the C-S-H starts to precipitate and the cement particles start to agglomerate by
effect of the bonds formed by the calcium silicate hydrate. At the end of setting, the
C-S-H deposited at the points of contact between the cement particles forms a
three-dimensional network (193)»

As the hydration progresses, the particles weld together, and the unhydrated
alite appears covered by C-S-H. This compound appears formed by an inner and an outer
product whose boundary is clearly distinguishable, as the latter has a comparatively
more porous texture (194)
*
The ТЕМ makes it possible to distinguish the areas of the
inner product and of the fibrillar■outer product together with large CH crystals and
small AFm crystals (195)•
The inner product has a C/S ratio of 1.5 ± 0.15 and is generally lacking Al,
S and K. The outer product formed by a fibrillar gel has a different and a slightly
more variable composition (C/S = 1.6 ± 0.2) and is frequently contaminated by Al, К
and S. Sometimes a further component is present: hydrotalcite (195)The presence of the so-called duplex film on the particles of aggregate formed
by a continuous layer of portlandite backed
up by a layer of " C-S-H is still
controversial since other papers report that only C-S-H has been observed. However,
the surface of the cement matrix left uncovered by the pull-out
of - the aggregate
grains was shown to be formed by portlandite (196). On the other hand the duplex film
has never been observed in mortars prepared with different types of aggregate, and
coating of C-S-H observed on the sand grains is similar to that observed on fly ash
particles
blended with C S. The morphology of the paste " suggests that the
precipitation of calcium silicate hydrate probably takes place
during early
hydration. The C/S ratio of the coating has normal values. The CH has been seen close
to the interface, but rarely in contact with the aggregate (197)

* In the presence of superplasticizers the dispersion degree of cement is initially
very high and therefore the ' early phases of hydration occur without bridges and
agglomerations forming (193)«
Ligninsulphonate has a dispersing action comparable to that of naphthalene sulphonate
condensate with formaldehyde, but it accelerates the formation of ettringite (193)
* When casting the cement paste on a marble surface a film of portlandite on the
aggregate can be observed whose crystals have an orientation index that diminishes
at increasing distances from the interface (198). A .high orientation index means
that the planes (001) of the CH are preferably parallel to the surface of the
aggregate and this fact is accounted for by the thermodynamic principle of minimum
energy (199).
The orientation of portlandite, expressed
by
I(001)/l(101) XRD peak intensity
ratio, depends on several factors. The orientation index is higher with quartz than
with marble when the surface of the aggregate is smooth rather than rough, and
tends to zero as the distance from the interface increases also when the silica
fume content increases (199).
- The addition of melamine sulphonate resin to the cement reduces the ratio of

peaks I(001)/l(101), whereas the addition of naphthalene sulphonate resin does not
cause any changes (200). The ratio diminishes also with time and the w/c ratio.
The latter circumstance induces one to feel that the higher value of I(001)/l(101)
- encountered at the cement/aggregate interface as compared to the paste may also be
due to different causes than that of an oriented growth of portlandite crystals
for example to changes of CH morphology (200).
Diminishing
the
thickness of the transition zone
and
the formation of the
compound SCaO.Al^.CaCO^.ll H20, as a consequence of the reaction between marble
and cement paste, increases the strength of the bond between paste and aggregate

The existence of an orientation index appears to be in contrast with what we
said earlier on the absence of portlandite on the sand grains (197), but it must be
remembered that composites consisting of an ordinary mortar cannot be compared with
composites obtained by casting the cement paste on a piece of smooth and fairly
large aggregate. The latter do not represent very
well
the
true structure of
mortars and concretes, especially with regard to the concentration and orientation
of the phases. By completely wrappings a piece of aggregate in cement paste a macro
structure more similar to that of actual concrete is obtained (201).
With this configuration it has been seen that the ■ farther one
gets
from the
surface of the aggregate, the more the quantity of anhydrous material increases,
while the quantity of portlandite diminishes only slightly, and
the
porosity
diminishes considerably. In any case, the
difference
only involves the first
ЗО-4О im (201).
* The reduction of the w/c ratio makes it possible to prepare high-strength concretes
(Rc> 100 MPa) as a result of reduced porosity and greater compactness; however, also
the microstructure is affected since portlandite crystals have smaller dimensions,
the C-S-H has lower crystallinity and contains a larger number of foreign ions
(202).
'

* Around the entrained air voids, the paste
from the bulk paste because of its greater
fact assume that the greater stability of
content of alkalis in the cement may be
and К
around the voids (203).
* Also accelerating admixtures such as CaCl
of the hydrated pastes (174).

forms a shell that is distinguishable
density and alkali content. One may in
the void observed with the increasing
linked to this localization of Na

and Ca(HC00)„
2

can modify

the morphology

3-4
3Porosity - Porosity can be considered an intrinsic constituent of the cement
paste which influences all the properties of concrete, from strength to durability.
Porosity and pore size distribution depend, sometimes in a very complex manner, on
a number of factors.
* The overall porosity of portland cement pastes made up with high w/c ratios
(0.8-1.0) ceases to diminish
after three (and
perhaps two) days of hydration,
while at lower
ratios (0.4-0.6) it continues to diminish at least up to ages
exceeding 60 days. Under the former conditions, the linear relationship between
overall porosity and strength, which on the contrary continues to grow, no longer
prevails. At the same time the capillary porosity diminishes and that of the gel

increases (see fig. 21) (171)
thus the relationship between
capillary ' porosity
and
strength ■ still exists. As
regards the BET
specific
surface and strength, pastes
being considerably rich in
water and pastes with a lower
w/c ratio show the
same
dependence on the hydration
degree (204).

* Gypsum
affects
not
only
compressive strength, shrin
kage
and
expansion
in
autoclave,
but
also
the
structure of the hydrated
products and of the pores
(205). Cement pastes mixed
with the same quantity of
water - and having the same
hydration degree, but cured
at different temperatures and
for different times
have
different porosities. Namely,
the
overall
porosity ' is
the. greater the higher the
curing temperature. Here the
difference chiefly regards
the volume of the larger
pores (206).

FIG. 21: Porosity versus age in pastes
'
different w/c ratios

with

* The influence of the addition
of electrolites on cement
hydration also involves the
porosity of mortar and of
concrete which, for instance,
becomes
greater
in
the
presence of NaOH (207).
The cement paste of concrete
and mortar is - more porous
than that of the plain paste
and the difference increases
with time (208).

* Paste curing at low relative
humidity causes the relative
volumes of pores with dia
meter 4 37 nm to diminish,
since the reaction that leads’
to the formation of the gel

FIG. 22: Large porosity (pore width > 37 nm)
'
against curing relative humidity:
(A) 14 days; (o) 90 days
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4. IHE HYBMTION OF CEMENTS CONTAININC BLASTFUBNACE SIMS
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peak of the heat evolution rate is shifted forward its fineness, but since the 2nd
slas
о accelerates the hydration of the clinker (212)/ one must assume that the
Slag modifies the heat evolution curve also
from
since its causes a 3rd
a qualitative viewpoint
peak
to
appear
which
cannot
be
hydration (I85).
ascribed to the clinker
The slag content Lbegins to diminish after
two
remains fairly high even after
days
of hydration, but
—‘ a year. The grinding fineness
affects the hydration of

the slag to a greater extent than it does the hydration of clinker (213)« Slag, is
shown to be hydrated to a 40% extent after 28 days. This activity is followed by a
period of latency which lasts for about five months. The reaction starts up again
but, about one year after mixing, stops for at least another year (214)« The step
occurs although a part of the slag is still unreacted after one year (215). Raising
the temperature accelerates hydration of the slag (table 6) (214).

.
By curing slag cement pastes
under adiabatic conditions for three
days the curve of the variation of
temperature
shows
5
peaks
of
different intensity depending on the
SO content (216).
Concluding, all these test evidences
lead one to suppose that the slag
hydration process is more complex
than is commonly supposed.

4.3 Structure and composition of cement

TABLE 6: BSF. hydrated (on ign. wt.%)
in blended cements

Curing■
Temp. *C
25
40
55

pastes

curing time (months)
0.5 1
3
6 12 24
49
54

42
46
53

40
51
55

40
61
60

62
61
-

62
-

containing slag

4.3.I The Hydrated phases - The hydrated phases observed in pastes containing
slag cured at 25°C for 90 days are the same as present in plain portland
cement
pastes, including calcite,
although
in different proportions (217).
However,
alongside common compounds, AFm, CH, CSH, also hydrotalcite, gehlenite and massaite
have been observed (218). The phases formed by the hydration of slag incorporate
a
part of free calcium hydroxide, since the portlandite begins to diminish already
after 2 days (213). For this reason the Ca(OH)
content of the cements containing
30% of slag is slightly but systematically lower than that.calculated by diluting
the portland cement with the same quantity of inert material (219).

By increasing the slag content the C/S and C/S+A ratios of the C-S-H diminish
significantly while the Al content in the calcium silicate hydrate increases
(215)(194). On a microscopic level, the C-S-H formed by hydration of the slags has a
C/S ratio = 1.6, which diminishes as its Al content increases (194).
In slag cements the C/S ratio of the C-S-H close to the as yet unhydrated alite is
1.9, but it drops quickly down to 1.6 as one moves away from the anhydrous gram.
4.3.2 The pore solution - Slag contributes to the total concent of alkalis in the pore
solution (220).Replacing 60-70% of the clinker with slag reduces considerably the
tOH~ 1 in the pore solution but does not modify the pH to any great extent. In the
presence of slag the Na+ concentration in the pore solution increases although the
diminishes. This behaviour is noticed between
slag lacks sodium, while that of К
20 and 55°C and does not appear to change at least during the 24 months of curing
(218). The slag also diminishes the ICa
1, which naturally tends to decrease with
time.

At 20°C the concentration of SO
■ remains unchanged if a part of the clinker
is replaced with slag, but at 55°C 4the concentration of the sulphate proves higher
than that of the reference cement paste and the gap grows considerably as curing

proceeds (218).

.

4*3-3 Microstructure - With blended cements the dispersion of the particles
is higher than observed in Portland cements,
the average thickness of
round the particles being 1.5-2.0 Mm with 50% of rough slag and approx.
25%
of
fine slag. In any case, the thickness of the water film round
particles is greater than observed round the clinker grains (193)

in water
the water
1 Mm with
the slag

3-4
4Porosity - The porosity of slag cements diminishes in time, but is
so much
higher the greater the slag content (215) and therefore it is always greater
than that of the reference portland cement (217).

Porosity being equal, the specific surface of the paste appears to
be
little affected by
the
slag/clinker
ratio (215). Slag also modifies "the
distribution of the pores and in slag cements the percentage of finer pores is higher
than in portland cements.
"

5. THE HYDRATION OF CEMENTS CONTAINING POZZOLANA

Pozzolanas are materials without hydraulic properties but are capable of
hardening as a consequence of their reaction with calcium hydroxide and water. The
family comprises both natural materials, which have been .used for
thousands of
years, and artificial materials, such as fly ashes, silica fume, burnt clay, of more
recent use.The
family of the pozzolanas includes materials
of
widely varying
composition, but all of them very rich in silica.
Among the fly ashes it is necessary to distinguish the silico-aluminous
ones which, being poor in lime and rich in vitreous phases,
behave like typical
natural pozzolanas, from
the calcareous ones which, as they
contain
hydraulic
components, may even harden without adding lime from outside (221).
Pozzolana-containing cements are obtained' by an intimate blend
of portland
cement and pozzolana. The portland clinker, by hydrating, supplies the necessary
lime for the pozzolanic reaction to take place.

1
5-

Kinetics of the Hydration of Cements Containing Pozzolanas

It is a known fact that the. pozzolanic reaction generally becomes perceivable
only several days after mixing and in any case after the hydration of the clinker
has
progressed considerably. The reaction rate however varies depending on the
material and if fly ashes show a reaction only after a week, silica fume shows signe
of reaction after less than one day (222). In any case, the presence of the pozzolana
affects the hydration of the clinker after a very short time. By replacing 10% of a
portland cement with a very active tufa, the alite hydration is accelerated (223).
Replacing 20-40% of the portland cement with
fly
ashes delays, instead, the
appearance of the 2nd peak in the heat evolution curve, but makes it higher (224).

The cement's overall heat of hydration diminishes the more so the greater the
replacement of the
portland
cement
with silico-aluminous
fly
ashes.
With
calcareous fly ashes, instead, the hydration heat may be higher than the reference
cement owing to the free lime and anhydrite content (^25).

* As is known, excellent artificial pozzolanas are obtained by burning clays. In
blends of portland cement and burnt clay the bound water diminishes as the
percentage of pozzolana increases. For all mixes,
hydration, measured
by the
value of the bound water, does not vary sequentially with the rise of the firing
temperature (22ö).
* The addition of 5-10% of silica fume to portland cement increases the
heat of
hydration since it accelerates the hydration of C S. During the f
first' ‘. three" days
the hydration of the C A appears instead to be fairly delayed (227).
'
Microsilica increases tne initial heat evolution.rate, but since it. practically does
not react in the early hours, it may be inferred that at the
beginning
its
particles act like nucleation centres
for
the
clinker's hydration products
(228).
.
The microsilica added to the portland cement is consumed by the lime which forms
progressively and for this reason it may be observed under the ТЕМ after 28
days only if it is present in appreciable quantities, i.e., exceeding 15% (229).
In portland cements
the
kinetics
of hydration may
be monitored by the
increase of non-evaporable water, but with cements containing silica fume this is
impossible, since the evaporable water diminishes between 90 and 550 days even if
the pozzolanic reaction continues (222).
.
The different influence of the type of pozzolanic additions on the early hydration of
portland cements has been recently summarized as follows (230). In the first 4 hours
the natural pozzolanas-and microsilica increase the 2nd peak of the heat evolution
rate and therefore accelerate the clinker hydration. Fly ashes cause an increase of
the 2nd peak but delay its appearance, that is they extend the induction period since
they contain unburnt organic products that delay hydration of alite. For this reason
combustion of the compounds causes the heat delay do disappear (230).

5.2

Structure and composition of

the

pozzolana-containing cement paste

5»2.1 The hydrated phases - The hydrated phases found in pastes of pozzolanacontaining cements are
essentially the same as those present in
portland cement
pastes, at least as long as the overall composition of the two types of cement does
not differ too much. In cements with fly ashes CSH, CH and AFm and hydrogarnet are
formed (195)» AFm may sometimes lack, while an unknown phase and vaterite (CaC03) may
be present (218).
'
.
The C/S molar ratio of C-S-H of cements containing ■ 40% of - fly ash is 1.2 on the
average, but in the proximity of alite the ratio is higher. With 10% of microsilica
The result
the average C/S ratio is 1.4, i.e. higher than that of fly ash (194)«
might be explained by the fact that the ash-containing cement has an overall C/S ratio
which is lower than cement containing silica fume.
.
A high microsilica content (30%) gives rise to a C-S-H with a very low C/S molar
ratio, which achieves 1.1 on the surface of the clinker particles and drops to 0.68 as far
from these particles (231). In other cases, with an undefined but probably lower
clinker/microsilica ratio the C/S proved to be 0.80-0.18 (232).
In cements containing microsilica the dimerization ' process, expressed by the h^/h^
ratio of the peaks height of the dimer and of the monomer, increase with time. It is
only . slightly higher than that of the portland cement before 55 days (233) and the
same after 250 days (234)«

5.2.2 The pore solution -The composition of the pore solution is changed since apart
of the clinicer is replaced by pozzolana material (220). This may combine portlandite
and may contribute to increasing or decreasing the overall alkali content, for example
.by lowering the
C/S ratio of C-S-H and thus increase its capacity
to fix
the
alkalis.

*:Fly ashes di mini sh the concentration of Ca
and OH
in the pore solution (218)
but the drop is less than that caused by the replacement with sand (235)- Changes
in the composition of the pore solution caused by fly ashes are variable and they
depend on their alkali contents and on the type of the alkali containing compound
(218).
Thi я variability has been observed in 30-70 mixes of two fly ashes with a portland
cement. One was much richer in alkalis than the cement, the other moderately richer
(218)(236).
■
'

The concentrations of Na+ and K+ in the pore solution grow for 14 days both in the
case of portland cement and in the case of blended cements (236). After 14 days the
concentrations stabilize. The first ash causes [Na+] to increase and the second to
diminish as against the concentration to be found in the portland cement paste. Also
{fc^Jdepends on the initial potassium content in the ash, but is always lower than
that observed with plain portland cement (218). The variability in the behaviour of
' the alkalis of fly ashes may be ascribed to the presence of easily soluble alkalis
in addition to alkalis rooted in the vitreous matrix of the fly ashes (218).

* Microsilica considerably reduces I Na 1 and IK 1 of the pore solution, with 16%
replacement hydration, the pH does not drop below 12.7 (222) or 12.8 (219) after 550
days of hydration. By increasing the microsilica contents up to 20% the pH decreases
only slightly (237)(189). Minor changes occur also when.- the Na20 equivalent

content changes (219)«
Microsilica is considerably more reactive than other common pozzolanic materials
and therefore it controls the alkalis in the solution more effectively. In any case,
with or without fly ash, the concentration of - Na
and К
in the solution
increases with time (236).
Microsilica present to the extent of 20% in a cement accelerates
of OH- , K+ and Na++. The concentrations of the three ions attains
hours, but then they decline rapidly. This fact suggests
that
partly inr.nrporated in the solide hydrated phases (228)(see fig.
The reduction of the concentration of alkalis (Me ) is attended

early dissolution
a peak after 5-Ю
the
alkalis are
23)•
by an increase of

lCa++J.
5.2.3 Microstructure - Already after 7 days of hydration shells formed by radial
growth of C-S-H and ettringite appear on the fly ash particles. Since fly ashes react
later, these shells are probably formed by precipitation of the products of hydration
of the clinker + gypsum (224). In other words, at the beginning of hydration the
particles of fly ash supply preferential sites for precipitation of C-S-H (224). In
cements with fly ash the boundary . between
inner
and outer C-S-H
normally found
around non-hydrated alite
is ■ not always clear. Probably a recrystallization of
internal C-S-H occurs which, initially with a higher C/S ratio, subsequently turns
into a product with a lower C/S ratio (194).

FIG. 23: Na+ and K* concentrations of pore solution of pastes

In pastes containing fly ash one can observe inner.and outer product around the
st.-ill unhydrated clinker particles; the outer product having its typical fibrillar
appearance. Their composition depends on the clinker/fly ash ratio and on
the w/c
ratio. The C/S mol ratio is lower than that found in
pure portland
cement and
ranges between 1.49-1.56 and 1.45-1.5 respectively for the inner and outer product
(195). After 17-30 months of hydration, the fly ash particles are covered with a
radial fibrillar layer of C-S-H formed within the original boundaries of the particle
and due to the pozzolanic reaction (195)
*

* While in portland cements the interface -zone between the sand and the paste has
a microstructure which differs
from that
of
the bulk paste, in the cements
containing micrösilica (15%) it appears homogeneous and thick like the bulk paste
and of course without the presence of massive CH rims or of gaps.
. This different microstructure might be the result of suppressing the bleeding,
and of the silica fume particles1 capacity to fill the space next to the surface

of the sand grains (196).
3
High-strength concretes can be are obtained with high cement content (450-500 kg/m )
and very low w/c ratios (0.33). Replacing the portland cement
with
15%
of
silica fume lowers the porosity and increases the compressive strength, but does
not modify the quantity
of unhydrated cement in the transition zone.
Here the

quantity of portlandite is practically the same as - the cement matrix (238).
5.2.4 Porosity - The presence of pozzolanas modifies also the paste porosity.

* The pore structure
finer than that of
ascribed to changes
the availability of

of a mature paste containing fly ash is more discontinuous and
the reference
portland
cement pastes. This circumstance is
in reaction rate of the different cement phases caused
by
suitable nucleation sites (224).

The overall porosity of the cement paste containing fly ash is higher than that of
the reference cement (224), but the threshold value, the maximum continuous diameter
and' the frequency of the corresponding pores are lower
than
those
of control
portland cements (239).
The porosity
of the cements containing
microsilica increases linearly with
increasing contents of the admixture as, if one wants
to
keep
the consistency
constant,
the w/c ratio increases (229). In any case also when w/c ratio is the
same, the paste porosity of cement containing microsilica is higher than the porosity
of the control paste (238).
Of course if w/c ratio is drastically reduced with considerable concentrations
of superplasticizers, the microsilica particles
may
reduce the overall porosity
(232). By
increasing the silica fume content the overall
porosity of the paste
diminishes after one day of hydration as the dimensions of the pores do (199).
The pore distribution of hardened mortars shifts towards smaller pores when
cement containg silica fume (30%). The overall porosity decreases with time and the
structure of the micropores becomes uneven and thus the effective coefficient of
diffusion of Cl
becomes smaller (231)«

CONCLUSIONS

'

In the years that have elapsed between the congress held in Rio de Janeiro and
the one of New Delhi, cement hydration has been the object of several studies which
have considered the reactions concerning clinker components, portland cement and
blended cements.
■
Progress made in a better knowledge of the complex problem of hydration is
considerable and significant. These successful results have been obtained by resorting
to recent and advanced testing techniques, but also to well-tried, more traditional
techniques. Test results gathered in the past have been reviewed, analysed and
interpreted in the light of the latest acquisitions.

The new investigation techniques which have yielded important test, results are
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and Transmission Electron Microscopy (ТЕМ), the latter
adquately assisted by the preparatory technique of Ion Beam Thinned Sections.
Observations by ТЕМ have revealed that C-S-H basically consists of fine sheets
formed by a narrow protonated CaOx layer sandwiched between tgo layers of SiOx. Each
elementary sheet has a thickness of 1 nm and an area of 10 -10 nm . Depending on the
conditions of formation, the C-S-H may be formed by an association of 4 to 6 sheets.
These sheets have been photographed by means of HRTEM. This structure may account for
the variability in composition of the C-S-H, but needs of course to be compared with

other test results and especially with those provided by the NMR regarding the degree
of condensation of the silicate anions.

The NMR has proved to be an important means of investigation not only in
establishing the polymerization degree of the silicate ions of C-S-H, but also in
defining equilibria existing in the CaO-SiO^-H^O system. As regards this system, test
results agree on the existence of two silicate hydrates with distinct though variable
C/S ratio. The composition of C-S-H appears to depend heavily on its conditions of
formation, such as concentrations in the liquid phase, pH, the presence of other ions,
temperature, etc.
■ $
Also the more traditional techniques, however, have contributed considerably to
research: SEM, TGA, TDA, for instance, have made it possible to explain some apparent
incongruities observed in the relations between trisulphate and monosulphate. SEM
appears to have settled the vexed issue between topochemical reactions and through
solution by showing that both can take place.
Studies on hydration have been preferably focussed on simpler systems than those
formed by cement, but there is no doubt that studies on C S, C S+slag, C.S+fly ashes
or microsilica have led to results that shed light on cement hydration.

The study of the hydration of individual cement constituents is an approach which
is necessary but not sufficient to interpret events that depend on the hydration of
cement.
.
.
In fact, hydration takes place under conditions that are quite different from
laboratory conditions and it must therefore be studied in real systems as well, i.e.,
in mortars and concretes (146). One must also consider that cement is not synonymous
with portland cement and that every type of blended cement is a case to be studied
apart from all others.
Concluding, the results of studies carried out on the hydration of cement and of
the systems connected with it have shown a remarkable progress and it is doubtless
that the fall-out on cement applications will be considerable.
'■
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г L hydration of Portland cement are reviewed. The thermodynamics and
mechanisms of hydration of the silicate and interstitial phases at ambient temperatures are considered
1
discussion of the №аУ m whlch the hydration of these phases is modified in Portland cement The
effecte of temperature on the hydration of cement in the range 5 to 100°C and the reactions which occur in
heat treated pastes, mortars and concretes on subsequent curing at room tempertaure are reviewed.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG - Die Fortschritte bei der Hydratation von Portlandzement werden rezensiert. Es
werden die Thermodynamik und die Mechanismen der Hydratation von Silikat-, Aluminat- und Ferritphasen
bei Umgebungstemperatur betrachtet. Ebenso wird der Weg, wie diese Phasen in Portlandzement
modifiziert werden, diskutiert. Der Einfluß der Temperatur auf die Hydratation von Zement im Bereich von
5 bis 100°C und die Reaktionen, die in hitzebehandelten Pasten, Mörtel und Beton während der
Nachbehandlung bei Raumtemperatur vorkommen, werden rezensiert.

L INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to review work relating to the hydration of cementitious compounds,
primarily since the 8th International Congress in Rio de Janeiro in 1986. At that Congress Taylor gave an
excellent summary of investigations into the chemistry of cement hydration up to that time [1]. Since the
Rio Conference Taylor has produced a more comprehensive review with the publication of "Cement
Chemistry" [2]. Other collected works published in the last six years relevant to hydration include the
proceedings of a Materials Research Society Symposium, "Microstructural Development During the
Hydration of Cement" [3], and the first two volumes of "The Materials Science of Concrete" [4].

The subject matter encompassed by this paper includes consideration of the effect of temperature on
hydration. Very little cement paste in 'real* concrete will have reacted isothermally at 20-25°C. However,
there has been comparatively little recent work on hydration outside this 'ambient' range and this area was
not specifically reviewed at the Rio conference. It has thus been necessary to include discussion of earlier
papers in this section.
The rationale for the structure of the paper has been to present, as far as possible, a cohesive picture of
recent advances in the state of knowledge on hydration rather than to give an exhaustive account of all the
work which has been published on the subject. The clinker minerals are considered in two groups: the
silicates, C3S and C2S; and the interstitiell phases, aluminate and ferrite. For each group the reaction of the
individual phases with water are considered first. However, in cement paste the phases are intimately mixed
within polymoneralic grains as shown in Figure 1.. So the way in which the reaction of each group of
phases is modified in cement is discussed. The effect of temperature is considered in the context of cement
as a whole although some of the work referred to has involved study of individual phases.

Figure 1.
Distribution of clinker
phases within polymineralic
grains
in
Portland cement.
(bse image in the SEM)

Space, time or inclusion in other principal reports have meant that it has not been possible to cover a
number of related topics in this paper, these include: the effect of chemical admixtures and mineral additives
on hydration; pore structures resulting from hydration; the structure of the hydration products notably
C-S-H; and the hydration of calcium aluminate and other non Portland cements.

2. SILICATE PHASES
The silicate phases, C3S and C2S, together constitute some 70-90% of Portland cement. The major
product from the hydration of these phases, C-S-H, is principally responsible for the development of
mechanical strength and for the durability of concrete. It is therefore not surprising that the reactions of
these phases, and in particular C3S, .have received more attention than those of the interstitial phases. Over
the years many mechanisms have been proposed to explain the hydration of C3S. These have recently been
comprehensively reviewed by Taylor [2] and by Gartner and Gadis [5].
.

2.1. Thermodynamic Aspects of the СаО-5Ю2-Н2О System

In the last few years there has been an increasing awareness of the relevance of phase equilibrium
studies to the interpretation of the reaction mechanisms of C3S (and indeed cement as a whole) [e.g.
6,7,8,9,10]. Figure 2. shows a simplified schematic version of the CaO-SiO2-H2O phase diagram (derived
from 6,7,11). This Figure is not drawn to scale as in reality the solubility curves for amorphous silica, C-SH, and calcium hydroxide lie very close to the H2O comer of the phase diagram. Jennings has
demonstrated [12] that experimental results for the concentrations of SiO2 and CaO measured in solution lie
on two distinct curves. The solubility of C-S-H formed from soluble salts appears to lie at lower
concentrations indicating that this C-S-H (denoted C-S-H(s)) has a lower free energy and is therefore more
stable. Solutions from hydrating C3S or in contact with C-S-H formed by precipitation from solutions of
Ca(OH)2 and silicic acid contain higher concentrations of lime and silica indicating the existence of a
metastable C-S-H, denoted C-S-H(m).
'
•

Figure!
. Schematic phase
diagram for the
CaO-SiO2-H2O
system.
NOT TO SCALE

Despite these complications the quasi equilibrium hydration sequence of C3S can be described in terms
of the phase diagram as follows:
a) C3S dissolves congruently with the composition of the solution following line AB.
b) At point B, when the composition of the solution reaches the phase boundary between solution alone
and solution plus C-S-H, the solution is saturated with respect to C-S-H, C3S will continue to
dissolve until the solution is sufficiently supersaturated for C-S-H to nucleate;
c) Once C-S-H has nucleated the concentration of the solution will fall back to the C-S-H solubility
curve. C3S continues to dissolve and form further C-S-H so that the composition of liquid follows
line BC and composition of solid follows line DE (i.e. the C/S ratio of the solid should increase);
d) When the composition of the liquid reaches point C it is saturated with respect to calcium hydroxide
as well as C-S-H, but again a level of supersaturation is necessary for the formation of stable nuclei.
Once calcium hydroxide has nucleated the composition of the liquid should return to point C.
e) Calcium hydroxide and C-S-H (of the composition at point E) continue to form as further C3S
dissolves.
■
.

Broadly speaking this hydration sequence appears to be in agreement with experimental observations.
However, the mechanisms which control the kinetics of hydration are less clearly established.
-

2.2. Kinetics and Mechanisms of C3S Hydration

The hydration of C3S is usually considered in Five stages, based on the rate of heat evolution or the
degree of reaction of C3S.
Stage 1
Initial Reaction - C3S starts to react immediately upon contact with water with a
corresponding initial peak in the rate of heat evolution.
Stage 2
Induction Period - The rate of reaction declines and remains low for 0-2 hours.
Stage 3 Accelerator^ Period - The rate of reaction increases rapidly. .
Stage 4 Deceleratory Period - The rate of reaction declines.
Stage 5
Slow Continuing Reaction - The reaction continues steadily at a slowly decreasing rate,
(sometimes combined with Stage 4).

2.2.1. Initial Reaction - During the initial reaction C3S starts to dissolve and the concentrations of calcium
oxide and silica (calcium hydroxide and silicates) in solution increase rapidly. At the water to cement ratios
found in pastes (< 1) this period of initial reaction is extremely short (a few seconds). Because of the very
short duration of this stage, it has been difficult to establish whether the dissolution of C3S is congruent.
Barret et al [13,14] studied the dissolution of C3S in a flowing solution. They found the dissolution to be
congruent after the solvation of the first atomic layer. Damidot and Nonat [15,16] studied the early
hydration of C3S at a very wide range of w/c ratios (0.5 to 5000) and found the initial dissolution to be
almost congruent. At w/c > 3000 all the C3S dissolved during this initial, stage with no induction period,
so an enthalpy of dissolution could be calculated as 132 ±15 kJ/mol (at 25°C).
’

Congruent dissolution would appear to be contradicted by ESCA observation of the change in C/S ratio
of the surface layers of C3S during the early stages of hydration [17,18]. These show a drop in C/S ratio to a
minimum of 2.2-2.5 during the first 5 seconds of hydration followed by an increase back to a C/S ratio
close to 3. However, these results are explained by Barret et al [13,14] as a consequence of the protonation
of the surface layer. This results in the dissolution of two thirds of the Ca ions in the first atomic layer of
the C3S prior to dissolution of silicates. ESCA studies of cements and synthetic compounds by Ball [19,20]
indicate that the outer layers of C3S and C2S are already depleted of calcium in the unhydrated state. If this
is the case an initial rise in the C/S ratio of the surface would be observed, which would correspond to
dissolution of these disrupted surface layers to expose the bulk material with the stoichiometric ratio of C/S.
New work by Trettin et al [21,22,23] has determined the C/S ratio by ESCA and the specific surface area by
Krypton adsorption during the early hydration of C3S. The ESCA measurements are in good agreement
with earlier determinations and it is found that the initial drop in C/S ratio corresponds to an increase in
surface area from about 0.7 to 1.6 m2/g. The subsequent rise in C/S ratio corresponds to a fall in the
specific surface area back to about 1.1 m2/g. They interpret these results as indicating the early formation
of a product with a high C/S ratio (~3) which initially has a high surface which then decreases. However,
the findings on specific surface area could possibly be interpreted by the dissolution model described by
Barret, if the initial protonation of the surface and dissolution of calcium leads to a roughening of the
surface and effective increase in surface area.
2.2.2. Induction Period - Many workers have proposed the formation of a barrier layer on the C3S surface
as the cause of the induction period. The work of Damidot and Nonat [15] showed that the initial period of
congruent C3S dissolution ends when the critical concentrations of 5.5 mM of CaO and 1 7 mM SiO2 in
solution are reached, irrespective of the w/c ratio (Figure 3.). Thereafter, the concentration of silica in
solution falls while that of lime remains constant for a period before starting to rise again. This indicates the

(CaO] (mH]

Figure 3 Evolution of [CaO]
and [SiO2] versus
hydration time for
C3S hydrated at
different w/s ratios.
From [15]

-------- w/s = 5

yds = 10
w/s = 50

time (min)

precipitation of C-S-H with a low C/S ratio (~1.0) at a critical level of supersaturation (as previously
identified by Menctrier [24]). Once C-S-H" starts to precipitate, the concentrations in solution move back
towards the equilibrium solubility curve for C-S-H(m). The precipitation of C-S-H on the surface of the
C3S slows down but does not prevent the continued dissolution of C3S. However, the equilibrium between
the coating of C-S-H and the solution now controls the concentrations of lime and silica in the solution as
found by Brown et al [25]. Consequently C-S-H should continue to form throughout the induction period.
Experimental evidence of the continued slow formation of product throughout the induction period has been
reported. Roger at al [26,27] noted the increase in monomeric silicate groups associated with early product
by 29Si NMR and Miljkovic et al [28] noted an increase in the amount of loosely bound water associated
with hydration products by hydrogen NMR.
If the reaction is controlled by the concentration of the solution, the amount of product formed during
the induction period will increase with increasing w/c ratio. Damidot and Nonat [15] confirmed that this
happens and showed that for w/c ratios from 3000 down to 2000 all the C3S is consumed during this stage
of the reaction. This enabled an enthalpy of precipitation for the C-S-H formed initially to be estimated at
25 ± 10 kJ/mol (in good agreement with theoretical values). Several earlier studies also noted the effect of
w/c ratio on the amount of reaction occurring in the induction period. Brown et al [24] observed that an
increasing proportion of C3S was reacted during the induction period as the w/c ratio was increased. Groves
[29] reviewed the literature on the formation of C-S-H during the early stages of hydration of C3S and noted
that reports of large amounts of product all related to the use of high w/c ratios, while studies of hydration
at lower w/c (typical of paste) reported much less product. His own work at w/c ratios of 0.5 and 50
confirmed this observation.
'

The effect of this initial precipitation of C-S-H(m) on the kinetics of hydration appears to be in
restricting, but not preventing, the further dissolution of C3S. As noted by Gartner and Gadis [5] in
unretarded pastes, the duration of the induction period is very short. The action of retarders can be
explained in terms of their effect on the structure of the early C-S-H. Changes in the structure may on the
one hand affect the permeability of the C-S-H(m) layer on the C3S surface or alternatively inhibit the
transformation of C-S-H(m) to a more permeable form of C-S-H [5,30].
2.2.3. End of the Induction Period - The end of the induction period is marked by a rapid increase in the
rate of hydration. This occurs around the time that the formation of calcium hydroxide is first noted but the
two events may not be coincident. There are two possibilities for the process which leads to the increase in
reaction rate seen at the end of the induction period:
a) There is a change in the structure of the C-S-H layer, possibly from C-S-H(m) to C-S-H(s), so that
it ceases to restrict the dissolution of C3S;
b) Calcium hydroxide precipitates, facilitating rapid growth of both product phases.
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" ■. There remain a few details of the reaction which would appear to confute the appearance of C-S-H(s) as
the reason for the end of the induction period. First it might be expected that the composition of solutions
taken from pastes after the end of the induction period should lie on the C-S-H(s) solubility curve. Very
little data on solution compositions in the later stages of hydration has been reported, but there does not
appear to be a sudden change in the compositions of solution. However, McPhee et al [38] found that
solutions from C3S hydrated at a high w/c approached those in contact with C-S-H made from solution after
ageing for 182 days (when it was assumed no more C3S was present). Several authors have suggested that
any remaining C3S will continue to be covered by a thin layer of C-S-H(m) and that this phase will continue
to control the solution composition until all C3S is consumed or until a sufficiently thick layer of hydrates
has formed to isolate the pore solution from the effect of the C3S. Jennings [39] reports that the
compositions of pore solutions from cement pastes tend to approach the C-S-H(s) curve after several days
hydration.
- "} •. ■ .
--
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The other factor, somewhat at odds with the appearance of C-S-H(s), is the C/S ratio reported for
C-S-H in pastes of C3S. Most recent studies tend to agree on a value of around 1.7 for this ratio for pastes
of a variety of ages up to 26 years [26,28,40] and 1.61 - 1.65 in a 136 year old concrete [41]. However,
thermodynamic studies indicate that the maximum C/S ratio for C-S-H formed from soluble salts is around
1.4 [37]. Again it is possible that the higher C/S ratio is due to the fact that during the hydration of C3S,
C-S-H(s) is forming from C-S-H(m) and that kinetic factors do not favour the rejection of calcium necessary
to bring the C/S ratio down to the equilibrium level. This might explain the observations that some of the
calcium in C-S-H is more readily 'leachable' than the remainder [42]. It is also interesting to note that
analyses of C-S-H in Roman concretes [43] give C/S ratios of around 1.3 - 1.4 (within the range predicted
for C-S-H(s)) although these lower values may be due to the presence of pozzolanic materials and the
original C/S ratio is unknown.
/■■■.■'..."-„чу
"* 2.2.4. Acceleratory Period - The main feature of this stage is that the reaction appears to be auto catalytic.
Gartner and Gadis [5] proposed that the rate was proportional to the surface area of C-S-H and found a good
fit of this model to experimental data. They also note that accelerators appear to have more effect on the
rate of reaction during the acceleratory period than on the length of the induction period. This can be
explained as an effect on the rate of growth of C-S-H.
.
Damidot and Nonat [15] found that the there was relatively little increase in the rate of reaction during
this stage at high water to cement ratios. They proposed that the rate in this stage was determined by the
number of nuclei available. At high water to cement ratios larger amounts of C-S-H form during the
induction period so at the end of the induction period there are already many nuclei from which renewed
growth can occur. In this case the rate of reaction is rapid at the beginning of this stage, but does not
increase dramatically thereafter. At low water to cement ratios, very little product is formed prior to the
end of the induction period so there are relatively few nuclei available from which further growth can occur.
When the induction period ends, more nuclei then form and the rate of reaction accelerates.
Microstructurally the main feature of the acceleratory period is the appearance of C-S-H with a
morphology variously described as sheets or foils or fibrillar. Jennings [44] has pointed out that if the
C-S-H which forms during this stage is C-S-H(s) it will be growing into a solution which is supersaturated
with respect to it, which would explain these dispersed morphologies.

2.2.5. Deceleratory Period - There has been much less study of the mechanisms which operate during this
period than for earlier stages of the reaction. However, there is also fairly general agreement that this
period of the reaction marks a transition from chemical control to diffusion control of the reaction. Knudsen
[45,46] and Bezjak [47,48], consider the downturn in reaction rate to be attributable, at least in part, to the
depletion of small particles which have completely hydrated. Cohen and Cohen [49,50] have recently also

developed a model showing a switch from an acceleratory period to a deceleratory one, based on the particle
size distribution of the cement.
2.2.6. Slow Continuing Reaction - It is worth emphasising that all the preceding stages of hydration
usually occur withm the first day or so of reaction and that at the end of the deceleratory period the degree
of reaction may only be 50% or less. By this point the paste has set and a rigid three dimensional structiire
has been established, but it is the subsequent hydration which is responsible for much of the reduction in
porosity and increase in strength. Despite this there has been little study of the mechanisms operating during
' i '°Wn Ct 31 У1,01,110Ut 1116 difflcultyin developing kinetic models due to the lack of accurate
data tor the latter stages of hydration available in the literature.

11118 Ре^00 1S often combined with the preceding deceleratory period, but several-factors indicate that
different mechanisms operate in this stage. In calorimetry curves the rate of heat evolution levels off
showmg a distinct change of slope. Kinetic analysis of alite hydration by Bezjak [48] identified three periods
hydration (corresponding to stages 3,4, and 5), between which the kinetic control of the overall hydration
process changes.
J

Microstructural studies indicate that, during this period, a portion of the C-S-H forms within the
boundanes of the original grains as 'inner' product. Ibis product has a homogeneous appearance and in
ТЕМ studies is seen to be quite distinct from outer product [29]. Taylor has proposed that this inner product
may be formed by a solid state mechanism [52], in which Ca2+ and Si4+ move outwards and H+ inwards.
The rate controlling process for this mechanism would be the migration of silicon.
Alongside the formation of inner product, outer product C-S-H and calcium hydroxide must continue
to form in the remaining pore space. Kinetic analysis by Bezjak [48] suggests that the reaction rate is timited
by the growth of the outer product. If this is the case it might be that the progressive reduction in the
amount of available space in which the outer product can grow is the rate limiting factor.
2.3. Hydration of €38

In the field of C2S hydration only a small number of papers have been published since the Rio
Taylor^T ThC eX1Sbng State °f knowledge has been reviewed by RILEM committee 68-MMH [53] and by

E/fCCt °f ^o,1ymorPhism on Reactivity - In contrast to C3S, the different polymorphs of C2S (a, a',
У and 7) vary widely in their reactivity. Much work has been concerned with explaining these differenced
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tions. The formation of a 7-C2S containing some water by an autoclave reaction at

180°C was also confirmed by Choi et al [56], but they have not investigated in which way the water is
bound in this substance either.
'

A new form (3*-belite) of ß-C2S which was obtained by Lampe et al [57] from a raw meal of medium
alkali- and aluminium-oxide content by very rapid quenching ~5 x 104Kmin*1) from 1450°C to room
temperature. The authors found that this ß*-belite reacts much more intensively with water than the normal
belite.
3The heat of hydration evolved, i.e. 120 J/g after 72 hours, is nearly double that produced by a
normal j8-belite. The compressive strength of 1 X 1 x 1 cm cubes of jS*-belite pastes (6% gypsum,
water/belite = 0.6) after 90 day hardening at room temperature was 21.8 MPa while that of normal /S-belite
was only 8.3 MPa. Corresponding results were also obtained using 4 x 4 x 16 cm test bars.
Gartner and Jennings [10] calculated the chemical potential of the different polymorphs of C2S in the
presence of liquid water from the thermodynamic data of Spencer [58], along with the chemical potential
curves for C-S-H(m) and C-S-H(s). The potential of y-C2S was almost indistinguishable from that of
C-S-H(m) which would explain the inertness of 7-C2S in water.
2.3.2. Mechanism of C2S Hydration - The hydration of the reactive polymorphs of C2S is slower than that
of C3S, but appears to be mechanistically similar [59]. According to the phase diagram of the
CaO-SiO2-H2O system (Figure 1), C2S would dissolve congruently until the solution intercepts, the
C-S-H + solution phase boundary at F. The first C-S-H to form would have a slightly lower C/S ratio than
in the case of C3S and the portion of the curve FC over which the composition of the solution changes
before reaching the triple point is longer. Thus even if C2S had the same chemical potential as C3S a
slightly longer induction period would be expected.

Tong et al [60,61,62] studied the hydration of 18-C2S by NMR using cross-polarisation (CP) and magic
angle spinning (MAS). They identified stages similar to those observed during the hydration of C3S detecting monomeric silicate species during the induction period and later the formation of dimers.
Companson of the hydration of j8-C2S, C3S and retarded C3S indicated that basically the same products
were formed in all three cases, but that those formed from C2S and retarded C3S showed more signs of
ordering and contained higher molecular weight silicate anions.
Trettin et al [63] investigated the hydration of the a', ß and y-C2S by very sensitive Krypton adsorption,
Figure 3. For 7 as well as for ß and а'-СгЗ an alternating increase and decrease of the specific surface area
was observed during the first 30 minutes of hydration (Figure 5.). As with the corresponding results from
C3S hydration, these changes were attributed to the formation and transformation of C-S-H phases on the
surface of the different C2S modifications. Unexpectedly, 7-C2S, despite its low overall reactivity, showed
the same behaviour, suggesting that the reaction products formed in this case might inhibit further hydration.
ESCA measurements on the hydration of 7 and ß-Cj^ (Figure 6.) showed that there is a decrease in the
Ca/Si ratio of the surface directly after contact with water indicating that there is indeed a chemical reaction
with water at the surface of 7-C2S. Results similar to those of Mdndtrier et al [64] were obtained for ß-C^S,
Trettin et al also studied the effect of different water to C2S ratios on the development of the specific
surface area of ß-C^S (Figure 7.). At w/s = 0.5 alternating increases and decreases were observed in the
first 30 minutes, but at w/s = 5 only an initial increase followed by a decrease to a constant value is seen.
This effect confirms that the changes in specific surface area are connected with reactions at the surface.
These findings may also indicate a similar effect of water to solid ratio on the kinetics of hydration of C2S to
that observed by Damidot and Nonat for C3S hydration.

Figure 5. (above left)
Change of specific surface area
of hydrating C2S polymorphs. [61]
Figure 6. (above)
ESCA measurements of Ca/Si
ratio at the surface of- hydrating
C2S polymorphs. [61]
Figure 7. (left)
Influence of water/solid ratio on
the change of specific surface
area of hydrating j8-C2S. [61]
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hydration in the latter stages may occur by a solid state mechanism [67,68].

Figure 8.
Preferential reaction of a belite
particle in a mature cement paste
(bse image in the SEM)

2.4. Reactions of the Silicate Phases in Portland Cement
The heat output curves from C3S and cement (Figure x) are very similar. The additional peaks
(3 and 4) which appear in the curve for cement can positively be identified with reactions of the interstitial
phases (see Section 3.4). The mechanism of C3S hydration in cement would therefore appear to be similar
to that of C3S alone. Jennings reports [39] that concentrations of CaO and SiC>2 measured in pore solutions
from cement paste lie on the same curve as that derived from studies of C3S hydration.
It is well known that polymorphic changes, the presence of other elements in solid solution and the
burning and cooling conditions can all affect the reactivity of C3S or alite. For example the effect of Al
content in C3S recently reported by Nocun-Wczelik and Trybalska [69]. These factors appear to be more
significant in determining the rate at which alite reacts in cement than the presence of the other clinker
phases.
-

Studies on physical mixtures of C3S and C3A by Locher and Odler [70] showed that the rate of
hydration of C3S was only altered in the presence of an equal weight of C3A with no added gypsum. Many
studies of alite/belite mixtures show belite hydration accelerated by alite. However, there appears to be little
affect by belite on the hydration of alite, when they are combined in proportions typically found in Portland
cement. An extensive study of laboratory-made Portland cements by Abdul-Maula and Odler [71], showed
that the fraction of C3S hydrated was almost unchanged when the proportions of C3S and the other clinker
phases were varied over a wide range of compositions. In contrast, Uchikawa et al [72] found that the
hydration of C3S in cements was accelerated by increased content of, C3A. Bezjak [73] found that the
hydration of alite in a mixture of 90% alite and 10% C3A was more rapid than in pure alite although there
was very little difference in the rate of alite hydration between two clinkers with similar alite but different
C3A contents (3 and 9% by XRD). It is probable that these apparently contradictory findings may result
from a number of experimental differences, e.g. particle size distribution, and chemical compositions of the
materials used.
■ ■
It has, however, been shown that the hydration of alite is significantly accelerated by the presence of
gypsum [e.g. 74]. This finding has recently_been confirmed by Montanaro et al [75]. Acceleration is also
observed in the presence of aphthitalite (K3NS4) [60]

The principal difference between the hydration of C3S alone and that of alite in cement is the way in
which the C-S-H product is distributed in the microstructure. When C3S is hydrated alone the product
forms around and in contact with the reacting grains. In contrast the C-S-H product formed in cement is
observed to form shells separated from the underlying grain and in some cases hollow shells (often called
'Hadley grains') (Figure 9.). Examination of the microstructure of a mixture of monomineralic grains of
C3S and C3A (75% C3S, 25% C3A, +5% hemihydrate) [76] indicates that in this case separated shells are

Figure 9.
Microstructure of cement paste
hydrated for one day showing
separated shell of hydration
product and hollow shells or
'Hadley* grains, (bse image)
.
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Figure 10.
Microstructure of C3S,
C3A,
hemihydrate
mixture at one day
showing
hydration
product in contact with
C3S grains and well
separated from' C3A
grains. [74,75].
(bse image)
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consists of four components, CaO-A^C^-CaSC^-I^O and cannot be simply represented in two dimensions.
Consideration of reactions involving
introduces another component. ’ The situation. is furtlier
complicated by alkali metal ions, Na"*" and K"*", invariably present in commercial cements, which are
known to affect the reaction of the interstitial phases.

Brown [6,7] has reconsidered the data on the СаО-А^Оз-СаЗОд-^О system originally reported by
Jones [80,81] and by D'Ans and Eick [82,83]. Several important points emerge from these studies.
a) In the presence of water the AFm phase, calcium monosulpho-aluminate, C3A.CS.12H2O is only
metastable with respect to ettringite and C3AH6 at 20-25 °C. This has recently been confirmed by
Atkins et al [84]. During hydration, the continued reaction of C3A after the depletion of sulphate
provides the thermodynamic driving force for formation of monosulphate at the expense of ettringite.
b) Gibbsite, y-AH3 is reluctant to crystalise and instead an amorphous alumina gel is precipitated. This
gel forms over a wide range of solution compositions. The composition of the gel itself is unclear but
it contains significant quantities of calcium and sulphate.
c) The sulphate concentration of the solution at the invariant point where ettringite, monosulphate and
calcium hydroxide are in metastable equilibrium with solution is very low, equivalent to 0.0294 mM of
CaSO4. Thus ettringite will continue to form in preference to monosulphate until all solid forms of
sulphate are exhausted.

In addition, consideration of phase compatibility in the CaO-A^O^CaSC^-l^O system and
requirements of local equilibria indicate that ettringite should not be formed in direct contact with anhydrous
C3A. Rather AFm phases and their solid solutions would be expected to exist in the interfacial region
between C3A and ettringite [78]. The presence of small amounts of these phases during the hydration of
C3A has been reported by several authors [85,86,87] ■
3.2. Kinetics of C3A Hydration
The basic reactions of C3A with water in the presence of calcium sulphate are well established. Initially
ettringite (AFt) is formed:
-■

C3A + 3CS".H2 + 26H - C3A.(CS)3.H32

(1)

When the supply of sulphate is exhausted C3A reacts with the ettringite already formed to give calcium
alumino monosulphate:

2C3A + C3A.(CS)3.H32 + 4H -» 3C3A.CS".HI2

Figure 11.
Heat evolution curve for the hydration
of equimolar proportions of C3A and
hemihydrate in a saturated calcium
hydroxide solution at 25°C. From [78]

(2)

A heat evolution curve for the hydration of C3A with hemihydrate is shown in Figure IL. The
initially high rate of heat evolution is mainly due to the formation of gypsum from hemihydrate. Thereafter,
the rate of heat evolution arising from the formation of ettringite gradually declines. After about 7 days the
rate of heat evolution increases rapidly as monosulphate starts to be formed.

Many theories have been advanced regarding the mechanism responsible for the reduction in reaction
rate during the formation of ettringite. These have been comprehensively reviewed (e.g. 2,78,79) and will
not be discussed in detail again here, however, there are a few points are worth making
First, as outlined above, the requirements of local equilibria predict that several other phases may exist
in the interfacial region between anhydrous C3A and ettringite; small quantities of AFm phase have been
reported experimentally [85,86,87]. Scrivener [74,75], observed C3A hydrated for 10 minutes in the
environmental cell of a high voltage transmission electron microscope. Small rods, probably of ettringite,
were observed outside a region of filmy, possibly amorphous product (Figure 12.).
’

Figure 12.
.
Microstructure of C3A with calicium sulphate
after 10 minutes hydration observed in an
evironmental cell in a high voltage electron
* microscope without prior drying. The surface
of the C3A on the left and small rods of
ettringite are begining to form on the right.
Between the two filmy and possibly amorphous
phases can be observed [74,75]

Secondly, the fairly gradual decrease in reaction rate seen during the formation of ettringite is very
different to the dramatic drop in rate seen at the start of the induction period in the hydration of C3S. Thus,
it may be inferred that the products forming in the case of C3A are more permeable than the initial C-S-H
formed during the hydration of C3S.

Many workers have reported that the growth of ettringite is controlled by a diffusion process [e.g.
88,89,90,9!]. Brown and LaCroix [90] carried out an analysis of the kinetics of ettringite formation at 5, 25
and 41 C. They analysed their data with three different models and were able to calculate an activation
e"ergy near 1 kcal/mol for one model. This value clearly suggests diffusion control, in contrast to the value
of 12 kcal/mol reported by Tenoutasse [88] which is more typical of a chemically controlled reaction.

The time at which the formation of monösulphate begins depends mainly on the amount of sulphate
present, but will also be affected by the reactivity and particle size distribution of the C3A. The sulphate to
alumma ratios in Portland cement typically range between 0.5 and 1 [92]. From calorimetry curves
published in the literature the time at which the formation of monosulphate starts, for this S/A range, varies
from26 h°urs for 311 S/A ratio of 0.52 (w/s=l, CH:C3A=1.2(molar)) [79] to over 7 days for S/A = 1
(w s — 0.68, saturated CH solution) [78]. Additions of calcium hydroxide are also reported to delay the
onset of monosulphate formation, but this effect appears to be fairly small [78]. For any one preparation of
C3A a relationship T=k(%gypsum)2 has been reported [89]. Once reaction (2) starts it proceeds fairly
rapidly and often produces a double peak in heat evolution curves [78]. There is little reported regarding the
kinetics of monosulphate formation. However, Pommersheim and Chang [91] found that a model based on
diffusion through a thinning ettringite layer gave a good fit to experimental results.

/3.3. Hydration of the Ferrite Phase

- '

The composition of the ferrite phase in Portland cements varies over a wide range of composition
based on the solid solution series Ca2Fe(2-X)AlxO5 (where x ranges from 0 to 0.65) but also containing
appreciable amounts of magnesium, silicon and titanium substituted for the iron [1,2,78]. Most work on the
hydration of the ferrite phase alone or in the presence of gypsum or lime has used the compound C4AF.
The extent to which these studies can be applied to the reaction of the ferrite phase in cement is
questionable.

The hydration of C4AF is usually considered to parallel that of C3A with the formation of a phases
analogous to ettringite (generalised as AFt) and then a monosulphate phase (AFm) after the depletion of
sulphate. There is, however, controversy as to the extent to which iron enters the AFt and AFm product
phases. The reactions given below identify the possible extremes of behaviour with iron either being totally
excluded from (3a,4a) or fully incorporated in (3b,4b) the AFt and AFm products:

C4AF + 3CSH2 + ЗОН -* С3А.(С8)з.Н32 + {FH3} + CH
C4AF + 6CSH2 + 2CH + 50H

C6AF.(CS)6.H64

; (3a)

(3b)

2C4AF + C3A.(CS)3.H32 + 12H -* 3C3A.CS.H12 + 2{FH3} 4- 2CH

(4a)

2C4AF + 2C3A.(CS)3.H32 + 4CH + 4H -* 2C9A2F.(CS)3.H36

(4a)

(where {FH3} represents products containing excess iron and not a specific compound)

Taylor and Brown et al [2,78] have reviewed earlier evidence on this matter. While it is clear that iron
substituted AFt and AFm phases do exist, the products formed during the hydration of C4AF are generally
reported to have much lower A/F ratios than C4AF, or not to contain iron at all. This deficiency of iron is
probably due to the low mobility of species containing Fe3+ in alkaline solutions. Although the presence of
lime might at first sight appear to facilitate the incorporation of iron into the AFt and AFm, it may also
increase the alkalinity of the solution and so decrease the mobility of the Fe3+. The iron not incorporated
into the sulpho-aluminate phases is usually considered to form an amorphous iron hydroxide, which may
also contain calcium, but such a compound has not yet been directly identified and characterised.

Two pieces of work reported recently support this view. Brown studied the compositions of solutions in
contact with C4AF and gypsum or gypsum-lime mixtures [93]. From his results, he suggests: that alumina
gel or C2AH8 precedes the formation of AFt during the hydration of C4AF; that this AFt product contains
little or no iron; and that an iron-rich gel also forms. In a recent presentation, Gartner and Myers [94]
indicated that the hydration of C4AF was significantly modified in the presence of higher tertiary
alkanolamines, which are thought to complex Fe3+. An extra heat peak was observed, after that associated
with the formation of monosulphate. Extra phases, thought to be hydroxyaluminoferrites, were identified by
XRD. It was suggested that after the depletion of gypsum the mobility of the Fe3+ was increased through
the formation of complexes with the tertiary alkanolamines so that Fe3+ could be incorporated into AFm
phases. The presence of these additives in cement pastes leads to significant strength increases.
The kinetics of the hydration of the ferrite phases have received very little attention. It is generally
assumed that the rate of hydration is slower than that of C3A, but anecdotal evidence suggests that the
reactivity of different preparations is highly variable. Recent work by Beaudoin and Ramachandran [95]
compared the hydration and strength gain in pastes of each of the four major-clinker minerals, all having
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■
Some of the other calorimetry curves reported in the literature, show a much stronger third peak. An
example can be seen in the classic work of Lerch [97], some of which is illustrated in Figure 15. This more
pronouced type of peak does, indeed appear to correlate with the appearance of monosulphate.
■.
6

Figure 15.
; ■ ...
§
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These differences in behaviour for different cements pose two questions:
a) What is the effective alumina content of cement available to form sulpho-aluminate phases during the
early stages of hydration?
...
.
b) How does the presence of the silicate phases affect the hydration of the interstitial phases?
r n

Before discussing these questions in more detail it is worth pointing out how the compositions of
Portland cements have tended to change over the last fifty years of so. The cements used by Lerch generally
had lower alite contents (by Bogue —45%) and tended to have lower alkai. sulphate contents than modem
cements [92]. The S/A ratios of the cements studied by Lerch ranged from 0.5 to 1, whil the S’/А ratios of
modem cement tend towards the top of or above this range. The cement described above studied by
Scrivener [77] and Pratt and Ghose [96], had a Bogue C3S contents of 59%, C3A of 8.5% and an S/A ratio
just over 1.
■

Condsidering the typical S/A range of cements (0.5 to 1), if the alumina in cement were availiable to
react in the same way as in pure C3A and the hydration was unaffected by the presence of the, silicate
phases, one would expect to observe times for the start of the monosulphate reaction in cements ranging
from about 16 hours to several days.. However, the effective alumina content of the cement will depend on
several factors: . ■ .
. .
.
■
. . .■ .
>
.
;
a) The amounts, and alumina contents, of the clinker phases. Alumina in C3A and in alite should be
.
readily available. That in the ferrite phase may be available initally, but may be restricted later if
gelatinous iron-rich phases form at the surface. That in the belite phase may not be available until later
in the hydration process.
*
1
/ ■.
:,
b) The reactivity of the interstitial phases whiöh may vary with their compositions and with the burning
and cooling conditions of the clinker.
■
c) The distribution of the interstitial phases in the anhydrous cement grains, which will depend on the
microstructure of the clinker and the way the clinker fractures during grinding. The work of Lerch
[97] showed that the fineness of the cement affected the quantity of aluminate pahses available for
early reaction and so the quantity of gypsum required for proper retardation. A preliminary study by
Scrivener [98] indicated that the proportions of the interstitial phases on the surface of cement grains
may differ from their proportions in the bulk.
.
At present very little is known about the effects and relative importance of these factors, reflecting a
lack of work on the characterisation of the microstructure of anhydrous cement and its effect on hydration.
However, the work of Locher [99,100] indicates that the amount of C3A reacting in the first hour of hydra

tion may vary widely between cements and the work of Tang and Gartner indicates that the precise nature of
the sulphate source in cements may also significantly affect the early reactivity of the aluminate- phase [101].
The effects of the silicate phases on the hydration of the interstitial phases is also poorly understood.
The heat evolution curve of the 75% C3S, 25% C3A, plus 5% hemihydrate mixture described previously
(section 2.4) was measured by Killoh and Parrott [102]. This mixture had a S/A ratio of 0.37 and a peak
corresponding to the formation of monosulphate occured after 48 hours hydration, significantly later than
would have been expected for a pure C3A, hemihydrate mixture. Ghorab et а1[юз,104] studied the effects of
alite on the hydration of C3A in phase mixtures, by monitoring the composition of the liquid phase and XRD
of the solid phases. They found that the presence of alite dramatically supressed the amount of alumina in
solution, both with and without added gypsum. Figure 16. shows their results for the variation in aluminium
content of the solution with time for the different mixtures studied in the presence of gypsum (S/A =■ 1.5).
At alite:C3A ratios of 1:1 and 10:1 (either side of the ratios in cement), the amount of aluminium in solution
dropped below the level of detection within the first hour and aluminium did not reappear in solution until
between 1 and 3 days. The level of sulphate in solution had also dropped below the level of detection by
one hour, but monosulphate could not be detected by XRD until 3 days.

Figure 16.
Variation in aluminium content
of solution, for the hydration of:
a) 1:1.5
C3A:gypsum
b) 0.1:l:1.5 alite: C3 A: gypsum
c) 1:1:1.5
alite: C3 A:gypsum
d) 10:1:1.5 alite:C3A:gypsum
From [104]

Very few detailed pore solution studies from the early hydration of cement have been reported. The
early work of Lawrence [105] is widely referred to and this shows the concentration of sulphate in solution
drops to near zero at about 16 hours. This work was carried out on cements with a S/A ratio of around 0.5
and a Bogue composition similar to the cements used by Lerch [106]. More recent work by Wicker and Heir
[107] shown in Figure 17, shows similar phenomena.
As shown by this work and by that of Gartner et al
[108] , a steady state of gypsum and calcium hydroxide saturation of the solution is acheived within the first
°кГ
”tua^on
until the sulphate level drops when the sources of sulphate in the paste are
exhausted. As shown in Figure 17., the concentration of calcium hydroxide in solution then starts to rise to
balance the Na+ and K+ cations.
- •

Figure 17.
Composition of the pore solutions
from Portland cement hydrated at
20 °C. From [107]

.
In cement pastes, Locher et al [too] observed rapid formation of ettringite during the first few minutes,
but negligible further consumption of C3A between 5 minutes and 4 to 6 hours. After this 'dormant' period
the reaction of C3A was observed to resume, with the formation of ettringite until the gypsum was
exhausted. This corresponds to the microstructural observations of Scrivener [76,77], in pastes hydrated for
one hour many small rods of ettringite were seen scattered across the surface of the grains.However the
rods did not cover the surface of the grains and would appear unlikely to be responsible for any significant
retardation of the hydration of the interstitial phases. Little increase in the amount of ettringite was observed
during the next few hours until the secondary growth, described above, at around 12-18 hours. Richartz
[109] studied cements with different alkali and sulphate contents and observed a strong increase in the
reaction rate of C3A after about 16 hours. Tang and Gartner [107] studied the early hydration of clinker
with different addtions of sulphate. For those mixtures with S/A ratios comparable to commercial cements
(and for some of those with lower "S/A ratios) no monosulphate was detected by XRD at 24 hours. . ; ■
From the above, it appears that the evidence regarding the pattern of reaction of the interstitial phases
during the early stages of hydration is somewhat confused. The presence of alite certainly appears to
suppress the initial reaction to form AFt. When the reaction recommences either monosulphate may start to
form or a renewed growth of ettringite may occur first. The_course the reaction takes may depend on the
details of the composition of the cement and in particular the S/A ratio. At present, it must be concluded
that the details of the interaction between the interstitial and silicate phases are not well understood.

4. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE
The curing of concrete between room temperature and 100°C is widespread in the production of
prefabricated components, e.g. panels for house construction, railway sleepers and prestressed high pressure
water supply tubes. In practice, several types of heat treatment are used. The most common is the
introduction of low pressure steam into the environment surrounding the concrete, but there are also cases
where infrared radiation, electric current or microwave devices are used. Normally heat treatment is
followed by moist curing at ordinary temperatures. Furthermore the hydration of cement, especially in very
massive constructions such as dams, occurs at elevated temperatures because of the accumulation of the heat
of hydration within the concrete due to its relatively low heat conductivity. Hydration at elevated
temperatures also plays ah important role in hot climates. In spite of the importance of hydration at elevated
temperatures, the number of papers published since the Rio Congress concerned with this subject is very
limited. However, earlier reviews do exist in the literature [110,111,112,113].
■

4.1. General Effect of Temperature on the Hydration and Maturity Relationships

.

1

The most noticeable effect of temperature is to increase the rate of hydration. This can be seen clearly
from calorimetry curves, Figure 18. [114].. As the temperature increases, the main peak of the heat
evolution curves is shifted to shorter reaction times. The pattern of peaks also Changes implying that the
reactions of the different phases are affected in different ways.

Figure 18.
,
. Calorimetric curves for the
hydration of Portland cement
at elevated temperatures.

The increase in rate with temperature is a consequence of the thermodynamics of the reaction the
change in rate with temperature can be used to calculate the apparent activation energy of hydration,
Kjellsen and Detwiler [115] have calculated activation energies for Portland cement at different degrees of
hydration. Attow degrees of hydration (20 - 30%) they calculated a comparatively high activation energy
mdicating a chemically controlled reaction. The apparent activation energy decreased with increasing degree
о у ration, suggesting a shift to diffusion control. The initial values of activation energy and the
■ decreasing trend with hydration are in broad agreement with earlier work reported by Copeland and Kantro
[116], however tiie values reported around 60 and 70% hydration are much lower. These differences may be
attributable to differences in w/c ratios, composition and particle size distribution of the cements used. .
From am engineering viewpoint it is desirable to be able to calculate an approximate strength or
matunty, based on the thermal history of curing. The simplest maturity relationships based on the work of
Saul [in] assume a linear increase in the rate of reaction with increase of the reaction temperature above
S?^;atl!T.tempTtUre below which the hydration effectively ceases (usually taken to be around -10 to
12
' tt1S model haS been widely used 311(1 reasonabIe agreement with experimental results has been
геРО^- However Canno et al [118,119] failed to find a unique strength-maturity relationship based on this
mode! for concretes cured at temperatures between 5 and 43°C. Deviations were especially acute for
differences in temperature of early age curing.
• .

Thermodynamics indicates that the relationship between rate of reaction and temperature should be
more correctly descnbed by the Arrhenius equation incorporating an exponential expression:
e-g.

RT = Roe-“/T

where RT is the rate of reaction at temperature T and Ro and

a

are constants.

■ Freiesleben Hansen and Pedersen [120] have developed a more sophisticated maturity model based on
1
Whi!Ch USCS constants derived from the adiabatic heat curve of an individual cement. This
model has been shown to give good agreement with experiment and has been used as part of the quality
control process for several engineering projects in Denmark. Regourd and Gautier also adopted the
Arrhemus approach to predict the short term strength of heat treated concrete [121,122].
.Even a strength-maturity relationship based on the Arrhenius equation assumes that strength is a unique
ftmction of the degree of hydration for a given cement regardless of the temperature at which hydration
™ „15$ may 1)6 tn?e for,moderate degrees of elevated temperature curing up to about 40°C, or perhaps
ГГ.9;. H°wever “veral wo,rkers have reported that the ultimate strengths developed by cement pastes cured
havp6h^r n
ICSS 111311 thOSe °f P3SteS CUred at roora remperaturc. Lower ultimate strengths
have been attobuted to: coarser porosity which may be due to less efficacious arrangement of the hydration
P^uct^.restnction of the degree of hydration; or modification of the reaction mechanism of the interstitial
ЙХи
^^-Parey-Jones et al [123,124,125] studied the hydration of cement pastes and mortars
hydrated at tem^ratures between 20 and 80’C up to 31 days. They calculated the degree of hydration of
the pastes from Si magic-angle-spinning NMR. For pastes hydrated between 20 and 55°C, there was a
mtTVT1, relationsblPrbelween strength and degree of hydration, but pastes hydrated at 80°C had
nfmXm on 0ГЛеп^те degrCe °f hydration- teuren et al [126] studied the hydration and
was the
t
h’
5° C‘ Up t0 40% hydration the strength of pastes hydrated at 5 and 50°C
Z JЛп18^Г dCgreeS °f hydration 11,6 strengths of the pastes hydrated at 50oC was lower than
those hydrated at 5 C. For pastes where the temperature of hydration was switched from 5 to 50°C or vice
anZrf»a t h
ГаЬ^П’ 1116 temPerature at which the latter part of hydration occurred (beyond 30%)
appeared to have most effect on strength.

'

4.2. Effect of Temperature on Reaction Mechanisms and Microstructure

4.2.1. Silicate Phases - Increases in temperature up to 100°C appear to have little effect on the reaction
mechanisms of the silicate phases. The reaction products are calcium hydroxide and amorphous calcium
silicate hydrate with little evidence for the formation of crystalline calcium silicate hydrates. However
studies indicate some effect of temperature on the structure and distribution of these phases. As the
hydration temperature is increased, microscopical studies indicate that calcium hydroxide becomes more
interspersed with the C-S-H. This can be explained by the decrease in solubility of calcium hydroxide with
temperature, so that higher temperatures will favour nucleation of this phase. Conversely, pastes hydrated
below ambient temperatures contain large masses of calcium hydroxide with a well-developed morphology
of large plates elongated along the basal plane [126,127], Figure19.

-

Figure 19.
Microstructure of paste
hydrated at 5°C, showing
well developed morphology
of the calcium hydroxide
crystals
.
’

.
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The effects of temperature on the structure of C-S-H are not clear. Several workers found that the
degree of polymerization of the C-S-H, as measured by trimethylsilation, increases with the temperature of
hydration [128,129,130]. The degree of polymerisation cannot be measured directly by NMR, but can be
inferred from the ratio of Q2 (middle units of chains) to Q1 (end units). In Figure 20. the Q2^1 ratios from
the results of Al-Dulaijan et al [125] are plotted against degree of hydration for pastes hydrated at different
temperatures. It can be seen that this ratio increases with temperature for equivalent degrees of hydration.
The slope of the line through each group of points which related to a single temperature of hydration also
increases with temperature indicating that the rate of polymerisation increases slightly with increasing
temperature.

Figure 20.
Ratio Q^Q1 for pastes hydrated at
different temperatures at different
degrees of hydration from the results
of Al-Dulaijan et al [125].

degree of hydration. %

The influence of temperature on the C/S ratio of the C-S-H phase has been investigated by several
authors by calculation of the degree of reaction and the amount of calcium hydroxide formed. The results
are conflicting, possibly due to the large experimental errors inherent in this method, particularly at low
degrees of hydration, but tend to indicate that the C/S ratio increases [2]. Odler et al [131] suggest that
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Figure 21.
Microstructure of paste heat treated at
80°C and then cured in water at 20°C for
4 months. Two zones of inner product
can be seen around the partialy reacted
grain. The outer, bright one formed at
80°C, while the darker, inner one
formed during subsequent curing at 20°C.
Юрт
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decreL^m!^“12! 311 thlee fac.tors- increase i” C/S ratio, decrease in bound
water content and
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4.2.2. Interstitial Phases - In contrast to the silicate phases the reaction mechanism of the interstitial phases
changes dramatically at elevated temperatures. Somewhere between 60°C and 80°C ettringite becomes
unstable, with respect to monosulphate and calcium sulphate. This means that any ettringite already formed
will decompose and that further reaction of C3A will lead directly to the formation of monosulphate. At still
higher temperatures (approaching 100°C) monosulphate also becomes unstable and hydrogarnet phases
(C3AH6) may form directly. The exact temperatures at which ettringite and monosulphate become unstable
is not clear. Pure ettringite in the presence of liquid water is stable up to at least 90°C [137] although at
ordinary humidities it will start to dehydrate at 50°C [2,138].
It has also been found that the stability of ettringite also decreases with increasing pH [139]. Hampson
and Bailey [140] stated that ettringite was not stable in a 0.25 M NaOH solution at 25°C and converts to
monosulphate. Ghorab and Kishar [141] investigated the stability of ettringite in sodium hydroxide solutions
at 30, 60 and 100°C. With increasing temperature and concentration of sodium hydroxide the concentration
of aluminium and sulphate in solution after one day increases dramatically. The decomposition of ettringite
resulted in the formation of crystalline calcium hydroxide and sulphate free AFm phases and, at 100 C,

hydrogarnet.

. '

;
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With regard to the stability of ettringite in cement pastes, Ludwig and Co-workers have published
many papers related to elevated temperature curing of pastes, mortars and concretes [138,142,143,144,145].
These indicate that the amount of ettringite formed during hydration is significantly reduced at temperatures
of 70°C and above and that even at 60°C ettringite tends to be replaced by monosulphate. Sylla [146] found
that the ettringite content in cement pastes starts to decrease after about 3 hours hydration at 60°C and has
almost completely disappeared by this time at 80°C, Figure 22. However at both temperatures, ettringite
was formed initially. Odler et al [131] found that ettringite was rapidly replaced by monosulphate at 75°C
and that monosulphate itself disappeared after curing for more than one day at 95°C. Wieker and Herr [107]
noted reductions in the amount of ettringite formed in pastes heat treated at 70°C or above. Earlier studies
indicated that pastes cured at temperatures close to 100°C contained little or no crystalline aluminate phases
[147,148]. However, Taylor reports the formation of hydrogarnet in a cement paste moist cured at 90°C for
2 months [149]. The breakdown of the crystalline hydrated calcium alumino sulphates will also contribute to
the reduction in bound water content relative to the degree of hydration noted by Odler et al [131].

Figure 22.
■
. The ' development
of ettringite (a)
and ettringite and
monosulphate (b)
in pastes hydrated
at
different
temperatures.
From Sylla [146]
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Figure 23. -/ ■
.
Composition of the pore solutions
from Portland cement hydrated at
60°C. From [107]
.

time of hydration

(tag scale) ■

Figure 24.
Composition of the pore solutions
from Portland cement hydrated at
90°C. From [107] .
.
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Figure 25.
■ Concentrations of K+, Na+
OH- and SO^- ions in the pore
solutions from cement pastes
hydrated at temperatures up to
190°C for °C x hours of
treatment = 1150. From [iso]

Figure 25. indicates that the concentration of SO^' ions continues to increase above 100°C, at which
temperature all the sulpho-aluminate phases should have decomposed. Therefore, it appears that this
increase is not only due to the decomposition of the sulpho-aluminate phases, but also a result of a shift to
the right of the equilibrium between alkali hydoxide, calcium sulphate compounds, alkali sulphate and
calcium hydroxide with increasing temperature:
'

{CaSO4}(s) + 2Me|aq) + 2OH-(aq)

Ca(OH)2(s) + 2Me^aq) + SO^-(aq)

(where {CaSO4}(s) represents sulphate in AFt, AFm, gypsum and C-S-H phases
and Me = Na or K)

4.2.3. Changes Occuring in Heat Treated Pastes on Subsequent Storage at Room Temperature - Most
studies of pastes cured at elevated temperatures, and subsequently cured in moist conditions at room
temperature, indicate that ettringite reforms [107,142,143,144,145,146,150]. This process is referred to as
’secondary’ or ’delayed’ ettringite formation. However, ettringite reformation was not observed by Buck
[151]. Figure 26. shows the DTA traces of pastes subjected to different heat treatments and then stored in
water for 3 months. These indicate that the reformation of ettringite is substantially complete by one month.
Figure 26.
■
DTA curves of
Portland cement
.
directly after
hydration at
elevated
temperatures
and after one
and 3 months
showing the
thermal
decomposition
. and reformation
of ettringite.
From [107]

Pastes heat treated at 80°C were studied by Scrivener and Taylor [152] in the SEM; very few discrete
areas of ettringite could be observed after 35 days curing at room temperature. However after 4 months the
ettringite had further recrystallised and was clearly visible in pores throughout the pastes (Figure 27.).

Figure 27.
Microstructure of paste heat
treated at 80°C and then cured
under water for 4 months.
.20 pm.

Heinz and Ludwig [142,143,144,145] and Wieker and Herr [107,150] and Lawrence et al [153] have all
shown that mortars heat treated and then stored in water expand. Expansion curves from the work of
Wieker and Herr are shown in Figure 28. The expansion starts earlier, the higher the temperature of heat
treatment. Once started the expansion increases relatively rapidly reaching values of up to 6 mm/m. The
mechanism of stress build up appears to be unclear at present.
.

Figure 28.
Expansions of mortar
bars from Portland
cement
treated
at
100°C, 90°C and 80°C
with time of subsequent
. curing at 20°C under
moist conditions.
From [107].

In thin sections of expanded mortars examined under the optical microscope, bands of ettringite are
observed surrounding the aggregate particles. Ludwig and Heinz [142,143,144,145] attribute the expansion to
the crystallisation pressure developed during the reformation of ettringite at the paste/aggregate interface.
However, the development of crystallisation pressures sufficient to overcome the strength of the mortar,
would require very high levels of supersaturation. As shown by the pore solution studies, the concentration
of sulphate in solution declines on storage at room temperature, so sufficiently high levels of supersaturation
are unlikely to exist at. the time when the expansions are occuring. In addition, it is observed that most of
the ettringite has reformed before the expansion takes place. As the decomposition of ettringite is most
severe in cements with a high alkali content, it may also be possible that alkali silica reaction contributes to
the expansion process, but expansions have also been observed in mortars made with unreactive quartz. On
the other hand, the expansion is suppressed by additions of reactive silica [143,154], which are known to
suppress the alkali silica reaction.
■

Over the past few years deterioration of precast concrete structures cured at elevated temperatures has
been reported [e.g. 153,155]. These problems have been attributed to ASR, inadequate precuring before heat
treatment, or to the reformation of ettringite. However, in many cases the cause of deterioration is unclear
and more study of the durability aspects of concrete subject to hydration at elevated temperatures is needed.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In writing this paper, the difficulty in drawing a cohesive picture of the hydration process from the
diverse array of published results has become apparent. Results which at first appear contradictory turn out
on closer inspection to have been carried out under different experimental conditions or with different
starting materials. Comparison between results is hampered by lack of characterisation of starting materials:
determination of the amounts of the phases present; their compositions; and their spatial distribtutions both
within and between the different cement grains.
■ The consequences of making comparison between dissimilar starting materials and experimental
conditions are vividly illustrated by the recent paper by Beaudoin and Ramachandran [95]. It has always
been assumed that C4AF contributes relatively littie to the strength of Portland cement basal on the early

work of Bogue and Lerch, that pastes of C4AF hydrated alone showed very low strength development.
However, comparison of this phase with the other clinker phases using materials of the same particle size
distributions by Beaudoin and Ramachandran, found that C4AF actually showed the highest strength gains up
to lOdays.
'
J
"
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Portland cement is a complex system and it is usually assumed that equilibrium conditions do not exist
during hydration. However, it seems to be emerging that the solution phase quickly establishes a quasi
equilibrium with the solid phases after the addition of water and that phase equilibria can be of use in
intrepreting the sequence of hydration reactions. In the future, the use of computers for manipulating and
visualising data should facilitate the use of thermodynamics to study reactions in complex cement systems.
■
Many more studies of pore solution compositions are being made. However, it is important that the
solid phases are also studied in conjunction with the liquid phase, and that the interactions between different
ionic species within the liquid phases are considered. This latter problem has been dealt with in several
recent publications [8,108,156,157]. In addition, it has been questioned whether the compositions of solutions
squeezed from cement pastes are in fact representative of the liquid phase within the paste [158].
Thermodynamic approaches have also been used as a tool to predict the performance of cement in the very
long term [e.g. 159].
:
.
Kinetic studies and other forms of mathematical modelling such as that developed by Bentz and
Garboczi [e.g. 160], will have an increasing role to play in illuminating hydration mechanisms. However,
these modelling approaches can only bear fruit if they can be verified against a sufficient body of
experimental data. Many theoretical models are still being tested on data relating to cements produced more
than 30 years ago, which differ significantly from modem cements. The work of Parrott et al [161] also
illustrates that different methods of measuring the degree of hydration may not always give the same
answers. The lack of rigourous data examining the effect of: hydrating cements of the same composition
under different conditions; cements of the same composition but different particle size distribution; and
cements of the same particle size distribution but of different compositions was emphasised by Taylor in his
review for the Rio conference [1]. The situation appears to have improved little over the last few years.

The establishment of a data base of experimental results which will have a significant impact on
advancing our understanding of hydration. will probably necessitate more collaboration and cooperation
between researchers. No one experimental technique, be it, electron microscopy, pore solution chemistry,
NMR, or calorimetry, is sufficient to provide all the information needed and it is unlikely that the expertise,
manpower, equipment or finance, will be available for all these studies to be carried out by one group of
researchers.
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Microstructural characteristics of hardening cement paste are reviewed in the context
of structural modelling.
■
. .
Spatial relationships between anhydrous silicates and calcium silicate hydrate are
considered.
Structures of non-silicate phases are also discussed.
Models of C-S-H structure are
critically examined in ■ terms of advances made since . 1986.
Evaluation of cement paste
structural parameters relevant to modelling processes includes:
development of descriptors for
paste-aggregate interface properties; comparison of silica gel and C-S-H structure;
determination of compositional and porosity differences in presence and absence of
admixtures; numerical simulations of paste structure; pore structure modelling; pore structure
characterization using solvent replacement, mercury intrusion ' porosimetry and A.C.
impedance spectroscopy.
The paper provides an integrated assessment of recent progress in
the development and evaluation of concepts central to the description of hydrated cement
paste. More than 200 references are reviewed.
'

INTRODUCTION
In this review we consider the structure of hardening cement paste
Structure in this
formed Jeaatteh t0 the sPatiaLrclationshiPs among the residual anhydrous phases, the hydrates
milometer
»
песе.88иУ' 51ги«иге is considered on both th? nanometer and the
micrometer levels.
In a general sense, hydration involves the progression bv which a
mechanical mixture of reactive and inert solid particles is replied by a more or-kss
continuous matrix of hydration products.
This hydration product matrix is not compositionally
homogeneous, varies m density and contains porosity.
It is the spatial relationships between
the hydration Products and their anhydrous precursors that influences both the rate of
hydration and the development of properties.
Initially, we consider the spatial relatkTshi?s
between the anhydrous silicates and calcium silicate hydrate.
Structures of non-silicate phases
bv wHc°h
Tb6 develoPment nof a more comprehensive understanding of the processes
у
ch C-S-H nils the space originally occupied by water is a topic of continuing interest.
theoretkaldeadvancresC"made Tee'Te'^-S^^sTctur^k Sfl8' °П

structure of silica gel; the dimensional changes of these gels on drying are aTcompared*1 The
structure of the interphase between the bulk paste and the aggregate differ? ST
structure.
Compositional, differences and differences in porosity and their modification bv
chemical and mineral admixtures are discussed in detail.
if J 1 C°mpu.ter models to describe various aspects of microstructure
continue to be developed,
Models relating kinetics and microstructure, models for the microstructure
of the interfacial
zone, and models for the pore structure are considered.

Recent advances in the investigation of pore structure are considered at length because
of importance in determining properties,
The characteristics of the pore structure obtained
are typically dependent on C_
----technique
u
the ----measurement
used.
Both mercury intrusion
porosimetry (MIP) and solvent replacement are discussed «» «i» 5pCI
I as are specimen preparation
1Л?П1<1?е8‘- A/C" ImP®den?e spectroscopy has been applied to characterize
‘
paste and pasteaggregate interfaces and this technique is reviewed.
THE SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS OF CALCIUM SILICATE HYDRATE WITH ITS PARENT PHASES

Perhaps. lhe smgle most important feature which affects the hydration and pronertv
development in portland cement is the spatial relationship between hydrated and anhydrous
bPhaSeS‘- ?“terP°slt;?n of hydrates between residual anhydrous phases and the aqueous
phase has a significant effect on further hydration.
Distribution of hydrates throughout the
hvd«tal .water"fllled sPace’ and particularly their ability to form interconnections8 between
hydrate rims of adjacent particles, has much to do with property development
The rate of
hydration and property development are strongly dependent on manner in which C-S-H is
distributed. Continuing studies have been carried out to resolve two major issues? the origin of
the induction and acceleratory periods and the manner and
extent of transport between the
ydrolyzing surfaces of the calcium silicates and the remaining water-filled space.
W0Th₽ca₽10nf a56*0!.31 aVCnues ,has contributed to the further understanding of these
issues.
These studies have accumulated additional evidence by electron optical techniques
ialvses. crvstal-rhemiral
»rm.niAnf- and
_t.___
. lul„ , , \ H-wwiijura,
kinetic analyses,
crystal-chemical arguments
phase studies. fx
.
One impetus for these studies
was provided by Taylor [1, 2] who suggested that inner product C-S-H
.
— -I
formed during C3S
hydration occurs in situ.
/
“
According
to the arguments developed, the number of oxygens per
unit volume remain essentially constant for C3S, C2S and C-S-H.
-------Thus, hydration need only
involve transport of calcium, silicate species, and protons.
Groves [3] pursued this approach
and observed that jennite contains only 5% fewer Si atoms
.
,
.
.
------- per unit volume than does C3S.
Thus, in the absence
"
of porosity in the inner product, relatively little transport of silica would
need occur.

There is, however, inner product porosity through which transport processes are
occurring.
Gartner and Gaidis [4] comprehensively reviewed the mechanisms controlling

hydration reaching the general conclusion that the rate of hydration of tricalcium silicate is ,
limited by silica transport.
Tricalcium silicate hydration was described as occurring in 5
stages: ■ initial reaction, induction period, acceleratory period, deceleratory period, and final
slow reaction.
Initial reaction was envisioned as resulting in the formation of a small amount
of C-S-H which acts as a barrier layer and causing the onset of the induction period.
Apparently, a unified view of the processes that result in the onset of the acceleratory period,
whether CH precipitation or nucleation and growth of a new C-S-H, has not emerged.
Reflecting the decrease in the research emphasis on hydration kinetics, little new information
pertinent to this appears to have been published.
It is generally accepted that the rate of
hydration in the acceleratory period is controlled by the rate of C-S-H formation. Two factors
were pointed out that could lead to the post acceleratory period. These are diffusion limitation
due to C-S-H accretion around the C3S grains or lack of space for formation of outer product.
The period of final slow reaction is an extension of the post acceleratory period. In an analysis
of the hydration kinetics of two C3S preparation with different fineness. Brown [5] observed
that early hydration was controlled by the fineness to which the C3S had been ground. Both
the rate of hydration and the extent of hydration achieved were dependent on surface area.
Kinetics in the post-acceleratory period was independent of fineness.
;

'

As Gartner and Gaidis discuss, the prevailing view is that the onset of the induction
period is due to the formation of a barrier layer which is disrupted at the onset of the
acceleratory period.
This remains conceptually appealing in that it provides a mechanism by
which the effects of species in the aqueous phase can modify the properties of such a layer and
thereby influence the rate of early hydration.
However, none of the work described has yet
resulted in a model adequate to explain the absolute rates of hydration in terms of the rates of
transport of the various species involved.

'
Groves and colleagues [6-8] . described the analogous microstructural changes in C-S-H
during cement hydration.
Early hydration at w/c = 0.5 did not appear to result in a barrier
layer
As Groves has pointed out, one of the difficulties in refining hydration mechanisms is
that when a sample is
observed by electron optical means, either the sample preparation
procedure or the observation process itself affects. the condition of the specimen.
While
traditional SEM analyses
have concentrated on readily observed outer product, ТЕМ analyses
tend to resolve C-S-H in transverse section allowing an assessment of the variability in inner
product.
Apparently, the latter does not vary greatly and may be characterized as
homogeneous, finely grained and lacking obvious channels through which transport occurs.
In accord with the ТЕМ observations of Groves, Yang et al [9] used small angle x-ray scattering
and observed the porosity in the size range from 1 to 30 nm increased with increasing w/c
ratio at 28 days. The most probable pore size was found to be 4-5 nm and did not vary with w/c,
age or the presence of silica fume.
Being such raises the question as to the^ mechanism by
which silica in particular can be transported to form outer product.
In an admittedly highly
speculative publication Grudemo [10] suggested a structural model for C-S-H which bears a
relationship to that of CH and further suggests such a structure could result m a high silicon
mobility.
An indirect assessment of the rate of transport through inner product C-S-H was
obtained by Groves et al [11] in a study of cement carbonation. The C/S ratio of inner product
C-S-H was found to decrease from 1.7 to 1.3 after only one hour of carbonation. Thus, one hour
is adequate to cause the redistribution of approximately 25% of the calcium present suggesting
the relative ease of transport. It was also observed that initial carbonation of outer product CS-H occurs without great morphological change.
Only after a longer penod of carbonation are
masses of calcium carbonate crystals observed.
MODELS FOR CALCIUM SILICATE HYDRATE STRUCTURE
The structure of the silicate phases in hydrated portland cement paste has not been fully
Classical
methods of structural investigation eg. x-ray diffraction have not been
resolved.
<
__ nature
_____ of
_ these hydrates.
_
Evaluation
of structural
successful due to the pseudo-amorphous
E----- postulates
based
on
indirect
experimental
evidence.
models has historically relied on
-------------,
- .
. ,
Engineering behavior of hardened paste has been explained by application of particular
nhvsico-chemical or mechanical aspects of the particular model advanced.
The inherent
Safidity of a structural model of cement paste rests on its ability to explain the widest range of

phenomenological and experimental evidence.
Research activity on the development of
structural models in the period 1986-1992 has been limited.
The most recent linkage of
structural compatibility with extensive experimental observation was provided by Taylor (12
14).
The Taylor rationalization is similar in concept to that previously described by Feldman
(15)., The Taylor and Feldman models appear to be supported by the largest body of
experimental evidence.
The cardinal features of these primarily layered silicate models will be
discussed on a comparative basis with earlier models featuring predominantly non-layered
micro ■ (gel)-porous C-S-H continua.
Comment on the major experimental strategies will be
given.■

Taylor Model:
.
- ■
Taylor [12] further developed a model for C-S-H by considering it to be structurally
related to both jennite, [Cag (Sig О gH)2(OH)g]Ca-6 H2O, and 1.4 nm tobermorite,
[Ca4(Si3O9H)2]Ca-8H2O. The primary postulate is that C-S-H gel is a layered mixture of jennite
and 1.4 nm tobermorite modified by the omission of a substantial portion of the bridging
tetrahedra.
Missing bridging tetrahedra result in finite chains containing 2, 5, 8 ...., 3n-l
tetrahedra. This is in agreement with silica polymerization results for C-S-H gel in C3S, alite
and cement pastes [16].
The concept of missing tetrahedra is also a feature of the Feldman
model although there are no mineralogical analogs described (figure 1).
By eliminating
bridging tetrahedra C/S ranging from 0.83 to 1.25 for tobermorite and from 1.5 to 2.25
for
jennite can be attained, figure 2.
This variability in C/S ratio with hydration can be accounted
for by the initial formation tobermorite dimers and their eventual conversion to jennite-like
pentamers. .
Time dependent variations in Ca/Si ratio are easily explained by the Taylor model. The
ratio is a function of chain length or silicate anion size and mixture proportions of jennite and
tobermorite. The hypothesis suggests that a mixture of both mineral types exists at early ages
with predominantly jennite forming at later ages. The extreme values of Ca/Si ratio for jennite
and tobermorite are cited as 1.5 to 2.25 and 0.83 to 1.25 respectively.
Several pieces of
experimental evidence give credence to the model. These include H2O/Ca ratios, densities, TGA,
and analytical electron microscopy. - H2O/Ca ratios obtained at 11% RH (a datum point
delineating the separation of pore water and constitutional, interlayer and adsorbed water) lie
between that of jennite and 1.4 nm tobermorite. Densities for C-S-H gel are comparable to those
obtained for minerals with similar H2O/Ca ratios. X-ray diffraction spectra for C-S-H generally
reveal two diffuse bands suggesting the presence of Ca-0 layers as an integral part of a
disordered structure broadly resembling those of . either jennite or tobermorite.
Electron
optical evidence provided by Copeland, Grudemo and others is compatible with structures
assigned to jennite, tobermorite or a binary mixture of the two minerals [17, 18].
Argument related to the state of water in portland cement paste has provided much of
the basis for structural modelling.
Taylor has demonstrated that the bound water (excluding
non-evaporable water) content of cement paste calculated from the amounts and composition
of the individual hydrated phases is about 32% of the ignited weight [13]. This is equivalent to
the amount retained on equilibration at 11% RH consistent with the results of Feldman [19].
The definition excludes water held in micropores and large pores and the results suggest that
perhaps micropores comprise an insignificant part of the gel structure below 11% RH as water
loss is accounted for primarily by interlayer and adsorbed species.

Several investigations of the ternary CaO-SiO2-H2O system are relevant to view that the
variability in C/S ratio during hydration can be accounted for by the conversion of first
formed tobermorite to jennite. Brown et al [20] established a solubility curve for C-S-H and the
composition of the C-S-H-CH invariant point.
Although only a single solubility curve was
observed in that study, based on a comprehensive survey of the literature Jennings [21]
observed that the solubility data for C-S-H tended to group along two curves, figure 3. The C-SH curve exhibiting the lower solubility was interpreted as , that for C-S-H(I).
The higher
solubility curve was interpreted as that for the jennite-like C-S-H of Taylor.
While there was
no disagreement about the validity of the data, Barrett and BCrtandie [22] disagreed with this
interpretation suggesting instead that the higher solubility curve is fact that for a protonated
interfacial layer of composition Сз8Нх.
One difficulty in reconciling these findings is that

Figure 1 (a) Representation of C-S-H gel structure after Feldman, illustrating bonds
between and along sheets and polymerization of silicate chains [15].
(b) Representation of features of C-S-H gel structure after Taylor [12].
Silicate chain of the type present in jennite and 1.4 nm tobermorite showing
the probable positions of the H atoms (marked A) and suggested modification
(at B) by the omission of a bridging tetrahedron.

Figure 2

Calculated Ca/Si ratio plotted against a function of chain length for jennite and
1.4 nm tobermorite structures modified by omission of bridging tetrahedra [12].

lobennonte-like

tha.‘
’■ a 2СПП‘.‘е"Икс .C S H which is in equilibrium with CH while the
material is that ш equilibrium with hydrous silica, figure 2 also shows

rmtos framCO?83S,mOTli7USS^‘,°g■r,h.ah,
b= ? a“glC phasc °vcr ,h= range of C's
ranos from 0.83 to 1.67. Thus, if the solubility curves observed by Jennings are related to those
of a tobermonte-hke and a jennite-hke C-S-H, an invariant point between them is required
Such a point has been indirectly observed by Grutzeck et al [23]. In measuring the equilibrium
??QYa ues attained in mixtures of CH and silica, it was noted that there are two pH values (10 and
9)
11.
at which the C/S ratio of the solid varies, figure 4. If it is assumed that two solids are
K^SecaOWS?O<> H?n t°nstant pH vaIu®s arc attained, these points represent invariant points in
the CaO-SiO2-H2O ternary system. The presence of more than a single solid in equilibrium with
die solutions at these pH values was suggested by 29Si NMR. The invariant point t H 10
interpreted as involving a sihca-nch C-S-H.
That at 11.9 was interpreted as involving silicaПнЬ- C^S H 3^d lim®"nch
T?ie “variant point involving lime-rich C-S-H and CH 6was not
attained in this study. The silica-rich C-S-H was reported to exist over a range of C/S ratios
fh^iH65
L° Whi e
lime"rich material exists at C/S ratios between 1.1 and 1.3. Although
the latter was interpreted to be jennite-like, the range of C/S ratios" exhibited
8
- -------- are closer to
those of tobermonte as shown in figure 2.
"
Thus, the
results recently developed favor the
existence of more than a single C-S-H. Indeed a recent ТЕМ study has' actually*^ suggested the
existence of 4 Types of C-S-H [24]. Unlike the morphology distinctions defined by Sond [25]
these types are reported to differ m both morphological and unit cell.
However in
к ao"cäfoHte ^SMÖ3.
1261 SUS8CS,ed ,hat ,hrce of the ,ypcs rc-,oncd could
Feldman-Sereda (F-S) Model:
like mmerialF"r2711OdeTh^eSr^beSfC',S",H
Я layenrd- Роог1У crystallized, malformed tobermoritehke material [27].
The relevant states of water described include interlayer, adsorbed and bulk
pore water.
Intercalation processes occur over the entire humidity range
Interlaver water
ttTtrno'rt't S,rU.CtUra‘.r ■sponse
,he s,s,cm: “ is part
‘' «Sb U h posmumd
5 T d2exist ie. interlayer space is not part of the pore system.
Porosity is
i dlspIace™e.nt Wlth fluids (eg- isoproponal, nitrogen, helium) that do Упо1
penetrate interlayer positions.

Figure 3

Phase diagram indicating the solubilities of two types of C-S-H [21].

Ca/Si Ratio of Solid

Figure 4

C/S molar ratio of the solid plotted as a function of the pH of the
coexisting solution phase. Two invariances exist in the system,
one at pH 10.0 and possibly one at 11.9.

Evidence for the existence of interlayer water in the C-S-H structure is extensive.
It
includes deduction based on: sorption (length-weight change and engineering parameter
isotherms), x-ray, density, helium diffusion, NMR, low range x-ray scattering, quasi-elastic
neutron scattering and thermal analysis measurements.
Sorption experiments are particularly relevant.
Length and weight change isotherms
obtained by Feldman exhibit massive primary and secondary hysteresis and the existence of
scanning loops.
The implication of this hysteresis is profound.
Implicit in the application of
adsorption theory to isotherm data obtained for cement paste is that it is representative of a
thermodynamically reversible adsorbate-adsorbent system.
The validity of this type of
analysis (via a classical approach) is then highly questionable for the cement paste system.
Isotherms exhibiting large primary and secondary hysteresis (for hydrated cement or C3S
paste) have also been observed by Powers, Helmuth, Daimon and Skoblenskaya, figure 5 [28-31].
Powers also observed the existence of scanning loops and reported that. adsorption phenomena
could not be fully understood until ■ the loops were adequately interpreted [28]. His analysis was,
however, based on the application of classical adsorption theory to all isotherm data.
Weight
and length change isotherms for C3S pastes reported by Helmuth exhibited both primary and
secondary hysteresis [29].
The data was very similar to that obtained by Feldman.
Daimon
published weight-change isotherms for C3S paste and CH free - C3S paste [30]. These isotherms
also exhibited complete hysteresis.
,

Feldman separated the isotherm into reversible and irreversible components and
applied adsorption theory to the reversible isotherm [32].
Surface area determinations were in
agreement with those obtained by N2 adsorption methods. The C-S-H structure was considered
to stabilize through desorption along a scanning loop. Weight gain along the loop represented
true adsorption; water surface areas were equivalent to those obtained with N2 adsorbate.
Application of thermodynamic theory developed by Flood and Heyding [33] to length change
data along typical scanning loops gave approximately constant values of a parameter ßK, the
product of solid compressibility and a structure factor [34]. This supports the assumption that
material properties are essentially constant on the segment of each scanning curve used to
construct the reversible isotherm.

8
a-

Figure 5 (a)

Weight and length change isotherms of portland cement paste
depicting scanning loops and large primary and secondary
hysteresis [32].
(b) Length change isotherm of C3S paste showing similar features to
the isotherm for portland cement paste [29].

The question of whether water could re-enter the layered structure after D-drying
(equilibration at the vapor pressure of dry ice, -79°C) was addressed by several experiments
including drying more severe than D-drying.
Low angle x-ray scattering measurements
indicated that surface areas including interlayer surfaces were regenerated after rewetting
from the D-dried position [35].
Penetration of interlayer space with helium after rewetting
indicated water re-entered the structure.
Density values for the intercalate were comparable
with those obtained on first drying.
Helium gas was able to flow into vacated interlayer
positions as water was removed incrementally. This permitted systematic estimation of volumes
associated with interlayer space, density of interlayer water and collapse of structure
associated with its removal [36].

Differential thermal analysis conducted under controlled humidity revealed the
existence of two low temperature endothermic peaks (65-80 and 90-105°C).
The peaks grow
simultaneously as humidity increases along the ascending branch ■ of the adsorption isotherm.
Desorption to the 11% RH datum from various positions along the ascending branch clearly
indicates that the 11% RH position is not unique. The 90-105°C peak grows larger as the RH on
adsorption increases. The 65-80°C peak is always reduced to a very small size on return to 11%
RH.
These results show that the two peaks can distinguish interlayer water from adsorbed
water on the free surface.
Interlayer water re-enters D-dried hydrated C3S and portland
cement paste over the entire humidity range and conventional surface area calculations based
on water sorption are not valid [37].
It is noted that earlier DTA work by Wittmann did not
reveal two. discernible low temperature peaks possibly due to less exacting humidity control
and conditioning procedures [38].
Irreversible volume change due to drying and wetting is
arguably due to aging effects resulting from exit and entry of interlayer water.
Layering
processes involve translation of C-S-H sheets, creation and elimination of interlayer positions.
The Bangham effect triggered by the thermodynamics of adsorption is operative but accounts
for only a small fraction of the total volume change.
Creep is analogous to shrinkage and
involves mechanisms other than mass transport diffusion controlled processes.
These might
include non-linear particulate sliding, shearing and other processes related to ageing
including silica polymerization effects.
The F-S model can be used to explain the humidity dependence of the mechanical
properties of hardened cement paste, eg. strength and modulus of elasticity.
Water uptake from
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the D-dried state weakens the paste; modulus of elasticity however increases.
Strength
decrease is attributed to attenuation and rupture of Si-O-Si bonds to form silanol groups -Si-OH,
OH-Si-.
Increase in modulus of elasticity, particularly at higher humidities is attributed to the
stiffening effect of the intercalation process.
The stiffening effect can also be predicted from
application of Flood and Heyding's theory of solid compressibility [33].
■ .... .
Daimon Model
.
" ...
The model developed by Daimon and co-workers essentially recognizes two kinds of
pores - a wider inter gel pore and a smaller intra gel pore [30]. This model is very similar to
Feldman and Jaylor representations.
The distinction lies in the introduction of
intercrystallite micropore (intragel type) in addition to the interlayer space described
Feldman.
.
. '
.

gel
the
an
by

The primary evidence is obtained from water sorption experiments on C3S and CH free
C3S pastes which exhibited large primary and secondary hysteresis. Evidence was provided for
the existence. of scanning loops and the view that the resorption branch represents the true
pore structure. , It was suggested that during resorption (after D-drying) the solid phase
undergoes structural changes.
This was attributed to penetration of water into micropores and
subsequent swelling.
It was suggested that interlayer packing was very disordered.
This is a
major departure from the Feldman model which attributes a large part of the length change to
interlayer penetration.
No length change mechanism was described and the role of interlayer
water was not discussed.

These investigations noted that extraction of CH from paste remarkably increases the
observed volume of small pores suggesting that sorption is hindered by CH.
It is possible
however that CH particle size itself can be of this order and its removal may create new space.
The earlier postulation by Bernal that . interlayer water in C-S-H could - leave and return
reversibly appears unlikely given the irreversible nature of the water isotherm [39].

Wittmann Model:
'
"
This structural model referred to as the Munich model views ' cement paste as a
microporous xerogel [40].
Water interactions with the paste are considered to comply with
classical adsorbate-adsorbent behavior. Length change in the 0 to 40% RH region is described
as primarily Bangham and considered proportional to the change in surface free energy of the
solid adsorbent accompanying adsorption. NMR evidence is cited to support the view that water
adsorbed in . the monolayer behaves as a two-dimensional Van-der-Waals gas [38].
The sorbed
water is bound as interlayer water and hydrate water only at higher humidities.
-■
Water enters interlayer space at higher humidities . because the solid has been
conditioned by the - expansion process at lower humidities.
This is a major difference between
this model tand the others. Later evidence showed that water in the interlayers of hydrated C3S
paste exchanges with the surrounding atmosphere over the whole humidity range [41].
The inability of thermal analysis to differentiate types of hydrate water is cited as
evidence that no significant consumption of hydrate water is taken up during adsorption.
The
implication in application of adsorption theory is that perturbation of the solid is not . sufficient
to invalidate application of reversible thermodynamics.
The sorption hysteresis effects
observed by others are not explained and not considered sufficient to invalidate the approach.
Structural changes do not involve intercalation processes in the adsorption region of the
isotherm.
Adsorbates such as nitrogen and alcohol yield the surface area of dried paste since
they cause no significant structural alterations during sorption.
.

Relative strength of cement paste exposed to 1 different humidities was shown to be
linearly dependent on the change in surface energy [42].
Strength decrease with humidity is
attributed to weakening resulting from swelling due to adsorption.
Swelling is a consequence
of disjoining pressure at high humidities.
It overcomes other bonding forces holding the gel
particles together.
The strength of these forces is reduced and the particles glide apart with
respect to each other.
This mechanism cannot account for the increase in cement paste solid
volume occurring under constant applied stress.
It is also incompatible with the observation
that' strength is not greatly reduced from 50 to 100% RH and modulus of elasticity increases

greatly over this range.

■
Application of the model to descriptions of volume change based on thermally activated
processes does not recognize movements occurring in the solid phase as a source of creep
deformation. , Activation energies determined by application of models recognizing that creep
means alteration of solid structure yield values of activation energy varying from 25 to 110
kcal/mole in comparison with values of 5 to 40 kcal/mole suggested by Wittmann [43].

Powers and Brownyard Model:
.
This model based on extensive water --apor sorption studies describes cement paste as a
body composed of gel particles (approximately 1000 nm in
teter) separated by a water fi'm
up to 60 nm thick [28]. The solid to solid distance between particles is about 180 nm. Gel dors
have entrances less than 40 nm in diameter. The cement paste system is considered as an ideal
absorbent.
It comprises unreacted cement, hydration product and capillary pores.
Evaporable
water resides in gel pores contained within the hydration product and capiliai, pores.
The
hydration product is considered to contain a fixed amount of non-evapo able water and an
intrinsic gel porosity of 28% independent of water-cement ratio and degree of hydration.
It
was deduced that a minimum water/cement ratio of 0.38 was req nred fc. complete hydration.
This was dictated by the differences in specific volume of tue hydration products and the
reactants and the relative constancy of the total paste-volum- on hydrauon.
Mature pastes
with water-cement ratio <0.38 contain virtually no capillary pores and space is inadequite for
complete hydration.
, The particles are held together mainly by van der Waal's forces.
Swelling is explained
by individual particles separating due to layers of water molecules between them.
Some
chemical bonds between the particles are postulated to explain the limited swelling nature of
the materials but the location and function of these bonds is not clear
C.^ep is the result oi
water being squeezed out from between the particles during the application of stress.
Shrinkage is attributed to mass transport and moisture loss due to free energy gradients.
In a later refinement of the model the concept of disjoining pressure due to ’■indcred
adsorption in narrow places between solid bodies was introduced [44].
Disjoining pressure on
solid surfaces is required to establish equilibrium with the pressure in :he adsorbed layer ?r.d
water in areas of restricted adsorption between particles.
The hinderd adsorbed vater is
described as load bearing.
Mass transport results when an external force or change in
humidity causes a change in equilibrium of the system.
This theory cannot explain weight
gain and subsequent creep of paste specimens re-wet while under load [45].
Wittmann's c-eep
results are also at odds with this theory [46].
Creep rate increases only after exposure oi Ddried specimens to humidities above 45% RH.
It was argued that there is no justification in
assuming irreversible creep is due to viscous or plastic flow of tie solid structur?.
-.ctivation
energies greater than 100 kcal/mole reported by Day would appear to b? in opposition to this
argument [43].
Bazant in a further refinement of Powers model argued in surport of the
disjoining pressure concept using diffusion theory applied to paste systems co'.sidcred under
thermodynamic equilibrium [47]. The chemical potential for water was etpressed as:

d|iw = -SdT + Fw dnw - PwFw dl + — dE
where 1 is the half-thickness of the adsorbed layer, ^Iw is the spreading pressure (Bangham
effect), Г the surface concentration (subscripts w and s for water and CH solids respectively)
к _ г /р I p
■
and S
s/ s
w. s and T are entropy and temperature respectively. It is assumed that dl and
d^ are negligible. The assumption that the dl term is negligible is not valid as creep results in
solid volume increases and creation of new interlayer space by movement of sheets in certain
specific sites.
Creep strain at specific sites is substantial although overall creep strain is low.
The diffusion of water molecules may be the rate-controlling process only at very early ages
even though creep is very sensitive to humidity and water content.

Brunauer's . investigations of complete pore structure analysis involved techniques of
. micropore analysis applied to the Powers model [48, 49].
Brunauer employed micropore (MP)
analysis of C-S-H based on the studies of deBoer and co-workers [50]. The MP-method makes use

of vt - t curves obtained for non-porous adsorbents. The volume of adsorbate in the liquid film
vt should be a linear function of the film thickness, t. Estimation of the hydraulic radius of agroup of pores, surface area and total pore volume is made using vj - t curves and water vapor
sorption data. Cement paste surface areas of about 200 m^/g are obtained using water vapor as
adsorbate.
This is cited as being in agreement with . areas determined by low angle x-ray
scattering data [35].
The MP-method does not recognize structural changes to the cement paste adsorbent that
occur on adsorption of water vapor. The vt - t curves for cement paste are constructed from
isotherms which are assumed to be reversible in the adsorption region.
The t curve data is
obtained from isotherms on non-porous adsorbents assumed to be applicable to cement systems.
This is in conflict with models proposed by Taylor, Feldman and Daimon. It is also in conflict
with full water vapor isotherm data published by Powers and Helmuth.

COMPARISON WITH MODELS FOR SILICA GEL STRUCTURES
The sol-gel process has features in common with the cement hydration process in that
both occur by precipitation reactions and both result in the formation of condensed silicates of
colloidal dimensions.
In the sol-gel process, alkoxides are hydrolyzed and then condensed [51].
These processes are illustrated in the following example using tetramethoxysilane (TMOS):
Si(OCH3)4 + nH20 => HOSi(OCH3)(4-n) + ПСН3ОН.

Continued hydrolysis results in the formation of hydrous silica species. These ■ will undergo
condensation reactions. This may be represented as follows:
.

HOSi(OCH3)(4-n) + HOSi(OCH3)(4-n) => (CH3O)(4-n)SiOSi(OCH3)(4-n) + H2O.

In the hydration of.the silicate phases in cement, calcium ions, hydroxyl ions and silicate
species enter solution then precipitate.
Subsequently, the silicates condense resulting in the
formation of dimers in the short term with the eventual formation of higher polymers.
One interesting phenomenon observed during the drying of
silica gels is that of
syneresis.
Syneresis involves the contraction of the gel network with theexpulsion of pore
liquid.
Syneresis is observed in organic gels and small changes in temperature or in the
composition of the pore fluid may result in reversible dimensionalchanges of 2 orders
of
magnitude.
Syneresis in inorganic gels results in smaller changes in volume (-15%) and is
irreversible. . The basis for the phenomenon is condensation of
M-OHgroups with
the
formation of M-O-M bonds and water.
The reduction of the liquid-solid interfacial areas of
these gels has been suggested as the driving force for syneresis [52]. Although silica gels and
calcium silicate hydrate form under very different conditions, both have very high specific
surface areas [53].
Syneresis of silica gels involves dimensional changes in linear structure
(chains).
The process has been modelled by assuming the solid to be intersecting right
cylinders [54]. As the networks form, the kinetics of the process and the attendant dimensional
changes are both reduced.
Dimensional changes due to irreversible drying shrinkage of
cement pastes are much smaller than those in silica gels [55].
However, the nano-scale
connectivity is higher in C-S-H.
Hansen
[56] recently reviewed the various mechanisms
reported to produce drying shrinkage in cement paste and similar mechanisms appear to apply
to both cements and silica gels.
Recognizing this similarity, Ferraris and Wittmann further
treated cement paste as a zerogel and have developed a model for the capillary forces involved
in interparticle interactions [57].
Thus, the similarity in the phenomena between inorganic
gels and hardening cement pastes suggest that the theoretical developments in modelling
behavior in silica and like inorganic gels may be useful in developing a more comprehensive
understanding of the dimensional changes in cement-based materials.

Calculating the structures of gels formed by sol-gel processing is also an area of interest.
Similar calculations may provide a means to further define the nanostructures of C-S-H.
For
example Garofalini [58] has used molecular orbital and molecular dynamic calculations to
describe the process by which silicate polymerization occurs.
Molecular orbital calculations
have modeled the structures .of bulk silicates [59]. Evaluation of the effects of cations have also

. been carried out to calculate the structural changes caused by the presence of cations on
amorphous silicates [60, 61].
"
•

STRUCTURES OF NON-SILICATE PHASES IN CEMENT

"

,

The spatial distributions of the non-silicate are well established.
Calcium hydroxide
tends to form as sheafs of hexagonal plates at locations remote from the alite and belite
surfaces.
A structureless layer calcium aluminosulfate hydrate may form on the available
surfaces in the first minutes of hydration.
However, ettringite principally forms in
association with the interstitial phases. ' While it has long been held that an ettringite layer
serves as a diffusion barrier controlling the hydration of C3A, analysis of the phase behavior
in the quaternary system CaO-A12O3-CaSO4-H2O suggests that the formation of alumina gel near
the C3A surface may be responsible for controlling its hydration [62].
The decomposition of
ettringite eventually results with its intimate intermixing with C-S-H.
Early studies [63, 64]
indicate that the size of the AFm regions are smaller than about 2 pm.
For this reason AFm
phases are not discerned in mature cement pastes.
Taylor summarized evidence obtained using
a variety of analytical methods to suggest that C-S-H is cement paste is relatively free of
aluminum iron and sulfate [65].
Rather these are intermixed or interstratified with C-S-H on
on a fine scale, possibly on an atomic scale. Taylor also reports that layers of Mg(0H)2 and
hyrdotalcite may also be admixed with C-S-H in a similar manner.
Using ТЕМ, Rodger and
Groves [66] confirmed that inner product C-S-H is essentially pure. As would be expected, there
was no evidence for the presence of AFm as a second phase.
Compared to inner product, the
outer product C-S-H was compositionally more variable and some areas showed the presence of
aluminum and sulfur.
Small, sulfate deficient AFm crystals were also observed.
Occasional
regions containing needles of a hydrotalcite-like phase and a poorly crystallized hydrogarnet
like material of approximate composition: C3Ao.3Fo.3SiHx were observed. In a study of the
hydration a cement containing 10% MgO it was reported that the magnesium silicate hydrate
cerolite was identified [67].

COMPUTER MODELS OF MICROSTRUCTURE

'

Computer models developed to emulate microstructure tend to fall into three generic
categories.
One such category includes models which simulate the spatial distributions of
anhydrous • phases and hydration products.
However, little appears to have been published in
this area in the last several years.
■
■
,

,
A second class of models are those which simulate some aspect of hydration or
microstructure.
Bezjak [68] modified the Avrami equation to account for the growth of outer
and inner product thus further developing the relationships between hydration kinetics and
microstructure.
According to the Avrami equation
da/dt = nkt(n-l)(l-a)
'
Bezjak introduced a surface area term to the Avrami equation by the use of an effective radius
to define the surface where hydration product is forming. This leads to
[1 -(l-ßajVSjl/n = kßt/RM
for inner product growth, where . the term ß has been introduced to account for hollow shell
formation.
For outer growth

[1 -d-vajVSjI/n = kvt/RM
where n is the volume ratio of inner to outer product.
Bentz and Garboczi [69, 70] have
recently developed a microstructural model for C3S hydration which relates degree of
hydration, connectivity and transport through the paste.
Extension of the model includes
consideration of the effects of mineral admixtures and preliminary extensions to cement
pastes. The basis for this model is percolation theory. Percolation theory was applied to phase
transitions [71].
In percolation theory, the development of a critical property, such a electrical
conductivity, continuous porosity, impermeability, etc., is associated with the development of a
critical structure.
The development of a critical structure, such as an interconnected network
of pores which bridge a specimen is probabilistically based.

The third category of models which have been developed are those which consider the
physical aspects of microstructural development by use of equations to relate strength gain.
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porosity, etc to measurable parameters such as composition and fineness.
Parrott developed a \
moder to predict the degree of hydration of constituents in cement, heat evolution, bound
water, porosity, and properties based on a variety of input parameters. These include cement ;
composition, fineness, curing temperature and curing condition.
[72, 73].
:

A model developed by Osbaeck emphasizes the relationship between hydration
characteristics, porosity and property development [74].
The following equation was developed ,
to relate porosity to hydration characteristics:
'
v
:
:
, .

•

'

;

p = [(w/c) - (Avifiai)]/[(w/c) +l/pc]

,

;

2;

where. w/c is the water-to-cement ratio, Avj are: the specific volume increases with hydration
of the various phases present, f[ ; are the fractions of the anhydrous phases, a j are the .
fractional degrees of - reaction of these phases, and pc is the density - of the cement. Using this
expression for porosity and calculating the compressive strength using the expression:1 a =
ctoexP(-kp)> where o.q is the strength at full density, provides the correlation shown in figure

Figure 6

Relationship between compressive strength of cement paste and
porosity after Osbaeck [74].
л
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STRUCTURE OF THE CEMENT PASTE-AGGREGATE INTERFACE

’
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Structural models for bulk hydrated cement paste are generally not representative of
microstructure at the cement paste - aggregate interface.
A distinct region with a nominal
thickness of 50 pm has been described by several workers and is referred to as the transition
zone [75, 76].
There is varied opinion about the conditions of formation, composition,
crystallite orientation and pore structure of the transition zone.
Earlier descriptions of the '
transition zone have been re-examined carefully by several investigators [77-80].
The:
majority of these workers have identified the following components of this region: - ' a' thin
layer of CH parallel to the aggregate surface; a small amount of large unhydrated cement
grains; hollow shell hydration grains; pores; a layer of CH oriented: perpendicular to the
aggregate surface; a low proportion of C-S-H and ettringite.
,
- ;

Considerable new evidence for the existence of a duplex film, consisting of a 0.5 pm thick
layer of CH and a 0.5 pm layer of C-S-H next to the aggregate 'Surface has been reported since
the 8th International Congress.Others have not been able to identify the film/[81].
The
orientation of subsequent' layers of CH in the transition zone has also been critically exämined. :
The effect of additives, admixtures, cement and aggregate type on transition zone properties;

was. reported.
New developments based on transition zone modification have resulted in
improved physico-chemical performance of cement-based high performance materials [81-841
Physical and computer modelling provided new insight into processes affecting transition
and d6vel<>P““‘A" -lyl- «Г recent research on the smefure of

cement paste - aggregate interface as it relates to the above topics follows.

-

CH in the Transition Zone ■.
.
several^vorU«
31
past=;ag8regate interface has been described by
several workers. The XRD method of Grandet and Olivier has been the principle techninue used
to determine the degree of orientation of these crystals [85]. It is based on the₽postulate4that CH
peak intensity ratio I(001)/I(101) in bulk paste = 0.74. Differences in the^X w£
transition zone are ascribed to preferred orientation. .This concept was challenged by Zürz and
Odler who found that the ratio was not constant and varied with hydration time wafer solids
Spns-tnd syperPlastlcizer addition [86].
It was suggested that the existence of a high peak
in Ü7 -Г1
t
th® interfac® was Possibly due to the water-cement ratio effect.
Differences
nanhtSlXeneS1iyhratl? Were- 3
f°Und t0 be dePendent on the type of superplasticizer used eg
naphthalene sulphonate resin decreased the peak intensity ratio.
”

к л Det'yiler and Monteiro utilized a pole figure goniometer in order to validate inferences
the na°ste я:
[87L И WaS C°ncluded Ла1 calcium hy^xide cfyft™ a
nurface 8Sre8
,П'С
"C ЯГ0”8'У 0Г1СП,е<‘ wi,h ,heir C""is P=n>=ndicula^Ю fhc
t u I v11uv C•

•

A meth°d a?°ptC? by Yuan et al makes use of diffraction line rocking curve analysis 1881
Greater precision than the standard XRD method is claimed; relative degree of CH Station in
the transition zone is shown to be similar.
.
orientation in
Grazing incidence x-ray scattering was used by Monteiro and Ostertag
to give more
precise information on the thin interfacial contact film ascribed to CH 1891
No broadening
associated with amorphous "-****»""
1
----1
------1
Je
material was observed.

In contrast to the above, back scattered electron imaging techniques applied to
specimens fabricated with mmSin£ TL aggregate piece revealed no significant increase in CH
content near the interface .lyuj.
.
.
The apparent contradiction of these observations
with those
reported by others may be the result of preferential fracture through "those*3weaker
,h= „ansition zone „be,, ей -Г^е^ЧГ“^Геа ToS Т
the transition zone where CH is present in
Hluuu
weaker
specimens used may be inappropriate, however, as mixing process “effects are по^ moddled.

Other workers have
uavc reported
reported difficulties
ainicuities in
in the
the detection
detection of
of a duplex film at the
aggregate-paste interface. Zhang et al reported in their ТЕМ studies that C-S-H gel not CH is in
many cases in intimate contact with the aggregate surface [80].
... No evidence was found for the
nucleation of CH on aggregate particle surfaces. - formation of
‘ the C-S-H layer appeared to be
independent of aggregate particle composition,
In C3S• • aggregate mortars this layer consists
exclusively of C-S-H with a normal Ca/Si ratio at least at early ages. The layer may contain AF(
or AFm phases in portland cement systems.
,
A possible explanation for the lack of „a duplex 1Ж1Ш
„KUOminance nr
н at the
film U1
or ea predominance
of tCH
interface itself may be attributed to the small particle size of the aggregate (50-12 цт)
. ,. Itzone
has.
been demonstrated in other work that aggregate size is related to the sizc „Г . шс iransiiion
size of the transition zone
Ld ’r il"gued 11131 nucleation of C-S-H before CH is compatible with the solubility of silicate
and calcium in the early stages of hydration.
- .
-begins
.
J U1 while
,
. f
Silicate
concentration
to decrease
the calcium concentration increases.
Г
’
‘
Orientation
of CH crystals at the interface is likely a.
growth rather than a nucleation effect as ""the* ~long and-----narrow high
•• •water-cement
-------- гацо
favors continued growth of plates oriented parallel to the interface,
Interface fracture is
likely
to occur through the -jless dense
matrix.
thA
J' cement
--------- -----------Examination of the fracture surface on
the cement paste side may indicate the presence of more CH than the true interface contains.
. , . Jia r®“ployä a mi“™“™ energy principle to explain CH orientation effects at aggregate
mtertaces [92].
The minimum energy state occurs with the (001) plane of the crystal parallel
to the aggregate surface.
Cement particles away from the interface interfere with the
orientation of CH crystals which decreases with distance from the aggregate surface.

Effect of. Mineral Additives on Transition Zone Microstructure
Several workers have noted that mineral additives; affect the microstructure at the
paste-aggregate interface [93-98]. Larbi et al noted that silica fume tends to affect the pattern
of crystallization and degree of orientation of CH crystals during the first few days of
hydration [93]. The duplex film apparently is not present. This was attributed to the tendency
of CH crystals to nucleate and grow on the silica fume particles on the aggregate surface.
Mehta and Monteiro observed transition zones with smaller and less preferentially oriented CH
crystals when using mineral additives such as silica fume, granulated blast-furnace slag and
fly ash [94].
.. .
,
. .
...
.. ■
.
Improvement in transition zone characteristics through use of these pozzolanic and
cementitious admixtures was attributed to processes of pore and grain refinement. > These
involve permeability reduction; initiation of nucleation processes and diminution of CH crystal
size; pozzolanic activity; CH reduction and system densification [95]. In contrast to the above,
back scattered electron imaging techniques applied to cement systems containing silica fume
indicate that silica fume has only a slight effect on the interfacial microstructure [96].
The
single aggregate specimens used, however, do not model mixing effects in concrete
manufacture.
Lack of calcium hydroxide is attributed to infilling of the porous interface
region with a porous C-S-H gel produced by the rapid hydration of the relatively small silica
fume particles which tend to collect there.
-

Bentur et al refer to strengthenLig of concrete containing silica fume as due to
formation of a much denser transition zone possibly due to reduced bleeding and better
packing of the bimodal cementitious particles [97].
Their conclusions are based on
observations that strength enhancement due to silica fume addition occurs in concretes and
not in pastes, all systems prepared at the same effectivewater-cement ratio.
This
strengthening effect due to silica fume addition is corroborated by the work of Sarkar et al who
observed that in non-silica fume concretes, hydrated lime and ettringite are found primarily at
the interface while in silica fume concretes only C-S-H is observed [98]. The C-S-H is in direct
contact with the aggregates. Jia infers that small particles of silica fume in the interface layer
interfere with the orientation of CH crystals [92]. The. crystals no longer grow on the surface
of the aggregate with plane (001) parallel to the aggregate; they grow on the surface of silica
fume particles.
This is the principal reason why the orientation index of Ca(OH)2 crystals
decreases with the addition of silica fume.
. '
.
.
. „
Blast furnace slag addition results in reduction of porosity, CH, and anhydrous cement at
the interface and within the transition zone [99-101].
Exposure of slag, concrete to sea water
reduces chloride concentration at the interface.
Calcium hydroxide at the interface is,
however, not completely depleted. This is compatible with improved durability of slag concrete
in sea water.
Monteiro et al detected the presence of a CH film at the steel-cement paste interface for
levels of silica fume replacement up to 16% [95]. The dominant effect that occurs throughout
the transition zone is the densification of the structure behind the CH film. The porosity of the
transition zone is reduced.
Similar observations were made by Bentur and Cohen who argued
that the absence of a massive CH layer in mortars containing silica fume was due to reduced
bleeding and the ability of the silica fume particles to more efficiently fill the space in the
vicinity of the sand grain surface than bigger cement particles [102].
" ■
The transition zone composition is different with Type К expansive cement or limestone
aggregate [103, 104].
Evidence of chemical interaction between paste and limestone aggregate
at ages greater than 56 days was reported. • Improved strength due to grain refinement was
attributed to formation of a basic calcium carbonate hydrate.
The formation of a continuous
hydroxide film and preferentially oriented crystals did not occur with the use of Type "К
cement. A large amount of ettringite and randomly oriented calcium hydroxide forms.

Superior mechanical
transition zone properties.

performance
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.

К

concrete
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■
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Transition Zone Pore Structure Revealed bv Backscattered Electron Tmagin^
used to effecHvelv^h^!10“
and quantitative image. analysis
methods have been
used to effectively characterize transition zone pore structure [77, 90, 96, 105].
The techniaues
permit estimation of porosity, amount of andryous material and CH with distance from ^he
aggregate surface. No significant increase in CH contact was found near the Гте^е as
erain^h d1 earher- Xorosity.’ however* increases near the interface; the content of anhydrous
vohim decreases* . Observations related to porosity generally acknowledge dramatic increase in
volume concentration of pores as the interface is approached. Porosity drop? to a relative £
constant .evel after about 30 pm (figure 7). This is ascribed to the following- lack of anhydrous
material near the interface; hydration of small particles in the region to fora honow
hydration shells. There were no significant differences in porosity distribution of systems
containing silica fume compared to plain paste systems.
У
Transition—Zone Modification
"
■ Interface and transition zone modification techniques can be used to .increase
aggregate-paste bond and enhance composite strength.
One method involves treatment of
ggregate surfaces to produce a hydraulically reactive layer or coating.
Several types of

Distance from Interface, pn
Figure 7

Vanation in porosity with distance from the aggregate interface.
Solid horizontal lines indicate the average quantity of each
component from 24 fields well away from the interface. Dashed
lines indicate variation between these fields [77].

treatment soh|auV1Lnbe(8n3|inVCSed-,
W; к“ al COalCd «Ыгега!,, with a water glass-ealcium
chloride «vU1™ ™ ' ■ Bond, strength between aggregate and cement paste was increased,
Porosity, average pore »ize, volume of large pores, electrical conductivity and degree of CH
deereacr-a
T
— .»л
i f,. crystalT'wfthin
. .
. . . 7 thT u^Tshionui zone
t-n
dCap^eared1 were
?nT th?
Cdr^td'
°.rient
5d ‘Portlandite
uisdppeared and the density of the region increased.
■
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Yang et al utilized corundum particles (pre-treated to form a hydraulically ■ active
surface layer) to optimize transition zone properties [81, 82]. Carborundum particles (0.15-0.75
mm) mixed with CaCOg powder and a small amount of calcium sulfate and water were calcined at
1400° C and slowly cooled to ambient.
A layer of hydraulic minerals consisting primarily of

C4A3S and C12A7 forms on the surface. A' very dense transition zone forms in mortars prepared
with the treated aggregate.
Compressive and flexural strength and corrosion resistance of
mortar are substantially increased.
■■ ■
Ping and Beaudoin applied a 10-30 p.m layer of silica fume to aggregate surfaces to
enhance transition zone microstructure [84].
During the hydration process the interfacial
zone composed initially of silica fume is gradually densified due to pozzolanic reaction between
silica fume and calcium hydroxide.
An interfacial zone more dense than the bulk paste forms
after about three to four days of hydration. The character of the interfacial zone composed of
silica fume and products of pozzolanic reaction appears not to be significantly affected by
aggregate type and w/c ratio.
Sugama treated sillimanite-based hollow microspheres with a Ca(OH)2 saturated solution
at temperatures up to 200°C [106].
It was found that the epitaxial layers precipitated by
interactions between hot alkali and the sphere surface play an important role in developing
cement paste-microsphere interfacial bonds and in enhancing the extent of hydration of the
cement matrix. The major constituents of the epitaxial layer seem to be Са0-А120з-8К)2-Н20 and
Ca0-Si02*H20 systems.
■
".

Transition Zone Development — Physical and Computer
Electrical conductivity models for concrete
parameters describing transition zone development at
111]. The apparent electrical conductivity of mortar or

Modelling
were used to develop characteristic
cement-paste aggregate interfaces [107
concrete was expressed as follows:

a = aaYa+CFpi|rp+afl|/i

Where
are electrical conductivity and area fraction and a,p,f are subscripts referring to
aggregate, cement paste and interface regions.
A parameter, 0, a descriptor of microstructural
change in the interfacial region was derived.
.
9=5(yps-Yfs)oi

;

'

■

Where 8, is the transition zone thickness and Vs the total area fraction of the solid components
in the specimen section. If 0 > 0 or
>öpor VPS >Vfs interfacial microstructure is less dense
than that of the bulk paste. When 6 < 0 or ar < apor Yp$< Yfs the
more dense than that of the bulk paste.
/

interfacial microstructure is
'

Further analysis and experimentation 1 led to the following conclusions.
The formation
rate of the interfacial zone is higher than that of the bulk paste. 0 is to a first approximation
independent of w/c ratio.
0 appears to be independent of the type of aggregate used.
This
result suggests that non-porous, inert or slightly reactive aggregate may have similar effects
on formation of the interfacial zone.
A model featuring a water film on a non-porous
aggregate surface and a layer of . source cement particles adjacent to the film led to the
following expression for 0 :
' '

0=y^^^^[x<(l-m)+Xger]geim + XcHT|cHm]

where 8W is thickness of the water film on the aggregate surface at mixing,Pc

is the density of

cement, m is the degree of hydration of cement, and ^»Tl are constants related to the geometries

of solid phases, such as unhydrated cement particles, C-S-H gel and Са(ОН)2- 0, the thickness of
the water film on the aggregate surface and thickness of the transition zone
generally
decreases with aggregate size. 0 eventually becomes negative when small limestone particles
are used as aggregate. This indicates that the transition zone is denser than the bulk paste and

suggests the possibility of chemical interaction.
Monteiro [94].

This supports the conclusions of Mehta and

The 6 parameter appears to be a convenient descriptor revealing the following
information about the cement paste aggregate interface:
the process of formation and
development of microstructure; chemical interaction between aggregate and cement paste.

Garboczi and Bentz reported results of digital image based simulation models of the
interfacial zone [112].
They simulated a dissolution-diffusion-reaction-like cycle of hydrating
cement
particles. packed around a simple non-reactive aggregate particle.
Features seen
experimentally such as increased porosity and CH content in the interfacial zone were
accurately reproduced by an algorithmic growth model.
Transition zone characteristics are explained in terms of a one-sided growth mechanism
and traditional particle packing concepts. CH clusters very near the . aggregates have their
growth limited on that side by the presence of the aggregates itself.
The one-sided growth
effect is due to the fact that non-reactive aggregate does not supply dissolved species.
This
effect contributes to higher porosity in the interfacial zone but to a lesser extent than the
initial particle placement effect.
The effects were separated by eliminating inefficient
particle packing due to the aggregate edge.
Simulations clearly revealed a small increase in
transition zone porosity due solely to the one-sided growth effect.
Aggregate edge effects are
dominant in the 5-50' pm range.
One sided growth contributes to transition zone microstructure
within 5 pm of the aggregate surface.
PORE STRUCTURES
Measurement

Techniques

Mercury Porosimetry and Solvent Replacement - Mercury intrusion porosimetry provides an
important means by which the pore structures of cement pastes are determined.
However,
porosity measurement and pore structure determination of hardened cement paste are subject
to large variation [113] and the results obtained tend to show a significant dependence on
specimen preparation.
The hydrated cement-water system is moisture sensitive, microporous,
and thermodynamically unstable.
Cement paste microstructure is sensitive to changes in
temperature, humidity and stress.
Mercury intrusion porosimetry is not only subject to the
limitation inherent in cement systems but also to possible misinterpretation resulting from
exclusion of pore structure damage effects [114].
Sample preparation for intrusion
experimentation necessarily involves removal of pore fluid.
Solvent replacement techniques
wherein pore water is replaced with organic fluid eg. methanol have been investigated as
possible means of stabilizing microstructure for pore structure evaluation by mercury
intrusion and other methods [115-128]
Work since 1986 has focused on identification and
clarification of the limitations affecting these techniques to optimize test procedures and
improve interpretation of results.
A critical review of this research follows.
A study [129] in which oven drying and freeze drying of cement pastes with W/S ratios
of 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2 were employed indicated major differences in pore volume depending on the
drying technique used.
The pore volumes observed in freeze-dried specimens was lower than
those in oven; dried specimens and the differences increased with decreasing W/S ratio.
The
drying process itself introduces stresses which coarsen the pore structure.
Kumar and Roy
[130] evaluated post-freeze drying desiccation on pore structure.
They observed that further
desiccation has minimal effect on the pore structure of cement and slag-cement pastes.
In
addition to variability associated with sample preparation, establishing the variability in pore
structure depending on the presence of
aggregate is essential in understanding transport
properties in concrete, Winslow and Liu [131].
It was determined that the pore structures of
cement paste and the paste fraction of concrete are different. Paste in concrete is more porous
than is cement paste and the additional
porosity occurs in pores having relatively large
diameters.
These differences are illustrated
in figure 8 when both are hydrated at a W/C ratio
of 0.45. The paste fraction of mortar was found to be have a pore structure which is closer to
that of the paste in concrete than it is to cement paste.

Pore Diameter, цт

. Figure 8

Additional cumulative volume intruded in the paste fraction of
concrete relative to plain cement paste [131]. '

Abdel-Jawed and Hansen measured porosity by gas adsorption and mercury intrusion
and concluded that neither technique is adequate by itself to measure porosity [132].
However,
they report that the total pore volume of cement may be assessed by combining the results
obtained by the two techniques. In spite of its various limitations Winslow concluded that MIP
continues to be a useful technique and that it is amenable to modifications which will extend its
utility [133].
...

"■ A comparative study by Day and Marsh [115] evaluated porosity measurement of cement
paste (with and without silica fume, fly ash) by mercury intrusion; resaturation with
methanol, propanol and water; propanol and methanol exchange.
Methanol and propanol
resaturation gave equivalent porosity values.
Alcohol porosity was, however, significantly less
than water porosity.
This was interpreted as the inability of alcohol to enter interlayer space.
The largest differences were observed with flyash and silica fume paste that contained a
greater volume concentration
of C-S-H and proportionately more interlayer space. ■ Alcohol
resaturation and mercury intrusion also gave similar results.
Alcohol exchange porosities
unlike resaturation values are similar to water porosities.

In the saturated state distance between C-S-H layers is greatest and they are. more
receptive to intercalation processes involving alcohol exchange. . These authors argued that
drying from the solvent replaced condition had a greater effect on structural stabilization and
hence increased suitability for mercury intrusion experiments.
. .
.
A considerably greater pore volume in the size range <20 |im is obtained by. mercury
intrusion methods compared to values obtained by nitrogen sorption.
The ratio of the pore
volume measured by nitrogen sorption for blended cement pastes varies from 0.19 to 0.32; for
plain pastes to 0.45-0.59.
This was attributed to pore structure damage during mercury
intrusion.
Elucidation of factors affecting solvent exchange was provided by Feldman [116, 117].
Solvent exchange with methanol resulted in up to 0.1 % expansion of water-saturated cement
paste specimens; propanol exchange produced large shrinkages, up to 0.14%.
Methanol
exchange of water-saturated porous glass had little or no effect on its dimensions.
This
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Severa«. pre-treatment methods for preparation of cement
paste for mercury intrusion
measurements were investigated by Feldman and Beaudoin [121]
specimens were nr
Specimens
were ■ predried
bciore intrusion measurements using several procedures including solvenT
renlaeeme^
.
methanol, evacuation and/or heating for various periods and condkk.ning a” ii% RH . -J with
at 11% RH.
Second
mercury intrusions were also performed to investigate the effects nf fircr ;nt
• ’
concluded that it is not possible to obtain an ac.ua?
■.
. .
, - ------------ .
It was
mercury intrusion because of its sensitivity to stress pore size distribution of cement paste by
..
. .
brief review of the pertinent evidence
for this statement is given. Г.2
, intrusion
‘ reintrusion
Mercury
and
curves are presented in figure
9 for two cement paste specimens (w/c = 0 60)
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Tb® Pore structure changes that occur during
first intrusion are a result of solvent exchange [122].
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.effects- .Storage of specimens at 11% RH for **30 days ^followed^by
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Figure 9

First and second mercury intrusion of portland cement paste
,
.
specimens (w/c = 0.60) solvent exchanged with methanol. Specimens
vacuum treated for 2 hours followed by twenty hours of vacuum plus
heat at 100°C. Mercury removed by heat at 135°C for 408 h (Specimen
A) and 624 h (Specimen B) [121].

Solvent replacement by methanol increased the threshold pore diameter of the pore size
distribution curve by changing surface characteristics of the solid cement hydrate.
No
evidence of this effect occurring with isopropanol was observed.
Solvent: replacement allows
removal of water without major stress application.
Subsequent evacuation times and
temperature of heating are relatively unimportant to the resultant pore size distribution
The
major factor affecting the pore size distribution of the solid appears to be stress.
Sources of
stress make it impossible to obtain a true pore size distribution.
Relative changes
structure however, can be monitored by mercury, intrusion techniques, j Isopropanol exchange
followed by immediate evacuation and heating appears to least affect the original pore

structure.

;

;

Day utilized propanol exchange data to define two microstructure parameters relevant to
The 'offset' and 'slope' of the linear portion of the exchange (%) versus
durability [123].
— ------(time)1/2 curve are the terms used to obtain correlations with water, oxygen and chloride
permeability of various cement pastes,... The 'offset' term is the displacement between the linear
a parallel line through the origin.
The objective of this
portion of the exchange curve and a simple 'permeability indicator' test for some practical
work (in progress) is to develop
be complimentary to Feldman's correlation of chloride and
situations.
This work appears to
isopropanol diffusivity [117]
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A
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pore structure analysis^is presented”1 П22?ШО A COntam .discontin“ous pores.
Evidence based on
- -------------ysis 1S presented [122].
A comparison ^of porosities determined by helium
Pycnometry and mercury porosimetry is given in figure 10
1Л
porosity values of silica fume
pastes determined by mercury intrusion n .w
are
greater
than
values obtained by helium
pycnometry after 14 days hydration,
This suggests that mercury breaks into pores that are
inaccessible to helium.
I
'
Mercury
porostty, however, is less than that obtained by water
displacement on samples conditioned to 11% RH
s“ffest*n8 that mercury still does not enter all
the micropores.
"
Second intrusions
with tuorcury («4)
ttooXate lhe°“tto ™“1к1
fume, figure 11.
TbLd^=^^
fume.
the pore diameter
ange j x 10 to 3 x 104 nm for the second intrusion. The curves for 10% and
30% silica fume change character, becoming concave to the pore diameter axis,
higher proportion of the pore volume is intruded at higher pore sizes
In general a

Flgure 10

Comparison of porosities determined by helium pyncnometry and
ftim^Ury ,р0.Г081те1гУ °n. cement paste specimens containing sHica
fume, water/cement and silica fume = 0.45 [122].”

marked than those to paste^bknds” 134436]^ ThiT^ blcnds containinS silica fume are more
large pore-size range caused by the fomation? nf*S не5реС,а11У truc
^e variations in the
Г
ь
usea Dy tne formation of discontinuous pores, due partly to the

removal of lime accumulated at the sand-paste interface and partly to the reaction of lime with
silica fume within the matrix.
First and second intrusions of ■ mortars containing varying
amounts of silica sand and 10% silica fume are plotted in figure 12. Comparison of these results
with those of equivalent
pastes shows that most of the changes between first and second
intrusion occur for the mortar blend in the size range between 10^ - 10^ pm.
Increase' in
volume in the higher range is greater for mortar specimens.
Hystereses between the two
curves increases with sand/cement ratio up to 2.0. Beyond this it decreases because specimens
with sand/cement ratios of 2.25 and 3.0 already have relatively high pore volumes in the
coarse ranges on first intrusion as well as larger pore volumes in the finer ranges.

PORE DIAMETER. »■

Figure 11

Pore size distribution curves of cement paste with different silica
fume contents - first and second intrusions with mercury [114].

It is apparent that accurate determination of cement paste pore structure by any method
is complex.
Most techniques including mercury porosimetry are linked with microstructural
change due to water removal.
Solvent exchange methods do not appear to have resolved this
problem.
Interpretation of pore volume - size curves obtained with first intrusion mercury
porosimetry data is moot.

Pore Casts - One method by which the distribution of larger porosity can be determined is
through pore casting.
In this method the porosity Js filled with an epoxy or with a monomer
which is then polymerized and the original inorganic material is dissolved away.
While this
method is relatively common in geology [137], it does not seem to have been exploited to any
degree in the analyses of porosity in cements.
One exception is an analysis of the porosity
developed in C3S [138]. Rather, the observation of porosity in cement pastes has been largely
confined to optical observations carried out on thin sections or to electron optical observations
on polished sections
[139].
Methods for observing, analyzing and modelling the porosity in
geological materials is relatively advanced
[140, 141] and has become a useful tool in
predicting the movement of fluids through the porosity in these materials.

Direct Observation - Pratt [142] reviewed the state-of-the-art in microstructural investigation.
In discussing these techniques it was pointed out that observations of fracture surfaces suffer
several disadvantages.
The observations are confined to regions of weakness as they are
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anhydrous phases and their hydrates Pare not readilv oh10° spatial relatl<>nships between
specimen thinning, ТЕМ images routinely show hlar^n
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number of such studies have8 already described.
Products in transverse section and a

Figure 12

Pore size distribution curves of cement mortars - first and second
intrusions with mercury [134]. ■
'

A significant advance in the ability to relate variations
in microstructure and other
S“Ch 3S .the degree of hydration has been realized
by
carrying out analyses on
polished sections using backscattered electrons [143-145]
One
particular
advantage to this
technique is that it allows the observation of the micros-----microstructure
in
context.
Microstructural
observation can be combined with compositional analyses
'
. i to obtain compositionally-dependent
d?tae™inerd.atlTheseP includl ^е^аГо^Ту^тиа ^ent p^Tc-sTCH
p^t/^F

- — — porosity [125].
Because porosity can be directly observed by this method i
*
'Th., -kj." metnoa
---------- 1 al*ows comparison with
porosity determined by other means
”
y'
^7e„hy_atl.on products
which formed at 5 and 50°C were
compared Ъ, Kjellsen « a! [MSJ .hrou;h"ob7e™fon
o?7nshTs°
- --- ----------Comparison of gray
levels indicated Hat hydration shells c...di., .
readily discriminated
at 50°C.
Kjellsen et al
compared the sizes of pores observedcanbybebackscanered
3
. ----- - images and those determined by
mercury intrusion porosimetry [147].
Iw
increasing the curing temperature from 5 to 50° C
resulted in increased porosity in the 20-100
nm „„
range as determined by MIP.
Porosity in the
250-1,250 nm range was observed to i
increase when analyses were carried out
on polished
sections
Patel, et al measured the porosity of“blended
methanol exchange and
t
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the validity of low frequency measurements.
The plotting techniques (IS) can be used io
separate the electrical response into two distinct regions — one relating to electrode - cement
paste interface processes and the other to bulk , cement paste effects.
Several authors have
indicated the limitations of fixed frequency electrical measurements and the apparent
advantages of A.C. impedance spectroscopy
[154].
The technique permits the monitoring of
microstructural evolution in cement pastes through the development of. equivalent circuit
models.
Plots of the complex plane (imaginary impedance versus real component impedance)
for portland cement paste are generally characterized by a low frequency arc and one or more
high, frequency arcs [151].
The low frequency arc is ascribed to electrode effects; the high
frequency arc to pore structure and microstructure effects.
A typical frequency scan covers
the ; range 10mHz-15MHz, although frequencies greater than 50MHz have been employed.
Discussion in this section" focuses on the development of equivalent circuit models for
hydrating cement and cement-silica fume pastes.
■ ■ . • '
McCarter and Brousseau have proposed the. model depicted in figure 13, [151]. The model
consists of three circuit elements in series.
Electrode effects are represented by a parallel
combination of resistor. Rct and a frequency dependent capacitor, Cji. Rct represents the
charge transfer resistance and Cji double layer capacitance at the electrode/cement paste
interface.
A Warburg impedance element, W, is included to account for slow ionic diffusion
effects at the electrode interface at ultra low frequencies.
The bulk paste behavior is
represented by a , similar RC circuit element in seres with a resistance Re. Re accounts for the
fact that the complex plot does not pass through the origin at high frequencies.
1
./

Ri
R=<
Electrical model for cement

Complex impedance response of this model
Figure 13

An electrical model for cement paste and its complex impedance
response [151].
.
.
■ •
■ •’ -

- ■ It was apparent that some model parameters were related to the hydration process.
Analysis of results'led to the following observations: Complex arc radii inciease with extent of
hydration; complex arcs are semi-circles with centres below the real axis; centre depression
can be modeled by introduction of a non-Debye capacitive element into the equivalent circuit;
the frequency at which the low and high frequency arcs have a common intercept with the
real axis and the characteristic frequency of the high frequency arc decrease with increasing
degree of hydration.

■
Scuderi et al utilized a similar equivalent
circuit model to describe the electrical
response of hydrating cement paste [152].
The model incorporates an additional circuit

element to account for a second high frequency arc.
It differs from the McCarter-Brousseau
de^nden?
Tt
6 CaPac*tat0/s 111 the "bulk paste" circuit elements are not frequency
dependent.
It was noted by these authors that the same impedance spectrum can be explained
by a variety of different equivalent circuits.
They concluded that additional information is
ь1Ч«1ГоыХДС1Т1ПеьГЬеяя-1¥а\еП1 C‘rCUit that best rePresents the actual situation.
This was
best obtained through additional microstructural characterization.
??е W°rk of. Sc"de.ri and coworkers indicates that silica fume additions to cement paste
result in a proportional increase in sample resistance [154].
The resistance increases at a
faster rate than controls without silica fume due to accelerated development of a fine pore
nrevim^lvand deifr®asmg Pore fluid conductivity.
They concluded that resistance mininu? in
previously reported results for portland cement paste appears to be the result of a
fluids ^biainL Vahnatlh°*h П01 3 P°re fluid PhenomenaConductivity experiments with pore
fluids obtained by high pressure extraction from pastes containing silica fume- provided
evidence to support the view that high frequency arc characteristics reflect microstructural
SThvHrJbe condu^,v,ty of. the pore fluids changed by a factor of only 3 to 4 times during the
test hydration penod.
Conductivity of the bulk paste changed by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude
d“"ng tiie ,same. PenodMicrostructural change appears to be much more dominant than pore
fluid chemistry in contributing to sharp increases in resistive characteristics of the paste.

nf
Ctral [155J deveIoPcd a new equivalent circuit model to investigate the mechanism
of hydration of portland cement paste, from 48 to 380 h.
The proposed equivalent circuit was
chosen so that its RC parameters would physically represent microstructu?al elements of the
cement paste.
A layer model of hydrating portland cement paste was used for equivalent
SpTm
If81- The ®pec!mctn is divided horizontally into m layers in the direction of the
electric field. It is postulated that three basic elements: solid, liquid and solid-liquid interfacial
"tnUH8 hn*M
,Сагh ayer °f »T6111 paste‘ 11 is aIso assumed that each divided^ayer contains
solid liquid interface unit cells as illustrated schematically in figure 14a.
The ionic charges
S ,^,r ^C"'ea
Г8 ,hC. ‘"‘^аСе ™
wllh
di"=“=" "f -be ckciric fiefd
Similarly the induced opposite charges line up in the solid side like charge planes narallel to
?,e„.bk‘d" r4U,,d nttrf^e- ■ Th; resu“ing SCpara,iOn °f charg=s »-laws ™ te«lricP
capabk of storing electric charge.
The "unit cell" model shown in figure 14a can be
represented by an equivalent circuit indicated in figure 14b in which the Rs, Ri, Rinf and Cint
int
Qnt
terms are the resistance of solid, liquid and interface phases, and the capacitance of the solid
liquid interface for a single "unit cell" respectively.
The impedance of the layer can be
The impedance of the layer can be
expressed by n unit equivalent circuits in series.
The multiple equivalent circuit can be
simplified
simpimea into
into the
tne circuit
circuit displayed
displayed in
in figure
figure 14c.
14c. It can then be readily shown that the toud
p7oPt«d^Ce,h^f 8 CTent iPaSte ₽“ bei equivaIent 10 a Simple circuit as exhibited in figure 15.
Plots in the complex plane of impedance data for cement paste (hydration time 48-380h) are
quite similar to those reported-by other authors [151].
The delayed appearance of the high
frequency arc is evidence that the capacitive behavior is related to microstructure changes
during the cement hydration process.
At early hydration time the rigidity of the
imcrostructure is too low to detect capacitive behavior.
Simulated and experimental data for
each hydration time plotted in the form of log (mod) vs log (freq) exhibit excellent agreement
m^ir frequency ra.ng® *Ьеге the hlSb frequency arc appears.
Conclusions drawn from the
modelling process include the following.
The significant decrease in free water content
during
early hydration causes . a rapid increase in Rt (s+1).
The solid resistance mainly
contributes to Rt(s+i) in the later stages of the hydration process. The growth in diameter of
hlg? • freq“ency arc i? directly related to the increase in the number of interfaces.
Different impedance properties of the interface are derived from both solid and liquid phases
during the hydration process.
The tenns R(int) and Ct(int) are highly dependent on the
interface microstructure. , They can be used to characterize qualitatively the degree of
hydration and extent of microstructural change of cement paste.

(a)

(b)

(C)

Figure 14
.

•

(a) Schematic of the "solid-liquid interface unit cell" model for
cement paste.
(b) The corresponding equivalent circuit for a single layer of "
cement paste.
- .
>
(c) Simplified equivalent circuit for one layer of cement
■
paste [155].
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A modified equivalent circuit for hydrating cement paste [155].
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■
Ping et al demonstrated that impedance measurement is very sensitive to changes in
hydration kinetics and microstructure development due to the presence of silica fume [156]. A
modified equivalent circuit containing a frequency dependent resistance element was
proposed to model hydration of these microporous systems (figure 16). The subscripts of the RC;
terms refer to solid, liquid and interface characteristics as described above.
The frequency
dependent
resistance, Rt(int) =
where co is the angle frequency and В is the real constant.
■
AC impedance behavior of cement paste containing 5,10, and 15% silica fume (W/C + sf =
0.35) was determined at hydration times of 48 to 380h. . The cement-silica fume pastes show the
early appearance of a high frequency arc associated - with bulk cement effects, rapid growth of
the high frequency arc at later hydration times.
The early appearance of the high frequency
arc indicates rapid formation of the cement paste pore structure.
These results are similar to
those obtained by Scuderi et al. [154].
.
.■ .

Bulk cement paste effect

Ct(lnt)

electrode effect

Cdl
Rt(S+l) I

Ret

Figure 16

A modified equivalent circuit for cement; paste including a new
frequency dependent element [156].

- 2°g (modulus) ,vs; iog (freq) demonstrates excellent agreement between the
model
simulation
and experimental
nf th« к iL.
'
.---- data.
----- -fnc extent of hydration is manifested bv the growth
.:L_ .
. У0 diameter- and hence the solid-liquid interfacial resistance Rt(int) . Theres a
linear correlation between
Rjt (int) and hydration time for cement paste containing 0 5 10 and
---------- .;
15% silica fume. .T?® S10_P_eSl?arc1 proportionate to the amount of silica fume. Rapid decreases in
solid-liquid interfacial capacitance are associated with
„---------------... .
microstructure formation and large
pore in-filling.
Гc;..
" СЛ
. :.a,dd1.110^: -------------2f"“™fji
reduces the va
capacitance values.
Lower valves of
capacitance correspond to increased" density'оТ^е matrix "mdratil
— ------1 pore size. . Ions in solution
adsorb on the solid surface inside the saturated
Ions and wa.cr mokcnles
7пйе"‘.1ё‘
r=7,xäti™ 1Г“0Г$'

ke’XrbVd ionS.8COmC,riC

,imi,a“On

and

*ЬС

Chcmical

and

McCaÄ
wbirt.V"’ C°aId h?“ lho osc,llaIlon frequencies of. the hydrated ions Pand water molecules
wh,ch respond to the applted A.C. signal. This would result from a stronger ion to” interSon
n small pores. A broad pore size. distribution would result in a wide spread of relaxation times
LsarrOLsPs0rU=sCsionSofbU^rhi:hal,d :rCSUU in 1
spread oT^on
umes.
Less depression of , the high frequency arc would be observed.
The denression angle
decreases rapidly at early hydration times and reaches a relatively constant angle ₽at 140 h for
specimens with silica fume added.
The reference sample (0% silica fu^e) has a larger
d
Lidn,r,hse„r^CrnSr
angle" appears to

„‘„I *
Tht
d®
P ead Of pore diameters can be associated with a larger depression
con rol
appear.S to.bct consistent with the pore size distributions8 obseived for
C0
?aSthS
S1 1Ca fume) and those containing varying amounts of silica fume
It is
cone u e t at
parameters, Rt(s+i), Rt(int)>c(int)> and the depression angle, a , can be used
to desenbe the extent of hydration and microstructure development in a cement paste.

Models For Pore Structure

.

.

.

..

.

.. . Porosity is an important materials consideration affecting a number of engineering
?elaCSnt»- eh еП<Т RiCe and Sk/lny reviewed a number of P°rosity models empUZ S
related to chemical engineering, figure 17 [157].
One of these may have particular relevance
Porn!hen-S Ш lhat u considers
effects of macroscopic pores between microporous particles,
пгля У
cements should be considered at two levels because the fine pores in the inner
frantnnrt "n 1ке1У 10 Str°ngly affect hydration rates while having a minimal effect on bulk
transport.
Depending on the technique used, the porosity observed may be of one type or the
Пw^ n?,1!? УР,СрЙ inyestIgat.e 1116 fine Polity likely to influence hydratiS kinetics
[158] while optical or BSE observations carried out on polished sections reveal porosity

affecting mass transport.
Roy [159] recently reviewed the relationships between porosity
transport and m.croslrocturc
suggesting the following relationship between porosity and
QlllUSlOIle

D = CiP^C^)
where D is the ratio of the theoretical-to-effective diffusion rates, P is the porosity, r is median
pore radius and Cl, C2> C3 are constants.
■

RANDOM ORIENTATION
INTERSECTING PARALLEL
BUNDLE
-

STOCHASTIC NETWORK MODEL

Figure 17

TURNER MODEL

BETHB NETWORK MODEL

'

. .

Various porosity models with chemical engineering application [157].

Shi and colleagues [160-162 ] developed a model for the pore size distributions in cements
by building on a concept first developed by Diamond and Dolch [163]. Because of the range of
sizes intruded by mercury, pores which principally affect mass transport and those which
principally affect hydration kinetics may both be intruded.
Using a technique to deconvolute
MIP curves, three lognormal subdistributions can be generated.
The central distribution
includes pores in the size range of capillary porosity while the finest distribution extends
down to the size of gel pores.
'
'

Among the models for porosity are those relating it to other physical properties. Jambor
recently reiterated that a close relationship exists between pore structure and strength [164].
Several publications describing models for porosity and porosity-strength relationships have
appeared.
Tang
developed a network model for the structures of porous materials [165].
Compressive strengths were calculated based on the model developed.
Calculated strengths
compared favorable with empirically determined values.
One study [166] related the capillary
porosity in cement paste to the compressive strength using a modified Ryskewitch equation
[167].
In a series of publications Odler and colleagues [168-170] investigated the relationships ■
between the pore structures of cement pastes and the strengths developed.
Effects of varying
the surface area and the proportions of C3A, C4AF and gypsum on pore volume ana strength
were determined.
It was established that the slopes of strength-porosity cunres decrease with
increasing C3A content when the C3S and C2S contents were held constant. Sersale et al [171]
in studying the effects of gypsum on cement properties observed that an SO3 content between ■ 2
and 3.5% promotes the refinement in pore structure and affects the compressive strength
accordingly.
These results support observations of Odler and Rößler that pores smaller than
about 10 nm do not have a major effect on reducing the compressive strength.
However, the

results of Sersale et al are in contrast to those of an earlier study in which variation in SO3 was
reported not to influence the pore size distribution [172].
■
.... ..
f 11 'Л a SJri^ o0f thJee papers [173-1751 Odler and Köster explored structural development in
iully hydrated C3S and cement pastes. In comparing the effects of hydration at 20 and 90°C,
they found that the bound water and the chemical shrinkage were lower at 90°C, whereas the*
density of the hydrates was higher. They also observed that the water bound for complete
hydration . at 20 C showed a dependence on the original w/c ratio. Significantly, this effect was
observed m both cement and C3S pastes. Observation in the latter suggests the density of C-S-H
to depend on the original w/c ratio. In ■ evaluating the development of pore structure at 20°C it
was observed that pore size distributions obtained by nitrogen adsorption and mercury
intrusion are notin good agreement. The pore volume filled by nitrogen was found to be lower
than that which was mercury filled.
C3S and cement
pastes showed significantly different
?nt^
d1.stnbuti£ns 311(1 де P°res intruded by mercury after d-drying were lower than the
total porosities.
However, the volume of inaccessible
pores in C3S .differed from those in
cement.
In a further investigation of C3S and cement pastes cured at 20 and 90° C it was
ЛС/ BEJ SU1aCKe /rCaS determined ЬУ water vapor adsorption are relatively
independent of w/c ratio and hydration temperature.
This BET surface area does not differ
greatly between C3S and cement.
BET specific surfaces determined by nitrogen are lower than
those for water vapor.
The permeabilities of undried pastes increase greatly with increasine
porosity and penneabihties of cement and C3S pastes at equal porositie® ate similar.
Vidick
compared the adsorption of nitrogen, argon, and krypton [176].
Comparing nitrogen and
times thnse^nf0“ Ш d?ai\ ?e “ltrogcn sPecific surface areas were observed to be Ibout 5
times those of argon for hydrated cement and for hydrated aluminoferrites.

In addition to varying with temperature and composition, the pore structure of cement
paste also has been observed to vary depending on the relative humidity during curing [177]
As would be expected curing at RH below 95% limited hydration and gel porosity increased with
increasing hydration.
Curing at RH below 80% resulted in a much coarser po?e sJmcture and
the diameters of the large pores were observed to be three times larger than when curing was
nnr2el °Ut Und7 condltlon3 of saturation. This illustrates the role of transport in refining the
p°r.e st™cture of Pa®tcs- Because large pores are more likely to empty first, the mechanism by
which they would become partially infilled with hydration product is precluded.

THE EFFECT OF ADDITIVES AND ADMIXTURES ON CEMENT PASTE MODEL PARAMETERS
лпт
^dmixture (additive) interaction with portland cement and cement phases can affect
nas7e ri718n821POrechS^CtUrC’ andumorPhology of the hydrated constituents of portland cement
пгГЛпД78’лг ‘ .Chailges in C-S-H stoichiometry and surface area and modification of CH in the
drt^nin, f ad™lxtures (Particularly superplasticizers) are factors to be considered in
determining naodel parameters.
This section reviews contributions in the admixture (additive)
area since the 8th International Congress with specific reference to work that provides
саГсТит Tdm Л°ПСер15 Of structural modelling. The review is divided into three sections:
mY«AT hydroxid?’
supplementary cementing materials, polymer modification
and
miscellaneous . admixtures.

Calcium Hydroxide:
70 9WChlCih7i hydroxid® is 3 ™aj?r constituent of portland cement paste which contains
about
?Ume‘ ♦ ‘
501(1 Glasser [183‘ 184L Barker et 31 П85] and Inokawa et al
[186]
Wprk °ы 1!П7Га/сх0,ПЛ between calcium hydroxide and superplasticizer.
Suiphonai
Sulphonated
Melam ne Formaldehyde (SMF) was observed to affect both morphology and crystallite size,
size.
rpcnh'na S?mP eSicz емпГаlly e.xhlblted a pseudo-hexagonal prismatic morphology.
Morphology
occas
SMF addltl.°° chaHged to well-shaped flattened pseudo-hexagonal plates with
occasional growth spirals visible on surfaces normal to the c-axis.
At higher SMF
(MgV?%\CcH cryslals were *егУ thin and irregular consisting of numerous
TR da?a^ iha?‘ a
S *сге.incorP°rated into the CH structure. It was suggested (based on
IR data) that alchemical complex forms between CH and SMF by an intercalation process [183].
Further work by Yilmaz and Glasser generally confirmed that the mean size of the CH
crystallites was reduced and the crystal habit changed from blocky to platy [184]. It was also

observed that ettringite crystallizes in coarser laths with SMF than it does without. X-ray line
broadening was observed but no significant changes in the lattice parameters of CH were
detected. The results of Barker et al [185] are essentially in agreement with those of Yilmaz and
Glasser including substitution for Ca^"*"-or OH* within the crystal structure. • Their results were
generally descriptive of the influence of several plasticizers containing the SO3 Na group:
Yilmaz and Glasser attribute the interaction, however, to more than chemisorption lo an
ettringite - precursor.
Desorption and crystallization of ettringite and a slow denaturation
reaction occurs resulting in precipitation of a chemically altered form of SMF. It' is clear that
further work is required to predict the behavior of admixture modified cement paste based on
structural models.
■ ■.
■
;

Supplementary Cementing Materials:
'
Additions of silica fume, fly ash and more recently finely divided calcium carbonate
have been shown to modify the structure and properties of C-S-H [179, 182, 186-191].
Groves and Rodger employed analytical transmission electron microscopy 1 to
characterize microstructure developed in hydrating C3S and portland cement systems
containing microsilica [189]. In C3S pastes silica particles were observed embedded in C-S-H gel
giving the appearance of excellent bonding between the two phases.
The C-S-H gel had foil
like morphology.
The silica was described as having the appearance of hydrous: silica 'of
equilibrium composition.
. .
The inner product C-S-H within original C3S grains had a similar morphology to . outer
product C-S-H. Inner product C-S-H gels had Ca/Si ratio values of about 0.8. Outer product C-S-H
in portland cement-silica fume pastes had slightly lower Ca/Si ratios ie., about 0.66. Solid state
NMR results indicated that the silicate chain length is approximately 8.5 for both C3S and
portland cement systems.
.
:;i
’

Alkali addition (in the form of KOH) had little effect on the microstructure of C3S paste.
In portland cement-silica fume pastes isolated regions of low calcium and - high alkali ' content
with distinctive morphology were detected.
In C3S pastes incorporation of NaOH increased
early strength up to 7 days hydration [192].
Subsequent strengths were diminished relative to
control pastes.
There was, however, a larger volume concentration of fine pores in NaOH
treated C3S pastes.
Strength generally increases with amount of fine pores.
Decreased
strength of alkali treated C3S paste is attributed to a coarser microstructure and . poor
interparticle bonding.
■ .
Fly ash did not significantly affect the morphology of hydration products of C3S [187].
The Ca/Si ratio of the C-S-H was, however, reduced in all areas. Morphology after one year of
hydration is described as follows: hydrogarnet shells formed within reacted zones of fly ash
particles; radially fibrillar C-S-H within reacted zones and shells of dense C-S-H.
C-S-H
formation is described as occurring immediately outside the flyash particle surface and
subsequent to later shell formation within the reacted zone by rhythmic precipitation.
The
Ca/Si ratio of the outer and inner product was similar averaging between 1.4 and 1.5.
Microanalysis revealed that the composition of inner and outer product is affected by the
presence of fly ash.
•
The Ca/Si ratio (2 weeks hydration) of the inner product is about 1.56 when fly ash is
present, otherwise about 1.70. At one year the ratios are about 1.45 and 1.60 respectively.' The
inner product in blended pastes is free of other elements (in addition to Ca and Si) whereas' the outer product may contain many trace elements, in particular substantial concentrations of
potassium.
.
,
■ ;
■
; <

Portland cement-fly ash systems and Сз8-Ау ash systems react in a similar way [189]. ■
The fly ash particles form radially fibrillar gel and hydrogarnet phases. In addition regions of
small particles of poorly crystalline iron-containing material exist intermixed with C-S-H and
hydrotalcite type needles. These regions may originate from C4AF interstitial phases in cement
clinker.
The microstructure of the inner and outer products is not significantly different than

J J Beaudoin and P W Brown .

that for CgS-fly ash system.
The microstructure of cement paste is altered hv
rfume, either alone or in combinTtion^^ddmaTls^X^t^ ^regate Pani.cles.
«’ica
the range (0.18-0.97) xio3 „m form at the г
determined that pores with diameters in
Interface porosity in this size ranee i« in er ШС/1 aggre?^te Particle-cement paste interface [193]
significant" proportion o^ thT pores are ^"сопТпио^0"^
™ presencc of «Пса fume.
A
and fine aggregate particles a larger coarse pore fraction than™®”1 PaStCl contaimng. silica fume
to many published reports.
The large apparent inrreace
contro1 ₽aste exists contrary
first intrusion with mercury is really 8due "to
nenet^V
’г /1Пе ^°re structure observed on
pores at higher pressures in the mercury intrusion experiment"86
relatively discontinuous
increases the "pro^Son’of higher

8ШСа fUme addition

P®s??s with ammonium
nitrate reduces the amount of CaO and increases Si02 and R20. . П9бТ
The degree of
polymerization of the silica anions is increased [194-196].
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reieenn. ro development of modeis fo^ eemem
/ c0"=e«ra'“
the C3S phase „ it „ mo =

C3S mtd ponland cement systems. Reference C^nustes ^Tyg “d”"“? ?
“ inCrt filIer in
described as containing parallel hexagonal nht/ ?
, / 1 28 days hydration) can be generally
various size. The fibrous panicles are much smallef w?^^ h^d™.xide fand fibrous particles of
the 15% calcium carbonate level the microstructure exMbh/0011*0^0" Cal^lum carbonate. At
only occasional evidence of hexagonal plates
Th₽ с г
. no Hbrous features and shows
consolidated network.
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Plots of degree of
аГе‘Ге containing
no calcium carbonate
for growth of C-S-H.
C-S-H formed nn₽P
11131 ca*c,um carbonate particlesi act
,
as nuclei
carbonate
Nucieation on the surface of C3 S "ouid resT ,
may incorporate some
accelerated C3S hydration.
Ramachandran concluded that
in the presence of CaCO, silica in
e’i^s
the confines of the C3S phase and grow <яе -------3
J can migrate farther from
to existing as inner and" outer products
Th/r X" Шс CaC°3 ра«1с1еа П9Ц. This is in addition
'Tk.-r лз io*
.
.
*------- iD 1U aUUUlU
’ of
VabouM
l Ca'Sl
ratl° 1S modified
to slightly
C3S paste containing CaCO3 . * Vol
Values
jsTlSS,
CaCO^com
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ValueS iin
. Values of about 1.95 al 15% CaCOj content compared
control pastes were reported.
1 15% CaC03 content compared to 1.85 for
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Generally polymer latices reduce porosity ij the
d po.lymer emulsions [197-199].
increase porosity in the finer pore regions fdiamet 8 fen® regl°n (diameter >0.4 pm) and
decrees with increuse in polym«.==^°„"S гЙГ'1'' <15° пш) *197, l98lTomi" ’
porosity
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in
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mortars
This is
without polymer is eliminated.
In addition t^ preset®' г E-rCSS рого$ИУ Present m controls
thet polymer phase which becomes cl^us^r^T^
nature of
better bond with the

-iiribmed

uccuS^r оГД^ГЛе'Г

k present [199].

of =nlrdnCTa^oidsPto7a,mGd vanaonc';"ra‘ion. of solubl= alkali^
around the iperiphery
"J ul-.
The microstructure of cement paste around ^he^ui” voidsta!i .t'0”“"* 10 this I'"™"--™phenomena l"
[200]'
influenced.
p
arouna tne air V01ds did not appear to be significantly

. The effect of organic sodium salts on microstructure of C3 S pastes was reported by
Stadelmann et al [201]. An accelerator, sodium formate had the general effect of lowering the
Ca/Si ratio of C-S-H and increasing the specific surface area. Sodium propionate, a retarder, ,is
described as contributing to formation of a surface layer (on C3 S particles) with a high Ca/Si
ratio and small specific surface area. The layer is considered to be a low permeability barrier.
Na is incorporated into the surface layers until the Ca/Na ratio of these layers has attained an
equilibrium value.
'
-

Dunster and Parsonage determined that saccharide retarders apparently do not alter the
silicate anion distribution of C-S-H at a given degree of hydration in spite of altered hydration
kinetics [202].
It is apparent that microstructural descriptions suitable for modelling the structure of
hydrated cement paste vary with the additive type and ' each admixture system.
Considerable
progress, however, has been made since' 1986 in delineating factors controlling various cement
admixture interactions, particularly those involving superplasticizers and cement phases.
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' Synopsis: The paper is divided into two parts.

The first part of the report is devoted to the discussion on the theoretical research carried out to
understand the mechanisms of the superplasticizer action on the fuidizing effect, hydration, microstructure
and durability aspects of cement mixes. Dispersion, adsorption and electrical repulsion effects have been
examined by taking into account two main factors affecting these phenomena: a) type of polymer including
chemical nature, molecular weight, monomer content, etc; b) type of cement, including mineralogical
composition, form of calcium sulfate, amount of alkali sulfate, mineral additions, etc.

In the second part of the paper major advances made in the field of admixtures, with special reference to
their practical implications are reviewed. The discussion include: the synthesis of admixtures, the
development of new admixtures, use of admixtures in new applications and their effect on concrete properties
in the fresh and hardened state. The review discusses the following: 1) Accelerators 2) Water Reducers 3)
Superplasticizers 4) Retarders 5) Air-Entraining Agents 6) Polymer-Modified Mortars and Concrete
7)Activators for Slags 8)Admixtures to Reduce Alkali-Aggregate Expansion 9)Underwater Concreting
10)Re-Use of Returned Concrete ll)Antifreezing and 12)Corrosion Inhibitors.
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I. EFFECT OF SUPERPLASTICIZERS ON THE
PHYSICO-CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENT

1. INTRODUCTION

I
4
1

.

i
;
,i

This report reviews publications in the area of cement and concrete admixtures mainly published after the
last International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement, held in 1986. After this Congress exhaustive reviews
(1-4) and Conference Proceedings (5, 6) specifically devoted to admixtures have been published.

-

:

.
j

i

Admixtures will be examined separately in two distinct Parts: Part I substantially deals with the effect of
superplasticizers on the physico-chemical characteristics of cement pastes. Part II deals with the
development of traditional admixtures (accelerators, water-reducers, superplasticizers, etc.) as well as of
new admixtures (activators for slags, corrosion inhibitors, products for re-use of returned concrete, etc.).
Each part is treated independently of the other with respect to discussion, references, tables and figures.

2. SUPERPLASTICIZERS

I

In the last twenty years, the admixture that has received the greatest interest in terms of research and
development is high-range water reducers or superplasticizers. Even after the last International Conference
held in 1986 superplasticizing admixtures dominate the admixture literature. This is due to the fact that
superplasticizers provide important advantages to concrete from both technological and economical aspect
of view.

J
?
; J
I

In the first section of this report only the most used types of superplasticizers based substantially on
condensed sulfonated melamine formaldehyde type (SMF) or sulfonated naphthalene formaldehyde type
(SNF) will be examined in some detail. Developments of new superplasticizers, as well as other chemical
admixtures are examined in Part II of the report.

'

i I

‘
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3. TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES
OF USING SUPERPLASTICIZERS
Successful applications of superplasticized ready mixed concrete include the Channel Tunnel (7), concrete
platforms in the North Sea (8), dry dock underwater concrete placement (9), and high-rise buildings with
high strength concrete (10-12).

1

The technical and economical advantages of using superplasticized concrete for the manufacture of precast
elements have also been examined (13-15). These include high rates of concrete placement, increased
productivity by decreasing demoulding cycles, reduced cement contents to achieve a given strength and
improved properties of hardened concrete. Also the technical advantages provided by superplasticizers in
steam curing of concrete in precast plants have been studied widely(16-19).
The use of superplasticizers has been studied to solve specific problems in concrete technology such as
pumping (9), underwater placing (9, 20), slip forming (21, 22) manufacture of paving concrete (23) as well

as in special cement grout injections (24, 25).

In a feasibility study on the concrete production in areas remote from gravel deposits, it has been found
that the replacement of natural aggregates by crushed stone allows a more economical concrete production
provided that superplasticizers are used (26). The economical advantages of using superplasticizers to reduce
the cement content and therefore the cost of concrete have been examined widely (27-29).

5

/

4. STUDIES ON THE MECHANISMS

- ■

■

The practical advantages of using superplasticizers justify and explain why increasing efforts are devoted
to theoretical research to understand the mechanism of the action of these chemical admixtures on the
fuidifying effect on cement/concrete mixes.

Skalny (30) has examined the role of superplasticizers on the thickness and quality of cement paste layer
between aggregates, and concluded that there is need for a new approach in studying the rheology of cement
mixes including cement pastes, mortars and concretes.
- c v.

Some studies have been devoted to find a relationship between the physico-chemical characterization of
naphthalene and melamine based superplasticizers and their action on the fuidizing effect of cement
paste.They include emission and infrared spectography (31),thermal analysis (DTA/DTG) and Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (32) which have been used to characterize commercial samples of
superplasticizers. A more practical approach for a quick assessment of the relative effectiveness of various
superplasticizers is based on deflocculation and vibratory compaction tests (33) or fluidity tests by using
special mixing apparatus (34). All the above mentioned tests are useful to check the conformity of a supplied
admixture and to verify the constancy of properties of a given superplasticizer.
The mechanism action of superpiasticizers on the properties of cement pastes is a quite a complex problem ■
since the influence of a superplasticizer depends on many parameters such as:
—
—
—
—
—

chemical nature of superplasticizer; ’
,
:
average molecular weight and its distribution; • \
•
..
.
; r
;
actual dosage (dry basis) and method of addition of admixtures;
.
... .. ; .......
.■ ,
-л.,
type of cement including fineness, mineralogical composition, alkali and sulfate contents;
gypsum form (dihydrate/hemihydrate);
/'
'
'
' . .' ' .
‘,

■' These data are not always available in published papers. Therefore sometimes it is difficult to explain
contradictory results obtained by different authors when apparently the same experimental conditions have
been used.

' '

'

■'

' '

■

’

4.1 DISPERSION. ADSORPTION AND ELECTRICAL REPULSION
' Even with the above mentioned limits, the available data as summarized by Ramachandran (35) indicate
that the fluidizing effect of superpiasticizers is basically related to the three following physico-chemical
phenomena: dispersion, adsorption, and electrical repulsion (zeta potential).
'

. Large and irregular agglomerates of cement particles predominate in a cement paste. The addition of
superpiasticizers causes dispersion into smaller agglomerates or even individual cement particles. The
relationship between the dispersing effect and the improvement in the fluidity of the water-solid suspension
finds applications in systems other than cementitious mixes.

'‘ .

' '

-

J

The dispersing effect of superpiasticizers is generally ascribed to the development of the same electrostatic
(negative) charges on the cement particles as determined by the electrokinetic or zeta potential. In other
words, attractive forces existing among cement particles suspended in water cause agglomeration, and these
attractive forces can be neutralized by adsorption of anionic polymers, such as SNF or SMF, on the surface
of cement particles.

c

..

.

.

.

,

■

'' At first glance the amount of adsorption of superpiasticizers could be associated with a change in zeta
potential and therefore with a dispersing effect, as shown in Fig. 1. Proper intepretation of these data
requires additional information.
’

* ' ’

'

Both adsorption and zeta potential increase by increasing the superplasticizer dosage (Fig. 1) with the
same type of superplasticizer and cement and the same method of addition (36). This does not necessarily
mean that higher zeta potential and therefore more effective dispersion is always associated with higher
adsorption of superpiasticizers on the surface of cement particles. Basile et al. (37), for instance, have found
(Table 1) tfiat by using 0.4% of the same dry SNF polymer, the fluidizing effect, as determined by the
minislump test, is quite different for two cement brands (A and B) even with substantially the same amount
of adsorption of superplasticizer (about 80% of the original polymer). They have ascribed this difference in

behaviour of the same cement with the same superplasticizer to the different state of the calcium sulfate
present in portland cement, i.e., dihydrate in cement A and hemihydrate in cement B.

TABLEI: ZETA POTENTIAL. ADSORPTION AND FLUIDITY (MINISLUMP) OF CEMENT PASTES.
(w/c = 035) IN THE PRESENCE OF SNF (0.4% AS DRY POLYMER) WITH TWO CEMENT BRANDS (37)

.CEMENT
BRAND

ZETA POTENTIAL
(mV)

A •

-23.5

В

-20.4

ADSORPTION
(% ORIGINAL POLYMER)

.

MINISLUMP
(cm2)

80

• 188

83

87

4.2 TYPE OF POLYMER AND ITS EFFECTS
Andersen et al. (38) have found that although the adsorption of SNF is higher than that of SMF and PSS
(sulfonated polystyrene), the zeta potential of PSS-treated cement has a larger negative value than that of
SMF or SNF cement suspension (Fig. 2). Again, these results indicate that the polymer which is most
effectively adsorbed is not necessarily the one that gives the largest negative zeta potential. These data,
however, cannot be considered as a potential evaluation of the fluidizing effect of the three polymers (SNF,
SMF and PSS) since rheological measurements of the cement mixes with and without polymers were not
available. On the other hand, the molecular weight (MW) of the three polymers were quite different (15000,
19000 and 70000 for SNF, SMF and PSS respectively) and therefore the different zeta potential or adsorption
characteristics cannot be ascribed directly and only to the different chemical nature of the polymers.

The influence of the molecular weight (MW) of the polymer on the zeta potential, adsorption and viscosity
of the cement mixes strongly depends on the chemical nature of the superplasticizer, the MW range
investigated and how the MW is expressed (weight or number average). Ferrari et al. (39), for instance, have
found that commercial SNF- based superplasticizers exerted the best fluidizing effect in the MW range
6000-8000 (weight average), but at higher range the effect decreased when СзА rich cements were used.
Cements that were rich in C^AF did not show this drop at higher molecular weight.
Andersen et al. (40) have studied the effect of the MW (4000-70000 weight average) of PSS
superplasticizers on zeta potential and have found that the higher the molecular weight of the polymer, the
better is the dispersion of the cement (in terms of zeta potential) (Fig. 3). However no viscosity measurement
has been carried out to confirm the assumed relationship between large negative zeta potential and high
fluidizing effect. This assumption does not agree with other results obtained by Biagini et al. (41) indicating
that too much of high MW (over 50000 average weight) of PSS causes a decrease in the fluidizing effect. This
drop at higher MW of PSS could be due to flocculation of solid particles caused by a bridge-effect of a single
long-chain polymer molecule adsorbed on different cement grains.
The study of the effect of the MW of SMF superplasticizer on the adsorption on cement particles has led
to contradictory results. Cunnigham et al. (42) found that higher molecular weight fractions of SMF
preferentially adsorb onto the cement particles. These data do not confirm those of Sebok (43) who
concluded in the adsorption of SMF polymer that all molecular weight fractions adsorb similarly.
The complex relationship between adsorption, zeta potential and molecular weight on one hand, and the
fluidizing effect on the other, has been extensively examined by Basile et al. (44). They have studied the
performances of the same SNF condensate but reacted for different periods of polymerization time: 2, 4,10
and 14 hrs. The four polymers have been characterized by MW (number average), the monomer content and
the GPC chromatograms. Apparently the higher the molecular weight of the polymer, the better is the
fluidizing effect. However, the increase in the MW is accompanied by the reduction in the monomer content.
Therefore it is difficult to conclude whether the increase in fluidizing effect is caused by the MW increase

Fig. 1. ■

Fig. 2

Adsorption and zeta potential as a function of superplasticizer

Effect of superplasticizer with different MW (weight average) based . ■
on SNF (MW = 15000), SMF (19000) nad PSS (70000) on zeta poten
tial and adsorption; admixture 1% in water (38)
.
;
p ..

or the monomer reduction. In order to evaluate which of the two parameters (MW or monomer content) plays

Ье^ГгеаГ/Г?^ "к гч ‘he ,fluidizing effect- two polymers with different MW and monomer content have
Lw mn
1
У the “1;raF1Uratlon Process. This treatment causes a decrease in the content of monomer and
he Tffe t ft Wetgah fra.Ct,On> and an increase in the high molecular weight fraction (Fig. 4). Table 2 shows
nnlv ff
h f TffCd аП^Л7/Геа1Са poIymers on the fiu'dizing effect: after ultrafiltration, even if the two
polymers have different MW (435 and 735 number average), they have the same fluidizing effect (185 cm2 as
imslump). Moreover the 14-hr-reacted polymer has different MW (number average) before and after the
ultrafiltration process (635 and 735 respectively), but it shows the same effect (185 cm2 as minislump). These
■ data would indicate that the effectiveness of a SNF polymer as a superplasticizer depends more on the content
of monomer and lower molecular weight fraction, rather than on the MW value of the polymer.

A better fluidizing effect of the SNF superplasticizer has been found when it is added to cement paste or
concre e a few minutes. after the mixing water (45). This behaviour has also been confirmed for SMF
the rS|aSavC1Zer 35)f" AdfltlO.n Wlth mixing water causes a strong incorporation of the superplasticizer into
. Сз^'ёУР511111 system, leaving only small amounts for dispersion of C3S and C2S. This agrees with the
viscosity .„crease of .be cement mi, when .be ettringite content is increased (46. 47) Wtbh.eaddhion
superplasticizer is adsorbed to a lower extent on ettringite so that there is a greater amount of polymer in
extent

P

PrOmOte dlsPersion °f Сз8 and C2S, and therefore fluidize the cement mix to a greater

$e

Delayed addition of superplasticizers appears to be more effective even in the presence of silica fume
creating a greater workability and a reduction in slump loss with mixing time (48-50).
’

№HT. NIJMBER AVERAGE) OFSNF POLYMFRS
У1Л1 1ПЕ,ГШШ||Г

ьу

ULTRAFILTRATION

Before

After

CONDENSATION
TIME (hr)

OF CEMENT PASTE (44)

MW

MINISLUMP
(cm2)

4

290

75

14

635

185

4

435

185

735

185

14

.

4.3 TYPE OF PORTLAND CEMENT AND PERFORMANCE
The fluidizing effect of superplasticizer is influenced by the type of cement used.
Hanna et al. (34) have examined the properties of cement grouts with SNF superplasticizer and have

the h-T
'r a 1 at
e C^llcontent and the fineness of cement are among the most important factors:
the higher the СзЛ content and the cement fineness, the lower the fluidizing effect.
Basile et al. (44) have found that cements manufactured with the same clinker, but with different forms of
calcium sulfate as set regulators, perform much differently when treated with SNF polymer: in the presence
о ca cium sulfate dihydrate, the fluidizing effect is much more significant than with hemihydrate. Table 3
indicates that by using two different clinker sources (A and B) the fluidizing effect of a SNF based
instead Of hTm-hOa re
К Ce?6 ul PaSte
mOre effeCtive whcn «yPsum in ,he form of dihydrate is used
instead of hemihydrate even though the zeta potential and the polymer adsorption are almost equal for the
cement. These results have been confirmed by Nawa et al. (52) who found that in the presence of SNF
superplasticizer cement pastes are much more fluid when dihydrate is used instead of hemihydrate. However,

MOLECULAR WEIGHT (103)
Adsorption and zeta potential in cement pastes (w/c-2) versus

MW (weight average) of PSS (40)

ELUTION TIME
GPC chromatograms of superplasticizer samples condensed for
4 hours and 14 hours without and with ultrafiltration. P = polymer,
D = disulfonate; M = monomer; L=low molecular weight fraction (44)

Mario Collepardi and V S Ramachandran
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EFFECT OF 0.4% SNF POLUMER ON:
Minislump
Zeta Potential
Adsorption (% of
(cm2)
(mV)
original polymer)

CaSO4 • 2H2O

CaSO4 • 1/2 H2O

CaSO4 • 2H2O
CaS04 • 1/2 H2O

175

-24.1

82

79

-23.7

82

189

-23.2

82
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-22.4
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Fig. 5.

Effect of МагЗОд addition on SNF polymer adsorption and viscosity
of the cement paste (52)

The retarding effect of SNF superplasticizer at the normal dosage (0.4% as dry polymer by weight of
cement) has been confirmed by Basile et al. (44) for laboratory portland cements containing calcium sulfate
in the form of pure dihydrate. However, no retardation has been found for the corresponding cements
containing pure hemihydrate as the set regulator. Commercial cements containing both forms of calcium
sulfate should show an intermediate performance depending on the dihydrate/hemihydrate ratio.
The effect of the form of calcium sulfate on the retardation of cement hydration caused by superplasticizer
is quite complex, because the effect also depends on the amount of water soluble alkali sulfate present in
cement. The effect of superplasticizer on the time of the appearance of the second maximum heat peak,
corresponding to the C3S hydration, in the conduction calorimetric curve has been studied (52). For cements
with high alkali sulfate content (Fig. 6), the retardation caused by superplasticizer at normal dosage (1%)
with respect to the control mix is significant when dihydrate and in particular anhydrite is used, whereas the
retardation is negligible in the presence of hemihydrate unless very high dosages of the superplasticizer are
used. For low alkali sulfate cements (Fig. 7), independently of the calcium sulfate form present as a set
regulator, there is no substantial retardation unless high a dosage of superplasticizer (> 1%) is used.
Therefore, for a given form of calcium sulfate, there is a tendency for retarding effect of SNF to increase
with the increase in the alkali sulfate content of cement.
According to the mechanism proposed by Nawa et al. (52), alkali Sulfate in cement inhibits adsorption of
SNF on the aluminate phase, permitting a larger amount of superplasticizer to be adsorbed on the silicate
phases and causing a more significant retardation of C3S and C2S hydration.

Apparently the alkali ions present in sodium-based SNF superplasticizer do not have the same retarding
effect as that of alkali sulfates in cement. Matsukawa and Diamond (58) have found that addition of
sodium-based SNF superplasticizer results in a higher concentration of sodium in the cement paste pore
solution, with a partial compensation for the potassium ions released by cement (lower in the presence of the
superplasticizer). Fukaya and Kato (59) have found that alkali ions in superplasticizer adsorb on C-S-H but

Fig. 6.

Effect of SNF on the C3S hydration rate in high alkali Portland cement
with different forms of calcium as set regulators (52)

SNF DOSAGE (%)
Fig. 7.

Effect of SNF on the C3S hydration rate in low alkali Portland cement
with different forms of calcium as set regulators (52)

not on ettringite, and the adsorption of these ions do not affect the admixture adsorption. On the other hand,
they have found that calcium ions in the superplasticizer adsorb on both C-S-H and ettringite and increase
the adsorption of admixture. This could explain why calcium-based SNF is more retarding than the
corresponding sodium-based SNF superplasticizer (60).
•
.'
■
’
A limited amount of work has been carried out on the microstructure of superplasticized cement pastes.
Only a few papers on the microstructure of pure C3S or CsA - CaSO4 • 2HtO system with and without
superplasticizer have been published (51). In more recent articles the influence of SNF-based
superplasticizer on the microstructure of C-S-H and C-A-F phases has been examined (35, 61). It has been
found that a denser structure in cement paste is formed in the presence of superplasticizers.

4.5 BLENDED PORTLAND CEMENTS AND HIGH-ALUMINA CEMENT
The influence of superplasticizers on portland cement in the presence of silica fume, fly ash and slag has
been extensively studied in recent years and several symposia (62-64) have been devoted to this specific
subject. However, the greater. part of the papers concerns engineering properties, whereas only few
publications deal with mechanism aspects.
,

Diamond and Struble (65) studied the adsorption of superplasticizer on silica fume. They have found that
in cement pastes where silica fume replaced 10% by weight of cement, the adsorption of superplasticizer is
increased, although silica fume by itself adsorbed a negligible amount of superplasticizer. However, the
adsorption of superplasticizer on the surface of the ingredients replacing portland cement could be affected
by pH, chemical composition and ionic strength of the aqueous solution. All these parameters strongly change
when adsorption is measured in the presence or in the absence of portland cement. Pierre et al. (66), for
instance, have found that the adsorption of SNF polymer in СаСОз aqueous dispersions is increased by
reducing the pH and increasing the ionic strength.
■
■ •'

Ollivier et al. (67) studied the influence of superplasticizer in the presence of silica fume on the orientation
of portlandite crystals as well as ettringite crystallization at the interfacial zone between cement paste and
aggregate. They also found (68) that calcium silicate hydration is accelerated initially by the presence of
silica fume and superplasticizer, whereas it is known that the early hydration of silicates is retarded by the

presence of superplasticizer (51).

" "

Collepardi et_al. (57, 69, 70) studied the effect of SNF or SMF superplasticizers on the properties of Type
I and Type III portland cement mixes in the presence of fly ash or silica fume. They found that in general
SNF appears to be more effective than SMF as a water reducer and retarder. However, the retarding effect
of SNF and SMF is reduced in the presence of silica fume. Even fly ash reduces retardation provided that a
Type HI portland cement is used. Due to the higher C3S content and higher fineness, the hydration of this
type of cement produces a larger amount of Ca(OH)t which is available for the pozzolanic reaction with
silica fume or fly ash to form C-S-H which increases strength.

<

•

-

It has been found (71) that in the presence of blast-furnace slag replacing portland cement up to 85%,
superplasticizers appear to be more effective, thus confirming previous results (51).
..
It is weif known that SNF or SiMF-based superplasticizers perform poorly when used for high alumina
cement mixes. They retard the calcium aluminate hydration and at 180 days the strength of superplasticized
and control mixes are comparable (51). Gill et al. (72) found that the retardation effect could be overcome
by the simultaneous use of superplasticizer and lithium salts which act as accelerators. Banfill et al. (73)
studied whether the sulfate in superplasticizers affected the hydration of high alumina cement. Sulfate is
considered to be a retarder for this cement. They however found that at the dosage of superplasticizer
normally used, the sulfate was not able to retard the hydration of high alumina cement.

5. DURABILITY OF SUPERPLASTICIZED CEMENT MIXES
Freezing and thawing effects, sulfate attack and chloride penetration are the most aggressive effects on
concrete structures. In general, when superplasticizers are used to reduce the wlc ratio, a denser
microstructure with lower capillary porosity in the cement paste is obtained, so that a concrete with higher

durability, and with a higher strength, results. However, use of superplasticizer per se does not necessarily
make concrete resist aggressive action in the absence of air-entraining agent or mineral addition.

5Д. FREEZING AND THAWING EFFECTS

.

Air bubbles provide concrete ability to resist the undesirable effects of freezing and thawing. Adequate
frost resistance requires that the spacing factor should not exceed 200 нт. In superplasticized cement mixes
this value is exceeded. Mac Innis and Racic (74) found that SNF and SMF superplasticizers, added 40 min
after batching and mixing, cause a significant drop ih air volume arid specific surface, and increase in the
spacing factor in hardened concrete. The change in the spacing factor arid void system caused by
superplasticizers with or without silica fume has been confirmed (75-77).
In spite of the increased spacing factor, the freeze-thaw durability of superplasticized concrete tested
according to ASTM Standard C-666 in general is not impaired (35). Previous work (78) has shown that
superplasticizer mortars exhibit good frost resistance in spite of a spacing factor in excess of 200 мт and
reduced porosity with respect to the reference mortar without air-entraining agent (Table 4). These results
show that the spacing factor limitations stipulated for air-entraining concrete may not be valid for
superplasticized mortars and concretes (35).
'

TABLE 4: EFFECT OF SUPERPLASTICIZER ON SPACING FACTOR AND POROSITY <781

MORTAR

reference mortar
(without admixture)

SPACING
FACTOR
(^m)

790

POROSITY INCREASE (% WITH
RESPECT TO THE REFERENCE
MORTAR)

——

mortar + air
entrainment

280

246

mortar + air
entrainment + 0.75%
superplasticizer
.

330

194

mortar + air
entrainment + 1.5%
superplasticizer

430

105

However, conflicting results (79-81) on the frost resistance tests for superplasticized concrete have been
reported, thus confirming some unexplained exceptions previously reported (82, 83). Petrographic data
would indicate that in the failed specimens the entrained air bubble is too large, with the spacing factor
exceeding a value of 200 нт.

5.2 SULFATEATTACK
Ettringite (С3Л • 3CuSOa
З2Н2О) and/or thaumasite (CaSO« • СаСОз • СаЗЮз • ISH^O) can be
formed by sulfate attack of cement mixes. Thaumasite formation is favoured by low temperatures (0-5’C) and
high relative humidities (>90%).
The resistance of concrete to sulfate attack (monitored by determining changes in weight, length and
dynamic modulus of elasticity) is improved by reducing the w/c ratio. Therefore when superplasticizers are

SQUARE ROOT TIME (days)
Fig. 8.

Chloride penetration depth versus time. Curing time before exposure
to 10% CaCl2 aqueous solution: 28 days, (87).

SQUARE ROOT TIME (days)
Fig. 9.

Effect of fly ash or silica fume addition on chloride penetration of
concrete with w/c = 0.44. Curing time before exposure to 10% CaCla
aqueous solution: 28 days, (87)
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5.3 CHLORIDE PENETRATION
It well known that chloride salts penetrating concrete cover can promote corrosion of rebars This can

the w/c" X

ignificantly reduced (Fig. 8) and steel corrosion in reinforced concrete structures can be avoided Г871 A
"^Crplas,ici2cr aad rly ash " Silica f“mc <87)
"dace, .he chloride dLsion

Fig. 10

Calcium chloride attack: time of cracks appearance and full
deterioration as a function of concrete composition. Silica Fume (SF)
or fly ash (FA) have also been used to replace cement (86)
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Chatterji (91) found that exposure of concrete to a 10% NaCl aqueuos solution accelerates the
a ali-aggregate reaction. This has been confirmed by Collepardi (86) who has found that concretes
containing non-reactive aggregate and which are able to perform quite well for a long time even in
ThTa'dd Т°П WfЬ 30 alkiah nCh Ce7ent’ become very reactive when exposed to a 10% NaCl aqueous solution
rMr?!d T °tf s“PerPlast,clzer alone does not substantially improve the durability to the alkali-aggregate
reaction when tested in the presence of NaCl. Addition of fly ash or silica fume plus superplasticizer allows
concrete specimens to perform very well in the presence of NaCl.

.
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6, CONCLUSIONS

-

The mechanism of action of superplasticizers on the fluidizing effect of cement mixes has been
investigated extensively in terms of the dispersion, adsorption and electrical-repulsion effects. This approach
appears to be still useful at least for the simplest cement mix system (cement paste). However, there is
apparently some contradiction between the results reported in the literature because some aspects, such as
polymer type and cement type, are not always clearly described. For instance, superplasticizers with the same
chemical polymer (SNF or SMF) may perform quite differently depending on the molecular weight
ниИ1Ли?пП’-ятОПОтеЛ С0П?П1’ л-С’ °f the Ро1Утег- On the other hand, the same superplasticizer may have
different fluidizmg effect depending on the form of calcium sulfate used as a set regulator or the amount of
alkali sulfate present in the clinker. Therefore more attention should be directed to the Characterization of
polymer and cement used for solving the mechanism of the action of superplasticizer.
Concrete durability (m terms of resistance to freezing-thawing effects, sulfate attack and chloride
penetration) is improved by using superplasticizers. However, they should be used in combination with an
air-entraining agent to produce frost-resistant concretes, and with silica fume when exposed to CaCb
de-icing salts.
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IL DEVELOPMENTS IN ADMIXTURES

1. INTRODUCTION '
An admixture, according to the American Concrete Institute (ACI) document 116R and ASTM C 125 is a
material other than water, aggregate, hydraulic cement, and fiber reinforcement, used as an ingredient of
concrete or mortar, and added to the batch immediately before or during its mixing. Chemical admixtures
are not defined but include accelerators, retarders, water retarders, superplasticizers, etc. The ACI
committee report entitled "Chemical Admixtures for Concrete" includes among others, air-entraining
admixtures, pumping aids, coloring admixtures, alkali-aggregate expansion reducing admixtures and others.
In this review chemical admixtures are defined as those exclusive of mineral admixtures. Most of the
chemical admixtures are used in small quantities and are water soluble or emulsified systems. A brief account
of the important developments that have taken place in the last 5 years is emphasized. It is not meant to be
an exhaustive survey but merely a review of the trends in the development of chemical admixtures. Significant
advances have particularly been made in the production and application of superplasticizers. Important
developments are foreseen in such admixtures as lignosulfonates, accelerators, air-entraining admixtures,
alkali-aggregate expansion reducing admixtures, admixtures for underwater concreting, polymer-modified
and macrodefect free systems, activators and stabilizers for reuse of returned concrete, activators for slags,
corrosion inhibitors, etc. The review lays emphasis on the improvements in water reduction, dispersion,
workability, strength development, durability, etc in concrete containing the chemical admixtures.

TABLE 1: YEARLY STATISTICS ON PATENTED FORMULATIONS

Year

Accelerators-^
Superplasticizers
AE Agents
Multi-Func. Adm.
Water Reducers
Retarders
Polymer Mod.Cem.

4

14

2

1

1

12

4

-

2

29

9

30

7

-

11

27

15

1988

3

22

26

1

11

49

21

1989

37

38

8

4

Total

60

89

11

29

1985

7

14

1986

4

1987

■

24
102

.

.

,

.... . ;

15

121

:

.

is

116
169

There is constant interest in the development of novel admixtures, as evidenced by the number of patents
taken each year. In Table 1 above the number of patents taken in the years 1985-1989 are given. The year
refers to the year in which the patents were reported in the Chemical Abstracts (CA).

2. ACCELERATING ADMIXTURES
A large amount of data is available on the use of calcium chloride as accelerator in concrete (1). The
presence of chloride ions in concrete however, tends to increase the potential for corrosion of the embedded
steel and hence there has been continued interest to develop an alternative to calcium chloride that

accelerates cement hydration but does not promote corrosion of steel. Soluble salts such as bromides,
fluorides, carbonates, thiocyanates, nitrates, nitrites, thiosulfates, silicates, aluminates and alkali hydroxides
are known to accelerate the setting of cement. Organic compounds such as triethanolamine and formates
also act as accelerators. Commercial non-chloride accelerators contain a combination of admixtures and
their short and long term effects on concrete are yet to be completely assessed.

Rear and Chin (2) tested 3 commercially available non-chloride admixtures for their effect on early
strength development of concretes with five ASTM Type I and Type I/II cements, two ASTM class F fly ashes
and two ASTM C fly ashes. The three accelerators studied were Ca-nitrite, Ca-nitrate and Na-thiocyanate.
At 22°C with the Ca-nitrite and Na-thiocyanate admixtures the one day strength of concrete increased by
128-144% and the 7 day strength by 109-131%. Not much improvement resulted with Ca-nitrate. At 10°C
however, all the admixtures promoted higher strengths with respect to the reference concrete at 1 day and 7
days. In class C fly ash concrete containing three types of cements, the Ca-nitrite based admixture promoted
strength in two of them. In class F fly ash concrete two cements showed higher strengths at 1 day and all
cements showed higher strengths at 7 days with respect to the reference concrete containing-no calcium
r; ite. At 28 days generally calcium nitrite enhances the strengths of concrete containing all the 3 cements.
Brook et al (3) have described the effect of a new non-chloride accelerating admixture on concrete
containing a fly ash (called class CF) in which the CaO content was 5-15%. The setting, strength and other
characteristics of the concrete were investigated at 21xC and lOxC. The accelerator shortened the setting
times by 80-180 min and increased the compressive strengths at 3, 7 and 28 days. For example, the 3-day
strength of the plain concrete was about 24 MPa and that containing an accelerator dosage of 2.8L/100 kg of
cement, had a strength of about 31 MPa.; The corresponding values at 28 days were 41.4 and 44.8 MPa.
Although the flexural strength at 3 days was higher for concrete with the accelerator, the 7 and 28 day
strengths were only equal to those of the plain concrete. There was no deleterious effect of the accelerator
on shrinkage and air void characteristics. The accelerator had also beneficial effects on concrete made with
class F and C fly ashes.
■
-■
Many other non-chlorides have been studied for their arction on the hydration and strength development
in cements, mortars and concrete. Kuroda et al (4) found acceleration of setting and strength development
using a multicomponent Calcium nitrite-Calcium rhodonate-triethanolamine admixture in concrete.
Triethanolamine was found to be an accelerator for the slag cement (5). A water soluble organic material of
the carboxylic acid-type was investigated for its effect on cement, mortar and concrete by Popovics (6). At
a dosage of 2% the 3 and 7 day-strengths increased in comparison with the reference mortars. Sodium
molybdate as well molybdenum oxides have also been found to be accelerators for cement but they are not
as efficient as calcium chloride (7,8).
■
■ ■
_•

;

3. LIGNOSULFONATE-BASED WATER REDUCERS

In concrete applications lignosulfonate admixtures are used widely as normal water reducers. At a dosage
of 0.05-0.1% they reduce the water requirement by 6-10%. Because of the relatively lower price of
lignosulfonates there has been continued interest in developing a superplasticizer based on lignosulfonates.
Attempts have been made to develop a synthetic superplasticizer based only on lignosulfonates. Rixom and
Waddicor (9) prepared various types of lignosulfonates and studied their effect on concrete slump and water
requirement. The significance of molecular weight, cationic species, degree of sulfonation and carbohydrate
contents on initial set, workability" and strength characteristics of concrete was studied. It was concluded
that increase in molecular weight of lignosulfonate resulted in a more workable concrete, retardation of
initial set and a slight reduction in compressive strength at 24h. Increase in sulfonation did not affect
workability or entrained air but it reduced the setting time. It was also found that sodium lignosulfonate was .
a better plasticizer than calcium lignosulfonate. Generally increased amounts of sugars in lignosulfonate
resulted in longer setting times. A comparison of the effects of lignosulfonate, melamine sulfonate and
naphthalene sulfonate admixtures was made. Sodium lignosulfonate was found to be a more effective
plasticizer than others. The slump retention was also higher with sodium lignosulfonate. Table 2 illustrates
the effect of three admixtures when used at double the normal dosage (9). When lignosulfonate is used at a
lower dosage, it decreases early strengths and prolongs the setting times. Incorporation of an accelerator
decreases the setting time and increases the compressive strength. At a normal dosage with the accelerator
setting time of concrete was 7.5 hrs and the 24 hr compressive strength was 12.6 MPa (9).
. - -
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■ TABLE 2: INITIAL SET AND COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF
CONCRETE CONTAINING SUPERPLASTICIZERS

Dosage
(30%w/w)

Admixture

Reference

■

-

;

-

24h Comp Str
MPa

W/C

Initial
Set
(h)

0.65

5.50

10.3

Melamine-based

2.67

0.65

7.75

11.2

Naphth-based

2.00

0.65

9.25

11.35

Na-Lignosulf -

1.50

- 0.65

Na Lignosulf +
Accelerator

1.50

, . .

-

0.65

.

12.50
11.50

.

6.0
9.8

' Ronnberg (10) has described the properties of concrete containing a lignosulfonate with low sugar
contents. The plasticity was almost the same as with other superplasticizers. When it was used as a water
reducer, the air content, and setting time were not different fron those using other superplasticizers. When
lignosulfonate was used to increase the slump of concrete the setting time was increased. Recently Bialski
and Nayak (11) attempted to synthesize a lignosulfonate for use as a superplasticizer. Spent liquor was
subjected to heat treatment to reduce sugar content. The resultant product was subjected to ultrafiltration
to remove low molecular weight materials including sugars. The molecular weight of the products was in the
range 20,000 to 50,000. Several properties of the lignosulfonates and their effect on mortars were
determined. The properties studied on cement and mortar included,viscosity, flow characteristics, setting
times, water reduction and compressive strength. Of the many lignosulfonates studied five preparations
imparted better mortar flow characteristics than those with ä melamine-based superplasticizer.. Although a
tailored lignosulfonate may qualify as a superplasticizer several problems associated with its use have to be
solved. Many lignosulfonates may foam when used in mortars and increase the air entrainment. The setting
times are generally increased. If the dosages of normal superplasticizer and those of lignosulfonates are kept
low the compressive strength of concrete will have lower strengths. The use of defoamers and accelerators
in lignosulfonate could offset some of the disadvantages mentioned above. Caution should be excercised in
the selection of defoamers as some of them affect the aggregate-cement bond.
.
/

4. SUPERPLASTICIZERS

Synthesis
A novel four step process has been developed for the synthesis of a sulfonated melamine formaldehyde.
Over 20 superplasticizers were prepared by this process and the workability and mechanical properties of
concrete incorporating them has been studied (12).

Table 3 shows the relative water reducing capabilities of three superplasticizers at a slump of 50 mm (12).
A significant increase in water reduction occurs with the synthesized admixtures at lower dosages. It was
also observed that the synthesized admixtures were effective in increasing the slump of concrete. - For
example, to obtain a slump of 200 mm, 1.3% commercial superplasticizer was required but the same value
can be obtained with 1% of the newly synthesized superplasticizer. Slump retention, as well as strength was
also greater with the synthesized admixture. At 28 days the strength of a neat mortar, that with 3%
commercial superplasticizer and 3% synthesized admixture was 30, 28 and 34 MPa, respectively.

_ _ TABLE 3;_ _ RELATIVE WATER REDUCING CAPABILITIES OF
SUPERPLASTICIZERS AT DIFFERENT DOSAGES

Dosage(%) =
■

1

2

-

3.

■ ■'

4

5

Water Redn (%)

Commercial

9

19

29

36

. 38

Synthesized 1

13

25

35

38

41

Synthesized II

13

24

34

37

40

.

Collepardi and coworkers (13, 14) synthesized 20 naphthalene sulfonated formaldehyde samples of
different degrees of polymerization. Both adsorption and zeta potential values of these admixtures increased
with the molecular weight, up to a particular value. Strength of mortars increased with the degree of
polymerization. A plot of the monomer content vs minislump of cement paste showed a steady decrease in
values as the monomer content increased, the minislump values being 175 and 25 cm2 at monomer contents
of 10 and 100%, respectively.
'
’
'
Fe.rr.ari and °thers (15) found that sulfonated naphthalene-based superplasticizers exerted the best
fluidizing effect in the molecular weight range 6000-8000 (weight average) but at higher range the effect
decreased. These cements were rich in СзЛ. Cements that were rich in CtAF did not show this drop at
higher molecular weights.
"
'
-

Heavily Dosed Supernlasticizer Systems
Important benefits result in certain concrete systems by using higher than normal dosage of
superplasticizers. In an investigation of the possibility of using high volume fly ashes in concrete, Langley
and co-workers (16) succeeded in making durable fly ash concrete comprising 50-60% class F fly ash (of the
total cementitious material) low unit water content equal to w/c 0.35, and a superplasticizer content of up
to 7.9 L/m . Although the early strength gain of control mixes containing no fly ash was higher than that with
fly ash, a significant gain in strength for the fly ash concrete occurred from 7 to 28 days. For example, the
mixture with 150 kg/m3 cement and 190 kg/m3 fly ash showed a strength of 25.8, 46.1 and 61.8 MPa at 7, 28
and 91 days and the reference concrete without fly ash had a strength of 38.7, 47.2 and 51.3 MPa, respectively.
In spite of relatively low cement factor, the fly ash concrete showed desirable mechanical properties,
satisfactory freeze thaw resistance and low permeability to chloride ions.
*

Fly ashes are incorporated into concrete to counter the expansion caused by alkali aggregate reactions.
Alasah and Malhotra (17) studied the effect of higher than normal additions of fly ash (50-60%) in concrete
(by using higher than normal dosages of superplasticizer) and determined the inhibiting effect of this
concrete to alkali aggregate expansion. For example, the reference concrete containing alkali and exposed
to normal sodium hydroxide at 80°C for 275 days showed an expansion of 0.409% whereas that containing
fly ash and alkali exhibited an expansion of only 0.083%.
■ ’ ■
■

Mine tailing dumps and some rock outcrops are susceptible to attack by penetrating rain and surface
water. The leachates that result from this action may be potentially toxic and cause environmental and health
problems. A new capping technology, using high volume fly ash shotcrete has been suggested (18). The use
of superplasticizer and excess air entraining agent permits production of high volume blast furnace slag. In
the work of Nishibayashi et al (19), concrete containing 85% slag was used. Regardless of the percentage of
the slag used the compressive strength of superplasticized concrete was almost equal to that of the control
concrete. The initial setting time was unaffected but the final setting time increased as the amount of slag
increased (19).
*

Slump Lass.
Superplasticizers are known to increase the initial slump of concrete considerably. This increase however,
is only transient because it is generally not maintained beyond about 30-60 min. One method is to add the
superplasticizer at the point of discharge. There are some problems associated with this approach. Several
other methods can be adopted to control slump loss. They include adding a higher than normal dosage of
superplasticizer, redosing the superplasticizer at different intervals of time or by including some type of
retarder in the formulation. Continued interest is evident from the research carried out on various methods
of controlling slump loss. A few of the recent developments are discussed.
The effectiveness of superplasticizer is related to its concentration in the liquid phase. The concentration
of superplasticizer decreases considerably, especially through strong adsorption in the early periods of
hydration of cement. Fujiu et al (20) have developed a polymeric dispersant which by itself is insoluble but
under the alkaline environment during cement hydration forms a product which has a superplasticizing effect.
Thus by this time-delay mechanism the admixture is capable of maintaining the slump for a longer period.
The polymer precursor has ester, acid chlorides, amides, and acid anhydrides as functional groups.
A new slump retaining admixture (Mighty 2000) has been reported. It is based on polymers. It consists
of a naphthalene sulfonate based superplasticizer and a reactive polymer. Concrete with this admixture
exhibits better slump retention characteristics than the . reference concrete containing only the
naphthalene-based superplasticizer. For example, at 90 min the slump values using the new formulation and
that containing only naphthalene sulfonate formaldehyde are about 20 and 14 cm respectively (21).This
superplasticizer was successfully used in a housing project (22).

Several types of poiycarboxylic acid dispersants have been examined for their effect on slump increase and
slump retention. Both the initial slump values and slump retention times were found to increase by the use
of polycarboxylic acids at a level of 0.12% by weight of cement. The optimum molecular weight of the
superplasticizer was found to be 10,000 (23).
In general, this admixture in comparison with the
naphthalene-type superplasticizer, imparted lower bleeding, higher slump and slump retention but the
concrete had higher air content and longer setting times.

Ramachandran and co-workers (24) investigated the effect of different dosages of various latexes on the
slump of superplasticized concrete. The styrene-butadiene (Pi) latex was most effective in controlling the
slump loss in a melamine formaldehyde-based (Si) superplasticized concrete. The initial slump increased
further when 2% latex was added to concrete containing 0.3% superplasticizer. Fig.l compares the slump
retention characteristics of concrete containing 0.3%Sl, 0.3%Si + l% or 2% Pi. The concrete containing
no Pi has a steep rate of slump loss, attaining a value of about 5 cm at 4 h. By adding 1 and 2% Pi to 0.3%
Si the slump retention at 4 h is relatively higher than that without Pi, being about 8 cm and 14 cm,
respectively.

Ultra High Strength Concrete
Normal weight structural concrete members have strengths between 23.5 and 35.2MPa. Utilization of
superplasticizers enables field placed concrete to attain strengths of 60 MPa (25). Ultra high strength
concrete defined as that having compressive strengths from 68 to 124 MPa and a flexural strength of 14 MPa
may be fabricated at a water/cement of 0.22. In silica fume concrete, addition of superplasticizer decreases
the water requirement, thus increasing the strength. The pozzolanic action of the highly reactive silica fume
also contributes to concrete strength. Further enhancement of strength is achieved using a high cement
factor and stronger aggregates. With 593 kg/m3 ASTM Type I cement, 119 kg/m3 silica fume (B7C = 0.22,

slump 11.9 cm) a strength of 111.4 MPa at 28 days and 124 MPa at 128 days may be achieved(26)
Mitsui and coworkers (27) have carried out a comprehensive investigation on the production of high
strength silica fume concrete utilizing an admixture consisting of a sulfonated naphthalene formaldehyde and
a copolymer with a functional sulfonic and carboxylic group. In Fig. 2 (27) the strength developmental 28
days for concrete made at different water/cement + silica fume (Hz/C + SF) is given. Maximum strength is
developed at 20% SF (SF 20).
Several other reports confirm that superplasticized silica fume concrete develops very high strengths.
Aitcin and Riad obtained a strength of 85.9 MPa at a W/C 0.21 (28).. Malhotra (29) found that concrete
containing 3.89% naphthalene based-superplasticizer (42% solids) and containing 8% silica fume and

Fig. 1. Effect of commercial superplasticizer and
.
polymer on slump.
.
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fabricated at a W/C = 0.25 developed a strength of 74.2 MPa and 89.9 MPa at 28 and 91 days, respectively.

The mix containing 8% silica fume and 20% slag exhibited a strength of 95.8 MPa.

s

Strengths of about 100 MPa were obtained by Collepardi et al (30) in concrete (slump of 20 cm) containing
10-20% silica fume, 2.4% superplasticizer and 400 kg/m of cement. Strengths of the order of 80 MPa have
been reported in concrete containing portland cement, sand, zeolite and admixtures such as triethanolamine
and a superplasticizer (31). Mortars of compressive strength greater than 170 MPa have been obtained with
portland cement, fine aggregates such as silica sand, silica fume, stainless steel particles, high purity silica
and superplasticizer, by curing them at high temperatures (32).

•

...

5. RETARDERS

Not much new work has been reported on retarders, although some work has been carried out on the use
of ’extended’ or ’super’ retarders for special applications. Two reviews have been published on super
retarders and their general applications (32a, 32b). Use of super retarders to improve the construction joints
has been described by Shiiba and Honda (32c). Some work has been carried out on binary retarding systems
for attaining best performance. For example, a combination of Ca and Zn gluconate or ZnO and Co gluconate
has been found to yield better results than when either one of them is used (32d). A patent refers to a retarder
containing humic acid and sulfonic acid groups (33) and another containing amino acids or their alkali metal
salts or alkaline earth metal salts imparted good fluidity and strength characteristics to concrete (34). Urea
has been suggested as a good retarder in another recent patent (35). Lignosulfonates have a retarding action.
In one formulation, an alkalized sulfite liquor was mixed with ethylene oxide-propylene oxide copolymer to
extend the setting time of cements by 2 1/2 to 5 hrs (36). In cementing well applications, Ca lignosulfonate
in combination with potassium pentaborate and alkanolamine titanium chelates produced a good retarding
action (-37). Extended set retarders are produced by a mixture of phenol carboxylates with an alkali such as
NaOH or saccharides. The setting times vary between 2 and 10 days (38, 39).

Other retarders include phenol polymer pretreated with formaldehyde and monomethyl urea (40),
hydroxymated polyacrylamide homopolymer or copolymer (0.01%) (41), and waste syrups from
pentaerythritol (42). .

' ■
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6. AIR-ENTRAINING AGENTS

'

'

The general method of counteracting freezing and thawing attack on concrete is to use air-entraining
admixtures. Factors such as variability in the material, mixing, placing methods, and temperature may make
it difficult to adjust the required amount of air with the right bubble size and spacing. It is also not easy to
adjust the air in blended cements, superplasticized concrete, and high strength concretes. Whiting and Stark

(43) have listed 23 factors that affect air entrainment.
The problems associated with the use of air entraining agents are largely circumvented by adding
preformed bubble reservoirs in the form of porous particles. In one method hollow plastic microspheres
with diameters between 10 and 60 fm were added to concrete at 1% dosage by Summer (44). Vanhanen (45)
confirmed some of the findings of Sommer using 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 and 1.2% microspheres by weight of cement.
Recently Litvan (46) demonstrated that porous particles made with fired clay bricks, diatomaceous earth,
vermiculite, pumice and perlite can be added to concrete to increase its frost resistance. These results show
that concretes containing porous particles are generally more durable than the plain concrete. The expansion
and dynamic modulii of elasticity of concrete specimens exposed to different number of cycles of freezing
and thawing cycles indicated that concrete containing higher concentrations of particulates showed high
freezing and thawing resistance even after exposure to 350-400 cycles. The plain reference concrete
(containing no air-entrainment) failed after 60 cycles at a w/c = 0.60 and that fabricated at a w/c of 0.56
failed after 300 cycles, using ASTM C-666 procedure B.

In fly ash concrete proper air-entrainment becomes difficult if the ash contains variable amounts of carbon.
Novel air-entraining agents have been produced which function by preferential adsorption of polar species
into the sites of carbon, leaving the air-entraining agent to function normally (47).
Several new air-entraining agents known variously as Micro Air, Stable Air or Catexol have been
introduced. The claims include superiority over vinsol resin in terms of more evenly spaced air bubbles,

stable air content, increased resistance to freeze thaw action, reduced permeability, reduced segregation and
bleeding, improved plasticity and workability. Some field data indicate that final air contents have higher
than designed air contents. In their study of Micro Air, Wegel et al (48) found that the air content depends
on the mixing time. The air content increased rapidly during the first 20 mins of mixing and then remained
stable. It was concluded that results obtained after mixing for 20 mins was representative of final air content
than a test made at 15 mins.

7. POLYMER-MODIFIED MORTAR AND CONCRETE
Polymer-modified mortars and concretes are used as construction materials for finishing and repair
purposes. They are widely used for bridge deck overlays and patching, and also as adhesives, anticorrosive
liners, decorative coatings and integral waterproofers. It is estimated that annually 1.2 million sq metres of
bridge decks are overlayed with polymer-modified concrete (49). The polymers are usually added to the
mixing water just as other chemical admixtures, at a dosage of 5-20% by weight of cement. There is evidence
that interactions occur between polymers and hydrating cement (50, 51). Polymers influence the setting,
bleeding, workability, hydration and mechanical properties of cement. There is continued interest to develop
polymer-based admixtures for various new applications in concrete.
.
.
The polymers consist of latices, liquid resins and those that are water soluble. The latices are more widely
used than others. The major types of latices (dispersed suspensions of solid polymer microparticles in water)
comprise styrene butadiene (SBR), ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA), polyacrylic ester (PAE) and epoxy resin
(EP).
'
•
.
,

Ohama, et al (52) have developed a highly durable concrete using polymer dispersions containing 0.5%
alkyl silane. Polymer-modified mortars may be used for repairs but they harden slowly, so that their
application on substrates with flowing or leaking water is not very effective. An ultrarapid hardening
shotcrete (URH) has been developed which contains magnesium acrylate in combination with sodium
persulfate and sodium ascorbate (53).
.
Significant increases in compressive strengths in concrete are possible utilizing polymer admixtures.
Adequate strength increases are achieved using an epoxy resin, in combination with a superplasticizer or an
accelerator. Fig.3 compares the rate of strength development in a control concrete, epoxy-modified concrete
and epoxy-modified concrete with a superplasticizer (54). The possibility of increasing the ductility of
concrete by incorporating a mixture of natural rubber latex and a superplasticizer has been examined (55).
Extension of workability, superior bonding strength and increased ratio of bonding: compressive strength
have been demonstrated in a polymer-modified mortar containing an acrylic latex and a superlasticizer (56).

The corrosion inhibiting properties of styrene-butadiene latex, ethylene-vinyl acetate emulsion and
polyacrylic ester mortars in which rebar was embedded, showed that these systems provided superior
corrosion resistance to steel (57).

8. ACTIVATOR ADMIXTURES FOR SLAGS
The activation of granulated blast furnace slag in slag concrete is generally based on the alkalis released
from the hydration of portland cement. Use of slag as a cement without portland cement has advantages.
Because the strength development of slag by itself occurs at a slower rate than that of portland cement, much
attention has been directed to a study of the activation of slag containing no cement. Activators are of three
types, viz, caustic alkalis (Na, К or Li hydroxide) non-silicate salts of weak acids (R2CO3, R2SO3, R2S or RF;
R = Na, К or Li) and silicate salts of type (R2O)(n).SiO2. All three types are used for basic slags but for
neutral or acid slags non-silicate salts of weak acids are not recommended.
.

The types of activators used include sodium hydroxide, sodium carbonate, F-activator produced in Finland
(contains NaOH, Na2CO3 and lignosulfonate) sodium silicate, sodium sulfate, potassium sulfate, lime and
their combinations. For better workability and low water requirements admixtures such as lignosulfonates,
gluconates and superplasticizers have also been added with activators. The rate of hydration of slags is
enhanced using finely ground slag and higher temperatures. The degree to which the slag is activated
depends not only on the type and amount of the activator, temperature and fineness but also on the chemical

composition and glass content of slag. In view of this the best activator suggested for a particular slag may
not be applicable for another slag.
'

Fig. 3. Compressive strengths in epoxy-modified
concretes.
.
With F concrete, (Finnish formulated concrete) using alkali activators, Byfors et al (58) concluded that
best strengths are obtained with 2% NaOH + 2% NaiCOi. Talling (59) achieved optimum strengths in
släg-mortars with sodium silicate activators containing 3-6% NaiO. Gjorv (60) studied the alkali activator
in combination with the Finnish formulation ’F on physical and mechanical properties of slags of different
Blaine surface areas, and at different temperatures. With a Blaine surface area of 640m2/kg, strength (at 24

h) attained a value of 22.6 MPa. A review of alkali-activators was published by Talling and Brandstetr (61).
The strength development in a normally cured slag mortar containing sodium silicate of Ms = 2 (SiOifNaiO
ratio) and made at a water/slag of 0.32-0.35, was reported to be 10-20 MPa at 8 h, 30-42 MPa at 1 day, and
55-85 MPa at 28 days. Further increase in strength occurred at higher temperatures.
In a comprehensive investigation, using pastes and mortars, Andersson et al (62) evaluated the activation
of slags using NaOH, NaiCOi and water glass of general composition, NaiO (n). SiOi, where n varied between
0.9 and 3.35. At 28 days sodium silicate-activated slag had strength in excess of 50 MPa, whereas the
reference concrete showed a strength of about 40 MPa. Shrinkage values-(at 231 days) of activated mortars
were generally higher, the values being in the range 0.093 - 0.22% compared to 0.068 for the reference mortar.
Although there arc several advantages of using activated slags there are some problems associated with
their use viz, quick setting, sticky consistency, efflorescence effects, increased alkali-aggregate expansion,
higher carbonation, irritation to the skin by the use of some activators, and higher costs. Much more work
needs to be done on activators for resolving some of the apparently contradictory results reported in the
literature.
.
.
'

9. ALKALI-AGGREGATE EXPANSION REDUCING ADMIXTURES
One of the well known methods of reducing the expansion of concrete caused by alkali-aggregate reaction
is to incorporate pozzolans in the mix. The possibility of using chemicals to reduce expansion was first

suRgested in the early 5O’s. The materials that have been studied include salts of lithium, barium and sodium,
proteinaceous air-entraining agents, aluminum powder, copper sulfate, water reducing and set.retarding
agents. The expansion of concrete containing reactive limestone aggregate could be reduced by adding
lithium and ferric chloride (63). Any chemical that is used should not only reduce expansion but also not
adversely affect other concrete properties such as setting times, mechanical characteristics and durability
Because of limited laboratory data no recommended practices have been formulated pertaining to the use of

these admixtures (64).
There has been a resurgence of interest in the development of a chemical to reduce the expansion caused
by alkali-aggregate reaction. Ohama et al (65) investigated the effect of sodium silicofluoride, alkyl alkoxy
sHane lithitm carbonate, lithium fluoride, styrene-butadiene rubber latex and lithium hydroxide on the
expansion of mortar containing cement with 2% equivalent NaiO. Compressive strength measurements were
also carried out. In Fig.4 the expansion results are plotted (65) The reference mortar without the chemical
shows an expansion of 48 x IO"4. The expansion is only 26 x IO"4 with 0.5% sodium silicofluonde This was
attributed to the formation of an insoluble compound with strong siloxane linkages. The alkyl alkoxy silane
is also very effective in reducing the expansion of the reference mortar by 95%. Lithium compounds reduce
expansion, but to a lesser extent than other compounds. The results of the relative compressive strengt s
indicate that the mortar with sodium silicofluoride shows the highest strength, being about 50% higher than
that of the reference. The addition of other admixtures did not result in changes in strength.

The work by Sakaguchi et al (66) on the effect of lithium carbonate, lithium nitrite and lithium hydroxide
showed that all these compounds effectively decreased the expansion due,to iJ°ogf
example, at a LiOH.HiO dosage of 0.65% the expansion reduced from about 0.25% to 0.1%. The effect of
lithium compounds is attributed"to' the formation of lithium silicate that dissolves at the surface of the
aggregate without causing swelling (65).

'

A method of treating the reactive aggregate before making concrete or treating the hardened concrete with
calcium phosphate has been proposed as a method of countering the alkah-sihca expansion (67).

Fig. 4. Effect of chemicals (0.5%) on alkali-aggregate

expansion.

IO. UNDERWATER CONCRETING

/■ .
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Dewatering of , hydraulic structures for repair is difficult and expensive.
Recent advances in
cohesion-inducing admixtures have allowed placement of concrete under water without the use of
conventional tremies. The concrete is cohesive enough to allow limited exposure to the water, yet has good
mobility to move underwater with little loss of cement. Such cohesion inducing admixtures are referred to

,

as antiwashout admixtures (AWA’s).

.

;

,

Most AWA’s are composed of water soluble cellulose ethers or water soluble acrylic-type polymers as the
main component (68).The action of admixtures is to increase the viscosity of water in the mix. This results
in an increased thixotropy of the concrete and an improved resistance to segregation. Dosage of the
admixture ranges from 1-1.5% by weight of the water in the mix and it is frequently used in combination with
a superplasticiser (69). The magnitude of the effect produced is dependent on the admixture dosage and the
molecular weight of the main component. It is usually discharged into the mixer at the same time as the other

materials.

Typical applications of AWA is in the production of nondispersible colloidal underwater concrete.
Minimum w/c ranges from 0.36 - 0.40. Cement and fine aggregate contents are usually higher than
corresponding mixes placed on land. Silica fume may be used in conjunction with a superplasticizer or
conventional water reducers to reduce segregation. Often it is difficult to adjust the mixture proportions to
achieve desired design parameters for all properties of concrete. Consequently the properties of colloidal
underwater concrete are controlled by the addition of three chemical admixtures.
The key to a
non-dispersible concrete with self levelling characteristics is the successful optimization of the AWA with
the superplasticizer used to increase the slump.
‘ Laboratory and field evaluation of non-dispersible concretes has been carried out to study the effect of
various combinations of water reducers and supersplasticizers (68-71). Conventional lignosulfonate and
hydroxy carboxylic acid water reducers and naphthalene formaldehydesulfonate (NFS) and melamine
formaldehyde sulfonate (MFS)-based superplasticizers were used in these studies. The Tatterstal two point
workability test and wash out test were used to evaluate the mix characteristics. Best results were obtained
with lignosulfonates and MFS. The NFS superplasticizers produced erratic results in flowability and
cohesion (69). Other work has centered on the use of auxiliary agents to reduce the amount of polymer used
in the concrete for cost reduction purposes (72). This agent reportedly reacts with the polymer in the AWA
to increase the apparent molecular weight of the polymer thereby improving its cohesion inducing properties.
It has also been found that with very high fineness slag (13200cmz/g), concrete with good segregation and
strength characteristics can be made (73).

11, admixtures

■

for re-use of returned concrete

Every year millions of m3 of the ready mixed concrete produced are returned for disposal in dump sites.
There are now increasing environmental concerns and restrictions regulating the disposal of returned plastic
concrete. The Environment Protection Agency classifies both returned plastic concrete and truck wash water
as hazardous waste. Consequently, the conventional methods of disposal have become redundant, and
disposal of plastic concrete is now a major problem for the ready-mixed concrete industry (74).

In an effort to assist concrete producers, to comply with new environmental regulations, admixture
manufacturers have developed a cost effective alternative to disposal. The technique keeps concrete plastic
for longer periods making possible its storage and later use.' The system uses two non-chloride admixtures
(stabilizer and activator), which alternately suspend and reactivate cement hydration. In this system a
stabilizer coats cement particles to suspend hydration and interacts with hydration products that are m
solution. Depending on the dosage, the mix can be maintained in an de-activated state for hours or days. An
activator is then used to remove the coating, allowing hydration to proceed. The admixture system may be
used the same day during long hauls, long waiting periods as a consequence of pump, truck or equipment
breakdown, thus permitting the reuse of aged plastic concrete. Overnight/weekend stabilization of both
returned plastic concrete and truck wash water for reuse as part of the mix batched the next day, is another
important application.
The stabilizer is usually used at a dosage ranging from 0.325-8.47 L/100 kg of cementitious materials.
Dosage is influenced by a number of factors including, (a) mix proportioning, (b) elapsed time between

batching and stabilizing, (c) average ambient temperatures, (d) quantity of reclaimed concrete and (e)
desired time of stabilization. The activator dosage range is 0.65-0.98 L/100 kg of cementitious material and
is also governed by most of the factors influencing the stabilizer dosage. Unlike conventional retarders, the
stabilizer can be used at high dosages without the attendent adverse effects such as flash set and poor strength
development characteristics resulting from the use of normal retarders (75).
'
J
The stabilizer may consist of carboxylic acids and phosphorus-containing organic acid salts/ The
mechanism of action of the stabilizer admixture is thought to be related to the inhibition of CSH and CH
nucleation.
"
л
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Manufacturers claim that the admixture has been tested for its effect on setting, air entrainment,
freezing-thawing resistance, mixes containing fly ash and slag, flexural and compressive strengths, length
change, susceptibility to cracking and corrosion and creep. The reported field and lab data show that no
adverse effects are produced by the admixtures on these properties.

12. ANTIFREEZING ADMIXTURES
.

Accelerating admixtures such as calcium chloride are used in cold weather concreting. A significant
increase in the early strength development at normal and low temperature enables reduction in the curing
and protection periods necessary to achieve specific strengths in concrete. Calcium chloride cannot be
considered an antifreezing admixture. For example, at a dosage of 2% and a water:cement ratio of 0.50 the
freezing point of water is lowered by about 1.4°C which is negligible from practical considerations. ■
Antifreezing admixtures are capable of depressing the freezing point of water in concrete considerably so
that their use is of practical significance. Antifreezing admixtures are used in the USSR at temperatures as
low as -30°C (63). .
, .
.
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The mode of action of the antifreezing admixture is a) to lower the freezing point of water in concrete and
act as either a weak accelerator or retarder of setting and hardening. The admixtures t^at are used for this
purpose include sodium nitrite, sodium chloride, weak electrolytes and organic compounds such as high
molecular weight alcohols and carbamide, or b) to accelerate significantly the setting and hardening with
good antifreezing action. In this group belong chemicals such as calcium chloride, sodium chloride, sodium
nitrite, calcium nitrite-calcium nitrate and urea.
. .
. -.
The Russian literature contains a significant amount of information on antifreezing admixtures (1). Only
recently has some interest been evident from other sources. The RILEM committee recognizes antifreezing
admixtures for cold weather concreting (76). It also includes cautions to be taken in the use of these
admixtures. Generally, larger dosages of antifreezing admixtures are used compared to chemical admixtures.
For example, with 8% sodium nitrite 50% of water will still be in the liquid state in concrete at a temperature
of -15°C. In Table 4 (76) the strengths (as a percentage of designed strength) are given for concrete cured
at -5°C and containing sodium nitrite (SN), calcium nitrite-nitrate-chloride (CAWC), and calcium
chloride-calcium nitrate (CC + SC). The binary admixture addition at lower dosages imparts higher strengths
than when used singly.
.
‘

TABLE 4: STRENGTH GAIN IN CONCRETE CONTAINING
ANTIFREEZING ADMIXTURES

. Admixture

■

.

.

Amount (%)

CNNC

3-5

CC + SC
. SN

. Percent of designed strength
7 days
. 28 days
90 days ...

40

80

.

100

2-3

35

80

...

100

4-6

30

■ 80

-

90

.

In Finland premixed dry mix mortars containing antifreezing admixtures are marketed. They can be used
even at D15°C and are specially applicable for joints and repair purposes (77). Fig. 5 shows the strength
development in mortars with this product at -5, -15 and 20°C. Even higher strengths are achieved at -15’C
beyond 28 days of curing(77)
.
.
,
It has also been shown that with the antifreezing admixtures the strength of concrete with ordinary cement
may exceed that obtained with the rapid hardening cement, containing no admixture (78). Brook et al (79)
have described an admixture called ATA, a non-chloride admixture that is non-corrosive, water reducing and
set accelerating. With this admixture (10% solids) ice formation at -6.7’C can be prevented. In another
publication Scanlon and Ryan (80) have provided data on a new freeze-protection admixture; This admixture
accelerates set time and accelerates strength development at sub-zero temperatures. A non-freezing
admixture has also been reported in the Japanese literature (81). Concrete containing this admixture when
cured at -10’C showed strengths of 14, 75, 165 and 213 kg/mm2 at 3, 7, 14 and 28 days respectively and the
corresponding values for untreated concrete were 2, 3, 4 and 6 kg/mm2. Continued interest in antifreezing
admixtures is evident from other, recent publications on potash-lignosulfonatc-sodium tetraborate (82)
potassium carbonate-lignosulfonate (83), nitrite-nitrate-alkali (84) and polyamine-lime-alumina
cement-potash (85).
;• ■ '
-. .
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Much more information has to be collected before these admixtures can be used widely. Antifreezing
admixtures are expensive especially as they are used in higher dosa'ges. The hardening rate is sometimeslöö
slow, the accelerating rates may be affected by plasticizers, and compatibility with other normal admixtures
as well as their effect on long term durability has to be established for each mix and curing regime.

,

Fig. 5. Strength development of dry-mix mortar at low
.. . temperature.
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1 7./ 13. CORROSION INHIBITORS
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‘ Corrosion of steel in concrete is enhanced in the presence of chlorides added in excess as an admixture
and through the permeation of de-icing salts. Corrosion inhibiting admixtures are added in small amounts
to check, decrease or prevent corrosion of the re-inforcement.
;: ■ . . . ;
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A number of reports have dealt with the use of nitrite-based inhibitors. Alonso et al (86) have suggested
that in order to protect.steel from corrosion due to carbonation, nitrite at a dosage of 3% should be used.
Although Ca-nitrite is known to be a good inhibitor the dosage at which it should be used for effectiveness
depends on the concentration of the chloride. At 2% calcium nitrite, and 391 kg/m3 cement, corrosion will

be initiated if chloride ion per cu. metre exceeds 0.6-1.2 kg (87). Recent work on the use of sodium nitrite
on the corrosion of concrete exposed to sea water has shown that in cracked concrete corrosion actually
increases with this inhibitor (88), Sodium nitrite is also reported to be deleterious to strength development,
to cause efflorescence and also expansion due to alkali-aggregate expansion.
, .
; :
......

Mixed inhibitor systems have a good potential for use in reinforced concrete. A mixture of Ca-nitrite and
Na-molybdate effectively protects steel from corrosion. For eg., Ca(N0i)2 : Na-molybdate in the ratio of
1:11 is more effective than Ca-nitrite (89). The feasibility of injecting synergistic inhibitors has been tried
to protect steel in concrete (90),: The compounds found to be effective included tetramethyl phosphonium
nitrite, tetraethyl phosphonium nitrite, tetrabutyl phosphonium nitrite and tetraphenyl phosphonium nitrite.
Attempts have been made to develop formulations that accelerate hardening of concrete and also act as
corrosion inhibitors. They include: a mixture of calcium chloride, sodium nitrite, gypsum and calcium
lignosulfonate (91), triply bonded diol (eg. 2 butyne-1, 4-diol) (92), iron salts (93), a complex mixture of
Na-silicate, NaOH, NaNOz, Na-lignosulfonate, triethanolamine and ВизРОд (94), aqueous solutions of
monosaccharides with СНгОН groups and Zn i,ons (95, 96), a mixture of hydroxy-carboxylic acid and
saccharide with a styrene butadiene co-polymer latex as well a high fatty acid salt (97, 98), and a mixture
thiocyanate, thiosulfate, and a water soluble polymer or methyl cellulose (99).

14, CONCLUSIONS

.

.

There has been a continuous activity in the development of admixtures as evidenced by published literature
and patents. In the year 1985-1989 nearly 600 patents were taken on concrete admixtures and the enormous
interest in their development is evident from an impressive number of 242 patents reported in 1989.

In construction^ there will be an increasing demand for the development of concrete with high performance
characteristics. Such concrete should be able to perform adequately against hostile environments when used
in ocean sea floor tunnels, off-shore structures, sewage pipes, and in structures exposed to hazard chemicals
and radioactive materials. Special types of concrete have also to be developed for repairs, and for
infrastructural applications. Utilization of waste materials in concrete, and solidification of hazardous
materials in concrete will also require special mixes. For all such applications utilization of novel admixture
combinations will have to be developed. Multifunctional admixtures for various purposes, in which a
combination of admixtures would be necessary will be developed in the coming years. Greater attention will
be directed to the production of more economical admixtures utilizing new techniques and raw materials
derived from chemical wastes. The production of some of the admixtures presently used, such as
lignosulfonates may pose environmental concerns; hence new methods will have to be devised to synthesize
them or alternative admixtures have to be developed. Although non-chloride admixtures are being used
presently they are not as efficient as calcium chloride. Therefore there is a great need to develop an
admixture as efficient as calcium chloride. Efforts will continue in the field of advanced cement systems to
produce materials of very high strengths and for such systems novel admixtures will have to be developed.
The antifreezing admixtures are not popularly used in North America. Some work has been carried out on
these admixtures and it can be foreseen that more attention will be directed towards the production of these
admixtures in the future. Also more work will be carried out to develop economical admixture combinations
for the re-use of returned concrete in the ready-mixed concrete plants. Although research has shown that
some chemicals retard the alkali-aggregate expansion reaction, much more long term work will have to
carried out before they will be applied in practice. Interesting work has been done on the activation of slags
using admixtures but a more exhaustive work has to be carried out in North America for large scale
applications. Corrosion inhibitors are being used to counteract the corrosion of the reinforcement. The long
term corrosion aspects and also the possibility of using dual inhibitors are expected to receive more attention
in the coming years. Improved properties are obtained by the use of polymers in concrete and further

Sth International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement
improvements and the possibility of new applications will be sought by using novel types of polymers in
combination with other admixtures. Extended set retarders have been used for various purposes such as in
hot weather concreting, in concretes containing large amounts of cement, for long hauls, in large pours and
for preventing cold joints. Work is expected to be carried out on the development of more efficient retarders
that will not have any adverse effects on concrete:
..

.v
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INTRODUCTION
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...

The principal, object of this report is to present a summary of the literature,
published during the period 1987 to 1991, on damage to cement and concrete products
by phenomena that have deleterious effects on their service life. A reduction in the
engineering properties of concrete, such as strength, elastic modulus and durability
can occur due to a variety of, chemical and physical causes that are fully described
in textbooks and reports on the subject (1-3). To limit the scope of this paper, not
all durability problems are covered here. Only the phenomena known to be responsible
for most of the damage to existing concrete structures, are selected for the purpose
of this review, namely carbonation, sulfate attack, alkali-aggregate reactions, frost
action, and corrosion of reinforcing steel.
■

A recent review of fifty years of research and experience with concrete by one
+
authors (4) showed that, in spite of major achievements in science and
technology of cement and concrete, many serious cases of deterioration even with
relatively young concrete structures continue to take place.
According to the
generally accepted state-of-the-art,, water seems to be at the heart of most of the
physical and,chemical causes underlying the deterioration of concrete structures. In
well-proportioned (i.e., low water-to-cementitious ratio) and well-cured concretes
the amount of free water present is usually insufficient to cause any major
durability problems.
Therefore, water must penetrate from outside before any
significant damage can occur. The property, popularly known as the permeability of
concrete, determines the ease with which water or other harmful fluids can penetrate
into the interior of concrete. Many of the durability problems can be attributed to
poor construction practices resulting in permeable concrete.
However, there are recently reported cases where, in spite of the use of
recommended construction practice and materials meeting standard specifications,
concrete structures have suffered deterioration. It should be the purpose of ongoing
research, to prevent such occurrences.
Regrettably, from a review of the current
publications in the field of concrete durability it appears that not much effort is
being spent by the researchers on grasping the complexity of durability- related
problems, especially in regard to development of relevant test methods and
specifications. For example, it is,well known that, in practice, the deterioration
of concrete is seldom due to a single cause.
Structures with deterioration so
advanced as, to attract attention, usually show that more than one deleterious
phenomenon is at work. The physical and chemical causes of deterioration and their
effects are often mutually reinforcing. Thus the results from short-term laboratory
tests, involving the evaluation of one deleterious phenomenon at a time, cannot be
meaningfully integrated to predict the behavior of a structure subjected to two or
more types of attacks occurring simultaneously.
To solve the durability—related
problems, more research is needed toward integration of the present knowledge.

For each of the five topics which form the subject of this report, namely
carbonation, sulfate attack, alkali-aggregate reactions, frost action and corrosion
of steel in concrete, the authors have made introductory remarks on the state-of-theart before presenting brief summaries of selected papers, published during the 1987
1991 period. , Each of the five sections ends with a summary of its own; these
summaries are in addition to the overall conclusion at the end of the report.

The authors would like to point out that even within the limited scope of
concrete durability topics chosen by the authors, the number of publications during
the period,under review (1987-91) are so numerous that it is impossible to present a
comprehensive report of all the published literature.
For instance, for the year
1987 alone, Struble (5) cited 638 references drawn from'three conference proceedings
and various journal articles on durability, published during the year.
For 't|ie
purposes of this review we have selected the papers which, in our judgement,

.
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represent major areas of current research interest. In this task, there is no doubt
that many contributions deserving attention may have escaped our notice, for which we
would like to render a sincere apology to the authors.
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CARBONATION
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Carbonation of concrete with atmospheric C02 occurs at a rapid rate at 50 to 65%
relative^humidity and is accelerated by open pore structure. Consequently, excessive
carbonation of portland or blended portland cement products is generally a problem
only when the water/cementitious ratio is high and/or the curing is insufficient.
The carbonation reaction involving the transformation of CH to calcium carbonate has
the most negative free energy change; however, if given adequate access to C02, all
cement hydration products including ettringite and C-S-H would carbonate.
-

- ,
A reduction in the; alkalinity of the cement paste is obviously one of the
manifestation.. of a carbonated concrete.
This can be a serious problem in the
depassivation and corrosion of steel in reinforced concrete structures.
Limited
carbonation of the surface layer of concrete, however, is known to seal the pores by
forming.calcium carbonate, which may have the effect of reducing the permeability and
increasing the strength of the carbonated layer.
Continued carbonation causes the
transformation of calcium carbonate into bicarbonate, which leaches out thus
increasing the porosity.
Highly carbonated concrete, therefore, is more porous and
permeable.
This -has a detrimental, effect on the strength, and also reduces the
durability of the product to other types of physical and chemical attacks. '
Recent Studies

. ..;

From an analysis of samples obtained from a 36 years old concrete column,
Parrott and Killoh (6) concluded that outdoor exposure was more severe on the basis
of depth of fully carbonated concrete. However, when partial carbonation^was taken
into consideration, indoor exposure/was more severe than the outdoor exposure.
Observations over 16 years of exposure (204) showed that the relation of carbonation
depths of storageJconditions "laboratory" (20 ’C/65 % r.h.) : "outdoor sheltered
from rain" : "outdoor not sheltered" was in the range of 1.: 0.7 : 0.2. Additionally
it was shown that the rate of carbonation for structures not.sheltered from rain was
lower than according to the square root time law especially at older ages. Bakker
(205) showed that the carbonation rate of outdoor concretes is dominantly influenced
by the wetting and drying properties of the concrete under the given environment.
Kobayashi and Uno (7,8) investigated the effect of alkali content of cement on the
rate of carbonation and reported an increasing rate with increasing alkali in
cement. Also, the effect was greatly enhanced by the migration of the pore solution.
Ying-yu and Qui-dong (9) investigated the mechanism of carbonation of cement
mortars and the dependence of carbonation on pore size.
Since the gaseous-phase
carbonation process is a chemical reaction controlled by diffusion, the authors
suggest prediction of the carbonation coefficient by the equation, аЛЗСт/кР) Vz ,
where Cj. is the partial pressure of C0o and P is porosity. The carbonating sample
was divided into three areas—the carbonated area, the carbonating area and the
uncarbonated area, and a set of differential equations were used to describe thg
diffusion process in each area. The authors found that pores with radii above 320 A
increased the carbonation coefficient: greatly.
Regarding ? the mechanism of
carbonation it is concluded that there are some active sites on the pore walls; When
carbonation occurs, CaCOg first nucleates on these sites.
Hydration products near

the pore dissolve continuously to furnish Ca++ ions to the liquid phase from which
the ions migrate to the CaCOg nucleating site, where the crystal growth takes place. ■
Schubert (10) reported the carbonation behavior of eortars and concretes
containing different types of ceeents and fly ashes. Effect of various parameters on

the depth of carbonation, the carbonation rate, and compressive strength was
investigated for laboratory storage conditions (20°C, 65% relative humidity) for up
to 10 years. The author found an inverse linear relationship, (l/7f )/ between the
carbonation rate and the 28-day compressive strength.
For soecimens with similar
compressive strength, no significant differences in the carbonation behavior were
found between concretes and mortars with or without fly ash as long as cements with
normal CaO content were used, the cement content was not too low (i.e. < 240 kg/nr),
and the fly ash content was not too high (i.e. < 30% by weight of blended cement).
Cements with unusually low lime contents (i.e. 70% slag cement) showed increase in
carbonation rates. Additionally it was found by Bier (206) that high amounts of slag
(> 50 %) in the cement may lead to a coarser pore structure due to carbonation as
compared to uncarbonated concrete made from these cements. Carbonation depths of
mortar specimens moist-cured for 28 days were much smaller than the 7-d moist-cured
specimens. From a similar study Ohga and Nagataki (11) confirmed that concrete with
fly ash is more affected by initial curing period in water than concrete without fly
ash. The authors claim that carbonation depths of concrete both with and without fly
; ash,can be predicted by an equation obtained from an accelerated test. The equation
. is expressed by the 28-day compressive strength of concrete. Kokubu and Nagataki
(12), reported similar results from a 20 years old field test.
According to the
authors, these ; test results have been incorporated into the Japanese standard
specification for concrete cover.
For fly ash concretes with 7 days of standard
moist curing. Ho and Lewis (13) found that carbonation depth depended mainly on the
water/cement, not water/binder ratio regardless of the mix constituents used in their
study. Also, the results from a survey and existing structures in Australia showed
that with comparable 28-day strength, binder content and water/binder ratio, portland
cement-fly ash concretes showed lower resistance to carbonation than neat portland
cement concretes.
■

Dhir et al. (14) studied the effect of 28-day concrete strength on depth of
carbonation in 20 years, using an accelerated test method.* Both normal and a
.superplasticized concrete showed similar trend with regard to the effect of concrete
strength on carbonation;.namely with increasing strength the depth of carbonation was
reduced proportionately. However, for a given strength level;'-it was found that the
superplasticized concrete .always had- a lower depth of carbonation than the
corresponding normal concrete.. For instance, with 40 MPa strength level, the normal
concrete showed 15 mm depth of carbonation against 10 mm for the superplasticized
.concrete.
Interestingly, 60 and 70-MPa superplasticized concretes showed negligible
carbonation in 20 years in the accelerated test. .Malhotra et al. (15) reported that
:* a superplasticized, high-volume fly ash concrete containing 55% fly ash by weight of
the cementitious material, even with 30 MPa compressive strength at 28-day showed
only 3 mm carbonation in one year and 7 mm in five years in the laboratory air (50 ±
i 5% relative humidity).
■
- '■ /
■
Oye and Justnes (16) investigated the carbonation resistance of latex-modified
mortars and reported that, contrary to a general improvement in other
. properties, the carbonation resistance of latex- modified mortars showed no
significant improvement when compared to unmodified mortars.
In fact, some of the
epoxy-modified systems performed very poorly in the carbonation resistance test. It
seems that C02 diffusion in the polymer-modified cement mortar occurred through
channels in the cement paste which are found between three- dimensional network of
the polymer phase.
. ...
cement

Sakuta et al. (17) discussed eethods to reduce the rate of carbonation in
concrete.
It was foundthat the addition of amino alcohol and glycol ether
derivatives was effective in controlling carbonation. Amino alcohol derivatives used
for desulfurization ■ and deoxidization during petroleum refining, also possess the
ability to absorb atmospheric COo and slow down the rate of surface carbonation of
concrete.
The use of a water-insoluble glycol ether derivative, which is an
efficient anti-foaming agent, reduced the size of air bubbles in concrete and made it
less permeable.
This slowed down the progress of carbonation considerably.
The
authors proposed that the carbonation of concrete can be effectively controlled by
the use of low water-cement ratio, the two derivates discussed by them and by
thorough curing of concrete after placement. Aimin and Chandra (18) investigated the
effect of acrylic polymer additions on the rate of carbonation of portland cement
paste.
Increasing the polymer loading reduced the porosity and water absorption of
the cement paste. However, this increased the rate of carbonation which was maximum
at 10 to 15% polymer loading and decreased thereafter.
Lach (19) reported that in Czechoslovakia, a part of, a hall built with high
cement concrete collapsed unexpectedly.
Analysis of the deteriorated
concrete showed that it had lost most of the original strength due to conversion and
subsequent carbonation of the cement hydration product, CAH1q. The author believes
that gibbsite (AH3) and calcite (CaCOp, • which are the"products of conversion and
carbonation of CAH10, possess only a slight cementing property.
alumina

Discussing the Italian experience with cements containing natural pozzolans,
Massazza and Oberti (20) reported that the carbonation depths with pozzolanic cements
were similar to that of portland cements provided that concretes having similar
strengths were compared. The carbonation behavior of blended cements was inferior to
portland cement only when the*moist- curing;period-is too short.
With^ prolonged
moist curing, there was usually a reversal of the behavior.
The existence of a
correlation between strength and depth of carbonation did not seem surprising to the
"authors since both strength and permeability depend on the poros,ity_ of concrete.
While carbonation affected the porous and permeable concretes negatively (i.e., high
carbonation depths are‘ recorded), it affected the dense and strong concretes
-favorably since their porosity and permeability are greatly reduced.
■ Paillere et al. (21) investigated the effect of freezing and thawing cycles on
air-entrained concrete containing fly ash or slag.
With increase F-T cycles
carbonation depths,were increased.
Whereas the presence of entrained air improved
the resistance to freezing and thawing cycles, it did not. help against the
penetration of CO?; in fact, it enhanced the carbonation depths. , Portland cements
containing up to 29% Class F fly ash or blastfurnace slag showed similar behavior to
carbonation as neat portland cements; at increasing levels of cement replacement, the
carbonation of concrete was enhanced.
J
-

Bijen and van Seist (22) compared the carbonation resistance of-normal portland
cement concrete with portland blast-furnace slag cement concrete, when a part of the
cement was replaced by fly ash.
Due to the lower alkalinity of the portland blast
furnace slag cement paste, the fly ash does not show significant pozzolamc activity
with this cement. As expected, therefore, the carbonation rate of concrete made with
portland blast-furnace slag cement containing the fly ash was found to be higher.than
the corresponding concrete made with normal portland cement and the fly ash. Bijen
et al. (23) reported earlier that substantial differences in carbonation rate between
portland cement concrete and portland blastfurnace slag cement concrete that was
observed in the laboratory curing at 20°C and 65% R.H. was not observed with outdoor
exposure tests.
'
.
\
.
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From field tests and actual structures where the concrete contained different
of ground blastfurnace slag as cement replacement material, Osborne (24)

concluded
level. of
concrete.
лсл /n.a3
450,kg/m
depth and

that the two main factors influencing the depth of carbonation were the
cement replaced by slag and the environmental conditions around the
.Carbonation depths were greater for higher slag contents when the concrete
shelterBd or dry climate. As the cement content was increased from 350 to
and slag replacement level was reduced from 70 to 40%, both the carbonation
the permeability of concrete were substantially reduced.
.
'

•
Sakai et al. (25) compared the carbonation characteristics of a Type К expansive
cement c0ncrete with ordinary Portland cement concrete from a 22-years old building

in Niigata Prefecture, Japan.
From the core samples, the compressive strength and
the .carbonation depths of the two concretes, : both made with 0.57 water-to-cement
ratio, were found to be similar and of the order of about 58 MPa and 12 mm
respectively. Mineralogical, analysis of the carbonated material confirmed that C-S-H
was decomposed to calcite and.silica gel, whereas the AFt (ettringite) phase in the
expansive cement concrete decomposed to calcite, gypsum, and Al(ОН)о gel.
The
authors observed that the decomposition rate of AFt by carbonation was somewhat
slower than that of C-S-H.
,
,
....
■ .
Strohbauch and Kuzel (26) studied the mechanism of damage due to ettringite
formation in, heat-treated . precast : concrete products exposed to carbonation
(weathering).
In the-first stage of carbonation,? a partial conversion of the
monosulfate hydrate resulted щ . the formation of C4A - V2C0? • 12H?0 and gypsum.
Gypsum reacted with the still unconverted monosulfate hydrate £6 form ettringite
In
the second stage of ;carbonation, C4A . • C02 • 11H2O formed and, finally, all' the
hydration products decomposed to form the stable phases, CaCO3, Al(0H)3, and gypsum.

.
, Nagataki et al. (27) investigated the carbonation behavior of mortars covering
the range, of mix proportions and. consistencies that are commonly employed in
ferrocement construction.
According to the, results, carbonation can present a
serious problem for ferrocement structures unless proper measures are taken during
the design and construction.
The rate of carbonation increased with decreasing
cement content and increasing water-to-cement ratio of the mix.
Prolonged moistcuring was the most effective, surface coating with emulsion paints were moderately
effective, and white-washing with lime was the, least effective measure, against
r^bh2atl°H
*+
Base^ °n the test results, the authors have proposed equations, which
can be used to predict long-term carbonation depths.
; . ..
.
Summary

:
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•
u.Carbonation of concrete can be a problem in areas where the concentration of COo
is hl9h (urban and industrial environments) and relative humidity is moderate (50
60%). Only porous and permeable concrete products made with low cement content, high
water to- cementitious ratio, and inadequately moist-cured tend to suffer from
serious carbonation. A limited carbonation of the surface layer of concrete should
and e» 3 ”“se.for concern because?it would make the surface layer more impermeable
and somewhat stronger.
A high degree of carbonation due to highly, increased C07levels^ of the ambient air will have the effect of increasing the porosity and
permeability of concrete, thus reducing the strength and durability. High amounts of
blending agents may as well lead to increased porosity and permeability after
carbonation at normal C0^-levels. Reduction in the alkalinity of cement paste by
carbonation is a factor in destroying the passive film on. the reinforcing steel,
which is the first step in steel corrosion. However corrosion risk is only given for
sufficiently high relative humidity of the ambient air (> 90 % r. h. at 20 ’C) that
ch«nL0Ut+°0^ condl"t1ons- There is sufficient evidence that deleterious carbonation
should not be a problem with properly cured and low water-to-cementitious ratio
products, such as superplasticized concretes with or.without mineral admixtures.
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The term, sulfate attack, is generally used to describe the deterioration of
concrete as a result of physical-chemical interactions between the minerals in
hydrated portland cement paste and sulfate ions from the environment.
Soils
containing sulfates of calcium, sodium, potassium, and magnesium are the primary
source of sulfate ions in groundwaters.
Since the solubility of gypsum at ambient
temperatures is rather low (1400 mg/1 50д) a high sulfate content in water is
generally indicative of the presence of magnesium and/or alkali sulfates.
The
severity of the sulfate attack depends not only on the sulfate content of the
attacking solution but also on the other cations and anions present. There is high
potential for sulfate attack when the sulfate concentration exceeds 1500 mg/1.
In
combination with hydrogen, magnesium, ammonium, chloride, nitrate and carbonate ions,
the sulfate ion attack is more severe.
Thus effluents from ammonium sulfate
fertilizer production, drainage water from heavily fertilized soils, and ashes as
well as gaseous, products from the combustion of high-sulfur... fuels are among the
sources of sulfates that have proven harmful to concrete.
. .
■
The sulfate attack
.expansion, cracking, loss
generally associated with
chemical reaction between
portland cement pastes:

.

on concrete is known to manifest itself in the form of
of mass and/or disintegration. Expansion and cracking is
the formation of ettringite which forms as a product of the
sulfate ions and the hydration products present in high-CgA
’
. .. i‘

C^A •CS • H1Q + 2CH + 25 + 12H
J
J.O
■

C4AH19 + 2CH + 35 + UH

■

*

.

"* C6AS3H32

The mechanism by which ettringite formation causes expansion is a subject of
controversy.
Two of the several hypotheses that have been proposed to explain the
development of pressure are the crystal growth of ettringite and the water adsorption
by ettringite when it is poorly crystalline. Several researchers including Hamson et
al. (28) have confirmed that at high pH (> 12.5) conditions typical of hydrated
portland cement pastes, the crystal structure of ettringite is disordered and the
crystal size is very small, when compared to the ettringite formed at lower pH values
« 11.5).
"

- In addition to ettringite, cement products subjected to prolonged attack by
aggressive sulfate solutions, such as Мд50д, generally contain gypsum which forms as
a result of progressive decomposition of calcium hydroxide and calcium silicate
hydrates: ■
'
•
...
Ca(0H)2 + MgS04 + 2H20 -» CaS04 • 2H2O + Mg(OH)2
3Ca0-2SiO2 - 3H20 + 3MgS04 + 8H2O

3(CaS04 • 2H2O) + 3Mg(0H)2 + 2Si02 ♦ H20

The decomposition of the main constituents of hydrate portland cement paste by
the chemical reactions shown above, leads to a reduction of stiffness and strength,
with eventual transformation of the material into a mushy or noncohesive mass.
:
■ In general, cement replacement with pozzolans or slag improves the resistance of
portland cement mortar and concrete to sulfate attack.
Again, the mechanisms by
which this improvement occurs, are not fully understood.
Also, for a variety of
reasons there is dissatisfaction with accelerated laboratory tests that are
recommended by ASTM and other standard organizations for evaluation of sulfate

resistance of cements. Jn the absence of dependable test methods and specifications,
it is difficult to predict accurately the field performance of a concrete subjected
to sulfate attack.
In a comprehensive review of sulfate attack, Lawrence (29) has
discussed a broad range of issues, such as type of sulfate solutions, chemical
reactions, effect of cement types and mix design, and codes.
Recent Studies

According to Dunstan (30), the effect of fly ash type on the sulfate resistance
of concrete, containing 15 -.25% fly ash by weight of cement can be predicted from
the R-Value calculated from chemical analysis of the fly ash
[R = (% CaO-5)/%
Ге2°з]. The lower the R-Value, the greater the sulfate resistance. On the basis of
his laboratory tests, the author proposed that fly ash with R-Values lower than 3.0
should improve the sulfate resistance of concretes over that of reference concrete
using the same cement but no fly ash. However, investigations by Hooton (31), Manz
et al. (32),- and Mehta (33) gave results which did not confirm the validity of
Dunstan's R-Value hypothesis. Mehta's work included five bituminous, three lignite,
and eight subbituminous coal fly ashes with R-Value in the -0.01 to 4.5 range. Using
a Type I portland cement (11% C3A) for reference and an accelerate test for sulfate
resistance, the author reported that all three lignite fly ashes of his study, with
about 4.0 R-Value,, gave excellent sulfate resistance.
On the other hand, a
subbituminous ash with about 1.2 R-Value and two bituminous ashes with -0.1 or less
R-Value reduced the sulfate resistance significantly. From mineralogical analyses of
the fly ashes and the hydrated cement pastes containing the fly ashes it was
discovered that lignite fly ashes containing very high content of soluble sulfates
helped to form ettringite rapidly in the hydrated cement pastes.
No further
ettringite formation occurred when these pastes were subsequently exposed to attack
by a sulfate solution. Therefore, in spite of their high R-Values, the lignite fly
ashes improved the sulfate resistance of the high C3A cement rather than reducing
it.
On the other hand, some subbituminous fly ashes, in spite of lower calcium
contents and therefore low R-Values, contained high amounts of< reactive alumina,
which resulted ni large ettringite formation and expansion upon sulfate exposure of
hydrated cement pastes. The author concluded that the sulfate resisting behavior of
blended cements containing fly ash depended on the cement-fly -ash interaction
products - of the hydrated system prior to the sulfate exposure,:- rather than any
arbitrary factor based on the chemistry of fly ash alone.
т ;

Fraay et al. (34) reported that the fineness of fly ash rather its chemical
composition had more influence on the sulfate resistance of portland cement and
portland slag cement mortars.
Seven different fly ashes were used, with 20% cement
replacement by weight and 0.45 or 0.50 water-to-cementitious ratio. In the 5-months
immersion test in a ,4% Na^SO^j solution, the sulfate content and the pH of the
solution were maintained at a constant level by titration with a standard Н-зЗОл
solution. The authors concluded that the strength and porosity of the mortar, wfiicb
was directly influenced by the fineness of the fly ash, exercised more effect on the
sulfate resistance behavior than the C3A content of the cement.
wi+h W°?f and -Poole (35) confirmed that the fineness of pozzolans correlated strongly
^hQSulfate-generated expansion. According to the authors, the inverse relationship
b=t,een the fineness and the rate of expansion is plausible because finer pozzolans
^ct "lore rapidly to reduce the permeability which would inhibit the ettringite
formation due to unavailability of sulfate ions from the immersion solution.
In
wererfmmd tn teS^ed Wlth
Standard Method C 1012, portland-pozzolans cements
as™ Tvnl v
рег/огт as well as the ASTM Type II cements and, in some cases, the
ASTM Type V cements. Also, the test results showed that, contrary to the assumption
ndraby H°me researchers> there was no evidence that high-calcium fly ash (ASTM Class
C) caused poorer resistance to sulfate attack in portland cement-fly ash systems.

.

Hooton and Emery (36) reported the results of up to 10 years of exoosure of
aSpe1Cime"s n,adre W^h blended Portland-blast furnace slag cements.
Ground
pelletized slags from Canadian sources were used for this study. These slags contain
an unusually low content of alumina (8 to 9% Al?0?) which i<; believed to ie
7 K-C А6 (12ОГ3%) enortl rdSU4h sl\ow1n9 that only
Percent by mass replacement of
liiA9+QC^A •+'3% Portland with slag was sufficient to give equivalent or better
sulfate resistance, as\ compared to a sulfate-resisting portland cement (ASTM Tvoe
Гн-ь-? fact, concretes with 45 to 72% slag used as cement replacement did not
exhibit any deterioration after 10.5 years exposure to 3000 mg/1 sulfate’solutions
(either sodium^or magnesium sulfate).
On the contrary, all concretes made with
,<:en,ents». containing from 3.5 to 12.3% C3A, ' showed various degrees of
deterioration.
The improved resistance to sulfate attack by portland-slag 9cements
Jh^aitnn1thAmd4 than 50% slag^ is: attributed more to the reduction of permeS^
t^n to the dylutwn effect
Osborne (37) reported the results of an investigltioJ
on the sulfate resistance of portland-blastfurnace slag cement concretes
At ?n%
replacement level, combinations of high-C3A portland cements (C3A contents^
iLc12Ph an^ ground granulated or pelletized blastfurnace slag, id th alumina contents
less than 14%, produced cements that were as good in sulfate resistance as low-г д ■
Portland cements,(such as the British SRPC or ASTM Type V). The author emphasized
the importance of curing,regime to which concrete is subjected prior to immersion in
aggressive
sulfate environment.
The most significant finding was the beneficial
effect derived from pre-curing in air at 20°C at 65% R.H.. It seems that the surface
attac™cönsiderabT,n.Crete pr’or ‘°. su,f-te
raduced the -degree of - sulfate
-

In recent years, there have been reports from.several countries (38-40) that
(panels and railway sleepers) produced by low-pressure
ЬауГ nrnnn19odhaVe tracked and lost strength on weathering. Heinz and yiudwigP(41,42)
precast concrete products

lt1örekia,14e.m 4
*л
г...
. _■
7^
У 611Г ingite formation' a’s а
possible mechanism to explain this type of damage.
According to the authors at
nS,n,taM:PeraThreSiOf-751C an5 above’ tha calcium sulfoalu-inate hydrate phases’ a?e
a1u,,"?te.and sulfate ions get adsorbed on the C-S-H gel, however
subsequently during weathering these ions become available to form ettringite at the
? пГ ?"^о5ГП%еТеХа^^^
atnd fCement Paste’ ar|d this leads to Xsio^ and
fSrtCC"lhld>

ni=n+9t-h T+ i Deteriorated concrete from a tunnel lining of a hydroelectric oower
plant in Italy was analyzed by Berra and Baronio (43).
The authors' foundP the
presence of large quantities of thaumasite, CaSi03-CaC0q-CaS04>15H90
It was
PttHnaiL tha1; h* 1 3 ?9h hun,idl'ty’ high C02 and low temperature 4(5°C) environment
ettringite must have decomposed to form thaumasite.
’
P1asta et al. (44) investigated the effect of aggregate tvne on sulfate
m?rta7 and concretes.
Portland cement mortars containing crushed
limestone sand showed a higher resistance to sulfate attack in Na->SO snliitinn than
mortars -with quartz sand.
The difference was attributed toZ”4= pJefe™nJ$ ?
•

4.

limestone6«:0^

°f p®101?1" carb0 aluminate hydrate instead of ettringite. However, in the
case of concrete mixtures, the degree of detrimental sulfate attack was not dependent
sülfVtT^- +mineralogy buS Ol? the Porosity of the coarse aggregate! The higE
апУ thP 1пы«+ПСе ias.found with concrete containing a granite as coarse aggregate
limpc+in 1 est sulfate resistance was found with concrete ; containing a porous
limestone as coarse aggregate.
In a study on the effect of sustained loading on
sulfate attack, the authors (45) found that due to development of microcracking the
attack was enhanced with sustained loads at high stress-strengthratio
Concrete with a limestone aggregate performed better than the concrete with a granite
E
Г anoiher test’
authors (46) found that the durability of a highalumina cement paste to sulfate attack was improved by the addition oflimesione

An unusual case of sulfate attack, where particles of the aggregate were the
source of sulfate ions is reported by Stark (47).
Subbase for an airfield runway
consisted of slag aggregate stabilized with portland cement. The materials were
analyzed when abnormal expansion and heaving of the base occurred. Sulfate-bearing
minerals, such as gypsum, ettringite, and thaumasite were found in the voids of slag
- particles.
Deterioration of the base concrete was observed only when gypsum, which
is soluble, was the principal sulfate mineral in the slag aggregate.
Areas of the
base, which contained ettringite and thaumasite as the principal sulfate bearing
minerals in the slag aggregate, remained free from sulfate expansion.
Since both
ettringite and thaumasite are relatively insoluble, the authors believe that due to
inadequate supply of sulfate ions in solution, the cement paste was not attacked. ;
iin MAb me1da (48)Jnvest19ated the sulfate resistance of high-strength concretes (60
110 MPa compressive strength) to soaking and drying cycles in a sodium sulfate
solution
^Concrete mixtures were tested with or without the- presence of a
superplasticizing agent, and pozzolanic additions of several types (e.g. silica fume
fly ash, and volcanic ash).
The author concluded that the physical effect of
reduction of porosity and capillary absorption resulting from the use of the
superplastidzmg agent was much more important in the sulfate resistance of concrete
than the chemical effect of CH reduction by the pozzolanic reaction.

Benturn(49) reported the results of attack from magnesium and sodium
solutions on 0.3 water-to-cementitious ratio cement pastes made with ASTM
or V Portland cement and with or without 15% cement replacement with silica
In the 10% Ma2SO4 solution (5.64% SOo), the sulfate attack manifested itself
'"г
°f ®xPansion’ with practically no effect on strength and mass
•I,n 140 days of exposure. Type I portland cement (10.5% CoA) paste showed
enable expansion,(approx 0.8%), however, Type V cement (2.2% C3A) paste showed
„V low1.e+xPansion (0.-3%)With 15% silica fume replacement, both cements
showed оп1у_a little expansion.
In the 8.5% MgS04 solution (4.5% SO,), the sulfate
muS d-ff feSt6d т!кП1У л? the f0.rm Of loss of length and mass, an3 there was not
much difference in the sulfate resistance behavior between Type I and Type V cements
with or ,without silica fume replacement.
In fact, the addition ofP silica fume
™nfSe+d the strength and mass loss by a factor of 5 to 10, irrespective of the
S
Kh
Г
Tu9 earner finding of Mehta (50), the authors proposed that
cs H, whether у formed by portland cement hydration or by pozzolanic reaction is
sulflL not re.sistant. to attack by certain sulfate solutions, such as magnesium
sulfate, ammonium sulfate, and sulfuric acid.
г
cnibt^eni ?

sulfate
Type I
fume.
rhln™

Й1"9 Mata's accelerated test, Rasheeduzzafar et al. (51) investigated the
"J composition on sulfate resistance. Cement paste specimens made with
ch^oadhdi-+ement eontaimng 80% Type I portland cement (14% CoA) and 20% silica fume,
of 6 4) tSr/m-i
6 -t0 exP°sure.1n a 5% NaoS04 solution3 (held at.a constant pH
ot b.4) than similar,specimens made with a Type V portland cement (1.9% CoA). At the
same water to cementitious ratio (0.5), the specimens made with neat Type I portland
inn,Add4-re completely destroyed in 200 days. Mineralogical studies revealed that,
Zffprt ™ ?ht0 Ле+Сз c.°"tent of the cement, the C3S/C2S ratio had a significant
thlt
the sulfate resistance. For instance, the compressive strength data showed
SeJ the c°C +nc\fro"!.150 da*soo0f sulfate attack on Type I cement was 2.5 times
cement with3 2 57 ^ Srtn1? ^S +*88
C3A content was 11.9 as compared to the
cement with 2.57 C3S-to C2S ratio and 9.3% CoA content. According to the authors
cements with high C3S-to-C2S ratios tend to liberate more calcium hydroxide which, on
a continued exposure, to the, sulfate solution, is converted to gypsum; and the
ormation of gypsum is associated with reduction in strength.
In fact, a Type V
Spiite^f Veury 1ow C3A content d.88%), showed significant deterioration in
the sulfate solution, because of high ratio (5.28) between C3S and C2S.
Offor+

afhlPHdAd

Я9 4-k T/Pu

I and a Type V portland cement, Attigobe and Rizkalla

(52)

aHd cLia+e*d the Tbe+lV1°-7n °/ 5~6.’000 psi concrete mixtures exposed to a 1% sulfuric
acid solution.
In the 70-days immersion test, no significant effects of the cement

type on expansion or weight loss of concrete specimens were observed. Wet-dry cycles
S.TIK'X1“? ,’!CreB“1 th-e degree Of concrete deterioration, Sich

can be expected from the increase in permeability due to microcrackina
iossrein th9Jy7nad air"entrained concrete mixture (6% air) showed negligible weight
the JO-days. exposure to sulfuric acid solution, as compared to about 15%
eight loss by a similar concrete mixture which contained no air
If hydraulic
. pressure.due to swelling of ettringite by water sorption is the primary ceus, of
, expansion, it 1S possible that entrained air provides a mechanism for the pressure
. Fattuhi and Hughes (53,54) presented two reports describing the effect of
« gh"ъи
Uf’ 2’a°tr 3.perc.ent) °n ,lortar =nd concrete cubes;eCUsing
weight loss as the criterion for deterioration. Not only the weight loss increased
ith increasing acid concentration but also with increasing cement content at a given
acid concentration.
Reduction of the water-to-cement ratio through the use of a
superplasticizer resulted in a reduction of the weight loss
esoeciallv with
concentrations beiow 2%. , The authors, therefore, concluded that the generally
to sulfatedattark1C®i?f USHn9 3 relatl‘ve1* h19h cement content for concrete subjected
to sulfate attack will produce an adverse effect if the attacking agent happens to be
arriJ»drlt a+hd S01utl0n c/
or more concentration.
Earlier Kong and Orbison (55)
more vulneraMo same
that concretes containing high cement contents are
more vulnerable to deterioration by sulfuric acid attack.
ASTM Type I portland
loluJLnTnf ?6
30u00/.° 9000 Ps1 (20 t0 60 MPa> strength were exposed io
nrlnYod h f ^,-3, 4’,and 5 PH (simulating acid rain composition the solutions were
prepared by mixing sulfuric and nitric acids in a two-to-one ratio). Weight loss was
used,as the deterioration criterion in a 90-days immersion test. The high-strength
specimens, those with compressive strength of 7000 psi (48 MPa) and above
experienced^ more weight loss and at a higher rate, when compared to ordinarC
concretes of 3000 psi (20 MPa) and 4000 psi (27 MPa) compressive strengthL For some
re3S2n’ the 9000 ps1 (6° MPa) concrete Pr°duced a greater surface
solut nn
???• 3 9Ceater weight loss in the pH 3 solution than the pH 2
solution. _In a discussion on the paper, Hime (56) attempted to explain this anomaly
?LpnUt99naSet+n9 t.hat with decreasing pH, gypsum—a product of the reaction between
cement paste and sulfuric acid, will become insoluble in a concentrated sulfuric acid
solution and form a protective surface coating, preventing further attack.

■

the пг^грЛ
Reardon (57) simulated the phase changes that occur with
contaYnYnqYc: AH ^CH YndY
the form of sulfuric acid) to a mixture
ch AndP г9п54АНУ’ Ci’ and C"S*h-. w.ith decreasing pH, in the range 12 to 12.5 first
CH and C4AH13 dissolve and ettringite is formed.
Later, in the 11.6 to 10 6 dH
range, gypsum is formed.
Ettringite begins to decompose at 10.6 pH and C-S-H
associated with *1^^‘of T"5 tl3 ^sfactoriiy explain's why the sulfate attack is
associated with loss of strength or mass in seawater and in solutions of magnesium or
ceientdaste
It also
rhedu.c.e the pH of the pore fluid in hydrated portland
Chlorid? ТрпнЛЛл1- ехР1а1ПД why the presence of acidic ions, such as carbonate or
chloride, tends to increase the seventy of sulfate attack.
More recent work bv
Gabnsova et al. (58) on the stability of monosulfate and ettringite in solutions of
Jh? dt?nJUSin9
Potentiometric method) showed that the limiting pH values for
the disappearance of ettringite and monosulfate hydrate were 10.7 and 11 6
modd! aYs^tpK9"? 9yPSUm T nSt3ble be.10W pH 10- Zt 1s t0 be noted ihat Reared
model also predicts an overall decrease in the Ca/Si ratio of C-S-H from 2.12 at a pH
of 12.5, to a Ca/Si ratio of 0.5 at a pH of 8.8, below which the C-S-H will decompose
12
9e1\ T!hU5 changer jn the C-S-H composition when the pH drops below
.5 and its eventual decomposition, have obvious implications to the sulfate
deterioration phenomena involving loss of strength and adhesion in cement products.

which is frequently the case in field structures subjected to sulfate attack. Since
the Ca/Si ratio of the C-S-H in the hydrated pastes of portland-blast furnace slag
cements J or portland-pozzolan cement' is much lower than neat portland cements,
Reardon's model also gives another reason why the former cements can be expected to
show more resistance to attack by sulfate and other acidic solutions.

.. .
Only a few investigations are reported on the effect of simultaneous presence of
S02 and C02 on cement products. Scholl and Knoffel (59) reported that sulphation of
the surface resulted in the formation of a gypsum crust approximately 0.5 mm thick in
90 days whereas carbonation reached up to 6 mm depth. Only soaking in water removed
the gypsum crust.
Chandra (60) confirmed a significant increase in carbonation in
the, presence of S02. Harrison. (61) reported that up to 3% chloride (as calcium or
sodium, salt in mixing water) by weight of cement added to ordinary or sulfate,resisting portland cement had little effect on the sulfate resistance of concretes
exposed to 0.35% SOo (magnesium or sodium sulfate solution).
However, in strong
sulfate solutions (1.5% SOo) calcium chloride additions to concrete substantially
increased the rate of sulfate attack on ordinary portland cement concrete, and to a
lesser extent on sulfate-resisting portland cement concrete.
-

. :
Ouyang et al. (62) investigated sulfate attack on mortars, using phosphogypsum
as an internal source of sulfate ions (similar to ASTM C 452 test method for sulfate
resistance). With a given proportion of phosphogypsum, both the expansion in prisms
and the loss of compressive strength in mortar cubes specimens were higher when the
authors used a portland cement with 8.8% C3A, as compared to cements with 7.0 or 4.4%
C3A. Based on the results, a progressive fracture model for internal sulfate attack
in cement-based products containing phosphogypsum is proposed.
The constitutive
equation describing the model contains terms representing loss of intrinsic strength
°f C-S-H in the presence of sulfate ions, and subsequent damage due to sulfate
expansion. The authors claim that the model can be used to predict the compressive
strength of mortars containing phosphogypsum.
In a subsequent report Ouyang (63)
presented a general model for sulfate attack from which the compressive properties,
such as compressive strength, elastic modulus, .and stress-strain behavior can be
predicted from ,expansion values obtained with 25 by 25 by 285 mm mortar prisms
exposed to a mixed solution of sodium and magnesium sulfate (ASTM>standard C 1012
test). . The author defined a damage variable as a function of Powers' gel-space
ratio.. For sulfate attack, the additional damage was introduced as a function of the
expansion of mortar specimens. Expansion limits for sulfate attack computed by this
model are reported to agree with the expansion limits proposed for the ASTM C 1012
test.
'

-Mechanisms:
On the basis of a laboratory study, Odler and Gasser (64) concluded
that the overall mechanism of expansion from ettringite formation in hardened cement
pastes appears to involve local stresses due either to topochemical formation or to
oriented growth of ettringite crystals. An uptake of water from the environment is
not essential for, expansion,, although the expansion increased significantly under wet
conditions.
This, according to the authors,- may be due to the simultaneous
occurrence of the phenomena of swelling and osmotic pressure.
Generally, in the case of sulfate attack, a reference to topochemical reaction
resisting in,the formation of ettringite implies a solid state reaction between CoA
and sulfate ions.. In practice, the ettringite formation in sulfate on concrete takes
place as a consequence of interaction between the penetrating sulfate ions and the
к п^10П Products of C3A, such as C^AS-Hjgor СдАН^д. In a subsequent review paper
иГ •
Jawed ^65), the topochemical reaction mechanism is extended to include
the hydration products of, C3A as the primary reactants. Also, it is not so much the
topochemical
reaction in its classical sense but the oriented crystal growth of
ettringite in a system with pores full of water(i.e., an open-pore system in contact

with an outside Source of water) which, according to the authors, is the principal
cause of expansion.
.
.
From a review of many case histories of field structures subjected to long-term
sulfate exposure, Mehta (66) reported that in most cases the loss of adhesion and
strength, rather than expansion and cracking, were the primary manifestations of
sulfate attack. Mineralogical analyses of deteriorated concrete specimens invariably
showed that the loss of adhesion and strength was associated with the decomposition
of the principal products of cement hydration, i.e. C-S-H and CH.
The author,
therefore, proposed that a comprehensive theory integrating the effect of sulfate
attack on all constituents of hydrated cement paste is more relevant to field
practice than individual theories explaining this phenomenon from the expansion of
ettringite alone.
In a recent review paper on sulfate attack on concrete, Cohen and Mather (67)
suggested that lack of understanding the mechanism of sulfate attack on portland
cement, concrete has limited the confidence that can be placed in, and hence the
reliability of existing standards tests and models to predict the performance and
service life of concrete subjected to sulfate attack.
The authors have identified
the numerous fundamental questions that have remained unanswered after decades of
research and need to be answered clearly by future research. Specifically, some of
the questions are:
consequences of gypsum and ettringite formation; correlation
between morphology and amount of ettringite formed and expansion; causes, effects,
and mechanics of delayed expansion, loss of mass, loss of strength, and elastic
modulus; establishing appropriate methods of accelerating sulfate attack and failure
criteria; effect of Sulfate solution type and concentration on the sulfate attack
mechanism; validity of using paste as a representative model for concrete.
Su—ary
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From the results of recent investigations it can be concluded that, for improved
resistance to sulfate, attack, a reduction in the porosity and consequently the
coefficient of permeability, is more important than modifications in the chemistry of
portland cement. , Reduction in permeability seems to be the principal mechanism by
which mineral admixtures, such as fly ash, ground blastfurnace slag and silica fume
exercise a,beneficial influence on the sulfate resisting behavior of concrete. This
also
satisfactorily
explains
why
very
low
water-to-cementitious;
ratio
(superplasticized) concretes with or without mineral admixtures, irrespective of the
chemistry of portland cement used, show excellent resistance to moderate conditions
of sulfate attack.

.
With strongly acidic sulfate solutions (such as those containing more than 1%
H2SO4, acid rain, and sewage water) recent research shows that even superplasticized
concrete containing highly active mineral admixtures (viz. silica fume) will not be
sufficiently resistant to sulfate attack.
This is because no hydration product of
portland cement including C-S-H (regardless of the C/S ratio) is stable below the pH
. 8.8. (Note that C-S-H is also the main product of the pozzolanic reaction). For the
same reason concretes containing superplasticizing and pozzolanic admixtures have not
shown satisfactory performance on exposure to strong sulfate solutions of magnesium
or ammonium, because these solutions tend to lower the pH of the cement paste.
Obviously, under these conditions even the use of a high cement content fails to
prevent an acidic type of sulfate attack.
For sulfuric acid attack, researchers
recommend the use of low cement content and calcareous sand or additives which can
form stable carboaluminate hydrates.

... Most studies on mechanisms of sulfate attack and factors influencing the
phenomenon, fail to consider the effect of the environmental pH on main constituents

of the cement paste.
Lack of pH control in laboratory experiments has prevented a
proper understanding, of the mechanisms underlying sulfate attack and, therefore, the
development of reliable methods for the evaluation and prediction of sulfate
resistance of cement products.
• ' '
■ ■ 1 ■
■
.
In the pH range 12.5 to 12, calcium hydroxide, calcium monosulfate hydrate and
aluminate hydrates, dissolve in a sulfate solution from which ettringite precipitates
out. Next, gypsum precipitates out in the pH range 11.6 to 10.6; below pH 10.6,
ettringite is no longer stable and will start decomposing.
At the same time note
that with the lowering of the pH below 12.5, the C-S- H phase is also subjected to
cycles of dissolution and reprecipitation (Ca/Si ratio is 2.12 at pH 12.5, and 0.5 at
pH 8.8) which continue until it is no longer stable at or below pH 8.8.
All the
foregoing chemical changes in a hardened portland cement product must be taken into
consideration when attempting to understand their physical manifestations, such as
expansion, cracking, and loss of strength or mass.
On the basis of differences in morphology and internal crystal structure and
from direct scanning electron micrographic observations, there is little doubt that
the transformation of hydration products of portland cement into ettringite and
gypsum occurs by through-solution reactions.
There is no experimental data in the
published literature regarding the effects of dissolution of original hydration
products on the physical properties of the cement paste, however, it is not difficult
to imagine that, with the gradual lowering of pH, repeated cycles of dissolution,
supersaturation, and reprecipitation of minerals will result in changes of porosity,
elastic modulus, strength and adhesiveness which, eventually, will have an adverse
effect on dimensional stability.
The scenario depicted here is probably the real
cause of sulfate-generated deteriorations in concrete, rather than the formation of
ettringite alone, which is one of the effects and probably not the principal cause of
sulfate deterioration. Note that it is not the intention of the author to suggest,
for instance, that the swelling of poorly crystalline minerals under certain ionic
conditions and/or crystal growth, have no role to play in the sulfate attack. What
is being proposed here is that abroader and more comprehensive view of the problem
(compared to the fragmented views taken in the past) is necessary before future
research is able to answer the fundamental questions raised by Cohen and Mather
(67). And until this happens, there will be no real progress in the development of
meaningful test methods and predictive models for evaluation of sulfate resisting
behavior of cement products.
.
Finally, in regard to sulfate attack, the validity of predictive model is
seriously jeopardized by the fact that almost no data exist on the combined effect of
sulfate with other anions which are almost invariably present in natural
environments. For instance, Chandra (60) found an acceleration in the deterioration
when concrete specimens were exposed to a mixture of dilute sulfuric and nitric acids
(pH 3), simulating acid rain. One of his tests showed that there was a significant
grease in the depth of carbonation when only a trace of sulfur dioxide was mixed
with CO2.
Note that, from the standpoint of durability, this is contrary to the
experience when the surface carbonation occurs prior to the sulfate exposure (37).
Predictive^ models for service life or concrete in a given environment, depend on
extrapolations based on simplifications and generalizations that may not be
applicable to field practice.
,
•
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ALKALI-AGGREGATE REACTIONS
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Chemical reactions between aggregates containing certain reactive constituents
alkalies and hydroxyl ions released by the hydration of cement can have a

■
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deleterious effect on concrete. The reaction that has received greatest attention is
the alkali-silica reaction (ASR), which involves rocks and minerals containing
reactive forms of silica.
Expansion and cracking, leading to loss of strength,
elasticity, and durability are among the physical manifestations of ASR.

Since the discovery in 1940 of ASR-generated expansion in concrete by Stanton in
California, the phenomenon is now known to be worldwide and has been a subject of
several international conferences.
The Proceedings of the Seventh International
Conference on the Alkali-Aggregate Reaction (1987) contain national reviews of the
problem by researchers from Australia (68), Canada (69-72), China (73), India (74),
Italy (75), Japan (76), New Zealand (77), Poland (78), United Kingdom (79), and
Yugoslavia (80). Case histories of affected structures are also reported by Mullick
(81), Ono (82), Kobayashi et al. (83), Samarin (84), Shayan (85), and Shayan and
Quick (86).
ACI Committee 201 (87) has compiled a list of deleterious forms of siliceous
constituents that may be present in aggregates.
Amorphous silica (e.g. opal),
microcrystalline and poorly crystalline silica (e.g. Chalcedony), fractured or
strained quartz and glassy silica (e.g. andesitic and rhyolitic glasses) are among
the commonly known alkali-reactive forms of silica. Depending on the alkali content
of cement and the water-to-cement ratio, the pH of the liquid phase in a hydrated
portland cement may be 13 and above. Minerals containing silica with a disordered
structure would not remain stable in such a strongly alkaline solution. Depending on
the
degree
of
disorder,
porosity,
particle
size,
and
temperature,
the
depolymerization of silica structure (i.e. dissolution of O-Si-O bonds) will
gradually occur, followed by adsorption of the alkali-metal cations on newly created
surface of the reaction product.
When in contact with.water, the alkali- silicate
gels swell by sorption of water through osmosis. The hydraulic pressure so developed
is believed to cause expansion and cracking of the affected aggregate particle, and
subsequently the cement paste matrix surrounding it.

Later, researchers discovered that aggregates derived from other siliceous
rocks, such as phyllites, greywackes, and argillites were also prone to the ASR-type
of expansive behavior.
In the 1960's, the alkali-carbonate reaction involving
certain argillaceous dolomitic limestones was also found to exhibit the deleterious
expansion characteristics similar to the ASR. In this case, it was proposed that the
dedolomitization reaction in a high-pH solution caused the expansion.
' Since deleterious expansion from alkali-aggregate reactions in field concretes
takes years to develop, considerable research effort has'been spent on development of
accelerated laboratory tests to evaluate potentially deleterious aggregates.
The
validity of these methods has been a subject of much controversy in the published
literature. • Also, it is well known that mineral admixtures, such as natural
pozzolans, fly ash, silica fume, and ground granulated blastfurnace slag, when used
as partial cement replacement in concrete, can be effective in suppressing the ASR
expansion. The mechanisms by which this is achieved are not yet fully resolved, and
conflicting results with these admixtures are often reported in the published
1iterature.
Recent Studies

.......

.

Effect of Mineral Admixtures: Hobbs (88,89) has shown that the effectiveness of
fly ash and slags in preventing expansion due to ASR varies widely and, in fact, the

use of some fly ashes and slag may not reduce the risk of deleterious expansion (i.e.
expansion greater than. 0.05%). With the help of an extensive literature review and
some additional tests, the author questioned the popularly held.views that fly ash
and slag either contribute little alkali to the ASR or only the water-soluble

ven 3 fly ash or slag is being considered as a potential replacement for a
that either C(T)entheOuspfUie
risk of deieterious expansion, the author recommends
that either (1) the usefulness of a particular fly ash or slag for suppressing the
ASR expansion be established by a test in which a natural reactive aggregate is used
in concrete specimens stored under moist conditions at 20°C; or, (2) if tests are not
s?xth
alkaltcon?nl of the particular’fl/ ash be taken a'^neciif И
v k 1 content, and that of the particular slag as one-half of its
acid-soluble alkali content.
Using three different fly ashes, four natural
reDortedS’ai?nd thre-e dlfierent sla9s W1"th wide ranging alkali contents, Kollek (90)
reported an experimental study the results of which essentially confirmed the
pSi',5 °f uv5.
According to the author, for purposes of ASR expansion, if the
rnn+C'hVt alkalies derived from portland cement are taken as 100%, then the
17% and1 from0 hieafftefCtlVe 31H?1' frOin fly ash Or natural Pozzolan should be taken as
admixture/
blastfurnace slag as 50% of the total alkali present in these mineral
QUIll I л LUI сЪ * .
'

contributinn nf paiuav f f
BriVsh’ American, and other methods of evaluating the
rnnrro^n1 R
alk®111 f^om f1/ ash or slag to be incorporated into a portland cement
w?ri»i * ,4-harJbW fnd Jackson (91> concluded that the available alkali contents varied
widely with ЛЬе type of method used for the evaluation.
Factors influencing the
amount of alkali released include temperature, composition of portland cement and
fly ash-to-cement ratio. Using 14 Class F fly ashes from Japan and crushed andesite
as reactive aggregate, Kobayashi et al. (92) reported that at 20% or higher levels of
cement replacement, there was little expansion in mortar bars even after 6 months.
The expansion controlling ability of a fly ash was found to be directly related to
Cla^r^fi0"16^
and the a1ka11* content of the cement. However, with
the flv alh orhunLeten S 1discolv.er1ed that replacement of 15% high-alkali cement with
than without anv fiv
cement W1th fly ash produced greater expansions
nf
1
fly ash. . Maximum expansions were observed when the Na7O/SiO9 ratio
composition"11110”5 material was at a critical value, which varied witti the ^ly ash
prnmu. d et al-,(94Vus®d. a siliceous limestone, a dolomitic limestone, and an"
! eV1 1 gregale from Canadian sources to test the effectiveness of two fly ashes
th» r9n,i/nadndatSh11CfV U”e in controlling the ASR expansion. The authors found that
the role and the efficiency of mineral admixtures varied according to the type of
ra n1 a9+gra9ate c°n,binatl‘°n Involved.
Thus, a mineral admixture that efficient^
counteracted one type of alkali-aggregate reaction could be quite inefficient for
?95?С1Пд ed"0
°f a1kal.l:a99re9ate reactivity. In another test, Durand et al.
^12- USedu Sl1ica. fume additions to investigate the relationship between pore
hiIh4ikavharaCteVStl^S and exPansi‘on 1'n mortar and concrete prisms containi/g a
high-alkali cement and an alkali-reactive siliceous limestone aggregate
With
increasing amounts of silica fume (5 to 15% by weight of cement)
т
.
*»
there
was
a
corresponding decrease in the concentration of Na+, Г,
0:F ions
Iv.io in the
u>e uure
К , ar.d
and OH.
pore
?nJ^^d,.-tSh,n-larly’.the ^:and K COntent of CSH of the hydrated cement paste a?so
, . . . __ j
increased with increasing silica fume additions. Due
Due to
to these
these effects
effects the
the ratios
ratios of
of
silica1?1 1П both mortar and concrete prisms were reduced sufficiently at 5% level of
silica fume addition.
Pcv.-tvtr
..’t!. very, reactive aggregates' the ‘authors"’recominend
However,jtith
that it would be safe to use""
10% rxsi-1
" 'ica
' ^fume.
' . •
Using the aggregates from Durant'et
al.'s study (94) as well as pyrex glass
"
.
, which
is the standard reactive aggregate in
the ASTM C 441, Soles et al. (96) investigated the effectiveness of various mineral
admixtures in controlling the alkali-aggregate reactivity. Concrete expansion tests
showed that most mineral admixtures used in the investigation were ineffective in
suppressing the expansion with the dolomitic limestone. Slag and diatomite Xbut not
silica fume) were notable in reducing the expansion with this type of aggregate.
Yamamoto et al. (97) found
f_. J that both
____ 3
.
ailu
-^-UL
granulated
andail
air
cooled blastfurnace slag
are effective in preventing
expansion due to ASR. using ASTM Method C
>n the excessive
4

289, the authors attempted to explain the differences in the reaction behavior
between fly ash and slag when exposed to a NaOH solution.
Oberholsten and Davies
(98) reported the results of 4-6 years of an outdoor exposure test to establish the
influence of granulated blastfurnace slag, fly ash, calcined shale, and silica fume
admixtures on the expansion, of concrete made with a high-alkali cement and a
^edLCt/1V-ie 41Uiar1t-Zx a99regate. With a moderate cement content in concrete (approximately
4 kg/m alkali), replacement, of the cement by 15% calcined shale or 5% silica fume
was not effective in preventing the expansion to reach a deleterious level (0.05%),
whereas 15% replacement by an approved fly ash was found to be effective. With a
high cement, content in concrete (approximately 5 kg/m3 alkali), the replacement of
cement by either, 50% ground granulated blastfurnace slag or 10% silica fume appeared
to be effective in preventing the deleterious expansion.
.
k!
Long-term exposure (up to 14 years) studies by Bhatty and Greening (99) of
blended cements made from high-alkali portland cements and Class F fly ashes or
calcined shales showed that as much as 95% of the total alkali was retained in the
hydration products of blended cement pastes compared to only 15% retention in
portland cement paste.
Also, it was found that the lower the amount of leachable
alkali from the paste, the less likely the deleterious expansion of concrete.
In
other words, more, alkali tie-up in the C-S-H produced a more stable system with
respect to deleterious alkali-aggregate reaction.
■

,, . ferry et al. (100) investigated twelve Canadian fly ashes in regard to their
effectiveness in suppressing the ASR in a modified ASTM C 227 test. It was confirmed
that the expansion was suppressed less effectively by high-alkali fly ashes. Also
with most fly,ashes at least 30% cement replacement with fly ash was needed to obtain
a reasonable degree of reduction in expansion. The data did not support the theory
that high calcium fly ashes are less effective in reducing expansion.
•• u-k-4.Rc>^iertc (I01) suggested that fly ash is a "delayer" rather than a "permanent
inhibitor, of the ASR expansion. , Like other investigators, the author confirmed from
his experimental work that 30 to 45% cement replacement with fly ash was needed to
successfully, delay the onset of ASR. Since fly ash did not seem to be very effective
in suppressing the ASR expansion with highly reactive aggregates, such as Beltane
opal and Pyrex glass, the author recommends that in practice it should be used with
mildly reactive aggregates only.
.
..With Belgian fly ashes Tenoutasse and Marion (102) observed ahigh-potassium
binding capacity of one of the hydration products in the portland cement-fly ash
system. The authors proposed that the formation of this non-expansive product may be
responsible for reducing or inhibiting the ASR expansion.’. The authors (103) drew the
same conclusion from the study of a system containing silica fume.
It is proposed
that the expansive properties of, silicate gels are related to their potassium
content, and that the mineral admixtures help by increasing the potassium binding
capacity of the silica gel.
.
,ASTM Class F and Class C fly ashes, Farbiarz and Carrasquillo (104)
investigated the effectiveness of 17 to 62 volume percent cement replacement on the
expansion of ASTM C 227 mortar prisms.
The authors found that, in general, lowcalcium fly ashes were more effective in reducing the ASR expansion than high-calcium
fly ashes, and that the effectiveness of a fly ash was reduced directly with an
increase in its alkali content.. Also, the effectiveness in reducing the ASR
expansion increased with increasing levels of cement replacement with fly ash
However with fly ashes containing more than 1.5% alkalies there was a pessimum limit
below which no beneficial effect was achieved.
According to the author, this
pessimum limit is an inherent property of each fly ash.

Nagataki et al. (105) reported the results of the evaluation of eight fly ashes
for controlling ASR using Pyrex glass as the reactive aggregate. The authors found
that the mortar bar expansions were independent of the alkali content of the fly ash
but were influenced by the cement replacement ratio and glass content, as well as by
the particle size of the fly ash. ASR expansions could be reduced by using higher
replacement: ratios, a fine fly ash, and fly ashes containing more glass content. It
is suggested that expansion of mortars containing fly ash can be predicted by using
an equation which contains the mean particle diameter and the amount of non
crystalline Si02 of the fly ash, and the cement replacement ratio.

Swamy and AJ-Asali (106) reported that the addition of fly ash as a cement
replacement material can be very effective in reducing the ASR expansion
substantially, both at ambient and higher temperatures (40’0. However, even at the
50% replacement level, the ASR expansion cannot be fully eliminated.
Blastfurnace
slag, on the other hand, behaved differently because it decomposed at high
temperatures quite easily and the alkali released from the slag decomposition
contributed to the ASR. The authors also reported that the reductions in the elastic
modulus and flexural strength in concrete, as a result of ASR expansion, were much
higher than the reduction in compressive strength.

In regard to the effectiveness of a fly ash in reducing hydroxyl ion
concentrations of, pore solutions in hydrated cement pastes, Nixon and Page (107) list
three factors which, in order of relative importance, are as follows:
the alkali
content of the,portland cement, the reactivity of the fly ash, and the alkali content
of the ash. With low-alkali portland cement (below 0.6% Na20) none of the fly ashes
tested by the authors were effective.
However, with higher-alkali cements all the
ashes were able to reduce the hydroxyl ion concentration significantly and the
differences between them were minor.
It seems that, when the concentration of ions
in the pore solution is low,, the release of alkalies is favored.
However, if the
alkali content of the cement is high and the corresponding ionic concentration of the
pore solution is also high, the release of alkali ions from the ash is hindered and
the hydration,products of the ash can incorporate sufficient alkali and hydroxyl ions
to reduce their concentration in the solution. Another important observation made by
the authors from their data is that fly ashes needed a minimum of 28 days to have a
significant effect on, the pore solution chemistry. This is the same timescale as far
the pozzolanic reaction and gives a strong pointer to the pozzolanic reaction being
the mechanism by which the alkalies and hydroxyl ion concentrations are reduced in
the pore solution. Many of the conflicting test results on the effectiveness of fly
ashes in reducing the ASR expansion, using the ASTM C 441 method and fourteen-day
performance criterion, can be explained in the light of above observations by Page
and Nixon.
The authors also reported that, in contrast to fly ashes, granulated
blastfurnace slag acts more as a diluent and some slags are not even effective as
diluents.
"
"
"■
•
■ ’

Research by Carrasquillo and Snow (108) confirmed the findings of Nixon and Page
that the effectiveness of a fly ash in reducing damage due to alkali-aggregate
reaction was dependent on the available alkali contents of the cement and fly ash,
and the cement-to-fly ash replacement ratio. The calcium content of the fly ash did
not show any significant effect on alkali-aggregate expansion with natural reactive
aggregates. When the available alkali content of a fly ash was less than 1.5%, its
beneficial effect in preventing ASR expansion increased, with increasing
"
"
cement
replacement, regardless of the class of fly ash, alkali content u
.
u
C
,irei.u anu
of cement,
and
reactivity of the aggregate. However, when the available alkali content of the fly
«as greater than 1.5%, a minimum cement replacement level was indicated below
which the fly ash caused expansions larger than mortar mixtures containing no fly
ash.
Above this "pessimum limit" the fly ash caused smaller expansions. The
authors, therefore, propose that, when using fly ash to control deleterious ASR
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expansion in concrete, a minimum percentage of cement replacement, rather than a
maximum allowable alkali content of fly ash, should be specified.
'
In a study reported by Thomas et al. (109), concrete beams containing 20 or 30%
fly ash showed little expansion and no cracking after seven years of outdoor
exposure, and petrographic examination showed no evidence of damage due to ASR.
Alkali-silica gel was present at some sites, but was not associated with any
cracking. On the other hand, concretes containing either no fly ash or only 5% fly
ash exhibited considerable expansion and cracking, which was diagnosed by
petrographic examination to be due to ASR. Electron probe microanalysis of hydration
products around alite grains showed the average Ca/Si ratio to be 1.94 and 1.57 for
portland cement concrete and fly ash concrete, respectively.
In addition, the
potassium content of the hydration product around alite was four times higher in the
fly ash concrete than the portland cement concrete.
The authors suggest that the
lower quantity of available calcium in the fly ash concrete and the increased
potassium-binding capacity of the C-S-H present in the fly ash concrete may have been
responsible for suppression of the damaging expansion due to ASR.
Al-Asali and Malhotra (110) reported the results of research which was
undertaken to address the concern that alkalies released from the use of a high
alkali fly ash (3.16% K^O, 0.54% NaoO) may cause deleterious expansion in
superplasticized concrete incorporating nigh voluees of fly ash (58% fly .ash by
weight of the total cementitious material). . The reference concrete was made with a
high-alkali ASTM Type I portland cement (1.38% t^O, 0.24% NaoO) and a reactive
limestone aggregate.
In an accelerated test, concrete prisms without fly ash, when
immersed in 1 normal NaOH or KOH for 275 days, showed about 0.3% expansion, whereas
those with fly ash showed insignificant expansion.
.• ■,
■
": - ■
;

.

Kawamura et al. (Ill) investigated the effectiveness of four different types of

silica fuee in preventing the ASR expansion, using mortar specimens containing opal

as a reactive aggregate. At a silica fume content of 5 percent by weight of cement,
the addition of any of the four types of silica fume increased the expansion. At 10
percent cement replacement level, one of the additives was able to reduce the
expansion considerably,' two of the additives increased the expansion, and the fourth
did not make any difference. At 15% replacement level, all but one of the additives
completely suppressed the ASR expansion.
The preventive ability of a silica fume
additive did not correlate with the:pozzolanic activity. Although the addition of
silica fume reduced the alkali ion concentration in pore solutions to considerably
lower levels, it seems to the authors that other factors than mere reduction in
alkalinity are responsible for alkali-related expansions in mortars containing silica
fume. Swamy (112) also investigated the effectiveness of silica fume in reducing the
ASR expansion. Unlike the experience of other researchers, especially involving the
reactive aggregates in Iceland, the author found that 10% cement replacement by
silica fume was inadequate in controlling the ASR expansion of a portland cement
concrete containing fused silica as the reactive aggregate in the presence of
external alkalies and chloride ions.
However, 30% silica fume replacement was found
to be adequate. The author concluded that with a given amount of silica fume, the
effectiveness in controlling the expansion varies with the type of reactive aggregate
present.
.
■ •
.
- ■
:
■ "■
Walters and Jones (113) investigated the effect of eetakaolin (calcined kaolin)
on ASR expansion using concrete prisms containing 35% reactive aggregate
(chert/flint) by weight of the total aggregate. The prisms were stored in a moist
environment at 38°C and the expansions were monitored over a period of 18 months.
Without metakaolin, the prisms expanded by 0.45% after 6-9 months. Expansions were
reduced to less than 0.01% when 10-15 wt. % cement was replaced by metakaolin. The
authors suggest that a thorough mixing of metakaolin with cement before mixing with
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tl?e lCitations of laboratory data from ASR expansion tests, Swamy
and Al Asali (127) stated that much of the published data may not be directly useful
en9ineer who wishes to understand the influence of the development of such
nn«lhi2S °n the ®ngin®e.rin9 behavior of concrete structures.
There are three
possible reasons for this. ■ First, much of the published information in the
literature relates to mortar rather than concrete.
Mortars have very high cement
contents that are not generally used in practice in concrete construction
Also
thhe same cem.ent> the same cement content, and the same reactive aggregatethe
a?m^+ tXoeXpanS1TS at. twenty-eight days and at three months were found to be
almost twice as much as in comparable concrete. This is probably due to the higher
degree of, restraint in concrete due to the presence of coarse aggregate
Second
J?® Published^information is based on the use of Pyrex glass or Be’ltane opal
as a reactive aggregate, whereas with most of the reactive aggregate used in practice
ЛпРЛП5;0П5на'е 1°Wer/ Th.e authors found that expansions in concrete werePsi5i ar
to those found in construction practice when fused silica was used as a reactive
aggregate in ^laboratory tests.
Third, the influence of alkali was found to be
dependent on the sources of alkalies. When all the alkali present in the system was
derived from cement, an alkalinity content of 3 to 4 kg/m3 appeared to represent a
critical limit, above and below, which there was either a dramatic increase or a
frnni^thp 1П expansion/ Above this threshold value, increases in alkalinity whether
from the cement or other sources, seemed to increase the expansion dramatically.
between1 th₽ AS^mT^ ^Port.S^y. ^^ Al-Asali (128) discussed the relationship
/ST c P-1 лхрап51оп
(at three, and six months) and engineering
Senates °affected
affect?d 4ASR- Their results showed that different reactive
aff®ct®d th<; engineering properties at different rates, and that the
Th»P th65 т05^ ,af,fected ЬУ ASR were flexural/tensile strength and elastic modulus ■
The authors pointed out that these properties are important in engineering design and
are significant in relation to cracking and deflection of flexural members as well as
°f a+h сопсГ®?е In.en,bers., At 0.1% expansion in the ASTM C 227 test (which
is the six-month specification limit for deleterious ASR expansion), concrete with strength Pand ab^^ela:;??
л^^.^n•eSS, wher.eas concrete with opaline aggregate lost nearly 40%
modulus,
imthlSo !uPa"S10n. leve]\ the loss 1n compressive strength remainedelastic,
low
IVA.
---- _ j- •
.............
.
_
in™Cd "od.u1u.s,D°f elasticity and pulse velocity measurements showed
significant th» flSTMdг
Ouestionino
ASR
3
®аг1у 396 when no exPansion was indicated.
Questioning the ASTM C 227 expansion limits, the authors state:
-

"Since ]°^!L2
"
' n..!^il2eeri"9 Properties do not occur at the same rate or in pro
o?rdXteri^a»TtO"outnlXnnecebyof^
> and since expansion can be excessive
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QffQ^F•UГtheГ, a,ccordin9 to Swamy (129), the ASTM C 441 test method of evaluating the
effectiveness of pozzolanic and other mineral admixtures in controlling ASR expansion
has also several drawbacks,.
For instance, the use of Pyrex glass as a standard
reactive aggregate is questionable because it is not a good representative of naJural
(i e mnrPa9?^na7^'
.Fur.t.herni.ore, in a laboratory study the performance criteria
in?
75% reduction in expansion at fourteen days) were met with a silica
aftpr L rt10% CHement replacement level. However, the specimens continued to expand
after fourteen days and eventually cracked. The test is also found to be inadequate
when an external source of alkalies is present.

■

Courtier (130) reviewed the problems underlying the engineering assessment of
affected with alkali-aggregate reaction.
The auThorcautionsthat
assessments would concentrate on the overall behavior of the structures and not be
over-concerned with cores. It is argued that the evaluation of restrained expansi™
structures

characteristics should be the dominant parameter of interest. Tordoff (131) reported
on the engineering assessment of 16-year old prestressed concrete bridges suffering
from ASR.
According to the author, "As the assessment progressed the author became
increasingly aware that research into ASR has concentrated on petrography, chemistry,
and microstructure of concrete. . Insufficient research has been carried out to assess
the structural consequences of ASR and no work has been carried out on concrete
members which are truly representative of the prototype. From the evidence available
it was concluded that the bridges have not been weakened by ASR and that there is no
reason to suspect that durability will be a greater problem than in other typical
bridges in similar locations.
•

From the results of an international, interlaboratory test program involving the
use of the ASTM C 227 mortar prism method for determining the potential reactivity of
aggregates,Oberholtser (132) concluded that the ASTM C 227 criteria for
distinguishing between deleterious and innocuous aggregates does not apply to
reactive quartz-bearing aggregates. Also, the test results were found to be highly
sensitive to the precise control of relative humidity inside the storage containers.

.

,
Knudsen (133) used chemical shrinkage caused by the reaction between sand
particles and a sodium hydroxide solution at 50°C as a measure for evaluating the
potential alkali reactivity of sands. It is claimed that this method, in one day, is
able to give results that are similar to an eight-week standard test.
Tang et al.
(134) used a rapid autoclave test to evaluate the potential ASR activity of a number
of aggregates from China.
The authors report that their test is satisfactory for
preliminary screening purposes of a large number of aggregates and gives results that
are comparable to the ASTM C 277 and C 289 methods. Results from a similar autoclave
test are reported by Nishibayashi et al. (135). , Mortar bars containing 1.5% total
Na20 and precured for 24 hours after casting were exposed for five hours to 0.15 MPa
pressure in an autoclave. The level of expansion obtained was claimed to be similar
to the one obtained by eighteen months of storage at 40°C and 100% relative
humidity. A slight variation of the method is reported by Tamura (136), who used two
days of precuring of mortar bars containing 2.5% Na20, followed by two hours of
exposure to boiling water under pressure (11ГС).
Cracking behavior due to ASR was
evaluated from changes in ultrasonic pulse velocity and dynamic modulus values.
Yoshioka et al. (137) reported the expansion data from an accelerated method used for
evaluating the reactivity of aggregate, which involved immersion of mortar bars in a
IN NaOH solution at 80°C for 24 hours. A good correlation was reported between the
results of this method and the standard mortar bar expansion test.

)

' Baronio et al. (138).. used infrared spectroscopy to develop a correlation between
the, microcrystalline disorder coefficient (Cd) and potential alkali reactivity of
siliceous, aggregates.
Fifteen concrete . cores from ASR deteriorated structures
- located in different parts of the world were examined. ... From Cj values and
petrographic examination, it was concluded that aggregates having less than 120 Cj
were not reactive, aggregates with Cd values between 120 and 200 (such as strained
quartz) would take a long time, to react, aggregates with Cd values between 200 and
300 (such as fine chert) would react in a relatively short period, and those with (L.
greater than 300 (such as vitreous silica chalcedony) would react rather rapidly.
With the degree of disorder increasing to Cd > 450, the aggregate begins to behave as
a pozzolan and the deleterious effects of ASR are minimized.
The authors suggest
that more research should be undertaken to confirm the validity of these types of
rapid and simple techniques for forecasting the reactivity of siliceous aggregates.

. Al kali-Carbonate Reaction:
Hugenberg (139) reported the case of deleterious
expansion due to alkali-carbonate reaction in the forty year old Center Hill Dam
(Tennessee).
The reaction was identified by a combination of field and laboratory
tests.
According to the author, the expansiondue to the reaction is causing the
structure to move in the longitudinal direction, which resulted in binding of the
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spillway gates and closure of the expansion joints at the bridge spans. Shortening
of. the,spillway gates and bridge spans in 1985 was found to be necessary in order to
maintain operational, capability.
The mineralogical composition of most of the
aggregate shows calcite, dolomite, and quartz, with some feldspars and clays. In the
ASTM C 586 test for potential alkali reactivity of carbonate rocks, aggregates from
two of the five cores met or exceeded the 0.1% expansion limit, although this limit
was reached much later than the 84 days prescribed by the performance specification.
Tang et al. (140) investigated the mechanism of alkali-carbonate reaction from
the microstructure of a reactive carbonate rock, characterized by a distribution of
rhombic crystals of dolomite in a matrix of clay and fine-grained calcite.
It is
proposed that water, alkalies, and hydroxyl ions penetrated the aggregate through the
clay network and reacted with the dolomite crystals.
The entry of these ions and
molecules in restricted spaces caused expansion. The expansion can also be generated
by the rearrangement of the products of dolomitization reaction. Other causes which
contribute to expansion are water imbibition by dry clay and osmotic pressure from
differences in ionic concentration.
.

, Structural Effects of Alkali-Aggregate Reactions:
Mullick and Samuel (141)
described the microstructure of the ASR product from concrete cores of 25-30 year old
.dams.. In one case, the reactive aggregate consisted of quartzite river pebbles
containing chert and,chalcedony.
In the other case a biotite-granite crushed rock
aggregate was used in which 50 to 80% quartz grains were strained and no other
metastable silica minerals were present.
In the case of quartzite aggregate, white
deposits of the amorphous gel, were found in the cracks and voids in the concretes,
whereas in the case of strained quartz, dark reaction rims around the aggregate
particles were predominant but deposits of alkali-silica gel were not so frequent.
In both cases, however, the external manifestations of the ASR were typical map
cracking, long horizontal cracks, malfunctioning of sluice gates, and misalignment of
crane gantries and power-generating machinery.
.
The structural effects of alkali-aggregate reaction on more than 100 reinforced
concrete structures were discussed by Wood et al. (142).
It is reported that in
inadequately reinforced members (viz. 0.9% area of steel), sufficient force can be
generated by the reaction to yield the steel or cause delamination failure between
the reinforcement and the reactive concrete.
Interestingly, the authors found that
with some reactive aggregates the magnitude of expansion was four times at 13eC
compared to that at 38°C (the temperature commonly used in laboratory tests). Also’
the, authors, confirmed that the engineering effects of alkali-aggregate reaction are
highly sensitive to the type and size range of the reactive aggregate particles, and
that the characteristics of alkali-aggregate reaction cannot be generalized. " '
Figg (143)
presented an analysis of practical effects of ASR expansion on
concrete structures. According to the author, the surface cracking pattern resulting
from an internally expanding concrete depended on the internal and external
restraints and, other constraints,, which generally account for the differences in
modes of cracking among plain, reinforced, and prestressed concretes.
To diagnose
that ASR is responsible for cracking, it is important to remember that ASR-generated
cracking must originate from the aggregate and that it is a time- dependent and a
slow phenomenon which takes many years.
The author also observed that maximum
expansion due to ASR occurred at a lower temperature than the temperature for maximum
rate of expansion.
■

ASR expansion in five 40-60 year old concrete dams located in the southwestern
United, States was ' investigated by Stark and DePuy (144).
In most cases the
expansions were attributed to the use of high-alkali cements and cryptocrystal 1ineto-glassy volcanic aggregates of andesitic-to- rhyolitic composition.
From field
measurements of the relative humidity of. concrete, the authors found that atmospheric

drying had reduced the RH values to below the threshold level for expansive
reactivity only within several inches of the exposed concrete surfaces. Most of the
concrete in the interior contained enough moisture to permit the alkali-silica
reaction and the associated expansion.
However, the progress of expansion either
stopped completely or slowed down considerably due to the depletion of alkalies. It
was confirmed that, in field structures, the physicalmanifestations of ASR are
variable and they include pattern- or map-cracking, longitudinal cracking, pinching
at joints, and misalignment or movement of affected members.
Map-cracking is
generally the combined result of internal expansion due to ASR and other volume
changes from intermittent cycles of wetting and drying near - exposed concrete
surfaces. Longitudinal cracks typically occurred in beams and columns. Cracks were
generally shallow (extending only a few inches into the concrete) and ranged from
hairline width to several centimeters across. . The authors observed that-, cracks
occurred mainly in unconstrained portions of the structures, such as at the top of
the;dams (rather than at the bottom), and unrestrained joints.
They caution that
pattern-cracking should not be used as a diagnostic test for ASR since these types of
cracks may also occur from shrinkage.
Unreinforced structures exposed to the sun
(surface drying conditions) frequently showed map-cracking associated with ASR.
It
is possible that the drying shrinkage cracks, by providing direct access of external
water to an ASR-affected concrete interior, can become instrumental in increasing the
expansion and further cracking.
In a subsequent report Stark (145) showed that RH
values greater than 80%, referenced to 21-24°C, are sufficient to support expansive
ASR activity. Ordinary concrete structures in arid desert climates and not in direct
contact with external moisture may exhibit RH levels sufficiently low to prevent
expansive ASR activity. However, as discussed in the previous report, mass concretes
even in dry climates will retain sufficient moisture in the interior to sustain ASR
expansion for prolonged periods of time.
Summary

.

,

о

In the words of Peter Smith (146), rocks which may have been happy in one
environment for many millions of years may not take kindly to a new one as concrete
aggregate.
Since it is too late to reform the rocks, all we can do is try our best
to make concrete kinder. The use of low-alkali portland cements has been known to be
one way to make the concrete system kinder to alkali-reactive aggregates. The use of
mineral admixtures, such as natural pozzolans, fly ash, slags and silica fume, is
another method.
A large number of recent publications on deleterious
expansions
caused by alkali-aggregate reactions have dealt with the use of mineral admixtures in
suppressing the expansion.
It is clear that, due to a variety of interacting
factors, no general predictions can be made in regard to the effectiveness of a
particular mineral admixture in controlling the potentially deleterious expansion
from a cement-aggregate combination.
For example, the effectiveness of a mineral
admixture depends not only on its proportion, in the concrete mixture..but also on its
reactivity, which is greatly influenced by the cement composition and as well as
environmental temperature and humidity conditions. Frequently, the test conditions
and the cement used for evaluating a mineral admixture in accelerated laboratory
tests are not the same as in the field concrete. Neither the mechanisms of expansion
for all alkali- reactive aggregates nor the mechanisms by which each mineral
admixture is able to suppress the alkali-aggregate expansion with a particular
aggregate, are the same.
Therefore, the results from a standard laboratory test
using a standard reactive aggregate may not be generally applicable to all reactive
aggregates.
.
'
'

■ There is overwhelming evidence that too much effort is being wasted on time
consuming accelerated tests, the results from which have no direct bearing on the
performance of concrete in the field.
Simple and rapid methods, such as infrared
spectroscopy for evaluation of siliceous.aggregates (138), represent a development

which is in the right direction. It is questionable whether it is worth spending so
much time and money on tests whose outcome often leads to concerns and measures that
may not have been necessary.
Investigators, who have considerable experience with
structures alleged to be suffering from al kali-aggregate reactivity point out that
evidence of these reactions can be found in most field structures, but only a few
suffer any significant damage.
In spite of the reaction, expansion will not occur
unless sufficient moisture is present in the environment. Expansions such as those
from swelling of gels may be beneficial to concrete rather than harmful, provided
that they occur under conditions of adequate restraint. According to Idorn (147), in
properly reinforced concrete structures cracking and loss of structural reliability
is unlikely. High expansions and unacceptable levels of cracking and deterioration
of concrete containing alkali-reactive aggregates occur in field concretes due to the
combined effects of alkali-aggregate reaction, corrosion of reinforcing steel, and
cycles of heating- cooling, wetting-drying, and freezing-thawing. It is obvious that
the synergetic effects of these interacting phenomena are too complex to be predicted
from simple laboratory tests.
'
5

FREEZING AND THAWING

Introduction

When a concrete element is exposed to cycles of F-T (freezing and thawing), two
types of damage are known to occur: internal cracking and surface scaling. Scaling
is greatly enhanced in the presence of deicer salts, such as NaCI and CaCl2, and in
cold climates it is probably the most serious problem with concrete pavemdnts.
Generally, the mechanism underlying F-T damage involves the expansion of cement paste
due to a combination of hydraulic and osmotic pressures generated by internal
moisture movement.
That is why a high degree of saturation is necessary before a
cement paste can expand and crack on freezing. A highly porous and permeable cement
paste that can get readily resaturated, would obviously be more vulnerable to F-T
damage.
Thus the microporosity of the cement paste, which is controlled by the
water-to-cementitious ratio and the degree of cement hydration, plays an important
role in determining the frost resistance of concrete.
Also, with normal concrete
mixtures it is well known that possible damage due to F-T attack can be prevented by
incorporating within the cement paste system closely-spaced air voids for providing
pressure relief. The use of certain microporous aggregates in concrete is also known
to be the cause of cracking on exposure to F-T cycles.

Summarizing the state-of-the-art with respect to frost and scaling resistance of
concrete, Mather (148) said that concrete will be immune to frost action with or
without the use of deicing chemicals, if it remains, below critical saturation.
Critical saturation happens when practically all (over 91%) the capillary pores
(i.e., pores large enough to hold freezable water) are full of water. A critically
saturated concrete will continue to be immune to frost action as long as the
aggregate and the cement paste are frost resistant.
The aggregate will be frost
resistant if its porosity is low or if it is not critically saturated; the cement
paste will be frost resistant if it is mature when frozen (i.e., if the freezable
water is not large) and if the air void system is proper (i.e. bubble spacing factor
is 0.2 mm or less).
.
During the last decade, there has been considerable research and development on
new products, such as high-strength concrete and roller-compacted concrete.
Naturally, long-term durability of these products must be assured before their large
scale application.
In this section a brief review of recent publications on the
effect of freezing and thawing cycles on high-strength concrete, roller-compacted
concrete, and concretes containing fly ash or slag is presented. . Miscellaneous
reports of general interest are reviewed separately. A summary of the state-of-the-

art, both the major advancements of the 1987-91 period and the gaps in the area of
F-T damage, is presented at the end.
Recent Publications

■ ■

High-Strength Concrete: With the advent of superplasticizing admixtures, it is
possible to. produce highly workable concrete mixtures with water-to-cementitious
ratios considerably lower than 0.4 and 28-day compressive strengths considerably
higher than 40 MPa.
Microstructural improvements resulting from the use of
superplasticizers, highly active mineral admixtures, such as silica fume, and good
quality aggregates have made possible the commercial production of concretes with up
to 120 MPa compressive strength. The porosity and permeability of the cement paste
in high-strength concrete is very low and, consequently, there is little or no
freezable water.
Using low-temperature calorimetry. Hammer and Sellevold (149)
indeed confirmed that there was no freezable water in the, wel1-cured concrete
mixtures made with 0.45 water-to-cementitious ratio.
Also, due to the presence of
very fine and disconnected pores in the cement paste microstructure it seems that, in
practice, wetting and drying cycles should have less influence on the degree of
saturation of high-strength concrete as compared to normal concrete.
. Sellevold (150) used a variety of methods to investigate the F-T and salt
scaling resistance of superplasticized concrete mixtures containing silica fume.
With dosages below 15% silica fume by weight of cement, the F-T and salt scaling
resistance was increased over a wide range of water- to-cementitious ratios.
In
fact, the author observed that silica fume addition: improved the frost resisting
behavior of concrete more than the strength improvement. In the 0;35 to 0.55 waterto- cementitious ratio range, the use of high dosages of silica fume (20 to 30%)
showed some evidence of reduction in frost resistance, however with very high
strength mixtures (less than 0.3 water-cementitious ratio) the silica fume concretes
were frost resistant even without air entrainment. Pettersson (151) reported that by
using silica fume although it was possible to produce concretes almost impermeable
even to chloride ions, this did not guarantee a high resistance to salt scaling
because a different damage mechanism is at work when products: with fine pore
structure (such as those containing silica fume) are exposed to the action of deicer
chemicals.
■

Seibel (152) investigated the influence of air-void characteristics and F-T
resistance of superplasticized concretes containing melamine or naphthalene
sulfonates. According to the author, the number of voids with diameter less than 0.3
mm decreased whereas those with larger than 0.5 mm diameter increased and the bubble
spacing factor also increased. Therefore, even with sufficient air contents, the F-T
durability might be impaired.
Pigeon et al. (153) found th^t the critical air void
spacing factor was 0.4 mm with a 60-MPa concrete (0.3 water/cement ratio). Using the
same.materials, Foy et al. (154) found that, with 0.25 water/cementitious ratio, the
critical spacing factor was 0.75 mm.
Since these spacing factors can be generally
found in normal concrete mixture containing no air-entraining agent and since the F-T
durability was found to be satisfactory, this shows that with high-strength concrete
deliberate entrainment of air is not essential for F-T protection.
However, in
Hammer and Sellevold's tests (149), some 91 MPa and 115 MPa non-air-entrained
concrete specimens were damaged by F-T cycles.
Since there was little freezable
water in these concretes, the authors suggested that the deterioration was probably
caused by the differences in. the coefficients of thermal expansion between the cement
paste and the aggregate. Similarly, Pigeon et al. (155) in one of their tests noted
that a 82-MPa non-air- entrained concrete, with an air-void spacing factor of about
0.7 mm, was not fully frost resistant.
.-

"

■ Whiting (156) investigated the durability to freezing and thawing cycles, both
with and without deicer salts, of superplasticized concrete mixtures of 40,.55, and
70 MPa nominal strength.
Air entrainment varied from zero, 3-4%, 4-6%, and 7-9%.
Two curing regimes were employed: a 28-days moist curing and a 7-days moist curing
followed by 21 days of air curing.
At the end of the curing cycle, the specimens
were tested for resistance to 300 cycles of freezing and thawing in water or in 4%
solution of calcium chloride.
All non-air-entrained concrete mixtures performed
poorly, i.e. failed in less than 300 cycles of freezing and thawing in water
irrespective of their original strength or type of curing.
All air-entrained
concrete mixtures performed satisfactorily in 300 cycles of freezing and thawing in
water.
In regard to salt scaling, all non-air-entrained concrete mixtures showed
severe scaling within 50 cycles of the test.
However, the 40 MPa air- entrained
concrete performed satisfactorily.
Both the 55 MPa and the 70 MPa concretes,
irrespective of the air content or type of curing, showed severe salt scaling within
the 300-cycles test period. Whiting and Schmitt (157) also investigated statistical
models relating the degree of surface scaling to various parameters.
A threeparameter linear model incorporating the spacing factor, water-to-cement ratio, and
alteration of near-surface air voids was found to yield the highest level of
correlation with observed scaling.
’
:
Robson (158) reported the results of freezing and thawing tests on two highstrength concrete mixtures, 40 MPa and 55 MPa. The test specimens were cured for 14
days before exposure to freezing and thawing cycles in ethylene glycol (ASTM Test
Method C 666, Procedure A). Even with adequate air entrainment (4-10%), the presence
of a superplastizing admixture in concrete changed the air void system markedly. The
bubble size and bubble spacing factors were significantly increased, and the specific
surface of the air void system was reduced to well below the minimum requirement for
adequate frost resistance (i.e. 600 in//in.3). Consequently, the concrete mixtures
gave a very low durability factor in the ASTM C 666 test. In contrast, the use of a
normal water-reducing admixture in combination with a compatible air-entraining agent
gave an acceptable air void system at 6% air content (i.e. approx. 700 in.2/in.3
specific surface, and 0.18 mm bubble spacing factor).
The F-T durability of this
concrete mixture was found to be satisfactory.

With superplasticized high-strength concrete mixtures, using a different method
Dhir et al. (159) arrived at a
conclusion which was not in conformity with the findings of other researchers. The
test specimens, 80 x 80 x 300 mm prisms, were subjected to freezing and thawing
cycles in which the temperatures employed were similar to those specified in ASTM C
666, however the failure criteria used was linear expansion exceeding 0.3%.
For
acceptable frost resistance according to this test a normal concrete mixture, without
a superplasticizer and without air entrainment, required 60 MPa cube-strength at 28
day with approximately 500 kg/m3 cement, content and 0.49 water-to-cement ratio. The
authors concluded that the superplasticized high-strength concrete possesses greater
durability to freezing and thawing cycles, even without air entrainment.
of test for durability to freezing and thawing,

Malhotra (160) reported the results of an extensive series of freezing and
thawing tests (ASTM C 666) on both non-air-entrained and air-entrained concretes,
with and without silica fume, on superplasticized concrete mixtures.
Water-tocementitious ratios of 0.25, 0.30, and 0.35 were used. The silica fume content was
either 10 or 20% by mass of the total cementitious material. The 28-day compressive
strengths for non-air-entrained concrete ranged form 51 to 72 MPa without silica
fume, and from 61 to 87 MPa with silica fume. The non-air-entrained showed very low
durability factors in the ASTM C 666 test. With about 7% air content, the spacing
factors as well as the durability factors were satisfactory in control mixtures
without silica fume. However, with low water/cement ratio mixtures containing silica
fume, it was difficult to entrain adequate air to achieve the required minimum
spacing for satisfactory frost resistance.

Commenting on the results of frost resistance tests with low water/cement ratio
concrete mixtures containing high range (superplasticizing) water-reducing admixtures
and silica fume, Philleo (161) concluded that the test method, not the concrete,
appears to be the source of the problem.
The ASTM C 666 test method exposes the
specimens to freezing at an intermediate level of maturity, with no opportunity for
drying by loss of water to the surroundings prior to the test and exposes them to
very rapid,freezing cycles that are rarely encountered in field practice. According
to the author, while this test may be useful in evaluating the frost resistance of
young and saturated concretes exposed to severe frost conditions, the resistance of
well cured concretes to more typical exposures might better be assessed by altering
the specimen curing requirements in the ASTM C 666 test method or by replacing the
test with a more realistic one, such as ASTM C 671. On theoretical grounds also it
seems that a high strength concrete, even without entrained air, should be durable to
freezing and thawing action.
Philleo proposed that superplasticizers do not alter
the fundamental characteristics of the hydrated cement paste; they merely help to
extend traditional concrete technology to a range of water/cement ratios that were
formerly impractical.
The addition of silica fume does alter the pore structure in
the sense that more of the pore volume is found in very fine pores in which water
cannot freeze at temperatures ordinarily encountered in field practice.
In two comprehensive reports (162, 163), Pigeon and his associates described a
procedure to assess the stability of the air-void characteristics in superplasticized
concretes and recommended a method to produce a stable air-void spacing factor from a
given concrete mixture and its constituent materials. According to the authors, the
production of a superplasticized concrete mixture with satisfactory air voids system
O' r T protection is fairly simple, however with a given superplasticizer the spacing
factor stability during concrete,transportation is dependent on the composition of
cement and the type of air entraining admixture.
Preliminary results show that the
content of soluble alkalies in cement is one of the parameters that can influence the
stability of the air-void system. The use of an air-entraining agent derived from a
synthetic detergent yielded a more stable air-void system.
In further reports on
air,void stability (164-166), Pigeon and his associates described the effect of
variables on air-void characteristics of good quality concrete (0.45 water-to-cement
ratio). , The variables investigated included silica fume, superplasticizers,
retempering,,temperature, and type of field tests. - It was concluded that addition of
up to 10% silica fume by weight of cement did not influence the stability of the
spacing factor. Superplasticizers can destabilize the air-void system significantly
(especially when, used in large dosages), and the phenomenon appeared to depend on the
problem of chemical compatibility of the superplasticizer with other admixtures and
cement.
Retempering of concrete with water to increase slump by 50 mm did not
influence the spacing factor, however retempering with an air- entraining agent
increased the air content and reduced the spacing factor.
The temperature of the
concrete mix did not seem to influence the. spacing reactor.
In regard to relevant
field tests, for routine verification of air-void characteristics the authors
recommended casting specimens after 60 minutes of concrete mixing to see if the aii—
void system is adequately maintained during transportation. A performance index is
proposed to simplify understanding and to estimate the overall quality of any given
air-void system.
.
,
.

(167)

investigated the effect of superplasticizing admixtures on
of air-entrained concrete mixtures, with cement
content not exceeding 400 kg/m3 and a minimum compressive strength of 45 MPa. The
durability to salt scaling was better when the air-entraining agent was used alone,
■his is because in combination with the superplasticizer the air-void system was less
stable. In superplasticized concretes, a significant amount of the entrained air was
lost on consolidation of, concrete by vibration, thus, coarsening the air-void
system. A separate investigation in Germany by Ranisch and Rootasy (168) confirmed
the results of Petersson's study.
It seems that the combination of some air-
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entraining and superplasticizing agents lead to a marked increase in the size of air
voids, and the larger voids the more readily they are driven out of concrete on
vibration. ?In this regard, Berntsson (169) reported that the use of a new, cereal
based, air-entraining agent may provide a solution to the problem.
This air
entraining agent is a powdered material insoluble in water but soluble at the high pH
in a portland cement paste.
When added to cement in amount of 0.04 to 0.10% by
weight of cement, it provided 5 to 6% air in the form of a stable air-void system
which remained undisturbed? when a superplasticizing admixture was subsequently
added. Even after transportation and pumping, the reported loss in air content was
low;
4
;
■' Г'
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Deicer salt scaling resistance of high strength concretes'was also reported by
two other research teams (170,171), with similar results.
In Canada, Gagne et al.
(170) used 60-90 MPa superplasticized concretes both with and without air entrainment
(a low and a high spacing factor).
All the specimens were subjected to 150 daily
cycles of freezing and thawing in NaCl solution in accordance with ASTM C 672. The
results showed that non-air-entrained concretes, with or without silica fume
(water/cementitious ratio of 0.30), possessed very good resistance to deicer
scaling.
For the concretes made with ASTM Type III port!and'cement",the length of
curing.period made no difference to the scaling resistance.
The non-air^entrained
concretes made with a Type 1 portland cement with silica fume also showed good
scaling resistance after a 24- hours curing period but, in this case, a higher
durability was obtained with a longer (7-28 days) curing period. Interestingly, the
authors found that the use of air entrainment somewhat reduced the scaling resistance
of the high-strength concrete, rather than causing an improvement, probably due to
saturation of the air voids near the exposed surface. In Finland, Kukko and Matala
(171) investigated the freeze-thaw resistance (using a method similar to ASTM C 666,
Procedure B), arid salt scaling resistance of high-strength 660-100 MPa) concretes in
saturated NaCl solution (freezing at -15eC and thawing at +20eC, with each cycle
taking 24 hours). To investigate the effect of aging,, some tests were performed on
specimens exposed to wetting and drying cycles for one year. On the basis of their
test results, the authors concluded that durable high-strength concretes can be
produced, without air-entrainment, when the strength of concrete exceeds 80 MPa and
the water/cementitious ratio was lower than 0.30-0.32. Compared to blends of a rapid
hardening portland cement with silica fume (5-6%) or fly ash (25%), blended slag
cement (33% slag) and a slow-hardening portland cement gave lower values of scaling
resistance. The aging procedure did not adversely affect the freeze-thaw or scaling
resistance of high-strength concretes made with the rapid hardening portland cement
with or without silica fume-or fly ash, but the blended slag cement showed very low
resistance to salt scaling after aging.
- . Preliminary results from a round-robin test program involving five Nordic
laboratories has confirmed that, as with F-T durability, the salt-scaling durability
of very high strength concrete is excellent, even without the use of entrained air.

According to Sellvold (172) a 115-MPa non-air- entrained concrete mixture (with 10%
silica fume and 0.27 water-to-cementitious ratio) showed minimal salt scaling in the
140-cycles test regardless of drying-rewetting pretreatment or salt concentration on
the surface of test specimens.
On the other, hand, air-entrained concrete mixtures
with the 33-56 MPa strength range (0.55 water-to-cementitious ratio and with or
without the presence of 7% silica fume) showed poor resistance to salt scaling. At
the intermediate strength levels (47-66 MPa), with 0.45 water-to-cementitious ratio
and with or without 7% silica fume, the salt scaling was acceptable in air-entrained
concrete mixtures. . '
■
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Whiting and Burg (173) investigated the freeze-thaw durability of high-strength
(59 to 73 MPa), air-entrained (5% air), lightweight (1920 to 2080 kg/m3 density),
concretes made with expanded shale aggregates. Test methods included exposure to 300
cycles of the ASTM C 666, Procedure A (six cycles per day of alternately lowering the

temperature from 4.4°C to -17.8’C, and raising ,it from -17.8’C to 4.4’0, and a
"spectral" procedure specially formulated to simulate the climatic Conditions to
which a marine structure in the arctic is exposed (60 rapid freeze-thaw cycles in
artificial seawater).
Under the ASTM standard freezing and thawing test, the
concretes showed outstanding performance.
However, under the simulated arctic
offshore conditions, on prolonged exposure significant damage was caused.
The
authors concluded that durability of high-strength, lightweight aggregate concrete is
a strong function of cumulative freezing and thawing cycles and moisture content of
the concrete (with saturation of aggregates prior to test leading to premature
failure). In general, moisture content must be fairly high (11-13% oven-dry weight)
for failure to be initiated. Such high levels of moisture content can be achieved
due to microcracking after a large number of freezing and thawing cycles or by the
use of aggregates with high moisture content in the initial concrete mixture.
In several reports Morgan (174-177) has presented a comprehensive review of the
F-T durability of steel and polypropylene, fiber-reinforced shotcretes made with both
wet and dry-mix processes. It is shown that, both steel and high volume polypropylene
fiber reinforced wet-mix shotcretes can be made F-T durable, provided the shotcrete
contains 8-10% entrained .air with a proper air-void system. In the dry-mix shotcrete
process, it was not possible to achieve effective air entrainment; in spite.of this,
properly designed and applied steel fiber-reinforced dry-mix shotcrete can be made
durable to F-T cycles although it is difficult to achieve this in practice. However,
non-air-entrained fiber-reinforced wet-mix shotcrete deteriorated rapidly in the
ASTM C 666 test.
Again, the significance of adequate curing, followed by drying
prior to the exposure of a shotcrete to freezing, is strongly recommended for F-T
durability.
.
■
Roller-Compacted Concrete: Roller-compacted concrete (RCC) is a zero-slump,low
cement- content concrete which is quite attractive for mass concrete-applications
because of high production rates and associated cost savings.
Since it is not
possible to entrain air in lean and dry concrete mixtures, the durability of RCC to
freezing and. thawing is considered poor, and much research effort has been devoted
recently to improve the freeze-thaw durability of RCC. тDolen (178) reported that in
workable concrete mixtures, with Vebe consistency of 5 to 35 seconds, it is possible
to entrain 2 to 3% air, which is sufficient to improve the freeze-thaw durability
significantly. As. a result of air entrainment, a reduction in the water content of a
concrete mixture is possible, which has the effect of increasing the compressive
strength and.consequently the freeze-thaw durability of concrete.
Marchand et al.
(179) investigated the salt-scaling resistance of RCC mixtures using the ASTM C 672
test method. The authors reported.that it is extremely difficult to entrain air in
this type of concrete even if fairly large dosages of air- entraining agent are
employed and mixing time is increased.
However, without the use of an air
entraining admixture, it was possible.to produce a scaling-resistant RCC when either
7% silica fume or 20% fly ash by weight of cement were used as additives.. It\is
recommended that due to lack of spherical air bubbles in dry concrete mixtures,
ASTM C,457; should not be us'ed for investigation of RCC.
No relationship was found
between the air-void spacing factor and frost resistance of RCC mixtures.

Based on U.S. Army Corps of Engineers experience since 1978, Liu (180) concluded
that RCC, when properly designed and constructed, is not inferior to conventional
concrete. Although because of the lack of intentionally entrained air, RCC performs
rather poorly in the ASTM C 666 test for freeze-thaw resistance, the field
performance up to ten years has been satisfactory for RCC in dams and pavements
subjected to. natural freezing and thawing conditions.
The satisfactory field
performance is due probably to the fact that existing RCC structures are not
critically saturated. The author recommends that, until the:long-term durability of
RCC to freezing and thawing is well established, it is desirable to use conventional
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air~entrained concrete facing elements to protect RCC from possible- deterioration by
freezing and thawing cycles.
.. ■ j
Concrete Containing Fly Ash or Slag: Klieger and Gebier (181) investigated the
influence of fly ash type on resistance of air-entrained concretes exposed to 300
cycles of,freezing and thawing in water as well as in a 4% NaCl solution.: Although
the majority of concretes of this study produced relatively stable air-void systems
and showed satisfactory frost resistance, the volume of entrained air during
intermittent agitation over a 90-minute period was affected by the fly ash
composition.
Generally, the air content of concretes containing ASTM Class C fly
ashes was more uniform than those containing Class. F fly ashes.
This happened
primarily because the Class C fly ashes had a lower content of carbon and other
organic matter which required the use of higher dosages of air-entraining
admixtures.
Concretes with fly ashes requiring high dosages of air-entraining
admixtures generally exhibited poor retention of air on agitation. The authors also
investigated the effect of curing temperatures on resistance to freezing and
thawing. Air- entrained concretes, with or without fly ash-, that were moist-cured at
23°C, generally showed good resistance to freezing and thawing cycles.
However,
those cured at low temperature (5°C) showed slightly less resitance with Class F fly
ash than with Class C fly ash.
The deicer scaling (i.e. freezing and thawing in
4% NaCl) of the air-entrained concretes was more aggressive than freezing and thawing
in water. In general, air-entrained concretes without fly ash performed better than
air-entrained concretes with fly ash, regardless of the type of fly ash and the type
of curing provided.
.
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Rodway (182) used five fly ashes with widely varying lime content, at 25% cement
replacement level
in concrete mixtures.
The hardened concretes contained
satisfactory air-void systems from the standpoint of F-T resistance regardless of the
lime content of fly ash. Johnston (183) investigated the freeze-thaw durability of
relatively lean concrete mixtures containing up to 42% Class C fly ash or up to
15% silica fume by weight of cement, with 0.53-0.88 water/cementitious ratios.
Procedure A of the ASTM C 666 test method was used to determine the durability factor
in 300 freeze-thaw cycles and ASTM C 672 was used to assess the resistance to salt
scaling.
Replacement of cement by fly ash did not reduce the durability factor of
concrete in the ASTM C. 666 freeze-thaw test provided that the water/cementitious
ratio was less than 0.53 and the air-void spacing factor was less than 0.25 mm. The
fly ash concretes, which performed well in the ASTM C 666 test, did not give
satisfactory . scaling
resistance
in
the
ASTM C 672
despite
their
low
water/cementitious ratio (0.53) and adequate spacing factor. Replacement of cement
by silica fume did not reduce the durability factor in the ASTM C 666 freeze-thaw
test even with water/cementitious ratios of up to 0.88 provided that the dosage of
the air-entraining admixture was increased to achieve satisfactory air-void spacing
factor.
As with the fly ash concretes, salt scaling was severe with high
water/cementitious ratio (0.88) in silica fume, concretes although it seemed that
satisfactory performance was possible at a slightly lower water/cementitious ratio of
0.7, which is much higher than the recommended 0.45 for scaling resistance of
concretes without silica fume.
..,
.
Bilodeau et al. (184) investigated the influence of fly ash on salt scaling
behavior of air- entrained concrete samples cured under different conditions.
ASTM Class F fly ash, 20 and 30% cement replacement by mass, was used with water-tocementitious ratios of 0.35, 0.45, and 0.55. After one-day moist curing, some of the
concrete slabs were covered with a curing compound while others continued to be
moist-cured until required for testing at the end of a specified curing period. Some
of the slabs were air-dried before subjecting them to freezing and thawing in a
4% CaClo solution in accordance with the ASTM C 672 test method.
The data showed
that, in general, all fly ash concretes performed well in the scaling test,
irrespective of the fly ash content, water/cementitious ratio, and curing

-

conditions.
The majority of the specimens showed siight-to- moderate scaling with
the mass loss less than the acceptance limit of 0.80 kg/m2. The authors attribute
the satisfactory performance to an adequate air-void system in all cases. Only some
moist-cured concretes gave higher-than-acceptable6 mass loss in the scaling test.
Membrane curing seemed to improve somewhat the durability of concrete, especially the
fly ash concrete, under the combined action of freezing and thawing and deicer
scaling.
!
:
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Recently, the development of a superplasticized (low water/cementitious ratio)
concrete containing 56% fly ash by weight of the total cementitious material has been
reported. - Malhotra et al. (185) investigated the durability aspects of this new
material including the resistance to freezing and thawing cycles (ASTM C 666
Procedure A) and salt scaling (ASTM C 672). With 154 kg/m3 cement content, 212 kg/m3
fly ash content (ASTM Class F), 0.33 water/cementitious ratio, and 4.3% air content
(0.22 to 0.25 mm spaci ng factor), durabi11ty factors exceeding 90 were obtained in
300 cycles of freezing and thawing in water.
However, in the deicing salt scaling
test, the high-volume fly'ash concrete performed poorly. The authors, therefore, do
not recommend the use of this type of concrete where it is to be exposed to repeated
applications of deicing chemicals.
.
Gunter et al. (186) described a laboratory investigation on the resistance of
concrete specimens to freezing and thawing cycles in a saturated NaCl solution. The
concretes were made with portland cement and portland-blast furnace slag cements of
varying slag content (30-75% slag). Different water/cement ratios, air contents, and
curing regimes were investigated.
Resistance to deicer scaling was evaluated with
two different test methods, one similar to ASTM C 672, and the other a more severe
test which is proposed by the German Concrete Association (DBV). According to the
test, the percent loss in volume to the freeze-thaw cycle of concrete cubes is
measured for 70 days under storage in saturated NaCl at 15°C for 8 hours, followed by
storage in water at 20°C for 16 hours.
Since the pore structure of the hydrated
cement paste, together with the air-void system, are the governing factors for the
freeze-thaw and deicer sealing resistance of concrete, the authors confirmed that the
parameters influencing the pore structure (such as the water/cement ratio, slag
content of cement, duration of curing and carbonation) also influenced the durability
of concrete to frost action.
Air-entrained portland cement concretes, especially
with low water/cement ratio, ? needed only a short curing period to give a pore
structure that was sufficiently dense to impart high resistance to concrete exposed
to freezing-thawing and deicer scaling cycles.
Carbonation of portland cement
concretes resulted in a denser microstructure (finer pores) which improved the
durability under severe exposure conditions.
In regard1 to concretes made with
portland-blast furnace slag cements, when the slag content of the cement was high and
the specimens were cured well, the microstructure was very dense.
Therefore, the
specimens did not become critically saturated for long periods of exposure to freeze
thaw cycles and, with 4 to 5% air content, showed good durability to the DBV test.
Contrary to the experience with portland cement concretes, the carbonation of
portland-blast furnace slag cement concretes resulted in a coarser pore structure
which increased the amount of freezable water and caused a severe reduction in
durability.

... . Miscellaneous Reports:
Buck (187) proposed a new definition of critical
dilation for use in the ASTM Method C 671. Using the new definition, only a single
cycle of freezing is needed to determine whether or not a concrete is frost
resistant.
Rashedet al. (188) investigated the microstructure of the air-void
systems in concrete using low-temperature scanning electron" microscopy and freeze
drying. Gunnink et al. (189) demonstrated the use of conductometric phase transition
porosimetry to monitor changes in the pore structure of concrete exposed to freezing
and thawing cycles. The authors proposed that these changes can be used to study the
damage mechanisms and to evaluate the freeze-thaw durability of concrete. Bager and

Sellevold (190,191) reported the use of low-temperature scanning calorimetry to
measure ice formation in hardened cement paste. The authors found that the drying
shrinkage^ of cement paste, caused an increase in the volume and continuity of large
pores, with a corresponding decrease in fine pores.
This effect increased with
decreasing relative humidity from 100 to 58%, below which the effect remained
constant.
Also, the .changes in the pore structure caused by - drying are
2?"rev®,'si^e' Since an increase in the size and continuity of large pores will have
the effect of increasing the permeability and the degree of critical saturation of
surface layer in concrete, the implication of this phenomenon to salt scaling effects
should be obvious.
From microstructural studies Pigeon and Regourd (192) reported
that cycles of freezing, and thawing tend to dissolve CH and perhaps also the
sulfoaluminates present in. the hydrated cement paste.
This has the effect of
creating large voids, thus increasing the porosity and permeability of a system to a
point when it becomes more vulnerable to freeze-thaw damage.

Yamato et al. (193) presented the results of accelerated freezing and thawing
tests on non-air-entrained and air-entrained concretes (0.55 water/cementitious
ratio) containing 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, and 7.0% NaCl.
The durability to
cycles of freezing and thawing was tested in both water and seawater according to the
ASTM C 666, Procedure A. The results showed that the freezing-thawing resistance in
both water and seawater decreased with increasing chloride content above 0.3% NaCl.
The air-entrained concrete containing less than 0.3% NaCl showed good resistance*
However, air-entrained concretes containing more than 0.5% NaCl did not nerform
satisfactorily.
....
.
Balaguru et al. (194) used up to 900 cycles of the ASTM C 666, Procedure A to
investigate the freeze-thaw durability of non-air-entrained concrete mixtures
containing different amounts of a liquid epoxy monomer with a curing agent (0.2 to
0.6 polymer-cement ratio). When the polymer-cement ratio was greater than 0.4 the
non-air-entrained concrete was able to withstand the 900 cycles of freezing’ and
thawing without significant damage. However, the specimens containing no polymer or
0.2 and 0.3 polymer-cement ratio disintegrated in 300 cycles of freezing and thawing.
Bjegovic et al. (195) discussed the theoretical aspects of concrete resistance
to cycles of freeze-thaw and deicer chemicals attack.
It is shown that differences
in the constituent materials of concrete mixtures and concreting practice can result
in widely different concrete types. Since the environmental exposure conditions also
vary, widely, the! authors concluded that no single test method is universally
applicable to all concrete types and environmental conditions.
Based on a
comprehensive survey of world methods for testing the resistance of concrete to
freeze-thaw cycles and deicer chemicals, the authors recommend that the measurement
of concrete dilation during the freezing period is a reliable indicator of frost
resistance.
. . ' ..

, Pigeon et al. (196) investigated the effect of silica fume content (5 and 10% by
weight of cement) on, the freeze-thaw and deicer salt-scaling durability of air
entrained concrete mixtures.
Although■. silica fume concretes were found to be
somewhat more susceptible to scaling in the ASTM C 672 test, the performance with or
without silica fume was not signficantly different as long as the silica fume content
was low (up to,10% by weight of cement), the air void spacing factor was correct, the
water/cementitious ratio was low, and the specimens were adequately cured before the
test. The authors observed that the critical spacing factor concept for freeze-thaw
durability (i.e. internal cracking of concrete) is not applicable to surface scaling,
which can never be completely prevented, and, therefore, very low spacing factors
offer no special advantage.
It was suggested that various tests, including field
tests, are needed to properly assess the freeze- thaw durability of a concrete. One
single test can only yield incomplete information, not only because concrete is a
complex material and freeze-thaw conditions are highly variable, but also because
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surface scaling and internal cracking are two distinctly different manifestations of
distress due to frost action.
'■ '

Sturrup et al. (197) reviewed Ontario Hydro's experience in predicting the
freeze-thaw durability of concrete by comparing the results from 28 years of outdoor
exposure studies and accelerated laboratory tests on companion specimens.
From the
test results the authors concluded that laboratory freezing and thawing tests are
frequently unreliable in predicting the potential durability of concrete.
In the
outdoor
exposure
tests,
equal
deterioration
was
recorded
with
a
lower
water/cementitious ratio (0.5-0.6) non-air-entrained concrete and an air-entrained
concrete with a higher water/cementitious ratio (0.8).
In contrast, by the
ASTM C 666,
Procedure A~ test method,
a non-air-entrained concrete with a
0.5 water/cementitious ratio showed much less durability than an air-entrained
concrete with a water/cementitious ratio of 1.0.
While the benefits of air
entrainment are obvious, the authors concluded that Procedure A tends to
overemphasize these benefits in contrast to non-air-entrained concepts.
Thus,
overmagnification or poor reproduction of the exposure conditions in accelerated
laboratory tests can lead to misleading results.
Results from field tests are far
more reliable, although time-consuming. In field tests, the exposure conditions may
also not be duplicated exactly, but they are more closely simulated than in the
accelerated laboratory tests.
" ’
; x
■ .

Among the few papers which discuss damage mechanisms due to freezing and thawing
is a report by Vanderhorst and Janssen (198) on the factors affecting the severity of
freezing-thawing environments.
The authors contend that the severity of cooling
rate, which controls the damage mechanisms, varies with material properties, moisture
conditions, and salt exposure.
Therefore, laboratory freezing and thawing tests
should be used with extreme caution for predicting the field performance because
differences in specimen and environmental conditions can lead to drastically
different cooling rates and different damage mechanisms.
This is especially
important with the development of new high-performance concretes which may have
material characteristics that are significantly different from concretes that have
been used in the past to develop the current body of knowledge concerning the
resistnace of concrete to freeze-thaw environments. .
To assess the freeze-thaw durability of concrete under arctic conditions, Moukwa
et al. (199) reported that the ASTM C 666, Procedure A test method is not reliable.
According to the authors, this test was designed to produce internal damage to
concrete from expansion. Under arctic conditions, however, surface effects can play
an important role in the mechanisms of deterioration.
New Admixtures:
There were three interesting reports about the use of new
admixtures to improve the freeze-thaw resistance of concrete.
Aavik and Chandra
(200) investigated the use of a natural polymer protein which is non-air-entraining
but which improved the durability of concrete to freeze-thaw cycles and salt
scaling.
Speculating on the reasons for the positive influence of the polymer on
concrete, the authors suggest the following possibilities:
(a) carboxylate ions of
the polymer dispersion react with calcium ions to form an insoluble complex of
calcium,
thus
preventing
the
formation
of
the
deleterious
double
salt,
Ca(OH)2*CaC12exH2O; (b) the polymer dispersion dries to form a hydrophobic film which
reduces water adsorption by the concrete; or (c) polymer films hinder the propagation
of microcracks.
Gutmann (201) reported the use of a new air-entraining agent, a
methyl ester derivative of cocamide diethanolamine, which offers many advantages over
the conventional'products by producing very small, spherical, and stable air voids in
cement pastes. Test results indicate that, as a result of a more uniform and stable
air-void system, the mix-water requirement is reduced, and consequently the
compressive strength is increased by 10 to 25%.
The author also reported a 400%
increase in freeze-thaw durability when compared to conventional air-entraining
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agents.
Sugiyama et al. (2Ö2) reported the use of a glycol ether as a concrete
admixture which reduced the drying shrinkage and also improved the durability to
freezing and thawing cycles. Using the ASTM C 666, Procedure A, very high durability
factors were obtained in 300 freeze-thaw cycles with non-air-entrained concrete
mixtures (0.6 water/cementitious ratio) containing 2% or 4% ethylene glycol by weight
of cement, provided that the specimens were air-dried for at least two days prior to
the beginning of the freeze-thaw testing. The drying process reduced the degree of
saturation to, 80% or less, which might have been a factor in the improved resistance
to frost action.
Although the total air content of the concrete mixtures was low
(< 1%), the authors noted that the number of air bubbles present was considerably
large because, in the presence of glycol ether (which is an anti- foaming
surfactant), the size of the bubbles was extremely small (150 pm).
: - .
Summary ,

.

",
At present, air entrainment is the only accepted method to produce concrete that
is durable when subjected to cycles of freezing and thawing. During the 1980's the
advent of superplasticizing and highly active pozzolanic admixtures, such as silica
fume, has made the commercial production of very high-strength concrete mixtures, in
the 60 to 120 MPa range, which are reported to be frost-resistant even without air
entrainment. The cement paste in very high-strength concrete contains very fine and
discontinuous pores. Consequently, the permeability is very low and there is little
or no freezable water present. . Also, as compared to normal concrete, very highstrength concrete is less prone to microcracking and resaturation when exposed to
weathering (i.e. ambient conditions of wetting and drying, and heating and
cooling).
However, the performance of very high-strength concrete in accelerated
laboratory tests for evaluation of freeze-thaw resistance, has not always been
satisfactory. Most researchers believe that the problem is not with the material but
lies with the test methods that are unusually severe, such as the ASTM C 666. In a
few cases, a large difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion between the
cement paste and the aggregate may have caused unacceptable levels of freeze-thaw
damage in the test. However, researchers have concluded that the severity of cooling
rate controls the damage mechanisms, which vary with the material properties and the
moisture condition of the concrete. Vanderhorst and Janssen (198) caution that this
is especially important with the new high-performance concretes which have material
characteristics significantly different from normal concretes since the current body
of knowledge (including the methods of testing) on frost resistance was developed for
application to normal concrete only. Even with normal concrete, Sturrup et al. (197)
found a poor correlation between long-term field exposure tests and the accelerated
laboratory test (ASTM C 666). Obviously, the results from the accelerated laboratory
freeze-thaw tests such as ASTM C *666, cannot be used for predicting the field
performance of concrete.
Also, there is an urgency for development of better test
methods and specifications for different concrete types and environmental conditions.
6

INGRESS OF CHLORIDES
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Chlorides may be present in the fresh mix or may penetrate into the hardened
concrete. Due to the deleterious effect of chlorides on the corrosion protection of
the reinforcement, the chloride content of the mix is limited to values below 0.4 %
in relation to cement in almost all countries or standards. During use of the struc
tures, chlorides may penetrate into the concrete from various sources. The most im
portant of these are sea water, de-icing salts and PVC fires. De-icing salts in par
ticular have caused tremendous damage to bridges .in various countries.

,
Chlorides penetrate into the concrete as ions within partly or completely waterfilled pores. They are partially bound by chemical or physical means within the ce
ment matrix.
‘

Unlike carbonation penetration, chloride penetration is not associated with a
reaction front. On the contrary, a chloride profile with a chloride content decreas
ing from the the concrete surface to the interior is usually found.
Where chlorides penetrate into hardened concrete, two basic transport mechanisms
are involved:
- pure chloride ion diffusion - ''
- chloride transport combined with water transport.

When assessing the penetration of chlorides into the concrete and the associated
risk of reinforcement corrosion, it is necessary to differentiate between two basic
influencing parameters:

- the diffusion resistance of the concrete to ingress by chlorides; this diffusion
' resistance depends primarily on the pore size distribution of the concrete;
- the binding capacity of the concrete with respect to chloride ions (physical and
chemical binding). This binding capacity influences both the penetration rate and
the ratio of bound to free chloride ions in the pore water.
The binding capacity of concrete is particularly influential, since the risk of
corrosion at the reinforcement is determined solely by the free chlorides in the pore
water. Consequently, free chlorides in the -pore water or the ratio of bound to free
chlorides are the decisive factor in judging the reinforcement corrosion risk.
Both pure chloride diffusion and chloride transport via water transport can be
described according to Fick's diffusion laws, using physical terms. Fick's first dif
fusion law governs stationary water diffusion through a structural element; all nonstationary processes are described by Fick's second diffusion law.
?

A knowledge of diffusion coefficients is necessary in order to calculate pene
tration depth using Fick's diffusion laws. The diffusion coefficients may be deter
mined in a number of ways. Real diffusion coefficients which do not include the bind
ing capacity, as described in (207) are measured after the binding processes within
the specimen have been completed and when a constant quantity of chlorides per unit
time is diffusing through the specimen. Fig. 1 shows a test set-up for this type of
test to measure the real diffusion coefficient. Another frequently-used method relies
on calculation of the diffusion coefficient from a measured chloride profile of the
concrete after a defined period of chloride attack, using Fick's second diffusion
law. This approach yields the effective diffusion coefficient Deff. The effective
diffusion coefficient Deff incorporates the binding capacity of chlorides for con
crete. As a result, the Dreaj and
diffusion coefficients for a particular con
crete may differ, necessitating different procedures for the calculation of penetra
tion depths with these diffusion coefficients. If D-eai is employed, the chloride
concentration of the environment is taken as the chloride content of the attacking
solution. However, the formula for Fick's second diffusion law must contain the bind
ing capacity of the concrete, which is incorporated in the diffusion coefficient
Deff. In this case, therefore, the chloride content of the concrete surface layer has
to be taken as the chloride concentration of the attacking environment. This pro
cedure has been used in (214). The literature often fails to draw a clear distinction
between these two procedures.
■
'
'

Relative Cl

— content

Fig. 2: Chloride profiles'calculated using Fick's second law (208)
Taking real practical conditions into account, chloride ingress is virtually
always combined with water transport in the form of both capillary suction and eva
poration. Lawatsch and Volkwein (209) investigated the ingress of chlorides in com
bination with water vapour diffusion in and against the direction of water vapour
diffusion. The results in Fig. 3 indicate clearly that large quantities of chloride
have penetrated into the concrete in the direction of water vapour diffusion, whereas
virtually no chloride penetration has occurred in the opposite direction.
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Fig. 3: Influence of water transport on chloride penetration of concrete (209)
A similar effect is well-known in the case of concrete structures where one side
of a section is in contact with chloride-containing water and a second side is dry;
high chloride concentrations may then accumulate on the dry side, due to evaporation
(210, 211).

Chloride content and penetration depth are highly dependent on eicroclieatic
the concrete surface. Chloride content usually reaches its highest
values in the splash water zone (210, 212...214). Apart from humidity conditions, the
type of salt is of importance. Real chloride diffusion coefficients Dreai are about
50 % higher if CaCl2 as opposed to NaCI solutions are applied (235). The binding
capacity of the concrete is, however, higher in the case of СаС12 as compared to NaCI
attack (e.g. 236). These effects exert opposing influences on chloride penetration
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Fig. 4: Time-dependent chloride contents of pore water in cement paste according to
(225)

According to (222, 225, 226), far less of the chloride is corrosion-active when chlo
rides are added to the mix rather than attacking the hardened concrete. The explana
tion is that chlorides added to the mix are chemically bound within hydration pro
ducts during the hydration process.
More recent investigations (224) indicate that in the case of CaCT? attack on
hardened concrete, there is virtually no difference in the amount of bound chlorides
as compared to chlorides added to the mix. However, there are different findings if
NaCl solutions are applied to concrete (see Fig. 5). If the total chloride content is
less than 1.4 % in relation to the cement weight, only negligibly more chlorides are
bound when added to the mixing water than in the case of chloride attack after
28 days hydration. If chloride content exceeds 1.4 %, many more chlorides can be
bound if they penetrate into the hardened concrete rather than being added to the
mix. According to (224), this phenomenon may be attributed to the simultaneous dif
fusion of OH -ions from the concrete when chlorides penetrate it. This effectively
lowers the pH value of the pore water and increases chloride binding capacity.

Total Cl

related to cement (wt%)

Fig. 5: Influence of chloride source (added to the mix or penetrating the hardened
concrete) on chloride binding after 28 days (224)

These tests also show that the,amount of bound and free chlorides is of the same
order of magnitude both for chlorides added to the mix and those penetrating the
hardened concrete.
Investigations reported in (222, 223, 227) have shown that the amount of bound
chlorides in relation to total chloride content varies inversely with increasing
chloride content. This means that there is a more than proportional increase in the
percentage of free chlorides in the pore water as the chloride content of the con
crete rises (see Fig.,6).
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Fig. 6: Chloride concentration of pore water as a function of the amount of chlorides
added, according to (227)

Since Friedel's investigations (228), chlorides are known to be bound in the presence
of CgA as so-called Friedel salt:
C3A • CaClz • 10 H2O (Friedel salt).

-

Various studies with cements containing differing amounts of C3A, especially
with sulphate-resistant portland cements having low CgA contents, have revealed that
the chloride binding capacity of the cement paste increases with rising CoA content
(e.g. 222, 229).

, , There are contradictory results in the literature concerning the comparative
binding capacities of cement pastes made from portland or slag cement and fly-ash ce
ment respectively. Results reported in (222, 231) indicate that portland cement con
cretes are able to bind more chlorides than slag or fly-ash cement concretes. How
ever, results presented in (229, 230, 224) are controversial. This may be attributed
to the different methods of investigation employed. Portland cement concretes exhibit
a lower binding capacity in chemical analysis of expressed pore water. With other
methods, such as chloride extraction using, for example, ethyl alcohol (231) or
measurement of the concentration of a chloride solution brought into contact with
pulverized.hardened cement paste, portland cement has proved capable of binding more
chlorides than other cements. The reasons for these conflicting results have not yet
been fully explained.
Results describing the influence of silica fume additions to the concrete are
similarly contradictory (230, 231).
-

No final conclusion can yet be drawn on the influence of the type of cement on
chloride binding capacity. Briefly, it may be stated that the C3A content of the ce
ment is not the sole parameter influencing the chloride binding capacity of the ce
ment. On the contrary, all hydration products appear to be capable of binding a
greater or smaller amount of chlorides by physical or chemical means. Other re
searchers regard both the pH value of the pore water and the fineness of the cement
as important influences on the chloride binding capacity of hardened cement (230).

Both concrete carbonation (e.g. 232) and simultaneous sulphate attack (e.g. 229)
reduce the binding, capacity of chlorides and may release initially bound chlorides
into the pore water, increasing the corrosion-relevant chloride content.
Some test results indicate that the rate of penetration of chlorides into con
crete increases with growing aggregate size (234). An increase in maximum aggregate
size from 8 to 16 mm has been shown to entail a rise in the surface-area chloride
content of the concrete by a factor of 2.1, and an increase in maximum aggregate size
from 8 to 32 mm to entail a rise in chloride content by a factor of 3. These results
are due to the decisive influence which the interface layer between the aggregates
and the hardened cement paste has on most transport mechanisms. It is now accepted
that transport mechanisms are decisively affected by the structure of the interface
layer (e.g. 238). Zimbelmann (239) has developed a model of the interface layer. Ac
cording to this model, a contact layer some 2 to 3 pm thick is built up at the ag
gregate surface. This contact layer is composed chiefly of Ca(0H)2 crystals. Between
the contact layer and the cement paste is a roughly 20 pm thick intermediate layer
formed of needle- and plate-like hydrates of the cements. The decisive influence of
the aggregate/cement interface layer means that diffusion coefficients calculated
from tests with cement paste specimens are not directly transferable to concrete.
The curing of concrete ensures adequate hydration by preventing the concrete
from drying out. An increasing degree of hydration leads to a decisive decrease in
the chloride diffusion coefficients (235, 240). Resistance to chloride penetration
can hence be improved dramatically by good as opposed to bad curing. This effect has
been demonstrated in a number of test series. One of such series consisted of
exposure tests in the splash water zone close to a motorway in the vicinity of
Dusseldorf (241). It is evident from Fig. 7 that more chlorides penetrated more deep
ly into the concrete on one-day-cured concrete specimens than on a similar specimen
cured for seven days.
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Fig. 7: Influence of duration of curing on the penetration of chlorides according to
(241)
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Another very important parameter affecting resistance to the penetration of
chlorides is thej age of the concrete when chloride attack first commences. Fig. 8
shows further chloride profiles measured on concrete specimens from the exposure
tests noted above. These specimens have been exposed for one winter period. Results
clearly indicate that the chloride contents of specimens exposed in the spring and
subjected to chloride attack in the following winter are substantially lower than
those of specimens produced and exposed immediately before the winter period. This
effect may be attributed to the substantially higher degree of hydration in the case
of the specimens produced and exposed in the spring.
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Fig. 8: Influence of concrete age at first chloride attack, according to (241)
The results of this research also indicate that the influence of concrete age
when chloride attack first begins completely outweighs the influence of moisture
curing duration (between 1 and 7 days).
, .

Sueeary

1

The ingress of chlorides into hardened concrete is decisively dependent on and
influenced by water transport mechanisms. Substantially greater amounts of chlorides
may ingress into the hardened concrete via water transport mechanisms than via pure
chloride ion diffusion.
■
.
The rate of penetration depends both on the diffusion resistance of the concrete
and on its binding capacity. Studies often fail to discriminate between these two in
fluencing factors, which are combined in an effective, diffusion coefficient Def|. In
assessing research resutts, it is necessary to take into, account whether or not the
reported diffusion coefficients include the binding capacity of the concrete.
■
The composition of the binder is much more decisive for the penetration resistance of
concrete than the amount of cement used and the water/cement ratio.
.
The transport mechanisms for penetration of chlorides into hardened concrete are
generally located in the interface layer between aggregates and hardened cement
pastes. It is therefore impossible to transfer results for pure cement paste speci
mens directly to concrete. Hydration processes at older ages have a more or less de
cisive influence on the pore structure in the region of these interface layers, de
pending on the type of cement. Resistance to the ingress of chlorides may therefore
increase considerably even at older ages on a scale of months or years.
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In principle two definitions of "critical chloride content" are conceivable:
A) A critical chloride content at which depassivation of the steel surface commences,
whether or not this leads to visible corrosion damage at the concrete surface.

B) A critical chloride content which in course of time leads to a corrosion pheno
menon classified as damage.
\
Critical chloride content may be considerably higher according to Definition B)
than to Definition A), because corrosion damage occurs only if, in addition to depas
sivation of the steel surface, other conditions conducive to a correspondingly
accelerated rate of corrosion (e.g. oxygen supply, humidity) are fulfilled.

In the literature, the term "critical chloride content" is used to connote the
chloride content described by Definition A) (e.g. 242), generally in laboratory
tests, while in assessing the durability of existing structures it is also sometimes
used to mean the damage-initiating chloride content B) (243). This ambiguity must be
borne in mind when reading the literature, to guard against misinterpretation.

It is evident from current knowledge that critical chloride content is not a
fixed vale but is dependent both on the quality of the concrete cover and on environ
mental conditions. Fig. 9 presents this relationship in qualitative terms (244). The
much-criticized chloride content of 0.4 % in relation to the cement content was
arrived at through research into the chloride binding capacity of concrete (245), and
generally is on the safe side. Under certain conditions, much higher chloride con
tents may be uncritical, as discussed in more detail below.
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(A) Electrochemical testing of steel in artificial pore solutions;
(B) Electrochemical tests on mortar-sheathed steels in specific solutions;
(C) Tests on reinforced concrete specimens (without applying an external current).
In method (A), a counter-electrode is used to apply an external current or vol
tage to steel specimens in aqueous solutions, usually with a high pH value and a de
fined admixture of chloride, and the resulting voltage or current is measured. The
measured voltage-current curves can be used to assess whether the steel is in an ac
tive, corrodable state or in a passive state in specific potential ranges.

Studies of this kind have shown that critical chloride content is decisively de
pendent on the pH value and composition of the solution and on the supply of oxygen
to the steel surface (e.g. 246...251). Depending on test conditions, critical
chloride contents between 10.6 (248) and 35000 ppm (247) were determined.

Tests according to method (B), with mortar-sheathed steels and external currents
or voltages, enable the effects of concrete composition to be taken into account.
Critical chloride contents ranging from 0.3 to 1.1 % in relation to cement content
have been determined in a series of studies using different concrete compositions and
test conditions (e.g. 252...256). An exception is the critical chloride content for
steel in high alumina cement, which was some 3.1 % in (252).

A useful practical method (C) is to test reinforced concrete structures without
applying an external current or voltage. A fundamental distinction must be drawn be
tween visual assessment of the corrosion state (e.g. 257) and electrochemical tests.
Electrochemical test methods may be further sub-divided into potential measuring
methods, whose usefulness is confined to determining status (active or passive) with
out yielding absolute values for the corrosion rate (e.g. 258), and cell current
measurements, where, given a suitable test set-up, readings are directly proportional
to the corrosion rate (e.g. 259...263).
’
Chloride contents determined with the aid of this practical method and by asses
sing . existing structures are between 0.4 and 2.2 % (e.g. 262...265). Two exceptions
are results in (242) and (266): in (242), steel corrosion was already observable at
0.2 % chloride content. (266) reports that a beam with a 1.5 cm concrete cover and
excellent concreteJ quality exhibited no corrosion phenomena when exposed to
chlorides, despite a chloride content of 5 %; this was, however, due to the protec
tive cathodic effect of severe corrosion on a nearby reinforcement.
.

Summary

.

The studies show that the critical chloride content, as noted above, is not a
fixed value but is dependent both on environmental conditions and on concrete quali
ty.
.
The influence of the decisive parameters on critical chloride content in rein
forced concrete has already been indicated in Fig. 9. More precise conclusions cannot
be drawn at present, as individual relationships are extremely complex and no cor
responding research results are available. Whereas virtually no corrosion of the re
inforcement can take place in permanently dry or permanently water-saturated con
crete, the lowest critical chloride contents are found in permanently moist or vary
ing environmental conditions. Given good concrete cover and quality, which can
essentially be ensured by a low w/c ratio and good curing of the concrete, the cri
tical chloride content may be much higher than with a poor quality concrete cover.

Critical chloride contents for existing structures can therefore be determined
only for specific cases, taking all decisive influencing parameters into account.
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Reinforcement corrosion visible with the naked eye is the outward manifestation
of the effects of a number of small corrosion cells on the steel surface (e.g. 267).
,
A corrosion cell is essentially a short-circuited battery consisting of a metal
lically and electrolytically connected anode and cathode. Unlike the process in a re
chargeable battery, the corrosion process is not, however, reversible. The voltage of
acorrosion cell is set up through differences in potential on the steel surface. The
differences in potential needed for corrosion of the reinforcement may be caused by
overlapping local differences in the chemical composition of the concrete, differing
aeration conditions, inhomogeneities in the steel surface or uneven coating of the
steel surface with corrosion products. In the case of concrete-covered steel, there
are always differences in potential.
.
'

Cells where the differences in potential result from the combination of dif
ferent metals are referred to as "contact cells", cells with differing concentrations
of certain components in the electrolyte, in this case the pore solution of the con
crete, are termed "concentration cells" and cells with differing levels of oxygen ad
mission to the steel surface are known as "aeration cells" (251).
.
The corrosion process takes place in two sub-processes, as outlined in Fig. 10:

- At the anode, iron ions go into solution, separating from the electrons. They are
converted into rust products in further reactions.
- At the cathode, electrons, water and oxygen are converted into hydroxyl ions.
These hydroxyl ions transport the negative charge in the
electrical field created between the anode and the cathode,
anode. Near the anode, they react with the steel ions in
moisture and aeration conditions, this intermediate product
producing the final corrosion products.

electrolyte through the
in the direction of the
solution. Depending on
may continue to react,

Individual processes are in fact much more complicated. The RILEM Report
(60—CSC) (268) indicates the state of knowledge in this field.

In order for the corrosion process to take place, a number of preconditions for
the anodic and cathodic sub-process and for the electrolytic process must be satis
fied simultaneously.

Fig. 10: Diagram showing chloride-induced corrosion of steel in concrete schematical
ly

- As already noted, there must be differences in potential. The preconditions for
sufficiently large differences in potential are, however, virtually always met, and
in the cade of chloride-induced corrosion these may be several
100 mV
(e.g. 269...274). '

- Anodic and cathodic surface zones of the steel must be electrically and electroly
tical ly connected, i.e. a flow of electrons and ions between them must be possible
(e.g. 274).

The metallic connection necessary for an electron flow from the anode to the
cathode is provided by the reinforcement system in the reinforced concrete. The
electrolytic connection is represented by the concrete. This must, however, be suf
ficiently moist, since otherwise there can be virtually no migration of ions. In
dry interior spaces, for example, the electrolytic conductivity of the concrete is
too low to permit corrosion of the reinforcement, even if the carbonation front
reaches the reinforcement, leading to loss of alkaline protection.
- Anodic solution of ion must be possible due to depassivation of the steel surface.
The cathodic sub-process can, however, take place even in zones with a passive
steel surface.
- Sufficient oxygen must
fusion of oxygen from
the cathode. There is
steel components which

be available at the cathode. There must be continuous dif
the surface of the concrete to the steel surface acting as
therefore practically no risk of corrosion to reinforced
are permanently immersed in deep water.

If all conditions for corrosion are fulfilled simultaneously, the reinforcement
will corrode. If only one of the conditions can be eliminated, corrosion can be pre
vented or brought to a stop. Fundamental repair principles may be inferred from this
knowledge (275).
'
Corrosion phenomena may be externally sub-divided into uniform corrosion and
local pitting. Pitting may be understood as a form of corrosion in which crater
shaped hollows undermining the surface or appearing in the form of needles occur
without any removal outside the pitting locations points themselves.

Uniform corrosion is generally caused by carbonation of the concrete over a wide
area (276) or uniformly very high chloride contents in the vicinity of the steel.
This leads to the formation of so-called microcells, consisting of pairs of im
mediately adjacent anodes and cathodes.. These are microscopic in size, so that
externally they appear to produce uniform removal of the steel.
Pitting generally results from chloride-induced corrosion. In this case, socalled macrocells are formed, with the pits acting as the anodes and the neighbouring
sections of the reinforcement as cathodes. Anodes and cathodes are not necessarily
adjacent; they may well be situated at a considerable distance from one another.
(271) reports a macrocorrosion cell on a supporting wall in which anodes and cathodes
were several metres apart.
■
■

The removal rates in macrocells are generally much greater than in microcell
corrosion, as the anodes of macrocells are usually very small in relation to the
cathodes, leading to high current densities and hence high corrosion rates. The po
tential size of a macrocorrosion cell is determined largely by the electrolytic con
ductivity of the concrete, i.e. by its water content, and by the permeability and
chemical composition of the pore solution in the concrete. In dry or extremely dense
concretes, macrocorrosion cells remain localized. Macrocells may, however, also occur
where there is carbonation of the concrete over a wide area, with uneven moisture di
stribution or aeration, or in zones with localized depassivation, e.g. in cracks or
gravel pockets. Here again, corrosion rates higher than those encountered with uni
form corrosion of the reinforcement may be expected.
■

Recent Studies

will f??st9deal
corro;i1‘°n mechanisms concerned, the following section
will first deal with corrosion caused by carbonation of the concrete then nassina tn
a consideration of chloride-induced corrosion of the steel in the concrete.
published inWthlUdi1-tS
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- There was no significant corrosion at below 80 % relative atmospheric humidity.

- Maximum corrosion rates occurred at a relative atmospheric humidity of 95 %.
- The maximum corrosion rate was approximately 60 urn per year with
much lower mean
corrosion rates.
.
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Only a few results are available on the influence of concrete composition on the
corrosion rate of steel in carbonated concrete. In (280), it was o'sTrvedI that re
moval by corrosion following identical storage was greater in the case of blast-fur
nace cement concretes than for fly-ash-containing concretes or port!and cement «ndetected.0*1 Ье °ther hand’ П° sign1f1cant ^fluence of curing 0Pr the w/c ratio was

(2J6) similarly describes research into the corrosion behaviour of reinforcement
in carbonated concrete. Polarization resistance measurements on reinforced mortar
specimens carbonated rapidly in a chamber with raised C02 content showed that the
corrosion rate is.strongly dependent on ambient humidity, £ut only negligibly depen
dent on cement type (see Fig. 11). Additional tests are again necessary to elucidate
the ргоЫет. Although corrosion due to carbonation of the concrete generally takes
place, more slowly than chloride-induced carbonation, the current state of
for
example, balconies or facade elements with concrete covering layers of inadequate
quality demonstrates that the corrosion of reinforcement due to carbonation of the
concrete may well lead to substantial damage.
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11: Evolution of Irnrr and ohmic resistance with time for steel bars embedded in
carbonated mortar held at different ambient relative humidities according to
(276)

There are many more publications relating to chloride-induced corrosion of the
reinforcement than to carbonation-induced corrosion. The. following section will first
describe research into the influence of concrete composition and then studies of the
influence of environmental conditions on the rate ot chloride-induced corrosion.

As expected, the chloride content in the concrete at the steel surface has'a
decisive influence on the corrosion rate. If the chloride content rises above a cri
tical, corrosion-initiating value, there will be a roughly linear increase in the
corrosion rate with the chloride content (242, 262, 281). An increase in chloride
content from 1 to 2 % in relation to cement content led to approximate tripling of
the corrosion rate in (262) (see Fig. 12).
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Fig. 12: Influence of the chloride content of the concrete on the corrosion rate of
concrete corrosion cells according to (262)
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salt type was studied in (282) . It was found that the

cor

of NaCl or CaC12 with identical chloride content of the
concrete,i.e. differing amounts of salt, were roughly the same. Where chloride is
added to concrete, the type of cation (Na, Ca) is hence of only subsidiary impor
tance. Since, however, according to (235), the type of cation influences the penetrationof chlorides into the concrete, it is not clear at present whether the in
fluence of salt type in cases where■chlorides penetrate into the-concrete from the
surface is also negligible.

Research into the influence on the corrosion behaviour of the steel using po
larization resistance measurements revealed that the corrosion rate is lower for a
blast-furnace cement.than for a portland cement with identical concrete composition
(283, 284).Cell current measurements on concrete corrosion ceils confirmed this re
sult; -at an addition of 2 % chloride in relation to cement content, the corrosion
rate decreased substantially with increasing blast-furnace slag content (262). One
reason for this influence is the significant rise in theeletrolytic resistance of
the concrete, also measured in (262) (see Fig. 13).
'
.
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Fig. 13: Influence of blast-furnace slag and fly-ash on the electrolytic resistance
of the concrete of corrosion cells according to (291) .

Measurement of polarization resistances on electrodes sheathed in hardened ce
ment revealed that the corrosion rate with a fly-ash cement was also lower than that
with a portland cement from the same clinker (284).
-

The same result was found for concrete specimens in (262). Owing to the slow
pozzolanic reaction, -when a fly-ash cement with 26 % fly ash was employed, electro
lytic resistance increased over the course of one year to roughly the same level as
for a rich blast-furnace cement with 74 % blast-furnace-slag (see Fig. 13). Apart
from electrolytic resistance, however, the anodic polarization resistance probably
also played a decisive part, while cathodic polarization resistance is influenced
only slightly by concrete composition (285). Further research is necessary into the
influence of concrete composition on the anodic reaction rate (chloride supply to the
pits, removal of corrosion products, etc.).
.
The use of silica fume as a concrete agent generally reduces the permeability of
the pore structure, especially if accompanied by the usual addition of plasticizing
agents (e.g. 286). Sample tests carried out in (287) on steels embedded in hardened
cement paste with various silica fume contents showed that the corrosion rate rises
with increasing silica fume content. However, tests
with concrete corrosion cells
described in (262) revealed exactly the opposite relationship. In this case, despite
addition of 2 % to the concrete in relation to cement content, the corrosion rate was
shown to fall so rapidly over a period a few months following laying of the concrete,
that only negligibly low removal rates were measured for a silica fume addition of

20 %. In comparison with portland cement concrete without added silica fume the
electrolytic resistance of the concrete rose by a factor of 40. With extremely’high
alonp'tnTh С?П^, high corrosion probabilities are therefore impossible, iue
alone to the low electrical conductivity of the concrete. Corrosion behaviour is
however, substantially improved even with smaller silica fume contents (288).
’

nf th/part Iromi the 1nflu.en.cing parameters already discussed above, the CoA content
of the cement plays a decisive role. As already noted, chloride binding capacity is
S|'gnif",cantly influenced by C3A content. The C3A content does not, however, influence
the electrolytic resistance of the concrete t5 such a decisive extent as the use of
blast furnace cement,, fly ash or silica fume (289, 290). As is to be expected from
the discussion of chlordie binding capacity, the corrosion rate of the steel de
creases substantially with increasing C3A content of the cement (258, 284, 291)
Under swultaneous chloride and sulphate attack, the use of, for example, blast-fur
nace cement rich in blast furnace slag is therefore to be preferred to the use of low
LgA cement*
.
Chloride-induced corrosion is also influenced by the water/cement ratio, the
ments9a(292)C?AvA Л C°Th a+nd+.curi‘ng- Exposure tests (257) and cell current measure
ments (292) have shown that the corrosion rate falls with a decreasing water/ce-ent
ratio, a phenomenon which nay be attributed to the known reduction in the permeabili
ty of the concrete.
p

As part of investigations into the influence of cement type, (285) set up two
corrosion cells with the same water/cement
..
ratio of 0.5 and different aggregate
particle-size distribution curves, In order to ensure roughly identical consistencies, a water content of 150 kg/mI at 32 mm and 180 kg/m*’ at 16 mm maximum particle
size was selected.
A. Soy,Paris°n °f the cell currents revealed that, irrespective of the type of ce
ment, higher corrosion rates were in each case measured for the corrosion cells with
a maximum aggregate particle size of 32 mm, although this had a lower hardened cement
paste content. This result may possibly be attributable to interface effects between
the aggregate particles (see chapter 7), which permit rapid material transport along
the phase boundary between the aggregate and the hardened cement paste at large
granulometries. Further research is necessary in order to achieve final clarification
of these effects.
; j
.
к 0ииГ1П9.?Ье a9ing .tests descri‘bed in (257), it was observed that corrosion
through chloride penetration decreased significantly with increasing concrete cover
^ätion'fr™ th part,,y t0 *!:? h,e.ar reduction 1n ch,oride “"‘"t -'th chloride pZ:
tration from the surface which is empirically known to occur as the concrete cover
*..Where chloride is added to the mixing water, i.e. with uniformly distribu
ted chloride content, it was, however, also noted that the corrosion rate falls
по?П^Сь2пУ ^thjncreasing concrete cover (285). The causes of this behaviour have
not yet been established. Anode aeration may play a decisive role.

• Я
researJ:h results describing the influence of curing on the rate of chlorideinduced corrosion are currently available. Since, however, the permeability of con
crete in the surface zone is generally known to decrease with increasing curing age
it may be assumed that well-cured concretes will perform better than poorly-cured
concretes when subjected to chloride-induced reinforcement corrosion.

In addition to concrete cover and the properties of the concrete, the durability
nf reinforced concrete structures is also substantially influenced by microclimatic
''nditions, i.e. temperature and humidity.

The considerableinfluence of temperature on the corrosion rate of the rein
forcement is, for example, apparent from the fact that corrosion damage due to corrosion.of the reinforcement occurs much sooner in hotter regions than in zones with a
temperate climate (e.g. 293, 294). According to (281, 295), the corrosion reaction
rate basically increases with rising temperature, the influence of temperature being
governed by the Arrhenius equation, i.e. by an exponential relationship between the
corrosion rate and the temperature:
'
'
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If the corrosion rate (cell currents) is known under otherwise identical condi
tions but at least two different temperatures, the a constant can be calculated. This
equation is, however, valid provided that the same sub-step in the corrosion process
determines the corrosion rate throughout the temperature range under consideration.
If this condition is not satisfied, the relationship between the temperature and the
corrosion rate cannot be described by a single constant, but requires the super
imposition of a number of constants.

As already noted in publication (282), an increase in the storage temperature of
the corrosion cells from 15 to 20 °C resulted in an average 1.5-fold rise in the cell
currents of eight specimens at an age of 75 d, if the values for corrosion cells with
0.5 and 0.6 % chloride addition/cement content are left out of account due to their
low corrosion rates. The average>water content of the concrete in these corrosion
cells was still relatively high, as drying occurred solely via the top surface of the
concrete. The a constants for these conditions were determined as 6955 K, indicating
an approximate doubling of the corrosion rate for a temperature rise of 10 °C.
J
7
Sample tests were also performed on macrocells, using a piece of reinforcing ■
steel as the anode and a platinum-coated titanium rod as the cathode, with a concrete
cover of 12 mm (296). The temperature was increased in stages from 20 to 60 °C, and
the influence of temperature determined, the a constants exhibiting differing values
as a function of storage humidity, as shown in Fig. 14.
’ : / ■v
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Fig. 14: Influence of temperature on the corrosion rate measured as macrocell current
at concrete corrosions cells according to (285)

Since the a constants are a direct measure of the temperature-dependence of the
corrosion rate, the temperature influence appears to decrease with falling humidity,
though this needs to be established conclusively in further studies.

'

Fundamentally, the influence of temperature should not be assessed without
taking into account the water content of the concrete. Leaving aside the casd of per
manent water saturation of the concrete, a temperature rise invariably lead§ to dry
ing out of the concrete, as demonstrated in (297) on the basis of sorption isotherms
at different temperatures. This drying leads in turn to a reduction in the electroly
tic conductivity of the concrete and hence to decreasing corrosion rates.

Unfavourable environmental conditions consequently prevail at high temperatures
and simultaneously high water content of the concrete. Depending on humidity condi
tions, the influence of temperature on the corrosion rate according to the Arrhenius
equation may be estimated as approximately 4000 to 7000 K.
' .
As expected, studies of the influence of humidity on the corrosion rate revealed
that, like carbonation-induced corrosion, chloride-induced corrosion increases substantially with rising humidity (e.g. 262). However, water saturation of the concrete
at the steel surfaces results in an oxygen deficit, restricting corrosion rates to
negligibly low values where concrete is submerged for long periods (234, 246,
298.;.305). Once the residual oxygen in the concrete has been used up, these cor
rosion rates are determined solely by the oxygen diffusion resistance of the concrete
cover and the oxygen supply in the water at the concrete surface.
..
. .

j In (285), cathodic potentiostatic tests were, conducted on reinforced steel
specimens, using different concretes and concrete covers and at varying atmospheric

.

humidities. Tests showed that the cathodic reaction rate was almost exactly as high
extreme atmospheric humidities approaching the saturation point as at 65 %
relative humidity. An oxygen deficit, expressed in a reduced cathodic oxygen reducir??e,Tha\?bSeKV+ed 0П1У .af.ter .several weeks of i—ersion of the specimens (see
tig. 15). The time between initial immersion and the appearance of an oxygen deficit
. depends on the concrete cover, concrete quality and intensity of corrosion, since the
concrete at the steel surface must first be water-saturated throughout, and ?he re
sidual oxygen at the steel surface must then be used up. For concretes generally used
S conGre^® covers exceeding 25 mm, a period of several weeks is neces
sary (285). This means that an important influence of oxygen diffusion via the conC°Ver n1S
confined to exceptional cases, e.g. permanently submerged
structures. As a rule, the corrosion rate therefore increases with rising atmospheric
humidity or wetting of the concrete.
dunospnenc

Fig.

15: Influence of the water content of the concrete on the corrosion rate of
concrete corrosion cells according to (262)

availahlpCef2idreinR?S
th*® co^rosi*on. of reinforcement in crack zones are already
te?rIlaHnnS?nC
L Attention here W111 therefore be confined to the essential in
Lei IclaLlonsn1pS•

.
Whereas in uncracked concrete a good quality concrete covering layer will ge
nerally prevent depassivation of the reinforcement, prevention is practically impos
sible in crack zones, since both the carbonation front and the chlorides penetrate
much more rapidly into the crack zone than elsewhere (303, 306, 307). The capillary
suction capacity of the cracks plays an important" role in the penetration of
chlorides.
,
'

The corrosion mechanism in the crack zone is of decisive significance for the
corrosion rate of the reinforcement. Generally different fundamental mechanisms for
corrosion phenomena in crack zones are conceivable. In (305, 308...313), cell current
and voltage measurements on cracked reinforced steel beams exposed to chloride attack
clearly demonstrated that large macrocells are formed under certain conditions. The
reinforcement in the crack zone acts as an anode, the reinforcement between the
cracks up to a distance of several decimetres as a cathode, often leading to extreme
ly high measured corrosion rates in the crack zone. ■

Although the corrosion rate increased with increasing crack width, global steel
removal rates were in fact considerably more dependent on concrete cover and compo
sition than on crack width. Fig. 16 illustrates this relationship. It shows the los
ses in mass determined by cell current measurements on, cracked reinforced concrete
beams at various crack widths, water/cement ratios and concrete covers according to
(313) exposed to chlorides in defined intervals. The influence of concrete cover is
also confirmed in (314).

mass loss of the steel in mg

crack width [mm]

Fig.

16:Mass losses of the reinforcement in the
chloride application according to (313)

area

of

a crack after cyclic

These relationships do not, however, apply to permanently submerged reinforced
concrete components. In (311), it was found that crack widths of up to 0.6 mm do not
lead to corrosion damage where the cracks run parallel to the reinforcement, whereas
even 1 mm wide cracks which cross the reinforcement are a hazard. These results are
due <to the oxygen deficit, and do not apply to the alternate immersion zone (305,

It is agreed that the quality of the concrete covering layer is the dominant in
fluencing variable for the corrosion rate in the crack zone. This is, however, true
only of crack widths up to about 0.4 mm. With larger cracks, which do not generally
occur if the relevant regulations for the dimensioning of reinforced concrete com
ponents are observed, crack width is also of decisive importance, since a different
corrosion mechanism is dominant for crack widths of this order (306).
. •• .
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Summary
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A
simplified summary of results on the corrosion of steel in concrete indicates
that the corrosion rate can be reduced by means of the following modifications:

- decreasing
- increasing
- increasing
- increasing
- increasing
-increasing
-decreasing
-increasing
-decreasing
- decreasing
- increasing

chloride content,
curing time,
blast-furnace slag content (BFC, SR-BFC),
fly-ash content
'
silica fume content,
/• ■
CgA content of the cement,
water/cement ratio,
concrete cover,
■
temperature,
•
constant relative humidity and
.
dryness of the concrete.

■

■■

..

■ ■

.

■
-

Despite numerous publications on the corrosion of steel in concrete, quantifi
cation of the effects of the influencing parameters is virtually impossible, since
the relationships concerned are extremely complex and since additional geometrical
influencing variables (steel diameter, degree of reinforcement, etc.) are signifi
cant. In consequence, it is basically impossible to transfer the results of corrosion
studies to any given geometrical conditions (272, 273, 285, 292).
'■ ' ■ ■

9 ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION TEST METHODS
Introduction

,J.

.

,

•

' - . In recent years, electrochemical test methods have predominated in investiga
tions of the mechanisms and effects of the decisive factors influencing the corrosion
of steel in concrete. The following section surveys the significant new developments
in such methods.
■ ■
■ ■
;

Recent Studies

. The potential measurement method has been used widely in recent years to pin
point localized corrosion in reinforced concrete structures, due doubtless in part to
its simplicity.
■
■ : . "
Using a high-resistance voltmeter, an electrochemical potential difference can
be measured between steel in concrete and a reference electrode placed on the con
crete surface (see Fig. 17). In principle, the probability of corrosion increases
with more negative potential values, allowing critical points to be localized. This
method was developed in the course of assessment work which had become necessary on

the state of the reinforcement on de-icing-salt-damaged bridges in the USA during the
nineteen-sixties (315...319).

Fig. 17: Schematic representation of the set-up for potential measurements

'

On the basis of these studies, the ASTM C 876-91 regulation, containing criteria
for assessing potential readings, was formulated in the USA. More recent findings in
dicate, however, that these limiting values cannot be applied to any given component
conditions, i.e. that potentials must be judged individually depending on the condi
tions prevailing at the structure (320...329).
A sophistication of this method of measurement is the galvanostatic anodic pulse
measurement method (324, 327, 330...332). A countei—electrode placed on the concrete
surface is used to polarize the reinforcement briefly by means of an anodic current
pulse, and the change in potential over time is registered via a reference electrode
(Fig. 18). An additional switch-off measurement can also be used largely to determine
and eliminate the influence of the electrolytic resistance of the concrete.

high resistance voltmeter

potentiostat
or
current source

Fig. 18: Schematic representation of the set-up for anodic pulse measurements

Whereas the information provided by potential measurements is confined to the
probability of reinforcement corrosion, current measurements can be used for the di
rect determination of current corrosion rates due to cell formation. Cell current
measurements are employed in many different fields (302, 333...336). In reinforced
concrete,
this method is also increasingly chosen for laboratory studies
(see ASTM G 01.14 and 246, 305, 309, 337...345)
■

On a specially-constructed specimen with locally separated anodic and cathodic
zones of the steel surface, the cell current between the two electrodes is propor
tional to the corrosion rate, in accordance with Faraday's laws (so-called concrete
corrosion cells, (e.g. 274, 291). So-called corrosion monitoring cells based on
laboratory studies with concrete corrosion cells have now been developed; cell cur
rent measurements with these cells can be used to determine the risk of corrosion to
the reinforcement as a function of time and depth (345a). Corrosion monitoring cells
of this type can be employed in new structures in corrosive environments, to monitor
the effectiveness of repair measures, or to assess the corrosion behaviour of exist
ing structures.
.
'

So-called electrochemical noise occurs due to the activity of the oxide layer on
the surface of the steel. This is in dynamic equilibrium, with a continuous alter
nation between depassivation and repassivation (346), causing low-frequency fluc
tuations in the free corrosion potential, in the microvolt range. By measuring the
free corrosion potential with a voltmeter with a very high input resistance (> 10 Gfi)
and suitable resolution, it is possible to differentiate between actively corroding
and passive zones respectively, on the basis of their different levels of voltage
fluctuation (347). Detailed interpretative criteria can then be formulated by mathe
matical analysis of the frequency spectrum. As yet, there are only a few results do
cumenting the use of this technique on reinforced concrete structures. Apart from the
problem of the large volumes of data required and the analytical effort involved

(348), the role played by other sources also liable to cause noise in larger struc
tures is not yet clear (349).
Through slight polarization of an electrode in the order of the corrosion po
tential, e.g. about ±10 mV, it is possible to determine the linear polarization re
sistance Rp as the ratio of voltage change to current change. This describes the gra
dient of the voltage-current curve near the corrosion potential.

According to research reported in (350), the corrosion rate of the electrode
. concerned can then be calculated from
.
I=B/Rp

where
I
В
Rp

.

corrosion current
constant according to (350)
linear polarization resistance.

According to (349, 351), the constant В ranges from 13 to 52 mV, depending on
p.r°Pertie? of the corrosion system under investigation, and must be determined
Hoe^-hUa11-y ^c^ChnCaSe- Th® Pr1nci'P1es and application limits of this method are
described in (351). An essential precondition for the determination of the corrosion
rate is the^ presence of a homogeneous mixed electrode, of the kind which frequently
be assumed to exist where there is wide-area carbonation of the concrete towards the
rteel surface. The informativeness of the corrosion currents measured in this wav is
however, limited in cases of chloride-induced macrocetl corrosion.
■
’
■
Using this method, many studies have been made in recent years, both on rein
forced concrete specimens in the laboratory and in situ on structures. Results show a
very good correlation between the corrosion rates of reinforced laboratory specimens
and the corrosion current calculated from the polarization resistance under certain
conditions (e.g. 349), whereas interpretation of the measured data from in situ tests
is far more difficult (352). The method is currently being sophisticated (353).
; The methods noted below are generally confined to laboratory studies, as they
require defined constraints and a considerable amount of equipment.

Electrochemical reaction rates are generally dependent on potential: in anodic
(change in potential towards more positive values through the applica
tion of external current), anodic sub-reactions are accelerated and cathodic sub
reactions decelerated. In cathodic polarization the situation is reversed.
'

polarization

In order to determine the rates of various electrochemical reactions at defined
potentials,, the potentiostat!c test adjusts the potential of the working electrode
concerned in elation to a reference electrode to a specified desired potential by
means of a potentiostat (e.g. 255). The resulting current flowing between the working
electrode and a supplementary counter-electrode is used as a measure of the rate of
the corresponding reaction or reactions (see ASTM G 5-B7).
■
\
If a. voltage-current curve is such that small changes in potential lead to large
changes in current, galvanostatic tests are more effective. A specified desired
current is set up between the working electrode and counter-electrode with the aid of
a constant current source, and the potential of the working electrode measured
'
Where it is necessary, to determine the behaviour of an electrode over wide
ranges rather than for specific potentials or currents, voltage-current curves can be

recorded. Under certain conditions, the corrosion rate of the steel surface under
consideration can theoretically be determined by interpreting the measured anodic and
cathodic branches of static voltage-current curves, although in practice only ap
proximate values can be obtained (e.g. 272).
?
"•

It is fundamentally possible to distinguish between static, quasi-static and
non-static voltage-current curves: ■
- voltage-current curves for static conditions can be determined by correlating re

suits from a number of static tests, a technique which is particularly effective
where long periods must elapse before static conditions are attained at certain po
tentials or currents.
л
?

- If polarization of the working electrode concerned takes place at a constant rate,
so slowly that virtually constant static conditions prevail, curves"are described
as quasi-static voltage-current curves.
-Non-static voltage-current curves occur when

specimens are polarized so rapidly
. that static conditions cannot arise. Such curves do not permit direct inferences on
reaction rates, but provide insights into the reaction mechanisms involved.

v In recent years, many results of impedance measurements on reinforced concrete
specimens have been published (354...359). The intensive research activity in this
field is due partly to the ability of impedance measurements both to furnish infor
mation on the corrosion rate and to identify the step in the corrosion process which
determines the corrosion rate.
'

Apart from references in the above-listed literature, the principles of the me
thod are described in (360...364). The steel surfaces under consideration are polar
ized slightly, generally using sinusoidal alternating voltages at various frequen
cies, and the resulting current/time curves are measured and evaluated. Equivalent
circuits consisting of resistors and capacitors are assumed for the corrosion pro
cess, and the size of the individual components determined, allowing inferences as to
the corrosion mechanism under defined constraints.

Summary

■

.f

.... ..

;

.

Apart from traditional aging tests, a number of electrochemical test methods
allowing investigation of reinforcement corrosion are currently available. Some of
these permit continuous determination of the corrosion rate, i.e. changes over time
due to temperature and humidity fluctuations or as a result of hydration or increased
chloride content. They also enable differentiated conclusions to be.drawn on the cor
rosion process mechanism and the decisive influencing parameters.
10

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Corrosion of reinforcement, frost action, carbonation, alkali-aggregate
reactions, and sulfate attack are the major causes which adversely influence the
durability of concrete structures. From a review of selected publications during the
1987-91 period, the authors have come to the following conclusions:

1. There are many interesting reports on durability of concrete products containing
■
superplasticizing admixture and mineral admixtures, such as silica fume and fly
ash.
Except carbonation, all the damaging phenomena mentioned above involve
expansion and cracking, which is controlled by the coefficient of permeability of

.

concrete because water from an external source is invariably needed to promote the
physical-chemical phenomena underlying expansion.
The low water-to-cementitious
ratio, made possible by the use of superplasticizers and/or mineral admixtures,
helps to reduce the coefficient of permeability.
Therefore, concrete mixtures
containing these materials generally perform well in the durability tests.

2. A lot of research effort is going into the development of laboratory tests and
specifications for evaluation of concrete-making materials from standpoint of
their individual contribution to the durability of concrete under certain
conditions. Since it is not possible to simulate the field service conditions by
accelerated laboratory tests and since most of the durability problems in the
field occur as a result of two or more attack types occurring simultaneously,
these laboratory tests serve only a limited purpose.
■
3. In his review of durability publications during the period 1974-79, Calleja (203)
made the following observation, which is also valid for the period of this review:
/ In the field of durability as well as in many other fields of cement and
concrete research, most of the research work runs around the same themes, using
the same methods, applying the same ideas, and arriving repeatedly almost always
at the same partial, and not decisive conclusions.
To solve the durabilityrelated problems, we need to divert more resources towards integration of our
present knowledge into a holistic understanding of the durability issue.
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ABSTRACT
The role of aggregate, and its interface with cement paste, is discussed with a view toward
establishing models that relate structure to properties. Both short (nm) and long (mm) range structure must
be considered.
:
■ •
, ■ ■:
„
'

The short range structure of the interface depends not only on the physical distribution of the
various phases, but also on moisture content and reactivity of aggregate. Changes that occur on drying,
e. shrinkage, may alter the structure which, in turn, feeds back to alter further drying and shrinkage.’
i.
The interaction is dynamic, even without further hydration of cement paste, and the dynamic characteristic
must be considered in order to fully understand and model its contribution to properties.
’ 7' "
Microstructure and properties are two subjects which have been pursued somewhat separately. This
review discusses both disciplines with a view toward finding common research goals in the future. Finally,
comment is made on possible chemical reactions which may occur between aggregate and cement paste.
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INTRODUCTION
"Cement aggregate compatibility" may be studied from at least three points of view n
tatoSn'T Pmn^rnCeiOaPrOC<:SSin!!K™d chemistry> incIudi"S ions term cement-paste aggtigate
3H
incIuding strength, toughness and shrinkage. In all three cases the interface
f”ToTdS
Tition
and sometimes
b0"d- is f» tegion of imeres^dI Jl“
focus of discussion m this paper. It is a region Ла1 greatly influences Ле bulk properties of concrete.

pores unrS^mM^b”^ C°TSed °f SeVeIal Phases Й,с1шПпе various tytotio" Ptoducts,
tiHerea? к
’ Kd b?h fine and coafse a8gregate- bi the simplest sense concrete may be
considered to be aggregate bound together by cement paste. Many properties are controlled by the bond
between paste and aggregate and, therefore, it has been studied extensively. Perhaps the mosHmportant
feature of the zone is the relatively high porosity compared to the bulk paste. High porosity me^s that
oneTöf wXss^65 SUCh 38 l°Tfength’
high
№ "cLly
«
X «,ows ,he
of
inttrfa“is im^"1 “

it ms.« ?eCause
bond is distributed throughout the volume, in other words it has a long range structure
- the bond6 TWtofttth?en^allyt311 °f th r e"gineering Properties of concrete are influenced strongly by
?
microstructure of the bond (short range structure) and the macrostructure of its
em^hS b tbUgf T the/O1Ume °f C°nCrete (1°ng range structure) are import^t P review
proves
charactenstics with a view towards establishing quantitative relationships to

ebemi^ÄS

Sfore

™S “ 3 T
“ Р00Г,>' U"derStoOd fro™ a
Ptint of vl w Ы
,h= react,on has."ot been modelled, and detailed relationships to properties have not’ b«n
.
is review will comment only briefly on an approach to modeling the reaction.

MICROSTRUCTURE OF CEMENT PASTE-AGGREGATE INTERFACE
The interface has been studied extensively (Barnes, 1978 1979- Mnntpirn icesj
Mehta, 1985; Monteiro and Ostertag, 1989; Scrivener and citner 1988 хГр 1009
Ü
°
Mehu, 1986). Es^tialiy all aspect of the nttaXX
Ж fte Sb^of

tato'uiTbS л™"8; CH C5yStals' and Р°ГОМУ. vary with distance from the surface of the aggregate particle
mto the bulk paste as shown tn Erg. 1(a) (Scrivener and Gartner, 1988). The porosity aUhe surixe of
iiSrffate’1bOr rXamP e' — be lhree times higher than ,hal in lhe bulk Pas,e' The properties of the
—thOK of Г
~ -= -Ж

.

The thickness of interfacial region is often measured to be about 40-50 urn

Furthermore for a

aggregate. In many respects the macrostructure- must be considered to be at least as important as the
mterostructure. As already mentioned, Ле distance between aggregate part"«often

PLAIN PASTES
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Fig. 1(a) Variation in the amounts of anhydrous material and CH and of porosity with distance
.
from the aggregate interface (Scrivener and Gartner, 1988).

sufficiently small that all of the region where aggregates are close together has the structure of a transition
zone. Thus, a "closed" and "open" interface has been defined (Pope and Jennings, 1992) where the
structure of the interface may not be constant, for example, the structure between closely spaced aggregate,
may contain more pores, CH and Hadley grains than the normal transition zone (Pope and Jennings, 1992)
This closed interface may be particularly damaging to bulk properties. The long distance structure might
be thought of as an entangled cellular structure. There also may be gravitational effects that cause
variation in structure between top and bottom of aggregate. In other words bleeding may cause the zone
to be somewhat larger at the bottom of aggregate particles than it is at the top, as has been observed for
grouts with high water:cement ratios (Helal and Krizek, 1992).
The strength of the bond is related to the strength of mortar and concrete, but only qualitative
correlations have thus far been suggested. The surface of aggregate is also important. Different
aggregates consume different amounts of water, and even with the same kind of aggregate, the thickness
of the water layer on the aggregate surface will have a significant effect on the formation of interfacial
bonding (Xie, 1992). Furthermore, the surface condition of aggregate is important, the rougher surface
providing better contact between aggregate and cement matrix. Chemical compositions of the aggregate
influences the bond because if the aggregate reacts with surrounding cement matrix, then the interfacial
bonding increases considerably. More research in this area should lead to improved concrete.

,
Although the long range structure of the interface has not been studied explicitly, there is some
information that has been presented in a variety of different studies. In particular, the size, shape, and
volume fraction of aggregate is related directly to the distribution of the associated interface and it has also
been related to several bulk properties. Both short and long range structures must be considered in order
to relate the bond to properties.

, An often neglected aspect of the structure of the bond between paste and aggregate is the influence
of moisture content, and moisture gradients. This review will address explicitly the influence of moisture
on properties and, therefore, the influence of moisture on structure will be suggested.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DfTERFACE AND BULK SHRINKAGE

An important property that is controlled by the transport of moisture is bulk shrinkage or drying
shrinkage. Aggregate is (to a first approximation) a non-shrinking filler, which has a restraining influence
on bulk shrinkage. Both the short and long range structures are important. Indeed, all of the components
of cement aggregate compatibility are important to shrinkage, i.e. aggregate, interface and paste.

.
(1)
Bulk shrinkage of cement paste
Water to cement ratio of cement paste is a dominant parameter that has a very strong effect on
shrinkage. High water to cement ratio, generally, results in high shrinkage. Cement composition, or the
type of cement, also has the effect on cement paste shrinkage. Tests on pastes made from individual
cement compounds have shown that C3A shows large volume change, while C3S exhibits relatively little
microstructural change (Carlson, 1939). However, the evidence from recent (Environmental Scanning
Electron Microscope) tests (Bergstrom et al, 1992) show that C3S has also a large shrinkage deformation
as shown in Fig. 2. Shrinkage is measured by applying an image intensity matching technique (Xi et al,
1992). Fig. 2 shows the displacements of six points in Fig. 3, in which a specimen is dried from R.H.
= 50% to R.H. = 30%. From Fig. 2, for instance, the shrinkage strain between points A and F are about
0.02%. This is a very large shrinkage strain, an order of magnitude larger than the shrinkage at macro
scale.
■
.

.
(2)
Cement paste shrinkage at the interface
More recent research using the Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (Sujata et. al, 1992)
has investigated the shrinkage in the interfacial zone of large aggregate (5mm). Fig. 4 shows the trend
of the displacement as a function of distance from the aggregate surface. The slope of the data represents
the intensity of deformation (strain). It is clear that the slope in the near field is larger than that in the far
field, which means the cement matrix shrinks more in the near field than in the far field.
Fig. 5 shows the result from a mortar specimen, where the distance between surfaces of the two
observed sand particles is about 120 micrometers. Fig. 5 also shows the results from a sand particle
surface to the mid-point between adjacent particles. There is no far field displacement. One can see that
the slope is kept almost a constant, which means that the inter-particle cement matrix shrinks almost
uniformly.
' ■
.
■

Thus, the structure of the aggregate and its distribution is very important to shrinkage. The results
indicate the dependence of shrinkage of the interfacial zone, on the size of aggregate, and the distance
between aggregates.
.
.

.
(3)
Aggregate Type
If the aggregate does not shrink, the restraining effect will be maximum. However, if the aggregate
shrinks the same as cement paste, - there will be no restrainipg effect. Commonly used aggregate are
between these extremes and may be classified into three types (Carlson, 1939):
(A) . High shrinkage aggregate: hornblende, pyroxene, marble, and sandstone,
(B) . Low shrinkage aggregate: limestone, quartz, glass, feldspar, and dolomite,
. (C). Intermediate Shrinkage: granite.

,
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Fig. 2 Shrinkage of C3S (Vectors at each point represent displacement with respect to point C)

Fig. 3 ESEM image of QS paste image, R.H. = 30%, w/c = 0.5, t = 7 days.
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. The structure of the interface, as shown in Fig. 1, and discussed above, has been determined mainly
from dried specimens in an SEM. This structure may well depend on the shrinkage of aggregate as well
as that of cement paste.

The ratio of elastic moduli is defined as E,/Ec, where E1 and Ec are elastic moduli of aggregate and
cement paste, respectively. The higher the ratio the lower is the shrinkage.
The ratio of Poisson’s ratio is defined as vjv„ where and vt are the Poisson’s ratios of aggregate
and cement paste, respectively, exhibits the same effect as the ratio of elastic modulus, that is, the higher
the ratio the lower is the shrinkage.
■
'

.
(4)
The content and size distribution of aggregate

'
High aggregate content leads to low shrinkage of concrete. This is a basic observation from test
results as shown in Fig. 6(a). Concrete made with very little aggregate shrinks almost the same as cement.
paste, while the concrete made with very little cement content exhibits almost no shrinkage.
In general, the larger the maximum size of aggregate the smaller is the shrinkage (see Fig. 6(b)).
As long as the maximum size of aggregate and consistency of concrete are not varied, the gradation of
aggregate does not have much of an effect on the shrinkage.
.'
-

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BOND AND STRENGTH OF CONCRETE
One way of studying the influence of the bond is to alter the bond and measure a bulk property.
Methods for improving the bond include the addition of silica fume to reduce porosity (Zimbelmann, 1985,
1987; Jia, 1988), the addition of certain agents to arrange CH crystals in random orientation (as opposed
to oriented crystals) and the coating of aggregate to promote chemical reaction with the matrix (Monteiro,

■' Fig. 6 (a) Shrinkage at various aggregate content (w/c = 0.5) (Pickett, 1965), and (b) the effect of
aggregate size on shrinkage (Hobbs, 1974).
- .
;

1985). All of these methods improve the strength of concrete.

The suggestion has been made that a thinner zone is a stronger zone. (Zimbelmann, 1985; Xie,.
1992). Tenside has been added to reduce the surface tension of water, and consequently diminish the"
thickness of water film on aggregate, and thus has led to improved strength.
!

*"
Aggregate push-out tests (Shah and Li, 1992) (as discussed in the next section) show that strength
of the bond is increased by coating the aggregate with a slurry of the cement plus silica fume. This results
in the bulk surface fracture energy of the interface increasing by about 10 times. It is also shown that
coating the aggregate with a slurry of cement without silica fume, about an hour before mixing the
concrete, can improve interface behavior, but the mechanism is not clearly understood yet.
"
The bond is not a static structure, but rather it develops with time, and it changes with applied
stress and with change in the environment. The difference between the mechanical properties of the
aggregate and cement matrix causes stress concentrations, which leads to cracking in the interfacial zone '
when stress is applied and when shrinkage due to drying occurs. One question- is: Does microcracking
remain in concrete at the equilibrium state of moisture, and if so, what is the effect of these cracks on
strength? Certainly, the structure and properties of the interface are a function of moisture content.

" . Considering the first part of the question, large cracks have been observed everywhere in concrete
during drying (Hsu et al, 1963a,b,c; Slate and Olsefsk, 1963; Backstrom, 1955; Fonester, 1968; Ringot,'
1987; Sicard et al, 1992). Saito (1991) put strain gages inside aggregate and observed the shrinkage strain
during drying. The results show that strain within aggregate changes little with time. Comparing this
with the large shrinkage in the surrounding matrix, therefore, it can be inferred that some microcracks,
or something equivalent, have formed around aggregate particles. However, other evidence shows that
these drying shrinkage cracks will close up when internal moisture distribution reaches an equilibrium
(Hwang and Young, 1984; Day and Illston, 1983; and Day, Cuffaro, and Illston, 1984).
; .
. ..

The combined influence of shrinkage and cracking is not understood qauntitatively. For example,
moisture gradient, and associated shrinkage, is a size dependent problem since moisture diffusion is size
dependent. Different conclusions have been drawn based on different test data. Hsu (1963a) used
specimens with cylinder dimension 4" x 8" and dried for only 3 days, while Hwang (1984) used thin
specimen of 2 mm thick and dried for 6 days. The existence of microcracking at equilibrium is important
for determining unrestrained shrinkage of concrete. In other words, microcracking is a mechanism that
apparently reduces shrinkage and if this effect cannot be excluded then the measured shrinkage will be an
apparent behavior, but not a real material, property (Chatteiji, 1976). The influence of microcracking must
be understood quantitatively. Furthermore, the extent of microcracking is related to aggregate content.
, The effect of these interfacial drying cracks on load carrying capacity is .important. Once again,
experimental evidence from different researchers has not been completely consistent. Observations of Hsu
et al (1963a,b,c) and recent results on surface cracking of fiber reinforced cement paste by moire
interferometry technique (Shah and Shao, 1992) have shown that cracks due to loading usually initiate from
existing surface shrinkage cracks, which means the failure process starts from shrinkage cracks, and thus
shrinkage cracks decrease material strength. Therefore, in order to understand failure mechanisms of
concrete, shrinkage cracks prior to loading must be understood. Some other test results that support this
idea are from Eden and Bailey (1984), and Alexander (1959). However, in the same report Hsu et al
(1963c) found that drying reduces tensile strength but increases compressive strength.' Eden and Bailey
(1984) reported that drying decreases flexural strength of ordinary portland cement paste.

In contrast to the above, Wittmann (1973) reported test data that show the effects called "drying- ■
strengthening and "wetting-weakening", which means that drying increases cement paste strength.
Wittmann (1968) also explained the physical background of the phenomena. The wetting process decreases
surface tension, surface energy, which according to Griffith equation, reduces the ultimate stress, and
consequently, the strength is reduced. Supporting evidence has been published by Pihlajavaara (1965,
1974), Sereda (1966) and Rostasy and Budelmann (1986).

Thus, the structure of the interface depends on drying and this, in turn, influences strength. Drying
itself is a very complicated process, depending on age, composition, size, and shape. For example, the
direction in which moisture is removed controls the orientation of shrinkage microcracking, and thus gives
various effects on strength. Structure influences drying and drying influences structure, and both influence
strength. There are no quantitative relationships between the structure of the bond and strength. Perhaps
the main obstacle has been the absence of a quantitative description of bond.
-

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTERFACE AND FRACTURE TOUGHNESS

Interest has been heightened recently in the fracture properties of the interface. This section will
discuss some of the methods and results relevant to the toughness of the bond. Toughness of the bond is
a property which may be measured directly.
.
.
The bond region is thin and, as discussed above, the structure varies across the interfacial region.
This implies variable properties across the interfacial region and the question must be asked: What is a
representative property? Frequently, a test fails to measure a property of the bond because failure occurs
somewhere else. Tests designed to measure a property of the bond often "force" failure to occiir in the
bond region, but satisfying this criteria is very qualitative.

Forcing failure to occur at the bond is usually accomplished by deep grooving, or the introduction
of a large flaw. Under these conditions, the distinction between strength and toughness is blurred. In
other words, strength is controlled by flaws and the introduction of a large "artificial" flaw, or notch,
means that toughness, or the material’s resistance to the extension of a flaw, is being measured. Attempts

(a) Four-point-bending specimen

(c). Pull-out test'

(d). Push-out test

Fig, 7 Four commonly used experimental setup for interfacial mechanical behavior.

to measure tensile and shear strengths, and toughness under various loads are frequently reported. This
is a topic of current research.
?

It should be noted that testing frequently involves idealized specimen geometries. It follows that
the structure of the bond may be different in an idealized test than it is in a commercial concrete. For
example, the bond may depend on mixing at the interface, and, therefore, casting cement paste against a
flat surface may produce a different result than mixing aggregate in a large concrete mixer. Indeed,
mixing is known to alter the transition zone (Pope and Jennings, 1992).
■
'
The fracture toughness of the interface, in general, has been studied by Williams (1959), who shows
that a crack follows a characteristic oscillating stress singularity. Rice (1988) has developed the complete
form of the near tip field at an interface by an analytic function. To determine the fracture toughness of
the interface, particularly for concrete, four currency used experimental setups are used as shown in Fig.
7. Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) (Hillemeier and Hilsdorf, 1977; Buyukozturk and Lee, 1992) show sandwich
specimens with a notch in the bond. If the thickness of the sandwich layer is small compared to the length
of the notch," (and to all other relevant in-plane lengths) the interface stress intensity factor, K, and the
stress intensity factors for a homogeneous matrix material, K, (mode I) and Kn (mode II), can be related
(Suo and Hutchinson, 1989):
"

"

.

Khu =p |K“| e1*

Ф = Ф + <*>(“> ß).

Ф = tan4(^)

where i = (-1)1/2, a and ß are Dundurs constants, which are the function of elastic modulus and Poisson*
s ratio of matrix and aggregate, |h“| = 1, K” = K, + iKn; ш is a certain function of a and ß, e is the
oscillation index depending on ß. ф is die phase angle of K”, which is the direction of the traction vector
loaded at far field. Physically, Eq. 1 means that the complex interface stress intensity factor combination,
Kh“, has a magnitude scaled by a factor p and phase angle shifted by ы with respect to K°°. For example,
a mode I specimen with a sandwich layer (Ф = 0) will not be "mode I" at the interface crack tip but with
a phase angle, ф = w. Thus, ф measures the relative proportion of mode П to mode I on the interface,
and о) reflects the shift in the relative proportion in the applied remote field to that in the interface field.

Eq. 1 is important because К can not be determined directly, but K, and Kn can be determined from
a specimen made of homogeneous matrix material. The energy release rate G is related to К

G = (1/e1+i/e2)|k|2
2cosh2ne

(2)
•

By using Eqs. 1 and 2, fracture toughness of a mortar/granite interface (mortar is considered a
homogenous matrix) has been determined by Buyukozturk and Lee (1992) and shown in Fig. 8. It is seen
clearly that fracture toughness is dependent on the elastic parameters of each components of the composite.

■

The mechanical behavior of the bond is being studied by push out tests similar to those used to
study fibers in ceramics. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7(c, d) (Li et al, 1991). Again, the
fracture toughness and strength of the bond are not measured directly, and a model has been developed

Phase Angle у (degree)

Fig. 8 Fracture toughness curve for the mortar/granite interfaces (Buyukozturk and Lee, 1992).

to relate measurable experimental quantities to mechanical properties. Therefore, mechanical parameters
of the interface are dependent on the theoretical models. Shah et al (1992; Stang et al 1990; Li et al,
1991) established a model based on the equilibrium equation of a partly debonded fiber and a shear-slip
relation as shown in Fig. 9. Contrary to the fracture mechanics approach, the maximum stress at the crack
tip is qy rather than a stress singularity, and the sliding surface behind the crack tip (type II crack) has the
frictional shear force qf instead of a traction free crack. For a given geometry and material, qf, qy, and
the energy release rate, Г, can be determined by maximum load,
and the slip displacement
corresponding to Pm„. These three parameters have been expressed explicitly as a function of fiber elastic
modulus, Ef, and w, ы = (k/ErAf)1/2, where к is the slope of shear force and slip displacement curve (see
Fig. 9), Af is the sectional area of the fiber, к can be determined from the initial slope of the experimental
load-slip displacement curve, and thus the interaction between the two materials is summed into t».
Tables 1 and 2 show the parameters for fiber pull-out tests and aggregate push-out tests with the
effects of specimen length, water to cement ratio, and various coatings. As mentioned previously, the
coating treatment increases all of the parameters significantly (see Table 2 row 5). One can see from
Tables 1 - and 2, and Fig. 8 that many parameters influence the bond. In order to understand the
parameters that control the bond, there is a need to go one step further, for instance, it is necessary to
study the relationship of к to the microstructure quantitatively.

THE EFFECT OF AGGREGATE ON TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
In general,; the addition of aggregate controls the rate of moisture transport in mortars and
concretes. This is typically attributed to the high porosity near the aggregate surface. However, like
strength, transport properties of the interface are not measured directly, but rather, the influence of
aggregate on average transport properties has been studied.

Transport behavior can be characterized partly by moisture capacity, which is the reciprocal of the
slope of desorption (or adsorption) isotherm curves. Gleysteen and Kalousek (1955) carried out adsorption
tests on concrete and found the surface area of the cement paste within concrete (excluding aggregate) is
about 100 m2/g (water as adsorbat), much lower than the surface area of pure cement paste (about

Fig. 9 Theoretical model and constitutive relationship for interface (Stang et al, 1990).

Table 1 Test results for stell fiber
■ specimens (Li et al, 1991)
Curing

L

pmax

Days ■

mm

N

Mpa

Mpa

28

10.3

247

2.74

1.97

17.2

12.9

245

2.35

1.42

17.7

7.2

80.1

1.12 '

1.05

2.01

11.4

97.9

0.90

0.79

2.54

12.0

134.2

1.18

1.05

4.81

25.4

150.0

0.78

0.43

6.86
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ТУ

Г
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N/m

Table 2 Test results for aggregate-cement specimen with 28-day curing (Li, et al, 1991)
No.

Comments

Ü)
(1/m)

Ty (MPa)

'

V
(N/m)

Tf

(MPa)

4.74 ; .

3.98

w/c=.35, cement matrix
no coating, limestone

20.30

4.07

1

w/c=.65, cement matrix
no coating, limestone

19.09

3.76

2

3

w/c=.35, cement matrix
no coating, granite
"

13.09

3.33

3.26

4

w/c=.35, 10% SF matrix
no coating, limestone

23,02

5.88

5.71

5

w/c = .35, 10% SF matrix
C+SF coating, limestone

27.36

11.44 -

10.34

.

3.73

'

2.01

3.67

.

9.64

59.02

'

Ш./

.

Fig. 10 Two dimensional spatially periodic
porous medium with unit cell lattice 11 and I2

Fig. 11 Microscopic and macroscopic scales

200m2/g). This may result from an altered structure of C-S-H in the interfacial zone. Their results also
show the shape of the adsorption isotherm is type II according to the BET classification (Brunauer et al,
1940; Brunauer, 1943), similar with that of pure cement paste. However, the detailed test data were not
provided, and therefore the analysis of moisture capacity can not be carried out.
, To consider the effect of aggregate on transport behavior, Saito (1991) and Aroni et al (1967)
studied the shrinkage of light weight concrete as a limiting case. . They show that shrinkage of concrete
made from light weight aggregate is much lower than that from regular weight aggregate, which implies
that the presence of water in pores of aggregate changes the rate of moisture transport and the profile of
the gradient of moisture.
As for theoretical analysis of transport behavior, it is generally agreed that transport properties can
be modelled by a diffusion equation ■ • .•
'
'

.

-

ан _ a

i at " dx.

xga

Wdx.

(3)

where H could be relative humidity, temperature or other concentration field. This equation is only valid
for a homogeneous system. Thus, for concrete, the determination of the diffusion coefficient, C(x), in Eq.
3 is the main issue. One method is to consider concrete as a homogeneous material at the macroscopic
level, and the heterogeneous behavior at the microscopic level is ignored. The coefficients can be obtained
as effective or bulk values by fitting the diffusion equation with bulk test data (Bazant, Xi, and Molina,
1992; Wittmann et al, 1989; Daian, 1988, 1989). The coefficient C(x) has also been considered a function
of the concentration of water C(H) (Bazant and Najjar, 1972), and thus Eq. 3 becomes a nonlinear
equation. Although this is a commonly used method, the obtained coefficient can only be related to
average bulk behavior, and, therefore, to average microstructure. As is true for strength and toughness,
the direct prediction of transport properties is not possible because of the large number of variables that
influence the microstructure. In particular, the bond strongly influences transport properties and this
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influence must be studied further.

The heterogenous microstructure can be handled in two ways, 1) the averaging method and 2) the
multi-scale method. The average method was originally used by Whitaker (1967), Slattery (1967), and •
Ryan et al (1980) to deal with the ongoing chemical reaction between aggregate and matrix. Bear and
Bachmat (1984) described in detail the spatial averaging methods in 2D, 3D and the relationship between
them. However, the multi-scale method is more rigorous, and has been developed by Saez et al (1989),
Jerauld and Salter (1990), and Chang (1982) to deal with microscopic heterogeneity, particularly for the
porous medium with periodic microstructural features (Fig. 10). By perturbation and convergence analysis
(Bensoussan et al, 1978; Keller, 1977; Keller, 1980) Eq. 3 becomes
5H0 = a
dt

(4)

9 äXj dXj

This equation has the same form as Eq. 3, however, the coefficients

Аи = — f C(l+-^)d¥
“
Y •'y
dy.
‘
Aa = - ( c<—) dY
,J
Y -hr
dy/

are different

i = 1,2,3

1
.
(5)

i *i

.

•

where functions ф1 can be determined from the microstructure of one unit cell (Fig. 10), Y in Eq. 5 is the
domain of one unit cell
.
- “ С(У)^ = - sc
dyj
dy,
dyj

(6)

The coordinate x in Eq. 4 is macroscopic, and the coordinate у in Eqs. 5 and 6 is microscopic as
shown in Fig. 11, this is why the method is called the multi-scale method. The dependencies of the
diffusion coefficient on packing density, particle, shape and particle spatial distribution are reflected in the
differential equation, Eq. 6. Using this method, the macrostructural behavior is connected mathematically
with microstructural features. Up to now. Eq. 6 has been solved analytically for only very simple cases,
thus for most practical cases, a numerical solution is necessary. It has not, as yet, been applied to
concrete.

MACROSCOPIC MODELS OF ELASTICITY, STRENGTH AND SHRINKAGE
As discussed in the imroduction, the long range structure of the bond is important, and depends on
the quantity, size, and size distribution of the aggregate. Although the long range structure has not been
studied as an independent variable, there have been indirect studies. There have been, basically, three
ways to predict the influence of aggregate on mechanical properties of concrete. One is based on elasticity
and composite theory, the second is an empirical formulation from the observation of available test data,
and the third is finite element simujation.

Composite model
M- 1
may.be ideallzed as a two-phase elastic composite material. Pickett (1956) and Hansen
Meisen (1965) considered the restraining effect of a small spherical particle (aggregate) embedded i- in a
infinitely large elastic body (concrete), which is assumed to be homogeneous as shown in
Fig. 12. The
tollowing equation can be obtained (Pickett, 1956)
S=S0(l-g)“

;

(7)

«=:____ 3(l-v)_____

1+v 12(1-2va)^-

(8)

m^Ch/1S ,aggrCgat! vol1ume fraction> s is the shrinkage of concrete, and So is the shrinkage of cement
atnx, E and v are the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the composite. Eq. 7 is based on the
narfcl^10^ aE
? are independent of
and a150
there is no interaction between embedded
particles. Based on Pickett’s test result (Pickett, 1956), parameter a = 1.7. .

is a function of E- Hence’Hanscn f,rst deve,oped a rcla,ionshiP

(kg)+JL

Ec

for

Ea>E6

for

E,<EC

E,

E=(l-g)Ec +gE,

(10)

These relationships may be used to produce a more complicated model for concrete shrinkage
(Hansen and Nielsen, 1965).
An important part of these analyse is the characterization of E by g. Values for the two phases,
aggregate and cement matrix, may be combined in many different ways. Fig. 13 shows three different
combinations of the two phases at a given g. Fig. 13a is a serial coupling that leads to Eq. 10, which is
the lower bound of E, and Fig. 13b is a parallel coupling that results in Eq. 9, which is the upper bound.
Although the Hansen-Nielsen model includes the elastic modulus of aggregate, the effect is not significant
because, usually, ЕЯ>ЕС, Eq. 10 is used, which corresponds to the lower bound.

Hansen (1960) extended the concept of composite materials to the cement paste phase alone. The
unhydrated grains are considered as aggregate in a matrix of products of hydration, the latter, in turn,
consists of soft capillary pores in a hard matrix of cement gel. Thus, the modulus of elasticity of hydrated
cement paste is given by
1

_ Vuc .

Vh=

Ecp

Euc

Vcg Ecg

(11)

where V is volume fraction, and the subscripts refer to cp = cement paste, uc = unhydrated grains, he

Fig. 13 (a) Serial coupling of the two phases, (b) Parallel coupling of the
two phases, and (c) Geometric mean of serial and parallel coupling

= hydrated cement (without unhydrated grains, including capillary pores), and eg = cement gel (including
gel pores).
'
The third combination referred to in Fig. 13c is a compromise between (a) and (b). HansenAlmudaiheem (Hansen and Almudaiheem, 1987; Hansen, 1987) incorporated the relationship of E- and g
developed by Hirsch (Hirsch, 1962), which is the geometric mean of the lower and upper bounds and is
shown schematically in Fig. 13c (Dougill, 1962). Because case c is a combination of case a and case b,
the model predicts that the elastic modulus of aggregate is much more significant than the other two
models, about four times higher than the Hansen-Nielsen model. The model also considers the unhydrated
grains to be nonshrinking particles, which allows the effect of hydration on shrinkage to be included.
However, these models have not been compared to experimental results. Other models of this kind in the
literature are from Fulton (1961), Christian and Patten (1968), Cribb (1968), Hobbs (1969), and C&CA
model (Hobbs, 1969).
x
v,

.
(2)
Empirical Models

Since the real spatial distribution of dispersed aggregates inside concrete is highly random, and the
working mechanism of the restraining effect is not completely understood, some numerical trends may be
obtained directly from test results.
Bazant and co-workers (1991, 1992) developed an empirical formula for shrinkage. A large amount
of test data, totalling 173 data sets, have been collected since 1978 and a comprehensive data-base has been
established. Based upon these data an empirical formula relating the effect of composition to shrinkage
was developed (Bazant, Kim, and Panula, 1991). Ultimate concrete shrinkage, e!00, is expressed as a linear
'
function of aggregate volume fraction g.

(12)

where fsh is a function of age, t, drying time, f, relative humidity, h, and shape factor, K,. Eq. 12 and
Sc 10
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sp

experimental, Pickett, 1956
C&CA model, Hobbs, 1969
Pickett, 1956
Hansen and Nielson, 1965
Christian and Patten, 1968
Fulton, 1961
Bazant et al, 1992
.

Fig. 14 Comparisons of the models and test data.
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Aggregate volume concentration

Eq. 7 give different trends for the effect of aggregate, Eq. 7 is a power function, while Eq. 12 is a linear
function. Eq. 12 covers a broad range of aggregate effect, a/c ratio (by weight) is between 2.81 - 10.7,
where a=ag+s, ag is gravel content, and s is sand content, c is cement content.
■ Fig. 14 shows various model results and test results, where £„/£<. = 7. The sensitivity analysis of
the parameters in some of those models can be seen in Hobbs (1974). The accuracy of the models and
the sensitivity of the effective parameters involved in the prediction of shrinkage by elasticity and
composite theory depend mainly on the relation between E and g, which is a classic problem in
micromechanics. The extensive discussions on such general topics the reader may be refereed to Mura
(1987), and Baker(1959).
. .. '
■

.
(3)
Finite Element Models

The structure of concrete is in many respects random, thus, all of the constitutive relations are a
reflection of the average behavior of the structure. For instance, when the various combinations of cement
matrix and aggregate are modelled by composite theory, they are just simplified descriptions of the mean
value of the distribution. Instead of averaged behavior, concrete may be simulated as a random finite
element system composed of many different elements for aggregate, sand, and cement matrix.

Bazant and Tabarra (1989) simulated concrete by a random particle system in 2D (see Fig. 15(a)).
All of the particles are simplified as circles with three or four prescribed sizes. Two adjacent circular
particles are assumed to interact only in the axial direction, thus the connections between the particles form
a random truss system (see Fig. 15(b)). Assumptions are that the aggregate is elastic and the matrix is
nonlinear inelastic. The model simulates realistically the spread of cracking, and predicts correct
macroscopic nominal strength.
Wittmann (1986) and Zaitzev and Wittmann (1981) generated a random system for "numerical
concrete." In this system the locations of the particles and also the sizes and the shapes of the particles
are random. "Numerical concrete" is first generated and then the whole material is divided into three
different parts, aggregate, cement matrix, and interface between matrix and aggregate. The elements for
these three parts are assigned to different material properties. This model predicts strength?

Fig. 15 (a) Random particle model
-

(b) random truss system
(Bazant and Tabarra, 1989).

Fig. 16 (a) Triangular lattice '
(b) Generated particle structure
' with triangular lattice system
projected on it.
(Schlangen and van Mier, 1991).

Schlangen and van Mier (1991) developed a simulation method which is composed of two different
systems, one is a triangular lattice of linear elastic beam elements as shown in Fig. 16(a), another is a
random grain or particle system to simulate aggregate. When the grain structure is generated, the
triangular lattice is projected on top of it, and different beam strengths and stiffnesses are assigned to the
respective beam elements (see Fig. 16(b)). The nonlinear behavior of the bulk material is introduced
through the fracture of beam elements, in other words, a beam element is removed from the mesh as soon
as the combination of normal force and bending moment in the element exceeds a certain value. This
model predicts strength.

The heterogeneity of concrete can be introduced by a lattice system. Rossi and Richer (1987),
Herrmann (1988), and Termonia & Meakin (1986) developed models that specify certain distributions of
the strength and stiffness of the lattice system. These models are very useful for analyzing the
heterogeneous behavior of cement paste. The elastic lattice models have Some advantages over
conventional nonlinear finite element models. For example, the procedure is extremely simple, and the
lattice structure incorporates the growth of complex and realistic crack patterns.

ALKALI AGGREGATE REACTION
The subject of cement aggregate compatibility is one that should also include chemical effects.
Indeed, chemical reactions at the interface will effect both the structure and properties of concrete and,
once again, no one characteristic of the system is independent. For example, chemical reaction may cause
cracking which, in turn, will influence transport, which in turn, will influence shrinkage, etc...

Alkali aggregate reaction is not well understood and, models are simply not available. Some
aggregates are fairly reactiye and a disruptive gel is formed.

CaO Concentration (mmol Г1)
Fig. 17 Concentration data for C-S-H based on the results of many investigations, broken lines
give an indication of the scatter of the data. Points cluster in region E at early ages and points cluster in
region L at later ages for typical portland cement pastes.

Recent research (Jennings, 1986; Jennings and Christensen, 1992; Christensen et. al, 1992;
Kelzenberg et al, 1992a,b) has shown that the chemistry of the aqueous phase can be understood in terms
of a collection of complex phase diagrams, and that the CaO-SiO.-H.O system can be studied mde^identiy
from the CaO-Al2O3-CaSO4-H2O system. A phase diagram approach may
angle
rationalizing the complex chemistry between aggregate and cement paste. For example, the CaO-S A-H2O
subsystem has been studied extensively for cement pastes, Fig. 17. Data from the aqueous phase typiczdI у .
lies in a region near the upper curve, C-S-H (M), (region E) during the first several hours of reaction and
near the upper left region^ the lower (region L) C-S-H (S) (region L) curve thereafter. It is important
to note thaHhe upper8left region of this diagram has not been studied in detail, but that there is a phase

region for SiO2 • (H2O)n. This is a hydrous gel.
The presence of aggregate can move points along the two curves both at early ages and at later
ages Our results show that points move both above and below the C-S-H (M) curve during the early age,
™ aggregate ty^ and mixing technique. This indicates that aggregate can tnfluence the
reaction, even during the first minutes and hours.

-

In mature pastes the concentrations of CaO drops to about Зх1(У3 M. According to Diamond (1983)
the concentration of CaO falls to less than 1х1(У3 M after six months. However, no research has been
carried out to investigate the influence of aggregate on the aqueous phase of mature specimens.
Furthermore, because of the common ion effect, high alkali could further suppress the con^e,^1°"
CaO. If this is the case, high alkali will tend to push the solution into a region ir^^bnum witii sihca
gel and this could be a problem. Since gel phases may be mapped as part of phase diagrams, both
the’silicates and for the aluminates, this approach could place an understanding of alkali aggregate reaction
on a more rational footing.

SUMMARY

The properties of concrete are a function of its structure. Perhaps the three most important
comoonentsare 1) Paste 2) Aggregate and 3) Interface. To some extent the influence of these three
components have been studied and the results reported in the literature. However, concrete has a st™cture
that ranges in size from sub-nanometer to hundreds of millimeters. The bond region has both short range
and long range structure. Short range is the interfacial region and long range is ttie structure, surface area
distribution, connectedness and other properties of the aggregate surface itself. Both the structure and
chemistry of the paste and the aggregate are important. A complete description of properties, based on
microstructure, requires the summation of characteristics that range several orders of magmtude m size.
In other words, both short range and long range structure must be considered. This is, perhaps, the majo

challenge facing the materials science of concrete.

.

. '

This review is a somewhat arbitrary discussion on how some characteristics of these components
of the microstructure combine to influence properties. One outstanding observation,is thatPr°^ies
interact. For example, shrinkage may cause cracking, which in turn affects permeability, and botti of these
influence strength and toughness. The region between cement-paste and aggregate, or the bond, is perhap
where these interactions combine most strongly, and this is the meaning of cement aggregate compatibility

in this paper.

Important properties have been modelled mainly without consideration of microstructure. In
particular, aggregate and the bond are not considered explicitly. A few models that attempt to connect the
microstructure of aggregate to properties have been discussed. These models do not accou t
interface between aggregate and paste.

Finally, the chemical characteristics of aggregate must be considered so that predictive models for

their stability in the environment of cement paste can be developed. The authors think that a
thermodynamic-phase diagram approach will be necessary in order to accomplish this task.
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SUMMARY

Performance of cements is now being increasingly expressed in terms of
durability of concrete constructions.
This report reviews the recent published
literatures, which reveal that although adequate knowledge is now available about
the various aspects of durability of concrete, there are many instances of failures
in service.
The basic mechanisms involved and case studies of in-service behaviour
related to corrosion of reinforcements, sulphate and seawater attack and carbonation
are discussed.
Newer areas of concern include concrete in industrial environments
and degradation due to biological agencies and atmospheric pollution. A "System's"
approach to durability is suggested which enables a holistic treatment of the concrete
structure with the environment.
Importance of making concrete impermeable with
appropriate cement systems and additives like pozzolana, slag, condensed silica fume
and inert fillers are discussed.
.

RESUME

La performance des ciments s'exprime de plus en plus, ces jours-ci, en
fonction de la durability des constructions en b£ton.
Le present rapport passe en
revue la documentation recemment publiee qui r6vele que bien qu'on ait maintenant
une connaissance süffisante des divers aspects de la durability du beton, les cas
de rupture en service sont nombreux. Les mecanismes fondamentaux en jeu et les etudes
de cas de comportement en service relatives a la corrosion des armatures, Ъ I'attaque
par les sulphates et par I'eau de mer et a la carbonatation sont discutys. Les nouveaux
domaines "d'intyret comprennent le b^ton dans les environnements industriels et la
degradation tfufe aux agents biologiques et a la pollution atmosphSrique. Une approche
& la durability par la theorie des systemes est ргорозёе, ce qui permet un traitement
holistique de l'ouvrage en beton avec 1'environnement.
L'importance de rendre le
beton impermeable utilisant des systemes de ciment арргорн'Уз et d'additifs tels que
la pozzolane, le laitier, les vapeurs condense'es de silice et les charges inertes
est discutye.
.■
.....

1

■

INTRODUCTION

Like many other engineering materials, the load-carrying capacity in terms
of strength has long been regarded as the cardinal property of concrete. - As a result,
developmental efforts from the very beginning have concentrated on properties of
concrete in terms of its strength, elastic and non-elastic deformations, and the
constitutive relationship in stress-strain-time system. These properties were explained
in terms of the microstructural features of cement paste and behaviour of concrete
as a composite system, which provided impetus for further refinements. Over the years
it has, however, been noticed that this structural material was really not 'inert'
unng service and often got affected either by the service environment to which it
was exposed or physico-chemical causes due to reasons residing within. As a result,
performance of concrete started being expressed increasingly in terms of its durability
so as to ensure satisfactory service life of concrete structures.

The emphasis on durability along with strength properties for characterising
a material like concrete, which is sensitive not only to load, external and internal
stresses and strains, but also to the environment, could be considered as a rational
and satisfactory step. What was not so satisfactory, however, was the manner in which
the concern on durability of concrete became important, in view of innumerable instances
of unsatisfactory performance in service (1, 2).
■

This concern has coincided with voluminous research on various aspects of
durability of concrete throughout the world for more than 50 years now. It is somewhat
disquieting that there seem to be more problems in making concrete of adequate
durability now, than in the past. Ben Gerwick had said "tremendous strides have been
made in the understanding of durability in corrosive environments, yet it still remains
the foremost problem facing structural concrete used today" (3).
In the words of
Neville,. It is tempting to ask why, after all these years of research there are still
so many problems with the durability of concrete.
Possibly, there are even more
problems these days than, say, fifty years ago" (1).
Many answers to this dilemma have been offered in terns of changing properties
of cement as manufactured at present in modern cement plants, the level of workmanship
and quality assurance in construction practices, limitations of the specifications
both m characterising the service environment as well as in terms of primary emphasis
on strength aspects, with durability often being a by-product, and many others (1, 4).
However, a few other developments also merit consideration. The first and the foremost
is the diversity of usage of cement concrete in constructions. For example, concrete
in the tidal zone of a marine structure exposed to freezing weather which can be
considered as
one of the most aggressive exposures, a concrete can routinely
experience
(5).
Such applications . have grown with the use of concrete for oil
platforms and other offshore structures.
Economic development often brings in its
wa e rapid boom in construction activities.
Concrete constructions in the Middle
East and Gulf areas have often shown signs of rapid deterioration within a short span
of ten to fifteen years.
The environment is considered to be extremely aggressive,
characterised by high temperature-humidity regimes combined with severe ground and
rhallnJty- Jhe constructions are continuously exposed to frequent and persistent
hn?2
9h -W1?
s^a water and sea salts.
High ambient temperatures accelerate
both the, chemical attack and physical deterioration (6).
Problems of bridge deck
deterioration in North America due to use of de-iceing salts or failures of concrete
structures due to corrosion of reinforcements in concrete built with calcium chloride
ггрЛ" aahCe ^atOr 1n U* are samples where aggressive conditions were inadvertently
created by the user.
Certain effluents, fumes and salts in chemical industries can
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prove to be extremely aggressive to normal structural concrete without external
protection (7).
Concrete can neither be expected to be immune from deterioration
due to environmental pollution caused by industrial activities throughout the world
(8).
A host of concrete aggregates which would prove to be innocuous by the
specifications and tests prevalent in the 40s and 50s are now shown to be alkali
reactive, albeit at a slower rate (9).
The problem of durability of concrete has
to be viewed in the context of such changing service environments, limitations of
specifications in many cases and lack of adherence to basic requirements of sound
engineering practice. 1.1

Systems Approach

,

Distress in concrete structures due to inadequate durability would, more
often than not,have involved some chemical reactions.
The mechanisms
of attack of
concrete due to
various chemical ions and salts, arrived at essentially on the basis
of laboratory - investigations, are well documented (10, 11).
The in-situ behaviour
of concrete, however, is more complex, which cannot be fully simulated in the
laboratory. In
serviceenvironment, a number of chemical agencies could be combined.
For example, sea
watercontains both sulphates and chlorides of various cations; the
soil or ground water «in many situations entrain more than one type of salt.
The
behaviour of the structure is made more complicated, by a number of physical and
■mechanical causes which can promote and accelerate deleterious reactions due to the
chemical agencies.
A typical situation is what Rasheeduzzafar and .Dakhil (6) had
described of the high chloride-sulphate environment in the Gulf areas, as under :
■

"Even a superficial analysis of the inspection survey of deteriorated
structures provide positive indications of the fact that the total deterioration is
hardly a simple arithmetic summation of the deteriorations caused by each of the
operative causal factors individually.
Disintegration due to one factor initiates
and sometimes accelerates another form of attack and the total deterioration is
cumulative in a complex way. It is to be emphasized at the outset that this interactive
situation and the cross-correlation of the deterioration data considerably complicate
a quantitative understanding of the deterioration problem in the Gulf area".

Figi

System of Durability of Concrete Structures (12)

The ■ current
approach
of
durability of concrete structures
is one of a 'System' (12).
In
such
a
System's
approach
to durability
of
concrete,.
the
deterioration is seen to be due
to a number of causative factors;
in addition, there are promoting
and
accelerating
factors
as
described
above.
Accordingly,
specifications for durable concrete
structures are through appropriate
site
selection
and
assessment
of
the
environment,
adequate
structural design and structural
systems, use of appropriate concrete
materials, construction technology
and
workmanship,
and
timely
maintenance - and
repair.
Such
a system is depicted in Fig 1.
.

The approach is essentially in line with what Valenta had suggested more than two
decades ago (13).
Such a System's approach enables one to take a holistic view of
the structure and its interaction with the environment so as to lead to satisfactory
durability.
2

THE SCOPE

, . A general definition of durability of concrete is 'its capability to maintain
satisfactory performance along with desired safety during its stipulated life under
the anticipated service environments'.
In a more specific way, durability may be
defined as 'the resistance of cement and concrete to either internal or external,
physical, physico-chemical or chemical actions.
The chemical, physico-chemical and
physical actions are so interlinked together in practice that it is neither possible
nor prudent to consider any of them in isolation, neglecting the others' (10).
In
a recent review, . Mehta has pointed out what an enormous task it would be to review
all the research done on performance of cements and durability of concrete, covering
such a broad specturm (4).
The scope of the present Report has, therefore, to be
optimally chosen.
It has accordingly been attempted to concentrate on the key areas
of concern. What are those key areas?
.
In Fig 2 is reproduced, what Hoff has described as 'the most aggressive
exposure a concrete can routinely experience' in marine and offshore structures (5).
The deterioration of concrete in
,
*
such a case is primarily due to
corrosion of steel reinforcements,
CONCRETE
cracking due to freezing and thawing, . REINFORCING STEEL
physical
abrasion,
and . chemical
CRACKING DUE TO
Г
decomposition
of
hydrated
cement
CORROSION OF STEEL—H
and chemical
attack on concrete
CRACKING DUE TO----------carbonation and sulphate attack.
FREEZING AND THAWING
In
the
severe
chloride-sulphate
PHYSICAL ABRASION DUE TO
environment of the Middle East,
WAVE ACTION SAND ANO GRAVEL AND FLOATING ICE
the main mechanisms of deterioration
are
again
corrosion
of
reinforcements,
sulphate
attack,
CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION
salt
weathering,
shrinkage
and
OF HYDRATED CEMENT
early thermal movements (6).
Mehta
has ' 'identified
corrosion
of
CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION
reinforcing
steel,
frost
action
PATTERN
; СО2дТТдСК
in cold climate and physico-chemical
2 Mg
,
3 SULPHATE ••
effects in aggressive environments
as the major causes of concrete
deterioration today (4).
In petroFi 2
chemical and fertilizer industries. Deterioration of a Concrete Structure in Seawater (2)
the deterioration- is mainly due
to action of ammonium salts, HCl, H2SO4 and other weak acids, urea, and sulphur dioxide
combined with other agents which function as promoting and accelerating factors (7).
Clearly, these are, thus, common causes of deterioration, which can help in identifying
the key areas of concern for the present Review.

Five major durability conferences were held since the 8th Congress on the
Chemistry of Cement in Rio de Jeneiro (14, 15, 16, 17, 18). The summary of the analyses
of the subject of papers presented in these is shown in Fig 3, from which it will
appear that corrosion of reinforcements, sulphate and sea water attack, carbonation,
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and physical causes like freezing and thawing, thermal effects and abrasion were the
m^O'or areas. Papers on deterioration of concrete structures in industrial environments
were presented mostly in technical journals.

The
above
analyses
also
out the following salient trends
reported literature
■
(i)
-

Although
adequate
knowledge
is
available
about
the
mechanisms
of actions of various deleterious
agencies on concrete,
there are
many
instances
of
failures
in
service, so much so that concrete
cannot be considered as a material
which is maintenance-free and where
no repair would be required.

(11)

There is an increasing number of
case studies on in-service behaviour
of concrete reported, in addition
to conventional laboratory research.

(iii)

Major
instances
of
durability
problems are related to corrosion
of
reinforcements,
sulphate
and
sea
water
attack, ■ carbonation,
and
in
cold
climates,
freezing
and thawing.

'

■
Fig 3
Subjects of Papers Presented in the
last five Durability Conferences

(v)

.

(vi)

brought
in the

(iv)

Newer
areas
of
concern
include
concrete in industrial environments
and degradation due to biological
agencies and atmospheric pollution.

Hot and humid climate accelerates the degradation phenomenon. Ambient service
conditions
are,
therefore,
i mportant
considerations
in
design
and
specifications, especially in the tropics.

Considerable information is available on the performance and durability
of cement systems with additives like pozzolana, slag, condensed silica
fume and even inert fillers, mostly under laboratory tests.
■

Subsequent Sections in this Review Report would address to the salient
developments as mentioned above. The subject of Al kali-Aggregate Reaction (AAR) has
been covered exclusively in two International Conferences during the intervening years
(19, 20) and another is being planned almost simultaneously with this Congress (21).
The subject of alkali-aggregate reaction would, therefore, not be dealt with in any
great detail in this Report.
3

THE BASIC MECHANISMS - COMMON PHYSICO-CHEMICAL EFFECTS

3.1

Corrosion of Reinforcement

-

Corrosion of steel is an electrochemical phenomenon which can be separated
into an anode process and a cathode process (Fig 4):
.
.

SIMPLIFIED REACTION: Fe *1/2 02 +H20 —— Fe+*+ 2(0H)"L—Rusf

.

r.

Fie4

Corrosion of Steel in Concrete - A Simplified Model

——>
j

Anode :
Fe
(metallic iron)
.

Cathode :

Jg02

+

H20

+

2e~ + Fe2+

'

|

2e~

------ >

2(0H)~

and the corrosion undergone by steel is due to combination of iron and (OH-)
Fe + >s02 + H20

4 and 10.

—>

Fe2+ + 2(0H)

iron hydroxides (rust)

.... (1)
.... (2)

ions;
.... (3)

The oxygen dissolved in water enhances corrosion when the pH is
in between
For pH more than 10, reaction (3) takes the form :
+ ,3H20

—'X

Fe20j + 6H+ + 2e~

3Fe2+ + 4H20

—>

Fe304 + 8H+ + 2e"

2Fe

.... (4)

.... (5)

For transformation of metallic
metallic iron
iron to
to rust,
rust, iron must be available in a metallic
(Fe) state at the surface of reinforcing steel;
fnr tho
V ".-------; oxygen and moisture must be available
for the cathode process;
processr and_
' the( electrical ,
resistivity
JV1 v,
v|
of tconcrete must.be low to
facilitate the electron flow in the metal from anodic to cathodi
- ---------- j'c areas. .

Mehta points out that in reinforced concrete, with adequate cover of aond
Sue HfeCr(e4)e' There °f
thre!. condit1ons ,1st=d above may be met during the
service life(4). There exists an adherent surface film of iron oxides or V- FeO OH
( ep.docrocite), which usually protects (passivates) the underlying metalVic S
hldrated ПО и6 a
'S themod)'na",,cal'У stable above pH 11 and the pH range of
u u u
r
theSerr
i$ 12;5 t0 13-°The passivation of'steel ed

(in the" proximi’tv of dddomp?s't,on and
®f the crystalline calcium hydroxide
(in tne proximity of the reinforcement) and, second, the destruction of the orotective
-ron oxide f,lm present on the surface of metallic iron. Aggressive ™te^ Sa?„,'„g

'

high concentrations of COg» sulphate, or chlorides will react with calcium hydroxide
and form leachable products (such as, calcium bicarbonate, calcium sulphate, and calcium
chloride).
With portland cement paste, chlorides can also form products, such as
CßA.CaClg.HgO, and CaCOHjg.CaClg.HgO.
These products will, however, decompose and
release the chloride ions in the case of sulphate or COg attack, which does happen
with many natural waters.
Once the crystalline calcium hydroxide has been removed
from the vicinity of reinforcing steel, the pH of the pore solution drops below 11
and the iron oxide film loses its protection (4). For instance, in the presence of
chlorides, a basic iron chloride, 3Fe(0H)g.FeClg, is formed (22) which later decomposes
to produce akaganeite (^ -FeO.OH).
'

.
The mechanism of expansion in concrete due to rust formation has been
explained by Mehta (4).
He has pointed out that depending on the environmental pH
at the anode, ferrous ions may be associated with more or less hydroxyl ions :

Fe(0H)+
(pH 7)

—>
**

Fe(0H)3
(pH 14)

Fe(0H)g

....(6)

. ....

...

Compared to metallic iron, the hydroxides of iron are more voluminous and their
formation
is
accompanied
by expansive
pressures.
Similar to expansion
of
cryptocrystalline ettringite in sulphate attack or expansion of silica gel in alkali
aggregate reaction, the gel-like iron hydroxides formed as a result of steel corrosion
can imbibe water and swell under certain conditions. Acidic conditions (such as those
when hydroxyl ions have been replaced by chloride, sulphate or bicarbonate) weaken
the hardened cement paste, and the paste thus weakened can expand and crack from the
development of hydraulic pressure via gel swelling. This explains the field observation
that the corrosion of reinforcing steel is usually accelerated not only in the presence
of chlorides but also sulphates, and COg (4). - '
■
.
The above description brings out the interaction of oxygen, water and chloride
ions, both as the agencies responsible for corrosion of reinforcement and the agencies
responsible for destroying the passivity around the reinforcement in concrete provided
by the alkaline, environment.
In practice, the interaction between these parameters
is quite intense, The nature of the cation at the same chloride level is important.
For example, CaClg addition creates a more open pore structure allowing an easier
diffusion and reduction in pH of the pore solution. Compared to that, alkali chlorides
(NaCl and KC1) enhances the porosity to a lower extent and in general increase the
pH of pore solution. Therefore, calcium chloride is considered to be more deleterious
than NaCl or KC1 (23).
The diffusion coefficient of chloride ions itself depends
upon the cation and decreases in the following order :
...
1

.

MgClg

>

CaClg

>

KC1

>

NaCl

The effect of carbonation in lowering the alkalinity in concrete and promoting corrosion
of reinforcement will be discussed later. . Recent tests have shown that there is an
interactive effect of carbonation and chloride ion ingress leading to much more rapid
corrosion than where the two phenomenon would have occurred independently, provided
the presence of high chloride ion concentration did not lower the rate of
carbonation (24).
The presence of oxygen and water are both necessary for corrosion
process to take place, but the degree of saturation of oxygen in water decreases in
the presence of chloride ion.
This could be a reason of lack of corrosion of steel
reinforcement even in the presence of high chlorides concentration as noticed sometimes
(25). On the other hand, it has also been noticed that under certain conditions where
oxygen supply was negligible, even then the rate of corrosion was considerable in

presence of sufficient chloride ions.
It would seem that some
process could take place which does not require oxygen diffusion
of crevices at the steel/concrete interface affording relatively
is presented as a possible explanation for corrosion without
The process is postulated as follows :

Generation
consumed.

(a)

■

of
■

differential

aeration

cells

in

alternative cathodic
(26). The existence
low pH environments,
reduction of oxygen.
‘

crevices

where
\

oxygen

is

(b)

Migration of Cl" into crevices offsetting free Fe2+ ions and acidification
of crevices due to hydrolysis of the resultant compounds.
'

(c)

Destruction of passivity with
in Cl" concentration.

(d)

Corrosion continues due to cyclic catalytic mechanism.

progressive acidification and
'

the

increase

Presence of oxygen is necessary to initiate this process only, and Cl" is
required to cause acidification (26).
.
'~
■ •

'

'

V

Fe^+

+

2C1"

+

.. :

- ----- -2HC1

+

Fe(0H)2

t

■

H2

.

Лч
2cH2°

.

.

FeCl?41

,
. From engineering standpoint, two types of situations are necessary to be
considered.
The steel reinforcements, being well protected in the alkaline medium
in concrete,, would take a certain amount of chloride ion to be present in order that
corrosion can take place.
On the other hand, if the passivity is destroyed because
of one reason or the other, and the pH of concrete is lowered below a certain threshold
value, all that is needed for corrosion to take place is oxygen and water, and presence
of chlorides is not necessary. Concrete constructions, in order to be durable, have
to ensure that the limiting amount of chloride ions is not exceeded in concrete and
neither the pH value of concrete is lowered below the . threshold value.
Practical
limits of tolerable chloride ion concentration and limiting pH value are best arrived
at by in-service record of concretes.

Fig 5

Interaction Diagram of pH Value and
Chloride Content in Corrosion-damaged Concrete

From a large number of field
data on concrete structures in India
which
had
undergone
distress
due
to corrosion ' of reinforcement,
it
has been found that whenever the
pH value of the cover concrete was
below 10, either due to carbonation
or
inadequate
cement
content
or
leaching, corrosion of reinforcement
had invariably taken place irrespective
of the presence of Cl"
ions or
otherwise (Fig 5) (27). . On the other
hand,
for
concrete
structures
of
average quality and having pH value
of 11.5 and above, a limiting chloride
ion content of the order of 0.15
percent by weight of cement was found
to be required for the onset of
corrosion (Fig 6).

For typical concrete mixes, this could
correspond to 0.6 to 0.8 kg of chloride
ions (CT) per cubic metre of concrete.
Field studies of concrete constructions
from the Gulf areas have been reported
where chloride concentration of 0.6
kg/m3 to about 3.75 kg/m3 has been
measured (6, 28).

3.2

Attack by Sulphate and Sea Water

The
nature
of
attack
of
sulphate
solutions
on
the
hydrated
cement systems is guided by the more
or less basic character of the hydration
products of cements.
It implies the
. .
.
- Fig 6
possibility of an acid attack at a
Distribution of Chloride Content in
pH below a certain value. On the other
Corrosion-damaged Concrete (27)
hand, a base exchange ' may take place
between
ueLween Ca(0H)2
Latun^ anc
and* salts
salts of cations, eg
eg, magnesium salts, giving weaker and/or
less soluble hydroxides and anions forming soluble calcium salts
™,сл
Finally,more complex
attack is possible by interaction of hydrated aluminates and ferrites from the cement
with the. , sulphates, According
f
■■
• Calleja,
- -- to
the main mechanisms causing sulphate attack
can be identified as follows (10):
■
1)

formation of sulphoaluminates (ettringite)

—>

C3A + CH + 12 H
-

. ■

.

and

C4AH13 + 3 CS H2 + 14 H

.... (8-A)

C3A(CS)3H32 + CH

—>

,

leading to

C3A + 3 CS H2 + 26 H
2)

.... (8)

C4AH13

—>

C3A(CS)3H32

....(9)

formation of gypsum
—>

NS + CH + 2 H

.

NH + CS H2

-

.... (10)

-

the acidic nature of sulphate attack causes surface deterioration by softening
without expansion;
y

3)

When alkali sulphate concentration is high and conditions are favourable,
formation of alkali sulphate crystals takes place; for instance :
' ■
•
NS + 10 H

4)

—>■

NS H10 (mirabilite),

... (11)

contributing to surface deterioration by spalling and splitting;
In the case of magnesium sulphate, formation of brucite and gypsum takes
place :
■
'

MS + CH + 2 H

—MH + CS H2

.... (12)

both contributing to deterioration;

5)

formation of hydrated silica (in the case of magnesium sulphate) with
simultaneous formation of gypsum and brucite, which can be schematically
expressed as :
CSH + MS + H

—>

MH + CS.H2 + SH

....(13)

.
Attack on hydrated cement systems by sea water is characterised by the
presence of both chloride and sulphate ions, which influence the corresponding effect
of individual cause.
For instance, the intensity and extent of attack by sea water
is in most cases found to be less severe than what should be expected corresponding
to the concentration of SO4
ion or that of MgSO^ solution, if present in individual
sulphate solutions.
.
According to Calleja (10), the most general, wide ranging and complete attack
by sea water on hydrated cement is characterised :
'
'

a)

' ■

by elimination of calcium, either by solution or substitution for magnesium
(cation exchange), leaching of portlandite CH, formation'of brucite MH or
transformation of the CxSyH2 type of calcium silicate hydrates into the
more complex Cx.Mx.Sy.Hz. magnesium type of compounds (29); •
by formation of secondary dense expansive ettringite through
sulphates with CH;

b)

c) ■

.
.

reaction of

by (subsequent) strong carbonation converting ettringite into thaumasite
when the temperature is lower (0 - 5°C).
However, thaumasite need not only
be carbonated ettringite. It can also form by reaction of CSH with sulphate
and carbonate ions when water is available for transport, eg, sulphate water
containing CO2 (30).
.

d)

by crystallization of gypsum;

e)

by formation of C3A.CaCl2.HjQ which initially prevents the immediate formation
of ettringite, but being unstable in the presence of sulphates finally tends
to form ettringite;
. ■

f)

by penetration of Cl" ions in tobermoritic gels.

'

, In addition, physical factors like temperature, frost action, mechanical
causes like erosion, alternating tidal and wave action etc and effects of carbonation,
salt crystallisation are superimposed on the above chemical actions, making the whole
process of action of sea water on hydrated cement quite complex.

A number of case studies have been reported in deterioration of concrete
under marine environment and in the .Middle East and Gulf environment, where more than
one mechanism, ie, sulphate attack and carbonation, in addition to corrosion of
reinforcements, were predominant mechanisms of deterioration (2, 6, 31).
Sulphate
attack in concrete has.also been reported in connection with attack due to sulphuric
acid,either in industrial environment or due to acid rain.
These will be discussed
in latter sections. Occurrence of distress to certain steam-cured concrete components
have been reported and ascribed to formation of thaumasite and ettringite. Initially,
a few hair-line cracks formed, which gradually increased in number.
In the course
of time, the cracks widened until finally the components had to be taken out and
replaced.
Microscopic, radiographic and microfluorescence analytical examinations
showed needle-shaped crystals in cracks and around aggregates which were similar to
ettringite in their morphology, but also contained silicic acid in addition to
aluminium.
This finding indicated a second formation of mixed .crystal bonds between
ettringite and thaumasite which led to swelling effects in cracks - that previously
occurred in the micro range, as well as to destabilization (32).
Occurrence of
thaumasite has also been reported in case of bridges in Sweden (8).
'

In another reported case" of deterioration

in

concrete tunnel

linings due

M calocr\Um Sulphate djsso1ved in water and under low temperature service conditions
intent (НдТ)еП(Сзез)
The
andf cal^te were detected without any ettringite

тиа -Ij j x "
he pH value of water was 6.5 owing to presence of free CO
The S!Пса needed for the formation of thaumasite was probably suppHe by altera«^
of irnca and feldspar present in the aggregate as „el! as alteration of CSH pLse
, Limestone aggregates have ■ been reported
to significantly restrain.development of sulphate
attack in comparison to granite.
It is due
to formation of monocarboaluminate from limestone
and aluminate phases.
This phase reduces the
amount of aluminates available for sulphate
attack as well as creates a strong chemical
bond
between
cement
paste
and
limestone
aggregates (34).
3.3

Carbonation

C02 in air or dissolved in water is
known to react with hydrated cement systems.
The phase most susceptible to carbonation is
calcium
hydroxide. But other products of cement
,
hydration can also be affected to some extent
. by carbonation, being decomposed to form finally
calcium carbonates and hydrated silica, alumina
and ferric oxide, as ultimate products of a
total
carbonation.
For
example,
total
carbonation of tobermorite gels can lead to decomposition into calcite and amorphous
silica (10) :
Fig?
X-ray Diffraction Analysis of the
Powdery Material present in the
Deteriorated Concrete (33)
(B = Biotite, C = Calcite,
M = Muscovite, P = Plagioclase,
Q = Quartz, T = Thaumasite)

C3S2H3 + 3 c

™>

3 CC + 2S + 3H

(14)

«rbonate/KH „0J,d ь^Г''иСГ0П/ PI°dUCtS °f carb°"at1°" =f Wrated cement included
carbonated CSH gel having calcite phases together with amorphous silica gel and calcium
SbhS
6
C/S rat1° а10Пд With P°rtlandite which was still present
\**yO/\uD/e
,
.

Fig 8
(a) DCS Curves, and (b) FT-IR
Spectra of Hydration Products
Separated by Heavy Media showing
Effects of Carbonation (35)

This seems to indicate that C02 reacts with hydrated calcium silicates as well as
'on portlandite, according to
CC
CSH
Carbonation
hydration ■
-------------- CH
CoS
----------- ->
.... (15)
CH
cC
n$ ,(gel)
,x
V
H
;
As a product of carbonation, calcium carbonte may appear as mixtures of vaterite;
calcite and/or aragonite in different proportions (36).
Hydrated alumina, firstly
amorphous, is transformed afterwards into bayerite and finally into gibbsite.; Gypsum
may also appear together with aragonite, as a result of carbonation of1 calcium
sol foaluminates (10).
; ■
'Pure1 waters contain a certain amount of total dissolved С02 depending
upon the ambient condition.
A part of this C02 is fixed as calcium-bicarbonate
- Ca (НСОз)2 and the remaining part is available as 'free' C02. Again, part of this
'free* C02 is required for the stabilization of the carbonate-bicarbonate equilibrium
in the reaction
‘
- -

.... Ca C03 + C02 + H20

^21

Ca (HC03)2

....(16)

and the amount of C02 which is in excess of this quantity has been called 'aggressive1
C02, which may attack and dissolve calcium carbonate (4, 10).

As far as ambient conditions influencing atmospheric carbonation are
concerned, relative humidity is very important.
Carbonation proceeds at high rates
for RH values between 50 and 75%, being much slower for RH between 75 and 100% or
0 and 45%. : The reason is that at humidity values higher than 75% the capillary pores
in hydrated cement are filled with water and C02 must first dissolve and then diffuse
to penetrate, which is much slower; Humidity values lower than 45% retard the process,
probably because at such lower values water has not the liquid characteristics
corresponding to ordinary water for dissolving either Ca(0H)2 or C02 (10).

Kobayashi and Uno have pointed out the importance of pH value of the pore
solution in concrete on the rate of carbonation (37).
According to their
investigations, pH value is dependent upon, the: amount,of alkali salts and higher the
pH value, the higher will be the rate of carbonation.
They have pointed out that
if the rate of carbonation in cement concrete structures constructed in Japan after
the 60s have been markedly higher, it is because of increase in the alkali content
in the cements produced by modern process of cement manufacture.
Much of attention on carbonation of concrete has been in relation to lowering
of the alkalinity (pH value) of concrete which affects the protection available to
steel reinforcement against corrosion.
The reason of lowering of pH value of pore
solution in concrete due to carbonation is because of depletion of Ca(0H)2. The pH
value of the pore solution of concrete which has not been carbonated is maintained
in a range of 12.5 or more by the calcium hydroxide dissolved.
However, with
penetration and reaction of C02, the pH is decreased and, in the carbonated portion,
can become close to 8.3 (37).
;
■
Of late, attention has also been focussed on the somewhat beneficial effects
of carbonation in rendering greater impermeability to the outer skin of concrete.
Carbonation of hydrated cement paste takes place mainly on the pore surface. There
are some active sites on the pore walls; only on those sites can СаСОз nucleate and
grow and Са^+ ions migrate and gather hear the pore.
Owing to transportation and
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of minerals, carbonation leads to certain changes in the pore size
There is a net decrease in the pore sizes and pore volume (38, 39)
optimum size (radius) of the pores where carbonation and
precipitation of calcite is preferred because pores smaller than these may lack adequate
nucleation sites and also may get blocked due to calcite being deposited near its
radius963038A°' andhehHeCre-aSe 1П p°ros\ty is more ^nifest on smaller pores having
radius 630 A and below m case of ordinary portland cement mortar, and those with
radius below 320 A
in case of cement incorporating flyash (39).
Such pore
modifications may be beneficial in preventing ingress of harmful chemicals from outside.
Osborne has shown the effect of carbonation in improving sulphate resistance of
concretes (40).
While limited carbonation of hydrated portland cement paste will
be impermeability-improving, because of formation of insoluble calcium carbonate which
plugs up the pores, excessive carbonation in the presence of aggressive CO, will be
impermeability-reducing, because of the formation of calcium bi-carbonate 2which is
soluble and can be leached away and widen the existing pores and micro-cracks (4).
redistribution
distribution.

Lach (41) has reported the failure of concrete structures built with hiah
alumina cement where the cause of deterioration was found to be decrease in concrete
strength brought about by conversion and carbonation of high alumina cement concrete
according to the equation : .
.
3 CAH10

.

C3AH6 + 2 AH3 + 18 H
carbonation
'
-------------- 3CaC03 + 2 AH3 + 21 H

or, in simplified manner,
4

CAH10 —>

CaC03 + AH3 + 7 H

.... (17)
.... (18)

CHEMICAL REACTIONS AND PHYSICAL EFFECTS INVOLVING AGGREGATES

4-u Constituents of certain aggregates can undergo chemical changes or react,
with the cement-water system in such a way as to cause deterioration to concrete.
The most well-known phenomenon of alkali-aggregate reaction (AAR) involving alkalis
primarily from the cement and the reactive constituents in certain aggregates
is
not being discussed in this report in any great detail.
However, there are other
instances of deleterious chemical reactions, probably involving oxidation of ferrous
iron, pyrites or marcasite, which can cause deterioration of concrete (42).
... + . Distress to a ten-year old concrete hospital floor slab in the form of severe
blistering over an extensive area of the floor, resulting in unevenness of the floor
and rupturing of the vinyl tiles has been reported (43). The aggregates used in the
concrete contained a considerable amount of pyrite (FeS2) where blistering had occurred
Iron sulphide, including pyrite, are unstable in the
presence of oxygen and moisture
and oxidize to produce sulphuric acid and iron sulphate as follows :
.
'
.

2FeS2 + 7O2 + 2H20

—>

2FeS04 + 2H2S04

.... (19)

After the oxidation of pyrite started, the resulting H2SO4 first attacked
the
aggregate minerals
minerals and
and the
the surrounding
surrounding mortar,
mortar, and then attacked the portion of
une aggregate
V---1
J--1
■
.................................................
■
^lnyfh
7л c.on^ct w4? the affected aggregate with the result that the portion
of the tile lost its resilience and became
became"brittle.
brittle. It may be noted that, with the
limited amount of moisture available in the concrete environment, the Н,$0л resultina
from pyrite oxidation must have been highly concentrated and detrimental to the
surrounding material.

.
Reaction of HgSO^ with the mortar in the form of acid as well as sulphate
attack (reactions 20 and 21 below) neutralised the cementing agents of the mortar
and the resulting gypsum caused a volume increase that was probably the start of blister
formation and produced expansive.forces on the vinyl tile :
,

'

Ca(OH)2 + H2S04

—>

CaSO4.2H2O

—>

2 Cali5Si03#5nH20 + 3H2S04

.... (20)

3(CaS04.2H20) + 2SiO2 + (2n-3)H20

.... (21)

At the same time, acid reacted with other mineral components of the aggregate
to form complex sulphates such as jarosite, halotrichite, and exerted expansive forces
on the tiles. A rust-like boundary was observed around the reaction zone which was
probably formed according to reactions (22) and (23) below, from the iron sulphate
formed in reaction (19) :
'

FeS04 + Ca(0H)2 + 2H20

2Fe(0H)2 + H20 + V)2

—>
—

CaS04.2H20 + Fe(0H)2

' 2 Fe(0H)3

....(22)

....

(23)

.
Pyrite aggregates within the concrete were not affected due to complete
protection by the mortar and a general sulphate attack.was not observed (43). .
The presence of jarosite as a product of deterioration in concrete has been
observed only scarcely. A case study of the deterioration in a Belgian bridge reveals
the formation of jarosite, caused by the oxidation of a rare type of aggregate - 'black*
pyritic sandstone consisting of essentially two minerals :
quartz and pyrite (44).
The geological occurrence of the observed pyritic sandstone, as a single layer or
as a constituent of a larger unit, has not been reported in Belgium before. The most
striking symptoms of deterioration were the staining of the concrete surface and the
evolution of popouts in the bridge piers.
The deterioration mechanism in the case
of the popouts is related to the massive formation of gypsum and jjarosite in the
boundary zone between the black sandstone aggregate and.the cement paste in the concrete
surface layer.
The rust products were also present, but there are two reasons why
they were not considered responsible for the expansion damage.
Firstly, a portion
of the Fe3+- ions are built in the jarosite structure which means a reduction of the
potential of rust formation.
Secondly, the expansive
the porous structure of the black sandstone (44).
.

rust products are formed

in

Distress to swimming pools constructed 15 years ago in the South of Sweden
has been reported (45). Concrete placed at the back of the glazed tiles lining appeared
porous and became brownish when in contact with water.
Many translucent and opaque
fibres and white particles were observed under a stereomicroscope, spreading over
the whole surface of the concrete, and, in spots, a white precipitate also was observed.
From the data of the various laboratory analyses, it was concluded that the
deterioration of the concrete was caused by a combination of interacting factors,
possibly involving alteration of feldspar, dissolution of iron sulphide (pyrite),
and aggressive action of sulphates and alkalis.
■

'
Oxidation of pyrite led to increased quantities of sulphates in the water.
The porosity of the concrete and the flow of such water led to deterioration due to
the aggressive action of sulphate.
In addition, mineralogical analyses revealed
conversion of potassium feldspar, as per a complicated mechanism.
When potassium
feldspar comes in contact with water (pH > 10), it reacts and produces free alkalis
and a residium of aluminium and silicon. ■ Occurrence of alkali-silica reaction was
S'lso noticed (45).

" '
Shrinkage and thermal expansion properties
of certain aggregates can cause distress to concrete.
Lea had reported Instances of dolorites, basalts,
sandstones, limestones, mudstones and other aggregates
in which the shrinkage on drying was large enough
to cause distress to concrete • (42).
The large
difference in coefficients of thermal
expansion
of concrete constituents may include stresses that
are capable of" cracking the hardened concrete,
particularly when exposed to conditions of large
temperature variations (46).
In addition, carbonate
rocks
can
be
thermally
non-homogenous
and
non-isotropic.
This is reflected in the data on
thermal expansion of Australian limestone aggregates
as reporated by Orchard (47); Fig 9 reproduced from
Ref 47
shows
the
expansion
with increase in
temperature as curvilinear in case of limestone,
so much so that in one case the increase in expansion
from 80° to 90° C was 11 times the expansion with
increase in temperature from 20° to 30°C.
In
addition, there is an appreciable residual expansion
when the limestone is heated from 20° to 90°C and
then cooled to 20°C (Fig 9).
.

Fig9
Typical Thermal Expansion of
Limestone Aggregate (47)

Limestone
rock,
the commonly available
source of coarse aggregates in the Arabian Gulf,
has a low coefficient of thermal expansion as compared to that of hardened cement
paste.
For every 10°C change in temperature, tensile stresses of the order of 10
to 20 kg/cm2 can develop, corresponding to coefficients of thermal expansion of 5
x 10D/°C for aggregates and 15 x 106/°C for hardened cement paste. Due to large daily
temperature change (15 to 25°C) in the Arabian Gulf, these stresses may equal or exceed
the tensile strength of concrete, leading to the development of cracks.
The cracks
may or may not be structurally dangerous, but once they develop, the ingress, of
aggressive elements can give rise to other deterioration mechanisms (48).
Failure
of two concrete bridges within ten years in Yugoslavia, which used limestone aggregates
causing such thermal ' incompatibility with the cement paste system have been
reported (46).
Distress to concrete foundations in a super thermal power station
in India, which used limestone aggregates having thermal non-homogeneity and thermal
anisotropy of the nature of Fig 9, has been noticed. The ambient temperature in the
turbine hall can vary from 42° to 61°C and a thermal gradient upto 10°C between the
opposite horizontal faces of the foundation blocks was measured, which can give rise
to thermal stresses large enough to cause cracking (49).
5

CONCRETE IN INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENT

With rapid industrialization, concrete is finding increased use in the
construction of industrial structures for various chemical, fertilizer and energy
related projects.
An important consideration governing the performance of such
industrial structures is the durability of concrete in the man-made environment to
which these are exposed.
Implicit faith in the durability of concrete construction
under normal conditions of usage, eg, housing or institutional buildings, quite often
makes the engineer complacent while dealing with industrial structures, which need
special care and protection.
The mechanisms of deterioration. in each case have to
be arrived at, taking.into account the corrosiveness of the chemical agencies, operating

temperatures and pressures, ambient atmospheric conditions and facilities for
ventilation of fumes, drainage of effluents etc.
Laboratory tests cannot simulate
the conditions; and field observations have to be relied upon to provide valuable
inputs. .
•

Results of Condition Survey of a large number of industrial concrete
structures built over the last 30 years in India have been reported (7).
Table 1
lists the principal chemical agencies responsible for deterioration and types of
distress noticed.
Table

1

Summary of the data on Concrete Structures
in Fertilizer Plants, Oil Refineries and Petro-chemical Industries

SI
No

Time of
appearance
of symptom,
years

Structural
system

1

Tower

2

Tower

1

Causative
factor . ■

Original
protective
treatment

8

Urea (fumes
and solution)

nil

15

Urea (fumes
and solution)

Epoxy
paint

Symptoms

Spalling and ,
corrosion of
. reinforcement

,

Horizontal and
vertical cracks

3

Storage yard

10

Urea (solid)

nil

Cracking and
spalling of concrete
and corrosion of
reinforcement

4

Frame
building

12

Ammonium
chloride

nil

Cracking and
'
spalling of concrete

5

Frame
building

5

Ammonium
nitrate

nil

Heavy Cracking and
spalling of concrete

6

Frame
building

5

Sulphuric
. acid

nil

Swelling and
spalling of concrete

7

Frame
building

18 .

SO2

nil

Spalling of concrete
+ corrosion of .
reinforacement

8

RCC tank

5

HC1
NaOH

Acid resist
ant brick
lining

Lining damaged

9

RCC floor

10

Brick
lining

Lining damaged

nil

Spalling of concrete
and corrosion of ■
reinforcement

10

RCC tank

5

3% Sodium
hypo-chloride
Acetic/
Formic acid

-

It was found that, in the absence of additional protective coating, the onset of
distress in majority of the cases was within the first five years. Subsequent repairs
including provision of protective treatment were not successful because of limitations
in neutralising the effects of chemical salt and ions already entrenched inside the
concrete (7).
. ,
.

■
The most widely used fertilizers are nitrogen-based and amongst them ammonium
nitrate is predominant.
Ammonium nitrate fertilizer contains 75% NH4 N03 and 25%
CaCOj as filler.
In case of deterioration of concrete in an ammonium nitrate plant
in a fertilizer factory, the basic reactions involved are postulated as below (50, 51) :
' (i)

reaction between nitrate ion and the lime
to form the highly soluble calcium nitrate
Ca(0H)2 + 2NH4N03 + 4H20 —>

.

(ii)

liberated by cement hydration,

.... (24)

Ca(N03)2.4H20 + 2NH40H

reaction between calcium aluminate hydrate and the calcium nitrate
equation (24) to form hydrates of calcium nitroaluminate
4CaO Al203.6H20 + Ca(N03)2.4H20 + H20

—>*

3 CaO.Al203.Ca(N03)2.10H20 + Ca(0H)2

with

which can be identified
techniques (27, 50).

the

help

from

of

DTA . (Fig
.

.... (25)

10)

and

XRD

(Fig

11)

.
Ammonium hydroxide formed in the
reactions
dissociates and
releases
ammonia gas. The formation of calcium
nitro-aluminate
hydrate
results
in
considerable increase in solid volume
leading to expansions and disruption
of the hardened concrete.
Wherever
leaching is likely to take' place,
the
highly
soluble
calcium
salts
are
washed
away
leaving
voids
behind (7).
".
200
1

• 400
600
,' 3 TEMPERATURE *C

800

In the investigation to determine
the
corrosive
effect
of
ammonium
'
’
•* ;
'
nitrate-based
fertilisers
on
cement
■ !
Fig 10
concretes, it was found that in the
DTA of Concrete Deteriorated by
aqueous soluitions of NH4N03, there
NH4NO3 Solution (50) .
was a continuous increase in the
N03 concentration and decrease in
the NH4 concentration (51). While the decrease in NH4 concentration may be explained
as a result of conversion to volatile NH3 gas, the increase in N03" concentration was
attributed to a bacterial nitrification.
The autotrophic bacteria nitrosomonas and
nitrobacteria multiply in a medium having a pH value between 7,and 10 in the presence
of CaC03,: which is a source of C02.
The ammonium nitrate fertilizer in the aqueous
solution and the alkalinity of the solution provide a suitable medium.JBy this process,
the NH4+ ions are converted to N03" :
"
П
v
r

NH4+ + 3/2 02
N02" +Л 02

—>

N02" + 2H+ + H20

NO/

. 7

_ / .

(26)
.\7-

;

7

.... (27)

Thus, the medium is automatically enriched in terms of N03~ ions, and becomes
more corrosive.
This is the reason that NH4N03 is more corrosive than other
nitrates (51).
. ..
‘
?............

. . ■
■ In another case study relating
to
reinforced
concrete , construction
LEGEND
/housing
open
tanks
containing '
C
=
.
C0LUMN-B3
CALCIUM CARBONATE
F = FELDSPAR
hydro-chloric acid and other chemicals
+15-75 m TO +21 0 m
V
G = GYPSUM
like lime, borax, phosphate etc showed
(UNAFFECTED)
N = CALCIUM NITROALUMINATE
severe deterioration of concrete (7).
P = CALCIUM HYDROXIDE
X = CEMENT SILICATE PHASE
The process involved heating of the
acid baths and the environment abounded
«2
/уЛ
in acid vapours producing a severe
§
aggressive environment
around
the
>concrete
elements.
The
corrosion
5
1
1
1
1
caused by HC1
vapours resulted in
s
35
33 . 31
29
19 " 17
15
13
11
pitting
of
concrete
surface.
HC1
<
2 9 DEGREES
is a strong acid and its charged H+ £
ions are extremely mobile and highly S
BEAM-BM-8 '.
reactive. HC1 attacks hardened concrete
+ 15-75 m
■
through dissolution process and reacts ~
F
(AFFECTED)
with the readily soluble compounds
of hardened cement paste leading to
leaching of components, particularly
of Ca(0H)g.
The
hardened concrete
'
thus loses its strength owing to the
1
—-1
I
1
35
33
31
29
19
17
15
13
11
dissolution of hardened cement paste
29 DEGREES .
■
components
and
destruction
of
the
hydrosilicate
matrix.
These
were
Fig 11
.
evident from XRD studies on concrete
Typical X-ray Diffractograms of
samples (7).
.
Concrete Samples from
Ammonium
Nitrate Plant Building (27)
Chandra describes HC1 attack

1

!

as a reaction which occurs in layers
forming different distinct zones (52).
The mixtures of hydroxides formed during
hydrolysis circumvents undamaged concrete in a layer form.
This layer is very hard
and dark brown in colour. Concrete will be further damaged after dissolution of this
hydroxide zone.
In this zone, there is a precipitation of Mn and Fe compounds, which
gives a very dark matrix around the mineral grains. It can also be a Fe-Si complex
(Iddingsite).
A tendency of rim formation • around the aggregates, which can be of
aluminium silicates, have also been noticed in the thin section analysis. This creates
intense swelling.
In the zone next to this hydroxide layer, no iron precipitates
could be noticed, due to the formation of soluble iron chlorides. However rim formation
around the aggregates is clearly seen here also.
Besides, there are indications of
expansive double salt formation with C3A (Friedel salt).

The effect of sulphuric acid attack on cement paste and concrete has been
studied both in the context of industrial environment and as generated by bacteria
in concrete sewage systems (53, 54).' Concrete is susceptible to attack by sulphuric
acid produced from either sewage or sulphur dioxide present in the atmosphere of
industrial cities.
This attack is due to the high alkalinity of portland cement
concrete.
Sulphuric acid is particularly corrosive due to the sulphate ion
participating in sulphate attack, in addition to the dissolution caused by the hydrogen
ion. Sulphuric acid forms calcium sulphate with Ca(0H)2 and ettringite with calcium
aluminates which are , very expansive salts. . It creates cracking and concrete
disintegrates due to the pressure produced during the formation of these salts. When
tested in laboratory, the concrete test samples become white in HgSO^solution.
It
is due to the formation of above mentioned salts, which are white in colour. In one
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investigation it was noticed that the generally accepted requirement of using a
relatively high cement content in concrete mixes produced a negative effect, when
the concrete was subjected to sulphuric acid solutions of high concentrations, and
deterioration of concrete was greater, higher the cement content (54).
6

BIOLOGICAL DEGRADATION OF CONCRETE

'

.

;

;;

'

- Beyond the generally recognised chemical and physico-chemical factors, the
degradation of concrete is also caused by biological factors as well. The biological
components referred as "air spora" which include bacteria, spores of fungi, spores
of mosses, terrestrical and epiphytic algae, fragments of lichen and pollen are such
factors. Bacteria and fungal spores are in abundance. The process of bacterial growth
conditions are briefly described below.
Most of the intra-cellular; reactions responsible for bacterial growth take
place in an acqueous environment.
It makes water or water films, which is needed
for the growth of most of the "air spora", whereas filamentous fungi and lichens are
known to extract moisture from the air (55).
All fungi, like most bacteria, are
heterotrophs, which means that they require organic substances both for energy and
growth. It has been found that the condensation of respiratory exhalation, cigarette
smoke or fingerprints on inert, clean surface can promote germination and growth of
fungal spores, which indicates that the dust and dirt present on the construction
surfaces can offer enough organic substances for certain fungal growth. Autotrophs,
on the other hand, are those which do not require any supply of organic substances.
They can use C02 as source for carbon. Some of them are photo-autotrophs, whfch acquire
energy from sunlight, others are chemo-autotrophs (chemo-1itotrophs), which derive
energy from inorganic substances by oxidizing them.
Cyanobacteria (also known as blue green algae) are photo-autotrophs. These
are self sufficient organisms. They can build both С02, N2 into organic molecules.
They are free living or constitute the algae components which in symbiosis with a
fungal partner composes a lichen. Mosses and true algae also are photo-autotrophs.

.
Microbial sulphur cycle has been reported by Jorgensen (56).
The aerobic
sulphur bacteria are very diverse. These thiobacilli obtains energy from the oxidation
of inorganic sulphur compounds and carbon from C02. These range from true autotrophs
(chemolitotrophs). to pure heterotrophs. They also include mixotrophs, which, depending
upon the environmental conditions, can grow as an autotroph or as a heterotroph. The
derivation of energy from the oxidation of reduced sulphur by thiobacilli occurs as
follows :
*
.V
/
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5°з2"

S2o32-

S°42"

S4062-

........

;■

.... (29)

Increased activity of sulphur bacteria has been observed in the supply of
organic substrates accumulated in cracks and fissures where restricted evoperation
also promotes growth.
In such cases, where metabolically produced organic acids are
the active agents, the deterioration is biogenic.
If the concentration of sulphur
is high, e.g., in highly polluted areas, biological deterioration decreases and chemical
corrosion proceeds.
But in the less polluted areas having lower concentration of
sulphurous gases, biological deterioration will dominate.
'

' •'
The bacteria present in soils and water may either promote the formation
of sulphate or may have a sulphate reducing action.
In sewage the environment is
prone to growth of microorganism which are" detrimental to concrete structures.
Two
types of bacteria are involved in bacterial action on sanitary sewers : first those
■ which inhabit liquid (anaerobic bacteria) and can reduce sulphur-containing substances
to hydrogen sulphide gas; and second, those which inhabit the damp but aerated walls
(aerobic bacteria) and can oxidise the hydrogen sulphide to sulphuric acid (57, 58).
Sulphuric acid so formed reacts with concrete producing gypsum and ettringite. The
deterioration of concrete in the unsubmerged parts of the walls in the sewage lift
station in an Arabian Gulf country was attributed to high H2S emission from the sewage
due to oxygen deficiency and increased anaerobic bacterial activity in the sewage
(58).
In this case, typical environmental conditions were high humidity (RH = 100%)
and high atmospheric and sewage temperature (more than 30°C).
H2S released from the
sewage was absorbed by the moisture film on the unsubmerged sewer structures where
it is converted to sulphuric acid in the presence of aerobic bacteria (Thiobacilli)
leading to severe deterioration of concrete.
’
.
In another case, the degree of concrete, deterioration of concrete pipes
could be correlated with the number and type of thiobacilli present (59). Extensive
deterioration was observed at the crown of reinforced and asbestos concrete pipes,
where the most acidophilic group of thiobacilli were present in large numbers. Areas
of lesser deterioration were somewhat acidic, with a combination of different sulphur
oxidising thiobacilli present.
Areas that did not appear to be deteriorated were
populated with the least acidophilic group of thiobacilli (59).
'

.

The organic growth of 'mold' algae and lichen can develop on concrete surface.
The conducive conditions are dampness, water and reduced pH of concrete. These growthsj
apart from their unsighty appearance and functional problems, can cause surface damage
to concrete largely by the acids formed by them.

Micro-organisms occur in buildings from the time of construction or are
introduced in the building as a background flora.
These are transformed from low
level field flora to the high levels of selective bacteria by the supply of moisture.
Some times when the ventilation in well-insulated houses is not appropriate, indoor
humidity increases> and bacteria are transported to the building.
Micro-organisms
through their secondary metabolism can produce strongly irritating compounds both
with or without odour, like high moleculer weight alcohols, organic acids, ketones
etc. Many of these compounds are highly volatile and can penetrate through the wall,
roof and floor.
It results in unpleasant indoor odour.
This odour increases with
the use of plasticizers containing formaldehydes (60).

In Sweden, self-levelling compounds containing Caesin, are used to produce
smooth and horizontal surfaces. A number of instances of damages in such floor after
a few years have been reported. Compounds like caesin or other proteins in high humid
atmosphere can create discolouration of floors, bad odour etc.
In an analysis of
the degraded concrete containing caesin, it is shown that the Clostridia isolated
are alkali-tolerant (61). Thus the caesin is attacked even at high pH in the concrete.
In various food processing industries, the environment is often saturated
with micro-organisms.
In bakery industries, the hydroscopic flour dust and existing
temperature and humidity conditions cause the growth of fungus. Similarly in dairv,
the generation of metabolic products of micro-organisms produced are acids such as
citric, oxalic, acetic and maleic acids which have been found to cause surface crumbling
of plaster and destruction of walls.
Apart from bio-degradation involving sewage

or fermentatiön of foodstuffs, investigators have found a variety of bacteria associated
with concrete structures exposed to these conditions.
These bacteria may produce
ammonia, hydrogen sulphide, nitrogen and nitric acid and butyric acid.

During fermentation of proteins a series of very odourous products can be
produced, eg, ammonia, methane gas, volatile organic acid such as butryic acid, hydrogen
sulphide and amines.
Presence of volatile organic acids and amines have been
substantiated in the analysis of degraded concrete whereas in the undamaged concrete
only the presence of acetic acid could be detected.
It is further reported that the
alkalinity of the material, pH 12-13, in combination with humidity, makes the proteins
unstable, resulting in the formation of ammonia at about 75% RH and bad odour above
90% RH.
Degradation of concrete may also take place due to biological actions by
iron organisms. These bacteria exist on the products of weathering of iron or manganese
containing rocks, in ferrous soils or in iron water mains. The iron organism found
in large number in the ground water seeping through the construction joints of the
walls in an underground construction may be taken as an example.
As soon as this
water becomes exposed to air at the internal surface of concrete, stains of bacteria
develop,
adhering as a brown mass to concrete.
Under these cultures, spalling of
concrete
occurs due to carbon dioxide resulting from the physiological activity of
these bacteria.
"
'

Several cases of floor heavings due to chemico-microbiological effect have
been reported (62).
In one case, physical and chemical changes were observed to have
taken place in the foundation rock, which was black shale. On mi nerological analysis
of the.samples of shale, the presence of quartz, gypsum (colourless crystals), small
amounts of jarosite, KFegtSO^ (0H)6 (yellowish brown deposit) and pyrite was detected.
The unaltered zone at a depth of 120-180 cm, did not show the presence of gypsum or
jarosite; only pyrite, calcite, illite and quartz were present. The pH value in the
altered zone was 2.2- 4.5 and had micro-organisms of the Ferrobacillus-Thiobacillus
group. These observations have suggested that the weathering of pyrite was a chemicalmicrobiolpgical process (62).
■

In coal mines oxidation can occur in the presence of autotrophic bacteria.
Energy for bacterial growth is supplemented by the oxidation of inorganic compounds
in the presence of oxygen from air. Ramachandran et al (63) have explained the main
reactions involved in the oxidation of pyrite :
.
FeS2 + 2H2O + 5 O2

4FeS04 + 02 + 2H2S04

--->•

™>

7Fe2(S04)3 + FeS2 + 8H20

FeSO^ + 2H2SO4
2Fe2 (804)3 + 2H20
—>•

15FeS04 + 8H2S04

.... (30)
.... (31)

....(32)

Equation (30) is chemical in nature but may be assisted by autotrophic bacteria.
Equation (31) seems to be entirely due to the bacteria as it cannot proceed chemically
in acid solution.
The oxidation ^)f pyrite (equation 32) can occur by the reaction
of ferric sulphate in autotrophs.
Shale is calcarious.
Gypsum can also be formed
by the reaction of CaCOg with H2S04. These create heaving because the molar volume
of the reaction products are much higher than the reactants. For example, increase
of molar volume when pyrite transforms to jarosite is 115% whereas calcite
transformation to gypsum results in 103% increase in molar volume (63). Similar
sulphate attack in contact with alum shale have been reported (64).

7

DETERIORATION DUE TO ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION

.
Most building materials are subjected to deteriorating attack through the
combined action of a number of meteorological and chemico-atmospheric factors.
Practical observations and systematic studies have shown that the rate of such
deterioration is always higher in polluted urban and industrial atmospheres than in
clean rural atmosphere (65).
One requirement for the rate and extent of such
deterioration being significant is that the surface of the material must be wet. The
total deterioration effect during a certain period is, therefore, determined by the
time of wetness, concentration of air pollutants and temperature.
Temperature has
a complex effect on atmospheric deterioration. On the one hand, the chemical processes
can be thermally activated, on the other, rising temperature can cause the moisture
films to dry out faster, which means a shorter time of wetness.
The air contains pollutants basically in three states - gas, solid particles
and substances dissolved in water droplets or in a liquid film on the surface of the
solid particles.
SO^, N0x, C02 and chlorides are most significant pollutants.
Out
of these, nitrous oxides were long believed to be virtually insignificant in so far
as atmospheric degradation was concerned.
In recent years, however, laboratory tests
have shown that S02 and N02 can produce a strong synergistic effect. The followina
reaction
s
so2 + no2 + H20

H2S0^ + NO

.... (33)

causes corrosion to accelerate, for example, in cupreous materials (65).
S02, NO, N02, C02 which constitute major part of the pollutant gases form
secondary pollutants under the influence of sunlight, temperature and humidity with
other pollutants. These compounds are ,
•
Gas phase

S02, SO3, N02, HNO3, HC1, organic acids, O3

Aerosols

H2S03, NH4HS04, (NH4)3, H(S04)2, (NH4)2S04, NaCl

Rain water ions

H+, NH4+, HS03, S04’ No2’’ N03> HC03-

These are quite reactive and may be detrimental to cement concretes (8).
,
During the past three decades, acid precipitation (acid rains) has become
relatively widespread over large part of Europe and North America.
Precipitation
having pH levels between 4 and 4.5 have recently been detected (66). The acidification
is primarily due to nitric and sulphuric acids - S0x and N0x in the atmosphere reacts
with water to form sulphuric and nitric acid respectively.
During continual tests
on the roof of buildings in Sweden, pH of rain water was found to vary between 3.0 4.5 (8).

Influence of pollutant gases on concrete and mortar has not been researched
very much.
Chandra (8) has done some studies to analyse the deteriorated concrete
from different environmental conditions and to see the resistance of mortar and concrete
exposed to different gases and acids in the laboratory. The investigations revealed
that in dry environment, pollutants, specially sulphates interact with Ca(0H)? and
calcium aluminate hydrate, producing gypsum and ettringite. These salts crystallise
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and develop microcracks and, due to the microcracks formation, CO2 penetration becomes
a lot easier.
It neutralises the concrete and reduces the passivity. Thus corrosion
of reinforcing steel occurs. Analysis of some of the concrete from bridges have shown
the presence of monosulphate hydrate, partially carbonated-aluminate, chloro-aluminate,
calcium hydroxide chloride, gypsum, ettringite etc (8).
The presence of gypsum,
ettringite, .monosulphate are the clear evidence of sulphate attack, whereas' chloro
aluminates and hydroxide chlorides show chloride attack, possibly due to the use of
deicing salts in the winter time. At some places thaumasite was also detected (8).
In laboratory tests when concrete cubes were exposed to CO2 and CO2 + SO2
atmosphere in gas chamber, it was noticed that S02 accelerated carbonation. The actual
mechanism is not clear, but it is known that the tobermorite and calcium aluminate
hydrate are unstable in SO2 when the partial pressure of S02 exceeds
atm (3).
.

Similarly, in a specially designed test, concrete was exposed to (S02 +
N0x) gases in an air-tight box for 16 hours, 2 hours wetting and 6 hours drying cycle.
The results showed the synergetic effect of the pollutant gases, moisture and
temperature variation on concrete deterioration.
.

Tests to simulate deterioration of concrete due to acid precipitation has
been reported (67). Concrete specimens with design compressive strength varying from
3000 to 9000 psi (21 to 63 N/mm2) were exposed to acidic solutions prepared by adding
concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids to distilled water in a 2:1 ratio so as to
have four solutions having pH levels of 2, 3, 4 and 5. The response of the specimens
to the simulated acid precipitation solution varied with pH level of the solution
and the strength of concrete mix.
As expected, loss of specimen surface material
generally increased with increasing acidity of the simulated acid precipitation
solution.
In addition, all acidic solutions produced discoloration of the specimens.
However in general, concretes of higher design strength experienced greater
deterioration (67).
8

ROLE OF CEMENT SYSTEMS AND ADDITIVES

...

. The requirements of chemical compositions and physical properties vary in
different types of cement.
Among the chemical characteristics of cement, which
influence the durability of concrete are its C3A and alkali contents and, to some
extent, C3S content (42).
Limits of chloride ions in the cement are also now being
introduced in some national standards.
C3A content is important from the point of
view of sulphate attack and resistance to corrosion of reinforcement.
In general,
C3A content less than 5% is preferred for limiting the chances of sulphate attack,
whereas higher C3A content favours fixation of chloride ions in the pore solutions
with the formation of chloro-aluminates and resistance to corrosion of reinforcement
is, therefore, believed to increase with increase in C3A content. Such fixation of
chlorides by C3A could be temporary in presence of sulphates (10) and a compromise
solution for cement specification is to limit C3A to about 8% or lower for use in
marine conditions.
Different crystalline forms of C3A in
the cement - cubic,
orthorohmbic and tetragonal - are reported to react differently with sea water. While
cubic C3A gives more ettringite, gypsum and brucite, tetragonal form enhances the
formation of MSH in the cement paste more than the other two forms (68).

Importance of alkali content in cement from the point of view of alkali
aggregate reaction is obvious and need no elaboration.
In addition, Kobayashi and
Uni have pointed out that pH.of pore solution in concrete which depends on the amount

of alkali in cement, is a factor governing the rate of carbonation of concrete and
that this rate is higher, higher the pH value (37). Increasing amount of C3S in cement
results in increased proportion of calcium hydroxide Ca(0H)2 in the hydration product,
which is undesirable from, the point of view of both leaching and sulphate attack.
In the sulphate or sea water attack containing magnesium sulphate. Mg- salts replace
the calcium of the hydrated silicate system CSH to a varying but a considerable degree
(10).
For a given C3A content, attack of this type is known to increase with the
amount of C3S in the cement.
. .
■ Chemical composition and physical characteristics of cement can also influence
the durability of concrete by physico-mechanical interactions. Greater fineness and/or
higher C3S and C3A contents give rise to increased heat of hydration, which may. cause
thermal cracking, thereby enabling ingress of harmful chemicals from the environment.In addition, these tend to increase the early age strength of concrete - at least
up to 28 days. As was pointed out earlier, this is one aspect in the modern day cements
which is believed to have made profound influence on the durability of concrete. Both
Neville and Mehta argued that modern day cements with higher strength characteristics,
primarily because of increase in the proportion of C3S and fineness, enable a leaner
concrete mix using less cement and a higher water-cement ratio to result in the same
28 day strength of concrete specified in the design (1, 4).
As a typical example,
it has been cited that with the present-day UK cements, a cement content of about
320 kg/m3 and a water-cement ratio of 0.54 would suffice for resulting in a 30 MPa
concrete, compared to cement content of 405 kg/m3 and water-cement ratio of 0.43,
that would have been required in the fifties (69). Such a concrete will have lower
density and a higher permeability than before, which can undergo carbonation much
more rapidly and allow the passage of moisture and oxygen more rapidly than the concrete
of the earlier years.
This enhances the risk of corrosion of reinforcements in the
concrete (1).
.

In the UK cements, the range of C3S was reported to be 54 to 63% in 1984,
compared to 15 to 48% in the period 1914 to 1922; the mean 7 days strength of cement
increased from 20 N/mm2 before 1950 to 32 N/mm2 in 1984 and concomittant increase
in the heat of hydration (69).
Similar decadal surveys in case of Indian cements
have, however, brought out that the average level of strength and fineness of cement
produced have remained essentially constant, although there has been substantial
increase in the amount of cement produced during the period. This is because, while
on the one hand Indian cement industry improved its manufacturing process, operational
practices as well as plant and machinery, on the other, it had to encounter depleting
reserves of good quality limestone and also had to use coal as-fuel, of increasinq
ash content (70).
Results of alkali content in the cement produced in UK in the same period
as well as in India are reported (69, 70) and summarised in Figs 12 and 13. It will
appear that in both the cases, the proportion of cement having total alkalis (as Na?O
equivalent) up to 0.6% has come down, essentially because of predominance of dry process
cement plants, which employ recirculation of waste gases in the system for energy
conservation, thereby giving rise to concentraion of alkalis, sulphates and chlorides.
Periodic surveys also reveal that the chloride content in the cements manufactured
in India were not always negligible, and it has led to stipulation of a limit of total
chloride ions content in the cement as 0.05% in the Indian Standard Specifications
for use in prestressed concrete and important RCC structures.

TOTAL ALKAUES EXPRESSED AS NazO EQUIVALENT,"/.

'
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Fig 12
Alkalis in British Cements (69)

Fig 13
Alkalis in Indian Cements (7 0)

Blended Cements and Use of Mineral Admixturesand Fillers

.

One of the main uses of cements incorporating various natural and artificial
pozzolans, slags or condensed silica fume, has been to improve the durability of the
concrete. These additives can either be blended or interground with cement clinker,
to result in a blended or composite cement, which are called with appropriate
nomenclature (portland pozzolana cements, Portland slag cements, pozzolanic cements,
slag cements, etc), or can be incorporated in the concrete mixer at the time of mixing
cement, water and aggregates. Large amount of data is now available on the performance
of such cement systems specially under laboratory tests. The general conclusion would
be that addition of pozzolans, slags or condensed silica fume would improve the
durability ofconcrete in terms of resistance to leaching, carbonation, sulphate attack,
diffusion of chloride ions, and reducing al kali-silica reaction.
'
-

The basic mechanism in case of incorporation of pozzolans is the reaction
with Ca(0H)2 forming further CSH products of lower C/S ratio. A part of the reaction
product forms in situ and a part by the effect of dissolution, transport and
precipitation phenomenon (71).
The hydration products, which precipitate in the
capillary pores formed earlier, may not be adequate to fill them up completely, but
would be sufficient to block the path and provide discontinuity of flow in the pore
structure. It has also been shown that the pozzolana addition also transforms bigger
pores to finer pores. Consequently, the porosity of the bl ended cement paste is higher
than the portland cement, but their permeability becomes lower (71). The beneficial
action in reducing leaching of lime as well as preventing sulphate attack originates
due to fixation of Са(0Н>2 with the formation of more complex hydrates, or to the
higher protective action on the susceptible alumina compounds exerted by the impervious
films of different calcium silicate hydrates with lower C/S and A/S ratios (42). Pore
modifications and decrease in the impermeability results in retardation of the ingress
of aggressive agents.
It has been suggested that the resultant decrease in the
permeability of concrete is also due to the effect of these additives on the transition

zone.
Recording to Mehta (72) the pozzolan particles act to reduce the thickness
of the transition zone via several mechanisms. First, the inclusion of fine particles
in a concrete mix tends to reduce bleeding-.
Second, the fine particles serve as
nucleation sites for the crystallization of calcium hydroxide so that instead of large
crystals, the formation of numerous small crystals of random orientation is encouraged.
Third, the slow chemical reaction involving the transformation of calcium hydroxide
to calcium silicate hydrate further reduces the thickness of the transition zone.

Beneficial effects on the addition of ground granulated slag on the sulphate
resistance of concrete has also been observed.
The performance depends on the C3A
content of the cement and the alumina content in the slag on the one hand, and the
dosage of slag and water-cement ratio in the concrete mix on the other.
'
.

Improvement in the sulphate resistance of concrete with slag addition is
attributed to the reduction in C3A content with increase in slag addition and lower
S/A ratio. It provides more protective impervious films of different calcium silicate
hydrates.
It also helps retention of lime from leaching. More abundant gels, lower
ionic diffusion, particularly that of SO2- ions through the paste of lower penetrability

and higher impermeability and decrease in the formation of ettringite are the other
factors. According to another hypothesis, lack of calcium hydroxide in hydrated pastes
of pozzolanic or slag cements give rise to the formation of non-colloidal and non
expansive ettringite (73). It may be due to the lack of double-layer type interparticle
repulsion, which is otherwise produced by a large water absorption.

'
In an exhaustive investigation, Osborne has reported that for blends of
medium C3A portland cement (9%) or of ground glassy slags with low to medium alumina
levels (Al2О3 = 7.5 to 11.5%), 70% replacement levels of slags for OPC are likely
to give good sulphate resistance properties (40).
If the C3A in cement or alumina
in slag are higher, the slag content may have to be higher.
It was emphasised that
the sulphate resistance is however not solely dependant on the type of cement, the
cement content and the water-cement ratio, but the method of manufacture, curing
conditions and mode of exposure are also prominant factors. In particular, Osborne's
tests significantly reported the beneficial effects that was derived from curing
concrete specimens in air at 20°C and 65% relative humidity.
The effectiveness of
20 days air curing was clearly demonstrated which was ascribed to. the fact that
carbonation render impermeability to the concrete and result in pore blocking (40).
Beneficial effects of using mineral admixtures in improving resistance to
■ corrosion of reinforcements have been reported.
Li and Roy reported that fly ash
blended cement has a high potential to prevent diffusion of chloride ions (74). The
optimum proportion of cement : fly ash found in their study, was 60:40 percent (by
weight).
It was due, on the one hand, to the clogging of pores by gel produced from
pozzolanic reaction; and to the tortuosity, and the action of multivalent cations
on chloride-ion diffusion in the pore solution, on the other.

, ' In another investigation, the long-term corrosion resisting characteristics
of concretes made with two different flyashes, a natural pozzolans, a blast furnace
slag cement, and a preblended portland flyash cement were evaluated (75). Specimens
were immersed in 5% sodium chloride solution for a period of more than five years
and the corrosion activity was evaluated by monitoring half-cell potentials and
measuring the corrosion rate of embeded steel using linear polarisation resistance
technique.
It was found that the corrosion rates of reinforcing steel in pozzolanic
cements and blast furnace slag cement concrete were lower than in plain cement concrete;
the rating of different cement systems being depicted in Fig 14 (75).

Massazza
has
reported
the
performance
of
pozzolanic
cements
which
are
being
commercially
manufactured in Italy and used in
concrete constructions for a long
time (71). In such pozzolanic cements,
the amount of pozzolans added is
sufficient to combine with all the
calcium
hydroxide
released
during
hydration of the OPC and would be
required to satisfy the pozzolanicity
test.
In
general,
the
pozzolana
content in
such pozzolanic cement
would be higher than in portland
■
CEMENT TYPE
pozzolana cements where the fixed
proportions of pozzolana are blended
,
Fig 14
or
interground
with
OPC
clinker.
Corrosion Rate of Reinforcement Bars in
The durability of concrete in terms
Plain, Pozzolan and Slag Cement Concretes (75)
of resistance to diffusion of air
and water, sulphate and sea water
attack and diffusion of chloride ions were in general better than ordinary portland
cement concrete (71).
Proper moist curing is necessary for deriving the beneficial
effects. After adequate moist curing, the oxygen permeability is reduced and so are
the chances of corrosion of reinforcement bars (Table 2).
'
Table 2

Coefficients for Diffusion of Chloride Ion
into Cement Pastes (71)

Sample

D ( cm2 s~l < 103)

Portland cement paste
I,
.

1.23
2.51
4.85

. 10
25
40

Pozzolona cement paste

0.83
0.90
0.97

10
25
40

Temp (°C)

■

Portland cement paste
(RHPC)

19.20
13.20
28.30

20
30
50

Fly ash cement (22% PFA)

9.20
11.60
13.70

20
30
50

SRPC

15.10
19.30
37.00

20
30
. 50

’

Resistance to penetration of chloride ion was greater in case of cements containing
pozzolana than the portland cement, because the former are able to immobilise greater
quantities of Cl" in aluminates and silicates than in case of the corresponding ordinary

portland cement and the diffusion of Cl* in
pozzolanic
cement
is
considerably
slower (Fig 15).
After adequate moist curing,
for concretes compared on the basis of having
equal strength, the extent of carbonation was
the same, whereas in case of inadequate curing,
carbonation of pozzolanic cement concrete was
found to be higher (71). Hence it is important
that concretes made with pozzolanic cements
receive moist curing for longer period than
when made with ordinary portland cement. '

The
proportion
of
portland
blast
furnace slag cement commercially manufactured
in many European countries is substantially
high; in the Netherlands, for example, it
comprises 60% of the total production and
FiglS
contains 65 to 75% ground granulated slag by
Air Permeability of Pastes
weight.
Investigations
on
the
effect
of
made with Portland and Pozzolanic
Cements, Cured for 7 montbs (71)
incorporation of flyash on such portland blast
furnace slag cement was reported (76).
While
the rate of carbonation in case of ordinary portland cement and portland blast furnace
slag cements were found to be comparable, incorporation of 25% flyash either in OPC
or in portland slag cement increased the rate of carbonation, the difference being
very substantial in the latter case (Fig 16).
.
This was primarily because flyash
in portland blast furnace slag cement
could
not
cause
any
significant
pozzolanic
activity.
Hobbs
has
also reported increased carbonation
in
concretes
containing
fly ash
cured
for 24
hours
(77).
This
emphasises
the
need
of
adequate
and prolonged moist curing to derive
the
advantages
of
addition
of
pozzolans, slags or condensed silica
fume.
Addition of natural pozzolans
up to 30% has been found to decrease
the durability of concrete against
ammonium nitrate (51).

Fig 16
Carbonation in Concrete made with OPC and
OPBFSC and Effect of 25% Replacement by Flyash
(7 days water cured 20°C, outdoor exposure) (76)

'
Use of large volume of flyashes
for making structural
concrete of
higher strength grades have been
extensively ■ reported
Iby
Malhotra
and his co-workers (78). Typical high volume flyash concrete contain about 150 kg/m3
of cement and ASTM class F flyash content is about 210 kg/m3, ie, 56 - 58% by weight
of the total cementious materials. The water to cementitious material ratio is kept
about 0.32 with the use of superplasticisers and required air entrainment is achieved ■
by use of AEA.
Satisfactory durability of such concretes in terms of significant
resistance to freezing and thawing, chloride ion diffusion, carbonation and alleviation
of alkali-si1ica
reaction
has been reported
(78).
The excellent durability
characteristics would primarily be due to use of low W/C+F ratio.
Resistance to
deiceing salt scaling was however not satisfactory.

.
:
Use of condensed silica fume in concrete started with the development of
high strength concrete.
Improved durability of concrete due to incorporation of
condensed;si 1ica fume has also been extensively reported (18, 20). Largest attention
has, for obvious reasons, been towards resistance to corrosion of steel reinforcement.
It is now held that incorporation of condensed silica fume of the order of 10 to 12%
or more by weight of cement offers 'good* to 'excellent1 corrosion resistance.
The
beneficial effects are ascribed to increase. in impermeability of concrete because
of resulting dense micro-structure and decrease in porosity. Use of condensed silica
fume significantly lowers the permeability of concrete to prevent ingress of chloride
ions to the level of reinforcing bars and simultaneously increases the electrical
resistance of concrete to corrosion currents each by an order of magnitude (79, 80).
Acting as a 'super' pozzolana of high reactivity, incorporation of condensed silica
fume lowers the rate of carbonation and increases resistance to sulphate attack in
the same manner as fly ash and other pozzolans do (80).
Simultaneous addition of
fly ash along with condensed silica fumes also helps in improving corrosion resistance.
However, the beneficial effects are realised only when ЧЬе percentage of condensed
silica fume is 10% or more.
Lower dosages of condensed silica fumes and/or using
higher water-cement ratio (0.5 or more) may not necessarily result in better performance
(79). Similarly the need of adequate concrete cover to the reinforcement when exposed
to aggressisve environment has to be ensured much in the same way as concrete without
any condensed silica fume incorporated.
..
;
л ;

r
Attention has been focussed whether because of dense micro-structure and
decrease in porosity, incorporation of condensed silica fume would improve the freeze
thaw resistance.
In one investigation it has been reported that high strength (80
MPa) concrete having a low water-cement ratio (0.3 to 0.32) may have satisfactory
freeze-thaw resistance (ASTM C-666, Procedure B) even without any air-entrainment
(81).
Contradictory results have been reported in another investigation wherein it
was found
that incorporation , of 20%
condensed silica fume resulted in poorer
freeze-thaw resistance even when air
entrainment has been used (82).
Typical
results in another series of investigations
are shown in Fig 17, wherein, with
increasing condensed, silica fume content
the durability factor decreased in super
plasticised
air-entrained
concretes,
but the general level of durability still
remained satisfactory (83).
Pai 11 ere et al have also reported
that condensed silica fume content of
less than 10% with corresponding reduction
in cement content did not lead to any
significant
improvement
in
resistance
of mortars to sea water attack.
In
addition, moist curing for at least the
first
seven
days
was
essential
for
satisfactory durability when
cqndensed
silica fume is incorporated. ■ A curing
time of only s 48 hours was found to be
highly detrimental in terms of subsequent
performance in sea water (84). In another
investigation,addition
of . condensed

Fig 17
Durability Factors for
Air-entrained Concretes
with Varying CSF Contents (83)

.

silica fume was found to improve the compressive strength- of concrete upon exposure
to ammonium nitrate solution due to benevolent pore modifications.
Durability was
also improved due" to increase in degree of polymerisation of silica anions, caused
by reduction in CaO, both as a result of pozzolanic reaction and nitrate attack (85).
■
In addition to these cementitious additives discussed above, considerable
attention is now focussed on incorporation of inert fillers in cement which are
permitted in many European Codes (86). Ranc et al have reported on the considerable
experience gained in France with such types of cements which have been prevalent for
quite some time "(87).
It is - reported that when comparison is made between cements
with or without such/inert fillers, but having comparable strength range, the durability
properties are more or less similar. 7 This is explained by the fact that with
incorporation of fillers or inert additives and yet to achieve the same strength range,
cement clinker fraction has -to be ground finer, thereby resulting in comparable
hydration rate and total porosities.
In a comparative evaluation of 5 filler cements
of Strength Grade 45, with 15 and 30% calcareous fillers, 10 and 25% silicious fillers
and 15% blast furnace slag compared to two ordinary portland cement of similar strength
grades it was found that after four years, the extent of carbonation in case of all
the cements were generally of the same order and cements with fillers provided the
same protection against carbonation as OPC of the same strength class (87). Similar
freeze-thaw resistance was obtained with such filler cements by incorporation of air
entraining agents so as to entrain 4-5% of correctly distributed air (L~ = 200 to
ЗООцт). The activation energies for the diffusion of chloride ions depended essentially
on the mortar strength of the binder and not on the type of binder (Fig 18). Resistance
to sea water was more related-to the CjA content
in the cement and asJ long as the . C3A content
in the cement was not greater than 6.6%, presence
of. calcareous filler in a cement did not affect
its sea-water resistance (87).
On the other
hand, it has been stipulated that the addition
of ground limestone (3 to'5%) to portland cement
can indeed increase its sulphate resistance,
the beneficial effect being more prevalent in
cements with higher C3A content, eg, ASTM Type
I, and less in ASTM Type II cements (88).

Considerable attention naturally has also
been
focussed
on the role of cementitious additives
.
Fig 18
like flyash, pozzolans, slags and silica fumes,
Dependence of Activation Energy
■ of Diffusion of Cl- ions on
on alleviating al kali-aggregate reactions. Results
28 days ISO Mortar Strength for
of such -investigations have been extensively
Different Binders (87)
reported and would not be highlighted here (20,
21). Consensus can be summed
; quoted in Ref 89 :
"Use of silica fume in adequate dosage appears to reliably prevent
damage.
Use of fly ash, natural pozzolan and slag may prevent
damage, but testing of the specific material is usually necessary
to ensure favourable results in practice since some materials
of this type are relatively ineffective or indeed hazardous."
x

In particular, Hobbs has drawn attention that fly ash and natural pozzolans
have not always been too effective in preventing cracking and expansion due to ASR
(89). In view of considerable variation in the characteristics of pozzolans or slags,
any generalisation would be difficult.
This is more so in view of the role played

by the alkalis present in the pozzolans and the slags. Results also depend upon the
level of alkalis present in the portland cement and the percentage replacement or
substitution made (89). Mullick et al (90) . had pointed out that the uncertainty in
case of commercially manufactured portland pozzolana cement or portland slag cement
could indeed be higher in the sense that samples of pozzolana or slags interground
with the cement clinker at the cement plant may not be available for evaluation or
determination of its alkali content, or even the.exact dosages incorporated in the
commercial production may not be known.
Notwithstanding these, tests carried out
with cements commercially produced in India have clearly shown the beneficial effect
of alleviating ASR expansion in mortar bar tests even when the dosages of incorporation
of pozzolans (average 15%) or slags (average 50%) in the blended cements were lower
than what is considered optimum (Fig 19).
. :j
.
.
' .
:
□ PYREX GLASS

TOTAL ALKALIES (NazO Eq.), •/.
(a)

(Ы

Fig 19
Performance of Commercial (a) PPG and (b) PSC Samples
j
as compared to OPC in Alleviating ASR (90)
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. MAKING CONCRETE DURABLE - CONCLUDING REMARKS

In a State of the Art Review of the performance and durability of concrete
systems, it is customary to discuss the mechanisms of various degradation processes
and also highlight case studies of deterioration of concrete .in- service in support
of the mechanisms proposed. However, these should not distract us from the fact that
there is a very large number of concrete structures built all over the world which
are rendering satisfactory service in different environments.
Adequate knowledge
now exists for characterising the service environments of concrete in terms of potential
mechanisms of deterioration and the basic requirements to counteract them.
In spite
of considerable instances of failure of concrete structures because of. 'durability
problems', one may. like to conclude on an optimistic note that concretes can be made
durable by adopting the following basic steps :
/
(i)
Characterise Environment in Totality
A "Systems" approach to durability
was advocated earlier.
One notable feature of such a Systems approach is that it
enables a holistic view of the structure and its interaction with the environment.
This means designing the structure for the environment per se, and not the chemical
agencies of deterioration in isolation. In other words, a structure will be designed

for exposure
freezing and
Arabian Gulf
temperature
factors (6).

to marine environment and not-separately for chlorides, sulphates, and
thawing; or alternately, a structure should be designed for use in the
environment characterised by severe ground and ambient salinity and high
humidity regimes and the synergetic effects of the operative causal
■ ■ ■
,

(ii)
Determine Severity of Environment
Within the broad spectrum of the
temperature-humidity regime and the chemical nature of the deteriorating agencies,
the ease with which these can come in contact with or penetrate into concrete becomes
important. Rate of deterioration would thus depend upon the aggressiveness of exposure
as well as environmental conditions. The concepts can be explained in terms of what
has been suggested for concrete structures in industrial environment (7). The exposure
conditions of structures to the aggressive agencies can be graded for their severity
in the following increasing order :
Category (A)

-

Air-borne aggressive substances

Category (B)

-

Close proximity to operations; deposition of dust

Category (C)

-

Risk of exposure to vapours

Category (D)

- ■ Contamination in soil + possibility of capillary action

.
.

•

■

Direct contact + spillage + mechanical action.

Category (E)

Environmental conditions can similarly be graded for their severity in the
following increasing order :
?
’
* "
Category (a) V- :

Dry and moderate temperature

Category (b)

-

Humid and moderate temperature

Category (c) ■

-

Humid and temperature 60°C or more

Category (d)

-

Alternate wetting and drying, moderatetemperature

Category (e)

-

Alternate wetting and drying temperature 60°C more

The interaction of exposure
conditions
and - ambient environment
which
ultimately
determines
the
severity of attack, is depicted in
Fig 20. Depending upon the gradation
of exposure conditions (A) to (E)
and environment conditions
(a)
to
(e), the service environment in turn
is classified into five interactive
categories (1) to (5) of increasing
severity, where, (1) is the least
severe
and
(5)
the
most
severe
combination.
The type of chemical
salts and ions superimposed on this
space shown in Fig 20 define the
service environment, for which the
specifications for, construction are
to be evolved (7).

AMBIENT ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS
A.B.C--E SEVERITY OF EXPOSURE
*,b.e
« AMBIENT ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS
O(D (D SEVERITV 0F SERVICE ENVIRONMENT

;•
Fig 20
, Classification as per Exposure
Environment Interaction (7) "

: ■ (iii) Making Concrete Impermeable . Since the presence of harmful salts and
ions can originate from contaminated natural aggregates or impure mixing water (91),

special care has to be taken in the choice of concrete making materials so as to limitthe amount of harmful agencies, eg, chlorite and sulphate ions in the fresh concrete.
Once this is done, what is required is to prevent ingress of ions and salts from
outside, which can be done by making concrete as impermeable as possible. According
to Pomeroy , the most durable concretes are those with the lowest permeabilities and
he considers all other factors as secondary to this (92). Since presence of moisture
is necessary for the various chemical attacks to take place, which lead to expansion
and cracking (4), a low water-cement ratio helps, in addition to reducing the
permeability of concrete.
Specifying adequate cement content and low water-cement
ratio in the mix, use of superplasticisers and cementitious additives like pozzolans,
slags or condensed silica fume prove useful. The emphasis can be exemplified by quoting
the following specifications for prestressed concrete piles for Naval piers (5) ;

.

.

"The cement to be used should be ASTM C 150 Type II, low alkali,
with a tricalcium aluminate (C3A) content of 6 to 10 percent.
Alkalis as Na20 shall be less than 0.60.
Mineral admixture
additions shall be used at a minimum rate of 15 percent by weight
of cement for flyash or a minimum rate of 5 percent by weight
of cement for silica fume. The concrete will have a minimum cement
content of 600 lbs/cu yd (360 kg/m3), a maximum water cement ratio
of 0.40 by weight and have 5 to 8 percent entrained air."

.

Specifications in many other countries for concrete in aggressive environment
follow similar lines (93). Wherever required, protective coatings, paints or barriers
may have to be additionally provided (7).

(iv)
Workmanship and Design Details
Proper workmanship in concrete making,
its placing, compaction, and curing are essential as are a number of structural design
details in the form" of thickness of cover, detailing of reinforcements to limit the
stresses at the level of reinforcements, or limiting the crack width. These are outside
the scope of the present Congress on Chemistry of Cement.
It is interesting to note
that the specifications for structural concrete in various countries incorporate more
or less similar provisions (93).

In conclusion,
(94) had stated :

one would

like to recall what Katharine and Bryant Mather
■

"The message we have decided to leave with you at this time is
(a) that concrete need not deteriorate and (b) that knowledge
exists by the use of which concrete can be caused to. exist in
any of the environments of service for which it may be reasonably
proposed with tolerable degradation during its intended service
life, if precautions to limit degradation appropriate to the
environmental severity are taken."
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Special Concrete and
Cement Composites

FIBRE REINFORCED CEMENT —THIN SHEETS
A J Majumdar
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SUMMARY

.

'
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.

The current state-of-the art in fibre reinforced cement (FRC) thin sheets is
. '
reviewed with particular reference to materials already in use. The strength properties
of cement composites reinforced by different types of fibres are described, and
long-term results are given wherever possible. Some phenomenological aspects of fibre
reinforcement of cement are briefly considered together with the manufacturing methods
used in the production of FRC thin sheets. The possible mechanisms for the reduction of
strength properties with time observed in the case of some FRC materials are discussed.
A summary of the commercial applications of various FRC thin sheet materials to date is
given and comments are made about their future prospects.
.
:
'
T

RESUME

.

.

-

.

v

La technologie de pointe relative aux feuilles minces en ciment renforce de fibres
(CRF) est passee en revue, surtout en ce qui concerne les materiaux qui sont dejä
/
d'usage. L'auteur decrit les proprietes de la resistance des composes de ciment
renforces de divers types de fibres et il en donne les resultats ä long terme en tout
cas que c'est possible. Certains aspects phenomenologiques due renforcement fibreux de
ciment sont examines brievement ainsi que les methodes de fabrication utilisees pour la
production des feuilles minces CRF. Les mecanismes possibles de la reduction avec le
temps des proprietes de la resistance observee chez certains materiaux CRF sont ’
traites. Les applications commerciales jusqui'ici de divers materiaux pour les
feuilles minces CRF sont resumdes et des observations sont faites au sujet des
perspectives d'avenir de ceux-la.

FIBRE REINFORCED CEMENT - THIN SHEETS

by A J Majumdar
1.

-

„

". ...

;
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INTRODUCTION

.
All heterogeneous materials are composites by definition. The scope of this
definition has recently been extended to include solids where heterogeneity is
detectable only at the sub-micron level and the term 'nano-composites' has been coined
to describe these materials (1). Inorganic hydraulic cements consist of different
'
chemical compounds or phases separated by interfaces and are, therefore, composite
materials, and have been treated as such (2). When sand and aggregate are added to
cement to produce the practical materials, mortar and concrete widely used in
construction, the degree of complexity in the composite structure is greatly increased.
However, it is still possible to derive constitutive relationships for cement mortar
and concrete using composite principles (3). Further complexities are introduced when
fibres are incorporated in these materials to enhance their tensile strength and impact
resistance. In discussing the properties of fibre reinforced cement and concrete (FRC)
it is customary to treat these materials as two-phase systems - fibre and matrix - and
ignore the composite nature of the matrix itself.

The idea of reinforcing brittle materials by fibres to improve their integrity and
toughness has been known to man from the dawn of civilisation and cement composites
reinforced by various asbestiform fibres have been in regular use for at least a
century. The renewed interest in FRC materials over the past three decades or so owes ■
its origin to various factors. Firstly, very many different types of fibre became
commercially available during this period, and rapid progress was made in the science
and technology of composite materials. It was soon appreciated that an inorganic
construction material, that is light but strong and tough, and is mouldable, could now
be produced. Extensive research using glass as the reinforcing fibre, first in the
former USSR and then elsewhere, has demonstrated that many of the fabrication
techniques developed in the fibre reinforced plastics (FRP) industry can be easily
adapted to manufacture products from cement-based materials. Secondly, it became
apparent during this period that many of the important properties of concrete can be
significantly improved by the addition of small pieces of steel wire. Work with other
fibres that are alternative to steel soon followed. Thirdly, it has now become clear
that nearly all asbestos cement (AC) products, widely, used in the construction
industry, will have to be replaced in the coming years because of the health hazards of
asbestos. New FRC materials have already been developed to satisfy this social need.
For the developing countries, the possibilities of using indigenous, natural vegetable
fibres in cement-based composites say, as roofing sheets are very attractive. .'
Various types of FRC materials are in use throughout the world today and they cover
a wide range'of applications. This review concentrates on those that are produced in
the form of thin sheets and preference is given to composites that have achieved a
degree of acceptance by the user. The performance and durability aspects are discussed
and some idea is given of the likely future developments in this field, in research as
well as in applications.
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THE MATRIX PHASE
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In most of the applications of the new FRC materials;to date the proportions of the
fibre reinforcement in the composite have been small," 10% by volume or less. The
natriv is, therefore, very important in the development of composite properties and the
durability of the material. .
.
/
.
Various types of hydraulic cement - for example, Portland, high-alumina,
supersulphated, regulated set, etc and blended cements of various kinds - are used in
the construction industry, and in principle FRC products can be made from any of them.
However as Portland cements are by far the most important among inorganic cements.

accounting for more than 90% of the world production of cements, nearly all FRC 1 ■
products use this type of cement as the matrix at the present time. In recent years
the use of blended cements has grown. In these, a part of the Portland cement (PC) is
replaced by a pozzolanic material such as pulverised fuel ash (pfa), ground granulated
blastfurnace slag (ggbs), microsilica (silica fume) or metakaolin. Neat cement pastes
are very rarely used in the production of FRC thin sheets. A quantity of sand and/or
other fillers up to about half the weight of cement is usually added for reducing
shrinkage.
.
'

■ For glass fibre reinforced cement (grc), the high alkalinity of PC matrices poses a
difficult problem from the point of view of long-term durability and special cements
with reduced alkalinity have been developed. One such cement manufactured by Chichibu
Cement Company in Japan consists mainly of calcium silicates ЗСаО.ЗЮг and 2CaO.SiOa,
calcium aluminosulphate ЗСаО.ЗА12Оз.CaSO4, calcium sulphate CaSO» and water quenched
blastfurnace slag (4). On hydration, the major products are calcium silicate hydrates
(C-S-H) and ettringite ЗСаО.АЪОз.3CaSO4.З2Н2О. Similar cements are now available
elsewhere also (5,6).
■
The composition of the solution present in the pores of the matrix phase in FRC
materials and especially its OH" ion concentration have important bearings on the
properties of nearly all FRC materials, particularly those reinforced by glass, steel,
natural fibres such as sisal and even some organic polymer fibres. In recent years a
considerable amount of data has been collected on liquids 'expressed' from solid cement
paste or concrete by the technique first used by Longuet (7). These results refer
■
mainly to Portland or blended Portland cements. OH" concentrations in pore solutions ,
expressed from ordinary PC and some blended cements are given in Table 1 and Figure 1.
Ноге recent observations have been summarised by Taylor (10).
■
Table 1

Hydroxyl ion concentration in cement paste pore solution (Reference 8).
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Alternative but less relevant methods of assessing cement alkalinity consist of
,
suspending the ground cement paste in a known quantity of water or making a cement
slurry with a very high w/c and keeping it stirred for a long period of time. The
results from the analysis of the solution phase in one series of experiments are shown
in Table 2. Ca++ ion concentration near the fibre is important, particularly if the
reinforcement is in the form of fibre bundles (as is the case with glass), and this may
control the extent of precipitation of solid Ca(0H)2 inside the fibre bundle.

Figure 1. Change in hydroxyl ion concentration with time and proportion of silica fume
(Reference 9)
’

Table 2

Composition of the aqueous phase in contact with various cements
(Reference 11)

g/litre
Ca2+
Na*
■;
K*
.
Alkalinity
as (OH-)
pH
■

Portland.
cement

60% Portland cement
+ 40% pfa ’ -

60% Portland cement
+ 40% pozzolana*

High-alumia
cement

0.71
0.24
0.57

0.53
0.33
0.56

0.51
0.28
0.54

0.16
0.06
0.30

l;04
12.07

0.95
12.65

0.87
12.60

0.67
12.05

★Italian pozzolana from Naples

The use of admixtures of various kinds and superplasticisers is now widespread in
concrete technology and in many FRC products these admixtures are used extensively for
air entrainment, water reduction, workability and shrinkage control.
One of the interesting cement-based materials to emerge in the last decade is the .
macrodefect-free or MDF cement. It is a polymer modified cement,.processed in a
certain way to produce flexural strengths of the order of 150 MPa or more. Attempts to
improve the toughness of this novel material by fibre incorporation have been made (12)
and are continuing. Other matrices relevant for this review are autoclaved lime (or
cement) plus silica mixtures and gypsum plaster.
.
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Various different types of fibres have been used iri the past twenty years to
reinforce cement and concrete. These can be classified into six groups:
a) crystalline mineral fibres such as chrysotile asbestos b) silicate glass fibres
c) ceramic fibres such as carbon and alumina d) synthetic organic polymer fibre such
as polypropylene e) natural-vegetable fibres, unprocessed such as sisal or refined such

as cellulose (wood) pulp and f) metal fibres such as those made from different types of.
steel. The use of animal fibres such as horse hair to reinforce gypsum plaster was
prevalent in Europe in earlier times but there is little interest in them at present as
viable alternatives have been found. Typical properties of a few fibres that are
. - ;
currently being used as reinforcement in various commercial FRC products are listed.in
Table 3. Similar data on other fibres of interest to FRC can be found elsewhere, for ...
instance, in Hodgson (13) and in Bentur & Hindess (14). Brief descriptions of some of
these fibres follow.
,

Table 3

Fibre

Fibre Properties

'

Diameter
(^m)

Chrysotile ■ ■
(white asbestos)

AR glass filament

'

Mineral wool

-

Carbon fibres
.
(from PAN)

• *

2.55

8 - 15

c

8 - 15

c

<3 - 25

>100

7 - 9.7

c

* (from pitch)

18

c

Polypropylene filament

50 - 500
20 - 200

Tensile ..
strength
(MPa)

Young's
modulus
(GPa)

Sp dr.

<40

0.02 - 0.4

E-glass filament

Maximum
length

-

Elongation
at break
(*)

Poisson's
- ratio

0.3

164

3100-

2-3

2.53

75.5

3600

‘2

2.68

70

.

.

"3000

-

5

0.25

" "2

0.22

.

.

-

200 - 2700

0.5 - 1.0

0.35

30 - 32

600 - 750 -

2.0 - 2.4

1-8

400 - 750

18 '

0.29 -

*

8

0.46

68 - 98

540 - 980

250 - 390

1.60

c

0.9

e

*

. 1-75 - 1.95

.

-

Coefficient
of thermal
' expansion

- -

.

-

7.5

■

-

[-0.1 - 1.2
(parallel)
7-12
(radial)]

'
.

.

86
*

fibrillated

5 - 100

-

Polyethylene

"

C ■

0.95
■ '

up to 31.5

700 - 2600

10 .

Up to 36

1000 - 1600

3.5 - 6

-

• . .

-

-

•

g

1.3

Acrylic

13 - 104

c

1.18

14 - 19.5

400 - 1000

6-11

Aramid

10 - 15

c

1.39 - 1.45

69 - 125

2800 - 3600

2.2 - 4.4

0.32

Slightly
negative

nylon (Type 242)

>4

C

1Л4

Up to 4

750 - 900

13.5

0.4

29

20 - 120

0.5 - 5

4-71

500 - 900

-

-

-

-

0.3

11

Polyvinyl alcohol

Wood fibre
(Kraft pulp)

. 12 - 25

<

a_.

"

5 - 50

1200

1.48

100 - .200

3000

1.03

Steel

5 - 500

c

f.B4

c - continuous

.

1.5

-

. •

-•

z

Jute

Sisal

'

-

■"

.
.

13 - 26

300 - 800

3 - 5

26 - 32

250 -350

1.5 - 1.9

200

500 - 2000

0.5 - 3.5

•

.
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3.1 Crystalline mineral fibre
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By far the most successful fibre that has been used as reinforcement for cement is
asbestos. Asbestos is a general name for several variations of naturally occurring
crystalline fibrous silicate minerals which possess a rather unique range of physical
and chemical properties. By far the most abundant mineral is chrysotile
.
(3MgO.2SiO2-2H2O) or white asbestos, a member of the serpentine group. Chrysotile
constitutes more than 90X of the world asbestos reserves and is the predominant fibre
in asbestos cement products. The reinforcement in AC products is in the form of fibre
bundles with tensile strength in the range of 300-1800 HPa. Individual filaments have
much higher strengths, >3000 MPa, and electron microscope examination indicates that
they are tubular (15) which may partly account for their affinity for cement. The
...
fibres resist well the severe mechanical attrition received during processing and the
strong, long-term alkalinity of the cement matrix.
-

Asbestiform fibres are significant hazards to health. All commercially produced
asbestos can cause asbestosis and bronchial cancers (16). A cancer of the lining of
the lung, mesothelioma, is believed to be caused by inhalation of asbestos and some
forms of stomach cancer are also attributed to the mineral. For these reasons there is
general agreement that the use of asbestos in construction should be phased out as soon
as practicable.
■

Other crystalline minerals having a fibrous habit that have found use in reinforced
cement products are wollastonite and xonotlite (13). Although not fibrous, mica has
also been used (17) to achieve benefits. In general it can be said that crystalline
mineral fibres are durable in a cement matrix.

3.2 Silicate glass fibres

-

- Although fibres made from inorganic silicate glasses have been used very
successfully for more than fifty years to reinforce plastics and resin matrices, their
application in highly alkaline cement-based materials has always been looked upon with
a degree of suspicion. Such concerns stem from the fact that silicate glasses can
probably never be made totally alkali-resistant (18,19). Biryukovich and co-workers
(20) produced cement composites based on E-glass and А-glass fibres nearly three
decades ago. In the late 1960's Majumdar and Ryder (21) demonstrated that glass fibres
more suitable than E- or А-glass fibres for cement reinforcement can be produced from
compositions containing large amounts of zirconia. Such glass fibres are now known as
alkali-resistant (AR) glass fibres. During the last twenty years or so numerous
■
patents have been granted to many AR glass fibre compositions but only a few were ever
commercially produced. Majumdar and Laws (22) have recently reviewed the current
position. If the sol-gel method of producing glass fibres (23) becomes viable one may
expect to see novel compositions for new AR-glass fibres.
'
.
........ One of the m°st interesting developments in the AR glass fibre field in recent
years has been the innovation of an 'inhibitive coating' (24,25) for the fibre surface.
Such coatings, often based on derivatives of trihydroxy organic compounds such as
pyrogallol, are believed to retard the hydration of cement in the close neighbourhood
of the fibre.
о

Continuous glass fibre is manufactured in the form of strands comprising,
typically, 204 filaments. The tensile strength of glass fibre strands, usually in the
range of 1700-2200 MPa, is lower than that of the corresponding filament (Table 3)
It
is thought at the present time that such glass fibres with diameters usually greater
than 12 pm are not hazardous to health.

Mineral wool and glass wool comprise the largest volume of man-made mineral fibre
(MMMF) and are widely used in insulation. The mineral wools include slag wool and
rockwool, the former made from blastfurnace slags and the latter from crushed igneous
rocks such as basalt. Most mineral wool fibres have poor alkali resistance and hence
are not suitable for reinforcing cementitious matrices. Some improvements in
alkali-resistance of these wool products can be made by including some zirconia in
their composition (26), Some mineral wool products have shown excellent filtration
properties when incorporated in conventional asbestos cement mixes. The length and
diameter of mineral wool fibres cannot be controlled as effectively as in the case of
continuous glass filaments and hence there is some general concern about the possible
health hazards of MMMF and guidelines have been issued in some countries about their
use (27).

3.3 Ceramic fibres

'■

-

■

Carbon fibres were developed primarily for their high strength and stiffness
properties for applications in the hi-tech industries such as aerospace. At the
present time high performance carbon fibre made from textile fibres still remain
rather expensive, a factor which is limiting its use in the building industry.

Relätively inexpensive fibres made from pitch look more attractive. Some pitch-based
fibres have usually much reduced properties (Table 3) compared to high performance
fibres but in recent years fibres with high strength and high modulus have been
produced from coal tar pitch (28).
.
Carbon fibre has a unique fibrous structure closely related to the starting
material. Such a texture allows the fibre to develop good frictional bond with the
matrix. The fibre may also be surface treated in a suitable way to provide better
bonding with particular matrices. Because of the extreme inertness of carbon and the
strength and stiffness of the C-C covalent bond carbon fibres provide excellent
reinforcement in aggressive environments such as cements. They are stable in inert
conditions to temperatures exceeding 25006C, but they will oxidise slowly in air at
temperatures above 500eC (13).
■ .

.
A list of other ceramic fibres of interest will include mullite, alumina and
zirconia fibres, silicon carbide and silicon nitride. These fibres are used mainly in
high temperature products and not for cement reinforcement at the present time.
3.4 Synthetic organic fibre

A number of synthetic organic fibres has been proposed as reinforcement for cement
and in the replacement of asbestos in asbestos cement (AC) products such fibres are
finding increasing use. In his pioneering research on the use of synthetic polymer
fibres to reinforce cement and concrete, Goldfein (29) used polypropylene (PP) •/■-:■■■
monofilaments, but in recent years more interest has been shown to the use of PP in the
form of a fibrillated network. As a material polypropylene is hydrophobic and does not
bond well with cement but the fibrils in the fibrillated tape are extremely fine and
the reinforcement network is believed to produce a fair mechanical bond (30). A high
tensile PP fibre of rectangular shape produced by mechanically splitting an extruded
tape and sold under the trademark 'Krenit' has been developed in Denmark (31). Only a
few attempts have been made to use the other common olefin, polyethylene, to reinforce
cement and concrete (32).
.

The synthetic fibre that has found most favour in Europe so far as a replacement
for asbestos in typical AC products such as corrugated sheets and roofing slates is
polyvinyl alcohol (PVAL). PVA1 is hydrophillic and is therefore suitable as . ■ ■
■
reinforcement in cement products but it cannot be satisfactorily mixed in as the solefibrous component and the use of other secondary fibres or cellulose pulp as the
carrier is found to be necessary. Highly drawn PVA1 fibres for specific use in
reinforced cement products have been developed. Split fibres from polyacrylonitrile ■
film have strengthening properties similar to those of fibrillated PP and these are
considered suitable for reinforcing cement-based matrices. A kaolin loaded acrylic
fibre has been developed in Japan for this purpose (13).
•
Although fibres made from aliphatic amides, eg nylon, have been in existence for .
several decades, their use as reinforcement for cement and concrete has been studied
mainly at the academic level so far. The aromatic polyamides (aramids) are more recent
innovations and some of the several varieties now on the market have been tried out as
cement reinforcement. These fibres have very good chemical and abrasion resistance,
and they burn with difficulty.
Small amounts (0.1-0.2 vol X) of synthetic fibres with high aspect ratios have been
used in FRC materials to reduce the effect of early drying and plastic shrinkage
cracking. The use of PP towards this end is well known; acrylic and polyester fibres
can also be used for this purpose. Polyester fibres are hydrophobic and encounter
difficulties in bonding with cement.
Like asbestos and glass, synthetic fibres can be offered in various forms of
reinforcement from monofilament and fibrillated network to woven cloth and this feature
adds to the attraction of these fibres. By adopting manufacturing conditions such as

hot-stretching the structure of polymer can be manipulated to give high Young's modulus
but quoted values of ultra high modulus are often strain rate dependent. Fibrillated
networks are usually strong only in one direction.
Although the short- and medium-term durability results have been satisfactory, the
very long-term viability of the synthetic fibres as reinforcement In cements still
needs to be established (13). Moisture is known to have a degradating effect on PP
over a long term. Polyolefins are also sensitive to 02 and UV radiation. The most
critical feature of the synthetic fibres in building applications is associated with
their melting points, which are invariably low, and their flammability. There must be
some doubt about -the fire resistance of FRC based on synthetic organic polymer fibres.

3.5 Natural fibres

-

’

- '

3.5.1 Unprocessed fibres - Natural fibres are available in reasonably large quantities
in many countries and represent a renewable resource. - In the last decade or two FRC
materials containing fibres such as sisal, jute, coir and elephant grass have found
applications in a number of industrially developing countries, for example Kenya and
Peru (33). The list of other unprocessed natural fibres that have received attention
includes flax, sugarcane, bagasse, waterreed, plantain, palm, bamboo and a few others.
The properties of some of these fibres are given in Table 3. In general these fibres
are light, their specific gravity being in the range 1-1.3 and hence they have '
reasonably high specific strength and stiffness. However, they absorb water readily
and moisture has a great influence on the mechanical properties of unprocessed natural
fibres, wet conditions inducing an increase in failure strain and a reduction in
modulus of elasticity.
' ''■
. '•
'
■■
It is with respect to chemical durability in the alkaline cementitious matrix that
natural vegetable fibres are particularly vulnerable. The hemicellulose and lignin
constituents of these fibres are attacked by the alkali (34) and the fibres may also be
susceptible to fungal and bacterial deccmposition (35) and to insect attack.
Furthermore they are combustible. In most cases the properties of natural plant fibres
vary greatly from batch to batch. Fibres containing appreciable amounts of sugar and
other carbohydrates may affect the development of properties in the cement matrix (36).
3.5.2 Processed fibre - Among the natural fibres used in a cementitious matrix, those
derived from wood have been found to be particularly important. Wood pulp is the
source of cellulose fibre, and in recent'years cellulose fibre has emerged as a
complete replacement for asbestos in fibre reinforced cement products, an advance made
possible through the development of high quality fibre and the use of an autoclave
curing process. Cellulose pulp is used in many FRC.sheet manufacturing processes to
retain cement.

Wood pulps are produced from both coniferous soft woods with high lignin contents
or deciduous hardwoods with a somewhat lower lignin content. The preparation of the
pulp is achieved by mechanical or chemical methods, often using elevated temperatures.
In Australasia, where most developments in cellulose reinforced cements were made,
'
Montesey Pine (pinus radiata) which gives good quality long cellulose fibres is the
preferred source and the current trend is towards pulps produced by the chemical Kraft
process, preferably bleached. The diameter of refined cellulose fibres lies in the
20-60 pm range for hardwood and 30-120 pm for soft wood. The corresponding lengths are
in the range 0.5-3.0 mm and 2.0-4.5 mm respectively (37). Cellulose fibres have higher
strain capacity than asbestos, the exact value depending on temperature and humidity.

Refined cellulose contains very little lignin and is, therefore, far more durable
in alkaline environments than vegetable fibres such as sisal. However, some of the
drawbacks of the latter type of fibres mentioned in the previous section apply to
cellulose also. But, because of their low cost, wood and other cellulose fibres will
remain attractive.

3.6 Metal fibres - Short lengths of steel fibres of various shapes having aspect ratios
usually in the reuige 30-100 are used as reinforcement in many concrete products at the
present time. Fibres made from carbon, low carbon and stainless steel have been used
in these applications. Attempts have been made to use these reinforcements in thin
sheets, but with limited success.
.
Some interest has been shown in recent years (38) in the potential of ribbons made
from metallic glass (ie extremely rapidly cooled amorphous metallic alloys) as
reinforcement for cement and concrete. The compositions of metallic glasses vary
widely; ribbons made from alloys containing Fe, Cr, P, C and Sr having tensile
strength of the order of 2500 MPa and very good corrosion resistance are considered
suitable (39). Typically these ribbons are 1-2 mm wide and 20-30 pm thick; they may be
made in lengths from 15-60 mm. Experiments with some metallic glass■ribbons have shown
that they are more alkali resistant than AR glass fibres.

4.

MANUFACTURING METHODS

Many fibre cement composites in the form of thin sheets are now produced
commercially using well known industrial methods. Asbestos cement replacement products
containing PVA1, cellulose, glass, acrylic, polypropylene and some other fibres have
been produced by the Hatschek (40) process. It has also been demonstrated that other
AC production methods such as Magnani or Manville can also be employed successfully for
some of these fibres, eg glass (41).

■ Some of the fibres that are being employed in place of asbestos in FRC sheet
products, eg PVA1, do not retain cement particles very well in dilute slurries used,
for instance, in the Hatschek method. It has been found advantageous to use small
amounts of cellulose pulp to overcome this problem (13). Pulps of synthetic organic
polymer or short fibres of polymers such as polyethylene or acrylic are also effective
in this respect.
. .
•
The technology for producing FRC sheets containing polyolefin fibres commercially
by the adaptation of the Netcem process (42) has been developed (43). For glass
reinforced cement sheets the spray method remains the most popular and with
de-watering this technique produces the strongest sheets with minimum anisotropy
(44,45). A variation of the technique is used for the production of a general purpose
grc building board. The spray process can also handle a premixed fibre cement slurry.

Fibre nets for 'crenettes' are now available for several fibres such as glass,
carbon and synthetic polymer fibres. The use of carbon and aramid fibre nets in
repairing structural concrete components has aroused considerable interest (46). The
incorporation of glass 'tissue' in plasterboards has been another interesting recent
development (47). Mats of natural vegetable fibres such as sisal or coir have been
incorporated in the cement mortar sheets (33) by the 'lay-up' method to provide roofing
slates in a number of developing countries.
■
.
.
.
.

Short fibres of various kind have been incorporated into the cement mortar or
■
concrete mix by the pre-mix methods. True (44) has given a detailed account of these
methods as used at present for manufacturing grc products. In principle other fibres
can be treated in a similar way although some adjustments usually need to be made. In
thin walled concrete, eg tunnel linings, short steel fibres are easily incorporated by
adapting the normal shotcreting techniques. It is also possible to produce thin sheets
from short steel fibres and mortar using the spray method (48). Bentur and Mindess
(14) have recently reviewed the fabrication methods used in the production of FRC in
general terms.
For economic and practical reasons several man-made fibres including carbon and
aramid are produced as bundles and it has been found difficult to disperse the fibres
in the chopped bundles uniformly in the cementitious matrix. A proper dispersion of
.
fibres is particularly important in the case of expensive fibres such as carbon. Ando

et al (28)have recently reported that their high performance carbon fibres
made from
coal-tar pitch disperse quickly and uniformly in the cement without the use of any
■
special type of mixer.

The use of undirectional reinforcement in FRC sheets is rare, although xls
its
advantages are well known and well illustrated in the work of Aveston et al (49) and of
asbP^n!
50 fYlth ьагЬоп flb5es* Very
Very recently
recently in
in the
the manufacture
manufacture of
of corrugated
corrugated
roofing sheets continuous AR glass fibres have been used undirectionally
iKPd In f1’e.pla?es <51)-. In
In a
a sma11
small scale
scale operation
operation continuous
continuous AR
AR glass
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fibres were
were 7
used in fabricating fenceposts (52).
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The quality of FRC products where the proportion of fibre is rather small depends
very strongly on the amount of fibre incorporated and its length and orientation
The
depends °n the uniformity of fibre distribution in the matrix and how Jell
hfS been comPacted around the fibre to provide an intimate bond. During the
production of grc sheet materials some of these quality control parameters are
monitored by continuously checking the fibre consumption from the weight loss in the
roving and the mortar pump output. Very often a test piece is made which is similar in
all operational respects to the product. The. fibre content of the composite is
determined routinely from samples taken out from this test piece by the wash-out method
(53). Ashley (54) has described a method of estimating the glass content in grc
containing AE glass fibres based on the determination of zirconium by X-ray
fluorescence. For industrial products such as AC sheets and slates or their
replacement FRC equivalents quality control procedures are stipulated in standards.
як Tt |S m°»DndlffjCUlt t0 accurately evaluate the orientation and distribution of
nhSnOlnha
f Product. For young grc products some idea of these parameters can be
tecSni?ue first studied by Hibbert (55) which utilises the fibre-optic
characteristics of glass fibres and in contact prints of grc sections glass fibres are
easily seen. Steel wire in concrete or mortar can be seen in a suitably taken X-ray
photograph (5o).
.
..
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5.

COMPOSITE PROPERTIES

/

5.A Phenomenological aspects - Fracture processes in FRC materials have to be
rationalised, as far as possible, with their stress-strain behaviour under different
terms of loading. In this respect most attention has been paid to the behaviour of
cement composites in tension. Broadly speaking, three different types of tensile
stress-strain curves are obtained with these materials, as shown in Figure 2. The
principles governing the behaviour depicted schematically in curves A and В are now
/
well understood. Curve C, representative of asbestos cement, is a special case.
Different approaches seem to be necessary to accurately describe the various salient
points in the three curves in Figure 2. A resume of these ideas is not given here and
the reader is referred to the recent excellent book by Bentur and Mindess (14) for a
critical appraisal of the current position. Table 4, taken from Bentur and Mindess.
lists the principal concepts and their topicality.
"

Currently there is considerable interest in the application of non-linear fracture
mechanics to account for the observed behaviour of FRC materials, particularly those
exhibiting post-cracking ductility. Concepts such as the crack-mouth opening
?displacement, R-curve analysis, the fictitious crack model and others that assume the
existence of a 'process zone' of discontinuous cracks in front of the advancing crack,
are being applied increasingly to FRC materials. Many recent developments in this field
are discussed in Shah (57). The R-Curve approach has been used by Mai (58) to
'
characterise the fracture behaviour of asbestos cement (Fig 2, curve C). The tensile
and bending strengths of AC materials have also been analysed using composite
principles and mixture rules (59,60).

composites TheOretical tensile stress-strain curves for different types of fibre cement
Table 4

Phenomenological description of the salient features of the tensile
stress-strain curve (Reference 14)

Tensile Property

Concept

Initial modulus of elasticity, Ec

Composite materials - rule of mixtures

First crack stress (matrix crack
Stress), CTmu

Composite materials - rule of mixtures.
Linear elastic fracture mechanics
_ (LEFM) - spacing factor

First cracking strain (matrix
cracking strain), Enu

Energy balance

Strain at the termination of
multiple cracking, Emc

Multiple cracking

Ultimate composite strain, eCu

-

Ultimate composite strength, ocu

'

Aveston-Cooper-Kelly (ACK) model multiple■cracking
Composite materials
.

.
.

In this review of rather limited scope, only a few of the phenomenological issues
ot interest in design and hence applications of FRC materials are discussed below
albeit very briefly.
’
5.A.1
Critical volume and critical length of fibres - The difference between the
theoretical curves A and В in Figure 2 arises because in the former case there are not
enough fibres in the composite to support the load after the matrix cracks at its
ultimate failure strain ebu. In this case the composite fails by single fracture.
Curve В is typical of composites that show multiple fracture of the matrix. The fibre
volume fraction that marks the transition from single to multiple fracture is the
critical fibre volume Vf,Crit..
-

For composites containing short fibres the concept of a critical length parameter
lc, defined as the minimum fibre length required for the fibre to reach its fracture
stress, is equally important. Length effects in FRC materials, both in the

pre-cracking and post-cracking states of the composite, have been discussed by many
th^prr«n?n°h8«-?hem frenchel (61) and Lavs (62). Bentur and Mindess (14) have reviewed
these contributions in a comprehensive manner.
. . .

anyKgiZenvfi?re cement composite system the critical fibre volume, Vf crit,
depends on both the length and orientation efficiency of the fibres. Calculated values
ot Vf.crit for continuous aligned composites having steel, glass or polypropylene
raid™rrJmentS
±nafhe rtnge 0-3~0-8*- But for practical FRC composites₽having a
random two- or three-dimensional dispersion of discontinuous fibres, appropriate '
efficiency factors need to be introduced in the calculations and much higher values
J3? r£U?ge resui? Hannant et al (63) have given estimates for the
ahnn?
1?1 ?nd ?ГС* ?eue values are’ of course, subject to the uncertainties
? numefJca} values of the bond strength and of the efficiency factors rhar
nlSL5°/p Paox1CU}ar1tyP!
composite system. Bentur and Mindess (14) have
fih2!d (h 8-3 caleulated values of Vf,Crit against aspect ratio (1/d) for short
fibres, showing the effect of fibre/matrix bond strength and НЬгч orientation. For
any given FRC system Vf,Crit is lower in flexure than in tension.
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Figure 3. Plots of calculated critical fibre volume, Vf(crit) versus asoect ratio 1/a
for short fibres, (a) composites with different fibroma«!; bond sttenth rt
о
orlentatlons^vlth ^dl"e?s^nal “bte
and (b) composites of different fibre
orientations, with amu = 5 MPa and г£и = 3 MPa (Reference 14)
■
„

Hannant (64) has recently re-emphasised the point that as Vf crit = Or./af
an
«n^S'sirene^f
“??klng StreSS °r * decreas= “
-to”äre
PP пей HaS f
fibr® W111 increase Vf, = rit. In FRC containing fibrillated
naturVi” H
reports an increase in Vf,Crit from 2.9Z to 4.8Z after 10 years of
similar £еайсгйие t0increas® ln
alone. For glass reinforced cemen? under
similer weathering conditions an increase in ac would occur but in this case a
substantial decrease in afuhas also been recorded (65,66). For such composites a

significant Increase in Vt.crit on weathering is, therefore, to be expected. If the
fibre volume fraction in the composite is less than this increased Vt,crit value (due
to ageing), the composite will fail in the single fracture mode when stressed. Tensile
rather than flexural tests are more likely to identify this embrittlement in marginal
cases.
■

5.A.2
Stress and strain at matrix cracking - Increases in the cracking stress and - "
strain of the matrix as a consequence of fibre incorporation are expected on
theoretical grounds. Figure 4 shows the predictions of the matrix cracking strain from
three different models (63) for inclusion of fibrillated PP in cements and compares
these with the experimental results. For many FRC materials, eg glass reinforced
cement, the bend-over point (BOP) where gross multiple cracking begins (67) is easier
to determine in the tensile stress-strain diagram than the onset of matrix cracking.
Shah and co-workers (68,69) have confirmed, by using a variety of techniques, that
isolated microcracks form in the matrix long before the BOP is reached. They have
estimated the BOP stress in several FRC materials by subtracting the contribution of
the fibre from the composite response using the law of mixtures. In one case, that of
a continuous aligned composite containing 13.4 vol % of PP fibre, a value of 15 MPa was
obtained for the matrix cracking strength (or BOP stress) whereas the tensile strength
of the plain matrix was only 4 MPa. More recently Ouyang and Shah (70) have attempted
to describe similar 'matrix toughening' observed by others in composites made from '
high-strength cements by the R-curve analysis.
'
;

Figure 4. Relation between average matrix cracking strain and film volume fraction of
a composite containing fibrillated polypropylene (Reference 63)
When the fibre 'spacing' is less than the Griffith flaw size, in many FRC
composites a sizeable stress is developed in the fibre at matrix cracking according to
Hannant et al (63). For glass fibres in cement they calculated that for such fibres
stress can be of the order of 300 MPa which is much greater them 28 MPa, the value of
Ef Cnu for Emu =- 4 X 10 •
..
. .

5.A.3
Bond strength - The nature and the strength of the bond between the fibre and
the matrix is one of the key parameters that governs the properties of all FRC
'
materials. When the composite is loaded, the stress transfer across the fibre/matrix
interface is effected predominantly by elastic shear forces up to the point of the
first crack stress, ac. On further loading, debonding becomes common and the process
controlling stress transfer becomes one of frictional slip. The transition from one
mode of stress transfer to the other is gradual and is completed when the shear forces
at the interface due to loading exceed what Bentur and Mindess (14) have described as
the 'adhesional shear bond strength'. They describe the other type of bond as
'frictional shear bond'. Detailed analyses of pull-out traces have been made by

various authors including Bartos (71), Laws (72), Grey (73) and most recently by Li et
al (7 4) •
.,
.
.
'
There is still some uncertainty about the bond strength values to be used in : designing with FRO. Kelly (75) is of the view that a good idea of the bond strength
can be had from crack-spacings seen in multiply cracked aligned composites and work in
several fibre reinforced cement systems (14) seems to confirm this view. For short
fibre composites where fibre pull-out plays a most significant role in fracture there
are difficulties in taking this approach.
'
-

Bentur and Hindess (14) and Li et al (74) have reviewed the bond strength
’
determinations of many recent studies involving various type of fibres. They report, "
from pull-out experiments on steel fibre in cements, a range of 3-100 MPa for
’
adhesional shear bond strength and 1-20 MPa for the frictional bond. For PP, the
corresponding quoted values are 0.5-1.0 MPa and 0-0.33 MPa respectively. Uncertainties
about bond strength values are translated to computed values of composite "properties.
The effect of an increase in bond strength from 0.2 to 0.8 MPa on the average matrix
failure strain in composites containing fibrillated polypropylene net is illustrated in
Figure 4 by vertical bars. It is seen that the effect is not negligible. Li et al
(74) have given other examples. For polymer fibres the predicted effect of 'Poisson
contraction' in debonding and rupturing the composite (76) has not been seen in
practice (77).
For reinforcements that are manufactured in the form of bundles, eg glass, carbon
and asbestos, or are non-cylindrical in shape the determination of bond strength poses
a special problem. A bond strength value in the range 1-5 MPa has been measured for
glass fibre strands in cement. Li et al (74) have reported a higher bond strength
between AR glass fibres and cement at 55°C than at 20°C. The addition of styrene
butadiene rubber latex produced a stronger bond in carbon fibre composites studied by
Soroushian et al (78).
.
..

5:A>4
Microstructure at the interface - Microstructural studies of the interface in
fibre cement composites indicate that different features are prominent with different
fibres. In the case of steel wire, there is very good evidence (79) that a 'transition
zone' rich in Ca(0H)2 crystals is present between the fibre surface and the bulk
matrix. The transition zone, which may extend to tens of microns from the fibre
surface, may harbour the weakest interfacial link. According to Tabor (80) the poor
inter-layer adhesion in Са(0Н)г may be the limiting factor.

For fibre bundles, eg glass, a different microstructure predominates. Са(0Н)г
crystals and other products of cement hydration precipitate inside the strands and bond
the individual filaments. Akers and Garrett (60) found no evidence of the Ca(0H)2 rich
zone in the matrix near the fibre bundle in asbestos cement. It is assumed generally
from microstructural evidence that fibre/matrix bond strength increases when fibre
bundles are filled up with cement hydration products. The densification of the
interface apparently has little effect on the strength of the bond in Netcem (81).
5.A.5
Bending properties and MOR/UTS ratio - For FRC materials that show multiple .
cracking of the matrix, calculation of.the bending strength (modulus of rupture, MOR)
from the elastic beaii theory is inappropriate. However, as these materials are
frequently subjected to flexural loading and are usually tested in bending, it is
useful to have some idea of the bending to tensile strength ratio prevailing in these
materials. . Aveston et al (49) have developed constitutive relations for the MOR and
the MOR/UTS ratio based on the ACK model. Their theoretical upper limiting value of 3
for the MOR/UTS ratio is somewhat higher than 2.44 predicted by Hannant (82) and the
range 1.9-2.6 found experimentally for some FRC materials (14). Further theoretical
work in this area has been carried out by Laws (83).

It is generally agreed that for FRC materials that fail after multiple cracking,
the UTS is given by t]OfVf, when 1) is an efficiency factor and there is no contribution
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from the matrix. But experimental work from several sources (50,84) suggests that a
mlxtMe rule ulght apply tor the bending strength. Uvs (83) ‘hai put JoKS the Леи
«i«^s^::^orje^etpreted ln tems of the ack
<8?> ais°
" ■

a? Bteak "«T^„response “ tenslle stresses as seen in the tensile
4 i? diagrams of FKC materials (Fig 2) perhaps provides the most Informative
p cture of the fracture processes in these materials. Hibbert and Hannant (86) had
expressed the view some time ago that the area under the tensile stress-strain curve up
to fibre failure, when expressed as energy per unit volume of material, is the most
appropriate parameter to describe the energy absorbing capacity of FRC materials. For
???’ Hibbert and Hannant calculated the theoretical energy to be'"1036 kj/m for fibrillated PP and 250 kJ/m3 for steel wire for composites having
10 volZ of fibre. Aramid fibres gave greater than 3000 kJ/m3 as the amount of energy
absorbed. .In these examples the contribution from multiple cracking is only a small
proportion of the total energy expended and the predominant contribution is the elastic
zoix1? energy of the fibre. The 'toughness index' proposition described by Henager
(87) is based on similar ideas but the area under a portion of the load-deflection
curve of the composite provides a measure of the energy absorption in this case. An
up-to-date account of research in this area is given in Bentur and Mindess (14).
"

Theoretical relationships have been derived for the energy to break short fibre ■ ’
composites where the fibres are much longer than the critical length (88). In this
case some fibres would break at composite failure strain and others will pull out and
both processes need to be taken into account in calculating the total energy to break
the composite. Following Kelly (89), Bentur and Mindess (14) have re-emphasised that
in short fibre composites the pull-out work is at its maximum when the length of the ■
fibre equals critical length. As the length increases more fibres break rather than
pull out, improving strength efficiency but at the expense of the 'toughness'. A
*
notion of a critical bonti strength has . been introduced for short fibre composites.■

5-A.7
Synergy in FRC materials - In earlier studies on FRC materials containing
mixture of fibres (90,91) the issue of any synergistic effect was not seriously
addressed. This has now been done by Xu and Hannant (92) in their work on cement
composites containing mixtures of PP and glass fibres. Both tensile and flexural test
results show improvement in properties that is greater than the sum of the
contributions from individual fibre types. It was observed that in the presence of
fibrillated PP nets having a large strain capacity glass fibres maintained maximum load
at higher deflections than would be possible on their own. The use of the fibre
mixture produced composites with a higher LOP (in bending) and improved flexural
properties in the post-cracking regime compared to their individual composites. It is
interesting to note that a mixture of PP net, continuous glass fibre rovings and
■
chopped glass fibre strands is used commercially in Italy in the manufacture of
corrugated sheeting.
л
5«В PROPERTIES OF INDIVIDUAL FRC COMPOSITES
5.B.1

• •'■ ' -

■

From Crystalline Fibres

5.B.1.1 Asbestos cement - Although the health hazards of asbestos are well documented
(16) and several countries have taken positive steps to eliminate the use of asbestos
in buildings and construction, the volume of AC production globally still remains very
high at possibly tens of millions of tonnes. One reason for this is the cheapness and
abundance of this natural fibre. But there are important technical reasons also.
Asbestiform minerals, chrysotile in particular, combine exceedingly well with cement to
produce a wet flat which has the right plasticity and strength so it can be moulded »
easily into corrugated sheets, pipes and other products. Secondly, the technology, ;
which is capital intensive, is well established and there are some ninety countries in "
the world where AC products are made (13). . *
"
"
-

A good formulation for AC sheets and pipes will have 12-14% of chrysotile asbestos
More hazardous amphibole asbestos has been phased out in many countries in the
*
manufacture of pressure pipes, for instance.
'
■ .. ProP®rti®s of the AC material in various applications are governed by national and
standa;ds
thase are undergoing substantial revision a/the present '
W я6 93/Л? ^commodate the alternative non-asbestos FRC products. For AC products
odgson (13) stipulates that the transverse loading or flexural strength of flat or
corrugated sheet must not be less than 15.7 MPa. Most manufacturers will exceed this
minimum in their product to provide an overall safety factor of 1.3 to 1.4. Pressure °
??PrhoS?r
?aV! ahcircum£erential tensile strength of at least 22.5 MPa. The density
7qvPrOdUhtS has tanbe sbrictiy controlled so that water absorption does not
exceed 25% in sheets or 20% in pipes.
Г58/А11РпС?чо?Са1яРАьРеГ1:1ея nf AC haVe been studied ЬУ тапУ authors among them Mai
and Akers
Garrett (60). Akers and Garrett concluded-that the
’■
strengthof the composite could be accounted for without any matrix contribution
whereas Mai included such a contribution in his study. From microstructural studies
appear®
failure in AC takes place via fibre pull-out, although as the
reinforcement is in the form of bundles of very fine fibrils, the pull-out process is
rather complex. Single fibre pull-out tests have indicated that the pull-out bond
strength is in the range 0.8 to 2.4 MPa (14).
.

,
In use AC sheets have sometimes lasted sixty years or more. On weathering an
increase in the bending strength but a decrease in impact toughness has been observed
5.B.2

From Silicate Glass Fibres

5-В-2-£ Gl^ss Fibre Reinforced Cement (GRC) - Following the work of Biryukovich and
я?'вргкеГя i”i??SSia (2B) and that in England in the late sixties and early seventies
at BRE and Pilkingtons (22) glass fibre reinforced cement (grc) has emerged as an
interesting constructional material of considerable versatility. The grc industry is
now well established. At the present time alkali-resistant (AR) glass fibres
containing fairly large proportions of ZrO2 constitute the principal fibre-type used in
the industry although in specially polymer modified cement matrices borosilicate
E-glass fibres have also found commercial applications. .
. .
.
The mechanical properties of grc made from the first generation AR fibre (CemFIL) .
up to 20 years and that from second generation fijbre (CemFIL 2) provided with an
inhibitive coating up to 10 years have been published. These studies included
investigation of the effect of pozzolanas such as pulverised fuel ash, granulated
'
blastfurnece slag and microsilica, of lightweight aggregates such as pfa 'cemospheres'
and of various polymer dispersions on the properties of grc made from Portland cement.
Grc made from non-Portland cements were also studied. In these composites a nearly
2-dimensional random distribution of short fibres (34-38 mm) amounting to ~ 4 volt of
the composite was obtained by using the spray-dewatering production technique.
.
Long-term results on E-glass reinforced polymer modified Portland cement prepared in a
similär way are also now available (95). A detailed review of the findings of these
studies is not given here as they are discussed in full in the recent book by Bentur
and Mindess (14) and in the monograph by Majumdar and Laws (22). ‘

The 28-day properties of spray-dewatered grc made from the first generation AR
?rnvar=n»SAf?™S: M0R 35-40 MPa’ L0P 19-17 HPa> UTS 14-17 MPa, strain at failure
1.0Z, BOP 9-10 MPa, Young's modulus 20-25 GPa and Izod impact strength 17-31 kj/m2.
If kept in relatively dry air (40% rh), these properties do not change very much up to
zu years but in a wet environment, the strength properties show a substantial
/
nn^n1^ J” ₽articular the tensile failure strain is reduced to very low values, ' .
u.uz-u.04%, in course of a few years rendering the material essentially brittle. The
matrix controlled properties, e.g. the. Young's modulus, LOP (in bending) and BOP values

-
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show an increase however. When the second generation fibres with inhibitive coatings
are used, the extent of reduction in properties is much smaller after equivalent times,
for instance the failure strain value after nine years of weathering at BRE is in the
range 0.4-0.5%, but stable values might not have been reached. Several authors have
studied the microstructural changes that attend changes in grc properties in various
environments (14,22).
.
,
For vibration-cast premix grc used commercially and having a sand:cement ratio of
0.5:1 and w/c of 0.33, the initial mean property values are as follows (45):
compressive strength 40-60 MPa, MOR 10-14 MPa, LOP 5-8 MPa, UTS 4-7 MPa, strain to
failure 0.1-0.2Z and impact strength 8-14 kJ/m2. Some changes in these values on
long-term weathering are to be expected.

‘

Predictions have been made about the very long-term strength of grc from
accelerated ageing tests by immersing the material in hot water at various temperatures '
(96,97). A comparison of the predicted and real time bending strength for
spray-dewatered grc is shown in Figure 5 (98). The predictions are based on an
'
Arrhenius-type relationship.
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Figure 5. Comparison between weathering results and predictions from accelerated
ageing of grc (Reference 98)
Although some reduction in grc properties with age can be tolerated, if allowed for
in design, in many grc applications it would be desirable if there is no decrease in
properties. Research has been carried out in the past few years to achieve this end.
The strategies employed are based on the use of 1) highly efficient pozzolanas
together with a suitable polymer dispersion and 2) special cements with or without
mineral admixtures. Considerable work has been done with silica fume as the mineral
admixture in Portland cement to be used in grc (14,22) and more recently metakaolin has
come into prominence (99). Special cements that have been developed for grc contain
sulphoaluminates as a main constituent. The Chichibu cement (4)contains a proportion of
granulated slag also whereas the recently announced product from Blue Circle in the UK
(6) metakaolin is the preferred admixture. The new cements produce little or no
Ca(0H)2 and the pH of the pore solution is probably below 11 at all times (5).
Composites made from these cements show less shrinkage on drying.
■
Hyashi et al (100) have described the properties of grc made from Chichibu cement and AR glass fibres. Almost no reduction in the bending strength of the composite was
seen up to 56 days under water at 70°C. The corresponding failure strain value also

remained at their start level (~ 0.8%) after the exposure. Another interesting
observation was that even when the moderately alkaline sulphoaluminate cement was used
with E-glass fibres, the composites were degraded fairly rapidly at elevated
temperature.
.
...
Figure 6 compares the flexural properties of grc made from 'calcrete', the new
sulphoaluminate cement from UK (6) with those of grc from Portland cement, both using
AR glass fibres. The accelerated test results for the new cement composites are - .
encouraging. Similar promising results have been seen with sulphoaluminate cement made
in China (5).
■. .
. -.

Days in water at 70'C

Figure 6. Flexural properties of
sprayed up grc made from calcrete
(Reference 6)
.

/^Figure 7. Flexural properties of
VTX-grc after cyclic wet and dry
tests (Reference 99)

As the hot water test does not show any reduction in flexural strength of grc made
from some of these new cementitious mixes, the long term strength of the composite
cannot be predicted using the relationships developed by Proctor et al (97). Nev tests
are being developed for this purpose. Bijen (95) and Thiery et al (99) have used a
cyclic wet and dry test and the latter authors have employed a cyclic freeze thaw test
also to assess their grc products made from AR glass fibres and modified Portland
cement. The results from the cyclic wet-dry tests on grc specimens prepared by Thiery
et al using a matrix of PC plus metakaolin and polymer are shown in Figure 7. The
results are compared with those of grc from the so called 5/5 mix (5 wt% of AR fibre
p us 5 vol% of acrylic polymer in Portland pement). Toughness values for the new VTX
composite after the test were also encouraging as well as the results from the cyclic
?Uf?ier^r»®titS1<>n the durability °f the VTX-grc have recently been
published by Soukatchoff and Ridd (101). In particular, the authors stress that the
strain capacity of the new composite remains at a very high level after accelerated
ageing tests in hot water kept at 30», 50° and 60°C, after cyclic wet-dry and

freeze-thaw tests and after extended carbonation. The value of the failure strains in
bending were of the order of 0.8X after 72 days in water at 60°C and greater than 0.6Z
after 2 years at 30°C. The authors estimate that the results at 30°C corresponds to 40
years' weathering. Accelerated carbonation produced an increase in the bending
strength.

'
Thiery et al (99) have pointed out that the addition of metakaolin does not seem to
be effective when E-glass fibres are used as reinforcement for grc. The Glass
Reinforced Cement Association (GRCA) have recently summarised (102) the current views
about the long-term durability of various types of grc including the new formulations
discussed above.
5.B.2.1.1 Durability and Glass/Cement Interaction - Until recently the hot water test
(97,103) was used exclusively in the assessment of grc durability. From the published .
results of these tests and long-term natural weathering data (22) it can be concluded
that grc made from first generation AR glass fibres and Portland cement on its own or
modified by mineral admixtures such as pfa and ggbs or polymer dispersions such as
acrylics will show a reduction in some mechanical properties in the long-term when used
in wet conditions. GRC made from high-alumina and supersulphated cements may perform
better in some situations. Composites made from E-glass fibre will follow a similar
trend, but probably at a much enhanced rate. The use of the second generation AR fibre
(e.g. Cem FIL 2) pioduces more durable cement composites but some loss in strength is
still expected in the longer term. The use of this fibre in high-alumina cement has
given encouraging results.

The newer grc's made from formulations based on mixtures of sulphoaluminate cement
and mineral admixtures or Portland cements modified by metakaolin and polymers have
given very promising results in accelerated ageing tests. However, the natural
weathering results on these composites over long periods of time are not available yet.
Until these and results from field trials in different parts of the world are available
one cannot be completely certain about the long-term durability of grc.

Given that grc, even those made from AR glass fibres has a durability problem, a
special conference to address this issue was arranged by the Prestressed Concrete
Institute of the USA in 1985, and the proceedings (See ref 98) of this conference
reflect the divergent views that exist today on the subject of glass/cement
interactions in(grc.

Broadly speaking, two main mechanisms have been identified for the reduction of grc
properties with time, especially in wet environments: 1) a progressive reduction in
the strength of the reinforcement caused by hydroxyl ion attack on the glass and 2)
precipitation inside the fibre strand of cement hydration products, mainly Са(0Н)г
crystals, which transforms the flexible reinforcement into a monolithic, .rigid one
via strong interfilament bonding. A detailed analysis of these hypotheses is given in
Bentur and Mindess (14) and Majumdar and Laws (22), and only a few comments are given
below. The promising results obtained recently with the new cementive mixtures can be
explained by both models.
■
It is acknowledged by most of the investigators that chemical interactions between
the highly alkaline cement pore solution and AR-glass fibres at high temperatures will
reduce the strength of the fibre. Whether the same can be said about reactions at room
temperature remains controversial. A reduction in the strength of the glass fibre
.
reinforcement, together with an Increase in the matrix cracking strength with time
brought about by progressive hydration of cement in wet environment, will have the
effect of increasing the critical fibre content, Vf,Crit required for multiple fracture
in grc. Hannant et al (63) have calculated that for aligned grc containing AR glass
fibres, Vf.crit may be IX at 28 days and 2X after 10 years in natural weathering. The
corresponding values for spray-dewatered grc having short fibres are 3.5X at 28 days
and more than 7.4X after 10 years.
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Tensile stress-strain diagram of aligned grc, stored in water at 19’C
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any multiple fracture was seen, the composite failing at a stress о/у.З MPa11 The
stra^ng ?tran? strength was 1064 MPa, much lower than that of a freshly manufactured
strand. Assuming that the ACK model is applicable to grc, the tensile stSss-stS?n
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8lass filaments were subjected to

t NaOH solutions (22) and penetration of the glass fibre surface by Ca(0H)2 crystals

has also been seen occasionally but so far these processes have not been thought to be
the nain failure mechanisms in grc composites under ambient conditions. Fibre surfaces
from weathered and wet-stored grc composites .of different descriptions have been
examined by various authors and although gross surface damage has been reported (14),
to the best of the writer's knowledge 'hollow fibres' of the kind described by Yilmaz
et al have not been identified as a key feature of aged grc microstructure.
.
The work of Yilmaz et al records the extent of chemical interaction that takes
place between the cement matrix and the AR fibre, particularly at 55eC, over periods of
time up to one year. There is evidence of much inter-diffusion of ions. Whether these
chemical processes create flaws on the fibre surface at 20°C and thus effect a
reduction in fibre strength is not clear. Obviously, further work in this area will be
necessary to confirm these observations and assess their relevance in the use of grc.

5.B.2.2 Glass Fibre Reinforced Gypsum (grg) - In many countries boards made from
gypsum plaster contain a proportion of glass fibre to provide reinforcement and
integrity in fire. A relatively new product in the UK (47) uses glass fibre 'tissue'
as surface reinforcement. Grg has been used in many one-off applications in the UK but
an industry to exploit the properties of this material has not developed. The
essential features of the glass reinforced gypsum are well known (108).
5.B.3

From Ceramic Fibres

5.B.3.1 Carbon Fibre Reinforced Cement - Because of the extremely good mechanical
properties and chemical inertness of carbon fibres, a considerable amount of work has
been done on cement composites reinforced by carbon fibres, beginning in the early
seventies. The interest has been sustained with the introduction of commercial products
in Japan. It has been recognised that as the high strength, high modulus fibres (Table
3) still remain very expensive for the construction industry, maximum utilisation of
their reinforcing potential is desirable and this is leading to applications where
continuous aligned or mat reinforcement is feasible (46).
■
.

Figure 9. Tensile stress-strain diagrams for continuous carbon-fibre reinforced
cement. Full lines are the experimental curves, broken lines are the curves predicted
by the ACK theory (Reference 49)

Early work on the properties carbon fibre reinforced cement has been reviewed
recently by Bentur and Mindess (14). Tensile stress-strain curves of continuous,

aligned composites due to Aveston et al (49) are shown in Figure 9 as they seemingly
validate the ACK model so precisely. High strength fibres can be formed into a tape
using polyvinyl acetate (109) to produce aligned composites. Ноге recent work has
concentrated on the use of less expensive fibres made from pitch. Composites made from
pitch fibres employ short fibres, and are usually produced by premixing and casting
techniques. Uniform dispersion of the reinforcement as individual filaments is
difficult in these cases but by using fibres, 3-10 mm in length, reasonable success has
been claimed for fibre volumes up to 5% (14). Nishioka et al (110) have studied the
reinforcing capability of pitch based carbon fibres with tensile strength in the range
440-764 HPa and Young's modulus in the range 26.6-32.4 GPa. They have concluded that
for composites made by premix and casting, the tensile strength of the fibre should be
in excess of 640 MPa. At 3 vol% fibre addition, MOR values up to ~ 26 MPa were
obtained with the stronger fibres. They also point out that during the production
process a significant proportion of the short carbon filaments are mechanically
degraded and may break, and that such considerations affect the composite fracture
mechanisms. Both pull out and fracture of fibres have been seen in failed carbon fibre
reinforced cement composites. Soroushian et al (78) have studied the properties of
polymer modified carbon fibre reinforced cement mortars.

Akihama et al (111) have compared the properties of cement composites made from
pitch-based carbon fibres with those reinforced by high-strength fibres made from
acrylics. Using premixed and cast composites having Vf up to 5.5% they found that the
strength of the composites having the high strength fibre was always higher but the
difference was less than expected from the differences in fibre strength. One
interesting aspect of their work was the use of an autoclave treatment (180°C, 5
hours), which produced composites which were slightly stronger than the air-cured
material. Polymer impregnation of the autoclaved material produced composites with
substantially higher strength. By measuring the pull-out lengths from a large number
of broken tensile specimens the authors were able to calculate the 'efficiency factors'
and thus compare their results with theoretical predictions.
.

Pitch fibres stronger than those mentioned above have been produced in Japan
recently employing coal-tar as the starting material. Short lengths of these fibres,
~ 17 pm in diameter and having tensile strength of ~ 1600 MPa and Young's modulus of
~ 180 GPa can be incorporated in the cementitious matrix using ordinary concrete
mixers. At 2 vol% addition, a flexural strength of the order of 14 MPa was found
experimentally for the composite, and it has been claimed that this is nearly double
that of composites made from the low-strength pitch fibre (46).
Information on the extent to which short carbon fibres improve the impact
resistance of the brittle cement matrix is rather scarce. Akihama et al (111) reported
a value of the order of 2000 microstrain as the tensile failure strain for an
autoclaved composite containing 5.3% pitch fibre and this value was substantially
reduced after polymer impregnation. Banthia and Sheng (112) have recently published
load-deflection traces of cement composites containing various proportions of 6 mm long
carbon fibre made from pitch. Only for the composite containing greater than 3 vol%
fibre was the area under the load-deflection curve conspicuously large indicating good
toughness. A reduction in toughness has been observed in carbon fibre composites made
with low w/c ratios or when pressing has been applied. It has been suggested that
densification of the matrix in these cases might have produced an increase in the bond
strength leading to fibre fracture rather than pull-out. Bond strength values in the
range 0.8 to 2.5 MPa have been reported by various investigators, and calculated
critical fibre length for pitch based carbon fibre of diameter 10-20 pm has been
estimated to lie in the range 0.6-2 mm (14).

One of the most attractive features of carbon fibre reinforced cement is their
excellent durability in various environments. Short fibre composites (28,46) made by
using the new fibre produced from coal tar have shown no reduction in bending strength
after ageing in hot water (85eC), exposure to accelerated conditions in a
.
weatherometer,and to salt water sprays. Similar promising results have been reported

. after 300 cycles of freeze thaw. The drying shrinkage of autoclaved composites is
greatly reduced, the extent of reduction increasing with the.amount of fibre used.
Carbon fibres are reactive towards acids such as sulphuric and nitric but in the cement
composites they seem to retain their strengthening power when placed in acid
x
environments (112)," at least in the short term.
5.B.4
From Synthetic Organic Polymer Fibres - Among the synthetic organic polymer
fibres two are occupying important positions at the present time in commercially
produced asbestos cement replacement materials. These are polyvinyl alcohol (PVA1) and
polypropylene (PP). High modulus acrylic fibres have also been used as primary
reinforcement in some of these products.
-

'

5.B.4.1 Polypropylene reinforced cement - Both single filaments that are mechanically
split from extruded tape and fibrillated networks of PP film either as continuous or
short mat forms are now used as replacement for asbestos in reinforced thin sheets.
With these reinforcements flexural strength of the order of 30 HPa can be easily .
obtained at high fibre volume fractions, say 10X. The toughness of the PP composite
has been compared by Hibbert and Hannant (86) with other FRC thin sheet materials and
has been found to be excellent. The high energy absorption in PP composites is,
however, obtained at large deflections and this may not be acceptable in some
applications. PP reinforced cements have also low first crack stress and strain and
are not particularly resistant to fire. The latter problem has been addressed to a
certain extent by the application of anti-oxidant coatings on the fibre. For improving
the first crack properties incorporation of a relatively small amount of glass yarn has
been found to be helpful. Such a composite ('Retiver') having flexural strengths of
the order of 45-50 HPa has been introduced to the market recently. Xu and Hannant (92)
have studied the mechanical properties of this type of composite.
Z7

The tensile stress-strain of an unaxial FRC composite made from high-tenacity PP
split fibre roving is shown in Figure 10 from Krenchel and Shah (113). Acoustic .
emission studies indicated high activity in the section A-B-C but practically none in
C-D. The fibre content was 10% by volume.
Figure 11, due to Hannant and Zonsvald (42), shows the tensile stress-strain and
bending load deflection curves of a FRC composite reinforced by 5.7 vol% of fibrillated
PP mat. Vittone (114) has published strength data on the Netcem material containing
various proportions of fibre. As fibrillated PP mats have strong fibres aligned in one
direction only, in commercial Netcem products care should be taken to place a number of
mats in a perpendicular direction also to reduce anisotropy.
Reported bond strength values for PP fibre reinforcements in cement range from
.0.12-3.45 HPa (14). It is claimed (113) that by special treatments of the fibre
surface, even higher bond strengths can be achieved. Hannant (81) has recently
reported that the bond strength between cement and polypropylene as calculated from . •
crack spacing of 'Netcem' composites is of the order of 0.4 HPa and this value
,
apparently did not change up to 10 years when the composite was kept in different
environments.
-

5.B.4.1.1 Durability - The ten-year results reported by Hannant (81) show that.in
weathered specimens the fibre strength remained almost unaffected over this period (Fig
12)
The composite stress-strain curves were significantly different in different
- environments, those kept under water at 20°C over the entire period showing the
smoothest curves. For this storage condition, surprisingly there was no change in the
cracking stress of the matrix and the 10-year stress-strain curve was very similar to
that seen after one month. The excellent toughness of the material was retained up to
10 years.
.
'
‘

Figure 10. Stress-strain curve from
uniaxial tension test on pp-rovingreinforced cement (longitudinal fibre
orientation, Vf =10%, w/c =0.36)
(Reference 113)

■

Figure 11. Tensile stress-strain curve
and load-deflection curve in flexure for a
composite containing 5.7% by volume of
fibrillated film networks parallel to • direction of stress (Reference 42)
■

Figure 12. The effect of natural weathering for up to 10 years on the film strength
(Reference 81)

The above result would suggest that under ambient conditions PP reinforced cement
is expected to perform satisfactorily over a long period of time in agreement with
earlier predictions from accelerated tests (90). Krenchel and Shah (113) reported a
decrease of ~ 30% in the strength of their high-tenacity PP fibre . after four years at
90°C. Fibre strength loss at high temperature has also been reported by Mai et al
(115). In the presence of air Gardiner et al (116) observed significant reductions in
strength when PP fibres and their composites were kept at high temperatures, up to
140°C over longish periods of time, presumably due to oxidation of the fibre. From the
results they predicted a service life of at least 25 years for the FRC material. The
effect of UV radiation on the fibre is not thought to be significant in composites
where the fibres are protected by cement (42).

5.B.4.2 Polyvinyl alcohol fibre reinforced cement - Information on the properties of
FRCmaterials containing PVA1 fibres is still very limited. Hikasa and Genba (117) have
claimed that cement composites containing only 3% PVA1 fibre together with an amount of
wood pulp and manufactured by the Hatschek process can develop nearly 50 MPa flexural
strength, higher than that of conventional AC product. The modulus of the PVAl
composite is somewhat lower, however. Akers et al (118) have reported a much lower
flexural strength, in the range 17-23 MPa, for a series of composites containing PVAl

'

fibres.

The long-term properties of commercial PVAl reinforced cement in the form of
corrugated and flat sheets and roofing slates are being studied at BRE (119). A
selection of our findings are given in Table 5. Obviously, the initial strength of the
material is selected to meet the requirements of the standards for the different types
of products but it is worth noting that the new FRC materials are much weaker in
bending than the corresponding AC products; for instance, a batch of asbestos cement
slates gave MOR values of 45.5 and 26.8 MPa respectively for the longitudinal and
transverse samples. Like AC products the new composites gave higher strength values

when dry than wet.
Properties of PVAl Fibre Reinforced Cement

Table 5

Curing conditions

Test conditions

Stored to constant
weight at 20’C
and 65% rh z~

dry
(65% rh)

7 days in water
at 20°C ■

wet "

5 years in
natural weather
at Garston,
England

,

■

..

"

Accelerated ageing
in water
at 50°c
;

.

dry
(65% rh)

wet

L - longitudinal, I - transverse

L

Corrugated
sheets

27.1
21.4
11.5
0.05
26.2

17.4
16.4
9.2
0.04
24.5

21.2
9.6
8.1
0.12
13.9

mor

(MPa)
LOP (MPa)
UTS (MPa)
Failure strain (%)
E (GPa)
.

20.7
12.4
7.7
0.23
22.4

12.8
11.5
5.8
0.03
21.9

21.8
10.5
7.5

MOR (MPa) .
LOP (MPa)
UTS (MPa)
Failure strain (%)
E (GPa)

25.3
25.3
10.6
0.03
32.3

‘

22.2
22.2
7.6
0.03
30.3

23.5
22.0
9.3
0.07 '
20.1

21.4
21.3

-

LOP
".

..
T',

MOR (MPa)
■
LOP (MPa)
UTS (MPa)
Failure strain (%)
E (GPa)

mor

wet

slates

Property.

(MPa)
(MPa)

MOR (MPa)
LOP (MPa)
UTS (MPa)
Failure strain (%)
E (GPa) ■

■

-

21.2
■
16.4
14.2 ' . , 15.6 .
9.7
6.3
0.04
0.03
26.0
25.3■
(after 180 days)

■ .... '

.

"

.

15.8

гО-S

.

,
.
. '"

‘

.

15.0

20.1
11.3
7.3
0.10
;
;
21.0
(after 365 days)

»vai*412*1

. - Akers et al (118) have reported on the properties of several
PVAI composites after a few years of natural weathering in Switzerland. They observed
aVu
the flexural strength of the composite increased with age. Hikasa
and Genba (117) reported a reduction in toughness of nearly 50% after only one year's
weathering. From Table 5 it can be seen that curing in hot water at 50°C over long
'
has not produced any reduction in strength of the PVAl-reinforced product but
к significant reductions have been seen after five years (119). Akers et al
(118) have also observed reductions in the strength of PVA1 fibres, and cement
:
composites made from them, if they are exposed to alkalis and heated under cyclic wet
. and dry conditions. X-ray diffraction studies of PVA1 fibres extracted from aged
composites indicated some differences in structure from the unaged material.
Microstructural studies (120) indicate that whereas in young composites failure is
caused by the pull-out of fibres, with age the mechanism changes predominantly to one
of fibre fracture.
.

5'j’?*3 .-^гУ11с Fi-bre reinforced cement - High strength acrylic fibres with Young's
modulus in the range 14-25 GPa have been developed for cement reinforcement (14). Some
commercial AC replacement products sold in Europe a few years ago definitely contained
a proportion of the acrylic fibre as primary reinforcement but whether this practice is
continuing at the present time is not certain. Acrylic fibres are reported to form
good bonds with cement, values up to 4 MPa have been recorded (121). Flexural strength
values of ~ 25 MPa can be achieved in composites made by the Hatschek process with
M^V^tlOk °f ~k2% P1k5 the Processing fibre (122), and in laboratory experiments
(.23',^ has been shown that an increase in the acrylic fibre content can lead to a
significant improvement in the toughness of the composite.
Pata on the long term properties of cement composites containing acrylic fibres are
rather scarce. From the results on the fibre alone (14) it would appear that a
combination of high-alkalinity and temperature rise may reduce the strength of the
. iibre, and hence that of the composite.
.■
f

5-B-4-4 Aramid fibre reinforced cement - Aramid fibres such as 'kevlar' reinforce the
cement matrix efficiently and as the decomposition points of these polymers (~ 400°C)
. are appreciably higher than the melting points of PP or PVA1, cement composites made
from the aramid fibres have obvious advantages at high temperatures. However, the
fibres still remain expensive and not many thin sheet applications other than in
structural repairs are known to the author.
The mechanical properties of cement composites containing aramid fibres were
investigated by Walton and Majumdar (124) many years ago and by Ohgishi et al (125) and
Akihama et al (126) among others more recently. The durability of the aramid in the
cement matrix has been reported to be very good although some doubts still exist as to
the very long term alkali resistance (14). The composites can be autoclaved. Using
several mineral admixtures such as microsilica in their matrix Akihama et al found that
best results were obtained when the autoclaving was done at 140°C. Such a treatment
reduced the drying shrinkage of the composite very substantially when compared to the
air-cured material.

®an5 et(127) found that the bond between aramid fibre and cement can be
■
reasonably strong ~ 2.75 MPa or even higher, 4.5 MPa, for some fibres. As the fibres
are manufactured in the form of bundles, uniform distribution of the reinforcing ■
filament in the matrix is not.easy and further work in this area is warranted. Because
.
“igh strength of the fibre/matrix bond individual fibre pull out is not
significant in the failure of aramid FRC. Bundle splitting, bundle shearing and fibre
tracture are the more important mechanisms.

?'B'5 . —Natural Plant Fibre - In the past two decades considerable efforts have
been made in assessing the potential of natural vegetable plant fibres as
reinforcements for cement and concrete. International conferences have been held under
the auspices of organisations such as RILEM (128), and at least one edited text on the

subject is also1 now available (129). A critical appraisal of developments in this
field can be found in Bentur and Mindess (14).
5.B.5.1 Unprocessed Plant Fibre Reinforced Cement - With most unprocessed fibres,
improvements in the strength properties of the matrix that can be achieved with
practical fibre volumes are modest. Hussin and Zakaria (130) have studied the
properties of flat and corrugated sheets containing up to 6% of coconut fibres,
37-250 mm in length. Using w/c of 0.35 and vibration casting they recorded an MOR
value of over 6 MPa at 28 days for flat sheets having 3 and 4 vol % fibre; corrugated
sheets which were pressed gave nearly twice this value at 4% fibre addition.
Paramasivan et al (131) have reported much higher values for their corrugated sheets
made from coconut fibres. Using 25 mm long fibres and applying a pressure of 152 kN/m2.
they obtained an MOR value of 22 MPa for the composite containing 3Z fibre. Using
special manufacturing techniques Majumdar and Walton (104) obtained bending strength
values of the order of 16 MPa for 3.9% sisal reinforced cement sheet where the fibres
lay in a two-dimensional random orientation. . Mansur and Aziz (132) have studied the
effect of fibre length and content on the mechanical properties of cements reinforced
with jute fibres.
The introduction of natural plant fibres in the cement matrix can increase the '
impact toughness of the material considerably, depending on the length of fibre used
and its amount in the composite. This is one of the main benefits of adding fibres,
and areas under load deflection diagrams of these composites are nearly always several
times larger than that of the control. Using Izod pendulum methods Majumdar and Walton
(104) report an impact strength of 18.3 kJ/m2 for composites containing 3.9% of sisal
fibre which compares well with impact strengths of other fibre cement composites
discussed in this review.

Interest in sisal fibre reinforced gypsum continues (133).

5.B.5.1.1 Durability - The long-term durability of cement composites reinforced by
unprocessed natural plant fibres remains questionable. Natural weathering over a short
time has been found to produce a loss in strength and toughness in sisal FRC (34). The
absorption of large amounts of water by most of the natural fibres produces swelling in
the composite_and they degrade in the wet-dry cycles although this is not always
reflected in a reduction of strength or toughness. Chemical degradation of the fibre
in the alkaline cement environment through dissolution of the alkali soluble components
in the fibre and depolymerisation of others is a more potent mechanism. Lewis and
Mirihaglia (35) have measured the effect of alkali attack on the strength of various
natural fibres, and Gram (34) has discussed the underlying mechanisms in great detail .
with respect to sisal fibres but his observations are probably valid for most
of the unprocessed fibres. The degradation of the fibre, whatever the cause, and the
volume changes attendant on wetting and drying affect the interfacial properties of the
composite and lead to reduced strength and toughness. When the reinforcement is in the
form of bundles, precipitation of cement hydrates inside the bundle might affect the
toughness of the composite adversely as discussed in a previous section.

Attempts have been made to improve the performance of vegetable fibres in cements
by applying coatings of suitable water-repellent substances such as formic and stearic
acid (34) but the improvements have not been very marked. Canovas et al (134) have
experimented with sisal fibre reinforcement impregnated with various substances
including natural resin. There is some evidence that if blended cements are used,
particularly the ones containing large amounts of microsilica, the retention of
■
strength in sisal FRC over the long term is improved. Again the rate of precipitation
of Са(0Н)г inside the reinforcement is an important consideration here.
5.B.5.2 Processed Plant Fibre Reinforced Cement - Refined cellulose derived from wood
by a pulping process, described by some (135) as wood fibre, has been found to be the
most cost-effective replacement of asbestos in products such as corrugated sheets for
roofing and cladding and general purpose building board. For a considerable time it

has been used as a partial asbestos substitute in AC products made by the Hatschek
process which can handle cellulose pulp with relative ease. Nearly all but the most
recent work has been reviewed by Bentur and Mindess (14).
The cellulose reinforced FRC products are based either on Portland cement or a
calcium silicate matrix produced when PC plus silica or lime plus silica mixtures.
(containing the cellulose pulp) are autoclaved at temperatures around 180°C. For
air-cured composites Coutts and Warden (136)- reported a flexural strength of the order
of 30 MPa at 8 wt % fibre addition and it is now recognised that a flexural strength in
excess of 20 MPa can be easily achieved by adding say 10% by mass of refined cellulose
to a cementitious matrix. Compared to asbestos cement the cellulose reinforced product
shows a higher strain capacity (137).
.
■

The effect of differences in the manufacturing methods used in the production of
cellulose pulp and its subsequent refining on the properties of the composites has been
studied in some detail by Coutts and his colleagues (37,138). In general, pulps
produced by the chemical process (Kraft) seem to provide the most efficient strength
reinforcement but sometimes at the expense of impact toughness. Further refining by
mechanical means accentuates this difference. Attempts have been made to relate these
observations to the physical and chemical nature of the refined fibre, its length and
geometry and to the strength of the bond it forms with the matrix. SEN photos of the
fracture surfaces of composites tend to show that when high tensile or flexural
strength is achieved fibre fracture is the predominant failure mechanism whereas good
impact toughness is associated with fibre pull-out. Mai et al (139) have demonstrated
that if Kraft pulp is bleached, the autoclaved FRC material shows an improvement in
flexural strength and modulus of elasticity compared to the composites containing the
unbleached reinforcement, but again the impact toughness is impaired due to bleaching
of the fibre. The use of 'coupling agents' to improve bonding, on the other hand, has
not been particularly effective in increasing the tensile or bending strength (140).
, The effect of matrix composition, ie Portland cement or autoclaved calcium
■
silicates, on the properties of the cellulose FRC materials has been studied by Coutts
and his colleagues (136,141) and by Akers and Studinka (142). Vinson and Daniel (143)
have studied the properties of cement composites reinforced with cellulose derived from"
high-density summerwood. A fibrillated version of the same fibre was found to be very
efficient as a processing fibre.
'
Even refined cellulose or wood fibres absorb a large quantity of moisture and this
factor affects the strength properties of composites in a significant way. An increase
in the moisture content produces a decrease in the elastic modulus and flexural
strength of the composite but an increase in impact toughness. These changes are
greater in magnitude than similar effects in asbestos cement and microstructural
studies tend to support the hypothesis that failure of cellulose FRC materials under
wet conditions is mainly due to fibre pull-out indicating a weaker interfacial bond
than in the dry state. Soroushian and Marikusite (135) have made a statistical
analysis of the various factors involved in producing moisture effects on cellulose
pulp FRC properties.

, Commercial FRC sheetings produced by the Hatschek process show considerable
anisotropy in properties and cellulose pulp reinforced materials are no exception.
Some idea of the extent of this anisotropy can be obtained from the results given in
Table 6.
, Coutts (144) has recently reported on the properties of gypsum plaster products
reinforced by waste paper fibres. Sheets prepared by the slurry/dewatering technique
gave bending strengths of ~ 17 MPa at fibre addition of 10% by mass.
5.B.5.2.1 Durability - The effects of natural and accelerated weathering on the changes
in the mechanical properties of cellulose-pulp FRC composites have been studied by
Akers and Studinka (142) and their results on the naturally cured material are shown in

Table 6
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Properties of Cellulose Reinforced Autoclaved Calcium Silicate

Curing conditions

Test conditions

Stored to constant
weight at 20”C
and 65* rh

dry
(65* rh)

7 days in water
at 20’C

Accelerated ageing
in water
at 50°C
for 1 year

' Flat sheets
L.
T

.

Corrugated
sheets

mor

34.9
29.4
23.9
0.14
21.5

wet

MOR (MPa)
LOP (MPa>)
UTS (MPa)
"
'
Failure strain (%)
E (GPa)

26.2 18.9

dry
(65% rh)■

MOR (MPa)
LOP (MPa)
UTS (MPa)
Failure strain (%)
E (GPa)
.

37.2
.
29.9 "
21.5
0.12
21.3

23.8
23.8
15.2
0.09
18.0

29.3
28.7
20.0
0.10
16.2

wet

MOR (MPa)
LOP (MPa)
' '
UTS (MPa)
Failure strain (%)
E (GPa)

26.5
17.7
13.7
0.10
19.2

15.1
13.4
6.7 '
0.05
15.3'

24.7
19.0
11.3
0.09
12.9

wet

mor
lop

.

5 years in
natural weather
at Garston,
England

Property

-

(MPa)
LOP (MPa)
■ UTS (MPa)
Failure strain (%)
E (GPa)

19.1
19.0 ’
14.8
0.09
18.4 13.3
12.6

(MPa)
(MPa)
■
■
UTS (MPa)
Failure strain (%)
E (GPa)

.

30.9
21.2
19.0
0.14
1 14.4 ■
23.3
12.3
10.7
■
0.12
13

.

'

27.0
. 18.2
.11.3
0.12
14.9

■

'

L - longitudinal, T - transverse

Table 7. A selection of results from the current study at BRE on the autoclaved
material is shown in Table 6.
- .
.

Table 7

Properties of the naturally cured cellulose fibre cement products exposed to
various ageing tests (Reference 142)

Type of
ageing

■

NonAged

Flexural
strength
N/mm2

E-modulus
kN/mm2

16.4
±0.9

Tensile
strength
N/mm2
.

Strain at
failure
%

C02
'content
Z

DP
(fibre)

10.9
±1.3

7.0
±0.2

2.80
±0.70

1.65
±0.12

581
±60

1770
±20

14.8
±1.2

2.6
±0.9

0.04
±0.01

4.85
±0.16

430
±50

1780
±10

435
■ ±80

Accelerated
aged 3 months
ambient
environment

12.3
■ ±1.1

Accelerated
aged 3 months
CO2 rich
environment

23.9
±2.2

18.9
±1.4

7.2
±1.3

0.05
±0.01

6.71
±0.05

Natural
weathering

25.1
±1.6

18.0
±0.9

7.4
±0.9

0.05
±0.01

9.72
±0.10

■

Density
kg/m3

491 ■
±50

•

1800
+ 10
1830
±40

It can be seen from Tables 6 and 7 that on natural weathering the strength of both
types of cellulose FRC materials increase whereas the failure strain values are

■

reduced, very sharply in the case of the room-temperature cured material. Considerable
improvements in the flexural strength and elastic modulus of the material cured at
ambient temperature followed after placing in a CO2 rich environment. It can be seen
also, from Table 6 that the hot water test did not produce any reduction in the
mechanical properties of the autoclaved FRC product, confirming the earlier
observations of Sharman and Vautier (145). Accelerated tests based on wetting and
drying, on the other hand, show degradation of properties (142). Part of this
degradation may be due to moisture movement in the matrix itself, the cement matrix
composites showing greater reduction in properties than the autoclaved FRC.
Detailed microstructural studies with the SEM by Bentur and Akers (146) have
revealed hollowness in the cellulose fibre after cyclic wetting and drying and
'petrification' (mineralisation) after treatment in a C02-rich environment. These
features contribute to the property changes mentioned earlier. No evidence has been
found, however, of the presence of a Ca(0H)2-rich zone near the fibre in cellulose pulp
FRC materials or in AC products they have been developed to replace.

In spite of the reasonable durability results obtained in the laboratory,
examination of the cellulose FRC products in the field in the UK has revealed signs of
distress in many instances on weathering (147). Warping and curling and delamination
have been seen in earlier flat sheets and longitudinal cracks in the corrugated
products.. Most wood-cement particle boards, where the reinforcement is in the form of
wood chips, show some loss in strength on long-term weathering (148). A combined
effect of alkaline hydrolysis of the non-cellulosic component and volume changes
associated with wetting and drying may be the underlying causes.
5. B.6
From metallic fibres - Thin sheets of cement mortar reinforced by steel fibre
have been produced by spray or hand lay-up methods using a wire mesh. Commercial
building panels have also been produced (48). At the present time there is not a great
deal of user interest in these materials and steel fibres remain the principal
candidate for reinforcement of bulk concrete.
An interesting new development is the emergence of metallic glass ribbons. Initial
results as reinforcements for cement have been encouraging (39).

6.

APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

In many parts of the world asbestos cement products continue to be used as roofing
and cladding panels, slates and in pipes. Alternative products have been developed in
many cases but it is proving difficult to replace pressure pipes with other FRC ■
.
products. Several countries in the industrially developed world have decided to phase
out the use of asbestos products in the building industry as soon as practicable and ■
this trend is expected to be followed by other nations.
Over the last two decades or more the glass fibre cement industry has pioneered the
use of thin sheet grc products in many new areas - architectural cladding, permanent
formwork, agricultural structures, decorative panels, fire resistant partitions and
doors, box elements and moulded products of various descriptions, small and often
mobile buildings etc. The composite .material has been used successfully in the ■
construction of domestic housing and in the refurbishment of old buildings. In
addition, the feasibility of making various AC products in grc has been amply
demonstrated. In these and other applications, the mouldability of grc and its light
weight are the most attractive features and every year new applications are added to
the list. So far, the applications of grc have been seriously limited by concerns over
the long-term durability of the material, but as mentioned earlier in this review
promising results have recently been obtained with some new matrix formulations.
Hopefully, these composites will prove to be more durable in external exposure than
their predecessors.
■
.

.
The use of. synthetic organic polymer fibres in thin sheet applications has steadilv
grown over the years but except In the field of AC replacement products“here po^Sl
alcohol, polypropylene and acrylic fibres hold dominant positions, these fibres hCe ?
not made the expected impact in the construction materials field yet. In principle
fib?e°FRC material
of Src .те^!опес1 above are suitable for synthetic polymer
FRC materials also. Chemical inertness is the most important asset of these
• rnncia WhMh 1S count®rba}-anced by low melting points and low modulii of elasticity.
in maHnabih SUCCess has been achieved in increasing the stiffness of these fibres and
и?® re^stant J;0 oxidation and degradation by ultraviolet and no doubt
these efforts will continue. Use bf PP fibres in conjunction with glass has produced
fn7i0S1aeS-?ithJ?et4? mechanical properties than with PP alone and this trend may be
foilowed with other fibres. Ноге generally, it is already clear that in the production
of thin sheet FRC materials by processes such as the Hatschek, mixtures of fibres need
to be used, if only for operational reasons. Synthetic polymer fibres have a role to
play in this area as secondary or processing fibre.
High strength, high modulus aramid and carbon fibres have excellent properties and
are emnientiy suitable as reinforcements for cements but their price still remains too
high for exploitation in FRC. The fibres from pitch are far less expensive and offer
hope, particularly as the properties of the fibres have progressively improved. It has
been adequately demonstrated that thin sheet FRC made from the pitch fibre is a durable
material and can be used in many of the applications mentioned earlier for grc.
Further work will still be needed to develop fabrication methods that can utilise the
properties of these fibres more efficiently.

The use of natural plant fibres in the unprocessed state will probably remain in
the low-cost housing area in the developing countries for the time being. A two-room
house with a natural plant fibre reinforced cement roof and costing only £100 was
exhibited at the Ideal Home Exhibition in London in 1991 (149). The roof designed by
the Intermediate Technology Development Group cost only £40. Considerable improvement
in the weatherability of FRC materials made from these fibres will be required if wider
applications are desired. With cellulose pulp, perhaps the present uses in the AC
replacement area exploit the properties of the material most advantageously. Excessive
moisture absorption or flammability of the fibre remains its main disadvantage while
considering new applications.
.

There is, at present, a considerable amount of interest in the very strong cements
produced by special techniques incorporating microsilica or polymers. Although strong,
these materials remain brittle and some, e.g. the HDF cement, are sensitive towards
exposure to moisture. It has been amply demonstrated that the toughness of these
materials can be improved substantially by the addition of suitable fibres. Attempts
are being made to improve the water resistance of HDF cements; the use of an
organosilane coupling agent has given promising results (150). In the fullness of time
these materials should find applications in the construction industry,;perhaps as
structural elements. Otherwise, for the present time the use of FRC thin sheets will
remain mainly in the non— or semi-structural applications. In special structural
repairs, however, strong and chemically resistant fibres have possibilities.
..
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ABSTRACT

.

Many of the current applications of fiber reinforced concrete involve the use of fibers ranging up
to 1% by volume of concrete. It is usually assumed that fibers with this amount do not influence the
tensile strength of a matrix, and only after the matrix has cracked, do fibers contribute by bridging the
crack. Recently, with a variety of fabrication techniques it is possible to incorporate up to 15% of fibers
by volume into concrete. With such a large volume of fibers, some evidence presented in this paper
indicates that fibers seem to substantially increase the inherent tensile strength of matrices.

INTRODUCTION

, Portland cement concrete is a relatively brittle, material with a rather low tensile strength. This
deficiency of concrete can be overcome for example, by reinforcing concrete with small diameter fibers
these fibers can be glass, steel or synthetic fibers. Most of the current applications with fiber
reinforced concrete involve the use of fibers ranging up to 1% by volume of concrete. It is usually
assumed that fibers do not influence the tensile strength of the matrix, and only after the matrix has
cracked, do fibers contribute by bridging the cracks^.

Recently, with a variety of processing techniques, it is possible to incorporate up to 15% fibers by
volume into concrete. Fibers in such large quantities seem to fundamentally alter the nature of a
cement-based matrix. If this is so, then it is important to understand under what conditions such a
beneficial interaction can occur so that one can design composites to promote such interaction. To
examine this question, in this paper the results of tests conducted on specimens with different fibers
are first analyzed. A fracture mechanics (R-curve) approach is then proposed to simulate such fiber
matrix interaction.

THE SPACING CONCEPT AND THE TENSILE STRENGTH

The current interest in fiber reinforced concrete can be at least partially traced to a simulating
research reported by Romualdi and Batson[2]. They assumed that fracture strength of concrete in
tension can be predicted by Griffith’s criterion:

(1-р2)ла

(1)

where ac is the average tensile stress at failure, Gc is the critical strain energy release rate E is the
modulus of elasticity, д is the Poisson’s ratio, and a is half the length of the critical crack.
They pointed out that reducing the spacing between wires decreases the length of the critical crack
at fracture and thus should significantly increase the tensile strength of concrete. Their theoretical
prediction is shown in Fig. 1. To support their theoretical argument Romualdi and Batson conducted
tests on mortar beams reinforced with small diameter wires. The volume of wires was kept the same
m their test, but the spacing between these wires was varied.. From their results they concluded that
below about 10 mm (04 in.) sparing, the ultimate resisting moment of the beam was influenced by
spacing (see Fig. 2). However Broms and Shah13’ point out that to vary the sparing and to maintain
the same volume of steel, Romualdi and Batson used different diameters for different spacings. For
smaller spacings, wires with smaller diameters and with much higher yield strength were used. Taking
s effect into account, Broms and Shah recalculated the ultimate resisting moments for beams (Fig.
.
3)
These results indicated that there is no effect of spacing on the ultimate strength of beams.
It is noted that Romualdi and Batson assumed in their theoretical prediction that: (1) the critical
crack length is equal to the sparing between wires, (2) the value of Gc is the value at crack initiation
and (3) the bond between fibers and matrix is perfect. These assumptions are incorrect
-

Several studies have been conducted where strain at first cracking has been carefully measured
Based on these tests it is now generally accepted that fibers do not significantly enhance the first
cracking stress of cement-based matrices reinforced with small fiber volume fraction (Fig. 4)H.

Fig. 1 Theoretical prediction for the effect of spacing of wires
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Fig. 2 Relationship between ultimate strength and wire spacing
from Romualdi and Batson, where Mu = moment at ultimate load,
.
f’c = concrete ultimate strength, b = width of beam, P = percentage
of reinforcement, Pu = 0.4fc/fy, and fy = yield strength of wires
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, It should be noted that even if fibers or closely spaced wires do not change the first cracking stress,
it does not necessarily mean that the tensile strength of the matrix is not influenced by the presence
of fibers. This is because crack initiation in cement-based matrices does not always lead to critical
crack propagation. In general, for these quasi-brittle materials, crack initiation is followed by stable
.crack propagation. Thus the maximum load is usually attained only after a substantial, precritical stable
crack growth has occurred. It is likely that fiber can influence this stable crack growth and consequently
the tensile strength of the matrix. This possibility is examined for different fiber in the subsequent
sections of this paper.
1

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

(1) Test with Glass Fibers
Specimens reinforced with uniaxial, continuous glass fibers were manufactured151. The uniaxial
tensile specimens were 178 mm long and 25 mm wide, while the thickness varied from 4 to 5 mm.
Each glass fiber strand had 204 filaments and 1% by volume of fibers required 30 strands.
Two series of specimens were made: one with epoxy matrix and the other with cement matrix. For
each series, the volume fraction of fibers were varied from 0 to 10%. Uniaxial tensile tests #were
conducted in a closed-loop test facility. Displacement recorded by two LVDTs with a gage length of
76 mm was used as a control. The tensile load-elongation responses of glass fiber reinforced epoxy
specimens are shown in Fig. 5. Because of the difficulty in conducting the tensile test of glass fibers,
the modulus of elasticity of glass fibers was obtained from Fig. 5 by assuming that the composite
response is linear and plotting the slope of the curve. The values of composite stiffness (Ec) are
plotted for different volume fraction of fiber (Vf) in Fig. 6. The value of the modulus of elasticity of
glass fibers (Ef) obtained in this manner compare favorably with those reported by other
researchers161. Knowing the modulus of elasticity of the glass fibers, the contribution of the epoxy
matrix for each set of the specimens containing different volume fractions of fibers can be calculated.
The calculated stress strain curves of the epoxy matrix are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the
contribution (in term of the tensile stresses) of the reinforced epoxy matrix is the same regardless of
the volume of fibers. In addition, the calculated stress strain curves of the plain epoxy obtained from
composite response match quite well with the independently measured curve of the plain epoxy matrix.

Using the same procedure, the contribution of cement matrix was calculated and is shown in Fig.
8. Unlike epoxy matrix, the stress-strain response of cement matrix depends on the volume of fiber.
It was observed that when the composite stress strain curve deviated from linearity, the contribution
of the matrix was maximum. This point is often called the bend-over-point (BOP). To calculate the
matrix contribution, it was assumed that glass fibers response is linear with the modulus of elasticity
as determined from the previously described tests with the epoxy matrix. Further, it was assumed that.
the elongation of fibers is the same as that of the specimen as measured with the gage length of 75 mm.
After matrix cracking, the fibers may not be strained uniformly all along the gage length. Thus the
strain values referred to here is valid only on the average sense. It is not necessary to assume that the
fibers or the matrix respond linearly for applying the rule of mixtures. It is, however, necessary to
assume that the overall displacements of the fibers and the matrix are the same. It is noted that the
penetration of cement matrix within the glass fiber strands was not as uniform as that of epoxy matrix.
Thus the contribution of cement matrix shown in Fig. 8 is perhaps underestimated. This procedure has
been applied to cement-based matrices reinforced by different fibers to obtain matrix contributions as
described in the following sections. .

Fig. 5 Tensile load elongation response of glass fiber epoxy
matrix composites with varying volume fractions of fibers
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Fig. 6 Composite stiffness as a function of the fiber volume
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Fig. 7 Stress-strain response of the epoxy matrix computed from
the composite response using the rule of mixtures

Fig. 8 Stress-strain response for cement matrix computed from
the overall composite response
'

(2) Tests with Polypropylene Fibers

.

Mobasher, Stang and Shah[7] conducted uniaxial tensile test on cement-based matrices reinforced
with fibrillated continuous, uniaxial polypropylene fibers. The dog-bone specimens with the cross
sectional area of 16x10 mm were tested. The tensile stress-strain curves of cement-based matrices
reinforced with 8.7% and 13.4% volume fractions of are shown in Fig. 9. The contribution of the
matrix (shown in the inset) was obtained by subtracting the contribution of fibers from the composite
response using the law of mixtures as previously described. The tensile strength of the cement-based
matrix reinforced with 13.4% by volume of fibers is approximately 15 MPa, and it is remarkable that
even at an average strain of 2%, the matrix contributes a tensile stress of about 8 MPa.

(3) Tests with Steel Fibers
Somayaji and Shah[8] conducted uniaxial tensile tests on cement mortar reinforced with steel wires.
Specimens tested were 305x25.4x9.5 mm. Continuous steel wires of diameter 1.19 mm were used as
reinforcement. The matrix stresses at the BOP obtained from their results are shown in Fig. 10 for
different fiber volume fractions. The matrix stress at BOP increases with increasing fiber volume
fraction.
'
Banthia and Sheng[9] tested a high strength mortar reinforced by discontinuous, short steel fibers.
The high strength mortar matrix consisted of portland cement, silica fume, aggregate, and
superplasticizer. The steel fibers used had an average diameter of 0.025 mm and an average length of
3 mm. Three-point bend beams with dimensions of 19 x 19 x 150 mm were tested (clear span of the
beam = 130 mm). The contribution of matrix in terms of the load resisted by the matrix is plotted as
the function of fiber volume fraction in Fig. 11.
-

The above results on cement-based matrices reinforced by continuous and discontinuous glass,
polypropylene or steel fibers indicate the evidence that the use of high volume fraction (greater than
2% by volume) of fibers seems to fundamentally alter the tension-weak nature of concrete. As a result,
the inherent tensile strength and strain capacity of the matrix itself is significantly enhanced. The use
of high volume fraction of fiber may lead to produce a new class of cement-based materials.

This beneficial interaction between fibers and quasi-brittle matrices has been studied using
fluorescent microscopy and laser holography at ACBM Center[71ll0]. Some of the results of these
studies are indicated in Fig. 12. It was observed that microcracks in the matrix prior to BOP (point A)
are few and uniformly distributed. Some of these microcracks localized into macrocraks at the BOP
(point B). The presence of fibers can delay this localization phenomenon thus increasing the tensile
strength of the matrix. The spacing of the localized band of macrocrack was observed to decrease
beyond the BOP (point C). The spacing of cracks reaches minimum at point D. Beyond this saturation
point, it can be assumed that the matrix contribution is essentially constant, but not necessarily
negligible. Note that for low volume of fibers, the tensile strength of the matrix at the BOP may not
be significantly different than that of plain matrix and the stress-strain response of the composite
beyond the BOP,may be characterized by strain softening rather than hardening as observed for high
volume fraction of fibers.

The desirable interaction between fibers and matrix described above will obviously depend on type,
length, diameter and volume fraction of fibers, properties of matrix and the bond characterization of
interface. To optimize these variable parameters theoretical modeling is essential. We have

Composite Stress (MPa)
Fig. 9

Stress-strain response of the composite material plotted
for two-volume fraction fibers.
Computed response of the
matrix phase Is also shown In the Inset
■

Fig. io Matrix strength at the BOP for steel fiber reinforced
cement-based composites
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summarized some available approaches in Reference llJ11! An R-curve approach to predict the
enhanced tensile strength of cementitious matrix and developed at ACBM Center is described below.

R-CURVE APPROACH FOR PREDICTING MATRIX RESPONSE AT THE BOP
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where a - ^/=0, and ß is a constant to be determined. The values of a and ß can be obtained from

(a) R-curve behavior of different matrices

(b) Three-point bend beam

(c) Modeling of fiber bridging by a closing pressure

Fig. 13 ■ Toughening of cementitious matrix
due to fiber reinforceementt

the conditions: K, = K,c and CTOD - CTODc, where K, and CTOD are the stress intensity factor
Srr!ne Cra?
°Pen!ng displacement respectively, resulting from the applied force. Both K, and
L IUD can be obtained from a linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) handbook|18l The R-curve
determmed from Eq. (4) can be interpreted as an envelope of G-curves of specimens with different
sizes but the same initial flaw and geometry (see Fig. 13). Once the R-curve is known for a material
with a certain geometry, its fracture response can be predicted.
'

' к For cementitious matrices with fiber reinforcement, additional toughening due to fiber bridging
should be considered when determining the R-curve. Mobasher, Ouyang and Shahl19»20! have
recentiy extended their R-curve to fracture of fiber reinforced composites. The presence of fibers can
reduce both the stress intensity factor and the crack tip opening displacement. Therefore, the instability
conditions (the BOP) for matrices with fiber reinforcement are:
.
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where CTmf is the stress at BOP resisted by the toughened matrix, Q is the Green’s function for the crack
closure at point
due to a unit force applied at point x along the crack length, p is the closure
pressure at apointx along thecrack face, and
is the stress intensity due to a unit load applied at
t e point x along the crack surface. Kmb CTODm, K,F and Q can be obtained based on LEFM[181.

exPenmental fiber-pull out slip curve can be served as the closing pressure. Alternatively, the
following expression may be used as the closing pressure up to the BOP:
p = ■чгdf

(7)

Sen; 11
efficiency factor depending on many factors such as the fiber orientation and the
J1 iTthTrh ’ Ti 15Дье 5V-ra?e r.?nd ?.rength of fiber-matrix interface, Vf is the fiber volume fraction,
is the fiber length, df is the fiber diameter, and u0 is the fiber slip at the maximum pull-out load.
ptr?mTtninS thc,c^osin6 Pressure, two unknowns, amf and ac, can be obtained from Eqs. (5)
by fibers смТе predktod
determmed’ and mechanieal response of matrices reinforced
and^

Comparisons between theoretical and experimental results are also given in Fig. 9 for the
continuous glass fiber composites, in Fig. 10 for the continuous steel fiber composites, and in Fig 11
for discontinuous, short steel fiber composites. It is found that the proposed R-curve approach match
quite well with the experimental results.
:
.
P
LimP11 reportKed their experimental results on high strength cementitious paste
norrianJ1t dls.contmu°us’ sh3rt carbon fibers.
ТЪе high strength cement paste consisted of
Portland cement, silica powder, and superplasticizer. The pitch based carbon fiber, with the length of
mm and the diameter of 14.5 micron, was used. Dog-bone specimens with a cross sectional dimension
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of 30 X 12 mm, and beams with dimensions of 40 x 40 x 160 mm were cast. The dog-bone specimens
were tested under uniaxial tension, whereas the beams were tested in three-point bending. The
specimens were tested after 7-day curing in an autoclave. Both theoretical and experimental composite
loads for different fiber volume fractions are depicted in Figs. 14 and 15 for the uniaxial tension
specimen and the three-pomt bend beam, respectively1201. It is noteworthy that by using the same
material properties the proposed R-curve approach is capable of predicting the fracture responses of
different geometries.
.
.

CONCLUSIONS

;

Toughening of cementitious matrices reinforced by continuous and discontinuous steel glass
Polypropylene or carbon fibers has been studied. It is found that when a cement-based matrix
reinforced with not greater than 1% fibers, the fibers almost do not influence the tensile strength of
the matrix, and only after the matrix crack, do the fibers contribute by bridging the cracks However
when a cement-based matrix reinforced with greater than 2% fibers, the interaction between the fibers
and the matnx seems to fundamentally enhance the inherent tensile strength and strain capacity of the
matrix. Such beneficial interaction may lead to produce a new class of cement-based materials.
Лп R-curve approach has been proposed to simulate fracture behavior of toughened matrices. The
proposed R-curve can reasonably well describe the matrix toughening due to fiber reinforcement.
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l.INTRODUCTION

For estimating the production process of mineral compounds in clinker* the production
reaction conditions including temperature and atmosphere, and burnability, fineness and
uniformity of raw materials, it is necessary to know the characters including texture of clinker, types and contents of clinker minerals, composition, type, content and distribution of
minor and trace element in clinker minerals, size of crystal, optical properties, crystallinity,
distribution of clinker minerals, pore size distribution and porosity of clinker.
j^on Prdcess of cement and the characters of hydrate produced as well as the
unhydrated cement particles and aggregate are closely related to the flocculated and hardened
structures of concrete and the development of physical properties of concrete.

The characterization of clinker, cement, and hydrate and concrete system is, therefore,
indispensable for the material design of cement and the development of high-performance and
multifunctional cement and a guide for giving the control function of hydration reaction and
structure formation and the intelligent function to cement and concrete to develop desirable
properties(l).
■

Conventional techniques have been mainly aimed at the characterization of materials in bulk
and macroscopic region using various chemical analyses, infrared spectrophotemetry, nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy, thermal analysis, optical microscopy and powder x-ray
diffractometry to determine the mean structure, estimate the state of bonding, identify the
minerals, observe the surface structure and determine the structure of material.
- y . .. ..v
With the advance of electronic, control and image processing technologies, the establishment
of the correlation in the material between the characters and the properties and the need for the
precise and reliable production and quality control systems, the characterization techniques
are shifting to the microscopic region aiming at the elucidation of the surface characters more
closely related to the properties of mineral.
Meanwhile, the advanced characterization and evaluation techniques give the basic data to
choose the conditions suited for producing cement and concrete with specified quality and
desirable properties and play an important role in the establishment of the quality control
system.
> J
.
. .
, .
:
.
'.
.
.

This paper outlines the report of all researches presented since 1986 when 8th International
Congress on the Chemistry of Cement was held in Rio de Janeiro and describes the
characterization of clinker, cement, and hydrate and concrete systems, the evaluation method of properties and the current technical level of quality control system with new knowledge.

2. DEFINITION OF TERMS

C

"Composition" and "structure" are used for characterizing "matter". The composition
includes mean chemical and ionic composition, mineral composition, compound composi
tion, and chemical, mineral and ionic compositions of each compound. The structure
includes electronic and band structures in the order of magnitude of atom; coordinate struc
ture, lattice defect and solid solution structure in the order of magnitude of crystal structure;
mosaic structure, crystallite and twin structure in the order of magnitude of pnlycrystalling
structure and agglomeration structure including crystal, amorphous substance and роте

The composition and structure in such a broad sense are defined as "character". ,.

;

Each matter has its own properties including strength, conductivity, refractivity, magnetism,
mass, expansibility and elasticity. "Properties" are the nature and the chemical quantity
inherent in the matter, which are recognized by reacting to other matter or energy. Properties
completely depend upon the composition and structure of the matter. . , . ;
;,
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■

"Characterization" is to elucidate and express the character of matter. ’

"

'

Let Ci = individual character, p; = individual property, C = all characters, P = all properties,
m = composition and n = structure, '
3 V "■
? - v ' •
pV=fi (mi, m2,......, ni, n2,
= fi (m&n) = fi (C)

= fi (mj, nj)
----- -—-2.1)

-

v

Individual property is related to all properties through fj. Also the following formula exists:
P = Zpi = Efj (mj, nj) = F (mj, nj) = F (C)

2.2)

:

'

All properties are related to all characters through F. Expressing some characters by C’ or
(m’ & n’), •
''
".
л
Pi = fi(m’&n’) = fi(C’) -------- ---------------- ------- — 2.3)
P*F (m’ & n’) -——----------------------- _______ 2.4)

r

■

The formulas of 2.3) and 2.4) reveal that all properties are unable to be related to some
characters though some properties are related approximately to some characters.
'
It is generally impossible, though desirable, to elucidate all characters of matter and to relate
characters to individual or all properties of it. Partial characterization to approximately relate
some characters to some specified properties is, therefore, widely applied to the knowledge
of property in the field of materials science.
.
■

"Reaction" is a change of character with time and "state" is an equilibrium state of character.
Science to determine the correspondences of f and F in the formulas of 2.1) through 2.4)
on the fixed characters to clarified properties is called the "theory of the properties ".
An aggregation of matter with some performance is defined as "material".

"Performance" is some properties of matter or material incarnated in the form applicable to a
certain pinpose. "Evaluation" is to judge the applicability of matter or material to the purpose
using quantified property or performance of it. "Matter design" is to determine the characters
of matter required for incarnating some predetermined properties and the matter design for
the specified-performance material forming the body with a certain purpose is defined as
"material design".
It is, therefore, able to considerably accurately estimate the specified properties by the partial
characterization of some characters closely related to the specified properties. When
something unusual is noticed in the specified properties, it is also able to restore the
properties by modifying the character related to unusual properties by examining some
characters concerned. The concept is widely used in quality control of the production of
materials.
'

“Quality” is a general term for the character, property or performance of material or product.
Although the quality should be indicated by the property or ^performance, it can be
comprehensively indicated by some characters instead of the property or performance when it
is difficult or it takes a long time to determine them.
"Quality control" is to keep the quality constant or improve it using appropriate tools,
methods and systems to most economically manufacture the material or product with quality
meeting the requirements of customers.
.

Quality control is usually carried out by clarifying the relationship in the material or product
between the character and the property, quantitatively determining the effect of each character
on the property, analyzing and measuring some effective characters, controlling the
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■

characters based on the data obtained and maintaining the properties within a constant range
A new characterization technique, ;the principle for statistically treating the measurements,
^computer and artificial intelligence for the data processing and the feedback or feedfor
ward of data to the production process are being applied to the higher degree quality control.

3. ADVANCED CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUE

3.1

Outline of Characterization Technique

.

Clinker, hydrated cement and concrete are multi-component heterogeneous systems
composed of components and their textures widely ranging from orders of magnitude of nm The regions for characterization of clinker, cement, hydrate and concrete are
classified into the textural, particulate and atomic levels according to the size. The characters
of those levels by the compositions and structures are shown in Table 1.
■ '
The characterization techniques corresponding to the characters described in Table 1 are
classified the separation, composition analysis, shape observation, state analysis and
structural analysis as shown in Fig. 1.
v
Macrocharacters are the characters of the matters or materials in the macro region shown in .
Table 1 and they are indicated in most cases as mean compositions and structures in bulk in
the whole range. Microcharacters are the characters of the composition and structure in the !
micro region such as in a local place, on the surface and in the direction of depth.

3.2

Advanced Characterization Technique in Bulk and Macroscopic Region

3.2.1 Composition

'

,

''

Since the characterization in bulk and macroscopic region is frequently aimed at determining
the mean composition and mean structure, the sample is generally decomposed into an analyz
able or measurable form and the analytical methods range from wet chemical analysis to i
large-scale instrumental analysis according to the nature and properties of sample, the shape, '
kinds and contents of coexisting components, the quantity of sample and the required
accuracy. The main analytical methods of chemical composition are shown in Table 2.
.
Chemical analysis including gravimetric and volumetric analyses and x-ray fluorescence
analysis are used for determining the main components, and emission spectroscopic !
photometry as well as.absorptiometry and atomic absorption spectrometry is used for the ;
trace components. Since the analyzable limit requirement of the target elements and the"
accuracy requirement of data have been increasingly exacting, great efforts are being spent to
improve the sensitivity and selectivity of those techniques.

(1) Absorptiometry
.
.
:
The absorptiometry including flow injection analysis (FIA)(2), stopped flow analysis and
high performance liquid.chromatography (HPLC) in addition to conventional analyses are
being developed in many divergences as the important detecting technique for the flow
spectrophotometrical system.' Highly sensitive thermal lens spectrophotometry and Г
photoacoustic analysis for analyzing feeble absorption, high sensitive higher order
differential method for separating overlapped absorption peaks, determining the shoulder of
peak and eliminating the background, rapid scanning method, multiple wavelength
photometry using a diode array detector and two wavelength spectrometry contribute to the
progress of absorptiometry.
■ • ,
у

Highly sensitive organic reagents with molar absorptivity exceeding 105 of chelate reagents
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.j

including porphyrin, azo, hydrazone, crown’and oxime compounds, ion-associating
reagents, reagents coexisting with surfactants have been steadily developed.. Moreover,
absorptiometric systems including the collective concentration using a membrane filter and
the preconcentration system using ion-exchange resin as the collection medium have been
developed to improve the sensitivity and selectivity of absorptiometry.
/

Table 1 The character and the region of characterization of clinker, cement, hydrated
cement and concrete
* 'L '
1
> ’Г/' ;■/
Atomic level
r (< lOnm )
Cl Inker
and .
Cement

..

Structure

t

\
t.
Micro region’'
Particle level
,
(lOnm - 100 дт)

Crystal structure;
Coordination number.
Lattice defect, Super
lattice, Surface
structure

Composition ' Incorporation site of
element,, Compositional
change in the direc
tion of depth from
surface

Hydrated Structure
cement

Composition

Concrete' Structure ■

Composition .

Morphology and texture
of. clinker mineral, r
Zonal structure, ■.
Lamel1ar structure, -:,
Twin crystal. Inner
mineral. Morphology ?
and texture of
'
blending component,
Morphology and kind ■
°f gypsum

Macro region
Texture level
(100 дт < )

'

v

Distribution and
deposited.texture 5
of. cl inker mineral
Pore structure, - ;
Eutectic structure ’

Mean chemical compo
Element distribution
sition, Mean minera
in clinker mineral,
Amount of incorporated logical composition.
Pore volume. Mean
element. Density
’
denisty. Kind and
amount of blending
component,;
•

Crystal structure,
Coordination number.
Condensation degree of
anion, Lattice defect/
Super lattice. Surface
structure. Gel pore .
structure

Morphology of
hydrates.
Specific surface area,
Twin crystal.
Capillary pore
structure . •.
.

Flocculation , ... ...
structure, :
'
Hardened structure.
Distribution of
hydrates,
Air void ,

Incorporation site of
element, Compositional
change in the direc
tion of depth from 1
surface
■

Composition of
hydrates,
"
Element distribution
in hydrates. Density

Mean chemical compo
sition, Mean minera
logical composition.
Pore volume, ...
L
Mean denisity"
■. ■

Adsorption structure
of organic admixture

Transition zone ..
between cement paste
and aggregate, Element
distribution in unhy
drated cement,hydrates
, blending component
and aggregate, . ;

Distribution of
.
cement, hydrates
aggregate, air void
and reinforcing material

Amount of hydrates,
Amount of Са(ОН)г

Amount of cement, '
Coarse aggregate/ '
fine aggregate ratio
Amount of aggregate.
Amount of blending
component, Mean
degree of hydartion,
Element distribution
Amount of admixture
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Since a highly sensitive detector with the full scale of absorbance of 0.005 has been
developed, a substance contained in the sample at the level of ppb can be directly determined
combining with a reagent with a molar absorptivity of tens thousands. The detector is
applied also to the multi-component determination method.

(2) Atomic absorption spectrometry
■ '
Even a small quantity of sample can be sensitively determined by the furnace atomic
absorption photometry using an electric furnace such as a graphite furnace atomizer (GFA)
and a metal-heating furnace for atomizing a target compound. Various improvements of the
furnace design including the material, the inside wall surface of furnace, the
introduction of sample, the temperature distribution in the furnace, the atomization reaction
г Solii>ility: Dissolution to water, nonaqueous solvent and solution of salt
- pH: Dissolution to aqueous and nonaqueous solution of acid and base
- Complex formation constant: Dissolution to chelating agent
■
.■ ■
Electric potential: Electrolysis in acpeous and nonaqueous solution of acid, base aid
- Separation
chelating agent
.
method
- Color, Form: Selection by human
■
.
у
L PhysicalI - Specific gravity: Heavy 1 iquid separation. Centrifugation, Levigation
method
- Surface material: Flotation
' - Magnetic susceptibility: Magnetic separation
■
-Electric property: Separation by difference of dielectric constant, electric conductivity
*- Others
.'
.
:

- ChemicalI
method

■

- Major ccnponent: Chemical analysis (Volunetric aialysis.
Gravimetric analysis). Absorptiometry, Nephelometry,
Electroanalysis (Electrolytic analysis). Emission
spectrochemical analysis. X-rays fluorescence analysis '
- Conposition
■
Minor carponent: Absorptiometry, Atomic absorption spectrometry,
•
■
Flame spectrochemical analysis (Atomic emission spectroscopy, '
Molecular emission spectroscopy. Atomic fluorescence
,
"
'
spectroscopy). Solution fluorescence spectroscopy. Emission
.
spectro-scopic photometry, Inductively coupled plasma
'
- spectrmetry (ICP), Sol id state mass analysis. Activation
analysis. Electro analysis (Polarography, Voltametry)
*- Identification: Powder X-ray diffractometry. Thermal analysis (Differential
:

- Elementary
analysis

- Macro
character

. L Structure
L Analysis
or identi
fication
method

■
■

thermal analysis. Thermogravimetry, Differential scanning calorimetry, '
Evolved gas analysis. Thermomechanical analysis). Infrared spectroscopic
analysis, Raman spectroscopic analysis. Chromatography (Gas chromatography, . .
High performance liquid chromatography. Supercritical fluid chromatography)
- Surface structure: Macroscopic observation , Optical microscopy
- Biniding state: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ESCA), X-rays fluorescence analysis,:
X-ray absorption analysis. Nuclear magnetic resonance(№R), Electron spin
resonance(ESR), Mössbauer spectmn
;
.■
'
.
LBulk structure: Single crystal x-ray diffractometry (Laue method, Weissenberg method.
■

Precession method). Electron diffractometry. Neutron diffractometry. X-ray .
conputerlzed tomography. Mercury porosimetry /
»
-Elementary analysis (Two-diirentional): Analytical electron microscopy. X-ray micro
- Carposition
analysis. Laser micro analysis. Lower energy ion scattering spectroscopy
-Elementary analysis (Three-dimentional): Secondary ion mass spectroscopy. Auger
■'
. . electron spectroscopy
.
*- Identification: Micro Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometry (Micro FT-IR)
L Micro
character

-Surface structure: Proton microscopy, Electric field ion microscopy. Transmission
electron microscopy. Seaming electron microscopy. Seaming transmission
electron microscopy. Field emission seaming electron microscopy, Field ‘
■
emission transmission electron microscopy, Envirormentarseaming electron
L Structure ’
' . microscopy. Seaming tunmel microscopy. Atomic force microscopy i
- Biniding state: Micro Auger electron spectroscopy
■
*■ *- Structure: Proton microscopy, Electric field ion midroscopy. Transmission electron
microscopy. Field emission transmission electron microscopy. Seaming "
'
transmission electron microscopy. High energy electron diffractometry. Reflection
high energy electron diffractometry. Pseudo Kosse 1 line method. Micro focus \
x-ray diffractometry. Gas adsorption-desorption porosimetry /
.

Fig. 1 Classification of characterization method

and the Qhemical interference and its elimination have been investigated. The temperature
distribution in the furnace has become possible to be, temporally and spatially uniformed by
using a two-step atomizer equipped with GFA called the integrated contact cuvette with many
contact points of electrode (3). The chemical interference can be eliminated by the matrix
modification^). A matrix modifier of palladium is sometimes added to the sample at the
ashing stage to produce a thermally stable compound when the target component is volatile
and to accelerate the vaporization or atomization when the target component may lower the
atomization efficiency due to the production of oxide or carbide. The platform method(5)
using a platform made of tantalum or graphite has been developed to improve the sensitivity.
The atomic absorption photometry using the stabilized temperature platform furnace (STPF)
combined with the matrix modification excellent in sensitivity, accuracy, interference and
applicability to the analysis of actual sample is spreading.
.
.

Table 2 Comparison of various methods for chemical composition analysis
Method

Basic theory

Objective
component

- Chemical analysis ..

Titlation
Gravimetry

Main
Minor

Absorptiometric method

Photo
. adsorption

Sensi
tivity

Preci 1 Factors affecting
sion^ ) sensitivity
.

L1q.(D) 10-rmol

0. OlО. 1

" Minor

L1q.(D) 5x10-4 0. Ippm

5-10

Measurement condition.
Coexisting element

Current-voltag«?
Characteristic

Minor

Liq.(D) 1x10- 0. Ippm

5-10

Volume measurement

Atomic
■
spectros
copy

Emission
Spectrum

Minor

Liq.(D) 2x10- 0.Ippm

1-10

Structure of burner.
Fluctuation of emis
sion spectrum. Noise

Atomic
absorption

Absorption
Spectrum

Minor

Liq.(D) 1x10-* 0. Ippm

1-10

Structure of burner
and nebulizer

Spark
excitation

Emission
Spectrum

Minor

Sol.(D) 0.1
100 ppm

5-10

Temperature change in
plasma discharge,
Self-adsorption, Gas

1-5

Minor

Liq.(D) 0.1
100 ppm

Structure of nebulizer
and plasma dischanging
tube

Polarography

Flame
photom
etry

Sample

■ Emission
spectrophotom- ' Inductively ' Emission
etry
coupled
x Spectrum
plasma
spectrometry
X-ray fluorescence
analysis
'

Characteristic
x-ray

Main

0.1
Sol. and
Liq.(N) 100 ppm

. Minor

Sol id mass
■■ spectrograph ■

Neutron activation
analysis
.

Mass-charge
Ratio
;

Minor

a-ray, fl-ray
r’■ray

Minor

.

Sol.(D) 0.1
100 ppm

Sol.(N) io-’ 10"‘ ppm

Note, Liq.: Lic^jld, Sol.: Solid, D: Destruction, N: Nondestruction

0.01
0.1
5-10

Analytical method.
Purity of agent

Intensity of incident
X-ray, Sensitivity of
detector. White X-ray

Semi- Method of excitation
quanti and detection
tative
2-10

Condition of irradi
ation. Kind of nuclei

In the flame atomic absorption spectrometry, the on-line preconcentration and the separation
or matnx directly connected to FIA(6) and the optimization of atomic absorption
spectrometry system using FIA(7) including parameters such as the suction rate of nebulizer
and the flow rate of earner have gained attention. The flame atomic absorption spectrometry
is sometimes used as the detector of HPLC(8) for the chemical to determine elements by the
states and as the absolute determination^) without using the standards.

Glow discharge sputtering which is expected to be applied to advanced ceramics and hightemperature superconductor as well as metallic sample is highlighted as a new light source
(10). An atomic absorption multi-element analyzer is being developed.
■

(3) Emission spectrometry
. ■ .
. /
Emission spectrometry is an atomic emission spectrometry using spark discharge, arc
discharge and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) as the excited light source. The emission
spectrometry including ICP emission spectrometry is applied to the analysis of actual sample
in various areas these days.
.
. .

Since the introduction efficiency of the sample into plasma strongly affects the detection limit
and accuracy in the ICP emission spectrometry, supersonic wave nebulizer, recycling
nebulizer, thermospray and the Babington-type nebulizer for solution containing a salt at high
concentration as well as conventional nebulizer are investigated. The slurry method(ll) for
injecting a sprayed water suspension of the fine powder samples of minerals and clay into
ICP is also investigated. ■ In addition to them, the electrothermal vaporization method(12) for
introducing microliters of the sample solution vaporized by electrical heating in a graphite
tube or on a tantalum or tungsten boat into ICP and the methods using spark discharge and
laser ablation (13) to introduce the powder or solid sample into ICP receive considerable
attention. Separation and concentration of a target component, removal of matrix
components and chemical speciation are being investigated by combining FIA(14),
HPLC(15) and ion chromatography (IC)(16) with ICP.
- .
Prototypes of argon ICP(17) and helium ICP(18) using a torch of laminar flow formed by
introducing the cooling gas and plasma gas from the circumference of the torch to the center
have been fabricated to improve the detection limit. The helium ICP is expected to be a
highly sensitive analysis for halogen elements with high excitation energy.
.
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The photodiode array detector as the spectrophotometric multi-channel two dimensional
detector is investigated to more efficiently use the multi-element analysis regarded as a special
feature of the emission spectrometry(19)(20). Data processing on the spectral interference
including near or overlapped spectral lines is computerized.

In addition, a continuous spray introduction method of aerosol has been developed for the
microwave induced plasma emission spectrometry, using plasma as the excited light source.
The glow discharge tube is investigated gaining attention from the point of view of the direct
analysis of solid and the solid surface characterization.
. . . ICP-mass spectrometric analysis has so high sensitivity that it is characterized by the
simultaneous determination of many microelements without the operations of separation and
concentration of co-existing elements(21). The ICP-mass spectrometric analysis has been,
therefore, increasingly used in recent years. . .
.

(4) Polarography
■
- . .
•
The incipient hanging mercury drop electrode (HMDE) is of the type using mercury drops.
supplied from the dropping mercury electrode (DME) to the tip of a platinum wire enclosed
in a glass tube. At present, a micrometer type HMDE is used. Since a constant quantity of
mercury is pushed out from a capillary tube with a piston or plunger moved by a micrometer
screw in this type of HMDE, reproducibility is high and maintenance and management are
easy. Recently , a static mercury drop electrode (SMDE) having the characteristics of both
DME and HMDE has been developed. A mercury drop is almost instantaneously hung,

thereby improving the reproducibility of mercury drop.
' Stepped wave semi-derivative and -integral polarography has been developed and a
computerized polarography is being investigated. In this new rapid, high-sensitivity, highresolving power polarography, stepped voltage is applied to the work electrode and the semi
derivative or semi-integral of the current sampled while the effect of charged cunent is
decreased is plotted versus the potential.
"
The computer simulation of electrode reaction, the automatic control of electrochemical
measurement and the on-line data processing will be applied to the detector of FIA(22).

(5) Chromatography
'. •
.
Chromatography is roughly classified into gas chromatography (GC), high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) and supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) according to
the states of mobile phase. • •
■ .
GC is steadily used as the capillary GC. The determination accuracy of the split injection of
sample is improved by using an autosampler injecting the sample for a period as short as 0.1
seconds. The loss of a component in the sample can be decreased and microanalysis can be
made by applying the injection method to a cold-on-column. The sensitivity of GC is
enhanced by injecting the sample as much as tens microliters into a capillary column. In the
thermal cracking capillary GC useful for the characterization of polymers, quantitative
microanalysis of low-boiling substance can be made by a newly developed thermal
desorption apparatus based on the dynamic head space method.

A thick film wide pore capillary column is suitable for GC/MS and GC/FT-IR to determine
trace and volatile components. High-molecular weight components have become possible to
be analyzed by the development of high-temperature resistant capillary column(23).

An ultraviolet ray absorbing detector with long light path, a non-radiative electron capture
detector utilizing energy generated by microwave induced discharge in helium and a detector
■Combining a microwave induced plasma emission spectrometer with a photodiode array
monitor(24) have been developed to improve the sensitivity and selectivity of detector.
Combination of GC with other analytical methods including the GC/FT-IR/MS(25) and
LC/GC(26) systems are putting high-separation, high-sensitivity capillary columns to
practical use.
Since a high-pressure, infinite feeding, constant flow rate, non-pulsating feed pump is
required for HPLC, various types of pumps are commercially available. Although a septum
sample injector has been used for HPLC so far, a bubble injector is widely used at present.
An injector weighing the sample with a perforated disc and injecting it by rotating the disc
has been developed for micro-HPLC using a small-diameter column to prevent the peak
width from widening. In the computer-based HPLC system, the stable base line is obtained
by the temperature gradient analysis programming the temperature of column oven.

An ultraviolet-visible detector, differential refractive index detector and fluorescence detector
are usually used for HPLC. In order to obtain the qualitative information on the peak and
improve the sensitivity, selectivity and flexibility of detection, MS, NMR, FT-IR, ultraviolet
detector, Raman spectrophotometer, ESR, electrochemical detector, detectors utilizing
radioactivity, chemical emission and laser, ICP, rotary power detector, dielectric gas
detector, flame detector and flow potential detector are being investigated.

Computerization is tried not only to the application to the data processing but also to the data
transmission to a host computer as a part of laboratory automation regarding HPLC with
integrator as a terminal analytical system. Fast-HPLC has recently been developed to shorten
the analyzing time maintaining the separating power constant by reducing the particle size of
filler as small as 3 to 5gm and cutting down the column length.
■ .

SÄ^Se!lS1rVe- i0” chromat°graPhy has recently been developed by connecting a
background-eliminating column to the outlet of the separating column in series in the ion
exchange chromatograph to remove acidic or basic material used as the eluting agent in the ?
form of water or transform it into lower-conductivity material, thereby feeding only target ion
speamens to the conductometric cell. This ion chromatography is widely used.

(6) X-ray fluorescence analysis
Although x-ray fluorescence analysis has made great technical progress in the data
processing and the improvement of operability based on the computerization, the analytical
method and instrument have been only partially improved.
In the simultaneous multi-element analyzer, the counting linearity is extended to 3200 Kcps
by nnproving the counting circuit. In the sequence analyzer, the x-ray intensity is increased
by shortening the x-ray path length and any component ranging from trace to main
components can be analyzed under the same excitation conditions by installing an absorber
for controlling the amount of x-ray at a perfect integral ratio at any wavelength. As a result,
a hybrid analyzer using a goniometer and a fixed monochromator has been developed for
qualitative and quantitative analyses. An artificial multilayer film with high reflection
intensity has been developed as a spectral element in the analysis in the long wavelength xray region (27).

Since^synchrotron orbital radiation (SOR) is characterized by the wavelength region,
intensity, directivity and polarization characteristics unlike conventional radiation source,
microanalysis, microscopic analysis, surface analysis and state analysis are being developed
using SOR as the exciting radiation source (28).
The correction method of matrix effect to improve the reliability of quantitative analysis
includes the correction factor method and the fundamental parameter (FP) method. The
accuracy of determination of the correction factor method is improved by the improvement of
the accuracy of measurement of x-ray fluorescence intensity and the using of many standard
samples, and the fundamental parameter method-is improved by the improvement of
reliability of various data used. The FP method is becoming the main unroutine correction
method by investigating the fundamental constants and wavelength integral and utilizing a
high-accuracy minicomputer.
. ■
.

An automatic bead sample-preparing machine incoiporated into the on-line analytical system
is spread for raw materials analysis in most cement manufacturing plant(29).
". (7) Mass analysis
Mass analysis is made in such a way that the sample is ionized and the produced ions are
separated according to the mass during the passing through the magnetic field and detected.
■ Accordingly, the molecular weight pf the sample can be accurately, sensitively, rapidly
determined, the elementary composition can be easily determined and the isotopes can be
distinguished from each other(30).

Using a new soft ionization method, especially the fast atom bombardment (FAB) method
using fast argon atoms instead of the primary ion and the collision activated
dissociation(CAD) method for conducting mass analysis of fragment ions decomposed by
the collision of ions coming from the ion source to a collision chamber installed between the
ion source and the electric field, a mine of information can be obtained and even a mixture
can be analyzed. A computer with a molecular weight of 20,000 or more can be analyzed by
the newly developed FAB method.
The secondary electron multifier is now almost used as the detector in such a way that the
ionic current amplified with a DC-amplifier is visualized on a cathode ray tube, recorded and
processed with a pen-recorder or a Computer. A time-of-flight (TOF) type detector is used
for determining a compound with a molecular weight as high as 10,000 or more and an ion

cyclotron resonance type detector is used for improving the resolving power.

High-resolving power, high-sensitivity, rapid analysis of a mixture can be made by combining
the soft ionization method with link-scanning or MS/MS. Although a volatile mixture sample
is analyzed by GC/MS, a non-volatile one is expected to be analyzed by LC/MS, and
instruments based on the thermospray, electronspray and Frit-FAB methods have recently
been put to practical use.
(8) Activation analysis
Activation analysis is widely used as an elemental analysis characterized by both radiochemical
activation analysis and instrumental activation analysis. The fundamental issues including the
principle and procedure have not been progressed and the radiation detectors and data
processing techniques have been limited to diversification. The radio-chemical activation
analysis is a microanalysis superior in the sensitivity and accuracy (31) and the instrumental
activation analysis provides the information on the concentrations of many elements only by
counting y-rays with a germanium semi-conductor detector after activation.
■
Solvent extraction, ion-exchange and precipitation methods and a method vaporizing the
hydrogenated sample and collecting it are used for preconcentration before activation to
determine an element by separating chemical specimens of the element with different valences
from each other and separating an inorganic compound from an organic compound (32).
Derivative activation analysis (33) is being studied to produce a measurable activated
compound when a radioactive nuclide and a y-ray emitting nuclide are hardly produced from
the target element or compound.
-

Since a high-resolving power germanium semi-conductor detector has been developed, the
instrumental neutron activated analysis (INAA) for detecting and determining many elements
without chemical separation is mainly used at present as the activation analysis(34). A
correction method of the counting loss of y-rays at high counting rate and an elimination
method of piled up pulse have been proposed for INNA. Programs for more accurately
determining the peak area from the y-ray spectrum have been developed. A program coping
with special measurements including the analysis considering the self-absorption affecting the
y-ray measurement in a low-energy region and the spectral difference method for reducing the
Compton background effect in the analysis of very short life nuclide have been developed.
Since prompt gamma radiation analysis capturing neutrons is characterized by the
independence of the characteristics of nuclei produced unlike the conventional thermal neutron
. activation analysis, this analysis is used for the on-line analysis of bulk sample utilizing the
high permeability of neutron and y-ray.
-

3.2.2 Structure
Analysis of interatomic and intermolecular bindings and that between atom and molecule,
■ structural analysis and the tracing of reaction have been actively made by the x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, electron spin resonance
spectroscopy and supercritical fluid chromatography in recent years.
Since the pore structure in clinker, hydrate and concrete are closely related to their physical
properties, the combined method of the gas adsorption method, the mercury intrusion method,
the optical microscope - image processing method, the x-ray CT - image processing method
for determining total pore distribution in concrete have been proposed. ■

(1) XPS(ESCA) ■'
■
'
.
. .
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy detects kinetic energy of photoelectrons emitted from the
sample irradiated with soft x-rays under a pressure as low as KM Torr with an electronic
energy analyzer to identify the elements from the difference of the kinetic energy distributions
and conduct the state analysis.

The apparatus used for this analysis is called x-ray photoelectron spectroscooe tXPSi X
ZfiÄ0? s₽ectroscoW ™ay be. therefore, Jailed electron" ^toZopy ÄemM

are emitted onlv
f°fthe SUrfaCC ■analysis of a malerial becautephotoelectrons
are emitted only from the surface layer approximately Inm deep. Soft x-ravs with a narrow
?n?r er Wldth such as MgKa and AlKa converged into hundreds microns through a
collimator are used as the primary x-rays. Kinetic energy of photoelectrons emitted from the
sample is measured with a hemispherical electrostatic analyzer shown in Fig. 2. The kinetic
energy of photoelectrons is a difference between the energy of incident x-rays and the bond
hnnd4nOf e TnS ? a soli\ranginS from zero to 15(XteV as shown in Kg3L Since the
Chemical £уя^ереп(18кирап the.el®I?ent and lts state of chemical bonding, the state of
chemical bonding can be determined by measuring the shift of the peak of energy as well as
h^tlfiCatl°n °f e eme.nL ^PS is sultable for analyzing all the elements except hydrogen
because x-rays are used as the exciting source, though the spatial resolving power fs nofso

Fig. 2
X-ray photoelectron spectroscope
(XPS: ESCA) and its block diagram
(JEOL JPS-9000MC)
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Photo electron spectra of Fe and
S in clinker burnt under
various atmospheres
(Uchikawa et al; (42))
Burning atmosphere
(a): Oxidizing, (c): Slightly reducing,
(d): Reducing

In the cement and concrete field, a series of studies (35) (36) (37) was made for tracing the
. change of surface composition of cement compounds just after mixing with water in the first
half of the 1980s. Since Rio de Janeiro Congress, the x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) has been applied to the inference of the mechanism of alkali erosion from the
behaviors of Zr4+, Si4+, Ca2+ and Na+ determined by the analysis of the surface of alkaliresistant glass fiber(38)(39), the pursuit of the erosion process(40) and the evaluation of
the erosion rate(41) as a part of the research on the durability of zirconia-containing alkaliresistant glass fiber for GRC.
■
The example applied to determine the existing state of iron and sulfur in clinker burnt in
various atmospheres from the peak shift in XPS is shown in Fig 4(42). The condition
(a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to that in the oxidizing, very slightly reducing, slightly
reducing and reducing atmospheres, respectively. The result was compared with the peak
profile of iron compounds with different oxidation numbers and it was found that Fe in the
clinkers burnt in (a) and (c) is mainly trivalent and bivalent, respectively/ Fe in (d) is metallic
iron. When diameter of x-ray probe by XPS is decreäsed to 50 Jim to determine oxidizing
number of Fe in alite, S/N ratio of x-ray photoelectron becomes small because of decrease of
content of Fe in alite but oxidizing number of Fe in alite in each clinker is the same as in the
' clinker burnt under various condition. Fe3+ produced by burning clinker in the oxidizing
atmosphere substitute for Si4+ in alite, while Fe2+ produced by burning clinker in the
reducing atmosphere substitute for Ca2+.in alite. Since the latter substitution takes place
more readily than the former one from the view point of the structure and the balance of
electric charge in alite, and the weight ratio of РегОз /FeO is 2.23, it is considered that the
content of Fe in terms of РегОз is higher in the reducing atmosphere. State of S in clinker in,
(a) and (c) is 6-valent SO42- and 4-valent SO32-, respectively. Sulfur substitutes for silicon
. and exists dominantly in belite under oxidizing atmosphere and the content of S in the
interstitial phase increases and that in belite decreases as the burning atmosphere shifts from
the oxidizing atmosphere to the reducing one. The hexavalent S is reduced into bivalent S in
(d) and the bivalent S is distributed in the form of CaS in the interstitial phase.
.

.
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(2)
NMR
Spinning energy given to a material with magnetic moment in a magnetostatic field is
diverged by the Zeeman effect and quantized in the direction of magnetic field. Resonance
adsorption occurs by irradiating the material with electromagnetic waves having energy
corresponding to the splitting width. The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) method is
based on the magnetic resonance adsorption by irradiating an atomic nucleus having nuclear
magnetic moment with radio waves. The electron spin resonance (ESR) method is also
■ based on the principle similar to NMR by irradiating lone pair electrons with microwaves.
The resonance conditions in NMR and ESR are expressed by the following formulas 3 1)
and 3.2), respectively:
■ ДЕ = hv = ЬуНо/2л: ---------------------- 3.1)
.
ДЕ = hv = gßH0/27c ---------- ------------3.2)
Where ДЕ = energy difference between levels, h = Planck constant, v = resonance
frequency, у = gyromagnetic ratio, Ho = intensity of external magnetic field, g =
spectroscopic splitting factor, and ß = Bohr magneton.
NMR determines the molecular structure including the state of electrons in the vicinity of
. nucleus,, types of bonding atomic group, state of bonding, distance between spins and
direction of spin by the chemical shift depending upon the variation of the electron densities
in the vicinity of nucleus according to the properties of atom including polarization and the
properties of molecule including ring current and by the spin-spin interaction (J-coupling)
caused by being shielded from the external magnetic field by the adjacent nuclei with
magnetic moment. Information on rotation, vibration and translation of molecule can be
acquired by determining the relaxation mechanism including the inversion recovery technique
measuring the spin-lattice relaxation time, Ti, by observing the transverse magnetization
caused by the irradiation with the 90°-pulse (pulse rotating the magnetizing vector of nuclear
spin oriented by the external magnetic field by 90°) т seconds after irradiating with 180°pulse and by the spin echo technique measuring the spin-spin relaxation time, T2, by
observing the spin echo caused by irradiating with the 180°-pulse т seconds after irradiating
with the 90°-pulse. NMR includes the continuous wave (CW)-NMR and Fourier
transformation (FT)-NMR or pulse-NMR. CW-NMR determines the resonance absorption
sweeping the external magnetic field of the frequency of radio wave used for irradiation. FTNMR produces the spectrum of the frequency region by the Fourier transformation of the
free induction decay signal generated by the irradiation with a short but high-power radio
wave. Although the sensitivity of NMR is much lower than those of infrared and ultraviolet
spectrophotometries, the FT-NMR method has so high sensitivity by integration that the
NMR signal of elements of low isotopic abundance can be easily obtained. The market share
of the apparatus based on FT-NMR is, therefore, extremely higher.
Radio wave

Block diagram

Fig. 5 Nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer and its block diagram
(JEOLJNM-GSX500)
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A uniform, strong magnetic field is required for improving the resolving power of NMR.
The resonance frequency of 1H of the initial apparatus was approximately 40MHz. At the
end of the 1960s, it was increased up to 100MHz. The intensity of magnetic field has been
remarkably increased by the development of superconducting magnet up to 500 to 600MHz.
The increased strength of magnetic field, improved probe and progress of computer have
recently made the determination of 27Al and 29Si as well as Ш and 13C in solid possible
' 43Ca will be determined by NMR in the near future.
■
'
Although all the elements can be theoretically determined by NMR, practically the elements
including 1H and 13C in the organic materials are mainly analyzed. NMR has hardly been
applied to solid inorganic materials so far because these materials have so large anisotropy of
chemical shift and so large interactions of dipole-dipole and quadrupole-quadrupole that no
high-resolving power spectrum with narrow half-width can be obtained. NMR is being
rapidly applied to the solid inorganic materials due to the progress of technologies including
1) dipolar decoupling, 2) cross polarization and 3) magic angle spinning. Dipolar decoupling
is used for eliminating the interaction between 1H and a different nucleus, one of the dipole
dipole interactions. Since the intensity of the dipole-dipole interaction in solid is as high as
tens kHz which is remarkably larger than that of the spin-spin interaction in liquid, hundreds
watts is required for eliminating the dipole-dipole interaction. The techniques including the
combined rotation and multiple pulse spectroscopy (CRAMPS) (43) described later are
required for eliminating the interaction between same type nuclei observed in the analysis of
■ Ш and 19F of high isotopic abundance.

The sensitivity of solid-NMR lower than that of liquid-NMR is improved by one of the
double resonance methods transferring the magnetization from 1H to the nucleus to be
analyzed through the dipole-dipole interaction by the irradiation with the electromagnetic
waves resonant with Щ. This is the cross polarization which increased the sensitivities of
i3L and 15N by approximately 4- and 10-times, respectively, in the analysis of solid
materials. Since the relaxation time of Ш is relatively short, the waiting time of the pulse
irradiation for integration can be shortened, so a signal with high S/N ratio can be taken ud in
a short penod.
.

Th6
of chemical shift caused by the variation of resonance frequency according to
the difference in the directions between the external magnetic field and the molecule can be
eliminated by rotating the sample tilted at 54.7° (magic angle) to the external magnetic field at
a.Fa^? . thousands Hz. The dipole-dipole interaction between the same type nuclei can be
ehmmated by rotating the sample at a rate as high as 10 to 20kHz without CRAMPS in Щand F-NMR(44). The strength of signal is, however, distorted by increasing the rotating
rate too much. The double rotation method rotating the sample at the magic angle and 30.6°
and the dynamic angle spinning method periodically switching the rotation axis or
continuously varying it with time between 37.4°Vand 79.2° has been studied(45) Such
improved high-resolving power solid-NMR is applied to the analysis of the structure of
silicate ion in unhydrate and hydrate in the cement and concrete field.
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is used for analyzing nuclei including 29Si 27Al 13C
and Щ in the cement and concrete field. The studies of 29Si-NMR include papers* (46)
(47) presenting the relationship between the spectral band width of clinker constituents or
clinker minerals and the crystal system, a paper (48) describing the relationship between the
hydraulic reactivities and the chemical shift, papers(49)(50)(51)(52) presenting the
relationships between the polycondensation degree of silicate anion in hydrate and the
chemical shift, a paper (53) presenting the relationships between the absorption-spectral
- 0,91
^2’the hydration rates and the compressive strengths, and a paper
IS/n descnbmg the change of the form of silicate anion by carbonation. The studies of 27A1NMR include papers (55)(56) presenting the change of the coordination number of Al in
, ri,nSthe hydration process and the estimation of hydration rate. The studies of 13CNMR include a paper (57) describing the inference. of the cause of retardation of hydration

Fig. 6
29Si-MAS-NMR spectra of hydrated
white cement mortar and silica fume
blended white cement mortar cured
by autoclave (Uchikawa et al; (63))
Chemical shift
(ppm from TMS)

by sucrose(saccharose). The studies of 1H-NMR include papers(58)(59) presenting the
pursuit of the behaviors of organic admixtures used for the hydration of cement and the
. estimation of hydration rate at the early stage of hydration, a paper (60) describing the
■ estimation of the hydration mechanism of alite at the initial stage, a paper (61) presenting the
state analysis of water by measuring the relaxation time, T2, of 1H, and a paper(62)
describing the inference of porosity in hardened cement paste from the measurements of the
. relaxation time of 1H in pore solution.
The following study contains the data obtained by solid high-resolving power FT-NMR
which suggest the silicate anion structure of C-S-H. The result of autoclaved hardened
mortar of white portland cement and silica fume-blended white portland cement analyzed by
29Si-MAS-NMR spectrometer are shown in Fig. 6(63). The gated decoupling method
irradiating Щ for decoupling only during the observation was used instead of the cross
polarization method to get a sufficiently intense signal from a silicate anion without 1H. The
structure unit of silicate anion, that is, SiCM- monomer, the end, middle and branched
moieties of chain and the network chain have their respective chemical shift values, Qo, Qi,
Q2, Q3 and Q4, respectively, in the NMR spectrum as shown in Fig. 6. Their contents are
determined from the peak intensity of Qi, Q2 and Q3 corresponding to the silicate anion in CS-H produced. Qo corresponds to unhydrated calcium silicate and Q4 corresponds to quartz
in fine aggregate and unreacted silica fume. The peak intensity ratio of Q1/Q2 depends upon
whether silica fume is added or not. It is predicted from the peak of Q3 that C-S-H contains
the double chain structure. Relatively large peak width and peak resolution of Qi and Q2 are
attributed to the effects of the bonds of Qn-Ca and Qn-H2O, the bond angle of Si-O-Si and
the bond length of Si-O on the field state of silicon nucleus. Accordingly, new knowledge
for elucidating the relationship between the characters of cement and the physical properties
of mortar and concrete is being acquired.
;

(3)
ESR
ESR identifies the paramagnetic species with lone pair electrons and estimates the valence of
metal ion, electron state, spin state, density distribution of spin, symmetricalness of
coordination of ligand and crystal structure by determining the variation of the resonance
magnetic field intensity according to the shift of g-factor (corresponding to the chemical shift
in NMR) caused by the interaction of the magnetic moment of electron derived from the
orbital electron with the electron spin oriented in the external magnetic field and the split of
peak of hyperfine structure (corresponding to the spin-spin interaction in NMR) affected by
the adjacent nuclei with magnetic moment. Information on the interaction of paramagnetism
center with the surrounding environment, exchange speed, rotary diffusion and translation
can be acquired by determining the relaxation mechanism from die pattern and width of the

Micro wave

Block diagram
Fig. 7 Electron spin resonance spectrometer and its block diagram (JEOL JES-RE3X)

spectrum. ESR has been applied so far to the analysis of the location and coordination state
of metal irons adsorbed onto the surface of clay materials in the inorganic chemistry. *

The studies on the applications of electron spin resonance (ESR) to the cement and concrete
field include a paper (64) presenting the determination of transition metal elements such as
- Fe3+ and Mn2+ by the charge numbers and the relationship between the content of transition
metal and the lightness of white cement paste, a paper(65) describing the relationship
between the number of lattice defects caused by incorporation of small quantities of Fe, Cu
and Ni in C3S, alite and belite, and the hydration reactivity, a paper (66) presenting the
confirmation of the substitution of Mn for the tricalcium aluminate phase, a paper (67)
presenting the crystal structure of C3A, a paper (68) presenting the analysis of surface
composition of C3A, and a paper (69) presenting the crystal structure analysis of р-СгЗ.
ESR has, however, been applied to a few researches, because the sample substances hardly
contain lone pair electron and the interpretation of spectrum is too difficult to obtain useful
information. It is expected that the technique for providing the sample with ESR activity will
be developed and the interpretation technique of spectrum and its application will be
systemized so that even average chemists will be able to apply ESR to the analysis for
specified purposes. Fig. 7 illustrates the apparatuses and block diagrams of ESR.

(4) Thermal analysis
Application of a microcomputer to the analysis of reaction rate by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC), the data processing with a dynamic thermal instrumental analysis
requiring complicated calculation and the precision calibration of differential scanning
calorimeter spreads and the thermal analyzer is being improved.
A differential "thermal analyzer with the stable base line at high temperature has been
fabricated on an experimental basis for studying the phase transformation of crystal and data
by differential thermal analysis (DTA) have been obtained within the pressure variation of
0.1 MPa under a pressure up to 200 MPa (70). A differential thermal analyzer using gas
firing (71) used in the high temperature region up to 3100°C has been fabricated on an
experimental basis and the temperature is controlled by the optical technique. A apparatus for
thermogravimetric analyzer has been improved so that the analysis can be made even in
special atmosphere. A horizontal differential type thermogravimetric analyzer has been
fabricated on an experimental basis for eliminating the apparent change of thermogravimetric
curve by the thermal molecular flow (TMF) effect and the reaction of limestone and dolomite
with SO2 at high temperature has been investigated using a high-pressure type
thermogravimetric analyzer.
A solid electrolyte gas sensor is used as a selective detector in a combined system of
thermogravimetry-evolved gas analysis (TG-EGA). The phase transformation of the

Fig. 8 Supercritical fluid chromatograph and its block diagram (JEOL JSF-88OO)

ferromagnetic material is used as the standard substance for calibrating the temperature of
thermogravimetric analyzer and it is supplied from ICTA (International Confederation for
Thermal Analysis) - NBS. Temperature calibration is accürately made by connecting a
balance to a weight with the thermometric substance.
/ ;
; .
An analyzer combining TG with GC, ГТ-IR and MS is being investigated (72) and it is
expected as a characterization technique of high polymer materials. ■

(5) SFC
■
.....
Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) uses a supercritical fluid produced by compressing
gas up to high density at temperature and a pressure exceeding the critical points as the
eluent. Although CO2 containing a small quantity of an organic solvent as the modifier is
generally used, hexane and some sort of gas such as Xe and N2O can be also used
depending upon the purposes. SFC unites the performances of gas chromatography (GC)
and high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Thermally unstable and non-volatile
materials which cannot be analyzed by GC can be analyzed by SFC because the effluent
containing a modifier has high solubility at low temperature. High-resolving power
separation and analysis can be made in a short time with a longer column with larger
theoretical plate number using a low viscosity fluid than in HPLC because the viscosity of
eluent is approximately one-tenth that of liquid with the same density and the diffusion
coefficient of it is ten-times that of the liquid. Fig. 8 illustrates a photograph and block
diagram of SFC.

The application example measuring the condensation degree of silicate anion in C-S-H
produced in the ternary component blended cement composed of portland cement, blast
furnace slag and fly ash hardened paste is shown in Fig. 9(73). Since the
trimethylsylylated silicate polymer derivative composed of tetramer or higher polymers is non
volatile it cannot be analyzed by conventional gas chromatography. Although the molecular
weight’distribution in the sample can be obtained by high performance liquid
chromatography, it cannot be eluted into fractions by the condensation degrees (74). Since
silicate polymer derivatives up to heptamer can be clearly eluted by SFC, the variation of the
condensation degree of silicate anion in C-S-H according to the progress of hydration can be
traced in detail. SFC is, therefore, expected to be a useful technique to relate the structural
change of silicate polymer derivatives to the physical properties of mortar and concrete.
(6) Determination of pore structure
.
.
.
Since the pore structure in hardened concrete is closely related to the physical properties
including strength and durability (75)(76)(77), it is indispensable to accurately determine
the pore structure including pore size distribution and porosity for estimating and evaluating
the physical properties of hardened concrete.
■

■

Fig. 9
Supercritical fluid chromatogram of
hydrated ternary components blended
cement composed of slag, fly ash and
portland cement treated by TMS
(Uchikawa et al; (73))
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The pore in hardened concrete comprises water and air void. The water void includes the
pore space filled with water produced by bleeding on the undersurface of aggregate, capillary
pore space remaining unfilled with the hydrates between solid components in hardened
cement paste and gel pore space corresponding to the space of C-S-H interlayers. The air
void includes the entrapped air in mixing concrete and the entrained air introduced by the air
entraining (AE) agent. Some aggregate contains pore space.
The size of pore space in hardened concrete rages from 1 nm to 10 mm or 107 as shown in
Fig. 10 and the shape of it is diversified. It is considered that the hydraulic radii of gel and
capillary pore spaces are 3 pm or less and 3 nm to 2 |im, respectively. As mentioned later,
pore spaces 2 to 30 |im in radius hardly exist in hardened concrete. The radius of air voids
is 30 p.m or more and that of entrapped air is 10 mm or more in maximum. The size of pore
space is expressed by the platy pore diameter, d, cylindrical pore radius, r, and hydraulic
radius, rh. The relationship among them is expressed by the following formula applies for
those values:
.
d = r = 2rh
-------- --------------- —------- ——-------3.3)
.
The measuring method of pore size distribution includes the liquid substitution method, gas
adsorption-desorption method, mercury intrusion porosimetry, optical and electron
microscopy and x-ray small angle scattered method. The accurately measurable pore size
range varies according to the principle.
The NMR method has recently gained attention as the measuring method of pore size
distribution. This method is based on the principle that the relaxation time of pore solution
approximately 40nm away from the interface between pore and solid is shorter than that of
free pore solution because the former pore solution is restrained by the surface of material.
The NMR-relaxation method (78) is characterized by reqbiring no drying of the sample and
accurately measuring the pore size distribution because the method is hardly affected by the
shape of pore. The studies at the initial stage include a study on the variation of the
relaxation of proton in pore solution according to the hydration, measurement of the variation
of specific surface area according to the hydration from the relaxation time and a study
revealing by analyzing a simple system of silica sintered from fine particles with uniform
pore distribution that the NMR method is more accurate than the mercury intrusion
porosimetry (79). There is a method for determining the pore size distribution in a system
with uneven pore size and its uneven pore size distribution from the relationship between the
specmc surface area and the pore size distribution making the inverse Laplace transformation
of the measurements of fr^e induction decay (FID) caused by the pulse sequence applying a
three-dimensional “diffusion cell model” expressed in the diffusion length, approximately
Ipm, of water in the measuring time of NMR to the independent cell (80). It will be
possible to analyze the three-dimensional pore structure by combining the NMR-relaxation
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Fig. 10 Pore size in hardened concrete
with the NMR imaging (78).

-

It is expected to apply the NMR-relaxation method for determining the pore size distribution
to the cement and concrete research. It is necessary, however, to further study the problems
that the relaxation time is affected by the alkaline pore solution and that the maximum
measurable limit of pore size is as large as lOpm.

The pore size distribution in hardened concrete is so wide that it is unable to determine it
using a single apparatus and method. Accordingly, the total pore space in hardened concrete
has not been determined so far. However, all die pore size distribution and volume of pore
space including gel pore space, capillaiy pore space, air void of 30|im to 1 mm in diameter
and large air void of 1 mm or more in diameter have been determined by combining the
nitrogen adsorption-desorption method, the mercury intrusion porosimetry, the optical
microscopy and the x-ray CT method (81).

(a) Measurement of gel pore space
.
The measuring method of pore space with small diameter includes the gas
adsorption-desorption method(82), the mercury intrusion porosimetry (76), the scanning
electron microscopy (SEM)(83) and the small angle x-ray scattering method(84). The gas
adsorption-desorption method is, however, most suitable for measuring the gel pore space.
The pore diameter can be obtained from the following formula in the gas adsorption
desorptionmethod;
.
■
■

d = (-4yV cos в )/(pRT ln(P/Po)) -------- --------------------------- 3.4)
where y: surface tension of adsorbing medium,
.
■
d: diameter of platy pore space where adsorption and desorption take place
0: angle of contact (usually zero),
V: adsorptive capacity of adsorption medium,
. R: gas constant,
p: density of adsorption medium,
.
■ P/Po: relative vapor pressure,
T: absolute temperature.
/ ■
■

■
’

The volume of pore space is apt to be overestimated using water vapor as the adsorption
. medium. (85) and the measuring operation is complicated. Nitrogen is, therefore, used
instead of water vapor as the adsorption medium because the operation is simplified and the
reproducibility is improved in an automatic apparatus. Typical cumulative pore volume and
pore size distribution (dV/dd) in cement paste are shown in Fig. 11(81).
Symmetric
peaks are observed at 2 nm. The peak become higher with the advance of age. This pore is,
therefore, corresponds to gel pore space derived from the production of C-S-H.
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Fig. 11 Cumulative pore volume and pore size distribution of hardened cement
■
■ paste measured by nitrogen gas adsorption-desorption method and
. ■
mercury porosimetry (Uchikawa et al; (81))

(b) Measurement of capillary pore space
■■ ■
The mercury intrusion porosimetry is widely used for determining the capillary pore space.
The method adopts a penetration curve of mercury vapor to estimate the pore size
distribution. The relationship between the pore diameter and the external pressure is
expressed by the following formula:
' '

d = -2ycos6/P ------------------------------ ------------------- 3.5)
where d: diameter of platy pore space,
у = surface tension of mercury,
■
0: angle of contact between mercury and sample, and P = external pressure
Since a new type apparatus uses the maximum compression pressure of mercury vapor as
high as approximately 4300 atm, the pore diameter ranging from several nanometers to
several tens microns can be measured.- The operation of this apparatus is simple and its
accuracy is high though it is necessary for interpreting the data to take into consideration
whether or not the pore has the shape easily introducing mercury vapor and whether or not the
sample is deformed by high-pressure mercury vapor.

Fig. 11(81) shows an example of the results of cumulative pore space and pore size
distribution of hardened cement paste.
'

(c) Air void.
Air void in hardened concrete includes mainly the entrapped air in the mixing of concrete and
the entrained air artificially introduced by the AE agent. The air voids disappear when the
pressure difference between the inside and outside pressures reaches 10% or higher of the
inside pressure.
. .
. ■ ..
.
' ■
.
■
Assuming that the external pressure is to be atmospheric pressure and the surface tension, y,
of mixing water is to be 45 to 73 dyne/ст taking the addition of the admixtures into
consideration, the minimum diameter of air void has to be approximately 30 to 40 pm from
the following formula and air voids of 30 pm or less in diameter hardly exist in hardened
concrete:
.

АР = 4у/<1
3 6)'
where ДР = pressure difference between inside and outside of air void
у = surface tension of water, and . d = diameter of air void.
;
i
у.
pie size distribution and volume of pore space of the air voids as small as 30 tun to 1 mm in
diameter are determined by taking many visual fields of microphotographs and making the
image processing. The x-ray CT method followed by the image processing is used for
determining those values of the air void-as large as 1 mm or more in diameter. The
relationship between the field number and the coefficient of variation of the volume of air
voids is shown in Fig. 12(81). Tomograms of concrete taken by the x-ray CT method and
part of a section of concrete and apparatus are shown in Fig. 13(81) and Fig. 14(81)
respectively. Some measuring conditions of air voids are shown in Table 3(81).
’
Pore size . .
•: 30-80 дт (measured by OM and IP)
▲: 80дт-1тт (measured by OM and IP)
■:
> 1mm (measured by X-CT and IP)

Fig. 12
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Relationship between number of measured fields
and coefficient of variation of pore volume of
hardened cement paste, mortar and concrete
measured by optical microscopy (OM) and x-ray
computerized tomography (x-ray CT) and image
processing (IP) (Uchikawaet al; (81))
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Binary image

Cross section of
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computerized
tomography
(Uchikawa et al;
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Fig# 14 Middle-energy industrial x-ray CT scanner (TOSHIBA TOSCANER-23200)

Table 3 Sample preparation and conditions of measurement of pore structure
m hardened concrete (Uchikawa et al; (81)) .
. .
.
No

Measurinc *
range
'

Gel
pore
.
space ■

i-3nm **

1

2

Capillary
pore
'
space

3nm- .
ЗОд m **

Small
entrapped
air
(entrained
air)

ЗОд m1mm

Large
entrapped
air

>lmei *2

3

4

5

Pore

Total
pore
volume

■.

■

. Method

Sample
state

Sample

size Relative
deviation*3

Nitrogen gas
■ a
.
adsorpticjn; (ground to
desorption
grain
method
<2.5mm)
(B. J. H. method)

Cement paste 2g
Mortar
. - 5g
Concrete 10g

<10%

Mercury
.
porosimetry -

Cement paste 10g
Mortar
10g
Concrete
20g

<5%

<10%

a

-

/

Optical
microscopy and
image
processing

b-1:
Concrete
b-2:
Cement
paste.
Mortar

70 fields(70mm*)
for
'
magnification of
x30
50 fields(48cm2)
for that of x3

X-ray , ■'
computerized
tomography and
image
processing

c-1:
Concrete
c-2:
.
Cement
paste,
Mortar

10 fields(780cm2
) for concrete
.

<5X

10 fieldsflGOcm2
) for cement
■
paste and mortar

cement paste: 1+2+3+4
... .
mortar
: 1+2+3+4 (t+2+3+4-3')
- '
concrete
: 1+2+3+4 (1+2+3+4-3')
- Capillary pore space of 200nm to ЗОдт (3') measured by mercury
porosimetry is apt to contain small entrapped air volume as ink
bottle type void. When volume of air void is 1/4 or more of
total water void, total pore volume is value of 1+2+3+4-3'
J

Measurement

Sample preparation

Gel pore space
and capillary
pore space

©Specimen is cut by diamond
cutter to 0.5cm cubic sized
samples(a).
©Small sized samples(a) are
immersed in acetone, repeatedly.
©They are dried by D-drying
.
method and mixed uniformly.

Air void of
1mm or less
(entrained air
void)

©Specimens is sectioned by
diamond cutter to platy sample
(b-1: lOxlOcm for concrete, b-2:
4x8cm for mortar and paste).
©Platy sample is polished with
1240, #400 and #800 SIC powder.
©The surface of sample is smeared
with mixture of burnishing Al203
powder and liquid paraffin.

Air void of
1mm or more
(entrapped air
void)

Non-destructive specimens (c-1 10
♦ x 201 cm for concrete, c-2 4x4
xl6 cm for mortar and paste) are
used.

(thickness), *2: Spherical diameter,
deviation (error) of measurement

*3: Relative

■

Fig. 15

Pone size distribution and
cumulative pore volume of
hardened cement paste,
mortar and concrete
(Uchikawa et al; (81))
Pore size

It is indispensable in the optical microscopy to select the suitable magnification, the range of
visual field and the number of measured field according to the size of air voids. The data
processing by the x-ray CT is substantially the same as the optical microscopy. The optimum
size of visual field and the optimum number of measured fields are 10cm in diameter and ten
in number, respectively.
,
,
'

Fig. 15(81) shows the volume of air voids and the distribution (dV/dd) in cement paste,
mortar and concrete.
i
.
■
■

3.3 Advanced Characterization Techniques of Surface and Microscopic
Region
The characterization of surface and microscopic region is being improved by the sophisticated
sample treatment, improvement of two- and three-dimentional resolving power, development
of new apparatus based on-new ideas, improved accuracy of measurement by new technique,
simultaneous acquisition of diversified information, data processing by computer and
artificial intelligence, and development of image processing system.
These examples are cryostat system for cooling the sample in electron microscopic
. observation and diffraction, special deposition apparatus by ion sputtering, ion thinning, field
emission scanning electron microscope, transmission electron microscope, micro Auger
electron spectroscope, microfocus x-ray diffractometer, environmental scanning electron
microscope, scanning tunnel microscope, atomic force microscope, protection of insulating
sample from charging by sample inclination method, multi analysis by morphological
observation, composition analysis and electron diffraction, simultaneous acquisition of
' diversified information with combination of two or more instruments, correction of atomic
number effect, absorption effect, fluorescence effect and element distribution display by
contents in electron probe microanalyzer, and quantitative expression of crystal shape by
image processing.
.
. .

(1) SEM and FESEM
A sample is irradiated with electron beams accelerated by specified voltage to convert the
input energy of electron into characteristic x-rays, continuous x-rays, back scattered
electrons, secondary electrons. Auger electrons, light and sample current by the interaction
with the sample material. When the sample is thin, part of electron beam penetrates it ‘

Electrons with relatively high energy reflected or scattered from the sample are called back
scattered electrons and those of approximately 50eV or less are called secondary electrons. .

Energy of the back scattered electrons depends upon the atomic number, while that of the
secondary electrons varies sensibly according to the shape of surface, crystalline orientation
and electric potential and magnetic field of the sample. A scanning electron microscope
(SEM) is based upon this theory and used for observing the microstructure of surface of
material. The measuring range of each analytical instrument is shown in Fig. 16.'
Electron beam can be converged in an electric field. The diameter of electron beam can be
converged as small as approximately lOnm with the latest device. The spatial resolving
power of electron beam is higher than those of x-rays and ionic beam. A field emission
scanning electron microscope (FESEM) with the field emission type electron emitter is
characterized by high emissivity of electron, a luminance as high as 10 Wem2 sr, a diameter
of radiation source as small as approximately 3nm and a range of emitted energy as narrow
as 0.3eV or 1/3 to 1/5 that in SEM with electric gun using W or LaB6 filament (Fig.
17). Since even low accelerating voltage can be applied to FESEM, the penetration depth of
.
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Fig. 16 Measuring range öf each surface and local characterization instruments'

electron beams into the sample is as small as lOnm to microns compared with lOOnm to
10|im in SEM to which an accelerating voltage as high as 10 to 20kV is applied. A severaltimes higher contrast image and good resolution are, therefore, able to be obtained using
FESEM. Since the angle of aperture can be increased by setting the sample in the objective
lens of in-lens FESEM, the magnification and resolving power can be augmented as high as
of 0.7nm compared with the ordinary FESEM.
.,
f
Fig. 18(86) illustrates a back scattered electron image of lamellar structure in clinker belite
by in-lens FESEM. The image of belite obtained by the in-lens FESEM gives two sets of
lamellas crossing each other at 60°. The image enlarged by higher magnification gives the
lamella composed of different structures. The bright part is a lamella 0.5 to 1.0 |im thick
composed of oriented secondary lamellas 0.1 pm or less thick, while the dark part is a lamella
0.1 to 0.4pm thick.
-

The secondary electron images before and after etching the surface of clinker with a water for
30 seconds by in-lens FESEM are shown in Fig. 19(87). The particles existing on the
surfaces of alite and belite before etching are contaminants. Holes lOnm in diameter from
■where elements are dissolved are made after etching more on the alite crystal than on the
belite crystal. The general structure of them is regarded as a network considering from the
roughness of surface. The surface structure of C4AF phase is not so much changed by
etching.
■
For observing microstructure enlarged by tens of thousands, a thin layer of a specified
conductive material can be deposited on the sample using a depositing apparatus shown in
Fig. 20 without directly irradiating the sample with plasma ions or electrons to prevent the
sample from damaging.

Also a cryosystem cooled with liquid nitrogen has been developed for preventing the
sample from damaging by increased temperature derived from the irradiation with electron

Fig. 17
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(JEOLJSM-890)
.

Fig. 18 Back scattered electron image of clinker belite observed
by in-lens type EFSEM (Uchikawa et al; (86))
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Fig. 21 Schematic explanation of scattering of electron beam under various pressures

h?™ is;cattered?y Ае atmosPheric gas under low vacuum. The probability of the
scattering depends upon the accelerating voltage,type of atmospheric gas, gas pressure and
working distance. When the gas pressure in the sample chamber is as high as a=heric

nOTthThiphre^118
scattered,as sh9wn in F'g- 21(c). so neither the electron beam
•?rflt2rinh<r^f^ !! 8 P°We^ secon,dary electron can be obtained. Meanwhile, the Oligo
inrS?kf °f electrons are observed under the pressure of the sample chamber as low as
lOTorr because tens percent of the electron can be reach the sample without collision with the
gas[moleculesand the average number of collisions of an electron with the gas molecules is 2
to 3 times or less. The diameter of electron beam is 30nm nearly equal to that under high
vacuum and the current of electron beam is 10 to 20% of that under high vacuum. Since the
scattered electrons are distributed from the electron beam in a skirt shape as shown in Fig
1 iL - mOSt °f lhen?form <hrect current component, a high-resolving power secondary
electron image can be obtained in the same way as SEM
.

In SEM, the secondary electrons are amplified with a photomultiplier while ESEM uses the
atmospheric gas as the amplifying medium of secondaiy electrons. Secondary electrons with
energy as low as several electron volts emitted from the sample surface ionize the gas
molecules colliding with them according to the reaction of M + e -> M+ + 2e thereby one
more e ectron is emitted adding an emitted electron. The emitted electron collides with the
gas molecules and the reaction repeatedly occurs. Since the secondaiy electrons successively
emitted by this process are amplified and collected around the electrode, the secondary
electrons are detected as current with a secondary electron detector (SE detector). Since part
of gas molecules positively ionized by the collision with the "secondary electrons is
neutralized with charged electrons on the sample surface, charge-up is restrained. Even
though the sample is an insulating material, it is unnecessary to treat the sample by
deposition.
7
An energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer is used for the chemical analysis of sample due. to
low intensity of characteristic x-rays. The absorption of x-rays by gas molecules such as
water vapor is negligible except in the case of measuring light elements such as oxygen even
under pressure of 20Torr. Two pressure-controlling apertures are installed for connecting
the electron gun and lens-barrel kept at a reduced pressure as low as approximately 10-6 Torr
and the sample chamber kept at pressure as high as 20Torr. ESEM is shown in Fig. 22.

ESEM can be used even under the pressure as high as 20Torr corresponding to the vapor
pressure of water at 20°C as mentioned before so that it is useful for directly observing a
material as it is such as water- and oil-containing materials, hydrates and gas-generating
material. Since the atmosphere, degree of vacuum and temperature of the sample chamber
can be Changed, the reaction process of the sample with water or gas and the change by
heating can be observed without delay.
ESEM is applied mainly to the Observation of hydration process and the identification of
hydrates in the cement and concrete field. Since the instrument has recently been developed,
there are few papers except for presenting the effect of the stirring of cement paste on the
texture of hydrate, especially the thickness of hydrate layer formed on the surface of
unhydrated components(91).
'
....
.

The observational result of the hydration process of C3A in the presence of anhydrite by
ESEM and the composition of hydrate determined by EDX are shown in Fig. 23(42).
C3A was hydrated at 20°C for 10 seconds and 10 minutes under 12Torr(mmHg) of water
vapor pressure at 20°C and the pressure was immediately decreased to 3Torr to observe it by
ESEM. The mixing ratio of anhydrite and C3A was fixed to 1’0 as molar ratio of
SO3/AI2O3. Ten seconds later, fine fibrous hydrate with the composition similar to the
theoretical composition of monosulfate hydrate composed of 36.0% of CaO, 16.4% of
AI2O3 and 12.9% of SO3 was produced on the surface of CjA particles. Ten minutes later,
a large amount of needle-shaped hydrate was produced on the surface of C3A particles. The
results of composition analysis by EDX indicated that the composition of needle-shaped
hydrate was the same as the theoretical composition of ettringite composed of 26.8% of CaO,

Fig. 22 ■
Environmental scanning
electron microscope (ESEM)
(Electro Scan Cd., ESEM-20)

Before hydration

After hydration for 10 sec.

After hydration for 10 min.

Chemical composition
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34.9 16.1 12.6
26.1 7.9 18.6

Fig. 23

■

Secondary electron image of
C3A before and after
hydration in the presence of
anhydrite by ESEM
(Uchikawa et al; (42))

8.1% of AI2O3 and 19.1% of SO3. As mentioned before, ESEM is a useful tool for directly
observing the hydration process and identifying the reaction product.
(3) ТЕМ and AEM
A transmission electron microscope (ТЕМ) is used for observing an image obtained by
electrons penetrating the sample. An analytical electron microscope (AEM) is used for
observing and analyzing a thin sample as a device with spatial resolving power augmented by
sharply converged electron beams to reduce the matrix effect of the material in the vicinity of
. the measuring position.
The resolving power, o, of electron microscope depends upon the coefficient of spherical
. aberration, Cs, and the acceleration voltage, E. The following formula 3.7) exists between
those values (92):
'
..
a = 0.65Cs 1/4 x (12.26/Ei/2)3/4------------ —------- - -------

3.7)

The resolving power is, therefore, able to be improved by increasing the accelerating voltage.
The resolving power of a latest electron microscope as shown in Fig. 24 is improved up to
0.22nm by applying 200kV.
'

ТЕМ is used for observing an image obtained by electron beam penetrating a relatively thin
sample. A constant-phase contrast is formed on the image by the interference of the waves
of electron beam scattered at the time when penetrating the sample. A lattice image of crystal
similar to the atomic configuration can be obtained by adjusting the direction of incidence of
electron beam to the same direction as the zone axis of ciystal so that the Bragg’s reflection
takes place around it. In addition to the conventional morphological observation and electron
diffraction method, the direct observation of a lattice image has been made possible by
improving the resolving power. ТЕМ is, therefore, of utility value.
The point resolving power of field emission transmission electron microscope (FETEM) is
enhanced by the improved chromatic aberration derived from the high luminance of electron
gun and narrow energy distribution of electron beam. Since inelastic scattered electrons
making the image flat are hardly emitted because of high coherent beam, a sharp image can
be obtained in a wide field of vision.

For fully displaying the performance of high-resolving power ТЕМ, it is necessary to pay
close attention to the preparation of sample. Even such a bulky sample as clinker can be
thinned to tens nanometers by the ion thinning method (93) utilizing the ion sputtering
to observe the lattice image. A method for minimizing the damage of sample and preventing

Fig. 24 Analytical transmission electron microscope (ATEM) (JEOL JEM-3010)
and ion thinning apparatus (GATAN Inc., Model 645 PIMS™)

the selective etching has been developed for preparing a thin sample by the ion thinning
method, which has been recently used in addition to the replica and powder methods for
ТЕМ. The sample preparation by grinding with a dimple grinder followed by ion thinning is
effective due to a short time of preparation(94).
■

The transmission image and electron diffraction pattern of each phase in belite determined by
ТЕМ are shown in Fig. 25(86). The bright part in SEM corresponding to dark part in
ТЕМ and dark part in SEM corresponding'to bright part in ТЕМ show the diffraction patterns
of ß- and а-forms, respectively. It is considered that the bright part is produced by the
transformation of the а-form into the a’t-form successively into the ß-form. This agrees
with the before-mentioned observational result shown in Fig. 18(86) that the bright part is
composed of fine secondary lamellas. The result of electron diffraction is supported by this
fact. Minor and trace components are contained more in the bright parts than in the dark part.
The structural study by the lattice image observation includes a paper(95) describing that the
Jeffery’s structure is observed as the lattice image of monoclinic alite in the actual space and
a paper(96) reporting the observation of the lattice image in an interfacial region nanometers
in MDF cement paste."
Photographs of the lattice images of tobermorite regarded as similar to that of calcium silicate
hydrate in cement paste and those of C-S-H are shown in Fig. 26(97). Lattice image of
the alite and the а-form of belite in clinker are shown in Fig. 27(42) using sample
prepared by the ion thinning method and the multi-slice method. A twinning structure
crossing each other at approximately 60° regarded as the production by the transformation
from trigonal from to monoclinic form is observed in the lattice image of alite.

Transmission electron image and electron
diffraction pattern of lamellar structure
in clinker belite
Point
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Fig. 25 Lamellar structure in clinker belite and it local composition determined by AEM
■

(Uchikawa et al; (86))

Fig. 26
Lattice image of C-S-H
and tobermorite
(Uchikawa et al; (97))

The lattice image varies according to the focus of beam in the apparatus as shown in Fig.
28. High-level crystallographic knowledge is therefore, generally required for identifying
the lattice image corresponding to the crystal structure. Recently, however, the lattice image
can be easily interpreted by the multi-slice method in which the lattice image is obtained by
simulating a model inputting the data including crystal structure, observation direction,
thickness of sample, accelerating voltage and spherical aberration of the objective lens to a
computer(98). ‘
'
,
• '
.
EPMA is widely used for the elemental analysis in a microscopic region. AEM has higher
spatial resolving power than EPMA. The sample for AEM is limited to a thin sample so that
electrons converged into an electron beam lOnm in diameter penetrate the sample before
diffusing. Accordingly, the characteristic x-rays emitted from a microscopic region in the
thin sample are so weak that energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer with including a
semiconductor detector is substituted for the analyzing crystal. Electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) for obtaining the energy loss spectrum showing the difference in
energy between the inelastic scattered electron and the incident electron beam is used for
analyzing lighter elements. Since the probability of emission of characteristic x-rays and.
inelastic scattering electrons increase with the increase of the luminance of electron beam, the
analytical precision of FETEM is remarkably improved. ■
The analytical electron microscopy (AEM) is mainly used for analyzing the local composition
of hydrate in the cement and concrete field(99). A paper (100) presents that the outer C-SH has a lot of pores, while the inner C-S-H has a fine, homogeneous structure, though both
hydrates have the same composition, and a paper (95) describes that the C/S ratio of each
hydrate was determined within a range of accuracy of 0.1% with an AEM of voltage as high
as 200 KeV provided with an energy-dispersive spectrometer taking off X-ray at a large
angle. Although applications of AEM to clinker minerals are few because the sample has to
be thinned, there is a paper (97) reporting that a local field of the lamellar structure of

Fig. 27

Lattice image of
clinker alite
with twinning
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Lattice image of
clinker alite and
clinker belite
.
(Uchikawa et al; (42))
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Fig. 28 Variation of lattice image of clinker alite according to focusing condition

belite in clinker obtained by the electron diffraction was analyzed by AEM. AEM is also
applied to the elemental analysis in microscopic region for confirming the incorporation of
Mg, Si and Fe in an ettringite (101) and determining the C-S-H composition (99). More
reliable result will be obtained by the spread of FETEM and the development of data
processing system in near future.

(4) CMA/EPMA
. ...
Electron probe micro analysis is a method for detecting and quantitatively analyzing the
elements existing in a small region by amplifying, spectrally diffracting the characteristic xrays emitted from the sample irradiated with electron beam. The elemental analysis in a large
region can be made by scanning the electron beam. Depending upon the accelerating voltage
of electron beam, the analytical region is approximately l|im and lOOnm to l|im in SEM
type and FESEM type, respectively.
A computer-aided electron probe microanalyzer (CMA/EPMA) incorporating a high-speed
wide-area multi-channel analyzer and a computer into EPMA as shown in Fig. 29 has
recently been developed. CMA/EPMA is applied to the composition analysis for a region
from several micrometer square to 10 centimeter square by scanning the electron beam on the
sample surface, continuously analyzing the points close to each other, processing the data
and correcting the atomic number effect (Z), the absorption effect (A) and fluorescence effect
(F). The concentration or concentration ratio of the elements is displayed in colors.

Some researches on cement and concrete using CMA/EPMA have been reported in Japan and
UK since the data of slag (75) and hardened cement paste (75) were disclosed at Rio de
Janeiro congress. CMA/EPMA is widely used for studying the zonal structure of alite
(42)(86), the lamellar structure of belite (86), the structures of hardened paste (89) and
hardened mortar (102), and the distribution of alkali in hardened concrete (103)(104)
using a two-dimensional presentation of the distribution and content of each element in a
space from a microscopic region of 1pm2 to 10 cm2 of the sampleFig. 30 is the optical micrographs of a polished thin section of cement clinker product
showing the zonal structure of alite (87). Micrograph a) and b) were taken through an open
polar and a cross-polar, respectively, and micrograph c) was obtained by observing thin
section etched with a 0.01% NH4CI solution for thirty seconds with a reflection microscope.
Micrograph b) reveals that the birefringence in peripheral part and inner parts of clinker alite
are as high as 0.006 and as low as 0.004, respectively. The inner part is more easily etched
and the boundary line between the different birefringence in the transmission-microscopic
image coincides with the boundary line between the different color tones in the reflection
microscopic image.
'

Block Diagram
CL:-Condenser lens, PCD: Probe current detector, 0L: Objective lens, B.E.:Back scattered
electron, E.O.S.: Electron optical system, CPU: Central processing unit

Fig. 29 Computer-aided electron probe microanalyzer (CMA/EPMA)
and its block diagram (JEOL JXA-8621MX)
-
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(a) Open polar

(b) Crossed polar

Transmitted and
reflected light
micrograph of
clinker alite with
zonal structure
(Uchikawaet al;
(86))

(c) Etched by 0.01%
NH4CI aq. for 30sec.
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Explanation of color representing the oxide content (%)
Color
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Red
Yellow

MgO S03 А1гО3 FezOj Na20 K20
>5.0
2.0
1.0
0.7

Color

MgO SO3 А120з Ре20з Na20 K20

■ 0.6 0.6 1.9 1.8
>4.0 >5.0 >5.0 >2.0 >2.0 Green
2.0 3.5 3.0 1.5 1.5 Sky blue 0.4 0.4 0.9 1.2
0.2 0.3 0.7 0.7
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0.6
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0.4
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Fie. 31 Secondary and back scattered electron image and x-ray image map of Mg, S,
Al, Fe, Na and К of clinker alite with zonal structure (Uchikawa et al; (86))

Fig. 31 shows the secondary electron image and back scattered electron image of the zonal
structure of clinker alite and the distributions of MgO, SO3, FejOs, AI2O3, Na2O and K2O
in it obtained by CMA/EPMA. Although MgO is uniformly distributed in the alite crystal,
AI2O3, РегОз.ЗОз, КагО and K2O are densely distributed in the inner part of alite crystal,
coinciding with the division of zonal structure by the boundary lines. The average contents
of the components in the inner and peripheral parts of the zonal structure were determined
ten times each by the point analysis and calculated by the Bence and Albee method as shown
in Table 4.
The other example is on the effect of burning atmosphere on the distribution of minor
components in clinker minerals (42). Fig. 32 and 33 show the back scattered electron
image and x-ray image maps of minor constituents in clinker burnt under various condition
described before and chemical composition of clinker mineral in it. From these data, it is
concluded that the content of aluminum in terms of AI2O3 in alite decreases and that in belite
increases with shifting from the oxidizing atmosphere to the reducing atmosphere, though
that in interstitial phase is not so much changed. The change of the content of Al shifts from
the peripheral part to the inner part of alite and belite particles.

Table 4 Chemical composition determined by EPMA and birefringence of each part of
zonal structure of clinker alite (Uchikawa et al; (86))
Analyzing point
Inner part
■
Peripheral part

■

'.
SiO2

25.12
24.09

Chemical composition (%)
AI2O3 Fe203 CaO MgO S03 Na20

K20 Total

Biref ‘
-ringence

72.45 1.20 0.10 0.25
73.761.110.070.21

0.18 101.05
0.10100.63

0.004
0.006

0.93
0.71

0.82
0.58

Measuring condition of EPMA:
Accelerating voltage = 15kV, Probe current = 3 xlO"8 A
Explanation of color
reprensenting the
oxide content (%)

Color

Al20ä ЕегОз

Miite > 18.0 > 18.0
Pink
14.0 14.0
Red . 10..0 10.0
, Yellow . 5.0 ' 5.0
Green ' 2.0
2.0
Sky blue 1.0
1.0
Blue
. 0.5
0.5
Black < 0.5
0.5

Fig. 32 Back scattered electron image and x-ray image map of Al and Fe burnt under
oxidizing, slightly reducing and reducing atmospheres (Uchikawa et al; (42))

m»^ngh ^ie,c°”^e.nt °f iron jn terms of Ре2Оз in alite remarkably increases up to the
т’Лг ^Imost ehmmated from alite in (d), remaining in interstitial phase as
White spots of metallic iron. The behavior of Fe in belite is similar to that in alite though that
is .not sa conspicuous as this. In the interstitial phase, the content of Fe decreases with
M ievel of reducing atmosphere and quite a large amount of C4AF transforms into
L3A in (c), which increases to occupy the interstitial phase in (d).

(a) Oxidizing atmosphere
.

(c) Slightly reducing
atmosphere

. (d) Reducing atmosphere
'

Chemical composition of clinker burnt under various
. atmospheres determined by EPMA
В.С.Ч
(a)

Point
a
b
c
d
'e
f

(c)

9
h
i
j
к
1

(d)

m
n*
0
p
q
r
s
' t
u

Phase
*2

CaO

A
A
В
в ■
I
I

74.10
73.61
66.81
66.90
48.95
48.82

A
A
В
В
I
I

73.34 25.00 1.01
72.33 25.19 1.53
66.70 32.02 1.42
66.53 31.79 1.59
52.06. 4.08 27.61
57.12 3.68 30.58

A
A
В
В
I
I
I
Fe
Fe

73.69
73.84
66.75
66.83
60.25
60.34
45.80
0.76
1.55

■

•

Chemical Composition (%)
SiO2 А1г0, FezOa
MgO S03 Na20

25.23 0.97 0.57
24.54 1.16 0.71
34.26 0.32 0.43
34.48 0.46 0.53
3.01 22.89 20.15
3.2320.8721.86

25.92
25.63
32.73
32.48
4.95
4.60
4.88
0.05
0.07

a+f
*4

102.14
101.67
102.86
103.32
99.03
98.47

1.70
1.63
0.78
0.87

1.54
1.87
0.75
0.99

0.00
0.00
0.03
0.05
0.00
0.01

101.93
101.72
101.27
101.08
100.91
101.24

0.73
1.11
2.54
2.21

2.39
2.91
1.98
2.31

0.02
0.00
0.17
0.15
0.09
0.11
0.18
0.00
0.00

101.88
101.87
102.16
102.24
101.57
104.17
103.87
-

—
—
—
—

0.73
0.82
1.70
2.19

Total

1.14 0.08 0.03 0.02
1.15 0.16 0.25 0.09
0.31 0.09 0.28 0.36
0.28 0.06 0.20 0.41
3.46 0.19 0.11 0.27
3.430.000.260.00

1.38 1.18 0.02 0.00
1.38 1.20 0.04 0.05
0.56 0.44 0.02 0.08
0.72 0.35 0.02 0.03
6.57 10.56 0.00 0.03
4.79 4.73 0.23 0.10

0.73 0.00
0.78 0.04
1.68 0.02
2.14 0.05
34.23 0.01
32.59 0.00
38.99 0.15
0.02 148.8
0.02 148.6

a/f
*3

K20

1.45
1.49
0.67
0.41
1.90
■2.24
8.94
0.00
0.00

0.04
0.04
0.11
0.18
0.06
4.17
4.89
0.00
0.00

0.03
0.05
0.03
0.00
0.08
0.12
0.04
0.08
0.02

*1; B.C.: Burning condition, (a): Oxidizing atmosphere, (c): Slightly reducing atmosphere,
(d) Reducing atmosphere, *2; A: Alite, B: Belite, I: Interstitial phase, Fe: Metalle iron,
*3: Weight ratio of А1г0з to РегОз, *4: Sum of А1г03 and FezOj

Fig. 33 Back scattered electron image of clinker burnt under various atmosphere
' (Uchikawa et al; (42))

The contents of magnesium in terms of MgO in alite and belite slightly increase as the
burning atmosphere shifts from the oxidizing atmospheres to the reducing one. The
distribution of Mg is uneven in interstitial phase almost composed of C3A in (c) and (d). ..

The content of sulfur in terms of SO3 increases in interstitial phase as the burning atmosphere
shifts from oxidation to the reducing and the distribution of sulfur in interstitial phase become
uneven in condition (c) and (d).
■ '
'

Deposition of Ca(0H)2 on the surface of aggregate in concrete and formation of transition
zone obtained by CMA/EPMA(105)(106), and variation in the composition of the hydrate
in the vicinity of pozzolana and cement particles obtained by FESEM type EPMA (107) are
shown in Fig. 34 and 35, respectively.
Explanation of color
representing the molar
ratio and oxide content

Molar CaO
Color ratio (%)
Ca/Si

Back scattered
electron image

' Molar ratio of Ca/Si

showing transition zone
of concrete

Distribution of'Ca

Wiite
> 3.5 > 75.0
Pink
3.0
70.0
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2.5
65.0
Yellow
1.8
60.0
Green
1.6
50.0.
Sky blue 1.4
40.0
Blue
1.2
20.0
Black
< 1.2 < 20.0

A: Aggregate, c: Ca(0H)2,
h: C-S-H, m: Monosulfate
hydrate, u: Unhydrated
canent particle (alite,
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Fig. 34 Transition zone around aggregate in hardened concrete determined by
'
CMA/EPMA (Uchikawa et al; (106))
.

■ Secondary electron image
P: Pozzolana, H: Hydrate,
U: Unhydrate (Alite)

Fig. 35 Variation in composition of C-S-H between pozzolana and unhydrated
grains (Uchikawa et al; (107))
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(5) AES and ц-AES
.
.
When election beam irradiates the sample, an electron on the L2(2p)-shell is emitted through
sheuSsfe^m
CaUed
Auger process in such a way that an electron on the Ь1(2^)s ell transfers to a vacancy on the K(ls)-shell and energy corresponding to the difference is
demenBTnlhe«mnlpb,heL2<21?)’ShklldS S!*Own Fig" 36 71,6 meth°d that specifies the
aumtiarivelv aSffiä-meas™8 the kinehc energy (EK-2ED of the emitted electron and
• analyze their content is called Auger electron spectroscopy and the apparatus
^elfor thlS callfd Au.Ser Electron Spectroscope (AES). The energylevel of thePAuger
ener^ azlaly^fEEA).11 'S measured under a vacuum as hi8h as lO^ton using an electon

Auger microprobe electron spectroscopy obtaining a secondaiy electron image and an Auger
image having a plane resolving power of 50nm or better has recently been developed bv
scanning the electron beam converged into the order of several nanometers. The device is
called an Auger microprobe electron spectroscope (ц-AES) as shown in Fig 37
Since emitted energy is as low as 40 to 2000eV as shown in Fig. 38, the depth from which
energy can be released is nanometers or less or 1/1000 that for the characteristic x-rays, uAES is characterized by having the potential to analyze the elements contained in a
microscopic region of the surface. The S/N ratio of Auger electron is so small that energy of
electron is often expressed by differential coefficient of energy.
The sample for ц-AES is generally limited to a conductive material. Recently, however
euien an insulator providing no correct Auger electron spectrum due to charge-up has been
able to be a sample for ц-AES by a newly developed sample inclination method. Current of
primary electron beams. Ip, is the sum total of back scattered electrons, lb, secondary
electron. Is, Auger electron, la and absorbed current, lab. The absorbed current is nearly
equal to zero in an insulating material, then Ip > lb + Is + la. Electrons corresponding to lab
are, therefore, charged up and released, whereupon a noise produced by them interferes with
the measurements. Since Is is much larger than lb and la, the sum total of Is, lb and la can
be equalized to Ip by increasing Is. The measurement is, therefore, able to be released from
the interference of the noise by improving the emission efficiency of secondary electron, 5.
Meanwhile, 5 depends upon the accelerating voltage of primary electron beam, Ep, angle’ of
incident electron beam, (6), and the type of sample material. The emission efficiency of
secondary electron, 8q, for the angle of incidence, 0, of sample is expressed by the following
formula . 3.8):
.
5q = (l/cos0) x 5(0) —---------- 3.8)
Energy level

KLiLz Auger electron

(Ek - 2El )

L-shell

Fig. 36
----------- K-shell

Ionization of
electron .on
the К-shell

Emission of '
Auger electron
KLL .

Emission process of
Auger electron

Where 3(0) = emission efficiency of secondary electron at 9 of zero. 8(0) near an
accelerating voltage of 5kV of the primary electron beam at the measurement of Auger
electron spectrum is 0.3 to 0.5. Substituting 0.3 for 8(0) and 1 for 8q in Equation 3.8), 9 is
given as 72.5°. The resolving power decreases with the increase of 9. The angle of
inclination of sample was, therefore, fixed to 75°.
The two-dimensional distribution of element in the direction of depth can be determined by
combining the sample inclination method with the ion-sputtering method. And the two
dimensional concentration distribution can be determined at a resolving power of 50nm,
though the resolving power of EPMA is 500 to lOOOnm, by incorporating the data
processing and system control functions in the same way as for CMA/EPMA. The result is
shown in Fig. 39.
...

Fig. 37 Auger electron spectroscope and its explanation (JEOL JAMP-7100E)

Though Auger electton spectroscope (AES) is used for analyzing the surface composition of
3.aPPhcatlons % the cement and concrete field are few. Papers on the applications
of AES include a^paper (108) presenting that the bonding state of C3S, C12A7, CA and CA2
can be estimated from the symmetncalness of Auger spectra, of Ca, О and Al, and a
paper(109) suggesting from the analytical result in the direction of depth of the passive layer
on the remforcement in concrete that Ca2+ penetrates the passive layer when pore solution is
the saturated solution of Ca(OH)2, while it stays on the surface of passive layer when Na is
contained in the pore solution.
An attempt has been done to measure the change of surface composition of clinker minerals
toward the depth with time in initial stage of hydration by AES(87). The change of
composition in the direction of depth from the surface of alite and belite crystals according to
the dipping time in water is shown in Fig. 40(87). Sizes of alite and belite crystal are
within a range from 10 to 40|im. AES is appropriate for determining the element distribution
in the direction of depth from the surface, because the analytical region of surface by AES is

Secondary electron image
of semi-conductor device

Element distribution map
determined by Auger
electron spectroscope

Fig. 39 Electron distribution map of the cross section of semi-conductor
device determined by Auger electron spectroscope (courtesy of JEOL)
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Accelerate voltage: 3.0 kV, Porbe current: 1.98xl0-7 A,
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Fig. 40 Change of Ca/Si molar ratio toward the direction perpendicular to
surface after water etching determined by AES (Uchikawa et al; (87))

lOOnm to 1 ЦТП in the cross wide direction and ion-sputtering can be applied to AES. The
analytical positions are the center of alite and belite shown in the secondary electron image.
The C/S molar ratio in the surface layer and depths of 3 and 8nm from the alite surface etched
for thirty seconds are approximately 1.3, 2.1 and 3.0, respectively. Ca ions in alite are
selectively dissolved at the beginning of hydration. As mentioned before, the position
showing the theoretical value of C/S ratio of alite is 8nm deep. The depth coincides with the
distance between the peak and the trough on the surface of approximately llnm by AFM
described later in Fig. 58(87). The C/S ratios in the surface layer of belite and at a depth
of 3nm from it are 1.6 and 2, respectively. The result indicated that the hydration reactivity
of belite is lower than that of alite because Ca ions are dissolved at the beginning of hydration
less from shallower part in belite than in alite.

Next example is the results of the studies on the adsorptive behavior of organic admixtures to
each cement mineral at the initial stage of cement hydration. Carbon and sulfur, main
components of organic admixture, and calcium, one of main components ofclinker minerals,
were analyzed by AES in the direction of the depth from the surface of adsorbed layer. The
sample was prepared in such a way that the polished surface of clinker was dipped in a
practical concentration of 2.5% aqueous solution of ß-naphtalenesulfonic acid-based
admixture or that of 0.2% aqueous solution of lignin sulfonic acid-based admixture for thirty
seconds. The diameter of the incident electron beam at the measurement by AES is estimated
to be 1pm.
'
'
Analytical points by AES are shown on the secondary electron image photographs of Fig.
41 and the changes of the concentrations of carbon, sulfur and calcium in adsorbed layer on
alite and on interstitial phase are shown in Fig. 42.
■

As shown in the left figure of the sample dipped in the aqueous solution of
ß-naphtalenesulfonic acid-based admixture, the concentration of carbon in adsorbed layer on
alite was as high as about 70. It sharply decreased with the increase of the depth and it went
down to about half of the concentration of the surface of the adsorbed layer at the depth of 20
nm from its surface, reaching the constant value equal to the back ground level at the depth of
approximately 50nm. The concentration of calcium increased with the increase of the depth,
reaching the constant value at the depth of 50nm, though its concentration on the surface of
the adsorbed layer was as low 2 or 3. In the case of the sample dipped in the aqueous
solution of lignin sulfonic acid-based admixture, the concentration of carbon on the surface
of the adsorbed layer was about 80 which was higher than that in the sample dipped in the
aqueous solution of ß-naphtalenesulfonic acid-based admixture and it went down to no more
than approximately three quarters the concentration of the surface of the adsorbed layer at the
depth of 20nm. The concentration of carbon decreased, however, sharply at the depth
exceeding 60nm, reaching zero at the depth of about lOOnm. Calcium was haidly detected
on the surface of the adsorbed layer and the concentration of it increased with the decrease of
the concentration of carbon. '
As shown in the right figure of Fig. 42 of the sample dipped in the aqueous solution of
ß-naphtalenesulfonic acid-based admixture, the concentration of carbon in adsorbed layer on
interstitial phase went down to about half of the concentration of the surface of the adsorbed
layer at the depth of 40nm and decreased slowly at the depth exceeding 40nm, reaching the
constant value equal to the background level at'the depth of approximately 300nm. The
concentration of calcium increased slowly with the increase5 of the depth, reaching the
constant value at approximately 300nm. In the case of the sample dipped into the aqueous
solution of lignin sulfonic acid-based admixture, the changes of the concentrations were
more remarkable in carbon, sulfur and calcium than those in the sample dipped into the
aqueous solution of ß-naphtalenesulfonic acid-based admixture. The concentration of
carbon on the surface of the adsorbed layer went down sharply one fifth the concentration of
the surface of the adsorbed layer at the depth of 60nm and decreased slowly at the depth
exceeding 60nm, reaching zero at the depth of about 200nm. The concentration of calcium
increased slowly with the increase of the depth, reaching the constant value at approximately
200nm. Although these organic admixtures are adsorbed physically near the surface of the

Analyzing
point:
'
• Alite
■ Interstitial
phase
Aqueous solution vf
/9“Naphthalenesulfonicacid-based admixture

Aqueous solution of
Lignin sulfonic acidbased admixture

(a rb itra ry u n it)

R elative concentration

■ Fig. 41 Secondary electron image and analyzing points by AES of polished surface of
clinker dipped in aqueous solution of organic admixture

Depth from the surface of adsorbed layer (nm)

• : ß-Naphthalenesulfonic
д :

acid-based admixture
Lignin sulfonic acid-based admixture

Fig. 42 Changes of carbon, sulfur and calcium concentration in the adsorbed layer
toward clinker surface determined by AES
■

1) Dipped in a water
u

Horizontal distance (nm)

Horizontal distance [nm]
Vertical distance
[nm]
Angle . [deg]
.

(1)

(2)

71.41
12.45
9.89

51.01
7.07
7.90

2) Dipped in an aqueous solution of 0-naphthalenesulfonic
acid-based admixture
.
'~

Horizontal distance (nm)
(1)

Horizontal distance [nm]
Vertical distance
[nm]
Angle
[deg]

(2)

127.11 118.03
17.11 27.57
7.67 13.15

3} Clipped! in an aqueous solution of lignin sulfonic
acidl-tesedl adhrixture

(1)

\ Horizontal distance [nm]
Vertical distance
[nm]
■
Angle
[deg]

.

(2)

138.00 118.88
35.60 21.76
14.46 10.37

a): AFM image, b): Surface profile of line I shown in a)

Fig. 43 AFM image and roughness of the surface of clinker alite after dipping
.
in aqueous solution
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adsorbed layer, it is inferred that they are fixed on the surface of clinker mineral by
chemisorption accompanying with the change of the chemical composition in the adsorbed
layer toward the surface of clinker mineral..

As shown in Fig. 42, organic admixtures is adsorbed preferably more on interstitial phase
than on alite and the preferred adsorption is remarkable in ß-naphtalenesulfonic acid-based
admixture. The thickness of adsorbed layer on alite is thicker in lignin sulfonic acid-based
admixture and that on interstitial phase is thicker in ß-naphtalenesulfonic acid-based
admixture.
.
j
' '
The surface roughened by dipping the polished clinker in the aqueous solutions of both
admixtures were determined by AFM. The results are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 43. The
distance between the peak and die trough on the surface and the distance between peaks were
increased by the existence of the admixtures. Schematic explanation of physically adsorptive
and chemically adsorptive state of ß-naphtalenesulfonic acid- and lignin sulfonic acid-based
admixtures estimated from the above-mentioned results is shown in Fig. 44. .

Table 5 Roughness of the surface of clinker alite after dipping
the aqueous solution determined by AFM

Solution

■

Distance
between peaks
(vertical)

Water
Aqueous solution of -Naphthalene
sulfonic acid-based admixture
Aqueous solution of lignin sulfonic
acid-based admixture

Distance between
the peak and the
trough
(Horizontal)

100 nm
250 nm

10 nm
20 nm

250 nm

30 nm '

Dipping time: 30 sec

Physically
adsorbed
layer
"Chemically
adsorbed
layer

— : Hydrophobic group, o: Hydrophilic group

Fig. 44 Schematic explanation of adsorption of organic admixture on clinker mineral

(6) Microfocur x-ray diffractometer
Microfocus x-ray diffractometer is an instrument for obtaining structural information of a
microscopic region of a sample by taking x-rays in a spot of 1 mm by 1 mm and converging
the x-rays into a size of tens microns in diameter with a collimater, while the conventional xray diffractometer has a line x-ray source of hundreds microns by 10 mm. The microfocus xray diffractometer is illustrated in Fig. 45. Since the number of crystallite required for the
diffraction is too small for the microfocus x-ray diffractometer, the x-ray diffracted from the
microscopic region is uniformalized and the intensity of the diffracted x-ray is augmented by
the triaxial (ю, x and ф) rotation and fluctuation of the sample using a system to prevent

^axis

/axis

PSPC
(Position sensitive
proportional counter)

PSPC Probe
■

'
,

Position determining part
■

Multi channel
analyzer part -

Data processing
part

Fig. 45 Microfocus x-ray diffractometer and its block diagram
.
(Rigaku Co. PSPC/MDG system)

the Debye-Scherer ring from discontinuity. A high-power x-ray source of 10 to 18 kW is
used and a curved position sensitive proportional counter (PSPC) of 80 mm in radius shown
is used to integrate as well as detect the x-ray diffracted from the sample for improving the
S/N ratio. PSPC has a metal core wire and a delay line in it and is filled with PR gas. The
incidence point of diffracted x-ray is determined by measuring the time difference because the
voltage pulse caused on the metal core wire by the incident x-ray does not appear
simultaneously at the both ends of the delay line. Although the spatial resolving power is
0.2°(20) which is lower by two orders of magnitude than that of the conventional x-ray
diffractometer, the measuring range is as wide as 0 to 150° (20), so even higher-angle
diffracted lines can be measured. Measurements of the position and intensity of diffracted xray using PSPC and the data processing system are shown in Fig. 45. The triaxial
fluctuation effect using the powder and the single crystal of silicon oxide is shown in Fig.
46, and that of fine extraneous matter of 60 pm by 100 pm in an aluminum alloy is shown in
Fig. 47.
■
A x-ray diffraction pattern of the zonal structure of alite in cement clinker is shown in Fig.
48(86). Considering with the results of CMA/EPMA, the diffraction pattern of the zonal
structure of Mi phase and that of the peripheral region of M3 phase are different from each
other.
;
'
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■
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■(courtesy of Rigaku Co.)

Fig. 48 X-ray diffraction profile of inner
and peripheral part of clinker alite
with zonal structure determined by
■
microfocus diffractometer
' (Uchikawa et al; (87))

(JI Extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)
Ordm^y solid and liquid have fine structure of x-ray absorption changing from the x-rav
' Thp ma;00 Fdge
the hlghur energy side of approximately 1000 eV as shown in Fk 49
?V ^caltod^heexXrXy a^n4’?01’
to .aPProximately 50 eV and that from 50 ttflOOO
аге..саП®° the х'гаУ absorption near edge structure (XANES) and extended x-rav
absorption fine structure (EXAFS), respectively. Photoelectrons coming^out bC the
excitation of inner shell are scattered by surrounding atoms during the pronagation of
finpenCnt W?Ve Of Photoel.ect[ons through the solid and the modulated^phencalwave gives '
fine fluctuating structure in the absorption spectrum. Although the steric ronfi<mratmn
'
atoms surrounding the x-ray absorbing atoms and the state density of conducting material can
be determined by the analysis of XANES, the analysis1 is so complicated IbeSe XANFS
appears as the result of the interference effect caused by the multiple scattering between the x.-г.у •
(i
atoms that a structural model is^required It is
r»r^er^.d fl?m
re.soIvinS power of monochromator and the absorption of x-rav in air that
hiah the atoms having the adsorption edge in a range from 5 to 25 eV such as titanium or
higher atoms can be measured in XANES. The distance between an x-ray absorbing atom
can he ^Oundin§ aton? and
coordination number and the types of х-гауУabsorbingSatoms
(SOR) or hTn У 6 anal^SiS °f EXAFS- High-luminance synchrotron orbital radiation
(SOR) or high-power x-ray is used as the x-ray source. An EXAFS aDoaratns udna «
- rotating anode type x-ray source is shown in Fig. 50.
.
aPParatus using a
h?a5S is.wide*y used for.the structural study of multicomponent glass. If lighter atoms can
Ä&ÄST °f X"ray °r Й,и"8 Wi'h hC,iUm' |X"1Cbe

Energy of incident X-ray

*: X-ray absorption near
edge structure

Fig. 49 X-ray energy and x-ray
absorption near absorption edge
■

Fig. 50 Extended x-ray absorption fine
structure analyzer (EXAFS)
(Rigaku Co.) '

(8) SIMS
dkm'butioTnn11!^0"^beam Я ‘-h sPut5e.rin8 function is used for determining the element
distribution on the surface and in the direction of depth of a solid. Neutral atoms and
solid sampte SKt^wk^hS
SeCOnda^ elecmons are emitted from the surface of a
a method for ЛоТ 2 h hlSh-energy ions. Secondaiy ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) is
a method for analyzing the composition of a sample using the secondary ions amontr them
mrionno^C5Pr0be J’k3“ tnalyzcr <IMMA> is »instrument f«
ofgthe SU1S of“the «S thte f?nc.t,on.?f observin8 the two-dimensional element distribution
namometS
P by 1,Tad,an"8 wilh *e ionic beam, converged into hundreds

.

When a sample is iiradiated with the ionic beam such as O2+, Ar+ and Cs+ of 10 to 20keV'
the atoms in the sample are given kinetic energy by the collision of ions. When the kinetic
energy is sufficiently larger than a potential barrier in the material of sample, the atoms move
in the sample colliding with other atoms and finally the atoms in the surface layer are driven
out as the secondary ions as shown in Fig. 51.
y
unven

The secondary ions driven out are separated and detected with mass spectrometer and the
as
th£.sample are both qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed by SIMS
S ЬппНгЛ F
52' iThC
°f the measunng region for SIMS is hundreds nanometers
nfrZK microns lying between those for AES and ESCA. The two-dimensional
information of the surface layer of 1 to tens nanometers in depth can be obtained. Even a
Quannty of IGOppm to Q.lppb of any element can be analyzed. The sample is inclined
to the direction of incident ionic beam at 45°. The secondary ions emitted from the sample by :
sputtering are detected. Since the sample is eroded conically, the secondary ions emitted
from the nm of the hollow eroded conically make the measurement inaccurate. The area
masking (110) or electronic aperture (111) method combining a restricted field lens and a '
restricted field slit is used for analyzing a sample in the direction of depth so that only the
secondary ion emitted from the center of sputtered area are detected. An ion gun is selected
considering the elements to be analyzed and the measuring region. Since the mass analysis
has a small background and a large dynamic range, it is suitable for the microanalysis but
inapplicable to the state analysis.
’
Charging-up in the analysis of an insulating material is prevented by covering with electron
conductive layer on the surface except measuring region and blowing the vapor of indium
only upon the measuring region to form an electron bombardment-induced conductive layer
(112) or neutralizing the charge by the thermionic irradiation method or the negative ionic
beam (113).
.
■
1
The application of SIMS to the cement and concrete field began to be reported in the first half
of the 1980s. Papers published since then include a paper(114) inferring from the
comparison of the average composition in bulk with the surface composition determined by
SIMS that Fe, К and alkali are concentrated on the surface of high-early-strength portland
cement, blast fuenance cement and hydrated high early strength portland cement respectively,
a paper(115) presenting the determination of the capability of ordinary cement to fix Co, Ce
and Sr by SIMS together with other analyses and the existing state of those atoms in
hydrated cement, respectively, a paper (116) describing the limit of qualitative analysis of
admixtures due to the structural factors and the possibility of quantitative analysis, and
a paper (117) presenting by analyzing the interface between quartz and cement paste in

Fig. 51

Interaction between incident
ion and solid sample

mortar prepared by using quartz as aggregate left to stand in SO2 gas of the concentration of
5% that Si is concentrated in the paste at a depth of submicrons from the interface and so Na
is decreased.
.
'

The analytical result of alite in clinker by SIMS using Cs+ and О2+ as the primary ion source
shown in Fig. 53(42) The result indicates that alite contains trace elements including F,
Tt, P, Co and Zn as well as minor elements including Mg, S, Na and K. The location and
name of the cement manufacturing plant can be estimated from the kind and contents of those
trace elements contained in each clinker mineral.
.

Specimen

Mass spectra sputtered
by 02+

Mass spectra sputtered
by cs+
-

Fig. 53 Ionic image and mass spectra of cement clinker determined by SIMS
(Uchikawa et al; (42))
.
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(9) STM and AFM
.
When a voltage of approximately several volts is applied to a gap of approximately Inm
between a needle and a conductive sample, electric current passes through the gap by the
tunnel effect m the inverse proportion to the gap distance. An image showing the roughness
of surface, of sample at the atomic level is, therefore, able to be obtained by scanning the
surface with the needle keeping the tunnel current constant(118). A microscope utilizing
this theory is called a scanning tunnel microscope (STM) shown in Fig. 54 and 55. A
microscope substituting the atomic force between the probe and the sample for the tunnel
cunent is called an atomic force microscope (AFM) shown in Fig. 56. A method for
identifying an element from the relationship between the tunnel cunent and the voltage is
called scanning tunnel electron spectroscopy. A combined instrument of STM with SIMS or
XPS is being developed for determining the structure and composition of the surface layer at
the same time. It is expected to be a useful tool for characterizing a material.
Hei^it mods (Constant airvent scan)
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Fig. 55 Scanning tunnel microscope and its block diagram
(Digital Instruments Co., Nano scope AFM)

Bias voltage

Various improvement have been made on STM developed at Zurich Research Laboratories of
IBM m 1982 and started to be put to practical use. Tungsten, platinum and an platinum
mdnim aHoy are used for the needle probe. It is most important for obtaining the accurate
data to keep the probe by removing impurities deposited on it during the measurement and to
improve the reliability.
■

STM is characterized by having enough resolving power as high as O.lnm in the vertical
mrection and O.Olnm for the vacuum type STM for obtaining a real image of each atom.
Attention has been paid to STM as a tool for the final fine processing (atomic manipulation)
of a material as well as for the characterization of it. STM is, therefore, developed to fine
machining of a material at the level from the magnitude of an atom to an order of nanometer
using phenomena such as electric field evaporation, movement of atom by adsorption
suriace reaction of gas and mechanical cutting.
’
AFM is operated in such a way that the surface of sample is scanned with the probe
controlling a piezoelectric element so as to keep the repulsive force between the atoms at the
tip of probe and those in the sample constant. An image of the surface structure of sample
can be obtained by the signal sent from the piezoelectric element. AFM is useful for
observing the surface structure of an insulating material such as clinker minerals and hydrates
in cement and concrete.

The AFM images of the surfaces of alite before and after dipping in water for thirty seconds
are shown m Fig. 57(87). The smooth surface before dipping has a roughness as well as
approximately ! to 2nm and fine scratches at intervals of approximately 50nm regaided to be
abraded with abrasion grains of 0.05 pm in average diameter. The roughness of surface after
Force

Fig. 56 Theoretical diagram of Atomic Force Microscope

Fig. 57

AFM image of clinker
alite surface before and
after etching with
water
.
(Uchikawa et al; (87))

a) AFM image,
b) Surface profile
Horizontal distance [nm]
Vertical distance
[nm]
Angle
■ [deg]

(1)

(2)

(3)

93.00
10.34
6.35

57.00
11.55
11.45

36.00
10.29
15.96

Fig. 58 Roughness of the surface of clinker alite etched with a water
for 30 seconds determined by AFM (Uchikawa et al; (87))'
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etching is enlarged by the dissolution of elements and the distance between peaks is
approximately lOOnm. The smoothness of the surface determined in an accuracy of O.lnm
in the direction of depth is shown in Fig. 58(87). The distance between the peak and the
trough on the surface of alite is 10.3 to 11.5nm. Assuming that the distance corresponds to
the size of an alite crystal dissolved, four unit cells with the c-axis 2.5nm long are leached
out from the surface in the direction of c-axis. The distance is increased to 18.5 and 39.4 nm
by increasing the dipping time to 600 to 3600 seconds, respectively. The distance is
proportional to the 1/4 power of the dipping time as shown in Fig. 59(87).
.
STM and AFM require no evacuated environment unlike the electron microscopes and it can
be operated even in the atmosphere, gas and water. STM and AFM are, therefore, expected
to spread in the future.
. ■.
(10) Microscopic.Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometer
’ ■ •
The microscopic Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometer is a FT-IR equipped with a
transmission or reflection microscope with lenses for infrared ray and the spatial resolving
power is approximately 10 pm. Chemical compounds are, therefore, able to be identified
withit. The wavenumber used for the identification ranges from 5500to 450cm-i.

The wavenumber accuracy and the maximum resolving power are 0.01 cm-1 and 1 cm-1,
respectively. Using a sample stage which can be driven at intervals of 10 pm, a sample with
dimensions of 50 mm by 50 mm by 0.5 mm can be analyzed and mapped. The microscopic
FT-IR and the measurements of spherical particles of aluminum are shown in Fig. 60 and
61, respectively. Since pulverized crystal with ionic chemical bonds is strongly affected by
■ the anti-polarization field, the position and shape of absorption band extremely vary
-i according to the shape and diameter of particles and the refractive index of dispersing
medium. A circuit with an organic film printed on a silicon wafer and the absorbance
distribution determined by microscopic FT-IR with the movable sample stage are shown in
Fig. 62.
■
.
"

Applications of FT-IR to the cement and concrete field include the identification of low calcium C-S-H by the shift of absorption peak(119). It is expected that new knowledge will
be obtained by determining the infrared absorption spectrum of microscopic region and the
two-dimensional distribution of absorbance with the microscopic FT-IR.

Fig. 60
Microscopic Fourier transform infrared
spectrophotometer (Microscopic FT-IR)
(JEOL RFX-4000)
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Fig. 62

A mosaic like display of circuit with
an organic film printed on a silicon
wafer by the absorbance distribution
determined by microscopic FT-IR
with the movable sample stage
(courtesy of JEOL)
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(11) Microwave scanning electron spin resonance microscope
A two-dimensional electron spin resonance (ESR) pattern of a specified region can be
obtained by ESR-CT using gradient magnetic field. A similar pattern to that obtained
scanning a fixed sample with microwave beams can be obtained by mechanically scanning
the sample with the X-Y stage and irradiating the microscopic region of sample with
converged microwave beams. Microwave scanning ESR microscope uses the latter
technique. The diagram of the microwave scanning ESR microscope is shown in Fig. 63.
A microscopic region on the sample is irradiated with converged microwave leaking through
a hole of a cavity resonator shown in Fig. 64. A normal ESR spectrometer (JOEL RE-IX)
is used for the microwave generator and a small movable permanent magnet with high
magnetic field (NEOMAX: Nd-B-Fe) is used as the external magnet surrounding the cavity.
cavity
The,magnetic^ field is modulated with another coil outside the cavity resonator. The
distributions of nitrogen center in
andity of ESR are shown in Fig.
.of diamond
signa| jntens
65(120).
Magnetic field

Fig. 63 Block diagram of microwave
scanning electron spin resonance
(ESR-CT) microscope

Sample

Micro wave

Fig. 64 Microwave leaking and sample
stage of ESR-CT

a) Concentration distribution of nitrogen center in diamond crystal
b) Mapping image of the line_width of nitrogen center
c) ESR signal intensity distribution of nickel measured at 77 К

Fig. 65 ESR-CT image of nitrogen in diamond (Furusawa et al; (120))

Hiroshi Uchikawa

.
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(12) Differential interference microscope
In the differential interference microscope(DIM), the sample is irradiated with two
perpendicularly crossing polarized lights different in phase and the phase difference of the
polarized waves interfere with each other in an analyzer to produce a stereoscopic image as
shown in a photograph on the right side of Fig. 66, while a plane image is provided by
irradiating with normal light or polarized light in one direction as shown in a photograph on
the left side of Fig. 66. Roughness at the levels of atom and molecule on the surface of
sample can be determined at a resolving powers of lOOnm using transmitted or reflected
light. As shown in Fig. 67, a 1/2 X-pl ate and the sample are placed between a pair of
uniaxial crystal plates along the light path in DIM to obtain an interference light through the
uniaxial crystal plate(ii). The phase difference is expressed by the following formula:
Phase difference = 35/3^ ■
where 5 = phase, and = light path length.

—--------------------------------- 3.9)

The phase difference is, therefore, proportional to the phase gradient (38/3^). The roughness
of the stereoscopic image is-adjusted by controlling the phase difference putting in and out
the uniaxial crystal plate(i) shown in Fig. 67. Although DIM is superior to the phase
contrast microscope in the point that even a large phase difference can be measured due to no
halo, it is a shortcoming that the unevenness cannot be determine4 independently because the
phase difference is used.
There are many researches on the stepwise observations of crystal growth using DIM. An
example of the observation of a twinning plane of cubic boron nitride grown up to 3mm in
diameter is shown in Fig. 68(121).
'

Fig. 66
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Surface microtopograph of (113) face or mi of
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DIM image of twinning plane
of cubic boron nitride
(Kagamida et al; (121))

3.4 Image Processing

For getting full performance of characterization instrument, it is extremely important to
formulate^m^
®bt.ained ЬУ uP-to-date instruments or numerically
orXes ■ of iXX nht2nXnh d ЬУ vlsu.allzing apparatus. The typical numerically formulation
Process of image obtained by measunng apparatus is as follows : a two-dimensional image is
divided into pixels m the x and у direction ; analog information including color XS
Fnto ntneSS .of facb P^el IS digitized to input to memory; the original image is transformed
into numerical value including area, length and shape factor by numerical value matrix; and
the numerical value are outputted. The system comprises an imaging device, analytical
computer, displaying device and system control computer as shown in Fig. 69.
Although a charge-coupled device (CCD) type television camera and three primary color
television camera are mainly used as the imaging device, a device directly processing the
inputted image signal is being spread at present. Since some analytical computers have the
тЖот^,п<2гу as,
as 16 M byte’these computers are able to display two images of 2048
x 2048 pixels x 16bits each. Image of 1024 x 1024 pixels is, however, enough for usual
uses. Although the analytical memory is displayed and processed either by a monochrome
image or by a binary image depending upon the purpose, it is also able to be partially
displayed by these methods. The binary image is obtained by displaying each pixel in 256
gradations of concentrations of black and white and three primary color (red, green and
blue), brighmess, hue and purity, which are formed by displaying two parts of each element
divided with the threshold value as unity and zero, respectively. Only a pattern required is,
therefore, able to be displayed by using the selected appropriate threshold value. Rapid
processing of data can be attained by paralleled processing a local region with two or more
digital data processors or by installing processors for exclusive use of binary image and rapid
Fourier transform. Various softwares have been developed for determining diversified
images. Since it takes only 30y.second for processing a pixel, the number and shape
parameters of particle can be usually determined less than several to tens seconds. The
processed image is transmitted from the analytical computer to the displaying device through
a mixer.
'
■

\

1

A high-accuracy, high-fineness 16 to 20 inch CRT is used as the displaying device. The size
of monochrome and color image are usually 1 and 3 M byte, respectively and these images
can be stored in a floppy disk, magneto-optical disk or VTR. Since the system can be rapidly
and simply processed by the interactive operation of a mouse, it can be easily analyzed.

Image analysis is widely applied to the analysis of shape and particle size distribution of
cement or aggregate, the determination of reactive minerals in aggregate, the analysis of
texture and pore structure in clinker and hardened specimens, and the diagnosis of a structure
combined with the nondestructive inspection.
■
In the image analysis of shape and particle size distribution of cement and aggregate, there are
examples of the determination of the type of aggregate from the shape factor obtained by
processing video camera image, the determination of particle size distribution of cement by
measuring the shape and size of particles from microphotographs and counting the number

of particle in a visual field with counter (122), and the estimation of alkali-aggregate
reactivity by binarizing the red to brown colored volcanic glass under open-polar and
determining the glass phase from the area of it (123)(124).

In the composition analysis of hardened specimens, there are examples of the determination
of quantity of cement and aggregate by making a thin section of concrete and processing the
transmission-microscopic image (125), the determination of the quantity of spherical fly ash
by counting the number of particles in a specified particle range in a two-dimensional image
and deducting the number of irregular clinker particles from it (126), and the development
of the soft ware to determine automatically the compositions of many element distribution
images obtained by CMA/EPMA for concrete sample (127).
Although there was the attempt to determine rapidly the air void diameter distribution and the
air void spacing factor by making the image processing of a photograph of cut surface of
hardened concrete so far, the determination of various size of pores ranging 0.05gm in the
minimum diameter using a back scattered electron image of cement paste (128), the
determination of hydrates and unhydrates and large void by processing a back scattered
electron image of the transition zone in concrete (129)(130)(131)(132) and the
determination of void and pore size distribution from gel pore to air void of centimeters in
diameter by combining the image analysis of x-ray CT and optical microscopy with the
mercury intrusion porosimetry and gas adsorption methods(Sl) have recently been reported.

The diagnosis of a construction structure is made by the image processing of fine crack
photographed using x-ray. An automatic crack determination system for diagraming the
numerical data of the position, width and length of crack has been developed.
The temperature distribution on the surface of concrete is determined by image processing of
infrared photograph to detect the voids and flaws inside the concrete (133)(134), and
estimate the stress distribution caused by internal heat (135)(136) and the corrosion of
reinforcement (137). A technique for observing the flaws of concrete by the imaging the
propagation of ultrasonic wave is reported (138).
'

The example of image processing applied to the quantifiction of morphological change of
interstitial phase caused by quenching is shown after. The back scattered electron image of
the polished surface of clinker quenched from various temperature are shown in Fig.
70(42). C4AF phase in clinker quenched From 1400°C is eutectic needle crystals, while
C3A and C4AF are deposited separately between alite and belite in clinker quenched from
1200°C.
■
A binary image of C4AF transformed from BEI is shown in Fig. 70. A dimensionless
value, T, showing the number of projection of a figure is expressed by the following formula

TV camera
SEM

High resolution CRT
XY plotter

Block diagram

Fig. 69 Image processor and its block diagram (NIRECO Co., Ltd (Japan) LUZEX IIIU)

T = (L2/A)/4

3.10)

r IT w=Jenfh °f 5ircumference of figure arid A = area of figure. T indicates the shape of
C4AF When T equals to 1, the figure is a circle. When the value of T of figure are the same
as each other, these figure are similar.
The mean value and standard deviation of nine measurements of T for the clinker quenched
from 1400 C are 1669 and 1485, respectively, while those of fourteen measurements of it
for the clinker quenched from 1200°C are 293 and 70.6, respectively. Thus the morphology
of interstitial phase in clinker quenched at different temperature can be quantitatively
expressed. It is expected that the image processing will be widely used for quantification of
the distribution of the elements as well as the size and shape of composing materials and
pores in cement and concrete.
.
.

The followingjs the example of the determination of the composition of low heat blended
cement composed of moderate heat portland cement, blastfurnace slag and fly ash. The
blended cement is sieved through as AJS screen with an opening of 20 to 30pm to make the
particle size range of each component constant and it is confirmed that the composition of
cement passing through the screen is the same as that of original blended cement. Open
polar and cross-polar microphotographs of the cement passing through the screen taken
through a polarizing microscope provided with a sensitive color plate are shown in Fig. 71.
Fly ash is nearly spherical, and moderate heat portland cement and blastfurnace slag are
angular. Both blastfurnace slag and fly ash are vitreous and non-birefringent, and the
color of them is the
■
(a) Back scattered
electron image

(p) Binary image
Of c4AF
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Fig. 70

Back scattered electron image of clinker quenched from 1400
and 1200°C and binary image of C4AF (Uchikawa et al; (42))

same as tbxat of sensitive color plate. Since alite and belite are birefringent, the cement
particles containing them are blue and yellow, respectively. The components are, therefore,
able to be determined by the optical properties.

The two dimensional shape of each particle observed is expressed by the following formula
3.11) for a dimensionless figure, S, showing the circularity of particle:
'
S = [ к (L/2)2 ] / A x 100 --------- ----------------------- 3.11)
Where L = maximum length and A = area

S is 100 for the circular particle and S is larger than 100 for the non-circular particle.
The histogram of the shape factor of blended cement particles is shown in Fig. 72. The
measurement is made by observing approximately 10,000 particles in each field of view.
The mean values and standard deviations of S for moderate heat portland cement and
blastfurnace slag particle are 165.9 and 56.6, and 234.2 and 98.3, respectively, while those
values for fly ash particles are 111.8 and 6.3, respectively. Thus, the value of S for the
former is larger than 120, while that for the latter is 100 to 120. The particles showing S
below 120 may be identified as fly ash and those showing 120 or more of S may be
identified as moderate heat portland cement and blastfurnace slag. Moderate heat portland
cement particle is discriminate by the binarization of the shade depth of the three primary
colors of reds, green and blue.
.
■
.

C: Moderate heat portland cement
S: Blastfurnace slag
F: Fly ash

Micrograph of ternary blended
. cement by crossed polar

Fig. 71

Table 6

Content of each blending component in
ternary blended cement determined by
optical microscope with image processing
Number of
particle

MFC*’
Slag *2
Fly ash

■ 2765
4843
2349 ■

Mixing ratio
Measured Designed
‘ \A>J
31.0
30.0
49.2
50.0
19.8
20.0

*1: Moderate heat portland cement
*2: Blastfurnace slag

Value of S

1: Moderate heat portland cement
2: Blastfurnace slag
•
3: Fly ash
'
*1: Standard deviation

Fig. 72

Histogram of the shape factor
of the components of blended
cement particles

detennmed by deducting those of moderate heat portland cement and fly ash from the total
ÄÄÄ105’of ,his me,M is ncarly ₽lus"mi"“

4. DEVELOPMENT OF NEW QUALITY CONTROL TECHNIQUE
4.1 Evaluation and Control of Fluidity and Setting of Cement
411 Relationship between Characters of Clinker and Fluidity and Setting

(1) Setting of cement from the viewpoint of rheology and chemical reaction
. When cement paste prepared by mixing cement with a proper amount of water is left as it is
the viscosity of it increases with the time and finally it is hardened. The viscosity of cement
paste increases sharply at the beginning, slowly in the middle and then sharply again at the
last stage as shown in Fig. 73. The initial and final setting of cement paste correspond to
the specified periods on the change of viscosity, which are defined using the values of
penetration resistance expressed by the resistance to penetration of needle specified by
■ standard under constant load into cement paste prepared by mixing with water so as to give
the standard consistency.
The increase of viscosity in cement paste at the beginning is mainly attributed to the
tormation of a three-dimensional skeletal network structure composed of gypsum produced
by the hydration of hemihydrate contained in cement and ettringite (C3A • ЗСаЗОд ■ 32H?O)
produced by the hydration of tricalcium aluminate solid solution (CjAss) and ferrite solid
solution (C4AFss) contained in cement. The stationary increase of viscosity in the middle is
attributed to the decrease of supply of Ca2+ to the liquid phase because the surface of cement
particles is covered with prismatic crystals and calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) produced at
the beginning, so the transfer of water mentioned above and ions is controlled by the
diffusion through the hydrate layers. When the concentration of Ca2+ in the liquid phase
reaches the saturation ratio of Са(ОН)г (see Note 7) depending upon the hydration
temperature, water is brought into contact with newly developed surfaces of cement particles
by the rapid deposition of C-S-H around the crystalline nuclei produced before (the delayed
nucleation theory), the unbalanced concentrations of ions existing in and outside the
protective layer of hydrate around the unhydrated cement particles and the breaking of the
protective layer of hydrate by the sharp increase of osmotic pressure (the protective layer
theory). The viscosity'of cement paste increases sharply again by vigorous production of CS-H(138) as mentioned before. In the normal setting, the viscosity value corresponding to
initial and final setting is gained during the vigorous hydration process of C-S-H(139).

Note 1: Saturation ratio is defined as the ratio of the actual solubility product determinedfrom
[Ca2+]iOH-]2 contained in the liquid phase to the theoretical solubility product ofCa(OH)2
taking the ionic strength of various ions contained in the liquid phase into consideration.
When the saturation ratio is equal to 1 and larger than 1, the solution is defined as a saturated
solution and a supersaturated solution, respectively.
*
Accordingio the classification of the initial hydration process of cement by the author based
on the heat evolution curve (75), the period related to the fluidity of concrete
corresponding to Stage I, setting corresponding to Stage II, strength development
corresponding to Stage III or later.
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Fig. 73
Schematic diagram explaining the change
of yield value of fresh cement paste
(Uchikawa et al; (138))

Fig. 74

;

tetionship between shape factor
ot L4AFSS and mortar flow

Etching degree of clinker alite1

Fig. 76 Color change of alite etched by 0.01% NH4CI aq.
Since the color change of the surface of clinker minerals by etching is attributed to the
ro^bhnp«°nf0f I6 interferc,n?e of 11Sht
through different light pSaths according to the
a f !?rfacf caused by etching and the different transmitting rates of light through
hemmed Surface 1ауег* The rougher the surface is, the stronger the interference color
UCLOniCS.
■
•
The relationship between the dipping time of clinker in a most popular 0.01%-aqueous
nnmhPre nf a”lm(?niuin chloride for etching and the change of colors or interference color
numbers of alite observed with a reflecting microscope is illustrated in Fig. 76. Using the
difference of the reactivity of each clinker mineral with the etching agent, therefore the
reactivities of hydration of clinker minerals at the initial and early stages of hydration can be
estimated by the color change by etching. Using distilled water as the etching agent, the
etching depth is changed by the ions dissolved from the sample to water in a long etching
time. It is necessary, therefore, to use a less influential solution such as a 0.01%-aqueous
solution of ammonium chloride instead of water and convert the data into those for water.
The relationship between the average interference color number of alite in clinker
manufactured in different plants and the initial setting time is shown in Fig. 77(86)
Setting is largely affected by the quantity of free lime in clinker. When the content of free
lime is classified into three groups, less than 0.5%, 0.5 to 1.0% and more than 1.0%, it
becomes clear that the more the clinker is easily etched, the shorter the setting time is. The
initial setting time is shortened by approximately 40 minutes when the content of free lime is
increased by 0.5%. The same relationship applies to the final settirig.

(4) Relationship between heat of hydration and fluidity and setting of
cement
■
'
The cumulative heat of hydration of cement paste within half an hour in Stage I is related to
the mortar flow as shown in Fig. 78. The fluidity of fresh mortar and concrete can be
estimated from the measurements of the heat of hydration. The cumulative heat of hydration
of cement paste up to 2 hours in Stage II is related to the setting time of cement paste as
shown in Fig. 79. The setting time can be estimated from the measurements of the
cumulative heat of hydration.
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4.1.2 Control of Fluidity and Setting of Cement

'
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■: Ordinary portland cement
(Free CaO: 0-0;5%)
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©: Moderate heat portland
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(Free CaO: 0.5-1.0%)
Etching degree of clinker
alite (determined by color
tone using standard chart)
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Fig. 77 Relationship between the etching
degree of clinker alite and the initial
setting time of cement
(Uchikawa et al; (87))
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Fig. 80 Relationship between shape factor of interstitial phase, etching degree of alite,
heat of hydration and fluidity (Ordinary portland cement)

Recycle until we get designed properties

An example of the diagram to control the fluidity

Recycle until we get designed properties

An example of the diagram to control the setting time
Note

: Measurement

: Action,

Reason

HR: Heating rate, MT: Maximum temperature of clinker burning,
■
RT: Retention time at sintering temperature, CR: Cooling rate of clinker,
l-M: Hydraulic modulus of raw materials, IM: Iron Modulus, mt: Temperature
of cement mill. Up: Up, Dn: Down, Lo: Long, Sh: Short

Fig. 81 An example of the diagram to control the fluidity and the setting time of cement

4.2 Evaluation and Control of Strength of Cement
4.2.1 Relationship between Characters of Clinker and Strength of Cement

(1) Process of hydration of cement and development of strength
When concrete is prepared by mixing, water films are formed around the unhydrated cement
particles. Hydrate produced on the surface of cement particles and aggregates and deposited
in the free space bridged the gap among the cement particles and between cement particles
and aggregates into relatively coarse flocculation structure as the hydration process described
in 4,1.1(1) proceeds. Since the volume of cement hydrates is approximately twice the sum
of the volumes of unhydrated cement particles. and water, the decreasing volume of
unhydrated cement particles cause by the hydration is compensated, the free space occupied
previously by water is filled up and the structure of hardened concrete is formed with lead the
development of strength. This process corresponds to the Stage III and after during
hydration. When the aggregate has sufficient strength, the strength of concrete depends
upon the strength of hardened cement paste and the bonding strength between cement paste
and the aggregate. Although the strength of hardened cement paste is closely related to the
coagulation energy of hydration products, the actual strength is 1/10 to 1/10,000 of the
strength calculated from the coagulation energy. This discrepancy is caused by the pore
structure, porosity, pore size distribution and shape of pore. The actual strength is closely
correlated to porosity of hardened specimens and the volume of pore with a certain range in
size. The strength is sometimes remarkably decreased by the stress concentrated on the
specified pores and the specified shape of pore(106).
The compressive strength of cement paste is closely correlated to the volume of pores of 3
nm to 2 pm and those of mortar and concrete with the W/C ratio of approximately 0.40 or
more are closely related to the volume of pores of 50 nm to 2 pm. The voids 50nm to 2 pm
in diameter are distributed partially in the transition zone around the aggregate, which shows
the structure of transition zone affects the strengths of mortar and concrete. The compressive
strength, ст, of ordinary cement concrete with the W/C ratio of 0.4 to 0.6 can be expressed
by the following formula 4.1)(105):

Vso-2 = 0.08A2 - 0.645A + 5.550 ----------------- 4.1)
< A = 13.04-1.1815(T)0-5 +0.107Vp
CT = 690- 17.2Vp
where V50-2 = Volume of pores of 50 nm to 2 pm, Vp = Volume of cement paste part, and T
= age.
'
'
The strength depends upon the pore structure of hardened specimens and the pore structure
depends upon the volume of water space, namely, the W/C ratio and volume of pore, that is,
the type, shape and production of hydrates. It is, therefore, necessary for controlling the
strength development to control.the fluidity of cement particles and the hydration reactivities
of clinker minerals. Cement mainly composed of nearly spherical belite with less reduction
of the early fluidity at the early stage due to the late hydration (140) and preparation of
spherical cement particles is being developed. The control method of the hydration of clinker
minerals is described hereafter.

(2) Relationship between optical properties of clinker mineral and strength
of cement
•
For obtaining high-strength, it is necessary to keep the hydration reactivities of alite and
belite high at and after stage III. It is generally said that the clinker minerals with high .
hydration reactivity include clinker minerals having the metastable high-temperature,
transformation at normal temperature, the low-temperature transformation coexisting with the
high-temperature transformation remaining unchanged due to incomplete transformation, a
low crystallinity with many defects due to irregular atomic configuration, and supersaturated
state at normal temperature due to insufficient deposition of the elements incorporated at high
temperature.
.
'
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i CiS has seven tvDes of temperature polymorphs. Alite in ordinary portland cement clinker
has X^S^hX Ssimila? crystal structure and these phases^ exist sometimes
forming a zonal structure in a single crystal of alite The hn-efnngence ofD^te "^tal
zonal structure is 0.005 and 0,0025 in the peripheral part and inner_part of the ahte
respectively (141). The Mi-phase is transformed into the Мз-phase at 940 C (142). Cib
- hasPfi^es of temperature polymorphs. Although belite in ordinary- clinker usually ex««
as В-phase (B:0.020), the а-phase (B:0.010) sometimes coexists with the ß-phase. The
strength of cement increases with the increase of the average birefringence of alite or P^rt‘"
ofMi-phase keeping the optical properties other than birefringence constant, while that of
cement increases whh the decrease of the average birefringence> of,behte orPomon of^«phase. It is generally difficult to measure the birefringence of belite because it becomes
yellow or dark yellow by the deposition of colored trace components inclucJinß/Лcooling The color change is, however, related to the coexisting ratio of а-phase in belite.
Since the sizes of alite and belite are inversely proportional and proportional to the strength of
mortal at the age of 28 days, the strength of mortar of 28 days can be estimated using four
parameters as shown in Table 7(143) including size and birefringence of alite and size and
color of belite determined with a optical microscope. The relationship between the estimated

strength and the measured strength is illustrated in Fig. 82(143).
Table 7 Relationship between the burning condition, hydration reactivity and
optical properties of alite and belite (Ono; (143))
Hydration reactivity

Excel lent(+)

Good(w)

Average(v)

Poor(-)

Quick ■
—----- ------------------------ - Slow
Burning rate
■
15-20
20-30
(25)30-40
40-60(120)
Size of alite (yrh)
High
-----------------:
------------------ Low
Maximum temperature
Birefringence of alite 0.010-0.008 0.007-0.006 0.006-0.005 0.005-0.002
Burning time
5-10
Size of belite (дт) ■ (20)25-40(60) (15)20-25 (10)15-20
Quick
'
---------------—
Slow
Cooling rate
.
Clear(C)
Faint
Yellow(Y)
Amber(A)
Color of belite
yellow(fY)

StEST : Estimated compressive
strength of JIS mortar
' at 28days
Stucs : Measured compressive
strength of JIS mortar
at 28days

Fig. 82
Microscopical estimation of JIS
mortar strength from table 6
(Ono; (143))
•

The strength of mortar at and after the age of 28 days varies by as much as 30% at the
highest according to the hydration reactivity of belite. The characteristic polymorphous
texture of belite observed through a optical microscope is composed of the following three
types: Type I with a structure containing groups of lines crossing each other at 60° in the
round crystal; Type II with a structure containing a group of lines parallel to each other in the
crystal; and Type III showing irregularly shaped crystals. The lamellar structure in type I is
produced in the transformation of a-> а’н* ß and it is often observed in the quenched
clinker. The lamellar structure of type II is produced in the transformation of the a’t-phase
to the ß-phase. Type III includes type Illa comprising ellipsoidal crystals and type Illb with
radial projection around the ellipsoidal crystals (42). Type III is produced by slowly
cooling at 1200°C or under the clinker burnt at low temperature and it is mainly composed of
ß-phase. The radial projections of type Illb is composed of a peritectic which is formed by
the remelting of part of а-phase followed by the deposition of a’-phase on the surface of aphase. The back scattered electron image of belite of types I, Illa and Illb are shown in Fig.
83. Since the belite of type Illb is relatively uniform with the deposits is concentrated on a
limited part, it does not turn dark yellow and can not be distinguished from quick quenched
belite by a optical microscopy. Estimation of mortar strength at the age of 28 days by
optical microscopy with compensation of type of belite determined by back scattered electron
image is shown in Fig. 84. Although the strength of mortar containing belite of type Illa is
lower than that of mortar containing belite of type I at the ages of 28 days or more, those of
mortars containing belite of type Illa and Illb are not so much different each other. The
accuracy of the estimation of strength is further improved by adding the observation of the
structure of belite to those four microscopic observational factors mentioned above.
1

Fig. 83 Types of belite in clinker

*1: StEsr : Estimated compressive
■
strength of JIS mortar
'
at 28days
StMEs : Measured compressive
strength of JIS mortar
at 28days '
*2:---------- : standard deviation
--------- : Standard deviation
after correction

Fig. 84
Relationship between measured and
estimated 28 days strength by
modified belite compensation method.

(3) ^,atL°nSh-ipS between trace and minor components in clinker mineral
and burning degree of clinker and strength
'
^mprer!tlOnSh!PS-bietWee,n ?e trace and minor components in alite obtained by burning the
same raw materials and the strength is shown in Table 8. The less the amount of
Ind M±1^Z₽“n“eS ы cl,nk-6r.a,ilehigher the strength of mortar at the ages of 3, 7
and 28 days are. It is able to estimate the compressive strength of mortar at 28 davs bv
геЫ^ТоДе Am"/Fe С$.еС1Г?е^ c07lpone.nt.S in -he clinker minerals because the strength^
related to the А^Оз/РегОз ratio in alite and burning atmosphere as shown in Fig. 85.
wide^7useddfoSrr
h?" detei™ined s? far ЬУ the liter weight method which is
ineiy used tor determining the degree of sintering reaction in the orocess of clinkpr
s?^?n ° rtOi?ethH r Wlth the determination of the content of free lime. The porosity and pore
size in clinker decrease with the proceeding of the sintering reaction These chane^
cotrespond to the increase of the liter weight of clinker. The relationships between ifter
"™^hOfsCsho„C„ri!:OFb,VOS'rTbOf ! ,O
a№ or
i" c'inkere aPnd thTmom?
St of Clinker nnj nAre
rf,h of Cll,nk",'"=ieases with the increase of the liter
20цт." ” 1 k
d porc volum= of 1 gm or less (up to 1.2 of liter weight) and of 1 to

Table 8

Chemical composition of alite in clinker determined by EPMA and
its mortar strength of cement prepared from same lot clinker

a
b
c

Chemical canposition of alite in clinker Compressive strength
R 5201)
CaO SiCfe AlzOs FegO, MgO SO3 NagO K20 3days(JIS7days
28days
(kgf/cm2)-----70.22 24.94 0.78 0.52 0.64 0.07 0.17 0.20 185
275 435
71.43 25.10 1.06 0.71 0.85 0.11 0.22 0.23 155
245 395
71.36 24.52 1.12 0.72 0.88 0.13 0.26 0.27 125
210 360

Fig. 85
Relationship between А^Оз/РегОз
of alite in clinker, burning condition
and mortar strength (JIS R5201)
0: Oxidizing, N: Neutral,
SR: Slightly reducing, R: Reducing

Fig. 86
Liter weight of clinker
▲: Pore smaller than 1/zm
• : Pore from 1 to 20 дт

Relationship between liter weight
and pore structure of clinker and
mortar strength (JIS R5201)

(4) Relationships of optical properties of clinker, minor component in
clinker mineral and burning degree and manufacturing conditions
?E°PbVieS
fnd belite in clinker depend upon the thermal history of raw
materials in the kiln. Alite is formed at 1250°C or high from free CaO and C2S Rapidlv
heating in that temperature range using short flame, the crystal size of alite is decreased
because the number of nuclei is increased and its growing rate is high. On the contraiy^the
crystal size is increased by slow heating. Since the content of M3 phase in burnt alite
nr^dnn^a Wlth the mcrease of the temperature of burning zone, alite with high birefringent is
proaiiCcQ«
.
,
■
.
■
■
•
■ ®
.
Fnmmö™^lfi^°Waemarkably in “‘pha.se- The crys,al 8rows ‘”8= and the amount of'
™
С^?”1min?r components increase with the increase of the retention time at
1425 C or higher. The transformation temperature of а-phase to a’H-phase is decreased bv
he impunues to approxtmately 1300«C or under. The contents of the impuritiesTn Mte <£
the ratio of а-phase developing mores strength at normal temperature to ß-phase depends
upon the cooling rate in that temperature range. The content of the transparent a-phase
developing more strength increases, therefore, with the increase of the cooling rate
Meanwhile, the strength of clinker is decreased by type Illa and Illb of belite produced with
the decrease of cooling rate in that temperature range.
F
■■

The strength of clinker is not well developed in the reducing atmosphere in burning because
the content of tnchmc form in alite increases and part of behte is converted into y-phase. Size
of alite is decreased, the pore volume of smaller than 1pm in alite is increased and that of
pore larger than 20pm is decreased by the rapid heating, while the viscosity of liquid phase
and the total pore volume are decreased by the burning at the high temperature. The pore
volume of larger than 20pm is gradually decreased by extending the retention time at high
temperature and pore volume of smaller than Ijim is increased by the cracking caused bv
thermal contraction by the quenching of clinker.
6
.

4.2.2 Control of Strength of Cement
The characters of cement affecting its strength include chemical and mineralogical
composition and fineness. In the case of those changes are small, the strength of cement
depends upon the temperature transformations, crystallinity, size and shape of alite and
belite. Consequently, the strength of cement can be estimated and controlled by determining
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ihe optical properties of clinker minerals with a polarizing microscope, observing the shape
of belite using back scattered electron image (BEI-SEM), determining the content of
incorporated elements in clinker minerals by EPMA/and analyzing the pore structure in
clinker with a mercury intrusion porosimeter or combined use of these. < ..

An example of the control procedure of the strength of cement is shown in Fig. 87. Cement
developing high strength can be manufactured by rapid heating and rapid cooling the clinker
under the oxidizing atmosphere and burning it at high temperature for д long retention time in
the burning zone.
.
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Recycle until we get designed properties

Fig, 87 An example of the diagram to control the strength of hydrated cement

4.3 Evaluation and Control of Grindability of Clinker

—

4.3.1 Relationship between Characters of Clinker and its Grindability

■ .

(1) Evaluation of grindability of clinker
Improvement of the grindability of cement clinker as well as for the development of high
performance grinding and separating facilities is important for the improvement of quality of
cement and the reduction of power cost.
’. '
,
The grindability is usually expressed by the time or electric power required for grinding a
given material into particles smaller than a specified size using a specified mill. The work
index method is expressed by grinding raw materials in a ball mill with the standard
dimensions and evaluating the grindability of it from size passing 80% of the ground product
and the electric power consumption. The hardgrove methodis expressed by evaluating the
grindability in such a way that a material powder of 590 to 1190 pm is ground in a specified
ball-bearing mill and the ground product passing through a screen with the opening of 74 pm
is weighed. The operating work index method is described as indicating the grindability of
clinker by measuring the electric power required for grinding it into particles with specified
fineness in a mill used in the plant. Some papers (144) indicate that the work index and
hardgrove method are inadequate for the evaluation of grindability of clinker because the
opening of the screen used for evaluations relatively large for the finely ground clinker
particles.
.
1
/
• ■
\ ■'
,
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The relationship between the time required for grinding clinker using a test mill and the
specific surface area of ground product is shown in Fig. 88(144). The figure reveals that
the grindability varies in the coarse grinding and fine grinding processes into which the
grindability is classified at the specific surface area of approximately 1500 cm2/g. Assuming
that the material to be ground is divided as cubic as shown in Fig. 89, energy required for
grinding is exponentially increased as the grinding proceeds. Accordingly, studies (145) for
evaluating the grindability by classifying grinding into stages of coarse grinding, fine
grinding and agglomeration of fine particles have been reported.
: .
•.
■ ‘ '■
Since the obtained results for grindability vary according to the type of mill, the grinding time
and the measuring method of fineness, the indices often cannot be used for estimating the
amount of ground product and the electric power consumption in the plant mill. The
operating work index method is inadequate for evaluating the grihdability of clinker itself
because the size and amount of the grinding medium and the structure of mill affect the
amount of ground product and the electric power consumption. To overcome these
difficulties, a new quality control technique for evaluating the grindability by determining the
characters of clinker is spreading these days.
. :

Fig. 89

-

Relationship between specific
surface area, mean particle size
and energy of grinding

(2) Relationship between pore structure of clinker and its grindability
The fracture strength of the material free from defects and pores is equal to the force required
for separating the atoms in crystal, between crystals and at grain boundary from each other.
Meanwhile, the fracture strength of the porous material depends upon the defects and pores
in it rather than bonding force of atoms in crystal and bonding force between crystal or at
grain boundary. Since clinker has a volume of porosity of approximately 20%, the fracture
strength of it mainly depends upon the pore structure including volume, size, shape and pore
size distribution. The distortion, structural defect and strength of clinker mineral itself
(interatomic bonding force in the crystal) are related to the fracture strength ofclinker at the
final stage of grinding when the porosity of clinker particles approaches zero. Pore structure
of clinker manufactured in a rotary kiln equipped with suspension preheater is roughly
classified into three groups: (a) a total pore volume (V) more than 21 vol.% and a ratio of the
volume of pore of 1 to 20 pm to that of pore of 20 pm or larger (R) less than 0.4; (b) V of
16 to 21 vol.% and R of 0.4 to 0.7, and (с) V less than 16% and R more than 0.7. Fig.90
reveals that (c) has relatively large size of pores and disuniform distribution of them, (b) has
almost round-shaped pore and almost uniform distribution of them, and (a) comprises large
deformed and small pores. Fig. 91 shows the pore size distribution in clinker. Pore of 20
pm or more are air void entrapped between the minerals during the forming process of
clinker minerals (144). Pores of 1 to 20 pm are mainly formed as a result of filling the
larger pores with the movable molten liquid phase and depositing interstitial phase during the
forming process of clinker. Pores smaller than 1 pm comprise the pores and cracks at the
grain boundary or in the crystal of clinker minerals generated by the shrinkage or
transformation of clinker minerals during the cooling. Thus, the pores in clinker vary
according to the characters of raw meals and burning conditions(146)(147). The pore size
affecting the grindability of clinker varies as the grinding process proceeds. '
In the grinding of clinker in a ball mill, there are relationships (144) between the grinding
rate at the first stage, rj, and the second stage, Г2, and the volume of pores of 20 to 250 pm,
Vj, that of pores of 2 to 20 pm, V p, that of pores of 0.2 to 2 pm, Vjp, and that of pores of
0.008 to 0.2 pm, Viv, as shown in Fig. 92. The volume of pores of 20 to 250 pm is closely'
correlated with the grinding rate at the beginning in the first stage where lumps ofclinker are
coarse ground into particles composed of groups of crystals, while that of 2 to 20 pm is
closely correlated with the grinding rate in the whole first stage. In the second stage where
clinker is ground into the crystals or fractured crystals of clinker minerals, the grinding rate is
closelyycorrelated with the volumes-of pores of 0.2 to 2 pm and 0.008 to 0.2 pm. These
results indicate that the grinding rate is strongly affected by the larger, pores in the coarse
grinding process and the smaller pores in the fine grinding process, and the grindability of

Fig. 91 Pore size distribution of clinker (Uchikawa et al; (147))
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(Buttetai; (144))

clinker hardly depends upon the shape and distribution of pores.

The relationships of the burning conditions of clinker with the optical properties, pore
г^ягГг and §nn,dab!llty ar? stimmanzed in Table 9. As the heating rate increases, alite is
rapidly formed, the size of it decreases, the volume of pores smaller than 1 pm increases
. mat of pores larger than 20 pm decreased and the ratio of the former to the latter increases’
1 he viscosity of liquid phase decreases with the increase of temperature and the total pore
еСчьа?к8 Wlth
1"сге.а?е of the maximum burning temperature because the pores
are filled with the movable liquid phase and the volume of pore of 1 to 20 pm increases by
«Sh th»0” °f interstfltial Phase- .The volume of pores larger than 20 pm gradually decreases
with the increase of retention time, resulting in the decrease of the ratio of the volume of
pores larger than 20 pm to the total pore volume. Since cracking is caused by the contraction
ot clinker minerals and fine interstitial phase is deposited with the increase of cooling rate
the volume of pores of 1 to 20 pm decreases while that of pores smaller than 1 pm increases.’
Tlie relationship between the chemical composition of the raw materials and the pore
structure under the constant burning degree is also shown in Table 9. The total pore
volume, especially volume of pores smaller than 1 pm, increases with the increase of HM.
Although the volume of pores smaller than 1 pm increases while that of pores larger than 20
de£Tease ®f SM because the volume of the liquid phase increases, the
я lase 4 SM hardIy affects the total pore volume. Since the amount of C4AF increases
and the melting temperature of liquid phase decreases with the decrease of IM, clinker is so
easily burnt that the total pore volume decreases while volume of pores smaller than 1 urn
eon S
the m1aximum at 1.4 of IM with the largest amount of liquid phase at
•и? .u • though lbc totol pore volume and volume of pores larger than 20 pm increase
with the increase of SO3, the volume of pores smaller than 1 pm decreases, thereby
improving the gnndabihty in coarse size and lowering the grindability in fine size. Since the '
total pore volume and the volume of pores larger than 20 pm decrease and that of pores
smaller than 1 pm increases with the increase of MgO, the grindability in coarse size is
lowered while the gnndabihty of fine size is improved.
Although the total pore volume remains unchanged even though the particle size of raw meal
is reduced, the volume of pores smaller than 1 pm increases (147). thereby improving the
gnndabihty m fine size.
■
• &

The effect of the type of finish mill on the pore structure is mentioned hereafter. Clinker with
less total pore volume and. more volume of pores smaller than 1 pm is easily ground by
impact gnndmg using a ball mill. Clinker with moderate total pore volume and more volume
ot pores smaller than 1 pm is easily ground by press grinding in a vertical mill and that with
less total pore volume and more volume of pores smaller than I pm is easily ground by
hybnd system with roller press and ball mill.
.
y

(3) Relationship between optical properties of clinker minerals and its
grindability
Among the clinker minerals, the grindabilities of alite and belite are higkand low
ге?РесЬуе1у, and that of the interstitial phase lies between them. It is known that the’
gnndabihties of alite and belite are improved as the size of alite becomes smaller and that of
behte becomes larger, but belite turned to deep yellow by deposits on it or clustered crystals
of behte is hardly ground. It is being tried to estimate the grindability of clinker from the
optical properties including birefringence and color tone of clinker minerals for the Quality
^?ntr°,k
is shown in Fig. 93(145). The figure reveals that the grindability
usiaS the"Blaine specific surface area estimated by optical microscopy is closely correlated
tA11*?*”1638?1?1 vaIue.s- ?in5e the oPtical properties of clinker minerals are closely related
to the thermal history in the forming process of clinker in the same manner as the pore

’BIcal : Calculated value of Blaine
specific surface area

■

= 1513+171xAS+167xAB+417xBS-153xBC
AS
Size of alite (/zm)
AB : Birefringence of alite
BS : Size of belite (zzm)
BC : Color of belite

.

BImes : Measured value of Blaine
-

. ■

specific surface area

Fig. 93

:■

Estimation of grindability of clinker
by optical properties (Kawamura et
al; (145))
'

structure as shown in Table 9, the grindability of clinker can be more accurately estimated
by combining the determination of pore structure with that of optical properties.
■ '
4.3.2 Control of Grindability of Clinker

As mentioned before, the grindability of clinker depends upon the burning conditions of
clinker, the chemical composition and particle size of raw meal and the type of grinding mill.
Conditions appropriate for producing clinker with the optimum pore structure and optical
properties m a given mill are, therefore, able to be fixed. Since the chemical composition of
raw meal can be hardly changed according to the type of cement and the quality standards,
the grindability of clinker is first controlled by changing the burning conditions flexible in the
changing conditions and then the chemical composition of raw meal if necessary. The
burning conditions are controlled in such a way that the pore structure ofclinker sampled at
constant interval is determined with a mercury intrusion porosimeter and measured values are
referred to the items shown in Table 9. The measures for improving the grindability of
clinker by optimizing the pore structure are generally coincide with those for improving the
quality of clinker described in 4.1.
.
Measurements for controlling the grindability of clinker and the measures based on them are
shown in a diagram of Fig. 94.
.

Table 9 Relationship between burning condition and raw materials blending, pore
structure, and optical properties of clinker

Note

: Measurement, [—1 : Action,

Reason

CR: Cooling rate of clinker, MT:.Maximum temperature at
burning, RT:. Retention time at sintering temperature,
SR: Fineness of raw material. Up: Up, Dn: Down,
to: Long, Sm: Small
•
.
;

■ Fig. 94 An example of the diagram to control the grindability of clinker
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5. SUMMARY

.
■

.

'

In order to establish a high-precision quality control system of the process for manufacturing
. cement from the selection of raw materials to the cement product and develop high
performance multifunctional cement meeting the diversified requirements, it is indispensable
to know the relationship between the characters and properties of cement clinker, cement
paste, mortar and concrete by interpreting the abundant information on forming process of
clinker itself and clarifying the chemical process^ during the formation of hardened body
through the characterization in higher level of the cement clinker, its hydration product and
flocculation and hardened structure composed of unhydrated cement particles, hydration
product, blending components, admixtures and aggregate. .; ■' ' . .
;
Meanwhile, some new devices for the characterization of materials have been developed with
the advance of electronic technologies and the computer-controlled analytical instruments
have spread. The accuracy of measurement has been, therefore, remarkably improved. With
the progress of data and image processings, various sample preparation apparatuses suitable
for any research have been developed for the characterization in the micro region, on the
surface and in the direction of depth of material as well as the characterization of the bulk
material in the macro region. Those techniques and apparatuses have been applied to the
analytical means for the quality control of the process for manufacturing cement and concrete.
This paper presents the advances in the characterization method of cement and concrete and ■
the application of the methods to the quality control based on the new knowledge presented
on the papers published after the 8th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement held
in Rio de Janeiro in 1986.
/ ' " ■ . ' - v"
■
1 " '

TheContentof the paperis summarized as follows: ■

V

’

--

- (1) The terms on the characterization are defined and the significance of characterization and
the meaning of quality control are described.
’

(2) It is important for the characterization to use appropriate techniques according to the
object and the size of measuring region. Since the sizes of the component and structure of
the object to be characterized in cement and concrete range from nm to cm of 107, there are
diverse techniques suitable for such a wide range of object. The composition, structure and
texture to be characterized are presented and the characterization techniques suitable for them
are classified by the regions of object.
.
(3)
Among the characterization techniques of average composition and structure of bulk
material in macro region, recent progresses in the analysis techniques for composition of
absorptiometry, atomic absorption spectrophotometry, emission photometry, polarography,
chromatography, x-ray fluorescent spectroscopy, rhass spectrometry and radio activation
analysis are reviewed.
'v
:
'
The time required for the analysis and measurement is being shortened and the accuracy and
precision of the measurement together with the detection limit are being improved by the
- concentration and-collection of a component to be determined by pretreating the sample, the
elimination of matrix effect, the introduction of software for correcting measured data by.
computer, the development of correcting software based on the theory such as fundamental
parameter method in x-ray fluorescent analysis, the improvement of hardwares including
detector for improving the sensitivity and the use of highly sensitive reagent, the development
and introduction of new sample-feeding method, sample transporting method and exciting
method, the development of on-stream and on-line analyses, and the development of the .
multiple and simultaneous data acquisition system by combining with other analytical and
measurement techniques.
'

9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement

. (4) - X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, electron
spin resonance spectroscopy, supercritical fluid chromatography and void and pore structure
analysis over a wide area are applied to the characterization of cement and concrete in the
field of the structural analysis of macro region.
:
- ■ - ;

The x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy has been firmly established as the method of state
analysis for elements in material by the improvement of the sensitivity of energy analyzer.
The nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy has been applied rapidly to the analysis of
inorganic solid material, the determination of the bonding of H, C, Al and Si in various
hydrates, the clarification of the relationship between the estimated condensation degree and
structure of silicate anion and the physical properties, and the estimation of porosity of
hardened cement paste in keeping with the improvement of the intensity of magnetic field and
the establishment of the technologies for dipolar decoupling, cross polarization and magic
angle spinning of sample. The electron spin resonance spectroscopy has recently begun
spreading for elucidating the relationships of the electron shell structure and structural defect
with the physical properties. Since a microcomputer is applied to thermal analysis to easily
calibrate the analytical instrument and easily process the data, the analysis can be used for
determining the dynamic thermal change and accurately determining the chemical and thermal
changes and the phase transformation at ultrahigh temperature under high pressure in various
gas atmospheres. Since the theoretical plate number for separation in supercritical fluid
chromatography characterized by high solubility, low viscosity and high diffusivity at low
temperature is remarkably increased, it is used for analyzing the structure of silicate anion in
C~S-H using together with the trimethylsilylätion method. The whole void and pore size
distribution and porosity in concrete can be determined by void and pore structure analyses
over a wide area combining the gas adsorption, mercury intrusion and microscopic
observation / image processing methods and x-ray computerized tomography to clarify the
relationship in concrete between the void and pore structure and the physical properties
including strength and durability.
■
■ .
■.
(5) Characterization of the surface and micro region is making a new development by the
advanced sample preparation, improved two- and three-dimensional resolving powers,
newly developed devices based on new ideas, improved accuracy and precision of
measurement by new techniques, simultaneous acquisition of diverse information, and
development of data processing and image processing systems with computer and artificial
intelligence, г
'
’
'
; /
:
Those new techniques include the cryostat system in obtaining the electron microscopic
image and electron diffraction, special deposition apparatus and ion thinning, field emission
scanning electron microscope and transmission electron microscope, micro Auger electron
spectroscope, microfocus x-ray diffractometer, environmental scanning electron microscope,
scanning tunnel microscope, atomic force microscope, prevention of insulator sample from '
charging by sample inclination method, simultaneous analysis including morphological
observation, composition analysis and electron diffraction, simultaneous acquisition of
diverse information by combining several analytical instruments, correction of atomic
number effect, absorption effect and fluorescent effect, mapping of element distribution by
content in electron probe microanalysis, and quantification of crystal shape by image
processing.
.
Applications of those techniques to cement and concrete include the observation of.the first
and second-order lamellar structures of belite caused by the phase transformation by in-lens
FESEM, observation of the change of surface structures of alite and belite caused by
hydration, observation of the forming process of calcium aluminosulfate hydrates and their
composition analysis by ESEM, observation of the lattice images of alite and belite by ТЕМ,
observation of electron diffraction images of lamellar parts in belite by ТЕМ, composition
analysis of the inner and peripheral parts of the zonal structure of alite, tracing of the
composition change of clinker minerals in various burning atmospheres and composition
analysis of transition zone in concrete by CMA/EPMA, analysis of surface composition of
clinker minerals in the direction of depth in the initial hydration by AES, determination of the

crystal transformation in the inner and peripheral parts of zonal structures of alite by
microfocus x-ray diffractometer, observation of the dissolved state of elements from the
surface of clinker minerals in the initial hydration and investigation of action mechanism of
superplasticizer in the hydration of dement by AFM ,and quantification of shape of interstitial
phases in clinker and determination of the amounts of admixtures in blended cement by
microscopic observation / image processing.
.
.

(6) , Those advanced characterization techniques are applicable to the data acquisition for
quality control in the manufacturing of cement as well as the research on cement and concrete
as material science.
- ,
.. ...
Applications of the new idea and the advanced characterization techniques to quality control
include the control of the fluidity of cement by changing the cooling rate of clinker based
upon the quantitative expression of the morphology of C3ASS and CjAFss by microscopic
observation / image processing and researches on the relationship between the morphology
and crystallinity of CgAss and C4AFSS and the fluidity and on the relationship between the
■ shape and crystallinity of CgAss and C4AFSS and the cooling rate of clinker; the control of
setting time of cement by changing the conditions of burning and cooling of clinker based
upon the scaling of the color change of etched alite with reflecting microscope and researches
on the relationship between the color of etched alite and the setting time of cement and on the
relationship between the color change of etched alite and the conditions of burning and
cooling of clinker; the control of the strength development of cement by changing the
- conditions of burning and cooling of clinker based upon the optical microscopic observation
of the sizes, color and optical properties of clinker minerals and researches on the
relationship between the four optical parameters of clinker minerals including the size,
birefringence of alite and the size, color tone of belite and the strength of mortar and on the’
relationship between the four optical parameters and the condition of burning and cooling of
clinker; and the control of the gnndability of clinker by changing the conditions of burning
and cooling of clinker based upon the determination of the pore structure of clinker with
mercury intrusion porosimeter and the researches on the relationship in clinker between the
pore structure and the grindability and on the relationship in clinker between the pore
structure and the conditions of burning and cooling.
.
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PREFACE
'
Commencing with a one-day meeting in London on 14 January 1918 arranged by the
Faraday Society, to discuss "The setting of cements and plasters", which is taken as the first
Symposium to deal solely with the chemistry of cement, the subsequent International Symposia
and Congresses on the Chemistry of Cement have been held in Stockholm (1938), London (1952),
Washington DC (I960), Tokyo (1968), Moscow (1974), Paris (1980) and Rio de Jenairo (1986). At
the conclusion of the Rio Congress, it was decided that the next Congress will be held in India.
Accordingly, the 9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement is being held in New
Delhi, India, from 23 to 28 November 1992.

The preparatory and organisational work for this 9th Congress was commenced
immediately after the 8th Congress. To start with, all the participants in the previous two
Congresses and a large number of individuals and organisations interested in the subject of the
Congress were contacted through an extensively worked out and widely distributed Questionnaire.
The response was most encouraging. The responses were carefully analysed and the directions
which would meet the views of the largest number of participants towards advancing the cement
sciences were determined. Based on these findings the first Bulletin was issued in August 1988,
providing the necessary preliminary information on the Congress and outlining its scope and essential
organisational aspects.
The objectives of the Congress were set to advance the knowledge of chemistry of
cements with emphasis on application of this knowledge in both the manufacturing aspects and
utilization of cements in practice. Within this broad scope, the thrust was on tracking the scientific
progress made in the field since the last Congress, assessing the status of exploitation of the results
by the industry and the society, and mapping of the new frontiers of knowledge.
The overall organisation of the Congress was governed by a National Organising
Committee which was responsible for all organisational aspects including financial arrangements.
Taking into account the suggestions received from various quarters, the International Scientific
Committee consisting of 67 experts from 39 countries all over the world was formed which was
responsible to finalise : (a) the themes and sub-themes of the Congress, (b) procedures for inviting,
receiving and reviewing of papers, (c) selection of authors for general and special reports, and
(d) the system for conduct of the proceedings of the sessions and other related scientific and
technical matters.
The International Scientific Committee held two meetings in New Delhi in November
1989 and in January 1991. In addition, informal meetings were held with representative groups
in Seoul, Tokyo, Paris, Washington DC and Montreal. The International Scientific Committee
finalised the Generic and Specific Themes of the Congress. It was decided that for each Generic
Theme, there shall be one Principal Review Paper, which shall cover the progress achieved in
the area of the Generic Theme between the two Congresses. For each Specific Theme, there
shall be one Congress Paper highlighting trends of research and realisation of the results in the
industry in the areas related to the Specific Theme. Under each Specific Theme, in addition to
the invited Congress Papers, there shall also be Communication Papers. Both the principal review
papers as well as the Congress papers were to be presented by the invited experts identified after
deliberations of the International Scientific Committee.

Preliminary Abstracts of communication papers were solicited through the Second Bulletin
in May 1991. 537 Abstracts were received which were scrutinised by a panel of Indian experts
and 513 were short-listed. Authors were requested to send full manuscripts of the paper for detailed
review and acceptance for publication and presentation. As many as 412 communication papers
from 40 countries were received which were reviewed by a panel of international experts. As
a result, 346 communication papers belonging to the four themes of the Congress were finally

accepted for presentation and publication. These were i
in addition to 21 State-of-the-Art Congress
Reports received from invited authors; reports on two Specific themes could not be had
the authors selected expressed their inability at a late stage, making replacement difficult. because

,
In addition to the papers on deliberative thematic sessions, a poster session
organised on "Advances in Physico-Chemical Evaluation, Characterisation and Quality is being
echniques and Systems for Clinkers, Particulate Cements, "" "
У . Control
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Systems
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Concrete
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in Special
the areas'of
computerisation in cement science and concrete systems; resource economy in cement and
Г
making; and cement in hazardous waste management.
У
- d concrete

Conm-e« T^.pr°c:edin§i in six Volumes contain all the above contributions received for the
Congress. This Volume П contains Communication Papers on the Generic Theme "Chernik
Structrure, Properties and Quality of Clinks,-",
Chemistry,
A novel feature of the 9th Congress will be that in addifi^
.
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GENERIC THEME 1

CHEMISTRY
STRUCTURE
PROPERTIES
AND
QUALITY
OF
CLINKER

EXPLANATORY NOTES

The following symbols, which have been universally recognised by cement
chemists for formulating more complex compounds, are used interchangeably with
the respective oxide formulae throughout this volume :

A

AI2O3

К

K2O

C

CaO

M

MgO

C

CO2

N

Na2O

CH

Ca(OH)2

P

p2o5

F

РвгОз

S

SiO2

H

H2O

S

so3

Commonly used abbreviations of more general nature are as follows :
DTA

—

differentia! thermal analysis

EPMA

—

electron probe micro analysis

IR

—

infrared

NMR

—

nuclear magnetic resonance

RH

—

relative humidity

w/c

—

water-cement ratio

XRD

—

X-ray diffraction

SEM

—

scanning electron microscope

EDAX

—

energy dispersive analysis of X-rays
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Specific Theme l-A

Clinker Formation
Including New Processes

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ZONAL STRUCTURE IN ALITE,
LAMELLAR TEXTURE IN BELITE AND THEIR PRODUCTION PROCESS
COMPOSITION AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
’
Hiroshi Uchlkawa
*,

Shunsuke Hanehara
**

and Tokuhlko Shirasaka
**

★Executive^ Director, Research and Development, Onoda Cement Co Ltd, JAPAN
“Central Research Laboratory, Onoda Cement Co Ltd, JAPAN

SUMMARY
The relationship between the zonal structure and composition and crystal structure of alite, and the
relationship between lamellar structure and composition and transformation of belite were investigated by using
cIinker from the Plant raw mix at various temperatures and the cement clinker product with
LMA/EPMA, microfocus X-ray diffractometer, in-lens FESEM, ion-thinning method and AEM. The
composition, birefringence and hydration reactivity of alite differ with the zoned region in the zonal structure,
lhe peripheral part of alite crystal with high-birefringence is M3, while the inner part with low-birefringence is
Mb The content of minor components in the high-temperature stable transformation(M3) is less than that in the
low-temperature stable transformationfM!). From the electron diffraction pattern of restricted area, analysis of
micro area and back scattered electron image, the lamellar texture of belite is confirmed to be produced at the
time when the a -phase transforms into the а'н -phase and further transforms into the ß -phase The minor
components are more contained in the a -phase than in the ß -phase.

Resume

La relation entre structure zonale, composition et structure cristalline d’alite, et la relation entre les lamellas
et la composition et la transformation de belite ont ete examinees par les scories sythetiques d’un melange cm
preievc en usine a diverses temperatures, et des scories de ciment, en utilisant des methodes CMA/EPMA
diffractometre de rayons X en microfoyer, dans-lentille FESEM, une methode d’amincissement ionique e’t
EM. La composition, la birefringence et la reactivite d’hydration different selon la region zonee dans la
я fC -m6
La Z°ne Penpherique du cristal d’alite de haute birefringence est M3, alors que la partie interne
de taible birefringence est ML La composition en composants secondaires dans la transformation stable de
aute-temperature(M3) est moindre que celle relative ä la transformation stable de basse-temperature(Mi).
elecitron°gran"ime d’aire restreinte, analyse de microaire et imagerie electronique retrodiffuse, il est
state que la texture lamellaire de belite est produit lorsque la phase se transforme en phase а’н puis en phase
15. Les composants secondaires sont plus abondants dans la phase a que dans la phase ß.

1. INTRODUCTION

The zonal structure of alite with different color tone by etching and birefringence happened to be produced
under a particular burning conditions. The optical microscope image of belite in cement clinker includes the
type I composed of groups of lines crossing each other at 60° in a circular crystal, the type II composed of a
group of parallel lines and the type III composed of irregularly shaped crystals.
In this study, the zonal structure of alite using a raw material mix taken from the plant and cement clinker
product as the sample was examined by transmission and reflection optical microscope, CMA/EPMA and a
microfocus x-ray diffractometer to determine the zonal structure of alite crystal and the relationship between the
zonal structure, composition and crystal structure. The lamellar structure of belite in cement clinker was also
investigated by in-lens FESEM and AEM with ion-thinning method to determine the relationship between the
lamellar structure, composition and crystal transformation.

2. EXPERIMENT

2.1 Sample

Cement clinker product in which alite has the zonal structure and belite has the type I lamellar structure was
used. Its chemical composition and optical properties of clinker minerals are shown in Table 1. The same
raw material mix was burnt to clinker at 1450-1600°C using electric furnace and examined.
2.2 Analysis of the zonal structure of alite
In the polished thin section of cement clinker product containing alite crystal with zonal structure was
observed by transmission and reflection optical microscope and the elements distribution including AI2O3,
ЕегОз, MgO, 8Оз, МазО, K2O in the same area was measured by CMA/EPMA(1). Composition of the inner
and peripheral part in zonal structure was determined by EPMA using Bence and Albee method. Crystal system
of alite was identified by microfocus x-ray diffractometer (20цтф) equipped with high power x-ray generator
(18kVA). As for the clinker burnt at different temperature using electric furnace, the contents of minor elements
incorporated in alite were determined by EPMA.

2.3 Analysis of lamellar structure of belite
In the polished sample of cement clinker product, the lamellar structure of belite was observed from back
scattered electron image obtained by in-lens FESEM. The composition and electron diffraction pattern of each
lamella in belite was determined by AEM using a thin section approximately Wnm thick by the ion-thinning
method.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Composition and structure of alite with zonal structure
The alite has the zonal structure with different color tone by etching and birefringence varying with
crystallization conditions and production process. It is known that the birefringence in the peripheral part of
crystal is higher, while that in the inner part is lower. Chromy inferred from the result of the observation with a
high-temperature microscope that the inner part of crystal is the biaxial triclinic phase with the birefringence of
0.0025, while the peripheral part of it is the uniaxial rhombohedral phase or the monoclinic phase akin to tha|

Table 1

Characters of clinker

Chemical composition (%)
Si02 AI2O3 Fe203 CaO MgO S03 Na20 K20 total
22.0

5.0

3.2

65.5 1.6 0.6 0.17 0.46

98.5

free
1 ime
0.5%

* 1
AS

Optical properties
AB *2
BS *3

30-40(60) 0.006

* 4
BC

20-30(40) fY(C)

*1: size of alite (/zm), *2: birefringence of alite, *3: size of belite (/zm)>
*4: color-of belite

phase with the birefringence of 0.005(2). He confirmed also that the low-birefringence phase transforms into
the high-birefringence phase at 940°C. According to study by Maki et al, the peripheral and inner parts of the
zonal structure are composed of M3 and Mi phases, respectively(3). However, no demonstrative study on the
conditions and mechanism of the production of zonal structure of alite has been made and no data directly
indicating the structure and composition of each part of the zonal structure has been published so far. The
authors have examined the zonal structure of alite by up-to-date instruments mentioned above with combination
of conventional instruments.
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Optical micrographs of a polished thin section of cement clinker product are shown in Fig. 1. Micrograph
a) and b) were taken through an open-polar and a cross-polar with a transmission optical microscope,
respectively, and micrograph c) was obtained by observing thin section etched with a 0.01% NH4CI aqueous
solution for 30 seconds with a reflection optical microscope. Micrograph b) reveals that the birefringence in the
peripheral part and inner parts of clinker alite are as high as 0.006 and as low as 0.004, respectively. The inner
part is more easily etched and the boundary line between the different birefringence in the transmissionmicroscopic image coincides with the boundary between the different color tones in the reflection-microscopic
image.

Fig. 2 shows the secondary electron image and back scattered electron image of the zonal structure of
clinker alite and the distribution of MgO, 803^6203, А^Оз^азО, K2O in it obtained by CMA/EPMA.
Although MgO is uniformly distributed in the alite crystal, А^Оз, РегОз, SO3, МагО and K2O are densely
distributed in the inner part of it, coinciding with the division of zonal structure by the boundary lines.. The
average contents of the components in the inner and peripheral parts of the zonal structure were determined ten
times each point analysis and calculated by the Bence and Albee method as shown in Table 2.

The result of each phase in zonal alite determined by microfocus x-ray diffractometry is shown in Fig. 3.
The figure reveals that the peripheral part showing high birefringence is a monoclinic phase of M3 akin to
trigonal, while the inner part showing low birefringence is a monoclinic phase of Mj. Compared with Fig. 2,
amount of minor and trace components are contained less in the high-temperature stable transformation of the
alite in the cement clinker product than in the low-temperature stable transformation, unlike results by
Woermann et al(4) using a sample prepared from pure chemicals. From the result of the measurement of heat
evolution curve at initial hydration, higher hydration reactivity of low-temperature transformation of Mi than
high-temperature stable transformation of M3 is confirmed(5). This supports that high-temperature stable
transformation of the alite with less amounts of minor and trace components has higher hydration reactivity in
the cement clinker product.

Table 2 Chemical composition determined by EPMA and birefringence
of each part of zonal structure or clinker alite

Analyzing point

Si02

Inner part
Peripheral part

25.12
24.09

Chemical composition (%)
А1г0з ЕегОз CaO MgO S03 Na20

0.93
0.71

0.82
0.58

72.45 1.20 0.10 0.25
73.761.110.070.21

Кг0

total

0.18 101.05
0.10100.63

Bi ref
-ringence

0.004
0.006

Measuring condition of EPMA:
Accelerating voltage = 15kV, Probe current = 3 xlO-8 A

Fig. 3
X-ray diffraction profile
of inner and peripheral
part of clinker alite
with zonal structure
(X-ray power: 18kVA)

Table 3 Composition determined by EPMA and birefringence
of alite burnt under various temperature
Chemical composition (%)
AI2O3 Fe203 CaO MgO S03 Na20

B.T.
* 1
°C

S102

1600
1550
1500
1450

24.09
25.06
25.10
25.40

0.74
0.76
0.79
0.83

0.57
0.60
0.68
0.79

73.76
73.29
73.10
72.78

* 2
Cl

21.97

5.03

3.21

K20

total

0.21
0.22
0.24
0.25

0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08

100.59
101.25
101.28
101.51

65.46 1.6. 0.58 0.17

0.46

98.52

1.05
1.18
1.21
1.25

0.12
0.08
0.09
0.13

Birefringence

0.007
0.006
0.005
0.004-5

*1: B.T. : Burning temperature, *2: Clinker
Measuring condition of EPMA:
Accelerating voltage = 15kV, Probe current = 3 xlO" A

The average composition and average birefringence of alite in the clinker prepared by burning a raw material
mix taken from the plant at various temperatures in an electric furnace are shown in Table 3. The composition
of the clinker was determined by averaging out the measurements at twenty analyzing points in different field of
view using CMA/EPMA. The composition obtained by chemical analysis of bulk clinker is listed in Table 3
for reference. The table shows that the contents of AI2O3, РегОз, MgO, NazO and K2O decrease with the
increase of burning temperature, though the content of SO3 is low independent of burning temperature. This is
opposite to the results of a preceding researcher(6) that the contents of solid solutions in C3S of the sample
prepared from pure chemicals increase with the increase of burning temperature. Assuming that crystals with
birefringence of 0.004 or more are monoclinic, the contents of solid solutions including MgO, AI2O3, РезО-,
Na2O and K2O in the monoclinic alite will decrease with the increase of burning temperature. These results
mentioned above explain that a inner part in alite with low temperature stable transformation rich in minor and
trace element is produced initially at lower temperature and secondary peripheral part grows around inner part at
higher temperature.

3.2 Structure and composition of belite with lamellar texture

The transmission optical microscopic image of belite in cement clinker includes the type I composed of
groups of lines crossing each other at 60° in a circular crystal, the type II composed of a group of parallel lines
and the type III composed of irregularly shaped crystals(7). There are constant thickness lamellas in type I and
type II belite and the dark parts in the cross section observed in SEM appeared as lines in optical microscope as
described later. Belite has five transformations - a(trigonal) form, а’н and а’ь (orthorhombic) form, ß
(monoclinic) form and у (orthorhombic ) form in order of temperature level. The lamella in type I belite is
produced in such a way that the a -form is transformed into the а’ц -form by cooling the clinker from the а form stable temperature and [101] of the а’н -form (Pcmn) structurally equivalent to [102] of the a -form
(P3ic) develops in six directions in belite crystal. By cooling the clinker up to normal temperature, type I belite
transforms into a mixture of the a -and ß -forms at a mixing ratio depending upon the cooling rate. The lamella
in type II belite observed through an open-polar is composed of the stacking structure of [100] of the ß-form
(P2i/n) topotaxicially developed from [010] of the а’ь -form (Pna2i) when the а’ь-form transforms into the ßform. In the microscopic image of type II belite almost composed of the ß-form obtained through a cross-polar,
the continuous twin structure parallel to the lamella is observed in the z-direction(S). Belite often turns yellow
because Ее2Оз is deposited at the time when the a -form transforms into the a’ -form with limited solubility of
Ее2О3.
No data on the relationship between the microscopic structure and the composition are, however, available.
Although some papers present the transformation of belite crystal inferred from the microscopic observation^),
no paper identifying the polymorphs of belite lamellas directly using crystallographic experimental data has been
reported. The authors have observed the lamellar structure from an clearer back scattered electron image
obtained by in-lens FESEM than by conventional SEM, determined the composition of each lamella in clinker
belite by AEM using a sample approximately lOnm thick by ion-thinning method and directly identified the
lamellar structure by electron diffraction. Fig. 4 illustrates a back scattered electron image of lamellar structure
in clinker belite by in-lens FESEM. Since the angle of aperture can be increased by setting the sample in the
objective lens of in-lens FESEM, the magnification and resolving power can be argued as high as of 0.7nm
compared with the ordinary FESEM. The image of belite obtained by the in-lens FESEM gives two sets of

lamellas crossing each other at 60°. The image enlarged by higher magnification gives the lamella composed of
different structures. The bright part is a lamella 0.5 to 1.0цт thick composed of oriented secondary lamellas
0.1p.m or less thick, while the dark part is a lamella 0.1 to 0.4цт thick.
The transmission image and electron diffraction pattern of each phase in belite determined by AEM is
shown in Fig. 5. The bright part in SEM corresponding to dark part in AEM and dark part in SEM
corresponding to bright part in AEM show the diffraction patterns of ß - and a -forms, respectively.

Fig

4

Back scattered electron image of clinker belite
observed oy in-lens FESEM

Fig. 5

_ Transmission electron
' image and electron
diffraction pattern
of lamellar structure
in clinker belite

Table 4 Local point composition determined by AEM
in lamellar structure
part

MgO

A
В

0.40
0.37

Amount of minor element (%)
S03 А1г03 Fe203 Na20 K20
0.71
0.29

1.84
1.63

1.75
0.79

0.18
0.15

1.13
1.05

transformation

а
3

Measuring condition of AEM:
Accelerating voltage = 200kV, Probe current = 3 x 10~nA

It is considered that the bright part in SEM is produced by the transformation of the a -from into the a’tform successively into the ß-form. This agrees with the above-mentioned observational result that the bright
part is composed of fine secondary lamellas. The result of electron diffraction is supported by this fact. Minor
and trace components are contained more in the dark parts in SEM than in the bright part as shown in Table 4.
4. CONCLUSIONS

1) Zoned region observed by transmission light microscope coincides with that observed by reflected light.
Minor elements distribution obtained by CMA/EPMA in the same area also coincides with the division of zonal
structure by the boundary lines. Inner part of alite with low birefringence is identified by microfocus x-ray
diffraction as Mi, while peripheral part with high birefringence is M3. The content of minor components in M3
is less than that in Mi unlike the result of the study by preceding researchers.

2) The image of belite by in-lens FESEM shows two sets of lamellas crossing each other at 60°. The bright part
is a lamella 0.5 to 1.0p.m thick composed of oriented secondary lamellas 0.1 |im or less thick, while the dark
part is a lamella 0.1 to 0.4pm thick. The bright part contains less minor elements than dark part. The former
phase shows monoclinic electron diffraction pattern of ß-form and the latter shows the trigonal pattern of aform.
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PHASE COMPOSITION FORMATION OF PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER
AND ALITE FORMATION KINETICS
В S Albats, Yu R Krivoborodov and V P Ryazin
NHCement, Moscow, RUSSIA

SUMMARY
In the formation of portland, cement clinker phases,
belongs, apart from the previously known factors,

a great role

to the ionic exchange

between the melt and the superficial layer of alite crystals according
to the relationship : Ca2+^.
> Al3"1" (Fe3+). Its directions causes the

cyclicity or continuity of alite formation.

The

ionic exchange nature

depends on the synthesis conditions and the raw mix composition.

При формировании фаз портландцементного клинкера наряду с изнестньми факторжи большая роль принадлежит ионному обмену между распла
вом и поверхностным слоем кристаллов алита по схеме Са2+^
А1^ +(?е^+),
*
направленность которого обусловливает цикличность или непрерывность
а литообразования. Характер ионного обмена зависит от условий синтеза
и состава сырьевой смеси.

ю

INTRODUCTION
By

means

of

microprobe

X-ray

phase

analysis

(XRA),

infra-red.

spectroscopy (IRS) and petrographic methods, investigations were made on
the changes in the amount,

composition and structure of clinker phases

during sintering of commercial raw mixes
5 and 20°C/min.

(Table 1 ) at a heating rate of

Table 1 Source raw mixes

MgO

so3

Na20

KgO

TiO2

42.69

2.38

1.44

0.22

0.63

0.13

2.66

43.66

1 .09

0.24

0.25

0.43

0.17 t

3.80

42.85

0.6

0.17

0.56

0.69

0.17

is

strongly

LOI

SiO2

AlgO^

Fe20^

1

33.23

12.9

3.69

2.61

2

34.12

13.18

4.16

3

33.8

13-7

3.83

No

CaO

of mixes

composition formation

Clinker phase

number

external

of

factors

depending

on

synthesis

influenced by a

conditions.

and

internal factors such as the composition of source raw mixes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

'

Irrespective of synthesis conditions, alite is predominantly formed,

in melt areas with a relatively acidic composition having a propensity

for dissolving the belite.

The SiO£ content of the internal layers of

alite crystals is 0.5 to 1.5 % by mass higher than that of the surface
layers (Table 2). Alite formation in sintering at a heating rate of
5°C/min occurs cyclically. As the alite content goes down by 4 to 10 %

by

mass,

the

Concurrently,

belite

the

amount

combined

also

content

decreases
of

by

aluminate

2

to

and

5

%

by

mass.

alumoferrite

is

reduced by 0.5 to 3 % by mass. The total amount of crystalline phases
detected by XRA is lowered and stands at 80 to 85 % by mass.
The SiO2 concentration of the alumoferrite phase goes up by 0.6 to
0.8 % by mass. Between 1 ,350 to 1,400 °C, Ca^+ ions from the melt
replace AV

ions and, to a lesser extent, Fe

and Mg

ions prevailing

in the surface layers of alite. This occurs as a result of the capture
of impurities by the rapidly growing (2.5 to 3 pm/min within the
interval of 1.350 to 1.375 °C) alite crystals. Simultaneously, part of

Table 2 Chemical composition (% by mass)
of silicate phases in the
process of their formation (alite crystal size 10x30 mm; A - crystal
average, S - in the surface layer up to 4 mm thick, I - in the internal
layer).

Heating
temp., C
and
rate,
uC/min

Phase
(content,
% by
mass)

Crystai
portion
CaO

C/S
(molar
ratio)
Si02 ai2o3 Pe2O3 MgO

I^O

TiO2 Cr2O3 so3

1,350

Alite

A 67.06

23.88 3.16

2.21 1.45

0.18 0.23

0.49 0.36 3.01

____

(45)

S 66.34

22.95 4.46

3.04 1 .45

0.19 0.25

0.48 0.38 3.10

I 67.77

24.81 1 .87

1.39 1.46

0.18 0.22

0.51 0.35 2.93

Belite(36) A 61.26

30.06 2.91

1 .77 0.87

0.22 0.41

0.62 1.60 2.18

5
1,375

Alite

A 71.10

24.14 1.27

1.09 1 .18

0.17 0.27

0.26 0.26 3.16

____

(49)

S 70.80

23.70 1 .27

1 .20 1 .18

0.17 0.27

0.26 0.26 3.20

I 71.30

24.40 1 .27

1 .00 1 .18

0.17 0.27

0.26 0.26 3.10

Belite(28) A 63.00

29.50 2.86

1 .78 0.66

0.17 0.27

0.37 1 .06 2.26

5

1,400

Alite

A 71.20

23.65 1 .90

1 .55 1 .54

0.21 0.27

0.25 0.31 3.23

____

(51 )

S 71 .06

23.19 2.18

1.69 1 .27

0.23 0.28

0.25 0.32 3.29

I 71.34

24.10 1 .62

1.41 1 .80

Belite(26) A 62.46

32.94 2.39

1.55 0.65

0.18 0.26
—
0.33

0.24 0.28 3.18
—
0.71 2.02

5

1,425

Alite

A 69.07

24.31 2.01

1.64 1 .48

0.58 0.28

0.50 0.63 3.05

____

(44)

S 68.80

23.55 2.51

2.09 1 .38

0.55 0.27

0.48 0.63 3.14

I 69.29

24.92 1.63

1.22 1.57

0.61 0.33

0.51 0.64 2.98

Belite(24) A 62.19

30.26 2.30

1.89 0.53

0.93 0.44
—
0.25
—
0.25

0.44 1 .03 2.21
0.36 —
2.81
2.86
0.32 —

5

1,350

Alite

A 66.94

25.38 2.42

1.61 1.5

____

(45)

S 66.61

24.92 2.97

1.87 1.58

I 67.17

26.78 2.03

Belite(30) A 61 .77

30.34 2.30

1.45 1 .44
2.00 1.65

20

—

—

0.25

0.38

—

0.36

0.57 0.25 2'.18

2.77

1,375

Alite

A 69.00

24.31 1 .92

1 .54 1.35

0.22 0.25

0.88 0.39 3.04

____

(46)

S 69.14

23.90 1.99

1.51 1.4

0.17 0.21

0.88 0.37 3.09

I 68.70

25.14 1 .81

1.62 1.27

Belite(27) A 63.93

29.86 2.18

1.85 0.61

0.88 0.43 2.93
—
2.29
0.51

A 70.01

24.22 2.20

1 .62 1.63

0.34 0.29
—
0.29
• —
0.24

20

■

1,400

____

Alite

(50)

S 69.62
I 70.56

20

23-86 2.54

24.72 1 .72

0.67

—

3.11

0.65

—

3-14

—

3.06

1.92 1 .63

—

1.63

—

0.21

0.71

0.30

0.41 1 .18 2.25

1 .21

Belite(24) A 62.94

30.08 2.33

1.79 1 .38

■ —

0.26

1,425

Alite

A 70.69

23.84 2.15

1.63 1.32

—

0.27

0.30 0.28 3.20

____

(5Q)

S 70.47

23.45 2.49

1 .72 1.36

—

0.27

0.28 0.30 3.25

I 71 .20

24.78 1 .32

1 .20 1 .23

—

0.27

0.34 0.25 3.08

Belite(23) A 62.42

29-87 3.26

2.25 0.60

0.22 0.38

0.37 1 .10 2.24

20

bellte

alumoferrite

have

that

crystals

failed,

to

dissolve

composition

phase

are

shifted

is

to

The

blocked.

also

become

more

The C/S ratio in the surface layers of alite crystals

aluminate-rich.

thus increases from 3.1 to 3.29, which makes its crystal lattice more
susceptible to impurities. Beginning with 1,400 °C, the heating rate
beeng 5°0/min, the ionic replacement nature changes from 3Ca2+m^j~£
*"
?Al(Fe^+ )o

to the reverse,

BI

and C/S decreases

(see Table 2).

As

the concentration of AlgO^ predominantly involved in the ionic exchange

by

2.5%

reaches

in

mass

the

layer,

surface

alite

mineral

the

disintegrates, which is clearly evidenced under the electron microscope.
Belite blocked by alite crystals dissolves, saturating the melt by new
0a2+ ions. When the Ca2+ ion whose radius equals 1.04 A is replaced by

small-sized

Al3+

compression

of

(0.57

the

A)

alite

and

(0.8

Fe^+

lattice.

A)

ions,

Deformations

there

by

caused

occurs
this

a

are

intensified even more by the chande in the coordination of aluminium and
5—
iron atoms from octahedral (MeO^)
to tetrahedral (MeO^r .which in the

long run brinds about alite destruction.
The distribution of impurities in the volume of alite crystals is

not uniform. Fine crystals

(10 x 30y/m) are distinguished from coarser

ones (60 x WOy/m) at any burning temperature through a higher C/S ratio
and a greater content of impurities (3.01

to 3.23 and 4.5 to 8% by mass

versus 2.84 to 3.06 and 5.4 to 6.45% by mass respectively). Irrespective

of the chemical composition of source mixes,
temperature

ratio,

and crystal

sizes,

their

surface

their dispersity,

and Fe2O^.

The

combined content

of

a higher

layer has

and a greater content of impurity oxides,
impurities at

burning

C/S

mainly through A^O^

different

sintering

temperatures attained 4.61 to 10.25% in surface layers and 4.19 to 6.51%

in internal layers.

Belite
crystals.

crystals

are

more

uniform

in

composition

In all micrivolumes of the crystals examined,

than

C/S

alite

is higher

than the stoichiometric (2.0) and amounts to 2.02 to 2.26 at different
burning

temperatures.

The

impurity

content

of

belite

at

different

burning temperatures varies within the limits of 5.63 to 8.4%, and is on
the average higher than that of alite.

Microvolumes corresponding to the composition of calcium aluminate
can
be
similar

characterized as
C^ д-jSq 63^0 35^0 18®0 08^0 03
to the composition
of calcium
aluminate in

wh-ich
is
commercial

Only a 510.-, excess of 2% by mass

(1).

elinkers

(approximately) and. an

enhanced. K^O content are observable.

Alite from rapid burning has somewhat lower absolute values of C/S,
both

in

the

continually

and

surface
rises

layers.

internal

temperature.

with

In

these

trend of

The

alites,

oxide

C/S

the

concentration

variation layer-wise is preserved, irrespective of the heating rate.

content

combined

The

of

impurities

temperature within the limits of 6.42
to 6.64% in the internal

4.61

layer.

fluctuates,

depending

on

the

to 7% in the surface layer and
The composition of rapidly burnt

alite is considerably more uniform than that of slow burning. The
diffusion direction of Cai+ions from the melt into alite remains
There
is
no
ionic
exchang
of
the
type
Me
l , where Me''4" is an element with a smaller ionic radius
cryst.’p
#
that of Ca , i.e. the alite lattice does not experience a

unchanged.
---- ^-Ca^+
than

compressive stress.

As

in

content

the

case

of

of impurities

belite

slow heating,

compared to alite

is

(Table 2).

a higher

for

noted

The aluminium and

iron oxides content is close to or slightly exceeds the same parameters
in alite;

the MgO

content

is as

a rule

lower.

The

C/S ratio at

temperature is higher than the stoichiometric 2.18 to 2.29

any

(Table 2).

Compared to slow heating, belite of rapid heating has a higher C/S ratio

and a greater confer content of impurities.

The

minimum

impurity

content

of

silicate

phases

corresponds

to

their compositions close to the stoichiometric. While C/S changes from 3

to 3-3,

the impurity volume in alite grows within the limits of 4 to 7

and 4.5

to 12% by mass,

depending on the burning temperature and the

heating rate.

Whatever
content

of

the

clinker

silicate

synthesis

phases goes

conditions

up with

may

be,

the

the growth of MgO

impurity

in

them.

Magnesium ions replace calcium ions and are incorporated in voids. The

Mg-n bond has a lower energy than Ca-0 has: 119.45 Kcal and 128.55 Kcal
respectively (2). The ionic radius of magnesium (0.74 A) is smaller than

that of calcium (1.04 A). Hence, the incorporation of magnesium into the

alite

lattice

makes

it

more

susceptible

for

the

impurities capable of stabilizing crystal energetics.

incorporation

of

For alite containing MgO within the limits of O.O6 to 1%, and. alite

comprising MgO

within

range

the

of

0.8

to

bends

2%,

curves

in

are

typical at 0.5 to 0.6 and 1.4 to 1.5% MgO respectively. In excess of the
said

values,

drastically.

the
This

amount

combined

is

apparently

rearrangement of alite, namely

of

in

impurities

brought

by

about

alite

a

grows

structural

Tj-Tjj and T-Mj transitions (3).

A greater Mg2+ content of the AF phase at initial temperatures,
whereby Mg2+ substitutes as a rule for Al^+ and Fe^+ or enters the
lattice

voids,

contributes

to

a

certain

"loosening"

of

the

lattice,

particularly when there is a higher SiO£ content of the AF phase. The
following exchange arrangement implementation is probable: 2(Al,Fe)J

t

1

+ Mg2+,

involving enhanced parameters of the unit cell and

lattice constant of Cf^-F (4) •
An analysis of alite formation kinetics as exemplified by a large

number of commercial raw mixes during liquid-phase sintering within the
range of 1,320 to 1,44O°0 has revealed the presence of anomalous areas
caused by a retardation of the dissolution stage of bellte and calcium

Instead of the classical

oxide and by the assimilation of the latter.

exponential or sigmoid curves describing the variation of the reaction
rate constant versus temperature

(5), This dependence was characterized

by a saw-shaped curve for most of the mixes. For those mixes in which

the coarse fractions are enriched in silica, the process rate constants,

especially

in

the

initial

1,35O°C),

practically

induction

period

stage

do

brought

not

about,

of

liquid-phase

change,
in

which

particular,

sintering

indicates
by

a

(1,320

to

prolonged

low-active

belite

inheriting the nature of the silica component.

Areas with a reaction rate constant going down when the temperature
rises within the limits of 15 to 30°C indicate that it is not
appropriate to evaluate the alite formation process during these periods
on the basis of Ca°free assimilation. In this case, alite formation is

constrained by the diffusion of small-sized ions (with an ionic radius
smaller than that of Ca2+) from the melt into the surface layer of alite

crystals,

the

latter

(primarily

aluminium)

replacing

calcium

ions

in

octahedral positions. The activation energy is several times higher than

values usually characterizing the various stages of alite formation or
the process as a whole (6).

'

CONCLUSION

Anomalous areas can be eliminated, through a rational combination of
melt aotivity (amount, composition, properties) and. the proper condition
of the solid, phases dissolving (belite and calcium oxide). An increased

amount

the melt,

of

low viscosity and a relatively high surface

its

tension, which ensure a good penetrating power of the melt and a wetting
of the solid surfaces, coupled with the newly-formed crystals of belite

and

CaO,

all

promote

speedy

a

accelerated nucleation of alite.

dissolution
The

of

subsequent

these

phases

an

and

slow growth of alite

crystals under conditions of a virtually pennanent oversaturation of the
melt with calcium ions ensures a quicker alite formation and an enhanced
alite output in the finished clinker.
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ABSTRACT
The alite, belite and ferrite phases were separated from the ordinary portland cement
(OPC) or its clinker and the characterization of these phases was carried out.
The alite separated from the OPC consisted of only M3 phase in XRD measurement. The
bellte in the OPC consisted of a and ß -phase. The crystal structure of the ß -phase
was refined by Rietveld method. Though the structure was basically consistent with that
obtained for single crystal of ß -Ca2SiO4 1>, there was some differences in the lattice
parameters and Si-0 bonding distances between them. The texture of the belite was
observed with optical microscope, SEM and ТЕМ. The observations Indicated that the
belite belonged to the type I and had twin lamellae .about 20-25nm in size. As for the
lattice parameters of the ferrite phase, it was found that all the parameters were smaller
than those of pure C4AF 2).
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INTRODUCTION
The major constituent phases of the ordinary portland cement (OPC) are alite, bellte,
aluminate and ferrite phases. As the hydration property of the OPC is mainly determined
by the characters of the four constituent phases, it is necessary to know the characters
of the phases, such as chemical compositions, crystal structures and textures, in order
to control the quality of the OPC. The chemical composition of each phase in the clinker
has been analysed so far, and the results were summarized in ref. 3 .. The crystal
structure of each phase has been refined by using single crystal specimens synthesized
from pure chemical regents
However, the crystal structure of each constituent
phase in the clinker may be different from that determined for single crystals, because
the chemical composition and the crystal growth condition are totally different between

them.
In the present study, we separated the constituent phases from the OPC or clinker and
analysed them from the crystallographic point of view. Especially for the bellte, we
refined the crystal structure by Rletveld method and observed the texture with optical
microscope, SEN and ТЕМ. The belite is important for the strength development at longer
periods. Some researchers have been studied the belite in the clinker and indicated from
XRD measurements that the polymorph of belite was ß -form. Y.Ono
separated the
belite from the clinker though it included a small amount of other phases, and detected
20-30% of a -form by XRD measurements. However, the study of the crystal structure and
microscopic texture of the belite have not been done so far because of the difficulty in
separation of pure belite from the OPC or clinker. We used a chemical method combined
with separation process with heavy liquids, and succeeded to obtain pure bellte and other
constituent phases except for the aluminate phase. This report includes some new results
obtained by the characterization mainly on the belite phase.

EXPERIMENTAL
Separation and characterization of constituent phases

The bellte was separated from the OPC (chemical composition determined in the present
study is shown in Table 1 by the following procedure. The OPC was first ground with a

vibration mill. The ground
powder (0.9g) was treated in
the solution (30ml) con
taining KOH (8%) and sucrose
(8%) at 85 °C for 5 min in
order to dissolve the inter
stitial phase and gypsum in
the OPC. The bellte phase
was separated from resulting
mixture of silicate phase
using heavy liquid whose
specific gravity was 3.22.
The texture of belite ob
tained was observed by means
of optical microscope, SEM
with EDX and ТЕМ.

The alite phase was

Table 1 Chemical Compositions of OPC,alite,belite and
interstitial phases(%).
_________ _

OPC
ig. loss
insol.
SiOa
AljO,
CaÖ
MgO
SO,
Na,0
K20
TiO 8
MnO
P20,
f. CaO

1. 0
0.0
21. 8
4. 9
2. 9
64. 0
1. 7
2. 2
0. 2
0. 6
0. 2
0. 1
0. 3
0. 6

Alite
1. 6
—
24.2
1. 6
1.0
68.8
1. 6
0. 0
0. 1
0. 1
0. 1
0. 1
0. 3
—

Belite
0. 8
—
31. 3
1. 2
1. 4
62. 8
1. 0
0. 1
0. 2
0. 5
0. 2
0. 1
0. 4

Interstitial
phase
1.1
4.5
25.1
13. 2
49.9
2. 1
0. 1
1. 0
1. 2
0. 7
0. 5. 0. 1

separated from the mixture of silicate phase by taking out the impurity phase (bellte)
whose densities are larger than 3.17 or less than 3.00. The interstitial phase was first
tried to be separated from the OPC, but it was difficult to avoid the remaining of gypsum
in the obtained powder. Therefore, the interstitial phase was separated form the clinker
of OPC by dissolving silicate phases by a salicylic acid - methanol method. The clinker
was first ground with a vibration mill. The ground powder (0.5g) was treated in the
methanol solution (120ml) containing salicylic acid (18g) at 20 °C for 6 hrs. In order to
obtained the pure ferrite phase, the powder of interstitial phase (0.5g) was subsequently
treated in the mixed solution of nitric acid (7vol%) and methanol (93wt%) at 20 °C for 30
min. to dissolve the aluminate phase.
The resulting powders were analysed by XRD to confirm the performance of each
separation process. And, chemical compositions of belite, alite and interstitial phase
were determined.

Crystal structure refinement

The crystal structure refinements were carried out for the belite and alite using
Rietveld method (program Rictan B)). The XRD intensity data were corrected by step
scanning from 10 to 90 ° in 2 6 (Си К a ). The interval of each step was 0.02° and the
intensity was measured for 20 sec in each step. The trial structure for the refinement of
the bellte was that reported
by S.Udagawa et al. i:>
The crystal structure of
alite were tried to refine.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
XRD pattern and chemical
composition

Figure 1 shows the
XRD patterns of the OPC,
alite,belite, interstitial
phase, and ferrite. It
is verified from XRD pat
terns that the pure alite,
belite and ferrite could
be separated from the OPC
or the clinker. The XRD
pattern of alite Indicates
that the alite consists
of only M3 phase. In the
belite, the shoulder of
XRD peak at 2 в =33.0 ° and
the peak at 2 6 =46.6°
clearly indicated the
formation of a -phase.
The aluminate phase con
sists of only orthorhombic
phase, and the ferrite
phase consists of ortho
rhombic phase.
'

Table 2

Lattice parameters of alite, belite and ferrite.
а

ß

a (A)

b(A)

c(A)

Alite(Ma)

12. 2422

7.0452

24. 9677

90°

90.100°

90°

Belite(j3)

5. 5041

6. 7622

9. 3281

90°

94. 172°

90 0

Ferrite

5. 5405

14. 5856

5. 3474

90°

90’

90°

7

Chemical compositions of OPC, alite, belite and Interstitial phase are listed In Table
1. Lattice parameters of alite, bellte and ferrite are listed In Table 2. The total con
tents of Impurity oxides obtained In the alite and belite were 4.9% and 5.1% respectively.
The content in the alite Is a little larger than that reported 3 . The MgO content (1.6%)
in the alite seem to be enough to stabilize the M3 phase *
, which is consistent with the
result of XRD measurement. As for the lattice parameters of the ferrite phase, all t e
parameters were smaller than those of pure C4AF 2).

Texture of Belite

Figure 2 shows a optical microscopic photograph of the bellte separated from the OPC.
A few kinds of belite crystals with different morphology were observed.. The crystals
were light yellow, yellowish brown or clear and from 20 to 30 ц m in mean dimension. As
for the striated structure, some sets of parallel striation or those crossing with about
60 ° were observed. The bellte crystals observed In the present study basically belong
to Type I 1O), and twin lamellae due to a ’ to ß transition were not observed under the
optical microscope. Some lamellae In the crystals with the crossing striations did not
transmit light when the stage was rotated In cross polarized observation. This may
indicate the formation of a -phase In lamella structure.
Figure 3 shows a SEM photograph of a bellte crystal. The skeleton structure is
clearly observed on the photograph. The width of each lamella is about 1.0 ц m. The
chemical compositions analyzed by EDX at two different positions in Figure 4 (a and b)
were shown in Table 3. It was found that the content of Impurities such as Al, Fe, Mg at
position (a) was larger than that analyzed at position (b). This may indicate that the

30 д m

Fig.2

Optical microscopic photograph

of belite

Fig. 3
nn

SEM photograph of belite

Table 3 Composition of
belite grain
Compositions(At %)

Mg
Al
Si
К
Ca
Fe
Total

(a)

(b)

2.60
2. 07
25. 60
0. 97
67. 71
1. 06

1. 01
1. 67
29. 53
1. 02
66.30
0. 48

100. 00

100. 00

segregation of impurities occurred
arbund the interface of lamellae
during cooling process and/or phase
transformation form a to а ' and
ß -phase. The a -phase also remained
around the interface of lamellae. -

Fig.4

SEM photograph of belite

Figure 5 shows а ТЕМ photograph of the
belite. Twins along [ 100 ] * direction of
ß -phase were clearly observed. The width
of each twin lamellae was found to be 20 to
25nm. The domain structure of a -phase was
not found in spite of high magnitude and
high resolution observations.

Crystal Structure of Belite
The crystal structure of bellte was
first refined by assuming that the belite
consisted of pure ß -phase. The reliable
factor (R-factor) at this stage was 1.41%.
In the next stage, the refinement of crystal
Fig.5
[021] ТЕМ image demonstrating
structure was carried out as a 2 phase mix
the ( 1 0 0 ) twins in belite.
ture of a and ß -phase. The final R-factor
obtained was 1.26%. The atomic parameters
refined were listed in Table 4.
Table 4 Atomic parameters of /S-CaaSiO«
These parameters were almost
same as that reported by
Phase
Atomic
X
Y
Z
S.Udagawa et al.1’. By comparing
Ca(l)
lattice parameters (Table 2) with
0. 230
0. 342
0.431
Ca(2)
0. 228 -0.001 ^-0. 294
reported values of single
Si
0. 270 -0. 220
0. 415
crystals stabilized by 1.6wt% of
0 (1)
0. 218
0. 009
ß
0. 442
А120з, it is verified that the
0 (2)
0. 029 -0. 325
0. 369
0 (3)
0. 460 -0. 260
0. 316
a-parameter decreases, c-parameter
0 (4)
0. 325 -0. 318 -0.422
increases and ß -angle decreases
to 90 ° in the bellte in the OPC.
^-Ca.SiO«
a=5.5041, b=6. 7622, c=9. 3281A
ß=94.172° , R-factor=l. 26%
The interatomic distances between
cations and anions are listed in

Table 5

Table 5. The impurities incorporated in
Ca sites may be К, Na and Mg, but the
distribution of these ions could not be_
determined. The comparison of Ca-0 dis
tances with reported values however in
dicates that the substitution of these
ions affect the Ca(l)-0 distances rather
than Ca(2)-0 distances. Moreover, it
was found that the Si-0 distances were
larger than those reported. This result
is attributable to that the small P ions
replace Si in bellte in the OPC or the
content of large Al ions is less than the

Interatomic distances of ff-Ca2SiO

SiO, tetrahedron
Si-01 1.5994
02 1. 5359
03 1. 4697
04 1.6701
mean 1.569

Ca(l)0io
Cal-01
02
03
04
*
02
*
03
*
04
02'
03"
04'

that reported.

mean

CONCLUSIONS

polyhedron
2.2581A
3.3774
2.5591
3.0558
2.4330
2.8606
2. 4615
2.5570
3. 1910
2. 7062
2.746

Ca(2)0a
Ca2-01
*
01
02
03
04
*
02
*
03
*
04

polyhedron
2.4600A
2. 7258
2.4690
2.4599
2. 5268
2. 6821
2. 4806
2. 3976

2. 525

were separated from the OPC or clinker and the
The alite, belite and ferrite phases
.. The results obtained were summarized
characterization of these phases was carried out.
, ferrite could be separated by the method

as follows.

3) The bellte in the OPC. consisted. ol.

«

and

phase.^

byt there was „„„„
some
ß -phase was almost consisten wi
bonding distances between them. The
Se^XX^^XbeX^d to the tyPe 1 and bad twin

lamellae about 20-25nm In size along

[ 100 ]

direction.
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GROWTH OF HYDRAULIC ACTIVITY OF PORTLAND CEMENT
CLINKER AS A RESULT OF USING OF PRECALCINING
В Weryfiski and L Janecka
Institute of Mineral Building Materials
Opole, POLAND

SUMMARY

The investigations of the effect of precalcining in a dry method kiln system
with 4—stage cyclone preheater on the clinkering process and clinker proper
ties are presented. The intensification of industrial burning process by ris
ing the degree of raw materials decarbonation in fluidized bed causes an
increase in hydraulic activity of clinker as compared with clinkers burnt with
a conventional method. It is connected mainly with disordering of crystalline
structure of transient phases during clinkering, as well as with disordering of
clinker phases. An advantageous effect of precalcination, finding expression
in reduction of the variations of clinker quality (litre weight, free CaO content)
and in the increase of the mortar strength after 28 days of hardening has
been stated.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Im Aufsatz wurde der Einfluss der Vorkalzinierung in einer Brennanlage
mit vierstufigem Wärmetauscher auf den Klinkerbildungsprozess und die
Eigenschaften des Klinkers dargestellt. Die Intensivierung des industriellen
Brenn - prozesses durch eine Erhöhung des Decarbonisierungsgrades im
Schwebezustand steigert die hydraulische Aktivität des Klinkers im Vergleich
zum klassischen Verfahren. Das ist hauptsächlich mit dem störenden Einfluss
auf die Kristallstruktur der Übergangsphasen während der Klinkerbildung
und der Klinkerphasen verbunden. Es konnte festgestellt werden, dass eine
Vorkalzinieruhg die Klinkerqualitätsschwankungen verringert und die 28 - Tage
festigkeit erhöht.

INTRODUCTION
The development of research in the field of cement chemistry and the impro
vement of test engineering in 1970-1980 allowed to extend considerably the know
ledge on the ctinkering process under industrial conditions.However in view of
a complexity of chemical reactions and phase changes occuring in the burning
orocess, this problem is still the object of numerous scientific works. It is mani
fested in many papers. Considerable number of the papers deal with investigations
of burning process in the modern kiln installations, where the formation of clin
ker runs in preheating and calcining zones at reduced time.

Many investigators call attention to advantageous influence of rapid pre
heating of raw materials on the clinkering process and the properties of clinker.
The reactivity of materials " in statu nascendi " is considered to be of
special importance. It is connected with particle dimensions and lattice defects
of the forming phases and with occuring in the same time of calcium carbonate
dissociation and clay minerals decomposition. Fine, with defected structure oxide
crystals formed on these conditions mutually react very intensively which leads
to the major clinker minerals formation.

Although the most of tests were carried out under laboratory conditions it
should be stated, that a rapid heating of raw materials is possible, in some
range, under industrial conditions, when the precalcination of raw meal will be
realized in fluidized bed in outer heat exchangers and then the calcined mate
rial, in great part in active state, is introduced to high-temperature zone of kiln,
where the real process of Portland cement clinker formation occurs. The intensi
fication of the preheating and precalcining processes causes a change in condi
tions of essential sintering process and it has some influence on the properties
of obtained clinker. In particular it was stated, that the rate of raw meal pre
heating influences the rate of alite and bellte crystallization, the porosity and
the texture of clinker, it is connected mainly with disordering of crystalline stru
cture of transient phases during clinkering, as well as with disordering of clinker
phases.
INVESTIGATIONS

The tests were made in cement plant with the kilns jt) 5,75 x 92 m with
4degree
cyclone heat exchanger and output of 3500 tpd. The kilns were equi
pped additionally with precalcining systems. The tests were carried out at the
time of industrial
working of two kilns : one of them worked in existing system
and the second - with precalcination. Both the kilns were fed with the same raw
meal / LSF of meal — 98,5
104,5 / and fired with the same pulverized coal.

In the period of the testing 38 parameters of kiln operation have been re
corded with frequency of 7 min. by means of a computer system. The specimens
of raw meal and clinker have been taken for carrying out detailed quality controL
In the framework of identifying tests the measurements of material movement
in the kiln have been carried out using tracermethod at which the radioactive
isotopes were introduced into the material.
A?

The tests revealed that as a result of using of precalcining the burning
process was much stable, which became visible in smaller fluctuations of

examined parameters of kiln operation, expressed by standard deviation.

A regression analysis carried out for a few series of measurements showed,
that there was a close dependence between the amount of fired coal in additio
nal burner and the basic parameters of kiln operation, which was manifested by
high coefficients of mutual and multiple correlation of about 0,8 - 0,9. Moreover
it was stated that in consequence of using of precalcining the conditions of
clinker burning have been modified as a result of the differences in temperature
distribution in the kiln and traveling speed of material.

An installation of additional burner at the cold end of the kiln, in which
about 20
of fuel was combusted, caused a displacement of decarbonation
process in cyclone exchangers. As a result the calcining zone in the kiln has
been found to be shorter and the high-temperature zone to be spread out and
shifted in the direction of cold end of the kiln. The cooling zone with precal
cining has been extended but in consequence the conditions of clinker cooling
have been modified slightly for the reason of shorter residence time of material
in the zone which is connected notably with improvement of transport properties
of better granulated material.
.

On the base of radioisotope
studies it was stated, that the
using of precalcining influenced
the increase in the traveling
speed of material. It caused consi
derable shortening of the time of
passage of the raw mix through
the kiln. The time of passage of
material through the decalcining
zone was shortened most of alL
In this zone the material greatly
scarified owing to intensive evo
lution of COg was characterized
by higher mobility than that in the
conventional process. The sinte
ring and cooling zones were
affected in lower degree never
theless the acceleration of the
material movement was observed
also, which probably was caused
by better granulation of the mate
rial. The overall residence time
of the material in the kiln was
shortened by about 30
The
average residence time of mate
rial in respective sections of
kiln installation is presented in
Fig. 1. The tests in industrial
scale were complemented with
laboratory tests.

Fig. 1

DISCUSSION

The tests have shown, that in consequence of using of precalcining the con
ditions of ^linker were varied as a result of differences in temperature distribu
tion in the kiln and in the velocity of material movement
The reduction of calcining zone, the extention of high-temperature and

cooling zones as weU as the increase of the traveling speed of material in the
kiln, what is observed particularly in the section between input and
rature zones, created advantageous conditionst for thet reactions ^occurhig^n^
burning material. It is reflected in tiie properties of obtained clinker. Using of
influence on reducing of free CaO content of
precalcining exerted an emphatic
burning meal. The changes of free CaO content
of
type
of
the clinker regardless i '
are given in Fig. 2.
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The strength of ctinker obtained from the kiln with precalcining is higher
than that of conventionally burnt ctinker average about 15
.

Th. rate of hydration
del.rmlned by dillerentiti
analyti». It was
of hydration ol ctinker specimen, byrnt tn th. titit wtih pre1 x *i w $a hicjHer Also These dWerences In the strength end in the rate ot
hÄn„8-ty b^l^edTn^acoplc characteriatie.
ph.« compoaition of the ctinker.

The structure of the ctin
ker from the kiln with precal
cining is moderately-crystalline. For the clinkers burnt
in the kiln with precalcining
there are characteristic a loose
structure and a great porosity.
Micro-cracks and intercrysta
lline pores joined for void sy
stems make a possibility of
advanced penetration of water
Into material during hydration
which in consequence acce
lerates this process. Fig. 3.

X-ray micro-analysis doesn't show
essential differences in character of
arrangement of Si, Al and Mg in clin
kers burnt conventionally and with
precalcining. On the other hand the
tests have shown a higher concentra
tion of potassium in belite areas of
the clinkers from the kiln with precal
cining. Probably in defected structure
of clinker from the kiln with precal
cining the potassium ion has found
advantageous conditions for enter cry
stal lattice of belite phase. Fig. 4.
May be, in the case of clinker burnt
in the kiln with precalcining a atabilizing action of potassium ion made
that beside of/i-C-S some amounts
ofaf'-CpS modification have remained,
which is considered by many authors
as advantageous effect from point of
view of reactivity of belite phase.
Microareas of belite are given in
Fig. 5.

SP kiln system

Quantitative determinations of
phase composition by microscopic
method have manifested somewhat
higher alite content of clinkers burnt
in the kiln with precalcining.

Fig. 4
A higher alite content of clinker
burnt in the kiln with precalcining
has been confirmed by comparative
estimation of alite content by X-ray
method. The laboratory tests have
confirmed the supposition about the
predominant influence of initial period
of burning on the formation of advan
tageous micro-structure, texture and
phase composition of obtained clinker,
from the point of view of hydration
properties. On this base it was stated,
that microscopic observations of labora
tory clinkers had differed slightly
from that of industrial clinkers. It is
glaring, considering the different con
ditions of clinkering in laboratory kiln.
Nevertheless the clinkers from accel
erated burning process show some
characteristics of industrial clinker
obtained in the kiln with precalcining X
— a loose, porous micro-structure with
great amount of micro-cracks,
- superiority of moderately-granular
structure without distinct evidences
of recrystallization of clinker minerals,
- somewhat higher alite content than
that of clinkers from conventional

Fig. 5

burning process.

All these characteristics, according to earlier considerations, act positively
on the properties of clinkers.
To sum up one should emphasize that using precalcining in rotary kiln
provokes essential changes in burning conditions which influence advan
tageously the clinkering process and the properties of obtained clinker. Both
laboratory and industrial
tests have shown, that the initial period exerts the
greatest influence on the quality of obtained clinker. Considerable shortening
of the time of approach of burning material to high—temperature zones has
favoured the using of its high reactivity and has influenced the acceleration
of clinkering process and obtaining of the clinker with advantageous phase
composition and crystal structure.
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NEGATIVE EFFECT OF ALKALI ON BURNING AND
PROPERTIES OF PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER
AND ITS IMPROVING MEASURES
Shan-ba Wang and Yuankul Chen
Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P R CHINA

SUMMARY
The negative effect of alkali on the burning and properties of Portland clinker and he
improving meaaurea have been studied by measuring f-CaO^etting time, strength, XBD, petrometry
as weh as chemical analysis. Besults show that the

main

negative

effect of alkali lies in

increasing the melt viscosity and forming BC.Ä, instead of C.S to hinder the formation of C.S.

Adding CaF^KIaSO, or CaF»+BaSO< can improve the quality of high-alkali clinker more remarkabUy

than that of sulphate added solely, especially at lower LSF and lower EM. But further study is
needed to clarify the relationship between retarding setting and lower PH value of liquid ph««

in cant?ot with the paste of cement clinker doped with CaFe.
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Table 1 Chemical composition of materials (wt%)

mtcn.l.
LimeBtone
Clay
Iron
Gypsum
Barite

Loss

SiO.

Al,0. Fe.O. C.O

41. 66 2, 48 1. 07
6. 45 69. 52 14.22
1.21 9. 18 5. 24

MgO

o, 56 53. 08
1. 01
6.84
65. 12 8. 34

0. 48
0. 61
2. 66

0. 70

0. 08

SO.___ M

32. 35
32. 48

62. 11
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are showed in Table 2, Fig 1,2, 3, 4.

Table 2: Properties of
Sample No
f-CaO conten, %
normal consistency,%
settingtime initial
(h:min)
final

S-l

S-2

0. 38
0. 26
0:56
2: 02

2.89
0. 26
2: 35
4:40

S*-1

S-8

S-5

S-4

S-l
L—I

30

I

35

I

1

40

45
2»

1

50

the samples S-l to 8-8

1

55

----

Fig.l XBD diagrams of samples
S-l, S-4, S-5, S-8, S
-l
*

S-3 S-4

2. 66
0. 23
2- 16
3: 25

4.
0.
1:
2:

93
27
20
55

S-5 S-6

0. 85
0. 23
4:15
6: 30

2. 01
0. 24
3: 05
4: 47

S-7

2.
0.
2:
4:

56
23
35
40

S-8

6. 78
0. 28
1:10
2: 28

When LSF was 90 and 94, the clinker's
properties are all normal,
but obviouse
change takes place in sample S-l( LSF: 86)
and S-4 (LSF:97). F-CaO content of S-4 is
increased up to 4.93% and strength dropped,
but f-CaO content of S-l is only 0. 38%,
strength at all ages are on a par with the
samples LSF being 90 and 94. XBD of the
samples show a same tendency. It might be
found a stronger f-CaO peak (2.40A) in S-4
(Fig.l) and more sharp, stronger peaks of
Alite as well as minute peak of f-CaO in S-l,
indicating more perfect crystal of alite in
S-l.All of above prove that higher alkali
and higher LSF clinker are difficult to
clinkering especially at lower temperature;
but in the clinker of lower LSF, there is a
little f-CaO and perfect Alite crystal.
Besides. CaS might be activated by alkali
and sulphur. When useing CaFa and barite
instead of CaSO< in S
-l.
*
(SO„/H,O=0.38 SO,
/F-=0.81), the result shows the highest
strength lower free lime among the samples.
XBD show a -C,S(2.70A,2.82A) present in
clinker (Fig.l), Hence, a high alkali bellte
-rich clinker with higher strength can be

produced by adding CaF.+BaSO
*
mineralizer.

composited

As LSF:94, SM:2.0, IM is dropped to 1.30 and to 0.60 from 1.58, f-CaO is decreased
from 6.75% to 2.55% and 0.85%, respectively, the soundness as well as strength Is
also improved, especially S-5(IM:0.60). Even alow cooling, the physical properties
and strength of the sample with lower IM(S
-5,
*
Composition same as S-5) are similar
to that of S-5. Oppositely, high aluminous sample S-8 has a rapid setting,
higher
normal consistency and severe strength decrease at later age. Observing XBD (Fig.l),
Alite peak(1.76A) of S-8 was more weaker and CaA peak( 1. Э1А) appeared obvoualy
tripartition, but in 8-5's crystals develop much better than that of S-8. Particularly,
essential change occuurs in interstitial phase of both, mainly CaA In S-8, C«AF and
C.AF. in S-5(Fig.4).
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Fig.4 XRD diagrams of interstitial phase of S-5, S-8
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Effects of CaFa and CaSO< • 2HaO
Control samples (group A) are added alkalies solely, samples(group B) are added
CaFa and CaSO< • 2НЯО with same alkali content as group A. Group A are clinkered at
1450 c for Ih and group B, 1400"C for Ih, target clinker LSF:93, SM:2.53, IM: 1. 82.
The results are presented in Table 3, Fig 5.6.
Table 3: Properties of samples Group A and B:

setting time(h:min)
f-CaO
normal
Na30 in SO3 F in
Sample K30 in
initial final
consistency (%)
N0 clinker (%) clinker (%) R30 (linker (%) (%)

A-0
A-l
A-2
B-0
B-l
B-2
B-4

0.
1.
2.
0.
1.
2.
1.

77
91
71
77
91
71
91

0. 30
0. 30
0. 30
0. 30
0. 30
0. 30
0. 30

0
0
0
1. 92
1. 00
0.68
I. 00

1
/
/■
0. 64
0. 64
0.64
/

2.76
3. 25
3. 04
0. 51
0. 09
2.40
2. 76

0.27
0.30
0. 30
0. 25
0.26
0.27
0.25

1:45
2:15
1:30
3:40
3:55
1:49
2: 25

3:45
3:35
3:20
5:02
5: 20
3:00
3:40

100

It can be found that the properties
of gruop A are worse than that of group
B, although the sintering temperature is
higher than that of group B. After CaFa
and CaSO< added, samples of group В are
remarkablly retarded in setting time,
their strength at 7 days have canght up
with that of group A at 28 days,(Table 3),
(Fig.5). This means that the effect of
CaFs+CaSO, is much better thaja that of
CaSO< added solely. Same in group B,
compared with B-4, f- CaO of
B-l is
decreased from 2. 76% to 0. 08% and
strength is increased by 15 Mpa.

Fig.5 Effect of alkali contents
on compressive

strength.
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Fig.6 XBD diagrams of clinker and interstitial phase of
A-0, A-l, B-l, B-4.
XHD(Fig.6) show stronger peaks of BCBAe and f-CaO and weaker peak of Alite
with increasing of alkali in group A, group В have more sharp peaks except f-CaO and
КЯ8О< (2.80A). But the crystal in B-4 is somewhat Imperfect, the reason might be
that SOe promoted forming big C»S crystal and hindered absorbing f-CaO. Petrographic
analysis of sample A-l, B-l and B-4 tell us that there are many well-developed Alite
crystals with 15-30 ц of uniform grain size, a few C9S and the interstitial phases
are mainly glass in B-l, the grain size of Alite in B-4 is not uniform, from 10 ц to
40 ц or more, larger CeS crystal nest,more dark intersltltial phase. Especially in A-l,
there are many bellte crystals having Intersection twin, imperfect Alite and RCbAb
solid solution characterised by prismatic dark Interstitial phase.

Fig 7 and 8 show the KBO, CaO, SOB concentrations and PH values in liquid phase in

contact with A-l, B-l and B-4, From Fig 7, it can be found that concentrations of
K.O and SO. in liquid phases of samples (B-l,B-4) doped with CaSO« are all higher
than that of control sample A-l and maximum concentrations all occur at 4h, as
well as SO./B.O mol ratios are about 1. These results indicate indirectly that in
the clinkers doped with CaSO» are present in the form of R3SO<
which coincides
with the results of XHD and petrographic study. Lower concentration of K.O in
sampse A-l seem to imply K.O present in BC..S..
which
releases K.O into
solution slowly because of lower hydration rate of BCaaS...

AGE hour
Fig.7 CaO, K.O, SO. concentrations in liquid phase of pastes of A-l, B-l,B-4.

AGE-hour
Fig.8 PH value in liquid phase of
pastes of A-0, A-l, B-l, B-4

The lowest PH value of
liquid phase of sample B-l doped
with
CaF.+CaSO« until 12h is
showed in Fig. 8.
As mentioned
above, sample B-l has the longest
setting time among all samples
studied. Is the longest seting
time of В -1 associated with it's
lowest PH value? Is the lowest PH
value
associated • with
the
addition of CaF. ? The answer is
.
*
"yes
But further study is still
needed.

The Negative Effect of Alkali and Improving Mechanism of CaF, • CaSO. and Lower IM

Why does alkali has a negative effect on the burning and properties of
portland cement Clinker? A well-known view point has been proposed by Y.M. Butt
and V.V. Timashev1*1 that alkali increase remarkablly the melt viscosity,
but
people seem not to pay attention to it enough. Our results evident In both case
adding CaF. and CaSO« or lowing IM that all can drop viscosity of the melt
drastically and then promote the formation and perfect of Alite. Therefore,
alkali
increasing the viscosity of the melt is a important cause of it's negative effect.

The addition of CaSO« will change B.O to B.SO« and drop melt viscosity to help

CaS formation, but exceeding SOe will hinder the forming of CaS if existing AlaOa and
form KaSO< • CaSO« • НЯО causing rapid setting of the paste. When CaFe+CaSO
*
added,
a excellent effect has been obtained. Beause CaF, lowers the temperature the melt
occurs and drops the melt viscosity too.
Also it promotes the formation and
development as well as homogeneous size and distribution of CaS crystls. Besides CaFx
leads more А1яОа solved in ferrite avoiding to form CeA. The high improvment on the
properties of high-alkali clinker is of combined effect of CaF> and CaSO
.
*

Lower IM has same effect as CaF# for high-alkali clinder because of lower
melt viscosity and promoting CaS formation too. At the same time, higher quantity
of iron convertes the CaA to alumino-ferrite solid solution. All of these lead to
setting retarding and strength increasing.
CONCLUSION
CaSO« may improve the quality of high alkali dinkier. The effect of CaF.+CaSO«
is much better than that of CaSO« added alone.
FeaOa also improves the burning and properties of high alkali clinker. A high
alkali belite-rich clinker with higher strength can be produced from a raw meal
with lower LSF and lower IM.
For clinkers doped with CaFa, pH value of liquid phase decreases a lot at first
several hours and cement setting is retarded obvously. Is there any relationship

between both? What is the cause? Further study is needed.

The negative effects of alkali on the burning and properties of Portland
clinker lies In Increasing the melt viscosity and forming BCaaSia instead of C«S
to hinder the formation of CaS, hence all measures dropping viscosity of the melt
such as adding CaFa, CaSO«, deceasing IM etc can improve the burning and quality
of high-alkali clinker remarkablly.
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SUMMARY

In present paper the formation eechanise of silicate ■inerals in clinker under
different burning conditions was studied with XRD«SEM-EPMA»chenical analysis etc^The results
show that under rapid burning the formation aechanisa of silicate aineral aay be different
fron that under ordinary burntng-Under rapid burning the silicate ninerals in clinker are
foraed nore easily which pronote the foraation of clinker at lower tenperature-

^XSfflXRD. SEM-EPMA«
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INTRODUCTION
In general it is considered that during the burning of portland ceeent clinker CiS in
the clinker is foreed at 800~ 1250'C by solid reaction,then CsS.is foreed by solid-liquid
reaction after Belt had formed above 125O
*C.It
is necessary to maintain a higher temperature
of about 1450
*C
so that the CiS formed can combine CaO to form CsS quickly and the clinker can
be burnt faster.Recently it has been proposed that the portland cement clinker can be burnt
under lower temperature of about 1300
*C
with rapid burning method and some studies point out
(1) that under rapid burning condition the clinker melt may appear easilier at lower
temperature and the viscosity of the melt may be lower which can promote the formation of
clinker at lower temperature.But,as is well known,the mainbody in clinker is silicate
minerals and it is most difficult to form CaS during the burning of clinker.In view of this
fact,to research the formation mechanism of clinker under rapid burning,it is important to
study the formation mechanism of silicate minerals under different burning conditions.We
think that under rapid burning condition the solid reaction may be negligible and the solid
liquid reaction may be dominant because of the earlier occurrence of clinker melt.So under
this condition will any changes take place in the formation mechanism of silicate minerals
in clinker?The following are the results of our research.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
1.Comparison of Different Burning Methods

The raw meal was prepared from industrial raw materials and its moduli values are
listed as below;
LSF=0.92
SM=2.1
IM=I.2
The raw meal prepared was pressed into Ф 25x1mm sample disks and an electric furnace
was used. In rapid burning test,the rate of temperature rise of sample disks was high and the
samples could attain the burning temperature within a short time of about 110 sec.We
determined the rate of temperature rise by a special method.Shown in Table I.When rapid burnt

Table 1

The Rate of Temperature Rise of Disks

Temperature of sample disks (1C)

Time of the temperature rise(sec-)

800

900

1000

1100

1200

1250

1310

6

9

13

21

40

60

110

for 17 sec.at 131O'C(the temperature of samples can attain about 1050‘C) the clinker melt
formed (2),and .after burning for 45 min.at 13IO‘C the f-CaO in the sample disks was reduced
to 1.41%.It indicated that the sample disks had clinkered.But,in ordinary burning test the
temperature of the sample disks was raised at 5~10t/min.(as with commercial manufacture)
and after burning for 45min.at 1310X2 the sample disks contained about 7.5% f-CaO.So it had
to be burnt at 145010 under ordinary burning condition.

2.XRD Determination

The phase composition of the ordinary burnt samples at different temperature and rapid
burnt were determined by XRD.The results are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig.2.We can see from Fig. 1
that the reaction process of ordinary burning corresponds to the results of P.M.Lea (3).But
Fig.2 shows that when the sample was burnt for 17sec.(the clinker melt had formed) the CsS
in sample disks had begun to form but the amount of CiS was still low.In the XRD spectra of
"the rapid burnt samples for 20 sec.and I min.the height of the peaks of the CsS is lower
than that rapid burnt for 20~45 min.and the height of the XRD peaks of CsS increased with
the continuity of burning during this period.In the meantime the height of the peaks of CaO
in samples reduced.lt shows that the amount of CsS increased and the f-CaO reduced during
this period.This continued till the clinker was formed.From Fig.2 we can see that in the
sample rapid burnt for 45 min.the f-CaO had disappeared and there was a large amount of CsS
formed.The height of the peaks of the SiOs in samples reduced fast after the clinker melt
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Fig.1 XRD pattern of the samples
ordinary burnt at different
temperature

29

Fig.2 XRD pattern of the samples
rapid burnt

formation at 17sec. and when rapid burning for 20sec. the peaks of the Si02 disappeared.lt
can show that there was no residual crystalline SiOa in samples when it was burnt for 20sec

The slow scan of 0.5°/min.of XRD was used to determine semi-quantitatively the amount
of CsS and CiS in samples rapid burnt for different times up to l310C»These amounts are
expressed by the areas of the XRD peaks-The results are shown in Fig.3.The curve I indicates

Fig.3 The relationship between the areas of peaks
and the burning times(burnt at 1310V)

*
) with rapid burning,and
the increase of the area of the CsS and CiS overlap peak(20 41.5
burning
time.The
slope of the curves
curve 2 indicates that of Сз8(20 SI.8’) with the
they
indicate
the
increase rate of the
indicates the increase rate of the areas.In fact
CsS
respectively.Form
Fig.3we see that
total amount of CsS and CiS as well as the amount of

the slope of curve 1 is greater than that of curve 2 within the initial 2 ein.of burning.It
indicates that during this period the increase rate in the total aeount of CaS and CiS was
larger than that of CsS.So we can conclude that during this period the amount of CaS
increased and the CiS increased too.Especially within the initial 25 sec.of burning the
slope of curve I is more greater than that of curve 2- It indicates that the amount of C
*S
increased faster with the increase of CaS.After 2 min.burning the slope of curve 1 began to
reduce and was smaller than that of curve 2 till the end of rapid burning.lt means that the
increase rate of CaS exceeded that of the total amount of CaS and CiS during this period,i.
e.the amount of CaS reduced with the increase of CaS during this period.

3.Extraction and Chemical Analysis
We quenched the rapid burnt samples and the ordinary burnt one and extracted these
samples with 1:5 salicylic acid methanol solution (4).The silicate minerals could be
dissolved and the remainder which were fusion agent minerals mainly were chemically analyzed.
Because of quenching the samples the high temperature melt could become glass and could be
retained.So by analyzing the remains we can understand roughly the composition of high
temperature melt.The results of chemical analysis are shown in Table 2. From table 2 we see

Table 2
No

The Chemical Analysis Results of SAM Remainder(X)

Samples

Si02

FejiO^

A12O3

CaO

MgO

1

Rapid Burnt

for 17 sec-

34.42

9.38

9.60

36.18

3.56

2

Rapid Burnt

for 40 sec.

12.97

18.25

17.82

37.32

7.07

3

Rapid Burnt

for 1 min.

9.36

19.74

18.83

38.24

8.48

4

Rapid Burnt

for 2 min.

3-80

20.33

19.12

40.65

9.92

5

Rapid Burnt

for 5 min.

2.97

20-90

20.19

40.44

10.70

6

Ordinary Burnt

to 1310X^

1.64

19.72

21.60

41.74

10.08

7

Ordinary Burnt

to 1420'C

2.95

19.80

19.92

43.25

9.04

that the amount of SiOi in samples of No.6,No.7 is small.The reason is that in ordinary
burning process the SiOi reacts with CaO to form CaS by solid reaction first and then some
CiS combines with CaO to form CaS by solid-liquid reaction.So in the high temperature melt
the SiOi exists as CrS and CsS mainly and the uncombined SiOa is small.But in the melt rapid
burnt for 17 sec,40 sec.and 1 min.there was more SiOi and the amounts were 34.42X,12.97X and
9.36% respectively .The SiOi didn't reduce to below 3.0% in the rapid burning process until
5min.rapid burning.lt can be considered that in rapid burning process the solid reaction
time was very short (<17sec.) and the solid reaction products were few,the SiOi dissociated’
from raw meal could not form more CiS by solid reaction during the short period.Because of
the high activity of dissociated SiOi it could fuse largely into the melt to form amorphous
SiOi-Thus,although the fusion amount was large,in XRD pattern of the sample rapid burnt for
20 sec.there were not peaks of SiOi.
4.Research of SEM and EPMA

Fig.4,5,6 and Table 3 are the results of SEM and EPMA.Fig.4 shows that in the ordinary
burnt quenched samples there were many particles which were different in shape and size.
Table 3 shows that these particles are CiS and CaO mainly.For example ,the CaO/SiOi ratio
in particle "a"(No.l)is 1.81,so it is CiS,but particle "Ь'ЧКо.г),CaO is 88.74%,so it is CaOSince under ordinary burning condition the clinker must be formed at about 14504? and at
*C
I3IO
the CiS formed by solid reaction could not combine with CaO quickly to form more CsS,

Fig-4

SEM photo of quenched sample ordinary burnt to 1310*C

Fig-5 SEM photo of quenched
sample rapid burnt for 40sec-

Table 3

EPMA Results(K)

Determined regions

No

Fig-6 SEM photo of quenched
sample rapid burnt for 2min-

MgO

А120з

SiO2

CaO

FÖ2O3
0.00

1

in
*
*a

Sample Ordinary Burnt to I31O’C

0.00

0.00

35.56

64.00

2

"b'in Sample Ordinary Burnt to I31O'C

2.60

1.62

1.39

88.74

3

"a'in Sample Rapid Burnt

for 40 sec.

1.52

2.37

40.18

53.9

0.36

4

"b’in Sample Rapid Burnt for 40 sec-

0.70

15.82

69.71

3.91

5

ttc*
in

1.20

8.06

17.26

57.31

15.93

6

"a'in Sample Rapid Burnt for 2 min-

0.00

0.52

17.97

78.63

2.00

7

”b”in Sample Rapid Burnt for 2 min.

6.35

17.92

43.07

20.07

Sample Rapid Burnt for 40 sec.

12.58

5.09

the CrS and CaO remained in the samples-Fig-5>6 show that there were many round particles in
the samples rapid burnt for 40 sec-and 2 min.The results in Table 3 show that these round
{»articles consisted of CaO and SiOi mainly and the amounts of AljOsiFerOstMgO were low in
lhem(No-3,4,6)»but they were neither CsS nor CsS because the CaO/SiOr ratios were neither 1
87 nor 2-8 but were different in different parts of particles.For example the CaO/SiOt
ratios of the determined regions of No-3»4»6 were 1-34,4.35 and 4-37 respectively.Apart from
these round particles the rest of samples might be the melt because the amounts of А1
*0з»Ре
10э were high as No.5,7 of Table 3-The results of SEM and EPMA indicate that more CaS and
CiS can not form at the initial stage of rapid burning.This corresponds to the XRD results.
It should be pointed out that the results of EPMA and XRD all show that at the initial stage
of rapid burning the amount of CiS in samples was lower and EPMA shows again that there were
more round particles which consist of CaO and SiOi but their CaO/SiOi ratios were different

in samples during this stage.
DISCUSSION
On the basis of our experiments we can see that when the clinker melt formed in samples
rapid burnt for 17 sec.the amount of CsS was lower but the CsS had begun to form.During
initial 2 min.of rapid burning the CsS and CsS all increased and after burning 2 min.the Cs
S increased continuously but the CsS reduced gradually.During the initial stage of rapid
burning more CsS and CsS could not form.The SiOs dissociated from raw meal could fuse
into the melt quickly and exist mainly as amorphous SiOs-In the high temperature melt there
were more round particles which consisted of CaO and SiOs but their CaO/SiOs ratios were
different.We think these round particles may be the united granules of SiOf" and Ca2+
mainly-According to above results we can conclude that under rapid burning conditions the
formation mechanism of silicate minerals in clinker could be different fromthat of ordinary
burning conditions.Because the solid reaction time was very short in rapid burning process
the more solid reaction product-CrS could not be formed.Then during the period of solid
liquid reaction the CiS could be formed continuously.As it is known that under ordinary
burning condition the SiOj and CaO react to form CiS first,then the CiS fuses into the melt
above I250T and combines with CaO to form CsS.But under rapid burning the formation of CsS
could be distinct.
.

According to our results we propose a new formation mechanism of silicate minerals in
clinkertWhen rapid burning to the fusion point (about l050"C)more clinker melt form and the
unreacted SiOs,CaO could fuse into the melt,the Ca2+ and SiOl" fused in melt diffuse and unite
into granules-Within these united granules the CaO and SiOs could react to form CsS and CsS
directly.We have known that in the structure of CsS,CsS the [SiOt] quadridentate is an island
structure,al 1 ESiO
*]
quadridentales are separated by ECaOxl polyhedrons and the vertex angle
of ESiO«] quadridentales are not connected to each other.The 01" situated in the vertex
angle of ESiOx] does not coordinate with other SiOt" and its unsaturated bond can coordinate
with a Ca1+ion.So the ESiOtl quadridentates are connected by Cation in the crystal structure
of CsS,CsS. The numbers of Ca2+ connected with ESiO«] are different with the difference of
the CaO/SiOs ratio.Thus the CsS and CsS could be formed.In the united granules in the initial
stage of rapid burning the diffusion of Ca2+ and Si4- is not proportional. In some regions in
which the ratio of CaO/SiOs reaches the CaO/SiOs ratio of CsS the CsS could be formed directly
by solid-liquid reaction of SiOV and Ca2+.In other regions the SiOl" is surrounded by less
Ca2+ and the amount of Ca2+ is not enough to form CsS,the CsS is formed.Wi thin this period the
CsS and CsS all increase.As the raw meal is prepared in proportion and the CaO/SiOs ratio in
raw meal is proportion the diffusion of Ca2+ and SiOt" could trend towards an equilibrium with
the progress of rapid burning and the CaO/SiOs ratio in the united granules could be
readjusted.The CsS formed would combine with the surplus CaO to form CsS and readjust its
crystal structure,so that the CsS increases continuously and the CsS,CaO reduce in the
meantime.These reactions proceed until the all surplus CaO is combined.
As above discussion has shown that by rapid burning process the solid reaction could
hardly proceed and the clinker was formed by solid-liquid react ion.Thus the formation of
silicate minerals is easier than that under ordinary burning.lt can promote the formation of
clinker at lower temperature.

CONCLUSIONS
The belowing conclusions can be drawn from above results and discussion; Under rapid
burning condition the melt appear quickly at lower temperature,so the silicate minerals in
clinker are formed by solid-liquid reaction instead of solid reaction first and then solid
liquid reaction as in ordinary burning.The forming mechanism of silicate minerals in clinker
under rapid burning may be different from that under ordinary burning.We bring up a new
mechanism in this paper,that is;The clinker melt appear quickly(when rapid burnt for 17 sec.
at 1310Г)---- -CaO,SiOi fuse into the melt---- -Ca2+,SiOt- diffuse and unite into granules in the
melt---- -The silicate minerals are formed by solid-liquid reaction in the united granules---- ►
The CaO/SiOi ratio readjusts in the united granules and the structure of calcium silicate

readjusts too---- «-The CsS increases and the C2S reduces until the all f-CaO is combined—-»
The reactions are finished.In above way the silicate minerals In clinker are formed more
easily which can promote the formation of clinker at lower temperature.
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SUMMARY
This paper presents

laboratory Investigation In

results of

the

formation of the most essential parameters of portland cement clinker.
Its

Including

activity,

(its

characteristics

under

the

Influence

viscosity

content,

of

surface

and

clinker

liquid

tension).

The

quantitative description of these influences allows to close the system

of models that are necessary for the optimum control of a cement rotary

kiln.

АННОТАЦИЯ

В

лабораторных

условиях

изучено

воздействие

характеристик

клинкерной жидкости (ее количества, вязкости и поверхностного натяжения)

на

основные

активность.
замкнуть

свойства

Количественное

систему

портландцементного

описание

математических

клинкера,

полученных

моделей,

включая

взаимосвязей

необходимых

управления вращающейся печью цементного производства.

для

его

позволяет

оптимизации

vTION
has

It

long

been

granulated clinker,

noted

tiiat

when

a

rotary

produces

kiln

well

and
Dusting

the coating in the sintering zone Is also good

the clinker has sufficiently hlght hydraulic activity (quality).
of clinker as well as lumping in the kiln Involves the formation of

clinker rings on the lining and deterioration of the clinker quality.

EXPERIMENTAL
Special experiments were conducted on a rotary kiln 0 0.5 x 7.0 m
with dntlnuous q-lsotoplc measurements of the coating layer thickness.

The

study

Interrelation

of -the

granulometric

of

the

crystallographic

clinker

characteristics In a rotary kiln,

coating layer

the

of

and

thickness in Its sintering zone and the quality (strength) of resulting

clinker has allowed to

that between all

see

these parameters and the

characteristics of the clinker liquid phase (its content L and mobility
Y))

are

there

extreme

interrelations

with

fairly

coinciding

closely

maxima.

The variation of portland cement clinker strength with practically

equal degree of certainty (at the level of r=0.9) can be described using
the correlations of clinker phases (1), variation of the medium-weighted

Gibbs

potential

(2)

or

(3,4).

The

latter

features

the

alite

in

crystallographic

phase

content

and

are

greatly

determinated

turn

by

the

content and correlation of fluxing minerals and, correspondingly, by the
content and properties of the liquid phase of clinker.

Flg.1 shows the variation of three characteristics - the marlmum
size of alite crystals 09§3s(3), the mass thickness of the coating layer
pd

(5)

and

the

content

of

large

fractions

in cllnl-er Ng

(6)

at

the

variations of content L, viscosity t] and surface tension a of the
clinker liquid in clinkers (1). The Ng characteristic was chosen as a

summary

content

of

cllncer

fractions

larger

than

a

certain

characteristic dimension (in our case 9 mm) known to transform the most
probable

size

of

each of 22

clinkers

(1,5).

The

Joint

discussion of

interrelations represented in the Flg.i perm! ts to state the following.

Intern/; it Ion between the characteristics L, 7} and о of

Fig J

the clinker liquid phase, the maximum size of alite crystals
Cqq3s In It, the mass thickness of the coating layer pd and
the content of large granules In clinker Ng.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
'Alien the content of liquid phase L in clinker Is Increased from 15
to

about

25%,
the

there

occurs

clinker

Increase

some

minor

of

granules

fairly

both

the

alite

dust-llke

crystals

in

clinker;

In the sintering zone accumulates a thin and not very stable

and

of

of

small

coating layer which is obviously insufficient for proper protection of

the refractory lining. The solid phases skeleton and the porous space of

clinker are maintained the liquid, sufficiently strongly.

When the L content is over 25%, a part of the clinker liquid phase
acquires

the possibility

to segregate and move

towards the refractory

brick, thus greatly increasing its bond with the coating. Up to L=32-35%
there is observed a rapid growth of alite crystals

combining of small crystals

Into

larger blocks)

that are optimum from the standpoint of

up

the cement

(on account of the

to

the dimensions

strength

mass thickness of the coating layer grows Just as rapidly,

(3).

The

the coating

Itself becomes denser and more stable. Clinker produced In the kiln Is

of minor fractions. Operation of the

Df normal size wlT.li a tsmaj-j. cuntent

kiln becomes stable.

the stability of the sintering zone

When L Increased over 34-35%,

operation

Is

The

decreased.

of

size

the

clinker

on

keeps

granules

large clinker liquid content causes
firowln^ and there appear lumps. A
Sgregatlon of the growing alite crystals and prevents their comblna lo
into

large

crystals,
Its

blocks

(4);

there

Is

observed decrease

causing variations of the clinker quality.

stability,

mass

thickness

of

the

of

coating

of

all

The coating los

layer decreases -

clinkers there Is observed either ’’flow
together with the lumps of clinker stuck to
at 1л34-35% there develops a situation when
refractory material and cllnker-cllnker In

of

size

in different

its

or

falling

it. It can be supposed that
clinker and
the Joining of
the coating Is Insufficient

for detaining In the upper arch of sintering гопе all the mass of the
formed coating layer together with the lumps stuck to It. This tends to
decrease the coating layer thickness In the highest temperatures гопе on
the one hand, and to form some clinker rings In the furthest and the

nearest parts of sintering zone on the other.

The

influence

of

the

of

T]

values

liquid

viscosity

on

the

crystal

a most obvious extreme character. There is the

structure of alite has

range

clinker

corresponds

that

to

a

larger

considerably

alite

crystallisation than in the case of greater or smaller mobility of the

clinker liquid phase.

It

can be assumed

that

in a liquid of

limited

mobility the drawing together and block formation is difficult for small
crystals. On the contrary, in an excessively mobile liquid the formation
of

crystal nucleating centres

is

intensified but

the

stage

of

their

growth is prevented by the Insufficiency of crystallizing matter. Only a
definite,

relatively narrow range of q values creates most

favourable

conditions for an Intense Increase of crystal size.

The relations between viscosity t) of the clinker liquid, the
thickness of the coating layer pd and the size of clinker granules Ng
also

have-, a

complicated

definite

character.

description

of

Without

the

going

into

physico-chemical

a

sufficiently

mechanics

of

heterogenbus systems at varying phase compositions and temperatures, we

merely point

shall

the

out

of

role

obvious

wetting and surface

the

tension phenomena whose quantitative roles Is still to be established.

The marginal angles of wetting In our experiments were not determined,
the range of variations In the assessment of surface tension

small,

(4,5) was

the variation of о Itself In the discussed range of temperatures

Is automodal to the variation of -p. Thus these dependences are still to
be reliably Interpreted.
CONCLUSIONS

It

Is obvious

cement

portland

clinker.

zone

of

characteristics

of

sintering

a

Including

rotary

clinker

Its

kiln

under

liquid

and

interrelations that are probably Inherent

liquid

at

variable

feature

here

mixtures

characteristic

Interrelations

which

essential parameters of

the majority of most

that

permits

the

the

to

the

same

form

of

the

same

to the pelletizing of solid

In

extreme

define

of

range

a

these

of

character

certain

a

opinion,

our

physico

chemical parameters that are optimal from the quality of clinker.
granulometric composition,

the

of

the

has

In

formed

Influence

temperatures.
Is

Is

activity.

Its

and characteristics of the clinker coating.

The quantitative description of these Interrelations allows to close the
system of models that are necessary for the optimum control of cement
rotary kiln.
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THE DECOMPOSITION OF ALITE IN
PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER
Shunnl Liu and Zongshou Lin
Department of Materials Engineering, Wuhan University of Technology
Wuhan, Hubei, P R CHINA

SUMMARY

The decomposition speed and mechanism of alite in portland cement clinker
are

studied by means of optical microscopy, EPMA, XRD and chemical analysis.

The

results

maximum
hours

show

speed
for

the

that alite in portland cement clinker

when the temperature is at 1025'—1175
*C.

alite

decomposes at H75'C,

in clinker burnt in

the

rotary

decomposes

It

takes

kiln

to

at

about

the

40

completely

and about 68 hours for the alite burnt in RSP—kiln. The

presence of CaF, or CaSO. greatly affects the decomposition speed of alite,
the former resists alite to decompose but the latter accelerate it and

alite to decompose completely within 6 hours or less.

enable

INTRODUCTION

proportion contained in the

Its

clinker.

alite is the major strength

know,

we

As

mineral

clinker

in

influences

largely

quality of cement clinker. Many authors,*’'<*>,<” have done a

cement

portland

the

of studies

lot

on the formation and the stability of alite as well as the effect of different
on the formation of alite. But when the temperature is

additives

alite is a metastable phase,

C,
*
1250

energe

therefore its decomposition is a

release process. As mineralizrs are widely used,

than

lower

it is important to study

the

influence of different additives on the decomposition rate and temperature

of

alite.
EXPERIMENTAL

cement

The

clinkers

used in experiments are listed

as

follows.

chemical compositions of samples Al, A2 and A3 are shown in Tab.

Tab.

1.

1 The chemical composition of clinker Al, A2 and A3 (>6)

SiO.

Al.O,

Fe,0,

CaO

MgO

Al

20.00

4.95

4.96

66.78

1.62

A2

19. 48

5. 44

4.69

64.57

1.80

A3

23.03

5.79

3.90

65.54

0.71

samples

The

F-Cao

SO,

2.46
3.87

1. 38

0.32

A4 — the clinker made from Al + 1.0%(wt) CaF, which are together ground and
burnt at 1350'C for 1 hour.

A5

— the clinker made from Al + 1.0%(wt) CaF, + 2.(W(wt) SO,

which

are

treated in the same way as A4.

A6,

A7,

Ä8 — the clinker made respectively from Al + 1. Ojhi(wt>SO„

Al

+

2.0%(wt) SO, and Al + 3.0^d(wt) SO, which are treated the same way.

In

SO,

experiment,

is

introduced into

the

raw

meal

as

CaSO,.

pure grade CaF, and CaSO, were used. The free-CaO content

Analytically

was

measured by chemical analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
1. The decomposition temperature of alite in different clinkers

There

are

different

formation condition of alite,

such

as

different

clinkering temperature, different ways of the existence of addilives.Therefore
the
also

decomposition

not

the

speed and temperature of alite in different

same. This has been proved by experimental

clinkers

are

In

the

results.

clinker Al, A2, A3, A4, AS and A7 are respectively placed

experiment,

crucible with a platinum cover and heated to

platinum

hour.

one

for

the clinker is taken

Then

measured.The results are shown as fig.
From fig.

1,

out

different
the

and

in

a

temperature

free-CaO

content

1.

it was seen that normal alite existing in clinker Al and

A3

has the maximum decomposition speed when the temperature is at about 1175eC,
1025‘C for the alite existing in AS with only CaF, additive. The

and
in

interesting,

of

temperature

clinker A6 with SO, additive decomposes very quickly and the
to

corresponding

C.
*
1150

about

maximum decomposition speed is

the

alite
More

the temperature corresponding to the maximum decomposition

speed

alite in clinker A2 and A7 with the composite mineralizers CaF, +S0,

about

1050'C 1100
C,
*

between the decomposition temperature of alite

and

that in A6. From the experimental results it can also be

the

decomposition

condition

and

in

AS

concluded

speed and temperature depends largely on

the

that

crystalline

corresponding

active state of alite. The temperature

is

to

maximum decomposition speed of alite is not fixed but varies with the

clinker

composition. The temperature corresponding to the maximum decomposition

is

lower in the alite in the clinker with CaF, additive, because

the

speed
can

CaF,

make the alite decompose at a lower temperature.

temperature CO
Fig.

time (h)

1 Effect of temperature

Fig.

on f - CaO

2 Relations of F-CaO
with time

2. The new method of measuring the alite content
In

this

experiment,

the content of alite in clinker

Al

and

A3

was

measured by optical microscopy. The results are shown in table 2.

Because

when
and

alite in clinker Al and A3 has the maximum

heated to 1175
C,
*

decomposition

these were placed in a platinum crucible

heated to 1175е for different lengths of time. Part of the

with
clinker

speed

cover
was

The quantitative results of alite in clinker Al and A3

Tab. 2

interphase^d(wt)

belite<Mi(wt)

aliteJktCwt)

sample

Al

63.78

5.46

30.76

A3

50.34

31. 17

18.49

taken out and the free-CaO content measured. The results are shown in fig. 2.

From

it can be seen that the f-CaO content in

2

fig.

the

rotary

but

the

clinker A3 needs about 58 hours to keep a constant f-CaO value.

The

Al is almost constant when it is heated for about 40 hours,

clinker

RSP-kiln

f—CaO

stable

completely

content

may

mean

that the alite

decomposed. To confirm it,

in

of C,S are not detected,

peaks

the

has

clinker

the clinker Al heated for 45

and A3 for 60 hours were tested by means of XRD.

*C
1175

kiln

The

been

hours

at

characteristic

therefore it may be assumed that alite in

Al

and A3 heated for 45 and 60 hours has decomposed completely. Every clinker has

its initial f—CaO value which can be labelled (f—CaO)o. When heated,
content
is

the f—CaO

in clinker will vary with heat time and tend to a stable value

(f-CaO)s. The difference of (f-CaO)s and (f-CaO)o is <f-CaO) *
.

labelled

Considering

which

the

<f-CaO)
*

value comes from the decomposition of

alite,

the

content of alite in clinker therefore can be calculated as table 3.

Table 3

the alite content at different times

sample

( f-CaO)o%

( f-CaO>s9lf

< f-CaO

C,S=4. 07( f-CaO)*
%

Al

2. 10

17.70

15.60

63.49

A2

0.30

12.53

12.23

49.78

Comparing the results of table 3 with table 2, it was seen that the alite
content obtained by means of heat decomposition (see table 3) is very close to

that

measured

probable

by

the

optical microscopy (see table 2).

that the heat decomposition of alite can be used as a new

quantitative

method

it

Therefore

for alite determination. But because alite

practical

existing

clinker is a solid solution which has differnt chemical composition from

C,S,

the method using (f-CaO)
*

is

value to calculate the content of alite

in
pufe

still

has a certain error. The estimate of this error band needs further studies and
experiments.
3. The influence of additive on the decomposition speed of alite

Clinkers

with

A4,

A5, A6, A7 and A8 were also placed in a

platinum

crucial

cover and heated at UOO'C for different times. At a certain point

clinkers are taken out and the f-CaO content measured. The relations of

the
f-CaO

content with heating time are shown as fig. 3.

3 shows that alite existing in clinker with

Fig.

only

additive

CaF,

( clinker A4) has a very slow decomposition speed. When heated for 18

the

( f-CaO)
*

value of the clinker is less than 1.0%.

largely

decreace

clinker

A4

C,S •

Therefore

hours,

the decomposition speed of alite. The XRD analysis

for 18 hours shows that there is no new

heated

CaF, formed. This fact indicats that the effect of CaF,

can

CaF,

phases

of

the

such

as

additive

to

decrease the decomposition speed of alite is mainly due to the function of F"
ion

When F" is introuduced into the C,S crystal,

solution.

partly

ion. Because one 0*"

replace 0*"

electrovalence,

replacement

F"

ion needs two F" to balance

there are more interstitial F" ions (F,') to form.

process',

can

ion

the
In

the

the cavity in the structure of C,S is narrowed and

diffusion rate of Ca" ion slows down,

therefore the decomposition speed

the

of

alite is largely decreased.
From fig. 3 it can also be seen that SO, additive will largely

the

decomposition speed.

It only takes about 6 hours to decompose

the alite of clinker with only SO, at 1100
C.
*

Increase
completely

The XRD analysis of clinker A6,

A7 and A8 heated for 6 hours at UOO'C shows that there is no new phase e. g,
CaSO. formed and the characteristic peak of C,S is absent. The

C,S •

results
speed.

prove that the alite solutinzing SO, has a very

high

above

decomposition

The function of SO, to accelerate the decomposition of alite

can

be

explained from the structure of C,S crystal. When SO, is introduced into the
C,S

crystal,

(SO,) *"

may replace (SiO,) *"

Fig.3 The relations of the content of

F-CaO
*'
Ca

or

*'
S

ion

Fig.4 The decomposition dynamics curve

of clinker Al and A3

with time

ion. Because

the

replace

space for (SO.) *"

and

S“

is

smaller

than ( SO,) *'

and

interstitial

on the other hand, ( SO.)

and

ion,

*"
Ca

ions,

can

*"

exist

not

to balance the electrovalence in structure, a

as

vacancy

* ‘ may form. The results of this replacement tends to expand the cavity
Ca

this is

the structure of C,S and accelerate the diffusion of Ca2* ion.

the

in

why

decomposition speed of alite with SO, additive is accelerated. But

interesting, when CaF, is present together with SO,,
the

accelerate

of

more

the function of SO, to

decomposition of alite tends to disappear. This can

be

seen

from the results of clinker A5 in fig. 3. The decomposition speed of alite

in

clinker A5 is far lesser than that of clinker A6, A? or A8 but greater than A4.
4. The decomposition of alite

means

By

of optical microscopy and EPMA,

the

decomposition

of

process

alite in clinker Al and A3 was observed. Very small Cao crystal can be seen in
the frame of alite crystal in clinker Al heated for 4 hours. When Al is heated

for

12 hours, more small CaO crystals can still be observed and the frame

of

alite still keep a sharp outline. But when Al is heated for 24 hours or more,

CaO

can

crystals

Because

alite

heated

for 12

optical

the

decomposition

crystallization

alite.
diffusion

The

in clinker A3 crystallizes better than alite inAl,

hours so that the very small CaO crystals can be
microscope.

Therefore

speed

clinker

of

fact,

In

still be observed but the frame of alite tends

than

alite

in

clinker

CaO has a very important effect on the
the decomposition speed of alite

rate of CaO.

depends

blur.

it must

be

with

observed

A3

Al. That is to say,

to

has

smaller

the diffusion

decomposition

largely

on

and
of
the

It can be confirmed from lander's dynamics equations.

dynamic relations of clinker Al and A3 are shown as Fig. 4.

In fig. 4,

means the decomposition rate of alite in clinker.
(C,S)t
4.07 E(CaO)t-(CaO)o]
G = -------------- = ----------------------------------------- -—
(C,S)o
(C,S)o
(CaO)t:

f-CaO content at a specific time and can be got from fig.

(CaO)ot

the initial f—CaO value and listed in table 3.

(C,S)O:

the true alite content of clinker which can be calculated
the data of table 2 and table 3.
(C,S)o of Al=0. 5(63. 78+63. 49)N=63. 64<hf

(C,S)o of A3=0.5(50. 34+49.78)^=50. 06%

2.

from

Gr

CONCLUSIONS

Alite

1.

temperature

and

obtained

in

speed.

The

different

ways

temperature

different

corresponding

decomposition speed of alite varies from *
C
1025

to

decomposition

the

max i mum

—1175'C.

Additives have very important effect on the decomposition of

2.
CaF,

has

resists alite to decompose, but SO, accelerates the

alite.

decomposition

of

alite to such an extent that alite can be completely decomposed within 6 hours

or less.
It is probable that the heat decomposition of alite can be

3.

used

to

quantity the content of alite in a clinker.

4. The decomposition speed of alite depends largely on the diffusion
crystallization
cavity

in

the

rate

of CaO. The additive such as SO, tends to

structure of C,S and makes CaO

diffuse

expand

and
the

therefore

faster,

accelerate the decomposition of alite.
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SUMMARY

Cement raw mixes integrated with
coal ash, covering
a wide range
of composition and clinker liquid were investigated for the role of
clinker liquid in promoting the clinkerisation of the raw mixes and its
impact on clinker morphology and microstructure.
The amount and
composition of liquid phase in clinker was determined by chemical
composition of raw mix and the firing temperatures.
Two important
properties of the melt phase i.e. surface tension ( o' ) and viscosity
(ц.), which control the shrinkage, porosity, pore sizes and crystal
growth of the clinker phases were determined experimentally.
It was observed that •З'/ц. ratio had a significant relationship with
the burning of cement raw mixes and a range has been suggested for
optimum burning.
The clinkers prepared under laboratory conditions were
studied for free lime, morphology and microstructure.
The role of
liquid phase in development of microstructure has been discussed, but
study does not permit any conclusion to be drawn on this aspect.

INTRODUCTION

The outcome of sintering process of portland cement clinker in a
rotary kiln is determined by a set of thermodynamic and physico-chemical
parameters. While the thermodynamic parameters are specific to a parti
cular kiln system, the role of physico-chemical parameters in promoting
clinkerisation can be generalised to some extent.
According to the
theory of sintering process in the presence of liquid phase, three
stages of consolidation process corresponding to viscous flow of liquid,
dissolution-precipitation and sintering in the solid phase exist. These
three stages of sintering are reached with the start of sintering zone,
movement in the sintering zone and towards the end of sintering zone.
The process of clinkerisation can be intensified by lowering the visco
sity of melt in first stage and by maximising dissolution-precipitation
in second stage.
The third stage corresponds to solid state sintering
and grain growth where the balance of forces is an important factor.
Several publications (1-6) have treated the subject by various angles
and established the role of melt phase properties.
Certain views on
development of microstructures and role of liquid phase properties are
being put forward herein.
EXPERIMENTAL
1• Selection of Raw Materials

Raw meal from four plants located in different parts- of country
were selected for this study.
The raw meals were so chosen as to
represent wide variation with respect to alkalies, sulfate and calcium
oxide content.
2. Measurement of Liquid Phase Properties
Amount and composition of liquid phase at various temperatures was
calculated by using relevant phase diagrams. The melts of desired
composition were then synthesized by using pure oxides.
Viscosity of
these melts was measured by a high temperature rotary viscometer.
The
surface tension was measured by the gas bubble formation method.

3. Microscopic Examination
Raw meal samples integrated with coal ash
20 minutes in electrical furnace and were
sections of the resultant clinker were examined
while the fractured surfaces were subjected to
scopic examination.
.

were fired at 1450°C for
air quenched. Polished
by polarizing microscope
scanning electron micro

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

TABLE 1

О

2.03
1.59
2.57
1.82

G
J

M

2.82
2.26
2.26
2.44

1

13.62
11.69
12.26
10.96

1

36.13
36.52
36.25
35.18

1

1
2
3
4

4(6

a12°3%

1

SiO2%

1

L0I%

1

SI.No.

1 <
#
P

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF KILN FEEDS
CaO%

MgO%

so3%

43.51
43.90
42.57
45.77

1.32
3.13
2.72
2.65

0.05
0.25
-

—

K20%

Na2O%

0.21
0.62
0.57
0.33

0.16
0.21
0.21
0.33

The calculated amount and composition of liquid along with experi
mentally measured values of the viscosity and surface tension of the
synthesized liquid phase at various temperatures in different samples
are reported in Table 2.
It is observed that the amount of liquid phase
increases by about 1.5% as the temperature is raised from 1350°C to
1450°C.
In other words more than 90% of liquid is already available at
1350°C. It is found that the value of surface tension decreases margi
nally (by \zsl5%) on raising the temperature by 100°C but the viscosity
decreases exponentially (to
v^-10%) in the same temperature range.
These values suggest that the liquid phase is highly viscous at 1350°C
and therefore, does not facilitate first stage of sintering i.e.
rearrangement of particles. The condition improves at 1400°C and visco
sity takes a still lower value at 1450°C.
A further increase in tempe
rature is not considered desirable as a lower value of surface tension
will result in decrease of driving forces of agglomeration process.
These observations are completely in line with observations recorded
during burnability studies.
It was found that free CaO values, which
are normally high at 1350°C change slightly at 1400°C but sharply come
down to < 0.5% at 1450°C.
On the basis of shrinkage rate analysis
Timashev (1) has also concluded that the nature of sintering process
changes from rearrangement to dissolution at 1450°C and the second stage
e.
i.
dissolution prevails thereafter.
Scanning electron micrographs of the four clinkers are presented in
Fig.l (a,b,c,d).
The clinker No.l shows uniform development of phases.

FIG.l : SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF CLINKERS (- 10

pm)

CTONTHY, OCMPOSITim AND PKX’ERTIES CF CLINKER LIQUID CHASE

average size about 35-40
pm and homogeneous texture. The microstruc
tures of clinker No. 2 (Fig.l b) are characterised by very large pores
and smaller grain sizes (15-20
pm). The texture is not homogeneous.
Fig.l c of clinker No.3 shows very large grains with a small number of
pores non-uniformly distributed.
The grain sizes in Fig.l d (of clinker
No.4) show wide variation. The pores in this clinker are of medium size
and uniformly distributed. Also, the grains are very densely packed.

The data on liquid phase properties cr and
presented in Table 2
has been examined with reference to the typical microstructural features
reported above.
In case of clinker No. 2 there are very large -pores,
surrounded by closely packed grains of smaller sizes.
This sample also
shows maximum values of surface tension as well as that of viscosity.
With a highly viscous melt phase, having poor flow, it is expected that
long range transport of material will not be possible resulting in such
inhomogenities.
Such a melt, with associated high value of surface
tension, will have more predominently capillary action preferentially
filling up the micropores.
Such conditions may not be favourable for
growth of large crystals (Fig. 1 b). Another extreme case is represented
by clinker No.3 where viscosity as well as surface tension of the melt
are minimum.
It can be argued that this melt has better flow properties
but poor capillary action.
Thus the large pores will be filled by
flowing melt but micropores will be left unfilled.
The conditions are
more than favourable for long range transport of material and growth of
much larger crystals.
The cases represented by clinker No.l and 4 have
intermediate values of these parameters and as such are showing inter
mediate microstructural features approaching to almost ideal case.
Clinker No.4, however, shows larger variation in grain sizes.
Development of microstructures is closely linked to the third stage
of sintering process i.e. the solid state sintering, which is arrived at
during cooling.
In a comprehensive treatment of the process, Timashev
(1) expresses the predominent particle size as:
R =

----- —-------n. dl/lo
d4?

f(W )

where f(4^)
is a complex trigonometrical function characterising liquid
volume and (dl/lo)/d.-f
is shrinkage rate. The value of these two
functions can be considered to be approximately constant during this
phase of sintering (4), then the predominent particle size, which
corresponds to sizes of growing grains in this controlled experiment
varies proportionately with d/q,.
The observations reported above, about
the grain sizes of clinker 2 and 3 are thus in accordance with this
treatment.

CONCLUSION

Intensification of clinkerisation process can be achieved by
lowering the melt phase viscosity, which promotes dissolution and
subsequent precipitation. Surface tension of the melt phase is required
to be maintained at higher level, which may otherwise adversely affect
the sintering process.
Moreover, the ratio of surface tension to visco
sity ( <Т/ r^) plays an important part in the development of microstruc
tural features of the clinker.
It is generally observed that the value
of <г/ц, between 10 and 12 helps in proper burning and also develops
optimum microstructural features in clinker.
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ACCELERATION OF THE CLINKER FORMATION PROCESS
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SUMMARY
This paper deals with the study of the possibility of acceleration of
the clinker formation process

in

cement

Portland

by

substituting

the

aluminosilicate component of the raw mix (clay) for compositions providing

the obtaining of the liquid phase at temperatures which are lower compared

to the conventional ones. As such compositions, two low-melting eutectique
were chosen in the Ca0-Si0o-Al^,0g system.

Исследовалась

возможность

ускорения

процесса

клинкерооОразования

портландцемента заменой алюмосиликатного компонента сырьевой смеси (глины)

на составы, обеспечивающие получение жидкой фазы при более

традиционные, температурах. В качестве таких

составов

низкоплавкие эвтектики в системе CaO-siOg-Ai^Oß.

были

низких,
выбраны

чем

две

INTRODUCTION

To decrease the firing temperature of

accelerate

the

physical-chemical

clinker

processes

of

it

necessary

is

to

formation.This

clinker

effect can be attained by decreasing the temperature of the

phase

liquid

formation. To this purpose, at the grinding stage impurities promoting the

earlier appearance of the liquid phase (1,2) were added to the raw mix

or

low-melting components were used as the raw mix (3,4).

We studied the possibility of acceleration of the

process in Portland cement by substituting the

clinker

formation

aluminosilicate

component

of the raw mix ( clay ) for compositions providing the

obtaining

liquid phase at lower temperatures compared to the firing

of

the

temperature

of

the conventional raw mix. As such compositions we chose two eutectiques in
the CaO-SiOg-AlgOg system with melting temperatures of 1265°C (
1170°C (II).

)

I

and

EXPERIMENTAL

Two the eutectiques composed of pure oxides and CaCO3 were

preheated

until the full binding of the initial oxides was reached.Then six
raw mixes were prepared. Three of them were

used

to

a

obtain

cement clinker with LSF=0.88: one mix without the eutectique (1)

other two with the indicated eutectiques ( 2 )and ( 3

).Then

mixes were

)

prepared in an

analogous

way

(LSF=0.88

various
Portland

the

and

more

three

contained

which

ferrous oxide in the limits of the existing standards (4-6) The mixes were
fired to 1400°C, the change of the quantity of free calcium oxide being

controlled.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Mixtures

with

components

significantly lower quantity

of

of

eutectique

free

calcium

composition
oxide

within

temperature region thah the mixture without the eutectique(
.
2)
'Tfie indicate^d difference
was determined to be

temperatures of 1150-1300°C and 20-25% at 1350-1400°C. At

contained

a

whole

the

Figs.l
15-20%

1150-1200°C

and
at

in

mixtures containing ferrous oxide the formation of CF and CgF is possible,
and this can be the reason of a considerable decrease of the free

oxide

content

(Figs.Sand 4 ).

compared

to

analogous

mixtures

without

ferrous

calcium
oxide

Т . С
of

the

free

calcium

oxide

content

on

the

firing

Fig. 2 Dependences of

the

free

T , C
calcium

oxide

content

on

the

firing

Fig.l Dependences

temperature (all raw mixes contain ferrouse oxide)
the eutectique; 5 - raw

II.

: 4

-

rawmix

without

mix with eutectique I; 6 -raw mix with eutectique

2 (I)

5

(I)

the
temperatures 2 (I) - raw mix with the

eutectique

I;

(I)

5

-

firing

raw

mix

containing ferrous oxide and eutectique I;
- 3 (II)

- 6 CO

Fig.4 Dependences

of

the

free

calcium

oxide

temperature: 3 (II) - raw mix with the eutectique

containing ferrous oxide and eutectique II;

content

II;

on

6(11)

the

-

firing
raw

mix

2)

The quantity of free calcium oxide in clinkers with eutectiques(Fig.
at 1400°C is three times as low as in compositionswithout eutectiques.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The earlier appearance of the clinker liquid

clinker formation process. The

results

decrease of firing

possibilities for a

accelerates

phase

obtained

this

in

of

temperature

composition calculated for the 100% amount of

cement

chemical

whose

oxides

main

three

opennew

work

Portland

clinker by substituting the clay by rocks, slags or ashes

the

(CaO,

SiO2, Al203 ) is eutectique or near-eutectique. In thiscase the effect
a decrease in firing temperature will be reducedwith

deviation

from

of

the

eutectique composition.
In

addition,

the

impurities

contained

component of the raw mix will strengthen

the

aluminosilicate

the

in

positive

should be present in such quantities that theircontent

effect
in

but

clinker

they

could

not exceed the existing limits.
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TRACE ELEMENT BALANCES IN KILN SYSTEM OF
A FEW INDIAN CEMENT PLANTS
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SUMMARY

The raw materials, additives and fuels used in cement manufacture contain the trace
elements in varying concentrations.
Some of the trace elements are volatile and they
are observed to show a cyclic phenomenon in cement kiln systems.
The extent of concen
tration of the volatile trace elements in such cycles, being influenced by nature of
trace element, type of process, material/gas flow parameters in kiln system and charac
teristics of kiln feed/clinker/fuel, along with burning conditions in the kiln. , Thus
influenced by these parameters, the different trace elements get incorporated in clinker,
electrostatic precipitator dust at varying levels, or partly escape to the environment.

In the present paper, an attempt has been made through evaluation of circuit sam
ples to establish the balances of the trace elements in dry, wet, semi wet and semi
dry processes of a few selected cement plants in India.
Based on the data generated,
the paper explains the behaviour of the trace elements in cement kiln systems.

INTRODUCTION

The natural raw materials, additives, fuel used in cement clinker oroductinn
contain various concentrations of trace elements, some of which may affect the environin th» D1e.p®ndl.n9 on the Physico-chemical characteristics, high temperature employed
lione t
in^ei?1119 Process and other operating parameters of rotary kiln system Pthese
elements get incorporated in the clinker in varying concentrations or form volatile
m^tlrhi ThfS •Papeir attemPts t0 study mass balances of some trace elements in process
ki^dc nf Of S1X plants °f THE ASSOCIATED CEMENT COMPANIES LTD., which employ different
=c ss
Pr0CeS5eS na”e,y’ <i'7 process- wet processPrQce"P=/d
P•vvCO •
MASS BALANCE INVESTIGATIONS OF TRACE ELEMENTS IN CEMENT PLANTS

BASIC APPROACH
Ql,=i
balances of trace elements in cement plants have been attemoted throuah
(™lhuoU;onk,-?i 5u™ti55aninpcöta1a(in^ts)PS °,Jtput samp,e5'
Per,o<1,c san,p,e5 of Ra"Meai
.
. .
Periodic samples of Raw Meal
.
. clinker and kiln dust (outputs) were collected
over a period of 48 hours,
’
and representative average samples were taken for evaluation
of the trace element concentrations.
,u
Taking
into consideration the mass flow rates
*
of raw meal, coal, kiln dust and clinker,
.
. 1 the total inputs and total outputs of trace
elements were computed.
U1IC trace
U1
lhe deficit in the
elements would be representative
of the behaviour of the elements in the к7Гп system^
.
.
.
-------In order to have an overview
of the trace elements levels
c -aw
levels in
in the
the raw
raw materials,
materials, t..
the
raw material and correctives
used by each plant were also analysed for these trace elements.

The mass balance investigations were carried out on the following cement plants
in the country.
and
PLAf(T".A’ PLANT-B and PLANT-C are dry process plants with suspension preheater
ofdpLANTaDC1i?r^-vSteniS’ add .PLANT"D is a wet process plant. The nature of kiln dust

in theNIvstem
Pl ant“?
° V"5’ there11s Citation in recirculation of dust
*
calcine
sv^;m
pi a'mt f •
1 wet process plant W1'th suspension preheater and prec
P Ж
1S 9 Semi dry process plant w1th lepo1 system (Grate pre
”I

Ifl t* I

lx I I I I / •

Thus, except for PLANT-D,
all the plants.

the kilndust

is

recirculated to

the kiln system

in

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

Representative average samples of raw materials, raw meal, kiln dust, clinker
and coal were analysed for some of the trace elements namely. Barium, Strontium,
Tho^däT’ Man9anese’ Cobalt, Nickel, ьиррег,
Copper, дшс,
Zinc, uaamium,
Cadmium, Antimony,
Antimony, Arsenic
Arsenic and
and Lead.
Lead.
The raw rnTteH1^11 ^d carried out
Atomic Absorption and Colorimetric techniques,
materials and process materials excepting coal under study were treated with
materials
Co^l camnflc
hydrofluoric acid to effect complete dissolution of the
w?r,e flrst 1 no?oersted at a low temperature to destroy the
L fu P\
carbon matrix and then treated with the mixture of acids as above.
Various trace elements in solution were determined
using the Atomic Absorption
Spectrophotometer (IL.951, Double-Beam, Double Channel of
Instrumentation Laboratory).
With standard conditions presented in Table-1.

TABLE-1 STANDARD CONDITIONS FOR ATOMIC ABSORPTION ANALYSIS
S.No.,

Element

Flame

Analytical Wavelength 1:nm)

1.

Copper (Cu)

Air - C2H2

2.

Barium (Ba)

N?0 - C?H?

3.

Strontium (Sr)

Air - C2H2

460.7

4.

Manganese (Mn)

Air - C2H2

279.5

5.

Chromium (Cr)

Air - C2H2

357 .9

6.

Cobalt (Co)

Air - C2H2

240.7

7.

Nickel (Ni)

Air - C2H2)

341.5

8.

Zinc (Zn)

Air - C2H2

213.9

9.

Cadmium (Cd)

Air - C2H2

228.8

10.

Antimony (Sb)

Air - C2H2

206.8

11.

Lead (Pb)

Air - C2H2

283.3

324.8
*455.4

* To avoid molecular absorption by Ca-OH Bonds, this ion line was selected.

Arsenic was determined 1by a preliminary separation as Arsine (AsH4) and by molybdenum
bl ue colorimetric method using a Spectrophotometer (Cary-219 of Varian ) at 840 nm.

EVALUATION OF TRACE ELEMENTS
The trace element analysis of limestone, corrective materials, coal and kiln dust
was carried out by the analysis procedure. The analytical data is presented in Table-2.

Taking into account the mass flow rates of raw meal, coal, clinker and kiln dust
for each cement plant and based on the concentrations of trace elements in these mate
rials, the total inputs, outputs and deficit in trace element concentration was computed
for each cement plant under study, which is given in Table-3.
The concentrations of trace elements in Raw Meal and kiln dust on loss free basis
for each plant is presented in Table-4, and the ZX concentration (kilndust-Raw Meal)
of trace elements is presented in Fig.l.
60
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FIGI A-CONCENTRATION OF TRACE ELEMENTS.

TABLE-2 TRACE ELEMENT CONCENTRATION IN RAW MATERIALS, COAL AND KILN DUST
P1ant

Limestone

D

315

Laterite

<100

<100

<10
<10

Coal

140 <10

Kiln Dust

135 192

Cr
16

Mn

Co

Ni

Cu

Zn

Cd

Sb

As

350

20

22

7

27

12

50

-

540

234

9

760

58

25

33
25

95
42

41

14

16

8

772

12

33
22

73

9

25

26 <10

28

12

8

11

46

/ к

-

15

-

< 1C

4.0

<iq

<0.5

16

40

45

3Q
60

Pt

Limestone

<100

17

<10

135

10

<20

5

10 <10

25

-

<10

Shale

<100
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I

0
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Cr
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LOSS FREE BASIS TRACE ELEMENT CONCENTRATIONS IN RAW MEAL 6 KILN DUST
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PLANT - E

PLANT - F
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RM

KD
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920

76.9
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RM
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180

28.1

KD
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Sr.

476.6

256

25.9

16.0

124.6

64.0

582.0

475.3

134.7

157.3

140

133.3

Cr.

36.9

33.3

20.5

18.6

42.9

12.0

35.9

50.6

199.0

70.6

32.3

36.0

Mn.
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576.4

208.4

373.3

491.0

316

30.5

40.0

581.4

833

67,38

490

Co.

Ji.9
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18.4

13,30

22.8

13.3

37.2

29.3

18.1

17.3

21,5

20

Ni

35.3

29.3

38.9

26.6

33.9

26.7

35.6

41.3

78.3

46.6

26.1

26.6

Cu

42.8

18.8

18.9

18.7

16.9

13.3

17.8

26.6

30.9

32.0

9.7

10.7

Zn.

18.3

71.9

17.5

25.3

38.8

42.7

41.6

72

65.5

68.0

30.8

33.3

Cd.
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17.0

15.3

13.3
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16.0

5.9

18.7

17.3

9.3
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Sb.
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33.3

79.5

36.0
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57.3

57.3

150.7

128.0

As.

1.7

0.7

0.8

0.7

0.8

2.2

1.2

0.7

0.8

0,7

30.9

21.5

62.7

Pb.

13.0

0.78

25.0

0.93
ЗО.9

13.3

30.9

13.3

16.4

61.3

20.9

BEHAVIOUR OF TRACE ELEMENTS

a) Barium, Strontium, Chromium, Manganese and Cobalt
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d) Arsenic, Antimony and Lead

elements is also in tune with the observed and reported trends.

theSe

As regards the behaviour of lead, the data presented in this paper reveals that
the lead concentrations in all the plants is more in outputs and only in plant-D (wet
process) and plant-F (semi-dry process with grate calciner system) its concentrations
in the kiln dust is found to be much higher as compared to the Dry process plants,
(Plant А, В, C) and Semi-wet process plant.
(Plant-E) similar observations have also
been reported on the behaviour of lead in cement kiln systems. (Ref. 1 & 4).
CONCLUSIONS
The mass balance investigations of some of the trace elements in different proce
sses of cement manufacture presented in this paper reveal that i)

Ba, Sr, Cr, Mn and Co are more or less balanced in inputs and outputs, indica
ting less possibility of these elements forming internal cycles.
This phenome
non has been observed in materials from dry process, wet process, semi-wet
and semi dry processes under study.

ii)

Nickel internal cycles are more pronounced in dry process plants than in semi
dry and semi wet processes, while copper illustrates increase in concentrations
in output material of all processes, except in wet process plant without re
circulation of kiln dust, where the carry over of these elements to the dust
is more.

iii)

iv)

The zinc and cadmium internal cycles are not restricted only to ki1n/preheater
system but their carry over to kiln dust is also observed, with zinc concentra
tions being more than cadmium in kiln dust.
The extent of enrichment of Arsenic, Antimony and Lead in the material outputs
is relatively more as compared to other trace elements in all processes under
study.

Further studies are being carried out to evaluate the extent of internal cycles
of the trace elements in different types of kiln preheater systems, by analysing the
preheater samples at different periods of kiln running time, the findings of which
would be published.
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PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS WHEN SYNTHESIZING CLINKERS PRODUCED
OF TECHNOGENEOUS RAW MATERIALS
I S Akhmetov and О A Mlryuk
Rudny Industrial Institute
Republic of KAZAKHSTAN

SUMMARY

Interactions of calcium carbonate when burning with separate mineral?
of technogeneous cement raw materials ( CMS2, С3А5з, NASe ) are investiga
ted. The technology of formation of C6A^ MS-phase from oxide mix is studi
ed. We defined the influence of CaF2 , CaSOq, На2С0з on these processes.
Schemes of interactions are given together with diagrams of changing the
phases content. We present data on
hydration and solidification of
C6A4MS-phase.

РЕФЕРАТ
Исследованы взаимодействия при обяиге карбоната кальция с отдельными
минералами техногенного цементного сырья ( CMS2, C3AS3 , NAS6 ).
Изучен
характер образования фазы C^A^MS из смеси оксидов. Установлено влияние
добавок CaF2 . CaSO^, Na2C03 на эти процессы. Представлены схемы взаимо
действий, диаграмма изменения содержания фаз. Приведены данные о гидрата
ции и твердении фазы C6A4MS.

INTRODUCTION
The use of technogeneous aaterials in ceaent production
complicates
substance composition of the raw mixes.Such mixes are characterized by the
Structure of minerals and variety of admixtures. Optimum mineral composi
tions would enable to govern the phaseformation and influence the proper
ties of clinkers. Therefore it is necessary to have an idea of the role of
each mineral in process of clinkers formation.

Most of technogeneous materials contain minerals diopside, grossularie, albite. Thermal conversion of these minerals are described in the
published works ( 1,2,3 ). However, interaction of minerals and calcium
carbonate and influence of catalytic and modifying additions on such con
version are investigated insufficiently. The presented paper deals with
this very problem.
CgA^MS-phase ( Q-phase ) is a component of high-alumina cement deri
ved from the raw containing silica and magnesium admixtures. Many resear
chers refer to hydration activity of CeA^MS-phase ( 3,4 ). For that rea
son the presence of Q-phase in cement is considered to be undesirable. The
results of investigation of Q-phase formation in different raw mixes and
its hydration properties are given in this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL
The investigation of thermal interactions between some minerals al
lows to imagine the mechanism of phase-forming in multicomponent
cement
raw mixes. Transformations are studied which occur in burning the
raw
mixes including calcite and one of the minerals of technogeneous silicate
raw materials. He defined the influence of catalytic and modifying additi
ons on such transformations. Raw mixes ( Lime Saturation Factor LSF=O,?O..
.0,75 ) were prepared from pregrinded components. Mixes for
CgAqMS-phase
synthesis were obtained from the chemical agents ( CaCOj, AI2.O5 ,
MgO,
SiOa ). The choice of sorts of additions is conditioned by their
cataly
tic and modifying action as well as by their wide spreading in technoge
neous raw material. The quantity of additions introduced was 5 percent
beyond 100 percent of mass. Mixes were homogeneous and mould into briqu
ettes ( D=H=iO mm ), then burnt in a kiln. Isothermal curing was 20 minu
tes. Clinkers underwent air cooling. Thermal interactions schemes are gi
ven below, they are composed on basis of data of Differential
Thermal
Analysis ( DTA ) and X-Ray Diffraction analysis.
Hydraulic properties of CeAijMS-phase synthesized from oxides under
the temperature ( T ) of 1300°C were investigated.For comparison monophase
cements from CA and С1аА? were used. Tests on strength of cements were
carried out. Samples 1x1x6 cm were made of plastic paste (cdment/water).
Samples were kept in water under the T=18...25 C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Calcite ; diopside ( CaC03 : CMSa - 62:38, mass%)
General mass of CMSais transformed into C2MS2 and C3MSa(850<T<1250°C)
Simultaneously decomposition of CMSo ( 950<T<1250°C) takes place
*
CMS2 + 3C —» 2C2S + M
(I)
Temperature raising ( 1250...1300°С) all reactions of CaO with silicates
result in the formation of C2S and MgO. When introducing CaFa , decarboni
zation of CaCOj is accelerated by appearance of eutectic melt
(H-H810°C
Fig.l). This process is accompanied by isolation of active CaO which
is
favourable to the reaction of substitution 1 when 250<T<1150°C. As a re
sult highcalcium phases C2MS2 and C3MS2 don't appear. Low temperature C2S
form 2(С2$)СаС0з.Exothermal reactions of synthesis 2(C2S)CaF2 and CuS^CaFa
smooth out the- effect of dissociation 2( C2S)СаС0з( "-"820.. .915°C).The phase
2(C2S)CaF2is stable till temperature is 950°C.Incongruent melt of C«S«CaFo
is indicated at 1150°C. Clinker CT=1350°C) contains C2S. C3S, MgO, CaF2 .

Calcite : grossularie ( CaC03 : C3AS3 - 58:42, mass? )
Changes in the burnt mix may be divided
into 3 stages. Stage I - till T=1050°C :
C3AS3 + 3C —- C2AS + 2C2S (2)
2C2S + СаСОз -■
* 2( С2$)СаС0з
(3)
Under T>1000°C 2(С2$)СаС0з decomposes .Stage
II - T=1150... 1250°C :
2C3AS3— CaAS + 3CS + CASa
(4)
Stage III - T=1230...1400°C.Phases isolated
in the reaction 4 are saturated by CaO until
C2S and C3A are formed. In a mix containing
CaF2 due to high activity of C3AS5 the fol
lowinginteractions are possible:
2C3AS3 + CaC05 — 2(C2S)CaC03 +
+ 2CAS2 .
T=250...850°C
(5)
C3AS5 + 6C — C3A + 3CaS .
T=250...1150°C
(6)
C3AS3
— CASa + CaS ,
T=1150°C
(?)
No helenite in the burnt mix. Under T=950°C
C3A is transformed into CtiA^CaFa ( 5 ). De
composition of carbonates and formation
of
Fig.l Fragments of DTA
silicates fluoride takes place as well
as
of raw mixes con
in a raw mix containing diopside ( Fig.l ).
taining diopside 1
Concentration of CaO is not large, that
is
and grossularie 2
why content of CASz decreases
slightly
( T= 1150... 1350°C ). Addition CaSOzv reacts
with C2.S and CzAS isolated in the reaction 2. In the first case 2(CsS)CS
is formed, which is decomposed under T>1150°C. Second reaction proceeds
in such a way :

3CaAS + 3C + CS
3(CA)CS + 3C2S
(8)
Clinker ( T=1300°C ) contains C^S and 3(CA)CS. In joint of CaFz and CaSOq
into a mix, thermal stability of 2(C2$)CS reduces onto 100°C. Due to
primary and advantageous forming of СцА^СаРг concentration of
3(CA)Cf
reduces, CaSOt/
keeps in a clinker. Cooling of clinkers containing flu
oride from T=1150DC and higher is accompanied by inversion $
C^S.
Partial transition of
C2S is characteristic of clinkers
contai
ning no additions on the basis of CMS^ , C5AS3 .
Calcite : albite

( CaCOg ;

NASs

~ ?5:25, ma&sZ )

First, CAS, CS, C2S, NA are formed. Melting of NASe (T=1120°C)
fa
vours an increase of reactionary ability of a mix. Content of C^S, NA in
creases, CASa . C2AS, NS appear. The following interactions precede
the
formation of N^ASa" . CA (T=1200°C) :
CAS2+ 2NA + C
— N2AS2 + 2CA
(9)
CAS2+ 2NS
+ 3C
N2AS2 + 2C2S
(10)
Burning of a mix under T>1250°C isaccompanied by transformations :
N2AS2 + 5C
2C2S + CA + 2N
(11)
CA + 2C — C3A
(12)
An isolated NaaO dissolves in C2S, as a result we observe a partial tran
sition
C2S. Preference of dissolving NagO in C2S, and not in C5A
is predetermined by late forming of C3A. When CaSOq is added into a mix,
decarbonization of CaCOs is prolonged because of the forming На2Са(С0з)2:
NA + CaSOzv — Na2S0v + CA
(13)
СаСОз + Na2S0^ — CaSO^ + Ма£Са(С0з)2
(14)
NasCatCOsk _1S decomposed under T=1000... 1050°C. On the basis of
CA
there 3(CA)CS is formed (T>900°C). In the course of the reaction of
CS
and NaaO we get NCS. After melting NASe we observe intensive isolation of
C2S. An exothermal process takes place under T=1100...1160°C :
3(CA)CK + NCS — NA + 2CA + C2S + CS
(15)
The phase of CaSOq reacts with C2S and NA and there are formed 2(C2S )CS
and Na2S0q correspondingly. The greater part of Na2S0q
is sublimated.
Clinker synthesized under T=1300°C contains
C2S, C-f2A? , CA, C3A, As
far as an addition of CaSOq absorbed the alkali, the dissolving of Ha20 in
the clinker’s phases is very insignificant. Concentration of CaO in melted
clinker is higher at the expense of adding CaSOq and prevailing of alumi
nates with low basicity.
Stechiometric mix for getting a Q-phase

According to the data of X-Ray Diffraction analysis we defined chan
ges in the composition and content of phases in clinkers, as well as the
influence of additions on transformations in a mix (Fig.2). Appearance of
CsAqMS in a stechiometric mix is preceeded by formation of calcium alumi
nates with different basicity, CzAS , C2S. Main portion of CaAqMS is for
med under T?1250...1300°C, after liquid phase appears. When burning a mix
the following interactions are possible :
C2AS + C * C2S + CA
(16)
C12A?
+ 5A — 12CA
(1?)

4CA

+

C2S

+ M — C6fi4MS

1150 1200 Ö Ш0 UbQ №

Fig.2

(18)

tMoltöD Ш 12501500 V5D Ш W

The change of alumina phases content subject to
composition and temperature of mix burning

Transformations in a mix are more varied than in a given scheme.
Forma
tion of CfiAz/MS is probable on the basis of unstable phase C5A3 which can
dissolve magnesium and silicon (6). C3A is observed in a clinker under
T=1200...1250°C, later it turns into CA or C5A3 . Consequently, all pos
sible ways of formation CeA^MS are supposed to bring an appearance of so
lid solution on the basis of calcium aluminates together with silica and
magnet-containing phases. Under T=1380... 1400°C Q-phase is incongruently
melting with an isolation of CA. It is coordinated with the data (3). When
introducing additions into a mix we see that stechiometrum of reacting
phases is broken and concentration of CeAqMS reduces. Outflow of CaO into
highbasic aluminates stipulates conservation of CaAS in clinkers of mixes
with CaF2 , NagCOs . Addition of NagCOs intensifies the formation of
CeA^MS at low temperatures.

Cement stone on the basis of Q-phase hardens intensively not at an
early stage only but further on during a long time as well ( table ).

Table

Phase

CA
C12 A?
CfeAz#MS

I
1
:
1I

1
Blaine,!
m2/kg :
11

Water/
Cement

280
280
300

0,30
0,50
0,28

I
11
i

Compressive Strength,
age per day
1:3

1

630
370
520

740
420
600

:

28

1010
350
900

kg/cm2

:

360
910
200
1240

Peculiarities of Q-phase hydration : saooth crystallisation of calcium
hydroaluminates: higher stability of hexagonal hydrates; plenty of collo
idal combinations during a long hydration period; varied speed and crys
tallization degree of component gel parts. The mentioned fact of
high
hydraulic activity of Q-phase contradicts the noted data ( 3, 4 ).
It
should be taken into account that CgAmMS is a multicomponent solid solu
tion with a vacillating content of components, whose properties conside
rably depend upon the condition of burning and cooling.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Participation of minerals of technogeneous raw materials in the pro
cess of forming clinkers is accompanied by complication of composition of
intermediate compounds and by deflection from usual schemes of reactions
between components, as well as by modificational’transformations of clin
ker’s phases. It is determined that: an addition CaFa in a mixture
of
СаСОз and CMSa prevents an emergence of intermediate phases of C2MS2 ,
C3MS2 , and in a mixture of СаСОз and C3AS3 it is an obstacle for C2AS to
appear. When combining CaFa and CaSOq in a mixture of СаСОз and C3AS3
thermal stability of 2(Сг5)С5 reduces, an emergence of
3(CA)C%
slows
down. The clinker synthesized from СаСОз and NASe mix under the tempera
ture of 1300°C contains C$A ,
and
CgS. An addition of CaSOy into
a mixture of СаСОз and NASa prevents the formation of c4'- CsS and it re
sults in a slowing down of saturation of calcium aluminates with lime. The
formation of CeAzjMS is preceded by an appearance of CA, C^A^ , C3A, C2AS,
C2S and their subsequent varied transformations with the participation of
CaO, MgO, AI2O3 . When adding CaFa , CaS0t< into a mixture expected to
form CeAi/MS, first and foremost CßA^CaFa , 3(CA)CS emerge; and if this
mixture contains На2С0з then C12A? appears. In a burning mixture with
NaaCOs the stability of C2AS is raised. Fixed character of
interactions
allows to regulate reactionary ability of raw mixes and composition and
modification of clinker’s phases. According to indices of hydraulic acti
vity CeAijMS-phase is approximate to CA-phase.
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STUDIES ON RAPID BURNING TEMPERATURE, TIME AND RAW MEAL
MODULUS RANGE IN PORTLAND CEMENT
Hu Shuguang
Department of Materials Engineering
Wuhan University of Technology, Wuhan, P R CHINA

SUMMARY
The optimal temperature and time of duration for the rapid burning of portland cement
clinker in the reactor haeed on a tube oven controlled under the different temperature
from 1280 'C to 1400‘C has been investigated, the raw meal modulus range suitting to the
rapid burning process has been studied. The influences of two different methode for the
burning process of clinker were discussed. The experimental results showed that portland
cement clinkers could be burnt with a shorter burning time and a lower burning temperature
by taking rapid burning technique. According to the experiment results and the analyses of
mathematics method, the relation formula between burning time and temperature was deduced
and raw modulus range stuitting to rapid burning technique was suggested.
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INTRODUCTION
The feature of rapid burning ie that the speed of temperature rise is much faster than
that of common burning method during burning process.Some studies snowed, when raw meals
of cement were burnt at very high heating ratio,
dehydration , of clay raw material,
decomposition of limestone, appearance of liquid phase and reaction of solid phase took
place nearly in the same time. In this case, various reactants are in highly active state,
the activition energy of carbonate
decomposition
and cement clinker formation are
decreased effectively [1-4]. Under this condition, cement clinker can be burnt at a lower
burning temperature and a shorter burning time. In reacent years,
several of industral
tests of rapid burning technique have been performerd [6], more and more people expect
that this kind of saving-energy technology in cement manufacture can be realised in the

near future.

Although some research work of rapid burning has been carried out, the , results about
practical test and technology data have not been reported as yet.
In this paper,
we
investigated the relation between burning temperature and time in the certain temperature
range, discussed the raw meal modulus range suitting to rapid burning technique.in portland«

cement by using a special rapid burning reactor.
EXPERIMENTAL
The special rapid burning reactor was equipped based on a tube oven,
an auxiliary
platform with a preheating tube was linked with the oven door.
A steady and adjustabe
temperature field can be formed in the middle area of the oven because of the exact
temperature control and the operation of opening oven door. In the experiment, we easily
know that the distribution of the temperature field according to the certain controlled
temperature, and we can also determined the ratio of temperature rise by controlling the
speed of sending sample in the oven tube. The test samples were loaded in a little
platinum boat. The scehmatic of the designed reator and the temperature field distribution

ie shown in Fig.l.

THERMOPAIR

BALANCED

.

AUXILIARY

0 100 230300400500600 700 800900 1000 1100
OVEN TUBE LENGTH
Fig. 1

( mm )

Schematic of the reactor and temperature field distribution

The cement meals were prepared by ordinary commercial raw materiale,
which were
grinded to Blain epecific surface 320m”/Kg. In order to get the raw meals be heated at *
rapid speed of temperature rise, meawhile, the liquid-solid phase reaction take place
successfully, we compressed the samples into thin pieces of ф 30x0.6-1.0 mm under the
pressure of 20 MPa. All burnt samples were puenched in air.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Burning Temperature and Time
Rapid burning method can decrease burning temperature and short burning time, but the
detail experiment result have not been reported by now.
As we know,
the burning
temperature of portland cement is about 1450‘C, and the burning time is more than two
hours from raw meal to clinker in a rotary kiln. In the experiment, the burning temperature
range from 1280'0 to 1400'0 and the corresponding burning time were studied.
The burnt
clinkers were examined by the method of F-CaO testing of absolute alcohol-glycerine and
lithofacies analysis. The chemical compositions of the test meal samples are in Table 1.
Chemical composition of the raw meal sample

Table 1

CaO

SiO.

Al.Oa

Fe>Oa

I.L

S

KH

SM

IM

1

42.93

14.00

3.16

2.16

36.47

97.71

0.94

2.64

1.47

2

44.13

14.60

3.74

2.77

34.06

99.21

0.91

2.23

1.36

3

41.77

14.06

3.60

3.66

35.72

98.60

0.88

1.94

0.98

sample

Note: KH- (CaO-1.66Al,Oa-0.36Fe,Oa)/2.8SiO,
SM- SiO,/(AlaOa+Fe,Oa)
IM- AlaOa/Fe.Oa
I.L- ignition loss
The samples in Table 1 were respectively burnt at the temperature rise ratio of 600
0
*
/min
under the differnt burnt temperature from 1280'0 to 1400'0 • Table 2 are the experiment
results ( the average value of three samples ). As a consequence of the selecting results
in Table 2., we obtained the dotting line in Fig.2,
it describes the relation between
burning temperature and time. Seeing the dotting line, we found that burning time is
reduced with the increasing of burning temperature, but the variation trend is obviously
different in various temperature region. According to the variation feature of the dotting
line in Fig.2, we can divided it into three sections to discuss.

Section AB is in low temperature region. The variation of burning time is much great
with the change of temperature. Section CD belongs to high temperature region,
the
variation of time is smooth with the chang of temperature. Section BC is considered - as a
transition region between section AB and section CD. In region AB, T<1300'C, the formation
condition of main
clinker mineral ( calcium silicate )
is difficult.
Seen from the
appearance, these clinkers were loose and light colour because of the inadequacy of
burning time. Therefore, the burning time is rather long in Table 2, e.g. the sample was
burnt at 1290'C for 260 minutes had still more than 5% F-CaO. The results tell us that
portland cement is very difficult to be burnt below 1300
*0
even if rapid burning technique
is used.

Burnability of clinker in different burning temperature and time

temp

experiment

Table 2
select

results

results

CO
1280
1290
1296
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1400

time F-CaO
(min)( % )

50
90
45
35
30
24
20
18
14
10
10
9
6

11.03
9.25
7.32
5.49
2.09
2.31
2.75
2.72
2.57
2.25
2.25
2.17
3.14

time F-CaO
(min)( % )

80
120
60
45
33
26
21
19
16
15
12
10
8

10.72
8.53
5.18
3.32
1.75
2.15
1.96
2.14
1.66
2.10
1.96
2.10
2.21

time F-CaO
(min)( % )
150
210
90
50
35
27
22
20
18
16
14
11
10

8.80
6.30
4.72
2.29
1.60
1.86
1.82
1.85
1.43
1.67
1.83
1.84
1.42

150
140
130
120
? 110
* 100
» 90
s 80
: 7o
S 60
« 50
« 40
30
20
10
0
1280 1300 1320 1340 1360 1380 1400

time F-CaO
(min)( % )

180
240
120
55
36
28
24
21
20
17
15
13
12

7.66
3.61
3.91
1.50
1.40
1.45
1.33
1.41
1.40
1.50
1.45
1.44
1.34

time I -CaO
(min)( % )
250
250
150
60
35
35
25
25
22
20
17
14
15

7.73
3.53
3.08
1.45
1.34
1.05
1.36
0.96
1.06
1.04
1.37
1.27
1.13

time F-CaO
(min)( % )
250
250
160
55
36
28
24
21
18
17
15
13
10

7.73
3.50
3.60
1.60
1.40
1.45
1.33
1.41
1.43
1.50
1.45
1.44
1.42

At T-1300‘C. the
burning time of
clinker neede about 60 minutes, but the
burning time
will be increased greatly
if the burning temperature only drop a
little, e.g. drop only 5 'C from 1300 "C
to 1295 'C ,
the
burning
time
will
increase
tiwce. That
is to say, that
T - 1300 "C is the critical point of rapid
burning. According to these results, we
should design a higher temperature than
1300 "C
in
rapid
burning
technique,
because it is very
possible that some
areas produce a temperature fluctuation
in a kiln
due
to various reasons in
practical prodution ,
which
fluctuation
will certainly
influence the quality of
clinker if it is not noticed.

Point C in Fig. 2 is 1320 "C ,
the
correponding burning time is 28 minutes.
As comparing with point B, point C is 20 "C
higher, but its burning time reduces a
BURNING TEMPEBATUBE ( ‘C )
half. In section CD, the variation of
the
burning time with the temperature is
Fig. 2 The relation curve of burning
smooth. So it is easily to be controlled
time and temperature
when the burning temperature is in this
region.As mentioned above resuls.we consider
that burning temperature should be selected in section CD. On the other hand, the burning
time can't be too short because of the need of stabilizing control and practical production.

We handled the experiment results in Table 2 with mathematics method and obtained the
relation formula of burning time and temperature as follows:
t - 6.8242 EXP [ 71.5780/(1-1270) ]
here, t—burning time ( min )
T—burning temperature ( *C )
By the formula, we have the theory curve in Fig. 2 ( the full line ). The result showed
that the formula has a good correlation. Considering the feature of rapid burning and the
stability of production control, we suggest the burning temperature should be between 1320‘C
to 1360
*0
-

Suitable Raw Meal Moduli
The range of raw meal compositions suitting to rapid burning in portland cement have
been discussed.The raw meal modulus range of common burning technology in protland cement
are KH: 0.82-0.94, SM: 1.7-2.7, IM; 0.9-1.7. We took the orthogonal testing method of
three factors and four gradations to design the experiment scheme, which are KH-0.88, 0.90,
0.92, 0.94; SM - 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6; IM - 1.0, 1.2, 1.4,
1. 6.
We designed
the burning
temperature 1320"C and burning time 28.5 minutes according to the above study result.
Table 3 is the experiment scheme and results. The results of grade different analysis are
in Fig. 3. The results of common burning method as comparing ( simulating rotary kiln.ratio
of temperature rise 600’C/hr. ) is in Fig. 4.

Raw meal scheme and experiment results
sample
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

KH

SM

IM

0.88
0.88
0.89
0.87
0.89
0.90
0.92
0.90
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94

2.04
2.11
2.35
2.67
2.02
2.10
2.15
2.60
2.15
2.28
2.44
2.67
2.22
2.28
2.30
2.51

0.99
1.18
1.41
1.51
1.15
1.07
1.54
1.30
1.32
1.52
1.00
1.24
1.51
1.38
1.32
1.05

F-CaO(%)

0.39
0.00
0.57
1.17
0.98
1.58
1.26
1.65
1.93
1.80
2.12
1.35
3.61
2.74
3.24
3.12

Fl

9.22
10.00
8.86
7.66
8.04
6.84
7.48
6.70
6.14
6.40
5.76
7.30
2.78
4.60
3.52
3.76

Table 3
F2
5.0
5.0
4.5
4.0
4.5
4.5
3.5
4.5
3.0
3.0
5.0
5.0
4.5
. 4-0
4.0
4.0

F
14.22
15.00
13.36
11.66
12.54
11.34
10.98
11.20
9.14
9.40
10.76
12.30
7.28
8.60
7.52
7.76

In Fig.3, the sequence of effect extent to three moduli is KH>IM>SM ( Р^„-23.06, НВм
-0.80, R,M-8.04 here, Rx-Xm..-Xm1= ), the optimal result is KH-0.88, SM- 2. 20, IM- 1. 2.
Comparing to Fig. 4, we found that the changing trend of KH is the same in two methods
baeicly, and F increases with decreasing of KH, but the variation extent of rapid burning
is stronger than that of common burning. SM is very smooth and IM have the optimal value
in Fig 3, but they are different in Fig. 4. Analysing the above results, we suggest that
raw meal modulus suitting rapid burning technique should be lower KH, higher SM and

1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60
Fig. 3

Fig. 4

The grade different analyses of the rapid burning method

The grade different analyses of the odinary burning method

moderate IM. In Fig. 4, KH-0.90 is the optimal point, but the result in Fig. 3 seems to show
that KH should be taken a lower value. We know that low KH indicates high dicalcium
silicate content in cement clinker, that is to say, rapid burning technique can suit to
the cement of higher dicalcium silicate content.

In Fig. 3, the influence of SM is the samllest in three factors to rapid burning.
SM
governs the proportion of silicate mineral and fluxing mineral in clinker,
and it also
indicates the amount of liquid phase in burning process. We know, in the formation process
of cement clinker,the main action of fluxing is to lower burning temperature and accelerate
the solid phase reaction under the condition of existing liquid-solid phase.
By the
ordinary viewpoint, the more fluxing mineral is, the more favourable reaction will be, but
there exists not this relation in rapid burning process from by experiment result,
which
rt veals the different of the formation mechanism of clinker minerals in two method.

Our study results [6] showed that a lot of small siie Belites formed early state
contain with more impurties and defects, these Belites have higher reaction activity in
the formation process of Alite. Meanwhile, the liquid phase formed simultaneously in rapid

burning has some character which is very useful to the formation of calcium silicate,
Considering clinker quality and practical production, we suggest that raw meal modulus
range should take KH:0.88-0.90, SM>2.4 and moderate IM.

CONCLUSION

1. Portland cement clinker can be burnt by using rapid burning technique with a lower
burning temperature and a shorter burning time, which has the significant effect of energy

conserving in cement manufacture.
,
,
relation
between
burning
time
and
temperature
in
rapid
burning
is
given
as
2. The
follows:
t - 6.8242 EXP [ 71.6780/ ( T-1270 ) ]
we
Considering the feature of the rapid burning and thejtabiHty^of production control,
temperature region should be in 1320 C to 1360 Csuggest that burning
1—
meal modulus rang suitting to the rapid burning technique is lower KH,
3. The raw
'
higher and changable SM. Considering clinker quality and practical production.
moderate IM,•
e
--------•
’
• IM.
we suggest that this range take KH:0.88 to 0.90, SM.2.4 and moderate
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THE STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF LOW-CaO
CONTAINED CLINKER
T V Kuznetsova, A P Osokin, V G Akimov and V N Panyuskln
Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technology
Moscow, RUSSIA

SUMMARY
This paper presents results of the investigation of the content,

structure and. hydration activity of clinkers

(LSF = 0.70 - 0.85;

SR =

2.2 - 3.3; AR = 0.6-1.2), obtained by roasting the raw material on the
base of limestone,

lay and cinders.

The carried out

study showed the

expediency of application of thermochemical activation of processes for

mineralformation in the technology of highly active low-base clinkers.
The fuel economy at
the roasting of such low-base
clinkers
1300-135O°C is 10-20% in comparison with the highly - base clinkers.

at

INTRODUCTION
One of the ways to cut down energy consumption at cement production

by 10-20% is the conversion of the industry to the production of bellte
clinkers of higher activity. Due to the selection of the corresponding
roasting and cooling regimes of the material,
such an extent,

bellte

is activized to

that it becomes possible to overcome the slow growth of

strength, which is oharacteristic of the mineral. At the production of

low-base clinkers the process should be aimed to obtain not only highly

active solid solution on the base of

ß -, a'

- and

a -C^S,

but to

enhance the reactivity of a multiphase system in general.

EXPERIMENTAL
The investigation of the content, structure and hydration activity

obtained by roasting the raw material (LSF = 0.70 - 0.85;

of clinkers,

SR = 2.2 -

AR = 0.6 - 1.2)

3.3;

on the base of limestone,

clay and

cinders, was carried out with different catalyzers which were contained
in waste products at the temperature of 1350-145O°C. The application of

marl allows to lower the temperature by 100°C.

The

evaluation of

the

character of

clinker mineral

formation as

well as of the products of their hydration was carried out with the help

of optic and screen electron microscopy, phase X-ray analysis and X-ray

spectral analysis, IR-spectroscopy. The hydration activity of the cement
at W/S =0.4 was stadied at an X-ray diffractometer, and the strength of
the hardened block with plaster (3% SO^) was determined with the help of

a

tensile-testing machine.

The

calculation

of

energy

clinker forming was carried out taking into account

for

consumption

the value of heat

effect for the solution of the clinker and the raw material in HF. The

solution was
conducted in a thermostatic unit
of
an adiabatic
calorimeter at temperature of 25°C at the solid-ligwid ratio 1:2000.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The

processes
viewpoint

solid

for

of

mineral

flaw

and

forming

formation in
the

ions

charges

products

waste

of

application

solutions,

dimensions

*

of

from

clinker

during

calcium silicate

additives,

the

ions

positively

influences

Ca

roasting.

From

the

crystals,

which

are

differring

and

the

Si

significantly

,

are

the

in

most

preferable and in this case the effect on the anion sublattice shows the

best result. In this connection it is recommended to use waste products
containi ng

phosphorous,

chromium,

sulfur

and

compounds

titanium

as

mndiTying additives. The introduction of carbon in the composition of

the

material

raw

mixture

thermochemical

enables

activation

the

of

process for mineral formation (Fig.1), because local parts appear during
its

combustion

at

2145-2160°C

temperature

the

before

just

decarbonization of the bulk of the limestone (300-700 C). It results in.

the

of

increase

non—stoichiometry

in

the

minerals,

contained in the Portland cement

foiraation

of

solid

solution

with

of

composition
clinkers,

in the

and also

elements.

impurity

main

the

Microelements,

introduced in the structure of such crystals, increase the defectiveness

of

their

structure

by

several

In

factors.

of

fields

the

non-stoiohiometric composition of alite and belite the concentration of

free charge carries increases by 45-70 and 40-150 times respectively,

and the density of dislocations at local parts of crystals is higher
than the mean value by a factor of 10-103. The mineralogic composition
of

clinkers

experimentally

found,

always

doesn’t

to

correspond

the

calculated data. At the values of LSP 0.67-0.75 the deviation from the

theoretical

quantity

values

and

in

decrease

the
in

direction

the

belite

of

the

in

increase

quantity

is

alite

the

observed;

at

LSP

0.80-0.85 the contradictory phenomenon is observed. At calculations the
relationship between the carbon and the additive concentrations in the

composition of the raw material should be taken into account. For the
clinkers containing sulfuric compounds as a mineralizer

largest
wastes

deviation

containing,

is

determined

phosphorus,

at

C/SO^

chromium

=

0.3.

and

The

(Table 1)

application

manganese

changes

the
of

the

numeric value of this relationship, but it doesn't influence the nature

Fig.1 The microstructure
of the low-base clinker,
synthesized at 135O°C

with the use of carboncontaining additive.

of the determined, regularity. The mineralogio composition of clinkers,
synthesized at temperature 1350 and 1400°0,

is identical. The drop in

the roasting temperature to 1200°C didn’t allow to obtain qualitative

caked clinkers.
The mineralogic composition of the clinker

Table 1

Concentration, %
C/SO3

LSF

N

calcium aluminates
and aluminoferrites

belite

alite

12

59

30

20

48

30

0.6

15

53

28

0.67

0.9

14

54

32

5

0.76

0.0

27

46

28

6

0.75

0.3

25

43

31

7

0.74

0.6

20

47

31

8

0.72

0.9

18

49

9

. 0.80

0.0

31

38

31

1

0.70

0.0

2

0.69

0.3

3

0.68

4

•

........... 31...... ........

10
11

0.79

0.3

28

38

33

' 0.77

0.6

26

40

33

12

0.76

0.9

24

43

32

triclinic
and
monoclinic
the
mixture
of
clinkers
all
In
modification is stabilized. In the centre of most crystals of monoclinic
modification (CaO/SiO2 > 3-0) the M1a form of alite is determined, and

on the border
Belite

is
of

<

stabilized for

quantity of
cooling

(CaO/SiOg

a'
the

concentration

- and

3.0)
the

the M1b form of alite
most

the

in

the

ß

determined.

-form.

But

some

d - CgS is formed. The increase in the rate of

clinker from 200

of

part

is

high

to

5000°0/min causes

temperature

belite

the

growth

of

and

the

modification,

crystals of calcium silicate are characterized by a wide range of areas

of nonstoichiometrio composition. The reactivity of alite and belite of

nonstoiohiometrio composition increases by 15-20%, and the strength of
the hardened block grow by 2.0 - 7.0 MPa.

The introduction of the optimum quantity of the additive

(C/S03 =

0.3-0.6) into the composition of the raw material mixture results in the

maximum growth of its hydration activity because of the increase in the
structure defectiveness of the main minerals. The degree of hydration of
the silicate components (alite + belite) can reach 50-65% (28 days), and

the strength at compression of samples increases by 8-31% in comparison

standard values

with

(Table 2)

resulting from

lowering of

the

their

porosity, and foming low-base calcium hydrosilicates.

Table 2

Hydration activity of minerals and clinkers

The degree of hydration, %
alite

belite

N

Compression

silicates

Time of hardening

'

1

1

28

strength, MPa

(in days)

1

28

;28

1

1

50

4

20

14

37

4.7

36.2

2

62

4

38

21

56

7.0

60.2

3

80

4

24

21

41

4.8

48.3

4

50

4

12

14

31

4.5

40.7

5

50

4

27

21

52

6.9

50.9

6

58

9

30

27

57

9.0

67.9

7

62

4

28

21

53

7.0

61.8

8

74

4

27

22

47

6.4

48.1

9

58

9

35

31

60

9.7

58.7

10

58

9

42

31

65

14.0

85.0

11

57

9

37

28

62

11.0

67.0

12

67

14

29

33

54

8.4

46.9

As

it

is

obvious

clinker formation,
KJ/kg

for

The

the

study,

alite

fuel

and

economy

for
at

value

the

depending on LSP value,

ordinary

respectively.

from

of

heat

effect

of

is 1900-1910 and 1510-1690
low-base

synthesized

roasting

of

belite

determined as 10-20% in comparison with the alite one.
from the stoichiometric composition of alite,

clinkers

clinkers
The

is

deviation

caused by the irregular

distribution of main and admixture ions in the mineral structure, leads

to a significant change in the energy content of the substance. 665 and

710

KJ/kg

respectively

Ca0/Si02 = 2.8 and 3.2,

is

consumed

to

from

calcium

silicates

with

and that is by 13 and 6 % lower than for the

mineral with CaO/SiO2 = 3.0; and their reactivity surpasses the standard
values. The lower quantity of energy is consumed at

highly active belites and calcium aluminates,

but

the formation of

the enthalpy values

for

their

formation

are

almost

720-728

similar:

and.

732-784

KJ/kg

respectively.

CONCLUSIONS
Thus the carried out study showed the expediency of application of

thermochemical

activation

of

processes

mineralformation

for

in

the

technology of highly active low-base clinkers. The use of wasre products

with carbon-containing components in the composition of the raw material
mixture

allows

to

increase, the

strength of

a

cement

block by 8-31%.

resulting in the formation of clinkers minerals with zonal structure of
crystals,
interaction

low-base
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water.

The

fuel

with
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RESEARCH ON THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND MICROSTRUCTURES
'
OF SULPHO-ALUMINATE CEMENT CLINKER
Su Muzhen, Deng Junan, Wu Zongdao and Liu Xlaoxin
China Building Materials Academy
Beijing, P R CHINA

ABSTRCT

The industrial sulpho-aluminate cement clinker, using lime stone, bauxite and anhydrite as
raw materials and sintered at 1300t!, can be featured as small sparse and porous particles. The
mineral composition, microstructure and constituents of the main mineral C4A3S w the elm er
which was produced by different processes (in an ordinary dry-process rotary kiln, the kiln wit
shaft preheater and with reinforced suspension preheater) and on the different A12O3/ SiU2 ra
tios in bauxite were investigated by means of SEM / EDAX. The results show that m the indus
trial SAC clinker that formed at non-equilibrium condition, C4A3S is not a compound with
fixed composition but a solid solution of which constituents can be continuously changed in rel
atively larger scales and there is the substitution of different kinds of hetero ions in it.

SEM/EDAX

(SP)

RSP

INTRODUCTION
In 1974, China Building Materials Academy (CBMA) was succeed in industrial trail-pro
duction of sulpho—aluminate cement (SAC) using natural lime stone, bauxite and anhydrite as
raw materials. The production process adopted include the ordinary dry-process rotary kiln
(DPR), the kiln with shaft preheater (SP) and with reinforced suspension preheater (RSP). The
main mineral composition for the clinker is C4A3S 55—75%, a—C2S 15—25% and few free
CaSO4, CT and ferrite phases.

In its applications, it was found that the SAC produced by different processes and used dif
ferent bauxite as raw materials will cuase the different performances. The effects, therefore, was
studied of bauxites with different A12O3 / SiO2 ratios and different types of kiln on the mineral
compositions, micro structures of SAC clinker and its СдАзЗ1 compositions. Through this study,
the more rational mineral composition for the clinker and the mechanism of the hetero—ions was
established, the performances of the SAC could be improved further.

SAMPLING AND TESTING
1. Sampling for studying on the clinker formation process in kiln

To research the clinker formation process in DPR kiln, the samples were respectively taken
along a 1.0+21m kiln at the sites from the head to 1,2,3,4,5,8,12,15,19 meter and nine samples
were taken altogether. Each sample was tested by means of chemical analysis and XRD and the
• related raw mix was investigated by DTA, the results are shown in Fig.i and 2.

kiln (m)

Fig.l Chemical Analysis of Materials in Kiln

Fig.2 DTA curve for raw mix

2.Sampling on different SAC clinker

For studying on the effects of different bauxites and kilns on the micro structures and
phases compositions of clinker, the samples were chosen from four representative plants which
are Lengshuitan (LST), Maomin (MM), Tianjin (TJ) and Luanxian (LX). These plants
respectively stand for three kinds of process related with different types of kiln: DPR kiln for
LST and TJ SP kiln for LX and RSP kiln for MM plant. The samples also stand for two kinds
of bauxite according to different A12O3 / SiO2 ratios and fuels used (MM-dead oil, others-soft

coal). The liter weights for all the samples vary from 650 to 850 g/1. The chemical analysis of
the raw mixes and fuels are shown in Table 1.

Table 1.
Plant

MM
LX
TJ
LST

Type
of
kiln

RSP
SP
DPR

DPR

Chemical analysis of the raw materials and fuels in 4 plants

Raw materials
Boux. Lime Anhy.

Coal ash (%)

Clinker (%)

A/S

C

SO,

S

A

Ash

C4A3S

C2S

24.13
3.73
.4.99
13.14

53.17
49.07
51.11
52.06

50.45
51.01
50.45
53.08

0.00
46.58
47.47
57.04

0.00
17.48
16.00
23.04

0.00
14.04
15.00
16.24

83
57
57
71

6
31
27
18

'

A/S

C/A

2.70
2.45
2.52
2.59

0.84
1.44
1.37
1.08

3.Preparation of different clinker samples for SEM / ED AX test
Two kinds of sample were prepared respectively for micro—morphology and oxide analysis.

a. For micro—morphology analysis—: Break the clinker specimen into two pieces and choose a
relatively smooth unpolished section as a tested surface.
b. For oxide analysis— Crush the specimens into smaller particles with diameter of 2-3 mm,
then put them in a mold and pour epoxy into it to form. Polish the specimens with absolute
ethanol consequently. Spray carbon conducting—layer on the tested surfaces of the two kinds of
samples by a DMX—220A coater. A KYKY—1000B scanning electronic microscope was em
ployed for investigating the micro—structure and morphology of SAC clinker, a TN—SERIES II
X-ray energy spectrometer for oxide analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
l.The formation mechanism for industrial SAC clinker
Through the comprehensive analysis on Fig.l, 2 and XRD results, the chemical reaction
process of industrial clinker formation along the kiln are expounded as follows:

The dehydration and decomposition of bauxite have taken place at 7-10 m from the head
of the kiln and the reaction temperature is around 530 U . About 900U , a great quantity of
CaCO3 is decomposited (at 4-6 m place) and the generated CaO is reacted immediately with
a-SiO2 and А12Оз from decomposited bauxite into a transitional phase C2AS. By reason of
that, there is no great amount of free CaO founded in Fig.l. Thereafter, the amount of C2AS
was continuously increased as materials inch into the higher temperature zone of the kilm C2AS
reacted with CaSO4 into C4A3S and ot-C2S when temperature reached 1000U . C4A3S could
also be formed directly from CaO, A12O3 and CaSO4 as temperature went up consequently.
CaO and SiO2 compounded into ß—C2S above 1100U , which decreases free CaO in a great
quantity (at 2—3 m place). The transitional phase C2AS and free CaO were vanished when tem
perature reached 1250U (at 1-2 m place) and a-C2S reacted with CaSO4, at same time, into a
new transitional phase—2C2S • CaSO4 which will be decomposited back into a—C2S and free
CaSO4 as sintering temperature went over 1280U . At this moment, the amount of C4A3S and
C2S will hit their tops and it is successful in sintering the SAC clinker.

It must be point out that in the tetra-system of СаО-А12Оз-8Ю2-8О3, no matter how
much CaO present, SiO2 reacts with CaO only into C2S but C3S as the quantity of CaSO4 is
over 4% in the system. The surplus CaO only present as free CaO.

For different bauxite adopted as raw material, the varying scales for the phase composition
of SAC clinker are that: C4A3S 55-75% and C2S 15-35%.
2.Microstructure of SAC clinker

ig.

SEM / ED AX was employed to
investigate the aforementioped clinkicromor-ers from Доде four plants. The

phology of C4A3S morphologies of the clinker phases
in MM clinker
were shown and the effects of various
■
production
processes
on
the
morphologies would be seen in
Fig.3,4,5 and 6. Because of the faster
rotary speed of RSP kiln and, there
fore, the shorter remaining time in
kiln, the microstructures of this kinds of clinker (see Fig.3) was in granular accumulation. The
crystal size for C4A3S was comparatively samller (<2p) and its appearance looked irregular.
This kind of clinker has a higher hydrating rate.

Fig.4

(a)
(b)
Micromorphologies of C,A3S (a) and C2S (b) in LX clinker

Fig.5

(a)
(b)
Micromorphologies of C4A3S (a) and C2S (b) in TJ clinker

Fig.6

Micromorphologies of C4A3S (a) and (b) in LST clinker

For the clinker sintered in SP kiln, since the raw mix was preheated well the C4A3S crystal
appearance showed regulated with hexagonal plate and tetragonal P^^dershapes and its
crystal sizes (around 2-5д) were bigger than that of the one produced in RSP kiln. The clinker
of Sf• к n hydrated relatively slower than the one of RSP kiln but performed a highei_phy«cal
strength at later stage. As far as the clinker produced in DPR kiln was concerned (see Fig.5 and
6) it was packed up in a layer and granular structure. Most of C4A3S crystals in this in
clinker were in hexagonal or tetragonal plates and short-polycylinder shapes, and their sizes
were also around 2-5д.

'

C,S phase in all the clinkers takes roughly a spherical shape. According to ED AX analysis,

0,5 twins usually with crystal CA,S and the variation in ns size is greater.

Since a small amount of K20 and Na20
included in the bauxite, some alkali-contained phases, which are primarily the
matchstick shaped crystals, can be found in
SAC clinkers (Fig.7). The composition for the
alkali—contained bases (ED AX results) as fol
low:

Fig.7

Micromorphology of alkalicontained phase in SAC clinker
CaO

A120j

SOj

K2O

50.81

13.28

20.02

8.83

SiO2
3.41 1

Fc2O3
2.60

MgO
TiO2
1.05 1
0.15

3.Research on the chemical composition of C4A3S phase in industrial clinkers
r A e Dhases that in the clinkers produced at the four above-mentioned cement plants,
were investigated in this study by means of EDAX in order to decide the effects of the b™x,t“
with different A12O, / SiO, ratios and different types of rotary kiln on the chemical composition

ofC4A3S phase.

The statistical results are shown in Table 2 and Fig.8. In the industrial clinker,
is not
a chemical compound with a fixed composition but a solid solution of which components can be
changed continuously in relatively larger scales. Also several hetero—ion substitutions were
found in it.

ÖAI2O3

ICaO
■ sO3

Fig.8

Table 2.

Oxides analysis for the
industrial C4A3S’ phase

Oxide Analysis for C+AjS1 from the Four Plants

TJ

LST

LX

MM

AVG

P.C/

A12O3

40.22

38.31

37.47

35.47

37.83

50.12

CaO

38.56

43.33

38.70

42.47

40.83

36.76

SO3

14.90

11.91

17.45

16.26

15.13

13.12

3.19

2.98

3.02

0.00

3.12

2.80

Fe2O3

1.60

1.28

1.39

0.60

1.22

0.00

TiO2

0.61

1.15

0.64

0.54

0.74

0.00

MgO

0.53

0.68

0.63

0.79

0.66

0.00

K2O

0.51

0.61

0.75

0.69

0.64

0.00

100.05

100.07

100.07

100.07

100.07

100.00

SiOj

SUM

* Ideal crystal of C4A3S

Comparing with its ideal crystal composition, the industrial C4A3S has a quite lower per
centage of А120з but a little higher for the components of CaO and SO3. The variation of
A12O3 is related to the different bauxites used in raw mixes (see Table 1 and 2). For the clinkers
from the two plants (MM and LST) on higher A12O3 / SiO2 ratio of the bauxite, there were over
65% of C4A3S (test point), according to the results of ED AX, in which_Al2O3 content was
around 40—50% (this value was relatively close to the content in ideal C4A3S crystal). The other
35% C4A3S only have 30-40% of A12O3 content. But for the clinkers from the other two plants
(LX and TJ), which had lower Al2O3/SiO2 ratios, the A12O3 content in over 50% of C4A3S;
was less than 35%. In general, the higher A12O3 content in bauxite, the higher it in industrial
C4A3S'; but even in the case that A12O3 content reached up to 76.48% in bauxite (MM plant),
the content in industrial C4AS was still lower than the one on its ideal crystal. The content of
SO3 in industrial C4A3S is changed with different type of rotary kiln. For the kilns with
preheater (SP or RSP), the volatilized SO3 is easier to be absorbed back by raw mix, the content
of SO3 in industrial C4A3S is a little higher than that in its ideal form, but for the kiln with no
preheater, the SO3 content is lower than or close to the ideal value.

The Substitution of hetero—ions in C4A3S is mainly that Ca replaced by Mg and Al by Si,
Fe and Ti.
CONCLUSIONS

1. The SAC clinker can be produced at relatively lower sintering temperature - 1300 °C and
has remarkable burnability. The conventional color of clinker is light grey which changed with
the variation of Fe content in raw mix. The clinker can be featured as small sparse and porous
particles and its liter-weights variated between 650-850 g /1.
2. There are some obvious differences in the morphologies and micro structures of SAC
clinkers sintered in the different types of rotary kiln. The morphology for the mineral phases of
the clinker produced in SP kiln was more regular than the other two and the microstructure had
a higher distinctness. The outline of the one produced in RSP kiln was the most irregular, its

crystal size was extreme fine (< 2^) and it was granular packing in a layer.
3. The industrial C4A3S phase formed in a non-equilibrium condition is not a compound
with fixed composition but a solid solution of which components (espcially CaO) can be
continuously changed in a relatively large scale. The variation rules are that: 1) CaO content is
decided by the proportion of raw mix.; 2) the percentage^ A12O3 depended on the quality of
bauxite and higher bauxite content produced higher C4A35; 3) the percentage of SO3 is losed to

its ideal value and variated with the different clinker production processes.

•4. The hetero-ions substitution will occur in the industrial C4A3S that produced by substi

tution of Ca by Mg, Al by Si, Fe and Ti.
5. It was found that a match-stick shaped alkali-contained phase was formed when few
K2O was introduced by bauxite. The clinker will fast set and expand when the content of this

phase exceeds a certain amount.
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FORMATION AND SOLID STATE PROPERTIES OF
ß-DICALCIUM SILICATE
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SUMMARY

In an attempt to conserve energy, dicalcium silicate,an important
constituent of portland cement has been prepared from different component
mixes. These were sintered at different temperatures. The kinetic data
was found to obey dander's equation. From the rate constant values
activation energies were calculated for CaCOg+ Si02 system together with
entropy of activation, activation enthalpy and free energy of activation.
It is found that the activated state is more ordered indicating that
during the course of reaction only slight rearrangement in the crystal
lattice occurs. The overall results have indicated that Са(МОз)2 + SiC>2
system is the most reactive system amongst those studied.
Hydration studies of B-C2S formed under different conditions were
made at 28 days by measuring free lime and non-evaporable water content.
It is proposed that extent of hydration is related to the defects present
in the structure.

INTRODUCTION

Dicalcium
6silicate hydrates similar to tricalcium silicate
although at a much lower velocity. Thus, it' does not play an important
rple during the early strength development. However, late strength is
controlled by the hydration of 8-C2S phase in portland cement. Further,
0-C2S can be prepared comparatively at a much lower temperature compared
to C3S and hence if a portland cement can be made with a high content of
highly reactive ß—C2S, it would be more economical. Alsp according to
Murdoch and Blackledge (1), cements in which a high proportion of C2S is
formed, have relatively high resistance to chemical attack, relatively
low drying shrinkage and hence are more durable.

One important step in this direction is to synthesize B-C2S at
lower temperatures by using different mineralizers and dopants (2).
9-dicalcium
silicate
is
generally
prepared
by
heating
a
stoichiometric mixture (2:1) of CaO and Si0 2 at around 1450°C., It is
well known that freshly prepared CaO has high surface area and is more
reactive. For this reason different compounds giving CaO on decomposition
have been chosen for the preparation of 6-C2S. In the present paper we
will discuss the kinetics of B-C2 S formation from different component
mixes. Hydration studies of 13-C2S are also discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
Calcium carbonate,
calcium nitrate,
calcium acetate,
calcium
oxalate and (calcium nitrate + ammonium nitrate)eutectic weJ:e1
silica (aerosil) to prepare different reaction mixtures. All chemicals
were of AR grade.

Method

Stoichiometric mixtures of the following systems in the ratio of
2:1 (with reference to CaO) were made :
(2) Ca(NO3)2 + SiO2,

(1)

CaCO3 + SiO2,

(4)

CaC2O4 + SiO2 and (5) [CaNO3 + NH4NO3]eutectic + S102

(3) Ca(COOCH3)2 + SiO2,

Mixtures were made homogeneous by adding isopropyl alcohol un^e^
constant magnetic stirring. The excess isopropyl alcohol was evaporated
and the reaction mixtures were pelletized in the form of pellets having
diameter 1.5 cm and heights between 1.0 -1.5 cm. These, pellets were then
fired in a muffle furnace at different temperatures (110°
И00 c) for
different intervals of time. Few pellets
were
prepared
in presence
of mineralizers also. After each firing the samples were^rapidiy cooied
in air and ground into fine powder and allowed to pass through 100 mesh
sieves. Percent free lime of the fired samples were determined by
modified Franke extraction method (3) and from this the extent of
reaction was calculated. The e-C2S formed in different reaction mixtures
were also characterized by X-ray diffraction. Electrical conductivity of
solid pellet of ß-C2S was also determined.
Different ß-C2S prepared were subjected to hydration (w/s - 1. )
for 28 days. The hydration was stopped and free lime and non-evaporable
water content determined.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Reactions in number of reacting systems have been studied at
different temperatures (1100° - 1400°C). Following calcium salts were
used to obtain CaO :
CaCO 3 , Ca(NO3 )2 , Са(СООСНз )2 . CaC20'4
and
[Ca(NO3 )2 + NH4 NO3 leutectic - There was hardly any difference between
Са(МОз)2 and eutectic mixture. In all the cases calcium salts decomposed
to give CaO, which ultimately reacted with SiO2 in stoichiometric ratio
to give B-C2S. Among all the reactions, the kinetics of the following
reaction was studied in detail :
2CaCO3 + SiO2-------------> 2CaO.SiO2 + 2CO2

The kinetic data obeys dander's equation (4)

[1-(1- a)1/3]2 = kt

. . . . (1)

where, a is the extent of reaction at any time t and к is the rate
constant. When 2 log [l-(l-a)1/3] is plotted against log t, straight
lines (Fig. 1) are obtained.

Fig. 1. Test of dander's equation for the reaction
2CaCO3 + SiO2 at different temperatures

From the slope of the lines,
given in Table 1.

the values of к were calculated and are

Table 1

Kinetic parameter for the reaction
2CaCC>3 + SiO2--------- > 2CaO.SiO2+ 2CO2

S .No.
1
2
3
4

Tem£.
( °C)
1100
1200
1300
1400

к
(hour
0.23
0.33
0.38
0.58

E

(d/mole)
58800

*
ДС

*
ДН

(d/mole)
370561
393814
419601
441371

(d/mole)
47384
46553
45722
44890

*
Д5

(d/mole)
-235
-236
-238
-237

When loy к is plotted against 1/T, straight
(Fig. 2) showing that Arrhenius equation is obeyed-

line

is

obtained

k=Ae'E/RT

wherer E is the energy of activation, R is gas constant, A is constant
and T is the temperature in degrees absolute.
о

_n.o ____________I____________ I__________ I------------ 1-'
5-5
60
6-5
70
7-5

i/т x ю*4 ( к*1 ) —

Fig. 2. Arrhenius plot for the reaction between
CaCO3 and SiO2

The value of energy of activation is found to be 58.8 kJ/mole. The value
is lower than the values reported by other researchers (4). The reason
for this difference may be due to difference in the reactivity о
SiC>2 and the surface area of CaO produced.

From the energy of activation value, the thermodynamic parameters
such as activation enthalpy, free energy of activation and entropy of
activation have also been calculated and are given in Table 1. The
negative value of entropy of activation suggests that the activated
state is more ordered as given below 2 CaC^ + SiO2V'

—

(2CaO.Sio2) ------------ >e-2CaO.SiC>2

Activated state
(more ordered)
The extent of reactions for all the systems at 1100°C and 1200°C

are given in Table 2.

From the table it is clear that the reactivity of Ca(NO3)2 with SiO^ is
highest and lowest for the calcium oxalate system. It appears that
calcium oxalate does not form C2 S at this temperature. The extent of
reactions for the other systems are in the following sequence Э

+
SiO2

Ca(COOCH3)2

CaCO-

Ca(N0-)9

CaC2C>4

J

z

>

+
si02

>

+
S102

>
.

+
S1°2

Table 2
Extent of reactions

S .No.

Reaction Systems

Extent of reaction,a (%)
after 3 hours
1100°C

1200°C

1.

CaCO3 + SiC>2

91.1

94.9

2.
3.

Ca(NO3)2 + SiO2
Ca(COOCH3)2+ SiO2

93.9

95.8

82.4

83.4

4.

CaC2O4 + SiO2

76.5

74.4

5.

[Ca(NO3)2 +NH4NO3]eutectic+ Si02

94.0

95.1

The difference in reactivity may be due to difference in the process of
decomposition of calcium salts and the effect of gaseous atmosphere
during decomposition. The different calcium salts decompose in the
following manner -

CaCO3 ----------->CaO + C02

Ca(NO3)2------------>CaO + 2 NC>2 + 2 NO + 2C>2
Ca(COOCH3)2---------->'CaO + 3H2O + 4C
CaC2O4 -----------»CaO + C02 + CO
It appears that the activity of CaO produced is significantly affected
by the gaseous atmosphere.
Effect of different mineralizers (2.0 wt. %) on the formation of
B-C2S was also studied and is found that NaF is most effective for the
Ca(NO3 )2 + SiC>2 system at ll00°c* Th® order of the effectiveness of the
mineralizers are as -

NaF > KF > CaF2
It is possible to prepare B-C^S of better quality at lower temperature
by using suitable reacting system and mineralizer.

Electrical conductivity measurements of solid pellets show that
В-C2S behaves as a semiconducting material and contains defects. The
electrical conductivity values for different B-C2S
obtained from
different component mixes are different but the nature of variation is
almost similar. This simply indicates that concentration of defects is
different in different samples.

Free lime and non-evaporable water contents of some
at 28 days are given in Table 3. These values are the
extent of hydration and from the table it is clear that
hydration is different for 6-C2S prepared under different
W value for B-C-S obtained from the following reactions
.
1200°C
Ca(NO3)2 + S1O2-------- 15 h
> ß-C2S
c?CO3+SiO2+NaF.

1^°°C

>

B-C2S

В-C2S hydrated
measure of the
the extent of
conditions.The

are quite high and the values can be further increased. However, unless
the data for the entire systems are obtained, it is difficult to make a
general remark.

Table 3

%Free lime and % Non-evaporable water content of some 0-C2S samples
prepared at 1200°C (heating duration = 15 h) and hydrated for 28 days.

S.No.

Reaction System

% Free lime

% W

n

1

Ca(NO3)2 + SiO2

2.5

6.9

2

CaCO3 + SiO2

1.9

4.7

3

CaCO3 + SiO2 + NaF (2.0%)

4.9

9.2

4

CaCO3 + SiO2 + KF (2.0%)

3.0

4.7

5

CaCO3 + SiO2 + CaF2 (2.0%)

1.9

3.8

The difference in reactivity may be due to

1)

Difference in the nature and concentration of defects in B-C„S.
Experiments have shown that 6~C9S contains defects (5) and, the
nature and concentration can be changed under different conditions.

2)

Difference in surface activity. Surface activity may be higher or
lower depending upon the nature of
(i) gaseous atmosphere
(ii) mineralizers

Thus it can be concluded that ß-C2S can be made reactive by choosing
suitable conditions of its preparation.
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ORTHOSILICATE COMPOSITIONS IN CaO - SrO - BaO - SiO2 SYSTEM
AND THEIR WATER REACTIVITY
Ion Teoreanu and Ecaterlna Andronescu
Polytechnical Institute Bucharest
ROUMANIA

SUMMARY

Calcium orthosilicate, an important component o+ portland cement
clinker, reacts with water, slowly. But,
it
is also possible to
■Form
in
the
portland
cement clinkers,
some more active
orthosi 1 icate phases by the partial
substitution o-F the Ca2+ ions
with the more basic alkaline-earth ions : Sr2+ and Ba2+.
The present study reports majore contributions in respect o-F
phase relations at subsolidus temperatures in the 2CaO.SiO2 —
2SrO.SiO2-2BaO.SiC2 system, as al so,the chemical process mechanism
in solid phase between mixtures o-F
the system. In addition, the
reactivity
o-F
the
enriched
orthosilicate
compositions
is
characterised
by
the
data obtained,
whereas
conform the
a-F or ementioned hypothesis o-F the work.

L'ortosi1icate de calcium - important composant du clinker de
ciment portland -a une lente interaction avec I'eau. La formation,
dans les clinkers de silicate, des phases ortosi1icatiques plus
actives est possible aussi
par
la voie de la substitution
partielle du
ion Ca2+ par des ions alcalins - terreuk
plus
basiques : Sr2+ et Ba2+.
Dans 1'ätude ci-prösente on apporte d'importantes contributions
en
ce qui
concerne les relations de phases ä des temperatures
sous-solidous, dans le m@me que mäcanismes de reaction en phase
solide, correspondant aux melanges du systäme. On у caractSrise,
en
meme
temps,
1'activite
des compositions
ortosi1icates
afferentes, les informations obtenues confirmant 1’hypothäse de
travail mentionnee en haut.

INTRODUCTION
Calcium orthosilicate - an important component o-f
portland
cement clinker — reacts slowly with water. The reaction, is one of
hydrolysis. The hydrolysis process o-f
salts derived -from strong
basis and weak acids, calcium orthosi1icate being one such salt,is
to be expected be in proportional
direct relation
with
the
original basis, keeping during the reaction time, the same anion
and the same basis oxide / acid oxide, ratio.

For measuring the reactivity o-f these salts with water,it was
suggested, in
the previous work / 1;2 /, to determine the ion
potential o-f the component cations.The rate o-f
hydrolysis leaves
inversely,with the ion potential.
Having
the same anion and
same MeO/Si02 ratio, besides o-f
course similar electron con-f i gurat i on o-f the cations, the alkaline
earth
orthosilicates-calcium,
strontium
and barium-could be
expected have a water reactivity in the order:2CaD.Si02<2Sr0.SiD2<
2BaO.Si02
Consequently, it should be possible to -form, in the portland
cement clinkers, some more active orthosi1icate phases by the
substitution o-f Ca2+ ions with the mure basic alkaline earth ions
(having smaller ion potential values : 1.S8/Ca2+/>1.57/Sr2+/>1.40/
Ba2+Z). For
this reason, research on phase relations,reaction
mechanism in solidus phase and reactivity
of
orthosilicate
compositions
in the
oxide
system
CaG—SrO—BaO—SiD2,
has a
special interest, in cement chemistry.

As regards the calcium and barium orthosi1icate binary system
detailed information is available on their phase relations and
reaction mechanism in solidus phase /3—7/ as well
as their water
reactivity /5,8,9/.
Multiple isomorphous relations are to be found in this system
both with ß and ex' structure of calcium orthosilicate (having 2.5Z
mol 2BaO.SiO2 and 7.5Z mol 2BaO.SiD2 and with barium orthosilicate
structure having 2.5Z mol 2CaO.SiO2).
It must also be pointed out that the system has solidus
solutions
inside itself "T" with hexagonal structure(Bal.5Ca00.5
Si04—Bal.2Ca00.8Si04/3—5/) and "X"
having orthorombic
structure
(BaOO.48Ca01.52SiO4).It is possible that,at high temperatures, the
solidus solutions "T", "X" and cx'C2S form a single phase.
In
the
binary system
Sr2SiO4-Ba2SiO4
phasal
thermal
equilibrium
relations are well known, also.

The smaller difference between the Ba2
and
*
fadii
*
Sr2
leads i-._
larger fields af isomorphism /10/.
However ,
not
much , data
are
available on the phase relations ir«
the
third binary systeii;
Ca2SiO4—Sr2SiO4, through analogy, large
isomorphous fields can be
expected to appear because of the quasi
binllarity
bettvt-en
the
dimensions of Sr2+ and Ca2-r radii. In this work both the system
Ca2Si 04—Sr 2Si 04 and the enriched calcluai or Ь’юе;-1 i cate zane of the
ternary system Ca2Si □4-Sr2Si 04—Ba.2Si 04 have been analysed from the
standpoint of the phase nature and the relations between them.Al so
are analysed the chemical
process
mechanism
at
subsolidus
temperature and the water
reactivity
of
the
synthesized
compositions.

EXPERIMENTAL
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Four binary compositions in the system 2CaO.SiD2-2SrO.Si02and
three ternary orthosi1icate compositions
chosen
to
be
analysed.
All these are shown
in Table
1. For synthesizing the
above mentioned compositions high purity
СаиОЗ, BallO-T, SrCG3
and
reactive
SiD2
were used.
After
seasuriny
and
suitable
homogenisation,
the pasttilles
of
these
compositlc-ns
miere
thermally treated at 900...1500°C, for 1...3 hours.

40

5
;

-

10
10

1
1

10
20

20

j

10

After each of the considered thermal treatment,the compositions
were analysed by means of X ray diffraction to evaluate the phase
composition evolution of the system, phasal nature and relations.
Water reactivity of the synthesized compositions for different
treatment conditions was determined by establishing the values of
PH of water suspensions (1/50), after 1 hour of
mixing with water.
The solide powders utilised were of
compatible granulometric
conditions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
X-ray dif-fractometry o-F products -From the thermal treatment o-F
binary compositions 2SrO. Si 02-2Ca0. Si 02 at t?00°C reveals
the
-Formation
o-F
orthosilicates
besides,
presence
o-F
unreacted
reactants.
There are,
initially,
two orthosi 1 icate phases o-F
_tm and strontium having deFormed structure.
single phase,
The system evolution points to the -Forming o-F
g a’L structure - the calcium orthosilicate, the proportion
increasing
"
type o-F solid solutions
At
1400°C a'L C2Sss is the
phase o-F
the thermal
treated composition.
single
' aracteristic planes,at
when the composition have: a single phase - a'L. there are developed,
iespecially along the
drawn, practical ly, -For
sions
can
be
2/ planes.
Simil
n
the ternary system C2S-Sr2S-B2S
lures 5—7, also,
C2S
point.
Even
in this case,"the
3aG; Sr=SrO; B=Ba.Q) near the
at
low temperature, when are in the
phase o-f t’
equilibrium, и
to the published data on jthe binary
With due
ternary
thet
-For
e mentioned
solid
state
is
i
n
mi
sc
i
b
i
1
i
ty
-Fie
a 1
equilibrium diagram .-For the
JaTii
g
ternary system examined.

Fig. 1

e ternary system solid solutions -Field

The results obtained on the reactivity with water of
the
synthesized
substances in
terms of
the pH values
of
their
stispensions, were studied vis-a-vis their composition and thermal
treatment temperature.
An
increased reactivity indicates that the
hydrolysing process is more intense. This could be manifest
by
a higher
pH of the suspension for the same contact time with the

Since all the synthesized substances are of
orthosilicate
character, the differences between them being only in the nature
and
proportion' of
the
component alkaline earth
ions,
their
structural - compositional peculiarities were correlated with the
medium ionic potential
of
the alkalide earth
ions. The ionic
potential was defined by the z/'r ratio (z=2,the number of oxidation
of alkaline‘earth ion and r=its ionic radius).
The curves in rig. 2 were thus obtained. Examination of
these
curves
gives us an
idea about
the evident diminution of the
intensitv of the hydrolysis process (of pH value) with the increase
in ionic
potential
*
, for the same treatment temperature.
11,8
pH

11.7
11.6
11.5

11.4
11.3

112
111
110

10.9

108
10.7

10.6-

Fig. 2

рн У. orthos! licate phase suspensions wi th
Dependence of
for
otential
for
alkaline - earth
ions
medium
ionic . p
different therma 1 treatment temperature.

This depsi’dancs is manitest by the equivalent values of medium
ionic Dütential at the same treatment
temperature -for the ternary
compositions
(with Ca2+,Sr2+ and Ba2
)
*
as against
the
binary

; C.Ufhp Cj S X "C. i. ОП = (wl'tt'l LdA.'i
*
diiLi of
■
The conclusion can be drawn for compositions
treated at
120G°C. In the binary coepositioris having
calcium and
strontium,
the partial replacement o-t calcium ions wish surontium ions,
leads
to a disturbance in the equillibrium of the
intensity of alkaline
earth ions ligand with the ligand of silicate structure (Me-О)
and
a
weakening of those in direct proportion with the Sr2+ ion value.
The effect mentioned is more pronounced
in
the
ternary
compositions where the Ca2+ ions are substituted by Sr2+ and Ba2+
to the same degree. In addition, the nonhomogeneity in distribution
of
the intensity of
Ме-Ö ligands is increased, having favourable
consequences on the hydrolysis
process of the orthosilicate phases
Sу П -2ПЕ-Е,1 zG'd ■

PhäE-E" structures synthesized at low temperatures, present more
"birth"
deficiencies,
wich conferred on these structures a higher
reactivity with increase in the temperature,
to a certain value,
these deficiencies will be "corrected”
and
the resulting phases
will consequently have a low water reactivity.
Thus one can understand why more reactive orthosi1icate phases
were obtained at a lower temperature,
under
the given treatment
condltluns.
Thus, it is possible to obtain active clinkers from calcium
-silicate cement of a lower degree of
lime satur atiori
(with lower
proportion
of
potential
tricalcium
silicate )
by
partial
substitution of Ca.2-i- with Sr2+ and Ba2+, even
in relatively small
proportions.
The
stable
ternary
orthosilicate
phases
are
preponderent
in such clinkers and
give them a
satisfactory
activity. In addition these clinkers could be burnt at relativity
lower temperatures.

CONCLUSIONS

In the orthosi1icate system 2CaO.Si02—2SrD.Si02 phase field,of
ternary solid solutions has been established.
This field has a zone near
the point
20a0.Si02 - system's
component, which holds great interest portland cement chemistry.The
behaviour with water of these high calcium ternary solid solutions,
where the Ca2+ ion was partially substituted with Sr2+ and Ba2+
ions, shows the possibility of
active orthosilicate phases and,
consequently, of some silicate clinkers with
low degree of lime
saturation and satisfactory activity.
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EFFECT OF INCREASED MAGNESIUM OXIDE CONTENTS
AND MIXTURE BASICITY UPON CLINKER PHASES
I G Luglnlna, A I Boykova and О I Fomlchova
Technological Institute of Building Materials, Belgorod
Institute of Silicate Chemistry, St Petersburg, RUSSIA

SUMMARY
A comparison of seven industrial clinkers with different basicitie
(KH) and magnesium oxide contents has been carried out. The solubility
limit of magnesium oxide in clinker phases has been established. Decre
ase in basicity of raw meal increases isomorphous alite content. Bredigite has been found in high magnesia clinkers besides larnite.

РЕФЕРАТ
Проведено сравнение семи промышленных клинкеров с разной концент
рацией оксида магния и основностью (КН). Установлен предел растворимо
сти оксида магния в фазах клинкера. Понижение основности сырьевой смеси
увеличивает изоморфную емкость алита. В высокомагнезиальных клинкерах
наряду с ларнитом обнаружен бредигит.

In the study of distribution of admixtures in the different phases
of cement clinker the effect of raw mix basicity (KH) and presence of a
most typical admixture - magnesium oxide is an interesting aspect.

.
Clinkers from seven cement works with different MgO contents (0.4 2%
*
5
mass) and different basicities - KH 0.89 - 0.97 (Table 1) were used
for analysis.
These had been obtained from the natural limestone and clays,except
ing clinker 5 wherein ash was used instead of clay, and clinker 4 where
in clay was replaced with marl. The raw components were remarkable for
their consistent chemical composition.
I

Admixed oxides content in the clinker phases was determined with
the help of "Camelax" electron probe microanalyser.
Table 1. Chemical composition of the clinkers used

% mass

Clinker
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

KH

0.97
0.96
0.92
0.95
0.89
0.89
0.89

MgO

Si02

0.4
0.4
2.6
2.8
4.1
5.2
1.3

21.5
22.1
20.9
21.2
21.3
21.6
21.8

Al203 Не20з
4.5
4.4
5.4
4.2
5.2
4.7
5.5

3.8
4.1
4:5
3.8
3.8
4.0
4.7

CaO

r2o

67.7
68.3
64.5
64.9
63.2
62.7
65.I

1.4
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.7
1.1
' 0.8

S03
—

O'. 2
0.2
0.3
—
—

The following general correlations were,found to exist, as revealed
by phase analyses, arising from magnesium oxide. Increase in MgO,concen
tration is accompanied by a steady increase of its content in alite and
aluminoferrites. Wile it reached 1.9% in alite, it was 3
*%
mass in
aluminoferrite.

With increase in mix basicity MgO’s ability to be retained in the
alite crystal lattice decreases.
The probability of MgO dissolving in belite increases with its con
centration. Raw mix batches containing sulphate ion provide,the most
favourable conditions of MgO isomorphic substitution in belite, since
sulphate ion facilitates oxide dissolving in.belite.

Hence, magnesium oxide content increases in all the clinker phases
with increased dolomitization of limestones used in making portland ce
ment. But when a certain limit, which is characteristic for each phase
is crossed, any more oxide is accompanied by periclase crystallization.

Chemical composition of limestone has a certain effect on the over
all admixtures content in alite: the less admixture in the source calci
um carbonate, the less admixture in alite for the same or very nearly
same basicity values of raw mixes.

Alite Isomorphic ability to absorb more admixed atoms into its
crystal lattice is more evident with lower KH. Nevertheless, silicon,
dioxide concentration is unaltered despite the higher acidity of caking
material. The rest of acid oxides content - aluminium, iron, sulphur
(if this oxide is present in the raw material or. in the fuel) in alite
increases. The ability of alite to absorb acid and alkaline (potassium
oxide, for example) admixtures is more evident with lower raw meal basi
city.

A remarkable feature of high magnesia industrial clinkers is the
presence of two belite modifications: larnite and bredigite -oC- C2S high-temperature form, which is able to incorporate more admixtures into
its crystal lattice compared to larnite. Spectral analysis detected
increased concentration of admixtures in this belite,phase, especially
potassium oxide. Belite of industrial clinkers, despite limited magne
sium oxide content, is able to incorporate potassium and sodium alkali
oxides into its crystal lattice. Belite isomorphic capacity for alkali
element oxides, pnlike alite isomorphic capacity, does not depend on KH
value; the limiting factor here is evidently the concentration of alka
li containing admixtures and sulphur.
Increase in raw mix basicity (KH) impedes magnesium oxide deposi
tion in the crystal lattice of calcium aluminoferrite.

Be oxide concentration increa
ses up to a certain level, but with
increase in MgO admixture begins to
reduce. CaO content is the most sta
ble and does not depend upon chan
ges in KH and MgO quantities, if KH
values are high enough. Decrease in
ICH is naturally accompanied by a
decrease of oxide in aluminoferrite.
It is accompanied by increase of
aluminium oxide in aluminoferrite.
With the formation of more MgO sa
turated aluminoferrite phase in
magnesium containing clinkers, the
Clinker No.
oxide concentration increases from
0.9 to 2.4 " 3
*%
mass. While exa
mining changes in aluminoferrites
Fig. 1 MgO content in alumino
content with change in ICH values
ferrite
and magnesium oxide concentration,
it should be noted that the oxide
content in the raw mix is a limit,
ing value. Increase in magnesium oxide concentration leads to simulta
neous phase enrichment with aluminium oxide. The literature on the sub
ject points to a pronounced effect of burning temperature upon alumini
um oxide content, but according to our analyses temperature is of minor
importance.
Decrease of clinker basicity at high magnesium oxide concentration
in raw mix is accompanied by an increase, of MgO isomorphic substitution
ability in aluminoferrite as well as aluminium oxide content in this
phase.

A definite relation between magnesium oxide content and aluminium

oxide in the aluminoferrite crystal lattice is not established yet.
Aluminium oxide content in aluminoferrite changed slightly, not showing
substantial effect of magnesium oxide concentration, KH or increase in
burning temperature.

Tricalcium aluminate crystal lattice is remarkable for its high
alkali oxides content, especially potassium oxide. Neither KH value nor
increasing magnesium oxide concentration in the raw meal affect K2O con
tent in C3A. Lowering of basicity leads to increase in AI2Q3 concentrat
ion in the phase, but aluminium oxide is considerably lesser than it is
necessary to consider the phase as being in conformity with its stoihiometry: А120з is 5.5 - 6% and CaO is 3 - 5»5% mass less at low basicity.
At the same time tricalcium aluminate is saturated with Fe and Si acid
oxides, with the total content of these oxides in C3A crystal lattice
decreasing with decrease in KH.
At relatively limited MgO content in belite, increase of its con
centration in the raw meal does not affect the quantity of calcium oxide
in the phase. The factor determining CaO concentration in belite is ba
sicity (KH) of the raw mix. The higher the ICH value, the higher the oxi
de content in C2S. Characteristically, the most saturated calcium oxide
phases - tricalcium silicate and tricalcium aluminate, as a rule, do not
increase their calcium oxide concentration in the crystal lattice as KH
increases, the CaO content in the phase stays rather stable, unlike the
less calcium oxide saturated phases - belite and aluminoferrite,in which
the CaO content depends directly on changes in KH. Low basicity phases
respond considerably stronger to CaO concentration compared to high ba
sicity ones.

DEVELOPMENT OF ALUMINO-BELITIC COLOURED CLINKERS
S Laxmi, Lata Mohan, P S Sharma and A К Dhawan
National Council for Cement and Building Materials
New Delhi, INDIA

SUMMARY

Blue and pink coloured clinkers have been prepared by incorporation
of suitable chromophores Co2 , Fe3+, Zr4 (2-5 percent) and a combina
tion of gypsum and CaF^ mineralizers in alumino-belitic compositions at
1210 - 1330° C and 105Ö - 1120° C respectively under controlled heating
and cooling schedules. Laboratory clinkers thus prepared have been
evaluated for their strength development, mineralogical and
colour
characteristics.
XRD, SEM and optical microscopic studies indicated the presence of
p-C2S, aluminates (CA and CAn), gehlenite, sulphoaluminate, chromophore
bearing silicate and aluminate phases.
The performance of the blue clinker was comparable to that of OPC,
but the compressive strength obtained at various ages for pink clinkers
is somewhat lower.
Diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) measured in the
range 300-1000 nm showed that the intensity of colour was not affected
for both pink and blue cements even after hydration.

IHTRODUCTION

.

Incorporation of ion chromophores like Fe3+, Fe2+, Ti4"*,
Cr3+,
Mn4+, Co , etc in clinker compositions is known to affect the colour of
clinker produced due to phenomena based on either idiochromatism or
allochromatism. So far clinkers of yellow, green, emerald green, dark
blue, green, yellow brown, brownish, violet tint and black colours have
been reported with suitable chromophores. Various factors which
determine nature of colour generation include the nature and quantity of
ion chromophore,
mineralogical composition, microstructure
of clinker
and the burning and cooling schedule. In this regard clinkers based on
Ordinary Portland Cement and alumino - belite compositions have been
reported (1, 2, 3).
,
Present studies report detailed investigations with respect to the
preparation of alumino-belite blue and pink laboratory clinkers through
identification of suitable chromophores, optimization of chromophore
concentration, mineral composition, burning and cooling schedules,
microstructure, performance and colour characteristics.
EXPERIMENTAL

Clinkers of blue and pink colours were prepared using natural raw
materials including limestone, clay, bauxite and quartzite sand with
gypsum and calcium fluoride as mineralizer. Raw mix components for blue
clinker were weighed as per the designed values of LSF 0.5—1.1, SM O.,3—
0.99, AM 55-95,
chromophore 1.5 - 4.5
percent
for raw mixes RC-11,
RC-lla, B-V and blended. Raw meal with ^12 percent residue on 170 mesh
sieve was then nodulized with 12-15 percent moisture to give nodules
(1 cm dia). Dry nodules were fired in an electric furnace at a
temperature of 1200-1300° C with a retention time of 30-45 minutes.
Clinkers thus obtained were cooled under controlled conditions.

Three raw mixes for pink clinkers were designed with design para
meters LSF 0.47 - 0.74, SM 0.40 - 0.52, AM 3.20 - 4.24, and
combina
tions of iron and zirconium as the chromophore at 2.0 - 4.0 percent.
Raw meal nodules corresponding to raw mixes were fired in an electric
furnace at 1080 - 1120° C with a retention time of 20-35 minutes.
Clinkers were cooled under controlled conditions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Extensive studies (4) on various parameters like chromophoric ioni
chromophore concentration, mineralogical composition of clinkers#
burning and cooling schedules have resulted into optimization of above
parameters for blue and pink clinkers.
Blue Clinkers t

Stable blue coloured clinkers were obtained in alumino - belite
compositions (Table 1) using Co304 as chromophore. Incorporation of a
combination of gypsum and CaFo as a mineralizer in the raw mix resulted
in lowering in clinkerization temperature and better colour stability.
All the clinkers corresponding to design B-V, RC-11, RC-lla were stable
and low in free lime. Generation of blue colour in the. clinkers is
mainly due to formation of cobalt silicate (Co2Si04)
and cobalt
aluminate (CoO.Al). The generation of the blue colour was largely
affected by the presence of calcium, magnesium and alkalies. Investiga
tions (4) showed that for generation of blue colour the CaO content
should be maintained < 45-48%, Mgo content < 2% and alkalies < 0.8%.
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XRD studies have indicated presence of P-C2S and aluminate phases
(CA and CA2), gehlenite, sulphoaluminate and cobalt bearing silicate and
aluminate phases. The XRD pattern of blue clinker RC-lla is presented in
Figure 1.
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Fig 1 X-Ray diffractograms of pink
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Fig 2 Diffuse reflactance spectra
of unhydrated and hydrated
pink and blue clinkers

DRS of blue cement and that of hydrated samples at 3 and 28 days is
presented in Figure 2. The variation in the intensity of peaks of
hydrated samples is not significant, indicating that the intensity of
the blue colour is not affected by hydration. The high colour stability
has been attributed (5) to the hydraulic inertness of the colour phases.

Microscopic studies have revealed that the clinkers are highly
porous with the development of micro to cryptocrystalline phases.
Development of belite and prismatic irregular grains
of monocalcium
aluminate were observed (Plates I and It).
SEM studies have indicated that the clinkers have fine grained,
loose and highly porous matrix. Hexagonal rods of sulphoaluminate,
belite and prismatic monocalcium aluminate crystals have been observed
together with deposition of certain precipitates (Plates III and IV).
However from microscopy alone it is difficult to identify the coloured
phases.
Physical characteristics of clinkers RC-11, RC-lla and B-V were
evaluated at a Blaine's fineness of ^>425 m2/kg and the results are
presented in Table 2.
Pink Clinkersx

All the clinkers corresponding to designs PC-1, PC-2 and PC-3
(Table 1) were stable and low in free lime indicating completion of the
clinkerization reaction.
XRD studies indicated the presence of p-C^S, aluminates (CA and
CA2), gehlenite and sulphoaluminate phases. Certain aluminate and
silicate based phases incorporating iron-zirconium have also been
observed. The XRD pattern of pink clinker PC-1 is shown in Figure 1.

Microscopic studies have revealed that the clinkers are highly
porous with development of micro to cryptocrystalline phase
*
(Plate V).
Development of belite was observed. Microstructural features
are similar to alumino—belitic clinkers.
SEM
studies have revealed that the clinkers
loose and
a highly porous matrix. Hexagonal rods
belite and prismatic monocalcium aluminate crystals
alongwith deposition of certain precipitates (Plates

have fine grained,
of sulphoaluminate,
have been observed
VI and VII).

Clinkers corresponding to the designs PC—1, PC—2, PC—3 were
evaluated and the setting time and strength characteristics are
presented in Table 2.

DRS of pink cement and that of hydrated samples at 3 and 28 days is
presented in Figure 2. The variation in the intensity of peaks of
hydrated and urihydrated samples is not significant Indicating that the
colour is not affected during hydration.
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TABLE 2
Physical Characteristics of Blue and Pink Clinkers fro
*
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No.
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(m2/kg)/ % Retention
on 45 yinn Sieve

2.

Setting time, minutes
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RC-ll(a)
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45
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9.0
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Compressive Strength
(N/mm2)*
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3 days
7 days
28 days
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at 27+2°C

27.7
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12.9
14.7
17.0

13.9
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15.7

water

CONCLUSIONS

It la possible to generate blue and pink colours in alumino-belitic
clinker compositions by incorporation of Co304 and combination of
zirconiui and iron with and without mineralizers in the temperature

ranae 1050-1330° C. Both the clinkers have similar microstructural
features and good colour stability. Performance characteristics are
satisfactory. The salient features of this technology include lower fuel
JonsSmption du?tolower temperature of clinkerization by 100-400° C as
compared to OPC. Further, the
technology is cheaper vis-a-vis techno
logy of pigment addition to white cement for making coloured cements.
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ABSTRACT

This paper studies the regularity of the combustion of coal mixed with limestone and
that this kind of combustion can lead to not only the improvement in the quality of the
and its inner homogeneity, but also the fully utilization of the energy given by the
process. Experiments indicate that abut 6-10% of energy can be saved when the preparation
materials is suitable,

it find
clinker
burning
of raw

1.INTRODUCTION

On the burning process of clinker, the coal ash after the coal combustion is almost fully
precipitated in the raw meal that come from the kiln end and forme the cement clinker.
Because
the composition of the coal ash closely resemble the one of clay,
the preparation of raw
materials is made in high lime saturation coefficient to ensure suitable clinker composition. That
causes the clinker to have a poor burnabilty, Generally, the ash's precipitating takes place on the
surface of the kiln charge (material being burned), so that the coal ash precipitating in the raw
meal is not distributed, If the CaO content in the coal ash is increased and closely resembles
the raw meal’s, the uneven distribution of the coal ash in the clinker will not occur. So the raw
meal will have a low lime saturation factor and the clinker will have a good burnability.
This
paper has studied the effect of the combustion of coal mixed with limestone
on the burning
process of clinker, It has been found that this kind combustion not only improves the inner
homogeneity of the clinker, but also has a high heat efficiency on the burning process,
and the
decomposition rate of CaCO» and the other chemical reactions in the pulverzed coal are improved.

2.

EXPERIMENT

In the clinker manufacture, if the coal mixed with some limestone, the flame of coal may be
changed. In particular, the coal releases heat and flame temperature may be affected. This papers
will study those changes, In the experiment, there are four kinds of raw coals that are chosen.
The coal ash composition and the industry analysis of the coals are shown in Table 1, 2,
the
limestone composition is shown in Table 2 too,
Table 1
Coal-No,
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2,44
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Cr
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2. 03
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The experiment is divided into two parts, one is the heat release measure in different
limestone content, The oxygen bomb calorimeter is adopted, Another part is combustion experiment.
First, the mixed coal powder is injected into a furnace which has a certain temperature range, then,
collect the product of combustion and analyses its mineral by X-ray diffration method. ' In the
experiments, the environment temperature is controlled in 20i2^ and the relative air humidity in
85± 6%.

, There are three steps in the experiment, First is the coal powder preparation:
After beigg
dried, the coal is ground into powder; the limestone is ground also. Then,
weigh the coal and

limestone accurately according to the proportion defined in advance,and mix the coal and limestone
system homogeneously. Second is the calorific value measurement: Using the oxygen bomb calorimeter
we measure the heat release of the mixture system, Third is the combustion experiment:
The
combustion experiment furnace has been made by ourselves, its chamber is 66mm in diameter and
600mm in height, The ash is collected by a cyclone collector. At a certain temperature, the coal
powder is injected into furnace chamber and has a complete combustion,
3, THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT

3.1 The heat value of coal
In the experiment, the heat value(or the calorie value) of coal is the heat evolution per
unit pure coal, In other words, it is the heat effect of the mixed system which have 1 kg pure
coal and some limestone, The heat value of the four kinds coal are shown in Fig, 1A, В, C, From the
Fig, L the law of the coal calorie value for the coal mixed with some limestone is distinguished,
As in the fig, 1, the results vary with the kinds of the coal, coal NO- 1 has a maximum ' caloric
value when the limestone content is about in 0.16-0. 25kg- limestone/kg- coal;
and the maximum
caloric value of coal NO-3 is about 0.10kg-limestone/kg- coal,
No- 2 was
about
0, 06kg
-limestone/kg-coal; and No-4 sample caloric value is higher than raw coal when limestone content
less than 0. 36kg -limestone/kg-coal. Although, their highest releasing heat is in defferent
limestone content, The majority of the coals has the same rule in the heat effect change,
all
kinds of coal have a peak value on the releasing heat, and , if the contents of limestone is
increased continuously, the caloric value of the mixed coal will decrease

C. coal-No.3
Fig.1

D. coal-No.4
the effect of the heat value in mixed system

3.2 The reactions in the coal ash
When the coal is mixed with some limestones, the coal ash chemical composition is changed,
and its chemical property is also changed.
On the combustion process, the carbon and other
combustive materials supply a large number of heating and form a high temperature flame, The high
temperature brings about the decomposition of the CaCO8, and the other chemical reactions take
place simultaneously. The main effect factors in the decomposition of the CaCOB as well as other
reactions are temperature, ash compositions, reaction surrounding , reaction time et, In this
case, many conditions are not easy to be changed,
but the combustion temperature and ash
composition could be changed, In the different temperature range, the decomposition rate of CaCO»
was different. The higher the combustion temperature, the more rapid the decomposition rate of
CaCOa. In 1200X) (furnace temperature), the СаСОЗ decomposing ratio in the mixed coal could attain
761 in 1 second, When the temperature reach 1300'C, its decomposing ratio could attain to 98. 6%
in same time, As the burning temperature come up to about 1360 C , the decomposition almost
fulfi11ing(>99%>. Table 3 is the results of the decomposition ratio changing with combustion

Table 3

The results of the decomposition ratio of the calcium carbonates
1100

temperature^
decomposition ratio %

73. 2

1200

76, 0

1300

98. 6

1400

99. 7

temperature, Also, the temperature can cause important effect on the other reactions. During the
combustion, some other minerals will be formed, in 1100X) -1200X), it is very easy to form CsAS
in the system, When the temperature is over 1200X), the contents of CsAS will decrease in the ash,
and the silicate mineral can be formed, From the experiments, we find that the CaO, |CaS, C
*S,
CA,
CS, CA, CS, AsS8 СцАт, CaAS are formed in the product of combustion, and, if the coal 'contains
some sulphide, the CaAaS will be found in the ash,
4. THE DISCUSSION AND THEORY CALCULATION
If we consider only on the amounts of limestone in the coal, the limestone mixed with coal
can cause an endothermic reaction increases and the absorption heat increases with the amounts of
limestone, This is not comprehensive, In fact, the quantity of releasing heat of the coal could
be divided into two parts,
One is caused by the part of combustibles in the coal (carbon, the
organic substance,,,), another is caused by the reaction occurring in the ash, When the amounts of
ash is smaller, the effect of reaction in the ash is not notable, For the low heat
value coal,
the ash amount is in high proportion, so, the effect of reaction in ash can not be neglected,
Supposing the quantity of heat of the combustible parts in the coal does not change,
the main
effect factor of the release heat quantity of the coal is the reactions in the ash.
As stated
above, the reactions are related to the compositions of ash,
the combustion temperature,
the
surrounding of the reactions and reaction time, If those conditions are adjusted, we could have a
best use results to attain minimum consumption on the burning process,

4,1 The reaction model

of combustion

In industry, the combustion time is fixed for a certain furnace, the combustion temperature
and the composition of coal as well as other condition can be changed, Generally, in the clinker
manufacture, the flame temperature is maintained in certain range, In order to improve the overall
thermal efficiency of the kiln system, changing the eoal composition is feasible. The eoal mix
with some limeston is a better method, This method has two advantages, one is that the chemical
reaetron in the ash will have an optimum condition, some minerals can be formed, another is that
the CaCOe calcining heat in the coal could be saved. Of course, if the endothermic reaction in the

coal is too auch, the cuabustion temperature nill be affected, and that in turn, it will act
reactions in the coal combustion, Also, the production of the reaction will be changed, From
results of the x-ray analysis, the following reactions can be supposed:
С T Oa-------- *
CO - Оз------- >
CaCO, ------- *
2CaCO, + SiOsr-------CaCO, + AlaO,------CaO + SiO,------- »
2CaO + SiO,-------- >
CS + CaO-------- >
3CaO + S iOs------- *
2CaO + AlzO, + SiO,

the
the

co3
coa

-> SO,
S + O3------2H, + 0,-*■ ------2H,0
* CS + CO,
CaO - CO,
CaCOb т S1O2
C,S + 3C0,
C3S + 2С0з
ЗСаСО, + SiO,-*■ ------CA T CO,
11C aCO, + 7A 1,0,-----> СцАт + 11C0:
CS
C * CaCO, --------* CaO г 2C0
c,s
3CaO t 2SiO, ------- C382
cas
C,S + CaO --------> c,s
A3S3
CaS
2SiO3 + 3A1SO, *------C,AS
4CaO + ЗА 1,0, + SO,
• C4A3S

According to the reaction conditions and the composition, some of those reactions may be
strong or weak and some glassy phase may be formed, But above reactions have taken place trucly,

At present, it is difficult to ascertain the definite path of the reaction, Because of the
very short reacting time, the rapid heat transfer and the violent irreversible reactions, [3] But,
we can find out: The heating up rate of the coal particle could come up to IO4 -10G"C/e 111 in the
furnace (or in the flame), the time of the combustion was only about 1-5 second,
the combustion
temperature can come up to 1300 C or higher [21, the alkalinity of ash will be increased,
the
decomposition reactions and combination are different from the pure raw coal. These shall make a
remarkable influence on the chemistry reaction in ash of system, it will cause the mass transfer
much faster, the reaction activation energy decreased and so on, This is a very complicated system,
For convenience sake, the combustion model of the coal-1 imestone mixture system can indicate as
Fig, 3, In the system, there are three parts, One is the raw materials of combustion - - coal,
limestone and air, Next is the production of combustion— the ash, gas and release heat.
Third
is the reaction unit---- various chemistry reactions in the system,

Heat - Q,
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a/r-------------- *
coaHUmestone-------------- >

(
!

ALL
AND

REACTIONS
COMBUSTION

---------->
---------->

gas
ash

I

Fig, 2
4,2

combustion model of the coal mixed with the limestone system

The calculation heating efficiency

for the coaltlimeston mixture system

.

Rapidly rising temperature can increase the decomposition rate of carbonate and decrease the
quantity of heat consumption of the decomposition, When the decomposition temperature is at 1300C,
the СаСОЗ calicining heat will decrease from 175.06 Kj/mol to 145kj/mol[ 41
Also,
the rapid
heating-up burning process will cause CaCO, directly react with other oxide. Furthermore,
this
case could lead to the decomposition of CaCO, more quickly and every reaction would coincide.
According to the law of thermodynamics and above model,
we could
calculate the
heating
efficiency of the mixture system, Fig. 3 is the calculated results for two kinds of coal mixed
with some limestones. The results prove that the quantity of the heat can not be ignored because
of the reaction in ash-, and the results also show that the suitable composition in the ash is
favorable to exothermic heat-releasing of the mixed coal system, Changing the ash composition of
the coal could obtain an optimum or maximum heat evolution,

Qx1(r3KJ/KG-C0AL

Qx10-3KJ?KG-COAL

.05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35
KG-UMESTONEIKG-COAL
1—total calorific effect of chemistry reaction

.05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35
KG-LIMESTONE/KG-COAL
2 -Heat consur.ipt ion of CaCUs dec' H. pos i t i r.n

Fig.3 The colorific effect calculated value of the coal mixed with limestone

In fig, 3, The curve-1 stands for the overall thermal effect of the coal mixture system.
curve-2 represents the CaCOa calcining heat in the combustion, and the eurve-3 means the calcining
heat (AQ) in the normal condition, While, ЛЕ0 indicates the saved energy of the mixture system,
ДЕ1 is refereed to as the chemical reaction release heat in the mixture system, and ,A.Q is
the
convention calculate value for the amount of limestone in the system.

In the burning process of the cement clinker, if the coal is mixed with the limestone, the
CaCOa content in fuel (coal) will be increased.
but the heat consumption of the СаСОЗ
decomposition could be compensated by the excess release heatfAEJ in the system, because
some
part of CaCOa is in fuel and the CaCOa calcining heat of raw meal can be deceased!
the CaCO a
contents decrease), Therefore, The overall thermal efficiency on the burning process of clinker
will be improved,, In addition, the decomposed CaO in this combustion process will be more active,
because it has more crystal defects and in a shorter-time decomposition,
It makes the clinker
synthesize more easy, On the other side, we have made a lower KH in the raw meal,
and the kiln
feed could be increased. This could lead to the increase of the clinker output of the kiln,

As the above analyses, for the normal rotary kiln(dry process or wet process),
and normal
kind of coal, the amounts of the limestone mixed with coal at about 0. 2-0, 3kg/kg,
the clinker
output for the rotary kiln will increase by a factor of 3.76-7.6$, and, the heat consumption of
the clinker will be saved 5-10%. Furthermore, if the coal ash composition is as same as raw meal,
the clinker output will increase 10% more then one in normal condition,

5. THE REALIZATION OF THE METHOD
The coal mixed with some limestone is a favorable method for saving energy,
This method
realization must be settled on the basis of the clinker burning condition----- the coal kinds,
ealorific power, the ash composition , and the combustion equipments ets, The process includes two
steps. First, we can detect the suitable CaO content in the coal (generally from experiment), and,
according to the compositions of the mixture coal ash, calculate the raw meal composition and
prepare it. Second, make the limestone mix with coal in the coal mill (feeding with coal together
on the mill head), and using this pulverzed coal normally on the clinker burning process,

Although, this method is not used in practice, some evidences have proved that is to be
available. KY cement plant employe the lignite [contain chalk layer (CaCO,) 1
which has high
contents of CaO (29-47%) in ash and low quantity of heat (only 12460kj/kg) to mix with bituminous

coal and even иве the lignite directly on the burning process of clinker, In this case, the CaCOg
contents is about 12-16$ in the pulveried coal, it has not harmful effect on the burning process,
and the lover grade limestone has been utilised, the quality of clinker has been improved,
Some
results of production are shown in Table 5, In Table 6, the heat consumption of the clinker in the
specific condition come down about 5 -8%, It is evident that the project is useful and practical.

Table 6 Produced information of KY cement plant in comparison with same plant (wet process)
plant
strength of clinker (MPa)
heat consumption(kj/kg)

KY
62.17
6983.11

KM
61.8
6292. 37

DT
67. 7
6601.27

YD
61. 78
6282.16

information of 1988

ft. CONCLUSION

(1), There is a best range of the limestone content mixed with coal
which can release maximum quantity of heat.

on

the

burning process

,
(2)
When the coal is mixed with limestone, the decomposition rate of calcium carbonate in the
pulverzed coal will be increased, As the burning temperature come up to about 1360 C ,
the
decomposition fulfilling time will be in 1 second,

,
(3)
If this method is used in industry, it could improve the quality of the clinker and the
clinker output of the kiln will be increased 3.76-7.6%, and also, the heat consumption of clinker
could be saved about 6-10%,
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EFFECT OF THERMAL TREATMENT ON THE REACTIVITY
OF CLINKER MINERALS PRODUCED FROM
VERTICAL SHAFT KILN
К Raina and R Bhargava
National Council for Cement and Building Materials
New Delhi, INDIA

SUMMARY
Thermal treatment of cement raw mix is known to have a profound impact
on the reactivity of clinker minerals and therefore its performance.
Since nearly 4 percent of cement produced in India is from Vertical
Shaft Kiln (VSK) technology using the black meal process where the
thermal treatment both in terms of cl inkerization and cooling is signiH
ficantly different from the rotary kiln.
Investigations were undertaken
to study the relative reactivity of clinker minerals under the pyroH
processing conditions available in VSK and rotary kiln.
Laboratory
clinkers were also prepared under controlled conditions for comparative
studies.
The clinkers were investigated using Xi-ray diffraction,
scanning electron microscopic and optical microscopic techniques.
The
cements prepared from these clinkers were subjected to strength determik
nation and hydration studies.
VSK and laboratory fired clinkers
prepared under similar burning and cooling conditions are porous with
the bulk density (litre weight) in the range of 900 h 1100 g/1 and had
similar performance characteristics, whereas rotary kiln clinkers were
dense with bulk density (litre weight) 1310 g/1 having large crystals.
The initial rate of strength development was low for rotary kiln
clinkers.

INTRODUCTION

There are nearly 134 vertical shaft kiln based cement plants currently
running in the country and 90 more are in various stages of implementah
tion.
Total production of cement from these kilns is nearly 2 million
tonnes constituting 4.0 percent of the total cement production.
Vertical shaft kilns are usually using black meal process (1,2) where
raw materials and fuel usually low volatile coal or coke breeze a byh
product from steel plants are interground dry to a fine powder and
nodulised.
In the technology developed and commercialized by NCB the
nodules are then fed into VSK through a specially designed revolving
feeder(3). The mechanism of clinker burning (4,5) is different in VSK as
each nodules is burning in its own environment due to integrated fuel in
the raw meal.
The thermal treatment in VSK is different as the
sintering is normally completed within the conical portion which is
specially designed to accommodate for shrinkage of nodules.
The various
zones of reactions starting from top of the kiln are, the drying zone,
the calcining zone, the sintering zone and the cooling zone.
The lower
2/3 portion of the kiln is the cooling zone and clinker takes 6=
*1
hr to
pass through various kiln zone
resulting in the slow cooling of the
clinker, which exchanges heat with
the combustion air and coolS down
from 145 0°C to /X/ 7 0°C.
Since the heating and cooling schedules have significant influence on
the reactivity of clinker minerals investigations were taken up to study
the impact of thermal treatment on the hydration of clinker minerals
produced from VSK and rotary kiln.
Investigations were also .conducted
on the laboratory prepared clinker under simulated conditions of burning
and cooling.

The clinker minerals were studied for their mineralogical and morphob
logical features using XRD, SEM and optical microscopic techniques.
Reactivity of these minerals were also studied by using DTA/TGA of
hydrated sample's.
EXPERIMENTAL

Two plant clinkers one each from VSK and rotary kiln using the same raw
materials were collected.
Raw meal nodules of VSK plant were also
collected and dried in an oven at 105°C for 2 hrs. These dried nodules
were fired in an electric furnace at 1450°C, with a retention period- o<
20 minutes.
Clinkers thus obtained were air cooled at ambient temperateture. The three clinkers, laboratory clinker (CL^-L) , VSK Plant clinker
(CL-V) and rotary kiln clinker (CLs-R) were analysed for elemental compofc
sition using volumetric cum gravimetic method.
Free lime (CaOf) was
determined by extraction method.
To determine the crystal size, shape
and stabilization of mineral phases following methods were used:
a)

Microscopic studies were carried out on polished sections by
fixing the clinker in araldite under vaccum.
These sections
were examined under reflected light
using Carlziess Amplivol
Polorizing microscope.

b)

SEM studies were carried out on fractured clinker samples using
Philips model (ST) CM 301 G scanning electron microscope.

C)

Xhray diffraction studies were conducted on
using DHMax, Rigaku, Japan diffractometer.

powdered

samples

The clinkers CLi-L, CL?-V and CLt-R were ground in a ball mill to a
fineness of 320+5 m /kg with gypsum to maintain a level of.1.75 percent
S03.
The resultant cements OPC+L, OPChV and OPChR obtained from CLHL,
CL-V and CL-R respectively were evaluated for performance characterisaK
tion. , Bulk density (litre weight) and bond work index were albo
determined as per the standard procedures.

Cement samples OPCHL, OPCt-V and OPOR were also studied for the degree
of hydration. Th^hydration reaction was arrested at the agejs of 1, 4 &
8 h by washing with acetone and dried under
. . vaccum for 2 h.
Thermal
studies of these samples were carried out using Mettler
-------- ■ Thermal Analyser
TAhl system .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The elemental analyses of clinkers CLhL, CL-V and CLi-R are presented in
Table 1.
Free lime occurs mostly in the light yellow coloured nodules
clinker which are generated
----------------- due to large nodule
nvMUd-e size
interrupted
operation of kiln and undue exposure of red hot nodules to atmosphere at
the feed end of the kiln.
The laboratory clinker has the lowest free
lime, followed by the rotary kiln clinker and the VSK clinker in that
lsexPecte.d in view of the burning and cooling conditions
and the LSF of these clinkers.

Optica! microscopic studies conducted on CLhl, CLHV and CLHR and mineral
phasesdetermined (Table 2) which compare favourably with the mineral
composition as obtained by Bogue's equation.
The granulometric results
6 ayerage crystal size as well as grain size variation of CQS
and C2S for clinker CLhR is the highest followed by CLi-L and CL-V.
The optical micrographs (Plate 1,2,3) show the distribution of crystals.
.
a.n,d
the distribution of phases is more homogeneous, whereas
in CL+R the belite occurs in clusters with sharp edges' of alite,
In
case of CL^-v distorted phase formation
is observed.
The clinkers
.
-------------- CLHL
and CLr-v are highly porous which Jis expected in
"
view of the black meal
process and in line with the low bulk density (litre weight) of such
clinkers.
TABLE 1
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H
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ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS OF CLINKER SAMPLES

LSF

1

CLhl

1.56

20.98

4.49

6.46

63.92

2.45

1.01 1.91 1.44

H-HhH
0.92

2

CLHV

1.98

20.36

4.71

6.63

63.56

2.15

2.11 1.80 1.40

0.94

3

CL-R

1.00

21.80

3.60

7.01

65.01

2.20

1.50 2.07 1.94

0.92

2

TABLE

MINERAL ANALYSIS OF CLINKER SAMPLES BY BOGUE’S EQUATION
AND OPTICAL MICROSCOPY
Si
No.

1

2

3

Sample

Phase

Quantity

%

Granulometry (

No.

present

Bogue

OM

Min

CL^L

CoS
CoS
CoA
c4af

50.91
21.74
9.52
13.66

51
29

c3s
C2S
C3A
c4af

52.70
18.64
9.60
14.33

c3s
CoS
C3A
СлАР

46.76
27.22
12.31
10.95

5
5

25
25

Av.
■ U, iw V—
18
20

50
30

5
5

35
30

25
21

20
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.37

8
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Plate 1 : Optical Micrograph of
laboratory clinker
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Plate 2 : Optical Micrograph of
VSK Clinker

The scanning electron micrographs,
of clinker CLhL, CLHV and CLhR are
presented in Plates 4,5 and
6
respectively.
The distribution of
phases
in CLj-l and CL-V are more
uniform as compared to CL'-R.
Sharp
edges of alite phases are observed
in clinker CLi-'R.

Plate 3 : Optical Micrograph
of rotary clinker

XHray
diffraction
studies
of
clinkers
CL^-L, CL-V
and
CLHR
revealed the presence of all major
phases i.e. CjS, C2S, C^A and C^AF
(Fig.l).
The percentage of alite
phase is comparable in CL»-L and

CL^V and more as compared to CLhr.
This may be attributed to uniform
burning of raw mix due to interground fuel.
No polymorphs are observed
in all the three clinkers except
^S.

Plate 4: SEN of laboratory
burnt clinker

Plate 5: SEM of VSKkplant clinker

Fig 1 : Xhray diffraction of clinkers

Plate 6 : SEM of rotary clinker

The bulk density, (litre weight) of clinker samples has been determined
by taking the sized fraction of clinker between 6e-10 mm.
The Bond's
work index was also determined.
Bulk density (litre weight) and Bond's
index are given in Table 3.
TABLE 3

HARDNESS OF CLINKER PRODUCE FROM DIFFERENT PROCESSES

Clinker

Bond's Work
Index (kWh/t)

Grindability
(g/rev)

CLh-V

' ' ■ ■ - ' • Г-Г»
1.15 H 1.25

CLhR

1.00

' * • •

,

—У*?
11.00 H 11.50

Bulk Density
(Clinker Litre
Weight) (g/1)
* w wie W
мем
1100
'

14.00 (- 14.50

1310

The results indicate that the clinker produced from vertical shaft kiln
is more soft as compared to the rotary kiln clinker because of the
porous nature due to the interground supply of fuel for pyroprocessing
(6).
This difference in bond work index results in 20 percent saying in
grinding energy for clinkers produced in VSK. The strength determination
results presented in Table 4, indicate that CLhL and CLJ-V has comparable
strengths at all ages and are higher than those obtained for. CLHR.
The
reactivity of clinkers prepared in VSK and laboratory is more aä
compared to rotary kiln clinker.

TABLE 4

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF ORIDINARY PORTLAND CEMENT SAMPLES
SI
No.

Sample
No.

1
2
3

OPCfcL
OPCfcV
OPCfcR

Fineness
(m2/kg)

315
320
325

7d

3d
33.0
32.0
24.0

41.0
40.5
32.0

28d
51.0
51.5
49.0

The thermograms of hydrated cement pastes at 1, 4 and 8 h are presented
in Fig.2.
The thermograms show usual endothermal peaks related to
dehydration of hydrated phases at
115°C and of Ca(OH)2 at lH 475 C.
The exotherm at^l70°C and 180°C at 1 hr and 4 hr for OPCHR is assofc
ciated with gypsum dehydration.
The release of Ca(0H)2 is minimum for
OPCfcR as compared to OPCfcL and OPCfcV at early ages.
This was further
confirmed by xs-ray diffraction analysis.
The losses due to CfcSHH phase
were determined and found to be 5.8, 4.0 and 2.2 for 1 h samples, 6.9,
5.2 and 5.0 for 4 h samples and 12.5, 10.5 and 12.5 for 8 h for OPCtiL,
OPCfcV and OPCfcR respectively.
The area under unreacted CoS calculated from xfcray diffractograms were
plotted with respect to the age of hydration (Fig 3) .
The cement
prepared from rotary clinker (OPCfcR) has the highest amount of unreacted
C^S followed by laboratory clinker (OPCfcL) cement and the VSK clinker
cement (OPCfcV).

The results indicate that the reaction rate is lower
plant made cement.

in case of rotary

OPC-V
OPC

OPC-t

OPC-i

iio

Hi

w

Fig.2 : Thermograms of Hydrated
Cement Pastes

Fig.3 : Unreacted CgS at
Different ages

CONCLUSIONS
(1)

The present investigations have revealed that the., ve r t ica 1
shaft kiln clinker varies in chemical composition, microstruch
ture and morphology from those prepared in rotary kiln.

(2)

The rotary clinkers are dense with large crystal size compared
to the clinkers obtained from VSK plant.
The porous nature of
VSK clinker results in low bulk density (litre weight) and low
bond index, which in turn reduces the grinding energy to the
extend of 20 percent

(3)

The compressive strength data shows that early age strengths
are higher in VSK clinker compared to rotary clinker.
'

(4)

The DTA/TGA studies on hydrated samples also revealed that the
formation of Cf-Ss-H in VSK prepared clinker is higher than
rotary kiln clinker.
Similarly the XRD studies have indicated
the unreacted cement phases are more in rotary kiln clinkers at
all ages than clinkers from VSK plant.

(5)

The thermal treatment of cement raw mixes has profound effect
on reactivity of clinker minerals.
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ABSTRACT

А дет» material sealing and dispersion device, substituting for flap-valves, is introduced,
The paper
discusses methods of saving total energy consumption by improving system heat transfer efficiency and
reducing system pressure loss after adopting the new device,

1,INTRODUCTION

With the advent of suspension preheater kiln, the way of heat transfer between gas and solid has
undergone radical changes. The heat transfer area and rate greatly increase because
of the sufficient
contact between the suspended materials and the gas, The experiments[11 [21 [31 show that the heat transfer for
well dispersed raw meal in pipeline would occur within 0.1 second, with gas-solid temperature difference A Ta
less than 30"C after heat transfer, However ATa may reach as high as 160 X) for inc rap le tel у dispersed
material, Calculations show that exhaust gas temperature will increase by в-8'С and raw meal temperature
decrease by 9 -lOX), while ATa increases by 10XD. It is therefore clear that the quality of dispersion of
material in pipeline immediately affects the thermal efficiency and the heat consumption of clinker, A lot of
work for improving the dispersion of material in pipeline was done in theory and design [ 11 [41 I 61 , Some
dispersion devices were used, but the effect is not very good. And because of using the flap- valve for
controlling air leakage in the dipleg of cyclone, two problems appear. Firstly, it is difficult to ensure good
sealing at the point of flap-valve, so interior and exterior air leakage of system results, In this ease, it
is possible not only to increase heat consumption of exhaust gas, but also intensify internal recirculation
of raw meal, affecting the heat transfer efficiency. Secondly, when the valve flaps, the material in dipleg
enters the up- pipeline in large batches, resulting in difficulty to disperse,And when the gas velocity is
not large enough, the material may not suspended but descend into the next cyclone,
causing system "short
-circuit’ and deteriorating the heat transfer.

Therefore, in order to decrease air leakage, raise the separation efficiency of cyclone and increase heat
transfer surface area between gaseous and solid phases, a new material sealing and dispersion device for
energy saving has been developed, The new device substituting for flap-valves is also considered to intensify
battering and dispersing of the material by air, enable the material to uniformly enter the up- pipeline and
get dispersed. This paper discusses the methods of saving heat and power consumption by improving system heat
transfer efficiency and reducing system pressure loss adopting the new device.

2. EFFEKT OF THE NEW DEVICE ON HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN GAS AND SOLID
It is reported [61 that particles larger than 100 nm can be dispersed singly by battering of gas flow,
and particles surface in gas flow can be calculated as heat transfer area. However, in the case of particles
below 100 nm, it is easy for them to coalesce and form larger sized particle, But unlike a big particle
dispersed singly, collected particles usually are coalescence of several small particles, too.
The particle
coalescence affects the heat transfer between gas and solid, In order to father define the heat transfer
mechanism and apply it to an industrial design, a study was carried out to see the difference in heat
transfer when adopting the new device and without any devices, at all.

The elementary test flowchart is shown in Fig, 1. The material used in the experiment is the raw meal for
manufacturing portland cement in a cement plant, The particle size distribution is given in Table 1, The gas
flow velocity is 12 m/s and solid-gas feed ratio is 0.48-1,08 kg/Nm8,
1. CYCLONE
2. FAN
3. WEIGHT BIN
4. FEEDER
5. THE NEW DEVICE

Fig, 1. Test flowchart

Table 1

Particle size distribution of raw meal

> 80
1.42

Particle size, pm
Percent,
wt %

60-80
13,25

20-40
31,27

40-60
22.60

<20
21.46

characteristic diameter : 43 l-m
The experimental results, obtained with the new device and without the new device under various
conditions, are given in Table 2

Table 2 Calculated heat transfer data under various conditions

!
Initial gas temp, "C .
Initial mater ial temp, 'C
Solid gas ratio, kg/Nm3
Final gas temp, "C
Final material temp, ‘C

Without any dispersion device

225
i 225
28
■ 28
' 0.48 0, 59
i 176. 0 169, 6
! 146. 0 137. 3

225
28
0. 71
161,6
127. 9

225
28
0. 84
153. 7
119, 2

225
28
0. 98
146. 6
109. 0

With the new device

11

i
!
'
1
I
J

210
210 210
210
28
28
28
28
0. 67 0. 80 0,92 1.08
154, 2 148.4 142. 0 134.0
135, 3 127, 6 121, 0 111, 6

210
28
0. 53
160, 0
142, 7

Heat absorbed by the material in pipeline can be calculated as follows;

Q=G ■ On ■ ЛТи

(И

where Q denotes the heat absorbed by the material, G is the material feed rate. Cm is the specific heat of
the material and ДТш is temperature difference of materials.Heat transfer efficiency between gas and solid
is calculated according to the following formula;
ti

=Q/Qo

(2)

where n is heat transfer efficiency, Qo is maximum heat absorbed by material in theory,
area per kilogram of raw meal can be calculated from the formula:

Q,-,=h- AT- Fm- V- C

The heat

transfer

(3)

where Q... denotes the heat transfer fron gas to materials, h is heat transfer coefficient between gas and
solid which is basically a constant under the operating condition and can be calculated with the aid of
equation Nu=l, 13 Re 0 ’ , AT is logarithmic mean temperature difference between gas and solids, йя is heat
transfer area per kilogram of raw meal, V is volume of heat transfer unit and C is solid-gas feed ratio, The
results are given in Table 3 , and shown in Fig, 2, Fig. 3, Fig, 4 and Fig, 6.

Table 3,

Calculated data of heat transfer under various conditions

Without any dispersion device

Solid gas ratio kg/Nm
*
ATa
t
Q
kj/s
T]
%
Fm
ma/kg

0.48
0.69 0.71
30.0
32.3 33.7
6.77
7.79 8.69
82.63 80.60 78.79
12. 64 11.18 10. 01

0.84
34.6
9.27
76.64
9. 08

0.98 0.63
36.6 17.8
9.62 7.64
72.71 93. 20
8. 0 16.08

With the new device
0.67
18.4
9.00
91. 40
13.93

0.80
0.92 1.08
20.8
21.0 22.4
9.94 10.66 11.37
90. 30 89, 29 86. 84
12.46 11.48 10.62

»
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The temperature difference of gas and solid after heat transfer, are shown in Fig, 2. It shows temperature
changes from 30.0-36.6'C without any dispersion device to 17, 3-22.4X) with the new device, Thus an reduetion
of about 40% was achieved by adopting the new device, Fig. 2 also shows that solid-gas feed ratio affects the
temperature difference in that it increases with increase of the ratio, In other words, it is disadvantageous
for heat transfer effect of systrai to increase the ratio, This is because increase in this ratio makes it
difficult for materials to be dispersed in gas, But with adopting the new device,
the relating between
temperature difference and the ratio changes in that the temperature difference gradient decreased remarkably
with increase of the ratio.

Fig, 3 shows the relationship of heat absorbed by materials per unit time with the solid-gas feed ratio.
The heat, for the ratio of 0. 6-1, 0 kg/Nm8, increases from about 7,0 to 9.7 kj/s without the new device to 7, 3
-11.1 kj/s with the new device. Beat exchange was enhanced to the extent of 4. 3% and 14.4 % at the respective
ratios of 0.6 kg/Nm8 and 1.0 kg/lta3, It indicates that the new device has an advantageous influence on heat

transfer at high ratio. Fig. 4 ehows the relationship between heat transfer efficiency л and the solid- gas
feed ratio with and without the new device.The efficiency "n decreases with increase in the ratio in both
cases, but with different gradients, having a decreasing rate of 19. 6 % and 11, 0 % per unit ratio without the
new device and with the new device respectively, The efficiency ’n increases from about 82.63-72.71% to 93.20
-86.84%, compared to the case without the new device, the efficiency n adopting the new device increases from
about 13.2 % to 20,9 % for the ratios of 0,5 kg/Nm® and 1.0 kg/Ntn® respectively, Fig,.5 shows the relationship
between heat transfer area and solid-gas feed ratio, The heat transfer area decreases with the increase of
ratio, thus showing a similar behaviour as in Fig,4, but with different gradients, too, Comparing with the case
without the new device, the area Fm increases from 12. 54-8.04 ma/kg to 15.08-10.52 ma/kg, Thus an increase of
25-30 % is observed, which is very large.

It can be seen frrai the above that, after adopting the new device, the heat transfer between gas and
solid in pipeline was intensified remarkably, the heat transfer area increases obviously,
too,
and the
temperature difference ДТа reduces correspondingly. So the heat absorbed by the materials and heat transfer
efficiencyn of the system increases enormously, And to overcome the difficulty when materials are dispersed
at higher ratio, it is significant to adopt the new device for visibly improving the heat transfer effect
between gas and sol id ,

The concentration field in pipeline is also measured for further studying the mechanism of the new
device on improving heat transfer. The concentration distribution of a section is similar in .both cases no
matter whether the new device is used or not, for the same gas flow velocity and concentration, but the pulse
height of concentration is intensified remarkably after adopting the new device for a constant point. This is
the case for the fluid flow phenomenon in pipeline.The irregular high frequency pulse of velocity at a point
in the field causes surely the pulse of concentration at the same point.So the material and gas can contact
and mix sufficiently and heat transfer effect is intensified, too, On the cold-state model,
we observed
that the material entering the pipeline in large batches can not be dispersed sufficiently and may sink in
the pipe when the new device is not be used, whereas after adopting the new device, the material enters the
circular section in which gas flow velocity is high, and gets dispersed uniformly. It also indicates why the
new device improves the heat transfer,
3. PRESSURE LOSS IN THE NEW DEVICE.
3. 1 Gas flow velocity in pipeline

In the process of production, friction and collision between the particles themselves, and between the
particles and the pipe wall, irregular gas velocity distribution in the pipeline with valve and bend,
gravitational influence and so on exist in the system, so the practical gas velocity must be much more than
the theoretical suspension velocity, And the velocity affects not only the heat transfer between gas and
solid, but also the total pressure loss of the system. In general, the higher the velocity , the more uniform
the material is dispersed and the higher the pressure loss, When the velocity is too low,
sinking
of
materials and bad fluid pattern may occur in the pipeline, Therefore, it is very important to determine the
optimum velocity, And for reducing the friction and the pressure loss in system, a relatively low velocity is
adopted usually, The relationship between the solid-gas feed ratio C with critical Frouds number at which
materials does not sink was given by W. Barth, et al in experiment [71, [81.
C= a lFrc/10]b

(4)

where a and b are constants,Frc is critical Frouds number,

On the experiment condition, the gas flow velocity for suspending and dispersing materials at
various solid-gas feed ratios is researched in detail. The result shows the velocity is only 7,8 m/s and
m/s respectively the ratio of 0.51 kg/Nm’ and 1.08 kg/Iiu®. Comparing the general design value of gas
velocity , the velocity in pipeline has a large reduction. Taking the system of UNSP developed by Ube

the
10.3
flow
for

example [9] 1101. the total pressure loss of the system is about 6870 Pa, where about 3260 Pa caused by 5-stage
preheater, 980 Pa by the precalcinator and kiln, and 1630 Pa by the pipeline and bends (up to 27,7 56 of the
total pressure loss), When the velocity decreases from 16-17 m/s to 12 m/s adopted in practical design,
the
pressure loss of the pipeline and bend will decrease from 1630 Pa to about 866 Pa. The total pressure loss
also reduces to about 6106 Pa with a reducing percent of about 14. 1 %, And the proportion of the pressure
loss by pipeline and bend decreases from 27,7% to 16,9%, too, It shows that the new device plays the important
role of ensuring suspension and dispersion of materials at low gas flow velocity, so that the pressure loss of
system and power consumption reduces remarkably,

3,2 Partial pressure loss caused by the new device,
The pressure loss caused by a body in gas flow, besides friction resistance, has a kind of loss named as
pressure difference loss, which has little relation with the body surface area but the shape of a body, Fig, 6
gives a group of bodies with equal pressure loss [121, It is unimaginable only according to friction loss,

SEMI-SPHERE
CODE

SPINNING

FIG, 6,

Size comparison of a group of body with equal loss

Ccoparing the dispersion device having been used in industry, the new device is designed with a dripping
structure,, The pressure loss can be calculated relying on experiments for calculating the loss.

Л? = 1/2 • Cd - P ■ W3

(6)

where Cd, is resistance coefficient, P is the density of fluid,. W is the gas flow velocity,
given in Table 4.

The result is

Table 4, Pressure loss andi resistance cofticient adopting the ne» device

Gas flow velocity m/s
Pressure loss
Pa
Resist, coef,
Cd

8
21. 6
5.6

10
30. 4
5.0

12:
38. 2
4. 3i

14
49; 0
4.1

16
62. 7
4. 0

The result shows that pressure difference; loss increases with increase of gas flow velocity, whereas the:
resistance coefficient Cd, decreases with increase of gas flow velocity . The; reason is that the sharp mixed
effect of turbulenie at high Reynolds number causes the detaching point of fluid! flow move back,
and! the:
detaching region behind the device becomes narrow;

As already' analysed above», the new material sealing and: dispers ion device has betterr dispersion
tunctica,, it ennurea that the gas flow velocity in the: pipeline is lower than that of the usual industry'
desi^s level,, the pressure loss in the 6-stage: precalcinater system: decreases] by 12.1-16.1$. and because of
the suitable shape of new device structure»,the: partial pressure loss it only 21. 6-63; 8Fn. It will be of great
practical value in theory and industry desip»

4. CONCLUSIONS

4.1 The new device reported improves the suspension and dispersion of materials in pipeline and
intensifies turbulent mix and heat transfer between gas and solid phases, The temperature difference Д Ta
reduces from 30, 0-36, 6XD to 17. 3-22. 4X). heat transfer efficiency increases 13. 2 % and 20. 9 % and heat
exchange quantity increases 4. 3 % and 14.4 % respectively to the solid-gas feed ratio of 0,61 kg/Nm® and 1,08
ig/NmBi after adopting the new device, And it is remarkable for the new device to improve heat transfer at
high ratio, specially,
4.2 Using the new device, the velocity in pipeline can be decreased to 7,8-10. 3 m/s,
and the total
pressure loss can reduce by about 12.1-16.1%, whereas the practical pressure loss Of new device is only 21. 6
-62.8 Pa for adopting a suitable shape and structure,
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MORPHOLOGY AND MICROSTRUCTURE FEATURES OF CLINKER
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SUMMARY

Clinker obtained from the burning of cement raw mix made by
Vertical Shaft Kiln technology (VSK) has certain characteristic mineral
logical and morphological features.
These are significantly different
from those of the clinkers obtained from processing of raw mix in rotary
kilns.
This is primarily due to the preparation of the raw meal in
which the fuel is interground and specific pyroprocessing technique
applied.
The raw mix design in VSK is significantly different from the
raw mix design for a rotary kiln.
This, coupled with the process of
making the black meal and the burning and cooling conditions obtained in
VSK imparts chracteristic distribution of the clinker minerals and
morphological and microstructural features.
Since these form important
parameters for defining the clinker quality, a study was undertaken to
investigate the VSK clinkers for establishing a correlation between
these parameters and clinker quality.

Clinker samples from various VSK plants were studied for their
mineralogical,
morphological and microstructural features using XRD,
SEM and optical microscopic techniques and compared with the clinkers
prepared in the laboratory.
The clinkers obtained from VSK process
normally have lower clinker litre weight and higher free lime (CaOf).
These distinctive features of the two clinkers have been highlighted.

INTRODUCTION
Vertical shaft kiln (VSK) technology for the manufacture of
OPC is well established (1,2) and widely practised in India and China.
It. has proved highly useful in exploiting small deposits of limestone
and helps spread plants more evenly to promote local production and
consumption without putting strain on the transportation system.

Vertical shaft kiln technology (VSK) can be based on the coal
slurry process (3) and black meal process (4-5).
However all the plants
in India are based on the black meal process (6).
In this process raw
material and fuel, usually low volatile coal or coke breeze, a byh
product from steel plants, are interground to a fine powder, formed into
nodules of 6 r- 8 mm size and burnt in VSK.
As the material passes down
the kiln, it is dried, heated, burnt and cooled in the same shaft.
The mechanism of clinker burning is different in VSK as each
nodule burns in its own environment, hence making it a different pyror
processing technique, which involves different thermal treatment
compared to the rotary kiln burning due to the presence of intergrated
fuel in raw meal.

Clinker samples from six VSK plants were collected and studied
for their mineralogical, morphological and microstructural features
using XRD, SEM and optical microscopic techniques.
Clinkers were also
prepared in the laboratory from the plant raw mix nodules under
controlled conditions and comparative study has been reported in this
paper.

EXPERIMENTAL
Six VSK cement plants were selected
for the study and the raw
mix nodules and corresponding clinker samples were collected from the
plants.

The raw meal nodules from the six plants were fired in a
laboratory high temperature furnace at 1450°C with a retention time of
20 minutes.
The nodules were introduced in the furnace at ambient
temperature and heated to 1450°C at the rate of 10°C/min.
The clinker
were taken out of the furnace and allowed to cool to room temperature.
Physical and chemical characteristics of the plant and laboratory,
clinker were determined as per Indian standard methods.

a/

Microcopic studies were carried out on polished sections using
Carl-zeiss Amplivol polarizing microscope with a magnification
range of x 260.

b/

SEM studies were carried out on fractured clinker samples,
using Philips CM 301 scanning electron microscope, using
gold
for coating the sample.

с/

X-ray diffraction studies were conducted on powered
using D-Мах, X-ray diffractometer, Rigaku, Japan.

samples

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Twelve raw meal samples from six VSK plants were characterised
for elemental composition (Table 1) and the various moduli! values
calculated.
The potential phase composition by the Bogue’s method is

.
TABLE 1
ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS AND MODULI VALUES OF CLINKERS
. i_C.hgniicalLg.O|nposit 1wi-i-wSällAii-üälüSSw

Clinker

.

Sample

LOI%

S 1^2

Fe203 %

A12Oß %

CaO%

MgO%

SM

AM

LSF

1

CLPs-1
CLLs-1

1.98
0.65

20.36
21.67

4.71
4.97

6.63
5.98

63.56
62.92

2.15
2.45

1.79
1.81

1.4
1.4

0.93
0.90

2

CLPH2
CLLi-2

1.56
0.89

20.98
20.59

4.49
5.76

6.46
7.26

63.79
63.12

1.83
1.33

1.88
1.79

1.66
1.08

0.90
0.89

3

CLP!-3
CLLf-3

1.35
0.34

21.81
21.91

4.76
4.79

6.81
6.79

64.26
64.41

0.88
1.08

1.88
1.89

1.43
1.41

0.88
0.88

4

CLPh-4
CLL-4

0.57
0.34

22.70
22.79

4.25
4.70

6.41
6.55

64.10
64.07

2.15
2.00

2.12
2.13

1.51
1.52

0.86
0.87

5

CLP-5
CLL‘-5

3.09
0.98

23.43
21.22

5.42
4.67

6.45
7.11

60.13
62.75

2.10
2.77

1.97
1.02

1.19
1.19

0.80
0.81

6

CLPs-6
CLL-6

1.00
0.69

21.29
21.18

5.98
5.84

7.04
6.74

62.03
62.73

1.43
1.87

1.93
1.93

1.21
1.24

0.88
0.88

also presented along with mineralogical composition by optical
microscopy, the mineral size, free lime■ and clinker litre weight are
presented in (Table 2).
The raw meals selected present a wide variation
in both the elemental and mineral composition.
The silica modules (SM)
varies in the range 1.79 to 2.13 which makes these raw mixes easy to
burn, compared to rotary kiln raw mixes which have SM value normally in
the range 2.2 - 2.6.
TABLE 2
MINERAL COMPOSITION OF CLINKER INCLUDING FREE LIME AND LITRE WEIGHT
Clinker
sample

____________MrNERALOGICAL-COMPOSITION________ ___ ____ Free

2EEi£älZEl££2££2EZ 111

CjS

1

2

3

4

5

6

CjS

CjA- -C^ÄF~

CjS

CjS^TnterstatTcal
matter (%)

Äverange rage

C^S
"
*
range

Ave=
rage

Lime
(%)

Clinker
Litre Wt
(9/1)

CLP-1

52.71 18.63

14.33

50

30

20

8-9 0

25

5-36

20

2.61

1150

CLL-1

45.56 27.77 10.00 15.12

51

29

21

5-36

22

5-36

18

1.01

1100

CLP-2

43.66 27.21 12.77 13.66

41

38

19

5-40

25

5-45

20

2.60

1145

CLL-2

46.62 26.73

6.84 17.52

47

33

20

5-25

18

5-25

18

1.15

1110

CLP-3

43.26 29.90 10.00 14.48

45

36

19

5-42

20

5-39

24

2.35

1000

CLL-3

43.19 30.24

9.88 14.57

46

34

20

5-30

20

5-28

18

1.56

975

CLP-4

23.77 49.25

7.92 16.49

30

48

21

5-30

20

5-26

18

3.10

1030

CLL-4

27.49 46.41

7.77 16.03

32

49

19

5-28

18

5-25

16

3.77

1000

CLP-5

41.09 34.10

9.79 12.93

-10

42

18

5-50

21

5-35

25

1.22

1100

CLL-5

42.04 31.62

8.75 13.08

47

34

19

6-30

20

5-25

15

1.28

1100

CLP-6

42.99 28.61

7.57 15.15

44

36

20

5-45

28

5-44

27

0.43

1150

CLL-6

43.77 28.57

7.91 15.03

52

38

20

5-42

18

5-24

12

0.46

1100

9.6

The main three burnability parameters i e, loss on ignition
(LOI), free lime (CaOf) and clinker litre weight show variation from the
rotary kiln clinker values generally obtained.
They range from 0.69 h
3.57% and 0.43 н 3.77% respectively. The higher value in both the cases
is indicative of incomplete decomposition/reaction.
Litre weight of the
clinkers obtained by both plant and laboratory are in the range 975^1150
g/1 which, is lower compared to rotary kiln clinker values which
generally lie in the range 1250
1350 g/1.
Low clinker litre weight
values are due to the pores produced by burning of the intergrated fuel
used for black meal process.

The mineral composition by optical microscopy shows the
percentage of alite is in the range 30s-52% and belite in the range 29ь
49%.
These values are comparable to those obtained by Bogue’s method.
When SM is more than 2.1 the raw mix becomes hard to burn for VSK which
is also indicated by low alite content values high LOI and free lime
values (Table 1 & 2).
Ogt i ca 1 _Mi c.r os cog^_S.t ud i e s

Micrographs of laboratory VSK burnt clinkers are highly porous
(Plate IA). Alite crystals are well developed, brown in colour and have
sharp boundaries.
It is observed that the pores are normally surrounded
by alite crystals which may have been formed by burning of coal
generating localised heat. This results in higher local temperature and
alite formation.
Inclusions of belite in alite are common. Belite
crystals are rounded
and the average belite grain size varies in the
range 12 - 18 pm and alite grain size in the range 18 н 22 pm.

(A) LABORATORY CLINKER

PLATE 1

(B>

CRIhMVSK clinker

: OPTICAL MICROGRAMS OF CLINKERS

Plant burnt VSK clinker (Plate IB) shows that the clinkers are
Alite is prismatic to
porous having moderate to well developed phases.
Pores
are
surrounded
by
either
alite or
belite
oolvQonal in shape,
----- ------------ - ------ ,
.
crystals or by both.
In some cases, alite grains occur as inclusions
Belite grains are
with belite grains.
----- generally rounded to^oval in
shape. The average belite grain size varies in the range^ 20^21^ >ш and
The variation in
alite grain size varies in the range 20 н 28 pm.
plant
crystal sizes between laboratory and p
1--4- clinker is due to slow
cooling conditions in the VSK.
S.EM Studies

SEM studies of laboratory burnt clinker (Plate 2A) and CRI>-MVSK
plant clinker (Plate 2B) indicates^ that the clinker is porous in nature
lduLu «им
are well formed with sharp
both at macro
and micro levels. Alite, grains
'
The
results
are
generally
in
line
with those of optical
edges.
'----- -------------- microscopy.

PLATE 2

: SEM OF CLINKERS

X-ray diffraction studies on clinkers produced in laboratory
and CRI MVSK plants have indicated presence of all major clinker phases
e,
i.
CoS, C2S, C3A, СдАЕ (Fig 1).
The percentage of alite phase is
abundant in *
CRI-MVSK clinker.

Performance characteristics of
the plant clinker (Table 3) indi>cates that despite the relative
high free lime and IR and low litre
weight, the quality of cement
produced is quite good
in terms
of early as well as 28 days
strengths. All the cements passed
soundness test as per 13:269^1968,
except one, C L P 4 , which was
subject to areation as per 13:269^
1968. This was due to high SM of
raw mix which on burning produced
high free lime (6) and low litre
weight clinker (Table 2).

Fig 1 : XRD OF PLANT AND LABORATORY
BURNT CLINKERS

■
TABLE 3
PHYSICAL DATA OF CEMENT OBTAINED FROM CRI^-MVSK PLANTS

Plant

Fineness
cm 2/9

Compressive Strength
28d
7d
3d

Kg/cm^

3199
CLP-1
CLP-2
3396
3250
CLP-3
3300
CLP-4
3101
CLP-5
3205
CLPi-6
* after aeration

330
210
220
200
300
310

405
290
305
220
380
395

515
400
425
385
500
515

Soundness
AUtOH- Le
clave chatlier
mm
%

0.5
0.21
0.1
0.9
0.9
0.6

7
6
2
*
4
3
2

CONCLUSION
Manufacture of cement in vertical shaft kiln by black meal
process produces clinker having high and variable value of LOI and free
lime indicating incomplete decomposition/reaction in some cases. Silica
modulus plays an important role in burnability and governs the mineral
phases formed, free lime and LOI of the clinker and is partly respon
sible for isome of the morphological and mineralogical characteristics
influencing both sintering and cooling characteristics of the VSK
clinkers.
The clinker is porous in nature which is due to the inter
ground fuel in raw meal.
The pores are normally surrounded by alite
crystals indicating the presence of coal particles which on burning
generate localised heat and result in high local temperature. Alite and
belite grains are well developed and sharp.
Data of optical microscopy
is supported by SEM and XRD studies.
Physical data of cements produced
by VSK clinker is showing high strength.
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THE STUDY AND APPLICATION ON HIGH-QUALITY CEMENT CLINKER
CALCINING WITH LOW HEAT CONSUMPTION IN SHAFT KILN
Z G Qin
Cement Research Institute
China Building Materials Academy, P R CHINA

SUMMARY
This paper presents the study on calcination ability of shaft kiln by production practice. We successfully
produced high-quality clinker from black raw meal with low heat consumption by using rapid calcination
mothed in plants. From the experiments in laboratory, we find out the saving energy mechanium from blac
raw meal using rapid calcination method. It proved the method used in plants was fit for objective law.

INTRODUCTION
In China, there are thousands of cement manufacturing plants using shaft kiln. It is common practice in
most of these plants to calcine Portland cement clinker with a heat consumption over 800kcal / kg.Study on
how to decrease the consumption of coal is not only the need of technology progress, promoting profits in
plants, but also the measure of decreasing the output of CO2 and protecting environment.

Over the last decade, we made a thorough study of shaft kiln calcining ability. We pursued the small
nodulized black raw meal rapid calcination method by using new mineralizers and high lime saturation factor.
In Ying Dian Jie Cement Plant, Zhe Jiang Province, we have produced high-quality clinker, whose 28-day
compressive strength is 62.5MPa(625kg/cm2), the heat consumption was as low as 625kcal/kg or so. In.
paints we have reached stable production and obtained obvious economical profits.

THE PROBEON CLINKER WITH HEAT CONSUM PTION AND CHOICE OF CALCINATION METHODS
In 1977, we calcined clinker with 800kcal/ kg, measured the temperature of kiln, it was 1600C or so. This
indicated that the shaft kiln has the ability of calcination0’. In 1984, we found that the clinker which KH was
0.83-0.84, can be successfully calcined with 580- 600kcal / kg(2). Based on the study, we think that: if the liq
uid exists, the clinker which KH = 1 can be calcined with the increase of 50kcal / kg.
In oredr to obtain high-quality clinker, we used the black raw meal process in which all coal was ground
with the raw meal. Generally speaking, the heat consumption in this method is high. Why could we produce
high-quality clinker from black raw meal with low heat consumption using rapid calcination method in plants?
From a study on the different formation mechanisms of clinker from raw meals with different coal contents and
calcination methods, we can find out the reason0’.

THE CLINKER FORMATION PROCESS FROM COAL-CONTAINING RAW MEAL

.

In order to study the calcination mechanism of clinker from coal—containing raw meal we prepared the
raw meal samples with deifferent heat contents (by using the ordinary raw meal which has pot coal, coal and
coal ash). The composition (especially KH)of clinker from these samples was entirely the same.The heat content
of these samples was respectively similar to the needed heat of raw meal which does not have coal (white raw
meal )JI, preheating and dewater J2, theoretical heat consumption J3, precalcination kiln J4,shaft kiln J5,dry
process rotaty kiln J6 and wet process rotaty kiln J7.The clinker after calcination were respectively named J1C,
J2C, J3C, J4C, J5C, J6C, J7C. The compositions of the raw meals are shown in Tabic 1.
Table 1 Compositions of raw meal
Name

JI

J2

J3

J4

J5

J6

J7

900

1125

1350

Heat carried with raw meal,kcal / kg.cl

0

225

450

675

Heat carried with raw meal, kJ / kg.cl

0

940.5

1881

2821.5

3762

4702.5

5643

7.92

11.88

15.84

19.80

23.75

2.77

3.69

4.62

5.54

2.77

1.85

0.92

0

Coal needed,g

0

3.96

Coal ash in coal,g

0

0.92

1.85

Coal ash of addition,g

5.54

4.62

3.69

White raw meal,g

146.1

These samples were heated to different temperatures by two calcination methods,ie rapid calcination and
slow calcination. Then we monitored and analysed the changes in the process of calcination.

1 DTA

Rapid rise of temperautre in DTA curve indicated that: the decomposition temperature of CaCO3 in the
raw meal decreased at first, then increased with the increase in heat carried with raw meal, and the decomposi
tion temperature of J4 was the lowest. It showed that the decomposition was accelerated when raw meal
brought heat to kiln, but the combustion of extra coal induced reaction, absorbed heat, so hindered the process
of decomposition. The results agreed with the experimental results in precalciner stated by reference .

.

2 Burnability

Clinker was made by calcining nodulized raw meal and then we measured ignition Loss, F.C (fCaO) and

calculated transformation rates a of CaO.
56 ,

.

100

CaO-(F.C + -Loss') x 10Q_L ~

CaO: burned basic value of total CaO in clinker after calcination, here 66.99
F.C: free CaO content in clinker. It showed the non-combination CaO content after decomposition of

the limestone in the raw meal.
. .
Loss- ignition loss of clinker after calcination, it showed the non-decomposition CaO content.
a: combination of two factors It showed the CaO content which was transformed into clinker mineral.

F.C
X
40 ■—1-------

0

5

1100 C,F
Ht>0 c, s

J1C J2C J3C J4C J5C J6C J7C
FLg.l The E.C of clinker

The results of F.C and a of clink
er indicated that the increase of
coal content in raw meal promoted
the decomposition of limestone.
When using rapid calcilation
method, the a value increased ap
parently. It indicated that activity
of CaO increased, and transforma
tion of clinker became faster. It
was most obvious at 1200C, F.

Fig.2 The o< of clinker

eC '

1000

800
600
400
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 min.

Flg.3 The tern, of black raw
meal nodules In burning

Adding coal was the basic condition for rapid calcination (it facilitated rapid calcinatiop) Rapid
calcination took advantage of the effect of coal combustion, and the ash from burning combined with active
CaO after decomposition for clinker formation.
Rapid calcination of black raw meal promoted combination also because black raw meal was a kind of
fuel .The temperature which was attained in the process of calcination was higher than the furnace temperature.
As shown in Fig3 the temperature rise curve of coal—containing raw meal within a short time of burning was
higher than furnace temperature.

3 Formation kinetics of clinker with the rapid calcination method

We rapidly calcined JI, J4, J7 at different temperatures, and maintained the temperature constant for dif
ferent times. We calculated the value of calcined clinker using formula(1)and then calculated f(ot) using several
kinds of kinetics equation, entering the data in the form: f(a) = Kt+L. In here, К is the rate of reaction, t is time
of revention temperature and L is the intercept of line. We chose the best kinetics mechanism from theK value
of samples which corresponded to the best controlling mechanism. We drew Figs 4 of LnK—1 / T (T is the abso
lute temperature) using Arrhenius equation. The slope of the line was the activation for energy formation of
clinker mineral, as shown in Fig.4.

OF6

6.2 6.4 6.6 6.8
J4C
1/TxlO3

Fig.4

The Figure of lnK-1/T of JIC, J4C, J7C
energy of clinker formation

J7C

1/TxlO3

calculating the activation

In Fig4, we can see the different controlling mechanisms of JIC (clinker was calcined from white raw
meal) from two lines with different slopes in LnK-1 / T. It indicated that JIC at 1200 C was still in solid diffu
sion and at 1250C it became liquid, then behaved as liquid diffusion. We took 3 points in high temperature to
calculate the activation energy of formation of C3S. The results were 123KJ / mol using D4, and 50 KJ / mol
using R2. The kinetics mechanism of formation was that at high temperature, CaO and C2S dissolved into liq
uid to form Ca^and SiOj". Ca^and SiO^- diffused to the liquid—C3S, interface and by surface diffusion
C3S was produced. Crystal grew larger. This process mainly was composed of the diffusion of Ca in liquid and
reaction of surface chemistry (diffusion of SiOj-depended on that of Ca44), as shown in Fig5.

F.C, C2S

C3S(C2S, F.C)

Diffusion
of Ca++

Fig. 5

IncerfacLal
chemical reaction

Schematic diagram of clinker formation frortl
white raw meal

The difficult factor (high activation energy) would be the rate controlling factor. By calculation we knew
that the energy activation of Ca^diffuison (123 kJ / mol) was higher than that of surface chemistry reaction (50
kJ / mol). So the Ca^ diffusion of JIC in liquid was in accordance with Ginstling equation and is the kinetics
controlling mechanism of C3S formation. In the LnK-1 / T Fig. collinearity of 4 points of J4C, J7C was very
good. It indicated that formation of liquid was at 120012 , when black raw meal was calcined . The result from
of calculation J4C activation energy was 47kJ / mol using D4 and 224 kj / mol using F6.The result from of cal
culation J7C activation energy was 128kJ / mol using D4,and 55.8kJ / mol using F6. Both diffusion and nucle
us formation and growth can became the kinetics controlling mechanism of clinker mineral. C3S formation
could proceed throuyh two routes. The first was liquid diffusion of Ca and crystalline deposit on C3-liquid
Sinter surface; the second was nucleus formation and growth in liquid. This is shown in Fig.6

Diffusion

F.C, C2S

SiO

of Ca4"4"

Incerfacial chemical
, _ reaction

c3s

4-

Liquid
Nucleation &
growth of crystal
Fig.6

Schematic diagram of clinker formation from black

raw meal
The one (its activation energy was low) which easily formed the clinker mineral became the kinetics con
trolling mechanism. Based on calculation, J4C was also controlled by diffusion, it accorded with Ginstling
equation, the activation energy of C3S formation was 47kJ / mol. J7C was mainly controlled by nucleaus for
mation and growth, the activation energy of C3S formation was 55.8kJ/ mol. From this, we can see that the
activation energy of clinker formation of black raw meal decreased largely, and the activation energy ofclinker
formed from J7C was higher than that from J4C, which could be related to the reducting enviorment.

4 The character of formation of clinker mineral
The kinetics study indicated that the activation energy of clinker mineral formation decreased when
coal—containing raw meal was calcined and the mechanism and temperature ofclinker formation had changed.
Comparing the X-ray diffraction pattern of JIC with that of J7C when rapid calcination taking, we knew: at
HOOC J7C produced 2C2S. CaCO3, but JIC did not. Based on the view of W.Weisweiler, 2C2S • CaCO3was
formed’by combining -C2S with calcite, so we can say that CaCO3in coal-containing raw meal participated in
the formation ofclinker mineral. At 1200C, 2C2S. CaCO3decomposed: 2C2S. CaCO3^2C2S+CaO+CO2, C3S

was formed, but there was not C3S in JIC.

Due to the high reactivity of CaO from decomposition of 2C2S.CaCO3, it can rapidly combine to form
C3A.C4AF and so on. When rapid calcination was taking place, before it grew up, the temperature reached

J7C 1100’С*'

JIG 1100 *C
C»0

C«0
о SiOj

Si02

д CjS

P-C2s

. c2f
* C»(OH)2

Ca(OH)2

2C2S.CiCOj

7?

80

40

J7C 1200 C

CaO
CjS
c4af

Ca(OII)

О

60

40

20

Fig.7 XRD diagram of clinker from rapid calcination

higher so micro-crystal of solvent mineral was
formed. Due to the high vapour pressure of such
micro-crystal, low melting point and high solubility,
it melts at low temperature. When clinker was
calcined from black raw meal, it advanced the ap
pearance of the melting phase and promoted clinker
formation. From Fig7, we knew that C2F in J7C at
110013 was changed into C4AF at 120013 . Based on
the calculation made by T.K Chatteriec, this kind of
change took place only with the help of liquid phase
this also verified that liquid phase was formed in ad
vance, when black raw meal was rapidly calcined.
Fig8 is scan energy pattern of Alite crystal in clinker
rapidly calcined from raw meal J6, we can know that
the main composition in solid—solution of Alite crys
tal were Fe and Al, so the intermediate phase was less
in clinker formed from coal-containing raw meal,
this agreed with the resultes of the rock facies study.
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FLg. 8 EDS diagram of J6C clinker
from rapid calcination

CALCINATION MECHANISM OF BLACK RAW MEAL
1. The combustion of coal in black raw meal nodules produced high temperature, so the combustion and
heat transfer occurred at the same time, and the decomposition of carbonate in raw meal was accelerated.
2. Rapid calcination enabled the fuel not to burn at low temperature and enter high temperature state, so
that CaO of high activity from decomposition combined rapidly with SiO2, Al2O3in clay and coal ash to form
clinker mineral. So rapid calcination utilized the effect of fuel in black raw meal to full degree.

3. When black raw meal was calcined, liquid had already been formed at 120012, and so it accelerated the
formation of C3S. In plants, by adding new mineralizers to decrease the temperature of liquid formation, the
temperature range of C3S calcination was further widened to increase the quantity of C3S and guarantee the
utilization of rapid calcination. But f.CaO was not very high.
4. When black raw meal was calcined, both diffusion and nucleus formation and growth controlled the
formation of C3S, which of the two was prominent depended on the amount of heat carried with raw meal. The
activation energy of C3S formation from black raw meal was lower than that from white raw meal. But when
more heat was brought to the kiln, the activation energy increased again. In plants, the dust from kiln separated
by dust separator was added to raw meal uniformly. There were some decomposed raw meal particles and a
litthe clinker in the dust from the kiln .The latter acts as the nucleus of crystal, hence increased the proportion of
nucleus formation and growth, which was beneficial to clinker formation.
5. In the laboratory, the heat carried with raw meal was over 900kcal/kg, reducing atmosphere was
formed to produce reducing meal. So more heat carried with raw meal was harmful to calcination and quality
of clinker. In plants, however we controlled this to be below 675kcal/kg, it was in the region of lower
activation energy of C3S formation.

Based on these results we think the calcination method used in plants was fit for objective law. When we
calcined high quality clinker with low heat consumption, technical and economic effects were achieved.
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Summary
The poss.hilit.es for mechanoactivutior

TLl'^persfure of bumtn, and higher
quality of clinker

Показа® возможности
™Äh“xkC«°
измельчителях различного типа. CjjoccJ
чеСкую актишость.
эффективными
параметры измельчаемых материалов, их хим?4^^
«рльнины с ударно-сдвиговым

механоактивации
снижение температуры обжига и повышение качества клинкера.

обеспечивает

The mechanical energy directly perceived by the molecular structure of a solid body belongs to
the most efficient vehicles of catalytically acting upon the chemical transformations of materials. The
principal act of the mechanical processing of materials is a constant interaction of particles with one
another and with the tools of comminution. The difference in kinetic energy before and after such an
interaction is consumed in heating up the material treated and the grinding media charge, for
disintegrating the particles, as well as for boosting their energy as a result of structural, phase and
other transformations. The materials surface growth is associated with the release of free energy
according to this relationship:
dE=<7dS,
where
dE stands for the total change of material surface free energy (J),
<7 — surface tension (J/m2), and
dS — surface change (m2).
Because of this, mechanoactivation is sometimes identified with the growth in the surface area of
the system treated. Experimental findings, howewer, contradict such a viewpoint.

Mechanoactivation of cement raw blends and model materials (calcite emd quartz) was
accomplished by: slow impact with attrition (a ball mill), intensive impact with attrition (a planetary
mill), attrition with crushing (a roller mill), fast multiple impact against a macrosurface
(a disintegrator), fast mutual collision of particles (a jet mill).

It was demonstrated that, in addition to a rise in the surface energy, a growth in the internal
energy arising from a higher concentration of structure defects and stressed states plays a far greater
role in the energy accumulation of the material comminuted. It is these phenomena that underline
mechanoactivation, which may promote the effectiveness of the subsequent technological operations,
or mechanochemical reactions occurring directly in the process of mechanically treating the matherial.

Mechanochemical effects by a number of researchers have been registered in comminuted cement
raw materials (1). The occurrence of a precalcining reaction during the splitting of natural calcite
monocrystals with release of ~2>1013 molecules of CO2 per cm2 of newly formed surface has been
pointed out. Several other studies (2,3) have confirmed quartz amorphization, transition of a-quarts
into ^-quarts and /J-cristobalite. Howewer, the comparatively рост chemical activity of cement raw
materials and the relatively low intensity of their mechanical treatment in conventional grinding units
restrict the possibilities of mechanochemical interaction in cement raw mixes.

In the letter, as a rule, we deal with the mechanoactivation phenomenon, which represents but
one of the stages in the comminution process. One can single out three comminution stages occurring
consecutively: destruction of aggregates, secondary sintering and mechanochemical activation. In the
first two stages the energy applied to the materials under disintegration is spent on destroying the
aggregates of particles, while in the activation stage it is spent on creation of their defect structure.
Mechanoactivation process, as a rule, is accompanied by a significant increase in the specific surface of
the material, whereas in certain types of comminution machinery there may even occur its reduction
(see Table 1). Thus, grinding a cement raw mix in a ball mill for 1 to 4 hours is accompanied by a
consistent decrease of its specific surface.
Quantitative estimation when exactly the activation begins remains debatable. The opinion of
Ye.L.Goldenberg and S.V.Pavlov (4) in this regard deserves serious attention. According to Pavlov, it
coincides with the viscous—brittle transition, i.e. a switch-over from brittle destruction of particles to
their plastic deformation. Such a transition becomes feasible only when a definite size (r) of particles
is reached. If r exceeds the size corresponding to the viscous—brittle transition point (r
),
*
destruction
take placejif r is less than r*
, plastic flow will result. When the condition r<r
*
is satisfied, it signifies
the end of dispersion and the start of mechanoactivation.

At the same time, the beginning of activation also depends on the energy intensity of the
comminution machinery. It is obvious that the power applied to the material comminuted can be
varied both through impact energy E and frequency Wk- It is also dear from the standpoint of energy
intensity that the two are far from being equivalent. By raising wr, we only vary the same scale,
attaining purely quantitative effects. But if we increase E, the particles will undergo great stresses
during impacts, which may engender qualitatively novel processes.
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The most efficient dispersers and activators for materials with a higher hardness whi.h
cement raw materials are, are equipment with an impact-shear nature о loading (m the present
instance planetary mills). The size of the microcrystallite blocks of solid bodies produced in them is 2
to 4 times smaller, and the magnitude of microdeformations is respectively larger than those mother
comminution machinery (see Table 2). It is notable that, as grinding processes n a ball mill, the
material is sintered at the micro-level as well. In 4 hours, the size of microcrystalhte blocks is larger
by an order of magnitude than in 1 hour of grinding.

While the change in size of microcrystallite blocks corresponds sufficiently exactly to the specific
surface growth, no such dependence is observable regarding micr^eformations. Moreover with
and the same comminution technique, deformations may grow in one crystallographic direction
diminish in another.

Table 1. Effect of duration of comminution on specific surface area of cement raw mixes

Specific surface, m2/kg’103 (by BET)
Grinding duration

Mill
type

Hours

Minutes

Ball
Planetary
Roller

2

5

10

15

20

1

2

3

4

■
—

—
22.0
24.8

—
23.2
24.3

—
23.4
26.4

—
22.3
-

28.5
—

24.7
—

22.3

20.7

21.1

Table 2. Effect of mechanoactivation on the size of microcrystallites (D) and deformations (e) of

calcite and quartz crystal lattices

S.
No.

Mill
type

1.
Ball
2.
Ball
3.
Roller
4.
Roller
5. Planetary
6.
Planetary
7.
Jet
8.
Jet
9.
Disintegrator
10.
Disintegrator

S»,

m!/kg

350
550
520
1,105
1,090
1,170
380
870
360
1,020

Quartz

Calcite
—БД-----------------7%

1,720
20,220
9,850
7,330
1,090
750
82,330
930
9,080
1,480

0.143
0.048
0.05
0.136
0.188
0.236
0.016
0.186
0.054
0.144

5Д

7%

5,640
43,420
5,040
7,230
24,020
2,810
33,850
4,980
7,130
5,110

0.147
0.081
0.089
0.102
0.07
0.117
0.069
0.09
0.09
0.035

•Blain's
Taking into account the multistaged nature of cement manufacturing process as well as the
subsequent hardening cement paste, it is important to estimate the extent and limits to which the
mechanoactivated effects could be foreserved in the later stages of processing the mixes. It has been
established that materials which are burnt preserve the structural percdiarities entailed by the
technique of their mechanoactivation. An enhanced deformation degree of the crystal lattice of the
source minerals brings about their great deformation during burning as well.

For a constant surface area of raw mixes, the clinkering dynamics depends on the technique of
their mechanoactivation. No universal mechanoactivation method has been found. Accordingly, the
advantages of different techniques of mechanoactivating manifest themselves at different stages ot the
subsequent technological processing of the raw mixes.

The precalcining reaction is accelerated in the course of intensive impact—attrition comminution.
For the same specific surface area, raw mixes produced in a planetary mill have energy almost twice
as low as those ground in a ball mill (82.4 zmd 156.7 kJ/mole respectively). Likewise, quick—impact
comminution raises the activation energy of material due to the limited amount of finely dispersed
fraction in it.

Solid—phase synthesis within a temperature range up to 1,000 °C is intensified in the course of
impact—attrition comminution in conventional ball mills. In mixes of quick—impact comminution,
55% CaO is fixed at 1,000 °C, while in mixes of impact—attrition grinding, it is already 70 to 30%. At
higher temperatures, howewer, the process is retarded, the orthosilicate formed recrystallizes, which
later tells negatively on alite synthesis.
Liquid—phase sintering is intensified in mixes subjected to the most intensive comminution
techniques. Raising the intensity of mechanoactivation enables CaO assimilation to be speeded up 1.5
to 2—fold. Quick—impact activation with a maximum impact—delivering rate of 250 m/sec makes it
possible to achieve a complete clinker formation within 10 min at 1,300 °C already.

Mixes of quick—impact comminution yielded the densest fine-grained clinker, uniform in
structure and containing an enhanced amount of alite (see Table 3).
The structural peculiarities of clinkers from mechanoactivated mixes affect their grindability. To
produce cement with a specific area of 300 m2/kg based on clinkers obtained from raw mixes
mechanoactivated in a roller, baJl, planetary, jet mill and a disintegrator, 6, 5, 4, 4 and 3 minutes
were required, respectively for grinding.

Table 3. Influence of mechanoactivation technique of raw mixes on clinker mineralogical composition
(burning temperature 1,450 °C)

s.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mill
type

Ball
Roller
Planetary
Jet
Disintegrator

Specific surface
area, m2/kg
(BET)

20.7
22.0
21.1
17.5
16.1

Content of clinker minerals, mass %

•
C3S

C2S

C3A

c4af

58
55
56
65
63

19
27
25
14
15

3.5
3.2
6.0
5.0
3.4

14.7
14.0
13.0
16.0
15.0

One can also trace the influence of mechanoeictivation of raw mixes even at the hardening stage
of cement stone distinctly enough, especially during the initial period of hardening. In particular, at
age of 2 hours the strength of cement based on clinkers out of raw mixes of jet and disintegrator
comminution is twice as low, and at the age of 10 hours thrice a slow compared to cements from
clinkers ground in a ball mill. As hardening progresses, howewer, these differences gradually even out.
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SUMMARY

The authors have studied the eechanisi of Portland ceient clinker foriation in rapid heating up
burning process (800С/ein)without any eineralizers and with the cwosite uneralizers of CaFz.Cablh and
KnO by using Positron Annihilation, Mössbauer Spectroieter and High Teiperature Microscope etc. The s у
has proved that Portland ceient clinker could been foried at about 1300t: without any uneralizers and
about 1050t with the coiposite eineralizers of CaFz.CaSO» and ZnO.
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IMHODUCTIOll

Generally, Portland ceient clinker can be forned when the raw aeal is sintered above H50t.However,
such high teiperatures affect greatly the output and quality of the cenent, and furtheraore it consuies
great energy. According to statistics,ceient industry is one of consuiing aaxiiui energy.The total energy
consuiped therial energy account for lore 70~80X. Therefore,lov-tenperature burning clinker is one of the
are as for study that is attracting increasing attention. One aethod of lowering the teiperature of
clinker burning is to add nineralizers to the raw aeal. Hany such studies have been conducted[l, 2, 3,4].
kScftr?int.eS"
#,ed
l,nerallzers could, lower the initial teiperature of liquid phase foraation
by bO-lbOC m the foraation process of clinker, increase the speed of the liquid phase foraation,iaprove
the properties of the liquid phase. Interaediate transition phatses of 3C3S• CaFz and 3CzS- 3CaS0
*
• CaFz
etc are also foraed. Decoaposition of these interaediate transition phases could aids C3S foraation at
lovteaperature. Another aethod of obtaining lovteiperature burning clinker is to heat the raw aeal to the
sintering teiperature under an extreiely high teiperature gradient in an extreaely short tiae -heating
activation. M F. Chebfcor, B.C. Rangnekar, O.Phi11ipp[5,5,2]et al had carried out siailar studies.They
considered that heating activation could accelerate clinker foraation. The effect of lineralizers on the
foraatton of clinker in rapid burning has been discussed in other papers[10, 11, 12, ] . The authors have
studied relatively systeiatically and coiprehensively the aechanisa of clinker foraation in a rapid
heating-up burning process (rapid burning for short) with the coaposite aineralizers of CaFz, CaS0< and
inü, as well as without any aineralizers by using the aethods of Theraodynaaical Analysis (TA for short),
High Teiperature Microscope (HTN for short ) , Mössbauer SpectroieterOlS for short) , DTA-TG of Infrared
Rapid Heating Type(DTA-TGIRHT for short) , Positron Annihilation(PA for short)etc.The
' ‘
results shoved that
the clinker could be foned respectively at 1050t and 1300t in rapid burning with and without the
coiposite lineralizers of CaFz.CaSOt.ZnO.

THE EFFECT OF RAPID BURHIHG OH THE FORNATIOH OF PORTLAHD СЕМЕНТ CLIMKER

1. The effect of rapid burning on the decarbonation and the activities of CaO
Table 1. Cheiical coiposition of raw leal(drying VtX)

I SiOz

AlzOz 1 TiOz

I 13.6
1_____

2.97 1
L

FezOz I

CaO 1

.MgO 11 RzO SO, L01
0.19
2.37 1 43.111 Loo i 0.61
35.76
_____
_____ i_____ i___ L_ ____ 0.22
_____
_____ 1

Table 2. Relation between activation energy E with ♦
--------------- 1----------------- 1- ------------------- —
I saiples I
СаСОз
I_____
ceient raw leal-------------- -------I ♦(t/iin) I 10 I 600 I 10 I 80 I 200 I 300 | 600 I 800
IL---------------------------------E(kJ/iol) I1-----------------198.1611-----------------135.7811 173.791I 146.66 11 143.27 1L 133.01J1 117.90 t1 75 70

7

8

9

10

11

Fig.1.1 Decomposition curves of
raw meal under various Ф
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3to e
led expeJiiental technique and .the calculating .etho use to be appro, t t
Decoiposition activation energy decreased with.increasing heating-up rate (Tab e 2) . By carrying out tM
regression analysis, the decoiposition activation energy of rav leal and heating rate in reg on • -1U 8UU
C/ain'the 1 i?el? ^uation:E=165.71 - 0.1024» is obtained.!he correlation coeffic e is equal to 0 911.
This indicates that linearity is renarkable. It can be seen !r011 decoiposition foriula,
ф =шс/

r«.rk.bb .itt

K5 fcf«t “.rt !f mcent state C.O obtained Ь, H I. rapid and ..r«l bnrn.n« ..th the retent.™
tiie are given in Table 3 and Fig.1.2.

“SÄ!. MÄ5 i'ä“S.Ä- — I-.... burning at 1300C is higher than under any other conditions .

2.Hydration activity of rapid burning 5 -CzS

early age(3days)hydrate is over six tues higher than HB(0.52X). The coibined vater от p

Table 3. Size (A) of CaO crystal (220) surface in rapid and norial burning
--------------- !
—1 BOOC.lOiin 1300t ,25iinl
Burning .ode I 1300t: ,2iin 11300C,3iin
1941
1
1
1248
1
507
138
Rapid
1
2052
1
1
1504
1
1381
1329
Horial 1
_________ -1
i_-------- - —
________ —1
1> of ? -CzS
Table 5.Crystal size(A) and iicrostress<e
. . j —j
Table 4 Synthetic condition of ? -CzS
i
1
-----------П
П
r
-iГ"
HB
FB2
IFB3
j
Ho.
1
FBI
HB
1
.
1 FBI 1 FB2 1 FB3 1 ——1
1
(A)
1 476 699 *1 986
1199
5
1
over
800
1
over
800
1
1
over
800
1
1 » (t Ziin)
1.13
1.221
1.18
1
<e
z
>xl0
3
11.94
1400
1
____
____ 1-----1 Teip, (t) 11 1400 1 1450 1 1400 1
--------------1
...
—
1 720 1
1 45
11 20
j Tiie(iin) 1 20
0.02 1 0.36 1
0.36 I1 0.01 I1_ ______
1 f-CaO(X) j1_______
L_
1 ______ 1
1- ------------

18(x]00t)

of P -C2S with hydration age

Fig 1.4. A relation of AZ-T in CaO+CzS^aS
system

age changed as follows in rapid burning condition: FBI>FB2>FB3(Fig.1.3). The wicrocrystal size changed as
following : FBI<FB2<FB3.The licro-stress changed as FBI>FB2>FB3(Table 5).It can be seen that when burning
teiperatures are the sawe.the hydration activities of ß -CzS decrease with increasing retention tiie.Vhen
the retention tiie is the saie, the hydration activities of ß -CzS decrease with increasing burning
temperature.The latter results were in agreeient with the conclusion of A.A
*paschenko [7].

3. Effects of heating-up rate on the foriation process of C2S ,C3S and clinker
The three reaction systews froi which CsS and CzS can be forwed are as follows:
i CaO—CzS systei
CaO *• CzS = CsS
(1-1)
ii CaO—SiOz systei
2CaO ♦ SiOz = CzS
(1-2)
3CaO <■ SiOz = CsS
(1-3)
iii CaCOs-CaO-SiOz systei
CaCOs = CaO + COz
(1-4)
2CaC03 ♦ SiOz = CzS * 2C0z
(1-5)
ЗСаСОз ♦ SiOz : C3S 3C0z
(1-6)
, Froi the three systeis above, U.Ludwig[8] et al had got the AZ-T relation figure of systei(i).
Obviously, even though at high-teiperature in systei(i).the foriation of CsS is not easy.V.I.Basushkii[9]
had discussed the reaction possibility of systei(ii) and systei (iii) when T> 1160 K(Fig 1.5).Except that
CaO and SiOz could fori CzS and CsS, CaCOs and SiOz could fori CsS and CzS too.But he considered when T>
1160K, CaCOs has been decoiposed, CaCOs-CaO-SiOz systei could not exist,only CaO-SiOz systei could exist.
Thereby the decoiposition teiperature of CaCOs increase in rapid burning (Fig 1.1) , and there is not
enough tiie for CaCOs to decoipose totally so exist in high teiperature.That is why Vhen T>1160K,Ca0-CaC03
-SiOz systei can exist. Froi cheiical theriodynaiical analysis,we calculated the free energy of foriation
of CzS and CsS in CaO-CaCOs-SiOz systei when T> 1160K. The results can be seen in Fig 1.5 as dotted line.
According to Fig l.S.coipare systei(ii)with systei(iii)as following:
At 1300t: (1573K) systei(ii):
AZCzS =-142 KJ/iol,
AZCsS =-128 KJ/iol.
Table. 6. « and f-CaO of various retention tiies
At 1300C (1573k),systei(iii):
at 1300C in rapid and nonal burning
AZCzS =*257 KJ/iol,
I-------- 1- ------- 1- ------- 1- ------- 1- ------- 1- ------- 1
5
AZCsS =-300 KJ /10I.
t(ein) 1 0
30
45
Froi above AZ value coiparsion
nonal f-Ca0 1 14.18 9.10 i 5.35
can be seen that vhen T > 1160K,
2.64
the posibility of CaCOs reacting
« 1 0.7887 0.86441 0.92031 0.9607
rapid f-CaO 1 35.02
directly with SiOz to fori CzS
6.80 1 3.09
2.03
1 1 0.31691 0.88491 0.9540 1 0.9698
and CsS is taxiiui. in CaOs-CaOSiOz systei,and then CaO reacting
1-------- 1-------- 1- ------- ■* -------- 1-------- 1-------- 1
with SiOz. The posibility of CaO
reacting with CzS to fori CsS is
■iniiui. Froi the above results it can be proved that vhen T> USOK.the following reactions are likely to
take place:
ZCaCOs ♦ SiOz = CzS * 2C0z,
3CaCOa*SiO z =C3S ♦ 3C0z
The raw leal saiple as in Table 1 is aide into the pellets of ♦ 20u x o.5H un(jer pressure,then placed
quickly in a tube type high teiperature furnace under 1300C . The interal between the tiie the saiples
were placed at the furnace center to the tiie there teiperature reached 1300C (1 linute) was regarded as

Table 7. The process of ninerals fornation in rapid burning at 1300t
1
1
...
1
nornal burning process
heating-up process
....
30
45 1
5
2 ; 3
1
1/6 1/2
1
t,(ein) 0
SiOz
CaCOs
CaO
CzS
CsS
C<AF
CsA
1_______
=a

160
80

- 1
- 1
t
t
t 1
t
t
ft
ft
tt
tt
tt
4♦♦ 1
ot|
tt
ttt
ft
ft
t
t
♦
♦
♦
*
♦ 1
t
t
t
♦
t
*
♦ 1
____ 1
______
L
______ ______
______________
large aiounts, ♦♦ = eiddle aiounts, * = a little, ■ - nil.)
♦ft

♦ft
-

♦
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♦
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Fig.1-5 The curves of formation free energy
of C2S and C3S in various system.
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time in rapid burning at 1300c
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the heating-up process of rav neal. Then starting fron the tine
teiperature,through the retention period 0-45 ninutes.up to the tine
the furnace for cooling quickly »as regarded as burning process.
nicroscope.etc.Experinental results are sho»n in Tables 6 and 7, and

10

the sanples reached the furnace
the sanples was quickly taken out of
The sanples »ere tested by XRD,
Fig.1.6.

It can be seen fron Table 7 the when the heating-up process has taken place for one ninute to 1300C
(nanely retention tenperature starting),the deconposition of CaCOs is not conplete, but considerable CzS,
СэА and CiÄF have been forned. However »hen the tenperature »as held for one ninute at 1300t .even though
the deconposition of CaCOs is still not conpleted,apart fron CsA and C*AF,a lots of CzS and CsS have been
forned too. This indicates that CaCOs-CaO-SiOz systen existed at 1300t:, and there »as a possibility of
CaCOs directly taking part in reactiones of silicates fornation. It is shown in Fig.1-6 that the raw neal
is sintered directly at 1300t:, once the heating-up process is conpleted ( that is tenperature of the raw
neals reach the furnace tenperature) , CaCOs is deconposed sharply to near 80l,f-Ca0 increases sharply to
naxinun, the reaction rate « of CaO is near.one-third. Through such a short deconposition process,a lots
of CsS, CzS, CsA and C<AF are being forned continuously by nascent state CaO.When the tenperature is held
for one ninute, f-CaO decreases to 14.4X, the reaction rate i of CaO is near three fourths. It indicates
that the reaction rate is such higher in the starting ninute »hen the tenperature of rapid heating-up
reaches to 1300C . The reaction rate • increases 41.97X in one ninute. It can be seen fron Table 7 that
the retention tenperature for 0 to 1 ninute respectively , CsS and CzS ninerals have been forned
obviously. Judging fron the external appearance of clinker, the sintered sanples for vhich tenperature is
retained for one ninute are black, and are difficult to grind, which indicate that abundant liquid-phase
had been forned.Our research results[14]have shown that rapid burning caused a change in the,coordination
nunber of Ala+ and Fe’+ in cl inker,the coordination nunber of sone of the Al’+ and Fe’+ ions could be
changed fron four to six, forning nore loose structures,lowering liquid-phase viscosity,decreasing liquid
phase appearance tenperature by about 200t . Vhen t >1 ninute,f-CaO decreased gradually,the reaction rate
I of CaO increased slowly, the XRD characteristic peak of CzS and C3S increased gradually. Therefore, in

Table 8. Physical properties of ceient clinker froi rapid burning without any aineralizers
Sintering
teip. (V)

Coip.str.(NPa)

3d
1310V
1290V
1300V

7d

Bending str. (NPa Setting tiie(h:iin)
3d

7d

28d

Initial

Finial

31.7 47.0 64.5 6.2
32.1 47.1 66.8 6.5
34.2 51.9 67.8 7.0

7.4
7.4
8.1

9.0
9.0
9.2

2:14
1:52
1:38

4:07
2:43
2:35

28d

the starting 2 nnutes rapid burning (heating-up for 1 ainute, retention teiperature for 1 ainute) , not
only did CaCOs decoapose rapidly and nearly coipleted, but also the nascent state CaO started coipounding
reaction sharply, this aade the reaction rate i of CaO and the reaction speed reached a higher level.
After reaction process through starting several ainutes , CaO decreased constantly and considerable C3S
was for led. It can be seen froi Table 7 that when t>5 linutes, comparing norial burning clinker with
rapid burning, even though the forier heating-up process is increased for юге than two hours, the f-CaO
content of the forier is higher than that of the latter while heating-up to 1300t, f-CaO content for
norial-burn saiple is only 14. 188, which after 30 linutes, is still 5.531,decreasing only 8.838, whereas
when rap id-burning,f-CaO content decreases froi 53.028 to 3.098 for the soie period. Therefore the rate of
linerals foriation in rapid burning is auch higher than that in norial burning. The grades of clinker
foned in rapid burning at 13006 have arrived at over 625l(shown in Table 8) . To sui up ,the eechanisis
of the clinker sintered rapidly at low-teiperature are that the raw leal is heated to sintering
teiperature in an extreiely short tiie in rapid burning, resulting in a great decrease of the activation
energy of CaCOs dissociation and clinker foriation, increasing the dissociation teiperature of CaCOs, and
CaCOs lay directly react with SiOz to fori CzS and CsS,accelerating the foriation of CsSiln rapid burning
the nuiber of crystal defect of the nascent state CaO and CzS are increased,the crystal structure is юге
loose,crystal size is sialler,increasing the cheiical reaction activities of CaO with CzS. Al3+ ions and
res+ ionsin the liquid phase transfori partly froi closepacking 4-fold coodination sites into loose 6
fold coordination sites, decreasing the teiperature of liquid phase appearance in clinker by about 2006 ,
greatly reducing liquid phase viscosity, accelerating the diffusion speed of ’ the particles. In rapid
burning , all the kinds of process occur such as : decoiposition of CaCOs, solid- phase reactions,liquid
phase foriation, CzS and CsS, etc,linerals fonations .etc,tend to overlap .the activities of the various
coiponents be coie into full play, the aging opportunity of the nascent state be decreased, thereby
accelerate CsS foriation.

THE FORNATIOM PROCESS OF PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER VITH CONPOSITE MINERALIZERS IN RAPID BURNING

The cheiical coipositions of the raw leal used in expedient can be seen in Table 9. The expedient
results as shown Table 10. It can be seen froi Table 10 that when it is heated rapidly to 10506 ( t=
1 linute), C*AF, ß -CzS, CnA?- CaFz and f-CaO were foried.Vhen t=2 linutes interiediate transition phase
3CsS• CaFz appeared,and a little CsS was foried.the decoiposition of CaCOs is yet not coipleted,but f-CaO
content reached at laxiiui values of 14.288, f-CaO laxiiui content was auch lover than that in norial
burning clinker process (f- Ca0=20~308) in general coiposite u'neralizers. On the one hand it indicated
that the foriation speed of clinker linerals was юге rapid in rapid burning process.On the other hand it
indicated that CaCOs lay take part directly in the foriation reaction of C3S and CzS. Vhen t:3 linutes,
CaCOs decoiposition is coipleted, 3C3S-CaFz contents increased, f-CaO contents decreased, C3S contents
increased a little.Vhen t=5 linutes,3C3S* CaFz contents decreased greatly,CsS contents increased rapidly,
and f-CaO contents decreased continually. Vhen t> =10 linutes, 3C3S*CaFz
decoiposition reaction have
coipleted ,C3S contents increased continually,and f-CaO contents decreased further.The 3C3S' CaFz existed
at 809-10006 in rapid burning and have decoiposed vastly into C3S at 10506 [10],iaking a lot of CsS fori
at about 1050V .
.
Portland ceient clinker can be foned at relatively low teiperatures with the help of the coiposite
aineralizers of CaFz, CaSO« and ZnO, this is so lainly because lots of 3C3S* CaFz can be foned at lowteiperature (800-10506 ) and the decoiposition of the interiediate transition phase 3C3S*CaFz fons C3S
at 1000-10506 along with the function of CaFz,CaSO«,ZnO and heating activation,taking the teiperature of
liquid phase appearance and liquid phase viscosity be greatly reduced , in this case, the C3S foriation
teiperature is decreased,the foriation speed of C3S is increased,accelerated the foriation of CsS.Gutt[4]
et al agreed with this conclusion. Secondly rapid burning lakes cheiical reactions at all stages of
clinker burning tend to overlap practically. As a result, the reaction linerals in the foriation process

Table 9. The cheiical coaposition of rav aeals
(sintering VtX)
No

1

2

AlzOs
4.61

4.95

FezOa

SiOz CaO

NgO

F.SOa.ZnO

4.98

18.7 62.1 2.49

suitable

5.64

19.3 62.5 2.06

suitable

Table 10.

Fonation of ainerals at 1050C

t(ain)

CaCOa
CaO
C«AF
CzS
CaS
СиА? • CaFz
*
3CaS
CaFz

1

2

3

5

10

15

30

45

*

♦

-

-

-

-

-

-

w

**

♦

♦

♦

♦

*

*

*

♦

*

*

4♦
*
-

*
*+
♦

♦
*

*
4-

♦

<■

♦

*

♦♦

♦

-

-

of clinker ainerals are put into a highly reactive state, the reaction activation energy is decreased,the
clinker foraation rate is accelerated greatly and the burning teaperature is reduced, so such to the
portland ceaent clinker can be foraed at about 1050C .
CONCLUSIOMS

Portland ceaent clinker can be foraed at 1300C and 1050C respectively in a rapid heating-up process
without any aineralizers and with the coaposite aineralizers of CaFz, CaSO
*
and ZnO. The decoaposition
teaperature of СаСОэ increases with increasing the rate of heating-up.In rapid burning,the crysta detect
aaounts of nascent state CaO is higher, crystal structure is aore loose, CaO crystal size is saaller, and
CaO crystal has high activitytthe crystal size of I -C2S is saaller,the crystal free energy is higher,the
hydrate activity is higher; it decreaseds liquid-phase foraation teaperature and hquidyphase viscosity,
increases the diffusion rate of the particles greatly, decreases the possibility of aging of LaU, Lzb,
SiOz etc before reaction.In a rapid heating-up burning process,port I and ceaent c inker can be foraed at a
relatively low teaperature. This has been explained as due to the processes of cl inker foraation tending
to overlap,thus putting the reaction ainerals in the foraation process of clinker ainerals under a highly
reactive state, decreasing activation energy of clinker forung, accelerating greatly the clinker foriing
rate and lowering the burning teaperature.Howerer when F~ ,50з and ZnO are introduced into the ray weal,a
large aaount of interaediate transition phase ЗСз5
*
CaFz is foraed, which welts at 800-10501-, thus
accelerating portland ceaent clinker foraation.
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DEVELOPMENT OF RADIATION-THERMAL TECHNOLOGY
OF CEMENT MANUFACTURE
I G Abramson, A F Valsman, R M Kapralova and N G Fadeyeva
Design and Research Institute of Cement Industry “Giprocement"
St Petersburg, RUSSIA

SUMMARY
This paper presents fundamentals of radiation-thermal (RT)
method of cement clinker production which is based on the use of
a powerful beam of accelerated electrons as a power source.
Results
obtained at an experimental plant as to properties of RT-clinkers,
chemical-and-technological relationships of RT-clinker formation, as
well as to special production equipment are systematized.
It is
shown that RT-method offers promise for production of super-refractory,
electrotechnical and other kinds of special cements.

РЕЗПЛЕ
В поедставленной работе изложены основы радиационно-термического
(РТ) способа получения цементного клинкера, при котором в качестве
источника энергии используется мощный пучок ускоренных электронов.
Стигматизированы результаты, полученные на экспериментальной установке
относительно свойств РТ-клинкеров, химико-технологических взаимосвязей
РТ члинкепообразования, а также специального технологического оборуНвмм Воказана перспективность РТ-способа для получения особоогне*
уёорных
электротехнических и других видов специальных цементов.

INTRODUCTION

The radiation-thermal (RT) method of cement clinker production
based on the use of powerful beams of accelerated electrons as a power
source has been proposed in seventies (1). Despite of remote prospects
for commercial implementation (mainly, due to insufficient power of
accelerators available and a relatively high cost price of power gene
rated by them) the development of the cement technology on the basis
of the RT-method was stimulated by the energy and ecological situation
as well as by the branch demand for the cement production Intensifi
cation. The radiation-thermal method ensures practically unlimited
power concentration, its introduction Into the material volume (for
a depth of the electron path) and as a consequence, heating of raw
materials up to the clinker formation temperatures in seconds under
conditions approximating the adiabatic.
At the initial, laboratory, stage of works kinetic features of
RT-clinker formation were studied on up to 20 kW accelerators, as well
as main interrelations between the clinker chemical-and-mineralogical
composition and structure, power parameters of the clinker foilnation
process and quality of cement obtained (2,3). Reveal of effect of
radiation (overthermal) activation of solid-phase interaction in the
clinker formation should be related to the main outcomes of these
works. This activation - along with the realization of the known ad
vantages of the ’’rapid buming”-intensifies drastically the process
as a whole.
EIPERIIffiNTAL
Por the further development of the RT-technology of cements and
other power-intensive products an experimental plant was built in
Novosibirsk on the basis of a3AB-6 commercial accelerator with the
electron beam power up to 100 kW (4).

A number of designs of. radiation-thermal apparatus (RTA) for
clinker production in the electron beam have been tested at this plant.
It has been shown experimentally that conveyor designs with material
moving perpendicularly to the linear-swept beam do not ensure clinker
homogeneity and require surplus (by 50% and more) power consumption.
Shaft-conveyor and, particularly, shaft designs of RTA proved to be
much effective. They provide for material particle transfer from the
surface deep into the radiation zone and, as a result, obtaining a
product more homogeneous in properties at minimum power consumption.
As applied to the shaft devices, the problems of uniform distribution
of raw material and electron flows over the radiation zone surface are
solved, interaction of the chemically-active clinker obtained with RTA
structural elements is excluded, ozone generation is practically
eliminated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Investigations of sequence and progress of mineral formation at
raw mix radiation did not reveal any significant anomalies in the mine
ralogical composition of clinkers and intermediate products as against
the traditional thermal burning. The differencies are observed only in
kinetics of the processes which results from different heating rates.
At high radiation intensities and, respectively, heating rates the RT-clinker formation processes are shifted to the area of higher tempera
tures. The temperature shift is observed more distinctly at heating ra

tes above 50 K/s though under conditions of the radiation-thermal treat
ment it is less than at a similar variation in the heating rate in case
of the rapid thermal burning. The material holding at the maximum tem
perature after completion of radiation practically always promotes the
more complete running of the clinker formation processes. On the other
hand, the high-speed clinker cooling after this holding completely eli
minates such unpleasant phenomenon as alite decomposition.
Conditions of high-rate heating of raw mix by electron beam with
subsequent (for some minutes) material holding at a high temperature fol
lowed by rapid clinker cooling after its grinding are realized effecti
vely in shaft RT-apparatus. Therewith, the heating rate is determined by
the electron beam current density, and the holding time - by the height
of the clinker block formed in the shaft.

In studying chemical-and-technological relationships of the RT-clinker formation at the shaft-type apparatus it has been confirmed that li
mit of free lime content in RT-clinkers safe from the point of view of
soundness is 3.0-3.5%.
At the same time, clinker with f-CaO of 1.7% ,
burnt in the kiln, did not withstand the soundness test. Clinkers- with
f-CaO content up to 2.5-3.0% feature, as a rule, high strength (45 - 59
MPa after 28 days of hardening). The low-lime clinkers with KH (LSP) =
= 0.83-0.86 have a higher hydraulic activity at the age of 28 days (46
-53 MPa) and a good rate of the strength gain at the early stages. Com
parison studies of strength characteristics of clinkers obtained from
one and the Same raw mix in the rotary kiln and by the RT-method and
containing similar amounts of f-CaO have shown that the activity of the
latters at all hardening ages exceeds (by 5-15 MPa) the activity of
clinkers from the rotary kiln.
Revealed in laboratory experiments phenomenon of "overirradiation”
characterized by decrease in RT-clinkers activity with appearance at
microsections of melt zones with large acicular crystals of alite mea suring up to 200 jum and more takes place for clinkers produced in a
shaft-type apparatus. At the same time, the decrease in activity is ob
served when a major part of the section area has a structure of "melted”
clinker, and the maximum size of alite crystals may be as high as 700 jum
and more. Thus, traces of alite decomposition and its solution in the -fntermediate material as well as secondary belite are fixed sometimes.

The relationship between the clinker activity and their free' lime
content has an extremal nature with maximum of activity being observed
at different f-CaO content according to the absorbed dose power.
The ac
tivity decrease observed at f-CaO content of 1.8% (for the dose power
P = 60 kGr/s) and f-CaO = 0.8% (for P = 110 kGr/s) is in good correla
tion with the petrography data in compliance with which these samples
have every indications of clinker "overirradiation ”.

The interrelation between the activity of RT-clinkers obtained at
the experimental plant and their alite content is linear and rather
strong for clinkers having no signs of "overirradiation". With increase
in alite content (up to KH (LSP) = 0.95) activity of these clinkers in
creases by 10-20 MPa" at all hardening ages. With occurrence of "overir
radiation'’ adversely affecting both the energy and strength characte
ristics the influence of the chemical and mineralogical composition on

clinker activities decreases sharply.
Experience gained at the experimental plant was drawn on in design
ing a demonstration process line on the basis of the USSR most powerful
commercial accelerator 'Takel’' with a design power of electron beam up
to 500 kW and electron energy up to 1 MeV. The line comprises: RT-apparatus of a shaft type with a capacity of up to 400 kg/hr,three-stage
suspension preheater, roll crusher for clinker block, cooler as well as
equipment for raw mix and finished product conveying. The line erection
is suspended because of financial difficulties.

It has been shown experimentally that the use of electron beams for
carrying out the high-temperature synthesis of ceramic compounds, abra
sives, special glasses, catalysts and soon has good prospects for fu
ture. Economically effective production of complex oxide materials for
ming the basis for obtaining ceramics with unique characteristics has
been organized at the experimental plant.

One of the promising directions is the use of the radiation-ther
mal treatment for obtaining super-refractory, electrotechnical and a
number of other kinds of special cements for synthesis of which tempe
ratures higher than for production of ordinary portland cement are re
quired and heavy demands are placed on the product purity.

Thus working out of the radiation-thermal method of cement clinker
manufacture has stimulated the development of a new effective direction
in high-temperature inorganic technology allowing for obtaining various
materials hard-to-synthesize by other methods.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM'-IENDATIONS

A radically new, radiation-thermal method of cement manufacture
has been developed and tested at an experimental plant. The advantages
of the RT-technology based on it are as follows:
- complete obviation of the process need for a natural organic
fuel;
- improvement in cement strength and special properties;
- substantial reduction of dust formation and hazardous gas emis
sions into the atmosphere;
e
,
- considerable decrease in equipment metal Intensity and size, as
well as in operation area;
- possibility of producing a valuable by-product, i.e. high-con
centration carbon dioxide.
It is rather difficult to conduct a thorough economic comparison
between cement manufacture by the RT-method and by the up-to-date dry
process. Laying the investment aspects aside, we will try to assess the
part of the operating expenses which is accounted for by power costs.
It is the major portion of the operating expenses.
Calculations show that with a beam power utilization factor equal
to 75-80% which is achievable for RTA of a shaft type, and the same
(75-80%) clinker and C02 heat content utilization degree, specific ener
gy consumption (only power in the RT-technology) will make up 900 kWhr/

/v cl. = 3240 kJ/kg cl. When compared to a dry process kiln with spe
cific fuel consumption of 125 kg ref,fuel/t cl. = 3666 kJ/kg cl.
and
specific power consumption of 40 kWhr/t cl. = 144 kJ/kg cl., the physi
cal saving in the power consumption in case of the RT-technology will
he 570 kJ/kg cl. But at present the share of thermal power stations
in electric energy generation is rather high, even if different in
different countries. And the above physical saving in power consumption
with the RT-technology can turn for a national economy On the whole in
to overconsumption of fuel as compared to the dry process technology.
Based on the above values of specific power consumption and on the
thermal power station efficiency of 40%,
the share о
of thermal po
wer stations in the electric energy balance,
at-which the RT-techno logy will become economically competitive, could be determined from the
equation below:
=

3666 kJ/kg cl.

We obtain
2 = 47.3%.
Thus, with all the advantages listed above the
RT-technology of ordinary cement types will become competitive in rela
tion to the up-to-date dry production process there and then, where and
when the share of thermal power stations in the electric energy gene
ration is below 50%. Because of this, it is advisable to orientate the
first pilot plants towards manufacture of expensive special Cements by
RT-method.

However, in ecological respect the RT-technology even today, if it
were mastered under commercial conditions, would be beyond compare. It
should be borne in mind that year after year the environmental control
requirements on industrial production will become more stringent result
ing in respective increase in expenditures for environmental protection
measures as well as in a higher product cost. One of global problems
consists in suppression of the hothouse effect caused by increased car
bon dioxide generation. This is responsible for tendencies towards re
strained introduction of new thermal power stations and fuel-consuming
productions.
Due to these factors the RT cement technology can be asked for as
an inevitable alternative to the classical one in the approaching twen
ty first century.
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SUMMARY

An attempt has been made to study the possibility of cement clinker
synthesis from two industrial raw mixes, one from a hard to dissociate
dolomitic limestone and the other having higher reactivity. Clinkers
from these mixes were produced using an electron beam from an ELB-6
accelerator in a shaft type radiation thermal apparatus. The results of
physico-chemical tests on these clinkers show a rather high 28-d
strength and a good rate of strength development at an early age. Petro
graphic and X-ray phase analyses of different clinker samples reveal
them to be of improved quality. Hydration studies indicate a similar
behaviour to that of a conventional cement. It is concluded that the
radiation-thermal method can be successfully employed to obtain high
quality clinker even from less reactive raw mixes.

INTRODUCTION

The developments in the field of high temperature mineral process
ing by electron beam accelerators have led to the successful radiation
synthesis of cement clinker (1-3) besides many other applications. It
has now been established that at an absorbed dose power of 20-40 Mrads
complete clinkerization of a cement raw mix is achieved in a few seconds
compared to about 40 minutes in a modern dry process plant (4, 5).
The studies reveal that cements produced from radiation synthesized
clinker achieve strengths which are higher than those from cements with
comparable phase composition but prepared by the normal process (6).
Keeping in view the typical features of this technology complete elimi
nation of natural fuel, reduction in dust generation and emission,
reduction in dimensions and specific amount of metal per unit capacity,
high quality cement produced, it is likely to be a futuristic technology
for cement manufacture especially for special cements requiring very
fine process control (7).

The present paper reports investigations carried out on two
industrial raw mixes, one hard and the other a soft to burn, processed
by radiation synthesis. The resulting clinkers/cements have been
evaluated for phase composition, granulometry and physical properties.
EXPERIMENTAL

Selection of Raw Materials
Two industrial raw mixes, one based on less reactive, coarse
grained, dolomitic limestone and the other having high reactivity
because of carbide sludge ^30%)
(**
were selected for the studies. The raw
mixes were mixed with coal ash equivalent to actual ash absorption in
order to bring the overall composition close to actual clinker composi
tion.
■

Mineralogical Characterisation
X-ray diffraction analysis of the materials was carried out on
DPOH-3 X-ray Diffractometer and DTA/TGA was performed on Q-1500 Derivatograph.

Clinkerisation

The powdered raw mix was clinkerized by using 100 KW electron beam
accelerator (ELB-6) at the pilot plant facility of Giprocement at
Novosibirsk (Russia). The clinker was produced in a shaft type radiation
thermal apparatus, in batches of about 4 kgs by irradiating the raw mix
for about 10 seconds. The beam current was 30 mA, average current
density 40 мА/cm2, the electron energy 1.2 Mev and the power of absorbed
dose 8-9 Mrad/s. While the present experiment was carried out in a batch
process, it is possible to produce 11-12 tph of clinker in a continuous
process by using electrom beam accelerator of 10 MW (8). Actual thermal
efficiency of the process can be established only after such full scale
trials.
Evaluation of Clinker and Cement Properties

Clinker morphology and microstructure were studied using Zeiss
polarising microscope and Philips EM-301 electron microscope. Semi
quantitative estimation of major clinker phases was performed by XRD and

microscopic study. Clinkers were ground with 5% gypsum and physical
properties of resultant cement were determined according to IS:4031 and
GOST 310-76
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
,
The chemical analysis of two raw mixes (Table 1) show that the mix
RM-2 has a lower LOI value. The reason for this becomes clear with the
consideration of XRD analysis (Fig. 1), which shows this mix containing
high amount of portlandite, dissociating at 520°C (DTA, Fig.2). As the

1
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Raw Meal/ LOI
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%
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Chemical Composition of Raw Mixes and Clinkers

RM-1

34.26

41.34

14.24

3.01

2.60

3.10

-

9.0

0.5

RM-2

31.35

45.21

14.60

4.14

1.50

2.01

-

2.0

0.08

Cl-1

-

62.50

21.60

4.71

4.95

4.83

0.60

*

*

65.92

21.80

6.08

2.41

3.12

0.71

-

-

Cl-2

CaO^ = Free lime

lime liberated from the dissocia
tion of portlandite is known to be
more reactive than the lime libera
ted by dissociation of calcite,
this mix can be categorised as soft
burning. On the other hand, the mix
RM-1 contains difficult to disso
ciate dolomite and less reactive
o(-quartz (XRD, Fig.l). Petrographic
examination shows that the lime
stone is very coarse grained,
average size of calcite and quartz
being about 800-900 pm, with
maximum grain sizes going upto 1200
pm. Such a material poses multi
farious problem in processing i.e
in grinding as well as in burning
of the material.
Clinkerisation was achieved by
irradiation of the material to high
energy (1.2 Mev) beam of electrons
in ELB-6 electron accelerator. In
this process, the material tempe
rature is raised to clinkerisation
in a matter of few seconds and the
process is normally over in 8.-10
seconds. Experiencing
the diffi
culties
in
burning
of
RM-1
initially, the material temperature

C - CALCITE
D - DOLOMITE
p

I

0. - «-(WARTZ

P - PORTLANDITE
F - FELDSPAR

K- KAOLINITE
HM-HYDROUS-MICA

R H-?

RM-1

—I------------------ 1__________________ i_
30
20
10

Fig 1

X-Ray Diffractograe of
Raw Mixes RM-1 and RM-2

TEMP («О

Fiq 2
9

DTA Curves of Raw Mixes
RM-1 and RM-2

Fig 3

X-Ray Diffractograe of
Clinkers CL-1 and CL-2

was raised upto 1600°C. This resulted in the formation of excess melt
and
facilitated
clinkerisation. However, the . macro-inhomogenities,
like areas of excessive melt content were noticed in the processed
material on visual examination. Chemical and XRD analysis (Table 1,
Fiq.3) of the clinkers revealed completion of clinkerisation and
adequate development of clinker phases. Semi-quantitative estimation of
phases by XRD and microscopy are in good agreement (Table 2). The
average grain sizes of alite and belite are slightly on the low side,
which made the phases hydraulically more active.

Table

2

Semi—quantitative Estimation of Clinker Phases

Clinker

Alite
(%)

Cl-1
(RM-1)
Cl-2
(RM-2)

■

Optical Microscopy
Interstitial
Belite
Matter (%)
(%)

Alite
(%)

XRD
Belite CoA
(%)
(%)

t»>

49
(13 pm)

31
(10 pm)

20

52

30

4

11

55
(16 pm)

25
(12 pm)

20

57

23

8

5

Scanning electron micrographs of the two clinkers show (Fig.4) very
well developed and uniformly distributed silicate phases. The alite häs
sharp grain boundaries and rhombohedral shapes. Elongated lathe shaped
grains of alite are noticed sparingly, particularly in the areas of high
melt content. Belite grains are seen with characteristic round shapes
and striations indicating higher temperature of clinkerisation. The
grain size distribution falls in the close range of 10-15
^im. These
microstructural features are at a variance with the other industrial
clinkers, which normally have alite in distorted hexagonal shapes and
belite shapes are undefined.

Table

3

Physical Properties of Cement

Cement

w/c
ratio

CEM-1
(Cl-1)

0.4 '

3300

300

360

CEM-2
(Cl—2)

0.4

3200

238

360

(a)

(c)
Fig.4

Fineness
cm2/g

Compressive Strength (kg/cm2)
3-days
7-days
28-days

'

470
476

(b)

(d)

Scanning Electron Micrographs of Radiation Synthesized Clinkers
Showing «
a * Well formed alites (bar 10 jue)
b x Elongated Alites and a Bellte Cluster (bar 10 ^ib)
c t Twinning of Bellte (bar 10 /ш)
d * Well formed Alites (bar 10 jam) of different sizes

reported in table Э. The val
normaliy prepared cements of comparable
«»ent.“anve als/passed the soundness teat.

CONCLUSIONS

raw mixesPbased on coarse grained dolomitic limestones.
“»к as.":«.? .-SS

strength and also have rather high 28-day strength.
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KINETICS OF THE RADIATION-THERMAL C2S SYNTHESIS
G В Yegorov, В К Kanlmov and G V Shkatova
Petersburg Institute of Transport Engineers
Moskovsky, St Petersburg, RUSSIA

SUMMARY

This paper presents results of laboratory Investigation in the
radiation-thermal synthesis of calcium orthosilicate. Investigations
have shown that the dlffuslonally controlled kinetics of C2S synthesis
under radiation-thermal conditions upon the action of electronic
radiation Includes three activation mechanisms: thermal, radiation
thermal and one connected with the polymorphic transformations of the
reaction product.

АННОТАЦИЯ

Представлены
результаты
лабораторного
исследования
радиационно-термического синтеза ортосиликата кальция. Показано, что
диффузионно
контролируемая
кинетика
синтеза
CgS
в
радиационно-термических условиях под действием ускоренных электронов
включает
в
себя
три
механизма
активации:
термический,
радиационно-термический и связанный с полиморфными превращениями
продукта реакции.

IiraRODUCTION

The rate of C2S sjaithesls from corresponding oxides Is limited by
the calcium ions transportation through a layer of the reaction products
and can be described by the equation
da/dT=K1(a)K2(T).

(1)

The constant of action K1(a) Is connected with the morphology of the
mixture. The temperature constant K2(T) for a dlffuslonally controlled
solid phase reaction (BCSR) has the sense of a parameter determining the
defect concentration C of the Ionic subsystem in the layer of reaction
products. At thermal
thesis (1), according to the Bolzman
distribution, will appear as
do/dT=K1 (a)CT(T,Ed),

(2)

where
Is the activation energy of defect formation. Under radiation
thermal conditions (electronic radiation of P>1OkGr/s, temperature
T>1OOOK) the defect generation will be determined both by thermal and
radiation-thermal
(RT)
defect
formation
which
supposes
a
superthermodynamlc defect generation in the result of interaction
between the radiatlonal and thermal excitations. The concentration of
energetic disequilibriums as a function of the kinetic energy Eo of a
primary electron to a certain level E is determined by the degradatlonal
spectrum Z(E). Thermal excitations in the range of energies from kT to
Ed are dlscrlbed by the Bolzman distribution f(Efl,T). The probability of
the defect formation at a temperature T can be found from the densities
convolution of these functions

P(E)=1^JZ’ (Ed-E)f ’ (E)dE,

(3)

where "1" is the electron beam density related to the field of the
maximum absorb!ion of the radiation energy.

The probability of the defect fonnation according to the RT
mechanism is comparable to the thermal one and even exceeds it in the

field, close to E^, is llneary connected, with, the electron beam density
"1" and correspondingly with the power of dose at the obvious. P=1Z(E).
The closeness of the energetics RT defect formation to the thermal one
supposes a higher stability of defects comparably with the lowtemperature radlat tonal ones (1). Therefore under RT-condltlons the
defect concentration will be the sum of point defects of thermal and
radlation-thermal nature [CT(T,Ed)+CRT(T,P,E(1)], while the function of
the reaction rate (1) will appear as
do/dT=K1 (a) [CT(T,Ed)+CRT(T,P,E<1) 1

(4)

or by the electron beam density

da/dT=K1 (a)[CT(T,Ed)+lCRT(Ed,T,Z (E)l

(5)

at Eo=const the reaction rate will be found to be linearly connected
with the radiation Intensity.

Kinetics of
synthesis is also connected with another sourse of
defect generation - polymorphism of the product layer. Evidently the
defect concentration at the moment of polymorphic transformation 0 Is
at Its maximum, and Is connected mainly with Its Intensity In^the
temperature and time coordinates and Is proportional to Its depth a_. In
the temperature coordinates the defect formation will be the function of
the passage rate of polymorphic transformation temperature internal ДТ
and the period of the existence of defective structure

Cp=dNp/dT=qap/ATp

(6)

where q=dT/dt Is the heating rate. Assuming that the polymorphic
transformation In the layer of the reaction product will be computed
during the time of synthesis, l.e. 0^=1, the rate of DCSR under RT
conditions at the heating regime will be

do/dT-^(a)[CT(T,Ed)+lCRT(T,Z (E),Ed)+Cp(q,ATp)].

(7)

Evidently q P and the latter member under thermal conditions depends on
the heating rate. In RT conditions on the strength of the absorbed dose.

EXPERIMENTAL

According to the above, the kinetics of RT synthesis C2S In a
nonIsothermal regime should be characterised by linear dependence of the
reaction rate on the intensity of radiation (5); at dci/dT=const by sharp
activation of interaction (7) within temperatures of polymorphic
transformations of the reaction product (ß-a’-C2S at 1160 C, u’-a-C2S at
1420°G); by some decrease of relation da/dT with the Increase of the
strength of dose. The latter Is connected with the thermal effects of
polymorphic transformations and the reaction Itself, in the result of
which there appear in the kinetics of the exothermal RT synthesis
effects Inherent In a thermal process.
Hence follow the requirements for the methodical assurance of
experiments on the Investigation of the kinetics of RT Synthese of C2S:
constant registration of the transformation degree and temperature In
the specimen with time resolution not less than 30-40% and 200 C per
second. For these purposes there were specially developed Instruments
and methodlcs of dilatometric registration of the transformation degree
of C2S by the changes of linear dimension of specimen (1). A reliable
dlff^lonal control of the reaction was ensured by the large size
(30-40 mm) of the covered component - crystobalite - and small size
(2-6 mm) of calcium oxide.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
NonIsothermal kinetics of the RT synthesis of C2S at P=120 kGr/s Is
shown In Fig.1, its approximation of the Coates-Redfern function in
Fig.2. There Is twice traced the division of ourves into two parts, one
of which Is independent of temperature, while the other depends on it.
The first part corresponds to
the
synthesis activated
by
polymorphic transformations
according to (7) at temperatures
1150-1180°C and 1400-1450°C. The
second part, In the intervals
between these temperatures, corresponds to the
radiation-thermal
synthesis where the reaction rate according to (5) linearly depends on
the strength of
dose(Flg.3). The thermal component determines the
decrease of relation dot/dT with the Increase of the heating rate for
greater depth of Interaction
(Flg.1 a). The exothermal nature

ot the reaction of

the poly
morphic transformation causes
a self-heating of the specimen
and results In the decrease of
the radlatlonal part of energy
In the specimen heating and in
the decrease of the relations
"strenght of dose-temperature”
and
"radiative-thermal
thermal defect concentration".
The self-heating also causes
the prevalence of thermal
mechanism In the dlffuslonal
mass transplantation;
under
RT conditions
do/dT=const,
since according to (5) the
defect generation Is proporti
onal to -the Intensity of radi
ation.

10

Flg.l. Nonisothermal kinetics of

the C2S synthesis (a) and its
rate (b) at the stregth of abso
rbed doses
(kGr/s) : 1-40,
2-64, 3-80, 4-104 and 5-120
kGr/s.

40
Fig.2. Approximation by the Co
ates-Redfern function of the
kinetics of C2S synthesis at
the same strength of absorbed
doses.

20 30 40 so

60 80 40B 120

Flg.3. The dependence of
synthesis
rate
on
strength of the absorbed
se at T=1573K (1), 1673K
and 1773K (3).

p©
C2S
the
do
(2)

CONCLUSION

Thus it can be stated that the dlffuslonally controlled
CjS synthesis under radiative-thermal conditions upon the
electronic radiation actually Includes three activation
thermal, radiative-thermal and one connected with the
transformations of the reaction product.

kinetics of
actions of
mechanisms:
polymorphic

The influense of radiatlonal action is determined by the mechanism
of radlatlonal-thermal defect formation which, in the coordinates of
time, is manifested in the linear dependence of reaction rate on the
strength of dose, while in the temperature coordinates - in the decrease
of activation energy of the reaction. The formation of point defects by
this mechanism is connected with the interactions of the excitation of
ionic sobsystem of the solid body lattice of radiatlonal and thermal
nature in the temperature region of effective thermal defect formation.

The accelerating of interaction at the moment of polymorphic
transformation is connected with the increase, dependent of the heating
rate, of the point defect concentration in the layer of reaction product
and the increase of dlffuslonal mass transfer. The value of activation
is determined by the physico-chemical characteristics of polymorphic
transformation. At this stage of reaction the radiatlonal influence on
the kinetics of synthesis is negligible.

In the temperature intervals between polymorphic transformation the
rate of interaction is determined by the strength of the absorbed dose,
while the equlponderous in temperature the degree of transformation at
low values does not depend on the intensity of radiation. At deep
interaction and great strength of dose there is manifested the thermal
mechanism of mass transport in the form of characteristics decrease of
the transformation degree with the increase of the heating rate
(strength of the dose). The size of decrease is determined by the value
of exothermal reaction effect and of polymorphic transformation.
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CLINKERISATION THROUGH MELTING—A NEW APPROACH
S A Khadllkar, P G Leie, С H Page and A К Chatterjee
Research and Consultancy Directorate
The Associated Cement Cos Ltd
Thane, INDIA

SUMMARY

The technological status for the cement is a fast changing one
*
where innovations in
both software and hardware are being made in order to achieve an overall reduction
in capital and operating costs.
In this perspective. The Research and Consultancy
Directorate of The Associated Cement Cos.Ltd., has carried out investigative studies
to evaluate the feasibility of adopting the melting process for clinkerisation purposes.
In this technique, the secondary crushed raw materials without further grinding and
homogenisation are taken for clinkerisation.
The secondary crushed size of raw mate
rials (4.0 - 6.0 mm) were taken in appropriate proportions of the cement raw mix and
melted in an induction furnace.
The melted product (the clinkerised mass) obtained
was evaluated for its chemical properties, mineralogical phase - assemblage and its
hydraulic characteristics.

While developing this technique, clinkers were produced from different raw material
and correctives in use at various cement plants in our country.
The paper presents
the characterisation of these clinkers and further attempts to evaluate the feasibility
aspects of this new technique.

INTRODUCTION
In tune with the global trend of achieving reduction in power/energy costs The
nfS?nCo ta-nd .Pevel°pm®pt Division of ACC - RCD, Thane, India, had earned^out a number
r»mOnf
93
f6 tStUdieSnTu°
e*aluate
the
feasibility of some innovative approaches
in cement manufacture.
The clinkerisation through melting" was one of such projects
which had shown substantial potential towards achieving the objective of reduced capital
and operating costs in cement manufacture.
reuucea capital

in

This paper discusses the melting technique and presents the chemico-mineraloqical
physico-mechamcal and hydraulic characteristics of the clinkers produced.
The9paper
also attempts to evaluate the feasibility aspects of the new technique and gives the
possible merits of this approach.
4
a

EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Technique Adopted

f
th1.s techni4ue. the secondary crushed raw materials of size range 4-6 mm,without
further grinding and homogenisation were taken in appropriate proportions of a cement
raw mix and melted in the graphite crucible (backed up with magnesia lining) of an
induction furnace at a temperature range of 1700°C - 1800°C.
The molten clinkerised
mass was maintained in the molten condition for 15-20 minutes and then tapped out in
a clay graphite crucible (air quenching) and cooled with compressed air.
For aoueous
quenching, the molten clinkerised mass was cooled in cold water.

.

RAW MIX AND MELT PREPARATION

Seven raw mixes (Raw Mix-1 to Raw Mix-7) were prepared by using different limestone
and correctives. The chemical composition of raw materials used is given in TABLE 1

TABLE - 1 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF RAW MATERIALS
Fe2°3 CaO
MgO
L0I
Na20
k2o
S03
Cl

Raw Materials

Si02

A12°3

Limestone-A

14.2'

3.4

2.1

42.8

1.3

34.7

0.21

0.80

0.1

0.01

Limestone-B

14.2

3.4

1.9

42.9

1.4

34.6

0.21

0.90

0.1

0.01

Limestone-C

10.0

4.0

1.4

44.9

2.1

37.0

0.09

1.20

0.1

0.01

Limestone-D

7.4

2.6

1.0

48.0

1.0

39.2

0.02

0.51

0.1

0.01

Limestone-E

14.2

3.5

1.7

42.3

1.8

34.9

0.21

0.91

0.1

Limestone-F

17.8

3.8

2.3

37.9

2.6

33.4

0.11

0.93

Limestone-G

1.6

0.7

0.2

53.8

0.3

43.1

0.02

Limestone-H

11.2

2.5

2.0

43.8

2.1

36.8

Limestone floa
tation rejects

59.8

4.6

1.1

18.2

1.0

Sandstone

85.6

5.7

1.9

0.7

Quartzite

98.5

0.7

0.1

Bauxite

17.4

40.3

Laterite

16.5

10.4

Iron Ore

Basalt

Ti02

0.2

Total Carbo Free
nate
Silica
77.5

7.1

0.2

77.9

8.3

0.3

81.0

5.8

0.2

85.3

3.8

0.01

0.2

77.5

7.4

0.3

0.01

0.3

70.6

11.2

0.03

0.2

0.01

0.2

97.0

-

0.11

0.74

0.3

0.01

0.2

82.0

6.9

13.8

0.37

1.0

0.1

-

-

32.5

-

0.4

1.2

0.52

3.0

0.2

0.01

0.2

-

78.5

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.04

0.18

0.1

0.01

-

•

97.5

16.8

1.2

0.4

22.8

0.02

0.04

-

-

-

-

•

52.8

4.0

0.6

14.1

-

-

-

■

-

■

—

-

-

90.0

-

-

45.4

16.2

14.5

9.4

1.8

2.6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.9

1.2

0.2

-

0.4

•ln •the 1c.ll'nkers were very much different from the targeted values (TABLE 3).
The free lime in clinkers was observed to be in the range of 5.0-6.2%. The XRD patterns
(F19-1) ind1cate differences in mineral phase assemblage, peak inten
sities and position as compared to the clinkers produced by sintering route. One- of
the causes reported (Ref.2) for such observed changes in XRD pattern are due to the
TABLE 3 - CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF CLINKERS PRODUCED BY MELTING TECHNIQUE
Si O2

A12°3 Fe2°3

CaO

MgO

Free
CaO

LSF

M

s

M Potential Phases
n
.
"A "CgS L2S LgA C4AF Liquid
at
Gnndabi1450°C lity
Index
Kwh/Sh.T

Clinker-1

22.8

6.5

0.1

62.1 8.0

5.0

0.82

3.45 65.0 15.1 54.0 17.1 0.3

21.7

12.4

Cl ink er-2

23.8

5.5

0.1

65.0 4.9

6.2

0.860 4.25 55.0 21.1 52.3 14.4 0.3

18.7

12.0

Cl inker-3

25.8

6.1

0.2

66.2

1.2

5.4

0.804 4.1

9.9 66.5 15.8 0.6

20.8

12.4

Cl inker-4

24.2

7.0

0.2

66.7

1.3

5.5

0.840 3.36 35.0 17.6 56.1 18.2 0.6

23.5

12.4

Clinker-5
Air 8
Aqueous
quenched

23.5

6.5

0.2

64.6 4.6

5.5

0.840 3.5 1 32.5 17.8 54.0 16.9 0.6

22.0

12.0

Clinker-6

23.2

6.1

0.1

66.9

2.9

6.0

0.891 3.74 61.0 30.2 43.7 16.0 0.3

20.5

12.0

Clinker-7
Air 8
Aqueous
quenched

23.3

6.3

0.1

65.5

4.2

5.6

0.866 3.64 63.0 24.0 48.7 16.5 0.3

21.0

12.0

30.5

change in chemistry of alite under the reaction conditions, where in Al+^ enters the
crystal lattice of alite with or without MgO. Similar changes in XRD pattern was obser
ved in this study., The microstructural evaluation of the clinkers indicate that the
air quenched clinkers have a much coarser crystal size of alite and belite as compared
to aqueous quenched clinkers (Fig.2A 8 2B).

Fig.2A

:A1r quenched clinkers showing
coarser alite ( X 640 )

Fig.2B

: Aqueous quenched clinkers
with fine grained alite(X 256)

S A Khgdilkar et al
In the air cooled clinkers the ali'te crystals are formed of larger size, with cellular
structure, with the interstices filled with eutectic mixture of finer alite and alumi
nates.
The alite and belite crystals appear to be oriented in the direction of flow
of the clinker melt. (Fig.3). The microstructural observation alsoreveal the presence
of metallic iron in small amounts.
(Fig.4).
The microstructural features of these
clinkers are very much different from the clinkers produced from conventional route.
(Ref.2)

Fig.3:

Cellular structure of alite with
flow oriented alite & belite(X 256)

Fig.4:

Clinker microstructure showing
presence of metallic iron(X 640)

The physical tests of Lab-ground cements, presented in TABLE-4, indicate that
the cements show cold expansion of 0.2 - 0.3%. This type of cold expansion is generally
observed in cementitious materials used in shrinkage compensation grouts.
In these
cements, the cold expansion could be attributed to the relatively high free lime and
also may be linked with the generation of acetylene gas during hydration of these cements.
However, in aerated cements, liberation of acetylene gas was not observed during hyd
ration.
TABLE - 4 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTHS OF LAB-GROUND CEMENTS WITH AND WITHOUT AERATION
Cm-2

Cm-1

Cm-3

Cm-4

Cm-5

Cm-6

Cm-7

Property

А

В

А

В

А

В

Cm-5
Cm-7
(Water quenched Clks)

ABABABABAB

AB

Compressive
Strength
(kg/cm2)
1 D

35

110

100

160

40

110

45

130

40

130

100

170

80

160

35

100

100

130

3 D

. 100

195

160

235

100

210

135

200

100

210

185

270

150

235

95

165

165

220

7 D

140

225

210

270

140

210

160

240

135

245

230

320

210

275

165

275

225

310

Cold
Expansion

in cements
without
Aeration

'

Q>2

0,2

A : Cements without Aeration

0,24

0>23

0_30

B: Cements with Aeration

0-25

0-30

0.2

0.3

The compressive strengths of the cements prepared from clinkers with potential
C2S less than 20% i.e. CM-1, CM-3,
‘
‘ at 1-day- 3-days
CM-3, CM-4
CM-4 and
and CM-5
CM-5 (without
(without aeri
aeration)
S, ai2e obser*® d t0 be
in the
the »nn
range
of iR.Afx
35-40 kg/cm2, 100-135
.—
QUU
p in
O Af
kg/cm2
and
140-160 kg/cm respectively, while the compressive strengths of cements prepared from
clinkers with potential C3$ more than 20% i.e.'CM-2, CM-6 and CM-7 (without aeration!
я oin ЛаГ?6
are observed t0 be in the range of 80-100 kg/cm2, 150-185 kg/cm2
and 210-230 kg/cm respectively.
a

It was observed that on exposure to atmosphere (aeration) the cements lose their
cold expansion property. The aerated cements show improved" compressive strengths
In aerated cements, CM-1, CM-3, CM-4 and CM-5 (from clinkers of low C,S), the comnre?AcVoiASt.rei}9t^s’ at
3-day5 and 7-days are in the range of Ao-130 kg/cm2,

л lo._k9/cm and 225-245 kg/cm respectively while in the cements CM-2, CM-6 and
CM-7, (from clinkers with higher potential CoS)
the compressive strengths at three
ages are in the range of 160-170 kg/cm2, 235-270 kg/cm2 and 270-320 kg/cm? respectively.
am

The aerated as well as non-aerated cements prepared from water quenched clin
kers show relatively.higher strengths as compared to the cements prepared from air
quenched clinkers.
The strength characteristics after aeration indicates improved hydraulic property
even at lower C^S conditions in the clinkers produced by the melting technique. Further
understanding of microstructural features of these clinker melts and its correlation
with the hydraulic characteristics is under investigation and may indicate the possible
reason for observed results.

CONCLUSIONS

.
Studies carried out so far by melting technique for producing cementitious mate
rials appears feasible, and few preliminary conclusions can be made as follows:

i)

It is possible to use secondary crushed raw mixes of size.range 4-6 mm.

ii)

Characteristic larger crystals of alite and belite compared to the conventional
sintered route.
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PECULIARITIES OF THE PROCESS OF CEMENT CLINKER FORMATION
BY CHANGING THE INTERACTION SEQUENCE OF
REACTING COMPONENTS
.

V D Barbanyagre, V M Shamshurov and T I Timoshenko
Technological Institute of Building Materials
Belgorod, RUSSIA

SUMMARY
Different interaction sequences of alumina, silica.^, calcium and
ferric oxides in their pure form has been studied and modelled. Fifteen
variants were obtained and examined. Kinetics of the process, phase com
position of the intermediate and final products of firing, clinker
structure, the strength of cement stone were studied in our research.
The following specific features were established: the possibility to
add the whole amount of silica into the melt which increases its amount
twice, and lowers the melting temperature to II5O-II8O°C and finishes
the clinker sintering at IJOOuJ the area of the high-based aluminate
and silicon solid melts formed on matrix the composition of which is
like tricalcium ferrite i the conditions of fonnation the most hydraiilic
active phases of cement clinker increasing the strength of cement stone
in 1,5-2 timesi the possibility to put into practice some variants by
using natural raw materials and existing equipment in industrial scale.

АННОТАЦИЯ

На смеси из чистых оксидов кальция, кремния, алюминия и железа смо
делирована различная последовательность их взаимодействия. Получено и
исследовано 15 вариантов. Изучались кинетика процесса, фазовый состав
промежуточных и конечных продуктов обжига, структура клинкера, прочность
цементного камня.
Установлено: возможность введения всего кремнезема в расплав с уве
личением количества расплава в 2 раза, снижением температуры плавления
до II30-II80°C и завершением спекания клинкера при 1300 G; область об
разования высокоосновных алюминатных и силикатных твердых растворов на
матрице, близкой по составу к трехкальциевому ферриту; условия формиро
вания наиболее гидравлически активных фаз цементного клинкера, повышаю
щих прочность цементного камня в 1,5-2 раза; возможность реализации не
которых вариантов на природном сырье в промышленном масштабе на сущест
вующем оборудовании.

INTRODUCTION

It is difficult to explain the fact that at present the Influence
of tens of admixtures on cement properties and the process of its for
mation is studied in detail while the mutual Influence of the four main
oxides on each other remains practically unknown»
EXPERIMENTAL

This paper deals with the attempt to model all possible variants
of interaction sequence of reacting components on the basis of pure
,oxides by heating the cement raw material mixtures. At the same time
the interaction of two and three oxides in all possible combinations
was accomplished by preliminary firing. Then all the remaining compo
nents were added during reheating. Fifteen variants of varying inter
action sequence of four oxides have been studied (Table I).
TABLE

I.

Variants
of
Hixtures

I

Preheated

Composition
Composition

Components
of
Remixing

6%Al2O3+5%Fe2O?

67%Ca0+22%S102

2

ff ff

22%S102 +6%A12O5

67%CaO+5%Fe2O5

5

nit

222%S102 +5%Fe2O5

67%CaD+6%Al20j

4

two-component

three-Component

22%Si0o +6%Alo0,+

2

г

d

6?%CaO

%Fe2O?

5

two-component

6

••it

7

nit

67%CaO

+5%?eo0,
C D
+6%A1_O-

22%S102+5%Pe205

67%CaO

+22%S102

6%Al2O3+5%Fe2O5

67%CaO

22%81024-6%Al203

8

three-component

67%CaO

+6%A1_O,+
3%Fe|o5

22%S102

9

four-component

I7%CaO

+6%U205+

50%Ca0

22%SiO2 +5%Fe20j

10

four-component

G7%CaO +22%S10»+
3%Ä1?O5 +5%Fe20|

II

three-component

67%0a0

+22%S102+
6%A12O5

12

wn

e7%CaO

+22%SiO2+

5%Fe90_

2 5

6%A12O5

5%Fe^02 p
13

14
13

two-component

mixture
mixture
mixture
mixture
mixture
mixture

I +
?
2 +
5
5 +
6

Variant 10 presents the raw material ilicturgctaken foit the compari
son. It was obtained by common method, i.e. by the simultaneous mixing
of the initial constituents. In preheated and remixed compositions the
oxides have the same proportions as in mixture 10, therefore the chemi
cal composition of the fired ultimate products are similar.
To avoid hydration of calcium oxide grinding and mixture averaging
were made in dehydrated ethyl alcohol. In our research X-ray phase, che
mical petrographic and physico-mechanical methods of analyses were used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

According to Table I fourteen preheated mixture^ consisting of two,
three and four components were synthesized and examined. It was stated
that the following changes had occured, i.e. mutual solid solution of
■^^2^5 an<^ ^e2®5 (variant I), ferric-containing mullite and crystobalite
were formed (variant 5,4). The formation of the high-based solution un
known before was discovered when heating the mixtures of calcium, alu
mina and ferric oxides (variant 8), exept aluminates and alumoferrites
the composition of which is well-known. The composition of this solid
solution is C,(An TFn Q) I I I. The formation of one more unknown high
based ferrite^phaie öf^limited composition C,(S0 ,,F0
was observed
while firing calcium and ferric oxides with Billion otldes (variant 12).

In mixture 9 ferric-containing gehlenite and pseudovollactonite
were being synthesized during heating and the low-temperature melt
(below I200öC) has been obtained. The amount of the melt formed due to
dissolution of the whole amount of silicon oxide is two times as large
as the amount of the melt produced by conventional firing technique.
The peculiarities, mentioned above, provide the base for the development
of the new, so-called two-batch technology, which allows to carrv gut
the process of clinker sintering at the temperature not above 1500 C
with the fuel saving 11-25% I 2 I.
Thus, preliminary firing of the studied compositions gives rise to
the formation of the definite chemical combinations and solid solutions
of interacting phases. Their influence on the rate of the following re
actions, composition,structure and properties of definite phases was
being studied in the process of reheating and interaction of the mix
tures remixed by the remaining components.

Intencities and interplane space of diffraction peaks in the X»ray
patterns of synthesized phases and the amount of non-assimilated calcium
oxide and crystobalite in the fired products are critical for estimation
the interaction degree of reacting components. The least assimilation
of CaO is observed in mixture 10. Preliminary thermal treatment of ini
tial oxides in all studied compositions accelerates the CaO assimilation
i.e. it promotes chemical activation of the components by accelerating
diffusion processes and, as a result, the acceleration of chemical inter
action occurs.
During the process of preheat treatment chemical activation of the
constituents of cement raw material mixtures depends, mainly, on the
selected method of preliminary treatment. Therefore, preliminary inter
action of alumina and ferric oxides occuring, as stated above, due to
the formation of the solid solutions on the base of both phases is the

least desirable variant because it gives the lowest assimilation of cal
cium oxide. Similar effect causes the preliminary interaction of alumina
and calcium oxides (variant 6).

■
Variants 2,5,4 show the importance of silica component activated
by alumina oxide (variant 2), ferric oxide (variant 3) and by both once
and once (variant 4). In the process of sintering the mixture prepared
according to variant 15 chemical activation is much higher than in va
riant 14, therefore preliminary interaction of ferric oxide with silica
and alumina oxide with calcium oxide but not vice verca is more prefer
able .
The preliminary interaction of initial oxides in studied variants
results in the changes occuring not only in kinetics but in the compo
sition of minerals and subsequence of their formation. SS firing of
silica with ferric oxides promotes the formation of larger amount of
low-temperature melt containing high content of silicon discribed in
two-batch technology I 2 I. This explains the higher activity of mixture
in variant 4.
-

According to the structure and hydraulic activity variant 8 appear
ed to be the optimum one, in which aluminate and alumoferrite,phases
were formed first and then silicon minerals I 3 I were obtained by sub
sequent remixing of silica. Clinker microstructure is notable for fine,
uniform and very clear crystallization of minerals without any mutual
phase inclusions.
Hydraulic activity of clinkers ground with 4 per cent of gypsum in
small specimens prepared from cement paste containing 25 per cent of
water is shown in Table 2.
'

TAELE 2

Variants
of

Specific
surface,

clinkers

m^/kg

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15

370
360
330
310
280
360
280
330
350
310
300
330
280
310
320

Compressive strength, Mia,
at the age
3 days
84,5
68,1
88,2
88,9
50,0
73,3
82,1
126,2
57,9
67,3
78,5
77,3
99,8
84,2
82,0

"

28 days
143,8
107,2
133,8
144,4
138,7
159,4
132,9
175,2
123,7
98,6
129,8
172,1
126,3
133,7
148,9

Preliminary thermal treatment of reacting constituents in different
combinations influences substantially on the clinker activity. The. com
pressive strength of cement stone at the age of 72 hours is changing
from 50 to 126 Mia, i.e. more than in two times. At the age of 28 days
the wide range of strength is observed too. It ranges in the limit of
98,6-175,2 Mia at high absolute value exceeding the clinker activity
obtained by common technology almost in two times when all components
are subjected to simultaneous thermal treatment (variant 10). Clinkers
of variants 8,12,6 and 4 exhibited the highest hydraulic activity.
Naturally, not all these four variants investigated in our research
can be used at the cement plants because of the dificlency of correspon
ding component in its pure form. Variants8,9 and 4, however,
present
definite practical interest.

CONCLUSIONS
1. Preliminary interaction of initial constituents in combinations
involved allows sufficiently to change sequence and rate of chemical re
actions, synthesis of minerals and, as a consiquence, to control the
structure and hydraulic activity of clinker phase.
2. The results obtained in our experiments having modelling character
allow to find technological methods of cement clinker formation ensuring
fuel saving (variant 9), higher quality of cement (variant 8) or combi
nation of these factors (variant 4).
5.The established regularities can be used both for improvement of
existing technology of clinker sintering and for the development of the
new methods of cement production.
4.There exists the principle possibility to realize some variants
(4,8,9,12) using natural raw materials in production scale and the eq
uipment in general use.
'
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LOW TEMPERATURE REDUCING-OXIDATIVE TECHNOLOGY
FOR PORTLAND CEMENT PRODUCTION
P P Lerke
The Kazakh Institute of Chemical Technology, Chimkent
Republic of KAZAKHSTAN '

SUMMAHY

We worked out the main technological parameters and physical and
chemical principles of the. clinker process control in the conditions of
redox for highalite Portland cement production using low temperature te
chnology. Conventional raw material components both in the ground form
and in the form of crushed stone 0-30mm size are used for this technology
realization. It is worthy to mention that firing temperature reduction is
attained without the use of mineralizers ( CaC12, CaFg, etc; ). We also
worked out the constructive decisions of low temperature technology re
alization which allows to reduce the firing temperature to 1200 - I300°C
e.
i.
by ISO — 200°C and to Increase the furnace productivity and to redu
ce fuel consumption by 20 - 30
The peculiarities of clinkering are studed by means of physical and chemical methods.

АННОТАЦИЯ

Разработаны основные технологические параметры и физико-химические
принципы управления процессами клинкерообразования в восстановительно
окислительных условиях для получения высокоалитового портландцемента по
низкотемпературной технологии. Для реализации этой технологии используют
ся традиционные сырьевые компоненты как в молотом виде, так и в виде щеб
ня фракции 0-30 мм. Следует отметить, что снижение температуры обжига до
стигается без применения минерализаторов (СаС12, Са₽2 и т.д.). Разработа
ны конструктивные решения реализации разработанной низкотемпературной тех
нологии, которая позволит снизить температуру обжига до I200-I300OC, т.е.
на 150-250°С, что позволит, как следствие, повысить производительность
печи и снизить расход топлива на 20-30%.
Используя физико-химические методы исследований изучены особенности
процессов клинкерообразования.

INTROroCTIOIT

Power and ecological problems in the world make specialists work out
new less power-consuming Portland cement production methods. In the Port
land cement production process special role belongs to firing as it makes
about 47% of all production expences and 71% of fuel-power consumption.
At present we can single out three trends of cement production to
achieve fuel economy while clinker firing:
— hydraulic active belite cement;
'
— supphomineral cement;
— cement obtained using oxide-salt melt technology.
In the first two trends alite is formed in little quantities or is absent
in the obtaining of cement clinker, but in the third trend chlorine-con
taining analogue of alite is formed through oxide — salt melt obtained
at the temperature about IIOO°C.

The reduction of melt formation temperature from 1300 to IIQO°C is
the basis for the temperature reduction of the synthesis of high-basic
mineral - alite. Using this principal we worked out theoretical basis of
the reducing-oxidative synthesis of high-alite Portland cement .clinker at
1200 - I25O°C with use of conventional raw material mixtures without mi
neralizing admixtures and fluxes.

EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments proved the possibility of mineral-formation process con
trol depending on. reducing - oxidative firing conditions where tempera
ture reduction of Portland cement clinker firing to I200-I250°C owing to
oxide melt formation with melting temperature 1100 - II50°C is attained
using the conventional raw material mixture. It is wotthy to mention
that firing coditions make it possible to use conventional initial raw
materials without their preliminary grinding to 10 mm size, i.e. to real
ize low temperature (l200-I500°C) firing crushed stone technology
using
basalt rocks. It became possible due to the temperature reduction of the
clinker melt formation and due to the increase of mobility of anion co
mplexes and cations as a result of electronic modification of the crystal
structure and the associates of silicoxigen tetrahedrons in the
clinker
melt.

The essence of electronic modification is as follows: under the in—
fluence of the reducing agent (R - CjCOjHg) the partial pressure of oxy
gen in the system reduces and is accompanied by ion reduction of transi
tional metals from the highest degree of oxydation ( Fe3+, Mn^+) to the
lowest degree of oxydation (Fe2+, Mn2+). The ions of iron and manganese,
occupying the position in the crystal lattice in the lowest degree of
oxidation under the crystal field Influence, can be electron donors. This
can be explained by small transition energy of the electron from twovalent ions of the transitional metals into the condition zone under the
influence of the crystal field of silicon and oxygen ions which is chara
cterized by high electronegativeness. As a result there appears the pos
sibility of a free electron adsorbtion on the siliooxygen tetrahedrons.
Therefore, highmobile silicon - electronic-oxygen tetrahedrons are formed
according to the following scheme:

R + 3104^“

’———>-

Si034- + RO

E + SiO34~

+e

Si024“

+ RO

As follows from the reactions suggested, above lass complex and large
anions (SiOj^-j SiOpA-) which have higher mobility in the melt are formed
and their presence in the crystal lattice of the silica — containing com
ponent as a result of the vacant space extension must increase the diffu
sion rate of cations (Ca2+ and Fe2*
) deep into their crystal lattice. The
silicon-electronic-oxygen tetrahedro formation is one of the main rea
sons of clinker melt temperature decrease.

The stated above theoretical conceptions about the reasons of low
temperature melt formation and the increase of the reaction ability of
raw materials as.a result of electronic modification are based upon the
typical properties of the electron. A tendency to the reaction of addi
tion not only to cations, anions and free radicals but also to the neutraln)olecules which leads to anion-radicals, for example, to anion- radi
cals of the simplest non-organic molecules Op
+e
Op, is typical to
the electron in general. Thus, a free electron is, as a matter of
fact,
the simplest of anion-radicals. The wave nature of the electron specifi
cally affects its chemical behaviour. Many reactions of electronic trans-«
fer do not obey the laws of chemical kinetics. In particular the rate of
electronic transfer reaction doesn’t depend on temperature and as a re
sult on the potential barrier value, i.e. doesn’t obey Arrhenius equation.
In other words, the electron due to its wave properties doesn’t climb to
the top of the tunnel (the tunnel effect). The tunnel transfer
react!-!ons, as the calculations show, begin long before the real physical colli
sion of the reacting particles. It is stated that while conducting a re
action between К and Ip the electron transfer from К-atom to I- molecule
takes place at a distance 6-6
in vapours and 20 1 - in solutions and
in the melt. That’s why the reactions of this type, known as ” harpoon”,
can proceed in dielectrics as well to which calcium silicates with donor
element admixtures refer (l).
In the low temperature technology the presence of reducing medium
promotes the proceeding of the electronic transfer reaction in the sili
cate systems with donor element admixtures. This explained by the fa о t
that under the influence of the reducing agents the reduction of oxygen
partial pressure in the system which is accompanied by the formation of
anion oxygen vacancies ( Vx2- ) takes place. Lack of anions leads to the
appearance of donor levels as ionization energy of surplus cations ( in
the metal positions ) is little. Heterovalent substitution of Ca2+ ion po
sition by Fe3+ also promotes donor cations appearance. In this case a
spare third valent electron which doesn’t take part in two valent lattice
bonds is under the influence of the periodic ..attice field and coulomb
oxygen ion field. This electron has to occupy higher level as its bond
with the nucleus weakened. That’s why imparting slight energy to
this
electron ( often at room temperature ) it breakes off its orbit and pas
ses into the conduction zone.

In the confirmation of the stated above we can cite thermodynamic
analysis. From the refference bogk of thermodynamic values iS follows
that free energy of formation (G 29б) of hydrogen atoms from their mole
cules from 203.07 and 231.53 kj/mol respectively. This value of free ene
rgy must be approximately equal to the energy of paired electron formati
on at the transfer of the electron from donor to Si-ion as a result
of
oxygen vacancies formation in its nearest environment under the action of

reducing medium. The energy of electron going out in the conduction zone
for three valent iron and manganese will be not more than 2.2 - 2-.5 elec
tron-volts. Therefore, since free electron formation energy from threevalent ions of iron and manganese is less than of paired electron formation
thermodynamically electronic modification of the silicate material struc
ture is possible. Portland cement produced according to the low tempera
ture reducing - oxidative technology in contrast to low temperature salt
technology possesses all the advantages in the constructional-technologi
cal properties of Portland cement produced according to the existed te
chnology.
RESULTS

АНБ DISCUSSIONS

Theoretically based and experimentally proved is the possibility of
Portland cement clinker synthesis at 1200 - I250°C owing to the reducingoxidative firing, when oxide clinker melt is formed with melting tempera
ture 1100 - II5I°C.
Temperature reduction of clinker melt and the increase of diffusion
rate of ions are mainly attained by the electronic modification following
which more compact and mobile anionsiW^“ andSrOs7*' ” are formed instead of
lowmobile anionsSO^". This will make possible to ensure Portland clinker
synthesis both from the grinded mixtures and by using crushed stone 10 mm
size as the initial raw material.

CONCLUSIONS
1. Theoretically based is the possibility of high reaction capability siliconelectronio -oxygen tetrahedrons ofStO3^“ *
andSiO2 “ which promote
the formation of low-temperature clinker melt at 1100 - II50°C.
2. Experimentally proved is the electronic - modified oxide clinker melt
formation which provides the reduction of alite in clinker formation
temperature from I450°C to I200-I250°C, i.e. by 200-250°C.
3. High diffusion capability of electronic-modified silicon oxygen tetra
hedrons makes it possible to use the crushed stone 10 mm size as the
initial raw material.
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PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PECULIARITIES OF
A NEW LOW-ENERGY-CONSUMING TECHNOLOGY
FOR PORTLAND CEMENT PRODUCTION
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SUMMAEY

Theoretically base and experimentally proved the optimum parameters
*of the raw material mixture fractional content make it possible to dec
rease the melting temperature of clinker melt and to increase its quanti
tative content owing to substantial increase of SiOj portion turned intn
a primary clinker melt as well as to ensure the directed mineralization
both of hard - phase reactions and reactions through clinker melt using a
less power-consuming scheme. In particular, according to our technology
belite formation takes place advantageously through a clinker melt; ali
te synthesis takes place advantageously not after 2CaOSiO2 formation and
its interaction with CaO through a clinker melt but by means of a direct
synthesis from a clinker melt during its interaction with CaO.
01 inker
hydraulic activity increases as a result of stabilization of a more hyd
raulically active alite modification. Other than that permanent dust es
cape from the furnace is reduced by 25-3095. the raw material mill capaci
ty increases by 2.5—4 times and the specific power expenditure for raw
material grinding is reduced by 2.5 - 4 times.

АНН0ТАШЯ

Теоретически обоснованные и экспериментально подтвержденные оптима
льные параметры фракционного состава сырьевой смеси позволяют снизить
температуру плавления клинкерного расплава и увеличить его количественное
содержание за счет существенного увеличения доли
SlO2, перешедшего в
первичный клинкерный расплав, а также обеспечить направленное минералооб
разование как твердофазовых реакций, так и реакций через клинкерный расп
лав по менее энергоемкой схеме. В частности, по разработанной технологии
образование белитаппроисходит преимущественно не путем твердофазовых ре
акций при 900-1300иСГ, а через клинкерный расплав, синтез алита происходит
преимущественно не после образования 2СаО
*
St On и взаимодействия его с
СаО через клинкерный расплав, а путем прямого
синтеза из клинкерного
расплава при взаимодействии его с СаО. Повышается гидравлическая актив
ность клинкера в результате стабилизации более гидравлически активной мо
дификации алита.Снижается пылевынос из печи на 25-50%.

INTRODUCTION

Portland cement production is a high-energy—consuming one in which a
portion of power expenditure for raw material grinding makes approximate
ly two thirds of energy resourses in general. That’s why the reduction of
energy consumption for Portland cement production process, particularly
raw material grinding, is one of the main tasks of the cement industry.
Conditionally, the clinker formation process depending on the phase quan
tity may be divided into two stages: mineral synthesis of Portland clin
ker by means of hard-phase reactions in the first stage and through
the
clinker melt in the second stage. For the Portland cement clinker quality
increase which is defined by the completeness of CaO assimilation and for
energy consumption reduction for its production it is advisible to intensixy
niiii62?aliza-bion reactions both, by means of hardphase
*
interaotlon
and through the clinker melt simultaneously. At the same time it is known
that mineralization rate through a liquid phase is by 4 orders (approxi
mately by 10000 times) higher than through a hard phase and therefore is
less energy-consuming.
An important factor of mineral synthesis through the melt is that
mineralization rate little depends on hard phase particle size of ion re
move from adsorbtion (border) layer of the melt by which itis saturated
as a result of crystal phase solution. In this respect it is advisible to
work out the physical and chemical principles of mineralization process
control in such a way that, as a result of the directed intermediate cli
nker mineral synthesis, the clinker melt quantity increases and as a con
sequence the clinker mineral formation takes place advantageously not by
means of hard-phase interactions but through the melt using raw material
mixture without addition of fluxes and mineralizers.

’EXPERIMENTAL
The worked out theoretical concepts and the laboratory researches
conducted on this base showed that optimization of fractional raw materi
al content is such a trend. The new technology is based on the fact, ifaat:
hard—phase reactions are ensured by the presence of particles less than
80 mkm;
'
— diffusion of СаО^+ ions from the dissolving crystal CaO faces to crys
tal C3S growth zones in the limiting alite synthesis stage through the
clinker melt;
~СаОП^д£ое,|аП<^ wollastonite have least melting temperature in the system

The result analysis of the reactionary tendency of raw material mix
tures of traditional and optimized fractional content showed that a hig
her CaO-free content up to I300°C and the maximum CaO-free content shift
in the direction of high temperatures by 80-I00°C is characteristio to
the mixture with the optimized granulometric content of the limestone
component. Other than that it is worthy to mention that the firing pro
ducts of the raw material mixture of the optimized granulometric
con
tent at I300°C find themselves more clinkered and at I45O°C have a less
quantity of the residual CaO. This testifies to the earlier
eutectic
melt appearance and its quantity increase which is proved by the results
of the electrooonductivity determination depending on the heating tempera
ture. The results of the X-ray-phase analysis showed that during the fi
ring of raw material mixture of optimized fractional content at 1100 I250°C there exists a primary formation of low-base silicates ( C3S2 and
CS ) which in the bynary system CaO - S102 have the lowest melting temper
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rature since they correspond to eutectic content.
In this respect we can consider that low- Lose silicates ( OS.and
CoSp) turn into the clinker melt equally with CqA and C4AF. These conclu
sions are confirmed by electronic sonde analysis data according to which
the clinker melt appearance at I3OO°C an intermediate . phase of firing
products of raw material mixture of optimized fractional content has a
higher silica content in comparison with the firing products of the raw
materials of a traditional grinding. Stoichiometric content of the inter
mediate phase with the clinker melt appearance at I300°C and bellte sta
ted at the same temperature in the samples of raw material mixtures of
traditional and optimized fractional content is shown in Table I.

TABLE I. Electronic sonde mineral analysis after raw material mixture
firing at I300°C.

■

Stoichiometric content in mols
OaO

AI2O3

ЕезОз

3102

Raw material mixture of traditional grinding:

intermediate phase
1.00

7.79

0.851

2.53

0.0561 0.0303

1.2591

0.0243 0.0077
bellte

0.2333 0.033

0.0214 0.0522

1.0

0.0071

0.0II4

0.0154 0.0073

0.0033

-

Raw material mixture of optimized fractional content:
intermediate phase
5.76

I.18

1.0

2.25

0.0218

0.0158

1.439
1.0

0.055

0.II2
bellte

0.0073

0.0045

0.5505 0.0048
O.OIII

-

O.O3I9 0.0642
0,0096 0.0041

It is worthy to mention that the bellte phase formed at I300°C in
the samples of raw material mixture of optimized fractional content is
less oversaturated in respect of CaO and has a lower content of impurity
oxides А1о0з, Ее20з, MgO, SO3, ТЮ2. The lowered basement of the bellte
phase of raw material mixture of optimized fractional content is explain
ed by the clinker melt formation at I300°C of the lowered basement. The
impurity oxide content reduction in bellte is caused by the fact that the
bellte phase during the firing of raw material mixture of the optimized
grinding in contrast to the traditional one is formed mainly through the
clinker melt. This is agreed with the law of oocrystallization of phases
and impurities, according to which the impurity content is reduced during
the crystallization of the phase from the melt.
With the temperature increase to I400°C and higher the impurity oxi
des content in the alite and bellte phases in the synthesis products of
the optimized and traditional grinding becomes equal. More than that, an
intermediate phase basement and that of the formed clinker minerals also
become equal. It should be noted that at the last firing stage, irrespe-

ctive of the nature of the initial raw materials in the firins nroduots
5L?a^mater5al mi?^tres of optimised fractional content £ comparison
with those of traditional grinding the impurity MgO content in
alite
unlike other impurities, doesn’t decrease but toorfases?
*

Thus, regardless of the existing notions according to Y—rav—-пЪяяа
analysis a high-temperature rhombohedric alite modification (and noVlow-temperature monowedge-like one) is stated in alite with MgO^content in
creases. This allows to increase the Portland cement clinker hydraulic ao
tivity with Mg content increase and to enlarge the raw material base ow^gto the use of raw materials with a higher MgO content. Thus, the re
sults prove the supposition about the possibility to work out tie teoh ?? the directed Portland cement clinker synthesis using a power
profitable scheme. The clinker quality synthesized of raw material mixtu
res of different fractional content was determined by means of petrogra
phic analysis. The results obtained showed that alite content in^the cli
nker on the basis of the optimized fractional composition of the limesto
ne component is higher by 7-10% and their microstructure is notable for a
more clear crystallization.
industrial tests and introduction results showed that with the
the4.rSW ma'fcerial mixture of the optimized fractional composition
^£4.^4 limestone component the specific energy expenditure for the raw
material grinding and the expenditure of grinding bodies are reduced by
2«5 -4 times, the raw material mill capacity increases by 2.5-4 times
and the noise level decreases by 2-3 times. According to the wet produc
tion method the flowability increases and the raw material slime moisture
decrease were observed. At equal flowability the moisture of a limestone
°i tiie^optimized content is reduced by 6-8%. This is explained by
thl adsoJbS waSr entity is reduced with the decrease of
Sit о«0!?1 Surfao®
the grinding material. Probably, this idea
as
well as the gross clinker melt quantity increase and the silicate synthe
sis using a power profitable scheme make it possible to reduce the power
consumption for raw material mixture firing by 10-15% and to increase the
furnace capacity by 7-10%. Dust escape from the furnace judging by the
tests before the filters is reduced by 25-50%.
J g g
У

4

mAT1+„To
JhyS4Cal4.1„andnchemloal Properties of the clinker-based oeS2s ’the
?he low-* energy7Oonsuming and conventional teohnologles?
oiinker samples were ground together with 5% of gypsum to the
ST'S06
Of3000 smVS. The results of ph^icti mecX
Чъ, hcTrd-, that the oompression strength of the samples 4x4xI6sm
Ч0Ч4 r,°oithe
Ъа£з1£3 of the raw material mixture of the optimized
fractional composition was not reduced in comparison with the clinkers
ng 4e traditional technology. At present the new energy-sa
ving technology is introduced into industrial production.
RESULTS

A1TD

DISCUSSION’S

The new low-energy-consuming technology for Portland cement pro duo
tion was worked out on the basis of experimental researches
as well as
new theoretical ideas
of
the. possibility
of clinker
•
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n
.
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—
.'
formation
processes
intensification f"
* ’ - phase
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liquid
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The main ideaPn7?£ the correctness of the suggested theoretical grounds;
The main idea of it is in the selection of the raw material optimal frac—
— Л__ _________

tional content, which ensures a sharp reduction (2.5 — 4 times) of energy
consumption for raw material grinding, the increase of grinding bodies
productivity (2.5-4 times), the reduction of dust escape from the furnace
by 20—50% and the Portland cement clinker synthesis using less power-con
suming schemes. The theoretical ideas are proved by a great number of
phisico—chemical researches done. The new low—energy—consuming technology
which permits to increase the raw material basis for Portland cement ma
nufacture has already been tested and introduced into industrial produc
tion.

CONCLUSIONS
The fractional raw material content optimization made the direct
ed synthesis of clinker minerals in the stage of hard-phase reactions po
ssible, which owing to the formation of CSand CjSeinstead of CgS permits
to increase clinker melt with improved properties (reduced melting tempe
rature, viscosity and surface tension) and as a result to intensify alite
and-belite formation process in the stage of solid—phase sintering.

The alite formation according to the new low-energy-consuming tech
nology takes place not owing to bellte reaction with CaO through clin
ker melt, but rather to less energy-consuming scheme by means of direct
CaO reaction with clinker melt. The belite substantial part synthesis ta
kes place to its melt crystallization after the belite basement was over
saturated.
The redistribution of the silicate minerals impurity oxide into the
intermediate phase is the result of silicate synthesis mainly
through
the higher melt quantity with improved properties according to the
new
technology. Clinker microstructure has more clear crystallization and the
alite content is increased by 7-10% as a result of the reduction of beli
te oversaturation with CaO.

The new Low-energy-oosuming technology will reduce the energy ex
penditure for the raw material grinding and the. expenditure of grinding
bodies by 2.5-4 times, the noise level by 2 - 3 times, dust escape from
the furnace by 25-50%, fuel consumption by 10-15%, slime wetness by 5-7%..
Other than that it will increase the grinding bodies productivity by 2.5
4 times.

THERMAL TREATMENT OF CEMENT RAW MATERIALS
THROUGH INTENSIVE HEAT EXCHANGE
A В Ryzhik, M V Kouglya and A V Alexandrov
Design and Research Institute of Cement Industry “Giprocement"
St Petersburg, RUSSIA

SUMMARY
This paper deals with features of clinker formation reactions
occurring at shock heating in a vortex type reactor. It is found that
in spite of the short residence time of the raw material in the reaction
chamber, these reactions are practically complete, and the burnt product
comprises the clinker mineral conglomerates. The basic possibility of
producing cement clinker when absorbing calcium chloride by raw m-ix from
a vapour-drip flow is,substantiated. It is shown that the changes tak
ing place in the calcium chloride bearing raw material are deeper in
a rapid burning regime than in the traditional mixes.

FtiSiDMn;
Обсуядаютси особенности протекания реакции клинкерообразования
при ударном нагреве в реакторе вихревого типа. Установлено,что,
несмотря на малую длительность пребывания сырьевого материала в реак
ционной камере, эти реакции практически завершаются и продукт обжига
представляет собой конгломераты клинкерных минералов. Обоснована прин
ципиальная возможность получения клинкера при адсорбции сырьевой
смесью хлорида кальция из паро-капельного потока. Показано, что при
быстром обжиге в кальциихлорсодержащем материале происходят более
глубокие изменения, чем в традиционных смесях.

INTRODUCTION
, Drastic intensification of interphase heat exchange can be ob
tained. from treatment of raw materials in the fluidized state. However,
the inhomogeneity of the solid phase concentration field as well as
formation of coatings on the heat exchanger walls lower the system
efficiency and impede safe operation. To avoid this a pilot-commercial
reactor (i) was developed at the Institute of Giprocement. It is based
on the laws of a stabilized vortex flow with a central outlet where
a gas-dynamic repulsion of the solid phase from walls occurs (2).

EXPERIIdENTAl
,
A vortex reaction chamber (Fig.1) in which a gas swirling device
is mounted forms the basis of the burning plant. By this means, the
chamber is divided into two zones
- a reaction (working) one where
the process of cement clinker
sintering takes place and a buffer TO THE PREHEATER
one where the combustion of a-ga
seous fuel is organized. Fuel and
air bum within the buffer zone,
and the combustion products are
introduced through the gas swir
ling device into the working
zone of the reaction chamber.
The exit gas is directed through
the chamber throat to a cyclone
type preheater. The powdered raw
material is pneumatically con
veyed to the cyclone preheater
after which it enters the reac
tion zone of the vortex chamber
through openings in the top cover.
TO THE COOLER
The burnt product is directed to
the clinker cooler through the
Fig 1 Scheme of Vortex Reactor
chamber bottom.

I

Raw mix was calcined to the extent of 40.73% in the preliminary
tests. The experiments were carried out with natural associations of
argillaceous and carbonaceous components (marls of the Novorossiisk
deposit) mixed with cinders (Table 1). The burning was conducted at
a temperature of 1400° C. The capacity was 1430 kg/hr, the particle
residence time in the reaction chamber did not exceed 1 s.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The burnt product was a fine-grained agglomerated material of dark
shades from dark-grsy to black with a slightly higher grain size as
compared to the raw mix. The agglomerates had an almost spherical shape
and reached up to 600jm in size (the maximum size of the raw mix par
ticles did not exceed 200/Jm).

The burnt product was subjected to mechanical tests and physico
chemical studies including chemical, XRD and microscopic analyses, de
termination of hydration characteristics in the presence of 5% gypsum
and identification of hydrate phases after curing of the specimens in
a microcalorimeter during one day. The microscopic and XRD analyses
showed that the burnt product contained the main clinker minerals in

Table 1. Chemical Composition and Fineness Characteristics
of Raw Materials and Burnt Products

Value, %
Components

Oxides
Si°2
AI2O3
Fe20^
CaO
LOI
f-CaO
Moduli

KH (LSF)
n (silica)
p (alumina)
Fineness
Sieve residues, %
0.2 (72 mesh)
0.08 (2OO mesh)

Marl

Cinders

High

Low

14.80

23.10

2.29
1.17
45.06
32.00
-

4.34
1.64
36.96
30.00

0.98
4.28
1.96

0.45
3.86
2.65

6.6
22.4

74.65
—
—

—

7.6
23.8

—
—

■■

Raw
mix

Partly
calcined
product

Burnt
product

15.34

17.34
3.19
3.21
50.01

22.65
4.10
4.60
62.87

23.59

3.53
98
*
4

2.45
2.45
43.54
31.27
—

0.90
3.13
1.00

6e8
14.3

—

0.90
2.71
0.99

10.75
32.1

O'. 86
2.6
0.89

65.0
93.0

the ratios characteristic of portland cement clinker, but its distin
guishing feature was a rather high content of uncombined calcium oxide,
free CaO, in a fine-crystalline state. Curves of total heat evolution
Q and its rate dQ/d't on interaction of the product obtained with water,
in the presence of 5% gypsum (Fig.2) are also typical of portland ce
ment clinker because of the presence of two maxima in the heat evolu
tion rate curve. The first peak is caused by the hydration of the clin
ker aluminate minerals and uncombined calcium oxide, and the second one
is due to.the hydration of the silicate minerals. Only a fair margin
for the first and second peaks on the heat evolution rate curve support
the results of the SRD, chemical and microscopic analyses as regards
the low content of calcium aluminates and alite in the sample' of the
low-lime clinker investigated.
The mechanical tests conducted on cement prepared from the burnt
product however showed that in spite of the phase-mineralogical compo
sition and hydration kinetics being typical of the portland cement
clinker, production of a commercially feasable cement was handicapped
due to the higher f-CaO content.

To decrease the detrimental effect of uncombined calcium oxide,
cements were prepared with 10% pozzolanic additives, i.e. tripoli or
amorphous silica of very high fineness from a ferrosilicon production.
These compositions withstood the soundness tests, and their strength
characteristics after 90 days of hardening were not below 40.0 MPa.

1,4 - WITHOUT ADDITIVE

TIIvIE, hr

Fig 2 Heat evolution rate (1-3) and thermal effect (4-6)

interaction between the burnt product and water
in the presence of 5% gypsum

The heat evolution during the first day of hydration for the cements
with these additives did not differ markedly from ordinary portland ce
ment, as shown in Fig.2. Microscopic analysis showed the presence of
new hydrate phases of tobermorite type in the hydration products of
the specimens extracted from the microcalorimeter. Fonnation of these
new hydrate phases could be cause of increase in the cement stone
strength. The greatest silicate hydrates content was found in the spe
cimen containing microsilica.
The influence of the vapour-and-gas atmosphere on the phase com
position of the burnt products was also studied. These experiments were
conducted in conjunction with the energy-saving low-temperature process
of clinkerisation in the presence of chloride salts which has been in
practice on a large scale in the last few years (3,4). The positive ef
fect in these cases is achieved due to the formation of stable silicate
structures characterized by mixed unions in the chlorine-bearing atmos
phere at lower (by 3OO-35O°C) temperatures as compared to conventional
portland cement technology. The quality of the burnt product is regu
lated by the presence of chlorine in the structure of the crystal lat
tice thus producing new clinker minerals (alinite, in particular). Thus
the thermal treatment of a raw mix under conditions of shock heating
practically excluding the possibility of sublimation of the chlorine
-containing compounds is of special interest.

This series of experiments was also conducted with a precalcined
raw mix as described in Table 1. Calcium chloride solution of 28.4%
concentration (density
1270 kg/пг) was injected with the help of the
swirl burner into the outlet gas duct of the reaction chamber which en
sured spraying of the raw mix particles with calcium chloride-contain-

ing vapour-drip mixture. The solid phase and solution mass ratio was
maintained in the range of 1/0.227 at a calcium chloride content of 6%
in the raw meal. The burning was perfoiraed at 1100°C, i.e. at a tempera
ture which is typical for formation of the alinite clinker in rotary
kiln. A product was obtained with LOT of 2.45%» f-CaO content 0.22% and
Cl” 6.27%. The following phases were identified in it (in the order of
decreasing content): alinite, spurrite G2S.CaCO3; chlorosilicate 2C2S.
,CaC12j carbonate chloride CaCO^.SCaClg; f-CaO; SiOp» CaCO^ .
In shock heating the fine-grained suspended raw material reacts
with the calcium chloride in the gaseous phase thus resulting in large
changes of the solid phase with calcium chloride absorption prevailing
over its sublimation. In spite of the high percentages of the associated
chloride and alinite, primary intermediate phases are present in the
clinker in the form of the calcium carbonate chloride and chloro silicate.
Small amounts of f-CaO, silica and undissociated calcite also remain •
This indicates an inadequate degree of the initial raw material transfor
mation under the action of chlorine, which in turn,is possibly connected
with a relatively low temperature and a short residence time of the
particles in the reaction chamber.
CONCLUSIONS AND REC0ММЕ1ФАТIONS

By burning in the vortex reactor a product with characteristics si
milar to cement clinker was obtained. The experiments conducted suppor
ted the principle of the interphase heat exchange intensification to fora
the basis of the experimental plant, thus fulfilling the prerequisites
for development of full-scale commercial high-capacity plants. For a
steady production of alinite clinkers it is necessary to optimize the pa
rameters of the burning process in the vortex reactor.
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THE REDUCTION OF DIOXIN IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF
WASTE-DERIVED FUELS IN THE CEMENT INDUSTRY
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SUMMARY

Due to many tests and constant operations it appeared in the past that a modern
cement plant is to a high degree suitable for the use of multifarious residual products. The
conditions of the cement burning process - high temperatures, sufficient retention times,
oxidizing atmosphere - in connection with an optimized process, security and observation
technology guarantee that the emissions of dioxin and furan are below the limit values of
0,1 TEQ/cubic meter (TEQ = toxicological equivalent) in force in Germany.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Wie sich in der Vergangenheit aufgrund vieler Versuche und Dauereinsätze gezeigt
hat, ist ein modernes Zementwerk in besonderem Maße geeignet, die vielfältigen
Reststoffe umweltverträglich zu verwerten. Die Bedingungen des Zementbrennprozesses ■
hohe Temperaturen, ausreichende Verweilzeiten, oxydierende,. Atmosphäre - in
Verbindung mit einer optimierten Verfahrens-, Sicherheits- und Überwachungstechnik
stellen sicher, daß die Emissionen an Dioxinen und Furanen unterhalb der in Deutschland
geltenden Grenzwerte von 0,1 mg TEQ/Kubikmeter liegen.

INTRODUCTION
For the burning of cement clinker mainly rotary kilns with cyclone preheaters and
clinker coolers are used in Germany. The raw meal is fed at the top step of the cyclone
system and gets into the rotary tube with a temperature of about 800° Celcius. In the
sintering zone, the hotest part of the kiln, the combustibles are heated up to 1450° C. With
gas temperatures of 1200° - 2000°C (Figure 3), the retention times of the gases come to 3
- 5 seconds according to the length of the kiln (Figure 4). The conditions as well as the
oxidizing atmosphere which is necessary for the quality of the products, permit the use of
fuel substitutes or other materials over the primary side of the rotary kiln if special
conditions are considered.

USE OF WASTE-DERIVED FUELS

The part of sulphur, halegonides and heavy metals often rises proportionally when
waste-derived fuels are used. Therefore it has to be taken care that the trace elements
from the waste-derived fuels will not be an additional load for the environment. Waste
products which can be used industrially, are among others waste oils, solvents, old tyres,
rubber chips, household and industrial refuse as well as residues from concentration flue
gas cleaning processes. Herewith it has turned out that even dangerous stuff like RGB,
PCDD is used increasingly.

The elements fed to the kiln with raw materials, waste-derived materials and fuels are
important as far as their steam-pressure is concerned. Some of them have a low steam
pressure or they make compounds which show a low steam pressure, too. Therefore
attention has to be especially paid to the concentration of Na, K, CL and S, the
operationallly disturbing elements, as well as to the elements Zn, Pb, Cd, Tl and Hg, which
are important for the emission.
Because most of the time the materials which are fed bring chlorine into the kiln, the
elements Zn, Pb, Cd, Tl and Hg can always find Cl to react with. Therefore the elements
will probably be found in chlorine-compounds. Due to their low steam-pressure such
elements tend to build circulations. Basically the circulation depends on the quantity of
elements which are fed. It is only possible to influence this by a strict selction of the
materials fed. Consequently it is important to clear up how much the quantity of elements
will differ from the quantity of elements from the different kinds of coal respectively from
other materials burnt today. It is also important to get to know in which way these
concentrations differ within the old range.

In various plants in Germany waste-derived materials have already been used by
now. Concerning the heavy-metals, they could be compared with other known fuels or
materials. Or they have been restricted by new established decrees. The new limit values
can be compared with the old ones. But it is still necessary to remove the operationally
disturbing Chlorids from the kiln system in order to avoid accumulations and stoppings in
the lower cyclone part and to guarantee an equal operation of the kiln. For this reason the
installation of a by-pass is generally necessary. The concept is to seperate parts of the gas
flows at the kiln inlet to achieve already here a fractionation of the separated gas-dustmixture. The by-pass ventilator has got a correspondingly high range of regulation. So a
dust quantity can be seperated which is, with regard to the polutants, equivalent to the
waste quantity. '

It has to be thought about carefully how the raw material and the heat of the by-pass
flows can be tied up in the whole production process of a cement plant, because a new
waste production has to be avoided. By-pass gases can be used for drying, meal and dust
flows can be added at the grinding of the cement. The quality of the cement lays down the
permissible quantities. It is even possible to use them in connection with the production of
mortar, respectively extra mortar.

CONDITIONS OF BURNING
In comparison to the high temperature part of the rotary kiln, the conditions in the
calcinator are less favourable for the burning of halogenized hydrocarbons. Carefull
observations have to be made if materials with potential emission danger shall be used in
the calcinator. Due to the experiences made it is guaranteed that especially the chlorinated
stuff will be destroyed and rendered harmless in the high-temperature part of the kiln.
Constant operation of the kiln and constant conditions concerning the use of waste-derived
fuels are essential preconditions for low PCDD/PCDF emissions:
The process of burning has to be surveyed constantly by the means of modern
process technology.
Waste materials have to be under constant arrival control and have to be pre
homogenized in a large-scaled way. Liquids have to be taken continously.too.
The main analysis parameters of the waste materials (heating value, chemical
compound etc.) have to be entered quasi continously into the process control.
The "Aufgabelanze" (an especially for this purpose produced kind of kiln spear)
has to be constructed the way that the waste-derived fuels can be injected
centrally and the ignition takes place in the front of flames of the main fuel.
The regulation aggregates have to permit an addition independant from the
waste-derived fuels.
The waste-derived fuels must be fed only with a trouble-free, continous
operation in the range of the normal efficiency.

-

-

CONTROL OF SECURE BURNING
With the previous licenses concerning the use of waste-derived fuels, an ingenious
security-system was prescribed which allows a permanent control. It cuts the feeding of
the waste-derived fuels if:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

7)
8)
9)
10)

the gas temperature at the kiln inlet goes beyond 800° C,
the gas temperature at the kiln outlet goes below 1250° C,
the content of carbonmonoxid (Vol %) goes beyond the values stipulated in an
experiment,
inadmissble differences at the comparison of the nominal and actual values turn
out at the coal scales,
the raw-meal quantity fed goes below 75 % of the possibly fed quantity,
an underpressure at the exhaust blast goes below a value stipulated in an
experiment,
the electrostatic precipitator fails,
the exhaust ventilator fails,
the burner fails or
,
the dust content goes beyond 50 mg/cubic meter.

To stipulate definitely the limit values in the 10 - points - security - chain, a calibration
of the temperature sensors in advance at the kiln in- and outlet is necessary. This has to
be done under variation of the normal efficiency. Therewith the measuring points have to
be evaluated. As a conclusion from these results, the optimal range can be stipulated. The
optimal range is the range, within the burning of waste-derived fuels can be permitted. Also
the necessary limit values for the control temperatures arise.
The following facts have to be measured and noted continously to characterize the
operational conditions:
oxygen (02), carbon monoxid (CO), carbon dioxide (C02), total carbon C, dust,
temperature of the clinker at the kiln outlet, temperature of the kiln exhausts at
the kiln inlet, underpressure at the exhaust blast, sulphur dioxide (S02) and
natrogen oxide

Due to the measurement series the following polutants will additionally be found in
the exhausts:

heavy metals (PB, Zn, Cd, As, Ni, Tl, Cr, Be Hg, V, Se, Те), CI-, F-,
PCDD/PCDF, PAH, PCB, PCP, HKW

To determine the total concentration of PCDD/PCDF, the concentrations of the
following individual PCB-isomers determined in the exhaust have to be multiplied with the
equivalent factor and have to be summed up. As limitation a sum value due to the
equivalents of 0,1 ng TEQ/cubic meter is valid.
toxicological equivalent
2,3,7,8
1,2,3,7,8
1,2,3,4,7,8
1,2,3,7,8,9
1,2,3,6,7,8
1,2,3,4,6,7,8
2,3,7,8
2,3,4,7,8
1,2,3,7,8
1,2,3,4,7,8
1,2,3,7,8,9
1,2,3,6,7,8
2,3,4,6,7,8
1,2,3,4,6,7,8
1,2,3,4,7,8,9

Tetrachlordibenzodioxin (TCDD)
Pentachlordibenzodioxin (PeCDD)
Hexachlordibenzodioxin (HxCDD)
Hexachlordibenzodioxin (HxCDD)
Hexachlordibenzodioxin (HxCDD)
Heptachlordibenzodioxin (HpCDD)
Octachlordibenzodioxin (OCDD)
Tetrachlordibenzofuran (TCDF)
Pentachlordibenzofuran (PeCDF)
Pentachlordibenzofuran (PeCDF)
Hexachlordibenzofuran (HxCDF)
Hexachlordibenzofuran (HxCDF)
Hexachlordibenzofuran (HxCDF)
Hexachlordibenzofuran (HxCDF)
Heptachlordibenzofuran (HpCDF)
Heptachlordibenzofuran (HpCDF)
Octachlordibenzofuran (OCDF)

equivalent factor
1
0,5
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,01
0,001
0,1
0,5
0,05
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,001
0,001
0,001

JUDGEMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL LOAD

Existing measuring results concerning the use of alternative combustibles have
proofed that the polutants will be burnt safely if the liquids are screened and the solid
waste-derived fuels (for example polychlorinated hydrocarbons) are spread in the gas flow.
With regard to the emissions of PCDD and PCDF, the exhaust values of the cement rotary
kilns can only be achieved in other burning processes by the means of large-scale after
cleaning equipments. They are about a ten-potency below the equivalent value of < 0,1 ng
TEQ/cubic meter in force in Germany. This means 0,01 ng/cubic meter, which speaks for
an efficient burning process. Furthermore there could not be prooved any PCB, PCDD and
PCDF in the fire-proofed case of a rotary kiln. The measuring results show that the
concentrations of all other polutants (for example chlorbenzols, chlorphenols, PAH =
polychlorinated aromatic hydrogen and so on) have not been provable or they have been
far below the limit values of the TA-Luft (Technical Rules for Air Pollution Prevention) in
force in Germany.
For the control of emissions a severe surveillance' concept has been established.
This concept consists of returning single measurements, continous measurements and
emission surveilling calculators with severe evaluation methods. So the plants are
surveilled exactly and detained with regard to the observance of the prescriptions.
Concerning the decrees, the concentration of flue gas, for example, has to be between 10
- 20 mg/cubic meter during continous operation. Therewith it is guaranteed that the
concentration will be far below the existing limit value of 50 mg/cubic meter in order to
assure the observance of the official orders.
Also the low' limit values of trace elments from the kiln exhausts should be noticed.
The feed of special materials containing heavy metals has been limited and, what is even
more important, process engineering measures make it possible that also accumulations
of heavy metals in kilns are interrupted. So the limit values of TA-Luft (Technical Rules for
Air Pollution Prevention) for inorganic, dusty materials are kept within a wide security
range. Results from various measurements have proofed this. Consequently the emission
of halogenized hydrocarbons are today well to the fore.

The present experiences have been made when old oils, solvents, prepared
household refuse (BRAM and Eco-Brig = fuel from refuse through comminution, screening
and classifying) fed over the primary side of the kiln as well as tyres, rubber chips, mineral
soil containing oil, residues from construction works and so on fed over the secundary side
of the kiln were used. They have shown that the cement rotary kilns can be used more
safely, more ecologically beneficial and more economically. The dioxin can be reduced by
the means of a strictly surveilled operation of the kiln combined with further technical
regulation security facilities and adequate supervision of the emissions. With these aspects
the cement industry is able to fulfil an essential contribution to the use of the low-priced
alternative materials.

Figure 1: Fundamental structure of PCB, PCDD, PCDF
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Figure 2: Thermal decomposition of PCB (G. Krogbeumer, 1988)
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EFFECTS OF USING RICE HUSK AND ITS ASH AS FUEL
AND RAW MATERIAL COMPONENT RESPECTIVELY
IN CEMENT MANUFACTURE
S P Ghosh, К Mohan and R К Gandhi
Cement Corporation of India Limited, New Delhi, INDIA

SUMMARY

Rice husk, a locally abundant agricultural waste has been used äs a partial
substitute (5-20%) of high ash coal in 3 dry process
suspension preheater kilns of
different capacities in different parts of India.
Significant economy
in fuel
consumption, as well as improvement in clinker quality and cement strength was noted
in most cases.
Besides, use of rick husk ash as an alternative to sandstone in a raw
mix containing a high grade limestone in one plant eased the burnability problem and
also expansion and strength development problems of cement.
Inspite of the mentioned
advantages, scope of continuous large scale use of rick-husk and its ash in the
production stream are beset with problems of its handling, intergrinding, blending and
homogenisation with coal or kiln feed and requires specific remedial measures.
DIE FOLGEN DER VERWENDUNG VON REISSCHALE UND SEINE ASHCE WIE

BRENNMATERIAL UND CRUNDSTOFFENBESTANDTEIL IN DER ZEMENTEN HERSTELLUNG
S P GHOSH, К MOHAN und R К GANDHI

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Reisschale, ein Landwirtschaftlicher Abfall, der örtlich in grossen Umfang zu
erhalten ist wie ein Partiellerersatz
(5 bis.20.p) des Hochaschenkohls in drei
trockenprozess suspension vorheizer kilns mit verschiedenen Inhalten in verschiedenen
Zonen Indiens verwendet.
Bedeutsame Ökonomie in Brennstoffen verbrauch als auch
Verbesserung in der Qualität von Klinker und Zement wurde in meisten F’älen
festgestellt.
Ausserdem der verbrauch des Reischallenasches als eine Alternative zum
Sandstein in einer Rohmischung mit einer Hochwertigenkalkstein in einer Anlage
erleicherte des Problem der Brennbarkeit des Kiln speises und auch löste die
Probleme der Ausdehnung und Entwicklung der Festigkeit des Zements.
Trotz des
gennanten Vorteils, die Möglichkeit des ununterbrochenen Verbrauchs in grossen
Ausmassen von Reisschale und seine Asche in der Herstellungs verlauf ist mit Probleme
von seiner Hand .habung, Zwischeneinmahlung, Mischung and Homogenisierung mit der
Kohle order Kilnspeise verbunden und braucht spezifische abhelfende Massnahmen.

INTRODUCTION
,
Consequent upon the invention of rice husk based cement (1) considerable
investigations had been carried out in different countries on use of rice husk as
cement or binding material in constructions (2-6).
The primary objective of these
investigations is the use of a locally and abundantly available low-cost agricultural
waste as a pozzolanic additive to cement or binder for local constructional purposes.
se of rice husk and its ash in the cement manufacturing process as fuel and raw
material component respectively has a different set of objectives, namely, (1) substi
tution of high ash and low calorific value of coal by locally available low-cost
agricultural waste of • similar or higher fuel value, (2) energy conservation and cost
reduction in clinker making and (3) improvement in quality of clinker and cement.
his article summarizes the results from plant trials and industrial production of
ordinary portland cement with use of rice husk as partial substitute of coal and rice
husk ash as a raw material component.
'
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Comparisons between proximate analysis of high ash coal and rice husk from
different parts of India (7) and between chemical compositions of their ashes indicate
the theoretical prerequisites for the use of the latter (Table-1).
Rice husk has
almost the double the volatile content and nearly half the ash content than high ash
coal, its useful heat value is approximately 200 k.cal/kg higher than' such coal,
bince, rice husk contains about 70% combustibles, its heat value will be appreciated
if used m combination with coal. However, because of higher volatiles content, even
5o substitution of coal by rice husk will increase the volatiles in kiln gases by 0.5
to 1%.
Keeping 5% margin for allowable fluctuations in kiln volatiles content,
theoretically upto 20% rice husk can be used as substitute fuel. Ash content (20%) of
rice husk, though much lower in amount than ash content (35%) of coal, however, the
silica in rice husk is known to occur in silico-organic or amorphous form and is,
therefore, more reactive than predominantly free silica in coal ash.
Balancing of
kiln feed raw meal with respect to ash absorption from pulverized fuel and clinker
quality will permit 15 to 20% rice husk substitution.
Different limitations in rice
husk use are also imposed by process and operational parameters of individual plants
and are discussed separately.
Table-1 : Comparison between proximate and chemico-mineralogical
characteristics of high ash coal and rice husk.

Coal
(High
Ash)

Proximate Analysis (%)
__ 3 Л „К
Internal Vola- Fixed
Ash
Moisture tiles Carbon

Calorific Chemical composttion(%)
__ 1
T лт
гл
а п X
л
value
LOI Si02 AKOn Fe^O, CaO
6 3
6 3
K.cal/kg

Mineralogy
Free silica(%)
and source

2.8-5.4

22.4
29.8

32.5
38.8

29.8
42.6

2750
4000

Average 4.0

27.0

34.0

35.0

3500

Rice
husk

58
62

12
18

18
22

3500
4000

60.0

15.5

20

3750

4.2-6.2

Average 4.6

0.6 60.3 20.6
0.8 64.2 23.2

6.5

2.8
4.2

55-60,clay minerals,ос-quartz,
chert, feldspar,
mica minerals.

4.8 78
7.5 90

2.0
3.0

0.2
1.2

Nil, organic
compounds, amorphous
silica.

3.0
4.5

5.0

CASE STUDIES

A.

As substitute for high ash coal

Case-1 - Upto 6% rice husk has been used as partial substitute for high ash coal for
a difficulty burnable (burnability factor of Peray-135.6) raw mix in a 1200 tpd SPkiln in south India.
The plant has to use run-of-mine limestone containing about 12%
Si02 and 45.5% CaO. wherein about 10.5% of SiC^ is contributed by chert (an
amorphous mineral phase of SiO?).
Because of poor grindability of such limestone,
the raw meal grinds coarser, and the residue on + 170 mesh sieve tends to be higher
(16 to 20%).
With increase in coal ash content, the kiln feed burnability decreases
inspite of switching over to less siliceous additives, e.g. bauxite and iron ore in
place of laterite in the raw mix.
Coal was substituted by 2.5% and then 5% rice
husk in the pulverized fuel.
Their respective fuel characteristics do not show any
difference in the fuel value but rice husk has lower ash and higher volatiles content.
The effects of substitution on clinker composition and properties of resultant OPC are
summarized in Table-2.
It is evident that even with increase in coal ash content
from 34-36% to 38-40%, its substitution by upto 6% rice husk has enabled to maintain
the quality of clinker and cement or even to marginally improve them.
Discussions - The specific gravity of high ash coal is 0.94 to 1.06 and that of rice
husk is 0.02 to 0.03. For proper mixing, the husk is thoroughly mixed with coal
before feeding to coal hopper to avoid seggregation of husk in the table feeder.
Very uniform feed rate from fine coal weigh feeder is required for maintaining uniform
flame length and constant CO concentration at kiln outlet for proper burning of kiln
feed.
Finer grinding of kiln feed (12-13% residue on + 170 and 1% on + 72) and of
pulverized coal (12% on + 170 and 2% on + 72) has been found to improve the burning
condition and clinker quality, as routine grinding of coal + rice husk leaves higher
residue (20-27% on + 170 and 3 to 6% on + 72).
However, finer ground
coal + husk
blend increases the power consumption by 8 to 12 kwh/tonne of cement.
Table-2 : Clinker and Cement quality with partial substitution of
Coal by rice husk in a 1200 tpd plant with 4 stage SP,
Clinker characteristics:

Kiln feed

Coal ash

LOI%

SiO2%

a12O3%

Fe2°3%

CaO%

Pulverized Coal
UHV
Ash%
Residue
K.Cel./ki? +170 + 72

■ 35.936.5

11.412.4

3.33.5

1.82.2

44.645.2

35- 36

64.2

20.6

6.5

4.0

-

32003350

16-20 1.23.4

c3s% c2;S%

C3A% C^AF Liquid

21.7
22.7

5.1
7.2

3.2
4.2

64.7
65.6

45
55

20
28

8
10

10
12

0.15
Clinker-II
(2.5% rice husk substitution of 37--38%
ash coal).

22.4

6.1

3.5

65.0

48

28

10

10.5 27.3

—
Clinker-III
(6% rice husk substitut ion of 36 to 40%
asn coal

22.0

6.2

4.1

65.9

54

23

9.5

12.5 29

Cl inker-I
(with 6.5% coal
ash absorption)

0.2
0.4

26
28

OPC Characteristics (Average) ;

TabJe-2 ...contd..

Specific
Setting time(min.)
surface
Initial Final
cm /gm(A^7.)

Ex pans ion (Average) Compressive Strength
Le Chatelier Auto
Average (kg/cm )_____
(nm)
Clave(%) 3days 7davs 28davs

OPC-I

2750

75

155

5.6

0.4

250

330

400

OPC-II

2750

65

140

3.5

0.2

255

325

410

OPC-III

2750

55

130

4.0

0.3

295

380

450

Case-2 - Extent of energy economy and cost benefit parameters from upto 20%
substitution of high ash coal by rice husk has been established from industrial use
of the latter in a 1200 tpd 4-stage SP Kiln plant in central India.
The plant uses
marginal grade limestone with no additive but high ash (27-38.5%) coal.
Substitution
of coal by upto 10% husk contributed 1% economy in coal consumption, 5% economy in
fuel cost/tonne and no significant change in clinker or cement quality.
About 20%
substitution contributed 2% reduction in coal consumption, 9.75% economy in fuel
cost/tonne and 8.5% total saving in fuel bill.
However, clinker quality showed
deterioration and required blending with better quality clinker for manufacturing OPC
of specified quality.
It has been found that finer grinding of coal + 20% husk mix
(12% residue on + 170 mesh instead of 19-25%) improves the clinker quality to the
required level (as per Clinker-I in Table-3) at the cost of additional 12-14
kwh/tonne power consumption.
The fuel characteristics of rice husk and coal,
compositional characteristics of kiln feed and clinker and physical properties of
resultant OPC are summarized in Table-3.
Discussions - The test results indicate that relatively low lime content of kiln feed
and low calorific value of coal contributing to relatively low strength development of
OPC can be remedied by substituting coal by 10% rice husk.
Higher reactivity of
silica in husk is found to improve clinkerization.
However, because of poor
grindability of husk, its larger use (20%) leads to deterioration in burnability of
kiln feed, as is evident from high free lime content of clinker.
The inhomogeneity
in fineness of the mixed fuel also leads to varying CO concentration in the kiln
outlet.

Table-3 : Characteristics of kiln feed, fuel, clinker and cement
with partial substitution of coal by rice husk in
a 1200 tpd plant with 4 stage SP.
Fuel characteristics (Average) :
Fuel Proximate Analysis I(%)
Useful Chemico-mineralogical ccmpoInternal Vola- Fixed Ash heat sition of ash (%)
Fe,0- CaO
value LOI SiO,2 AKO,
Nbisture tiles Carbcn
2 3
2 3
K.cal/kg
Coal 4.75
(Av.)

24.25 38.5

32.5

3700

-

Rice 4.64
husk

62

20.5

3750

4.2 88.2

12.5

57.5 28.7
3.1

Fineness of
ground fuel
+ 170 + 72

8.75

2.0

22

3.4

2.1

0.6

38

9.5

Clinker characteristics (Average) :
LOI

Mineral phases (%)
Chemical Composition(%) ____ Free
C3A c4af
lime(%) c3s C2S
SiOo Aln0o Feo0o CaO
S(Э3
c
Z. 5
Z 5

Liquid
(%)

35.3

10.3 4.0

2.3

41.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.3

20.2 7.6

4.2

61.3

0 .45

2-3.5

40

27. 5

13

13

37.7

0.1
Clinker-II
(10% rice husk)

21.5 6.9

3.9

63.75 0 .42

1.5-2

47

26

11.5 12

34.7

Clinker-I11 0.5
(20% rice husk)

22.3 6.5

3.7

61.5

2-4

34.5 38

11

32.5

Kiln feed

Clinker-I
(without
rice husk)

0 .44

11

OPC Characteristics (average) :

Expansion (Av. )
Setting
time (mm ) Le Chate- Auto
clave(%)
In. Final lier(nrn)

Compressive strength
Average (kg /cm—)
3day s 7 day s 28days

Gypsum (%)
added

Specific
surface
cm /gm

OPC-I

6

2700-2850 100 225

3.0

0.8

210

305

410

OPC-II

6

2700-2850

70 160

2.2

0.4

265

355

425

OPC-III

6

2700-2850 140 290

2.8

0.7

195

275

360

Case-3 - Fixing the high lime content in kiln feed on account of high grade run-ofmine limestone (CaO 49.8-52.6%, SiO? 3.4 to 4.2%) had been the primary objective in
partial substitution of relatively high ash (35-38%) coal by rice husk (2-5%), besides
reduction in coal consumption and fuel cost.
Higher ash content of coal involves
increased coal consumption for maintaining required burning zone temperature or more
retention time of the high lime feed in burning zone for proper clinkerization
resulting in lower clinker output at higher cost. Use of upto 5% rice husk pulverized
with coal had significantly improved the burnability (inspite of decrease in clinker
melt content) and also the quality of clinker and cement. The operational results are
summarized in Table-4.
Table-4 : Improvement in Clinker and cement quality quality with
partial substitution of Coal by rice husk in a 600 tpd
plant ■ with 4 stage SP.

Fuel Characteristics :
Useful
heat value
(K.Cal/kg.)

Fuel type

Proximate Analysis(%)
Internal Ash
Moisture

Coal

4.8-5.4

31.8-39.3

2750-3800

Average

5.1

35.5

3250

Chemical composition of Ash
LOI SiOz ^^2^3 Fe2O3 CaO

0.6

60.4

23.2

6.3

3.2

Fuel type

Proximate Analysis (%)
internal Ash
Moisture

Useful
heat value
(K.Cal/kg.)

Chemical composition of Ash
LOI Si02 A12°3 Fe2° g CaO

Rice husk
average.

4.6

22.5

4000

6.5

78.6

3.5

2.5

0.5

Coal with
5% husk.

5.06

34.7

3300

6.0

61.5

21.9

5.9

3.0

Clinker characteristics :

LOI(%) SiO2(%) ai2o3(%) Fe2O3(%) CaO(%) Free Phase composition (%)
1йв(%) c3s C2S C3A C^AF Liquid
Kiln feed

35.036.1

12.1
13.9

2.6
3.8

1.7
2.8

44.2
45.2

_

Clinker-I
(control)

0.71.2

22.0
23.6

6.0
6.6

4.7
5.5

61.8
62.4

1.8
2.2

2628

48
51

7
8

13.5 32.2
15

Clinker-II
0.5(b% coal subs- 1.0
tituted by
rice husk)

21.8
23.8

5-7

3.75

62.6
63.8

1.0
1.5

3540

40
45

7
8.6

13
14

29.7

OPC Characteristics :
Specific
cm /gm

Setting time (min)
Initial Final

OPC-I

3200-3300

100

200

OPC-II

3200-3300

90

165

B.

Expansion
Compressive strength (Average)
Le Chatelier .
3 days 7 days 28 days
4.8 nm
200
280
340
3.2 nm
230
335
425

As a Raw Mix Component :

An equally effective device for improving clinkerization of high lime
kiln feed in the same plant had been replacement of siliceous sand in raw
rice husk ash.
Incidentally, locally available rice husk ash has almost
chemical composition as impure sand, but only 5 to 10% of total silica is
state in comparison to 85—90% in impure sand, as illustrated by a typical
below: Chemical Composition
Material

TC(%)

L0I(%) SiO2(%) ai2o3(%)

Impure
sand

2.0

1.20

78.0

4.0

2.2

Rice husk 1.0
ash

6.50

78.6

3.5

2.5

Fe2O3(%) CaO(%)

bearing
mix by
similar
in free
analysis

MgO(%) №2O+K2O

F|-g^ silica

1.0

0.94

1.40

68.5

0.5

0.50

—

6.8

Use of rice husk ash was found to be more advantageous in view of its better
reactivity in the clinkerization process, as well as, its abundant availability in the
vicinity of the plant as a waste from calcium carbide and precipitated calcium
carbonate manufacturing industries.
The improvements in clinker and cement quality
with gradual substitution of sand by rice husk are illustrated in Table-5.

Table-5 : Improvement in Clinker quality and Cement properties
■ by increased replacement of sand by rice husk ash.

Raw Mix with shale,
sand(7%) and iron ore

Sand in Raw Mix replaced
by 50% rice husk ash(3.5%)

Sand fully replaced
by rice husk ash(7%)

Clinker Composition (%)
LOI

Si02
A12°3
CaO
MgO

0.7

23.0

0.5

22.68

0.65
21.60

6.30

5,9

6.0

63.21

63.81

63.81

1.20

1.10

1.05

Free lime

upto 3.64

upto 2.08

upto 1.6

c3s

36

40

47

35
38
C2S
7
Compressive strength of Cement (kg/cm )

26

3 days

200

230

245

7 days

275

295

315

28 days

380

410

420

The free lime content in clinker reduced from 3.64% in the initial clinker
(without rice husk ash) to 1.6% in the variety containing 7% rice husk. The tricalcium
silicate content correspondingly increased from 36% to 47%.

Significant differences have been noted in the microstructural features, morphology
and actual mineral phase canposition of the three clinker types. The clinker without
rice husk ash shows predominant microinhcmogeneity with alite and bellte occurring
mostly in separate clusters (Fig.l). Both these phases are mostly anhedral in form with
indistinct grain boundaries.
Alite grains rarely exceed 35 xm in dimension and are
mostly irregular in shape, constituting 30-35% of the mineral assemblage : belite
constitutes 50-55%. The clinker with 50% substitution of sand by rice husk ash (3.5%)
shows better morphology and lesser microinhcmogeneity.
Alite grains are subhedral,
tabular to prismatic in form and attain upto 45-50 ^m in dimension (Fig.2).
Belite
grains are anhedral to subhedral, rounded in form and often shows twinning or concentric
zoning. This may be explained to be due to belite formation fron two sources of silica,
viz. less reactive silica from sand and highly reactive silica fron rice husk ash. This
clinker contains about 40% alite and 30 to 35% belite.
The clinker with total
substitution of sand by rice husk ash in raw mix shows still better morphology and much
less microinhcmogeneity. Alite and belite are evenly distributed with the interstitial
phases (Fig.3). Alite grains are well formed with distinct boundaries, both prizmatic
and pseudohexagonal varieties are cannon. The size of alite varies from 30 to 120 m,
the average being 60 to 70 vum; belite grains do not show zoning or twinning, are
hexagenal to tabular in form and with distinct grain boundaries. Alite constitutes 45
to 50% and belite 20 to 25% of the clinker.
'
Higher than 7% rice husk addition was found to increase the free lime content in
clinker under the same residence time (kiln speed) and firing condition (burning zone
temp.)-schedule and was not persued. Besides, addition of larger quantity of husk ash
created jamning of chutes and diaphragms in the raw mill circuit due to seggregation
requiring its frequent stoppages. Its uniform blending in the silos also required more
intensive and prolonged stirring than conventional raw mix causing thereby lesser
utilization of blending silo capacity.

The cited examples clearly demonstrate that depending upon process and operational
parameters in individual plants specific quantity of rice husk or its ash can be used as
substitute fuel or raw mix ccmponent.
■
Fig.l - Microphotograoh of clinker without
rice
husk
addition.
Predominant micro
inhomogeneity and separate clustering of
alite(A) and belite(B) is notable. Polarized
light X 125

Fig.2 - Microphotograph of clinker with 3.5%
rice husk addition in raw meal. Less uneven
distribution of alite(A) and belite(B),
zoning
in
belite
grains
and
better
morphology of alite are notable. Polarized
light, ' x 125
Fig.3 - Microphograph of clinker with 7%
rice husk addition in raw meal (sand totally
excluded). Even distribution of alite(A)
andinterstitial phases(I) and less frequent
belite(B) are notable. Polarized light,.X 125
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COMPLETE SUBSTITUTION OF NATURAL RAW MATERIALS BY
SHALE INDUSTRY WASTE AT CEMENT PLANT RECONSTRUCTION
A К loganson, M V Kouglya and L S Fralman
Design and Research Institute of Cement Industry "Giprocement”
St Petersburg, RUSSIA

SUMARY
, This paper presents results of investigations of waste formed, in
mining and processing of oil shales - kukersites carried out for the
purpose of their utilization in cement manufacture. The experiments
were performed under laboratorjr, pilot and commercial scale conditions.»
They showed that on the basis of technogenous materials not rm'y-tng them
with natural and corrective additives it is possible to obtain two-com
ponent mixtures in burning of which clinker of at least 40 MPa.strength
at the age of 28 days is produced. Thus the fuel and power savings are
achieved. The investigations conducted allow for development of a new
flow sheet of cement production with the use of technogenous waste in
cluding crusher-drier for a damp ash, precalciner for limestone waste
and bypass system. The cement plant under reconstruction is situated
at the area of the oil shale deposit.

РЕЗЮМЕ

В работе представлены результаты исследования отходов, образую
щихся при добыче и переработке горючих сланцев-кукерситов, с целью их’
использования в производстве цемента. Эксперименты проводились в лабо
раторных, полузаводских и заводских условиях. Показано, что на основе
техногенных отходов без подшихтовки природными и корректирующими до
бавками можно получить двухкомпонентные смеси, при обжиге которых
получается клинкер с 28-суточной прочностью не ниже 40,0 МПа.
При
этом наблюдается экономия топлива и электроэнергии. Выполненные иссле
дования позволили разработать новую технологическую схему производства
цемента с использованием техногенных отходов, включающую дробилкусушилку для влажной золы, декарбонизатор для известняка-отхода и
систему байпаса. Реконструируемый цементный завод расположен в районе
месторождения горючих сланцев.

INTRODUCTION
Over a number of years the authors conducted detailed investlga tions on the utilization of wastes resulting from mining and processing
of oil shales-kukersites in cement production. In view of lack of compe
titive aluminosilicate materials at the plant to be reconstructed, it is
mainly intended to use ash-and-slag waste formed in combustion of oil
shales at the thermal power station. The mass of fresh ash products is
made up of ash and slags washed off the furnaces by water (hydraulic re
moval ash) and of multicyclone ash which is in the main also discharged
to the common hydraulic transport system to the ash dump. Waste from
thermochemical processing of shales (gas generating station ash and com
partment furnace semicoke ("koksik”) used at the cement plant were also
studied. It was proposed to use the oil shales rock mass dressing waste
as the carbonaceous raw material. This limestone waste contains 3-10 %
kerogen. Possibilities of clinker production by burning the rock mass
representing a pack of alternating beds of shale and limestone were also
under investigation.
EXPERIMENTAL

The chemical composition and physical characteristics of the waste
are given in Table 1. The phase-mineralogical 'composition is presented
in Pig.1.

+ - ETTRINGITE
0 - QUARTZ
□ - CALCITE

A - CaO

• - c2s

X - FELDSPAR
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AFTER 3 MONTHS OP CONTACT
WITH CORROSIVE SOLUTION

Fig.1.

X-ray diffractograms of ash
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The physicochemical analysis of the multicyclone ash was found to
be in agreement with the results of earlier works (1), the bulk of ash
being made up of spherical glassy particles with refractive index close
to that for the melilite glass. Areas of belite crystallization also oc
cur. Crystalline quartz, calcite and calcium oxide are present in the
sample. The hydraulic removal ash contains fine-grained material apart
from the glassy particles. Besides quartz and calcite, one can also see
here portlandite and ettringite. Microscopic studies of dump ash samples
indicated glassy particles and fine cementing formations. Besides the
reflections mentioned above there are rather high reflections in the
area of 20 = 5
20°
*
in the X-ray diffractograms. Detailed analysis of the
materials used at the cement plant showed that calcite, quartz and CaO
are contained in ’’koksik". The gas generating station ash is composed of
fine-grained material comprising calcite, quartz, ettringite and gypsum.

An understanding of the crystalline phase genesis under conditions
of conveying and storing waste ash greatly help for a more precise iden
tification. To this end special experiments were conducted on contact
between a solid substance and a liquid solution. For approximation to
actual conditions fuel slag pulp filtrate was chosen as dispersion me
dium. The filtrate is characterized by pH values in excess of 8 and oxi
de content in mg/1 as follows: SiO? -0.3; CaO - 1470; SO-, - 486; K^O- 890; IIa-,0 - 20.8; 01” - 330. Decrease in gross SiOp content in the
sample I after 3 months of contacting with alkaline-salt solution (see
Table 1) points to the silica-oxygen bond breaking and peptization. At
the same time, under strained conditions nevi hydrate phases are formed
which intergrow and fasten the ash particles. The data of physicochemi
cal analysis of solid residues showed that for 2 weeks of interaction a
new hydrate phase, i.e. ettringite was formed in the multicyclone ash
samples, and after 3 months there appeared reflections of a phase with
d/n = 7.8 and 4.7 A0 (Fig.1). In the case of hydraulic removal and gas
generating station ash this phase was observed even after 2 weeks of
leaching action. The nature of specimen dehydration shows that this pha
se is a finely-porous material in which the hydrate water is gradually
removed from narrow channels when heated. This can be materials of the
zeolite type.

In the preparation of raw materials for use as part of raw mixes,
their behaviour in heating is very important. To study this, different
representative samoles of waste ash, as well as the limestone—waste and
its mixes were subjected to thermal analysis. Burning trials of raw mi
xes with the dump ash and limestone-waste under pilot plant conditions
demonstrated the possibility of producing clinker of mark 400. Microsco
pic investigations showed that the clinker obtained was characterized by
a high porosity. It had a glomeroblastic unequi-granular structure with
a medium crystallization. Alite is present as grains of 5-70 jum size. Be
lite is constituted by 30-35 jum grains with notched edges. The intersti
tial phase is differentiated in aluminoferrite and the aluminate consti
tuents.

RESUDTS ADD DISCUSSION
It can be seen from Table 1 that proceeding from the formulation
the aluminosilicate component can not come entirely from the freshly for
med ash because of its high content of alkalies and chloride. It is ne
cessary to use the dump ash the content of harmful admixtures in which
is considerably reduced by virtue of washing-out. The dump ash is cha racterized by the highest fusion temperature. Lower fusion temperature
of multicyclone and hydraulic removal ash is the result of their high

alkali-sulfate admixture contents. Since the dump ash contains new for
mations with a developed specific surface, a great quantity of water is
immobilized within the structure. In this case, water retained by spe
cimens of dump ash has various forms of bond with the ash solid frame.
It is to be found in macropores (40-45%), micropores (25-30%), in ad
sorbed (25-30%) and structurally-bound states (3%) at the total initial
moisture content up to 50%. This offers some difficulties when Hrying
the ash. At,the same time, considering the features of the cement plant
reconstruction flow sheet according to which the aluminosilicate compo
nent is fed to the suspension preheater system, it should be noted that
for a more effective lowering of the exit gas temperature it is necessa
ry to aim at,the greatest possible ash moisture content. Because of this
the,main limitation on the moisture content is the dump ash transporta
bility through available materials handling systems and its сяк!ng (con
solidation) in silos. Preliminary experiments showed that material with
a moisture content above 10% sticks together, whereas at 7-10% it has a
sufficient flowability. The data obtained show that the ash species in
their passage through suspension preheater system retain their mobility
over the whole temperature range. Further the dump ash is preferred to
the "fresh” waste ash.

Besides the waste from oil shale combustion in heat-and-power sta■^n *'^ e cement plant use is made of secondary products from ini —
tial rock,processing in the form of semicoke ("koksik") and gas genera
ting station ash. The cement plant in question used freshly removed
koksik»as part of the raw mix for 20 years. Occasionally, gas genera
ting station ash was used instead of "koksik”. In the case despite of
high alkalies content of these wastes, cements of strength'characteris
tics of at least 40,0 MPa at the age of 28 days were obtained under in
dustrial conditions.
Alternative modes of utilizing rock mass in the cement industry
were also studied. Compounds of 3 and 4 beds of shale and limestone we
re tested, , their chemical composition is given in Table 1. As the ther
mal investigations showed, the physicochemical transformations tяк!ng ‘
piance, at burning of the mined rock mass are similar to those at heating
of laboratory raw mixes prepared from limestone and mineral residues of
shales, except for a more intense heat evolution at the burning-out of
the organic constituents of the combustible rock. When burning natural
rock mass too, the clinker obtained had a 28-day strength of not below
40 MPa, e

CONCLUSIONS
The physicochemical studies conducted for evaluation,of phase m1neralogical composition, pyrophoric and physical properties of the mi
neral residues from oil shale processing, as well as the thermal beha
viour,of the cement raw mixes incorporating them showed the possibility
of using these materials as raw mix components for producing cement of
at least 400 mark.
’

,
The results of the laboratory and pilot scale studies are applied
in the design of the plant reconstruction.
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CONSERVATION OF RAW MATERIAL THROUGH USE OF
INDUSTRIAL WASTES IN CEMENT MANUFACTURE
V К Gore, S A Khadllkar, P G Lele, С H Page and A К Chatterjee
Research and Consultancy Directorate
The Associated Cement Cos Ltd
Thane, INDIA

SUMMARY
Industrialisation and increased usage of natural resources, as well as the gene
ration and disposal of the industrial wastes, has resulted in serious ecological and
environmental imbalance.
In tune with global emphasis on conservation of natural
resources and cleaner environment, the Research and Consultancy Directorate of The
Associated Cement Cos.Ltd. have undertaken a number of investigative studies on poten
tial applications of industrial wastes in manufacture of cement and building materials.

The case studies presented in this paper discuss the use of some major industrial
wastes like lime sludges, fly ash, slags, red mud, fluoride wastes, etc. in cement
manufacture.
The characterisation of these industrial wastes, their compatibility
with the kiln feed and quality of clinker produced has been illustrated in the case
studies.
Derived benefits on the plant scale, with the usage of some of these indus
trial wastes have also been discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Rapid industrialisation has resulted into dwindling of non-renewable natural
resources. Furthermore, many industries are generating tonnes and tonnes of solid waste
material which is posing threat to the environment.
Therefore for maintaining socio
economic balance, minimisation of waste generation and effective utilisation of waste
generated has gained prime importance.

The main objective of this paper is to share the experience gained and the benefits
derived from waste utilisation in authors! plants. It can be seen that many types of
industrial waste which are hitherto less unknown can be usefully utilised in cement
industry. If cement industry promotes the increased waste utilisation, the main objec
tive of this paper is fulfilled.
AVAILABILITY OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES

Some of the major industrial wastes in India, which are of specific interest to
cement industry, their source, availability and typical composition is presented in
Table - 1.

TABLE - 1 MAJOR INDUSTRIAL WASTES, SORUCE, AVAILABILITY AND COMPOSITION

TYPE OF
WASTE

LIME
RICH

AVAILABILITY
(Million Tonnes)
SOURCE
INDUSTRY

TYPICAL
COMPOSITION

FLUORIDE
BEARING

4.0

Paper
Pulp

Sugar

SUITABLE AS
CORRECTIVE
72..5

1.0

Calcium

Afflffion.

Carbide

FertiUser

Sludge

Fluoride
Chemi.

Fluorspar
Mines

Effluent
Sludge

Thermal
Power
Station

Alumi-

Mine
Rejects

Fly
Ash

Red
Mud

Steel

nium

Sludge

Sludge

Sludge

% SiO2

8.3

3.6

4.1

6.4

6.0

67.6

60.4

9.2

30.9

%

ai2o3

1.3

2.9

2.0

0.3

2.6

4.7

23.5

22.8

23.5

% Fe2O3

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.3

1.2

5.7

5.7

46.4

1.2

% CaO

47.8

34.5

50.6

47.5

53.8

10.7

1.8

2.7

28.5

% MgO

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.5

1.1

0.8

0.6

0.7

11.6

% LOI

38.8

50.3

32.4

36.8

16.0

3.1

4.6

13.5

0.4

% Na20

% k2o
% so3
% Cl
% P^0r
2 5
% F

1.4
0.2
0.4

Slags

0.02

0.02

0.68

0.16

0.08

4.74

0.2

0.02

0.01

0.03

1.9

1.37

0.11

0.68

0.3

0.4
<0.01

6.3

6.3

-

0.23

0.02

-

0.03

2.4

-

0.2

0.2

0.2

1.26

27.3

5.4

-

-

0.1

Thus, it can
categories:

be

seen

that industrial

wastes

can be classified into three main

Lime rich wastes

Calcareous sludges from paper, sugar and calcium carbide industry are grouped
here. These materials, by virtue of their higher CaO content can be a potential source
of CaO, especially where the limestone quality is inferior with respect to CaO content.
Utilisation of these type of materials can replace scarce and expensive high grade
1imestone. C2)
Fluoride bearing wastes

Waste materials from Fertilizer, Fluorine Chemicals and Fluorspar industries are
grouped here. These materials contain Fluoride as one of the constituent which is a
potential pollutant and thereby these materials create problem of disposal.

Mineralising nature of Fluorides can be advantageously exploited by cement industry
for improving the reactivity of the cement raw mix.
Materials suitable as correctives
Waste materials such as steel slags, fly ash and red mud are covered in this group.
Although presently most of these materials are being used for making blended cement,
unconventional use of theirs as a corrective material can also be thought of.

WASTE UTILISATION - PROSPECTS AND PROBLEMS
Physical proximity of a cement plant to the source of industrial waste mentioned
earlier need not be the sole deciding factor for utilisation.

A decision of waste utilisation needs to be taken, based upon the following few
major aspects:

.

Extent of availability on sustained basis for the waste.

.

compositional compatibility of raw materials and waste.

.

Type of process employed and production capacity.

.

Infrastructural facilities for handling and storing of the waste materials.

Due to very nature of its generation, waste material is not a uniform material.
Some of the major constraints which are to be given a closer attention are listed below:
.

Wide variation in composition, not only from different source but within the single
given source.

.

High moisture content, sticky nature and higher fineness levels.

.

Handling and feeding problems associated with waste material.

WASTE UTILISATION - CASE STUDIES
Authors have attempted the utilisation of various industrial wastes in many opera
ting cement plants. Data of the raw materials and the waste material utilised alongwith
the observed benefits is presented in Table - 2.

TABLE 2 : WASTE UTILISATION DERIVED BENEFITS

No^

1.

2.

Chemical Composition (% Oxide)
CaO LÜ1
Eq.
A,2U3 he2U3
Na20

S Ю2

Materials

Limestone

11.9

3.0

1,2

45.1

35.1

Iron Ore

2.0

1.8

90.0

0.5

2.0

Paper sludge

8.0

1.3

0.8

47.8 38.8 1.53

12.0

3.1

2.0

1.2
3.6

6.6
2.9

Limestone(l)
Limestone(2)
Limestone(3)
Iron Ore
Fertilizer sludge

16.1
9.4
3.5

4.

5.

0.0

% Used
N
■ M

Derived Benefits

94.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

5.0

44.7 35.7

99.5

89.5

91.5
0.6

0.2 0.3
34.5 50.3

0.5
0.0

0.5
10.0

0.9
0.9
0.1
90.0
0.3

43.2 35.3
47.4 38.5
53.0 41.9

68.0

60.0
29.0
-

5.2
6.4

3.3
2.2
1.0
2.0
0.3

Limestone

10.6

2.2

2.1

Clay (1)
Clay (2)
CaF9 Sludge

39.9
17.5
6.0

8.6
27.8
2.6

6.5
32.0
1.2

Calcareous sand
Clay

2.9
58.5

0.5
15.4

0.3
6.8

4.1

1.4

93.0

Fly ash

60.4

23.5

5.7

Limestone (1)

19.1

1.2

0.9

Limestone (2)
Bauxite

8.9
17.4

1.1
41.3

2.2
9.2

1.3
22.8

Limestone

Iron Ore

6.

F

99.0

Blue Dust
Sugar Sludge

3.

SÖ3

Iron Ore
Red Mud

0.6 1.6 47.5 36.8 0.02

0.4

-

6.3

46.2 37.6 0.15 <0.1

-

26.0
5.0
1.0

1.3

Conservation of limestone
deposits
Increased Raw Mill Output
Better coatability characte
ristics of clinker meet
Improved clinker quality
Cost reduction
Increased Raw Mill Output

10.0
1.0

-

96.0

92.1

-

-

-

-

6.9
-

-

27.3

2.0
2.0
-

5.4 42.8
1.4 9.9

84.0
15.0

94.0
9.0

0.6

1.4

1.0

1.0

1.8

4.6

0.0

6.0

43.4 34.2 0.24 0.23

38.0

38.0

1.0
16.8

49.3 38.8 0.21
1.2 22.8 0.05

56.5
4.5

56.0
3.5

90.4
46.4

0.5 4.3
2.7 13.5 4.81

1.0

18.3 22.6 1.06
0.2 18.20.15
53.8 16.0 0.70

High clinker LSF could be
maintained.
Helped in balancing alkali/
sulphate ratio.
Increased Raw Mill Output

1.0

2.5

Improved
burnability
of
kilnfeed
even
at higher
sieve residues
Saving Heat Energy
Better granulometry/
grindability of clinker

Fly ash acted as slurry thinner
Reduction
in
KF
slurry
moisture (3%)
Improved burnability of
Kiln feed

IM increase in kiln output
Saving of 100 Kcal/kg cl.
in Heat energy
Optimum sulphate modulus
could be achieved
Use of iron ore could be
avoided

Reduced
tendency
of
desired build ups . _____

un

N = Normal Raw Mix
M = Mix with industrial waste

Some of the case studies of waste utilisation along with the derived benefits
are discussed below.

Calcareous Paper Sludge

It mainly consists of calcium carbonate, unreacted calcium hydroxide along with
impurities of alkalies.
In the final stage of disposal from paper industry, it is
in the form of wet cake (% I^O 20-40%), having 80% particles below 20 micron size.
In a dry process plant (Class-1) marginal quality of limestone with respect to
CaO content (CaO 4.5%) coupled with higher ash and sulphur content, inferior clinker
quality, especially the LSF was the main area of concern.
After Laboratory Evaluations, plant trial was conducted by replacing 5% of the
limestone with paper sludge (on dry basis).
Following benefits were observed :

.

Higher clinker LSF could be maintained which was not feasible earlier with high
ash coal.

.

High Alkali content of paper sludge (1.5%) helped in balancing the S03 contribution
at high sulphur coal.
0

.

Tendency of undesirable build ups in kiln system was found to be minimised.

The modulii
below:

of Raw mix with and without paper sludge utilisation are tabulated

LSF

SM

AM

Without paper sludge

1.15

2.31

1.43 1.33

With paper sludge

1.18

2.37

1.45 1.01

Raw Meal

MS03

Very fine nature of paper sludge increased the Raw Mix output by about 7%.

Fertilizer sludge containing Fluoride mi neral iser
Ammonium sulphate plant produces a by product sludge which is mainly made of calcium
carbonate. It contains impurities of sulphate (6.3%) and Fluorides (1.2%). Major consti
tuent of interest is the Fluoride, which can be advantageously utilised as a mineraliser
for improving the reactivity of the raw mix.
A wet process plant having siliceous and marginal limestone deposits was dependent
upon the availability of high grade limestones. Increasing scarcity and cost of purchased
high grade limestone was affecting the profitability of cement manufacture.
.

Moreover, in order to maintain clinker quality at desirable level, consumption
of purchased limestone could not be lowered down.

Utilisation of fertilizer sludge was attempted in this plant. The limiting propor
tion of the sludge utilisation, mainly due to the S0q concentration present in it,
was around 10%. (Case-3).
d
Plant trial conducted using 10% sludge in the raw mix showed following benefits:

1.

Use of costly high grade limestone could be curtailed by around 6%.

2.

th»n
a«S«iVa ue* ofcthe cllnker, due to. mineral isinq nature of Fluorides,
the strength development of cement was at desired level. Improvement in micro
structure of clinker can be seen from Fig.l and 2.
Finer particle size distribution of sludge helped in increasing the Raw Mill Output
substantially.
PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF CLINKER

Fig.l Without Mineraliser

Fig.2 With Mineraliser

Fly Ash

The various physico-chemical details of fly ash available from thermal power plants
need not be explained as it is widely being used in manufacture of Portland Pozzolana
cement.

Unlike present use, case study presented here utilises the fly ash as a raw meal
constituent. (D
In a wet process plant case, if the kiln feed slurry moisture was required to
be maintained at around 43% for proper pumpability. The main responsible factor for
the said phenomenon was the very high plastic nature of the clay used as a raw meal
component.

Although available slurry
their use was cost prohibitive.

thinners

could bring down

the moisture

requirement,

Therefore, plant trial was attempted replacing 7% of the clay with fly ash, having
more or less similar chemical composition as that of clay. (Case-5).
The Fig.4 shows the rheological
fly ash utilisation.

behaviour of kiln feed slurry with and without

Following benefits could be obtained:
1.

Reduction in kiln feed slurry moisture from 43% to 40%

2.

Improved burnability of kiln feed resulted into 10% increase in the clinker produc
tion along with saving of about 10 Kcal/kg clinker in heat system.(Fig.3).
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Fig.3 Burnability of raw mixes

Fig.4

Rheological characteristics
kilnfeed slurry

of

CONCLUSIONS

Case studies exemplified in this paper establishes the usefulness of few industrial
wastes for cement manufacture.
Waste sludges from paper/sugar plants can suitably replace scarce and costly high
grade limestone or in some cases may even extend plant/quarry life in India.
Solid wastes like fly ash from thermal power plants can also be used as a reactive
siliceous corrective for replacing clay component in the raw mix.

Due to presence of Fluoride in the wastes from Ammonium Sulphate/Phosphate plants
or effluents from fluorine chemical industry, they can be used as a potential source
of mi neraliser for improving the reactivity of the mix.
Nevertheless, increased thrust needs to be given for utilising ever increasing
quantities of Industrial wastes, for ultimate objective of conservation of natural
resources and minimisation of adverse environmental impact.

The endeavour of generating wealth from waste can only be achieved through conti
nued and positive interaction amongst producers and the prospective users of industrial

waste.
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SAFETY AND ECOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN BURNING
ENERGY-SAVING RAW MATERIALS
A В Ryzhik, A К loganson, L S Fraiman and A V Alexandrov
Design and Research Institute of Cement Industry “Giprocement"
St Petersburg, RUSSIA

SUM'.IARY

The results of fire- and explosion-proof, as well as ecoloeicallv
diffiänieA^“lnS °f cement.raw mixes using fuel-bearing additives of
different origins are summarized. The spark ignition in electrostatic
precipitators is found to be the most likely trigger of combustion
wHh^81011 Of kiln waste gas containing volatiles. A theory is proposed
with due consideration of the practical conditions of ignition. It is
pointed out that emission into atmosphere of toxic volatiles which are
not burnt out would give rise to ecological problems.

РЕЗЮМЕ

Обобщаются результаты пожаровзрывобезопасных и экологически чистых
обжигов цементных сырьевых смесей на основе т-опливосодержащих добавок
различного происхождения. Установлено, что наиболее вероятным механиз
мом инициирования горения (взрыва) отходящих печных газов, содержащих
летучие, является искровое зажигание в электрофильтрах. Предложена
теория и исследованы практические условия воспламенения, Экологические
проблемы, обусловленные выбросом в атмосферу невыгоревших токсичных
летучих, рассматриваются в качестве альтернативы процессу воспламенения.

IHTRODUCTIOIT
When burning cement raw mixes with fuel-bearing additives inten sive liberation of combustible volatiles occurs in low-temperature zo
nes with oxygen concentrations excluding ignition. Electrostatic preci
pitators are the most probable location of volatiles ignition (explo sion) since it is here that the most favourable conditions for air in
-leakage are realized with the added presence of a powerful source of
ignition in the form of spark and corona discharges whose temperature
can be around 2000°G (1). Granting that no ignition of the toxic vola
tiles has taken place, the alternative course of venting them into the
atmosphere presents ecological problems.

In this context, a design-and-analysis method for evaluating the
fire and explosion hazard of clinker production process was developed
in Giprocement for the first time (2,3). Further to the foregoing, the
present work deals with the features of utilizing waste fuels in cement
clinker production. One of them is a kerogen-bearing raw material which
is burnt in a i 4x60 m dry process suspension preheater kiln at the
Slantsevsky cement plant. The other is a raw material containing waste
coal from the ”Artyom
**
colliery burnt in a
5x185 m wet process kiln
at the Karachayevo-Cherkessky plant.
THEORY
The gas mixture consisting of the combustibles, oxygen and inert
constituents was considered as noninflammable if even one of the fol
lowing conditions characterized by three dimensionless criteria is met:
- Content of combustibles in the mixture, 'fr, is below the lower
concentration limit of the explosive range,
:
KH = 4 'Pr/4>H 4 1
(1)

where 4 is safety factor for a homogeneous mixture with an ignition
source, (2).
- Oxygen concentration in mixture with inhibitor, V
, is less
than the minimum explosive oxygen content,
"
<1.2 10^-4.2)4 1
(2)

where 1.2 and 4.2 are safety factors (2).
- Inhibitor content,
, in the air mixture exceeds the minimum
inhibiting concentration,
К?

= ^2 / 1.2

4 1

(3)

The characteristics ^op<p ,
were determined by the procedure of
Giprocement. Calculation ofU4 tj in the development of earlier publica
tions (2,3) involved the use or a method based on determination 01 »H
of the .mixture of combustibles with inhibitors in air
VfH<F = 100/(1 4-0t )
(4)

'lumber of air moles in this equation falling on 1 mole of the source
mixture is determined from the expression
n

m

о =ГУ-

Ч КЧ

9

;

4)
ГФк

. 3zi—(5)
40D

vrreoe 4rq>£. is content of the к-th combustible component in the mix with
’ ^₽rj.is content of the j-th inhibitor in the mix
with combustibles (less air); c. is inhibition factor. Humber of air
moles falling on 1 mole of the mixture combustible part makes up:
< = loo /ч> IIB - 1
(6)
By this means *4 H
equal to:
u

of combustibles mix in the inhibitor-bearing air is
ЧН =
/ 100
(7)

1 л
en?ure the balance conditions of volatiles burning-out in the
kiln by oxidizer the oxygen content in the waste gases should be in creased as against its amount determined only bv the fuel consumption
and in the end - by the excess air factor
at“ the kiln outlet. The
the new excess air factor
should remain unchanged (similar
to the case of the fuel consumption increase), but calculating on the
resultant combustibles mix (fuel + volatiles). It means that the appa
rent value <^л (in relation to fuel only) will be equal to :
*
< =
(l+10"AG’h/Q J)A ),
(8)

vtee G is capacity of the kiln unit; Ы,Н is percentage of waste
coal in the raw mix and of volatiles in waste coal, respectively; Q is
gas fuel consumption; J>A is volatiles density.
"
.
Apparently, the last balance condition is necessary but not suffi
cient for the volatiles to burn-out since the process of material '
transfer and the kinetic features of the reactions are not taken into
consideration in it.
,

RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION
On the basis of data of gas analysis at the kiln outlet when
burning the raw mix without waste coal the excess air factor
was
computed as well as the new waste gas composition duly taking into ac
count the composition of volatiles which remain without burning-out in
the limiting case (in accordance with the assumption made). Composition
of the gases in the electrostatic precipitator was determined proceedirg
from the conditions of their dilution by air. The entire of calculations
were performed on computer.
"

The critical conditions of ignition
Кц = 1; K02 = 1; Кф = 1

(9)

were computed by a method of iterations in relation to the excess air
factor _/з in electrostatic precipitators and the volatiles concentra
tion in the raw mix.
cf- = Wioo
(10)
As initial data use was made of the results of commerda1 tests
from plants which do not use fuel-bearing additives:
Slantsevsky Karachaevo-Cherkessky
,
plant
plant
Kiln capacity, kg clinker/hr
31500
73000
Type of fuel
Coal/shale
Gas
mix (60/40)

Puel consumption, kg/hr
ITm9/hr
Composition of dry waste gas
at the kiln outlet, % vol.
C09

8060

o2
u2
co, CH4, H2
Excess air factor
at
the kiln outlet
L0I;% mass
Raw material (slurry) moisture
content, % mass
Volatiles content in waste, % mass
Gas temperature in
the electrostatic precipitator, °C

4.3
78.0
0

74.9
0

1.20
33.5

1.15
34.5

0
1-10

39
6-44

13350
17.7

250

22.5
2.6

250

The composition of volatiles from shale was as follows:,% vol,:
C02 - 23.4; H2S - 14.6; H2 - 5.3; CO - 8.9; N2 - 6.4; CnH2n+2 - 31.7
(including CH^ - 12.5; C2Hg - 10.6; С^Нд - 6.5; C^H^q - 1.7; С^Н^-О.б);
CnH2n *■ 9,73 (including CgH^ - 2.60; C^Hg - 4.30; C^Hg - 2.10;
C5H10 - 0.73). The composition of volatiles from coal was taken as
н2/сн4 = 50/50.

With the critical ignition conditions met the raw mix volatiles
content tf* and excess air factor in the electrostatic precipitators
were as follows: for the Slantsevsky plant - 2.4%; 2.03; for the Karachayevo-CherkegBky plant - 3.2%; 2.32. With decreasing <$ and
the
burning process becomes fire and explosion hazardous. When critical
conditions for d1 are met, the content of waste in the raw mix can vary
over a wide range depending on the volatiles content of the waste.
Achievement of critical values of =43 appears to present no tech
nical difficulties. It is different with 6 . So, for the Slantsevsky
plant the critical condition 6* = 2.4% can not be fulfilled stably be
cause of sharp changes of the volatiles content in the limestone waste
which makes it impossible to conduct burning according to the traditio'
nal flow sheet.

The ecological calculations performed for the Slantsevsky plant
kiln without calciner showed that atmospheric emissions of hydrocarbons
(on carbon basis) and hydrogen sulphide formed at gasification of kero
gen amount, respectively, to 112 and 56 g/s (3541 and 1760 t/year). Such
an emission is many times over the permissible limit and thus results
in air pollution. Presence of hydrogen sulphide in the waste gas inevi
tably involves small amounts of extremely toxic shale phenols the per
missible limits for which are very low (<^0.007 mg/m3). Besides, sani
tary conditions of the kiln plant operation are also impaired due to
emission of carbon monoxide in amount of 25 g/s («^780 t/year).

C0NCLUSI01TS A1Ö RECOIvD.IElBATTOITS
In order to ensure fire- and explosion-proof conditions of burning
of kerogen-bearing raw material at the Slantsevsky cement plant and to
eliminate hazardous emissions, the suspension preheater there is being
modernized with installation of a calcining reactor. The new technology
provides for feeding the limestone-waste directly to the calciner where
the volatile combustible components should completely burn out. For the
Karachayevo-Cherkessky plant, fulfilment of the critical condition
61 = 3.2% is rather practicable because of the low proportion of the
waste coal in the raw mix wherein it is only an additive and has no
more than a slight influence on the basic process parameters.
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SUMMARY
The investigation of the barium containing wastes utilization in the
portland cement clinker production have been carried out with aim to
reduce the temperature of burning and to improve the properties of belite
phase. The results have shown that the activation of belite
could be
realized by Ba addition. Simultaneously a reduction of heat consumption
on clinker burning was determined.

Reзиме
On a 6tudi6 la synthase de clinker ä haute teneur de belite en
utilisant le material secondaire contenant Ba en vue d'abaisser la
temperature de la cuisson, ainsi que d'accöierer 1'hydratation de belite.
A partir de clinkers on a prepare des ciments de bon qualite, c'est ä dire
avec le degagement de chaleur et la resistance mechanique süffisante.

INTRODUCTION

The modification of the ordinary portland cement clinker composition
towards the belite phase content increase is one way of the energy
consumption lowering in the portland cement production [1-4]. However, the
reactivity of belite to water is much more lower than, that of alite.
Therefore, the studies on the activation of this phase to water have been
carried out [5]. The researches of more economic techologies are strongly
connected with the natural environment protection by the management of
different wastes and by-products. The production of cements is one of the
best examples illustrating the problem. In the presented work the results
of the investigations on the barium containing wastes utilization in the
portland cement clinker production are shown. These wastes were introduced
with aim to reduce the temperature of burning and to improve the
properties of belite phase.
The extensive studies of the barium addition on the synthesis and
properties of clinker minerals were carried out by Kurdowski [6] and
showed the positive influence of BaO addition on the sintering of clinker
and the properties of clinker phases at the optimum BaO content, depending
on the assumed phase composition. The materials containing BaO were used
in the production of OPC 45 cement and rapid hardening cement [7]. Cements
with lowered LSF were studied by Sytchev[8]. Addition of BaSQ
and CaSO
to the raw mixture resulted in the active c* ‘-CS modification formatier!
.
[9]
The effect of barium depends strongly on2 the chemical and phase
composition of Ba containing waste material used as a component of the raw
mixture [9].

EXPERIMENTAL

The mixtures containing limestone and clay were prepared at different
LSF values, 0.9, 0.85, 0.7 respectively. Some amount
of ash from the
bituminous coal combustion
was also added. The Ba
containing waste
material from BaS production was added as 1% by mass of dry raw mixture.
The chemical compositions of limestone, clay and Ba containing material is
as presented below:
BaS: 2-7%, BaC03+BaSi04: 20-30%, BaS04: 5-40%, SiO2: 4-10%, Fe^: 2-5%,
Al203: 1-7%, CaO: 2-4%.
Jhe mixture at LSF=0.90 was heated at 1450°C, the other mixtures - at
1350uC in a laboratory furnace. The clinkers thus obtained were subjected
to the microscopic observations under SEM , to the microanalytical and XRD
studies and, finally, used in cement preparation. The cements were tested
using the standard methods and studied by use of microcalorimetry and
other thermoanalytical technics. The raw mixtures were subjected to the
high temperature microcalorimetric measurements and DTA studies.

RESULTS

The DTA curves of the cl inkerization are shown in Fig.l and the
calculated enthalpies of processes occurring on heating are listed in
Tab.l. Mixture 1 is the reference sample with LSF=0.90, mixture 2 is the
sample containing 1% Ba-bearing admixture and having lowered LSF=0.85.In
Fig.l
the
endothermic
peaks
attributed
to
the
clayey
minerals
decomposition at 120°, 550
and 770 C are seen. The calcium carbonate
decomposition begins at 860 C with the peak maximum at 950°C. At 1230°C
the exothermic peak corresponding to the reaction between CaO and acid
oxides as well as the effect of the melt formation appear. As it results
from the DTA curve, the cl inkerization process in the Ba containing
mixture is completed at 1350 C, i.e. at lower temperature that in the case

of traditional OPC clinker formation (mixture 2).

TABLE 1.
Heat consumption during the clinkerization process.

Temperature range (°C)

20
400
600
800
1100
1350

- 400
- 600
- 800
- 1100
- 1350
- 1450

Total enthalpy at 20-1450°C
Enthalpy of clinkerization

Heat consumption in J/g
mixture 1
mixture 2
(reference)
(with Ba)
394
243
471
1649
628
253

3637 (to 1450°C)

393
233
489
1658
586
285

3246 (to 1350°C)

As it results from the XRD studies, the clinkers synthesized at lower
LSF exhibit higher belite phase content and the peak corresponding to
d=2.54Ä desappears. On the other side the new peak corresponding to
d=2.84A which can be attributed to the «' - C S-phase can be detected. One
can also notice that the splitting of the 2.74 and 2.76A peaks does not
occur. This "smoothing" of peaks may result from the formation of solid
solution of Ba in C2S.
’

The observation under SEM were carried out with aim to visualize the
differencies in the belite and aluminate morphology in the presence of
barium. In Fig.l the belite grains in the clinkers of lower LSF are shown.
The interstitial aluminate phase linking the belite grains is strongly
modified but the effect of Ba on the belite grains is less pronounced. In
Fig.2 the X-ray microanalysis data for the polished section of belite
clinker are shown. The higher concentrations of BaO in the belite and
aluminate phase can be easily seen.

FIGURE 1. SEM micrographs of bei tie clinkers with Ba.
a/ - LSF=0.85, 0.5% BaO; Ь/, с/ - LSF=0.70, 0.5% BaO.

FIGURE 2. Concentration of Ba and Si in belite clinker (LSF=0.85).
The clinkers
were ground to the specific surface 300 m2/g with 5%
gypsum. The standard ISO bars were subsequently prepared:
the results of
the compressive and flexural strength tests are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2.
Compressive and flexural strength of belite cements.

LSF

BaO content

Flexural strength
28d
7d
3d

Compressive strength
3d
7d
28d

0.90
0.90

—
0.5

5.9
6.0

7.0
7.0

7.1
7.0

33.0
33.5

46.2
46.8

58.1
59.9

0.70
0.70

—

0.5

2.3
3.0

3.2
4.2

5.1
6.7

7.6
10.0

12.6
22.0

15.6
22.0

The cements were also subjected to the microcalorimetric measurements
and studies of the hydration products by thermoanalytical methods. The
microcalorimetric curves are shown in Fig.3. As the Ba containing addition
is introduced to the clinker, the hydraulic activity of material decreases
in relation to the "classic" OPC, but it is much more higher than in the
case of the belite clinker without any activator.
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FIGURE 3. Microcalorimetric curves of cements with different clinkers
1 - reference OPC clinker (0=269 kJ/kg),
"
2 - clinker with high belite content . (0=107 kJ/kg),
3 - clinker with high belite content (LSF=0 . 70) modified by
barium (0=188 kJ/kg).

DISCUSSION
As it results from the data presented above, it is possible to produce
the active clinker at the lower heat consumption and higher belite
content. The activation process of the be lite phase can be realized by use
of barium containing waste material. Ba
_ is incorporated not only by the
belite phase but also by the aluminate one and strongly modifies their
properties. As a consequence, the compressive strength increase in the
case of clinker with LSF=0.90 is
_ observed and the satisfying
Х11
lca
results are
obtained also for the clinker with LSF=0.70 and dopeTwTth barium“
The studies of the clinkerization process by the high temperature
caiorimetry allow to calculate the difference in the heat consumed when
the phase composition is modified by Ba toward the belite content
increase. This difference is established as about 400 J/g. The studies of
the heat evolution process during the reaction with water confirmed the
positive effect of barium on the hydraulic activity of clinker.
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FORMATION OF C3S IN THE MIXTURES CONTAINING
DIFFERENT SILICATE RAW MATERIALS
Kurdowskl Wleslaw and Deja Jan
Academy of Mining and Metallurgy, Cracow, POLAND

SUMMARY
In order to explain the influence of different silica containing components on the tricalcium silicate

formation the samples were prepared by mixing CaO and the following materials: silica gel, quartz, silica

glass, synthetic glass corresponding to the formula "CaO-28102", a- and ß- wollastonite, rankinite,

dicalcium
7-

silicate. The markedly higher free CaO contents and subsequently lower tricalcium silicate

contents are found in the samples with different forms of silica. In the mixtures with "CaO-28102" and CaO
the substantial tncalcium silicate content increase was evidenced in the first stage of reaction but the reaction

rate clearly decreased with time. Comparing the results for the wollastonite polymorphs one can notice the
higher 3CaO-SiO2 contents for the samples with ß- wollastonite. The similar course of C3S formation can

be observed in the mixtures with rankinite.

RESUME
On a dtudid la synthbse de silicate tricalcique ä partir de CaO et diff^rents composants siticieux: gel

de silice, quartz, verre de silice, verre de composition "CaO-2SiO2", a et ß- wollastonite, rankinite,
7-silicate bicalcique. La plus haute teneur en CaO et la basse teneur en silicate tricalcique a dtd dtablie (Ians

les dchantillons contenants differents formes de silice. La vitesse de la synthfese dans les mdlanges de CaO

et verre "CaO-2SiO2" augmentait dans la periode initiale mais apres la reaction decdldrait. La teneur en

3CaO • SiO2 dans les melanges de ß-wollastonite et CaO est plus haute que dans les dchantillons de a phase.
La formation de 3CaO • SiO2 dans les melanges de CaO et rankinite va avec la тёте vitesse.

1. Introduction.
The reactions of the calcium silicates formation, specially those occurring during the portland cement
clinker burning are the subject of numerous investigations [1-7]. The calcium silicate synthesis is a typical

solid state reaction with the formation of intermediate products on the interface between the reacting oxides.
The further reaction proceeds through the relatively slower diffusion, which is the rate limiting stage of all

the process.

In order to explain the influence of different silica containing components on the tricalcium silicate
formation the samples were prepared by mixing CaO and the following materials: silica gel,, quartz, silica
glass, synthetic glass corresponding to the formula l'CaO
2SiO
*

2", ß-wollastonite, a-wollastonite, rankinite,

7-dicalcium silicate.

2. Characteristics of materials.
The calcium silicate components mentioned above were synthesized from the analytically pure calcium

carbonate and silica gel. The mixtures at proper CaO : SiO2 ratio were ground in the laboratory ball mills
with in 24h, pelletized and hea.ed in the superkanthal furnace. The samples after heating and cooling were
ground in the laboratory agate mills to the fineness below 60 p.m. The products were controlled by XRD.
The uncombined CaO content determined in all the samples by Franke method did not exceed 0,2 %. The

other materials, such as CaO, silica gel, quartz and vitreous SiO2 were analytically pure.

2.1. Preparation of mixtures for 3CaO -SK^ synthesis.
The calcium silicates (7-2CaO-SiO2, 3CaO-2SiO2 , a and ß-wollastonite, "CaO«2SiO2"), quartz,
silica glass and silica gel were classified using the separator to obtain the 20-ь40дт fraction. The 5-10 щт

fraction was separated from the CaO sample. These components were dried to the constant weight at 378K

and stored in closed containers over the silica gel (to avoid the water adsorption). The CaO sample was
heated at 873 К for 1 h before the storage in the hermetic container. The mixtures at CaO/SiO2= 3 were
subsequently prepared and homogenized within 24 h in the hermetic containers. The composition of mixtures
was controlled by chemical analysis.

2.2. Synthesis of the tricalcium silicate.
The pelletized mixtures were heated in the superkanthal furnace at the following temperatures: 1623K,
1673 K, 1773 K. The pellets were prepared as follows: 3,0 g of samples were subjected to the 100 MPa
pressure within 30 s in a mould of 18 mm in diameter. The pellets were stored in desiccator over the silica
gel and placed in Pt crucibles just before heating. The heating was carried out within 5 to 480 min. The

heating and cooled samples were ground in the agate mills to the fineness below 60 цт and stored in the

hermetic glassy containers.

3. Methods of reaction progress evaluation.
Because of the limited usefulness of the QXRD and thermal methods to the precise quantitative
evaluation of the phase composition the free CaO determination was applied as the main method. The two
former techniques were used as the auxiliary methods to semi - quantitative 3CaO • SiO2 and other phases
identification.

4. Results.
The uncombined CaO contents in the samples were determined by Franke method and then a content

of tricalcium silicate was calculated. The calculated tricalcium silicate contents as a function of time and
temperature are presented in Fig. 1. At it results from the data thus presented, different sources of silica show

different reactivity toward the lime in the tricalcium silicate synthesis. As one could expect, the rise of

reaction temperature brings about the reaction rate increase. Irrespectively of the rise of temperature, the
markedly higher free CaO contents and subsequently lower tricalcium silicate contents are found in the

samples with different forms of silica. In this set of samples the highest free CaO contents are evidenced for
those containing silica gel. The silica glass and quartz show the similar reactivity to CaO. Slightly higher
results are found for the samples with quartz. In the mixtures with "CaO^SiOz" and CaO the substantial
tricalcium silicate content increase was evidenced in the first stage of reaction (5-10 min), but the reaction

rate clearly decreased with time. Comparing the results for the wollastonite polymorphs one can easily notice
the higher 3CaO • SiO2 contents for the samples with ß-wollastonite. After the 480 min. heating at 1773 К
the mixtures with ß-wollastonite show 3CaO • SiO2 content 99 %.

The similar course of the 3CaO • SiO2 formation can be observed in the mixtures with rankinite. The
higher free CaO contents are found at the beginning but after a time (120-480 min), the quick free CaO

content decrease is observed and the results are quite similar to those for ß-wollastonite.
The lowest uncombined CaO values have been determined in the mixtures with 7-2CaO • SiO2 + CaO.
As early as after the 15 min. heating at 1773 К the free CaO content is only 8.54% and lowers quickly with

time. It was shown that after the 420 min. reaction at 1773 К there was no free CaO practically and only
3CaO-SiO2 was present in the sample. However, regarding the results for 7-2CaO
SiO2,
*

assumed as a standard, one

which can be

should take into account that the uncombined CaO content in the initial

7-2CaO«SiO2 + CaO mixture is the lowest from all the samples and equal only 24.56%.
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Fig.l. SCaO’SiOj contents versus time and temperature.

The quantitative evaluation of the kinetics by the free CaO determination can be supported by the

QXRD measurements. The highest 3CaO • SiO2 contents are found for the mixtures with 7-2CaO • SiO2, lower

for rankinite, a, B-CaO
SiO
*

2 and the lowest for the initial mixtures with silica gel.

The substantial phase composition differences between the samples are clearly visible on the XRD patterns.
As early as after 5 min. reaction at 1673 К there is no SiO2 bearing reactants.

In all the samples, except of those with 7-2CaO • SiO2, the formation of large amount of 7-2CaO • SiO^
phase is observed during cooling (d= 3.01; 2.89; 2.75; 2.73; 1.76). The 7-2CaO-SiO2 content decreases

with increasing time of heating and the B-2CaO-SiQ, content increases simultaneously (d = 3.05; 2.78; 2.75).

In the mixture 7-2CaO • SiO2 + CaO the stabilization of the ß polymorph takes place and only this mixture
does not reveal the self disintegration.

'

The differences of the phase composition are also confirmed in DTA studies. The results of DTA

measurements are presented in Fig.2.
1173 К

1373 К

1573 К

1773 К

------------------ !-----------------------------------------!-------------------------------------- 1-------------------------------------- 1

Fig.2. DTA curves of samples heated at 1673K (CaO/SiO^ = 3).
On the DTA curves of samples heated for 480 min. at 1673 К the weak endothermic peaks at

1173 - 1178 К and 1223 - 1231 К attributed to the tricalcium silicate transitions are visible. The endothermic

peak about 1703 К corresponding to a'H -» a 2CaO
SiO
*
the highest 3CaO
SiO
*

2 is also marked. The areas of peaks indicate that

2 amount was formed in the mixture 7-2CaO
SiO
*

2 + CaO (the peak of 2CaO-SiO2

transition is negligible; the largest peaks correspond to 3CaO • SiO2 transition). The lowest reactivity of the
silica gel 4- CaO mixture has been also thus evidenced.

5. Conclusions.
The results show that the crystalline structure of the silicate raw materials is an important factor
influenced the 3CaO.SiO2 formation. The highest 3CaO.SiO2 contents have been detected in the mixtures
with 7-2CaO • SiO2 (orthosilicate) and CaO. The use of raw materials containing condensed silicate anions
(rankinite, a, В wollastonite) reduces the rate of tricalcium silicate formation. The different reactivity of the

B- and a- wollastonite results from the different structure and consequently from the higher activation energy
of Ca2+ diffusion in a- CaO-SiO2 [8]. The significantly lower tricalcium silicate contents are found in the
samples with different forms of silica i.e. silica gel, quartz, silica glass (skeleton structure).
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NEW DATA ON RAW MIXES BURNING IN DRY-PROCESS
KILNS ON THE BASIS OF AN ARTIFICIAL
CLAYISH COMPONENT
A I Zdorov and V L Bershtein
NPKO Yuzhgiprocement, Kharkov, UKRAINE

SUMMABY
There are considered the theoretical questions of designins of raw
T+XiobCOo?OS^t^OI1S^C°njaillins coniPlex additives of industrial by-products,
At laboratonal and industrial level there have been proved the advanS^eQ°f
artificial clayish component over traditional ones as
»nadlfCtiOn °f
consumption for clinker burning in dry-process
kilns and increase of clinker activity are concerned.
V

АННОТАЦИЯ

Рассмотрены теоретические вопросы проектирования гыпт.р-пыу
комплексные добавки промышленных технагеншх пролукто^ На кА
бораторном и промышленном уровне доказаны преимущества
па?уп?яГ5л5^ТЫМ ком5онентом наД традиционными^смесями в части снижения^
расхода топлива
на обжиг
клинкера в печах ^
сухого
способа
увеличения
активности
клинкера.
äuiu спосооа производства и

INTRODUCTION
Development and improvement of dry process production don’t elimi
nate the task of further Intensification of Portland cement clinker
burning processes at the expense of chemical engineering techniques.The
most perspective one is the use of industrial by-products and industrial
wastes in raw mix composition,Last years this problem acquires ecologi
cal essence not only in connection with environment pollution control,
but also with inevitable worsening of quarrying conditions and natural
raw materials quality accompanying cement production growth.

_ Long-term observation of high-capacity dry-process kilns operation
indicates the presence of at least three interrelated parameters,such
as kiln output»fuel consumption for clinker burning,and clinker strength
characteristics.These parameters can be significantly improved due to
raw mix mineral composition optimization.Two last parameters have been
accentuated in our investigations.Working hypothesis consists in obser
ving the principle of correspondence of Portland cement raw mix pyro
physical properties to clinker burning peculiarities in dry-process
kilns,in particular,to material heat processing in suspension prehea
ters. Laboratory complex investigations have shown that the most unfa
vourable raw mix component is high-aluminate clay - a wide-spread com
ponent in dry-process technology.Authors 1 early works carried out at
Lipetsk cement plant»where high-aluminate clay was substituted by gra
nulated blast-furnace slag,resulted in 5-8 MPa increase of Portland ce
ment clinker activity and 10-12 percent decrease of fuel consumption
for its burning.

,
Early appearance of melt due to presence of slag promotes integra
tion of mix particles into conglomerates,which results in improvement
of conditions for their chemical interaction in preparing zones and
clinker granules formation.At the same time»insignificant content of
fusing agents in raw mix composition and low probability of their con
tact with clinker intermediate phases limit possibilities of the method
indicated.Authors suppose that further development of this method is in
using complex compounds»added to a raw mix,on the basis of industrial
by-products capable of substitution for natural clay completely or as
maximally as possible.

EXPERIMENTAL
, Considering that industrial by-products percentage in raw mix com
position is high enough the decisive factor is the availability of main
Portland cement clinker oxides in the mix,otherwise there can arise
problems with clinker production of set composition.Thus the develop
ment of optimum complex compounds comes to a limited number of consti
tution diagrams•Undoubtedly,it is preferable to work with tetracompo—
nent constitution diagram Ca0-Al203-Si02-Fe203.However.now we have no
rather reliable data concerning This diagram for the whole ferric oxide
cross-sections range.A ame of compositions approaching Portland cement
clinker ones may be regarded as having been studied,but these composi
tions are characterized by high melting point,In this connection,analy
sis has been carried out on ternary constitution diagrams which made
calculation results conventional to some extent and required their cor
rection during experimental investigations on actual materials.
There have been investigated 17 kinds of industrial by-products

1
^ main groups according to the predominance at least of one
of oxides in them.It was foreseen that raw mix composition shouldn’t
contain two representatives of one group.Thus maximum quantity of in^"Products was limited to four ones but in most cases we have
received results with a ternary additive.

■рал+^^,^еГя^Гет'^1ПпП?^ investigations taking into account technological
?»m^OrS Tnd с^1си1а^1Оп results of raw mixes with CaCO^ basic carbonate
component we have chosen 6 kinds of wide-spread industrial by-products
namely granulated blast-furnace slags (GBFS),ash-slag wastes (ASW),coal
?rq^afa^1On w^at®s (CPW) ,worked-out moulding sands (WS) »converter slags
luoj and ore dust (OD),
. Experimental investigations for selection of the most fusible ad
ditives were based on the experiment specially developed by the authors
(simplex planning) and simplified but rather reliable technique for ref
ractoriness determination of compositions to be investigated.This tech
nique allows fixing both the temperature of samples softening beginning,
that is characterized by appearance of drop melts,and evaluation of
their viscosity.These data are of great importance in connection with
the concept being developed and concerning the influence of raw mix py
rophysical properties on clinker formation process.

Authors have received results of experimental determination for
?^"ns P°ints of boundary compositions of the matrix.With their help
22^m?ary diagrams of refractoriness and 10 ternary ones have been plot
ted.These diagrams are universal and can be used for any raw situation
regardless carbonate component chemical composition.
Mathematical analysis allowed us in each diagram to determine zones
of compositions where melt appeared at 1160-1180 °C.In a number of cases
zones of minimum melting points adjoin the GBFS-ASW binary system.The
availability of the minimum in this diagram agrees well with analysis
data of CaO-AlgO^-SiOp ternary constitution diagram where the line,con
necting these products compositions,passes through the invariant point.
In diagrams with GBFS and ASW there are wide-spread compositions zones
where melt appeares at temperature lower than 1200 °C.Smooth character
of melting point change is of great importance for providing for control
lability of preparing raw mix of preset chemical composition.
There are such zones of optimum compositions practically in all
diagrams investigated.Not analysing all refractoriness diagrams plotted,
which is the theme of a separate work,it is possible to conclude that
the aim of development of chemical engineering techniques for burning
process intensification can be achieved on the basis of artificial clayish component manufacture from industrial by-products.
J
The advantage of such raw mixes over conventional ones was fixed
while investigating kinetics of free calciumoxide combining.Reacting
capacity of model mixes on the basis of industrial by-products optimum
compounds which completely substitute for clayish component is higher in
the whole temperature range.Especially this is revealed at 1450 °C.The
most advantageous results have been received using GBFS,ASW,OS and CPW.

Authors have the experience of commercial checking the method deve
loped for clinker burning intensification in 5m and 7m dia. dry-process

kilns<Complex additive on the basis of GBFS—ASW—OD industrial by—pro—
duets was prepared at Rezina cement plant.lt allowed complete exception
of high—aluminate clay from the use and half cutting ordinary clay use
*
Long-term commercial tests have shown the highest values for Portland
cement clinker activity and kiln output in cement industry.During tests
a decrease in equivalent fuel consumption for 1 t clinker burning
amounted 18—25 kg and sometimes 30 kg.In some periods of time heat con
sumption reached 3,250-3,300 kJ/kg of clinker.
During the tests carried out at Lipetsk cement plant the clayish
component was completely substituted by GBFS-ASW-CS complex compound
of industrial by—products«In this case a decrease in fuel consumption
was somewhat lower because the standard mix.which was burned,contained
granulated blast-furnace slag.Equivalent fuel consumption reached 112k£
per 1 t of clinker.

,
The fact that in all cases at carrying out industrial investiga
tions there is observed improvement of quality indicies of Portland
cement clinker,is quite important.The content of dust fractions (less
than 1 mm) in clinker has more than twice reduced. The size of alit
crystals in the main mass has reduced from 40-70 mkm to 10-30 mkm. In
some periods of time this has provided for the clinker activity in
crease by 5-10 MPa.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
• 4-v The i^ves'tiSa'tions carried out have shown that the trend connected
with use of complex compositions of industrial by-products introduced
into raw mix composition as clayish component,at dry process of cement
production,are perspective.In the institute "Yuzhgiprocement" this work
finds its reflection in introducing results received into new cement "
plants designs.
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Recently in development of the cement production in the USSR and
abroad the use of various non-traditional raw by-materials is of great
importance.
.
This work adduces data on an impact of a non-traditional-raw mate
rial, the over-burden rock ef coal mining - secondary kaolin clays - aq
the alumosilicate part of the raw mixture, on the formation and proper
ties of clinker. The examinations proved that the reactions of mineral
formation of clinker ran faster in such mixture, a compared to a raw
mixture of a traditional natural raw material. The amorphous substance,
being in metastabile state and formed after dehydratation and a failure
of the crystallic lattice of the mineral of Kaolinite, is of the highest
capability for Interacting with calcium carbonate, intensifying its dis
sociation and facilitating the processes of formation of silicates, alu
minates, alumoferrites and calcium ferrites.

В работе приводятся данные о влиянии нетрадиционного

сырья, вок-

putiiuri пород угледобычи-вторичных тсаолиновпх глин в качестве алпмосиликатноб части сырьевой сноси, ла фортлиропанле и свойства клинкера. Как
показали исслодопаятя, рзякции кзшоралообразовання клинкера в такой
снеси протокалт бчстр-эз, чом при стзрьэвои стисл из традиционного при
родного сырья. Нзходяиюеся в мстастабильноти состоянии атюрфное вещест
во, образовавщееся после дегидратацтш и разру/генля кристаллической ре
шетки х.шлоралов каолинита, обладает наивнсикй способностью к взаиглодействи'о с карбопатош кальция, пнтенсифицдруя его днссоцацию и облегчая
процессы образования силикатов, аллчшатов, алюглоф)ерритов и ферритов
кальция.

It is known that in the Middle Asia limestone and loess loam is
mainly used as a traditional material for production of clinker, «nd py
rite cinder is used as the correcting addition.
Recently in development of the cement production in the USSR and
abroad the use of various non-traditional raw by-materials is great
importance.

The physical and chemical-processes, available in firing the ce
ment clinker, greatly depend on chemical-mineralogical and substance

composition of raw constituents and mixtures, as well as on used by-pro
ducts and industrial waste ( 1-4 ).
The dissociation reactions, taking place during temperature trans
formations, the dehydratation ones, accompanied with a change of the in
ner structure and the chemical relation of a material as well as a fai
lure of the crj. stallic lattices of minerals and an amorphization of the

substance are of a particular importance in the revealing of reactivity
of a raw- mixture.

Kinetics of-the reaction of dissociation of calcium carbonates,
which are the basic source of calcium oxide in a raw mixture, mainly de

pends on their form, a structure of minerals, a crystallinity, a dispersivity of the crystals as well as on an availability of admixtures in the
form, of solid solutions. This substantially impacts on temperature limits
of dissociation of carbonates and on formation of CaO in the most active
state.
reactivity of a raw mixture also depends on structure and ther
mal strength of the crystal lattice of argillaceous, alumosilicate and
by- raw constituents.
к

The data on an impact of the non-traditional raw material - the
over-burden rocks of coal mining ( secondary kaolin clays ) as the alumosilicato part of a raw mixture on the formation and properties of clin
ker are adduced in the work. Samples of kaolin clays from various bays,
benches and stakes of the coal stripping "Angrensky" ware taken for an
examination of the- -secondary kaolin clays and a determination of the pos
sibility of their use as the raw constituents in production of cement.

petrographic analysis of the kaolin clay indicated that the rock
consisted of a rather fine-disperse constituent ( mainly kaolinite with
a small admixture of the minerals of the group of hydrous micas and gal
lauzite. the argillaceous fraction contained approximately 86% of kaoli—
nate and 14% of hydrous mica. The aleurite admixture made not more than
Jzc
2and consisted of quartz grains, having maximal size 0.05 mm. The
highly-disperse argillaceous particles sized 0.0005 mm and the dustoua
ones - О.ОО5-О.О5 mm.
a

After an examination of the granulometric composition of the loess
loam and the kaolin clays it has been determined that the concentration
of the fractions sized less than 0.001 mm in the kaolin clay v/as three
times as more than in the loess loam, that is, particles of argillaceous
minerals were of a greater fineness in the active state than in the loess
loam. The concentration of undesirable large particles ( 0.05-0.5 mm )
was lower. This feature contributes to its value when using them as a raw
constituent. Hence, the addition of the non-traditional raw material kaolin clay - caused the enriching and an even distribution of fine frac
tions ip the whole mass of raw mixtures. This fact, in its turn, facilitatesthoe proceeding of an interaction of oxides at relatively low tem
perature.
Data of a thermographical analysis of the kaolin clays indicated a
presence of kaolinite in them, which is characterized by the endothermal
О
effect at 450-580 C, caused by dehydratation of kaolinite.
The process of dehydration of kaolinite during firing took place
slowly and ended at the temperature 700-800° C. The exotermal effect st
the temperature 990-1100° C and higher characterized the proceeding of a
discomposition of kaolinite to metokaolinite and the beginning of the for
mation of mullite,at later under an increase of the temperature, to sepa
rate oxides AI^O^ and SiOg, which were in a more active form. The oxides
accelerated the mineral-formation processes at low temperature, interac
ting with the constituents of fired material ( 4,5,6).
At roentgenograms of the kaolin clays diffraction maximums, peculiar

to kaolinite - d = 4.43; 2.58; 1.49 A and quartz - d = 4.27; 3.35; 2.45;
О
2.23; 2.13; 1.98; 1.81; 1.66 and 1.54 A could be observed.
A chemical composition of secondary kaolin clays are adduced in

Table 1.
Table 1. A chemical composition of the kaolin clays
Campling site

Calcination
losses

Concentration of oxides
Si02

AI^O^

Ре^От

CaO

3.91
2.63
1.35
0.96

0.56
1.45
0.34

0.48
0. 68
0-52

0.73
0.95
0.16

0.08
0.08

ü20

( % )
Bench 6,stake 11 10.80
Bepch 7,stake 12 11.48

Bench 7,stake 11 12.51
Bench 8,stake 11 10.82
Bench 9#st-s 4-5 1Ö.20

Bench 10,stake 6 10.10

51.84 29.20
50.66 30.91
55.70 25.71
59.28 27.30
61.51 26. 20
61.59 25.38

0.72

1.01

0.33

0. 64
1.13
0.71
0.64
0.92
0. 86

The table showes that kaolin clays, sampled, in various sites, dif
fer by concentration of SiO2, AI^, GaO and Fe^. The chemical compo
sition varied in the following limits: ( mass % ) SiOg = 50.7-61.6;
AI2O3=25.4-31.0; Fe^yzQ. 72-3. 91; CaO = 1.16-1.45.
’

Limestone, loess and cinders were used for the examinations" ( the
materials were in use at the "Akhangarantsement" production association)-.
A chemical composition of testing materials is adduced in Table 2.
The data in Table 2 show that the loess loams were heterogenous by
concentration of Ы102, AI203 and much RgO.
Table 2. A chemical composition of raw constituents.
Constituents

Limestone
Looss
Cinders

Calcination lo
sses (%)

41.22
13.23
2.28

Concentration of oxides ( % )
S iO 2

AI2O3

3.39 1.37
51.59 12.03
3.10 1.21

F e'20"3
1.59
1.07
77.41

CäÖ

MgÖ

SC^

52.54 0.32 0.16
12.17 2.40 3.84
2.97 1.52 0.46

—
—

4..51

Mesh analyses of the loess indicated that tho rosidual in the mesh
( 900 holes/cm ) -fluctuated w'ithin 0.30-6.0 %, and in some samples
( sandstons ) the figure reached 40-50%, and the fraction ( 0.01 mm )
equalled 51.28%. The loess contained a great amount of large inclusions
which exceeded the tolerance limits by the grammlometric composition. A
partial substitution of the loess to the non—traditional raw material —
secondary kaolin clays, has been considered for an ehhancement of quali
ty of the argillaceous constituent.
By data of the chemical analysis three- and four-constituent mixtu

res were made, observing the following parametres SC = 0.90-0.93; n =
= 1.7b-2.19; p = 0.92-1.37. In the four-constituent raw mixture the loess
v<as by 25-60/0 substituted with kaolin clay. A substance composition and
modules of the raw mixtures are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. A substance composition of the raw mixtures
( mass % )

Samples

Composition of mixtures (%)
limestone
76.54
77.20
77.80

loess

kaolin

21.46
12.40
12.00

8-.40
8.20

76.00

17.50

И

Modules

SC

n

p

!-%o°o

2.00
2.00
2.00

i;§8

0.93
0.93
0.93

5.18
1.76
1.93

0.92
1.31
1.37

4.50

2.00

0.90

2.07

1.19

cinders

The raw mixtures were composed in accordance with the following
scheme: 2 and 6 with an addition of kaolin from the bay 6, 3 and 7 from
the bay 8, and 4 with an addition from the bay 9. All these mixtures we

re subject to full chemical analysis.
The prepared raw mixtures w'ere fired in a laboratory furnace with
platinum resistance. Kinetics of assimilation of lime was examihed at the
temperature range 1100-1450
C with a 30-minute standing.

The results of definition of the free lime indicated that all va
rieties of the kaolin clays contributed to an Increase In reactivity of
the raw mixture, beginning from 1200°C. At 1400° 0 the concentration of
the free lime made 0.2-1.0 %, and the check one -1.30 %. At 1450°C in
the kaolin-containing mixtures a full assimilation of lime took place.
An inerease in SC caused less difficulties, than an increase in the ar
gillaceous module. Henco, the positive influence of kaolin clay" assumea
an expediency of an introduction of 5-8% (mass) to the raw charge.
On the basis of laboratory examinations at the "Akhangarantsement”
production association industrial trials of the raw mixtures with a con
centration of the kaolin clays from 5 to 8% (mass) have been conducted:

A four-constituent charge with composition ( % mass ): limestone -76.82,
loess - 16.93, kaolin - 4.77 and pyrite cinders - 1.48, has been prepared.
The slurry was prepared without any change in production technology. The
obtained slurry was characterized by the following parametres: humidity:
42.40-44.60 %; titre : 76.15-77.25 %; SC : 0.92-0.93; n - 2.24-2.50;
p - 1.04-1.33.
'
*
Vvhen using the kaolin clays as a constituent of the raw mixture the
quantity of dust removal and cocnentration of carbonic acid in the off

gases did not change. A considerable improvement of formation and pre
servation of the coating in the zone sintering has been actually fixed.
The petrographic examinations of the clinkers of trial set at
gringed samples indicated a distinct crystallization of" the minerals.Ra
rely the crystals of alite with partial failures could be observed. Si

zes of alite ranged within 5-40 mcm, and belite - 5-30 mcm. The interme
diate phase had acicular and prismatic inclusions, as compared to ordi
nary clinkers.
By results of the chemical analysis of concentration of the free
lime in the sinters, the non-combined lime was present in the clinkers
in the quantity of 0.18-0.32
Examinations of industrially grinded ce
ments for a definition of the time of setting, fineness of grinding, spe
cific surface, the cone spread and strength of the samples in the age of
28
3days of hardening, have been conducted. The results are adduced in

the Table 4.
Table 4. The strength indicators of cements
Setting
beginning
2-35
3-05
3-10
2-25
2-35
2-45
3-25
3-15

(h-min)

Specific
surface

Cone
spread

end

bending
(cm /g)

3-45
4-25
4-15
4-25
4-15
4-20
4-45
4-25

Ultimate strength

3300
3050
3160
3010
2960
2880

ЗЮ0
2970

3

114
114
115
115
114
114
115
112

4.8
5.5
5.5
5.6
5.2
5.4
5.0
5.5

(

MPa )

compression
28

6.7
7.4
7.3
7.2
7.2
6.9
7.4
7.1

28

3

29.0
29.2
28.6
30.5
28.2
30.9
29.1
28.9

48.4
55.3
57.9
52.7
54.7
53.7
56.6
55.0

According to the data the specific surface of the kaolin—contai—
2 *
ning cements made 2380-3160 cm /g. The strength under compression for the
28th day of hardening equalled 52.7-57.9 MPa, that is the minimal mark
of the cements 11500". Samples from the chek cement under specific sur
face 3300 cm^/g had the strength 48.4 MPa. The cements by time of set
■

ting, fineness of grinding and an evenness of a change of the volume
corresponded to the requirements of the GOST ( all-union state standard )
Results of indistrial trials indicated a possibility of use of the
non-traditional raw material - oversanded high-disperse kaolin clays as a raw constituent in the firing of portland-cement clinker.
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STUDIES ON PRODUCING PORTLAND CEMENT WITH
TAILINGS OF MOLYBDENUM-IRON ORE
Pan YiZhou
Zhejiang Building Materials Scientific Research Institute
Hangzhou, P R CHINA

SUMMARY
The effect of molybdenum-iron ore tailings on producing portland cement and
been ^IdUd'b^ xiS
я' ?°1?Ь‘1Г"
Clinker
P’rticX h^e
Deen studied by XRD, SEM and chemical analysis.M0O3 can promote the combinatinn
"
*
=="
‘ clinker and this .„ be attributed to the change of the .e”
through reduction of viscosity and surface tension of the melt, and accelerating
indLat CsSf option. The distribution of molybdenum in various phases of clinker
indicates that it is mostly dissolved in the interstitial phase
and least in the
si icate phase. The amount of molybdenum dissolved
in alite
and
are
relatively close. But in interstitial phase, BolybdenuB may concentrate belite
in ferrite
phase.

Я1
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INTRODUCTION

The scope for utilizing tailings of minerals to produce Portland cement
has recently widened owing to the necessity to utilize wastes and exploit new raw
material resources. The tailings of molybdenum-iron ore in the Zhejiang province
in China are solid wasts discharged from dressing molybdenum concentrate and iron
concentrate, and consist mainly of silicon, iron, calcium and aluminium oxide and
various trace elements. If the tailings are used to produce cement,would the trace
elements (particularly molybdenum) present affect the clinker formation? Would the
molybdenum inhibit the formation of tricalcium silicate or change the mineral
composition in clinker? How does the molybdenum increase the free lime and
decrease the strength of clinker? These problems are not clear from already
published data(1-6). In order to investigate the mechanism of the influence of Ho
on clinker formation, we have carried out many studies on the properties and
mineral compositions of clinkers using XRD, microscopic techniques in the
laboratory. The results indicated the feasibility to produce common Portland
cement using tailings containing Ho which act as a mineralizer and could
substitute certain raw materials. Subsequently, further studies have been carried
out for understanding the role of the tailings in cement clinker formation
and determining the parameters for manufacture of cement, this was followed
by a trial industral manufacture in a cement plant.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials and Methods

Compositions of tailings of molybdenum-iron ore (Table 1)
Composition of tailings(X)
■. .......
1
1
1-------1
1
SiOl
CaO
TiOz 1
1 FetOs
1 AlzOs 1
1
1
I1
...
11
*24.501
1 tai legs I 0.304.00 1 37.00-44.00 1 15.00-19.00 1 6.00-8.501 0.50-1.00 1 21.00
1
1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
1_ _ _ _ _ _ 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1

Table 1
1
1
1 naie 1 Loss

1
"i
1
S0z 1
1------ ——1
*5.00
1
4.00-8.00 1 2.80
j
1
i

1
1

HgO

Spectral analysis of tailings of molybdenum-iron ore. (Table 2)

Table
1
r
1 Ba 1
iXxlO2!
)■
I1
1 1.5 1
1______ L

2
Be

1

Xx 101

<1

1
1

Unit: ppi
Spectral analysis of tailings
■
1
--------- r
1
Co 1 Y
Cu 1 Yb 1 Zn 1
Sn 1 Ga 1 Ni 1 Mo 1
XxlOl XxlOl XxlOi| XxlOl XxlOl XxlOl XxlOl XxlOl XxlO“ 1 XxlOl XxlOl
--------- 1
1 1.5 1
5
1 4
2 1 <1 1 <1 1 1.5 1 50 1 <1 11 20 1 <1 11 ______
L______ L-_____ 1
_____ L
J______ L-_____ L
1 ______ L

рь i

v i

Raw mixes for the experimental work were divided into two groups.In one group,
natural limestone,clay and iron powder were nixed with the appropriate amount of
MoOa or molybdenum concentrate. The other group was composed of 1imestone, clay
and the tailings of molybdenum-iron ore instead of iron powder and mineraliser.

Raw materials were ground into powder separately. The raw nixes were
proportioned according to the designed ingredients and nixed
throughly in a
honogenizer and made into cylinders 20nn in diameter and 30nn in height. After
drying, the samples were placed in refractory dishes in electric furnace and
preheated at the chosen temperature for a certain time interval and cooled in air.
Free line in the sintered samples was determined by using glycerin-alcohol

solution and Bineral coipositions were deteriined by XRD. Morphological features
and sizes of crystals and distribution of aolybdenua in the clinkers were observed
by reflected light microscopy and scanning electron microscopy.

Clinkers were fired at 1350°C for one hour and gypsum ( 3X w/w ) were
respectively ground in a ceramic mill for 40min. Keeping w/c 0.3 in all the cases,
the mortar compressive strengths were measured on 20x 20x 20mm specimens.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Effect of molybdenum on burnability of raw mix
Results of burnability of raw mix by adding molybdate in various proportions
are illustrated in Figure 1. The free lime of sintered samples in the presence
or absence of Mo are similar below 1200°C. At the burning temperature of 1200°C
the free lime content of the sinters containing Mo reduce remarkably and the
extent of reduction was inversely proportionate to the amount of Mo added. The
free lime of sinter in the absence of No decreases obviousily until the
temperature reaches at 1300°C and is higher than that of clinker with Mo in the
temperature range of 1200oC~1350°C.

900°C

1000°C
1100°C

1200°C
1300°C
1350°C
_t
-1
5

6

Fig.l Influence of MoOs on burnability of raw mix

In the absence of mineralizer the temperature of initial liquid fromation
when burning raw mix is 1260°C~1280aC
in most cases. At or above this
temperature, reaction in the solid-solid phase gets converted to solid-liquid or
liquid-liquid phase during the clinkering process, which significantly accelerates
the rate of transport of ions and favours absorption of the free line and
formation of CaS in cl inkerization process.
The above results indicated that addition of Mods was found quite effective
because it could lower the temperature of initial liquid formation during the
clinkering process, decrease the viscosity and surface tension of the liqiud phase
and improve the burnability of raw mixes.

2. Effect of MoOa on clinker Mineral coeposition
In order to investigate the action of И0О3 on Mineralogical coMpositlons
and size of crystals of the clinker phase, petrographic tests of clinkers
containing added M0O3 are carried out vis-a-vis control sanpies without M0O3.After
sinters are polished and etched with IXHNOs alcohol solution on its surface, there
Many tiny holes are observed on the surface of clinker in the absence of Mods
under reflected light Microscopy and the crystals of C3S are snail with irregular
shapes. But clinkers containing M0O3 have denser structure and are nainly Made
up of CsS with regular and plank-like shape and well forned crystals and also
contain a lot of white interstitial phases found in clinker sinultaneously.
Addition of M0O3 as observed fron the Mineral analysis has no adverse effects
on C3S fornation, and this has further been corroborated by XRD analysis of the
sane sanple.
1

There are quite a lot of differences between the XRD patterns of clinkers
with and without NoOa.The nain peaks of tricalciun silicate and dicalciun silicate
of clinker containing M0O3 rise obviously and the peaks of aluninoferrite rise
as well and turn to the direction of CeAaF. On the other hand, different peaks are
not found for the aluninate phase. It indicates that M0O3 dissolves in the
interstitial phase and the influence is nore pronounced on aluninoferrite. The
problen of whether Mo would cause the fornation of new ninerals'or not needs
further sthdy.

CaS

Co.

Si

1

Ljl..
AL 1 Mo
/aJ
Ca

CaS

Si
C<t
Lb:.

AL

Mo

■

Ca

Si Mo

INTERSTITIAL
PHASE

Co-

Fe

L_ALe
Fig.2

SEM photo and corresponding linear
energy spectrun

Fig.3

The point energy spectrun
curves of clinker with Mo

3. Distribution of lolybdenue in various phases of clinker

In order to investigate the solid-solubility and distribution of Mo in the
ainerals of clinkers, the saaples were subjected to SEN and EPMA (Fig2,3).It shows
significantly that curves of Si are higher in tricalciua silicate crystals and
lover in the interstitial phase. On the contrary, curves of Al show opposite
results. The curves of Mo are siailar to those of Al. It is further supported by
the point energy spectrua analysis that Mo is aainly dissolved in the interstitial
phase. The following qualitative and quantitative concepts are obtained in
aicro-area energy spectrua analysis and XRD. Mo exists in a relatively ainor
aaount and is siailar to the dissolved content of iron and aluaina in silicate,
and this is considered as a solid solution fora. There are siailar contents of
solid solution in dicalciua silicate and tricalciua silicate. However, anajor
part of the Mo dissolves in the interstitial phases and concentrates in the
aluainoferrite phase.

4. Eeffect of МоОз on the strength of clinker
Table 3 shows the results of clinker nortar strength tests. Conpared with
the clinker saaple without Mo, - saaples aixed with Mo exhibit better strength
increase at early ages (3 days) at 0.5~3 X МоОз addition. The strength of clinker
aixed with 2X МоОз reaches a aaxiaua and 0.5 X МоОз addition it) clinker is
considered as optiaua with high coapressive
strength aeasured at 28 days. The
strength of ceaent reduced aarkedly when MoOscontent exceeded this particular dose
in clinker. An increase in strength at early ages in the presence of МоОз nay be
attributed to Mo changing the characteristics of the seit at high tenperature and
accelerating the foraation of CsS at the saae tine. When the anounts of МоОз added
to the raw nixes are high ( > 2X ) adverse effects on the ultinate strength of
clinker are observed probably due to nodification of
the
aiuainoferrite
crystalline fora and foraation of a new aineral.
Table 3

Coapressive strengths of clinkers with different anounts of МоОз
I
1
I
1
Coapressive strengths. MPa
1
Dosage
1
1
28 days 1
1
7 days
1
1 3 days
1
(X)
I
j
______ -__ 1
i
57.05
i
i
30.30
80.91 1
1
0
82.73 1
1
65.16
1
1
35.34
1
0.5
80.02 1
1
55.73
1
1
37.52
1
2.0
67.27 1
1
58.21
1
1
35.11
1
3.0
1
I
1
1_____________ j

5. Eeffect of nolybdenun-iron ore tailings
Addition of nolybdenua-iron ore tailings or together with nineralizer provide
significantly inproves the burnability and clinker quälity.Burnabi1ity experiaents
of raw nixes perforned in presence of tailings of nolybdenua-iron ore and other
nineralizers prove the effect of coapound liner«lizers and tailings on the
clinkering of ceaent raw aixes to be in following order: fluorite
tai
*
1ings >
fluorite alone > tailings alone > no nineralizers. Fluorite and tailings in
coabination acts as a coiplex nineralizing agent, producing excellent results due
to coabination of CaFa with trace elenents ( such as aolybdenun in tailings ).
Thus a conposite nineralizer is forned which lowers the teaperature of phase
transition of solid-liquid phase and reduces the viscosity and surface tension
of the liquid phase during the clinkering process and accelerates the rate of ion
nobility in liquid and significantly increases the rate of CaS foraation.

In addition, chenical compounds of F'.S2”' form an intermediate transition
phase so as to improve the formation of alite and facilitate cl inkerization (7,8).

ы

ы
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Fig. 4 Influence of tailings on burnability of raw mix

6. Trial industrial production
Based on the results of our laboratory experiments, an industrial production
was carried out in two shaft kilns of a plant, for six months and excellent
results were obtained.

Parameters selected :

KH=0.93-0.97
N=2.0± 0.2
P=0.8~1.2

, To sum up , use of tailings in cement manufacture facilitates formation of
clinker. Its effect is obvious in improving early age as well as ultimate
strengths. It is found to markedly increase kiln output and quality of clinker
as manpower requirement has decreased by the improved working of kiln. An
increase in kiln output of mean 13.33% corresponded to the coal saving at mean
5.1% and free lime contents also decreased. Besides, raw mixes with the tailings
of molybdenum-iron ore are not only considered as a substitute for all ferrous
materials and parts of natural mineral of limestone and clay , but also acts as
mineralizers instead of mineral gypsum and it has showed significant effect on
the output, quality and cost of cement manufacture.

CONCLUSIONS

1.
МоОэ promotes the combination of cement clinker and this may be attributed
to the change of the melt properties through reduction of viscosity and suface
tension of the melt, and accelerating rate of CsS formation and increasing
absorption of free lime.
2.
The distribution of molybdenum in various phases of clinker indicates
that it is mostly dissolved in the interstitial phase and least in the silicate
phase. The amount of molybdenum dissolved in alite and belite are relatively
close. But in interstitial phase, molybdenum may concentrate in ferrite phase.

3.
The compressive strengths of the clinker are related to the proportion of
the MoOsaddition. Maximum of strength can be achieved when the level of molybdenum

is 0.5% in the clinker.
4.
The results of the industrial production experiments indicated that the
use of tailings of molybdenum-iron ore to produce Portland cement can not only
promote the burnability of raw meal and achieve fuel savings, but also improve
the formation of clinker and the quality of cement.
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EXPERIENCES IN USE OF INDUSTRIAL BY-PRODUCT SLUDGE
FOR CEMENT MANUFACTURE BY SOL-GEL TECHNOLOGY
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SUMMARY

Apart from the development of sol-gel technology for advanced materials (1-5),
it has also been studied in the system CaO - Al?03 - SiO? for production of super-white
cement in the R & D division of The Associated Cement4 Cos.Ltd.
As an extension to
the above, work was undertaken to study compatibility of various industrial by-product
sludges as one of the raw materials for low temperature cl inker!sation by sol-gel
technique.
The synthesis, the features of sol-gel technology developed and adopted, optimi
sation of process parameters have been discussed in the paper.
The characterisation
of gels, sintering characteristics, microstructural features of clinker obtained and
physical properties of cement produced are also highlighted.

INTRODUCTION
Studies carried out in the system CaO - Al?Oq - SiOo modified by fluorine have
established the technical feasibility of produciTig13 super White cement with very high
reflectance and high compressive strength levels by a sol-gel route at temperatures
of 1200°C, primarily in the chemical system CaO - Si02 - AlnOq containing fluoride
based mineraliser (6).
In order to improve the econdmic viability the use of by
product sludges as a source of lime and adopting an aqueous sol-gel route, has been
studied for the manufacture of conventional cement.
The present paper highlights
some of the salient findings of this investigations.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

fertilizer, paper and carbide industries were selecBy-product lime sludge from
I
characterised
for their physical and chemical properties.
ted.
The lime sludges were
Based on characteristics_ of the sludge, experiments were designed to optimize gel
The
typical
gel characteristics with various sludges and their
formation parameters.
"
.
utilization is indicated in Table-1.
The proportion of raw materials
and fluoride based min^raliser
Typical Gel Characteristics
was designed to achieve targeted
■
Fertiliser Paper Carbide sinter composition, in the case
of raw mix with paper and ferti
255
190
150
Solid Content (g/D
lizer
sludges
hydrated
lima
2750
2800
2700
Viscosity(c.p ) of Gel
was
used
as
corrective.
The
Acid catalyst (g mol/L of gel) 0.003 0.003 0.003
procedure used for gel prepara
2
3
3
Gelation time (hrs)
tion is as follows:
11.5
12
11
pH of Gel
78
37
30
% of Sludge
Nitric acid (1:1) was added to
TABLE - I

of dilute solution
a mixture of desired composition
,
.
. of silica-sol, aluminium nitrate
mixture
and fluoride based mineraliser under constant stirring. To the above reaction
,
lime sludge and hydrated lime (corrective) was added and the mixture stirred fo^r 2-3
hours.
The gel so obtained was dried in an oven at temperature of 110-120,C for a
period of 10-12 hours. The dried gels were pelletised and sintered.
CHARACTERISATION OF MATERIALS
1)

Properties of Sludges
TABLE-II Physical and Chemical properties of Sludges
Physical Parameters

Chemical Parameters

Fertilizer

Specific gravity
Particle size (%)
45 microns
10 microns
drn microns
50

3.33

Paper
2.6

Fertilizer

Carbide
3.03

Si02

A12°3
90
47
11

98
77
5

98
65
6

CaÖ 3

MgO
s°3
Na30
KO
Fluoride
P2°5

Paper

Carbide

8.1

4.4

4.6

2.6
0.4
45.8
1.0
2.2

1.0
0.5
40.1
2.2
0.4

1.2
0.3
55.6

0.31
0.12
0.6
0.6

0.49
0.05
0.05

0.2
0.6
' 0.01
0.01
0.05

38.3

50.7

37.4

2LIm puri - 3.9
ties

1.0

0.6

LOI

2)

Infrared Spectrophotometry

The infrared spectrophotometric studies were carried out for dried gels and IRspectra are given in Fig. 1(a), (b), (c).

4000

3000

2000

1000

cm"1

Fig.1 - IR Spectra of dried gel obtained from
a) Fertilizer b) Paper c) Carbide sludges

3)

Differential Thermal Analysis/Thermo Gravimetric Analysis

The differential thermal analysis (DTA) and thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA)
of dried gel sample was carried out on a Mettler Thermoanalyser in a nitrogen atmos
phere at a flow rate of 40 ml/min and heating rate of 8°C/min from room temperature
to 14O0°C.

4)

Scanning Electron Microscopy

The gel was dried at 110-120°C and characterisation was carried out of the dried
gel by Scanning Electron Microscopy and the photomicrographs are shown in plate 1, 2, 3 respectively.
SEM OF DRIED GELS

Chemical Analysis of Sinters

5)

The chemical composition of sintered products (1200-1225°C) is given in Table III
TABLE III

Chemical Composition of Sinters

Paper
%

Fertil izer
Io

MgO
Na?0
K?6

SO3
Fluoride
P2°5
f CaO
CaO/SiO2 (Molar)
2. Impurities

28.2
2.0
0.3
67.9
0.6
0.01
0.01
0.7
0.1
0.07
0.6
2.58
0.9

28.2
1.6
0.4
67.2
1.8
0.37
0.04
0.3
0.1
0.04
1.4
2.54
0.6

29.6
1.6
0.4
65.8
0.8
0.15
0.06
1.1
0.1
0.3

SiOo
?12n3
Cae§3

Carbide
%

1.0
2.38
1.8

Lime Combinability

6)

The lime combinability

the raw mix (dried gel) at 1200°C is given in Table IV.

TABLE IV - Lime Combinability at various Temperatures

Lime
Source

Free CaO at ?C
1200
1100
1000

Fertilizer
Paper
Carbide

11.9
13.8
6.5

7)

9.0
6.5
2.0

Phases found
at 1200.C

Lime
Combinability %
98.5
97.9
99.1

1.0
1.4
0.6

CqS,
CoS,
C^S,

J3 CjS,
ß C«S,
ß C^S,

CoA
CnA
C3A

X-Ray Diffraction

The X-Ray diffraction patterns of various phases was obtained by a SIEMENS х~КаУ
Diffractometer using Cu-Ke
*
radiation and scanning range 15-60
(2-6-). Fig.2. The
XRD scan carried out between 51-52° (2-6-) are depicted in Fig.3.

2»

Fiq.Za) XRD Pattern of
Fertilizer Sludge Sinter

60

20'

26Fig.2a) XRD Pattern of
Paper Sludge Sinter

60

2fr

20

Fig.2 c) XRD Pattern of Carbide
Sludge Sinter

8)

60
Fig.3 XRD scan 51-52° (2-Ö-)
a) Fertilizer Sludge Sinter
b) Paper Sludge Sinter
c) Carbide Sludge Sinter

Scanning Electron Microscopy

Microstructural features of sinters were obtained by Scanning Electron Microscopy.
Plate 4, 5 and 6 illustrate the microstructure of sinters of fertilizer, paper and
carbide sludge respectively.
SEM OF SINTERS

Plate - 4
With Fertilizer Sludge

"Э)

Plate -- 5
With Paper Sludge

Plate - 6
With Carbide Sludge

Physical Testing of Cements

The cement obtained by intergrinding of sinters and required quantities of gypsum
to control SOo levels, was evaluated for physical properties in accordance with- the
relevant Indian Standard Test procedures. The results are given in Table-V.

TABLE-V

Physical Properties of Cement
Fertil izer

Specific Surface (cm^/g)

Standard consistency (%)
Setting Time (Min)
Initial
Final .
Expansion (Soundness)
Le-Chatelier (mm)
Autoclave (%) 2
Comp.strength (kg/cm^) (1:3 Mortar, 27“C)
1 day
. 3 days
7 days
28 days

Paper

Carbide

4000
26.3

3800
27.3

4100
27.0

290
390

220
270

150
200

0.5
0.02

0.5
0.02

0.5
0.03

140
270
370
580

230
320
390
520

330
425
570
670

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The chemical composition of lime sludges (Table-II) indicates variations in the
lime content (74-89% on loss free basis) and total impurities (1.0-6.3% on loss free
basis). The fertilizer sludge was coarser than the other two sludges viz. paper and
carbide.
The rheological studies of various gels indicate that to maintain same viscosity
ä 2750 cp) the solids content of gels varied from 150-255 g/L and gel formation time
was less in the case of raw mix with carbide sludge (2 hrs) as against the fertilizer
and paper sludge (3 hrs).
These features show that physical properties (Table-II)
of the sludges have a strong influence on the gel parameters. (Table-I).

(

The infrared spectra of gels Fig.l (a,b,c) indicate absorptions due to Si-0,
N-o, H-O-H, moisture in gel and OH in silicate system.
The DTA/TGA studies indicate an endotherm coupled with loss of uncombined gel
moisture at 100-140°C and another endotherm at 380-400°C coupled with dehydroxylation
reaction. Beyond 800°C, initiation of phase formation was observed.

The characterisation of gels obtained from these sludges by SEM (Plates 1, 2, 3)
reveal the differences in particle size and agglomeration tendencies.
The particle
size tends to be coarser with gels of paper and fertilizer sludges, while carbide sludge
gel shows the finest particle size.
The chemical composition of sinters (Table-Ill) shows the molar CaO/SiOo ratio
during these experiments was in the range of 2.38 to 2.58 and the total impurities
in the range of 0.6 to 1.8%.
In conventional cement the molar Ca0/S102 ratio is gene
rally maintained in the range of 2.8 to 3.0.
The lime combinability at 1200°C (Table-IV) was observed to be 98% in the case
of paper and fertilizer sludge sinters and in the case of carbide sludge sinter, it
was 99%.
Generally for conventional cement raw mix at 1200’C this value is around
75-80%. This indicates an enormous improvement in lime combinability by sol-gel process.

The corresponding X-Ray diffraction pattern for sinters at 1200 C show peaks in
the ranae exoected for CQS (Fig.2).
The X-ray scans (Fig.3) indicate the predominant
Sresence of monoclinic fo?m in the case of carbide sludge sinter; in paper sludge sinter,

the monoclinic form was predominent with minor triclinic, whereas in fertilizer sludge
sinter the triclinic for was predominent.
The patterns further indicate that the
cr?sUlUnity of carbiie sludge sinter to be the best followed by paper and fertilizer
sludge sinters.

The SEM photomicrographs of sinters obtained by using fertilizer, paper and. carbide
sludge (Plate 4,5, 6) respectively reveal the distinct difference in the morphology,
crystallinity and phase composition.
The carbide sinters are coarsely crystallined
with hexagonal and prismatic platelets of C3S.
Compared to this the fertilizer sinter
show less CgS but well developed rounded to sub-rounded C-S. The phase composition
of paper sinter reveal a mixture of both the silicates with Fess well developed morpho
logy as compared to the earlier two sinters.

The physical properties of the cement produced from these sinters and tested as
per the relevant Indian Standard Test procedure given in TabLe-IV, indicate excellent
early age strength for carbide sludge sinter (l?day 330 kg/cnr and 3 Jay 425 kg/cnr),
followed by paper sludge sinter (1 day 230 kg/cnF and 3 days 320 kg/cmz) and fertilizer
sludge sinter (1 day 140 kg/cnr and 3 days 270 kg/cnr). The later age strength develop
ment (28 days) is best in fertilizer sinters, followed by paper and carbide.
The lime
combinability as well as the extent of phase formation of sinter discussed earlier
is also in agreement with the above observed hydraulic characteristics.
CONCLUSION

Based on the various investigations carried out on the utilisation of by-product
lime sludge for manufacture of cement by sol-gel technology, the following conclusions
can be drawn.

1)

Physico-chemical characteristics of lime sludge influence the process parameters
as well as quality of cement produced.

2)

The study also indicates that it is possible to manufacture a satisfactory quality
cement at as low as 1200°C by sol-gel technique.

3)

Sol-gel technology can be successfully adopted for incorporation of by-product
wastes such as lime sludge produced by fertilizer, paper and carbide industries,
for the manufacture of cement.
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ABSTRACT

Mineralizers are commonly used in cement industry to accelerate the clinkering
reactions, lower the burning zone temperature and
to save energy. Because
the
pyroprocessing
uses about 80 % of the total energy requirement, the role
of
mineralizers and
specially calcium fluoride (CaF2) in clinker mineral formation
has received considerable experimental attention.

The impact of the fluorine on the total thermal efficiency can be easily evaluated
дГ industrial scale ; it is due to the lowering of the burning zone temperature
which indirectly diminishes the heat loss through the walls,
The distribution of the theoretical heat inside the kiln can be approached by the
mean of isothermal high temperature microcalorimeter. This technique, associated
with high temperature X ray diffraction and electron microscopy allows, a precise
measurement of the enthalpy of reactions as a function of the temperature during
the overall process.

The use of calcium fluoride and chloride is shown to accelerate the formation of
the bellte and to modify the position in the kiln of the exothermal effect during
its formation.

RESUME

Les mineralisateurs sont utilises habituellement dans 1'Industrie cimentiere pour
accelSrer les reactions de clink^risation, abaisser la temperature de la zone de
cuisson et 6conomiser l'energie. Le röle des mineralisateurs et en particulier la
fluorine (CaF,) a fait 1'objet de nombreuses recherches parce que, dans la chaine
de production la cuisson est le proc6d6 le plus gros consommateur d'Energie (80%
de 1'Energie totale).

L'impact de la fluorine sur l'efficacitö totale du
processus de cuisson peut
facilement §tre ävalue ä 1'Schelle industrielle : 11 est dü ä 1'abaissement de la
temperature dans la zone de cuisson, ce qui indirec.tement diminue la chaleur
perdue par les parois.

La repartition de la chaleur th6orique ä I'interieur du four peut §tre mesuree au mqyen d'un
microcalorimetre haute temperature. Cette technique, associee ä une diffraction X
haute temperature et un microscope eiectronique permet une mesure precise de 1'aithalpre
des reactions en fcnctlcn de la temperature pendant la totalite du procede.
On montre dans cette etude que le chlorure et fluorure de calcium accei6rent la
formation de la beiite et modifient dans le four, la position du d6gagement de
chaleur qui lui est associee.

1 - IHTRODUCTTOM
The effects of mineralizers such as calcium halogenides on the clinker
formation have been widely studied. We mention here the most recent or significant
references (1 to 6).
It is generally admitted that their use presents many advantages. They
facilitate the clinker formation by enhancing the quantity of liquid phase, in
crease the production and reduce the fuel consumption by decreasing the burning
temperature. In spite of these advantages, the mineralizers or fluxes are very
scarcely used industrially, except for alumina and iron oxides whose presence is
unavoidable in the raw material.
The reasons can be found in the economic balance between the cost of the
mineralizers and the thermal gain or in others factors occuring at large scale
(homogeneity of the addition, risk of volatilization and clogging, mechanical
properties of the cement and so on . ..) . In this paper, we try to answer these
questions by an analysis of the thermal distribution in the kiln for a fluorine
containing raw meal.

2 - EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
In a first step we have analysed the enthalpy of formation of the main clinker
compounds (C2S and C3S) . Pure silica, calcium carbonate and calcium fluoride
(ANALAR graded are used as starting materials, in the right proportions to obtain
di and tricalcium silicate. In a second step,we have used an industrial clinker
whose chemical analysis of the raw meal is given in the table 1.

TABLE 1

Chemical composition of the industrial raw meal

SiO2

A12O3

Fe2O3

CaO

MgO

K2O

UDI

MS

A/F

13,9

3,64

1,62

43,22

0,78

0,25

35,9

2,65

2,24

The quantity of added fluorine (CaF2) is calculated to obtain, after firing,
1 % of CaF2 in the sample. This high quantity of mineralizer was chosen in order
to enhance the thermal phenomena. The enthalpy of the reaction is measured by the
drop technique in a multidetector high temperature calorimeter.
This equipment includes a furnace with carbon resistor and a cell with 56
thermocouples. The temperature of the kiln is fixed and the sample (a few mg)',
which initially is at room temperature, is dropped into the kiln. The cell
measures the heat exchanged by the sample to reach the defined temperature.

Drops of platinum samples are used to standardize the equipment. After this
measurement the sample is cooled, removed from the calorimeter and analysed,
following the classical techniques (free lime, X ray diffraction, selective
dissolution and SEM). Polished sections of the samples are coated with carbon and
examined by SEM (backscattered electron mode).

The analyse of the phases were made using a scanning electron microscope Jeol.
840 fitted with an energy dispersive X ray detector.
The excitation voltage is 15 KV and the analysis is calculated by the classical
ZAP procedure. From the phases analysis and the bulk composition of the clinker,
it is possible to calculate for each temperature, the percentage of phases which
are formed (7) and to relate it to the measured enthalpy. High temperature X ray
diffraction is used to follow continuously the sintering reaction up to 1200°.

3 - RESULTS
Formation of C2S

from

2 CaCO3 and SiO2 :

- The figure 1 shows the enthalpy of formation of C2S from a mixture of silica
and calcium carbonate without CaF2 (upper curve) and with CaF2 (bottom curve).
The first part of the curve a b, corresoonda to the enthalpy variation of calcium
carbonate and silica.

In the case of the standart sample (no CaF2) ,
and goes on until 1100°C (8) .

the decarbonation starts at 700°C

Simultaneously intermediate phases form (C3S2, CS) and it is difficult to separate
the exothermal ef-fect of the formation from the endothermal effect of the
decarbonation.

At /110Ci°C a small decrease in the curve (after the peak Pl) is attributed to C2S
formation. At higher temperature, the slope corresponds mainly to the enthalpy
variation of C2S. At 1450 °C the free lime in the sample is less than 1%
In the case of the raw mix containing fluorine,
decarbonation and C2S formation, compensate each other.

the

opposite

effects

of

The formation of C2S occurs early (after the peak P2) and goes on until 1150°C.
The total enthalpy“ at 1450°C, which corresponds to total :

- formation of C2S and decarbonation, is the same for both sample, proving that
CaF2 acts on the kinetics of the reaction of C^S formation and has no action on the
final thermal balance.

Formation of C3S from 3 CaCO3 + SiO2 :
- The figure 2 shows the enthalpy of formation of C3S from a mixture of silica
and calcium carbonate with and without CaF2. Until 1000°C, t;here are nc
significative difference between the curves.

At 1000°C, for the reference sample, we see an exothermal effect due to the
formation of C2S (peak Pl). When CaF2 is added, the exothermal peak corresponding
to the formation of CoS occurs early (after the peak P2) and is more important.
The two curves end up at the same enthalpy.
'
Industrial raw meal :
- The figure 3 shows the enthalpy of formation of C2S from an industrial raw
meal with and without CaF2.Without CaF2, the decarbonation start at 850°C and we
see a large endo-thermic effect which ends at 1100°C (9).

The exothermal effect Pl is attributed to the C2S formation. At higher
temperature, the slope of the line corresponds to the enthalpy of the clinker.
With CaF2, the decarbonation starts earlier, but the endothermic peak P2 is not as
high as for the standard and the exothermal effect corresponding to the C2S
formation occurs earlier.

At 1200°C the large endothermal effect is due to the formation of liquid phase.
From, the free lime analysis and the phases analysis by SEM, it is possible to
evaluate the percentage of phases formed at each temperature (7).
Table 2 gives these results.

*
: means traces.
Yes : means that the percentanges less than 5% and difficult to quantify.

FIGURE 1

TABLE 2

Burning
1000°C

Without

CaO
C2S
C3A
C11A7 CaF2
ferrite
MgO
MCAS
total
silicates

Burning Without

1200°C

turning
4 DO °C

CaF2
22,6
56,3
7,7

7,4
yes

49,2

CaF2

CaO
C2S
C3A
C11A7 CaF2
ferrite
MgO
MCAS
C3S
total
s i1icates
without

With CaF2
17,9
61,8

18,7
60
12,8

6
yes
yes
*

CaO
C2S
C3A
C11A7 CaF2
ferrite
MgO
MCAS
C3S

55,6

1100°C

8,4
8,8

59,9

With CaF2

CaF2

CaO
C2S
C3A
C11A7 CaF2
ferrite
MgO
MCAS
.
C3S
total
silicates

CaO
C2S
C3A
C11A7 CaF2
ferrite
MgO
MCAS
total
silicates

Burning

Burning
2,5
13,2
6,9
6,4

yes
69,7

78

1300°C

Without

CaF2

CaO
23,4
C2S
55,8
C3A
7,2
C11A7 CaF2
ferrite
7, 3
MgO
Уе5
MCAS
total
silicates 49,5
Without

CaF2

CaO
1
C2S
C3A
10
C11A7 CaF2
ferrite
7
MgO
MCAS
yes
C3S
81,3
total
silicates 77,3

With CaF2
CaO
C2S
C3A
C11A7 CaF2
ferrite
MgO
MCAS
C3S

11,6
34,5

7,9
8,1
уез
33,5
66,3

With CaF2

CaO
C2S
C3A
C11A7 CaF2
ferrite
MgO
MCAS
C3S

0,4
2,6
5,4
7,1
yes
yes
83,6

88,4

With CaF2

0,9
11
9,2
yes

78,7
66,9

CaO
C2S
C3A
C11A7 CaF2
ferrite
MgO
MCAS
C3S

0,8
2,4
6,9

10,4
yes
yes
79,3

75,2

Without CaF2, the C3S starts to form at 1250°C and at 1100°C with CaF2. In this
case, C^ZV; CaF2 forms instead of C3A at temperature up to 1300° and transforms intc
C3A at higher temperature.
MgO is found as periclase or as calcium silicate solid solution "54 CaO.16
S1O2 ,A12 O3. MgO (10) .
Although the quantity of alite in the mineralized sample, is higher than in the
standard sample, the belite in this latter case is hardly detectable at T°> 1300е
C, due probably to the phase composition.
The quantity of C3A is higher than the quantity of C11A7 CaF2 at
temperature. From 1300°C to 1400°C, the quantity of alite decreases and
transforms into C^A.

equal
CaF2

DISCUSSION :

The table 3 compares the calculated and experimental values of the enthalpy of
formation for CoS and C3S. The calculated values are based on the previously found
data for C2S and C3S : ДН 0,5 = -692 j/g and ДН C2S = -546 j/g. The experimental
values found by drop calorimetry are in good agreement with the calculation.
TABLE 3

Enthalpv
Heating from 25° to 650°
decarbonation
heating between 850° and 1100°
C2S formation
heating C2S from 1100° to 1450°
transformation into C3S
heatina C3S from 1300 to 1450
calculated
experimental

C2S
1 /a
1391
1968
344
- 633
456
0
0
3476
3637

C3S
1 /<1___
1456
2225
358
-516
177
146
175
4021
3997

The addition of fluoride does not change the theoretical formation of C2S and C3S
and modifies only slighltly the enthalpy distribution.

Attention must be paid to the early exothermal effect due to the C2S formation,
when the industrial burning process involves a preheater or a precalciner. When
the process leads to a burning at. the entrance of the kiln or inside the cyclones,
the presence of fluorine would lead to an increase of the quantity of liquid phase
and a risk of clogging or ring formation.
In figure 4, vie attempt to represent the distribution of
enthalpy, of the bellte percentage, for a raw meal with
fonction of the residence time in a kiln equipped with a
represents the residence time or the length of the kiln
arbitrary units.

the clinker formation
and without CaF2, as a
preheater. The X axis
and the Y axis is in
'

FIGURE 4

Preheater
1 mn

Calcination
30 mn

Transition
5 mn

Burning
10 mn

Cooling
25 mn

Concerning the effect of fluorine on the industrial raw meal, it is worth noting
that the total enthalpy of the clinker formation is not changed, but the
distribution is largely modified.
The fact that the change of the temperature of C2S formation is more important,
in the case of the clinker than in pure C2S, suggests that the fluorine acts
mainly by a modification of the liquid phase (in % and quality)
COfCLUSIONS :

In the case of pure C2S and C3S, the addition of calcium fluoride to the raw
mixture does not change the total enthalpy of formation of these compounds and
modifies only slightly its distribution.

In the case of industrial raw meal, the addition of calcium fluoride to the raw
meal, does not change the total enthalpy of formation of these compounds but
modifies its distribution by accelelating the C2S formation.
These phenomenum can be explained by an action of the fluorine on the liquid
phase occuring earlier.
The risk of clogging or ring formation by using fluorine in processes -involving
a rapid burning up to 900°C (preheater, precalciner) is not negligible.
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SINTERING MECHANISM OF PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER
WITH ENERGY-SAVING AND EARLY-STRENGTH
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SUMMARY

.

The cement clinker in the paper was formed by sintering at 1 25 0 — 1 35 0*C
from limestone, clay, gypsum and a calcium fluoride.
The sample has the
high-streng th,early-streng th and energy-saving property.High-temperature XRD and
KPMA (electron probe microanalysis) were used to study the sintering mechanism
of the cement clinker. The clinker contains a great deal of alite,some C4A3S and
a part of high-temperature burned gypsum. The results indicate that the CaF2 and
СаЗОд
have obvious mineralization properties during sintering process of
Portland cement с I inker.Three intermediate phases appeared during sintering
process of clinker.At 1100
*C
a liquid phase and alite crystal phase appeared.
The formation rule of СцАу.СаРг and С4Аз5 crystal phases during the sintering
process of clinker is analysed in the paper.
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1.INTRODUCTION
In
order
to
decrease energy loss during production
process
of
cenent, develop econoey efficiency and satisfy the needs for various special
projects,
the cenents with the property of energy-saving, early-strength and
high-strength have been the subject of a great deal of research. At present, in
order to gain the above properties,it is the most efficient method that
CaFgi SOg, mixed mineralizer is used during sintering process of cI inker. Thus, in
order to study and produce high-strength and saving-energy cement and control
the sintering technique of the clinker with mixed mineralizer, it is important to
know the formation process of the clinker mineral phase and the formation rule
of the phase with Alumina.G.K.Moir[1] reported that when temperature is higher
than 1350
*C
, with high-sulphur mixed mineralizer (CaSOj 6<И,СаРг 0. 5JH ) being
used, CgS,CgS and CjAF phases exist in the clinker and there is a little C4A3S
phase at 1300
C,but
*
СцАу • CaFg apears only as intermediate phase.Whereas Wang
Tiandi
[ 2]
gained the cement clinker whose mineral composition contains
C3S, CgS,C4AF, C4A3S and C11A7 • CaFg by means of low-temperature sintering with
mixed mineralizer CaF? and CaSOj. Fong Minfen [3] also studied the formation of
the mineral containing Alumina during sintering process of cement clinker with
F" and S and the action mechanism of mixed mineralizer,they thought that CaFg is
a kind of depressant to the formation of C3A and C^AgS.Xue jungan and Li Xiouyin
et al
[4] studied the formation rule of the clinker phase containing Alumina
with the addition of F" and S and thought that the clinker containing 2.5JHi SO3
is advantageous to the formation of C4A3S at 1250
*C
»nd is advantageous to
formation of C3A at 1300
0.
*

The new early-streng th cement clinker gained by us contains more than 65 %
C3S, 5-8JK
CjS and about SjNi (^AsS.When the clinker was used in industrial
production, its three days' strength sustains 43.O'- 50.OMPa and twenty eight
days'
strength is more than 65.OMPa. By means of adding a number of various
mixed materials to the clinker,the mixed material cement can be produced, with
saving-energy 15-25% than general cement. The composition of the cement clinker
is 60- 65% CaO, 18-22%SiO2, 3.0-6.5%А1гОз, 0-3. 5%РегОз, 0. 6—1. 7% CaF? and
2.5—1.0% SO3. in the paper,high-temperature XRD and EPMA were used to study the
sintering mechanism of the cement clinker.

2. EXPERIMENT AND MEASUREMENT
2.1 Sample preparation

The clinker used in the paper was prepared from industrial limestone,
clay, gypsum and A.R grade CaFj. Ground industrial raw meal was homogenized and
passed the sieves with sieve mesh 0.074mm.The results gained by chemical
analysis were shown in table 1.

Table 1. The chemical compositions of industrical raw meal

wt%

SiOa

R2O3

limistone

5.02

0.68

АЬОз

1.32

Ti(h

CaO

MgO

S03

—

51.29

0.62

—

40.61

99. И

9.32

91.55

28.17

99.47

clay

59.51

7.04

17.46

0.59

3.25

1.31

—

gypsum

7.34

0.61

1.91

—

30.24

0.56

31.51

L

E

The saaple compositions were shown in table 2. The powered sample with suit
able amountof water was pressed into 14X24X 1.5mm sheetlike sample.

Table 2. Raw meal and clinker compositions of the sample
raw meal compositions
limistone

76.00

clinker compositions

clay

gypsum

CaFg

CaO

SiOg

AlgQj

14.51

8.60

0.89

63.65

19.81

5.62

Fe20j

MgO

SQg

CaE

2.41

1.09

5.03

1.35

2.2 Measurement
High-temperature X-ray diffraction measurement was made by D/MAX-RB type
rotating target X-ray diffractometer with Japan CN2311B1 type high-temperature
device. Measurement condition was as follows.Cuka target,vol tage 50 KV, current
150mA,scan speed 10° /min,scan range 26=10—60° ,heatlng-up speed 10"C/uin and
soaking time 20 min under every measured temperature, measurements were made
respectially at room temper ature, 7 0 0'C» 8 00‘C , 9 00
C
*
, 1000’C, 1100"C and 1 200
C.
*

On the other hand,the raw meals in table 2 with suitable amount of water
were pressed into Ф 25X3nn sheetlike samples, then the sample was sintered In
high-temperature furnace with 30 min at 1300XJ. The heating-up speed was about
C/min.
*
10
The clinker was quenched by-air into room temperature,then was milled
into power which was used in general X-ray diffraction.
The general X-ray
diffraction data were obtained by HZG-ГС type X-ray diffractometer, with Сока
target, voltage 40kV,current 40mA,scan speed 10° /min.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 and fig.2 showed the X-ray diffraction figures of sample. And the
X-ray diffration figure of the sample obtained by sintering at *
1300
0
»ad then
quenching was shown in fig.3.

From the diffraction figures,it was known that al room temperature (17
0
*
)
the main crystal phases of raw meal were CaCOg, CaSOj • 2НгО, SiOg, muscovite and
CaFg. During the process of heating-up to 700
C,the
*
dehydration of dihydratlon
gypsum and the decomposition of clay mineral were finished.
The diffraction
figureat 700
*C
showedthenaincrystalphases in the sample were CaCOg, SiOg, CaSO«
and CaFg, At the sane tine,it was also known that CaCOg^ad begun to decompose, and
that the characteristic peaks of CaO appeared at 2.428A and 1.719Ä.

The high-temperature XRD figure at 800
*C
showed that a amount of CaCOg had
decomposed,the characteristic peaks of CaO were more outstanding,CaSO« and SlOg
were involved in sold phase reaction,therefore all their characteristic peaks
decreased.
at the moment several new phases appeared in the sample, they were
CgS •
CaC03( 3. 017, 2. 7 18, 2. 680, 2. 6 36A) , ß -CgS( 2. 888, 2. 784Ä) and
3CgS. 3CaS04 • CaFg(2.839, 2.804,2.718,2.636&).That was dlcalclum silicate and
other two intermediate phases had begun to appear at 800
C.
*

DTA data were obtained using Japan PTC-16A type DTA dlvice with heatlng-ap
spead 10'C/min. From those date it was known that CaCOg began to decompose at
672"C
,heat absorbing peak' s submit appeared at 792
*C
.
And decompostltion
reaction of CaCOghad been finished at 810
C.
*

The diffraction figure at 900"C
showed that both CaCOsand intermediate
phase CaS • CaCOghad disappeared at the
temperature.Then CaO became main crystal
phase,
on the other hand there were
3C2S. 3CaSO4 1 CaFa, ß -C2S, CaS04
and
SiOa
phases, and CnA? • CaFa phase
(2.674A) and C«AF phase (2.658A) also
appeared.

From the diffraction figure at
1000'C it wns known that the characte
ristic diffraction peaks of CaO phase
and SiOa phase decreased obviously,which
was because CaO and SiOa joined further
solid phase reaction and formed a 'i-CaS,
From the figure, it was known that the
diffraction peaks of CaSO4
and CaFa
also decreased rapidly, which might be
because a part of the two phases joined
the above reaction and existed in
dicalcium silicatein solid solution,and
a part of the two phases formed a little
liquid phase appearing at 1000'C.
The diffraction figure at 1100‘C
showed CaO phase decreased rapidly,
alarge amount of CaO joined reaction
process, so was the SlOgphase. Under the
temperature 3C2S • ЗСаЗОд• CaF2 and
СцА? • CaF2 disappeared at the sane
timeand suitable amount of liquid phase
appeared, while alite phase appeared
at the moment.

ЧОО’С

The diffraction peaks of 5 'i~C2S e
appeared at 2.761A,2.710A,2.210A,1. 981A
and 1.657Ä,the diffraction .peaks of
alite.phase appeared at 3.087A, 2. 784A,
2.784Ä, 2.633A and 1.771A.
The diffraction figure at 1200X3
showed the main crystal phases of the
sample Were a 'h-C2S and alite, at
the same tine there were also CaSO4
and C4AF crystal phases.At the monent
characteristic diffrac11 on #peak 0
С«Аз5 appeared
at
3.781A,which
showed that the W crystal phase had

(«^(26)
Fig •

1

X-ray diffraction figure
of the sample during
heating-up process

diffraction figures
whenlit was.
_ _ ___ of the sample
_
of°30'C/min
and
after
it
was_
cooled
cooled from 1200X2
*о 350X2 ^t the speed '
“
“
was
known
that
at
350X2
the
main
to room temperature. From the figures i
alite,
a 'h-C2S,
C4AF,
CaSO4
and
crystal
ph,S’’ 1V But^the increasing again of CaO diffraction peak resulted
f-roeS< IhV^dVconposVun ohf alite during the process of slowly cooling and

been formed between

recrystallization of CaO
not fully
joining reaction. The sanple having
been heated-up 1 200*C was quenched to
гоож temperature, its main crystal phases
were ali te, ß -CjS, a -CaS, C4AF, C4A3S, CaS04
andf-CaO.

Fig.3 was the XRD figures of the
sample which was socked 30 min at 1300‘C
and was quenched to room temperature by
air,then was measured by XRD. From above
analysis it was known that the sample was
domained by alite phase and there were
also
ß -CgS, C4AF C3A, CaSÜ4 and C4A3S
phase,but f-CaO was so little that it
can't be measured out.
The S and F elemental distributions
in clinker were measured by JCXA—733
type electron probe X-ray micro-analyzer.
The
experiment
condition
was
as
f 011 owsi vo I a t age 20 KV, current 2.0X10"8A.

Boot

17?

A cs

Ы
AK

„

to

20

40

6Ö

СиК^(26)
Fig.2 X-ray diffraction figure
of the Sample during
cooling process

*4 ncU, ,
40kV,40TAÄ

д
Q

д

Cofcx (29)
Fig.3 X-ray diffraction figure of the sample
sintering at 1300
*C
and then quenching
The S and F elemental characteristic X-ray intensity was measured by fixed
spot method and the results were compared with those gained by 10S calculating
number. The results were shown in table 3.

From table 3 it was known that F elemental concentration .distribution
almost was equal in C3S, CjS and intermediate phase.By the mineral content of
clinker it was known that in clinker about 70jK F element distributed in slliate
phases, the other F in intermediate phase.The SO3
content in cllker was
higher, table 3 showed that small amount of S element existed in C3S in solid

Table 3

F and S elemental characteristic X-ray intensity
measured by fixed spot electron probe

C3S
elernent

intermediate phase

C2S

1

2

3

1

2

-3

1

2

F

31

25

32

29

32

31

32

35

S

143

126

129

79 2

796

802

116 2

1312

3
38
1274

solution, S content was higher in CgS and it was the highest in intermediate
phase. By all the mineral content in clinker it was known that about 30M SO3
distributed in silcate phase and the other SO3 in intermediate phase.

From above analysis, it was known that in the sintering process of the
Portlant cement clinker with high sulphur nixed mineralizer, because of the
mineralization function of CaF? and CaSOj, СаСОз had begun to decompose before
7 00 ‘C. Intermediate phase CjS • СаСОз, ЗСгЗ« ЗСаЗО^ • CaFj and СцА? • CaFz
existed
in 800
-1100'C
*
,with temperature heating up they either decomposed or formed
liquid phase being advantageous to forming blite and alite phase. Because the
high-sulphur mixed mineralizer was used in sample,the liquid phase during the
sintering process of clinker early appeared at about 1100”C, which made that
alite had formed at 1100 "C .

During the sintering process of sample, the formation rule of early-strength
minerals СцАз • CaFjand C4A3S also had outstanding characteristics at about
900‘C
, high-activated CaFj reacted with CaO and AI2O3 in sample and formed
C11A7 • CaFg, making C3A not appear in the sample. With temperature heating up to
1100’C > C11A7 • СаРг reacted with CaO,SiОг, AI2O3 and СаЗОд and formed eutectic
liquid. With temperature heating up further,a great deal of alite arid blite were
formed, a large part of F ions in liquid phase decreased continously until a
certain extent, whether sample being heated-up continously or clinker being
cooled, it is not enough to form C11A7 • CaF,,whereas during the cooling process a
part of F
ions existed in intermediate phase in solid solution, which was
testified by EPMA. Thus during the sinkering process and after cooling above
1100'C
the samples didn't contain СцАз- СаРг mineral. From bove analysis, it
could be suggested that under the condition of low-temperature reduced under
burning, C,,A7 • CaF? the ear Iy-strength and quick-setting mineral was formed in
the clinker in which the mixed mineralizer was used.
Under the experiment condition,only when temperature heated-up to 1200'0
C4A3S mineral phase appeared. The formation of C4A3S phase didn't result from
the solid phase reaction between CaSO, and C3A, it was because that during
heating-up process the characteristic diffraction peak of C3A didn't appeared
in the X-ray diffraction figure. Whereas C3A in the clinker produced by
sintering at 1 3 0 0"C
then cooling was formed by liquid phase crystalization
during cooling process.it was because liquid phase composition varied with the
formation of alite and so on that C4A3S crystalized out gradually from liquid
phase. Because the system wasn't similar to those of the past reports,some point
of view in the paper was different from those of the past reports. Fong Xiuji et
al
[5] studied the formation rule of C4A3S phase in sulphoaluminate cement and

thought that C4A3S was formed by high-temperature reaction between CA and CaSO^.
I. V. Kravtenko
[6] thought that C4A3S was formed by the reaction of
that
C11A?, CaSOj and AI2O3. In the paper the formation temperature of C4A3S phase
was accordant with above reports. From above diffration figures it was known
that slow-cooling was advantageous to the crysta Iiza11 on of C4A3S
phase from
liquid phase,but was disadvantageous to the stability of alite phase, therefore
making free CaO add.

Alite phase appeared at 1100‘C,but until IZOO'C it became_main crystal phase,
thus the system clinker must be sintered above 1200
C,but
*
C4A3S early-strength
mineral decomposed above 1 3 5 0'C.Froii above analysis, it was known that suitable
sintering temperature range of the system clinker was from 1 25 0*C to 1 350X3.
4. CONCLUSION
.
.
.
( 1)
High-sulphur mixed mineralizer had obvious mineralization during
sintering process of Potlant cement c linker,which made liquid phase early
appeared at 1100'C
and alite phase crystalized out. The three intermediate
phases C2S • CaC03, 3C2S * 3CaSO4- CaF2 and СцА? • CaF2 appeared during the sample
sintering process.
( 2)
High-sulphur and low-alumina clinker was disadvantageous to the end
existence of СцАу- CaF2 phase, C11A7 • CaF2 only appeared in intermediate phase and
existed in the temperature range from 9 00’C to 1100X3. Under the condition of
low-temperature reduced under burning, it was known that forming CnA? • CaF2
was
easy in the cement clinker with mixed mineralizer. In the paper early-strength
mineral С4А3З resulted from the crystai 1zation of liquid phase in clinker above
1200X3 .
(3) Electron probe analysis showed that in clinker about 70?d
F element
distributed in silicate phase and the other F in intermediate phase,whereas about
30N SO3 distributed in silicate phase and the other SO3 in intermediate phase.
(4) High-temperature X-ray diffraction- analysis showed that sintering the
cement clinker above 1200'C was advantageous to forming alite and C4A3S
crystal phases in clinker. The suitable sintering temperature range for clinker
was from 1 250X3 to 1350ХЗ.
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ROLE OF MINERALIZERS IN ALITE FORMATION IN A
RICE HUSK ASH - СаСОз RAW MIX
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The influence of three oxide mineralizers, ZnO, CuO and MnOg on formation of alite
in a raw mix of CaCO^ and RHA (Rice Husk Ash) alone as well as in presence of added

C^AF (FegOg +

+ CaCOg) has been investigated. ZnO and MnOg in 1-2% dose and

CuO in only 0.5% dose can considerably improve alite formation. 1-2% addition of ZnO
lowers sintering temperature by 50-100°C. Alite formation is also Improved by addition of
C^AF composition to the neat raw meal as well as to those containing ZnO.
DTA suggests that the mineralizing ability of these oxides is not related to their
ability to lower the decomposition temperature of CaCO^. A reaction mechanism to explain

the role of the mineralizers on formation of C^S from C2S is proposed. It is suggested that
the reaction Is initiated by an attack of the mineralizer on SiO^ tetrahedron and proceeds

through formation of pentacoordinated Si with triangular bipyramidal structure.

Die einfluß

von drei Oxid Mineralisator ZnO, CuO and МПО2 auf die Formation von

Alite in einem grün mischung von CaCO^ and RHA (Reishulse Aschen) alien and auch mit
zusatllch C^AF (Ге2Оз+А12Оз+СаСОд) ist untergesucht. ZnO and МПО2 in einem Dosis von
1 bis 2% kann verbessern die Alite Formation. Bei einem eingabe von 1 bis 2% ZnO die
Sintertemperatur ist, in der höhe von 50 bis 100°C niedriger geworden. Die Alite Formation

hat auch sich verbessert bei einem eingabe von C^AF Komposation in einem saubere grün

mischung und auch in die mit ZnO.
Die DTA Scheines da$ die Mineralisierung fahigkelt der dieses Oxids ist unabhängig von
die Fahigkelt der dieses Oxids zum niedrigeren die CaCO^ Zersetzung temperatur. Ein

Reaktionmechanismus zum erklären die role der Mineralisator auf die C^S Formation von

C2S ist vorgeschlagen. Es ist schlagt vor da
von

die

die Reaktion ist eingeführt mit einem angriff

Mineralisator auf die SIO^ Tetrahedron and dann weitergeführt durch penta

coordinated S1 mit Dreieckig Doppel pyramlde Struktur blldung.
♦Present address: Chemistry Department, J.B. College, Jorhat-1 (Assam)

INTRODUCTION
Rice Husk Ash (RHA) contains chiefly silica in active form along with trace to small
quantities of carbon, Fe^, A12O3, CaO, MgO, K2O, P2O5 etc1-3. The pozzolanic character

of RHA was exploited by many workers for development of building materials4,5. The present
investigators indicated the potentiality of RHA as an argillaceous raw material for preparing

high quality portland cement also

. This investigation is a follow up of the earlier work

to look into the high temperature reaction between lime and RHA-Silica for making cement
with high alite content.

Raw-meal compositions to achieve very high quantity of alite can be computed in the

RHA-CaCOg system, but the synthesis, is fraught with difficulties due to inadequacy of the

liquid phase. High values of Lime-Saturation-Factor (LSF) and Silica-Ratio (SR) also create
disadvantages in achieving high alite content . Under these circumstances suitable minerali
zers and liquid forming agents are to be incorporated in the raw mix to improve the burn

ability. The present Investigation is carried out using three metal oxide mineralizers viz.CuO,

ZnO and MnO2. Iron-rich melt phases are more efficient in promoting assimilation of lime
and formation of C3S, the order being CgF/C^AF/CgA«^^1“10. Therefore efforts have
also been made to improve alite formation in the system by Increasing the quantity of C4AF

through incorporation of additional Fe2O3 and A12O3.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
RHA obtained by burning the husk in stack were pulverized to 90/M and mixed up with
laboratory grade CaCO3 powder to obtain a raw meal having the composition-LOI 38.17, S1O2
15.86, A12O3 0.225, CaCOg 44.535, MgO 0.406, K2O 0.407, Na2O trace, P2O5 0.186, percent

by weight. The Lime Saturation Factor (LSF), Silica Ratio (SR) and Alumina Modulas (AM)
of the mix corresponds to 99.33, 36.56 and 0.93 respectively. The liquid content of the mix
at 1400°C (calculated by Lea and Parker’s formula) was 2.28% and the potential phase com
position corresponds to C3S=92.25, C2S=0.578, CyA 0.279 and C4AF= 1.103 percent.

Reagent grade ZnO, MnO9 and CuO (obtained by thermal decomposition of Cu(NO„)„.
z
3 2
6H2O was mixed separately and intimately with different portions of raw meal. Calculated
quantities of Fe2O3, A12O3 and CaCO3 were mixed with different portions of the raw meal.
The mixtures as prepared were then placed in a steel mould and pellets were made by apply
ing (approx. 1 ton) pressure. The pellets were heated to the desired sintering temperature in

an electrical furnace with fast heating rate and maintained at the temperature for 30

minutes. The products were then allowed to cool (without quenching) Inside the furnace. The
free lime contents of the samples were determined by glycerol alcohol method. The phase
compositions were calculated by applying Nurse's formula^
,
*
designed for clinkers containing

P2°5RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The variation of alite content in samples doped with different mineralizers at 1350,
1400 and 1450°C temperatures are graphically depicted in Flg.l. The influence of additional

quantity of C^AF in the compositions is shown in Fig.2.
Fig. 1 reveals that the oxides under investigation can enhance the alite quantity to con

siderable content. With CuO mineralizer, the results follow an erratic trend at all the sinter

ing temperatures. High yield of alite is obtained with 0.5% addition, but the yield falls

abruptly with increase of the dose. Odler and Maula

earlier reported increase of mineraliz

ing activity of CuO up to 2.5% level of concentration. The difference is probably due to the

difference in the method of cooling. CuO probably destabilize^ the alite phase and therefore
when it is used as mineralizer the sintered products need be cooled rapidly. The alite con

tent increases at a parabolic rate with increase of ZnO dose. A reduction of the burning
temperature by 50 to 100°C is observed with 1.0-2.0% addition of ZnO. Tonak13 also observ
ed a reduction of calcination temperature by about 50°C by the addition of 1-2% ZnO to the

raw meal. The present system being liquid deficient, ZnO is acting both as mineralizer and
flux leading to higher activity.
МПО2 seems to act fairly at 1400 and 1450°C. An interesting observation is that with

1.0% MnO2a negative effect is seen when the sintering temperature is raised from 1400 to
1450°C. This suggests that MnO2 lowers the stability of the alite phase. Simple substitution

of Mn + for Si + and Mn2+ for Ca2+ and also formation of the compound 2 CaO. MnO2
which is poorer in lime are assumed to be the reasons of lower alite contents at higher tem
perature

. The rate of increase in alite content with increase in the dose is also not uni

form. Thus the mineralising ability of MnO2 is both temperature and quantity dependent, the
optimum dose being 1-2% and temperature 1400°C.
A parabolic rate of increase in
alite formation is observed (Fig.2)

with addition of C^AF composition

90

80

1,2,3 with MnO2 at 1400,1450,1350'C
5,6 with ZnO at 1400 and 1350 C
7,8,9 with CuO at 1350,1450, 1400 C

to the neat raw meal. An identica^rend with supplemented activity

is observed in raw-meal with 2.0%

ZnO. Above 70% alite is achieved
by the co-action of 2.0% ZnO and

1.0% C.AF. But addition of C.AF
4
4
composition to the raw meals con
taining 0.5% CuO and 2.0% MnO2
does not yield any positive result.

This is probably due to the desta

bilising action of the mineralizers
oa elite phase as mentioned earlier

Fig. 1. Vertirt* ef Cg6 семе* vrttt
■iemreKeer

Table 1 Samples Description for XRD

Sample/
curve

Mineralizer
Composition
*

1) 2% ZnO,

2.0% ZnO

77.76

2.

0.5% CuO

64.67

3.

2.0% MnO2

48.21

IV) Blank

III) 2.0% MnOo.

CgS(% by
wt)^ 1

1.

II) 0.5% CuO,

*A11 samples contain 4% C^AF and
burnt at 1400°C, *1 calculated.

The scanning XRD patterns in the
2 0 range 29-34° of three products

(compositions in Table 1) as recorded
with CuKJX-radiations ( /s =1.54 A°)
are shown in Fig. 3.

confirm the
3
presence of alite in the samples .
The

diffractograms

1

20

C4AF Composition ( wt. % )
1

---- -- Г---------------------- r

1
2
3
Fig.2. Variation of C3S content with
additional C4AF at 1400°C

4

Influence of the minerali

the

on

zers

decomposition

characteristics of CaCO^ was

investigated with the aid of

thermal analysis. The DTA
curves (600-1000°C) of raw
mix

as

reveal

presented
that

the

in

Fig.4

temperature

of onset of decarbonation
remains fixed at 700°C for
all

the

samples

except

for

the one withMnO2 (curve IV)
where it drops to 675°C. The

and

completion

decarbonation

endotherm

onset,

of

peak

for starting CaCOg appear
at 700, 920 and 950°C res

pectively (not
Fig). RHA

shown in the

lowers

the

peak

temperature of decarbonation
to 860°C (Curve I). A further

insignificant lowering is seen in samples containing ZnO and

МПО2

(curves

III,

the

IV)

temperature of completion of

decarbonation however remains fixed at 900°C. But in sample

withCuO, (curve I) the peak as well as the completion of
decarbonation

slightly

of

ability

mineralizing

to

higher

temperature.

different

oxides

is

shifts

The

therefore not

related to lowering of decomposition temperature of CaCO^.

In fact, it is more helpful to alite synthesis if nasent lime
can be made available at higher temperature for clinkerisation 15,16.

In

the

sample

decarbonation

containing

endotherm

(curve

ZnO+C^AF

remains

and

incomplete

II)

the

another

strong endotherm appears from 891°C due to liquid forma

tion. The finding is in conformity with published literature^
thatZnO lowers the liquid phase appearance temperature.

MECHANISM OF MINERALISATION
CyS

exists

in

dimeric

form

with

the

basic

unit

CaRSi9Oin in which deformed SiO. tetrahedra are linked
u L 1U
2^
together by triplet of Ca ion
. It is obvious that CaO

assimilated

convert

during

formation

of

CyS

from

C2S goes

to

the -O-Ca-O-linking chain between two Si atoms

into (O-Ca-)2_ and builds up CaO octahedra. It is proposed
that the process starts with an initial attack on the Si atom

(by mineralizer or oxide ion) raising the co-ordination number
of Si atom to 5 and converting the structure to triangular

bipyramidal. The -O-Ca group trans to the attacking group
then leaves with concomitant inversion of the structure to

tetrahedral. The active -O-Ca group liberated reacts with

free lime to produce columns of CaO octahedra. The scheme
of the reaction talking F.or O- as mineralizer is shown

Fig.4. DTA Curves of
raw mix

below:

Sometimes the changes of structure to triangular bipyramidal may not occur; with
some deformity the overall tetrahedral structure of the SiO^ may be retained. On elimina

tion of a -O-Ca-group Cis to the attacking group the structure may become a deformed
tetrahedron. Usually the reaction through triangular bipyramidal structure is faster than the
21
other type involving Cis elimination . During the course of reaction the mineralizer group
may again be set free by the attack of active -O-Ca-group allowing it to recycle many

times. Some mineralizer molecules/ion however may be retained in the silicate structure at

the end of the reaction. Formation of alite with random substitution of oxygen by fluorine
can thus be explained.

O-caTetrahedral

Triangular bipyramidel

Tetrahedral (Inverted)

Attack on the SiO4 tetrahedron may also be initiated by elemental (gaseous oxygen
or

fluorone

mineralizer)

generated by high

temperature redox reactions.

Mobilities int

gaseous state being higher than that in ions (compound) an enhanced rate of reaction Is

expected in such cases.
Any compound or group which can facilitate formation of penta co-ordinated silicon.

particularly with triangular bipyramidal structure can therefore act as a good mineralizer,
Species like F , О , 50^= etc. which act as mineralizer fall under the class of hard bases

and so can readily attack Si

, a hard acid.
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QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IN CLINKER USING
MINERALISERS/ACTIVATORS
A К Parashar, V К Mathur, Shree Gopal and S К Handoo
National Council for Cement and Building Materials
New Delhi, INDIA

SUMMARY

The paper presents case study of two cement plants facing quality
and operational problems resulting from poor granulometry, high fre e
lime and inversion of phases besides low output. A combination,of
mineralisers red mud and gypsum and in the second case MgO bearing
materials with blue dust (iron ore waste fines) have been used along„ith
the raw mix for improving the clinker quality and simultaneously
reducing the energy consumption. The combination of mineraliser
,
and SOo being available from waste byproduct red mud in presence of high
MgO concentration proved effective in increasing C3S content by
15
percent besides lowering formation temperature by around 100 C.
XRD and
optical/ electron microscopic studies reveal increased formation and
^proved crystal size and distribution in the clinker matnx which
resulted in substantially higher compressive strength in the resultant
clinkers.

INTRODUCTION
Utilisation of activators/mineralisers available as industrial
wastes or inferior materials in the clinkerization process not only
reduces the energy consumption and improves clinker quality but also
offers a fruitful solution for waste disposal as well as conservation of
high grade reserves of limestone. Among various factors for achieving
fuel economy in manufacture of portland cement, the role of mineralogi
cal composition of raw materials, fineness of the raw mix and its chemi
cal homogenity are well known and are also practiced to a good extent. A
new dimension in this field, which still awaits further detailed
investigation and application on industrial scale is the use of
mineraliser to induce changes in clinker minerals and its morphology.

Addition of mineralizers or fluxes to raw meal as a possible means
of energy conservation in cement manufacture is in principle well
established (1). While its practice is fairly extensive in economically
profitable situations, the application of mineralizer in this region is
still inhibited, not only on grounds of economic viability but presum
ably also on account of lack of complete perspective of its use. These
mineralisers are generally used at a low doses level either individually
or in combination with the raw meal.
The reaction effects of mineraliser are multifarious such as,
reducing in the decomposition temperature and accelerating the chemical
reaction, lowering the temperature of clinker formation, modifying
liquid properties, such as viscosity, surface tension etc.

The present paper deals with the use of mineralisers at the plant
scale. In first case (I) a combination of mineraliser comprising of red
mud - an industrial waste generated from the aluminium industry was
added with gypsum to raw meal and in the second case (II) a small dose
of dolomitic limestone along with blue dust was used to achieve above
desired benefits. The basic objective of conductiong these trials was to
make an analytical assessment of the trials with respect to existing
quality, optimum dose of additives, process parameters and properties of
resulting cement.
PLANT TRIAL

Case I :Dry process plant of 1200 TPD capacity equipped with
double stream Dopol suspension preheater with the following kiln dimen
sion was selected for the investigation : Length = 68 m, 0 = 4.2 m.
Inclination = 3% and Kiln (r.p.m) = 1-2.
The plant was facing problems in terms of both quality as well as
quantity of the product. Production was much below the rated capacity
and the quality of the clinker was poor. The chemical characteristics of
the existing raw meal, clinker and % phase composition as determined by
optical microscopy are presented in Table 1.
The clinker was characterized by high residual free lime and was
dusty due to inversion of (b-C2S to Y-C^S phase. The data provided by
the plant revealed that early compressive strength of the resultant
cement varied from 16.0-18.0 N/mm^ (3 days) to 22.0-25.0 N/mm^ (7 days)
at a fineness rx
* 3000 cm^/g (Blaine). The autoclave expansion was more
than 1%. Cements were tested as per 15:4031-1968.
In order to simulate almost plant conditions, experiments were
initiated on plant raw mixes with activators at laboratory scale.

CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RAW MEAL AND CLINKER

TABLE 1 :

<
u

О

Cm

1

CaO

A12O3

36.10

12.30

3.15

1.64

43.00

3.20

Clinker 0.80

23.80

7.00

3.10

60.80

4.20

C
M

Si°2

1

Сз5=22%

C2S=46%

SM

!

Raw
Meal

LSF

CaO^

MgO

LOI

Intersilitial=22%

-

2.20

1.09

2.57

0.79

2.36

CaOf= Free lime

Activators fluorogypsum, phosphogypsum and recI mud, were added in
varying amounts to arrive at optimum mix for the field trial. Amount or
F and POd3~in fluoro and phosphogypsum were rather low to contribut^
towards mineralising the reaction. It was therefore aimed to achieve the
desired mineralisation from S03 being available from gypsum and T1O2 +
f:,o' comwlatron as available’from red mud (2). Burnability ineestigations were carried out on the series of raw mixes with 6 and 7 percent
ash absorption levels so as to provide flexibility in coal quality.
Nodules prepared from mineralised raw mixes ground to 20 percent
residue on 90Pju were sintered in laboratory muffle furnace. Subsequent
to preliminary burnability investigations bulk clinkers were prepared at
Seir respecUve sintering temperature (Table 2). The clinkers prepared
were subjected to physico-chemical and mineralogical examinatio .
Cements were prepared by adding 5% gypsum (purity 70%).

TABLE 2

SI.No.

COMPOSITION AND PERFORMANCE OF CLINKER/CEMENT
MADE FROM MODIFIED RAW MIXES - LABORATORY STUDY

Raw mix
Composition

Series 1

6% Coal ash

RMP2
(1400°C)
RMP2R3
(1380°C)
RMR5
(1400°C)

Raw meal
+ 2% P
Raw meal
+ 2% P + 3%
Raw meal
+ 5% R

Series 2

7% Coal ash

RMF1
(1400°C)
RMF2
(1400°C)
RMF3
(1370°C)

Raw meal
+ 1% F
Raw meal
+ 2% F
Raw meal
+ 3% F

Clinker Phased
fPercent)
(Optical
Microscopy)

Physical Characteristics

Fineness

(cm2/g)

Compressive Strength
N/mm2
.
28 d
7d
3 d

51

34

15

2971

30.3

31.3

43.4

51

22

21

2976

23.2

32.4

42.7

50

34

14

2830

22.7

31.5

38.0

52

29

19

2900

36.8

38.8

46.0

46

36

18

3060

28.7

34.6

39.3

41

40

19

3100

33.6

38.6

50.3

P - Phosphogypsum
F - Fluorogypsum
R - Red Mud
CaO£ < 1% at sintering temperatures in series 1 and series 2

The major constituents of fluorogypsum and phosphogypsum are :CaO
(30.81%, 31.75%), S03 (44.07%, 44.37%), F (0.17%, ND) and P2O5 (0.07%,
0.68%) respectively.
The results indicate that activators individually or in combination
significantly improved the mineralogy and cementing behaviour (Table 2).
Addition of 3 percent fluorogypsum appeared to be the best in terms of
strength development, largely due to presence of S03 as mineralizer
(3,4). Alite content was found to be
> 40% in all cases and clinkers
showed no sign of inversion on aging.
Taking into account the above findings, economic viability of three
activators used and the need for overall improvement, combined activator
was used. Raw mix was proportioned as. Limestone: 97.0, Red Mud: 2.0 ^id
Gypsum:1.0 thereby replacing laterite, an expansive raw mix component
for the plant by the cheaper material, red mud. During the first phase
of the trial with modified raw mix, increase in degree of calcination
from
existing 36 percent to 43 percent (% LOI in kiln feed at IV
stage), rise in kiln shell temperature and erosion of kiln coating was
observed.

The rise in shell temperature was due to lack of control on feed
rate of coal and kiln feed. It mainly resulted due to excessive heat
input than required for clinkerisation reaction coupled with underfeed
ing of the kiln. Starvation of kiln under intense conditions led to such
abnormalities. These were however eliminated when better control on coal
and feed rate was exercised. Temperature of clinkerisation was brought
down from 1400-1450 to 1360 -1380°C. Improvement in degree of calcina
tion clearly emphasised the need to push more feed to the kiln thus
increasing the throughput. Dust generation was reduced from 23 g/Nm to
20.5 g/Nm3.

In the present case study, incorporation of
SO3 ('vO.5%) in combination with Т102 in raw meal
was found to sufficiently activate the raw mix;
improve the reaction kinetics and granulometry
since dusty clinker was no more formed. Raw meal
clinker linkage showed 7.5 percent ash absorp
tion as compared to about 9% that of the
existing clinker. Formation of alite increased
from 30 percent to 45 percent along with better
development and distribution of phases. XRD
analysis of clinker showed absence of T—C2S and
periclase Fig.l. Mineralising components, though
present in small quantities (Table 3), were
adequate to modify melt properties, MgO was
largely accommodated in clinker phases Fig. 2.
As presented in Table 3, cementing behaviour and
performance of resulting cement was remarkably Fig.l: XRD Patterns,
(a) Non-mineralized
improved with addition of activators.
(b) Mineralized Clinker
Case II :
The second field trial was undertaken at 2200 TPD dry
process kiln equipped with precalciner. Of late, the clinker produced
was reported to be inconsistant in quality (more free lime) and the
plant was facing problems of undesirable buildups in the close vicinity
of the burning zone. The average proportions of the raw materials before
the trial were limestone 83.0 percent, sweetner 15.0 percent, laterite
2.0 percent. The ultimate aim of the trial was to cut down the consump-

Fig.2s

(a)
.
Scanning Electron Micrographs of Plant Clinkers
(a) Without Activator (b) With Activators (Case I)

tion of high grade limestone, which besides being costly factor, was
also responsible for high free lime. High free lime, differential
burning and quality variation in the feed were causing undesirable
coating formation inside the kiln.
Based on above and laboratory investigations/ results and availabi
lity of raw materials, the raw mix was modified as per the proportions
limestone 88.0, dolomite 3.0, bluedust (Fe20g ^78%) 1.0 sweetner 8.0
percent. Clinker obtained with the above modified raw mix composition
was having free lime (< 1 percent) with well developed alite and bellte
grains. It has also been observed by Han et al (5) that appropriate
amount of MgO and Fe2O3 lowers the clinkering temperature and also , by
the addition of MgO, the alite gets converted into small faceted
crystals.
Mineralogical analysis of clinker from the above raw mixes
were performed using XRD analysis, optical and electron microscopy. The
diffraction and microscopic analysis show that well developed, crysta
lline growth with dominance of alite phase (> 50 percent). Very few
grains of free lime scattered throughout matrix were noticed (Fig.3).

Fig.3i

Scanning Electron Micrographs of Plant Clinkers
(a) Without Activator (b) With Activators (Case II)

:

TABLE 3

PHYSICO CHEMICAL AND MINERALOGICAL STUDIES
OF PLANT RAW MIX, CLINKER AND CEMENT
(Case I)

LOI

si02

Chemical Composition (%)
so3
CaO
MgO
Fe2°3
a12°3

Limestone

37.30

12.06

1.97

1.63

44.75

2.52

—

Red Mud

14.92

8.39

15.48

28.71

14.68

0.92

-

Gypsum

20.42

15.57

0.56

0.86

28.66

0.74

-

62.51

22.73

6.75

5.05

Raw Mix

36.90

13.27

2.16

1.72

42.50

2.62

Clinker

0.47

23.19

4.71

3.10

61.75

4.37

Coal Ash

Tio2
-—

15.0

31.70

-

-

-

-

Ca.0^

0.45

0.33 0.89

Proximate Analysis of Coal

Moisture(%) Ash (%)
2.82
29.70

Volatile Matter(%) Fixed CarbonU) Calorific Value
24.17
43.31
4412 cals/g

Percent Phase Composition of Clinker (OM)

C3S

- 45

C2S

- 26

Interstitial

-

24

Performance of Cements
Fineness
(cm2/g)

Before
Trial
After
Trial

Compressive Strength
Expansion
Setting Time (min)
N/mm
Auto,.Lechat.
Final
Intial
28d
7d
3d
mm
%

3208

60

160

>10

6.0

18.0

24.0

36.0

3100

100

172

0.60

2.0

26.0

31.0

45.0

The comparative results (Table 4)obtained on the existing and modified
raw mix/clinker clearly indicates that reduction in the consumption of
high grade material (sweetener) by nearly 50%, utilization of cheaply
available low grade raw materials can be achieved besides improvement in
the clinker quality.
CONCLUSION

.

Laboratory and plant applications of activators/modifiers establi
shed that technical and economical advantages can be achieved by the
proper choice of activators in a given plant and its process conditions.
Red mud and the byproduct gypsum have shown the potential and capacity
to be used as mineralisers without making any compromise on cost and
quality resulting from increased formation, improved crystal size and
distribution in the clinker matrix. Optimisation of. the materials and
process can therefore yield profits with increase in
output and
improved clinker quality besides conservation of high grade reserves.
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TABLE 4

:

PHYSICO CHEMICAL AND MINERALOGICAL STUDIES
OF PLANT RAW MIX AND CLINKER/CEMENT
(Case II)

Before Trial

Chemical Composition. %
CaO
Fe2°3
sio2
a12°3

LOI

11.60
21.56

35.70
0.33

Raw Mix
Clinker

3.70
6.10

2.40
3.49

43.26
63.48

LOI

'

Chemical Composition. %
CaO
Si°2
a12°3 Fe2°3

Raw Mix
Clinker

35.70
0.93

11.23
21.15

3.47
6.05

2.54
3.89

Limestone
Blue dust
Dolomite
Sweetner

35.69
0.49
46.45
41.54

12.84
8.80
1.38
4.52

2.77
10.15
0.45
0.77

2.13
77.95
0.54
0.51

43.41
63.54

2700

% Clinker Phases (OM)

c3s

c2b

CgA C^AF

21

48

26

Moduln Values
MA
MS
LSF

MgO

2.21
3.18

1.87 1.37
1.17
2.13 1.55
0.92
% Freelime 0.83

42.84 1.77
0.22 0.16
29.72 20.31
50.84 0.60

Physical Characteristics of Cement
Fineness
(cm2 /g)

1.54
1.75
1.96

1.12 1.90
1.77
0.91
2.25
2.40
=
% Freelime

Physical Characteristics of Cement
—------------------------------------- '
Expansion
Fineness Compressive Strength
(N/mm2)
(cm2/g)
28 D % Auto Lechatelier
3D
7 D '
clave
(mm)
0.82
1.5
42.5
18.0
27.0
2950

After Trial

Moduli! Values
MA
LSF
MS

MgO

Compressive Strength
Expansion
(N/mm2)_________
_______________ ,
"J-d
7 D
28 D % Auto Lechatelier
■
clave
(mm)
34.0
40.0
45.0
0.28
1.0

% Clinker Phases (OM)
C3S

C2S

51

22

C3A C4AF

21
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FORMATION OF LOW TEMPERATURE PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER
BY USING NON-TRADITIONAL ALUMINOSILICATE ROCK
AND MINERALIZER
Sanjaasuren Radnaasediln
Centre for Chemistry and Technology of New Materials
Mongolian State University, Ulaanbaatar, MONGOLIA

SUMMARY
This Tesea.TCh deals with the pesults of physico-chemical intensifi
cations of clinkerization processes and lowering the temperature of for
mation clinker phases by using non-traditional volcanic rock (alkalic
basaltoid) in combination with fluorine-containing mineralizer(CaJ?^)•

The experiment showed that raw mixes containing basaltoids and Са?2
make possible production of high alite Portland cement in the temperature
range of 1250o-1300°C. Thus, the temperature of clinker phases formation
is lowered by 'l50o-200°C as compared with the traditional technology of
Portland cement.

В данной работе рассматриваются результаты исследований по физико-хи

мической интенсификации процесса клинкерообраэования и снижению темпе

ратуры формирования клинкерных фаз путём полной замены глинистого ком
понента портландцементной сырьевой смеси на нетрадиционную алюминоси
ликатную вулканическую породу в присутствии фторидного минерализатора.
Установлено, что из базальтоидсодержащей шихты с добавкой фторида

кальция можно получить высокоалитовый портландцементный клинкер при
температурах 1250-1300°С, т.е. на 150-200°С, ниже по сравнению о тра

диционной технологией производства портландцемента.

INTRODUCTION

Investigation of the effect of physico-chemical properties of source
materials on reactivity of cement raw mix is of paramount practical impor
tance for improving cement quality, saving fuel expenditure and expanding
production basis of cement (1,6,7,9)- Literary data analysis testifies to
that variety of mining species, including volcanic rocks, able to substi
tute the clay compound in raw mix is likely to increase (6,8).

Efficiency of application of mineralizers in burning clinker is
known since long ago. Researchers noted that the use of various minerali

zers leads to considerable acceleration of physical and chemical process
during solid and liquid phase stage of clinker formation. At present the
inclination of use of mineralizers is roused because single and complex
mineralizers not only intensify the process of clinker forming phases but
also assist to reduce the temperature for the accomplishment of clinker
formation process (2-5,7,8).

The present investigation aims at theoretical and experimental sub
stantiation of expediency of using alkaline basaltoids as aluminosilicate

raw mix in presence of fluorine mineralizer for synthesis of Portland ce
ment clinker at the temperature lower than in traditional manufacturing
process of Portland cement.
Alkaline basaltoids resemble in appearance however the former is
distinguished from the latter by their alkaline character of mineral and
chemical composition. Basaltoids belong to basic volcanic rocks of alka
line series.
Alkaline basaltoid rocks are widely spread on the territory of Mon
golia. Mongolia is rich in fluorspar.

EXPERIMENTAL
Binary and ternary component mixes composed of CaCO^ (or limestone)
and basaltoid were investigated, mixes the following ratio (wt%): lime
stone 76-82%; basaltoid 18-24%; 0,25-2% fluorite (CaFg) was added. Pre
viously pounded fine starting components are homogenized with acetone in
ball mill. They were heated in laboratory silicon carbide furnace. The
phase composition (qualitative and quantative) of heated samples was de

termined by X-ray powder diffraction method. Kinetics of phase formation

was carried out by thermal analysis method on Derivatograph-1$00 D. Micro
structure of synthesised clinkers, source rocks and hydrated cement samp

les are studied by petrographic analysis on metalgraphic microscope MIM-7
as well as on scanning electronic microscope J5M-55CF of JEOL company.
Chemical composition of clinker phases and distribution of main minor ele
ments by phases were carried out by electronic probe microanalysis on Camebax MBX.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PHASE FORMATION
(A) • Figure 1 shows the DTA, DTG and TG curves> of binary component
mix without CaFg of the following ratio and characteristic:

(ISF)R

(M)s

(М)д

0,93
0,89

70,05

29,95

0,71

2,12
2,12
2,12

1,90

73,92

25,38
26,08

CaCO5(%) Basaltoid (%)
Raw mix N 1
Raw mix N 2
Raw mix N 3

74,62

1,90
1,90

Anal унтR Of DTA, DTG and TG curves shows that in the investigated raw
mixes the process of decarbonization CaCO^ starts at a temperature 650°—
650°C and decomposition CaCO^ accomplishes at 97O°C. Three exothermic
peaks are fixed at 1150°, 1180° and 1255°C in the field of high tempera
ture and endothermic peaks-at 1140°, 'll 60°, 1200° and 1235°C.
The peak essence on the DTA peak is identified by X-ray analysis and
exothermic peak at 1145°C is linked with the formation of C12A7 6111(1 geh
lenite by means of interaction between C^^^ 311(1
the peak at
1170°C is linked with formation of belite from gehlenite and CaO. Exoef
fect at 1235°C is linked with the notable formation of alite phase,

though it starts from the formation of 1150o-1200°C with liquid phase.

Alite is crystallized in monoclinic form.
In the studied clinkers, belite is in the
»C-, and
crystal
line forms. Belite is formed at 900o-950°C solid phase reaction (CaO+SiO2).
CjA is formed by solid and liquid phases; formation of C^AF starts appro
ximately at 1150°C after melting and with its presence.

In the raw mix N 1 the process of clinker formation is not accompli

shed at 1400°C and 4 per cent CaO remains free.

Fig.1

DTA,DTG,TG curves of raw

2t0wt% Cal^

mixes without CaF2»

*
1,1
-raw mix N 1

*
2,2
-raw mix N 2
3,3'-raw mix N 3
(B). In order to reduce the temperature of clinker formation and to
decrease the negative effect of alkalis at the final stage of alite for

mation, the influence of addition Са?2 to basaltoid containing raw mixes

with (LSF)H-O,93; 0,89 and 0,71.

Fig.2 illustrates DTA,DTG and TG curves

of raw mix N 1 containing doses of CaF2 added. In comparison of DTA curves
of raw mixes without and with CaF2, it is obvious, that the kinetics of
phase formation process is essentially distinguished. Thermic and X-ray

analysis of data showed that decarbonization CaCO^ in the mixes with CaF2
addition, proceeds within the range of 6300-950°C. However in presence of

CaF2 within the range of given temperatures in the mix

"CaCOy-basaltoid"

the^e take place solid phase reactions leading to the formation of interr
midiate unstable compound-carbonate spurrite and to the following decompo

sition. The spurrite is formed in a short range of temperature (830o-860°0)
and decomposes at 9000-920°C.
Presumably fluorine calcium exerts catalitic influence on CaCO^
during decomposition in the range of temperature 730o-920°C, as a result
of which, decomposition of CaCO^ takes place with rather less expenditure
of heat energy than in the mixes without Са?2» At rather higher tempera
ture (over 1000°C) CaF£ plays a new function expressed by that it is affec
ted by chemical reaction of formation of some fluorine containing compo
unds such as C1/]A<2CaF2,2(C2S)CaF2,C^A^CaF2,1,*
4aF2
lCa0
0
Si02

e

The occurrence of crystalline forms oC- andc£'-C2S starting from 800°900°C with CaF2 addition is one of the specific features of behaviour of
basaltoid containing mixes. In the studied mixes in presence of CaF2,
alite phase starts to be formed approximately at 1100°C which is 150°170°C lower than in clay containing mixes. Belite phase is formed not
through gehlenite^by means of decomposition of spurrite and *
4SiO2
11CaO
*
СаР2

REACTIVITY OF RAW MIXES
Basaltoid containing binary component mixes have high reactivity by
degree of combining of free CaO, and the addition CaF2 increases the speed
of formation of clinker minerals and considerably intensifies solid phase
reactions as well as liquid phase process of crystallization of clinker

phases. Comparative data of kinetics of combining of free CaO are shown
in Fig.?.

.

In the basaltoid containing binary component mixes (LSF=O,93; 0,89),
containing CaF2 in the proportions of 0,5-1»0wt%, the process of clinker

formation accomplishes at 1280°-1500°C.
The study shows the volatility of alkalis grows as burning temperatu
re and quantity of CaF2 addition increase. The volatility of alkalis in
mixes with CaF2 addition is $0-60^.

ii»

@»

e*

и»

T.*C

Kinetics of combining of free oxide CaO

Fig.?.

depending on the burning temperature in the mixes
with LSF=0,93=Const.
1-industrial raw mix; 2-CaG0^+basaltoid;
5-CaGOx+basaltoid+Fe 002; 4-CaC0x+basaltoid+CaFn;
p
d t>
D
d1
5-CaGOx+basaltoid+Fe0Ox+GaF0
P

d

d

d

CONCLUSION

The physico-chemical basis of low temperature synthesis of Portland

cement clinker by using alkaline basaltoids combined with fluorine minera
lizer was developed.
Fluorine calcium in the range of temperature 730°-93O°G plays the

catalyst role in the process of dissociation CaCO^ and causes formation
of intermediate compound-carbonate spurrite, while the heat for decarbo
nization reduces by 20-25%.
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SUMMARY

The effect of SOa content on mineral formation and properties of laboratory clinkers and
industrially manufactured clinkers with varied clinker soduli were studied at different cMnkering
temperatures , heating rates , and alkalies , MgO and flourite contents. The results show that
S03 has either favourable or unfavourable effect on mineral formation of clinkö-s, especially

on the formation of alite . SO3 shows different dominant effects and has different effects on

properies of clinkers under different conditions . The effect mechanism of SOa от

mineral

formation of clinkers has also been studied.Thus, an explanation for the contradictory viewpoints of

the effect of SOa mineral formation of clinkers has been obtained . It has also been pointed out
how to make full use of the mineralization of SO3 and how to rechce or even eliminate imfavourable

effect of SO 3 in practice.

ÄS

1. INTRODUCTION

Many researchers have reported the effect of SOa on the mineral

formation and properties of

cl inkers[1-5], but there are still some contradictory viewpoints on this respect among different

reseai'chers . Some authers are emphatic on the favourable effect of SOa and cosider CaSOi as an
effective mineralizer which makes the melt appear at lower temperature , decreases the viscosity and

surface tension of the melt
and so on

and increases the mobility of the ions Ca2*, SixO2',Al3*, AIO?', Fe3*,

[1-2] ; Some other authers have pointed out the

particularly

favourable composite

mineralization of SO3 in the presence of F~ . In China , the composite mineralizer of SOa and F“

has found rather wide application in cement production by shaft kiln and wet process of ratory kiln,
and has the effect of increaseing the output, improving quality and saving energy[3-4]. On the other

hand .other authers[5] state that SOa high content ,in clinker

is unfavourable to the formation

of alite and hence decreases the compressive strength of clinker . They also point out that

different SO3/R2O mole ratios had different effects on the mineral formation and properties of
clinkers in the presence of alkalies . In this paper,the above viewpoints which appear contradictory
have been examined and

it has been

pointed out that SO3 has either a favourable or unfavourable

effect on the mineral formation of clinkers , especially on the formation of alite , depending on the

clinker composition and thermal conditions.

Besides , it is very difficult for most cement plants to change.their raw materials or fuels
order to decrease the S03 content to any great extent in production , whereas

in

it is relatively easy

to change the clinker composition including the moduli and minor component of clinker , and the
thermal conditions . And hence we search for ways and means to fully exploit the favourable effect

of SO3 tdiile reducing or eliminating its unfavourable effect in practice .

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Materials
The samples are prepared from C.P. or A.R. reagent СаСОз.АИз .FezOa, NgO, SiOz .КзСОз, КагСОз,
CaFz and CaSO»- 2IIzO which passed 0.080 шп. sieve completely.They were fired in a laboratory electric
furnace .under oxidizing atmosphere at different temperatures for 30 minutes and cooled rapidly in air.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 KzO and NazO are determined by flame photometer.

2.2.2 Soluble alkalies are determined according to ASTM,C-114.
2.2.3 Clinker phase separation is done by salicyclic acid-methanol.
2.2.4 EDAX: Hitachi SEM-X550 with EDX and VOX devices . Voltage:20kV,Callecting time :60 seconds.

2.2.5 The compressive strength of pastes is tested with 20 x 20 x 20 mm specimen and w/c ratio =0.30,
cured at 20±2t:.

.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

.

3.T Effect of SOa on the miner1 formation of clinkers

Table 1 is the free lime (fCaO) content of clinkers burnt at diff^ent temperatures with LSF=0.94,

IM=1.5,ife0^).3X,R20=0.Zi; and with different SM and SO3.

The results show that when MgO and R2O in the cl inks’ are relatively low the fCaO contait increases

with the SO3 content at ordinary burning teweratures

(1450"C) , and at lower burning tenperature

( < 1400t: ) , S03 can still decrease thefCaO of clinks' , especially when the clinker SM is higher .

14004 , the SO3 in clinker

becauce below

melt viscosity,the mineralization of SOa

increases the Belt aaount of clinkers and decreases the
shows dominant effect and is beneficial decrease fCaO

content of clinker. Besides.the clinkers burnt at 12504 and with SOa do not crush dust when cooled

because the S03 in the clinkers stabilizes ß -C^ and restrains it from changing to у -CaS. When the
equilibrium of melt enters a metastable range , i.e.

Ostwald-Miers range, which is characterized by

low nucleus forming frequency and high growth rate of the crystals . On the other hand , it
difficult for the stablized beiite to react with CaO to form alite . The optical

observation indicates that as the S03 content in the clinker increases , the average

is more

microscope
size of alite

increases but the amount of alite decreases . Furthermore , the average size of alite in the clinker
with higher SH(2.5) increases less than that with lower 31 (2.0).

Table 1

Free lime contents of clinkers of different moduli and burnt

at different temperatures
N0

SM

S03

f CaO Xwt, burning temperature

13504

14004

14504

HO

2.5

0

4.85

2.20

H05

2.5

0.5

3.80

2.00

0.48
' 0.58

H10

2.5

1.0

3.40

1.40

0.76

H20

2.5

2.0

2.90

1.40

1.02
0.33

2.0

0

2.20

1.60

L05

2.0

0.5

1.88

1.40

0.50

L10

2.0

1.0

1.80

1.15

0.82

L20

2.0

2.0

1.76

1.10

0.88

L0

3.2 Effect of SOj and Alkalies Contents on Mineral Formation and Properties of Clinker

In preheater and precalciner kilns,the effect of SO3 and alkalies is often considered together.
Figures 1 and Zshowthe relationship between KzO content and the 3-day and 28-day compressive

strengths of clinker with 31=2.31-2.33, IM=1.40-1.42 and varied LSF and S0a contents.
It can be seen from Fig . 1 and 2 that when K2O is below 0.8wtiK, the 28-day awressive straigth

of clinker with lower content S03 (0.18wt %) is higher than that with higher content S)3(1.2wtX)1
and when Ы)

is higher the 28-day compressive strength of clinker with lower content SOa is lower

than that with higher content SO3 Fig.l and 2 also show that when the S03 content is equal to 0.18X

and KzO is below 0.4 wt %,Кг0 hardly affects the compressive strength of clinker. As the KzO content
increases the 28-day compressive strength of clinker decreases noticeably but the 3-day strength
changes litte . It is worth pointing out here that the 28-day compressive strength of clinker with

higher

L37

( 0.95 ) is higher than that with lower LSF (0.91) when КзО is below 0.8X-

Besides , the SO3/K2O mole ratio is of great importance to the cl inhering operatioi of preheater and
precalciner kilns.But the effect of alkalies on the mineral

formation and properties of clinkers is
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the silicate phase

greater than that of ЗОз. At lower KaO content ( 0.4% ).30з/Ы) mole ratio affects the clinker
strength only a litte . The 28-day compressive strength of clinker decreases noticeably with the

increase of KaO content in the clinker.
Fig.3 shows the ЗОз distribution between the silicate phase and the interstitial phase of clinker

with varied KaO contents.lhe results show that the ЗОз in the silicate phase of clinks’ gradually
decreases with the increase of KaO content in the clinker.

Table 2 shows that the highest sulphur incorporation levels occur in belite with lows’ KaO content
(0.5%) and the sulphur in belite gradually decreases with an increase of KaO content in the clinks’.

Moreover.the results of soluble alkalies determination indicated that the soluble alkali contents

Table 2

KaO
.
content in
clinker %

0.5

1.1

EDAX

measurement

CaO

SiOa

AlaOa

Alite

69.20

26.60

1.85

Belite

61.17

33.20

2.08

insterstitial phase

49.10

6.05

Alite

69.95

Belite
insterstitial phase

the phases

РеаОз

MgO

KaO

30=

0.25

0.34

0.25

0.25

0.10

0.10

2.32

24.10

17.60

0.45

1.02

1.08

26.90

0.89

0.50

0.24

0.50

0.22

62.86

33.50

1.70

0.60

0.15

0.10

1.05

48.80

3.02

25.04

17.30

0.Ж

1.80

3.78

0.65

increase with rise of 50з content in the clinker . This agreed with Liu Chongfa [7] . Hence . when

the SOa content

is higher , the amount of S03 in belite gradually decreases with the rise of

K2O content , and the unfavourable effect of S03 to stabilize belite and hinder alite foriuation
.

become less too.

3.3 Effect of Heating Rate on Mineral Formation of Clinkers with S03

Many researchers have stated that a fast heating rate is favourable to cl inhering , which is one
of the reasons why precalciner kilns have advantages over long wet rotary klins . In this study all

samples «ere burnt at the same heating rate below 1100 £ , but at a faster or slower heating rate

between 11004 and 14504. The heating rate.the average size and amount and distribution of alite
determined by optical microscopic is given in Table 3.
It can be seen from Table 3 that at fast heating rate , the average size of alite in the clinker

with SOs decreases, but its amount increases and its distribution is uniform , and the fCaO content

Table 3

Sample No

H 0.5
H 1.0

Influence of the heating rate on alite and free lime characteristics

Heating rate

Average size of

Alite content

fCaO content

4/min

alite y. m

35

45

58

0.58

10

50

56

0.66

35

50

57

0.76

10

65

54

1.10

X

*

also decreases. When the 50з content is higha- , the favourable effect of fast heating rate is

more obvious.
At the Zhujiang cement plant with a SLC kiln of 4000 tpd capacity,the average size of alite decreases
and the amount of alite in the clinker increases with higher SOs content ( 1.1X ) when the flame is

shortened properly and then the temperature and the heating rate increase , so that the 3-day

compressive strengths of clinks' increases 3 ffa and the 28-day cowressive strength becomes more too.

The reason is that when the heating rate increases , the crystal size of CaO and belite becomes
smaller and they become more reactive , This is favourable fcr crystallite formation of alite and

compensates for the unfavourable effect of low nucleus forming frequency of crystal caused by highs'
content of SO3.
3.4 Effect of MgO and F~ on the Burnability of Raw Heal with SO3
Fig. 4 gives the relationship between MgO and fCaO of the clinker with LSF=0.94 , SM=2.5,IM=1.5,

30з=1.2 % and КЛ=0.4 X .

The results show that adding MgO to the raw meal can decrease the fCaO

content of clinker , and the optiem MgO addition is 2.5-3.0 wt X . In addition to reducing the

temperature of appearance of melt and viscosity of melt , MgO can also restrain the unfavourable
effect of SO3 on the mineral formation of clinkers. On the other hand ,vhen MgO content is too high

(>3.0wt%),the more amount of periclase and fCaO occurs.Since the belite phase absorbs larger amount

of 50з, it is unable to absorb the remaining available MgO , which thus precipitateipericlase.
This is also proved by Arezki Tagrdt-Hamou [8].
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Fig.5 The relationship between

Fig .4 Die relationship between

Р~/50з and fCaO

and fCaO

F~and SOa composite mineralizer has found rather wide application in the cement manufacture,

especially in shaft klin cement plants, where it has been found to be of great benefit .Adding F~ in

proper quantity can activate SiOz,promote decomposition of СаСОз,decrease temperature of appearance of
melt and viscosity of melt , and speed up the formation of alite through formation of the transition

phase .Moreover , F- can restrain the unfavourable effect of SOa while strengthening its favourable
effect in the clinker .

Fig. 5 shows the influence onfCaO content of clinker

with LSF=0.97 , SN=2.0 , IM=1.4 by varied

CaFz, SO3 contents. It can be seen therefrom that the lowest f CaO content corresponds to the Р-/50з
wt ratio range of 0.4-0.5 . It is worth pointing out that when S03 content in the clinker is 2.0

wtX.thefCaO of the clinker increases without F" addition and decreases greatly with F~ addition ,
and this is also proved by other authors [3j.First, F-forms the transition phase UCaO
*
*
4Si02
CaFz
and then the transition phase decomposes to form CaS so that the low nucleus forming frequency

of crystals caused by higher content of 50з may be
the alite crystal

offseted.In the presence of both F“and SOa ,

grows more rapidly because of a great decrease in melt viscosity.

4. CONCLUSIONS
4.1 SOs has either a favourable effect or unfavourable effect on mineral formation of clinkers,
especially alite formation. SOa shows different dominant effects and has different effects on
properties of clinkers under different conditions . At Iowa- burning temperature

(below 1400t:) and

with small amount of MgO , R2O and F~ .especially for higher SM clinker, SOa shows dominant
mineralization and is beneficial decrease of clinker fCaO content;at ordinary burning temperature
(1450^) , SO3 increases the fCaO content of clinkers and has unfavourable effect on mineral

formation of clinkers, especially alite formatiomn.

4.2 When K2O is below 0.8wt% , the 23-day compressive strength of clinker with lower content SO3
(O.lowt * ) is higher than that with higher content SO3

(L2wt%) . When KzO

is higher , the 28-day

compressive strength of clinker with lower content SO3 is lower than that with higher content SO3.

The effect of alkalies on the mineral
of S03.
'

formation and properties of clinkers is

4.3 Increasing the heating rate is favourable to alite formation

greater than that

in the clinker with a higher

content of SO3 which also increases the amount of alite and is beneficial to increasing the clinker
strength , especially the early strength . For the clinker with higher SO3 content , the favourable

effect of increasing the heating rate is particularly notable.
4.4 Adding proper amounts of F-and MgO to the raw meal can improve the raw meal

burnability and

restrain the unfavourable effect of SO3, and mineralization with both F~ and S03 can greatly
promote mineral formation in clinkers.
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THE INFLUENCE OF SO3 IN СгАхЕт-х-СцАтСаЕг-СгЗ SYSTEM
ON FORMATION OF СцАтСаРг
Yang Yurong, Huang Wenxl, Qian Guangren and QI Yangyong
Sichuan Institute of Building Materials, Sichuan, P R CHINA

ABSTRACT

The paper reports investigation which have confirmed the relation between burning temperature and
formation of minerals,which exists in iron-rich fluoraluminate cement. In order to burn iron-rich
fluoralmninate cement at lower temperature , the SO» content must be controlled.

INTRODUCTION

The regular pattern of mineral formation in portland cement where F" and S08 are used as mlneralisers
has been studied extensively[1-7].Compound mineralization due to S0s and F" is very obvious[7-13].The studies
indicated that they play an important role in decreasing temperature at which liquid appears and also the
viscosity of liquid .Thus alite is formed at a temperature ifiO-BOO'C lower and clinker also is formed at a
relatively low temperature of 1300-1360‘C.The use of mineralizers could result in an energy saving of 94
-170kcal/kg clinker in semi-dry and wet kiln, and 10-20% in dry kiln. Moreover, by using these compound
mineralizeres in portland cement, the strength of cement clinker is raised and the quality of the cement is
thus improved.On account of the increased throughput eapacity kiln also can be increased by 10-20% . The
total economic benefit from all the foregoing is very remarkable. The iron-rich fluoraltminate cement we
have studied and developed belongs to the iron-rich phase field of СеАГя-СпАтСаГя-СяБ system. The studies
indicate that cl inhering temperature reduces by increasing the amount of ferrite phase [14]. In order to
lower cl inhering temperature and improve the cement properties experiments were performed with SO8 and F"
added,in the raw meal.The regular pattern of mineral formation in the cement with S08 added was studied.
Addition of SO8 at low ciinhering temperature restricts the formation of СцАтСаГя which is regarded as the
main mineral of this cement. Therefore, the quantity of SO8added must be carefully controlled. Formation of
cement clinher minerals presents regular variation with burning temperature over the range strided.
1. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Raw mixture was prepared according to the composition of iron-rich fluroaluminate cement (CeAF8=30-6(Mb
С11АтСаРя-10-40%Ся8=б-30%). Just the suitable amount of mineralizers was added to the raw mixture prepared
with industrial raw materials whose composition is shown as Table 1 . The starting materials were ground and
mixed in an agate ball mill and compressed into 1.0 mm thich pellets . Burning experiments were carried out
in a high-temperature furnace for 46 minutes. The burnt samples were subsequently cooled in air.
Table 1

Chemical composition (%) of raw materials

Material

SiOa

FeBOa

AlgOg

CaO

MgO

Alumina
Ferrite
Gypsun
Limestone
Clay
Fluorite

3. 72
7. 02
2. 72
2.61
61. 60
11.18

3.91
74.96
4. 69
0. 60
8.46
0.60

69. 30
4.94
32.12
2.17
16.42
1. 40

1. 74
4.88
32.12
62.16
16.92
11.66

0. 33
0. 70
/
/
/
0.31

Lol
14.86
6.69
SO8 49. 26
41.46
8.60
CsFa 66»13

Industrial gypsum was used as S08 source , the quantity to be added was calculated CaS0< basis.
Mineralogy of the clinher samples was determined by XRD. Iron-rich fiuoraluminate cement is a kind of
lowenergy-consumption cement . Its cl inhering temperature is about 10001C [14]. Therefore, we firstly
experimented on the effect of mineral on cement burning after adding different quantities of SO8 for
* a
given burning temperature, and thus the effect of SO8 on minerals formation of cement clinker was studied

CaSO« is added to the raw mixture respectively in the quantities of 0, 0.8, 1.0, 1.6, 2.0, 6.0, 9.0 wtb
and F7S08 respectively at the quantity of (except 0 wt% CaSOJ 1.67, 1.26, 0.84, 0.63, 0.26, 0.14. The
samples were heated at ЮООГ for 46 minutes and then it subjected to mineral phase analysis by XRD.
Results are shown in Fig 1. In addition , a few experiments were conducted in order to study the influence
of SOaOn the formation of СцАтСаГя at different burning temperatures . On these experiments the raw mixture
with 1.6wt% CaSO
*
were subjected to burnt respectivly at 960,1000,1060,1100,1160,1200,1260, 1300and 1350Ю. The
clinkers obtained XRD analysis, and the results are shown in Fig 2.
2. DISCUSSIONS
, Inorder to improve cement cl inker ing , CaSO, and CaFa together is normally used as a compound
mineralizer in portland cement .Compound mineralization is more obvious than of CaF8 used alone.
The

c

Fig 1 XRD patterns of
the
samples
adding
different CaSO4wt%
burnt at 1000’C
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addition of compound mineralizer improve liquid characteristics for c inker mg and facilitate C»S formation.
Besides, it also participates in and affects the formation of cement clinker minerals , thus influencing the
proerties of the cement. The properties are closely related to the burning temperature , the proportion of
the raw mixtures, the F7S08 ratio of mineralizer, etc.. Normally, 0.8-L5wt%SO, and Г /SO, = 0.2-0.8 are
added to raw mixtures, whereupon clinkering temperature drops to 1300-1360C. When the composition of the
cement and the ratio of F'/SO, are in a definite range,C
*A^
and CuAyCaF, coexist in the clinker. Both C»AJ
and СцАтСаГ, possess characteristics of early strength and fast setting . CiiA7CaFa in clinker sets faster
than СЛзЗ and it attains highter strength than C.AbS within an hour. Therefore , when the Proportion
between the two in the cement is chosen , their characteristics ought to be researched. In order to obtain

cement with higher early strength, bet not excessively fast setting , in some published studies about early
strength cement, С*Аз5 and СцАтСаГе were reported to coexist as main clinker minerals. When CaFa and CaS04
are added to such a cement , the effect of decreasing clinkering temperature (energy saving) is considered
also. Its clinkering temperature decreases to 1250-1350’0. The iron-rich fluoraluminate
cement we have
studied can burn at a low temperature of 950-1060"C even when SOa is not added. The canposition of cement
clinker minerals belongs to the iron-rich field in СвАР2-С11А7СаГа-Си8 system. Because a great quantity of
ferrite is present in the cement and other trace elements are added as mineralizer, the hydration rate of
СцАтСаРя is slowed down. The resulting cement possesses higher early strength and continues to gain strength
later.The initial setting time is more than 20 minutes, and final setting time is less than 60 minutes
without adding retarder. On this basis , can the clinkering temperature further decrease when S08 is added to
the raw mix , or can the coexistence of СцАтСаГя with C^AaS improve the cement properties? Up till now,
no studies have reported the influence of S0B on the formation of СцАтСаГц and coexistence of C*AaS and
СцАтСаГя in iron-rich field in СвАРя-СцАтСаКя-СяЗ system at low clinkering temperature of about 1000X).

Results in Fig. 1 indicated that , in iron-rich fluoraluminate cement ,when the CaSO4 added is less than
1.0wt% the composition ofthe actual minerals formed are still the very three for (CeAFa,СцАтСаГя,C2S) which
the raw mixtures were designed. Adding S08 does not change mineral formation in clinker . Moreover,
XRE
shows that adding 80» does not obviously change f-CaO in clinker (comparing 0. 8wt% CaS04 added with 0 wtl
CaSO4 ), means that its influence on cement clinkering is insignificant. When the quantity of CaSO4 added
exceeds 1. Owt% and up to 9. Owt% , the mineral 3C2S3CSCaF2 is formed.
3C2S3CSCaF2 increases with increasing addition of CaS04, but there are no C4AaS and f-CaSO4 . The
CaSO4 added and the CaF» in the raw mixture all participate in the formation of 3C2S3CSCaF2. This reduces
the final quantity of CuArCaF» formed. Therefore, A12O8 is an excess because not all of A12O» is used up in
forming the mineral СцАтСаГя so that CA forms. Similarly, the final quantity of Ся8 reduces with
increasing CaSO4. When 9.Owt% CaSO4 is added ,XRD data did not indicate any peaks due to C2S .
Table 2 Canpressive strength of clinkers with different contents of 80»

Sample
NO.

fl
f2
fa
G1
G2

80» in
clinker
to
0. 20
1.15
3. 05
0.14
3.51

Compressive
6h

Id

28.5
11.6
4. 71
19.2
3.0

47.7
19.7
15.3
35.4
18.1

strength MPa
3d
52.8
25.3
21.7
41.3
23.4

7d

28d

62.8
34.5
25.6
49.4
24.7

78.5
38.7
26.1
64.1
29.3

Notes: fl, f2, f3 were obtained by burning in high temperature furnace
2*2*2 cm cement paste
G1,G2 were obtained by industrial test

3C2S3CSCaF2, which is a transition phase when compound mineralizer of 80s and F" is used in producing
Portland cement , has already been studied extensively 161 118-201. It is unanimously agreed that this
transition phase is present invariably in portland cement by adding 80» and F" at 900-1100 Г . This agrees
basically with our finding mentioned above. When F'/SO» is in the range of 0.101-0.628 , this transitional
phase forms only at 900-11001O, which promotes formation of CaS and plays an important role in lowtemperatrure burning of port land cement . But 3C2S3CSCaF2 can not be retained in the final minerals formed
in clinker, because it is a norhydraulic miners][18]. It is present during the formation process of clinker
minerals only as a transitional phase. If ЗСяЗЗСЭСаГ» should exist in
clinker, hydraulicity of the
cement would be affected seriously . This is confirmed by the data on different 80» contents in the clinker
of iron-rich fluoraluminate cement with compressive strength of clinker shown in Table 2 . Our industrial
test is carried out in 3X45 m rotary kiln with shaft preheater . Fig. 3 shows XRD results of clinker (G2)
obtained by industrial test (O.2wt% 80» ). As may be seen, the clinker has more 3C^3CSCaF, in the clinker.

XRD patterns of the clinker (G2)
in industrial test
( A, B, C, D, E can be seen about Fig 1,2 )

Fig 3
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Moreover, the quantity of aCgSSCSCaFs formed in clinker rifles and the compressive strength reduces with
increasing addition of SO8. Thus it can be seen that addition of SO8 must be strictly controlled in ironrich fluoraluminate cement at low clinkering temperature > especially the S08 content of raw materials.
The CaSO4 content in raw mixture prepared must be less than 1. Owtl

Fig 2 illustrates the regularity of mineral formation in clinker , which is obtained by burning raw
mix containing 1.6wt% CaSO
*
at different temperatures. The results showed that only 3C8S3CSCaF8 is present
in the sample burnt at 950^, beside CeAFa, C8S, f-CaO. For 960-1050 X), СцАтСаЕ» began to fora , and it
coexists with 3CaS3CSCaFa . When the temperature is raised to 1060’C and above, 3C2S3CSCaF8 decomposes and
disappears. Then C^AaS began to appear and coexist with CuArCaFa . _ With increase in temperature , the
quantity of СпАтСаЕя formed tends to reduce at 1100-1200X) . C*AaS does not reach maximtm until 1200 v
and then СпАтСаЕя disappears . After Ш8>С4Аз8 begins to decmopose with increasing temperature. At 1300 Г
C.AaS decomposes and disappears, then СпАтСаЕя reappears. As the temperature continues to rise to ГЗбОлз.
СцАтСаГа decomposes too .

Table 3. Minerals formation process in different varieties of cement
Cement
variety

Iron-rich
cement
Portland
cement-

Our
cement

Al/Fe

F-

F-/SO,

Burning
temperatureX2

Mineral

Reference

2. 22-2. 94
2.22-2. 94

0. 27-0.86
0. 27-0. 86

0. 06-0. 6
0. 06-0. 6

1000
1100

C4A8S
СчАаК, Ci lAyCaF g

117]
[17]

3CgS3(SCaFg
C^AsS) Ci 1A7C&F 3
C4A3S, Ci 1AtCuF,
C*AaS) СцАтСв! 3

115]
[16]
116]
[16]

2. 86
2. 86
2.23

1.0
0.5
0.5

0. 92
0. 92
0. 92
0. 92
0. 92

1.5
1.5
1.6
1.6
1.6

0.101-0. 63 960-1100
1260-1300
0.4
1300
0.2
1260
0.2
0. 74
0. 74
0.74
0.74
0. 74

960
950-1050
1050-1200
1200-1300
1300

3C2S3CSCaFa
ЗСяЬЗСУС&Езг СцАуСбЕз
СцАуСдЕя» C4A3S
C4A3S
СцАтС&Ея

The earlier reported studies on mineral formation process in portland cement,with addition of F" and
SO8, have shown [4,5,7,15] that 3C.S3(SCaF8 forms at 950-1100Г and decomposes at ИООХ) and above. C^ArfaF.
prevents formation of CaA, as also that of СчАаЗ.At 11ОТГ , CiiArCaF, forms first . After that , 0*^8
appears. They can coexist in raw mixture with definite composition . C<A^ does not decompose until 13OOX),
ДтСаГ, decomposes at 1350X2.The influence of composition and tenwature on
formation has been studied on details 115] . But in iron-rich cement[171 (Al/Fe-2.22-2.94, F /80,-0.05 0.5)
C.AaS forms first at 1000X2, then CuArCaF, appears. The two phases can coexist . The quantity reaches
maximum at 1200X2. Comparison between these studies and our study are shown in Table 3.

There are scoe similarities in mineral formation processes between iron-rich fluoraluminate cement with
SO» added and portland cement. But, when 1.6wt% of CaSO« is added in raw mixture, CuAiCaFa forms at first at
1200-1300X), then the CuArCaFa formed disappears because of the restraining effect of C«AaS . It forms
again while the C4A3S decomposes and disappears with rising temperature. These results have been obtained
consequently in our experiments. This is different from that of portland cement or iron-rich cement .

Because of higher CaF» contents (F~ more than 1. fiwtfi) in iron-rich fluoraluminate cement, in which
СпАтСаЕя is regarded as the main clinker mineral, СцАтСаГ
*
appears earlier than C^AaS does. Moreover, А1яОв
participates in the formation of C4A3S, vrtiich restrains the formatjon of СцАтСаР, . СцАтСаЕя gradually
decomposes, and it does not disappear until 1200 "C, when the C«AaS contents reach the maximum . With
continuously rising temperature , C*AaS begins to decompose and it does not disappear until 1800"C . Then
СцАтСаЕя forms again. СиАтСаРя decomposes and disappears at 1360Г.
3. COKEUSICKS
3.1. At the etinkering temperature range 950-1060X) for iron-rich fluoralmninate cement, the CaSO« contents
in raw mixture must be controlled (to be < 1. Owttd. Especially, the SO, contents In each raw materaial
must be paid due attention . If not, 3C,S3CSCaFa will for» which will reduce the hydraulicity of the cement.

3.2. When CaSO« is 1.6wt% , in the clinker mineral formation process of iron-rich fluoraluminate cement,
СцАтСаЕя forms first and then C«A,S .

3. 3. The fornation of C«A,S restrains that of СцАтСаЕ,. When C«AaSreaches the maximum at 1200X2, СцАтСаРя
dispapears . СцАтСаЕя does not appear again until the temperature rises to 1300t: when C«AaS decocmoses
and disappears .
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SUMMARY

The effect of sulphate on the reaction of CsS formation in presence of the clinker liquid phase was studied.
The experiments were performed with various sulphate sources, such as (NH-OzSCU, CaSO«, and K2SO4.
The reaction of C3S formation was promoted by adding of a small amount of (N{<4)2804 or CaSO4. For
its content of more than 3 wt% , however, the formation of C3S was prevented.When the higher content
of
CaSO4 or (N«4)2804 was added, they showed different reaction for preventing of C3S formation. In case of
CaSO4, C2AS and C4A3S as intermediate products were formed below 1000°C, and remained upto clinkering
temperature. On the other hand, in case of (N«4)2804, sulphate was enriched at the surface of C2S grains.
The formation of C3S could be hindered by these two different reactions, respectively.

C3S grains grew anomalously above 100 дт, when 2 ~ 3 wt% of (N«4)2804 or CaSO4 was added to the
clinker. It might be considered that, below 1400"C, C3S crystals were precipitated, and the crystals of C3S
were coalesced and/or captured each other with increasing temperature because of their rapid growth rate
K2SO4 promoted the reaction of C3S formation, and it did not prevent that of C3S formation although an
excess of K2SO4 was added.

Die Auswirkung des Sulfate auf die Reaktion der C3S Bildung in der anwesenheit der Klinker flüßieger
Phase wurde untersucht.
Die Experimente wurde mit verschiedenen Sulfate, d.h., (N«4)2804, CaSO4, und
K2SO4 ausgeführt.
Die Reaktion der C3S Bildung wurde von der Hinzufügung von (N«4)2804 oder CaSO4 in Kleine Maße
gefordert. Jedoch, ist der Sulfatanteil höher als 3 Gew. %, wurde die bildung von C3S verhindert. Bei dem
höheren Gehalt von CaSO4 oder (N«4)2804 zeigten die verschiedenen Reaktion bei der Verhinderung des C3S
Bildung.
In dem Fall von CaSO4, wurden C2AS und C4A3S als die Zwischenprodukte bei der Temperatur
unterhalb 1000'C gebildet und waren die bis Klinkerisierender Temperatur stabil. Gegensätzlich, in dem Fall von
(N«4)2804 wurde das Sulfat an der Oberfläche der C2S Korngrezen angereichert. Die Bildung von C3S könnte von diesen
zwei verschiedenen Reaktionen, bzw, verhindert werden sein.
C3S Körnen wächsten sich unregelmäßig übergelegt werden sein, die C3S Kristalle wurde bei der Temperatur
unterhalb 1400°C ausgeschieden und sich wächsten zusammen mit steigenden Temperatur und/oder finden einander wegen
deren hohen Wachstumsrate.
K2SO4 förderte die Reaktion der C3S Bildung und nicht behinderte es auch bei der übermäßigen
Hinzufügung von K2SO4.

INTRODUCTION

Minor components, such as MgO, alkalis, sulphates, and chloride, commonly present in the raw materials of
cement, can affect the reactions of the clinker formation. Their effects can be beneficial or harmful. Beneficial
effects include acceleration of the clinkering reaction or lowering, its temperature.
Harmful effects include
decrease in alite content, volatilization in the kiln with consequent formation of kiln rings or other deposits. [1,2]
Some elements such as SO3 and P2O5 have beneficial effects at low concentrations but harmful ones at higher
concentration on the reaction of C3S formation. [3,4]
Gutt and Smith concluded that, if AI2O3 was present and MgO absent, even small proportions of SO3 could
restrict or prevent formation of CsS.fS]
Strange and Knöfel reported that, with increasing the content of SO3
in the clinkers, the alite content showed considerable decrease, and the belite content correspondingly increase. A
higher SO3 content in the clinker lowered the strength of the cement made from it, and seating time was
accelerated. [6]
On the-other side, Glasser showed that alkali sulphate liquid was virtually immiscible with oxide
liquid. [7]

In this study, the effect of various sulphates on the reaction of C3S formation and the mechanism about the
decrease of C3S content at higher concentration were investigated.

EXPERIMENTAL
Synthesis of r-CzS and clinker melt were prepared prior to the addition of sulphates. The composition of the
clinker melt was chosen for the invariant point in which C3S, C2S, C3A, and C4AF were coexisted at 1338"C. Its
composition corresponds to 54.8 CaO, 22.7 AI2O3, 6.0 SiOz, and 16.5 FezOs. As sulphate sources (NHtjzSO«,
CaSO4 2HzO and K2SO4 of reagent grade were used. (NH4)zSO4 was chosen in order to observe single effect of SO3
because of its decomposition into ammonia and SO3 below 230°C.
The compositions of raw mixture are shown in Table 1. The desired content of sulphate was varied over a
range from 0 to 6.0 wt% as a SO3 base. When CäSCU was added, the amount of CaO supplied in CaSO4 was
reduced. After mixing, the raw mixes were calcined at 1000°C for 1 hour, and burned at 1450"C for 30 minutes.
And then the clinkers were cooled in ambient air.

Table 1

Raw Mix Composition ( weight percent )

Sample Name

C2S

CaO

Melt

S-0

56.58

18.42

25.00

S-l
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-6

56.01
55.45
54.88
54.32
53.19

18.24
18.05
17.87
17.68
17.31

24.75
24.50
24.25
24.00
23.50

C-l
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-6

56.01
55.45
54.88
54.32
53.19

18.24
18.05
17.87
17.68
17.31

24.75
24.50
24.25
24.00
23.50

K-l
K-2
K-4
K-6

56.01
55.45
54.32
54.19

18.24
18.05
17.68
17.31

24. 75
24.50
24.00
23.50

* : SO3 base

(NH4)2SO4e

CaS04*

*
K2SO4

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
6.0

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
6.0
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0

Raw mixes with 6.0 wt% SO3 were homogenized, calcined at 1000’C for 1 hour, and heated upto 1100,
1200, 1300, 1350, 1400, and 1450’C, respectively. As soon as desired temperatures were achieved, the samples
were taken out from the furnace, and cooled in ambient air. The intermediate products formed during burning
were analyzed.
To investigate reactivity between C2S and sulphate, raw mixes were prepared by mixing of 25 wt% of
clinker melt with C2S and CaSCh. The molar ratio of C2S and CaSO» was 2:1. They were calcined, heated
and cooled as above procedure.

The content of free CaO and residual SO3 were analyzed, and XRD, optical microscopy and SEM/EDS
were used for analyses of the clinkers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 2 shows the results of XRD and optical microscopy of the clinkers sintered at 1450
*C
for 30 minutes
with various SO3 sources and their content. The clinkers free of SO3 (S-0) produce mostly C3S which show the
equant grains with the size of 10 ~ 20 gm.
When (NH4)zSO4 is added, the clinkers with 1 wt% (NH4)zSO4 show C3S crystals of 30 ~ 50 gm. With
its addition of 2 wt%, C3S content decreases, however the grain size increases above 100 gm. Also, when SO3
is added more than 4 wt%, C3S crystals do not appear.

CaSCh also assumes almost similar aspects of (NIDzSCh. The content of C3S crystals dropps with the
increase of CaSCh addition above 2 wt% . At any rate, its addition of more than 4 wt% eliminates C3S crystals
in clinkers.
K2SO4 does not hinder the C3S formation regardless of its amount. Higher K2SO4 in content induces only
the formation of crystalline K2SO4. C3S crystals are equant and 10 ~ 20 gm in size.

Table 2 The results of XRD and optical microscopy of
the clinkers sintered at 1450°C for 30 minutes
with various SO3 sources and amount.

■9
8

6Sample
No.

Identified phase
by XRD

C3S grain
size(gm)

S-0

СзЗ(уе)

CzSivw)

S-l
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-6

C3S
C3S(s)
CsStvw)
CzSlvs)
CzSfvs)

C2S(m) CaO(w)
CzSivs) Ca0(m)
Ca0(s)
Ca0(s) CaS04(vw)

C-l
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-6

C3S
C3S(s)
Сз8(ш)
C2S(vs)
C2S(vs)

.
40—60
90—180
C2S(m) Ca0(w)
CzSlvs) CaO(m)
160—200
Ca0(s)
_
Ca0(s) C4A3S(w) CaS04(vw)

K-l
K-2
K-4
K-6

C3S
C3S
C3S(vs) K2S04(vw)
C3S(vs) K2S04(w)

* vs:very strong
w:weak

*5-

10~20

30—50
90—150
150—180

10—20
10—20
10—20
10—20

s:strong
m:middle
vw:very weak

5О
я

I

• :(NH4)2SO4.3 •
■K2SO4
,22

cc

*:CaSO4
T

2

5
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О

SOa Added (wt
)
*
Fig. 1

The value of free CaO and residual sulphate
content for the clinkers sintered at 1450
*C
for 30 mins, with increasing sulphate contents

Figure 1 is the result of the chemical analyses for the clinkers sintered at 1450‘C for 30 minutes with
increasing sulphate contents. The addition of 1 wt% (NKUhSCh or СаЗОд results in a small amount of free
CaO. From 2 wt% of СаЗОд or (МНд)гЗОд addition, free CaO content starts to increase. It reaches 8.31 wt%
for 4 wt% of the sulphate addition. In contrast, the content of free CaO does not increase for the increase of
КгЗОд addition. Sulphate in clinkers could reside to the extent of 80 ~ 90 % of added content regardless of
sulphate sources.
.
In the presence of clinker liquid phase, it has been known that СгЗ and CaO reacted in the clinker melt to
give СзЗ.[8]
In the reactions of portland cement clinker formation, minor components affect the physical
properties of clinker melt, that is, its surface tension and viscosity.

Butt and Timashev reviewed the changes of the physical properties of clinker melt when minor elements
were present in a clinker liquid phase.[3] The presence of sulphate in the clinker melt reduces the viscosity and
surface tension of the melt. Thus, the dissolution rates of CaO and СгЗ are accelerated, so СзЗ formatinn is
promoted. Therefore, the mineralizing effect of sulphate may explain why sulphates make the viscosity and the
surface tension of the melt dropped.
In order to investigate the hypertrophic growth of СзЗ grains, raw mixes with СаЗОд 2 wt% are burned
upto 1400, 1450°C, respectively. Produced clinkers are examined under optical microscopy. (Figure 2) As the
clinkering temperature is elevated, СзЗ crystals grow anomalously, and СзЗ grains decrease in number. As shown
in Figure 3, the СзЗ grains burned at 1450°C for 30 minutes have a complex surface feature as if they were
consolidated and/or captured each other. Maki reported that the crystals of C3S grew large because of their
unstable growth at higher concentration of sulphate.[9]
As the sulphate is added, the dispersibility of particles, only to the reduction of surface tension, becomes
higher, and C3S crystals are precipitated locally.
These observations may indicate that,as temperature is
elevated,the crystals of СзЗ are coalesced and/or captured each other because of their rapid growth rate.

1450°C
Fig. 2 Micrographs of the clinkers with СаЗОд
(2 wt%) heated at each temperatures.

Fig. 3 Micrographs of C3S grown anomalously
( at 1450’C for 30 min.)

Table 3 shows the intermediate products formed when S-6, C-6, and K-6 are heated at each temperatures.
In S-6, a large amount of free CaO resides upto 1450°C. ЗСаО- ЗАЪОз-CaSCU (C4A3S) is formed and
decomposes into CaSCh, CaSO4 remains to 1450"C. In C-6, a large amount of C4A3S and 2CaO-А1гОз'SiOz
(CzAS) are formed below 1000°C. C4A3S remains, but CzAS is decomposed when sintered at ‘1450°C for 30
minutes. Until temperature is elevated to 1450“C, the content of free CaO is smaller to the extent of 1.5
2
wt% than that of (NH4)zSO4. When the samples are soaked during 30 minutes at 1450°C, most of CzAS
decomposes, thus the content of CaO increases suddenly.
On the other hand, KzSO4 does not form the intermediate products.

Table 4 shows the intermediate products identified from XRD and CzS grain size determined from
microscopy for investigation of reactivity between CzS and sulphate. CzS cystals grow littld at 1350 — 1400
*C,
however, they grew to the extent of 30 ~ 50 дт at 1450°C .

Figure 4 is EDS results of the clinkers burned at 1350”C and at 1450X2 for 30 minutes. At 1350"C, a
large amount of sulphate is enriched at the surface of CzS. At 1450°C for 30 minutes, there is no difference in
SO3 content between the surface and the center of CzS crystals. Thus CzS crystals don’t grow below 1400X2
because of sulphate-rich layer at the surface of CzS grains. Above 1400”C, they could be developed by the
decomposition of sulphate-rich layer at the surface of CzS grains.
The phenomena that C3S formation is hindered in presence of excess sulphate could be explained as follows. When
CaSCh or (NH4)zSO4 is added, they have the same chemical composition of the starting materials, but they show different
appearances. In the case of CaSCh, the intermediate products such as C4A3S and CzAS are left over upto clinkering
temperature, 1450X2. They catch CaO which would participate C3S formation. Thus C3S formation can not occur.

Table 3

Sample
No.

S-6

C-6

K-6

The Intermediate Products of S-6, C-6 and K-6 Heated at each Temperatures.

Sintering
temp. (X2)

Holding
time

1000
1100
1200
1300
1350
1400
1450
1450

1 hr

1000
1100
1200
1300
1350
1400
1450
1450

1000
1100
1200
1300
1350
1400
1450
1450

30 min

1 hr

30 min
1 hr

-«

30 min

Free CaO
content

Identified phase
by XRD

CzS(vs)
CzS(vs)
C2S(vs)
CzS(vs)
CzS(vs)
C2S(vs)
CzS(vs)
CzS(vs)

CzAS(w) CaO(vs)
CzAS(w) CaO(vs) С4Аз5(»)
CzAS(w) Ca0£vs) C4A3S(w)
Ca0(s) C4A3S(vw)CaS04(vw)
Ca0(s) CaS04(w)
Ca0(s) CaS04(w)
Ca0(s) CaS04(w)
Ca0(s) CaS04(w)

CaS04<vw) CaO(vw)
CaO(vw)
CiAaStvs) CzAS(vs) CzS(s) CaO(vw)
C4A3S(vs) CzAS(vs) CzS(s) CaO(vw)
C4A3S(vs) CzAS(vs) C2S(s) CaO(vw)
C4A3S(s)
CzAS(vs) C2S(s) CaO(vw)
C4A3S(s)
CzAS(s)
C2S(s) Ca0(vwj
CzS(vs)
Ca0(s)
CaS04(m) €4438(1»)
С4Аз5(уз)
СдАзЗСуз)

CzS(vs)
CzS(vs)
CzS(vs)
CzS(vs)
C2S(vs)
C3S
C3S(vs)
C3S(vs)

CzAS(vs)
CzAS(vs)

CaO(vs)
CaO(vs)
CaO(vs)
CaO(vs)
CaO(vs)

CzS(s)
CzS(s)

KzS04(w)
KzS04(w)
KzS04(w)
KzS04(w)
K2S04(w)

K2SO4(w)
K2S04(w)

* vs:very strong s:strong m:middle w:weak vw:very weak

.

16.48
15.99
13.93
11.86
10.15
9.97
8.19
8.05
1.54
1.37
1.21
1.37
1.33
1.46
1.87
7.73

17.43
17.31
17.37
16.99
3.35
0.63
0.28
0.22

Table 4

The intermediate products by XRD and CzS grain size by microscopy,
for investigation of reactivity between C2S and sulphate.

Sintering
tempi "С)

Soaking
time

1000
1100
1200
1300
1350
1400
1450
1450

1 hr
30 min

C2S grain
size(jum)

Identified phase
by XRD

CzSivs)
CzSivs)
C2S(vs)
C2S(vs)

CaSOtivs)
CaSOiivs)
CsS2S(w)
CaS04(s)
C2S(vs) CaS04(m)
C2S(vs) CaS04(m)
C2S(vs) CaS04(m)
C2S(vs) CaS04(w)

CjAsSiw) CaS04(vw)
C4A3S(w)

10—15
10—15
20—25
30—50

C4A3S(vw)
C4A3S(vw)
С4АзЗ(™)
C4A3§(vw)

* vs:very strong s:strong m.middle w:weak vwtvery weak

1450‘C 30 minutes

1350 ‘C

Condition

point No.

CaO

Si02

AI2O3

РегОз

S03

1350‘C

Total
1
2
3
4

46.66
54.35
53.09
45.84
30.30

20.77
36.27
37.84
24.77
1.47

10.19
2.66
3.07
5.44
45.50

2.67
1.43
0.82
2.68
Tr

19.72
5.29
5.18
21.18
22.73

Total
1
2
3
4

57.89
64.51
65.15
65.95
49.71

23.26
30.25
28.23
28.30
4.56

4.46
2.08
1.69
1.53
10.07

3.01
Tr
0.97
0.09
6.43

11.39
3.16
3.96
4.13
29.24

145O‘C
30 min

Fig. 4 SEM micrographs and EDS analyses of the clinkers burned at 1350"C and at 1450°C
for 30 minutes for the investigation of reactivity between C2S and sulphate
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In case of (NH^zSCh, sulphate is enriched at the surface of C2S grains, so C2S is prevented from being
dissolved into clinker melt.
In contrast, K2SO4 does not produce such intermediate products. K2SO4 liquid is immiscible with the clinker
liquid. Therefore, it could not prevent C2S and CaO from being dissolved into the clinker melt.
CONCLUSION
1.

K2SO4 promotes the reaction of C3S formation, however, it could not prevent that of C3S formation although
an excess of K2SO4 (SO3 base 6 wt%) is added.

2.

For the addition of (NH4)zSO4 or CaSO4 of 1 wt%, the sulphate could promote the reaction of C3S
formation. For its content of more than 3 wt%, the formation of C3S is prevented.

3.

For the addition of (NH4)zSO4 or CaSCh of 2 wt% and 3 wt%, C3S grains show the hypertrophic growth
above 100 дт. We may consider that below 1350"C, C3S crystals are precipitated, and the crystals of C3S
are coalesced and/or captured each other with increasing temperature because of their rapid growth rate.

4.

When CaSO4 or (NIDzSCU is added, the chemical composition of the starting materials are the same, but
they show different reaction. For CaSCU, CzAS and C4A3S are formed below 1000"C. They remain upto
clinkering temperature, 1450°C. Thus, these intermediate products catch CaO which would participate the
formation of C3S.
In case of (NH4)zSO4, sulphate is enriched at the surface of CzS grains, so this
sulphate-rich layer could prevent CzS from being dissolved into clinker melt.
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ABSTRACT

XRD, XPS, SEM / EDAX, DTA, high temperature viscometer and chemical analysis have
been employed in this study of the crystal chemistry of C3S or Alite containing F and S in C3S
(Alite)—CaF2—CaSO4_ system. And the characteristics of liquid phase of portland cement clinker
containing F and S and the microstructure of cement clinker phase containing F and S are
also investigated here. The conclusions_are as follows: (i) The replacing form of solid solution
and the limits of solubilities of F and S in C3S or Alite are obtained. The crystal imperfection
and crystalline modification lawcaused by solid solution are acquaired. Meanwhile, colouring
appearance of Alite containing F is observed, (ii) Variation law of eflect of F and S on liquid
phase performance of portland cement clinker is found. (iiO Effect of F and S on crystalline
appearance and crystal type, and distribution law of F and S in clinker phase are known.

tfil
-CaSO4

XRD. XPS. SEM/EDAX. DTA.
C3S
Alite

3?)
X't C3S(Alite)—CaF2

AliteUÄÄ
Alite

ш.

1. INTRODUCTION

A12O3 and Fe2O3 act as fluxing agents in the CaO-SiO2 system, thus reducing the ap
pearance point of liquid phase to 1338U and quickening the reaction of C3S synthesis. However,
the introduction of fluxing agents cannot change the basic law of thermodynamics so that in this
system C3S can only be synthesized or a temperature higher than 1250U . And the introduction
of mineralizer CaF2 causes the formation of C3S containing F and reliquid phase appearn at
1185U (1). Hence, the presence of F leads to a variation in the of characteristics of liquid phase
in this system, and the solid solution of F causes the change of the thermodynamic performance
of the C3S crystal. Meanwhile, it will be definitely be accompanied by a change of its crystal tex
ture and hydraulicity (2,3,4). CaF2 and CaSO4 act not only as effective minerahzers, but also
act as fluxing agents in the production of cement. It is passible to sinter portland cement clinker
at a lower temperature, in this way. In this paper, the phase microstructure and performance of
portland cement clinker are reported on the basis of application and study on mineralizer.
2. PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS AND TESTING METHODS
i) Preparation of specimens:
(a) Synthesis of clinker monomineral
Pure C3S is synthesized at 16500 , crystal type is Tt . Alite is synthesized from the above
CjS by addition of 1% A12O3,1% Fe2O3 and 1% MgO at 13500. Specimens of C3S containing
F and S, or Alite is synthesized from the above pure C3S or Alite to which are added CaF2 and
or CaSO4 at 13500. The compounds used are all of analytical by pure grade.
(b) Preparation of specimens for determining the characteristics of liquid phase ofclinker.
According to the liquid phase composition at eutectic point (13380 ) of
C3S-C2S-C3A-C4AF quaternary phase system, the proportioning is done by adding alone or
both CaF2 and CaSO4 (external adding).
(c) Low temperature plant clinkers of tained by addition of fluorine-sulphur compound
mineralizer. The chemical compositions of such clinkers from there plants are shown in Table 1.

Table 1,
No.

Chemical Analysis of Plant Clinkers with Compound Mineralizers

Plant

SiO2

A12O3

Fe2O3

CaO

F"

SO3

CaF2

CaSO4

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

F/SO3

#1

Wuxian

20.74

6.01

3.93

65.72

1.02

0.74

2.10

1.25

1.38

#2

Jiangshan

18.88

6.15

3.33

64.18

1.19

1.23

2.45

2.09

0.97

#3

Jiangshan

19.15

.6.19

3.75

63.34

1.24

1.84

2.55

3.13

0.67

ii) Experimental methods:
(a) Microstructure analysis of clinker monomineral
The specimens were subjected to XRD, QXRD and chemical analysis. Parts were also ana
lysed by XPS, SEM / ED AX, petrographic analysis and high temperature microscope.
(b) Chemical extraction of clinker phase
Silicate phase is obtained from KOH-cane sugar solution extract. Ferroaluminate clinker
phase is extracted by using salicylic acid methyl alcohol solution.
(c) Equipment and testing conditions

(aa) X-ray diffraction analyser: D / Max-aA type, (Cu target used) tube electric current of
100mA, tube voltage 40 kv.
(bb) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analyzer; KA-ES-300 type.
(cc) Scanning electron microscope ASM—SX type, its energy spectrum is ED AX—9100.
(dd) Rotary viscometer, 1700t!-RV-12 type.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(I) Crystal chemistry of C3S solid solution containing F and S :
. C3S (f) solid solution
a)
(aa). The limits of solubilites of F in C3S:
By detecting and analysing, we obtained the correlation between the amount of CaF2added
and: the free CaF2 in C3S (Fig. 1); the fCaO in C3S (Fig.2); variation mine refractive index (Ng)
°f C3S (F) (Fig,3); and C3S (F) cell parameter (Fig,4). All the plots showed a formation point
3.4% added CaF2. The solubility of F in C3S is found _to reach the solubility limit when the
amount ofCaFj added is 3.4%. (Limits of solubility of F is 1.5 ± 0.1 %, that is, the limit of sol
ubility of F is 0.18 mol in 1 mol C3S.)
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Fig.l Relationship between the amount
ofCaF2 added and free CaF2 inC3S
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Fig.2 Relationship between the amount
of CaF2 added and fCaO in C3S
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Fig.3 Variation of refractive index
with the amount of CaF2 added
for the formation of C3S-CaF2
solid solution
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Fig.4 Variation of cell parameters
with the amount of CaF2 added
in the formation of C3S-CaF2
solid solution

(bb) The solution form of F in C3S:
From XPS analys is the IS electron energy is 684.8eV for fluorine in C3S (JF) specimen when
the amount of CaF2added is 3.5%. This is close to the IS electron energy (684.6 eV) of fluorine
in CaF2, and much different from the IS energy of fluorine in SiF4(687.8 eV). The difference of
electronic binding energy is enough to indicate that F will bond only with Ca2+ in C3S crystal
lattice and is impossible to bond with Si4+. Fig.2 also shows that when the amount of CaF2 ad
ded is 0-3.4%, the linear slope of the amount of CaF2added and fCaO is MfCaO / MCaF2 = 1.
Hence, it is definite that two F in C3S takes the place of only one O2-ion which coordinated
with Ca + ion, that no vacancy of Ca2+ion presents. It is namely that the solution reaction of
C3S and CaF2at 1350Г is as:
O2“-* 2F"

Ca30 • SiO4+xCaF2 = Ca301_xF2x • SiO4+xCaO (0<x<0.09)

(cc) Crystal type of C3S (F):
By detecting and analysing, it can be seen that with the increase of solubility, the stabilized
crystal type of C3S (F) will change as T^pure C3S)-> Tn(0.5% CaF2 added) Tln(l .0% CaF2
added) -* Mn(1.5% CaF2 added)*
R (2.0% CaF2added). F acts as stabilizer of high—tem
perature type of C3S. And from Fig.4 we can see that with the increasing of solubility of F, the
cell parameter c of C3S solution increases and a, b direction have no change. Hence, it is con
firmed that the solution of F is conducted along the c axis of C3S.
b) C3S (F,S) solid solution
aa) Crystal type of C3S (f,S)
_ From Fig.5, it is clear that the crystal type of C3S (F,S)depends mainly on the solubility of
F and relates hardly with solubility of S. When the amount of CaF2 added is 1%, CaSO4 is
0%-3%, crystal type of C3S solid solution is Tni. And as the amount of CaF2 added is 2% and
without CaSO4 crystal type is R. When the amount of CaSO4 added is 1 %-4%, crystal type is
Mn. As the amount of CaSO4 added is more than 4%, crystal type is Тш. When the addition of
CaF2 is 3%, with the increase of the amount of CaSO4 added, crystal types reduce, and
meanwhile superstructure of C3S solid solution appears.
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Fig.5 Variation ofcrystaTtypes
containing F and S’ inC3S
and limits of solubility of F and
S' in C3S with the amounts
of F and S additives

bb) Solution of F andS inC3S

In analysing, when the amount of CaF2 added is 1%, the limits of solubility of CaSO4 is

4%. (Since traces of liquid phase appear in the specimen at 1350°C). Similarly, when CaF2 is
2%, CaSO4 is 3.5% and when CaF2 is 3%, CaSO4 is 1%. Hence, the curve of limits of solu
tion of F and S in C3S is obtained, (the imaginary line in Fig.5).

c) Alite containing F and S or containing both F and S
aa) Crystal types of Alite containing F or 5 or both Fand S
In Fig.6, the variation law of their crystal types is similar to the above C3S solution in that
it depends mainly on the solubility of F when 0.5% and 1% CaF2 is added alone, the crystal
type of Alite with F [Alite (F)] is Mni; and when the amount of CaF2 added is equal to or more
than 2%,_the crystal type is R. When 1% CaSO4 is added alone, the crystal type of Alite with S
[Alite (S)] is Mn. When the amount of CaSO4 is added equal to or more than 2%, the crystal
type reduces to Mj. And when both CaF2 and CaSO4 are added, for instance, 2% of CaF2 and
CaSO4 within 3%. The limit of the solubility, the crystal types of Alite (F,S) are all R. When
the limit of solubility is exceeded, symmetrical reducing appears.

bb) Solid solution of F and S in Alite
When CaF2 is added alone to Alite, the limit of solubility of F is 1.5%; when CaSO4 is
added alone, the limit of solubility of S is 2.2%. And when they are added together with 1%
CaF2, the limit of solubility of CaSO4 is 3.5%. When CaF2 is2%,CaSO4 is 3%, and for 3%
CaF2, CaSO4 is 1 %. Then the curve of limits of solubilities of F and S in Alite is obtained.
(The imaginary line in Fig.6).

Variation of crystal types
and limits of solubility of F
and_S in Alite with the amounts
of F and S additives

CaSO4 (wt%)

d) The interrelationship of the solution of F and Fe2O3 in C3S
The solid solution of F makes Alite coloured in appearance, and its colour changes from
greenish-grey (without CaF2) > light pink (0.5% CaF2) iron red (1% CaF2)-> dark red (2%
CaF2 added). When CaSO4 is added alone, thejxdour of Alite will not change. As CaF2 and
CaSO4 are added together, the colour of Alite (F, S) is pink. And with increase in the amounts
of CaSO4 added, its colour becomes lighter. Hence, the solid solution of F influences the sol
id solution and the coordinating state of Fe3+ ion. And the solid solution of S weakens the
special solution relation between F and Fe+3.

Analysing the results listed in Table 2 by SEM / EDAX, we can see that the solibility of
Fe2O3 in Alite is 0.87%. However, the solubility of Fe2O3 reduces with the increase in CaF2
added in Alite (F). For instance, in specimen AF3 which has 3% CaF2 added in Alite, the solu
bility of Fe2O3 is 0.46%.

Table 2. Mutual
of CaF77+Fe
----- —effect
.
—
• * 7O, on their solubilities in C^S
*-',
'-.I
Fe2O3 solubility %
(EDAX), in

Additive amount of C3S (%)

Sample
CaF2

Alite

Crystal
type

ГСаО
%

A12O3

Fe2O3

MgO

1.0

1.0

1.0

Mn

0

af2

2.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

R

0

AFj

3.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

R

0

CFeFj

3.0

—

1.0

R

0.5

Color of
sample

C3S phase

other
phase

0.87

—

Greyish
green
Iron oxide
red
Deep iron
oxide red
Deep iron
oxide red

0.65
0.46

—

6.40

2.25

e) Mutual effect of F and S on their solubilities in C3S
The solubilities of F and S in C3S or Alite have a mutual_effect. From the viewpoint of the
solutions, F affects only the CaOj0“ octahedron, while S affects not only the CaOg0octahedron, but also the SiOj- tetrahedron. According to the law of transformation of crystal
types and the tinction phenomenon of Alite (F), we can find that the solubilities of F and S in
C3S or Alite interact; and so the limits of their solubilities are inter-dependent.
Because of the interaction_and mutual effect of the solubilities of F and S , the appearance
of the superstructure of C3S (F,^) shows that the presence of the reducing of tinction phenome
non of Alite (F) due to the solubility of S.
(ii) Effect of fluorine and sulphur on the performance of liquid phase of cement clinker
Table 3 shows the results obtained of the effects of Fand S on the liquid phase perform
ance of eutectic points of C3S-C2S-C3A-C4AF system.

Table 3.

Viscosity of Liquid Phase of Clinker under Different Temperatures
Mineralizer

Specimen

Viscosity value, at Pa • S

number

CaF2 %

CaSO4 %

1340С

1350t:

1400 С

1450 t!

1

0

0

0.115

0.112

0.068

0.040

2

1

0

0.074

0.070

0.049

0.040

3

1

3

0.065

0.064

0.040

0.033

Note: D = 50s 1

In Table 3, F and S cause the viscosity of the system to reduce proving, that these applied
elements effectively weaken the association and binding energy of the network structure of the
melt. Meanwhile, it is beneficial to the interdiffusion of ions and the reformation of bonds, by
virtue of which the chemical reactivity of the substances is increased. Hence, F and S are char
acterized by mineralization and one of the reasons there is that they reduce the viscosities of the
liquid phase of clinker.

(iii) Effects of Fluorine and Sulphur on the Microstructure of Cement Clinker
a) Effects on crystal morphology of clinker mineral

In the low—temperature clinker to which a compound mineralizer containing fluorine and
sulphur had been added , the dissolution of Belite and the conditions of crystallization of Alite
vary because of the effect of fluorine and sulphur on the compositions, content, viscosity, and
temperature of liquid phase appearance . Fig.7 shows the crystal morphology of Alite in
low-temperature clinker.

Fig.7

Crystalline morphology of Alite in low—temperature clinker
a. Alite of well—developed grain
' b. Alite of directional crystallization and its surface educts

Fig.7a shows the Alite of regular hexagonal 14-hedron at normal sintering temperature
(1250-1350C) and well crystallized. Fig.7b is the regular hexagonal flat Alite obtained at high
temperature (> 1350 V), slow cooling and extends alone crystal plane (0001). The ratio of geo
metrical crystalline axis c / b is 1:4.

b) Effects on crystal types of clinker mineral
From Fig.Sa, we can see that in the clinker with 5% CaSO4 mineralizer added in plant raw
meal, the Alite is of the monoclinic crystal type, (like any ordinary plant clinker). In the clinker
with 3% CaF2 mineralizer added in plant raw mealfthe Alite is trigonal crystal type as shown
in Fig.Sb. Alite is again trigonal crystal type in the plant clinker to which 5% CaSO4 and 3%
CaF2 had been added as compound mineralizer. (Fig.Sc). On other word, the crystal type of
Alite in plant clinker obtained by addition of compound mineralizer is similar to that from
CaF2 mineralizer alore added. This proves that mainly F affects the crystal type of Alite.
(009)

(009)
(009)

32 33

51 52

a. 5% CaSO4

M

32 33
b. 3% CaF2
R

(220)

(220)

51 52

32 33

51 52

c. 5% CaSO4

3% CaF2
R

Fig.8 Effects of compound mineralizer on the crystalline forms of Alite

c) Distribution of fluorine and sulphur in low-temperature clinker mineral
In order to study the distribution of fluorine and sulphur in clinker ( compositions in Table
1), chemical extraction is used to separate the silicate phase from the ferroaluminate phase.
From the results then in Table 4, it can be noticed that the solubility of S in silicate phase is
within 0.17—1.30%; and the solubility of S in ferroaluminate phase is within 0.54—1.32%.
Hence, the solubility of S in ferroaluminate phase is higher than that in silicate phase On the
other hand the solubility of F in silicate is within 0.75-1.60% and in ferroaluminate phase
within 0.22-0.31%. This proves that most of the F is dissolved in the silicate phase, only a little
is dissolved in the ferroaluminate phase or forms CnA7 • CaF2.
Amount and Distribution of F and S in Clinker Phases

Table 4.
Plant
Clinker

Total F or
5 in
clinker
%

F orS

F or S in

in
silicate
%

F orS

ferrite—
. aluminate
%

in silicate
a^ainsttotal

F or S %

F orS in
ferrite-alumiante
againsttotal
F orS %

F

S

F

S

F

5

F

S

F

S

1

1.02

0.74

0.75

0.17

0.22

0.54

77.3

23.9

22.7

76.1

2

1.19

1.23

0.85

0.53

0.30

1.28

73.9

29.3

26.1

70.7

3

1.24

1.84

0.89

1.30

0.31

1.32

74.2

49.6

25.8

50.4

4. CONCLUSION
i) C3S (F) solid solution
The solution of F takes the place of O2- ion in C3S,_which can only coordinate with calci
um. High-temperature type of C3S can be stabilized by F. The solution of F in C3S is con
ducted along the e axis. The limit of solubility of F is 1.5+ 0.1% (1350U). The molecular for
mula of C3S (F) is Ca3O!_xF2x • SiO4(0 < x<0.09).
ii) C3S (F, S) solidjolution
, The solution of F and S in C3S is mutually is conditioned. The limits of their solubilities
are interdependent. The steady crystal type of C3S (F, ^depends mainly on the solution of F.

iii) Alite (F)
The colour of Alite is changed from greenish-grey to iron red by F. The solubility of
Fe2O3 in C3S is decreased by F. High-temperature type of Alite can be stabilized by F and
the limit of the solubility of F in Alite is 1.5%.

iv) Alite (S)
The solution of S hardly changes the symmetry of Alite. The limit of solubility of S is
2.2%.
v) Alite (F, S)
,
The solution of F and S in Alite have a mutual effect. The limits of their solubilities are
interdependent. The solution of 5 reduces the colouring of Alite (F) and the steady crystal type
of alite (F, S') depends mainly on the solution of F.

vi) The introduction of CaF2 and CaSO4 can not change the rheological behaviour of liq
uid phase of portland cement clinker. However, it can reduce the viscosity of the liquid phase.

vii) The effects of F and S on the liquid phase of clinker in plant clinkers cause the
morphology of Alite crystal to be extended along plane (0001) so as to appear flat. CaF2
mineralizer significantly influences the crystal type of Alite while CaSO4 has no effect on. Most
of F is dissolved in the silicate phase in clinker mineral, while most of S is in the intermediate
phase with a small part of it dissolved in the silicate phase
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ABSTRACT

Addition of Fluorspar to a raw mix results in lowering the clinkering temperature of
СзЬ tormation and also increases the speed of formation of silicates. Mixing fluorspar to a raw
mix, rich in bO3 content, certainly helps to produce cement at lower temperature, the cement
thus produced shows improved strength properties. Considerable energy savings in terms of
temperature reduction, better kiln through-puts, less gypsum requirements and less power
consumption can be achieved.
p
p q ,

INTRODUCTION
Various studies, on the use of fluxes and mineralizers, for lowering clinkering
temperature, increasing the kiln production and energy savings have been carried out in the
developed countries. A comprehensive review, on the-use of fluxes and mineralizers, in
clinkering process has been presented by W.A. Klem and J. Skalny,
Among most of the
mineralizers, Flourides have been the most experimented mineralizer. Addition of Fluorspar,
tp a raw-mix even in small proportion (0.20%) results in lowering the temperature of C3S
formation and increases the speed of silicates formation (2), reduction in clinkering
temperature, as high as, 180°C has been reported by the addition of Fluorspar <3\
Mineralization of raw meal with 0.5% F has been found to accelerate the clinkering
temperature and rapid formation of C3S at 1200°C. Addition of minor oxides, MgO and SO3,
particularly at 1300 °C have been claimed to have a further fluxing effect and give slightly
higher C3S content than the composition with only СаРз (4). Doping with, compound
mineralizers, in the presence of an appropriate amount of SO3, the cause of decline in
hydraulic activity of F-containing alite phase is eliminated (5). Introduction of 5% SO3
(introduced as gypsum) into low LSF and high SM räw meal containing 1.6 - 10% MgO, made
the clinkerization possible at 1350°С<6).

Addition of large quantities of gypsum(anhydrite) to a rawmix containing limestone
and various alumina containing materials results in the production of expansive cement,
which comprises C4A3S, alite, belite, ferrite, anhydrite and some free lime(7). Similarly high
early strength cement containing C4A3S, СцАтСаРг, /3C2S and C4AF has been prepared by
using CaSOj and CaF2 <s). Utilization of C4A3S replacing C3S in portland cement system
results in saving of energies for burning, since C4A3S requires lower temperature for its
formation/9’.
The present study is concerned with white cement, synthesized from industrial raw
meal containing 4% SO3 (as anhydrite) in lime-sludge. C4A3S, formed due to the presence of
higher content of SO3, has been utilized to replace a portion of C3S at 1300 °C, that is 300 °C
lower than the clinkerization temperature in the kiln. To further enhance the reactivity of
raw-mix, different proportions of Fluorspar are added to it. The modifications so induced, both
upon the burning behaviour as well as upon the binding properties of the resultant cement,
are examined.

EXPERIMENTAL
The materials used were industrial raw-mix and Fluorspar (having 84% purity). The
composition of raw-mix determined by chemical analysis is given in Table 1. Varying amounts
of Fluorspar (0 to 1% as CaF2) was added to the industrial white cement raw-mix. The
resulting mixtures, after thorough mixing with 36% water were shaped in the form of nodules.
After drying in oven at 100 °C, these nodules were burned in a programmable high
temperature furnace (1600 °C) from 1300 °C to 1550 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C per minute.
Each sample was kept at every fixed temperature for 15 and 30 minutes duration. These
clinkers were allowed to cool, first in the furnace to 1280 °C and then rapidly quenched in
water. The burning behaviour and the mineralogical composition were followed by chemical
analysis of free lime content, XRD (by using Cu Ka source) and DTA/TG. Sufficient quantities
of clinker were prepared at 1300 °C with 0.25% F.Spar) to prepare cement designated as
cement 1. Physical and mechanical properties of cement 1 were compared with plant cement,
designated as cement 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1.

Burnability Data
As is clear from the residual free lime contents of clinker given in Figures 1 to 5, a good
clinkerization degree is obtained even at 1300 °C. Addition of 0.25% fluorspar (as CaF2)
gives 4% free lime combinability temperature as 1300 °C. This is the usual permissible
limit of free lime for water quenched clinkers. The enhancement in reactivity of
clinkers due to addition of Fluorspar is evident from Figures 1 to 5. The fluorspar

30 min.
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Chemical Analysis or raw-mix (?J
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MgO
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Figure 5

Free lime Vs Temperature
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Table 2 Compressive strength of cement 1 and 2
Type

Compressive strength (N/mm2)
3 days

Cement 1
Cement 2

9.88
8.36

7 days

12.77
9.12

Table 3 Physical Properties of cement 1 and 2
Type

initial set
(min.)

Cement 1 155
Cement 1 160

Final set
(min.)
205
220

Expansion Fineness
(mm)
(M2/Kg)
5.0
2.0

420
440

Whiteness

84.0
83.3

addition, even in small proportions, lowered the clinkering temperature of CaS and
increased the speed of silicates formation. This is in agreement with the studies of
M.T. Blanco et. al. (2), W.A.Klemm et. al (1), V. Johnson et. al. I1,,) and S. Wei et. al. <5>.
The presence of SO3 in white cement raw-mix depresses the melting point of eutectic
mix T2 for promoting the clinker formation at lower temperature as studied by D. Tong
et. al(11).

ii)

DTA/TG Studies
From DTA curves, as shown in Figure 6, it can be seen that presence of Fluorspar at all
levels reduces further the melt and cement mineral formation temperatures. Due to
the presence of SO3 (as anhydrite) C3S exotherm is at 1206.7 °C however, with the
addition of 0.25% Fluorspar has further reduced to 1150 °C. From temperature 940 nC
to onward there are successively other minor exothermic peaks that hint the formation
of C2S, C4A3S, СпАтСаГг, C3A etc., After 1300 °C decomposition of C4A3S starts and
corresponding endothermic peaks with TG loss can be observed.

iii)

XRD Studies
The presence of minerals C3S, C3A, C4AF and C4A3S has been identified in the clinker
burned at 1300 °C with and without flux, as shown in Figure 7. The XRD data show a
strong peak at 2.16 (d value) this is attributed to the formation of C4A3S compound
resulted as a consequence of the presence of SO3 in the raw meal. Above 1350 °C the
intensity of this peak starts diminishing due to decomposition of C1A3S and intensity of
C3A peak increases. This behaviour is in agreement with the findings of G, Sudoh et
al.(i2) and P. Rodrigues <^>. Similarly C3S peak is found at 1.76 (d value) and 5C2S peak
at 1.966 (d value).

iv)

Physical and Mechanical Properties of Cements 1 and 2
The physical and mechanical testing of cements 1 and 2 were simultaneously
pertormed with the same set of standard conditions. The compressive strength, setting
time, Main specific surface area, Le chatlier expansion together with whiteness of both
the cements are given in Table 2. It is evident from the Table 2, that 3 days
compressive strength on one inch mortar cube for cement 1 is 18% higher compared to
cement 2. lhe percent increase in compressive strength between 3 and 7 days of
9T° whereas> for cement 1 it is 29%. This shows that rate of compressive
strength development is much greater for cem. 1 and is attributed to the hydration
characteristics of C4A3S. At early age, C.A3S hydrates more rapidly than C3A and the
rate of this reaction remains relatively high till the depletion of this compound. The
combined effect of C4A.3S and C3S hydration results in higher strength. The same
behaviour has been reported in literature by G. Sudoh et. al <12' and I.F. Xingi et. al. <8\

лл'
cement 1, when ground with gypsum, showed rapid set behaviour, however bv
time11 of cei^1anc^
set
cement 1 are comparable to setting
wherpL
2 aS+^tn m ТаЫ? 3‘The expansion observed in case of cement 1 is 5mm
Flnnr^niric cement 2 the expansion is 1.5mm. Whiteness of the cement made with 0.25%
effect th Jwht+m°St thF6 same as cement 2, this show that Fluorspar addition (0.25%) does not
eneci me whiteness of cement.

CONCLUSION
The present investigations have led us to the following conclusions:
PtinknJnChotaimng аРс’ belite, tricalcium aluminate and sulpho-aluminate (C4A3S)
modu^ PVPnPptPiVnn or ?m. ,whlte raw-mix having low iron content and high silica
modulus even at 1300 °C in the presence of 4% SO3 and Fluorspar admixtures
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Figure 6

DTA curves for raw mix without (2j and with 0.25%
Fluorspar (lj addition.

Figure 7 XRD of clinker burned at 1300 °C without (2)

and with 0.25% Fluorspar (1) addition.
A = C3S; В = C4A3S; C = ß - CyS; D = Free lime

2.

Addition of Fluorspar to a high silica modulus raw-mix containing SOs (as anhydrite)
increases C3S content, intensifies the clinkerization process and lowers the burning
temperature by nearly 300 °C.

3.

Mechanical properties of white cement in the presence of SO3 and Fluorspar are much
better even when the burning temperatures are less.

4.

SO3 emissions from the kiln can be reduced due to the presence of C4A3S compound.

5.

By utilizing the SO3 of the raw-mix in clinkering process, gypsum requirements (as a
set retarder) can be reduced to half.
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SUMMARY
The influence of F, S and F+S on the crystalline structure of CaS were studied
by XRD, IR, Raman spectrometry and chemical analysis. As increasing F dissoloved in
CaS, the polymorph was changed to the rohmbic from the triclinic, the numberof spre
trum bands of IR and Raman corresponding to [SiO<] tetrahedron was decreased,the
concentrations of SiOs in liquid phase in contact with C«S pastes were decreased
and the rate of dissolution of SiOa was slowed down, indicating CaS doped with
F having denser crystalline structure and higher level symmetry. This is the reason
why the hydration of CeS doped with F becomes slow at early age. There is little
influence of S dissolved in CaS on the polymorph and crystalline structure of Ca8.
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INTRODUCTION
Many literaturee on the mineralization mechanism and the effect of CaF, and
CaSO on burning portland cement clinker have been published recently, but less on
*
the influence of F,S on the crystalline structure of CaS. Ye Qing et al (1) reported
that the addition of F could stablize rohmbic CaS at room temperature and change
triclinic to rohmbic, but S change rohmbic C38 to monoclinic one. Authors (2.3)
studied the effect of F on the hydration of CaS and found that the setting time and
hydration rate were retarded at 1 day. For clarifying the reason of lower hydration
rate of CeS doped with F, the crystalline structure of CaS doped with F and'with F+S
as well as with S were studied by XRD,IR,Raman spectrometry and chemical analysis.

EXPERIMENTS

The samples of CaS doped with F and with F+S as well as with
according to (3). The contents of CaFa, CaSO
*
added and measured
are all listed in Table 1 and 2.
Table 1

Contents of F and f-CaO of CaS Samples doped with F
All

Samples

CaF2 added, %
F measured, %
f CaO, %

Table 2

S were prepared
as well as fCaO

0.5
0.09
0.06

A12

A14

A16

1.0
0.14
0.24

2.0
0.39
0.42

3.0
0.44
0.62

Contents of F, S and f-CaO of CaS samples
doped with F+S and with S

Samples
CaFa added, %
F measured, %
CaSO« added, %
SOa measured,%
f-CaO, %

A 20

0
0
4.93
2.01
1.72

A21
0.6
0.09
4.93
1.13
0.69

A22
1.0
0.16
4.93
0.96
0.54

A 24

2.0
0.31
4.93
0.88
0.38

A26
3.0
0.55
4.93
1.24
0.23

The peaks of CaS samples at 2 6 -31.6-33.5° and 50.6-52.5° were recorded by XRD
and the polymorphes were identified accroding to (1.4). IR and Raman spectra of Ca8
samples were carried out by Nicolet 60 XRB IR spectrometer and U 1000 Raman spec
trometer respectively. The concentrations of SiO2 in liquid phase in contact with
CaS pastes(w/c-lO) were determined by chemical analysis.
RESULTS

XRD Study
XRD diagrams showed that the polymorphs of Ca6 doped with F and with F+S were
changed to rohmic from triclinic and the symmetry of crystals was changed to higher
level from lower level gradually as F contents dissolved in CaS were increased.

biUt th^e ie DOt ®ПУ influence of 8 on the Polymorph of С68 which still remains tri
clinic (Fig.l to 2). The results are in agreement with that of Ye Qing et al (1).

Fig.2

XRD diagrams of CaS samples doped with F+S

, The space d-value of XRD of CaS doped with F and F+8 were decreased slightly
(Fig.3), indicating C.S doped with F having a denser crystalline sructure than pure
CaS,which coincided with our previous report of increasing induction period and set
ting time as well as decreasing hydration rate of CaS doped with F at 1 day (2.3).

IR Study
V.C Farmer (6) pointed out that there were nine degrees of freedom in IR spec
trum of isolated (SIO^J tetrahedron. Because of degeneration there are only four
vibration modesin-symmetry stretching vibration, redouble bending vibration, ratriple stretching vibration and r^-triple bending vibration. If [SiO<] tetrahedron
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ia well symmetry, there are only ra and r4 vibrations in IR spectrum. For actual
silicate minerals, the symmetry of [SiO
]
*
tetrahedron is disordered because of the
effect of cation groups. Therefore only гг and ra vibration bands occur in IR
Spectrum. P.Tarte (6) pointed out: Гх-вОО-АООст-1, ra-300-360cm-1, ra-800-1000cm-1,
-400-600cm -1. He also considered that the less number of IR spectrum bands, the
r*

higher level symmetry cf the crystalline structure. According to M.Handke et al [7],
the disappearance of some spectrum bands indicated the improvement of the symmetry
of crystalline structure.
Fig.4 (left) shows IB spectra of CaS samples doped with F. In Fig.4 (left) r,
vibtation band splits into
and 866cm-1; ra, splits into four: 886cm-1,
906cm-1, 938cm-1 and 995cm-1. As increasing F dissolved in CaS, the intensities of
ri bands and all ra bands except 937 cm-1 are decreased gradually and finally
disappeared when the content of F dissolved in CaS is up to 0.44% (A14 sample),
which means the enhance of the symmetry of CaS crystal. The same trends can
be found from the^spectra of CaS doped with F+S (S added is fixed at a constant) in
Fig 4 (right). As F content in CaS is up to 0.55% (Aa4 sample), all bands corre
sponding to ra vibration are engulfed in 937 cm
* 1 bands, again showing increase of
the symmetry of CaS crystal structure. Fig.5 shows nearly the same spectra between
pure CaS and CaS doped with S alone, meaning no change in crystalline structure of
CaS doped with S alone. According to M.Handke et al (7),the vibration of Si-0 bond
depends on the arrangement of Оя". These vibrations depend mainly on the movement
of Oe ion, and Si
**
is roughly considered to be at rest. The disorder of CaS crystal
lattice does not depend mainly on the superstructure of Si
* + but O“_lon. Therefore,
the arrangement of Os~ around Si
**
trends towards regularity as the content of F
in CaS is increased.

Wavenumber (cm-1)

Fig.5

IB spectra of pure CaS
and CaS sample doped
.with S

Wavenumber (cm-1)
Fig.6 Baman spectra of CaS samples
doped with F (left) and doped
with F+S (right)

Baman Study

According

to the calculation of group theory, isolated

[SiO»]

tetrahedron

is

possessed of Td symmetry. The symmetry corresponding its various movements is
Ai+E + F-. 43F2, in which Fi and F2 are corresponding to rotation and pallara movements
respectively, and actual vibration is Ai+E + 2FZ. Comparing with pure CaS, only the
bands belong to A, vibration were changed in CeS doped with F, therefore, Ai
vibration is discussed only. Based on the calculation of factor group, there are
three bands of Aj stretching vibration in [SiO<] tetrahedron,but there are six bands
rftng’ed over 800-900 cm-1 for pure CaS, this means that the disorder is occurred in
]
*
[SiO
groups of pure CaS,and the symmery of [8iO<] have been changed to CaV from
Td. We can find from Fig.6 that there is not any change in Raman- spectra of Ca8
doped with S alone compared with that of pure CaS, again indicating little effect
of S dissolved on the symmetry and crystalline structure of CaS doped with 8 alone,
which is in agreement with the results of XRD and IR.Fig.6 also shows that .as increa
sing F dissolved in CaS whether doped with F or F+8, the intensities of 811 cm-1 and
900cm-1 bands of Raman spectrum were decreased. As the content cf F dissolved in CaS
up to 0.44%.(for CaS doped with F alone) and 0.56% ( for CaS doped with ₽+§), both
bands of 811 cm-1 and 900cm-1 are basically disappeared; the intensities of 890cm-1
and 848 cm-1 bands are also decreasing with increase of F in CaS and finally en
gulfed in 880cm-1 and 840cm-1 bands.These results indicate that the degeneracy of Si-0
bond vibration in CaS is increased and the arrangement of O”- coordinated with Si"
*"
trends towards regularity and the symmetry of [SiO4] tetrahedron is improved with
increase of F in CaS.
Study of Chemical Analysis

The improvement of symmetry of [SiO4] tetrahedron also can be proved from the
results of analyzing liquid phase in contact with CaS doped with F and with F+S,
showed in Fig.7. The content and rate of SiOa solved in liquid phase is decreasing
with the increase of F dissolved in CaS whether doped with 8 or not. We had reported
previously (3) that as increasing F dissolved in Ca8, the heat evolution rate, chemical
bound water and the strength at 1 day were decreased and the occurrence of
maximum concentrations of Caa+ and OH- in liquid phase were delayed.The more F con
tents dissolved in CaS, the more results above. The reason is of improving the sym
metry of
к [SiOi] terahedron in Ca8 crystal by F solutioned in CaS.

Hydration tiiae
Fig.7

Hydration tine

SiOa concentrations in the liquid phases in contact with
CaS samples doped with F (left) and with F+S (right)

CONCLUSIONS
Solution of F in CNS improvea the eymmetry and deneification of crystalline etructure of CaS ая well ae changes the polymorph-of CaS to r?h®bic from triclinic.

Solution of F in CaS improves the symmetry of [SiO<] terahedron in CaS crystal
and regularizes the arrangement of O®- coordinated with Si4+,
Solid solution of F in CaS decreases the solubility and concentration of SiOa in
liquid phase in contact with C3S paste.
It is the improvement of symmetry and densification of crystal as well as the
improvement of symmetry of [SiO«] in CaS by solid solution of F in CaS that slows
down the hydration rate of CaS doped with F at early age.

There is little effect of S
structure of CaS.

dissolved

in

CaS on the polymorph and crystalline
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EFFECT OF FLUORINE-BEARING LIMESTONE
ON CLINKER QUALITY
G Goswami, В N Mohapatra and J D Panda
Dalmia Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research
Rajgangpur, INDIA
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The effect of inherent fluorine on clinker mineralogy and cement
properties was investigated by incorporating fluorine-bearing limestone in
the cement raw-mixes.
Clinkers with 0.01 to 0.12% F were produced bv
sintering the raw mixes in a pre-calciner kiln and in a laboratory rotary
kiln. It is found that with the increase of F content in the clinkers, C3S
increases and C3A decreases noticeably. Setting time and early strength
i of
the cement invariably increase with the increase of- F.
But
- ----- the stren
strength
development from 3-days to 28-days falls when F content reaches 0.12%.
It
is observed that the effect of inherent fluorine occurring in the form of
fluosilicate is more intensive than that of the similar amount of fluorine
from external source.

INTRODUCTION
mi ^Q»-A?P11Catljncl °f fluorine in cement manufacturing process
both i =
mineralizer and flux is widely known and a number of studies on'if.
on cement properties have been reported.
The mean concentration of
fluorine in cement raw mix is reported to be only 0.05 $- (1 Г
h
f
and hence
tHe optirnum requirement is as low asO.25% ("’ - - °- ,- hence,,
,
- (2> normally fluorine is
added to the normal raw
t^ie ^orm
an external source.
In our
previous investigations
.
,,
<3,4)
it was found that cement
raw mixes
incorporating
the limestone of a particular deposit,
having identical
chemical
and granulometric compostions showed differnces9 in
their
burnability,
bTUr' Of ^he variatlons in
contents of the mineral
phlogopite,
К Mg3(Si3 AlO(0 ) (FOHlz, . Further analyses of a large number
of limestone Ьо^З?6* rf°b the deposit show that fluorine content ranges
from
0.03 to
0.115 and occurs in the
to 0.32
0.32 %о with
with an
an averege
averegA of
nf about 0.115%
form of the mineral phlogopite,
In the present investigation,
the effect
of
these - fluorine-bearing limestones on the clinker
quality
and
subsequently on cement properties
--- has: been examined.
MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES
An industrial and a laboratory
prepared
raw-mixes incorporating
fluorine-bearing limestones from a
particular deposit were taken as
the
base
materials.
Fluorine
contents of the industrial
and
laboratory raw mixes were 0.11 and
0.04 % respectively
(Table-1).
Different doses of fluorine were
added to the laboratory mix to
produce clinkers of variable
F
contents.
The
raw mixes
were
sintered in a laboratory rotary
kiln of 2 kg/hour capacity and the
clinkers thus produced were taken
for comparative study.

Table - 1
Chemical
compositions
(Wt.%) of
the cemnent raw mixes
Raw mixes
Components
Industrial Laboratory

F
SiO^
ai2o3
ЕегОз
CaO
MgO
K2O
L 0 I

0.11
11.3
2.49
2.30
44.6
3.29
0.55
35.3

0.04
12.18
3.01
2.07
44.82
1.42
0.54
35.85

Mineralogy of the clinkers was examined w
by л
X-Ray
Diffractometry
(XRD),
using Ni-filtered Cu-K
*
radiation at 40 KV
20
*
mA
■
Clinker phases
were
estimated by Quantitative X-Ray Diffractometry (QXRD).
•
Silicon was
used as internal standard and estimations of C«S C«S
0-70
o
-> ■ — - -'
c3
C4 AF and
periclase were made at 2.957,
?no-7
r
'"
’
-2.87, 2.70, 2.63 and 2.11 A
respectively,
Free CaO in the clinker was estimated according to IS: 4,032 - 1985.

Ordinary Portland Cements
(OPC) were prepared
clinkers produced with identical gypsum content and incorporating the
fineness and then
cement properties,
including setting time, compressive
strength (CCS) and
soundness were determined following 18:4031-1988.
RESULTS

Industrial Raw Mix
Chemical
compositions of the low and high fluorine-bearinq
clinkers
(designated Clinker-I and Clinker-II respectively)
produced
industrial
raw-mix are found to be identical except in their from the
.
-------volatile
contents (Table-2).Phase analyses, L^LL
both potential (Bogue) and QXRD values.
of the two clinkers are noted in Table-3.

It is found that in general
QXRD values for C3S are higher and
those for C2S and C3A are lower
than the potential phase contents.
Although potential phases of the
two clinkers are almost identical,
QXRD
shows
that actual
phase
contents of the two clinkers are
quite
different.
The
most
distinguishable difference between
the two clinker is in their C3 A
contents.
C3A in the clinker - I
is double that of the clinker - II
, which is clearly reflected in the
XRD
patterns
(Cu-K»<
)
Fig.l.
Further,
C 3 S and C^S contents in
the clinker - II are respectively
higher and lower than those in the
clinker-I.

Table-2

Volatile contents
(Wt.%)
of the clinkers
produced
from the Industrial raw mix.
Clinker

Components

I

II

F

0.01

Q.12

К О
2

0.26

0.60

TABLE-3
Phase analysis (Wt.%) of the Clinker - I
(F=0.01 %)
and Cl:Inker - II (F = 0.12 %) produced from the same raw mix.

Clinker

C S
2

C A
3

C AF
4
—

-----------------

(Bogue)
(QXRD)

C S
3
—
55.9
69

16.9

12

8.34
4

12.17
11

1.5

(Bogue)
(QXRD)

54.7
74

18.1
11

7.7
2

12.8
10

1.5

—
I.
II.

—

—

Periclase

Free
CaO
----- —
2.2

1.6

* Chemically estimated
Physical properties of the OPC incorporating the clinker - I and II
are shown in Table-4.
It is found that in identical fineness,
the cement
containing the clinker - II shows longer setting times,
higher 3- and 7
days strength and lower 28- days strength than the cement containing the
clinker - I.
However,
Le-chatelier and Autoclave expansions of both the
cements are almost identical.

Laboratory Raw Mix
Fluorine contents retained in the laboratory clinkers produced from
the laboratory raw mixes of different doses of fluorine additions were
found to be 0.01,
0.04 and 0.09%. The most remarkable effect: of F on the
mineralization of the clinkers is observed on their C3S contents (Fig.2).
It is found that with the increase of F content,
C3S (2 0 = 30.2) content
increases and СдЗ (2 © = 31.1) content decreases.
However,
C3A content
does not seem to be much affected.
Physical properties of the OPC containing laboratory clinkers with
different amounts of F are shown in Table-5.
It is found that with the
increase of fluorine content,
both setting time and strength in all days
increase.
But Le-Chatelier and Autoclave expansions remain
almost
identical.

DISCUSSION

Chemical compositions of clinkers
produced from the same industrial
raw
mix are identical
except in fheir
volatile contents, and
accordingly their potential clinker phases are also identical (Table-3).
However,
their
actual phase contents as determined by QXRD differ
signiticantly.
The clinker - II with higher F is characterized by lower
C3A and higher C3S contents.
In general, clinkers produced from the
limestones of the investigated deposit are found to contain higher C3S and
lower C3A than the respective potential phases and this is caused due to
t e combined effect of F and MgO (5).
In the two examined clinkers, MgO
contents are equal and hence any further decrease in C3A or increase in
C3S can be caused by F only.
The clinker - II contains higher K->0
\^ne clinker - I.
But increase in alkali does not change the CaA
content substantialy, particularly when S/R is around 2.4 (6). Thus
L.ne
difference in mineralogy of the two blinkers is attributed to the F
content, which is in accordance with the earlier researches (7-10).

The
difference
in
physical
properties
of
the
two
cements
incorporating clinkers with different
F % (Table-4) can be explained by their
differences in C3A and C3 S contents.
Higher early strength of the OPC - II
is mainly due to its higher C3S content.
After 7- days,
the rate of strength
development in the OPC - II was lower
than that of the OPC - I which might be
due to lower amount of C^ S in the
clinker - II. Although alkali content is
also known to reduce the later strength
(8),
in the examined cement with 0.60 %
K2O,
the effect may not be significant.
On the other hand as F is found to have
more bearing on the phase assemblage of
the clinker,
conceivably its effect on
the
cement
properties
is
more
conspicuous.

J

4
J

X,_ yT

1

*c

И

In
the OPC prepared from
the
clinkers produced from the laboratory
raw mix also, cement properties are
found to vary with F content (Table- 5).
Both setting time and strength are found
to increase with the increase of F
content. The clinker with 0.09 % F
produces 3- days strength much higher
than the other two clinkers. This is
because of its higher C3S (Fig.2)-formed
due to its higher F content-than that of
the other two clinkers.
its strength
enhancement over the clinker with 0.01%
F is less at 28 days than at 7 days.
This shows that with increase of F , its
positive effect on 28- days strength
decreases. However, the strength of the
OPC with 0.09 % F at 28 days is still
higher than that produced by the clinker
with 0.01% F.

I
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Fig.l XRD patterns (Cu-K^ ) of
clinkers produced from the
industrial raw mix,
(i)
ClinKer-I,
F = 0.01%,
(ii) Clinker-II, F = 0.12 %

Table-4

Cement
properties
of
containing
clinker
I
produced from the same

1.

% F in
clinker

2.

Fineness
Sp.Surface
(cm2, / gm)

Blaine
3.

the OPC
and II
raw mix.

OPC I

OPC II

0.01

0.12

2952

2962

150
210

175 (117)
*
232 (110)

Setting time
(minutes)

Initial
Final

-I--------- 1

4.

Compressive
strength
(kg /cm1)

3 days
7 days
28 days

5.
5.1

230
305
412

282 (123)
315 (103)
354 ( 86)

2.0

2.0

Soundness
(Expansion)
Le-Chatelier
(mm)

з‘1 3’0
2S——V

4--------

5. 2

Autoclave

0.15

0.25

(%)

* Figures within parentheses denote
values as percentage of the OPC I.

Fig.2 XRD patterns
(Cu-K^ ) of clinkers
produced from laboratory
raw mix, (I) F = 0.01 %,
(II) F = 0.04 %,
(III) F = 0.09 %.

Comparing the properties of the cements produced from the industrial
and laboratory raw mixes (Table 4 & 5), it is found that the general trend
of change of cement properties is more or less similar in both the cases
viz.
setting time and early strength increase with the increase of F
content
with no noticeable effect on autoclave
and
Le-chatelier
expansions.
However from the trend of strength developments at 7- and 28
days of the OPC - II (Table-4) and of the OPC,
L - III (Table-5),
it is
conceivable that the effect of F is more pronounced in the former
containing inherent F than in the latter with the addition of CaF2 .
Although optimum fluorine in clinker is reported to be 0.25 %
(2)
and
application of
it even up to 0.33 % with positive effect on 28- days

Table-5

Cement properties of OPC containing clinkers produced from
mixes with addition of different amounts of F

raw

OPC, L-II

OPC, L-III

0.54

2.04

0.01

0.04

0.09

2. Cement fineness
Sp. surface (cm2 /gm)
Blaine

2963

2905

2952

3. Setting time (minutes)
Initial
Final

156
211

172 (110)
**
227 (108)

195 (125)
260 (123)

4. Compressive strength
(kg / cm2 )
3 days
7 days
28 days

218
247
362

222 (102)
289 (117)
381 (105)

265 (122)
362 (147)
450 (124)

5. Soundness
5.1 Le-Chatelier
expansion (mm)

1

1

1

0.12

0.12

0.11

OPC, L-I
1. % F
1.1
1.2

5.2

In the raw mix
Retained in the
clinker

Autoclave
expansion (%)

0.04

*

* Inherent

** Figures within parentheses denote value as
percentage of the L - I.

strength is claimed (12), in the present study, even 0.12 % F from the
inherent source is found to affect the 28- days strength.
In the
investigated limestone,
fluorine is present in the form of fluosilicate
(4)
and the added F to the laboratory raw mix is in the form of CaF2.
It
has
been reported that fluosilicate proves to be more
efficient
mineralizer than CaF^ (7).
It is also found that at a temperature
1100
deg.
C, emmission of F from the examined limestone, where F occurs in the
form of fluosilicate,
is much less than that from added CaFjand hence at
the cl inhering temperature,
the effect of inherent F naturally becomes
more conspicuous than that of the added F .
CONCLUSION
F occurring in the limestone in the form of fluosilicate has got more
intensive effect on cement properties, particularly on 28- days
strength
than the F added to the raw mix. The
tolerable limit of the inherently
generated F in the clinker is found to be even lower than 0.25 %, -which is
reported to be optimum F in the normal clinkers
(2).
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THE EFFECT OF ZnO ON BURNING OF PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER
IN RAPID HEATING-UP BURNING
Xu Guangllang, Huang Wenxl, Lu Zhongyuan and Qian Guangren
Sichuan Institute of Building Materials, Mianyang, Sichuan, P R CHINA

ABSTRACT

The effect of ZnO-doping on the burnability of portland cement clinker has been studied,The burnability
of a ra^ meal has been remarkably improved when a suitable content of ZnO-doping is used in rapid heating- up
burning. When 1,6% ZnO is added, the activation energy of clinker formation is reduced,
The kinetics of‘
clinker formation is diffusively controlled

Ш»п0 1.бо%,

LNTEODUCTIOM
Cement industry is one of the major energy consuming industries, In cement manufacture, heat consumption
comprises 70-80% of the total energy comsumption, Therefore, decreasing the sintering temperature of clinker
has been attracting increasing attention in the cement circle of various countries,

The use of mineralizers is one of the effective ways to decrease the sintering temperature of clinker,
In the 1970s, studies on the mineralizer ZnO were started.
D, Knoefel [11, T. Tsuboi [21, I.Odler [31, R, E,
Moole [41 et al thought that ZnO was an effective mineralizer and fluxing agent. Adding 1,0% and 3,0% ZnO in
raw meal could decrease sintering.temperature by 50‘C and 10072, D.Knoefel, T,Tsuboi and K.Akatsu [61 et al
discovered that ZnO was takenup in the interstitial phase preferentially, one half of the ZnO content in
clinker entering into the silicate phase (mainly in alite),while the other half entered into the interstitial
phasehnainly in ferrite phase), H.Hornuin [6] reported that the ratios of mass percentage inthe different
phases were Belite :Aluminate: Alite :Aluminoferrile = 1 : 4 : 8 :17.
Burning with rapid heating-up is a new cement burning technology,
which can decrease sintering
temperature of clinker by about 160'C [71, Meanwhile together with the rapid heating-up burning technology,
ZnO adde to the raw meal as mineral izer, can further decrease sintering temperature of clinker, In this paper,
the effect of ZnO-doping on the burnablity of portland cement clinker in rapid heating- up burning has been
studied. A kinetic model, equation and activation energy for the clinker formation have been developed, Also,
the morphology of clinker minerals and the behavior of solid solution of ZnO existing in the mineral phases
have been invest iged,

BURXABILITY OF CLINKER
Raw meal was prepared from industrial raw materials : KE=0, 94, SM=1. 74, IM=1. 31, The chemical compositions
of the raw meal are shown in Table 1, Different amounts of ZnO were added to the raw meal. The raw meal was
heated up to 1200'C, 1250'C, 1800X2 and 1320'Cat a rate above 800X)/min and burnt for 30 min, The f-CaO content
at various conditions are shown in Table 2 and Fig, 1

Table 1

Chemical craposition of raw meal

Loss SiOa FeeOa
34.66 12.87 3. 20

AI3O.
4.19

CaO
MgO
41. 91 0. 79

Totel
96.08

Table 2 The relation of f-CaO on ZnO-doping and temperature in rapid
heating-up burning
ZnO, wt%

t,r
0

1200
12ÖU
1300
1320

17. 79
14. 01
3, 09
1. 61

0. 50
11. 00
3. 39
1. 54
/

1, 00

9, 79
2. 41
1. 12
/

1,60
5. 33
2. 23
0.81
/

2. 00
8. 28
2. 06
0,63
/

2, 50
7, 34
1. 84
0.41
/

3, 00

7.19
1. 71
0.17
/

Table 2 and Fig. ’ show that in raoid heating-up burning, adding 0. 50%ZnO can remarkablv decrease f- CaO,
As the amount of ZnO is added to increase from 0, 60% to 3. 00%. f-CaO slowly decrease further' The raw meal
can be chnkered et 1250’C (f-CaO <2, 00%). when ZnO content equal or more than 2%, while the raw meal without
ZnO-doping can bo cl inhered at 1320X? , only, Jhus, it can be seen that ZnO- doping can lower
the sintering
temperature cf clinker by about 7l'X?. in rapid heating-up burning .

CLINKER FCmTICX KLINKERS
1. The kinetic model
The kinetics of clinker formation is very etmplicated. being influenced by many factors,
The possible
controlling mechanisms and the correspcnding kinetic equations ere shown in Table 3 . The equations in Table 3
can be given :

fn (») = Kn (t)

(n = 1,2.......... 16)

(1)

Where a jg the reaction ratio
t ie the reaction time (min)
Kn ie the kinetic constant
Equation (1) can be written as :
fn (a) = i + Kn (t)

(n = 1,2.......... 16)

(2)

Where i ie intercept

Fig, 1 The relation of f-CaO on
factors of ZnO and temperature
in rapid heating-up burning

Table 3 Possible controlling mechanisms and kinetic equations of clinker foraationlsl

Controlling mechanism

Kinetic equation
fi
f.
f.
f<

(“)» a3= Kit
(a)= (1-a) h (1-a) та= К/.
(»)= C 1-Ü-a)
3 = K,t
(a) = l-2/За - (l-a)3/8 = K«t

Interface chemical
reaction

fe
f.
f-r
fe

(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)

„ 1
,
Nucleation and
growth of crystal

f» (=)
f10(a)
fn(a)
fl. (a)
fi.(a)
fi« (a)

Diffusion

= -In (1-a) = Ket
-1-a-a) 1/3 =K.t
=l-d-a) !-'» = K7t
= a= K.t

=C -In (l-a)D u. = Kwt
-ln Q-a)) */♦ = Klot
=C -In (l-a)D
= K^t
=C -In a- a)} »/■ = Klet
= C -h (l-a)D 1/e = Ile t
= fe (a) . -In (1-a) - K14t = K.t
fie(a) - C -In (1-a)) 3 = K1B t

re“t,05.[et,oe of «Imker formation for various time at one particular temperature into the
2 t
fl- 11 eT,e”paterHIf ree“lts frca fitting show that the coefficient of correlation RF is
i-nf
et“dard 4r,“}c®.D? *•
the intercept i is also smallest (for a perfect fitting R?=l, D„
i=0), it can be considered that the reaction of clinker formation is controlled by that mechanism which the
equation represents. From a know ledge of the range of RF, D„ i, it can be determined as to which к nd of
mechanism controlls clinker formation reaction and fitted with be right kind of kinetic equation.
Meanwhile
he rate constant К of the cl nker formation reaction at this temperature is obtained, h h same wS
he
rate constants at other temperature can be calculated. On the basis of Arrhenius’ s formula:
?

*

К = Aexp(-E/RT)

(3)

Where E
T
,
К
the activation

is the activation energy of reaction (J/mol)
R is the molar constant of gas
is the temperature (Ю
A is frequrncy factor
is rate constant
energy of the reaction of clinker formation can be acquired,

3, Experiment and results

Raw meals without ZnO-doping and with 1,6% ZnO-doping were heated rapidly up to 1260-1300Х) and burnt
for 3-30 mm, the f-CaO content and the loss were measured, The reaction ratios of clinker formation were
calculated and the results aree shown in Tables 4 and 6,

Table 4 Reaction ratios a

Temp, , Ю

1260
1270
1280
1290
1300

of clinker without ZnO-doping

3
0.
0,
0.
0.
0,

Time , min.
10
20

5

6697
7007
7298
7408
7614

0, 7130
0. 7260
0. 7428
0. 7672
0, 7716

0. 7388
0. 7578
0. 7612
0, 7806
0. 7862

0. 7644
0. 7672
0. 7701
0, 7806
0. 7967

30

0, 7688
0. 7766
0, 7804
0. 7872
0, 8009

Table 5 Reaction ratios a of clinker with 1,6% ZnO-doping

Temp, , *C
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300

0.
0.
0,
0.
0,

Time , min
10
20

3

6

8027
8640
8632
8762
9039

0, 8687
0, 8697
0, 8812
0. 8976
0. 9282

0. 8671
0. 8880
0. 9160
0. 8992
0. 9398

0. 8976
0, 9061
0. 9174
0. 9924
0. 9477

30

0. 9071
0, 9345
0, 9464
0. 9671
0. 9570

Sabstituting the data in Tables 4 and 6 into equation (2), the results from fitting in a computer are
shown m Tables 6 and 7,
Mechanism and rate constant of formation reaction without ZnO-doping

Table 6

Temp. , "C

Mechanism and
kinetic equation
RF
D2X108
i ХЮ"
К хю4

1260

1270

1280

1290

1300

Diffusion-controlled,
Ginsting-Brunshtein
of triaxial diffusion
l-2/За- (l-a)3/3 = Kt (spherical model)
0. 982
5.393
1. 646
6.731

0. 981
6, 795
1.742
7.172

0, 976
8. 303
1. 930
7.632

0. 978
9.127
2. 024
8.121

0. 979
9. 976
2.116
8, 634

The activation energies of clinker formation reaction withaut and with ZnO- doping are obtained by
substituting the data in Tables 6 and 7 respectively into equation (3). Table 8
3, Discussion

It is known from Tables 6 and 7 that in rapid heating- up burning,
the clinker formation reaction
without ZnO-doping and with 1,6% ZnO-doping are all controlled by diffusion,
and
satisfy the GinstlingBrunshtein equation (RP>0, 97, Ds, i is all in 1Q
* B level), gives the values obstained.

It can be seen from Table 8 that the activation energies of clinker formation reaction
without ZnOdoping and with 1. б 46 ZnO-doping are respectively 124,09 KJ/mol and 62.12 KJ/mol, the activation energy of
the formation of the clinker with 1,6$ ZnO-doping decreases by 139% as compared to that without ZnO-doping. It
is believed that adding ZnO can accelerate the absorption of f-CaO, and promote the formation of clinker. Ibis

Table 7 Mechanism and rate constant of formation reaction with 1,6% ZnO-doping

1266

Temp. , "C
Mechanism and.
kinetic equation

1270

1280

1290

1300

Diffusion-controlled,
Ginsting-Brunshtein
of Triaxiai diffusion
1-2/3a-(1-a)2/3 = Kt (spherical modle).

RF
DX108
ixio8
KX108

0, 982
1.563
2. 637
1. 070

0. 980
2. 097
3. 068
1.099

0.
2.
3.
1,

980
357
242
129

0. 980
2. 524
3, 366
1.161

0. 980
3. 360
3. 879
1.191

Table 8 Activation energies of clinker formation reaction withaut and with ZnO-doping
ZnO (%)
E (KJ/mol)

0
124. 09

1.5
52. 12

is also testified by the studies on burnability, Because the clinker formation reaction is controlled by
diffusion, the reaction rate and the activation energy of clinker formation depend on the liquid phase to a
great extent. I,Odler 131,B,Knoefel111 studied the effect of ZnO on liquid phase and clinker burning,
and
pointed out that adding ZnO decreases the temperature at which liquid phase appears and increases the amount
of liquid phase. Owing to the increase in liquid phase, the diffusion rate of the particles in the liquid
phase is increased, Therefore, the activation energy of klinker formation reaction decreases and the clinker
formation rate is accelerated.
Experiments as will as calcutations show that temperature must be raised by
66-76X), if the reaction rate constant of the clinker without ZnO-doping showed equals that of clinker with
1,5% ZnO-doping, This is entirely in agreement with the results obtained from burnability studies.
Therefore,
the kinetic model put forward above is reasonable.
RESEARCH ON MORPHOLOGY OP CLINKER MINERALS AND BEHAVIOUR OF SOLID SOLUTIONS CONTAINING ZnO
1, The morphology of clinker minerals

The raw meal with 2% ZnO-doping was heated rapidly up to 1250 "C and burnt for 30 min, The morphology of
the resulting clinker minerals are shown in Fig, 2 as obtained on AMARY-lOOBSQf. It is seen here from that when

Fig, 2 SEM micrograph of clinker
with 2.00% ZnO-doping burnt for
30min at 1260'0 in rapid heating-up
burning

clinker with ZnO-doping conbined with heating-up burning, majority of alite in the clinker is prismatic, the
size of crystal particles relatively smaller (about Юмт), the aspect ratio relatively bigger (L/B=3-4), the
interface of minerals distinct, and the distribution of minerals homogeneous. This clinker has a- relatively
high strength^] . In normal heating-up burning, the crystal particle size of alite in elinker without

mineralizer is generally 40-бб^ш or so, ■while the crystal particle size of alite in Fig. 2 is only about 10 tun.
Rapid heating-up burning almost synchronizes the decomposition reaction of limestone and clay, the solid phase
reaction of clinker formation and the reaction between the solid and liquid phases(71. Rap id heating-up burning
toghther with ZnO-doping decreases cl inhering .the temperature of liquid phase appearance and increases the
amount of liquid phase, Thus the crystal particle size of alite decreases and the interface of minerals
Ьесапев distinct. Alite with smaller crystal particle size is hydrated easily. Therefore, the clinker has not
only superior late strength but also relatively high early strength,

2, The behaviour of solid solution containing ZnO
Rew meals with 1% and 3% ZnO-doping were heated rapidly up to IBOCC and burnt for attain. Those with 2%
ZnO-doping were heated up to 1200'C, 1250"C and 1300 X) and burnt for 30 min. The solid solubility of ZnO
existing in alite, belite and interstitial phase was measured in AMARY-100BSEM with TN-5400 energy spectroscopy.
The results are shown in Tables 9 and 10,

Table 9 shows that burning for 30 min at 1300’C in rapid heating-up burning, the solid solubility of ZnO
in all the phases all increases with increase of ZnO-doping. The solid solubility in belite is relatively less,
in alite relatively more, in the interstitial phase the highest, The ratio of the solid solubility of ZnO in
alite and belite almost does not change (3:1) with increase of ZnO-doping, wherease the solid solubility of
ZnO in interstitial phase relatively decreases compared with that in alite and belite with the increase of ZnOdop ing,

Table 10 shows that under the condition of rapid heating-up burning, for the same value(2%) of ZnO-doping,
the solid solubility of ZnO in alite and belite increases with rise of burning temperature, while that in the
interstitial phase decreases. The ratio of solid solubility of ZnO in alite and belite does not change at all
(3:1) with rise of burning temperature, but the solid solubility of ZnO in interstitial phase decreases with
rise of burning temperature , Thus it can be considered that ZnO is preferentially dissolved by the
interstitial phase, while alite and belite form gradually and grow perfectly with rise of temperature,
and
absorb ZnO from the interstitial phase (liquid phase),with a consequent increase the solid solubility of ZnO
in the two phase.
'
Table 9

Influence of ZnO quantity on the solid solubility of ZnO in clinker at 1300 X)
Solid solubility of ZnO,w%

ZnO, %

Ratio of solid solubility
of ZnO in
Alite:Belite: interstitial phase

Alite
Belite

0.43
0.14

Interstitial
phase

2.61

2.00

Alite
Belite
Interstitial
phase

1.04
0. 36
4.80

3:1:13

3. 00

Alite
Belite
Interstitial
phase

1.78
0.65
6. 72

3:1:12

1.00

3:1:19

CONCLUSIONS

1. The burnbility of raw meal can be improved remarkably when a small amount(0.5%) of ZnO is added in rapid
ieating-up burning.Vith increase in ZnO-doping, the effect will improve gradually, such as by decrease in the
sintering temperature by 70X) or so,

2. In rapid heating-up burning, the clinker formation reactions without and with 1. 6% ZnO- doping are all
controlled by diffusion and well satisfy with Ginstling-Brunshtein equation,The activation energy for the
clinker formation reaction without and with 1.5% ZnO-doping is respectively 124. 69KJ/mol and 52. 12KJ/mol.

The activation energy for the clinker formation reaction with 1.6% ZnO-doping decreases by 139% as compared
to without ZnO.

3. ZnO is taken up preferentially in interstitial phase in rapid heating-up burning, The solid solubility of
ZnO in the various clinker phases changes with the extent of ZnO-doping as will as the burning temperature,
Table 10 Influence of temperature on the solid solubility of ZnO in clinker at 2 % ZnO
Temp, , X)

ISolid solubility of ZnO,w%

Ratio of the solid solubitity
of ZnO in
Alite: Belite: interstitial phase

1200

Alite
Belite
Interstitial
phase

0.63
0. 23
7. 37

1260

Alite
Belite
Interstitial
phase

0,94
' 0,31
6,42

3:1:17

1300

Alite
Belite
Interstitial
phase

1,04
0, 36
4. 80

3:1:13

3:1: 32
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THE EFFECT OF CALCIUM FLUOROSULPHO-SILICATE
ON FORMATION OF CALCIUM SILICATE
Huang Wenxl, Xu Guangllang and Lu Zhongyuan
Sichuan institute of Building Materials, Mianyang, Sichuan, P R CHINA

issmict
, , The Btuty point» out that it i» the foraation of the transition phase 3CaS • 3CaS04 • CaF», and not the
liquid phase,which catalyzes the fornation of C8S and CsS when a suitable C&Fa and CaSO
*
content is present,
Furthermore, the effect of CaFs and CaSO
*
, and the transition phase 3CaS- 3CaS0
*
• CaFa on the foraation
of port land cement clinker has been studied.

CaF,, CaS0<
СаЗО4ЖЖ
ВЗС
*

а8 ■ 3CaS4 • CaF.

3C,S ■ 3CaS04 • CaF,,

С.ЗМЖЖ SSf^TCaF,.

INTRODUCTION
CaF3 and CaS04 are widely used as conpositc mineralizer,When CaF3 and CaSO4 are added, portland cement
clinker can be sintered at 1200-1350 ‘C, Y,M,Butt et al [11 reported that CaSO« was a kind of effective
fluxing agent and mineralizer, and enabled to lower the temperature of liquid phase over 100'C. .W.Gutt et al [2]
reported that when CaSO
*
was added in portland cement , 2CaS 1 CaSO
*
started to form at 960X) and 2C»S • CaSO <
decomposed to CaSO4 and a’-CaS at temperatures above 1298 X), In CaO -SiO3-CaFB system W.Gutt et al [ 31
found that 2C3S • CaF3 formed at 950 'C and decomposed to a'-C3S and CaF3 at 1040 "C,S.Akaiwa,C,Gilioli
et al [41 (51 reported that 3C8S ■ CaF3 existed stably frra ПОСС to 1185421, incongruently melted at 1185 C and
decomposed to triclinic CaS, a’-C3S and liquid phase. In CaO-C3S-CaSO4-CaF3 system! 5] , only a quaternary
compound 3C8S • 3CaS04 • CaF3 existed from 1000'C to 1150C, The compound coexisted neither C 3 S that was not
saturated with CaS04 (1000C) nor 3C8S ■ CaF3(1150C), 2C3S ■ CaF3 and 3C8S ■ CaF3 could fora only when F~/8O.(W50
>0.158 in raw meal. Tong Damao et al [61 reported that when CaFs and CaSO4 were added ■ in the raw meal of
portland cement, the temperature of appearance of liquid phase was lower than before, the fluidity of liquid
phase increased, and f-CaO decreased remarkably, It is not through the formation of the transitional phase that
the mineralizer promoted the formation of C.8 at lower temperature, but through the fluxing effect,
Further
studieds!?] have indecated the order of effective fluxing action was:КП>8М>80э>1й >CaF3,
Above all it is not clear whether the action of the in CaF3,CaSO4 composite mineralizer in promoting the
formation of C8S iscaused through the formation of transitional phase or through the fluxing effect, or both,
Nor is the mineralization mechanism of CaF3 and CaSO4in rapid heating-up burning. For these reasons, we have
studied in detail the mineralization mechanism of CaF3 and CaSO4 on the formation of C38 and C.8 in normal
(20C/min) and rapid (>800C/min) heating-up burning from a number of experiments. The optimum CaF3,CaSO4 content
range has been arrived at,

QUATERNARY SYSTEM C^)-SiO3-CaF3-CaSO4

1. Experiments and Results
A basic raw mix D(KH=0, 96, CaS=90, 675E, C3S=9, 33%) was prepared from chemically pure Cato, and 8Ю .,
Chemically pure CaF, and CaSO4 ■ 2B3O were added to it.Ax and A3 obtained as follows: A^ CaF, 1.60%, CaSO«'
1.50%, F-/SO, 0,5 and A3:CaF3 0. 6165b, CaSO
*
3 , 005b, F“/SO8 0,1 in A3, The mixes Ai, A. were heated up to 900
-1400X) respectively in rapid heating-up rate and normal heating-up rate , The results of XRD are shown in
Fig. la, b and 2a, b.
2. Discussion

Fig. la and b show that in the normal heating-up burning process,when the same content,of CaF. and CaSO 4
is used (CaF3=0,616-1. 50%, SO.-l, 50-3. 005b, F_/SO8=0.1-0. 5), only a transitional phase 3C3S • 3CaSO4 • CaF.
forms at 1000X2 and disappears at 1200 X2, C3S appears at 1100X2, C.8 appears at 1160 X2 and forms a great
deal , when 3C38- BCaSO
*
■ CaF3 disappears at 1200X2, Above 1200 X2, C.8 does not increase much,
Fig. 2a and b show that in the rapid heating-up burning process, when the same content of CaF3 and CaSO 4
is used, a transitional phase 3C.S ■ 3CaS04 ■ CaF. forms at 960X2 and disappears at 1260X2, in addition, besides
little 2C3S ■ CaSO
*
exists in the temperature range of 1020 X) to 1060X2 when F-/8O. is relatively smaller (F/80.=0.1, in the mix A3), Compared with that in normal heating-up burning, the temperature of formation of 3C.8
• 3CaSO4 • CaF. decreases and the temperature of disappearence rises respectively by approximately 60X2, C.S and
C.S form respectively at 1100X2 and 1150X2 after 3C.S ■ 3CaS0
*
• CaF. has formed. When 3C.S-3CeS04CaF. disappears at 1250X2, a great amount of C.S has formed. After 1250X2, the C.S content does not
change
basically,

THE MINERALIZATION MEOIANISM OF CaF, AND CaSO4 ON C.S AND C.8

1, Experiment and Results
1,1, Chemically pure CaCO.,SiO3, CaF. and *СаЭО • 2E30 were proportioned stoichiometrically to synthesize
3C3S • *ЗСаЗО • CaF., The mix was burnt for 2 hours at 960X2, That the product obtained was 3C.S ■ *3CaS0 ■ CaF.,
confirmed by XRD and measurement of f-CaO. The synthesized 3C.S • *3CaS0 ■ CaF. was added to in the basic raw mix
D to prepare a series of mixes Dn, as shown in Table 1, The Dn mixes were heated up to 1160 - 1350 X2
separately in normal heating-up rate and rapid heating-up rate , and burnt for 30 min. The f-CaO contents are
shown in Figs, 3a and b.
1.2. The mix D.o was heated up to 1100-1350 X2 separately in normal heating-up rate and rapid heating- up
rate, and burnt for 30 min, The results of XRD are shown in Figs, 4a and b .The mix D3O was heated up to 1260X2,
1300 X2 and 1350 X2, and burnt respectively for 3 min, 5min, 7min, 10min and ЗОппп. The results of XRD
are
shown in Figs, 5a, b and e,
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Fig. 2. XRD of mixes Ai and A2 in rapid heating-up burning
Table 1

3Ca8 • 3CaS0« ■ CaF3 content in different mixes

Mix No,

3C2S • 3CaSO4 ■ CaF2 i%)

DO

Di

D3

0

1

3

D6

6

D8

Dll D14 D17 D20

8

11

14

17

20

1,3, The mixes Dei*Du,Di
-Di7.Dso
were heated up to 1200 "C in normal heating-up rate and up to 1260XT in rapid
heating-up rate, and burnt for 30 min, The liquid phase content as shown in Table 2 measured with SEM,

2. Discussion

*n the quaternary system CaO-Si08-CaFs-CaSO
*
show that except in mix A, ff“/SO =o П 20 я
ÄPfir?id heaatTingbU9 ^rningt e₽tsln:^nt ofeU’8'
30aS04 CaF/kppears L 60 3'°№ F
0'6) *8 used. In burning process, only transitional phase 3C , S

r„<=n Tlie

disaDBMrPatp2nnerfrrll4Finn»,Pat i” niO?nn^heati58'u^ оигп*П8, 8ynthesized 3CaS- 3CaS0 4 ■ CaF , still
ppears at 1200 L, CaS appears at 1100X) and C8S appears at 1160 "C When ЗС<.Я- чГяЯО . Ooi?
disappears at 1200 X), a great deal of CaS and CBS have formed, Beyond 1200 XD, C.S content still increases hut
к«”epi.. ‘„d'b"! ™ ь1:
*;:! ,M,ac^- ,™r and^c-s • ?■»«• =• Äi'l'bilK
*
“.h
decease f CaO in HinbJ та;Ь ■
f-MD flg' 3a that addlng 8 llttle 3C»S ' 3CaSO4 - CaF, can remarkably
shown in Table°2 40 Я ЧО«ЧПЬ
Ca8e 'П
temperature range 1150Ю - 1200 X). Beyond 1200 XD
(as
thZgh not much
3CaSO4.CaP, disappears at 1200 X) and liquid phase forms),
f- CaO still decreases
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Relation of f-CaO content of Dn sample with content of
3C3S • CaSO4 • CaF3-doping at different burning temperatures
for the normal and rapid heating-up modes of burning
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Fig, 5 XRD of Dao burnt for various times in rapid heating-up burning
Table 2 Liquid phase content of mixes by different inodes

Heating-up mode,
temperature and time

I Liquid phase content for mix, %
i

db

1

5.1

Normal, 120QTD and 30min

Rapid, 1260ID and 30min

Du

Dl4

9.2

10.9 13. 3 16. 2

6.8

6. 3

D17

6.7

Dyo

7, 3

The above analysis shows that in normal heating-up burning, after CaF, and CaSO« are added, CaS and Ce 8
form mainly when the transition phase 3CaS ■ 3Ca8O< • CaFs exists, while
*
ЗСЯ8 ■ ЗСаЭО
*
• CaFg disappears, the CsS content still increases through not very much. The
effect of liquid phase on the formation of Ca8 is less important,
It can be seen from Fig, 4b that in rapid heating-up burning, synthesled 3CB8 • 3CaS04 ■ CaPs disappears at
1250 "C, and C3S and C„8 appear respectively at 1100 Г and 1160 ID. When ЗСяЗ • ЗСаЗО, • CaFa disappears
at 1250XD, a great deal of CaS has formed, This is identical with the results shown in Figs, 2a and b,
Beyond
1250XD , C,S does not increase , on the contrary decreases, It can also be seen from Fig. 3b that adding a little
3CaS- 3CaSO< • CaFs can remarkably lower f-CaO content. When temperature rises from 1160 ID to 1260 "C, in the
clinker to which synthesized 3CsS - 3CaSO4 ■ CaFs has been added, f-CaO decreases considerably. Whereas it
increases beyond 1260XD . This can be explained from Figs. 6a, b and c which shows that while burning for 7sin
at 1260 ID, 3Cs • 3CaS04 ■ CaFs still exists, a great deal of CsS and CaS have formed, whereas while burning for
6min at 1300 ID, 1360 ID, ЗСЯ8 • 3CaS04 • CaFs disappears,Ca8 content in clinker almost does not increase, It can
be said that CsS and Ca8 form mainly when 3CS8 • 3Ca304 • CaFs exists, the liquid phase having little - • effect
on Ca8 formation. The time for which 3CaS • 3CaSO4 • CaFs exists at 1300 "C and 1360 ID is shorter than that at
1250 ID, so the amount of Ca8 formed at 1300 ID, 1360 ID is less than that at 1260ID, whereas f- CaO increases
the contrary. Table 2 shows that under the same condition, after 3C8S • 3CaSO4 • CaFs disappears , the

liquid phase formed in normal heating-up burning is more than that in rapid heating-up burning, Compared with
that in rapid heating-up burning, the effect of liquid phase on C8S formation in normal heating-up burning is
greater,

It becomes clear from the foregoing that when the same content of CaFs and CaSO
*
is used, CaS and C 8S
form mainly when 3CaS - SCaSO
*
■ CaFs exists no matter whether it is normal heating-up burning or rapid heating
-up burning , In the process of burning, 3CsS - 3CaSO« . CaFa forms first from CaFa, CaSO4 with CaO, 8iOa,
then
decomposes to form active CaS, CaS forms from the active CaS with CaO innediately, The catalytic effect of CaFs,
*
CaSO
on the formation of CaS, CaS is mainly through the formation of transitional phase 3CsS ■ SCaSO
*
■ CaF a,
It is secondary that CaS is formed through liquid phase , that is to say, the effect of liquid phase is less
important, The effect of liquid phase in normal heating-up burning is greater than that in rapid heating- up
burning,
EFFECT OF CaF, AND CaSO
*
ON PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER BURNING

1. Experiment and Results
1.1, The raw meal N (KH=0,94, 3d=l, 74, IM=1,31)was prepared from industrial raw materials, this chemical
composition being: Loss on ignitor 34.68, SiOa 12.87, FeaOa 3. 20, CaO 41. 91, MgO 0, 79 and
Al a 0 a 4. 19.
Synthesized 3CaS • *3CaSO • CaF, was added to the extent 10% and 20%to this meal to obtain raw meals NGio and
NGao. The raw meals N, Жю and NGa0 were heated up to 1160-1260‘C separately in normal heating-up and rapid
heating-up rate, and burnt for 30min. f-CaO contents in the resulting clinkers are shown Fig, 6 ,
1.2, Another series of raw meals was prepared by adding different amounts of CaF,, *CaSO to the raw meal N,
were heated up to 1260 12 separately in normal heating-up and rapid heating-up rate and burnt for 30min, f- CaO
and 3CaS ■ SCaSO
*
• CaF, contents weremeasuredwith XRD and are shown in Table 3, The relation between f- CaO
and 3CaS ■ 3CaSO
*
■ CaF, is shown in Fig. 7 .
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Fig. 6 Relation between f-CaO and synthesized 3C2S • 3CaS04 • CaFa

Table 3 Relation between f-CaO and 3C,S ■ 3CaSO* • CaF, with CaF,, CaSO*

F-, %

0. 76

0.16 0.46 0. 76 1.06

SO„ %

2. 60 2. 00 1.60 1.00

1.50

f-CaO
%

2. Discussion

Normal

3,61

Rapid

1.73 1.98 2.16 2.47 2. 81

2. 31 2.16 2. 06

SCgS. 3C&SO41 CfiFg Normal 6. 98 6. 33 3.41 2.12 1.67
%
Rapid 9. 23 7. 01 4. 34 2.83 2,01

3. 02 3.41 4. 36

3. 89 4. 81 6. 66 6.04 5. 32 4.81 4.24

3. 67 4. 34

6.21

, Fig. 6 shows that when synthesized 3Ca3 • 3CaS0
*
• CaFa is added to industrial raw meal,
f- CaO in .the
clinker obtained decreases with increase of 3CaS • 3CaSO
*
• CaF3 no matter whether it is the normal heating- up

0

N:

2

4

in normal heating-up burning

Fig. 7 Relation between f-CaO and content of

Ь

R:

8

10

in rapid heating-up buring

3C3S • 3CaS04 • CaF3 actually formed

or rapid heating-up mode of burning.lt is seen in Fig. 7 that when CaF3, CaSO« are added to industrial raw meal,
f-CaO in the obtained clinker decreases with the increase in the content of 3CaS ■ 3CaS04 • CaF a actually
formed . It is taken to mean that the mechanism by which CaF2, CaSO
*
promotes the formation of portland
cement clinker in industrial raw meal is the same as that of CaFa,CaS0« in CaO-SiOa-CaFa-CaSO4 system in CaS,
C8S formation, that is to say it is mainly through formationof a transition phase 3CaS • 3CaS04 ■ CaFa that CaFa,
CaSO4 promotes the formation of clinker.

A suitable content of CaFa, CaS04 ought to make help the formation of as much 3CaS- SCaSO 4 • CaF a as
possible in burning process wnich is advantageous to the formation of clinker, At the same time , the effect
of CaFs, CaS04 on the actual operation and cement properties must be paid with attention too . This is the
case since a large quantity of CaSO4, G»ra will make the actual operation difficult, . and also
have a
depreiate effect on cement properties. Therefore, CaFs, CaSO4content is critical, The optimum CaF a , CaSO 4
content is respectively 0,75-1.06% F~ and 1.50 - 2.50% SO, in portland cement raw meal,
CONCLUSSION
1. In the quaternary system CaO-SiOa-CaFa-CaSO4, except 2CaS - CaSO4 exists when F~/SO3<0.158 and in rapid
heating-up burning, in the temperature range of 1020-1050XD, only transitional phase 3CaS- 3CaSO < ■ CaF a
appears. In normal and rapid heating-up burning, 3CaS • 3CaSO4 • CaFa exists respectively at 1000-1200 "C and
950-1250 X), CaS and CaS start to form respectively at 1100 'C and 1160 X).
2. When a suitable CsFa, CaS04content is used, it is mainly the formation of the transitional phase 3CaS 3CaS04 ■ CaF» that causes CaFa and CaSO4 to catalyze the formation of CaS<CaS, The effect of liquid phase is
less important.
■
3. When CaFa, *CaSO is added in industrial raw meals, it is mainly due to the formation of 3CaS ■ 3CaS04 • CaFa
that CaF»,CaS04 primotes the formation of clinker. The optimum content of CaF3, CaSO4 is respeetinely
0. 75-1. C5% F- and 1. 50-2. 50% SO,.
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SUMMARY

The authors have coibined a rapid heating-цр burning (BOOC/iin) vith the coiposite lineralizers of
CaFz, CaSO
*
and ZnO in the burning process of Portland ceient clinker. The effect of the coiposite
lineralizers on the burnability, the clinker foriation process, the foriation kinetics,the licrostructure
and the physical property of the clinker has been studied. The experiients shoved that Portland ceient
clinker could be foned at about 1050t.
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INTRODUCTION
Generally, Portland ceaent clinker foraation occurs at 1450^ without any Mineralizers in the ceaent
га» neal. Such high teaperature not only affects the quality and the output of ceaent,but also results in
high energy consuaption. one of the aethods to lover the foraation teaperature of clinker is by addition
of eineralizers to the га» aeal. CaF? and CaSOi are the aineralizers vhich have been »idly used in the
ceaent industry.Asok K.Sarkar, Gilioli.C and V.A.Kleee et al[l,2,3,]had pointed out that addition of CaFz
to the га» aeal would accelerate the foraation of CaS and decrease the teaperature of clinker foraation
by, 50t-ROOt. Our research shoved [4] , that in rapid heating-up burning technology (rapid burning for
short) , due to an extreaely rapid teaperature rise of the Materials, the various processes such as the
dehydration of clay, the decarbonation, solid phase reactions,the appearance of 1 iqud-phase,the foraation
reactions of clinker Minerals etc, alaost overlap. The »hole processes of clinker foraation is all along
the liquid-solid phase reaction basically, the diffusion rate of particles is enhanced, the reaction
activation energy is decreased,the foraation of the alite is greatly accelerated.Thus Portland ceaent can
be foraed at 1300t without any Mineralizers added. Results of our study on addition of coaposite
aineralizers of CaFz, CaSOt and ZnO to the rav aeal followed by rapid burning, indicated that Portland
ceaent clinker foraation occurred at 1950C (f-CaO<2%).

EXPERIMENTAL
The preparation of ceaent rav aeal pellet: After the rav aeal »as weighed it »as fully, aixed on a
aixture aachine, appropriate quantity of »ater added and the saaples were pressed into tablets of * 20
* 1
an, and dried at 105± 5t . The clinker saaples of the noraal heating-up burning (slow burning for short)
vere also prepared: the rav aeal pellets »ere placed in a high teaperature furnace, heated froa rooa
teaperature. The heating-up rate is controlled at 20C/ain. The clinker saaple of rapid burning vere
prepared as follows: the furnace was kept at the required teaperature beforehand and then the raw, aeal
tablets vere rapidly introduced into the furnace,the heating-up rate aeasured reached above SOOt/ain.The
clinker saaples vere caicined at a teaperature and retention tiae to be indicated. The saaples »ere taken
out and for rapidly cooled and then put into a drying container with silicagel. f-CaO vas estiaated
titration with ethanol-glycerol. Mineral phases and aineral content vere deterained by X-ray diffraction
analysis(XRD for short) . The Morphological features vere observed by Sweep Electron Microscope (SEN for
short).The cheaical coapositions of clinker Minerals vere deterained by Energy Spectrua Analysis (ESA for
short).

RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION

1. The effect of coaposite Minerializers on the burnability of the rav aeal.
The га» aeal »as prepared using industrial га» aaterials. The cheaical coapositions of the aeal are
given in Table 1. The burnability vas estiaated froa the f-CaO contents.Experiaental results are shovnin
Fig 1 and Fig 2. Froa the results in Fig 2, it is seen that in rapid burning, although the burning
teaperature of the raw aeal vithout any aineralizers is 2Э0С higher than that of the rav aeal with
coaposite aineralizers of CaFz, CaS04 and ZnO,the f-CaO contents of the ferner is higher than that of the
latter, especially up to the initial 3 ninutes of clinker burning .This shows that the burnability of the
raw aeal with coaposite aineralizers is better than that of rav aeal vithout aineralizers.Even though the
sintering teaperature is lover by 20DC for the foraer, the ceaent clinker Minerals are foraed aor.e
easily. The results in Fig.2 indicate that above 800t ,the f-CaO contents of rapidly heated saaples(curve
F) is less than that of the slowly heated saaples (curve S) .The portland ceaent clinker can be foraed at
about 1050C in rapid burning (f-CaO < 2X).but the clinker can be foraed at about 1150C in slov burning.
This shovs that »hen there are suitable coaposite Mineralizers in the rav aeal,the burnability of the rav
aeal can be greatly iaproved in rapid burning, and the ceaent clinker is foraed easily.This is attributed
possibly to the coabination of heating and cheaical activation. This view has also been expressed by 0.
Philipp et al[5].
Table 1.

The cheaical coapositions of the rav aeal

1 No.

1 SiOz

1 1
1 2
1 3
1_ ___

1 12.67 1 3.13
1 12.90 1 3.20
11 12.44 1 3.42
j_____

1 AlzOa 1 FezOs 1 CaO

1 3.38 1 42.23
1 3.67 1 41.84
1I 2.73 1 42.50
_i_____

i Mgo

1 SOz

1 1.69 1
1 1.27 1
1 1.28
u_____ J_ _ _

1 ZnO
1

i F1

suitable
suitable
suitable

I LOSS

1

1 32.05
1 32.45
1 32.85
_ 1_____

1
1
1
1

2. The effect of the coiposite lineralizers on the clinker fonation in rapid burning
The results of experiient are given in Table 2,3,4,5,Fig.3,4(the rav leals of the saiples which were
not indicated have the coiposite lineralizers of CaFz.CaSO» and ZnO in Tables and Figures).
Table 2. The linerals foriation process of rapid
burning saiple at 1100C with lineralizers
Г
1 1— "
I t(iin.) j 1 2 3 5 10 15 30 45 "1
1 СаСОз
11 * ♦
4-441 CaO
1
4♦
♦ 1
441 C<AF
1 4- 444♦ 1
1 CzS
1 * *4- 4-4- 4-4- 4-f44♦ 1
44-44-4-44-4-f ♦ 4-41 СзХ
1 - ♦
+♦♦ 1
4— 1
444♦
1 CiiA?.CaFz 1 * <•
*44iCsS-CaFz 1 - f
____ 1
1
1

Table 3.The linerals foriation process of rapid
burning saiple at 1300t without any lineralizers
Г......... 1 t(iin) СаСОз СзА ü -C2S C4AF C3S СаО(хГ1

1
1
1

1
2
3
5
30
45

1
11

>
■*
**
-

♦

♦♦

♦

-

♦

♦♦

♦

♦♦

♦

♦♦

♦

♦♦

♦

♦♦

♦

♦♦

♦

♦♦

♦

♦♦♦

♦

♦♦

♦

♦ ♦♦

35.02
6.80
3.09
2.03

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

*:KH = 0.98 , N = 2.55 , P = 1.25

= a large,++ = eiddle,* - a little,- = nil)

f-CaOft)
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Fig.l.f-CaO content as a function of tee.,
in the rapid burmn§(F) and slow burningß)
held for nun at various temperatures.

1

5
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Fig.2, №0 contents as a function
ot the burning time in the raw meal
with and without CaF2, CaS04 and ZnO
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Fig.3.1he formation of clinker minerals
at various temperature held for 45 min.
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Fig.4 A relation of alite. f-CaO and the time of
temp, preservation at llOOc in rapid burning

Table 4. Minerals foried during the process of rapid burning to the various teiperature for a retention
tiie of 45 linutes
i teiperature(C) | 750 1 108 1850 I 900 1950 I 1000 1 10501 1100 1 11501 1200 1 1 250 1 1300 1

1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1

СаСОз
2CzS • СаСОз
3CzS.3CaS0<CaFz
3C3S - CaFz
CnAr * CaFz
C<AF
CzS
C3S
CaO

1
*1
1 1 1 1 1 1 11 *

i -

1

1 "
1
1 *
1
1
1
1 1
1 ""
1
1 *
1
1 ’
1 ++
n
1 __ 1___

-

♦♦

*
4-4-

*

*

-

*

1
1
1
J

1

4-

j

-

!

*4-

J

4-4-

4-

4-4-

1

4-fr

*

W4- j 4-4-4

-- 11

4-

4-4-

f
4-

4-41

*
♦

*

-

j

-

-

**

4-4**
______

4-

4

I

1
i

-

-

i

i

- 1
-

1
'

j

- 1
- 1
"I

44-

1

- 1 ”
-

-

1
1
1
1
1

44-

1

1

- 1
"

4-4-1

1
H 1 * !
ttt 1 ++<■
***l
1 ... .. L
J ___ 1

4

i

Table 5. Minerals foried during the process of slov burning to the various teiperature for a retention
tiie of 45 linutes
I teiperature(C) j 750 I 800 I 850 I 900 I 950 i 10001 10501 1100 1 1150 1 1200 I 12501 13001

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11

CaC03
2CzS- СаСОз
3CzS3CaS04CaFz
3C3S • CaFz
*
CnAr
CaFz
C«AF
CzS
C3S
CaO

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11

4

-

*
-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

*

*
**
“
4

1 I

H

1 - i1 1 4 1 *
1 ** 1
11 -* 1|. 4*
1 4 1 4
1 - 1 ”
♦♦
1___
*** 1______

1 -

-

*
44

i

4

-

- i

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

4

4

:

4

4

i

44

44

4

I

44

44

-

1

*

44

♦♦
*
______

4

1 ** 1
1 444 1

44

1

44

444 1 444

■

-

-

1

1

-

1

-

1

-

1

44

1

44 J
444 j
zd

*
1

The results in Tables 2 and 3 shov that when the coiposite lineralizers of CaFz, CaSOt and ZnO are
added to the rav leals in rapid burning,there is an interiediate transition phase 3C3S* CaFz foried,CnAr
• CaFz replacing CsA.and the laxiiui f-CaO content is obviously less than that of the saiples without any
lineralizers, although the burning teiperature is less by 200t . Coiparing Table 2 with Table 5,it can be
seen that due to the absence of interiediate transition phase 2CzS- СаСОз and 3CzS
*
*
ЗСаЗО«
CaFz in the
rapid burning, the fonation process for the clinker linerals is greatly siiplified. In the rav leal with
coiposite lineralizers of CaFz, CaSD< and ZnO, within 2 linutes, all kinds of clinker linerals appear in
rapid burning. After 10 linutes, all sorts of clinker linerals do not change basically, only the C3S
contents increases, and the CnA?
*
CaFz and f-CaO contents decrease (Table 2).These results can be got to
need over 50 linutes at least in slov burning. This indicates that technology of rapid burning can
obviously accelerate the fonation of ceient clinker linerals,vhen the burden proportion of rav leal vith
proper coiposite lineralizers is suitable.lt can be seen in Fig.4 that the alite contents reached 80$ and
above in rapid burning for 10 linutes. 0. Phillip? et altSj had also observed siiilar results during the
initial stage of burning. The rate of fonation of clinker is obviously faster in a high teiperature
gradient. Gutt and Osborna [5] had reported the fonation of ЗСз5
*
CaFz in Ca0-Si0z-CaFz systei. They
considered that this coipound vas stable betveen 11101-11751: .It vas incongruentaly welting into C3S,i CzS and liquid-phase. Lou Zonghan et al considered 3CsS• CaFz(they considered that its coiposition vas
.CibSz* CaFz)vas foned betveen 1070V and 1175V .Its rate of foriation vas reached the laxiiui at 1110V
and its content also approached a laxiiui. 3C3S* CaFz vas still unstable vithin its fonation teiperature,
its reaction of fonation and decoiposition occurred siiultaneously.Fonation lain occurred belov 1110V ,
vhile above 1110V , its decoiposition reaction vas lain and disapeared at 1170V .There are the eleient of
CsS in the 3CsS
*
CaFz, its decoiposition proiotes the fonation of C3S. Its function of the proiotion is
obviously at 1170V. Our research shoved that the steady regions of the 3C3S • CaFz vas betveen 800V and
1000V in rapid burning,a great quantity of 3CsS
*
CaFz vas decoiposed at 1050V .Its decoiposition reaction
vas run out at 1100V holding for 45 linutes (Table 4 and Fig.3). The steady region of the 3C3S* CaFz vas
betveen 950V and 1050V in slov burning, a great quantity of 3C3S* CaFz vas decoiposed at 1100V . Its

decoiposition reaction vas run out at 1150С (Table5) . The steady region of the ЗСз$
*СаРг
and its
decoiposition teiperature is lower in our research results than that of other researcher , this is the
functions of lineralizer ZnO and technology of rapid burning. Coiparing Table 2 with Table 4 , it can be
seen that there is only a kind of fluoride-based intenediate transition phase ЗСз5
*
CaFz in Table 2, but
there are two kinds of fluoride-based intenediate transition phases 3CsS* CaFz and 3C3S* ЗСаЗО«
*
CaFz in
Table 4. This reason is that the clinker einerals in Table 2 are got by a rapid heating-up to 1100V
holding for different tiie.but the clinker uinerals in Table 4 are got by a rapid heating-up to different
teiperature holding for 45 linutes. So that the rapid heating-up to HOOt in Table 2, it exceed the
teiperature steady region of 3CzS- 3CaS04« CaFz.soJCzS- 3CaS04- CaFz does not occur.The Fig.4 shoved too
that the f;CaO contents of rapid burning saiples were lover than that of slow burning at SOQt and over.
The fonation contents of ЗСзЗ
*
CaFz in rapid burning saiple were юге than 8-20X than that of in slov
burning between 800t and 1C00V, CsS
* CaFz contents of rapid burning saiple were about 331 at 1000t .but
it was about 26X in slow burning saiples. Between 1000C and 1050t:, f-CaO content is decreased froi 4.5X
to about 2X, the content of ЗСзЗ
*
CaFz is decoiposed froi about 33X to 2X, and alite content is increased
froi about 10X to 581 in rapid burning saiple. But in slow bunring saiple,f-CaO content is decreased froi
about 7X to about 4X, ЗСзЗ
*
CaFz content is decreased froi about 26$ to about 20X,alite content increased
l°
1 .This indicated that in rapid burning,and CaFitCaSO
*
and ZnO coiposite lineralizers
added in the rav leal, the portland ceient clinker can be foried in lover teiperature because of the
decoiposition of the intenediate transition phase ЗСзЗ’СаРг proioted the fonation of alite. In the
nonal burning process,CsS could not be foried at lower than 1200t: in raw leal without any lineralizers
*
of CsS could be foried at 1300 t[l] . Vhile adding the coiposite lineralizers CaFz.CaSO
*
and ZnO in raw leal, alite can be foried about 10X at 1000C and about 58X at 10506 in rapid burning.The
fonation teiperature of alite decreased about 300C. Coibinmg the technology of rapid burning with the
coiposite lineralizers could got such good results, we thought that the reasons were the causes of the
following:
.The liquid-phase fonation teiperature of rapid burning saiple is 200t lower than that of slow
burning.saiple. The technology of rapid burning decreased the liquid-phase viscosity and iiproved the
properties of the.liquid-phase [8] and accelerated the alite fonation. In rapid burning, СаСОз could be
coipletely dissociated in.preservation teiperature for юге than 2 linutes at the ceient sintering
teiperature,at the saie tiie a little aiount of CzS and CsS have been foned (Table 2). The thenodynaiic
analysisLO] shoved that СаСОз light directly react with SiOz or CzS to fori alite.
Vhen coiposite
lineralizers lafz, CaS04 and ZnO are added to rav leal, there was an intenediate transition phase 3C3S•
Lal-z, which was incongruent lelting that it transfer to alite at 800-11006. This view hasd also been
expressed by Gutt [6] . But Gutt considered that the 3CsS- CaFz transfer to alite at 950-12006
The
viscosity of the fluoride-bearing liquid-phase foried is lover in lov-teiperature, vhich can accelerate
the diffusion of particle and proiote the fonation of alite. ZnO is an efficient lineralizer and flux,
vhich can decrease the burning teiperature of the ceient clinker, accelerate the f-CaO absorbing reaction
LIU, 11, 12] , and decrease activation energy of clinker fonation. In the process of rapid burning, the
various process such as: the decoiposition of СаСОз, dehydration of the clay linerals,solid phases react,
the appearance of liquid-phase, and the fonation of C3S, CzS etc approach to overlap, this lakes the
reaction products (CaO and CzS etc) under a highly activation state in the fonation process of clinker,
the vhole fonating process of the clinker einerals is all along the process of the solid-liquid phase
reaction basically, which reduce the reaction activation energy, greatly accelerates the fonation of
alite.

3. Effect of the coiposite lineralizers on the licrostructure and the linerals of clinker in the rapid
burning
No.2 raw ieal was sintered rapidly at 1100+ 506 . Saiples had been analyzed by XRD, ESA and SEN The
experiienta! results are given in Table 6 and Fig.5.According to the results of the petrographic analysis
and XRD quantitative analysis, when the coiposite lineralizers of CaFz, CaSO
*
and ZnO are added to rav
ге| о
r I e ntl?!ltce?ent,^inker in lov-teiperature rapid burning are C3S 85-74XJ Lzb HbX.ltAl- 12-15X, CnAz- CaFz 4-6X,the alite contents of the clinker are higher than that of general
Portland ceient clinker, and Clift?
*
CaFz takes place of СзА.А large aiount of AlzOs.FezOs.ZnO.SOs and F~
ions fuse into the alite(Table6) . The crystal of alite well grow crystal size is sialler.the lajority of
Alite crystal size is less than 10 n i large aiount of FezOs and a little aiount of AlzOz.ZnO.SOz and F"
ions fuse into the behte, and юге SiOz, ZnO and F ions fuse into the C.AF. The hydration activation
and the strength.of the ceient clinker increased with the increasing content of the solid solution on
certainly condition.

Fig.5. SEH picture of the clinker fromrapid low-temperature burning
Table 6. ESA of various clinker lineralslX)
I

1

CaO

68.92
1 Alite
I Belite 61.97
66.36
1 C*AF
1______

Si0z

AlzOa

FezOs

ZnO

22.96
35.28
2.16

3.09
0.10
9.60

3.27
1.75
18.16

0.98
0.41
3.72

SOs
0.75
0.56

F

1

1.15

1
1
11

1.37

4. The physical properties of Portland ceient clinker with the coiposite lineralizers in rapid
lov-teiperature burning

No-2 and No-3 rav aeals vere rapidly burning at 1100t 50t . The clinker with 2X gypsui was groud to
about 3300 ci7g. Then the coapressive strength vas determined., A contrasting experiient »as done using
56.5 NPa (GB 525R) ordinary Portland ceient clinker of CHINA JIANGYOU CENENT PLANT. The results of
experiient are given in Table 7.
Table 7. Physical properties of rapid lov-teiperature burning ceient clinker

setting tiie(h:iin)
N0.
final
initial
1
2
3
4
5

3:40
2:50

6:50
4 = 40

8:20
3:50
rdinary ceient 56.6NPa

coipressive strength (MPa)
------------------------------------------------7d
3d
28d
90d
Id
26.3
30.5

54.4
62.4
50.0
57.6
38.6
13.9

81.8
71.1
61.3
63.8
64.8
37.5

92.9
72.5
76.3
70.8
70.8
57.2

73.5
87.3
73.5
79.8
60.0

Froi Table 7, it is seen that the early age as veil as the late age coipressive strengths
clinker obtained froi rapid lov-teiperature burning are higher than that of the contrasting
Especially one day strength is twice than that of 525#R «del ordinary Portland ceient. After
for 28 days, the increasing ratio of strength is still larger. This is the reason that the

of ceient
specimen.
hydrating
fonation

teiperature of portland ceient clinker in rapid lov-teiperature burning is lover (about 1100C) , the
crystals size of the clinker unerals with a fine petrographic structure are sialler(Fig. 5),and a lot of
iipurities fuse into the clinker linerals (Table 6) , the activation of the clinker linerals is higher.
According to the general point of view, vhen there are F ions in the ceient rav leal, the setting of the
ceient sintered in ov-teiperature is very quick. Especially vhen F" content is higher,this phenoienon is
■ore conoi. In Table 7 ve can see that vhen there are meh F“ content (over IX) in rav leal, but the
setting tue of the clinker sintered at about 1100C is regular. This is reason that a large aiount of
AlzUs fuse into the alite in ceient clinker in rapid lov-teiperature burning (Table 6) , so that greatly
decrease AlгОз content vhich used to fori CnAz'CaFz, and the setting tiie can be retarded. The
quantitative analysis of XRD shoved that СпА?
*
СаРг content of the clinker is betveen 4X and 6X, it is
less. Especially ZnO etc can decrease the hydration rate of СнАт
*
CaFz[13] , therefore the flash set of
ceient can not be foried.

CONCLIISIOHS

The burnability of the rav leal vith the coiposite lineralizers of CaFz,CaS0
*
and ZnO is better than
that ot vithout any lineralizers, though the burning teiperature is lover by 200t, the ceient clinker
unerals are foried юге easily. Vhen there are the coiposite lineralizers in the ceient rav leal,
contrastinr rapid to slov burning, the experiient results shov that a technology of rapid burning can
greatly uprove the burnability of the rav ml. This is attributed possibly to the coibination of
heating and chencal activation.
Vhen the coiposite lineralizers of CaFz, CaSO, and ZnO are added to the rav ml,the Portland ceient
c inker can be foried at about 1050V .The suitable coiposition of the lain lineral of the Portland ceient
clinker in rapid lov- teiperature burning are: C,S 65-74:, S -CZS 9-15X, C«AF 12-16X,and СнАт - CaFz 4~6X
(vt.l). The alite content is higher than that of general Portland ceient cl inker,and C,iAr- CaFz replaced
1зА. The strengths of the ceient cl inker,vhether in the early or the late age, are higher.'
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RESEARCH AND APPLICATION OF COMPOSITE
MINERALIZER IN ROTARY KILN
LI Pelquan, Liu Changfa, Su Muzhen
Lu Baoshan, LI Guangmln, Ge Wenmln and Chen Yongfan
China Building Materials Academy, Beijing, P R CHINA

SUMMARY

The low temperature burning technology with composite mineralizer has been researched since
1978 and put into operation since 1984. Great benefits have been achieved, mainly as follows: (1)
The compressive strength of the clinker is considerably increased. (2) The clinker output is increased
by 5— 15%. (3) The coal consumption is reduced by 5~ 15%. (4) The strength of rich alkali clinker
and the strength of clinker calcined with high-sulphur low-grade coal are also increased remarka
bly. (5) The burning operation is easy to control, so the fast speed rotary running rate of kiln is
raised. (6) The running period for a rotary kiln is prolonged about 1 — 1.5 times.
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1. INTORDUCTION

Reducing energy consumption and improving clinker quality are two of the main purposes in
the development of cement technology. In order to raise cement output and quality as well as to save
energy, great attention has been paid worldwide to low temperature burning with the composite
mineralizer.
Quite a lot of theoretical reports about the composite mineralizer have been published x'2’3 but
few about practical application 4’5.

China Building Materials Academy (CBMA) has studied low temperature burning portland
cement clinker with the composite mineralizer since Jan. 1978. The research project passed
administrial appraisal organized by China State Administration Building Materials Industry in Nov.
1982.

The technology has been used in pilot production since Jan. 1984 in X, T, Q and Z cement
plants. T cement plant has used the new technique since Sept. 1985. The use of the composite
mineralizer in large rotary kilns gives significant social and economic benefits.
2. LABORATORY STUDY

2.1 The formation process of portland cement clinker with the addition of gypsum and fluorite

2.1.1 High temperature XRD— Sample preparation: 5A3 raw meal was prepared from raw materi
als of J cement plant. The composition of the raw meal is as follows:
J

The phase tmsformation for 5A3 at high temperature is given in Fig.l.
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Fig.l XRD of phase transformation
for raw meal 5A3 between 900~ 1300U

Fig.2 Spectrograms of EPMA for the clinker
burned at low temperature.

Loss

SiO2

A12O3

Fe2O3

CaO

MgO

so3

F

K2O/'Na2O

33.56

13.55

3.66

2.73

43.37

0.33

1.69

1.10

0.47,/0.07

The result indicates that, with the addition of the composite mineralizer, the low melting point
phase 3C2S • 3C5 • CaF2 appears at 1173 ° K, 2C2S • C5 occurs at 1323 ° K, and both phases
disappear at 1373 ° K. So these two phases are intermediums and play a very improtant role during
cement clinkering. The result is in accordance with that by G. Higeto6.
The introduction of fluorine causes an additional phase CnA7 • CaFz to form at 1373 ° К and
it begins to decompose at a temperature higher than 1570 ° K. C2S appears as a—C2S at 1173 ° K,
which decreases with C3S formation. C4AF becomes visibe at 1470 ° K.

2.2 SO? and Fdistributon in the clinker burned at low temperature
2.2.1 EPMA analysis— EPMA result is shown in Fig.2.

It is known from Fig.2 that, besides Mg, К and Na, SO3 and F also enter the main mineral C3S
of low temperature clinker. The peak for SO3 is 5.37Ä, for F 18.0Ä. The same elements can also
be seen in the minerals C2S and C4AF. In other words, for low temperature clinker SO3 and F dis
tribute in silicate phases as well as in interstitial phase, but chiefly in C3S.
3. PRODUCTION WITH A ROTARY KILN
3.1 Technical and economic benefits for the production

Trial productions have been carried out in large cement plant—X,T,Q(O3.5 x 145m wet rotary
kiln). Z (Ф4;5 x 50.0m lepol kiln) since Jan.1984.
The main benefits of the technology are as follows:
Ф The compressive strength of the clinker is greater than 20 MPa for 1 day. 41 Mpa for 3 days,
63 MPa for 28 days. High early strength (R) portland cement, ordinary porland cement, slag
portland cement, pozzolana portland cement, fly-ash portland cement and rapid hardening
portland cement, non shrinking and rapid hardening cement, portland cement for road etc. can be
produced steadily.
(2) The clinker output is increased by 5~ 15%
® The coal consumption is reduced by 5~ 15%
@ The strength of rich alkali clinker and the strength of clinker calcined with rich sulphur Iqw
grade coal are increased remarkably, from about 30 MPa to more than 41 MPa for 3 days, from
about 53 MPa to more than 63 MPa for 28 days.
® The operation of low temperature burning is convenient and easy to control. The fast speed
rotary running rate of kiln is raised.
® The kiln coating is in good condition and this is favourable to long term safe runing of kiln.
The runing period for a rotary kiln is prolonged about 1—1.5 times.

3.2 Clinker
3.2.1 Minerals in the clinkes— The minerals in the clinker burned at low temperature were deter
mined with XRD and the patterns are shown in Fig.3.
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Fig.3 XRD patterns of low temperature burned clinker

Fig.3 shows that the main minerals for low temperature burned clinker are C3S, C2S, C3A and
C4AF.

3.2.2 Physical properties of the clinker— The physical properties for the clinkers burned at low tem
perature in four plants are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 indicates the compressive strength of low temperature burned clinkers for different
ages: above 20 MPa for 1 day, above 41 MPa for 3 days, 63— 67.0 MPa for 28 days. Obviously the
strength of the clinker is much higher than that of common clinker at 1 day and 3 days.
Physical properties for clinkers burned at low temperature

Table 1
Fineness

Sample
No.

Normal

consi
S

80pm sieve
stency

m2/kg

Setting time

Compressive strength

Bending strength

Sound

Initial

Final

h:min

h:min

4:08

MPa

days

MPa

days

ness

residue %
%

1

3

7

28

5:46

43.0

58.8

3:43

6:01

41.4

3

7

65.7

7.0

7.5

8.0

51.0

64.1

6.7

7.4

8.3

46.5

53.6

63.0

7.3

7.8

8.7

7.1

7.7

8.3

6.8

7.9

8.0

1

28

X-l

310.0

5.7

24.00

X-2

309.0

8.7

23.75

T-l

292.4

4.8

23.50

3:47

4:15

T-2

299.3

3.9

24.25

3:39

4:19

46.7

52.2

62.7

Z-l

292.0

4.4

23.00

4:18

5:38

21.8

45.3

56.9

66.8

4.4

Z-2

295.0

4.8

23.00

3:56

4:31

23.2

45.0

56.6

67.8

4.8

6.6

7.8

8.1

Q-l

299.7

3.2

24.25

3:32

4:26

24.2

44.9

54.0

63.5

5.4

7.1

7.6

8.3

Q-2

301.3

3.4

24.00

3:02

4:02

26.0

46.2

54.0

64.9

6.1

7.1

7.8

8.7

passed

passed

passed

passed

3.3 Cement
Because the clinker burned at low temperature has high strength, especially high early strength,
many kinds of high strength grade (R type) cement can be produced steadily, such as portland ce
ment, ordinary portland cement, slag portland cement, fly-ash portland cement, pozzolana
portland cement, and rapid-hardening portland cement, non shrinking and rapid—hardening ce
ment, portland cement for road etc.

3.3.1Portland cement
Table 2
Sample

SO,

Fineness

No.

%

%

Physical properties of portland cement
Normal

consis
tency %

Setting time
Sound

h:min

ness
Inital Final

Compressive

strength
MPa

3

days

Bending strength

days

MPa

7

28

3

7

28

G0086

2.08

4.6

24.25

passed

3:43

4:33

37.2

50.4

64.4

6.3

7.5

8.5

G0089

2.18

5.0

24.75

passed

2:48

5:01

34.5

47.4

63.2

6.0

7.1

8.4

The physical properties of portland cement are given in Table 2. It can be seen from Table 2
that grade 525 (R) portland cement from low temperature burned clinker actually reaches grade 625
(R) for portland cement of Chinese National Standard.
4. DISCUSSION

Why can this technology increase the strength of rich alkali clinker remarkably?
The reason is that using composite mineralizer can introduce suitable gypsum and fluorite
additives to raw meal. When there is a suitable proportion of SO3 and R2O, R2O can form R2SO4
instead of detrimental mineral KC^S^ etc. So, it is beneficial to late strength. On the other hand, it
is predicted that different alkalinity existed in clinker also certainly influences its process of
hydration and hardening, and getting different final strength. When the alkali in clinker exists in
R2SO4, it can transform to liquid phase very quickly in case it meets water because of high solubility
of K2SO4. Therefore, the alkalinity of liquid phase increases quickly and this impedes diffusion of
* 4" in liquid phase. This leads to slow hydration speed of clinker in early hydration period. When
Ca"
the alkali exists in R2O, it is transformed to liquid phase through minerals hydration, and its speed is
slow. The diffusion coefficient of Ca^in liquid phase is weaker, the hydration rate is higher. The dif
ferences between two of the hydration speed in early hydration period, are bound to lead to the dif
ference of crystalizing rate, and influence the crystalization and growth of hydration products. As
the crystalizing rate of clinker with R2SO4 is slow, the structure and crystalization of its hydration
products can become perfect. This is also a positive factor to late strength development of clinker.
Regarding the volatility of clinker alkali, generally it is believed that CaF2 is positive to the
volatility of R2O, and CaSO4 is negative to it. But what is the situation when CaF2 and CaSO4
coexists? According to our experiments, it is formed that the content of R2O is unchanged. Obvious
ly, this is also the result of forming R2SO4. So, the low temperature burning technique with fluorite
and gypsum as a composite additive, in which gypsum will first combine R2O, in fact, it reduce both

the flying loss of R2O and the possibility of forming solid solution. At the same time, because of the
severe soluble effect of fluorite, it reduces the clinkering temperature, and prevent gypsum from high
temperature decomposition. So on the combined effect of both gypsum and fluorite, the mineraliz
ing effect is better developed and the clinker strength is improved. On the other hand, the alite con
tent of the clinker with this technique is usually above 60%, it makes clinker strength enhance great
ly, and this is the main factor to improve clinker strength.
5. CONCLUSION

By using the low temperature burning technology with composite mineralizer, following bene
fits can be achieved:
(1) The compressive strength of the clinker is greater than 20 MPa for 1 day, greater than 41
MPa for 3 days and 63~ 67 MPa for 28 days. High early strength (R) porltand cement, ordinary
portland cement, slag portland cement, pozzoiana portland cement, fly-ash portland cement, com
posite portland cement and rapid—hardening cement, non shrinking and rapid-hardening portland
cement, portland cement for road etc. can be manufactured steadily.
(2) The clinker output is increased by 5~ 15%.
(3) The coal consumption is reduced by 5~ 15%.
(4) With the addition of the composite mineralizer, 3C2S • 3CS • CaF2 appears at 1173 ° K.
2C2S • CS forms at 1327 ° K, and these both phases disapplear at 1373 ° K. CnA7 • CaF2 forms
at 1373 ° K, and it begin to decomposes at a temperature higher than 1570 ° K. The clinker alite
content with this technique is usually above 60%.
(5) SO3 and F were distributed in silicate phases as well as in interstitial phase, but chiefly in
C3S.
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ACTIVE BEUTE CEMENT
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SUMMARY

In the active belite cement the belite as the main clinker mineral
takes the place of alite. The belite occurs in the a'-modification, which
has a high hydraulicity. It is stabilized by incorporated alkalis and by
thermal activation.
A further possibility - the chemical activation by the addition of
sulfate to the raw meal takes place only in the range of lime standard
KSt =78 - 82, that is the typical range for active belite cement. The 28
day strength of an active belite cement made from a clinker with 5 - 6 % SO]
is of the same magnitude as that of a belite cement without admixtures.
High strength after 3 days is achieved only if a'-CjS occurs.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Im aktiven Belit-Zement ist der Bellt das Hauptmineral anstelle des
Alits. Der Belit tritt in der höherhydraulischen a'-Modifikation auf, die
als alkalihaltiges CjS durch thermische Aktivierung stabilisiert wird.
Eine weitere Möglichkeit, die chemische Aktivierung durch SOpDotierung
der Rohmehle, wirkt nur im Kalkstandardbereich 78 - 82, das ist der
typische Bereich für den aktiven Belit-Zement. Die 28-Tage-Festigkeiten
eines aktiven Belit-Zementes aus einem Klinker mit 5-6 % SO] liegen in der
gleichen Größenordnung wie beim undotierten Belit-Zement. Hohe 3-TageFestigkeiten werden nur beim Auftreten von a'-CnS erreicht.

Active Bellte Cement
Research work on the development of an active bellte cement
(ABC) has
been carried out for some years. The aims of this work differ and depend
on the economic conditions. The most important aims are:
the reduction of the energy consumption for the manufacture of cement
clinker
-

the reduction of the maximum burning temperature, which allows the
use of a low grade coal and the reduction of NO, emission
/1,2,3,4,5,6/.
1

Besides the production of ABC allows the use of limestone or limemarl with
a lower CaCOpcontent than it necessary for the
manufacture of Portland
Cement /7,8/.

As early as 1973 a group of reseach workers in Weimar/Germany had the
idea to reduce the energy consumption of cement manufacturing by the
modification of the phase composition . of
Portland cement without
principally changing the phase composition known from PC-clinker /9/.
In the ABC the belite as the main clinker mineral takes the place of
alite. The belite occurs in a modification with a high hydraulicity caused
by a thermal or chemical activation. Typical ABC with a lime standard KSt
I between 75 and 85 achieves a strength development similar to that of a
Portland
cement of OPC-type in spite of the low alite content of about
30 % /10,11/.

The thermal activation is realized by quenching of the belite clinker
in the temperature range from 1300 to 900 °C with a cooling rate of at
least 800 K/min /10,11,12/. The quenching results in the stabilisation of
a'-belite by the incorporated alkalis or other foreign oxides up to 5 %
/13,14,15,16/. The comparison of the results of the X-ray phase analysis
with the strength measurments shows, that the 3-day strength is strongly
influenced by the alite content (fig.l). The low 28-day strength of the
inactive, slowly cooled belite cements can also be considered as an "alite
strength". The increase of the 28-day strength with the cooling rate and
the high 28-day strength of ABC is caused by increasing content of
a * -belite.

Fig. 1: Compressive strength resp. phase composition versus cooling rate

This result is confirmed by the rate of hydration measured with XRD. The
rate of hydration of a'-belite is much higher than of ß-belite and in the
same order as that of alite.
The properties of fresh mortars produced from ABC or PC are naerly the
same. Small differences appear in the strength development of both cements.
Characteristics of ABC are the high strength after 28 days and the lower
early strength, as compared with PC. Durability and passivation of steel
are ensured by mortars and concretes based on ABC too.
Tests of concrete specimens from ABC produced in a pilot plant with an
output of 20 t clinkers/day, were made in connection with the industrial
production of prestressed concrete and in connection with the concreting
of a road. These tests show a good workability of concrete from ABC. The
strength of 20 cm-cube made from site concrete amounts to 17 - 29 N/mm2
after 2 days and 38 - 52 N/mm2 after 28 days. These concretes do not show
any damage after a use of 7 years.
Besides the thermal activation of belite by quenching the chemical
activation was investigated too. For that purpose various sulfate materials
(anhydrite, .flourgypsum and HjSOJ were added to the raw meal with the aim
of producing a sulfate stabilized belite cement /17,18/. The belites in the
clinkers from the raw meals doped with sulfate materials do not contain
alkalis
as
foreign
oxides,
because
these
are
incorporated
-in
alkalisulfates. In this way the formation and stabilization of a'-belite
is prevented even at high cooling rates. The belite occurs only in the
ß-modification and contains 3 % SO, and 3 %
as foreign oxides. The
formed ß-belite has a higher hydraulic activity than ß-belite without SO,.
For the optimum SOi-content in clinker of 4...6 % a 28-day strength is
achieved, which is higher than that of belite cements without addition at
low cooling rates and which is in the same order like undoped belite
cements at high cooling rates (fig. 2).

SOj-content in the clinker ——
Fig. 2:

Compressive strength after 3 and 28 days versus SOj-con-tent in
the clinker for a cooling rate of 20/70 resp. 3000 K/min

The minimum of strenth at about 1,5 % SOj in the clinker is caused by two
facts:
The alkalis are connected only with sulfate, no sulfate is incorporated
in the belite.
The alite content is lower than in the belite clinker without SOj.
Increasing the SOj-content results in a decrease of alite- content by
which the early strength decreases steadily. For SOj-contents above 6 % the
chemical compound C^AjS appears apart from sulfate containing belite.
Because of its potential content in the cement of 10 % at the most this
compound has no essential influence on the early strength.
As to the strength there is an optimum range for the lime standard of
SOj doped belite cement (fig. 3) . This range agrees with the optimum lime
standard for thermal activated belite cement.

SO-.-content in the clinker
5,2 ... 6,2 wt

Limo standard

Fig. 3: Compressive strength after 3 and 28 days versus lime standard
ABC based on anhydrite as the CaO-component (sulphuric acid production
according to Müller and Kühne) achieved high early strength and very high
strength after 28 days in comparison with SOj containing ABC from carbonate
raw meal /19/. The anhydrite ABC has a very low alkali content of about
0,15 %
Na^O-equ. dependent on the raw materials and a remaining content
of 4...6 % SOj. It contains little alite (< 5 %) and many belite as well as
anhydrite and 10 % C^S at the most.
Thus it corresponds to the SOj containing ABC with regard to the phase
composition and the SOj-content. In contrast to the ABC doped with SOj the
belite in the ABC based on anhydrite appears in the a *-modification. It
contains
about
3 %
SO,
and
3 % AljOj
as
foreign oxides
and
is
characteristiced by a high content of excessive stoichiometric CaO. In the
anhydrite raw meal a^-C,S is formed by decomposition of the instatial phase
sulf atespurrite C^S /20/. In the SOj doped, carbonatic raw meal the

SOi-content is too low to form CjSjS even if 10 % CaSO4 is added. Therefore
no"SOj stabilized a'-CiS can be found in these clinkers (fig. 4).

burning temperature

'S-max

Fig. 4: Relative contents of CaSOj and C5S2S versus burning temperature

The sulfoaluminate cement is a further kind of cement often discribed
with a high SOj-content. This cement contains the
belite in the
a1-modification too, if high cooling rates are realized. The strength of
this cement arises from the belite and above all from the
S, by which
high early strength is possible at all cooling rates. The 28-aay strength
is not
influenced by the cooling rate too.
In the fig. 5 the strength of sulfoaluminate cement is compared with
the strength of the SOj doped, carbonate based cement
and the anhydrite
based cement.

Fig. 5:

Compressive strength after 3 and 28 days versus cooling rate for
different SO3 containing belite cements

It shows advantages of the CjAjS-cement with regard to the 3- day strength
and advantages of the other cements with regard to the 28-day strength at
high cooling rates.
The results of the chemical activation allow the conclusion, that the
chemical activation by SOj addition cannot replace but only complement
thermal activation. The strength of slowly cooled, SO, containing belite
cements is smaller than the strength of thermal activated belite cements.
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LITHIUM AS INTENSIFIER IN THE FORMATION OF
DICALCIUM SILICATE PHASE
V К Mat hur, R S Gupta and S C Ahluwalla
National Council for Cement and Building Materials
New Delhi, INDIA

SUMMARY
Li2CO3 dopant lowers the decomposition temperature of CaCO3 and the
reaction takes place in two steps
*
CaO formed at lower temperature
reacts with SiO2 to form ß - dicalcium silicate phase (fi-C,S), even at
750°C. The reaction is completed at 1350°C with the formation ofß -CoS
alongwith small amounts of Y-C2S phase by the addition of 1.0 wt.
percent dopant. Addition of 5.0 wt. percent dopant brings the final
reaction temperature down to 1250°C. The reaction products are
~C2S
and small amount of tricalcium silicate (C3S) phase. The kinetics of
formation of C2S correspond to first order reaction and the activation
energy determined by Ginstling-Brownshtein equation decreases from 180
KJ mol“* in pure system to 130 KJ mol“! w£th 1.0 wt. percent lithium
dopapt. There is a general trend towards reduction in Ea up to a concen
tration of 1.0 percent of Li20, after which there is a gradual increase
*
to 145 KJ mol“! at 5,q percent concentration.

INTRODUCTION

Studies on the kinetics and thermodynamic parameters of the
decomposition of pure CaCO3 and the effects of various dopants have been
reported earlier (1-5). Some of the workers have reported formation of
-C2S at the temperature range of 1350 - 1400°C with the help of
dopants (3-5).
Work has also been done on the thermal dissociation of
naturally occurring limestone containing cationic impurities (6-7). A
literature survey reveals that systematic study of the 2:1 molar CaC03 :
SiO, system containing Li^CO-j as dopant has received very little
attention. Some work with LiCl as mineralizer in the formation of CjS
(8) and of Li2COq as intensifier (9) in the 3:1 molar CaCOq : Siü2
mixture has been reported. The present study is on the effect of varying
concentrations of Li2CO3 on the thermal behaviour of a mixture of CaCO3
: Si02 (2:1) system.

EXPERIMENTAL

Varying amounts of Li2CO3 (calculated as 0.1—5.0 wt. percent Li^O)
were added to a mixture of reagent grade CaCO3 and quartz powder (purity
>99.0 percent). The resulting product, after thorough mixing, grinding
and passing through a 100 jum sieve were shaped in the form of nodules
with small quantity of distilled water. The samples after drying at 100
+ 5 °C for 2 hrs were subjected to quantitative estimation of СдСО3 to
ensure complete homogenization. These dried samples were stored for the
experimental work.
Thermal, IR and X-ray Diffraction Studies
The measurements were made on Mettler thermal analyser (TA-1),
which simultaneously records the DTA, DTG and TG curves. In all cases 60
mg samples were heated at a rate of a 10°C min"1 in the platinum
crucible of the thermal analyser. The kinetic parameters have been
calculated from the decomposition peaks (DTA and DTG).
IR studies were carried out by Perkin Elmer model IR-621 in 1800
400 cm"1 region. The samples were prepared in the form of disc of
potassium bromide using 2.5 mg sample of dicalcium silicate and 250 mg
of KBr and applying a pressure of 700 kg/cm .

X-ray diffraction studies were conducted by Phillips model PW 1120
diffractometer with Ni-filtered Cu radiation to
identify the phases/’
products formed at various DTA peaks. The intermediate products formed
during heating as shown by DTA peaks have been identified by heating the
starting materials (CaC03 - SiO2 (2:1) + dopant) to the temperature
where the peak ends. The sample is then quenched in liquid nitrogen and
stored in air tight containers. The products so formed are then identi
fied by XRD.
’
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Thermal Analysis

The thermal behaviour
of the system is given in Fig.l. The
thermal
curves
having
LioCX^
(0.1 wt. percent)
did not show any
peak for the decomposition of Li2CO3 due to its amount being very small.
With higher percentages of L12CO3, two decomposition peaks were
observed. The decomposition of Li^CO-j preceded that of CaCO3. As the
concentration of the Li2CO3 increased to 0.5, 1.0 and 5.0 percent,
approximately 2, 6 and 81 percent CaCO3 underwent decomposition in the

first step as determined from TG weight loss curve upto a temperature,
where thermal loss completes. This is indicative of the fact that a 5.0
percent concentration of Li2COj is highly effective in lowering the
decomposition of CaCOg. No distinct peak for the decomposition of L^CO^
alone was discerned although an inflexion was observed in the early
stages of the peak.
The products formed as discernible by DTA peaks obtained after the
decomposition of CaCOg have also been examined by XRD and infrared
spectroscopy.
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Fig 1: Thermal Curves of (a)
2CaCO3tSiO2
(b)
2CaCO3:SiO2 +
0.18 Li2CO3 (c)
2CaCO3tSiO2 +
0.5% Li2CO3 (d) 2CaCO3:SiO2 + 1%
Li2CO3
(e) 2CaCO3tSiO2 +
5%
I>i2CO3

Fig 21
IR Spectra of Li2CO3
Doped Dicalcium Silicate Phase
(a) 0.1%
(b) 1.0%
(c) 5.0%

Infrared Studies

The IR spectra of orthosilicates have been studied by Tarte
(10).
Generally silicates show two main regions of strong absorption, one near
1000 cm"^ due to Si-0 stretching and the other near 500 cm-1 due to Si-0
bending,
often coupled with other Cation-Oxygen vibrations. The "D[SiO^
frequency is shown by a narrow band of weak or moderate intensity at
800-900 cm" .
The region 800-1000 cm“1 broadly corresponds to DoSЮл
which is complex absorption. The other absorption region 400-50Ö
cm“1 corresponds toD^siO^. The^SiO^ frequency generally occurs around
or below 400 cm”1.
The sample CaCO3-SiO2 (2:1) heated to 1450°C (Ih) was used as a
reference. Its absorption peaks at 500 and 520 cm“1 correspond to ^-CoS
phase.
It further gave strong absorption bands at 845 and
890
cm“1,
which are characteristics of (3-C2S. No absorption bands at 440
and 495 cm“1 were observed indicating the absence of Tf-C2S. A strong
absorption band at 1000 cm”1 further confirms that the product was pure

p>-c2S. Samples of CnS having lithium dopants up to 1.0 percent gave an
absorption band at 440 cm"1 which corresponds to V-C2S; the absorption
peaks at 500 and 520 cm"1 correspond to f^-CnS while a shoulder at 565
cm“1 corresponds to iT-CoS. Lithium doped (5.0 percent) C2S gave a
shoulder at 500 cm“1 and 540 cm“1 corresponding to ß -C^S. A sharp
absorp tion band at 845 cm“1 also corresponds to[3-C2S. The band at 815
cm“1 can be ascribed to the symmetrical stretching ^SiO^ corresponding
to CgS phase. The IR spectra have been given in Fig.2.
The infrared
absorption band of C3S phase tended to overlap C2S polymorphs and were
generally broader as observed by Bensted and Varma (11). A . very sharp
absorption band at 925 cm“1 showed the presence of CgS phase, which was
not shifted due to the presence of Li dopant,
indicating that Li+
substitutes for Ca2+ and not for Si4+.

X-ray Diffraction Analysis

The CaCOg-SiOy
(2:1) system without dopant gave an exotherm at
1425°C and the XRD of the liquid nitrogen quenched sample showed the
presence of ß -C2S (d values (A°) 2.80, 2.78, 2.74 and 2.61) Y-C2S
(d
(A°) 3.82, 3.01, 2.75 & 2.73) and free lime (d
(A°) 2.77, 2.40, 1.70 &
1.45). The pure system,
on repeated firing
(3-4 times),
gave mostly
ß -C2S; "?f-C2S has been found to be transformed to ß-C2S.
The Li2COo doped sample (0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 wt. percent,
calculated
as oxide) gave endotherms at 1390°C (0.1%), 137O°C (0.5%)
and 1350°C
(1.0%).
Samples quenched from these temperatures showed mixtures of ß &
Y-C2S phases along with free lime in the XRD pattern. The 5.0 percent
Li^COß dopant gave four endotherms at 650°C, 850°C, 960°C and 1170°C
before giving a final endothermic peak at 1290°C. The sample heated to
1300°C and quenched in liquid nitrogen indicated the presence /3-C2S, C3S
(d
(A°)
3.02, 2.76, 2.73), Lithium calcium silicate
(d
(A°)
2.40,
3.58,
1.99)
and quartz
(d (A°) 4.27, 3.33, 2.45,
1.81). Free lime,
determined chemically, was found to be 0.22 percent. This might be due
to substitution of Li+ for Ca2 and its incorporation in the intersti
tial sites of C3S which is quite possible since tetrahedrally-coordi
nated Li+ is well established in many compounds (12). The peak at 650°C
terminated at 750°C and showed not only the complete decomposition of
Li2CO3 but also the partial decomposition of CaCOg. Small amounts of ß C2S and Li2SiOg (d
(A° ) 4.68, 2.71, 2.34, 1.56) also formed.
In the
sample quenched at 880°C, Li2SiOg had changed to Li2Si2Oe and moreß-C2S
was formed, along withY-C2S. A small endotherm at 960°C was preceded
by a broad weak inflexion which might be due to melting of Li2Si20g
which is also supported by Glasser (13).
The Ginstling-Brownshtein diffusion equation (14) was used to
calculate the rate constant Kr and the activation energy (Ea) was calcu
lated by the Arrhenius equation. The activation energy of pure C,S
formation was found to be 180 KJ mol-1, which is in accordance with the
activation energy calculated by Meckanzie and Hadipour (15) who deter
mined it to be 165 KJ mol“1, which decreases to 130 KJ mol“1 with 1.0
percent dopant through 156 KJ mol“1 with 0.1 percent lithium dopant as
given in Table 1. The activation energy with 5.0 percent lithium dopant
could not be determined due to partial melting.

CONCLUSION
Li2COg dopant acts as an intensifier and lowers the decomposition
temperature of CaCOg. The activation energy (Ea) of CaCOg decomposition
and formation of C2S is found to be minimum with 1.0 wt. percent of

dopant and then increases slightly with 5.0 wt. percent concentration of
.
*
Li
Li?CO3 (5.0 wt. percent) brings down the final reaction temperature
to 1290°C with the formation of predominantly^3-C2S and small quantity
of CgS phase and Li2SiO3 and Li2Si2O5
*
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EFFECT OF 80з AND MgO ON PHASE RELATIONS AND
CRYSTAL CHEMICAL STATE OF PHASES IN
BELITE-ALUMINOFERRITE CLINKERS
A I Boikova, О I Fomicheva and L V Grishchenko
Institute of Silicate Chemistry, Russian Academy of Science
St Petersburg, RUSSIA

SUMMARY.

The clinkers studied are special binding materials
can change depending on

and

phase

relations,

chemical

whose

properties

composition

the

of

clinkers
It has
(AlgOyTegOgg.!) with SOg and MgO additions have been synthesized,

phases

their

crystallo-chemical

state.

Five-component

been shown that the influence of SOg is closely related to the AlgOg/FegOg
ratio. In high alumina clinkers
(AlgOg/FegOg-l.75)
sulphur is first

consumed for the formation of СдАдЗ. A high ferrous

(CgAF2) containing Si02 and small amounts of SOg
belites are

solution as well as the ß- and
influence

of

antagonistic.

SOg

and

MgO

on

the

aluminoferrite

phase

the

solid

and

also

MgO

in

formed.

stabilisation

of

The

mutual

Cl’-belite

In more ferrous clinkers (AlgOg/FegOg«!) belite and

is

calcium

aluminoferrite are formed. The latter is less ferrous (C4AF); it

contains

a significant amount of

and

SOg

in

the

solid

solution.

Belites

the

aluminoferrite phase are characterized by distorted structure and reactive
hydration properties.

Исследованные клинкера представляют собой специальные вяжущие,
свойства которых могут меняться в зависимости от фазовых соотношений,
химического состава фаз и их кристаллохимического состояния. Синтезированы
пятикомпонентные клинкера с соотношением Ai2o3/Fe2Og z i и с добавками so3
и MgO. Показано, что роль so3 в процессе формирования фаз тесно связана с
отношением ^20з'/^е2°з‘ ® высокоглиноземистых клинкерах
(А12о3/
Fe о =1,75) сера расходуется прежде всего на образование c4a3s. Образуются
также высокожелезистая алюглоферритная фаза на основе c6af2, и ß~ и
-белит. Совместное влияние sog и MgO на стабилизацию а’-белита
противоположно. В более железистых композициях
^^■2Рз^е2?з
форлируется белит и алюмоферрит кальция. Последний отличается содержанием
значительного количества so3 в твердом растворе и является менее
железистым (с AF). Белиты и алюмоферритная фазы клинкеров характеризуются
сильно искаженной структурой и активными гидратационными свойствами.

INTRODUCTION

The perspective

developing

of

bases for obtaining high-ferrous clinkers

the

and

technological

and

physico-chemical

of

efficacy

cements

based on them have been reported elsewhere (1). These materials belong

to

a group of special cements whose relatively lower

in

energy

consumption

manufacture results mainly from the low basicity of their

main

belite and calcium aluminoferrite, and the lower clinkering

phases

-

temperatures.
their

phase

also

their

crystallo-chemical states. These are the lattice distortion of the

phases

The

properties

composition

and

of

these

the

materials

quantitative

phase

on

only

not

depend

but

relations

due to the influence of impurities, the imperfection of
1 change in atomic structure of

the

phases

during

phases,

the

the

transformation^

phase

owing to both the impurities and the thermal schedule of burning, the fine
texture of the phases. As shown earlier, the crystal

and calcium aluminoferrites undergo the strongest

lattices

of

distortions

belite

Such

(2).

imperfectly formed crystals show more active hydration properties.

EXPERIMENTAL
The present paper deals with the study

of

phase

relations

the

in

high-ferrous region of the multicomponent clinker system with S0g and MgO,

as well as the observation of imperfection of crystal lattices

of

and aluminoferrite phases, and the investigation of hydration

belite

properties.

Four series of belite aluminoferrite clinkers with a ratio of A^Og/FezOg^1

1 were synthesized and studied (Table 1). The table also shows the amounts

of SO- and MgO added to the five-component (CaO, MgO, Al-О-, Feo0o,
Si0o)
clinker batches. The burning was carried out at 1350°C which prevented the

formation of

non-active intermediate compound 2C2S-CS;

(together with the furnace) and

slow

rapid

the

cooling

(air-quenching).

composition of the clinkers synthesized are given in Table

phase

The

1.

was

Figures

1

and 2 show the X-ray diagrams of the clinkers studied.

When analyzing the results of phase relations attention is

drawn

to

the following. The influence of S0g on phase formation and phase relations
greatly depends on the Alo0o/Feo0- ratio. At ratios of

(samples 1-10) and with additions, of 3.5 and 6 %

formed

in

clinkers:

belite

in

the

ß- and

S0g,

Alo0o/Feo0o

three

Ct’- forms,

>

phases

1

are

high-ferrous

Table 1. Chemical and phase composition of clinkers

No

Composition of the initial
batch
■
CaO Alo04 SiOo Fe„O„ MgO
2 3
2
2 о

1
2
3
4
5

54,0

6
7
8
9
10

51,0 18,0

25,0

6,0

1,0

14,0

15,0

—
—

—
3,0
6,0

Alo0VFeo0q= 1,75
2 3
2 3

1,0

15,0

Alo0VFeo0q= 1,0
2 3
2 3
1,0

17,0
11^ 55,0 14,0 13,0
Alo0VFeo0q= 0,75
122
*
2 3
2 3
13
14_ 55,0 14,0 10,0 20,0
Alo0VFeo0q= 0,5
152
2 3
2 3
*
16

1.0

Phase composition of
clinkers
Belite
AluminoferC.AoS
ß
01’
rite

Addition
MgO SO„

—
—

—

3,5
6,0
3,5
6,0
—

—
3,0
6,0

3,5
6,0
3,5
6,0

—
—
—

6,0
10,0

—
—
—

—
6,0
10,0

++++

-

++++

+++

+

*
4

++

++

++

+++

+

+4-++

—

+4-

“4-

+++
++

*
++4

++

+4"+4-

—

++++

—

+++

+4"4*

+

4* 4*

*
4-4

+++

+
++
+

*4
4-4

+

++++

—

++

4*

++

++++

—

++++

+4-++

—
—

++4-4-

—

++++

—

—
—
—

++++

—

++++

—

++++

—

4-4-4-4-

++++
4-4-4-4++++

* Samples 12,13,15,16 contain some amount of CaS04
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*
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patterns

slow

cooling

te; д -CaS04; о -sulphoaluminate

aluminoferrite based on CgAFg and calcium sulphoaluminate. In spite of the

high-aluminate composition of the clinker, aluminoferrite phase with
^* e2®3 contetnt is formed. The fact is that SOg is first consumed

high

for

formation of C.A„S. With increasing addition of S0o the amounts of
ч o
.
d
4 3
and (X’-belite increase, whereas the amount of the aluminoferrite

the

С,АО8
phase

decreases and the aluminoferrite proper becomes more ferrous.

A peculiar behaviour of MgO shows up in the fact that

makes

MgO

difficult for bellte to form Ct’- modification. Thus by adding 6 % MgO

(X’-belite becomes practically absent even in the presence of 6

%

it

the

SOg

in

the batch. Such a clinker contains 2-3 % periclase. The (X’-belite paaU (29
33°) in the X-ray pattern (Fig.l) of sample II with 6 % SOg practically

added

disappears in the X- ray pattern of sample III to which 6 % MgO was

besides SOg.

In more high-ferrous compositions (AlgOg/FegOg Z 1) two phases are
mainly formed: ß—bellte and a high-ferrous calcium aluminoferrite C„AFO.

When 6 and 10 % SOg are added to the batch, CaS04 (5-10 %) also appears in
the clinker and

the

other

phases

contain

sulphur

an

as

isomorphous

of C.F^S was not
• __ 4 3
confirmed. However by slow cooling a small amount of C4AgS (3-4 %) appears
in these clinkers (Fig.2, curve IY, 29=23-24°).
impurity in their lattices. The

possible

Attention is drawn to the results of

formation

probe

electron

(EPMA) reported in Table 2.Large amounts of sulphur

microanalysis.

to

6-7

%)

are

present in the lattice of the less ferrous aluminoferrite, паша!у

in

the

(up

C4AF-based ones (samples 12,13,15,16). This phase also contains SiOg

X) and MgO (1,5—3,0 X) in solid solution.
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proper,
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present

impurity

(4-5

three
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of belites.

aluminoferrites, and in the ß- and tt
-forms
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HYDRATION PROPERTIES

One more crystallo-chemical

feature

of

bellte

and

aluminoferrite

phase is also worth mentioning. In the clinkers studied, these phases

products

of

imperfect

distorted lattices

crystallization.

These

phases

are

strongly

with

are formed in high—ferrous clinkers. Sulphur plays the

greatest role In the formation of imperfect crystals.

The

these phases in the X-ray patterns show the diffusion character
clearly seen when comparing

the

X-ray

patterns

for

due

to

which

is

peaks

annealed

and

for

Table 2 Chemical composition of phases according to EPMA

Phase Sample
number

2
3

7

Ф
-H
•H
Ф
p)

10
12

13
15

16

Ф

2

Й
Й
Ф

3

7
d
•rl
a
3
<d
d
3
•H
о

10
12

13
15

Ü

16

j
d
гЧ
S d
3 0©
•H £< 43
о
nJ 3 ■H
О co S

3
7

10

CaO

MgO

A12°3

Fe2°3

sw2

s°3

64,5
64,2
60,5
60,9
64,5
64,6
66,7
63,3
63,2
61,6
63,2
62,4
63,2
64,0
61,6
61,1

0,1
0,3
0,6
0,7
0,1
0,1
0,2
0,7
0,4
1,6
0,6
0,8
0,5
0,5
0,4
0,5

0,4
0,5
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,3
0,4
0,6
1,0
1,3
1,0
1,1
1,9
1,8
1,1
1,1

0,6
1,0
1,5
1,0
0,6
0,7
0,7
1,3
1,4
1,7
1,8
1,4
2,0
1,9
1,5
1,6

33,7
32,9
32,0
33,7
33,7
33,3
30,6
32,1
29,9
29,9
29,7
31,0
28,6
29,0
31,5
31,3

0,6
1,0
4,1
2,6
0,6
1,0
1,4
2,0
3,1
3,8
3,1
3,0
3,8
2,8
3,9
4,1

44,5
44,2
43,0
43,1
42,7
43,7
42,3
43,0
47,0
49,2
48,6
48,3
49,8
46,8
48,9
46,7

0,6
0,7
0,7
1,5
0,6
0,2
0,9
0,7
2,6
2,8
2,0
2,2
1,4
1,1
1,5
1,8

9,0
8,9
8,8
8,3
10,0
10,7
8,1
8,5
12,1
12,6
11,2
11,0
12,2
12,0
11,6
11,3

42,0
41,9
43,8
42,8
42,4
42,1
44,1
44,5
28,0
26,3
25,9
28,0
30,3
31,6
31,1
28,6

3,8
3,9
3,3
3,9
4,3
3,2
4,1
3,1
4,9
4,3
5,4
4,6
4,4
3,5
4,5
5,0

0,1
0,3
0,4
0,4
0,0
0,1
0,6
0,1
5,3
4,8
6,7
5,6
1,8
5,0
2,2
6,4

34,3
33,8
30,8
33,1
31,5
31,6

0,1
0,2
0,3
0,1
0,1
0,1

49,5
50,0
52,9
51,1
53,4
52,7

2,5
2,8
3,3
3,0
3,7
3,0

0,1
0,2
0,2
0,3
0,2
0,2

13,5
12,9
12,4
12,1
11,0
12,0

quenched samples of one and the same chemical composition (curves III

and

IY, Fig.2).
Attention should be drawn to the comparative compressive strengths of
these two

containing

samples.

phases

28-day
(belite

strength,
and

namely

calcium

30

MPa,

aluminoferrite>

of

the

with

clinker

strongly

distorted structures (Fig.2, curves III and IY), is twice as high,
14 MPa, as that of the clinker with

(Table

phases

well-crystallized

namely
3,

samples 15 and 15’).

Table 3. Compressive strength of clinkers.

0,5

0,75

1,0

1,75

A1203/Fe2°3 ratio
Sample number

3

5

8

12

13

28-day strength, MPa

26

25

32

25

32

The value of compressive strength was obtained as

15’
slow
cooling
14

15
rapid
cooling
30

the

sum

average

four

measurements. The measurements were made on Ixlxl cm cubes; w/c= 0.3;

the

granulometric composition was controlled by sieve N 0071.
The hydration activity of belites, aluminoferrite phases and

sulphoaluminates was investigated.

The

hydration

kinetics

calcium

curves

were

plotted using the results of X-ray analysis. The experiment was unusual in

that the hydration of the indicated phases was

clinker. For analysis we chose such maxima in the X-ray pattern

the

in

directly

studied

each

for

phase which were overlapped neither by the maxima of the other phases

nor

by the ones of the hydration products. The

for

all

temperature

was

samples. All ground samples were sieved.
20°C. Fig.3 shows the

hydration

kinetics

w/c

The

was

ratio

hydration

curves

0.4

belites,

for

calcium

aluminoferrites and calcium sulphoaluminates occurring in the presence

all the other clinker phases. Analysis of the

hydration

kinetics

of

curves

for belites shows that the distinct character of the process is mainly due

to the magnitude of the AlgOg/FsgOg ratio, namely: belites 1,2,3 belong to
high-ferrous clinkers. These belites contain a significant amount
(3-4 %) in solid solution and possess a

strongly

distorted

belites 4,5,6 belong to less ferrous clinkers and slowly

of

S03

structure;

hydrate

at

the

early and later stages.
The curves in Fig.3 show that aluminoferrite phases

clinkers as well as belites are more

reactive

than

belonging to clinkers with a higher AlgOg/FegOgratio.

of

the

high-ferrous

aluminoferrites

The

low

hydration

reactivity of the phases in clinker 5 (bellte 6, Fig.За, aluminoferrite 6,

Fig.3b) obtained from the same batch as clinker 4 but

with

slow

cooling

Fig.3.Hydration

kinetic

curves

for

belites (a) and calcium aluminoferrites

(b): curve 1 - sample

15,

sample 13, curve 3-12, curve 4
curve 5-8, curve

6

-

2

curve

15

-

3;

(slowly

cooled); calcium sulphoaluminates

(c):

curve 1 - sample 8, curve 2-3.

Composition of the samples reported

in

Table 1.

can be related to the fact that both the belite and the aluminoferrite
this sample are better crystallized. Besides they contain a

much

in

smaller

amount of SOg. As to calcium sulphoaluminates, their hydration process

similar which is confirmed by

the

kinetics

curves.

These

phases

is

have

similar chemical composition and identical X-ray pattern too.
CONCLUSIONS.

It should be noted, that each of the clinkers studied can represent a

special binding material

with

effective

properties.

The

structure

of

belite and calcium aluminoferrite formed in these clinkers can be strongly
distorted. Such phases possess improved hydration properties.
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SIMMY

Effects of addition of varying concentrations of manganese on the structure and
polymorphism of CoS phase has been investigated.
Kinetics of formation of CoS were
obtained by heating a mixture of CaCOg and SiOo in the mole ratio of CaO : SiC^ 13 : 1)
using 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0 percent MnOo by weight. The activation energy (Ea) of
formation of CoS shows a decreasing trend upto 1.0 percent MnOo and then rises.
Tricalcium silicate shows a polymorphic change from triclinic (TJ lo monoclinic (Mp
with increasing concentration of the dopant, as evidenced from XRD. Electron diffrac
tion of the crushed samples show patterns of several types, of lattice. Microscopic
studies revealed that the habit of CoS crystals changed with the concentration of the
dopant. Instead of pseudo hexagonal pure CgS, typical flower type structures appeared
with dopants. Hydration study reveals that3the rate of CaCOH)^ formation is low with
doped sample up to 4 h but high in 7 days compared to pure CgS sample.

INTBODUCTION

Tricalcium silicate exists in six polymorphic modifications i.e. one rhombohedral
(R), two monoclinic (M7 Mn), three triclinic (T7, Tip Тр1). At roan temperature CoS
is in triclinic (T<) form which transforms to monoclinic (Mp Mp) and finally to
rhombohedral (R) fom on heating upto a temperature of 1100°C (1, 2). These modifica
tions are characterised by having specific symmetries and unit cell dimensions. It has
been established experimentally that any of the high temperature forms can be stablised
at room temperature by proper selection of dopant, its concentration and thermal
treatment. Dopants such as chromium, titanium, manganese, sulphur etc and constituents
like AloOq, FeoOo and MgO present in cement raw mix generally tend to stabilise
monoclinic CßS in"the
and Miii forms at room tenperature (3).
Apart from these effects on the structure of CgS, the dopants seem to influence
the reaction kinetics to a great extent. They influence the formation temperature of
silicates, activation energy of various reactions and the rate constants. The poly
morphism of CoS is complicated because of the numerous extremely similar modifications
and the very small transformation enthalpies (84-705 KJ/mol).
The work reported here is a part of ongoing study at NCB, which aims at developing
the basic understanding of the effect of cationic dopants on the formation kinetics,
polymorphism and hydration kinetics of silicate phases.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and Sample Preparation
Powdered CaCOo and quartz (Purity > 99.0 percent) in 3 : 1 molar ratio along with
varying concentrations of №i02 dopant were separately ground to a fine powder and
homogenised in a pot mill.
The resulting mixtures, after thorough mixing with
distilled water, were shaped into nodules. These nodules were heated to 1500°C for 2
hrs. The pellets were heated repeatedly at the same temperature to ensure completeness
of the reaction, which was confirmed each time with estimation of free lime.

Thermal Analysis
Mettler thermal analyser (TA-7) was used to record DTA, DTG and TG curves.
The
samples (60 mg) were heated to 75OO°C at a rate of 70°C/min using o<- AlgOj as a
reference material. The activation energy (Ea) of CaCOg decomposition was calculated
from DTG curve and were reported earlier (4).

X-ray diffraction studies
The samples were powdered to pass through 45
sieve and pressed into a sample
holder Rigaku Rad
В system with wide angle horizontal goniometer and graphite
monochromator was used for determining polymorphic transitions in CgS.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
A Philips scanning electron microscope with an energy dispersive X-ray
analyser was used for the morphological studies. Fractured specimens of pure and doped
C-oS phase were prepared by uniformly blending the sample with resin and giving than a
conductive gold coating in vaccum (70”5 Torr).
№zdration Studies

The hydration kinetics of pure and doped CgS have been studied by X ray
diffraction. The samples were hydrated taking W/S ratio 0.5 for various ages at room
temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

X-ray diffraction studies
Trinalcium silicates (C.S) reportedly exists in various polymorphic modifications
in the tTmpe“ture range So™ ambient to 1100»C. C3S »1th varying peroentage of

SmeCuprto°f ^percent mO^^Itls^obslSed ttat3struct^e remains triclinic upto this

same up to 1.0 percent.
. .. . . ч f 414+ bv ^4+ can therefore be assumed up
SVpeS^^ÄÄ eoXX Monowi formula »ult1 develop Ca

(SI,., ®x)05.0< X < D0;”3/0 <'"ve<r> SaTu'aTtbThtTpro^se'thinly
tricalcium silicate upto 1.0 1». However, ьакигах
у у
remains
o.^oHtnHnn i4 of Si bv №1. It was observed by Knofel (7) tnat Ugb гешашь

Ir.lcaL^a mix иге of trlollnio an<^noollnlo
S "=ntdl°o^dtaO(28i0hPa:reO^oietVed1tSdt ^еТг^^^^ШеХГ^Г^ьДь! n

deSndent L T, transforms to T,,, as the №02 concentration Increases in the range of
0.38 - 3 wt. percent.
C3S
*MnO

2 (1%)

Tl

53

51

C3s ♦MnO2(2%l

53

FIG1

51

XRD OF MANGANESE DOPED C3S SAMPLES
SHOWING VARIOUS POLYMORPHIC FORMS

The rate constant and activation energies of CoS formation with and without dopant
were calculated as per the method given by Gihuang Teng and Shangren Yu (9) by heating
the nodules at a temperature range of 13OO-15OO°C with 6 levels of 50°C interval for 5,
10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 minutes.
The activation energy (Ea) of CoS formation as determined by Ginstling-Brounshtein
and Arrhenius equation was found to oe 600 К J mol” , quite close to that reported by
Meckenzie and Hadipour (10). The activation energy decreased to a minimum at 1.0 percent
MnO2 dopant and then showed an increasing trend (Table 1).
TABLE 1
KINETICS DATA OF CaCOo DECOMPOSITION AND CoS FORMATION
WITH CONCENTRATION OF DOPANT

Concentration
QI rilUp -III
CaCOo-SiO^
(3:17 sysfiem

Kinetics of CgS Formation

Decomposition of CaCOg

Peak
Td°C

Activation
Energy (Ea)
KJ/mol

Rate
Constant
(Kr/10-5)

In Kr

Activation
Energy (Ea)
KJ/mol

0.0

885

247

9-2

-9-29

600

0.1

870

217

9.3

-9.28

535

0.5

870

200

9.6

-9-25

490

1.0

860

183

10.1

-9.20

480

5.0

860

232

11.5

-9.07

525

SEM Studies

Microstructure investigation of the pure CoS phase shows that the grains are in
the interconnected hexagonal shape and the grain boundary between the crystals can be
identified Fig.2(a). The doped
pha.se (MnOo 0.5 percent) exhibits that the texture
consists of loosely connected agglomerates of irregularly shaped grains.. As the
concentration of dopant increases (1 & 5 percent) the typical flower structure of the
sample appears instead of pseudohexagonal shape Fig.2(b,c,d). The crystals are linked
together by interstitial phase with №4+ ions and the crystal size is smaller than in
the pure phase.
In the case of simple replacement of Si
by Mn , a solid solution
conforming to the following formula could develop with lower concentration (7):
Ca3 (Si1-X Mnx)05

0

x 4 0.5

Puertas et al (11) have observed the formation of monoclinic tricalcium,silicate
with Pbnganese doping and observed two types of formulae in different conditions of
kiln atmosphere :
ca3 (Slo.954 №o.036>°5

(Ca2,go3 »„.„др (Sl0.g93 too.oo7>05

(Oxidizing condition)

Condition)

In the doped specimens, the stabilizer was detected in grains using non-dispersive
X-ray analysis (EDM) but the distribution of the stabilizer №1 with the grains or in
precipitates on crystal boundaries on polymorphic transformation-was not determined.

(Ь)Сз5 (0-5 7o Mn0.2)

(d) C3S (5%MnO2)
Fl G 2

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPHSOF MANGANESE
DOPED TRICALCIUM SILICATE PHASE

Kinetics of hydration

The products of hydration of CoS phase at ambient temperatures are an ill-defined,
poorly crystalline calcium silicate^hydrate and calcium hydroxide :

c3s + (Y + Z) H20

-------->

* SHY + ZCH
C

X + Z = 3 but X, Y and Z are not necessarily integers. The method used for finding
x involves determination of Ca(OH)2 by chemical extraction method.

Calcium silicate hydrate formed by the hydration of CoS is poorly crystalline,
yielding a few broad, weak bands in the X-ray diffraction pattern. This and its
uncertain composition have resulted in general use of the notation C-S-H to represent
it. Copeland and Kantro (12) reported that the three main X-ray diffraction bands given
by C-S-H (peaks at 3.1, 2.8 and 1.8A°) can be indexed as lattice spacings of the
mineral tobermorite (Ct-SrHc) and they introduced the term tobermorite gel. Taylor (13)
has pointed out that DsincDe 3.1A° and 1.8A0 spacings are prominent repeat distances
within a layer of the portlandite structure the small degree of order in ^S-H may
reside in Ca-0 parts. Ca(0H)2 is best characterised by the reflection at Д.91А .

The X-ray diffractograms for 1h, 4h, Id, 3d, 7d and 28d hydration of pure CoS and
CoS doped with 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 and 5.0 percent MnO^ show the appearance of Ca(0HJ2 and
C-S-H. The results have been analysed using СаС0Н)2 peak at 4.-91 A and CoS peak at
3.O4A0.
The CoS and Ca(0H)2 peak intensities have, been plotted against duration of
hydration for all the samples and are presented in Fig.3.
It is observed that amount of Ca(0H)2 released in all
low up to 4 hrs compared to a pure CoS sample.
In 1 day
Ca(0H)o released was found to increase with 1.0 percent Mn02
increases with age of hydration and is nearly complete at
disappears.

100
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1Л 90
о

the doped'samples is very
hydration, the amount of
dopant and it continuously
28 days' as unhydrated CgS

Ca(0H)2 PEAK INTENSITY
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XRD OF PURE AND DOPED
HYDRATED C3S PHASES

CONCLUSION

Manganese dopant lowers the decomposition temperature of CaCOo and formation of
CgS phase. Activation energy (Ea) of CgS formation is minimum withH.O percent dopant
and then increases. Mn02 up to 2.0 percent level does not alter the basic triclinic
structure but higher concentrations lead to the formation of monoclinic CoS.
The
hydration study reveals that rate of Ca(0H)o release is very low in doped samples up to
4h, while it is very high with 1.0 percent dopant between 7 to 28 days relative to
hydration of pure C^S.
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BURNING CEMENT CLINKER FROM THE RAW MEAL USING BARITE
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By using chemical analysis, EDXA, XRD and minerals phase analysis to study the action and

mechanism on Ba2' ion in the process of clinker formation, especially,
the relation between
the added amount of bnrite with the strength of cement, and discussing the rule.
Some basic
researches on the technology of the barite- fluorspar combined additive are made.

Applied the technology to shaft kiln cement factories:10-157. shaft kiln capacity increase.
2926—3135 KJ/Kg fuel consumption stabilize. 0.5-1.0 T/H cement mill capacity

15X,

5—1. OT/H.

increase.

3I35KJ/Kg,

1.

PREFACE

There are most of energy are exhusted in cement production»the way of energy saving is
researched in practice and science experiments, one of important ways is,
adding various
minerlizers in the process of cement burning, to lower the burning temperature.

Many provinces in China are rich in barite resoures, some of that are not exploited due
to its poor quality; For the purpose of wide application the natural resource, the paper covers
by means of the methed of activate CaS, using barite- fluorspar as a composite mineralizer
technique in the process of cement clinker formation and the mechanism is investigated, the
result is applied in some shaft kiln cement factories, favorourable achievements hava been made

2.

(1).

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

Formula and the sample preparing

On the basis of the designed compostion to calculated the formula:
adding different
amount BaS0< in raw meals respectively, equal blending, then adding some water in,shaping into
the block form, drying at about ПОС» In the end »put it into highalumina saggar,
burning
under different temperature.

Table 1: The chemical composition of raw meal (7,)

5,0a

A12O3

FeaOs

CaO

Ц»0 & Others

Loss

CaFa

BaS04

Limestone

0.72

0.17

0.07

55.00

0.45

43.59

/

/

Shale

62.99

15.95

7.33

1.69

6.91

5.13

/

/

Fe powder

17.70

4.78

55.80

5.55

2.50

6.17

/

/

Fluorspar

24.68

0.76

0.29

1.24

0.07

3.27

/

/

/

/

Barite *

/

/

66.52
/

/

99.60

*. For convient research, using the pure chemical reageat (B»SO<)
to instead of barite in the experiment.

Table

i S« 02

2: The chemical composition of the designed clinker

AlaOa

■ FeaOs

CaO

MgO & Others

KH

65.76

3.11

0.981

1.70

1.50

n

P

96—0

19.60

6.92

4.60

93—0

21.12

5.23

4.74

;

65.47

3.42

0.933

2.12

1.11

90—0

I 21.54

s

5.44

5.00

'

65.18

2.80

0.897

2.08

1.09

' 87—0

21.98

■

5.47

5.04

64.02

3.49

0.865

2.08

1.08

INFLUENCES OF BARITE ON THE STRENGTH OF CEMENT CLINKER

(2).

Raw ac-als composition with KH 0.96. 0.93. 0.90, 0.87 is selected respectively, and adding

27. barite, burning at 135O"C about 30 minutes, cooled abruptly in air.
Then clinkers with 2.57 dihydrate gypsum are grinded up <0.8mrn square hole sieve
47). Shaping into 20X20.-’20mm model

residue

to test the pure cement paste strength (W/C=0.30) ,

the

result

KH= 0.90 . BaSO, 2 % ,CaFi I
on the analogy of this
The influences of barite on the strength of
different composition cement clinkers.

g0_B2-F:

Fig. 1:

It can be seen from the figure, when KH>0.93, it is obvious that the cement clinker
strength decreased after adding 27 barite, as KH<0.93, the strength is increased with barite
added especially, more greater amount of increse in strength can be gained in three and seven
days; the KihO.87, the amount of increase in strength
is the highest.
It comes to the
conclusion that the action of barite is relate to the KH. At the same time,
batched several
groups of raw meal that KH is 0.83, 0.85,0.90,0.93,0.95 respectively, and C2S7. is 30.77.,27.17,

23.57, 18.17, 12.657., 9.057. respeatively, the amount of adding barite is changed,
according
to the same method to study the relation between the amount of barite to the cement clinker
strength, and the ratio of BaO and CaS7 when the strength appears the highest.The experiment
data showed, the ratio
is about 0.027^- 0.083;
the conclusion
is
that C2S has
limited

solid

— solution of Ba2"*.

For further statement the influences
of barite on the formation process of
clinkers, raw meals of different KH with
different amount barite have been used
in the
study,
burning
at
high

temperature about O.Shr,

the

in z

fcao

clinkers is measured.(Fig. 2.)

Table

o
•
v

3. The relation of different KH
and optimum amount BaS0<

KH

0.83

0.85

(187

ago

азз

a&

GjS7

3EX7

27.1

23.5

18.1

12.65

9.CS

&Sk7.

1Л

1.4

1.2

as

0.6

аз

wei^rt ratio

&CB9 аов4

асм aas

acBi aaz7

Fig. 2. The relation between
Barite% and fc*o

Table 4:

Burning 90-0, 90-Ba raw meals at different temperature, the

and

fcao

1250

1200°C

Compressing
Strength
< MPa)
—
1
fo»o <7)

3 days
7 days
28days

strength

of their clinkers

1350 °C

1300 °C

°C

# 525

cement

9O-B2

90-0

90-0

90-Ba

90-0

9O-B2

90-0

ЭО-Вг

19.2
42.7
—-

19.7
38.4
—

25.6
50.1
60.8

22.3
48.6
70.7

21.3
42.7
62.5

23.0
57.6
74.0

21.3
48.3
66.5

28.8
54.0
72.6

4.16

4.96

2.26

2.36

1.48

1.53 '

0.49

0.75

21.9
44.8
63.9

This
is,
with the increase of amount barite,
the fcao increases,
moreover, x- ray
diffraction results of above groups clinker also showed,< Fig. 3. )
After adding barite, fcao
increased lead to C3S7, decreased,and with increase of KH, more C3S« is decreased.

For probe into the influence on the clinker
burning temperature after adding barite, two raw
meal
groups <90-0, 90-Ba) are selected in the
experiment, burning at 1200’C
*
1250 °C • 1300 С»
135O°C respectively about 0,5hr, the fcao in the

clinker is measured: Then adding 2.57.
in

gypsum

above

dihydrate

grinding

clinkers,

(controlled the sieve residue is 87 ) »
into 20X20X20mm model

their

(C/S=l, W/C=0.30),

strength that compare

up

shaping

with

#525

even

though

test

cement.

(Table 4)
The above

is

showed,

increased after adding barite,

fcao

the 3d, 7d cement

strength is higher than that of no barite groups
<90—0),
and reach to or over #525 "cement

strength when
about 1300'C-

the

burning

temperature

It is demonstrated,

this

is

at

is

an

Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction patterns
of different KH clinkers

evidence that Ba24" can actrivate C2S.

(3). EFFECT OF BARITE AND FLUORSPAR COMBINED ADDITIVE
In order to reduce fcao and
fluorspar in the raw meal

its

fc»o is

increase CsS7 in the

clinker,

(KH=0.90), burning at 135O"C about

shown in Table 5. At the

same

time,

same

results

diffraction patterns (Fig 4.), C3S peak in 90-Ba-F clinker is

and 90-0.It demonstrates that barite and fluorspar
adsorbing Fc«o and increasing Сз57, so
the

adding

0.5hr, the

combined as

are

27 В » SO 4.

clinker
also shown

clear higher than
a

is

additive,

and

by x—ray

that of 90-Вз
may

accelerate

both C3S and activated CaS can at the same time act

strength ofcement clinker. Also can it been
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obtained,

seen from x-rays diffraction patterns

that

on

a

decline in C3A peak. C»AF peak rises and СцАт CaFa mineral peak appears after adding fluorspar.

The content of f^ao in clinkers

Table 5:

Amount of bar i te 7.
90-0
90-B2
90-B2-F

Table

0
2
2

Pure cement

6.

Amount of fluorsper 7
0
0
1

clinker

0.84
1.25
0.42

three clinker

strength of

90-0
90-Ba
90-Ba-F

Compres s i ve
strength
(MPa)

FcaO

Id

3d

18.6
25 . 1
32.4

42. 1
40.4
55.4

7d '

groups

28d

56.5
64.6
71.9

104.9
87.7
110.8

Pure cement paste strength of
90—0> 90-B2, 90—Ba—F groups are

0,5
*
c,s.

2.786

2.786

tested (Table 6).

2.786

2.753

2.753

C<AF2.753

It showed that

of 90-Ba-F clinker,

the

,‘2.612

strength
different

in

v
о 1Я<13-035
2.?I22-189
•
.2.7122.189

hydration time is higher than that

of another two

groups»

this

is

consisted with experiment data

as

important

before; The

2.649

;

2.659

2.649

2.189
.

of

action

fluorspar

barite-

3.035

2.612
3.035

90 -B,

composite

II. I . I , I .

mineralizer is demonstrated in the

30

35

. I .... I ,
40

30

35

40

30

35

I
40

formation of clinker.

2. DISCUSSION ON THE MECHANISM OF
BARITE - FLUORSPAR IN CLINKER

X-ray diffraction patterns of 90-0,
90-Вз and 90-Ba-F clinkers

' 1^' 4
2 '*

FORMATION

The action of barite is related to the CaS in

clinker

through

above

experiments,

discovered by petrographic analysis

its

(Fig 5.)

also

that

CaS grain morphology is changed obviously, appeared

brain-like bar, and the
C3S grains become

completely;

large

Interstitial

It is

suggested

role

on

the

bi-grain

and

bar

disappeared;

coarse, crystallized

phase increase

obviously.

that barite has made an important
changing

of

clinker

morphology

structure.
It is well known that

aggregate

cement

clinker

body of minerals in the process on

is

a

the

Fig. б. 90-Вз petrographic picture

clinker formation» the active mechanism of barite
is

whether Ba3+ selective enters into a

or

equal distributes

mineral

on all minerals in clinker.

So the 90—B2 clinker (KH=0.90, with 27, BaS04) is
used for the studying,
the quantity of Ba2"

minerals are determined by SEM and

distribute in

QXRD (fig 6.) The Ko characteristic
Ba. Al and Fe (line scanning

along

spectrum of
AB)

showed

that Al and Fe are rich in
interstitial phase,
their content in C3S and C2S crystal are less:
Ba3*
in
content C2S
is
the highest:
in
interstitial phase
is second, and in C3S is the

least.

For further interpret

-zone

energy spectrum

complete

Fig. 6.

the problem, the micro

The distribution of Ba, Al
Fe in clinder minerals

of C3S,

analysis

C3S and interstital phase respectively is examined
(Fig 7.).
results
also demonstrate that Ba2*
content

C2S

in

is

greater

than

and in C3S is

phase,

interstital

It

interstital phase.

of

in

than

in

that
less

is in agreement with which

.

had reported.

to
many researchers'
studying,
displacement of 0.2 mol Ca2* at

According
0.2mol Ba2* is

room temperature that a '-C2S ECaOi.s • BaOo.a ‘
St02] can be gained. When 0.8mol Ca2* is replaced

by O.Smol Ba2* the

a- C2S ECa0i.2 -BaO0-8 • Si023

is formed:Because of the different variety of C2S
different structure parameters. Cl '

possesses the

and

CI

are

forms

Ca—0 ionic

of high

coordination

distance increases.

distance shorts, more

number:

Ca — Ca

higher activation

ionic

can

be

made. Statement as above, adding moderate barite
during cement firing, a definite araount of Ba2*
replaced equal amount of Ca2*
,

a-or

of

state

C2S existed in the

a' form. So C2S

higher
strength
in
hardenning process.

the

Fig. 7.
The micro-zone complete energy
spectrum analysis of C8S, C3S
and interstitial phase

cement

develops
hydration

more

and

Otherwise, Ba2* enters partly into interstitial phase,

and

changes it high temperature

viscosity, the growth of C2S crystal also is promoted. After adding fluorspar, a lot

C3S

of

and certain amount СцА? • CaF2have formed:
Therefore,
when using barite- fluorspar as a
composite mineralizer in cement burning, the minerals in clinker, C3S, C2S,
СцА? • CaF2

respective develops strength to the full,

and

make

cement

with

high

strength

fast

and

hardenning.

Table 7. The composition of clinkers

CaO

MgO

Fcao

5.42

63.58

3.58

0.15

0.88

2.11

1.17

0.11

4.15

6.30

65.59

1.20

0.16

0.93

1.96

1.52

/

4.25

6.63

66.51

1.79

0.23

0.95

1.86

1.56

/

Si02

Fea Os

Ala O3

1

21.26

4.65

2

20.5

3

20.29

KH

n

P

Loss

.

Table 8.

The strength of clinkers

Bending Strength
(MPa)

Setting Time
ini tai setting time

final set ting t ime

Compressing
Strength
(MPa)

3d

7d

28d

3d

7d

28d

1

3: 47

5: 19

6.9

. 7.3

8.6

38.8

53.0

69.9

2

4: 55

6: 50

6.7

7.5

9.0

38.0

54.6

76.9

3

З: 56

5". 39

7-5

8.5

8.8

45.2

61.3

75.6

In the end on the basis of the best condition for a synthetical study.

three

with gypsum, their strength are measured,

groups cement strength are
fast hardenning.

moderate
clinkers

results are showed in table 7, table 8. All of these

reach to or over 70MPa, cement clinkers are of

high

strength and

It full proofs the effect of barite-fluorspar composite minerlizer. The above

achievements in scientific research have been applied in several shaft kiln
in China,

meal

raw

groups, the KH is 0.88, 0.93 and 0.95 respectively, are made up in our lab,
adding
barite and fluospar (СаРа/АЬОз'О.гО) respectively, burning at 1350°C> grinding the

factories

cement

the synthetical effects of production increasing, energy saving and cement

strength

promoting are made.

3. CONCLUSIONS
(1). Barite

and flourspar have significant effection in the

process

of

clinker

cement

formation. The action of barite is, Ba2* enters into C2S by the way of solid-solution, changes
C2S crystal form and makes it in the form of a-or a'-C2S; High hydraulic activity is obtained.

The action

of fluorspar

of C11A7 • СаРг

is, promoting the formation of CsS and forming a

by means of kinds transitional phases:

considerable

amount

and

At the end, the high strength

fast

hardenning cement can be made.

<2). The cement clinker's burnability can be promoted, the burning temperature
about lOO'-lSO'C» lO^lST. kiln capacity increase,about 107. coal consumption lower,

lowered
2926 ~

3133KJ'Kg fuel consumption stabilize, and 0.5'-1.0 T-H cement rail! capacity increase,

it

has

been achieved notable ecvnuaic benefit in cement pr-xlution.
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APPLICATION FEASIBILITY OF A CALCINATION CATALYST
IN CEMENT MANUFACTURE—A CASE STUDY
S A Khadilkar, P G Lele, С H Page and A К Chatterjee
Research and Consultancy Directorate
The Associated Cement Cos Ltd
Thane, INDIA

SUMMARY
A limestone calcination catalyst based on sodium calcium carbonate developed by
an international research institute and of proven performance in lime kilns, was,
evaluated for use in cement manufacture. The catalyst was characterised for its chemicomineralogical properties, and its effect in the cement raw mix was studied. This case
study presented in this paper illustrates the performance of the catalyst in calcina
tion and in clinkerisation of a cement raw mix at different dosages.
The effect of
the catalyst on the kinetics of calcination of cement raw mix and its influence on
phase assemblage and extent of clinker mineral formation is discussed. The data gene
rated indicates various merits and demerits of its use in cement manufacture.

INTRODUCTION

To enhance productivity and energy conservation in cement manufacture,
The
Research and Consultancy Directorate of The Associated Cement Cos.Ltd. has carried
out comprehensive investigations on feasibility of using various low cost materials
in cement manufacture.
In this context, the limestone calcination catalyst developed
by an international research institüte and of. proven performance in lime kilns was evalua
ted for use in cement manufacture.
The case-study presented in this paper illustrates
the effect of different dosages of the catalyst, on kinetics of calcination and clinker
mineral formation and of the various merits and demerits of its use.

CHEMICO-MINERALOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CATALYST
Chemical Composition
The full chemical analysis of the calcination catalyst is presented below:

Oxides
°/o

Si 02

a12°3

0.9

0.3

Fe2°3
0.07

CaO

MgO

L0I

Na20

k2o

S03

29.4

1.1

38.9

30.6

0.05

0.01

Cl

F

0.02

0.08

Mineralogy

The
X-ray
diffraction
analysis
indicates that the catalyst is composed
of the mineral phases Nyererite
[N3203(003)2]
and
Tridymite
(Fig.l).

Nyererite
( Na2Ca ( CO3)2)

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

X Tridymite

The effect of the calcination cata
lyst on the kinetics of calcination of
cement raw mix and its influence on phase
assemblage and extent of clinker mineral
formation was studied at three concen
tration levels,
0.1% ( R.Mix-2 ),
2% (R.Mix-3) and 5% (R.Mix-4) and compa
red with the cement raw mix without
catalyst. (R.Mix-1).

x

LtkjJ

uAJjv k\x~

1

----- 1—----- ------- 1-------- 1------- T

10

XRD

30
40
50
60
Fig-1
Scorn of limestone Calcinntion Catalyst.
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(i) Effect on kinetics of Calcination of Cement Raw Mix
The calcination profile of the four raw mixes was studied by TG/DTA in Mettler Thermal
Analyser TA-12 . The results are in Table-1.
TABLE-1 THERMAL ANALYSIS OF RAW MIXES
Raw Mix-1
without
catalyst

Raw Mix-2
1%
catalyst

Raw Mix-3
2%
catalyst

Raw Mix-4
5%
catalyst

1. Onset temp, of calcination °C

575

535

520

510

2. Peak Maxima of calcination °C

835

835

830

825

3. Temp, of completion of calcination °C

860

860

860

860

4. Total Carbonates (%)

75.4

76.6

76.5

76.6

316.6

314.9

310.9

318.4

3.4

4.1

41.0
55.6

39.8
56.1

5.0
45.8
49.2

52.0
42.4

5. Heat of Calcination (Cal/gm)

6. Percentage Calcination at different ranges of temp.
600 - 700’0
700 - 800’C
800 - 860°C

5.6

---- - --

——----—

—......... ■

Temp

Free
CaO

------- —...

Raw Mix -

Raw Mix - 1
Com
N ^2^
СОГГ:- bined

Un-

F'ep
CaO

C äO %

%

Com

com- bined

CaO%

%

%

0.258
0.253
0.243
0.242
0.2298
0.2293
0.2234
0.2067
0.2057
0.2025
0.1999

1.1
33.9
48.8
71.4
61.8
51.3
23.7
16.2
12.5
11.6

Raw Mix-4

Raw Mix - ;3
Me^O
z

Free

Un

Com

CaO

com-

bined

%

bined CaO
CaO %
%

bined CaO

bined CaO
%

Un

—...

2

%

%

Free

Na20
CaO

%

Un
com-

Com

Na20

bined

%

bined CaO
CdÜ%
%

2.5
35.1
9.2
47.2
41.7
28.6
25.5
19.8
17.1
12.0

93,8
30.6
35.1
26.5
23.5
15.7
10.4
33.2
Z.8
z.o

%

——

R». iti

ООО
HOC
12JÜ
• 3OO
1350
1400
t<su

3.8
U.3
70.2
55.2
50,5
29.8
15.2
10.0
6.8

55.<
4 *1
c> c
26.9
26.5
77 . ?
8.5
2.8
■ .8
1.2

2.9
12.2
? 4

0.9
11.8
26.8
61.7
82.0
87.6
90.0

94.8
48.9
46.8
22.3
31.9
26.7
10.6
3,0
2.8
2.0

4.1
17.2
4.4
6.3
6.3
22.0
65.7
80.8
84.2
■ 86.4

0.622
O.Sti
0.588
0.583
0.568
0.547
0.5233
0.5194
0.5177
0.456
0.43

91.2
37.5
46.2
61.4
62.5
43.4
21.2
15.6
13.2
12.4

95.1
39.0
44,0
34.3
21.5
23.2
10.2
3.2
2.8
2.2

3.7
23.5
9.8
4.3
16.0
33.4
68.6
81.2
64.0
85.4

1.00
1.00
0.982
0.99
0.992
0.995
1.00
0.89
0.81
0.76
0.767

3.7
34.3
25.7
26.3
34.8
55.7
66.1
77.C
60.1
88.C

2.28
0.74
2.254
2.263
2.247
г.л?
2.180
1.84
1.768
1.643
1.465

TASlt - 2 : «Kilim / VOLAHLin Of RAV MIXES

The thermal analysis indicates that
with the increase in dosage of the catalyst, the onset of calcination is lowered,
from a temperature of 575°C for R.Mix-1 (without catalyst) but lowered to 535°C
(R.Mix-2), to 520?C (R.Mix-3) and 510?C (R.Mix-4).

The peak maxima of calcination is decreased by 10°C.

Although the optimum temperature of calcination is the same, there is an increase
in the rate of calcination of raw mix with an increasing catalyst content.

-

The heat of calcination (cals/g) shows a decrease with 1% and 2% catalyst; however
at 5%, the energy requirement appears to be more which may be due to the higher
degree of subsequent solid-solid endothermic reactions occurring at the same
temperature range as that of calcination.

Thus, it appears that the presence of the catalyst not only enhances the rate
of calcination but also has a catalytic effect on other solid-solid endothermic reactions
occurring in clinker phase formation.
(ii) Effect of catalyst on phase assemblage in cl inker!sation of raw mix
The influence of different concentrations of the catalyst, on the extent of clinker
mineral formation was assessed by techniques standardised in the author,s laboratory
(Ref. 1,2). The raw mixes (R.Mix-1, 2, 3 & 4) were pelletised and the pellets were
fired at temperatures of 700°, 800°, 900°, 1000°, 1100°, 1200°, 1300“, 1350., 1400
and 1450°C for 20 mins with fresh pellets of the raw mixes taken to each of the above
temperatures and retained for 20 minutes.
The expansion/shrinkage in diameter of
the fired pellets at each temperature was measured and also were analysed for free
CaO and total % Ma20 (Table 2) to evaluate the lime consumption and volatility of

the raw mixes.
The graphical expansion/shrinkage patterns of the raw mixes in the temperature
ranqe of 700°C to 1450°C (Fig.2) are a measure of sinterability and.extent of clinker
mineral formation in the raw mix. These patterns can be broken up into three conceotual ranges for interpretation: aj 700° - 1100 C, b) 1100. - 1300 C, c) 1300.C -1450 C

a)

The pattern upto 1000°C can be interpreted with the help of ternary diagram
(fig.3), involving "Uncombined Lime" (lime in carbonate form) "Free Lime"
(liberated by decarbonation) and "Combined Lime" (lime in non-carbonate phases
like aluminates, ferrites, silicates).
The ternary plot is indicative of the
progressive liberation and combination of the free lime.

b)

In the temperature range of 1100” - 1300°C, the expansion/shrinkage patterns
are indicative of the extent of solid - solid reactions in clinkerisation and
can be predicted by the plot of expansion/shrinkage and combined lime (Fig.4).

c)

From 1300° - 1450°C, the expansion/shrinkage patterns illustrates the nature
and temperature of liquid formation and subsequent diffusion reactions resulting
in formation of the higher lime silicates.

U

F 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90*0
u: UNCOMBINED CaO, F:FREECaD, c: COMBINED CqO.
1-700C 2-M0°C 3-900°C 4- 1000C 5-1100’c

------- RAW MIX-1
------ RAW MIX-2
-------- RAW MIX-3
------- RAW MIX - 4

Fig-3
TERNARY PLOT OF THE RAWMIXES.

EXPANSION0/»
SHRINKAGE0/»

9 00 1 000 1100 1200 1300 1 400
TEMP'C - ----- COMBINED LIME----- Fig-5
Fig -U
PLOT OF EXPANSION/SHRINKAGE AGAINST COMBINED LIME. VOLATILITY OF RAW MIXES WITH TEMPERATURE
700 Й0 0

The volatility of Na?0 with temperature in these raw mixes is presented in Fig.5.
(the volatility of NazT) has been considered on loss free basis at each temperature).

OBSERVATIONS
Based on the data generated, the following observations can be made:

The ternary plot shows that at higher concentrations of the catalyst (Raw Mixes-3)
and 4) the rate of decarbonation is more and the liberated free lime combines
to form aluminates and silicate phases.
The expansion maxima in case of R.Mix-Kwithout catalyst), R.Mix-2 (with 1%
catalyst) and R.Mix-3(with 2% catalyst) are observed when combined lime is 80%
while in R.Mix-4(5% catalyst), it is observed when combined lime is 60% (Fig.4)
which is indicative of enhanced formation of intermediate phases at the cost
of delayed appearance of actual clinker phases (high lime silicates).
The volatility of the raw mixes with catalyst above 1350° is in the range of
30-36% and the Na90 contents retained is 1.0-1.46%. This high Na-O content of
the raw mixes, in nie temperature range of 1350-1450°C appears to alter the proper
ty of liquid formed in the cement clinker, thereby affecting the rate of phase
boundary diffusion reactions leading to C-,S formation. This is also supplemented
by the XRD analysis of the fired raw mixes at 1450°C (Fig.6), which indicates
that with the increase in concentration of the catalyst, the C3S content gradually

Fig.6 : XRD Scan of Raw
Mixes fired at 145OeC

CONCLUSIONS
The calcination catalyst accelerates the rate of calcination of the raw mixes
and also enhances the rate of solid-solid endothermic reactions occurring in clinker
phase formations upto 1300°C.

The reactivity of the raw mixes with catalyst decreases after the liquidus tempe
rature (above 1350°C) is reached, which can be attributed to the higher Na?0 retained
in clinker, presence of which is known to alter the liquid characteristics and thereby
decreases the rate of diffusion reactions of C3S formation.
The higher levels of
Na-O contents would also create operational problems in preheater-dry process kiln
systems.

The calcination catalyst thus appears to have limitations, for use in cement
manufacture unless the catalyst used is recovered from preheater before the material
enters the kiln system, whereby its catalytic potential could be completely made use
of.
A novel concept for the future is to incorporate the catalyst in a fluidised
bed calciner systems, or as a coating on some component of these calciner systems
in which case the catalytic potential could be used.
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SUMMARY

Calcination consumes substantial thermal energy in the process of
cement manufacture. Various chemical additives have been found"to enhance
the kinetics of reactions.
In the present paper effect of waste based
additives such as chrome sludge,
pyrite cinder,
ferrous sulphate,
phosphogypsum and some of
their combinations has been studied on
calcination of cement raw mix.
Suitable additives enhanced the rate of
calcination by 10-30 percent.
Rate of lime assimilation is increased in
addition to lowering in clinkerization temperature by 30-60°C.
A saving
of 65-110 kcal/kg of clinker is observed during calcination in presence
of additives.
The strength development is also appropriate in these
clinkers (40.0 - 47.5 N/mm2 on 28 d basis).

INTRODUCTION

Cement manufacture is a highly energy consuming process which
accounts for 40-50 percent of its total production cost.
It is therefore
obvious that for an industry with such an apetite for enercy, the cost
and consumption factors of both thermal and electrical energy are very
cal Efforts have been made world over to conserve these energies on
- .
e Extensive
studies in
micro and* macro levels by direct
and indirect
means,
of process
design,
this
direction have
"
- led
- . to ••the modification
a.
.
heat
recovery
systems,
use
of
non
—
conventional
installation
of
fuels,development of alternate technologies for low energy cements and
of chemical additives.
Except for the last,
all other options need
use '
■
capital
inputs
as
well
as
major
modifications
in the equipments.
major
of
chemical
additives
is
mainly
aimed
at
reducing
thermal energy,
The use
,
therefore gains in electrical power, if any, would only be incidental and
an additional benefit.

The chemical additives for lowering energy requirements seem
to be one of the approaches wherein triple benefits through
:
i)
reduction in calcination temperature and/or ii) enhancement in rate of
calcination,
iii)
improvement in burnability of raw meal and in tu
reduction in clinkerization temperature may be possible.. It is also
likely that gains in electrical energy,
through coarse grinding of raw
meal due to enhanced reactivity of calcined product may also be achieved.
Various additives for increasing rate of clinkerization of cement raw
meal
In the present paper it is endeavoured to
meal have
have been
been reported
reported (1-8).
(1-8).
of
their
use
certain industrial wastes and chemicals and some
rate
of
calcination
substantially.
The
combinations which would enhance
studies were conducted on the effect of these additives in varying doses
during decarbonation/calcination of limestone as well as cement raw mix
at NCB.
The present paper reports the effect of the above additives on
the rate of calcination,
quality of clinker and the cement produced and
the
energy saving potential of some of the additives in cement
manufacture.
EXPERIMENTAL
The raw materials such as cement grade limestone,
laterite and industrial raw mixes were used for experimental studies. All
the
materials
were
evaluated for
their
chemical
composition,
mineralogical characterisation and thermal behaviour using chemical

methods, XRD and DTA.

Studies with five different effective additives
(I - Calcium
+
Ferrous
sulphate,
II
Phosphogypsum
+
Pyrite
cinder.
III sulphate
2.
'
_
,
IV
Chrome
sludge,
V
Pyrite
cinder)
in
the
dosages
Ferrous sulphate,
percent by weight of raw meal are presented here.
Calcination
upto 4 on limestone and raw meals were conducted on samples with a
studies
10 percent residue on 170 mesh sieve in a muffle furnace at
fineness of
.
»rAh.FAs
700 - 900°C with
retention
times
5,10,
^:£4ona„ae6rm^t::.between
beSr=,I=?n;a-s,mples
w=re
evaluated
for of
loss
30 and 60 minutes. The calcined samples were evaiuaiea lul iu=d on
'
mineralogical characteristics using XRD, DTA for studying rate
ignition,
calcination,
energy of activation and energy, consumption during
of c_____
Raw
meals were also evaluated for their burnabi i y.
®
calcination,
prepared on the basis of burnability studies at 1380 C, were
clinkers
fpr morphology and mineralogy using SEM and XRD.
The cements
evaluated 'rom these clinkers were studied for strength development
prepared from
characteristics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The data on the effect of potential additives (fig 1) indicate
an overall increase in rate of calcination by 10-30 percent during
calcination of limestone.
Though the enhancement in the rate of
calcinabion was observed at all temperatures above 600°C,
the effects
were more prominent between 700-800°C.
Studies conducted with these
additives on calcination of raw meals (fig 2). also indicate the same
trend.
The extent of enhancement in the rate of calcination was more
predominent in the initial stages of decarbonation and the difference
from the control decreased as the calcination approached near completion.
The rate of calcination was slower beyond 80 percent calcination in all
the cases.
Considering above,
it is clear from Fig 2 that 80 percent of
calcination is achieved much faster (15-20 minutes) in raw mixes with
additives than in control mixe (60 minutes). Among the various additives
the effect of the combination of additives (calcium sulphate and ferrous
sulphate)
is most predominent. indicating its maximum energy saving
potential during calcination.
100 г

TIME OF CALCINATION (MIN) AT BOO'C

FIG

1

CALCINATION OF LIMESTONE

TIME 0F CALCINATI0N (MIN).

FIG

2

CALCINATION OF RAW MEAL

Mineralogical studies conducted on the calcined raw meal
samples (with additives) at 1000oc indicated the presence of В - C2S and
total absence of calcite peak whereas the calcined sample of control mix
indicates the presence of calcite,
quartz and Ca(OH)2 and absence of В C2S peak (Fig 3).
These findings lead to infer that there is enhancement
in the rate of decarbonation and initation of phase forming reactions at
lower temperatures due to increased reactivity of mixes in presence of
additives.

Studies were also conducted on the effects of various additives
on the burnability of raw meals at 1350°C,
1380 °C and 1400 °c.
The
burnability data at 1380 °C (Fig 4) showed free lime less than 2 percent
in case of raw mixes with additives as compared to control raw meal which
showed free lime content of 4.41 percent. The overall results indicated
substantial increase in rate of lime assimilation,
improved burnability
and lowering of clinkerization temperature.
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FIG 3

XRD OF CALCINED RAW MEAL
(at 1000°C for 30 min)

TIME OF CLINKERIZATION (MIN)

FIG 4

LIME ASSIMILATION AT 1380°C

poor phase
XRD studies of clinkers fired at 1350 C show,
However
development
in case of clinkers both with or without additives,
samples
clinker phases were well developed at 1380 C in case of
clinkers
incorpobating additives SEM studies (Plates 1,2) on the above
also indicate better phase development in presence of additives.

PLATES 1&2 - SEM OF OPC CLINKERS VJITH ADDITIVES FIRED AT 1380°C
(x 1250 & X 2500)
— and-------Formation of well developed C2S
C3S phases have been
attributed to higher reactivity of raw meals and enhanced rate
rate of
reaction, cowpressl,, strengt» data on^ strength^ ae^elopment: of

per

r
S-:S l-^^rtnaic^e^ppropriate
development
1,enh“
It ct^
ТЗ-ОП-^б»)
indlc,tetaPpropriateistrength
=r=ng.„dT
=I;:7s...c(Table
.i---Inrate® of 'calcination
cement.

do not effect adversely

strength

development

of

Table 1

Compressive Strength Of Cement

S.No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. *
8. *

Sample No.

RM Control
RM + Add. I
RM + Add. II
RM + Add. Ill
RM + Add. IV
RM + Add. V
RM-PL Control
RM-PL + Add. IV

With And Without Additives

Fineness
(m2/kg)

278.0
290.0
283.0
272.0
306.0
312.0
275.0
305.0

Compressive Strength
3d
7d
26.0
29.0
32.5
31.0
21.5
31.0
18.3
24.3

38.0
38.5
40.0
39.5
34.5
38.5
31.0
35.5

(N/mm2)
28d

49.5
47.5
47.0
43.0
46.7
47.0
41.2
40.0

* Plant raw meal
ENERGY SAVING POTENTIAL

The energy saving potential of the most effective additives
(calcium sulphate + Ferrous sulphate.
Phospho gypsum + Pyrite cinder and
Ferrous sulphate)
has been calculated on the basis of thermoanalytical
investigations using DTA/TGA on limestone and raw meal samples containing
additives vis a vis control. Incorporation of additives did not result in
any
appreciable change in temperature of
calcination.
Similarly
activation energies and shape index values were also comparable with
control. However on an average net savings of 65-110 Kcal/kg of clinker
was observed during calcination based on peak area calculations
(Table
2).
Table 2
Energy Consumption and Activation Energies

S.No.

Sample

1.
2.
3.
4.

RM
RM
RM
RM

Control
+ Add. Ill
+ Add. II
+ Add. I

Activation Energy
(Kcal/mole)

25.77
25.52
24.67
24.04

Shape
Index

Energy Con
sumption
(Kcal/kg)

0.18
0.17
0.16
0.15

237.18
187.06
171.58
151.44

Further a lowering of 30-60 °C in clinkerization temperature has
also been observed leading to energy saving to the tune of 15-21 Kcal/kg
of clinker. The additives have thus indicated potential benefits for
enhancing rate of calcination and lowering clinkerization temperature.
The total energy saving potential is of the order of 65-110 Kcal/kg of
clinker during pyroprocessing.

CONCLUSION

:

The
rate of calcination increases in limestone/raw meal
appreciably (10-30 percent) in the presence of additives.
The choice and
the dosage of the additive is however governed by the fineness and
mineralogical characteristics of limestone/raw meal.,
Rate of
lime
assimilation is increased in the presence ■ of additives leading to
decrease in free lime content,
formation of C3S at lower temperature,
lowering in clinkerization temperature and appropriate phase development.
Presence of additives thus improves burnability of raw meals. Calcination
process in the presence of additives results in a saving of 65-110
Kcal/kg of clinker.
In addition,
the clinkerization temp, is lowered by
30-60 °C in the presence of additives.
Compressive strength data on the
cements from clinkers containing additives have indicated satisfactory
performance.
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PREFACE
Commencing with a one-day meeting in London on 14 January 1918 arranged by the
Faraday Society, to discuss "The setting of cements and plasters", which is taken as the first
Symposium to deal solely with the chemistry of cement, the subsequent International Symposia
and Congresses on the Chemistry of Cement have been held in Stockholm (1938), London (1952),
Washington DC (I960), Tokyo (1968), Moscow (1974), Paris (1980) and Rio de Jenairo (1986). At
the conclusion of the Rio Congress, it was decided that the next Congress will be held in India.
Accordingly, the 9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement is being held in New
Delhi, India, from 23 to 28 November 1992.

The preparatory and organisational work for this 9th Congress, was commenced
immediately after the 8th Congress. To start with, all the participants in the previous two
Congresses and a large number of individuals and organisations interested in the subject of the
Congress were contacted through an extensively worked out and widely distributed Questionnaire.
The response was most encouraging. The responses were carefully analysed and the directions
which would meet the views of the largest number of participants towards advancing the cement
sciences were determined. Based on these findings the first Bulletin was issued in August 1988,
providing the necessary preliminary information on the Congress and outlining its scope and essential
organisational aspects.
The objectives of the Congress were set to advance the knowledge of chemistry of
cements with emphasis on application of this knowledge in both the manufacturing aspects and
utilization of cements in practice. Within this broad scope, the thrust was on tracking the scientific
progress made in the field since the last Congress, assessing the status of exploitation of the results
by the industry and the society, and mapping of the new frontiers of knowledge.
The overall organisation of the Congress was governed by a National Organising
Committee which was responsible for all organisational aspects including financial arrangements.
Taking into account the suggestions received from various quarters, the International Scientific
Committee consisting of 67 experts from 39 countries all over the world was formed which was
responsible to finalise : (a) the themes and sub-themes of the Congress, (b) procedures for inviting,
receiving and reviewing of papers, (c) selection of authors for general and special reports, and
(d) the system for conduct of the proceedings of the sessions and other related scientific and
technical matters.

The International Scientific Committee held two meetings in New Delhi in November
1989 and in January 1991. In addition, informal meetings were held with representative groups
in Seoul, Tokyo, Paris, Washington DC and Montreal. The International Scientific Committee
finalised the Generic and Specific Themes of the Congress. It was decided that for each Generic
Theme, there shall be one Principal Review Paper, which shall cover the progress achieved in
the area of the Generic Theme between the two Congresses. For each Specific Theme, there
shall be one Congress Paper highlighting trends of research and realisation of the results in the
industry in the areas related to the Specific Theme. Under each Specific Theme, in addition to
the invited Congress Papers, there shall also be Communication Papers. Both the principal review
papers as well as the Congress papers were to be presented by the invited experts identified after
deliberations of the International Scientific Committee.
Preliminary Abstracts of communication papers were solicited through the Second Bulletin
in May 1991. 537 Abstracts were received which were scrutinised by a panel of Indian experts
and 513 were short-listed. Authors were requested to send full manuscripts of the paper for detailed
review and acceptance for publication and presentation. As many as 412 communication papers
from 40 countries were received which were reviewed by a panel of international experts. As
a result, 346 communication papers belonging to the four themes of the Congress were finally

accepted for presentation and publication. These were in addition to 21 State-of-the-Art Congress
Reports received from invited authors; reports on two Specific themes could not be had because
the authors selected expressed their inability at a late stage, making replacement difficult.
In addition to the papers on deliberative thematic sessions, a poster session is being
organised on "Advances in Physico-Chemical Evaluation, Characterisation and Quality Control
Techniques and Systems" for Clinkers, Particulate Cements, Hydrated Systems and Concrete
Systems. The State-of-the-Art Report would be presented by an invited expert and 24 contributions
made in the form of posters will be presented during the Congress. In addition. Special Panel
Discussions are being organised to survey the newer frontiers of knowledge in the areas of
computerisation in cement science and concrete systems; resource economy in cement and concrete

making; and cement in hazardous waste management.
Congress.

The proceedings in six Volumes contain all the above contributions received for the
This Volume Ш contains Communication Papers on the Generic Theme "Advances m

Portland, Blended, Special and New Cements".

A novel feature of the 9th Congress will be that, in addition to the normal sessions
as in the earlier Congresses, there will be three sessions to bring out the technological and technoecnomic impact of the scientific advances on the industry. These are intended to provide a better
appreciation of the implications of the scientific advances. specially on the process control
machinery and related industries as well as on operational aspects related especially to energy
conservation and environmental improvement. Texts of these Special Lectures will be published
in Volume VII of the Proceedings to be brought out after the Congress, along with the texts of
Addresses at the Inaugural and Concluding Sessions and List of nearly 550 delegates from 42

countries who are expected to attend the Congress.

I am grateful to the members of the International Scientific Committee for their whole
hearted co-operation, to those who reviewed the Abstracts, and to the International Panel Of
Reviewers of Manuscripts for providing very useful technical and editorial comments on the
communication papers. The co-operation of the authors in accepting and implementing the
reviewers’ suggestions and revising their manuscripts accordingly is greatly appreciated. Thanks
are also due to those authors whose communication papers could not be accepted essentially because
the contributions did not fit in with the themes of the Congress and not because of any technical
deficiency. We recommend that the authors have those papers published elsewhere.

The unstinted efforts put in by my colleagues in the National Council for Cement and
Building Materials in all aspects of organising this Congress, is thankfully acknowledged.

New Delhi
14 September 1992

A К Mullick
Chairman
International Scientific Committee
9 th International Congress
on the Chemistry of Cement
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
The following symbols, which have been universally recognised by cement chemists for formulating more
complex compounds, are used interchangeably with the respective oxide formulae throughout this volume:

>

ai2o3

К

: K.O

C

CaO

M

: MgO

C

co2

N

: Na2O

CH

Ca(OH)2

P

: P20 5

F

FeA

S

: SiO2

H

H2O

s

: SO3

A

Commonly used abbreviations of more general nature are as follows:

DTA

—

Differential Thermal Analysis

EPMA

—

Electron Probe Micro Analysis

IR

—

Infrared

NMR

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

RH

—
—

w/c

—

Water-cement Ratio

—
—

X-ray Diffraction.

XRD
SEM
EDAX

’

Relative Humidity

Scanning Electron Microscope

Energy Dispersive Analysis of X-rays
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SUMMARY

This paper presents results of Investigations into kinetics of
hydrate
and. structure formation of gypsum-free cements hardening at a
high rate under hydrothermal treatment. Compositions with sulphuric
oxides as additives have been developed and studied,
they obtain
strength at a compression of 38-42 MPa after 4-hour hydrothermal treat
ment .

РЕФЕРАТ

Приводятся результаты исследований кинетики гидрато- и структурооб
разования быстротвердеющих безгипсовых цементов в условиях тепловлаж
ностной обработки. Показано, что составы с добавками кислородосодержащих
солей серы после 4-х часов пропаривания достигают прочности при сжатии
38-42 МПа.

INTRODUCTION

Lately, there has been a trend, towards developing gypsum-free
cement compositions (1-3) showing higher physico-mechanical charaoteris
tics asoompared to ordinary portland cement. In the light of results of
research work reported as yet. gypsum-free cements with potassium
bisulphite (4) and sodium sulphate additives were selected. The reason
for this choice was that these compositions showed the best compressive
strength characteristics in comparison with the other gypsum free
cements containing sulphites or sulphates as additives.
EXPERIMENTAL

Potassium bisulphite and sodium sulphate additives equally inten
sify the hardening of gypsum-free cements under hydrothermal treatment
but produce different effects on water requirements and setting time of
the resulting cements (see Table 1). Use of sodium sulphate reduces
setting time even compared to a composition based on a
additives. Therefore, compositions with sodium sulphate additive require
immediate placement once the mix is prepared. On the other hmd, the
setting time of a composition with a potassium bisulphite additive
conforms to a standard in that its water requirement . is 496 lower than
that of an ordinary portland cement.
As may be seen in Table 1 . blended gypsum-free cements get intensely
hardened under hydrothermal treatment in a short-term cycle (4 5 h). th
compressive strength Immediately after the hydrothermal treatment
reaches 38-42 MPa. Compared to this, test specimens based on ordinary
portland cement retain a high moisture content after 4-5 h hydrothermal
treatment and their compressive strength equals 1-7-3-5
-^Its
corresponds to the strength the material acquires by the end of its

setting period.
In the present work use was made of the method of disperse system
sonic resonance (5).
in conjunction with the differential thermal
analysis (DTA). infrared spectroscopy (IRS). XRD and variance analysis,
to obtain objective data on the kinetics of hydrate and structure forma
tion of the binding agents. Such an approach allows to obtain informa
tion not only on the change in elasticity of hardening^ sys ems
(resonance frequency b)) (5) but monitoring the progress о
slon an d compaction processes accompanying the hydration of the
binding agents
(resonance amplitude A) (6).
Hydrothermal treatment sharply alters
----------- the kinetics of structure
formation in cement-water dispersion (Fig. 1 ) .Analysis of the па"Ьг^е of
change in the system dispersion (Pig.1. lower-most curve
A-I. is
Indicative
of
a multiple rearrangement of
its
initially
structuire. Characteristic of the composition based on ordinary portland
cement is dilution of the cement paste in 1 and 2.5 h after the stM*t of
the hydrothermal treatment. That is caused by rearrangement of the
the
structure as a result of syneresis (the first dilution) and phase
evated. values of A for a
transformations of hydrates respecrtively. •Rl
Elevated
gypsum-free cement at Initial stages of the hydrothermal treatment is
indicative of a more intensive dispersion process than the case in
ordinary port land cement.

Table 1

Comparative characteristics of cement compositions with gypsum
And othersulphlte additives

Cycle*
of
treat
ment

Setting
Water
time,
requiAmount,
h-min
i*ement
mass
%
Start
End
56

Additive

Type

Compressive strength,
MPa
After 28 d
Just
of normal
after
treatment hardening

3
1 .5

31
28
28

0-12
2-15
0-10

O-2S
3-20
0-15

2.0
1 .7
39.0

46
43
55

—

I

Nil
Gypsum
Na2S04

1 .5

26

1-20

2-20

38.0

II

K2S2°5
Nil
Gypsum
На230^

—
3
1.5

31
28
28

0-12
2-15
0-10

0-25
3-20
0-15

3.2
3.5
42.5

61
50
45
56

1 .5
—
3
1 .5

26

1-20

2-20

40.0

62

III

K2S2°5
Nil
Gypsum
NapS03

31
28
28

0-12
2-15
0-10

0-25
3-20
0-15

23.4
26.7
44.3

49
50.1
59.1

1 .5

26

1-20

2-20

46.2

60.5

*- Cycles of hydrothermal treatment: preliminary holding + heating
to 80°C + Isothermal retention at 80°C + cooling off:
I - 0+2+1+1 h; II - О+2+2+1 h; III - 2+3+5+3 h.

IR spectroscopic Ha+.a. (Fig. 2) Indicate that there is not only
a physical dispersion taking place in this period buit also a breaking
of Si-O-Si bonds in the crystal lattice of silicate minerals. This is

confirmed by the displacement of the absorption band from 934 cm
(curve 0)
to 920 cm-1 (curve 0)-I) in the unhydrated cement. Here and
further preparation numbers correspond to the point numbers on curve CO— I,
Fig.1.
The increased intensity of the bond at 1463 cm 1

(fig.2) points

to

an increased content of slightly crystallized sodium carbonate in the
hardening ssystem (this is also supported by the results from XRD).
Hence, Intmduot 1 on of potassium bisulphite initiates the process of
carbonation of X-ray-amorphous sodium hydroxide when a gypsum-free
cement is h Arden Ing. Consequently, as a result of a decrease in
concentration of sodium hydroxide in the liquid phase the process of
о] inker mineral hydrolysis will be sufficiently intensified.

Pnint 3 on the structure formation curves 0)-I (Fig.1) corresponds to
the moment of setting of gypsum-free composition. The setting mechanism
as also the nature of the induction period is the least studied in
cement chemistry. According to the experimental data obtained, the set-

tins is preceded by the beginning of compaction of the disperse system
(an increase in the value A). As thr cement gets hardened, an increase
is noticed in the rate of hydroxylation of dispersion particles. An
increase in the intensity of absorption bands in the IR spectrum at 3400
cm-1 is indlnative of an increase in concentration of the OH -groups
with hydrogen bonds on the surface of the hydrates. These groups are the
centers of physical adsorption of water molecules. Thus, one of the
causes of hardening is immobilization of the water in the zones which
are in immediate contact with hydroxylated particles of dispersion. As
this takes place, this immobilized water becomes an element of the
structure aand the strength medium.
■

Flg.1

Plg.2.(a) IR-spectra and (b)
Kinetic curves of cement paste
DTA curves of gypsum
structure formation under hydro
free cement with 1.5%.
thermal treatment: I - Gypsum
K^SgO,.
additive getting
free cement with 1.5% K2^205
hardening under hydroadditive; II - Portland cement
thermal treatment. Samp
with 3% gypsum; t - temperature
ling
time 1-6 Is the same
of hydrothermal treatment; Am as
In
Plg.1, 0 - unhydra
a degree of cement hydration
ted gypsum-free cement
-weight loss of testnspeclmen
afterheating to 1000uC; A - reso
nance amplitude; co - resonance
frequency of cement-water paste;
figures on curve o)-I correspond
to sampling numbers and time

Upon hardening (FigH. curve to-I, point 3) the system^elasticity
sharply increases, the resonance frequency (the plateau before- point 4)
STSabilSSd. Such nature of curve to-I. is due to the intensive compacls stabixizea.
section A-I after point 3( and subsequent
tion of the system (curve
au±uu
There are cyclical variations noticed on
recrystalflzation processes
they
point
to
the
break-down processes
by phase
GLLt^Ve Jk—I I *w**^v^
— —
4.1«^ oauised
y
- According
■ •------trensformatlons of primary hydrates.
to 4.1.^
the IR spectroscopic
data the compaction rate of the new formation does not Increase in this
period (Fig.2, a).

As the break-down processes are completed, there is a stable increase noticed in the resonance frequency (Fig.1. curve to—I. interval
A^eVpo^tS^'to^ system reinforcement. Damping of resonance amplitude
variations ^ an indication of the termination of pensive Process»»
hydrate
recrystallization.
The
hardening . gypsum-free
cement
«inioroea mainly at Interval 1-6. Upon г ,5-h b^roth«^ treatm^t
the degree ol hydration oi
noted “^t to tSls
as high as that of ordinary cement,
is gettiong hardened calcium
period when the gypsum-free cement
crystalline
or in X-ray amorphous
hydroxide is not registered either in
the
degree of hydration
min.
form.
At interval 4-5. ' during 45
inn-reases 1 .5 times and reaches 9.3 96.

A wave like decrease in values of A at interval 5-6 indicates that
the dispersion
ones. It is
the compaouj-uxi
compaction processes predominate
une
------ ------------- -----over
-supported by the absorption band displacement in IR-spectra from 934 to
-11 (Fig.2. a).
961 cm"
In the XRD patterns and IR spectra (Fig.2, a), at
a)
interval 5-6 crystallization of calcium carbonate is registered, which
compound.
along with calcium hydrosilicates,
becomes one of
the
structure formins elements of the cement paste.

Thus, the distinctive feature of hydrate formation in the hardening
of gypsum-free cement is the intensification of carbonation of amorphous
calcium hydroxide.
This
process
accelerates
the
hydrolysis
and
dispersion of clinker minerals. As a consequence, calcium carbonate
crystallizes in gypsum-free compositions in the period of int ns
hardeniong of the cement paste rather than at later hardening stages, as
with ordinary portland cement.

Strength tests conducted on the test specimens Immediately after the
4-hour hydrothermal treatment demonstrated the following limltir^:
for compressive strength: ordinary portland cement - 1.7 MPa; with
potassium bisulphite additive - 38 MPa and with sodium sulphate - 40
MPa. The gypsum-fi^ee cements in question can be produced by th
conventional practice, namely, grinding of port land cement clinker with
the actice mineral additives.
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THE RESEARCH ON
x IN IRON-RICH
FLUORALUMINATE CEMENT
Huang Wenxl, Yang Yurong, Qian Guangrenand Qi Yangyoun

Sichuan Institute of Building Materials, Sichuan, P R CHINA

The paper studies the four kinds of important minerals — СЯР,CeAF»C^AF,CeAaF of ferrite phase CeAxFi-,
by the methods of rapid burning.The results show that the hydraulic activity of CaAJi-, is initially CaAsF >
C<AF > C.AF» > CeF, lately C«AFB > C4AF > CeAaF > CaF . The composition of the ferrite phase in clinkers of
iron-rich fluoraluminate cement depends on the burning temperature, The ferrite phase in clinkers can exist
in the form of CeAFs at lower temperature within 950-1300X).

C,F,CeAF8,C4AF,CeA,F,
IfcÄ C.A„F > C4AF > C.AF. > CSF, O>jC.AFB > C*AF

> CeAaF > C.F,

CeAF, №

INTROIIDCTIQN
It is traditionally considered that the hydration activity of the ferrite phase C*AF is low in portland
cenent. Ill 121 Thia view have been understanding, (31 [41 Meanwhile,new varieties of cements which regard
calcium ferrite and calcium al urn ino-ferrite CsAJt-, (0<X<2/3) as main mineral coapositions are constantly
being developed. This paper has studied a series of the ferrite phase solid solutions ( CsAzFi-z ) in ironrich fluoralminate cement which regard CsA»?!-« СцАтСа?» andß-CeS as main clinker mineral compositions,
using the methods of ordinary burning and rapid burning and the analyses of XRD, IR rate of hydration heat
evolution and Moesbauer Spectrum and determing setting times and compressive strength. From, this,
it is
obtained that there is much vacancy, cluster and crystal defect in the structure of the ferrite phase with
rapid heating-up burning, Thus, hydration activity increases, Bydration development rate for CeAFa _ in the
solid solution C^AxFi-, is best. By means of further research for the ferrite phase in
iron-rich
fluoralurninate cement, it was verified that CeAF8 is present in the cement clinker, which is an important
guarantee of excellent property of the cement .
1. EXPERDfiÄTS
A series of solid solutions of the ferrite phases CaAxFi-x , with increasing solid solubility of AlgO«,
can be represented as CaF, CeAFsl C«AF and CeA,F, These samples were prepared in the molar ratio, The
reagent grades used were of *AR* purity. Industrial raw materials were used and prepared according to the
iron-rich fluoraluminate cement clinker, as shown in Table 1, adding 1,0 4 mineralizer into the raw mixture,
These starting materials mill and pressed into 1, Ошв thick pellets before burning in high temperature
furnace, In the method of ordinary
burning, the samples were burnt in
Table 1 Chemical compositions (%) of the raw meals
the
hign-temperature
furnace
raising the temperature at the rate
CsAeFi-x in
of about 10 X)/min to burning
FAlaO.
Ре^Оа
SiOs
CaO
cement
N0.
temperature
for pre-determined
durations of burning, In the
23. 50 2.22
5.93
20. 27
C,F
45.08
1#
method of rapid beating-up burning
16.85 2.22
25.65
C.AF.
46. 35
5. 93
2#
( rapid burning ), the temperature
13.14 2. 22
28. 66
C«AF
47. 05
5.93
3#
of the furnace had beforehand risen
9.12 2. 22
CaAaF
5. 93
31.92
47. 81
4#
_
before
to the burning temperature
the samples were placed
' " into it
for the pre-dctemined
Thus, the specimens were exposed directly to the burning temperature (above
.
, SOCC/min)
.
durations. The samples burnt were cooled in air. The monominerals and the minerals in the cement clinker
were examined by means of XRD and Mössbauer spectrum.
-

.Rates of hydration heat evolution were determined with W/S = 0,8 at temperature of 20X) by means of a
conduction calorimetry. Bound water was determined by the ordinary method of ignition test. Compressive .
strengths were determined with the mortar of a cement/sand ratio 1:2 by weight and water/cement ratio 0.3
0.35 in case of normal consistency. The clinkers were ground into a fine powder with specific
surface area
4500-5000 cm3/g.
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

2,1, The structure characteristic and formation condition of the solid solution CsAxFi-.
CaF,CeAFs, C«AF and CaAaF on behalf of the solid solution CsAxFi-, were separately burnt by rapid
burning at 1200-1350X) for 45 minutes, The free lime content (f-CaO) in samples burnt are listed in Table 2.
XRD results of them, that corresponded with f-CaO=0 as shown in the Table 2 are illustrated,in Fig, 1, The
values of standard characteristic peaks on the XRD charts of four ferrite phases is listed in Table 3 , By
means of comparing Fig, 1 with Table 3 , it is seen that four ferrite phases form separately at the
temperature, in accordance with f-cao=0 as shown in Table 2, for 45 minutes, i, e, the synthetic temperature
of C,F is 1230‘C, C.AF. ШСС. C.AF 132012 and CaA,F 1350Г.
CsF, CaAF8, C*AF and CaAaF all belong to the rhombic system. Its characteristic peaks in the XRD were
chiefly affected by different Al/Fe ratios, as also by the burning process. These results are shown in
Table 4. The regularity in Table 4 shows that the characterisitic peak values (dA) of a series of solid
solution decrease correspondingly with increasing Al/Fe, whether by rapid burning or ordinary burning.
Meanwhile, dA of the ferrite phase with the same Al/Fe ratio is greater for rapid burning than for ordinary
burning. It is quite evident that the progressive change is restricted by the structure change of the ferrite
phase.

Moesbauer spectrometry is a method for structure measurement that has been developed during the last
twenty years. The structure of solid solution CaAxFi-. from its different burning processes can be studied

by means of very profitable Moesbauer parameter in chemical study, isomer shift (IS) and
quadrupole (QS).
From these, a great deal of information on ferrite phase structure can be obtained. Fig. 2 shows Moesbauer
spectra of C»F and C.AF. in rapid and ordinary burning. Its character ist ie can be described as
There are considerable amounts of ferromagnetism absorption in C»F and CeAFe by ordinary burning, which
corresponded to two sets of six-line subspectrum of two sublattice in the hyperfine structure. The centre of
paramagnetism absorption subsides a little. Besides the ferrcoagnetism absorption with two sets of iix-me
subspectrum, in CaF and CaAF, with rapid burning, paramagnetism absorption increases evidently, especially CaF.

Table 3 The stardard peaks value (dA)
on XRD charts of four ferrite phases

Table 2 f-caoft)
in the ferrite
phases with rapid burning for 46 min.

1200т:
1230*C
1260*С
1280Ю
1300X)
1320X)
1350t

CaF

C,AFa

C*AF

C,AaF

CaF

C,AFa *

C*AF

C,AaF

2.04
0

2.98
1.65
0

6. 09
3. 68
2.10
0

11. 99

7. 36
2. 67

7. 30
2. 65

7,24
2.63

7.17
2.62

-

-

-

Notes: * the data of CeAF, are given
according to Ill [101 111]

10. 21
8. 07
3, 04
0

Table 4 XKD peak values(dA) of the ferrite phases in different burning

Rapid burning

Ordinary burning
C,F

020
040
200
002
141
161
202
080

7. 34 7
3.681
2.790
2.707
2.673
2.076
1.944
1.842

CeAF, C*AF

C,A,F

CaF

7 . 280
3.663
2.789
2.684
2.652
2.056
1.934
1.822

7.188
3.623
2.759
2.654
2.628
2.031
1.913
1.806

7.369
3, 686
2.792
2.709
2.675
2.078
1.944
1.844

7. 259
3.642
2.780
2.676
2.640
2.048
1.927
1.812

C,AFa C*AF

C.A.F

7.288
3, 664
2.789
2.689
2.656
2.060
1.936
1.830

7.225
3. 630
2.766
2.669
2.629
2.041
1.916
1.809

7,267
3. 651
2.780
2.677
2.641
2.048
1.928
1.813

/
7369

[2.675
il
.
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C=F 123O’C

R-CeAFa
V

V ' • ? O-CeAF3
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CeAF3 126010
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Moesbauer spectra are fitted on a computer by means of least squares method, by which Mössbauer
parameteres are obtained and shown in Table 6 and Table 6. The studies had shown[61 161 171 that
different
hyperactive fields exist in the FeO« tetrahedra and the FeOe octahedra in the ferrite phases, which can be
distinguished by means of Moesbauer parameter IS and internal field (Hnf). A set of six-line
subspectrum
with smaller IS belongs to FeO«, other one belongs to FeOe, as shown in Table 6. The
doublet with
quadrupole is caused by paramagnetism effect (Table 6).FeO« and FeO* in CaF structure with ordinary burning
account for 50% each, The different amounts of Al’+ replace FeB+ in CaF structure and form CeAFa, C*AF and
CeAaF in the order of precedence. As shown in Table 5, FeO, in C,AFa with ordinary burning is 54. 5 %, FeO* is
45.5%. It is explained that replacing Fe8+ with Al8* occurs prior in the place of tetrahedra and hence FeO,
and A10, octahedra go up with increasing Al/Fe ratio in CbAmFi-'« because the ionic radius of Al’+ (
0.39A) is smaller than Fe’+ ( ГгГ-0.4ЭА). The tetrahedra
layers
contract when
Al"
repl&ce Fe8+i c&ueing the unit cell to reduce, Meuiwhile* the l&ttice conetMt ( T&ble 7 ) in different

ferrite phase structures can also reflect this regularity, which is obtained by means of calculating the
values of dA as shown in Table 4.
Table 6 also shows that FeB+ in FeO4 is replaced easier with A1B+ by rapid burning, and FeO, increase.
FeOe in CeAFB with rapid burning increases already to 63.7%. For lack of the replaceable effect in C2F,
relative distribution of FeO* and FeO« in the structure can not change with rapid burning. FeOe in the
ferrite phase with the same Al/Fe ratio increases by rapid burning causing the unit cell volume to reduce.
In addition, the covalent bond proportion in the Fe-0 bonds and Ca-0 bonds in rapid burning weaken
(IS increases as shown in Table 6),and interatomic distance and the vacancy increases. Thus, this synthetic
result shows that the unit cell volume increases and is related to the increase of lattice constant,
Ordered degree in the structure varies with the burning process, as shown in Table 6 . More
paramagnetism absorption exists in the structure of the ferrite phase in rapid burning. The study [61 has
shown that paramagnetism in C»A,Fi-. structure depended on superexehange interaction of FeB+ - O3' - FeB+.
The superexchange interaction is most strong with FeB+ - 0я" - FeB+ angles of 180“, when there is no
paramagnetism. Fe8+ and A1B+ in the ferrite phase structure in rapid burning is not enough time to arrange
according to original intrinsic lattice structure, and FeB+ - O8- - FeB+ angles vary at random, and thus easy
to form FeB+ and A1B+ bunch (cause cluster), causing superexehange interaction to decrease, and then more
Fe8* exist in the paramagnetism state. In addition, line width of the sample in rapid burning is obviously
greater than ordinary burning. It further explains that two sets of sublattice of FeOe and, FeO *. in the
ferrite phase structure can again separate into a series of substates with close energy, which contribution
stems chiefly from FeB+ cluster. The cluster in rapid burning samples is especially outstanding.
Table 6 Mössbauer parameters of the ferrite phases structure
Fe8 m«t>

FeBfr.t>
line width(nm/s) IS
R-C.F
0-C.F
R-C.AF,
O-CeAF8

0.140
0.139
0,160
0, 070

0.173
0,149
0. 307
0, 223

Notes: R--rapid burning

area line widthta/s) IS

08

Hnf

0.54
0.41
0. 79
0. 72

440.2
439.9
400. 3
387,8

0,178
0.153
0. 317
0. 264

49.1
49.7
36. 3
45.5

0.
0.
0.
0.

330
310
365
351

os

Hnf

area

0. 52
0. 51
0. 70
0. 66

512.6
512.8
458. 3
443,0

50.9
50. 3
63.7
54.5

O—ordinary burning
Table 7 Lattice constant(dA) of the ferrite phases

Table 6

R-C»F
0-CsF
R-C.AF,
O-CeAF,

The parameters of
aramagnetism spectrun
IS

Q8

Area

0. 394
0. 317
0.120
0. 090

0. 64
0.53
1. 04
1.03

30.0
3.6
12.2
6.2

ordinary burning

C,F
CeAF,
C4AF
CeA,F

6o

bo

5. 530
5. 602
5.479
4.428

15. 060
14. 901
14. 828
14. 760

Co

5. 710
6. 709
5.677
6. 647

rapid burning

ÄQ

bo

6. 570
5. 660
5.484
5.460

16.170
15. 060
14. 858
14. 845

Co

5. 773
5.760
5.685
5.674

In sum, there is much vacancy and cluster in the structure of ferrite phase with rapid burning , and
Fe-0 bonds strength weaken, The increased FeO« in the structure with increasing Al/Fe ratio gives rise to
increased IS and QS, and hence the hydraulic activity of the ferrite phase is affected to a great extent.

2.3 The hydration activity of the solid solution CsAxFi-,
The hydration behaviour of CaAxFi-, solid solution depends on many factors, Many studies, on the
ferrite phase from ordinary burning have been carried out which have pointed out that [1] [91 hydration rate
c' the ferrite phase accelerates with increasing Al/Fe ratio, Yet, another says that[81 hydration rate of
CeAFa is quicker than any other ferrite phase. Many studies meriting attention have emphasized the effect of
sample synthesis conditions on its structure and hydration activity. In this paper, the rate of hydration
heat evolution and the degree of hydration of the four ferrite phases from rapid burning were determined.
The results in Fig. 3 show that the ferrite phases react with water in the 2 hours, the reaction rate
increasing in the order CaAsF>C4AF>C.AFs>CaF, which agree with common view that hydration activity of
the ferrite phase rises with increasing Al/Fe ratio. The degree of hydration of the ferrite phases from
rapid burning ( Fig.4 ) represents the hydration rate of each these phases at the hydration age id to 28d.
At the age of Id to 3d, their hydration rate increases in the orded C4AF>CeAFe>CeAiF>C8F, At 7d to 28d the
hydration rate of C.AF» exceeds not only that of CeAeF, but even of C4AF, From this, the following pattern has
been observed:

(0- ordinary burning , R- rapid burning)

R(Cal/g. hr)

10

20 40 60 120
TIME (MIN)

Fig 3 Rate of hydration
heat evolution(R)
of C2AmFi-x

30/ 5

7

2S

7

AGE (DAY)

Fig 4 Degree of
hydration (a)
of CaAxFi-x

28

AGE (DAY)
Fig 5 Degree
of
hydration («) of
C2F and CeAFa

High Al/Fe ratio, except CaF, is favourable to rise the hydration activity of the ferrite phase in the
early period, but low Al/Fe ratio is beneficial to fully develop the hydraulicity in the final period
although the hydration rate in the early period is ccmparatively slow,
.

The hydration activity of the ferrite phase is closely related with its structure, Fe’+ in the ferrite
phase is chiefly present in the fora of FeO* and FeO., Fe-0 bonds in FeOe with high coordination number is
weaker than the ones in FeO«. Mössbauer results show that IS and QS in FeO6 is greater than in FeO«
increased instability of FeO«. In hydration process Fe-0 bonds in FeOa are easy to break, and hence a
high Al/Fe ratio is needed to accelerate hydration in the early period,After the hydration has gone on for
sotoe time, considerable amounts of hydration products have formed. At this moment, the composition, structure,
solubility and micrograph of the hydration products formed play an important role in further development of
hydraulicity, In the literature, the hydration products feature of the solid solution CsF-CaAsF [91 were
studied. Hydration products of the ferrite phase exist chiefly in cubic C»(A,F)He, hexagonal C«(A,F)Hii or
C«(A,F)HiB and amorphous
hydration produet(gel) FHa ( Fe (OB) B ). The ferrite phases with high
Al/Fe ratio form more cubic Ca(A, F)Ha and less hexagonal C«(A,F)Hie and gel №», Its hydration in the
early period is quick and the hydrates fora too fast, which can not be quickly diffused and thus closely
concentrate around the grains of still unhydrated ferrite, This is difficult to hydrate further. However, the
ferrite phase with low Al/Fe ratio forms more hydrates C«(A,F)Bia and FEa, the solubilities of which are
greater than C. (A, F)Ha 111 .Although the formation rate of these hydrates is slower in the early period,
the
hydrates formed in this case do not concentrate around the grains of still-unhydrated ferrite phase, but it
is well-dispersed into spaces among the grains of the st ill-unhydrated
ferrite phases. In addition, FEa
produced in the hydration has a quite important influence on the ferrite phase hydration. When the hydration
is complete, the proportion of FHa produced is CeAeF:C«AF:CeAF»:C»F = 1:1.47:1.89:3.60 . Obviously,
the
more the gel products FE. , the more favourable it is to full hydration in the final period,
The above
mentioned factors create favourable conditions for the further hydration of the ferrite phase with low Al/Fe
ratio in the final period.
Table 8 Compressive strength
(MPa) of CaF and CaAFa

ad
R-CeAFя
O-CeAF.
R-CaF
о-CaF

7d

18.3 19.4
12,2 14,7
8,8
6.1
0.7 . 0.9

Table 9 Results of XRD of No. 2 at different temperature

28d

Temperature

1050X) llOOTD 1150X) 1200X)

25.3
24.2
22.0
14.8

XRD peak(dA)

7. 296

7.291

7.289

-

Table 8 and Fig. 6 show the results on the hydration rate and ctmpressive strength of the ferrite phases
from different burning processes, As mentioned above,more structure vacancy and FeOa exist in the ferrite
phases structure in rapid burning than ordinary burning, and leads to increased structure instability,

Samples obtained from rapid burning display a higher hydration rate and higher compressive strengths than
those obtained from ordinary burning. This difference became more obvious in the early period,
and less
pronounced in the final period. The hydration rate and strength of СвА?я from the rapid and the ordinary
modes of burning approach converge at 28d. This further confirms the preceding views that the hydration rate
of the ferrite phase in the early period is controlled by its structure characteristic,
wherein
further
hydration in the final period depends on the composition, structure, crystallisation performance and
microstructural features of the accumulated hydration products which, together, make up the hydration
environment .

2,3 The composition of the ferrite phase in Iron-rich fluoraluminate cement.
Iron-rich fluoraluminate cement is a new type of super high early strength cement that we have studied
recently, It consists the of ferrite phase,СцАтСаРя and ß-CgS as the main minerals^ the ferrite being
present in greater content , Therefore, the binding performance and the hydration activity of the ferrite
phase are important factors, which affect strength development in the cement, СцАтСаРя in
the cement
едвигев higher e&rly strength. The ferrite phase plays a more important role in sustaining the increase to
the final strength, In the light of the preceding discussion on the performance of pure ferrite phase mineral,
it is seen that, if the ferrite phase exists in CeAF8 form in the cement, the aforesaid purpose can etui be
achieved,
-

Fig, 6 shows the results of XRD for the samples burnt at lOOOX) .which were obtained by burning four
raw meals as show in Table 1, CsAxFi-x in them were separately calculated as CSF, CeAFa, C*AF and CeAa F.
From this, the effect of different raw samples on mineral formation has been studied.Comparing the XRD m
Fig, 1 and Tables with the result in Fig. 6 , it can be seen that after the raw meals proportioned according
to the four ferrite phase components were rapidly burnt for 46 minutes, peak values of ferrite phase in
XRD result of its clinker is all close to 7.30 A, 2. 66 A that belong to C«AFa ; L e,
the ferrite phase
composition in the cement clinkers is all close to CeAFe. It shows that the ferrite phase in iron- rich
fluoraluminate cement is basicall CeAFa entirely, and is not related to Al/Fe ratio in the ferrite phase,

A В CD К -

io

20

30

40

50

CeAFa
СцАуСаГа
ß-CaS
CaO
CA

<e>

Fig 6 XRD patterns of clinkers at lOOO’C
Fig, 6 shows still that because CBAF8is formed practically in every clinker, there is not enough AlBOa to
form No, 1 cement clinker minerals as calculated , and thus formation quantity of CiiA7CaF8 reduce and part of
CaO exists in the fora of free lime, On the contrary, C.AF, is also formed actually in raw meals No 3 and
No. 4 that were proportioned Beparately according to C*AF and CeAsFj ao surplus А1я0» exists after forming the
cement clinker minerals, and this in the clinker as CA, and thereby burnability became bad,
Table
meals No. 2
increasing
sample has

9 shows representative peak values on XRD of the cement clinkers that are obtained by burning raw
at different temperatures. The solid solubility of AleOi in the ferrite phases increases with
the burning temperature, The ferrite phase in No, 2 is entirely C«AFa below IIOOL. At ПбОХ, the
fused and ferrite phase in it has tended to form C*AF.

To sum up, in iron-rich fluoralminate cement, the final make-up of the ferrite phase formed chiefly
depends on the burning temperature, and has little to do with the Al/Fe ratio of the ferrite phase calculated
in proportioning the raw meal. The ferrite phases in the cement clinker from low-temperature cl inkering are

entirely C,AFb.Therefore, in proportioning the cement raw meal,
calculated aa CeAF8.

the ferrite phaoe in

it ought to be

Because CeAFa exieti in the cement, continued strength development at later ages is better, the cement
attaining very high strength at later ages while also having at the higher early strength, The strength at
38d reaches above 626 kg/Cm8 and do not fall.

3. CONCLUSIONS
3.1 In the structure of the solid solution CbAJi-x from rapid heating-up burning,
increases, and Fe-0 bonds strength weakens, and structure heterogeneity increases.
hydration activity.

the FeO, octahedra
It possesses higher

3.2 The hydration rates of the solid solution of the ferrite phases from rapid burning follow the pattern
be lows:
Before Id : CeAgF > C«AF > CeAFe > CgF
ld~ 3d :
C*AF S* CeAFe
CeAeF > CeF
7d~28d : CeAFe C«AF > CeAgF > CgF
,
Their hydration rate in the early period is controlled by their structure stability, whereto m the final
period depends on the composition, structure, solubility and microstructural features of the hydration
products. The final strength development of CeAFs is finest,
3.3 The composition of the ferrite phase in iron-rich fluraluminate cement depend on the burning
temperature, and has in little to do with the Al/Fe ratio calculated in proportioning the raw meal.

8,4 In iron-rich fluoralminate cement the ferrite phases from low-temperature clinkering are wholly CeAFg,
which is a guarantee for very high final strength for the cement besides higher early strength,
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STRENGTH DEVELOPMENT AND
HEAT OF HYDRATION OF LOW HEAT CEMENT
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SUMMARY
.
4. * л +■
The co.pr=ssl.e strength ot .ortars and heat of hydration of pastetJ .ere tested to
study the effect of C2S content of low heat portland cement <LHC), hiastfurnace slag
nnlverized fuel ash content (PFA) and limestone powder addition.
The
,
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TiiA mmnrpqsive strenßth at the sanie heat от пуогас и
tocreased8.ith increasing C=S content.
The expressive strength before a curing period
of 28 days Increased by BFS blending, and the maximum sterngth was observed at 60* FS

content/

™

ZTppFcontent was 20% and 30%.
The compressive strength ^ ^ ^гее components
cement containing 20% PFA and 0 ~60% BFS increased after 365 days of aging when tn
content of S las less than 20%.
The addition of limestone powder (2.5%) to the LHC
blended with BFS improved strength during initial curing period.
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ITRODUCTION

Recently, the development of super low heat cement for mass concrete, hah been
strongly urged to accommodate the construction of large structures and the
application of diversified construction methods. Such a cement would have to generate
less heat than conventional low heat blended cement, such as that containing
blastfurnace slag (BFS) or pulverized fuel ash (PFA) or moderate heat portland cement.
Moreover it would exhibit high strength.
Heat generation in low heat blended cement can be greatly reduced by increasing
the portion of inorganic admixtures that will be blended with the cement. This,
however, may cause problems associated with long-term strength and durability because
it would significantly reduce the base cement content. Several methods, therefore,
have been proposed to make cement low heat generating, These methods include the use
of a base cement known to generate less heat, and controlling the particle size of the
base cement or BFS blended (1).

In this study, the authors investigated the effects of the 2CaOiSiO2(C2S)
content and inorganic admixtures content such as BF$, PFA and limestone powder
(limestone) on the strength and heat of hydration of ASTM Type II or IV cement,
characterized by the reduced content of SCaO-Sith(C3S) and ЗСаО*А120з(C3A). These
cement types are known to exhibit good for super low heat properties (2), and have
been used in deep-mixing treatments for improving soft clay soil (3). It is an object
of this study to clarify the basic properties of these cement types.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Materials

Table 1 shows the Blaine specific surface, chemical composition and mineral
composition of low heat port land cement (low heat cement) and moderate heat portland
cement (moderate heat cement) with different contents of C2S, and BFS, PFA and
limestone, used for the blended inorganic materials.

Table 1

Blaine specific surface, chemical composition and mineral composition
of cement and inorganic admixture
Chemical composition (%)

Blaine specific

Mineral conpositjon1’(X)

Material
surface

(cni/g)

ig. loss

insol.

SiO,

A 1,0,

FeaOa

CaO

MgO

SO,

Na,0

K,0

c,s

CZS

C,A

C,AF

2980

1.0

0.2

22.7

3.9

4.1

64.0

1.0

2.1

,

A

3110

0.4

0.1

25.3 .

3.6

17

62.8

1.1

1.8

Lun 1 ICQ I
cement

В

3060

0.8

0.2

26.0

14

18

61.5

1.2

1.9

0.22

0.29

19

60

3

12

c

3030

1.1

0.2

26.3

3.3

18

60.9

1.1

21

0.20

131

14

65

2

12

Blastfurnace slag

4360

0.1

-

32.2

115

0.4

42.0

6.0

22

0.10

0.30

Pulverized Fuel Ash

3360

Z2

815

62.4

23.0

13

5.2

1.0

0.3

-

-

Limestone

9410

43.6

0.03

55.5

0.3

-

0.00

102

Moderate heat cement

,

0.17

0.06

115

0.43

50

27

3

12

0.17

0.44

28

51

3

11

1) Calculated by Bogue equation.

Test Methods

The mortar compressive strength test (Physical Testing Method for Cement - JIS
R 5201) and the heat of hydration test (Testing Method for Heat of Hydration of Cement
- JIS R 5203) were conducted for each cement sample, excluding the sample containing
PFA, which was tested the heat of hydration by the CAJS J-01 method (Testing Method
for Heat of Hydration of Fly Ash Cement). The test temperature was set at 20 °C, for
both the compressive strength test and the heat of hydration test. A portion of each

cured sample for the mortar strength was D-drled, after its hydration reactions were
halted with acetone, to measure its pore-size distribution by mercury intrusion
prosimetry. The paste(w/c=0.4), whose hydration reactions were halted in a similar
manner, was analyzed by X-ray diffractometry (with cement added 10Ж magnesia, serving
as the standard material) to determine the X-ray peak area ratio of C3S and СэЗТСгб,
and by the salicylic acid acetone methanol method(4) to determine the reaction ratio
of the BPS.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effects of C2S
Fig.1 and 2 show the effects of the C2S content on the mortar compressive
strength and heat of hydration for portland cement samples with a differrent C2S
content. These results indicate that increasing the C2S content tends to retard the
hydration and the development of strength in similarly aged samples. Verbeck et al.
discussed the relationship between the mineral composition and heat of hydration in
various types of cement (5). The broken lines in Fig. 2 represent the relationships
calculated by applying the coefficients that they proposed. The calculated
relationships fairly match these observed during the initial curing period, when the
C2S content is high. These relationships, however, begin to deviate as the C2S
content decreases, which is particularly notable during the initial curing priod.

Fig.3 presents the effects of the heat of hydration on the mortar compressive
strength, showing that the correlation curves shift to the lower heat of the hydration
side as the C2S content increases in the region with a high heat of hydration. This
indicates that C2S is not only lower than C3S in terms of heat of hydration, but that
it is also higher in terms of strength per unit quantity of heat of hydration.

70
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Curing period

500

Compressive strength,

t>6

400
c

’■§ 300

тз
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coefficients
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100

C2S content. %
Fig. 1 Relationship between
C2S content and compressive
strength

20 40 £0 80
C2S content, %
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Fig. 2 Relationship between
C2S content and heat of
hydration

Heat of hydration, J/g
Fig. 3 Relationship between
heat of hydration and
compressive strength

Effects of BFS

Fig.4 and 5 show the effects of the BFS content on the mortar compressive
strength and heat of hydration for low heat cement(B) with a different BFS content.
Mortar strength of samples cured for 28 days or less increases as the BFS content
increases, and it attains a maximum at 60% BFS, as shown in Fig.4.
It is known that
adding BFS to ordinary portland cement gives the mixture increased strength at longer
age, but generally decreases in strength at initial curing period (6). The trends

observed in this study, therefore, are characteristic of low heat cement blended with
BPS. Heat of hydration decreases as the BPS content increases, as shown in Fig.5,
which means that adding BPS increases the initial strength without increasing the heat
of hydration.
.
Fig.6 shows the effects of the heat of hydration on compressive strength,
'
indicating that the correlation for the 100% BPS sample(which contains gypsum) rises
sharply with a small increment of heat of hydration. This suggests that BPS leads to
a high compressive strength at the same heat of hydration, after the compressive
strength increases beyond a certain level.
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Fig.7 shows the effects of the curing
period on the reaction ratio of the BPS
present in the paste containing 60% BPS.
This figure also shows the relative X-ray
diffraction intensity (peak area ratio of
CgS and C3S + C2S to magnesia). These
results indicate that the major reactions
of C3S and C2S occur at around 3 and 7 to
28 days, respectively, over a curing period
of up to 91 days, whereas the reactions of
BPS proceed constantly for 91 days. These
results, therefore, demonstrate that the
reactions of BPS play an important role in
this type of cement, even when it is cured
for a short period of time.

100 200 300 400
Heat of hydration, J/g

Fig. 6 Relationship between
heat of hydration and
compressive strength of low
heat cement(B) based blendend
cement

0.5

Curing period, day
Fig.7 Reaction ratio of blastfurnace
slag and relative intensity of XRD of
€38(29=51.7*) and C2S + €38(29=41.3*) to
Mg0(29=42. 9*) in low heat cement(B)
based blastfurnace slag 60% blended cement

Fig.8 shows the pore size distributions of the mortar samples, cured for 3 and 91
days, with different BFS contents. leanwhile. Fig.9 shows the effects of the total
pore volume on compressive strength. Fig.8 and 9 indicate that the correlation
between the total pore volume and the compressive strength is not necessarily negative
for all samples cured for 3 days (Fig.8), but that adding BFS accelerates the decrease
in the number of pores of around 103nm while increasing the number of pores of around
10 nm (Fig.9). These results show that the microstructures are well developed in
spiteof the low heat of hydration generated.
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Fig. 8 Pore size distribution of low heat cement(B) based
blastfurnace slag cement mortars varing slag content cured
for 3 days and 91 days
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Fig. 9 Relationship between
total pore volume and
compressive strength of
low heat cement(B) based
blended cement

Effects of PFA

Fig.JO and 11 show the effects of the PFA content on the mortar compressive
strength and the heat of hydration for low heat cement(B) with a different PFA
content. Unlike BFS, PFA increases the compressive strength when its content is 20%
to 30% and when the mixture is cured for 365 days, as shown in Fig.10. . This result
seems to indicate that, the effects of the pozzolanic reactions on increasing
compressive strength are clearly revealed when there is a base cement content of 70%
or more. Heat of hydration decreases as the PFA content increases, as shown in
Fig.11. It is particularly noteworthy that it increases with low heat cement content
almost proportionally for samples cured for 28 days or less. From this it may be
inferred that the hydration of low heat cement is scarcely affected significantly by
the presence of PFA in the early hydration period.
'

Effects of BFS and PFA

"

Fig.12 shows the effects of inorganic admixtures content(BFS and 20% of PFA) on
mortar compressive strength and the heat of hydration for the low heat cement(B) with
different inorganic admixtures content. Also shown for purposes of comparison is the
relationship of low heat cement(B) and BFS mixture containing no PFA. Adding PFA to
a BFS blended cement generally decreases the compressive strength. Nevertheless, the
effects of PFA are diminished when the amount of the inorganic admixtures is 80%.
Samples containing PFA and 20% BFS have a higher compressive strength than the samples
containing no PFA when these samples are cured for a long period of time.
This seem
to demonstrate the effects of pozzolanic reaction.
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Effects of limestone
Fig.13 shows the effects of limestone
addition on the mortar bending strength ratio
and the compressive strength ratio for
mixtures of low heat cement(B) and BFS, in
which the strength of the blended cement
containing 2. 5X limestone is compared with
the strength of blended cement containing no
limestone. As shown, the addition of
limestone increases both the bending and
compressive strength during the initial curing
period. These results match the results
obtained by Ohara et al. for BFS blended
cement made of 60X ordinary port land cement
and 40X BFS (7). Increased strength is
considered to result from accelerated hydration
during the initial curing period in the
presence of limestone, and the formation of
calcium carboaluminate hydrates. With
mixtures that are cured for a long period,
on the other hand, adding limestone decreases
the compressive strength ratio of all the
samples except those containing 40X BFS,
because of the lowered cement content.
Nonetheless, no adverse effectscaused by the
limestone can be observed regarding the
bending strength ratio.

Blastfurnace slag content, X
Fig. 13 Mortar bending strength
and compressive strength of a
mixture of low heat cement and
blastfurnace slag, containing
2. 5X limestone (relative to the
blended cement containing
no limestone)

CONCLUSIONS
(1) Increasing the C2S content retards the development of strength and the generation
of heat of hydration in low heat cement. It is, however, notable that the
strength per unit quantity of heat of hydration generally increases as the C2S
content increases.

(2) Low heat cement shows improved strength when blended with BFS. The effects of
the BFS are particularly noteworthy, when it accounts for 6096 of the total amount
of the mixture. Moreover, the addition of BFS generally reduces the heat of
hydration. The reactions in the BFS continue over 91 days of curing, and play an
important role even during the initial curing period. Adding BFS to low heat
cement accelerates the decrease in the number of pores measuring around 103nm.
The improved strength in the presence of the BFS is considered to be the result of
well-developed microstructures, in spite of the low liberation of heat.
(3) Adding of PFA to low heat cement, retards the development of strength and the
liberation of heat of hydration during a curing period of up to 91 days, but
increases the strength of the blended cement when the PFA content is 2096 to 30%
and the mixture is cured for one year.

(4) The addition of up to 20% PFA to a mixture of low heat cement and BFS improves
long-term strength, provided that the BFS content is 20% or less.

(5) The addition of limestone (2.5%) to a mixture of low heat cement and BFS improves
both the compressive and bending strength during the initial curing period.
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PROPERTIES OF SPECIAL CEMENT ADJUSTED
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Kiyohiko Uchida, Yukio Fukubayashl and Suminarl Yamashita
Central Laboratory, Sumitomo Cement Co Ltd
Chiba, JAPAN .

SUMMARY

Particle size distribution of ceaent substantially influences various properties such as
fluidity, strength, and durability during the hydration process, including the texture in the
hardened body. Therefore, this paper presents (l)how the components in each particle size group
of the ground clinker powder vary according to the kind of clinker and (2) how the properties of
cement with same clinker vary according to particle size distribution. Due to the differences in
the grindability of minerals composing the clinker, it was found that the chemical composition of
the cement varied with each particle size group. In particular, the alminate components of faster
hydration, such as CuAvCaFs and CsA, were easy to grind and were more contained in the fine
particle size group. By substituting the fine particles of the cement with the fine powder which
had a low hydration activity, the cement which had a high fluidity and high strength development
could be obtained. By adjusting the particle size distribution of cement, it was possible to
develop the most suitable special cement such as quick setting cement and cement for centrifugal
casting.
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INTRODUCTION
Particle size distribution of cement substantially influences various properties of concrete,
such as fluidity, strength and durability during hydration process, including the texture of the
hardened body(1-2'3,4>. Particle size of cement directly affects the rate of hydration. That is,
the smaller is the particle size , the faster is the rate of hydration. However, cement is not a
single mineral, but rather consists of several minerals with different compositions. The rate of
hydration also differes from the kind of mineral. In addition, the grindability of the cement
minerals are generally different from each other. As the mineral composition of cement may become
spontaneously unbalanced during the grinding process, it differes from each particle size
group15,617).

Therefore, it might be possible to determine the properties of cement by both the particle
size distribution and the mineral compositions contained in the particle size groups. This paper
presents (1) how the compositions of each particle size group of the ground clinker vary according
to the kind of clinker and (2) how the properties of cement with same clinker vary according to a
different particle size distribution.

EXPERIMENTS

.

,

Two clinkers were used for the experiments, one is ordinary portland cement(OPC) clinker and
the other is JET clinker containning 25X calcium-fluoro-aluminate phase (C.i tAr-CaFs). A test ball
mill was used to grind JET clinker to a Blaine specific surface area of 5200 (cm2/g) and OPC
clinker to Blaine specific surface area of 5000 (cm2/g) and 3200 (cm2/g). The ground clinkers
were then classified particle size groups by a centrifugal air classifier. These powders were
analyzed chemical compositions by chemical analysis and were measured particle size distribution
by a laser diffraction particle size analyzer. In order to produce cement. JET clinker were
blended with anhydrite to provide the prescribed ratio (50з/А1г0з=1.2 : molar ratio) and OPC
clinker were blended with gypsum. Then cement adjusted particle size distribution were applied to
special cement.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Properties of JET cement with a classified particle size
Table 1 and 2 show chemical and calculated mineral compositions, and Fig. 1 shows the particle
size distribution found in each particle size group of JET clinker powder. SiOa was decreased
with the decrease in the particle size of JET clinker powder, while alkali. А1г0з and 50з were
inversely increased. In the case of JET clinker, it was found that alkali-sulfate was ground most
easily, and CiiAv-CaFs easily, on the other hand, CsS was difficult "to grind.
It is known that CuAvCaFa hydrates rapidly and that it adsorps a lot of the chemical
admixture. Especially, since CnAvCaFs in JET clinker powder, after grinding, gathered into the
fine particle portion, the hydration of JET cement varied greatly depending on the respective
particle size group. Table 3 shows the results of the mortar test of JET cement with a particle
size distribution shown in Fig.1.

Table-1 Chemical compositions of JET clinker powder
Clinker Particle size Ig. los Insol SiOa

J0A
J0B
J0C
J0D
J0E
J0F
J0G
JaH

unclassified
under 1 цт
under 5 цт
5 ~ 8 цт
8 - 12 цт
12 - 18 цт
18 - 30 цт
upper 30 цт

. 0.50
1.95
1.31
0.86
0.69
0.33
0.18
0.18

0.24
0.14
0.25
0.29
0.17
0.11
0.17
0.42

17.87
14. 27
15.07
16.52
18.24
19.30
19.02
17.96

AI2O3 РегОз ' CaO

14.24
18.30
18.49
16.43
14.00
12.50
12.34
13.71

1.65
2.00
1. 91
1.75
1.55
1.40
1.41
1.89

63.22
57.53
59. 50
61.61
63.87
63.85
64.96
63.95

MgO

S03

NasO

K2O

Total

0.68
1.40
0.80
0. 69
0.16
1.12
0.61
0.50

0. 37
1.54
0.92
0. 52
0.37
0.22
0.18
0.25

0.26
0. 42
0. 32
0. 28
0.26
0.25
0.25
0.25

0. 54
1.76
1.08
0.69
0.49
0.40
0.37
0.43

99.57
99. 31
99. 65
99.64
99.80
99.48
99.49
99.54

Table-2 Caluculated ilneral compositions
of JET clinker powder
Clinker

J0A
. J0B
J0C
J0D
J0D
J0F
J0G .
J0H

CaS
(%)
66.4
55.3
56.6
62.1
67.3
65.1
72. 3
69.8

Ci iAt*
CaFa
(X)
25.6
33.2
33.7
29.8
25.2
22.5
22.1
24. 2

C4AF
(X)

5.0
6.1
5.8
5.3
4.3
4.3
4. 3
5.8

R2SO4
(X)
1.59
4. 22
2. 73
1. 92
1.50
1.31
1. 26
1. 37

Particle

size(ttm)

Fig. 1 Particle size distribution of JET clinker powder

R2SO4 : NasS04 + K2SO4

Table-3 Results of mortar tests (JET cement)
Cement Particle size

JA
JC
JE
JG
JI
JJ
JK
JL

unclaasified
under 5 цт
8 - 12 um
18 ~ 30 цт
upper 5 цт
upper 8 цт
upper 12 цт
under 12 цт

Handling
time
(min)

24
2.5
—
420 up
427
301
341
2.5

Compressive Strength

(MPa)

3(h)

6(h)

1(d)

3(d)

7(d) 28(d)

15.0
9.3

16. 7
14.5
0.9
1.0
0. 9
0. 8
—
20. 3

17. 6
28.3
17. 2
15.0
17. 7
17.8
17. 4
30. 6

25.6
29. 7
22.8
22.3
21.8
19. 6
18. 6
32. 8

28.3
32. 3
29. 9
35.0
21. 6
24. 9
24. 9
35. 4

—
—
—
—
—

21. 9

32.1
29.6
37. 4
47. 8
43. 0
38. 2
38. 2
35. 6

It was found that the handling time was reduced when fine particles were excessive. JL of
under 12 ttm particle size developed maximum strength in the initial period. In spite of same
short handling time, JC with finest particle developed lower strength than JL. It was considered
that it was difficult to cast JC. The cement removed fine particles (JE to JK) was developed
lower strength within 6 hours, but higher strength at 28 days than JA. JG with large particle
size developed lower strength at 3 days but higher strength at 7 days than JC. In accordance with
time, strength development of cement with large particle size was greater than that of other
’
almost strength
cements.'
JC and JL developed very high strength 1 atday but did not develop
afterward. In the case of JET cement, the fine
particle (under 5 цт) did not contribute to the
strength development on and after 1 day.

Fig.2 shows rate of heat evolution of the JET
cement. The peak of heat evolution of each cement
was almost revealed at the same time. The cement
which was removed fine particles had small heat of
hydration during the initial period, however, the
rate of heat evolution increased with time as
compared to that of unclassified cement, while the
heat of hydration was about the same as that of
unclassified cement at 12 hours. This results
agreed with that there was little difference in
strength development at 1 day.

024

6

8 10 12

Time(hr.)
Fig.2 Rate of heat evolution of
JET cement

Properties of OPC with a classified particle size

Table 4 and 5 show chemical and caluculated mineral compositions, and Fig.3 shows the
particle size distribution found in each particle size group of OPC clinker. Similar to the
results of the JET clinker, SiOa in OPC clinker was decreased with the decrease in the particle

Table-4

Chemical compositions of OPC clinker powder

Clinker Particle size Ig. los Insol SiOa
unclassified
under 3 urn
3 ~ 8 Mm
8-15 цт
15 ~ 20 мт
20 ~ 30 мт
30 - 45 мт
upper 45 мт

PeA
PbB
PaC
PeD
PbE
PaF
PaG
PaH

Table-5

0. 50
1. 92
0. 57
0.28
0. 22
0. 17
0.19
0.12

0.08
0.10
0.07
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.10

22.20
20. 26
21. 66
22.37
22. 65
22.77
22.84
22.82

AI2O3 РегОз

5.99
5.92
6.13
5.77
5.81
5.90
6.00
6.40

2.87
2.88
2. 98
2.84
2.80
2. 76
2.82
3.00

CaO

MgO

50з

КазО

КгО

Total

64.97
62. 70
65.00
65. 60
65. 70
65. 70
65.40
64.70

1. 59
1. 58
1.62
1.58
1. 58
1.58
1.57
1. 60

0. 73
2.08
0.76
0.50
0.41
0. 38
0.45
0.51

0. 36
0. 63
0.36
0.29
0. 29
0. 29
0. 30
0.33

0. 51
1.59
0. 53
0. 33
0. 27
0. 27
0. 28
0.33

99. 78
99. 66
99. 72
99. 68
99. 72
99. 97
99.99
99.94

Mineral compositions of
OPC clinker powder

Clinker

CsS .

PaA
PaB
PaC
PaD
PbE
PbP
PaG
PaH

49.4
52.3
52. 7
53.1
51.3
50.0
47.2
41.3

C2S

СзА

26.4
19. 7
22. 7
24.3
26. 3
27.7
30.0
34.4

СдАР

Кг80д

8. 7
8. 9
9.1
8. 6
8. 5
8. 4
8. 5
9.1

11.0
11.0
11.2
10.5
10. 6
10.9
11.1
11.9

1.77
4. 38
1. 80
1. 27
1.16
1.16
1.21
1.37

Particle

B2SO4: NaaSOd + K2SO4

size(/zm)

Fig.3 Particle size distribution of
OPC clinker powder

size. On the other hand alkali and SOs were
increased, but the variations in AI2O3 were
not clear. As concern as the grindability of
minerals in OPC clinker, it was found that
alkali-sulfate was ground most easily, and
CsS in OPC clinker was ground more easily
than C2S. Because СзА and СдАР gather mainly
in- the fine and coarse particle portion, such
a clear difference of grindability as that
observed in CsS and C2S could not be
recognized in СзА and СдАР.
Particle

Fig.4
shows
the
particle
size
distribution of cement which was removed fine
particles. Table 6 shows results of motar
tests. These cement were produced from the
Table-6

size(ym)

Fig.4 Particle size distribution of cement
which was removed fine particle

Results of mortar tests (OPC)

Bending Strength / Compressive Strength
Blaine
Flow
(MPa)
of
cement
1 day
3 days
7 days
28days
(cm2/g) (-)

Cement

Particle
size

PA
PC
PD
PE
PF
PG
PH

unclassified
3 ' 8 мт
8 ~ 15 мт
15 - 20 мт
20 ~ 30 мт
30 ' 45 мт
upper 45 мт

3200
————
-- -- —————
——
——

214
114
237
267
252
141
141

3.7/13.6
5. 3/35. 2
2.9/11.6
2. 2/ 8.1
0.0/ 0.0
0.0/ 0.0
0.0/ 0.0

6.4/25.9
5.0/29.2
6.5/34.7
7.4/35.1
4.4/19.9
2. 6/10.1
0.0/ 0.0

7.1/33.0 8. 2/45. 5
5.9/27.6 8.1/41.4
5. 6/40. 8 9.1/51.6
8.3/41.3 10.0/49.6
7.1/31.7 8.6/41.2
4.6/20.4 7.0/32.5
2.1/ 7.0 2.4/14.1

PI
PJ
PK

upper 3 дт
unclassified
upper 3 мт

2800
5000
3200

227
217
261

- / -

5. 3/20. 5
6.0/27.6
6.2/25.7

6.6/27.7
7.2/35.5
7.7/36.0

- ,- -

8.0/42.0
7. 3/47. 2
9. 6/53. 3

OPC clinker that had the particle size distribution shown in Fig. 3 and 4. Th relationsh p was
estieated between the strength developnent and each particle size group in the cement It was
found that the particle size group most closely related with the strength was a.7
1.4 u® at 1
Hav 1 4 - 5 8 ЦЩ at 3 days, and 5.8 ~ 22 n® at 7 and 28 days. The particle size group of upper
30 цш contributed to a small extent to the strength development even at 28 days. The cement which
was adequately removed fine and corase particles developed higher strength on and after 3 days
than the unclassified cement. There was difference in strength development at 3 days beteween PA
and PI which was removed fine particles from PA . That was due to the higher content of the 5.8
22 urn particle size group in Pl. PK which was removed fine particle from PJ developed almost same
strength a 3 days, 6ut higher strength than PJ on and after 7 days. The strength of PK was the
at 28 days In spite of same Blaine surface area'as PA. PK developed higher strength than
PA hIt was considered that PK had fewer particle upper 30 urn than PA and under 3 n® than PJ.

Fig.6 Heat of hydration of OPC

Fig.5 Eate of heat evoluation of OPC
Fig. 5 and 6 show rate of the heat evolution
of hydration of each cement. The heat of
hydration of the 15
30 n® particle size group
(PE and PF) was low during the initial period,
although the heat of hydration at 3 days was
approximately the same as that of unclassified
cement.

Fig. 7 show changeI in the viscosity of the
Time (min.)
were removed fine
<
cement paste. These cement
Fig. 7 Change in viscosity of cement paste
particles from OPC clinker. The fine particles
(under
3 um)
substantially influenced the
viscosity of the cement paste, and the greater the
quantity of the fine particles was. the more noticeable the increase of the viscosity of the paste
was. 1/ is known that fine particle greatly influenced the flow vaUe. However as the results of
value was decreased in
mortar test cement for each particle size group shown in table 6, the
t.._ flow
.
the particle size group of 30 “ 45 дт (PG) and upper 45 цт (PH). In spite of same Blaine as PA,
the flow value of PK was larger than that of PA. The flow value was reduced both in the case of
much fine particles (PC and PJ) and few fine particles (PG and PH).
.
Table-7

Cement

Results of mortar tests (Substitute with fine particles)
Low active Flow
particles
(-)

PA

3200(cm2/g) nothing

MA
MB
MC

fly ash
removed
under 3 дт slag
calcite
from PA

10%
10%
10%

Bending Strength / Compressive Strength
(MPa)

3 days

7 days

28days

91days

220

5.5/22.8

6.8/31.2

8.1/42.1

8.7/47.9

250
252
249

5.7/23.1
6.1/25.8
6.2/29.9

6.7/33.0
7.2/37.4
7.9/39.0

9.0/43.8 10.0/60.8
8.7/46.1 9.7/55.2
9.1/45. 3 10.2/55.9

Properties‘of cement substituted with other particles

It might be possible to produce cement with high fluidity and high strength develonment hv
substituting the fine particles of the cement with low active particles(S-9>. The particle size
fWt^hUiR?vWaSinndnnUSte2d/
addi?8 1/° *-°f fine ParticIes of li»estone (Blaine 15000 cma/g) or
ly ash (Blaine 10000 cm /g ) or slag (Blaine 10000 ci2/g), respectively, to the OPC clinker which
was removed fine particles. As results of mortar test shown in Table 7, both the flow value and
strength development of these cement were greater than those of unclassified cement.
APPLICATION OF CEMENT ADJUSTED PARTICLE SIZE
Quick setting cement
Quick setting cement was produced by using fine particles of JET clinker powder. TJie clinker
of quick setteing cement were JaA for S-l and JbC for S-2, respectively. Table 8 and 9 show mix
proportions and test results of the quick setting cement. This cement set within- 1 minute and
developed the strength of 10 MPa within 10 minutes. I.
It was found that, in apj
spite of less clinker
powder, the setting time and strength development of this quick'seuTng cement
were superior than
commercial one. It might be possible to obtain the cement which offered a better quality by
.
. -j using
the fine particles of JET clinker powder.
Table-8

Mix proportions of
quick setting cement

Cement СГ

S-l
S-2

J bA
JbC

СГ :Clinker
F. A. :Fly Ash

Mix proportions (wt.%)
СГ

An

44
23

11
7

F.A. Sand etc.
11
27

Table-9
Temp.
(°C)

20
14
30 - 13

An:Anhydrite

Cement

5

S-l
S-2

20

S-l
S-2

Test results of quick setting cement

Setting Compressive Strength (MPa)
time
(sec) 10 (m) Kh) 6(h) Kd) 7(d) 28(d)
180
5.0 20. 9 38. 4 44.8 52. 3 59. 6
110
10. 3 18. 5 26. 7 32. 2 46. 3 62.9
55
13.5 19.4 25. 5 46. 7 51. 6 58. 6
50
10.9 18.4 23.1 30.4 35. 5 54.1

Cement for centrifugal casting

Most of the sludge resulting from centrifugal casting was composed of the fine particles. By
removing the fine particles from OPC. the cement was developed which could be applied to
centrifugal casting for concrete pile<10). This cement was produced substituting fine particles

Fig.8 Amount of water and solids in sludge

Fig. 9 Compressive strength during both
steam curing and autoclave curing

with 25% of silica powder (Blaine 4200 c»2/g). Tables 10 to 12.show mix proportion of concrete,
the condition, of centrifugal casting and the curing conditions, respectively. Using the cement
for centrifugal casting, the solids in the sludge were reduced by half as compared with commercial
silica cement (CSC), as shown in Fig.8. Because of the large squeezing water during centrifugal
casting, the water in the sludge increased. Fig.9 shows compressive strength during both steam
curing and autoclave curing. They were greater by approximately 15 % than that of commercial
silica cement because the ratio of water/cement was reduced due to a large squeezing during
centrifugal" casting. Good results were also obtained in another application for Hume concrete
pipe1111
■
■
CONCLUSIONS

-

(1) Due to the differences in the grindability of cement minerals composing the clinker, the
mineral composition of the cement varied with each particle size group of the cement. In
particular, the mineral compositions of faster hydration, such as those of СпАт-СаРг were
easy to grind and were more contained in the fine particle size group. The grindablity of
minerals was different between two clinkers as follows.
JET clinker: Alkali-sulfate > СпАт’СаРг > CüAF > CsS
OPC clinker: Alkali-sulfate > СзА, СдАР, CsS > Сг5
(2) The cement produced by classification differed considerably in the properties of initial
hydration as compared with the cement which had the same mineral composition, but different
particle size distribution.
(3) The fine particles influenced fluidity considerably . The fluidity was reduced when the fine
• particles were excessive or too few. and an optimum value existed.
'
(4) By substituting the fine particles of the cement with the low active particles, cement had a
high fluidity and high strength development.

(5) By adjusting the particle size distribution of cement, it might be possible to develop the
special cement such as quick setting cement and cement for centrifugal casting.
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ABSTARCT

The general essence of cement grinding process is summarized and the sub- cluster

intrinsic equation of cement particle size distribution is derived as the form of
-К* (Uri*w/(l-w)) I (l+ra*(l-w)/w)

Ф/( 1 -Ф)

based on the vague sub-duster theory.Three sub-cluster

parameters with definite physical meaning are obtained and rj * г я /К is defined as the
specific dispersion degree of cement particle size distribution. It is shown that the

compressive strengths of cement paste have a good correlation with the specific dispersion

degree,end the effect of particle size distribution on mechanical properties of cement can
be represented comprehensively by the specific dispersion degree ti *ra/K.

nmtODUCTION

When cement particle size distribution is considered as a structure ll,,to further study
the component regularity and transforming action in its entirety,the origin and formation of
the structure should be investigated so that an internal structure can be found for the
experiential external structure and reconstruct the internal structure with a mathematical
model.This method is essentially a combination of scientific experiment , mathematical
deduction and the structuralism
DERIVATION OF THE SUB-CLUSTER INTRINSIC EQUATION OF CEMENT PARTICLE
SIZE DISTRIBUTION

1. Derivation Prerequisite
Many equations have been proposed to describe the particle size distribut of comminuted
solids .and M.E Asim tel has reviewed these equations in details.lt is not difficult from
Asim's review to find that there are common places among different investigators when each

equation being derived.
(1) A hypothesis was proposed to interpret the mechanisim of crushing breakage based on a

physical model.
(2) Probabilistic method or statistical mechanics was used as mathematical tool for

deriving the equation.
(3) Equations derived by different authors do not take completely the same form.Different
equations are suitable go different situation respectively .that is to say the applicable range
of each equation is cofined to some extent.

Several reasons are responsible for the using restrictivity of the proposed equations.
(1) The proposed physical models do not interpret the mechanisim of crushing breakage
precisely due to the complexity of grinding process.
(2) There is no inevitable relationship between the physical hypothesis and mathematical
tool.and the mathematical tool is applied to the physical model based on a new hypothetical

prerequisite.
(3) Only the crushing action extered on minerals by external forces has been considered,
and the resistance of minerals to the crushing of external forces to maintain the structure
integrity of minetai crystal lattice was neglected.

Why should the resisting action be taken into consideration? We can make an ideally limit
hypothesis that some mineral particles do not have any resisting action on the crushing of
external forces, i.e. these minerals particles may coollapse at the first encounter,then it is
not difficult to imagine that when this kind of minerals being crushed.they will be broken
down to powders with identical size ,it will be meaningless to study the particle size
distribution.So the distribution equations derived when the resisting action of minerals being
neglected will not be used widely .

Therefore, to derive a widely applicable equation

for

cement particle size distribution.

several queetions should be taken into consideration as follows.
(1)The physical model adopted should reflect the general essence of cement grinding process.
(2) A mathematical method corresponding to the physical model should be used as deriving
tool.No mathematical tool should be imposed on the physical prerequisite.
(3)The distribution equation derived should be fitted to experimenntal curves to exatnine
the applicability of the equation .

The authors proposed that the essence of cement grinding process is an inter-competition
movement between the crushing action of external forces and the resisting action of minerals, a
certain particle size distribution is corresponding to a relative competition balance between
the both actions to a certain extent.

2. Derivation process

'

In above discussion,the general essences of cement grinding process has been abstracted
as an inter-competition movement between the crushing action of external forces and the
resisting action of minerals.For the sake of convenience and image, these two attract
factors should be specified-be*reduced*or*materialized*a8 two kind of primary particles,i.e.
two kind of partucular principles.A primary рагйс1е(Фя) being less than a hypothetical
diameter (Фо)1в introduced to represente the crushing action of external forces and another
primary particle (Ф1) being being larger than Фо reprerent the resisting action-of minerals.

It is supposed that sum total of all primary particles in a cement systen be N,the amount
о£Фт primary particles(principles) in the
particle (sub-cluster) of number i be A*,
the amount of Ф s primary particler
(principles) in the particle(eub - cluster)
of number j is Aj ,
the amount of
particles in which the amount of Фг
principles is
be L , the amount of
particles in which the amount of Фя
principles is A j be lj , the amount of
particles containing Фг principles be öi
the amount of particles containting Фя
principles be 6 я. Then the sub- cluster
model of cement particles can be obtained
as figure 1.

Fig. 1 The sub-cluster model of
cement particles
It is also supposed that the probability of Ф1 principles getting into a certain
particle be P* and the probability of Фя principles getting into a certain particle be Ря.
Then it can be obtained based on the vague sub-cluster theory
that

Г SAJi +EAj1j-N1-N2-0
1 i
j
t-Sli-öt-O, Slj-бИ)
(1)

where N1 ie the sum total of Ф1 principles and N2 of the Фя principles. Meanwhile, the total
probability of the system can be written as

Q-Pl (SAiL-Sli)» P2 (SAjlj-SlXl-PlJSL* (l-P2)5Jlj* (EL)!*
i
i
mVtniJ)* (Л!,!)
j
i
j

j

j

i

j

i
(2)

Because any objective cybotactic group will have the most probable distribution form when
it is in a relatively steady state under a certain condition, the most probable average
cybotactic degrees of Ф1,Фа principles in each sub-cluster can be obtained by means of
Lagrange's method of indeterminatee multipliers as follows.

fXx-l/d-Pl)
'‘ä8-1/(1-P2)

(3)

Let's take the following four kinds of cybotactic competition actions into consideration.
(1) The self-clustering action of Ф1(>Ф0) principles! determined by the intrinsic
character of mineral structure)

(2) The inter-action between Ф1(>Ф$) principles and Ф8(<Фо) principles(i.e.the inter
action of resisting-crushing)

(3) The inter-action between Фя principles and Ф1 principles(i.e.the inter-action of
crushing-resisting)

(4) The self-clustering action of Фя principles (determined by the external mechanical
energy)

®+ ®

Above-mention«! clustering action is essentially a quasi-chemical reaction process, so
following chemical kinetics equations can be founded.
Vn-K11[N11 [Nil, V12-K12[N1HN2]
V21-K2HN2] [NIL V22-K22[N2HN2]

then
Pl-Vn/(VlHV12)-Kn[Nl][Nl]/(Kn[Nl][Nl]+K12[Nl][N2])
(4)
P2-V22/(V22+V21)-K22[N2) [N2]/(K22[N2] [N2]+K21[N2] [Nl])
(6)
where both K12[N1][N2] and K21[N2][N1] reflect the inter- action between crushing and
resist ing.these two kinds of inter-actions should have the same action velocity,i.e.
K12[N1][N2]-K21[N2][N1]
Substituting P1,P2 in formula (3) with formula (4) and (6),it can be shown that
f "Tt -l/(l-Pl)-l+Kn[Nl]/K12[N2]
*-'Xa-1/(1-P2)-1+K22[N2]/K21[N1]
Let ri be equal to K11/K12 and гя to K22/K21,then
/■Xx -l+r1[Nl]/[N2]
-Urje[N2]/[Nl]
In addition
Wx-N 1/(N 1+N 2),We-N 2/(N 1+N 2)-l-wx
where w is the weight fraction or quantity fraction of a principles in sub-clusters.

Under a certain technology condition, weight increase of a particle means the increase of
primary partides ( principles) in the particle , and the partide size will change
correspondingly,i.e. A =< Ф, so
Ф'-ТхКТ-К! (l+rxwi/(l-wx))
Ф"-ТяК2-К2 (l+ra(l-wx)/wx)
Let К be equal to Kl/K2,i.e.K-Kl/K2,then
Ф'/Ф""К (14-rxWx/(l-Wx)) I (l+ra(l-Wx)/wx)
(7)

Because the average cybotactic degree of complete sub-dusters is contributed by Tx and
A when the minimum cybotactic degree Фт1п and the maximum Фтах are known already,
the average cybotactic degree can be written as the form of
Ф-К1Л1Фтах/(К1Л1НС2Л я)+К2ЛяФ1шп/(К1Л1+К2Аа)
So (Ф-Фт1п)/(Фтах-Ф)-К1Лх/К2Л?я
(8)
It is made known from formulae (7) and (8) that
■
(ф-Фтт)/(Фтах-Ф)-К*(1+^/(1^)) (l+ra(l-w)/w)
(9)
When data of normalized particle size distribytion is adopted, the sub- clustir euqation of
cement particle size distribution is obtained as the form of
Ф/(1-Ф)-к* (l+rxw/(l-w)) I (l+refl-wl/w)
(10)
where Ф represents a normalized particle size ,w is the weight percent corresponding to the
normalized particle size ,К,Гх,гя,аге the related sub- cluster parameters. Because above
distribution equation has reflected the essential characteristics of cement grinding procesa
in the most general sense .the authors define formula ( 10) as the sub- cluster intrinsic
equation of cement particle size distribution.
DISCUSSIONS
1.Physical meaning of the sub-duster parameters

There are three sub-cluster parameters K,rx.ra in the distribution equation.
It
is
made known from the precondition and process of equation derivation that all these

parameters have definite physical meaning .Г1-К11/ К 22, where К11 is determined by the
aaeential character of minerals .for a given cement, К11 can be considered as a constant. К12
is determined by the resisting action of particles vs external forces.At the initial period
of grinding, particle sizes are larger, resisting action is relatively less,во value of ri
should be larger.At the later period .particle sizes become smaller.resisting action become

strengthening relatively,so rT should be smaller .

r2-К 22/К 21,where К 22 is determined by external mechanical energy,under the condition .
of continuously stable manufacture k22 can be considered as a constantlt is known from K12[
N1][N2]-K21[N2][N1] that the larger(smaller) the K12, the largerfsmaller) the К21. Thus
at the initial period of grinding .the value of ra is larger ,and at later,r2 is smaller.

Therefore.the smaller the rT and ra or ri*ra
particle size disdtribution.

the better the homogeneity of cement

The physical meaning of К can be known from the following boundary condition. When
ri-*o,r2-*o,the sub-cluster intrinsic equation will take the form of К-(Ф-Фтш)/(Фпш1-Ф).
It is made clear that the larger the value of К .the larger the Ф.8о the value of К reflects
the total average level of cement particle size distribution.
2. Detemination of the sub-cluster parameters
Tn order to examin the applicablity of the distribution equation,claesified cements are
mixed uniformly in different ratio. Particle size distributions of above cements are measured
by photo-elextric settlement analysis. The results are given as a form of normalized particle
size distribution curves(see fig.2)
In formula (10),let Ф/(1-Ф)=¥^/(1^)=ХЛЬеп
Y-K»a+r1X)/04r2/X)
Putting above formula in order,
(К-¥)/КХ-(гяУ/КХ“)-Г1
(П)
Formula (11) is essentially a linear equation and the change of К will result in the change of
linear relationship.The optimal value of К
should enable formula ( 11) to have the
best linear relationship,!, e. the linear
correlative coefficient to reach the
maximum.So the values of K,rl, r2 can be
calculated by linear regression analysis
based on the actually measured data (fig.2).
The results are given in table 1. The
fitness of theoretical equation for
actually measured curves is also shown in

fig.2.

Fig.2 Normalized. particle size
distribution curves of cements
-curves by actual measurement
..points by theoretical calculation

Feng Xiuji and Zhao Fei

3. Relationship Between Sub-clueter Parameters and Mechanical Properties of Cements.
Many different equations have been proposed for cement particle size distribution.but few
have disclosed the relationship between distribution parameters and cement properties. The
authors have measured the compressive strengths from 1 to 28 days of net paste mini

-specimens of cements given in table l.The results are given in table 2.
Table 1 The sub-cluster parameters of cement with different particle size distributions

No.

К

1
2
3
4
6
6

0.585
0.266
0.165
0.125
0.073
0.063

Г1

2.160
2.036
1.849
1.678
1.661
1.575

Table 2 Strength development of

Ге

6.489
2.957
1.634
1.182
0.685
0.636

Г1*гя/К

23.360
22.719
18.310
15.867
15.586
15.410

cements with

different particle size distributions

(corresponding to table 1)

NO

Id

1
2
3
4
5
6

Compressive
3d

25.5
29.9
31.4
32.3
33.3
34.3

50.5
51.0
53.4
63.9
54.9
55.4

strength (MPa)
28d
7d
63.2
66.6
67.1
72.0
76.4
81.3

75.5
74.5
76.0
81.3
86.3
94.6

Curves of sub-cluster parameters vs compressive strengths are drawn in fig.3-fig.6.It is
made known from the figures that all the compressive strengths at different hydration ages
have a good correlation with ri*ra/K,the larger the r^ra/K.the smaller the strength value.
Then for a cement with definite chemical composition ,it is possible to forecast its strength
development by calculating the sub-cluster parameters.lt is known from the physical meaning
of sub-cluster parameters that the larger the ti*ra,the poorer the homogeneity of partical
size distribution.and the value of К reflects the total average level of particle size
distribution.So the authors define ri*ra/K as the specific dispersion degree of cement
particle size distribution.Therefore the effect of particle size distribution on mechanical
properties of cement can be represented comprehensively by the specific dispersion degree r^

*гя/К.
CONCLUSIONS

■

CO

Fig.3 The sub-cluster parameters
vs Id compressive strength

Fig.4 The sub-cluster parameters
vs 3d compressive strength
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Fig.5 The sub-cluster parameters
vs 7d compressive strength

Fig.6 The sub-cluster parameters
vs 28d compressive strength

(1) The general eeeence of the cement of the cement grinding process is summarized as an inter
-xxMnpetition movement between the crushing action of external forces and the resisting
action of minerals.The particle size distribution corresponds to the relative competition
between the two actions.
(2) The sub-cluster intrinsic equation of cement particle size distribution is derived as the
form of Ф/(1-Ф)-К* (l+riw/(l-w)) / (l+ra(l-w)/w) based on the vague sub-cluster theory.
Three sub-cluster parameters with definite physical meaning are obtained and r!*ra/K is
defined as the specific dispersion degree of cement partical size distribution.
(3) Compressive strengths of cement paste at different hydration periods all have a good
correlation with the specific dispersion degree r^re/K.the effect of particle size distribution
on mechanical properties of cement can be represented comprehensively
by the specific
dispersion degree ri*rs/K.
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SUMMARY

Since the introduction of superplasticizers in concrete technology,
two particular problems have been noticed:
the first one
is the possi
bility of absorption of the product in the aggregate porosity,
the sec
ond one is the effect of the addition time on the fluidifying action. In
order to overcome these problems a special cement,
to which the admix
ture is added in the cement factory,
has been produced at one Italian
plant.
In this paper the characteristics and the performances of this
cement are described.

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of superplasticizing admixtures has greatly changed the con
crete practice in many countries,
due to the great benefits attainable
with their use, in terms of performances, reliability and econonomy.

One problem arising with the use of superplasticizing admixtures is
the variability of the effects,
as a function of the time of addition to
the mix. A second interesting aspect is that the effect of the superplas
ticizers is believed to be essentially due to adsorption phenomena on the
cement particles surface,
while the admixture absorbed by the porosity of
aggregate particles or adsorbed on it should be ineffective:
it could be
supposed that a previous adsorption, limited to the cement surface, should
minimize the aggregate influence.
In order to reduce the above mentioned variability and
to increase
the performance of the admixture, the possibility of a direct addition to
the cement,
instead of the usual addition in the concrete mix,
has been
studied and a research
has been conducted since about 3 years ago. The
results obtained in the laboratory were satisfactory and after some expe
rience with a pilot plant,
an industrial production at one Italian cement
plant is now regularly carried on.
In this paper some information is given on the production, perform
ances and applications of this special Super Plasticized Cement (SPC).
2. ADVANTAGES TO FORESEE FROM A SPC
As above outlined, two advantages could be foreseen in using a super
plasticized cement.

2.1 Reduced effect of the addition time
The effect of a superplasticizer on the rheological properties of the
cementitious mixes,
normally depends on the time of addition,
in the
presence of water.

This effect has been observed both in laboratory tests and in indus
trial practice,
on cement pastes and on concrete.
For concrete mixes in
industrial practice,
Kasami and coworkers
(1)
for example,
found a re
markable increase of slump and slump increment; Collepardi and coworkers
(2),
examined the effect of an immediate or delayed addition of a sul
phonated naphtalene formaldehyde polymer to cement pastes, and found a re
markable effect on their fluidity as measured by means of the minislump
test.
To underline the unpredictability of the results,
it is worth men
tioning that in at least one case the opposite effect (reduced workability
for delayed addition) has been claimed (3).

In the industrial practice the addition time can be the very first
moment of the contact of the cement with water (as when the admixture is
contained in the latter),
or it can be quite longer,
since the admixture
producers,
to obtain the best performances of the product, sometimes ask
the user to delay the addition to the mix,
after that all or the greater
part of the required mixing water has been added and the concrete has been
thoroughly mixed. In some cases, the admixture is added in the truck mixer
at the job site, a long time after the water addition.

The dependence of the effect of the superplasticizer on the time of
addition,
in some cases can be certainly objectionable:
it means indeed
that,
expecially when a strict control of the timing of concreting opera
tions is not possible, " the effect of the superplasticizer is not always
and not completely predictable; in turn this can lead to variations of the
w/c ratio in attempting to mantain the slump at the prefixed value.
2.2 Effect of the adsorption
The second reason for trying to develop a SPC is the fact, commonly
accepted,
that the fluidifying effect of the superplasticizers is associ
ated to adsorption phenomena on the surface of the’ cement particles. It
could be supposed that if,
due to the production process,
the polymer is
already adsorbed on the cement surface when the cement comes into contact
with water,
and if moreover for the same reason the polymer is not or is
less adsorbed/absorbed by the aggregates,
the fluidifying effect should
increase.
It could be objected to this last point,
that this is a very simpli
fied way of
looking at the phenomenon: many parameters indeed have been
taken into account to explain the action of the superplasticizers; among
those the most significant could be the amount of adsorption on the indi
vidual phases,
anhydrous and hydrated.
According to Ramachandran (4) for
example,
the admixture is greatly adsorbed by C3A and СЗА-gypsum mixture,
leaving only small amounts for the dispersion of the silicate phases. By
late addition the admixture is
less adsorbed,
and more of it is left in
solution for dipersing the silicate phases.

Another way of reasoning is that the addition of the admixture to the
cement could be seen as a slightly delayed addition in concrete, since its
presence as a dispersion of solid particles does not imply immediate ap
pearance in solution and the possibility , of immediate
action; on the
contrary a certain amount of time is required for the solubilization of
the product.
3.

PRODUCTION OF A SUPERPLASTICIZED CEMENT

On the basis of the preceding considerations a study has been carried
out since 1988,
in cooperation with an admixture producer,
with the task
of producing a cement containing the admixture since, its production in the
cement factory.

The first attempts were based on the addition of a normal sulfonated
naphtalene
superplasticizer solution to the cement,
during the final
grinding. The results so obtained, even if encouraging, were not satisfac
tory,
both for the fluidifying effect and for the duration of the effect.
Only the availability of a purposely made admixture (again of the sul
fonated naphtalene type),
gave the possibility of reaching good perform
ances of the product. Also the way of mixing the admixture with the cement
has a marked effect on tho^e performances and required the set up of a
special stage in the production.
In this way a pilot plant and then a full scale plant for the produc
tion of the cement have been set up and today a regular industrial produc
tion is carried out.

4. PROPERTIES OF THE SUPERPLASTICIZED CEMENT
4.1 Standard tests

The base cement for the SPC produced so far,
is a portland cement
(PD) , of the Italian type "525" (a rapid hardenig cement, having a crush
ing strength higher than 52.5 MPa at 28 days). This type was selected
since the SPC was meant to have high performances,
in view of an initial
test utilization in precast and prestressed concrete elements; other types
of cement can of course be used.
In table 1 . SPC typical characteristics and performances are given,
in comparison with those measured on the "parent"' portland cement (both
according to Italian standards).
It can b.e observed that the performances
of the two cements are practically the same;
if tested on the basis of a
constant water/cement ratio this holds for the compressive strength too.
On the contrary, when tested on the basis of the same flowability the SPC,
requiring about 25 % less water, gives compressive strengths quite higher
than the PC.
Cement

SSB, cm2/g

030

Retained at 40^m,% .4

3 980

100 -

.2

L.O.I. %

1.75

.6

Insoluble, %

141

3.41

SOs

330

3.35

C1S (clinker)

56.2

CzS

19.7

СзА

7.7

CiAF

9.4

Paste water dem^ % 25.6
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Rci, MPa

26.4

24.2

38.9

Кез, MPa

44.1

443

67.0

Re?, MPa

533

52.0

81.0

Rc2s,MPa

64.0

62.9

953

Rfzs, MPa

8.8

7.1

12.4
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Fig. 1 - Adsorbticn and minisltnp tests.

Tab. 1 - Characteristics of the cements.

4.2 Minislump and absorption tests
In order to obtain some indications on the adsorption phenomena,
tests of polymer adsorption and of minislump were performed., For all the
tests, the same cement sartiple was used, and three ways of addition:

-

addition of the special admixture (SpAD)
pilot plant (SPC sample),

-

addition of the same admixture (SpAD), but added together with the
mixing water (SpAD sample),

-

addition with the mixing water of a superplasticizing admixture
(AD) having very high performance, commonly used for concrete (AD
sample).

to the dry cement in the
'

As abovesaid,
all the admixtures were based on-sulfonated naphtalene
polimers, and the same quantity was added (1.8 % by weigth of cement).

The minislump (6)
tests were performed by energic mixing of the ce
ment with 35% by weight of water (or water + admixture), for periods of
time of 20,
120 and 300" and measuring the pat area immediately after the
end of the mixing.
In the same samples,
part of the mix was used for separating the so
lution by . filtration and measuring the concentration of the polymer, by
means of UV absorption spectrometry.

The concentration of the polymer in the solution has been plotted in
fig.l as a percentage of the polymer initially present in the paste; the
proportion of polymer adsorbed on the cement can be evaluated by differ
ence. The test for the concentration of the admixture in solution was also
performed at "zero time";
this means that water
(in the case of SPC) or
admixture in water, was passed through the cement, directly over a filter
ing device.

In fig.
sented.

1

results of the

adsorption and

minislump tests are pre

The adsorption results indicate that both SpAD and AD are adsorbed
until a not Very different percentage of the admixture initially present
has been dissolved in the contact solution; the SPC cement releases a high
proportion of the polymer to the solution, so that at 300" the concentra
tion is the highest, but similar to those already found in the former cas
es.

The minislump results indicate that the SpAD admixture . added to the
cement with the mixing water (immediate addition)
is equivalent to the AD
admixture at 20" and
slightly less effective in the same conditions at
later times; . the SPC, containing the SpAD admixture shows higher fluidity
at 20" and is more fluid also at later times.
It can be observed that in a quite short period of stirring, the flu
idifying admixture reaches its full effect in all cases;
in this period
the mean concentration of polymer in solution is quite low for the SPC,
having the highest fluidity, because it goes from 7 to 40% of the quantity
initially present;
on the contrary the concentration of polymer in solu
tion in this period is the highest for SpAD and AD.
The fact that the
full effect of the polymer is reached for a high concentration of polymer
in solution (SpAD and Ad)
in one case, and for a low concentration in the
other case, could be explained in two ways:

-

the polymer in the SPC can really be effective because of the ad
sorption on the cement particles during the production process.

-

addition of the special admixture (SpAD)
pilot plant (SPC sample),

to the dry cement in the

addition of the same admixture (SpAD), but added together with the
mixing water (SpAD sample),
—

addition with the mixing water of a superplasticizing admixture
(AD) having very high performance, commonly used for concrete (AD
sample).

As abovesaid,
all the admixtures were based on sulfonated naphtalene
polimers, and the same quantity was added (1.8 % by weigth of cement).

The minislump (6)
tests were performed by energic mixing of the ce
ment with 35% by weight of water (or water + admixture), for periods of
time of 20,
120 and 300" and measuring the pat area immediately after the
end of the mixing.
In the same samples, part of the mix was used for separating the so
lution by filtration and measuring the concentration of the polymer, by
means of UV absorption spectrometry.
The concentration of the polymer in the solution has been plotted in
fiq.l as a percentage of the polymer initially present in the paste; the
proportion of polymer adsorbed on the cement can be evaluated by differ
ence. The test for the concentration of the admixture in solution was also
performed at "zero time";
this means that water
(in the case of SPC) or
admixture in water, was passed through the cement, directly ever a filter
ing device.

In fig.
sented.

1

results of the

adsorption and

minislump tests are pre

The adsorption results indicate that both SpAD and AD are adsorbed
until a not very different percentage of the admixture initially-present
has been dissolved in the contact solution; the SPC cement releases a high
proportion-of the polymer to the solution, so that at 300" the concentra
tion is the highest, but similar to those already found in the former cas
es.
The minislump results indicate that the SpAD admixture added to the
cement with the'mixing water (immediate addition)
is equivalent to the AD
admixture at 20" and
slightly less effective in the same conditions at
later times;
the SPC, containing the SpAD admixture shows higher fluidity
at 20" and is more fluid also at later times.

It can be observed that in a quite short period of stirring, the flu
idifying admixture reaches its full effect
in all cases;
in this period
the mean concentration of polymer in solution is quite low for the SPC,
having the highest fluidity, because it goes from 7 to 40% of the quantity
initially present;
on the contrary the concentration of polymer in solu
tion in this period is the highest for SpAD and AD.
The fact that the
full effect of the polymer is reached for a high concentration of polymer
in solution (SpAD and Ad)
in one case, and for a low concentration in the
other case, could be explained in two ways:

-

the polymer in the SPC can really be effective because of the ad
sorption on the cement particles during the production process,

In both the figures,
the regression line (continuous)
and the 95%
confidence interval (dashes) for the regression line have been traced. It
can be observed that the interval is about twice for the PD 525 concretes.
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Even if the SPC is already used in precast concrete elements produc
tion, homogeneus statistical data are not yet available.
6. CONCLUSION
Industrial production and laboratory testing confirm the advantages
of the use of a special cement, containing a superplasticizer added in the
cement factory,
essentially in reducing the variability of strenght, and
in improving the reliability of the concrete.
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SUMMARY

The paper present the possibility to obtain low firing
temperature clinkers from available raw materials, in presence of small
sulphate admixtures without lowering the physical-mechanical properties
of the resulting cements and simultaneously with good whitnees. Burning
ability of the synthesised masses as well as the compositional modifi
cation , whitnees and mechanical strengths of the cements
were
determined.

RESUME

Dans cette oeuvre 11 s’agit de la possibility'd*obtenir
quelques clinkers d’une base tempdrature, de matibre premibre
usuelle, en prSsence d’un rdduit supplement des sulfates, sans agraver
les propridtes physiques et mdaniques des ciments r6sult6s et
simultan6ment avec un bon degrS de blanc des oes ciments.

ISTRODUCTIOH
The energy-saving fahricatien of the white Belitio Portland cement
clinkers with satisfactory compressive strengths (above 3o MPa after
28 hardening days) and simultaneoasly with good whitness from easly
available materials, as limestone bentonite and tuff is very interes
ting for the present binding materials industry /1-7/• Small additions
(5%) ©;f MeSO, (Me = Ca , Mg2* Ba*2*) may induce, some positive modifioätions both upon the burning ability, as well as, upon the bin
ding properties of the resulted cements. Concomitently the whitneSs of
the samples with sulphate admixtures is appreciably improved in
comparison with that of the reference sample, especially for samples
quenched in water or in three ethanol-amine water solutions.
BXPBRIMEHTAL

A series of laboratory clinkers have been prepared from usual raw
materials, characterized by reduced Feg^ content (Table 1). The raw
materials mixtures for clinkers which have lime saturation factors
of 8o, 85 and 87, have been finely ground (under 63 Jim) and than
pelletized (about lo MPa) and fired in an electric furnace at 1,3@6
1,33©* and 1,350° for 3o minutes. Than these clinkers were quenched in
various mediums (water and three ethanol amine water solutions, 2%
TEA). Clinkers were ground without gypsum to a specific surface area
of 35@ m2/kg /8/.
Table 1. Chemical composition of raw materials
и
и Raw materials
Al pO
Fe gO
Si02
GaO
и
it
S» 2S S. —* «S5
Us St SS S S SS SS S ” S S IE 3E.SS
II
0.28
0.04
54.92
gLimestone
@.42
11.10
27.04
О.64
50.09
HBentonite
11.91
0.87
4.54
67.98
gTuff
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■* ww

MgO
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0.61
1.41
1.06
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Oxide, %
Me2Ox L.I.
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0.45
4.51
3.69

43.19
10.41
9.32

Obs. Mer,© «= Na-0 + K«0
SO^ content is under @.3 % for each raw materials.

The hnrning behaviour and the mineralogical composition of the synthe
sized masses have been followed by chemical, XRD, and SEM analyses
The physical-mechanical properties of the cements have been determined
by standard testing methods.
RESULTS.

The free lime content of all samples with sulphate admixtures
evidences good clinkerization ability in comparison with that of
the reference samples, even for 1,300 C burning temperature (Table 2>
'The free lime content of the samples is not appreciably influenced by
the nature of the quenched mediums. It was observed that, for
water quenched samples, their free lime content was greater with 0.G5
to 0.15 % in comparison with the samples quenched in the three ethanffl.
amine solution.
For all that, the mineralogical composition of the clinkers
with
«пл without sulphate admixtures is influenced by the nature of the
quenched medium. As expected, the increase of the synthesis temperature

Table 2« Free lime, %, for TEA water solution quenched samples.
lF==============i==^=
; = = = = = = = = = == = = S= = =e = = = = = = z== = S= = = = S=== = = = = = = = = =fl
Firing temperature,
u/3o minutes.
||
nSamples
MeSO.
Si Ho.
(5%)4
1.5ÖÖ______
1,350
1,350
1
**■
*
■
S3
3S
35
—
li A
1.440
1.115
0.753
О.О36
0.293
0.545
Il AMg
MgSO^
II ACa
CaSO4
0.410
0.790
0.092
it
0.132
0.867
0.499
II ABa
BaS04
—II
и ....... . ........
II
1.790
0.876
1.313
II
II ®
II
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Mgso
и
I.092
0.161
0.635
II
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CaS04
11
0.582
0.867
1.173
II
II
j1
BBa________ BaS04
II
1.250
0.611
0.937
a*

II
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C
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Mgso4

II
CnQ
CaSO.
и
Ca
4
!!___%________ BaB24.

1.990
1.330
I.650
1.700

n**

*w

1.458
0.789
0.999
1.200

Ohs. A,B,C - reference clinkers with SK= 80, 85

6.953
0.260
0.728
0.759

■

and 87.

or of the SK, determine the
increase of the content of the
well crystallized silicate com
pounds (C3S+C2S). Simultaneously
in the clinkers with sulphate
admixtures (Fig.l), the
XRD
data show a maximum line
at
3.72 - 3.76 X attributed to
the sulphate aluminate compound
(C3A3MeSO4) formation
/4,7/.
Figure 1 show only the mean
values of the relative
inten
sity corresponding to the sul
phoaluminate compound in water
quenched clinkers.
The SEM images
«show
that the iron ions (as Fe“5+)
distribution in the clinkers is
modified both by the
cooling
medium and the presence
of
the sulphate admixtures (Fig.2)
especially MgSO^. It
may
be
remarked an irregular
distri
bution of the iron ions
for
water quenched samples in com
parison with three ethanol
amine water solution quenched
samples. Also, the
MgSO4
presence determines a
low
ering of the iron
ions
of clinkers. The same behaviour

Fig.l Relative
intensity
vs.
temperature: а)-(СзЗ+С23);
ЬЭ-СзАзМеЗОд, for Д В, A
clinkers (1,2,3).

II
II
II
II
II
11
H
tl
II
II
II

Fig.2 SEM Images (5000x) and Fe^+ distribution of the
pi 1 nkp.r quenched in water (a,b) and in J*®*"
. solution (d.e)5 same for
clinker quenched
in water (c) and in TEA waT?r solution Qf)» . .

are observed in presence of other sulphate admixtures, as^calcium

sul-

samples '-------------quenched samples (Fig.3)*
_
in tTEA
„
compressive strengths of ^e-Sampleaquenched
The
with
“
'
5%*'
sulphate
admixture
■
are _
solution, especially .for those r.---- -• „ . relatively good and they - are very sood in presence^■ ' of 5% ' of
80 У$ which
barium sulphate, evan for cements with small SK ISK
was fired at l,3eO°C (see Table 3).
•. . 1
Гог water quenched samples, the compressive mechanical .strengths
are within^ 2 to 5 MPa lower than those for tea water soxu
Son vested samples. Generally, the:
Ы havw
r*»nl
tad
cements
are
good,
especially
for
those
dimcers
wnicn
tb! lime s^uiaJlon Lctfrs ’в5 ₽or 87. But.^
‘"Ihe nave
consideration the nature of the sulphate admixtures and
ш
quenched meidum. . '
1

Table 3» Compressive strength
. at 28 days,
MPa.
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Obs.-specific surface area of
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Pig.3 Whitness vs. cation radius of
the sulphate admixtures ( on
ordinate, conventionally W, %,
for reference clinkers).

CONCLUSIOKS.
White belitic portland cements can be prepared from usual cheap
raw materials in presence of the sulphate admixtures. The nature of
the sulphates as well as the quenching medium play an
important
role upon the physical-mechanical properties of cements.
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ABSTRACT

Bellte synthesised at 1623K was ground in a vibration mill for 1 — 70 hours. The variations of

mechanochemical properties of the samples,such as particle size distribution;crystal structure;relative lat
tice strain,surface characteristic and early hydration activity,were studied.
The results show that the grinding would cause the particle size to decrease within 3Oh, when the
grinding is beyond 3Oh;however,the particle size would be increased. The grinding could also lead the

crystal unit cell dimension of belite to change and the crystallinity to descend. With the prolonging of
grinding time,both the lattice strain and the early hydration activity were increased greatly. Besides,the
technique of inverse gas chromatography (IGC) was used to analyse the surface free energy of the sam

ples. It is concluded that the London—dispersive component and the Polar component increase continuous

ly with grinding,and then decrease when the grinding time is over 30h. The results also indicate that the
grinding may greatly raise the compressive strength of belite paste. Therefore, the mechanochemical acti

vation is an efficient method of increasing the hydration activity of belite.

. Is) <£1Д

INTRODUCTION

area due to the effect of mechanical force. At the
same time,the phenomenon of lattice distortion,
amorphous state and the increasing of surface free
energy of crystal particles may also be produced
because of the accumulation of energy,which in
turn will lead to changes in physicochemical prop
erties, such as adsorption,wetting,adhesion etc..
These changes in the structure and the physico
chemical properties of material arising from the
mechanical effect are benificial to heighten the re
activity. With the advancing of grinding tech
nique, more and more highly efficient grinding
mills would be manufactured and this would make
it much more economical and practical for us to
prepare fine materials. Therefore,it is possible to
activate belite by the method of mechahochem
isty, and so, in this article, a series of physico
chemical changes of beUte because of the effect of
mechanical force were studied using the theory of
mechanochemistry.

The cements composed mainly of C2S could
be more economical of energy consumption than
the ordinary portland cements containing large
fraction of C3S,and it could be superior when used
in the form of their hydration products. Since the
introduction of an additional mole of CaO (in C3S
Vs C2S) consumes much energy and yields little
increase in strength, the hydration of C2S, how
ever , proceeds more slowly than that of CsS^- $
therefore,how to increase the early hydration ac
tivity of belite has been becoming one of the most
intreasting projects, and many studies have been
made about the synthesis of reactive C2S previous
ly „ D. M. Roymprepared a kind of reactive ßCsS
by spray — drying technique ;R. Struillou etc. , ^3-*
however, synthesised ßC-S by burning the homoge
neous mixture of Ca(NOs)2and SiOjat 1023K,for
Ca( N03)2^111 decompose at this temperture and
the reaction between CaO and SiC>2
is very
experimental
rapid, they found the hydration activity of the
1. Synthesis of belite
ßCaS obtained is much higher than that of ßCäS
The synthetic mineral belite is prepared with
formed in OPC. An active ЗСгЗ has also been syn
analytical reagents in an electric furnace, the
thesised through a new technique by Yang Nauru,
chemical composition of the resulting belite is
e,a mixture of CaO and aerosil with CaO/SiO2
i.
shown in Table 1.
ratio equalled to 2 was first subjected to hy
The mixed raw meal is burnt in the furnace
drothermal treatment at about 373K and then
at 1623K for 1 h and then cooled rapidly in air,
burnt at a temperture not higher than 1123K
the content of free lime in the sample is 0. 15%
without adding stabilizer,they found the compres
wt.
sive strength at 14—days hydration was 10 times
Table 1 Chemical composition of belite
that of ordinary ßCsS. Meanwhile,it was verified
Composition CaO SiOi BtO, BaO P1O»
that adding some minor components to the raw
Content % wt. 62. 12 34.88 0. 5 2. 0 0-5
mix of C2S is helpful in increasing the activity of
ßCgS. I. Jelenic etc.Es] studied the hydration of
2. Grinding conditions
ВгОз — stabilized a and ß modifications of CzS,
The samples were ground in a vibration mill
then David. L. Kanto etc.[6] investigated the hy
with Ф15. Ф10,Ф5тт steel balls as grinding me
dration of various ßCzS preparations $ and P. Firens
dia for different times,see Table2,vibration am
etc. ^researched the nature and concentration ef
plitude of the mill is 3mm, vibration frequency is
fect of stabilizing elements of ßC2S on its hydra
1500 times/minjthe weight ratio of grinding me
tion rate,they also studied the effect of synthesis
dia to sample is 2. 5.
temperture and cooling conditions of ßC2S on its
Table 2 Grinding time of samples
hydration rate previously^,J. Stark etc. »howev
er »conducted much work about the research of ac
A, As Лю Азо A30 A,o A?o
Sample
tive belite cement0-111, other investigators also did
5 10 20 30 40 70
many studies on these aspects,but only a few re
Grinding time,h 1
ports about the effect of grinding on the hydration
activity of clinker or clinker minerals could be
experimental results
found.1:12-131, As we know,the apperent changes
1. Particle size distribution
of materials in grinding process are the micro
All samples were dispersed by ultrasonic
miniaturization and the rise of specific surface

waves before being mearsured and the particle size
distributions of sample Aj, As, AZo, A3o, A« were
analysed, (see Table 3).
ТаЫеЗ. Particle size distributions of samples
Cumulative weight %

Particle size
Ai

As

A20

Азо

0-1

6. 1

9:2

13.9

14.7

13.5

1-2

7.9

12.4

18.3

19.5

17.3

2-5

16.9

23. 0

34.8

37.2

32.5

5-10

31.8

41.9

57.0

63.4

54.5

10-15

51.5

68.8

86.8

95.3

83.1

15-20

56.2

75.9

90.4

97.5

86.3

20-30

72.1

88.2

98.7

100

90.8

30-40

79. 0

90.5

100

100

92.5

40-50

88.8

93.2

100

100

94.4

50-60

94.8

94. 6

100

100

93.8

60-80

100

100

100

100

100

A40

ТаЫеЗ shows that the content of fine parti
cles increases steadily with grinding in the initial
3Oh>when the grinding time exceeds 3Oh,howev
er, the particle size increases,the reason is that the
samples were first microminiaturized by the outer
grinding action in the grinding process, mean
while, the fine particles can adsorb on each other
to form aggregates. In the early stage of grinding,
the surface free energy of particles is low because
of the low specific surface area,and the opportuni
ty of aggregating between particles by the adsorb
ing force is smaller, so the particles were micro
miniaturized constantly with grinding. At the same
time,the surface free energy also increases,when
the grinding time is too long, the surface free ener
gy will be large enough to cause the fine particles
to aggregate together under the effect of surface
adsorption, these aggregates were then compressed
to form agglomerates under the mechanical pres
sure. The strength of the agglomerates is high e
nough and they can not be dispersed by ultrasonic
waves,so in Table3,we can find that the partical
size increases with grinding when the grinding
time is over 30h.
2. Crystal structure
XRD is an effective method to study the
crystal structure. The sample Ag (perfect crystal
belite sample) Ai, Ajg, A70were analysised. (see
Fig. 1).
The results show that the crystal forms of be-

Fig. 1

XRD patterns

lite in sample Ag are mainly ß form,only a little
Y_form exists(ds3. 00),and a. a' form can not
be found. Fig. 1 also indicates that the crystal
forms of belite do not change after grinding.
Meanwhile,it seems that the peaks in XRD pat
terns divert to high angles, and the distances be
tween crystal faces(d values)decreases constantly
with grinding, this indicates that the grinding ac
tion will cause the crystal unit cell dimensions of
belite to change.
The changes of crystal structure will cause
the relative scattering intensity and the peaks in
XRD patterns to change. The intensity values of
all peaks and their half— peak width may reflect
the crystallinity and the relative crystal lattice
strain of belite. the relation between half — peak
width and the lattice distortion may be represented
by Halls equation •
.
ßcosQ 1 esinQ
^“D^ X

where В is half — peak width (rad); 9 is
diffraction angle ( 0 ) $ X is wave length of X —
Ray (A)jD is crystallite size(X‘-)te is relative
lattice strain.
It has been verified that Bcos9/X is linearly
related to e sin9/ X, so the crystallite size and the
relative lattice suain may be semi—quantitatively
calculated from the cut distance and the slope re
spectively. The results are shown in Fig. 2.
Fig2 indicates that with the extending of
grinding the relative lattice strain increases rapidly
at the initial stage of grinding, then increases slow
ly and tends to a constant value at last, but the
crystallite size of belite decreases continuously.

Using the perfect crystal belite as a standard
(Ao) »then the crystallinity of ground be
lite тпяу be calculated from the relative scattering
intensities of all samples in their XRD patterns'- ,
sample

see Fig. 3

Fig. 4

The IR graphs of sample
Ai, As, Azo, A«, Azo.

tion band (yo) of Si—О bonds. According to J.
Schultz etc. ,M,the absorption frequency у is di
rectly proportional to K0-5(KtConstant of bonding
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70.
strength),so,when the bonding strength weakens,
'
Grinding time(h)
y_will tend to low wave number;meanwhile,the
Fig2. Structure distortion of
lower the ionic coordination mumber, the lower
ground belite vs grinding time
the wave number. It can be seen from Fig 4 that
there are no changes inpositions and shapes of the
peaks in all samples,which indicates that the ionic
coordination number and the bonding strength of
Si—О bonds will not change during the grinding.
3. Surface characteristic
In order to study the variations of the surface
activity of belite with grinding,the.technique of
IGC (inverse gas chromatography) was used to
10 20 30 40 50 60. 70 .
Grinding time(h)
study the effect of grinding action on the surface
free energy, or the London—dispersion force com
Fig3 Variation of crystallinity
ponent and the polar force component.
of ground belite with grinding.
E. Papirer[17] pointed out that when several
It can be seen from Fig3 that with the length
kinds
of intermolecular interaction occur between
ening of grinding, the crystallinity of belite de
the
two
phases,the free energy of interaction can
creases rapidly in the begnning , then decreases
be
given
by the sum of London dispersion forces,
slowly,and finally,tends to a constant value. The
hydrogen
bonds, dipole — dipole interactions, л
results of XRD analysis also show that although
bonds,donor
—acceptor bonds and electrostatic in
all characteristic peak intensities weakened after
teractions. The dispersion forces are always pre
being ground,there exists a large difference in the
sent , and when one of the phases has its internal
decreasing amplitude between all peaks. This ex
interactions limited to dispersion forces (as in sat
plains that the grinding effect has selectivity on the
urated hydrocarbons), the surface free energy in-.
crystal faces of belite.
eludes mainly the London—dispersion component
The changes of bonding strength of & О
(for the other forces are usually negligibly
bonds and the ionic coordination number of crystal
small) ,for such systems the saturated hydrocarbon
belite may be approximately determined by means
(j)may be used as a probe to measure the disper
of IR,Fig4 is the LR graphs of sample Ai,A5,A2o,
sion force field of the other phase (i) at an inter
AjOfAjo.
facial distance dij determined by properties of the
In Fig4 »the absorption peaks in the range of
hydrocarbon molecules and the dispersion force
800—1000cm-1are the absorption band(yj) of St
field of phase i.
—О bonds in [SiOj]4 ,and БЗЗст"^ the absorpModification of . the surface properties of

ground bellte is also detectable by IGC. Gray^18^
demonstrated a relationship between a chromato
graphic characteristic (the retention time or the re
tention volume of a given sulute) and the disper
sive component of the surface energy of the chro
matographic support. It is a common observation
that the specific retention volume (Vg), or the
volume (under standard conditions) of carrier gas'
required to flush the probe through the column
containing 1 g of support is linearly related to the
number of carbons of n—alkanes injected in the
GC. This is also true for bellte sample as shown in
Fig5.
Further, lnV,is connected with the variation
in free energy, AG,of the system due to adsorp
tion of alkane on the solid surface,If AG of asdorption is equal to AG of desorption,then it is a
measure of the surface free energy of the solid. Its
volume, however, will depend on the choice of a
reference state for the adsorbed molecule of the n
—alkanes used as molecular probes for the sam
ples.

Fig5 Retention volume vs number of C atoms
This choice is necessarily arbitrary. To over
come this theoretical difficulty,Gray proposed de
termining an increment of AG per CII2 group,
which is simply the slope of the straight line of
Fig5. Taking into account Fowkes' ^19]assumption
which relates the work of adhesion resulting from
dispersive reteraction to the mean geometrical val
ue of Y,D(the dispersive component of the surface
free energy) and Yu (the corresponding value of
the alkane or the probe). It is deduced ■

Where N is the’ Avogadro number, a is the
area of adsorbed CHzgroup or 0. 06 X 10"18m2,
You is the surface energy of a methylene group

which according to Gray is equal to 35mJ. nr2 (at
20"C ). The y«d of the ground belite samples are
collected in Tabled,the values,measured at 85”C,
are calculated for 20*C »using the relation dy/dT
= —0. 056 mJ.m-z.k-1™
.
Table 4The relation between London—disper
sive component and grinding time
-

An

A«

Am

A<o

atgsx:

22.20

28.08

36.63

29.49

et20r

18.66

24.44

32.99

25.85

Sample

m'1

The conclusions can be obtained from Table
4 that the grinding action is benefical to heighten
the London — dispersive component of the belite
surface within a suitable grinding time; when the
grinding time exceeds 30 h,however, the surface
free energy of belite will decrease with grinding.
The reason is that many impurities, such as the
grinding media wear, could be produced in the
grinding process, these impurities would be ad
sorbed by the grinding surface,meanwhile,the po
larization of ions will lead the electric potential
field to change and the ions on the surface to dis
tribute again ,all these will weaken the surface free
energy of belite.
The existance of an energetically homoge
neous surface, after treatment, is also apparent
when,instead of alkanes,polar molecules are used
as molecular probes in the GC experiment. Such
molecules will be able to interact with the solid
surface through dipole interactions, dipole — in
duced and dispersive interactions, therefore, it is
very diffculut to detect the polar force compo
nent, but their interaction intensity may be quali
tatively analysed from the retention time of the
polar probe molecules.
Fig6 shows the variations of LVgwith the
logrithm of the vapour pressures of the solutes in
jected in the column.
The choice of vapour pressure as the varible
was made because in a GC experiment the volatili
ty of the probe is obviously important. Fig6 shows
that all all^anes fall on a line and the polar
molecules fall above another line. This indicates
that the polar molecules are retained more strongly
than hypothetical alkanes having the same vapour
pressure, the reason being that there exists an addi
tional polar interation. With the lengthening of
grinding time,the distance between two lines is

FigGRetention volume Vs vapour pressure of
the solutes
farther, which means that the polar force compo
nent of surface free energy is greater. When the
grinding time is more than 30 h,howerer,the dis
tance is shortened, which indicates that the polar
force component would weaken when the grinding
time is too long. As we know,the surface polar in
teractions of materials come from the polarization
and the redistribution of ions on the new surface
produced in the grinding process, the longer the
grinding time,the more the number of pole—poles
on the particle surface and the higher the degree of
polarization. This in turn shows stronger polar in
teractions. But excessive grinding will result in se
rious destroy which of the surface structure of be
llte due to the mechanical force. This will result in
an amorphous surface structure and make the ions
on the surface layer move in a disordered state,so
the polar interaction, on the contrary, is weak
ened.
4. Initial hydration activity.
General evolution of paste electrical conduc
tance during hydration is now well known and hy
dration rates may be compared by examining the
times corresponding to the maximun supersatura
tions of Ca(OH)2M,the results are shown in
TableS.
TebleS Times for max. supersaturation(h -m)
Sample Ai

A5

An

A2o

Ajo

A40

A?«

t. max 3:25 2:15 1:37 1,05 0:43 0:58 1:22

Table 5 tells us that the maximum supersatu
ration of Ca(OH)2 occurs earlier when grinding
time increases, except for the samples which were
ground for over 30 h. This explains that the initial
hydration activity of belite- would increase rapidly
by the grinding within a suitable grinding time,
when the grinding time is over 30 h,however,the
hydration activity decreased, this change is cor
rectly corresponding to that of the London — dis
persive component and the polar force
component.
5. Compressive strength of belite paste.
The specimen of cement paste for compres
sive strength test is 20X 20X 20mm and the W/C
ratio is 0. 28,and the results are shown in Table
6.
Table 6 The compressive strength of samples
(MPa)
Hydration ag

A:

At

Aio

Ajo Ajq

A<o

Aro

7

1.14 3.68 4. 33 11.11 14. 3C 12.75 6.78

14

3. 68 12.75 18. 87 27.37 33.74 26. 33 24.59

28

12.01 28. 59 41. 75 42. 57 58. 5( 50.98 42. 89

Table 6 indicates that the grinding action is
very helpful for heightening the compressive
strength,especially the early compressive strength,
of belite paste. The compressive strength at 7 —
days hydration of sample A30 is 14 times that of
sample Ai,but excessive grinding is not helpful,
because it would cause the particle size to increase
and the surface free energy of belite to decrease. It
seems that surface free energy is one of the main
factors affecting the hydration activity and the
compressive strength of belite.
Finally,it indicates that the grinding effect is
very helpful for heightening the hydration activity
and early compressive strength of belite greatly,
but excessive grinding is not helpful. In conclu
sion, it shows that the treatment with the method
of mechanochemical activation of belite is an ef
fective technique to raise its hydration activity and
the early compressive strength.
CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from
the experimental results •
1. Grinding for up to 30h would cause the particle
size to reduce,but beyond that, the particle size
would increase.
2. Grinding could lead the crystal unit cell dimen

sion of bellte to change and the crystallinity to
decrease. With prolonging of grinding time,both
lattice strain and early hydration activity in
creased, but the crystal form,ionic coordination
number and the bonding strength of Si — О
bonds of belite remained unchanged.
3. Grinding would cause the surface characteristics
of belite to change. With the lengthening of
grinding time, both the London — dispersive
component and the polar component of the sur
face free energy of belite increase continuously,
but when the grinding time esceeds 30 h,they
will decrease.
4. Grinding may greatly raise the compressive
strength of belite paste. Mechanochemical acti
vation is an efficient method of increasing the
hydration activity of belite.
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SUMMARY
Crushed marl and low-grade coal were used as raw materials to obtain "blended clinker" at
950—100013 in fluidized—bed boiler by addition of small amounts of CaCl2 and CaF2. The clinker
formed at low temperature consisted of C2S, C2SCaCl2, CnA7CaCl2, CnA7CaF2, CA, f-CaO, SiO2,
MgO, etc.. It was ground with the appropriate amount of gypsum and slag to produce masonry ce
ment.
The cement hydrates quickly in the early stage. The soundness of the cement conforms to that
prescribed in the standard although it contains a high content of free CaO. The development of
strength in the later period was satisfactory—the compressive strengths reached 20.6 MPa and 35.6
MPa in 28 days and 180 days respectively.

CaClj Й CaF2
950-1000C
C2S. C2SCaCl2. CnA7-CaCl2. CnA7CaF2, CA. f-CaO.

CSS)
sio2. Mgo^.

Ä 28 А

S-S- f-CaO

fq 180 АЙЕ®Й^'1й20.6МРа

35.6MPa.

INTRODUCTION
Fluidized bed boilers (i.e. FBB) are increasingly being used in Chinese industry since they have
advantages of using low-grade coal and higher efficiency in heat transfer. But the large amount of
cinder from FBB causes pollution and this restricted the popularization of fluidized bed burning
technology.
Only small amount of the cinder has been used as blending material of cement so far. The best
way, however, to resolve this problem is to transform the cinder into cement clinker in the FBB

itself.
.
It is common knowlege that the sintering temperature of Portland cement clinker is 1450U
whereas the operating temperature of FBB is 900—950 U at which there is no appearance of liquid
phase i.e. no C3S is formed at this condition. Based on this concept the study tried to make C2S as
much as possible through the solid state reactions at the operating temperature of FBB by addition
of the proper amount of calcareous raw materials and small amount of mineralizer.
Two materials, crushed marl and granulated raw meal with coal were respectively used for ex
periments in both lab and industrial FBB and similar results were obtained from both of the materi
als. In this paper the results from experiments using marl as main material and the characterics of

the cement are reported.

MAIN RAW MATERIALS USED IN EXPERIMENTS
The analysis of raw materials and low-grade coal used in the experiments are shown in Table 1

and Table 2 respectively.
Table 1.

Marl-1

Chemical analysis of raw materials

Loss

SiO2

AI2O3

Fe2O3

CaO

MgO

36.42

13.92

3.80

1.44

39.96

3.04
3.10
1.67

10.06

2.85

1.18

43.49

Cinder of PX Coal

65.02

Cinder of ZX Coal

66.83

27.35
28.18

4.47
2.58

1.02
0.90

38.26

Marl-2

Table 2.

PX Coal

ZX Coal

K2O
0.78 ■
/

Na2O
0.05
/

1.10

Industrial analysis of low-grade coals
Fixed Carbon Heating Value
KJ/ Kg
%

H2O

Ash

Volatile

%

%

%

1.06

68.09

13.94

17.65

7933

16.86

30.87

14007

0.31

51.96

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

Preparation of Masonry Cement
The crushed marl (< 7mm) was treated with small amounts of CaF2 and CaCl2 (using an in
dustrial waste) which adhered to the surfaces of the marl particles, then calcined in a furnace at

,950and 1000 Ü respectively to obtain "clinket" in laboratory.
The industrial test was conducted in a FBB of capacity 20Т / hr and equipped with a 3000 KW
turbogenerator.
. Crushed marl was mixed with low-grade coal and small amounts of mineralizer (CaCl2 - and
CaFJ propotiönally. Having a heat output of 8047 KJ / kg the mixture was used as fuel for the FBB ■
where the bed temperature was controlled at 950-100012 (975X2 on an average) and the fuel was
burning well with the result that the output of the boiler reached and even exceeded 20 T / hr.
The so—called "blended clinker" from FBB including calcined marl and cinder of.low-grade
coal was cooled in an induced draft duct and examined by X-ray diffraction. The main minerals of)i
"blended clinker" were found to be J?-C2S, C2SCaCl2, CnA7CaX2 (Х = СГ or F~) and CA as
shown in Fig.L Unreacted components such as SiO2, MgO and free CaO were also present in it. > л’""

20

15

25

30

35

40 ,

45

50

55

A—C2S; B—SiO2; C—C2SCaCl2; D—CnA7CaCl2
M-MgO;X-CnA7CaX2;F-f-CaO;K-CA
Fig. Г XRD pattern of the clinker—marl calcined at 950-1000U
.

(a) .
(b)
Fig.2 SEM micrographs of marl caclined at 1000U
(a) without mineralizer; point 21,22,23, f-CaO;samll and round particles: C2S .
(b) Treated with CaCl2; point 29,30,31 32: CnA7CaCl2;samll particles: C2SCaCl2 and C2S

Fig.2 shows the minerals in the "clinker" when examined by SEM.
.
The masonry cement in this study was prepared by grinding "blended clinker" with slag and an
appropriate amount of gypsum in the proportion "clinker"/ slag = 85/ 15. Table 3 shows the chem
ical composition of these materials.
'
/

Table 3.

Chemical composition of FBB cinder and masonry cement

FBB cinder (fine)

FBB cinder (coarse)
Masonry Cement

: .

' Loss

SiO2

ai2o3

6.70

37.62

15.35

9.77
8.58..

37.02
38.27

14.36
13.65

CaO

MgO

2.87 /

32.69

2.91

2.74
2.76

31.27
27.08

2.63
3.40

Fe2O3

: Properties of Masonry Cement

"

.

Physical Properties— Table 4 shows the physical properties of the masonry cement made from FBB
cinder. These properties are in accordance with the Chinese standard GB3183-82 #175 and close to
#225 masonry cement. ;
'
.
;

1
Sample
No.
9032
9035
9038
9115

Fine—
ness *

%
42
4.7

TabledI.

Physical properties of masonry cement

■ Initial
- Final ■
Setting
Setting
Time ' ' Time '
(hr:min) . (hr:min)

4.8

0:56
1:08
0:58

1:10 '
2:45
1:50

9.0

1:30

2:48

Normal
Consist
ency %

'

36.0
35.0
36.0

36.0

< Bending stren.

MPa

Soundness •

7d "

satisf.
■

W
- ir

W

'

•

' 2.9
3.1
3.5

2.9

'1
Comp, stern.

rI?;

MPa

28d

' 5.7 . 6.5 .
6.0

6.4

’

28d

9.0
10.4 .
10.1

24.3 .
25.7 25.4

8.8

20.6

'

1 * The residue on 80/tm sieve.
Hydration Properties—: The heat of hydration was measured by a thermoelectric conduction
calorimeter under the condition of w / c = 0.8 and temperature at 20’C . The results can be seen in
Fig.3. In order to explain the appearance of of the peaks on the exothermic curve of early hydration,
samples hydrated at different ages (10, 50, 90 and 180 min.) were prepared and examined by XRD
. and DTA. From the results it has been found that the first peak was mainly due to hydration of
CnA7CaX2, CA, a small part of CaO and the formation of ettringite from the reaction between cal
cium aluminate hydrate and gypsum. The second peak resulted from the hydration of CaO..

The hydration rate was observed by estimating the amount of bound water and Ca(OH)2
which is shown in Table 5.

hydration

Fig.3

Table 5.

time

(h)

Hydration heat relase of the masonry cement
Bound water for samples hydrated at different ages
2h

6h

% Ca(OH)2

18.29

17.39

% BoundH2O

11.23

13.40

Id

3d

7d

15d

28d

16.82

15.66

12.84

14.76

15.49
/

13.58

13.95

15.84

16.25

It can be seen from the table that the percentage of bound water increases rapidly in the early
stages due to the rapid hydration of CHA7CaX2 and CA; and the slow increase of bound water
content in later stages results from the reaction between Ca(OH)2 and slag to create calcium silicate
hydrate. DTA and XRD were employed to determine the hydrates which were found to be
ettringite, tetracalcium aluminate hydrate, Ca(OH)2 and calcium silicate hydrate etc. (see Fig.4 and
Fig.5).

Fig.4

DTA curves of specimens for different hydration ages

to

Ik?

1*0

J

1

5.00 20.00

j

40.00

I

60.00

1—

80.00

E-C3A • 3CaSO4 • 321^0; G-CaSO4 • 2H2O; C4-C4AHx; CH-Ca(OH)2
A-A1(OH)3; C-CaCO3; ß-ß-C2S; Si-SiO2; Mg-MgO
Fig.5 XRD patterns of specimens for different hydration ages
Soundness and Long-term Stability—The soundness of the cement produced at 975 V seems to be
doubtful since it contains free CaO as much as 10-12%. So several specimens (w / c = 0.35; 10 x 10
x 40 mm3) were made and both autoclave expansion and boiling tests were conducted respectively.
Results indicated that the expansion percentages ranged from 0.065% to 0.094%, which is much less
than 0.5%, the value prescribed by the standard. It stands to reason that the activity of the free CaO
formed at low temperature is much better than that formed at high temperature. It hydrates imme
diately when meeting water and reacts within a short time. For the second reason when milling this
cement an appropriate amount of slag was added, which played the role in dilution of free CaO dur
ing the early stage and it reacted with Ca(OH)2 to form calcium silicate hydrate which helped in
improving the strength of the cement.
Because of the high content of free CaO in the cement, A1(OH)3 from hydration of CA and
CnA7CaX2 are susceptible to form calcium aluminate hydrate. Also the high pH of the cement liq
uid phase is helpful for the anti-carbonation. No obvious change in the hydration products has

been found in 28 days. The strength of later age increased steadily without falling back and the sta
bility was satisfactory. The compressive strength and the bending strength of the cement reached
35.6 MPa and 7.5 MPa in 180 days respectively.
CONCLUSION

.

— When calcining marl and low-grade coal at 950-10000 in the presence of small amounts of
CaCl2 and CaF2 cement minerals such as ß-C2S, CA, C2SCaCl2, CHA7CaX2 are formed. The
compressive strengths of the masonry cement made from the cinder of FBB and slag reached 20-25
MPa (in 28 days).
— In spite of the high content of free CaO in the cement there is no problem of unsoundness
because this free CaO formed at low temperature has high activity leading to rapid and complete
hydration.
— The late age strength and stability of the cement produced in FBB are satisfactory.
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SUMMARY
It is known that the corrosion of alkali silicate glass in water or in acid
solution is caused by the exchange of alkali ion in the glass with the H+ in
water or acid solution. As slag is mainly composed of glass of CaO-SiOz-Al2О3
system, it is considered that a similar reaction with glass occurs between slag
and water. In that case, the reaction could be expressed as equation (1).
51ад-(510-)гСа2+ + 2(H+ + OH")
Slag-(SiOH)2 + Ca2+ + 20H“ (1)
In order to accelerate this reaction, the following two reactions are con
sidered. ф : H+ (acid) is added to the slag slurry for taking away OH" as H2O
from the solution, (g) : EDTA is added to the slurry for taking away Ca2+ as
Ca-EDTA.
The present paper mainly deals with method (J) in order to accelerate the
above reaction.
By adding dilute HC1 solution drop by drop into slag slurry, the reaction
of equation (1) was remarkably accelerated. Judging from these results, it is
assumed that the reaction between slag and water or acid solution, proceeds by
ion exchange of Ca2+ in slag with the H+ in water or acid solution. The hydra
tion reaction of slag was examined from the viewpoint of ion exchange of Ca2+ in
slag with the H+ in water.
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INTRODUCTION

.

For the activation of granulated blast furnace slag (hereinafter referred
to as.slag),' the reaction of slag with acid solution was studied and it was
clarified that the basic components, such as CaO and MgO reacted with acid pref
erably (1). A similar phenomenon is observed in alkali silicate glass and the
corrosion of the glass in water or acid solution proceeds by the selective dis
solution of alkali ions. It is considered that the solution of alkali ions from
alkali silicate glass into water or acid solution is caused by the exchange of
alkali ions in the glass with the H+ ion in water or acid solution. If slag is
assumed to be a glass of SiOz-AlгОз-СаО system, the hydration reaction of slag
and the reaction of slag with acid solution are supposed to proceed by the ion
exchange reaction of the alkaline-earth ions such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ in the slag
with the H+ ion in the water or the acid solution (2). In this paper it has been examined whether the reaction of slag with acid solution can be made to
proceed by ion exchange reaction or not and what kind of properties the ion ex
changed slag has.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials

The composition and
Blaine values of the granu
lated blast furnace slags
used in this study are shown
in Table 1. While slags A
and В are normal ones for
slag cement, C, D and E were
ground specially fine. The
differences in composition
between the slags are not
large.

Table 1 Chemical composition and finess of slags

Slag

CaO

MgO

А1г0з
WtX

S i O2

FezOa

Blaine
cni/g

A

42.2
42.4
41.7
42.4
41.6

6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.9

13.4
13.9
13.4
13.4
13.6

34.8
34.2
35.0
34.7
35.0

0.4
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4

3430
3980
6330
8230
8690

В
0
D
E

Ion Exchange Reaction of Slag with H+ in the Solution

E.L.Shamy studied the alkali removal reaction from alkali silicate glass
into water and got the following results (3). When glass comes into contact
with water, Na+ which is modifier in the glass reacts at first with the H+ in
water as indicated in the equation (1)
^SiO"Na+ + (H+ + 0H~)
>SiOH + Na+ + ОН*
(1)
(ion exchange reaction of Na+ in glass with H+ in water) and Na+ and OH' are
formed in the water. With the increase of OH* in the water, it becomes gradu
ally alkaline, and the network structure of silicate in the glass is destroyed
by the alkaline water, and the corrosion of the glass proceeds.
If it is assumed that slag is composed of the glass of SiOz-AlгОз-СаО sys
tem and Ca2+ in slag acts as modifier, it is supposed that slag reacts with
water according to the equation (2) and the slurry becomes alkaline when slag is
dispersed in water.
.
Slag (SiO)zCa2* + 2(H+ + OH")
Slag-(SiOH)2 + Ca2+ + 20H" (2)
When the slag is dispersed in water, the pH of the slurry increases fair
ly high, but the reaction shown in the above equation will stop soon because the
degree of dissociation of water is so small as 10 7 and the reaction does not
proceed any more.
In order to proceed the ion exchange reaction, it is necessary to remove
the Ca2+ or OH" out of the system. The following two methods, (a) and (b), were
examined for the purpose (4).
(a) Neutralize the OH" formed by adding
and
make water.
(b) Form EDTA-Ca by adding EDTA.
(a) 20H" + 2H +-^ 2H20

(b) Ca2+ + EDTA
EDTA-Ca + 2H+
Since method b has been reported already (4), method a will be principally
presented in this paper. We tried to neutralize only the OH- formed in the slag
slurry by adding HC1 solution.
Titration C urves of SI ag Slurry with HC1 Solution

When slag is dispersed and stirred in water, the pH of the slurry in
creases soon and attains between 10.5 and 11.0 in the equilibrium of equation
.
(2)
Then, the slurry is neutralized by adding hydrochloric acid solution using
a burette. As a result, the equilibrium of equation (2) moves to the right and
the slurry becomes alkaline again soon. So, in order to neutralize it, HC1 so
lution is added again. The slag slurry dispersed in water is apt to become al
kaline even after being neutralized, so HC1 solution of fixed concentration is
added at an appropriate rate into the slag slurry so that the pH of the slurry
reaches a stable value. We refer to the plot of the amount of hydrochloric acid
solution added against time as the titration curve of slag slurry. In this ex
periment, 50g slag was dispersed in 500ml water and the slurry is stirred at 300
rpm and 2N hydrochloric acid solution was run into the slurry at 50 °CCalculation of degree of ion exchange and some оther measurements

The degree of ion exchange between the Ca2+ in slag and the H+ in HC1 solu
tion was calculated from the titrated volume of HC1 solution and the component
of CaO and MgO in slag (referred to as CaO). This was compared with the esti
mated values of CaO, MgO, AlzOs and SiOz in the solution after the titration.
CaO and MgO were determined by EDTA method and AI2O3 and SiOz were determined by
an atomic absorption spectroscopy.
The slag treated with HC1 solution was separated from the slurry and wash
ed with deionized water. The slag is referred to as acid-treated slag or HC1treated slag. The acid-treated slag was examined by SEM and analysed chemical
ly. The Caz+ binding capacity of the acid-treated slag was determined from the
decrease of Ca2+ concentration in the water when 0.5 gram of HCl-treated slag
was dispersed in 100 ml of 10° DH ( hard water, 10mg-CaO/100ml-water) for
90 minutes.
Intensity test of slag cements
Slag cement was made by mixing slag, gypsum and slaked lime in the propor
tion 100/5/1 by weight. Briquettes of size 2.0 x 2.0 x 8.0 cm3 were made from
it with a water cement ratio equal to 0.50. The briquettes were demolded after
24 hours and kept in water at 30°C till taken out just prior to testing. Com
pressive and bending strengths of the briquettes were determined at 3, 7 and 28
days using an Amsler hydraulic testing machine.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Titration curve of slag slurry and influence of pH on the curve

Figure 1 shows the titration curves which were obtained by adding 2N HC1
solution into the slurry of slag A so as to bring its pH to 7.0, 5.0, 4.0 and
3.0 respectively. Furthermore, the degree of ion exchange calculated from the
volume of 2N HC1 solution is shown on the Y axis at right.
The shape of all the titration curves is alike. In the initial stages of
titration the tendency of the slag slurries to become alkaline is very strong
and accordingly the volume of titrated MCI solution increases rapidly. However
this tendency becomes weaker with increasing addition of HC1 solution and the
titration rate of HC1 solution becomes slower in order to keep a stable pH- In
other words, the rate of ion exchange reaction expressed as equation (2) is fast
in the beginning of HC1 titration, but the reaction becomes more difficult to

o f ion exchange(Z)
Degree

proceed with increasing addition
of HCl.
E.L.Shamy concluded that the
reaction of alkali removal from
alkali silicate glass in acid so
lution is determined by the rate
of transfer of ions through the
corrosion layer. It is suggested
that the ion exchange reaction
of slag in water or acid solution
expressed as equation (2) is ratedetermined by the transfer of H+
and Ca2+ through the hydrated sil
icate layer, such as Slag-(SiOH)z
formed by the ion exchange reac
tion. Therefore, it is supposed
that the reaction of slag with
acid solution proceeds very fast
in the beginning, but slows down
later because the hydrated sili
cate layer formed in the reaction
Fig. 1 Titration curves of slag A slurries
becomes thicker and the movement
with 2. ON HCI(50g slag/500ml H20)
of H+ and Ca2+ through it gets
restricted.
The curve for pH 7.0 is way down in the figure, which means that the rate
of the ion exchange reaction expressed as equation (2) is very slow at this pH.
However, the lower the pH values of the slurries, the higher the position of
the titration curves. At the end of 6 hours reaction the degree of ion exchange
of the slags increases progressively from 4 %, through 12% and 18% to 54% for
the pH values 7.0, 5.0, 4.0 and 3.0 of the slurries.
Low pH in the slurry means high concentration of H+ in the slurry. There
fore, when the pH of the slurry is low, the concentration of H+ on the left
side of equation (2) becomes high and the equilibrium shifts to the right side,
which signifies the progress of the forward reaction.

Slag D was dispersed
in NaCl solutions of var
ious concentrations and
then the slurries were
titrated with HC1 solu
tion so as to bring their
pH to 4.0. The titra
tion curves obtained in
this series of experi
ments are shown in Figure
2. The titration curves
figure higher with in
creasing concentration
of NaCl in siurries,
which means that the ion
exchange reaction of Ca2+
in slag with H+ in acid
solution is quickened by
the presence of Na+.
The degree of ion ex
change of the slurries
in 6 hours increases from
below 40 % in the slurry

Degree of ion exchange(%)

Influence of NaCl addition to slurry on the titration curve

Time(hr)
Fig.2

Titraton curves of slag D slurries in
the solution of various NaCl concentration
with 2. ON HCI(50g slag/500ml solution)

with water to near 70 % in the slurry with 10 % NaCl solution.
In the study of the corrosion of glass containing Naz0, K20 and PbO, R.L.
Lehman et al. reported that Ca24 moves slowly while Na4 and K+ move fast in the
corrosion layer (5). Though the mechanism is not clear, it is thought that the
movementof Ca24 in the hydrated silicate layer is accelerated in the presence of
ions, such as Na 4 and K4 which are able to move easily in the layer.
Components in the liquid phase of
slag slurry by the titration with
acid solution

In order to clarify what kinds
of slag components and how much of
them get dissolved into the liquid
phase in the reaction with acid so
lution, the following experiments
were done. The solid and liquid
phases were separated by filtration
from slurry after the titration
with HC1 solution. The CaO, MgO,
AI2O3 and SiO? in the liquid phase
were analysed. The relationship
between the degree of ion exchange
and the degree of dissolution of
the above components of slag was
investigated. Furthermore, the de
gree of ion exchange and the degree
of dissolution of components were
calculated from the titrated volume
of MCI solution and the analytical
values of the components in the
liquid phase. The results obtained
are shown in Figure 3.
Judging from Figure 3, even
though the degree of ion exchange
in the slurry increases, which
means, increase in the volume of
HC1 solution added into the slur
ry, the degree of dissolution of
AlгОэ and SiO? from the slag into
liquid phase increases little.
On the contrary, the degree of
dissolution of CaO and MgO in
creases with the increase of the
degree of ion exchange calculated
from the volume of HC1 solution
added. SiO? and AI2O3 in alkali
silicate glass are network form
ing components whereas NazO, CaO
and MgO are modifier components
in glass. Therefore, it is as
sumed that only Ca24 and Mg24
work as modifier components in
the slag dissolved in the liquid
phase by the ion exchange reac
tion with H4 in solution. Con
sequently, it is considered that
Ca2* and Mg24 are dissolved with
out destruction of the -Si-O-Si-Onetwork of the slag.
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Relationship between titra
tion curves of slags and
their activities
The titration curves
of various slags are shown
in Figure 5 and their com
positions and Blaine values
of them are given in Table
1. Though compositions of
slags A, B, C, D and E used
in this experiment do not
differ much, but the differ
ences in their fineness are
very large, their Blaine
values respectively being
3,430, 3,980, 6,330, 8,230
and 8,690 cm2/g. As the ti
tration curves are influ
enced by the fineness of
the slag, they figure pro
gressively higher in the
figure with the increase
in fineness. Which means
that the rate of ion ex
change reaction of the slag
becomes faster, signifying
in turn that the activity
of the slag becomes higher
with increase in fineness
of the slag.
In order to know the
activity of the slags, the
compressive strengths of
slag cements made from them
were measured. The rela
tionship between the deg
ree of ion exchange after 3
hours at pH 7.0 (refer to
Fig.5) and the compressive
strenghs of the briquettes
of the slag cements at 7
days is shown in Figure 6.
In Figure 6, the
strengths increase with
the degree of ion exchange
of slags. As compressive
strength is a measure of
the activity of slags, it
should be possible to know
the activity of a slag

Degree of ion exchange (%)

In order to clarify the ion exchange reaction, the relation between the de
gree of ion exchange calculated from the titration curves and the degree of dis
solution of CaO plus MgO into the liquid phase from the slag with various slur
ries is shown in Figure 4. The degree of CaO plus MgO dissolution in slag with
deionized water coincides precisely with the degree of ion exchange, but with
NaCl solution, the degree of dissolution is slightly larger than the degree of
ion exchange. From this, it is considered that a part of Ca2+ in the slag is
replaced by Na+ directly.

о
Cxj
'o

О
0)
E

Time(hr)

Fig. 5 Titret ion curves of various slags slur
ries with 2.ON HCI(50g slag/500ml H20)
(A:3430cm7g, B:3980cm7g, C:6330cm7g,
D:8230cm7g,E:8690cm7g)

Degree of ion exchange(%)
(After 3 hours)
Fig. 6 Relation between degree of ion-exchange of
various slags after 3 hours and compressive
strength of the slag-cement after 7 days
(A:slag A,B:slag B,C:slag C,D:slag D,
E:slag E)

from its titration curve.
Caz+ catching ability of acid treated slag
Acid treated slag retains the original -Si-O-Si-O- network structure of
slag since only the Ca2+ in the slag has been exchanged by H+ in HC1 solution.
Therefore, it can be presumed that HC1 treated slag again takes up Ca2+ when
dispersed into the Caz+ containing solution. So, the Caz+ uptake ability of
acid treated slag was determined.
Figure 7 shows the Caz+
uptake capacity of HC1 treat
ed slags after various degrees
of ion exchange. The Caz+
uptake capacity is expressed
as Ca2+ mili ion per gram
slag (Caz+ mion/g slag) and
was determined from the de
crease of Ca2+ concentration
in the water when 0.5 gram of
HC1 treated slag was stirred
in 100ml of the hard water
(the hardness is 10 DH° ( 10
mgCaO/lOOmlwater)) for 90
minutes.
In Figure 7, the Caz+
uptake capacity of HC1 treat
ed slags increases with in
crease in the degree of ion
exchange. This means that
HC1 treated slag can take
Ca2+ in again, which inci
Fig.7 Ca2+ uptake capacity of acid
dentally explains the use of
trted slag
HC1 treated slag as softener
of hard water.

CONCLUSIONS

The results clarify that the reaction of slag with HC1 solution can be pro
moted by ion exchange reaction of the Ca2+ in slag with H+ in the solution, in
which case, Ca2+ and Mg2+ are dissolved without destruction of the -Si-O-Si-Onetwork of the slag. The activity of slag can be estimated by the titration
curve of slag slurry with HC1 solution. The HC1 treated slag is expected to
find the use as Caz+ catching agent.
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SUMMARY

It was found out that controlled burning of rice husk by a fluidized-bed burner gives
ash comprising amorphous silica with high Si02 content and high specific surface area.
In addition, the temperature control of fluidized-bed combustion is easily obtainable by
controlling the feeding speed of rice husk in case that the air supply is set at the
optimum velocity.
Relationship was investigated of its burning conditions with physico-chemical properties
of rice husk ash thus obtained. Besides, suitability of this ash as an ingredient for
blended cement was compared with those of rice husk ashes obtained by conventional com
bustion in terms of pozzolanic reactivity with Portland cement or lime at 20°C and 80°C.
The results showed that pozzolanic reactivity df the ash obtained by fluidized-bed
combustion was excellent and it gave a good compressive strength even in curing at 20°C.
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INTRODUCTION
Rice husk ash is used as a pozzolanic ingredient with high Si02 content for blended
cement. Its pozzolanic reactivity is much dependent on its amorphousness and surface
area, both of which are well affected by the burning conditions of rice husk (1).
It ' was found out by the present authors (2) that controlled burning of rice husk by a
fluidized-bed burner gives the ash comprising amorphous SiOj with high specific surface
area. Relationship between the burning condition and properties of the resulting ash was
investigated. Furthermore, its suitability as a pozzolanic ingredient for blended cement
was compared with those of rice husk ashes obtained by other combustion methods.
Results thus obtained are given and discussed in this paper.
EXPERIMENTAL

1. Fluidized-bed Combustion of Rice Husk
Fig. 1 shows a fluidized-bed burner used for this experiment. The combustion chamber was
made of a stainless steel tube with 159 mm in inner diameter and 1000 mm in length. Four
litres of silica sand with particle size ranging from 297 jum to 590 jjm was used to form
a fluidized-bed. Air was supplied through a perforated plate set at the bottom of the

RICE HUSK
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Fig. 1

Fluidized-bed burner for rice husk.

combustion chamber. The fluidized-bed was first preheated by electric heater to 500°C
and then feeding of rice husk was started using a screw feeder. Once rice husk was
ignited, heating by the electric heater was stopped. The combustion temperature, which
was monitored in the fluidized-bed, was controlled only by the feeding speed of rice
husk.. The air supply was fixed at velocity 15 cm/second. The retention time of ash in
the combustion chamber was only a few seconds and the discharged ash was collected
through a cyclone collector. The exhaust gas was almost smokeless.
The ash was sampled at combustion temperatures 650, 750, 850, 920 and 1000°C,
respectively,
and given for scanning electron microscopy (SEM), x-ray powder
diffractometry (XRD), surface area determination by N2 gas adsorption and chemical
analysis.
The amorphousness of ash was determined by XRD using its diffraction peak profile (3).
Namely, the peak area of broad diffraction attributable to glassy phase of silica
ranging from 12°
to 35° CuKa26 was assumed to be proportional to the content of
glassy phase by weight, viz. its amorphousness. The amorphousness of the ash obtained by
first smouldering for a few minutes on a heating plate and then heating at 600°C for
15 minutes (Sample D in Table 1) was assumed to be 100 % and used as a control, because
it showed the highest amorphousness among ashes sampled from various origins.

2. Pozzolanic Reactivity of Rice Husk Ash Blended with Portland Cement

The rice husk ash from fluidized-bed combustion along with two kinds of ashes with dif
ferent amorphousness, viz. Sample A, В and C in Table 1, were used for this experiment.
1.5 g of each ash, which was ground to less than 30 ^im in particle size by an agate pot
mill, and 3.5 g of an ordinary Portland cement (OPC)# were well mixed, dispersed in 100
ml of water and kept in a stoppered polyethylene bottle. This mixing ratio corresponds
to that of "Class C of Portland pozzolan cement" regulated in the Japanese Industrial
Standard (JIS R5212).
These mixtures were cured at 20°C and 80°C for the period from 7 days to 91 days.
At required intervals, viz. 7, 14, 28 and 91 days of the reaction time, a portion of
each mixture was pipetted, filtered, dried in a vacuum desiccator and given to XRD,
differential thermal analysis (DTA) and thermogravimetry (TG). As a control, OPC by
itself was hydrated under the same conditions as the above.
3. Hardening Properties of Rice Husk Ash Blended with Lime

Two kinds of rice husk ash, viz. Sample A and C in Table 1, were chosen for this
experiment.
Four parts of the ground rice husk ash with particle size less than 30 jum and one part
of slaked lime by weight were thoroughly mixed and water was added. The optimum
water/solid weight ratio for the mix of the ash from fluidized-bed combustion was 0.6
and for that of the open-field burnt ash was 0.4. This difference in the water/solid
ratio was derived from different surface areas of the ashes, viz. 50.8 m^/g for the
former ash and 2.5 m2/g for the latter. The mixes were press-moulded into a cylindrical
compact with 19 mm in diameter and 19 mm high under the moulding pressure of 100 kg/cm2.
The compacts were hardened by curing at 20°C for 3 to 28 days, or by steam curing at
80°C for 1 day.
The hardened compacts were dried in a vacuum desiccator at room temperature and given
for measurement of the apparent bulk density and compressive strength. A portion of each
hardened compact was finely ground to be given for XRD and DTA-TG.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Fluidized-bed Combustion of Rice Husk

The temperature control of fluidized-bed combustion was easily obtainable by controlling
# Chemical composition (%) : Ig loss 0.6, Insol 0.1, Si02 22.2, Al2О3 5.6,
Fe203 2.9, CaO 64.4, MgO 1.7, SO3 1.9, Total 99.4%.
Density 3.16 g/cm3; Blaine specific surface 3,140 cm2/g.

the feeding speed of rice husk in case that the air supply was set at the optimum
velocity. The fluctuation of combustion temperature was very small during the long run.
Chemical compositions and some properties of the ash along with those of ashes obtained
from different combustion methods are summarized in Table 1.
.
The open-field burnt ash was slightly pinkish white-coloured and well crystallized into
cristobalite and tridymite. The boiler ash was black-coloured due to residual carbon and
partially crystallized into cristobalite. The ash from fluidized-bed combustion was
grey-coloured and glassy with high amorphousness.
•
SEN images of these ashes are shown in Fig. 2.
.
.
The ash from fluidized-bed combustion still kept its original texture of rice husk, i.e.
porous and brittle, but the boiler ash was well sintered. The open-field burnt ash,
which was let stand in a heap of burning rice husk for a few weeks, showed the growth of
crystals maybe of cristobalite and/or tridymite. Difference of these textures reflected
well their thermal history and had close relations with their specific surface areas.
In fluidized-bed combustion, rice husk charged by a feeder is heated instantaneously up
to the temperature of fluidizing sand. The organic matrix of husk may burst to break the
texture of husk. Its combustible part is burnt out and the resulting ash is
instantaneously quenched by discharging into a cyclone collector. All these processes
are completed within a few seconds. These explain the reasons why fluidized-bed
combustion tends to produce amorphous silica with high specific surface area.
Specific surface area and ignition loss of the ashes from fluidized-bed combustion
obtained at different combustion temperatures are illustrated in Fig. 3. It shows that
even in fluidized-bed combustion, the control of combustion temperature is an important
factor to control the specific surface area of the resulting ash. Through SEM and XRD
study along with these results, it was concluded that 750°C was the optimum combustion
temperature to obtain ash with high S102 content, high amorphousness and high specific
surface area.

Chemical and mineral compositions and specific surface area of RHA.

Table 1
Sample
No.

Ig.
loss

A
В
c
D

3.59
4.24
0.50
4.18
Sample
No.

A
В
C
D

Si02 Al 203 Fe2°3 T102 CaO

92.46
91.50
97.12
91.69

0.65
0.34
0.14
0.14

Na20 k2o

0.48 0.03 0.89 0.14 0.30 0.81
0.19 0.03 0.74 0.54 0.06 1.85
0.04 tr 0.31 0.35 0.04 1.11
0.06 0.01 0.58 0.26 0.09 2.54

Specific surface
area, m^/g

50.8
11.0
2.5
25.6

MgO

P2°5

Total

0.35
0.49
0.37
0.52

99.70
99.98
99.98
100.07

Amorphousness
wt.%

Crystalline phases
of silica

85.8
49.9
14.5
100.0

gl ass
cristobalite
cristobalite, tridymite
gl ass

A. Sapporo, Japan, 1983. From a fluidized-bed burner operated at 750°C.
B. Thailand, 1983. From a RH burner for 3,000 kW electric power genera
tion plant.
C. Malaysia, 1982. Open-field burnt ash.
D. Tosu, Japan, 1981. RH was first let smouldering for a few minutes on
a heating plate.
The 'charred ash* was further heated at 600°C for
15 minutes.

Sample А

;

Sample В

Sample С

1' '' '

Sample О
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7 ; Fig."2 SEM images of rice husk ashes.—
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(Refer to Table 1)
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2. Pozzolanic Reactivity of Rice Husk Ash Blended with Portland Cement
Pozzolanic reactivity of rice husk ash blended with OPC-was discussed based on reaction
products determined by XRD and DTA, and uncombined Ca(0H)2 determined by TG" from the
weight loss due to its dehydration to CaO occurring at temperatures ranging from 450°C
to 500°C. The latter results are shown in Fig. 4.
In.the reactions at 20°C, OPC gave Ca(0H)2, C-S-H, ettringite and monosulphate. ,
The. long term reaction tended to increase the formation of these phases except
ettringite. Addition of rice husk ash increased the formation of C-S-H, which was due to
the pozzolanic reaction of rice husk ash with Ca(0H)2 liberated by the hydrationof OPC.
In terms not only of the consumption of uncombined Ca(0H)2 as shown in Fig. 4, but also
of the yield of C-S-H estimated by XRD and DTA results, it could be concluded that the
amorphous ash from fluidi zed-bed combustion was more reactive than the others. Besides,
addition of rice husk ash decreased the formation of monosulphate. However, that of
ettringite was not affected so much as shown in the case of monosulphate«.
In the reaction at 80eC, OPC.gave Ca(0H)2, C-S-H and a small amount of ettringite and
afwillite. Afwillite crystals grew to a size visible evert with the naked eye.=
When rice husk ash was added, Ca(0H)2 liberated by the hydration of OPC was completely
combined with silica in the ash to form C-S-H(I) within the duration of 7 days.
C-S-H(I) was crystallized into 11A tobermorite with further duration of the reaction.

The crystalline ash gave 11Ä
töbärmorite more easily than the
amorphous ; ones by contraries;
■
Namely, the open-field burnt :
crystalline ash gave it over
14-day reaction, but the others :did over 28 days.
: o
■
The basal spacing of 11A tobermorite thus formed was in the
range from 11.6A to 11.8A, which
'was characteristic of Al-substi- '
■ tuted 11A tobermorite (4).
;
Inoterms of the formation of
11Ä tobermorite at'80°C, rice
husk ash seems to have similar
or higher reactivity than glassy
silica (5) or fumed silica (6).'=

6.0
5.0

‘OoOOOL

4.0

Те ssol

3.0

-6i

2.0
1.0

3. Hardening Properties of Rice
Husk Ash Blended with Lime
Apparent bulk densities, com
pressive strengths and relative
strengths of the hardened com
Fig. 3
pacts are summarized in Table 2.
;
It was confirmed from these
results that the amorphous ash
from fluidized-bed i combustion
was superior to the crystalline
one as an ingredient for pozzo- г
lanic cement when it was harden
ed by curing at room temperature
or by steam curing.
The amorphous ash consumed all
Ca(0H)2 even by curing for 3
days at 20°C,
and gave the
higher strength than the crystailine one cured at the same
temperature for 28 days or at
80°C. Residual Ca(0H)2 detected;.
■ in the compacts from the crystai line ash cured at 20°C proved
its slowness in reaction, which
resulted in its low strength '
under these curing conditions. '
In addition, the amorphous ash
was superior in order to reduce
the apparent bulk density of*
compacts.

650
-

; • 750

850

920

~ Temperature,—°C

1000

0

--

Specific surface areas and ignition losses
of RHAs from fluidized-bed combustion.
Closed circle;: Specific surface area
Open circle ; : ignition -loss at 1000°C

CONCLUSIONS
1. Fluidized-bed combustion of;
rice husk gives an ash with
high S102 content, high amor
phousness and high specific
surface area, which is suita
ble to be used as a pozzolanic ingredient for blended
cement.
■

Reaction time, days
Fig. 4 Uncombined Ca(0H)2 of RHA-OPC mixes
reacted at 20°C for 7-91 days.
Open circle : Fluidized-bed burnt ash
Half closed circle : Boiler ash
Closed circle : Open-field burnt ash
Circle with dot : OPC (reacted at 20°C & 80°C)

2. The amorphous ash from flui di zed-bed combustion has high reactivity with Portland
cement at room temperature. Its reaction in a slurry at 80°C gives theoformation of
Al-substituted 11A tobermorite. However, in terms of the formation of 11A tobermorite
at 80°C, crystalline ashes are more reactive than the amorphous ash from fluidizedbed combustion.

3. Moulded compacts prepared from the amorphous ash from fluidized-bed combustion and
slaked lime give lower apparent bulk densities and higher compressive strengths than
those prepared from a crystalline ash in curing both at 20°C and 80°C.
4. The temperature control of fluidized-bed combustion is easily obtainable by
controlling the feeding speed of rice husk in case that the air supply is set at the
optimum velocity.

Table 2

Apparent bulk densities, compressive strengths
and relative strengths of hardened compacts.

Crystalline

Amorphous

RHA
B.D.

C.S.

R.S.

B.D.

C.S.

32
1.22
238
224
0.94
68
1.23
128
118
0.92
*1.18
73
189
*0.89
167
104
1.17
215
206
0.96
20°C,28d
111
1.18
158
176
0.90
80°C, Id
----- -------------------------------- -------------------- g
Remarks: B.D.: Apparent bulk density, g/cm,,.
C.S.: Compressive strength, kg/cm .
R.S.: Relative strength = C.S./B.D, kg/cm .
* 2nd run

20°C, 3d
20°C, 7d

R.S.
26
55
62
89
94
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REACTIVITY TEST FOR FINE SILICAS AND
POZZOLANIC MINERAL ADDITIVES
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ABSTRACT:

We have developed a new reactivity test for fine silica and pozzolanic additives. It is based on the
measurement of their reaction kinetics with C3S. The dormant period duration is measured using electrical
conductivity monitoring. At the end of the test, the chemical balance of the filtrate is made, the solid phases
are analysed using X-ray diffraction. This allows to evaluate the C3S reaction rate with pozzolanic additives,

in chemical conditions very close to the setting and hardening of cement.
Results for a series of reactive silicas are given, the surfaces of which range firom 0.4 to 450 m2/g. The C3S
dormant period is shortened by two mechanisms: (i) portlandite nucleation on ultra-fine particle surface,(ii)
dissolution of the silica particles, producing silicate ions, and acting as a "calcium pump". Calcium consump
tion by reactive silicas increases both the dissolution rates of portlandite, and C3S. Electron microscopy was
carried out for hydrates characterisation, the dissolution of portlandite crystals and the CSH morphology were
observed, in agreement with the chemical diagnosis.

1 INTRODUCTION.

The effectiveness of pozzolanic additives de
pends on their ability for filling pores, and of their ■
chemical reactivity. This one can be evaluated using
classical tests, like the CHAPELLE test (1), which
measures the potential lime consumption. The ex
perimental procedure (boiling with excess lime) is
far from cement hydration conditions. So that it
does not reflect the rate at which the cement relea
ses its lime to react with the pozzolana. This is par
ticularly true with reactive pozzolanas and silica
fumes.
Another classical test (french standard NF Pl5 462)
consists in reporting on the equilibrium diagram of.
portlandite the figurative point of the solution in
contact of a cement-pozzolana blend. This test is
close to the typical hydration conditions, but does
not take into account the nature of the hydrates
formed by reaction of the lime and pozzolana.
Forming calcium aluminates is obviously less
favourable than forming CSH, either for rheology or
for strength and durability. The aim of this research
is to test a series of pozzolanic additives, with large
behaviour differences, using a kinetic method. C3S
is used as the lime source, and this enables a
progressive and cement-like production of lime .
Thus a possible calcium aluminate or sulfoalumina
te formation can be easily detected, in the absence
of C3A and C4AF which could introduce some
confusion.

2 - EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE.
The kinetic test uses a set of complementary
methods: electrical conductivity monitoring (ECM),
solid and liquid phases chemical analysis, X-ray
diffraction (XRD), thermogravimetry (TG), scan
ning electron microscopy (SEM), and laser gra
nulometry'. We only describe here the unusual
procedures.

2.1. Kinetic test using electrical conductivity
monitoring.
All the reactions are performed at 25eC. A
detailed description of the significance of conduc
tivity variations during cement hydration is given
elsewhere (2).
Synthetic C3S (4000 cm2/g) is blended with finely

ground pozzolanic materials. For highly reactive si
licas and silica fumes, the blends are composed
using the ratio Рогго1апа:Сз5 = 1:10
For calcined clays and classical pozzolanas, we use
the ratio Pozzolana:C3S = 10:1, and gypsum is ad

ded in the ratio gypsum :pozzolana = 1:10
The blends are kept in suspension with a water to
solid ratio of 8, allowing a good stirring in each
case, even for very fine particles. In these condi
tions, the pH and concentrations are close to cement
conditions. If necessary, for simulation of alkalirich cements, а 1^5О4 solution, calculated on the

cement composition base, can be used for the test
(2). Simultaneous tests can be easily performed with
the same stining speed, (typically 200 rpm) using a
magnetic multi-sample stirrer, and a computerized
measurement and data acquisition system (conduc
tometric multiplexer). After 72 hours, the suspen
sion is filtered, and the solution and solid phases are
analysed using XRD and TG. 10% of finely ground
silicium (under 20 microns) are added as an internal
standard to the fraction of the solid used for XRD.
2.2. Sample preparation for SEM.

For SEM observation of the microstructure,
we use pastes made of the same blends as for
conductometric tests. For economy of C3S, we
developed a micro-method. The blends are kept in
1 ml plastic syringes equipped with a micro-filter
and a "luer-lock" 3-way valve. The dry blends are
pressed to a constant volume, after weighing to
obtain a constant porosity (0.5), like in a Blaine cell.
The mixing water is introduced after vacuum
exhaustion of the air contained in the cell, by
turning the 3-way valve. The samples are kept at
25eC for hydration, and demolded by cutting the
end of the syringe and pushing with the piston. Then
they are vacuum—dried, cut and carbon—coated for
microscopy.

3 - STUDY OF A SERIES OF REACTIVE
SILICAS.

We have chosen samples largely differing by
their nature, their reactivity, and their particle si
zing. Two of them are amorphous hydrated silicas,
with a large internal microporosity (ZEOS, TSO).
CABO is an anhydrous pyrohydrolised micro
silica. VAW is a silica fume, S1LM is a cristobalite

from calcined flint. ATTA is a natural mineral,
containing fine attapulgite needles, opal and silica
particles. XRD and MAS NMR spectra (not shown
here), show large differences of network
organisation, and of silanol groups contents for
these samples.

The conductometric curves show large differences
between the lime saturation levels. Two samples
rapidly reach the undersaturation domain of
portlandite. ( ZEOS after 7h, CABO after 32h).

mS.cm

3.1. Characterisation.
The
particle
sizing,
and
chemical
characteristics of these samples are listed below
(table 1).

3.2. Kinetic behaviour.

For all the samples, the dormant period
duration is shorter than for the standard sample of
CgSlfigll.
So the accelerating effect of pozzolanas is
detectable from the very first hours of hydration.

hours
1---- 1--- 1--- 1---- 1-- 1-- 1--- 1-----1--- 1----- Г
0
1
2
3
4
5

Fig.l Conductivity curves of the
CjS-silicas blends.

Particle sizing and surface.

Table 1
Sample

median diameter
(microns).
% passing at:
2 microns
1 micron
BET (m2/g)

Table 1 (continued)
Sample

CABO

ZEOS

TSO

ATTA

VAW

SILM

ALIT

0.01

8.4

11.3

12.7

8.1

1.5

11

0
0
200

1.2
0
250

11.3
7.3
100

2.6
2.3
100

10.9
7.5
10

ND
ND
1

3.1
0
0.4

Chemical analysis.
CABO

ZEOS

TSO

ATTA

VAW

SILM

ALIT

LOT
SiO2

%
%

0.0
99.8

11.0
85.4

28.2
63.6

21.4
57.1

1.3
98.1

0.97
98.63

0.6
25.8

ai2o3

%

0.0

0.0

4.3

4.0

0.1

0.0

0.8

Ее20з

%

0.0

0.0

1.6

2.3

0.0

0.1

0.0

TiO2

%

0.0

0.0

0.2

ND

0.1

0.0

0.0

MgO
CaO
K2O

%
%
%

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
2.5
0.2

0.6
0.0
0.5

7.1
ND
0.2

0.2
0.0
0.2

0.0
0.0
0.0

1.9
0.1
0.0

Na2O

%

0.2

1.3

ND

0.1

ND

ND

ND

P2O5

%

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

Table 2 - Composition of the solution at the end of the test.

Ca2+

SiO2

Na2°

КгО

AL2°3

(mM/1) (mM/1) (mM/1) (mM/1) OiM/i)

CABO
ZEOS
TSO
VAW
'
ATTA
ALITE (standard)

19.78
17.22
23.61
23.88
24.36
24.06

39.84
59.14
40.36
33.06
32.54
71.66

0.17
3.13
0.13
0.18
0.14
0.14

0.13
0.42
0.0
0.16
0.13
0.13

0.72
0.94
1.79
0.67
0.49
0.71

The undersaturation increases with the reactive
silica content in the blend. We have verified this on
the VAW sample. The C3S maintains the supersa

landite being still present in all the samples, The
reactive silicas have activated the dissolution of
CjS. This is in agreement with NMR results of

turation with 10% pozzolana, but with 80% the
whole hydration lies in the undersaturation domain.
The filtrate analysis at the end of the test gives more
details on the ions responsible for the electrical
conductivity (table 2). During their dissolution, the
samples release a part of their network impurities
(for example alkalis for ZEOS and TSO, aluminates
for TSO). Hie silicate concentration is the lowest for
the most reactive (therefore soluble) silicas. This is
explained by the location of the figurative points in
the diagram CaO-SiO2-H2O : these samples give

HJORTH (3) and BEEDLE (4).

CSH of lower C/S, that are less soluble. On this dia
gram, samples ZEOS and CABO fall in the under
saturation domain of portlandite. This confirms the
conductometric results.

- catalytic effect of large surfaces on the nucleation
and growth of portlandite. This effect is clearly vi
sible for TSO and ZEOS samples (table 3): for
portlandite, the ratio r of the content (TG mea
surement) to the relative intensity (XRD 2.63 A*
line) varies in a 30% range. This kind of variation is
classically explained by the enlargement of diffrac
tion lines with the reduction of crystals size, ob
tained here by increasing the number of nuclei. This
is in agreement with the conductometric results.
indicating a shortening of the dormant period, when
the BET surface of silicas increases (table 4).

3.3. Quantitative study of solid phases separated
at the end of test.
XRD and TG results enables us to calculate
the reactions yields (y.) of the components (table 3),

taking into account the initial composition of the
mixes, and the silica content of materials, and based
on the reactions [1] and [2] below. The mixes show
lower portlandite contents than the standard, but
also less residual C^S (particularly ZEOS and

We suggest two possible mechanisms of activation:

- "calcium pump effect", by modification of con
centration gradients around the C^S grains dissol
ving. The formation of less soluble CSH, and the
shift of reactions producing calcium by components
consuming calcium can reinforce the diffusionnal
mechanism (chemical coupling).

CABO), Here the reaction yield y^ of portlandite is

The differences in reactivity index can be explained
by the chemical reactivity of samples (solubility),
by their ability to supply inhibitors like aluminium
hydroxyde (TSO) to the solution, and by the

limited by the availability of silica, which amount is
lower than required by the stoechiometry. Port

accessibility of surfaces to OH- ions, which can be
low in the highly microporous samples.

Table 3.

Calculated reaction yields, based on the following equations:
(yp * (C3S + 5.5 H —> Cj 5SH4 + 1.5 CH)

[1]

15 (yp-Cyj) * (CH + S + 4.5 H —> CSH4 5)

[2]

C3S

VAW

SILM

ATTA

TSO

ZEOS

CABO

% Htot

16.97

17.20

17.64

20.50

21.19

23.87

27.18

% H CSH

1234

12.42

13.58

16.69

17.50

20.85

23.79

% H CH

4.63

11.61

4.05

3.81

3.69

3.02

3.39

W1«

0.93

0.82

0.80

0.78

0.75

0.71

0.55

ypc^S)

0.47

0.48

0.50

0.53

0.54

0.58

0.69

y2(CH)

0.00

0.04

0.09

0.19

0.22

0.37

0.38

У3(8)

0.00

0.08

0.17

0.71

0.76

0.99

1.04

C3S
CSH
CH
s

43.94
37.03
19.03
0.00

39.27
36.79
17.10
6.83

37.49
39.77
16.66
6.08

35.34
47.75
15.66
1.25

33.91
49.78
15.17
1.14

29.54
57.99
12.43
0.04

20.19
66.11
13.94
-0.25

^H^Si

1.25

1.18

1.09

0.94

0.74

0.63

0.98

15.19

14.57

15.23

16.61

20.36

19.61

14.20

%
%
%
%

r

Table 4. Reduction of the C3S dormant period duration.

BET (m2/g) = s
Reduction of D.Period = d(%)
Reactivity index = d/s

ZEOS

CABO

TSO

ATTA

VAW

SILM

250

200

100

100

10

1

65.9
0.26

57.9
0.29

17.6
0.18

27.5
0.27

26.4
2.6

8.06
8.06

3.4. Morphology of the hydrates.
.
Portlandite dissolution is clearly visible in the
CABO paste (photo 1). The portlandite crystals are
large and foliated, whereas they are hardly re
cognized in the hydrated silicas TSO (photo 2),

and ZEOS. In the other samples , portlandite
crystals are poorly developed, and partially altered.
The CSH morphology depends on the sample
reactivity. Appearing with its typical shape of short
fibers in the standard C^S it takes a more

honeycomb aspect when the silica consumes more
lime, (photo 3).

' pastes, and the analysis of solids and solution after
filtration, is thus excellent.
* ■>

4 - OTHER POZZOLANIC MATERIALS.

The above examples cannot be extended to all
the pozzolanic materials, because their surfaces and ■
reactivities are of a different order of magnitude.
Nevertheless the sensitivity of the test remains ade
quate, using the blends compositions cited in 2.1.
We have verified the performance of this test in
detecting the formation of the sulfoaluminates and
other hydrates involved in the. hydration of pozzolanas. The modification of the portlandite nucle
ation is well evidenced in the case of calcined clays
■ and marls. This will be the object of a further paper.

Photo 1. SEM view of CABO paste.
' Altered portlandite.

5 - CONCLUSIONS.

■■

'

The use of synthetic CjS for studying the reactivity

of mineral additives, and a set of complementary
- ■- methods of investigation, including conductometric
■ test, brings a detailed information on the reactions
л -mechanisms and rates.
; и
Using lime only had not allowed to evaluate the
’ interaction with CjS and the large kinetic

Photo 2. SEM view of TSO paste
Poorly crystallized portlandite.

differences observed here.
'■ ,
r;,' As for blast-furnace slag and for calcareous fillers,
we have shown that pozzolanas react from the very
first hours. This result gives a general character to
. the behaviour of fine additives, taking into account
the specific chemical sequence of each type of
mineral.
'
Conductometric measurements allow us to obtain a
‘ " rapid semi-quantitative view of the reactivity. The
risks of aluminates interactions are well detected,
and the reaction rates with portlandite and C^S are

*

Photo 3

Honeycomb CSH

:

The agreement between the SEM observations on

easily evaluated. A better quantitative approach,
using XRD and TG measurements at the end of the
conductometric test, can help to refine the diagnosis.
Last we are lead to redefine the significance of the
pozzolanic reactivity: Lime consumption no longer
appears to be a pertinent criterion, because it takes
into account the formation of aluminate hydrates
which are not favourable for rheology, strength and
durability. We prefer the reference to the CSH
formation by the siliceous part of the pozzolanas.
Knowing that CSH of different C/S are not equi
valent with respect to their mechanical properties, it
appears very useful to survey this ratio.
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SUMMARY

The aim of this research is to characterize a Chilean pozzolan from the chemical
and mineral viewpoint and evaluate its effect when it is used as an addition for the
cement. The pozzolan is formed essentially of volcanic amorphous glass and a small
quantity of quartz and feldspar.
The major part of the inert mass is found in the
particle size fraction greater than 1.4 irm. A lime and pozzolan mortar made by using
the said coarse fraction reaches a less strength than the same ones made with the fine
particles (d
0.2 mm) for a similar specific surface.
The addition of pozzolan increases the cement paste water demand fron 25% and
till a 32% with 50% of pozzolan and produces a delay in the setting frcm 130 to 190
minutes. The compressive strength decreases with 10% of pozzolan, recovering similar
or better strength levels with longer storage.
A major content of pozzolan always
produces a fall of resistance.
Among other properties, the pozzolan decreases the heat released by the reactions
and reduces the expansion of mortar exposed to sulfate solution. However, the mortar
made with cement and pozzolan produces a minor resistance when is exposed to a
combined medium, sulfate and water solution and dried in a normal environment.

El objetivo del presente trabajo es caracterizar una puzolana chilena de origen
volcanico, desde el punto de vista quhnico у mineral у evaluar su efecto al ser
utilizada сото adicion en el cemento.
La puzolana se encuentra
conformada
mayoritariamente por vidrio volcanico amorfo, algo de cuarzo у feldespato.
Las
materias inertes se encuentran preferentemente en la fraccidn gruesa (dp > 1,4 mm),
por lo cual esta fraccion presenta, a igual grado de molienda una menor reactividad
con cal.
La adicion de puzolana incrementa el requerimiento de agua de la pasta de
cemento, desde un 25% hasta un 32% con 50% de puzolana.
El mayor requerimiento de
agua, unido a la menor proportion de material activo do estos cementos, produce un
retraso del inicio del fraguado desde 130 hasta 190 min, para los mismos contenidos de
puzolana. Con contenidos de hasta 10% de puzolana, la resistencia de compresidn cae,
especialmente en el corto plazo, recuperandose a edades iguales о superiores a los 28
dras. Contenidos mayores producen una caida de resistencia a todas las edades.
Entre otras propiedades, la puzolana disminuye tambien el calor liberado por las
reacciones, en una proportion similar al. remplazo de puzolana у mejora la resistencia
de morteros expuestos a aguas contaminadas con sulfatos.
Sin embargo, la menor
resistencia de los cementos con puzolana, unida a su mayor permeabilidad en el corto
plazo, producen en definitive una menor durabilidad frente a exposiciones ccmbinadas
de aguas saturadas con sales у secado en ambiente normal.

INTRODUCTION
of additions is of special interest in our country due to the great
The use
have in this natural resource of volcanic origin. Today, nearly 86o о
potential we mene volume commercialized in Chile corresponds to cements blended with
the total cement
. One of the pozzolan that has been in use for over 30 years in the making
pozzolan
— one known as Pudahuel pozzolan whose deposit lies in the surrounding
cements(1).
is the
of Santiago. In this research we have considered as our principal aim the contribution
of the knowledge of the said volcanic origin pozzolan, so as a way to optimize its use
at industrial scale.

.

The pozzolan was characterized from the chemical and mineral viewpoint. It was
shared
by sieving in three fractions to analyse the possible enrichment of
determinated phases of greater activity in seme grading bands. In each one of them
usual test were made for activity measurement. The activity was analysed, Jakrng
consideration the pozzolan fineness and comparing three different test methodologies.
Finally, cements with different pozzolan content were made and tested to^determine^the
time, permeability, strength development, heat development
water requirement, setting
water.
and resistance to sulfated

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RAW MATERIALS

The pozzolan sample to be analysed was taken directly from the output of the
primary crusher and shared by size in three different fractions. These were tested

individually (Table 1).

Table 1

Clinker and pozzolan analyses

Fraction

Pozzolan

Clinker

Raw

Component
Content (%)
Sp. Gravity

CaO (%)
SiOp (%)
AI2O3 (%)
FepOg (%)
NanO (%)
KpO (%)
MgO (%)
L 1. (%)

3.12

2.42

66.7
22.8
4.2
3.2

2.0
68.9
13.4
1.9
3.4
3.7
0.6

0.3

l-^2__

(mm)_________

Coarse

Medium

Fine

>1.4 mm

1.4 - 0.15

< 0.15

17.0
2.52

4.4
60.5
14.3
5.8
3.3
3.2
1.2
3.9

35.2
2.41___________ _
2.9
68.7
14.0
1.9
3.8
3.5
0.6
4.3

47.8
2.35
1.7
72.0
13.0
1.3
3.1
4.2
0.4
4.3

In accordance with the X-ray diffraction analyses, the fine fraction essencially
contains an amorphous glass material whilst in the coarse ones was concentrated an
important quantity of quartz and feldspar.

The activity of the pozzolan and its fractions, grinded in different fineness,
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cements were prepared by join grinding of clinker, gypsum and pozzolan in a laboratory
ball mill. In these cements the effects of pozzolan in the physical characteristic of
them were analysed using canent pastes and mortars. ; .

RESULTS AND DISCUSION

Pozzolanic activity
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The different pozzolan fractions shew, in general, a high water requirement.?
This high demand can have its explanation in the microstructure type that composes
this pozzolan and in the shape of the particles as a result of the grinding.
The pozzolan activity measured in lime mortars shews a strong dependence on the
grinding fineness and with the fraction that this represent. This is demonstrated in
the accelerated tests as in the mortars cured at environment temperature; The fine
fraction essencially composed by a glass phase reaches a compressive strength between
2 and 4 MPa over the coarse fraction grinded to the same fineness. Ihese differences
are mantained and even increased in prolongated curing time.
. -.

Compressive strength

Fig. 1

[MPa

Pozzolanic activity
in mortars lime/pozzolan

■

Fig. 2 , Pozzolan grain.
'
1200 times increase
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To complement the pozzolanic activity results obtained in the previous blends,
additionally a special canent was prepared with Portland cement of 3,000 cm2/g grinded
to laboratory scale and with an addition of pozzolan of 30%.
In these mortars,
depending on the fraction selected and the grinding fineness, it can be reached
differences in the mortar compressive strength from 5 to 10 MPa at 28 days,
differences that increase with longer curing times.
-

Pozzolan effects on the cement properties

The replacement of 40 to 50% of the cement by pozzolan increases the water
requirement up to 25% in ccrnparison to the water requirement of pure Portland cement.
The higher quantity of water needed for mixing the pastes together with the decreased
active material content in the pozzolan cement explain the delay in the starting and
ending of the setting time observed in these cements (Fig. 5).

Setting time [mini Water consistency [%]

Fig. 5

Effect of the pozzolan
on the setting time

The pozzolan contribution to
the mortar strength in the cements
strongly depends on the fineness of
the cement grinding. The strength at
28 days of cement with 10 to 50%
pozzolan drops in 10 and 40 MPa
respectively with respect to the
controling mortar. This difference
mantain or
increase with longer
curing times. Hovvever in cements of
greater fineness (4,200 cm2/g), a
pozzolan
replacement
of
10%
practically
does not
alter the
development of the mortar mechanical
strength in the medium and long
term. In general, in the cements
with higher pozzolan replacement the
difference of strength compared with
the Portland cement slowly tends to
decrease with the curing age.

The investigations made with the
Langavant method for measuring the
heat generated by the cement hydra
tation shows that the pozzolan acts,
as a filler during the 72 hours that
take the measures, since the total
heat generated by the reaction is
reduced in a percentage similar to
the pozzolan replacement.

For measuring the pozzolan effect over the setted cement pastes permeability,
test of water absortion in cylindrical specimens were made.
This test allows to
follow, up in cualitative form, the evolution of the paste microstructure with the
curing time. The results shows that in the short term, the Portland cement
permeability is considerably less that the one of cement with pozzolan, this
difference is slowly reduced with the curing time reaching an equivalent porosity
degree when a period of time over 90 days has elapsed.
The pozzolan replacement furthermore allows to get the reduction of the expansion
that occurs in cement mortars immersed in a sulfated solution (ASTM 1012-87).
After
7 months exposition, the observed expansion in the specimens made with pozzolan cement
is found to be from 25 to. 50% below the one corresponding to the control mortar. The
maximum expansion observed in this cement, of 0.35 mm, is below the specification
established in the same standard. After an 18 month period no superficial damage has
been observed in these mortars. However, if the specimen is partially exposed to a
sulfated solution in such a way that the superior half remains over the solution
level, sane considerable superficial damage are produced in seme of the specimens.

Effect of pozzolan on the ccxnpressive strength of mortars.
Cement with 3,000 and 4,200 cm2/g

Fig. 6
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In a first stage these
shows a lost of the superficial
grout of fine mortar in the
drying section and, after that,
in the gradual loosening of the
sand
grains
frcm
the
superficial
layers.
This
produces a reduction of the
prism section exposed to the
air. The observed damage is
greater in the cement of less
fineness and
with a higher
pozzolan content.
The gradual
destruction of the mortar can
be explained as a mechanism of
crystallization pressure.
In
this
case,
in the
drying
process of the specimen in the
zone: that remains above the
liquid
level,
a
capillary
absortion is produced and the
sulfated solution slowly climbs
up by capillarity through the
mortar pores.

In this case, in the drying process of the specimen in the zone that remains above the
liquid level, a capillary absortion is produced and the sulfated solution slowly
climbs up by capillarity through the mortar pores. In the moment that the solution
reaches the drying surface the evaporation of water occurs producing a crystallization
of the salt. The pressure generated by the salt crystalls is so strong that destroy
the exterior layers of the mortar specimens. The destruction occuring in the specimen
will depend then on the permeability of the mortar and on its mechanical strength when
the crystallization occurs. In this way it can be concluded that mortars made with
cement that have increasing pozzolan contents are more sensible to this kind of attack
due to their early permeability and less strength with respect to a mortar made with
Portland cement without addition.

CONCLUSIONS

-

The inpurities of pozzolan are concentrated mainly in the coarse fractions.
The pozzolan fine fraction have a greater degree of activity than the other

-

fractions.
The compression strength
increased up to 25% more

-

cm2/g.
In cements prepared by joint grinding, the lost
replacing part of the cement by pozzolan decreases

-

-

•
of a cement blend with a 30% of pozzolan can be
increasing the pozzolan fineness from 3,000 to 6,000
of strength observed when
in the cement with greater

fineness.
,
.
.
Pozzolan reduces the heat generated by the cament in the first days in a
percentaje similar to that of the replacement.
Pozzolan addi tinn reduces the expansion of cements exposed to sulfated waters but
increase their destruction in front of mixed actions of drying and absortion.
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THE “CAPACITY OF EXCHANGE” OF POZZOLANIC ADDITIONS:
ITS ORIGIN AND INFLUENCE IN THE FRATINI TEST
Rafael Talero

Instituto de Ciencias de la Construccion "Eduardo Torroja”
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SUMMARY

One of the most characteristic properties of the clays is its "CAPACITY OF
EXCHANGE". Well, in the present work it has been able to demonstrate that as well as the
natural prolans like the artificial ones, participate in greater or lesser measure and
with greater reason, of that property in function with their contents of Na and or К
ions.

For that, 100 mixture cements, made up with portland cement "X" and pozzolan "Z",
have been tried by means of the Fratini test, determining in its liquid phases
Correspondingly, thJir respective contents of Ca2+ and OH , according to the Specification

of Conditions which RC-75 has prescribed (Fratini test).
Nevertheless

and

in

those

and К

ions.

furthermore

its corresponding contents of Na

most

representative,

15,

all of them,
according to

The experimental results obtained have demonstrated the previous, that as much has
been its CAPACITY OF EXCHANGE in a pozzolan, it is easier to carry out in the same the
Fratini test, being able to say by that in a certain way, that ns behaviour in said test
results as being more "fictious than fact".

RESUMEN

Una de las propiedades mäs caracteristicas de las arcillas es su "CAPACIDAD DE
CAMBIO" Pues bien? en el presente trabajo se ha logrado demostrarque tanto las puzolanas
Srales cCmo las artificiales, participan en mayor о menor medida.y con mayor razon, de
CCa propiedad en funcion de su contenido de Na+ y/o К respective.
Para ello 100 cementos de mezcla-constituidos por cemento portland "X" уpuzolana
unic^mente- han sido analizados mediante el ensayo de Fratini, habiendose determinado
"Z" su faS llquida correspondiente, sus contenidos de Ca2+ у OH , respectivos, segun
en
prescribe el Pliego de Condiciones RC—75.
No obstante у ademas en los mäs representatives, 15, de todos ellos- constituidos
nor la puzolana С о M у cemento portland P-ns у PY-n=, segun ha side> el case у determinada
propircion en masa- se determino tambien sus contenidos correspondientes de Na у К en
dicha fase liquida.
Tos resultados experimentales obtenidos han permitido demostrar lo anterior, asi
=0.0
e„ ta„tP= .n c=

I,

INTRODUCCION

The term "Exchange Capacity” is used commonly by those researchers of clays and as
you know is defined as the total number of available valencies in order to retain
changeable cations.

So it effect and according to that, this property of the clays based principally on
its "acid nucleous" should be stell more justified for the case of the natural an
artificial pozzolans, given its intrinsic pozzolanic activity, represented by its power
of fixation of Ca2+ in the from of Ca(OH)j, resides fundamentally in the "acid nucleous"
of the same, which would have be logically and generally more "acid" than the "acid
nucleous" of the same clays since the "acid nucleous" of the pozzolans is constituted by
reactive silica, SiO2r-, and reactive alumina, A12O3, mostly, which are present in the
amorphous fraction and vitreous of the natural an artificial pozzolans.

Lastly and before finalizing this introduction, it is worth-while remembering with
respect to the power of replacing cationic to equality of the concentration, that follow
this order: H+, Ca2+, Mg2'1’, K+, NH^ , being the same more directly related to its charge and
volume once solvated than with its atomic volumen. To this fact is given the name LIOTROPE

TT/yi|W)ODD

(l/rtuOQDD
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II. - OBJECTIVE

'

.

Try to demonstrate the posibility of the existence of the CAPACITY OF EXCHANGE in
the pozzolans, in a similar way in foundiment, as occurs in determined clays.

III. - EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

To demonstrate the possibility of the existence of the CAPACITY OF EXCHANGE in the
pozzolans, we prepare 100 mixture cements constituted by portland P-n2 and pozzolan "Z"
("Z"=D,N,O,A,C,M, CV-10 and CV-19). Theirs analysis are in Table 1. All were analyzed
according to the Fratini test (1). The contents of the Na+ and K+ ions were determined by
means of atomic absorption.
IV,

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OBTAINED

The experimental results obtained are to be found in Fig. 1 and the Tables 2 and 3.
The argument and interpretation is carried out concentrating only on those cases nearest
to the objective of this work.
■

For more details see the Doctorate Thesis of R. Talero (1). Among them all its worth
while to point out as a matter of interest for those objectives the following:
1. -

The pozzolans M and C in this order, in greater or less value, have fixed ions Ca2+
in notably superior quantities to the rest of the pozzolans tested and compared with
them.
For which on both having M and C contents greater and less respectively, of Na+ and
K+ and existing direct proportioning between both of them and the contents of Ca
of its liquid in respect of its Fratini test, it can be basically thought that such
alkaline components are the origin and the cause of such an apparently anomalous
situation having to base the same on the now known major insolubility of the CaO in
the alkaline dissolutions of NaOH or KOH (2). Because such alkaline components of
the pozzolan C are much greater than those of the M that scarce in them, would pass
to the portlanditic liquid phase of the Fratini test, impeding this way the
saturation in portlandite of the same, (1.23 g/1), with which, of origin, the
pozzolan C in the Fratini test, will not fix Ca(OH)2 of a satured solution of Ca(OH)2
pure or very close to the saturation of the same, for dealing with portlandite and
a part dissolved of the rest of the mineralogical components of the portland cement,
but of a dissolution much less than the saturated one; because of the joint presence
of the same of the afore mentioned alkalines impeding it, see Tables 2 and 3. From
here as can be imagined its quantity of Ca(OH)2 can be situated, set free in said
liquid phase beneath that of that other case of the M, that in spite of having
potentially more Ca(OH)2 fixed, has left in spite of that more Ca(OH)2 fixed, has
left in spite of that more Ca(OH)2 free in the liquid phase given that this last
starts of from the saturation in Ca(OH)2 of the same, and that, the C, does not
start from it, should of from a dissolution that should be sufficiently below tha
saturation (of the now aforementioned joint presence of the same quoted alkalines,
Na+ and K+).
On the other hand as such as the alkalinity and its influences on its greater or
lesser quantity present, in the liquid phase, of the contents of the alkaline
components of the corresponding pozzolan, it goes to say as much again as the
previous case. As from here that the pozzolan C (the one with the greatest alkaline
components, the outcome of the previous reason) which generally heads, the
corresponding classifications, due to definitley possessing a greater capacity of
cationinc exchange - Na+ and K+ by Ca2 in this case- or better perhaps CAPACITY OF
EXCHANGE, given the theme which occupies us.

2. '

Nevertheless and going into further detail in this CAPACITY OF EXCHANGE of the
Pozzolan C, see Table 2, it can be observed what that has happened to the contents
of Na+ and K+ of the liquid phase of the Fratini test and its evolution in the course
of the test in the families of the mixture studied, cements PY-6/C PY-4/C P-31/C P2/C and P-l/C, respectively, has got to be due mainly to some or all the possible
causes of cationic exchanges previously mentioned in the final paragraphs of the
indention I-INTRODUCTION which will be according to the LIOTROPE SERIES (8) the Ca
of each liquid phase
(of the portlandite origin freed from hydration of
mineralogical components of the fraction of clinker portland respective, in each
case) displaces easier to Na+ than to K+ of the part of the Pozzolan C of the

corresponding cement paste. From here and the K+ according to the progress
exchange process with the Ca2 at. the age of 28 days, should be the contrary
Na+, the alkaline cation that is least detected in the liquid phase. And it
be more so the greater the cause or causes that determine the presence of
said liquid phase among which are undernamed:

.

of the
of the
should
Ca2 in

a)

the pozzolanic activity of the same pozzolan C,

b)

the quantity of cement P or PY within the one same family and or

c)

the contents of C,S, standard of lime and CaOco|nt), to the equality of mixture,
(and the contents of CjS of the PY-4 is much less than the PY-6 being that
58.19% < 79.43%, occuring logically the opposite with the respective contents
of CjS 19.46% > 2.29%) of said portland matrix cement.

And as for the common factor occurred to the contents of K+ as much as between
the families P-l/C and P-31/C with regard to of the P-2/C, is a futher confirmation
that the cause resides in all of the previous three being more evident in all of
them thar refers to the low content of CjS -or high of C2S- with regard of both
portland matrices cements, PY-4 and P-2, in respect of the rest correspondingly PY6, P-1 and P-31, respectively, compared with those besides the less Specific Surface
of the P-2 respect of the P-1 and P-31 principally, and is in the favour of deduced
reason. Lastly and if to all that the additional cause is added, that according to
the analytical technique of the XRD (1), one of the main components of the pozzolan
C us a Zeolite [Na2Ca2 (Al, SiO2~ H2O) ], as well as the Phillipsite [KgCa^Al, Si)16
O,? 13, 5H2O], Graphic 1, in this way it has been too well justified the possibility
of the existence of that CAPACITY OF EXCHANGE in the pozzolans, and specially in
this case, in the C, as has been demonstrated.

3.

-

4.

V.

That in the corresponding similar comparative study of the pozzolan О and A, it can
be observed as such as although in a lesser measure, but in this case in favour of
the O, that on giving greater alkalinity values than the A this confirms its
greatest resemblance according to this parameter OH
with the C, than the A, and
cosequently will part more than the A of the causes of the behaviour of the C in
this given test.
.
. And furthermore, see Square 1, how the different classifications are obtained to the
equality of age and mixture cement of the pozzolans D, О, A, C and M tested in
function with the value of alkalinity OH~, of its respective liquid phase, are
nearly all coinciding that it could be obtained from its content of (Na2O (%) +
(0.658 x KpO (%)). In this way that according to everything previous it is logical
that the extreme with the greatest alkaline value should be occupied by the C
followed by the О and then the A in this order.
-

That the pozzolans CV-10 and CV-19 participate in equal measure although in less
quantity, of the given reasons for the C and M in the fixation of Ca2+ of the liquid
phase as like in the alkalinity of the same.

CONCLUSIONS

1st. Generally, to the equality of age the test and mixture cement 60/40, whatever
being the accompanying portland matrix common cement, P-na or PY-na, correspondingly, the
pozzolans which have the least quantity of Ca2+ contained its liquid phase respective of
the Fratini test, have been the C and the M or M and C, being more abundant the cases
corresponding to the order cited in the first place, three, than in the second place, two,
and followed later at a relative distance by the N and at a bigger distance by the rest,
the A and the O, that in this way to those last two it can be said with fundiment that all
the contrary happens to them than to the initial ones aforementioned.

2nd. The pozzolan C has showed at all events an CAPACITY OF EXCHANGE with its liquid
phasee which is cause and origin,

—

of its apparent major fixation of Ca2+ by the same and because of that its "apparent"
better behaviour than the rest of the pozzolans with it compared, according to the
Fratini test, and

-

of the major alkalinity of its corresponding liquid phase.

3rd. The behaviour of the pozzolan C in the Fratini test can be considered then in
general, the best of all the pozzolans as tested and compared with it, better including
paradoxically than the pozzolan M, which is the one that follows it in said behaviour.

Nevertheless and since said behaviour of the pozzolan C has been on account of its
notable CAPACITY OF EXCHANGE, it can be said in a certain way, that its behaviour in said
test turns out to be "more fictious than fact".
4th. According to the last two conclusions, of the eight pozzolans studied,
generally it can be made- to the equality of the mixture cement-, two groups in function
with its pozzolanic activity and because of that, understanding the greater fixation of
ions Ca2+, which are the following:

a)

as to the of ions Ca2+ and the corresponding evolution of alkalinity:

-

the group formed by the CV-10, CV-19, N, M and C which corresponding generally a
greater fixation of this cation,
'

-

the group formed by the D,
opposite, and

b)

as to the evolution of alkalinity, OH :

-

the group formed by the rest, headed normally by the pozzolans,

-

О and A or C,

and O,

to which correspond the exact

. the group formed by the rest, headed normally by the pozzolans natural canary C,
which is the one that has the most Na and К alkaline components.

5th. It can now be said here for notoriety and prominence that the quantities of the
necessary liquid phase in order to carry out the volumetric determinations of the Fratini
test corresponding to the pozzolans D and N (diatomites) principally, resulted to be
notably less than the rest of the tested pozzolans and compared with them and or with
whatever traditional pozzolanic cement. (As from here that the results obtained of the
same have hed to correspond to the aliquot quantities of the liquid phase, less than the
normal).
VI.
-

DEDUCTION OF INTEREST

In the possible supposition of the fixation, greater or lesser, but simultaneously
of ca2+ and OH- of the liquid phase of the Fratini test of a pozzolanic cement not being
proportional between them, but to the contrary, it goes to say greater or much greater
fixation of Ca2+ than OH", which paradoxically would say that "it increases instead of
diminishing as it should", a greet possibility exists that in said liquid phase that at
the normalized ages of the test a notable quantity of alkalines Na+ and or K+ principally,
can be found,
-

proceeding from the fraction Clinker Portland (perhaps a less probable fact) or

-

proceeding from the pozzolan(s) fraction (perhaps a more probable fact), being the
cause of that demonstrated CAPACITY OF EXCHANGE of the pozzolan(s) which constitute
the pozzolanic cement, which is some surroundings can be a "Pathology" and others
can be a "Therapy" for its concrete or mortar correspondent (8).

VII. - GENERAL PRACTICAL ADVICE

Of all the previous it has been deduced that the other distinctive parameters of the
by-products of the Fratini test, are in particular RS*, RMC2 and RMF5 , which confirm,

-

the degree of suitability of a pozzolan given, to reach a definitive aim, and/or

-

the "intention of behaviour" of a pozzolan given in an aggresive or non aggresive
determined enviroment, glimpsed or pried firstly by means the Fratini test.
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(Oct. 1949). San Francisco, California, USA.
3. "

Specifications of General Prescription for the Reception of Cements. RC-75 (decree
1974/1975 of 23rd May, Official State Bulletin num. 206 of 28-8-75)

4. '

American Society for Testing Materials. "Standard Methods Samplig and Testing Fly
Ash or Natural Pozzolans for use as a Mineral Admixture in Portland Cement Concrete"
ASTM C 311-7.
.

5. —

Am4erlcan Society for testing
Cement". ASTM C 150-85

materials.

"Standard

Specification

for

Portland

Specifications of Conditions for the Reception of Hydraulic Conglomerantes, PCCH-64
Rules and Manuals of the IETCC, CSIC.

American Society for testing Materials. "Standard Specification for Fly Ash and Raw
or calcined Natural Pozzolan for Yse as a Mineral Admixture in Portland Cement
Concrete". ASTM C 618—85
g.—

ASINEL: "Fly Ash and its applications". Graphic Selections (Editions). Paseo de la
Direccion, 52. Madrid. Spain.

9,_

r, Talero: "Phatologies and preventive Therapies of the concrete: II. The "Capacity
of exchange" of the pozzolans Additions (Natural Pozzolans, Fly ashes, activated
clays and Similars). Phatology or therapy fior concretes?. Monograph na 406.
Instituto de C.C. Eduardo Torroja, c/Serrano Galvache s/n 28033 Madrid, September
1991.

*
RS = Resistance to the attack of the sulphate ions or "Sulphatic Resistance"
2* RMC = Comprensive streght
3* RMF = Flexural Strength

NOTE
This research work is a small of the multiples which constitute the Doctorate Thesis of
the R. Talero (1). In the next Congresses, Meeting and articles, the rest parts will be
published.
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SOME STUDIES ON THE ACTIVATION OF
BLASTFURNACE SLAG IN CEMENTS WITHOUT CLINKER
.

C E S Tango and E Y L Vaidergorln
I PT-Säö Paulo, BRAZIL

SUMMARY

The mechanical behaviour of 10 different cements, without clinker, made of activated
blastfurnace slag has been investigated. The activation was made with mixtures of gypsum
and sodium hydroxide or calcium hydroxide or with only calcium hydroxide. The results from
a slag without any activation were used as a reference. An attempt to identify the compounds
that were formed and the extent of hydration after 7, 28, 62 and 90 days has been made by
means of thermal, X-ray and infrared spectroscopic analysis. The best results were obtained
with the aypsum-calcium hydroxide activation, nevertheless the results from the activation
with gypsum and soda were also not negligible; the activation with calcium hydroxide alone
accelerated the hydration but resulted in lower mechanical strengths. Ettringite, C-S-H
and CuAHia were identified in the hydration products of the gypsum activated slag; in the
calcium hydroxide activated slag, only C-S-H and C4AH13 were identified in the hydration
products. There were some evidences that the calcium hydroxide had been partially consumed
during the hydration process, also due to the formation of calcium carbonate, that was
present in all the samples.

QUELQUES ETUDES SUR L'ACTIVATION D'UN LAITIER DE HAUT FOURNEAU DANS DES CIMENTS SANS CLINKER

RESUME

Le comportement mecanique de micro-eprouvettes_.de pates de 10 differents ciments sans
clinker ä base de laitier de haut fourneau, actives avec ^CaSO^ . 2H20, NaOH et Ca(0H)2
combines, ou sans aucune activation, est verifie et confronte au developpement des courbes
d'A.T.D. et des spectres Infra-Rouge et de Rayons X. L'activation sulfato calcique a donne
les meilleurs resultats dans les conditions etudiees. Parcontre, 1 activation avec soude
et avose n'est pas neqligeable; l'activation avec seulement la chaux est importante, mais
la quantite de chaux, si d'une cote accelere Thydratation, d'autre cote affaiblit 1 ensemble
hydrate. On a trouve la formation d'ettringite, CSH et СцАН^ avec 1 activation sulfatocalcioue- les memes hydrates avec 1'activation sodo-sulfatique; et CSH et СцАНп avec
rlctiiation calcique/aussi des evidences de que la chaux est Partiellement consomee
pendent 1'hydratation et aussi bien a la cause de la formation de CaC03, detectable dans
tous les echantilions.

INTRODUCTION
The aqlomerating properties of blastfurnace slags in the presence of lime are known
since 1865 when Germany produced the first hydraulic binder made of these two products .
Nowadays blastfurnace slags are mixed in various proportions with cement clinkers for the
production of slag cements. In this paper we shall present the results of a study conducted
with 10 different kinds of cements without clinker. These cements were made with activated
blastfurnace slag which doesn't^ need the use of high temperature furnaces for its production.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The activating substances used in this study were hydrated lime (ca(0H)2), fixtures of
avDsum (CaSOu.ZHoO) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and mixtures of gypsum and hydrated
The slag used was a french one, produced by the "Bouletage"f2) process and ground after beiljg
oven dried. The ten mixtures of slag and alkaline activators studies are shown w Table 1.
As a reference the tests were also conduted on a slag without activator (cement n. 1).
Table 1 - Mixtures of blastfurnace slag and activators used in this study
Composition of the mixture
Cement parts/hundred parts of blastfurnace slag
Sodium
N.
Hydrated
Gypsum
hydroxide Water(*)
lime

23,3
1
25,4
5,0
5,0
2
26,8
10,0
.5,0
3
30,7
15,0
5,0
4
24,2
1,0
5,0
5
22,5
2,0
5,0
6
21,9
3,0
5,0
7
27,1
■
10,0
8
28,7
■
15,0
9
30,9
20,0
10
The v/ater was added gradually until the paste
released itself from the walls of the mixer.

13 40mm in’heYght were molded with all the cements shown in Table 1 These samples were
and
maintained in a water vapour saturated atmosphere, at a temperature of 20°C to 24 C. After
6, 28, 62 and 90 days three samples from each cement were dried in a ventilated ovein ^at
56°C and ruptured by axial compression with a press velocity of Imm/min. Afte -тотхЮ-6
samples were ground, dried in an oven, ground again till f^eness lower than lOOmxiO
and stored in tight closing vessels. These samples were used for thermal analysis. X-ray
and infrared spectroscopy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Compressive Strength
The results for all the cements are shown in Table 2 and Figs. 1, 2 and13. The

catalizator

but further increases in the amount of lime lower the overall mixture resistance, because
the lime itself doesn't contributes very much to the compressive strength.

Table 2 - Compressive strength results

Cement
N.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

□ WITHOUT ACTIVATOR
OlO FWRTS OF LIME

Compressive strength (MPa)
63 days 91 days
29 days
7 days
20,5
17,0
17,6
9,3
47,7
46,3
42,8
25,0
55,5
51,4
41,9
29,7
47,7
43,4
41,0
32,5
26,5
23,0
21,5
16,6
44,4
44,5
25,5
23,7
37,3
38,0
38,4
28,4
32,6
32,9
30,6
21,4
30,1
26,5
30,1
21,6
33,5
33,8
26,0
18,0

+ 5 PARTS OF LIME
A 15 PARTS OF LIME

Fig. 1 - Strength development of the
gypsum-lime activated slag.

□ WITHOUT ACTIVATOR

+■

O'

A 20 PARTS OF LIME

15 PARTS

OF LIME

10 PARTS OF LIME

Fig. 3 - Strength development of the
lime activated slag.

□ WITHOUT ACTIVATOR
2 PARTS OF SODA

+ 1 PARTS OF SODA
A S PARTS OF SODA

Fig. 2 - Strength development of the
gypsum-soda activated slag.

With gypsum-soda activation, increasing
the amount of soda increases the resistance
at the early ages but for the higher ages
the ideal amount of soda seems to be 2%. The
lowest values of compressive strength were
obtained with lime as the only activator. At
the lower ages the resistance decreased with
increasing amounts of lime, but at 63 and 91
days an increase in the resistance with higher
amounts of lime was observed. The highest
resistance resulted from the gypsum-lime
activation. At 7 days the compressive strength
of the mixture of 10% lime plus 5% soda was
three times that of the unactivated slag and
higher than the resistance of the slag alone
at 91 days.

Differential Thermal Analysis (PTA)
The DTA curves are shown in Figs. 4 to 7. The peaks at 840 C and 920 C on the slag
curve at Fig. 4 represent the slag devitrification, that is, the formation of crystalline
compounds (melilite and merwinite).The endothermic peaks observed at the gypsum curve till
190°C represent the transformation of dihydrate in hemihydrate and subsequently into
anhydrite. On the lime curve, the endothermic peak at 540°C represents the Ca(0H)2
decomposition.

TEMPERATURE

Fig. 4 - DTA curves of the unhydrated slag,
of the gypsum and of the hydrated
lime.

Fig. 5 - DTA curves of the gypsum-lime
activated slag (10% lime).

Fig. 6 - DTA curves of gypsum-soda activated
'
slag (2% soda).

Fig. 7 - DTA curves of the lime activated
slag (15% lime).

The unactivated slag DTA curves are similar to that of the unhydrated slag (Fig. 4),
but with 91 days of hydration a few differences can be found, a small endothermic peak at
120OC and a lowering of the exothermal devitrification peaks, due probably to the formation
of some weak aglomerating hydrates that use up some energy given off by the vitreous
fraction.

On the hydrated slag curves, shown in Figs.5, 6 and 7, one can distinguish three main
-e?heniow temperatures region (under 200°C) where we have endothermic peaks due to the
hydrated calcium silicates (C-S-H), ettringite and gypsum;
- the central region, about 500°C, where we have the endothermic peaks resulting from the
lime decomposition and
-the high temperatures region where the exothermic peaks due to the slag devitrification
can be found.
On the gypsum-lime activated slag DTA curves (Fig.5) there are many peaks in the low
temperature region due to the formation of C-S-H and ettringite. The ^^ consumption in
the hydration process can be seen from the reduction of the peak at about 500 C W1'th the
hydration progress. The peaks at the high temperature region diminish as the peaks due to
the hydration products increase.

On the gypsum-soda activated slag DTA curves (Fig. 6) the peaks at about 500°C are
absent because there is no lime present in this mixture, but at the age of 91 days a small
peak due to the formation of Portlandite (Ca(0H)2) can be found. The endothermic peaks
that are present in the low temperatures region are due to the binding hydrates. The sample
with the highest amount of soda showed a more simple pattern, with a greater evidency of
the ettringite peaks. In any case the exothermic peaks are smaller than the ones observed
in the hydrated slag without activator.

The ettringite peak is absent in the low temperature region of the DTA of the slags
activated only with lime (Fig. 7). The consumption of lime with the hydration progress is
shown by the lower intensities of the peaks about 500°C. The exothermic peaks in the high
temperature region almost disappear due to the formation of the cristalline hydrates.
There seems to be a certain relationship between the intensity of the peaks in the
low temperature region and the mechanical strength of the different kinds of activated
slags, but one must take into account the negative effect on the mechanical strength of
an excess of lime.

X-Ray Diffraction
The x-ray diffractograms of the samples hydrated till 63 days can be seen on Figs. 8
to 11. The identification by x-ray diffractometry of C-S-H when not well cristallized is
difficult. On the unactivated slag diffractogram (Fig. 8), only the peaks due to merwinite
are well definedr3\ The amount of vitreous materials is still large, that can explain the
low mechanical resistance.

In the lime-gypsum activated slags diffractograms (Fig. 9) the peaks due to the
hydration products ettringite, CaC03 and СцАН^ can be identified. The intensity of the
lime peaks decrease as the hydration progresses, and the peaks due to CaCOg and, C4AH13
increase. The peaks due to ettringite remain quite constant. It seems that the ettringite
is formed in the first days of the hydration process.
The same products as with gypsum-lime activation can be identified on the diffractograms
of the soda-gypsum activation (Fig. 10) and also the peaks due to merwinite are also still
visible. In this case the intensity of the peaks due to ettringite increases with the
hydration progress.

On the diffractograms of the lime activated slag (Fig. 11), the following products
can be identified: C4AH13, ЗСа0.А1203 .СаС03 . 11H2O and CaC03. The second product is the

first one after carbonation. The peaks due to merwinite and lime are also present. These
last ones remain constant during the whole process. Due to the absence of gypsum, ettringite
is not formed.

2e

Fig. 8 - X-Ray diffractograms of
■
the unactivated slag.

Fig. 10- X-Ray diffractograms of the soda
gypsum activated slag (2% soda).

Fig. 9 - X-Ray diffractograms of the gypsum
lime activated slag (10% lime).

Fig. 11 - X-Ray diffractograms of the lime
activated slag (10% lime).

Infrared (IR) Spectroscopy
On Fig. 12 are shown the IR spectrograms of unactivated and activated slags hydrated
63 days. The unactivated slag spectrogram shows only wavebands in the water region (3480cm-1)
and in the vitreous slag region (970cm-1)m .
The spectrograms of the activated slags are quite similar, only in the lime activated
slag spectra there are no wavebands in the ettringite region (1100cm 1), due to the gypsum
absence. In the lime-gypsum activated slag spectra the waveband at 3644cm-1 represents the
hydroxide. This waveband is absent of the soda-gypsum activated slag spectra indicating
that probably all the hydroxide was consumed in the reaction. In these two last spectra the
wavebands due to gypsum in the region between 667cm-1 are 588cm-1 are missing, probably
indicating that most of the gypsum reacted to form ettringite.

Fig. 12 - Infrared spectrogram of the activated slags
after 63 days of hydration.

CONCLUSION

The best activation resulted from the mixture lime-gypsum respectively in the
щииигничь
.и, aiiu
.,= of the s 1 ад amount. With this mixture the amount of ettringite
and 5%
proportions и,
of 10%
remained constant after 7 days of hydration, indicating that the amount of gypsum Present
is sufficiently small to react in the first stages of the reaction, without, any risk of
further reactions. In this mixture the amount of lime present is sti 11 excessive and maybe
the addition of a third component to react with the excess of lime, like a pozzolam
material, would result in a better product.
.
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PROPERTIES OF VERY FINE BLASTFURNACE SLAGS
MANUFACTURED BY JET MILL
P J Nieminen and К P К Pylkkänen

Tampere University of Technology, Institute of Engineering Geology
Tampere, FINLAND

SUMMARY

Different types of jet mill pulverized granulated blastfurnace slags
from European sources were examined.
The
slags were characterized
according to
fineness,
surface roughness, water adsorption capacity and
chemical composition. The influence of
slag properties on the hardening
of mortar specimens made of portland cement
activated slag was studied.
The specific
surface area varied between 290-620 irr/kg (Blaine)
and
1000-3000 ni /kg (gas adsorption). The water adsorption capacity in 7 days
varied between 0.2—1.9 %. With the same
slag the strength increased with
increasing fineness.
In
some
extend the
effect
of
fineness was
compensated by using blastfurnace slag of higher alkality.

1 INTRODUCTION

In several countries
ground granulated blastfurnace (GGBF) slag is
used as a cementitious material in road and concrete construction.To
release the hydraulic properties of GGBF
slag in order to get needed
early strength an activator is usually needed. In addition to the type
and amount of activator the properties of GGBF slag itself affect its
effectiveness as a hydraulic binder (1).
The
cementitious properties of GGBF
slag
have usually been
researched and tried to be classified by determining the fineness,
the
glass content and the chemical composition of the slag (1), (2). The
reactivity of the GGBF slag is often thought to increase with increasing
fineness, glass content and C/S -ratio (3), (4).
jet mill pulverized
In the present study the
hardening of
sources was
examined. In
blastfurnace slags from different European
Ж™characterized according
to their specific surface area (SSA) and water adsorption (WA) capacity.

2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Materials
The granulated
blastfurnace
slags originated from
2.1.1 Fineness England,
Finland,
France
and
Germany.
The slags were
Austria,' Belgium,
to three different fineness
using jet milling. Slag DI
wasVground b^ball^milling. Particle size distributions measured by laser
diffraction method are presented in Figure 1.

Fig.l

Particle size distributions of used GGBF slags.

Compared to the fineness of Finnish portland cements fineness 1 is
coarser than normal
hardening cement and fineness 3 about the same as
rapid hardening cement.

2.1.2 Specific surface area and water adsorption - The SSA of slags was
d;«™l£ed «Ing
adsorption and
“=h^ue3. The applied

gas adsorption method was
a dynamic
single point (p/p0 - 0.3) method
where the carrier gas was helium (70 %) and the adsorbate nitrogen (
%)•

The applied permeametry methods were Blaine and Permaran.
Permaran
is an apparatus measuring the
loss of pressure a compacted sample bed
causes to a constant air flow while Blaine -method measures
the time
needed for a certain pressure increase.
The
results of
the SSA
-determinations are presented in Table 1. SSA for elags Dl, M, E and f
was determined using only gas adsorption -method.
The results are
respectively 1100, 1400,
3000 and 1200 m /kg.

Table 1. Specific surface area:s and
slags.
SLAG

water

SPECIFIC SURFACE AREA (m2/kg)
Gas adsorption Blaine Permaran

Al
2
3
Bl
2
3
Cl
2
3
OPC

2100
2500
2700
1000
1300
1500
1500
1600
1700
1200

capacity

of GGBF

WATER ADSORPTION (%)
гои a
7 d 28 a

2.3
1.5
2.9
1.8
3.1
1.9
1.0
0.7
1.2
0.8
1.5
0.8
1.4
1.0
1.7
1.2
1.6
1.0
5.7 14.4

470
840
1000
430
750
920
440
770
920

320
520
590
290
480
590
310
490
620
450

adsorption

4.5
6.5
7.1
2.2
3.0
4.2
2.5
3.8
3.6

called desiccator -method
so
The WA -capacity was determined using
amples were placed in dishes into a desiccator with 100%
(5). Ovendried s<.dsorption
of water vapour was
followed weighting the
.
RH inside, The adsorption of
__
_
The
adsorption
capacity was
days periods up to 160
days,
samples in 7
-Vol the dry weight'of the sample. The results are
calculated in weight ■ . - ' ''
adsorption of slags Dl, D3, E and F was
1Water
presented in Table 1.
are
of
7 and 28 days
and the
results
age
researched only at the!
and
for
DI;
0.8
%
and
1.2
%
for
D3;
0.7
%
respectively 1.0 % and 1.9 %
0.8 % for E; 0.2 % and 0.4 % for F.

The chemical composition was examined from
2.1.3 Chemical composition —method. The results are
slags А, В, C, D and E using x—rayfluorescence
,
-• -■ "
analysis slag A is
presented in Table 2. According to x-raydiffraction
amorphous,
slag В
consists
of merwinitic,
slag C of merwinitic and
melilitic and slag D of melilitic chrystallization.

Table 2.

Chemical composition of used GGBF slags.

SLAG

sio2

A12°3

Ca0

MgO

S

Na20

k20

A
В
C
D
E

37.8
34.8
36.9
36.0
38.6

10.6
11.6
11.3
8.5
10.1

40.2
42.3
40.1
38.0
35.1

8.4
8.8
8.4
11.4
10.7

1.2
1.0
1.0
1.8
1.0

0.29
0.23
0.18
1.00
0.40

0.67
0.34
0.72
1.00
1.60

According to the
litterature there
are
several,
reactivity
indicating,
index numbers to be calculated from the amounts of
chemical
compounds (6), (8). The index numbers differ according to which compounds
a?e considered alkalis
and which acids.
Some of the
indexes
are
calculated in Table 3.
Index numbers measuring■ the reactivity of used slags.

Table 3 .

SLAG

Pl
1.06
1.22
1.08
1.09
. 0.91

A
В
C
D
E

P2

P3

Fl

F2

1.28
1.47
1.31
1.38
1.18

1.00
1.10
1.00
1.13
0.94

1.16
1.29
1.17
1.23
1.08

1.56
1.80
1.62
1.60
1.45

F3

■

1.48
1.70
1.52
1.47
1.34

2.2 Preparation of samples

Specimens of size 4*4*16 cm were used for examining the influence of
slag properties on the mortar strength. The specimens were prepared with
binder:aggregate -ratio of 1:3 using water:binder -ratio of 0.58.
The
amount of portland cement activator was 20 weight -% of
the total
binder. After demolding the specimens were cured in 80 %
RH at zu c.
Some comparative experiments were made with tap water cured specimens. In
the most cases the compressive strength of specimens Was tested at the
age of 1,

7 and 28 days.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Specific surface area and

water adsorptiQH

The measurement of
SSA and grain
size distribution are generally
used to determine the
fineness
of pulverized material. How do this
procedures then differentiate the finenesses of
studied slags? This is
examined
in Fig. 2 which presents the relative differences between
fineness 2 and 1 and fineness 3 and 1.

Fig. 2

Relative differences between finenesses determined by
methods.

different

Comoared to the relative differences

shown by the medium grain size

adsorption method to measure the inequalities of a separate grain surface
surfa
rather than the grain size.
adsorption method to
surface texture
The applicability of
gas
when slags with same fineness but of
characterizing appears best
According to Blaine and Permaran SSAs the
ei“eirnegnbet^n H:gt?per”diairly notable where.,
"
gas adsorption SSA
indicates more variation. The considerably different gas adsorption SSAs
amorphous
and microporous
of slag A reveals its surface structure more <
also 'from water adsorption
compared to slags В and C.
This appears
results being biggest for slag A, which may, however,, also be due to
bigger water affinity of chemical compounds in slag A.

3.2 Compressive strength

strengths
after 80 % RH curing are presented and
The compressive
,
'
notable
increase
in 7 -day compressive
compared in Fig. 3. There is a
strength changing from fineness 1 to fineness 2 when slags A В and C are
___
Comparing the
used. Fineness 3
seems to give nci _further increase.
better
7
-day strength
giving approximately 70 %
fineness 1, slag В is
than other slags.

Fig. 3

Compressive strengths of

tested

mortar specimens after 80 % RH

curing.
■
Generally known that curing conditions can have
a remarkable
It is ? sSrenath development especially when GGBF slag is used (7).
influence uii
inriuenuc
on srrengun ueve^upnre
ыя-ьаг
ruriiG. In Figure
ж; rsfff.
"
ä
compressive
strength compared to
%
^ixrinrr About 30 % lower
^
fL»nre between
except
slag E giving about 30 % lower
difference
between slag
slag types,
types,
except
Furthermore it is interesting to
strength level at the age of 28
days,
,
same
strength level
is
notice,
that using fineness 1 of slag В the
the
same
achieved as with other slags but of much finer grading.

Fig. 4

Compressive
curing.

strengths

of tested mortar specimens

after

water

latter result suggests that the chemical composition of,the slag
The
some influence on the achieved strength
level. Examining the
may have
numbers
reveals
them
being
inmost
cases biggest tor
calculated index :
•
merwinitic
crystallization),
which also gives good
slag В (containing ----.
smallest
uh
---= For
- --- E^the
' : numbers
results in strength
tests.
slag
index are the
strength^‘Merwinitic GGBF slag has proved active in other
and so was the
s
„
researches, too (9).

4 CONCLUSIONS
Ground granulated blastfurnace slags vary not only in chemical
composition but
in
surface
structure
and water adsorption, too. The
slag. The
roughness of a surface reflects the glass content of the
specific
surface
surface roughness can be evaluated by determining the
The
permeametry
techniques
measure
mainly
area by gas adsorption method.
.
•- ■
—size distribution
the fineness and pore size distribution
caused’ ’by grain
curves of different shapes.

Compared to ordinary portland cements the considerably lower water
vapour adsorption capacity of GGBF
slags signify better durability in
storage conditions.
.
activity of a ground
The presented results
suggest
that the
granulated blastfurnace slag as a'hydraulic binder depends
slag. These properties may
fineness and the chemical composition of
the
to
some
extent compensate each others effect. The same strength level
could be achieved either using coarse slag with higher alkalinity or vice
versa.
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CHEMICAL ACTIVATING OF METALLURGICAL SLAG
IN THE CONDITIONS OF GRANULATING
V V Vulkov*, N A Delchev* and N S Nikonova**
★Sofia Technology University, Sofia, BULGARIA
**D I Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technology, Moscow, RUSSIA

SUMMARY
Tn the nresend report are described the results by the researches car
ded ont inthe laboratory of Sofia Technology University and Moscow Technoloav Institute of Chemistry about the influence of the medium in the pro
Sss^f grating of the sLg melt, The formation of the structure of
the slag glass and its hydraulic activity is also investigated. This is a
continuation of the developed methol for chemical ^cbivation which inc
des on the granulation of the slag melt in inorganic salts water solutions.

РЕЗЮМЕ

В докладе показаны результаты, проведенных исследовании в Софийском
технологическом университете и МХТИ им. Менделеева - Моск=аап^у^™п
при изучении влияния среды гранулирования шлакового расплава на фор Р
вание шлакового стекла и его гидровлическую активность. На основе Резуль
татов разработан метод химического активирования путем гранулирования шла
кового расплава в водных растворах неорганических солеи.

INTRODUCTION
Studing the binding properties of the granulated methalurgy slags de
mands irrefutably the existing connection between activity and physical chemical specialities in their constitution-chemicalcomposition phase com
pound and structure. Generaly it is accepted that this connection exits(1,
2,3). Many disputes hare been carried on some ditals: ratio of the glassy
to the crystal phase, polymerisation degree of the silicic-oxygen tetraed
ra, complete replacement of SiO^- with A10^~, ratio between complexes with
fourfold and sixfold coordination defects as a results of coorision the sla
ssy matrix, the liquid phase separation of the slag glasses (4,5,6,7).This
differences however are determened by the initial compound of the slag melt
and by the cooling conditions. The exsperiments for increasing the chemical
activity of the granulated slag are based on that and come down to two di
rections: modofication of the slag melt compound, i.e. introduction of ions
modificators and changing the conditions of granulating.
Since the end of the sixties, in different coutries has been developed
the second direction (8,9,10,11). There are used water solitions of inor ganic and organic materials (activators) with alcaline or acidic reaction.
The effect of the inorganic activators is connected with adsor bation
of
the alcatine and (or) alcaliearth compounds on the surface and in the gra
nule's pores fixing larger quantities of water molecules, spee ding the pro
cesses of interaction between Si(OH)^ and CafOHj^and crystalization of the
hydrated formations (8,9,10). It is supposd to be formed active centres of
cristalization as a result of chemical interaction of increasing the slag
activity, using water solutions of organic substances (11) is pointed out
the plastification effect which causes decreasing of the water-cement fac
tor of the activator on the surface of slags'grains and by this way increa
ses the mechanical strength of the slagportland ce ment. These explanations ’
are true and based on the general theories about the processes of hydraulization and hydratacion of the bounding substances.

Having in mind the nature of the glassy state, what granule methalur
gy slags are the matter of the process of activation should be researched
in the physical-chemically and structural modifications which occured du
ring formation of the slag glass (by the way process of granulation is mon
equilibrium process by the themodinamics point of view.
EXPERIMENTAL
The matter of the method of activation is the granulating of the slag
melt with an initial temperature 1400°C in water solutions of CaO, phosdno
gyps and CaC^/ which concentration is from 0,1% to 1,0% and expenditure of
cooling agait is 4 l/'kq slag (12) .
The activity of the obtained granulated slags is estimated concerning
modification of the mechanikal strenght of compressive of the slag-portland
cement, which consists 30% and 50% slag of standart terms of soIdification.
Pinenes of milling (Sn=3200 sm2/g) and water cement factor (W/C=0,26) were
maintained constrant.

Termical analys of the slags is carried out on a derivatograph"Paulik"
system, regime: max. temperdture 1000°C; rate of the temperdture increa sing 10°C/min; sensibility of DTA-sygnal-1/5; sample weight - 1,0g. Spec
tral curves of absorption are obtained on a spectrometer "Specord-71 IR"in
tablets (KBr), within interval of absorption 2000-400 sm
. Structure rese
arches, especially polimerizacion degree of silicid-oxygen tetrahedres
in
the slag glass are carried out using the method of the coplex molibdative
kinetic analys (13,14). Activating (E ) energy and the degree of transfor
mation (a)to overcooling li - gult ofathe glassy phase we determed by data
of DTA usinga package of applicational programms, to be solved straight
and reverse tasks of simulative kinetic researches in nonizotermical condi

tions.

— = K(a)n
dT

(1-cc) |-in(1-a)p|

(D

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
,
The diaaram (fig.1) reveals the average modification of the mechani
cal comoressive strenght (in percents) of the
slag-portland cement consis
ting slag granulated in water (nonactivated) and solutions of the already
mentioned substrances with different concentration (activated).
Reading the identitive
conditions of which were set
all cements during the pro
□ 1.Nonactivated
cess of hydratation and soli
%
dification obtained higher
hydraulic activiti (from 8%
130
to 25%) we accept that in is
due to only to the increased
120
chemical activity of the slag
110
component. In it's turn this
modification is co nected with
100
the change of con ditions of
granulating—in solution.Struc
90
ture modifica-tions on the sur
80
face layer of the slags'frac
tions are possible, as a re
70
sult of the interaction
on
the interface boudary surfa
3
7
28 days
ce melt-solution, accelera ting by the results of the
carried out physical-chemi Fig. 1. Changes the slag-portland
cally researches. We speci cement' compressive strenght
fied an almost total 993-95%
glassing of the melt,
based
on data of X-ray analys. Carried out electronographic analys proved this oon
elusion about nonactivated slag and fixes only the presence of micro-crys taiphases in the activated slags. In the chemical activated slags, at hea
ting up, flows degree crystalization within the interval of transformation
of slag glass (fig. 2). Primary crystalized phases are - belit (C2S) and me
lilit predominating gelenit component. The transitinal proces kinetic
from
solid state to overcooled liguid at 700 -740
(fig. 2) is different. The у
namic of it's course expressed by (fig. 3) is higher for activated slags the
same for E
(fig. 4). This is conected with distubanced symetry of the struc
ture network ascertained by infra-red spectroskopy by eowering the freguency
of vib ration of the bonds Si-O-Si from 1000 sm
to 930 sm, . This is a ,
characteristic indication for depolymerization of the silicic—oxygen poll—
hedra. By data of the complex molibdative-kinetic analys, in all slags struc
ture, absented high polymerizational forms with degree п>25. There is hig
her perecentage of oligomeric forms in the activated slags, average 12-13%,
compared to 8% in nonactived slag, but the polymerizational degree is lower.
The polymerization decreases with the increasing the solution concentration

6).
.
The result is a distruction of the silicic-oxygen network or recipro
■
•
■ ’
--------- layer
--------under the accal process blocking the structure forming
in
the
upper
tion the cooling agent particles.
This, it's possible the occurance of nonhomogeneous area with exeess of
positive eharges or uncompensated negative charges (acidic —+ or basic-,active centres), of new-phase cristalization. The initial stage of interaction
glass-water (solition), as and it's mechanism are simi lar to the explaned
(fig.

in

(15)

and will be discussed in investigation.

0,5 1,5

2,5 3,5

4,5 5,5

Time, min

Fig.2. Differential thermal curves of
the granulated methalurgy slags
1 .Nonactivited. 2 .Activited (from 2
to 8)

Fig.3. The degree change of trans
formation of the transition
from glass to overcooled
liguid of the examined slags

concentration,%

Fig. 4. Change of the E of the slag
glass by the solution concen
tration

Fig. 5. A change the average polymerizational degree (n^) of
the slag glass by the
solu
tion concentration

Fig.

6. Polymerization change of
oligomeric fruction by the
solution concentration

Fig. 7. Hydraulic activity dependen‘
cy of.slag-portland cement
by the E of the slag compo
nent
a

CONCLUSIONS
,em

ximum hydraulic activity.
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METALLURGICAL SLAGS AS BLENDING MATERIALS
FOR CEMENT MANUFACTURE
К M Sharma, R Bhargava, D Yadav and S C Ahluwalia
National Council for Cement and Building Materials
• New Delhi, INDIA
-

SUMMARY
Granulated blast furnace slag is a potential blending
material
and is used world over for making blended cements.
However, due to
inadequate granu1ation facilities in steel industry and non
availability of these in metallurgical industries,
it has to be
disposed off in air and is known as air cooled slag having no
hydraulic property and as such finds no practical use in cement
manufacture. An attempt has been made to utilise these air cooled
slags as a blending materials for cement manufacture.Two air cooled
slags one from phosphorous industry and the other from steel industry
were selected and efforts have been made to activate them chemically
by using NaOH and Na2CO3, by thermal process and by a combination of
these two processes. The resultant slags were used as a blending
material for the manufacture of PSC. Performance characteristics of
blends prepared with activated and unactivated slags have been
reported. SEM and XRD studies of hydrated blends upto 28 days have
been presented. Results indicate that a combination of thermal
followed by chemical process is most appropriate for the activation of
air cooled slags.

INTRODUCTION
The use of granulated blast furnace slag for the manufacture of
binary blends of OPC - slag is well established and these blends are
now marketed all over the world. In a similar study granulated slag
obtained from phosphorous industry has also been utilized for making
blended cements (1). Apart from granulated slags huge quantity of air
cooled slags having no hydraulic properties is available in India and
remains unutilized. The present investigations have been directed
towards the utilization of air cooled slags particularly blast furnace
and phosphorous furnace slag as a component of slag cement by chemical
activation, thermal activation and by combination of the two.Studies
have been reported on activation of granulated slags with alkalies and
their salts (2,3) and were extended to air cooled slags as well.The
blends prepared using OPC, unactivated slags and slags activated by
above processes were investigated for performance characteristics. ’Th®
hydration studies were also carried out using X-ray diffraction and
scanning electron microscopic techniques.

EXPERIMENTAL
The raw materials used in the present investigations for making
blended cements were ordinary portland cement clinker, air cooled
slags from steel and phosphorous industries and gypsum. The elemental
analyses of these materials are given in Table 1. These materials were
also subjected to mineralogical and morphological studies using X—ray
diffraction, optical and scanning electron microscopic techniques. The
X—ray diffractograms of air cooled and water quenched (granulated)
slags are given in Fig.l and 2 respectively and scanning electron
micrographs are presented in Plates 1 and 2.
OPC-slag blends were prepared by fixing the slag content to 40
percent and overall fineness of slag cement to
400 m /kg as per the
details given below :

1/

Activation by Chemical Process - Series-I

To study the effect of activation on ground air cooled slags
1
and 2 from steel and phosphorous industry respectively, NaOH and
Na9C0o were added in different dosages varying from 1 to 5 percent.
The blends so obtained were subjected to the determination of setting
time and strength
characteristics
and the
results
are
given in
Table 2.

2/

Activation by Thermal Process - Series-II

Slags 1 and 2 were melted in a laboratory furnace at a
temperature varying between 1300 — 1350°C followed by immediate
pouring in water to complete the granulation. The granulated slags
thus obtained from slag 1 and 2 designated as slag 3
respectively were dried and ground to a fineness level of 400 m /kg.
The slag cements were prepared and tested for setting time and
strength characteristics (Table 3).

3/

Activation by Thermal Followed
Process — Series—III

by

Chemical

In another series of experiments the slags 3 and 4 obtained above
were activated with NaOH and Na2CO3 in different dosages and blends
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prepared were evaluated for their performance characteristics (ТаЫеЗ).

4/

Effect of Fineness - Series-IV

To see the effect of fineness, blends PSC-3 and PSC-4 were
prepared using slag 3 and 4 respectively and ground to different
levels of fineness ranging from 250 to 450 m2/kg. The influence of
fineness on compressive strength is given in Fig.3.
.

Hydration Studies
.

Blends prepared by air cooled, granulated and granulated slag
activated by NaOH were hydrated for 3, 7 and 28 days and the reaction
was arrested by acetone and dried under vaccum. The samples were
subjected to X—ray diffraction analysis and scanning electron
microscopy. Diffractograms and micrographs of selected hydrated
samples at 28 days are presented in Fig. 4 and Plate 3 respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Results of portland cement clinker (Table 1) indicate the
presence of ,52.91 percent CgS and 0.56 percent free lime and
considered suitable for the manufacture of blended cements.The X-ray
diffraction analysis indicates the presence of 48 percent CoS and 31
percent C2S. The optical and scanning electron microscopic studies
have shown well developed alite and belite phases (49 and 30 percent)
which confirm its suitability for making blended cements.
TABLE 1
ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS OF RAW MATERIALS

The
elemental
analysis (Table 1) of slag
samples SL-1 and SL-2
indicates that AI2O3 and
MgO content of SL-2 is
lower as compared to SL-1.
However the lime silica
ratio of the two slags
SL
-1
and SL-2 are 1.06 and
1.16 respectively, which
are comparable. The X-ray
diffraction analysis
(Fig.l) has shown the
highly crystajline nature
of slags. The slag SL-1
contains akermanite,
augite and forsterite

65.11
27.93
32.88

1.25
0.72
9.91

3.27

48.50

1.73

2 1
T

-------

2

*
1
2
3
4

0

* CaOf : 0.5i6;

Na2O

k2o

0.18
0.03
0.14

0.58
0.07
0.04
—

1Л

5.44
0.27
19.01

K>

41.89

3.68
0.78
0.60
(Feo)
0.06
(Feo)

*

4

22.50
13.58
33.41

u>

Clinker*
1.17
Gypsum
18.82
Air
1.12
cooled BFS
Air
0.38
cooled
phosphorous
furnace slag**

Constituents determined (percent)
Si°2
■ CaO
MgO
a12°3

ч

1
2
3

LOI

<6

Sample
Details

to
О

SI.
No.

: 1.08

AKERMANITE
WOLLASONITE
COESITE
AKERMANITE SYN

2 9

FIG 1. XRD OF AIR COOLED CLINKER

phases whereas SL-2 contains akermanite,pseudo -wollastonite and
coesite.
. .
.. -

The glass content of SL-1
microscopy was found to be
20 and 18 percent respec
tively. Chemical composition
suggests the spitability of
slags whereas the XRD and
optical microscopy suggests
their non-suitability. XRD
of laboratory prepared *
granulated slags SL-3 and
SL-4 (Fig.2) has indicated
nearly complete amorphous
nature of these slags. The
glass content of slags SL-3
and SL-4 was found to be 93
and 92 percent respectively.
The scanning electron
micrographs of all the four
samples are presented in ■
Plates 1 and 2.
‘
'

Effect of Activators . .

and SL-2 as

determined by optical

'

The slag cements PSC-1 and PSC-2 prepared by the replacement of
40 percent OPC by slags SL-1 and SL-2 show a marked reduction in
compressive strength compared to parent OPC. It confirms that the two
slags are non-hydraulic. Activation studies
indicate a gain in
strength by 7 and 10 percent maximum at a level of 5 percent Na2COj
and NaOH respectively(Table 2).
'
■ 1

■ ...

.■ ■ : ri ■
' TABLE 2
. . .
.... . .J
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF SLAG CEMENTS
.
... PREPARED FROM AIR COOLED SLAGS
.

SI.
No‘

Sample
No**

1
2

3

.

.

Activator
(percent
by Wt.)

Fineness
(m2/kg)
- " 31s

Control OPC
PSC-1
PSC-la
PSC-lb
PSC-lc
PSC-ld
PSC-le
PSC-1f

0
1
3
5
1
3
5

PSC-2
PSC-2a
PSC-2b
PSC-2c
PSC-2d
PSC-2e
PSC-2f

0
;
1 NaOH
318
3
5
.........
..
1
3Na2CO3
318
5
.
■

——
NaOH

325

Na^COo
*
j '■ 325

: Setting
Time (min);
iST
FST

: Compressive .,
Strength (N/mm2)
3d
’ 7d j
28d

,
120
111
105
96
115
103
97

255
280
260
265
253
265
258
255

113
110
110
106
114
110
98

275
278
265
260 1
270
265
268 . ■

26.0;:4 40.2
53.5
13.0
20.0
29.1
13.5
20.4
30.6
14.8
21.1 . - 31.5
15.2
21.6
32.0
13.3
20.2
30.0
14.6 , 20.9 . 31.2
14.9
21.1
32.1

.

.

12.1
12.5
13.4
14.2
12.1
13.0
13.9

19.0
28.1
; 19.8
29.4
20.6 . ; 30.8
21.4
31.5
19.3
28.2
20.0
29.1
: 20.8
30.0

and SL1?9^^!11^8 PSC~3 and.pSC-4 prepared from granulated slags SL-3
at att tbe a^s^

TABLE 3
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF SLAG CEMENTS
PREPARED FROM LABORATORY GRANULATED SLAGS
"" Activator
*

*
.■

1
2

3

.

Control OPC
PSC-3
PSC-3a
' ...
PSC-3b
PSC-3c
PSC-3d
PSC-3e
PSC-3f
'
PSC-4
PSC-4a
PSC-4b
PSC-4c
PSC-4d
PSC-4e
PSC-4f

ЬуГ№П)
hywt-)
~0
!
NaOH
3
5
1
3 . Na2COß
5

0
1
3
5
1
3
5

Fineness '
(m /k9)

315
320

320

NaOH

316

Na2COj

316

Setting
Time (min)
1ST
FST

""

Compressive —'—
strength (N/mm2)
3d
7d
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th
9 i? 1П str®ngth was observed when slag cements PSC-3
and PSC-4 were activated with NaOH and Na2CO3. The gain in strength at
3 days was found to be 23.0, 24.2, 24.9 and320.2, 22.6, 23.2 N/mm2 at
апл

1, 3 and 5 percent NaOH and 22.1, 23.0, 23.6 and 20.1, 20.9, 21.7
N/mm2 at 1, 3 and 5 percent Na2CO3. From these results it is concluded
that NaOH is better activator compared to Na2,CO3 and 3 percent was
considered optimum for activation. The slow activation by Na2CO3 could
be'attributed to the fact that it generates small quantities of lime
which on reaction with Na2CO3 provides NaOH which eventually carries
the activation process.
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The ■ studies carried
out to see the effect of
fineness on compressive
strength indicate that
the strength increases
with increase in fineness
and the effect is more
pronounced at 3 days. The
results are plotted in
Fig.3.
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X-ray diffraction and SEM studies on cement prepared with air
cooled slag has indicated the presence of unhydrated phases apart from

PSC from activated SL-3
PLATE 3 8 SEM's OF HYDRATED SAMPLES AT 28 DAYS
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?h?Sea .°! Ü?C "hiCh 9iven small quantities of C-S-H
resulting
in
poor
strength. This is further?L
confirmed by ,the presence
of large quantities of
LEGEND
Ca(0H)2« In case of cement
A - Ca(OH)2
prepared by granulated
В - C-S-H
SL-3* ACTIVATOR
I -'
slag it has been observed
*A*m*nw^*
that the amount of Ca(0H)2
SL-3
decreases with increase in
hydration age whereas
amount of C—S—H increases.
SL-1
The
formation
of
etterngite has. been.....
-I____
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observed upto 3 days. The
' 30
35
■ 29
rate of hydration further
increases at all ages when
3% NaOH is added in above
FIG 4 :
XRD OF HYDRATED SLAG CEMENTS AT
system.
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'
CONCLUSIONS

i.
i i.

iii.

Air cooled slags from blast furnace and phosphorous furnace
were not found suitable for the manufacture of slag cements.

'

^htlVaitlO^i
these slags was carried out by chemical,
■ thermal and thermal followed by chemical processes. The best
Obtained by slags activated by thermal tolled -

The compressive strength of slag cements increased with the
increase rn fineness and the effect was more"pronounced at 3
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EFFECT OF STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION ON REACTIVITY OF
ZEOLITE-TUFF USED AS BLENDING MATERIAL OF
PORTLAND CEMENT
Lian Huizhen

Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua University
Beijing, P R CHINA

SUMMARY

It is known that zeolite is a kind of crystalline with framing structure, but the
pozzolanic reactivity of zeolite-tuff, i«e. zeolitizated tuff, is better than of many
uncrystallized volcanic. In order to explain such a unusual behaviour, effect of zeolite
content, Si/Al, positive ion and zeolite aqua in cavity of zeolite, fineness, etc. on
reactivity of zeolite-tuff are tested. Among of them, the zeolite content and fineness are
most sensitive rather than the chemical reactivity. It is confirmed that effect * of
blending materials should not be only considered according to their chemical reactivity.
Compositions take effect on cement by way of their structure. What is the cause of the
high reactivity of zeolite-tuff, such a kind of crystalline matter, can be explained.

«
Si/Abt.

*

INTRODUCTION

Zeolite is a kind of crystalline with framing aluminosilicate. According to
thermodynamics, stability of crystalline is much more than of amorphous. But as early
as 1960, some scientists reported that reactivity of zeolite is more capable than that of
glass!1!!2!. Consequently, products of zeolite-tuff reacted chemically with lime have been
studied continually!3!!4!!5!!8!. Interface reaction between zeolite-tuff and cement paste has
been investigated, and morphology of products thereof has been described!7!!®!.

Mokoto Asaka et al treated clinoptilolite tuff by sodium hydrate solution. It is
proved that structure of zeolite can not be collapsed until above 2N of NaOHt®). Lian
reported that when concentration of NaOH is 5N, there was no zeolite any longer in tuff,
and in solution of '0.1% Са(ОН)г (this is near the alkality of cement paste), the structure
of zeolite is no changed similar to that in 0.5N of NaOH!10!. Owing to such a stable
characteristic, zeolite can be used as the sieve sorbent and catalyser.

In order to understand the source of reactivity of zeolite-tuff all-sidedly, effect
of varied zeolite content of tuff blended in Portland cement with varied blending
amount on strength of cement paste, reactivity of zeolite-tuff, containing varied zeolite,
with lime, effect of Si/Al ratio of zeolite and cation in cavity of zeolite on reactivity of
zeolite-tuff, etc., are investigated in this paper.

ZEOLITE-TUFF USED FOR EXPERIMENTS

.

Two types of natural zeolite-tuff

Clinoptilolite-tuff from Nenjiang (in China) and mordenite-tuff from Zhejiang (in
China) are used. Amount of ion exchange with NH«* and corresponding zeolite content as
well as composition of them are shown in table 1.
TABLE 1
Composition of zeolite-tuff used for experiments

Items

Type of
zeolite
tuff

Compositions (%)

Amount of
nh4+
exchange
(mg/100g)

Zeolite
content

Clinopti
lolite

178.92

Mordenite

131.57

SiO2

A12O3

FezOs

CaO

MgO

KzO

NazO

LOI

84

61.60

14.40

2.20

3.79

1.85

3.13

0.70

12.83

60

68.96

10.28

1.97

0.92

0.48

0.60

3.40

13.72

(X)

Uncrystallization of natural zeolite-tuff

According to the thermostability of the two types of zeolite-tuff, 400°C and 800°C
are used for treating above zeolite-tuff for half an hour separately. XRD indicated that
structure of zeolite in mentioned tuff has been collapsed and crystallized substantially.

EXPEHIMENTS AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Effect of zeolite-tuff with varied zeolite content on strength of cement paste blended
with zeolite-tuff by varied amount.

Uncrystallized and original clinoptilolite are mixed in ratio of 0:1, 1:3, 1:1, 3:1, 1:0
to make specimens with varied zeolite content with 84%, 63%, 42%, 25%,and 0%. Those
specimens are blended into Portland cement by 5, 10, 15, 20, 30% (by weight of total
binder) separately, then to be formed in 2*2*2cm3, W/C is 0.35. The compressive
strength are tested after curing for 28 days. Results of tests are shown in fig.l. Every
numerical datum is average from 30 groups of specimen.

Zeolite content:
-e- 82%
—+- 63%
-Д- ^%
-X- 25%
-o- 0%

Blending amount of zeolite tuff(%)
Fig.l

Compressive strength vs. blending amount of zeolite tuff
with varied zeolite content at 28th day

It is shown in fig.l that:
1. When the blending amount of tuff is 5-10% (by weight of the total binder),
distinction of strength among specimens in which the zeolite content of tuff is varied
seems very little. In fact, owing to "micropowder effect", if some inert material such as
quatz sand is ground to be a certain fineness, strength of cement blended with it can
also be elevated somewhat^11]. Distinction of strength among those containing varied
amount of zeolite is increased with blending amount.
2. There are optimum blending amount of zeolite-tuff to make strength of cement
higher for varied zeolite content separately. Alternatively, there are optimum zeolite
content to make strength of cement highest for each blending amount of zeolite-tuff.
3. The optimum zeolite content of zeolite-tuff is over 42%, preferably about 63%
and the optimum blending amount in that content is 10-20%. All the strength of
uncrystalline zeolite-tuff in varied blending amount are lower than that of zeolite-tuff
containing zeolite over 42%. When the blending amount is over 30%, strength of cement
paste reduce markedly.

As comparison and proofing, the synthetic mordenite sieve sorbent and
uncrystallized mordenite tuff are mixed by 0:10, 3:7, 5:5, 7:3, and 10:0 (by weight of
total binder) respectively. Results of tested compressive strength are shown in table 2.

TABLE 2
Compressive strength of cement paste blended with 10% of zeolite-tuff
containing varied amount of mordenite.

Mordenite to uncrystalline thereof ratio

0:10

3:7

5:5

7:3

10:0

Compressive strength of cement paste (MPa)

66.2

71.7

72.9

69.2

61.9

It is shown from table 2 that varied amount of ■ mordenite tuff has also optimum
blending amount; that is, for the same blending amount, there is optimum zeolite content
in tuff containing mordenite as blending material of Portland cement.
Chemical reactivity of zeolite-tuff with lime

Specimens as shown in table 2 are mixed with CaO (analytical purity) by ratio of
1:1 (by weight of total binder), and formed with water separately. After curing for 3, 7,
28 days, the soluble SiO2 and the А120з of those paste are examined by cold hydrochloric
acid method!12’. Above results of 28th day are shown in fig.2.

uncrystalline mordenite/mordenite ratio

Fig.2 Soluble SiOa and АЬОз* relative amount of Ca(OH)i by XRD and strength
of specimens comprising lime and zeolite tuff in varied ratio at 28th day

From results of test, it can be seen that:

1. The highest strength of specimen made of zeolite-tuff mixed with CaO can be
obtained by suitable zeolite content.

2. The largest amount of soluble SiOz occurs in specimens with mentioned ratio of
about 5:5.
3. The least relative amount of Са(ОН)г by XRD in specimens occurs in specimens
with mentioned ratio of 5:5 in table 2.
4. Difference strength of specimens containing varied mordenite content is much
more than difference of amount of soluble SiOz and А120з as well as the relative amount
of Ca(0H)2. It is considered that the chemical reaction is not the only factor effecting
strength of cement paste. Results as above mentioned tally with XRD of zeolite tuff-lime
reaction, e.g., in 28-days, the peak values of clinoptilolite in zeolite-tuff are hardly

changed, but of Ca(OH)2 are changed much»3), i.e. the reaction is induced by the
amorphous portion of tuff rather than the crystalline zeolite.
Effect of composition on reactivity of zeolite-tuff

1. The cation in cavity of clinoptilolite is changed by ion-exchange, and it results
in amount of a kind of cation to be over 50% (by weight of total cation). Mentioned
zeolite-tuff which cation have been changed and the original zeolite-tuff are mixed into
Portland cement by 10% respectively. Strength of mortar made of those specimens are
tested and the results are shown in table 3.
TABLE 3

Change of zeolite water and strength of cement blended with
zeolite-tuff by 10%, after ion exchange of zeolite
Zeolite water
(%)

Compressive

strength
(MPa)

of cement

3rd-day

7th-day

28th-day

Original

15.3

24.9

39.2

nh4*

14.1

24.9

44.2

9.90

Ca**

16.6

27.6

44.3

7.78

Na*

18.7

28.2

42.0

6.83

K*

17.2

27.0

39.5

4.32

Type of cation

It is shown from table 3 that the strength of cement paste at 28th day, specially
the strength increase rate with ages, is increased with zeolite water. This is due to
induction by effect of zeolite water in interface between zeolite-tuff and cement
paste1141. The best effect of cation is Ca++, Na*, (NH«* does not exist in natural

zeolite-tuff).

2. Si/Al ratio and activity ratio of zeolite-tuff after treated by NaOH with varied
normality, and strength of cements blended with 10% of above treated zeolite-tuff are
tested separately. Results are shown in fig.3.

—Д— Si/Al ratio
—Activity ratio
—О— Compressive strength

Concentration of NaOH(N)

Fig.3

Si/Al and activity ratio of zeolite tuff and strength of
corresponding cement vs. normality of NaOH

It is shown that Si/Al of zeolite is decreased with increasing normality of NaOH,
and that is identical with change of strength of corresponding cement. But the activity
ratio is increased with the normality of NaOH. It is indicated that effect of structure is
much more than of the chemical activity. This is different from the case of the other
blending materials, strength of which are sensitive to the activity rations].

Effect of fineness of tuff
Zeolite-tuff ground to be 13000, 16000, 19000 cmVg of special surface area are
mixed into Portland cement by 10, 20, 30%(by weight of total binder) respectively, and
W/C is 0.3. Compressive strength of those cement paste at 28th day are shown m ig. .

Fig.4

Strength of cement vs. blending amount of zeolite tuff
with varied fineness

It is seen that the more amount of zeolite-tuff is blended, the more effect of
fineness is. When the blending amount is about 10%, the highest strength occurs by
appropriate fineness rather than by the finest. And for the blending amount oyer 20%,
the finely-ground is better. The optimum blending amount is various for varied fineness

of zeolite-tuff, and more with fine.

CONCLUSION

1. Reactivity of zeolite-tuff is not due to collapse of crystalline structure
substantially, but the reactive portion of amorphous tuff is. And that reactivity о
zeolite-tuff is more than of glass is through its special structure-microcrystalhne and
micro cavity therein as well as zeolite water in cavity.
2. The optimum blending amount which makes the highest strength of cement
zeolite-tuff is 5-20% variated with the zeolite content. The optimum zeolite content which
makes the optimum blending amount mostly is about 60% or more.
3. The suitable zeolite-tuff for blending material of cement is possessing Cat+ or
Na* (Ca~ is better to avoid harmful effect of Na*) for clinoptilolite-tuff because of
change of zeolite water coordinated with the positive ion in cavity.
4. The strength increase rate with special surface area increasing of cement
blended with tuff by 30% is more than by 20%, but the optimum, position is varied.
When blending amount is less, appropriate fineness is expected rather than the finest,
and when blending amount is over 20%, the finer is better.
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SUMMARY
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25 Indian fly ashes showed that

besides other factors. A rece
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.hnratorV' investigations carried out
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It is known that the pozzolanic activity of the fly ash arises from
the alassv phase; its crystalline constituents, principally
cA.-quartz,
Illite, hematite, etc."contribute ?little> if at all,: to^pozzolanic
activity. The mineralogy and microstructure of fly ash have been studied
exteniKely (1Л Howeve?, direct analyses has not been mentioned earlier
“tn Gently when Ucblkawa, et al. (2) reported analy... of tb. average
bulk composition of the glassy phase. Qian et al./(3, 4) have repo^ea
additional bulk analyses, as well as the variability in A12O3 content
within the particles and microstructure and chemical variation in class
F fly ash glass. Shatokhina et al.(5) reported that the amount of cement
prepared with mechanically activated fly ash can be decreased ^У 8-12%
compared to that prepared by unactivated fly ash. Ghos^
* (
limereported that heat-treatment or by the addition of dopants, the lime
reactivity of an Indian fly ash could be enhanced by sixty to hundred

percent.
In this paper, the effect of thermal and thermo chemical treatment
of fly ash on the morphology, microstructure and elemental distribution
of fly ash by SEM-EDAX analysis is reported. It was also observed that
infrared spectroscopy of the activated fly ash samples showed a lower
degree of polymerization with high lime—reactivity.

EXPERIMENTAL

Sample Preparation
Mixtures of fly ash with varying.concentrations (0.5 to 2%) of soda
ash, redmud and iron ore were homogenised and nodulised. The nodu es
were fired in a muffle furnace at 1300°C for a retention time of 30
minutes andwere quenched to ambient air temperature. Nodules maae out
of fly ash were also subjected to heat-treatment (1300-1500 C) and were

quenched simi larly.

'

.

r .

'
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Scanning Electron Microscopic Studies

-

.

These studies were carried out on a Philips Electron Microscope ВИ
ЗОЮ with scanning and EDAX attachment (PV-9900) .^ An , inbui It peak
identification computer was used for elemental identification and
quantitative estimation. X-ray mapping technique was employed to see the:
elemental distribution in the specimen. The polished surface of the
sintered samples were vacuum coated with gold. Specimen used for this

study were of the size 5x3x2 mm.

>

Infrared Spectroscopic Studies
Perkin Elmer I R Spectrophotometer model 621 was used,for the
present study. Specimen were prepared by adopting potassium promid^
(KBr) pellet technique.

Chemical and Physical Characteristics
The chemical composition of fly ash was determined by the complexo
metric (EDTA) method and flame photometry. The lime-reactivity of the
experimental and activated fly ashes.was evaluated as per 15:1727-1967.

(A)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Microstructure/Mineralogical Studies
Fly ash

Scanning electron micrograph of fly ash (Fig.lA) showed it to
consists of relatively smooth spheres with some subrounded grains and
some oversized particles. Fly ash spheres ranged from as little as one
jum to about 10 zim in diameter. Lacy structures were deficient in Al and
Si.
Iron Ore Treated Fly ash

Fused mass was found to be abundant. Small fragments of spheroids
were found embedded in the fused mass (Fig.IB). EDAX analysis of the
zoned surface within the digested spheroids showed that these were rich
in Ti, Fe, Ca and Si and deficient in Al and K. Boundaries of spheroids
were deficient in Ca and Ti and rich in Fe. Small fragments were
observed even inside the pores.

Thermally Treated Fly ash
Few spheroids of smaller size were found embedded in the fused mass
on thermally treating fly ash at 1500°C. It is observed that both the
size and number of pores reduced drastically. Fused mass was also
observed within the pores. EDAX analysis showed zoned surfaces developed
within the spheroids rich in iron but deficient in silica compared to
that of fused mass. It was found to be rich in Ti, К and Si but poor in
Fe and Al. It appears that crystalline silica of fly ash is dissolved
into the glassy phase with minor constituents like К and Ti acting as
accelerators in the process.

Soda Ash Treated
Fly ash
-----------------------------Z---------

,

Q|

Soda ash destroyed the outer
margins of the spheroids leaving them
into smaller fragments. These frag
ments having thin boundaries were rich
in Al, Fe and Si. Fused mass seems to
be slightly more than that in the
original fly ash. Besides mullite
crystalline (^-quartz was unaffected by
soda ash treatment as confirmed by XRD
(Fig. 2).
Red Mud Treated Fly ash

When fly ash was treated with
r e d m u d the features seen were
different than the soda ash activated
fly ash. The rate of glass formation
was comparatively high. The morphology
of spheroids changed from spherical to
elliptical form. Mullite was still
present. However grains of aluminiumiron-silicate were seen with anhedral
crystal outline. Quartz grains were
completely
digested
as
shown
in
Fig. 2.
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FIG.2:

XRD OF CHEMICALLY
TREATED FLY ASH

X-ray mapping of original fly ash, iron-doped and thermally treated
fly ash samples have been shown in Fig. 1. It is apparent from the maps
that the distribution of Al, Si and Fe is more or less similar in
original fly ash compared to the treated ones, where the variation of
the concentration of these elements, in general, is significant. For
example, the concentration of Al in one pocket is high compared to those
of the other two elements. This suggests the microinhomogeneity in
composition of the treated samples. Lime reactivity of iron-dopeo/
thermally treated fly ash was found to be higher, however, a correlation
between reactivity and microinhomogeneity in elemental distribution is
yet to be ascertained.

Infrared Spectroscopic Studies
Infrared spectra of treated and
untreated fly ash are presented in
Fig.3. Spectra show a number of
characteristic bands which are seen to
vary with the heat treatment and
nature of activators. Activation
introduces a number of changes in the
spectrum. In all the spectra, a
shallow
to
strong
broad
ba nd
appeared close to 1000-1100 cm
->a
(Si-O-Si or Si-O-Al), is attributed to
the asymmetric stretching frequency of
the aluminosilicate matrix. Other
characteristic
shallow
broad
bands
are seen at
700—800 cm
- *s (Si-O—
Si); Лу 450-475 cm"1- 6(0-Si-0); and
CV1630-1640 cm"1- Г(Н-О-Н). In chemiFIG.3:
IR SPECTRA OF TREATED
cally treated
fly ash, a few shallow
AND UNTREATED FLYASH
bands were observed at 540,
650, 730
and 790 cm-1. The frequency
of the
between 1000-1100 cm-1 was found to be an
broad
absorption
band
This
indication“ of^the overall degree of polymerisation of the network
,
band shifts to lower frequency side in heat treatment as well as in
chemically treated samples. Soda ash activation was found to be an
exception where it shifts slightly to higher frequency. Broadness and
strength of this band increases in treated fly ash. It appears that a
lower degree of polymerization is observed with high lime-reactivity.

The chemico-physical properties of
samples are presented in tables 1 and 2.

fly ash and treated fly ash

TABLE 1
Chemical and Physical Characteristics of Experimental Fly ash
Chemical Analysis (%)
LOI
7.38
SiO?
56.30
A12O3 24.38
Fe20-i
4.70
Саб
4.26
MgO
1.01
Na20
0.16
K2o
1.66

T1O2

0.20

Particle Size

<
<
<
<

75
40
20
10

ЛЛП

jum
xim
yim

Distribution Percentage

76.6
61.9
46.1
13.8

TABLE 2
Physical Characteristics of Treated and Untreated Fly ash
Sample
No.
F-0
F-l
F-2
F-3
F-4

Sample

Fineness .
1[sq cm/g)

Experimental Fly ash
Soda Ash treated
Thermally treated
Red Mud treated
Iron Ore treated

4805
4850
5015
4960
4870

Specific
Gravity

Lime Reactivity
(kg/sq cm)

2.23
2.35
2.54
2.60
2.76

48
56
78
88
92

MECHANISM OF GLASS MODIFICATION
In silicate and aluminosilicate systems, structural disorder can be
introduced by rapid quenching, network isomorphic substitution and
cation modification. Of these, the last two are different aspects of
polymerization. Most glasses result from со-melting silica with other
oxides, some of which provide elements (Al, Fe, В, P, etc.) capable of
replacing Si in the polymeric network of oxygen tetrahedra. Others
particularly oxides of alkali and alkaline earth metals (i.e., Na, K, Ca
and Mg) induce depolymerization of the polymeric network.
■
Thus when a lower valency atom (e.g., Al and Fe) is introduced the
continuous polymeric nature of the silica network is broken and an
excess negative charge must be neutralized by inclusion of a cation (M+
or 0.5 M2*). Thus, network substitution introduces two forms of disorder

0
0
1
1
- 0 - Si - 0-Si -01
"
1
.
0
0
.
.

(Si2O 4 network)

0 5 Alz Оз
♦ M*

0
0
0
1
1
1
-Si-0-Si-O-Al- 0
>
11
0
0
0

M*

'

(aluminosilicate)

to the already distorted glass structure; a chemical disorder through
the random substitution of network atoms and the necessary cations, and
a depolymerization of the 3d structure. Modifier elements can further
extend the disorder. For example, when soda ash is introduced the
resulting glass formed on quenching become increasingly depolymerized
relative to the untreated fly ash through reactions such as
0
0
0
n
0
0
Nq+ 0
ill
NqdO
I
I
I
-0-Si -0 —Si-0-Si - 0-------- •- - 0 - Si - 0 - Si - 0" "O-Si - 06
6
6
0
0 N°*
6
The resulting glass being composed of increasingly smaller silicate (or
aluminosilicate) oligomers, with a large number of terminal, negatively
charged non-bridging oxygen (NBO) atoms.

CONCLUSIONS
1

Fused mass was found to be most predominant in Iron Ore treated fly
ash sample. Fused mass in decreasing order of its abundance was
found as follows :
"

Iron Ore > Red Mud > Heat treated (1500°C) > Soda Ash.
values of the treated samples were found in the same order.

The LR

The distribution of major elements in heated and doped
appears uneven compared to that in original fly ash sample.

2

sample

in the region 1000-1100 cm-1 of the activated fly ash
IK band
shifts down to lower frequency compared to that of the
samples
original fly ash.

3
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BINDER ENHANCED REFUSED DERIVED FUEL ASH:
A STUDY OF HYDROLYSIS
Russell Hill and Kenneth E Daugherty

Department of Chemistry, University of North Texas
Texas, USA

SUMMARY
The explosive production of municipal solid waste in the USA is a
di1 Auma
of continuing . concern.
Disposal alternatives are now being
investigated.
A method of particular promise has been the production of
densified refuse derived fuel dRDF. Municipal solid wastes which have been
processed to a composition of 90 % paper, can be extruded into dRDF pellets
with a BTU value of close to 8000. This fuel has successively been cofired
with coal in spreader-stoker combustion units and cement kilns.
A calcium
hydroxide binder is often used to produce durable pellets which burn
environmentally cleaner than coal.
National production of binder enhanced dRDF could conceivably produce
100 million tons of pellets annually. Ash resulting from combustion would
be a substantial by-product.

Avoiding landfilling ash by combining it with cement has already lead
to a major research discipline in itself.
However, little work has been
done concerning the cementitous nature of bdRDF ash.

The present study involves the analysis of a synthetic blend of bdRDF
containing lime binder. A number of technigues including XRF, XRD, and FTIR
are used to monitor the hydrolysis reactions of cement pastes over a period
of time.

INTRODUCTION

Municipal solid waste (MSW) is currently cumulating at a rate of 200
million tons per year.
The majority of this waste has traditionally been
landfilled. Availability, economics and a growing public concern has forced
municipalities and state governments to look for other disposal methods.

One particularly attractive alternative has been to first remove
recyclables from MSW and then process the paper residue into densified
refuse derived fuel (dRDF) pellets.
This fuel can be burned alone or
cofired with coal utilizing facilities such as power plants and cement
kilns.

The University of North Texas has
determined that calcium hydroxide
(Ca(OH),) is an excellent binding agent for dRDF(l). In addition, the binder
reduces2organic and acid gas emissions as compared to the combustion of. coal
(2,3) .
The major by-product from combustion of binder enhanced dRDF is an ash
high in calcium oxide content. Utilization of coal ash in cement has become
a major industry, however, comparatively little work has been done with ash

from MSW.
Our laboratory has looked at the hydration properties of
dRDF ashes
various
CaO
contents
resulting from different amounts of binder. Ashes
with
Wim little CaO present were amorphous and showed little hydraulic behavior.
with
Ashes high in CaO had crystalline phases and underwent hydrolysis.
This
paper presents preliminary results on the hydration of ash from dRDF wit

16 percent binder.
EXPERIMENTAL

Sample
Densified refuse derived pellets were obtained from Reuter, Inc., Eden
Prairie MN., with a binder content of 8%.
The pellets were ground to a
fluff material passing a US #5 sieve.
Additional reagent grade Ca(OH)2 was
added to increase the Ca(OH)2 present to 16% by weight. The mixed material
was then ashed in batches at 1000°C for 6 hours in a muffle furnace.
The
resulting batches were screened and blended.
This material was fused for
14 hours in platinum crucibles at 1350°C.
The fused product was ground to
pass through a 230 mesh sieve and remixed.

Hydration
The ash was placed in a polyethylene bottle and mixed with freshly
The bottle was tightly
boiled DI water to give a water/solids of 0.4.
were
periodically
removed for
sealed at ambient temperatures.
Samples
acetone followed
by vacuum
analysis. Hydration was stopped by grinding with
,
,
filtering on #42 Whatman filter paper. The residue was dried for 15 minutes
at 100°C and then stored in a desiccator over P2O5.

XRF

ctamnlps were around in an Angstrom Mill and pressed into pellets for
aonroxtaatl anKysSf at' standard conditions. A Model 7200 Applied Research
Laboratory X-Ray*Fluorescence Analyzer and MBS Fly Ash standards were u

for the analyses.

.

Free Lime

Anoivcic of the base ash mixture was obtained using a modified Franke
method (5?. Analysis of extract was performed using standard conditions on
a Perkin Elmer Model 4000 Atomic Absorption Unit.

XRD
Aluminum sample slides were used when sample size

nickel filter and sodium iodide scintillating detector was used at a scan
rate of 2° 20/min.

FTIR
Samples were packed, according to availability, into а
nr.Pmirm samnle holder for diffuse reflectance analysis.
A Nicolet
large or micro sample holder
detector was used to collect 256 scans at
Model 60SXB FTIR with a D-TGS
4 cm"1 resolution.

RESULTS-AND DISCUSSION

Base Ash (Dav O)

finds the ash differing significantly from
Examination of Table 1
, ,
Calcium oxide dominates the
ÄlitÄMy»m=a ÄgieSun схй;Чге all pr=s_ent_ln,roughly
the same amount.
suitur
quantity of tö
sulfur
the
a testimony ■'— ‘--.
recycling.

cm.
low because of the inherent low
The sulfur content is .
louna ill
The lack of detectable iron is possibly
found
in RDF.
' ability to remove ferrous materials for
RDF
processing's

l

TABLE I

*sio2

12.70

p2o5

0.78

K2O

0.40

so3

1.07

Cl

0

ai2o3

11.60

TiO2

Fe2°3

0

ZnO

CaO

63.75

MgO

9.32

'

Mn2O3

Na20

*Data normalized for weight loss

0
0.01

0.27

0.10

.
■ The powder x-ray diffraction pattern (Fig. 1, Day 0) clearly marks the
high periclase content but lime peaks are missing.
Additional patterns at
a slower scan rate of 1° 29/min detected a small peak at d=2.40A indicative
of CaO.
Analysis for free lime found a lime content of 7.4% -0.1%.
Thus,
the majority of the CaO is presumably combined with the silica/ alumina/
magnesium system.
An alite (C3S) phase is identified (based on standard
search procedures using JCPDS manuals) as are peaks tentatively considered
to be a result of overlap of C3A and Merwinite (C3MS2 or MW).

Day 0

Day 1

Day 3

Day 7

Day 14

Day 2 8

Day 4 0
°20
63

Fig.

1

X-Ray Diffraction Analysis Ash Hydrolysis Products
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33
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51

45

42

60

24

21

15

IR analysis in Fig. 2 (Day 0), display silica characteristic stretch
vibrations at 1030cm"1 and deformation vibrations at 612 cm"1 and 495 cm'1. The
similarities between the ash and alite become apparent by referring to
Fig. 3. For clarity the two spectra have both had CaO vibrations spectrally
subtracted until the peak at 3640cm"1 has just disappeared.

14

28

40

Wavenumber
Fig. 2

IR Analysis of Ash Hydrolysis Products

Wavenumber
Fig.

3

Comparison of Ash and C3S Std.

Hydration

Figure 1 also allows one to follow the hydration from Day 1 to Day 40.
After one day the well defined peaks due to alite and C3A/Merwinite have
largely disappeared. Ca(OH)2 peaks begin to appear due to precipitation.
Patterns from Days 14 through 40 possibly indicate the formation of a CSH
gel evidenced by diffuse peaks at 50.3° and 28.8°.
Figure 4 displays the same hydration samples after the free lime was
extracted. The gradual hydrolysis of alite is much clearer in this series.
( By day 40 only periclase is evident.
The loss of the characteristic gel
I peaks may be a result of disruption of the open gel structure due to
I extractions of weakly combined CaO.

The broad expansion of vibration peaks in the 3000° cm"1 area and the
growth of a peak at 1635 cm"1 (Fig. 2) indicate the absorption of loosely
bound water as an inner layer within the gel.
The loss in intensity of the
silica peaks at 612cm 1 and 495cm"1 as well as the broadening of the silica
stretch peak at 1030cm"1 marks the hydration of alite. The gradual shift to
higher wavenumbers ( from 1030 cm"1 to 1070 cm"1) of the silica stretch
vibration can only be explained by the development of a more rigid structure
since water absorption alone would generally lower the peak positions (6).
CONCLUSION

Ash produced from
(CaOH)?) content (16%)
analysis indicates that
and/or layers of CSH in

the combustion (1350°C) of dRDF with a high binder
has the potential for forming alite. X-ray, FTIR
the ash binder undergoes hydrolysis to form chains
a nearly amorphous gel system.

rofn

Day 1
Day 3
Day 7
Day 14
Day 28
Day 40

°2e
63

60
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Fig. 4
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NEW TECHNIQUE FOR ECONOMICAL MANUFACTURE
OF CEMENT BASED BINDERS
.

R Karvlnen and P Nieminen

Tampere University of Technology, Tampere, FINLAND

SUMMARY
The mechanism of concrete
size of particles and the
based on the behaviour of
is presented. Experiences
grinding of slag, organic

hardening process is discussed from the point of view, how the
amount of different species affect the process. A new technique
pressurized gas-particle suspension to manufacture fine powders
in manufacturing cement based and modified binders including
addltivies and manufacturing of coloured cements are discussed.

R Karvinen and P Nieminen

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally roller mills, ball mills or tube mills are employed for grinding materials
for concrete, namely, cement or blast furnace slag. A large variety of different types of
mills is available for the purpose In the market /1/. For manufacturing traditional
cements wherein the fineness of the product is not very critical, the above mills fulfil
the requirements of users also in respect of energy consumption and cost.

The strength of concrete, its hardening process and the behaviour of mortar are greatly
dependent on the size distribution of cement particles. These properties can and are
usually altered by using additives. Such modification is needed In the manufacturing of
patching and repair mortars /2/. The consumption of those special products Is expected to
grow rapidly In the near future. The same kinds of problems as encountered with special
cements are met with when coloured products are made. For the above purposes the
traditional technique Is not the best we can Imagine.
In this paper the mechanism of concrete hardening
view, how the size of particles and the amount of
process. A new technique to manufacture very
experiences are shown concerning its possibility
Also the use of a new technique for manufacture
discussed.

process is discussed from the point of
different species In cement affect the
fine powders is presented, and some
in manufacturing cement based binders.
of modified binders in the future is

THE' NEW GRINDING TECHNIQUE
Grinding results on cement based binders to be presented In this paper are obtained with
a new type of opposed Jet mill, which has been developed by Finnpulva Ltd. in Finland.
Called the Pulva F? Jet mill, it has been used for grinding many kinds of materials at a
pilot plant and in industry in Finland and abroad.

The essential difference between the Pulva FP Jet mill and the other mills on the market
is generation of a pressurized gas-particle suspension by it using a compressor and a
feeder unit. The pressurized suspension flows through acceleration nozzles, Imparting to
the material particles to be ground a sufficiently high velocity for grinding when the
particles from opposed nozzles collide with each other. This Is a new principle which
substantially reduces mill wear and can be used to produce contamination free products.
Finally, an atomized gas-particle suspension flows to a classifier where particles larger
than the tolerence limit are separated out. Fig. 1 shows the schematic arrangement of the
main components of the mill together with gas and material flows.
The pressurized gas is produced by an oil-free screw compressor in either a single stage
or in two stages, depending on the application. The feeder unit consists of a two-valve
system, a balancing vessel and a mixing section where the gas-particle suspension is
formed. The balancing vessel is needed to lessen fluctuations in material flow caused by
the cyclic operation of the valves. Pressurized gas and particles are mixed in the mixing
section, where the material to be ground is transported by a screw conveyor from the
balancing vessel.
.

The most important part of the mill is the grinding unit. It consists of nozzles and a
grinding chamber. The pressurized gas-particle suspension flows through the nozzles, and
the particles are accelerated to a high velocity due to the exchange of momentum between
the gas and the particles. In the grinding chamber high-velocity particles injected from
the nearly counter-opposed nozzles collide with each other. If the particle velocity is
high enough, grinding occurs. Fig. 2 shows the geometry of a converging-diverging nozzle
and the nozzle arrangement in a grinding chamber.

-------- gas
-------- powder

1. pressurized gas supply
2. feeder unit
3. grinding unit
4. classifier

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of Pulva FP
jet mill.

Fig. 2. Geometry and arrangement of
.
acceleration nozzles In the grinding
chamber.

After the grinding chamber, the particles are conveyed by the gas flow Into a classifier
which divides the ground material into coarse and fine fractions. Its operation Is based
on a highly swirling flow.

The theoretical basis of the two-phase flow governing the phenomena in the Pulva FP jet
mill and the relevant details are not discussed in this paper as they are available In
the literature /3/.
RESULTS
The Pulva FP jet mill has been used for grinding many materials at a pilot plant In
Pirkkala, Finland. There are also several plants of industrial size operating In Finland
and abroad. The grinding results of cement based binders presented in this paper are
mainly obtained from the pilot plant.
Grinding of slag

Slag is a very difficult material to grind owing to its abrasiveness. An industrial scale
factory with the Pulva FP technique is operating at Pyhäsalmi, Finland. An essential
feature is that a water content of 6 % in the material is vaporized during the grinding
process without any extra drying process. The total energy consumption for grinding,
drying and classification is very reasonable, only about 150 kWh/t. The plant s grinding
capacity is 2 t/h.

Results of the pilot plant, which gives an idea about the possibility of the Pulva FP jet
mill, when very fine powders are needed, are given below. Fig. 3 shows the particle size
distribution of the product when wet slag of 5-6 % water content is ground. For that
extra fine product d
and d
are 2.99 pm and 9.47 gm, respectively. The total energy
50

98

consumption Including drying and grinding is 450 kWh/t.
The Pulva FP technique also affords the possibility of simultaneous grinding of a wet
slag and clinker. In this case the wet slag is ground at the first stage and then the
resulting (ground) dry slag is reground with the clinker.

Manufacture of coloured cements
In coloured cements it is essential to have the pigment distributed very uniformly. An
other Important factor is the pigment particle size, because the amount of pigment will
depend on its particle size. Experiments have been conducted in a pilot plant by
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Fig. 4. Microstructure of coloured cement manufactured with Jet mill.
simultaneously grinding gypsum and clinker. The results obtained when material consisting
of clinker, gypsum and Fe^ was ground are discussed below.
.

The feed consisted of 96 7. clinker, 2 -/. gypsum and 2 7. РеД. The original particle sizes
of gypsum and clinker In the feed were same. Fig. 4 shows the results from scanning
electroscope on the product obtained. It can be seen that during the grinding process In
the Pulva FP Jet mill the particle sizes of gypsum and clinker have changed In a
different way. The particle size of Fe (У Is also very small, smaller than 1 pmT
-

It must be "observed that small particles of"Fe 0“ have a great tendency to agglomerate in
a dry atmosphere /4/ However, as can be seen from Fig. 4, this phenomenon has been
avoided with the use" of i ourt mill,/because/the Fe^ particles are/distributed very

uniformly on the surface of "clinker particles. This makes for.a reduction in the guantity
of colour pigment used and uniformes the quality of the binder.
Grinding of organic additives

-

In dry mortars use is made of different types of organic additives in order to improve
the mortar behaviour. The problem is actually, how to make. ä homogenous suspension of
cement, sand and additives.
■

Experiments were carried out in the pilot plant by grinding a binding agent made of 95 /«
cement clinker, 4 7. redispersible powder and 1 % lignosulfonate. This is a very typical
composition in actual practice. The use of organic additive dictates that the temperature
be kept low during the grinding process, but this, looses no problem with the Pulva FP
technique.
’
In a mortar pin test it was observed that the setting time, when use was made of the
binding agent above, was four times longer compared to that if the mixing was made by
hand. As a matter of fact the mixing of the additives is a real, problem of dry cement
based binders. Scanning electron ■ microscope Investigation revealed the amount of
lignosulfonate to be too large. It covered the cement clinker particle too efficiently.
With the grinding.technique of this paper, the amount of an expensive additive could be
reduced remarkably.

CONCLUSIONS

1

-

In this paper some observations concerning a new grinding technique are presented for
manufacturing cement based binders. The technique, namely, the Pulva FP Jet mill is used
already in other branches of industry. With this technique, drying, grinding and mixing
of additives can be done simultaneously resulting in very homogenous cement based
mortars.

An essential feature of the new technique is that the difficult processes of dosing and
mixing of additives can be avoided since these are duly taken care of in the grinding
process itself.
. "
•
The technique also affords the possibility to manufacture a binder from a wet slag sand
with dso equal to 7 pm, to which an activator clinker and calcium oxide are added during
the grinding process. The total energy consumption including grinding, drying, mixing and
classification is very reasonable compared to the other technique in the market.
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BLENDED CEMENTS CONTAINING GRANULATED SLAGS
FROM FERROCHROME PRODUCTION
T V Kuznetsova, V V Mityushln, N S Nikonova and V H Jabirov

DI Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technology
Moscow, RUSSIA

INTRODUCTION
High-basic slags of the low-carbon ferrochrome production, in
view of their mineralogical composition, seem to hold good promise
for addition to clinker in the process of grinding, uut their use
in cementing materials’ industry is limited by,the complexity of
granulation, in terms of the dissociation of silicate in the cool
ing process.
To make these slags effective as an addition to cement, it is
necessary to adopt special conditions of granulation. Thus, when
the molten slag is cooled slowly, the polymorphous transformation
of the
dicalcium silicate takes place simultaneously with
crumbling of slags of this kind to dust. On the other hand, when
ferrochrome slags are cooled slowly, magnesium oxide crystallizes
in large-crystalline configuration ( in periclase form ), which le
ads to volumetric changes in the process of hardening slag composi
tions, making slag-based materials to be of inconsistent behaviour.
When the flame-coloured molten slag is cooled fast enough, the
physical stabilization of the dicalcium silicate is to be observed
in active
and В fonis, while magnesium oxide mostly remains,
dissolved in the dicaizium silicate, or is a part of the compositi
on of magnesium silicates and picromites.
■

The aim of this investigation was analysis of the influence of
various methods and conditions of granulation on the process of
hardening of binding materials, ’n-mca on portland cement clinker
and slags from low-carbone fcrroch^m,;.e production*
DESCRIPTION OF THE FORi-iATION OF ilATERIALS

The slags analysed in our investigation vrere of the following
chemical composition % wr : SiO? 24-28; Alo0^ 4.1-8.3;
3 4-О.2;
FeO 0.7-1.5; Fe203 0.7-1.5; Ca0246.2-55.3 ^;<1g0 7.0-16.2
-

о

The flame-coloured molten slag was granulated at 1700-1800 C ,
using aerial, aerial—aqueous and aqueous methods,at various rates
of cooling, regulated by air and water pressure in the granulator.
The methods and conditions of granulation of ferrochrome slag
greatly influence the size, porosity and grindbility of the slag,
granules, physical state of dicalcium silicate,crystallites, their
polymorphous modification, and, consequently;, influence the slag s
hydration activity, especially the beginning of hardening.

When the granulation conditions are optimum, dicalcium silicate
stabilizes in oB and £ modifications. While employing the aerial
method of granulation, mostly j?> fora of dicalcium silicate as a
aerial-aqueous
method it is
tendencv to stabilize, whereas"with'the
---------—- the »C fora. Besides, granulated,slags from low-carbon ferrochrome
production also contain tricalcium silicate.

Dicalcium silicate in granulated ferrochrome slag has the sha
pe of roundish granules with split edges ( size - 10-20 mm ), which
is connected with the dendrite character of dicalcium silicate cry
stallites1 growth v/hen it is cooled fast.
Granulated ferrochrome slag contains 3-7 % wr of- uncombined
magnesium oxide, present in the form of periclase. The size of pe
riclase granules considerably depends on the method of granulation.
Granules obtained as result of the aerial-aqueous method of granu
lation are smallest in size.

magnesium oxide in the granulated slags from low-carbon ferrochrome production is also associated in calcium magnesium silica
tes : mervinite 3CaO,LIgO,2SiO?, diopside CaO,I.IgO,2Si0o, monticel
lite CaO.MgO.SiOg,
2CaO.j,IgO,23iO2 and picrochromites,

'

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The cements were prepared by airergrinding granulated slag,
portland cement clinker2and gypsum in laboratory ball-mill to a
fineness of 250-300
m^/kg. Actual density and periods of harde
ning were fixed according to the State All-Union Standard 25094-82,
Samples were made from the paste of nornal density and 1:3 cement
mortar. Samples were steemed thoroughly at 60-1000 and kept after
wards for 28 and 90 days under aerial-humid conditions; and in ae
rial-humid conditions for 7, 28 and 90 days.

HARDENING OF GRANULATED SLAGS FROM LOW-CARBON FERROCHROME PRODUCTION
Normal density of granulated slags ground to a. specific surface
of 200-300 m2/kg , correspond to that of portland cement of normal
density and a similar specific surface, but the rate of hardening
is considerably accelerated. The method of granulation influences
the rate of hardening . When the aerial-aqueous method of granula
tion is used, the rate of hardening is highest of all, whereas
slags obtained from aerial or aqueous method of granulation give
cements which harden at a slower rate. The rate of hardening also
depends considerably on the fineness of grinding of the slags. A
slag with a higher specific surfase had a higher hardening rate in
almost all experiments. Gypsum, if added to the slag ( at 3 to 5 %
wr ) does not influence the rate of hardening and normal density.
Pure granulated slags possess hydraulic activity, in mixture
with gypsum as well as lime. The hydraulic activity of slags was
influenced by the methods and conditions of granulation.
After 3 months hardening under normal aerial-humid conditions,
the durability of binders, obtained from pure ground does not equ
al that of the standart portland cement samples. The bending stre
ngth of specimens, made from the slag cement, after hardening for
1—3 months under normal aerial- humid conditions or 1-3 months af
ter being steamed thoroughly, is very high. The latter result co
uld be attributed to the peculiarities of the chemical composition
of slags, in particular, the presence of oxides of magnesium, ohro-

mlum and iron in the hardening system. In the process of hydra
tion of the slag's silicate components, this provids the prere
quisites for creating elements of asbestos stracture, and for
self-cladding of stone, based on the ferrochrome slag.

HARDENING OF CBvIENTS BASED ON PORTLAND CE.IENT CLINKER AND GRANU

LATED FERROCHROME SLAGS
The normal density and rate of hardening of cements, produ
ced by airergrinding portland cement clinker, slag and gypsum,
does not differ much from the respective values of standard por
tland cement.

Addition of granulated ferrochrome slag to clinker during
grinding, whatever the granulating conditions and methods, does
not decrease the compressive strength, if the slag content of the
cement is up to 18 % wr, and the hardening under normal aerial
-humid conditions lasts for 7 and 28 days. After 3 months of hai*dening slag-cement mixtures containing up to 80 % v/r of slags are
found to attain the durability of standard cement.

1

7

28

90

TIME OF HARDEl'IING,
DAYS

FIG.1 Compressive strength and bending strength of slag cements
obtained from granulated ferrochrome slag by aerial (-) ,
aerial-aquatic (--), aquatic (-.-) granulation methods
were hardened under normal aerial-humid conditions

If the hardening takes place under conditions of hydrother
mal treatment, mixtures containing 18 % wr of slag attain the
durability of standard cement samples irrespective of the gra
nulating conditions and methods. After 28 days of thoroughly
steaming, mixtures containing 60 % wr (and sometimes - up to 80 %
wr) of the slag are found to reach the same level of the durabi
lity.
At the end of 3 months hardening under nomal aerial-humid
conditions, the durability of the slag cements, does not equal
the durability of portland cement.

Portland cement containing ferrochrome slag was used in pre
-fabricated concrete technology. The cost economics of the ce
ment and technological parameters did not differ from the stan
dard for the plant.

STUDY ON EFFECTS OF KILN DUST ADDITION
TO PORTLAND AND BLENDED CEMENTS
S P Ghosh, P Padmanathan and К Mohan

Cement Corporation of India Limited, New Delhi, INDIA

SUMMARY

Effects of adding different quantities of kiln dust upon the physical properties
of OPC, PPG and PSC have been studied.
Major physical properties of portland and
blended cements have been determined with three sets of samples.
Test results
showed that with increase of gypsum content from 4 to 5% the PPG showed decrease
of compressive strength at all ages with 2 to 6% kiln dust addition, whereas in case
of PSC the decrease in compressive strength was noticed only after 4% kiln dust
addition.
In contrast, OPC showed higher compressive strength at all ages with 2-4%
kiln dust addition.
However, upto 3% kiln dust addition such that gypsum and kiln
dust does not exceed 4% in cement, increased .the compressive strength at all ages
for PPG decreased compressive strength at all ages for PSC and both ^these trends
were observed for OPC.* Setting times were found to decrease for both PPG and PSC
and increase in case of OPC.
РЕЗЮМЕ
ВЛИЯНИЕ ДОБАВКИ ПЕЧНОЙ ПЫЛИ

НА ПОРТЛАНДСКИЙ И

СМЕШАННЫЕ ЦЕМЕНТЫ.

Ш.П. ГХОШ, П. ПАДМАНАТХАН
И К МОХАН

Изучено влияние добавки разных доль печной пыли не «физические
свойства портлендского, портландско- пуццоланского и влакопортландского цементов. Сравнение резулвтато» испытания образцов

содержащих разные количества пыли и гипса, с соответствупщим
исходным образцом показало уменынение прочности на сжатие всех
видов цементов,
хотя она удовлетворяет требованиям стандарта.
С увеличением содержания гипса до 6% ППЦ показал уменьшение
прочности на сжатие во всех возрастах с добавкой от 2 до 6^ пыли
тогда как уменьшение прочности ШПЦ наблодалось только при
добавке 4% и больше пыли. В противовес этому, ОПЦ показал
высшие прочности во всех возрастах при добавке от 2 до
пыли.
Однако, придобавке до 35L пыли, когда количество гипса и пыли
совместно не превышало 4% всей массы, прочность ППЦ
увеличилась во всех возрастах, но уменьшилась для ШПЦ,
а ОПЦ показал обе эти тенденции. Сроки схватывания в
этих случаях уменьшились для ППЦ и ШПЦ и увеличились для ОПЦ,

INTRODUCTION
The Quantity of kiln dust generated from different kilns in India is estimated
to vary from 8 to 15% (1).
Though in Indian Cement Plants, dust collection systems
are Si as efficient as И. "
'other countries (2, 3), in recent years more

attention is being given to dust collection.

A number of research work (4-15). has been carried out on the ^IM^Hon^of
kiln dust in cement manufacture.
Recycling of kiln dust is
P
proposition provided chemical compositions of the dust permit the remixing^ D
t
addition of kiln dust during the grinding process of OPC, PPG and PSC is one о
most economic methods of disposal of the waste.
However, the quantity of kiln
dust which can be added without deterioration of the cement quality depends
only on the quantity of dust but also upon the quantity of the set retarder added m

the process.
la the present Investigation, the (1) effects of kiln dust addition to OPC
т-н/Ипяуч, Portland Cement), PPC (Portland Pozzolana Cement) and PSC (Portland
g
CementT on phys"cal properties and also the (11) effects of gypsum In the presence
of Mln dust on7 th“ physical properties of OPC, PPC and PSC have been examtned.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
«
. ----------- , kiins and one from
from wet Proc®®®
Three commercial clinker samples, two^
chemical
gypsum
from respective
‘
-- samples
dry process SP kiln, kiln dust as well as ’
a granulated blast furnace
and
a
fly
ash
plants were used in this study along with
slag.
Chemical composition of clinkers and kiln dusts are given in Table-1, Clinkers
1 and 2 are from wet process kilns and clinker 3 is from dry process SP kiln, kiln

dusts - 1, 2 and 3 are from respective plants.

Table-1 Composition of Clinkers and Kiln dust

Ingredient
SiO,

Components (wt. %)
MgO so3 LOI*
Al,03 Fe?O3 CaO

IR** (F^e C3S

C2S

C3A

=4^

Clinker-1

22.62 7.02

4.10

61.30 1.70 0.20 1.30

0.46

0.84 21.15 48-89 11.66 12.48

Cl inker-2

23.60 6.70

3.80

61.80 1.20 0.36 0.71

0.56

0.53 19.62 52.86 11.32 11.56

Clinker-3

22.36 6.40

4.40

62.16 1.20 1.20 1.64

0.60

0.84 30.36 41.2

Kiln
dust' - 1

22.90 16.04 2.4 0

32.70 1.00 3.24 21.60 25.93 -

-

-

kiln .
dust -.2

23.22 15.46 3.60

32.76 1.00 1.83 22.20 21.04 -

-

- '.

Kiln
dust - 3

12.54

5.12 1.20

42.56 1.20 0.55 36.4 6 12.12

* LOI - Loss on Ignition
** IR
- Insoluble Residue

-

9.51

13.39

-

-

.-

-

-

-

Chemical compositions of chemical. gypsum, fly ash and slag are given in Table
-2.
Chemical gypsums - 1 and 2 are from wet process kilns and chemical gypsum - 3
is from dry process SP kiln.

.

Table-2 Chemical compositions of gypsum, fly ash and slag.

Constituents
Fe2O3

Ingredient

Si02

A12°3

(wt. % )

CaO

MgO

SO3

LOI

IR

Chem .Gypsum-1

10.46

6.22

0.80

28.56

1.00

37.24

15.70

8.92

Chem .Gypsum-2

6.20

5.80

0.60

29.40

0.80

40.35

15.91

2.29

Chem.Gypsum-3

5.44

4.28

1.00

30.52

0.80

41.16

16.35

5.50

Fly Ash

59.24

31.60

1.60

1.96,

0.40

1.26

3.20

88.11

Slag

34.48

26.72

1.10

31.60

4.02

1.09

0.02

1.38

Method
Sample Preparation and Testing - Kiln dusts from respective plants were blended in
the laboratory ball mill with different proportions of clinker and gypsum from the
same plant.
Three sets of samples of OPC, PPG and PSC were prepared; (a) The
clinker and kiln dust proportions were varied with fixed gypsum, content (4%), (b)
Gypsum and kiln dust contents were varied (upto 4% in total) with clinker content
remaining fixed (96%), and (c) The clinker and kiln dust contents were varied with

higher but fixed content of gypsum (5%).

All compositions were ground to more or less same fineness.
samples were prepared with 15% fly ash and 48-s slag respectively.

PPG and PSC
.

All the compositions were tested for physical properties as per ISitOSl-l^SS.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Physical test results for
summarised in Tables 3, 4 and 5.

different

compositions

of

OPC.

PPG

and

PSG

are?

Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC)

The water requirements of OPC made with and without кШ du.st ar^ mor^ orless the same irrespective of the type of clinkers and kiln dusts used:..
1h^ in-daav
and final setting times of OPC, made with clinkers-1 and 2,, kxln. dusts-1 and ? apd:
constant quantity of gypsum (4%) increased marginally with increased, addition, of kiln,
dust from 2 to 10%, whereas, with clinker-3 and kiln duut^,. it deoreased slightly-..
The initial and final setting times of OPC, made with Qlinkers, 1 and 3_,. kiln,
dusts-1 and 3 and higher but constant quantity of gypaum, (5^ are. npt affected Wd-h.
increased addition of kiln dust from 2 to 6%, whereas,with, clinker- 2' and, kiln- dus., .
these increased.

However, variation in gypsum content with corresponding.
that the both do not exceed 4% in cement shows that thq. initiaf and final setting,
times of OPC made with clinker-1 are not affected With increased, addition, of

kiln dust from 1 to 3%, whereas, with clinkers 2 and 3 these decreased.
Mohanty, Goswami and Panda (8) found that the initial and final setting times
of OPC made with kiln dust decreased marginally with the inc-reased addition of kiln
dust from 3 to 8%.
However, they observed that the variation in gypsum content
with corresponding kiln dust such that the both do not exceed 5% in cement did not
affect the setting times of OPC made with increased addition of kiln dust from 1.5 to
2.5%.
However, Sastry and Mohan (13) noted that the initial and final setting times
of OPC made with kiln dust increased marginally irrespective of the type of clinker
used.
'
Comparison of compressive strength test results with the control specimen in
each case show that with constant quantity of gypsum (4% and 5%) increased addition
of kiln dust upto 10% affects the compressive strengths at all ages adversely,
irrespective of the type of clinker used.
This finding is in agreement with the
work by Bhatty (12) and Sastry and Mohan (13), but is in conflict with the research
work by Mohanty, Goswami and Panda (8), who have reported that with 3-4% of kiln
dust, the compressive strengths increased at all ages, whereas with 6-8% of kiln
dust the 3 and 28 days compressive strengths were more or less the same as that of
the control cement, but 7 days compressive strength is slightly reduced.

However, variation in gypsum content with corresponding kiln dust addition
such that the both do not exceed 4% in the cement shows that the 3 days
compressive strengths of OPC made with clinkers-1 and 3 did not show significant
difference with increased addition of kiln dust from 1 to 3%.
However, 7 days
compressive strengths of OPC made with clinker - 1 and 3 are not affected.
On the
contrary, the 28 days compressive strength of OPC made with clinker-1 showed
marked improvement and of OPC made with clinker-3 decreased with 1—3% addition of
kiln dust.
However, the compressive strengths of OPC made with clinker-2
decreased at all ages with 1-3% addition of kiln dust.
With 5% gypsum and addifun of 2 to 6% kiln dust, OPC made with clinkers-1
and 2 and kiln dusts-1 and 2
showed higher compressive strengths at all ages as
compared to samples having 4% gypsum and there is no change in compressive
strength with 6% kiln dust.
However, OPC made with clinker-3 and kiln dust-3 and
5% gypsum do not show any change in compressive strength at all ages as compared
to samples having 4% gypsum.
But increased addition of kiln dust from 2 to 6%
adversely affected the compressive strength at all ages.

Portland Pozzolana Cement (PPC)

The water requirements of PPC made with and without kiln dust are more or
less the same.
The initial and final setting times of PPC, made with clinkers-3,
kiln dust-3 and constant quantity of gypsum (4% and 5%) decreased marginally with
increased addition of kiln dust from 2-8%.
This is in agreement with the results
obtained by Sastry and Mohan (13).
Variation in gypsum content with corresponding kiln dust addition such that the
both do not exceed 4% in cement shows that the initial and final setting times of PPC
decreased with increased addition of kiln dust from 1 to 3%.

Comparison of compressive strengths test results shows that with constant
quantity of gypsum (4% and 5%) increased addition of kiln dust from 2 to 8% affects
the compressive strengths at all ages adversely.
These results are in agreement
with the results obtained by Bhatty (12) and Sastry and Mohan (13).

' However, variation in gypsum content with corresponding kiln dust addition
such that the both do not exceed 4% in cement shows that the compressive strengths
at all ages increased with increased addition of kiln dust from 1 to 3%.
Increase of gypsum content from 4 to 6% and addition of 2 to 6% kiln dust to
clinker shows a decrease in compressive strength at all. ages in comparison to
samples having 4% gypsum and 2 to 6% kiln dust.
Portland Slag Cement (PSC)

The water requirements of PSC made with and without kiln dust are more or
less the same.
The initial and final setting times of PSC,made with clinker-2, kiln
dust-2 and constant quantity of gypsum (4% and 5%) increased marginally with
increased addition of kiln dust from 2 to 8%.
However, these results are in conflict
with the results obtained by Mohanty, Goswami and Panda (8), who found that the
setting times of the PSC made with 8% kiln dust and control PSC are almost the
same.
Variation in gypsum content with corresponding kiln dust addition such that the
both do not exceed 4% in cement shows that the initial and final setting times of PSC
decreased with increased addition of kiln dust from 1 to 3%.

Comparison of compressive strength test results shows that with constant
quantity of gypsum (4%), increased addition of kiln dust from 2 to 8%
does not
affect the compressive strength at all ages.
Increase of gypsum content to 5% and
addition of 2 to 6% of kiln dust to clinker shows that the compressive strength at
all ages are not affected upto 2% kiln dust addition.
However, as the amount of kiln
dust increased to 4-6%, compressive strength at all ages decreased.
However,
variation in gypsum content with corresponding kiln dust addition such that the both
do not exceed 4% in cement shows that compressive strengths at all ages decreased
with increased addition of kiln dust from 1 to 3%.
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Table-3 : Physical Test Results for OPC
SI
No

Ccmpos i t i on (Wt.%)
- ' GYP-1 KD-1
CL-1

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.
12.
13.

96.0 4.0
94.0 4.0
92.0 4.0
90.0 4.0
88.0 4.0
86.0 4.0
96.0 3.0
96.0 2.0
96.0 1.0
95.0 5.0 .
93.0 5.0
91.0 5.0
89.0 5.0

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

0.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
0.0
2.0
4.0
6.0

CL-2
l-'
■'

GYP- 2 KD-2

96.0
94.0
92.0
90.0
88.0
86.0
96.0
96.0
96.0
95.0
93.0
91.0
89.0

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

0.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
0.0
2.0
4.0
6.0

Sp.Sur N.C
(cm / (%)

Setting
Initial Final

2806
2885
2885
2885
2924
2885
2885
2885
2924
3581
2885
2885
3217

24.25
24.25
24.50
24.50
24.75
24.75
24.50
24.75
25.00
23.75
23.75
24.00
24.00

190
160
215
210
215
240
195
190
180
140
145
135
145

2806
2806

27.50
27.75

95
95

2806

27.50 120

2846
2846
2806
2806
2806
2806
2806
2885
2806
2806

27.50
27.50
27.25
27.75
28.00
28.25
27.75
28.25
28.00
28.00

135
140
160
100
70
30
60
60
75
85

245
215
280
275
285
310
250
245
245
185
185
180
185

135
145
170
180
190
200
150
90
55
95
95
120
125

n) Le-ch
Expn.

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.5
1.5
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.0
1.0

1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

strength
(ke / cm4-,
.
3days 7days 28days

330
320
280
270
240
220
330
310
300
350
320
300
260

280
270
280
270
270
260
250
220
210
320
320
290
270

430
410
380
370
330
300
440
440
440
470
460
420
370

360
350
350
350
330
320
310
280
260
400
400
360
350

570
570
550
550
520
480
620
630
630
630
600
580
550

450
450
440
430
410
- 400
380
360
340
470
460
440

SI.
No.

Comoosition (Wt.%)
uL-3 GYP-•3 KD-3

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

96.0
94.0
92.0
90.0
88.0
86.0
96.0
96.0
96.0
95.0
93.0
91.0
89.0

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

Sp.Jjur. N.C.
(cm /
(%)
gm)

2846
2846
2885
2846
2885
2885
2846
2846
2846
2846
2846
2846
2885

0.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
0.0
2.0
4.0
6.0

Setting time (min) Le-ch. Ccmpressive strength
Expn. (kg/cm*)
Initial Final
3days 7days 28days
(nrn)

25.00 . 230
25.00 230
25.00 225
24.75 215
24.75 220
24.25 205
24.75 185
24.75 155
24.75 145
25.00 230
25.00 225
24.75 220
24.75 225

285
280
275
270
275
245
225
195
. 190
280
275
270
270

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

340
340
310
300
270
240
380
380
360
340
310
280
260

450
450
430
410
380
350
460
460
450
440
420
390
360

600
570
550
540
540
510
600
570
550
600
600
550
550

Table-4 : Physical Test Results for PPG

SI. Canpositior1 (Wt .%)
CL-3 GYP-3 KD-3 Fly
Ash
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

81.0
79.0
77.0
75.0
73.0
81.0
81.0
81.0
80.0
78.0
76.0
74.0

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

0.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
0.0
2.0
4.0
6.0

15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0

Sp.Sur. N.C.
(an /
(%)
gm)

3354
3387
3387
3354
3354
3387
3354
3387
3354
3354
3354
3354

26.50
26.50
26.50
26.50
26.25
26.50
26.50
26.50
27.25
27.25
27.25
27.25

Setting time (min) Le-ch. Ccmpressive strength
Expn. kg./ cm1) ___
Initial Final
3days 7days 28days_____
(nrn)

215
200
200
195
195
175
175
155
250
220
215
215

255
240
245
245
240
215
215
195
290
260
260
265

0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

310
300
290
270
250
860
350
340
310
280
230
160

430
420
400
380
350
470
460
440
420
400
350
260

610
600
600
580
530
630
610
590
600
600
600
520

Table-5 :Physical Test Results for PSC
Sp.Sur. N.C.
SI. Canpositiori (Wt .%)
(%)
No. CL-2 GYP-2 KD-2 Slag ■ (cm /
gm)

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.
12.

48.0
46.0
44.0
42.0
40.0
48.0
48.0
48.0
47.0
45.0
43.0
41.0

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

0.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
0.0
2.0
4.0
6.0

48.0
48.0
48.0
48.0
48.0
48.0
48.0
48.0
48.0
48.0
48.0
48.0

2806
2806
2846
2806
2846
2846
2806
2846
2806
2846
2806
2806

27.25
27.50
27.50
27.50
27.50
28.00
28.25
28.50
27.25
27.50
27.50
27.50

Settimg time (min) Le-ch. Ccmpressive strength
Expn. (kg/cm8-) Initial Final
(rm) - 3days 7days 28days

140
145
170
195
205
145
115
80
125
120
175
190

220
225
240
260
270
210
160
110
190
185
245
275

0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

260
250
250
240
240
250
240
210
290
300
260
240

340
320
340
330
320
330
330
280
380
380
340
330

450
440
460
430
420
430
410
380
510
500
450
430

INFLUENCE OF DEGREE OF HYDRATION OF
SLAG ON SLAG CEMENTS
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A selective dissolution method with EDTA solution was ernployed to determine the
degree of hydration of slags in laboratory-made cements. The principle of this method
is based on the fact that clinker phases and their hydrates, and the hydrates formed
fron the interground slag are largely dissolved whereas the unhydrated slag remains as
a resi
- Experimental cements with known slag contents were subjected to different
curing conditions (temperature and humidity). Correlation of the degree of hydration of
slag in the cerrents to their ccnpressive strength has been attempted.

RESUMEN
El netodo de disolucion selective con solucion de EDTA fue enpleado en
presente trabajo para determinar el grado de hidratacion de escorias en muestras

el
de

ceirento de laboratorio.
El principio del netodo se basa en lo hecho que las fases
del clinker у sus
hidratos у los hidratos desarrolados por la presencia de escoria
en, el cemento
son atacables por la solucion de ensayo mientras que los granos todavia
anidros
de
escoria se quedan insolubles.

Cerrentos experimentales con distintos niveles de contenido de escoria , fueran
ensayados a condiciones distintas de curado (tenperatura у humidad).
Se
intentio
ayeriguar la existencia de correlacion entre el grado de hidratacion de las
escorias
у la resistencia mecänica de los cementos con escoria.

1

INTRODUCTION

■towards a better understanding of hydration mechanisms of slags and their influence
on the performance of cements and durability of concrete, the results of an investigation
on the degree of hydration of the slags in a cement are presented.
The degree of hydration as a mesure of the reaction between cement
grains
and
water is a parameter very difficult to determine. Literature indicates that the degree
of hydration is evaluated indirectly based on three different methods. The first one is
based on the determination of the amount of chemically combined water. Another consists
in determining the heat of hydration due to the exothermic nature
of
the hydration
reactions. The third one is based on carparing the development of compressive strength
at different ages to a final value reached after a long hydration period (eg 360 days
or more). However these methods are not wholly suitable viien applied
to cement with
additions, such as blast-furnace slag portland cements. This reason is because
slags
present a different behaviour during hydration compared to the clinker phases.
Accordingly, a different procedure based on the selective dissolution
of
the
capable of mesuring the unreacted slag, was adopted, in the present study.

phases,

This study not only tries to evaluate the effect
of the
curing
conditions
(temperature and moisture) of mortars on the degree of hydration of slags
(not
the
degree of hydration of the cements proper but also makes an attempt to correlate this
parameter to the compressive strength of mortars.

2

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1

Methods and Materials

The investigations were carried out on laboratory cements prepared
with
the
of 35%, 50% and 70% of granulated blast-furnace slag (GBFS) to a high earlystrength portland cement (HPC), representative of the industrial production in Brazil.
Tahl as 1 and 2 show the chemical and physical data of the
starting
materials
and
Table 3 shows the data for laboratory-made cements.
addition

Table 1 Chemical Physical and Mechanical Data of Starting Materials
COMPOSITION, % in mass

SiO 2
AÜ2O3

CaO
MgO
S03
Na20
K20
IR
S
LO I

HPC
19.46
4.87
2.81
64.09
0.48
3.52
0.02
0.60
0.04
—
3.19

Physical Data

GBFS

35.46
12.16
0.63
43.39
6.32
—
0.15
0.50
1.10

GBF

HPC

Specific surface, nd.kg 1
Vitrification Degree, %

394

378

-

98

Refractive index

C3S
C2S
C3A
C4AF
CaSOtt

POTENTIAL COMPOSITION (BOGUE)

2.92

3.11

Density, g/cm3

to

66.2
5.8
8.2
8.6
6.0

Table 2 Rheological and Mechanical Data for Cement_______ ___
HPC

Parameter
Initial Setting time, minutes

Compressive Strength, MPa, at

(Vicat Test)
1
3
7
28

day
days
days
days

130

19.7
35.3
41.7
50.9

1.64
1.65

Tab!a 3 Ccrrposition and Specific Surface Area for Laboratory-Made Cements
Specific Surface
(m2.kg*1)

% in mass
Cement

1 (control)
2
3
4

•

cement

slag

100
65
50
30

0
35
50
70

394
388
386
383

'

The compressive strength was determined according to the Brazilian
method (NBR
7215) by using 5 x 10cm cylindrical test specimens in mortars 1 : 3 (cement : sand) cured
at 23°± 2°C, w/c = 0.48.

Dissolution technique was based on a modified levelt's proposition (1) by using a
solution containing EDTA, triethanolamine and Ма2НРОц. Un^ controlled
^condit
,
this solution can dissolve the unhydrated cement grains and their hydration products,
leaving only the unreacted slag grains as undissolved residue.
The undissolved residue was determined in pastes with w/c = 0.48, subjected
the same conditions as mortars whose compressive strengths were determined.

to

The degree of hydration of slag grains in pastes was calculated from the following

equation:
Rcem^
. - R
4.
Bäste
x 100% (1) ^ere
Rcement
4.
a

Hs

Hs = degree of hydration of slag in cement paste
cement
Rcenent = undissolved residue for anhydrous
’ ’
*"
= undissolved residue for the cement paste

2.2

Canpressive Strength Results

Table 4 presents the mortar compressive strength results.
Table 4
Age,

days

3
7
14
21
28
91
180
360

Mortar Carpressive Strength
Compressive Strength, MPa

Control

35.3
41.7
44.0
48.8
50.9
57.0
59.5
60.4

Cement 2

Cement 3

Cement 4

26.2
36.3
45.3
47.9
51.3
59.1
61.0
64.6

21.0
32.6
41.1
46.8
49.6
60.9
65.6
67.9

13.4
29.4
40.4
44.4
49.2
58.0
61.5
65.0

Fran Table 4 we can conclude that at early ages,
the
higher
the
cement
replacement by slag, the lower the compressive strength. Strength reduction at early
ages when corpared to the control was expected because
slag
hydration
rate
is
remarkablebly lower than that of clinker. At later ages (14 to 91 days) both slag
and
control mortars give almost the same value. At 180 days and beyond the highest
values

are found for 50% replacement.
2.3

Results of Undissolved Residue as a Measure of Slag Hydration Degree

Table 5 shows the results of selective dissolution of cement pastes and anhydrous
cements.
'
The degree of hydration of slag grains in paste cured at 23°± 2°C was calculated

fron equation 1 using the data in Table 5.

Table 5 Undissolved Residues of Cement Pastes
UNDISSOLVED RESIDUE, %
Cement
Paste 2

Age
days
3
7
14
21
28
91
180
360

29.1
26.1
23.5
23.6
23.8
23.4
18.3
16.7

Anhydrous
cement

34.8

■

Cement
Paste 3

Cement
Paste 4

40.2
36.3
32.6
30.6
29.9
30.7
24 ;4
21.8

55.0
47.6
45.2
43.6
42.8
42.6
36.0
33.7

48.4

67.6

Table 6 Degree of Hydration of Slag in Pastes Cured at 23° ± 2°C
Age
days

3
7
14
21
28
91
180
360

DEGREE OF HYDRATION OF SLAG, %
Cement 2 .

Cement 3

Cement 4

16.4
25.0
32.5
32.2
31.6
32.7
47.4
52.0

16.9
25.0
32.6
36.8
38.6
36.6
49.6
54.9

18.6
29.6
33.1
35.5
36.7
37.0
46.7
50.1

Average

17.3
26.5
32.7
34.8
35.4
35.4
47.9
52.3

Tahip 6 shows the results so obtained. They show that all the mixtures were
able
to develop a progressive hydration up to 14 or 21 days. At this age, about 35% of slag
grains have already reacted and were converted to hydrated phases. From 28 days to 91 days
very little development in hydration was noted, and after
91 days
and
beyond the
hydration rate again increased.

These results accord with those reported by HIKE and GLASSER (2) . They had shown
that 40% of the slag had reacted within the first month but a renewal of slag hydration
was noticed to occur only after 6 months as against 3 months in the present study.

At 12 months approximately 50% of slag appears to be unreacted. This fact indicates
a very slow hydration of slag as compared to clinker grain. The grain size appears
to
have a great influence on slag hydration and Icngo (3) reported , that slag
particles
ahnvp 45urn have a very little effect on the slag hydraulic reactivity.
2.4

Degree of Hydration of Slag in Pastes Cured at 40°C, 60°C and 80°C

The temperature at vdiich a mortar or concrete is cured has a remarkable effect on
its mechanical strength. Although high curing temperatures accelerate
early
strength
gain, data in literature report a deleterious effect on later age strength. On the other
hand, blast-furnace slag cements are found to respond very well to elevated
curing
temperature as caipared to ordinary portland cement. •
In order to investigate the influence of curing temperature on the degree of slag
hydration, slag pastes with 50% cement replacement and water to binder ratio
of
0.48
were cured at 40°, 60°and 80° ± 2°C up to 28 days. The degree of slag hydration
was
calculated by the sane procedure reported above. In addition,
mechanical
corpressive
strengths of mortars subjected to the same conditions were also determined.

Figures 1 and 2 show the results obtained. Figure 1 clearly shows that on raising
the curing temperature there is an increase in the degree of hydration of slag. In fact,
at 28 days, slag pastes cured at 23°C exhibited a 38% hydration of slag, comparable
to
the paste cured at 40°C for five days, or to the one cured at 60°C for two days, or even
to the one cured at 80°C for first 24 hours.

Fig. 1 - Degree of hydration of slag of mortars
with 50% replacement
in
function of
curing temperature and age.

AGE

(DAYS)

Fig. 2 - Compressive strength of mortar with 50%
replacement
in
function of
curing
temperature and age.

Fig. 3 - Degree of hydration
compressive strength.

DEGREE

OF

HYDRATION(%)

of

slag

versus

Figure 2 shows the development of compressive strength for slag pastes with age up
to 28 days with 50% replacement slag and cured at different temperatures.
In general,
there is a gain in compressive strength for comparable age
with increase in curing
temperature up to 60°C.

However, mortar cured at 80°C presented a different behaviour,
registering
an
increase of strength only at early age and a decrease fron 14 and up to 28 days (compared
to mortar cured at 23°C).
Figure 3 shows the relationship between degree of hydration of slag and compressive
strength, not taking into account the age, curing temperature, etc.

By means of a linear regression analysis a correlation coefficient r of 0.56
was
found. This value suggests a poor linear correlation between degree of hydration of slag
and strength. A value of 0.73 is found for r if a non-linear regression analysis
is
carried out. However, correlating mortar strength to degree of hydration
of slag
in
pastes with 35%, 50% and 70% cement replacement and cured at 23°C± 2°C, a good value of
r = 0.91 was found.
A similar value (r = 0.92) is obtained if
(pol^micmial) is made.

High r values
of hydration of slag
conditions. For 23°,
regression analysis)

a

non-linear

regression

analysis

are also found while correlating compressive strength to the degree
in pastes with 50% cement replacement
and
cured under similar
40°, 60°and 80°C curing temperatures the values of r
(linear
were respectively 0.95, 0.93, 0.97 and 0.99.

The poor correlation between the degree of hydration of slag and mortar strength,
without taking into account the curing regime could be explained by Verbeck and Helmuth’s
theory (4). According to them at normal temperatures (23°C in this investigation)
the
hydration products have enough time to diffuse into cement bulk paste and attains a well
defined and uniform distribution. On the other hand, at higher temperatures
of curing
(40, 60 and 80 °C in this investigation), the rate of hydration is so much faster than the
rate of diffusion that most of the hydration products remain near the cement grains. As
result, the intersticial spaces in the cement paste matrix are not completely filled and
voids and pores increases which decrease the later strengths. However, for the
same
curing regime, the good correlation between the degree of hydration of slag and
mortar
strength appears to be due to a similar microstructure of the cement paste.
2.5

Degree of Hydration of Slag in Pastes Cured Under Different Moisture Conditions

Concretes with a high content of blast-furnace slag replacing portland cement are
known to exhibit a more pronounced effect on strength decrease when cured under prolonged
dry condition than concrete with ordinary portland cement.
In order to investigate the relationship of the degree of hydration of slag
and
the compressive strength of mortars cured inadequately, cement 4 (70% slag content) was
chosen. Pastes and mortars were prepared similar to the former procedures mentioned in
2.1.

Degree of hydration and 28-day corpressive strength were determined
respectively
in pastes and mortars after they were subjected to the following curing regimes:
a) continous moist curing for 28 days at 23° * 2°C and > 95 percent relative humidity
(moisture roan);

b) 21 days in'moisture room followed by 7 days in a dry гост with 23° ± 2° C
percent relative humidity;

c) 14 days in moisture roan and 14 days in dry roan;
d) 7 days in moisture roan and 21 days in dry room;

and

50± 4

e) 3 days in moisture roan and 25 days in dry roan-and
f) 1 day in moisture roan and 27 days in dry roan.

Figures 4 and 5 show the results obtained.
so.o

13

7

14

21

MOIST
27 25

21

t4

DRY

25

7

28

(DAYS)

CURING
3

240 258 27* 29 4 512

10

DEGREE

CURING (DAYS)

Fig. 4 - Degree of hydration and 28-day compressive
strength
of mortars
with 70%
slag
subjected to moist and dry curing cycles.

530 34 8 3*6 38.4 402 42.0

OF

HYDRATION

(7.)

Fig. 5 - Degree of hydration of slag of mortar with
70% slag
versus
28 days compressive
strength (moist and dry curing cycles).
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CONCLUSIONS
"
.
Fran the results of tests carried out in this investigation, the following
conclusions can be drawn.
. The selective dissolution method proposed by Levelt is a valuable tool for estimating
the degree of hydration of slag in slag pastes.
,
. At early ages, the higher the cement replacement by slag, the lower the canpressive
strength.
. At later ages both slag and control mortars presented almost the same value
of
strength. At 180 days and beyond the highest values were found for 50% replacement.
. At 14 or 21 days about 35% of slag had already reacted and converted
to
hydrated
phases; a renewal of slag hydration occurred only after 3 months, and at one year 50%
of slag appeared to be still unreacted.
. High curing temperatures greatly accelerated the degree of hydration of slag. Although
high miring temperatures also accelerated early strength gain, it is not proportional
to the increase in the degree of slag hydration at later ages.
. There is poor correlation between the degree of hydration of slag and mortar strength
if the curing regime is not taken into account.
. Within the same curing regime, however, a
good correlation , was obtained. As
microstructure is supposed to depend on the curing regime condition, the
good
. correlation, in this case is possibly due to the similar microstructure.
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SUMMARY

.

The aim of this work is to search for possible correlations between the
alteration in the physical microstructure, due to gypsum addition, and the
mechanical behaviour of cement mortars. Experimental investigations on a series
of 42 ISO-Rilem mortar samples, differentiated by the type of cement and gypsum
content, have pointed out a continuous variation of pore size distribution until a
certain amount of SO3 is reached, beyond which distribution remains unchanged.
These experimental results suggest that the mechanical behaviour is significantly
affected by the gypsum content of the cement used, owing to the alterations
induced in the physical structure of the mortars,

Ce rapport tente d'etablir une correlation raisonnable entre les modifications
de la microstructure physique, amenees par I'addition de gypse, et le comportement
mecanique des mortiers de ciment. La recherche, accomplie avec une serie de 42
echantillons de mortier ISO-RILEM, prepares avec differentes sortes de ciment ä
teneur variable de gypse, a montree une variation continue de la distribution de la
taille des pores, jusqu'au moment ou une certaine teneur de SO3 est gagnee, audelä de laquelle la distribution meme reste inchangee. Ces resultant demontrent
que le comportement mecanique des mortiers est influence, d'une fagon
significative, ä la suite des modifications de la structure physique des mortiers,
amenees par la teneur de gypse du ciment utilise.

INTRODUCTION
The influence of gypsum content on the development of mechanical strength
is well known (1-3). There is in fact an optimum gypsum content allowing the
highest compressive strength value to be reached. Such a content increases with
the curing duration, shifting towards lower or higher SO3 amounts. The phenomenon
has been interpreted in different ways: for instance that SO3 can affect, on the one
hand, the reaction rate, particularly at early ages, and on the other, form a
tobermoritic gel with different intrinsic strength characteristics. There is indeed
little information in literature on the influence of SO3 on the physical
microstructure of cement pastes or mortars.

The aim of this work is to investigate the relationship between SO3, pore
size distribution, total porosity and compressive strength (4-7) of cementitious
manufacture.
A preliminary study on Portland cement had been accomplished by the authors
in a previous work (8).

EXPERIMENTAL
Four different Portland cements and two blended cements were prepared. The
series of Portland cements were prepared utilizing three different clinkers with
C3A content ranging between 1.6 to 10.7%. The Blaine fineness was equal to 380
m2/kg. The clinker with the highest C3A content was ground at two different
finenesses (380 and 500 m2/kg). Phlegraean pozzolana (35%) and blast furnace slag
(70%), respectively, were added to the clinker with C3A intermediate content, in
order to obtain two types of blended cements.

The chemical characteristics of the products used are reported in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Clinker N. 1
Clinker N. 2
Clinker N. 3

-

Phlegraean pozzolana
Blast furnace slag

C3S

C2S

C3A

C4AF

Na2O

54.1
48.6
47.3

24.3
24.9
26.2

1.6
8.4
10.7

15.0
13.2
11.2

0.4
0.3
0.2

SiO2

AI2O3

РегОз

CaO

Na2O

K2O

57.8
33.0

19.4
12.7

4.1
2.6

3.0
43.3

3.4
0.5

7.6
0.4

K2O
0.3
0.9
. 10

Increasing amounts of gypsum were added to such blends, in order to obtain
seven different cements with a total amount of SO3 ranging between 1.5 and 4.5%.

In this way a series of 42
certain age, the hydration
compressive strength tests
determine the total porosity
Washburn algorithm (10).

different ISO-Rilem mortars were prepared. After a
was stopped (8) and each mortar subjected to
and mercury intrusion analysis (9)
in order to
and pore size distribution, calculated
according to

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 1 reports the pore size distribution of Portland cement mortars prepared
with clinker №.1 (Fig. 1a) and clinker №.2 (Fig. 1b) as a function of SO3 content. It
can be seen that the SO3 content does not significantly influence the pore size
distribution of the mortars prepared with clinker №.1 and cured at 3 and 28 days.

Fig. 1. Pore size distribution of Portland cement mortars prepared with: a) clinker
№.1 - b) clinker №.2, as a function of SO3 content.

For mortars prepared with clinker №.2, we notice however a shifting of the pore
size distribution towards the smallest ones. Such variation, at 3 and 28 day curing,
is continuous up to a 2.5% SO3. Afterwards the pore size distribution remains
almost constant.
Fig. 2a shows the influence of SO3 content on pore size distribution of
Portland cement mortars prepared with clinker №.3 ground to 380 m^/kg fineness.
One can see that at 3 and 28 day curing there is a replacement of the larger pores
with smaller ones, according to a linear course up to values of SO3 content equal
to 2.5%. As for clinker №.2, the linear course is maintained until the 2.5% SO3 is
reached.

-•. ...... у *6,-5

^"Л^сои^е up to34.5% SO3 is observed. In .bis case ^pores

ranging
ranging from 1000 to 10000 A disappear giving way to lower sized pores
г
from 100 to 1000 A.

Fio. 2. Pore size distribution of Portland cement mortars prepared with: a) clinker
№.3 (380 m2/kg) - b) clinker №.3 (500 m2/kg), as a function of SOg content

Pore size distributions for pozzolanic cement mortars are reported in Fig. 3a
Ш .his case a continuous variation up io 4.5% SO3 is shewn. The s,ze of pores for
the most part shows values slightly above 100 A.

Ao 3b refers to slag cement mortars whose pore size distribution shows the
same course as Fig. 3a. In this case, however, the variation achreved after a 28 day

curing is much more evident.

All the previous results point out that the pores of slag cement mortars are
smaller than those of the other cements previously stud.ed, even when the amount
of SO3 is changed.

Therefore gypsum influences the variations of pore size distribution
according to C3A content. Such variations do not show any kind of correlation with

the compressive strength.

As for the values of compressive strength, they may be correlated with total
porosity, as shown in figures 4 and 5.

Fig. 3. Pore size distribution of: a) Pozzolanic cement mortars and b) Slag cement
mortars, as a function of SO3 content.
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Fig. 4. Compressive strength and total porosity of Portland cement mortars
prepared with: a) clinker №.1 - b) clinker №.3 (380 m2/kg) - c) clinker №.3
(500 m2/kg), as a function of SO3 content.

so3, %

Fig. 5. Compressive strength and total porosity of: a) Slag cement mortars, b)
Pozzolanic cement mortars and c) Portland cement mortars prepared with
clinker №.2, as a function of SO3 content.
Porosity varies us the SO3 in such a way that lower values of porosity induce
higher values of strength. Therefore, strength variations, due to SO3 content,
largely depend on porosity variations.

It may also be noticed that a variation of fineness because of grinding will
only affect the absolute values of total porosity, without influencing the shape of
the curves.
CONCLUSIONS

All the results above confirm the influence of SO3 on mechanical strengths
through a variation of total porosity. SO3 content determines furthermore
variations in pore size distribution. Consequently, all the physical properties
related to it (such as permeability) also will be influenced.

As for cement mortars prepared with clinkers №.2 and №.3, when the amount
of SO3 increases, the size of the pores becomes smaller. For low values of SO3,
such shift takes place very quickly up to 2.5% SO3. For values over 2.5% pore size
distribution does not show particular variations.
In mortars prepared with clinker №.1, containing small amounts of C3A, pore
size distribution will not vary with SO3 content.

Variations in fineness do not reasonably influence pore size distribution,
which, in the case of blended cements, varies linearly with increase in SO3 content
up to the maximum adopted values.
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ABSTRACT

The addition of limestone filler to Portland cement before Jrin^
is an ongoing controversy in Europe and the United Stat^*
the limestone act as an active participant in the hydration
chemistry of Portland cement or is it primarily an inactive
diluent?7 With the addition of calcium carbonate a reaction occurs
upon hydration between it and tricalcium aluminate to form calcium
carboaluminates. They can control set characteristics in a manner
similar to the calcium sulfoaluminates.
It appears that cements
with higher levels of tricalcium aluminate show either improved
characteristics or no decrease in the quality of the cement. , In
cements with low levels of tricalcium aluminate, deleterious
effects on physical properties have been noted.
It appears though
t"? Й thePwater/==™ent ratio, the surface area of the clinker and
the particle size of the limestone are controlled, the side effects
of limestone addition can be minimized.
Also of interest is th
uptake of carbonate, especially in a system that contains sulfa
.
h!w much carbonate is available for the formation of both the high
and low carbonate forms of the carboaluminate and what effect does
the formation of carboaluminate have upon the formation of
sulf©aluminates?

INTRODUCTION

The new draft European guidelines for concrete (pr ENV 197),
set to become effective in 1992 , allow S% J11"®17
This
constituents to be added to ordinary portland cement (OPC).
This
addition can be limestone, granulated blast furnace slag or fly
ash ' Because of this, there is an increasing interest in the
effects of carbonate additions on the quality of concrete.
This
interest also extends to the United States where there have,been
proposals to ASTM to allow a 5% addition of limestone to portland
cement.

There is a belief that limestone is an inert addition to <DRC.
However some CaCO, is taken up into the system and reacts with C3A
to form calcium carboaluminates. How much carbonate is available
for CCA formation, how does the CO32" affect SO42 uptake and the
ensufng /option of ettringite, and’what el:fect. does CCA have^upon
the quality of the cement are questions that must be answered.
First, in a system containing C3A and CaCO3, a reaction occurs
O» both
a
carbonate
form
oarboaluninate
forms
both
a high
high
carbonate
form or
of
),.32H?O and a low carbonate form c3A.CaCO3.12^0.
The
C3A.3CaCOclosely approximate the physical properties of the high
species <
sulfate
form
of
calcium
sulfoaluminate,
C3A. 3CaSO4.32H2O
(ettringite) and the low sulfate form C3A.CaSO4.12Hz0 [1].

which

Mixed
ettringite
like
species
containing
CO32
or
OH
substituting for SO42" also have been observed [2].
Ramachandran
has reported that in the presence of carbonate, the conversion of
ettringite totoe monosulfate, which occurs as sulfate levels in
the paste decrease, is delayed [3].
It is possible that the
incorporation of carbonate into this set controlling species is
responsible for this delay in reaction.
■

Compressive strength is generally increased or not affected
in OPC containing up to 5% limestone [4].
In some‘cements that
have lower levels of C.A, an increase in shrinkage is noticed [5].
Shis can mean that cem’ents mill not meet guidelines for shrinkage
in structural concrete.
If particle size and surface area of both
4-Ига riinkpr and anv limestone additions are controlled and toe
“Ser/c^me’nt “»tS \re
regulated,
deleterious
effects
can

generally be avoided [6].
In France, where carbonate additions have been allowed for
vears reports indicate that limestone cement produces good quality
ionlletotolt has a pleasant pigmentation and good physical
properties [7,8].
Bertrandy suggests the use of water reducing
admixtures to help improve workability in some instances.

experimental
Powder XRD was conducted on a Phillips m°del
unit
with nickel filtered copper К-alpha radiation at 35kV and 15
.

Infra-red data were obtained upon a Nicolet 60sxb FT-IR utilizing
a Spectra-Tech diffuse reflectance attachment and a DTGS detector.
COt uptake was determined by heating samples in a Lindberg furnace
and determining the weight loss between 550 C and 850 C.

CO3 UPTAKE
How much CO, is available for reaction with C^A?
Klemm and
Adams found about 1.7% maximum (absolute) uptake of a 15% limestone
addition was incorporated into a cement system having a 6.4% C3A
content after 129 days [5].
Barker reported 3% uptake in 13% <^A
cement with a 25% limestone addition and 2.5% uptake in a 5%
limestone addition to the same clinker after 28 days [9]. There was
also a general trend that increasing levels of C3A elevate
carbonate uptake.

Our research with Type ILA cement paste ( 6.59% C3A ) after 28
davs shows a 5.84% uptake in cement containing 3% gypsum and 10%
limestone (TABLE I).
It appears that carbonate uptake is enhanced
in the presence of gypsum, substantiating the fact that sulfate and
the resulting sulfoaluminates probably have the largest eimPact on
the cement hydration.
Previous work in our lab shows in Type I
cements with 12.5% C3A, up to 3% limestone can be incorporated
within 28 days of hydration in a system containing a 5% addition
of limestone [10].

■

TABLE I: % Carbonate Remaining

5% Limestone

0 day

5.33%

14 day

4.91

28 day
Incorporated
Limestone

3% Gypsum/
10% Limestone

10.63%

25% Limestone

25.18%

5.56

22.90

4.64

4.79

21.16

0.69

5.84

4.02

'

It is apparent that any Co/’/OPC system can incorporate
2
3% CO, within 180 days, dependent upon c3A content. Therefore a 5%
inclusion of limestone appears allowable as an active participant
in the hydration reaction of OPC.
Long term studies are in
progress to determine the maximum active percent of CaCO3 versus
percent C3A in OPC.

Work by Bobrowski et al and others [4,11,12], has shown -hat
up to 50% of the gypsum normally added to OPC can be replaced by
limestone without any detrimental side effects.
The calcium
carboaluminates formed act as set control agents in a manner
similar to sulfoaluminates.
There are also positive effects on

controlling

false

set

that

can

be

brought

about

by

gypsum

dehydration.
EFFECTS OF LIMESTONE ADDITIONS

XRD

.

Low levels of calcium carbonate lead to the formation of the
monocarbonate species.
Some tricarbonate may also bePresent [4].
In an OPC system with 5% limestone and no gypsum,a change in the
ratio of C-S-H to portlandite is observed (TABLE II).
’
i7'the"ratiö"of
2.79
gypsum system after 140- days
’’
""
4the
"’
'7Q Angstrom line
2.63
Angstrom
line
of
portlandite
is
from
C-S-H
to
the
2.63
This■is the same as in a hydrated TypeILA
clinker^mple u^ed ‘as a* control without either gypsum or
additions.
In a 5% limestone system, this ratio approaches 2.5.

TABLE II: C-S-H/ Portlandite
Peak Ratio From XRD (counts)

5% Limestone

5% Gypsum

Type ILA
Clinker

2.79 Angstrom
(C-S-H)

130

80

80

2.63 Angstrom
(Portlandite)

55

80

90

1.0

0.89

Ratio
2.79A/2.63A

2.36

It has been reported that calcium carbonate accelerates the
hydration of C,S by increasing the hydration zone about the crysta
ГЗ 8 9].
The observed increase in intensity of the C-S H c°uld b
attributable to an increase in the rate of formation of C-S-H gel
due to the carbonate.
However, instead of an actual increase in
the C-S-H intensity, the increase in this ratio could be due to a
decrease in the crystallinity of the portlandite.
This; would be
brought about by an increased rate of precipitation that the larger
number of nucleation sites provided by the calcium carbonate.
An
early increase in the rate of precipitation might cause some of the
portlandite to be amorphous. This also might explain why a limited
amount of carbonate is available in the mitia1 h1YdratlO”fS17a1eciÜm
particles of limestone might be covered by layers of calcium
hydroxide.

Infra-Red
infra-red has been used for years to identify inorganic
The first IR analysis of carboaluminates was published in 1960
[13].
Recent advances in FT-IR, sampling techniques and computer

processing have increased the versatility of IR for the analysis
оГ hydrating cement systems [10].
Peaks for carboaluminate
hydrates and sulfoaluminate hydrates can be identified (TABLE III) .
The best peaks are from the OH stretch in hydrated samples.
Due
to the fact that overlap of the hydration peaks occur, the position
and presence of these peaks was determined from the second
derivative spectra of the cement systems^ Work,
J^derway
both second derivative analysis and various deconvolution
utilize
methods to refine the analysis of carboaluminates in a cement
matrix.
TABLE III: IR Peaks in Type ILA
Cement After 140 Day Hydration

5% Limestone

ILA

3640 cm"1
3547
3477

3641 cm'1
3566
.

5%Gypsum
3639 cm"1

3514

3431

Carbonation

One of the more interesting side effects of carbonate
additions to portland cement is that atmospheric .=arb°nati°I?Cidain^®
might be reduced. There are two possible me=ba"1=”S2-f°^dtco react
first is that a buffer system is set up so that C03
and CO^ react
in the hydrating cement to produce bicarbonate ion, HCO3 .
In this
scenario 2 moles of CO, are required to overcome each mole of
incorporated carbonate before attack of the calcium hydroxide
proceeds.
Another possibility is that the atmospheric COj does
attack Ca(OH), normally, but the system stays basic longer due to
the presence of the calcium carbonate.
This would increase the
length of time before any metal incased in the cement losses

passivity.
Phenolphthalein stains were done on cross-sections of cement
with 6.59% C3A and varying levels of carbonate additions after 1
days of hydration (FIGURE I).
One might expect that the system
without any limestone filler would develop higher strength and
resist the attack of C02 better.
Low levels of carbonate addition
appear to improve the resistance better than does a 25% level of
substitution of the cement, possibly due to the increased porosity
of high filler cement.
In a two year study of weight loss of rebar
imbedded in 5% limestone cement, decreased «eight,loss was observed
as when compared to OPC.
In the cement with 25% limestone,
increased weight loss from the rebar was noted [14].

Figure 1: C02 Penetration of 140 Day
Hydrated Cement Samples

CONCLUSIONS

A beneficial reaction occurs between the ^A^ jn ^PC ^and^the
"inert" limestone filler, This reaction leads to the formation of
CCA can exert a positive effect upon the
calcium carboaluminates.
It also affects the rate of reaction of
strength of the cement.
C3A and C3S.

Calcium
is
slowly taken
up
in
the
system.
Calcium carbonate
carbonate
Approximately 3% is available for reaction after 180 days.
In some systems, over 5% limestone may be incorporated after just
28 days.

■

More long term study is underway to elucidate the effects of
calcium carbonate upon strength and to determine the naxiraactive
in
* portland cement of varying
C3A contents.
level
of
CO3
l
■
of calcium carbonate additions to
Investigations into the effect
the pH of cements undergoing atmospheric carbonation is also
underway.
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SUMMARY

.

The hydration and performance
of
binary blends of an ordinary
portland cement and a blast furnace slag are investigated. Additions
of another reactive constituent to the binary blends exert a major
influence on the
characteristics of the resulting ternary blends. The
effect of pozzolana additions on the properties such as setting time,
compressive strength and autoclave expansion of blends of portland
cement and blast furnace slag has been studied. The ordinary portland
cement clinker and blast furnace slag used for the present
investigations were obtained from a major cement plant,
whereas, the
pozzolana ( flyash ) was from a nearby thermal power station.
Pozzolana was added ( 5 to 25 % by weight) to the binary blends and
the resulting ternary blends were subjected to hydration and
performance studies. The results indicate that addition of pozzolana
up to 10 % does not affect the properties of the binary system
significantly. It has also been observed that the ternary blends show
better sulphate resistance compared to the binary blends.

INTRODUCTION
The ternary blends,
known as Pozzolana Metallurgical Cement
( PMC ), based on portland cement, granulated blastfurnace slag and
pozzolana have been
investigated in France, Japan, Spain and Germany
(1-3). The ternary blends are expected to offer better sulphate and
acid resistance as well as a lower heat of hydration. Since the
components to be used in our country differ in chemico—physical and
mineralogical composition from those obtained elsewhere, the need for
the evaluation of ternary systems vis-a-vis binary systems such as
slag cement was felt. It was therefore considered essential to study
the effect of pozzolana additions to the binary blends of portland
cement and blast furnace slag, with a view to reduce the level of
portland cement clinker, the costliest component, and also to reduce
slag components to conserve
grinding energy. The paper highlights the
effect of pozzolana additions on hydration and performance
characteristics of portland slag cement.

EXPERIMENTAL
Granulated blast furnace slag, portland cement clinker, flyash
and mineral gypsum used in the present study were evaluated in terms
of
chemical and mineralogical characteristics. The results are
presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Chemical and Mineralogical Composition of Ordinary Portland
Cement Clinker, Slag and Flyash

s.

Sample

No.

Details

LOI

sio2

1

Clinker

1.74

21.68

2.73

2

Slag

0.81* 32.38

3

Flyash

8.16

55.65

1.32

22.76

30.12

8.72

1.16

0.38

0.95

6.55

25.90

0.51

0.12

Tr.

0.40

0.98

M

CO

c

1

I

: 0.93,
: 3.07,
; 1.59,

О

0.83

<N

0.15

О

0.27

r—
1

5.10

m

LSF
SM
AM

63.01

о

1

: 58.94,
: 18.87,
:
6.99,
: 8.45

04.33

Mn2°3

CLINKER :
C3S
CnS
CgA
C AF
4

Na20

1

Ignition

so3

Ф

on

MgO

fa

*Gain

CaO

PS

Constituent ( Percent )

Content

of

Slag

:

1.75 %

SLAG :

FLYASH s

Glass Content : 97%
CaO / SiO2
: 0.93
SiO2 / A12O3
: 1.42
Gehlenite, Anorthite

Mullite,
-Quartz,
Hematite,
Glass

Content:30%

Slag cement was prepared by keeping the slag content at 50
percent level. Ternary blends of cement, slag and flyash were prepared
by replacing 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 percent slag component with flyash.
Sample details are provided in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Composition of Portland Slag Cement and Ternary Blends
S.
No.

Sample No.

1

Control
PSC
PMC - 1
PMC - 2
PMC - 3
PMC - 4
PMC - 5

2
3
4
5
6

( Percent

Components

Clinker

by

Slag

Flyash

45

50

00

45
45
45
45
45

45
40
35
30
25

'

weight )

Gypsum

05

'

05
10
15
20
25

05
05
05
05
05

The performances of all the samples were tested and evaluated
according to 15:4031-1988 and the results are presented in Table 3.

TABLE 3

Performance
S.
No .

Sample
No.

1

Control
PSC
PMC - 1
PMC - 2
PMC - 3
PMC - 4
PMC - 5

2
3
4
5
6

S. Sample
No . No.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Control
PSC
PMC - 1
PMC - 2
PMC - 3
PMC - 4
PMC - 5

of Slag Cement and Ternary Blends
W / C
ratio

Compressive Strength ( N / mm2 )
Id
3d
7d 28d
90d

400

0.37

10.0

40.2

52.3

61.0

66.5

400
400
400
400
400

0.37
0.38
0.38
0.43
0.45

9.0
8.0
7.5
5.8
3.6

19.0
17.8
16.2
15.0
12.5

33.5
30.0
28.8
21.0
19.0

45.6
44.0
42.7
38.0
29.2

63.8
62.0
60.2
49.6
36.8

Fineness
m2 / kg

Heat of Hydration Setting
Autoclave
( Cal / g )
Time(min)
Expansion
7d
28d
Initial Final
%

Potential Sulphate
Expansion %
14d
28d

77.95

85.67

225

300

0.15

0.059

0.065

76.70
75.65
51.35
50.20
49.00

82.80
82.00
82.33
79.23
75.50

230
230
232
240
240

305
303
306
310
312

0.05
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.01

0.058
0.056
0.052
0.050
0.050

0.065
0.060
0.050
0.048
0.048

Portland slag cement and the ternary blends were subjected to
hydration studies up to 90 days. Hydrated samples were evaluated by
using X - Ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopic
techniques. The diffractograms and the electron micrographs of some
selected samples are presented in Fig 1 and Plate 1 respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

,

; л

Microscopic characteristics of components
Scanning micrograph of
ordinary portland cement clinker shows
dominant alite phase having pseudohexagonal shape with a few nodular
bellte grains in between. Blast furnace slag has continuous glass
matrix with reasonably good activity. Flyash, a typical product from
Indian coals, shows the presence of finely distributed spherical

particles.

,

-

Portland slag cement and its performance
Results in Table 3 indicate that the' strength, which was 10 N/mm^

;

at 1 day, increased to 66.5 N/mm2 at 90 days. Initial and final
setting time were observed -to be 225 and 300 »inutes, respeci ively.
Heat of hydration at 7 and 28 days was ; found to be 77 .^5 and 85_. 67
Cal/g respectively. The autoclave expansion was found to be 0.15
only. The above results indicate that- the slag cement conforms to all
the requirements of IS j 455-1976. The very good ^rength development
in the above slag cement despite the presence of low C/S ratio (0.93}
and" the low lime content (30.12%) of the slag could be attributed to
the presence of high CgS in the clinker.
:

Effect of Pozzolana Additions
(a)

t*

:■

Performance

"
Indian slag cements are reported
to have the poor performances
particularly the sulphate resistance,
because of the presence^of hrg
alumina and low C/S ratio and lime content. The sulphate resistance о
these cements could be improved by increasing slag content and overall
fineness (4). The results reported by Taneja (5) and Narang (6) on
ternary blends using Indian slags have shown contradictory results in
terms
of strength, development. While in general, addition , of о
hydraulic materials to OPC should, reduce the strength (7), Taneja
2 - reported improvement. The' present study became therefore imperativ
for a clear ;understanding of the effect of pozzolana additions to
slag cement.

,

’

... ■

.......

-.......

'*•

Table 3 shows that a gradual replacement of slag content by
-flvash i.e. from 5 to 25 % by weight reduces the compressive strength
from 10 % to 65 % at 1 day. The
reduction, however, diminishes at
later ages and in particular at 90 days it is merely 10 % at 15 %
replacement level. Strength development in ternary blends upto 15 %
replacement level was found to be comparable to slag cement, at later
ages. The strength development of the blends at higher replacemen
low and did not meet the, requifements; of
levels was found to be very 1c
-slag cement specifications IS . 455-1976.i Setting,time of ,the ternary
blends are, however, within the specified limits of the slagcement.
Heat of hydration measured at 1 and 28 days shows that the heat
A drastic reduction in ,
evolution of the ternary blends is
_ lower.
----- -- ..
autoclave expansion of the ternary blends compared to slag cement was
noticed... All the-formulations-passed' the autoclave expansion test as
prescribed in IS
455-1976 with comfortable margin. Sulphate attack
studies conducted according to ASTM (C-452-89) have also revealed that
the ternary blends show better potential resistance to sulphate
■compared to slag cement (Table 3) and thereby suggest the suitability
of the investigated Indian slags for the manufacture of ternary

blends.

J

.

Hydration

In the case of slag cement, the initial activation starts as
soon as the alkalinity and the presence of Ca(OH)2in the paste is
ensured. The presence of flyash appears to accelerate the contribution
of slag owing to the faster uptake of Ca(OH)2 from the solution.
solution Due
to the
tne lower
rower amount of
or C3S and the "larger amount of filler materials,
strengths at early ages. The margin,
these formulations show lower
however, is made up over 28 days owing to the full; contribution of
;
slag and the marginal contribution of;the„flyash.
LEGEND „ т...

The hydration products
identified at different ages:
are the same as those of<slag
c e m ent,
i . e .
Сa(0 H ) 2•
ettringite and solid solution
of tri and mono sulphate,
C4AH 13 and C-S-H. A lower
content of Ca(0H)2 as well as
a lower C/S molar ratio of the
C-S-H are expected in the
ternary blend : pas t es . .1 n
addition, - the:occurrence of
the.phenomenon of f ine. power ?
effect can be expected (8).
The porosity of gel structure
of slag cement hydration can
be filled by fine flyash which
complements the granulometry,?

PMC-3

-

.

SH p

P-Ca(0H)2
5H-CALC1UM SILICATE
HYDRATE .
H- CALCIUM ALLUMINATE
HYDRATE
E - ETTRINGITE
Q - «.-QUARTZ

PSC
E

PMC-3

PMC- 4

1----- 1
40 36
Fig j
,,

1j
I
1
1
I
31
26
21
16
11
6 ‘
XRD OF 7 DAYs HYDRATED PSC AND
TERNARY BLENDS
л

PMC-4

PLATE 1 : SEMs OF HYDRATED SAMPLES AT 90 DAYS

PMC-5

_> area for reaction to
of gel structure and provides more surface
lime starting at 14 days
nroceed. In the prcoess, the flyash uses up P
aaes it also reduces the lime content in the C-S-H
:^u=ature
Dlff^ctoVrames and micrograph, of selected samples are

presented in Fig. 1 and Plate 1 respectively.

CONCLUSIONS

=s“ s-bsi-i-.siss”.: -";К a
glass content (30 %).
ii )

Replacement of possolana from
‘= 25 % by
^ГоГГо ^:oCO6?VrtlTdaV.enH9=«heve£r.thaetr?05Uday^ atreng?bs were
comparable to those of slag cements.

ill)

The hydration products identified at different^ge.-. are the same
as those of slag cement p«. Ca(0H)2, ettring
,
solutions of tri- and monosulphate, C4AH13 and C S H

'■ • indicate that the Indian slag and flyash samples
The
results
inves'tfg
’ated are suitable for^the manufacture of ternary blend
a^t^r^es^blSdr^bet«; Jülpiäte resistance and lower
heat of hydration compared to slag cements.
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SUMMARY
High early strength low energy cements containing C4A3S, ß-C2S or C5S2S and CS were synthesised using
as raw rnix components, pure AR-grade materials, commercial materials, and industnal wastes and by-produ
such as phosphogypsum, fly ash, blast furnace slag and bauxite. The compositions studied were synthetised
either separately or together in the C4A3S-ß-C2S-CS weight ratio of 1.5:1:1; the latter were referred to _as; binary
and ternary systems. It was found that the impurities present in the industry-dciived materials reduced t
synthesis temperatures. The addition of fly ash and/or blast furnace slag to the C4A3S-bascd cements reduced
the I d compressive strengths but markedly enhanced the 28 d strengths. The ternary system, which contained
CsSoS instead of C2S, produced cements with very high early and ultimate strength. The compositions examined
appear to be stable at room temperature, 100% RH, but sU'cnglh loss was observed alter conditioning for six
months to one year at ordinary temperatures and humidities, owing to the carbonation of ettringite.

RIASSUNTO
Cementi a rapido indurimento inizialc, di basso dispcndio cnergctico c conlcncnti C4A3S, ß-C2S о CjS^c
CS sono stati sintetizzati impiegando, come materie prime, reagenti pun per anahsi , matcnali ^mmcicia i
sottoprodotti e rifiuti industrial! quali fosfogesso, cenen volanti, scoria d altofomo e rcsidui dell estrazione de
bauxite Le composizioni studiate sono state sintetizzate sia separatamente ehe congiuntamente (sistemi binan
e ternari) in rapporti ponderali C4A3S-p-C2S-CS di 1.5:1:!. E’ stato risconirato ehe le impurezze presenti nei
sottoprodotti industriali abbassano le temperature di sintcsi. L’aggiunta di cenen volanti e/o scona d all0J
ai cementi a base di C4A3S riduce le resistenze a compressione dopo 1 giorno di stagionatura, ma miUiora
notevolmente quelle a 28 giorni. Il sistema ternario , avente C5S2S in luogo di C2S, da ongine a cementi c
elevate resistenze iniziali e finali. Le composizioni esaminate appaiono stabih a temperatura ambiente, 100%
U.R. ma, dopo stagionatura da sei mesi ad un anno a tempcratura e umidito ambiente, si c osservata una perdita
di resistenza meccanica dovuta a fenomeni di carbonatazione dell ettringite.

INTRODUCTION
In the la§t few years, much attention has been paid to calcium sulfoaluminate, C4A3S, as a component of
cements with high early strengths, and with ultimate strength and dimensional stability similar to that of ordinary
Portland cements, OPC (1,2). They are usually referred to as low energy cements (3), supersulfated alumina-belite
cements (4), rapid hardening and/or high early strength cements (5), sulfoaluminate cements (6), and^non-alitic
cements (2). In these cements, the high early strength is due to the rapid formation of ettringite, C5AS3H32, and
the later and ultimate strength is attributed to the formation of calcium silicate hydrates.

Cements based on C4A3S can be produced at temperatures much lower than OPC which require about
1500°C for the synthesis of C3S. They are relatively friable after firing and require little energy to grind. Further
more, it is possible to synthesise these cements not only from inexpensive, natural commercial materials such
as limestone, gypsum, clay and bauxite, but also from industrial wastes and by-products such as phosphogypsum,
fly ash, blast furnace slag and other waste materials containing CaO, AI2O3, SiOj and SO3 (2,3,5,7-9). Due to
the relatively low firing temperature and ease of grinding as compared with OPC clinker, these cements are
also referred to as low energy cements.

Previous work (7,8,10) has shown that replacing pure gypsum with phosphogypsum enables a great
reduction in both the temperature and time required for the synthesis of C4A3S, without adversely affecting its
hydration properties. In this work, in addition to phosphogypsum, other industrial wastes and by-products such
as bauxite fines, blast furnace slag and fly ash were used together with pure AR-grade and commercial materials
for the preparation of C4A3S-bascd cements. Other components of these cements were ß-C2S and CS.
■ The different formulations all contained C4A3S, ß-C2S and CS in the weight ratio of 1.5:1:1, and can be
grouped in three basic systems: the first containing only the three components above, the second including 30%
by weight blast furnace slag, and the third including 20% by weight blast furnace slag and 10% by weight fly ash.

C4A3S was: (a) separately synthesised and mixed with ß-C2S_and CS, each individually synthesised; (b)
synthetised together with ß-C2S_(binary synthesis) and mixed with CS separately synthetised; and (c) synthetised
together with both ß-C2S and CS (ternary synthesis) in a single firing.
.

The influence of the synthesis temperature and the nature of raw materials on the physico-mechanical
properties of the different compositions was investigated.
EXPERIMENTAL

Raw Materials and Procedures
The principal chemical compositions of the commercial and industry-derived materials used are shown in
Table 1. The pure AR materials were not analysed. The planned compositions of the various systems investigated
are listed in Table 2, and are identified with the numbers 101, 102 and 103. Large (about 5 kg) mixes were used
for each synthesis and XRD was employed to check the phase composition of the fired products. All mixes
containing carbonate and hydrated alumina, including bauxite, were fired with a pause of 1-2 h at 850°C, and 1 h
at 1000°C, to allow for the escape of CO2 and H2O, respectively, from the system.
-

Table 1. Principal chemical components (%) of raw materials used
Material '

CaO

SiO2

А120з

Ре20з

MgO

SO3

P2O5

H2O

Natural gypsum
Phosphogypsum
Limestone
Clay
Bauxite
Silica
Fly ash
Blast furnace slag

32.60
32.60
54.10
1.30
0.02
n.a.
4.80
41.10

3.33
0.05
1.57
46.80
4.70
99.00
56.80
33.20

0.35
0.23
0.38
34.50
51.50
0.37
25.50
14.20

0.22
0.02
0.40
1.33
15.30
0.06
4.20
1.57

0.06
0.22
0.61
0.12
0.04
n.a.
1.50
7.00

43.40
44.90
0.05
0.10
n.a.
n.a.
0.40
2.58

0.01
0.47
0.01
n.a.
0.04
n.a.
n.a.
—

20.70
20.50
42.92*
14.69
25.40
0.28
0.40
0.15

*CO2

Table 2. Composition (wt%) of systems investigated

Composition

C4A3S
ß-C2S
CS
Blast furnace slag
Fly ash

101

102

103

43.0
28.5
28.5

30.0
20.0
20.0
30.0

30.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
10.0

'

Compositions Containing Separately Synthetised Compounds

ГпаТсИгот commercial materials with phosphogypsum or with phosphogypsum and bauxite, by calcination at
1170°Cfor2h.
.
Thp R C S was svnthetised as follows: (a) from pure AR materials, by calcination at 1450 C for 2 x 16 ,
with imcl&n, grindig; №> hom commercial mLkds at 1350-C Гог 16 h; and (e) from commercal

materials with 0.5% BjOß ß-phase stabiliser, at 1300 C for 7 .
The CS was produced by calcining gypsum (or phosphogypsum) at 85O°C for 90 min.

‘stopped’ with acetone, the materials dried with ether, then analysed by XRD and
and
cute specimens and 100 x 12.5 x 12.5 mm bars were cast at a w/s ratio of 0.5, cured at 23 C l00% RH, and
th.S compressive strength, density and shrinkage/cxpansion determined by conventional methods.
Compositions Containing Binary and Ternary Synthesised Compounds Using Commercial and Industry-derived

Materials

ÄÄSÄÄfiSÄÄÄSsa«

1.5.1.1 С4А3г>-С2^-<-Л. ine mixes ci.
fe
nsr nnd CT C respectively. The ternary synthesis products
slas and clay were identified with the symbols FAC, BSC an
, ре.
у
'>nn°c fnr 8 h and
wScmified whh lhe symbols FA+. BS* ami CL+. respccuvely. The stocks were fired at 1200 C for 8 h and
used to make only systems of planned composition 101.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis of C/1A3S
It was found that, depending on the type of raw materials used Orfferent tempetatu^ume regimes were
required for full conversion to C4A3S as follows: (a) with pure AR grade. CaCO3, AI2O3 or A1(OH)3 a d
9И П 135O°C for 16 h* (b) with commercial limestone, alumina and gypsum, 1350 * v )
CaSO4.2H2O, 13jU c tor to , t
or fnr 1-2 h* and (d) with commercial limestone,
commercial limestone, alumina and phosphogypsum, ii7n
1170 C tor 1 z h, ana taj wim co
bauxite and phosphogypsum, 1170°C tor 1-2 h.
According to previous fi"d^s (MI
"atofc Пихе^Ь5
«»-И beyreduc^ even further to about
1100°C.

XRD analysis of the fired products revealed that: with (a), pure AR-grade materials, the product was
virtually pure C4A3S, with traces of C12A7 and unreacted CS ; with (b), commercial materials, the degree of
conversion to C4A3S was somewhat less than with (a), and the synthetised material contained not only traces ot
C12A7 but also small quantities of other calcium aluminates, viz. CA, C3A and traces of CS; with_(c), commercial
limestone, alumina and phosphogypsum, traces of CjjAj and CA2 were detected, but no Сг>; and with (d),
commercial limestone, bauxite and phosphogypsum, no C12A7 was detected, but the fired material contained
traces of CA and CA2, and significant amounts of gehlenite (C2AS). The latter compound forms at the expense
Of C4A3S.
Properties of Systems Containing Separately Synthetised CaA^S^ßiC^S and CS

DTA/TGA and XRD analysis of the hydrated specimens of compositions 101, 102 and 103 did not reveal
any major difference among them in terms of hydration kinetics. Common features of the above systems were
as follows: ettringite was the main hydration product and formed to a considerable extent as early as I d, calcium
silicate hydrate also formed and was detected after 14 d; and relatively large quantities of unreacted ß-C2S were
still present at 28 d.
The compressive strengths of all the compositions made of individually fired components are shown in
Table 3. As far as the systems of composition 101 are concerned, the results indicate that very good early (Id)
compressive strengths were obtained. The specimens made from pure AR-grade materials had the highest ear у
(1 d) strength, but the ultimate 28 d strength was about the same in all cases.
Table 3. Compressive strength (MPa) for compositions 101, 102 and 103 when components
were synthetised separately; cured at 23°C,100% RH, w/s = 0.5

Composition

Days at 23°C
101

Риге AR-grade materials
31.3
1
38.5
7
37.2
28
•
Commercial materials
24.4
1
33.0
7
40.7
28
Commercial materials with bauxite and phosphogypsum
18.2
1
34.3
7
42.1
28

102

103

16.1
29.7
48.5

27.6
45.0
54.7

15.8
22.1
40.1

15.1
21.1
34.2

8.2
17.9
41.7

7.8
15.4
51.4

The densities of the specimens dried to constant weight were of the order of 1720 kg/m3. The specimens
tended to expand slightly from 1-7 d (0.08%), then they shrank a little (0.1% at 28 d, and 0.2% at 90 d), similar
to OPC pastes.
As far as the systems of compositions 102 and 103 are concerned, the following observations can be made.
In the case of pure AR-grade materials, the addition of blast furnace slag alone (102) has a large negative effect
on 1 d strength. However, the 28 d strength of the specimens containing either blast furnace slag (102) or both
blast furnace slag and fly ash (103), markedly increases as compared with composition 101.
With the compositions synthetised from commercial materials only, and commercial materials plus bauxite
and phosphogypsum, somewhat similar findings were obtained at early ages. However, at 28 d, only composition
102 results were similar to those of composition 101, while in the case of composition 103, compressive strength
was lower for commercial materials and higher for commercial materials plus bauxite and phosphogypsum.

The densities of the air-dried specimens, for all the compositions, were of the order of 1550-1650 kg/m3.
All the specimens showed a slight expansion at early ages (1-7 d), thereafter they tended to shrink slightly,
similar to OPC pastes.

Properties of Systems Containing Binary and Ternary Synthetised Compounds

ÄKsK»" 100% RH, and flight shrinkage in drying, giving values s.nrdar io that
obtainable with OPC pastes.
Table 4 Compressive strength (MPa) for the binary compositions of FAC,
BSC and CLC cured at 23°C, 100% RH; w/s = 0.5

Curing days

Composition

FAC
24-8
36-5
26.2

1
7
28

BSC
22.5
373
50.2

CLC

20.4
< 1
51.4*

* 14 d

The synthesis of lhe ternary composition, С4А.^С25 CS, tn the weight ratio«f l-5-Lureas

Äe^y^S

ap"^dCS™oauldyprÄ

According to lhe literatute (4.5,11). C5S2S appears to be a slowly hydrating

were m2h

Table 5 Compressive strength (MPa) for the ternary compositions of FA+, BS+ and CL+
cured at 23°C, 100% RH; w/s = 0.4

Curing days
FA+

1
7
28

49.3
67.1
76.2

Composition
BS+~

35.4
51.4
58.2

LONG-TERM BEHAVIOUR OF ETTRINGITE-CONTAINING SYSTEMS

development was observed at any age within the four-year peuod examined.

CL+

49.5
61.7
69.7

-

■ J Beretka et al

•

■

•

Further experiments are in progress with the purpose of understanding the carbonation mechanism and
improving the composition of the C4A3S-based cements, in order to reduce this problem.
.

CONCLUSIONS

■

' ; .

/

'

Industrial by-products such as phosphogypsum, fly ash, blast furnace slag and bauxite fines may be
conveniently employed for the synthesis of low energy cements based on C4A3S. Compared with pure and
natural materials, the industrial by-products allow a reduction of the temperature required for synthesis.

When C4A3S was mixed with separately synthetised C2S and CS in the weight ratio of 1.5:1:1, hydrated
at room temperature, 100% RH, hydraulic binders with good strengths (Id, 18-31 MPa; 28 d, 37-42 MPa)
were obtained. The addition of blast furnace slag, or blast furnace slag and fly ash, reduced the early strengths,
but promoted higher ultimate strengths.

With mixes in which the C4A3S and C2S were synthetised together (and the CS was added separately to
the mixes), good early and ultimate strengths were obtained (Id, 20-25 MPa; 28 d, 26-50 MPa).
The synthesis of C4A3S, C2S and CS in a single firing was not possible at the temperature of_1200°C. The
formation of CjS^ instead of C2S and CS was observed. However, the system containing С4Аз5, C5S2S and
residual CS developed very good mechanical strength (1 d, 35-49 MPa; 28 d, 58-76 MPa).
•
The dimensional stability of the pastes was similar to that of OPC pastes, showing very slight expansion
at early ages followed by slight shrinkage at later ages.
.
The cast specimens were stable at room temperature, 100% RH. However, some strength reduction was
observed at ordinary temperatures and humidities due to the carbonation of ettringite.
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ABSTRACT
3CaO • 3A12O3 • CaSO4, (C4A35), is the main mineral phase in sulphoaluminate ccmcnl. In
the study an experiment on the mix composition and the burning process ot C4A35wcic
achieved by the orthogonal method and the pure monomineral of C4A3Shas been produced. The
XRD data of C4A3Swere callected by D/max-y0 type rotational copper target XRA. The in
dexing for the data was conducted by "TREOR" program of computer and the optimization
was made with "9214" refinement program. Finally the revision and the check of the crystal
structure of C4A35were conducted by ,/POWD12,/ program.

The results indicated that C4A3S’ belong to tetragonal system, and its lattice paiamctcis
a0 = b0= 13.031Ä and c0 = 9.163Ä, space group D2d-P4C2, structure formula Ca4 (A16OI2)
S°O4. °
.

ЗСаО • ЗА120з • CaSO4, (С4А35)ЛШ®^5кГ1<)*$О1.
С4А35#1!Г!Й, It D / max-yjS

A^Öi-ßS.
C.
Ca4 CA16O12) SO4.

X

C4A35flTfiilFnilföÄГ
Г С4А3Жш1О 'M
"POWD12"fAUt;

uBu№^ao=bo=13.031Ä, co = 9.163Ä$|hl^^ D«d-P4C2,

.

I. INTRODUCTION

C4A3S(3CaO • ЗА12Оз • CaSO4) is the main mineral phase in sulphoaluminate cement. In
1962, P.E. Halstead and A.E. Moore (1) reported that C4A3S has a cubic subcrystalline cell
(a0 = 9,195Ä) and a structure of ultramarine sort. In 1972 the revision of structure in
subcrystalline cell of C4A3S with space group of 143m and its atom coordinates were presented
by H Sealfeld and W. Depmeier (2). Also, they pointed out that real space group of C4A3S is
I4132, ao= 18,41 Ä. In 1988 Feng Xiuji and Liao Guanglin (3) synthesized the monomineral of
с'-ЛзЗ °by the salt-fusing method and determined space group of subcrystalline cell of C4A3S(1
43m, a = 9.167 A) and its atom coordinates. They pointed out the space group of real cell of C4A
5(14,32) and mineral of C4A3Swith four crystal structure type.
II. EXPERIMENT

1. Syntering of monomineral of C4A3S
Measuring the crystal structure of C4A3S by X&D must use the pure monomineral. It is
most difFicult to burn pure monomineral of C4A3S sence the gypsum decomposes to varying
degrees and SO3 volatilizes in the process of sintering. Therefore, it is impossible to burn the
pure monomineral of C4A3S that proportioning is only mode according to molar ratio. By the
orthogonal design experiment method we had obtained the pure C4A3S mineral. A mixture of
weight of C4A3S with chemical pure grade is 44.0564 g CaCO3, 76.6921 g A1(OH)3, 37.0657 g
CaSO4 * 2H2O, and the sintering temperature is 1320 ± 5Г for 1 hour.

2. XRD of powder crystal C4A3S
The experiment with XRD of powder crystal C4A3S was obtained on a D / max-yB type
of the rotational copper target XRA and repeated three times in all. The results from all the
three are basically similiar. 88 diffraction lines were identified and are presented in Figure 1 and
Table 1.

-

Fig.l

XRD Diagram

The XRD data of powder crystal С4АЛ5

Table 1.

I/Io

HKL

46
47
48

1.9357
1.9349
1.8961

1
1
<0.5

324
324a2
523

49
50

1.8791
1.8740

2
2

622
404

51
52

1.8697

1
1

700,542

414
414a2
443,334

d

I/Io

HKL

No.

1
2
3

6.5056
5.8242
4.9187

2
1
6

200,111
210

4

4.6047

1

5

4.3247

2

7
8
9
10

-

211
220,002
300,102
311,202

100

3.7574

6

320,212
♦

< 0.5

3.6001
3.4984
3.3608

1
< 0.5
8

■

1.8596
1.8554
1.8504

53
54
55

404a2

1.8378

1
<0.5
<0.5

1.8058
1.8038

3
3

640,711
533,424

11
12

3.2043
3.1510

<0.5

321
400,222
*

2

410,302

56
57

13

2.9879

2

411

58

1.7899

1

720,632

59
60

1.7847

1

720a2

1.7540
1?7478

<0.5

721,613

1

1.7209
1.7162

1
<0.5

215
504
504a2

1.7020
1.6818
1.6744

<0.5

3.2501

14

2.9118

6

420,331

15

2.8378

2

322

61 62
63

■

16

2.7794

<0.5

421

17
18

2.7058
2.6544

<0.5
34

213
402

19
20

2.6013
2.5489
2.5062
2.4545

1
<0.5

500,412
510,232,223

1
7

431,242
511,422,313

65
66
67
68

1.6671
1.6638

2
1

315
650,722
524

1

633

21
22

■

d

No.

'

64

225
731,642

1
1_____

23

.. 2.4201

1

520

24

2.4088

<0.5

520«2

69

1.6386

25

2.3388

<0.5

521,323

70

1.6343

1

325

. 26
'
T1

2.3042

4

440

71

1.6285

4

2.2907

3

2.2840

1.6243
1.6206

3

29
30

2.2641
2,2598

1
2

72
73

8

28

004
004a2

800
444
444a2

74

1.5919
1.5777

<0.5
3

811
713,604

31
32
33

2.2351
2.1965
2.1914

<0.5
1
1

502
104
530,411,512

1.5740

2
<0.5
<0.5

335
614
723

34
35

2.1712 2.1652

19
20

36
37

2.1613
2.1330

■ 11
2

38

2.0590

39
40

'

413
413a2

75
76
77
78

600,531

79

1.5346

1

333

80

1.5318

2

600,802
624

204
214

81
82

1

620,442

83

1 5277
1.5240
1.4930

1
1
4

006
830,812
751,822,733

2.0352

2

84

1

1.4896
1.4857

4

2.0219

540
304

1

515
206

1.4768
1.4643
1.4606

<0.5
<0.5
<0.5

216
653
525

2

41

2.0069

<0.5

621,532

42
43

1.9870
1.9837

1
1

541

44

1.9601

45

1.9546

.

2
1

433
602,513

I

513a2

85 '
86
87
88 4

1.5648 _
1.5439

•

1

3. IR spectrum of C4A3S

. : .

. , ,

V

.

,

The IR spectrum of C^S obtained from infrared spectro meter PE-683. The IR spec
trum obtained is presented in Fig.2
.
.
?
, .

'
As Fig.2 shows, the vibration frequency of group of C4A3S appears at 1250—350 cm '. At
800—900 cm"1 there presents a strong and wide band due to vibration frequency Vas of [A1O4],
and 600-700 cm"1 is the band of bending vibration frequency Vs of [A1O4]. The band of 411
cm"1 below 500 cm"14 is the bending vibration frequency of Al—O—Al in [A1O4], Meanwhile,
due to no absorption band in 700—800 cm 1 there presents no octahedron of Al—О in the struc
ture of C4A3S. The vibration frequency at 1193 and 1100 cm 1 are dual band due to vibration
Vas of neso-[SO4], and 610 cm"1 and 660 cm"1 are bending vibration frequency Vs of [SO4].

.

Fig.2

IRS diagram of C4A3.S

; ,

4. Optical character of monomineral of C4A3S

"

.

Micropolarmeter was used to measure optical character ot monomineral of C4A3S under
plane polarized light it is colorless and transparent object and has an irregular form mostly.
Most of its grains are about 2д in linear size, and a few of large grains can reach 50/t. Under
orthogonal polazed light crystal mineral of С4Аз5 appeared 1 grade of grey—yellowy interlcience colors, inclinedextinction and negative elongation. Under conical rays in the inteience fig
ure C4A3S is uniaxial crystal optically positive. Monomineral of C4A35mcasured by the oil im
mersion method has a refraction index Ne=1.570± 0.002, No = 1.5761 0.002 and
. Ne—No = 0.003. Its crystal system is medium-grade crystal system.
-

5. Electron—diffraction on monocrystal of C4A3S

- .

;

'

Electronmicroscope was used to find out a monocrystal of C4A3S having complete crystal
and 12д in linear length, shown as photo 1. Fig.3 is the picture of electrondiffraction pattern ot
moncrystal of C4A3S that was taken in transmission electronmicroscope H-600. The product
of the wave legnth of electronic beam used Л and the distance from the specimen to the photo
plate L is 28.8 mmA. The spectrum diagram was analyzed and calculated to obtain reciprocal
plane lattice of C4A35(a*c*) as a rectangle and co = 9.14Ä, ao= 13.09Ä in the parameter of
■ cell. And, under L=#2n in the reflection index of crystal face (hoi) the extiction of system exists,
presented as Fig.3. Its Laue spot group is 4 / mm m P—C— that it is of tetragonal system.

Fig.3 Analytic diagram of electron—
diffraction spectrum monocrystal
'
of C4A35 (b* //incident
' ■
electronic beam)

Photo 1. Electro—diffraction pattern
of monocrystal C4A3S
v-? ‘

Ш, ANALYSIS OF CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF C4A3S

1. Indexing for XRD diagram of powder crystal of СдАз^ and determination of parameters of
its cell
■
v’ \ '/
;Г; S ‘
L ..'j J V V;, j;/.
?
,
Indexing for XRD diagram of C4A3Swas conducted on PHNAFACOM-U1550 II com
puter and by using "TREOR" program, Then^indexing was achieved with the least squares re
finement program of //9214,/.. . Finally, C4A3S was frond to be a tetragonal system with
a0 = b0 = 13.031 Ä, CO = 9.163Ä, a = /? = ■)> = 90 ° as the parameters of the crystalline cell. ’

2. Measurement of space group of mineral C4A3S

'

' .„

г

Analysis for reflection rule of indexing of diffraction lines indicates that in the diffraction
lines of (hoi) or (okl) as extinction of system exists when L#:2n. According to the extinction rule
the diffraction group of C4A3Sobtained is of number 56, 4/mmm P—C—. There are 3 space
groups in it, i.e. D4°—Р42/тст; D^—P4C2 and' C4v—P42cm. When analysis of structure was
conducted with the space groups respectively the space groups of C4A3S obtained should be
number 116, D2d—P4C2.
'
3.Calculation of molecular number of C4AjSin monocrystalline cell

The crystal of C4A3Smeasured is Do = 2.61 g / cm3 in density, thecalculated volume of its
monocrystalline cell is Vo= 555.941 Ä3, and molecular weight of C4A3Scalculated is Mo = 610.2
V.. . D :_
-«M
g. According to the formular Z =" molecular number of C4A3Sm monocrystalline cell Z
1.66Л1 o \
.
■
had been calculated to be 4. Thus, there are 24 Al, 16 Ca, 4 S and 64 О atoms in the cell. -

4.Coordination number and bond length of Al—O, S—О and Ca—О crystal C4A3S

According
to
pauling's
rules
RA13+/RO2 =0.357,
RS /RO =0.207,
RCa2+Z RO2-= 0.707 had been calculated on the basis of Pauling's ions radii. Thus, the
coordination polyhedron of Al-O is a regular tetrahedron or regular octahedron, S-O is a regu
lar tetrahedron and Ca-O is a regular octahedron or a cube. According to the IR analysis the
Al-O tetrahedron is a regular tetrahedron, its coordination number is 4, and there is a group of
tetrahedron Al-O jointed from angles top in crystal C4A3S. And, due to the ratio of number of
Al / О which is 1:2 the group of tetrahedron Al—О exists in the form of framework [АЮгЬп • The
coordination polyhedron S-O is a nesotetrahedron and its coordination number is 4.
According to the theory for closepacking of ions the bond length of Al-O is 1.90Ä
equaling to the sum of both ionic radius, S-O is 1.69Ä and Ca-O is 2.39Ä. However, accord
ing to the effect of radius ratio and the character of bond and by reference to earlier works by
others we propose that the bond length of Al-O is about 1.75Ä, that of S-O is about 1.53Ä
and Ca—О is about 2.39 Ä.
5.Proposed trial structure of C4A3S crystal

On the basis of experimental and calculated data, employing of the equivalent spot system
and the symmertry elements, and by making reference to earlier works by other we propose a
trial structure for C4A3S crystal. Finally, the trial structure is calculated and revised with
"POWD12'/ simulator of XRD diagram of powder crystal to obtain various atom coordinates in
the crystalline structure of C4A3S, given in Table 2, the coordination polyhedron diagram,
shown in Figure 4.

Various atom coordinates of monocell in crystal of C4A4S---------

Table 2

Starting coordinate of equivalent spot

Spot number
Name and number

in equivalent
spot system

x/ a

y/b

z/ c

4s

4e

0.249

0.249

0.250

2A1!

2C

0

0

0

2A1n

2d

0.500

0.500

0

2Alnl

4i

0

0.500

4A1IV

4f

0.125

0.125

0.750

4A1V

4f

0.374

0.374

0.750

4A1V]

8j

0.124

0.375

0.752

SCa,

8j

0.256

of atoms

1

-

0
___

___
-

0.503

0
0

SCä-ц

8j

0.256

0.500

8Oi

8j

0.133

0.269

0.250

8On

8j

0.297

0.297

0.368

8ОШ

8j

0.073

0.096

0.581

8OIV

8j

0.250

0.083

0.720

8OV .

8j

0.405

0.074

0.918

8OVI

8j

0.427

0.095

0.579

8j

0.416

0.249

0.780

8j

0.426

0.405

0.581

8OVII

SOyni

.

Fig.4 The diagram of coordination polyhedron for crystal
O-CaO; o-Al; Ф-З; • -О
It can be seen known from Fig.4 that the crystal structure of С4Аз5 is a porous crystal
framework which is mainly constructed from groups of Al—О tetrahedron jointed the nodal
point. In the framework, there are four square rings jointed from four Al—О tetrahedron by
nodal point in every monocells, which froms four square axial hole paths in the direction parallel
to axis [001]. In the hole paths the nesotetrahedrons of S-O are respectively distributed at 1 / 4
Co or 3/4 Co. And, every square ring is linked by nodes of Al—О tetrahedron to form 8
hexangular axial hole paths parallel to the direction of axis [001]. Ca2+ ions are distributed at 0
Co and 1/2 Co in the hole paths shown in Fig.5. There are narrow connected seams between
hole paths.

Fig.5 Scheme of crystal structure
of C4A3S(Progrection parallel
to the direction of axis[001]
O-Ca; • - CA1O4) ; o- (SO4)

Fig.6

Diagram of coordination structure
of Ca—О in crystal structure of
C4A3SO-Ca; • -Al; o-0; S-S

According to Pauling's electrovalence rule the number of positive valence of 16 Ca2+ in the
monocell just balances with the number of negative valence of (Al24O4g)24 and 4(SO4)2 . Thus,
every Ca2+ ion has to connect with the tetrahedron of Al—О and S—О in the form of valence
bond. As shown in Fig.4, the ion in the form of ionic bond types of cubic ligands being
coordination number of 8 are constructed from every Ca2+ ion in the form of ionic bond with
one oxygen in two tetrahedrons of S—О and one oxygen on the node of every tetrahedron of
Al-O in the hexagonal ring, illustrated in Fig.6. However, the layers of its closepacking is
|ABCABC| and some distortion appears. It is obvious that the porous structure of C4A35and
the distorted ligand of Ca—О are more beneficial to its hydration.

IV. CONCLUSION
We had burnt C4A3S pure mineral containing volatile component by the orthogonal exper
imental method. Its mix proportion by weight of analylically pure chemical agents was, CaCO3
44.0564 g; A1(OH)3 76.6921 g; CaSO4 • H2O 37.0657 g; burning temperature was 1320*0 and its
isothermal period was 1 hour. More refined XRD data of C4A3S powder crystal were obtained.
Thus we first determined the C4A3S crystal structure to be tetragonal system. The parameters
of its crystal cell are a0 - b0 = 13.031Ä, Co = 9.163 A, a - ß = у = 90 ° and Z = 4. The space group
is Dfd-P4C2. Its structural formula is Ca4[Al6Oi2]SO4. Ca-O was determined to be ion type of
cubic coordination polynedron being coordination number of 8. Layer of its closepackin is
|ABCABC|, but a distortion appears. The mode of crystal structure of C4A3S has been made.
New optical data of C4A3S crystal was determined to be Ne= 1.570 ± 0.002, No= 1.567 ± 0.002,
inclined extiction, negative elongation, uniaxial crystal, optically positive and 1 grade of
grey—yellowy interference colors.
.
.
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SULFATE-BEARING SOLID SOLUTION OF
CALCIUM ALUMINATES AND FERRITES
Yu R Krivoborodov and S V Samchenko
Nil Cement, Moscow, RUSSIA

SUMMARY
In this paper the results of the investigation sulfocontained, solid,

solution of calcium aluminate and. ferrite are described.. It is shown
that calcium sulfoaluminate can consist of up to 9% of ferrite oxide. In
the results of exchange between ions alumina and ferrite calcium
sulfoaluminoferrites are obtained. They were synthesized by sintering
and melting row mixes. The presence of S-ions in the structure of
calcium aluminoferrite leads to the formation of ettringate at the
hydration and to have expent ion of hardening system.

INTRODUCTION

One of the tendency of cement science development occurs due to the
nessesity of obtaining binders with special properties which are not

available for usual cement. The most detailed investigated and presently
widely applicated cements are aluminate and sulfoaluminate ones. Due to

a good performance of strengh development and final strength these
cements are able to substitude special composite materials, and
aplication of these cements provides a high density,

crack resistance

and low water-permeability.
Calcium sulfoaluminate, beelng the main mineral of sulfoaluminate

clinkers. Is capable to Include in its structure various impurities. It

is observed during kilning of raw mixes, having low alumina content. The

changes in calcium sulfoaluminate cell by impurities lead to changes of
its properties.The formation of ferriferous calcium sulfoaluminate (CSA)
3434becomes possible by the fact that the ionic radii of AL
and Fe"^ are
close to each other (0.57 and 0.67 A), so an ion Fe^+ may replace Al^+in

mineral synthesis with the emegence of solid solutions (1).

EXPERIMENTAL
At present work both an influence of ferrite oxides on structure

and properties of calcium sulfoaluminate and its stability under higher
temperatures were investigated. To examine the solubility of ferric
oxides in CSA, ferric oxide in an amount of 1 to 15% by mass was added
to the mineral synthesized earlier. The blends had been held for 20
minutes at a temperature of 135O°C, following which they were analysed.
To

investigate

solid solutions

of

CSA

and calcium

sulfoferrite

(CSF), blends were out of minerals synthesized previously, the ratio in
all the experiments being from 25 up to 75 mole-%. The blends prepared

were treated in the form of pressed briquettes at temperatures of 1050
to 1300°C in steps of 50°C, for 20 minutes each. The cakes obtained were
subjected to petrographic and X-ray phase analysis.

Calcium sulfoaluminoferrites were obtained by solid-phase synthesis
by

the burning of raw mixes

aluminoferrites

with

intended for

compositions

of

calcium
with the

the production of

C^AFg,

C^AF,

CgA^F,

addition ofcalcium sulfate and a blend of calcium aluminoferrites having

synthesized beforehand with anhydrite, as well as by the crystallization
of sulfated aluminoferrite melts (2).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To examine the solubility of ferrio oxides in OSA, ferric oxide in

an amount

of 1

up

to

15% by mass was

added to

the mineral having

for 20 minutes at a
temperature of 135O°C, following which they were analysed. X-ray phase
analysis has revealed that the addition of ferric oxides caused a shift

beensynthesized

earlier.

The

blends

were

held

in the major diffraction peaks of OSA, this being the more manifest the
more Fe2O3 added to the mineral (see Table 1). The IR-spectra data show
a shift and spreading of the band referring to the various oscillations

of the S042-group in the original CSA (absorption bands 1093 and 1180
cm"1 ) which is due to a change in the coordination environment of that
group as a result of the incorporation of ferric oxides whose presence
is evidenced by the emergence of absorption bands in the region of 400
-1
to 500 cm .
"

Table 1

X-ray phase analysis of calcium sulfoaluminates
modified by ferric oxide

CSA
sample
description
No additive

1% Fe2O3

3% Fe203
5% Fe2O3
7% Fe2O3

9% Fe2O3

Position of major diffraction peaks (hkl)_______

422

444

822

3.750

2.650

2.166

3.748

2.644

3.745

2.641

2.163
2.161

3.740

2.636

2.158

3.733
3.729

2.636
2.575

2.158
2.138

.

Such changes in the spectra of CSA samples occur when up to 9%
ferric oxides are added; but when the iron content is greater, the
foraiation of an aluminoferrite phase is observable,
i.e.the CSA
structure can coprise up to 9% ferric oxides, the principal pattern of

its crystall lattice remaining unchanged.
The study of the hydration process of modified CSAs through ferric

oxide in micropreparations has demonstrated tint the oxide available in

the CSA structure retards the interaction process of the mineral and
water. CSA interacts with water during the first minutes of being mixed
with water, whereas the start of the hydration process of modified CSAs
is shifted by one hour in proportion to the amount! of ferric oxide

added.. By the end of the first day, however, the quantity of ettringite

formed levels off, so in the long run this will have no effect on the
compaction and expansion process of the hardening system comprising OSAs
modified by ferric oxides.
The investigation of powders, consisting of preliminary synthesied
minerals
(calcium
sulfoaluminate,
dicalcium
ferrite
and
calcium

sulfate),

shows,

that

there is an exchange of aluminate and ferrite

oxides between minerals and they are stable under heating up to 135O°C.
The following increasing of temperature causes the decomposition of
calcium sulfoaluminate and melt appearance, which solves the formed

earlier phases. During melt cooling calcium aluminoferrites of varying
composition are appeared, which contain sulfur oxide. It has been found
that minerals burnt together change their colouring in transmitted
iight, while the X—ray spectra feature a shift of major diffraction

peaks of the minerals as compared with their initial matrices, i.e. an
exchange of aluminium and iron ions takes place between the minerals,
this becoming the more pronounced as the temperature rises.
The X-ray spectrum microanalysis in samples shows that GSA contains
ferric oxide in its composition, and high-basicity CSP carries aluminium

oxides (see Table 2), but a broad series of OSA and GSP solid solutions
like the aluminoferrite series is not formed. This may be due to the
fact

that

the

OSA structure

can comprise

ferric

oxide

in a

limited

amount only, in contrast to high-basicity CSP, which is a solid solution

of calcium sulfate in the structure of dicalcium ferrite. As the latter
is the initial member of the aluminoferrite series, high-basicity CSP is

the "founder"
solutions.

of

the

series

of

calcium

sulfoaluminoferrites

solid

The mineral composition of cakes from raw mixes meant for
production
of
aluminoferrite
minerals
with
calcium
sulfate
represented by a mixture
sulfoaluminoferrites.

of

such minerals
.

as

CSA,

CSP

and

the
is

calcium

The results of burning calcium aluminoferrites of compositions
OeAPg, G^AP and CgA2P together with calcium sulfate testify to the fact
that there occurs a fixation of the latter with aluminoferrite minerals,

for the X-ray phase analysis does not indicate the formation of other
chemical compounds.

Table 2 Composition of calcium sulfoaluminates and. sulfo
ferrites according to X-ray spectrum microanalysis data

Content of oxides, % by mass

Mineral
description

ai2o3

CaO
CSA
OSA
CSA
CSF

CSF
CSF

35.69
34.26

47.69
48.28

36.39
44.82
43.58
42.42

43.15
3.76

>

Fe2O3
.

3.12
5.24
7.28

4.41

13.76
12.20
13.45
4.98

46.09
48.67
47.42

1 .89

so3

6.01

5.94

.
-

The general aspect of the radiographs of calcium aluminoferrites and
sulfoaluminoferrites remains almost unchanged, which is indicative of
the fact that the major pattern of the crystalline structure . is

preserved. In all cases, however, calcium sulfoaluminoferrites differ
from calcium aluminoferrites in the
Intensity of characteristic
diffraction peaks and in the shift of interplanar spacings, which is
caused by a distortion of the crystal lattice of calcium aluminoferrites

by calcium sulfate (see Table 3).
Table 3

Interplanar specings of calcium aluminoferrites

and sulfoaluminoferrites
Position

Description of
aluminoferrite and
sulfoaluminoferrite

of

peaks

(hkl)

200

141

202

6CaO-Al2O3*2Fe2O3
6.3CaO *A12O3'2Fe2O3'0.3SO3
4Ca0"Al203'Fe203

2.7914
2.7805
2.7830

1.9285
1 .9318
1 .9212

4.4CaO'A12O3* Fe2O3*0.4SO3
6CaO'2Al2O3‘Fe2O3
6.5CaO-2A12O3'Fe20310.5SO3

2.7733
2.7701
2.7681

2.6395
2.6485
2.6335
2.6401
2.6230

Investigations

into

the

1.9245
1 .9151
1.9228

2.6395

crystallization

of

calcium

sulfoaluminoferrites from the. melt show that the composition of
crystalls emerging depends on the cooling rate. It has been established

that in the case of a rapid, cooling of the melt, the crystalls are
enriched in aluminium to a greater extent that
is the case solidified
melt. In the case of slow cooling, the composition of the crystallizing

phase is identical with that of the melt.
The composition of

calcium sulfoaluminof emit es produced by the

crystallization of melts,

as

determined by means

of

X-ray

spectrum

microanalysis, is presented in Table 4.

Table 4

Composition of calcium sulfoaluminoferrites

Structural

Content of oxides, % by' nass

Ser.

ai2o3

CaO

Nos.

1

30.29
34.0.8

2

43.59
44.48
46.52

3
4
5
6

34.29
36.01

7
8

35.77
35.19

9

44.74
26.59
16.47

16.52
17.77
45.62
47.53
46.04
47.57

FegO^

15.35
28.35
30.18

22.16
24.26

10.23
4.41
5.73
6.63

so3

fonnula

10.31
11.26

°1.63A0.69F0.31®0.21
C2.08A0.35PO.65?O.26

9.83
13.62

°2.92A0.18F0.82®0.27

12.44

°2.21A0.42P0.58?0.30
°1.23A0.82F0.18?0.18

10.24
12.06

°2.3OAO.43FO.57?O.35

C1.85A0.91F0.09?0.23

11.63

°1.85A0.91F0.09?0.22

11.49

C1.72A0.88F0.12S0.21

The results displayed in Table 4 indicate that in the course of
crystallization from melts, there emerge calcium sulfoaluminofemites

which,

in

the

same way as

calcium aluminofemites,

have

a variable

composition and can therefore be described through a general formula of

C2AxP1-x®n’ where"x" varies within the limits of 0.1

to 0.8 and "n"

ranges from 0.02 to 0.5.

Modifying calcium aluminofemites by calcium sulfate brings about
not only a difference in the of composition hydration products, but also
an enhanced hydraulic activity of the solid solutions as compared to
that of the source minerals.
By way of comparing the hydraulic activity it is to be noted that

the degree of hydration grows with the increase of the A/F ratio in
calcium sulfoaluminofemites, and stands at 67 to 75 % during the first

three days.

An analysis of the kinetic curves shows that within three days the

minerals interact with water vigorously, but as more hydration tune
passes, the reactions low down owing to the formation of crystalline
hydrates around the non-hydrated grains, and this hinders the access of
water
to
the
source
minerals.
In
the
hydration
of
calcium
sulfoaluminoferrites ferriferous ettringite is formed the rate of whose
formation and stability depend on the composition of the former.. In
hydrated high-aluminate samples, ettringite is formed during the first

hours of interaction with water already (1 to 6 hours), but by 12 hours
it
recrystallizes
into
the
monosulfate
form
of
calcium
hydrosulfoaluminoferrite, which is stable at any time thereafter. In the

hardening of this sample, hexagonal calcium hydroaluminoferrites also
crystallize during the first hours and at any time thereafter; the

formation of cubic crystalline hydrates is observable only by 28 days.
The formation of ferriferous ettringite occurs in the hydration of
calcium sulfoaluminoferrire based on C^AF during the first day of
hydration, in the hydration of highly ferriferous sulfoaluminoferrite
towards the expiry of three days only, while during the first , (1 to
6)hours the monosulfate form of calcium hydrosulfoaluminoferrite is
formed.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Thus,

calcium

aluminoferrite

sulfate,

melts,

crystallization,

and

while

enters
it

the

changes

causing

structural

crystalline
their

phases

structure,

no

alterations
during

new

in

their

chemical

compounds being formed thereby.

In the hydration of calcium sulfoaluminoferrites with gypsum,
ettringite is formed right from the moment of their being mixed with
water, and it is stable at any later time. This enables these minerals
to be used as expansion agents in the creation of self-stressing and

expansive cements.
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MECHANISMS AT THE MIXED SULPHATALUMINATES
FORMATION IN THE CaO-AI2O3-(Sr, Ba) SO4 SYSTEMS
.

-

I Teoreanu, A Puri and M Georgescu
Polytechnical Institute, Bucharest
’ ROMANIA

SUMMARY

The
thermal stability of SrS04 and BaS04 suggests the
formation
of
calcium
and
strontium.
respective
calcium
and
barium
sulphataluminates
in the CaO-Al2O3-(Sr.Ba)S04
systems.The
stability
conditions
as
well as the reaction mechanism and
the
formation
of
3(Caü.AU0^ ) .SrS04
and 3 (CaO . Al^Og) . BaSCh compounds.
are
evidenced.
The
thermal stability rance of mixed sulphataluminates depend on
the
basicity
of
CaCO,-Al 03-MSC>4 mixtures.
The
decompositions
of
sulphataluminates occur StJlower temperatures when the CaO/Al-O^ ratio

in the starting materials

is higher.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

, Die
Temperaturbeständigkeit von SrS04 und BaS04 suggeriert
die
mögliche
' Bilduna
von
Kalziumstrontium-.
bzw.
Kalziumbarium
Sulfataluminaten
in den CaO-Al?03-(Sr.Ba)S04 Systemen. Es werden
die
Bestandigkeitsbedingunaen, sowie auch der Reaktionsmechanismus bei der
Bildung von 3(CaO.Al90.).SrSO4 und 3(CaO.Al203).BaSO
festgelegt. Die
Temperaturbestandiakei t der Sul fata luminate i$t. von der Basizitat
der
Ausgangsmischung
CaC03+Al?0_ +MSO4 abhängig. Bei
grosseren
CaO/A^OWerten der Auscrancrsmischund rindet der Zerfall der Sulfataluminate Del
niedriaeren Temperaturen statt.

INTRODUCTION

of
Conditions
of formation, stability, structure and properties
its
contribution
in
the calcium sulphataluminate - 3(CaO.Al2O ).uaSO
the
the
hardenina of cements which contain it and the development of
mechanical strength, are well known nowadays.

the
calcium sulphataluminates
behavior
and
the
Considering
usincr other sulohatic compounds like
mineralizers
or
possibility
of
the 'raw mix
to
aet
port land
cement
clinxers
or
components
of
examine
other
sulphataluminates'
formation,
their
derivates.
to
tability and the corresponding
processes'
mechanism.
conditions
of s
produced interest.

this paper we made some researches in this way. in
the
CaO
in
Ba)SO ' systems. Considering the thermic stability of
Sr^O4
Al-0--t:
‘
' formation
of
some
mixed
sulphataluminates
t'he
and ’ BaSO^.
respectively 3 (CaO . АЦО ) . BaSO
appear
probable.
3 i CaO . A1 -.0- ) . rS04 . пюга information that the
investigations
already
Thus, vre"- are aiven
,1- belonoing to others [1-7]. especially
referring
made
by ourselves
ulohataluminates
mentioned
above
to
the formation mechanism of the
concerning the influence of the initially mixture composition
formatting temperatures and their stability.

EXPERIMENTAL. -REEULTS AND DISCUSSION.
p.a.
reactants.
We
Al-0,. SrSO,, and BaSC\>. as
’a CO
We
us
with
molar
ratio
3:3:1
and
CCC/Alo04/(5r.Ba)Sp '
examined mi
were burned^af 600—1451' L maintaining it 101 3 hours.
9:3:1. '
burned
temperature. The phase
composition
of
the
maximum
at
the
way
we
/established by X-ray diffraction. In
this
has
been .
...
samples
mechanism
"
processes
'
itain information about the interaction
could
when
there
starts
tne
formation
of
the
temperature
when
there
starts
and
about
■s-pectively
their
decomposition.
su1ohata1uminate compounds.

The CaO-Al -0-,-SrSO^ system

the initial
reactino substances' proportion in
the
is
80u°c/
the
main
chemical
proc
about
mi
and
Some calcium aluminates take from too. iCA
C12T^e
r"4?.^in^the'caCÖ:/iu0o/SrS0
= 3:3:1 mixture, respectively
if.2 the
CaCOv'Al^O</SrSO4 = 9^3:1
mixture.
even
from
8uu C
iiaarams
pr^senfej
in4figs.
1
and
2
shows
the
rormation
of
the
3 (CaO . Al. SrSO(SCA.SrS) at the temperatures, over 800 l - in
under
r-a=-e <-,f fhf stoichiometric mixture of reacting substances, and.
this temperature in the mixture of reacting substances richer jn CaCO3
< ratio СаС03/А1?0ч = 3). The process is accelerated over 1000 L.

The strontium .sulphate is consumed until under the limit of' X-ray
higher
tion with
formation
of
mixed
sulphataluminate.
at
and
’
ad compared to those of integral consumption of CaO I
temperatures
most
it suaaest that the formation of 3CA.SrS
is
the
Al-,03.
Thus,
the interaction of SrS04 with calcium aluminates 'which
probable
by
have been formed before.

We must
notice
that
in
the
more
basical
mixtures of reacting
sub
stances (CaCOVÄl90« = 3) .
3CÄ.SrSO4
starts
to
decompose at about •1300 и
temperature
which
is
about
100°C
lower
than

the
decomposition
tempe
rature
of
stoichiometric
mixtures.
At 1300°C,

Fig. 1 Evolution of mineralogical
composition at the burning of
3CaCO3+3Al2O3+SrSO4 mixtures.

in

basic

mixture, besides
SCA.SrS,
is evidenced only
while
over this
tempera
ture
the
existence
of
tricalciumaluminate
has
been found, together with
SCA.SrS
- this one
in
a
lower
proportion.
due to
it's
instability
and
decomposition.

In the samples burned
at
temperatures
higher
than
1100°C, the presence
of
CaO in not
evidenced,
although,in the conditions
of
mixed
sulphataluminates'
existence.
its
presence
should
assert
itself:
in more
basic
mixtures
which have
been
investigated.
CaO is
the
only
eqilibrum
compound
with
SCA.SrS. at
maximum
stability
temperature
of
this one.

Fig. 2 Evolution of mineralogical
composition at the burning of
9CaCO3+3A 1 2C>3+SrSO4 mixtures.

The
existence
of
the calcium aluminates can
suggest
either a
partial
decomposition of strontium
sulphataluminate.
with
a
higher
content
of
strontium
sulphate.
that
the stoichiometric
consi
derate above.

The CaO-А 1 ^O^-BaSO,^ system

In
this system we notice too. the formation of a
mixed
calcium
and barium sulphataluminate. In the stoichiometric mixture of reacting
substances corresponding to 3(CaO.Al„03).BaS04 (3CA.BS). the mechanism
of interaction processes is generally similar to these noticed in
the

similar mixtures with SrSO4:

but we have noticed too the tormation

ot

the monobaric aluminate.
of
the
The
X-ray dittraction patterns evidence the formation
the
mixed
sulphataluminate.
by
^e
interaction of
BaSO^ with
^1Ba™MU5ln<B»).'tteesuhsti"tiongof 6,^ with Ba^ in the formation
aluminous
latticed? ?he mixed sulphataluminate becomes possible, too.

over
1 ly
possible
of
this

The identification of BA at higher temperatures;

the

Hmit

interactions
aluminate.

of mixed sulphataluminates
of

BaOlBabU^J

wilh

stability.

3

formation
is _about
3CA.BS.
in
very
small

X-SSrS^Sn’^j-rtooi^nrrtrjimjr^J^bii^y
rate с,' - At оревЖТ^1°2М^
-ter
1400°C.
conditions
,
■ '
wi?h
the mixed sulphataluminate.
quantities) co-exists wi

in

ratio

9:3:1,
. its
th®
3 (ОЛЬ
,n(ePior to the one which has been noticed
<at
from
the
ife
synthesis
of
calcium
and
barium sulphataluminate.
stoichiometric mixture of reacting substances (fig.
"e oharacterized^y^caCO ?/AlfOg/B

•Кси)

in the

Fig.3 Evolution of mineralogical
composition at the burning
of
3CaC03+3Al203+BaS04
mixtures.

Fig.4 Evolution of minera
logical composition
at
the
burning
of
mix
ture :9CaC03+3Al203+BaS04

In
this case too, it is suggested the formation of
3(CA)BS.
by
the
reaction of BaS04 with calcium aluminate which have
been
formed
before.
At
the
maximum
temperature
of
stability,
together with
3(CA).BS.
coexists
unreactioned
CaO
and
BaSO.
in"
important
proportions,
ЗСаО.А! 0
and
small guantitiesof
OA
Over
this
temperature, the quantity of 3(CA).BS decrease and C |ä/disappears

The proportion of CaO continues to diminish due to the
formation
or
some Important quantities of C»A. by the saturation in the CaO
of
CA
resulted
from the decomposition of 3(CA).BS and of
the "rest
of
C12A7"
At 1400 c< the tricalcium aluminate is the main
compound:
we
can
notice too. the formation of monobaric aluminate BA
resulted
from the decomposition of sulphataluminate.
"
*
Comnatibi1itv relations at subsolidus temperatures

The results mentioned above, about the compatibility relations in
the
CaO-taO.Al^O^-CaSO . system, and the information obtained in
this
Paper.
lead
us
to
the
conclusion
that
in
all
CaO-CaO.Al О (ua.Sr.Ba)Su4 systems stipulate the same relationships. For subsolidus
temperatures the relation correspondina- to all the systems
mentioned
are shown in fia.5.
'

The
examination
of
the
diagram
in fig. 5
points
out
that
in presence of Sr
or
Ba
sulphate, in raw mixtures
for
some aluminatebelite
clinkers,
by
stopping the
formation
of
C^A
in_favor of
3fCA).SrS
or
3TCA"i .BS.
a
certain
quantity
avaible.
"
'

rig.

5 Compatibility relations

This one.

in the CaO-CaO.A1,O„-MSO

systems

can saturate the silicate 2CaO.SiO^ to SCaO.SiO-:

-• ( ЗсаО.А! -0„)
4-1 ^3

6(2CaO.SiO„)

+ MSO ,
—t

3 f CaO. A1 _0 „ > . MS^ , + fi Caü
2,
/4
*

+ 6CaO --- — 6(3CaO.SiO2)

(i )
'J..1

C2)

3; зсао. Ä12o3) +6 с зсао'ГзГ0^)Т^54'^^Гсао7^1э/Тм^^7з75^0"."зТ0^Т - (31
CON'CLUSIuN

_ The,researches we have made.
suggest the formation of mixed
sulphataluminates, mainly by the interaction of Sr or Ba sulchate
with calcium aluminates, formed before.
‘

The formation temperatures and. stability of the investigated
mixed sulphataluminates are dependent on initially mix composition
(CaC03. A12O3.
SrS04
or BaSO^l:
they are lower in the case of
more basic mixtures.

The
compatibility relations at subsolidus
temperatures
in
the
CaO-CaO.Ä1n03-SrS04
and
CaO-CaO.Alo03-BaS04
systems.
are
similar
to
those
indicated above for
the
CaO-CaO. Al ,,0^-CaSO.
system.
....
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CEMENTS BASED ON MODIFIED PORTLAND AND
SULFOALUMINATE-BELITE CLINKERS
S I Ivashchenko
АИ-Union Engineering Construction Building Institute, Moscow, RUSSIA

The present work studies the influence of additives on sulfo alumi
nate-be lite and portland clinkers in view of the fact that blended ce
ments based on those find ever greater application industry. It has been
established that the presence of modifying additives in the system CaOAlgOx-SO^ intensifies mineral formation reactions and raises the thermal
stability of modified C^AzS« It has been demonstrated that additives
forming solid solutions with C^AzS modify the ettringite phase in the
hydration process, thereby changing the shape and size of crystals, the
resistance to recrystallization, and this exerts a decisive influence on
the strength parameters of synthetized sulfated cements. A reciprocal
influence of modification has been shown in the production of multicom
ponent cements based on clinkers of silicate and sulfоaluminate harden
ing types e

The idea of improvins the quality of blended cements through enhan
cing the properties of the clinkers going into them was put forward ear
lier by both Soviet and foreign scientists» This mainly concerned enhan
cing the quality of special cements through boosting the hydration acti
vity of portland cement clinker through modification of its structure by
introduction of micro-admixtures. A more promising route to this end
would be to improve the properties of not one particular clinker which
enters into the composition of blended cements, but to simultaneously
improve the properties of several clinker types making up blended ce
ments through the ue£ of inorganic additives to modify portland clinker
as well as sulfated, fluorinated and other types of clinkers.
In this work the influence of adrlitives on sulfoaluminatebelite
(SAB) and portland clinkers was studied as blended cements based on
those are finding ever increasing application in the construction in
dustry. Particular attention was given to modifying sulfated clinkers.

The analysis of information from the literature on modified SAB,
clinkers and the positive results which have been obtained in modifying
raw portland cement mixes made it possible to assume that addition of
different modifying agents to raw sulfoaluminatebelite mixes can stabi
lize the burning process of SAB clinkers, improve their grindability,
increase the setting time of the superrapid hardening cements based,on
those clinkers and improve considerably other building and engineering
properties of cements.
Si nr-A it is waterless calcium sulf о aluminate that has a decisive
influence the properties of SAB clinkers and SAB clinker-based cements,
processes which proceed during the synthesis and hydration of C4A3S in
the presence of BaO, SrO, PpOc, MgO, CdO, ZnO, NigOz» GuO, МП2Р3» MoOt,
V20c, WO,, Cr2O3, Co20z, TiO2, Sn02, PbO, BgO^» Cacl2, NH^F,
NapCOz were studied. The modifiers were added to the raw mixes in the
form of different reagents of AR grade and in the form of different
kinds of waste in amounts of 0.5 - 1 »0 - 2.0 - 3*0 - 5*0% by mass, to
obtain Сд_А^§.
'
Oakes burned under optimum burning conditions comprised 90-95% of
waterless calcium sulf о aluminate, and the remaining was CL| pA^ and ОаЗОд.»
'l*te presence of modi fyi71 g agents in the samples only slightly changes
the quantitative ratio of minerals formed in the system; however, in
this case the size and shape of calcium sulfoaluminate crystals change
considerably.
No compounds other than the above mentioned were found in the
cakes when additives were used, except for samples containing CaCl2,
TiOp, OaFp and MgO. X-ray and petrographic analysis revealed the pre
sence of perovskite,
besides СдА^З, СаЗОд and СЦрАг^, in the titan-con
taining samples. In chlor- and fluorine-containing samples, instead of

were found, while in MgO-modified
and C^^An’GaFp
samples, free magnesium о ride and magnesian spinel were observed«

^Л2^7

^11

X-ray exami nation of samples did not reveal any additives not en
tered into the solid solution, while petrographic analysis showed in
almost all samples a slight amount of admixtures not entered into the
solid solution with calcium sulfoaluminate, their maximum concentration

being 5% by mass«
It has been found by petrographic, X-ray and IB-spectrum,methods
that the additives under study form solid solutions with calcium sulfo
aluminate, and this is in line with the data obtained earlier for some

additives.
Investigations on the modified samples by IR—spectroscopy have
shown that cations of the alkali and alkaline-earth metals replace the
0a2+cations in the calcium sulfoaluminate structure; multivalent ca-^.
■h-i ппя from the top row of d- and p-elements (Mo^W ,Cr , Ti , STI »Sn
enter into mineral structure fragments containing Al Og" - octahedrons
and Al O^-- and S0£”- tetrahedrons; and the ions Zn , Cu , Co ■, Mn
in cal ci um sulf о aluminate enter only into the structure fragments con”
taining complexes Aiog" and AlOg". Halogen-containing additives form the
modified meionite in the system under study.
The above structural changes have a considerable effect upon the
hydration activity of solid solutions of calcium sulf о aluminate, and it
has been found that strength properties of samples are, for the most
part, directly proportional to the degree of hydration of the modified

minerals.
Io obtain C/iAaS in additive-containing raw mixes, mineral formation
reactions are intensified; in the process C4A5S is synthesized at a lo
wer (by 50-70°G) temperature and begins to decompose at a higher (by >U100°G) temperature - than in the reference samples, i.e. the range of
stable existence of the mineral becomes wider, which can be used foe
practical purposes. The features of mineral formation reactions in the
system G-A-S iu the presence of additives have been revealed. In parti
cular, it has been found that in raw mixes with a KgO additive, the
synthesis of solid solution of calcium sulfoaluminate is achieved first
by direct interaction between AlpOx, SO-z and CaO, bypassing the forma
tion of meionite, and then both reactions of mineral synthesis take place

concurrently.

The study on the hydration of monomineral binders obtained has
shown that additives forming solid solutions with G4A^S are also present,
after its hydration, in the ettringite causing the change of its shape,
size of crystals, resistance to recrystallization, which is decisive for
the strength properties of the modified samples. The hydration products

of modified calcium sulfo aluminate as well as of additive-free C^A^S are
Al(OH)^, calcium hydroaluminates and hydro sulf о aluminates have been
found.
'

The improvement of strength properties of the binder based on modi
fied calcium sulfоaluminate is due to the fact that the solid solution
resulting from waterless calcium sulfоaluminate exhibits a greater abi
lity to interact with water than ’’pure” C^A^S. And in the modified sys
tem, unlike the reference one, a greater amount of the ettringite is
formed, and its crystals are larger and shorter (1 :d is from 2П to ЗИ)
which means they are less prone to recrystallization than the additivefree C5A‘3CSe31H.
The reduction in the ultimate compressive strength of the binder
based on calcium sulfoaluminate modified by Ti02, Cr20^, Sn02,,Mo0^>
WOz is accounted for by the formation of thinner-and longer (1 sd is from
5 И to 1ОП) crystals of the ettringite and by the occurence in the sys
tem of compounds which have no binding properties (perovskite,etc.), and
also by the recrystallization of the ettringite into O^A'OSI 2H.
These studies have made it possible to identify the additives and
fix the optimum concentrations in which they could be added to the raw
mixes to obtain C^AzS which about a significant change in its hydraulic
properties, and also has a considerable effect upon the properties of
cements based on modified calcium sulfоaluminate. These studies permit
ted a change-over from laboratory research to pilot and industrial expe
riments. For industrial experiments, wastes from different industries
were used as the modifying agents.
Addition of an optimum amount of. waste stabilizes the burning pro
cess which can be conducted at a lower (by 5O-7O°C) temperature than the
reference mixes. The modified SAB clinkers had a 1 0—1 5% higher grindabi—
lity than the reference ones.

The addition of modified SAB clinkers to self-stressing cements
increases by 1 .7-10.2 MPa their strength properties, and by 1 .0 MPa the
self-stressing of test self-stressing cements, as- compared to the self
stressing cements based on reference sulfоaluminate—belite clinker. The
increased early strength of the test cements results from a higher hyd
ration activity of the modified calcium sulf о aluminate, calcium alumino—
f erromanganates and G11A7e0aF2; and the increased ultimate strength of
binders is due to a higher activity of dicalcium silicate which has sta
bilized in its </' -form in the presence of additives. The modified SAB
clinkers were added at the stage of grinding to the portland cement,
slag cement, self-stressing and oil-well cements. Experiments have shown
an improved griпНяМ1 tty of cement compounds containing modified SAB
clinkers as against the reference sulfоaluminate-belite clinker. Like
wise the strength properties of cements with the modified SAB clinker

S / Ivashchenko

шот.» n
-1 О 5 MPa higher at any setting time than those of the cements
bSed on
5BS?oS™Sate_bellte clinker without adiitlve. lhe cenents

made of modified portland and sulfoaluminate-belrte clinkers bad^th
strength and self-stressing Increased respectively by 1.0-15.0 HP
n-n to 2.4 MPa over the reference cement. This was attributed to th
raold hard™ 4 of the structure of cement atone due to an accelerated
hydration of №e modified minerals of portland and sulfoaluminate-belit
clinkers and also due to the formation at a faster rate and in lac|®r
amounts/of the ettringite during the hydration of the modified sul aluminate-belite clinker.

Based on the pilot and commercial tests, standards have been drawn
un for^he production of modified sulfoaluminate-belite clinker and cemlnts based5there on, which possess improved building and engineering

properties»

POTENTIALS OF USING DOLOMITIC LIMESTONE IN MAKING
SULFOALUMINATE - SILICATE CEMENTS
M M Ail, P S Sharma and R Bhargava
National Council for Cement and Building Materials
New Delhi, INDIA
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INTRODUCTION
The temperature of clinkerization in manufacture of calcium
sulphoaluminate and C2S based cements falls in the range of 1200135O°C.
Such cements are generally called as low energy cements and
are characterized by rapid hardening and sulfate-resistant properties
(1-3). As the clinker mineral phases are rich in alumina, iron oxide
and sulfate,
the raw materials required generally are bauxite,
laterite,
gypsum along with the limestone and clay. The low lime
composition (Ca0-~50%) of clinker indicates the potentials of using
low grade limestone.

In the present investigation,
it
is endeavoured to utilise
dolomitic limestone to prepare calcium sulfo-aluminate based clinker
in which 8-10% MgO could be fixed in mineral phases with stisfactory
performance characteristics.
EXPERIMENTAL

Raw materials such as limestone, dolomite, clay, bauxite, laterite
and gypsum were analysed and ground in ball mill to a fineness
retaining about 12% residue on 170 mesh.
Six raw mix compositions
bearing 2 to 12% MgO in clinker were prepared as shown in Table 1.

The raw mixes were converted into nodules of 1.5 - 2.0 cm dia in a
pan nodulizer and dried in an oven at 150°C.
The nodules were fired
in an electric furnace at 1350°C for 25, 30 and 35 minutes.
The fired
nodules were air quenched and stored in dessicator.
The clinker
samples were evaluated for mineral phases and their morphology using
XRD,
SEM and OM.
The different clinker samples were ground in ball
mill. The powder was then blended with 5 % gypsum by weight.
The
fineness of cement was maintained about 300 M2/Kg Blaine surface area.
The cement samples were evaluated for compressive strength and
autoclave expansion as per IS : 4031-1988. The autoclave expansion was
determined at a pressure of 300 psi for 3 hours.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The clinker samples obtained in 25 minutes firing at
1350°C
were softer and those in 35 minutes were hard burnt.
The clinker
obtained in 30 minutes were well burnt.
The six cement compositions
(Table 1) differ mainly in MgO, CaO and AljOj contents. Compositions I
to V are rich in MgO and composition VI is lime rich and poor in MgO.
TABLE 1
CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS OF CEMENT SAMPLES

Component
oxides
LOI
SiO,
Рб oV'J
Al,0,
CaO 3
MgO
so3
Na90
K90
Tlo2

I
1.Ö6
13.64
6.65
19.44
41.77
9.24
6.40
0.23
0.19
0.62

II

" "1.21...
15.11
8.33
22.52
35.72
8.94
5.47
0.25
0.26
0.69

Compositions
IV
III
0.73
0.93
15.96
15.79
7.26
7.96
18.38
23.02
38.53
36.69
8.60
9.43
6.27
7.05
0.26
0.23
0.21
0.19
0.72
0.61

V
0.80
15.67
6.60
18.02
39.28
11.92
6.12
0.21
0.18
0.58

VI
1.51
15.02
6.99
18.12
48.98
2.12
5.20
0.28
0.22
0.55

X -ray diffraction studies (Fig.l) have shown presence of mineral
phases such as C4A3S, C2S, C3MS2, CSH2 and C2AS (Table 2). In MgO rich
composition calcium magnesium silicate is predominant whereas in
composition V, C2S is predominant and small amount of__C3MS2 is formed.
In a separate study where blends of MgO and pure C4A3S were fired, the
appearance of periclase occured even with og,e percent MgO inclusion.
This indicated that MgO did not affect C4A3S formation and no change
in peak position occurred
(de=3.76 A°).
The formation of stable
calcium magnesium silicate phase Ca3MgSi20g in the temperature range
of 979 to 1381°C in the system involving CaO -MgO ~SiO2 is well
known (4).
TABLE 2
MINERAL PHASES IN CEMENT SAMPLES

.

Phases present

Composition

I

C4A3S,

csh2.

c3MS2, /3-C2S,

II

c4a3s.

CSH2,

C3MS2,

III

c4a3s.

CSH2,

C3MS2»

IV

c4a3s.

CSH2,

C3MS2, /3-c2s,

c4af

V

c4a3s.

CSH2,

c3MS2, |3- c2s.

c4af

VI

C4A3®'

CSH2,

c3MS2, /3- c2s.

c4af

cs.

c4af.

ß-c2s.

cs.

c4af

J ß-c2s.

cs,

c4af

c2as.

Optical microscopic studies of clinker with MgO content of 9.24 %
indicated very fine crystals.
The clinker is also porous and may be
due to high vapour pressure of S03 liberated at high temperature.
Fracture surface studies, SEM, (Fig.2) indicated multifacial cubic
crystals of ■ C4A3S.
The other granular particles were those of
silicate phases.
The anhedral grains of C3MS2 were comparatively
finer and less than 10 micron in size.
The hydration of neat cement showed formation of considerable
amount of ettringite, CgAS3H32 and C4A3S in 15 minutes. The hydration
of C4A3S is very fast and in 120 minutes reaction, only small amount
of it remained unreacted. The rate of ettringite formation increases
with the time due to further reactions and increasing crystallization.
Formation of calcium magnesium silicate was seen in all the samples.
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Fig.l X-Ray Diffractograms of Sulfoaluainate Ceaents

rig. 2 SEM of froctur. .urlae. of sultoaluoinat. clinKer

along
in 15
.. in 30
WH.Ü the ■ surtace snoweu ь
develoned crystals were seen
with
hyD“eiÖpMntn of ne.dle, and «»pact atructure lad to high
minutes*
Development
у - " \
early strength as shown in Table 3*

no.

3 Micrograph* of Hydr.t.d Sulfoaluainat. C—nt Saaplea <270x)

TABLE 3

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENT SAMPLES

Compo

Fineness

sition

M2/Kg

Dimensional .
change
in
autoclave (%)

I

260

-0.05

II

250

III

■

Comnreesive Strength, N/mm2
3D

7D

28D

37.0

43.5

47.0

49.0

-0.026

17.0

22.7

24.5

29.0

260

-0.036

16.5

21.0

24.0

30.0

240

-0.047

24.5 ,

30.0

34.0 .

36.0

IV -

300

0.25

21.5

24.0

30.0

36.0

V

300

0.40

30.0

41.5

46.0

48.0

VI

.

■ ID

. ■'

Dimensional changes during hydration under
^^^^t^MgO^as
=brink*ae in the range of 0.02 to 0.05 percent in cement with иди as
high as 10% assimilated as calcium Magnesium •illcaJJ*92Ce;enJndJ"?i;
(V) with further
increase in MgO content i.e.
11.92 % indicated
expansion. However the compressive strengths attained at early
were appreciable for all the samples compared to the minimum values
percritSd in case of ordinary port land cement. However ■
”te °
=f-renath aain at 1 and 3 days were comparatively higher.
The
relatively poor strength in composition II and III is,due to
of gehlenite phases in clinker samples and lowering in C4A3S P^se.
These cements are suitable for use in sulfate bearing aggressive
environment owing to supersaturation with respect to sulfate.

С(ЖС1Л)81(Ж8

■

1

sulfoaluminate phase bearing clinker prepared at 1350°C have shown
substantial assimilation of MgO in the form of stable Ca3MgSi2O8
resulting lowering in С26.
.

2

Cement samples with as high as about 10 persent MgO
have shown dimensional stability under*conditions of
hydration.

3

assimilated
accelerated

•

■

The cement samples have higher early strength compared to that

of

ordinary portland cement.
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EXAMINATION OF 12CaO.7AI2O3 PHASE
DOPED WITH MAGNESIUM, IRON AND TITANIUM OXIDES
Z Konlk, A Stok and J Iwanciw

Academy of Mining & Metallurgy,,Cracow, POLAND

SUMMARY

aluminous and
The phase 12CaO.7A12O3 is not only a constituent of
disint-egrat-ed
main component of . self
Portland cements, but also a
•technology
by
powder, an intermediate product in alumina and cement
J.Grzymek's method.
titanium and
Pure 12CaO. 7A1_O as well as material doped with iron,
was synthesized at 1723K,
magnesium oxides added as 0.5; 1.0 and
furnace'down to 300°C and subsequently in air.
The samples were cooled in '
4"'
1
All
A difference in colour was observed in particular group of samples.
their
surface
crystallized
polycrystals
of
3
the samples were fused; on
optically perfect polycrystals crystallized
to 20.mm length. The most
from the sample containing 0.5 % wt. Fe„O„.
The samples were studied by XRD and by Z
op»tical and scanning microscopy,
and tested by aqueous sodium carbonate solution extraction.
Fe203 and
Examination by those techniques shows the influence of MgO,
=
ч
isoand
anisotropic
phases
of
Ti02 additions on the quantity of
12CaO.7Al„O„ formed
formed and
and the
the size'and
size ana shape
snaps of
01 these crystal phases.
■•
-> of extraction
They also revealed considerable differences in
the
degree
of aluminium oxide from MgO doped 12Ca0.7Al203 phase inI comparison to
Fe О and TiO^ doped 12CaO.7A12O3 phases.
RESUME
est un
important
de clinker alumineux
La phase 12CaO. 7A1„O„ t»—constituent
------------methode
•
et
ciment
par
et des адд1отёгёв pour la production d-alumine
de J.Grzymek.
On a Studie 1’influence de Fe20 , TiO et MgO introduits en 0.5, 1.0, et
Toutes les £chantilions
1.5 % sur la synthase de 12Cau.7Al_03 S 1723K.
jusqu'
A la, temperature
e?tait fondu^es et refroidies dans Те fourneau
avaient
£t£ .les couleurs
300°C ,et puis ехровёев A 1'air. Les materiaux
.
entre
:3 et 20 mm
differents et les cristaux d'aluminate de dimension
s'apparaient A leur surfaces. En presence de 0.5 % Fe20
3Э On ' observe les
formes parfaitment elevtes.
par la
Les aluminates ont £te £tudi£s par la diffraction aux rayons X,
1'
Extraction
microscopie et microscopie A balayage, ainsi que soumis A
par la solution de Na2C03 .
Les r^sultats montrent que la proportion entre la iso- et anisotrope
cristeaux
sent
phase aussi que les dimensions et structure des
influences par 1'addition de MgO, Fe203 et Ti02 . Le taux d'Extraction
de Al203 change en presence de MgO.

INTRODUCTION
Substantial doubts arise when the calcium aluminate phase 12CaO.7A12O3. 18
subjected to detailed studies on its structure and properties. There аге
;
many controversial data on the structure of this aluminate and its
polymorphism. Our own studies on this phase show that the properties of
12CaO. 7A1 О are strongly influenced by the conditions of synthesis and
polymorphs
has been also
cooling £?,3,53. The occurrence of 12CaO.7A12O3 p«l
z
' confirmed. It was found that
J ‘ the
'
*
12CaD. 7A12OL consists
------ ------ -- of the
regular
the optically isotropic and tne anisotropic: ones
two modifications
The results, of investigations on
12CaO.7Al„0g
magnesium, iron and titanium oxides are presenteain

phase■ doped
this study.

with
■

RESULTS
Pure 12Ca0.7Al_0_ phase,obtained from a mixture of weight ratio CaO:Al„O3
= 0.94, as well as the one doped with iron, magnesium and titanium oxides
added as 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 % wt. were synthesized by heating at 1723K in
a superkanthal furnace for 1 hour.Samples were cooled down in the furnace
itself up to 3OO°C and subsequently in air.
.or-n vn n
A change in colour was observed in one group of samples. Pure IzCaU./M^
phase and the one doped with magnesium oxide were distinguished by
a bright-grey colour, that doped with titanium was beige in clour and
that doped with iron was grey-yellow to brown colour.
All the samples were fused whereupon polycrystals of 3 to 20 mm length
crystallized on their surfaces.
-жк '
The most optically perfect polycrystals crystallized in the - sample with
0.5 7. wt. Feo0_. '
.
,
. .
The samples were studied by XRD as well as by optical and scanning
microscopy, and tested by 12 % aqueous sodium carbonate extraction at
temp. 338K. The polycrystal obtained in the sample doped with 0.5 % wt.
Fe О was observed by optical microscope. The XRD studies were carried
ou? oh a Philips diffractometer. The microscopic observations of the 24pm
polished sections were carried out in plane polarized light in
MeF-2 microscope and the SEN studies of fractured surfaces in TESLA BS300 ;
scanning electron microscope.
.
.
- •
,
The polycrystals formed on the surfaces of samples doped with O. 5 /.
magnesium, iron and titanium oxides were cut off the fused materials.
Their photographs are shown in Fig.1. The most perfect polycrystals from
the sample with 0.5 V. Fe203 are presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.The polycrystal formed on the surfaces of samples doped with 0.5
magnesium« 1), iron(2) and titaniumO) oxides.

%

Fig.2 The polycrystals formed
'
on the surface of sample
doped with 0.5 Л ^*е2°3 *

the bottom, middle and upper parts of
Observations were carried out on that the bottom parts as well as all the
the
the polycrystals. It can be seen
1BOtropic phaae
exhibiting the skeleton
:en=:;^l="i;=i«=i«-.s =f anisotropic
structure (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).
..

11lÄÄourl.«
M
4 # mv
Fig.
4-. Nagnif
^r^^f-’
.a==
go4
£ Nicols
l-troplPbas. . 30x.
- the aUoleton
phase inclusion are visible.

Mr. Fo and Ti oxides,
only the ■ regular
In all the samples doped with Mg, Fe an
detected by XRD Only slight
isotropic optically 12CaO.7A12O_ p a
found
differences in the peak intensities were
o e
modifications
As will be evident from the microscopic observations, both
monolithic
I.
The ■ colourless,
of 12CaO. 7A1-0 are present in the samples. ....
isotropic
phase
the samples.
The .
crystal matrix is the main part of■
those with magnesium
occurring in the samples without addi i
tructUre. In the samples with
oxide shows monolithic or crystalline
ре 0
<1
1.5 %)
it is
T102 thia pheoe Is crystalline snd.itb Ре$0^
monolithic and

monolithic. Samples with 0.5 7.
r®2"3 size and- -habit
of isotropic
crystalline isotropic modifications. ^The_^--u
mentioned above.
The
phase grains is.also influenced by.
interstiti . r
-phase
in the area
anisotropic phase crystallizes a® _a
xenomorphic crystals of skeleton
between the isotropic phaseforming ^th^ samplP doe8 the
the crystalline
crystalline
structure. Only in the 1.5 % ^tu2
?
, Th anisotropic phase
anisotropic phase
а5пЙ?и« and its. distribution
content in the samples increa
ю,11,12,13 & 14).
becomes more uniform (Fig.5,6, , » »

Fig.5 Nicols I I.Kagnif.75x.
Fig.6 Nicols f. Magnif.75x.
12CaO.7A1 О without additive. Isotropie phase grains of basic mass and
xenoniorphic3skeleton crystals of anisotropic phase are visible.

Fig. 7 Nicols J J. Magnif. 75x.
IFig. 3 Nicols -|-. Magnif. 75x.
12CaO.7Al
with 1.5 % MgO addition.. In colourless isotrpic main phase
the xenomorphic skeleton crystals of anisotropic phase are visible.

Fig. 9 .$j.cols | |. Magnif. 75x.
Fig. 10 Nicols
Magnif. 75x.
12Cad.7Al_03 doped with 1.5 % Fe.O..In monolitical colourless isotropic
main phase the inclusions of anisotropic skeleton phase ere visible.

Fig. 11 Nicols I Г. Magnif. 75x.
Fig. 12 Nicols f. Magnif. 75x.
12СаО.7А1 О doped with 0.5 7. Ti02. Visible the basic mass of colourless
isotropic^crystals and the xenomorphic anisotropic phase.
-

Fig. 13 Nicols I I. Magnif. 75x.
Fig. 14 Nicols -{-. Magnif. 75x.
12CaO. 7A1 О doped with 0.5 7.
• In the n’ain isotropic phase
anisotropic skeleton phase is also visible.
.
Results of the scanning electron microscope observations showed
bulges and cavities on the surface of samples(see Fig.15,16).

the

cracks,

Fig.15 SEM. 12CaO. 7A12O with
0. 5 7. Fe203. 20OOX.

The tests of Al О extraction from the 12CaO.7A1„O3 samples show that the
MgO admixture b?i3gs about a 10 - 20 7. extraction decrease when added
at 0.5 - 1.5 7..
The results of these tests are presented in Fig. 17. -

■■
aluminium is leached out and
While extracting with 12 X aqueous Na^COy
The XRD
ion but calcium precipitates as CaC03 .
occurs as an aluminate
;--------aragonite,
CaCO
occurs
as
calcite,
vaterite
or
data indicate that
the
...= admixture used in the synthesis.
Only
depending on the
are
all
the extraction of aluminate doped with 1 X ИдО
precipitate after
;
■
other
In
the
the above mentioned three phases detected simultaneously.
vaterite.
The calcite■ phase
aluminate or aluminate• doped
was detected in the samples
containing samples unreacted

Fig.17. The extraction yield
of Al^,0
from
12CaOf7Xl2O3 phase
versus type and per
centage of admixture.

COKCLUSIQMS

i. The introduction of admixtures of magnesium, iron and titanium oxides
into the 12СаО.7А1 О phase affects the anisotropic ^аО.7А1 О c
tent as well as the size and habit of isotropic l^CaO. TAl^ crystals.
li. ИдО admixtures inhibit alumina extraction from l^CaQ. TAl,^.
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Ca AIMnO : STUDIES ABOUT ITS CHARACTERIZATION
2
5
AND HYDRATION
F Puertas, M T Blanco, S Martinez and R Dominguez
Instituto de Ciencias de la Construccion “Eduardo Torroja"
(CSIC), Madrid, SPAIN

ABSTRACT

A new compound with formula Ca2AlMnO5 has been synthesized and
characterized. The characterization has been carried out through х~гаУ
Diffraction, IR Spectroscopy and Electron Spin Resonance. It has been
established that Ca2AlMnO5 has an orthorrombic structure in which manganese
in the form of Mn3+ is occupying tetrahedral and octahedral positions in th
lattice.

The reactivity of Ca2AlMnO5 in water has been studied as well. The
hydration was done in presence and in absence of gypsum. Both reactions are
highly exothermal giving to different products. When gypsum is not
an hexagonal hydrate and very stable phase containing Mn is formed.The
conversion of that hexagonal phase to a more stable cub1G £or™
slow. In the presence of gypsum, the most important product of hydration
is an ettringite—like phase with Mn in its lattice.

RESUMEN

Se ha sintetizado у caracterizado un nuevo compuesto de fdrmula
CanAlMnOr. La caracterizacion se ha realizado a traves de Difracciön de
Rayos X,
Espectroscopia IR у Resonancia Magnetica Nuclear.
Se ha
determinado gue el Ca2AlMnO5 tiene estructura ortorrombica, en la que el
Mn3+ ocupa tanto posiciones tetraedricos сото octoädricas en la estructura

cristalina.
Se ha estudiado, igualmente, la reactividad del Ca2AlMnO5 en a9aa‘
Ambas reacciones son fuertemente exotermicas dando lugar a diferentes
productos de hidratacion. En ausencia de yeso, se forma un hidrato
hexagonal muy estable gue contiene Mn en su estructura. La conversidn de
esta9fase hexagonal a otra mas.estable de estructura cübica es muy lenta.
En presencia de yeso, el producto de hidrataciön mas importante es una fase
tipo etringita con Mn en su estructura.

INTRODUCTION

Manganese is only occasionally present at levels > 0,5% in cement making raw
materials, but may be added, contained within metallurgical slags incorporated into
clinhering batches.

The behaviour of manganese in the clinkering process has been studied by many
authors (1-4). From these studies it has been implied that in ordinary clinkers, which
contain a ferrite phase much of the manganese is incorporated in this phase, rather than
sUicate and aluminate phases.
Puertas and Glasser
(5)
determinedthe maximum
incorporation limit of Mn in the crystalline structure of: Ca?AlFeO
-- -5,5, which was close to
Sakurai
noted the
6.67% weight. These results are opposed to those obtained by
в1т.оП (6) who
д1мпо
* 2^^
-------This
existence of a continuous solid solution series in the line Ca2R1FeO5-Ca
n°!
author was the first researcher who pointed out the existence of a new compound whose
empirical formula was Ca.AlMnOj. Sakurai asserted also that this phase (CajAlMnOj) was
isomorphous with the ferrite phase of the clinker of OPC (Ca2AlFeO5).
in
This new compound was also detected when the effect produced by №1 substitution
,
r A
was studied. The main conclusion resulted from this work was that xn presence of
Cao and А1ЭО,, Mn chiefly reacts so as to produce Ca2AlMnO5, slightly reducing the contents
of cT ThAon-existence of structural and chemical data5 about Ca.AlMnO,, as well as that
its reactive behaviour towards water, are the starting points of this paper which, aims
at: i) establishing chemical and structural characterization of the new phase, Ca^AlMnO;
and, ii) studying its reactivity to water, in the absence as well as in the presence of
gypsum.
EXPERIMENTAL

Ca,AlMnOs was synthesized from reagent-grade materials: Merck reagent CaCO3 and AlA,
=nd rdh manaanese (II) oxalate. The stoichiometric mixture was blended xn agate mortar
S^nl ethano9! as a Aspersing medium. The dry sample was heat treated at 1350=0 durxng 50

hours, applying 4-5 intermediate grinding in order to xncrease the system homogenexty.
The product obtained was analysed by the following instrumental techniques: X-ray
diffraction, IR spectroscopy and Electron Spin Resonance. X-ray d-spacxngs were determxned
using silicon internal standard.

The hydration tests were made in the absence and in the presence of gypsum,

as

follows:

- Hydratjon in the absence of gypsum: Small portions of the water free samples screened
to' a particle size < 88 pm, were mixed with a deonized and decarbonated water at a w/c
0.5. The mixing time was held constant for 3 minutes.
_ Hydration in the presence of gypsum:From the hydration reaction of C4AF with gypsum and
water proposed by Fukuhara et at (8), i.e.
3C4AF + 12CSH2 + 10H --- *4C3(Ag

75Fo.25

)CSH31 +

Са2А1МпО5/gypsum ratio of 1:4 was established
blends of Ca,AlMnOs and gypsum were mixed with water at a w/c The homogeneous
.
0.5.In order to avoid carbonating phenomena in both hydration tests, the pastes were
had----been-----previously
saturated with N2.The pastes
collected and kept in alass
ух=== tubes which
------------ я=у=
were extracted and frozen with acetone and ethanol after agexng for 1, 7 and 28 day .
These samples were analyzed by XRD, IR spectroscopy, SEM and EDX.

in addition С?А1МПО5 hydration in the absence and presence of gypsum was studied by
conduction calorimetry, testing the samples in a conduction calorimeter at constant

temperature (20=C) over 24 hours.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chemical and structural characterization

a)

*

of CagAlMnOq

X-Ray Diffraction

The record was carried out by means of an angular range of 20" = 52 to 802. The dsnacinas and relative intensities of the reflections obtained in the test for Ca2AlMnO5,
along with its respective hkl values corresponding to an orthorombic cell of a primitive

type are showed in (9).

Comparing the characteristic diffraction lines of Ca^lFeO.
the JCPDS (10), with those of CagAlMnOj proposed in that work, i
Ca2AlMnO5 iß a separate and independent compound from Ca2AlFeO5.

asserted that

analysis applied to Ca,AlMnO5 has shown that this compound is
The crystallographic
Ca2AlFeO5, with an orthorhombic structure. The cell parameters
isomorph to ferrite phase,
of Ca2AlMnO5 are:

a
b°
c°

= 5.465 ± 0.001 ft
= 14.904 ± 0.002 ft
= 5.244 ± 0.002 ft

IR Spectroscopy

*

The IR spectrum of Ca2AlMnO5 (see figure 1) shows bands (320 and 440 cm1' 72®'
and 815 cm"-*) that, because 2of their similarity to the Ca2AlFeO5 IR spectrum (11), ca
“ttiLS
fro. th. vlbr.tlo„. of Л1О6 .nd hlof2. r..)e=tlv.ly.In
га пипа IR spectrum new bands with large intensity located in 375 and 635 cm
are
found. Ae origin of these absorptions has been clarified by studying IR spectra of the
Ca Al Ее Мп оЛ series (9). These studies showed some changes in the characteristic zon
of2 vibration о? A1O, and FeO, groups (600-800 cm"1) and a new band about 630 cm
appears
when the proportion^ Mn re^laced^in Ca^lFeO; is raised. Consecuently we interpret the
strong band at 635 cm"1 due to Mn-0 vibrations of MnO, groups. In the 3.5°"450 c™
z°2®'
an increase of the absorption is produced as the X values, in the mentioned series,
increased This is noticed in the spectrum by a loss of clearity in the bands dueto A1O6
groups (440 cm"1) originated by the overlapping with a new absorption at 380 cm r The v у
strong band at 37 5 cm'1 in the Ca2AlMnO5 spectrum is interpreted as due to Mn О vibrations
of MnO6 groups in the Ca2AlMnO5 structure.
Electron Spin Resonance

By this technique the new compound, Ca^lMnOj was studied. The spectrum obtained for
this phase showed no wide band nor any hyperfine/structure which would be an indication
of the presence of unpaired electrons either Mn2+ (d5) or Mn6+ (d3). It must be remember
that Mn^ (d4 configuration) has no unpaired electrons and therefore gives no electron spin
resonance( signals The results obtained by ESR has showed that Mn in Ca2AlMnO is the
oxidation state +3.

FIGURE 2
Conduction Calorimetric curves
of CajAlMnOj hydrated with water

FIGURE 1
IR spectrum of Ca2AlMnO5

b)
-

Studies about the hydration process of Ca^AlMnOq

Hydration in the absence of gypsum

Ib. „.«It. obtained fro» XBD an.ly.i. =< У 1»°lch/]a"“d

aT teVr^l”“

day ageing the hydrates identified are ,
ааЫа 'even after seven days hydration. At 28
oo^ound.. These hexagonal hydrate, remain
aöIlle „„ . cublo hydrate, although at
Th. pyr..Yn=. & hexagonal hydrate .till p.rsi.ts.
The 1R spectra of the

Гтк^рес**« of1" tw ole ild^ve^d.".^.^’ are

composition as determined by
P lfiR!-_gn and 3540-45 cm"1, were assigned by
practically identical. The bands locatedat: «85and^MO^
(typ,
Ibe

IS^tS’tVnd«»-’, 1. ob.ract.ri.tlc of highly hydrated carboaluminates.
Furthermore the band, situated at 780, 600, 530, 420, 305 and 250 с»-' confirm the
presence ol a hexagonal hydrates. The very strong absorption near 140
, is assigned
to carbonate-like, probably carboaluminate types.
The IR spectrum of the 28 day
sample differs notably from the_ previous
one. A sharp band at 3645 cm
can be
assigned
as
characteristic
of
OH
vibrations in hydrated calcium aluminate
of the cubic type. In the 1300-200 cm
zone, strong bands assignable to cubic
hydrates (527, 400 and 375 cm ) are
present. There persist other and much
weaker
one
at 420
and
300
cm ,
attributable
to the
Al-O and
Ca-O
vibrations of hexagonal hydrates. SEM
and EDX analysis of the pastes reveals
that the hexagonal hydrates are present
in the form of hexagonal platelets
(micrograph ns 1). Point analysis of
these
platelets
proves
that
these
hydrates
have
Mn,
although
in
considerable lower proportion than in
anhydrous Ca?AlMnOe. In one day sample,
the Al/Mn ratio in these hexagonal
hydrates has a mean value of 3.5. In
this sample was found, by SEM, amorphous
AH,, but in spite of exhaustive analysis,
no3 manganese oxide or hydroxide was
detected.
FIGURE 3
IR spectra of hydrated CSjAlMn^
pastes at 1,7 and 28 days

.

.

,

. _ „а. 9Я л.,, fmic’’oaraph ns 2) shows an Al/Mn ratio in the order of

hexagonal structure.

MICROGRAPH 1
Hydrated pastes of Ca^AlMnOj
at one day. Hexagonal hydrates

MICROGRAPH 2
Hydrated pastes of Ca^AlMnOj
at 28 days. Cubic hyorates

Hvdretion in the presence of gypsum

Figure 4 shows the heat evolution rate and total heat release^g^^igh5 intensity

during the first 24 hours. This cal°^L™
first half₽hour of hydration. This signal is
:^rt^t:ri::iinetdhrug?rofr^:a::a^ttsh:btained in this research, to the formation of
an ettringite like phase.

Th. .«..ding .ff.« of gyp.™ ““^^“iu^e'e
existent as can be seen when comparing the ca.Lorim®tr
calorimetric data, XRD
of gypsum (fig. 2 and 4, respectively).
^^s at 1, 7 and 28 days, reveal the
analysis, IR spectroscopy and SEM of the hydratea samp
first 24 hourg Qf
high ettringite formation rate in
2^.
5^^ Äase detected by XRD, is formed; the
hydration, the greater amount of ettri g
P
o£ ettringite detected on

5rSyor.'p“=tx^.n;^^^

aft“7

days.

AnaFly3iS °5 s^ws^hTlRspÄ in'the ^000-200°c^ rang^fThe'^
for XRD. Figure 5 shows tne ik speutia xi* yiro -»w
of CajAlMnOj at 1,7 and 28 days of hydration.

FIGURE 4

Conduction calorimetric curves
of CagAlMnOj hydrated with water

and gypsum

FIGURE 5
IR spectra of pastes in presence

of gypsum

„.nd. which с« b. used,
gnyp™“^
The
since
there
^
2
8
0
n0
85
0
5
V
F
er
6
2
f
f
535
and
425
cm'
1
.
These
absorptions
appear
quite
spectra,
th'. тГ^Сгил.' of th. C^UMO.
p..te hydrated
hy?r.t.ctfor
.o. one
=n= day, its
у intensity being
" i^AlMnOc paste
Mti.caily no modification on day 28. Parallel to the
, the sharpness of the gypsum bands are observed to
become weaker.
SEM analysis of these pastes shows that the morphology of the ettringite like
^itiTnoTthls^
P11^9 C^S-₽-‘ed Mn
in its structure, with a Al/Mn ratio of 3.6.
CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions drawn from this study can be summarized as follow:

1.tetrahedral and octahedral positions in the lattice.
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BARIUM ALUMINATE CEMENT — ITS SYNTHESIS
AND FORMATION KINETICS
S J Raina*, S Agarwal**, M M Ali** and S К Agarwal**
*Excelon Techno Engineers Pvt Ltd
★★National Council for Cement and Building Materials
New Delhi, INDIA

SUMMARY

Refractory
cement
based on barium aluminates is a
special
type of binding material characterised by its extra high resistance to
high temperatures and thermal shocks,
besides having a higher
degree
of
radiation absorption
capacity as compared to calcium aluminate
cements.
Being soluble in water, it is air hardening type forming a
hard mass.

Monobarium
aluminate (BaO.A12O3) is the only phase
formed
when a mixture ofoequimolar quantity of AR grade ВаСОЗ and A12O3 is
sintered at 1450 C in the form of pellets.
X-ray diffractogram shows
the maximum phase development at this temperature when fired
for
3
hours.
In
the
present study on its synthesis,
it was
found
that
reaction kinetics favour
formation of monobarium aluminate phase at
temperatures below 1450°C by using
a mineralizer.
The activation
energy of its formation from pure oxides with mineralizer (MgO 1.5% by
weight) is 47.31 Kcal/mole, which is much lower
than 68.64 Kcal/mole,
the value of activation energy without mineralizer.

* Presently, General Manager, Excelon Techno Engineers Pvt Ltd.,
New Delhi, India

INTRODUCTION
Barium aluminate cement containing .^^bariu^aluminate^BA)

as a dominant phase, is rapid ^ardeni g
f barium aluminates
However,
comparatively brgher funion temperature о
es
leads
to significantly r“₽'°^tyr"r?he?mal shocks <l-3>. Another
refractoriness and higher! resistivity
------- .
of" thIs'cement is its capacity
to ,henrh
absorb
important characteristic^ of
higher degree of' radiation.
towards moisture and
greater
reactivity of BA cement
The
lower water
content
air settinq with relatively much
,
,
It also
tendency
to
for various special refractory
to
qualifies
it loss of cold compressive strength during heating
shows
least
It is a best suited material
for use in basic
elevated temperatures,
refractory concretes.
1
of
pure
suitable
formation.
The
have
also
been
Stic
parameters
such
as activation energies
calculated.

EXPERIMENTATION
SHe

di:11:?”"’’

study
mix of AR
formation
.cs
x
kinetics
different Р="Р«"ь“/==дГЧУеГр9вгГГ"еП{иг„асе was used for carrying
** ■

■

retention times,
out the firing.
Mineraiogical

studies^on the^partially^heatedoSamp

conducted on Rigaku, D/MA
,
..
ch as caF2, CaSO4 and MgO in
studied in Presence of -jeralizers ^such.^
inte
of „

doses of
1% and 1.5% V
9
taken as a measure of degree of
SZti=n“e?h= acLvation'ene^gies were calculated by using Arrhenius
equation (4,5).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Monobarium aluminate was
the only
i45Q®c. Maximum
equimolar mixture of
ВаСОЗ an A
thi^temperature when fired for
3
phase development was ach^ed
h
^hePfired sampies has
shown
hours.
The mineralogical evaluation
@
increase
in
gradual
incre=sein
inte
i у
indicates solid state reaction
temperature and time of react io.
M2O3.
Mineralizers such
between corresponding oxides such as BaO and Aizo^
as CaF2,
CaS04 and **?0"he"a^^e fetation in presence of
MgO at
shown comparatively higher
P
aose of MgO to 1.5% by weight has
1350
C.
However,
an
increase in
i-isn°c which was attained
shown complete stoichiometric forma 10
effect of mineralizer,
without mineralizer only at 1450 C (Fig 1). me er
CaF2 and CaS04 was
found to be marginal.

В = ВаО,- А = А12ОЗ

BA

(WITH MINERALIZER, MgO )

(WITHOUT MINERALIZER)

20 IN DEGREES
X-ray diffractograms of monobarium aluminate
from pure BaO and

Fig 1

prepared

The
rate of
BA formation was
studied by plotting
the
fraction of BA formed against reaction time at various temperatures.
It was found that BA formation obeyed the rate law equation,

1 - (1 - x)115

=

Kt

where x is fraction of BA formed,
t is time and К is the
rate constant. The plots of 1 - (1 -,x)|V3 Y^^ both with^and without
(fig
2) show straight line relationship,
the slope of
mineralizer
the value of rate constant,
К (Table 1).
The temperature
which gave
of rate constant has been used to calculate the activation
dependence
which was
found to be 68.64 Kcal/mole.
However, it
у trid
----- ---- — e•
energy
(Fig 3) у
minerlaizer
lowered
to
a value of 47.31 Kcal/mole in
presence of
was
— ---------(MgO 1.5% by wt.).

Fig 2

Rate of formation of BaO. A^Oy at different temperatures

К

In

104/T(°K)

Fig

3

Temperature dependence of reaction rate
Table 1

Values of Activation Thermodynamic Functions

Mixture
(mol.ratio)

Temperature
(’C)

Rate Constant
(K)

BaCO3+A12O3

1300

23.3 x 10

1350

30.83 x 10
-4
36.66 x 10

Activation
Energy
(K.cal/mole)

-4
-Ц

1380

BaCO3+A12O3
+1.5 wt% MgO

1200

-5
35.83 x 10
-5
46.00 x 10

1250

-5
57.77 x 10

1150

68.64

47.31

_______________ —_ —------ —

CONCLUSIONS
The kinetics of formation of monobarium aluminate phase
from the equimolar mix of pure BaO and A12O3,
studied
in temperature range of 1150 to
1380
C,
with
an
without mineralizers
such as CaF2,
CaSO4
and MgO,
showed MgO to be most effective.
ii/

The addition of MgO, 1.5% by wt. has shown reduction in
temperature of formation by 100 C.

iii/

energy
for the formation of
BA was
The activation
.
to
be
68.64 Kcal/mole,
which on the addition of
found
'
by weight),
was reduced to
mineralizer,
MgO,
(1.5%
47.31 K.cal/mole.
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MECHANISMS AT THE FORMATION OF SOME UNITARY
STRONTIUM AND BARIUMSULPHATALUMINATS
I Teoreanu, M Georgescu, A Puri and A Badanoiu
Polytechnical Institute, Bucharest, ROMANIA

SUMMARY

By
analogy with 3(CaO.AlQO ).CaSO
and in correlation
with
the
thermal
stability
of
SrSO4 ‘"‘and BaSO4.
the
formation^ of
unitary
sulphataluminates' in the SrO-A 1 _0 -SrSO
respectively Bau-Al 2O_4-BaSu
systems, was expected. Researches concerning the processes whichoccur
on burning MCO„-A1^O^-MSO. mixtures with different behavior of the two
investigated
systems (with Sr. respectively Ba).A
3(uaO.Al-C^ )CaS041 ike
compound is formed only in the mixtures with Strontium.
In
the
system with Barium it is formed a more basic compound xBaO. Al^0^ . Ba^>u4
(x»4)
"

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Analog
mit
3(CaO.Alo0o).CaSO
_und
auf
Grund
der
Temperaturbeständigkeit
von
SrSO^ und BaSü^, ist
die
Bildung
von
Sui f ataluminaten in Systemen 5гОдАГ О -SrSO
bzw. BaO-Al
zu
erwarten.
Die Untersuchung der Vorgänge beim Brennen von MCO3-AI
MS0A
Mischungen
verschiedener
Basizitat
zeigt
ein
5®“r
unterschiedliches
Verhalten der beiden Systeme (mit Sr. bzw. mir
Ba)
Eine
3(CaO.Al-0-).CaSO -artige' Verbindung bildet sich nur im
System
mit
Strontium^ In dem System mit Barium entsteht nur eine
basischere
Verbindung xBaO.Al^O BaS04. wobei x ungefähr dem Wert 4 entspricht.

INTRODUCTION
The hiah thermal stability oi the Strontium; and Bariu^sulphates

(the

temperature

^^^‘’“^^/^“phS’uminates in " the

SrO-

possible,
the
formation orb
о -RaSO
[2-4].
The
binary
Al3O3-SrSO,
=У;=*ет.
respectively В О
, Jenden^v o£ tormina
binary
Scd±nd« offreat r-baas!ci?y ’ Is’ the alkal i-e,rth metal contained
is

mo?rä?ttrap=sitiveh The most basic calcium alum>nateaiSte3CaOtAl^O?.
In
the case of SrO—Al^0^ system,
compound
[5].
with c^n^ruent

there

PP
iAQn°r
Fnr
the
BaOgubsolidus
temperatures
of

Al„0,
system. Anpendino
[b] revealed, a
-RbnARABA Ba ^A90б-^400^С. five compounds, more basic than B3A. B4A. | -®7m’w§ ^Sce
with incongruity

^hty^o/thrB ^and BRÄ . com^oänds.

as

compared

to^herothereBa aluminates with grea? basicity menti^tab°Vepos™^le

to be more basic.
the
■ ---- r we have examinated the possibility
of
In
the present
paper
the
unitarv'sr
"and Ba sulphataluminat.es,
respectively,
formation
of the processes involved, as well as the influence of
the
charlrterfstics
of
the
reactant
mixtures
upon
mechanisms of
the
compositional thermal stability of the sulphataluminate compounds.
formation and

EXPERIMENTAL.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

we- have
obtained
-_
Using SrCOg. BaCO^. Al^O. . SrSO, and BaSO. p.a....
’
).
=
3:3:1.
ratios:
SrCO :X12O -.SrSO
=
mixtures
characterized
oy 3:1:1. and
The
4.2:1:1.
respectively,
BaCO-; Al-,0?:BaS04
=
3:3:1.
and
is supported by the
above
reasons
choice
of
this compositions
have
been
1
’
-■
''
.
The
mixtures
:
ted bv the information supplied by [4.6].
suggest—
,hours.
*
.
1_ J______ _____
О
n n *
ЗИП
temperatures
between
BOO''
and
1450 C.
3-4:
burned
at
in
the
reaarding
the evolution of chemical
processes;
Informations
compounds
mixtures'
their mechanism and the nature
of
investigated
have been obtained by the X-ray diffraction,. thermal
which are formed,
the
burned
content
of
and
chemical
ones (the carbonate
analyses
mixtures)

The SrC03=M203^SrS04 System

The. following reactions are suggested:
5rC0o(Sr0) + Al-,0-. —— SrO.Al2O3 + CU2
3(Sr0.Al70O|)

+ SrS043(3rO.Al2O3> .brS04

take
place
At
lower
temperatures, the first reaction may
is
evidenced
lower speed, in such a way that presence of SrO.AlD03
over 1100°C only.

(1)
(2)

at
at

Between
HOOoC
and
1300oC we
witness a growth in intensity of the
diffraction
peaks
both with
the
monostrontium aluminate and with
Sr
sulphataluminate, suggesting a slower
rate with reaction no.(2) than
with
reaction no.(l). This conclusion may
also
be
sustained
by
the
lesser
diminishing of the diffraction peaks
for SrS04 than for SrCO^ and
Ä^O^:
the
^description
of
the
sulphataluminate
compound
can
be
suggested
for
this
temperature
by
the
x(SrO.Al2O3).SrS04
formula, where x<3 (although close
to this value).

Between

1300° and 1350°C,

monostrontium aluminate is
exhausted.

—etxi
Fig.l Evolution of mineralogi
cal composition at the burning
of 3SrC03+3Al203+SrS04 mixtures.

lesser degree,

a growth of

the

totally

The
lesser
growth
in
intensity
of the diffraction
peaks
specific to Sr sulphataluminate
may
suggest
that, within this range
of
temperature
(1300-1350°C)
there

takes
place especially a growth
of
the
ratio
SrO. Al 203/SrS04
(x—*■ 3 )
from the sulphataluminate and. to a
its proportion.

The
maximum
proportion of Sr sulphataluminate is
achieved
at
temperatures
of
1350o-1400°C.
Over
1400°C,
the
sulphataluminate
compound
becomes thermodynamically unstable and decomposes.
For
the
periods
of
the thermal treatment used, the
equilibrium within
the
system
is
not achieved, even if a growth in the degree
of
reactant
transformation is apparent with the growth of treatment period from 3
to 4 hours [2].

The
BaC0_-Al-0
o-BaS0,
--- --- ß.--- 2—3'
------4System
------The
research
carried
out in this
system which
confirms
the
hypotheses considerated. reveals the influence exerted by the compound
characteristics
of
the
reactant mixtures, upon
the
formation
and
thermal stability of the Ba sulphataluminate.

In
the

the case of 3(ВаС03+А1„(X) + BaS04 mixture (corresponding
to
hypotetical
ЗСВаО.АЦСТ) ,BaS04) , 4no
formation
of
the

sulphataluminate
product
temperatures (fig.2).

ha§ been evidenced at any

of

the

burning

Only Ba0.Al903 being formed with the consumption of
Al.O^
and
BaCO„
(BaO) . " thei'BaS04 remaining unchanged in the burned mass.
The
process
is
speed
up at temperatures
over
900°C,being
practically
finished at about 1100°C.

ILc.ul

With
the
thermal
treatment
of
the
basic
mixtures
under
invesigation:
xBaC03+Al-03+BaS04
characterized
6y
x>3.
the
formation
of
a
high
basic
sulphataluminate
compound
is
noticed
(fig.3
and
4),
a
compound found also in [4]. to
which
the
following
formula
can
be
associated:
iSO4.
Its
xBaO. АЦОз analogy
to
the
structural
mentioned
in
compound
(as
resulted
[4]
paper
X-ray
diffrac
the
tion)
justifies
a
value
of
about
4
for
the
x
coefficient.

The
absence
of
a
compound
analogous to the
Ca
sulphataluminate,
the
only
reaction
products
decelated
being
BaO.Al„O„ (BA)
and
xBaO ?A1„0„.BaSO.
(В A.BS). as
Fig. 2 Evolution of mineralogical
well
aS Jthe. tact
that
the
composition at the burning of
BaO.Al
2
O
3
is
formed
at
3BaC03+3Al203+BaS04
mixtures.
temperature
lower
that
the
following
succession
of
xBaO.Al203.BaS04.
all
this
suggested the
chemicar processes:

BaC03(Ba0)
BaO.AlA +
2 3

+ Al203 ----

BaO.Al2C>3 + C02

(x-l)BaCO-(BaO) --- -xBaO.AUO^ +
3
о

(x-l)C0o

xBa0.Al903 + BaS04--- - xBaO . Al 2C>3 . BaS04
The
basic
aluminate
BA
is
not
evidenced
by
X-ray
diffraction.which
shows that it is formed by reaction (4) in
a
rate
lower that the one at it is exhausted in the reaction (5). However.the
formation
of
BA
is
more intense
that.
its
own
exhaustion
and.
conseguent1v.
it
can
be found as a reaction
product,
besides
the

В A.BS.
x

HOO^C
1200oC

The
Ba sulphataluminate is reported at temperatures
of
about
in
case of the more basic mixtures (x=4.2).
and
at
over
for
the mixtures characterized by x=3. It is stable
in
both

situations until

about

1400 C.

The
growth
of
the
reactant
mixtures'
basicity
causes
the
acceleration of the forming processes of the Ba sulphataluminate.
and
a
bigger weicht
of
this one in the
composition
of
the
reaction
products. Fig.3 and 4 suggest at the same time a degree of disorder of
the
reaction
products lattice, bigger in the more
basic
system.The

diminish
of
the
interferences
specific
to
the
monobaric
aluminate in range of
temperature
where
the
intensity
of
the
Ba
sulphataluminate
interferences
stay
unchanged,
could
suggest,
like
in
the
case
of
Sr
sulphataluminate the formation
of
a
Ba
sulphataluminate
first,
having a less В A/BS ratio,
which
enriches
itself with
alurninatic
compound.

Fig.3 Evolution of mineralogi
cal composition at the burning
of 3BaCO3+Al2O3+BaSO4 mixtures.

In
the
experimental
conditions
we used, it cannot
be
relised
the entire
coversion
of
the reactants. not at the
maximum
temperature of stability of the Ba
sulphataluminate formed.

The
thermal
analyses
made
upon
the reactant
mixtures.
are
shown in fig.5.

The
endotermal
effects
at
725-750°C. 850-900 C. respectively
at 1150°C can be conferred to
the
reactants'
polymorphic
trans
formations [7] .

The

Fig.4 Evolution of mineralogical
composition at the burning of
4.2BaCO3+Al2O3^BaSO4 mixture.

effect

at

the

1150°C.

which
is
specifically
to,
the
polymorphic transformation of
the
BaSO..can be seen only on the
DTA
curve
of
the
mixture
which
correspond
to
the
hipothetical
compound
3BA.BS.
confirming
auain that such a compound
cannot
be formed. The lack of this effect
at
more basical mixtures, can
be
considerated
a
sigh
for
the
consumption
of
the
B^A.BS
sulphatalurninatic compound.
"

BaCOis
not
accompanied by
the
The
dissociation
of
the
on the DTA curves at 9=900 C.
These
correspondent endothermal effects
,
partially or
totally.
over
are
superposed compensentinc themselve
the exothermal effects of the reaction products' formation.Endotherme 1
the
effects
due to the BaCO- decompose, are evidenced in the case" ' of".
1230°C).
In
the
same
time,
more
basic
mixtures
(Tig.5. curve 3.
at
exothermal effects corresponding to the formation reaction, appear
temperatures.
vitrification
hierher
temperatures
only;
at
such
processes are certain (with endothermal melting effects) .

CONCLUSIONS

Fig.5 TG and DTA curves of
BaCO- : Al-,0- :BaSO, mixtures :
1- 3:3: iff
3:1?1: 3- 4.2:1: 1.

The experimental
results
which have been obtained,
evinced
important
differences
in
the
display
of
the
interaction
processes.
in
the
SrCO^-A^CUBaSO^.
and
BaCO^-A12Og-BaSO^
respectively:
At
1the thermal treatment of some
mixtures
corresponding
to
some
sulohataluminates.
described
by
3(MO.Alo0Q) .MSO .
(M=Sr,Ba),
the
formation" of
such
compound
is
evinced
only
in
case
of
the
strontium
system,
having
as
an
intermediate
reaction
product
SrO.Al^O^. In the
Ba
system, the
only
2 reaction
product
is

BaO.A1-0-.
the
reaction
between
these and BaS04 taking no place.

2- In the Ba CO->(BaO)-Al-,0^-BaSO. system, it can be noticed
the
formation of a Ba sulphataluminate, only in the more basical mixtures,
this one having the next formula: xBaO. A^O^ . BaSO^ (x=4) . In this case,
the
process's^ mechanism
implies
t.he
formation
of
the
BaO.Al-O3
firstly, which saturates itself in BaO, with the result of
aluminates
which are rich in BaO and able to interact with BaS04 and to
form Ba
sulphataluminate.
.
3—
The
formation
of
the
Sr
sulphataluminate
starts
with
important
speed,
from
temperatures
lower
than
the
Ba
sulphataluminate’s
formation, the formation of the latter being, more
intense in the more basical mixtures. The maximumotemperatures of
the
stabil.!ty of the two compounds is similar: - 1400 C.
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SULFOFERRITE CEMENTS
A P Osokin, Yu R Krivoborodov and N F Dyukova
D / Mendeleev Institute of Chemical Technology
Moscow, RUSSIA

SUMMARY

This paper presents results of investigations of mineral formation

processes occured in the system, containing calcium and iron oxides and
calcium sulfate. Solid solutions of sulfated calcium ferrites are
determined. In the paper there are data showing phase transformations
under heating at the range of 1173 up to 1473 K. It is concluded that

the formation of sulfated calcium ferrites provides substanoial increase
of mineral hydraylio activity and change of hydrate product composition.

INTRODUCTION
A new kind, of ezpansive sulfated cement is based on the possibility

of an active formation of ferriferous ettringite in the hydration of
sulfated calcium ferrites (SCF) (1).The composition of SCF formed in the
synthesis is determined by the initial C/F ratio, the CaSO4 content of
the system, and depends substantially on the olinkering temperature (2).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the C-F-CS system, the Interaction of the components starts at

800°C with the formation of the initial OF phase, and is completed at
1100°C. Within the interval of 950 to 1205°C, OF and CaSO^ interact to
from calcium monosulfoferrite with a composition of 3CFeCS, which melts

incogruently at 1205°C. With a ratio of C/F=2, CF is saturated to become
CgF at 1100 to 1200°C, with subsequent formation of a high-basicity

C2F"CS composition which melts at temperatures exceeding 1350 C.
During the formation of solid solutions changes in the positions

and intensities of the analytic peaks, and alterations in the
characteristics of the unit cell are observed (see Table 1 ). The
IR-spectroscopy data indicated dissolution of the sulfonic-acid group in
ferrite matrices thus causing the appearance of absorption bands of
asymmetric and symmetric oscillations in the regions 600 and 1110 to
1140

cm-1.

During

the

3CF*CS

formation,

ion

introduction

into

the

ferrite structure takes place, causing an increase of the cell
paramAterR, while during the high-basicity phase formation, SO^ is
substituted for РеОд, which is accompanied by structure compression. The
Mossbauer-spectroscopy data corroborate a decrease of the share of
tetrahedral iron ions in the CgF'CS structure. The difference in the
solid solution types formed on the basis of GF (ion introduction) and

CgF

(substitution) respectively results in the fact that the value of

calcium sulfate concentration in the hidh-basicity composition is three
times higher than that in the low-basicity composition per one mole of
calcium ferrite.
The hedration of ferrite phases in the formation of solid solutions is
substantially activated, reaching 80% for CgF’CS at an ageof 28 days

(see Fig. 1).

Table 1

Structural characteristics of ferrite phases.
bonding energy,

Ca-0

Cell parameters, x10, nm

Phase

compos

kJ/mole

ition

total

0

b

a
9.323

10.740

3.015

o2f

9.349
5.579

10.678
14.758

CgF’GS

5.355

15.028

3.023
5.428
5.420

OF
3CF*CS

per atom

3,522.24
4,460.73
4,555.69

1,148.94

7,380.36

1.084.43

1,141.31
1,092.19

The acceleration of hydration and. the presence of calcium sulfate
notably change the composition and properties of the monomineral cement
stone. At the initial moment of hydration of calcium ferrites.
low-basicity hydroferrites are
formed, which in one to three
days
recrystallize
into
a
cubic phase with a composition

%

As a result of
J о
recrystallization,
the
strength of 15.5 MPa attained,

70

on CgP basis after a day of
hardening begins diminishing,

50

of

CqFHc.

and by 28 days the specimens
have practically no strength.
to

Owing

a

low

degree

30

of

hydration
and
the
recrystallization process in

10

progress, the specimens on GF
basis
very
days
the

were characterized by a
low strength, and by 28
they disintegrated. In
hydration
process
of

CgF’CS, the hydration products

formed
0.985,

С^Е'ЗОЗ'ЗШ
0.747,
0.246

are

(d=

nm),

C4FH13 (d= 0.802, 0.395, 0.294

28

137

Fig.1 Effect of the hardening

duration on the degree of
hydration minerals

1 - OF;

3 - C2F;

2 - 3CFeCS;
4 - CgF-CS

nm) and. Fe(OH)^; thus the DTA curves display endo effects at 170 to
190°C, 750 to 770°C and an exo effect at 33O°C respectively. In the
hydration of the low-basicity composition, the monosulfate C^F*CS*12H is
formed in addition to ferriferous ettringite ( endo effect at 190 to
220°0 and d = 0.890, 0.802, 0.395 nm). For both compositions, no

recrystallization of hexagonal hydroferrites into C^FH^ is observable,
whereas recrystallization of ferriferous ettringite into monosulfate
occrs after three days during the hydration of 3CF*CS.

In the combined hydration of SCFs of various compositions with
portland cement based on calcium sulfoferrites, analogous phases are
formed, with a virtual absence of CaCOHjg in the cement stone, which is
due to its intensive fixation into ferriferous ettringite.
The
properties

of

basicity of

cement

the

stone

depend

sulfoferrite phase

to

a

considerable

(see Fig.2).

In

the
presence of

extent
the

on

CgF'CS, there occurs a greater expansion and self-stressing of the
system at lower stremgth parameters. The low-basicity phase promotes an

Fig.2 Effect of the hardening duration on the expansion (1,2)

self-stressing (3,4) and compressive strength (5,6) of
the cement stone based on portland cement carrying

3 CF'CS (1,3,5)

and CgF'CS (2,4,6)

iHRign if inant expansion of the system (up to 0.15%) and. a higher density
plus a lower porosity of the cement stone (up to 12 or 14%) following 7

to 28 days of hardening. Sulfoferrite-bearing cements are

characterized

by a high corrosion resistance as well. Thus, for instance, the
-repistance factor in sea water in the period 28 to 90 days stood at 0.68
to 0.63 for ordinary portland cement, and when 3 to 8% by mass of 3CF*0S
was added to portland cement, the respective values reached 0.96 to

1.01, rising with the SCF concentration in the cement.
The findings testify that 3CP*CS contributes to the production of

dense nonshrinking cement stone with an enhanced corrosion resistance,
whereas CgP'CS makes it possible to produce expansive cements with a

high expansion energy.
Durihg the manufacture of sulfoferrite-bearing clinkers in rotary
kilns, the burning temperature varies within the limits of 1200 to
135O°C depending upon the raw mix basicity, and CaSO^ content determines
the composition of the sulfoferrite phase (see Table 2).
Table 2 Phase composition of conwnercial sulfoferrite-bearing

clinkers
Cement plant
location

Minerals content, % by mass
CgP’CS

AP-phase + others

C^S

3CF*CS

Mikhailov

35
35
30

35
55
42

Sukhoy Log

40

35

-

25

Podolsk

27

57

7

Kant

39

9
21

31

9

Volsk
Voskresensk

In commercial clinkers,

-

30
10
28

the OS content of SCPs may vary between

30P(0.75 to 1.5)CS and C2P(0.8 to 1.5)05, but crystals persist that are

similar in composition and stoichiometry.

CONCLUSIONS
Addition 5 to 15% by mass of sulfoferrite clinkers represented in
Table 2, when producing portland cement, enables its physical-mechanical

oharaoteristics to
evenhidly to matre

be improved, shrinkage to .be eliminated, and
dense watertight concrete with a high corrosion

resistance. Besides, with an oriented growth oi ferriferous ettringite
crystals in cement stone under conditions of magnetic treatment, system
self-reinforcement is observable and the bending strength grows five- to
ten-fold,

which helps cut

down cement and steel consumption in the

manufacture of reinforced concrete items and structures.
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KINETICS OF ALUMINOFERRITE FORMATION
AT DIFFERENT CONDITIONS
Chen Yimln, Shi Llplng, Su Muzhen and Deng Jun’an

Cement Research Institute, China Building Materials Academy
Beijing, P R CHINA

SUMMARY

The kinetics of 4CaO • A12O3 • Fe2O3 (C4AF) formation between 1200‘C and 1350°C from
both mixtures of C2F+CA+C and C2F+0.5CA+0.5C3A and the effect of CnA7 • CaF2, C4A3S,
j3-C2S and j?-C2S+MgO on the kinetics were studied. Between 1200-1300C, the C4AF formation is
a diffusion controlled process which can be discribed by Ginstling-Brounshtein equation. The kine
tics parameters, such as reaction rate constant К and activation energy E, and thermodynamical
functions, i.e. activation free AG and entropies AS, are given. The diffusion coefficients and diffu
sion activation energy are calculated by the Fick's second law of diffusion.
The results showed that CnA7 • CaF2 and C4A3S_will delay the C4AF formation. CnA7 •
CaF2 makes negative effect in the kinetics and C4A35 does in thermodynamics. At 1350 °C ,
C4AF will form quickly because of a eutectic. At the presence of Д-С25 and ^-C2S+MgO, an extra
eutectic reduces the perfect formation temperature to about 1300 t:.

Ж

S

1200—1350t: Iff Й C2F+CA+C fo C2F+O.5CA+O.5C 3A ЖЖ c4af
спа7 •
CaF2, C4A3S. ^-CjS+MgOM'SW^I^.
(1200—1300С),
öfffl
Gistling-Brounshtein
ЙМШЖFick
СПА7 • CaF2 ft C4A3S^S^ C4AF

МФ CUA7 • CaF2

C^jf^BÄ^^WÄft^Ä. 1350t: IhtÄOtt C4AF

Ж®ft,

ß-C2S ft ß-C2S+MgO

c4AF MiäStiS 1300t: Ай.
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INTRODUCTION

The composition of Calcium aluminoferrite in Portland Clinker usually closes to C4AF. It was
belived that it forms by soluting offerrite to aluminate phase (1), but some authors of present paper
suggested (2) that C2F forms at lower temperature and then aluminate solutes in it gradually.
Mackenzie et al (1) published the results of formation kinetics of C4AF from oxides or C3A+CF, in
which the melting of CF and the eutectic between CaO+Fe2O3 at about 1240°C were not
considered. In present paper, the solid-state reaction kinetics of C4AF formation from C2F+CA+C
and C2F+0.5CA+0.5C3A is studied and the diffusion coefficient is discussed.
In practical production, CaF2 and CaSO4 are sometimes added to raw mixtures as
mineralizers or flux so CnA7 • CaF2 and C4A3S will probably appear during clinkering.
Thermodynamic analysis (3) indicated that both of them form more easily than C4AF. C2S is always
present at fairly low temperature and MgO is one of most common impurities in raw materials. So
this paper deals also with the effect of CnA7 • CaF2, C4A3S, ß—C2S and ß—C2S+MgO on the kine
tics of C4AF formation.

EXPERIMENTAL
Raw materials were A.R. grade reagents CaCO3, Fe2O3, AI2O3, CaF2, CaSO4 • 2H2O, SiO2
and MgO. The compounds C2F, CA, C3A, CnA7 • CaF2, C4A35 and /?-C2S were synthesized ac
cording to their stoichiometry at suitable conditions. CaO was obtained by heating CaCO3 for 3h
at HOOD . All of them were ground to the size < 50дт and average size about ЗО/хт. Samples for
kinetic research were prepared according to Table 1. Each of them (3g) was pressed to Ф20 x 6 mm
and held at 1200U, 1250U, 1300U, 1350U for varying time, air quenched and ground to the size <
50дт as final specimen.
The reaction extent was determined by
quantitive X-ray diffraction using 10% anatase
Tab e 1. Composition of raw samples
(TiO^ as internal standard. The determination
Composition
No.
was performed on Dmax-IIIA X-ray diffractor
C2F+CA+C
- C40
with Cu target Ka ray, step scanning with each
C2F+0.5CA+0.5C3A
C41
20 step 0.002 ° and present time 0.2 second. Da
C4F
90%(C2F+CA+C)+10%CnA7 * CaF2
ta were collected, stored, and analyzed by com
90 % (C2F+CA+C)+10 % C4A35
C4S
puter and the programs for seperating
90% (C2F+CA+C)+10%/?-C2S
C4B
multi-peaks, cutting out the background, and
8 5 % (C2F+C A+C)+10 % ß-C2S+5 % MgO
C4M
calculating peak areas were employed. The
reproducibility of the method was much better
than 10%. The peaks used were d = 7.25Ä for C4AF, 2.97 Ä for CA, 4.98Ä for both C12A7 and
CnA7 • CaF2, 3.75Ä for C4A3S, 2.11Ä for MgO and together with 3.15Ä for TiO2.

RESULTS AND KINETICS ANALYSIS
Fig.l gives the reaction extents as functions of temperature and time and shows, apart from the
highest temperature, the best fit with the diffusion—controlled Ginsling—Brounshtein equation.
F(a)= l-2a/ 3-(l-a)2/3 = Kt, where a is the reaction extent in time t and К is rate constant. Fig.2
to 5 gives part results of other phase determined. According to Arrhenius equation,
К = Aexp(-E / RT), the reaction activation energy E and the constant A can be yieled by the linear
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slopes of InK vs -1 / T (see Fig.6), here T is reaction absolute temperature and R gas constant. Then
the activation free energy AG and activation entropy AS are calculated from the equation (1): A
G=RT[ln(RT/ Nh)-lnk] and AS = (E-AG)/ T, where N Avogardro's number and h plank's conslant.

Fick's second law of diffsion for spherical particles states that (4) at time t, the fractional con
centration of the product at the distance x from the surface can be represented as
(C-Co) / (Cs-C0)= l-erf(x / 2^ Dt). A computer program has been made to calculate the diffusion
coefficients D for each sample at different temperature. Because D depends on diffusion activation
energy Ed and temperature T, i.e. D = Bexp(—ED / RT), (here В is a constant), ED can be obtained
from the linear plot of InD vs 1 / T. All the calculation results are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Kinetic parameters,'? thermodynamic
functions and diffusion coefficients
:
E

A

T

к

ÄG

AS

D

Ed

В

KJ/mol

S“1

U

S"1

KJ/mol

J/mol.K

cm2/ S

KJ/mol

cm2/S

1200

1.850 x 10"7

570

-32.0

0.359 x IQ"12

1250

7.676x1 O’7

572

-32.1

1.662 X IO"12

595.3

4.519 x 10s

1300

27.92 x 10"7

574

-32.6

7.865 X IO"12

1200

3.541 x 10"7

562

-81.1

0.713 x IO"12

1250

10.97 x 10*’

567

-81.8

2.494 xlO"12

524.3

2.636 x 10s

641.2

2.718 x 10ю

466.7

1.436 x 10*

412.2

385.0

493.3

2.063 xlO5

No.

C40

C41

C4F

C4S

C4B

C4M

523.1

442.9

587.8

419.3

367.8

452.7

6.593 x 11

1.763x10’

5.984x10”

1.550 x10s

1300

35.33x10"’

571

-81.6

10.87 Х10"12

1200

0.827 x 10"’

580

5.21

0.155 xlO"12

1250

4.501 x 10"’

579

5.92

0.924 x 10"12

1300

17.43x10"’

580

4.64

4.318 XlO"12

1200

2.028 xlO"’

569

-102

0,395 x IO"12

1250

6.983 x 10"’

573

-101

1.496 xlO"12

1300

17.83x10"’

580

-101

4.440 x 10"12

1200

4.543 x 10"’

559

-130

0.933x IQ"12

1250

12.18x10"’

566

-130

2.817 x 10"12

1200

2.572x10"’

566

-77.1

0.507 x IO'12

1250

8.654x10"’

571

-77.3

1.903 xlO"12

6.774 xl0‘

2.901 x 10’

DISCUSSION
One of our previous paper (5) indicated that there is an eutectic between aluminate phases at
1360U and, when ß—C2S presents, another one at 1322'0 which is reduced to 1291U by adding 5%
MgO. So the kinetic behaviour at the highest temperature in Fig.l will not locate in the field of
solid-state reaction. At that temperature C4AF can form quickly through the liquid because of the
eutectic. It is certain that the presence of ß-C2S or ß-C2S+MgO accelerates the C4AF formation at
1300U and the results for both of the samples in Table 2 are not correct enough because there are
only two temperature points for them.

The values of diffusion activation energy ED in Table 2 are quite close to E and at the same
level to the self-diffusion energy of Al in A12O3 (477KJ / mol) and that of Fe in
Fe2O3(419KJ / mol) and much larger than that of Ca in CaO (142-168KJ / mol), which means that
the process may be controlled by the diffusion of Al or Fe and that the process obeys Fick's second

law of diffusion.
CnA7 • CaF2 and C4A3S have negative effects on the C4AF formation. The former enlarges
the activation energy and the later reduce Д S, so their influence may be in kinekic and
thermodynamic, respectively.

Fig.3 shows that at present conditions C12A7 will always appear for all samples as an interme
diate. Comparing Fig.2 with Fig.l, it may be seen that C12A7, similar to CUA7 CaF2, seems playing
an negative effect on the process. Maybe its large formula is difficult to diffusion.
CONCLUSION

1. The kinetics of C4AF formation from both of C2F+CA+C and C2F +0.5CA+0.5C3A be
tween 1200-13000
is a diffusion-controlled process, and can be described by
Ginstling—Grounshtein equation and obey Fickzs second law of diffusion. The reaction activation
energy are 523.1 KJ / mol and 442.9 KJ / mol, respectively, and the diffusion activation energy are
595.3 KJ / mol and 524.3 KJ / mol, respectively, close to that of self-diffusion of both Al in A12O3
and Fe in Fe2O3.
2. C„A7 • CaF2 and C4A3S deduce the C4AF formation. CnA7 • CaF2 enlarges its
activation energy and C4A3S enlarges the —Д S. Below 1250U ß—C2S will somewhat accelerates
C4AF formation and MgO has not shown this effect because of its solution in C4AF. ß-C2S and
ß—C2S+MgO will accelerate C4AF formation at about 1300U by deduce the eutectic temperature.
3. C12A7 is alwalys present as an intermedia phase which might take a similar part as CHA7 •
CaF2 in the C4AF formation.
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STUDY ON CEMENT IN THE C11A? . CaF2-C2S SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT
A series of experiments were conducted by means of chemical analysis, petrographic analysis,
XRD, ТЕМ, determination of heat of hydration and pore size distribution.

This paper reports in detail the mineral composition of clinker in the CnA7 • CaF2-C2S system
and the hydration rate and products formed after 5 minutes to 3 months of hydration. This paper
also explains why this kind of cement possesses such favourable properties as quick setting and rap
id hardening, high '''hour*' strength and steady development of long term strength.

С1Й S)
XRD. ТЕМ.
СиА7 • CaF2-C2S

AzKft 5

з ФЛ та^й<1

GENERAL

The special cement in the C, ,A7 • CaF2-C2S system possesses the properties of quick setting
and rapid hardening, therefore is called "hour cement". The chief mineral compositions of this kind
of cement clinker are fluroaluminate (CnA7 • CaF2) and ß—dicalcium silicate (ß—C2S). The funda
mental technological properties of the cement are as follows:
Quick setting and rapid hardening, high "hour strength"
Quick setting and rapid hardening and high hour strength are the prominent characteristics of
this system cement. At normal temperature (about 20), its initial setting time is 1 ~ 2min and final
setting 2-5 min. without retarding admixture. The setting time can be regulated by adding retarding
admixture. The applicable time for concrete construction lasts between 20 to 60 min. The strength of
the paste is 30 MPa at 1 hour; > 60 MPa at 6 hours. The concrete strength can reach 20 ~ 30 MPa
at 3 or 4 hours.

Good low temperature property

This cement not only has high hour strength at normal temperature, but also shows high hour
strength at low temperature because of higher heat of hydration.
High long term strength, good stability
The main hydration products of this cement are AFt (ettringite), C-S-H gel and A12O3 • aq.
Consequently, strength retrogradation at later age does not exist. The concretes prepared with this
cement gain their strength steadily with the increase of their age.
Mini-expansive property

With a suitable amount of slag mixed in this cement, its linear expansion is steady. The linear
expansion value of the cement paste specimen cured in water is small, approximately 0.1% at 28
days. The long term linear expansion is steady.

Good corrosion resistance

This system cement has good corrosion resistance property. Its K„ K2, K6 value in 3%
Na2SO4 solution are all above 1.
The mineral components CnA7 • CaF2 and C4A3S (anhydrous calcium sulfoaluminate)
which have quick setting and hardening property have been studied closely world over.
Regulated-set cement developed in the United States in 1969 was manufactured mainly from calci
um fluoroaluminate CnA7 • CaF2. It is basically a quick hardening cement cn . Japan introduced
this cement and developed it into a super—quick hardening cement comprised mainly of C3S and
CuA7 ♦ CaF2C2) . Then Germany also imported the American patent and put it into production
.
A super high early strength cement, W.A. Borge's patent filed in the United States in 1975, was
chiefly made of C2S and C4A3S. The super high early strength cement of C4A3S-C2S system was al
so formulated by Japanese C5) .

This paper reports the CUA7 • CaF2—C2S system cement developed by our academy in 1973,
with main mineral components as CnA7 • CaF2 and C2S. According to raw materials and its prac
tical requirements, the content of CUA7 CaF2 in clinker may vary between 40-80%. SO3/ A12O3
ratio in cement should be controlled between 0.5-0.6. This clinker not only has low sintering tem
perature, but is easily formed and ground as well. The addition of cheap anhydrite and slag lowers
the cost of this cement.
This cement has been put into mass production in several cement plants. Its main application
areas are emergency repair of airport runway, construction engineering, mine roof bolting projects,
watertight engineering, shotcrete construction and casting sand binder, etc. Many years of field ap
plication have proved that this cement shows good application results, and are well accepted by cus
tomers. Table 1 gives the mineral composition of the clinkers.

Calculated mineral composition of clinkers

Table 1

Calculated mineral composition (%)

No

Note

Plant add

1

CT

100

Lab.

2
3

C2F

C2S

CnA7 • CaFj

Cement
workshop

4

5

Sintered in furnace

from chemicals

79.85

10.61

2.03 '

3.61

51.57

40.36

2.00

2.10

33.40

56.88

2.40

1.40

73.40

14.4

2.2

2.6

Rotary kiln

71.40

21.5

1.8

2.9

Rotary kiln

Small rotary kiln

Liulihe

6
7

Suzhou

74.80

16.9

2.7

2.6

Rotary kiln

8

Datong

44.20

38.9

3.3

5.0

Shaft kiln

Table 2 shows the strength of concrete.
Concrete Strength

Table 2.

Mix proportion

Tem.

Slump

%

V

cm

0.50

20

2.1

15

2.5

17
/

Applicable

Retarder

w/ c

Cement

No.l

CnA7 • CaF2—C2S

1

1:1.8:2.7

0.45

system cement

2

1:1.47:3.61

0.45

0.50

(5# clinker)
Cement

3

0.45
0.50
1:2:3
Compressive strength
MPa
6h
Id
28d
4h

CnA7 • CaF2—C2S
system cement

(5# clinker)

3h

25.3

cem.:sand:aggr.

27.5
20.6

30.3
29.1

22.6

Note: No.3 is the construction data of an airport.

36.5

46.2

37.0

58.5

.

time (min)

30
80
49.7

TEST AND RESULTS
Test method: prepare the paste according to standard consistency water content, mould speci
mens in 2 x 2 x 2 cm formed by vibrating at 20U , then demould and cure them in moist air, place
them into water after one day and keep up to the fixed ages. Then specimens were kept in ethanol so
lution and ground until they pass 0.080 mm sieve. Afterwards put the ground specimens in drier for
determination.
Clinker mineral composition
Petrographic analysis shows that its main mineral constituents are CnA7 • CaF2 and C2S.

CnA7 • CaF2:N = 1.609 ± 0.03, round shape, some crystals inter connected.

C2S: small particle, in small group and not uniform. In addition to the above minerals there is
also small amount of white interphase shown in petrographic picture Fig.l.

Fig.l

Reflexion (X220)

We can find from the X-ray photograph Fig.2 that 2# clinker containing 79.8% CHA7 •
CaF2 sintered by small-scale rotary kiln and 8# clinker containing 44.21% CnA7 • CaF2
sintered by shaft kiln exhibit the same X-ray powder pattern as that of 1# clinker of pure CnA7 •
CaF2. Characteristic peaks of CnA7 • CaF2 appear in 2# and 8# clinker powder pattern (d = 4.9,
3.806, 3.21, 3.0, 2.68, 2.55, 2.445, 2.19, 2.05,1.94,1.76), so does the characteristic peak of C2S (2.77).
But the appearance of characteristic peak of f-CaO in 8# clinker is the point that differs from
others. (d = 7.399).
The hydrated products from 5 min to 1 hour, 3 hour and up to 3 months are basically ettringite
(the characteristic peak is d = 9.8,2.68, see Fig.3), its amount increases with the reduction of CnA7 •
CaF2 (d = 4.9, 2.68) and anhydrate (d = 2.49, 2.849), no appearance of other hydrated aluminate
products, as shown in Fig.3.
.

1#: СиА7 • CaF2, 2#: clinker sintered in rotary kiln
Fig.2-1 XRD Spectrum of Cu A7 • CaF2—C2 clinkers

Fig.2-2 XRD spectrum of 8#clinker sintered in shaft kiln

F—СпА7 • CaF2
E—ettringite
Fig.3. X—ray spectrum of cement pastes at different ages.

4-1 X1400
4—2 X1400
Cement paste at 1 hour
Cement paste at 6 hour
Fig.4 Electron microscopical photograph of replica
The powder X—ray photographs of large water cement ratio cement paste also confirm that
a great amount of AFt appeared with the remarkable reduction of anhydrate and CnA7 • CaF2
after 5 min. hydration.

The electron microscopic observation (Fig.4) of cement pastes at different ages also shows
that a lot of coarse and short rod ettringite crystal are formed, which aspect ratio are I'—1.5, and
hydrated aluminium hydroxide spotted on its surface after one hour of hydration. The complete
short and coarse etrringite (AFt) is invisible and is coated by foil—like and fibrous CSH gel at 6
hours hydration. Some hydrated aluminium hydroxide is also observed on AFt crystal surface.
Dense structure is formed and hydrated products interlock with each other in 7 days.
Heat of hydration

JC139-67 direct approach was adopted to measure the heat of hydration, and comparison
was made with the values of 625 and 725# portland cement (see Table 5).
Table 5

Heat of hydration by comparison test
Heat of hydration

Cement
CnA7 • CaF2—C2S system cement

4h

12h

Id

3d

7d

59.8

64.3

66.2

69.6

75.2

49.9

58.0

59.8

69.1

625# portland cement
725# portland cement

cal/ g

8.9

39.7

46.0

The heat of hydration of cement depends on the such factors as clinker mineral composition,
fineness, hydration rate, etc. This cement releases a great deal of heat in a relatively short period of
time since it contains quick hardening ingredient CnA7 • CaF2 and very fine cement particles, pro
vided the quantity of alkilinity and anhydrate is correctly matched. Compared with 625, 725#
portland cement, this cement has both higher hours heat of hydration and total heat of hydration in
7 days.

Pore structure of hardened cement paste
The pore size distribution lying withip the range 25— 55000Ä (pore radius), measured by mer
cury intrusion is shown in Fig. 5.

The pore peak position of this cement paste at 3 days is at 130 A and that of quick setting and
rapid hardening portland cement at 439Ä. The total porosity of the former is 0.0674 cm / g while
the latter is 0.1284 cm3 / g. These results mean that this cement paste has lower porosity and denser
structure.

dv
dl gr
(cm3/g)

A
0.2000

0.1000

0
1.00
,

3.00

0

Igr (A)

Lgr (A)

CHA7.CaF2-C2S system cement

Quick setting and rapid hardening cement

Fig.5. Pore size distribution of hardened cement paste at 3 hours
DISCUSSION

'

Concerning the factors of clinker mineral compositions, chemical compositions, hydration
products, heat of hydration and pore structure, etc, also considering the characteristics of
CHA7CaF2-C2S system cement, we tried to answer the following two questions:
a. Why the CnA7CaF2 system cement has the property of quick setting and rapid hardening,
and why this cement has high hour strength.
Surely the characteristics of the new type of cement have something to do with the mineral
composition of the chinker, the hydration products and their formation rate, quantity, etc.
This cement clinker contains a new mineral CnA7 • CaF2 which does not exist in ordinary
portlant cement, and its content can be controlled in the range 35— 80%. The new mineral CnA7 ♦
CaF2 is responsible for the features of quick setting and rapid hardening as well as high hour
strength. Upon contact with water, C„A7 • CaF2 dissolves and hydrates very quickly, and reacts
with the anhydrate, forms a lot of ettringite leading to a very compact network. As seen from'the
X—ray analysis, a great deal of ettringite has been formed within 5 min. after adding water. This
shows a very high hydration rate. Their hydration equations are given as follows.

C2S+2H2O^CSH (gel) +Ca(OH)2
СиА7

• СаР2+Са8О44-А12Оз • aq+H2O >С3А • 3CaSO4 • 32H2O+CaF2+Al2O3 • aq

Ca(OH)2+CaSO4+Al2O3 • aq+H2O >C3A • 3CaSO4 • 32H2O

(1)

(2)

(3)

Besides the mineral difference, greater fineness of this cement also contributes to the properties
of high hydration rate, accelerated setting and hardening, and quick heat evolution. Most of the
heat of hydration has been released at the age of 4 days, accounting for 70% of the total amount as
of 7 days. In turn, the heat of hydration promotes the setting and hardening. So this cement can be
used in cold weather construction. Moreover, the great amount of expansive ettringite and
aluminate hydroxide gel in cement paste combine to form a very compact structure which exihibits
not only very quick setting and hardening property and high hour strength, but also good
impermeability and corrosion resistance.
b. Long term strength and stability
Long term strength and stability of cement influence concrete durability.
CnA7 • CaF2-C2S system cement is different from high alumina cement. Both research and
construction practice have proved that the long term strength of retrogradation of high alumina ce
ment is caused by crystalline transformation, which damages the formed structure. For this new ce
ment, we should study and discuss this question from the viewpoint of its hydrated products and the
internal microstructure of the cement paste.

As mentioned above, the main products of this cement system are ettringite, CSH and A12O3 •
aq, CnA7 • CaF2 reacts with anhydrite, added in the process of grinding, and immediately forms
ettringite, instead of forming hydrated calcium aluminate, the problem of crystalline transformation
does not exist in this case. Regarding the stabiltity of ettringite, a lot of work has been done and
proved its stable at normal temperatures. Our academy made an X—ray powder photograph test on
specimens cured in the natural state up to 4 years, and proved the above statement. Other tests car
ried on self—stressing aluminate cement for stability also reached the same conclusion

The pore structure analysis of the cement paste also supports the argument. The structure of
this cement paste is very compact at 3 days, and its porosity is only 0.0674 cm3 / g. With the increase
of hydration age, the cement paste becomes denser and denser for continuous formation of ettringite
CSH gel A12O3 • aq and peak position shifts leftward continuously, The porosity of cement paste
drops to 0.030 cm3 / g at the age of 3 months, much denser than ordinary portland cement.
The concrete strength reached 62.7 MPa after curing for 4 years, and strength growth is steady.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Employing suitable limestone, different grade of alumina and small amount of fluorite as raw
materials, CnA7 • CaF2-C2S system cement can be produced in rotary kiln and shaft kiln at the
sintering temperature of 1340~ 1400’C.

Liu Kezhong et al

T. The main mineral composition of this system cement are fluoroaluminate and Д-dicalcium

silicate.
3. This system cement, containing a great deal of quick setting and rapid hardening ingredient
CnA7 • CaF2, hydrates rapidly upon reaction with in water and produces a lot of ettringite, CSH
and aluminum hydroxide from 5 min to 3 months.
4. This cement can be used in emergency repair work of airport runway, mme roof bolting, wat
ertight or waterseal projects, shotcrete engineering and casting sand binder.
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ABSTRACT

The aineral compositions of iron-rich fluoraluminate cement are a reasonable compounding of 5
-601 CuAvCaFai 20-80% CBAFa and 10-40% CsS. Because of the modif ication of mineral compositions
and use of the special mineralizers, it reduces the clinkering temperature to 960-1060XD .
The
cements produced from iron-rich fluoraluminate clinker are characterized by higher hour-strength and
better development of strength. At the same time, it has solved the problem, ----shortness of
setting time of fluoraluminate cement .

6 -60% C11A,CaFa,

20-80% C.AFa

10-40% CaS,

INTRODUCTION
Rapid development in the fluoraluminate cement has been made at home and abroad, since the
man-made C^CaF, phase was synthesised and added to the clinker of portland
I CaF
regulated set сешод*
reguiatea
cement .«
in America . A super-hardening cement mainly
main у composed of C.8,and
0.8 andJi^CaF,
C-A,CaF,
bases ha,
phase,
ha, been
been researched
researched successfully
succes,fully in
in Japanlll.
Japanlll. AA fast •«ttmg Mid a.t harden ng eement made
up of 0.8 and Cx^CaF. phase, also has been investigated in China[21. The phase ^CaF. is
UP
matched
with 0.8 or 0.8 respectively in these kinds of fluoraluminate cements. OnA,0a , и
^aiacteristic ’of fast’setting and fast hardening a, well a. higher
mtrength ^Th« excellent
ia
the
excellent
cementing of>1 V.0
0,8 ano
and V.D
0.8 phase,
phy, an important. ---v
role 1Д I - - ---- , deielepweat of late
paaece pie/«
“I
to
The burning temperature for ordinary fluoraluminate cement is m the range 1260X2
strength ,
„
to
1100
1C
1360X), at least about"t IßOÜ higher than the burning temperature range of 1000X1
the
initial
and
for alinite cement . The setting of
-- ordinary
------- - fluoraluminate cement is so, fast.. >
tine
for
a
final setting times only being only a few minutes .that a regu ating of setting
restricts
greatly
practical construction ha, to depend on expensive retarder,.This, in efl«t,
,
energy saving
the extensive use of ordinary fluoraluminate cement . A new breakthrough both in.
and in properties has been made in the shape of iron-rich fluoraluminate cement not only in our
laboratory but also industrial kiln.

EXPERIMENTAL

Raw meal of the cement was prepared from limestone, iron ore, fluorspar and bauxite.
Table 1
lists the chemical composition of raw materials, Different kinds of compositions of clinker in t
" 1
• .,
The
range of mineral composition----- C^A.CaF, 5-60%, CeAF3 20-80% and C23 10 -60% »redesigned
""
‘ ‘ a *''
’ ! water , then they were burnt at 9Б0-1150Х) for 1 hour. ■
raw шеа1в are made into pellets
with
little
In 1990 , two industrial tests were done in
The clinkers thus obtained were cooled in air quickly,
in Sichuan .China , The clinkers produced were ground to cement with
a special cement factory
of properties were done according to national standards SB 177-85, CB1346
some gypsum. The tests
made
at w/c- 0.6 and hydration stopped by methyl alcohol at the desired
-77. Cement paste was
The
hydration
products were identified by XRD and DTA.
age of hydration
Table 1. Chemical composition of raw materials
--------- ]

Materials

LOI

1

CaO

SiOa

Al а Оз

FeaOa

CaF3

so3

Limestone

41.43

52.16

2.81

2.17

O.6O

—

—

Bauxite

14.85

1.74

3.72

69.30

3.91

—

—

Iron ore

5.59

4.88

7.02

4.94

74.95

—

—

—

32.12

2.72

9.40

4,59

—

7.39

11.58

11.18

1.40

O.5O

Gypsum

Fluorspar

56.13

i

49.25
—

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1, Mineral Composition of Iron-rich Fluoraluminate cement
The mineral, of the clinker of iron- rich fluoraluminate cement
clinker belong to the
system Ca0-8i0.- А1.0,- Fe.O.- CaF,.They are CxxMCaF., C.8 and C.AF.,
Obviously, it is quite
different from the main minerals of ordinary fluoraluminate cement .As shown
in Table 2,
the

Table 2. Range of mineral composition for series of fluoraluminate cement

Series

of cements

СпАтСаЕа

CaS

C3S

Inventor

Ferrite

Burning temperature

950-1060 -C

*

1250-1350 "C

**

Iron-rich fluoraluminate

5- 60

10-40

—

20-80

Belite-fluoraluminate

71-72

17-20

—

2-3

Alite-fluoraluminate

20-28

—

50-55

4

.

1250-1350 "C
_________

Notes: * Sichuan Institute of Building Materials
** China Building Materials Academy
*** Japan (See Reference 1)

ferrite contents of ferrite are 20 to 80 percent higher than those of ordinary f luoraluminate
cement
Our results show that because of the burning temperature of clinker being 950 to 1050 Ю,
no matter what Al/Fe ratios are used asthe composition of ferrite phase of clinker , the
euv clinker is CeAFa , The XRD result of clinker is shown in
resulting form of ferrite phase im
in the
...
CeAFa (d= 7. 287, 8, 563, 2. 778, 2. 673) and C,S
Fig, 1, corresponding to СцАтСаРа (
I,
2.
169).
The
burning
temperature
of
iron-rich
fluoraluminate cement clinker
(d=2. 778, 2, 682, 2. 470, ------ . 7'.
. ,
’
increase
of
ferrite
phase content, i. e., Fe30a
is related to the matching of minerals, it drops with
AlaO,
content.
Table
3 lists the relation
content, and also enhances with
increase of
_■
several
samples
having
different ferrite phase
between the burning temperature and f- CaO for
that
the
clinker
of
iron
-rich
fluoraluminate cement
compositions , It is seen from the Table 3 I
,
if
a
suitable
mineral
composition of
can be burnt at 1050TD without recourse to mineralizers
directional
mineralizing
motive by way
elinker is selected,
Compounds such as ZnO etc possess
cause
the
can
of
CaO
and
of accelerating the absorption of CaO, it accelerates the absorpt ion

A-CiAFz
b — C»kr<i>Fi

20
Fig. 1 XRD pattern of clinker

Fig. 2 XRD pattern of clinker formation
without mineralizers

Table 3. F-CaO for samples burnt at different temperature

Sample

Content of
ferrite
(CeAFa7.)

Without mineralizer

lOOO’C

1050-C

With mineralizer
950X1

990X1

1050‘C

Fl

20

11.27

3.21

7.17

5.01

1.95

F2

40

7.12

1.74

5.11

3.13

0.97

F3

55

8.40

0

4.50

2.16

0

F4

70

4.74

0

3.77

1.03

0

F5

80

3.92

0

1.91

0

0

burniflg temperature drop by шоге than 60Ю, Table 3 ahowna that the clinker of iron- rich
fluoraluminate cement can be burnt at leaa than lOOOXD.Aa ia evident from Pig, 2 >
e c in er
forming proceaa without any mineralizer proceeds as folllowa:
68O1C
88010
860t:
900X1
980X1
960X1
1000XD

Bauxite-*AlgO,+SiO,
Ca(X),-CaO+COs
CaO+Fe3O,-*CaO • Fea0,-*2Ca0 • Fe,Oe
CeO+AlaO,-*CaO • Ala0«-12Ca0 • 7Ala0.
2Ca0 • Fea0e+Ala0,-*6Ca0 • Ala0, • 2Fea0,
CaO+8iOa-*2CaO- SiO,
120a0 • 7AlaO,+CaFa-*llCaO • 7Ala0, - CaF,

2, Main Properties of Iron-rich Fluoraluminate Cement
2,1. Strength
The eompreaaive atrength of cement paste samples Fl, F8 and F5 made in our laboratory and that
of cement mortar samples G1 and G2 made in industrial kiln has been determined.
The results
Table 4. Strength of paste and mortar

Proportion 7.

w/c

Sample

Cl inker

Gypsum

samples

Compressive strength (MPa)

Setting time

Blaine
surface
cm2/g

Initial

Final

6H

ID

3D

7D

28D

Fl

100

20

0.39

4540

26'

48'

31.0

65.6

69.3

72.3

86.7

F3

100

10

0.37

4200

38'

L03

21.6

45.3

53.4

75.2

88.3

F5

100

10

0.31

4050

44'

1:44

10.7

41.3

49.6

59.0

68.2

G1

100

10

0.41

4250

29'

43'

19.В

35.4

41.3

49.5

56.4

G2

100

15

0.41

4550

26'

45'

17.5

36.5

49.6

55.0

63.5

are given in Table 4 . It is obvioua that the more the СцАтСаРэ content,
the higher the
early strength , i,e.,Fl>F8> F6 in thia aeries of cement The strength of
cement
paste for

sample Fl at 6 hours is 31. 0 MPa; the corresponding strength of mortalr for sample Cl is 19. MPa.
It is important that the rate of strength development for samples F8 and F6 is higher than for
sample Fl. which is related to the higher composition of ferrite phase in samples F3 and FB.
compressive strength for samples Fl. F8 and FB at 28 days is respectively 8 .7, 88. and 68,2 MPa,
the compressive strength of cement mortars is also quite h gh , being respectively 66.4 and 68.J MP.
at 28 days
The iron-rich fluoraluminate cement is a complex system of many phases.
Development of
cement strength is affected not only by the activity of cement miner.i s , but
also
the products produced
^P^K.
also by
oy the
tne composition
composinon ,> morphology
uivtyuvivgj and interlining
—= --of --, , by, the.Lh^ratjon.
•
t
Metha [8] and Y.F.ZhuUl proposed that both ferriteand C,8 phases , resulting from burning at ower
• <
. » »«
J--- i. . — —
1than
U
tthose
к пае
sit
рОГ т I
D
^emieraturrand'by doling ,"possess much. »higher
activity
of• 1hydration
of
;
EDXA
cement clinker. The series of our cements are burnt at lower temperature 9Б0 to 10B0L ,
and
analyses for clinker minerals show that there are a lot of minor elements, such as Zn, F, 8, Al
l
to
the
Mg, which give the ferrite and C,8 phases much higher activity of hydration .
According
result by I.JawedlB] the excelllent
---- cementing of ferrite phase depends on the medium of hydration ;
the hydration of ferrite phase in a saturated lime solution and gypsum is retarded strongly,
for this series
of cements hydrates
in
the
According to our results, the ferrite phase
.
.
"
'
""
1
gypsum,
Hence
,
the
hydration medium of lower concentration with the solution of lime and
hydration products
ferrite phase can hydrate fully and offer excellent cementing property, """
Thei
products for iron- rich
for Fl, at different ages are given in Fig. За ,.
TThe
1- early hydration nr
time of the hydration
AFt
and
AH,
phases
within
several
hours.
As
the
fluoraluminate cement are j
C,AFa begins its
tends,
ext—-.-. ChAt. C--bF,- continues its hydration to form AFt, at the same time , to form C-S-H. The higher
“ At
' the same time, CaS hydrates
hydration to form AFt, C^AHi,, C,AHe and AH,,
this make 8
the CuArCaF, contents, the higher the quantity of AFt during the early hydration;

(a)

with 20%wt gypsum

(b)

with 15%wt gypsum

Fig. 3 DTA results of hydration products for sample Fl
than
cement paste with higher hour-strength. C,AF, forms much more gel hydration products FH
with
the
does C4AF during the hydration. Because of the coexistence of a lot of gel hydrates FH,
the
structure
of
the
hardened
cement
paste
hydrates AH«, C-8-B and hexagonal hydro-aluminate ,
strength
where AFt acts as the main skeleton structure is more and more compact, which assures
The
strength
of
mortar
for
G1
and
G2
with
B0%
and
40%
development for this series of cements,
. ------ •
"
'
I
,
63.
В
MPa
at
28
days.
For
this
reason,
ferrite phase respectively burnt in the industrial kiln is 66. 4
the mineral composition for this series of cements is an ideal matching.

2.2. Setting Time
A new breakthrough in the properties of iron- rich fluoraluminate cement is that its initial
setting time is longer than that of ordinary fluoraluminate cement .As shown in Tab e 4 , although
the C^AvCaF, content for Fl is more than 40 %wt, the initial setting time is still more
than
2Б minutes. Beyond doubt, it offers favourable conditions for ordinary constructions , so that not
only this kind of cements can be used without any retarder
but also they can still have

excellent properties of fast hardening and early strength
The reasons vhy the
,
setting time for iron-rich f luoralewinate cement is favourable are as follows: (1). There exist a
lot of minor elements such as ZnO in the structure of СцАтСаРз , Our work has indicated[61
that
the existing of minor elements such as ZnO will change the structure of СцАтСа?»
and also
retard the hydration of СцАтСаРа thus restraining the fast setting behaviour of СцАтСаРз (2), AFt
formed by the interaction between СцАтСаКз and gypsum provides a protective layer for the
hydration of СцАтСаРя . The action is much more evident when ZnO and gypsum are used together, (3),
The higher the CBAFa content, the longer the setting time of cement (Table ,4), This may be related
to a lot of FHa hydrates formed by the hydration of CaAFa

2,8,

Effect of Gypsum Content on Strength

The strength of this series of cements is dependent on gypsum contents ,
Cements produced by
the matching of different minerals have the most suitable gypsum contents (Table, 6)
The DTA
results of hydration products for Fl which contained 15 and 20%wt gypsum respectively are given in
Fig. 8 .A comparison of the two reveals that the hydration products which contained 161wt gypsum
are AFm and CaAHa, apart from AFt and AHa hydrates at 3 days.
It shows that
although, early
hydration products are AFt and ABa, hydrates, such as C«AßiaiCaAHe also will be formed in the
absence of gypsum whose products would interact with AFt to form
AFm
, At the same
time
hexagonal hydro-aluminate hydrates .such as C^AHia and CaAHe are easier to change into cubic CaABa,
Table 5. Effect

Amount
added
wt 7.

of gypsum addition on strength (2X2X2cm)

Compressive strength (MPa)
6H

ID

3D

7D

28D

15

29.3

46.7

50.8

50.3

50.7

20

31.0

65.6

69.3

72.3

86.7

25

32.3

59.5

74.0

70.2

89.0

this makes for higher porosity in the hardened cement paste so that the strength
goes down or
only increases slowly, Bence ,a suitable
gypsum content
must be
selected for continued
development of strength
CONCLUSIONS

, The main minerals in iron- rich fluoraluminate cement are СцАтСаРз, CaAFa and CaS.
1)
Their proportions are matched reasonably ; the series of cements are
characteristic of
higher early strength and excellent rate of strength development

, The main hydration products of iron-rich fluoraluminate cement are AFt,AHa, FHa, C-8-H, CaAHiai
2)
CsABa and AFm.
3)

The setting time of iron-rich fluoraluminate cement is acceptable. The main reason for
the
setting time tending to be longer is the effective proportioning of gypsum, ferrite and ZnO in
the raw mix.
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HYDRAULIC BINDERS BASED ON CONDENSED SILICA FUME
AND SLAKED LIME
Harald Justnes
The Cement and Concrete Research Institute
Foundation for Scientific and Industrial Research
Trondheim, NORWAY

ABSTRACT

The empirical formula of hydraulic binder (CSH-gel) based on condensed silica fume (CSF) and
slaked lime (CH) was determined by following the reaction
a-CH + b-S * cH = CaSbHa+d

with z9Si MAS (Magic Angle Spinning) NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) and DTA/TG (Differen
tial Thermal Analysis/Thermogravimetry). The reaction rate of a binder with a predetermined
molar C/S-ratio of 1.1 was compared with the reaction rate of pure C3S at the same water-topowder ratio (0.70). The reaction between CH and CSF proceeded well at ambient temperature
when the mixing water contained alkalies (pH = 13, K/N =2).
Mortars with binder/sand-ratio 1:3 were made for binders with different C/S-ratios and
tested for flexural and compressive strength at 3, 7, 28 and 84 days age. All samples were
cured in water at an ambient temperature of 20°C and with an accelerator added to the mix.
For mortars with binder with C/S-ratio 1.1, compressive and flexural strength after 28 day
curing were 55 and 7 MPa, respectively, tested on RILEM-prisms (40*40-150 mm3). The rather
high strength was obtained in spite of the high water-to-powder ratio (0.70) required for
casting.
In addition, the porosity was tested for two samples by capillary suction of water and by
MIP (Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry). The porosity was about 10 vol% for both, and with the
major part of pore radii between 1-10 pm.

INTRODUCTION

This stndv was undertaken in order to better understand the pozzolanic reaction of
VpSiF££m£Si J£^d(N 2=

Na20, К = K20 and H = H20) in cement;

S (s)

(N,K)H (aq) - (N,K)SH (aq)
(1)
Г
+
CSH (s) + (N,K)H (aq) CH
ГГап! - water-soluble (s) = solid], lead to the use of partly simulated pore water in this

+

condensed silica fume as a hydraulic binder.

Autoclaved mixes of lime and silica are well known as binders but only a few.Judies
5Гье(9Ь5%Л
Ä
^jan'd'Ra^^;' C^’^^nvitay,
/4,5/ and Cook /6/.
EXPERIMENTAL
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k/N = 2 The hvdration was stopped after 1, 3, 7, 28 and 84 days от seaieu lui niy uy
crushing the samples and washing the powder with ethanol. The samples were then dried
105°C for 1 hour prior to NMR and DTA/TG analyses.

The basic mortar composition (C/S - 1.11) was 150CI g CSF, 1800 g CH and 200 g C with
180 g lignosulphonate as plasticizer. Altai we water (pH = 13, K/N - .2) “as
so that
the total w/b = 0 74 (including the water bound chemically in CH). 3500 g dry sand oreacn
S the fractions 6 - 0 5 mm 0 5 - 2 mm and 2-4 mm was used as aggregate. Flexural strength
M

p^Ä
Ä-S
;ё
e’-b'S^^^iö^^S^nt^Sd a 1 ime'/titai

lime = 10 % for all mixes.

The solid state 29Si MAS NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker MSL-ZOO NMR-spectrometer
at 39.76 MHz. This instrument is equipped with a broad banded, double air bearing CPprobe head. Experiments were performed using magic angle spinning (MAS) at 3.1 3.2 IcHz,
£ microsecond Dulse width a 10 second delay between each scan, and approximately 1300 scans
for each spect?™ Che^a! shift values we're calibrated prior to the experiments, us,ng the
sodium salt of 3(trimethylsilyl)-l-propane sulfonic acid, DSS.
ThP ПТА/TG exoeriments were carried out at a NETZSCH 409 STA with a heating rate of
W-’C/mln\nd ^tro^
gas. The sample (150 mg) was contained w an alumwa

crucible and alumina powder was used as a reference. Weight loss in the range of 100-400оС
was assumed to be due to water from the hydration products (excluding CH), while weight
losses about 500 and 800°C were interpreted due to the decomposition of CH and CC,
respectively.

The samples for MIP were stopped by storing them in ethanol for a few days prior to
evacuation. Before the MIP experiments were carried out with the Carlo Erba Porosimeter
(Model 1500), the samples were cut into bits with a diameter of » 2-4 mm. This porosimeter
records the pore size (radii) distribution of the sample between 58 and 400,000 A. A contact
angle of 117° was used to calculate the pore diameters.

The capillary suction experiments were performed on 2 cm disks (4 parallels), cut from
cylinders of ф = 10 cm and h = 20 cm, that was predried for two days at 105°C. The principle
of the capillary suction method is described in detail by Fagerlund /7/.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Justnes et al have shown earlier /8/ that 29Si MAS NMR may reveal 1) the degree of
hydration for the silicon containing cement minerals, 2) the pozzolanic activity of silica
fume and 3) the average chain length of the linear poly-silicate anions in the CSH-gel at
a given time from a single spectrum. Furthermore, it was demonstrated /1/ that the combin
ation of 29Si MAS NMR data and information obtained from thermo gravimetry (TG) measurements
may be used to calculate the stoechiometric factors of the overall hydration reaction of the
cement minerals.

The NMR-spectra at 1, 3, 7 and 28 days curing for a slaked lime/silica fume mix with
C/S =1.11 and C3S /2/ (both with water/binder = 0.70) are shown in Figure 1. The hydration
characteristics as obtained from these spectra /1/; degree of hydration for C3S, conversion
degree of CSF and the average length of the polysilicate anions in the CSH-gel in the mixes,
are given in Table 1. The detailed interpretation of a 2aSi NMR spectrum can be found in /1/,
but note that the signal at -70 ppm correspond to C3S, -110 ppm to CSF and -80 and -88 ppm
to the end and middle groups, respectively, in the polysilicate anions in the CSH-gel.
Table 1. Hydration characteristics of a slaked lime/silica fume mix with
C/S = 1.11 and C3S (both with water/binder = 0.70).
Hydration
time (days)

C/S » 1,11

C3S (alite)
Hydration
degree (%)

Poly
silicate

Conversion
(^) of CSF

Poly
silicate

1

22.4

2.50

5.7

3.57

3

37.1

2.65

16.6

3.06

7

48.2

2.89

37.7

3.21

28

67.1

2.66

78.0

3.39

84

87.1

2.84 -

97.7

4.09

The position of the signals arising from the gel indicates a similar
hfr°J
и
г c anH гц/rsF However the intensity retios revedl thet the dversge length of
nolvsfficau anкпГare longer in the CSH-gel originating from the CH/CSF mix than n the
пр/from alite The results in Table 1 show that the degree of reaction for CSF is higher
?hän Ehe degEE; if hjd^tion for alite at 28 and 84 days curing, hut much lower at 1 day.

DTA/TG of the lime/CSF mix after 28 days sealed curing gave 18.6 % non-evaporable
water and 9.0 % CH of ignited weight (112.2 mg), The balanced reaction is then (relative to
dimers in gel);
(2)
2.37 CH + 2 S + 0.84 H = C2t37S2H3
leading to a (reacted water)/(reacted binder) = 0.23, which is close to the ideal value for
alite. The excess mixing water creates capillary pores.

Figure 1: 29Si MAS NMR spectra of C3S (left) and lime/CSF mix (right) with
C/S = l.H, both with water/binder = 0.70.

The flexural and compressive strength of mortars based on lime/CSF binders with C/Sratio 2.00 1.50, 1.11, 0.90, 0.67, 0.50 and 0.25 are listed in Tables 2 and 3, respective
ly as ä function of curing time. The optimum mechanical properties at 28 days curing seems
to'be obtained with C/S = 0.50, with 8 MPa flexural and 56 MPa compressive strength. The mix
with the lowest C/S-ratio gives the highest early strength in compression.
Mortars with higher early and ultimate strength may be obtained if castable mixes with
lower water/binder ratios than 0.70 can be made, since the binder reaction itself only
consimi? water corresponding to a ratio of 0.23 (Eq. 2). The low early strength at ambient
curing is probably the most important obstacle for practical use of binders based on slaked
lime and finely divided silica.

Table 2. Flexural strength (MPa) of slaked lime/ silica fume mixes as a
UnCLlUII Ul

f cau

' Hydratior time

iiiilii
ratio

84 days

2.00

3 days
3.4±0.6

7 days
5.2±0.8

28 days
7.010.7

1.50

3.5±0.3

5.5±0.7

5.910.6

-

1.11

3.4±0.1

7.010.7

6.911.7

7.610.8

0.90

6.011.2

6.310.5

-

0.67

3.6±0.2
S.StO^1

4.910.4

6.411.3

-

0.50

3.2±0.71

4.410.3

8.110.6

-

|0.25

4.3±0.3

4.710.8

6.010.3

-

1 Strength measured at 4 days instead of 3.

Table 3. Compressive strength (MPa) of slaked lime/ silica fume mixes as
a function of reaction time and C/S-ratio.
.............
a

1 unuu mil

vi

1

Hydratior

C/Sratio

3 days..........

7 days

28 days

84 days

-

2.00

8.010.4

19.910.8

45.311.8

1.50

7.910.5

21.711.0

47.311.9

8.510.4

25.910.6

54.711.4

7.710.6
13.910.61

26.511.1

26.911.0

52.611.8
56.613.2

-

11.ItO.71

27.910.8

56.112.2

14.710.4

30.210.9

42.211.4

-

1.11
0.90

0.67
0.50
0.25

-

1

63.912.6

1 Strength measured at 4 days instead of 3.

Other factors that may need to be varied in order to find optimum hardening conditions
is the accelerator type and amount. James and Rao /3/ also state that alkalieshave a
catalytic effect (Eq. 1) on the reaction between lime and silica in rice hus/. ash. However,
rice husk ash contains by nature about 1 % alkalies.

The pore size distributions from 0.0058 to 40 pm for mortar samples with C/S = 2.00
and 1.50 are depicted in Figure 2. The total porosities were measured to 9.5 and ^.6
respectively, while the corresponding densities of the solids were 2.18 and 2.20 g/cm . The
main part of the porosity seems to be between 10 and 0.1 pm in size.

The water absorption profiles for the same two specimens are plotted in Figure 3. Both
samples seem to reach saturation after about 2 hours. The capillary and total porosity
(after pressure saturation) accessible for water are 14.5±0.5 and 15.6±0.5 for the sample
with C/S = 1.50 and 14.0±0.5 and 15.1±0.5 for the sample with C/S = 2.00.
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Figure 2: Pore size distribution in mortars with binders of C/S = 1.50 (д) and 2.00 (*).
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Figure 3: Water absorption during capillary suction for mortars with different binders

CONCLUSION

The CSH-ael formed from the reaction between slaked lime (CH) and condensed silica
fume (CSF) accelerated by alkalies has a similar composition as the CSH-gel formed by the
hydration of alite. The convertion of CSF is low at the first day of curing, but exceeds
that of C3S at 28 days.

Mortars based on CH/CSF binder exhibits excellent strengths from 7 days on fora wide
range of C/S-ratios. However, the iarly strength is low. The highest early strength seems
to be obtained by the lowest C/S-ratio.

Further work should be emphasized on making castable mixes with lowest possible
water/binder-ratio, since the reaction itself consumes water corresponding to a water/binder-ratio of 0.24. The same concept of binder formulation should work on rice husk ash
as well, utilizing alkalies as accelerators.
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HIGH STRENGTH ALKALI STEEL-IRON SLAG BINDER
Bian Qinghan, Wu Xuequan and Tang Mingshu

Dept of Silicate Engineering
Nanjing Institute of Chemical Technology
Nanjing, P R China

ABSTRACT

Steel slag (IDS) from Linz-Donawits (ID) process partly substituting
blastfurnace slag (BFS) "to make high strength alkali—slag binder (ASB) has
been investigated.

The results show that when less than 20% of IDS was used, the binder
strength would be similiar to or even higher than ASB containing no IDS,
but beyond 20% the strength would decrease markedly to less than the ASB
strength. A binder containing 20% IDS and 80% BBS achieved a compressive
strength of 119.4 ItPa after 180 days. A 1.5-1.7 modulus of waterglass and
a 4-5% alkali dosage are adequate; -The presence of CSH(B) as an essential
hydrate was confirmed by XRD, DTAvand SEM; The pore structure was also
studied.
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INTRODUCTION
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Alkali activated blastfurnace slag hinder (ASB)
Idwlde because of its
aS^tion’ very good durability and energy
and later ages, low heat of hydratio ,
ry g
iron glag^ has
saving. But in China, т°^1у blastfurnaces lag
p’rtland_slag cement. As

^SsSf

SePreOisCnO°abundant supply of BPS for making AS^ "ile,^
^d^e^IiMn^m^Ä
s/stitutes have to he

found for BPS to reduce the cost.
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Steel slag (LDS) coming out
verter has different =°“P°^O“=ef

temary^ystem CaO(MgO)-Al,O3

portland
trlcaloi^

cal composition of LDS usually jf Bps
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^licat^oli^ds): melinite (C3MS2), dl=alcium ferrite
=al=i-tal^^S^i^^^esse^iihlh^ise-f kVallinity of IDS (1).

Prom the theoretical point of view, IDS could reasonably he used to
substitute BFS for producing ASB and portland

g

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES

1. Materials

----- , /■n-pq-i and BFS2) and two kinds of LDS (LDS1 and
tte alialinlties cf BPS1, BPS2, DDS1 and LDS2
Two kinds ofmaterials,
BFS
were used as raw 9 38 and 4.60, respectively. A waterglass of 3,08-3.3
were 0.97, 1.12, Inactivator, afte? adjusting to the required modulus(2).
modulus was used

2. Procedures
The ratio of waterglass was 0.30 tor making

Se

spe=t?^ns1it'nSw6S^e?n sL^Sd/asie strengths on 2x2x2 cm specimens.
The hydrates and pore structure were also examined on pas

.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

1.

Paste Strength

Using LDS2 (Blaine value 412шУКё) and BFS2 (420 m^Kg) as raw materia
is, =51
7 modulus waterglass as an activator
whose dosage was 3.M by
wt Na2o on total slag, the compressive strengths of the paste are listed

in Table 1.

It can be seen from Table 1 that LDS could partly substitute BFS.to
make alkali steel-iron slag binder (ASISB), resulting in an increase in
comcressive strength at all three ages when tue amount of LDS less
2o“P LDS might decrease the strength at 28 days when its proportion exceededhSxf although. 3 and 7-day strtngths were Increased. The paste strongths were obviously reduced as the proportion of LIE was more than 30/.

Table 1 Effect of LDS Proportion on Compressive Strength of
Cement Paste

compressive strength, MPa, after
LDS/BFS
3 days

7 days

28 days

4.08

38.38

74.86

10/90

22.14

45.84

81.17

20/80

27.24

44.70

93.22

30/70

26.83

43.43

58.25

8.02

10.62

17.48

C/100

100/0

2. Mortar Strength
2 1 Effect of IDS Proportion on Strength— Using LDS1 (Blaine Value 583
mVueY and BFS'1 (4äÖ"m7kg) as raw materials and the same modulus and dosage
of wIZSglasi as in the paste experiments, the compressive and flexural

strengths determined of the mortar are shown m Table 2. The results are
very similar to those of paste in Table 1. It can be concluded that the
proportion of LDS in ASISB should not exceed,20% unless high strength is
not required and increased use of IDS is desireo. An optimum level о
LDS
might enhance the lime level and cementitious compounds, favouring strength^development. Por example, when 20% LDS was used
the compressive
and
flexural) strengths of ASISB were increased by 13.8% (15.7%), 8.1% (16.5%)
and 5.8% (5.9%) at 3, 28 and 180 days, respectively, compared,to the con
trol ASB. The strengths decrease with higher amounts of LDS,might be exp
lained as due to the increase in free lime and the more capillary pores in
the hardened binder due to the rapid setting.,In addition, the use of IDS
could substantially reduce the cost and benefit the other properties, such
as shrinkage, resistances to chemical attacks and abrasion (2).

Table 2 Effect of LDS Proportion on Flexural and Compressive
Strength of Mortar

lds/bfs

flex./comp, strength, MPa, after
9'0 d

180 d

0/ 100

5.55
43.63

6.81
63.50

7.67
83.02

11.89
105.00

10.47
112.90

10/90

6.43
48.49

7.26
69.87

9.02
92.13

11.53
103.25

10.19
118.00

20/80

6.42
49.64

6.63
67.51

8.92
89.78

9.86
103.30

11.09
119.40

30/70

6.21
49.12

6.80
64.11

8.13
82.10

9.44
89.40

10.13
100.05

100/0

3.27
18.03

3.39
19.46

3.68
23.72

4.60
26.50

5.43
34.28

3 d

7 d

28 d

2 2 Effect of Waterglass Modulus on Strength— Both 10% and 20% BBS were
used and the dosage of waterglass was 5% asJa|0. The effect of .different
waterglass moduli on the strength can be seen from Fig.1. ^-om тne

SÄE

setting times.

CM

1.0

0.0

■

2.0

modulus

modulus

modulus

Fig.1 Relations between mortar strength and waterglass moduli
Na20 5.0%

2.3 Effect of Alkali Content on Strength— Both 10% and 20% BBS and waterr
Trnflulus were used. The relationships between mortar strength
SdtoaatofuScont%H^ging3"f?omt4!o%1to15 •O^as^O^i^be^onsidered

aSltSleaSa toe Increase Й tSt^a^disp^opo^ioUbK^When 18/||к|И

used
the^ompressive (and flexural) strengths could reach up to 36.43
(1Л9) ^d 72.85 (8.63) Kia at 28 days for ASISB containing 10% and 20% BBS,

respectively.

3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
alkali content, %

alkali content,%

3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

alkali content, %

alkali content,%

Fig.2 Relationships between mortar strength and alkali content.

Modulus of waterglass 1.5
From the above tests, the highest strength ASISB could reach after
180 days was 119.4 MPa for compressive strength andll.1 MPa for flexural
strength. Further, the development of strength within 180 days was positive,
e.
i.
without any decrease in strength.

3. Measurement of Pore Structure
Table 3 shows the results on measurement of pore structure of ASISB
+
containing: 10% LDS (5.0% NaoO, waterglass modulus 1.5). It can be
deduced thS
pore structure varied obviously as the hydration proceeded

the larger pores becoming fewer and the smaller ones becoming more. Те
total "oorositv of ASISB paste after 90 days curing was only 4.14%, being
г
\^oo ^ottat of MPF cement, and there were 21.93% pores of 18.40Ä
Ж"0ТНе^:? ASISB^past^exhlhlts a very densified pore structure,
which means high strength and good durability.

4. Study of Hydrates

The hydrates of hardened ASISB paste (10% LBS, waterglass modulus 1.5
and 5.0% N320) at different stages were studied by XRD, and the results

are depicted in Fig.?.

Sie essential hydrate CSH(B) was recognized. These

results were also confirmed by UTA and ЗИч.

Table 3 Pore Structure of Alkali Steel-Iron Slag Binder
-

'

1

PORE

VOLUME

DISTRIBUTION

30-100Ä 100-250Ä 25О-5ООЛ 500-1000Ä >1000A

MEDIAN
MEAN,
RADIUS(A) RADIUS(A)

Hydration
Time

<30Ä

3 Days

0.0098

0.089

0.0022

0.0009

0.0013

0.0172

0.0047c.c.at56.14A

817.9

56.14

0.0031

0.0036

0.0006

0.0003

0.0007

0.0165

0.0005c.c.at22.35Ä

28 Days

2873

3007

90 Days

0.0068

0.0046

0.0008

0.0004

0.0007

0.0073

0.0018c.c.atl8.40A

1352

35.16

MODE

Fig.3 XRD patterns of hardened ASISB paste.

p(cm V g)
K%)
0.1204
23.51
0.0249
4.97
0.0206
4.14

CONCLUSIOHS
From the above experimental results,

drawn:
i)

the following conclusions can be

Steel slag (LDS) may partly substitute BFS to make high strength
alkali steel-iron slag binder (ASISB). The optimum level of LDS is
within 20%, beyond which the strength of ASISB will decrease noti

ceably.
ii)

iii)

The adequate modulus and dosage of waterglass for high strength
ASISB are between 1.5-1.7 and 4.0-5.0% Na20, respectively.
The principal hydrate of hardened ASISB paste is CSH(B).
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SUMMARY

This paper compares the microstructure and performance of alkaü-slag cement (ASQ pastes with those of Portland cement (PC)
pastes. CSH(B) with low CIS ratio is the main hydration product in hardened ASC; no crystalline phases such as Ca(OH^AFt and
AFm exist At the same time, the ASC pastes, with a high proportion of pores with r<100 A, show lower porosity than PC pastes.
These result in hardened ASC pastes having better mechanical properties and durability than hardened PC pastes.
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INTRODUCTION

Modem development of cement and concrete materials is aimed at producing high strength and good durability while maintaining
acceptable cost of energy for production. Traditional methods to improve the performance of hardened cement and concrete include
(a) changing mineral proportions of clinker, (b) adding chemical or mineral admixtures and (c) polymer impregnation of the pore
structure. Much research has confirmed that the potential to obtain high strength from ordinary portland cement is limited by using
regular technology.
Alkali-slag cement (ASC). which consists of ground slag with an alkaline activators), has advantages of higher strength denser
microstructure, better overaU durability, lower production cost and simpler manufacturing technology over portland cement (PC).
Russia and some European countries have applied this cement in some practical projects while many other “unties^have reremch
in progress [1-6]. The objective of the present paper is to compare the microstructure and performance of hardened ASC pastes wräi
those of PC pastes. Comparisons are based on a large body of research generated by the authors as well as that contained m the

literature.

SETTING
Almost all standards require that the initial setting time of cement
should not be less than 45 minutes and final set should be less than 12
hours. The setting process of ASC is very different from that of PC; setting
of ASC depends upon the reactivity of the slag used as well as the amount
and the nature of the alkaline activators used. Table I shows the effect of
the modulus and dosage of water glass on the setting of phosphorus slag.
The setting time reduces when either the modulus or dosage of water glass
increases. The cement will set very quickly if the modulus of waterglass is
higher than 1.5. It was also found [7] that the cement will set quite slowly
if Na1CO3, Na3PO4 or NaF is used as an alkaline activator. It seems that the
setting of ASC is related to the reaction product of the Ca2+ dissolving from
the surface of slag grains and the anion or anion groups of activators. The
quick set that may result from using waterglass as an activator may thus
require use of a set retarder. It has been found that commercial set retarder
normally used for PC are, in general, not suitable for ASC-based materials.
However, one effective method of controlling ASC setting is to use
composite activators.

Table I Effect of the Modulus and Dosage of
Waterglass on Setting Times of Alkali-phosphorus
Slag Cements [7] _______
No.

activator1

1
2
3
4
5
6

2% M0.5
2% M15
2% M2.5
3% M0.5
3% Ml .5
3% M2.5

pH
W/Sz values of
solutions

0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27

13.40
12.98
12.12
13.66
13.11
13.24

setting time
(h:m)
final
initial

1:02
0:32
0:07
0:47
0:11
0:05

2:14
1:19
0:12
1:52
0:24
0:07

1 - by weight of NajO;
2 - water requirement for normal consistency.

STRENGTH

In addition to the factors which affect the strength development of PC,
the nature and the dosage of activators play a crucial role in determining
the strength of ASC. Many results confirm that alkaline activators
demonstrate selectivity; i.e., the effect that an activator has on strength
development may be different for slag of different origins. Matelepszy
found that NajCOj is especially suitable for slags rich in C2MS , and NaOH
is a good activator for slags rich in C2AS [10]. Smith and Osborne [11],
and Bijen and Waltje [12] found NaOH to be the best activator fcr flyash/slag mixtures; waterglass did not show any activation effect on such
mixtures. Conversely, Dai and Cheng [13] concluded that waterglass was
much better for fly-ash/slag mixtures. Liu [14] developed fly-ash/slag
concretes with strengths as high as 76 MPa at 28 days with waterglass as
the activator. Fig.l shows the strength development of alkali-phosphorus
slag cement with different activators [15]. The cement with waterglass
shows a more rapid strength gain at early age than the cement with Na2CO3
activator. Some researchers have also found that the addition of a small
quantity of PC is helpful to both the early and the later strength of ASC
[1].
The timing of the addition of the activator also affects the strength of
ASC. There are three ways to add the activators: (1) dissolve in mixing
water, (2) mix with slag before grinding and (3) mix with slag after

Fig.l Effect of Different Activators on Strength
Development of Alkali-phosphorus Slag
Cements [13]

.mn-ting Usually method (2) is the most effective because the activators can mix uniformly with slag. Also, some activator(s) may
airbed onto the reactive locations on the surface of the slag [1]. Note that some activators may hydrolyse during gnnding or
storage. In such cases, it is better to use the first method to add the activators.

The characteristics of the slag are also very important Experimental results indicate that alkali-phosphorus slag cement always
shows higher strength than alkali-blast furnace slag cement with all other factors identtcal^even though phosphorus slag is not as
reactive as blast furnace slag if they are used as a mineral admixture to portland cement [8]. This is brause blast furnace_slag us у
contains more A12O3, which is helpfill to early strength development but not to later strength gam. Theoretically, die pure SiO2 CaO
system has the highest strength potential [9], the key is how to activate the potential strength of this system.
The strength development of ASC paste is very different fiom the mortar and concrete if a constant dosage of aMine activateis used. To maintain equivalent strength, it is better to use constant concentration of solution mstead of fixed dosage of activator.

MICROSTRUCTURE

Hydration Products
In hardened ASC paste, C-S-H(B) with a low C/S ratio is the main hydration product; no crystalline Ca(OH)2 and calcium
sulphoaluminates C3AH6 and C2ASH8 have been detected [16]. The appearance of minor crystallme Product wd d^nd upon^tire
chemical and mineral composition of the slag used. Several papers have noted the incorporation of alkalme metd ion R mto C-S-H
or reolacement of Ca2t in C-S-H with R*. The incorporation or replacement vanes with the concentration of R , reaction ag ,
temperature and the C/S ratio in the system [17,18]. It is widely accepted that the lower the C/S ratio of C-S-IE the more R can be
incoi^Mated. Soviet researchers[l] have noted that about 80% of alkahes could be bound by the hydration products at 1 year.

When Na compounds are used as activators, it is very difficult to use XRD to identify the incorporation or replacement. Because
the ionic radius of Na* (0.95 A) is similar to that of Ca1* (0.97 A), the
Table П Effect of the Addition of CsNO, on d-value
replacement or incorporation of Na* thus does not change the structural
of Main Peak of Synthetic CSH (80°C, 6 days) [23]
characteristics of C-S-H and causes tittle shift of diffraction peaks.
d shift
d-values
When Cs* (r=1.69 A) is used, it was found that the different d-spacing
No. Mixing Proportions
(nm)
(nm)
of diffraction peak of C-S-H increases as the dosage of CsNO3 increases
(as shown in Table II). SENI/EDS examination also confirmed tire
0
3.3057
1 control*
presence of R* in C-S-H in alkali-slag cement paste. Some people have
0.007
3.3064
2 control+0.5%CsNO3
called the amorphous calcium-alkali aluminosilicate hydrate, zeolite
0.025
3.3082
3 control+1,0%CsNO3
[19]. However, it is not appropriate to regard the gel as a zeolite
because only the crystalline substance can be called zeolite. It may be
more suitable to use C(Na,K)SH gel to represent the main hydration
product in hardened alkali-slag cement pastes than to use CSH.

* control mix: 1 mol SiO2+ 1 mol CaO.

Some researchers have noted the presence of silicic acid in ASC pastes [19] despite the fact that the pH value of the pore solution
in hardened ASC paste is very similar to that in hardened PC paste. It seems improbable for süicic acid to exist m such a highly
alkaline environment. Only amorphous hydration products were
identified in hardened ASC pastes cured at room temperature either by
XRD or SEM. Tobermorite or xonotlite could be detected in autoclaved
Table III Pore Structure Characteristics of Cement
Pastes [6, 23]
ASC pastes with both XRD and SEM [3,6].
pore volume (%)
Preliminary calculations [21] indicated that the C-S-H(B) formed
paste type porosity
18-100 100-1000 >1000
in ASC pastes has a higher H/C ratio and a lower density than that
(%)
(A)
(A)
(A)
formed in portland cement pastes, this is in agreement with
11.4
69.7
experimental results [22].
18.9
22.3
PC1
3.9
15.1
81.0
12.7
ABSC1
Pore Structure Characteristics
36.7
48.7
14.6
26.3
PC2
2.7
0.4
96.9
19.3
ABSC2
ASC pastes show not only lower porosity, but also a finer pore
structure than PC pastes. Table III summarizes the pore size distribution
0
4.7
95.3
19.7
APSC2
of alkali-blastfumace slag cement (ABSC), alkali-phosphorus slag
cement (APSC) and PC pastes cured at both room temperature and 150
1 - cured 28 days at 20°C;
“C. The main pores in ASC pastes are small ones with r<100 A.
2 - cured 5 days at 1504).

THERMAL STABILITY
Hydrothermal Conditions
The strength of autoclaved PC at 150°C reaches a maximum value at about 1 day, then drops to only half of the maximum value
at 3 days and remains almost constant thereafter (Fig.3). Alkali-blastfumace slag and alkati-phosphorus slag cements reach a plateau
after 1 day. At the same time, alkali-phosphorus slag cement also show higher strength than alkah-blastfumace slag cement.

Oven-dry Condition

Under oven-dry conditions, ASC pastes also show better performance than PC pastes. Fig.4 gives the strength of the cement pastes
oven-dried at 25,100, 300 and 450°C after these pastes have been cured 28 days in a fog room at 25°C. ABSC pastes show a higher
strength than PC pastes over all drying temperatures. Strength of PC paste remains approximate constant ABSC pastes increase in
strength from about 105 MPa at 25°C to about 150 MPa at 300°C, then drop to about 100 MPa at 450°C. Soviet literature [1] state
that ABSC pastes have much higher fire resistance than PC pastes. If a small amount of aluminum silicate is added to the alkali-slag
cement, the strength of ABSC pastes will be 90-150% of the original strength even after 1000°C oven treatment

(um)

Fig.5 Shrinkage of Cement Pastes in Water
at 20°C [25]

Fig.6 Schematic Illustration of Paste-Aggregate Interface
[based on Ref. 1, 26, 27]

SHRINKAGE
Fig 5 shows the shrinkage of ABSC and PC pastes cured in water at 20°C. It can be seen that ASC pastes show larger autogenous
shrinkage than PC pastes. This can be explained by the differences in pore structure. ABSC pastes show lower porosity than PC pastes,
but the former mainly contains pores with r<100 A. Time dependent deformation is mainly attributed to fluid and solid movements
within the "gel" components of the material. Since ASC pastes have a higher proportion of material m this range, one would expect
shrinkage strain to be larger than a material, such as PC pastes, with a coarser microstructure.

INTERFACE BETWEEN CEMENT PASTE AND CONCRETE
The interface between cement paste and aggregate is the weakest zone in the concrete. The main reason «thatcoarse crystalline
substances, such as Ca(OH)1 and AFt are predominant and oriented in the transition zone and weaken ttie bond between Ш.paste
and aggregate. In ASC pastes, no crystalline Ca(OH)2 and sulphoaluminates exist Also, normally weakenmg clays oir silts on die
surface of aggregate can react with the alkaline activator(s) and form cementiUous substances [1]. the paste-aggregate interface m ASC
sunace oi aggregaie can react wimuie ашш Hiffprent man in PC concrete. Hardness tests indicated that no transition zone appears
concrete is therefore expected to be decidedly dinerent man in re, cuncicic. uu
„„„-„otA and pt
between ASC paste and aggregate. Fig.6 shows microhardiness across the transition mne of ASCpaste.and ggregate and PC paste
and aggregate. The paste-aggregate interface in ASC concrete should not be the weak link as it is in PC concrete.

Correlation Between Porosity and Strength

Although many relationships between porosity and compressive strength of portland cement pastes have been proposed, most
are variations of one of the three types:

о=авЛ1-Р)*...............(1)
o=ae.e^(-BJ=)........... (2)

o=D.h(^)............. (3)

where:

ao - compressive strength at zero porosity;
P - por-. iij,
P°- porosity at zero strength;
о - compressive strength at porosity P;
А, В, C, D - experimental constants.
All three equations represent a simplification of the system because
they consider only total porosity. The pore size distribution, the shape of
the pores and the position of pores are also important, but it is both difficult
and impractical to include all these parameters. Many experimental results
confirm that an acceptable prediction of strength can be obtained by using
total porosity. Equation (2) is especially suitable for low porosity systems
and equation (3) for high porosity systems. Xu [24] found that both ASC
and PC pastes follow the equation (2) within low porosity range:

Fig.2 Correlations Between Compressive Strength
and Porosity [24]

P=11.49exp(4).031a) r=0.996 (PC)........................... (4)
P=25.26exp(-0,006a) r=0.941 (ASC)......................... (5)

Below 12% porosity, ABSC paste shows higher strength than PC at the same porosity (as shown in Fig.2). It seems that hardened
ASC has higher intrinsic strength than PC pastes.
Compressive Strength (MPa)

o

100

200

300

400

Temperature (C)

Fig.4 Effect of Oven-dry on Compressive Strength of Cement
Pastes [23]

PERMEABILITY, FREEZE-THAW RESISTANCE AND CHEMICAL ATTACK RESISTANCE

Permeability plays a crucial role in determining the durability of cement pastes and concretes. Many researchers have confirmed
that permeability primarily depends on capillary pore structure [27^8]. The presence of the transition between PC paste and aggregate
results in the much higher permeability of concrete than that of paste. As stated above, ASC pastes show lower porosity than PC pastes
and contain mainly pores with r<100°C. At the same time, there is no weak transition zone between paste and aggregate in АЪС
concrete. ASC pastes and concrete should have superior resistance to water flow and freeze-thaw resistance when compared to PL
pastes and concretes.
The expected low permeability of ASC paste and concrete
implies high resistance to freeze-thaw attack and attack by
aggressive chemicals. An example of this is shown in Table IV [30]
where high strength PC pastes appear significantly less resistant to
corrosive solution (as measured by a reduction in compressive
strength). All solutions have a significant effect on PC paste. Except
for ASC2 and ASC3 in 5% MgSO4 solution, the compressive
strength of ASC pastes are not significantly
affected by the corrosive environment.

ALKALI-AGGREGATE REACTION

Table IV Effect of Various Corrosive Solutions on the
Compressive Strength of Cement Pastes1 [30]
in 5% in 5% in 5% in 5%
in
water Na2SO4 MgSO4 NaOH NaCl
solution solution solution solution
95.7
105.2
88.8
106.8
147.3
PC
150.6
151.5
153.1
158.2
155.6
ASCI2
155.5
180.6
112.7
156.3
160.8
ASC23
352.2
374.0
282.7
371.3
361.7
ASC34
1 - specimens fog-cured 3 days at 80°C and then put
in various solutions 28 days at 40°C;
2 - cast with regular technology;
3 - compacted with pressure of 50 MPa;
4 - compacted with a pressure of 500 MPa.

Usually, more than 3% Na2O is added to slag as an alkaline
activator in ASC. There is therefore some concern about alkali
aggregate reaction. The alkahes in ASC can exist in several forms.
(1) incorporated into C-S-H; (2) physically adsorbed on the surface
of hydration products and (3) free in pore solution. C-S-H with low
C/S ratio has a higher uptake ofR* than C-S-H with high C/S. Thus
C-S-H formed in ASC pastes can bind more R* than that of formed in PC pastes. About 80% of the R can be bound by hydration
products in ASC pastes at 1 year [1]. It can therefore be expected that the free R* available for alkali-aggregate reaction is much less
than that originally assumed.
It has been found that the rapid autoclave method [31] for evaluating AAR is not suitable for ASC became the AAR reaction
occurs before the activation of slags [32]. Also, because ASC contains more alkalies even than high alkah PC, the common mix
proportions used to evaluate potential expansion are not suitable for ASC. Mesto measured the expansion of ASC due to AAR by using
the mortar bar method [33] and observed a maximum expansion when the opal content was about 5%. In practice, the reactive
components in aggregate may be not as reactive as opal. Further studies need to be perfoimed to determine the AAR susceptibility
of ASC. Caution should be exercised if reactive aggregates are used with ASC.

SUMMARY
The paper has summarized some important properties of ASC pastes and compared then with those of PC pastes. Some hypotheses
about the expected performances of ASC concretes have been made. In particular, the lack of a weak transition zone at the paste
aggregate interface should allow high strength, low permeability and high durability concrete to be manufactured. The main problem
for the application of ASC is that alkalies are expensive and in short supply worldwide. Some industrial.by-products_withhigh alkali
content can be used as the alkaline activators. ASC may have appheation for special cases, such as the solidification radioactive wastes,
in alkaline media, sulphate etc., where cost is not the main factor.
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SUMMARY

In this paper, we have prove that one of the better ways to improve the properties of alkali—slag cement is the
composit method. The results show that the activator has to be a composite agent in which NaOH has the significant

role in rasing the strength, Na2SO4 affects strengthening at early ages and NaAlO2 at latter ages. And KA(SO4)2 •
12H2O not only has an effect as sulfate in strengthening the early strength, but also as an aluminate in enhancing the
latter strength.

RESUME
Dans cctz article, nous avons prove que fun des meilleurs moyens d' ameliorer les proporites du ciment—scorie d'alcali

est la methode de composite. Les resultats des cssais montrent qu' un agent composite est un activateur dans lequel
NaOH joue un role significant en augmentations les resistances, Na2SO4 affecte surtour sur les resistances initiales, et
NaAlO2 sur les resistance a I'agepostericur. Et KA(SO4)2 • 12H2O non seulement a un effect comme le sulfate en
augmentant les resistances initiales, mais aussi comme un aluminate dans d'augmentation de resistances a

I'agepostericur.

Chen Zhi Yuan and Liao Xin
INTRODUCTION
Alkali—slag cement is a kind of cementitious material. Slag is different from other cementitious materials be

cause of its potential reactivity. Besides the physical state and the chemical composition proper of the slag, the
activation process determines the cementitious properties of the slag. Activation of slag has to promote the decompo

sition of slag as well as formation of the hydration products and of the net-work of hydrates. In this paper, we have
proved that one of the better ways to improve the properties of alkali-slag cement is the composite method by wh.ch

stimulation, assistant stimulation and assistant cementing (i.c.improving the network of hydrates of the paste) take
effect together. Thus, it will be useful for the wide use of alkali-slag cements.

EXPERIMENTS

(1) Slag: Granular blast furnace slag of chemical composition, SiO2(35.221%), Fe2O3(0.75%), A12O3(15.34%),

CaO(41.21 %), MgO(6.15%) and othcrs(1.33%), and with fineness 3520 cm2 / g, was used.

(2) Chcmical reagents and solutions:
Chemical reagents: NaOH (strong alkali, abb. NH), KA1(SO4)212H2O (weak acid, abb. KAS), Na2SO4(neutral,
abb. NS), and NaAlO2(alkali, abb. NA) were used.
The solutions made with these chemical reagents separately were used as the mixing solution for the alkah-slag
cement.

2' RS^fBIhing stimulation and assisant stimulation: Using 2x 2x 2cm cubic specimen and curing at 20±

3U under water, the strengths of the specimen with alkali-slag cement with different stimulative agents were meas

ured at 28 days.

RESULTS

We chose NH as an alkaline activator and observed the effects of NS KAS composition as assistant stimulator.

Due to the decomposition of KAS in the NH solution as shown in the following equation:

2[KA1(SO4)2 • 12H2O]+8Na0H+nH20 ►K2SO4+3Na2SO4+2Na[Al(OH)4]+(n+12) - H2O
as a sulphate, the effects of K2SO4 and Na2SO4 are nearly the same. Thus, we combined the NA with NH and stu
died the effect of assistant activation due to Na C A1(OH)4) . The water content used was determined according to
the standard consistency of cement.

1. The effect of NH content
' The trend of the relationship (Fig.l) between compressive stength and NH content is just like that of the curve
published in referencc[l]. But the absolute strengths are different, due to the different slag used. The content of NH
which has an effect on compressive strength is in the range 0-8%.

The relationship between
compressive strength
and NH contents

2. The assistant activation of NS and NS+KAS
According to the curve shown above, we combined NH with NS and with NS+KAS in terms of the weight per
cent of slag. The results are shown in Table. 1.

Table,!,

The Compressive strength in different mix proportions

NH

NS

KAS

%

%

%

I
П
Ш

3
3
3

/

/

1
2

IV

3
3

1

No.

V

2

w/ s

Compressive Strength, MPa

1 day

3 days

7 days

0.3

16.2

32.1

/
/

0.3
0.3

24.7
25.8

30.1
34.3
37.1

1
1

0.3

29.0
25.4

36.8
35.1

45.9

0.3

37.5
38.9

43.8

From the above data, the assistant activation by sulphate is obvious. In the range we studied, the assistant

activation was founed to increase with the contents of NS without KAS. On adding 1% KAS, this increasing trend is
apparently not followed but the effect of assisant stimulation is still relatively high.

3. Optimum proportion of composite stimulator

In order to compare the effect of the composite compound on alkali—slag system, three steps were chosen. First,
we used the cross experiment design and mean square deviation analysis[2] by compressive strength to obtain the
most signiffeient factors in the NH+NS+KAS composite activators. Secondly, the effect of composite activation by
NS and KAS was compared with that by NH, and the optimum composite obtained. Lastly, the method of parallel
lines [3] was chosen to determine the optimum proportion.

(l)Cross Experimental Design and Mean Square Deviation Analysis------- NH(4%,3%), NS(4/3%,1%),
KAS(4/ 3%,1 %) and Slag (100% with GA,100% without GA) were chosen as four factors of the cross design, and
two levels shown in the above brackets were chosen for each factor. Triethanolamine 0.04% on cement weight was

Chen Zhi Yuan and Liao Xin

„t ГСА) for slag The cross experimental design table of L8(27) was chosen. The results

■ я-

7—2S d strengths. The best mix proportion of the cross experiment t. shown m J4. Table 2.

(«Comparison^d Se.eetion of Compos.te Torm-The mix proportion, of the test in Table 2 were investigated
to determine the optimizing compounds among NH, NS and KAS.
The Comoressive Strength with Different Mix Proportions

ToKIa ?

1

NH

KAS

NS

%

%

%

Compressive Strength, MPa_______
w/ s

4

JI
J2

J3

4
4

J4

4

3 days

7 days

28 days

0.3

17.7

32.7

34.8

0.3

44.5
38.8

46.1
42.7

43.1
59.8

42.3

52.7

1.0

0.3

29.7
24.4

1.0

0.3

29.6

1.33
/
1.33

1 day

48.2
54.9
_____

Fro„ the results shown („Tab., 2.
the opt^^g proportion
The
(3)
Application of Optim^Sc^kingNlcthod^fParatobL----у
7япЛТаЬ1е3
of the N"itSS^ni5^po«ud could be obtained. The results are shown m F,g,2 and Tab . .

Fig.2

Schematic diagram
for parallel line

method

0

j

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ix.AS

(g)

In Fla.2 taking testing No.A in Table 3 as a original point, i.e. 12 in Table.2.we chose point В and C. According
to the composion of В and C, wo prepared the sample and tested it at a

ТЬиТ^Мок a

strength of testing В and C. The compressive strength, at pomt. В a
X D Те ."^"theline 0<ЫЛohuine'd the two group strength, of D and B.and found, within the are.

drawFig.3.Onthecurvedsurface,thereisarigidlineofhighstrength.ItsprojectiononXOYplaneisas aig

ieY = 3X.

The schematic curve of 7 days age is shown in Fig.3.

i

,

Strengthes with Different NH / К AS Ratios (by weight)
Compressive strength, MPa
NH:KAS
Testing No.
28 days
7 days
3 days
1 days

Table 3

59.8

A
В

3:1
3:2

29.7
24.2

44.5
38.1

46.1
43.3

45.5

C

6:1

26.5

40.4

45.1

50.0

D
E

4.5:1.5
6:2

38.3

49.2

27.5

48.3

53.9
54.4

65.2
65.7

DISCUSSION

(l)The Assistant Activation Effect of Alkali Sulphate.
The effect of alkali sulphate on the alkali-slag system is to increase the early strength, but its reaction mecha

nism is yet to be studied.
According to reference^], a synthetic C3AS3H32 is formed if the ratio CaSO4 / A12O3 > 3 in the raw materials. If
the ratio is within 1-3, the products contain the calcium sulphoaluminate hydrates in two types: high and low

sulfur,or solid solution of low sulfur type of calcium sulpho aluminate and tetracalcium aluminate; if

CaSO4 / A12O3< 3, the solid solution of meta stable product and C4AH13 will be formed.
The CaO / A12O3 ratio in slag was about 3. It was suggested that the product of the slag affected by strong alkali

is mainly CSH gel. Thus, the CaO / A12O3 ratio decreases due the consumption of a lot of CaO. It cannot form calci
um sulphoaluminate hydrate. A.C. Belgel[5] suggested that an incongruent dissolution should take place when

Chen Zhi-Yuan and Liao Xin

ettringites were in the alkali hydroxide solution. After 24 hour, at 25П, C,AH., C.A H„ and CH would be found m
ettringites were in me a
у
alkah-slag system. Their data
solution. Another reference [6] reported that C4AHl3 was presem map

the same phenomenon in another point of view.
According to the analyse, mentioned above, the early strength mechanism of alkali in the alk.l.-sl.g cement ts
diifeXom Utat in the Portland cement. We consider that, in the a.ka.i-s.ag sy.um, SOMons peneh.te mto th.

nrnved

Wire,., phase of slag, disturb th. stati electric balance of the system, cause the decomposition of riag.üus rmpro»
the reaerivity of slag. A. the same time, the premne. of 8ОГ inlluence, the C / S and H / S parameter of CSH

pha». И penetrates into CSH and changes the composition and structure of CSH. Being in th.s process, the alkali
sulphate takes the assisant stimulation effect on the early strength.

The
(2)

Effect of KAS on the Increase of the Strength at Later Age

Th, optimum =0,l>maÜ0,.L«. NH+KAS, t.isod the strength « all age,. KAS is « sulph«., and appear,^
weak acid in the solution. It would decompose to K.SO., Na.SO, and Na C Al(
), m
so u
(
Na CAKOHM would he present in the form of AIO; and Na . Tn order to analyses the eHect of KAS, we observed

the relationship between NH+N A and the strength. The results arc shown m Table 4.

Toki, a

%

The Comoressive Strengths of Specimen with Different NA Contents------Compressive strength, MPa______ ____
NA
w/s
28 days
7 days
3 days
1 day
%

Bl

4

0.24

0.3

11.6

29.4

50.2

65.0

B2

4

0.48

0.3

12.4

30.2

47.3

60.7

4

0.72

0.3

,.7

29.0

45.7

54.1

B3

NH

The compositions of JI, J2 and J3 (a, shown in Fig.4), were show, in Table.2, and the compos.tton of Bl wa
converted from that of J2 according to the mol fracdon of Al in KAS. In the development of early strength 1-3
days), NS has the early strengthening effect (J3), relative to JI, however, NA mhtb.ts the developsment о

у

strength (Bl).And KAS has both the effects of NS and NA(J2). At a later age(3 1 ays)
e s reng
‘
rapidly and within 7-28 day, the strength increasing rate, of Bl and J2 are nearly the same, however that of JI and J

rise slowly Thus, we consider that, in the NH solution, the sulphate and aluminate w.thm the KAS has it, own effec
on paste strength respectively. KAS can not only develop the early strengtb, but also improve the strength in the later

age by the aluminate. Thus the use of KAS has the practical meaning.

The No.B series show that the raising of NA content on the basis of Bl is without effect for enhancing strength.
This phenomenon shows that the hydration products pruducted by reacting with AIO? have to matam a salable ra

tio in the paste structure.The change of quantity or properties in the hydration product filling m the paste structure or
envelops around the slag grains will lead to different effect on the stimulation hydration and the form of structure.
NA was used as a binder in the area of industries and used as an accelerator in the cement concrete construction.NA
seems to have the main effect on the paste structure by changing the binding form and thus influencing the hydration

and hardening of the alkali-slag system. Finally, the aim of strengthening the system may be achieved.

CONCLUSION

The results show that in the alkali-slag system, the activator has to be a composite agent in which NH has the
significant role in rasing the strength, NS affects strengthening at early ages and NA at later ages. And К AS not only

has an effect as a sulphate in strengthening the early strength, but also as an aluminate in enhancing the later

strength.
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ALKALI ACTIVATED SLAG CEMENTITIOUS MATERIAL FOR

DRILLING OPERATION
W Brylicki, J Malolepszy and S Stryczek
University of Mining and Metallurgy, Krakow, POLAND
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1.Introduction
is

It
nlid

hardening
of
the
setting
and
commonly
known
that
the
lining
pipes
(cementing
of
^педГ^1=Ь=гёь^е5:П^о№^дПо£ boies.
pr^venUng
ot drilling

escape)

t^es

place

under

quite

condltrons

different

from

those

„ы-я -i n i nrr in civil or harbour engineering.
The most9important factors influencing the proccess of cement setting a
hardening in boreholes are:
- elevated temperature and pressure,
-ll
nrr
л-.щ
accrressive
- presence of different active media, such as drilling fluid, aggressi
Lfatprq
the mineral exploited (petroleum, gas, salt brine),
- a variety of “йз through the depth of the drilled hole (salt beds,

anhydrites, gypsum, clays of different structures).
the
The
factors
listed above
create
specific,
aggressive media.
so
_
_
selection of proper materials for cementing must
be
analysed carefully in
tly chosen depending on the depth of
айгЪ
rase
The class of cement is first., ---.
Armine the type of
d^nung
The conditions obtaining in the borehole HAf
determine
a

cement and admixtures for improving the cementing process.
based
on
Studies aimed at producing sealing and injection pastes base
activated, ground blast furnace slag as main cementitious material have
been carried out at the Academy of Mining and Metallurgy in Cracow, Poland

[1,

and microstructure of hardened alkali activated
The phase composition
influenced
by the temperature and duration of
slag pastes is strongly
of
activator.
The following products can be
curing, besides the type
silicate
hydrate CSH I, tobermorite
detected in hardened pastes: calcium
hydrated
calcium—sodium
C S H ,
gyro lite
11Д C2SdH5,
xonotlite
СлЗлН,
2

silicates
with
5

NC2S2H,

A/S

different

NC A S
2

as

H
IO

-

3

2

NC S,H ,

NC SH,

calcite

CaCOg,

ratios,

sodium

zeolites

as

2

thomsonite

2

2

2

[3]

hydrogarnets

CxAyS2Hn

3

As

it

can

be

NAS2H3

easily

-

sodalite

seen,

Ca(OH)2

and

-

12

do not occur in
portlandite and hydrated aluminates or sulphoaluminates
L,
because
absence
these phases
ПадгеРзХ1ь1? fo/Vhe high ^orK^sIslince of slag of
materials.
The
resistance of slag materials.
mLrostructure and pore size distribution with high fraction of gel pores
and low fraction of air and capillary ones gives high tightness and low
values of infiltration and permeability coefficients. This is
reason for the high corrosion resistance [4].
я1кдН activated slaq
maintain ahigh pH value in the alkali activated stag
Free Na
ions .
.
with
clayey mi nerals.2+Another
paste
thus
improving
the
interaction
of
heavy
metals ( Zn ,
Pb ,
important consequence is the absorption
engineering
(e
.
g
.
antifi
1
tration
can be used in ecological
Cd ). This fact
...
screens) as reported by some authors [5] .

2.

Experimental

2.1. Raw materials
-

-

The following raw materials have been used:
granulated blast
furnace
slag
from metallurgical
Sendzimira" in Cracow,
alkaline activators:
sodium

hydroxide

NaOH,

.
sodium

plant

"Huta

carbonate

im.

NazCO3,

both of analytical'grade.
- ordinary portland cement OPC 35 from "Nowiny
cement work.
The granulated blast furnace slag sample was dried to a constant weight at
105°C and ground in a laboratory ball mill to a specific surface of 3260
cmVg as measured by Blaine's method. The chemical composition of the
sample so prepared was as follows: L.O.I.- 1.20%, CaO
42.58%, Si02

38.42%,

Ä12O3- 7.34%,

MgO - 6.66%,

Fe.^- 1.36%,

SO3- 2.70%,

MnO - 0.70%,

insoluble residue - 0.24%. The calculated basicity modulus Mz and activity

modulus Mq were:
M

= CaO + MgO / SiO2 + Al20a =1.08

and

= CaO + MgO + А12Оэ / SiO2+ MnO = 1.44

This slag should be classified as poorly acidic and poorly active. Phase
composition studies by XRD and microscopy reveal a dominant vitreous phase
content of 83%. The crystalline phases encountered 17%
consist mainly of
melilites,
i.e.
solid solutions between gehlenite and akermanite and
merwinite. Monticellite, calcite and larnite are present in small amounts.

2.2. Alkali activation of slag pastes and Investigation of the products
From
the
foregonig
raw materials
injection-sealing
pastes
were
prepared at different water to slag ratios, and different activators and
their mixtures. These pastes were subjected to tests following Polish
standards [6] . For some pastes the studies of microstructure by SEM and
calorimetric measurements were carried out.

2.3. Results
In Table 1 the results of technical parameters determination are
presented, particularly those relating to the rheological properties.
Using
a
computer
program
the
following
regression
equations
were
presented:
- compressive strength of selected alkali activated slag pastes versus
time of setting R== f(tQ) (pastes cured at 20 C at RH > 90%) - Table 2,
- initial and final setting as a function of curing temperature t.= f (T) ,
tf= f(T) (Table 3)
In Figure 1 the average microstructure of alkali activated slag paste with
5% Na CO
is shown (28 days hardening in air at RH > 90%) . The amorphous
2

product

3

CS^

(type

III

following Diamond

classification

[7])

visible. In figure 2 the average microstructure of slag paste
with 5% Na CO and autoclaved at 200°C for 4 hours is shown.
2

3

is

clearly

activated

Fig.2. SEM for 4h autoclaving at 200 C
3000X

Fig.l. SEM 28 for days curing
5500X

These conditions of curing correspond to those ^
inд^ееР
wells, under 2000 m. Apart from the amorphous CS^ typ

the

crystalline

plate-liXe

И. 9Л

tobermorite

occurs

in

H

.

this

figure 3 the microcalcrimetric curves of selected alkali activated slag

pastes are presented.

3. Conclusions
on laboratory and technical scale point to the
The investigations from the utilization of . alkali
activated slag
following advantages
cementitious materials
а₽«“:‘^де3Хеп11Гд"^У^в“^Л^Т:
- ^H^nVoTalY^e^^s'^y’^M^ed sealing pastes

sfpUecianyntadva„tegeoue.properties as b^b
«^y^d^xp^n^tWK
u^mr^stes'niade

from

beside such

traditional

materials
- ^ё=?пе=еО'о«=г^Ч?П11пд fluids and mineralized deposit waters.

: «В M

F-

-

highly efficient when applied in the following works.
sealing of lining in boreholes,
i-—
b) orevention of drilling fluid escape,^ipH:rb:Äion.
c)
d)
"?nf,o1rce^nt%f°rsXoaiianund^rei^uS?iiieandyhydraulic structures by
e)
f)
grouting [11]•

Table

Comp, paste
BSF+activ.
(X by mass
o-F slag)

Density
Water
to BSF
ratio

w/s

Relative Plastic
vise, by vise.
Ford
test
Pa-s
5

Conus
test
AzNII

kg/ma

App.
vise.at
shear.
rate
1022s

factor

1

Consis
tency

Fa - s

Slag without
activator

0,45

1B70

210

24,2

0,35

0,25

Slag without
activator

0,50

1B10

230

17,5

0,045

0,06

0,67

0,587

Slag without
activator

0,60

1780

250

16,4

0,040

0,043

0,72

0,42

0,50

1830

16,2

0,063

0,07

0,77

0,373

Slag +
5% NaOH

0,50

1840

260

13,8

0,031

0,04

0,76

0, 196

Slag +
27. NaOH
37. Na2C0)|

0,50

1850

220

22,9

0,088

0,10

0,87

0,238

Slag
+ 3% NaOH

2

240

-

-

gh
I
].

.—. BFS+3,8% Na OH

Q16 k3 / kg
38

x—x BFS »8,6% Na OH

131

- 1 BFS »5% NC

138

Fig.3 Microcalorimtitric curves of some alkali activated

slag pastes.
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THE RESEARCH OF THE REACTIVE PRODUCTS AND
MINERAL PHASE FOR FKJ CEMENTITIOUS MATERIAL
Lu Changgao

Suzhou Concrete and Cement Products Research Institute
State Administration of Building Materials Industry, P R CHINA

SUMMARY

In this paper,the study of the reactive mechanism and hydrate products of the fly ash slag—alkali cementi
tious material (namely FKJ®) ,Which NaaSiOg is taken as an activator is stressed. By the analyses of the form
ing process of natural zeolite in natural world, scanning electronic microscope to mineral phase appearance,
thermodynamic calculation as well as modern X—ray diffractometer, we consider that, in the FKJ system, the
main hydrate products possibly produced are sodium —sillicoaluminate hydrate of analcite type. The secondary
products are calcium — silicoaluminate hydrate of scolecite type and sodium —calcium silicoaluminate hydrate
of thomsonite type, meanwhile a small amount of low —alkaline calcium silicate hydrate are also produced.
In the paper, the properties as to good durability, fine carbonation resistance, frost resistance and resis
tance to chemical attack etc of the FKJ binder are also expounded. Therefore it is possessed of bright prospect in

application.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It-, well known that the study and developmentof Mastfunaee slag-alkah eemenntious material has teen
Jd «to m«.y countttos/l/. In recent years, the research in this respect-is aiso undertaken in ehma/2/
Facte toe facts that the fly ash hasn't been sufficiently used and the slag is bas.cally exhausted m home, we
nay Meat attention to toe research of FKJ binder which major ingrendlent is fly ash. We consider that the r<
Xe meXsm of toe FKJ binder differ from that of th. blastfurnace sUg-alk^i brndeh In this paper, th,

main purpose is to reveal the reactive mechanism and hydration products in the FKJ system.

2. ALKALINE MEDIUM IS MAIN CONDITIONS FOR HYDRATION IN FKJ CEMENTITIOUS MATERIAL

FKJ binder is characteristiced by taking alkaline metallic compound as the activator, normally its alkahne
reaction is much stronger than that of alkaline earth metallic compound.
The one-valence metallic compounds are various,among which the effect of the N^SiO, is best according
tn nur test and research, its alkalinity,PH value is 13-14, in the FKJ system. We consider that the Na.S O,
added in FKJ system not only possess of higher alkaline condition,but also is an important ingredient material о

take part in reaction.

•

-

3. UNDERSTANDING THE HARDENED MECHANISM OF THE FKJ BINDER FROM ROCK-FORMING
MINERAL IN NATURAL WORLD
According to geological information, the great majority of zeolites are formed from reaction between de
posited silicoaluminate mineral and water in the pore/З/. the temperature and pressure of some of zeohte in the
forming procedure are approximately similar to those in the making of hydraul.c cementitious material. For i
X unto“« and so un are formed by the weatoermg in to. earth-s crust, jus, like water-heat reaction at tow
temperature.

The formation of zeolite type mineral depends on the chemical constituents and forming conditons for the
water-heat mortar in natural world. It is related to the following factors according to analysis.
3. 1

In relation to the structural constituents of mother rock

It’s indicated by the study that the volcanic glass rock(such as pearlite) is most favourable mothei-rock for
forming zeolite It is richly possessed of glass structure which main constituents contain SiO,, A1,O, and some
of Na2O, CaO etc. This factor is similar to the constituent and glass structure for fly ash (amount to 70/0,

Blastfurnace slag (amount to 30%) and activator Na^iO, in the FKJ binder.
3. 2

In relation to the PH value in environment

Sufficient water in pore is fundamental factor that zeolite is hydrated from aluminosilicate, while the PH
value in water-solution can be a determine influence on the formation of zeohte. It is very favourabk for the
fast formation of zeolite when the PH value of water in pore for the volcanic glass rock is as high as 13 14 ap
proximately. The alkality of mix, i. e. PH value approximately equal to 13 -14 after the alkaline activator was
added into FKJ binder provided necessary condition for fast formation of zeolite type mineral.
3.3

In relation to temperature and pressure

The zeolite is hydrated mineral, therefore it is easily effected by the temperature and pressure. Some of the
zeolite is produced under low — temperature and low — pressure. The test indicated that the FKJ binder could be
hardened under the conditions of atmospheric temperature and pressure, its conditions about the same.
3. 4

In relation to the activity of the basic positive ion and of the silica

The chemical activities of the metallic positive ion, silica oxide and water have influences on the zeolite
type crystallized from the solution. The zeolite with high content of metallic positive ion shall have urgely been
formed under the condition of high alkalinity. The high or low activity of positive ion have also some influences
on the zeolite type formed. This is a more complex problem pending further study.

4.

THE HYDRATION CHARACTERISTIC AND POSSIBLE HYDRATION PRODUCTS FOR THE FKJ

BINDER

In the FKJ binder system alkali, alkali-earth aluminosilicic acid may be taken as the dispersion system.
In the system, the water —sulution of silicic acid carrying negative charge, the metallic ion carrying positive
charge, through interaction, cause particis producing coagulation. The more outstanding features are producing
strong condensation of the aluminium positive ions in the ash —slag on the silicic gel in the water-glass, form
ing gel particis. Meanwhile the per gram—molecule of A12O, can capture 1. 0 1. 5 gram-molecule of NazO,
finally to produce sodium siiicoaluminate hydrate of four components, i. e.
Al2O3 + 4SiO2 + 2NaOH+H2O->-Na2O • A12O3 • 4SiO2 • 2H2O. (1)

This hydrated products like the analcite in natural world/4/. It forms tetrogon triakisoctahedron or the
gathering of tetrogon —triakisoctahedron with cubic crystal. Its SEM photograph as shown in Fig. 1. It can be
seen from the crystal form in the Fig. 1. that there actually is the mineral phase and it can be considered as the
main mineral phase in the system.

Figure. l.The crystal form of
SEM(x5000)Na20 • A12O, • 4SiO2 • 2H2O
mineral phase.

Figure. 2. the crystal form of
SFM (x5000) Na2O • A12O3 • 3SiO2 • 3HZO
(left)
and 0. 5(Na2O • 4CaO • 5A12O3 •
10SiO2 • 12H2O) (right) mineral phase.

The active SiO2 in the ash-slag system or the silicic gel particis in the activator with the active glass A12O,
and Ca(OH)2 have condensated producing gel in the meantime, finally possiblly forming calcium sihcoalununate hydrate.

Al,O, + 3SiO,+Ca(OH),+2H,O-*CaO • A1ZO, • 3SiO, • 3H2O. (2)
Meamwhlle, the S1O, and A1,O. have made condensation not only with C,(OH),. but also with NaOH and

producing gel, finally producing sodium-calcium silicoalumlnate hydrate possiblly,
2. SAl,O, + 5SlO,+NaOH+2Ca<OH), + 3. SH.O-O. SCNa.O ■ ICaO • SAI.O, • lOSiO, • 12H,O>. (3)
Th. hydrated products in formulaWUhe the scolecite in »"1th 1«

r—XluTXrK^

fib-'= a- radiation —ball Patricia, as shown right

section in Fig. 2.

In the ash-slag system, some of minerals having hydraulic activity themselves, such as the 6

C,S can

be formed hydrated products at atmospheric temperature under catalysis by activator, i. e.
2CaO • SiO1+nH1O-*2CaO • SiOz • nH,O(n:l-2). (4)

The hydrated products of formula (4) are dical
cium silicate hydrate. Its crystal is usually formed
flakeparticl collecting body, as shown in Fig. 3.
5. THE THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATION OF
HYDRATION FOR THE FKJ BINDER
Based on the above analysis, the possible hydra
tion products formed in FKJ binder system are syn
thesized into a reactive equation as follows:

4. SAlzO.+ lOSiOi-H. 5(NazO • 2SiOz) + 5CaO
+ 12. 17HzO-*NazO • A12Oi • 4SiO2 • 2H2O+CaO
• A1,O, • 3SiOi • ЗН8О + 0. SCNa.O • 4CaO •
SAljO, • lOSiOj • 12H,O) + 2CaO • SiO2 •
1. 17H2O. (5)

Figure. 3. The crystal form of SEM (xSOOO)
2CaO • SJO2 • nH2O mineral phase.

Since the hydration process of inorganic cementitious material is usuaily reacted between solid and liquid
phases and finally the solid products are obtained. Therefore, it may be unnecessary to think about the compli

cated mechanism of interaction between cementitious materials and water, the hydration process can be analyzed
only with the aid of thermodynamic calculation of reactant and hydration products according to the formula:
AZ? = ДНо_ДаТШТ-O. SAbt’-O. 5ACTl+YT of coacervate system/6/.

The calculation results show that when temperature t=25"C, i- e. T=298K * the AZI» is -253. 68
KCal/Mol, When t= 100 C , i- e. T=373K .the AZ!,, is-275. 37 KCal/Mol, which indicate that the above

equation (5) can be carried out, i. e. the equation can be established.

8. THE ANALYSIS OF X-RAY DIFFRACTO—SPECTROGRAM FOR THE FKJ BINDER

In order to expound the reactive mechanism and the produced mineral phase of FKJ cementitious material

we carried out X — ray examination to the FKJ cementitious material. The recorded curves of diffraction are
shown in Fig. 4, the recorded data of diffraction are shown in table 1. By comparing both, it can be seen that

mainly produced the crystal phase include, d=5. 4006, 3. 3505, 3. 0395Ä , we considered that it belonged to
sodium—silicoaluminate hyarate of analcide type (N3,0 • A1,O, • 4SiO, • 2H,O). some of secondary crystal

phases also can be found on the spectrogram line in figure. 4,in which d= 5. 8509,3. 3931,2. 0323Ä »it be

longs to calcium —silicoaluminate hydrate of scolecite type;d = 2. 8033,2. 7032,2. 5494Ä ,it belongs to sodi

um— calcium —silicoaluminate hydrate of thomsonite type;d—4. 2620,3. 8615,2. 5001Ä »it belongs to calci
um silicate hydrate /3,5/.

XIO2
1.23 -г
о.за ■
0.72

o.so

0. 32

C. 10

0.06

0.02

Figure. 4 The X — ray diffracto—spectrogram for FKJ binder specimens

Table. 1 The recorded data of diffraction for FKJ binder specimens
26

d(A)

I/Imax( % )

26

d(A)

I/Imax(%)

20

d(A)

I/Imax(%)

15. 1300

5.8509

10. 66

29.3600

3. 0395

60. 14

39. 3100

2.2901

19. 25

16. 4000

5.4006

13. 49

31.8975

2. 8033

10. 66

40. 7400

2.2129

16. 66

20. 8250

4.2620

23. 99

33.1125

2. 7032

16. 66

42. 4300

2.1286

10. 66

23. 0125

3.8615

12. 76

35.1725

2. 5494

17. 50

43. 1350

2.0954

10. 66

26. 2425

3.3931

31. 50

35.8900

2.5001

10. 66

44.5450

2.0323

10. 66

26. 5825

3.3505

100. 00

36.4650

2.4620

10. 66

47. 2875

1.9207

11. 34

7. THE PRODUCTS AND MINERAL PHASES FOR THE FKJ BINDER AND ITS UNANIMITY OF
MACROCHARACTERISTIC

Author consider that the durability and the resistance to chemical attack of silicoaluminate hydrate are bet
ter
are related to the microstruture of its silicon (aluminium) - oxygen tetrahedron For instance, the
sodium-silicoaiiminate hydrate of analcite type forms tetrogon-triakisoctahedron crystal,the pore passage i
SSoxygen crysm. lattice mainiy consist of hexalomie ring. It forms one-d.mens.onai tube
pore passage,pore diameter is about 2. 6 A.and unifomly distributed.

Therefore this one mineral phase and micostructure determine a scries of fine characteristics.

The FKJ cementitious material is featured with early strength nature,at normal temperature
stre^th =
R is above 10MPa,R„d is about SOMPa.the data determined for 1,3,5 years have indicated that the streng
^'slightly increased. Thus,this means mineral phase of produdtion is stable,and has fine resistance to enmate.
The FKJ cementitious material has good frost resistance. It can resiste more than 250 cycles of fre^i"8 and
thawing;lt has strong carbonation resistance,its coefficient of carbonation approximated to 1. The expenments
have indicated that the FKJ binder has better resisted to erosion by fresh water,corrosion by solphate and attac
by sea water.

It is of interest to note that just as natural zeolite mineral,the FKJ binder is possessed of thermal stabihty
and acid resistance. According to our tests,it can be resisted 1200 C high temperature, high concentra
HC1,HNOS and aqua regia and 5% concetration of HjSO,.
The FKJ binder has good nature of protecting reinforcement. The FKJ samples with reinforcement were re
spectively placed in atmosphre,sea water and MgCl, solution (Its concentration is 25 Be ) after one year,the

reinforcements were not rusty.

8. CONCLUSION

-

The fly ash slag-alkali cementitious material (namely FKJ)which NazSiO, is taken as an activator is non
-clinker cement. The experimental research shows that their hydrated products are suitably formed under nor
mal temperature and the hydrate products produced are silicoaluminate hydrate of zeolite type.

It is a new cementitious material with early strength .high strength, energy-saving, strong resistance to
chemical attack and good durability. It may be widely used in many kinds of construction engineering,m partic
ular suitable to structural concrete for offshore engineering construction, resistance to corrosion engineering.
Therefore this material is possessed of certain development prospect and economical significance.
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SUMMARY

The composition and properties of domestic ash have been
examined
vis-a-vis fly ash. Domestic ash is what remains after ignition of low qua
lity coal (lignite) and wood mixture in domestic ovens. Experiments
were
performed to find out the possibility of using ground domestic ash for ma
king hydraulic binder for mortar and concrete.
Domestic ash has better hydraulic activity than fly ash, but has some
harmful
components (K2O,Na2O,free CaO). It can be activated better wi
th Ca(0H)2 than with NaOH. By chemical activation of a mixture of
ground
slag and domestic ash it is possible to produce a binder of acceptable qu
ality. However, this has a limiting combination in that slag is
activated
better with NaOH whereas Ca(OH)2 is more convenient for the activation
of
domestic ash.

INTRODUCTION

Large quantities of ash are produced from the ignition of coal
and
wood in many cities of Yugoslavia. Large quantities, especially produced
in winter, contribute much to pollution of land and ground waters and are
'
' . It would be very good if
this
a serious problem in pollution control.
t
is
used
for
production
of
hydraulic
binders
for
morof ash could be
kind
tars and concretes like flyash is already being used.
For
properties
in
literature
on
the
composition
and
want of -sufficient
------------------- data
, ,
hydrauof domestci ash, we went by the data on composition and
(
reported
lie activity of different kinds and fractions of domestic ash
,
all was in 2,3,4,5,6). We found that domestic ashes differ in composition
depending on the composition and quality of the coal, quantity of the wo
od used and aslo the burning conditions. Domestic ash contains
variable
quantities of unburnt coal and other harmful components
(Na2O,K2O, free
CaO, SO3). It is possible to get rid of most of the unburnt coal and
im
prove the hydraulic activity by using only finer fractions of
domestic
ash.

With these experiments we wanted to contribute to the efforts to use
domestic ash as a raw material for some products. The investigations were
confined to the possibility of chemical activation of the hydraulic pro
perties of domestic ash when used alone and in combination with
ground

slag.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Domestic ash obtained from the combustion of low-grade coal(lignite)
and wood used for heating of houses and flats was used for
experiments.
Fine fraction (<2mm) of the ash were separated by sieving, which which we
re then ground to about 5000 cm2/g and as such used in experiments.
Re
sults of chemical analyses of domestic ash, slag and flyash, for control
purpose, are given in Table 1.

Table 1 Chemical analysis of slag and ashes

Component
SiO2
А120з
Ре20з
CaO
MgO
Na2O+K2O
SO3
Unburnt coal
Free CaO
Loss on ignition

Slag
35,0
10,1
0,83
57,9
4,1
1,01
3,01

8,3
—

Quantity in %
Domestic ash
35,5
7,5
10,7
15,6
3,0
7,6
9,0
1,5
10,2
11,3

. ____
Flyash
56,8
20,1
6,1
6t9
3,3
0,43
3,3
1,63
2,10
_________ 3,5_______

Domestic ash had more CaO and much less SiO2 then flyash.lt had much
more alkalies (Na2O+K2O), free CaO and SO3 than flyash which was used as
a control.
The mineral composition of the crystalline phases present was

obta-

'
' , and the results are given in Fig.l. In
ined by X-ray diffraction analysis
phases were calcite (CaCOß) and an
domestic ash" the dominant crystalline and calcite (CaCO3) were present in
hydrite (СаЗСЦ), whilst quartz (SiO2)
flyash.

Q

Quartz

A Anhydrite
Sy Sylvite
Cc Calcite

Si02
CaS0A

KC(
CaCOj

a.
04

о

1Л

fly ash

Fig

1 Results of X-ray diffraction analysis of ashes

For testing the hydraulic activity of slag and ashes,some measureme
nts of strangths (7,28 days)_ and ^the^ speed^of^ultrasonrc^waves in
test
morMx4xl6 cm) were performed. The test prisms were made of 1:
prisms (
-- slag and domestic
ash
2
_ " ash
"i, slag or a mixture_ of
tar in which activated
.
The
test
prisms
were
cured
for
‘
.
””
were used as a binder (in proportion 2:1).
28 days in an atmosphere saturated with steam.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Hydraulic properties

Hydraulic properties of ashes and slag can be enhanced by different
kinds of chemical activators. In these experiments Ca(OH)2 and NaOH were
speed
nqpd for that purpose. The results of measurements of strength and
of ultrasonic waves transmission through the tested mortars are presented
in TabK 2
Ashes are activated better by Ca(OH)2, but slag is much bet
ter activated with NaOH. It is obvious that domestic ash is much more a
tive and produce more solids (higher speed of ultrasonic waves in mortar)
and higher strength of mortar after 28 days of hydratation, than
flyash
used as control. By reducing the quantity of Ca(OH)2 added,the hydratati
on improves and the mortar becomes stronger, probably, because
domestic
ash contains about 10% free, CaO, which in the presence of water
gives
Ca(OH)o Activation with NaOH is similar, probably because of the
high
auantiU of alkalies (Na2O+K2O) in domestic ash.From the results m Tab
le 2 it is evident that it is possible to produce a 9ood hydraulic binder
in mortars with domestic ash with optimum cuantity of Ca(OH)2 as
active
^or ^S op^mum quantity of activator (Ca(OH)2) depends probably on the

Table 2 Strengths and speed of ultrasonic waves in test mortars after 28
days

Flyash
Domestic ash
Domestic ash
Slag
Flyash
Domestic ash
Domestic ash
Slag
Slag
Slag

Bending
Speed of
Quantity
strength
ultra wave
of activ.
in MPa
in cm/ju sec
in %
Activated with Ca(OH) 2
0,232
1,88
5Ö
0,328
2,71
50
0,352
2,99
25
—
2,22
33
Activated with NaOH
—
0,121
6 ........
0,324
1,78
6
2,15
3
0,323
—
4
2,15
—
3,46
6
•4,70
8

Compressive
strength in
MPa

13,7
20,9
24,1
23,8
0,31
10,9
16,5
31,2
39,5
44,1

chemical composition of the ash, especially the quantity of free CaO in
it. Slag is very effectively activated by NaOH and with addition of pro
per quantity of activator it can be used as a binder for concrete.

In our experiments we tried to make a hydraulic binder of good qua
lity which could be used for concrete too, by chemical activation of
a
proper mixture of slag and domestic ash. A 2:1 mixture of ground
slag
and domestic ash was activated with different quantities of NaOH
and
mixture of NaOH and Ca(0H)2- Table 3 gives the results of strength mea
surements of test mortars after 7 and 28 days hydratation, and Fig.2 the
results of measurements of ultrasonic wave speed in wet test prisms
in
the first 28 days of hydratation.

Tabel 3 Strengths of test mortars

Activ. quantity
in %
NaOH
Ca(OH)2

4
8
12
6
4
2

2
4
6

Bending strength
in MPa, after:
7
28 days
0,75
2,00
3,11
1,74
0,91
0,97

0,90
2,11
3,18
1,78
1,20
1,03

Compress . strength
in MPa,
after:
7
28 days

7,5
20,1
29,9
15,2
7,5
7,9

8,3
20,9
30,4
17,3
9,4
8,9

Results are poor while using a mixture of NaOH and Ca(0H)2 as acti
vators, especially when the mixture contained a smaller quantity of NaOH.
This could be due to the fact that Ca(0H>2 is poor activator
for slag,
even as NaOH is not good for ash activation, as we have seen from
the
results presented in Table 2. The results have improved if the activati
on was carried out with NaOH alone, but in that case domestic ash hydra
tes poorly and makes little contribution to strength development. There
fore, it is much better to use only ground slag,activated with appropri
ate quantity of NaOH, instead of a mixture of slag and domestic ash.

Fig 2 Speeds of ultasonic waves in wet test prisms

From the results presented it can be concluded that it is possible
to get a hydraulic binder by activation of mixture of slag and
domestic
ash by NaOH. But, it is not practical because in such a
combination the
domestic ash hydrates poorly and makes little contribution to
strength
development. Hence, it is much better to make binders for mortar by acti
vation of ground domestic ash with proper quantity of Ca(0H)2, and produ
ce binders for concrete by activation of ground slag with NaOH.

CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.

Domestic ash, produced by ignition of a mixture of low-grade
coal
(lignite) and wood in flats and houses, has better hydraulic
acti
vity than flyash, but it contains more harmful components.
It is possible to produce hydraulic binders by chemical activation
of a mixture of ground slag and domestic ash, but results are much
better if they are used and activated separately. With ground slag
better results are obtained by NaOH activation, whereas
domestic
ash is activated better with Ca(0H)2-
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EVALUATION OF PHYSIO-CHEMICAL AND HYDRATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF SUPERSULPHATED CEMENT
К Mohan and S P Ghosh
Cement Corporation of India Limited, New Delhi, INDIA

SUMMARY

The physical and chemical properties of laboratory prepared supersulphated
cement using varying proportions of slag (70 to 85%), anhydrous CaSO^ (10 to 25%) and
clinker (2 to 6%) were studied.
A total number of 16 blends have been prepared and
tested for physical properties, chemical composition and analysed by XRD and DTA.
Blends using 70 - 75% slag, 20 - 25% CaSO. obtained from mineral gypsum and 5% cli
nker as well as blends using 78 - 81% slag, 13 - 16% CaSO4 obtained from chemical
gypsum and 5-6% clinker conform to all the requirements of supersulphated cement
as per 15:6909-1973.
The phases formed in the hydrated products of selected blends
as revealed from XRD and DTA results indicate less significant role of ettringite than
C-S-H in strength development.

РЕЗЮМЕ

супвр-тИ»т»аированного цемента с разнюя гфолорииями киака (
Заноженного С* 604 (Ю-Ж) и цементного клинкера (2-^К
Было ориготоыено 16 сыесеи цемента и кадая омес*
иепытнвадас» на фиаические свойства, химический состав и
анализировалась с ломодьо xrd и И&, Сравнение
результатов испмтаний выявило, что смеси, сэдеркадае 70-7%
влаха, 2ß<-2^ С» £04 кэ минерального источника и %
цементного кльикера, а также смеси, содержание 7^-6I?
«лака, 13»1^ См §04, полученного кз хлмзбчеехога гипса,
* 5-^ цементного клинкера, отвечает всем фиаичееким и
химичесх)® тробоваиням индийского ет-бндарда.15; 6909-1973,
Днадиэ продуктов гедратации некоторые смесей /кааиАает на
менее суиествежу» роль вттриигита ® найзре лрочноетж такжк
цементов, чем C-S-й,
Иаучакы фкзичбскиэ * химические свойства

оценка ♦HaHKojauMSEClöa
И ГИДРАТАЦИОННЫХ СВОЙСТВ
СУЛЕР^СУДЬФАТИЗИРОВАНВСГО

ЦЕМЕНТА

к Мохан

о,п, гхоа

INTRODUCTION

:s2
a S™?U «mouS of Portland cement or clinker or any other source of lime.

Ä

and "Г"lÄST re — ’-Г’‘оГе'

rate of hardening and strength retrogression (3,4).
investigations (5-7) on supersulphated cement report on the hydration and
" The 8present study characterizes the physico-chemical properties of
L^rsSphated cement and their hydrated products at different ages based on
Earlier

rnnerties

different compositions of supersulphated cement.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Two commercial clinker samples - one from dry process SP kiln and another from
„et process kiln and one sample of

'^lining

both

of

mtoelal and^chtmllll gypstm”? боТбТо’с for about one hour In the muffle furnace.

’

and^Stom’äir^IsrsP^rlnrte^oI^s^ “pS^ebTable 1

Composition of clinkers and slag

ChS
C^A
C^AF
Components SiO, Al^ Ре2О3 СаП
MgO S03 LOI IR*** Free C„S
CaO
__________________ ___
(Wt. %) ____________________ '
_______________ ______

Clinker-1

21.78 7.06

4.70

64.65 0.40 0.16 1.22 0.48 0.87 39.93 32.32 10.76 14.30

dinker-2

20.54 7.08

3.80

61.90 1.40 0.41 2.70

Slag

36.28 23.80 1.10

2.18 0.70 40.00 28.71 12.33 11.56

32.88 4.17 0.49 0.00 2.38_________ _________ _______________ _ __

composition of anhydrous CaSO are given in Table-2
CaSO4 - 1 and 2
Chemical
from calcining of mineral and chemical gypsum respectively.
are obtained

Table-2 Chemical composition of anhydrous CaSO^
Constituents
(wt.%)

CaSO^ - 1
CaSO4 - 2

------SiO2 + IR“ Äi^Ö"

Fe2Ö“

CSÖ

MgÖ

SÖ"3

19.54

1.30

1.50

31 .92

0.80

39.27

4.18

7.64

2.42

0.60

40.14

0.59

45.13

2.24

* LOI - Loss on ignition
** IR - Insoluble Residue

Method
(i)
SSC sample preparation - A total number of 16 blends of supersulphated cement
(SSC) were prepared in the laboratory by intergrinding varying proportions of slag
(70-85%), anhydrous CaSO. (10-25%) and clinker (2-6%) with the same grinding media
charge, duration of grinding and approximately same specific surface, around 4000
cm2 /gm.
Out of a total of 16 blends, seven blends of super sulphated cement were
prepared from clinker-1 and CaS04 - 1 and the other blends from clinker-2 and
CaSO4 - 2.

(Ü) Testing and Analysis - All the blends were tested for specific surface, normal
consistency, initial and final setting time, Le Chatelier expansion and compressive
strengths at 3, 7 and 28 days as per 15:4031-1988 and also for chemical composition
e.g. insoluble residue, MgO and 50^ as per IS 4032-1988.

One-inch cube specimens of pure paste of selected blends of SSC were prepared
with a water : cement ratio of 0.45 and cured for 24 hours in IOO-ö RH atmosphere
and then in water for 3, 7 and 28 days.
At predetermined time, the hydration was
stopped by slicing a portion of the sample and grinding in acetone, and, then
drying in a vacuum desiccator.
Different fractions of the dried samples were
analysed by differential thermal analysis (DTA) and X-ray diffraction (XRD).

RESULTS

(i)

Physical and Chemical Tests Results

Physical and chemical test results are summerized below (Fig.l)
Whether conforms to all
the requirements of SSC

Comments

5

Conforms to all the
physical and chemical
requirements.

-

10-15
(from
mineral
gypsum)

5

Does not conform to
chemical requirements
in respect of SO^.

Fails primarily because
of lower percentage
(10-15%) of CaSO4 from
mineral gypsum.

78-83

15-17
(from
mineral
gypsum)

2-5

Does not conform
either to physical
or chemical requirements.

Fails either because of
lower
addition
of
clinker (2%), slag (78%)
or CaSO4 (17%)

4.

78-81

13-16
(from
chemical
gypsum)

5-6

Conforms to all the
physical and chemical
requirements.

—

5.

72-78

17-23
(from
chemical
gypsum)

5

Does not conform to
physical requirements.

Fails primarily because
of lower addition of
slag.

SI.
No.

Ccmposit ion (wt. %)
CaSO4
Clinker
Slag

1.

70-75

20-25
(from
mineral
gypsum)

2.

80-85

3.

(ii)

XRD and DTA Results

--- ----- ‘ i hydrated products of selected SSC
The phases identified by XRD and DTA in
products of SSC
"
_ - .
1 Table-3.
-1 О
rpL_The
О 3 and 7 days hydration
' ' "
blends are prescribed in
predominance
of gypsum,
blends containing CaSO4 from mineral gypsum show
however
,
shows
nil or
70% slag,
anhydrite and ettringite; the blend containing —
hydration products show
The
28
days
insignificant development of ettringite.
(due to carbonation during curing), gypsum,
__
'
of CaCO3 (я’
predominent
development
silica, anhydrite and ettringite.
CaSO4 from chemical
The 3 and 7 days hydration products of blends containing
Attrnnpite and alite.
The 28
gypsum show predominant development of anhydrite, ettrmg
calcium
Sys hydratloP„
products
show predominant development of anhydrite.
carbonate (due to carbonation during curing) and ettring

.

major ence
amount
The hydration products of all the blends are reported to contain
. -•
of
Of X-ray amorphous compounds^lch may logroally b
osilicates as well as
C-S-H.
The presence of CS H and other tor
^ms b endothermic peaks
C-S-H
devitrification of slag components are ind leaded
850°-880=C and 980o-1000°C
at 130o-160°C, 710°-755cC and exothermic peaks at öbV ööu
an

respectively(Fig.2a & 2b).

discussions
The preeeece o,

.„h C-S-H Ы be» —
ЦJ«—*

main hydration products has also been wdlcate^ ,f d to ettringite formation, but
wherein the early strength has been mainly
J°cXTdXd to be due to
strength deveiopment fr°™ about
has^also been noted (5) that ettringite content
increasing formation of C S H.
.
„nth dav
while during the same
hardly rises further as from the third to
indLatYng that ettringite
period, the compressive strength increase
regard, the inference drawn
has small contribution to strength
eve opm
.
hydration characteristics and
from results of comprehensive investigations
Ration cha
th
properties of SSC (6) that ettringite
^f JurtLr investigations
(9).
development has
been contradicted
У
.
starts nearly simultaneously with
According to the latter formation of C-S-fPh|se%^tS
constant from the
ettringite formation.
The quantity of ettringite nearly re
fourth or the seventh day latest, while strength
pPhases is Ihe
Therefore, in the opinion of Schroder (9), the formation о
p
decisive factor in the strength development of SbC.
The

cited

physical

and chemical tests as »ell as XRD and

that ettringite phase formation is less
containing CaSO4 from «"neral STPS“28

DTA jesults^show

blends ^it^^aSO. obtained from
hydraUon products In 6oth the above

.“»“in^^änt purity of ^trlnglte,

r"P‘e”

«ringrtTto’,estr.n™t1h d"vS=epme=t which should be attributed primarily to C-S-H.

Fig.l - Compatibility fields of
different compositions of supersulphated
cement for various requirements of
specifications.
1. PASSING BOTH PHYSICAL & CHEW.
SPECIFICATION.
2. PASSING PHYSICAL SPECIFICN ONLY.
3. PASSING CHEMICAL SPECIFICN ONLY.
4. PASSING NONE OF SPECIFICNS.
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Compositions
1 to 7 in Figs.
2a and 2b are
given in Table-3

Fig. 2a. DTA CURVES OF 3 DAY HYDRATION PRODUCTS
OF SELECTED SSC BLENDS

\I*D

Compositions 1 to 7
in Figs.2a and 2b
are given in Table—3

Fig 2b. DTA CURVES OF 7DAY HYDRATION PRODUCTS
'
OF SELECTED SSC BLENDS

Table-3 Phases identified by XRD and DTA in hydrated
products of selected SSC blends.-------- --

____________
Phases - identicEied at - different ages
28 days
7
days
3 days

SI.
No.

Composition (wt.%)
Slag CaSO.-l Clinker-1

1.

70

25

5

G,A,S,AL,BL
(CL, F, CH)

G,A,AL,BL,S
(CL, CH, F)

CC,G,AL,S,A,E,
(CL)

2.

78

17

5

G,A,E,S,AL,BL
(CH.CL.F)

G,A,E,S,AL,BL
(CL)

CC,S,BL,A,G,E,
(CL, AL)

3.

85

10

5

G,A,E,S,AL,BL
(CLtCH)

A ,G, E, AL, BL ,S,,CL CC,G,S,BL,A,E,AL
(CL)
(GH,F)

Slag CaSO4-2 Cl inker-2
4.

72

23

5

A,E,AL,BL,
(CL,S,F,CH)

A,E,AL,BL
(CH,G,CL,F)

CC,A,BL,E,
(CL)

5.

78

17

5

A,E,AL,BL,G
(S)

A,E,AL,BL,G
(S,CH)

A,G,CC,E,BL,
(CL)

80

15

5

A,E,AL,BL,CL
(S.CH.F.G)

A ,E, AL ,BL, GL
(S,CH,G,F)

A,CC,E,G,AL,BL.

6.

7.

80

14

6

A,E,AL,BL
(CH.S.CL)

A,E,AL,Bl
(CL.F.G.CH)

CC,A,G,E,BL
(CL)

The phases identified by XRD are arranged in order of decreasing ^^7Ettringite, S - SiO^,
( ) denotes trace amount.
G - gypsum, A
Anhydr
.
„.2,..
CaCO-.
Besides,
AT = Alite BL = C,S, CL = C,A, F = C.AF, CH - Ca(0H)2> GG
<----. -r4. ’
C-S-H is^ oresumed to be present m all cases,, although not
significant amount of G-Ь H is presumeu. ю
,
The thermograms of blends containing
detectable in diffractograms and thermograms.
show after 3 to 7 days hydration prominent
CaSO. obtained from mineral gypsum l-- -
- (b) 710-750°C and
endothermic peaks with weight loss at (a) 130°-160oc and
The blends
exothermic peaks at (c) 860°-C,. - —
' '
, a
containing CaSO. obtained from chemical gypsum show
peak accompanied with weight change at around 90
small butThis
distinct
peak endothermic
is conspicpusly absent in both types of blends (with or without
wlth°“
100°C.
- --Э of CaSO4) containing higher ,(80-85%) slag an&
PMv
mineral gypsum source
~860o-900°C and 1000°C presumably
uv-w,
4
u
ä
iiLLLy.
The
exothermic
peaks
at
L
(10-14%) quantity.
'
In all the cases, the
indicate devitrification of constituent phases in the slag.
products than
"■
intense
for
7
days
nyaraiion
peaks at (a) and (b) are usually more
for 3 days hydration.
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PHOSPHATE-BONDED DENTAL CEMENTS
W Jiang and Nanru Yang
Nanjing Chemical Engineering Institute of Technology
Nanjing, Jiangsu, P R CHINA

SUMMARY

A new calcium phosphate cement
of tetracalcium phosphate
and dicalcium Ph==Phat= dlhyarate was investagated
The.results sho^

S^^etSn/mecSnism: mShaSoal parties, ana biocompatiblllty

were discussed.

Ein neuer Calciumphosphate Zement war aus T=«=«l=lunphosphat u„a
Dicalciumphosphat.
Dieser Zement Kann in einer Kurzen Leit setzen und
ausserdem schnell Karlt entwickeln. Des Reaktionsproduct i

und die Biovereinbarkeit wertden diskutiert.

INTRODUCTION

In dentistry, cements can be used for cosmetic and temporary filling
materials; protective cavity liners; luting agents for crowns, bridges,
inlays, and orthodontic appliances; root canal fillings; and pulp capping.
Besides in dentistry, cement is also used in bone surgery.
Phosphatebonded cement based on the hardening reaction between a metal oxide or
silicate and a concentrated solution of phosphoric acid can be formulated
to set within a few minutes and develop strength rapidly.
It has found
use in a wide variety of dental and medical applications.
All dental
cements are based on the hardening reaction between a powdered solid and
a viscous hydrogen-bonded liquid.
These cements themselves fall within
Wygant's definition of reaction cement, a term applied to cement other
than those which set by hydraulic action.
There are three main types of
phosphate-bonded dental cement:
(1) The dental zinc-phosphate; (2) The
dental aluminosilica-phosphate; (3) The dental calcium-phosphate.
The
self-setting calcium-phosphate dental cement (CPC) which was first
reported in 1986 has a good biocompatibility, which makes it potential
in many applications.
[1] The concept of self-assembling composites are
being developed, such composites develop properties as a result of
controlling the rates of competing chemical reactions to create composite
materials, the initials selection of hydrating anhydrous inorganic phase
in the presence of polymerizing macromolecules.
[2, 3]

The theoretical basis for reaction illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1
is obtained by plotting the solubility curves for dicalcium phosphate
(DCP), CAHP04, brushite (2СаНРС>4 • 2H2O), tetracalcium phosphate (TetCP),
Ca4(PO4)2O, and hydroxyapatite (HAp), €35(PO4)0H, which is compositionally
similar to native hard tissues, those solubilities plotted as the negative
logarithms of the calcium-ion concentrations, pCa, depending on the
solution pH.
[4] From the perspective of Gibb's phase rule, the plot
can be considered as representing a potion of the ternary system:
Ca(OH)2-H3PO4-H2O.
In a ternary system at constant temperature and
pressure, the intersections of the solubility curves for brushite and
HAp, for DCP and HAp, "and for DCP and TetCP are ternary invariant or
singular points, while those for brushite and TetCP, and for DCP and
TetCP are metastable; the invariant solutions are supersaturated with
respect to HAp.
These supersaturations are the basis for the formation
of HAp using brushite and TetCP as reactants.
Thus, when the solids
brushite and TetCP dissolve in an aqueous solution, the system is driven
toward metastable invariance, which is continuously disturbed by HAp
formation.
The objective of this research is using this reaction to
develop a new calcium phosphate dental cement.

Fig. 1.
Solubility curves for
DCP, brushite, HAp, and TetCP.
Solubility isotherms showing
negative log[Ca] and pH of the
solutions (after Brown).

EXPERIMENTAL

Powder Preparation
Since tetracalcium phosphate is not commercially available, it was

prepared by two ways:
2CaHPO4-2H 2O + 2СаСОз = Са^РО^гО + 2СО2 + 5H2O

(1)

After weighing, the equimolar mixture starting powders were mixed by ball
milling for a half an hour to improve homogeneity.
The mixture was
hydrothermally treated at 180°C for 2 hours.
Then, the powder was put into
an alumina crucible.
First heated at 950°C for 12 hours and then heated_at
1450°C for 4 hours. Powder X-ray results showed that final phase was TetCP.
2СаСОз + 2CaHPO4 = Са4<РО4)2О + 2CO2 + H2O

(2)

In this case, the Phase-pure TetCP was prepared by reaction at
1550°C.
Reactants were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) for
phase purity.
Then tetracalcium phosphate was comminuted in anhydrous
ethanol using zirconia grinding media to obtain powders having BET surface
areas of 0.95 m^/g.

Cementing Reaction
The cement system consisted of a powder and a liquid component.
The powder contained tetracalcium phosphate and brushite, which were_
mixed a molar ratio at 1:1.
This ratio was selected because it would,
give a 1.67 Ca/P molar ratio, which is the ratio for apatite, the desired
reaction product.
Brushite was dry mixed with tetracalcium phosphate in
attrition milling to ground to fine particle size.
The liquid component
was an aqueous solution, containing HPO4.
Additives of apatite powders
were used for promoting the reactions and adjusting the setting time.
The plastic pastes formed by mixing these two components set rapidly,to
hard salt-like gels which form in the liquid phase, acting as,a binding
matrix.
The cement-forming reaction is one where hydrogen bridges in the
liquid phase are progressively replaced by stronger metal ion bridges, a
process which causes the liquid to gel and the gel to harden.
Setting Time
The setting time was measured according to American Dental Association
Specification No. 9.
Three min. after starting the mix, the specimens
olaced to the curing box with 90% R.H. and 37°C.
A vicat needle (for final
set) was smoothly lowered on the surface of cement.
The setting time is
the time elapsed from the starting of mix to the time when the needle
failed to make a perceptible circle on the surface of the specimens.
One
hour later the specimen was removed from the mold and immersed in distilled
water at 37°C.
The specimens of age one day to six weeks were tested the
compressive and flexural strength.

Calorimetry
The kinetics of the reaction was determined by isothermal conduction
calorimetry.
In the isothermal method, heat evolved during a reaction is
conducted across thermopiles which surround the calorimetic cell.
Heat
output is therby converted to a voltage output which is recorded against
time.
In the method used, approximately 3 g of an aqueous phase was
innoculated into an equivalent mass of anhydrous reactants that had been
placed in a calorimetric cell.
This was done inside the body of the
calorimeter after both the liquid and solid reactants had achieved thermal,
equilibrium.
The heat evolution attendant to the mixing of the liquid with
solids and the subsequent reaction to form hydroxyapatite were measured and
recorded.
[5] At the termination of the calorimetric experiments, micro
structural development was observed, using scanning electron microscopy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Setting Reaction

Table I lists the results of cement reactions of the tetracalcium
phosphate and brushite powder mixture ina molar ratio at 1:1 with various
pH aqueous solutions.
The BET specific surface area of mixture is
0.94 m2/g.
Ca(OH)2 is used for adjusting basic solutions, and H3PO4 is
used for acidic solutions.
The reactions were conducted at 37 °C.
Table I
Setting time with various pH aqueous solutions
solution/pH
12.9
10.3
7.0
5.2
setting time (min)23.0
134.0
no setting
158.0

2.1
25.0

It is obvious that the pH of the solution was very important for
setting.
For dental cement, a fast setting (less 10 minutes) was needed.
In order to reduce setting time, considering biocompatibility, acidic
conditions was recommended.
5-20% H3PO4 solutions were used, the result
shows that 12% was the best.
In addition 10% ground hydroxyapatite powder
(BET specific surface area of 9.07 m2/g) was used as filler.
The optimum
formula shows as Table II.
The following tests were basically conducted
according to this formula.
The setting time of this formula was
illustrated in Fig. 2.
Table II
Mixing formula____________________________________________ ____________________
TetCP & brushite (1:1)
12% H3PO4
HAp
Setting time
4,5g
2.5 ml
0.5g
8.5 min
Kinetics of Forming

Calorimetric experiments were carried at 37°C which is physiological
temperature.
Fig. 3 shows the calorimaetic curve (the rate of heat
evolution obtained).
There is an initial period of rapid heat liberation
exhibiting as a peak in rate a few minutes after mixing.
Initial peaks
of this type are primarily■associated with wetting, initial dissolution,
and establishment of critical degrees of supersaturation.
The curve
exhibited a main peak at 20 minutes after reaction.
Compared to the
reaction kinetics at 15 and 25°C temperatures, the magnitude the main peak
is greater, the maximum in reaction rate occurs at the shortest time, and
the end of measurable heat evolution occurs earliest.
[6] It is obvious
that setting happens in the acceleratory.

Fig. 2 Depth of penetration against time

The Products of Setting Reaction
X-ray diffraction patterns of the products of setting reaction showed
that the tetracalcium phosphate was totally converted to hydroxyapatite
illustrated in Fig. 4.
The possible reaction of tetracalcium phosphate:

CaHPO4-2H2O + Са^РОдЭгО = Ca5( РОд^ОН + 2H2O

(3)

5Сад(РОд)2О + 2Н3РОД = 4Ca5( РОд^ОН + Н2О

(4)

These dissolution/reprecipition reactions from the setting reaction of
calcium phosphate cements.
As long as both brushite and TetCP are present
in excess and the rates of dissolution of these two salts are greater
than that of HAp formation, the solution should continue the conversion
of brushite and TetCP to HAp.
Thus, the pH of the singular points lies
near the physiological pH, and this contributes to the high biocommpatibility of CPC which is essential in biomedical application.
For TetCP,
the hydrolysis reaction produces Ca(0H)2 as a byproduct (Equation 5),
This would increase the pH which also causes the solution to become less
supersaturated with respect to HAp.
ЗСадСРОд^О + ЗН2О = 2Са5(РОд)зОН + 2Ca(OH)2
С 5)

TetCP is unique, because it is the only calcium phosphate salt which has
a Ca/P ratio higher than that of HAp.
Thus it also only can be combined
with another salt (other than HAp) to formulate a mixture that has the
stoichiometry of HAp.
Mechanical Properties
The mouth is a harsh environment, one ideally suited for destruction.
Materials used within it are subject to great forces are continuously
exposed to abrasive and corrosive conditions.
The average biting force
of a person with natural dentition is approximately 170 pounds in the
posterior area of the mouth.
This works out to represent approximately
28000 psi on a single cusp of a molar tooth.
[7] Materials considered
for use in restoring chewing surfaces must have sufficient strength to
withstand these forces.
Two kind samples were tested:
a) soft-casting,
using flexible spatulas by hand, b) warm-pressing, applying heat and
pressure simultaneously.
The latter has theoretical meaning.
In this
experiment, samples were pressed 0.5 to 1 hour under 80-350 MPa at
37-100°C.
Because the ratio of the liquid to powder was very important,
an eye dropper was used to add the liquid to powder until the powder was
wetted to a just paste consistency.
After mixing, the sample was put
into a 0.5 x 2.5 x 0.25 cm mold.

Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction patterns for (a) reactant, (b) after reaction 1 day at 37 0 C
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Factors That Affect Strength
Porosity:
Because calcium phosphates are relatively insoluble, the
volume occupied by the liquid phase of CPC contains essentially no calcium
phosphate materials.
As a result, porosity of set specimen Yi^iFthaT would
to the solid-to-liquid ratio used.
The maximum powder-to-liquid that would
still produce a workable paste appears to increasewiththeparticlesizeof
the solids.
The strength of cement is strongly dependent on both the total
porosity and the maximum pore size in the materials.
Dense packing is the
essential feature of cementitious materials to reduce both the total porosity
!nd maximum pore size (critical flaws)
The packing of particle systems is
strongly dependent on the mechanical placing of particles, i.e. the
kinematics of the arrangement of particles.
Normally, denser packing can
be obtained by shear deformation, repeated shear deformation, or balanced
vibration.
Only by using heavy mechanical compaction was it possible to
overcome the locking surface forces and pack the cement as densely as
permitted by the particle geometry - typically corresponding to a low solid/
liquid ratio - resulting in very high strengths.
In Figure 5 the curve
shows the relationship between compressive strength andI porosity ^ hardened
cement paste in small-scale laboratory experiments under soft-casting and
special warm-pressing conditions.. Fig. 6 shows the flexural strength of
two warm-pressing specimens vs. time.
Particle sizes:
Because the calcium phosphates used for this cement are
sparingly soluble, it is crucial to control the particle size for proper
clment setting and strength of the samples.
Firstly, the chemical bonding
forces is driving force for setting reaction; secondly, the.excess free
energy of a high-surface-area calcium phosphate is also sufficient .to provide
the driving force for setting reaction.
According to the classical GibbsKelvin equation, the smaller the particle size, the larger the solubility of
powders.
In this experiement, the desired particle size of.tetracalc
phophate and brushite which is an equimolar mixture was achieved by wet
grinding on an attrition mill, and dehydrated ethyl alcohol was used.
The
specific surface area was test by BET method (Monosorb, Quantachrome
Cornoration Svosset, NY).
The effect of specific surface area on the
compressive strength of specimens at age 28 days which were prepared under
warm-pressing at 100 MPa can be seen in Table III.

Table III - Effect of Specific Surface Area on Compressive Strength_______
Specific Surface Area m-^/g
0.5
0.76
0.94
1.32
Compressive Strength (MPa)31 ■ 4
39,7
48,3
51,7
Biocompatibility

To test the compatibility of the dental phosphate-bonded cement, the
cements were implanted into the jawbones of Wistar male rats with the age
ranged from 15-20 weeks.
The implanted samples were used HAP power as a
comparative control.
After surgical entry to the bone, 1 mm diameter
holes were drill in submandibular symphyseal region into which the cement
was placed.
After the pastes were inserted, the soft tissue was closed
with sutures.
Rats were sacrificed after 4 and 8 weeks, and the histology
was examined.
Histomorphometry was carried out on the mass the whole
circumference of which were visible in the eyefield of the light
microscope with 400 magnification.
[8] The interface between bone and
cement shows new bone formation.
CONCLUSIONS
The combination of self-setting and high biocompatibility makes the
calcium-phosphate cement a potential dental material.
Exactly how to
get the appropriate mechanical properties is not entirely clear and the
subject would probably repay further research.
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MgO —AMMONIUM POLYPHOSPHATE SYSTEMS
Marcela Muntean and Melania Gutul
Polytechnic Institute, Bucharest, ROMANIA

SIMIARY
The binding properties of the MgO - ammonium polyphosphate systems
are investigated. Correlation between the nature of the ammonium poly
phosphate (especially, the polycondensation degree) and the physicalmechanical properties of the systems, in normal hardening conditions,
are also established.

AUSZUG
Es sind die Bindeeigenschaften
der MgO - Ammoniumpolyphosphat 
systems geforscht Gleichfalls sind die Korrelationen zwischen der
Natur des Ammoniumpolyphosphats (besonders das Polykondensation grades),
der Hydratationprodukten, der Härte vorgangekinetik, und der Physikalischen-Mechanischengenschaf ten der Systeme, in normalen Festwerden
bedingungen festgestellt.

IKTRODUCTIOS
A careful Investigation of the processes ocurring during
the
hardening of phosphatic binders has led to the extension of our know
ledge regarding acid-oxide type binders. Their hardening may be controlledSby the formation of hardly soluble salts which generate
hardened
space lattice with lower internal tensions /1-3/• The binders made from
magnesia - ammonium phosphate (ployphosphate) have a short
initial
setting time, between 5 esd 3o minutes, and
final setting
of 2o - 60 minutes /4-9/. la the hardened systems are formed hydrated
«.»»•ninm phosphate salts as crystalline compounds /3-5/. Mortars and
concretes made with magneaia-phoaphate cement have a go®«
abrasion
resistance and compressive strengths and also, high durability.
EXPERIMENTAL

The magnesia which mainly has MgO, besides small quantities ©f SiOj,
CaO and Al?04 (under 1.5%) was calcined at 1,360^0 for ®n® he“^L ™
ground to 2a3 very high degree of fineness (under 63 pm)« The ammonium
polyphosphate (APP) with the general formula, (NH4)n+2Pn°3a+l’ л ч Л
rprepare*- -by •the
’ me the! describe*
=------ J'u-d in previous
papers, see /1,3,7/«
case,
the
polycondensation
degree,
n,
was
1, 10, 20
and 50.
la this <__ ,
"*
~1"J
J and
The chemical- analyses
aad XRD
XRD data show for higher polycondensation
to long chains with n « 10, 20 or 50, the pro
degree than 10, 'belong
'
of
the
tripoly-,
tetrapoly- and even pyrophosphate.
Samesence
5%
of
sodium
triphosphate
(TPP)
was
utilised
as
additive
to
times .
retard the setting time.
Magnesia-phssphate binders, in which MgO/APP rati® was 2.0, 1.5
and 1.0 were used for tesated with various laboratory-made martars.
Quartz sand of high purity (ever 99% SiOg) and magnesia clinker (b^2*nt
at l,700°C) were used as aggregate fer the mortars. The particle
size
of the aggregate was 300 urn maximum. The binder-aggregate ratio of
mortars was 30/70. The nature of the hydration compounds, the physicomechanical properties of the phosphatic systems and the kinetics
of
the hardening processes were analysed by the usually employed
testing
methods /3,7,6/.

RESULTS
The kinetics of the hardening precesses varies withMgO/APP ratios,
nature,
The setting time varied, depending on- the
**-- ammonium
-polyphosphate
-■ ----i.e. the greater the polycondensation degree,
the
longer tne-------- setting
time (see Table 1).

The mechanical strengths of the mixtures with various MgO/APP
with
ratios were good. Especially, they were better for the mixture
values
MgO/APP ratio 1.5 at higher polycondensation degrees, and for
which
of the hardening time 100 hours and beyond. The processes
take place at the formation of the hardened
—structure occur
more
degree is higher (n over 20, 50),
slowly when the polycondensation
],
see Table 2.

In all cases one may observe that, the optimum MgO/APP ratio
is
1.5 regardless of the polycondensation degree of the ammomium
P®}?“
phosphate (see Fig.l). The same fact is also evidenced for samples with
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Table 1. Setting time of the phoephatic binders.
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Obs. hardening at room temperature;
water content , 13%.

5'% sodium triphosphate used as retarding admixture.
The electron microscope images show a more uniform structure for
the phosphatic binder with MgO/APP ratio 1.5 vis-a-vis other
ph&sphatic masses, Fig.2. This fact may explain the better mechanical
properties obtained in this system.

The compressive
standard conditions,

strengths determined on laboratory mortars, under
shows that mortars with magnesia clinker
as

II
H
II
II
11
li

Fig.l. Mechanical strength vs.
time for samples with
and without TPP, for
various MgO/APP ratios
(n=10): a) 2; b) 1.5
and c) 1.0

Fig.3. Compressive strength
vs. polycondensation
degree: a)magnesia
mortar; b) silica mortar

aggregate have a higher mechanical strengths
binders with silica mortars (Pig.3).

compared to

phesphatic

MgO/APP=2
MgO/APP=l.5
MgO/APP=l
Fig.2. EM (5000 x) of the phesphatic binders with
various magnesia/APP raties.
The dependence of compressive strength on polycondensation degree
shews a similar trend fer both mortars, but with an increase in ”n”

the nagJiesia ms r tars display higher strengt ha than siliea aertars. Thediffereace lies within 2 te 4.5 MPa. Perhaps, the adherence @f the
phesphatic binder te the aggregate particles is mere tenacious with
magnesia mortars.

The XRD data in conjunction with these from DTA show that the
nature of the hardened products is similar in all samples, but
their
proportions, in various MgO - APP systems are different. Frequently,
in all phosphatic binders, may be observed unreacted starting materials
(especially MgO) together with hydration products as struvite, schertelite, dittmarite (Table 3).
Table 3. Phase distribution in phosphatic binders.
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In the samples with 5% TPP, NaNH.POД4Н?О also was identified.
The data are in good agreement with the^ cdmpressive strengths. This may
be explained by the greater proportion of struvite in the initial harde
ning period, responsible for the formation of the hardened structure of
the phosphate binders /4,5*7/.

CONCLUSIONS
Binding masses within the MgO - ammonium polyphosphate system
may
be obtained. They have good mechanical performances for 1.5 MgO/APP
ratio, when the polycondensation degree of the ammonium polyphosphate
is 10 or 20, even at shorter hardening time. The phosphatic mortars
with magnesia clinker as aggregate may be used as refractory masses.
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HARDENING PROCESSES FOR SOME REFRQACTORY BINDING SYSTEMS
KINETIC CONSIDERATIONS AND MECHANISMS
I Teoreanu* and N Angelescu**
★Polytechnical Institute of Bucharest
★★Metallurgical Research Institute
Bucharest, ROMANIA

ßUMMARY

Binding systems of interest for low cement
content refractory
concretes,
prepared
of high alumina cement and admixtures
иг
fii. g i,
phosphate or
chгоmi te bonds
o 1 uni i пз
investigated.
The influence of the admixtures and of the phosphate or
formation
chгc mite bоnd carriers is studied related to the nati
t
he
cement
cn
cf
the ‘ higr. alumina cement systems hydration anc
w
it
h
the
deals
with
water.
Also
the
paper
kinetics
interaction
peculiarities
of
the hardening mechanisms in
the
searched
ccmpiex
b i n d i n g s у stems use ci i n r e f г a c t о г у concretes.

0n fait 1’investigaticn des sуstemes
1iьnts d’ in16ret pour
les
betons re fra eta ires a bas contenu de ciment, composes de ci ment a naut
contenu d’aluminium et
d’addi-tifs,
ou de cinient
a
haut
contenu
□’aluminium et
des
Hants porteurs des
liaisons
phosphatiques ou
chromitiaues. On у etudie a u s s i 1’ inr1uence des additifs e t des Slants
porteurs des liaisons phsphatiques cu chroaitiques sur la nature et la
formation des
phases
de hydratation des systSmes ä ciment
ä
haut
contenu d’aluminium,
de тёте que la cinetique de
I’interactipn du
ciment
et de
Peau.
Dans le тёте ouvrage,
on examine aussi ■ les
psiiticularit^s , des
m^canismes de durci sse men t d e =■
systemes
1 i a n t. s
complexes studies, a utilisation aux batons rfefractaires.

INTR0DUCT1ON

The new generations of. low or ultralow cement content
refractory
concretes
have as
specific components,
together
with
refractory
aggregates, complex binding mixtures, dispersing or
superpiasticizing
additives
and ultradispersed mineral
powders.
Thus
the
positive
consequences
of
reducing cement content are better used due
to
tne
fact that,
simultaneously, the cohesion forces <?f the binding
matrix
with
refractory aggregates are not
reduced
so
the
rheological
behaviour and hence the concrete workability are greatly improved.
by
compositional
The
convergence
of
effects
determined
be
modifications
of the new generations of refractory concretes can
of
the
hardening
achieved
by taking
into account the mechanisms
processes for related binding systems.
Starting
from
these
facts,
the present
paper deals
witn
investigations
of the binding systems made from high alumina cement
and additives or of high alumina cement together with phosphatic or
chromitic binding
systems. This paper studies the influence of
the
additives
and phosphate or chromite bonds carriers on the nature
anc
formation of hydration phases of the systems with high alumina
cement
as well as on the interaction kinetic of the cement with water.
Also
the peculiarities of the hardening mechanisms are considered tor
the
complex
binding
investigated
systems
to be
used . In
retractoiy
concretes.
'
-

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

A high alumina cement (Alicem 2) with ~ 73.5
23.5 % CaO has been used.

%

Ai.-O,,

anc

r*

The
processes
involved
in hardening - the nature or
the new
hydrated phases and the cement hydration kinetic, were investigated by
means
of X - ray diffraction and specific surface measurements
БЕТ
have also been carried out. The preparated pastes were characterized
by a wateг/cement
ratio
(w/c) = 0.3 and
hydrated under
normal
temperature conditions.
As additives were used: sodium citrate <CS),
Ca-1ignosulphonate
(LSC),
resin meiamin-f о г ma 1dehyde (VIMCil)
and
resin naphthalene
formaldehyde tVIMC22) - based additive, sodium tr i po 1'/phosphate
(TFS)
and
chromic anhydride (Cru ). The additives have been used in
the
established proportion <additive/cement ratio = ad/c) considered to be
optimal
from the point of view ot their effect on the
corresponding
refractory concretes
strength - which were prepared,
conserved and
tested in similar •.comparable} conditions. The sodium tripolyphosphate
ana chromic anhydride were also dosed
in higher
proportions
to
highlight binder characteristics, together with the alumina cement.

The mechanical properties of the hardened binding
systems
have
been established by tests carried out on refractory concretes with
tabular
alumina
as aggregate maintaining unaltered all
the
other
preparation and
hardening conditions, excepting the
binding
system
composi t i on.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

INTERPRETATIONS

The diffractometric study of the hydration processes in alumina
cement either .additivated or mixed with phosphatic or chromitic bends
carriers
provides both qualitativ.e informations on the nature of
the
hydrated phases and on the phase composition evolution of the binding
svstems, quantitative informations on the hydration degree
and the
process kinetic.
The nature о f t he hyd rated p h a s eg.

When Alicem 2 cement is hydrated (even up to 7 days) only CAH^q
14.2 A; 7.16 A; 3.60Ä; 2.55 A) and alumina hydroxide
(lines
(lines
4.85 A; 4.37 A) are to be evident as hydrated phases, although under
the same hydration conditions, in pure CA or CA2 (C = CaO, A =, Ai2°3)
pastes
respectively,
the
presence of C2AHQ ‘isee /1.2/)
is
also
detected.
The absence of the characteristic lines
of
the calcium
hydroaluminate
C„,AHq
could
be eventually
explained
by
tne
s i sn i f i cant 1 у reduced'" speed of the CAH ...——► C^AH- conversion, as wel,
as
by the latter presence of the gellic state; tne
higher
raciaticui
background
in
the diffractograms of the Alicem 2 cement
pastes
as
compared with that of the diffractograms of the monomineral
binder
pastes can also account as argument for this situation.

The formation of CAH
and of the aluminium hydroxide (see figure
1) through hydration under similar circumstances is reported.
similar
to
the unaad i t i va ted A1 i c e m 2 c e m e n t., in tne case of
cemen t p ь t ь =
with LSC
Cad/c = 0.001). VINCI 1 (ao/c = u.uulb,
use-fu;
suU= u«,
VIMC22 iad/c = G.ÖG45, useful substance-, as well as TF3 and CrU^sed
according to a low value of the additive (ad/c = 0.01 for TFS and ad/c
=
0.001" for CrO,). it is noteworthy that
for
the
same hydration
period/the intensity of the diffraction characteristic lines for
the
hydrated products is lower than for nonadditivated cement pastes; this
fai't, together- with a more intense radiation background suggest a mure
pronounced amorphous character of the hydration products due to
their
higher
dispersion
degree (also possible associated with a certain
braking effect on the cement hydration process determined by
the
additives).
The additive dispersant effect is clearly highlighted by
the measurements of specific surface BeT - table 1.

TABLE 1_______________ _ ____________
Cement samples
samp 1es

1.
3«
4
5
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Alumina cement A1icem 2,
Alumina cement Alicem 2,
hydrated
I dem 2 * LSC
1 dem 2 + OS
I dem 2 + VI MC 11
Idem 2 + VIMC22
1 dem 2 4- TFS
I dem 2 + TFS
I dem 2 + CrO„
Idem 2 ■* CrO^О

ad/ c
ratio
anhydrous
0
three days
0
0.001
0.001
0.0016
0.0045
0.01
0.25
0.001
0.4

Specific surface
BET, m2/g
1 . 197

2.524
3.094
2.571
3.536
5.666
3.438
5.681
3.477
9. 130

Dit1ractоgrams cf the alumi
na cement Aiicem 2.anhydrous
and freely
hydгated-additi vated:
1. anhydrous cement:
2- 3 days hydrated non-additivated cement;- 3.7 days hy
drated non-additivated
ce
ment ; 4. LSC addit ivated ce
ment
;ad/c=0.Ool),
3 days
hydrated;
5. CS-additivated
cement (ad/ez0.G01>,
3 days
hydrated;
6. ViMCll additivated cemen t ' ( ad / c = 0 . Ci 16 ) , 3
cays hydrated; 7. VIMC22 ad
dit iv ated
cement
(a d/c =
0.0045.) , 3 days hydrated;
8. T F 3
additivated
cement
(ad/c=0.01), 3 days hydrated;
9. Cr0o additivated
cement.
(ad/c=U.001), 3 days hydrated.

Difiractograms
of
the alumina cement
Aiicem 2, TFS addi
tivated ( a d / c = 0.2 5 _>
or С г Ü._ additivated
(ad/c—6.4),
freely
hydrated for 3 days
anti
after
heat
treatment:
1.
TFS
additivated cement;
2. The same (1) af
ter, heat.
treatment
at lOOO’C;
3. The
same (1) after heat
treatment at 1500 *C
4. С г 0 D additivated
cement^ 5. The same
(4)
after
heat
treatment at 1000°C
6. The same (4> af
ter heat
treatment
at 1500°C.

The sodium citrate alumina cement pastes (ad/c = C.OO1)
have a
complete different behaviour. The corresponding diffractogram
(figure
1)
indicates the formation of a cubic calcium hydroaluminate C^AHp
(lines 5.14 A; 3.36 A: 3.14 A; 2.60 A; 2.56 A; 2.46 A; 2.29 A; 2.0« AT1
due
to
the
conversion of
the
initially
formed
hexagonal
hydroaluminates. The sodium citrate acts as a promoter of the alumina
cement
hydration
process but also as accelerating agent
of
the
previously mentioned conversion processes.
The
promotion of
the
hexagonal hydroaluminates conversion in cubic hydroaluminate with
the
acceleration of the latter, suggests a possible negative influence
on
mechanical
strength of the hardened binding system, confirmed by
the
determinations made on refractory concretes.
Alicem 2 cement pastes mixed with
significant
quantities
of
natrium - tгipo1 уphosphate (TFS) or Cr0o (ad/c - 0.25 for TFS and ad/c
- Ö.4 for CrO^) have a clearly different, behaviour related
to
the
other
studied ^pastes. TFS and CrO_, for this ratio,
exibited
their
binding capacity as phosphate ana chromate bond
carriers
for
the
conditions
of use of refractory concretes. X - ray diffractograms- of
the
samples
(figure 2 У clearly
show,
for
normal
temperature
conditions,
both their retarding action on alumina
cement.
hydration
the formation of a great amount of amorphous reaction products;
and
this
behaviour
is confirmed by the radiation-background being mere
intense that for other samples.

The .results
of BET specific surface determinations table
1 ,•
confirm
the very
high degree of
dispersion
of
the
corresponding
binding systems
after 3 days hydration suggested by
the X
ray
diffraction analysis. The crystalline formations are in lower amounts,
than seen in the other examined pastes; the presence of .CAH,^ (7.16 A)
(4.87 A;
were detected. For
the
samples under
high
and Al (OH)...
temperature'"'■ (lOOO'C and
ISGO’C)
thermal
treatment.
there
were
detected,
near calcium aluminates from hydroaluminates dehydration,
some phosphate and chromate compounds corresponding to the nature of
cinder as different bonds carrier of the cement (alumina cement Alicem
2) - fig. 2.

The kinetics оf

the high a I urnina cement hydration

mineralogic
The kinetics of the alumina cement hydration, uf its
and CAO with or without additives
or
phosphate
bonds
соmp оunds GA
been
studied
through digital
X
ray measurements
carrier,
has
to the characteristic lines of the calcium aluminates
с о г г e spending
transformation
(2.У6 A for CA and 3.52 A for CA,,) and their degree of
for various hydration terms were evaluated.
In order
to
process the obtained
information,
a
simplified
diffusion model was adopted, that the rate of the hydration process is
inversely proportioned to the hydrat ion degree. It results;
' '
«С = к -X/1 g t + 1<
(11
were o( is the hydration degree, t - the.duration of the process, к
rate constant and к
- integration constant.

Figure 3 shows the data, obtained concerning the hydration kinetic
of CA and CAO from the non-additivated cement Alicem 2 and mixed with
TFS as carrier of binding reactions which differ from those

100
Д||'сеГП 2(CA)

Д/icem 2(CA) + LSC

Ali'cem 2(CA) +
TFS(aS=0,252

ДВсет
Alicem

a

Ah'cem £(Cfle)+

0584 1,0M)U75 1.3701,WO
12

FIG. 3.

2.Ц-

7b
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Vigt

__

Ti'me(hoursT

The
kinetics of
the
hydration process.

that exist in hydraulic binder
(relatively high ad/c) - with a
strong delaying effect (similar
to СгОз for
ad/c - 0.4)
and
additivated- with LSC - with a
moderate delaying effect.
For
the
investigated
period
two
distinct kinetic periods
are
evident:
an
induction period
followed by a period of
rapid
hydration
(acceleration
period),
also observed
for
portland cement clinker and its
mineral
components
/3/.
The
graphs suggest that the kinetic
of
the
process
during
acceleration
period
is
controlled by diffusion.
Under
these
circumstances,
the
hydration process is likely to
be a surface process during the
induction period,
controlled
mainly by
the nucleation of
crystalline hydrates which are
thermodynamically stable;
this
period
of time is
longer
for
both
CA?
and
retarding
additives,
especially,
when
phosphate or chromite carrier
bonds
together
w.i t h
alumina
cement are used.

The mechanisms of hardening tor comp 1 ex binding, systems
The mechanical strengths obtained on refractory concrete
sample^
with
taouiar
alumina (with continuous grain size
according
to
the
Full»r
- Bniomey curve),
cured for
three days
and dried after
hardening at
IIG'C. show the favourable influence of
the additives
studied with the exception of sodium citrate
which
has a highly
accelerating
effect
on alumina cement hydration. _
The
sodium
tripoiyphosphate and the chromium oxide in high proportions - carriers
of
phosphatic and chromitic bonds respectively,
lead under
these
circumstances,
together with the alumina cement, to- complex
Dinding
systems. At low proportions, TFS and CrO^, also act favourably due to
their
strongly dispersing effect; the contribution of
their binding
bonds
is negligible
in this case, while ■ their
influence on
the
hydration kinetic is undetermined. Also there is a similar
situation
for additives LSC, V1MC11 and V1MC22.
From fig.
4
/4/ two domains of the TFS dosage values can be
distinguished with positive effects
on
the development ofthe
resistant
hardened
structures
in the
refractory concrete binding
matrix; within these domains tripoiyphosphate acts as described above,
according to different prevailing mechanisms; through the dispersing
action on the binding- system (I) and
through
the deveI оpmentof
phosphatic bonds
(II),
respectively.
Between these
two
domains,
related
to
intermediate
values of the TFS/cement
ratio.
when
tne
contribution of
the bonds
to the
system hardening
is
of
low
significance,
the TFS dispersing action can not compensate
its

Rc, M fld

FIG. 4.

Compression strength- vari- FIG.
a t i о n,
for 3 days
freely
hardened and
110'C dried
refractory concretes,
as
function of their TFS con
tents, at different alum
ina cement dosages: I . do
main corresponding
to low
TFS proportions, with dispersating action;
II. do
main corresponding to high
TFS proportions with pre
vailing binding
(.phospha
t i c) action.

5. Compression strength vari
ation,
for 3 days
freely
hardened and
110 6 C dried
refractory concretes,
as
function of
their
CrU,
contents or alumina cement
a.
compression
strength
dependence on the
Cr0o
contents
for
12.5 4
alumina, cement
concretes;
b.
compression
strength
dependence on the
cement
dosage
tor
%
t- r 0
concretes.

hydration and on
inhibiting
influence on
the alumina cement
formation of crystallization - polycondensation structures of the
hydrated formations.

the
new

Experimental
data on the strength of the concretes with- alumina
cement and chromic anhydride (figure 5 /4/) and information
supplied
by the BET specific surface determinations (Table 1), corroborated the
fact
that Cr0o also contributes to binding,
support a
hardening
mechanism of
the main binding system similar to the one
previously
investigated.
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HIGH-STRENGTH HOT-PRESSED CEMENT PASTE
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Chair of Cementitious Materials Technology
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SUMMARY

This paper carries results of investigations into peculiarities of
hydrate A-nd structure formation of a cement paste at different tempera
tures (100-25O°C) and forces (25-300 MPa) of pressing. Mechanism of
action of various intensifiers of cement hardening has been studied.
They provide 5 to б-fold reduction of pressing force, the specimen
Strength remaining unchanged. The cement paste showing compressive and
bending strength of 380 and 50 MPa respectively has been obtained at a
pressing force of 50 MPa and a temperature of 200 C.

РЕФЕРАТ
Исследованы

особенности

процессов

гидрато- и

структурообразования

цементного камня при различных температурах (t= 100 — 250 С) и давлениях
прессования ( Р = 25 - 300 МПа). Изучен механизм действия различных инг
тенсификаторов твердения цементных составов, позволяющих в 5—6 раз сни
зить давление прессования без уменьшения прочности образцов. При давле
нии прессования до 50 МПа и температуре 200°С получен цементный камень с
прочностью при сжатии и изгибе, соответственно, 380 и 50 МПа.

INTRODUCTION

Hot pressing allows the production of materials whose density and
strength are appreciably superior to the properties of an ordinary paste
based on mineral binding agents (1,2). Propagation of this technique in
future depends to a large extent on the development of binder compositi
ons capable of hardening at a high rate when a pressure of 20-30 MPa ge
nerated by commercial press equipment, is applied. This could be
achieved by introduction of efficient additive-intensifiers of hardening
into the binding agent during the hot pressing.
EXPERIMENTAb
2
Test cylinders (o=22.57 ran, S=40 mm , height equal to the diameter)
were formed in a hot pressing device by two-sided compression. The
heating was done by an electric heater mounted around the periphery of
the mould. Temperature of the cylinder was monitored by means of a
potentiometer
thermocouple.
The water-cement ratio in all tests was
0.1. The rate of temperature rise was 10°C/min. The total pressing time
including heating and isothermal cure for each cycle was the same - 45
min. Thus, as the pressing temperature was increased the Isothermal
curing
time
decreased. In the search for compositions capable of
hardening actively at low pressures, the effect of pressing ratings
(pressure and temperature) on density and strength of the cement paste
was studied. Specimens were prepnroX* from a commercial portland cement
by applying a pressure of 25, 50, 1OO, 200 and 300 MPa at 1OO, 150 and
200 C. After pressing, the test pieces were placed In water to hard for
28 days under normal conditions. The effect of various electrolytes and
active mineral additives on the processes of hydrate and structure
formation In a hot-pressed
cement
paste was studied by means of the
differential
thermal
analysis,
the
X-ray
diffraction
and
IR
spectroscopy. The degree of condensation of silicate anions forming
calcium hydrosilicates was determined by the molybdate method. The
porous structure and the specific surface of the cement paste were
studied by the water adsorption-desorption method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
As the pressing force Increases,
the density of the pieces
increases, their porosity decreases and hydrates with smaller specific
surface are formed (Pig.1). The specific surface of hydrates decreases
most intensively when the pressing force Increases to 25 MPa. Beyond
this value, the cement
paste density Increases mainly at the expense
of porosity reduction; for P 200 MPa this process slows down.

The relation between the relative hardening Rcomp/P of plain cement
paste specimens and the pressing force P Is shown in Pig.2. It can be
seen that firstly there is notable strength gain with Increase in P but
the effect gradually flattens out later. An Increase in the effect of
hardening is particularly marked for P 200 MPa, which could Imply that
the limiting degree of piece compaction has been reached. The data
presented allow making a conclusion that there exists an area of effec
tive compaction of the cement paste. This results from th£ fact that the
cement paste contains chemlwhlly-bound (hydration) water carried In
interlayered and intercrystalline vacancies and physically-bound water
adsorbed on the particle surface and filling meso- and macropores.

Effect of the pressing
force P(t=20Q°G) on
Rcomp /Р ratio:1 - Just
after pressings - after
28 days of normalhardening

Fig.2.
Fig.1. Effect of the pressing force
on density, (1); specific
surface, S (2); specific Vs(3)
and relative porosity of hotpressed cement paste (4)

%

(b)
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C

Р1я.З. Effect of the pressure (a) and temperature (b) of pressing on the
cement hydTAtfon degree дш (a preparation mass loss, %, when
heated to W00°C) and a fraction of bound water, %, at different
Intervals of characteristic temperatures, UC: 20-290 (1), 290-490
(2), 490-760 (3), 760-1000 (4)

A fraction of the physically-bound, water decreases to a greater extent
than that of the chemically-bound water as a result of squeezing when
the compaction pressure Increases. Simultaneously with a total decrease
in the content of bound water in the system, the fraction of water which
enters Into the composition of various hydrates and features different
binding energy is redistributed. It can be judged by a change in a loss
of the piece mass on heating at appropriate intervals of characteristic
temperatures (Flg.3).

Pig.4 presents microphotographs of a cement paste pressed at 25 and
300 MPa wherein morphological differences are clearly defined. For a
pressure of 25 MPa applied the new formations represent rounded partic
les and aggregates, the structure, to some extent, resembling a cement
paste produced by vibration. As the pressure is raised, formation of a
close-layuered structure can be clearly seen that can point to a topo
chemical mechanism of hydrate formation (3).

Fig.4. Microphotographs of cement paste structure pressed at 25 MPa (a)
and 300 MPa (d), x2000
Compositions containing sodium sulphate and silica waste from
ferrosilicon production S = 2*10® sm^/g as additives showed the highest
sti*engths (Table 1). Comparison of strength characteristics between
pressed paste specimens without additives (1 and 2) and those with
additives (3, 4 and 5) In Table 1 shows that additives help reduce the
pressure applied from 300 to 50 MPa without reducing the paste strength.
For the same pressing force, additives bring about a maximum of 3-fold
increase in strength when tested just after pressing. The salient fea
ture of the new formation composition is the absence of calcium
hydroxide In the cement paste. Calciun silicate hydrates are represented
mainly by CSH (I) and tobermorlte 1.13 nm - CcS. The X-ray patterns
D О D
■
also show faint lines of okenite - CoScH, and gyrollte - C_S„HO.
Job
c. J c.

In addition. It has been established that sodium sulphate Influences
the polarizing effects cyclically running in cement water dispersion and
controlling initial elementary hydration acts - a process of transfer of
a proton by hydrohonlum Ions and proton reaction with an oxide ion in a
crystal lattice of a clinker mineral. Consequently, the retardation
effect due to hydrate formation as noted in the induction period for an
additive-free' composition Is less when an additive is introduced. Thus,
the amount of new formations Increase 3-fold during hot-pressing.

The tiiorease In the strength of the modified compositions has been
attributed^ to the IntonslfIcatCon of hydrate formation -processes and
formation of calcium silicate hydrates of a higher degree of polymeriza
tion when a high pressure Is applied at an elevated temperature. The so
dium sulphate additive which contributes to an increase In the amount of
hydrates also reduced their condensation degree by virtue of the
4. —
2—
replacement of 310^ 1
with SO^
(4). However, the data In table 2

indicate that the condensation processes prevail In the composition with
a sodium sulphate additive under conditions of hot pressing.

Table 1
Effect of additives and pressure on cement paste strength

Additive

Test

force,

' Amount

Type

piece

Pressing

—
—
1 .5

1 .
2.
3.

N11
N11
Na2SO4

4.
5.

Silica fume
Silica fume + Na0SO.
d
4

.

under pressing, MPa
Just
after
pressing

MPa

mass
4b

No

Ultimate strength

50
300
50

75
190
180

50
50

140
225

10
10+1.5

After 28 d
of normal
hardening

208
384
330
.

285
. 375

Table 2
Effect of pressing mode and sodium sulphate additive on the siliceous
anion polymerization degree

Pressing
mode

Additive

when ж equals

P.MPa t.°C

25
25
25

20
150
150

Content of Si^Oy. 56,
1

N11
N11
1 .556 NaoS0,
d
4

2

79.04 0
11 .0
58.1
0
50.7

3-8
0
0
о

8
20.9
30.9
49.2

Average
polymer
ization
degree

Average
basi
city

19.09
66.4
101.9

1 .75
1.90
1 .36

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The experimental data Ibtalned thus confirm that the hardening
effect, under hot pressing, Is brought about by formation of a less
defective structure of the paste at the cost of both a sufficient
reduction In Its porosity and formation of new hydrate formations of a'
и1gh аг polymerization degree. Addition of active mineral additives

and electrolytes allows a 5 to 6-fold reduction of the pressure to be
applied without reducing the cement paste strength.
Materials of completion made by pressing of such compositions for
containers of high-pressure and temperature devices used in the synthesis of superhard materials (diamonds, cubic boron nitrate) have
been studied; these have passed production tests too.
The salient features of hot pressed cement paste technique allowed
its use for developing the technology for binding, compaction and encap
sulation of radioactive wastes of low and medium intensity of radiation.

The studies pursued could be extended to hot pressing of compositi
ons based on mineral substances for manufacture of building blocks,
brick, tile.
In such cases, use is made of compositions with a lower
cement content, which include industrial wastes - slag, ash, moulding
sand, silica fume and others.
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CONTACT-CONDENSATION BINDERS BASED ON
CALCIUM HYDROSILICATES
Raisa F Runova

Kiev Civil Engineering Institute, UKRAINE

SUMMARY

This paper presents the results of Investigation of the calcium hydros111cates as
Independent binders synthesised 1n the form of dispersed phases of amorphous or
unstable crystal structure. Investigations have shown that such substance can be
condensed to the water-res1stant stone with the strength to 350MPa at the moment of the
formation contacts between macroparticles. Based on these binders new composites
(metals111cates and polymersilicates) have been commercially produced.

Эта статья представляет результаты исследований гидросиликатов кальция
как
самостоятельных вяжущих,
синтезтрованных в
виде дисперсных
фаз аморфной
или
нестабильной кристаллической структуры. Показано, что
такие вещества в
момент
Формирования контактов между макрочастицами конденсируются в водостойкий
камень
прочностью до
350 МПа.
Ra основе
этих
вяжущих в
промышленности
получены
металлосиликатные и полимерсиликатные композиционные материалы.

INTRODUCTION

Calcium h>dros1licate phases, which determine the properties of hardening cements
have been thoroughly investigated [1,2]. In dispersion state they have been approved
for the manufacture of autoclaved materials for heat and thermal insulation [3,4]. In
this case, the preferences are tobermorite and xonotlite in the well crystallized
phases. The results of our investigations indicate that the synthesised amorphous
products based on the system CaO-S.iOa-HzO possess new properties: during contact, the
macroparticles of the compound, in the absence of heat and without chemical changes,
condense and form an artificial water-resistant stone. Based on the development from
these investigations [5,6,7], such products have
been classified as
contact
condensation binders (term—applied refers to hydration-condensation), intended for the
production of special composite materials.
OBJECTS AND RESEARCH METHODS

Dispersion calcium hydrosilicates were synthesised, under hydrothermal conditions
conforming to approved methods [1] using chemically pure oxides with a ratio of
Ca0/Si0z=0,8 and 1,5, followed by D-drying. Under these conditions, creation of various
degrees of arrangement of structure of conpound - from the most amorphous phase to
dense crystals in a stable structure, is achieved.

The state of the structure of the products obtained was determined with the help
of XRD, and also by evaluating the density (pycnometry) of the compound [8].
Practically the same dispersion for the powders was attained during sifting through a
sieve: diameter of the particles lies within the limits of IO“3 to 10*= cm The surface
energy of the powders was determined by calorimetry method.
The characteristic of properties of contact-condensation binders was considered to
be the coefficient of water-resistance of the sifted materials - CW which is the
relation between the compressive strength of water-saturated samples after 48 h of
moulding by pressing to the initial strength achieved Just after pressing.
The strength
of
single contacts,
forming the body
by
mechanism
of
contact-condensation hardening, was determined by experimental and
mathematical
analysis described in the work[12J. For this the density and the specific surface of
calcium hydrosilicates had been measured. The specimens-cylInders (diameter and height
20mm) had been pressed from these powders and using a model of monodispersion structure
a pore volume calculated on nass unit was determined.The body strength at tension(R)
was tested and with the help of corresponding nomographs[12] the single contacts(Ri)
being formed at specific load (Qi) have been calculated. Tangent of an angle of line
Ri-Qi serves as the autocohesion characteristic of the powders (n=tga).

The use of hydros!1icate binders in composite materials in powder form in
conjunction with water-dispersion polymers (polyvinylacetate and latex) 1s suitable for
producing thin forming layer systems for protective cover-finishing purposes, and also
with metallic powders suitable for the preparation of pressed electric conductors.( The
materials were tested by special methods [9,10].)
The nature of the interaction of composite materials was
infra-red spectroscopy and electron microscopy.
BINDER - CONDENSATION PRINCIPLES

evaluated by DTA,

XRD,

Its principles could be analysed based on the experimental results given in Table
1. Amorphous hydrosilicates are formal during the pressing of the stone, which does not

lose strength when Immersed in water and possesses a coefficient of water-resistance
exceeding 1. Increasing the degree of crystallization in the compounds causes the
decrease in peak width as indicated by XRD and the increase in density of the compound
to the maximum value, leads to the loss of contact-condensation properties. All this is
supported not only by the strength value, but also by the coefficient of water resistance. This agrees with the earlier results achieved [5] while comparing the
properties of silicates of various classes of stable and unstable crystal structures
and the conclusions regarding the determining role of the structural state of the
compound during its process of condensation to a water-resistant stone [11].

Table 1.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF DISPERSION CALCIUM
HYDROSILICATES AND CONDENSED STONE

Hydros!11- Integral width (H),
Density,
cate type
m-10“3
kg/m3-103
d=0.303-0.305nm (XRD)

Surface
energy, kJ-kg

Compr. str.
after pres
sing“, MPa

Coefficient
of water resistance CW

Co.eSHz

255
140
80
75

1.51
1.69
1.85
2.08

102.875
90.456
80.805
33.076

37.5
31.6
28.4
5.3

1.24
1.12
0.75
0

Ci. esSHz

230
175
130
47

1.59
1.66
1.71
2.12

81.098
68.284
65.188
27.880

23.8
18.5
13.6
1.8

1.30
1.24
1.07
0

Samples were pressed with a force of 100 MPa,
immersed in water Just after moulding.

This phenomenon is associated with free (abundant) surface energy. Material in
unstable (amorphous or sub-microcrystal) state possesses the least dense arrangement of
atoms and molecules, and hence occupies the maximum volume, that is, it is less dense
compared to a similar stable crystal structure. Therefore in the equilibrium of its
internal energy, part of it is the kinetic energy at maximum, while surface energy is
plentiful at normal conditions. As noted from the experiments (Table 1), its value is
inversely related to the density and this energy is discharged during the interaction
of the macro-particles of calcium hydros111cate during contact-condensation hardening.

This fact is supported by the results on the strength of single contacts by the
models of the structure of mono-dispersed globules [12]. As may be seen from Fig 1, the
best results are obtained when there is no compensation of dipole layers of water.
Compounds having minimum density show maximum values of autocohesion constant (n=tga,
Figi) and do not require the application of free water during pressing.

Table 2 illustrates the influence of specific compacting load on the strength and
average density of stone. These values are characterised by a straight
line
relationship up to the attainment of maximum values. A pressing force of 400MPa creates

Tab-le 2

DEPENDANCE OF PROPERTIES OF STONE MADE OF DISPERSION
HYDROSILICATE Co.bSH2 UPON PRESSING FORCE

Pressing Force, MPa

Properties

Compressive strength
after pressing, MPa

Average density, kg/m3

io 1

20

1

50 1

100

200

400

800 1

1600

2000

4

8

19

40

81

125

163

268

356

790

895

1065

1220

1500

1860

1970

2240

2260

a stone of strength equal to 1/3 of the pressing load. However, these systems condense
not only during pressing: it has been demonstrated that water dispersion calcium
hydrosilicates layer of 0.1-0.2 mm thickness, applied up on a concrete surface, after
I
uo I I I w
j
drying, forms a water-protective cover.
cover,

despite the fact that, it is not suficiently firm to be utilised as a protective
finishing material.

<5

<o
TEMPERATURE, *C

co Ю

Ю"5*

KF

Fig.2.DTA results of.calcium hydros!
licate C/3 = 0.8(1)»polivinyl

SPECIFIC LOAD ON SINGLE CONTACTS. И(Q,)

acetate di sp ersiоп/PVAD/(2),

wollastonite(5), coatings on
Fig.1.Characteristic of the single

hydrosilicate and PVAD base

contacts of calcium, hydrosili -

after 48h(4),90days(5) and

cate C/S = 0.8 at O;5*,1O;15
and 20% moisture content.

560days(6)»coating on wolla

stonite and PVAD.

Generalising the experimental Investigations, hydrosi1icate binders may
be
considered as systems of minerals forming an unstable structure of the following common
type CxSyHz. These systems are characterised by a free (kinetic) energy, which 1s
sufficient for creating a mutual attrractlon among the macro-particles in addition to
the formation of water-resistant bonds between themselves. Such energy might appear not
only during the formation of cohesion contacts, but also in the interaction with the
particles of another material. This serves as a basis for the effective use of binders
in composite materials lacking additive properties.
PECULIARITY OF STRUCTURE FORMATION IN CERTAIN COMPOSITE MATERIALS

During the mixing of hydrosilicate binder with dispersion polyvinylacetate in the
ratio of 0.85:0.15 to 0.70:0.30 In parts by mass, compound of viscodty 20-30 seconds
are formed. After applying a 0.2 to 2 mm thick layer of this compound on concrete or
brick, it harden within 1 to 1.2 h, thus creating a white or coloured (if a pigment is
ed) cover. The impact strength of the layer is 6.3 - 7.4 MPa, adhesion to base 1.6 1.8 MPa, coefficient of softening
0.94 - 1.0, frost resistance 35 - 60 cycles and
weather resistance 350 - 600 cycles. These properties are characteristic of materials
suitable for water-resistant facade paint and testify about the interaction processes
in the system, differing from the known anologues, containing water-dispersion polymers
[13].

In accordance with OTA the interaction in the system is accompanied with the
formation of a complex organic-mineral phase "X", of which it is possible to judge due
to the presence of a double exothermal effect with a maximum value at 325 and 420°C ,
and which is absent in the curves of Initial components and compounds with port land
cement and wollastonite [Fig 2] The mixing of stripes of absorption for carbon group
C=0 (1700 cm-1) and group C-O-C (1200 cm-1), characterise the reaction-capabilities of
centres of polyvinylacetate molecules, consequently in the stripe region of 1740 cm-1
and 1240 cm-1 and never noted in similar compounds witn portland cement [13]. It is
possible to judge the formation of a donoi—concetration ties witn the creation of a
complex material. The presence of impoper electron pairs of oxygen atom in the carbonic
groups stipulatestheir properties as donor electrons, while calcium hydrosj1icate ion
acts as an emphasiser to the electron pairs. This is the manner, with which is
manifested the peculiarities of the nature of mineral component -the structural state
of the loose - dispersion calcium hydros!1icates.

Paints, based on the above
utilised in facade finishes.

system,

have been

industrially

explored

and

are

Hydros!1icate binders, when thoroughly mixed with metallic powders to give a
homogeneous distribution of particles in volume, give composites upon pressing, by a
mechanism of contact-condensation hardening, without recoures to thermal energy.

The structural formation of the composite is based on similar to mechanism
condensation processes of compounds with metallic bonding and amorphous silicates with
covalent bonding. However, the chemical structure of the system's ingredients is not
disturbed, thougth plastic deformation of silicate is likely with an increase in
density. Consequently a change in electrical and thermal-physical characteristics of
the material is also noted. In the zone between phase interactions becomes the
possibility of the proccesses of electron level. Investigations on similar systems with
crystallized silicates confirm the effect of active interaction of amorphous silicates
with metallic particles. Based on this effect, various special materials have been
manufactured for use in electric heating of buildings, and also for the preparation of
frictional accessories and others.

CONCLUSION

Amorphous dispersion calcium hydros!Иcates, synthesized from oxides or obtained
tnrough the hydration of water-free mineral components, possess contact-condensation
properties. These materials display a high chemical activity during interaction with
water-dispersion polymers with the formation of complicated compounds, They also
the
participate in the physical interaction processes with metallic^ powders wit ou
formation of new phases. The above mentioned properties are effectively utilised in the
preparation of polymer-si1icate and metal-si 1icate composite materials.
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MECHANICAL AND MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION
OF MDF CEMENT-SiC WHISKER COMPOSITES
T H Kim, Y W Park and S H Choi

Dept of Inorganic Materials Engineering, Hanyang University
Seoul, KOREA

SUMMARY
The addition of SiC whisker enhanced mechanical properties of macro defect-free (MDF) cement, which
basically composed of high alumina cement and polyvinyl alcohol/acetate. The contents of the SiC whisker
added to MDF cement were in the range of from 2 vol. % to 10 vol. %.

Our study shows that flexural strength and fracture toughness of the composites have been greatly
improved, although micropores are produced around the SiC whisker. Such enhanced mechanical properties appeal
to be related to the suppression of microcrack growth by the SiC whisker, indicating that the SiC whisker
having a very high elastic modulus can absorbe energy for crack propagation.
The main toughening behavior of
the MDF cement composites reinforced with SiC whiskers are related to crack deflection, microcracking, and
bridging of cracks.

SiC whisker-zusätze fragten zur Verbesserung der mechanische Eingenschaften des macro defect-free (MDF)
Zements, des sich grundsätzlich hoch Tonerdezement und Polyvinylalkohol/Acetat zusammen setzten. Der Gehalt
der SiC whisker in den MDF Zement-SiC whisker Verbundwerkstoffen war in dem Bereich von 2 bis 10 vol. %.
Diese Untersuchung zeigt, daß die Biegebruchfestigkeit, und die Bruchzähigkeit der Verbundwerkstoffen
erhöht wurden, obwohl die Mikroriße um die SiC whisker gebildet wurden, Es erschiente, daß solche Erhöhung
der mechanische Eigenschaften mit der l'nterdrükung des Mikrorißwachstums, die auf den SiC whisker beruhte,
verbunden ist, d.h., SiC whisker kann, aufgrund ihrer sehr hohe Elastizitätsmodul, die Energie zur
Rißausbreitung absorbieren.
Haupte Zähesverhalten von MDF Zement-SiC whisker Verbundwerkstoffen wurde von
Rißablenkung, MikrorißbiIdung, und Rißbrückung gekennzeichnet.

INTRODUCTION
Macro defect-free (MDF) cement has been developed as a high performance cement based material, since it
was reported by Birchall et al.(1-3). Recently, research and development has been focused on improving
mechanical properties of MDF cement composites, espially, fracture toughness by fiber reinforcing (4-7).
Alford et al.(4) reported that MDF cement with small volume fractions of fibre presented excellent toughness
and impact properties. Common fibers for reinforcing cementitious matrix are kevlar fiber polypropylene
fiber, and glass fiber. However, it is not easy to find out a homogeneous mixing method with the fibers.
On the contrary, SiC whisker which is in a form of needle-like single crystal (8) has been РОрч^У
used material as a reinforcing phase for ceramics to improve mechanical properties of the materials, i
whisker is material with a very high elastic modulus (~480GPa) and superior fracture toughness, and excel
lent chemical stability as well as simple fabrication with ceramics. Since the first reinforcement of SiC
whisker to the Al203 matrix was reported Becher et al. (9), SiC whisker reinforcing has been succeeding for
the various ceramic matrixes such as SisN* (10), Zr02 (11), mullite (12), cordierite (13).

In this study, flexural strength,

fracture toughness and toughening behavior and microstructure of MDF

cement composites reinforced by SiC whisker were investigated.

EXPERIMENTAL
A cement used in this study is high alumina cement (Union co. Korea) and its chemical canpositi» is
composed of mainly А120з (71.92%) and CaO (24.65%) contained several minor components such as Si02 (0.5№
TiO? (0 02%) and Fe203 (0.27%). Mineral compositions of the high alumina cement are CaOAl2O3 ( ), as
amount of Ca0-2Al203 (CA2) and aAl203. Its specific surface area (Blaine value) is 5,410 cm Zg
are polyvinyl alcohol/acetate 1PVA, "Gohsenol KH-17S", Japan) as water soluble polymer, SiC whisker (Tateho,
chem co Japan) and superplasticizer (sulfonate naphthalene formaldehyde condensate).
.

Starting materials are listed in Table 1.
Ultrasonic
dispersion was done with ethyl alcohol as a dispersive agent
to dissolve the defects like whisker clusters.
PVA, water,
and superplasticizer were added 1O<, 10%, 3% respectively.
These were mixed under conditions of a hi^i shear rate on a
twin roll mill and formed to be a sheet.
Formed specimens
are cured at 5 MPa using warm press (80'C) to remove entrap
ped air from cementitious matrix.
To obtain a full streng
th and rapid hardening, the specimens after press curing
were cured in a dry condi tion for two days at 80C.
The evaluation of mechanical properties(flexural streng
th and fracture toughness) was performed on machined 3mmX4
пшХЗбмп bars. Flexural strength was determined by the three
point bending method with an Instron machine (model 4204,
Instron Japan Ind.) under the condition of cross head speed
0.5 nmi/min, span length 30 mm. Kic, critical stress inten
sity factor, was measured by the indentation method using
Vickers hardness test and the single edge nothed beam (SENB)

method by Instron machine.

.

Microstructures of SiC whisker reinforced composites
and defect factors were observed by SEM/EDS (scanning elect
ron micrograph and energy dispersive spectroscopy).

Table 1 Mixing Proportions of Specimens
(wt. %)

Symbol

НАС

PVA

SiCw

SP

W/S

G10

100

10

-

3

0.1

S 2

100

10

2

3

0.1

S 3

100

10

3

3

0.1

S 5

100

10 . 5

3

0.1

S 8

100

10

8

3

0.1

S10

100

10

10

3

o. 1

НАС
PVA
SiCw
SP
'
W/S

:High alumina cement
:Polyvinly alcohol/acetate
:£SiC whisker (vol. %)
:Sulfonate naphtalene formaldehyde
condensate
:Water/Solid (solid = НАС + SiCw)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The microstructure of MDF cement composites which did not have SiC whisker is shown in Fig. 1. Region 1
presents interface of particles, which belong to amorphous polymeric phase. Al3* and Ca2* ions partially
dissolved from cement grains are detected in this area.
2 and 3 are unhydrated alumina cement grains..
Especially, Region 2 is unhydrated CaO-AlzOs having a size of more than 10/zm and the small particle of
Region 3 is aAljOs.
Rodger et al. (14) reported that water soluble polymer reacts with cations such as
Al3* and Ca2* dissolved from cement grains with Infrared spectra measurement. Therefore, these results may
indicate that water soluble polymer is not simply acting as an agent for assistant interparticle lubrication.
In high alumina cement, the normal hydration reactions are strongly suppressed by polyvinyl alcohol/acetate.
The polymer reacts with Al3* and Ca2* ions from the cement to form calcium acetate and a crosslinked product
(14).

Fig. 2 shows the microstructure of polymeric gel
matrix and unhydrated particles which are observed by
image analyzer. Dark parts are unhydrated particles and
white parts are polymeric gel matrix. Kataoka et al. (15)
reported . that the percentage of hydration in MDF cement
is about 13%, because the combined water content
cementitious matrix is very low as the extent of 6%,

2

Fig. 3 shows the variation of flexural strength of
the composites.
Mean flexural strength is improved
almost 60 % from 150 MPa to 240 MPa. Such enhanced mecha
nical properties appears to be related to the suppression
of microcrack growth by the SiC whisker.

3

Reinforcing of SiC whiskers in cementitious matrix
produces micropores around SiC whiskers. They does not
react with polymeric gel matrix as shown in Fig. 4.

Al

La Al

Ca
280

Fig.1 SEM and EDS of macro defect-free
cement composites

240
J

X 200
■QC
G
£ 160
ac

*6 120
D
X
Ф

г

80

0 2
4
6
8
10
SiC whisker (vol. %)
Fig.2 Image analizing of macro defect-free
cement composites

Fig.3 Flexural strength of SiC whisker
reinforced MDF cement composites

Flg.4 SIC whiskers 1л

Mtrti

Flg.S Speci-ess alter MentaUon load™.

Cracks induced by indentation loading are not detect«! al.ay. in ce«nt pastes, because of th. hetero
geneity between hydration product and unhydrated grain, and the effect of t»res in "^"‘Гк.е'рг^сеЬ

B? increasing

volume fraction of the SiC whisker in the MDF cement composites from 0 to 10 %. Kic value by

the SENB method increased from 1.9-2.3 MPa-m1/2 to 3.6-4.7 Та ®1'2.

-

- ■ '
- to have branching both forward and reverse directions. And these
Fig. 6 illustrated that cracks appear
not generally homogeneous in direction.
Cracks also develop forking at unhydrated grains,
branches are at the indenter tips and offsets of the cracks is present along much of the crack length.
Microcracking

Fig. 6 Crack propagation at indent tip (OS'.offset, Z:zig-zag, MC:micro crack
Ptpore, GB:grain bridging, FBtforward branch, RBtreverse branch,)

Struble et al. (17) reported that cracks generally appear to pass around unhydrated cement grains, and
often branched or forked of their tips, and few microcracks are sometimes observed just ahead of the tips.
They also reported that the crack path is often offset with the interjacent material between these offset

crack segments forming a bridge across crack.

Fig. 7 Fracture mor^xilogy in MDF cement
(a) transgranular fracture
(b) intergranular fracture

Fig.8 Crack bridging mechanisms in SiC
reinforced MDF cement composite
(a) GB:grain bridging
(b) FB:polymer fibril bridging

Fracture morphology is divided into transgranular fracture and intergranular fracture. Fracture behavior
of the MDF cement composites generally is of the intergranular type, which is developed through cement grain
polymer interface with a week bonding energy. Brittle and straight morphology of crack propagation are
produced through inner cement grains transgranularly (Fig. 7). Popoola et al.(18) reported that the fracture
of MDF cement can occur at the ceramic-polymer interface, inside the polymeric phase, or transgranularly
across ceramic grains.

Fig. 8 illustrates two crack bridging mechanisms in the MDF cement composites which show grain bridging
and the polymer fibril bridging.
Fig. 9 shows the crack deflection along whisker/
cementitious matrix interfaces.
Mai et al. (16) re
ported that it is not possible to locate a fracture
process zone a head of the crack tip. Therefore, the
toughening mechanisms in the MDF cement composites
are predominantly the grain bridging behind advancing
crack tips and the polymer fibril bridging across
crack faces, indicating a significant role of the
polymer in strengthening the composites.
Fig.8 is
consistent with the theory of Mai et al.

Fig. 9 Crack deflection by SiC vtiisker

CONCLUSION

1. Flexural strength and fracture toughness of MDF cement composites are improved with the addition of SiC
whisker. Further improvement in mechanical properties may be due to crack deflection along whisker/cementi
tious matrix interface.
2. SiC whisker reinforced №F cement composites consists of unhydrated cement grains, whisker phase,
hydrates, polymeric phase and micropores.
Fracture process seems to be related to the evolution of
microcracks between unhydrates and hydrated gel matrix.
3. Fracture morphology of the composites presents mainly intergranular fracture and parcially transgranular
character that are brittle and straight crack propagation.

main toughening mechanisms of SiC whisker reinforced MDF cement composites are characterized by
crack deflection, microcracking, and bridging of cracks.
4. The

The authors gratefully acknowledge the financial assistance of Korea Science & Engineering Foundation.
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MDF CEMENT COMPOSITES
WITH SIC POWDER
J H Kim*, S H Choi** and К S Han***
*Hanil Cement Co Seoul
**Hanyang University, Seoul
***lnha University, Inchon
KOREA

Msracr
Mechanical properties of MU’ cement composites prepared from ordinary Portland cement and SiC powder were
investigated. The cement pastes were mixed with 3.0x of hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose and 0.1% of water

cement ratio by a twin roll mill, and cured 60 days in a humidity chamber.

The flexural strength of the MDF cement composites with SiC powder was improved due to the following
factors: the removal of macropores larger than 100дт, the reduction of capillary pores which may act as the
passage of crack propagation, and the increase of Young’s modulus by higher content of unhydrated canent. , The
fracture tou^ness was enhanced by a crack toughening mechanisms such as grain bridging, polymer fibril
bridging and frictional interlocking.

Mechanische Eigenschaften vai MEF Zement-SiC Pulver Verbundwerkstoffen, die aus normalem Portland Zement
und SiC Pulver hergestellt worden sind, wurden untersucht. Die Zementpastai wurden mit 3.0% Hydroxypropyl
methylcellulose und 0.1« Wasser Zement von ZweirolImühle gemischt und in der feuchter Kammer 60 Tage

getrocknet.

Die Biegebruchfesti^eit von MCF Zement-SiC Pulver Verbundwerkstoffen erhöhte, und diese Erhöhung beruhte
auf den folgenden Faktoren ; die Beseitigung der Makroporen, dessen Durchmesser größer als 100дт ist, die
.Abnahme der kapillar«! Poren, die als den Weg zur Rißausbreitung wirken darf, und die Zunahme der
Elastizitätsmodul, die sich aus die größeren Menge von unhydrierendem Zement ergegeben werden. Die
Bruchzähigkeit wurden vcxi Rißzähmechanismus,
wie Z.B.,
Kombrückung Polymerfaserbrückung und
Reibungsineinandergriff erhöht.

INTTODUCTIOi

Recently, MDF(macro-defect-free) hardened cement pastes are produced by adding water soluble polymer, low
W/C ratio, and the special process. Their mechanical properties such as flexural strength and toughness have
been greatly improved. The strength of these MDF hardened cement pastes can be described by not only the
strength-porosity relationship but also the application of fracture mechanisms. Inasmuch as the strength of
the hardened cement pastes have the function of the macropores or defects, it may follow Griffith’s crack
theory.

Therefore, if the Griffith flaw, such as macropores or defects, in the hardened cement pastes can be
removed, then the flexural strength of the hardened cement pastes will be increased(l-3). On the other hand,
as the Young's modulus of the hardened cement pastes increases, their flexural strength increases remarkably
by the rule of mixture(4). Also, if the macro-flaws are removed, the flexural strength of high strength
hardened cement pastes may depend on the resistance of crack propagation, Kjc value(5).

In this study, in order to improve the flexural strength of the hardened cement pastes, mixing water was
reduced to W/C=0.1. Water soluble polymer was added to the pastes to obtain a better dispersion, adhesive and
packing effect of particles in the pastes. In addition, the effects of blending material such as fine SiC
powder with high Young’s modulus on the microstructure and the flexural strength of the hardened cement
composites were investigated through the application of the fracture mechanisms.

EXPERIMENTAL
MDF cement composite specimens were prepared from an ordinary Portland cement(Blaine; 3,200 cmz/g) with
water soluble polymer HPMC(hydroxy propyl methyl cellulose) and superplasticizer. Each one was added 3 wtx
for content of cement respectively. Four separate samples were similarly prepared by replacing 0, 5, 10 and
15 wtx of fine SiC powder for content of the ordinary Portland cement. After kneaded by a twin roll mill for
compact and homogeneous mixing, MDF cment composites were prepared to be in a sheet form by pressing with
acryl plate. These specimens were cured for 7, 28 and 60 days in 100% RH at ambient temperature and dried for
7 days in oven at 60°C.
The flexural strength and Young’s modulus of the MDF cement composites were
determined by three point bending method. Fracture toughness Kic was determined by SENB(single edge notched
beam)method with Instron machine(model 4302, Instron Co. ).
Then, microstructure and crack toughening
mechanisms were studied by SEN.

To observe crack growth, 8® wedge was inserted
into the groove of a double cantilever beam specimen
(30x20x2 mm) in holder. The advance of the wedge
produces crack turning the screw(Fig.1). The porosity
of composites was measured by a mercury intrusion
porosimetry.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of double cantilever beam
specimen used to observe crack growth.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Physical properties measured for MDF cement composites are listed in Table 1.
MDF cement pastes without SiC increased with curing time, as showed in Table 1.

The flexural

strength of

Its values reaches about 96 MPa for the ones cured for 60 days. The flexural strength of a MDF cement
composites with SiC powder is 100-105 MPa. The flexural strength of the MtF cement composites increases about

ten times, compared that of ordinary hardened
cement pastes.
In Fig. 2, macro-pores are completely
removed and capillary pores are reduced
with the increase of curing tine. These
phenomena may be partly due to the lubri
cating effect of HPMC. In addition, the
Young's modulus of the M№ cement composites
increases remarkably. Young's modulus of
hardened cement pastes and MDF cement
paste has been describ®! by Hansens’ mixture
rule(4) and Alford et al.(5). According
to the mixture rule, the addition of SiC
powder might significantly enhance the Young’s
modulus of the MDF cement composites.

Table 1. Physical properties of MEF Cement Composites
Added with SiC Powder,

Flexural Young's Fracture
Specimen
Hydration strength modulus toughness
(addition with
ö(MPa) Y(CPa)
SiC Powder)
period
Kic
(№am1/2)

SiC Ox

SiC 5x

7 days.

65

45

28 days

96

60

60 days

96

60

7 days

60

48

28 days

100

65

60 days

105

95

1.28

1.24

7 days
50
53
Therefore, it is assumed that the flex
ural strength of the MDF cement composite
SiC 10x
28 days
100
80
1.19
is increased by removing macro-flaws, reducing
60 days
100
90
the capillary pores, are! increasing the Young’s
modulus of the MDF cement composite. On the
7 days
63
50
other hand, Alford et al. (5) report«! that when
SiC I»«
28 days
98
65
the critical flaw is removed completely, the
1.03
flexural strength can be achieved only with
60 days
98
90
increasing Kic, resistance against crack propa
gation. As shown in Table 1, Kic of the MDF
cement composite without adding SiC powder was
1.28 №am1/2. This value is about four times higher than ordinary hardened cement pastes which is 0.3
MPaml/2. And when SiC powder is added to MDF cement composites, Kic decreases sli^itly as the content of SiC
powder increase.
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Fig. 2 Pore size distribution of lOx SIC powder added to
hardened cement paste with various curing tin>e(W/C=O. 1).

Struble et al.(6) reported that the
crack appears to pass through outer
hydration product, inner hydration
product, and voids. As shown in Fig. 3,
when the MDF cment composite was
fractured, the crack was propagated with
breaking outer CSH gel bonding.
Accordingly, Kic value of the MDF cement
composite depends on the capillary pores
and the bonding force of the CSH gel.
Mai et al.(7) reported that when the crack
is propagated, crack bridging occurs with
various patterns. Generally, grain bridging
passes along unhydrated cement grain.
The grain bridging would be a principal
crack toughening mechanism of the hardened
cement paste.

■ Fig. 3 Scanning electron micrograrhs and schematic
illustrations of MDF cement paste, showing
examples of C-S-H bonding at crack sites.
(W/C= 0.1, cured for 60 days)
СЖ: C-S-H bonding C: crack

In some of the grain bridging sites,
frictional interlocking improves the fracture
resistance of hardened cement paste. When
the crack is propagated, frictional contact occurred between grains(8).
hardened cement paste can be improved.

Therefore, the fracture toughness of

And also, a water soluble polymer has considerable adhesiveness on its own, when it is dried. It forms
the bond of CSH-polymer-CSH, which produces polymer fibril bridging(9). Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 illustrate two crack
bridging mechanisms, grain bridging and polymer fibril bridging, in MDF cemnt composites.

Fig. 4 Scanning electron microgr^hs and schematic
illustrations of MDF cement paste, showing
examples of grain bridging.
(W/C=0.1, cured for 60 days)
GB : grain bridging
C : crack

Fig. 5 Scanning electron micrographs and schematic
illustrations of MDF cement paste, showing
examples of polymer fibril bridging.
(W/C=0.1, cured for 60 days).
PB : polymer fibril bridging
C : crack

Fig. 6 Scanning electron micrographs and schematic
illustrations of MDF cement paste, shewing
exanples of frictional interlocking at grain
bridging sites.
(W/C=0.1, cured for 60 days)
: Frictional interlocking at
grain bridging
C : crack
GB : grain bridging

Fig. 7 Scanning electron micrographs and schematic
illustrations of MDF cement paste, showing
exanples of frictional interlocking at grain
bridging sites.
(W/C=0.1, cured for 60 days)
: Frictional interlocking at
grain bridging
C : crack
GB : grain bridging
CP : capillary pore

Fig.6 shows frictional interlocking at grain bridging sites. In Fig.7, the capillary pores present at
the normal orientation of crack advance show no effect on the crack propagation. The crack is propagated
along the'capillary pores which exist at the parallel orientation of an applied stress. Consequently, the
high strength mechanism of the MDF cement composite with SiC powder may be related to the removal of
macropores. The reduction of capillary pores which may act as the passage of crack propagation, and the
increase of Young’s modulus with increase of unhydrated cement and the addition of SiC powder.

CONCLUSION
1) The flexural strength and Young's modulus of the МЕР cement composites using ordinary Portland cement
cured for 60 days without SiC are around 96 MPa and 60 GPa respectively.

2) then SiC powder is added in the MDF cement, the flexural strength is about 100-105 MPa and Young's modulus
was about 95 GPa of high value.

3) The flexural strength of the MDF cement composites is improve! by removing macropores larger than 100/zm,
reducing capillary pores and increasing Young’s modulus, owing to unhydrated cement grains and SiC powder.
In addition to, the fracture toughness is increased by crack toughening mechanism such as grain bridging,
polymer fibril bridging and frictional interlocking.
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SUMMARY
27

Analysis of . X-ray powder diffraction patterns,
Al MAS NMR spectra
and thermal stability of studied models offers evidence of multlatomlc
chemical bonds Al(Fe) - О - X R (X = //, S, C). Results prove the atomic
level of the origin of interactions of clinker phases - CaaAlFeOs (C4ÄF)
and Са%( A IsOialSOi (C4A3S)
with carbonous watei—soluble polymer hydroxypropylmethylcellulose
(hpmc).
Distribution
of
porosity;
dominance of pores
10 < r/nm < < 100
and total pore volume estimated
near by 18 % , are further topical issues in the studied models and are
discussed together with the atomic-level changes. Study is in support of
the balance of porosity aspects with atomic-level changes in course of
synthesis of modelled MDFs.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

27

Rtg. pulver Diffraktometrle,
Al MAS NMR Spektroskopie und termlsche
Stabilität von studierten Modellen bewiesen mehratomische Bindungen
Al(Fe) - О - X R (X = H, S, C). Ergebnisse bestätigten atomisches Niveau
der Abstammung der Interaktionen von Klinkerphasen - C4ÄF und C4A3S mit dem kohlenstoffhaltigen wasserlöslichen Polymer - hydroxypropyl
methylcellulose (hpmc). Porositätdistribution, das.Übergewicht von Poren
10 < r/nm < 100 und total Porosität weniger als
18 7. , sind weitere
Eigenschsften von Modellen und sind im Zusammenhang mit Xnderungen im
atomischen Niveau disskutiert. Die Arbeit fordert die Gleichwertigkeit
der Porositätaspekten und Atomischniveauaspekten wahrend der Synthesen
der MDF Modellen.

INTRODUCTION
Macro-Defect-Free materials have been reported from 1981st. These
advanced cement-based materials arise utilizing cementitious reactions
of proper clinker phase(s) and watei—soluble polymer with water added in
amounts corresponding to ratios water/solld w/s = 0.2 ,
under pressure
5 MPa as a route to low-temperature synthesis of ceramic-like materials
[1,2]. Introductory studies
compare properties of MDFs with hydraulic
materials as there is close similarity of the syntheses [1-3] as well
with
potential у
altered
materials
(insulators,
staticaly
exerted
metallic parts) [1,2].

Interactions
and depth of chemical reactions of inorganic with
polymer matrices are discussed as Important sources of exceptional
properties of MDFs [1,2,4], some aspects of this hypothesis exceed at
present experimental results.Aim of this study has been to strengthen
experimental physico - chemical knowledge and give an account of the
relations of atomic and porosity aspects in course of MDF’s syntheses .
EXPERIMENTAL

Study has been carried out on the following simplified model C4AF +
+ C4A3S (mass ratios = 0+1, 1 + 1, 1+0)
+ hpmc (0 - 25 mass'Z)
+ H (w/s =
= 0.2) alternatively without pressure or applying this in initial 30
minutes of syntheses, detailed in table 1.

Table 1:

C AF
4

Composition and reaction conditions in course of syntheses

CAS
4 3

hpmc

appl. of

H (w/s)

pressure

(7.)

duration

note

(hours)

1

0

1

0.2

a), b)

1,6,24,7x24

1

0

5

0.2

a), b)

1,6,24,7x24

1

0

10

0.2

a),b)

1,6,24,7x24

1

0

25

0.2

a),b)

1,6,24,7x24

0

1

1

0.2

a), b)

1,6,24,7x24

b:

0

1

5

0.2

a), b)

1,6,24,7x24

in initial

0

1

10

0.2

a), b)

1,6,24,7x24

30 minutes

0

1

25

0.2

a), b)

1,6,24,7x24

mechanicaly

1

1

1

0. 2

a), b)

1,6,24,7x24

1

1

5

0.2

a), b)

1,6,24,7x24

1

1

10

0.2

a), b)

1,6,24,7x24

1

1

25

0.2

a), b)

1,6,24,7x24

-

a: none

pressure

pressed

Atomic level changes during syntheses have been followed by X-ray
diffractometry,
Al MAS NMR spectroscopy and thermal analysis of
samples taken after 1, 6, 24, 7x24 hours of interactions of components
in individual parts of the system.
X-ray powder diffraction patterns
were measured on the Philips 1540 powder diffractometer using CuKa or
FeKa radiation, d-spacings and reagents conversions were identified as
described in [51. Decoupled
Al MAS NMR spectra of samples taken from
system C4A3S + hpmc + H were measured at 104.2 MHz on Bruker MSL-400
spectrometer with sample spinning rate 4.3 kHz. Actual chemical shifts
were compared with standard chemical shifts of 27A1 in ettringite,
monosulphoaluminate hydrate, hydrogarnet, aluminum hydroxides and
in
C4A3S [6-8]. Weight losses (TG) and thermal effects (DTA) have been
collected simultaneously using ЮМ Derlvatograph Q 1500 D (table 3).

Distribution of porosity and total pore volume of each sample under
study have been estimated on mercury porosimeter Carlo Erba 2000 and
compared to
published values of MDFs [1-3]. Processing of numerical
outputs of individual measurements gave sets of averages of total and
relative pore volumes within radii
5 nm
to
10000 nm (fig. 2). The
connections of porosity distribution, synthesis conditions and atomiclevel changes are discussed.

RESULTS

AND

DISCUSSION

According to qualitative analysis of X-ray powder diffraction
patterns late formation (more than 24 hours needed) and significant
uniformity of crystalline hydrates occur in systems regardless of
reagents ratios at w/s = 0.2. Crystalline hydrates are the members of
the monosulphoaluminate-like solid solution — AFm phase.

Table 2:

Unreacted clinker phases, as given by
Irei/Io ),
after 7x24 hours

Reagents

Content of hpmc
1

5

X R D

data ( d/nm,

/ mass %
10

25

C^AF + hpmc

0.33

0.46

0.24

0.27

C^A^S + hpmc

0.31

0.34

0.41

0.42

C^AF + C^A^S + hpmc

0.20

0.30

0.21

0.37

Contents of unreacted C4AF and C4A3S, as extracted from X-ray data
after 7x24 hours of interaction (table 2), vary from 0.2 to 0.4, thus
conversion proceeds to formation of crystallohydrates.Disharmony between
diffractometric conversions and formation of crystallohydrates is the
indirect evidence of the primary formation of amorphous hydrates. We
have formerly noticed this phenomenon from common distribution of
reagents and hydrates (reaction stoichiometry, differential calorimetry)
and from
Al MAS NMR spectra that more precisely account for amorphous
phase [9]. Moreover, detailed analysis of 27Al MAS NMR spectra (fig. 1)

gives
very
important
explanation
of
atomic
structure
of
second
coordination sphere of Al atoms In studied samples.
Comparison of
chemical shifts from fig. 1 with standard values of ettringite (8.5 ppm)
monosulphoaluminate hydrate (13.5 ppm), hydrogarnet (12.0 ppm), aluminum
hydroxides (2-6 ppm), C4A3S (60 - 80 ppm) [6-8]
and with the effect
of amorphous state on line widths of signals [8,10] results in :
60 - 80 ppm (complex signal) - due to Al(4) in C4A3S [7].
13.2

represents Л1(6)
in AFm phase with second coordination
sphere of Al consisting of H and S [7].
ppm
represents
ЛИ6)
in
amorphous
phase
with
second
coordination sphere of Л2 consisting of //,
S and C :
Al-O-XR
(X=H,S,C), where the only source of S is clinker
phase and the only source of C is carboneous polymer.

ppm

10.1

fig.

1

: 27A1 MAS NMR spectrum and chemical shifts of C4A3S + hpmc + H
after reaction procedure of MDFs synthesis

Results of thermal analysis of reaction products

Table 3:

/' °C

reagents,

interval(s)

conditions

TG e

C A S+C AF+H

100-350

190,

100-220 230-350

280

190

320

100-220 230-350

300

190

320,

100-250 250-350

300

190

320,335

4

3

4

+ 5%
.
10%
t=24hours ___

w/s=0.2

hpmc
,
hpmc
.
hpmc

/

C

6
DTG

of peaks

DTA endo

280

DTA exo
—

200, 290

Table 3 displays weight losses and effects accompanying thermal
treatment of samples under study. Within stepwise weight loss first step
falls to temperature area typical for dehydration of AFm phase ( 80 220 C ), second step, due to amorphous phase, follows immediatelly (230
-350
C ). Close sequence of the end of second weight loss and the
exoeffect on DTA marks the virtue and the border of thermal stability of
carbonous part incorporated in amorphous phase. Literature data [11,12]
are in support of the discussed relations.
Chemical bonds Al(Fe)-O-XR within amorphous phase, occupying due to
synthesis conditions and gelation of
hpmc
[12] originally free space
among grains of clinker [13], are reflected In distribution of porosity
as well. Fig. 2 presents results of mercury intrusion poroslmetry,
curves and distributions represent processing of three patterns of
samples synthesized without hpmc (marked a in fig. 2), 10 patterns of
samples synthesized with hpmc (marked b in fig. 2) and 10 patterns of
samples synthesized with hpmc under pressure (marked c in fig. 2).
Results visualize effects of hpmc and pressure upon distribution of
porosity, in particular :

Reduction of content of pores 100 < r/nm
(curve b and resp. columns in fig. 2).

Minimum
80%) of
medians
near by

<

1000

in presence

of

hpmc

amount of pores with r/nm > 100 together with dominance (appr.
pores
10 < r/nm < 100 (full columns in upper part of fig. 2),
of pores under the later interval (fig. 2,Me) and total porosity
18 % when pressure applied during synthesis (curve c in fig.2).

fig. 2 :

Porosity distribution of hydration products of CiAaS + CtAF (a)
with hpmc added (b),
pressure applied (c)
and corresponding
medians of pores ( Mb, Me) ;
averages of 25 patterns

CONCLUSION

1.

Study of given model :
Displays
novel chemical bonds and
properties of amorphous
reaction product at synthesis conditions relevant to MDF procedure.
11. Exhibits
influence of synthesis conditions on distribution of
porosity;
at optimal conditions (pressure applied) interval of
dominant pore radii, including medians of pores, is
10 - lOOnm.
iil.
Indicates
interrelations of
local and pore structures and
balances the changes of these in course of syntheses.

i.

2. Comparison of externa! variable, recognized atomic-level changes and
porosity values favours the idea of the role of chemistry [1-4, 9, 14]
in the course of synthesis of modelled MDFs : Incorporation of carbonous
polymer (hpmc) within amorphous reaction product affects both atomic and
pore structures. Influence of hpmc on the pore structure is enhanced if
pressure is applied during synthesis.
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SUMMARY

The chemical
reactions between 12 organic
materials and 3 cements have been
respectively detected and the micro mechanism of the reaction has been studied by means of
FT-IR, XPS technique. The results showed that the significant effects of
chemical shift
were found in some test specimens and the interactions take place through the active groups
of water-soluble polymer and the cations of hydration products.
In this paper,
the
adhesive characters and the actions of beneficial chemical bond on the interface were
discussed by using the analysis method of failure. The results indicated, because of the
beneficial improvment of bonding behavior on the interface, the force of the interface is
often stronger than those of both polymer and cement inner. In this case,
the bending
strength and properties of the materials can be improved effectively.
Therefore,
we
consider that the role of interfacial bond which improves the structures and bonding
behavior between various matrixes is a more important factor to the increasing strength
mechanism in MDF cement.
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INTRODUCTION
MDE ( Macro Defect Free ) cement materiale have high bending etrength and some
excellent physical and chemical properties. They are expected to have a broad prospect of
engineering application [1-2]. As a matter of fact, MDF cement is a new kind of composite
materials of polymer cement based. The research work about this kind of material has been
developed in recent years, but by now its increasing strength mechanism is still in dispute.
The most of viewpoints emphasised the physical action of polymer added in cement.
It is
suggested that these polymers can improve the pore structure and enhance the toughness. So
the bending
strength of material can be Increased according to Griffith
fracture
theory [3-6]. On the other hand, some others viewpoints thought that there are certain
chemical reactions between polymer and cement, and the reaction plays an important role in
the strength and property of the material. As well known, the bending etrength of common
hardened cement paste is only about 1/10 of its compressive strength. Although the special
cold and hot pressed methods can increase cement etrength,
the experimental results
manifested that the ratio of bending/compressive etrength is hardly increased whatever
methods are used [6,7]. This result веете to reveal that there are different breaking

mechanisms for bending and compressive in cement materials.

By obtained reeearch results, it ie very clear that physical action of polymer is not
enough to explain why the reinforcement effect is not obvious when the porosity is further
reduced under the certain extent of porosity, why the etrength of composite material is
often stronger than the intrinstic strength of matrixes themelevee and why different kinds
of polymere have different effects on the etrength. We consider the effect of chemical
action between the interface is more important and reasonable.

we consider that these polymere used in MDF cement all contain a lot of polar groups
which have high activity in water. Meanwhile, as a consequence of the special preparing
technique of MDF cement, stirring at a high speed, rolling or extruding, in addition, the
high density feature at low water/solid ratio and compacting process, the contact extent
between various kinds of particles is strengthened. These make the interface action become
a very important factor influencing strength. It is doubtless that thia effect ie much
greater than that in common cement materials. We have verfied this deduction in the
investigation of the mico-etructure of MDF cement by Positron Annihilation Technique/ PAT )
[8]. On the other hand, MDF cement is a kind of composite materials according to the
feature of composition and structure. Because there are two different property materials
in the system, which interact each other to result in the high complex etrength.
This
indicates that there is a certainly complex reinforment action in materials. The complex
effect of composite material is realized through the interface of matrix, as we know, when
cement materials are damaged, the breakdown mainly takes place in the interface of
different hydrate paste. Therefore, it is very important to analyze the interface feaction
in MDF cement efficently. In this paper, we investigated the chemical reaction in the
interface of MDF cement. Based on the experimental results,
the actions of chemical
reaction and bonding in the interface were discussed and the increasing strength mechanism

of the interface was put forward.

EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cements used in the experiment were aluminous cement, sulfoaluminate cement and
portland cement ( commercial products ) СаО.А1жОа (CA), the main mineral of aluminous

cement, was prepared by chemical reagents ( A.R.) in the laboratory. All cements and CA
mineral were grinded to Blain specific surface 500ma/kg. The organic materiais in the
experiment were polyvinyl alcohcl( PVA ), polyacrylamide( PAM ), polyvinyl acetate tatex,
MC water-reduaing agent, NF water-reducing agent. Sodium carboxy methyl, gelatin, etarch,
butsdienstyreen rubber, neoprene latex, unsatureted polyesater resin, epoxy resin.

The chemical reaction specimens were prepared by the method as Birchall's [9] , but
here water/solid ratio is 0.40. The proportion in weight percent is cement 86%,
organic
material 15%, The solid organic materials were pretreated by water, mixed and stirred at a
high speed, shaped in the special mould by pressure, then demoulded and cured at 60"C for 3
days. The cured specimens were grinded and dried for 24 hours before tested. The fracture
samples were prepared as follows, make up polyacrylamide into homogeneous water-solution,
fresh cement paste at water/cement ratio of 0.4 was put into a mirrorlike mould to form a
sample ( ф 30x10mm ). One surface of the sample was carved to become a rough surface by a
knife fristly, then smeared polymer water-solution on this surface,
next the smooth
surface of another sample was put on the smeared polymer surface. So a piece of sandwich
sample was made. In the experiments, the comparing samples were prepared by using the pure
cement paste of water/cement ratio 0.60 to
replace
polymer water-solution. Curing
temperature is 46‘C and age is 28 days. The testing specimens were divided into two groups,
one group was dried for 72 hours in a drier before testing and called dry state group, the
other group was directly tested after laying 2 hours at room temperature and called as wet
state one. All specimens were broken along the designed interface.
Instruments and
experimental conditions are: IR test,
NICOLECT,
60SXB Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectrometer, resolution ratio, 0.17-1cm; sensibility, 0.06cm-1. XPS test, V. G. ESCALAB MKII
electron spectrometer, resolution ratio is 0.80 eV; vacuum of work chamber is superior to 1.33

10-’Pa.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chemical Reaction of Cement and Polymer
The chemical
reactions between 12 organic materials and 3 cements have been
investigated by FT-IR method.The experimental results discoverd that only PVA and PAM have
obviously chemical reaction information with cements. The results are shown in Table 1.

Variations of characteristic absoring band
bind

polymer

V o-ом

PVA

Ö OH
V ом

0
0
о
?
0

> > >

PAM

in polymer
-1100
-1123
3432 (btoad-bond)
1025-1046
-1400
-1687

( cm-1)

Table 1

in reaction specimens
-1116, intensity weaken
intensity weaken
the peak of free OH appear at 3636

intensity weaken and tend to disappear
peak change into sharp and strong
move to —1665

It can be found from Table 1, that the information of chemical reaction are mainly
indicated by those characteristic absorbiong bands which are concerned with hydroxyl( OH )
in PVA and amide (CONH,) in PAM. This result revealed that chemical reaction takes place

through those active groups of polymere in specimens, but not all reaction can take place
in the polymer with active group. In order to ascertain the micro mechanism of this
reaction further, we carried out the XPS study of interface reaction of polyacrylamide and
CaO.AlsOa system.

The Micro Mechanism of the Chemistry Beaction

The electron binding energies of five elements, C, N, 0, Ca, Al, in test specimens
prepared by above method were examined by XPS technique.The results are showed in Table 2
The testing results of electron binding energy
specimen

pure PAM

Cis

284.60

Nls

399.65

hydrate of
CA singly
hydrate of
PAM+Ca

284.60
285.43

chemical
shift

+0.53

399.65
397.60
-2.05

.
,
The molecular structural formula of PAM is:

Ole

(eV)

Table 2

Ca2p

A12p

531.95

530.40

346.73, 350.14

73.84

530.40
531.90

346.73, 350.14
347.70, 350.90

73.84
74.68

+1.50
-0.05

+0.97

+0.84

H
H
I
i
( — C — C —- )n

й

A

O
NH»
in reaction are
Analyzing the chemical shifts in Table 2, we conclude the variations
’
mainly in the C-N bond of amide group. The reasons are, ( 1 ) C <element appeared a new
This result is
energy spectrum, binding energy is 286.96 eV, chemical shift is I0.63 eV.
the Cis
deduced to be the breaking of C-N bond. According to theory of XPS analysis,
binding energy increased in reaction means that the place in C-N has been replaced by a
higher electronegativity element. This element is only possible to be О in reaction system,
and this result predicts the possibility of forming C-0 bond. ( 2 ) New Nis had a -2.06 eV
chemical shift and the result further testified the breaking of C-N bond. As the breaking
N element up from C-N bond in amide group, its electron density of nucleus outside enhaces
exists
and results in Nls binding energy in inner to decrease. ( 3 ) Because О element
О
structural
the further analysis of
not only in polymer but also in CA hydrate,
information is still difficult. Considering from the structure, as result of if О- С- О
group is formed, the outer electrons of C will be redistributed and this 018 binding
energy belongs to two oxygens in carboxyl group, which is higher than that in the hydrate
and lower than that in the polymer. ( 4 ) The chemical shifts of Ca2p, A12p are 0.97 and
0.84 eV respectively. These are attributed to their link with organic matrixes of higher
electronegativity. The information coming from the chemical reaction can be found in both
inorganic matrix and polymer here.

As stated above, we conclude the chemical reaction takes place through the breaking
of the C-N bond in amide group firstly. then the C is linked with O, next this 0 is linked

with Ca, Al cations
structure is formed.

produced

during

the hydration proceee,

so

the

beneficial

composite

Investigation of Bonding Behavior in Fractured Surface

The amount of adhesive region on the smooth side of the fractured surface was
statistically measured by Image Analysis metheod. Table 3 is the results of different
interfaces designed under different experimental conditions.
Adhesive amount on fractured surface

1

2

3

4

5

C-P

21
15

26
17

17
10

26
12

20
8

19.8
12.4

C-C

7
4

6
5

8
6

4
4

4
3

5.6
4.4

interface

Table 3

( % )

average

value

expriment condition
wet state
dry state

wet state
dry state

note: *C-P* stand for the interface of cement and polymer
*C-C* stand for the interface of cement and cement

Comparing the results in Table 3, we can find that two kinds of interface have
obviously different adhesive features. The adhesive areas on C-P interface are much larger
than those on C-C interface. This manifests that a good adhesive state has formed between
polyacrylamide and aluminous cement during the hydration process. In this case,
the
bonding force of interface region is stronger than that of hardened paste or polymer inner.
So broken surfaces do not always appear in phase interface, some of which are often in
polymer inner at wet state condition, and the others are often in hydrate inner at dry
condition. As opposed to, the experiment results showed that the broken surface mostly
appears in the designed interface for the C-C samples. The results showed that watereolube polyacrylamide can play an important role in improving bond behavior on the
interface. Noticing the results came from smooth surface, we consider that it is sure that
bonding behavior in practical materials is better. Table 3 also showed that experimental
condition had different effect on the bonding results of C-P interface. There was larger
amount of adhesion at wet state, which involve both polymer and cement paste, so the exact
reason of producing this situation is difficult to be confirmed here.
The further
examination for this will be carried out below. The effect of dry and wet state on the
adhesive result of C-C interface was not found in the experiment.

The micro composition and structure of the smooth region on the fractured surface have
been investigated by XPS technique. The results were discussed in three situations. ( 1 )
The electron binding energy spectra of pure polymer appeared on the smooth cement surface
region. The full lines in Fig.l are the patterns of C, N, О element binding energy (BE) on
the smooth fracture surface, which give the structural information of PAM molecule, Cls-284.
60 eV, 286.43 eV; Nle-399.66 eV; Ole-631.95 eV. The dotted lines are the patterns of
interface layer with the chemical reaction (Table 2).
The structural information of
elements on surface is the same as pure polymer instead of the interfacial one which
suggests a conclusion that all smooth fractured surface is not actual interface and the
breakage takes place in polymer inner. This situation often appears under the wet state
condition. According to this result, we can also know it is not accurate to verify the
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micro eurface feature only by the observation of surface image. ( 2 ) The fractural
surfaces have the real structure information of C, N, O, Ca, Al elements in the interface
layer of chemical reaction. The dotted lines in Fig. 2 Ca2p-347.70, 360.96 eV, A12p-74.68
eV are results, and Cis, Nls, Ols binding energies are the same as those dotted liner in
Fig.l. The double peaks of Ca2p in Fig. 2 is the characteric phenomenon ( 2P1/2, 2P3/2 ) ,
but two peaks in 0 pattern are due to the large difference in chemical state of 0.
This
information showed that some breakage takes place in practical design interface due to
weaker bonding force. (3) The fractured surface gave the structural information of pure
cement paste inner. The full lines in Fig. 2 show the results, Ca2p 346.71, 360.14 eV, A12p
-73.82 eV. We have two explanations for these results. One is that the fractured surface is
in cement inner, which indicated that bonding force between designed interfaces is
stronger than that in cement paste inner. The other is that there is no chemical reaction
between polymer and cement, and there is some molecular force at most.
Because of the
weaker adhesive behavior, these places are easily to be broken. Besides materials used,
some other factors such as rough surface, gas pore, and so on can all engender this result.
In our experiment, two situations may all appear.

According to above results and analyses, we consider that the bonding force between
matrixes is often stronger than that in matrix inner, for the composite materials which
have chemical reaction between organic-inorganic matrix which can form a beneficial
interface layer. In this case, when these composite materials are broken,
fractured
surfaces are often not in the interface. In our experiment, fractures took place more in
polymer side at wet state or in cement side at dry state. That is to say,
the interface
behavior acquires good improvement. According to the model of breaking analysis of MDF
cement [10], it is this improvement of the bonding force in interface that the bending
strength and other properties are improved greatly.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Among twelve organic materials, the chemical reaction only take place between
water-soluble polymer polyvinyl alcohol or polyacrylamide and cements. The reason is that
these polymers provide a lot of active group during the hydration.
2. The micro mechanism of chemical bonding action of polyacrylamide and СаО.А1яОа is
that, firstly the C-N bond in amide group is broken, next the C links with the 0, and then
this 0 links with Ca, Al cations of inorganic matrix.
3. The good bonding state and interface structure are formed between polymer and
cement during hydration process, the bonding force in interfaces is often stronger than
that in matrixes inner. Therefore, breakdown takes place more often in polymer or in cement
inner and does not always in the interface between phases as common cement materials.
4. The improvement of bonding behavior in interface increase greatly the bending
strength of materials. This resuls reveals that the weak link between various particles or
hydrate phases is the fundamental reason for a low bending strength in cement materials.
The experiment results demonstrate that the interface factor play an important role in the
promotion strength and properties of MDF cement.
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SUMMARY
The 21st Century Concrete Technology will show considerable shifts in construction methods and
equipments. In the area of concrete materials, mix design will likely be more concerned with developments
in: new cements for higher early and ultimate strength; mineral admixtures which will lower the water to
cement ratio but will still give a dense workable concrete; more effective usage of recycled concrete, curing
compounds and sealants that cure, protect, and seal the surface; and development of densified systems
containing ultrafine particles and macro-defect-free materials. The major objective will be to produce

concrete of improved mechanical properties.

Portland Cement matrices have much lower tensile strength than compressive strength. This is due to
the residual large pores and flows after solidification. Various attempts have been taken to improve the
mechanical properties of cementitious materials. One of the most recent attempts is the approach of
preparing the so-called macro-defect free (MDF) cements, produced originally from high alumina cement
and later with ordinary portland cement in combination with a water soluble polymer.
A simulation model for analyzing the mechanical behavior of MDF cement pastes under tensile forces
is developed in which the MDF materials are considered to consist of two phases, one is a soft continuous
phase made of the polymer gel and the other a hard discontinuous phase made of unhydrated grains. The
analysis proceeds by making successive step displacements by inducing increments of force. After each
displacement, the total force and total displacement from the initial length are calculated. This process will
continue until the maximum strain is reached. After this, re-calculation of the stiffness of the matrix
proceeds. Therefore, the present numerical method can follow the stress-strain relationship after the
maximum stress. The results of this simulation are presented and compared with experimental results.

* Present adress: Tomogami Iron Works. Japan.

INTRODUCTION

Ordinary Portland Cement matrices are known to have a much lower tensile strength than
compressive strength, ascribed to large pores and flows. Various attempts have been undertaken to improve
the tensile mechanical properties of cementitious materials. Earlier attempts Involved the use of polymer
modified cement matrices while others Included enhancing the particle packing by blending it with fine
particles (DSP ) or using a high pressure1. The high pressure denslfication could be of much benefit when
combined with proportioning with fine particles. These materials possess a very high compressive strength
but their tensile strength is still low2. One of the most recent attempts is the approach of preparing the socalled macro-defect free (MDF) cements produced originally from high alumina cement3 and later with
ordinary portland cement in combination with a water soluble polymer4. The MDF materials posses high
tensile strength due to the absence of large pores3"8. In addition to the pore filling property, the polymer
acts as a lubricant to reduce friction and remove air voids during mixing. Furthermore, it reacts with
calcium ions produced by cement hydration to develop a polymer-polymer and polymer-cement grains
cross-linked network. Alford and Birchallfi showed several applications of products made of MDF cement
pastes, ranging from loudspeaker cabinets to armour systems protecting personnel, vehicles and buildings.
Recently, the number of studies on the mechanical behavior of MDF related materials is increasing because
the potential technical importance of such materials lies in the fact that they possess high tensile strengths
combined with high toughness. Recently, Malek111-11 used high performance fibres to further improve the
mechanical properties of the MDF matrices.

Several models have been developed to explain the mechanical behavior of cementitious materials .
Higgins and Bailey12 have improved the tied crack model based on the Dugdale model for OPC pastes. They
used the modified Griffith theory to analyze, semi-quantitatively, the observed relationship between flexural
strength and notch length. WittmanlS has carried out a numerical analysis on mechanical properties of
concrete using the finite element method. He used the circle-idealized aggregate particles to investigate the
stress concentration of the interface between the aggregate and the boundary phase. Bazant14, on the other
hand, investigated the microplane model applied to the simulation of tensile mechanical behavior of
concrete.
Eden and Bailey 13 developed a model for MDF cement pastes.by using the fiber pull-out mechanism
in which the polymer gel acts as an adhesive between two fibrils, but, Sinclair and Groves18 rejected it
because they didn't find fibrous outgrowth in MDF cement.
PROPOSED MECHANICAL MODEL

In the present model, the MDF materials are considered to consist of two phases, one is a soft
continuous phase made of the polymer gel and the other is a hard discontinuous phase made of unhydrated
grains. The following two main assumptions are used in the present model: 1) The unhydrated grains are
considered as completely stiff particles and thus, their deformation can be ignored. Therefore, the elastic
modulus and the maximum strain of the hard phase does not affect neither the soft phase nor the macro
elastic modulus and maximum macro-strain of the material, respectively. The macro-values may, however,
be indirectly affected by the size distribution of unhydrated grains. 2) Forces applied to the grain are
directed towards one central point in the grain, i.e. no moment nor shear stress occurs around the grain.
According to these assumptions, the real microstructure is converted to a pin Jointed frame network
structure where Hook's low was applied on its members (Figure 1).

* Densified systems containing homogeneously arranged ultrafine particles.

Numerical Analysis

The analysis proceeds by making successive step displacements, by inducing an increment of force
around the pin. This will results in a new pin location, which can be generated by solving the linear
simultaneous equations. After each displacement, the total

Strong bond
Weak bond

Figure 1. A diagrammatic representation of the mesh

force of each member is calculated by total displacement from the initial length. This process will continue
untd the maximum strain of the member is reached (i.e. the total force exceeds the maximum strength of
the member) and the member is broken. After this re-calculation of the stiffness of the matrix proceeds at
zero displacement and then the normal procedure is applied. Therefore, the present numerical method can

follow the stress-strain relationship after the maximum stress.

Under »niaxial loading, a two-dimensional frame work can be used in the model without gross errors.
The grain location is converted to pin location. The force direction at each member must be determined to
be in the actual direction of each displaced member; however, this procedure makes the numerical analysis
quite complicated as linear calculations can no longer be applied. In the present numerical analysis, the
force direction at each member is determined as the former direction of each displaced member; therefore,
linear calculation can be applied. This approximation may be reasonable If the displacement of each
member is very small at the force equilibrium. In the present analysis, the smaU appUed step displacement
causes a small displacement of each member; therefore, this approximation does not cause gross errors
(Fig. 2). Additionally, in the proposed model, the Increment of force at each member must be calculated by
using the actual elongation of each displaced member; however, this procedure also causes a non-linear
calculation. In the present analysis, the elongation of each member Is calculated by the inner product of
the unit vector of each member and the relative vector of the Increment of displacement of each pin. These
two approximations are concerned in the procedure of numerical calculation, which can change the
complicated calculation into a simple linear calculation. The other approximations are also necessary to

decide the stiffness of each member (micro-stiffness). Each micro-stiffness is dependent on each boundary
area, each boundary thickness, and the elastic modulus of the polymer gel.

Direction of the elongation of Lij is appoximately equal to the
initial direction of Lij. Elongation of Lij is appoximately |vij|:

Figure 2. Approximation of force direction and elongation used in the present model.
RESULTS OF THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION
Effect of the Particle Size, and Size Distribution

The results show that the elastic modulus will be higher if the particle size is larger since the volume
fraction of soft phase is decreased; however, the maximum tensile stress will not be changed if the boundary
thickens, and elastic modulus and the maximum strain of the soft phase are fixed.
The effect of the particle size distribution is much more complicated than the effect of the particle size
with single distribution because the initial mesh geometry is not simple. The results show that if the particle
size distribution is broader, the maximum tensile stress will be lower than that of the material which has
the single particle size distribution; however, the elastic modulus of the material will not be always lower. If
the geometries of the two Initial meshes are not so different, which means that the number of the strong
bonds of each mesh is the same, the elastic modulus of the mesh which has the broader particle size
distribution will be lower. However, if the number of strong bonds is not the same, the elastic modulus of
the mesh which has more strong bonds will be higher.
Generally, a broader particle size distribution will Increase the number of strong bonds due to a higher
degree of particle packing; therefore, a cross-over point may exist in the relationship between the
broadness of particle size distribution and the elastic modulus of the material.
Effect of the Boundary Thickness
This result shows that the elastic modulus will be higher if the thickness is smaller; however, the
maximum tensile stress will not be changed if the particle size and the mechanical properties of the polymer

gel are fixed.

Effect of the Pore Size and Size Distribution

Effect of the Fore Location
The results show that the homogeneous size distribution of the pores increases the maximum tensile
stress and elastic modulus of the material. The results show also that if the total pore area projected to the
perpendicular section to the loading direction is smaUer, the maximum tensile stress and elastic modulus of

the material will be higher.
Effect of the Pore Orientation, Geometry, and Size Distribution
The results show that If the pore area projected to the perpendicular section to the direction of loading,
which is changed by the pore orientation, is smaller, the maximum tensile stress and elastic modulus of the
material will be higher. The proposed model can also analyze the effect of pore size distribution; however, it
is practically difficult to do using the small mesh.
Comparison with Experimental Results

. Figure 3 shows the analyses of experimental results of FM-la and FM-lb using the observed particle
size distributions. The two specimens were made of two cements of different particle size distributions,
polyacrylamide and water. The results of simulations show Unear elastic behavior. The experimental results
show a good agreement with predicted values up to 0.1% strain. Beyond this the experimental results show
non-linear behavior. The deviation of higher strain percentages is due to the fact that the proposed model is
established for Unear elastic materials, and the mechanical properties of real MDF materials, even dried, are

affected by the mechanical properties of the polymer (non-linear behavior).

Figure 3. Stress-Strain Relationships Predicted from the Model and Contrasted with the
Experimental Results. Letters A and В Indicate results of simulation for two
specimens FM-la and FM-lb, respectively. Letters a, b, b' indicate experimental
resultsof FM-la cured for 2 weeks. FM-lb cured for 2 weeks, FM-lb cured for

4 weeks, respectively.

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed simple frame network model can be used to analyze or simulate the tensile mechanical
behavior of MDF cementitious materials or composites made of hard Inclusions embedded in a soft matrix.
The present numerical analysis predicts that particle size distribution and boundary thickness can affect
the tensile mechanical behavior of the MDF cement pastes. For example: narrower particle size distribution
can give higher strength and elastic modulus, whereas, smaller boundary thickness can give only higher
elastic modulus. Also, pore location, pore orientation, and pore geometry can affect the mechanical
properties of the MDF cement pastes.
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CHEMICAL INTERACTION BETWEEN PVA AND HYDRATING НАС:
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPIC AND THERMOANALYTICAL
INVESTIGATIONS
S Harsh, Y C Naldu and S N Ghosh
National Council for Cement and Building Materials
New Delhi, INDIA

SUMMARY
The reture of chemical interaction between polyvinyl alcohol (EVA) and hydrating
high alumina cement (НАС) has been investigated using infrared spectroscopy and
DT-VCCDG techniques» Infrared spectroscopy results confirmed the formation of metal
carboxylates in high alumiry cement-polyvinyl alcohol (HAC-PVA) systems, formed by
interaction of acetate groups released by polyvinyl alcohol and metal ions released
by cement. IR spectroscopy also provided indirect evidence of cross-linking of
polymer chains via metal ions. The OTA curves showed that the presence of polyvinyl
alcohol suppresses the formation of C3AH6 in hydrating high alumina cement systems.
A new endothermic peak observed in the OTA curves of HAC-PVA systems at about 250
260°C, could possibly be arising from the decomposition of PVA-complexed-gibbsite.

nmODUCTICN
The macro-defect-free (MDF) cement oomposites developed by Birchall et al (1-3)
have very high compressive and flexural strengths (more than 250 MPa and 200 MPa
respectively) together with a high modulus of elasticity and relatively high fracture
energy. The basic constituents of the system are cement (ordinary portland cement or
high alumina cement) and a water soluble polymer such as polyvinyl alcohol,
polyacrylamide or hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose. A lew water/cement ratio (0.12
0.16) is required to be maintained for achieving high strengths. Thorough mixing of
the cement-polymer-water system at such lew w/c ratios is achieved by high shear
mixing at a roll mill. After roll milling the mix acquires a dough like consistency
and can be processed into desired shapes through plastic processing techniques such
as calendering, compression moulding etc.

As to the factors responsible for such high flexural and compressive strengths,
there is a lack of consensus. Birchall
(2) suggested that the removal of relatively
large, elongated pores coupled with overall lower porosity is the primary reason for
the higher strength of the MDF composites. It was argued (1,3) that the large pores
act as flaws and therefore as per Griffith's equation, the reduction in the largest
pore size will result in higher flexural strength. Eden et al proposed a model (4)
to account for the high flexural strengths of OPC based MDF composites taking into
consideration the suggestion (5)
that the failure in an OPC paste occurs by the
pulling apart of calcium silicate hydrate fibrils. As per this model the flexural
strength of MDF cement is considered to be controlled by the shear resistance of the
CSH - polymer - CSH fibrilar interface. They further suggested that removal of pores,
either large or colloidal is not the principal factor contributing to the high
strength. But Sinclair and Groves (6) did not find interlocking fibrous hydrates in
OPC as well as НАС based composites as required by Eden's model.

In addition to the microstructural, features, the oement- polymer interaction is
also expected to play a significant role in determining the strength of MDF
composites. The studies by Rodger et al (7) have indicated that strong interactions
occur between polymer and cement in both the OPC and НАС based MDF composites. In a
recent review of various aspects of oement-polymer interaction for OPC systems,
Chandra et al (8)
have concluded that the cement polymer interaction is due to
ionic bonding between metal ions furnished by cement and anionic groups on polymer
chains and results in the cross-linking of the polymer chains. Zhu Hong et al (9) on
the basis of their investigations on PC based MDF composites supported the findings
of Rodger et al (7) that the physical and chemical interactions between polymer and
cement in MDF composites rake the polymer chains cross-linked. They further suggested
that the largest pore size was not a dominant factor determining the flexural
strength of MDF cement and felt that the interactions between polymer and oement ^ve
rise to an "intense composite effect" that made a great contribution to the high
flexural strength of MDF cement. However, the mechanism of these interactions and the
mode of their contribution towards higher strengths are far from clear.

In this paper we present the results obtained on o=ment polymer interaction from
the infrared spectroscopic and DTA/DIG studies of the high alumira cement-polyvinyl
alcohol (HAC-PVA) System.

EXPERIMEKTAL
The commercially available high alumina cement (trade name "calandum"),
containing 46% A12O3 , 32% CaO, 6% SiO2 and 5% Fe^Og was used for the preparation of
HAC-PVA composite samples. The HAC-PVA mixes at wA ratio below 0.2 were prepared by
mixing the oement with polymer-water gel in a planetary mixer followed by high shear
mixing at a roll mill. The dough like material was stripped of the rolls and filled

in 2" cube moulds. The material inside the mould was compacted using a hammer and a
rod. After casting, the cubes inside the moulds were kept covered under a damp cloth
and were demoulded after 5 hours. The demoulded cubes were cured for 4 days at 50°C
and RH 80 and then dried for 1 day at 80°C.

The cured and dried cubes were crushed and ground to a fine powder and subjected
to IR and DTA/OTG investigations. For comparative studies
two more samples were
prepared. One was that of НАС hydrated for 4 days at w/c = 0.3. Another was a mix of
НАС and 10% PVA hydrated for four days at w/c = 2.0. The hydration was carried out at
ambient temperature (30o-35°C). After 4 days the samples were washed with acetone,
dried and ground to a fine powder. The powdered samples were subjected to IR and
DTA/OTG investigations.

RESULTS
1/

IR Sppectroscopic Studies

IR spectra of HAC-PVA system (samples prepared as KBr pellets) have been
reported (7) to show a complete absence of the carbonyl (C=0) band of the acetate
group, which appears as a strong band at 1720 cm 1 in the spectrum of partially
hydrolyzed PVA, and emergenoa of two new bands at 1570 cm
and 1415 cm . The two
new bands were attributed to metal carboxylate absorbances.

The IR spectra of hydrated HAC-PVA systems and that of hydrated НАС only
(samples prepared as nujol mull) are given in Figure l.The 1720 cm- band of the
carbonyl group was not observed in any of the spectra of tRC-PVA system. EXirther as
compared to hydrated НАС only, the spectra of HAC-PVA systems showed a new band at
1560-1570 cm-1, which was one of the bands attributable to a natal carboxylate. These
results were in accordance with data reported earlier (7). It was also seen that not
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Fig 1 IR spectra of hydrated HAC+PVA systems.. A - Hydrated НАС (w/c = 0.3);
В - Crushed HAC-PVA cube (PVA = 5%, w/c = 0.15); C - Crushed HAC-P\A
cube (PVA=7%; w/c=0.15); D-Hydrated mix of НАС and 10% PVA (w/c=2.0).

Table 1
Band Position (cm~^)
1096 m, b
1245 s
1370 m
1430 m
1720 s
2930 m
3360 vs,b

Infrared Absorption Bands of PVA (7)
Assignment
C-0 str., OH bend
C-0 str..
CH bend
CH, CH2, OH bend
C=O str.(acetate)
CH str. '
OH str.

s = strong, m = medium, b = broad, v = very, str. = stretch
only the 1720 cm-1 bard but other bands of PVA as well,
such as 1096 cm 1 (C-O
str., OH bend) band, 1245 cm-1 (C-0 str.) band and 3360 cm-1 (CH str.) band did not
appear in the HAC-PVA spectra. Vfe oomment specifically on these bands because other
IR bands of PVA (Table 1) attributable to CH str. or CH, CH2 bend fall in the
absorption region of nujol and could not be deciphered in the IR spectra presented
here.
The vibrational bands observed in the aluminate absorption region (500-1100 спЛ)
and the OH absorption region (3400-3700 cm-1) for various
calcium aluminates/
calcium aluminate hydrates did not show any appreciable change in going from hydrated
НАС to hydrated HAC-PVA systems.

Fig 2 DTA curves of Hydrated HAC+PVA
Fig 3 0110 curves of Hydrated HAC+PVA
cSystems
Systems J
A- Hydrated НАС (w/c=0.3); B- Hydrated mix of HAC+10% PVA (w/c=2.0);
C-Crushed HAC-PVA cube (PVA=6%, w/c=0.19); D-Crushed HAC-PVA cube
(PVA=5%, w/c=0.16)

2/

DTA/Crrc Studies
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Fig 4 DTA and DTG curves of polyvinyl
alcohol

The DTA/DTG data for the hydrated НАС and
HAC-PVA systems are given in Figure 2.
The DTA curve of hydrated НАС showed
endothermic peaks at 95°C, 160°C, 280°C
and 310°C
(shoulder) corresponding
to
alumina gel, C2AH8, AHg
and C3AH6
respectively. The presence of 4 peaks in
the DTG curve (Figure 3) corresponding
to weight loss
in
four stages at
about 100°C, 165°C,
280°C and 315°C
confirmed the presence of four phases.
The DTA curves for the HAC-PVA systems
showed some sigiifleant differences from
the DTA curve for hydrated НАС. The most
important differences were observed in
the 230o-450°C region where
it was
observed that (a) The C3AH6
peak,
observed at 310°C in
the case of
hydrated НАС, was either absent or
greatly diminished in intensity; (b) The
relatively narrew peak corresponding to
AH3
at 280°C was replaced by a much
broader peak. In one case (curve-B),
instead of a single broad peak a broad
doublet was observed with individual
peaks of thie doublet centered at 250°C
and 270°C; (c) The 300° -450°C region of
the DTA curves for HAC-PVA systems
(curves В, C and D) showed presence of
exothermic peaks. In the case of curve-C
a total of 3 exothermic peaks were
observed in this region. A perusal of the
СТА curve of polyvinyl alcohol (Figure 4)
showed that these exothermic peaks were
not attributable to PVA. Further it was
seen that none of tiie peaks observed in
the DTA curve of polyvinyl alcohol appear
in the OTA curves for HAC-PVA composite
system.

DISCUSSION
The infrared spectroscopic and DTA/DTG studies presented in this paper provide
evidence of the existence of, and throw sone light on the nature of, cement polymer
interaction in hydrated HAC-PVA systems. The nein observed features of the IR spectra
of these systems were (a) The band at 1720 cm-1, corresponding to acetate group of
partially hydrolyzed polyvinyl alcohol was not observed; (b) A new peak was observed
at 1560-1570 cm-1
corresponding to metal carboxylate salts; (c) IR bands of PVA
corresponding to C-0 str., CH str., and OH bend were not observed; and (d) The IR
bands corresponding to calcium aluminate hydrates did not show
any appreciable
change in going from hydrated НАС to hydrated HAC-PVA systems, except for tie changes
in the intensity of the peaks reflecting the quantitative changes in the cement
phases. As mentioned earlier, the disappearance of absorption bard of acetate group
and appearance of two new bands corresponding to iretal carboxylates has been reported
by Rodger et al(7), who also postulated a mechanism for the interaction of polyvinyl
alcohol with hydrating НАС systems (Figure 5). As per this mechanism, the partially
hydrolyzed PVA is completely hydrolyzed releasing acetate ions in solution, which
combine with metal ions present in the system forming carboxylate salts. This would

account for the disappearance of 1720 cmj
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Fig 5 Reaction of PVA with hydrating high
alumina cement (7).

band and also for the new band at 1570 cm
observed in the IR spectra of HAC-PVA
system. (The 1415 cm-1 band of metal
carboxylates fell in the absorption
region of nujol and could not be seen).
However, IR spectra did not provide any
direct evidence for the next postulated
step of the mechanism, i.e.,cross-linking
of polymer chains via metal ions.
Though, the absence of other IR bands of
PVA, i.e., the ones corresponding to the
vibrations of C-0 and OH groups, can
probably be taken as an indirect evidence
of cross-linking of PVA chains.
Apparently, because of the cross-linking,
where the oxygen of the hydroxyl group of
PVA is postulated to combine with metal
ions from cement, the vibrational modes
of PVA such as C-0 str., OH str. or OH
bend were greatly suppressed and did not
appear in the IR spectra of HAC-PVA
systems.
Lastly, the absence of any
significant change in the vibrational
bands corresponding to calcium aluminate
hydrates indicated that the molecular
structure of the various hydrates was not
affected by the cement polymer
interaction.

The DTA/DTG data presented in this
paper has provided new evidence of the
interaction nf
of PVA with hvdrating
hydrating НАС and
has also shown that the presence of PVA affects the course of hydration of НАС. The
OTA curves, clearly showed that the presence of PVA, both at high as well as low
XXSt ratios, checked the formation of C,AH6 in hydrating НАС systems. The
oS^iS rela ting to the br^dening of the 2M peak both in the OTA as well as
i^the OTC curves indicated that the EVA probably combined with gibbsite to a nuch
laraer extent than with other cement phases present m the system. In one case
(Fimire 2 curve B) instead of a single broad peak, the OTA curve showed a doublet
wi*-h^Deak'positions at 250°C and 270°C. This observation suggested that the broadened
Sks^seKed at 270°C and 280°C in the OTA curves C and D (Figure 2) are also not
tingle peaks but a combination of two overlapping peaks. Out of these two peaks, the
one a^earing at about 270o-280°C could be attributed to
^"bbs^te)
decomoosition. The new endothermic peak appearing at
about
250 260 C Pr5™D у
arise? from the decomposition of PVA-complexed-gibbsite. In a recent study (10) on
the interaction between gibbsite and polyacrylamide, the X-ray photoelectron spectra
suggested electrostatic oomplexation of Al in AH3 with the oxygen of
pa^"y
arouo in polyacrylamide. The gibbsite-PVA complex is probably formed through a
slSLr interaeSm
M of
and oxygen of the hydroxyl group. As for the
exothermic peaks observed in the OTA curves, the reasons for these «ere not clear.

OONCLUSICN
The studies presented in the paper lead to the following conclusions :
i)

The PVA interacts chemically with hydrating НАС both at high as well as low w/c
ratios.

ii)

The polymer appears to interact with the cement system at two
levels : (a)
The interaction between the hydroxyl oxygen of PVA ard metal ions present in the
solution,resulting in the cross linking of polymer chains, (b) The interaction
between hydroxyl oxygen of the PVA and metal ions (largely Al) present on the
surface of hydrated phases (largely gibbsite), resulting in the bonding
of
polymer to the surface of hydrated phases.

Hi) The acetate groups released by PVA combine with metal ions to form metal
carboxylates.
iv)

The presence of PVA affects the course of hydration of НАС and suppresses the
formation of CgAHg.
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SUMMARY

In this report, mechanism of glass-ionomer cement hardening is discussed
by using glass containing florine and acrylic polymer systems. Mean diameters
of glass particles used in this experiment were respectively 13 and 4.5 urn.
Four types of acrylic polymers with differences in the molecular weight were
used. The weight ratios of these polymers related to glass were changed from
1.25 to 2.75. Bending strength of hardened samples was increased by using
high molecular weight of acrylic polymer or fine particles of glass.
Crystals of hydrated products were not detected when hardened samples were
analyzed by using XRD. Large amounts of hydrated products were detected by
using DSC and TG/DTA. These hydrated products may be formed by reaction
between glass particles and acrylic polymer- The amount of hydrated products
increased according to increases of molecular weights of acrylic polymers. By
using FT-IR the absorption intensity of -COOH decreased in hardened samples.
On the other hand, the absorption intensity of -COO increased under same
conditions. The bending strength of glass-ionomer cement is increased
according to the absorption intensity ratio of -COO /-СООН.These results may
be indicating the bridge formation between metalic ions and acrylic polymers.
Este .estudio se trata de los mecanismos de endurecimiento de cemento
vidriо-ionomero рог uso de un sistema de vidrio. contiendo fluor у polimeros
acrylicos.
Los diametros medios de los tamanos de las particulas <}e los
vidrios son respect!vamente 13iim у 4. Sum у los cuatro tipos de polimeros
acrilicos tiendo pesos moleculares diferentes.
La proporcion de los
polimeros у vidrios son cambiados de 1.25 para 2.75. La fuerza de ligamento
de las muestras son aumentados por uso de los pesos moleculares de polimero
acrilico о particulas finas de los vidrios. Las muestras fueram analizadas
por metodo de la difracion de los radios-X у los productos de cristales
hidratados no son notados.
Entretanto, una gran cantidad de produtos
hidratados son notados por DSC о TG/DTA.
Estos productos hidratad,os son
formados por la reaccion de las particulas de vidrios e polimeros
acrilicos.
La cantidades de, productos, hidratados son aumentados con aumento
de peso molecular,de los polimeros acrilicos. Por uso de FT-IR, la absorcion
de -COOH para polimero acrilico esta disminuido en muestras duras. Por otra
parte, la absorcion de COO" es aumentado.
La fuerza de la ligacion de el
cemento vidrio-ionomero son aumentados con aumento de la razon de la
absorcion de -COO"/-COOH.
Estos pueclem estar indicando la tormacion del
puente entre ion metalico у polimero acrilico.

INTRODUCTION
MDF (Macro-defect free) cement which is cement-polymer composite
proposed by Birchall is well known(1).
Many investigators have studies the
cement-polymer composite as ultra-high strength cement and chemically bonded
ceramics.
The hardening mechanism of MDF cement has been ascertained.
Glass-ionomer cement(GIG) that consists of polymer-inorganic materials
systems is utilized in dental cement (2) . Compressive strength and bending
strength of hardened GIC at 50°C and Id are 120 - loOMPa and 20 - ЗОМРа
respectively.
Hardening mechanisms of GIC have been investigated by analysis of the
liquid phase.
It has been reported that the mechanisms of GIC hardening is
by the formation of bridges between metal ions and acrylic polymers (3).

The present investigation is essentially an explorationof this
mechanism by using differents particle cize of fluorine glass and differents
molecular weights of polyacrylic acids.
For the purpose of clarifying the
formation of bridges and reaction mechanism of GIC,, hardened GIC was directly
analysized by XRD, thermoanalysis, FT-IR and Wet-SEM/EDX.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Materials Used

Table 1. Chemical composition of glass.

The chemical composition
F
P2O5
d5o (jum)
No
510г AI2O3 CaO
of synthesized glasses with
fluorine are shown in Table 1.
Glasses were synthesized
13
Ф
11.4 7.7 0.25
33.1
43
following reference (3). The
4.5
mean diameter of glass
particles used were 13 urn and
4)5 urn. Polyacrylic acids used had molecular weight of 2000, 4000, 20000 and
90000.

The glass/polymer ratios were varied from 1.25 to 2.75. Samples were
cured in wet condition for 7d at 50 C.
Strength Test
Samples were tested for compressive and bending strength, using a
lOXIOXSOmm beam.
Analysis of Hydrated Products

The hydration products were detected by using XRD and thermoanalysis
(DSC and TG/DTA). Morphology of hardened GIC was observed by wet-SEM. Bridge
formation between polymers and metal ions was determined by means or bl IK
and Wet-SEM/EDX.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Mechanical Properties
Figure 1 shows the influences of molecular weight of polyacryilic acids
and the particle size of glass on the mechanical properties of GIC. figure 2
shows the relation between pore volume and bending strength of hardened GIL.
In the strength test method containing molding process ,specimen size, curing

temperature, curing time and so on, more detail investigations are necessary.
Therefore, in this report, in order to discuss the tendency of strength
development of GIC, relative strength is used. At the same pore volume in
samples of hardened GIC, the larger the molecular weight of polyacrylic
acids, the greater the bending strength of GIC. Particle size of glass also
influences the bending strength. Bending strength of GIC with a small size of
glass is larger than that of GIC with a large size of glass.

Moleculsr Weigh! (Mw)

Figure 1. Strength of GIC

Pore Volume 10-2(cm3/g)

Figure 2. Relation between
strength and pore volume

Hydrated Products
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the DSC curve and TG/DTA curves of hardened
GIC. The marked endothermic peak (aHi) and the reduction of weight (TGi) at
150 °C are caused by the decomposition of hydrated products. Crystals of
hydrated products are not detected by XRD as shown in Figure 5. Therefore,
hydrated products are amorphous phases.
The marked endothermic реак(дН2) and the weight loss of GIC at about 450 C
(TGz) are caused by the decomposition of polyacrylic acids. These are related
to the contents of polyacylic acids.

Temp.

Figures.
DSC curve of hardened GIC

Temp.

Figure 4.
TG and DTA curves of hardened GIC

ДН1 and TGi are related
to the amounts of hydrated
products in hardened GIC.
Relation between aHi and the
molecular weight of
polyacrylic acids is shown in
Figure 6.
For TGi the same
results are obtained. AHi and
TGi increase with the increase
of molecular weight of
polyacrylic acids and the
decrease in glass/polymer
ratio.
Therefore, bending
strength of GIC is related to
the amounts of hydrated
products.
The bending
strength of GIC is increased
with the increasing of the
amounts of hydrated products.
Glass particles were dissolved
in polyacrylic acid with low
pH. The amounts of hydrated
products are associated with
the dissolution of glass
particles.

250

^200

ISO

2000

4000

20000

90000

Molecular Weight (Mw)
Figure 6. дН$ of hardened GIC

Bridge Formation
and Microstructure
Figure 7 shows the FT-IR
spectra of hardened GIC and
glass particles. In hardened .
GIC, both peaks of -C00H
and -COO" are observed.
Polyacrylic acids contains
only the functional group
-COOH. Carboxylic ion (-C00")
is produced by the
dissociation of -COOH.
Carboxylic ion formed the
bridge to metal cations from .
glass particles as follows (4).

Me* + 2-COOH -»
-COO'Me2*"00C-

+ 2H*

Wave Length (cm"1)
Figure 7. FT-IR spectra of hardened
GIC and glass

Figure 8 shows relation
between the ratio of -COO'/
-COOH measured by FT- IR and
the bending strength of GIC. ■
When same molecular weight of
polyacrylic acid is used,
the bending strength of GIC
is increased with the
increase of - C00"/-С 00H
ratio. Bridge points between
polyacrylic acids and metal
ions are increased by the
increase of-COO'/-COOH ratio.

^s300

^250
D>200

2 150
^100
£

50

§
CO

0
1.6

1.7
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1.9

’ Also, the bending
strength of GIC with
-C007 -COOH
polyacrylic acid having
molecular weight of 20000
Figures. Relation between the bending
is larger than.that of GIC
strength of GIC and
with polyacrylic acid of
molecular weight 4000.
the ratio of -COÖ7-COOH.
Bridge performance of
polyacrylic acids is
increased by the increase of it'smolecular weight.

Therefore, the strength of GIC is determined by the bridge formation
between polyacrylic acids and metal ions, and the amounts of hydrated products
containing polyacrylic acids and metal cations.
Microstructure of hardened GIC
was observed by Wet-SEM. Unreacted
glass particles were surrounded by
hydrated products (gel) of reaction
between polyacrylic acids and metal
ions, dissolved from glass particles
as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 10 shows the chemical
composition of hydrated products and
glass particles in hardened GIC
measured by Wet-SEM/EDX. The
relations among Al/Ca ratio,
molecular weight of polyacrylic
acids and pH were studied and the
results were as follows:

Sum ,

Figures. Wet-SEM photograph of
hardened GIC.

Al and Ca contents are
constant in glass particles. When
polyacrylic acids with high
.
molecular weight as 90000 is used, the amount of Al in hydrated products is
very low, therefore Ca contents is very high compared with glass particles.
On the other hand, when polyacrylic acids with low molecular weight are used,
Al and Ca contents in hydrated products are increased compared with those of
glass particles. These phenomena are related to the pH rather than the
molecular weight of polyacrylic acids. pH of polyacrylic acid with
molecular weight of 90000 is higher than that of others. By using of
polyacrylic acids having low pH(<2), both Ca2+ and Al3 ions act as bridge
ions, on the other hand, at pH about 3, Caz+ ion mainly act as bridge ion.

Mv 4000
20000
90000
Mw 4000
20000
90000
pH 1.85
1. 62
2. 67
pH 1. 85
1. 62
2. 67
Figurei 0. Chemical composition of hardened QIC by Wel-SEM/EDX
CONCLUSION
The main conclusions from this investigation are as follows:
(1) Molecular weight of polyacrylic acids and the particle size of glass
influence the mechanical propeties of hardened OIL.
(2) Amorphous hydrated products are detected by DSC in hardened GIG. The
greater.the amounts of hydarted products, the larger becomes the strength
(3) In hardV^ed^GIC, polyacrylic acids are dissociated as measured by FT-IR.
The -COOV-COOH ratio is related to the strength of GIC. fridge between
-COO’of polyacrylic acids and metal ions such as Al
and La
are
formed in hardened GIC.
(4) Mechanical properties of GIC are determined by the amounts of hydrated
products formed by bridging of polyacrylic acids and metal ions.
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SUMMARY

.

The control of the porosity plays a crucial role in the cement materials technology.
Here the possibility is examined to densifying cement pastes prepared with a wide
range of water-cement ratios by a impregnating solution of silicic esters. The
consequent deposition of silica gel in the pores altered significantly the mechanical
and the hygrometric properties.

RESUME
Le controle de la porosite joue un role crucial dans la technologie des materiaux en
ciment. Dans ce travail on estime la possibilite renure plus denses les materiaux en
ciment realises avec des valeurs differentes du rapport eau/ciment avec I'emploi
d'une solution impregnant d'ester silicique. La deposition de silica gel dans les pores,
entratne des modifications significatives dans les proprietes mecaniques et

hygrometriques.

C Atzeni, L Massidda and U Sanna

INTRODUCTION

The control of porosity plays a key role in the strive to achieve better quality
cement products (enhanced strength and durability), for traditional uses and
especially in developing innovative applications (1,2,3,4).
Numerous techniques have been experimented for densifying both the bulk and
surface layers: impregnation with monomers (e.g. methylmethacrylate, MMA), which
are then polymerized in situ (5,6), the use of reactive fillers such as silica fume and
the addition of polymers which allow to work at very low water-cement ratios (7,8),
the use of molding techniques such as pressing, rolling and extrusion (3,8).
,
Nowadays, with the accent on conservation, impregnating solutions of silicic esters
have being used for consolidating stone materials, especially the sandstone used for
building monuments and scultures. These esters, with the help of a suitable catalyzer,
react with the water contained in the pores resulting in elimination of the ethyl and
methyl alcohols and deposition of colloidal silica in the pores. The resulting
consolidating effect and enhanced durability as regards of weathering and
atmospheric pollution are usually considerable (9,10).
Here the possibility is examined of employing the above densifying technique on
cement pastes having a variety of water-to-cement ratios and hence porosities.
EXPERIMENTAL

We used a commercial Portland cement (type 425 Italian Standards; ASTM type
II) to make up pastes witch water-to-cement ratios (w/c) (by weight) of 0.25, 0.28,
0.31, 0.34, 0.37, 0.40 and
0.43. For the first three with the lowest w/c a
naphthalene-sulphonate plasticizing admixture, having a polymer-cement (p/c) ratio
of 0.0035 (by weight) was used.
The test specimens (25 mm cubes) were aged for 28 days (7 days under water
and 21 days in air). The ones set aside for impregnation were then degassed by
keeping them for 5 h at 30DC under 2 10-3 mercury pressure. The degassed
specimens were then partly submerged in a silicic ester solution (commercial product,
75% ester, specific weight 0.94 g/cm3) and treated for 15 h (capillary absorption).
The specimens were then further aged in a climatic chamber at 25°C and relative

humidity of 65% for two months.
Compressive strength tests were then carried out
water determined for both the treated and untreated
measured (by forced mercury intrusion up to 200
under the scanning electron miscroscope (SEM) to

and the capillary absorption of
specimens. Porosity was also
MPa) and observations made
detect alterations in the pore

microstructure as a result of treatment with silicic ester.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table I shows a series of physical influencing parameters in the process of silicic
ester solution absorption. As can be clearly seen, the volumic fraction of voids of the
pastes is a function of the w/c of the mix. However, under the operating conditions at
hand, only some of the voids were reached by the impregnating solution. Changes in
(average) specific weight are consequently significant especially at the higher w/c

values.
Table I
Physical influencing parameters in the process of silicic ester solution
absorption(Xv volume fraction of voids, Xvi volume fraction
impregnated,
untreated

AP

gain

weight

samples,

pt

in

impregnation,

specific

weight

put

treated

specific

w/c

Xv (%)

Xvi (%)

AP % put (g/cm3) pt (g/cm3)

0.25
0.28
0.31
0.34
0.37
0.40
0.43

11.1
13.2
15.0
18.6
26.5
30.9
36.7

4.0
7.3
8.3
12.9
14.2
18.4
21.6

1.8
3.2
3.8
6.1
6.9
9.0
1 1.0

2.16
2.15
2.07
2.00
1.94
1.90
1.85

weight

samples).

2.16
2.16
2.08
2.01
1.96
1.95
1.89

The process of silica gel formation can be schematized in the following stages:
- evaporation of the solvent;
- formation of silicic acid:
Si(O-Et)4 + 4 H2O -» 4 Et-OH + НдЗЮд
- conversion of silicic acid into silica gel:
H4SiO4 -> SiO2 + 2H2O

Figure 1 shows compressive strength of the treated and untreated specimens
versus w/c ratio. As can be seen, the treated material displays superior mechanical
properties and in particular strength gain is proportional to the fraction of initial
voids
(see Figure, 2). The greatest improvement in strength was observed for the
specimen with w/c of 0.43 while the poorest gain corresponded to w/c 0.25, in
keeping with the data on capillary absorption of the ester solution, just a few percent.
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Fig.2 Compressive strength gain
percent vs water-cement ratio.
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The treatment is especially efficacious in reducing capillary absortion of
the data given in Figure 3 show. For instance, after 40 hours the specimen
ratio of 0.43 had absorbed only 14% of the water absorbed by the
specimen, equivalent to the amount absorbed by the systems realized at low

water, as
with w/c
untreated
w/c (e.g.

w/c = 0.31).
The different effect on mechanical properties and on the reduction of capillary
absorption of water is associated primarily to the fact that strength depends on both
bulk and surface properties while water absorption depends chiefly on surface
properties. Figure 4 shows the porosity of the untreated materials and the impregnated ones
after transformation of the ester into silica gel. As can be seen there is a drastic
reduction in porosity at w/c = 0.43. However, a marked difference also exists
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between the samples taken near to the surface and those extracted from the core of
the . specimen, a clear indication that impregnation is not uniform and is more
efficacious in the uppermost layers. The same considerations hold for all the
specimens, bearing in mind that the differences tend to attenuate with decreasing
w/c ratio and hence lower permeability of the specimens to the impregnating

solution.

Fig.4

■

Porosity
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the

systems

prepared

at

w/c

0.25,

0.34

and

0.43.

The core of the specimen with w/c = 0.43 has the same porosity as the untreated
specimen with w/c = 0.34. In turn the core of the latter was observed to have the
same total porosity as the untreated specimen having w/c = 0.25.
The above findings were borne out by the SEM observations of the microstructure
which revealed considerable differences between the newly formed phases in the
surface layers (compact and numerous. Figure 5a) and those in the core of the

specimen (filiform and sparse. Figure 5b).

Fig.5
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CONCLUSIONS
The penetration of the silicic ester solution used is dependent upon the material's
initial porosity and is negligible for the pastes having lowest w/c ratio (0.25 and
0.28). The difficulties of impregnation are also highlighted by the fact that in the
more porous systems (at w/c = 0.43, increase in average weight of over 10%) the
amount of newly formed silica was observed to be larger at the surface than at the
core of the specimens (a little more than 10 mm apart).
Where the ester was able to penetrate silica gel was deposited in the pores.
This brought about a significant alteration i in the microstructure of the material's
pores, resulting in superior compressive strength* (increase of about 25% in the most
favourable case), but above all in a drastic reduction on the ability to absorb water
through the capillaries, a factor of major importance for the durability of the cement
products.
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LITHIUM SALTS AS SET ACCELERATORS FOR
HIGH ALUMINA CEMENT
T Matusinovic and N Vrbos

Department of Chemical Engineering and Technology
University of Zagreb
Zagreb, CROATIA

SUMMARY

The research has been carried out to develop rapid setting and
■ cement materials for repair of concrete. The high alumina cei) has been used. The effect of alkali metal salts on tne setting
t^ue has been studied. The influence of concentration of tne salts, cne;iical nature of the anions and the type of the alkali metal cation nave
all been investigated. The results of the research indicate that lithium
salts are very effective accelerators of HAO. By increasing tne concen
tration of the salts, the setting time decreases. The,lithium cation nas
more effect on the setting time than other alkali cations because o' i
ability to form tetrahedral symmetry while the orners will form the octaredral tyre. Tne effect of hydroxyl group is grearer tnan tne effect Oj.
other investigated anions due to tne replacement of water molecules Dy
-vdroxvl ion in the aluminium environment leading to iurtner centres ior
oxooridre formation. Tne measurements of flexural and compressive
stren'-ti of I£AC with lithium nitrate have oeen made. Lithium nitrate
causes decreasing of flexureal and compressive strength of hAC mortar»
but also causes the strength development at early ages.

Z UBAl-k iZhFASS UNG
^o^sciiv*
1'"0! wurden 'd’urchmefunrt zwecks Entwicklung von frilrihocn
-esvoL zenentstoffen schneller Abbindung für Betonreparaturen. Вег
T'oncrdeze.ienb wurde benutzt. Es wurde der Einfluss von Alxalimetalsalzen
auf d^ Erstarrunrszeit erforscht. Der Einfluss der oalzkonzentrauion,
die cnemiscne Natur der Anionen und der Typ des Alkalimetalxayions wurden
^■lalvsLert. Die Eorschungsresultate weisen auf, dass die Liuniumsalze
se ir^leistungsfäiiige Akzeleratoren der frühhocnfesten Zementstofie
Durch Ernöhun^ der Salzkonzentration steigt die Erstarrungszeit ao. Das
Litniuukation beeinflusst die Erstarrungszeit menr als die anderen
in unlUJAdbiu
seiner Fähigkeit die Tetranedrale Symmetrie zu
bilden-" die anderen Alkalikationen formen octanedrale Typen. Die v/irkun^
de- ivd-oivlei G-uope ist grösser als diejenige der anderen erforschten
N lo'-erfwe-en der Versetzung von Wassermolekülen durch den hydroxylion
^er ifei-iuu-Um-ebunm; dies führt zur weiteren Zentren für die
Йе Messungen der Biegezug- und Druckfestigkeit der
Zementstoffe mit Lithiumnitraten wurden durcngeführt. Das
75
verursacht die Herabsetzung der Biegezug- und Druckfestigkeit’des frünhocnfesten Mörtels aber auch die Entwicklung von Festigkeit
in frühen Alter.

INTRODUCTION
Lithiuui salts have been reported as set accelerators of HAO pastes,
mortars and concretes in patent literature (1-5). S. A. Rodger and D. D.
Double studied the effects of lithium salts on HAG by using different
physicochemical methods (4). B. R. Currell et al. studied the chemistry
of hidration of HAG in the presence of accelerating admixtures (5).
Novinson et al. investigated the effect of lithium salts on refractory
mortars (6, 7)» Although the setting of HAG pastes, mortars and con
cretes represents a process of fundamental commercial and industrial
importance, the chemical processes involved during the hydration are not
well understood. The research presented in this paper is an attempt to
obtain a better insight into these processes. The practical importance
of this research is that the lithium admixtures can be designed for con
trolled setting reactions.

EXPERIMENTAL

The high alumina cement used was taken from a normal production of
"Giulio Revelante", Pula, Croatia. The general analysis of such cement
was: CaO, 40.2^, Al^, 59.0%, Fe^, 11.7%, PeO, 4.5%, Si02, 1.90%. The
major clinker phase was monocalcium aluminate with minor phases including
C12Ay, C^AP and CgS. The admixtures used were commercial Analar grade
reagents dissolved in demineralized water prior to mixing with HAG. The
setting time of HAG in dependence of the pH of lithium salts in mixing
water has been measured. The pH of each solution was measured with a
standard glass electrode. The electrode was calibrated with buffer so
lution at 25°C at pH 4 and 9«
The setting time was determined using a modification of the JUS
method B.C8.025 (Yugoslav Standard). In our modification the penetration
of the needle into hardening paste was measured every 5 seconds due to
extremely rapid setting time for lithium salt modified. All experiments
used a water/cement (w/c) ratio of 0.24. The salt solution was poured
into the bowl and the HAG were added to the solutions. The admixture was
mixed together by means of mechanic stirrer for.prescribed time inter
vals. The experiments were repeated three times to obtain reliable stan
dard deviations and statistical means.
For the determination of flexural and compressive strength the
specimens (40 x 40 x 160 mm) were prepared acoording to JUS B.C8.022 at
v//c ratio of 0.5. The specimens were removed from the mold and kept in
a moist room (20°C and 100 percent relative humidity) until the break.
Three specimens were tested for each age.

RESULOB

The measurement of the influence of different mass fraction, (w),
of lithium nitrate on the setting time of HAG has been done to choose
the concentration of the salt vzliich can give setting time convenient for
the research. The results of the measurement are shown in Table 1.
The different lithium salts have been tested and the results are
shown in the Table 2.

The research of the influence of alkali metal nitrates on the set
ting time has been made. The results of the research are shovrn in
Table 5*

Table 1 - Lithium nitrate: Comparison of setting times at different
mass fractions
Lithium salt

LiNOj

w (LiN0^)/%
0
0.0005
0.001
0.005
0.01
0.05
0.1

Setting; time/s

16 500
7 550
1 650
710
4-40
F
M

p - setting of НАС with lithium nitrate during the mixing,time
M - setting of HA.C immediately by adding of the lithium nitrate

Table 2 - Lithium salts: Comparison of setting times and pH of 0.01^
lithium salts in mixing water
Lithium salt

pH values

Setting time/s

LiOH
LigS
Li2C03

12*5
11•8
11•2

500

LiB02
Li2S04

10
бЛ

590
560

LiHO,

5*9

440

LiCl

5-6

560

LiBr

525
570

505

Table 5 - Alkali metal nitrates: Comparison of setting times at
O.Olju mass fraction
Alkali metal salt

LiNO^
NaN03

Kiro5
RbNO3

CsNOj

Setting time/s
440
6 480
7 920

9 560
11 480

The results of the measurement on the compressive and flexural
strengths are shown in Table
.

Table 4 - Compressive and flexural strengths of НАС mortars and НАС
mortars made with O.Ol^b lithium nitrate

Time

Compressive strength/ИРа

НАС
1
3
1
3

hour
nours
day
days
days
28 days
90 days

X

X

58.70
67.97
84. X)
92.60
96.25

НАС .4"

P

4.27
27.58
49.18
61.87
70.10
76.25
82.08

Flexural strength/MPa

НАС

НАС + LiNOz

X

X

X

4.44
7.З2
7.92
8.99
9.65
10.68

8.62
8.95
11.10
11.20
11.36

test could not be performed because specimens were too soft to be
removed from the mold

DISCUSSION
.The measurement of the<influence of different mass fraction of
lithium nitrateonthe setting time of НАС has been done. The results
of measurement indicate that lithium nitrate accelerates the setting
uiae of НАС even at mass fraction of 5 x 10“With increasing the
fraction of LiNOj, the setting time decreases. With the fraction of
5 x 10 % setting occurs during the mixing time, but with the fraction
of.O.lfo the setting of НАС occurs immediately by adding of LiNO?. The
principal hydraulic constituent in НАС clinker is CaAlpO4 (CÄ) 5(8). The
nydration process of CA is generally believed to occur through initial
dissolution, formation of a metastable gel and subsequent precipitation
principally CaAlpO^ X lOHpO (CAH1()), but also Ca^^O^ x SHpO (CpAHg). *

The proportions of CAH^q and CpAHg depend on the temperature of hydra
tion. The hydrates CAH^q and CgAHg which have hexagonal crystal struc
tures, are metastable with respect to conversion to cubic hydrate C^AH^
a process accelerated in warm and moist conditions.
5 6’

,■^■7'v®r dissociation of CA, the metastable gel formed will acquire
stability by condensation of monocoordinated hydroxyl groups linked to
aluminium to form oxobridges between two aluminium centres leading to
tne crystalline CAHjq. Solid-state NMR data indicate that aluminium in
CA^is entirely 4-coordinated but the principal hydration products of CA,
САН10, CpAHg, and C^AHg contain 6-coordinated aluminium. The 2?A1 NMR
work shows tnat the hydration of НАС proceeds via conversion of 4— to
6g fold-coordinated aluminium (9)« The oxobridge condensed structure
will be affected by alkali metal cations forming coordination linkage
with the hydroxyl groups. Of the ions studied, Li+ should behaviour°
differently from the other alkali cations due to its ability of forming
tetrahedral symmetry with hydroxyl groups-, while Na+, K+, Rb+, and Qs+
will form tne octahedral symmetry (10). This is proved by our experi
mental results (Tables 2 and 3), because lithium ions shows a drastic
effect wnile differences between the other cations are not great and
exnibit a definitive trend. The setting time of HAO with the same salts
of alkali metal decreases in the following order:

Cs > Rb> K25> Na >> Li

The sequence follows the trend, of crystal radii, hydration numbers and
enthalpies of hydration (11). The investigated lithium salts can be
classified in two groups, alkaline lithium salts, from lithium hydroxide
and very weak acids (Кд
IO”7 mol dm-5) and acid lithium salts derived

from strong and very strong acids (Кд
10
mol dm
(12). The data
could be plotted as setting times ys_. pH of the mixing solution. Alka
line lithium salts, (hydroxide, carbonate, sulfide and metaborate) have
a linear expression with a negative slope and follow the equation

t = 1O~0,059 pH + 5*2116

where t is the setting time.
The acids salts (bromide, chloride, nitrate, sulphate) follow a
linear plot with a positive slope and seem to obey the equation

1. = 100.2599 PH + 1.0955

The effect of hydroxyl group is greater than the effect of the other
investigated anions due to the replacement of molecules HpO by hydroxyl
groups in the Al environment leading to a further centre for oxobridge
formation. The other investigated anions have a lesser effect while they
substitute OH groups in the coordination sphere of Al, which leads,to
the removal of' a hydroxyl group necessary in the process of oxolation.
Table 4 shows' the results of measurement of compressive and flexural
strength for HAO and HAO with 0.01?» LiNOj. Lithium salt decreases com
pressive and flexural strength in comparison with the strength of HAO,
but the compressive and flexural strength after 28 days is still nigh.
Along with rapid setting, lithium salt causes the strengtn development
at early ages. Compressive and flexural strength of НАС mortar could be
measured only after three hours because specimens were too soft to be
removed from the mold but НАС with lithium nitrate showed at the same
time a significant strength. This is important for practical use of
rapid setting and hardening material.
C0KCLU3IONS
We conclude that (1) Lithium salts are very effective accelerators
of НАС: (2) with increasing the concentration of the litnium salts,the
setting time decreases; (5) the pH of the lithium salts in,the mixing
water is not important; (4) the effect of hydroxyl groups is greater
than the effect of other investigated anions, due to the replacement of
water molecules by hydroxyl groups in the aluminium enviroment leading
to further centres for oxobridge formation; (5) the,litnium cation nas
greater effect on the setting time than other alkali cations Because of
its ability to form tetrahedral symmetry while other cations will form
the octahedral symmetry; (6) the lithium salt■ caused the,strength deve
lopment at early ages; and (7) proper selection of the,lithium salt and
the concentration can lead to rapid setting and hardening materials
without quality deterioration.
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SOLID STATE COMPATIBILITY IN THE SYSTEM
CaO-SiO2-AI2O3-CaF2-CaSO4
S Glm6nez and M T Bianco
Institute de Ciencias de la construction "Eduardo Torroja"
(CS IC), Madrid, SPAIN

SUMARY

Phase equilibria in CA-C2S-CaS04-CaF2-Ca0 system have been studied in order to
know the mineralizer effect of CaFz and CaSOi on the raw mix of white cement.
The phase compatibilities in the 5 components system were obtained by adding
increasing amounts of CaFz to- CaO-rich compositions of the system CaO — C2S_CaSO4_CA
(already known through the literature). The experiments have been carried out at
1050°C у ИОО°С.
The introduction of an additional component into the quaternary tetrahedra,
results in the appearance of the 7 quinary compatibilities at 1OS0°C and 5 quinary
compatibilities at 1100°C.
A consequence of increasing the amounts of CaFz t@ the system, is the appearing
of stable phases1 containing. CaFz (CuAvCaFz, fluorellestadite) and the disappearing
of СзА. For those compositions richer in CaO in which CaSOi/CaFzO, А120з/СаГ2<7 and
SiOz/CaSOOl the formation of alite is produced.
-

RESUMEN

Las fases en equilibrio en el si sterna CÄ-CzS-CaSö-i-CaFz-CaO1 han side estudiado
con el fin de conocer el efecto mineralizador de CaFz у CaSO* en mezclas de crude de
cemento bianco.
Las compa t lb i lidades de fases en el si sterna de clnco co'mpc?nentes ha® side
obtenidas por adicion de CaFz en cantidades crecientes a composlctones ricas en CaO
del sistema. CA-CzS-CaSO-i-CaO (conocido por la bibliografla).. Los experiment's se
realizaron a 1050°C у 1100°C.
La introduccidn de un componente adicional a tetrahedros de compatibilidad, da
lugar a la aparicidn de 7 ccrapat ibil idades quinarias a 1050 С у 5 compatibi 1 tdades
1100°C.
.
'
Como consecuencia de la introduccion de cantidades crecient.es de CaFz al al
sistema se produce la aparicidn de fases estables contcn.if-r.do CaFz (CftAvCaFa у
fluorellestadita) desapareciendo СзА... Para aquellas composiciones ricas en CaO en las;
cuales CaS04/CaF2<3, А120з/СаР2<7 у Si02/CaS04>l se produce la formacidn de alita a
1050°C.

INTRODUCTION

The saving of energy in the cement Industry and, specially the saving of thermal
energy during the clinkering process, has mainly been approached in two aspects: the
improvement of the technological process and the incorporation of compounds other
than those usual, in low proportions, which, without altering the final properties or
the product, improve the clinkering condition. Compounds meeting these requirements
are named mineralizers and/or fluxes. The mineralizing and fluxing properties
inherent in the Joint addition of the compounds CaFz and CaS04.2H20 have already been
described in the literature.
,
Blanco et al. (1), in studies on the formation of low-energy clinker by using
sulfocalcium fly ashes and fluorite as additions to grey raw mix, have found that the
molten phase appears at a temperature of 1175 C. The maximum clinkering temperature
of this raw mixture is 1350 C, due to the fact that the formation of alite is
accelerated by the presence of this molten phase.
Tong and Lin (2) do also conclude that the clinkering temperature of a raw
mixture containing CaFa and CaS04 can be reduced down to 1300 - 1350 C. Said authors
have determined through a fluidity test that the fluidness of the molten phase
containing CaS04 and CaFz approximately doubles the value shown by the quaternary
eutectic in the system CaO - SiOz - AlzOa - FezOa.
,
, ,
In the process of production of white cement, the incorporation of mineralizing
and/or fluxing compounds into the raw mixture is essential to obtain a product
showing the right properties at a clinkering temperature close to the clinkering
temperature of grey cement clinker.
,
,
In addition to CaO, CzS and CaS, the phases found in white clinker with added
CaS04 and CaFz include fluorellestadite 3CzS.3CaS04.CaFz, 3CA. CaS04 and CuAvCaFz
(2,3). The decrease in the temperature of formation of the molten phase is mainly due
to the presence of fluorellestadite.
,
Galloli et al. (5) have determined the compatibilities in the solid state in the
system CaO - SiOz - CaS04 - CaFz at 1000°C and 1150°С. In this system, the formation
of fluorellestadite (3CzS. CaS04. CaFz) is possible. This phase is compatible with CzS,
2CzS.CaS04, CaO, CaS04 and CaFz, but not with phases such as SCsS.CaFz occurring
within the ternary CaO - SiOz - CaFz.
.
In the quaternary system CaO - SiOz - CaS04 - CaFz, the ^occurrence of the alite
phase has not been established at the temperatures below 1250 C (5,6).
. . . .
The purpose of the present investigation is to study the quinary compatibilities
diagram, in a thermodynamic equilibrium,^ of the CaO - SiOz - AlzOs - CaFz - CaS04
system at temperatures of 1050 C and 1100 C.
EXPERIMENTAL

CaS04.2HzO, СаСОз, quartz, CaFz and А1г0з have been used in the form of pure
reagents (AR) as starting products. СзА,
CzS,
3CA.CaSO4 and 2CzS. CaS04 were
previously synthesized in platinum crucible, starting from the initial reagents, at
temperature of 1350°C, 1350°C, 1100°C and 1100°C, respectively, until completion of
the reaction. The purity of the phases was checked by XR. CaO^and CaS04 were obtained
from the calcination of СаСОз and CaS04.2HzO at 1000 C and 800 C, respectively.
The study of compatibilities within the quinary system CaO - SiOz - А1а0з -CaFz
- CaS04 was carried out at 1050°C and 1100°C by addition of CaFz at compositions
located in the compatibility tetrahedra of the system CaO - SiOz - AlzOs - CaS04
existing in the zone rich in CaO. The tetrahedra chosen are as follows.
1) CaO - СзА - 2CzS.CaS04 - CaS04
2) CaO - СзА - 2CzS. CaS04 - 3CA. CaS04
3) CaO - 3CA.CaS04 - CaS04 - 2CzS. CaS04
These tetrahedra 1, 2 and 3 were prepared from previously synthesized compounds
in proportions of approximately 25% wt. To those homogenized mixtures, CaFz was added
in proportions of up to 5% wt and were maintained at a controlled temperature during

different periods of time. The phases present were determined by XR and IR methods.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the papers of Glasser et al. (4), the compatibility tetrahedra at
temperatures comprised between 950°C and 1150°C, In the zone rich In CaO of the CaO SIO2 - AI2O3 - CaS04 system are:
1, - CaO - СзА - 2C2S.CaS04 - C2S
2, - CaO - СзА - 2C2S.CaS04 - 3CA. CaS04
3, - CaO - CaS04 - 2C2S. CaS04 - 3CA.CaS04
4, - СзА - 3CA.CaS04 - C2S - C12A7
5, - 3CA.CaS04 - C12A7 - C2S - CA
The compound 2C2S. CaS04, present In tetrahedra 1,2 and 3, decompose by effect of
temperature into CzS and CaS04.
The decomposition temperature of 2C2S. CaS04,
indicated by various authors, varies from 1298°C (7) in a closed atmosphere, to
1195°C (8) in the air, to 1200° (9) in the presence of СзА.
In the quaternary system CaO - Si02 - AI2O3 - CaS04, at temperatures above the
decomposition temperature of 2C2S.CaS04,
the solid state compatibility tetrahedra
which exist are as follows: CaO - СзА 3CA. CaS04 - C2S and CaO - CaS04 - C2S 3CA.CaS04
The addition of CaFa to compositions located within the compatibility tetrahedra 1,2
and 3 diminishes the decomposition temperature of 2C2S. CaS04 down to 1100°C.
Compatibilities

within

the

quinary

system

CaO-SiO2-A12O3-CaF2-CaSO4

at 1050°C

The figure (1) shows the compatibilities found at 1050°C.
The introduction of an additional component into the quaternary tetrahedra of
the CaO - 5102 - AI2O3 - CaSO4 system results in the appearance of the following
quinary compatibilities along the range of the compositions studied:
A. - CaO - СзА
CiiA7CaF2 - 2C2S.CaS04 - C2S
B. - CaO - СзА - CnA7CaF2 - 2C2S.CaS04 - 3CA. CaS04
C. - CaO - CnA7CaF2 - 2C2S. CaS04 - C2S - 3C2S.3CaS04.CaF2
D. - CaO - CnA7CaF2 - 2C2S. CaS04 - 3CA. CaS04 - 3C2S.3CaS04.CaF2
E. -■ CaO - 3CA.CaS04 - 2C2S. CaS04 - CaS04 - 3C2S. 3CaS04. CaFz
F. - CaO - CnA7CaF2 - 3C2S.3CaS04.CaF2 - CaSss - C2S
G. - CaO - CaS04 - 3CA. CaS04 - CaFa - 3C2S. 3CaS04CaF2
Upon addition of CaFz
to
compositions
located within the quaternary
compatibility tetrahedron 1) CaO - СзА - 2Сг5. CaS04 - C2S of CaO - AI2O3 - SiOz CaS04 system, an initial formation of CuArCaFz starts by the reaction of CaF2 with
СзА according to reaction:
7СзА + CaFz ----- > ЮСаО + CnA7CaF2
(1)
resulting in the quinary compatibility volume A.
When the addition of CaFz to these compositions is the required to transform the
whole СзА into CnA7CaF2, the composition is found in compatibility tetrahedron 12.
The addition of CaF2 to compositions of tetrahedron 12 results in the formation of
3C2S.3CaS04.CaF2 (fluorellestadite) by reaction of 2C2S. CaS04 with CaFz:
3(2C2S.CaS04) + CaF2 -------- > 3C2S.3CaS04.CaF2 + 3C2S
(2)
These compositions are located within the quinary volume C.
In the tetrahedro 21 are located the composition of quinary compatibility volume
C which contain the CaFz required to react with the whole 2C2S.CaS04 according to
reaction (2). Further addition of CaFz to compositions located in this compatibility
tetrahedron results in the formation of CaSss and the composition will place itself
in quinary compatibility volume F.
The addition of CaFz to the quaternary compatibility tetrahedron 2) CaO - СзА 2C2S.CaS04 - 3CA.CaS04 results in the formation of CnA7CaF2 according to reaction ■
(1), and the composition will be located in quinary compatibility volume B. When the
amount of CaFa for transformation of СзА is total, the composition is located within
compatibility tetrahedron 11.
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For the compositions proceeding from, compatibility tetrahedron 11, the addition
of CaFa gives place to the formation of fluorellestadite and CnArCaFa, according to
the following reaction (reaction 3):
'
36CaO + 21(2C2S.CaS04) + 21 (3CA. CaSOi) + 23CaF2 —> 9(CnA7CaF2) + 14Fell
These compositions are located In the quinary compatibility volume D.
New increments in the amount of CaF2 will results in the composition displacing
themselves towards compatibility tetrahedra 15 or 26, depending on the proportion of
3CA. CaS04 in the initial composition. The study of the addition of CaFa to
compositions located in tetrahedron 26 has no interest, since its composition
includes no silicate phase.
If the composition is located in tetrahedron 15, a higher proportion of CaFa
will results in the displacement of the compositions towards quinary compatibility
volume C, tetrahedron 14, and quinary compatibility volume F, as remarked before.
On the other hand, adding CaFa to the compositions located within the
compatibility tetrahedron 3) CaO - CaSO4 - 2Сг5.Са5О4 - 3CA.CaS04; fluorellestadite
is formed through reaction
3(2CaS.CaS04) + 3CaS04 + ZCaFz ------> 2F ell
(4)
originating the quinary compatibility volume E.
When CaFa is added in the amount required to consume the whole initial
2CaS. CaS04 according to reaction (4), the composition will situate itself in
tetrahedron 20. Subsequent additions of CaFa will lead into the location of the
compositions in quinary compatibility volume G.
In the event that the proportion of CaSO4 in the quinary volume E is not
sufficient for the formation of fluorellestadite according to reaction (4), it is
possible that the composition shifts according to compatibility tetrahedron 16 and
quinary D, as the CaFa proportion increases.

Compatibilities in the quinary system Ca0-Si02-A1203-CaFa-CaS04 at 1100°C

The diagram of compatibilities in the solid state at this temperature is shown in
figure 2.
The quinary compatibility volumes identified at 1100 C are:
H. CaO- 3CA. CaS04 - CaS - CaS04 - 3C2S. 3CaS04. CaFa
I. CaO- 3CA. CaSO4 - CaS - 3C2S. 3CaSO4. CaFa - СиАтСаЕг
J. CaO- 3CA. CaSO4 -СиАтСаЕг - СзА - CaS
F. CaO- CaS - 3CaS. 3CaS04. CaFa - СиАтСаЕа - СзЗ
G. - CaO - CaS04 - 3CA.CaS04 - F ell - CaFa
Starting from the quaternary compatibility tetrahedra of the system CaO - А1а0з
- SlOa - CaS04, 1, 2 and 3, the addition of CaFa causes the decomposition of
2CaS. CaSO4 into CaS and CaS04 at a temperature of 1100 C.
At the same time, phases such as CiiA7CaFa and F ell do appear producing
compatibility volumes H, I and J, since those represented by F and G do not
experiment any transformations with temperature, because there is no 2CaS. CaS04 in
their initial composition.
In quaternary compatibility tetrahedra 1 and 2, in those compositions where the
ratio А1а0з/Са504>3, the addition of CaFa causes the appearance of CiiA7CaFa as well
as the simultaneous decomposition of 2CaS.CaS04 according to reaction:
2CaS.CaS04 + 10(СзА) + CaFa ---- » CiiA7CaFa + 3CA.CaS04 + 2(CaS) + 16CaO
(5)
the compositions being located in quinary compatibility volume J. When the reaction
of СзА with CaFa is complete, the evolution of the compositions toward another
quinary compatibility volume is possible. This only happens in tetrahedron 34. The
addition of CaFa to compositions located in this tetrahedron results in the
appearance of F ell. The reaction is:
7(3CA.CaS04)
7CaS + (16/3)CaFa +4Ca0 —> (7/3)F ell+ 3CiiA7CaFa (6)
These compositions are located in quinary compatibility volume I.
When the amount of CaFa is sufficient for reaction (6) being complete, the
compositions are located in tetrahedron 21. Additions of CaFa to compositions in
tetrahedron 21 result in the compositions shifting towards quinary compatibility
volume F, with formation of the phases CaSss.

As to compositions located in quaternary tetrahedra 1 and 2, with a ratio
A1203/CaSÖ4<3, and those located in compatibility tetrahedron 3, the reaction
produced is the formation of F ell by reaction of CaFz with CaS and CaSOi,
simultaneously with the decomposition of 2C2S.CaS04 (quinary compatibility H).
In the case of compositions located in this quinary volume H, the addition of
CaFz will results in the displacement of the composition towards tetrahedron 36, if
the molar concentration of the total CaS04 is less than that of CaS, and towards
tetrahedron 20 in the opposite case. The shifting of the compositions upon increasing
of the CaFa proportion in tetrahedron 36 will be towards quinary volumen I,
tetrahedron 21, and quinary compatibility volume F.
The addition of CaFa to compositions situated in tetrahedron 20 induces the
appearance of the quinary compatibility volume G that, as already mentioned, does no
experience any changes with temperature.
In no case has alite been identified at these temperatures, no compositions
other than those in quinary volume F.
CONCLUSIONS

The use of mineralizers and fluxes in the cement industry is widely known. It is
very difficult to determine the mechanism through which these minor components act,
due to the complexity of the phases present. Those minor components are normally
encountered In the form of solid solutions, and they often modify the thermodynamic
equilibrium phases relation.
o
Q
In this paper, the solid state compatibilities at 1050 C and 1100 C in the
quinary system CaO - AI2O3 - SiOz - CaFz - CaSCM have been determined in the zone
rich in CaO, where the formation of the tricalcium silicate is possible.
The solid state compatibilities show that fluorellestadite and CuATCaFz are the
phases which appear upon adding CaFz to quaternary compositions CaO - AI2O3 - SIO2 CaS04. The quinary compatibility volumes identified are:
A. - CaO - СзА - CuAvCaFz - 2CzS. CaSO4 - CzS
B. - CaO - СзА - CuAvCaFz - 2C2S. CaSO4 - 3CA. CaS04
o
C. - CaO - CnA7CaF2 - 2C2S. CaS04 - C2S - F ell
1050°C
D. - CaO - CuAvCaFa - 2CzS.CaS04 - 3CA. CaS04 - F ell
E. - CaO - 3CA. CaS04 - 2CzS. CaS04 - CaS04 - F ell
H. - CaO - 3CA. CaS04 - C2S - CaS04 - F ell
I. - CaO - 3CA. CaS04 - C2S - F ell - CuAvCaFz
1100°C
J. - CaO - 3CA.CaS04 - CiiATCaFz - СзА - CzS
F. - CaO - CnAvCaFz - F ell - CaSss - CzS
1050°C and
G. - CaO - CaS04 - 3CA.CaS04 - CaFz - F ell
1100°C
The initial formation of CuAvCaFz is produced by the reaction between СзА and
CaFz. After the whole СзА has reacted or into compositions in which it did not
previously exist, the addition of CaFz results in the appearance of fluorellestadite.
The formation of 2CzS. CaS04 in this system has been found possible; however, its
decomposition temperature is 1100 C, a temperature quite below that indicated in pure
state or in the binary systems with СзА. The solid state decomposition of 2C2S.CaS04
into CaS04 and CzS in compositions in which СзА Is present results in the formation
of 3CA.CaS04, a more stable phase with a decomposition temperature of about 1300 C.
At 1050°C, dicalcium silicate Is compatible with СзА, CuAvCaFz, F ell and CaO.
At 1100°C, dlcalcium silicate becomes compatible with 3CA.CaSO4 and CaS04 besides
CnAvCaFa and F ell. The decomposition of 2CzS.CaS04 does modify the quinary
compatibility volumes found at temperatures below 1100 C,
At a temperature of 1050°C, the alite phase has been identified as compatible In
solid state in the diagram zone poor In CaS04 and rich in CaFz. At that temperature,
the alite phase is compatible with CuAvCaFz, CzS, CaO and F ell. An Increase in the
temperature does not change the diagram zone where tricalcium silicate appears.
The formation of alite at temperatures as low as 1050 C is interpreted in the
literature as due to the formation of double solid solutions of Al and F (10). In
these solid solutions Al _replace Si and F atoms to maintain the electron neutrality
(Al3+—> Si4+; F —> 02 ).
the general formula for these solid solutions is

Саз (Sii-xAlxOs-xFx), where x can vary from 0 to 0.169. This phase tends to be found
in tempered samples, In the rhombohedric polymorphic form of CsS.
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GYPSUM-FREE RAPID HARDENING AND
MIXED PORTLAND CEMENT
M A Sa nitsky and Ch S Sobol

Polytechnical Institute, Lvov, UKRAINE

SUMMARY

This paper presents results of an investigation of early structure

forming processes of portland, cement with alkali-bearing compounds addi
tives. The investigation has shown the expediency of using of gypsum-free
portland cements in complex with plastic!zing-inhibiting components of
lignosulphonate type and carbonates, sulphates, alkali metals silicates.

Owing to polyfunctional action of said complex chemical additives on the
base of gypsum—free portland cements with a fineness of 250 — 400 m /kg

rapid hardening binders with regulated setting times are produced, they
exhibit accelerated strength gain at negative temperatures (up to —35°0)«
In addition, the efficiency of mixed binders which contain active mineral
additives is substantially increased.

РЕЗП«Е

В данной статье представлены результаты исследований процессов ран
него структурообразования портландцемента с добавками щелочесодержащих
соединений, показавшие целесообразность применения безгипсовых портланд
цементов в комплексе с пластифицирующе-замедлякщими компонентами типа
лигносульфонатов и карбонатами, сульфатами, силикатами щелочных металлов.
За счет полифункционального действия указанных комплексных химических
добавок на основе безгипсовых портландцементов с тонкостью помола 250 400 м^/кг получаются быстротвердеющие вяжущие с регулируемыми сроками
схватывания, обладащие ускоренны?,1! набором прочности в условиях отрица
тельных температур (до -35°С). При этом также существенно повышается
эффективность смешанных вяжущих, содержащих активные минеральные добавки.

INTRODUCTION
One of the most radical methods for raising the efficiency of bind

ing system is activation by means of complex chemical additives with po—
lyfunctional effect. It is also possible to make rapid hardening binders

based on ordinary portland cement clinkers including binders with acce
lerated strength gain at frosts as well as mixed multicomponent cements.
Plasticizers of technical lignosulphonate type are of considerable prac

tical interest as components of the aforesaid additives. Alkali metal
salts are used as a accelerators which improve the rheological properties
of a binder due to synergism and promote its hardening rate both at posi
tive and negative temperatures.

Л-урянт—-Ftaa portland cements which represent a finely ground port
land cement clinker - set retarder - plasticizer - hardening accelerator
— H2O system are used for enhancing the effectiveness of chemical add!

tives in portland cement compositions. High technical properties as of
the rapid hardening. and high-strength gypsum-free portland cements deve
loped by S.Brunauer, F.Shkvara, G.S.Royak, L.G.Shpynova et al [l-4-J can

be attained if the clinker is ground to a fineness of 600-900 m /kg.
Complex additives having a higher amount of lignosulphonate (i.e. 1.0 1.5 mass percent) and lower content of alkali metal carbonate or silica

te (0.3 — 1.5 mass percent) are used as a regulator of setting time.
When the specific surface is 250 — 400 m^/kg, however, the binder stren
gth decreases considerably, especially at negative temperatures. Due to
the aforesaid effects gypsum-free industrially ground portland cements
with complex chemical additives are of practical interest. The said adui—
tives incorporate a plasiicizing-inhibiting component of a technical li
gnosulphonate type and alkali metal salts (carbonates, sulphates, etc)

which posses regulated setting times and accelerated hardening e.t both
positive and negative temperatures [5] .

EXPERIMENTAL
There are, however a number of alkali metal salts, i.e. carbonates,
silicates, sulphates, etc, which drastically reduce setting time of Por

tland cement. For this reason, their content is limited to 1 — 2 mass
percent. When lignosulphonates in the amounts exceeding 0.3 mass percent

are introduced, the kinetics of portland cement hardening considerably

slows down.

It has been estab11ahed that under conditions of high supersaturati—

on of the liquid phase cement paste, at the very beginning of hydration,
as a result of exchange reactions of the alkali metal carbonates or sili
cates and due to the potassium cation tendency to structure—forming with
calcium, dihydrate gypsum contained in the port land cement is removed
from the early structure—forming processes, as a result of which it is
unable to perform its main function as a set retarder of tricalcium alu

minate. The crystalline hydrates thus forming, i.e. mirabilite and synge
nite, also make for reducing the cement paste thixotropic properties.
This makes it necessary to replace gypsum by other retarders when such
alkali—bearing additives are introduced.
The processes of early structure—forming in ordinary and gypsum-free

portland cements incorporating the said additives are different. As can.
be seen in Fig.1 the curve at left depicting start of the setting of or

dinary portland cement versus the amount of additives indicate a concen
tration range of K2C0^ equal to 1.0 — 2.5 mass percent with non-regulated
setting times due to syngenite formation. Gypsum-free portland cement, on
the other hand, is free from the above shortcoming (see curves at right)

and hence it can be utilized with lower potassium carbonate additives

content.

Potassium carbonate amount,

in percent of cement mass
FIG.1 Lignosulphonate® — potassium carbonate additives vs the start
of setting of ordinary (A) and gypsum-free (B) portland cements.

(sLignosulphonate contents 0., 0,3, 0.5, 0.7 and. 1 percent cement
mass corresponding to curves 1,2,3,4 and 5, respectively)
In the processes of early structure—forming in portland cements in
corporating alkali-bearing additives in amounts exceeding 2 mass percent,

the liquid phase has a lower concentration of calcium ions as compared to
ordinary portland cement. According to X-ray spectral microanalysis data,
the alkali metal salt additives are mainly concentrated on the outer hyd

rates* composition. Therefore, scanning electron microscopy shows forma
tion of more fine crystalline microstructure of the stone, whereas the
trimethylsilylation method shows considerable increase in the polymeriza
tion rate of silicon-oxygen anions in hydrosilicates. In the process of

C^A hydration with the said additives, crystals of hexagonal AFm-phases
are formed which can tightly fit in to each other. So, there is less of
cement grains moving apart in the early period of hydration than in the
period of ettringite acicular crystals formation. Besides, break-down ef

fects which occur during the transition of the high-sulphate form of cal

cium hydro sulphoaluminate into the lowi-sulphate one and which are accomrpanied by change in crystal habit and density, do not occur with the in
crease of hardening time. Together, the factors contribute to the forming
of a dense, strong but least stressed structure of the cement stone.

DISCUSSION

The mechanism of the setting and hardening processes taking place in
gypsum-free portland cement with lignosulphonate and alkali metal salt
additives is based on the leading part of a big calcium cation in making

structures of new hydrate formations. The structure formation in gypsum
free portland cement binding material can be presented as a complex of
successive and parallel processes. The main processes of the early period
are: (1) Partial blocking of early C^S hydration with lignosulphonate mo
lecules, limitation of Ca2+—*2H+ protonization and ion exchange; (2) Pri

mary formation of |'Ca2Al(0H) 6^+ peaks which predetermine the AFm-phases .
formation due to the decrease^of Ca2+ ion concentration in the cement, pa
ste liquid phase; (3) Formation of a protective shell of AFm-phases on
C A and calcium aluminoferrites surface, followed by their structure sta
bilization with divalent ГсО^ 2’” fsO^2“ anions. The said stabilization re
duces adsorption of lignosulphonate'molecules from the liquid phase at the
early period as well as rejects polarization effects in the cement paste
owing to the difference in charge of the silicate and aluminium-bearing
hydrating mineral surfaces. As a result of the above processes, cement

particles do not agglomerate into coarse clusters even if water require-

merits are reduced, and the cement paste remains plastic. This anti—agglo
merating effect manifests itself much better in the case of a complex ad

ditive than for its componehts individually.
The directed formation of the cement stone microstructure at the

early period of hydration including replacement of the acicular APm-pha—
ses by hexagonal AFm-phases and subsequent stabilization of their structu
re makes for its compaction and prevents development of break—down effe
cts in the hardened stone which accompany transition of ettringite to a
low-sulphate form. As a result, the strength of the stone based on gyps

um-free portland cement binding material begins to increase considerably.
The properties of the alkali metal carbonates and sulphates (with

plasticizing/inhibiting additives) as highly effective hardening activa
tors manifest full in gypsum—free portland cement in the process of its
utilization. The compounds also serve as a setting time regulator for
binding material, which makes it possible to obtain quick—hardening and

blended portland cements. The properties of these cements can be deter
mined from the type and the amount of plasticizing, inhibiting, alkali-

bearing and mineral additives.
Potassium carbonate used as a highly effective hardening accelerator
as well as an anti—frost additive (eutectic temperature —36.5°C) for gyp

sum-free portland cement allows us to obtain binders with accelerated st
rength gain at negative temperatures. The expansive stress of these bin

ders is 5 to 10 times lower at early freezing as compared to ordinary

portland cement with NaCl, NaU02, j^CO^ additives.
Active mineral additives partially replace clinker in gypsum-free

portland cement and interact with alkali compounds thus increasing the
rate of alite hydrolysis in the cement stone. In this manner an abundance
of hydrosilicates is produced which contributes to the strength due to
the formation of more fine crystal structure. It also makes for enhanced
durability owing to the fixing of the alkali component of the complex
chemical additives.

COIICLUSIOH
Gysum-free portland cements of industrial fineness (250 — 400 m^/kg)
represent cement system of clinker, active mineral additives and complex

chemical additives consisting of plasticizing—inhibiting component of 11—
gnosulphonate type and alkali—bearing compounds (carbonates, sulphates.

etc)« They allow us "to use potential abilities of common portland, ceme
nts more fully when producing rapid hardening and effective mixed bin
ders. In addition, complex additives, having polyfunctional action, si

multaneously regulate setting time of binders and speed up their harden
ing at negative temperatures ( up to —35°C). Technological control pro

cedures of gypsum-free portland cements binders provide directed action
on the processes of their early structure-forming and liquid phase com
position. These procedures are determined by choice of the clinker’s mi

neralogical compound, form and amount of chemical and active mineral ad

ditives as well as temperature conditions.
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SUYMAHY

This paper presents results of investigations concerning the use of
high-dispersed ceaent-mineral compositions as astringent materials in
concretes and solutions, as well as in finishing colouring compounds.

The results cf investigations showed that the fine-milled mixtures
of portland cement and mineral filler modified by chemical additions of
supersoftener and organosilicon polymers in the process of grinding im
prove the physicochemical characteristics of materials on their basis.

АННОТАЦИЯ
В данной работе представлены результаты исследований в направлении
использования высокодисперсных цементно-минеральных композиций в каче
стве вяжущих в бетонах и растворах, а также в отделочных окрасочных
составах.
Результаты исследований показали, что тонкомолотые смеси портланд
цемента и минерального наполнителя, модифицированные химическими добав
ками суперпластификатора и кремнийорганических полимеров в процессе по
мола, улучшают физико-механические характеристики материалов на их
основе.

INTRODUCTION
Using the industrial waste (ash, tails, rocks, etc.) in the pro
duction of the construction materials is a part of the resource-saving
technologies and related to the problem of conservation of surroundings.

The most efficient variant of the waste using in cement systems is
the joint milling of portland cement and waste by which the mixed ast
ringent materials are produced. The additional milling has for an object
to increase the specific surface of cement and filler and, therefore,
to raise the chemical activity. It, in turn, allows to control the
structurization processes and properties of dispersed structures and,
first of all, their physicomechanical characteristics.
Presence of dispersed filler in the portland cement composition
leads to improvement of a number of properties of cement stone. A micro
filler has significant importance in the creation of the regulated finecrystalline, fine-capillary structure of cement stone and presents
"prepared" substrates at surface of which nuclei of hydrated new forma
tions are arising.
The aim of these investigations is to develop the technology of
production and. use of cement-mineral compositions (CTD) with prescribed
properties due to the joint additional milling of portland, cement and
filler together with powder polymer admixtures. The investigations in
clude studying the effect of quantity and sort of mineral filler on CMC
properties and. effect of chemical admixtures on the processes of addi
tional portland cement milling and structurization of cement stone. The
area of CMC application as astringent materials in production of foot
walk plates, tile, various sorts of concretes and solutions, as well as
colouring compounds for finishing of fronts of buildings for various
purposes.

EXPERIMENTAL

Investigations have been carried out using high-aluminate cement
which has been finished grinding with different mineral fillers (ash
carrying away, waste of porcelain, and brick production, volcanic rocks:
pumice, slag, obsidian).
In the process of milling, the powder polymer additions - supersof
tener and organosilicon modifier - have been introduced.

Effect of mineral fillers and chemical admixtures on CMC properties
have been evaluated through physicomechanical factors and features of
cement stone structuriza'"ion.

HESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Mineral fillers used were divided into two groups based on chemical
substance determining their activities:
,
— materials rich in products of roasting of clayish matters (bro
norcelain and brick, ash);
,
„„4-QC,
*
- volcanic rocks containing considerable amount of silicates and.
aluminosilicates in the glassy state (pumice, slag, obsidian).
Investigations have shown that the CMC had the,largest strength
with ash-filler because the latter was the pozzolanic admixture v-rhicn
is chalacterized by active binding of calcium hydroxide The CMC strength
with broken brick and porcelain as filler was slightly lower as compare
with ash that is explained by presence of consideraole content of lowactive mullite and cristobalite. It was found that tne strength of^CMC
with the second group fillera do not depend on chemical activity Ол the
1 atters «hi ch is characterized by calcium oxide content relative to the
saturation state. The CMC strength in case of volcanic fillers is pro
portional to the calcium oxide content, the,strength decreases corres
pondingly with the content increase. Investigations showea that the mil
line fineness is optimum to be >,000-6,000 cm /g.

One of the most important technological stages in CMC development
is a modification of dry mixture at its milling stage which provides
high ouality. Introduction of supersoftener allows vO reduce, B/T ratio
by 20-40 % with simultaneous increase of strength by 40-60 /о compared
with CMC without admixtures.
Poiychenylsvloxan - organosilicon polymer with phenyl radical CgHj=llowina- to the most extent to provide the hydrophobicity for dry
mixtures, as well as tne water-repellent properties for cement stone was
used as organs silicon modifier.
Examination of influence of chemical admixtures on.the cement grinshowed that the polymer complex intensities aprocess of
disoersing
and admixtures have additive effect m respect
cement powdei
From
viewpoint
cement stone structurization, ,it
of this process.*
--- ----- of
-- - the
•
'■ ---- Thermograviis most advisable to introduce admixtures
simultaneously,
_
sorption
metric studies confirmed tne presence ofchemical
sc " — of organoon
the
surfaces
of
portland
cement
and mineral filler
silicon modifier
in the course of their grinding.

As a result of additional, milling of cement and mineral filler, on
forming on
the surface of silicate particles, the active centers are lormmg
which the polymer molecules are chemically inoculated with formation of
heterosyloxan structures of SiOMe type. For^contact between silicat
(cement and filler) and organosilicon modnier,. Jae physical interac
tion (adsorption) occurs, i.e. polymer intrudes into silicate with crea
tion of bridges simultaneously with chemisorption. Precondition of this
interaction is the polymer nature of silicon- oxygen bonds naving para
meters close to those of the bonds in the crystalline silicate lattice.

An adsorptive polymer layer formed has free ends of hydrocarbon radicals
oriented outward and it makes hydrophobic the surface of modified sili
cates. This property is especially important for CMC having the cement
basis because the climatic conditions lead to quick compression and
sharp reduction of activity of high-dispersed materials.

On the whole, the technique of mechanosorptive modification of the
cement-mineral compositions allows to make the purposeful regulation of
activity of mineral materials by introduction of chemical admixtures in
the process of their grinding due to successful combination in the pro
posed method of two conventional kinds of modification - adsorptive and
mechanical.
In order to obtain coloured CMC, the pigments are introduced in the
course of grinding to be 1-5 % of total dry mass. The introduction of
pigments in the course of grinding reduces considerably the expenditure
of dyes due to their even distribution over volume. In addition, the
water-insoluble pigments introduced in the course of grinding have the
property to be wetted when dissolving with water.
If CMC are used as painting compounds, dry milled mix is dissolv
ed with water to the working consistency and applied on the surface by
spraying. Painting compounds possess high adhesion to the base and du
rability.

Using CMC for the production of small products such as footwalk
plates, tile etc., as well as various solutions and concretes envisages
obtaining the coloured products and materials with high physico-mechanical characteristics.
High pnysico-mechanical properties of CMC and materials on their
basis are due to, first of all, the microstructure of cement stone form
ed with injection of supersoftener C-5 and organo-silicon modifier com
plex addition. The addition of C-5 decreases general porousness of ce
ment stone at the expense of cement grout water demand reduction. Orga
no-silicon modifier, in turn, provides the formation of the fine-porous
structure with pore radius r=15-5O urn, decreases capillary porousness
represented by pores of r7 200 A. Cement stone with complex ad mixture
has lower integral porousness and higher specific surface than cement
mineral compositions without admixtures.

As to the phase composition of CMC, the above chemical admixtures
do not affect the qualitative composition of solid phase. The given
type of the admixture complex is characterized by variation of the po
rous space features. It was found that organo-silicon modifier prevents
portlandite (Ca(OH)-) from crystallization into pores and capillaries
of cement stone whites supersoftener (C-5 type) affects the growth end
formation of the stable crystals or calcium hydrosulphoaluminate.

When CMC is used in plastering and painting compounds, the cement
content decreases by 50-60 % v;hile the durability of plates increases

due to cement decrease by JO-50 %.
A
and in
with a
powder

complex of chemical ad mixtures need is the milling accelerator^
the cement plants it allows to produce the cements of lower marxs
substantial saving of hard—burned brick, especially if mineral
(ash type) is used.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The proposed method of obtaining the cement-mineral compositions,
modified in the course of their grinding, allows to purposefullj regula
te the properties of structurization of cement systems and decrease at
the same time the cement expediture.

CMC can be recommended for using as astringent materials in solutions and concretes, as well as durable painting compounds for exterior
building finishing.
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PREFACE

f

1

,,

i

Commencing with a one-day meeting in London on 14 January 1918 arranged by the
Faraday Society, to discuss "The setting of cements and plasters", which is taken as the first
Symposium to deal solely with the chemistry of cement, the subsequent International Symposia
and Congresses on the Chemistry of Cement have been held in Stockholm (1938), London (1952),
Washington DC (I960), Tokyo (1968), Moscow (1974), Paris (1980) and Rio de Jenairo (1986). At
the conclusion of the Rio Congress, it was decided that the next Congress will be held in India.
Accordingly, the 9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement is being held in New
Delhi, India, from 23 to 28 November 1992.
The preparatory and organisational work for this 9th Congress was commenced
immediately after the 8th Congress. To start with, all the participants in the previous two
Congresses and a large number of individuals and organisations interested in the subject of the
Congress were contacted through an extensively worked out and widely distributed Questionnaire.
The response was most encouraging. The responses were carefully analysed and the directions
which would meet the views of the largest number of participants towards advancing the cement
sciences were determined. Based on these findings the first Bulletin was issued in August 1988,
providing the necessary preliminary information on the Congress and outlining its scope and essential
organisational aspects.

The objectives of the Congress were set to advance the knowledge of chemistry of
cements with emphasis on application of this knowledge in both the manufacturing aspects and
utilization of cements in practice. Within this broad scope, the thrust was on tracking the scientific
progress made in the field since the last Congress, assessing the status of exploitation of the results
by the industry and the society, and mapping of the new frontiers of knowledge.
The overall organisation of the Congress was governed by a National Organising
Committee which was responsible for all organisational aspects including financial arrangements.
Taking into account the suggestions received from various quarters, the International Scientific
Committee consisting of 67 experts from 39 countries all over the world was formed which was
responsible to finalise : (a) the themes and sub-themes of the Congress, (b) procedures for inviting,
receiving and reviewing of papers, (c) selection of authors for general and special reports, and
(d) the system for conduct of the proceedings of the sessions and other related scientific and
technical matters.

*

The International Scientific Committee held two meetings in New Delhi in November
1989 and in January 1991. In addition, informal meetings were held with representative groups
in Seoul, Tokyo,. Paris, Washington DC and Montreal. The International Scientific Committee
finalised the Generic and Specific Themes of the Congress. It was decided that for each Generic
Theme, there shall be one Principal Review Paper, which shall cover the progress achieved in
the area of the Generic Theme between the two Congresses. For each Specific Theme, there
shall be one Congress Paper highlighting trends of research and realisation of the results in the
industry in the areas related to the Specific Theme. Under each Specific Theme, in addition to
the invited Congress Papers, there shall also be Communication Papers. Both the principal review
papers as well as the Congress papers were to be presented by the invited experts identified after
deliberations of the International Scientific Committee.
Preliminary Abstracts of communication papers were solicited through the Second Bulletin
in May 1991. 537 Abstracts were received which were scrutinised by a panel of Indian experts
and 513 were short-listed. Authors were requested to send full manuscripts of the paper for detailed
review and acceptance for publication and presentation. As many as 412 communication papers
from 40 countries were received which were reviewed by a panel of international experts. As
a result, 346 communication papers belonging to the four themes of the Congress were finally

accepted for presentation and publication. These were in addition to 21 State-of-the-Art Congress
Reports received from invited authors; reports on two Specific themes could not be had because
the authors selected expressed their inability at a late stage, making replacement difficult.

In addition to the papers on deliberative thematic sessions, a poster session is being
organised on "Advances in Physico-Chemical Evaluation, Characterisation and Quality Control
Techniques and Systems" for Clinkers, Particulate Cements, Hydrated Systems and Concrete
Systems. The State-of-the-Art Report would be presented by an invited expert and 24 contributions
made in the form of posters will be presented during the Congress. In addition. Special Panel
Discussions are being organised to survey the newer frontiers of knowledge in the areas of
computerisation in cement science and concrete systems; resource economy in cement and concrete
making; and cement in hazardous waste management.

The proceedings in six Volumes contain all the above contributions received for the
Congress. This Volume IV contains Communication Papers on the Generic Theme "Chemistry
of Hydration of Cements and Cementitious Systems”.
A novel feature of the 9th Congress will be that, in addition to the normal sessions
as in the earlier Congresses, there will be three sessions to bring out the technological and technoecnomic impact of the scientific advances on the industry. These are intended to provide a better
appreciation of the implications of the scientific advances specially on the process control
machinery and related industries as well as on operational aspects related especially to energy
conservation and environmental improvement. Texts of these Special Lectures will be published
in Volume VII of the Proceedings to be brought out after the Congress, along with the texts of
Addresses at the Inaugural and Concluding Sessions and List of nearly 550 delegates from 42
countries who are expected to attend the Congress.
I am grateful to the members of the International Scientific Committee for their whole
hearted co-operation, to those who reviewed the Abstracts, and to the International Panel of
Reviewers of Manuscripts for providing very useful technical and editorial comments on the
communication papers. The co-operation of the authors in accepting and implementing the
reviewers' suggestions and revising their manuscripts accordingly is greatly appreciated. Thanks
are also due to those authors whose communication papers could not be accepted essentially because
the contributions did not fit in with the themes of the Congress and not because of any technical
deficiency. We recommend that the authors have those papers published elsewhere.

The unstinted efforts put in by my colleagues in the National Council for Cement and
Building Materials in all aspects of organising this Congress, is thankfully acknowledged.

New Delhi
14 September 1992

A К Mullick
Chairman
International Scientific Committee
9 th International Congress
on the Chemistry of Cement
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

The following symbols, which have been universally recognised by cement
chemists for formulating more complex compounds, are used interchangeably with
the respective oxide formulae throughout this volume :
A

AI2O3

к

K2O

C

CaO

M

MgO

C

CO2

N

Na2O

CH

Ca(OH)2

P

P2O5

F

ЕвгОз

SiO2

H

H2O

s
s

SO3

Commonly used abbreviations of more general nature are as follows :
DTA

—

differential thermal analysis

ERMA

—

electron probe micro analysis

IR

—

infrared

NMR

—

nuclear magnetic resonance

RH

—

relative humidity

w/c

—

water-cement ratio

XRD

—

X-ray diffraction

SEM

—

scanning electron microscope

EDAX

—

energy dispersive analysis of X-rays
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Advances in Hydration of Cements
at Low, Ambient and
Elevated Temperatures

EFFECTS OF LOW TEMPERATURE AND FREEZE-THAW CYCLES
ON THE STABILITY OF HYDRATION PRODUCTS
H -M Ludwig and J Stark

University of Architecture and Building, Weimar
GERMANY

SUMMARY
This paper presents results of laboratory investigations to the
effects of low temperature and freeze - thaw cycles on the stability
of calciumsulfoaluminate- and calciumsulfoaluminatferrathydrates.
The investigations have shown that the influence ot
negative
temperatures affects phase displacements between the AFm - and the AFt
- phases.
The quantity of the AFt - phase formed during the low temperature
treatments is lager in the case of C.jA - rich cements.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Der vorliegende Beitrag stellt die Ergebnisse von Laboruntersuchungen
zur Auswirkung tiefer Temperaturen und von Frost - Tau -Wechseln auf
die Stabilität von Calciumsulfoaluminat- und Calciumsulfoaluminatferrathydraten dar.
Die Untersuchungen zeigen, daß negative Temperaturen eine
Phasen
umwandlung von AFm - zu AFt - Phase hervorrufen. Die Menge an AFt Phase, die während der Frostbeanspruchung entstand, ist im Falle von
CjA - reichen Zementen größer.

0. Introduction

Influence of cement type and phase composition of Portland cement on
resistance to freezing and thawing of concrete has been a subject of
discussion for long. Within this set of problems the assesment of the
possibility of phase displacements of AFm- and AFt-phases was the
intention of the experiments.

1, Materials

Basic cements for the investigations were Portland cement (SRPC 40 A)
with a low C3A content (C3A = 1.7 %) and a C^A-rich white cement (C3A
= 10.7 %).
The experiments were carried out with samples of C3A and C2<A,F)
obtained by salicylic acid extraction from these technical cements.
The results of this extraction are shown the Table 1.
Most of the silicate clinker phases were separated while the alumina
te- and ferrite phases were concentrated in the extraction residue.
Besides these phases most alkalies and sulphates too were insoluble in
the acid solution.
The basic cements and the extracted residue also were studied by XRD
(Figures 1 and 2). The materials prepared in thus correspond exactly
to the clinker aluminates and ferrites, both in nature and the quanti
ty of incorporated foreign oxides, and in their hydraulic activity.

2, Experimental investigations

The extraction residues were hydrated in saturated lime solution at a
solution/residue ratio of 1,0. Hydration of the extraction residue
leads to a pore solution similar to that with commercial cements. This
is because almost all sulphates and alkalies remain in the residue.
After mixing, the material is placed in small closed bottles until the
beginning of the experiments after 90 days
*
hydration time. Then the
water-saturated samples were subjected to following treatments:
-

storage
at + 20 °C
storage
at + 5 °C
storage
at - 5 °C
150 freeze-thaw cycles
+ 20 °C/-20 °C

30 days
-30 days
-30 days
-

30 days

Differential thermalanalysis, thermogravimetry, XRD
and scanning
electron microscopy were used for examination of the stability of
calciumsulfoaluminatehydrates during the frost loading.

Table 1: Results of the salicylic acid extraction
Cheaical analysis before and after the extraction:

SRPC 40 A
basic PC
after extr,

Саб X
MgO %
K,0 X
Na,0 X
SO, X
Caöf X

65.8
1,6
0,70
0,23
2,0
1,9

44,4
3,1
2,20
0,51
7,8
0,1

basic PC

PC White
after extr.
7,5
19,7
0,7
44,6
9,9
1,41
0,56
13,2
0,1

22,0
4,2
0,2
68,2
2,3
0,32
0,12
2,2
0,6

Main phases before and after the extraction:

basic PC

SRPC 40 A
after extr.

basic PC

PC White
after extr,

CjS = 65.6 X

C4AF = 62,1 X

C3S = 70,8 X

C3A = 51,1 X

C2S = 6.4 X

C3S -- 10,3 X

C2S -- 8,0 X

c3s = 6,4 X

CjA = 1.7 X

CaSO4= 11,4 X

C3A -- 10,7 X

CaS04:=19,7 X

C4AF= 17,3

MgO = 3,1 X

C4AF= 0,6 X

MgO = 9,9 X

25«

20’

1S°

reflection angle

Figure 1: XRD pattern of PCI
a) basic ceient ,
b) extraction residue

10’

5°

25’

20’

15°

reflection angle x?

Figure 2: IRD pattern of SRPC
a| basic ceient
b| extraction residue

10°

5°

3, Results
,

DTA/DTG/TG

Results of these investigations are shown in Figures 3 and 4. It is
discernible that after a hydration time of 120 days at + 20 °C there
is a distinct difference between the hydration products of CgA-rich
residue (PCW) and the residue with a low C3A-content (SRPC).

temperature C'C)

Figure 3: DTG curves of PCM
after teiperature treatients

Figure 4: DTG curves of S&PC
after teiperature treatients

In the case of the PCW both AFm- and AFt-phases were observed. However
in C4AF-rich cement (SRPC) only the AFm-phase appears after this
hydration time.
Futhermore, after the temperature treatment a distinct phase displace
ment from monosulphate or AFm-phase respectively to ettringite or AFtphase respectively, was observed with decreasing temperature. This
dependence was irrespective of the kind of residue.
The quantitative determination of the trisulphate was carried out by
means of a calibration curve obtained from mixtures of synthetic
ettringite and clinker. Approximate information about the quantity of
monosulphate was obtained through thermogravimetry (TG) because in
this case no synthetic material was available.
The results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Phase content after different treatients

t 20
t 5
- 5
150

°C
°C
°C
ft

PC I

SRPC 40 A

Treatient

AFi
61 X
5? X
47 X
cycles 53 X

AFt
5 X
6 X
14 X
17 X

AFi
40 X
36 X
26 X
34 X

AFt
33 X
37 X
51 X
38 X

The greatest displacement to ettringite was shown at a constantly
negative temperature (- 5 °C).

XRD - SEM/ESMA

„

,

The investigations by means of XRD and scanning electron microscopy
confirmed the results of the thermoanalytical examinations.
The XRD patterns of the samples after the temperature treatments are
qhown in Figures 5 and 6.
A large quantity of a crystalline solid solution of C4AH13 -monosul
phate in addition to the AFm-phase was indicated by the XRD patterns.
The AFm phase and the solid solution decreased while the AFt phase
increased, with freezing and thawing and at low temperatures.
A quantitative analysis was not possible by XRD since the ettringi e
of secondary origin showed partially amorphous behaviour.

E = ettringite (AFt)
M = monosulphate (AFm)
MK - solid solution C,AH„/monosu!phate
CA - C^Hii

E = ettringite (AFt)
M = monosulphate (AFm)
MK = solid solution C4AH„/monosulphate
CX = C3(A,F)He

204

204

'I

A

54

20°

reflection angle

Figure 5: XRD patterns of
PCI after teiperature treatients

15°

10°

reflection angle

Figure 6: XRD patterns of
SRPC after teiperature treatients

The increase in the ettringite phase is good to be observed in scan
ning electron microscopy (Figures 7 to 12). The amount of ettringite
needles increased during the freezing and thawing. The AFt formation
is similar, regardless of a ferrat or a ferrat-free form.
However, the morphology of ettringite (AFt) which was formed at nega
tive temperatures (- 5 °C) differed considerably from the usual needle
- shaped formation.

Figure 7: 120 d-hydrated PCW - storage at +20BC

Figure 8: )20 d-hydrated SRPC - storage at t20°C

Figure 9; 120 d-hydrated PCW - 150 ft-cycles / 30 d

Figure 10: 120 d-hydrated SRPC - 150 ft - cycles / 30 d

Figure 11: 120 d - hydrated PCW - storage at
-5°C / 30 d

Figure 12: 120 d - hydrated SPRC - storage at
-5°C / 30 d

4. Conclusions

The investigations have shown that the influence of negative tempera
tures affects phase displacements between the AFm- and the AFt-phases.
The changes take place independently of the C3A-content of the basic
cements, that means, it is irrespective of whether calciumsulfoalumi
nate- or calciumsulfoaluminatferrathydrates are present. However, the
quantity of the AFtrphase formed during the low temperature treatments
is larger in the case of CßA-rich cements.
Futher investigations are required to answer the question whether the
observed phase displacements play a role in frost damages and the
degree to which the presence of deicing salts influence these phenome
na .
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ABSTRACT
The microstructure of high sulphate—resistant Class G oilwell cement has been
investigated at 20°C and 5°C with additions of sodium aluminate as the accelerating
admixture.
The progress of hydration was monitored by
isothermal
conduction
calorimetry, thermal analysis, x-ray powder diffractometry,
infrared spectroscopy,
scanning electron microscopy with backscattered electron imaging and the development of
compressive strength.
Temperature had a marked influence upon the development of
microstructure.
Hydration at 5 °C showed a significant increase in the formation of
ettringite and a decrease in that of C-S-H gel compared with 20°C.
Additions of sodium aluminate produced supplementary peaks on the calorimetry
curve.
The hydration was accelerated by 0.3 M additions at both 5°C and 20°C, and the
greatest increase in the total heat evolved after 1 day was at 5°C.
Large additions
reduced the amount of calcium hydroxide, increased the coarse porosity and reduced the
amount of bound water.

INTRODUCTION
Oilwell cements are used primarily in the oil industry both in exploration and
production of oil and gas.
Their main purpose is to seal the annular space between the
walls of a borehole and the steel casing that lines the well (1).
At low temperatures,
as found in the North Sea during drilling at or near the surface, the cement hydration
reactions are slowed down and admixtures are employed to accelerate these reactions.
A
better understanding of the effects of temperature and of acceleration upon the
development of cement microstructure and properties should lead to improved and more
efficient cementing of wells.
Class G oilwell cement is essentially a coarsely ground
high sulphate-resisting cement, suitable to cover a wide range of well depths and
temperatures (2).
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

The cement was supplied by Blue Circle Industries with a potential phase
composition (Bogue %) of C3S - 56.6, C2S - 19.3, C3A - 1.5 and C4AF - 15.9.
The sodium
aluminate (NaAlO2) was supplied by Fosroc Technology, UK.
X-ray analysis showed it to
be composed of sodium aluminate (95% by weight) with traces of NaAlO2.3H2O and
NaAlO2.2H2O.
Specimens were prepared using molar concentrations (0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and
1.0 M) of sodium aluminate with distilled water.
A water to cement ratio of 0.44 was
used throughout (2).
For examination by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), thermogravimetric analysis
(TG), infrared (IR) spectroscopy and x-ray powder diffraction (XRD),
cylindrical
specimens, 11 mm diameter by 35 mm height, were cast after mixing in a Waring blender
for 3 minutes and subsequently cured in water baths maintained at either 20°C or 5°C.
Prior to casting at 5°C the cement and mix water were chilled at 8°C for 24 hours.

At appropriate curing times the specimens were frozen in a slurry of solid carbon
dioxide and methanol and then freeze dried under vacuum. A JEOL 35 CF SEM fitted with a
solid state backscattered electron (bse) detector linked to a Kontron image processing
system was used to examine the polished surfaces cut from the cylinders after freeze
drying.
The heat evolution from freshly prepared samples was measured using an isothermal
conduction calorimeter supplied by Wexham Developments Ltd (3).

Compressive strength measurements were obtained by crushing 12.7 mm cubes which had
been cured at either 5°C or 20°C for a specified time. Ten cubes were crushed to obtain
the compressive strength at each time.
RESULTS
The heat evolution curves of the cement with additions of sodium aluminate at 5°C
and 20°C are shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively.
In addition to the peaks produced
by the control paste, with increasing addition of sodium aluminate two supplementary
peaks appear at both temperatures. These increase in intensity as the dosage is raised.
At 5°C, 0.1 M and 0.3 M additions advance the main peak due to C3S, whereas the 0.5 M
and 1.0 M additions retard this peak significantly.
At 20°C, only the 1.0 M addition
retards the C3S peak.

The total heat evolved at 1 and 2 days hydration is shown in Table 1.
At 5°C it
declines as the dosage of sodium aluminate is increased, but after 2 days the total heat
output of all the pastes with sodium aluminate is roughly the same.
At 20°C all the
additions produce an appreciable rise in the total heat at 1 day and the 0.1 M and 0.3 M
additions both show an appreciable increase at 2 days.
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Fig. 1 Heat evolution of Class G oilwell cement hydrated with additions of NaAlO2 at 5°C

Fig. 2 Heat evolution of Class G oilwell cement hydrated with additions of NaA102 at

20oC

Fig. .3 Bse images of .Class G oilwell
cement hydrated for 1 day at 5eC

Fig. 4 Bse images of Class G oilwell
cement hydrated for 1 day at 20°C

Table 1

Total heat evolved from the Class G oilwell cement with various additions of
sodium aluminate (kJ/kg)
'

Table 2

At 1 day
94.4
59.2
76.1
64.8
42.3

At 1 day
173.2
205.6
193.0
194.4
221.1

At 2 days
260.6
288.7
290.1
259.2
271.8

5°C
20°C
Molar addition of sodium aluminate
1.0 M
Control
0.3 M
1.0 M
Control
0.3 M
3.69
1.13
0
0.61
0.70
3.26
0.62
1.19
0
1.47
1.18
1.10
3.20
2.42
1.67
0.74
3.93
4.02
2.51
4.74
5.43
5.69
5.30
0.25
4.24
10.99
9.01
12.28
8.34
10.21
not determined
15.43
not determined
11.89
not determined
12.02
not determined

Non-evaporable water expressed as % weight loss referred to the ignited cement
1000°C

Hydration
time
3 hours
6 hours
12 hours
1 day
28 days
1 year

Table 4

At 2 days
214.1
133.8
136.6
142.3
126.8

Volume % CH

Hydration
time
3 hours
6 hours
12 hours
1 day
28 days
6 months
1 year

Table 3

20°C

5°C

Molar
addition
Control
0.1
0.3
0.5
1.0

Control
3.27
4.42
5.99
7.47
17.05
22.12

5°C
20°C
Molar addition of sodium aluminate
1.0 M
0.3 M
1.0 M
Control
0.3 M
11.27
10.51
4.91
6.08
2.35
7.56
5.81
4.98
6.71
3.32
11.06
9.89
7.19
7.54
8.50
10.78
12.17
12.58
6.91
8.99
11.06
18.07
17.70
16.87
17.14
not determined
not determined
22.95

Compressive strength development of Class G oilwell cement with 0.1 M addition
of sodium aluminate (Nmm-^)

Hydration
time
1 day
3 days
7 days
14 days
28 days
3 months
6 months
1 year

20°C

5°C

Control (sd)
0.82 (0.10)
3.46 (0.25)
8.59 (0.41)
14.21 (0.70)
22.66 (0.65)
37.58 (2.17)
51.30 (1.20)
55.06 (2.86)

sd - standard deviation

0.1 M (sd)
not determined
7.59 (0.95)
18.82 (0.45)
25.47 (0.63)
28.65 (0.58)
55.29 (1.63)
62.43 (2.94)
73.93 (3.27)

Control (sd)
8.43 (0.43)
16.25 (1.77)
21.87 (1.71)
32.31 (1.48)
35.18 (2.03)
45.80 (5.36)
62.46 (4.02)
66.02 (4.58)

0.1 M
10.08
22.84
32.21
33.50
37.64
52.90
72.32
71.94

(sd)
(0.38)
(1.77)
(2.11)
(3.86)
(1.27)
(0.54)
(3.66)
(2.77)

Typical bae images of the paste hydrated for 1 day with addition of sodiun
aluminate at 5°C and 20°C are shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.
At 5°C the control
paste shows a lower degree of hydration than at 20°C.
The addition of sodium aluminate
does not appear to have increased hydration.
At 20°C, the 0.3 M addition shows an
accelerated hydration as indicated by a denser C-S-H gel and thicker rims of C-S-H
around the anhydrous cores compared to the control.
With 1.0 M addition the hydration
appears to be accelerated so that the hydration shells around the cement grains have
merged with the surrounding C-S-H gel.
The latter has a different morphology from that
of the control or with the 0.3 H addition to the paste.
Furthermore, there is a
substantial amount of coarse porosity and the demarcation between the CH and C-S-H gel
is not very clear compared to the control paste.
The CH content of the paste measured by TG is shown in Table 2. At 5°C, with 1.0 M
additions, the amount of CH that is formed at up to 24 hours is erratic.
Beyond 24
hours hydration the 0.3 M addition produces the greatest amount of CH.
At 20°C, with
0.3 M and 1.0 M additions there appears to be much more CH at 3 hours than in the
control.
This increase vanishes by 6 hours and the 0.3 M addition thereafter resembles
the control.
The 1.0 M addition does not significantly influence the formation of CH
after 12 hours hydration and the amount of CH remains low at least up to 28 days.

The measured non-evaporable water (loss on ignition, LOT) content of the paste is
shown in Table 3.
The LOT shows a pattern similar to the CH content of the paste.
At
5°C, 0.3 M additions increase the LOT compared to the control up to 28 days whereas the
1.0 M addition gives erratic behaviour.
At 28 days the LOT of all the pastes is of
similar magnitude. At 20°C and 3 hours the control has a smaller LOT than at 5°C, while
the addition caused a marked increase in LOT.
As with the CH content, this increase
falls after 6 hours before rising again.
With 1.0 M addition the content does not
significantly change between 12 hours and 28 days.
The compressive strength development of the paste with 0.1 M addition of sodium
aluminate is shown in Table 4.
At 20°C, most improvement in strength is found at early
ages up to 7 days, whereas at 5°C improvement is found at all ages, being most effective
at ages up to 7 days.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the control pastes hydration is slower at 5°C than at 20°C for the silicate
phases, resulting in the production of smaller amounts of C-S-H gel and CH from 6 hours
and onwards.
However XRD traces showed that more AFt phase, ettringite, was formed at
5°C than at 20°C especially at early ages (4). At 20 °C the AFt phase was detected only
after 28 days.
This can be explained by the lowered rate of hydration of the alite
phase producing an inadequate covering of C-S-H gel around the hydrating cement grains,
thus leaving water and space for the alumina-containing phases to hydrate relatively
unhindered.
At 20°C the amount of CH after 6 months declines, suggesting that the
ferrite phase plays a significant part in the hydration process at later ages,
particularly after the hydration of the calcium silicate phases declines.
There appears
to be an anomaly at the earliest age of 3 hours where more CH is found in the paste at
5°C than at 20°C.
This might be due to the increasing solubility of CH in the pore
solution at the lower temperature.
With the addition of sodium aluminate two important changes in the hydration
mechanism can be seen.
From Tables 2 and 3 the amount of CH and the amount of bound
water after 3 hours at 20°C are increased by a factor of 5 compared with the control.
These amounts decreased substantially by 6 hours and are almost back to normal by 12
hours.
The time of this unexpected behaviour at 20°C coincides with the appearance of
the 2 new peaks in the heat evolution curves before the main C3S peak.
The erratic CH
and LOI content in the pastes with sodium aluminate at early times is accompanied by the
formation of calcium aluminate hydrates as shown by XRD (4).
This suggests that the
addition of sodium aluminate is altering the pore solution chemistry significantly so
that the normal sequence of events taking place in the control paste is changed.
The

sodium aluminate appears to enhance the hydration of the ferrite phase
calcium ions from the pore solution to form calcium aluminate hydrates.

by removing

The
increased
formation of
calcium aluminate hydrates,
at
5°C and 20°C,
particularly with the 1.0 M addition deprives the pore solution of the calcium and
hydroxyl ions and of the water required to form them.
At 5°C with the 1.0 M addition
the heat evolution curve shows that only the first supplementary peak has been passed by
1 day.
The total heat evolved is low at 42.3 kJ/kg, very little CH has been formed and
very little water has been bound.
From the heat evolution curve the hydration of the
alite phase begins after 40 hours and the peak extends to 3 days.
By this time the
strength should have started to develop but it is not surprising that so much porosity
remains after 1 day in Figure 3.
At 20°C with 1.0 H addition, the hydration shell
appears to have become part of the surrounding C-S-H gel and in places no longer acts as
a barrier between the pore solution and the unhydrated core, thus exposing a greater
surface of the unhydrated cement to the pore solution.
This results in erratic
hydration causing the paste to set prematurely by increasing the rate of hydration and
diminishing rapidly the quantity of free water.
IR spectroscopy confirms this by
indicating the presence of strong sulphate wavebands up to 28 days hydration which are
due to unreacted gypsum (4).
From these results it seems reasonable to conclude that
1.0 M additions of sodium aluminate both at 5°C and at 20°C are too much to act as a
reliable accelerator in the early stages of hydration.
At 20°C the heat evolution
curves are dominated by the supplementary peaks and the amount of CH and bound water are
lower than for the 0.3 M addition.
At 5°C the C3S peak is retarded from 16 to 48 hours
by an increase from 0.3 M to 1.0 M while little or no CH is formed in the first 24 hours
as we have seen.

The hydration characteristics of the cement depend upon the temperature of curing
and the dosage of the admixture.
Overall, the Class G oilwell cement shows a
complicated hydration behaviour with the addition of sodium aluminate, suggesting that
there is no universal mechanism of acceleration.
This draws attention to the need for
caution in the application of sodium aluminate in practice.
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SUMMARY

The mechanical evolution and the structure of the cement paste have been
analysed in relation with the chemical evolution (electrical conductivity, hydrates
formation)
of the system. The setting process can be described as following two
fundamental
steps
:
the
coagulation
of
cement
grains during the
first
minutes
following the mixing, and the rigidification of the coagulated structure which arises
simultaneously with the acceleration of hydrates formation.
During the coagulation step, the structure formed is proved to be mechanically
reversible.
The rigidification of coagulated structure is provided by the hydrates
formation in the contact zone. The increase of the paste cohesion at this stage is
proportional to the quantity of precipitated hydrates, the structure thus rigidified
becoming mechanically irreversible.
Finally, the nature of the forces bringing into play in the coagulation and
the rigidification has been discussed. It was suggested that the forces intervening
in both phenomena may be the same nature, i.e. hydration forces.

RESUME

L'evolution mecanique et la structure de la päte du ciment pendant la prise
ont ete etudiees en tenant compte de l'evolution chimique de la intersticielle et de
la formation des hydrates du Systeme. Le processus de la prise peut etre decrit par
deux etapes fondamentales suivantes : la coagulation des grains de ciment pendant les
premieres minutes qui
suivent le gächage,
et la rigidification de
la structure
coagulee qui intervient simultanSment ä 1'acceleration de la formation des hydrates.
Pendant
I'etape
de
la coagulation,
la structure
formee
est
mecaniquement
reversible. La rigidification de la structure coagulee est ensuite assuree par la
formation des hydiates dans la zone de contact. L'augmentation de la resistance de la
päte pendant cette periode est proportionnelle ä la quantite d'hydrates formes, la
structure ainsi rigidifiäe devenant mecaniquement irreversible.

La nature des forces interparticulaires entrant en jeu dans la coagulation et
la rigidification a 6te egalement discutäe. La discussion suggere que les forces
intervenant
dans
les
deux
processus
pourraient
ätre
les
memes
:
les
forces
d'hydratation.

INTRODUCTION

The litterature survey related to the setting of hydraulic binders reveals
that
very
few
studies
have
been
taken
to
establish
clearly
the
susceptible
relationship which may exist between the appearance of initial cohesion of the paste
during setting and the advancement of hydration of the binder.

People often confuse hydration and setting which are two different aspects of
the binder evolution after mixing with water.
The name hydration interprets the
overall chemical evolution of the cement grains, whereas settting results from the
mechanical evolution of the cement paste. Hydration is not setting, indeed, both
evolutions may be independently observed. For exemple, the chemical transformation of
anhydrous binder into hydrates occurs as soon as it is mixed with water without
setting if the suspension is diluted enough and dispersed by stirring in order, to
prevent contact between particles. Thus the hydrate formation is not a sufficient
condition for setting. On the other hand, Sereda (1) obtained, by the compaction of
the hydrate powder, a material which has the same mechanical strength, as hardened
hydrated paste of the same porosity. So hydration, in the meaning of time depending
chemical evolution, is not a necessary condition for setting.
The setting is
a process
of
transformation
from the
initial
state,
a
dispersed suspension, to a final state, a connected and strengthened system of the
particles. This transformation in the case of the cement paste, is obtained by a

chemical way : cement hydration.

Hattori

According to the
(3), the cement

steps :
- coagulation

theoritical and experimental
setting seems to result from

establishing

contacts

between

particles,

studies of, Shchukin (2)
and
the following two fundamental
the

coagulated

structure

, .
being

mechanically reversible;
.
- rigidification of coagulated structure by the formation of hydrates in the contact
zone, the final structure becoming mechanically irreversible.
This transformation occurs
when both the solids and the intersticial solution of the
cement paste are subjected to continuous chemical changes from the mixing until the
end of setting. However, Shchukin and Hattori's works did not take into account this
fundamental feature. One
can think that this chemical evolution and especially
the
change in ionic concentration in solution, particularly at the contact zone between
particles,
may play an
importantrole in coagulation and strengthening of
the
coagulated structure. So,the mechanical
evolution and the structure of the cement
paste must be analysed in relation
with the chemical evolution of the system.
This
amounts to elucitate the susceptible relations between the hydration and the setting
(coagulation
and rigidification).
With
this
end,
an
experimental
study
of
the
hydration-setting relation has been performed.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
to multicomponents system, and to
In order to avoid problems and artefacts due
cements like pure alite would be
and
reactions,
simpler
minimize chemical entities
mechanical measurements
better to use. However, the great quantities required for
So,
we
chose
a silica-rich portland
often obliged us to use less pure materials,
cement (offered by Ciment Larfarge) refered to as SRPC. The chemical analysis is
given in the table 1.

CaO SiOz
66.5 24.5
Tablel.

AlzOa Fez Оз SOs
3.0
2.6
2.1

MgO
0.8

KzO
0.2

NazO
0.1

C3S
63.7

CzS
18.3

Chemical and mineralogical analyses of SRPC

СзА
3.8

(X)

C4AF
7.0

CS
3.6

free CaO
1.2

Experimental Methods
The
advancement
of
the
cement
hydration
was
determined
by
isothermal
microcalorimetric measurements following a procedure described by Damidot
(4). The
evolution of the intersticial solution was followed by electrical conductivity.

Concerning the evolution of mechanical properties of
setting, a cohesimetry method was used. The shear strength
measured by applying a couple on a vane immerged in the paste.
between 0 and 1200 g/cm2.
.. .

к particle analyzer CAPA -700 HORIBA
evolution in the diluted cement suspension.

was

also

used

to

cement pastes during
(cohesion forces) was
The measuring range is

follow

particles

size

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The mechanical evolution of the SRPC paste is evaluated by the shear strength,
whereas the chemical evolution is represented here by the advancement of cement
hydration. The comparison as shown in the figure 1, leads to distinguish the paste
mechanical behavior before and during the acceleration of the hydrates formation.

Shear strength (MPa)Hydration advancement (%)
10

0.007
0.006

8

0.005
6

0.004
0.003
0.002

0.001
0
0

60

100
150
Time (minutes)

200

0
250

FIG.
1 Evolution of the hydration avancement and the initial strength
versus time in a SRPC paste (W/C=0.4).
a) during first 4 hours hydration
b) during first 13 hours hydration

devolpment

The
earliest
increase
in
cohesion
appears
when
there
is м practically
no
hydrates formed. This first step in the shear strength evolution can be compared to
the viscosity evolution we have measured (5) and that found by Hattori (3) . It is
attributed to the paste coagulation.
The second increase in cohesion, which is more important, ranges between about
0.01 and 0.1 MPa, it corresponds to the acceleration of hydrates formation. It can be
attributed to the paste rigidification.
According to the Vicat test,
this stage
corresponds to the setting of the paste.
The existence of these two steps during the setting can also be exhibited in
the figure 2, showing the evolution of the shear strength versus the percentage of
transformed anhydrous in hydrates, at the different W/C ratio. From these figures, we

can see that during the coagulation step,
the
shear
strength
is
not
directly
related
to
the
quantity
of
hydrates
formed, whereas during the rigidification
step, the paste strength is proportional
to the percentage of hydrates formed for
a
given
W/C
ratio.
So,
these
curves
established more precisely the relation
between the hydration and the setting.

The First Increase in Cohesion Coagulation step

FIG. 2 Evolution of the shear strength
versus the hydration avancement for SRPC
paste with different W/C ratios.

As shown in the figure 2, the formation
of
coagulation structure
in
the
paste
depends very much on W/C ratio.
At a
small W/C ratio ( i.e. W/C = 0.3), it
seems even no hydrates needed to forme
the initial coagulation structure.

As a stacking of spheroidal particle, for exemple, of CsS ( 0 = 10 дт, p = 2.8
g/cm3) in which each ball has 6 linked neighbourings and water fills in the pores,
corresponds to a W/C ratio of 0.285. So the initial increase of the paste cohesion
expresses
a
change
in
the
interactions
between
the
stacked
particles.
These
interactions are likely exerted on very close surfaces formed by Ca2t, OH- and HaSiO«ions,
in an electrolytic solution contained mainly Ca2+ and OH- ions.
So,
the
evolution of the electrical conductivity, which expresses the ionic concentration of
the intersticial solution, is of a primary importance in the initial built-up of the
coagulation structure. The paste cohesion increases as its electrical conductivity of
the intersticial solution increasly evoluted following the mixing with water. In the
case of paste mixed with ethylic alcohol (no conductivity evolution) for the same
liquid/solid ratio, the paste cohesion was rather small and its evolution was rather
constant.
The forces involved in the coagulation process is of mechanically reversible
bonds. The figure 3 shows that a remixing of the paste after 1 hour destroyed the
structure which is rebuilt afterwards, whereas the hydration advancement remains very
small. It becomes irreversible after about A hours hydration which corresponds to the
acceleration of hydrates formation.

25
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FIG. 3 Effect of successive remixing (5 min each hour) on the shear strength of SRPC
paste (W/C=0.35).
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FIG. 4 Evolution of the Particles (the finer (a) and the coarser (b) in a saturated
lime solution (W/C=300) subjected periodically to sonification.
However, the close stacking is not essential
to obtain the coagulation. The
curves of the figure 4 were obtained by granulometric experiments in very diluted
suspension (W/C = 300) made in saturated lime water ([CaO] = 22 mmol/1 ) in order to
slow down the formation of hydrates.
These curves show the population evolution
versus time, of the granulometric classes ranged between 0-2.5 (im and >10 /zm before
and after 30 seconds of sonification. In such conditions and during the first hour,
before sonification, particles are aggregated, they are distributed as 10 X of the
the finer particles and 50 X of the coarser ones, the sonification disperses the
particles, since the population becomes 60 X of the finer and О X of the coarser. 10
minutes after the sonification, the population is the same as before,, showing the
mechnical reversibility of the interparticular bonds. Then, the coagulation must be
due to the same interactions both in paste and in diluted suspension : in paste, the
preliminary
contact
results
from
the
close
stacking;
in
diluted suspension,
it
results from the chocks between particles caused by stirring, convection flow and
brownian motion.

The Second Increase in Cohesion - Rigidification Step
As shown in the figure
2,
at
the second stage,
the paste strength
is
proportional to the quantity of hydrates formed for a given W/C ratio. For a given
percentage of hydrates formed, the smaller the W/C ratio, the more rigid the paste.
At this stage, the hydrates are practically uniformally distributed around cement
grains, so, the more the number of contact ( i.e. the smaller W/C ratio), the greater
the part of these hydrates used to make rigid the paste. The strengthening of the
paste does occur and the strengthened structure is not easily destroyed unlike the
one resulting
from
coagulation.
The
result
of
granulometric
experiments
in
the
previously
described
conditions
(figure
4),
shows
that,
during
the
first
hour
following the mixing, the sonification disperses particles in the suspension, after
then the same treatment makes
less and less dispersive
:
the finer population
irreversibly
decreases as the coarser one increases,
certainly due to particle
bridging by hydrates.

But how the hydrates make the paste strengthened? One of the most possible
answers to this was proposed by Shchukin (2), who connected the probability of the
formation of bridging nuclei between surfaces in contact with various physical and

chemical parameters which have been found to be determinant. However, the proposed
model in the case of gypsum nuclei bridging gypsum crystals (or other crystallized
phase), seems to be not directly transposable to the strengthening of the cement
paste. Indeed, it is difficult to consider C-S-H, the main hydration product, as
crystallized phase. The C-S-H are actually poorly crystalline particles precipitated
from a supersaturated solution, and their structure is not well established. However
experimental evidences show that C-S-H has a layered structure close to tobermorite
and jennite (6). Each layer could be regarded as a composite of a main layer and
interlayer with a combined thickness of about 1.4 nm . The main layer is a sandwich
in which a Ca-0 central part is flanked on each side by parallel rows of linear
silicate chains. The interlayer consists of H2O molecules and calcium ions (5).

It is possible to think that C-S-H particles, refered to in the following as
nanoparticles,
are
formed
from
supersaturated
solution
according
to
a
classic
nucleation process.
They could
interact with the alite grain surface
first and
afterwards with each other in the contact zone between cement grains to. constitute
Shchukin’s bridging nuclei. Then, what are the forces involved in these interactions
and leading to build up these bridges? The action mode of solvation forces seems to
be considered.
As described by Israelachivili
(7),
at small separation between surfaces,
below few
molecular diameters, the discrete molecular nature of the solvant cannot
be
ignored
and
the
short-distance
intermolecular
pair
potential
can
be
quite
different from that expected from continuum theories. The solvation forces arise
because
liquid
molecules
tend
to
lie
in
semi-ordered
layer
at
surface
(stratification) and because of the disruption of this ordering during the approach

of a second surface.
In many aqueous systems, solvation forces are observed, commonly refered to as
hydration
forces.
They
are
rather
exponentially
repulsive,
but
Israelachivili
considered that the short-range hydration forces between smooth rigid surface (e.g.
mineral surface) is always oscillatory due to ordered layering of water molecules
bound to hydrated surface groups and that the interaction in water is governed by
intermolecular effects, i.e. long-range dipole polarization and cooperative H-bonding

effects.

This model of particular associations resulting from hydration forces could be
applied to the formation of bridging C-S-H. In this case, this kind of interactions
would be exerted between the hydrosilicate nanoparticles appearing in the contact
zone between cement grains.
According to the structure model of C-S~H described
above, water and calcium rich interlayers constitute the surface of C-S-H layer;
moreover, the environmental medium is a lime supersaturated solution and it can be
believed that there is stratification of hydrated calcium ions near these surfaces.
The development of hydration forces are favorized by the proximity of the surfaces

brought closer by the coagulation process.
According
interlayer would

to
this
mechanism,
the
nanoparticles
be constituted by water and calcium ions,

stacking
in
forms a true

which
the
hydrate, in

the chemical meaning.
It is the same sort of interactions that lead to hydrates to be fixed on the
cement grain surface, which is subjected to a protonation, assuring the strengthening
link between
them.
This
interaction mode between
superficial
ordered
layers
о
hydrated calcium ions could be at the origin of the coagulation as well.

CONCLUSION
In this paper,
the initial mechanical evolution and the structure of the
cement paste have been studied in relation with the chemical evolution of the system.
The cement paste setting process
can be- described as two fundamental
steps
.

coagulation and rigidification.

contacts between cement particles during the ,first
The coagulation establishes
The
coagulated
structure
is
proved
mechanically
minutes
following
the
mixing,
the coagulated structure is provided by formation
reversible. The rigidification of
The increase of paste strength at this stage is
of hydrates in the contact zone,
precipitated hydrates.
The
rigidified
structure
proportional
to the
quantity of
becomes mechanically irreversible.
forces
bringing
into
play
The
nature
of
the
rigidification has also been discussed. It suggests that
both phenomena may be the same nature : hydration forces.

in
the

the
coagulation
and
forces intervening in
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THE PROGRESS OF PORTLAND CEMENT HYDRATION :
EFFECT OF CLINKER COMPOSITION
Y Chen and I Odler
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SUMMARY
On a series of portland cement pastes made from cements of different
composition the progress of hydration was studied by measuring the amount
of nonreacted clinker phases and formed hydration products. It was found
that the progress of hydration of the individual clinker phases depended on
the overall cement composition as well as water-cement ratio.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

An einer Serie von Portlandzementpasten hergestellt aus Zementen unter
schiedlicher Zusammensetzung wurde studiert deren Hydratationsfortschritt.
Dazu wurde gemessen die Menge der noch nicht reagierten Klinkerphasen und
gebildeter Hydratationsprodukte. Es wurde gefunden, daß der Hydratations
fortschritt einzelner Klinkerphasen von der Zusammensetzung des Zementes
und dem Wasser-Zement-Wert abhängig war.

INTRODUCTION

Within the present paper we are reporting our data on the hydration
kinetics of selected portland cements. The aim of the work was to study
the effect of clinker phase composition on the progress of hydration and
how the hydration kinetics of the individual phases is affected by the
presence of other cement constituents. The investigations were performed
on laboratory made cements prepared with a constant sulfate addition and
constant fineness and allowed the hydrate at a constant w/c and constant
temperature.
EXPERIMENTAL

Four clinkers were synthetized in the laboratory from pure chemicals.
Their potential phase composition (Bogue) was as follows:
clinker

A
В
C
D

CsS

Cz S

СзА

C4 AF

70
60
60
40

10
10
10
40

10
0
30
10

10
30
0
10

From the clinkers cements were prepared by grinding them with gypsum
(SO3 = 3.0%) to a specific surface area of 300m2/kg (Blaine).
Pastes made from these cement (w/c = 0.30) were allowed to hydrate at
20 "C for various periods of time; the hydration process was stopped by
acetone - ethyl ether extraction. The content of СзS and CzS in the pastes
was determined by X-ray diffraction on samples preignited to 600 'C (accu
racy ± 2.4 g and ± 4.2 g/100 g cem). Also the amount of AFm was determined
by this method, however without preignition of the paste (accuracy ± 2.9
g/100 g cem.). To determine СзА and C4AF the paste was first extracted
with a methanolic maleic acid solution (to remove C3S, CzS, CSH and CH).
Then the measurement was done again by X-ray-diffraction (accuracy ± 2.0
g/100 g cem.). Gypsum, calcium hydroxide and the AFt phase were determined
by DTA (accuracy: ± 0.1 g, ± 0.5 g and ± 0.9 g/100 g cem.). Finally, the
combined water was determined as the loss on ignition of the material af
ter acetone-ether extraction. The difference between the total and the sum
of phases determined directly was considered to be the CSH phase.

RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the combined water content of the studied pastes after
different hydration times. It appears that this value was consistently
highest in the hig СзА cement C whereas it was rather similar in all other
cements.

Figures 2 and 3 show the progress of СзS hydration and the free lime
content in the studied pastes. The differences in the progress of СзS hy
dration appear generally not too great in different cements. However, an
enhanced initial free lime formation in the paste made from cement C sug
gests an accelerated hydration of СзS at this stage. The reduced free lime
content in the paste made from cement D is due to a reduced СзS content in
the original clinker.
Figure 4 shows the progress of СзА hydration. The figure includes
data for both cements and ground, gypsum free clinkers. Out of the clin
kers compared, the СзА hydration was significantly accelerated in cement C
with highest СзА content. A comparison of data obtained with and without

gypsum revealed a reduced initial СзА hydration in the former pastes. The
progress of C$AF hydration was not too different from that of СзА.

From Figure 5 it appears that the amount of the AFt-phase in the stu
died pastes increased up to a maximum and declined afterwards. This maxi
mum was reached significantly sooner in cement C than in all,other ce
ments. The maximum amount of formed AFt was almost identical in all the
four cements studied and was obviously controlled by the amount of added
gypsum. The rate at which the present AFt was consumed differed in diffe
rent cements. After 28 days the amount of ettringite in the paste made
from cement В was still significant, whereas this phase was absent or pre
sent just in very small amounts in pastes prepared from all the three
remaining pastes.
From the obtained experimental data it was possible to determine the
composition of the pastes studied at any hydration time. Table I shows the
composition of the origipal cement pastes at time zero and after 28 days
of hydration (in g per 100 g of original cement). In addition to cement
pastes prepared with w/c = 0.30, the Table contains also data for cement A
mixed with a higher water-cement ratio i.e. 0.50. It appears, that the hy
dration of CsS became increased significantly under these conditions. The
Table also includes data for a cement in which a higher amount of gypsum
(4.5 rather than 3.0% 50з ) was interground with clinker C. It was found
that in this cement the hydration of СзА was slowed down, yet the amount
of AFt present after 28 days was increased. A full interpretation of the
hydration progress in cement pastes made from cements А, В, C and D with
w/c = 0.30 is shown in Figures 6a-d in which the composition of the paste
(in volume fractions) is plotted as function of hydration time.

Tab. I

Composition of cement pastes after 0 and 28 days of
hydration (in g/100 g original cement)

hydrates

nonhydrated material

AFm

7
0

—
10

—
2

0

—
50

30
13

9
6

7
0

—
22

—

0

80

50
17

0
0

28
25

7
0

—
11

—
9

0

49

30
10

12
12

28
10

0
0

7
0

—

—

11

0

3

68

30
5

52
14

11
11

27
17

0
0

10
0

—
11

—

10

1

57

30
9

36
18

41
31

8
3

8
6

7
0

—
5

3

0

—
47

30
17

0
28

65
33

10
10

9
5

9
7

0
28

65
5

10
10

9
4

В

0
28

54
15

11
11

C

0
28

53
21

0
28

0
28

A

D

H2O
free

AFt

C4 AF

C2 S

hydr.
time
d

Rest
(CSH)

CH

СзА

C3S

clinker

CSH2

6

—

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The development of accurately enough analytical methods enabled us to
study the progress of cement hydration in a quantitative way. While essen-

cially confirming most previous reports, we were able to show that the ki
netics of this process varies in cements of different phase composition
and may by affected by the amount of added calcium sulfate and by the
water-cement ratio. The obtained findings may be summarized as follows.

The kinetics of СзS hydration, including the length of the induction
"'‘
, yet is accelerated
period, is little affected by the clinker composition,
i
due
with increasing w/c. The observed acceleration due to the presence of
larger amounts of СзА is in line with previous reports (1,2). The kinetics
of CzS hydration is very slow within the first 28 days.
The hydration of СзА is very fast within the first minutes after mixing with water and slows down subsequently, The amount hydrated in this
initial period was found to be even higher in the absence of calcium sul
with the assumption, according to which
fate. This observation is in
1.. line
-of the ways by which the setting is
;
one
a slow-down of СзА hydration is
‘ . Inspide of the very rapid
--1
of
calcium
sulfate.
controlled in the presence
"
of
СзА
remains unhydrated even
a
significant
fraction
cinitial hydration,
distinctly more slowly
after 28 days, The hydration of 04 AF progresses ,
Nevertheless,
even
here
a
period
of a fast initial
than that of СзА.
hydration may be observed.
The conversion of ettringite (AFt) to monosulfate (AFm) after all
free calcium sulfate had been consumed, progresses with a different rate
in cements of different composition. Generally, this conversion rate was
found reduced in iron-rich cements high in C4AF. The amount of AFm in ma
ture pastes was found to be rather low, This is possibly due to the fact
that a significant fraction of this phase may be closely intermixed with
the CSH phase and thus escapes detection.
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DETERMINATION OF KINETIC PARAMETERS IN
CEMENT HYDRATION
R Krstulovlfc and P Krolo

Faculty of Technology, Split, CROATIA

The differential microcalorimetric technique was applied in order
to study cement hydration. A differential microcalorimeter was used to
measure heat evolved during hydration of cement samples; this was a
starting parameter in analysis of kinetics of this complex heterogeneous
chemical reaction.
Based on the results obtained for heat released,and degree of
progress of hydration against the duration of hydration, this paper
introduces a systematic approach for calculation of the important
kinetic parameters in this process.

The induction period, Gibbs free energy of activation, and the
equilibrium constant of nuclei formation of new phase during,the induc
tion period of cement hydration, were determined by introducing an
admixture based on the naphthalenesulphonic acid condensate with formal
dehyde into the cement-water system. The Avrami’s rate constant and the
Arrhenius apparent activation energy were determined as kinetic parame
ters for the period of accelerated hydration. Mathematical analysis of
the hydration kinetics models applied makes it possible to get,an
insight into the mechanism governing the basic reaction which is
characteristic of the hydration process under the given operating
conditions.
Zusammenfassung

Für das Studium der Zementhydratation wurde eine differentiele
mikrokalorimetrische Messtechnik (BMC) angewandt. Durch die DMC wurde
eine quantitative Hydratationswärme von Zementmuster gemessen. Die
Hydratationswärme war die AnfangsmessgrSsse zur Lösung einiger kineti
schen Fragen dieses komplexen heterogenen chemischen Reaktionsablaufs.
Auf Grund der Ergebnisse von der freiwerdenden Hydratationswärme und
Hydratationsgrad und in der Zeitabhängigkeit wurde eine methodologische
Messung und Rechnen der wichtigen kinetischen Parameter in diesem Pro
zess dargestellt. Die Induktionszeit, Gibbs freie Aktivierungsenergie
und Gleichgewichtigskonstante der Formation von der neuen Phase der
Nukleation, als sehr wichtige kinetische Parameter in der Induktions
zeit der Zementhydratation, werden durch ein Zusatzmittel auf der Basis
von Naphtalem-Sullfonsäure mit Formaldehyd im Reaktionsystem vom
Zement-Wasser bestimmt. Während der beschleunigten Hydratation, als
kinetische Parameter, werden Avramis Geschwindigkeitskonstante und
Arrhenius Scheinaktivierungsenergie gerechnet. Auf Grund des Einsatzes
der mathematischen Modelle für die Hydratationskinetik kann der Mecha
nismus eines Hauptreaktionsablaufs, der den Hydratationsprozess unter
gestellten Arbeitsbedingungen charakterisiert, kennengelernt werden.

INTRODUCTION
Cement hydration processes, as well as similar physical and chemi
cal processes in ceramic materials, are usually explained by several
essential phenomena which occur during the processing of the materials
and are closely related to the final product quality and its intended
use. The hydration process of cement can be traced by means of the heat
evolved during hydration. A knowledge of this phenomenon, and the manner
of its progress, provides a better insight into the individual reactions
both of the individual constituent phases and the cement as a whole.

In order to study the hydration process and the mechanism governing
it. differential microcalorimetry was applied and this proved to be an
accurate and simple method. The results thus obtained were used to
determine the kinetic parameters. (1> 2)
EXPERIMENTAL

The hydration kinetics of cement was examined by means of a differ
ential microcalorimeter (DMC). Its features make its application possi
ble for precise measurements of cement hydration heat.
The kinetic parameters and the hydration mechanism were determined
for a sample of PC-55 type Portland cement in the presence of an admix
ture. The admixture was a commercial product based on naphthalene
sulphonic acid condensate with formaldehyde (NSF). Table 1 lists the
basic properties of the cement and the admixture.

Table 1. Properties of PC—55 cement and the NSF admixture
Chemical composition of cement, mass
LOI
Si02
A12O5
Fe2O5
CaO

MgO

SO^

15
*
5

2.11

5.12

1.58

20.05

2.68

64.50

Insoluble residue

0.40

Mineral composition of clinker, mass %
C5S
C2S
С?А
C4AF
CaOfree
71.50

22.70

5.02

1.75

Specific surface according to Blaine

1.00
2

4655 cm /g

The NSF admixture is a plasticising and binding retarder, its aqueous
solution is dark brown and contains 44.45 % of dry substance; its den
sity is 1.2457 g/cm?.

Determination of Kinetic Parameters
The hydration process has been divided into three stages. Thus the
early stage is viewed as the'"induction period", the second stage as the
"accelerated hydration period", and the third one as the "retarded hy
dration period". This study covers the first two stages, i.e. the induc
tion period and the accelerated hydration period.

The induction period is the most important period of hydration,
during which the reacting cement-water system prepares for transforming
from cement paste into cement stone. It is during this transformation
that reactions responsible for later applicative properties of cement
take place. (3, 4)

The accelerated hydration period occurs after the induction period,
i.
e.
at the beginning of nucleation of CaCOH)^ or C-S-H phases, or both
simultaneously. Hydration is accelerated in this period, and the degree
of hydration ( oL ) shows significant changes. If the basic hydration
mechanism is known, and if admixtures are applied which will affect the
duration of individual hydration periods, some kinetic parameters can be
determined quantitatively. The basic value determined experimentally by
the microcalorimetric method is hydration heat Q(t). Its accurate and
precise determination makes it possible to obtain kinetic functions such
as: change of heat release rate dQ/dt, and change of degree of hydration
ct (t) with time.
The degree of hydration

oi(t) is determined by the expression:

-^(t) =

(1)
4f
where Q(t) is hydration heat at t, and Qf is the final hydration heat.
As the hydration of cement occurs at a certain rate, depending on the
operating conditions, it is assumed that all hydration heat is released
by the end of 72 hours’ hydration, which makes it possible to substitute
Q72 for Qf.
If the value for the degree of hydration is used in mathematical
expressions which serve as kinetic models, the mechanism governing hy
dration reactions in the individual stages of hydration can be estab
lished. (4, 5)

Determination of Induction Duration

Induction duration as a measured value provides an insight into the
effect the admixture has on cement hydration. This value is determined
from the degree of hydration ^(t) calculated according to the above
expression. The results obtained for duration of induction as a function
of the quantity of admixture introduced into the reacting system are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Change in induction duration t. with quantity of NSF
admixture for PC at 293 К and 298 К at w/c=0.5

NSF

% mass
o.o •
0.3
0.8
1.0
1.5

tj, (293 K)
s

ti (298 K)
s

8912.13
13408.29
18399.62
23821.84
29662.2?

8944.38
12839.91
17504.32
18903.20
23921.13

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Induction Period
Addition of admixture to cement influences the induction period as
per the relation
In t^ = b C + In t^
(2)

where C is the concentration of admixture introduced. The apparent Gibbs
free energy of activation for new phase nuclei formation can be deter
mined from the equation
*
AG
= (In t? + In
) RT
(5)
where In t• is n intercept when the function In t. = f(C) is shown
graphically, к „ 2 the Boltzmann constant, h - the Planck constant, R the gas consta fit. Results obtained for In t? are shown graphically in
Figure 1.

■pi p-iira 1, Dependence of In t. upon addition of the NSF admixture to
PC-55 cement at 295 and 298 К at w/c =0.5

The values obtained for In t. are used to determine the value of the
apparent Gibbs free energy of activation for new phase nuclei formation.
The admixture, whose activity in the hydration process affects the
duration of individual hydration stages, makes it possible to determine
the new phase nuclei formation rate constant k. This constant in the in
duction period is inversely proportional to the duration of this period.
The longer the induction duration, the lower the rate constant and the
reaction rate. Based on the transition stage theory, the new phase
nuclei formation rate constant can be expressed as:
к T
ДG
.
В
/
O \
(2|.)
к = —exp (— Rrp )

while the activated complex formation equilibrium rate К , which may be
assumed to be a typical transition stage equilibrium constant can be
expressed as:
aq*

*
K

- exp (---

Table 3. presents the results obtained for the kinetic parameters
in the induction period.

Table 3e The apparent Gibbs free energy of activation AG , the
rate constant к and the equilibrium constant K
* °for new
phase nuclei formation for PC-55 with the NSF admixture
at 295 and 298 К

T, К
29З
298

In t?
9.I722
9.1416

,
*
AG

kJ/mol
94-.06
95.63

k, s"1
1.04 10“^2
I.07 10~10

K
*
I.70 IQ-^Z
I.73 io"17

Accelerated Hydration Period
The reactions taking place during this period of cement hydration
influence the final quality of cement as a binding material. Determina
tion of kinetic parameters, such as the rate constant Кд, the apparent
activation energy Ea, and the pre-exponential factor A in the Arrhenius
equation is made possible by application of the admixture whose optimal
quantity is 0,8$ in relation to cement (6, 7)« The rising part of the
kinetic curve was used to determine the degree of hydration 06 (t). 06(t)
shows significant changes in this part of the curve, with linear depend
ence, and is applied in the kinetic model described by the Avrami’s
expression
■

5 -----------

1/-ln(l- oC) = kA t

(6)

The rate constant кд is determined by establishing the straight line
direction coefficient when 3./—=j■" /-1—77т is shown as a function of
hydration duration.
y~lnli- <x'>
Based on the results obtained for heat released with time. Figure 2
shows the kinetic curves dQ/dt for different temperatures.

Table 4 presents the results obtained for the constants k, and
In кд.
A

Table 4. Variations in кд and In кд with temperature for PC-55
cement with 0.8$ of the NSF admixture added
PC-55 + 0.8 $ NSF
T, К
293
_6
298
,
кА» а
9Л 10 b
12.1 10"6
In kA-11.57 -11.32

w/c =0.5
300
p.
I3.8 IO”6
-11.19

The graphical presentation of the Arrhenius equation written in its
logarithmic form, Figtire 3> is used to determine the value for the
apparent activation energy Efi and the pre-exponential factor A.

The activation energy Ea for the cement sample without the admix
ture amounts to 40.46 kJ/mol. It is 39.73 kJ/mol if the admixture is
applied. The pre-exponential factor A is 157.8 s-1 for the sample with
out- the admixture, and 112.9 s“T for the sample with it.

Figure 2. Dependence of dQ/dt = f(t) for PC-55 with and without the NSF

admixture

Figure 5. Dependence of In кд - f(l/l) for PC-55 with and without the

admixture

CONCLUSIONS

Microcalorimetric measurements were used to illustrate a methodo
logical approach for determination of kinetic parameters in the hy
dration of an industrial Portland cement in the presence of the NSF ad
mixture, a superplasticiser and binding retarder. From the results ob
tained the following may be concluded:

The role and the influence of the admixture on the mechanism of
various processes during the first hours of cement hydration - the quan
titative link between the acimixture quantity and the values of kinetic
parameters (such as ДС
,
*
,
*
К
к) obtained when mathematical expressions
are used as kinetic models confirms that these processes take place
during the induction period.
The use of Avrami’s equation as the chosen kinetic model satisfies
the assumed reaction mechanism (through the rate constant кд). Validity
of the mechanism assumed has been confirmed by Arrhenius
*
equation.
The apparent activation energy is a specific kinetic parameter in
dicating the reactive capabilities of cement. Constancy of this value
(about 40 kJ/mol) shows that the admixture does not influence the rate
of the hydration process (it only modifies some kinetic values) and con
firms that the kinetic model was well chosen for the reacting system
examined and the conditions under which reactions take place in it.

A change in the value of the pre-exponential factor (A) shows that
the presence of the admixture diminishes its value due to adsorption and
stabilization of C-S-H phases.
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Работа посвяшена

INTRODUCTION

A conclusion drawn from the discussion of the band structure of the silicate composi
tion! character of active centers and system of hydrogen bonds existing in a binding paste
is that it is possible to control the hydraulic activity of a solid, with the following
hypothetical mechanisms of influence included.
1.Recombination mechanism

Nonequilibrium charge carriers (electrons)! which appear in silicate at a contact
with another phase or on illumination with visible light, ultraviolet or X-ray radiation,
that is, any radiation with an energy of above 3,5 eV, recombine with holes with the pos
sible formation of quasi-particles such as excitons which in the breakdown release an ennergy close to the level or band energy. If the heat capacity of silicate is approximate
ly assessed as that following from the Dulong and Petit law, the temperature increase
inside the sample taking place due to recombination can reach tens degrees.The practical
result of implementing this model is the development of radiactive technologies of cement
stone hardening activation, introduction of activating substances capable of interaction
with nonequilibrium charge carriers,as the transport of energy and charge carriers through
the bond system is used.

Exciton states can initiate polymerisation processes with energy transfer to a chemi
cal bond which breaks and a radical or a pair of radicals is formed. The practical result
of applying the model of solid-phase polimerization is both hydration activation based on
principles of oxidation catalysis and stone strengthening2.Proton-transfer mechanism
Proton and energy transfer through the hydrogen-bond system, possibly with the use of
quasi-particles in the form of solitons, enables one to believe that with decreasing tem
perature due to system entropy lowering and initiation of particular boundary structures
from hydrogen bonds, proton and energy transfer processes are activated by the token me
chanism, which results in the enhancement of hydrate formation and ston strength.
It is
not improbable that in appropriate conditions tunneling can also manifest itself.

3-Interaction mechanisms with the peculiarities of the
surface electronic structure taken into account

In accordance with [1,21, the fallowing active centers can be single out on the si
licate surface, which are distinguished by electronic structure peculiarities - acid ele
ctron-acceptor <Z-centers which can be an electron-pair acceptor and a proton donoribasic

-centers which can be an electron-pair donor! electron-deficiency (oxidation) h-centers
and electron-donor (reduction) h-centers- With the peculiarities of the surface structure
in conditions of the manifestation of charde and energy transfer taken into account,it is
possible to control the hydration activity of silicates, using substances of a particular
character or appropriate physical conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL

The investigations were conducted on ß-C^S pastes with substances of different bond
character and electronic structure introduced and also with the hydration temperature de
creased down to -Iß C.

Substances were added to /3-C^S powder in amounts of 3 to 10 mass ‘X, the mixture was

tempered with water at the w/S ratio = 0.3 and sample blocks were formed. At particular
intervals physicomechanical and physicochemical studies were made by Mössbauer spectros
copy, iR spectroscopy, X-ray phase and derivatization analyses.

RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION

The Table gives the developed models of y3 -C2S hydration-activity control and in
vestigation results with the specified substances taken as examples.

Effect of influence
Active-center cha
racter of the si
licate surface

Substance to be
introduced or hy
dration conditions

Possible interaction
schemes

compression strength,
•X,chemically he..nd
water,'/,at the age
of,day

7
Electron-deficiency,h^" -centers

1 Electron-donor,
|h~ -centers

Ions with the low
est oxidation deg- .
rees Me -ne-^Me1
7

Ions with high
oxidation degrees

Surface passivation due
to electron drain and
center extiction

0

S3

480

(scheme 1)

61

92

253

Surface-activity enhan
cement due to the in
duction of additional
active h4"
-centers
*

(scheme 2)

Acid Lewis
centers,
at
-centers

1 Basic Lewis
centers,
-centers

Substances A <4 t)
having unshared
s,p,d-electron
pairs

Substances having
vacant s,p,d-arbitals: Men+D

60

28

,

Surface-activity enhan
cement due to chemical
bond weakening in the
interaction (scheme 3)
t)+pZa
*
Af
—АИоб

Surface-activity enhan
cement due to chemical
bond weakening in in
teractions (scheme 4)
He'D -h4it)

SnC12_
I

ЗпСЦ
125

182

441

188

203

263

186

—
191

171

179

206

205

I

Fe

165

130

147

128

135
138
CaSO^

196

235

МеОЖ^-МеЕЮН^
Н+а+о4.'(
Т)^Н
*

+Е]</'

ö

I cL (It)-centers

Hydration-activity en
hancement due to proton
mobility with the token
mechanism of proton
transport (scheme 5)
н+..(о^),..о^-н+а

179

219

167

Temperature decre
ase in the system
(cryohydration)

217

О

t= -3 to -7 C
Period 118
126
of cri----- -------tical
132
129
hydrate
structu
re forma
tion

Note: Strenath and chemically bound water of addition-free ^-C S hardening at t=20°. .22°C
at the corresponding age are taken as 100*Z.
2
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The process of SH(li) oxidation in Sn(1Y) in
were recorded by Mössbauer spectroscopy (Fig
!)
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Fie.2. Kinetic dependence of
the SndY) fraction in
ß-c s paste

Sn(II) present in the system begins to change to
In this case even on the first day
of Sn(IY) increases. It has been established that
Sn(IY) and by the 30th day the fraction
: the 1st stage ends in 7-10 days (depending on
oxidation of tin (II) occurs in two stages
... 23-28 days- In curves showing the kinetic depthe amount of added water), the 2nd one in 23
-vaic...
.
two plateaus are observed which correspond to two
endence of the four-valent tin fraction <
tages characterised by different times of redox reaction running (Fig
hydration-process st-,— .
-In this
■ - case
--- surface reduction
2), that is, hydration processes feature cyclic character.
reactions can proceed according to scheme 1: h +e —> h , which results in passivation of

the surface at the early ageRealization of scheme (2) in -ßc 2S hardening in the presence^o substances having
elements of high oxidation degrees with the possible induction of h^’-centers of the surThe experiment has
face suggests the activation role of aidants in /3-C^S_hardening.
shown that at the age of 2 months the strength of stone samples from /3" C^S with tin inc*
у Gn(IY) ei trea^d more than
than 5three-fold,since by this age in the system there exists onl
on-ther obtained by scheme (1) or initially introduced. The strength enhancement is ^onn
with increase in the amount of chemically bound water and low-basicity hydrosilicates.
hydrosi1icate •

Proceeding from the knowledge that in a binding system from the first “t of the in
Proceeding
teraction
with water the donor-acceptor system of bonds is realized, one can assume th
teneSicial for erhanoina the .urt.ee aeti.it, and reaeti.it, of starting solid phasesw. 1
he eo^ounds wit
*
donor properties which contain .acant S, „ d-electron pa r.
’’
and compounds with acceptor properties which contain vacant S, p, d-orbitals (scheme 4).
The investigations of /3- C2S hardening in the presence of substances featuring
bond character - 3d-row metals! iron, cobalt, nickel and their oxides as well as slightly
soluble compounds of ionic bond character with vacant S-orbitals! CaSO^and CaK, showed the
following.

According to data of instrumental
physicochemical investigations,
the introduction
of iron, nickel, cobalt increases the hydration activity and strength of the composition,
the content of low-basicity calcium hydrosilicates increases therewith.

It has been known that at negative temperatures the boundary water layers and water
acquire new properties, including structure-and-mechanical ones, and as a consequence of
water cross-linking the mobility of hydrogen ions, active particles of the system, incre
ases <token mechanism) - scheme 5.

It has been found that a specific token mechanism begins to manifest itself in condi
tions of the existence of particular critical hydrate structures which are formed within
3 to 7 days.

Since the token model of proton transfer being considered includes a system of donor
acceptor bonds and interactions, it can be acted on with substances given in the TableFig.3 shows the dependence of the hydration degree for /3-C^S-based compositions on hyd
ration temperature at the age of 28 days. The investigations have shown that the growth
of chemically bound water and strength at temperatures from -3°to -7°C is connected with

the increase in the content of low-basicity hydrosi1icates and the appearance of new hyd
rate phases.

F18. 3. Dependence of the hydration degree of /3-c2S paste samples on
hydration temperature, as substances of different character
at the age of 28 days are introduced
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The knowledue of a specific electronic structure of the surface of silicates and sub
stances to be introduced as well as water and the whole system at decreased temperatures
can be used for control^»’ the hvdration activity of /3 -C^S-containino products such as
bellte cements or nepheline slurries.In this case slightly soluble substances introduced
in comminution and capable of donor-acceptor interactions at the level of heterogeneous
acid-base catalysis such as calcium anhydrite or fluoride.substances containing elements
with high oxidation degrees and substances containing elements with partially filled orbi

tals can activate hvdration processes.Temperature lowering down to -3..-7 C after the for
mation of boundarv critical hvdrate structures also results in activation of hvdration

processes and strength enhancement•
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OBTAINING HIGH BASICITY CLINKER AND INFLUENCE OF COMPLEX
ADDITIVES ON ITS HYDRATION AND HARDENING
A Kamlnskas and A Mituzas
Technical University, Vilnius
State Firm "Termolita", Innovations and Science Centre, Vilnius
Republic of LITHUANIAN

This oaoer presents kinetics of clinker formation which increases
lime saturation factor (LSF) up to 0.98-0.99 by introducing in the
burning zone dust enriched with carbonate components trapped by
electro filters. Mechanism and kinetics of clinker hydration is
resumed, when hydration process is simultaneously effected by
carbonate and silicate ions.

b higher lime saturation factor (LSF) of clinkers significantly
increases strength characteristics of portland cement especially
during initial hardening, allows to reduce sharply quantity of
alkalies in the cement and saves energy consumption owing to the
oossibtMtv of obtaining cements with large quantity df hydraulically
active additives /up to
almost without decrease of their initial
strength.

However, in practice, production of clinkers even with LSF
close to one is accomplished with great deal of technological
difficulties and increase of fuel consumption.
In the present paper results of kinetics of the formation and
destruction of calcium silicates of high basicity in the course of

thermal processing of raw material mixtures are resumed. These raw
materials differ in their minerological characteristics.
The first group comprises mixtures, constituents of which are
large - crystalline and kaoline and marble type components which

are not so active. The second group comprises mixtures, whose
reactivity is increased by means of mineralisers (mixture 2-1) and
magnesite (mixture 2-2), or composite parts of which are natural,
almost amorphous marls (mixture 2-3). The third group comprises
materials made up by relatively potentially reactive acid oxides
and limes of medium - crystal structure and are industrial raw
mixes of cement plants.

Granules prepared from the raw materials mixtures were
at 600, 750, 850, 950, 1050, 1200, 1350 and 1450 C. In each
retention period was 30 and 60 min. Cakes cooled in the air
ground in the mill and subjected to physico - chemical, XRD

burnt
case
were
and

other methods of analysis.
The kinetics of clinker formation was investigated radiograph!
callv and by the method of selective solution in 5% HjBO^of calciu
orthosilicates (quantity change of soluble Si02 and CaO in the
solution H^BOg /1/ ).

Silicates constituted from endless chain (SiO^l and silica
oxygen groups which are in glassy state remained untouched.
According to these data, for all the mix batches burnt at

different temperatures, contents of CaCO^; free CaO, C^S and C^S

were calculated; and the quantity of silica soluble in HgBOg was
determined (soluble SiO^).
Data obtained are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. XRD data indicated,
that C3S was present mainly in monoclinic form. However, in the
course of isothermal burning trigonal and monoclinic forms are
fixed, which is characteristic of real clinkers with large contents
of Al3*
, Fe3* /4/. This shows, that at burning temperatures <1350°
even with isothermal burning it is impossible to identify a precise

connection between crystal form of C^s and changes in SiO? solubility
caused by the diverse nature of r»w material components.
However, in the alite diffractograms obtained at high tempera
tures, transition of one form of alite into another can be clearly
noticed with temperature and time changes. The order of existence
of separate crystal system was: <1350°C - rhombohedral (r);
1350-1400oC monoclinic (m); >1400°C - triclinic (t).

During cooling, monoclinic and triclinic forms of CgS become
stable.
Experimental data obtained testify that:

- Alite formed at high temperatures of isothermal retention
undergoes cyclic polymorphous transformation, frequency of which
depends on the chemico-minerological characteristics of the raw mix;
- Temperature increase of processing of certain raw materials

mixture conditions increase of alite transformation cycles;
- Transformation cycles number growth enlarges reduction pro

bability of alite quantity in cooled clinkers because of fixation

of the destroyed alite part in glassy, not active state.

These results formed the basis for the main development of a
new method of obtaining portland cement clinkers, essence of which
consists in maintaining the temperature of the burnt material in the
sintering zone of the rotary kiln at a level which is sufficient
for completion of clinker formation reactions and at the same time
preventing the polymorphic transformation of alite.

This is achieved by introduction in the burning zone dust
enriched with carbonate components (dried or ground limestone)

trapped by electro filters.
Introduction of burning process according to the present method
allows to bring the LSF of clinkers to 0.98-0.99 while using raw

mixes of LSF 0.92-0.93 (Table 1).
Table 1
Data of Chemical Analyses of
Lime - Stone Used

Title

No

I Chemical composition, %
I $i02

1.
2.

3.

Ä12Ö3

Fe2°3

CaO

LSF

Modules
r
P

Source raw mate-

rials
Raw materials dust
(concentrated)
Clinker

13,04

3,21

2,90

40,34

0,93

2,1

1,1

13,75

3,53
4,71

3,10
4,44

46,14

1,02
0,99

2,06

1,1

2,2

JJ

19,95

64,53

Because of the increase in clinker LSF there is a possibility
of obtaining cements having a high content of hydraulically active
additives. Substitution of part of clinker by these additives
allows to significantly reduce energy consumption for cement manu

facture.
Study of active additives of this type which simultaneously

silicate and carbonate ions to the hardening system is
especially interesting.
suddIv

Carbonaceous opoka is an additive of this kind consisting of
amorphous Si0? and saturated fine - dispersion calcium carbonate.

CaC03 content in qooka is

45%. Opoka activity is 260 mg CaO/g.

Kinetics and the mechanism of carbonaceous opoka influences on
early stage hydration of basic clinker materials C3S; C3A and oortlandcement were studied at 43O°C for a water - cement ratio w/c=0,3
and at

4>80°C for a ratio w/c=0,8.

It can be seen from the thermokinetic curves (Fig5), that

addition of very finely divided carbonaceous ooqka increases the
rate and completeness of C3S hydration. However, carbonaceous oooka
(fig.6) significantly reduces intensity and completeness of C3A hydration.
If in the case of hydration of pure C3A the basic hydration
phase is C3AH6, in case of opoka addition, calcium hexagonal hydroa
luminate with high degree of dispersion and amorphous state domina
tes. With increase in the duration of C3A hydration hexagonal crys
tals of CpAHg (d=2,84; 2,42 etc.) remain stable. A significant
quantity of C3A.CaC03.11H2O (d=7,63) accumulates in a parallel way.
Disappearance of endothermic crests at 360-370°C and 540°C, charac

teristic of C3AH& presence, points out that with the appearance of
calcium carboaluminate, C3A hydration reaction is decelerated to
an even greater degree, carbonate ions at hardening temperature, not
exceeding 40°C can be a regulator of the setting period of portland

cement aluminate part.

Change of hydration kinetics of basic clinker minerals and
formation of additional quantity of cementing materials ensure high
strength of pozzolana cements.
The test results obtained are presented in Flg.3 and 4, which
depict the change in strength data (Curve 1) and linear deformations
of mixed cement samples, obtained by inter - grinding of clinker

and opoka; and their separate grinding followed by mixing.

Fig.1
Change
Charge
charge
charge

Fig.2
of SiO- in 5% solution of H-BO- depending on burning ten^erature:
No 2-1 (curve 1); charge 2-2 (Curve 2); charge 2-3 (curve 3);
1-1 (curve 4); charge 3-1 (curve 5); charge 3-2 (curve 6):
1-2 (curve 7).

Fig.3. Dependence of samples strength,
which hardened 28 days in the
water, on quantity of added
opoka.
.

Fig.4. Change of samples linear
deformation depending on
quantity of added opoka.

Fig-5.
Thermo kinetic curves of
addition of grinded oooka:t=30 C,W/C-O,5

1
C„S 100%
2 ------ JC,S 90% 4- Oooka 10%
3~r_S370% * Oooka 30%
4-x"" CjS 50% a Oooka 50%

Fig.6Thermo kinetic curves of C?A
with oooka addition: t=30 С; У/С-0,5
1 C,A 100%
2- — 5C4A 90% a Oooka 10%
3- ~CTA 70% A Oooka 30%
4- x"~CgA 50% a Oooka 50%
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE HARDENING OF
MONOSTRONTIUM ALUMINATE
L В Borovkova, T I Borodina, T A Evdokimova
T A Melehlna and E P Pakhomov
Institute for High Temperatures, Russian Academy of Science, MOSCOW

SUMMARY
Setting characteristics (normal consistency paste o-f cement,initial
and -Final setting, selfheating) were investigated. Process of curing
(increase compressive strength, changes in mass and volume, porosity,
degree of hydration, crystalline compositions of hydration products) as
a function of the curing time duration (from 0.1 hour; to Ь months),
amount of the mixing water (H/SA=0.05-1.0), temperature of the environ
ment (20-40°C), Blaine fineness (2500-5200 cma/g) and effect of addition
of water to the sample during the curing process,were studied.
Comparison of the literature values was carried out.
Maximum strength of air the hardened cement SA (40 MPa after 3 days
hardening) was reached by curing with H/SA=0.24, that very close to
normal consistency paste of cement (0.27). Obviously, hydrate SAH7_(0
is formed in the framework and is the cause of strength of the stone SA.
Duration of the hardening by addition to the sample of supplementa
ry water the amount S3AH6 increase, but amount of the crystalline AH3
does not increase. The strenght of the cement stone begins to decrease
only after 2-3 months. Obviously, becouse of cement stone has a big
porosity (about 20%) a some part of additional volume of the hydration
products can be absorb by its structure without considerable damage the
last.

АННОТАЦИЯ
Характеристики схватывания (нормальной консистенции теста, начала
и конца схватывания, саморазогрева) и твердения (набора прочности на
сжатие, изменений объема и массы, пористости, степени гидратации и фа
зового состава кристаллических продуктов гидратации) были исследованы в
зависимости от времени твердения (от 0,1 часа до 6 месяцев), количества
воды затворения
(Н/ВА=0,05—1,0), температурных
условий (20—40еС),
удельной поверхности исходного порошка (2500-5200 смг/г) и количества
воды, дополнительно вводимой в образец в процессе твердения.
Выполнено сравнение с имеющимися литературными данными.
Получено, что на воздухе максимальная прочность . достигается камнем
SA (^40 МПа после 3 дней) при затворении с водоалюминатным отношением.
0,24, что несколько меньше нормальной густоты теста (0,27).
Вероятно, гидрат SAH7_|0 формирует при схватывании структуру камня
SA и определяет его прочность.
При пс&цтуплении в твердеющий образец дополнительной воды растет ко
личество S3AH6; прочность начинает уменьшаться после 2—3 месяцев тверде
ния. Вероятно, формирование на этапе схватывания значительной пористости
(20%) позволяет размещать в ней некоторую часть дополнительного объема
продуктов продолжения' гидратации без разупрочнения структуры камня.

INTRODUCTION

Monostrontium aluminate БгО-АТ^Од(SA) like monobarium aluminate is
one of the most highly refractory cements.
It has a high potential for
use as concrete and ramming masses at 2000 К and more.
SA cement has been studied very extensively in SO 70th years (1 13).
However, knowledge on SA hardening characteristics remains insufficient.

In this report the results of the study (14) on the hardening
character!stics of SA cement as a function of curing time duration,
amount of mixing water, powder fineness and hardening conditions are
reported. Compressive strength, mass and volume changes, open porosity,
hydration degree and compositions of crystalline hydrates were deter
mined.
Strontium aluminate, produced by solid state sintering at 1S20 K,
was used as the raw material. X-ray analysis showed that 2-5 7. wt.
impurities of strontium hexaluminate (SAfc) are present. The Blaine
fineness of the powder was 3500 cm^/g.

EXPERIMENTAL

Water—cement ratio of SA slurry with normal consistency was 0.2/,
initial and final sets were 20 min and 25 üin,respect:vely. Tns
heating of 35 g normal consistency slurry is 5-& К and after 3B-^0 mn
the heating maximum is reached.
Scompr.MP«
A time dependence study of the
SA air hardening in 2 hours -6 months
period at relative humidity(W) 55±207.
and at 21±3eC on samples 14.14.14 mm®
(Fig.l)was carried out.It showed that
after the first day of curing the
strength reached 20—35 MPa (Fig.1,al,
after a month the strength was 45—55
MPa, and after 6 months it became 50
55 MPa.

The volume shrinkage after 1-3
days of hardening was 27. and after
one month 3%. Mass losses (water
evaporation) were 5—Ь7. after one day
of hardening and 3X after one month.
The open porosity of the stone was
20-257..
Data on the degree of hydration
(X(SA)) (Fig.l,b) showed that at the
final set of SA normal consistency
slurry 20% of the cement mass had
hydrated
and after one day 557..
Beyond that, over the next 6 months,
the hydration degree did not change.

ioor x(s/i),y.
8—@-@8"

,
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Fig. 1 The change of the compres
sive strength
(a) and SA
hydration
degree (b) as a
function of hardening time
both for air and at. humidi
ty W=10S%; ■4/SA=0.27

X-jray -anAlysis shows the pre
sence o-F SA, SA and SAH
, S AH ,
AH , SH
(sometimes SH> compounds
(where A=A1 О , S=SrO, H=H 0, C=CO ).
Peak intensities o-F all crystalline
hydration products are not high. The
scatter o-f the values is large.
Investigations on the setting
and hardening processes as a -Function
o-F mixing water content was carried
out at water: strontium aluminate
(H/SA) mass ratio 0.1 :1.0 (Fig.2).
It was -Found that the setting time
increased
when
the mixing water
increased. At H/SA<0.2 setting tiine
is negligible.

Fig.2
Fig.3 represents the change in
compressive strength (
)at 3 and
23 days and 6 months hardening as a
Function oF the mixing water amount.
Maximum strength ( 45-50 MPa) was
reached at H/SA=0.24, the late less
than the normal consistency slurry
(0.27). IF mixing water amount is va
ried, strength oF SA stone decreases
till 20 MPa at H/SA<0.13 and H/SA>
0.45.It is necessary to note that the
scatter oF the values is large.

Set times oF SA slurry
as a Function oF the
mixing
water
amount
(H/SA)

бсошрг 1 MPci

e (14),о - 3 days

60

° D

A-2A-U-

Volume shrinkage and mass losses
oF patterns are growing with H/SA
increasing (Fig.3) From zero at H/SA=
0.1 up to 10-157. at H/SA=0.5.

Hydration degree (X(SA))
and
composition oF SA hydration products
as a Function oF the mixing water
amount For 3 and 28 days and 6 months
hardening are represented in Fig.4.
With H/SA increasing the hydration
degree
increases
too
(Fig.4,a).
Complete hydration is observed at
H/SAM.3. The hydration degree is
about 40-55% at maximum strength.
Data on related changes in the
composition oF hydration
products
allow to inFer that its main mass is
X-ray amorphous. Maximum quantity oF
crystalline SAH
Forms at the maxi
mum strength (Fig.4,b). When H/SA
ratio is rich, S AH quantity is rich
too (Fig.4,d). The quantity oF S AH
begins decreasing aFter 3—14 days oF

Fig.3 The change oF the compres
sive
strength,
volume
shrinkage mass losses as a
Function oF the mixing wa
ter amount aFter 3 and 23
days and 6 months
air
harden!ng

hardening.
In this time SC1 quantity
(up to 1=0.06-0.2). The quan
tity Dr crystalline AH^ is constant
and small (Fig.4,c). I(SHg)<0.03.
Data (14) on growth of SAg quant.it/ with increase in HZSA wars not
confirsed.

Influence of temperature on SA
air hardening processes was investi
gated with help of specimens with
HZSA=0.3 at 20-4s
C
*
over 1-21 days.
It was established, that increase in
temperature
accslereted
strength
development' in the initial stage of
hardening. However, after 14 days of
hcrdoning,
maximum
strength
is
attained at 30®C.
■
At T0eC, the SA hydration degree
isi mum (~5S‘t)
and. mass losses of
samples minimu.m (4—5X) . The shrinkage
monotonic growth occurs with tempera—
tvrr. increase (up to 10-12% at 40
0.
*
The SC1 appearence is marked.
At
T>33-40eC increase in crystalline AH3
was not revealed.

. '
,
X(SZI}te/o

©-(I4),o- 3 daqs
4-28 —■
a-6 months
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When SA powder specific surfase
increases, the set is accelerated and
the hydration degree and strength
also grow, the last taking place more
f,ai nt 1 y.
Fig.4

The hydration degree (a)
and intensity of
main
diffraction lines crystal
line hydration products
compositions as a func
tion at the mixing water
amount after 3 and 2S
days and 6 months air
hardening

At 130% relative humidity (insi
de desiccator over water) and the
hardening during
1-28 days,
the
strength increase at H/SA=0.27 is
similar to hardening in air, at the
same
time
the
hydration degree
increases up to 80%. After 3 months
the strength decreases to 30 MPa and
days of losses change on
the hydration degree reaches 100%. After
mass jncreases (up to 5-10% after 23 days). After start of the hardening,
the sample volume decreases to 1% over a period- of- some days and then
slowly increases fup to initial state after 23 days).
Thus SA stone strength, unlike BA, weakly depends on high humidity,
i.a. introduction of additional water during the hardening.

Humidity influences on SjAHg amount gradual increase up to 1=0.8-1
after 2-3 months (at HZSA=0.3 and 0.7). At the same time the measurable
open porosity sharply decreases. As S3AHg quantity begins to decrease
^simultaneously the SC1
quantity appears and increases (up to 1=
0.2-0.6)J. At the same time other crystalline hydrates and SAg [in
contrast to (14)) amounts practically did not change.
We

suppose, that during

the setting

of SA the hydration leads to

SAHT*t0 formatian, which probably provides the stone its strength.
Simultaneously, apparently, the main mass of SAH^.^q remains X ray
amorphous.
When additional water is indroduced during the hardening
process, supplementary hydration of SA with S^AHg formation takes place.
The loss in strength
of SA stone begins when additional quantity of
SgPiHg crystalline hydrates fill up the pore space in a big way. Probably
AH3 and SHg formation takes place during the setting process as a result
of SA hydrolysis.
CDNCLUSIQWS

Mcnostrontium aluminate is a rapid hardening, high strength (6compr
*
8451—55 MPa) , air cured cement, which at the setting stage the stone with
porosity 20-257. is forming. The hydration degree is ~ 457..
The maximum strength is reached at H/SA=0.24, which is close enough
to H/SA-B.27 for the normal consistency slurry. The volume shrinkage
The main crystalline hydrate,

providing

SA stone

its strength is

probably SAH7_10 •

At W=1007. the hardening of the SA stone (at H/SA=0.3-0.7) leads to
increase in the degree of hydration, and once it reaches 100X (after
2
1month), the stone strength decreases. At this time additional
quantity of S3AH6 forms without growth of the crystalline AH3 quantity.

The optimum SA air hardening temperature is about 30
C.
*
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE HARDENING OF
MONOBARIUM ALUMINATE CEMENT
L В Borovkova, TI Borodina
T A Melehlna and E P Pakhomov
Institute for High Temperatures, Russian Academy of Science, MOSCOW

SUMMARY
Setting characteristics (normal consistency paste of
cement,
initial and -Final o-F.setting, sel-Fheating) were investigated. Progress
in the curing process (increase compressive strength, changes in mass
and volume, porosity, degree o-F hydration, crystalline compositions of
hydration products) as a function of the curing time duration (from 0.1
hour to the 3 months), amount of mixing water (H/BA=0.05-1.0), tempera
ture of the environment (20-40°C), Blaine fineness (1700-4000 cm£/g) and
addition of water to the sample during the curing process were studied.
Comparison of the literature values was carried out.
Maximum strength of the air hardened cement BA after 3 days harde
ning is *
90 MPa.
It was reached by curing in semi-dry consistency with
H/BA=0.14 (at normal consistency paste of cement with H/BA=0.21).
Obviously, BAH7 hydrate is formed and contributes to the strength
of the stone BA. At H/BA>0.35 the composition of BA stone is varition
from BAH7 tojB-BAH6.
Detected, that surplus mixing water or introduction of additional
water in the hardening stone give an increase amount of the hydration
products, that decrease strenght of the hardened BA stone, having a very
small porosity (2-5%).

АННОТАЦИЯ
Характеристики схватывания (нормальной консистенции теста, начала
и конца схватывания, самораоогрева) й твердения (набора прочности на
сжатие, изменений объема и массы, пористости, степени гидратации и фа
зового состава кристаллических продуктов гидратации) были исследованы в
зависимости от времени твердения (от 0,1 часа до Ь месяцев), количества
воды затворения
(Н/ВА=0,05-1,В), температурных
условий (20-40оС),
удельной поверхности исходного порошка (2500-5200 см^/г) и количества
воды, дополнительно вводимой в образец в процессе твердения.
Выполнено сравнение с имеющимися литературными данными.
Получено, что на воздухе максимальная прочность ~90 МПа (после 3
дней твердения) достигается камнем БА при затворении в полусухой кон
систенции с водоалюминатным отношением 0,14 (нормальная консистенция
теста Н/ВА=0,21). Вероятно, гидрат ВАН
формирует при схватывании
плотную структуру камня (П=2-5%) и определяет его прочность. При
Н/ВА>0,35 состав камня изменяется с ВАН7 наj3-BAHg.
Избыток воды затворения или введение'в твердеющий камень дополни
тельного количества воды ведет к росту количества продуктов гидратации
и разупрочнению камня ВА, имеющего малую пористость.

INTRODUCTION
Monobarium aluminate BaO.Al, D (BA)
is one o-f the most highly ref
ractory cements. It has a high potential -for use as concrete and ramming
masses at 2000 K and more,
'

BA cement has been studied very extensively in iS-70th ye5rs,but
than the number of publications decreased. In our opinion knowledge on
the hardening characteristies of BA remains insufficient (1-13). The
composition and characteristics of BA crystalline hydrates have been
investigated (14-16).
'
In this.report the results of the study (17) on the hardening cha
racteristics of BA cement as a function of curing time duration, amount
of mixing water, specific surface of powder and hardening conditions are
reported. Compressive strength, mass and volume changes, open' porosity,'
degree of hydration and ths compositions of crystalline hydrates also
have been det. er mi nr-d.
'
' Barium aluminate, produced by solid state sintering at 1820 K, was
used" aS the raw material. X-ray analysis showed 57. impurities mainly, in
ths form of tribarijM aluminate (B A) and barium hexaaluminate (BA .) are
prr-'sent. Tfie Blaine fineness of the-powder was 3000 cm /g.
EXF'CRINCNTAL

Water-cement ratio (H/BA)
in.
the normal consistency paste was
0.21,
initial set was 15 min and
final set was 25 min. After mixing
with water 35 g of slurry BA is
selfheating up to 25 C over 15-20
minutes.
"
A time dependence study of
the BA air hardening in 1 to 28
days period at a relative humidity
(W) 551207. and at 211-3 C was car
ried out. , It showed that after
first 2 hours curing the strength
reached more then 42 MPa, after
one day the strength reached 60
NF'a and at 23 days the strength
was' 90 MPa (Pig.la),
'

The volume shrinkage after
first day of hardening was ,3X,
then . it increased monotonic, .to
5-67. at 28 days, of curing. . Mass
"losses (water
=t i on) increa
sed from 1% to *!2.5---•
after one
and 23 days, r&spectively.
It is
important to note that BA sat and
hardened to a relatively dense
styone with 4-5X open porosity .

Fig.l The change of the compressi■'
vg strength (a), the BA hyd•ration degree (Id) as a func
tion of hardening time both
for air and
at "humidity
W=100X;H/BA=3.2t
‘

Results on degree o-F hydration X (BA) showed (Fig. lb) that at the
■Final set tne cement was hydrated to the extent of 25-307. whereas after
4 hours the cement was hydrated to the extent of 50-557.. After that the
degree of hydration did not change over 1-36 days.
X—ray analysis of sample after hardening showed the presence of
different products of BA hydration. It was detected that composition of
the hydration products greatly, alter on the sample volume. This was pro
bably, due to the inhomogenity of the real water distribution among the
cement particles and its selfheating. The main compounds formed are
BAH7(where А=А120з ,B=BaD, Н=НгО, c'^CDg,). BAHqq, BAH, o<, -BAHZ, oc, y3BAH^, BAHg, AHg, AH, BHg , B^AHy more rarely are found. BC
* , (BA)ZC^H7 ,
BH appear at specific conditions.
At the final set the peak intensity of the main crystalline hydrate
practically reaches its constant level.
Investigations oh the setting and hardening processes as a Function
of the amount of mixing water were carried out at a mass ratio of water:
barium aluminate (H/BA) 0.1:1.0. It
was discovered that the period to
initial and to final set increases
from some minutes to 35 minutes for
H/BA=0.1 and to 45 minutes, respecti
vely, for H/BA=0.3. The difference
between initial and final set
(10
minutes)
is
practically constant
(Fig.2) for this period.

With
increasing of amount of
mixing water the final setting time
grows more faster than the initial
Fig.2 Set times of BA as a
setting (up to 270 and 110 min,
function of the mixing
respectively, at H/BA=0.7). Probably
water amount (H/BA)
the main crystalline hydrates kind is
changed. When the H/BA ratio increases, the critical concentration,
which corresponds to the beginning of crystalline hydrate precipitation,
occurs more slowly.

Fig.3a represents the change in Compressive strength (Qcompr' aftc-r
3 and 14 days hardening as a function of the quantity of mixing water,
the maximum strength (6COmpr,30-90 MPa) is reached at H/BA=0.14, i.e. at
semi-dry consistency of cement paste. At the normal consistency of
cement slurry (H/BA=0.21) the compressive strength is much lower- r~70
MPa) and rapidly decreases when the quantity of mixing wster is
increased (up to 30 MPa at H/BA=0.4).
BA high strength level at H/BA=0.14 is steady at the hardening
during the following month. The volume shrinkage up to 14 days hardening
increases from 27. at H/BA=0. 12 up to 87. at H/BA>0.3. With H/EA increase
the losses of sample mass also rise.

The open porosity is small ( 47.) and Constant at 0.13<H/BA<0.
The apparent density is maximum at maximum strength.

The degree of hydration and
composition of BA hydration products
as a function of the amount of
mixing water for 1-28 days hardening
was obtained by X—ray analyses. The
gree of hydration was found to
with
increase in H/BA
(Fig.5b). At the maximum strength
the degree of hydration is about
40-45%, at normal slurry consistency
55% and at H/BA=0.4 it reaches 75%.
■ complete hydration is
observed at H/BA>0.75.

100 '^connpr
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Fig.4 shows that the peak inten
sity is maximum for all compositions
of crystalline hydrate products but
at different values of H/BA. At the
maximum strength the main crystalline
phase was BAH ty . BAH, BHg , BAH6 and
were also observed. Probably
the strength decrease at H/BA>0.14 is
accompanied by an increase in the
degree of hydration of BA, caused by
BAHiy amount decrease and at H/BA>0.35
rapid growth of amounts (in
""
our
opinion)
new crystalline
hydrate
уЗ-ВАНд. The X—ray spector similar
that of S-BAH
*
was showed in (6).
Practically,there is variation in the
composition of the BA stone as was
noted in (6). It well correlates with
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Fig.4 Intensity of main diffraction lines of crystal—
line hydration
products
.
compositions
as a function
of the mixing water amount
after 1-23 days air harde
ning
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Fig.3 The change of the compressi
ve strength.volume shrinkage,
mass losses, open porosity,
apparent density (a) and BA
hydration degree (b> as a
function of the mixing water
amount after 3 and 14 days
air hardening
the changing of setting time depen
dence from H/BA (Fig.2) at H/BA>0.35
The obtained results allow to make
suppose that finely dispersed BAH^
is the main crystalline
hydrate
which
contributed
to
the high
strength of BA cement starte.
When hardening

in air increase

in the specific; surface (from 1700 to 4000 cm^/g) of BA powder results
ihl set acceleration; decrease of water amount (from 0.24 to 0.18) for
the normal consistency slurry production; increase in the degree of
hydration (from 50 to 60X); strength increase (for 28 days дб/дЧГ=0.018
MPa.g/cm2).
Temperature and humidity influence on BA hardening processes. In
vestigations in this regard were carried out at the H/BA ratio 0.21. It
was found that increase in air hardening temperature from 20 to 40eC
accelerates strength development. At 30eC it was found that the strength
maximum is reached after 7 days hardening. At 40°C the strength begins
to decrease after 3 days hardening. At 30eC the degree of hydration is
maximum and sample mass losses are minimum. The shrinkage increases at
30 C and beyond.

Investigations on the influence of introducing additional water in
hardening samples (H/BA=0.21) were carried out at a relative humidity
1807. (in the desiccator over water) over 28 days. The obtained results
show (Fig la) that during 3-5 days the strength of the samples exceeded
that of the over subjected to air hardening at W *e55%; after the
following 14 days it becames smaller. At 28 days there is strength
decrease? up to 20 MPa.
This process

is accompanied by essential changes in the volume and

mass of samples. After 1—3 days shrinkage changes on ah expansion (up to
43% at 23 days ), while the mass increases all through ( up to 10% at 23
days )-

A similar process takes place during water hardening in the core of
samples (even as their exterior dissolves in the water).

In this manner, 100% humidity conditions essentially accelerate the
strength increase of samples in the first stage of hardening, after a
regrngression in strength begins. After 1.5 months the samples totally
di sintegrate.
X—ray analyses show that at 100% humidity hydration continues to
increase for 1.5 months up to completion in BA hydration (Fig.l,b).
After 10-14 days the amount of BAH7 , which determines BA cement
strength, decreases and the amount of crystalline hydrates ß—BAHg
increases significantly. BC’also occurs. The contents of the other BA
hardening products remains small and constant. At the beginning,
increase inyfl-BAHg amount increases the strength of BA stone, but later
tends to destroy it.
CONCLUSIONS

Monobarium aluminate is a rapid haroening,high strength,, air cured
cement, which upon setting stage forms a dense stone (P<5%).

The cement reaches its maximum strength (6eompt
80-100
*
MPa) at a
semi-dry consistency of the slurry with an H/BA ratio 0.14 during air
hardening accompanied by a volume shrinkage *«3X. In this case the degree
of hydration is 45-50%.
The main crystalline hydrate, providing BA stone its strength, is
finely dispersed BAH.
Its rapid crystallization during the set leads
to the formation of the dense fine crystalline framework. At H/BA>0.35,
the main crystalline hydrates become ^-BAH^.

(Н/БА";0. 14) and introduction of additional
Surnlus curing water
result in decrease of the stones strength,
water in the nardening stone
in
the
degree of hydration and amount o-F the
despite the crease
hydration products.
At which maximum
The optimum BA hardening temperature is 30°C
strength and hydration degree can be reached.
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LONG-TERM HARDENING OF CEMENTS WITH
HIGHER CONTENT OF MAGNESIUM OXIDE
Yu V Nikiforov and R A Zozulya

Design and Research Institute of Cement Industry "Giprocement"
St Petersburg, RUSSIA

SU№A.RY

This paper presents observational data of long-term (over 18-28
years) hardening under normal conditions of cements with magnesium
oxide content ranging from 1.8 to 9.5%. Variations in values of dynamic
modulus of elasticity of standard specimens (1:3), in strength charac
teristics and linear expansion of cement stone (1:0) according to MgO
content have been studied. A correlation between 'data obtained and re
sults of the autoclave soundness tests made it possible to draw a con
clusion that the normative magnesium oxide content in portland cement
clinker can be brought up to 6% without conduction of the autoclave
tests.

РЕЗЮМЕ

Б докладе приводятся даннае многолетних (в течение 18-28 лет)
наблюдении за твердением в нормадьных условиях цементов с содержанием
оксида магния в пределах 1,8-9,Исследовано изменение значений
динамического модуля упругости стандартных образцов (1:3), прочностных
показателей и линейного расширения цементного камня (1:0) в зависимости
от содержания MgO при длительном твердении. Сопоставление полученных
данных с результатами автоклавных испытаний на равномерность изменения
объема позволило сделать вывод, что нормативное"содержание оксида маг
ния в портландцементяом клинкере может быть увеличено до 6% без прове
дения автоклавных испытаний.

INTRODUCTION
The question of a permissible content of magnesium oxide in port
land cement clinker is up to now open in spite of numerous investiga tions in this area. Often the question was raised to what extent me
thods applied for testing cements with higher MgO concentration are re
liable in evaluation of potential unsoundness. In this connection data
of long-term hardening of magnesium-bearing cements are of special in
terest, particularly in comparison with results of the autoclave test at
2.1 MPa which is taken as a standard method in many countries. In the pre
sent paper results of 18-28 year observation of cement behaviour on the
basis of clinkers with magnesium oxide content from 1,8 to 9.5% are dis
cussed.
EXPBRILIENTAL

■
Cements from clinkers burnt in a pilot plant (in a 7 m long rotary
kiln) of natural raw materials were the subjects for investigations.
Clinkers of Series I of experiments were characterized by MgO content
of 2-7%, by values of lime saturation factor (KH)
*
0.90, of alumina mo
dulus 1.6-1.7 and silica modulus 1.9-2.0. Magnesium oxide content in
clinkers of Series II varied in the range from 1.8 to 9.5%, value of
KH was 0.89, of alumina modulus - 1.2-1.3, silica modulus 2.2-2,3.

For the subsequent grindings clinkers were chosen characterized by
a free calcium oxide content below 0.5%, They were ground with addition
of gypsum (2.0-2.5% by SO-,) to the specific surface about 300 mVkg.
The autoclave soundness tests (at 2.1 MPa) were conducted both in pat
paste and in prism specimens 0.02x0.02x0.10m of normal consistency paste.
In series I the behaviour of the cement specimens in long-term
hardening under the normal conditions was observed with the use of a nondescructive test method by means of determination of values of dynamic
modulus of elasticity (DME), this being an indirect characteristic of
changes in the hardened cement mortar. The measurements of DME values
were taken on standard mortar specimens 0.04x0.04x0.16m at a plant des
cribed in (i). For Series II cements direct strength characteristics of
standard specimens as well as values of linear expansion of prism spe
cimens (0.02x0.02x0.10m) from normal consistency paste were determined
at different hardening ages.
Mortar specimens (1:3) on the basis of cement No.6 (MgO
7.2%) af
ter 18 and 28 years of water hardening were analyzed with the help of
KRD and DTA, respectively, for the purpose of determination of periclase
and it.s hydration products. The specimens were preliminary enriched by
means of a partial removal of the fine aggregate.

RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION

In Table I are given values of the dynamic modulus of elasticity as
well as results of the autoclave soundness tests for cements of Series I.

*

CaO - 1.65A12O- - O.35Fe2O3 - f-CaO
KH

Table 1.

MgO con
Cement tent in
No.
clinker,%

Dynamic Modulus of Elasticity (MPa x 10^)
of Cements after Water Hardening and
Results of Autoclave Soundness Tests

Tests at
2.1 MPa

pat
linear
paste expansion,%
1
2

2.28

3

5.52
6.06

4
5
6

4.60

6.20
7.19

B.

0.04
H.B.
2,05
H.B.
5.1
^11
r.»12
Failed

Hardening age,

years

1/12

1

5

10

15

25

28

415
408

444

442

453

437
434

432
420

436

435
443
443
437
432

456
448

414
402

399
399

441
432
384

443
460

443
440
462

457
324

445
225

451
438

417
429
420
—

214

228

433

Note: В - withstood the test; H.B, - did not withstand the test
As can be seen from Table 1, DME values for specimens of cements
Nos.1-6 (with MgO content in clinker from 2.28 to 6.20%) after 28 years
of hardening varied slightly in spite of a considerable difference in
magnesium oxide content. At the same time, the specimens of cement No.6
(MgO = 7.19%) after 15 years of hardening showed a decrease in the DME
value by nearly one half in relation to one year hardening, a dense net
work of fine cracks developed on the specimens. It should be noted that
specimens (1:0) of this cement failed the autoclave test.

When comparing data of Table 1 for cements Nos.1-3 it is easily
seen that the like DME values for specimens after 28 years of harden
ing are not adequate to the autoclave test results; the first of them
withstood the test while two other cements (with MgO content of 4.60
and 5.52%) did not met the requirements of the standard as to the sound
ness showing a rather considerable expansion of 2.0 and 5.1%, respec
tively. This once again confiims the correctness of the point of view
expressed earlier in (2,3) that the autoclave cement test method is
rather rigid (hydration of free MgO and CaO has an explosive nature )
and does not comply with actual operating conditions of concrete (mor
tar) articles.

The results of series II cements testing (MgO in clinker in the
range from 1.76 to 9.51%) are presented in Table 2. The data of Table 2
point to the fact that there is no simple relationship between the va
lue of the linear expansion of the cement stone (1:0) and the strength
characteristics of specimens from the cement mortar (1:3). So, the
strength of cement No.9 decreased from 45.9 MPa (5 hardening years) to
23.6 and 10,5 MPa at the age of 10 and 18 years, respectively. The va
lues of the linear expansion therewith varied only a fair: from 0.24
to 0.29 and 0.33%, respectively.

Table 2« Strength Characteristics and Linear Deformations of Cements
of Long-Term Hardening under Normal Conditions

Ce- MgO
ment conNo. tent
in
clin
ker.%
7
8

1.76
5.20

9
10

7.65

Note:

9.51

Linear expansion(%)
at the age! (years)

10

18

1/
/12

5

0.03
0.05
0.05
0.07

0.10 0.11 0.12
0.15 0.18 0.20
0.24 0.29 0.33
0.40 0.47 0.56

Ultimate strength. (MPa) at;
Compression, years
Bending,years

1/ 5
/12

10

6.8 7.2
6.7 6.5
6.1 3.7
6.3 0.9

6.4 5.3 4.9
1.8 1.1
Failed

18

1/
/12

5

53.6 55.5
51.9 54.6
42.7 45.9
45.0 11.5

10

18

64.6 —
60.8 55.9
23.6 10.5
Failed

Cements Nos.9 and 10 did not withstand the autoclave test
at 2.1 MPa.

The specimens of cement No.10 (9.5 MgO) failed after lO.years of
water hardening with linear expansion of the cement stone being only
0.47%. The increase in the MgO content in clinker from 5«20 to 7#65%
caused a sharp decrease in the strength of the cement specimens at the
age of 10-18 years, i.e. by 2-4 times as against the initial (28-day)
strength.

So, the behaviour of the cement stone (1:0) in Case of a higher
MgO content is not adequate to hardening of the mortar (1:3) and is
probably due to the fact that the stresses■brought about by periclase
hydration are compensated in the first case by a higher strength of
,
the cement stone. Attention should be drawn to the fact that in compli
ance with the autoclave test results, cements Nos.2-4 are to be consi
dered as sub-standard ones, but 25-28 years of hardening under normal
conditions have not revealed any signs of failure of specimens of such
cements.
It should be noted that it was not possible by means of the
phase analysis to find the presence of periclase in specimens of
after 18 years of water hardening. Presence of MgCOo and MgtOH)^
hydration products was found by the use of the DTA method in the
specimens for cement No,6 after 28-year hardening.

X-ray
mortar
in the
mortar

By and large, the data of Tables 1 and 2 point to the fact that the
autoclave tests do not always give an impartial assessment of the ce
ment quality as to its soundness. On the other hand, the whole complex
of investigations points to the fact that in case of production of port
land cement without active mineral additives the amount of MgO in clin
ker can be brought up to 6% without conduction of the autoclave sound
ness tests.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMl.'ENDATIONS
1. It has been found that for specimens (1:3) prepared of cements

with magnesium oxide content of 2 to 6% which hardened for 28 years the
values of the dynamic modulus of elasticity (DME) are similar and they
practically did not change as compared with data at the age of 1 year.
The specimens of cements with MgO concentration in clinker of 7.2% show
ed reduction of the DLffi value by nearly one half even after 15 harden ing years.
It has been established that the linear expansion of specimens
of the cement stone (1:0) is not always adequate to behaviour of speci
mens of mortar (1:3) at the long-term hardening. So, the standard spe cimens on the basis of cement with MgO content of 9.5% failed by 10
years of hardening while the specimens made of cement paste did not have
any defects, with linear expansion fnaking up to 0.47%.

3. The comparison of the long-term cement hardening data with the
results of the autoclave tests makes it possible to state that the lat
ter do not always give an impartial assessment of the cement quality as
to its soundness. It seems to us that the normative magnesium oxide con
tent, in clinker can be brought up to 6% without conduction of the auto
clave tests.
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SUMMARY

This paper presents results of a laboratory investigation in the
hydration performance of preparations of CjA and Cj(A,F) obtained after the
extraction of silicates with salicyl acid from technical cements. All
method used - XRD, DTA, DCA and SEM - show that C2(A,F) reacts in the early
hydration only somewhat more slowly than C^A. The investigation have also
shown that the initially formed AFT - phase from the Cj(A,F) - rich material
has almost the same habit as the ettringite initially form of the C^A - rich
material.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Die Ergebnisse von Hydratationsuntersuchungen an CjA- und C2(A,F)Präparaten werden vorgestellt. Die Präparate werden aus technischen Gründen
durch
Extraktion
der
Silikate
hergestellt.
Alle
angewandten
Untersuchungsmethoden - XRD, DTA, DCA und SEM zeigen, daß C2(A,F) am Beginn
der Hydratation nur etwas langsamer reagiert als C^A. Außerdem zeigen die
Untersuchungen, daß die AFt-Phase, die sich aus C2(A,F) bildet, in ihrem
Habitus dem primär gebildeten Ettringit aus dem CjA sehr ähnlich ist.

Introduction
The clinker minerals CjA and Cj(A,F) decisively determine the early
hydration of Portland cement. The course of the early hydration influences
essential properties of cement such as setting, workability, formation of
pore structure, strength
development and durability. The hydration
products of Calciumaluminates and Calciumaluminoferrites are of special
interest in the discussion about durability of cement-bound concrete. The
chemical durability of mortars and concrete can be affected bv late
ettringite formation with and without supply of
sulphate from outside.
This is especially important, if the
concrete is exposed to extreme
temperatures e.g. under heat treatment or freezing.

Experimental
For the investigation of the ettringite and AFt-formation it is more
appropriate to use the cement minerals CjA and C2(A,F) in their original
form rather than the synthetically prepared phases. Therefore the hydration
was examined with samples of CjA and Cj(A,F) obtained after separation from
technical cements by an organic acid solution. Material prepared in this
way correspond to the cement clinker both in nature and quantity of
incorporated foreign oxides and in the hydraulic activity.
Basic cements for the investigations were a sulphate-resisting
Portland cement (SRPC 40A) with low CjA-content and a CjA- rich white cement
(WPC). The analytical data and important characteristics of the basic
cements are shown in Table 1. The cements were selected both from the point
of extreme variation of CjA - contents and comparable contents of alite and
alkalies. The latter aspect must be taken into account, as besides the
CjA - content itself, the interaction with alite and alkalies /1,2/ and the
ability of CSH-phases to store calcium sulphate /3/ can play an important
role in the late formation of ettringite.

The silicate phases were dissolved from the basic cements with a 15 %
salicyl-acid methanol solution. After drying the extracted residue was
treated to remove traces of salicyl acid to prevent it from influencing the
hydration process of CjA and Cj(A,F). Table 2 shows the analytical data of
the extracted residues from both cements. From these data the phase
composition was calculated (Table 3). The analytical data and the phase
composition show, that the salicyl-acid methanol solution dissolves the
free lime completely and the Calciumsilicates up to 1 - 2 % - related on
the
original
cement.
The
residue
of
the
extraction
contains
Calciumaluminate, Calciumaluminoferrites, Calciumsulphate, Alkalies and MgO
- all phases which form ettringite or AFt or influence the AFt/ettringite
formation by changing the hydration milieu.

TABLE 1:

Analytical data, specific weight fj, surface area Ao, strength
ßj and other important data of the basic cements SRPC 40A and
WPC
WPC

SRPC 40A

(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)

^8Л*
SiO,
A1,O,
FegO,
SO,
Na,0
K,0
MgO

0.65
64.91
19.14
4.25
5.64
2.03
0.11
0.27
1.38

2.18
66.41
21.21
4.17
0.24
2.36
0.13
0.16
2.60

98.38

99.46

1.9
3.19
4160
29.5
26.5
32.7
42.6

0.6
3.09
4300
36.0
33.9
39.9
58.0

99
1.93
0.75
0.29

100
4.81
17.38
0.23

68.6
3.1
1.7
17.2
0.62

71.6
6.8
10.6
0.7
0.72

E

(%)
(g/cm1)
(cmVg)
(%)
(N/mm1)
(N/mm2)
(N/mm2)

Free Lime
R
A
VIA *)
P
3d
7d
28d

KSt by KUHL
SM
TM
Na,0 aequ.

(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
mol.

c.s
cts
C,A
C,AF
sbl/Al,Ol

*) VA= aiount of vater to reach the standard consistency

TABLE 2: Chemical data of the Residues
(L.O.I.-free)

SRPC 40A

CaO
SiO,

so 3
K,0
Na,0
MgO

(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)

44.5
6.1
16.0
20.7
7.8
1.43
0.35
3.1

TABLE 3: Phase compo
sition of the residue
SRPC 40A
SRPC 40A

WPC

44.4
9.1
17.5
0.71
11.9
0.78
0.22
9.9

C.AF
C3A
CaSOi
CiS
MgO
k2so

(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)

63.0
7.4
12.1
7.9
3.1
1.6

The residues were hydrated at a water/cement ratio of 1.0. The
residues were either hydrated at 20 °C or subjected to a 6-hour heat
treatment with a maximum temperature of 90 °C. Further hydration took place
in both cases in small closed bottles at 20 °C. First investigations were
carried out with distilled water /4/. However, as in the hydration of
cement the mixing water is saturated with Ca(OH)j after a short time,
analogous examinations followed with satured solution of CatOHjj. The
hydration was stopped at certain ages up to 90 days.
The hydration process was investigated
difference calorimetric measurements and SEM.

by

means

of

XRD,

DTA,

Results
Figure 1 and 2 show the scanning electron micrographs of the hydrated
residues from the sulphate-resisting (fig. 1) and the white Portland cement
(fig. 2) after a hydration period of 6-hours. The AFt-phase (fig. 1) is
initially produced in the hydration of the Cj(A,F)-rich residue and
ettringite (fig. 2) in the hydration of the CjA-rich residue. As the
micrographs show both crystals are mostly small rods of varying length
(1-5 pm) with hexagonal cross section. The AFt - phase formed from the
Cj(A,F)-rich residue has nearly the same habit as the ettringite formed
from the CjA-rich residue.

Fig. 1: Residue of SRPC 40A
6 hours normal har
dening; 3000:1

Fig. 2:

Residue of WPC
6 hours normal har
dening; 3000:1

The course of hydration up to 72 hours was examined by difference
calorimetric measurements. Figure 3 shows the rate of heat development of
the original cements and the corresponding residues in the first hour of
hydration, which is dominated by reactions of CjA and Cj(A,F). The heat
development of the residues is essentially higher than that of basic
cements - as was to be expected - but the maxima of heat development of
cement and its residue agree in both cases. This shows that the hydration
process is not affected by the preceding extraction with salicyl-acid
methanol solution. The CjA-rich residue reaches its maximum somewhat
earlier (5 min.) than the CjfArFj-rich residue, but the hydration heat in
the first hour is comparable (SRPC - residue = 206 J/g; WPG - residue =
212 J/g).

Fig. 3:

Rate of heat development in the first hour

Furthermore, the course of hydration up to the complete conversion of
CjA and Cj(A,F) in distilled water and saturated Ca (OH) ^-solution was
investigated by quantitative XRD. At the beginning of the hydration the CjA
(fig. 4) decreases very quickly.- Between 2 and 12 hours there is a
'dormant period'. After 7 days CjA is not detectable. A dependence of the
CjA- hydration on the hydration medium could not be established.

Cj(A,F) (fig. 5) decreases continuously. A 'dormant period' could not be
detected. Contrary to the CjA-hydration the nature of the medium strongly
influences the hydration of Cj(A,F). During the hydration in saturated
Ca (OH) j-solution the decrease of Cj(A,F) was decelerated.
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The differential thermoanalysis was used for the examination of
Calciumaluminate sulphate hydrates which were formed during the hydration
process. Figure 6 shows that in the hydration of Cj(A,F)-residue the
Aft-phase disappears between 1 hour and 3 days. Simultanously the content
of AFm-phase - also present after I hour - increases. In the case of the
CjA-hydration (fig. 7) ettringite and monosulphate appear after I hour and
the amount of both rises with increasing hydration time. This phenomenon
will be more closely examined in further investigations. After the
destabilization of the trisulphate due to heat treatment (max. temperature
the ettringite of the CjA-rich material is quickly (1 day) and almost
completely reformed. The Aft-phase of the Cj (A,F) -residue
only occurs
again in very small amounts after 2 8 days . After 90 days the AFt is not
detectable.

Fig.. 6л

DTG of the hydrated residue of SRPC 40A
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Fig. 7:

DTG of the hydrated residue of WPG

Conclusions

The extraction with salicyl-acid methanol solution according to /5/
is a suitable method for prehandling the cement for the investigation of
the hydration of CjA and C2(A,F) in its original form. Here the two phases
hydrate under real conditions of cement hydration with regard to the
Calciumsulphate and the incorporated foreign oxides. The absent influence
of the portlandite due to the separation of silicates is compensated by
using saturated Ca(OH)j-solution as hydration medium.
In the early hydration CjfAjF) reacts somewhat more slowly than CjA
although the difference is not as large as often described. Also the
initially formed AFt-phase from the С3(А,Р)-г1сЬ residue has almost the
same habit as the ettringite initially formed of CjA-rich residue.

The investigation of the hydration of CjA and Cj(A(F) separated from
cement was to emphasize the importance of the different cement matrix
phases for the durability of mortars and concrete.
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ABSTRACT
The hydration at 80°C with w/s=0.5 of ß-C2S prepared from hillebrandite and the
decomposition of the hydrates by heating were investigated. The hydration was
completed in 24 h and strongly influenced by temperature until the end of the
reaction, contrasting with the hydration of normal 6-628 made by clinkering. The
hydrates were C-S-H with or without trace amount of Ca(OH)2, with composition 1.982.00CaO-SiO2-2.5-2.6H2O and NMR ratio of Q1/Q2=1.0 without Qu, Qd and Q4,
indicating a single chain structure with or without dimer. On heating at 370°C, the
X-ray peak at 0.18 nm of C-S-H (0.30, 0.18 nm) disappeared and the NMR Qu peak
began to appear, due to ß-C2S.
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INTRODUCTION

6-628 is usually synthesized by high temperature solid phase reaction above 1400°C
of CaO and SiO2 with stabilizing additives. Compared to C3S, ß-CgS requires less
CaO for its preparation and could therefore be considered as an energy-saving
material. However, its hydration rate is slower than that of C3S. Pritts and
Daugherty (1) and Shibata et al. (2) have reported that highly reactive ß'-C2S can be
obtained if no stabilizing agent is used for preparation by high temperature reaction,
though it is difficult to make pure ß-C2S.
Yang and Zhong (3,4) first made highly
reactive ß-C2S using lime and colloidal silica without any stabilizer in hydrothermal
suspensions at 100°C followed by heating at 950°C.

We have attempted the synthesis of stable and pure ß-C2S at room temperature
without any stabilizer by dehydration below 800°C of calcium silicate hydrates having
Ca/Si=2.0. These are a-C2S hydrate Ca2(HSiO4)(OH), hillebrandite Ca2(SiOg)(OH)?
and dellaite Cag(Si2O7) (SiO^) (OHJg, which give dehydroxylation at 400-450°, 520-540°
and 640-700°C respectively. From these, hillebrandite can be purely made by using
various forms of silica with lime in hydrothermal suspensions at temperatures of 200250°C and decomposed easily into ß-C2S on heating at 600°C (5). The ß-C2S is thus
obtained as fibrous thin crystal aggregates with a large specific surface area of more
than 6 m^/g, similar to that of hydrothermally formed hillebrandite. This ß-C2§ is
highly reactive with water and completes hydration in 28 and 14 days with w/C-0,5
and 1.0 at 25°C respectively.
The C-S-H has a Ca/Si ratio as high as about 1,95
and contains almost no Ca(OH)2. These characteristics are significantly different from
those reported up to now (6,7).
In the present work, we have studied the
hydration behavior at 80°C of the ß-C2S made from hillebrandite and thermal
decomposition behavior of the product.

EXPERIMENTAL
ß-C2S Preparation and its Hydration

Hillebrandite was hydrothermally prepared by using reagent grade CaO and pure
quartz (less than 10 um, 99.9% SiOg) with Ca/Si=2.0 in stirred suspensions at 250°C
for 20 h as reported earlier (5). The products used contained trace amounts of
xonotlite as an impurity and gave a specific surface area (BET) of 9.7 m2/g. By
heating at 600°C for 1 h, hillebrandite loses hydroxyl groups forming ß-C2S. with the
same morphology as the original material (Fig. 1). The ß—C2S thus obtained contains
trace amounts of xonotlite, having a BET area of 8.7 m2/g.

Fig.l

SEM photographs of synthetic hillebrandite (AD and its deoompnsed B-<C2S

at 600°C for 1 h.

The hydration of the б-СзЗ was carried out with w/s=0.5 at 80°C. The reaction
rate was obtained by a quantitative XRD method. The Ca/Si ratio of the C-S-H was
obtained by difference, using determination of Ca(OH)2 by DTA-TGA and by an
analytical transmission electron microscopy, ATEM (JEOL-2000FX with NT-5500).
These methods were described elsewhere (5,6,7).

Thermal Decomposition of the C-S-H
The C-S-H used for thermal decomposition was of fully reacted ß-C2S cured at 80°C
for 24 h. After heating the C-S-H at 200° to 1000°C for 1 h, the decomposition
products and variations in the silicate anion structure were determined by XRD and
2^Si MAS NMR (JEOL GX-270) respectively.
The activation energy of the reaction
from C-S-H to ß-C2S was obtained by the heating method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Hydration Behavior
Table 1 shows the results of the ß-C2S hydration cured for 1 h to 28 d.
The
hydration at 80°C of the ß-C2S was faster than at 25-60°C (6,7), and the hydration
was completed in 24 h. In addition, it was strongly dependent on temperature
throughout. The results are not in agreement with those given by Brunauer and
Kantro using normal ß-C2S made at high temperature with stabilizer (8).

Table 1
hydrates

Percentages of J3-C2S reacted and chemical compositions of C-S-H in ß-C2S

Curing time
(h)

B-C2S reacted
(%)

1
3
6
12
24
168
672

2
21
50
87
100
100
100

’

Ca/Si of C-S-H
ATEM
TGA-DTA

—
—
—
—

2.05
1.99
2.03

2.00
2.00
1.97
1.98
2.00
1.98

H9O / SiO?
molar ratio

—
3.99
3.09
2.70
2.50
2.50
2.57

ATEM and TGA-DTA results show the mean values of 30-40 analyses by scanning a 5
urn2 of C-S-H aggregates without Ca(OH)2 and 3-5 measurements respectively.
This is attributed to the fact that the J3-C2S made from hillebrandite has a fibrous
form with extremely thin (10-30 nm thick) and elongated laths, resulting in a large
surface area.
With w/s=0.5, in contrast to the situation with normal б-СзЗ, the ßC2S from hillebrandite is covered with a thin layer of water. Thus the initial reaction
occurs directly on the ß-C2S surface to form C-S-H with a Ga/Si ratio of 2.0 without
Ca(OH)2 crystallization, and further reaction rapidly proceeds to the interiors of the
thin laths without the diffusion control, which is observed in the later stage for
normal ß-C2S. This mechanism is supported by the C-S-H morphology, which shows
the same lath-like plates as the ß-C2S before hydration.

The Ca/Si ratios of the C-S-H have almost the same values of 2.0 by both ATEM
and DTA-TGA methods, without formation of Ca(OH)2 or trace amount of Ca(OH)2,
even if formed. This could be due to the different mechanism of hydration between
the ß-C2S from hillebrandite and normal ß-C2S with their different surface areas and
imperfect crystallinity.
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Fig. 2
XRD powder patterns of a fully reacted ß-C2S hydrate, showing
C-S H
at
0.304 nm (1), 0.280 (2) and 0.182 (3) with Ca(OH)2 (p) - On heating, ß-C2S (•) and
wollastonite (w) were formed.

Fig. 3
DTA-TGA curve of a fully reacted ß-C2S hydrate, showing
differentiation of TGA curve (DTG). Reaction is separated into 3 areas.

with the

2. Thermal Behavior of the C-S-H
X-Ray Diffraction Patterns
Fig. 2 shows the XRD> powder patterns of a fully
reacted g-G?S hydrate а~80°С for 24 h, and its heated samples at 370° to 900 C
The patterns of the hydrate before heating are similar with those of a fully reacted
g-C9S paste reported by Mohan and Taylor (9), except that the Ca(OH)2 peaks are
very weak and the 0.304 - 0.280 nm (20 = 29.3-32.1°) shows a symmetrical broad
peak. On being heated at 370°C, the 0.304 - 0.280 peak weakened and the 0.182 nm
peak (50.1°), contributing to the 0-0 repeat distance of Ca - О polyhedra in
C-S-H, completely disappeared. This evidence shows that the Ca О polyhe ra
attached with silicate anions as dimers or chains lose their ordered domains.
470°G a small amount of g-C2S can be observed, indicating that the ß-C^SJ3 dir®c;7
formed from the C-S-H. With further heating, the dehydrated C-S-H is fully
decomposed to g-C?S at 650°C, indicating higher crystallinity on higher temperature
treatment.
At 990°C, a little
wollastonite was also obtained, probably from
decomposition of the xonotlite, which was present as an impurity.
Fie. 3 shows the DTA-TGA-DTG curve of a fully reacted ß-C2S
DTA-TGA Curve
®
____ л-i_______ uw-.
*
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avr«OT^ +
hydrate at 80°C for 24 h. The weight loss occurs continuously up to 900°C, except
for a weak step at 466°C from dehydration of Ca(OH)2 present in traces. The weight
loss is divided into three steps;
abruptly up tp 300°C, gradually
Q0Q1Q2
at 300-500°C and steadily at 600I
I
i
700°C. The results are similar to
those of a fully reacted C3S paste
reported by Taylor and Turner
,
(10)
except that the Ca(OH)2
dehydration-endotherm
is
very
weak, the weak exotherm at 647°C
and the weak exotherm occurring
at
855°C,
due
to
the
crystallization of wollastonite from
xonotlite included in the sample.
Silicate Anion Structure
Fig. 4 shows the ^gi MAS NMR
results
for
the
fully reacted
sample before and after heating
same
as X-ray analysis.
The
C-S-H
before
heating
shows
strong Q1 and Q2 peaks with a
Q1/Q^ ratio of 1.0, indicating
single
chain
anions
with
or
without dimer. On being heated at
370°C,
the
dehydrated
c’s~4
shows a strong and broad Q
peak with weakened Q1 and Qz
peaks. This evidence shows that
the dehydrated C-S-H is an initial
or
induction
stage of g-C2S
formation,
accompanying
the
depolymerization and monomerization. In the specimen heated at
500°C, coexisting of dehydrated
C-S-H with g-C2S according to
the
XRD
pattern,
the
NMR
pattern shows a sharpened Qu
shoulder
with
weakened
Q 1,
indicating
an
acceleration
of
monomerization.

8 (ppm)
Fig. 4
29Si MAS NMR spectra of C-S-H in a
fully reacted g-C2S and its heated specimens.

On being heated at 600-700°C, the specimens show a sharp and strong
by the MAS
NMR, while TGA curve continues to show a slight weight loss, indicating a mixture of
non-protonated and protonated monomers. This NMR result on heating agreed with
those of the fully reacted J3-C2S hydrates formed from hillebrandite at 25° to 60°C (7)
and of a mixture of hydro-thermally formed C-S-H and Ca(OH)2 with Ca/Si=2.0 at
100°C (11).

Activation Energy Calucated
The activation energy required for the entire amount of C-S-H to decompose into ßC2S was 1.45 kJ/mol as shown in Fig. 5.
500

2 100
Ё

*

50

Fig. 5
Dehydration/decomposition of a fully reacted ß-C2S hydrate (C-S-H) to ßC2S under isothermal conditions, showing ß-C2S ( • ) and mixture of dehydrated
C-S-H and ß-C2S (О).
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INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT FILLERS ON THE
HYDRATION OF C3S
S Husson
*,

В Gullhot and J Pera

Ecole Nationale Supdrieure des Mines de Saint-Etienne
Institut National des Sciences Appliquäes de Lyon, FRANCE

The addition of a fine particulate material to a Portland cement can impart an influence on the hydration of the cement
with witch is blended or will act just as a simple filler. Such material may be inert or have latent hydraulic properties. This study
examines the influence of the three fillers on the hydration of C3S:

i)
ii)

zirconia, witch is insoluble in water and only fills up porosity;
limestone filler, whose effect on the hydration of C3A is well know; its interaction with C3S has yet to be

iii)

zirconfwhose cristalline structure is closely related to the C3S one; zircon and C3S also possess a common ion.

Zircon and limestone filler react with C3S. Limestone filler accelerate C3S dissolution and modifie the nature of
hydrates: carbonated silicates precipitate. Zircon consumes calcium hydroxide and changes the nature of hydrates.
Zircon and limestone filler do not enhance the compactness of (he granular stack but their chemical reactivity induces an
increase in strength at dosages higher than 20%.

L'aiout de fillers au ciment Portland peut, en plus d'un effet physique de comblement de la porosity, modifier les
caracteristiques de l'hydratation du liant. Ceci grace ä un effet pouzzolanique ou non. Cette etude traite de I'mfluence de trois types de
fillers sur fhydratation du C3S :
i)
ii)
iii)

une zircone, insoluble dans I'cau, qui n'agit quo par 1c comblement de la porosiU ;
, ,.
un filler calcaire, dont la reactivite avec le C3A est dejä connue. Sa röaetivite avec le C3S est etudiee ici,
un zircon, qui possede un ion commun et une structure cristalline voisine du C3S.

Le zircon et le calcaire reagissent avec le C3S. Le filler calcaire a un effet accelerateur et modifie la nature des hydrates :
un silicate de calcium carbonate et hydrate precipite. Le zircon reagit avec Fhydroxyde de calcium pour former des nouveaux
hydrates.

Contrairement ä la zircone, ces fillers n'ameliorent pas la compacitc de la pate. Pour des pourcentages supdrieurs ä 20 %
lour action chimique provoque une augmentation des performances mecaniques.

* Actual adress: Weber et Broutin - Servas

INTRODUCTION

Since 1979, fillers have been widely used in Portland Cements with mineral admixtures ("CPI" cemenO in Fran«. They
are authorized for additions up to a maximum content of 35 %. It was of interest to study their influence on the hydration of Portland

Cement.

This paper describes the interaction of three fillers with C3S zirconia, zircon and limestone filler. Some results on the
influence of calcareous filler are available [1] to [3].
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials

.

Zirconia (ZrO2) was chosen because of its insolubility in water. It is an inert filler as it only fills up the porosity.

.

Zircon (ZrSiO4) is soluble in basic solutions and its crystalline structure is closely related to the C3S; it possesses a
common ion.

.

Limestone (CaCO3) filler is soluble in water; its effect on the hydration of C3A is well known, although its

interaction with C3S has yet to be ascertained.
The particle size distributions of these fillers are compared with that of C3S in figure 1.

Figure 1 :
.
Particle size distribution of C3S and fillers

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL

INVESTIGATIONS

The kinetics of hydration of the blended binders was studied by isothermal calorimetry on mixes containing 50% C3S and
50% fillers. The water to solid ratio was 1.00.

Five mixes with 10 to 50% C3S substitution by fillers were prepared. All samples were cast at an equivalent consistency
in minicylindcr moulds (d = 2 cm, h = 4 cm).
The water to solid ratios were respectively:
100% C3S
C3S + zirconia
C3S + zircon
C3S + limestone

0.35
0.35 to 0.40
0.35 to 0.40
0.30 to 0.35

These samples were then cured in lime satured solution at 20°C at different periods for mechanical tests in compression
(1, 7, 28 and 60 days). The hydration was stopped by the procedure developed by Bachiorrini and Guilhot [4]. Differential thermal
analysis (D.T.A.), Fourier Transform Infra-Red (F.T.I.R.) and X-ray diffraction (X.R.D.) were performed on dried powders selected
to be < 100 pm.
RESULTS AND

DISCUSSION

Kinetics of hydration

The results of isotherm calorimetry are shown in figure 2.

Calorimetric Signal (mV)

Time ( h )
Figure 2:
Influence of fillers on the kinetics of C3S hydration

The total mass of the solid sample was 300 mg. The heat released by the hydration of 300 mg C3S is twice the heat
noted for a mix of 150 mg C3S and 150 mg zirconia. Zirconia does not influence either the kinetics of the reaction or the heat
released.

It is quite an inert filler. The heats released for mixes containing limestone filler or zircon are higher than that of plain
C3S; they therefore react with C3S to develop new hydrates.

Hydrates formed

The hydrates were determined by F.T.I.R. and X.R.D. Zirconia does not modify the nature of hydrates; when limestone
was added, the vibration of one SiO4 group was modified (figure 3). In plain C3S, the absorption band was present at 450 cm"
while in the blended binder the doublet vibrated at 486 and 462 cm"1.
% (Kubelka-Munk)

Figure 3 :
F.T.I.R. spectra of 50% C3S + 50% CaCO3 hydrated mix

A new X-ray peak appeared (20 = 14.9°: KaCu) and its intensity increased with the carbonate content (figure 4). It could
correspond to the formation of carbonated hydrated calcium silicate [1], [5], [6].

Figure 4 :
XRD spectra for C3S - CaCO3 hydrated mixes

In the mixes containing zircon, it can be seen that the calcium hydroxide content and the 615 cm1 band intensity
decreased with time (figure 5). Zircon exhibits pozzolanic properties.

% Transmittance

Figure 5 :
F.T.I.R. spectra of CgS-zircon hydrated mixes

Mechanical strength

The results are reported in figures 6 to 8.

Figure 6:
Compressive strength of zirconia blended binders

Figure? :
Compressive strength of zircon blended binders

With 10% zirconia, the compressive strengh is increased; for
higher contents there is a decrease in strengh.

Figure 8 :
Compressive strength of limestone blended binders

With zircon and calcium carbonate, the best results are
obtained for blend contents higher than 20%.

The chemical activity of these fillers can
■ be evaluated using Fcret's law:
rc

where:

co = к (v^a2

R (t) is the compressive strengh measured'at time t.
Vs is the volume of the solid fraction in the paste.
Vt is the total volume of the paste and К the index of activity.

The К index for mixes containing zircon are higher than the К value for plain C3S. Il proves that this filler shows some
pozzolanic activity (figure 9). СаСОз also reacts with C3S when the content of СаСОз is higher than 20%. The zirconia mixes
show no chemical activity.

К (7 days)
400 -T-------------

% of fillers

Figure 9:
Feret's indexes

CONCLUSION

Zircon and limestone fillers react with C3S. Limestone filler accelerates C3S dissolution and modifies the nature of
hydrates: carbonated silicates precipitate. Zircon consumes calcium hydroxide and changes the nature of hydrates.
Zircon and limestone filler do not enhance the compactness of the granular stock but their chemical reactivity induces an
increase in strength at dosages higer then 20%.
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THE EFFECT OF CsA POLYMORPHS ON
HYDRATION OF C3S
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SUMMARY

He have studied various effects of different crystalline fores of C.A including a eelt
phase of C»A. on the hydration of C»S in the systee C.S and C»A with and without eypsun.
Cubic fore of CWA was synthesized by pure CaA coaposition. orthorhoabic and eonoclinic
fores were prepared with a C»A coeposition of sodion ion substitution.
A eelt phase of
C,A was foreed by rapid quenching of a coepletely fused C»A containing a snail
anount of
SiOa. C»A polyeorphs showed different hydration rates.
The hydration of coexistent C»S
was correspondingly
influenced by the type of CWA polyeorphs. that is. the tower the
hydration rate of CaA is. the higher the hydration rate of coexistent CaS
is.
In the
systee containing gypsun.
a retardation phenoaenon as a foreation reaction of aonosulfate
was observed in both sodiua substituted C»A and eelt C»A.

Iln den Systemen CaS und CaA. ait oder ohne Gyps wurden die verschiedenen Effekte der
untersch i edit i eben Kr iistatl foraen von CaA einschließlich einer Schnei zphase von C»A
auf die Hydrationi von CaS untersucht.
DJe kubische Forn von CaA wurde von einer reinen
CaA'Koaposition und die arthorhoabische und die aonoklinische Fern wurden von einer »>it
den Hatriue-llomen substituierten CaA-Koeposition heirgesteitt.
Eine Scheelzphase von CaA
wurde eit schnell ter Abkuhtung von eine
*
volt geschaolzenen CaA. das eine kleinen Menge von
Si®a enthatt, gebildet.. Oer CaA-Polyaorphisaus zeigte unterschiedtichen Hydrationsraten.
Bie Hydration von koexistierende
*
CaS wurde dea entsprechend voa Typ des CaA-Polyaorphisaus
beeinflußt. Baß heißt, je niedriger die Hydrati onsrate von CaA ist.
desto, höher die
Hydrationsrate von koexistierende
*
CaS ist.
*
I
.
*
Syste
das Gips enthält, war das
Verzögerungsphänoaem eit einer Bilidungsreaktion des Mono.suIlfats
in beiden ait
*
Hatriu
substituierten CaA und geschaolzenen CaA. festgestellt.

INTRODUCTION

The interaction of tricalciue silicate (CaS) and tricalciua aluminate (C»A) ia of a
great interest to cement chemists because they are two important phases in a cement clinker
• the former is responsible for the early strength development, whereas the latter is for
the setting behaviour.
However,
a few limited research has been studied until now, and
the effect of C3A on CaS hydration has not yet been completely clarified (1-6).

It is well established that most of the alkali in the clinker is contained as a solid
solution with СэА, and the crystalline structure of CaA changes from cubic to orthorhombic
and monoclinic structure depending on the substitution content of sodium
But, little
is
known about the hydration characteristics of the C3A polymorphs, especial I у the effects of
the СэА polymorphs on CaS during their hydration (7-10).
In this study,various effects of
the different crystalline forms of CaA including a melt phase of CaA, were investigated on
the hydration of CaS in the system CaS and CaA with and without gypsum.

EXPERIMENTAL

CaS was synthesized from a mixture of calcium carbonate, quartz,al urn,na and magnesium
carbonate with a mole ratio of 54CaO . 16SiOa . Ala0, . MgO by heat treatment at 1450-C for a
few consecutive burning.
The final
product was checked by XRD and subsequently e^ound to
a fineness of M. 3000 cma/g (Blaine).
X-ray diffractograms showed that CaS belonged to a
monoclinic phase (11) with a free lime content below 0.3%.
Four kinds of C,A polymorphs
were synthesized : cubic phase CaA(C-CaA) was prepared by heating a stoichiometric -'^re
of calcium carbonate and alumina.
The NaaO containing C.A samples, that is, orthorhombic
(O-CaA)
and monoclinic phase CaA (M-CaA) were prepared as described by Shin and
Glasser (12)
The samples were characterized by X-ray diffractograms which were in a good
-kh Regou.d .„d Guinie,', d,t. (13).
Л .ell »b-d. of C.A^G-C.A^
agreement witn negoura anu uuunei =
x*
-,.
■■
----.
,
.
. i innT1
small amount of SiOa was prepared by rapid quenching after complete fus ion at Jk
small amount of glass phase resulted in lowering
sample G-CaA presumably containing a l---- - -------- .
" ~ aA.
‘.
The resuIt of
intensity of X-ray diffraction and increasing free CaO, compared to C-C
Table
1,
Fig.
1
contains
the
IR
spectra
patterns
chemical composition analysis is given in

of CaA polymorphs.

Each sample was prepared by blending of

the system 75%C.S-25%CaA polymorphs with and

without 10% gypsum to the sample as shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Characterization data for CaA polymorphs.

Item

"* Crystal 1 i ne Cub i c Orthor Mono Me 11
hombic clinic
'^~-<Corii
CaO

62.2

58.0

57.1

60.5

Ala0,

38.0

37.7

37.5

36.9

composition Naa0

-

4.48

5.71

-

(wt. %)

S i Од

-

-

Free
CaO

0.5

0.8

Specific density
(g/cm’)

3.05

3.17

3.18

2.99

Specific surface
(cma/g)

3010

3010

3005

3010

Chemical

-

2.9

0.9

2.7

(a) cubic :
(b) orthorhombic
(0 monociinic
(cb melt ;

1000 800 600 400
Wave number (cm1)
Fig.l.Infra-red spectra of C«A polymorphs

The eulticell
conduction calorimeter
Table 2. Notation of saeples in the systee
was used to neasure the heat evolution of
C
*
75
eS-25$CeA polymorphs with and
hydration for the sample with a water to
without gypsum.
solid ratio of 1.0 at 20 "C.
For the hydra
tion studies,prepared pastes were mixed with
Sample No.
distilled water using a constant water to
Used CaA
solid ratio of 1.0.
They were stored in
Without М i th
gypsum gypsum
small
sealed polyethylene jars in a curing
cabinet at 20±l "C.
At designed intervals,
В C
hydration process was stopped by the addition
BCG cub i c
of acetone and dried in vacuum.
The amount
В 0
of unreacted clinker phases was determined
BOG orthorhombic
by quantitative X-ray diffraction analysis
using samples preignited at 600 *
C .
The
в M
В M G monocl i n i c
quality of the phase formed in the hydration
В G G melt
process was analysed again by XRD and DT-TGA.
В G
The microsturctures of hydrates were observed
by SEM.
Suspension experiments were conducted for the sample with a water to solid ratio
of 50.
At the end of reaction periods, the contents were filtrated by G-4 glass filter.
The contents of Ca, Al and Na in the filtrate were analysed using an atomic absorption
spectrometer.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
System CaS-СзА polymorphs

The curves of heat
liberation (Fig. 2)
in the system CaS-C»A polymorphs show two
distinct exothermic peaks during hydration.
The first peak reveals the heat of solution
and hydration of each clinker minerals right after the contact with water.
The second
peak which is related to the interactive hydration of the clinker minerals is discussed.
The second one appears early in the samples BM and BO, compared to the saeples BC end
BG as shown Fig. 2.
Therefore, it can be thought that the hydration of CeS is affected by
СэА polymorphs.
Because the hydration rate of O-CaA and M-CaA is slower than that of
С-СэА, the content of released [Caa*
l
into solution would decreased.
As a result,the heat
evolution increase with accelerating the hydration of coexistent CeS in the saeples BO and
BM.
In the hydration of CeA, Shin and Glasser (14) reported that
[Ca3"*]
in solution was
lower
in the Na containing C3A, compared to the pure CeA during the same hydration
interval.
On the contrary the fact that О-CeA and М-CeA release lower content of [Ca3"*]
into solution than C-CaA, we observe that the concentration of [Ca3'*]
in the samples BO
and BM containing 0-CeA and M-CaA respectively is higher than that of the sample BC after
6 hours of hydration as shown in Table 3.
This observation reveals that the hydration of
CaS in the samples BO and BM is accelerated compared to the sample BC.
On the other hand,
the concentration of [Ca3*
] after 12 hours of hydration in saeples B0 and BM is extremely
lowered,
because [Ca3*
]
in solution
is supersaturated earlier
and greater Ca(0H)a
precipitate is produced than the sample BC.
Early precipitation of Ca(0H)e is confirmed
by DT-TGA analysis as shown in Fig. 3 and this result is consistent with the
result of
Ca(0H)a measurement on the paste sample after 12 hours hydration as shown in Table 4.
As a result, the samples BO and BM containing Na substituted-CaA have a higher
rate of
Ca(0H)a formation than the sample BC containing pure-CeA.

The hydration progress of CaS and CaA is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
In the samples
BO and BM,
the hydration rate of CaA is low,
whereas that of CaS
is high compared to
sample BC.
Thus.it can be confirmed that the hydration rate of O-CaA and M-CaA containing
Naa0 is low but that of coexistent CaS is accelerated.
At the same time, in the samples B0
and BM.the hydration rate of coexistent CaS increases in proportion to the content of Naa0
in
CaA.
Even though the density of CaA polymorphs
increases according to the NaaO
substitution, no difference is shown between O-СэА and М-CeA as shown in Table 1.
Accordingly, the difference of hydration rate between 0-CaA and М-CeA seems to be affected
by [Na
]
*
discharged into solution during the hydration process as shown in Table 3,
in
addition to the effects of CaA polymorphs.

Table 3.

Ions concentration
in solution
according to the hydration time.
(ag/jft )

\\ Hydration
\ xti me(h r)
6

3

1

12

Com-\ Samp 1e
ponet\ No?x
В C

933

1014

1071

1193

В 0

1001

1098

1185

970

в M

1084

1105

1195

973

В G

958

1023

1073

1161

В С

6.53

4.75

3.88

3.23

В 0

6.85

6.04

3.28

3.25

В М

8.35

6.58

3.80

3.56

В G

6.61

5.04

3.52

3.35

В 0

144

154

156

198

В И

172

188

201

237

[Ca3*
]

Time of hydration (hr)
Fia. 2. The cuves of heat liberation in the systea CaS-СэА polyaorphs.
(I and II : the
apex of 1st and 2nd exothermic peak)
[Al3*
]

[Na1*
]

Table 4.

Samp 1е
No.

Fig. 3. Theraograas of hydrated products in sus
pension reaction after 12 hours of hydration.
(I=CSH. ll=CaAHe. lll=CeAHe, IV=Ca(OH)a)

Са(0Н)я
(»)

The content of Ca(OH)a in
systea CeS-CeA polyaorphs
after 12 hours of hydration.

ВС

ВО

5.73

8.94

ВМ

10.55

BG

6.20

The shape of the second peak of the saaple BG containing G-CaA
is similar to that of
the sample BC containing C-CaA, but the heat evolution at the top of the peak is somewhat
faster than that of the sample BC. This is because the hydration rate of G-CaA is somewhat
lower than that of C-CaA due to the existnece of partially glassified C»A. In other words,
Al ion in G-CaA is acting as a net work former of -AI-O-AI- and the hydration activity is
Iowered,because of the high bonding energy of Al-O(Oxygen) in G-CaA compared to C-CaA(15).
Therefore, the hydration of coexistent CaS is accelerated and the time to reach the second
peak is shortened,as stated previously in the samples BO and BN.
This explanation is confirmed by measuring the hydration rate of each sample as shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
The hydration rate of CaS of the sample BG is higher than that of
the sample BC, in spite of the lower hydration rate of CaA in the same period of hydration
As shown in Table 4,
the content of Ca(0H)a of the sample BC is small compared to the
sample BG after 12 hours of hydration.
However the shape of the second peak of sample BG
is similar
to that of the saaple BC.
This observation indicates that G-CaA is not
completely glassified and maintains cubic phase even in the lower diffraction intensities
than that of C-CaA.

Time of hydration (hr)

Time of hydrafion(hr)
Fig. 4.

Progress of CsS hydration in the
systee СэЗ“СвА polyiorphs-

Fig. 5. Progress of CeA hydration in the
systee CaS-CaA polyaorphs.

System CaS-CaA Polymorohs-Gyosum

Fig. 6. the second peak of samples BOG and BMG
In the presence of gypsum, as shown in
d BGG and this trend is same with the case of
appears early compared to the samples BCG an
• ■
I rate according to the CaA
no gypsum.
This is due to the fact that the trend■ of- hydration
"
"i
Fig.
7
and Fig. 8, although the
polymorphs is same as the case of no gypsum as shown in Г...
. compared to the case of no gypsum.
that the sample showing lower hydration rate of CaA
indicates somewhat a higher hydration rate of CaS. At the same1 time,the content of CalOHJa
Table 5.
Consequently.
the
increase as the hydration rate of CaA decrease as shown
in
.
to the case
interaction between CaS and CaA affecting the second peak seems to be similar

w

is;

of no gypsum.

Table 5.

Sample
No.

Ca(0H)a
(»)

Hydration time (hr)
Fig- 6.
The curves of heat liberation in
the system CaS-CaA polymorphs-Gypsum.
(I, II and III - the apex of 1st. 2nd
and 3rd exothermic peak)

The content of Ca(OH)a
in the system CaS-CaA
poIymorphs-Gypsum after
12 hours of hydration.

BMG

BCG

BOG

7.37

9.11 10.81

BGG

7.81

Ю0

BCG
BOG
BMG
BGG

8
и 80
^60
Qj
bl
■S4Ö

_J00

<u
QJ

;
:

\oBCG
\-zvBOG

:

'-q-BMG

:

\*BGG

•

I

60

f 20

^20

^0
1

3
6 12 24
Time of hydration (hr)

100

Fig. 7. Progress of C«S hydration in
the systee C»S-C®A polyeorphs
-Gypsue.

1

3
6 12 24
100
Time of hydration (hr)

Fig. 8. Progress of CeA hydration in
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But the shape of the third peak contribu
-ting to the foraation of eonosulfate changes
greatly depending on the types of the C»A
polyeorphs.
Unlike the other samples, saaple
BCG reveals the third peak beside the second
peak.
The time takes 17hr-25ain to reach the
top of the third peak, and the hydration heat
evolution rate at the top is 5.6 cal/g.hr.
But fron the result of DT-TGA analysis on the
hydrated products after 24 hours of hydration
as shown in Fig. 9, the peak of eonosulfate
appears at around 200 *
C even in the samples
BOG and BMG.
On the other hand, in the sample
BGG containing G-C»A, the eonosulfate peak is
not present but significant ettringite peak
is observed.
Therefore, it is assumed that
the formation of eonosulfate can be greatly
restrained.

SEM-EDS observation shows that the shape
of ettringite occurs
in different
forms
Fig. 9. Themograes of hydrated products
according to theadded CaA polyeorphs as
in the systee CeS-C»A polyeorphs
shown in Fig. 10.
The shape of ettringite in
-Gypsue after 24 hours of hydrathe saeples BOG and BMG is of a needle type
tion.
(I=CSH, Il=ettringite,
and that of the
saeple BGG is of a short
I I I=eonosuI fate, IV=Ca(0H)a)
stick and substrate of foil shape.
These
variations in the shape of ettringite would have affected the formation of eonosulfate.
In the saeples BOG and BMG, soee eonosulfate foreation occurs by a topochemical reaction
because of the retardation of C»A hydration.
But this eonosulfate foreation is retarded
by continuous foreation of new ettringite around CeA particle.
In the saaple BGG, the
the surface of C«A particle is completely surrounded by the ettringite phase of short
stick shape and substrate of foil shape.
Such a formation of ettringite disturbs the
contact between the unhydrated CeA and the solution,
and the formation of monosulfate is
retarded.

(BCG)
Fis. 10.

(BOG)

(BMG)

(BGG)

Morphology of ettringite according to the CeA polyaorphs.
(E=ettringite, M=aonosulfate)

CONCLUSIONS
When CeA having different polymorphs
is hydrated with CaS, CaA polyaorphs show
different hydration rates and the hydration of coexistent CaS is affected.
Generally the
lower the hydration rate of CaA is, the higher the hydration rate of coexistent CaS is.
Regardless of the presence of gypsum,
the hydration of CaS is accelerated
in the
system containing orthorhombic,
monoclinic and melt-CaA,
compared to cubic-CaA.
In the
system containing Na-substituted CaA, monosulfate formaiton is retarded by the continuous
formation of the new ettringite around the CaA particle.
In the system containing melt
CaA,
monosulfate formation
is retarded because the surface of melt-CaA particle is
completely surrounded by the ettringite phase of short stick and substrate of foil shape.
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MBSTMCI
In synthesized clinker minerals, the effect of sulphate solid solution on the early stage hydration was
irjuoRtigated by microconduction calorimetry, when four different sulphate sources, ammonium sulphate,
potassium sulphate, sodium sulphate and calcium sulphate were added to the clinker.

When ammrininm sulphate and calcium sulphate were added, the sulphates did not affect clinkering until
their contents reached around 1.45x.
The sulphates as a solid solution in the clinker accelerated the
hydration of alite, however, they did not change the hydration of calcium aluminates.

Particularly, by adding potassium sulphate to the clinker, the sulphate did not affect clinkering, but
reduced the hydration of calcium aluminate and enhanced the hydration of alite.
In addition, when potassium
sulphate was added up to more than 2.0 wt%, the hydration of alite was accelerated by a free potassium
sulphate formed separately in the clinker.

Bei synthetischem hergestelltem Klinker, wurde der Effekt von Sulfatmischkristall auf die
Hydratcharakterisierung in der Anfangsstufe mit Mikroleitungskalorimeter untersucht. Hier wurde vier
verschiedene Sulfate, d.h., Amnoniumsulfat, Kaliumsulfat, Natriumsulfat und Calciumsulfat zu Klinker
hinzugefügt.

Bei der Hinzufügung von Ammoniumsulfat und Calciumsulfat wirkten die nicht auf Klinkerisierung bis dessen
Gehalte von ca. 1.45
*
erreicht wurden. Die Sulfate als den Mischkristall in Klinker beschleunigten Hydratation
von Al it, jedoch, die haben die Hydratation von Calciumaluminat nicht geändert.

Insbesondere, die Hinzufügung von Kaliumsulfat wirkten nicht auf Klinkerisierung, sondern senkten
Hydratation von Calciumaluminat erhöhten Hydratation von Alit. Zusätzlich, wenn Kaliumsulfat mehr als 2.0 Gew.
X darauf hinzugefügt wurde, wurde die Ifydratation für Alit von freiem Kaliumsulfat, der sich in Klinker
getrennt gebildet hat, schnell beschleunigt.

INTRODUCTION

The portland cement clinker takes up sulphate as a solid solution from raw materials and fuel in burning
It is important to understand how solid solution sulphate affects the initial hydration of cement.
process.

In the reaction of clinker formation, the sulphur compound which is contained in raw materials generally
reduces the viscosity and surface tension of melt, so it influences clinkering and changes the physical
properties of cement(l-3).
The setting time of cement is accelerated by the presence of K2SO4.
As a
result, acicular crystals of syngenite СаЗОд-КгЗОд-H2O are formed as one of the reaction products(4).
In
addition, the rate of hydration is affected by lattice defects caused by a minor amount of SO42" ions which
are believed to enter the crystal lattice as a substitutional replacement for the SiCU4' during the reaction
of clinker formation(5,6).

In this study, the effect of sulphate on the reaction of clinker formation was studied with various
sulphate conpounds such as (NH4)2S04, CaSCU, K2SO4 and Na2SO4.
The effect of sulphate in the clinker
minerals on the early hydration characteristics at the early stage was investigated.
EXPERIMENTAL
Many clinkers having the basic chemical composition(shown in Table 1.) for various sulphate substitutions
were prepared by sintering of analytical reagent grade chemicals in a platinum crucible.

Table 1. Composition of the Basic Clinker (wtx)

.

CaO

SiOz

AI2O3

ЕегОз

LSF

SM

IM

68.05

2.55

5.92

3.48

94

2.4

1.7

The clinker was synthesized with the addition of (Nfy^SCU, CaSC>4, K2SO4 and Na2SO4 to be 0, 1, 2, 4, 6
wtx as SO3.
The contents of free CaO in the synthesized clinker, the contents of residual SO3 and solid
solution SO3 were determined by chemical analysis.
The content of C3S phase in the clinker was measured
using the point method under a metallurgical microscope.
SEM/EDS was in part applied for the component
analysis of the minerals and interstitial phase present in the clinker.

The hydration characteristics of the clinker containing various content of SO3 was investigated by
microconduction calorimetry and differential thermal analysis.
The clinker samples for hydration were mixed
with C02-free distilled water at a water/solid ratio of 0.5.
Then, they were hydrated at the temperature
between 22-24°C for 7 hours, 1, 3, 7 and 28 days.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

(1) The effect of the different sulphate sources on the clinker formation

Fig. 1 shows the result of the chemical analysis for the contents of residual SO3 and free CaO in the
clinker which was sintered at 1450°C for one hour, when the different contents and types of SO3 were added to

the clinker.

It was observed that the content of the residual SO3 was around 70~80x in the clinker, which seemed to
be independent on the kind of sulphate. When the addition of (N114)2804 and CaS04 as the sourse of SO3 to the

О
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U)

Ш
ОС

SO3 ADDED(%)
(a) Content of Residual SO3

SO3 ADDED(%)
(b) Content of Free CaO

Fig. 1 Content of residual SO3 (a) and free CaO (b) in the clinker sintered at 1450°C for Ihr.

clinker were up to 2 wt%, the contents of free lime were less than lx, whereas when their SO3 content exceeded
2 wt%, the free lime contents increased and the clinker formation become worse.

By adding a small amount of sulphate, the sulphate in clinker melt acts as a mineralizer and promotes the
reaction of the clinker formation by increasing the wetting power of the liquid phase-that is by reducing its
surface tension(2,3).
In the substitution of SO3 for C3S and C2S phases, (SiOj)4' group is substituted by
(SO4)2" group or Si4+ is substituted by S6+(7).
When (№14)2804 and CaS04 are added to the clinker, a
critical content of substituted SO3 is around 1.45», which dose not affect clinkering.

The reaction of clinker formation is surpressed remarkably by adding only a little amount of N32804.
However, the contents of free CaO was observed to be less than lx in the clinker which was burned with the
various amounts of K2SO4 as a source of SO3.
The addition of K2SO4 dose not influence the clinker formation.

It could be considered that K2SO4 decreases the viscosity and surface tension of melt and forms an
immiscibility with the clinker melt(8,9), and does not restrain the reaction of C3S formation in the liquid
phase.

Fig.2 shows the SD4 micrograph and EDS analysis of the clinker added with 4x of K2SO4 and sintered at
1450°C for one hour.
Pore surface at point 4 shows a greater amount of SO3 and K2O than that of C3S, C2S and
interstitial phase.

After the phase separation occurs as a result of density difference between «2804(2.8 g/cm3) and clinker
liquid phase(3.02 g/cm3), K2SO4 evaporates through pores during burning.
Later, it is condensated or
precipitated on the inner surface of the рюге with decrease in the temperature.
(2) The effect of the sulphate on the hydration of the clinker

As discussed above, when (№[4)2804 and CaS04 were added, the limit of sulphate which did not obstruct the
formation of C3S in the clinker was about 2 wtx.
The addition of K2SO4 doesn’t affect the reaction of
clinker formation.
When 2 wtx of K2SO4 is added to the clinker the sulphate exists in only free K2SO4.

Point 4

SiOa

CaO

Sample No. Point No.

AI2O3 FezOs S03

Total Area 62.06 21.87

K4

Fig. 2 S3( micrographs and EDS analysis of the
clinkers with 4x of K2SO4 sintered at
1450°C for Ihr.

1

72.86 25.20

2

65.17 31.06

3

57.43

4

52.77 30.60

K2O

6.64

3.2

3.14 3.40

-

-

0.84 1.10

-

2.38 1.40

4.55 23.59 12.18 1.26 0.99

2.95

0.69 6.48 6.42

Accordingly, our investigation primarily focussed on free K2SO4 on the hydration of clinker, the effect
of using the microconduction calorimetry and the differential thermal analysis.
THE EFFECT OF THE SOLID SOLUTION SULPHATE ON THE HYDRATION OF THE CLINKER

The curves of the heat evolution rate with the variation of the solid solution SO3 are shown in Fig.3.

The first exothermic peak
represents the hydration reaction of
C3A.
These peaks are not changed by
the variation of the amount of SO3 as a
solid solution in the clinker.
However, with increasing amount of SO3
as a solid solution in the clinker,
the time to reach the highest point of
the 2nd exothermic peak becomes
shorter, which corresponds to the
hydration reaction of C3S.

Fig.4 shows the amount of C3S with
a variation of SO3 for the clinker
containing less than lx of free CaO
among the synthesized clinkers added
with (№4)2804 and CaSOt. The amount of
SO3 as a solid solution in the clinker
and C3S increases as two sulphates are
added. Such a large amount of C3S
shortens the hydration time to reach
the hipest point of 2nd exothermic
peak.

(CAL/GHR)

120

— :(NH4)2SO4 0wt%(0%)
... :(NH4)2SO4 1wt%(0.73%)
8

100
80
60

6

— :(NH4)2SO4 2wt%(1.44%)
- : CaS04 1 wt% (0.69%)
: CaSO4 4wt%(l.47%)

4
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Fig.3 Rate of heat evolution for cement paste with (toUlzSOt and

CaS04 content. ( ) *• Content of solid solution SO3

On the other hand, it could be also
assumed that the solid solution SO3 in
the clinker creates lattice defects,
shortens the length of the induction
period and enhances the hydration of
C3S(5,6).

a

Са0(%)
• —• .RESIDUAL 80з(%)

When K2SO4 is not added, the
endothermic peak appears at around
180°C by the dehydration of C3AHx which
is the hydration product of C3A. But
when K2SO4 is added at 6 wtx, an
endothermic peak which is caused by the
dehydration of ettringite appears at
around 120°C after three days of
hydration.
At 7 hours hydration,
endothermic peaks which are caused by
the dehydration of CSH and Са(0Н)г
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Fig. 4 Ccmiparison with contents of free CaO
and SO3 by cheaical analysis and cont
ents of C3S phase for clinkers with
(HH4)2S04 and CaS04 by point method.
CO : CaS04 0 wtx
SO : (NH4)2S04 0 wtx
Cl : CaS04 1 wtx
Si : (NH4>2S)4 1 wtx
C2 : CaS04 2 wtx
S2 : (NH4)2SO4 2 wtx

When the clinker was synthesized
with the addition of K2SO4, the
hydration of C3A is reduced and that of
C3S is rapidly accelerated, as the
amount of the sulphate increases.
Especially, when K2SO4 was added up to
more than 2.0 wtx, it can be considered
that the hydration of C3S is remarkably
accelerated by the free K2SO4 remaining
in the clinker(shown in Fig.6) rather
than by amount of C3S product and
sulphur trioxide as a solid solution
in it.

With respect to the clinker
synthesized with the addition of zero
and 6 wV< K2SO4 respectively, the
results of differential thermal
analysis on the hydration products is
shown in Fig.7 according to the change
of the hydration time.

—^:CONTENT OF C3S(%)

О — О : free

THE EFFECT OF THE FREE K2SO4 (X THE
HYTOATION OF THE CLIPPER
Fig.5 shows the result for the
effect of free K2SO4 remaining the
clinker which was synthesized with the
addition of K2SO4 on the rate of
hydration heat evolution of the
clinker.
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Fig.5 Rate of heat evolution for the clinker
added various amount of K2SO4.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of free CaO and residual SO3 of the clinker with various amounts of K2SO4, measured by point
method.

KO : K2SO4 0 wtx. Kl : K2SO4 1 wtx, K2 : K2SO4 2 wtx, K4 : K2SO4 4 wtx, Кб : K2SO4 6 wtx
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Fig. 7 UTA curves for hydration product of the clinker (KO) and (K6) with hydrate nn time.
KO : K2SO4 0 wtx, Кб : K2SO4 6 wtx
"

appear at around 100°C and 490°C, respectively.

Since the free K2SO4 has higher solubility(136 g/1) than that(2.4 g/1) of gypsum used as a retarder, in
the early stage of hydration, the free K2SO4 is decomposed into K* and S042-, and dissolved S042- can be iised
to form ettringite(lO).
So it is considered that the hydration reaction of C3A is restrained.
In addition,
the occurrence of 2nd exothermic peak showing the C3S hydration is accelerated and the induction period is
shortened with increasing the concentration of dissolved K+.(Fig. 5)

CONCLUSION
1. By adding less than 2 wt% of (№4)2804 and CaS04 to the clinker, the reaction of clinker formation is
enhanced and considerable amount of alite is produced.
However, a greater amount of the sulphur trioxide
than 2 wtx prevents the clinkering.
A critical content of SO3 is around 1.45%.
The sulphate as a solid
solution in the clinker accelerates the hydration of alite, however it dose not influence on the hydration of
Ca-aluminates,

2. When K2SO4 is added to the clinker, the reation of clinker formation is not affected by the amount of

sulcate, but the hydration of Ca-aluminate is reduced, although the hydration of alite is promoted.
Particularly, by adding up to more than 2.0 wt% of K2SO4, the hydration of alite is accelerated rapidly by
free potassium sulphate separated in the clinker.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND EARLY HYDRATION REACTION
OF FINELY GROUND PORTLAND CEMENTS
К Yoshida and S Okabayashi

Dept of Cement & Concrete Research, R&D Center, Cement & Light Metal Div
Ube industries Ltd, JAPAN

SUMMARY

In this study, the effect of fine grinding on the physical properties and early hydration reaction
of cement is investigated. The cements used are finely ground cements of ASTM Type I -IV, API Class G
(oil well cement) and white portland cement, whose mean grain size is about 2 /zm.
The physical
properties of the slurry, paste and mortar prepared from these cements are measured.
'
Furthermore, the paste prepared from finely ground cement of ASTM Type I is analysed in solid
phase and liquid phase, and the early hydration reaction up to 24 hours is considered.
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EXPERIMENTS
Sample Preparation

In this study, 6 types of cement clinker ordinary
(ASTM Type I), moderate-heat of hydration (ASTM Type 1U,
high early-strength (ASTM Type III), low-heat of
hydration (ASTM Type IV). oil well (API Class G) and
white cement were finely ground in a jet mill to a mean
particle size of approximately 2дш. Gypsum (CaSth • Zihu.)
of the same particle size was then added to the above
finely ground clinkers to make their S0s content 2% to
prepare the cement samples. Table 1 shows the fineness
and mineral composition of these cement samples. Each
sample had a maximum particle size of approximately b
/zm, and its mineral composition remained essentially
unchanged before and after grinding.

1aoIe 1
Cement type

г

Blaine specific
Cement
surface (m/kg)
1336
ASTM Type 1
1158
ASTM Type II
2
1323
3
ASTM Type III
1260
ASTM Type IV
4
1251
5
API Class G(HSRJ
1164
White cement
6
[ ASTM Type 1
314
7

PARTICLE SIZE , urn

Fig. 1

Particle-size distribution of
classified cement clinker

cement cl inker
Mean particle Mineral composition(X)
c4af
C3A
C2S
C3S
size (pm)
11
8
19
56
2. 3
12
4
32
46
2.6
9
8
7
2. 1
1 71
3 _ 1J_
62
18
2.4
15
16 ___0
64
2.2
1
6
19
68
2.6
10
9
22
53
15.2

To test cement samples with intermittent particle-size distributions, on the other hand, hjßh
earlv-strength cement was ground and classified into four types according to particle size, 6 дш and
less 20 to 45ди, 45 to 90 дш and 90 to 150 дш. Two or three classified groups were then combined,
and a given quantity of gypsum (SO, content of cement:2.0%) was added to prepare 23 kinds of cement
kmoles
FiSire 1 shows the particle-size distributions of these classified cement samples. Observa
tions showed that they were scarcely different from one another with respect to mineral composition.
Experimental Procedure

The experimental procedure is outlined below:
m Penetration into pores: Cement No. 3 was mixed with water at a ratio of 1:4 to prepare slurry.
(
ТЬ1Гт1х1иге was then passed through packed sand (mean pore size:250 or 350 дт) and a commercial

glass filter (mean pore size: 4 to 135/zm) to visually observe how the slurry passed through these
micropores.
(2) Setting/hardening characteristics: Tests were conducted mostly in compliance with JIS R 5201
specifications. During these tests, sodium citrate was added, as a setting retarder, to the paste
or mortar of the finely ground cement. In addition, the mortar strength of the finely ground
cement No. 1 (Blaine's specific surface area: l,260m2/kg) was tested at curing temperatures varying
from 5 to 65°C. At the same time, the samples had a water/cement ratio which varied from 35 to
65%. To measure the strength of the cement samples with intermittent particle-size distributions,
a setting retarder and/or superplasticizer were added. The paste samples for the purpose were
prepared with different water/cement ratios, and cured at 20X3.
(3) Heat of hydration: Tests were conducted in compliance with JIS R 5203 specifications. The rates
of heat liberation at early stages were measured in some of the tests by using a conduction
calorimeter at a water/cement ratio of 100% and a temperature of 20 X).
(4) Drying shrinkage and neutralization depth: Tests to determine drying shrinkage were conducted in
compliance with the standard procedures of the Cement Society of Japan (CAJS H-ll) on mortar
samples containing the setting retarder. Phenolphthalein was sprayed onto the cross-sections of
samples (age: 98 days) and tested for drying shrinkage.
(5) Early hydration reaction: The following tests were conducted on the cement No. 1 paste sample
containing a setting retarder:
i) Ion concentration in the liquid phase: The Ca21, *Na
,
*K.
Si4*, Al31, SO.,2 , OB and citrate
ions were quantitatively analyzed.
ii) Unhydrates and hydrates: The X-ray diffraction intensity ratio was determined by the internal
standard method (internal standard: containing 10% magnesia, 2 У = 42.9°) for unhydrated alite
( 25 = 51.7°), alite tbelite (2 5 = 41.3°), and calcium hydroxide as a product (2 5 = 18.1°).
iii) Degree of hydration: The ignition losses in the paste samples at different ages were
determined, and these losses were compared with losses experienced by a one year old sample
(ignition base) to determine the degree of hydration.
iv) Pore-size distribution: This was determined for each sample by mercury porosimeter as well as
by the nitrogen adsorption method.
v) Microstructure: The microstructures were observed through a scanning electron microscope.
(6) Tapping-packed density: It was measured for cement powders by tapping apparatus. Sample cylinder
was 90mm high and 10mm diameter. The cylinder was suffered an unimpeded drop of 5mm. Bumping was
continued until one thousand times at a speed of 0.5 times a second.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Penetration into pores

Table 2 Penetration of cement into micropores (Cement No. 3)
■easurenent condition
Dispersion Medium
Method
Mean micro
Water
Water
Ethanol
pore size (urn)
fretarder
Packed
©
350
©
©
sand
©
250
©
©
©
135
©
©
Glass
110
О
©
©
f i 1 ter
45
A
A
©
8
A
A
О
4
A
A
A
©All passage О Partial passage A Only dispersion medium passage
w/c 4D0X

Table 2 shows the penetration test
results.
It was difficult for the
cement sample to penetrate into pores
measuring approximately 120 дт or less,
when they were merely dispersed with
water. The lower limit of the pore
size through which the slurry could
pass decreased to approximately 45дт
in the presence of a retarder, and to
approximately 20дт when dispersed with
ethanol. In other words, the minimum size of the pores through which the slurry could pass
(approximately 20 дт) was roughly 3 times larger than the maximum cement particle size (approximately
6 дт). In any case, it is essential to reduce the size of the largest cement particle and disperse
the particles well within the medium in order to improve the penetration of cement into the micropores.

Setting
Table 3 shows the setting test results. The
setting started at 35 to 48 minutes with cement
Nos. 3 and 4, at 88 to 105 minutes with cement
Nos. 1, 2 and 5. and at 272 minutes with cement
No. 6. Bowever, all cements except No. 4 completely
set between 7 to 36 minutes. The addition of a
retarder reduced the final setting time of all the
cements tested. The accelerated setting was
considered to be the result of the greatly reduced

Cement
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 3 Setting time of cement
■/c
Setting time
Retardar
(X)
(X)
Initial
0. 50
41.2
1 32
0. 35
1 22
40.5
0. 55
41.7
0 35
0. 25
39.2
0 48
0. 35
39. 5
1 45
0. 35
42.0
4 32

(h-min)
Final
1 43
1-44
0 42
1 45
2 11
4-52

quantity of water required to prepare the paste.
Strength

Figure 2 shows the mortar strength of samples cured at 20°C. Cement Nos. 1 and 3 were finely
ground to secure rapid-hardening characteristics. They were s^^tly slower m exhibiting strengt
than the samples containing no retarder; however, their strength tended to increase faster, once it
appeared
Figure 3 shows the mortar strength of samples cured at different temperature levels.
Finely ground samples had a higher compressive strength than ordinary cement (cement No. 7) at any
curing temperature. However, these samples were slower to manifest their initial strength than
commercial super-high-early-strengh cement (jet cement), and their initial strength depended more on
the curing temperature. Figure 4 shows the mortar strength
for cement No. 1 with different water/cement ratios. Of these,
60 r
the ones with a water/cement ratio of 35 and 40% were
compacted by using a vibrator. It was observed that finely
E
ground cement increased greatly in strength when the water/
Cement No.
cement ratio was reduced. The sample with 35% water/cement
ratio had a compressive and bending strength which exceeded
40
100 N/mm2 and 15 N/mm2 , respectively, when cured for 28
days
Table 4 shows the compressive strength of paste with
an intermittent particle-size distribution, in which finely
v>
ground particles (6 дт and less), medium-sized particles (20
to 45 дт) and coarse particles (90 to 150дт) had been mixed
20
CO
co
in the ratio 20:20:60. The results of the finely ground
sample (No. 1) and the sample with a continuous particle-size
distribution (63 дш and less) are also shown to provide a
basis for comparison.
It was possible to reduce the water/
cement ratio of the cement sample with an intermittent
1
3
7
28
о 0.5
particle-size distribution, since the paste with 15% water/
AGE
,
DAYS
(log
scale)
cement ratio exhibited high strength, exceeding 100 N/mm2 and
Fig. 2 Compressive strength of mortar
139 N/mm2 , when cured for 3 and 91 days, respectively.
(20 °C)

Fig. 3

Compressive strength of mortar cured at
various temperatures

Heat of Hydration

Fig. 4 Relationship between w/c ratio and strength of mortar

Table 4
Cement

Compressive strength of paste
Compressive strength (N/mmz )
w/c
7 days 28 days 91 days
(X)
3 days
115. 5
97.9
62.9
32.2
30
Intermittent grading
123.2
107.7
50.7
83.8
25
129. 3
122.9
73.6
93.4
<6im:20-45rm:90 150im
20
139.5
129.8
109. 1
100.0
. 15
=20:
20
:
60
128.6
114.5
86. 5
69.6
30
Continuous grading
134. 5
122.2
84.5
100.8
«63im)
25
Additiveiiighty 150 1. OX

Figure 5 shows the rate of heat
liberation during early hydration. Each
sample tested displayed two exothermic
peaks; the first peak corresponding to
the initial setting, and the second peak
corresponding to the first manifestation
of strength. Table 5 shows the heat of
hydration of each sample. Cement Nos. 1
and 3 had a fairly high value of 300 J/g or more, when cured for only 1 day, while Nos. 2, 4, 5 and 6

Table 5 Heat of hydration of cement (J/g)
Ceeent No
1 day
3 day
28 day
1
308. 5
415.3
472.6
2
79. 1
278.4
404. 0
3
375.9
437.9
489.3
4
41.0
172.9
313.5
5
66. 1
144. 0
414.8
6
42.3
114.7
415.7
—
7
232.7
394.3

had a low level of 80 J/g, or less, when cured
for the same length of time.
Drying shrinkage and neutralization depth

Figure 6 shows the results of drying shrinkage
tests on the mortar samples. Cement Nos.4 and 5 were
comparable to cement No. 7 (ordinary cement) in terms of
the longitudinal change of mortar, whereas results for
cement Nos. 1 and 3 were substantially higher.
After the
drying shrinkage tests, the neutralization depth of
samples, cured for 365 days was measured. The neutrali
zation depth was 5 to 6 mm with cement Nos. 4 and 7 (or
dinary cement), and 2 to 3. 5 mm with other cements.
These results indicate that grinding cement finely gen
erally retards neutralization.

Fig. 5 Calorimetric curves of cement

DISCUSSION

The setting/hardening process of finely ground
cement with a setting retarder is discussed based on the
analysis of the hydration reaction and the associated
structure formation process. Fine grinding of cement
greatly increases the amount of water required to pack
the pores between the cement particles, and also increases
the amount of water required for the hydration reaction
during the very early stages (4). A setting retarder,
therefore, is inevitably required in order to secure a
paste of normal consistency and good workability. Figure
7 shows the amount of retarder required for a mortar flow
of 200 + 5 mm. It is determined by the quantities of СзА
and C3S present in the cement. Figures 8 through 10 and
Photograph 1 show the results regarding the early hydra
tion reactions of the finely ground cement sample (cement
No. 1) and the sample to which a setting retarder was added.
These results suggest that the following phenomena are
involved in the early hydration reactions of finely ground
cement:

(20t , RH 50X)
401---------- _L_----- L
7
21

J
28

I
182

I
91

I
365

AGE , DAYS (Iog sea Ie)
Fig. 6 Drying shrinkage of mortar (w/c 60X)

0

10

20

30

40

AMOUNT OF MINERALS IN CLIAKER , К
Finely ground cement, which contains no retarder, is
hydrated to a notable extent during the kneading process
Fig. 7 Amount of retarder required to obtain
to coat the clinker particles with a solid hydrate film.
mortar with a fixed workability
Gypsum will be consumed faster and precipitate ettringite
over the clinker particle surfaces, which will eventually
terminate the setting. Though the induction period is somewhat extended (5), the hydration of calcium
silicates is reactivated later to initiate hardening. The overall degree of the hydration attainable
will be fairly high, given the large specific surface area; however, the hydration speed (as calcu
lated by the hydration depth) will be lower than that of ordinary cement.
A setting retarder, when added to finely ground cement, works to significantly control the
hydration reactions that occur immediately after the cement makes contact with water. The citrate
ions remaining in the liquid phase of the paste maintain Car
*
and S042 ions at a high concentration
(6). The hydration of СзА starts to occur rapidly as soon as the citrate ions are depleted in the
liquid phase, which, however, produces plate-shaped crystals of calcium aluminate hydrate because of

the lowere availability of gypsum. Moreover, the above phenomenon is accompanied by the hydration of
alite over the same period, and the resultant CS H show the characteristic shapes. Both the
initiation and termination of the setting will occur during the period between the disappearance of
the citrate ions and the formation of C-S-H. The hydration of calcium silicates is reactivated after
the end of the induction period, which lasts for a fairly long time. This reactivation forms Type III
C-S-H, thereby initiating strength manifestation. After the hardening reaction has begun, the paste
or mortar structures gradually become more dense, partly because of the hydration reaction of belite.
However, capillary pores of radius 10 to 50 nm continue to remain, even if the sample is cured for 28
days
Such a phenomenon can be observed with any sample which has been finely ground. Moreover, it
is caused by either the pores formed as a result of the agglomeration of finely ground cement
particles or the slowly manifesting porepacking effect of external hydrates.

It has been observed that finely ground cement exhibits a very high strength at a low water/
cement ratio. Figure 11 shows the effects of water/cement ratio on the total pore volume of mortar.
The mortar has a fairly small pore volume at water/cement ratios of 35 and 40%, both for samples cured
for a short time and those cured for a long time.
In other words, finely ground cement has good
vibration-compaction characteristics, which allows it to develop high strength. Figures 12 and 13
show the results of the tapping-packing tests on powdery cement samples with an intermittent particle
size distribution and the pore-size distributions of the hardened paste samples, respectively. The
sample which showed the highest strength under the test conditions was the one which also showed the
highest tapping-packed density. Thus, these results confirmed that the packing property of the
particles constituting the paste is one of the most important factors in determining the strength of a
hardened body. These tests also showed that cement paste with an intermittent particle-size
distribution had small capillary pores of radius 10 to 50 nm, unlike the paste of finely ground cement.
This finding indicates that this cement paste has a highly densified structure. In order to

o
—
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-Alite(29 51. Г
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Fig. 13 Pore size distributions of hardened cement paste
(Intermittent-grading cement)

investigate the relationship between pore-size distribution and drying shrinkage, the pore-size
distribution of mortar samples was measured after they had been precured in water for 6 days.
It was
found that drying shrinkage tends to increase as the quantity of micropores increases.
CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions obtained by this study are summarized below:
i) Finely ground cement particles have an improved penetrability into micropores, provided that they
are well dispersed.
ii) A retarder is inevitably required to prepare the paste or mortar of finely ground cement, and the
amount required depends on the mineral composition of the cement.
iii) Finely ground samples of ASTI Type 1 and III cements have a mortar compressive strength of 29
N/mm 2 or more at 24 hours, as shown by the JIS R 5201 test.
iv) The mortar compressive strength of finely ground Type I cement is affected by a curing tempera
ture greater than that of super-high-early-strength cement (jet cement). Finely ground Type I
cement has a high mortar compressive strength of 100 N/mm2 or more at low water/cement ratio
(3596). when it is compacted by a vibrator and is cured for 3 days.
v) Both heat of hydration and mortar drying shrinkage differ depending on the cement type.
vi) Cement with an intermittent particle-size distribution consisting of finely ground particles
( бдш and less), medium-size particles (20 to 45ym) and coarse particles (90 to 150/zm), is
useful to increase the density and strength of the paste.
vii) Fine grinding of cement notably changes early hydration reactions.
It increases the extent of
hydration, but decreases the average hydration depth of cement particles.
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THE MECHANISM OF BaSO4 PREVENTING CALCIUM ALUMINATE
HYDRATES FROM CRYSTALLINE TRANSFORMATION
Wu Yanrong, Long Shlzong and Liao Guanglln

The Department of Material Engineering, Wuhan University of Technology
Wuhan, Hubei, P R CHINA

During a study of the hydration procege of 3CaO.3AleOa.BaSO
,it
*

was discovered that BaSo<

is able to restrain the САН1О”СЯАНВ С a AH e crystalline transformation. The hydration

products of calcium aluminate contained CAHloand CxAHe;no CaAHewas found at a temperature of
30"C and in the presence of BaSO
*.

The reeults of chemical analysis of the solution

phase

indicate that the restraining effect is attributable to the fact that BaSO« absorl® Ca B+

ions whereby the ratio of Ca/Al in the solution drope.which hinders the formation of

higher

basicity calcium aluminate hydrates.Therefore the discovery may be used to prevent the long

-term strength retrogression of aluminous cement.

Й

Ж

^6ff%3CaO.3AlBOa.BaSO»7K^^> ÄSUBaSO^tzKft.^^toSS^SCCAH^-C^e-CaAHe)
WHIi®№^.EP№30’C^#T
tt
*

l.KSWBaSO< 1?6,zK^;fc^№^(CAHio^CaAHe$WCaAHe)o

INTRODUCTION

Following the volume of studies on

the crystal transformation

process of calcium

aluminate hydrate.it can be pointed out that organic adm ixtures.such as sulfosalicylic acid,

triethanolamine.etc.and inorganic substances, such as dolomite,
restraining effect on

magnesite, CaCOa have

a

calcium aluminate hydrate crystal transformation. The underlying

mechanism is that these can react with calcium aluminate hydrate to form calcium magnesium
carboaluminate hydrate, (CaO.MgO.Al2Oa.CO2.llHaO), and calcium carboaluminate hydrate,

СаА.СаСОа.11НяО. During a study of the hydration of 3CA.BaSO
[l],it
*

was found that BaSO4

can

prevent the CAH,n—C2AHa—CaAHe transformation.Obviously.the restraining action has practical

significance to prevent the long-term strength retrogression of aluminous cement. According to the

experimental results, BaSO< did not react with calcium aluminate hydrate to form a
What then could be the reason for this restraining effect of

BaSO4 ? The

new compound,

present study was

undetaken towards suggesting a poffiible mechanism for this.

HYDRATION EXPERIMENTS

1. Analysis of CA hydrate by XRD and DTA

It has been affirmed by

many

research workers that CA

can hydrate

at different

temperatures as follows:

CA+H2O--------------►CAHW ( < 20’C )

CAtH2O------------- >C2AH^+Al2Oa
*aq+CaAH

a (a little) ( >"20 C )

СА+НяО------------- -CaAHe+AUOa.aq ( > ЗО'С )

Two groups of specimens had been designed.one pure CA, the other CA plus BaSO
*

mole ratio of CA:BaS)
-3:l.They
*
days, and

, at a

were then allowed to hydrate simultaneously at 30‘C for 14,28

at 45"C for 7 days. They hydrates formed were analyzed by XRD and DTA. The

results are shown in Fig.l to 4. The experimental results indicated that,when hydration occurred

at 30
*C»the

hydrates of the barium containing (second) group, at 14,28 days,contained mainly C2AHa

(main XRD peaks:10.487A223A-)

without CaAH«, whereas in

the hydrates of CA

the groups

having only CA (first) there was CaAHe(6.157,2.299, 2.04A),besides С2АНя.ТЬе endothermic peak due
to CaAHe decomposition was not noticed in the DTA curves of the hy drates of the second group,

112

but it was obviously noticed in the first group hydrates at 310
*0.
o

BaS0A

Д

X

С-АНд

CA

28d

Fig.2 DTA patterns of

Fig.l XRD patterns of the hydrates at 30
*C

the hydrates at 30’0

о BasO^
A

20

CAH10

40

Fig.4 DTA patterns of

Fig.3 XRD patterns of the hydrates at 46*0

the hydrates at 45'0

In XRD patterns of hydrated samples at 45’0,the main hydration product for the second group

at 7 days

was

still CBAHa(10.468, 5.238), no peaks of CaAHe was found.while the peaks of

CaAHe(5.138,2.293,2.037A)

were obviously found in the XRD patterns of the first group.In DTA

patterns.the endothermic peak at 310
*0

was not detected in the second group,whereas the endothermic

peak at 304
*C

was dominant in the first group.

2. Compressive Strength Test

Compressive Strength test was carried out on 1:2 mortar cubes 2x2x2 cm of size,

water/cement ratio 0.41,for the two groupe.After demoulding, the cubes were cured in water at 20,
30 and 40‘C respectively.then their compressive strengths were measured at a given age.

The

results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Compressive Strength of mortars at different ages for different curing temperatures

Binder

Specific surface

Group

area,

KCA)

2 (CA4BaS04)

cmÄ/g

I960

2100

Age

days

Compressive strength,kg/cms

20'C cure

30'C cure

40'Ccure

3

612

667

-

7

554

619

167

28

560

624

80

3

451

390

243

7

653

445

227

28

699

634

179

From the data in Table l,it could be seen that,when hydration took place at 20 to 30 'C . the

strength of group 2 increased steadily,and there was no fall in strength up to 28 days.

On the

other hands at 20"C and 7 days age, the strength of group 1 did not increase anymore, but
decreased slightly,and at 30'C, the 28-day strength for group 1 regressed remarkably; at 40
*C.

the

strength of both group 1 and 2 were falling.but the regression in group 2 was smaller than in
group l.The foregoing indicated that when CA hydrates at higher than 30'C and with BaSO< in the

system.the transformation may possibly be restrained, which

is beneficial to development of

strength of aluminous cement.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Experiments here again were based on the two groups of samples used before.Group 1 was 4.74g

CA and group 2 was 4.74g CA+2.333g BaSO<. The samples under test were put into volumetric
flasks having 100 ml distilled water.The flask was shaken for 1 minute.then kept in water bath

at 20"C and 40
*C

for varying periods from 1 to 72 hr.At the end of the hydration period , the

contents of the flask were filtered.T hen the pH value and molal concentrations of both CaO and

AlaOa of the filtrate were determined.The results obtained for 20"C and 40‘C are shown respectively
in Table 2 and Table 3:

Table 2. Results on hydration filtrate from 20’C for different periods

Binder Group Hydrate characteristic

lh

4h

8h

12h

16h

20h

40h

72h

pH

11.62

11.50

11.68

11.73

11.83

11.76

11.83

12.07

1

Mcao

0.0151 0.0164

0.0083 0.0079 0.0071

0.0073

0.0068 0.0065

(CA)

M^Aiapa

0.0127 0.0143

0.0060 0.0056 0.0048 0.0050 0.0036

CäO/А1я0а

1.186

1.430

1.370

1.417

1.478

1.464

1.872

2.250

pH

11.65

11.54

11.71

11.76

11.84

11.80

11.92

12.10

Mcao

0.0159

0.0123 0.0079 0.0074 0.0069 0.0070 0.0065 0.0064

2
(CA+

BaSO«)

СаО/А1яОа

0.0122 0.0121

0.0054 0.0051 0.0047 0.0046 0.0036

1.301

1.459

1.019

1.453

0.0029

0.0029

1.457

1. 525

1.807

16h

20h

40h

72h

11.91

2.195

Table 3.Result8 on hydration filtrate from 40'C for different periods.

Binder Group Hydrate characteristic

lh

4h

pH

11.80

11.81

12.04

12.12

1

Mcao

0.0118 0.0086 0.0076 0.0075 0.0073 0.0074 0.0071

0.0077

(CA)

М^Адяра

0.0101 0.0061

Са0/А1я0а

1.170

2

(CA+
BaSO^)

1.410

8h

12h

11.89

11.91

12.01

0.0045 0.0041 0.0038 0.0039 0.0033 0.0031

1.694

1.814

1.935

1.908

2.713

pH

11.80

Mcao

0.0016 0.0068 0.0074 0.0073 0.0070 0.0070 0.0068

Номера

СаО/AljOa

11.85

11.92

11.95

12.05

12.04

12.13

2.509

12.19

0.0072

0.0105 0.0052 0.0044 0.0039 0.0037 0.00Э6 0.0036 0.0033
1.108

1.319

1.685

1.828

1.889

1.938

The results in Table 2 demonstrate that,when hydration occurred at 20 'C

1.969

2.187

, the CaO

concentration hydration filtrate of group 2 at any age was lower then that of group 1.

But generally epeaking.the difference in the völues of CaO concentration ae well ae CaO/AlaOe
molal ratio between the two groups was small.However,data in Table 3 show that,at 40
*C

the CaO

concentration for group 2 was much lower than that for group 1 at all ages.It was the same with

CaO/AlaOa molal, concentration ratios also, the difference becoming the larger, the longer

the hydration period.E.V.Kravchenco[2] considered that increase in the relative CaO content
solution phase was beneficial to stabilize lower basicity calcium aluminate hydrate. From

in
the

above experimental results,it was verified that the presence of BaSO<can lower CaO concentration
and C/A ratio of solution phase.This could explain the restraining effect of

BaSO« on the

crystalline transformation of hydrated calcium aluminate. How could BaSO
*

lower the CaO

concentration of solution phase? A possible reason for this, according to us ,is that BaSO
*

can

adsorb Cation in solution. There is surplus electric charge on the crystal surface of BaSO * , *
as shown in Fig.6:

SO2------Вая+------ SOS-------Ba
**

Fig.5

---------Ba
**

------ SOS-------Ba
**

---------SO$-------Ba
**

____

----- SOT"

------SOT"------Ba
**

------

Because of electrostatic attraction,the surplus surface charge can attract ions of the

opposite charge.Being slightly disolved in water.CA forms Ca
**

ion and AlOi,or Al(OH)
*
ion .

According to adsorption laws.the higher the value of the charge of the adsorbed ion , the
smaller the solubility and the dissociation degree of the compound formed

from the edaorhed ion

and the surface component of the adaorbant.the easier its can be adflorbed.
described above.BaSO
*

of AlOi ion ,and CaSO
*

adsorbs Ca
**

ion first.becauee the charge of Ca
**

(Ksp-2.6xi0-e),formed from Ca
**

For the reasons

ion is higher than that

and SOT.has a lower solubiUty

than Ba(A10«)e «во A1O, ion is not adsorbed easily. Because the above experiments were conducted
with high w/s ratio.the adsorption of Ca
**

by BaSO
*
may be weak .When the w/c ratio is smaller,

the adsorption may be stronger.As adsorption is essentially a physical phenomenon.the ability for
adsorption of Ca
**

ion by BaSO
*
decreases as the temperature increases.

restraining action may become weak at higher temperatures(>45
C)
*

Accordingly the

or even vanish.
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THE ROLE OF ALKALIES IN THE HYDRATION
OF VITRIFIED CALCIUM AND MAGNESIUM SILICATES
Jan Malolepszy

University of Mining and Metallurgy, Cracow, POLAND

SUMMARY
The influence of Na2CO3 and NaOH on the hydration of vitryfied akermanite and diopside at 20-

2(ХГС was studied. It was found that Ш crystallized CSH phase and carbonate formed as main hydration

products at ambient temperature. The crystalline products, such as tobermonte, gyrohte, pectolite an
magnesium silicate hydrate appeared as the temperature of hydration increased. a-QSH phase was delected
in akermanite pastes. The samples activated by Na2CO, exhibited the highest strengths.

RESUME
L’hydratation d’akermanite et diopside ä l’dtat vitreux en presence de Na2CO3 et NaOH a

6tudi6

entre 20°C et 200°C. A la temperature ambiante on observe la formation de gel C-S-H et carbonates. Dans
les temperatures eievtes le tobermonte, girolite, pectolite et hydro-silicate de magnesium cristallisent. «-

CzSH s’apparalt dans les pätes de vene d’akermanite. Les pätes active avec Na2CO3 r6velent les plus hautes
resistances.

1. Introduction

The properties of binding materials obtained from granulated blast furnace slags depend not only on
the type of slag, but on the additions introduced in the grinding process and on the method of preparation
of mortars and concretes too. OPC clinker, quicklime and gypsum are commonly used additions. As is the
usual practice, dry granulated slag is fed into a grinding mill with the activators. The obtained materials are
characterized in many cases by a very slow strength development in the initial period of hardening [1-4].
The materials obtained from granulated slags containing considerable amount of alumina may be the

exception to the rule. The growing economic crisis in the world induces investigations on the new
technologies of binding materials. These technologies should consider low-energy consuming materials in
comparison with the commonly produced cements [5-6]. The lowest energy consumption is achieved in the
production of binding materials containing no OPC clinker. In the case of activation of granulated slags by
small amounts of alkalies (NaOH, Na2CO3, water glass) the obtained binding materials are characterized by
a very low energy consumption and high early, as well as ultimate strength, freeze-thaw resistance and

corrosion resistance [7-14].
Apart from mellitites, the magnesium and calcium silicates, such as akermanite, merwinite,
monticellite and diopside can occur in slags. In this work the results of the investigations of akermanite and
diopside hydration in alkaline solutions are given. These components have been selected because of their
different structure [18]. Akermanite occurs predominantly in the basic slags and diopside in the acid ones.

There is no reported data dealing with the hydration of these phases in alkaline solutions though there are
some information about the hydration of crystalline or vitrified akermanite and diopside in the presence of
CaSO4 • 2H2O and Ca(OH)2. In water and in CaSO4 • 2H2O or Ca(OH)2 solutions the crystaltine or vitrified

akermanite hydration takes place to some degree, while the hydration of diopside practically does not occur
in normal conditions [14, 19]. However, the hydration of diopside is observed in hydrothermal conditions

[1, 14, 15].
In the present work the results of the studies on akermanite and diopside hydration in NaOH and

Na2CO3 solutions, at temperatures from 20°C to 250°C are shown.

2. Experimental
2.1. Preparation and characteristics of samples
Table 1. Chemical composition of synthetic slags.

Percentage of oxides

Type of slag

CaO

a - theoretical

SJ.O2

a

41.07

14.86

44.07

b

41.75

13.90

43.92

a

26.20

18.60

55.20

27.80

18.50

53.20

Akermanite

Diopside

MgO

b - real

The slags were prepared from sodium carbonate, alumina, silica gel and magnesium hydroxide of the
highest purity, mixed following the calculated chemical composition. The mixtures were fused for 30 min.
and quenched with large amounts of water. The chemical composition of synthetic slags is given in Table

The degree of vitrification and phase composition of synthetic slags were determined by means of Reichert
microscope. Fractions of glassy and crystalline phases in the tested slags were determined using powder
preparation. Glassy phase content in slags exceeded 80%. In synthesized slags the crystalline phase was
formed by akermanite and diopside crystals of several microns. X-ray examinations confirmed the results
of the microscopic observations.

The synthetic slags were ground in an agate mill to a fineness of 3200 cm2/g measured according to
Blaine method. Sodium carbonate and sodium hydroxide were used as activators. The activation was carried
out in two ways. In the first case both activators were used in different amounts. The addition of 5% Na2CO3
was applied, it is equivalent to 2.9% Na2O. The amount of this activator was selected in accordance with
the results of our previous investigations [10]. The amount of sodium hydroxide, 3.8%, was equivalent to
2.9% NazO.

2.2. Effect of Na2CO3 and NaOH on the strength properties of hardened pastes

The powdered slags were mixed with water at a slag/water ratio of 0.5. The pastes were formed into
cylinders of 2 cm high and 2 cm in diameter and vibrated for 2 min. The cylinders were steam cured and
autoclaved. The conditions of low pressure steam curing were as follows: temperature-80°C, time-6 hrs. The
cylinders were autoclaved for a period of 2 hrs at 150, 200 and 250°C. The cylindrical samples were
subjected to the compressive strength tests and phase composition examinations. The results of compressive
strength tests are given in Tables 2 and 3.
Table 2. Compressive strength of akermanite pastes.
Compressive strength [MPa]

Type of activator

Conditions of
curing

Na2CO3
after
treatment

NaOH

28 days

90 days

after
treatment

28 days

90 days

natural curing

-

15.1

17.2

-

9.5

11.5

80°C

21.2

24.1

28.1

13.3

16.5

19.2

150°C

27.2

30.2

33.1

26.2

29.8

32.4

200°C

25.3

29.1

32.8

23.8

28.2

31.3

250°C

23.9

24.2

28.2

21.6

24.1

26.6

Table 3. Compressive strength of diopside pastes.
Compressive strength [MPa]

Type of activator

Conditions of
curing

NaOH

Na2CO3

after
treatment

28 days

90 days

after
treatment

28 days

90 days

natural curing

-

10.2

13.1

-

7.4

9.8

80°C

20.5

23.4

27.8

14.3

17.2

20.8

150°C

32.5

41.1

44.3

28.5

38.5

42.1

200°C

37.5

51.3

55.6

31.3

40.7

43.2

250°C

36.5

47.8

51.2

34.2

45.1

47.8

As it can be seen from the date listed above, for the low temperature curing, i.e. 20-8QPC the highest
compressive strength values can be attributed to the akermanite pastes while in hydrothermal conditions the
highest compressive strength values are obtained for the diopside pastes. In both cases the higher

compressive strength values are observed for the pastes activated by Na2CO3.

2.3. Effect of added activators on the phase composition of hardened pastes

In order to find the reason for the differences in strength properties of slag pastes, the phase
composition was studied by means of X-ray diffraction method and scanning electron microscope. The XRD
studies of akermanite pastes cured at 20 and 80°C show that the CSH phase (d=3.07; 1.83) and CaCO3
(d=3.03; 2.48; 2.28) are the main hydration products. Some amounts of hydrated sodium and calcium
silicates are also detected. For the pastes cured at higher temperatures the intensities of peaks corresponding
to the hydration products increase markedly. In the case of vitrified akermanite activated by NaOH the
substantial amounts of hydrated sodium silicates such as Na2Ca2[Si2O7] • H2O (d=2.86; 2.77; 3.86) and

Na2Ca[Si2O6] • 2HZO (d=2.67; 2.86; 2.06; 3.32; 3.70) are detected. In the presence of NajCOj the
predominant phases are CSH and CaCO3. In the pastes cured above 80°C the aC2SH phase appears (d=4.22;
3.54; 1.788). The phase composition of hardened diopside pastes differs substantially, particularly when the
hydration occurs above 80°C. In the pastes cured above 150°C the CSH I phase, tobermorite, pektolite and
gyrolite are present, while the pastes hydrated at 20°C and 80°C show only the CSH and CaCO3. In the
vitrified diopside pastes activated by Na2CO3 the scawtite phase is formed [d=3.03; 2.89; 1.89]. It should
be also noted that some quantity of hydrated magnesium silicate is detected in both akermanite and diopside

pastes cured above 80°C. The SEM micrographs are shown in figures 1-3.

Fig.l. Slag paste of akermanite (Na2CO3 as activator)
autoclaved cured - 150°C

Fig.2. Slag paste of akermanite (Na2CO3 as
activator) autoclaved cured - 200°C

Fig.3. Slag paste of diopside (Na2CO3 as
activator) autoclaved cured - 200°C

3. Discussion
The strength results for the akermanite and diopside pastes cured in temperatures 20 and 80°C

indicate that the structure of vitrified slags has no effect on the strength characteristics. On the other hand,

the type of activator affects significantly the strength properties and highest values are obtained for the pastes

activated by Na2CO3. The temperature of curing is another important parameter giving the strength increase.
This strength increase results from the higher hydration degree and type of hydration products. The highest
strength for the pastes cured above 80°C are observed in the case of diopside slag. The lowering of strength
can be explained by the formation of a-C2SH [Fig. 1] [18].
The strength development in the diopside pastes is strongly influenced by a substantial amount of tobermorite
and gyrolite. The CSH phase formed in the pastes shows different morphology. In akermanite pastes a
substantial amount of CSH type II according to Diamond classification [18] is present while in [Fig. 2]
diopside pastes CSH type IV and I are dominating components [Fig. 3].
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SUMMARY

Since the inside of mass concrete is nearly in adiabatic condition, the temperature of the
system is elevated due to the heat generation resulting from the hydration reaction of the cement.
Under the adiabatic condition, strength development was higher than that cured at 20t:, especially
during the early phase of curing.
The strengths gradually became similar at 91 days of curing and
thereafter.
Strength development under adiabatic condition was larger in cements containing much C2S
and also in blended cements containing slag and fly ash.
These phenomena were ascribed to the high
temperature dependencies of the hydration reaction of these minerals
*
In case of cements with low
water cement ratios cured under the adiabatic condition, those with much C2S showed larger strength
development due to the smoothly advancing hydration as well as the temperature dependency. Under the
adiabatic condition, Si044" decreased markedly and polymerization of Si-O-Si was accelerated by the
dehydrated condensation.
C-S-H products thus tended to form mesh structure which was suggested to
be effective for strength development to manifest.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Da ein Volumenelement im Inneren der Betonmasse als adiabat abgegrenzt betrachtet werden kann,
braucht zur Ermittlung der Temperatur lediglich die Reaktionswärme berücksichtigt werden, die beim
Abbinden des Zements frei wird.
Verglichen mit bei konstant 20X1 abgebundenem Beton fiel bei
adiabatisch abgebundenem Beton vor allem der anfänglich steile Festigkeitszuwachs auf.
Nach
Spätestens 91 Tagen jedoch war die Festigkeit in beiden Fällen gleich. Bei adiabatisch abgebundenem
Beton korrelierte die Festigkeit mit dem C2S-Cehalt des Zements, trotz gleichzeitig erhöhtem Schlackeund Flugasche-Gehalt.
Diese kann auf die ausgeprägte Temperaturabhängigkeit der Reaktion dieser
Minerale erklärt werden. Bei wasserarmen Zementen zeigten die adiabatisch abgebundenen mit relativ
hohem C2S-Gehalt aufgrund der ausgeglichenen Abbindereaktion und der Temperaturabhängigkeit eine
erhöhte Festigkeit.
Unter adiabatischen Bedingungen war das Si044" deutlich reduziert und die
polymerisation von Si-O-Si war aufgrund der Kondensierung durch Wasserentzug stark beschleunigt. Die
C-S-H-Gruppen bildeten eine Gitterstruktur, von welcher wir annehmen, daß sie zur Festigkeit beiträgt.

INTRODUCTION
Since inside of mass concrete is nearly under adiabatic condition, the temperature of the system
is elevated by the heat generation accompanying the hydration reaction of cement which in turn is
accelerated by the temperature rise.
Temperature dependency varies among the minerals and the
admixtures composing cements.
It is thus considered that their compositions play important roles in
the adiabatic temperature rise curve and strength development during the course of hydration.
Water
cement ratio (w/c ratio) is closely related to the rate of hydration reaction and the heat capacity
of cement.
The w/c ratio is thus expected to largely affect the adiabatic temperature rise curve.
In this study, the adiabatic temperature rise curve as well as the strength development and hydration
reaction during the course of temperature rise has been investigated.
The correlation of these

factors has been discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials

Portland cements used in the experiments were all industrial products.
They were ordinary
portland cement (N), moderate heat portland cement (M) and ASTM type N cement (L).
Their chemical
and mineral compositions are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. There were 2 kinds of blended
cements used in the experiments.
They were MS60 consisting of M blended with 60X of blast furnace
slag shown in Table 1 and MF30 consisting of M blended with 30X of fly ash. Two kinds of aggregates
were used in the experiments. One had a granulometry of #10 mm - 0.15 mm and was used for mortars
with w/c ratios of 30% and 45%.
The other had a granulometry of #5 mm - 0.15 mm and was used for
mortar with w/c ratio of 60%.
The organic admixture used was ^-naphthalene sulfonate formaldehyde
condensate (NSF).

Chemical compositions and specific surface area
of cement and admixture
Blaine
Composition (%)
■
(cm2/g)
K
2
0
Na
2
0
S0
3
MgO
CaO Si02 А12Оз FegOs
3290
0.51
1.6
2.1
0.
29
2.9
5.2
64.1 21.6
3200
0.
32
0.26
1.9
1.1
3.9
3.7
23.8
64.8
3250
0.45
2.0
0.19
1.0
2.4
2.8
26.6
64.0
5.2 2.0 0.24 0.40 4430
0.3
44.2 31.9 13.8
2.0 0.5 1.85 1.41 3500
6.2
9.0 51.4 24.6

Table 1

N
M
L
Slag
Flyash

Table 2

Cement
N
M
L

Mineral composition (%)

Alite Bellte C3Ass C4AFss
52
23
9
9
43
36
3
12
33
50
3 7

Measurement of adiabatic temperature rise

' Multi-point measurement apparatus for adiabatic temperature rise was used for the measurement(1).
Mixing proportion of mortar was 1:5 of cement:aggregate, w/c ratios were selected to be 30%, 45% and
60%.
In cement, NSF was added at 0. 25% (for that with w/c ratio of 60%) or 0. 5% (for those with w/c
ratios of 30% and 45%).

Determination of compressive strength
Compressive strength was measured on mortars with mixing properties identical to those used for
measurement of adiabatic temperature rise. Mixed mortar was poured into a mold of 40 x 40 x 160 mm
in size and cured under sealed condition accurately simulating the adiabatic temperature rise curve.
Compressive strength of the mortar was measured at prescribed curing time points. As the control for
comparison, compressive strength was measured on mortar cured at a constant temperature of 20X).

Analysis of hydration products

Mortar used for the analysis of hydration products was that mixed with sintered alumina (#2mm)
in place of aggregate. It was cured under the same conditions as employed for the determination of

compressive strength.
The hydration reaction was stopped by acetone at the prescribed curing time.
It was then analyzed by thermal analysis ( TG/DTA, DSC ), XKD and analysis of silicate anion by
trimethylsilylation(2, 3).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Adiabatic temperature rise curve
Adiabatic temperature rise curves of various cements are shown in Figure 1. When the adiabatic
temperature rise curves of N, M and L cements with different mineral compositions were approximated
by the following formula (1), temperatures of these cements were calculated as follows: N cement;
T=52. 0(l-e"° '551‘), M cement; T=43. 2(l-e"0 38 4 t), L cement; T=41. 0(l-e”°•288 *).

T = K (1 -e- “ )
where

T=temperature, K=final value of temperature rise,

(1)

a coefficient and t=time.

In portland cements, К andtz
values became greater with
increase in the ratio of C3A
and C3S, which had high rate of
hydration heat evolution.
When
compared with M cement, MS60
cement [T=43. 5(l-e"0'531‘))
showed rather low temperature
rise until 2 days of curing.
The rapid temperature rise was
the result of active hydration
reaction of slag for 2-3 days.
Thereafter, the temperature of
MS60 cement remained higher
Fig. 1. Adiabatic temperacure rise curves
than that of M cement.
In
proportion to the amount of fly
ash, the temperature rise was generally lowered.
During a prolonged curing, its temperature
approached that of M cement by the active hydration of fly ash (MF30 cement; T=41. 0(l-e"°•241
The experiments on w/c ratio provide useful data concerning highly strong concrete with low w/c ratio
and large quantities of cement.
Heat capacities of mortar used in the experiments were 500. 3 cal/t
for w/c ratio=30%, 519. 2 cal/°C for w/c ratio=45X and 536.6 cal/X! for w/c ratio=60%. Therefore,
for comparable advance in the degree of hydration, the temperature rise became higher as the w/c
ratio decreased.
However, as
shown in Figure 2 indicating
the experimental results, the
temperature rise was sometimes
lower for w/c ratio=30%.
This
tendency became more marked in
cements containing higher C3A
and C3S as mineral compositions.
Among blended cements, this
tendency was more marked in
cement containing slag than fly
ash.
Heat evolution for
hydration of cement was
calculated from the temperature
rise and heat capacity.
The
results are shown in Figure 2.
Water Cement Ratio (%)
As w/c ratio decreased, the
Fig. 2. Influence of w/c ratio on adiabatic Fig. 3. Correlation of maximum rate of
heat evolution of hydration
temperature rise to w/c ratio
temperature rise and heat evolution
became smaller.
The tendency
was very marked in N cement.

As shown in Figure 3, the initial rate of temperature rise was higher in cements containing higher of
C3A and C3S as well as those with low w/c ratio.
Strength development
Strength development during curing of N, M and L cements are shown in Figure 4. both under the
adiabatic condition and at 20°C. The compressive strength of mortar at 20t! for w/c ratio=60% showed
the following order due to the difference in the amount of C3S until 28 days of curing : N > M > L.
During the course of adiabatic temperature
rise, hydration was accelerated accompanied
by temperature rise of the system.
While
strength of any cement was large, the
tendency was very marked in L and M cements,
both high C2S type cements.
At 14 days of
curing and thereafter, their strengths were
higher than that of N cement. This tendency
was further accelerated in cements with w/c
ratio=30X due to the additive effect of
hydration inhibition which occurred in N
cement.
The strengths of M and L cements
reached to the levels of N cement at 7 and
10 days, respectively, of curing.
Their
strengths remained higher than that of N
cement thereafter.
On the other hand, the
strength of N cement scarcely improved on 7
days of curing and thereafter. This finding
suggested a severe depression of hydration
reaction.
Compressive strengths when cured
at 20T! are plotted in Figure 5 against
Fig. 4. Strength development
those cured under the adiabatic condition
for the corresponding curing times.
The
strength development of cement was high during the early phase of hydration under the adiabatic
condition than at 20X1.
The ratio was higher in the following order with respect to the mineral
composition of cement: L> M > N.
It was considered to be due to the high temperature dependency of
C2S(4).
With respect to the admixtures, both slag and fly ash had high temperature dependencies.
Slag was especially revealed to have high strength development under the adiabatic condition. The
strength approached to that cured at 20°C as the curing time prolonged. However, there was no marked
inversion until 91 days of curing.
In general, it has been reported that strength deteriorated in

Compressive Strength under 20X: Curing (MPa)
Fig. 5. Comparison of strength between adiabatic curing and 20 C curing

cements subjected to long time curing at high temperature(5). However, our results did not agree with
these observations.
It could possibly be ascribed to the same initial temperature and gentle
temperature rise during the first few hours after mixing.
Hydration reaction during the course of adiabatic temperature rise

Amount of combined water — Changes in the amount of combined water in the hydration products during
the course of adiabatic temperature rise are shown in Figure 6. The amount, of combined water was
high in N and MS60 cements during the early phase of curing within 3 days.
This was attributed to
the high contents of C3A and C3S in cement N resulting in the production of Ca(0H)2, ettringite
(C6AS3H32), and monosulfate (CiASH^), all containing much combined water, during the early phase of
curing.
In cement MS60, large amounts of ettringite and monosulfate were produced during the early
phase of curing from the Al8+ contained in the slag.
Hydration products from the cements were
analyzed with DSC and the results are shown in Figure 7. From N and MS60 cements, production of many
cälcium sulfoaluminate hydrates was identified.
M and L cements containing high C2S showed high
peaks at C-S-H.
These results were confirmed by XRD analysis.
From these results, N and MS60
cements were indicated to consume much liquid phase during the early phase of curing due to the
active production of hydration products with large amounts of combined water.
In cements with low
w/c ratios, the influence was marked to result in strong inhibition of hydration. The retardation in
the rate of hydration was considered to affect the adiabatic temperature rise curve and strength
development.

Curing Time (days)

Fig. 6. Con-elation of quantity of combined water to
curing time

Temperature fC)

Fig. 7. DSC curves of hydration product
after 7 days of curing

Difference in behaviour of silicate anion between curing at 20^ and under adiabatic conditions —
Since C-S-H products were poorly crystallized, they were difficult to be analyzed with XRD. As one
of the information concerning C-S-H products, the behaviour of silicate anion was analyzed by
trimethylsilylation technique.
In Figure 8, gel permeation chromatogram (GPC) of trimethylsilyl
derivatives of the hydration products of L cement is shown.
Almost all silicate anions in the
unhydrated cement were monomers (Si044-)As the hydration progressed, they changed to dimers
(Si2076") and more polymerized polysilicates. Under the adiabatic condition, the decreasing ratio of
monomers was high due to the acceleration of hydration with temperature rise.
Thus, the amount of
polysilicates produced was markedly higher than when cured at 20X1. The average molecular weight of
the polysilicate derivatives was 1, 700 (Mn) after 28 days of curing at 20X1.
Under the adiabatic
condition, the value was 2, 800 (Mn). The correlation of peak area in GPC of monomer and polysilicate
derivatives to compressive strength is shown in Figure 9.
There was an inverse relation between the
amount of monomer and the compressive strength.
The plot of the results lay almost on an identical
line for both cured at 20°C and cured under the adiabatic condition. On the other hand, there was a
direct relation between the amount of polysilicates produced and the compressive strength. The plot
of the results for curing at 20X1 and under the adiabatic condition were lay on different lines. The

Polysilicate

Adiabatic curing-28d
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Fig. 8. Gel permeation chromatogram, of
trimethylsilyl derivatives of L ce
ment hydrates

Fig. 9. Relationship between compressive strength and
quantities of polysilicate and monomer (SiO4 )

latter condition showed a large production of polysilicates. From these results, hydration of C3S
and C2S produced by Si044" was found to be accelerated under the adiabatic condition. With increase
in the amount of C-S-H products, the polymerization was accelerated by the condensation of dehydrated
silicate anion as shown in formula (2) with the rise in temperature having considerable effect on
strength development.

Oiff У"^H20

O lf 7

0"—S i—iOH;....... O'—S i—jOH

^H20

(2)

Correlation of behaviour of silicate anion with w/c ratio - The w/c ratio largely affected the
adiabatic temperature rise curves of N and L cements as well as the strength development during the
course of adiabatic temperature rise.
These effects were discussed with respect to the behaviour of
silicate anion.
N and L cements were compared with respect to the decrease in Si04
and production
of polysilicates. The results are shown in Figure 10. Since N cement contained much C3A, hydration
products containing much water were generated abundantly during the early phase of curing leading to
a decrease in free water and thus high concentration of Ca^ ion in the liquid phase.
Under such a
condition, elution of Ca2* from the surface of C3S and C2S was retarded and mutual diffusion of H20
and Ca2+ in the inner hydration products was disturbed. Therefore, invasion of unhydrated C3S and
C2S inside was inhibited.
It was considered that much Si044 " that formed C3S and C2S remained in
such cements and thus the amount of polysilicates did not increase.
On the other hand, L cement
contained little C3A and had abundant liquid phase from the early to the late stages of curing.
Consumption of Si044' and production of polysilicates advanced smoothly. Based on these properties,
marked strength development was indicated by cement with low w/c ratio during the course of adiabatic
temperature rise
The degree of polymerization of polysilicates is shown in Figure 11. The average
molecular weight of polysilicate TMS derivative products increased as the curing time prolonged. The
w/c of cement had only a small influence. There was no large difference between 30% and 60% of w/c
ratios
Therefore, decrease in w/c ratio was revealed to influence the rates of hydration of C3S and
C2S as well as the amount of polysilicates produced.
However, it was found that polymerization of
Si-O-Si bonds in C-S-H products progressed with temperature and curing time.

Curing Time (days-log scale)

Fig. 10. Influence of w/c ratio on behaviours of SiO^ and
polysilicate

Curing Time (days-log scale)

Fig. 11. Correlation of average molecular weight of
polysilicate TMS derivatives under adiabatic
condition to curing time

CONCLUSIONS
Adiabatic temperature rise values were largely influenced by the heat of hydration and mineral
composition of cement as well as the admixtures,
w/c ratio also significantly influenced the
values.
As w/c ratio decreased, the heat capacity of the mortar became smaller and the hydration
of cement during the early phase of curing was accelerated.
However, inhibition of hydration was
induced in cements with low w/c ratios.
In such cements, the adiabatic temperature rise values
showed decreasing tendencies.
The tendency was enhanced in portland cements containing much CsA

1.

2.

and in blended cement containing slag.
o
Under the adiabatic condition, strength development was higher than that cured at 20°C,
especially during the early phase of curing.
The strengths gradually became similar at 91 days of
curing and thereafter.
Strength development under adiabatic condition was larger in cements
containing much C2S and also in blended cements containing slag and fly ash. These phenomena were
ascribed to the high temperature dependencies of the hydration reactions of these minerals.
In case
of cements with low w/c ratios cured under the adiabatic condition, those with much C2S showed
larger strength development due to the smoothly advancing hydration as well as the temperature

3.

dependency.
.
Under the adiabatic condition, Si044" decreased markedly and polymerization of Si-O-bi was
accelerated by the dehydrated condensation.
C-S-H products thus tended to form mesh structure
which was suggested to be effective for strength development to manifest.
When the w/c ratio was
low, the amount of C-S-H products decreased due to inhibition of the hydration reaction of clinker.
However, it was confirmed that the degree of polymerization of polysilicates from C-S-H products
was not affected.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THERMAL HISTORY FOR
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ABSTRACT
hvdrated
4deVelopment of microstructure has been studied in cement pastes
temn^r ?
constant temperatures from 40=C to 110-C to determine the effect of
temne fUrS
peri°ds °f time from a few hours to several months.
fn addition
n₽r f
^e.C^C
Were devlsed to approximate those developed in large grout bags, with
microst °f hydratlon at room temperature after excursions to the high temperature.
The
microstructure of the pastes was studied by x-ray diffraction, thermogravimetric
in3 add8backacat tered electron imaging of polished sections.
The results show that
n addition to accelerating hydration,
elevated temperature curing affects the
micro^ructurT tYPe °f ЬУ0ГаЬе ₽haSeS f°rmed and their distributi°n in the cement

INTRODUCTION
Littlejohn and Hughes (1) have examined the thermal behaviour of grouted support
bags for subsea pipelines.
The function of these bags is to overcome irregularities in
the topography of the seabed and scouring of the seabed under the pipe during service.
Their results with OPC grouts showed that in full-size grout bags, 2.1 m^ in volume,
immersed in a tank of seawater at 8°C, a maximum temperature of 110°C was reached
5 hours after filling.
This temperature was held for 36 hours in the centre of the
grout bag and cooling to 8°C lasted for 12 days.
Not surprisingly severe local
temperature gradients of up to 2,500°C/m were measured and substantial cracking occurred
with marked loss of strength.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the development
of microstructure in similar cement pastes hydrated at constant temperatures of 80°C and
110°C to compare with that at 25°C.
Heat cycles were also applied to approximate to
those developed in the full-size grout bags.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Northfleet OPC provided by Blue Circle Pic was used for this work.
The okide
composition and alkali content were typical of the Northfleet product and the x-ray
phase analysis, kindly determined by Mr W Gutteridge of the British Cement Association,
gave 61% alite, 16% belite, 8% CjA and 10% C^AF.

OPC pastes at w/c = 0.4 were cast into small plastic containers.
These had loosely
fitting caps and were placed inside larger vessels which contained saturated solutions
of CH and which were sealed.
After an initial hydration time of one hour the samples
were cured at temperatures of up to 80°C for times of up to 3 months, and at 110°C for
times up to 28 days.
The samples probably took about 2 hours to reach their maximum
temperatures, a heating rate of over 30°C/hour.
After specified times hydration was
stopped and the free water subsequently removed by freeze drying.
One half of the
sample was prepared for microstructural examination in the SEM (scanning electron
microscope), using the back scattered electron (bse) imaging on flat polished surfaces.
A quantitative analysis of the anhydrous cement and porosity greater than 0.35 pm was
made using these bse images in conjunction with a Kontron image processing system.
The
other half of the sample was used for x-ray diffraction (XRD), thermogravimetric (TG)
analysis and differential thermal analysis (DTA).
These techniques give information
about the phases present in the sample.
Fracture surfaces of the dried samples were
observed in the secondary electron imaging (SEI) mode of the SEM.
This allows the
morphology of the cement hydration products to be assessed, though this is liable to
have been affected by drying and the regions observed may be representative of weak
rather than of typical parts of the material.
Compressive strength data were also obtained for a range of curing temperatures
between 25°C and 110°C.
All results are means of 8-10 cubes from at least 3 separate
casts.
Due to the limited availability of field specimens from large structures,
additional experimental work was carried out.
OPC pastes were made and cured at 80°C
and 110°C for periods of up to 28 days using the techniques described above; after this
time they were cured at 25°C in saturated limewater, for times of 7 days, 28 days and
3 months.
These specimens were of more direct practical significance and were
characterised in the same way as the isothermal samples.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

XRD and DTA
For specimens cured at
the amount of ettringite
beginning to appear after 2
decreased over the entire
silicate and the aluminate

25°C the XRD results show the normal behaviour for OPC with
passing through a maximum at 18 hours and monosulphate
days.
Anhydrous CgA was undetectable after 1 day and C^AF
3 months.
For curing at 80°C the hydration of both the
phases was accelerated while the products of the aluminate

phases were very different from those at 25°C.
Ettringite was not detected at any age
while monosulphate, which was strong at 3 hours, decreased to below the limits of
detection by 2 days.
Other AFm phases gave rise to diffuse peaks between 1 and 3 days
but the major aluminate product clearly detectable after 18 hours was hydrogarnet.
At
110°C neither ettringite nor monosulphate was found; the only aluminate product was
hydrogarnet which increased steadily with time.
These results are combined with those for the specimens subjected to an early heat
cycle in Table I.
This shows that hydrogarnet was present in all the samples examined.
In those for which the heat cycle was relatively mild, ettringite or monosulphate, or
both, reappeared after varying lengths of time at 25°C.
The monosulphate was usually
found as C4ASH12 (c' = s-9
but in one case as C4ASH10 (C = 8.2 Ä): this difference
probably reflects a difference in drying conditions. A number of specimens, mainly those
cured at 110°C, gave an unidentified weak peak at 3.86 Ä and one specimen gave an
unidentified very weak peak at 12.2 Ä.
The peak at 3.86 Ä cannot be attributed to AFt
as the other peaks for this phase are not present.
Ettringite reappeared after periods
of 1-3 months only after treatments not exceeding 24 hours at either 80°C or 110°C.
Monosulphate reappeared after treatments of up to 7 days at 80°C. ■ After the 110°C
treatments it was found only in one case and was then very weak.

Table I

Summary of hydrated aluminate phases from XRD analyses of OPC pastes subjected
to early heat cycles at 80°C and 110°C followed by curing at 25°C.

HEAT CYCLE
Temp
Time
24h

80°C

3d
7d
14d

0
MH

H
H
H

TIME AT 25 °C
7d
28d
3m
MHX
MEH
MEH

MH

MH
HM

MH
H(M)
H

HEAT CYCLE
Temp
Time
12h

110°C

NB: Strongest peak is listed first
H = hydrogarnet
E = ettringite

M = monosulphate (CASH12 8.9 Ä)
X = peak at 3.86 Ä

TIME AT 25°C
7d
28d
3m
H
HX(E)
HE
)
*
(M
24h
H
H
H(X)
HEX
3d
H
HX
HX
H
7d
H
HX
HX
14d
H
HX
HX
28d
HX
HX
M* = monosulphate (CASH10 8.2 Ä)
( ) = weak

0
H

These results are generally similar to those found by Heinz (2) and Heinz and
Ludwig (3,4) and by Wieker and Herr (5) in both cases working on rapid hardening cements
(German PZ55) which are higher in SOg.
The absence of both monosulphate and ettringite
in samples cured at 110°C, or for greater than 24 hours at 80°C was presumably due to
the instability of these phases in the cement paste at these temperatures.
AFm phases
are thermodynamically unstable with respect to hydrogarnet, although decomposition in
cement pastes did not occur in any observed length of time at 25°C.
At 80°C or 110°C,
the decomposition was clearly more rapid.
The DTA results confirmed the XRD findings, showing no sign of ettringite
immediately after curing at 80°C and a notably broader C-S-H endotherm compatible with
the incorporation of aluminate and sulphate ions in the gel.

TG Analysis

(i) Non-Evaporable Water From TG - Figure 1 gives losses observed on TG curves between
105°C and 900°C, expressed as percentages of the mass at 900°C.
These are used as
approximate measures of chemically bound water, though errors arise from the absence of
any correction for CO2 and from other causes. The results confirm the greater degree of
hydration at 80°C for all ages up to 3 months and at 110°C for ages up to 28 days,
compared with hydration at 25°C.

di) weight Percentage of CH from TG - Figure 2 shows the weight percentages of CH
against hydration time for OPC pastes cured at 25.°C, 80°C and 110°C.
The results are
averages from at least 2 separate TG runs, in some cases more.
At times up to 28 days
more CH is formed at 80°C than at 25°C, but after 3 months, there is no significant
difference in CH content with temperature. After 6 hours of hydration at 110°C the rate

of formation of CH is much lower than at lower temperatures.

Specimens subjected to the early heat cycle showed a reduction in the amount of CH
subsequently formed at ages up to 3 months, compared with isothermal curing at 25°C.

Fig. 1 Non-evaporable water content
with time

Fig. 2 Weight % CH with time

Microstructure

Bse imaging with Image Analysis - The volume percentages of anhydrous cement and of
porosity > 0.35 pm for pastes cured at 25«C, 80“C and 110«C for times of 1 hour to 3
months were determined using bse imaging.
The volume content of anhydrous cement
initially, calculated from the w/c ratio (0.4) and cement density (3160 kgm ) is 44%
On this basis the percentages hydrated were calculated (Figure 3).
For the pastes cured
at 25eC at times up to about 7 days these are much higher than those typically f°u_c
- '
- . they are probably in error due to failure of
using XRD, shown by the idealised curve;
the
smaller
cement grains at the magnification used.
the image analysis to record ‘ ‘
"
■
They indicate more rapid
Consequently, the results have only comparative
significance,
support
earlier
conclusions
that the ultimate
reaction at 80°C than at 25°C, but do not
degree of hydration is lower.

код

*
Fig

h*

3 Degree of hydration with time

Fig. 4 Porosity > 0.35 pm with time

Figure 4 shows that at 80°C and 110’C the porosity > 0.35 pm in the first 12 hours
of curing is significantly lower than that at 25°C.
This reflects the higher initial
rate of hydration at this temperature.
After this decrease the porosity passes through
an ill-defined minimum at 8-18 hours, increases by 2 days to more than that at 25°C and
shows little further change thereafter up to 3 months.
This increased porosity > 0.35
pm for samples cured at 80°C and 110°C occurs despite the higher degree of hydration and
is compatible with the conclusion of earlier workers, that an increase in curing
temperature results in a coarser pore structure. The initial rapid decrease at 80°C and
110°C is due to hydration products forming in the water-filled space; the subsequent
increase is due to the empty shells of the medium—sized cement grains, seen in Figure 5,
which are not filled with later hydration products from the larger cement grains.
Accurate discrimination of the CH from bse images of OPC pastes was not possible
for the samples cured at 80eC or 110°C.
The grey level of the CH was very similar to
that of the 'outer
*
C-S-H gel or 'undesignated' product. Figure 5.
The C-S-H peak in
the histogram of grey levels is shifted to superimpose upon the CH peak, exposing the
porosity peak more clearly.
This shift is even greater than that found by Kjellsen et
al (6) at 50°C. This suggests that at elevated temperatures the chemical composition or
the density of the cement gel differs significantly from that at 25°C.

Fig. 6 Bse image of paste cured at 110°C
for 12 hours and 25°C for 3 months

(ii) Chemical Composition Of The C-S-H Gel - The chemical composition of the C-S-H gel
surrounding the alite and bellte grains ('in situ' product) was determined using bse
images in conjunction with EDXA; all analyses were the mean of 50 separate measurements
from more than one field.
The results for pastes cured at 25’C and 80°C for four days
indicate that the mean C/S ratio of the 'in-situ' cement gel increases with temperature
from 2.1 to 2.4.
These preliminary results also indicate that the incorporation of
other ions (Al, S, Mg) in the 'in situ' gel decreases slightly with an increase in
curing temperature.
The higher C/S ratio of the 80°C paste would account for the
failure to resolve the CH peak in the histogram of the bse image.
(ill) Effects of Early Cycling - For samples cured for 24 hours at 110oC and then at
25eC for up to three months the amount of coarse porosity was close to that of samples
cured at 25»C throughout.
The 'in-situ' gel showed a darker grey level whi,ch persisted
In these specimens. Figure 6, together with a new product often filling many of the
once-empty hollow shells of the medium-sized cement particles.
This product has a very
distinctive dried and shrunken appearance and x-ray microanalysis reveals that it is the
ettringite first seen by XRD after 28 days at 25«C following the hxgh temperature cure.
Longer times at 110’C resulted in permanent increases in the coarse porosity.

(iv) Phases Visible on Fracture Surfaces - Two new phases in addition to the gel were
found on fracture surfaces after curing at 80°C for 8 hours.
Tablet-shaped crystals
identified as calcium sulphate were either secondary gypsum or anhydrite but neither was
found byXRD. Leaf-shaped crystals of low symmetry. Figure 7, appearing to contain Ca, K
and S were possibly syngenite, which may have crystallised from the pore solution on
drying. After 24 hours at 80eC or 4 hours at llO’C, Figure 8, the leaf-like morphology
persisted and minute particles at most 100 #im across appeared amongst the Type II
reticular C-S-H gel. These might have been hydrogarnet but they were much too small for
BOX analysis.
After 8 hours at 110°C most of the anhydrous cement had already reacted
and the fracture surfaces were too dense to reveal individual phases.

Fig. 7 Paste cured at 80°C for 8 hours

Fig. 9 Compressive strength development

Fig. 8 Paste cured at 110°C for 4 hours

Mechanical Properties
Figure 9 shows the compressive strength development for ÖPC samples cured at 25eC,
80°C and 110°C for up to 6 months.
At 25°C the strength continued to increase up to 6
months as the degree of hydration increased and the' amount of coarse porosity fell. At
80°C and 110°C there was very little increase in hydration or decrease in coarse
porosity after 1 day and the strength remained low and more or less constant.
Pastes
cured for 1 day or more at 80°C or llO’C and then held at 25°C under water had strengths
similar to those of pastes held at high temperature for the whole period.

CONCLUSIONS
Curing at 80°C and above coarsens the microstructure of OPC pastes, increases the
amount of porosity > 350 gm and can reduce the compressive strength permanently.
Curing at 110°C for only 12 hours is sufficient to cause this loss of strength and
this is significant for the large grout masses in the pipe-line support bags.
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HYDROTHERMAL STABILITY OF CALCIUM SILICATE
HYDRATES BETWEEN 250°C AND 400°C
N В Milestone, N I Baxter and A R Gainsford
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NEW ZEALAND

ABSTRACT

Pastes of calcium silicate hydrates were prepared from pure C3S and quartz flour and ßC2S and quartz
flour at Ca/Si ratios ranging from 2.0 to 0.5. The samples were initially cured hydrothermally at 150°C for
two days before being subjected to exposure up to and above the critical point of water (374°C) for up to
eight weeks.
While xonotlite was formed in all samples, it was only the predominant phase when Ca/Si = 1.0 where
it remained stable up to 400°C. At higher Ca/Si ratios, a mixture of kilchoanite, killalaite and xonotlite
predominated above 300°C with calciochondrodite and C6S2H3 forming at or below this temperature. Above
the critical point, wollastonite formed as the predominant phase along with some xonotlite. At Ca/Si = 0.5,
xonotlite and C4S5H formed as the principal phases with C4S5H predominating at elevated temperatures.
Truscottite only formed from the ßC2S mixtures and was not present above 300°C.

These results have important implications on geothermal grout stability where high Ca/Si ratio grouts
can be used to counter corrosion caused by CO2 rich waters. New fields to be developed have temperatures
in excess of 320°C where field exposure details are not available.
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Aus reinem C3S, ßC2S und feinstgemahlenem Quarz wurden Calzium-silicat-hydrat-pasten, mit Ca und
Si in den Verhältnissen 0.5 bis 2.0, hergestellt. Die Probenwurden anfangs für zwei Tage bei 150°C
hydrothermal gereift bevor sie Bedingungen in der Nähe des kritischen Punktes des Wassers (374°C)
ausgesetzt wurden.
Während Xonotlit sich in allen Proben bildete, war es die vorherrschende Phase nur bei Ca/Si = 1.0
und war dann bis 400°C stabil. Mischungen von Kilchoanit, Killalait und Xonotlit herrschten bei höheren
Ca/Si Verhältnissen und Temperaturen über 300°C vor. Calziochondrodite und C6S2H3 bildeten sich bei
oder unter dieser Temperatur.
Wollastonit, zusammen mit etwas Xonotlit bildeten sich als die
vorherrschende Phase über dem kritischen Punkt des Wassers. Xonotlit und C4S5H erschienen als
Hauptphasen bei Ca/Si = 0.5, bei höheren Temperaturen herrschte C4S5Hvor. Truscottit bildete sich nur
von den ßC2S Mischungen und wurde bei Temperaturen unter 300°C nicht gefunden.
Diese Beobachtungen lassen wichtige Rückschlüsse auf die Stabilität von geothermalen
Betonmischungen zu. Um der Korrosion durch CO2 reiche Wässer entgegen zu wirken, können Mischungen
mit hohen Ca/Si Verhältnissen verwendet werden. Gegenwärtig entwickelte geothermale Felder haben
Temperaturen über 320°C, für diese stehen zur Zeit keine Daten zur Verfügung.

INTRODUCTION
In selecting the most suitable cementing system for wells in the Ohaaki Geothermal field, New
Zealand, it became apparent that the most durable formulations were those which contained little or no
added silica(1,2). This is in direct contrast to cunent cementing practise where silica is added to geothermal
cements to counter the reduction in strength and the increase in permeability which occur as the
temperature is raised(3). At Ohaaki, high CO2-content fluids dissolved a readily carbonated binding system
based on tobermorite and xonotlite, the preferred binders at high temperatures(4). There also appears
problems in using this system if sulphur compounds are present® although the results were not conclusive.
Milestone et al.^ concluded that the best compromise for CO2 durability and strength was addition of less
than 15% addition of silica flour when the phases kilchoanite and killalaite were formed at 260°C.

While silicate binders based on the high calcium silica ratio phases have proved more durable under
Ohaaki conditions at maximum temperatures of 260°C(1), neighbouring fields have temperatures in excess
of 320°C. There have been suggestions of high temperature instability of these phases® and certainly they
have little strength(3). This study investigates the formation and stability of a number of calcium silicate
hydrate phases formed by addition of silica flour to pure calcium silicates, up to temperatures above the
critical point of water (374°C) and considers the implications in geothermal cements.
EXPERIMENTAL

Small 45 x 15 x 15 mm prisms of pure silicate mixtures were prepared from slurries of ßC2S and C3S
plus powdered quartz (silica flour of <200 m^kg) mixed in appropriate proportions to give pastes with ratios
of Ca:Si from 2.0 to 0.5. The silicates were dry blended with appropriate amounts of silica flour, then
moulded with sufficient water to give a firm paste (w/s approximately 0.4) and initially cured in moulds at
60°C in a water bath for three days before being stripped and autoclaved at 150°C (under 0.48 MPa
pressure) for two days to fully harden the prisms. This curing regime was used to simulate downhole curing
conditions.

Samples were placed in pairs in stainless steel pressure vessels, together with sufficient water to cover
the samples at temperature, and heated in tubular furnaces to the required temperature under autogenous
pressure. After a given time the vessels were cooled and the samples recovered. A small portion was
removed with a wafering saw for X-ray diffraction (XRD). The remainder was replaced in the vessel,
distilled water added if necessary, sealed and reheated for a further period of time. The portion removed
was dried at 60°C then ground and examined by XRD.

RESULTS
The phases formed on initial curing at 150°C are shown in Table 1. Semiquantitative XRD indicated
approximately 25% unhydrated C3S and 45% unhydrated ßC2S after curing. 11A tobermorite was found
only when the Ca:Si ratio was 1.0 or less for QS and 0.5 for ßC^S, aQ-SH being the common phase formed.
Excess quartz was present in all samples but only for C3S at Ca:Si — 2.0 was Ca(OH)2 present. At the
lowest Ca:Si ratio some xonotlite was formed with C3S and truscottite with ßC2S.

Once the temperature was increased, further reactions occurred and only for pastes where Ca:Si = 0.5
did excess quartz remain after 8 weeks curing below the critical point. The various phases formed are
detailed in Table 1 for temperature versus time. At one week all QS was hydrated at 250°C and higher,
while 300°C was needed to hydrate all ßC2S. No evidence was found for gyrolite formation although this
phase is commonly reported under hydrothermal conditions when excess silica is present®.
Ca:Si = 2.0 from C3S

At 250°C the major phases initially formed were C6S2H3 and calciochondrodite with a minor amount
of kilchoanite. Some quartz was present at 1 week but it slowly reacted and was not detected after 4 weeks.
As the temperature was increased to 300°C, C6S2H3 and calciochondrodite continued to be the predominant
phases although more xonotlite was formed with time at the expense of kilchoanite. A deposit of calcite
formed on the pressure vessel lining indicating loss of calcium from the samples. At 350°C and higher,

xonotlite was the major phase but substantial amounts of killalaite, observed in trace levels at 250°C, were
present along with a minor amount of kilchoanite. At 400°C, xonotlite and kilchoanite were the
predominant phases with minor amounts of killalaite.

Ca:Si = 1.5

From C3S, kilchoanite and killalaite were initially formed at 250°C with minor amounts of xonotlite and
a trace of C6S2H3 but the xonotlite concentration decreased with time. As the temperature was raised to
300°, xonotlite was initially the major phase with smaller amounts of kilchoanite and killalaite but the
concentrations of the latter two compounds increased with time. At 350°C xonotlite was the predominant
phase after one week but the amounts of kilchoanite and to a lesser extent killalaite increased with time.
At 370° xonotlite was the most stable phase with kilchoanite and killalaite remaining as minor phases, the
concentration of killalaite decreasing slowly. At 400°C however, wollastonite was formed as the major phase
with only small amounts of xonotlite and kilchoanite formed.
This contrasts with the ßC^S pastes where calciochondrodite was initially formed as the major phase
at 250°C and only slowly transformed to the kilchoanite/killalaite mixture over 8 weeks. At 300°C xonotlite
was formed but the predominant phase remained the kilchoanite/killalaite mixture. This remained the case
until 400°C when xonotlite became the predominant phase along with minor amounts of kilchoanite and
wollastonite.
Ca:Si = 1.0

For both C3S and C2S, xonotlite was the only silicate phase formed below the critical point. No quartz
was present until above the critical point, where complete reaction of C^S with quartz did not occur. While
xonotlite was the predominant phase, excess quartz was present along with minor amounts of what is
probably poorly crystalline wollastonite.

For ^C2S2 however, reasonable amounts of wollastonite as well as xonotlite were formed initially at
400°C changing little with time and no free quartz was observed.
Ca:Si = 0.5

From both C3S and ßC2S the phases formed were xonotlite and the 3.15Ä phase, approximately C4S5H.
Excess quartz was present in all samples. For the ßC^S paste, minor amounts of truscottite were formed
initially at lower temperatures but this slowly reacted over 8 weeks.
Precautions were not taken to exclude atmospheric CO2 while handling samples or filling the pressure
vessels. Lost water was ‘topped’ up with distilled water. Over 8 weeks a layer of calcite formed on the
inner surface of the reaction vessels indicating that calcium ions are leached from the samples. This
leaching appeared most pronounced in the higher Ca:Si ratio specimens where after 8 weeks a definite skin
was observed on the samples which contained a high proportion of xonotlite. Scawtite was not detected in
the samples.

DISCUSSION
It is clear that the starting materials have an influence on the phases that are initially formed from
hydrothermal treatment ie, after 1 week at test temperature. Truscottite was only formed from ßC^S in the
presence of excess silica at low temperatures (150-250°C). It does not prove particularly stable in the
presence of excess silica, converting to xonotlite. This is in accordance with work carried out by Luke et
al.^ although temperatures recorded in our study were lower than they observed. This indicates that
formulations which produce truscottite will not be suitable binding systems for high temperature wells where
silica is readily available, such as might be expected in geothermal fluids with high levels of dissolved silica.
Gallus et al.^ also noted that problems occurred with truscottite binders in dry steam conditions.

Table 1: Phases formed on hydrothermal treatment
(a) Ca:Si = 2.0 C3S

(b) Ca:Si = 1.5 C3S

1 wk

2 wk

3 wk

4 wk

8 wk

1 wk

2 wk

3 wk

4 wk

8 wk

400°

Xo
Kc
Ka

Xo
Kc
Ka

Xo
Kc
Ka

Xo
Kc
Ka

Xo
Kc
Ka

Wo
Kc
Xo

Wo
Kc
Xo

Wo
Kc
Xo

Wo
Kc
Xo

Wo
Kc
Wo

370°

Xo
Co
Kc
Ka

Xo
Co
Kc
Ka

Xo
Kc
Ka
Co

Xo
Kc
Ka
Co

Xo
Kc
Ka
Co(tr)

Xo
Ka
Kc

Xo
Ka
Kc

Xo
Ka
Kc

Xo
Ka
Kc

Xo
Kc
Ka

350°

Xo
Kc
С65гНэ

Xo
Kc
Ka

Xo
Kc
Ka

Xo
Kc(tr)
Ka(tr)

Xo
Kc(tr)
Ka(tr)

350”

Xo
Kc
Ka

Kc
Xo
Ka

Kc
Xo
Ka

Kc
Xo
Ka

Kc
Ka
Xo

300”

С.8Д
Co
Xo

СДН,
Co
Xo

C6S2H3
Co
Xo

Xo
CfiS2H3
Co

Xo
Kc
C6S2H3(tr)

300°

Xo
Kc
Ka

Xo
Kc
Ka

Xo
Kc
Ka

Xo
Kc
Ka

Xo
Kc
Ka

Co
CtStHa
Kc
Ka

Co

250°

CÄHj

Co
C6S2H3
Kc
Ka

Co
СДН,
Kc
Ka(tr)

Co
C4S2H3
Kc
Ka (tr)

Kc
Ka
Xo
СДНзОТ

Kc
Xo
Ka
C.SACtr)

Kc
Ka
Xo

Kc
Ka
Xo

Kc
Ka
Xo

150°

Kc
Ka

oC2SH
CH
qtz

400°

150°

aC2SH
qtz
Kci
Kaltr

(c) Ca:Si = 1.0 C3S

(d) Ca:Si = 0.5 C3S

1 wk

2 wk

3 wk

4 wk

8 wk

1 wk

2 wk

3 wk

4 wk

8 wk

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

C4S3H
Xo

Wo

Wo

Wo

Wo

qtz
C4SsH
Xo

qtz
CNS5H
Xo

ОДН
Xo

ОДН
Xo

Xo
Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo
C?S3H

Xo
qtz
CNS3H

qtz
Xo
C4S3H

qtz
Xo
C4S3H

400°

400°

370°

Xo

370°

сдн

Xo
350°

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

350”

300°

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

250°

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo
C4S3H

Xo
C,S3H

Xo
C,S,H

300°

qtz
Xo
C«S3H

Xo
C4S3H

Xo
C4S3H

Xo
C4S5H

250°

qtz
*S 3H
C
Xo

СДН
Xo

СДН
Xo

слн
Xo

qtz
C4S3H
Xo

Tob

Tob

150°

150”

Xo

(e) Ca:Si = 1.5 ßC2S

1 wk

2 wk

3 wk

4 wk

8 wk

400°

Xo

Xo
Wo

Xo
Wo

Xo
Wo

Xo
Wo

Xo
Kc
Ka(tr)
Wo(tr)

370°

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

Kc
Xo
Ka

Kc
Xo
Ka

350°

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

Kc
Xo
Ka

Kc
Xo
Ka

Kc
Xo
Ka

300°

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

Kc
Co
Ka
Xo(tr)

Kc
Ka
Co
Xo(tr)

Kc
Xo
Co
Ka

250°

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

Xo

1 wk

2 wk

3 wk

4 wk

8 wk

Xo
Kc
Wo

Xo
Kc
Wo

Xo
Kc
Wo

Xo
Kc
Wo

Xo
Kc
Wo

Kc
Xo
Ka

Kc
Xo
Ka

Kc
Xo
Ka

Kc
Xo
Ka(tr)
Wo(tr)

350°

Kc
Xo
Ka

Kc
Xo
Ka

Kc
Xo
Ka

300°

Kc
Xo
Co(tr)

Kc
Xo
Co(tr)

250°

Co
Kc
Ka
Xo(tr)

Co
Kc
Ka
Xo(tr)

400°

370°

150”

oCjSH
qtz

(f) Ca:Si = 1.0 ßC2S

150°

aCjSH
qtz

Table 1 (Continued)
(g) Ca:Si = 0.5 ßC2S
1 wk

2 wk

3 wk

4 wk

8 wk

400°

C4S5H
Xo
qtz

C4S3H
Xo
qtz

C4S3H
Xo

C4S3H
Xo

C4S3H
Xo

370°

C,S5H
Xo
qtz

C4S3H
Xo

C4S3H
Xo
qtz

C4S,H
Xo

C4S3H
Xo
qtz

350°

Xo
C4S3H

Xo
C4S3H
qtz

C4S3H
Xo

СДН
Xo

СДН
Xo

300°

Xo
C4S3H

Xo
C4S5H

Xo
, C4S5H
’ qtz

Xo
C4S3H
qtz

C4S3H
Xo

Xo
C4S,H

Xo
C4S3H
TrTt)

Xo
C4S3H

Xo
C4S5H
qtz
Tr(t)

Xo
C4S3H
qtz

250°

Tr(t)
150°

TrW

Wo
Xo
Key: Ka
Ke
Co
qtz

wollastonite
xonotlite
kiUalaite
kilchoanite
calciochondrodite
quartz

To
Tr
qtz

Calciochondrodite, C5S2H3, and C6S2H3 are normally associated with high Ca:Si ratio pastes and
temperatures(5) and as expected, are the predominant phases formed initially from C3S plus silica flour at
Ca:Si > 2.0 particularly at low temperatures. C6S2H3 would appear to be the initial hydration product of
C3S between 250 and 350°C. It is not formed above 350°C. Calciochondrodite appears to be formed from
C6S2H3 and is metastable at 370°C. Calciochondrodite is also formed from ßC^S at Ca:Si >1.5 and could
be the initial hydration product of ßC2S at this temperature since Gouda and Ro/10) also found it as the
hydration product of ßC2S in their hot pressed pastes at 250°. It was not formed in samples from C3S at
this ratio. At 300°C, however only a trace of calciochondrodite is formed from/3C2S (Ca:Si = 1.5) with the
major phases being xonotlite and kilchoanite and a trace of killalaite, more in line with the results of
Kalousek and Nelson(U). At this temperature calicochondrodite slowly reacts to form the lower ratio phases.

Apart from the changes associated with calciochondrodite, changes in phase compositions with time
were minor reflecting changes in the initial concentration ratios rather than phase conversions. As the
temperature of exposure was raised above 300°C the hydrated species in all mixes became less stable.
CsS2H3, calciochondrodite and killalaite became metastable with temperature, and xonotlite and kilchoanite
predominated. C4S5H was only found when excess quartz was present.

For several formulations there were some significant differences between samples exposed at 370°C
and those at 400°C, above the critical point of water. Perhaps the most noticeable change is for the Ca:Si
= 1.5 sample prepared from C3S. At 370°C, the phases formed were xonotlite, kilchoanite and metastable
killalaite but at 400°C the major phase was wollastonite, ßCS, with only minor amounts of xonotlite and
kilchoanite formed. The intensities do not change over 8 weeks so that wollastonite must be formed
originally from aC2SH plus quartz rather than from xonotlite. From ßC2S at 370°C, kilchoanite rather than
xonotlite was the stable phase with minor amounts of xonotlite and metastable killalaite. But at 400°C,
xonotlite was the stable phase along with kilchoanite and a trace only of wollastonite.
Xonotlite has been reported previously as unstable in aqueous systems^12-13) although under dry
conditions it is stable to over 700°C<14,15). Xonotlite is stable for several formulations in this study including
that from j3C2S at Ca:Si = 1.5 up to 400°C. Heating the reaction vessels usually took up to 3 hours to
stabilize at temperature suggesting that xonotlite formation from ßC^S may be slow whereas wollastonite
formation from aCjSH and quartz is relatively rapid. Xonotlite is the predominant phase formed from both
ßC2S and C3S at Ca:Si = 1.0 although at 400°C, both these samples contain some qtiartz and a trace of
wollastonite in equilibria with xonotlite, neither of which was present at 370°C. This suggests that the
formula for xonotlite C6S6H must allow for a variable concentration, a point made by Kalousek et afxv> and
that an excess of Ca2+ ions are needed to maintain the stability at elevated temperature noted in this study.

The rate of heating of samples and starting materials may be critical in determining which phase is
preferentially formed. Mitsuda and Taylor1-16) and Mitsuda et al^1T) reported that formation of kilchoanite
is favoured by rapid heating while xonotlite formation is very dependent on the starting materials. Once
formed, both phases appear resistant to transformations to other phases.
It does appear that the only hydrates stable above the critical point are those that are silica rich ie,
xonotlite, C6S6H and C4S5H. While high Ca:Si ratio phases have proved chemically durable at Ohaaki(1,2),
their use in higher temperature fields must be considered unsuitable since calciochondrodite, the main
although weak binder, and C6S2H3 are unstable forming xonotlite and kilchoanite which appear stable in this
work.

■

However, both these have been reported as unstable in aqueous systems, xonotlite by Roy and coworkers^12113) and kilchoanite by Mitsuda and Fukuo(18). Wollastonite and C4S5H, found in this study have
not been considered as potential binding systems and further studies are needed before they can be
considered suitable and kilchoanite is not normally considered suitable as a binder^7). It is clear that further
field exposure is needed before a cementing system can be formulated for durability in a geothermal field
that is fluid dominated in the region 300-400°C.

CONCLUSIONS

In pastes prepared from calcium silicates and silica flour, only the silica-rich hydrates xonotlite and
C4S5H, appear stable at temperatures close to the critical point of water. Above the critical point the only
stable phases appear to be the anhydrous phases with low Ca:Si ratios, such as wollastonite and kilchoanite
although in this study xonotlite and C4S5H remained stable for eight weeks.
The phases formed initially depend on the starting materials, and it would seem the rate of heating.
Results available are not sufficient to predict which cementing formulation will be stable in geothermal
fluids with temperatures close to the critical point of water.
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ABSTRACT
Commercial high pressure steam cured (autoclaved) fibre
reinforced cement-quartz composite building products were

made in Australia during 1957—1985 using asbestos fibres as
reinforcement.
Since 1982 cellulose has
successfully
replaced asbestos which has been condemned as a health
hazard.
In this study, the hydration of cement/quartz , cement/quartz
and proprietary additives was monitored after extended air
curing prior to autoclaving at 177 C for eight hours, these
conditions
being
chosen
as
representing
commercial"
manufacturing conditions.
The formation of tobermorite,

dicalcium silicate a—hydrate, and portlandite was
by DTA instrumentation.

monitored

It was found that significant differences in

resulting

the

compositions occurred after saturating with water
and"
reautoclaving for another eight hours,
the
hydration
products underlining the importance of correct precuring.
Preliminary studies are being carried out on the bonding of
the cellulose to the cementitious material using theoretical
models.

INTRODUCTION
Kalousek & Adams (1951) extended the work of

Menzel
(1934)
on the physical properties of autoclaved cement—quartz
mortars of differing ratios and were able to give an
interpretation of Menzel's physical results based on the
composition of the phases- They showed that the high

strengths, obtained with optimum additions of fine quartz,
were associated with the formation of 11Ä tobermorite/CSH—I,
and that the low strengths obtained with lower additions of
quartz, were associated with the formation of C^S a—hydrate.
Their autoclaving temperature was 177°C (350°F) for a curing
time of 24 hours and their quartz contents ranged from OX to

60X.

In this report the specimens were autoclaved

hours

8

at 177°C for quartz contents of О to 80X.

EXPERIMENTAL
The
specimens
were
water / (cement
*
+ *
quartz^

-

manufactured
using
+ AB
)
*
ratio of 0.36,

being either 0 or 4X, then exposed to

containing carbon dioxide

at

ambient

a

normal

constant
addition

a
AB

atmosphere

temperatures

during

overnight curing (16 hours) prior to eight hours autoclaving

at 177°C. The intention was to simulate factory conditions
of precuring . After sampling for analysis, the remainder
of the specimens were immersed in water for two

autoclaved

for

a

second

eight

hours

days,

at

then

177 C

(“reautoclaved"), resampled and reanalyzed.
Changes in the reactions were measured from the thermographs

by monitoring the peak heights of the four main phases,
e.,
i.
portlandite CCa(0H)2J (endotherm 475-485°C), dicalcium
silicate ot—hydrate CC^S a—Hl (endotherm 450°C), “CSH—I“, and

“CSH-II".
"CSH-I" and ,,CSH-II" are tobermorite minerals
labelled "CSH-I" if the exotherm appears about 870°C .or

"CSH—II" if the exotherms occur about 925°C.
2
Cement, Berrima, NSW.
SA = 330 m Zg
.
2
Ground Quartzite, ex Ballarat, Vic.
SA = 350 m Zg

* Type I OPC, BCS

$

AB

is

Building

Australia.

a
proprietary
argillaceous
admixture
Boards
Division
of
James
Hardie

patented
by
Industries

the
Ltd. ,

Various cement/quartz (C/S) ratios were
100/00 to 20/80 at 4X intervals.

investigated,

DTA analyses were conducted on a Rigaku

8008

using a microhead sample holder.

HT

from

apparatus

Heating rate was 10°C/min.

Sample weights varied from 75 to 90mg.
Temperatures were
measured at the base of the pans.
The reference material
was a calcined 1:1 mixture of corundum and kaolinite.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The DTA results are similar to those

of

Kalousek

&

Adams

(1951). With increasing addition of silica (quartz), the
portlandite content diminishes while that of C2S a-H first
rises then falls, though both persist as a weak double
endotherm up to C/S = 72/28.
“CSH—II” rises as a single

exotherm up to C/S = 72/28 after which the "CSH—I" exotherm
appears beside it. Both species persist up to C/S = 60/40,
the "CSH-I" exotherm increasing in relation to the "CSH-II"
peak with increasing quartz addition, and with decreasing
peak temperatures; in both cases on reautoclaving.
After
C/S = 60/40, the "CSH—I" exotherm decreases in height as
this phase becomes increasingly diluted with unreacted
quartz.

Typical thermographs are shown
exotherm
870—900°C
in
Fig.

in

Fig.
1.
The double
lb
was
observed
in

portlandite-silica mixtures by Kalousek (1969).

Some unusual minor endotherms were observed at the higher
C/S ratios, with peaks at 310, 410, and 530°C.
That at

and disappeared at C/S =
72/28. The first two endotherms persisted at a heating rate
of 3°C/min, but the 530°C endotherm did not.
410°C appeared at C/S =

92/08

Reautoclaving results in more portlandite being produced for
the calcium-rich mixtures Esee Fig. 2al.
However as the
amount of calcium decreases the proportion of portlandite

decreases faster

in

the

reautoclaved

samples.

Separate experiments carried out with little curing prior to
autoclaving show far greater amounts of portlandite.
It
appears that prolonged air curing inhibits the forniation

of

FIG 1:

TYPICAL THERMOGRAPHS
(a)

C/S=92/08

(b)

C/S=68/32
2ND AUTOCLAVING

\

z"—

C/S = 68/32 0
1ST AUTOCLAVING

1ST AUTOCLAVING

C/(S ♦ AB) -- 68/32
1ST AUTOCLAVING

PLAK HEIGHT (n

C/IS » AB) -- 68/32
2ND AÜTOCLAVING

portlandite.

Reautoclaving increases the amounts of
formed and also increases its

C.^S

formation

a-H

for

EFig.

calcium

2b]

rich

mixtures.

The "CSH—I" • and "CSH-II" contents
are
increased
on
reautoclaving but the behaviour of “CSH-II" is different.
The "CSH-II" phase EFig. 2c3 is at a maximum co.centration
at C/S = 60/40. Reautoclaving causes more of this phase to
be produced with a fairly broad

and

symmetrical

rise

and

fall about the C/S ratio 70/30.

The "CSH—I" EFig. 2d3 has similar maxima about C/S = 50/50
irrespective of autoclaving cycles.
The results of the
first autoclaving show considerable
scatter
and
the
difference between the two autoclaving cycles may be due
more to the degree of crystallinity than to the degree of
react ion.
From these results it is easy to predict that a second
autoclave cycle would give better properties
of
the
cellulose cements. However in practice it is found that a

second autoclave cycle breaks down, the cellulose producing a
more brittle, inferior product.
In order to understand the bonding of cementitious material
to cellulose we have carried
out
various
modelling
calculations.

All of these have, so far, been

carried

using an extended Htickel (1931, 1935) approximation

on

out
the

bonding between glucose (which represents the cellulose
sheets) and portlandite which we have taken to represent
cementitious materials.
The bonding between the model
compounds will be very similar to those taking place between

cellulose and the cementitious materials found in autoclaved
cement. All of the bonds modelled are, of course, of the
hydrogen bonds type.

We will report on this

work

and

the

work being carried out on the thermal analysis of autoclaved
cement/cellulose
and
cement/asbestos
samples
in
a

subsequent paper.

CONCLUSION
From an essentially

superficial

prolonged air curing appears to inhibit the initial
reaction for high C/S ratios due to the
water available for the initial

The inhibition of the initial

limited

hydration

autoclave

DTA,

by

investigation

autoclave

amount

of

the cement.
reaction for C/S
of

ratios >60/40 appears to be in the conversion of "CSH-II“ to

"CSH-I".
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THERMAL BEHAVIOUR OF SYNTHESIZED C-S-H
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SUMMARY
The C-S-H powders with various Ca/Si molar ratios were synthesized by
solution method using different mixing techniques. Their characters and
thermal behavior were examined by X-ray diffraction, thermal analysis and
surface area determination.
,
Ultrasonic wave mixing was useful for the preparation of C-S-H pöwder
having a uniform composition and a high specific surface area compared
with that by stirrer mixing.
With increasing Ca/Si ratios, the specific
surface area of C-S-H powder and the water mostly discharged up to 300°C
decreased. At about 300°C, a discontinuous drop was found by X-ray
diffraction on the d-spacing change with temperature, but was not clearly
by thermal analysis.
From the apparent activation energies for the
dehydration of C-S-H, the thermal stability of this water is seemed to be
related to the molar ratio of Ca ion and the surface condition of

appropriate C-S-H.
For discussing the sintering character,
with various Ca/Si ratios were compressed
prescribed temperatures up to 800°C.
The
ratios were more dense and had
a higher

,
the synthesized C-S-H powders
into pellets and then heated at
sintered C-S-H bodies with high
hardness than those with lower

ratios.
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INTRODUCTION
Calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) is a chief cementing and hardening
matsrial, exhibits an ill-crystalline state, in the hydrates of portland
cement and other lime-silica systems.
Numerous studies have been made on
its composition, morphology, structure and thermal behavior (1) (2) . We
already investigated the carbonation and the effects of alkaline-ions on
the formation Of C-S-H relevance to the hydration of cement, using the
synthesized specimens by solution method (3)(4). In this synthesis, the
mixing operation plays an important part as well as starting solutions.
Ultrasonic wave effects on the chemical reactions and make homogenous
products. Concerning the dry shrinkage or the deterioration of cement
materials, thermal and chemical stabilities of water in hydrates are
important.

In this work, the C-S-H powders with various Ca/Si molar ratios were
synthesized by solution method at room temperature,
using two different
mixing technigues.
Chemical analysis,
BET, DTA—TG and XRD were carried
to characterize the formed C-S-H powder. Some data for thermal stability
and physical properties of their compressed bodies are presented.

EXPERIMENTAL

,

Preparation
The (C2H5O)4Si solution (about 0.444 M) was added into Ca(OH)2 aqueous
solution (about 0.01 M) , until the solution had prescribed Ca/Si molar
ratios. The hydrolysis was processed by ultrasonic wave (39 kHz) or
magnetic stirrer mixing (150-200 rpm) under the isolated condition from
CO2. The solution was filtered and the precipitate was dried in a vacuum
under 2 mmHg at room temperature.
The composition (Ca/Si ratio) of
precipitate was calculated from the ionic concentrations in solutions
before and after the preparations (3).

The synthesized C-S-H powder was compressed into pellets and then
heated at prescribed temperatures up to 800°C for 4 hours. The bulk
density and hardness of these sintered bodies were measured.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Formation of C-S-H
By using ultrasonic wave mixing, the gelation time on the C-S-H
formation was within 2 hours compared with more than 30 hours by magnetic
stirrer mixing.
From the chemical analyses for the solutions before and
after reaction, the Ca/Si ratios of precipitates were estimated. Products
were examined by XRD and DTA-TG methods, and C-S-H was identified as a
monolithic phase.
For the preparations at 0.2, 0.8 and 1.5 ratios, the formed C-S-H had
those of 0.2, 0.7 and 0.9 respectively.
The accuracy of these ratios was

limited with that of chemical analyses and seemed to be ± 0.05.

Ca/Si 1.5
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о
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Fig.l. X-ray diffraction patterns
of C-S-H and silica gel.

Fig.2. Specific surface area
of C-S-H and silica gel.

Fig.l shows the X-ray diffraction patterns for the C-S-H and silica
gel synthesized by ultrasonic wave mixing and dried in a vacuum at room
temperature. All C-S-H specimens gave substantially the same patterns as
C-S-H (I) reported by various workers (1)(2).
However, except for 220
line, 001 as a basal spacing and other lines were very weak, frequently
not clearly. For the preparation at 0.2 ratio, an additional broad band,of
silica gel appeared, but was very weak compared with that made by stirrer
mixing.

Specific Surface Area
Fig.2 gives the specific surface area of C-S-H and silica gel powder
heat treated at prescribed temperatures in a vacuum.
The values for the
C-S-H formed at Ca/Si ratio of 0.2 were larger than those at higher
ratios, and increased with heating temperature. These Values were
comparable with data for the hydrothermally formed C-S-H reported by
T.Mitsuda et al (2). Silica gel had the surface area over twice as large
as every C-S-H. Results from XRD and surface area determination suggest
that the C-S-H specimens obtained in this work, even at 0.2 ratio, differ
from silica gel in their structure, surface condition and composition.
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Fig.4. Water content of C-S-H
with various Ca/Si ratios.

Fig.3. Changes on d-spacing of
220 line with temperature.
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Fig.5. Apparent activation energy
for dehydration of C-S-H with
various Ca/Si ratios and silica
gel.
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Water in C-S-H

The water contained in C-S-H changes with preserving conditions
as a temperature and a humidity, but about 70% of its amount released
rapidly up to 300°C by heating. At this temperature as shown in Fig.3, a
discontinuous drop was found on the d-spacing change of 220 line with heat
treated temperature by XRD, but was not clearly on the DTA-TG curve. We
measured the amount of water discharged up to 300°C by TG method and
results are plotted in Fig.4 as НгО/Са versus Ca/Si molar ratios determined
for the appropriate C-S-H. This ratio decreased from about 5.2 to 1.2

with increasing Ca/Si ratio.

Moreover,

the apparent activation energies were calculated from the

following equation proposed by H.Monma et al (5);
dln(0/Tm2)/d(l/Tm)=-E/R
.
.
where 0 is a heating rate, Tm is a temperature with the maximum
dehydration rate at each heating process measured by DTA-TG and DTG, R is
a gas constant and E is an apparent activation energy, and plotted in
Fig.5.
From these results, the thermal stability of water released below
300°C is seemed to be related to the molar ratio of Ca ion and the surface

condition (Fig.2) of appropriate C-S-H.

Fig.7. Vickers hardness of
sintered C-S-H bodies.

Fig.6. Changes on weight loss and
bulk density of compressed C-S-H
bodies with heat treated temperature.

Properties of Sintered Bodies

Fig.6 shows the weight loss and bulk density of compressed C-S-H
pellets heated isothermally in atmospheric pressure. The values of weight
loss for every C-S-H and at every temperature were the same within an
accuracy of this measurement. However, bulk densities at 800°C increased
from about 1.0 to 1.5 g/cm3 with increasing Ca/Si ratios. The Vickers
hardness number also increased from 10 to 27 at 600°C. These values are
comparable with data for graphite and molybdenite respectively (6). These

results indicate that the sintered C-S-H bodies with high Ca/Si ratios are
more dense and have a higher hardness than those with lower ratios.

CONCLUSION
(1)Ultrasonic wave mixing shortened the gelation time and was useful for
the preparation of C-S-H powder having a uniform composition and a high
specific surface area.

(2) For the preparation at Ca/Si ratios of 0.2, 0.8 and 1.5, the
composition of formed C-S-H was 0.2, 0.7 and 0.9 ratios respectively.
(3) With decreasing Ca/Si ratios,
the surface area and the water of
C-S-H, mostly discharged up to 300°C, increased. The apparent activation
energy for dehydration of C-S-H increased depending on their H2O/Ca ratios
and surface condition of the appropriate C-S-H.

(4) The sintered C-S-H bodies with high Ca/Si ratios were more dense and
had a higher hardness than those with lower ratios.
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SUMMARY
Thermodynamics and kinetics of hydration processes of the system
Ca4( AleOis) (SO») - CaS04.2Hz0 - H2O in the temperature range 20 to 75 °C
were studied by differential calorimetry. Increase in temperature by
external heating accelerates all reactions in the initial period. Expe
riments demonstrate improvement of transport properties in the systems
studied and acceleration of the hydration processes. Results enabled
estimation of standard enthalpy A//° of formation of sulphoaluminate
phase Ca4(AI6O12) (SO4) in the temperature range studied.
The value
obtained for standard enthalpy of reaction was used for quantitative
evaluation of phase development in the hydrated system.

SUMARIO
Fue estudiada la termodinämica у la cinötica del proceso de
hidratacion del sistema Са4(Л1бО12) (SO4) - CaS04.2H2O - H2O en un rango
de temperatura entre 20 у 75 °C, mediante calorimetria diferencial. El
aumento de temperatura debido al calentamiento externo acelera todas las
reacciones en el periodo inicial.
Los experimentos demostraron el
mejoramiento
de
las
propiedades
de
transporte
de
los
sistemas
estudiados,
у una aceleracion en el proceso de hidratacion.
Los
resultados permitieron la estimacion de la entalpa standard Ml 0 de
formaciön de la fase de sulfoaminoato Ca4( AI6O12) (SO4) en el rango de
temperatura estudiado.
El valor obtenido de entalpa standard de
reacciön fue empleada en la evaluacion cuantitativa del desarrollo de
fase en el sistema hidratado.

INTRODUCTION

Sulphoaluminate phase Cai( AI6O12) (SO4) reacts
water according to scheme (1) to form ettringite

in

the

of

presence

Ca4(A160i2) (S04) + 8 CaS04 + 6 CaO + 96 H2O--- >3 Cae( AI2O3) (504)з. 32НгО

(1)

.

which is responsible for the expansive properties of type-K expansive
cement. Substitution of tricalcium silicate in portland cement by
sulphoaluminate phase and creation of sulphoaluminate belite cement [1]
evokes some questions concerning the influence of temperature and
initial phase composition on the stability of the hydrated products.
Presence of Al
ions in the sulphoaluminate phase Са4(А1бО12) (SO4) or
in calcium sulphoaluminate hydrates : ettringite Cas( AI2O3) (S04)3.32НгО
and monosulphäte Ca4( AI2O3) (SO4). 12НгО influences the stability of these
phases depending on the pH value of the system. The pH values for
ettringite (pH<10.7) and monosulphate (pH<11.6) to dissappear were
established in our work [2].
It was proposed, that the pH value
determines the behaviour of the hydrating system across the solid-liquid
interphase. Attempts at solving this problem by the hypothesis about
liquid interlayer near the surface of sulphoaluminate grains is under
report [3]. Actual values of pH on the surface of the Ca4( AleOiz) (S04),
as well as the thermodynamic data of its formation are still not known.
On the other hand, the thermodynamic stability of the main products of
hydration,
.
Ca4(A160i2)(S04)

+

I8H2O

----- > Ca4(A1206)(S04). 12H2O +

4А1(0Н)з

(2)

Са4(А1бО12) (SO4)+2CaSO4. 2H20+34H20-- >Саб( А120б) (504)з. 32Н2О+4А1 (ОН)з
(3)
ettringite and monosulphate was analysed in papers [4-6]. The authors
calculated thermodynamic values ( AH°, AS° and AGO) from the results of
measurements by differential hydrothermal analysis (DHA) which was
described in detail earlier [4]. The equilibrium temperature (450 K)
determined for the hydrothermal conditions of the reaction,

Ca4(A12Q6)(SQ4). 12H2Q ------ > Саз(А120б).6Нг0 + CaS04.0..5НгО + 6H2O

(4)

was used for calculating the values of standard enthalpy й.Н°\ standard
entropy AS0 and standard Gibbs energy AG° for this reaction (4). The

same approach was applied to calculate the thermodynamic data of high
sulphate phase ettringite by measurement of the equilibrium temperature
of the reaction

Саб(А120б)(504)з.32Н20-)Са4(А120б)(504). 12H20+2 CaS04. 1/2H20+19 H2O (5)

The aim of this work is measurement of the heat of hydration of
sulphoaluminate phase and its mixtures with gypsum at various temperatu
res between 20 and 75 °C and estimation of the thermodynamic data
VMlo,hS° and AG°) of formation of sulphoaluminate phase at 298 K.

EXPERIMENTAL

Ca4(AI6O12) (SO4)
was synthesized by
ignition of mixtures of
aluminium and calcium nitrates with gypsum by the procedure already
reported [7].The powder thus obtained and containing particles smaller
then 63 gm were mixed with gypsum in Ca4( AleOiz) (SO4) : CaS04.2H20 molar
ratios 1 and 2
.
r =

XCSH2
----------------

(6)

XC4A3§
Where C-CaO, A-AI2O3, S-S03, and H-H2O. The purity of the prepared
phases and the composition of the hydrated products were checked by
ray diffraction analysis. Calorimetric experiments were performed on a
differential calorimeter ZIAC [8,9] at 20, 40, 50 and 75 °C keeping

water to solid ratio one (w/s=l).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of X-ray diffraction phase analysis obtained on products of
reactions (1) and (2) given in Table 1 show the presence of monosulphate
in systems with lower gypsum content. Hydration of mixtures with
Ca4(Ale0i2) (SO4) : Са5О4.2НгО ratios equal to or higher than 1 produces
ettringite as a stable phase. Increasing the temperature accelerates the
hydration process, and the presence of original sulphoaluminate phase
was detected only at 20 C.
ö
As the temperature of the system approaches to 75 C the dQ/dT
value tends to zero. This shows that the system is achieving the
equilibrium condition. So we can consider the degree of conversion a at
75 °C is equal to 1. The dependence of ДСр was neglected and in conver
ting the ДЯг values to the temperature of 298 K, and standard enthalpies
of reaction were assessed considering the following relation:

1 im

Q hydr. = — ДЯг

cc-------- > 1 '

(7)

The values of heat of hydration obtained were used for evaluating the
degree of conversion as follows:

Qhydr, 1

a =

(8)

AHr,i

TABLE 1

Hydration products of mixtures in the temperature range
20 and 75 °C and values of heat liberated after 72 h

Temp.

Phases present
in product

Heat liberated
after 72 h
kJ/mole of CiAsS

°C

C4A3S

С4Аз5

+ CSH2

C4A3S + 2 CSH2

20
40
50
75

C4ASH12,АНз,С4Аз5
C4ASH12,АНз
C4ASH12,АНз
C4ASH12,АНз

150.8
199.0
210.2
219.7

20
40
50
75

C4ASH12,АНз,СеАЗзНзг, C4A3S, CSH2
C4ASH12,АНз, СеАЗзНзг
C4ASH12,АНз,СбА5зНз2
C4ASH12,АНз.СбАЗзНзг

272.3
290. 1
310.0
320.2

20
40
50
75

СеАЗзНзг,АНз,C4A3S,СЗНг
СеАЗзНзг,АНз
СеАЗзНзг,АНз
СеАЗзНзг,АНз

326. 5
365.8
410. 3
420.7

TABLE 2

Values of a at various temperatures and molar
ratios of gypsum to sulphoaluminate phase

АЯ?,1

20 °C

40 °C

50 °C

75 °C

0.68
0. 85
0.78

0. 91
0. 91
0. 89

0. 96
0.97
0.99

1.00
1.00
1.00

kJ/mole

0
1
2

- 219.7
- 320.2
- 420.7

Results in Table 2 show the proportionality between temperature and
the efficiency of hydration. The rate of hydration was highest in system
with a molar ratio of gypsum to sulphoaluminate phase, r=l.The values of
standard enthalpy of formation of Ca4(AI6O12)(SOt) at temperature 75 °C,
TABLE 3
kHf were evaluated for various
Values of standard enthalpy ДЯ°
ratlos оГ gypsum to sulphoaluof formation of CallAlsOl2)(S04)
">inate phase. These calculations
were performed by using values
of
of standard enthalpy AHr
...
hH°f
gypsum,water and aluminium hydro
r
kJ/mole
xide from the tables reported
0
- 8 513.92
earlier [10,11] and the results
1
- 8 506.39
of measurement of standard enthal
2
- 8 498.14
py of formation of ettringite and
monosulphate from an earlier study
.The
[3]
results obtained are shown
A//O= - 8506.2 - 7.9 kJ/mole
in Table 3.

From the established values of A//r,i and the corresponding temperature
Tr it follows that
АЯг, i

(9)

ASr,i= —----1 г

the entropy balance for reactions yields

On assuming that ACp = 0,
values in Table 4.

TABLE 4
Calculated values of ASr,i and AS?

ASr.o5

AS?,1
Г

T

-1

J. mo1e
0
1
2

r,-l

.К

631.32
920.10
1208.91

,

C4A3S
, -1

J. mo1e

.К

448.55
534.57
620.60

AS® . -= 534.57 - 86.03 J.mole"1.К 1
CiAaS

The values of AS? of sulphoaluminate phase were
tables [10,11] and results from another study [5]

calculated

by using

From the following relation

TABLE 5
Calculated values of AGr,i

AG?,1 = ДЯ?,1 + T x AS?,1

(10)

the values of standard
Gibbs’s
energy of reactions AGr,1 in systems
with various r were calculated. By
using the following relation

AGr,l =

and AGr of Ca4(AleOia)(SO4 )
Г

Ö
1
2

AG?,1
kJ/mole

AG?
kJ/mole

-407.833 -8078.346
-594.390 -8099.055
-780.955 -8119.760

1
J
2 niAGr - £ njAGr
products
Input

(11)

the values of standard Gibbs’s energy of formation of Ca4( Al 6012) (S04)
were obtained (Table 5). The average value of AGr is

AG°

- = - 8099.053 - 41.414 kJ.mole"1

C4A3S

The results represent gross estimation of thermodynamic values, but
on the other hand, these data enable thermodynamic descriptions of
reaction involving clinker and hydrated compounds. Considering the fact
that
standard thermodynamic values of formation are much higher than
the values of reaction, the relative error of ДЯг and AGr is expected to
be low.
CONCLUSION
The values of liberated heat of hydration Q were used for estimation of
thermodynamic data of sulphoaluminate phase Са4(А1бО12) (S04) at 298 K.

= = - 8506.2 - 7.9 kJ. mole"1; AS® . - = 534.6 - 86.0 kJ. mole"1. K"1
C4A3S
C4A3S
AG®. - = - 8009.1-41.4 kJ.mole"1
C4A3S
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ABSTRACT

Л previous study already .published [1] has shown_th_at _the JUOySOj ^ratlo
suspension containing calcium aluminate cement
measured in the solution ujl
of и
a dilute
<
at
the
very
beginning of the hydration very dependant,on
and calcium sulphate is <__ ---put
together particularly those of calcium
the properties of the materials
■ -- in
sulphate
This ratio is a critical parameter
in the
the hydration
hydration process
process that
rnai will
influence the mechanical properties of calcium aluminate/calcium sulphate mixes.
The thermodynamic study shows that the liquid phase cannot be saturated at the
same time with the calcium aluminate and the calcium sulphate. The value for the
AI0O3/SO3 ratio greater or smaller than 1 can be explained у an .еЧи1
^uu
oversaturation towards ettringite and gibbsite. There is an equilibrium between the
precipitation of these hydrates which is continously balanced by the dissolution of
' i using
the anhydrous. The interpretation of the experimental data
using thermodynamic
thermodynamic
hydration
of the calcium
equilibrium has led to a much better understanding of the hy
aluminate - calcium sulphate mixes.

RESUME
Une etude dejä риЬПёе [1] a montree que le rapport [A12O3]/[SO3] тезигё sur
et un sulfate
de
une suspension diluee contenant ä la fols un alumina e e calcium
nature
des mate
calcium est au tout debut de 1'hydratation tree dependant de la nature des mate
riaux presents et en particulier du type de sulfate de calcium anhydre ou hydrate.
Ce rapport est un parametre tree important qui va orienter la reaction d hydrata
tion et conditionner les performances möcaniques obtenues en mortier.
L'etude thermodynamique montre que la solution ne peut etre■. ä la fois saturee
oar 1'aluminate de calcium et le sulfate de calcium. La valeur du rapport
^A12O31 /Г3031 supärieur ou inf6rieur a 1 peut etre expliquee par un equilibre a
^sat^atSi0oÄ d^ttringite et gibbiste. Il у a - ^uilibre entre la precipitation

de ces hydrates et la dissolution des phases anhydres. L interpretation des reaui
tats experimentaux en utilisant les equilibres thermodynamiques nous a permis
d'acquerir une meilleure comprehension de 1'hydratation des melanges aluminates de
calcium et sulfate de calcium.

1 - TMTRODUCTTON
The use of calcium aluminate cements or calcium gulphoaluminate in
combination with calcium sulphate and lime to precipitate ettringite during
hydration is very often used by of the building industry (screads, sealing
products, lining of pipes) or in the mines and tunnels (retaining walls for
example) . These products for which we can easily regulate the hydration kinetic
offer new prospects and a real comfort for those who use them. Hydration kinetics
can be monitored as well as length variations which is very helpful in many
technical applications, thus implying a good knowledge of the mechanisms.
The purpose of this work is to provide technical background based on thermodynamic
calculations helping to understand the fundamental different behaviour of hydrated
calcium sulphates on one side and anhydrite on the other when mixed with calcium
aluminate cement.

2 - GENERALITIES
In order to understand and give a clearer description of the hydration
process of calcium aluminate - calcium sulphate it is very helpful to obtain some
information on the thermodynamic equilibrium of the various minerals that one
meets in the CaO - AI2O3 - SO system.

2.1 - Main hydration reactions
The main reactions in the CaO, S03, AI2O3 system are :

(1) 3 CA + 3 CS Hx + (38 - 3 x) H
(2) 3 CA + CSHX + (18 - x) H
(3) 6 CA + C3A 3CS H32 + 16 H

---- ►

3 C3A 3CS H30 + 2 AHo
C3A CS H12 + 2 AH3
3 C3ACS H12 + 4 АНз

These reactions develop when hydration is complete - for example :

Reaction 1 is the basic reaction which occurs in a mix Calcium Aluminate
Cement (C.A.C.)/hemihydrate 60/40 assuming that the C.A.C. contains 60 % CA.
Reaction 2 leading to the formation of calcium monosülphoaluminate
corresponds to a mix С.A.C./hemihydrate 87/13 there containing less calcium
sulphate.
Reaction 3 occurs for example in the systems poor in a very soluble calcium
sulphate. At the very beginning of the reaction ettringite will precipitate and
then when the SO4 concentration in the solution becomes nil ettringite will
transform into calcium monosulphoaluminate releasing more AH3. All the ettringite
is transformed into monosulphoaluminate and if calcium aluminate is still avai
lable and when all no sulphate left the typical hydrates of calcium aluminate
cements will precipitate.

2.2 - Chemical equilibriums
The chemical equilibria are presented below (fig. 1) , are distributed into
several groups :
- the first group of equations caracterizes the solubility of anhydrous and
hydrates. We have not presented the equation for the calcium aluminate hydrates
because we do not need them further in this presentation.
- the second group of equations corresponds to the chemical equilibria in the
solution. Most of the time [CaOH]+ and [HSO4]" are negligible in neutral solutions
but have to be taken into account respectively in basic and acid solutions. We
will omit HSO4" because of the basicity of our mixes through [CaOH]+ is not to be
omitted in the case when lime is added to the system.
- the third group of equation is the total conservation of ions in the
solution.
- the fourth group shows the electroneutrality of the solution which is very
often the equation that one uses to balance the system. All factors were taken
from the litterature [2] and recalculated taking into account the activity
coefficient from the Debye Huckel equation.

Fig. 1 - Equilibria equations
Dissolutlon/precipitatlon equations.
К
К
К
К

=
=
=
=

0,234.10"4
9,5.10"6
0,25 microcrist.
0,095 (gibbsite)

CaSO4 2 H2O
CaO, AI2O3 + 4 H2O
Al (OH) 4 (2 H20) "

Ca++ + SO4"" + 2 H20
2 Al (OH)4" + Ca++
Al(OH)3 + OH" + 2 H20

3 CaO AI2O3 CaSO4, 12 H2O

4 Ca++ + 2 Al (OH) 4" + SO4-" + 4 OH"^ +.

H2O

3 CaO AI2O3 3 CaSO4, 32 H2CÜ±6 Ca++ + 2 Al (OH) 4" + 3 SO4-" + 4 ОН" ^ З^НзО

Chemical equilibriums

н+ +
Ca++
Ca++
H+ +

он'
+ SO4"
+ 2 H2O
SO4""

*7
"
—
—►
__ t.

H2O
CaSO4
*
CaOH
+ H+
HSO4'

К
К
К
К

=
=
=
=

0,681.10 -14
102,31
Ю'12-7
101,99

tonservation
Catotal
SOltotal
Altotal
OHtotal

Ca++ + CaSO4 + CaOH+
SO4" + HSO4' + CaSO4
Al(OH)4OH' + Ca (OH)+ - h+ - HSO4

Electroneutralitv
Äculace tbe saturation
РоГ=хО,пр™ 1” the =h=sdera=fe ettringite oversaturation Is defined by a coefficient

ß which is calculated as follows.
(Ca+tjS [А1(0Н)д-]2 [SO4--]3 (OH"]4 [Yrl6 ГУа! 2 [Ysl3
P = —-------К ettringite

[Yoli

3 - EXPERIMENTAL
3.1 - Raw materials and testing procedure.
For the experimental study of the system^ CaO - А120з - SO3 we decided to use
mixes of C.A.C. and calcium sulphates in which.

C.A.C. is commercial Ciment Fondu ® Lafarge
%) very finely ground (10 % >
CaSO4, 2 H2O is a natural gypsum (purity = 98
ЗОцт)
" ■’
‘ > containing 75 % calcium sulphate hemihydrate
CaSO4, 0,5 H2O is an -hemihydrate
and 25 % anh
anhydrite
IIydritee
,
ydritea:r^
The range of investigation expressed as the ratio
CaSO4 is naturalspreads
anhydrite
from 100/0 to 70/30 (sulphate is always expressed as %
C.A.C./sulphate ri
'3~ 4:'"
hemihydrate).

extract samples at any time. These
₽
fch liquid for determination of
solid phase for microscopic or XRD analysis ana ine
ionic concentration.

3.2 - Hydration of mixes C.A.C./calcium sulphates
The experimental study has shown that calcium sulphates could be classified as

alow or fast sulphates depending on their solubility kinetics.
Fast
sulphates are hemihydrate and gypsum, anhydrite is the slow one. This difference
is discussed in detail in the literature [1]. Typical results are presented below
showing the difference between slow and fast sulphates [fig. -2].

Typical behavour of various calcium sulfates
During the very beginning of hydration there is a drastic difference between
fast and slow sulphates. The solution contains mainly SO3 and CaO whereas on the
other side it is AI2O3 and CaO. It is this difference that we will explain using
the thermodynamic equilibriums. Fig. 2 shows typical behaviours with mixes of 2(J %
calcium sulphates fast or slow and can be generalized to other mixes as shown on
[fig. 3] . In the case of 20 % calcium sulphate, additions and up to 90 min. the
AI2O3/SO3 ratio ranges from 0,2 to 0,3 in the case of gypsum which goes rapidly
into solution and from 2 to 6 in the case of anhydrite which dissolves slower.
Replacing gypsum by hemihydrate which dissolves even more quickly leads to a
AI2O3/SO3 ratio between 0,11 and 0,04.
1000

M/1
100

10

I

0.1

0,01
30 X expressed in S-H

20

- Fig 3 A/S ratios depending on calcium sulfate additions

3.3 - Thermodynamic interpretation
The thermodynamic interpretation consists of finding the right equilibriums in
the solution between solid and liquid phases which could explain this difference.
Two hypothesis can be made :

3.3.1 - Saturation with calcium aluminate and calcium sulphates - The equilibrium
corresponds to a solution saturated at the same time with the calcium aluminate
cement and the calcium sulphate.
The results of the calculation are plotted on fig. 4. This figure clearly shows
that the assumption of congruent dissolution does not enable to explain the values
of the A/S ratio either greater or smaller than one depending on the calcium
sulphate.

There must be a precipitation occurring very quickly which would explain these

differences of AI2O3/SO3 ratios. From the theoritical equation and also taking
into account the results of E.S.M. examination it is clear that ettringite and
gibbsite precipitate.

- Fig 4 Theoritical filtrat equilibrium curves at saturation level with CA and CaSO4,2H20.

3.3.2 - Equilibrium with oversaturation toward ettringite and gibbsite - The
equilibrium diagram between Са/А^Оз/ЗОз has to be calculated introducing the
solubility equations for ettringite and gibbsite. The calculations were done
taking into account constant oversaturations toward ettringite or gibbsite. These
oversaturation levels, ß, correspond to the experimental datas. The calculated
theoritical equilibrium dlagramm (fig. 5) agrees well with :
0,04

.

M/1
0,03

0,025

0,02
0,015

0,01
0,005
0

I

3

5

7

9

11,13

15

- Fig 5 Equilibrium diagram with oversaturation toward ettringite
and gibbsite ke^.^.=10
and кдцз=10
- The values of AI2O3/SO3 greater or smaller than 1 depending on the nature of
the calcium sulphate.
- The experimental results which we have pointed on the diagram are for the
three different types of sulphates (30 % additions). These sulphates have
increasing dissolution kinetic from anhydrite to gypsum to hemihydrate. They fit
rather well with the theory. The small differences could be explained by the
oversaturation which can slightly vary from one mix to the other.

- The precipitation of ettringite and gibbsite which is associated with the
CaSC>4/calciuin aluminate reaction that we have seen with the E.S.M.

3.3,3 - Mechanism - Once we know the reactions occuring during the initial
reaction process a schematical description of the evolution of the system can be
proposed. It is a 3 steps process.
.
.
.
As soon aS the calcium aluminate cement/calcium sulphate mix is poured in the

water the liquid phase will concentrate in AI2O3 and SO3 ions.
The proportions depend on the respective dissolution kinetic of calcium
aluminate and calcium sulphate. The [CaO] corresponds to [AI2O3] plus [SO3]
assuming that the dissolution of both calcium aluminate and calcium sulphate is
congruent.
Once the solution is oversaturated either in ettringite or gibbsite the hydrate
will precipitates. Assuming for example that ettringite precipitate first,
this will increase the [AI2O3] in the solution and depress [OH"] and [Ca++] which
as a consequence will increase the saturation toward gibbsite till this second
hydrate precipitates. Once this occurs the system reaches the theoritical
equilibrium decribed by the thermodynamic equations taking into account oversa
turation coefficients.

At this third stage the solution precipitates at the same time ettringite
and gibbsite. The precipitation is immediately balanced by the dissolution of
both anhydrous materials bringing AI2O3 and SO3 ions so as to precipitate
ettringite and gibbsite (6 moles [CaO], 3 moles [SO3], 3 moles [AI2O3]).

Theoritically [AI2O3] , [SO3] , [CaO] should remain stable but because of the
increasing precipitation kinetic of ettringite the anhydrous materials will not
be able to compensate and the system will move. During the course of hydration
the oversaturation coefficient varies.
4 - CONCLUSIONS

The ionic concentration of the liquid phase that we have observed during the
first step of the hydration of calcium aluminate/calcium sulphate mixes depends
on the nature of the calcium sulphate because they don't have the same
dissolution kinetic. The [AI2O3]/[S03] ratio can be greater or smaller than,1.
These results have been analysed using thermodynamic equilibriums and a mechanism
implying precipitation of ettringite and gibbsite at oversaturation has been
proposed. This mechanism fits the experimental datas and leads to a much better
understanding of the hydration of calcium aluminate/calcium sulphate mixes.
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ON THE MECHANISM OF SCAWTITE FORMATION
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SUMMARY

Different, mixtures containing Quartz, C-S-H, Tobermorite, Xonotlite and
calcium or ammonium carbonate were autoclaved in saturated
water vapour.
X-ray examination shows that total transformation into
Scawtite occurs
only
in
the mixture
with Quartz. In C-S-H containing mixtures the
simultaneous
formation of
Tobermorite
and
Xonotlite
diminishes
the
Scawtite content to 50 %. On the other hand Xonotlite coexists wi^h
Calcite in the atmosphere of saturated water vapour at 205 C and 300 C
without any detectable quantities of Scawtite formed.

RESUME

Les
diff^rents
m£langes contenants
du Quartz,
C-S-H,
Tobermorite,
Xonotlite et le carbonate de calcium ou ammonium ont 6t6 autoclaves dans
la
vapeur
d’eau
saturde.
L'exam en
aux
rayons
X
a
montr6,
que
la
transformation totale en Scawtite a lieu seulement dans le melange avec du
quarz. Dans les melanges contenants la phase C-S-H la formation simultan^e
de Tobermorite et de Xonotlite abaisse la teneur en scawtite Jusqu'd 50%
seulement.
D'autre
part,
Xonotlite
codxiste
avec
la
Calcite
dans
Patmosphere de vapeur d’eau satur^e A 205°C et 300°C sans quantitAs
detectables de Scawtite formAes.

INTRODUCTION

Small quantities of Scawtite are easily formed in cement paste due to
influence of CO2 present in atmosphere and consequently in wa er.
greater importance has this phase at
high temperature and pressure and in
theZe conditions Scawtite is one of main constituents of ^he system
CaO-SiO2-CO2-H2O. In this system Scawtite is the only four component phas
and coexists with Xonotlite, Foshagite, Tobermorite and calcium carbonate.
cements
and
all
oil
well
ScawLit-e
is formed in ^eotzhermal cements,
Lhermally treated
in
the
production
process
are
building materials which
there are relatively few informations
in CO2 rich atmosphere, However

about its formation <l-4>.

In this paper some experimental results are presented with the
to achieve more informations on the conditions of Scawtite formation.

object

MATERIALS
(Aerosil
amorphous
silica
natural Quartz,
materials
starting
As a
ammonium
calcium
hydroxide
and
s calcium carbonate,
Degussa) as well
silica and
pure reagents were used. Amorphous
as
chemically
carbonate
served. to obtain
free
water
weeks
in
CO2
calcium hydroxide shaken two
as obtained using 1Quartz and
C-S-H phase and Xonotlite. Tobermorite
water
saturated
118°C
under
hydroxide
at
o
calcium
autoclaving
with
2O5°C.
phase
by
autoclaving
at
was obtained from C-S-H
pressure. Xonotlite
--------------

METHODS

determination
X-ray was applied and for
Scawtite content
intensity of two peaks 0.452 nm and OA26 nm and as an inner
Quartz was used. SEM was the second method.

relative
standard

were

used and the samples
For thermal treatment small autoclave was
teflon vessels (5).
introduced in the form of a paste in small, open

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
limited to the mixtures
The results presented in this point are
the C/S molar ratio = 7/6, i. e. corresponding exactly to Scawtite.

Table 1.

having

Phase composition of the samples
Time,h

Phases present

Starting mixture

C/S

Temp. , °C

7/6

205

168

Sc, Q, CC *

C + Q + NH4HCO3

7/6

205
300

168
48

Sc, Q, CC
Sc, Xo

7/6

155
170
170
190
205
225

168
72
168
168
168
240

Sc,
Sc,
Sc,
Sc,
Sc,
Xo,

C

Q + СаСОз

c + s + NH4HCO3

To,
Xo,
To,
Xo,
Xo,
CC,

CC
To,
Xo,
To,
To,
Sc

CC
CC
CC
CC

1„ «.he order of dlmlnlehlnc con=.n«,ratlo„

AS

it

is

seen from

table

1

the

mixtures

of

calcium

oxide.

Quarts

and

ammonium carbonate
or
calcium carbonate
after
the
168-hour
thermal
treatment at 205 C
are composed of Scawtite with small quantities of
Quartz and Calcite. The content of Scawtite in the samples inorea«»«
quickly to attain 67 %, 85 %, 91 %
and 99 % for 6, 12, 24 and 96 hours
respectively of thermal treatment at 2O5°C. A 168-hour autoclaving gave
almost pure Scawtite sample.

Mixtures
composition,
appears.

containing
amorphous
namely Tober morite and

silica
have
a
slightly
in higher temperatures also

different
Xonotlite

When C-S H phase is used
as starting material the content of Scawtite
does not exceed about 50% and other coexisting phases are Tobermorite and
Calcite (Table 2>.
Table 2. Composition of samples

Starting mixture

C/S

Temp. ,°C

C-S-H + СаСОз

7/6

205

6
16
24
72
96
168

To,
Sc,
Sc,
Sc,
Sc,
Sc,

225

1
3
6
12
24
72
168

C-S-H, To^ CC
Sc, To, CC, C-S-H
Sc, To, CC
Sc, To, CC
Sc, To, CC
Sc, To, CC
Sc, To, CC

Time, h

Phases present

Sc,
To,
To,
To,
To,
To,

CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC, Xo

The content of Scawtite increases at the beginning rather quickly to
attain
39 % and 49 % for respectively 24 and 96 hours of autoclaving at
2Оэ C. Then no composition changes of the samples are observed, namely the
content
of
Scawtite
after
thermal
treatment
during
168
hours
is
practically unchanged and reaches about 50 %.

In the end, when initial mixtures are composed of
Xonotlite and СаСОз after thermal treatment at 2O5°C
apparently stable phases are Xonotlite and Calcite (table 3).

Tobermorite, of
and 3OO°C, the
'

Table 3. Composition of samples

Starting mi xture

C/S

Temp . ,OC

To + CC Jh CH

7/6

205

72

Xo + CC

7/6

205
205
225
300

72
120
168
48

As

we

can

see

from

the

results

Time, h

presented

Phases present

To, Xo, CC
Xo,
Xo,
Xo,
Xo,

in

table

3

CC
CC
CC
CC

Tobermorite

is

slowly
transformed
into
Xonotlite,
which
coexists
experimental conditions choosen in our researches.

Calcite

with

In all samples which contain Scawtite, independently of its quantity,
this phase is formed as very small crystals nondistinguishable under SEM

Fig;. 1

SEM image of sample composed of Scawtite <10000 x>

The presented results can be explained by assuming that C-S-H phase
underwent simultaneous transformation into Tobermorite. It is seen in the
phase composition of the sample autoclaved shortly, i. e. only one hour at
22S°C. The process can be schematically presented as follows:
C-S-H------ > Sc
----- > To------ >

Sc

On the contrary in themixture
of calciumhydroxide,
carbonate
and
Quartz the formation of C-S-H phase and Tobermorite aresluggish
and the
crystallization
of
Scawtite
prevails.
This
process
can
be
presented
schematically like follows:

C + Q + CC + H ----- > Sc
----- > C-S-H----- > Sc
----- > To
mall amounts of C-S-H and/or Tobermorite can not be detected on

the

X-rays patterns.

CONCLUSIONS

The

results

of

the

experiments

permit

to

draw

the

following

conclusions:

a> The best conditions of Scawtite formation exist when Quartz as silica
source is used. When amorphous silica is used the quick lormation of C-S-H
phase gives always large quantities of Tobermorite.

b)

Tobermorite

does

react

not

with

calcium

or

ammonium

carbonate

and

transforms into Xonotlite.
c>

Xonotlite

coexists

with

calcium

carbonate

without

any

detectable

quantity of Scawtite formed.
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THERMOKINETICS OF CEMENT HYDRATION UNDER
NON-ISOTHERMAL CONDITIONS
A V Usherov-Marshak and A G Slnyakln

Kharkov Civil Engineering Institute, Kharkov
UKRAINE

SUMMARY

Method of calculation of non-isothermal heat evolution under cement
hardening at the range from 20 c to 90 c°is offered. Differences in Kinetics
and completeness of hydration reactions based on thermoKlnetlc
characteristics of hardening processes are shown.

Предложен метод расчета неизотермического тепловыделения при твердении
цементов в интервале 20 - 80°с. показаны отличия в кинетике и полноте реак
ции гидратации по термокинетическим характеристикам процесса твердения.

ThermoKinetic analysis data on the rate and completeness of early
stages of cement hydration under isothermal and non-isothermal conditions
are important for the control of hardening processes/1/. A new approach
and a mathematical model for non-isothermal Kinetics of heat evolution on
the data of differential micro-calorimetry are presented in this report.
Two approaches are adopted in the limits of■the Kinetics of hydration
reactions. Firstly, calculations of constants, discussion of the reaction
mechanisms based on the analysis of the non-isothermal experimental
relations data.
and then adoption , by mathematical means, of
non-isothermal relations to the isothermal experimental data/г/.
The results of heat evolution measurements by isothermal
and
adiabatic means are not identical for real non-isothermal conditions of
hardening. The attempts of the non-Isothermal dependences by means of
graphic analysis were made by Y. Danielson, I. B. Zasedatelev /3/;andbydesign means by M. Regourd and E, Gotie /4/. However,these methods remain
formal and approximate,
in the general case o< -parameter of the process depth depends upon
temperature and time: o<=:Cp(T,TJ , A complete differential of this
function is written as follows:

dol = (doVdT)TdT+(3o<./dT)rdT

|‘>

and may be expressed:
<do</dT= (doC/dT^i-Cd^/dT^dT/dT

where dQ/dr
- temperature pattern;
(dcA/dT )r- modification of the degree of transformation with
rise in temperature.
It is difficult to determine (
/гТ
- under isothermal
condition.However this value is presented as the isothermal relation with
a "correction multiplier":
/dr=rdoi/aT)
*
d

r

(3)

Let us find the expression of this multiplier, usually such analytical
relations /2,5/ are written as follows:

(9oi/dr)T = y(c<.T)

<*>

The mam requirement of the function ip is a possibility to
represent it as a product of two functions. One of them depends upon O< ,
and the other upon T:
( до</дт)т = f (ex) • ip(T)

(5)

The fulfilment of these requirements permits the description of
isothermal data in relation to temperature. But the integration in common
appearance:
*
T

J dtx/-f(<x)=§(a)= jV(T)dT = P(T)

'б)

is quite complicated especially when determining the appearance of
function P /5/. Equation /6/ must contain,for simplification,one
parameter and satisfy Arrhenius's law. The value E does not necessarily
mean activation energy and is given as a formal parameter:
dcC/dl^CdcX/dT)

(7)

Such a simplification permits to suppose that the relation of
dynamical velocity of the process to the isothermal one does not depend
upon the appearance of the function f /7/. The equation by КЕКАМ
(Kolmogorov,Erofeev,Kozeev,Avraaml, MampeDis used here.
The non-isothermal relation of the transformation velocity in terms
of heat emission is repersented by the expression:

dQ/dT - (dQ/dT)T

(8)

A series of isothermal thermoKlnetlc curves for different temperatures is
the first step. Their number is determined by the exactness desired. It is
Important to value the interaction between Q and o(. in the work /1/ it is
shown that a direct Proportion
T ) is not well founded, is
taken as a simplifying assumption and is checked by phase analysis.
The kinetics of hydration of зсао slOg. and of cements of different
mineral compositions for some temperature regimes has been studied by
this method (Fig. 1) The isothermal experiment was carried out in the
range 20-80°c,with an interval of io°c .The water-solid ratio is 0,5.

TIME, HOURS
FIG.1

Temperature regimes
а)

- 80,70,60°C ,

. .

x

on

4n «p/l

б) 1^2' 3' - velocity of rising temperature-20,1500 C/h

TIME,HOURS

FI6.2

Thermokinetics SCaO-SiOa

а) regimes 1,2,3
б) regimes

Increasing temperature of isothermal conditioning from 60 to 80 c
with a constant rate of heating (Fig. 2a) results In an Increase in
intensity index and completion of heat evolution. The slowing down of
reaction at 80 C is another most visible modification as a result of the
rate of temperature rising (Fig. 2b) thus existing a double Influence on
the thermoKlnetic characteristics of the hydration of 3CaO • SIO2 - A
smoother rise in temperature- io°c per hour, furthers the deepening of
the hydration processes. Intensive temperature influence retards the
process owing to the formation of solid hydrate layers on the mineral
grains.
Analysis of thermoKlnetic hydration under non-isothermal conditions
has been carried out with some types of cement .The results of one series
of experiments are given in Figure 3a for hydrating Portland cement from
the BaiaKieevsKy plant (CjS - 65. iz,c2s - 14, ex, c^A - s.ex.c^AF 13X).Regimes of accelerated hydration are shown in Fig. la. In the second
case the superplastlclzine admixture surface Active Substance based on
modified calcium llsnosulphonate was added in the quantity of 0»25x of
the cement mass (Fig. 3b).

TIME, HOURS
FlG.b

Cement hydration thermokinetics tor reoimes 1,2^
a) without admixtures
8) with the presence of superplasticizing

Experimental data showed that raising the temperature above 70°c is
of no use from the view point of a complete exploitation of the
potential binding characteristics of cement.
When characteristics comes to hydrothermal Processing, it is
necessary to take into consideration the thermohinetlc hydration
characteristics of the binder under non-isothermal conditions. The
results obtained Justify the principle of coherence /8/ of temperature
Parameters and Kinetic hydration characteristics of binders. The model
of non-isothermal heat evolution Kinetics can be applied for theoretical
and Practical use when studying different heterogeneous reactions.
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SUMMARY

Pastes of portland cement with water cement ratio of 0.3-0.4 were hydrated at" 0°C, 20
*C, SOX! and 80‘C. The hydration percentage of clinker compound was measured by means of

quantitative X-ray analysis. And the loss on ignition and amount of Ca(OH)2 were also
measured.
The precise hydration ratios of alite, belite, aluminate phase and ferrite phase were
obtained by pattern fitting method for X-ray diffraction peaks. The hydration rate of
alite at initial stage was faster at high curing temperature almost independent of water
cement ratio, and reaction percentage in later stage was not affected by the curing
temperature, but by the water cement ratio. The hydration rate of belite was faster at
higher curing temperature, not only at initial stage but also after several months. The
hydration rate of aluminate phase was very fast at high temperature in initial stage, but
was not affected in later stage, and over 90% of aluminate phase reacted within a week
regardless of the curing temperature. The hydration ratio of ferrite phase was also
affected by the curing temperature at initial stage, but it decreased significantly at any
curing temperature after 50% hydration.
C-S-H, Ca(0H)2, Aft and Afm were produced by the hydration of cement at every curing

temperature. The amount of Ca(OH)2 was almost proportional to the hydration ratio of
alite at low curing temperature. It suggested that the composition of C-S-H did not
change remarkable due to the curing time.

1 INTRODUCTION

The

hydration

rate

portland

of

is

cement

significantly

affected

by

curing

temperature. And there are several of studies for the effects of the curing temperature
on the hydration of portland cement-^’, but the precise analysis of hydration
percentage of each compound is very difficult and there are little data on curing at

various temperature in spite of the fundamental data of a mass concrete or high strength
development concrete^. Authors discussed on the method of measurement of hydration

percentage of each compound by means of quantitative XRD analysis, in their previous

studies4’65 The purpose of this study is to discuss the effect of curing temperature on
the hydration rate of each compound and hydration products by measuring the precise
hydration percentage of each compound.

2 EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 SAMPLES
Chemical composition and physical test results of the ordinary portland cement used

in the experiment are listed in Table 1 and 2. From the calculation of Bogne equation,
there is 50% C3S, 25% C2S, 8% СзА and 9% C4AF in this portland cement.
Cement paste prepared with W/C ratio of 0.30 or 0.40 at 20
0
*
was sealed in a test tube,

and then cured in a incubator at 0. 20. 50 and 80X1 for 3 hours to 91 days

respectively.

Hydration was stopped by acetone and dried at iWC for 24 hours.

2.2 MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF HYDRATION
Ignition loss of hydrated samples was measured by burning at 1000X3 for 1 hour. Amount
of CaCOH). «as measured by means of D.S.C.

.

Hydration ratio of each compound was

measured using XRD. For XRD analysis 10% of corundum was added as internal standard, the
sample was ground into a fine powder under 5 ZZm. Measurement was carried out after

drying at 200X3 for 24 hours in order to dehydrate the AFm phase. This treatment was

necessary to avoid to overlap between the peaks of AFt and belite.
More than three measurements on each sample were carried out to avoid preferred
orientation

intensity

factor

of

of minerals.

selected

peaks

by

Hydration

ratio

means

pattern

of

was

calculated

fitting

from the

calculation

integrated

program

using

modified Lorentz function75.3
*

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig.l shows the effect

of water cement ratio on the reaction ratio and amount of

Ca(OH)2 produced in the samples cured at 20X3. The reaction percentage of alite in the

both sample cured for 1 day was about 50 %. which was not affected by the water cement
ratio. But after 1 day curing, it was affected by the water cement ratio: the hydration

rate of alite in the sample with W/C=0.3 decreased with curing time and almost stopped
after

28days.

On the

other

hand,

it

did not so

decrease in the W/C=0.4 sample. The

reaction percentage of alite at 91 days curing was about 80% and 90% respectively.
In the previous study45, the hydration percentage of alite in the 5 different samples
of commercial ordinary portland cement made by Japanese companies cured at 20X3 in

pastes with W/C=0.35 was about 50% for 1 day curing and 85% for 91 days curing which did

not change much among the samples.
The amount of Ca(0H)z increased with curing time as a same function of hydration of

alite.
Figs.2-5 show changes in the hydration ratio of four principal compounds with curing
time at various curing temperatures.
The standard deviations of reaction percentage of

alite was smaller than 2.5% in this study. The hydration rate of alite at initial stage was
greatly affected by the curing temperature, the reaction percentage of alite at 1 day
curing was about 10% at O’C, 50% at 20’C, 65% at 50X1 and 75% at 80’C respectively. Then
alite in the samples cured at 0°C reacted almost proportionally with the log of curing
time, but reaction rate of alite cured at high temperature decreased with curing time,

reaction percentage

and

in

stage was

later

not apparently

affected by the

curing

temperature.
The measurement of the reaction ratio of belite was very difficult, the standard
deviations of reaction percentage were about 3-9% in this study. The hydration rate of
belite was strongly affected by temperature. It was faster at higher curing temperature

not only at initial stage but also after several months.
The hydration rate of aluminate phase was very fast at high temperature in the initial
but was not affected in later

stage,

stage, and over 90% of aluminate phase reacted
The hydration ratio of ferrite

within a week regardless of the curing temperature.
phase was

also

hydration ratio

affected by

the

curing temperature at

reached about 50%,

initial

stage,

but

when the

ferrite phase hardly hydrated thereafter at any

curing temperature.
Hydration products were C-S-H, Ca(0H)z, Aft and Afm which did not change due to the
curing temperature.

Figs.6,7 show changes of

the

loss on ignition or the amount of

Ca(0H)2 produced with curing time. These values increased with curing time in the same

manner of the hydration of alite.
Fig.8 shows relation between the amount of Ca(0H)z and hydration ratio of alite in
samples cured at various curing temperatures. In the samples cured at O’C, the amount of
Ca(0H)z increased proportionally with hydration ratio of alite. In the case of 20’C, the
plots appear almost on the same line.
When cured at high temperatures such as 50 and 80’C, the amount of Ca(OH)2 was less than
that of O’C at first, but slightly more as the hydration
proceeded.
The following experimental equation was obtain at 0 and *
C
20
curing:

Y=1.15X

where, Y is the amount of Ca(0H)2 shown as mole, X is the reaction of alite shown as mole.
Litte Ca(OH)2 was produced from the hydration of belite because of the low ratio of

hydration at the low curing temperature, and Ca(OH)2 was.not produced in the hydration

of aluminate and ferrite phase which hydrate according to the following equations:

СэА+ЗС5Н2+32НС
*

зАЗС5Нз2 (AFt),

2СзА+СзАЗС5Нз2+4НЗС
*

3АС5Н12 (AFm)

Ca(0H)2 was produced only from hydration of alite, and C/S ratio of C-S-H did not

change remarkably in the curing time. The C/S ratio of C-S-H calculated was 1.85, and the

value of C/S of C-S-H produced from curing at high temperature is somewhat larger than

1.85.

These C/S values were not so different from the previous data3’.

The

increase

of

the Ca(OH)2 production in the

temperature may be result of belite hydration.

later

curing time

at high curing

4 CONCLUSIONS
(1) The hydration rate of alite at initial stage was almost independent of water cement
ratio, and reaction percentage in later stage was not affected by the curing
(2)

temperature, but by the water cement ratio.
The hydration rate of belite was faster at higher curing temperature,

(3)

initial stage but also after several months.
Over 90% of aluminate phase reacted within a week regardless of the curing

(4)

temperature.
The hydration rate of ferrite phase decreased significantly at any curing

(5)

temperature after 50% hydration.
The C/S ratio of C-S-H did not change remarkably due to the curing time at the low

not only at

curing temperature.
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Table 1 Chemical composition of the portland cement
I Ig.Loss
I
0.7

Insol.

. 07Г J

SiO2

21.8

AI2O3
5.0

F баОз
2.9

CaO
63.9

MgO
1.7

SOa
2.3

Na2O

K20

0,26

0.34

Table 2 Pysical properties of the portland cement
Strengt h_Flow
Time setting
Finess
Compressive
Strength(kgf/cm2) (mm)
Final
Initial
Blaine specific water
3days 1 7days ! 28days
surface (cm2/g) amount(%) (hr.min) (hr.min)
238
i
154
j
258 1
408_________
3-52
2-51 ■
28.1
3382
—-- —------

Curing time (day) (log scale?

Fig.l

Effect of water cement ratio on the reaction ratio and amount

of

Ca(OH)z produced in the samples cured at 20°C

Fig.2

Changes in the hydration ratio of alite with curing time at various

curing temperatures
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Changes in the hydration ratio of belite with curing time at various
curing temperatures
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Fig.4

Changes in the hydration ratio of

aluminate phase with curing time

at various curing temperatures

Fig.5

Changes in the hydration ratio of ferrite phase with curing time at

various curing temperatures

Curing time (day) (log scale)

Fig.6

Changes in the loss on ignition with curing time at various curing

temperatures

Curing time (day) (log scale)

Fig.7

Changes of the amount of Ca(OH)a produced with curing time at

various curing temperatures
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Fig.8 Relation between the amount of Ca(OH)2 and hydration ratio of alite

in the samples cured at various temperatures
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ABSTRACT

Calcium sulfates are interground with clinker to improve the rheological
properties and strengths of cement. The percentage of calcium sulfates, and their
quality have been subjected to many experimental studies and attempts at
mathematical modelling. Yet. the determination of optimum gypsum content remains
empirical. In this study we have tried to understand the mechanism underlying the
simultaneous hydration of industrial portland cements, having different C.A and
C^AF contents, mixed with increasing amounts of gypsum. The use of isothermal
microcalorimetry, conductivity, and hydration evolution measurement bv the
quantity of hydrates produced allow a correct understanding of the phenomena/ a
possible prediction of the optimum gypsum content and an evaluation of the
reactivity of the clinker.

RESUME

Il est bien connu que les sulfates de calcium cobroyes au clinker ameliorent la
rheologie et les proprietes mecaniques des ciments.. La quantite de sulfate ainsi
?U!..SaJ?CIT>3
falt 1',obJet de nombreuses recherches et tentatives de modelisation... Malgre cela, la determination du gyphage optimum reste experimentale. Dans
cette- etude,, inous
------ атопэ essay© de comprendre le mecanisme d'interactlon entre- le
gypse et des clinkers industriels de ciment Portland contenant differente
pourcentages de
c^A et C^AF ..
L'utilisation de
techniques
telles que
microcalorimetrie isotherme,,
conductivite ou
mesure de 1'evolution, de
1'hydratatior. nous permet de mieux
. .
comprendre les phenomenes,, de predire la
quantite optimale de gypse et d'evaluer la reactivite des clinkers.

1 - INTRODUCTION
Calcium sulfates are known to improve the rheological behaviour of Portland
cement pastes during its initial contact with water, by slowing down the
hydration of calcium aluminates.

When the nature and the quantity of the calcium sulfate is adapted to the
clinker, the mechanical properties of the cement are also improved. Many results
corroborate this phenomenon and we mention here only the most recent or Important
references (1,2,3,4). Despite these researches and numerous attempts to calculate
or to construct a model for the optimum gypsum (5,6), experimental measurement is
still the only way to determine its value.
The development of new technologies
special admixtures, and new grinding
processes (high pressure roller press)
has posed difficulties in controlling
the rheological properties and the quality of the cement pastes.
These problems as well as the interaction between admixtures and calcium alu
minates, and the increase in water demand (7) due to modification of the particle
size distribution by the grinding process are directly connected to the
interaction between calcium aluminates and sulfates.

For all these reasons, we have undertaken this study by using an
electrochemical approach, involving the measurement of the solution conductivity
and ionic concentration during the cohydration of gypsum and cements containing
three different CgA percentages.

2 - EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Three industrial clinkers of different C^A and C^AF contents were chosen.
Table 1 shows their chemical and mineralogical composition which is calculated
according to the so called" modified Yamaguchi" method reported in other papers (8).

TABLE 1

CaO
S102
AI2O3
ЕегОз
MgO
S03
ЫагО
K2O
T102
C02
P2O5
МпгОз
Free CaO
LSF
S04(NaK)2
Alite

Bellte
Aluminate

Ferrite

№1
67,15
20,88
6,79
2,45
1,24
0,05
0,11
0,13
0,31
0,15
0,05
0,03
0.80
95.21
0,09
65,70
12,00
14,40
7,20

№2
67,18
21,96
5,11
2,61
1,05
0,90
0,11
0,37
0,25
0,20
0,06
0,03
0.30
94.84
1,60
72,70
10,50
7,80
7,80

№3
65,61
22,65
3,70
4,81
0,61
0,75
0,04
0,80
0,19
0,20
0,26
0,06
0.55
92.14
1,33
68,60
16,20
0,50
13,60

The clinkers were interground to about 4000' cm /g with different quantities of
gypsum, in order to obtain in the cement a total of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 % SOg. The
industrial clinkers were ground to the same fineness and used as reference.
The compressive strengths in pure paste (w/c=0,4) were determined on 1x1x10 cm
prisms.
The evolution of the

hydration

was evaluated by the following techniques :

- bound water determination. The hydration is stopped at 24 hours by washing
with acetone and ether and the water bound to the hydrates is measured by heating
the sample at 1000°C.
- isothermal microcalorimetry. The heat released during the hydration of the
cements (w/c=l) is measured up to 24 hours ; special attention is paid to the heat
released at 15 minutes and 24 hours.
- conductimetry and ionic measurements. These techniques have already been
described in detail (9) and we recall here only their most important features. The
hydration is conducted in a special thermoregulated vessel (25°C) under nitrogen
in stirred suspension at w/s=20.

A pH and electrical conductivity electrodes and a temperature sensor are installed
in the vessel. The numerical values are continuously recorded and processed on a
microcomputer.The electrical conductivity which represents the whole of the
negatively and positively charged ions in the liquid phase is expressed in milli
Siemens (mS/cm).
At selected times, small volumes of the suspension are taken from the reactor and
filtered on millipore filters (0.45цт). The liquid phase is stabilised with HC1,
before being quantitatively analysed by Inductively coupled Plasma (ARE 3520).

3 - RESULTS

Table 2 shows the results found by microcalorimetry, heat released at 15 min
and 24 hours (columns 3 and 4) , the bound water at 24 hours (col. 5) and the
strengths (col.6), for different gypsum content (col.2) and approximately the same
fineness (col. 1) .
TABLE 2

Specific
surface
cm2/a
3750
3905
3930
4045
4090
4290

■

% S03
0
1
2
3
4
5

3760
3715
3875
4025
4070

0
1
2
3

4240

5

3845
3890
3940
5975
4075
4180

0
1
2
3
4

4

5

Bound water Strengths
Heat releasee
j/g
24 hours
24 hours
24 hours
15 min
13,4
96,9
27,5
5,5
10,3
102,4
35,0
11,6
15,3
202,1
11,8
5,1
13,0
154,9
14,1
9,6
14,4
144,4
11,4
8,0
137,8
14,5
8.4
CEMENT № 2
12,4
143,0
12,9
9,0
12,8
92,0
3,3
16,3
13,8
164,0
4,5
21,2
15,6
208,0
12,7
14,3
15,5
182,0
5,5
16,2
16,0
176,0
9,3
CEMENT N°:
12,9
61,0
6,6
5,6
11.4
116,0
7,0
15,4
14,4
137,0
3,4
12,0
16,2
171,0
8,4
12,0
15,7
158,0
4,8
15,6
160.0
7,2

MPa
28 davs
36
56
60
67
36
55
76
86
71
50

50
61
49
47
40

Figures 1 to 3 show the evolution of the conductivity versus time. The detail of
the curves during the first 10 min is presented within the frame of the figures.
In order to clarify the figures, only the most important curves (corresponding to
the low % S03) are shown.

FIGURE 1

2000time (mna )

FIGURE 2

time (uns)

FIGURE 3

4 - DISCUSSION :

- 4icrn C..A content. The optimum gypsum content, corresponding to the maximum
cement strengths is 2% SO^ at 24 hours and 4% S03 at 28 days. The heat released
and one bound water at 24 hours presents also a maximum for 2% SOg. The addition
■of calcium sulfate increases strongly the conductivity
during the initial
contact with water, but after 12 mins, the conductivity of the clinker is higher
and the addition of 1% SOi deletes the occurrence of the large precipitation of
the hydrates (represented 6y the peak Pl).

Tne effect of 2% SCp addition is less important during the first few minutes
and accelerates the precipitation of the hydrates (P2) . The same effect occurs
for higher sulfate contents too.
The conductivity curve of the clinker presents a shoulder at 2 mins ; it
co,rresponds to. the decrease of the hydration rate due to the precipitation of
CÜAHV. After 3 mins the reaction starts again at a slower rate. We obtain the same
of
*
type'
curve for 1 and 2 % S03.
For higher SO^ contents, the shoulder is replaced by a small peak occurring
*
earlier (30 secf and corresponding to the precipitation of ettringite. For a
sulfate content higher than 3% SOo, a second peak occurs (P4), attributed to a
new formation and precipitation of ettringite.

- Medium C?A content. The maximum strength results for 3% SOg at 24 hours, and
remains the sTame at 23 days. The bound water and the heat released at 24 hours
also show a maximum for 3% SO3. The addition of 1% SO3 decreases the conductivity
during the first few minutes and increases it later : the precipitation of the
hydrates (Pl) is deleted.
For higher SO- contents (2, 3, 4 and 5 %) the conductivity is higher and the
precipitation of the hydrates is accelerated (P2) : in this case, a small peak
corresp-onding to the precipitation of ettringite occurs during the first few
seconds of hydration.

- Low C-..A, high C^AF content. The compressive strengths show a maximum for 2%
SOo at 2 4 4iours andT28 days. Unlike the preceding case, the maximum bound water
and heat released at 24 hours corresponds to a higher SOg (3%). The addition of
1% 30-, increases the conductivity during the first few minutes and accelerates
the precipitation peak (Pl) .

The same effect occurs when higher SO3 contents are added. During the Initial
hydration, the higher the C3A content, the higher is the heat released, (27.5 j/g
for 14.5% CgA, 12.9 j/g for 7,8% C3A and 7,0 j/g with no C3A) . Later, bhe
conductivity of the high C3A clinker is still high, but there are no differences
between medium and low C3A clinkers. When 2% gypsum (1% S03) is inter-.ground with
the high CgA clinker, the heat released during the first seconds of hydration is
higher than for the clinker itself.
The opposite effect occurs for the medium C3A clinker and there is no effect
when the clinker contains no CgA. When the addition of S03 is 2 %, the heat released at
15 minutes decreases for the high CgA cement and remains constant for the others.
A comparison of the conductivity curves for the three clinkers was carried out.
When the clinker contains high C3A, the hydration starts rapidly and the
conductivity increases, then the hydration rate remains constant and the massive
precipitation of the hydrates occurs later.

When the quantity of Сул is medium to low, the conductivity is lewer and the peak occurs
earlier (P2, P3) . The higher the CyA content, the later the occurrence of the
precipitation peak and the lower the 24-hour compressive strengths.

Figure 4 shows the heat released (hr) at 24 hours as a function of the bound
water. The points fit well two straight lines : the upper line corresponds mainly
to the low S03 content and the bottom line to the high SO3 content.

FIGURE 5

FIGURE 4
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The open squares correspond to the high C3A content clinker, the black squares to
the medium C3A content, the black circles to the low C3A content.

The compressive strengths (C.st) are represented as a function of the bound
water in figure 5. Like in for the preceding case, the points fit two curves
corresponding to the low and high SOj content.
These results suggest the existence of different mechanisms of interaction
depen- ding on the CgA content of the clinker and the SOD content of the cement.
When the C3A content is high and SCh content is low, tlie ettringite forms and
precipitates very fast.

After a few seconds, there are no sulfate or aluminate ions in the solution.
The heat released, the bound water, the conductivity, and the strengths increase
simultaneously with the SO3 content.

When both C3A and SO3 contents are high, the ettringite also forms and
precipitates rapidly but the conductivity still remains high, due to the sulfate
and calcium ions coming from the excess of gypsum. The heat released, the bound
water, and the strengths decrease but not at the same rate as they increase.

When the C3A content is medium to low, the first addition of sulfate (1%)
reduces the heat released and the conductivity. For higher additions, the heat re
leased, the bound water, the strengths increase simultaneously until a maximum is
reached at 3% SO3. After the maximum, the heat released, the bound water and the
strengths decrease together.

When the C3A content is very low or absent, the increase in conductivity is
continuous with the addition of gypsum and we do not observe the deletion of the
main peak for low percentage of SO3 or its acceleration for higher SO3. We never
obtain aluminate or ferric ions into solution, in spite of a precipitation of iron
containing ettringite."This implies that the solubility product of this ettringite
is attained instantaneously after contact with water.

These results show clearly that the variation of strength as a function of the
CjA and SO3 contents can be largely explained by the variation of the hydration
rate measured in different ways (bound water, electrochemical measurements, heat
released) . In a previous study of the effect of gypsum on the hydration and
strength of C3S pastes, (10), Bentur explains the maximum strength due to the
effect of gypsum on the quantity and the quality of CSH gel. This explanation,
found for pure CgS is not sufficient to explain the simultaneous decreases in
hydration rate and compressive strengths and, in the case of cement, the existence
of a maximum for these parameters remains to be found.

CONCLUSIONS :
In this study it is shown that :
Electrochemical measurements can be used to follow continuously the
hydration phenomena and these agree fairly well with the results found by other
techniques, such as microcalorimetry or bound water determination.

Occurrence of a shoulder or peak in the conductivity curve allows a better
understanding of the hydration mechanism and could be related to strength develop
ment.
■
Existence of a maximum in the strength curve for an optimum quantity of
gypsum is directly related to the evolution rate of the hydration reaction with
the SO3 content. There are at least two mechanisms to account for the increasing
and the decreasing part of the curve. The conditions of the predominance of one
over the other remains to be explained.
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SUMMARY

The strength of hardened cement paste, mortar and concrete depends on their pore structure and morphology,
surface energies and strength of the hydrate, etc. The pore structure including the pore size distribution, the
volume and morphology of pores is the main factor controlling the strength. Strength, morphology and surface
energy of hydrate itself is an important strength-controlling factor next to the pore structure. Although a lot of
research has been focused on the morphology and surface energy of the hydrate and the influence of pore
structure on strength, only a little research on the structural factors controlling the strength of hydrate itself has
been carried out. This paper deals with the relationship between the polycondensation degree of silicate anion
and the strength of mortar, focusing on the polycondensation degree of silicate anion as a structural factor.

Polycondensation degree of silicate anion in C-S-H in a mortar specimen increases with the increase of the
curing temperature and age. There are large amounts of silicate anions of heptamer or more and dimer in mortar
developing high strength. The higher strengths per unit volume of total pore of autoclaved mortar and silica
fume blended white cement mortar cured in water are mainly attributed to the increase in fine pore on which the
stress caused by load is poorly concentrated. The higher strength per unit volume of pore of 20 nm or more of
white cement mortar cured under a high temperature is attributed to the increase in strength of hydrate itself.by
the increase of polycondensation degree compensating the decrease in cohesive energy caused by the increase in
crystallinity and the formation of different kinds of hydrates.

Resume
La resistance d’une pate de ciment, d’un mortier et d’un beton indures depend de leur structure poreuse et de
la morphologie, des energies de surface et de la resistance des hydrates, etc... La structure poreuse comprenant
la distribution de taille, le volume et la morphologie des pores, constitue le principal facteur controlant la
resistance. La resistance, la morphologie et I’energie de surface du seul hydrate sont des facteurs importants du
contröle de la resistance apres la structure poreuse. Bien que de nombreux travaux aient dte realises sur la
morphologie et I’energie de surface de Г hydrate, et sur 1’influence de la structure poreuse sur la resistance, il
existe peu de recherches sur les facteurs structuraux controlant la resistance de Thydrate. Cette communication
presente les relations entre le degrd de polycondensation des anions de silicate et la resistance du mortier, en se
concentrant sur le degrti de polycondensation des anions de silicate en tant que facteur structural.

Le degrf de polycondensation des anions de silicate dans le C-S-H d’un specimen de mortier-augmente avec
I’accroissement de temperature de conservation et Tage. П existe de grosses quantites d’anions de silicate
heptamere ou plus et dimere dans un mortier montrant une haute resistance. Les resistances les plus elevees par
unite de volume du total des pores d’un mortier passe ä 1’augmentation des pores de petites dimensions sur
lesquelles la contrainte induite par la charge est faiblement concentree. La resistance la plus elevee par unite de
volume des pores de 20 nm ou plus d’un mortier de ciment blanc conserve ä haute temperature est attribude a
Г augmentation de la resistance de 1’hydrate par augmentation du degre de polycondensation qui compense la
decroissance d’dnergie de cohesion causee par 1’augmentation de la cristalhsation et la formation de diverses
sortes d’hydrates.

1. INTRODUCTION

The strength of hardened cement paste, mortar and concrete depends on their pore structure and morphology,
surface energies and strength of the hydrate, etc. The pore structure including the pore size distribution, the
volume and morphology of pores is the main factor controlling the strength. Strength, morphology and surface
energy of hydrate itself is an important strength-controlling factor next to the pore structure. Although a lot of
research 0) (2) (3) has been focused on the morphology and surface energy of the hydrate and the influence of
pore structure on strength, only a little research on the structural factors controlling the strength of hydrate itself
has been earned out. This paper deals with the relationship between the polycondensation degree of silicate
anion and the strength of mortar, focusing on the polycondensation degree of silicate anion as a structural factor.

2. SAMPLE
White cement alone (W) and two types of blended white cement containing 50% of blastfurnace slag (WSL)
and 10% of silica fume (WSF) were used for the convenience of the NMR measurement. Ordinary portland
cement (OPC) was also used for the other experiment. The fineness and chemical compositions of OPC, white
cement, blastfurnace slag and silica fume are shown in Table 1.

3. EXPERIMENT
3.1 Compressive strength test of mortar
After the mixing of mortars according to JIS, they were cured for three ways, water curing at 20°C, steam
curing and autoclave curing, and submitted to compressive strength test at different specified ages. Steam curing
was started 5 hours after the mixing and the mortars heated up to 65°C at the rate of 15°C/min. After maintaining
65°C for 4 hours, they were cooled down in air. Autoclave curing was stated 1 day after the mixing and the
mortars heated up to 180°C at the rate of 60°C/min. After maintaining 180°C for 5 hours, they were cooled
down in air. Both mortars cured in steam and autoclave were further cured in 20°C water until the specified age.
Toyoura standard sand was used as the fine aggregate and no organic admixture was used.
3.2 Determination of pore structure

Part of the samples prepared for the measurement of compressive strength were immersed in acetone at
different specified ages to terminate hydration. After drying using the D-diying method, the pore size
distributions were determined using a mercury-penetrating porosimeter.

3.3 Determination of composition and structure of C-S-H
(1) EPMA - The point analysis of C-S-H of
various types of hardened mortar after 28 days was
made using EPMA. The measurements at ten points
in the vicinity of unhydrated cement particle were
averaged out.

Table 1

Chemical composition of white cement, ordinary portland

White cement
OPC
Blastfurnace slag
Silica fume

igloss
4.7
1.9
1-0

SiO2 AI203 Fe2O3
21.5 4.1
0.2
21.1 4.8
2.8
34.1 16.1
0.5
96 0 0.0
0.4

CaO
63 9
64.6
41.7
0.8

MgOSO3 Na2O
1.7 3.1
0.45
1.5 2.2
0.26
6.5 0.0
0.20
0.21

K2O
0.09
0.50
0.30
0.45

21____
Total
99.7
99.7
99.5
98.9

(2) FT-NMR - Hardened mortars dried by the D-drying method were analyzed at a magic angle of 54.7
degrees and a spinning speed of 3 to 4 kHz with a cross-polarization magic-angle spinning nuclear magnetic
resonance (CP-MAS-NMR) system of JEOL using a Berlin resin sample cell. Ш-and 29Si-double resonance
NMR was used and the mass gated decoupling method was applied to the pulse sequence. A small piece of
silicone rubber (-22 ppm from TMS) was used as the internal standard for the calibration of chemical shift and
the comparison of peak intensity.

(3) TMS-SFC-GPC - Hardened mortars at 28 days were trimethysilylated according to the Uchikawa et al.’s
method (4) using dimethylformamide, hexamethyldisiloxane and trimethychlorosilane. The silicate derivatives
produced were kept at 175° C for ten hours to remove the solvents and volatile matter containing monomer,
dimer and trimer. Thus prepared samples were analyzed to determine the non-volatile content including
polysilicate and the molecular weight distribution of polysilicate derivative was determined by gel permeation
chromatography (GPC). The configuration of GPC and the measuring conditions were the same as in the
Uchikawa et al.’s method. Part of trimethylsilylated sample was submitted to the separation and analysis of
silicate derivatives with a supercritical fluid chromatograph (SEC) of JEOL. A evaporative light scattering
detector (ELSD) was used as the detector of SEC and super critical CO2 was used as the eluent.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Relationship in mortar between pore size distribution and compressive strength
The compressive strengths of JIS mortars cured under different conditions are shown in Fig. 1. Although
the strength of white cement mortar at the early age is slightly higher than that of silica fume blended white
cement mortar in the case of water curing at 20°C, the strengths of both mortars are nearly equal to each other
after 91 days though the former is lower than the latter after 28 days. The strength of blastfurnace slag blended
white cement mortar is the lowest regardless of age among the mortars cured in water. In the steam curing, the
strength of white cement mortar is also as high as that of ordinary portland cement mortar and that of
blastfurnace slag blended white cement mortar is relatively low. Although the strength of silica fume blended
white cement mortar cured in steam is higher than that of white cement mortar during the early age, that of 28
days is nearly equal to that of blastfurnace slag blended white cement mortar. In autoclave curing, the strength
of blastfurnace slag blended white cement mortar is higher than that of white cement mortar and that of silica
fume blended white cement mortar is relatively low. It is generally known that the effect of silica fume on the
improvement of strength at the early age is augmented with the decrease in the W/C ratio. In this experiment,
however, it is considered for JIS mortar with a W/C ratio as high as 0.65 containing no organic admixture that
the strength of silica fume blended white cement mortar is generally low because the microfiller effect of the
dispersed silica fume on the strength is not produced.
The pore size distribution of each type of
the hardened cement mortar cured at
different conditions are shown in Fig. 2.
The total pore volume of mortar cured in
water at 20° C is low for white cement,
blastfurnace slag blended white cement and
silica fume blended white cement. The
trend is the same as those of mortar cured
under condition other than water curing at
20°C.

In water curing at 20°C, the pore volume
of 20 nm or more closely relating to the
strength (i) (2) is high for blastfurnace slag
blended white cement, silica fume blended
white cement and white cement at the early
age. That of mortar at the later age is high
for blastfurnace slag blended white cement,
white cement and silica fume blended white
cement because silica fume blended white
cement mortar is more densified with age.
Although the pore volume of 20 nm or
more in mortar cured in steam is high for
white cement, ordinary portland cement,
blastfurnace slag blended white cement and
silica fume blended white cement at the
early age, that of blastfurnace slag blended
white cement mortar is the lowest after 28
days.

Fig.1

Compressive strength of JIS mortar of each
cement cured under various conditions

Age (days)

Fig.2
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Pore20-50nm

Pore size distribution of hardened JIS mortar prepared from
various cements cured under different conditions

The trend of the pore volume of 20 nm or more in autoclaved mortar is similar to that in mortar cured in
steam at the later age. Although the pore volume of 20 nm or more is generally related to the strength of mortar,
some relationships do not show such a trend. Fig. 3 illustrates the relationship of the total pore volume and the
volume of pore of 20 nm or more with the strength of mortar. Comparing the relationship in mortar cured in
water at 20°C between the total pore volume and the compressive strength with that of mortar cured in steam,
the strength of mortar per unit volume of pore is high for silica fume blended white cement, blastfurnace slag
blended white cement and white cement. The strength per unit volume of pore in autoclaved mortar is higher
than those in mortars cured in water at 2()°C and in steam. On the other hand, the relationship between the pore
volume of 20 nm or more and the strength is approximately expressed by a straight line, especially that in mortar

Compressive strength (kgf/cm

cured in water at 20°C. The strengths per unit pore volume of 20 nm or more in steam-cured mortars of
blastfurnace slag blended white cement, silica fume blended white cement and that in autoclaved mortar of silica
fume blended white cement are low. The deviation from the regression line is considered to be attributed to the
differences in the strength of the hydrate itself and cohesive energy. •

Total pore volume (Vol.%)

Waler curing
• W
A WSL
■ WSF

Steam curing
+ W
x WSL
" WSF
■ crc

Autoclave curing
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A WSL
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Fig.3 Relationships between pore size distribution and

strength of hardened JIS mortar prepared from
various cements cured under different conditions

4.2 Kind and texture of hydrates

Typical scanning electron micrograph
of the fracture surface of each type of
hardened mortar after 28 days are
shown in Fig. 4. From the results of
the SEM and XRD, calcium hydroxide,
ettringite and monosulfate hydrate are
recognized and a lot of type IC-S-H are
observed as well as type III C-S-H in
mortar cured in water at 20°C In steam
curing, there are the same kinds of
hydrates as that in mortar cured in water
although type I C-S-H grows slightly
larger. In an autoclaved mortar, a lot of
hydrogarnets are formed and the peak
intensity of XRD caused by (2 2 0)
plane of tobermorite increases instead
of calcium hydroxide, ettringite and
monosulfate hydrate. The network
structure of tobermorite similar to that
of type II C-S-H is observed frequently
in autoclaved mortar of white cement
In an autoclaved mortar, of blastfurnace
slag blended white cement showing
high strength, the tobermorite similar to
the morphology of type in C-S-H
occupies the majority although the
network structure is also observed. On
the other hand, it is observed that a lot
of foil shaped tobermorites grown from
the sphere particles which are
considered to be silica fume connect the
particles with each other. Such a coarse
texture shows that the connecting
strength between silica fume particles is
relatively weak.

I

II
i

Table 2 Chemical composition of C-S-H in hardened mortar at 28 days measured by EPMA
Cement Curing
SiO2 AlaO, FegO, CaO MgO SO, Na2O KgO
C/S molar
Total
condition
%
%
ratio
W
Water
28 7 2 4 0 2 43.1 20 1 4 0.15 0.01
77.9
163
(3.1) (05) (0.2) (IS) (0.4) (0.4) (0.08) (0.01)
(32)
(0.22)
WSL
Water
27.9 4.1 0.2 36.7 1.8 1.4 0.11 0.04
7Z3
148
(6.4) (1.3) (01) (2.7) (0.7) (02) (0.07) (0 03)
(055)
(6 9)
WSF
Water
269 22 02
393 1.7 13 0.10 0.02
?1.7
162
(6 5) (0.7) (0.1) (42) (10) (0.3) (0.02) (0 01) (HI)
(0.30)
OPC
Steam
29.1 1.8 12 42.1 1.0 09 0.12 0.10
764
156
(1.5) (05) (0.4) (35) (0.6) (02) (0 08) (0 05)
(2.4)
(020)
w
Steam
27.5 22 0.1 45.9 1.6 IS 0.12 0.02
790
130
(1.6) (03) (0.1) (22) (0.7) (03) (0.05) (0.01)
(0.14)
(22)
WSL
Steam
169
229 3.6 03 33.1 1.2 1.8 0.12 0.08
65.5
(35) (1.4) (0.1) (5.4) (0.3) (15) (0.09) (003)
(023)
(6-6)
WSF
Stean
263 23 02 383 1.4 12 0.08 0.03
70S
1.56
(52) (0.6) (02) (5.3) (0.9) (0.4) (0.07) (0.03) (103)
(025)
W
Autoclave 293 1.5 0.1 43.5 1.1 9.3 035 0.06
857
1.65
(6.3) (03) (0.1) (4.7) (03) (72) (020) (0 02)
(OSO)
(51)
WSL
Autoclave 24.1 38 0.1
315 0.3 1.1 021 021
127
61.4
(4 7) (1.1) (0 0) (30) (02) (0.3) (0.08) (0.11)
(85)
(0.19)
WSF
Autoclave 28.6 2.9 0.1 35.1 13 1.4 0.09 0.04
70.0
1.35
(65) (09) (00) (12) (0.9) (05) (0.01) (009) .. (86)
(0-25)
note; ( ) Standard deviaton

i 1) W water curing at 20' G

(3) W autoclave curing at tSO” C

H

*

(4) WSL autoclave curing at 180*'C
5pm

(5)WSF autoclave curing at 180° C

Fig. 4 Scanning electron
micrographs of
hardened morazs
cured for 28 days

4.3 Compositions of C-S-H
The composition of C-S-H in each type of hardened mortar after 28 days measured using EPMA are shown
in Table 2. It is known that C/S molar ratio of C-S-H in hardened blended cement paste varies according to its
position precipitated and it decreases with the decrease of distance from unreacted blending component particle
(5). In this study, C/S molar ratio of C-S-H in autoclaved mortar decreases to 1.3 to 1.4 by the addition of
blastfurnace slag and silica fume though the decrease in it is relatively small in mortars cured in water and in
steam because the C-S-H in the vicinity of unhydrated cement particles were analyzed. It is known that the C-SH of low C/S molar ratio has a large specific surface area and a large cohesive energy (3) (6). In autoclave
curing, however, it is considered that the cohesive energy of hydrate decreases regardless of C/S molar ratio due
to the change in morphology and texture accompanied with the increase in crystallinity and the formation of
tobermorite mentioned earlier.

4.4 Structure of C-S-H
The structures of glass and amorphous phases can be estimated by the powder X-ray diffraction halo patterns
(5). The halo patterns for the paste portion in the hardened mortar sample are, however, within 29° and 30° of 29
(CuKa) in the experiment and almost constant independent of the types of cement and the curing conditions.
The structure of C-S-H was, therefore, investigated by the analysis including NMR and TMS.

-40

-20

-60

-80

-100

ppm from TMS

Fig.5 NMR spectra of hardened
white cement mortar
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Fig.7 Super critical fluid chromatogram
of hardened silica fume blended
while cement mortar treated by TMS
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Fig.6 Relationships between compressive strength, pore volume of 2Gnm or
more, NMR peak intensity and peak intensity ratio of hardened mortar

(1) NMR - The results obtained using NMR using hardened white cement mortars cured under different
conditions are illustrated in Fig. 5. The peak at -22 ppm corresponds to silicone rubber used for reference.
According to 29Si-NMR, the structure of silicate anion is divided into five groups, Qo (monomer of SiOa),
Qi(end of chain), Q2 (middle of chain), Q3 (ramification point of chain) and Q4 (three-dimensional structure),
depending on the chemical shift. Qo and Q4 in the hardened mortar samples of white cement are derived from
unhydrated calcium silicate and fine aggregate of Toyoura standard sand, respectively. Since Qi, Qj and Q3 are
derived from silicate anions in C-S-H, the amount and structure of C-S-H produced can be estimated from the
intensity and the intensity ratio of peaks (7) (8). Fig. 6 illustrates the relationships of the strength and pore
volume of 20 nm or more with the peak intensity of Qi and Q2 and with the intensity ratio of Q1/Q2. Although
there is no direct relationship between the pore size distribution and the polycondensation degree, pore volume
of 20 nm or more which is a main controlling factor of the strength is used for the estimation of
polycondensation degree to clarify the mechanism of strength development. The peak intensity of Qo

corresponding to the quantities of unhydrated alite and belite decreases and that of Qi and Qz corresponding to
the quantity of C-S-H produced increase as the hydration proceeds though that of Qi decreases at the later age.
Since the intensity ratio of Qi/Qiis related to the polycondensation degree of silicate anion in C-S-H, the
polycondensation degree increases with the decrease in the intensity ratio of Q1/Q2- Fig. 6 illustrating the
relationship between the intensity ratio of Q1/Q2 and the pore volume of 20 nm or more reveals that the chain of
silicate anion in C-S-H is lengthened with the increase in curing temperature. Compared with the water-cured
mortars containing almost the same pore volume of 20 nm or more, their polycondensation degree are in the
same level. In steam curing and autoclave curing, however, the polycondensation degree per unit pore volume
of 20 nm or more in silica fume blended white cement mortar is lower than that in white cement mortar.
It is inferred from Figs. 6 and
Fig. 3 that the increase in the
strength of mortar per unit volume
of total pore by the addition of
silica fume is attributed to the
increase in fine pore on which the
stress caused by load is less
concentrated than coarser pore as
particularly conspicuously shown
in the mortar cured in water at
20°C. The highest strength of
autoclaved mortar per unit volume
of total pore is also attributed to the
same reason as shown in Fig. ,2.
Meanwhile, the low strengths per
unit volume of pores of 20 nm or
more in silica fume blended white
cement mortars cured in steam and
in the autoclave are attributed to the
low polycondensation degree of
silicate anions in C-S-H as well as
the cohesive energy lowered by the
increase of crystallinity and the
formation of different types of
hydrate. It is considered that the
increase in polycondensation
degree accompanied with the
increase in strength of hydrate
itself compensates the decrease of
cohesive energy as shown in steamcured and autoclaved mortars of
white cement developing high
strength as almost the same as that
of mortar cured in water at 20°C.
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Fig. 8 Relationships between amount and average molecular weight measured GPC, peak intensities of
various silicate anions measured by SFC, pore volume of 20nm or more and compressive strength

(2) TMS-SFC-GPC - Supercritical fluid chromatogram of hardened white cement mortar after 28 days treated
by trimethylsilylation is shown in Fig. 7. By the conventional gas chromatography and GPC, it is impossible
to separate polymer silicate derivatives clearly. SFC is capable of clear separating and detecting the silicate
derivatives of higher polycondensation. SFC using FID as the detector is able to separate polymer silicate
derivatives until octamer or so (6). By the use of ELSD as the detector and by the addition of ethanol into eluent
as the modifier, the resolution of SFC increases remarkably and the highly polycondensed silicate derivatives
can be detected as shown in Fig. 7. Monomers, however, can not be detected due to the high temperature
setting (90°C) of nebulizer of ELSD.
The relationships of the amount and average molecular weight of polysilicate derivatives measured by GPC
and the peak intensities of various silicate derivatives measured by SFC with the strength and pore volume of 20
nm or more in each type of mortar after 28 days are shown in Fig. 8. Compared with the mortars containing
almost the same pore volume of 20 nm or more, it is recognized that the amounts of silicate anions of heptamer
or more and dimer in an autoclaved mortar of white cement are larger than that in autoclaved mortar of silica
fume blended white cement. Moreover, the amounts of silicate anions of heptamer or more and dimer in

autoclaved mortar of blastfurnace slag blended cement which develops the highest strength are almost two times
as large as that in autoclaved mortar of white cement. This result substantiates the earlier-mentioned mechanism
of strength development that the increase in strength of the hydrate itself by the increase in the polycondensation
degree of silicate anion in C-S-H compensates for the decrease of cohesive energy caused by the increase in
crystallinity and the formation of different kinds of hydrates.
5. CONCLUSION

1) In water curing at 20°C, silica fume blended white cement mortar develops higher strength per unit volume
of total pore than the others. Autoclaved mortars develop higher strength per unit volume of total pore than that
of water and steam-cured mortars. Although, the strength of mortar is strongly related to the pore volume of 20
nm or more, steam-cured mortars of blastfurnace slag blended white cement and silica fume blended white
cement and autoclaved mortar of silica fume blended white cement show a lower strength than the other mortars
containing almost the same pore volume of 20 nm or more.
2) In water curing and steam curing, there is no difference in the kinds of hydrates formed and the difference in
the C/S molar ratio is relatively small although the well growth of type П C-S-H are observed in mortars cured in
steam. In autoclave curing, the addition of blastfurnace slag and silica fume lowers the C/S molar ratio of C-SH remarkably. The three-dimensional network structure of tobermorite which shows the morphology of type II
C-S-H and well grown hydrogarnet are observed.
3) Polycondensation degree of silicate anion in C-S-H increases with the increase in curing temperature and age.
In autoclave curing, polycondensation degree varies largely according to the kind of cement used. There are
large amounts of silicate anions of heptamer or more and dimer in the autoclaved mortar of blastfurnace slag
blended white cement which developed the highest strength. It is considered that the increase in strength of the
hydrate itself by the increase in highly polycondensed silicate anions of C-S-H, especially heptamer or more,
compensates for the decrease in cohesive energy caused by the increase in crystallinity and the formation of
different kinds of hydrates.
4) In the water-cured mortars containing almost the same pore volume of 20 nm or more, polycondensation
degrees of silicate anion in C-S-H are in the same level and polycondensation degree of silicate anion in C-S-H
is closely related to the strength. In steam and autoclave curing, however, the mortars containing silicate anion
of high polycondensation degree develops higher strength per unit pore volume of 20 nm or more. For
example, white cement mortar developing higher strength per unit pore volume of 20 nm or more than silica
fume blended cement mortar contains larger amounts of highly polycondensed silicate anions, especially
heptamer or more and dimer.
5) The higher strengths per unit volume of total pore of autoclaved mortar and silica fume blended white cement
mortar cured in water are mainly attributed to the increase in fine pore on which the stress caused by load is
poorly concentrated. The lower strength per unit pore volume of 20 nm or more of silica fume blended cement
mortar cured under high temperature is attributed both to the low polycondensation degree of silicate anion and
low cohesive energy of hydrate caused by the increase in crystallinity and the formation of different kinds of
hydrates.
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SUMMARY

The hydration reactivity of mineral components and the movement of elements during the hydration reaction
of cement clinker were studied combining the state-of-the-art surface-structure-deteimining techniques including
atomic force microscopy, in-lens field emission scanning electron microscopy and Auger electron spectroscopy
with the etching techniques for optical microscopy. The hydration reactivity is related to the change in color
tone by etching the surface of sample. Holes several nm in diameter from which elements are dissolved are
developed more on the surface of alite than on that of belite after etching. The rough surface which makes us
analogize the existence of network structure is also observed. By etching the surface of alite with water for 30
seconds, the distance between the peak and trough on the surface becomes llnm and the Ca/Si ratio at the
surface decreases to 1.3 because Ca is selectively leached out. The etched depth is proportional to the l/4th
power of the etching time. The Ca/Si ratio at the surface of belite is decreased to 1.6 by the same etching
treatment. The etched depth is 2nm in this case. The setting time of cement can be estimated from the change in
color tone of clinker alite by etching and this technique can be applied for control of setting time of cement.

Resume
Les reactivites d’hydratation de composants mineraux et le mouvement des elements au cours de la reaction
d’hydratation dans des scories de ciment a ete examinees, en combinant aux techniques de corrosion pour
microscopic optique I’etat-de-l’art en matiere de techniques de determination de structures de surface, у compris
la spectroscopic atomique, la microscopic electronique ä balayage ä emission de champ intra-objectif, et la
spectroscopic electronique selon Auger. La reactivite d’hydratation est rapportee aux changements de couleur
induits par corrosion de la surface de l’echantillon. Des trous de plusieurs nm de diametre dont les elements ont
ete dissous, se sont developpes apres corrosion preferentiellement ä la surface de Г alite plutöt que sur celle de la
belite. Une surface rugueuse suggerant 1’existence d’une structure en reseau est egalement observee. En
corrodant la surface de Ealite avec de 1’eau durant trente secondes, la distance entre sommet et fosse ä la
surface atteignent llnm et le rapport Ca/Si a la surface decroit a 1.3 parce que le Ca est lessive de facon
selective. La profondeur de сотх1ёе est proportionnelle au 1/4 de la puissance du temps de corrosion. Le
rapport Ca/Si ä la surface de la belite decroit a 1.6 avec le meme traitement. La profondeur de corrodee est de 2
nm ä cette occasion. Le temps de prise du ciment peut etre estime ä partir du changement de couleur en
corrodant les scories, et cette technique est appliquee au controle du temps de prise du ciment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Observation of alite, belite and interstitial phase in clinker with the reflection optical microscope after etching
the surface of polished clinker had been developed about a hundred years ago(l), as well as with the
transmission optical microscope(2)(3), and is still used for quality control of cement clinker.

In order to clarify the compositional and structural change on the surface of clinker minerals immediately
after mixing with water and to establish a simple rapid testing method of setting time using clinker, the authors
have investigated the initial hydration of clinker minerals combining the state-of-the-art surface-structure
determining apparatuses including atomic force microscope (AFM), in-lens field emission scanning electron
microscope (FESEM) and Auger electron spectroscope (AES) with the etching technique for determining the
surface structure and the element distribution in the depth direction in a micro-region,
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

2.1 Sample
Eight ordinary, three high early strength and three moderate heat portland cement clinkers produced in
several plants were ground with 2.0% of gypsum as SO3 by test mill to 3,500 ctrE/g of Blaine specific surface
area.

2.2 Etching treatment
A polished surface of clinker was dipped in pure water for 30, 600 and 3,600 seconds or 0.01% aqueous
solution of NH4CI. Then it was washed with a large amount of ethanol and dried.
2.3 Determination of the surface structure and composition of clinker
The change of surface structure of the clinker minerals before and after etching was observed by in-lens
FESEM (JEOL 840) and AFM (Digital scan). The roughness of the surface of alite crystal in the direction of
depth was determined by AFM. The distribution of element in the direction of depth from the surface of alite
and belite particles was determined by AES (JEOL JAMP-8400).

2.4 Test of setting time
Setting time of cement was measured in the manner described in JIS R 5201.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Surface structure and composition of clinker minerals
3.1.1 Change of surface structure of clinker minerals before and after etching - A micrograph
of clinker by a reflection optical microscope is shown in Fig.l. Alite in the clinker turns brown by the etching
treatment and the color becomes darker with the increase of etching time. The color tone of belite remains
unchanged by etching. Since the C3A phase is easily dissolved, the contrast with the color of the C4AF phase
becomes more remarkable. Spherical free CaO particles change in various color tones with the passage of time.

The secondary electron images of the surface of clinker before and after etching with water for 30 seconds
observed by in-lens FESEM are shown in Fig.2. Since the angle of aperture can be increased by setting the
sample in the objective lens of in-lens FESEM, the magnification and resolving power can be augmented as
high as of 0.7nm compared with the ordinary FESEM. The particles exists on the surfaces of alite and belite
before etching are contaminants. Holes several nm in diameter from which elements are dissolved are
developed more on the alite crystal than on the belite crystal after etching. The general structure of them is
regarded as a network considering from the roughness of surface. The surface structure of C4AF phase is not
changed so much by etching. Roughness of the surface of alite after etching seems to be caused by dissolution
of element from alite and precipitation of hydrate on alite.
The AFM images of the surfaces of alite before and after etching with water for 30 seconds are shown in
Fig. 3. The smooth surface before etching has a roughness as small as approximately 1 to 2nm and fine
scratches at intervals of approximately 50nm regarded as abrasions with grains of abrasive 0.05p.m in average
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Surface of alite
before etchingL

Surface of alite
after etching

Surface of bellte
after etching

Surface of C«AF
after etching

1

Reflected light micrograph of
clinker etched with 0.01%
aqueous solution of NH«Cl
for 30 seconds
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2

Secondary electron image of the surface of
clinker before and after etching with water
by in-lens FESEM

diameter. The roughness of the surface after etching is enlarged by the dissolution of elements and the distance
between peaks is approximately lOOnm. The roughness of the surface determined by AFM in a high accuracy
of O.lnm in the direction of depth is shown in Fig. 4. The distance between the peak and the trough on the
surface of alite is 10.3 to 11.5nm. Assuming that the distance corresponds to the size of an alite crystal
dissolved, four unit cells with the c-axis 2.5nm long are leached out from the surface in the direction of c-axis.
The distance is increased to 18.5 and 39.4nm by increasing the etching time to 600 to 3600 seconds,
respectively. The distance is proportional to the l/4th power of the etching time as shown in Fig. 5.
The change in color tone of the polished surface of clinker is attributed to the combination of the interference
of beams with different optical path lengths according to the roughness of etched surface and the difference in
the passing time of beam through the etched surface phase. The larger the roughness the of surface is, the
stronger the interference color becomes.

3.1.2 Change of composition in the direction of depth from the surface of clinker minerals
before and after etching - The distribution of element from the etched surface of clinker minerals in the
direction of depth can be determined by the ion-sputtering method. Sizes of alite and belite particle are within a
range from 10 to 40p.m. AES is appropriate for determining the element distribution in the direction of depth
from the surface, because the analytical region of surface by AES is lOOnm to lp.m in the cross wide direction
and ion-sputtering can be applied to AES. The change of composition in the direction of depth from the surface
of alite particle according to the etching time is shown in Fig. 6. The analytical position is the center of alite.
The Ca/Si molar ratio in the surface layer and depths of 3 and 8nm from the alite surface etched for 30 seconds
are approximately 13,2.1 and 3.0, respectively. As mentioned above, the position showing the theoretical
value of Ca/Si ratio of alite is 8nm deep. The sputtering depth by AES is expressed as that of quartz under the
same conditions, therefore it has some possibility to be underestimated. Nevertheless, the depth coincides with
the distance between the peak and the trough on the surface of approximately 1 Inm by AFM. The Ca/Si ratios
in the surface layer of belite and at a depth of 3nm from it are 1.6 and 2, respectively. The result indicates that
the hydration reactivity of belite is lower than that of aHte because Ca ions are dissolved at the beginning of
hydration less from a shallower part in belite than in alite.

Before etching

After etching with
water for 30 seconds
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3

AFM image of the surface
of clinker alite before
and after etching with
water for 30 seconds
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a) AFM image,
b) Surface profile
Horizontal distance [nm]
of line I shown Vertical distance [nm]
Angle
[deg]
in a)

(1)

(2)

(3)

93.00 57.00 36.00
10.34 11.55 10.29
6.35 11.45 15.96
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Relationship between etching time and
etched depth of clinker alite

Change of Ca/Si molar ratio in the
direction of depth from the surface
of alite particle according to the
etching time

In case of alite with zonal structure, the peripheral part coincides with high temperature stable transformation
of M3 akin to trigonal and the inner part coincides with low temperature stable transformation of M i(4)(5). This
result was confirmed by determination of structure and composition of each part by micro-focus x-ray
diffractometer and EPMA(6). Since inner part in alite is more easily etched with water than peripheral part, Mi
phase has higher hydration reactivity at initial stage than M3 phase. Etching depth on alite by water corresponds
to Ca ion leached from the surface of alite, and relates to the hydration reactivity of alite. Hydration reactivity at
initial stage of cement clinker seems to be estimated by the change of color tone of alite and belite by etching
with water.
»

3.2

Relationship between color tone of alite by etching and setting time of cement

The etching time with pure water, for example 1 hour, is so long that the etched depth of the sample is
varied by the effect of ions dissolving from the sample in water and of precipitation of hydrate. If the data of
the etching with pure water is required, the data obtained by etching with a solution free from such an effect
has to be converted into the data of etching with pure water. It was confirmed by AFM that etching with pure
water for 60 minutes corresponds to that with 0.01 % aqueous solution of NH4CI for 30 seconds.

As alite is the most influential mineral on the properties of cement, standard chart of color tone of alite etched
with 0.01% aqueous solution of NH4CI was prepared by dipping the same sample after every 3 seconds
interval. The pinacoid perpendicular to the c-axis of alite crystal is more slowly etched than the other surface
rhomb. Assuming that the area ratio of the pinacoid to the other surface coming out on the polished surface by
etching is constant, however, the hydration reactivity of alite may be inferred by the change of color tone after
etching. The degree of etching of clinkers was determined by color tone after etching with 0.01% aqueous
solution for 30 seconds, compared with standard chart.
The relationship between the degree of etching of alite in clinker and the initial setting time of cement is
shown in Fig. 7. Classifying the amount of free CaO in clinker into three ranges, that is, less than 0.5%, 0.5
1.0% and more than 1.0%, the degree of etching of clinker closely relates to initial setting time of cement. The
more easily clinker is etched, the shorter the initial setting time of cement becomes. For example, the initial
setting time varies with a range of 120 and 180 minutes at the same free CaO level. Increase of free CaO of
0.5% in clinker corresponds to shortening of 40 minutes of initial setting time. The same tendency is observed
on the final setting time. At the same amount of free CaO and the same degree of etching, estimated initial
setting time is shorter in the order of high early strength portland cement, ordinary portland cement and
moderate heat portland cement. Thus the setting time of cement can be estimated from the change in color tone
of alite in clinker by etching and this technique can be applied for the control of setting time of cement.

Д: Ordinary portland cement
(free CaO : 0-0.5%)
•: Ordinary portland cement
(free CaO : 0.5-1.0%)
A: Ordinary portland cement
(free CaO : 1.0-1.5%)
O: High early strength portland cement
(free CaO : 0.5-1.0%)
©: Moderate heat portland cement
(free CaO : 0.5-1.0%)

Degree of etching of clinker alite
(determined by color tone using
standard chart)

Fig.
"I
Relationship between the
degree of etching of clinker
alite and the initial
setting time of cement

4. CONCLUSIONS
The change of surface structure and composition of clinker minerals by etching were investigated using the
state-of-the-art surface-structure-determining techniques including AFM, in-lens FESEM and AES Results
obtained are as follows;
1) Holes several nm in diameter from which elements are dissolved are developed more on the alite crystal than
on the belite crystal after etching with water. By etching the surface of alite with water for 30 seconds, the
distance between the peak and the trough on the surface becomes 1 Inm. The etched depth is proportional to the
l/4th power of the etching time.
2) The change in color tone of the polished surface of clinker by etching is attributed to the combination of the
interference of beams with different optical path lengths according to the roughness of etched surface and the
difference in the passing time of beam through the etched surface phase.
3) The Ca/Si molar ratio in the surface layer and depths of 3 and 8nm from the alite surface etched with water
for 30 seconds are approximately 1.3, 2.1 and 3.0, respectively. The position showing the theoretical value of
Ca/Si ratio of alite is 8nm deep by AES. The depth coincides with the distance between the peak and the trough
on the surface of approximately 1 Inm by AFM.
4) Classifying the amount of free Cap in clinker into three ranges, that is, less than 0.5%, 0.5-1.0% and more
than 1.0%, the degree of etching of clinker expressed by interference color closely relates to initial setting time
of cement. The setting time of cement can be estimated from the change in color tone of alite in clinker by
etching and this technique can be applied for the control of setting time of cement.
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ABSTRACT:
We have compared two techniques for stopping hydration: rinsing with ethanol-ether, and cryosubli
mation after freezing in liquid nitrogen. We have applied both methods to the study of short term hydration of
tricalcium silicate. Suspensions with water/silicate = 4, monitored with an electrical conductivity device,
were filtered at various times, during the dormant period. Filtrates were kept apart, and the solid fractions
rinsed with ethanol-ether. After treatement, the solid parts were remixed with their respective liquid phase,
and the hydration rate monitored again. In case of freezing, the same set of suspensions in their bottle were
immersed in liquid nitrogen, reheated at 25
*C,
and then monitored again without filtration. Our results show
that the C3S dissolution rate is modified with both treatments. The effect is more pronounced for freezing,
probably because the C3S grains undergo internal cracking due to ice growth.

Beyond this point, the conductometric analysis has been used to evidence the effect of hydration time upon
the C3S dissolution rate. It is found that during the dormant period, the dissolution rate is a decreasing func
tion of the hydration time, and is limited by diffusion through the hydrates layer. As second diffusional re
gime, at a higher rate, begins when portlandite precipitates.

RESUME:

Nous avons compare deux methodes d'arret de l'hydratation: le rinqage ä I'ethanol-ether et la cryo
sublimation apres gel dans l'azote liquide. Ccs deux methodes ont cte appliquees ä Fctudc de l'hydratation a
court terme du silicate tricalcique. Apres application de chaque methode, les solides ont ete remis cn sus
pension dans la phase aqueuse au contact lors de l'arrct., et l'hydratation a etc suivic par conductimetrie,
permettant de mesurer la duree de la periode dormante.
Nos resultats montrent que la dissolution de C3S est modifiee par les deux traitements. Get effet est plus pro

nonce pour le gel, car les grains de C3S subissent une microfissuration interne lors de la croissance cristalline
de la glace. L'etude des variations de la duree de periode dormante des cchantillons prehydrates, stoppes et
remis en suspension, montrent que la vitesse initiale de dissolution est une fonction decroissante de du temps
d'hydratation, et qu'elle est limitee par la diffusion ä travers la couchc d'hydrates. Un second regime diffusionnel, de vitesse plus grande, commence lors de la precipitation de la portlandite..

1 - INTRODUCTION.
Among the existing methods for stopping
hydration, rinsing with organic solvents like acetone-ether or ethanol-ether is the most currently
used. This technique implies crushing of the paste
before rinsing. Hence, it is of particular interest for
the study of suspensions. Cryosublimation, which
does not require crashing, can also be used, but it is
not rapid enough to follow the rapid initial
reactions. In this case, liquid nitrogen freezing of the
sample has to be used in order to stop the hydration
quickly (1).
We have compared these two methods, and applied
them to the study of the early steps of C3S hydration

elsewhere (2)
Three synthetic alites were tested, the end of the
dormant period being easily detectable with the
conductivity maximum (the curves of alite N
*1
are
given at fig.l). The duration of the first run was
taken into account, and added to the duration of the
dormant period measured during the second run.
The intermediate filtration and drying can thus be
considered as a simple point on the curves, as if the
clock had been stopped during these operations.
Electrical .
Condnctivrty (mS.cm-1)

(dormant period). The first aim of this study was to
find the best experimental procedure, knowing the
secondary effects of the treatments on the
microstructure of the hydrates. The second aim was
to study the kinetics of CSH formation during the
first hours of hydration.
100

200

300

400 (mm)

2 - EXPERIMENTAL.
Two identical series of suspensions with
water/CßS =4 were studied. They were stirred at

25
*C
at the same speed, and monitored with an
electrical conductivity device. Hydration was
stopped at different times by both methods,
sampling each time two suspensions.
- In the first case, the suspension was filtered under
vacuum. The filtrate was kept apart, and the solid
residue was rinsed with the solvent and moderately
dried by vacuum evaporation. The filtrate and its
rinsed solid were then reintroduced in the cell and
monitored further.
- In the second case, the suspension in its plastic
cell was immersed in liquid nitrogen, allowed to
freeze, and then reheated to *25
C,
stined and
monitored again.
The samples were finally exposed to the same vapor
pressure, to bring the samples in the same standard
hygrometric status.

Both methods were applied to different synthetic
alites and C3S samples. The dormant period dura
tion, during the second run, was measured and
studied as a function of the time of hydration in the
first run. More details on the conductometric
techniques and significance of the curves arc given

Fig.l Conductivity curves for alite #1
prehydrated during 0 to 5 hours
When hydration was stopped after the end of the
dormant period of the first stirring, a second
conductivity maximum, showing a new precipita
tion of portlandite, occured during the second stir
ring. In this case, the second dormant period was
used for totalisation. The three alites, allowed to
hydrate and monitored without further step of
treatment, were taken as references for comparison.

3 - RESULTS.
3.1. Rinsing with ethanol-ether.

The total dormant period durations (DPD),
are given in table 1, with the calculated differences
from the untreated alites. In agreement with a pre
vious work of BARRET and BERTRANDIE (3), an
increase of the dormant period duration is found.
The variation with respect to the reference increa
ses with the stopping time, that is to say with the
progress of reactions of the alite samples during the
first step.

Table 1.
stopping
time tl

Dormant period durations with rinsing at time tl.

ALITE 1
D.P.D (diff)

0hl5
0h30
IhOO
2h00
2h30
3h00
3h30
4h00
5h00

5h48

(lh26)

5h52
6hl0

(lh30)
(lh48)

Reference

4h22

5Ы2

ALITE 2
D.P.D (diff)

ALITE 3
D.P.D. (difl)

4h25

(- 0h20)

5hl5

(OhlO)

5h28
5h36

(0h23)
(0h31)

(0h50)

0

5h05

A negative difference is found in one case (alite 2
stopped after 30 minutes). This was not observed for
other series of C3S and alites, but the upward trend

0

2h48

(0h26)

3h03
3h36
4h03
4h43
5hl2
5h28
6h37

(0h41)
(lhl4)
(lh41)
(2h21)
(2h50)
(3h06)
(4hl5)

2h22

0

period of the first step. This behaviour was confir
med with other series of C3S and alites stopped by
freezing.

of the differences was confirmed.

3.2. Freezing with liquid nitrogen.

4 - INTERPRETATION.

The conductometric curves arc given in fig.2
for alite N
*2, and the total dormant period durations
in Table 2, for alites 1 and 2. As for rinsing, the
difference with regard to the standard increases with
the stopping time, here from negative to positive
values.

4.1. Differences of dormant period.

Conductivity (mS.cm-1)

All the differences from the reference
dormant periods are plotted on fig.3, as a function of
the stopping time tp The curves are composed of

two parts: the first part, after a short initial increase,
shows weak slopes, similar for each alite sample
and treatment.

Fig.2 Conductometric curves for alite #2 frozen
after 0 to 4h of prehydration

STOPPING TIME (MIN)
-+- A3 SOL

The negative values conespond to an acceleration
of the hydration. It is a secondary effect of freezing,
when this is applied before the end of the dormant

-X-A1SOL

о A2SOL

AI FR

-•• A2FR

Fig.3 Dormant period difference from reference
not prehydrated

Table 2,

Dormant period durations with intermediate freezing.

stopping time
tl

ALITE 1
D.P.D
(diff)

OhlS
0h30
IhOO
2h00
3h00
4h00
5h00
6h00
16h00

3h05
3h25
3h32
4h02
4h21
4h33
5Ы9
6Ы8
17h05

Standard

4h25

(-lh20)
(-IhOO)
(-0h53)
(-0h23)
(-OhO4)
(0h08)
(0Ы9)
(0Ы8)
(lh05)
0

ALITE 2
D.P.D.
(diff)

3h44
4h08
4h23
4h50

5h05

The second part shows a larger slope, beginning just
before the time which corresponds to the reference
dormant period.

Plotted as a function of the square root of t^, the
curves seem to be parallel in their first part ffig.4). This is not surprising, since the initial reactions are
known to be diffusion-controlled (3). The curves
now differing only by a constant, we are questioned
about its significance. This constant represents the
difference obtained at the very first moments, bet
ween the reference and treated alites.

(-lh21)
(-0h57)
(-0H42)
(-0Ы5)

0

increase in reactivity. In this respect, alites 1 and 3
seem to be in a better state than alite 2, for both
treatments.
- the first freezing and ice growth can create some
modifications of the alite grains, if they have an in
ternal porosity accessible to water. This could be a
good explanation of the negative values Of the dif
ferences observed in this case, the treated samples
becoming more reactive than the references.
This hypothesis was checked by scanning electron
microscopy, which confirms the porous structure of
the alite samples (photo 1)
- sorption by hydrates or imbibition of organic sol
vents into the pores of the samples (4) could also be
a cause of modification of hydration kinetics and
hydrates permeability or structure.

Fig.4 Differences of DPD as a function of
- the references are in different states of conserva
tion, more or less aerated with the storage time. The
treatment could renew the surface, and lead to an

Photo 1 Porosity of alite #1

Table 3,
Alite/treatment

Correction of the references.
ref.DPD
(min)

correction
(min)

new ref.DPD
(min)

alite 3/solvent
alite 1/solvent
alite 2/solvent

142
262
305

- 5 (+/-5)
- 5 (+/-5)
-50 (+/-5)

137
257
245

alite 1/freezing
alite 2/freezing

265
305

-103 (+/-5)
-135 (+/-5)

162
170

Taking into account these initial differences, the
ordinates at time zero were calculated by extrapo
lation, with a regression method. New reference
values were obtained, and are listed below (table3).

stining in the first step, a proportional increase of
the dormant period is obtained in the second stirring
step.

The new curves are now superimposed in their first
part (fig.5). They appear to be composed of two
straight lines, intersecting at a time conesponding to
about ten minute before the end of the untreated
samples dormant period.

Fig.6 Complete corrected curves.

Fig.5 Corrected curves DPD vs

The complete corrected curves are plotted on fig.6.
A very good fit with a square root law is found,
within the experimental errors.

4.2. Effect of treatments upon the dissolution rate
ofC3S.
Having taken into account the initial pertur
bations caused by the treatments, it appears that, for
a given increase of the square root of the time of

The existence of such a relation can be related to
different causes, but the most evident is the cove
ring of the alite surface by a layer of CSH, the
permeability of which is a decreasing function of
time (3).
Both treatments are likely to modify the permeabi
lity of this layer, by irreversible dehydration and/or
sorption of molecules. Applied to a layer, the thick
ness of which increases with time t], the treatments

could then induce an additional reduction of the
dissolution rate, also function of tp

4.3. Effect of treatments upon the portlandite
nucleation.
The treatments do not modify the time of
portlandite nucleation: Despite the modifications of
the CSH layer caused by the treatments, a new dif—

fusional regime takes place when portlandite begins
to precipitate. This occurs about ten minutes before
the conductivity maximum, when the slope of the
curve starts to decrease. This observation is in
agreement with the fact that the concentrations de
tected by conductometry are the resultant of the dif
ference of two ionic fluxes, and that the maximum
is dynamical.

particles, observed elsewhere (6), (7).
Additional work is now required to quantify the
reaction rates, and to build a model taking into ac
count the kinetics of portlandite nucleation and
growth, and its effects on the CSH permeability.

REFERENCES.
In this second regime, the permeability of the layer
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5 - CONCLUSIONS.
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For both treatments, the C3S dissolution rate

increases with the square root of the time of hydra
tion, that is to say with the thickness of the CSH
layer. Nevertheless these effects can be modelized,
what enables a second use of a sample already par
tially hydrated. This could be useful in case of wor
king on very small quantities of samples, for exam
ple those enriched with rare or expensive isotopes.
The less disturbing treatment is found to be the sol
vent rinsing one. It could be used to renew the sur
face of old aerated samples, and this requires addi
tional research.
Freezing leads to an increase of the C3S reactivity,

by fracturation or microcracking of porous samples,
and opening new pathways for water. Because it is
the only method available to stop the hydration
quickly and very early, it can be used with precau
tions, and requires a reference treated by the same
way, after a few second of hydration.
Regarding the hydration mechanisms of C3S, our

results are consistent with a control of the duration
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Abstract
'
An integrated approach involving several nondestructive or mild s:ructural techniques has been
developed in order to characterize the textural evolution of hardened cement pastes at all length scales
between the size of the elementary colloidal gel particles and the size of the largest void. The starting
samples were al! prepared with the same w/c ratio (0.4). Their evolution was monitored from one day up to
one year. The C3S/CSH ratio was measured by X-ray diffraction. Mercury intrusion was used as a
standard reference method in order to measure the pore size distribution and the pore scaling properties
between 1 pm and 10 nm. The specific surface area accessible to water molecules in saturated conditions
was measured by proton NMFk Small angle X-ray scattering was used to determine the scaling properties
between 45 and 3 nm. A multifractal analysis was performed on digitized transmission electron micrographs.
In the later case, a mild stepwise solvent exchange treatment was developed in order to include the watersaturated samples in epoxy resin. The micrographs were obtained on ultra-thin (50 nm) slices.
Most of the specific surface area and porosity evolution (in particular, the disappearance of the
capillary porosity peak) was found to occur in the first days of curing, in parallel with the progress of the
hydration reaction. However, significant and complex interface morphological changes occur at longer period.
The long-term state of this evolution appears to be a surface and pore volume multifractal structure.

Resume
L'evolution texturale de pates de ciment durcies examinee ä des echelles comprises entre la tailie
des particules colloidales elementaires et la faille des pores capillaires est etudiee par des methodes non
destructives. Les echantillons de depart sont prepares ä un rapport E/C de 0,4. Le temps d'hydratation
varie de un jour ä plus de un an. Le rapport C3S/CSH est determine par diffraction des rayons X.
L'intrusion de mercure est utilisee comme technique de reference pour la determination la distribution de
laiiles de pores et des proprietes de loi d'echelle entre 1 pm et 10 nm. La surface specifique accessible aux
molecules d'eau est mesuree par RMN du deuteron dans les conditions de saturation. La diffusion des
Rayons X aux petits angles est utilisee pour determiner les proprietes de loi d'echelle entre 45 et 3 nm. Une
analyse multifmctale est realises sur des images numerisees obtenues par microscopie electronique ä
transmission. Dans ce dernier cas, un echange de solvants est applique sur les echantillons satures d'eau
pour permettre I'inclusion dans une resine epoxy. Les micrographies sont obtenues sur des coupes ultra
minces de 50 nm d'epaisseur.
Les resultats indiquent que revolution de la surface specifique et de la porosite intervient dans les
premiers jours de l'histoire de la päte, parallelement ä la progression de la reaction d'hydratation.
Cependant, des variations morphologiques complexes se produisent pour des periodes plus longues. A
long terme, le resultat de cette evolution est une structure dont la matiere et le reseau poreux presentent une
organisation multifractale.

1 Introduction
Understanding the physical and mechanical properties of cement pastes requires a thorough
knowledge of the matter and void distribution (what we call microtexture') at all length scales between the
size of the elementary colloidal particles of the hydrated phases and that of the largest voids (microcracks
network). In this paper we shall concentrate on the microtextural characterization of the most important

component of cement pastes, CSH gel. Our target is to understand how the capillary porosity of the fresh
paste is progressively filled by the hydrated gel as the CSH/C3S ratio increases, during a curing period
extending from 1 day to 1 year. We examined three microtextural features: the surface area the interface
morphology and the pore size distribution. These features are usually studied by methods (BET method
applied to nitrogen or water adsorption, scanning electron microscopy, mercury porosimetry) which, though
powerful, have the drawback of perturbing the microtexture of the sample either during the sample
preparation or during the measurement proper. It is an integral part of our approach to develop methods

which will allow keeping the samples as much as possible in wet, unperturbed conditions.

2 Sample preparation and hydration rate

,

.

All the samples were prepared with a water/CsS ratio of 0.4. The samples were cast as thin disks
of 3 mm thickness and 3 cm diameter. The disks were stored at room temperature in saturated lime slurries
during the curing period, in closed polyethylene vessels.
The progress of the hydration reaction, defined as the fraction of anhydrous material converted to
hydration products, was monitored by X-ray diffraction, by quantitatively estimating the fraction of
unreacted C3S on the basis of the intensity of its diffraction lines, compared to an internal standard (10%

silicon, by weight), as described elsewhere [1].

3 Solid/water interface area

.

. .

.

.

Spin-lattice relaxation time (Ti) measurements of solvent nuclei in dilute or concentrated
suspensions of mineral particles have been used as a non-perturbing method for the determination of a
solid-liquid interface area. The method is based on the increased relaxation rate of solvent molecules nuclei
close to the solid surface (typically within 1 nm from the surface). It has been applied to clay suspensions

[2] as well as to fresh or hardened cement pastes ([3], [4]).

Fig 1:2H NMR specific surface area and hydration rate as a function of curing time

An important feature of this method is that, in the case of aggregated particles separated by one or a
few layers of solvent molecules (this applies to clay flocs and, most probably, to cement hydrates)) , it

does not yield the total surface area of the particles but only the external surface area of the colloidal
aggregates. This stems from the condition of rapid molecular exchange between the interfacial phase and
the capillary water or the suspension medium.
In order to determine the evolution of the hydrate particles aggregates surface area with curing time,
each sample disk past a given curing time was dried with a paper cloth at room temperature for a few
minutes, weighed, and roughly crushed by hand. Several suspensions of the resulting fragments in heavy

water were then immediately prepared with increasing solid/heavy water ratios and their deuteron relaxation
rate was measured. The interface area was calculated for each sample from the evolution of Tr1 as
described elsewhere [2].

As shown in Figure 1, the evolution of the hydrated products/water interface area is significant and
fast in the first 25 days, in step with the progress of the hydration reaction. About 90% of the initial C3S
mass is converted to hydration products after 25 days. The interface area is close to its maximum (~ 0,075
m2/Kg) for that curing time and tends to decrease slightly afterwards. A preliminary conclusion from this is
that all eventual textural modifications occurring after about 25 days do so essentially at constant hydrate

aggregate/water interface area.

4 Pore size distribution
Although mercury intrusion is a perturbing technique (it involves drying the sample and, at very high
intrusion pressure, may even destroy the pore system), it is a standard method for analyzing the pore neck
size distribution of porous materials. We analyzed the pore volume distributions after 1,4, 15, 57 and 375
days curing. The total porosity, defined as the ratio of the total pore volume to the external or apparent
volume of the sample, decreases from 0.38 to 0.14 when the hydration reaction progress increases from
0.48 to 0.96 over 375 days. In fact, most of this evolution takes place in the first 50 days, with the rapid
disappearance of the capillary porosity peak centered around ~0.7 pm in the first days, followed by a
slower decrease to a broader distribution of pores between 0.5 and 0.01 pm.

Fig 2: pore diameter (pm) distribution determined by mercury intrusion

Interestingly, the long term evolution of the porosity after 375 days is a broad and smooth
distribution which, when examined in logarithmic scales (Figure 2), is clearly suggesting the existence of
scaling properties. The slope of this log-log relationship may be interpreted in terms of fractal dimension of
the pore walls.
Assuming that a pore volume measurement by mercury intrusion in this material at a given pressure
P corresponding to a given pore radius r is equivalent to measuring the pore space accessible to balls of

dimension r, one can show that [5]:

dVaccess(r)/dr = -(3-D)(D-2).LD r2-D

(1)

This relationship, which predicts a linear Log(dV/dr) vs Logr, is only reasonably obeyed in the case
of the sample cured for 375 days. It leads to a surface fractal dimension of 3.04

5 Interface morphology
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements were performed in the q-domain between 0.12
and 2 nm"1. All the measurements were performed in point geometry. The samples were examined in

powdered form, after hand crushing of the wet disks.
In the case of mass fractals, the scattered intensity is expected to scale as [6]
l(q) ~ q-Dm

In the case of surface fractal structures, one would expect
l(q) ~ q"(6-Ds)

SAXS has already been applied both to cement pastes [7]; and to CSH pastes [8]. A fractal
behavior was found in all cases, but the results do not agree quantitatively. However, these discrepancies

may be due to differences in materials, preparation or curing conditions. In the case of CSH pastes
prepared with water/C3S= 0.5, a surface fractal behavior is observed with Ds=2.74 [8].

0.01

0.1

q(Ä -1)

Our Log l(q) vs Log q curves (Figure 3) show in general two linear regimes. The first one is
observed at small q (long distances), below ~ 0.7 nm'1. The slope is always close to -3 or slightly more
negative This can be interpreted in terms of a surface fractal behaviour with Ds<3. The second regime is
observed at large q (smaller distances)) above 0.7 nm-1 and is characterized by slopes which range from 1.9 to -2.88. The most straightforward interpretation of this regime is in terms of a mass fractal behaviour

with an increasing compact structure with exponents Dm ranging from 1.9 to 2.88.
The scaling exponents exhibit a clear evolution, in parallel with a crossove- between the two
regimes. At early curing times, the two regimes are clearly distinct, with a crossover eround q-0.7 nm
which corresponds to a distance close to 10 nm. At longer curing times (one year), the Mo regimes seem to
merge The two exponents become very close to each other (Ds=2.89 and Dm=2.38) with no clear
crossover point. Thus, SAXS suggests that the long term evolution of the CSH paste is c.ose to a compact
structure, at least at length scales between 3 and 45 nm.

Figure 4 (a,b,c) shows three typical digitized images of ultrathin slices of samples after curing times
of 1 22 and 400 days, respectively. The inner CSH and the outer CSH are clearly visible on the 22day

sample A multifractal analysis [ 9] of the mass, void space and interface on these images shows that t e
materials are not simple self-similar structures. A qualitative but important observation is that a young pas e
is a very heterogeneous distribution of compact grains and open voids whereas a mature paste tend
towards a homogeneously dispersed space-filling texture.

Fig. 4c : 400 days old sample
The main conclusion of this work is undoubtedly that the long term evolution of hardened CSH

pastes is a homogeneous fractal structure with a fractal exponent close to 3. Surprisingly, this important
qualitative change in the paste microtexture occurs long after the initial and fast development of interface
area and the filling of the capillary porosity. It is therefore best attributed to textural rearrangement

processes, occurring at quasi-constant interface area and porosity.
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SUMMARY
Hydration of high alumina cement (НАС) has been examined in the Setaram C80 heatflux
calorimeter at temperatures from 20°C to 180°C. Accurate recording of the initial heat evolution is
achieved through an in-situ mixing system. This technique enables hydration phenomena to be

studied under both normal and hydrothermal (refractory) conditions. The effects of using different
water/cement ratios and employing admixtures are clearly demonstrated. For instance, for the neat

НАС at water/cement ratios 0.3 and 0.5, the time at which the major heat peak was observed (which
is associated with cement setting), passed through a maximum at 35°C. The hydration reaction was

faster at both lower and higher temperatures. This apparent anomaly can be understood in terms of

the hydration of CA (the main cementing component) and the problems of nucleation of CAH^ at
around 35°C. As with Portland cements, calcium lignosulphonates retard the setting of НАС but

tend initially to produce greater chemical reactivity. Calcium chloride tends to retard НАС hydration,
whereas it accelerates Portland cement hydration at similar concentrations. Much practically useful

information on workability, setting and the development of hardening in НАС can be obtained through
the application of the higher temperature conduction calorimetry described.

INTRODUCTION

Conduction calorimetry has become a standard laboratory technique for studying the hydration
behaviour of cements1 "3, following the development by Calvet4 of the original Tian calorimeter5.

Conventional conduction calorimetry has suffered from the following problems:

a)

The inability to use it above 95°C meant that hydrothermal cement hydration reactions could

not be investigated.

b)

It was not possible to record accurately the initial heat peak at the beginning of hydration owing

to difficulties experienced in the internal mixing of cements with water.

These problems were overcome with the development of the Setaram C80 heatflux calorimeter. This

instrument allows in situ mixing of the cement with water, which enables the first heat peak to be

accurately measured. Using the mixing cell, experiments can be carried out up to 180"C, the point
at which the vapour pressure of water equals the working pressure of the cell (~1.0 MPa). The

technique has been successfully employed in the examination of oilwell cementing formulations over
a wide temperature range61''

In the present work the heatflux calorimeter has been applied to the hydration of high alumina
cement (НАС). The hydration has been examined under a variety of conditions over the temperature

range 20 - 180°C.
The НАС and water were placed in the two respective halves of the mixing cell, separated by a loose
fitting lid and a layer of mercury. Mixing was carried out internally within the heatflux calorimeter by

means of an automatic reversing mechanism. This permitted the loose fitting lid to fall away and thus
allow the cement and water to mix. In this way, it was possible to measure accurately the initial heat
peak for the hydration process.

EXPERIMENTAL

Conduction calorimetry was carried out on the Setaram C80 heatflux calorimeter using a Lafarge

Ciment Fondu high alumina cement (produced to BS 915:19728) at water/cement ratios of 0.30 or
0.50 within the temperature range 20 - 180°C. In order to ascertain the effect of admixtures, calcium

lignosulphonate (CLS) at 0.2% and 0.3% by weight of cement and calcium chloride at 2% by weight
of cement were also investigated for their effects upon the hydration process.
The НАС and water were placed in the two respective halves of the mixing cell, separated by a loose

fitting lid and a layer of mercury. Mixing was carried out internally within the heatflux calorimeter by

means of an automatic reversing mechanism. This permitted the loose fitting lid to fall away and thus

allow the cement and water to mix. In this way, it was possible to measure accurately the initial heat
peak for the hydration process.

RESULTS

The results of this work are tabulated in Table 1 and illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. Here heat
evolution is shown only up to 33 hours, and the curves are to different scales for the heat flow axis so

as to aid clarity.

DISCUSSION

In comparison with Portland cement, there is much less heat dissipated at the very beginning of
hydration at 20 C^’®. A small first heat peak, due primarily to heat of solution and heat of wetting
effects arises during the first minutes of hydration. The principal heat peak is the second one. For

HAG at 0.30 w/c (sample 1) this second peak occurred at 7.3 hours. The times corresponding to

initial and final set (335 and 355 minutes) occurred on the low time side of the second heat peak, a
phenomenon similar to that observed with Portland cement, but in this instance due primarily to the
onset of significant CAH10 formation. Hydration was slow at first and then became rapid, giving a

long workability period, in accordance with the slow setting, but rapid-hardening characteristics of
HAG. At 0.50 w/c (sample 2), which is above the generally recommended maximum water level of

0.40 for practical usage9'10, there is much greater heat dissipation during the first few hours and
setting is advanced.

Addition of 2% calcium chloride to the HAG at 0.30 w/c (sample 3) effectively retarded the first heat
peak. However, it drew out the ’second' heat peak into three peaks, the first of which moved forward

to 5.2 hours, but the other two (at 9.6 and 20.6) peaks were effectively retarded in comparison with

sample 1 in the absence of calcium chloride. At 0.50 w/c (sample 4) the first heat peak is larger,

indicative of greater chemical reactivity, but the second heat peak is retarded and has a pronounced
shoulder on the low time side. Clearly 2% calcium chloride, which accelerates Portland cement
hydration at 20"C, has a much more complex effect on HAG, tending to retard the setting process
and interfering with the smooth hydration of GA to CAH^ q. Calcium lignosulphonate (CLS) in 0.2%
quantities, as with Portland cements, retards the setting and the advent of the second heat peak in

sample 5 at 0.30 w/c. For sample 6 compared with sample 2 at 0.50 w/c there is more chemical

reactivity at the beginning of hydration, as shown by a greater first heat peak, but further heat is
dissipated over a longer time period, which is commensurate with the retardation of setting. Like
calcium chloride, CLS interferes with the smooth, effective hydration of GA to CAH10. At 0.3% CLS

addition for 0.30 w/c (sample 7) more heat was dissipated in the first 3 hours than for 0.2% addition
(sample 5). Repetition with a different CLS (sample 8) produced similar results. For 0.5 w/c

(sample 9), in comparison with the corresponding 0.2% CLS addition level (sample 6), there was a
greater first heat peak, confirming the greater reactivity produced by CLS at the commencement of
hydration, but a similar second heat peak, although this was advanced to 11.9 hours. Yet, the overall
effect was retardation of set.

At 35 ° C, although the first heat peak was greater than the 20'C one for НАС hydration at both 0.30
and 0.50 w/c (samples 10 and 11), onset of the second heat peak was comparatively delayed in both

instances corresponding to longer setting, despite the higher temperature. This is in line with the
observations on the hydration of CA, the major cementing component of НАС, which encounters
problems of nucleation in producing CAH^ at around ~30 - 351C11; this would explain the longer
setting observed from the delayed second heat peak here. Significant quantities of С2АН8 are also

formed at this temperature, which, like САН18 contribute towards the setting process.

At 50"C and 0.30 w/c (sample 12) the hydration rate of the НАС had substantially increased, with
setting times and the workability period reduced and the small first heat peak not accurately

quantifiable. At 75°C (sample 13) the small first heat peak had apparently merged into the much
larger ’second’ heat peak with its maximum at 8.0 minutes. This had a pronounced shoulder on the

longer time side indicative of substantial C3AH6 formation at this stage of the hydration process.
CgAHg is substantially involved in the setting process here.

At 100’C (sample 14) the shoulder has practically disappeared, since hydration is far less
discontinuous by now, and less heat is evolved than at 75°C, although the peak maximum has

decreased to around 7.4 minutes. This trend continued at 140’C (sample 15), with the peak
maximum being brought further forward, the shoulder having disappeared, but the total level of

reactivity continuing to fall off. Finally at 180 °C (sample 16), the level of reactivity has only fallen off
slightly compared with the situation at 140°C. At these elevated temperatures the НАС hydration

was comparatively less sensitive to temperature changes than at the lower temperatures

encountered. This is undoubtedly connected with C3AHg being the dominant hydration product

here. Such observations are important in the context of hydrothermal hydration, which has been less

well characterised for НАС than for Portland cement12.

CONCLUSION

Higher temperature conduction calorimetry has been demonstrated to be a valuable tool for studying

the hydration behaviour of high alumina cement. The effects of different temperatures, water/cement
ratios and admixtures have been clearly pinpointed. Much practically useful data on workability,

setting and the development of hardening in НАС can be obtained by employing this technique in

laboratory studies.
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TABLE 1

CONDUCTION CALORIMETRIC DATA

1st HEAT PEAK
PEAK HEIGHT
(mW/g)

2nd 4 OTHER HEAT PEAKS
-AH
PEAK MAX PEAK HEIGHT
(hours)
(mW/g)
(J/g)

SAMPLE
NO

TEMP
fC)

w/c
RATIO

ADMIXTURE

-ЛН
(J/g)

1

20

0.30

-

5.6

3.5

204.5

7.3

20

2

20

0.50

4.4

4

312.5

6.6

22

3

20

0.30

2% CaCI2

2.9

1.5

58.2
39.6
97.6

5.2
9.6
20.6

5
3
4.5

4

20

0.50

2% CaCI2

10.2

5

280.9

(13.8 sh
1 14.7

13
14

5

20

0.30

0.2% CLS

3.8

2.5

39.8
161.4

9.1
21.6

2
3.5

6

20

0.50

0.2% CIS

5.1

2.5

306.3

21.5

5

7

20

0.30

0.3% CLS

3.9

2.5

8.3
75.2
74.8

2.8
8.5
25.9

1
2
1.5

8

20

0.30

0.3% CLS
*

4.5

2.5

43.3
58.8
78.2

7.7
19.8
30.5

2
1.5
1.5

9

20

0.50

0.3% CLS

6.6

2.5

290.0

11.3

6

10

35

0.30

-

13.7

4

240.5

9.5

22

11

35

0.50

32.0

5

310.0

12.4
(minutes)

24

12

50

0.30

10.0+

7.5

327.2

77.2

98

13

75

0.30

•

•

399.6

( 8.0
(22.0 sh

199
90

14

100

0.30

-

•

•

362.9

7

415

15

140

0.30

-

•

•

339.3

<7

320

16

180

0.30

•

•

332.5

<7

375

'

+
*

-

only partially resolvable
encompassed within main heat peak

sh - shoulder
* different CLS sample

"

НЕАГ FLOW <mW/9>

Fig. 1: Conduction Calorimetry Curves For НАС Samples 1-9

HEAT FLOW <mW/g)

Fig.2: Conduction Calorimetry Curves For НАС Samples 10 - 16

A METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE ADVANCEMENT OF THE HYDRATION
OF C3S IN DILUTED SUSPENSIONS BY MEANS OF SIMULTANEOUS
CONDUCTIMETRIC AND CALORIMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
D Damidot and A Nonat
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SUMMARY

Hydration of CaS has often been studied in stirred diluted suspensions by
following the evolution versus time of the silicate and calcium concentrations in
solution or that of the electric conductivity of the solution. In this way, it is
possible to get a quantitative determination of the advancement of the reaction by
making
hypothesis
on
the
Ca/Si
of
the
precipitated
C-S-H
only
before
the
precipitation of portlandite.
For
getting
round
this
limitation,
we
developped
an
isothermal
microcalorimetric technique for studying stirred diluted suspensions and allowing to
simultaneously measure the heat flow released by the reaction and the electrical
conductivity of the solution.
The use of this method in different hydration conditions (e.g. W/C ratio,
initial ionic concentrations...), leading to the rate of each reaction involving' in
the hydration of CaS, allowed us to distinguish two kinetic steps of precipitation of
C-S-H with different diffusion properties.

RESUME

suivant
calcium

L'Hydratation de CaS a souvent ete etudiee en suspension diluee et agit6e en
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solution.
De
cette
maniere,
il
n'est possible
de
determiner
quantitativement
1'avancement de la reaction que pendant la periode precedent la precipitation de la
portlandite et en faisant des hypotheses sur le rapport Ca/Si des C-S-H qui
precipitent.
Pour
pallier
cette
limitation nous
avons
develloppe
line
technique
de
microcalorimetrie isotherme permettant
1'etude des
suspensions agitees
tout
en
mesurant la conductivite electrique de la solution.
L'utilisation
de
cette
methode
originale
dans
differentes
conditions
d'hydratation (W/C, concentration ioniques initiale,..) nous a permis de distinguer,
lors de 1'hydratation, deux etapes cinetiques de precipitation des C-S-H
dont les
proprietes par rapport ä la diffusion des ions et de l'eau sont differentes.

INTRODUCTION
The most of recent studies on CsS hydration especially in diluted suspensions
(1-3), lead to the conclusion that hydration proceeds by through solution reactions.
From precise analysis of the evolution of both calcium and silica concentrations in
solution, Barret and Bertrandie (2) showed that hydration process may be divided in
five stages during which three different reactions become successively simultatneous;
there are :
- Ri, the dissolution of СзS, with the rate vi
- R2 , the precipitation of C-S-H, with the rate V2
- R3, the precipitation of portlandite, with the rate va,
and relations between the three rates have been established. But it is not possible
by this way to know the rate of each reaction and then the advancement of hydration,
especially after the portlandite precipitation.
On the other hand, the calorimetry offers the advantage to follow continuously
the evolution of the system and to give a propprtional measure of the reaction rates
during the hydration process; it is often used to characterize the evolution of
cement hydration in paste. So we try to joint the two methods to study Сз S hydration
and we adapted a very sensitive isothermal calorimeter for analysing stirred diluted
suspensions.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental device was built up around a TIAN-CALVET isothermal type
microcalorimeter. Its high sensitivity (О.З/zW) allows to measure the heat evolution
rate of very diluted suspensions (some mg of C3S in 5 cm3 of water).
When C3S is hydrated in pure water, lime
heat flow (mW/д)
[CaOl mol/kg
concentration
is
proportional
to
the
------------------------------------------ —---------------- —4U
elecrical conductivity; it may be deduced
after
calibration.
The
electrical
conductivity
of
the
solution
was
continuously
measured
by
means
of
a
laboratory-made
microelectrode
in
the
calorimetric cell. A full description of
the experimental device has been published
elsewhere (A) . Typical evolutions of both
thermal
flow
and
conductivity
are
presented on figure 1.
C3S used in this study was supplied by
Lafarge Coppee Recherche, it contains less
than 0.1% of free lime. The solid was
time (min)
ground, its specific surface, determined
by the Blaine's method was 3100 cm2g-1 and
FIG. 1 Typical evolutions of heat
its granulometric distribution is
flow and
conductivity during
centered around A 11m.
hydration of C3S in
diluted
suspension in water (w/c =18).
CALCULATION METHOD
Principle of the method

At each time the heat flow 4(t) and the electrical conductivity A(t) of the
solution are measured :
dQ
»(t) = __ = vi(t) AHi + vz(t) ДН2 + vstt) ДНз
(1)
dt
with vi and ДН1, the rate and the enthalpy of the C3S dissolution,
и
V2 " ДН2
"
precipitation of C-S-H,
"
vs " ДНз
"
precipitation of portlandite.
A(t) is proportional to the lime concentration in solution since the silica
concent
ration is always low and negligible. After calibration or calculation, we obtain
[Ca2t](t). At each time, the volume of the solution being constant, d[Ca2+]/dt =

dnCa2t/dt, i.e. the variation of the number of mole of Ca2+ is equal to the number of
calcium ions coming into solution from the CsS dissolution minus the number of calcium
consumed by the C-S-H and CH precipitations, i.e. :
dnCa2Vdt = 3vi(t ) - C/S v-г 111 - v3 11}
( 2)
C/S is the Ca/Si ratio of the precipitated C-S-H. Then, at each time we get a system
of two equations with three unknowns :
'

'dll
— = ДН1 vi + ДН2 V2 + ДНз V3

dt
dnCa2 *"
-----------

(3)
= .3 V1

~ C/S V2

- V3

dt

which may be solved only if ДН1 are known and if relations between vi are expressed.
We have measured and calculated the first, and the second have been established by
Barret and Bertrandie (2).
'

The Relations between уi
The five stages of the hydration process
defined by Barret are located with respect
to the evolution of the lime concentration
on figure 2.
The first _s_tage - the first stage of the
lime
concentration
evolution
corresponds
to
the
congruent
dissolution
of
СзS
producing about 5.5 mmol/kg lime and 1.8
mmol/kg silica. In this stage, only Ri
occurs at the rate vi.
In the lime-silica-water diagramme,
the
concentrations in lime and silica reache
the supersaturated domain with respect to
S—H, so
C-S-H
spontaneously
precipi
tates, that is the second stage.

The secondI ...stage - It corresponds to the
decrease
of
the
silica
concentration
untill less than 0.5 mmol/kg due to
the
precipitation of C-S-H and a plateau in
lime concentration which implies a
relation between the rate of dissolution of C3 S (vi) (supplying 3 calcium ions in
solution per mole of dissolved C3S) and the rate of the precipitation of C-S-H (vz)
(consuming 1 calcium ion per mole of precipitated C-S-H) . So, there is the following
relation between the rates of the simultaneous reactions : vz=3vi.
FIG. 2 Schematic representation of
the five different stages of СзS
hydration with respect to the lime
concentration evolution.

The third stage - The lime concentration continuously increases when the silica
concentration remains constant. So, the rate of the consuming silica reaction, the
precipitation of C-S-H, is equal to the rate of supplying silica reaction, the
dissolution of СзS : vi=vz.
The fourth stage - When the lime concentration reaches the supersaturation with
respect
to
the portlandite,
this
one
begins
to
precipitate
(R3) ,
the
lime
concentration decreases rapidly, i.e. the rate of the precipitation of portlandite
(vs) is greater than the rate of dissolution of C3S : V3>vi.

The fifth stage - After the drop in lime concentration,
the lime and silica
concentrations remain about constant, then the three reactions go on at the same rate
V1 =V2=V3 .

De t^e^nhi n

p n ja f дн i

Enthalpy of dissolution of CsS, ДН1 AHi was determined from an experiment in which
C3S was completly dissolved" without C-S-H precipitation, that is to say in such a w/c
ratio as the lime and silica concentrations are lower than the maximum of super
saturation with respect to C-S-H. Figure 3-a -shows the heat evolution rate curve
during the dissolution of 2 mg of C3S in 10 ml of water (w/c=5000). From this
experiment, the value of ДН1 was found to be equal to -132 ± 10 k.J/mol. This value is
in a good agreement with that calculated in considering the following equation at pH
equal to 11.65 :
CaaSiOs + (4-у)НгО ч (3-x)Ca2t + xCaOH
*
+ (1-y)HzSi()42* + yHsSiO«- + (5-x-y)0H~
The calculated value is equal to -139 kJ/mol when the enthalpy of formation of each
compound according to Petrossian et al (5) and the silicate speciation according to
Greenberg (6) are used.
heat flow (mW)

1i6-----------------------------------

Enthalpy of precipitation of C-S-H, ДН2 Experimental determination of ДН2 is more
difficult
because
C-S-H
precipitation
occurs after or during the dissolution of
CsS. The released heat by the reaction
------ (b) 5mg/10ml
results from the dissolution of CsS (xiAHi)
and
from
the
precipitation
of
C-S-H
..„4—
2mg/10ml
I
(X2ДН2 ) .
I
The simplest way consists in dissolving
I
all the CaS to precipitate C-S-H. Figure 3
I
b shows the heat evolution rate curve
I
during the hydration of 5 mg of CIS in 10
ml
of
water
(w/c=2000).
In
such
a
60
80
100
"*20
condition,
8h.5%
of
Сз S
is
dissolved
before reaching the maximum of snpersatime (min)
turation with respect to C-S-H. As soon as
FIG. 3 Heat evolution rate curves
this point is reached, C-S-H begins to
versus hydration time from CsS
precipitate from the lime and silica in
hydrated at w/c=5000 (a), 2000 (b)
solution and C3S continues to dissolve.
Considering a C/S ratio equal to 1 in
g-S-H, when the solibility equilibrium is reached, xz = 12.IO
* 6 mol of C-S-H have been
precipitated and xi=21.10-6 mol of Сз S have been dissolved. It is then possible to
deduce ДН2 which is equal to 25±15 kJ/mol. That is an endothermic value which explains
the typical shape of the heat evolution rate curve of the figure 3-b.

Enthalpy of precipitation of portlandite, ДНз - The enthalpy value of the portlandite
precipitation is well known,
ДНз = 16 kJ/mol,
it was not been experimentally
determined here. Portlandite precipitation produces an endothermic effect too. This
enthalpy value is about the same order of magnitude with that of the C-S-H
precipitation.
ADVANCEMENT OF THE HYDRATION OF СзS

At each time, the amount of C3S consumed by the hydration, ni(t), is equal to
the integration of vi between 0 and t, and the percentage of reaction, a, is equal to
a(t) = (1/n) J*vi (t)dt
(^)
where n is the initial number of mole of C3S.
Hydration in pure water

The first stage : Ri is the unique reaction:
ф= -132 vi and dnCa2t/dt = 3vi, vi(t)=-Ф(t)/132
(5)
The second stage, V2=3vi :
Ф = viAHi + 3viAH2, so vi = Ф/(ДН1+ЗДН2), vi(t)=-Ф(t)/57
The third stage, vz(t)=vi(t) :
Ф= viAHi + vzAHz, so vi(t) = Ф(1)/(АН1 + AHz), Vi(t) = - Ф(1)/107

(6)
(7)

The fourth stage, vs(t) > vi(t),vi(t)=vz(t)

:

fdQ
— = -107 vi + ДНз vs
dt
•dnCa2+
-------- = (3 - C/S) VI - vs
dt

The fifth stage, the three reactions are going on simultaneously at the same rate :
^(t) = viAHi + viAHz + viAHs and vi (t) = -<5(t)/91

The evolution of the percentage of the hydration of CsS by integrating v, 1.1)
given on figure 4 with the w/c ratio equal to 13.

(Я)

19)
is

A more sophisticated method has been developped considering the change in the
C/S ratio in C-S-H according to the well known curve C/S versus lime concentration in
solution (7,8). In this case, a fourth reaction. Rd with the rate V4(t) and an
enthalpy ЛН4 has to be taken into account. The variation of the enthalpy due to an
increase of C/S by the absorption of lime into a tobermor ite-like C-S-H has been
calculated by Fujii and Kondo (9). They found that the increase of C/S from 0.8 to 2
results in an exothermic effect (-10kJ/mol) . The use of this method imposes to solve,
for each stage, a system of two equations with two unknowns the coefficients of which
are calculated by the algorithm presented on Figure 5. The variation of AHi and ДН2
with the speciation of silicate ions due to the change in pH is taken into account
and the evolution of the rate of each reaction is calculated (figure 6). The
evolution of the percentage of the hydration of C3S calculated by this way (figure 4)
is not very different from the one obtained with the simpler method. The first method
is a good approximation if only the advancement of the reaction is required.
C3S hydration in saturated lime water

In this condition, the two first stages are practically inexistant (2), so
only the equations 7, 8 and 9 have to be considered. The evolution of the percentage
of hydration calculated by the two methods is plotted on figure 7 and the evolution
of each rate on figure 8.

FIG. 4 Percentage of C3S hydration
versus time in water (w/c = 13)

FIG. 5 Solution algorithm

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The evolutions of the percentage of hydration versus time obtained under
different conditions are plotted on figure 9. C3S hydration operates in one or two
steps according to the initial lime concentration. If the solution is initially
saturated with respect to portlandite, the evolution of the hydration shows only one
acceleration-deceleration step and looks like the evolution of a cement paste

time (min)

FIG. 6 : Evolution of the rate of each
reaction versus time from CgS hydration in
water (w/c=13).

FIG. 8 : Evolution of the rate of each
reaction versus time from СзS hydration in
saturated lime solution (w/c=13).
percentage of reaction

0
time (min)

FIG. 7 Percentage of СзS hydration
versus time in saturated lime
solution (w/c = 13)

120 240 360 480 600 720 840 960
time (min)

FIG. 9 Evolution of the percentage of
reaction from СзЗ hydration in
different conditions

hydration. If the
hydration begins in pure water, the evolution shows two successive
acceleration-deceleration steps. The first step occurs as long as the solution
remains undersaturated with respect to portlandite. It may be found conditions for
which only the first step occurs, for example in an half saturated lime solution with
w/c ratio equal to 50. In such a condition, the inflexion point of the evolution
curve is located at about Utt, of reaction, wheareas it is located at about 13 Ж of
hydration when only the step corresponding to the second one in pure water is
observed like in saturated lime water. The inflexion point corresponds to the time
from which the reaction becomes limited by a diffusion process of ions and water
through the C-S-H layer developed around cement grains. So, it seems that C-S-H
precipitated during the first step, i.e. in an undersaturated solution with respect
to portlandite, are less permeable than those precipitating in a supersaturated
solution with respect to portlandite since the reaction is diffusion-controlled for a
thicker layer. According to the C/S versus lime concentration curve, the first step
could correspond to the precipitation of a low C/S less permeable C-S-H, and the
second one, to the precipitation of a high C/S more permeable C-S-H.
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SUMMARY

Tricalcium silicate (C3S) hydration in pastes and in stirred diluted suspensions has been followed by
29si and
solid state NMR techniques on samples containing 29si in natural abundance (4.7%) and on
totally enriched samples, in order to get informations on the kinetics and on the reactionnal mechanism of the
hydrates formation. Two types of systems containing protons were identified: - a
monomeric species,
which appears at the very early times of hydration, during the induction period, and persists after; this species
was particularly well revealed by the study of suspensions (29si in natural abundance) and pastes prepared
with enriched C3S; - a QLq2 type calcium silicate hydrate (CSH), which appears during the induction period
and grows up continuously. The
and QLq2 species appear before the Ca^"
*"
sursaturation of the solutions
which leads to portlandite precipitation.

RESUME

L'hydratation du silicate tricalcique (C3S) en pate et en suspensions diluees agitees a et6 suivie grace ä la
RMN en phase solide de ^9si et de
sur des echantillons contenant ^9si en abondance naturelle (4.7%) et
dans des echantillons totallament enrichis afin d'obtenir des informations sur la cinetique et sur les mecanismes
reactionnels de la formation des hydrates. Deux types de systemes protonnes ont dte identifies: - une espece
monomerique QÖ, qui apparait aux tous premiers instants de l'hydratation, pendant la pdriode dormante, et
persiste apres; cette espece a ete particulierement bien revelee par I'etude des suspensions (29si en abondance
naturelle) et des pätes preparees avec du C3S enrichi en 29sj; un silicate de calcium hydrate (CSH) de type
QLq2, qui apparait pendant la periode dormante et croit apres continüment. Les especes de type
et QLq2
apparaissent avant la sursaturation de la solution en Ca^4", qui conduit ä la precipitation de la portlandite.

INTRODUCTION

The 29Si NMR study of tricalcium silicate hydration in pastes (low W/S water/solid weight ratio) was
initiated by Lippmaa et al (1); Clayden et al (2) and Rodger et al (3) introduced СР-MAS techniques to follow
the growth of hydrated species versus time, especially during the induction period, when the paste remains
workable. Our own results obtained in pastes (4) agree with these previous ones.
The present work tries to answer to the following questions: at which time, in the induction period, one
can really observe hydrated calcium silicates (CSH) and what is their structure; what is the Q° species,
previously reported (2,3,4) and how long is it observable in the system; what is the relationship between the
end of the induction period, when the Ca2+ concentration is maximum and leads to the portlandite precipitation,
and the CSH precipitation; finally, are the NMR observations in agreement with some proposed reactionnal
mechanism (5).
.

The phenomena which occur in the very early times of hydration for samples with low W/S ratios are
rather complex and take place very quickly. The quantity of hydrates formed after such short hydration times is
very small and their characterization is difficult. Indeed 29Si NMR investigations realized on pastes with non
enriched C3S (4) are very long time consuming, especially for very short times of hydration. To enhance the
signal sensitivity we enriched the samples with 29Si isotope as Rodger et al have done and shall present results
on totally enriched pastes.
On the other hand, one knows that increasing W/S ratio does not change the different hydration stages but
slowers the kinetics, which allows a better investigation of the first stage of hydrates formation for low Ca2+
concentration. So stirred diluted suspensions were prepared with high W/S ratios.
An attempt of studying C3S hydration kinetics using
high resolution solid state NMR will be presented
also. Tj measurements give some insight in the different steps of hydration (6) but for a structural point of view
they do not allow to distinguish the different types of hydrates.

EXPERIMENTAL
Samples

Paste samples were prepared by mixing anhydrous C3S with pure water (W/S = 0.5). For proton NMR
we used a mixture of H2O/D2O water (50%) in order to diminish the dipolar interaction between protons. After
the desired hydration times, the reaction was stopped by removing the residual water with aceton-ether.

The 29Si enriched C3S was synthetized from 99.9% enriched SiC>2.

Diluted suspensions were prepared by mixing C3S with pure water (W/S = 20 to 2000). Solid samples
were obtained by filtration of suspensions at periods corresponding to different hydration stages, then washed
and dried by aceton-ether.
NMR experiments

29Si NMR experiments were performed on a Broker CXP 300 NMR spectrometer, in a 7.03 Tesla field,
at a frequency of 59.617 MHz, using the high resolution solid state NMR techniques: Magic Angle Spinning
(MAS), proton decoupling and *H - 29Si Cross-Polarization (CP). For non enriched samples the mean number
of scan’s varied from 40000, for very poor hydrated samples, to 2000 for samples corresponding to several
days of hydration. In the case of 29Si enriched samples only few scans were necessary to observe the signal.

Fig. 1. 2951 NMR spectra of hydrated samples of non enriched C3S. Hydration times are indicated on the
spectra, (a) MAS and Ш decoupling spectra; (b) СР-MAS and

----------- -I-------------------------------------j ppm
-70
-80
Fig.2. 29Si spectrum of 100%
enriched C3S.

decoupling spectra.

----------------------------- .|_---------------- ppm
-70 -90
Fig.3. 29Si spectrum of 100%
enriched C3S hydrated 24h.

QgMg [Si(CH3)3]8Si8O20 was used as a secondary standard, the major peak being at 11.6 ppm relatively
to IMS, the tetramethylsilane 81(СНз)4.

1H NMR spectra were recorded in a 1.4 Tesla field at 60.58 MHz on a FKS 176/178 spectrometer. The
multipulse sequence MREV 8 combined with the MAS technique was used (CRAMPS technique). Between 100
to 1350 FIDs were accumulated with a repetition time of 10s. In all experiments we used liquid
hexamethylsiloxan, HMDSO, (СНз)з81О81(СНз)з, as an internal standard with a chemical shift close (0.06
ppm) to that of TMS.
RESULTS

22si NMR spectra of pastes

Non enriched samples - 29Si NMR spectra of samples corresponding to different hydration times are reported
on Fig.l.
In Fig.l.a one observes simultaneously the 29Si signal of anhydrous C3S and hydrated species, CSH.
The spectrum of anhydrous species is characteristic of a well crystallized solid and consists of 9 narrow lines
lying in the monomeric Q® range : - 69.3 to - 74.7 ppm. The CSH spectrum can be detected only after the
induction period (6h in the case of the C3S used in the experiment). It is composed of two broad peaks,
characteristic of a non well crystallized system; the first peak, centered at - 79 ppm, corresponds to end-groups
Q1 units and the second one, centered at - 84 ppm, is assigned to chain middle groups Q2 units.

In CP MAS experiments, only 29Si nuclei in interaction with protons are detected. It revealed to be
particularly relevant to study what happens during the induction period, when the quantity of hydrates formed is
much smaller than that of anhydrous C3S. Fig. l.b shows a broad line centered at - 72 ppm, in the Q° range
immediatly after the hydration (5 mn). This line is still detected in the middle and at the end of the induction
period (3h and 6h).

On the other hand, the Q^-Q2 type species appears during the induction period and grows up
continuously after.
22Si enriched samples - 29Si spectrum of a totally enriched C3S sample is presented on Fig. 2. It was obtained
with 24 scans only. We present also on Fig. 3. the CP MAS experiment in the case of a sample hydrated 24h.
Its acquisition needed 200 scans and shows inambiguously the coexistence of the
monomeric species with
the Q^Q2 one.
^Si NMR spectra of CSH obtained in suspensions

We present on Fig.4.a the variation of CaO concentration versus time for different W/S ratios (0.5 to
50). The curves show the slowing of [CaO] increase in diluted suspensions. On Fig.4.b is reported a typical
heat flux curve for W/S = 20 which allows to define different stages in the process. Three samples (quoted
1,2,3 on Fig.4.) were studied corresponding to these different hydration stages. Their spectra are reported on
Fig.5.:
- number 1 spectrum consists in a peak located at -72 ppm, characteristic of a Q° entity. It is due to a
protonated species formed during the first stage of the reaction, which may correspond to the passage of the
calcium and silicates ions into the solution, following the reaction:
2 Ca3SiO5 + 8 H2O <----> 6 Ca2+ +2 НзЗЮд' + 10 OH"

(1)

- number 2 spectrum shows, in addition to the Q® peak, Q1 and Q2 peaks, due to the CSH formation
following the reaction:
e Ca2+ + (2e -1) OH' + Нз8Ю4- < -->Cae(OH)(2£. i)H3SiO4

(2)

j—I—I----- 1—(.-..-I—+_4—1.__4—
-30
-50
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-90
-110

-130

ppm
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Fig.4.(a) CaO concentration in suspensions
versus time;
(b) heat flux curve for W/S = 20.

Fig.5. 2^Si NMR spectra for CSH
obtained from suspensions.

with 0.5 < E < 2
During this stage, reactions (1) and (2) take place simultaneously;
- number 3 spectrum is obtained at a longer hydration time, after precipitation of calcium hydroxyde,
portlandite:
Ca2+ + 2 OH <—-> Ca(OH)2

(3)

It presents the same three peaks, but their intensities are higher, due to the hydration growth.

1H NMR spectra of pastes
The analysis of Ш CRAMPS spectra of CSH obtained in pastes is based on the proton chemical shift
variation range determined by Heidemann (7) in a study of well crystallized silicate samples (see Fig.6.). For
instance the JH NMR spectrum of portlandite consists in a line of 5 ppm width and centered at + 1.4 ppm.
We studied samples corresponding to 5mn, 20mn, Ih, 3h and 6h hydration times. They all present rather
broad spectra (10 to 17 ppm) in accordance with the amorphous character of the CSH formed in C3S hydration.
They show the existence of SiOH groups, immediatly after the hydration, then the onset of CaOH groups,
coexisting with SiOH groups and corresponding to the CSH formation, before the end of the induction period,
then the CaOH groups corresponding to portlandite precipitation.

We have reported on Fig.7. and Fig.8. the spectra of samples hydrated 5mn and 3h. The first one
presents peaks corresponding to SiOH groups (7.4... 13.4 ppm). The maximum of the second one at +2.4 ppm
and the shoulders at -1.3 to -3.4 ppm demonstrate that the main amount of protons exists in this sample as
CAOH groups.
Beside diese CAOH groups, the sample contains even SiOH groups the component lines of which are located at
+ 15.4 to +6.4 ppm, revealing CSH formation.

CaOH
H2O

Si OH

1------------- 1--------------- 1--------------- 1--------------- 1--------------- 1--------------- 1
25
20
15
10
5
0
-5
РРШ

Fig.öJH chemical shifts for silicates (7).

Fig.7.CRAMPS spectra for C3S hydrated
5mn.

Fig.8.TH CRAMPS spectra for C3S hydrated
3h.

CONCLUSION
From this NMR investigation we can conclude that:
- immediatly after hydration a monomeric species arises and persists as long as anhydrous C3S is present
in the system; it may correspond to a hydroxyled species at the C3S surface.
- formation of Q'-Q2 type CSH takes place very early in the induction period, before precipitation of
portlandite.
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SUMMARY
Concrete cured at elevated temperatures gains strength rapidly at first, but has a
reduced ultimate strength. The elevated temperature increases the initial rate of
hydration, but allows insufficient time for the hydration products to diffuse into the
bulk cement paste. As a result, dense "shells" of hydration products form around the
cement grains, hindering further hydration. In previous work involving backscattered
electron imaging of pastes hydrated at 50 °C the "shells" appeared as areas of increased
signal intensity as compared with the bulk cement paste. They were much less distinct in
specimens hydrated at lower temperatures. The question then arose as to whether the
difference in intensity was due to differences in chemical composition or in density.
Plain portland cement pastes of 0.50 water/cement ratio were mixed, cast, and cured at
constant temperatures of 5 and 50 °C. They were hydrated to a degree of hydration of
approximately 70% as estimated by the nonevaporable water content and examined using
backscattered electron imaging and energy dispersive X-ray analysis. The results show
that local differences in signal intensity are due primarily to differences in density
rather than composition. Tests reported elsewhere of companion mortar and concrete
specimens show the deleterious effect of elevated hydration temperature on both
strength and permeability to chloride ions. These results are consistent with the
observed distribution of hydration products.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Bei erhöhter temperatur nachbehandelter beton gewinnt zunächst schnell an
festigkeit. Seine endfestigkeit ist jedoch gering. Die höhere temperatur bewirkt zwar
eine schnellere anfangshydratation, sie lässt den hydratationsprodukten jedoch wenig
zeit, in die schüttzementpaste einzudiffundieren. Es bilden sich dadurch um die
zementkörner dicke "hüllen" von hydratationsprodukten, die eine weitere hydratation
behindern. In vorangegangenen arbeiten, bei denen pasten, die bei 50 °C hydratisiert
wurden, mit rückstreuelektronen-bildtechnik fotografiert wurden, erschienen die
"hüllen" als flächen mit im vergleich zur schüttzementpaste erhöhter Signalintensität.
Die hüllen waren bei Exemplaren, die bei niedrigeren temperaturen hydratisiert wurden,
weit weniger stark ausgeprägt. Es stellte sich dann die frage, ob der
intensitätsunterschied auf unterschiede in der chemischen Zusammensetzung oder in der
dichte zurückzuführen ist. Pasten aus normalem portlandzement mit einem wasser-zement
verhältnis von 0,50 wurden bei einer konstanten temperatur von 5 und 50 °C gemischt,
gegossen und nachbehandelt. Sie wurden auf der grundlage von Schätzungen des nicht
verdampfbaren Wassergehalts auf einen hydratationsgrad von rund 70% hydratisiert und
mit rückstreuelektronen-bildtechnik und energiedispersions-röntgenanalyse untersucht.
Die ergebnisse zeigen, dass die lokalen unterschiede in der signalintensitat in erster
linie auf dichteunterschiede und weniger auf Zusammensetzungsunterschiede zurückführen
sind.

INTRODUCTION

There has been some controversy as to how curing temperature influences the
structure of cement paste, mortar, and concrete. In 1968 Verbeck and Helmuth (1)
hypothesized that curing at elevated temperatures causes the formation of dense zones
of hydration products in the region immediately sorrounding the hydrating cement grains.
The low solubility and low diffusibi11ty of the hydration products would prevent them
from diffusing to any significant distance from the surface of the hydrating cement
grains within the time allowed by rapid hydration. At lower temperatures hydration is
slower, allowing more time for the hydration products to diffuse and precipitate away
from the dissolving grain surfaces. The distribution of hydration products throughout
the paste matrix would thus be more uniform. Verbeck and Helmuth believed different
distribution patterns would form early in the hydration process. They found indirect
evidence for their hypothesis: however, the techniques available at that time did not
enable them to carry out reliable direct studies.
Our results (2, 3, 4) generally support their hypothesis. SEM studies (2, 3) gave
strong indications of the existence of dense hydration shells around the hydrating
cement grains in specimens hydrated at elevated temperatures and a much more
homogeneous distribution of reaction products in the matrix of specimens hydrated at
lower temperatures. All specimens were hydrated to a degree of hydration of
approximately 70%. However, at approximately 30% hydration no difference in the ,
distribution patterns was observed. Thus our results deviate from the hypothesis in one
respect: The formation of the characteristic shells at higher temperatures was not
evident in the early hydration process but only at a relatively advanced stage. At the
temperatures examined, early hydration was characterized by hollow shell hydration
(through-solution). At later stages of hydration the reaction became increasingly
controlled by topochemical or local through-solution (intra-shell) mechanisms, with the
effect being more pronounced at higher hydration temperature. The higher the
temperature, the lower the degree of hydration at which the change in mechanism occured.
The work cited above was based on the examination of polished specimens in the
backscattered electron mode. As the incident electron beam in the SEM scans the
specimen surface, electrons and X-ray photons with different properties are emitted.
The intensity of the backscattered electron signal from a point depends on the
average atomic number of the material at that point. The higher the mean atomic number
in the interacted region, the more intense the signal. Thus, the intensity depends on
both the chemical composition in regard to the atomic number of the elements present
and the density of the interacted microvolume. The distinguishable phases are normally
unhydrated cement grains, calcium hydroxide, other hydration products, and pores above
the size that can be resolved by the microscope at the chosen magnification. We
hypothesized that the difference in the backscattered electron images of the mature
paste, hydrated at the different temperatures, was due essentially to differences in
the density of the other hydration products. In the specimens hydrated at 50 °C
hydration products of apparently high density were clearly visible around the hydrating
grains, while hydrated phases of low density (i.e. high capillary porosity) appeared
in the outer product. In the specimens hydrated at 5 °C there was little difference
in density between inner and outer product. Some of the mature specimens examined in
the backscattered electron mode were then examined by X-ray microanalysis partly in
order to test the previous assumption. This paper reports the result of this
investigation.

EXPERIMENTAL
All specimens were made "from an ordinary portland cement and distilled water, the
properties of which have already been reported (4). The water/cement ratio was 0.5.
The curing temperatures ranged from 5 to 50 °C. The mixing temperature was held as
close as possible to the intended curing temperature except that the 50 °C specimens
were mixed at approximately 35 °C in order to prevent them from stiffening "too quickly.

Details of the mixing and curing procedures
are as reported earlier (4). The degree of
hydration was determined from the amount of
nonevaporable water (3).

After curing to approximately 70% hydration the specimens were oreoared for
imaging. Details of preparation’and examTnatiSnTf these

(2, 5). X-ray microanalysis in the form of dot
a?alyMs w?s Performed on some of the same specimens used for
backscattered electron imaging.
•»
v.

manninn and cnnt rep?rt®d earlier

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
k
1 S^WS a backscattered electron image of a specimen hydrated at 5 °C to
about 70% hydration. The hydration products appear to be well distributed throughout
the matrix. The inner products can sometimes be distinguished as areas of only
slightly higher signal intensity.
.

Figure 2 shows a backscattered electron image of a specimen hydrated at 50 °C to
approximately 70% hydration. Here the signal intensity for the hydration products is
much stronger in the inner product than in the outer product.

Figure 1: Backscattered electron
image of cement paste hydrated at
5 °C to 73% hydration.

Figure 2: Backscattered electron
image of cement paste hydrated at
50 °C to 71% hydration.

Figure 3a shows another backscattered electron image of a field from the specimen
hydrated at 5 °C to approximately 70%. Figures 3b to 3f show the elemental X-ray dot
maps of the field from Figure 3 A. The unhydrated grain at the right side of the field
consists of calcium silicates with only a small area of C4AF. The CH crystals can be
identified from the Ca map (Figure 3b) while the interstitial phases and hydrates are
recognized from the Al, Fe, and S images. The lack of systematic difference in the
intensity of Ca and Si within the C-S-H indicates that the C-S-H is well distributed

throughout the matrix.
Fioure 4a depicts a backscattered electron image of a field from the specimen
hydrated at 50 °C to about 70%. The resolution of Figures 3a and 4a is poorer than
in the previously shown backscattered electron images because the image has undergone
the same image processing as the X-ray dot maps. While Figures 1 and 2 were the normal
analna CRT fmicroscooel photographs, the images in conjunction with the X-ray analysis
are digitized iwes of 128 x 128 pixels. Figures 4b to 4f show the elemental X-ray
imaoes of the field from Figure 4a. The two unhydrated remnant grains consist a most
WÄ ImeatL only very -n^-ction^of interst,tial minerals are

R;dretiinT?rod^tnpMsesfof ^backscattered electron image. The distribution of the

Figure 3a: Backscattered electron
image of the paste cured at 5 °C
to 73% hydration. The bar denotes
10 urn.

Figure 3b: Ca X-ray image of the
field from Fig. 3a.

Figure 3c: Si X-ray image of the
field from Fig. 3a.

Figure 3d: Al X-ray image of the
field from Fig. 3a.

Figure 3e: Fe X-ray image of the
field from Fig. 3a.

Figure 3f: S X-ray image of the
field from Fig. 3a.

Figure 4a: Backscattered electron
image of the paste cured at 50 °C
to 71% hydration. The bar denotes
10 urn.

Figure 4b: Ca X-ray image of the
field from Fig. 4a.

Figure 4c: Si X-ray image of the
field from Fig. 4a.
"

Figure 4d: Al X-ray image of the
field from Fig. 4a.

Figure 4e: Fe X-ray image of the
field from Fig. 4a.

Figure 4f: S X-ray image of the
field from Fig. 4a.

other elements appears not to be influenced by hydration temperature. The relatively
high atomic number element Fe does not appear to be present in the hydration shells,
at least not at detectable concentrations. This is not surprising since the cement
grains consist of calcium silicates. However, outside zones of C^AF an accumulation
of Fe within the hydration shells could be expected because of their low diffusivity.
According to Taylor and Newbury (6) Fe does not migrate readily in an alkaline
environment.As Fe has the highest atomic number compared to the other elements
present in cement paste it is conceivable that, if present, it miqht have influenced
the backscattered electron signals of the shells. A series of X-ray spot analyses was
performed within the hydration shells and in outer C-S-H phase of the 50 °C specimen.
The C/S ratio (weight %) was found to be about 1.9 both within the shells and in the"
outer C-S-H.

The results obtained from the present X-ray analysis support the assumption
made earlier that the differences in intensity of backscattered electron signals
from the outer and inner product phases of cement paste hydrated at different
temperatures are due mainly to differences in the density of C-S-H. This observation
supports the idea that dense shells of reaction products form around the anhydrous
grains at higher temperatures, leaving an outer product phase of high porosity. We
found (4) indications that the difference in pore volume in the outer product phase was
essentially due to an increase in the number of pores in the range of 0.25 to
1.25 microns.
A microstructural feature commonly observed
in specimens hydrated at 5 °C are phases of
an almost layer-like structure with oriented
flat pores. Figure 5 shows two such features.
A series of X-ray analyses shows these phases
to contain about 24% Al2 03 , 18% S03 , and
55% CaO (weight %). This composition largely
resembles that of AFm. No indications of
these large clusters of AFm were observed
at 30% hydration and they are much less
developed and more unusual in specimens
hydrated at higher temperatures.

Figure 5: Backscattered electron
image of paste hydrated at 5 °C to
73% hydration.

CONCLUSIONS
The X-ray analyses indicate that differences in intensity of the backscattered
electron signals from these cement paste specimens are due primarily to differences
in density rather than composition. Thus, our earlier interpretation of the
backscattered electron images is correct. Cement hydrated at elevated temperatures
does form dense"shells" of hydration products surrounding the cement grains, hindering
further hydration and leaving the interstitial space relatively porous. Cement
"
hydrated at lower temperatures has a more uniform distribution.
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SUMMARY

hydraulic reactions can be pertomeTwit^a Ьк^паеапИУшра1кГ'те1ПСьтн11^)С|5" A simple and accurate kinetic record of
density, are measured continuously during the^eaction with
volume' resPectively in their
be explained and some examples are aiven in nrripr tn nrm o th3 аПС-Т 1ч-contnbutlon the basics of the method will
cement hydration either chemical shrinkage processes or swellina nnr^^e" cement hydration. In the early phase of
by a swelling process while the hardening phase is characterized^v th а аппГ °CCUr" Th® Induction Period is defined
calculation of bond energies leads to values normal for concrete materials №
°f Chemical shrinka9e. A rough

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

werten die Änderungen des Pmb2oLme„s .es^

Eine einfache und genaue
*durchgeh werten. Dabei

mittels einer Waage gemessen. In diesem Beitran «ргИоп rtio г {®апс1егип9еп' kontinuierlich während der Reaktion
Beispiele die Anwendbarkeit der Methode auf die Zementhydratation oeSot11пенРУА^|1ГеП8кеГк1^ Und anhand ein'9er
können sowohl Schrumpfvoraänoe wie auch niiAiivnm/n
■ 9 e 9b In der Anfangsphase der Zementhydratation
Wird a,,rch die Dauer der
Abschätzung der Bindungsenergie ergibt lür Betonmaterialien gängige Werte.
UmP V° Umen chark,er‘s,ert ia E,ne

INTRODUCTION

The determination of the kinetic behaviour of cement reactions can be classified into direct and indirect metnoas.
Direct methods like calorimetry or volumetry are carried out continuously during the reaction and their analog output can
be transformed to any desired resolution. Direct methods have also a direct relation to energy changes in the reacting
sample. Indirect methods require to stop the reaction and need mostly a sample preparation, which leads to discrete
measurements. Such methods are quantitative X-ray analysis (QXRA), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), differential
thermal analysis (DTA), determination of evaporable water and chemical and optical methods. A comparison of some of
these methods is given in [1].

ENERGY PRINCIPLES OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Energy changes of chemical reactions are described by the 1st and 2nd law of thermouynamic. The inner energy
U of a system can be expressed with a heat energy term Q and a volume work W

U- Q v w

<1)

From conservation law of energy it is required that the inner energy of a closed system remains unchanged. This ca be
expressed as
dU - dQ + dW = 0

Thus we receive for a chemical reaction opposite directed energy terms of the same absolute amount for changes in heat
energy and volume work
"
dQ - -dW
<3)
The direction of the chemical reaction can be determined with the 2nd law of thermodynamic. We divide the entropy S in
an inner term dS, remaining in the system and in a dissipative flux term dSe released from the system
s - sz - se
(4)
The 2nd law can be written claiming an increase of the inner entropy term dS, [2]
0 -<■ dS,.

(5>

For irreversible chemical reactions it can be shown that energies remaining in the system and dissipative flux energies
underlie the following relations [3]
T.dSe < 0 < T.dSj

exothermic reactions
endothermic reactions

dQR < 0 < dWjrr
^1гг < 0 < dQR

(6)

In an exothermic reaction the heat of reaction dQR is an energy loss term, which is released from the system and
transferred to the surrounding. Coincidently a positive volume work dWirr is transferred to the system, resulting in a harde
ning process. An endothermic reaction is characterized by a supply of heat energy to the system with a simultaneous
negative volume work (solution process). Hardening processes are therefore exothermic whereas solution processes are
of endothermic nature. These relations hold not just for nonequilibrium chemical processes (hydraulic hardening, 2component resin reactions), they are also valid for equilibrium crystallization like ice formation or stiffening of meltings of
metals and polymers.

Chemical reactions can therefore be recorded either by measuring the heat of reaction AQR or by measuring the
volume work AW . In classical thermodynamics volume work has mostly been neglected because the pressure is regarded
as working from outside "on the system". This is valid especially for gas reactions. For liquid and solid reactions the
pressure is regarded here as an inner bond pressure pB working "in the system between particles"!

Figure 1 shows a p-V diagram of a chemical reaction starting at state 0 and ending at state 1. An irreversible
process from state 0 to state 1 occurs along the adiabatic path 0 - 2 -1 and performs a total work according equation (7).
We assume that the system allows a reversible process along the path 0-1 with a reversible work according equation (8).
This reversible work must also be overcome during the irreversible process and is directed against the total work. The
remaining irreversible volume work responsible for material structure changes like hardening can be expressed as
difference of these two opposite energies.

Fig. 1,

p - V - Diagram

The total produced volume work AW during the irreversible process can be written as

AW = -&.pB . АУ,

(7)

Against this bonding work effects the reversible volume work AWrev

AW^-f^Pe.dV

(8)

The irreversible bonding work AW|rr remaining in the system and responsible for material hardening can be stated as
^Wи=^W-^Ww,

(9)

We express the bond pressure pB in terms of volume changes and bulk modulus К

Фв=-К-17

(Ю)
•о
Under the simplified assumption of a constant bulk modulus К we receive the bond energy produced by a chemical
reaction as a true function of the shrinkage volume Vs [4).

диге = Д

((ЛУ. )’ - //<#»14 =

. (ДУ. )»

(11)

If we express equation (11) in terms of relative volume changes e
(fVe

= —-5

(12)

we receive the bond energy- as

AWg-»t.v»

(13)

ot is the uniform directed bond strength^of the material and can be regarded as a uniform tension strength. Thus, the
square of the shrinkage volume AVS is a direct unit for the hardening process.

VOLUME CHANGES OF CEMENT PHASE REACTIONS
Portland cement consists of various clinker phases that react with water according to the following symbolic equations:
C3S : 2.C3S + 6H
—=#- C3S2H3 + 3CH
C2S : 2.C2S + 4H
=»- C3S2H3 + CH
C3A : C3A + 6H
:—=
*
C3AHe
C4AF: C4AF + 2CH + 10H
—=♦
C3AH6 + C3FH6

All these phase reactions are exothermic processes accompanied by a decrease of volume (chemical shrinkage).
Table 1 show for C3S a comparison of volumes of basic and reaction products. The shrinkage volume Vs as difference
between volume of reaction and basic products becomes negative.
C3S - Reaction

Moi.wt.
g/mol

Density
g/cm3

Mol.Vol.
cm3/mol

2.(3CaO . SiO2)
6 H2O
Basic Products

456,6460
108,0918
564,7378

3,1300
0,9982
2,2218

145,8933
108,2867
254,1800 =Vb

3CaO.2SiO2.3H2O
3.(Ca(OH)2)
Reaction Products

342,4538
222,2841
564,7379

2,6300
2,2300
2,4566

130,2106
99,6790
229,8895 = VT
-24,2905 = Vs

Tab. 1, C3S - Reaction

Relating the shrinkage volume to the solid mass of the basic product we get for C3S

v

= -24.2905 = _ 0

"
M
458.646
Negative shrinkage volumes were found with analogue calculations for all other clinker phase reactions too. The mass
related shrinkage volume Vcs u of a full hydrated portland cement can be calculated with the phase constituents according
(14)
V^u = - 0,0532.[q,S) - 0,0400.[C^S! - 0,1785.[С^4] - 0,1113.[С4ЛЧ

A similar characteristic cement parameter is the volumetric water demand factor F^. For C3S it becomes
**

_ V. = 108,2867 = 0 7422
V,
145,8933

and for portland cement

(15)

= 0,7422.(0,5) + 0,6874.(^5] + 1,2023.(0^1 * 1,3754.[C4A4

ASTM
Type I
Type II

Type III
Type IV
Type V

C,A

C3S

C2S

[%]

[%]

[%]

49
46
56
30
43

25
29

12
6
12
5
4

Tab. 2,

15
46

36

c4af
[%]

8
12
8
13
12

vCS.U
[cnr/g]

^wv,u

[%1

94
93
91
94
95

-0.0605
-0.0608
-0.0669
-0.0577
-0.0578

0.825
0.819
0.827
0.812
0.808

Total

Cement Parameters for ASTM - Type Cements

Table 2 shows these cement parameters for ASTM-type cements. In these calculations the remaining mass fraction
to 100% was considered with a 30% lower reactivity. Similar values for cement have been reported by other authors too.
Using a mean chemical shrinkage volume for cement of 60 cm3/kg with a mix of 300 kg cemenVm3 and a bulk modulus
of 20 GPa we receive with equation (13) a tension strength of 3,24 MPa, well in the range of concrete materials.
The degree of hydration <x(t) can be expressed as relation of time dependent shrinkage volume V (t) to the ultimate
shrinkage volume Vcs u

«(5 =

(16)

*ct,u
and can be determined through a continuously weighing of shrinkage volume Vcs(t).

WEIGHING METHOD

A simple method to measure volume changes of hydraulic reactions is the use of a dipping and weighing method.
This has been applied for cement reactions already in [5,6]. The equipment is very simple and a system plot is shown in
Fig. 2. The required components are a self levelling water bath with a thermostat, a digital balance (0,001 g) and a data
logger.

(T)

Balance

(2) Data Logging Unit

(3)

Thermostat

(4) Sample

Fig.

2,

Immersion Weighing Method

The immersion weighing vessels are divided into a temperature controlled outer water bath and a stabilized inner
water bath. The two baths intercommunicate via an aperture of small area or a siphon. The common water level is kept
constant. The sample is placed in a plastic case that, in turn, is placed in a vessel to separate it from the inner water bath.
An elastic sheet is used to separate the sample from the water bath. The purpose is to avoid density changes by diffusion
of dissolved ions to the free water bath. Placing of the sample and covering of the sample holder must be done under
water.
The immersion weighing method can be applied to pure cement samples as well as to mortar or concrete samples.
Measurements can be taken from the earliest time on, just after placing the sample and calming down of the water level
after 1-2 min. The method is suitable for long term runs too, because control procedures like in calorimetry are not
necessary. Interpretations of datas from immersion weighing recordings are simple. The shrinkage volume for isothermal
storage can be calculated just from mass changes AG(t) and the density of water pw

= ^lLzS- =
Pw

д<5(0
. Pw

(17)

and related to cement mass Z
VJti = 4^
Zp,

(18)

In order to get conventional graphs of cement reactions, the original negative shrinkage volume is introduced here with a
positive sign. An increase in the reading of an immersion weighing means a volume shrinkage resp. an increase in density.

EXPERIMENTS
The following plots represent typical cement reactions. The plots show Vcs- time - diagrams in which positive
values mean a volume shrinkage and negative ones a swelling of volume. The reactions were carried out at constant
temperatures of 20 °C and with w/c-ratios of 0,40.
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Fig.

3,

Repeating Accuracy

Fig.

4,

Normal Cement Reaction

Fig. 3 presents the repeating accuracy of 3 repetitions of a cement reaction. The recordings show a nearly identic
behaviour with small variations in the early phase. The reproducibility of the method seems to lie in a sufficient range.

In Fig.4 a reaction of a normal hardening PZ 35F is shown. Differentiation of Vcs values against time leads to the reaction
rate. These curve has a fluctuating shape because of numerical differentiation. Though, the high early reaction followed
by an induction period, and from about 5 hours on the beginning of the acceleration period, can clearly be seen.
Cement reactions recorded with an immersion weighing method differ from each other especially through the type of initial
reaction. Fig. 5 shows possible initial cement reactions of different cement types. Distinguishing between the mentioned
reaction types leads to the following description:
Type
Type
Type
Type

H:
L:
N:
S:

high initial reaction, with very fine ground cement types
low initial reaction, with quicker reacting normal cement types and cements of a medium finesse
no initial reaction, with normal cement types
initial swelling reaction (solution-type), change to shrinkage after an induction period, mostly with SRPC
and slag modified cement types and with freshly ground cement.

The last mentioned S-type cement reaction explains the hydration mechanism of cement reactions. This can be regarded
as sequential reaction of a solution and a crystallization process. In both processes a phase transition is included with well
known volume changes during each transition step. As long as the solution process dominates over crystallization, an
overall volume swelling results form the process. From the time of supersaturation on, crystallization shrinkage dominates
over solution swelling and material hardening begins. The time period of the swelling process can be defined as induction
period.

Fig. 6 shows the reaction behaviour of pure C3A with a Blaine value of 4000 cm2/g. Relating Vcs(t) on the ultimate
shrinkage volume of 0.1785 acc. equation (14) we receive the degree of hydration with equation (16).

tend to S-type reactions.

Fig.

5,

Initial Reaction Types

CONCLUSION
Immersion weighing of if,
,»
*

Fig.

6,

C3A - Reaction

reactions represent, аand a—e^tc.eeord * «as *
h^=

=' a awe-ing reacion. The aoceierahon period, during wh»

material strength arises, begins trom the time ol first occurrence of shrinkage.
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CHEMISTRY OF HYDRATION PRODUCTS FORMED IN PASTE OF
ß-C2S WITH C12A7, AGED 16 YEARS
Franclsa Hannawayya

Hannawayya’s Laboratory for Chemical Research and Development
Stockholm, SWEDEN

ABSTRACT
Chemistry of hydration products fo

rmed in paste of ß-C2S with C12A7, with

and without gypsum at water/solid ratio of

xtures of ß-C2S with C^Ay were investiga

ted. The main hydration products of the sy

stem wi thout gypsum consist of CgAHg, CAH^0>

0.5 were studied and examined by: Scanning

CgAH^and AHg. When gypsum is present, the

electron microscopy (SEM) combined with ED-

hydration product was initially ettringite

AX for samples aged 16 years; and by X-

(C6A§3Hg2) of prismatic rod crystals, then

ray diffraction for those of ages 1 day,

after 1 year, monosulphates (C^ASH^g

7 days, 28 days, 1 year and 16 years. Sy

СдА$Н^2)

nthetic anhydrous ß-C2S and C^Ay were pr

aged the hydration products were ettringi

epared by burning process and having of

te and gehlenite hydrate. The author found

purity 100%. Their chemical composition

that Series A and D exhibit high strength

and densities are presented. Four Series

within 24 hours and it seems to be a good

of different alternate compositions of mi-

for appl ications in the repair of cracked
cement-concrete.

phases are formed. At 16

and
years

SAMMANFATTNING
Kemin beträffande hydratations Pr

av systemet utan gips bestär av C2AHg,-

odukten bi Idade av ß-C2S medC^Ay, med

CAH-jq,

ellerutan gips vid vatten/solid förhäll-

var första Produkten ettringite (CgA§3H32)

ande 0.5 undersöktes, och examin med sve-

av prismatiska stavkristaller, efter 1 Ar

pelelektronmikroskopi i samba nd med EDA X

bi Idas monosulfater (C^ASH^g och C^ASH^)

endast efter 16 ärs Sider, och med röntgen

faserna. Till si st efter 16 Ar var produk

diffraktion efter 1 dygn, 7 dygn, 28 dygn,

terna ettringite och gehlenitehydrat.

ett Sr och 16 Sr. Syntetiska icke hydrat-

Författaren fann att i serierna A och D

iserad ß-C2S och C12Ay varpreparationen

utvisa hög hAll fasthet inom 24 timmar och

av brännprocessen hade 100% renhetsgrad.

det förefaller vara praktiskt tillämpliga

Fyra serier av olika alternative blandn-

vid mAnga reparationer av betongsprickor.

ing kompositionen av ß-C2S med C^Ay un
dersöktes. De huvedsakliga produkterna

CgAHg och AHg. Dä dar finns dips,

INTRODUCTION

Eitel/11/, the composition of the corres

The order of relative importance of
the oxides which make up

rock

forming

of

minerals is, silica, alumina, oxides
iron and lime, etc.

It seems desirable to

ponding stable modification must be rich

er in CaO than Al^Og and they suggest
formulae 12CaO.7Al2O2.

A similar

the

result

has been reported by Lagerqvist, Wallmark

study the system of lime-silica-alumina

and Westgren/12/they contend the propor

(orC-^A? + f-C^S + H^OJ.The interest ar

tion 9CaO.5Al2O2 to be an alternative po

oused from this study is not only

among

ssibility. Le Chatelier /13/ was the first

those engaged in pure science, but

also

investigator to study the hydration reac

among many in commercial work.

tion of calcium aluminates and their hyd

Aluminous cement production had sta

rted when the Faraday Society held

the

rated products. The aluminates, supposed

to have the composition CA and C2A2, where

first Symposium on the Chemistry of Ceme

shaken with one litre of water in portions

ntsand Plasters in 1918. The

of 1 and 10 g. An excess of Calciumhydro

knowledge

of the material increased rapidly
that time until

from

1939, as reflected

xide was proved in the solution, after some

in

time, and a great portion of aluminum hy

the paper presented by Sundius /1/ at the

droxide and some crystalline calcium alu

Second Symposium held in Sweden 1938.

minate hydrate was formed. Le Chatelier

In the early period of development of

concluded that the setting properties of

high alumina cement. A number of investi

the anhydrous calcium aluminates should be

gations were carried out to determine the

referred to the suppersaturated solution,

most favourable compositions. Bied/2/ be

which yield hydrated alumina and

lieved that the composition should be alo

aluminate hydrates during the setting.

ng the line of C£S-CA and that the stren

gth decreased as the ratio of С25 to

CA

calcium

As C^Ay is the essential component of

high alumina cement it has been chosen in

increased. The cementing value of lime-

this investigation together with C2S. The

alumina-silica mixes, with and without fe

low silica content is important in high

rric oxide, of high alumina cement compo

sition was studied by Bates /3/, Endel 1/V,

alumina cement in order to obtain hydraulic
activity, as it improves both setting

Berl and löblein /5/, Solacolu /6/, kiihl/7/

time and rapid strength.

and Richter/8/.

The high alumina cement

Therefore, the

attention of the present investigation

zone then falls in the shaded part of the

was directed to study the chemistry of hy

diagram shown in figure 135, Lea/9/, the

drationproducts of the system C^A^ +

compounds to be expected in the al umi na cem

ß-C2S + H20 in paste form.

ent thus being C10A7, CA and COS; CA, C0S

was to find out if its hydration products

and C2AS; or CA, C2AS and CA2/9/.

were useful for application of the product

Brandenberger/10/ suggests that all

The purpose

in building.

the hydrated calcium aluminates may be ex

pressed by the general formulae mCa(0H)2.
nAl(0Н)з.рН20.

According to Bussen

and

MATERIALS AND METHOD

The initial materials used

in

this

investigation are:

and immersion media.

1- ß-dicalium silicate, Hannawayya/14/

Table 2.

synthesized ß-C2S (or 2CaO.SiO2), composed

Components mixture calculated Density of

of 65.2440% wt. CaO; 33.6675% wt. Si02

of C-^Ay

weight%

weight %

c]2a7

CaO
A12°3

48.58
51.50

48.53
51.47

2.68

100.08

100.00

Table 2 /14/ shows

and 1.0985% wt.

numerous data by X-ray pattern of unhydr
ated ß-C2S. The data of extreme accurate

standard are of great benefit to those who
are specialists in cement-concretresearch.

2- The essential component of high al
uminate cement, C^Ay was synthesized

Hannawayya as follows:

by

Calcium carbonate

(99% purity) is slightly burnt in a large
platinum crucible in a muffle furnace for
at least two hours at 1050°Cto get CaO,

and Al20g was dried at 1200°C. The mater
ials, reagent weight accord!ng to the sto
ichiometry of C^Ay, calcium oxide and

aluminum oxide were dry, passed

through

a No. 48 sieve, and again mixed dry

for

The system ß-C2S + C^2Ay + H20, with
and without gypsum is studied at water/

solid ratio of 0.5. Composition of mixtu

res used are given in Table 3.
Table 3.

Series ß-C2S
parts vol.

____________________
Cl 2A7
CS
H2O
parts vol. parts vol. W/S

3

-

*5
0

20

65

-

0.5

C

20

65

15

0.5

D

65

20

15

0.5

A

65

В

Paste specimens with and without gypsum

two hours in bottles on a rotating wheel.

were prepared and stored inside the desic

The mixture was then heated in open plat
inum dish in an electric furnace at 1380°C

cator containing cold water for the proper

for 24 hours, and cooled rapidly in air.

re without being protected from the C02

The preparation was ground to pass a No.

of the air.

200 sieve. The specifications of the comp

C]2A7 + H20 paste was examined by X-ray

ound C12Ay and ß-C2S are given in Table 1.

diffraction after 1,7,28 days and 16 years.

Table 1._________________ ___ ___________

The morphology of the paste aged only 16

Compound Detected
by X-ray

C12A7

C12A7
*

Free
CaO

0-01%

Specific surface
areacm2/gm Slaine

£-C2S

The hydration system ß-C2S +

years was identified by Scanning Electron
Microscopy.

3900
RESULTS, OBSERVATIONS AND DUSCUSSIONS

C3A,(CaO)

ß-C2S

period of test, cured at. room temperatu

0.08%

2339

(CaO,C3S)

The relations between the hydration prod

ucts and the oxide composition in ternary

Chemical analyses of the heated sample

(C-S-H and C-A-H) and quarternary system,

for CaO and Al203 are given in Table 2.

CaO.Si02-Al203.H20 (or C-A-S-H) were stud

The results show that the preparations are

ied, and recorded photographically by Sc

truly anhydrous. Dry toluene was used for

anning Electron Microscopy of the paste

density measurements.This indicates that no

aged only 16 years. AsC12A7is the essent

reaction occurs between the solid phases

ial component of high alumina cement,it was

selected in this investigation withg-C2S.

for practical work. Table 4, Fig. 1.

B-C2S Was chosen for its role in the hyd

Table 4. Data of X-ray diffraction of the

raulic activity. The compound C^Ay has a

reaction: XB-^S+Y^ 2Ay + l^O .

unit cell larger than that of grossularite
and it was thought probable that the open

structure of C^Ay/11/would enable it to

Series 6 C2S + C12A7 + H2°
A

B-C2S
C12A7

incorporate silica into its lattice with

out any drastic effects. Ditte/15/ assumed
that two forms of hydrated alumina are in
ne. Hannawayya /16/ by means of X-ray di

ffraction patterns has shown that the ag

ed gelatinous alumina is crystalline.

strength of the paste system, B-^S + C^y

+ H20. Table 3 shows the compositions.

(i) X-RAY DIFFRACTION DIAGRAMS
(a) 65 parts vol.. ß-C2S + 3 parts vol.

C12Ay + H20, W/S=0.5.

X-ray diffraction of this series revealed
that no new phases had formed after 1 and 7

days. It will be recalled that the products

in the mixture are retarded by influenci
ng each other. The only products were un

hydrated

b-C2S

and C12Ay. After 28 days,

X-ray diffraction revealed that B-C2S had

decreased to medium strong intensity, wh
ile CH and C-S-H had developed. C^Ay had
decreased to very weak intensity. After 1

year X-ray diffraction revealed the same
hydration products as after 28 days, except

that CH had increased to medium strong

ly.

16y.

g
W

fflR
VW

VW

ww

-

tYlw
bb

ms
bb

П1
bb

Id. 7d. 28d. ly.

16y.

B-c2s
C12A7

m
ms

Ш
ms

mv
m

VW
m

mw

CAH10

mv

m

-

-

-

C2AHg
C3AH6
C4AH11
CjASHß

m
w
-

THU
m
w
-

g
VW
m

ms
VW
mw

mw

(b) 20 parts Vol. B-C2S + 65 parts vol.

tions was to explain the connection betw
een the structures of the hydrate and the

-

Series B-C2S * C12A7 + H2O

volved, the gelatinous and the crystalli

The purpose of the present investiga

8

W

CH
C-S-H

В

Id. 7d. 28d

C12A7 + H20’ W/S = °-5X-ray diffraction of this mixture as in se
ries В revealed that the products after 1 ■

day: a peak of C^AHg of medium intensity
and a large amount of unhydrated C^Ay.The
B-C2S was of medium intensity. There were
peaks of CAHW at 6.2 and 12.4°29.

Some

C4ACH11 appeared. After 7 days, CgAHg had

decreased rapidly. The peaks of CAH1Q

had

increased. Peaks appeared at 17.3°, indica

ting formation of CgAHg. C^CH^ had decr

eased. Both B-C2S and C^Ay had decreased.

The main hydration products of C12Ay cons
ist of C2AHq, CAH-jq, CgAHg and AHg. The fist

two phases are converted into COAH,
V '

and

U

AHg according to the following reactions:
3CAH]0----------- > C3AH6 + 2AH3 + 18H
3C2AHq

----------- >2C3AHg +

AH3 +

9H

After 28 days, X-ray diffraction revealed

that a new gehlenite hydrate (C2ASH8) pha

intensity. After 16 years, X-ray diffrac

se appeared with medium peaks' of 31.1°,7.1°

tion revealed that the lime, CH, concentra

and 21.3°. Gehlenite hydrate was formed by

tion decreases to medium intensity Whereby
the silicate hydrates are transformed in

reaction of lime, released from B-C2S dur

ing hydration with high alumina component,

to lime rich C-S-H. In this medium the st

^12A7‘

rength is good, and this series has useful

ed. The C3AH6 continued to increase in in

ß-CgS and C-^Ay had decreas

tensity, reaching a strong peak. There was

ß-C2Sof medium intensity. Gypsum had rea

also some of C^ACH^. After 1-year, X-ray

ched depletion. After 7 Days, ettringite

diffraction revealed that the

had transfered to monosulphate(C^ASH-jg) wi

unreacted

ß-C^S had decreased in intensity. C-j?A? had

th a medium intensity, C^Ay and ß-C2S

the same intensity as after 28 days. Both

had decreased. Peaks appeared at 7.1°,31.1
and 21.1°, indicating formation of gehlen

C3AH6 and gehlenite hydrate (C2ASHg)

had

decreased. Some C^ACH^ could be very we

ite hydrate(C2ASHg). CgAHg could be very

the

paste aged 16 years revealed the same hyd

weakly detected. After 28 days, peaks app
eared at 9.9°and 19.9°, indicating forma

ration products as after 1 year with dec

tion of C^ASH^. The intensity of gehlenite

rease of their intensities. The structure

hydrate had decreased. CgAHg had weak int

is broken up and the strength decreased.
See Table 4.

ensity. C^Ay had further decreased. The

akly detected. X-ray diffraction of

peak of ß-C2S showed ä slight decrease.

Som C^ACH^ was visible. After 1 year, Xray diffraction revealed that gehlenite
hydrate (C2ASHg) of medium stromg intensity

was the chief hydration product. Monosul-

phate(C^ASH-|g) had increased. C^ASH^ had
reached medium weak intensity, CgAHg and
C^ACH-ji

had the same intensities as after

28 days. C-jgAy had decreased to medium we
ak intensity. After 16 years aged X-ray
diffraction revealed a transition stage of
monosulphates (C4ASH12 and C^ASH^g) to ett

ringite, C2ASHg had decreased to weak in
tensity. ß-C2S and C-|2Ay had the same int

ensity as after 1 year. Other productshad
series C

series A

disappeared. In this series the strength

series D

was weak. Table 5 and Fig. 1 show.

Fig. 1

X-ray diffraction diagrams of

the

paste 16 years series C, A and D.
(c) 20 parts vol. B-C2S + 65 parts vol.
C12A7 + 15 Parts vo1 • CS + H2° ’

(d) 65 parts vol. ß-C2S + 20 parts vol.

^12A7 +

Parts vol. CS + H2O .

Continuing with a mixture to which more

When gypsum was added. X-ray diffraction

silicate has been added, i ,e series D, X-

after 1, 7 and 28 days revealed that gypsum

ray diffraction revealed different hydra

to some extent retards the hydration rate

tion products. After 1 day, ettringite had

of the system as in series C. The hydrat

medium strong intensity. Gehlenite hydrate

ion products of this mixture revealed me

had weak intensity, gypsum had ceased re

dium intensity of ettringite after 1 day.

acting. C-|2Ay had very weak intensity. Un

Unhydrated C-^A? of strong intensity, and

reacted B-C2S of strong intensity appeared.

After 7 days gypsum had reached depletion.

rix of the compound. Each composite EDAX sp

The gehlenite hydrate increased further.

ectrum was scaled to the samebackground level.

After 28 days,

had

the B-G^S

X-ray Intensity

decreased

started to release lime (CH) in the

and

solution-of amorphous phase (cannot detect
ed by X-ray). After 1 year, a transition st

age occurred, in which 3-C2S had decreased
to medium intensity, releasing lime. Llnrea-

ctedC^Ay and gehlenite hydrate were the
same as after 28 days. After 16 years aged
X-ray diffraction revealed that the

main

hydration product is ettringite. ß-C2S had

decreased, releasing more lime (CH). C4ASH|2

reacted with more lime and transferred to
ettringite. Other hydration products had
disappeared. In this medium the strength is

good. This series is good for practical ap
plication. See Table 5, Fig. 1 and 2.

1 day

7 days

28 days

1 year

16 years

Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction diagrams of Seri es D.

(a) 65 parts vol. S-C2S + 3 parts vol. +
C12A7 + H20, W/S =0.5.
The silicate in high concentration lime sol

Table 5. Data of X-ray diffraction of the reaction:

ution gives rise to the 1ime-rich of C-S-H

XB-C^S +УС12А7 +ZCS +H2O, W/C = 0.5.
Series

s-c2s ♦ с12л7 * CS ♦ H2O

C

ß-c.s
c12
*7
CbnSjH]2
ctASHig

Id.

7d.

TH
g
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Ш
—
tg
—
a
VW
-
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$
VW
ms
—
w
-

c4ash12
CzASHg
C3AH6
С^АСНц
Series

ß-C2S * C12A7 ♦ CS ♦ H2o

D

8-C2S
c12»7
C6ASH3?
C4ASH12
C2ASH3
C4ACHU

28d.

ly.
w
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—

16y

w

me
mw
ms
H
W

w
mu
me
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—
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7d.

28d.

ly.

16y.
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w
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—
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ms
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ffm
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a
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w
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m
n

01
w
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me
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(ii) SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY RESULTS

which grows around the g-C2S grain like a

space lattice consisting of small short rods.

In this mixture CH crystallizes as large com
pact leaf like Portland cement. The strength

is good and reaches high values. This series
is good for practical application. See Fig-3
(b) 20 parts vol.B-C2S + 65 parts vol.

C12A7 + H20, W/S = 0.5.

The product formed first will be a gel co

SEM was used to reveal the morpholog

mpound. Owing to the large amount of ß-C2S,
the CH production is more rapid and its cr

ical structure of the various products of

ystallization can be seen after 24 hours of

hydration. It can be seen how the character

hydration. The larger amount of CH leads to

of the products of hydration changes

with

a large number of reaction products. At fir

time and environment. EDAX technique is a

st C2AHg crystallizes, then C2AHn+ CH gives

method of qualitative analysis. The element

rise to CgAHg in the form of round grains

concentrations shown by X-ray peaks of each

compound in the region scanned are not lin

early proportional to the peak height over
a wide range of concentration. The peak hei

ghts are strongly dependent upon the mat

with pronounced tendency to form regular

crystals. AH? and CH can also form CAH1nin
the form of hexagonal crystals and on the

picture there is a mixture of crystals ty

pes. The compound is strongly broken up and

high

X-ray diffraction and SEM revealed that the

solution

initial hydration products were the metas

the strength decreases. Owing to the

concentration of Al-ions in the

and the CH released from B-C^S during hydr

table hexagonal hydrate phases, CgAHg

ation, gehlinite hydrate ^ASHg) ds for

CAH-|0, which finally were converted to st

med. See Fig. 4.

able phase isometric tricalcium aluminate

(c) 20 parts vol. B-CgS +65 parts vol.
C-| 2^7 +

parts vol. CS + HgO .

and

hexahydrate(CgAH6). The B-CgS did not retard

the conversion. When gypsum is present, the

The quantity of gypsum is too small to tr

hydration products was initially ettring-

ansfer all the C^gAy component to ettrin

ite(CgASgHgg) of prismatic rod crystals.

gite, so there was a medium strong amount

Since calcium hydroxide(CH)is a product of

of ettringite. Also gehlenite hydrate (Cg-

the hydrolys 1 s of g -CgS, the increase of

ASHg) of prismatic crystal habits in hydr

Ca(OH)g results in the precipitation of mo

ation product. However, does not give ten

nosulphates hydrate (C^ASH-jg and C^ASH-jg).

acity. Thus the prismatic ettringite crys

Final ly at 16 years aged, the products were

tal in this mixture did not give high ten

ettringite and gehlenite hydrate.The present

acity. See Fig. 5.

author found thatSeries A and D exhibit

(d) 65 parts vol. f-CgS + 20 parts vol.

^12^7 +

Раг^5 V°1 • CS + HgO .

Theß-CgS gives the solution a certain li

high strength within 24 hours and it seems

to be agood for applicationin the repair

of cracked cement-concrete.

me concentration from the beginning in spi

te of the high reaction velocity of С^Ау.
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INTRINSIC BOND PROPERTIES OF HYDRATES FORMED IN THE
HYDRATION OF PURE CLINKER MINERALS
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SUMMARY
Mature pastes of various clinker minerals i.e. СзS, СзА, C4AF, GA and C4AF
+ OS consisting of different hydrate phases, i.e. CSH+CH, AFt, AFm, СзАНе
and CAHio were mutually compared with respect to their strength properties
e.
i.
compressive and flexural strength, modulus of elasticity and hardeness. Significant differences were found in the bonding characteristics of
different hydrate phases when compared both at equal starting water-solid
ratios and equal porosities.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Hydratisierte Pasten verschiedener Klinkerminerale, nämlich Сз S, СзА,
C4AF, CA und C4AF + CS, die verschiedene Hydratationsprodukte enthielten
(CSH+CH, AFt, AFm, СзАНе und CAHi0) wurden gegenseitig verglichen bezüg
lich ihrer Festigkeitseigenschaften (Druck- und Biegezugfestigkeit, Ela
stizitätsmodul und Härte). Es wurden gefunden wesentliche Unterschiede in
den Bindevermögen verschiedener Hydratphasen beim Vergleich von Pasten,
hergestellt mit gleichem Wasser-Feststoff-Verhältnis oder auch solchen,
die identische Porositäten auswiesen..

INTRODUCTION
Within our work we studied the intrinsic bond properties of hydra
tion products formed in the hydration of a series of phases common in
portland and high alumina cements. In order to eliminate the simultaneous
effect of porosity efforts were made to compare pastes of equal porosity.
As it is also known that variations of hydration temperature may affect
the quality of the hydrates formed, some of the pastes were allowed to hy
drate at two different temperatures.

EXPERIMENTAL

Pastes prepared from pure CaaSiOs (СзЗ), СазАТгОб (СзА), CaiAlzFezOio
(C4AF) and CaAlzO»
(CA) synthetized in our laboratory as well as from
C4AF+CS were studied. Pastes of each starting material were made with se
veral water-solid ratios, all liyng within the range of plastic consi
stency. Out of these, test specimens 10x10x60 mm3 were prepared. They were
demolded after one day and kept in a saturated lime solution until te
sting, i.e. 180 days. All samples were prepared and cured at 20 °C, except
those of CA where temperatures 5 and 30 °C were employed to obtain
two
different hydration products. The СзS pastes were cured also at 90 °C, in
addition to 20
C, to study the effect of curing temperature on strength.
To be able to prepare test specimens also from СзА pastes, their setting
had to be retarded by performing the mixing at 5 °C. The pastes were cured
at 20
C subsequently. To produce an AFt phase as product of hydration,
blends of СзА and C4 AF with calcium sulfate were also included in the
study. Test speciments made from the former combination expanded and des
integrated in the course of curing,
and thus could not be used for
strength determination. Specimens made from C4AF+CS2
expanded too, but
only to a degree at which strength determination was still possible.

Under the described experimental conditions all the pastes included
in the study became completely, or nearly completely hydrated by the time
of testing. The following strength parameters were determined on the pro
duced test specimens: compressive (oc ) and flexural (of) strengths, dyna
mic modulus of elasticity (E,
ultrasonic procedure) an hardeness
(H,
Brinell test). Each value reported represents the average of at least
three independent measurements.
In addition to mechanical testing the content of total (wt) and com
bined (wc) water in the samples was also determined. The former parameter
was determined as the loss on ignition of a non-treated sample, whereas
the latter one as the loss on ignition of a sample that had been extracted
with acetone and subsequently with ethyl ether. The porosity of the mate
rial was determined as the volume of free water (wf = wt - wc ) per volume
unit of paste. The phase composition of the hydrated samples was determi
ned by X-ray diffraction and DTA.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The strength data found in pastes with different starting water-solid
ratio are summarized in Table I. The table also includes the total and
combined water values (in grams of water per one gram of original ma
terial) and the main products of hydration.
It is apparent that most of the samples picked up distinct amounts of
water from the environment in the course of curing. This amount was
highest in the samples, yielding ettringite where the hydration was accom
panied with a distinct expansion.

The combined water values differed distinctly in pastes prepared from
different starting materials but were generally little dependent on the
starting water-solid ratio. The highest combined water values were found
in pastes yielding AFt and the hydrograrned phases (СзАНб) as products of
hydration.

The compressive strength, just as the flexural strength, modulus of
elasticity and hardeness varied greatly in pastes made from different
starting materials and/or hydrated at different temperatures, if compared
at equal starting water-solid ratios.
By far the highest compressive
strengths and moduli of elasticity were found in pastes made from CA hy
drated at 5 °C, whereas these values were lowest in pastes made from
C4AF+CS. The flexural strength and hardeness were highest in СзS pastes
hydrated at 90 °C. The lowest flexural strength was obtained in CA pastes
hydrated at 30 °C and the lowest hardeness in C4AF pastes.
In Table II the average ratios between the individual strength pa
rameters for the different binders studied are given. It is apparent that
these ratios varied greatly in pastes made from different starting mate
rials and/or hydrated at different temperatures. It may be assumed, that
these differences are due mainly to the different morphology of the hy
drates formed.
In Figure 1. The compressive strengths found in the individual expe
rimental series are plotted as function of porosity. Similar data for fle
xural strength, modulus of elasticity and hardeness are shown in figures
2,3 and 4. From the figures it is apparent, that it was impossible to pro
duce all the studied hydrated materials with equal porosities, inspite of
similar starting water-solid ratios employed. This was due on one hand to
the existing differences in the amount of water taken up from the environ
ment in the course of curing and on the other hand to different amounts of
water combined in the course of hydration. Nevertheless, it may be conclu
ded, that even at equal porosities the bonding capacities of different hy
drate phases differed. The only exception appears to be the modulus of
elasticity whose magnitude seems to be Just a function of the overall po
rosity of the hydrate phase present. A comparison of the Figures 1-4
indicates a lack of a general correlation between the four strength para
meters studied. This is due to the fact that the ratio between the parame
ters studied vary in different hydrated materials.

CONCLUSIONS
The strength properties of hydrates formed from the hydration of dif
ferent clinker minerals differ if compared both at an equal starting wa
ter-solid ratio and equal paste porosity.

Some clinker minerals yield hydrates of different bonding properties
if allowed to hydrate at different temperatures. This may be due to diffe
rences in the nature of the hydrate phases formed, or to the microstruc
ture of the hydrated material.

The mutual ratio of different strength parameters i•e. compressive and
flexural strength, modulus of elasticity and hardeness may vary greatly in
different hydration products.

Tab.

I

Composition and .strength properties hydrated
clinker mineral pastes

material

w/s

Wt о t

Wc о m b

g/gc

g/gc

Oc
MPa

OF
MPa

E
GPa

H
MPa

Phases

Сз S
20 °C

0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50

0.392
0.427
0.470
0.478

0.271
0.286
0.296
0.296

100
84
69
38

4.6
3.3
2.6
2.3

33
37
23
21

221
194
162
-

CSH
+
CH

Сз S
90 °C

0.39
0.43
0.48

0.379
0.443
0.480

0.236
0.258
0.266

89
54
41

13.5
10.6
8.2

32
22
15

406
270
180

CSH
+
CH

Сз A
20 °C

0.40
0.44
0.48

0.493
0.542
0.567

0.326
0.328
0.320

28
16
12

5.8
3.9
3.1

27
17
16

67
63
44

Сз AHe

C4 AF
20 °C

0.38
0.43
0.48

0.441
0.488
0.577

0.291
0.307
0.317

26
16
12

6.0
4.6
2.9

21
17
14

12
11
-

Сз(A,F)He

CA
5 °C

0.25
0.35
0.40

0.322
0.451
0.516

0.287
0.408
0.461

216
207
192

12.6
6.4
6.4

73
61
55

155
178
167

CAHi о

CA
30 ° C

0.27
0.30
0.35
0.40

0.524
0.612
0.645
0.692

0.479
0.492
0.495
0.492

82
53
37
29 .

3.7
2.6
2.5
-

64
46
37
27

138
130
103
105

Сз AHe
+
АНх

C4AF 64.1% 0.36
CS
35.9% 0.38
0.43
0.48

1.034
1.054
1.040
1.061

0.528
0.523
0.525
0.535

12
9
10
9

4.4
5.7
5.4
4.9

28
29
30
28

Wcomb

II

Mutual ratios of various strength parameters found
in hydrated clinker mineral pastes (average values)

Material

аг /ас

Е/асх1О3

Н/ас

СзЗ

20

°C

0.047

0.39

2.29

Сз S

90

°C

0.18

0.37

4.65

Сз А

20

°C

0.24

1.11

3.33

С4 AF

20

°C

0.25

1.01

0.57

СА

5

°C

0.041

0.31

0.82

СА

30

°C

0.054

0.88

2.63

С4AF+CS

20

°C

0.52

0.73

2.92

of

oc

=
=

AFt

total water (in g per 1 g of original substance)
combined water (in g per 1 g of original substance)

Wtot

Tab.

8.7
7.4
6.6
6.3

flexural strength
compressive strength

(MPa)
(MPa)

E
H

modulus of elasticity (MPa)
hardeness
(MPa)
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ABSTRACT

It is well-established that at least two forms of C3A (cubic and orthorhombic) occur in cement, offering different reactivities.
Since C3A hydration significantly influences fresh paste rheology and setting time, a detailed micromineralogical investigation of
early hydration was carried out. Due to their widespread use, the influence of superplasticizer were also investigated.

Environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM), the latest development in electron microscopy, enables the examination
of wet specimens, allowing real-time comparison of hydration kinetics and distinction between products of orthorhombic and cubic
C3A. Supportive microanalytical techniques used were XRDA, conventional SEM, and DTA/TG.

ITie results obtained indicate that in saturated gypsum solution, the ^Aq forms crystalline ettringite faster. Extremely fine
fibrous products form very early on the C3Ac surface, whereas long lath-like crystals begin to grow, often radially, on orthorhombic
C3A. Though the cubic C3A-gypsum reaction appears to be more vigorous very early, it is associated with the formation of some
secondary gypsum on C3A crystals. In the presence of superplasticizer, a dense membrane begins to cover the surface of C3Ac
crystals. A more open-structured honeycomb formation was observed in the orthorhombic variety. Both forms are accompanied by
a distinctly retarded hydration process.

ETUDE MICROMINERALOGIQUE DE L’IXFLUENCE DU GYPSE
SUR L’HYDRATATION DES POLYMORPHES C3A AU JEUNE AGE

RESUME
Il est bien connu qu’il existe dans le ciment au moins deux formes de C3A (cubique et orthorhombique) presentant des reactivites
differentes. Puisque 1’hydratation du C-A influence de facon significative la rheologie de la pate fraiche et le temps de prise, on a
effectue une etude micromineralogique detaillee de I’hydratation au jeune age. On a aussi eludie I'influence des superplastifiants par
suite de leur utilisation de plus en plus courante dans le domaine des betons.
Microscopeelectronique äbalayage environmental (MEBE), la demiere innovationen microscopie electronique, permet I’examen
d'echantillons humides. Cette technique offre la possibility de comparer la cinetique d’hydratation et de differencier les produits du
C3A cubique et orthorhombique. Les techniques microanalytiques de support utilisees furent la DRX, la MEB conventionnelle et
la TG/ATD.

Les resultats indiquent que, dans une solution saturee de gypse, le CjAq forme de Г ettringite cristalline plus rapidement. Des
produits fibreux extremement fins se ferment tres tot sur la surface du C3Ac , tandis que de longs cristaux en lattes commencent
ä croitre, souvent de faQon radiale, sur le C3A orthorhombique. Bien que la reaction C3A cubique / gypse semble etre plus active
tres tot, eile est accompagnee de la formation de gypse secondaire sur les cristaux de C3A. En presence de surperplastifiant, une
membrane dense commence a recouvrir la surface des cristaux de C3A cubique. Une structure plus ouverte en nids d’abeilles a ete
observee dans la variete orthorhombique. Les deux formes sont clairement accompagnees d’un retard d’hydratation.

INTRODUCTION
Although C3A hydration alone, or in the presence of gypsum, has been researched extensively [1-3], it still continues to generate
intense interest among cement scientists and engineers alike. Researchers in the last two decades have conclusively proved the
presence of at least two polymorphic forms of CyA (cubic and orthorhombic) in commercial cements [3, 4]. Since their
crystallographic structures are different [5,6], their hydration behaviour also differs. Secondly, since high dosage of superplasticizers
are frequently used in concrete, it has been observed that cement / superplasticizer compatibility differs from one cement to another
[7]. This can be related to the polymorphic form of C3A, besides the C3A content proper in the cement. C3A is the first cement
component to react when the cement comes in contact with water. Depending upon the C3A polymorph present, the hydration
kinetics will vary, thus influencing on the rheological behaviour of the cement/concrete.
To date, most of the research related to C3A hydration has been conducted using techniques such as'calorimetry [8, 9], XRD
analysis [8, 10], DTA [11, 12], ["-potential measurement [13, 14], infrared-spectroscopy [1], and solution chemistry [15, 16]. None
of these can provide adequate information about the morphological development and changes that occur during the very early
hydration period, which invariably requires the support of a direct observation technique, such as SEM [8, 9, 17, 18]. However,
SEM requires the sample to be dried (by liquid N2, oven drying, or acetone immersion), which can result in the loss of physically
adsorbed water, generate artifacts, such as shrinkage of the colloidal gel, can lead to precipitate formation on solid phases, and most
important, it arrests hydration. Most of these can be overcome by using the latest SEM development, called ESEM, which permits
cement hydration to be recorded in real-time. ESEM allows retention of moisture in the specimen for at least up to 30 min, sufficient
to study the initial hydration of CjA. Unlike in the standard SEM, the ESEM specimen chamber can be maintained at a relatively
low vacuum (5 X 10"3 torr versus 10"® torr), which will not cause violent evaporation. This allows wet specimen imagery at the
same high level of resolution as the conventional SEM. It is also equipped with EDX detector for simultaneous elemental analysis.

The authors investigated the very early hydration of both C3Ac and C3AO with gypsum with/without a superplasticizer. Such
a comparative study helps to elucidate further the hydration mechanism, establish the difference between CjAq and C3Aq hydration,
and predict the rheological behaviour of cement/concrete in the presence of a superplasticizer. For the first time, ESEM was used
to study C3A hydration kinetics. Supportive techniques such as conventional SEM, XRD and DTA examinations on acetone-dried
specimens were also used, since it is not always possible to deduce the complete mechanism from a single method. In addition, the
C3A-gypsum mixes were tested for water soluble Ca2+, Na+, Al3+, and SO42" ions at 20°C.

EXPERIMENTAL
Two types of Cj A, cubic and orthorhombic, supplied by CTL, Skokie, Ill., USA, of Blaine fineness 320 m2./kg and 280 m2/kg,
respectively, were used. The Na20 content in C3AO was 0.12 unit, i.e., the C3Aq is equivalent to No iqCj
by the dissolution
test. The gypsum was of reagent grade purity. The dry mixes of C3A and gypsum were homogenized by inter-grinding. A locally
available commercial sodium naphthalene polycondensate superplasticizer and distilled water was used. Two types of mixes were
prepared as follows:
.
C3A + gypsum + water (w/s = 0.60; molar ratio of gypsum : C^A = 3:1, which represents the stoichiometric composition for
ettringite formation); and C3A + gypsum + water with 3% superplasticizer (w/s = 0.60).

RESULTS
DTA/TG The results are shown in Figure 1. Ettringite forms in the pastes hydrated for 10 min, as evidenced by the endothermic
peak between 100 and 120°C [11]. The lower decomposition temperature for the C3Ac + gypsum paste may be due to the
unexpected retardation in ettringite formation. At 60 min, the C3AO positively forms a higher amount of ettringite. The strong twin
endothermic peaks at 146OC/158°C, together with the weak but distinct exothermic peak at 365-375°C are due to unreacted gypsum.
The gypsum endotherm is slightly wider (extends to the lower temperature), especially at 10 min for the C^Ac + gypsum paste.
There also exists a very weak endotherm for C3Ac at 264°C due to the decomposition of calcium aluminate hydrates. The small
endotherm at 922°C (not associated with weight loss) for the C3AO + gypsum paste is difficult to explain at this stage.
The addition of superplasticizer in the mixing water significantly retards the hydration process and can be related to the weaker
endotherm for ettringite and the stronger peaks for gypsum. The gypsum peaks, unexpectedly become stronger at 60 min for the
C3Ac + gypsum paste. For this paste, the weak endotherm at 256-258°C can be compared to that at 264°C for the C^A + gypsum
pastes without superplasticizer. The endotherm at about 700°C is associated with 2.9% and 3.5 % weight loss (by the weight of dry
paste) for C^Ap and C3AO respectively, which is obviously an effect of the superplasticizer. The weight loss is too high for CjAq,
since the superplasticizer /(cement+gypsum) ratio is only 0.03. The TG/DTA test for this superplasticizer showed that it is almost
completely decomposed at about 500°C accompanied with a strong exothermic effect (which is not seen for the paste samples), some
exothermic effects also occur near 800°C, and the total weight loss at 1100°C is only about 60%. The endothermic peak at 908
911°C for C3Aq paste is comparable to the peak at 922°C for the paste without superplasticizer. The broad endotherm from about
800°C to 1000°C is associated with a large weight loss, 3.1% and 8.9% for C3Af- at 10 min and 60 min, respectively; and 8.6%
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Fig.l. DTA/TG curves of the pastes at 10 and 60 min; G = gypsum and S = superplasticizer.

and 13.4% for CgAQ.

2SD Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns of the samples hydrated for 10 min. In the presence of gypsum, CjAq reacts faster; more
e ringite is generated m the paste. For the q A + gypsum paste containing superplasticizer, the formation of ettringite is highly
suppressed, though C3AHg and C4AH]9 still form.
"
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Fig. 2. XRD of the hydrated pastes at 10 min.
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A semi-quantitative analysis of the main phases, (^A, ettringite and C3AH6, performed by integrating the diffraction mtensity
of the characteristic peaks, is shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that at 10 min, more СзАс reacts compared to CjAq, but it is ttie
reverse at 60 min. In the presence of superplasticizer, C^c has a faster reaction rate. However, more ettringite is formed m CjAq
+ gypsum paste, especially in the absence of superplasticizer. The unbalanced amount between the consumption of CjA and
production of ettringite is clearly because of more C3AH6 is formed in 0^. This indicates that in DTA results the endothermic

effect at 264° C is due to the decomposition of this phase.

H C3 A c+ G

ИСз Ac+ G + S

ВСз Ao+ G

ЕЗСз Ao+ G + S~

Fig.3. Integrated peaks intensities of CgA, C^AHg, and ettringite.

SEM/EDXA This part of the study represents the combined results of examination of wet samples under the ESEM as well as dried

pastes under conventional SEM.

C, A + gypsum hydrated in water: (^Aq is covered with thin, remarkably long (10 /im) platy crystals, often with radial distribution
(Fig.4), even at 10 min. EDXA shows they contain a small amount of S; the Ca:S:Al ratio is about 3.7:3:1. With progress of
hydration, more needle-like crystals appear. Their morphology suggests ettringite (Fig.5), despite a Ca:S: Al ratio of only 2.0:0.5:1.
Large gypsum crystals remain undissolved or partly reacted with some short needle-like surfacial rods.

Fig.4. ESEM of hydrated C^Aq-I-gypsum at 10 min.

Fig.5. Hydrated CjAq + gypsum at 60 min.

CiAc on the other hand, is enveloped by profuse short fibers at 10 min (Fig.6) with Ca:S:Al about 3.2:0.6:l. Although their
fibrous appearance suggests ettringite, neither DTA nor XRD shows profuse ettringite phase. These fibrous crystals occasionally
appear on the surface of gypsum. Further hydration to 60 min shows little change in the paste’s morphological appearance (Fig.7).

Fig.6. Surface coverage of
gypsum hydrated (at 10 min).

hydrated in the presence of

Fig.7. Hydrated CgA^ + gypsum at 60 min.

C3A + gypsum hydrated in water containing superplasticizer. At 10 min, the C^Aq surface is enveloped by a honeycomb structure
with a Ca:S:Al ratio of 3.6:2.4:1 (Fig.8). Reticular flakes resembling calcium monosulfo-aluminate hydrate (AFm) appear locally
at 60 min (Fig.9).

Fig.8. Honeycomb structure in hydrated C3Aq + gypsum in
superplasticizer aq. at 10 min.

Fig.9. AFm flakes in the same paste at 60 min.

СзАс , however, is more drastically affected by the superplasticizer. The surface is rather densely covered with amorphous
phases at 10 min (Fig. 10). At 60 min, no major surfacial change on C^Aq is evident, except denser coverage (Fig. 11).

Fig. 10. Honeycomb structure in hydrated C^Aq* gypsum in
superplasticizer aq. at 10 min.

Fig. 11. Hydrated СзАс + gypsum in superplasticizer aq.
at 60 min.

Water Soluble Ions Table 1 shows the change in ionic concentration in C3A-gypsum-water solutions from 10 to 60 min. Water
soluble Ca
is slightly higher for C3AC , while the SO42" is higher for C3AO, in addition to the distinctly higher Na+. The table
clearly indicates Na release in this dilute solution is completed within the first 30 min. Ca2+ and SO42-, being nearly balanced
the solution is gypsum saturated. However, the SO42" content in the C3 Aq solution is higher due to the presence of Na+. At 20 min’
the C3Ac solution contains a relatively higher amount of Al3+, though both the absolute values are very low.

Table 3. Solubility Analysis (mmol/l)

Sample

Time (min)

Ca2+

Na+

Al3+

C3Ac

10
30
60

14.26
13.84
14.18

0.23
0.24
0.28

0.36
0.08
0.09

£3-^0

10
30
60

14.18
13.68
13.43

3.46
4.95
4.88

0.14
0.06
0.06

SO42"

.
'

12.85
14.18
14.69
14.41
15.21
15.02

1 gram of dry sample per 50 ml distilled water.

DISCUSSION

DTA shows that the main product of the C^A-gypsum hydration, even as early as 10 min, is ettringite, though at 60 min, the
amount produced by the two forms of C3A is different, it being higher for ^Aq. This was confirmed by XRD analysis and from
SEM observation.
The authors posit that the dense layer that forms promptly on C3AC prohibits penetration of ions into the lattice even at very
early age. In addition, its greater ability to hydrate results in more hydrates, such as C2AH8 and C4AH13, which cover the grain
surface and reduce further ettringite formation. In contrast, thin sheet or flakes growing loosely and radially outward from the surface
of СзАо gradually transform to large needle-like crystals at a later age, which provides a better condition for the further formation
of ettringite. The coating on C3A is usually explained as ettringite and amorphous А1(ОН)з [13]. This work, however, shows that
C3AC in 1:116 presence of gypsum produces much less ettringite than СзАд despite its more apparently vigorous reaction. This may
be attributed to amorphous ettringite [19] with some secondaiy gypsum, though DTA results seems to preclude the existence of the
amorphous ettringite phase. DTA data at 60 min indicate that ettringite formed in C3Ac decomposes at 103°C, compared to 119°C
for C3A0. However, its amount in C3AC is too low to explain the abundance of fibrous phases. On the other hand, the DTA peak
for gypsum is broadened to a lower temperature, while the exothermic peak at 37 ГС remains rather strong and higher than that
for C3 Ao. This is a positive indication of secondaiy gypsum formation. SEM observation of recrystallized gypsum from the solution
revealed that this type of gypsum also has a needle-like habit. In the presence of alkali, the gypsum solubility increases [20]. The
ionic solubility results in Table 1 also indicate that the chances of secondaiy gypsum formation are lower for C3Aq.

Addition of superplasticizer causes rapid formation of a dense layer on C3Ac and a less dense granular layer on ^Aq. The
eventual formation of ettringite, especially in the Cj Aq is severely retarded, although it still has a higher production rate at 10 min
The superplasticizer was dissolved in the mixing water, possibly putting it in direct contact with C3A grains. ESEM shows that a
layer of newly formed phase rapidly forms on the C3A grain surface within the first few minutes, suggesting that the superplasticizer
is mainly adsorbed by the hydrated compounds, prohibiting further ciystallization. Hydrating CjAq, which has a higher negative
charge on the surface because of more associated OH" ions acting as potential determining ions [13], develops a stronger hydrogen
bond between the superplasticizer and the hydrates formed [21].

In the DTvUTG curves, at temperature higher than about 630°C, endothermic peaks and significant weight loss appear only for
the samples with superplasticizer, which can be partly explained due to decomposition of the superplasticizer. Similar effect of
lignosulfonate, sucrose, etc was noted by Ramachandran [22] but no explanation was given. Though the, weight loss at this
temperature is usually considered to be due to the decomposition of CaCO3, this possibility can be ruled out since the XRD patterns
do not reveal any phases containing carbonate. Nevertheless, the higher decomposition temperature and the change in thermal effect
(compared to that for pure superplasticizer) suggests the interlayer adsorption of the superplasticizer molecules [23] and some
chemical reaction with the hydrates.
CONCLUSIONS

This study positively demonstrates that the two polymorphic forms of C3A hydrate differently. In the presence of gypsum, C3Ac
hydrates react to form ettringite which deposits on the C3Ac grain thus slowing down the reaction process of this polymorphic form.
At the same time, secondary gypsum may also deposit on the C3A surface. Ettringite forms faster in the С3Ао system.

Superplasticizer is adsorbed on the surface of C3A hydrates, reducing the hydration rate. There is a much more compact layer on
C3AC , and a honeycomb texture on C^Aq.

The importance of this study lies in understanding why cements containing the same amount of CgA may exhibit different
rheological behaviour. Furthermore, it elucidates the effect of superplasticizer on different polymorphs of C3A, which can explain
the difference in water demand between cements.
'
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ABSTRACT
Calcium sulpho aluminate cements were developed some years ago and are used today
in different applications. One of them is the acceleration of Portland cement by
small addition of С4Аз'5~. This paper deals with the understanding of the system
C4A3S - Portland clinker - and СаЗОд when it hydrates.
The area
СаЗОд 2
clinker.
in order

that we have investigated ranges from 5 % to 20 % C4A3S and 11 % to 45 %
HyO or 9 % to 35 % СаВОд, the complement material being the Portland
The molar ratio between C4A3S and the calcium sulphate is chosen to be 8
to favour the ettringite formation which is the case most of the time.

Mechanical properties, together with X-Ray diffraction measurements clearly
describe the reactions occuring. From these data it is obvious that the nature of
the calcium sulphate has a very important effect on the properties. Some recommen
dations are given concerning the durability of the materials.

RESUME
Les aluminates de calcium ont ete developpes il у a quelques annees et sont utili
ses aujourd'hui dans differentes applications dont en particulier 1'acceleration
des ciments Portland par l'ajout de petites quantites d_e, C4A3S. Cette publication
traite des mecanismes d'hydratatlon des melanges C4A3S. Clinker de Portland et
СаЗОд.
Les domaines etudies sont pour C4A3S de 5% ä 20% pour СаЗОд 2НзО de 11% a 45% ou
de 9% a 35% CaSO4 pour СаЗОд, le complement etant rdalisd par le clinker de Port
land. Dans les melanges les rapports molaires entre C4A3S et le sulfate de calcium
eat de 8 afin de favoriser la formation d'ettringite.

Les proprietes mecaniques completees par les mesures de diffraction X decrivent
clairement les reactions. De ces resultats il apparait tres clairement que la
nature du sulfate de calcium est determinante pour les propri6tes mecaniques. Des
recommandations sont donnees pour 1'obtention de materiaux durables.

1 - INTRODUCTION
The goal of thia study is__to determine the influence of various factors on
the hydration of the mixes C4A3S - Portland - CS. It is well known that during the
hydration process ettringite will precipitate according to the following reaction :
С4Аз'з

+ 8 CS

+ 6 CH

water>

3 (C3A 3 CS

32 H20)

This hydrate is very interesting because it crystallises with a large number of
molecules of water, thus bringing low porosity and high mechanical strength.

However the hydration process is not■as simple as it seems because the reaction is
sometimes diverted from its original track due to the following :
- dissolution blocking effect because of an impervious layer of hydrates.
- lack of available Ca++ and SO4"" in the solution leading to the
precipitation of less rich calcium sulphate phases like C3ACS, 12 H20 (MSH).
Both phenomena have major impact on the structure of the hydrated material.
Strength can be much weaker and sometimes dangerous, expansion will occur followed
by the destruction of the sample.

In the litterature the role of Ca2+ ions is mentioned very often [1-5]. When the
calcium ion concentration is high it is reported that.
- Very fine high compaclty product will precipitate around the anhydrous
grains preventing their further dissolution avoiding the completion of the
reaction.
.
.
- Monosulfoaluminate will precipitate as well as hydrated calcium aluminate
along with ettringite.
Without wanting to discard the influence of the lime we think that the nature of
the calcium sulphate is also rather important. The various hydrated calcium
sulphates have a marked influence on the mechanical properties of mortars [6]
because they lead to different precipitation of hydrates [7].
,
A good knowledge of the mechanisms will lead to a better understanding of the
blocking effect.

In this paper we have compared the hydration of C4A3S when mixed with a typical
portland clinker, natural anhydrite or gypsum.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 - Raw materials and mixes
In order to describe the phenomena various mixes were prepared with :
- СлАз” : It is a laboratory made calcium sulpho aluminate.
- Portland clinker : We have chosen only one type of clinker containing no
calcium sulphate. It is an ordinary clinker (C3A = 10,5 %, C3S = 65,6 %, C2S = 12%,
C4AF = 7,7%, Free lime = 1,1%)
- CaSO4
.
n
,
Two different sources of calcium sulphate were chosen in order to reproduce what
can normally be found in Portland cement. We have selected a natural anhydrite of
high purity and a gypsum which is used in the Portland factories.
In Table 1 we have presented the mineralogical analysis of the various materials
that were used. Portland clinker was chosen instead of cement in order to eliminate
the effect of the various phases (gypsum or anhydrite), which are added to the
Portland clinker for controlling its set.

Two different systems were investigated :
- with anhydrite where kinetic dissolution is rather slow. [8]
- with gypsum where kinetic dissolution is much faster. [8]
Molar ratios between С4Аз"з and_CS were 1/8 in order_to favour ettringite formation.
Mixes with 5 % to 20 % C4A3S, associated with CS, were added to the Portland
clinker. The compositions different mix are summarised on Table. 1.

Table.1

C3S
Clinker Porti 65,6
C4A3S
Gypsum
Anhydr.
-

Mineral Composition and Physical Characteristics
of Used Components (%by wt.)

C2S

C3A

C4AF

12
-

10,5
-

7,7
-

CaO

CA

cs

-

-

90
-

9
-

-

-

22
97

65
2

1 C4A3S

1,1
0,15
-

CSH 2 Dolom. S102 others Bl.

10
-

2

3, 1
0,85
1
1

cm2/g

3 800
6 000
2 Я00
•4 snn

2.2 - Tests

en9th)

Mechanical properties
Properties - Mechanical properties (setting time and mechanical
were measured on neat pastes prepared with various W/S ratio. We have
OWlng a33umPtion for the calculation of the water required to fully

Portland releases lime. We consider that only 60 % of the C3S will quickly react
releasing 1,5 mole of lime per mole of CSH formed. C2S which is less reactive will
only contribute at 30 % of its total amount. It will release 0,5 mole lime per mole
of CSH formed. [9]
The hydrates which 1will precipitate
..1^.1
depend on
(the molar ratio between C4A3'S:/CS' of 1/8 is the balance between C4A3S and lime
always sufficient for ettringite
formation, monosulpho should never precipitate) . Depending on C4A3S/lime ratios
will precipitate either ettringite on its own when. lime
Irme is sufficient or ettringite
+ gibbsite when lime is missing.
From these asumptions the calculated W/C ratios ranges from 0,34 to 0,56 [Table 2].

Table. 2

Mineral Compositions and Strength Tests Results
of Different Composite Mixes

Ingr edients (%by wt.)
W/C
Setting times
Compressive strength
C4A3S Anhydr Gyps. Clink.
init.
final —4h
6h
24h
3d
7d
G5
5
.
11
84
—34 ■
50
330
0
0
39,7 66 3 79 8
GIO
10
22
68
—У < 41
25
50
0
0
0
1 7
ц ■?
---------- :-------- ---------------------- 0^2..
15
35
0_____ Q
0
0
0
-------- --------------------- 35-------- 0j_41----------3_______ 8_______ 0
Q
14,5 28,7 31 1
--------- -9----------- ;-------- 86_____ 0ti6
7
ГЧ8------- bTT 9.4
A1U
10
18
72
—46_____ 6,5__
9
7
8
1 1 . 9 7R s
si

Л

LÄ20
" U|

(MPa)
28H
90 7

о -1
0
45 4
IM
cr

H------91----------22'71 17.ilTtiTT^T3^4
32'9 47,3
И 8Л 1 9.3

20
:-------i55
20-------- 35Н------—
1 45-I-K
45 'I °55-------- 3,5

In this table G or A represents gypsum or anhydrite mixes.

Ahb^eat ,Paabtef ^Ге Ca3t at 20°C and kept at the 3ame temperature underwat
. ±n aemoiaing
-------------er after
4 hours (anhydrite) or 24 hours (gypsum) .. The
71^ difference
dj.1 f
time
is aа
in demolding time
is
atndiffer^f° r 6 Setdaf^action analysis of the neat paste were performed
st different dates in order to follow the reaction process.
2;2-2 "Hydration of diluted suspensions - Diluted suspensions were prepared in a
thermostated reactor (W/S = 10) in order to have a better liderstXdfna of
dissolution precipitation mechanisms. At various dates, samples were withdrawn from
the reactor and the liquid phase was analysed for ionic concentration Condu^i^ty
was measured continuously in the suspension because it gives Useful information on
dissolution (increase of conductivity) and precipitation (decrease of conductivity).

3 - RESULTS
3.1 - Mechanical properties and hydrates formed
The typical difference between the two series (anhydrite or gypsum) is in the
setting time (Table 2) . For the mixes with gypsum, setting time is much longer
with consequently no early strength. Even with a 20 % C4A3S addition which reduces
the setting time, we have not measured any strength after six hours of hydration.
X-Ray analysis of neat paste is presented in Fig. 1. Results are expressed in % of
unreacted materials.
These figures show that the more portland clinker present in the mix (or the less
C4A3SI the more difficult it is for the СдАзБ- to react. It is only with a 20 %
addition of C4A^S_ and a portland content as little as 35 % that we have a complete
reaction of C4A3S.
On the other hand for the case of anhydrite mixes ; setting times are always short
and associated with early strength. Fig. 2 shows that C4A3S reacts much more easily
even in the case where the percentage of Portland cement is high.
Anhydrite calcium sulphate is not as quickly
soluble as gypsum and tendsto
favour monosulfo (MSH) precipitation. This is particularly the case for mixes with
high clinker percentage. This precipitation of MSH commented in various papers
[1,3] is most probably responsible for the non blocking of the reaction.

Fig 1. Relative intensities of various phases as a function of hydration time
(with gypsum)

Fig 2. Relative intensities of various phases as a function of hydration time
(with anhydr.)

Scanning electron micrographs show that for both series the morphology of hydrates
depend greatly on the nature of the calcium sulphate.

Photographs (fig. 3) of A5 and G5 samples after 6 hours hydration show that with
gypsum very fine crystals have precipitated. This precipitation is typical of
oversaturated solution and leads to the complete covering of all the anhydrous
grains.
"

Fig. 3 - Ettringite formed in the C4A3S - clinker - sulphates pastes hydrated for 6
hr. A) mixture with gypsum
B) mixture with anhydrite

With anhydrite'ijtiie crystals are much longer and the dissolution of ettringite using
glycolethylen revealed the presence of MSH (fig. 4) . [10]

Fig. 4 - Undissolved phase of sample A5 in glycolethylene solution

3.2 - Mechanisms in diluted suspensions
The curves (pH, conductivity, ionic concentrations) presented in Fig. 5 and 6
show the typical difference between anhydrite and gypsum.

Fig. 5 - The concentration of CaO, AI2O3,
of hydration time (with anhydrite)

SO3 and pH, conductivity as a function

to that of Portland cement. The
With gypsum the conductivity curve is very similar the hydrolysis of C3S and the
conductivity increases rapidly mainly because of
concentrations
are high
dissolution of gypsum (СаЗОд .2. H20) .
a d sulfate
' alumlna
concentration
is
from
beginning of the
о the -nt^
dg а1££егеп,1у c4A3Г
Sts as ieen from5e^DA 2id the absence of alumina ion in the solution is

restit,°,how ttefbya?.tlon proceeds continuously because ot

the slow,

dissolution kinetic of anhydrite.

„f Гя0 Al?Oq, SO3 and pH, conductivity as a function
Fig. 6 - The concentration ot cau,
ьof hydration time (with gypsum)

4 - CONCLUSIONS
The results that we have presented show that when mixing С4А31Г - CS - to
Portland clinker we are able to alter the hydration process simply by changing the
reactivity of the sulphates.

Particularly low sulphate ion concentration at the very beginning of the reaction
will permit a total hydration of С4А3ТГ, thus preventing fine ettringite crystals
from precipitating like a shell on anhydrous grains.
Anhydrite which is slowly soluble favours low [SO3J ion concentration at the very
beginning of the reaction. This Is favourable to obtain the complete and quick
reaction of С4Аз'5" ensuring a durable material.
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STUDY ON HYDRAULIC REACTIVITY AND STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR
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SIMMY

The hydraulic reactivity of 0-C2S synthesized under hydrothermal treatment (100'C )
followed by heating at 950°C has been already reported. In order to understand the factors
influencing on the reactivity, samples were burned at different temperatures ( 850'C, lOOOX),
1100°C, 1200"C, 1300'C ). For comparison, 0-C2S sintered at ISSO’C without hydrothermal
treatment was taken as reference. ЖГ and SBM were used for measuring the specific surface
area and particle size,. PAT ( positron annihilation technique ) was used to determine the
crystal defects and crystallinity. IR was used to study the behavior of the Si-0 and Ca-0
bond vibration. The hydration rate of samples were measured by using microconductoneter
and the content of combined water. From the results, the authors suggested that factors
influencing on the hydraulic reactivity of active ß-CzS may be classified into 3 levels,
that is, the particle size, defects and its concentration in crystal, attribute of Si-0 bond
in [SiO4]4' tetrahedron and coordination number of Ca-ions with oxygen atoms.

(85О‘С, 1000‘С, 1100'С, 1200’С, 1300-С ) 6МЁ0-Сг81ЖтЖ
& ^^)^№Fi300'C!lg^)ß-c 2s{^tto
д

РАТ

№IR№TSi-(№lCa-O^®£^,
й±^Ж,

В№^/Ь;

INTRODUCTION

Recently, cement scientists are interested in the activation of hydraulic reactivity
of 3-CiS. So many methods have been used for the purpose of increasing the rate of early
hydration of it. The authors of present paper, after studying the crystal behavior and
hydration process ofß-CjS, believed that the low strength development at early hydration
of 0-CgS is not its inherent character, but caused by conditions of formation. A very active
0-CiS has been prepared by heating calcium silicate hydrates at 960’C without any
stabilizer0'41 . The rapid strength development of this ß-C2S paste took place between 7-28
days instead of after one month in the case of ordinary ß-C4S burned at 1360'C with or
without B2O3 as stabilizer. In addition, the structural behavior of active В-СгЗ heated at
different temperatures was also reported15’41
For further ascertainment the relationship be
tween hydraulic reactivity and structural behavior of active 0-C2S is presented in the
present paper.
EXPERBJENTAL
1. Preparation of samples

Analytical reagent of CaO and aerosol silica were used as starting materials. A mixture
of CaO/SiOz with mole ratio etfual to 2 and W/S equal to 6-10 ( by wt.) was treated hydrothermally under 100'C and 1 atm for several hours, then dried and heated at 860"C,
1000C, 1100C, 1200°C and 1300'C separately followed by air quench.
Samples were marked
T-85, T-100, T-110, T-120, T-130 respectively. Another sample marked HA was prepared by
heating a CaO/SiO2 =2 mixture at 1350’C without stabilizer, used as reference.
2. Experimental methods
(1) Micro calorimeter was used for measuring the heat of hydration; the amount of
combined H20 in specimens after different ages of hydration was measured by C-H analyzer.

(2) The particle size of 0-C2S were measured by scanning electron microscope. The
specific surface area was measured by BET N2 (g) absorption method.
'

(3) Positron annihilation technique ( PAT ) was used to determine the crystal defects
and crystallinity. In the present paper, the lifetime spectra with more than **
10 counts
were recorded at room temperature ( 25 ± HO ) by using a fast-slow spectrometer. Asa
positron source,
2 Na from a carrier-free neutral solution of NaCl was deposited on a thin
N1 foil; a second identical foil was sealed over the first one and the source so assembled
was sandwiched between the specimens under investigation. The time resolution is about 383ps
( FW1M .1 with mean 46. 7ps/channel. All spectra were fitted with positronfit extended program,

(4) Infrared spectra of all samples were recorded by using KBr pellets.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1.Hydraulic Reactivity
The amount of combined water after hydration at different stages and heat of hydration
were used to evaluate the hydraulic reactivity of Р-Сг8. The results are shown in table 1
and fig 1. The amount of combined water increased significantly with the decrease of heating
temperature. The reactivity ofß-CzS heated up to 1300’C (T-130) was much higher than HA.
From fig 1, the heat evolution during hydration also indicated clearly the influence of
heating temperature on reactivity of ß-Cz S.

Samples

Id

3d

7d

T-85

1.60

1.69

3. 77

T-100

1. 08

2.18

2.62

T-110

1.06

1.77

2. 34

T-120

0. 97

1.28

1. 95

T-130

1. 26

1.49

1.57

HA

0. 76

0.93

Table l.The amount of combined water of samples.

850 *C

10601

/200 *C

----------------------— --------—„time
0

tO

tO

f

(hear)

Fig 1. Evolution curve during hydration

2. Particle Size and Crystal Grain Size of ß-C2 S.

The particle size of ß-CtS formed at
different temperatures are listed in table 2.
The specific surface area is also shown in
the same table, The grain and particle size
evidently increased with increasing tempera
ture. On the contrary, the specific surface
area was influenced in an opposite way, Doubt
lessly, this must be an important factor
affecting the hydraulic reactivity of ß-C2S,
which has been reported by the authors.

Particle Size(urn)

SSAfo2.g-')

T-85

0. 27

24.60

T-100

0. 50

12.43

T-110

0.80

10.62

T-120

1. 20

11.14

T-130

1. 60

9. 07

HA

~ 20

0.78

Samples

3. Results of Positron Annihilation Measurement
The cation cavities with equivalent elec
trons in solids showed ability to capture
positrons. In the present work, PAT was used

Table 2. Particle size of samples

to study on the defects in ß-C2S crystals. The results taken from lifetime spectra after
free and constraint fitting are shown in table 3,

Samples

(ps) 1 T2(PS)

Ъ(рв)

If (%)

I2 (%)

I3 (%)

T (ps)

^(ps)

T-85

180±27 337120 12161106

39. 80111. 71

57. 28111. 27

2. 9210. 50 302. 57 258. 83

T-100

210125 346138 11741142

55. 22118. 58

42. 53118. 05

2. 2510. 59 289. 63 257. 87

T-110

198119 324126 15651436

58. 50114. 95

40. 96114. 80

0. 5610.18 275. 22 236. 85

T-120

202110 349122 31211414 ' 71. 3217. 74

28. 4817. 78

0. 2010.11 249. 70 230. 02

T-130

202126

46. 98119.47

0. 3610.14 260.42 243. 87

315126 16841690

52. 66119. 59

Table 3. Positron annihilation character of active ß-C2S ( free fitting).

where ч -lifetime of positron trapping, i=l, 2, 3; I, --intensity corresponding toT;; Table 3
also gives т=2(т; I, ) where т-mean lifetime of positrons, which describes comprehensive
(multiple) parameters of positron annihilation character, and if = (I; t<' )"' , where
T f --lifetime of free positrons.
'
‘
’

Here, in table 3: ii
corresponds to short lifetime component which has no relation to
any kind of positron state, but does correlate to the character of free electron annihilation;
If is corresponding to the free electron density in materials. Tf and I/ increased with incresing heating temperatures of samples.

x2 is a long lifetime component. It is possibly contributed by three ways: 1) positrons
are trapped on grain'surfaces or grain boundaries of ß-C2 S crystals, forming an inter-bound
state; 2)positrons are trapped in cation cavities; 3)fomation of quasi-positronium. Evidently
t2 and corresponding I2 are the most important information characterizing the structural
behavior of ß-C2S crystals.

is a very long lifetime component, the intensity of which (I3 ) is very low, ranging
between 0.2-3.6%. Therefore, it is not important for the present case and will not be
discussed in the following.

As it has-been already reported0 3 that the formation of quasi-positronium in the above
case is impossible, and t2 is not mainly contributed by defects caused by thermal fluctua
tion, but by the positrons trapped on grain boundaries. It can be seen from table 2 that

grain size of all samples of ß-Сг S, synthesized at low temperature is much smaller than
that of HA. So it might be suggested that the grain boundaries have a more important effect
on the value of t2 , In order to further elucidate we have calculated Tt ( trapped state
lifetime of positron, ps ) by equations in reference17'91 , and gave the value ranging free
326.3 to 395. 8ps, which is approximate to the measured one, 334ps. The details of calculat
ing procedure has been reported elsewhere16'1 . Of course the other factor such as vacancies in
crystals is not excluded here, since t2 decreases slightly with the increase of temperature
if Tt
is set to be 200ps. On the other hand, I2 also decreases slightly with the tempera
ture rising if t2 is set to be 334ps. This is understandable, for the active 0-C 2 S is
formed from dehydration of calcium silicate hydrates, the later is characterized by poor
crystallinity, even in amorphous state with large specific surface area. The active 3-C2S
contains large amount of boundaries and vacancies, which is lowered as the heating temperature
increases, this is caused by the growth of crystals. The vacancies in crystals are augmented
as the temperature rises, which, however, is appreciable only when the temperature is higher
than 1300‘C ( T-130 gives higher Ь ).

4. Infrared Spectra of ß-CgS
The isolated and separated [SiO+ J4' tetrahedron has four vibration modes, but only two
they are v5 --asymmetric stretching vibration, which is triply
degenerated at 1050 cmand
--bending vibration, triply degenerated at 625 cm"'. Since
[SiO4 ]4"
tetrahedra are connected with other cations to form crystal lattice, the above
vibration modes should be influenced by the surrounding cations. Consequently, the symmetry
of [SiO4 ]4
tetrahedron decreases and degenerated vibrations split. This did happen in the
IR spectra of active 3-CzS. In the case of HA, the absorption bands appear at 906cm'1
( very strong J, 845cm'', 868cm'1 and 996cm'’, whereas in the spectra of T-850~T-130 samples,
there are six vibration bands in the range of 800~1000cm instead of four as in the HA spec
trum, namely:
848cm''
medium;
868cm'1
shoulder;
.
889~894cm"'
very strong;
917~ 923cm''
strong;
996cm'1
very strong;
1013cm'1
strong.
'

of them are infrared active,

Here, not only the triply degenerated vibration
split almost completely into individuals,
but the infrared inactive Vi also appears and splits into 848 cm"
*
and 868cm'’ bands. It
is reasonable to consider that this is caused by decrease of the symmetry of molecules.
As is well known, Cay ions in 3-Сг S crystals generally possess two Rinds of coordination
number, some of the Ca2* ions have 7, and others 8. In the case of active 3-Сг8, Ca^
ions might be distributed unequivalently in the two lattice sites. Eventually, the [SiO
*
]
tetrahedra become to be in strongly, asymmetric state. With the increase of heating tempera
ture, C»2f
ions migrated to the normal lattice sites, and thus caused the change of the
intensity of vibration bands. Further study is needed for understanding the above phenomena.

5. Three factors influencing on reactivity of ß-C 2 S.
There have been many papers reporting the factors influencing on reactivity of cement
clinker minerals and cements, such as fineness, crystal defects etc. From above results of
our experiments, the factors influencing on reactivity of active 3-C2 S may be divided into
3 levels. Each of them has its own character and can be controlled by technological procedures
or chemical and physical methods.
T^e first: Particle size or specific surface area of material—It is well known that fineness
of cement clinker significantly influences on hydraulic reactivity of it. Generally we can
get very fine powder by a mill grinding. Evidently, it is a mechanical methods and used
at the later stage of production. But the fineness usually is limited due to the energy
assumption and the equipment used. In cement production, technologists have noticed the
effect of crystal morphology and particle size of cement clinker on the hvdraulic reactivity
In our sense, the smaller the grain size of B-C2S, ( the more the grain boundaries } the more
reactive the B-C2S will be. , Grinding the raw material finer, heating at lower temperature
the smaller grain size of mineral could be obtained.

öle,second: crystal defects in grains-Crystal defects include thermal defects and grain
boundaries, the later influences more strongly than the former as indicated bv PAT results.
The amount of defects increases with diminishing grain size due to more grain
*boundaries.

Thg third; Distortion degree of molecules-As is seen from IR spectra, the [SiO4 j4' tetrahedra
and t-.us the molecules of ß-C2 S synthesized at low temperature are strongly distorted. This
may play the most important role promoting the reactivity of minerals, and might be the
inherent cause to increase the early hydration of B-C2 S.
CONCLUSION
L A very active B-C2S can be obtained from hydrothermal treatment of a CaO/'SiOz mixture
with mole ratio equal to 2 followed by heating at 850~1300‘C. The products are characterized
by very fine grain size in the range of 0.27-2.7urn and ssa 10-24 m< g"1

2. The grain boundaries in 6-C, 8 partieles play a main role in the positron annihilation
euect.

3. [Si04 ]
tetrahedra in B-CzS crystals are situated in very
irregularly distributed in the crystal lattice sites.

poor symmetry and Ca14 ions

L Studying^ the hydraulic reactivity and structural behavior of
tL-a *1, ;•
—•* ,w* ui 0'CzS the authors believe
that the factors influencing hydraulic reactivity of cement clinker mineral might be
considered
ithat is fineness ( particle size ) or grain size; crystal defects
nnsi »rO in
in 3. levels,
—
and distortion of molecules, The last one is suggested to be the most important and inherent
factor.
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CORRELATION BETWEEN THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF
CALCIUM MINERALS AND THEIR REACTIVITY WITH WATER
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SUMMARY

In thia paper the mechanisms of structural changes in the process
of hydration of a number of cement minerals are examined based on the re
sults of crystal chemistry analysis. It has been established that the
.
differences of hydration activity of silicates, aluminates and calcium
aluminoferrites are due to the protonizing process peculiarities during
interaction between minerals and water, i.e. in calcium silicates the
protonization of oxygen ions in the structure proceeds partially and is
accompanied by polyfunctional condensation of Si04-tetrahedrons in solid
phase with Ca(0H)9 leaching, but in calcium aluminates (aluminoferrites)

full protonization of all oxygen ions with changing of aluminium’s func
tion from anion-forming to one of cation is observed.

PESOS

В данном сообщении на основании результатов кристаллохимического
анализа рассмотрены механизмы структурных изменений при гидратации ряда
памантнипс минералов. Установлены причины различий в гидратационной ак
тивности силикатов, алюминатов и алкмоферритов кальция, обусловленные
особенностями процесса протонирования при взаимодействии минералов с во
дой: в силикатах кальция протонирование ионов кислорода в структуре про
текает лишь частично и сопровождается поликонденсацией 51<)4-тетраэдров в
твердой фазе с выщелачиванием Са(0Н)2» а в алюминатах (алкмоферритах)
кальция наблюдается полное протонирование всех ионов кислорода с изме
нением функции алюминия от анионобразующей до катионной.

INTRODUCTION

Owing to the successes in decoding the crystal stxnctures of the
main cement minerals and their hydrate phases, and taking into account
the development of silicate crystal chemistry pl-3] and a thorough elu-_
cidation of some fundamental chemical notions (Pauling’s second rule)Q4j,
it has become possible to interpret in a new way the relation between the
structural peculiarities of cement minerals and their reactivity with wa

ter, i.ei their hydration (chemical) activity

•

EXPERIMENTAL

Based on the crystal chemistry analysis of calcium cement minerals,
it has been established that they could change their structure in the
process of hydration. I n this regard a number of the crystal chemistry
factors of cement minerals
*

activity should be pointed out.

The high hydration.activity of alkali earth oxides (CaO, SrO, BaO)
be <=>xpi sined by non—correspondence of the coordination number of the
ir cations to the ion radii ratio Vk/Va which is charactetistic of octa
hedrons. This means that their crystal structures have porosity which fa

cilitates oxygen anions protonization in the hydration process. The for
mation of OH™- groups, i.e. strongly polarized dipoles, necessitates re
arrangement of a coordination structure into a laminated one which is
less symmetrical. As a result, CaO, SrO and BaO are converted into hyd-roxides within a short time. This leads to quick setting, too high a rate

of heat release and consequently development of break-down effects and
formation of s low-strength atone. Similar processes take place in the
hydration of a number of cement minerals. They differ only because of

differences in their content and structure.

In order to determine the crystal chemistry regularity of the calci
um cement *
minerals hydration processes, calculations have been made on
the local valency balance of the specified decodings C^S,^- and y'“U2S’

C3A, C4AF, C2P, CA2, CaS04- 2H20, CaSO^-II crystal structures. These
calculations permit us to point out the structural factors in their hyd
ration activity, i.e. anisotropy of interatomic correlations in coordi
nation polyhedrons and, as a consequence, oxygen anions undersaturated
and oversaturated with the cation positive charge. Just undersaturated
oxygen anions in the cement minerals
*
structures can be presented as pro
ton acceptors in the process of hydration which makes further structural
changes possible.

According to the degree of hyd

ration activity, clinker minerals
can be divided into two groups. The
first group represents calcium sili
cates, the second — G^A and calcium
aluminoferrites. One can study the
n’ain patterns of the hydration pro
cesses developed in these two groups,
taking G^S and G^A as examples. G^A
has a higher reactivity with water
despite two—fold reduced basicity.
Crystal chemistry analysis of the
said structures shows why these dif

ferences occur.

For G^A crystal structure, wea
ker Ca—0 links are typical in poly

FIG.1 IR absorption spectra of
C^S (1 —nonhydrated, 2 hydrated for 3 years)
G^A (3 — nonhydrated.
hydrated for 3 years)
rals. A - absorption,
t) — wave number, cm-

and
4 —
mine
%.

hedrons due to the higher coordina
tion Ga numbers. The anisotropy of
chemical links, however, is on the
whole higher by 1.7 times (seeTable
1) The total local unbalance of C^A
.
crystal structure is higher by 3 ti
mes than that of G^S structure. It
accounts for higher velocity *of the

oxygen anions protonizing (see Table 2). A pattern of the processes ta
king place during G^S and G^A hydration is depicted in Fig.1 as reveal
ed by IR spectroscopic analysis. The analysis was carried out with Spe-cord 75 IR spectrophotometer. In G^S hydration the main absorption band,
due to stretching vibrations of Si—0 bonds is shifted to higher frequen—
—и
су region, i.e. from 930 to 990 cm
due to the increase of hardening

time. For G^A, the increase of Al0<—octahedrons bands absorption is ob—
served in the region 700-500 cm . AIO^—tetrahedrons absorption bands
intensity being simultaneously decreased in the 900-700 cm~^ region. As

far as silicates are concerned, it indicates hardwning, i.e. formation
of Si—О-Si links. In the case of aluminates, it shows the increase of
the aluminium coordination number in hydrate compounds from IY to YI. In
the 37ОО—33ОО cm
region stretching vibration bands of OH groups appear
as a result of the protonizing process, their intensity in C^A stone be

ing higher.

Table 1
Characteristic of chemical bonds in C^S and C^Astructures (z=3)

CagSi3O15

Poly
hedron

CN

Ratio

Ca(D
Ca(2)
Ca(3)

Ca(4)
Ca(5)
Ca(6)
Si(l)
3i(2)
Si(3)
Al(1)
Al(2)

7
6
6

3
3
3

4
4
4

1
1
1

Ga9A16°l8

( Bond force
йе - о
ave
Д
rage
0,286
0,333
0,333

1 ,000
1 ,000
1 ,000

0,125
0,074
0,108

Ratio

CN

Bond force
Me - 0
ave
A
rage
0
0
0,002

8
8

0,333
0,333
0,333
0,222
0,250
0,250

4
4

0,750
0,750

0,101

0,5
0,5
1
1

6
6
6

3
3

3
3

9

0,107
0,207
0,251

0,115
0,037
0,077
0,042

Table 2
and C^A structures

Local balance of valencies 2-

GägAlgOig

C ag Si 3 0/| g

Anions

0 (1)
0 (2)
0 (3)
0 (4)
0
0
0
0
0

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

/Total/

Ratio 2-14
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
15

A

vij

Ratio

2,012
1,940

0,012
-0,060

3
3

2,053
2,106

0,053
0,106

1,965
1,855
1,992

-0,035
-0,145
-0,008
0,081
-0,034
0,780

3
3
3
3

2,081
1,956
30,018

18

1

Л

T1J

2,215
2,178
1,893
1,954

0,215
0,178
-0,10?
-0,046

1,819
1,942

-0,181
-0,058

36,003

2,337

.

DISCUSSION
The pecularities of the protonizing process can be explained by the
clinker minerals
*

structures [5,6^ . In C^S and^ß-CgS silicates, common

face links appear between Ca-polyhedrons which cause the structure, aoc295

ording to Pauling’s rule, to be stressed and unstable. The presence of
the fifth part of easily protonized O^"" ions not bound with 31^+ ion in
C^3=0a^0|siO^j is the main reason for its increased hydration activity
compared to
[jSiO^J. Structural instability is also pecular to

calcium aluminates and aluminoferrites. It is entailed by the change of
the aluminium (ferrum) coordination number in the process of hydration.
Besides, large cavities of 0.3 mm size, caused by^AlgO^gJ^” ring group
ings availability, are typical of C^A. This accounts for its structure
porosity due to which water molecules penetrate into the lattice, promot

ing the development of protonization processes. As the link ionicity in
AIO^—tetrahedrons is higher than in Si0^—tetrahedrons, OH- groups are
formed in the process of hydration of calcium aluminates and aluminofer—

rites. So the necessity arises to rearrange the structure. Topotactic
transitions of aluminium from coordination IY to coordination YI also
promote abovementioned. These processes proceed catalytically and so for
C^A, in which all oxygen anions are protonized in the structure, unlike
for C3S, thermal effect is two times higher.
CONCLUSION

There are two processes which determine the hydration mechanism of
calcium aluminates and aluminoferrites and their reduced reactivity with

water: protonization of all 0
and changing of aluminium’s function from
anion—forming to one of cation. This leads to a complete destruction of,
the initial structure of minerals and determine their high hydration ac
tivity. In the process of calcium silicates’ hardening, a partial proto—
nization of undersaturated oxygen anions takes place. This is accompani
ed by a rearrangement and complication of the silicon—oxygen motive as
well as leaching of calcium ions with subsequent crystallization in pores
in the form of portlandite. It follows from this that structural changes
entailed by the possibility of protonizing to the inside of the initial
crystal are the mobile force belonged to cement minerals’ hydration pro
cesses and determine their hydration (chemical) activity.
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SUMMARY
Thin (0.4mm) slices of hardened cement paste have been carbonated for various extents
in atmospheres of CO2 and of air. The slices were sufficiently thin to undergo progressive
changes in a relatively uniform manner. Microstructural changes during the course of
carbonation were studied by a combination of analytical transmission electron microscopy and
solid state 29Si NMR spectroscopy. The C-S-H gel component of the pastes underwent a
reduction in Ca:Si ratio accompanied by a polymerization of the silicate chain structure of the
gel. The morphology of the C-S-H gel remained in the main unaffected by the changes in
composition and structure. The calcium carbonate produced took the form of microcrystals of
vaterite or calcite appearing to nucleate initially on fibrils of C-S-H gel in the outer product
and ultimately producing dense microcrystalline regions of carbonate in the outer product.
Cross-linked silica gel formed only at later stages of carbonation. Calcium hydroxide crystals
initially reacted rapidly but the rate of reaction of calcium hydroxide subsequently decreased,
which may be attributed to the observed formation of dense layers of microcrystalline calcium
carbonate at the surface of the calcium hydroxide crystals.

INTRODUCTION
The topic of the carbonation of concretes has been reviewed by Parrott^). The depth of
the carbonation reaction increases markedly with increasing water/cement ratio (or
decreasing concrete compressive strength) and maximises at an ambient relative humidity of
about 60%. In practice, carbonation is usually detected by phenolphthalein indicator sprayed
onto a broken surface of the concrete. The fully carbonated zone remains colourless due to its
reduced pH. This test however is not effective in revealing partially carbonated cement paste
and analysis of the phases present in concrete exposed to carbonation has shown that a
partially carbonated zone can extend over a distance comparable to the depth of fully
carbonated concrete. Carbonation must therefore be seen as a process which at any given
point in the concrete develops with time, leading to progressive changes in the
microstructure of the hardened cement paste, and consequent changes in its local properties,
such as its permeability. Although all the hydration products present are expected to react
with carbon dioxide, the major reactions in cements based on Portland cement are the
reaction of C-S-H gel to form ultimately silica gel and calcium carbonate and of CH crystals to
form calcium carbonate and water. These reactions can conveniently be studied in the
laboratory in pastes of C3S cement. The stages by which C-S-H reacts, its relative rate oh
reaction compared to that of CH, and the morphology of the products of the reaction are at
present incompletely known. In this paper we report the results of a study of these aspects of
carbonation using techniques of analytical transmission electron microscopy (ТЕМ) which is
able to resolve the fine details of the partially carbonated microstructure, and 29Si solid state
nuclear magnetic resonance, which is able to follow changes in the state of polymerization of
the C-S-H gel as it reacts with carbon dioxide.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

C3S was prepared by mixing and pelletizing calcium hydroxide and.colloidal silica,
followed by firing, crushing and refiring at 1500°C. A white Ordinary Portland Cement was
obtained from Aalborg Corporation in Denmark (Bogue composition 65% C3S, 27% C2S, 4%
C3A, 1% C4AF). Silica fume from Elkem Corporation had a silica content of 87.3% with Ее'гОз
, MgO, K2O and AI2 O3 as the main impurities. Cement pastes were prepared by hand-mixing
with distilled water at the required watencement ratio. Freshly mixed paste was poured into
polyethylene sample vials of 13mm internal diameter which were sealed prior to curing for at
least 28 days at room temperature. After demoulding the hardened paste cylinders were cut
into discs ~0.4mm thick. Discs were mounted in a chamber for carbonation in which
humidity control was obtained by saturated NH4CI/KNO3 solution to hold a relative
humidity of 72.6%. The discs were equilibrated in moisture content for at least 24 hours in the
chamber before admitting the C02-containing atmosphere. The carbonating atmosphere was
either pure CO2 or air with a CO2 content of approximately 0.05% by volume. Specimens for
examination by ТЕМ were prepared from hardened paste discs by grinding to a thickness of
approximately ЗОцт, followed by ion-beam thinning until a hole appeared, the edges of the
hole then containing areas thin enough for electron transmission. ТЕМ was carried out in a
JEOL 2000FX microscope equipped with a Tracor Northern
X-ray analyser.
Thermogravimetric analysis of carbonated pastes was carried out in a Stanton Redcroft
analyser using a heating rate of 10°C/min.

Specimens for 29Si MAS NMR spectroscopy were ground to a powder. Approximately
150mg of sample was placed into a 7mm diameter ZrC>2 rotor. 29Si spectra were acquired at a
resonance frequency of 79.5 MHz on a Bruker MSL 400S spectrometer with magic angle
spinning (MAS) at 3-4 kHz, and with high power TH decoupling with a field of 60 kHz.

Typically a flip angle of 30° was used with a recycle delay of 10s. Under these conditions
relative peak intensities should be within 10% of their true values for resonances with
values up to 30s. Chemical shifts are given downfield of tetramethyl silane at Oppm.
RESULTS

Thermograviemetric analysis of hardened pastes of C3S carbonated in pure CO2 for
times ranging from Ih to 4 days showed an initially rapid reaction of CH which became much
slower with time and a reaction of C-S-H which while initially slower than that of the CH,
decreased less rapidly with time and ultimately overtook the reaction of the CH. This is
shown in fig.l, which combines the results of two studies3'4, one of C3S pastes of 0.6
water:cement ratio carbonated in CO2 at times from 1 to 16 hours and the other of C3S pastes
of 0.5 watencement ratio carbonated in CO2 at times from 1 day to 4 days, both at a relative
humidity of 72.6%.
0,
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The reactions of CH and CSH during the carbonation of C3S pastes.

A possible explanation for this effect is that the rate of reaction of CH is initially very
rapid at exposed crystal surfaces but that the reaction slows down markedly as access to the
surface becomes obstructed by reaction product in the form of calcium carbonate crystals.
This explanation is supported by the observation in the ТЕМ of CH crystals embedded in
calcium carbonate crystals<2
3). In the case of C-S-H, the very high surface area would prevent
such a process from occurring to the same extent.
The microstructures of C3S pastes partially carbonated in CO2 show the following main
features.

1.

The morphologies of the finely porous relatively homogeneous inner product C-S-H
and outer product C-S-H are maintained while the Ca:Si ratio of the C-S-H is reduced
by carbonation.

2.

At an early stage (after about 4hrs) some regions of gel of very low Ca content form. At
the same time, 29Si NMR shows the presence of Q4 signal indicating the presence of
silicate units linked to 4 other silicate units in a three dimensional network.

3.

Calcium carbonate appears to nucleate on fibrils of C-S-H in the outer product.
Microcrystals of order lOOnm size form in pores in the outer product and around С H
crystals. The choice of calcite or vaterite crystal structures appears to be finely balanced
and both are observed.

4.

At a later stage only, very fine (~10nm) poorly crystalline vaterite particles form within
regions of inner product gel.

Although quantitative phase analysis for a series of increasing carbonation times has as
yet only been performed on C3S pastes carbonated in pure CO2, a number of ТЕМ and 29Si
NMR observations have been made on the following systems.
a)

CjS/silica fume blended pastes carbonated in СОгСГЕМ only)

b)

C3S pastes carbonated in air

c)

OPC and OPC/silica fume pastes carbonated in air

A hardened C3S paste carbonated in air was in most respects microstructurally similar
to one carbonated in CO2. The main difference was that the development of silica gel was
delayed in air carbonation relative to the case in CO2 carbonation^). Microanalysis showed
that at a time of two months a C-S-H gel of Ca:Si ratio approximately 1.0 with little spread in
composition was present and NMR spectroscopy showed that C-S-H gel of a higher degree of
linear polymerization formed, relative to the case of CO2 carbonated paste, before any threedimensionally polymerized silica gel formed. After a further time, however the NMR
spectrum showed the start of three-dimensional polymerization as seen in fig.2.

Fig.2 NMR spectra for C3S paste carbonating in air.

. A white OPC paste carbonated in air showed similar features to the C3 S paste although
the progress of carbonation appeared to be slower than for a C3S paste of the same
water:cement ratio carbonated at the same relative humidity. Fig.3 shows a characteristic
distribution of calcite microcrystals intermingled with fibrillar C-S-H gel in the outer product
region of the paste microstructure.
-

Fig.3 Microstructure of a white OPC paste carbonated in air for 116 days.
In the cases of blends of C3S and silica fume carbonated in CO2 or white OPC and silica
fume carbonated in air a major difference in the microstructure from the unblended C3S or
OPC pastes lay in the distribution of carbonate. This appeared to be less homogeneous, with,
local high concentrations of calcite microcrystals in some areas and substantial areas of outer
product containing silica fume particle resides which were free of carbonate crystals. A
possible explanation for this effect is the absence of coarse porosity within which calcite
crystals can readily nucleate in some areas of the outer product of the blended pastes. Such
regions of outer product would then behave like inner product C-S-H in unblended pastes in
not containing carbonate crystals at least in the early stages of carbonation.

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Analysis of the partially carbonated thin discs of hardened C3S paste indicates that
initially CH is the more rapidly reacting phase but that its reaction dramatically slows down so
that the reaction of C-S-H becomes dominant. The question arises, to what extent is the
carbonation of C3S pastes a satisfactory model for the carbonation of OPC pastes and what
difference does acceleration of the carbonation by increasing the CO2 content of the
atmosphere make to the microstructure? As regards the latter question, the evidence from
C3S pastes is that the use of CO2 instead of air as the carbonating atmosphere forces the
microstructure to depart further from equilibrium by the development of silica gel in some
regions at an earlier stage so that a wider spread of gel composition and structure exists in the
partially carbonated state than in the case of air carbonation. As regards the former question,
the microstructures of partially carbonated pastes of OPC and C3S carbonated in air appeared
similar although the rate of. carbonation of the C3S paste was greater than that of the OPC
paste of the same water/cement ratio. Partially carbonated blended pastes of white QPC/silica
fume and C3S/silica fume showed similar features. From this it appears likely that pastes of

C3S are a good model for pastes of OPC as far as carbonated microstructures are concerned.
The advantage of the use of C3S in laboratory specimens is that it allows a complete analysis of
the structure to be more readily obtained.
.
The progressive development of the carbonated microstructure in thin discs of paste
can be considered to indicate the variation in microstructure with depth in a bulk specimen
carbonate in air where the degree of carbonation below a fully carbonated zone decreases with
depth. At the greatest depths showing signs of carbonation it can be expected that the surfaces
of CH crystals will have reacted and carbonate microcrystals will have nucleated at their
surfaces and on C-S-H fibrils in solution-filled voids within the outer product. At lesser
depths C-S-H gel will have been converted without change of morphology into a more highly
polymerized gel of lower Ca:Si ratio, while regions between C-S-H fibrils in the outer product
become increasingly filled with carbonate microcrystals. The net loss of calcium from inner
product regions arising from the fact that they do not contain large enough pores to allow the
nucleation of carbonate crystals at this stage will lead to shrinkage unless this is restrained, in
which case porosity may develop in the inner product. The filling of outer product porosity
containing pore solution with carbonate microcrystals will lead to a reduction in permeability
and in rates of diffusion through the paste. As the carbonation front is approached regions of
silica gel containing a small concentration of calcium will appear and possibly very small
vaterite crystallites may appear within the inner product, although it is uncertain as yet
whether these form during un-accelerated carbonation.

In the carbonation of concretes in service macro-heterogeneity of the cement paste
microstructure can be expected to lead to fluctuations in the degree of carbonation and hence
in the microstructure from point to point at a given depth below the surface. A further factor
present in service and not readily reproduced in the laboratory is the fluctuation in ambient
humidity and temperature. It appears to be remarkably difficult to achieve complete
carbonation of thin discs held under constant conditions in the laboratory even under the
highly accelerating environment of pure CO2 and it is possible that complete reaction is more
readily obtained under fluctuating conditions.
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ABSTRACT I 11A Tobemorite was synthesized and used for carbonation experiments.
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ABSTRACT
In order to investigate the influence of the different SO3 on the hydration properties of cement paste, two
different kind of cement samples were produced: i) laboratory-samples with an almost constant total SO3 content,
ii) industrial samples produced from the same clinker but with a different amount of gypsum. These samples were
examined by using
NMR, atomic absorption, XRJ, and strength measurement techniques. The NMR results
are in agreement with the gypsum behaviour obtained by other techniques. In addition it is observed that the SO3
contained in clinker is retarding the hydration process of the cement paste.

Pour etudier Г influence des differents SO3 sur les proprietes d' hydratation de la pate du ciment, nous avons
produit deux differents echantillons: i) echantillons de laboratoire aven un contenu total en SO3 presque constant, ii)
echantillions industrielles produit du meme clinker mais avec un different contenu de platre. Ces echantillons ont ete
etudic avec les techniques *H RMN, absorption atomic, FRX et mesures de resistance en flexion et en pression. Les
resultats de RMN sont en concordance avec le comportement du platre obtenu par d' autres techniques. Il est aussi
observe que le SO3 contenu dans le clinker retarde le process d' hydratation de la pate du ciment.

I. INTRODUCTION
The final amount of sulphates in a cementeceous product originates from three different sources: (i) The
raw material, (ii) the fuel, and (iii) the natural gypsum which is added at the end.

There is a lot of work done, referring on the influence of gypsum on the hydration properties of cement, see
for instance refs.fl, 2]. It is well established by now that gypsum percentage is related to the setting time and
strength development, via its influence on the hydration rate, whereas an optimum amount of gypsum maximises
strength and minimises drying shrinkage. However as far as we know, only a little work has been done, regarding
the influence of parameters like the sulphate content of the raw materials, on the hydration properties of cement.
In order to investigate this problem we decided to apply a combination of conventional methods (setting time and
strength measurements, Atomic Absorption (A.A.), XRF) and novel methods (proton NMR). Our aim is to get a
deeper understanding and clarify the factors which play a decisive role in the behaviour of the final product.
II. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
1) Sample preparation.

White clinker samples, originating from different raw materials and thus containing different amounts of
SO3, were produced in the laboratory (from now on referred as samples "a"). These samples were ground
together with different percentages of natural gypsum in order to get samples with almost the same SO3 content.
In addition, industrial samples of white cement were produced (from now on referred as samples "b"), from the
same clinker but with a different amount of gypsum.
2) NMR measurements.

The hydration process and hardening of both sample groups, "a" and "b" was investigated by of proton
NMR spectroscopy.
Proton NMR spectroscopy gives valuable information on the behaviour of protons in different chemical and
physical environment. Different kind of proton groups have different values of the proton spin-lattice Tt and
spin-spin T? relaxation times. It is already published by us and other groups [3-6] that different kind of proton
groups have been identified during the solidification of the cement paste. We may thus, conclude that NMR
techniques allow a continuous and simultaneous monitoring of the above mentioned proton groups. In addition, it
is established by now[5] that the rate of spin-lattice relaxation l/Tj of the exchangeable water (mainly water in
micropores) is related to the flexural and compressive strengths.

3) Chemical and crystallographic analysis.
Chemical and crystallographic analysis were performed by using A.A. and XRF techniques.
4) Setting time and strength measurements.

Finally, setting time and strength measurements were performed and compared with the NMR results.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1) NMR results.

Fig. 1 shows a set of curves of spin-lattice relaxation time vs. hydration time for samples "a".

Samples

Time

group

”a"

(hours)

Proton NMR spin-lattice relaxation time Tу as a function of the hydration time for the group "a" of
samples. (Gypsum Percentage: (1) 2.7%, (2) 3.5%, (3) 4.4%, (4) 4.6%, (5) 5.3%, (6) 5.5%).

,
As we can see, different cements although with the same final amount of SO3, exhibit interesting
differences in their behaviour of the hydration and hardening processes. Due to the industrial importance of these
first results, and in order to clarify and isolate the factors which play a decisive role and affect the properties of
the final product, a second group of samples (samples "b") was produced as referred above. NMR measurements
were repeated for this second group of samples (fig. 2).
"
Samples

Time

group

"b"

(hours)

Proton NMR sPin-lattice relaxation time T/ as a function of the hydration time for the group "bn of
samples. (Gypsum Percentage: (1)0%, (2) 2.7%, (3)3.5%, (4) 4.6%, (5) 5.5%).

2) Physical results

In order to relate the NMR measurements to the hydration properties of cement, the strength and setting
time of samples "b" (Table I, Table II) were measured according to the EN 196 standard procedure.

TABLE I: Strength measurements of Samples Group "b" (Nt/mm^)

% GYPSUM
0.0
2.7
3.5
4.6
5.5

1 DAY
14.8
15.2
17.8
21.6
20.7

2 DAYS
26.5
23.7
26.2
30.0
29.0

7 DAYS
40.4
36.3
40.4
43.5
43.1

28 DAYS
53.4
48.8
52.8
54.4
.
54.3

TABLE II: Setting Time measurements of Samples Group "b"

% GYPSUM
0.0
2.7
3.5
4.6
5.5

INITIAL (min)
80
70
155
170
190

W/C
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

FINAL (min)
115.
85
225
230
250

3) Chemical results

Finally, in order to interpret the Tj relaxation time vs. hydration time, the samples "a" were analysed
chemically with A.A. (Table III), whereas the clinker of the samples group "b" was analysed with the help of
XRF (Table IV).
TABLE III: Atomic Absorption Chemical Analysis of Samples Group "a"

Gypsum
*
SiO2
A12O3
Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
SO3
K2O
Na2O
Free CaO
C3S
C2S

C3A
C4AF

No 1
2.7%
21.68
5.81
0.27
65.34
0.82
2.94
0.56
0.04
1.09
48.99
25.19
14.94
0.82

No 2
3.5%
20.32
7.18
0.19
65.58
0.71
2.94
0.44
0.08
1.43
49.83
20.67
18.71
0.58

No 3
4.4%
21.60
6.20
0.24
65.72
0.69
2.74
0.24
0.04
1.63
46.94
26.51

16.02
0.73

No 4
4.6%
19.64
6.57
0.27
65.56
0.89
2.67
0.21
0.07
3.34
51.90
17.16
16.95
0.82

No 5
5.3%
21.82
6.30
0.25
64.63
0.86
2.56
0.10
0.05
2.52
37.04
34.62
16.27
0.76

No 6
5.5%
21.44
6.43
0.29
65.07
0.89
2.65
0.13
0.05
1.59
44.31
28.04
16.55
0.88

* (Gypsum percentage is included in total SO3 which is shown in row 8)

TABLE IV: XRF Chemical Analysis of the Clinker from Samples Group "b"
SiO2
23.16
Free CaO
0.50

A12O3
5.96
C3S
61.58

Fe2O3
0.23
C2S
19.94

CaO
68.28
C3A
15.40

MgO
1.17
C4AF
0.70

K2O
0.18
—
—

SO3
0.82
••
—

IV. DISCUSSION.
In order to understand and clarify the results of the samples of group "a", we proceed our discussion with
the explanation of the results of the samples of group "b", where the only changing parameter is the gypsum
percentage.

The time evolution of T^ of the clinker (gypsum % = 0.0) belonging to group "b" is shown in fig. 3. The
corresponding curves for the whole group "b" are shown in fig. 2. In all cases, we observe that Tj is almost
constant during the early hydration time (the initial rapid hydration of the first few minutes is impossible to
follow), rapidly decreases during the period when the compressive and flexural strength starts to increase, and
finally splits into two components. These two components (T|s~1.5 psec,
psec) are associated with water
in pores [5,7].
Clinker

(samples

group

0.01

0.001
1OO

Fig. 3: White Cement Clinker from group "b ".

G. Best et. al.[7] recently reported, that water protons in cement pores could be separated into three different
groups according to spin-lattice relaxation times: Tja = 1.8 psec (corresponding to micropores with a percentage
= 22%), Тц, = 9.5 psec (corresponding to medium-size pores with a percentage = 42%), and Tjc = SOpsec
(corresponding to macropores with a percentage = 36%). The above is explained by a trimodal pore size
distribution. In contrast to other methods (mercury porosimetry, nitrogen adsorption, SANS, e.t.c), NMR has
exactly the ability to measure continuously macropores with a diameter >lpm in wet samples, which are
correlated to the flexural-strength weakness of cement [8]. Within a given pore there is a fast exchange between
water molecules in the bulk and on the surface of the pore [5], so that,
TT1 =n(Tlsurf)"1+(l-n)(Tlbuik)-l

(1)

^Ibulk belongs to the free water and Tisurf to the water bonded on the pore surface. Since Tikniv >:>
T1 surf we conclude that
1 DuUt

Tr^^Tisurf)-1

_r-l

(2)

where n is the percentage of surface water molecules which is proportional to the surface to volume ratio.
S/V of the pore, and r is the average radius of the pore. In the advanced stages of cement hydration we have an
almost continuous T j distribution which reflects the pore-size distribution. In reality, at late stages of hydration
the porous structure of the cement seems to be a fractal object [5, 9].
We approximated the Tj distribution with two components for the following reasons:
i) Water in micropores <100 nm corresponding to gel porosity[7] has, due to fast exchange [5], the same T j
as the gel which means that there should be a strong short T ] component corresponding to both gel and gel
micropores. ii) The "long" component which conesponds to large voids was omitted due to a low signal-to-noise
ratio.

In contrast to ref. [8] where all three components (T [a, T ц,, T ] c) were constant as a function of hydration time,
we observe that in our case the shorter component, attributed to micropores, decreases almost steadily. This
should be explained by the existence of an effective T ] corresponding, according to relation 2, to a steady shift of
the pore-size distribution to smaller values. Indeed, this is in agreement with ref. [7] where mainly the macropore
and micropore percentages change drastically (decreases, increases respectively). Since strength development is
related to the pore-size distribution, the T j measurements offer a powerful tool in estimating strength non
destructively. We observe that:,

1) The setting time (Table II) corresponds to the initial period, where Tj remains almost constant and the
cement paste maintains it's workability. Cement samples with an increasing gypsum percentage have a longer
initial Tj plateau which conesponds to a longer final setting time. The strange Tj behaviour of the sample with
gypsum percentage 2.7% is accompanied with a reduction of the setting time and could be attributed to false
setting. The observed small discrepancies should be attributed to the high sensitivity of the NMR method, which
is able to follow details impossible to follow with the conventional setting time measurements.
2) The initial Tj values seem to be proportional to the gypsum concentration. Since clinker was the same
for all the samples, this behaviour could be attributed to the different amounts of created enttringite that prevents
the fast hydration of C3A.

3) Lower Tjg values correspond to higher strength development. Indeed, from Table I we observe that
clinker's strength in early times is by far lower than the corresponding strength of samples with gypsum
percentages between 4-5%. However, these strength values become after 28 days comparable. This is in
agreement with the Ti$ measurements (Fig. 2), where the Tls values of the clinker are, between 10 and 30 hours,
sufficiently higher (lower strength) than the Tls values of the samples with gypsum concentration between 4-5%.
Similarly with the strength measurements, these Tis values become comparable at the later stages of the
hydration. In addition, samples with a gypsum percentage lower than 4% have higher Tls values (lower strength)
which is in good agreement with Table I.
Taking the above into consideration we return in Fig. 1 which shows Tj vs. hydration time results for
samples "a". Here we observe remarkable differences in the Tj behaviour, in comparison to the "b" group of
samples, which can be summarised as follows:

1) The initial Tj values are not increasing with increasing gypsum percentage, as in samples "b".
2) The setting time estimated from the Tj curves, as a function of the gypsum percentage does not behave
similar to the "b" samples, but seems to be mainly influenced by the SO3 content of the clinker (Fig. 4).
3) All samples of the "a" group exhibit considerably higher T]s values - and thus lower strength - as
compared to the "b" samples. One reason might be that the pore size distribution is, according to relation (2),
shifted to larger pore-sizes. This could be assigned to the lower C3S content of samples "a" in comparison to
s“X“b"L Shown by the Atomic Absotption and XRT results of Tables 111 and IV.

Samples group "a"

0.6

1.4

SO3

2.2

(%)

Fig. 4: Setting time as a function of the clinker SO3 percentage. The total SO3 content is, for all tiie
samples, almost the same (see Table III).
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HYDRATION AND PERFORMANCE OF CEMENTS
WITH VARIOUS AMOUNTS AND FORMS OF ADDED SULFATE
F J Tang and S W Tresouthlck

Construction Technology Laboratories, Inc
Skokie, Illinois, USA

SUMMARY
Low- and high-alkali cements containing various levels of sulfate were prepared in the laboratory from a
Type I clinker by intergrinding with an appropriate sulfate source that included gypsum, calcium
langbeinite, and aphthitalite. The cements were hydrated at 23°C, and the amount of aluminate consumed
up to 24 hours of hydration was determined using a quantitative X-ray diffraction method. Strength and
expansive properties of mortars prepared with these cements were also determined using ASTM standard
test methods. It was found that the rate of aluminate consumption during the first hour of cement
hydration was about the same for all the cement intergrinds. At 24 hours, however, aluminate hydration in
high-alkali cements was roughly twice that found in low-alkali cements. To counteract this effect, higher
amounts of gypsum were required. Better control of the aluminate hydration up to 24 hours generally
resulted in higher 28-day strengths. High-alkali cements showed tolerance for higher gypsum additions
without exhibiting excessive expansion. No single optimum SO3 level for strength development was
evident in this present study; instead, the data seem to suggest that it can vary depending on curing time.

S INOPSIS
Se prepararon en el laboratorio con un clinker Tipo I, cementos poco у altamente alcalinos, conteniendo
diferentes cantidades de sulfato, intermoliendos con sulfatos apropiados que incluyeron cal, langbeinite у
aphthitalite de calcio. Los cementos se hidrataron a 23 grades centfgrados у se determind la cantidad de
hidrataeiön consumida a las 24 horas por el mdtodo de difracciön cuantitativa de rayos X. Asimismo, se
determind la resistencia у las propiedades expansivas de morteros preparados con estos cementos usando
los m^todos de prueba estandard de ASTM. Se encontrd que el cambio en el consumo de aluminato
durante la primera hora de hidratacidn del cemento fue aproximadamente el mismo en todos los cementos
intermolidos. Sin embargo, a las 24 horas, la hidratacidn del aluminato en los cementos altamente
alcalinos fud de aproximadamente el doble que en los cementos poco alcalinos. Para contrarestar este
efecto, se requirid de mayores cantidades de cal. Un mejor control de la hidratacidn del aluminato a las 24
horas, se obtuvo generaiment con resistencias mayores a los 28 dfas. Los cementos altamente alcalinos
mostraron mayor tolerancia a la adicidn de cal no exhibiendo expansidn excesiva. El nivel dptimo de SO3
para el desarrollo de resistencia no fud evidente en el presente estudio; de hecho, los resultados parecen
sugerir que este varfa dependiendo del tiempo de curado.

INTRODUCTION

One major observation reported in our earlier paper I1) on the influence of sulfate source on hydration
and properties of cement paste in cement interblends was the vast difference in cement behavior between
intergrinding and blending gypsum. The interground cement not only gave overall better paste properties, but
also showed lower aluminate hydration rate up to 24 hours, similar to the observation of Osbaeck and Jons (2).
This present study was undertaken to resolve inconsistencies in some test results obtained from different
methods of cement preparation and help provide a truer picture of commercial cement hydration.

EXPERIMENTAL
Cement Preparation

Cements were made by intergrinding mixtures of low alkali, low sulfate Type I plant clinker (Table 1)
and sulfate-containing compound in a heated steel ball mill. Mill temperatures were similar to those found in
commercial finish mills.

Table 1: High СзА Clinker Analysis (Mass %)
Oxide Analysis

SiO2
A12O3
ЕегОз
CaO
SO3
MgO
K2o
Na2O
TiO2
P2O5

21.38
6.12
2.44
67.25
0.02
1.14
0.22
0.12
0.26
0.11

Potential Compound Composition*
C3S
C2S
C3A
C4AF

59.9
17.6
12.1
7.4

Free CaO = 0.7%
(Determined by modified Franke
method)
Residue after salicylic acid-methanol
extraction = 19.10%
*Standard "Bogue" formulae (as in ASTM C 150)
Two sets of cements were produced: low alkali cements made with only added gypsum, and those
containing either calcium langbeinite (2CaSO4 • K2SO4) or aphthitalite [K3Na(SO4)2] which will be referred
to as "high alkali cements." For each set of cements, several levels of sulfate were added in the form of
gypsum to cover a wide range of compositions (Table 2). The cements were ground to cement fineness of
approximately 3800 cm2/g (Blaine), typical of most U.S. Type I cements. Sieve analysis performed on two
low alkali cements containing 3% and 5% SO3 showed them to have very similar amounts retained on the 325
mesh and 10 micron sieves.

Hydration of Cements
, Cements were hydrated and the rates of C3A and C4AF hydration determined as already reported (1).
Testing was expanded to include conduction calorimetry study at 23’C in a Wexham calorimeter for cement
pastes hydrated at a w/c = 0.50.
'
Physical Testing

Cements were tested for mortar flow and compressive strength at fixed w/c ratio by ASTM C 109, and
mortar bar expansion by ASTM C 1038.
TEST RESULTS AND.DISCUSSION

Rate of Aluminate Hydration

The amounts of C3A and C4AF consumed during hydration up to 24 hours are given in Table 3. The
low hydration rates shown in the table during the first hour of hydration clearly indicate the

Table 2: Cement Intergrind Composition
Cement
Code

Sulfate Source
Used

Mill Temp.
(oq

Cement Total SO3
%

Total Alkalies
as Na2O

IG-1
IG-2
IG-2A
IG-2B
IG-3
IG-4
IG-5
IG-5A
IG-6

Gypsum
Gypsum
Gypsum
Gypsum
Gypsum
Gypsum
Calcium Langbeinite
Calcium Langbeinite
Calcium Langbeinite/
Gypsum
Calcium Langbeinite/
Gypsum
Calcium Langbeinite/
Gypsum
Gypsum/Aphthitalite
Gypsum/Aphthitalite
Gypsum/Aphthitalite
Gypsum/Aphthitalite

100
45
100
110
100
100
100
110
100

2.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
3.0
3.0
4.0

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.0
1.0
1.0

100

5.0

1.0

100

6.0

1.0

100
100
100
100

3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0

1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1

IG-7

IG-8
IG-9
IG-10
IG-11
IG-12

effectiveness of intergrinding in controlling early aluminate hydration reaction. These rates are substantially
lower than those reported in our previous pape/1) on similar cements made by interblending separately finely
ground clinker and sulfate compounds. Rates obtained at 24 hours are similar to those reported by Osbaeck
and Jons (2). One explanation for the aluminate control effectiveness of interground sulfate may be better
physical distribution providing a more rapid supply of Ca2+ and SO42- to the hydrating aluminate surfaces.
Cements IG-2 and IG-2B show the effect of milling temperature on aluminate hydration rates. The
latter cement contained almost three times as much hemihydrate as measured by DTA. There is very little
difference between the hydration rate of the two cements, suggesting that gypsum, is as effective as
hemihydrate provided it is interground.

Table JtTercentages of СзА and C4ÄF Consumed during Hvdration
12-Min.

5-Min.

2-Min.

Hydration Time

30-Min.

60-Min.

24-Hours

Cement
Paste

C3A

C4AF

C3A

C4AF

C3A

C4AF

C3A

C4AF

C3A

C4AF

C3A

C4AF

IG-2
IG-2B
IG-5A
IG-9
IG-1
IG-3
IG-4
IG-6
IG-7
IG-8
IG-10
IG-11
IG-12

3
4
2
2

0
3
0
0

3
5
2
4

0
6
0
1

3
6
3
4

0
4
0
0

4
6
3
4

0
4
0
0
-

4
6
3
5

0
6
0
0
-

-

-

-

-

20
13
51
36
48
14
10
22
18
14
28
19
15

3
13
23
16
19
0
0
9
15
13
27
22
6

-

Note: Typical standard deviations are 1% for C3A and 3% for C4AF

-

-

Rates of aluminate hydration in both high alkali cements (IG-5A, IG-9) are virtually the same as their
low alkali cement counterparts (IG-2, IG-2B) during the first hour of hydration. This is true even with the
cement made with just added calcium langbeinite. At 24 hours, however, the hydrated amounts of both C3A
and C4AF are about twice as much for the high alkali cements as those found in low alkali cements. For high
alkali cements to obtain aluminate hydration rates at 24 hours comparable to low alkali cements higher
gypsum addition was needed, as in IG-7, IG-8, IG-11, and IG-12 cements.
*

Conduction Calorimetry Data
Results of calorimetry runs
at 23°C of all cements hydrated at
w/c = 0.50 are shown in Table 4.

Time, hours

Each cement gave a typical
heat of hydration curve consisting
of heat peaks associated with the
C3S acceleratory hydration
reaction, and C3A renewed
hydration reaction.

The data clearly indicate the
profound effect of cement sulfate
content on the hydration of C3A.
An almost linear plot obtained on
a semi-log scale of sulfate content
versus C3A renewed hydration,
shown in Figure 1, illustrates this
effect. Unlike the low alkali
cements whose plot consists only
of a single sloped line, the high
alkali cements gave a plot that
contained a flat portion extending
up to the 4 percent SO3 level.
Ibis extra sulfate seems needed to
overcome the accelerating effect
of alkalies on C3A hydration.

Table 4; Conduction Calorimetry Data
Paste Mixed at W/C = 0.50, 23°C
Cement SO3
Peak Location (Hours)
Sulfate Source
Level, %
C3S Peak
C3APeak
IG-1
Gypsum
2.0
8.9
16 1
IG-2A
Gypsum
3.0
9.7
41 1
IG-3
Gypsum
4.0
9.7
88.9
IG-4
Gypsum
5.0
9.7
308.9
IG-5
Cal. Langbeinite
3.Ö
6.7
12 8
1U-6
Cal. Langbeinite/Gypsum
4.0
8.1
12.9
IG-7
Cal. Langbeinite/Gypsum
5.0
7.8
65.0
IG-8
Cal., Langbeinite/Gypsum
6.0
7.8
280.0
IG-9
Gypsum/Aphthitalite
3.0
7.8
12 8
IG-10
Gypsum/Aphthitalite
4.0
7.8
15.6
IG-11
Gypsum/Aphthitalite
5.0
7.8
37.0
IG-12
Gypsum/Aphthitalite
6.0
7.8
63.0
Cement
Code

occurring at about 10 hours foHowTSi cementi and roudtivSlh^1
high®r w^s virtually unchanged.
The latter may explain the often reported short setting tinfe ЛпН^ h?UrS soon®r^or Ле hlSh
cements,
cements.
reponea snort setting times and early strength development of high alkali

Table 5; Amount of C3A Hydrated at Approximate Time
QLCiA Renewed Hvdrafioq
Cement Paste
Cement SO3
Code
_________ Level, %
ltr-1
2.0
IG-2B
3.0
IG-3
4.0
IG-4
5.0

Time of C3A
Renewed Hydration
17 Hours
42 Hours
89 Hours
______ 309 Hours

Percent C3A
Hydrated
44
63
70
78

(IG 1 ?G^AtaiCVVna!iyS 5? XR|D WaS conducted on samPks of paste prepared from low-alkali cements

solution series^) was observed. Its presence, particularly in Cement IG 4 naste iTlntAr^t- 4 . H12 solld'
sZhiSkXin thC a6™™* ,O f0™ G,ASH12 from
estimated amount of C3A. Thif аТмеав”»«
hydratiOn °f C3A md04AF: boration into the

calcium

Mortar Flow and Strength

content of the cement resulting from dehydration of gypsum during grinding The strength result« «.^m t
tndtcate at least two optimum sulfate levels: one sulfa” level fo?eri 5and aS onTfo 2 TtSv?
stSlgth.11 fate levels tend t0 promote hlgher
whiIe higher sulfate levels seem to favo^^ay

Table 6: ASTM C 109 Mortar Test

J

Cement
Code
IG-1
ТП
0A
lkJ~Z/A
TH
1\J-D'X
TH Л
IG-5
TH A
lUr-O
1U-7
1U-Ö0
IG-9
IG-10
IG-11
IG-12

Sulfate
Source
Gypsum
Gypsum
Gypsum
Gypsum
Calcium Langbeinite
Cal. Lang./Gypsum
Cal. LangVGypsum
Cal. Lang./Gypsum
Aphthitalite/Gypsum
Aphthitahte/Gypsum
Aphthitahte/Gypsum
Aphthitalite/Gypsum

Cement SO3
Level, %
2.Ö
3.0
4.0
5.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0

Flow
110
109
103
93
108
110
95
101
102
103
103
104

Compressive Strength, psi
Id
3d
7d
28d
4^50" 3670 5160 7Ö00
1370 3920 5840 6610
1300 3490 5810 таг
1210 2580 3670 7340
2720 4070 4680 55ÖO
■256(7 4260 4910 IW
1720 3900 4980 5880
1730 1890 3850 зет
2630 3960 4450 5220
2140 4240 4890 зет
1480 2800 4350 "616(7
1470 2410 3140 зет

The high alkali cements containing calcium langbeinite gave very similar flow to their low-alkali cement
counterparts confirming calcium langbeinite's effectiveness as a set-control agent It is also notable that in
spite of its large amounts (5.5%) in the IG-5 cement flow was not adversely affected as might be expected
due to rapid syngenite and gypsum crystallization. XRD qualitative analysis of paste made from the same

cement showed a slow conversion of calcium langbeinite to syngenite and gypsum which may help explain its
relatively high flow. Calcium langbeinite was detected in the paste as late as 60 minutes.
Consistent with the calorimetry data, the positive effect of alkalies on early strength is demonstrated in
the very high one-day strengths of cements containing either calcium langbeinite or aphthitalite. At 28 days,
however, the mortar strengths of high alkali cements were always lower compared with that of low-alkali
cements. Additional sulfate, added as gypsum, caused some reduction of early strength, but it had a definite
improvement at 28 days. These are consistent with earlier observations of Lerch (6) and also later by Osbaeck

and Jons (2).

Correlation with Rate of Hydration of Aluminate

Mortar strength at 28 days and the amount of C3A hydrated at 24 hours were plotted for all cements
(See Figure 2). The plot clearly shows an inverse correlation between 28-day mortar strength and'amount of

bwakal cement
h igh akai cement with Ca langbeinite

high akai cement with aphthitalite

C3A Consumed at 24 Hours Hydration, %

Figure 2: 28-day Mortar Strength vs C3A Hydration

C3A hydrated at 24 hours. Low and high alkali cements lie on distinctly different lines. The plot for low
alkali cements was always found above that of the high alkali cements, indicating their higher strengths at 28
days.
Mortar Bar Expansion

Results of the mortar bar expansion test in accordance with ASTM C 1038 are given in Table 7. The
table also includes additional measurements obtained at 28 days. The results clearly show that expansion is
directly related to the sulfate content of the cement, and the maximum safe limit appeared to be influenced by
the alkalies in the cement. For low-alkali cements, 4% SO3 level seemed to be the limit; for high alkali
Table 7: Mortar Bar Expansion (ASTM C 1038)

% Linear Expansion
Cement SO3
Cement
28 Days
14
Days
Level, %
Code
0.003
0.006
2.0
IG-1
0.001
0.002
3.0
IG-2A
0.013
0.015
4.0
IG-3
(0.038)
(0.042)
5.0
IG-4
0.005
0.007
3.0
IG-5
0.004
0.005
4.0
IG-6
0.017
0.020
5.0
IG-7
(0.071)
(0.073)
6.0
IG-8
0.007
0.005
3.0
IG-9
0.004
0.004
4.0
IG-10
(0.024)
(0.025)
5.0
IG-11
(0.113)
(0.109)
6.0
IG-12
Note: Bracketed values denote expansion exceeding the ASTM C 150 limit.

cements, slightly more SO3 was tolerated. The reason for this apparent tolerance for higher sulfate in highalkah cement may be related to the accelerated hydration of C3A resulting in faster consumption of sulfate and
thus also hastening the conversion process from AFt to aluminate solid solution series. The additional
expansion measurements taken at 28 days generally showed slightly lower values than those at 14 days
prescribed by the test. This means most of the aluminate expansive reaction probably had already been
completed by 14 days.
CONCLUSIONS
Aluminate hydration rates in interground cements during the first 24 hours of cement hydration are
roughly two times lower than those found in cement interblendsC1). By intergrinding gypsum, all cements
have virtually the same initial rate of aluminate hydration up to 1 hour regardless of alkali content. However
at 24 hours, the high alkali cements have rates approximately twice as much as their low alkali cement
counterparts. To obtain comparable hydration rates, high alkali cements need higher amounts of gypsum
addition. The low alkali cements have better strength performance at 28 days than high alkali cements but 1
day strengths are much higher for the latter cements. High alkali cements seem to be able to tolerate more
sultate without causing excessive expansion, and this higher sulfate addition also improves their 28-day
strengths. The data obtained in this study are generally consistent with our conceptual model of a stronger
cement paste structure resulting from hydration of C3S with minimal interference from C3A hydration
achieved by intergrinding the sulfate source with the clinker.
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STRUCTURE FORMATION IN THE HARDENING STONE OF
MULTI COMPONENT CEMENTS
Z В Entin, Yu R Krivoborodov and V I Shubin

NllCement, Moscow, RUSSIA

SUMMARY
The paper present a study of hydration processes occured in finely
ground multicomponent cements (FGMCC). The composition of a liquid phase
is determined at the age of 10 min. up to 28 days after mixing. CaO
concentrations in a liquid phase reaches maximum within 1-24 hours after
mixing, thereafter it rapidly decreases. Firstly alkali oxides content
drops, but by the age of 28 days it increases again. At all ages of
hardening pH of a liquid phase remains at the level of 12.8-13.2, and

the
basicity
of
phase
is
mainly
provided
by
К
and
Na
hydroxides.Preferable concentration of Ca, Na and К ions near surfaces
of quarts and ash particles provides unhomogenity of liquid phase pH in

microvolumes

and,

thus,

leads

the

differences

in hydration rate

clinker minerals at various areas of hardening cement paste.

of

INTRODUCTION

Research
in
recent
years
has
shown
that
finely
ground
multicomponent cement (FGMCC) constiture one of the efficient finders.

There contain a large amount of active mineral additives
(1,2,3).
.

or fillers

The higher specific sugjace of FGMCCs is of particular importance,
since the mechanical activation of the grain surface of both clinker and
additive during comminution is the principal cause of their imporoved

compressive strength and plastifiability.
The transition zone (TZ) between the cement stone and the additive
particles plays a special role in determining the structure of FGMCC
stone and its strength. The TZ could be thought of as a material layer

up to 5 or 7
m thick immediately contacting the additive surface.
Considering that the number of additive particles in FGMCCs is

comparable to the number of clinker grains, TZs account for 15 to 20% of
the total volume of cement stone, including the volume of the clinker
and additive particles that have failed to react.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Hydration of an additive, even an active one such as blastfurnace
slag, is possible only when there is hemisorption, on its surface, of
alkali or calcium ions diffusing through the layer of new formations.
Table 1 contains data on the composition of FGCCs aim slag-ash
(N 1) and slag-sand (N 2) and the following components: clinker 45%,

slag 10%, fly ash or quartz sand 40%, gypsum 5%. The liquid phase was

expressed from the cement paste
Iready reported (4).

samples according

to

a

technique

a

As easarly as after one hour hydration, the pH value reached 13.0
in both cement and continsied to be maintained at that level despite a

substantial decrease of the calcium oxide content of the pore solution.
At this time, the pH value is susrained mainly by alkali oxides.
Considerable fluctuations in the SiO2 content of the liquid phase are

observed, its content being generally antibate to that of CaO.
In slag-sand cement, the SiOg content of the liquid phase is higher

and the AljO^ content is lower than the respective values for slag-ash.
cement.
The sixeable increase in SiOg and AlgO^ contents of the liquid,
phase at 28 days hydration accomprenced by a sigfleant drop in the
central ion of CaO, indicates that the processes occurring in the TZ

resulting in the hydration of the additive grains continue in this case
as well, ions from the alkali oxide becoming the main during factor.

Table 1 Changes in liquid phase composition hydration PGMCC.
Cement

Hydra
tion

specimen time

N°1

N°2

Chemical composition, mg/1
pH

Si02

A12°3

FegO^

8.64

1 hour

12.75
13.00

0.28
2.20

842
902

1 day

13.20

8.24
5.06

0.35
0.51
0.40

466

28 days

13.20

23.26

13.03

0.35
1.08

10 min

12.70
12.80

6.14

0.66

47.55
8.00
13.15
13.00 117.40

1.57
0.89
2.80

10 min

1 hour
1 day
28 days

CaO

S03

R>0
(NagO+O-eSEgO)

4,442

9,004
4,831

140

4,034
377
14

0.32

535

4,236

8,050

3.53
0.40
0.16

449
611

4,207
109
14

4,783
3,071
6,019

124

3,385
4,956

The growth and compaction of the surface layer due to new
formations prevents alkali oxides from penetrating to the yer unreaohed

surface of the additive, thus retarding the hydration process. Hence the
internal portion of the additive grain may altogether unhydrated, and
from the so-called Yung’s microconcrete.

Of particula interest in this respect are data on the chemical
composition of the contact zone behocen the cement matriz and the
additive. To determine the nature of interaction of quartz, ash and slag
grains with the cement matrix during FGMCC hydration the X-ray spectrum
microanalysis (XSMA) of the TZ was carried out. By observing the
fracture surface of specimens in a scanning electron microscope, areas
containing additive particles were selected the XSMA method was used to
indentify the material composition at each point along the line passing

through the cement stone and. the centre
intervals of 2 to 4 p,m (see Fig.1 ).

of

the

additive

grain

at

The XSMA results of an area for composition 2 FGMCC stone hardened
for 28 days indicated a substantial inhomodeneity of TZ. The ratio of

CaO to the total of aluminium, ferric, magnesium, sulphur and alkali
metal oxides in the area of the cement matrix averages 6.11. In the TZ
at the boundary with quartz it rises to 8.53. This is due to the fact
that quartz particles play the role of a substratum in portlandite
crystallization.' On the quartz surface bordering upon portlandite, there
are also deposited calcium hydrosulfoaluminates in colloidal form. In
this area, a higher concentration of aliminiun and sulphur oxides is
observed which causes the ratio of CaO to other oxides to aecrease to
4.46. The crystallization of aluminate phases near the surface of quartz
grains brings about a change in the ratio of the phases in the areas of
the cement matrix enriched with portlandite, but not contiguous to
quartz. In these zones, the aluminium oxide content is lower than in the
other areas by a factor of 2 to 5.
An essential feature of the area of cement stone adjoining
portlandite is that it also contains a ligh concentration of alkalis and

ferric oxide in the form of Fe(OH)^.

Fig.1 Diagram of an
A - Cement matrix area;
grain; S - Slag grain; C
P - Portlandite field; L

area of hardened FGMCC:
В - TZ of quartz and cement stone; Q - Quartz
- Contact zone of quartz and portlandite field;
- Line along which the XSMA was carried out.

In the TZ of the cement stone and slag particle,
crystallization of portlandite occurred.

the

no

selective

The concentration of basic oxides corresponds to their content in
cement stone mass, but a greater concentration of alkalis is

noted.Alkaki
ions migrate
towards
the
active
surface
of
slag
particles,whereas quartz particles interact in the first place with
calcium ions and portlandite crystals, with which they are in immediate
contaot.lt
is
here
that
the
formation
of
low-basity
calcium
hydrosilicates occurs,thus strenthening the TZ.
The difference in the composition of varies PGMCC TZ areas
containing fly ash is even more noteable. The CaO content drops rapidly
in the direction from the cement stone towards the ash particle

surface.At the same time, the SiO2 content of the TZ is higher than that
on the particle surface proper, and reaches 42 to 43 %. The Al 0
content increases as well. The ash particle surface is depleted of SiQ3
and A12O3, whereas it is enriched in Fe^. Thus, the TZ accomodates a
shell consisting of primary low-basicity calcium hydrosilioate and
hydroaluminate .
An enhanced concentration of alkali oxides observable in individual

areas of the TZ deserves particular attention. This could be explained
by a local build-up of osmotic pressure in TZ microvolumes and the

resulting water inflow, a swelling and destraction of the contact layer,
which eventually speeding up the hydratation of the additive particles.
At the same time, no build-up of osmotic pressure takes place in the

cement
stone
macrovolumes
since
such
microinhomogeneities . are
distributed with statistical uniformity in the stone volume, in close
oicinity of one another.
As a result, instead of osmotic transfer there as an inhibition of
migrates of both water and alkali hydroxides, which manifests by an
increase in the R20 content of the liquid phase at the age of 28-days as

shownin. Table 1. This probably explains the greater resistanse to
alkali silica reaches in concreates made of blended cements when a
reactive aggregate is foreseen.
Based on the data obtained, an attempt was made to assess the phase
composition of the cement stone in the TZ. The following assumptions

were made for the purpose: (i) The sulphur oxide present is fixed into a
low-basioity form of hydrosulfoaluminate C^ASH^; (ii) Aluminium oxide
remaining after the formation of C4ASH12 forms hexogonal C4AH13; (iii)

Calcium oxide remaining after the formation of aluminate phases forms
hydrosilioates of the OSH or C2SH type; (iiii)With a CSH basicity of
less than 0.8, the formation of a silica gel is possible, in which case
the CSH basicity was assumed to be 1.0, and (v) Ferric oxide initially
separated in the form if hydroxide Fe(0H)3.
Table 2

shows data on the TZ phase composition for samples

of

fly-ash cements aged 7 and 28 days respectively.
Table 2. Phase composition of TZ in 7 and 28-day hydrated cements.
28 days

7 days
TZ a r e a s

Phases

c4ash12

11
C4AH(12-19) 42
38
CSH
0.72
C/S
Silica gel
A1(OH)3
6
Fe(0H)3

2

1

3

4

5

5 7 9
31 25 32 25
— — *— —
— — — —
8

39 43 34 43
16 22 6 18
3 3 15 2

6

24
38

7

8

10 7
46 40
37 —

5
1 1.15
17 — 33
— — 13

7

3

3

9
10

37
30
1
11
3

1

10
6
5
58 14
12 44
1 1.5
10 —
9

14

2

3

4

5

6

12 7 6
7 8
30 37 52 21 24
30 40 7 36 54
1 0.9- 1. 2 1..29
—
17 — 19
3

9

5

7

5

7

11

34
—
—

35
12
4

As is clear from the table, typical of the 7 day age is the
presence of low-basicity CSH and silica gel near the ash particles. It

is only at the point of contact with crystals that a silicate hydrate
with a basicity of - of 1.3 to 1.5, and 2,о are observed at the
portlandite boundary. But CSH with a basicity of 0.9 to 1.0 remains
predominant, and areas represented by hydrogel SiO2 are preserved as
well.

CONCLUSIONS
Hence, the TZ composition in FGMCCs with diverse fillers is, to a
great extent, determined by the types and reacting ability of additives.

Hence, this has to be taken into account when forecasting the strength

characteristics of such binders.
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STATE OF FORMED MINERAL PHASES AND
PROPERTIES OF BINDING SYSTEMS
L G Sudakas

Design and Research Institute of Cement Industry "Giprocemenf
St Petersburg, RUSSIA

БТЗЖАНУ

In studying the phosphate 'binding systems it has been established,
that variations in amorphous/crystalline hardening products ratios from
completely amorphous to completely crystalline phases make it possible
to change strength characteristics and to find optimal parameters with
an increase in strength of 30-50%. On the example of the hydration
binding systems it has been shown that variations in the phase forma
tion dynamics in hardening can provide a means of strength raising.
The strength of systems with drastic changes in the morphology of new
formations in the process of hardening (as with the non-modified sys
tems on the basis of alinite cements) can be considerably improved (by
20-30%) through introduction of additives making the microstructure
variations with time smoother.

РЕЗЮМЕ
Установлено, на примере фосфатных вязущих систем, что изменение
соотношения количества аморфных и кристаллических продуктов твердения
в поеделах от полностью аморфных до полностью кристаллических позволяет
изменить прочностные характеристики и находить оптимальные параметры
с 5Яени8м прогости на 30-50^? Показано, на примере г^ратадионных
вяжуших“системТ что средством повышения прочности может являться также
изменение динамики фазообразования при твердении. Прочность систем
с резкими изменениями,в процессе твердения,морфологии новообразовании
(как у'немолиФицированных систем на основе алинитовых цементов)
может быть етшественно на 20-30?, повышена за счет введения добавок,
дыми! eSe
*
мв&оствгкту^ во времеди бмео плввшш.

INTRODUCTION
Various methods of modification of the chase s+я+е n-p

.

u

conoept^I combl^to^of^rystamne'1^
™^
*
017 °P ? Yotms (1) the
cement stone is used. It is thought to ъ» +h2^h°+S str^cturea in the

Cifled (needle) hablÄ^Ä
EXPERIMENTAL
Our studies of relations between ordered and disorde-rea

iitillBfiltllsstl
Table 1.

Composition of
the main crys
talline product

System

MgO + H3P04*
MgPe204 + H3PO4
ZnO + H3?04

ZnFe204 + H3P0
4
CuO + H3P0
4
CuPe204 + Н-зРО.
3
4
A1(OH)3 + HoPO.
3

*

State of phases formed and strength of
phosphate binding systems

MgHP04 . зн2о
MgHP04 . зн2о

Zinc phosphates
Zinc phosphates
Cu(P04) . 3H20

Copper phosphates

4

-v
- a 50/»-acid was used in all cases

Presence (+) or
absence (-) of
amorphous new
fomations

Compressive
"
strength
level,
MPa

6О.О-7О.О
up to 120.0
up to 60.0
up to 200.0
up to 80.0
up to 180.0
up to 50.0

The quantitative assessment of influence of the crystailine-to-amorphous hardening products ratio was performed for magnesium phos
phate (MgO + Н^РОд + quartz filler) and iron phosphate (iron cinders +
+ H3?0. + quartz filler) self-hardening molding sands (Pig.1). Variable
ratios between the crystalline and amorphous forms of new compounds
were achieved with the help of different (concentration and neutraliza
tion) methods of mixing agent modification (4). It is seen from Pig.1
that by changing this ra
tio it is possible to va
ry the strength of asso
MPa
ciated systems over a wi
de range
*
Optimum ratios
between the crystalline
о - MAGNESIUM PHOSPHATE SYSTEM
and amorphous compounds
can be found for each
35
binding system.
3o

Through variation
of these ratios it is
also possible to alter
substantially important
practical characteris
tics of hardening sys
tems such as linear and
volume deformations. It
is well known (5,6) that
the positive deformations
under hardening can have
their origin in the crys
tallization pressure as
one of the main factors.
At the' seme time the
amorphous structures pos
sess the ability to re
lax the strain decreasing the absolute effect.
Fig.2 shows the linear
deformations for the mag
nesium phosphate systems
as a function of the crystalline-to-amorphous har
dening products ratio.

25

20

15
10
5

0
Pamorph

FIG.1

Influence of the crystalline-to-amorphous new compounds ratio on
the strength of magnesium phosphate
and iron phosphate
systems

Microstructure of hardening systems is also an integral reflection
of the hardening product phase state. Study of hardening of hydraulic
cements (alinite and low-lime) obtained by energy-saving technologies
shows that control of this factor can contribute to tackling the main
problem of these cement types, i.e. to maintain high strength. Altera
tion of the hardening dynamics was used as a microstructure control
means in these cases.
Shown in Fig.3 are photomicrograms illustrating changes in micro
structure of a hardening system in alinite cement. In the variant of
plain cement (without additives) (Fig.3a) even in the first day occurs
mass formation of new morphologically independent phases filling the
whole space which we do not observe in the event of the modified (in
our case by citric acid compounds) system. In the second case (Fig.3b)

the initial formation of independent phases is suppressed, and the be^k°«Sl;rU41'U^ m°tives are maintained. Absence of drastic structural
changes inthe alinite systems hardening results in a higher final
ength.
*
sti
In the case referred to, the 28—day strength was 35—37 мря fa^
*
boh
without additives and 45 MPa for the modified one. si mil ay
behaviour was observed for other clinker types too (7) when smooth chan
ges in the hardening system microstructure have all advantages over a

FIG.2

Influence of ratios between crystalline and
amorphous new compounds on deformations under
hardening of magnesium phosphate binding systems

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

state of the binding system hardening products can be
ob3eot of the effective control of their proper
static and dynamic approaches are useful. In the first
t!ii6 ^h6
the system modification is to achieve particular crystallochemical and morphological characteristics of new formations in
the materials hardened. At the dynamic approach attention is drawn to
with^ime! °f varlations" in the microstructure of the hardening objects
4«e

FIG.3

Microstructure of hardening alinite cement:
a - non-modified system; b - modified system

Application of these principles can result in a 20-50% increase
in the systems strength, as well as in a drastic change in the defor
mations under hardening. We have used the static approach with a par
ticular success in the systems with a low content of the binding com
ponent - phosphate self-hardening molding sands, and the dynamic app
roach - for raising the alinite and low-lime cement strength.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRENGTH AND POROSITY
OF FLY ASH CEMENT PASTES
L P Xu and S Y Huang

'

Shanghai Institute of Building Materials
Shanghai, P R CHINA

SUMMABY
In the present study, porosity and pore size distribution were measured and strength versus
porosity relationships were plotted for both fly ash cement and pure portland cement pastes. Strength
versus porosity relationship has been found to be different between fly ash cement and pure portland
cement pastes. Based on the test results and previous work by Huang Shi-Yuan, a merheniam for
the change in strength characteristics and durability of fly ash cement is proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

As is weU known the early strength of fly ash cement is rather low, but its strength at later
ages mav be as high as, or even may exceed the strength of ordinary portlandgement of the same
water-cement ratio. This is usuaUy explained by the very low pozzolantac reaction rate of fly ash.
However unlike the hydration reaction of cement clinker, the degree of pozzolanic reaction of fly
ash with' Ca(OH)8 released by cement hydration, is rather low. It has been reported that the ^eactim
X« of fly ash with Ca(OH)a is about 2-^ at 7-180 days (1) and that with cement is 8 U at

y lys and 35.0% at SO days (2), and thus

the

decrease in

porosity due to the pozzmanic reaction is

not so obvious as to cause such a large increase in strength.

In

this

fly

raner the relationshiD between the strength and the
m discus". A ««-to with tto of

porosity and pore structure of
P^Uond «men« Ыз to

been carried out. A mechanism of strength change of fly ash cement is proposed.
.

experimental materials and methods

Ordinary portiand cement and ground fly ash were used in the tests. The
fly
ash
cemrat
consi^^o/^portland cement and 30°/, ground fly ash. Comparison between fly ash «ment

and portland cerant pastes were always made for the same water-cement ratio,

were^ieasured bv hehum pycnometric method and pore size distributions by mercury porosimetry.

TEST RESULTS
Porosities and pore size distributions of fly ash cement and ordinary cemeiR past^

Tests for comparison of porosities and
pore size distributions of fly ash cement
and ordinary portland cement pastes were
conducted under identical conditions. The
results are shown in Fig 1 and Fig 2

* PURE OPC

respectively.

From Fig 1 it can be seen that at
early ages the porosity of fly ash сетей i
paste is much higher than that of ordinary
Portland cement paste due to the lesser
amount of hydrates formed from the fiy
ash cement
paste. This is because the
proportion of portland cement is less in fly
ash cement paste, very few pozzolanic reac
tion products are formed, and only at later
ages does the porosity of the fly ash
cement paste approach that of portland
cement paste, and even then it is still

larger than the later.

Pore size distribx-tion results (Fig2)
also show that at 28days both the porosityand the pore size of the fly ash cement

.

TIME (D)

FIG.1 Change in porosity with time in
OPC and fly ash cement pastes

* PURE PORTLAND CEMENT
o30%FA+ 70%OPC

2.0

2,5
PORE

3.0 3,5
4.0
SIZE (LG A)

4,5

( a j

x PURE PORTLAND CEMENT (900)
о 30%FA
*
70%0PC (90D)
• 30%FA + 70%0PC (210D)

0,30

0,06 I*I
I
2,0 2.5 3.0
PORE

I
3,5

4,0

4,5

SIZE (LGA)
(b)

FIG. 2 Comparative pore size distribution of fly ash cement and OPC pastes
(a) 28 DAY
(b) 90 DAY and 210 DAY

^ate ^re';onaiderabiy greater than those of the odinary paste. However,at later ages pores larger
.han 10Ö0A in the fly ash cement paste are much less than those in the ordinary portland cement

.S^eFigth versus porosity for fly ash cement vis-a-vis ordinary cement paste

Correlation
following types:

ef

porosity

H
R,, (1-P)A
R = Ro exp(-BP)

with

strength

has

usually

led

to

semi-emprical equations

of

the

------------------ (у
------------------ (2)

-

where Ro is the strength at zero porosity, called instrinsic strength here, P is the porosity and В
is the strength at porosity p, A and В are constants.

Test results at different water-cement ratios and different curing ages were plotted in Fig 3 using
^.„^,01, u,. lt!e Ro value obtained by extrapolation and the В value by calculation for both fly ash
cement and portland cement pastes are shown in Table 1.

OPC
v
x
о
A

20

7D
28D
90 D
1800

25

*730%FA
0%OPC
•
7D
a
28D
■
900
d
1800

30
35
40
POROSITY (%)

45

HG.3 Strength-porosity relationship of cftment and
fly ash cement pastes

lable 1. Re. and В values for fly ash cement and pure cement pastes
Re and

Type of

3 value

cement

euring

ages

7d

28d

90d

180d

Re
®Pa)

OPC
FAC

266
233

275
24(J

275
276

275
346

В

OPC
FAC

5. 71
6, 37

5, 48
6, 83

5. 48
5, 48

5, 48
5, 96

From Fig 3 it is found that all the points from the test results nearly lie upon one st-raight
line tor pure portland cement pastes cured beyond 28 day, which means that pure cement paste may
be considered to have its own intrinsic strength value Ro. However, it is altogether different with fly
ash cement paste at that the strength-porosity relationships for different curing ages differ from
each other and follow different line, ihe intrinsic strength values for fly ash cement pastes
increase with the curing age and those at later ages may even exceed that of pure cement paste.
DISCUSSION

The strength character of fly ash cement, namely rather low at early ages but high at later
ages, may not be very convincingly explanied by the change in porosity caused by cement hvdration
and pozzolamc reaction alone. The structure factors also should be considered.Huang Shi-Yuan(3) in
his previous work observed the microstructure of fly ash cement paste by SEM and pointed out that
a gap zone could be easily observed between the fly ash grains and the hydrates around them in
the early age pastes, which had also been reported by K.Takemoto (4). and that the bond between
the fly ash grains and the hydrates was the weakest zone. Sc much so, when a load is apphed,
sohd phase of fly ash grains could not completely perform its bearing capacity together with the
hydrates. However, The gap is gradually filled with the hydrates formed by the pozzolanic reaction
of fly ash, the bond gradually strengthens so that at later ages the fly ash grains together with
hydrates can bear load completely.

Therefore, from the materials' structure view points, strengthening of the bond between fly
ash grains and the hydrates around them, decrease in the Ca(OH)3 content in pastes and refinement
of the pore structure of pastes with curing time may- be the reasons behind the strength
characteristics and durability performance of fly ash cement.

CONCLUSIONS

. At earlier ages the porosity of fly ash cement paste is much higher than that of pure cement
i)
paste, and only at later ages does porosity of the fly ash cement paste approach that of pure cement
patae.

.
ii)
The relationship between strength and porosity for pure cement pastes nearly conforms to
a straight line in the Fc-P plot regardless of the curing age (>28days),
but that for fly ash
cement patses at different ages differs from each other.

.
iii)
The state of bond between fly ash grains and the hydrates around them
important structural factors affecting the strength charateristics of fly ash cement.
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ETTRINGITE FROM PORTLAND CEMENT ORIGIN AND ETTRINGITE FROM
*
POZZOLAN
ORIGIN: ANALOGIES, DIFFERENCES AND SEMIQUANTITATIVE
RELATIONS WITH THEIR RESPECTIVE ORIGINS: INTERROGATIONS
R Talero

Instituto de Ciencias de la Construccion "Eduardo Torroja"
Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas - Serrano Galvache S/n
Madrid, SPAIN
SUMMARY
The ettringite is formed on many occasiones when a concrete of cement is attacked
by sulphatic waters.
In this work a semiguantitative analysis and study was made by XRD and SEM of the
ettringite (26 = 9.082) in the solid phase of the Fratini test, using the cements P-1
(14 11% C A) P-31 (7.6% C,A) and PY-6 (0.00% C3A) , five pozzolans, D, О, A, C or M and five
mixture cements PUZ 70/30, PY-6/D, О, A, C or M, respectively, mixed with gypsum (natural
stone), CaSO,.2H-,O, in proportions to give 7.0% or 21.0% SO,. Identical analysis and study
was made of the correspondent mixtures of each pozzolan plus Ca(OH)2 and gypsum.
The experimental results obtained demonstrated:
1st - Ettringite formed from pozzolan origin may be similar and with less size than the
ettringite formed from the C3A origin in portland cement, according to the XRD and SEM
techniques.
2nd.- The rate of formation of ettringite from pozzolan must be notably greater than the
rate of formation of ettringite from portland cement.
3rd - The topo-chemical mechanism of the ettringite formation will have be carried out,
in its case, with previous solution in water of ALL the necessary reactive materials,
included the "reactive" alumine, A12Oj, or better perhaps, "aluminate anion" (tetra-or
pena-coordinated alumine (2)).

Interrogations: See them, at the end of this paper.
Naturals , Fly Ashes, Activated Clays and Similars.

RESUMEN
La ettringita se forma en muchas ocasiones cuando un hormigon de cemento portland
es atacado por aguas sulfatadas.
■

En el presente trabajo se ha realizado un anälisis у estudio semicuantitativo de la
ettringita por DRX (26 = 9.082) у ME en la fase solida del ensayo de Fratini de tres
cementos portland P-1 (14.11% C A) , P-31 (7.62% C,A) у PY-6 (0.00% C3A), cinco puzolanas,
D О А С у M у cinco cementos de mezcla PUZ 70/30, respectivamente, mezclados con yeso,
CaSO 2H О en proporciones tales que la mezcla—conglomerante selenitosa tuviera 7.0% у
21.ot'de2SO , respectivamente, asi сото tambien a las correspondientes mezclas selenitosas
de cada puzolana con Ca(OH)2 R.A.
Los resultados experimentales obtenidos nos han demostrado:
is '

La posibilidad real de formacion de la ettringita de origen puzolana, la cual segün
las tecnicas analiticas de DRX у ME ha resultado ser similar aunque de menor tamano,
que la ettringita de origen C-jA del cemento portland.

22 - La velocidad de formaciön de la ettringita de origen puzolana ha de ser notablemente
* superior a la velocidad de formacion de la ettringita de origen C3A del cemento
portland.

32 "

El mecanismo topo-qulmico de formacion de la ettringita, deberä llevarse a cabo en
su caso con dieolucion previa en agua de todos los materiales reactivos necesanos,
incluida la alumina "reactiva", А12О3Г", о mejor quizäs, "anion alumrnato", о
"alumina tetra-o penta-coordinada.

Interrogaciones: Veanse al final de este trabajo ^Naturale., Ceniza» Volant«., Arcilto. Activate у Similar«)

I.- INTRODUCTION
, The attack on portland cements by the sulphates, involves formation of expansive
ettringite from C3A. Regarding pozzolanic cements and pozzolans, a substantial bibliography
exits.

The question remains as to whether portland cements with pozzolan form or do not
form, ettringite when they are attacked by sulphate ions, or do these cements resist
attack otherwise.

It may be concluded that:
1st.- One of causes of the non formation of ettringite, is the low concentration of Ca(OH),
in the liquid phase due to the reaction with the pozzolan. The first part of the theory
of Lafuma is in harmony with this hypothesis..

2nd.- Another cause may be the formation of products of reaction in form of tobermorite
CSH gel, from the pozzolan.
•
3rd.- A third cause may be the high surface area of the pozzolans that plugs the pores of
the paste, impeding accesss of the aggresive solutions.

II.- OBJECTIVES
1st.- To confirm or disprove the formation of ettringite of portland origin and pozzolan
origin.
■
2nd.- Establishment of differences between the ettringite of such differents origins

3rd.— Establishment of relations between the quantitity ettringite formed and or some
chemical parameters of its reagent originary.

III.- EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The Fratini test was done using two non sulphate-resisting portland cements P-1
(14.11% C3A) and P-31 (6.62% CjA), a portland cement PY-6 (0.00% C3A) of high sulphateresistance, and five pozzolanic cements PUZ 70/30, which were preapred mixing in such
proportions, the portland cement PY-6 and the pozzolans D, О, A, C and M, to those five
appropiately mixed with Ca(OH), see Table 1 and with the amounts of gypsum, CaSO, 2H О
expresed to give 7% and 21% of So3 (see Table 2). Once prepared and adequately mixed such
plaster-bearing mixture (20 g) contained 100 ml distilled water, mixed and stored at 402C.
Following the ages of 1, 7, 14, 21, 28, 60, 90, 275 and 730 days, each sample of the
solid phase of each one of the plaster-bearing mixtures was sampled.

Each sample subjected to XRD in a nitrogen atmosphere. The analysis was carried out
choosing selected ettringite peaks such as 26 = 9.08s and 26 = 15.788s. Other similar
samples were analyzed adequately by SEM.
'
IV.- EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OBTAINED
The graphic representation of the experimental results was semilogarithmic. All the
experimental results in the Figures la), b), c), d), e) and f), in the Graphic 1 and the
Photos 1 a) and b) and 2 a) and b).

Ist.- The case of 7.0% SO3 or 21% SO., the pozzolans studied, except for the D give a more
rapid ettringite formation, generally 7 to 14 days, and in the case of pozzolan M, in much
greater quantity.

2nd.- Generally the intensity of peak of the ettringite of pozzolan origin M only or/in
a pozzolanic cement PUZ, PY-6/M 70/30, has resulted as being notably superior, in both
cases of 7.0% SO3, and of the 21.0% SO3, than the corresponding of whichever of the
portland cements equally tested P-1 or P-31 only.

This does not coincide absolutely with what could be hoped for of the theoretical
steiquimetric calculations carried out to the effect of their respective dosifications.
Table 2, since according to the same, the quantity of ettringite that should be formed in
, each case has to be:

As from here, and given the great existing disparity between the real and the
theoretical the only explanation possible of such notable differences is that the activity
of the Al,O-,r" in spite of its notable minority in the presence of that of the 9зА*' xn
whichever on the corresponding cases compared, must be of such a magnitude, that it f°rms
ALLthe ettringite of which it ,is able MUCH MORE RAPIDLY than that of the C3A of portland
^ient. Because of that it can be said with fundament that such a notable reactivity of
the Al O,r~ could be found in the physical-chemical state IDEAL for this process, while
that o^ the C,A would be found in the oppsite, that is to say, in the NON IDEAL or at
least less ideal form of the same and results, up to the point that the same, on the line
of the obtained results, self-restraining and limiting the formation of all the ettringite
than by steichiometry it would be able to form.
For which and despite the paradoxical, the mentioned fact demonstrated that at
eouality of age the test and especially the initial ones, the ettringite formed from
Al OTr" of the pozzolans, is greater than ettringite formed from C^A of the port land cement,
maiina it able to say for whatever cause that the rate of formation,—of the ettringite
formed from
of the pozzolans should be notably superior to the rate of formation
of the ettringite formed from C^A of the Portland Cement^
♦

Quantity

of

reacting,

C3A

and "reactive" AlgOj,

see

1

Tables

and 2, divided by its respective molecular weights:

Molecules Al^O^- of the pozzolan M only with CatOHl^R.A.
and 7.0% S03

.........

10
10

or 21.0% S03

- Molecules Al^O,^ of the pozzoland M in pozzolanic cement

PY-6/M 70/30
with 7.0% S03
or 21.0% S03

514 x 10
.........................................

3.5 x 10

- Mole cules CgA of the portland cement P-1

with 7.0% SO,

95-8 x 10 4

3

-4

61-3 X 10

or 21.0% SO

- Molecules C^A of the portland cement P-31

with 7.0% SO,
3
or 21.0% S03

52.2 x 10

-4
„4

33-4 X 10

- Molecules CjA of the portland cement PY-6

with 7.0% SO,

6.6 x 10

4

or 21.0% SO

-4
-4

4.2 x 10

V.- GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

1st.- The quantity of ettringite, formed depending on its intensity of peak, 2S = 9.082,
of portland cement, origin keeps, as was to be expected, a narrow relationhip with the
content of C,A the same, of greater or lesser value in this order, or gthe portland cements
p_j p-31 and PY-6, thus tested, are totally coinciding with that which has been obtained
in function with its respective content of C3A.
2nd - ALL the chosen and tested pozzolans in this work have fixed sulphate ions in order
to form ettringite, not being able to say, that because of that the same "are susceptible
to the harmful attack of the same" and so have to provoke ALL of them forcibly because of
said attack against aggresive bad consequences to the civil works that with which they are
carried out well mixed with hydrated lime or with portland cement.
3rd.- The first maximum of formation of ettringite (and generally the greatest in all of
them) of pozzolan origin, usually surpasses in almost all cases except some occasions that
of the pozzolan A, in at least 7 days, to the maximum correspondent of the formation of
ettringite from portland cement origin (its C,A), in spite of that by stechiometry the
contrary should have occured; on the other hand the greatest part of the total ettringite
bn form bv them in the case of 7.0% of SO,, whether mixed separately with hydrated lime
or mixed separately with the portland cemlnt PY-6, is origineed during the first 21-28

days of the test.

4th.- The rate of formation of the ettringite formed from Al?O,r“ of the pozzolan, should
be notably superior to the rate of formation of the ettringite formed from C7A of the
portland cement.
j

Therefore,
-

The ettringite formed from Al2O,r- of the pozzolan can be denomitated with fundament
"ETTRINGITE OF RAPID FORMATION'"
,*
symbolizing it as "Ett-rf",

~

The ettringite formed from C^A of the portland cement can be denominated with
fundament "ETTRINGITE OF SLOW FORMATION", symbolizing it as "Ett-lf", a and

-

The ettringite so named previously in its case, can be denominated "TOTAL
ETTRINGITE the which could be different, in absolute value, from one age to another
of the test, and could be symbolized by "Ett-T"; and could be at once all of them,

.

Primary" = "1st" or "early", by corresponding with the first maximum formed
by the same, and in all cases, in the initial ages of the test, or

.

"Secondary" = "2nd" or "slow", by corresponding with the latter
maximum,
formed by the same, in all cases, in the intermediate and/or final stages of
the test damage.

5th.- The quantity of ettringite formed (depending on its intensity of peak (2= = 9.082)
of pozzolan origin alone or along with the portland cement PY-6, MAINTAINS
a direct
relationship with the contents of A12Oj (%) and/or the modules A12O, (%), or A/F, of the
same, since the classification that would be obtained, of lesser or greater value in this
order, are practically coincidents, specially those of the fundamental age of the test of
1, 7, 14z 21, 28 and 730 days, see Square 1.

Nevertheless and since said sttringite has to come from the Al2O,r" chiefly from the
pozzolan, the classification which should be obtained from such pozzolans in function with
its respective content of Al2O3r- of lessr or greater value in this order, would have to
be the 4th of the latter Square 1.
,
Such 4th classification of the latter Square 1, can not be verified because of a
simple analytical method, rapid and reliable, in order to determinate the EXACT CEMENT OF
Al2O3r" "reactive" SiO2, or Sio/’ and "reactive" Fe2O3r", (especially the first, whose case
occupies us) of a pozzolan not actually existing (not being that parhaps of technological
interest, since the final behaviour of the cement of the corresponding mixture is going
to depend greatly whatsmore on the portland cement which accompanies it in each case). On
the other hand, such 4th classification of the later Square 1, does not necessarily
implicate.
1

—

that both contents, of total A12O3 (%) and A^O, (%) of each pozzolan have to
be obligatory and forcibly equal, and less although perhaps than in the a
artificial pozzolans, Fly Ash type Similar ones, than in the natural ones, and

—

that the content of A12O3
(%) of each pozzolan has to be always in direct
function with its corresponding total content of A12O3 (%).

6th.- The pozzolanic activity of a given pozzolan-greater or lesser fixation but
simultaneous of Ca and OH of the liquid phase in agreement for substituting pozzolan the
portland cement matrix - according to the Fratini test, in the form of pozzolanic cement
mainting a certain relationship with its degree iof greater or lesser sensitivity, to the
attack of sulphate ions and as such with the quantity of ettringite of pozzolan origin(s)
which it is made up of (3).
7th.- According to that which has been previously shown, the intensity of peaks of the
att-rf formed by each one of the pozzolan of those tested in the first ages of the test
of 28 days, -could be an indication semiquantitative and comparatively approximate enough
to the most probable content of Al2O3r (%) of each one of them with reagard to the rest,
of which, the purport of the experimental results obtained would supply a similar
classification of the 4th of the Square 1.

8th.- Of the individual and comparative study carried out among the pozzolan M, C and D,
it has been observed like C and D, qualitatively, they have their Al2O3r- reather similar
to that of M, although in less quantity, especially D, which has to nave it scarcely.
9th.- Generally all the gypsipherous conglomerate mixtures with the 21.0% of SO, have
potentiolanny originated during the test a greater quantity of ettringite than their
correspondent of the 7.0% SO3; the cause with could be said to be with fundament that those

have been found nearer to its stechiometric than these. It has been deduced from that, the
real possibility of that of the 21.0% of SO3, could be perhaps more appropiate for its use
in an accelerated method of the test.
10th.- The topo-chemical mechanism of the etrringite formation must be carried out, in tis
case^ with previous solutions in water on ALL the necessary reactive materials, included
the "reactive" alumine, Al2O3r~, or better perhaps, "aluminate anion" (=tetra and/or pentacordinated alumine (2)).

VI.- INTERROGATIONS
According to 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th the conclusions, it is work asking with fundament
that on both of them ettringite, the ett-rf and ett-lf in quantity, rate of formation and
distinctive origins—one of the Al2O3r of pozzolan and the other of the C3A of a portland
cement-and on implicity reaching a competitive process of fixation of SO, (in form of
gypsum) and different disruptions by unisonous formation of ettringite of different origin
and ethiology more or less expansives, in the same appropiate plaster-bearing, it is valid
to ask oneself:

How oculd their expansive efects be-- ?
Finally, in what would they express themselves...?

In an ADDITION, SINERGISM, ANTAGONISM or INVERSION of the EXPANSIVE ACTION of both?,
and such

How would the portland cements with POZZOLAN(S), only until a 40% of mass, and
specially those of the matrix portland cement of high sulphate resistance behave in
face of an attack of the sulphate ions?.
How long does it take a concrete with pozzolan(s)-natural and/or artificial- damage
when is attacked by sulphate waters?... More or less time that its corresponding
cement portland concrete?.
In affirmative case (in short time) would it be possible to prevent that aggresive
sulpatic attack at those concretes with pozzolans/artificial and/or naturals),
manufacturing the pozzolanic cement and placing its concrete forms?

THE ANSWERS DEMOSTRATIONS AND VERY BAD OR VERY GOOD CONSEQUENCES, in the next national or
international Conference or Congress.

NOTE
This research work is only a little of the multiples which constitute the Doctorate
Thesis of the R. Talero (1). In the next Congresses, Meeting and articles, the remaining
parts will be pusblished.
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a)

Ettringite

formed

from

of

C^A

the

P-1,

cements

portland

P-31

and PY-6, respectively, see Tables 1 and 2 and to calculate:

TABLE-1
Reacticn: C 3A ♦ 3(Са5Од2Н2О) + nH20

3CA0.Al2O3.3CaSO4.,31H20

determi

18.35 g of Portland cement P-1 (14. HXC^ ) 1- 1,55 g Gypsun + nt^O

"

P-1 {14.11%^) + 8.26 g Gypsun + rt^O

7.58 g

18.51 g "

11

"

P-31 (7.62% CjA) + 1.49 g Gypsun + ri^O

6.46 g

11.81 g "

11

''

P-31 (7.62%C3A) + 8.16 g Gypsun + rH20

4.13 g

17,86 g "

•i

"

PY-6 (1.0% C3A)

+ 2.14 g typsun + ritp

0.82 g

"

PY-6 (l.CKC^)

+ 8.57 g Qypsun 4- nfr^O

11.74 g "

11.43 g ”

nations

H

- of the pozzolan M + Ca(0H)2 + Gypsum + H^O, and
- of the pozzolan M (30%) + portland cement PY-6 (70%) + Gypsum+H20

also taking

PY-6

(34)6)

1321)

tWl

(3,DB) (2,41) (2ASe[(255|

C

A

0

M

i

1,60

3^5

1.11

0,23

0,40

086

0,15

0,42

i,|0

19,18

18,13

21,70

»Ц81

45,12 41,38 54J« j73,53

«1,0,

6.44

530

FetO,

1.75

330

63,94

1,52

3,92

6,92'0,00

0Л

-

ОАЭ 1

1,91

13,84 19,36 20J0 1 23,11

4,11

2,39

13,82 1205

3,I2 •

61,68

67,97

1,23

10,48 11,11

238 [ 033

1,19

ЫдО

1.48

1,82

0,42

0,38

934

10,58

2041 0,03

NatO

0,90

076

0,43

1,30

3,18

1,24

5,641 0,07

V

W2

031

CL20

SO,

зло

336

2J4

0,12
-

2,40
0,46

0,44
-

5,17| 0,70
- ’ -

0jD7

0,55

4,02

TOTAL

ЮСД1

9937

99,95

H£(105oC)

024

0,33

O£2

CaO Free

1,90

0,63

1,75

DETERMi- POTENTIAL CALCULUS
NATIONS •
(%)

1st.- A pure metakaolin normally has around 2.08% of A^O^1"

D

0/0

into account these

previous considerations:

P-31

10!
SiO|

0.52 g

POZZOLANS

in

CaO

and 2 to calculate,

P-1
(ЗД81
*

(%)

b) Ettringite formed from Al^O^1*-

see Tables 1

CEMENTS

7.26 g ettringit.

••

BOGUE (%>

Э9Д8^05
4£3; 0,16

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
OF THE GYPSUM CrTERMlNATCNS

(%)

MINERALOGICAL

COMPTSmOlfiV

Cs 90,2^^-95,58
CoS^’/j HfO y
*
ССиг17°Са
ЮООоС)— 0,75 CoS<X--- 2,47
RI ----- 0,26
CoCCj---- 0.75
SiOt----- 0,04
SO» ----- 4537 Мд CO»---- 0,81
2I7«C) —20,13

2nd.- Pozzolan M employed in this work contains

at

least

50.35%

metakaolin (rest quarz).

3rd.- The

quantity

Gypsum

with

been '

-

the

of

pozzolan

bearing

Fratini

mixture,

cement

respectively

M

of

employed

in

7.0%

S03

the

PY-6/M

17.57

the

21.0%

S03

or

plus

70/30

0.3

x

preparing

=

plaster,

5.271

g

11.24 x 0.3 = 3.372 g.
+ ЭСаО + 3(СаЯ)4.Э^а + nH20 —C3A.3CaS04.31H20

Reacticn:

17.57 g

of cement PY-6/M 70/30 + 2.43g Gypsm +rf^O —► 1.23 g ettringite

11.24 g

cf

"

PY-6/M 70/30 1-8-76 g Q/psun + rt^O —0.3 g ettringite

4.78 g of pozz. M + 3.01g Qypsun + nt^O

3.09 g of

"

—w-

0.61 g ettringite

0.39 g

Mi- 7.88 g Gypsum -mH^O—►

GRAPHIC

1

Cwele*»f«1e •■liiere ■ill, T.0 % 10$ef tNe
1 **-•/* ro/3oi«gyp$um Age;730day6

I

a

"

has

and

CaO ----- 32,54

Spf. Weight

(g/cm3)

S^-'Spf. Surfoc« (cm2/g )

MgO —

0,36

N0,0—

ског

KtO -----

OjOl TOTAL

TOTAL

9931

99,96 нр 0 40
С-0А1
*

laj

gin (from its C3A)or "Ett-lf"; (с) у (d)are Ettringites from pozzolanic addition origin (fromits'
Al^) дЧог "Ett-rf". Ages: (a) and (e), 7 days; (b) and (d), 5 years. Shows as the Ett-lf has
greater size than Ett-rf because its formaticn is much more slow and quite at the contrary,the Ett-rf.

Table 2
CEMENTS
_
_
PÖZZÖLÄNICS 70/30
■""PY-66""J"—PY:6t) у "" PY-"6^f [ ■

PORTLAND
-pij -J -р.-ЗГ-р-ру-б'
Materials

POZZOLANS

.btOA^M. -

_

]*"

PY67M'

% SO3 of the conglomerant-mixture ,cement <- gypsum^
7.0%: 21.0%

7.0%; 21.0%

7,0%

7.0% : 21.3%

pv-6-0

;

21.0%

21.0%

^PY-6«Dj—

*5,
1?.37

*
PY-6
a

PT-6.0

1

71.0%

*5.29
1?J3»5.29 и.в^з.з« 12.34

2« I 7.68
*3.38

j.(pyZe,eJ

!8,35|(Tl?5)
*
1.65

6.26

l
*
l.

’

6.16

17.60

17.62

11.26

I

2,38

2.40

8.57

!

11.27

8.73

2,37

PV-6.C

;(pm*c)

11.28

17,60

«.72

2.АО

li.26

C»(OHLfA.R(9)

Square
Parameter

, Classifi* i
I catim
'
1

—-------- r
real <,|ettrin-'L 1

/!

1«

1
——--------- г
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THE COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE OF C-S-H GELS IN
CEMENT PASTES
CONTAINING BLAST-FURNACE SLAGS
I G Richardson and G W Groves

Department of Materials, University of Oxford, Parks Road
Oxford, UK

SUMMARY

The microstructures of ground granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBFS)/OPC blends (slas
fraction 0_l) and activated blast-furnace slag cements have been examined usine; electron
microprobe analysis (EMPA) and analytical transmission electron microscopy (ATEM
Bo™
±^bn,
tie/0,r bellle) inner product C-S’H mosl 0<‘=n have a fine homogeneous
orphology but slag inner product is characterised as having a high content of Mg^nd Al
Mg,Al-nch precipitates often form in this region with an accompanying coarsening oV&e I P
tingle-ыГаТе C S8H witVa co" ‘b3*,' 1“ slag.in"er Product can be envisaged as a mixture of a
gie phase L 5-H, with a composition equivalent to that of the O.P. C-S-H and a Mv Al
tiiyedmpanersi? artO ^е,паШга{1У occu™ng mineral hydrotalcite. In the GGBFS/OPC blends
the mean Ca.Si ratio of the single-phase C-S-H steadily decreases with increasing slag fractioi
towards the value of the anyhdrous slag. As the Ca:Si ratio of the C-S-H decreases toe A Ca
ratio increases. Compositional variations are shown to occur on a region to region and
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INTRODUCTION
Although much is known of the hydration chemistry of cements incorporating ground,
granulated blast furnace slag (GGBFS/D there is relatively little knowledge of the
microstructure of hardened pastes at the level of resolution which can be achieved by
transmission electron microscopy with associated high resolution microanalysis (ТЕМ). This
paper presents the results of this technique together with electron microprobe analysis applied
to hardened pastes of GGBFS/OPC blends.
In such blends, C-S-H gels with a range of compositions are found. In particular a
relationship between the Al:Ca and Si:Ca ratios has been found and this relationship is
discussed in terms of a structural model of C-S-H gel.

EXPERIMENTAL
The cements were prepared from single batches of an OPC (Blue Circle, Northfleet) and
a GGBFS (Cemsave, Frodingham Cement Co.). The oxide compositions of these cements are
shown in table 1. Pastes were prepared by mixing the required amounts of solids with de
ionized water at a water:solids ratio of 0.4. The resulting paste was placed in a plastic tube
which was then sealed in a plastic bag. Curing took place in a water bath, generally set at 20°C.
The preparation of specimens for ТЕМ and EMPA followed standard techniques as described
in detail elsewhere®.

Table I

Oxide compositions supplied with the Blue Circle NORTHFLEET OPC
and Frodingham Cement Co. CEMSAVE GGBFS

Na2O
MgO
AI2O3
SiO2
SO3*
K2O
CaO
TiO2
Мп2Оз •*
Ре2Оз
*»

OPC
0.19
1.33
6.19
20.00
2.65
0.86
65.90
0.30
0.60
3.03

GGBFS
0.64
7.74
11.00
37.20
3.68
0.55
41.70
0.68
0.73
0.38

* Most sulphur in GGBFS is present in its lowest oxidation state.
* * Mn and Fe are present in the glassy slag in lower oxidation states.
Some colloidal and free iron are likely to be present in the GGBFS.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The microstructure of a hardened paste can be broadly divided into outer product (O.P.)
formed in the originally water-filled spaces and inner product (I.P.) formed within the
original boundaries of the anhydrous grains. C-S-H gel is a major phase in both O.P. and I.P.
In O.P. its morphology changes with the proportion of GGBFS in the GGBFS/OPC blend. As

the fraction of GGBFS increases, a fine foil-like morphology gradually replaces a more linear
fiorillar morphology. The foil-like morphology, an example of which is shown in fig.l,
appears to be more effective in filling space without leaving large pores which may help to
account for the beneficial effects of slag in reducing rates of diffusion through the pasted).
Inner product C-S-H may be derived from alite or belite grains in the OPC fraction or from
^ag grains. In the former case the C-S-H appears morphologically identical to that occurring
in OPC pastes. In large grains the C-S-H generally has a homogeneous texture with very fine
scale porosity; small grains often display C-S-H of relatively coarse texture. The main point of
distinction of slag grain inner product, which also most commonly has a fine homogeneous
texture, is its high content of Mg and Al, and the presence of laths or platelets which are
particularly rich in Mg and Al. Sometimes these take the form of well-developed platelets
which may be oriented normal to the boundary of the grain, and which appear to occupy the
major part of the I.P., as reported previously <4'5) but in other regions, even in 3 year-old
pastes, the plates or in this case possibly laths, are randomly oriented and less well-developed
and a high proportion of C-S-H is present in the I.P. An example of such a region in a 3
month old paste is shown in fig.2. Various stages of development in this Mg,Al-rich
precipitate can be seen simultaneously within the same specimen.
The Ca:Si ratios of C-S-H gels in O.P., I.P. derived from alite and I.P. derived from slag
grains do not differ significantly from one another, nor is there any significant change in Ca:Si
ratio with the curing time of the paste. These statements apply to average values. There is
considerable local variation in gel composition within any one specimen, so that localized
data sets, even if these are large, cannot be taken to establish composition averages and trends.
All the C-S-H gels show a similar trend of reducing Ca:Si ratio with increasing proportion of
GGBFS in the blend. The trend is shown graphically for O.P. C-S-H in fig.3 - the trend for I.P.
C-S-H is closely similar. The earlier result of Harrison et al6 that the Ca:Si ratio of a C-S-H in a
40% slag blend was only marginally lower than that of a C-S-H in an OPC paste can be
considered not typical of the general trend.

Fig.2 Mg,Al-rich particles (laths or platelets) randomly distributed in slag I.P. (lower left).
Upper right shows O.P. with fibrillar C-S-H, AFm plates and relicts of AFt. Paste is a
50% GGBFS/OPC blend hydrated for 3 months.
Although the I.P. C-S-H from slag grains does not differ significantly in Ca:Si ratio from
C-S-H in other locations, the overall composition of slag I.P. is distinctive in having a high
Mg and Al content. Mg in particular forms an excellent chemical marker for slag I.P. in
EMPA, since as reported previously6. Mg does not migrate from the volume originally
occupied by the slag grain and becomes relatively more concentrated as the grain reacts to
form the inner product. EMPA analysis is of course unable to resolve even the more welldefined of the Mg,Al-rich precipitates which develop within the slag I.P. Even with ТЕМ
microanalysis, although it was often apparent that the analysed volume of slag I.P. contained
precipitate, it was not possible to analyse with any certainty C-S-H completely free of
precipitation, as can be envisaged from an examination of fig.2. The results of microanalysis
by both techniques can therefore be expected to show Mg:Ca and Al:Ca ratios resulting from
some level of combination of precipitate and C-S-H in the analysed volume. An example of
both EMPA and ТЕМ results is shown in fig.4, for a 3:1 GGBFS/OPC blend. All the data falls
quite well on a single trend line which can be described by the equation

Al:Ca = a + b (Mg:Ca)
where a represents the Al:Ca ratio of single-phase C-S-H gel and b the Al:Mg ratio of the
Mg,Al-rich precipitate phase. Following this type of analysis for 9 blend compositions in the
full range from 0% GGBFS to 100% GGBFS showed that the Al:Ca ratio in the single phase CS-H component of the slag I.P. (alite/belite I.P. for 0% GGBFS) increased steadily from 0.042 at
0% GGBFS to 0.185 at 100% GGBFS. The Al:Mg ratio of the precipitate remained relatively
constant over the bulk of the composition range with an average value of 0.42 although the
end members, 0% and 100% GGBFS had anomalously low and high values, respectively.
Outer product C-S-H, for which the same difficulty of a finely inter-mixed second phase did
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Fig.3 Variation of Ca:Si ratio of O.P. C-S-H
with proportion of GGBFS in the blend.
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Fig.4 Mg:Ca against Al:Ca atom ratio plot
Fig.5 Mean R:Ca against Si:Ca atom ratio
for an area in a 3:1 GGBFS/OPC paste
plot for O.P. C-S-H in GGBFS/OPC
analysed by EMPA (fine points) and ТЕМ
hardened cement pastes,
analysis of inner product (filled circles) and
inner product seen to contain precipitates in
the analysed volume (open circles).

™-7rrVIi?Wed a SAmiIa[ lrend in A1:Ca rati0- vary,nS from 0.052 to 0.194 over the 0% to
00% GCBFS range. It is thus clear that inner product can be viewed as a single-phase C-S-H
which ,s compositionally equivalent to O.P. C-S-H, intermixed over a rangeolscale with
varying amounts of a Mg,Al-rich phase. The amount ot trivalent ion, Al or Fe wMch can be
Fia0RP°hated
the structure of C-S-H gel increases as the Si:Ca ratio of the C-S-H increases
eauationOWS
6 relatlOnshlP is approximately linear and can be represented by the

Si.Ca = 0.44 + 2.25 (R:Ca)

^hD^aHnnmaifnIrh A1 WitI?
additi0n of minor amounts of Fe. It is worth considering the
p icahons of this result m terms of a structural model for C-S-H gel
Taylor? has
considered that C-S-H gel in hardened OPC pastes may be made up оЛ combination of

tobermorite-like units and jennite-like units in which a large number of the "bridgine"
unh^eTtet,ra^edra
dreierketten chain structure are omitted. The tobermorite-like dimer
ts, T2 and jenmte-like dimer units J2 have no bridging tetrahedra. Polymerized units of
chain knglh 3n-l (where n-1,2,3 etc), T,,., and Тз„.ь are built up by uniti^ shone,^chains
brid8mg tetrahedra. Taylor? considered that C-S-H gel incorporating Al could be
accounted for by a mixture of T2 units with Jsn.! units and AFm-like layers incorporating the
Al but mixed so intimately and on such a fine scale as to be indistinguishable as a separate
phase. However in this case a higher proportion of AFm-like layers, incorporating more Al,
would bring a higher Ca:Si ratio for the gel, contrary to the trend shown in fig.5. §ТЬе trend'
observed can be accounted for by considering a series of C-S-H phases with a range of Si-Ca
ratios in which in each phase a similar fraction of Si atoms is replaced by Al or Fe. This
*tS a structural imitation to the substitution of Si atoms by Al or Fe; it will be assumed
that this limitation corresponds to Al or Fe substituting for Si only in "bridging" sites The
subshtutmn of R (Al or Fe) for Si can be incorporated in a general model whfch retains the
reierketten theme but which unlike Taylor's model allows some variation in the number of
bi-(JH groups in the chain

Within this general model, Taylor's tobermorite-like unit is given by X=2.5n z=0 and the
jenmte-hke unit by X=2.5n z=2n. I represents an interlayer charge-compensating cation which
may be an alkali metal or Ca. In the general model the average chain length is given by the
average value of 3n-l and is not necessarily an integer. As the chain length increases, so do
the number of bridging sites which can be substituted and the Si:Ca ratio of the gel. The
experimental points in fig.5 therefore represent compositions of gels of chain length
^creasing with Si:Ca ratio from a value at the lowest Si:Ca ratio only slightly greater than Sat
of the duuer which, as it contains no bridging tetrahedra, contains no Si which can be
SrbStltL^ted Ьу
°r
• Analysis. shows that as the average chain length increases above that
о the dimer, the inclusion of bridging tetrahedra rapidly increases the maximum possible
R:Ca ratio until a chain length of about 5(n =2) is reached, after which the increase in R Ca
with increasing chain length becomes much more gradual. The lines drawn in fig.5 represent
the R:Ca versus Si:Ca relationships for infinite chain length, for the cases of charge
compensation by Ca and alkali metal cations respectively. The solid triangle in fig.5 is an
experimental point for a pure GGBFS cement activated by KOH, in which charge
compensation of Al substitution for Si by К ions might be expected to occur. The general
model is disucssed in greater detail in reference 8.
&

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Hardened GGBFS/OPC cement pastes contain C-S-H gel which varies in morphology
and composition with the blend composition.
The Ca:Si ratio of the gel decreases
approximately linearly, with the weight fraction of GGBFS, and the Al:Ca ratio increases
approximately linearly with the Si:Ca ratio of the gel. The latter trend can be accounted for in
terms of a general model of the C-S-H structure based on dreierketten chains in which Al

substitutes for Si in the bridging tetrahedra.
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MECHANISM AND HYDRATION KINETICS OF ELECTROTHERMOPHOSPHORIC SLAG AS A COMPONENT OF MIXED CEMENTS
N S Nikonova, V V Mityushin, I N Tikhomirova and N M Ketayva

Chair of Cement, Moscow Chemico Technological Institute
Moscow, RUSSIA

Utilization of electrometallungioal slags in mixed cements
is an interesting proposition from bom economic and environ
mental view points#
The object of our investigation was to study the setting
process of compositions containing granulated electrothemophosphoric slag and self-spilled slag from low-carbon ferrochro
me production#

H-i-nrier compositions, uncorporating up to 90 % wr of electro
themo-phosphoric slag and up to 10 % wr of self-spilled slag,
were sealed with water and sodium sulphate solution ( concentra
tion 1.02 g/cm3 ) and subjected to hydrothermal treatment at
90oC.
Formation of silicate anion structures in hydration products
was studied by the kinetic molybdate complex method.

Granulated electrothemo-phosphoric slag mainly consist of
glass# The crystalline phase consists of anorthite, melilite and
hydroxyapathite#
-C23> besides

Self-spilled slag contains up to 70 % wr
periclase and picrochromites.

The results of deteraination of mass-molecular distribution
of silicate anions ( Table 1 ) show that the electrothemo—phos
phoric slag consists of a large number of phases, which have
anions with a degree of polymerization about 275# These anions
belong to the glass component of slag# This is also due to the
oligomeric anions#
Table 1
Electro themo-phosphoric slag

Fractions of
anions

Monomeric
Dimeric
Oligomeric
Polymeric

ni

4

1
2
9.68
275.78

20.26
28.61
7.31
43.32

Self-spilled
slag
ni

1
2
3.31
56.77

The mean mass degree of pol.ymerization
13.76
120.35

4

9.66
54.54
15.68
20.12

- mean degree of pol^mierization of fraction ( i ) of anions;
Qi - mass part of anions ( % ) of fraction ( i ) in mass-mole—
cular distribution.

. ,
self-spilled slag mainly consists of phases (
- CjS
with aumixture of
) with monomeric silicate anions. How
ever, mass-molecular distribution indicated up to 35 % of poly
meric anions ( v/hich relate to the glass of slag ).

,The glass component of slag react more intensely with water
during the iso the mal treatment of the electro thermo-phosphoric
slag. This manifests by a lowering of the polymerization degree
of the high molecular fraction of anions and a decrease of its
part in mass-molecular distribution from 51 % to 9 % after 3 ho
urs of isothemal treatment ( Table 2 ).

Table 2
Tractions
of
anions —

Treatment, hours

1
ni

3
4

ni

•.Ionomeric
1
39.1 1
2
Dimeric
4.5 2
Oligomeric 9.7 4.7 14.3
Polymeric 42.1 51.7 66.0,

5

a-i

ni

7

^i

ni

78.8 1
72.9 1
2
0
5.7 2
5.9 24.0 15.4 18.0
9.6 59.0 11.7 40.0

9

4

ni

55.9 1
6.3 2
6.4 27.6
28.4 45.7

4
71.3
0
7.4
21.3

At t'ne same time, there is formation of additional monomeric
anions, v/hich belong to the hydroxyapathite - Са^СРОдКОН ( as
shovm. by X-ray and thermal methods ).
-3

After 5 hours of isothermal treatment, the liquid phase loses
calcium ions whereupon the hydroxyapathite becomes unstable and
partially dissolves. Tliis is confirmed by a decrease of the mono
meric anions in the mass-molecular distribution, which can not be
explaned by hydration of the crystalline phase of slag with the
monomeric structure of anions, because this component of slag is
more inert than glass. At the same time, the amount of new for
mation increases. This nev/ formation has 20-60 tetrahedra united
to each other in the structure of the anion. On the other hand,
the type of thermogram and X-ray diffractogram changes, nanely,
area of the peak, which corresponds to the exothermic reaction of
the crystallization of glass ( 93O-96O°C ) decreases. These chan
ges characterize unregulated structure of the glass. It means
that the glass further dissolves. Consequently, the appearance of
the supplementary amount of phase with oligomeric anions could be
attributed to a new phase, which is a weakly crystalline hydrosi
licate ( Say CSH gel ).

After 7 hours, processes of polycondensation of silicate
anions occurs, bringing regularity of stricture to the weakly
crystalline hydrosilicates of calcium. The corresponding X-ray
diffractogram indicates a peak at 1 .83 Ä, which is attributed to
C3H gel or the weakly crystalline phase CSH(1),
After 9 hours of the isothermal treatment, the rate of the
se processes increases and the mean degree of polymerization
sharply rises. Thereupon, condensation of CSH gel occurs and,
consequently, CSH(1) phase with a higher degree of crystalliza
tion than earlier forms. X-ray diffractogram indicates three
distinct peaks for this phase.
A fevz remarks are worth making on the kinetics of the mean
mass degree of polymerization ( TTmiddle - integral quantity ) as
also strength development of the material with time ( Fig.1 ).
The value of Nmiddle changes from 120 to 8-10 after 3 hours of
the isothermal treatment. The maximum value corresponds to the
degree of polymerization of the initial slag, whole the minimum
value corresponds to the maximum retention of hydroxyapathite in
the hardened products and intense dissolution of glass.

The relatively gently sloping section of the acceleration
curve ( Fig.2 ) corresponds to the accretion of the reaction
products of CSH gel, whereas the steep section corresponds to
the weakly crystalline phase CSH(1). After 9 hours, a slumpis
observed in the strength of stone formed on the CSH gel and hy
droxyapathite base. Consequently, the gel structure reforms and
this transformed to phase CSH(l). However, after prolonged tre
atment, this slump must be made good by the growth in the new
formation and by improvement in the morpholody and conditions of
accretion of the nev; formation.

Addition 10 % wr of self-spilled slag does not change the
sequence of phase formation but speeds up these processes.

Hydroxyapathite, vzhich formed first in this system, reaches
its maximum in 1 hour of isothermal treatment, as shovm by the
mass-molecular distribution. It corresponds to■the maximum re
tention of monomeric anions ( 69 % ) in mass-molecular distribu
tion. Absence of polymeric anions reflects the complete decompo
sition of the high-polymeric glass component of the slag, how
ever, low-base hydrosillcates with high-polymeric anions too are
absent yet. Phases with oligomeric anions with up to 8 tetrahed
rons largely constitute ( about 26 % ) the mass-molecular dis
tribution. These phase belong to CSH gel v/hich still forms af
ter 1 hours and the oligomeric fragment of the slag’s glass com
ponent.
■

After 3 hours of the isothemal treatment, the fundamental
process, v/hich is taking place in the'hardened system, is poly
condensation of silicate anions, which results in the strengthe
ning and consolidation of the gel structure. This gel then turns
into CSH(1). After 3 hours, the peak 1.83 & already appears on
the X-ray diffractigram.
After 5 hours, the amount of active glass component of slag
considerably decreases ( exothermic effect of crystallization
of the glass is absent on the thermogram ). Processes of poly
condensation proceed in the direction of raising part and mean
degree of polymerization of the polymeric and the oligomeric
fraction of anions. Consequently, the weakly crystalline phase
CSH(1) builds up intensely in the hardened products. The mean
degree of polymerization and the degree of crystallization of
calcium hydrosilicates increase ( demonstrated by the X-ray me
thod ).
Table 3

Fractions of

Treatment, hours
1

anions

°i

ni

Monomeric
Dimeric
Oligomeric

1
2
8.5

Polymeric

0

69.3
0
25.8

0

/ 14

1
2
12.2
З2.4
35.1
112.1

9

5

3

4

ni

4

”1

1
1
52.I
41.4
2
2
0
0
2
*
6
14.5 7.38 39.6
6.5 28.2 34.7 55.5
22.0
13.2 420.9 16.52 149.7

4
43.6
0
13.9
21 .2

21 .3

After 9 hours, the phase formation processes tend to slow
down, indicating that the balance between the solid and the liouid phases of stone vd.ll be reached soon. In the mass-molecu
lar distribution, the rate of fall in the amount of.monomeric
anions slows down, but its amount rather increases in absolute
terms ( from 41.4 % in 7 hours to 43.6 % in 9 hours ). This le
ads to a lowering of the mean mass degree of polymerization
( Pig.2 ). It should be mentioned here that every deflection in
the kinetic curve of this quantity represents a change of phase
composition or structure of the hydration products. Appearance
of supplementary monomeric anions in the mass-molecular distri
bution ( decrease of hydroxyapathite in the solid phase compo
sition ) is signalled by the appearance of a new compound vzhich
has anion presented by one tetrahedron. By X-ray and thermal
methods this new formation has been identified as phase A. It
is phosphosilicate of balcium and sodium whose composition de-.

Penas on the liquid phase composition. At the moment of its
and. 0"llange» m exotheimio effect appears on the
thermogram wxthin wide limits 66O~69O°C, which, in effect cha!
racterizes ^phase^ A, Appearance of this fairly high-base nhase is
conuitionea by the increase in the ratio Me/SiO2S( whereMe^ Ca^+
ya+ ) present in the liquid phase of the hardening stoS. The
increase relative uo the preceding neriod of phase fomation on

the fall 04. low-oase hydrosilicates CSH(1) in the solid

?ЙиГЛ?а’ ?e

phosphors, which easily

accumuiotp“^
i i^?ac.‘tux'e, ts limited, so phosphate anions
accu..tu_^te л.п tne liquid phase. Consequently, conditions of for“a^on °i relatively high-base phosphosilicate compound are created.^rthexmore, enough silica is present in the liquid pMse
at unis mo..ient^compared to that -when mass crystallization of hvpiac?‘ Accordingly, the new phase is just hy^u'^-P^-t ^-u6 ciuiU not pure pnosphate. Phase A foitns due to fair—
oind?^Cd^Se"i"of:Lline" Ga(0H)2 ln llquld phase and the high

^nt:£'?^uci:u ?n
wr of self-spilled ferrochrome slag does
2?°U i?:i?a2-^y alter the order of phase formation orocesses durinsbut
does speeä them up. After 7-9 hours^
*
°'Л
а
trea^ent, phase A ( phosphosilicate ) appe
ars uo^e uhei with the p.iases wnich were obtained durin0, the
hardening of electrothermo-phosphorio slag. Consequently, addi
tion o^^the self-spilled ferrochrome slag activates the^rdemng ana helps the reaction proceed to completion.
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INCORPORATION OF SO?“, CO32“ AND OH" IN HYDRATION PRODUCTS
OF TRICALCIUMALUMINATE
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.
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, ,
SUMMARY
The addition of sulfate-containing salts to cements is necessary for the
control of setting and hardening. Different hydration products are crys
tallizing in the course of hydration. It has been shown recently, that the
common ions carbonate,and hydroxide can influence the type of crystalli
zing hydrates and their formation. Nevertheless these salts can occur as
well in the cycle of deterioration of concrete.
Two different families of hydrates are occuring :
1. Ettringites
2. Lamellar calcium aluminum hydroxi salts
In this investigation ternary solid solutions containing sulfate, carbo
nate and hydroxide were synthesized and characterized.
In the course of hydration phase compositions are changing. The influence
of temperature, water content and additional carbonate is discussed. The
X-ray,patterns ofdifferent hydration stages were studied. Transformation
reactions of ettringites and lamellar salts can be caused by sulfate de
ficiency or carbonate reactions. The following ternary solid solutions
could be established :
1. Ettringites :
CoA•(x)CaCO^•(y)Ca(OH)9•(z)CaSO,-nHo0
5
5
0 < x < 2
4
2

2.

0<y< 1.5(3)
0 < z < 3
Lamellar calcium aluminum hydroxi salts
C,A-(x)CaCOn-(y)Ca(OH)9.(z)CaSO,-nHo0
5
3
0.33 < X < 0.66
4
2

0.17 < у < 0.50
.
0
< z < 0.17
Ettringites can form complex solid solution series whereas lamellar cal
cium aluminum hydroxi salts have only limited ternary solid solutions
mainly close to the composition of semi-carbonate. Nevertheless binary
solid solutions can occur to an increased extent.

INTRODUCTION

Tricalciumaluminate and CaS0,-aq are among the constituents of ordinary
Portland cements. In the course of hydration different hydration products
are formed. It can,be distinguished oetween two main groups of hydration
products
1. Ettringites 2. Lamellar calcium aluminum hydroxi salts.

It was shown recently, that the common ions OH
and C0o2-, which are
present all time, can influence the hydration behaviour and3the course of
hydration. In,these cases new hydrates and complex solid solutions are
formed. In this investigation mainly the different ternary solid solution
will be described and variations in the chemical behaviour will be dis- '
cussed. At the present stage of knowledge at first ettringite is crystal
lizing untill all sulphate ions are consumed. Then in a second heat evo
lution which takes place the conversion of ettringite into lamellar cal
cium, sulphoaluminatehydrate or scaling off effects occur. These reactions
are influenced drastically under the presence of carbonate or hydroxide
!^?ns, + In rec®nt studies it was shown that the ettringite formed in the
eariy stages of hydration does_not convert into calcium monosulphoalumi
nate but in the presence,of OH
and CO.2
instead semicarbonate and mono
carbonate are crystallizing. Solid solutions are occuring(3,L,5.6). f7)
have shown that at the very early stages the primarily formed ettringite
undergoes a chemical change from the low sulphate form(solid solution) to
s^Tphate-containing ettringite caused by the availability of
at the beginning of these reactions.

These facts can influence the stochiometric calculations of sulphate
because it can be replaced by carbonate- and hydroxide- ions. An increa
sed quantity of sulphate-containing phases can be formed. The new crysa^lizing different solid solutions will be discussed and the varying
compositions in the various courses of hydration will be described.

EXPERIMENTAL
,
The composition and hydration reactions of
new compounds were stu
died,by pastes made from tricalciumaluminate,
.
- gypsum, lime and calcite
at different concentrations. Tricalciumaluminate
~
'
was synthesized in a
laboratory furnace from reagent grade Al.^ and CaCO^.

The hydration1
were filtrated in a glove.box to avoid influ
ence of additional. C02 from air. The samples were tested by X-Ray analysis, infrared spectroscopy, thermal
Qi analysis, chemical analysis and optical and electron microscopy.
./• The course of hydration was studied by calorimetric methods. X
X-Ray powder diffraction data were collected from moist
( 100 % rel. humidity)
and dried x(35 % rel. , humidity) samples using Si
' "
(a0=5.4308Я) as internal standard,
All lattice parameters were refined by
least squares methods. Tl^.^^l
Thermal and chemical analysis were made from sam
ples dried to constant weight at 35 % relative humidity. Sulphate was
measured by nephelometric methods.
RESULTS
I.

Solid solution of ettringites

Ternary solid solution of sulphate-, carbonate and hydroxide- ettringite
a r?°- il5>' As gi,en Ьу лапУ authors often there Is a
d’facl«Vcy ln the ettringite structure(1,2). Detailed reactions
on early hydration reactions is given by (2,9,10,11,12). The sulfate de

ficiency was

explained by complex ternary solid solutions

(7).

, In the course of ettringite-crystallization the chemical composition
varies due to the availability of sulfate. At the very early beginning of
ettringite crystallization really sulfate-poor ettringites are formed.
With increasing reaction time and better available sulphate ion more sulphate-enriched ettringites are precipitating. The compositions of ettrin
gites can be determined by X-Ray methods. On the variation of a
the ter
nary solid solutions can be estimated. For a less sensitive measurement
the (100)-reflection of ettringite can be taken into account. This gives
sometimes practical hints if only this reflection can be registered. The
course of lattice parameter a
of ternary solid solutions of ettringites
is shown in (Fig. 1).

S04.-Ettringite

FIG.1

mole—X

COj-Ettringite

Variation of lattice parameter aQ of ettringites in the ternary sys
tem SO^-ettringite - COj-ettringite - OH-ettringite

Due to the availability of sulphate, carbonate and hydroxide a wide
range of solid solutions occur. With increased content of sulfate in et
tringite the stability increases enormously. The pure sulphate-ettringite
is the most stable phase of the complete solid solution series. Only in
the carbonate rich part of the system there occurs a miscibility gap.

If no carbonate ions are present and the whole sulphate is consumed a
transformation to monosulfate occurs. Ettringite remains stable when car
bonate is present. The new hydrates which are formed are semicarbonate
and moncarbonate. Ternary solid solutions of lamellar calcium aluminum hy-'
droxi salts, which are closely related in composition to semicarbonate,
can crystallize as well.

1Ll§2lrd£olution cf

lamellar calcium aluminum hydroxi salts

the moment no tedailed information on solid

‘Ч5 Ä

system.PhaSe diagraD1,

solutions of lamellar

MiÄhSÄ-

Two new ternary phases could be detected in this
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HS
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salts contai-

and ou .
4

1.

C3A.1/6CaSG4'1/2Ca(0H)2'2/6CaC03-nH20

2.

C3A-1/6CaS04-1/60a(0H)2.4/6CaC03*
nH 20

o„e

these phases solely Ъу slnpi е
and iheirSmltaSons^

resolitio^diff^c^omeSy11:

ar:

reihf
^v°
the
6?”"

1S pOSSlble to establish the solid solutions

reSUlts Were obtained by measurements with high

1.
ч
3-

Ternary solid solutions with semicarbonate occur.
Nn°aAT1^rnief1+^e ternary compounds are formed in the system.
and "MosulfatJ

4.

In the presence of sulfate-ions no

semicarbonate is

crystallizing but

5.

instead ternary solid solutions are formed.
By precise X-Ray measurments it is possible to distingiush between the
ternary compounds.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In the foilwing fig. 3 all the compositions with ettringite- and mo
nosulf ate-structure , containing sulfate, carbonate and hydroxide are shown.
In both structure types ternary solid solutions are formed.

.C3Ae CaCO3 * nH2O
/c3A•l/2CaCO3*l/2Ca(OH)2’nH2O

СзА-СаСОЮз’пНзО

/

/C3A*3CaCO3*nHjO
C3A-3Ca(OH)3‘nH2O

//

C3A
3CaSO
*

///

/У/
ЛуС/

C3A‘l/6CaSO4-l/2Ca(OH)2-i/6CaCO3-nH2O
C3A-l/6CaSO4-l/6Ca(OH)2'4/6CaCO3-nH20
C3A • l-xcaso4 • (x) Ca (OH) 2 • nH2O

/
CaCO3
C3A

+

CaSO4

4-nH2O

C3A1 l/2CaSO4 • l/2Ca(OH) 2 • nH2O

///

0 < X < 0.5
------------- C3A-3-xCaSO4'(x)CaCO3*
nH 2O

-***
+

Ca(OH)2

0
* C3A
3-3xCaSO
*

0

\
\

0

\

<

2

C3A-3-3xCaCO3-(3x)Ca(OH)2-nH2O

ХУ4*

\

< X

4-(3x)Ca(0H)2*
nH 2O
< x < 0.5(1)

<

x

<

1

C3A•xCaSO4•yCaCO3•zCa(OH)2 *nH2O

\
\
\

x < 3

1

<

0
0

< У < 2
< 2 < 1.5

x+y+z=3

C3A•xCaSO4•yCa(OH)2•zCaCO3•nH2O
0 < x

<

0.5

Z

<

0.66

Q.33<

FIG.

3 Phases and solid solutions
xide

< 0.17

0.17< у

containing sulfate,

x+y+z=l

carbonate and hydro-

It is worthwhile to mention, that these ions can influence very
strongly the hydration behaviour, the course of hydration and the type-s of
hydrates which are formed. The new ternary hydrates can only be identified
by precise X-Ray measurements using least squares techniques. In most ca
ses in technical products these phases must occur because of similar con
ditions and compositions. The content of different anions can vary in wide
ranges. In the course of hydration and due to the availability of anions
the compositions of all hydrates can be charged and conversion reactions
may occur.
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APPENDIX

X ray data of ternary lamellar phases
1.

C3A.1/6CaS04.l/2Ca(0H)2.2/60aC03.nH20

2.

CjA•1/OCaSO,•1/6Ca(OH)2‘4/6CaC0n•nHo0

The X-ray data of C.A•1/2Ca(0H)2•1/2CaC0vnHo0 which are relativelv
ctrdty6 ПО1 include^’ because t^ese data3can2be obtained from the JCPDS-

1. X-Ray data of CgA-1/бСа80;. 1 /20a(0H)2-2/6CaCO^nH^O
d
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2, X-Ray data of CjA»1/бСаЗО^ ♦ 1/6Ca (QH) g • 4/6CaCO3 • nH20
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INVESTIGATIONS ON PORE STRUCTURE OF
QUICK CEMENT
D Knöfel and J Wang
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SUMMARY

.

The pore structure of three different types of quick cement pastes in the system C-S-AF-SO3-CaF2°was inverstigated at varied hydration periods (2h up to 1 year), temperatures
(5°C and 20°C) and storage conditions (in water; in open air and in a CO2-cabinet with 1
vol.-% CO2 at 20°C and 65% relative humidity). The hydration behaviour, the carbonation
process, the influence of temperatures and the relation between the pore structure and the
technological properties of quick cement pastes are discussed.
The results have shown, that the low temperature retards the hydration of alit and only
influences the porosity of early hydrated cement pastes, as well. The carbonation causes an
increase of the total porosity of cement paste (especially an increase of the capillary pore
content). The carbonation effects a deterioation of the chemical and mechanical properties of
the quick cements.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die Porenstruktur des Zementmörtels aus drei Schnellzementen im System C-S-A-FS<J3-CaF2 wurden nach Hydratationszeiten zwischen 2 Stunden und 1 Jahr bei Lagerung in
Wasser, in Luft und in 1 Vol.-% CO2 bei Temperatur von 5°C und 20°C untersucht.
Es zeigte sich, daß die frühere Hydratation des Alits durch die niedrigere Tempertaur
verzögert wird. Die Carbonatisierung verursacht eine deutliche Zunahme der Gesamtporosität
(insbesondere eine Zunahme des Kapillarporenvolumens). Durch die Carbonatisierung
werden die technologischen Eigenschften der Schnellzementen beeinträchtigt.

INTRODUCTION

Cement paste is a product of the chemical reactions of cement with water. Most of the
added water is consumed in hydration reactions, while the excess water, if it evaporates,
leaves an equal volume of pores whose amount and size distribution characterize each cement
paste. The pore, with sizes varying from 0.03 pm to about 10 pm constitute the so-called
capillary porosity. This, along with the gel porosity (radius smaller than 0.03 pm) and air
pores (radius larger than 10 pm) (1) influences essentially the engineering properties and
durability of cement mortars.
Kjellsen et al (2) found that the curing temperatur plays an important role in
determination of the pore structure of hydrated cement pastes. A high curing temperature
increased the volume of the large pores. The air pollution with aggressive gases (3) and the
carbonation of the hydrated cement pastes (4-8) could impair the microstructure of the
cement mortars and result in an increased porosity.

In the system C-A-S-F-CaF2 Uchikawa and Tsukiyama (9) reported an investigation of
the pore structure of Jet Cement pastes hydrated at 20°C. They found that the high degree of
hydration of Jet Cement at earlier ages resulted in a small pore size and a low porosity
because of a larger formation of ettringite in cement pastes.
This paper describes an investigation of the pore structure of quick cement mortars at
if erent curing temperatures (5°C and 20°C) and under different storage conditions (in
water, in open air and in 1 vol.-% CO2)
6
''
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Three different types of quick cement pastes from the system C-S-A-F-SOi-CaF? (10)
were^prepared. The characteristics of the different types of quick cement are given in table 1

No.

SiO?

AI7O3

РезРз

CaO

MgO

Na^.O

SO3

F-

TiO?

LOI

A
Б

16.6
14.2
12.2

11.9
19.0
21.1

1.12
1.25
1.00

56.0
48.7
44.9

1.85
2.57
1.67

1.09
0.86
1.11

7.84
7.12
12.8

1.29
0.96
0.49

0.07
1.17
0.69

2.03
4.05
4.17

c

Table 1; Chemical composition of quick cements (wt.-%)
The quick cement mortars were prepared with different water cement ratios (A=0.5, В
and C=0.57) in 15 x 15 x 60 mm molds, and were demolded after 24h. The mortar prisms
were stored in curing tanks at temperatures of 20°C and 5°C until performance of test. The
hydration of the cement mortars was stopped with acetone. The prisms were crushed to a size
of 2 to 4 mm and measured after a drring period of at least 7 days at 70°C.

No.

1 C3S

A
В
C

1

70
-

■

C| 1 A7'CaF2
25
Г"
60
5

C4A3S
- .
60

C2S
30
30

C4AF

w/c

5
10
5

0.50
0.57
0.57

ß?h
11.5
15.4
7.2

ß?8d
53 2
48 6
48.3

*

: Specific surface of quick cements was 5000 ± 200 cm2/g (according to Blaine)
** : Water cement ratios A=0.5, В and C=0.57.
6
***
. ß2h and ß28j are compressive strengths of cement mortars after 2h and 28d.

Ifte^ha^Sd °8kal COmposition and compressive strength (N/mm2) of quick cements

„г» 1 ThC carbonation behaviour of quick cements was tested on mortar orisms After я
c=ow„^Ät°hf
1" T Ä=r >- a

Ä^2°-SerieS) W=rC

™

The pore size_distribution of the cement mortars were obtained by using the mercury
inrusion method. The porosimeter (AUTOPORE II 9220, Micromeritics) was capable rf
detecting pore size of radi, 0.001 pm to 300 pm.The compressive strength of quick cemen
mm^d" aCC°
e 10 D,N 1164 pan 7 WCre de,ermined by -»as^ts of’lS x IsTbO

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There are three different types of pores (air pores, capillary and gel pores) in hvdrated
cemem mortar Most ofthe air pores
ball.shaped>
anTsi^butio^e
^changed with increasing hydration. Therefore the air pores are not discussed in this
fahVi C pOrOSlty °f саР111агУ and gel pores of cement mortars at 20°C and 5°C are listed in

irn
-m m®asurements of the porosity of cement mortar A at 5°C after 2h and 6h is
t^mner11 6 a CaU я- °f the Str°ng retard °f hydration of alite-rich cements at low curing
emperatur. According to the reference (11) the reason can be that the " dormant " period of
the hydration of alite, because of the low curing temperature, was increased.
•m
3 ?L°WS that the P°re volume of capillary pores of cement A at 20°C decreases
with additional hydration from 8.4% (after Id) to 3.5% (after 28d) and at 5°C from 11 6% to
(after МН?"1?51 wT V°1Ume °f gC1 P°reS inCreaSe at 20°C from 5'5% <after ld) to 6 3%
omge a Sc can b OI7A2%atO 7'6%- 7116
°f the
Porosity at longl^

storage at 5 C can be attributed to the-greater hydration and better formation of the
ВоптеНпА h" rate Of allt®-These results are largely corresponding to those of Walz and
Bonzel (12) who reported a favourable formation of the longer fibroid calciumsilicathvdrate
at the low cunng temperature than 20°C
caiciumsincathydrate

mortar
A
A
В
В
С

с
а
а
b
b
с
с

. cap. p.

1

porosity

1

cap. р.
gelp.
cap. р.

. gelp.
cap. p.
gel p.
cap. p.
gel p.
cap. p.
gel p.
cap. p.
gel p.

2h
15.2
3.7
14.6
3.7
17.5
3.0
0
0
14.5
3.8
15.4
3.5

6h
12.2
4.9
13.0
4.4
16.9
2.6
0
0
13.3
3.5
15.6
2.9

Id
8.4
5.5
11.1
5.9
15.0
3.8
11.6
3.2
11.7
4.0
15.4
2.8

.

“

7d
6.7
5.7
6.4
8.8
12.8
4.8
8.7
4.9
8.0
7.2
12.0
5.4

28d
35
6.3
4 1
94
10 6
5.9
5 1
7.6
62
89
11 1
6.0

capillary porosity (%), gel p. = gel porosity (%)

Р0.Г^У (%) °f capil,ar^ P°res and ёе| Pores of quick cement mortars at 20°C
(A,B,C) and 5°C (a,b,c).

The capdiary pore volume of cement mortars at 5°C, is with the help of these longer
calciumsilacathydrate fibre reduced quicker than at a temperature of 20°C. At the same time
the pore volume of the gel pores increase. This pore structure development of cement mortars
plays a very important role for the strength development. This is the reason why the cement
mortars at longer storage and at a temperature of 5°C have a higher strength development
than the mortars which were stored at 20°C.
The difference in porosity of the cement mortars В and C between different curine
temperatures are smaller because of the high degree of hydration at earlier ages is dependent
on the mineralogical composition of Cj jAyCaF2 and C4A3S.
sh°ws the capiHary and gel porosity of the cement mortar В at different storaee
condiuons (in water in open air and in CC>2-enriched air). The 1 vol.-% COn-concentration
^“oSewrio/of 28d ai,dniSOd®hC;hIhmhC “г-«0"“"™“" in natural atmosphere,
and 18 yeSsKtoal atmosphere
Co2-cabm=t corresponds to a storage of about 3

oea AS expected the capillary porosity decreases with increasing hydration from 5 1% taftrr
28d in water) to 4.2% (after 180d in water) and the gel porosity faises from 8 4% to 9 5% Tn
comparison with the pore development in water the capillary and gel porosity shows wi J
endenringTto.nfaV mrab e storaSe/in water "in °Pen air - in CO2-ennched air) a reversed
rafter IRnThi m1Uary h^05-^
the- carbonated cement mortars increases up to 10 5%
(4 2% after 18M?n w^A TT '
ab0UVW0 Йте$ higher than the referen^
ion/-n rn 1 • к / 11? Lg. Porosity decreases at the same time up to 5 3% (after
in CO2-enriched air) which is lower than the reference sample (9 5% after 180d in
water - The reason / therefore is that the intruded СО2-тоГеси1е8 react with the
ydratedproducts in the pores and causes the decomposition of the hydrates which promotes
eXy ary P°reS- ThiS makes the C02-dif-sion easy and further decLpo'ses

Fig. 1: Porosity of capillary pores and gel pores of cement mortar В after 28 and 180
days' storage in water, air and in 1 vol.-% CO2
The strength development of the porous cement mortars are clearly decreased with the
additional carbonation of the hydrates. Table 4 shows that the compressive strength of the
quick cements В and C decreases from 78.2 N/mm2 and 72.7 N/mm2 (reference sample, after
180d in water) down to 47.2 N/mm and 27.9 N/mm2 (totaly carbonated, after 180d in CO2enriched air).

Contrary to the results obtained from cement mortars В and C these results show a
favourable compressive development of the quick cement A after carbonation. The
compressive strength increases from 79.4 N/mm2 (reference sample, after 180d in water) up
to 85.9 N/mm (after 180d in CO2-enriched air). These results can be attributed to the
considerable formation of Ca(OH)2 in cement pastes of cement A which causes a higher
amount of CaCOg in the cement mortars.
mortar

A
A
____ _ A
В
В
_______ В ..
с
с
с

time

.

28d
180d
la
28d
180d
la
28d
180d
la

in water

in air

in CO2

9.0/54.0
8.5/67.5
9.9/79.4

9.4/67.0
7.7/60.9
7.1/57.8
9.1/68.8
8.1/58.7
8.0/56.3
7.3/62.6
7.0/54.4
6.3/46.1

9.7/71.8
14.6/89.4
14.7/85.9
8.3/64.0
7.6/53.1
6.9/47.2
6.0/46.3
5.2/33.3
4.7/27.9

7.0/52.8
7.1/65.0
8.1/78.2
6.6/48.7
7.0/60.4
7.8/72.7

Tabele 4: Strength development of cement mortars in water, air and 1 vol.-% CCb
(bending strength / compressive strength, N/mm2)

CONCLUSION

The low curing temperatur (5°C) could mostly retard the hydration of the alite-rich
cement from the system Сз8-СцА7-СаР2-С2(А,Р) at earlier ages, but it has no negative
the hydratlon of cements from the CnA7-CaF2-C2S-C2(A,F)- and C4A3S-C9SC2(A,F)-system.
4
z
. 3henn<^ent mortar.s which were stored at 5°C in comparison with the cement mortars
stored at 20 C show a higher strength development at longer periods of hydratation because
or a better cnstalhzation of hydrated products at low curing temperature in cement pastes.

.
The effect of carbonation of the porosity or microstructure of mortars is quite
significant. With additional carbonation the porosity of capillary pores increases and at the
same time the porosity of gel pores decreases. This means that the carbonation causes an
increase of the large pore volume. These results suggest that the carbonation could reduce the
durability of quick cement mortars.
The influences of carbonation on the strength development of quick cement are
dependent on the mineralogical composition of the cement clinker. The alite-rich cements
from the C3S-CnA7-CaF2-C2(A,F)-system have a better capability of resistance to
carbonation than the cements from C} 1A7-CaF2-C2S-C2(A,F)- and C4A3S-C2S-C2(A,F)system because of a large formation of hydroxyde and C-S-H-gel with higher alkalinity in
hydrated cement pastes.
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ABSTRACT
Ettringite solid solutions with 0-100% mole substitution of Fe2O3 for A12O3 were synthesized.
Their XRD, DTA and TGA analyses were carried out. The results show that (i) the cell parameters
and thermal properties change continuously with increasing replacement of Fe2O3 in the ettringite
lattice, and C Ca3Al(]_x)Fex(OH)6 • 12H2OX (SO4) • 2H2O (0<x<l) is a complete solid solution
without a miscibity gap, (n) a cell grows with more incorporation of Fe2O3 in ettringite, and the cell
parameter c0 offerrite ettringite is about 0.1Ä bigger than that of aluminate ettringite and (iii) the
coordination water in ferrite etrringite loses more easily at a temperature 6”C lower than that in
aluminate ettringite.

Fe2o3
Coigjn,

ЙРе2О3йедМ5Й^а Ä±
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ettringite, a complex solid solution and having studied by several cement researchers, is one of
the most important hydrates for both ordinary cements and special cements. The setting, strength,
expansion and durability of concrete are closely related to the formation and stability of ettringite.
The composite mineralizer (gypsum plus fluoride), for example, is used extensively for shaft kiln ce
ment burning in China. The cement produced by such technology has better early strength,
impermeability, bond strength as well as smaller shrinkage [1]. More ettringite formed during early
hydration is partially resposible for the above improvements.
The composition of ettringite, formed in cement and concrete and designated as AFt phase, is
quite different from that of pure phase CCa3Al(OH)6 • 12H2O) 2(SO4)3 • 2H2O, depending on
impurities in cement. The dissolution of impurity elements changes the properties of ettringite.
Al3+ in the columns of ettringite can be replaced by Ti3+, Cr3+, Mn3+ and Fe3+ ( 2) , not by
B2O3 and the first transision series V3+, Co3+ (3) ; CaO in the columns can be substituted by SrO,
not by BaO [4]; SOj- in the channels may be substituted by CrO2- C 5) , CO3-, OH-[6], SO3~, СГ,
NO3, CIO3, C6H5COO~ C7) and so on. Si4+ substitutes hot only Al3+, but also SOj-.

It is reported that Fe2O3 solid solution in trisulfoaluinate hydrates is limited, the maximum mo
lecular ratio of Fe2O3 to A12O3 is 3, and the formula is C3(F0 75AO.25)(C5)3 • Hx[7], The conclusion
was based on the Synthesis by G. Malquori and V. Cirilli [8]. They added mixed solutions of ferric
sulphate and aluminium sulphate to limewater and synthesized Fe2O3 solid solutions with Fe2O3
mole percentage below 75%.
In order to gain a clear idea of whether Fe2O3 solid solution in ettringite is limited or not, and
the effect of Fe2O3 dissolution in ettringite on cell parameters and thermal stability, 160 syntheses
were made, Fe2O3 solid solutions containing mole percentage 0-100% of Fe2O3 were prepared, and
their crystal data and thermal stability were measured.
2. EXPERIMENTAL

Analar reagents CaCO3, A12(SO4)3 • 18H2O, Fe2(SO4)3 • XH2O were used, and CaO was ob
tained by decarbonation of CaCO3 at 1000U for 3.5 hours in a muffle furnace. Various solid solu
tions of ettringite with different amount of Fe2O3 were prepared at 25U by mixing mixed solutions
of A12(SO4)3 and Fe2(SO4)3 (different ratio) with equal volume of excessively-saturated limewater
in polyvinyl bottles shaken for 30 hours and stored for 20 days. The precipitates were filtered out
rapidly using a suction bottle, washed by absolute alcohol, and dried at pressure 160 mm Hg to con
stant weight in a vacuum desiccator normally for 6 days with silica gel and soda-lime in the bottom.
Attention was paid to avoiding contamination from atomspheric carbon dioxide during the synthe
sis. The solid solutions synthesized were checked with the optical microscope to be homogeneous
crystals. No impurity phase was detected by XRD ahd DTA.
Cell parameters were measured using a Rigaku D / MAX-rA difractometer with Cu Kcq radi
ation, X = 1.5405 A, accelerating votage 40 KV, current 200 mA. The measure had three steps: (i) the
cell parameters and powder data for the two end members (aluminate ettringite and ferrite
ettringite) are determined accurately.[9], and the powder data have been accepted by the Interna
tional Centre for Diffraction Data as JCPDS standard to replace the original data; (ii) relatively
strong lines (100), (110), (112), (212), (304), (312) and (224) (Fig.l) were selected from diffraction

^dth°O nh,e-C?d
the M Chanses of the above ,iMS
determined by step scan (step
tonTwith different Fe”»™ ‘“T?
*
T“* and *
Param=‘=" of ettringite solid soln
Г °t a
dlfferent Fe2°3 were calculated with the modified 9214 microcomputer program and cor
of «11 pTaXXCXrameterS °f tHe tW° end теПЬеГ8- The Standard deViati°n

calculation

, The
show that for m=asuring angle 26 the internal standard method is better than th,
mens“"'t^ition oftlaffeCted
$РеС‘тСП denSi‘y
PreSSing' Surface Яа‘”“5 of
mens, me position of the specimen holder etc.
и
Ле™а1 a"a,yz=r h«a'™g 200 mg sample in

the aXZP10r0em/liUnSi”8 а
in the air at I OC / mta

и$‘П8

Р°П‘ 1090 ,hermal а"а'У2еГ hCati”8 15 mg sampla

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 XRD patterns for aluminate ferrite ettringite solid solutions

1 Flg11 »^eS thC XRD patterns for solid solutions of ferrite mole substitution percentage for
to™ ПапН th0’ 30%’ 60%’ 90Г°’ 100%‘ R°Ughly sPeaking, these solid solutions have the same patX’cf
v are 1SOmOrPhS- However’ With Fe2°3 mole substitution rate increasing some
ffraction peaks appear or go up, and some disappear or go down, e.g. the line d = 4.69 004) on
pattern Fe 100У1 D
1 30% d?SappearSfquickly>Iine d = 4'744 (201) neaby appears gradually (see
on he oattan of F^77f Ue and
of diffraction lines appearing on all the patterns are marked
on the pattan of Fe 0 /« for the use in determination of cell parameters of Al-Fe ettringite.

3.2 Variation of cell parameters
Variation of cell parameters for Fe-Al ettringite is shown in Table 1 and Fig.2, which indicates
«uSeao пГл H°ffStant °rFSllghktly decreases with Fe2O3 content increasing (this is not definite, be°n02 A difference of a0 between aluminate ettringite and ferrite ettringite is within the error
коре 0.04Ä), and that c0 increases with Fe2O3 content in solid solutions from 21 40 Ä of
Al ettringite to 21.50 A of Fe-ettringite having the difference 0.1 A.

According to Shannon and Prewitt [10], the ion radius of six-coordinated Al3+ is 0 535 A that
ofsix-corrdinatedFe3 0.645 A, and their difference 0.11 A, approximately equal to the c differ
ence between fernte ettringite and aluminate ettringite. This shows that the crystal data determined
^Г!11аЬз+
1 e substitution of larscr Fe3+ for Al3+ makes the columns (Ca3(Al Fe)(OH) •

Knefof CA0.n3CaSToe T»^

el

C0PtinU°US’ Pr°Ving that

s°lid—

Knes of C3A . 3CaSO4 • xH2O and C3F • 3CaSO4 • xH2O is a continuous one of substitution type
о complete isomorphic one, not a limited one described in current literature [7,8]. The c curve can
be used to estimate Fe2O3 content for the binary Fe2O3-Al2O3 ettringite solid solutions. °
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Table 1

F
F+A
mole ratio
.

0

40
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XRD patterns for solid solutions with different Fe2O3

Cell-parameters for Al2O3-Fe2O3-solid solutions of ettringite
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60

71
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100

ao

11.223 11.223 11.231 11.216 11.212 11.202 11.206 11.212 11.202 11.203 11.202 11.201

Co

21,400 21.413 21.414 21.431 21.452 21.462 21.474 21.467 21.475 21.480 21.488 21.500
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Fig.2 Variation of cell parameters and main endothermal valley temperatures
with ferrite content in trisulfoaluminate-ferrite hydrate solid solutions:
upper, main endothermal valley temperature of DTA; middle, ao; lower, co

3.3 Thermal analysis
The TGA and DTA curves for Fe2O3-Al2O3 solid solutions are shown in Fig.3 and 4 from
which the water loss up to 8001! and the temperature of main endothermal vaUeys are obtained and
listed in Table 2. The number of water molecules in the ettringite molecule were culculated from the
water loss.

Table 2

Water loss at 800Ü and main endothermal valley temperature for

trisulfoaluminate-ferrite solid solutions

pL <%>

0

15

29

44

60

75

87

90

100

43.75

—

43.6

—

42.0

41.3

41.7

—

—

30.8

—

30.7

—

29.5

29.1

29.3

—

—

121.3

121.4

120.4

118.9

116.9

114.6

114.8

114.0

115.6

800t: water

loss (%)
H2O molecules
in an ettringite

main endothermal
valley temperatureft:)

Yaoztong Xi

Temperature(°C)

Fig.3 TGA curves of the Fe2O3-Al2O3
ettringite, samle weight 100 mg,
heating rate 100 V / min

Temperature (eC)
Fig.4 DTA curves of the Fe2O3-Al2O3
ettringite, sample weight 15 mg,
heating rate 1013 / min.

Fig.3 shows that the Fe2O3-Al2O3 solid solutions lose water beginning at 30t! and most rapidly
at 70Ü . There is a small water—loss step at about 200X7 besides the main water—loss step on the
TGA curve of all-aluminate ettringite (Fe 0%), and the other solid solutions with Fe2O3 have only
one water-loss step. With Fe2O3 increasing, the steps move towards the low temperature side and
the dehydation temperature lowers. The water loss at 800X7 can be considered as the sum of struc
ture water and crystallization water (free water, abosprbed water and capillary water was removed
in a 160 mm Hg pressure vacuum desiccator). It is seen from Table 2 that every molecule of
aluminate ettringite has 31 H2O, and that the molecule of the solid solution with 75% Fe2O3 has 29
H2O, indicating that the ettringite with higher Fe2O3 loses the coordination water more easily.
The DTA curve for ettringite has a large endothermal valley at 100-160 12 and a small one at
260-300X7. The former is due to the loss of coordination water, and latter is due to the loss of struc
ture water in (A1(OH)6) 3~ [7]. The second small endothermal valley sometimes can not be dis
tinguished especially when A12O3 in ettringite is partially or completely replaced by Fe2O3. The
curves in Fig.4 have one large endothermal valley, the temperature of which lowers from 121X7 of
the all-aluminate end member to 115X7 of the all-ferrite end member by about 6X7, consistent with
the result of Midgley and Rosaman [11]: endothermal valley for the all-aluminate end menber at
110X7 , that for the all—ferrite end menber at 103X7 . The valley temperature comes down more
markedly for solid solutions with Fe2O3 25%-75%. The larger Fe3* substitution for Al3* causes
ettringite cells to expand along the c axis, the binding force towards H2O is weakened, and thus
dehydration temperature comes down.

The third endothermal valley on the DTA curve of trisulfoaluminate hydrate reported early
may belong to an other phase.

4. CONCLUSIONS

“(L1?6. S2°'idnS°,Uti0ns betwcen [Ca,Al(OH)6. 12H2O], • 2H:O and C Ca,F=(OH)6 • 12H2O1
LtoosuW TOe и1ЙП,пГ, РГО₽°Га0°’ a”d thCir
paran,ettre Md и»™»! properties change
tinuosuly. The solid solution senes is continuous or entirely isomorphic.

8

f2 Fe3+ substilution for A13+ in ettringite leads to the maximum increase by 0 1 Ä for c fthe dif
™nX^ndlT,berS) antn° marked Changc for a"
-»= ™bstitution ntakX th= ^
ns longer, and the distance a0 between columns almost constant.
4.3 The dissolution of Fe3+ in ettringite causes the main endothermal valley to move towards lower
temperature, max.maliy b, 6C, showing that the stahiHt, of F=2O, ettringite to"Zr
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EFFECT OF ZnO ON THE HYDRATION BEHAVIOUR
OF C11A7C3F2
Qian Guangren, Huang Wenxl, Yang Yurong and QI Yanyong
Sichuan Institute of Building Materials, Mianyang, Sichuan
P R CHINA

KBSmCT
The effect of ZnO-doping on the
hydration and setting of СцАтСаРа was investigated. The
results showed that on the one hand ZnO-doped СцАтСаРа can retard the hydration of СцАтСаР«
remarkably and alter the behavior of the hydration products, which reduces the heat of hydration,
results in prolonging of the induction period and setting time, prevents C«AHa
from forming
hydration product. Beside, the results are correlated with the crystal structure
of ZnO-doped
СцАтСаРе. On the other hand, the compounding of ZnO and gypsum will retard the hydration of СцАтСаР
*
more strongly.
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raw materials containing various amounts of ZnO are shown in Table 1. XRD
data
Table 1. ZnO contents of samples

Samples

ZnO

1.

FO

F05

F15

0

0.5

1.5

for
t
1 at the »yBtheaised СцАтСаР, is a pure compound. Infrared spectroscopy haa
need
fr structural analysis. The mixtures containing various proportion of synthesixed been
Ci
хАтСаВэ!
nalytical grade CaS042H,0 and Ca(OH)» were ground to a Blaine fineness about 8000 cm»/g
The
aamp es in suspension (w/c=10) were stirred for a predetermined time and filtered liquid was "used
for liquid analysis.DTA, TO, and XRD were simultaneously used for identifying the hydration products
Ac,ni Bu,p:n8ion ifte:etoppine ш reaction ь? gHndb8 the
A conduction calorimeter was used to measure the rate of heat evolution during the hydration.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

L Hydration charaeteriatica of СцАтСаР, and ZnO-doped CuAyCaF,
1'1 Hydration with pure water
There ia a great difference in the hydration rate between С^АтСаУ. and ZnO-doped C^AtCxF, in
the presence of pure water. Fig. la shows the result obtained from liquid analysis. When sample FC.
. t *• ₽or'c“ArCaFS) is contacted with water the peak eoncentration for A1.0, is obtained
•t about io minutes, then begins to drop. In the liquid phase for the sample
F15
containing
a ample
Fig
1.61wt ZnO , the same is achived in 4fi minutes, It is only in 6 hours that
“ "
8
wn
Pik "
‘7 ’“7' *“ w
l'uei
AI,Oe eoncentration for
*both
f"
L
™■
—
bo h FO and F16 tenda to approximately approach each other. В. B. lang[2] haa propoaed that there ia a
relation between the time that Al.O, concentration in liquid ркааГгеасЬев
----- J a maximum and initial
setting time. Bence, it can be seen from Fig. la that the initial
netting time for sample F15
containing ZnO-doped СцАтСаУ« is much longer than for sample FO which' is
" I r-lv
pure .CnA;CaF, .
By
comparing the heat evolution curves Fig. 2a, there are distinct differences in' the
rate of heat
evolution for different samples.For the sample FO, the first peak Is not only a ver,
nz
aharp (220J/g. h)
on appearing Immediately after contacting with water, but also followed by a second peak when the
first peak ends , The induction period of hydration for sample FO can not be seen
in the heat
evolution curve.When ZnO is added to the structure of CuArCaF,, it reduces remarkably the Initial

rate of heat evolution of ZnO-doped СцАтСаРз. The initial rate of heat evolution for sample F16
doped 1, 64wt ZnO is 26J/h, g, equal to one-ninth that of pure CiiA7CaFa. At the ваше time, the time
when the second peak occurs is postponed with increase in ZnO content, the delay corresponding to

12 3 4-5

"time Ch;
(a). With pure water
Fig. 1 Liquid analysis results for
the solution of CH and CSHa

timeCh)
(a). With pure water

driflie Ch *
(b).With CH and 10%wt CSH2

hydrated

samples with

tine (h)
(b) With CH and 104wt CSHa

pure water

as well as

time Ch)
(c) With CH and 20%wt CSHa

Fig. 2 Bate of heat evolution for samples with pure water as
solution of CH and CSHa

well as

the

the prolongation of the induction period. Thue, the induction period
beconee clear. It ie generally considered that the heat
evolution
correlates with the time of initial and final setting. Table 2 shows the
samples in pure water. Obviously, ZnO is possessed of effect of making
retarded.

of
ZnO -doped С^АтСаУ,
curve of portland ceaent
results of setting time of
the setting of СпАтСаР,
'

L. 2 Hydration with Ca(OH)3+CaSO42HsO solution

The effect of gypsum on the hydration of СцАтСаЕ, in saturated solution of Ca(0B),
is
quite complicated. The variation in the
Ala0a concentration produced by СцАтСвУ»
in suspension solution of saturated Ca(OH) a, and iMwt Ca8042Ha0 is shown in Fig.' lb .
The
hydration characteristics of sample FO in a solution of saturated Ca(0H)e and 10%wt CaS042Hs0 is
Table 2. Setting time in pure water for samples
Samples

Initial, min

min

Final,

FO

FO5

F15

0

12

23

14

25

41

much similar to that as in pure water , hydrating rapidly and the Al,0,
concentration reaching a
maximum in about 10 minutes. However, for the sample F15 doped with 1. 64wt ZnO,
the time in which
A18O, concentration reaches a maximum is extended from 45 minutes in pure water to
three and a
half hours, Because CaSO42H3O is added to the system ЯпО-СцАтСаКц-Са(OH) s-Ca8O42H3O. it ' further
retards the hydration of ZnO -doped СцАтСаР,. Studies on the rate
of
heat evolution
of
hydration of samples in the solution of Ca(OH)3 and Ca8O42H3O Fig. 2b indicated that
the
induction period for sample FO when hydrated in saturated Ca(OB)a and 104wt Ca8042H30 is still too
indistinct to be observed. With CaSO42H3O concentration raised to 20%wt Fig. 2c, the induction period
for sample FO is extended remarkably, Also, the induction period for samples doped with ZnO is
found to increase with increase of ZnO content in the presence of solution of Ca(0H)3 pnd Ca8042H30.
This trend becomes more and more clear when CaSO42H3O contentis increased. Table 8
shows
the setting time of C^AvCaFa when hydrated in a solution of Са((Ж)3 and Ca8O42B3 0. According to
Table 3, the setting time for sample FO is still much shorter, only 8minutes. But the initial
setting time for sample F15 is extended to 49 minutes.The above resultsindicate that the fast
setting behavior of СцАтСаРэ can not be changed when a little Ca8042H30 is added.
Effective
compounding of ZnO, Ca8042H30 and Ca(0H)3 can cause the fast setting of CiiA7CaF3 to be
retarded remarkably.lt is considered to be connected with both the structure of ZnO-doped ChAtCbF,
and the behavior of the hydration products.
2. Structure characteristics of СцАтСаРэ and ZnO-doped CiiA7CaF3
Table 3.

I

Setting

time

for

...
Condition
Initial, min

samples

with CH and CSHa

FO

F05

3

22

F15
49

CH+1O7.CSH2

Final ,

min

24

34

Initial, min

134

180

min

156

73
180

CH+2O7.CSH2
Final,

*

Note, * stands for no setting within 5 hours

The crystal atructure of pure СцАтСаР, ia investigated by IR. All the results are not all the
same like what Shen Mao[g] proposed,On the basis of Schroed and lyer'sl?] results,
it may
be
concluded from Fig. 3 that there exist two kinds of coordinated groups, i, e., coexistence of A10«
tetrahedra and A1O. octahedra in the structure of pure СцАтСаКз. Both the coexistent forms and the
structural hole with distortion of the coordinated groups make pure СцАтСаРз with much higher
hydration activity,
Table

4.

results

Synoptic

Products for CuAyCaFa

of

with

hydration

pure water

hydration products

sample

time
CaAHe

CsAHe

AHs

FO

0.5
1
5

s
s
s

s
s
s

s
s
s

F05

0.5
1
5

s
s
w

s
s
s

s
s
s

w
s
s

0
0
0

w

F15

0.5
1
5

s
s

Note : w=weak, s=strong
----------------------—----------------------------------------- -----

IVaye
Fig.3

ь/илфег

cm'"*

IR spectra for samples

The effect of ZnO on the structure of СцАтСаРз has three fold possibilities
as follows:
(1)
structural hole size of pure СцАтСаРз may be changed to
be smaller, the thermodynamic
..
stability may be iraised,
‘
'
-ZnO- -is -incorporated into the structure of pure СцА, CaF;
when
Js
forming
solid solution of ZnO-doped
СцАтСаР,. (2) The Al-0 bond strength
of
AlO.I«
t
„
-----------in the
and ---AID..
structure of СцАтСаРз is enhanced , As ZnO content is increased , it is observed from Fig, 3 that the
characteristic frequencies of isolated A104 and A10a groups are shifted respectively to
higher number, for example, 407cm'1—АЮсш-^АЗ^т'1 for isolated group A10« and 778cm-1—780cm -1 —
787cm-1 for isolated A10e group. The characteristic strength of vibration is also decreased
correspondingly. The results show that the strength of Al-0 bond in the structure of СцАтСаР »
is
enhanced with increase in ZnO content . (8) With the characteristic strength of vibration for the
isolated A10« and
i ’ AlOe groups weakened
"
" gradually,
" ""
the new frequencies of vibration for ZnO-doped
СцАтСаРз, ex,, ВЗбсш'
f
1 for sample F05 and 639cm'1 as well as 722cm'1 for sample P15, are present in
the IR spectra as
ZnO content is increased .which is not the case for sample F0.
F0, In
1
7.2 Zi?
view
of
*
Schroed
s results, these new frequencies correspond to the forming of condensed
A10«
and
A10,
----------------- — ...Je groups.
It may be concluded that
both
A10. and A10, are gradually substituted for isolated A1O«
,
,
, condensed
,
and A10ei, which substitution is in favour of increase of stability in the structure of ZnO-doped
СцАтСаР;3. It is important that, consistent with the hydration behavior of ZnO-doped СцАтСаРз, the
rates of both heat evolution and
hydration
for ZnO-doped СцАтСаРз fall due to the modification
of the structure , as a result the fast setting behavior of СцАт CaF 3
also is basically
changed.

8. Characteristics of hydration products for СцАтСаР, and ZnO-doped СцАтСаРз
3.1 Hydration with Pure Water

The hydration products for samples as a function of time are determined by DTA

and np

The

rmlt,
,™.d
In T«bl. 4.Г.Г ™,1. Г0, tie ,llt. .t 82, «7, 220,278 „d 830 X)
...
<80b"76tl«d C « (Sotl'h Md "‘"'ill"? *
" ‘gn=d ‘Г the
C1AB" <!»”=).MB,.O101C>,Я.
1Ы Lr
С 1 Ш
ll
?
1 " e '"'P
•,‘b"‘,k ‘k Wr,ti" '•te 11 •1“"
man юг pure UnAvCalfa, the producta are juat the ваше aa for oure fi A
I«, ok- ___ 1 n,«
^АН^Ап'011
аков^,ег d!ffereDt from both aamplea F0 and" F05 ”There exist hydrates
CaAHe,С4АВ1» and AHa but not СЯАВ« within several hours of hydation
The results confirm ti.
fact t at formation of hydrate C.AB. will be avoided aa long о there exh
su
Z О
conten a m the atructure of C^A.CaFa, Kalouaek et al [9] proposed that the peak at
S3 X)
is
equal to loss of 4. 5 crystalline water for C.AH, hydrate, i. e.. С.АНя-СаА
CaAHi. b+4. 6Ha0. Baaed on the
equation , a changing
tendency of hydrate C.AH, as a function of time
j is calculated by rates of
weigh lesanesa at the peak 330Г from DTA-TG curves. At the same time , —formation
as a function of time can be plotted by rates of weightlesaneaa at the peak 167Г of hydrate СяАНа
Aa is shown in Fig. 4 ,
C3AHe hydrate decreaaea corresponding to the increase from DTA-TG curves,
of CaABe

irimech)

(a) fomation of CsAHe
Fig. 4

(fa) formation of C8AHe

formation of hydrates CaAHe and CgAHe vs time

Table 5. Synoptic results of hydration products

for

СцАтСаР, with CH and CSH2

Hydration products
Samp 1e

FO

F05

F15

Time
(h)

AFt

AFm

СаАНя

CaAHe

0.5

w

0

1
5

0
0

s
s

0.5
1
5

w
s

0
w
w

0
w
w

0
w

w
s
s

0
0
w

w
w
s

0
0
0

0.5
1
5

w

s
s
w

w
s
s
0

AH3

w
s
s

w
w
s

w
w
s

Note : w=»eak> s=strong

faa^ietting1

M TcT"1

tranef°rniation froni CsAHe to C,ABe’ whieh Promotes hydration

and

3.2. Hydration with Ca(OH) a*+CaSO
2H

3O solution

The
hydration products
in the presence
of saturated Ca(OH), and
10%wt CeS042H30
are shown in Table 5. It is evident that for sample FO, a large number of C3AHe hydrates are
formed beside a few of AFt hydrates at half an hour ; at the same time, the cubic hydrate C,AHe can
be observed which increases with time ; the AFt peak disappears and AFm forms in an hour. In
comparision with the results obtained in pure water , the hydration for pure CiiATCaFa
in the
presence of Ca(0H)3 and CaSO42H3O is almost the same as the former , Upon contacting with water ,
the Al3Oa concentration reaches a maximum in no time; at the very moment, the 80Г
concentration
in the system is very few. The results confirm the views proposed by Locher[10] that
the much
higher rate of hydration for pure CnÄTCaFg does not keep its dynamic balance with
the 80?~
concentration
from the dissolution of gypsum in the system .Bence, a part of both CiiA7CaF3 and
*
80
react to give AFt; but remaining CiiAvCaFs hydrates as the same as in pure water to form
hydrates C3ABa> C4AH1»,AHa and CaAEa because of the absence of gypsum,which react with the AFt
formed into AFm hydrate. The initial rate of hydration is lowered with addition of ZnO to the
structure of CiiArCaFa. It is easy for ZnO-doped CuAyCaFa to reach a dynamic balance with the
80? concentration from the gypsum dissolved in the liquid phase, resulting in formation of AFt
hydrate which increases with the time of hydration.

CONCLUSIONS
(1) It is confirmed that not only the rate of hydration for CuATCaFa is
retarded
but
the
fast setting behavior also is changed when suitable ZnO contents
are
added
to the
structure of CuAvCaFa. The fast setting
of pure CuAvCaFa
can not be changed just by
a
small amount of gypsum. The effect of set retarding is
most remarkable when the compounding
effect of ZnO and gypsum is
used.

(2) The hydration products formed by pure CltA7CaF3 and ZnO-doped CuAgCaF, are
different . The
forming of CaAHa hydrate can be avoided when enough ZnO is added to the structure of CiiA7CaF3,
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THE STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES
OF HYDRATION OF DOPED DICALCIUM SILICATES
Yang Shuzhen and Song Hantang

Wuhan University of Technology
P R CHINA

SUMMARY

In this paper, several dicalcium silicates ( ß -C2S) obtained by impurities have been studied

A

W thy M°n
U cnCtUru andof these d°Ped dicalcium silicates revealed that the doping
with MgO or BaS04 enhanced their activity «nd rate of hydration, fcO had a similar effect rough
less pronounced.
3
The lattice distortion and crystal size in ß - dicalcium silicates were measured by X-ra£
powder diffraction technique, the bindiing energies of 2P3 for Ca and 2P for Si were obtained by
X-ray

photoelectric spectrum, the vibrations of the chemical bonds in silicate anion [SiOal4—

were

examined by FT-IR and Laser Raman spectra and the heat evolution during hydration reaction for ßdicalcium silicates were determined by microcalorimetry. From the results of XRD, XPS, FT- IR, Raman
and micro-DSC, the relationship between the microstructure and properties of doped dicalcium
silicates and the mechanism of activation due to impurities were discussed. It pointed out that the
essential factors causing the enhancement cf activity and acceleration of hydration reaction are the
lattice distortion, crystal size, intercrystalline imperfections, the crystallochemical environment
change and chemical shifts of the electron binding energies of Ca and Si atoms in doped ßdicalcium silicates.
r
p

Ж

s

XPS^^TCafnSi^TWfeT^ife, FT-IR^Laser Raman

INTRODUCTION

ß-C2S is one of the main minerals of cement. It is characterized by low formation temperature
high long term strength. But its slow rate of the hydration reaction and low early strength

and

its content in cement clinker. Hence accelerating its hydration reaction and

limits

its

enhancing

early strength are an important problem in the chemistry of cement.
Recently

belite cement clinker containing active ß -C2S has been one of the frontier areas

cement research. Changing the compositions of the raw material to form salt aluminum oxide
and salt aluminum oxide fluoride (1) (2) or changing the burning and cooling conditions

clinker

( 3), or doping with other ions to activate (4) may enhance the activity of

in

sulfate
of the

belite

cement

clinker and increase the amount of ß -C2S in cement clinker so that not only the burning temperature
of the clinker can be reduced, but also the early strength enhanced.

,

is one of the methods of activating ß -C2S. This paper tries to discuss the

Doping

nature

of

impurity activating ß -C2S by determining the structure and properties of ß -C2S doped with MgO, КгО
and BaSOj.
SYNTHESIS OF DOPED ß -DICALCIUM SILICATES
mixtures of CaC03 and SiO2 in the ratio 2:1 by weight, 3%MgO, 2МКгО, 2%BaS04 were added

The

separately and homogenized in agate mortar and then pressed into pellets with a liquid press.
Clinkers were obtained from these pellets by burning them in platinum vessels at 1400"C for 4 hours
in

a

silicon-molybdenum

determined

furnace. No free-CaO was

electric

detectable

in

these

clinkers

chemically with pheno-nitrpbenzene by microscopy. XRD results indicated the products

when

to

be ß -dicalcium silicates belonging to the monoclinic system. Their space group was P2i/n.

MICROSTRUCTURE OF DOPED ß -DICALCIUM SILICATES
1.

Crystal lattice distortion and crystalline grains size.

,
The crystal lattice distortion and crystal size were evaluated by X-ray diffraction.
diffraction lines are sharp for the large and perfect crystallites and they are widened when
lattice is distorted or the crystal grains are fine. Their width changes with
distortion and the fine grains.

the

magnitude

The
the
of

The diffractograms of the specimens were obtained on Rigaku D-МАХ/ША diffractometer. The test
conditions : 40kv/30mA,
CuKo2 0,
1° -Г -0. 3mm-carbon monochromator -0. 8mm-detector,

preset-time counting (PT = 40sec. ), step width 0.02° . The pure and large grains
considered as standard specimen. The averages of several diffraction lines of

of ß -C2S were
doped dicalcium,

silicates measured were computed on difference-mean square of the diffraction figuration and
in Table 1.

listed
■

Table 1

The Magnitude of Lattice Distortion and Crystalline Grains Size of Doped ß -C2S

Measurement Date

Lattice Distortion
(arc)

Specimens

Crystalline Grains
Size ( A )

1# (the pure)

standard

2# (with 3% MgO)

0.003684

210

3# (with 2% КгО)

0.002161

558

4# (with 2% BaS04 )

1

0. 003726

standard

, Data in Table 1 showed that the crystal lattice of ß -dicalcium silicates is distorted and
their crystallites were grown down. The magnitude of lattice distortion increased in the order 2%
BaS04 > 3%MgO > 2% K20 while the crystal sizes decreased in the same order.
2.

The electronic binding energies of doped ß -dicalcium silicates.

binding

The

energies of doped ß- dicalcium silicates were determined by XPS

on

VG

ESCALAB

МКЦ multifunction electron spectrometer. Their data and chemical shifts are listed in Table 2.
Table 2

The Binding Energies of XPS (ev)
I

Determined

Si 2P

Ca2P3

Date

Binding

Chemical

Binding

Specimens

Energy

Shift

Energy

1# (the Pure)

346.85

z

101.55

/

2# (with 3%MgO)

346. 90

+ 0.05

101.60

+ 0.05

3# (with 3% K20)

346.60

-0.15

102.25

4# (with 2% BaS04)

347. 20

+ 0.70
+ 0.20

1

+ 0.35

-------- ----------- ---------- -

1

Chemical

Shift

101.75

1

1

—---------------------- _i —_______ 1

The date in Table 2 illustrate that the binding energies of Ca 2P3 and Si 2P changed
shifts were produced.

and

chemical

The electron binding energies of the electron shells in an atom are under the influence of

electron

charge

distribution

in

the

outermost shell of

the

atomic

The

nucleus.

electronic

arrangement in the outermost shell of the atomic nucleus determines the chemical charateristics
the atom. In other words, the atomic size, electrovalence and electronegativity are the factors

determining

binding energies. The crystal distortion and fine grains are related

electron

characteristics

above

of the doping atom. The data of the ionic radius

and

the

to

electronegativity

of
of
the

as

related to this paper are listed in Table 3 .
Table 3

Relative Ionic Radii and Electronegativities

Ca2+

Si 4+

02-

K+

Mg 2+

Ionic Radius (A )

0.99

0.42

1.32

1.33

0.66

0.30

1.34

Electronegativity

1.0

1.8

3.5

0.8

1.2

2.5

0.9

Element

As shown above ,

S6+

Ba2+

in MgO doping , Mg2+ radius being much less than that of Ca2+, Mg2+ are filled

in the interionic gaps in ß-CzS. Since the electronegativity of Mg2+ is more than that of Ca2+ , in

order to maintain electrical neutrality,

the chemical environment of Ca and Si

atoms changed, which

resulted in the crystal lattice distortion and the electron binding energies shifts.

By

doping with K2O, Ca2+ ions were replaced by K+, The ionic radius of K+ is higher than

that

of Ca2+. This brought about ion deformation and lattice distortion. Also, as the charge of K+ is not
equivalent

to

the charge of Ca2+, oxygen vacancies were produced after replacing each other.

The

electronegativity of Ca2+ being different from that of K+ and the ions polarization changing , These
brought about the shift in electron binding energies .
By

doping with ВаЗОд , Ca2+ were replaced by Ba2+ and [510д] 4- were replaced by [SO4] 2-,

not

only their radii are different , but also the chemical polarity force of Ba2+ is less than that of
Ca2+ and [SO4] 2- more than [Si04]4-. These resulted in bonds of Si-0 and Ca-0 to change and the

electron binding energies to shift. Moreover , all impurity ions collect in the crystal grain
boundaries easily. They resist grains growing up and make boundary imperfections and fine grains (4),

3.

The vibration spectra of silicate anion in doped ß -dicalcium silicates.

IR spectra of the samples in the form of a KBr pellet were recorded on a Nicolet 60 SXB
Fourier Transform Spectrometer and Raman spectra were obtained on a JOBIN WON U-1000 Laser Raman
Spectrometer with the conventional technique usually applied for powder samples.
Fig.l and 2 show the FT-IR and Raman spectra of doped ß -dicalcium silicates. Table 4 lists the
FI—IR and.Laser Raman spectra date of ß-C2S. These date are in accordance with ear lies reports (5).
Comparing the vibration spectra of doped ß-dicalcium silicates with that of pure ß-C2S,
it
was obsevered that the vibrations of silicate anion [Si04] 4- were retained. This showed that
basic structure of doped ß -C2S did not change, but a fine change in the absorption bands
obsevered.

Fig. 1 FT-IR spectra of
Doped 3-di calci urn si Iicates
*
b^s for marking
the samples.

the
was

Fig. 2 Laser Raman Spectra of
Doped ß-di calci urn Si Iicates

* were the Si—0—Si vibrations produced because of little glasses
'

in

In the MgO doped sample , the band at 950 cm 1 widened and its intensity decreased. On the other
hand, the bands at 930 and 910 cm_l shifted at 16^20 cnrl and the intensity of the band at 846 cm-!

spectra. The bands for the range 849
^876
*

decreased

in

intensity

countings of all bands were decreased over half as many as that of pure ß -C2S

FI—IR

cm-! were

obviously,

changed

in

the

Raman

spectra. These showed that the silicate anion [SiO»] 4- was distorted and there was crystal disorder.
By doping with K2O, the band due to Si-0 stretching and O-Si-O bending vibrations did not

change

much basically, but these bands were widened, their intensity decreased and resolution

were

reduced in FT-IR spectra. The intensity countings for Raman spectra bands were reduced over one half.

These showed that the disorder of the crystal was increased after K+ replaced Ca2+ in ß - C2S.

By

doping with BaSO^, not only the bands of [SiO^] 4- were widened considerably, but

intensity

also

the

of the bands at 995 cm -1 and 846 curl decreased and the band at 930 cm"l disappeared

in

FT-IR spectra. The relative intensity of the band at 894 cm"! was decreased and other bands were
reduced over one half in Raman spectra. These showed that crystal disorder intensifies and
subcrystalline grains increase in number.
Table 4

Spectra

FT-IR
(carl)

Raman
(cnrl)

FI—IR and Laser Raman Data of ß —C2S

Si-0
stretching
Vibration

O-Si-O
Bending
Vibration

995
930
910
846

540
520
503
438

976
914
894
876
858
847
824

554
536
516
424

Ca-0, Si-0
Mixed and Lattice
Vibration

366
346
300
256
224
202
166
146

HYDRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF DOPED ß-DICALCIUM SILICATES
Group

early

stage

ß-dicalcium silicates were powdered for 4 hours in agate ball grinding mill, and
hydration

microcalorimeter

at

reaction

and

heat evolution were determined

by

means

of

30"C test temperature. Sample weight was 206. 10 mg, and water to

SETARAN

their

C-80

powder ratio

10:1. The data on heat of hydration are listed in Table 5. Fig.3 shows the hydration heat

evolution

curves.

Doping ß-C2S with MgO enhanced hydration reaction but less obviously before 5 hours. However
after 5 hours and up to 24 hours the total heat evolution increased. The acceleration of hydation
bore an obvious relation to MgO doping which caused lattice distortion and fine grains.

Doping ß -CzS with K20 slowed down hydration reaction before 6 hours but increased thereafter.
The acceleration effect was less pronounced in all; The total heat evolution increased but less
obvious ly.
Doping ß -C2S with BaSOj visibly enhanced the hydration heat evolution during the first 12
hours. The total heat evolution was increased and the hydration reaction was accelerated visibly.
These had a direct relation to doping with BaSOj when caused maximum shift in the electron binding
energies, lattice as well as silicate anion [ЗЮд] 4— distortions and the minimum crystal grain.

Table 5
Heat of
Hydration (J/g)

Specimens

1#

(the

(h)

Time

Heat of Hydration of Doped ß-C2S

pure)

2#

(with 3%MgO)

3#

(with 2%K20)

4#
(with

29dBaSOi|)

0.5

2.219

2.512

2.345

2.847

1

3.894

4.354

4.187

5.401

2

8.165

9.253

8.332

11.263

14.529

15.618

14.696

18.590

__________ 16

149. 602

185.191

155. 338

177. 864

24

158. 604

206. 587

172. 504

186.405

3

Fig. 3 The Hydration Heat Evolution
Curves of Doped 0-C2S
To
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doped ß-dicalciiue silicates to react with water
easily. This is why the hydration reaction of doped
ß -dicalcium silieates was accelerated.
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SUMMARY

iron ^dtXa"cYu.fMHclL^Bte"1wereiZ.etudUdruMo1Or80°d PUre ?nd

obtained from thermal studies. There are twr^ihydration
are observed in the mature pasteГ. TheTirst il
n£eature= that
pockets" of partially hydrated C2S grains covered ^thwYl^i® °f
acicular C-S-H. The second
yia±ns covered «ЛИ well known
fractured calcium hydroxide cr^ta^
irregularly
existence of crumpled7 foils^and 1«:г1о'ск1пд%1Ггёа
Sh°.^ the
hydration from the XinetL studies

°£

INTRODUTION

p-dicalcium silicate is an important component of ordinary poieland
cement and is generally present in Indian Cements in an amount almost
equal to CqS phase. The hydration of C3S phase is faster and dominates
the behaviour of ordinary portland cement particularly during the early
days. Young and Tong (1). have reported the microstructural development
of hydrated p-C2S paste at various ages using SEM.
Kinetics of hydration of p-C2S phase have been reported from thermal
and allied studies (2-4). Some work has also been reported by Williamson
on the scanning electron microscopy of hydrated p—upto 1 year and
microstructural features have been compared with hydrated C^S (5).
However,no systematic study has been reported on the effect of iron on
the hydration behaviour of the C2S phase.

This paper deals with the microstructural features and grain size
distribution of pure and iron doped hydrated C2S phase upto 180 days.
Compressive strength of these pastes for some selected samples were
taken. An attempt has also been made to relate the microstructural
features with the strength development in mortars using pure and iron
doped C2S phase.
EXPERIMENTAL

i )

Prepration of Dicalcium Silicate

ii)

Preparation of Doped Dicalcium Silicate : 0.5, 0.7, and 1 % of
Fe2O3 by weight was mixed and, homogenized with dicalcium
siLicate phase and fired at 1400°C with a retention period of 30
minutes and air cooled to ambient temperature. The pellets were
ground to a fineness of 4000 cm2/g.

iii)

: Pure dicalcium silicate and iron doped
dicalcium silicate phase of fineness
4000 cm /g (Blaine), were
mixed with distilled water (w/s = 2.0) sealed and kept in an
incubator at 40° C for different ages (3 to 180 days). The
hydration of the paste was arrested by treating with anhydrous
acetone and dried under vaccum for 2 hours. The dried samples Were
ground to pass through 100 pm sieve and stored in sealed vials.

iv)

Casting of Pure and 0.7 % Fe,03 Doped C^S

: Calcium carbonate and quartz
( >99.0 % pure ) in the mole ratio of 2CaO:SiO2 (2:l)were
mixed,homogenized and pelletized and repeatedly fired at 1450 C
till virtually no free lime( CaO f) was left. Formation of
dicalcium silicate was determined by XRD.

Hydration of C2S Phase

:

Pure dicalcium

silicate and 0.7 % Fe2O3 doped dicalcium silicate were cast in 1x3
C2S to graded standard sand using w/s ratio of 0.5. The samples
were kept at 40°C and more than 90% relative humidity for 24
hours, demouled and kept under distilled water at 40 C until
required for testing. The samples were used for strength
determination and
the fractured cubes were used for optical
microscopic study.

v)

vi)

The samples were ground to pass 45 jpm
sieve and pressed into a sample holder.Rigaku Rad Max В system
with wide angle horizontal goniometer and graphite monochromator
was used for establishing the mineral composition.
Thermal Studys The dried samples were subjected to thermal studies
by Netz thermal analyser upto 1050°C using Al2Og (already heated
to 1500°C) as a standard and keeping heating rate at 10°C / min.
X-Ray Diffraction Study :

Optical Microscopic Study : The microstructure of the samples were

vii)

investigated on polished sections etched with hydrofluoric acid by
means of incident light microscopy using Zeiss Optical Microscope.
viii) SEM • Philips model S(T)EM 301 G
studies . The samples for SEM were
the powdered sample with a resin
coating in vaccum of the order of
RESULTS

was used for the microscopic
prepared by uniformly blending
and giving them a conductive
10-5 torr.

AND DISCUSSION :

Hydrated samples of pure and iron doped C2S at 3, 7, 14, 28, 60, 90
and 180 days were evaluated for the weight loss at temperature 400
550 C,
, assuming that the major loss in weight is due to the
decomposition of Ca(0H)2 formed. In case of pure C2S, the amount of
Ca(0H)2 increases upto the age of 60 days and then declines. Similar
observations were made in hydrated C2S doped with 0.5% Fe203. In case
of hydrated C^S doped with 0.7 Fe20g, the loss increases upto 90 days
and then declines while in 1.0% Fe2O3, the loss increases from 3 to 180
days in hydrated samples continuously (Table-1). The results indicate
that the reactivity decreases in the order :

Pure C2S > 0.5 % Fe2O3 C2S > 0.7 % Fe2O3 C2S > 1.0 % Fe2O3 C2S.
Table 1 indicates that the degree of hydration is increasing with
age in pure and iron doped C2S eventhough the fixation of Ca(OH)9 starts
at 60 days or later on.
2
TABLE 1
Percentage Loss in weight between temperature 400-550°C due
to the decomposition of Ca(OH)2 by thermal technique TG

S.No.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Sample
Pure C^S
0%
5
*
Fe ^0-^
0.7% Fe5O3
0%
*
1

Compressive

3d

7d

14d

28d

60d

90d

180d

1.10
0.55
0.18
0.16

2.30
2.04
1.47
0.56

3.10
2.59
1.85
0.94

3.25
3.14
2.58
1.89

4.50
2.96
2.76
1.99

3.05
2.36
2.77
2.08

2.39
1.99
2.17
2.54

Strength :

The

compressive strength of pure
and 0.7%Fe203 doped C2S were
determined and the values
(table-2) indicate that the
pure C2S phase gave higher
early age strength and was
over taken by iron doped C^S
at 7days indicating that the
presence of iron slows down
the hydration particularly
at younger age. However, the
data is insufficient to come to any

TABLE 2
Compressive Strength of Pure
and 0.7 % Fe2O3 doped C2S in
Kg/cm2

____________________
Sample
3d

7d

28d

Pure C2S

3.4

40.0

200.0

7%
*
0
C2s

2.8

52.0

430.0

FenOq

conclusion.

Optical Microscopy :
Crystalline calcium hydroxide (CH) formed
during the hydration of pure and doped C2S can be easily followed
from the optical microscopy. The CH phase is randomly distributed
throughout the paste during the early stages of hydration (Plate 1).
At later ages of hydration, the Ca(0H)2 grows and intersect one
another (Plate 2).

PLATE'

1

PLATE

2

SEM Observations : The microstructure feature of pure and iron doped C2S
appears to be different because of the formation of different crystal
sizes of pure and iron doped C2S system.
(a) Microstructure of Pure and Iron Doped Dicalcium Silicate:

(b) 3d
(c) 7d
(d) 28d
PLATE 3 (a to g) SEMs OF UNHYDRATED AND HYDRATED C2S

to

u

In
pure dicalcium
silicate
TABLE 3
phase (Plate 3 a), the crystal sizes
Grain Size Distribution of
are of the order of 11-19 urn having
Pure and Iron Doped
elongated and distorted shapes. 0.5,
0.7, 1.0 percent by weight of Fe2Og
C2S Concentration Grain Size
doped C2S were examined for their
of Fe2O3 Wt %
urn
morphology.
The
grain
size
distribution is given in Table (3).
0.0
11 - 19
Size of doped dicalcium silicate
0.5
6 - 19
decreases as the concentration of
0.7
5 - 15
1.0
5 - 13
^e2®3 dopant inceases. Addition of
Ге20з not only reduces the crystal
size of C2S but also the shape of the crystal whereas pure C2S has
elongated crystals, the 0.5 % Ге20з containing C2S has elongated as
well
as rectangular
shapes
(Plate 4 a). The average size
of the crystals are smaller
than the pure C2S . Addition of
0.7% Fe20q to C2S shows the
presence of rounded shapes of
the
crystals
and
further
decrease in size (Plate 5 a).
C2S doped with 1 % Fe2Og has
rounded as well as distorted
rounded shapes (Plate
6 a).

(b) Microstructure

of

Pure

Hydrated' Dicalcium

Silicate:

Evidence of hydration products is seen with outermost C-S-H
growing but does not shows a definite acicular morphology (Plate 3 b
& c). At 28 days (Plate3 d) C-S-H
is well developedI and continued
,
development of the paste r
J
-----microstructure was observed
and the
structure becomes more dense. After 180 days of hydration (Plate 3
CleSf distinction of hydrated C2S from" unhydrated “core
can be
made. The hydrated C2S can be seen as the well developed aciculae
"• ,т«° other features have been observed in the mature paste
(Plate 3 f & g). The first is „the. occurence of pockets
- - of_ partially
hydrated C
* 2S grains covered with acicular C-S-H and the second
-2=
feature are
" ‘ " resemble irregularly fractured Ca(OH)o
are areas
areas which
crystals. TLong term
"
__ existence of crumpled
.
hydration shows the
foils
and interlocking fibres of calcium silicate hydrates and Ca(0H)o of
various degree of crystallinity. Also in the younger paste(7 lays)
the
fractured calcium hydroxide crystals are not very large but
increases with age as has also been reported earlier (6).
(c) Microstructure of Iron Doped Hydrated Dicalcium Silicate:

The
'hydrated doped C2S ( 0.5% Fe^Og ) shows hydration has
progressed at 7 days but no well defined structure is seen (plate
4b). At 28 days (plate 4 c). The hydration products showed the
linkage of the C-S-H gel very well but still seen some voids and
small amount of calcium hydroxide can also be"seen"ön~the surface
of the crystal. At 180 days (plate 4 d) ,the voids which were seen
up to 28 days were filled with gel structure of C-S-H (1) and strong
bonding appears.

At 7 days (Plate 5 b) the hydration products of 0.7% Fe2O3 C2S are very
poorly developed but at 28 days (plate 5 c) of hydration, the hydration
products are not acicular in nature and CSH gel is seen in the gaps. The
hydration starts at the surface of the crystals as can be clearly seen .
At 180 days of hydration (plate 5 d) , no clear well developed aciculae
of C-S-H is seen and uneven distributed iron dopant is seen .

PLATE 6

SEMs OF DEHYDRATED AND HYDRATED C2S DOPED WITH 1.0 1 Fe20g

No hydration is seen upto 7 days of hydration for 1% Fe2Og doped C2S
(Plate 6 b) and at 28 days (plate 6 c) poor hydration is observed but at
180 days of hydration (plate 6 d) appreciable hydration has occured but
no C-S-H gel in acicular form is observed. Hydration looks minimum in
this case.

Hence SEM studies indicate that the degree of hydration increases
with age which has already been confirmed by thermal study as well.

CONCLUSION

■

.

1.

Doping of C2S phase with Fe^Og not only reduces the grain size of
C2S but also the shape of the crystal and effect increases with
increase in amount of dopant.
.

2.

Presence of Fe2O3 adversely affects the rate of hydration of C2S
phase at early age.

3.

Compressive strength of doped C2S phase is lower at early age but
surpassed that of pure C^S phase at 7 days , which may be due to
altered mineralogical features and reduced grain size of C2S doped
with Fe20g.

4.

No clear corelation between the kinetic studies and compressive
strength could be established.
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INFLUENCE OF GYPSUM MORPHOLOGY ON THE STRUCTURE AND
PROPERTY OF STEAM CURING PASTE MATRIX
Zongshou Lin and Shunnl Liu

Dept of Materials Engg, Wuhan University of Technology
Wuhan, Hubei, P R CHINA

SUMMARY
The influence of gypsum morphology on the microstructure and property

paste

matrix is studied by means of extruded porefluides from cement

chemical

analysis,

porosimetry
higher in

Results show that SO/"

etc.

paste

concentration

ion emission spectrometry, SEM, DSC and

added

varies

with

anhydrite

concentration

ion
than

mercury

that

paste#
pressure

always

gypsum,

with

with.curing condition. The coarse

is

of

ettringite

but

OH"

crystals

uniformly form in the solution far from the solid grains and the size of C-S-H
gel

also

tends

concentration

to

reduce when anhydrite is used.

The

higher

and lower OH" concentration is helpful to form uniform

structure and raise the strength of paste matrix.

SO/"

compact

INTRODUCTION,

the strength of protland cement by steam Curing is 10-15% lower

Usually,

that

than

room temperature curing. But irt a

by

above

condition,

certain

conclusion can be changed. Reference (1) report that when anhydrite is used to

replace gypsum in cement and the content of anhydrite is relatively increased,
the use of curing condition for example at 55-75eC with steam curing for

4-6

hours will largely raise the early strength and the long term strength.

results show that in steam curing condition,

Therefore

and

the change of the morphology

the content of gypsum has a very important effect on the strength о/
cement.

Above

it is very valuable to study the mechanism

portland

kinds

of

of

gypsum on strength of cement.

EXPERIMENT AND RESULT,

1.

The ingredient of raw materials
The chemical composition of raw materials is listed in Tab.
The ingredient of cement is shown in Tab.

1

-

2

Tab. I Chemical composition of raw materials

raw meal

loss

S10,

A 1,0,

Fe.O,

CaO

clinker

1. 70

20.64

5.64

4.58

anhydrite

4.86

5.34

1.41

20. 39

1.42

0.90

gypsum

Tab . 2
sample

2.

с I inker

A10

90

G 5

95

G10

90

MgO

SO.

Total

65.48

1.34

0.30

99.95

0. 67

37.78

2.59

46.03

98.68

0.33

32. 28

0.38

44.02

99.72

the ingredient of cement (%)
anhydr1te

gypsum

water - reducing agent

10

S. A.

0.7

3900

5

0.7

3850

10

0.7

3930

The method and result of experiment

2.1 The experiment of strength

4x4x16cm

test

specimen

is used. W/C=0.33, C/S=l,2.5.

After

the

specimens are formed, firstly they are placed into curing room (20
C)
*
hours,
secondly the temperature of curing room is raised at the

15‘Cxmin to 65"C and the specimens are cured at 65
*C
cooled

to

*C
20

for 4 hours,

then

and are placed into water to cure for a different day.

results are listed in Tab. 3.

test

for
rate

5
of

are
the

the results of s trength test
compression strength (MPa)
tensile s trength (MPa)
Tab.3

specimen

3d

id

7d

28d

Id

3d

7d

28d

A10

8.7

9.4

10.0

10.3

61.7

76.0

76. 1

86.4

G 5

7.8

8.3

8.4

8.7

53.1

58.0

61.7

65.7

G10

7.5

7.9

8.2

8.6

48.8

52.9

56.7

66.3

2. 2 The experiment of f luid<,,'<,>
The cement paste with WxC=(U5& is mixed for 5 minutes,

the

then sealed

for 5 hours,

Igitite packet to cure. After being cured at 20
*C

the sample is placed into another curing room with steam of 65
*C

into

part

to cure

of

for

4 hours then placed into water to cure for. the- ewperlment.

About 300g sample Is packed In a piece of nylon cloth and pressed with

filter

to

press

a

specific- pressure

Intensity

value

a

The

< 22OMPa>

constant—pressure time depends on the curing time of sample.
fluid gained from the filter press Is immedlently filtered

The

OH" concentration of part of the filter-fluid is titrated by the

and

the

chlerhydrlc

acid standard solution with indicator methyl red. SM HCI solution Is added to
another part of filter fluid to neutralize the OH" ion and the

of

concentration
The

ions

used)

and

Al, Ca and S is measured by means of Ion emission spectrometry.

concentration of samples A10 and G10 is shown in Tab. 4.

2.3 The deterlmination of hydrate
250g cement wlthW/C=0.24 is formed <2x2x2cm test model is

cured at 20
*C
specific

for 5 hours,

time.

at 65‘C'for 4 hours then placed into water for

The specimens are pounded and stopped hydration

by

alcohol and the shape of hydrate in specimens is observed by

ethyl

a

absolute

means

of

SEM.

Part

above

of

and

atmosphere

specimens is dried for 48

-740mnHg

hours

and

the

specimen

then

respectively

for

times. The residue is ground in agate mill for 4.5 hours with

three

grinding

aid

benzene and dried with cool wind. The content of chemical

and

ettringite of specimens are respectively measured by means of TG and

chemical

content

fractionation
of

is

alcohol,

ethyl

washed by absolute ethyl alcohol and acetone

decarburizing

the

vacume. The pore distribution of

measured by means of mercury pressure.
Another part of specimen Is ground in absolute
filtered

in

binding

and the results are shown in Tab. 5 and Tab. 6.

CaCOH). of samples A10 and G10 cured for 3 days is

measured

water

the
the

by

of DSC and the result is listed below; A10 * 8.845kf, G10 i 7.61%.

eeans

total porosity ratio is A10 t 58. Imm’/g, G10 t 63. leimVg. The most
aperture is A10 i

The

probable

125A\ Gid * 150A
.
*

Tab.4 the ion concentration of: fluid in paste matrix pore

ion concentration (m mol/l) '
<0Г)

curing time

A10

(SO/)
GIO

(Ca-)

(Al- )

A10

G10

A10

G10

A10

G10

Ih

80.8

78.9

34.7

30.4

0.6

1.6 ■

29.0

28.0

3h

73. 2

76.5

40.0

32.5

1.0

1.3

28.3

28.5

5h

75.9

75. 2

42.0

33.8

0.9

0.7

28.0

28.3

13h

83.8

87.9

70.8

58.6

2.7

2.4

16.5

16.9

id

84.4

92.3

73. 1

61. 2

3.6

2.9

14.8

15. 3

3d

129.7

135.5

47. 2

41.9

1.9

7d

133.8

178.3

45.8

29.5

1.6

-

2.4

2. 1

Tab.5 the chemical binding water content (%)

curing time

5h

13h

A 10

0.85

9.83

10.08

11.06

11.48

12.46

G 10

0.65 .

8.32

9.42

10. 22

10.40

10.92

Id

3d

7d

28d

Tab. 6 the content of ettringite (%)

curing time

Id

3d

7d

A10

5. 23

7.08

7.04

G10

4. 20

6. 29

6.04

DISSCUSSION,
In the curing condition (65
Cx4hours),
*

obvious

cement

effect

with

on

the gypsum morphology has a

the cement strength. The 1 day

compression

anhydrite is 12.9MPa higher than that with the

very

strength

of

amount

of

same

gypsum and 28 days strength is also 20. iMPa higher.

A lot of study on the dissolving content of different morphologic
in

a

greater WzC condition is done. But Tai Llangku and others
***

pay

gypsum

a

specific attention to the change of the dissolving content of gypsum with

W/C

and the result is shown in Fig. 1.

In strength test, W/C of A10 and G10 is 0.33 and the gypsum/water is 0.30.

From the results

Fig. 1,

it can be seen that the dissolving-content

< CaSO.g/1) in A10 is larger than that in G10» that is to say,

solution

of

concentration.

cement

with

anhydrite

has

higher

Ca”

or

the
SO/"

of gypsum
hydration
ion

cement hydrates,

As

and OH" ion is given,

**
Ca

time,

0.01

0.02

0,05

0.10

c/w

ion,

SO/

concentration

of

saturate

the

and

quickly
0.005

same

the

therefore

the

speedily

will

CaCOH),

Ca(OH),

of

crystal

educes. The

relations

at

of

also releases a lot of Ca
**

gypsum

and

a great deal

chemical

equilibrium

be expressed as

can

5

time;

(

minutes) follows;

Fig.l the effect of C/W on the

CaSO.

dissolving content of gypsum

+

(solid)^Ca1*

Ca(OH), (solid)^Ca
**

*"
SO.

(i)

(2)

20H"

+

(time; 5 minutes)

Above equilibrium relations show that after
crystal educes the rise of Ca
**
ion concentration in solution will
cause the fall of OH" ion concentration. Because anhydrite has higher CaSO.
Ca(OH),

content

dissolving

gypsum,

than

the

hydration

anhydrite will have higher concentration of SO.
*"
cause

the

curing
be

*"
SO.

ion

can

educe

quickly,

stoee

In

the

therefore

The

G10

before steam curing the concentrat ion of OH"

of

with that of G10,

It

of

concentration

in fluid of A10 with anhydrite is always higher than

But

proximate

ion, which can

and Ca
**

confirmed by the experiment results of Tab.4.

gypsum.

A10

Ca<OH), crystal

with

can move speedily towards the fall of OH" ion concentration.

equilibrium
can

cement

of

of OH" of solution to fall relatively.

concentration

condition,

solution

ion

with

Alfl

is

after steam curing the OH" ion concentration

of

is always lower than that of G10 and the concentration difference is

the

greater and greater with the curing time.
From

hydration

results it can be known that the main

above

cause

strength of cement with different morphologic

and

affecting

the

is

the

gypsum

dissolving content in the steam curing condition. The fluid of

CaSO.

with

has

anhydrite

concentration,

higher SO.
*"

ion concentration but lower

OH"

cement

ion

or the lower alkalinity in the steam curing condition.

Reference (5) reports that the PH value corresponding to the formation of
ettringite

of

portland

cement

is

about 12. 5-12. 9

and

this

ettringite

crystalizes by the spot chemical reaction. This kind of ettringite causes
change

of volume and doesn't raise the strength of paste matrix. But

initial

stage

saturated

of

and

hydration at which the concentration of Ca(OH) ,

the PH value of solution is about 11.5-11.8,

speedily from solution and the crystal is helpful to the

strength.

From

( 5) it can be

seen

that

the

at
is

not

ettringite

crystalize

reference

the

ettringite

can

rise

of

tends

to

crystallize from solution when the alkalinity of solution is relatively lower.

Therefore ettringite of sample A10 with a lower alkalinity in the steam curing

also

condition will tend to crystallize from solution. The results of SEM can

confirm
cured

this

one. The SEM results show that the ettringite

crystal

1

day is different from that of G10. The former

has

for

uniformly

A10

coarse

and

distributive ettringite crystal and the greater part of

in

forms

of

ettringite

the pore space far from the solid grains. The latter has

non-uniformly

distributive

crystal and a lot of

ettringite

slim

and

in

the

cavity

structure is observed. More interesting. The size of C-S-H gel in paste matrix

of A10 cured for 28 days is 2-4 times smaller than that of G10.
pore distribution measurement resluts show that the

porsoity

ratio

the most probable aperture in paste matrix of A10 cured for 3 days

tends

The

and
to

and

fall

the paste matrix structure tends to compact.

The

of

content

chemical binding water and ettringite of A1Q is always larger than that of G10.

CONCLUSION:
1. The SO/" ion concentration in the pore fluid or solution of paste matrix

with

added

The

anhydrite is always higher than that with gypsum.

concentration of paste with anhydrite is almost proximate to that with
before

ion

steam curing,

concentration

ion

OH"

gypsum

but after steam curing the former has always lower

than the latter and the concentration

difference

is

OH"
the

greater and greater with the curing time.

2.

In

the

distribution

steam curing condition, anhydrite
of

hydrate,

is

the change of size and structure of C-S-H

crystal and the fall of the porosity ratio and the

ettringite

uniform

the

to

helpful

most

gel

and

probable

aperature in the paste matrix.
3.

The

main factors affecting the microstructure of paste

matrix

are

the

SO/" and OH" ion concentration. The higher SO/' ion concentration and

lower OH" ion concentration is helpful to form the uniform compact

structure

and to raise the strength of paste matrix cured with the steam of 65
C.
*
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INVESTIGATION ON THE HYDRATION OF Sr- AND BaBEARING SULPHOALUMINATE
P Yan
Institute of Nonmetallic Materials, Technical University Clausthal
Clausthal-Zellerfeld, GERMANY

SUMMARY

The
hydration
of
two
new
types
of
calcium
sulphoaluminate
(ЗСаОЗА12Оз5г8О4 and ЗСаОЗА1г Оз BaSCH ) has been studied with XRD, SEM and
isothermal calorimetry. The results show that both minerals are rapidly
hardening, and exhibit better hydraulic properties than their homologue
ЗСаОЗА1гОзCaSO4. They hydrate moderately in the initial period and faster
later on. Ultimate strength is reached in 7 days. The hydration process
and the quality of formed hydrates of ЗСаОЗА1гОзSrSO4 and 3CaO3AlzОзBaSO4
are not analogous to those of 3CaO3A12 ОзCaSO4• ЗСаОЗАх^ОзorS04 produces
trisulphate phase similar to ettringite, CzAHa and SrS04. Only CzAHs but
not СзАНе is formed and CzAHs does not convert into СзАНб even if
hydration takes place at over 40°C. 3CaO3AlzОзBaSO4 produces BaSOt and
CzAHs. When it hydrates at over 40°C CzAHs formed in the initial stage is
transformed into СзАНб.
.

Die Hydration zweier neuartiger Sulphoaluminate (ЗСаОЗА1гОзSrSO4 und
3CaO3AlzO3BaSO4) sind mit XRD, REM und Kalorimetrie untersucht worden. Die
Ergebnisse ergaben, daß die beiden Mineralien schnell erhärten und bessere
hydraulische Eigenschaften als ihre Homologie 3CaO3AlzОзCaS04 haben. Sie
hydratisieren gemäßigt im Anfangsstadium, aber schneller später. Die
Endfestigkeit wird in 7 Tage erreicht. Der Hydratations-verlauf und die
Qualitäten der gebildeten Hydrate von 3Ca03AlzОзSrSO4 und 3CaO3AlzОзBaSO<
sind nicht
analog
zu
3CaO3AlzОзCaSO4.
3CaO3AlzОзSrSO4
bildet eine
Trisulfatphase ähnlich dem Ettringit, daneben CzAHs und SrSO4-. Anstelle
von СзАНб bildet sich CzAHs, das sich nicht in СзАНе umwandelt, auch wenn
die Hydration bei Temperatur über 40°C stattfindet. ЗСаОЗА1гОзBaSO4 stellt
BaSO4 und CzAHs her. Das am Anfang gebildet CzAHs wird zu СзАНб umgeformt,
wenn die Hydration bei über 40 C stattfindet.

INTRODUCTION

It is known for long time that strontium and barium
,
silicates and
aluminates have cementing properties similar to those of calcium silicates
and aluminates. Cements can be obtained in which lime is replaced by
strontium or barium
*
1 - 3) . ЗСаОЗА12ОзСа8О4 (
(abbr.
СзАзСаЗСМ)
is a good
abbr. C
‘ ~
cementing mineral, It may be expected that its homologue,
_ , ЗСаОЗАТгОзSrSO4
(abbr. СзАз8г8О4) and' ЗСаОЗА12ОзВа8О4
(abbr. СзАзBaSO4) have cementing
properties, too. Feng Xiuji et. al.
*
4)
have developed a Ba-bearing
sulphoaluminate cement, This cement can be burned at a
lower temperature,
has high strength and hardens very
rapidly. It can be applied as a high
early-strength cement or a radiation shielding cement.
But now about the hydration of both СзАзВа8О4 and
very little, Because of the unsolubility of BaSO4 and a СзАз8г8О4 is known
of SrSO4 in water, the hydration process and properties limited solubility
of the hydrates of
both minerals are possibly very different from" thei
ir homologue СзАзСа8О4.

In the present
work three kinds of Ca sulphoaluminates i.e. СзАзСа8О4,
, „
СзАзSrSO4
and СзАзВа8О4 were synthesized and mutually
mechanical strength of pastes was measured. The hydrationcompared. The
process and
hydrates
СзАзSrSO4
of
СзАз8г8О4
and СзАзВа8О4
were
investigated
with X-ray
diffraction (XRD),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and isothermal
calorimetry .
EXPERIMENT

Three different sulphoaluminates were synthesized. Mixtures of СаСОз,
AI2O3 and Са8О4.2НгО or SrSO4 or BaSO4 with stoichiometrical molar ratios
of СзАзСа8О4, СзАз8г8О4 or СзАзВа8О4 1
were homogenized and compacted. Then
they were put into a platinum crucible
-- and burnt at 1300’C for 4 hours for
СзАзCaSO4, 6 hours for СзАз8г8О4 or 10 hours
for СзАзВа8О4. By X-ray
diffraction it was verified that the products
were these minerals. The
synthesized minerals were ground to a specific
surface 5800 . cm2/g
(Сз АзСа8О4 ), 5100 cm2 /g I(СзАз8г8О4 ) and
4500 cm2/g (СзАзВаЗСк). Bar
specimens *
10
15
6
5
mm3 were prepared and cured
in moist air at room
temperature for one day before demolding,
The specimens were then cured in
water either at 20° C or■ at 40eC. The mechanical strength of the specimens
was measured at the present age. The sample residua after
strength
determination were washed right after testing
with acetone and then with
ethylether to stop the hydration.
The phase composition and morphologie of
the hydrates at different ages were
--- ! investigated using XRD and SEM. The
hydration progress
was
also
observed
using
isothermal
calorimetry
(hydration temperature 20*
C and w/s=0.7).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

On the basis of results of mechanical strength measurement(Table 1).
it was shown that both СзАз8г8О4 and СзАзВа8О4 have better cementitious
properties than СзАзСа8О4. Their ultimate strengthes
_
are obteined within
seven days and may decline moderately afterwards.

Table 1.

Samples

СзАзCaSO4
СзАзCaSO4
Сз Аз SrSO4
Сз Аз SrSO4
СзАзBaSO4
СзАзВаЗО4

Mechanical Strength of Pastes(MPa)

Hydr.
Теш.
(°C)

w/с

20
40
20
40
20
40

.45
.45
.45
.45
.35
.35

3-day

7-day

28-day

flex. compr.

flex

compr.

flex. compr.

7.2
9.4
12.3
13.9
10.9
13.7

6.4
9.8
12.1
14.9
10.8
11.8

45.4
44.4
118.3
99.0
95.4
83.0

9.8
11.3
12.2
7.1
5.3
7.7

41.1
49.1
94.1
90.0
81.4 ,
82.5

44.4
41.1
98.0
78.5
94.6
51.3

Fig. 1

The hydraulic calo
rimetric curves of
sulphoaluminates
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The hydration heat evolution curves for three sulphoaluminates (Fig.l)
showed that their hydration process is different from that of calcium
silicates or aluminates. There is only a small exothermal peak on the
curve in the initial stage of hydration, which indicates their low
infiltration heat. The hydration reaction goes into an induction period
within one hour after hydration begins. The hydration reaction accelerates
again in a few hours and a great exothermal peak appears on the curve.
This indicates that clinker minerals begin to hydrate in a significant
degree. The total heat of hydration of СзАзСа8О4(92 J/g) is smaller than
those of Сз Аз SrSCU (146 J/g) and ,Сз Аз BaSCk (121 J/g), but is released in
short time. The second exothermal peaks of CaAsSrSO» and СзАзВаЗСМ are
more extended than that of СзАзСаЗО« . So the hydration reaction of both
minerals takes place moderatly and they have better workability than
СзАзСаЗО4 .
The hydration process and the qualities of the formed hydrates were
investigated using XRD and SEM (Fig. 2-4). СзАзЗгЗО» hydrated at 20'C
yields first a trisulfate phase similar to that of ettringite. The
composition of this trisulfate phase would be СзA3(Ca,Sr)S04 • xHzO. Because
the solubility of SrSOt(=0.014 g/lOOmL hot water) is lower than that of

Fig. 4

SEM micrographs of the paste
of СзАз8г8О4 and СзАзВа8О4
cured in water
A: СзАзSrS04 for 7d at 2O’C
* C
B: СзАзSrS04 for 28d at 20
* C
C: СзАз Sr804 for 28d at 40
* C
D: СзАзBaS04 for 28d at 20
for
at
*
40
28d
C
E: СзАзBaS04

P Yan

CaS04(=0.162 g/100mL hot water), the saturation of SrSCM in solution is
reached faster and then precipitation takes place rapidly. The trisulfate
changes into monosulfate due to the dificiency in sulfate, and C2 AHs is
formed simultaneously. Monosulfate and C2AHs are plate-like crystals and
interlace each other to form a
compact crystalline network.
А1(ОН)з
deposits in the network. A dense paste structure is formed (Fig. 4A) and a
high strength is obtained. After most СзАзЗгЗСЦ has reacted with water the
precipitated SrSO4 reacts again with monosulfate which has formed in paste
to
jield
trisulfate
and
CAHi0
is
formed
simultaneously,
During
transformation of monosulfate into trisulfate, there is a change of the
volume. Because of this volume change takes place in a hardened paste, the
paste structure becomes damaged. In the SEM photo of the sample whose
hydration continued for 28 days (Fig. 4B), some cracks appear
in a dense
paste structure. This damage of paste structure explains the decrease of
strength at later ages. СзАзЗгЗСМ hydrating at 40°C goes through the same
process. The hydration process progresses more rapidly because of a higher
hydration temperature (Fig. 2 and 4C). The network structure that can not
be formed and transforms fully is not so dense as which hydrated at 20eC.
So the mechanical strength of the paste hydrated at 40°C is lower than
that hydrated at 20’C. According to general believe on the hydration of
*
aluminates
5> , Ca aluminates hydrated over 35°C yield cubic crystal of
СзАНб and this results in low strength. However, СзАзЗгЗО« hydrated at
40 C never produces СзАНб, but instend, first CzAHs and then CAHi0. This
ensures that the paste strength would not be greatly reduced during the
later period of hydration.

As to the hydraulic process of СзАзBaSCU , BaSO4 precipitation took
place as soon as Ba2 * and
SO42 ~ entered the liquid phase because of the
unsolubility of BaSO4 (=0.000336 g/10OmL hot water). Consequently, there is
not
possibility
for
the
formation of
hydrated
sulphoaluminates
and
Ba(OH)z . Сз Аз BaSO4 can form only BaSCM and hydrated aluminates. It was
observed by XRD studies (Fig. 3) that a large amounts of BaSCM became
precipitated within the first day of hydration. As BaSCM
crystallizes
CzAHe,
then CAH10
are formed.
Hydrated aluminates yield large plate
crystals whereas BaSO4 precipitates in form of microcrystals that fill the
space between hydrated aluminate crystals. They together produce compact
paste structure that enables the paste to have a very high strength both
in the initial and later periods of hydration(Fig. 4D) . The hydration rate
of СзАзВаЗО4
at 40°C is faster than that at 20 °C. A high degree of
СзАзВаЗСМ hydration was already found after one day and its hydration was
almost completed within three days. CzAHs and BaSCH crystals can form
together a firm network which leads to high strength of the paste in early
stage. But the paste strength may be reduced in later stage as cracks are
formed(Fig. 4E) due to the volume change accompanying the conversion of
CzAHs to СзАНб and А1(ОН)з.

CONCLUSIONS
Both СзАзЗгЗО4 and СзАзВаЗО4 exhibit better cementitious properties
than СзАзСаЗО4. Their ultimate strength is reached within seven days. The

strength may decline in the later stage due to phase transformation and
crack formation.
At room temperature СзАз8г8О4 yields initially a trisulfate phase
similar to that of ettringite, as well as CaAHg and SrSO4. The trisulfate
transforms gradually to monosulfate. However,
trisulfate is formed again
in the final stage of hydration. The volume changes accompanying this
phase transformation lead to some decrease of the mechanical strength at
later stages. CzAHs plate crystals instead of СзАНб cubic crystal are
observed when СзАз8г8О4 hydrates at 40’C, therefore the strength remains
high.
■

СзАзВа8О4 yields BaSO4, and plate crystals of CzAHs and CAHiо that
form a firm network. A high paste strength is achieved fast. The hydrates
of СзАзВа8О4 at 40
C
*
in initial period are CzAHs and BaSO4, whereas СзАНб
is formed from CzAHs in the later period. That causes a small decline of
the longtime strength.
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INVESTIGATION ON THE STRUCTURE AND HYDRATION OF
NEW MINERAL PHASE ЗЗгО.ЗА12Оз.СаЗО4
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ABSTRACT
With Sr®
*
ions replacing three Ca®
*
ions of calcium oxide of

calcium eulphoaluminate

(3CaO.3AleOa.CaSO»).New mineral 3SrO.3AlsOa.CaSO < iß eyntheeized at 1623K in the paper.
Characteristic peaks of x-ray diffraction of

2.671ai.. The kind

3SrO.3AlaOa-CaSO
*
are ae follcw8
*.3.777ioo,

*
2.18ao

of new mineral belong to the isometric system.Its cell parameter(a)

iß

9.25212+ 0.00057A.The refraction index of 3SrO.3AlsOa. CaS0<(n) iß equal to 1.5494.Beeidee,the

hydration activity of the new mineral ie the вате as that of ЗСаО.ЗА1яОа - CaSO
*

ability of radiation protection ie very good.

, and ite

The hydration products of 3SrO.3AlBOa.CaSO<

are 3SrO.AlaOa.3CaSO4.XH,O (XRD Peake:9.927; 5.734).similar to ettringite: 8гО.А1яОв. ЮН я0
TCRD Peaks:14.43.7.213)and aluminum hydroxide gel.

ч

W^®R
*
^Sr»

ЗСаО.ЗА1яОз.Са8ОДС<А^)№®^^Са®
Ж^.61623К$!|^
*

■
3SrO.3AlaOa.CaSO<

$гГ$о '£№XRDQ^3.7771o<>,2.181«),2.671ai;Jg^^iröfs.a-9.25212±0.00067A;iJflt^.n-1.5494.äyb^r9K^

*^^й-^Ж^^М^Ж'Е6<)У-и^^.ХаййГ№1Э8гО.А1
^С«А^-^тК«:?514М,^

яОа.ЭСа8О».ХНяО

(XRDi$9.927,5.734),7Kitiec^iSW 8гО.А1яОа.10НяО(ХВПа$14.43,7.213)^Ж<ЬШ«К.^Ф^^^^^№Я

INTRODUCTION

The mineral, calcium eulfoaluminate 3CaO.3AleOa.CaSO«,is well known by all of us. It has
high hydration activity and a new series of cement products was formed with

it as a

main

mineral.With BaSO< and SrSO< replacing CaSO< of 3CaO.3AUOa.CaSO»,the author м has prepared

two kinds of new mineral: 3Ca0.3Al20a.BaS0. and 3Ca0.3Al20a.SrS04 , and has

studied their

structures and hydration performances.The literature stated that the mineral 3SrO.3AlaOa.SrSO<

could be prepared

with Sra+ ion replacing the four Caa+ ions of 3CaO.3AlaOa.CaSO< . But if

with Sr»
*
ions only replacing the front three Caa+ ions of 3Ca0.3AlB0a.CaS04,

could a

new

mineral be formed? And if it could be formed how about its performance? The paper aims at
dealing with these problems preliminanily.

SAMPLE PREPARATION

Analytically pure AlaOa.Sr(NOa)2 and CaS0<.2H20 were ground and homoge neously

mixed

with the molar ratio of Sr(N0a)2:Al20a:CaS0..2H20 -3:3:1. After the mixture was pressed a
circle cake of i])2.5x0.5cm was made.And then the cake was put into a platinum crucible and
burned in a furnace at 1473K for 2 hours.Then the temperature continued to rise to 1623K and

after the cake was burned for 4 hours at the temperature, it was fet ched
cooling in the air, it was ground and a white powder crystal

out. After rapid

was prepared.

XRD AND REFRACTIVE INDEX OF THE NEW MINERAL PHASE

Analysis of the powder sample prepared was performed with XRD. Testing Conditions:Cuk,

OJ
co
KA

Ch
О
Кч

FIG.l The XRD Pattern of

О
о
СТА

3Sr0.3Al20a.CaS0«

су

о

Ch
чс

ОА
о
КА

15
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Ch
СП
ХГ

Ч)
КА

су

О

чс

60

70

Voltage of tube :40KV Electric current :30mA Fig.l ehowe the XBD pattern of 38гО.ЗА1,ДСаЭО
*.

After being processed by the computer the diffraction data of mineral were gain ehown

in Table 1.

Table 1.

No.

hkl

ГД»

d(A)

No.

hkl

1До

d(A)

1

200

4

4.626

11

431

10

1.814

2

211

100

3.777

12

621

2

1.689

3

220

30

3.271

13

440

7

1.636

4

310

11

2.926

14

600

5

1.542

5

222

31

2.671

16

611

13

1.601

6

321

13

2.473

16

622

4

1.396

7

400

12

2.313

17

631

6

1.364

8

330

50

2.181

18

444

6

1.335

9

332

4

1.973

19

550

4

1.308

10

422

7

1.889

20

721

6

1.269

The new

mineral SSrO.SAlsOa.CaSO
*

follow8:&-9.25212L0.00057A,ct-ß-v-90" .

belongs to the cubic. Its cell parametree are aa

The refractive indexn, which

was measured by

immersion method.is 1.6494.

INVESTIGATION ON THE HYDRATION OF THE NEW MINERAL

1. Hydration Condition
Firstly .the powder sample was homogeneously mixed with water with a ratio of w/c- 0.32.

Secindly.the sample was sealed inside a small plastic bottle.Finally,the bottle was put into the
water-bath under 20"Ctemperature in order to hydrate at a constant temperature.

2. Analysis of the hydrates with XRD

The samples which had hydrated after Iday, 3 days and 21 days were fet ched out and
ground into powder respectively.The Analysis of them with X RD was done.The XRD Patterns
of the hydrates were shown in Fig.2.
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Fig.2.The XRD Patterne of the (Hydrat«i of 3SrO.3Al*0a.CaS04

From the XRD of hydrates after 1 day,we can see that there appeared the peaks of XRD 9.B09,

6.727,2.828 and 3.880,which were corresponding

to those of ettringite 3CaO.AlaOa.3CaSO
*.32H

but the values were greater than those of ettringite.Thie is because the radius of Sr
**

BO,
ion

is

bigger than that of Gae+ ion. As to the XRD of the hydrates after 3 days.the peaks which were
similar to ettringite intensified and there appeared such new peaks as 14. 768,7.313 and 3.66,which

were corresponding to those of Са0.А1я0а.ЮНа0 and the values were slightly bigger than those
of CAHlo.And as to the XRD of the hydrates after 21 days,the peaks above which were corresponding

to those of ettringite and CAH1O continued to intensify.but no new diffraction peak was found.
From the results of our experiments, we inferred that the hydrates of 3SrO.3Al^)a.CaS0< may be

3SrO.AlaOe.3CaSO<.xHJ,Oand SrO.Al„Oa.yH.O.

3.Analysis of the hydrates by Scanning Electron Microscope

From the SEM photographs, we can see the needle crystal which is similar to ettringite,

aluminum oxide gel and sheet crystal.

DTA
4.

of the Hydrates

Fig.3 shows the DTA pattern of the hydrates after 21 days. In the pattern, there are two

Fig.3 The DTA Pattern of
the hydrates after 21 days.

endothermic valleys. One which is at 296'Cia corresponding to the endothermic decomposition of
AlaOa.aq.The other which is at 150’C is corresponding to the endothermic decomposition of the

crystal which is similar to ettringite crystal. From the above res ulta of hydration, we can

conclude preliminarrilyzThe hydrates of 3St0.3AlaOa.CaSO
*
at 20’C may be ЗЗгО.А1жОа.ЭСд80<.хНжО,

SrO.AlaOa.yHaO and aluminum oxide gel. The hydration reaction equation may be written as follows:
3Sr0.3AlaOa.CaS04+HaO->^rO.AlaOa.3CaSO<.xHaOtSrO.AlaOa.yHaO+AlaOa.aq

But the «act etruoturee end регГогтеа« „f the two new hydrate, are needed to he «udied
further.
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CEMENT-INORGANIC POLYMER COMPOSITES, MICROSTRUCTURE
AND STRENGTH DEVELOPMENT
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to build on the general concepts from MDF cement technology by identifying
inorganic polymers to replace organic polymers as the admixture. A method has been developed for processing
this novel material. The flexural strength is greatly improved by reinforcing high alumina cement (НАС) with
sodium phosphate-based inorganic polymers, such as (МаРОз)п and (NaPO3)n Na2O. The heat evolved during
the first 48 hours of hydration has been studied for both modified and pure samples by isothermal calorimetry. It
was found that phosphate-based inorganic polymers strongly accelerate the hydration reactions. , X-ray
diffractometry was used to characterize the hydrates and SEM was used to analyze microstructure. Experimental
results indicate that phosphate-based inorganic polymers cause the formation of an amorphous cementitious phase
which was responsible for the development of strength during the cement hydration.

INTRODUCTION
New cementitious materials developed in recent years have strengths that are much greater than those of
conventional hydraulic cements. Many exhibit properties closer to those of ceramics than to those of concrete.
The different routes to generating strong cementitious materials include warm pressing, chemical modification,
high-shear mixing with polymer additions, and the incorporation of fibrous and particulate second phases [1].
Very early reports indicate that different investigators have tried to use of secondary constituents in concrete to get
high strength materials. The available literature of interest dates back to the beginning of this century [2].
However, a class of high strength cement pastes called macrodefect free cements (MDF cements), originally
developed by Birchall et al. [3,4] has generated a high level of interest recently [5,6,7]. The purpose of our
project is to build on the general concepts from MDF cement technology by identifying cement-inorganic polymer
composites instead of organic polymer as the admixture [8]. It is the specific goal to apply the fundamental basis
of MDF cement technology for the development of an entirely new class of cement-based materials. Cementitious
materials modified by phosphate-based inorganic polymers show high strength and durability, thus, this material
offers the potential for use in a range of applications.

A wide range of materials have been studied by various investigators to develop phosphate-bonded materials.
The reactions have resulted in the formation of materials which have been used in diverse applications, such as
alumina refractories [9] and bioceramics [10]. For example, sodium hexametaphosphate forrhs rubberlike
polymers and yields high strength mortars with fireclay aggregates. These materials are used in high alumina
refractories, and are particularly useful for bonding basic aggregates [9]. The PO4 group provides a basic
building block that results in a series of compounds that are analogous to silicate compounds formed on the basis
of SiO4 build block [11]. Thus, sodium phosphate polymer NaPOj may be represented by the following (where
n varies from 6 to 21):

A method has been developed for processing novel НАС-sodium phosphate composites. The flexural
strength is greatly improved by reinforcing high alumina cement with sodium phosphate-based inorganic
polymers. The mechanisms influencing the mechanical properties of this material are investigated. The results
obtained provide the information of the microstructure of cement-inorganic composites and how it affects the
mechanical properties of this material. The results of isothermal calorimetry shows that the phosphates strongly
accelerate the hydration reactions of НАС.

EXPERIMENTAL
1. Materials
High alumina cement, also known as calcium aluminate cement, used in this study is Secar 71 cement, which
obtained from T .afarge, Inc. A typical analysis of the cement showed 71.3 wt% AI2O3,26.8 wt% CaO, 0.68 wt%
SiO2,0.46 wt% MgO, 0.37 wt% Na20,0.09 wt% РегОз, 0.04 wt% SO3 and 0.02 wt% K2O. BET surface area
was found to be 0.96 m2/g, and density 3.0 g/cm3. The particle size distribution range is about 0.9 ~ 45.0 pm.
X-ray powder diffraction indicated that it consists of CA, CA2 and C12A7. The percentage of SiO2 contained in
silica fume was 95.32 wt%. Sodium Hexametaphosphate (NaPO3)n and Sodium Metaphosphate (NaPO3)n Na2O
were employed as the admixtures. X-ray powder diffraction shows that both (КаРОз)п and (NaPO3)n Na2O are
amorphous.

Mixing is based on the general concept from MDF technology, and high shear mixing was employed instead
of standard mixing to improve the homogeneity. Thus, lower water to cement ratios can be used. To prepare the
cement pastes, cement and phosphate were mixed with deionized water in the high-shear mixer cell and mixed in
speed of 60 rp’m for 3 minutes. All samples mixed at room temperature. Compaction was used in an attempt to

decrease the porosity and in increase the density of the hardened paste. The cement pastes were then sealed in
nh or wäS<^fa^dül“
,emPeralure- Thc ™mp|« were then cured at mom humidity, at 1 W%
2. Measurements
OT,i<^alo”m?tric.studies.were Performed to test reactivities of the materials by determining the rates of heat
e olution during Де reactions. Each reactant was allowed to equilibriate separately at 25°C for about half an hour
prior to mixing. The heat of hydration of Де samples were recorded for 48 hours.

Antn^tA86 ide"dflcation wei:e exPIored using X-ray diffraction analyses which were performed on a Scintag
Automated X-ray diffractometer interfaced wiA a microVAX computer. The scan rate used was 2O29 per minute8
nnT
haIl?u‘eflSarnpeS consisted of grinding the sample in a mortar and pestle, and mounting portion
on a glass slide. All diffraction patterns were obtained at room temperature.
e,.„ ^icr°structure of samples were observed using an International Scientific Instruments ISI-DS 130 dual stare
A sman^ehtivelv^t^urfaS
8ТР1?
prepared ЬУ carefully cutting the pellets with a razor ЬЫе.
nofnT Th 1 1 11
1 S1urface piece was then formed a contact between the specimen and the holder with silver
paint. The sample was then sputtered with gold to provide a path for charge built up on the surface.
T111"6® p“nt ben?1о^ determinations were made using an Instron testing machine at a loading rate of 0 01
cm/mmute. The results given are typically the average values of six specimens.
*

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
during fMJStaSbS“" cas
for bo,h ?x,dified and P™6 сешс™ by isothermal calorimetry
the lirst 48 hours of hydration Figure 1 compares the rates of heat evolved during the first 48 hours of
cfOr Р'1Ге £ement an^ *wo s°dlurn phosphate modified samples. It shows that both of sodium phosphateгейом SmosHmm^Tn11 faSter ЬУ0гаП0П ^S‘ 7116 samples with sodium phosphate exhibitedPhydration
reactions almost immediately upon mixing, and the peaks occurred within the first three hours. However the
pure cement occurred after about 18 hours. Because only one peak was observed during the first 48 hours of
Tf'or,a11 samples, it probably corresponds with hydration of CA. The total heatswolved are^shovm in
Figure 2. It shows that cumulative heat for samples modified by sodium phosphate is lower than pure cement It
Se da,a Ша' addinE a Pb°sphat=-bLd InorJani/polymerZn^SSs the

Figure 1.

rate of heat evolved during the first 48 hours of hydration for pure cement and

Figure 3 shows four x-ray diffraction pattens; pure НАС and samples modified with 10 Wt.%, 20 Wt.% and
30 Wt.% (НаРОз)п additions, respectively. All samples were cured in air for one day at room temperature. It
shows that the difference in the x-ray diffraction pattens is minimal, denoting that products formed by phosphatebased inorganic polymer and НАС are amorphous. A conclusion can be made as that a new crystalline reaction
product does not seem to form at the room temperature in these mixtures. Further studies are underway to
reaction mechanism in this system [12].

Table 1 shows the results of the measurements of the flexural strengths for pure НАС and modified samples
using two phosphate-based inorganic polymers. All samples were hydrated at a water/solid ratio of 0.182, and a
phosphate/cement ratio of 0.1. It can be seen that the phosphate modified cements have higher strengths than pure
one. As shown in the table, strengths increased very rapidly with age for about 3 to 7 days for both pure НАС
and modified cements. After 7 days, the strengths began to decrease until 28 days of hydration. The values
slowly increased again after 28 days of hydration until ten months. The differences between pure НАС and the
modified cement are significant. The reason for lower strength between one month and three months is that the
hydration of НАС results in the conversion of hydration products САНю and C2AH8, which are chemically
unstable at normal and higher temperature, to cubic C3AH6 and alumina gel. This change results in an increase in
porosity and in strength loss [12,13]. Table 1 also shows the results of 10% silica fume replaced the same
amount of НАС. The strength is very high at early ages as shown, but decreases from 48 MPa to 24 MPa
between one and three days. However, it is found that the modified cements still have much higher strengths than
pure cement.

Figure 2. Total heat evolved for
pure cement and modified
samples.

15
20
25
30
33
4U
zu
Figure 3. XRD of pure cement and three modified samples containing three addition levels of (NaTO)n and cured
in air for one day at room temperature.

X-ray diffraction results are not entirely consistent with the analysis of the microstructure of the hardened
pastes using the scanning electron microscope (SEM). While x-ray diffraction do not indicate the growth of new
crystalline phases in these mixture, the micrographs indicate that there is some degree of order in the newly
developed phases. The microstructure of the fractured surface of a (NaPO3)n Na2O modified sample as seen in
Figure 4 (a) shows hexagonal crystal embedded in a matrix. Although large pores were removed during sample
processing, small pores (~5 pm diameter) can still be seen. The (NaP03)n modified sample (b) shows columnarlike phases in the binding matrix.
■

Table 1 Flexural strength for НАС and modified samples
Amount _
Flexural
No. Materials
ID
3D
7D
(g)
03
Secar71
80
7.3
9.4
13.7
DI Water
16
Secar71
80
01
(NaPO3)nJ4a2O
8
20.1
34.5
33.8
DI Water
16
Secar71
80
23
8
(NaPO3)n
33.7
39.3
33.7
DI Water
16
Secar 71
70
27
7
48.1
(NaPO3)n
24.3
32.3
Silica fume
7
DI Water
■ 21

Strength (MPa )
14D
28D
12.3
11.0
24.5

27.3

32.5

18.3

24.3

90D
11.9

300D
12.1
34.5

20.7

27.3

24.8

28.1

Figure 4. SEM images of (КаРОз)п and (КаГОз)п-Ка2О modified samples.

CONCLUSIONS
(1) High alumina cement modified by phosphate-based inorganic polymers exhibit much faster hydration
rates. However, hydration evolves less total heat than for pure НАС.
(2) The phosphate-containing products formed in this system are x-ray amorphous. However SEM shows
phases exhibiting distinct morphologies.
(3) The strength is greatly improved by the addition of sodium phosphates.
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MECHANISMS OF LIMESTONE FILLERS REACTIONS
IN THE SYSTEM {C3A-CSH2-CH-CC-H} :
COMPETITION BETWEEN CALCIUM MONOCARBOAND MONOSULFO-ALUMINATE HYDRATES FORMATION
C Vernet and Noworyta

Centre de Recherche Industrielle et Technique, du Groupe Ciments Francais, FRANCE

ABSTRACT
In the system { C3A-CSH2-CH-CC-H }, carbonate ions released by limestone dissolution compete with
sulfate 10ns released by gypsum, to react with aluminate ions coming from C3A. In presence of monocarboa-

lummate the conditions of existence of monosulfo-aluminate in the system are not well established. We have
revisited the problem using experimental conditions allowing the monosulfoaluminate formation. The hydra
tion kinetics was monitored and the solids and liquid phases analyzed
3 '
wiihnn^
in ?e ?uatemfy system’ m°nosulfo- and monocarboaluminates can coexist at equilibrium
Ы on o? he \
calc,um;llufmmate hy,dratc- for an adequate initial composition. Nevertheless, the evo
lution of the system remains far from equilibrium, as lQng as C3A is still present, and this allows the formaXOafm^'aftable Pha.SeS‘A TieW Of the aVailabIe data in the litcraturc’ includinS our results, is shown in a
diagramatic form, explaining the reaction pathways followed by the different mixes which have been studied
The above apparent discrepancies are then eliminated and the data included in a general view
A pracrica! consequence relative to the chemical stability of the fillcrized cements exposed to carbonation or
sulfate attack, can be derived from this study. Knowing that the stability of carboaluminate is better than that
iu ™0™Sulf0aluminate and aluminate hydrate, the durability of fillerized cements should be improved in ad
justing the gypsum amount, so as to favourize carboaluminate formation.

N.B. For word-processing reasons, the bars on, the top of symbols for SO3 and CÖ2 have been replaced
.

by underlines.

1 - INTRODUCTION
Among the cement mineral additives, limes
tone fillers are now used in a general way in France,
where their use was developed during the 80's.
Beyond their filling role, they are known to show
various chemical activities, which are difficult to
characterise with classical methods, including calo
rimetry, Reactivity tests in acid media (1) are too far
from the actual hydration conditions. Dissolution is
then operated by a protonation mechanism of car
bonate ions, since in basic media it proceeds by
shifting the solubility equilibrium of calcium carbo
nate, with formation of less soluble compounds for
example, calcium carboaluminate, in presence of
calcium aluminates. During cement hydration, car
bonate ions coming from limestone fillers, and sul
fate ions from gypsum, compete to react with alu
minate ions from C3A. In this matter, the data found

in the literature do not seem to be in total agreement
(2 to 5),(7)(8), particularly concerning the monosul
foaluminate formation. In a previous paper (5), we
had studied a range of compositions favourizing the
carboaluminate formation, which is the general case
in cements.
.
Supposing that the apparent discrepancies of the
available data had arisen from the different experi
mental conditions and molar ratios which had been
used, we have further revisited the system {C3ACSH2-CH-CC-H} in the conditions of monosul

and the pH of the suspension. The ionic concentra
tions of sodium, potassium, sulfate and calcium
were measured using an online SKALAR analyzer.
Samples of the suspension were kept on the base of
the variations of the monitored parameters. The fil
trates were analyzed using the classical spectrometric methods. The results were used to calibrate the
online analysis. The solids were rinsed with ethano
lether, moderatly dried, and analysed using thermo
gravimetry and X-ray diffraction, the latter using
silicium as an internal standard. X-ray peaks were
identified using ref (9),(10),(11).
2.2. Domain of compositions

All the mixes contained an excess of port
landite, with the aim of maintaining the lime satura
tion, whatever the reactions can be.
Three runs were performed in a first set, using the
proportions of reagents listed in table 1.

Table 1 Mixes for kinetic study.

RUN

MOLE FRACTIONS

cs

cc
#1
#2
#3

C3A

0.528 0.061 0.411
0.514 0.104 0.381
0.492 0.142 0.365

foaluminate formation.
Table 2 Conductometric tests.

2 - EXPERIMENTAL.

RUN

2.1. Methods

The reagents were synthetic C3A, doped with
0.
25%
Na2O, and analytical grade calcite, gypsum
and portlandite, finely ground (about 4000cm2/g).
The experiments were performed at *25
C,
using a
water to solid ratio of 16. The dry blends were in
troduced and kept in suspension during 6 days in a
kinetic reactor allowing multiparameters measure
ments. The parameters monitored were the electrical
conductivity, the thermal flow (heat release rate),

#4
#5
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9

MOLE FRACTIONS

cc

cs

C3A

0.00
0.11
0.18
0.36
0.53
0.69
0.82

0.13
0.12
0.11
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02

0.87
0.78
0.71
0.56
0.41
0.27
0.16

This domain of compositions corresponds to C3A-

rich cements in which a part of gypsum is partially
replaced by calcium carbonate. A second series of
tests were performed, using only the conductometry,
on mixes with a large variation of the С£/СзА ratio
(table 2) Other conductometric tests were also
performed on fillerized cements.

3 - RESULTS.

3.1. Kinetic measurements

HCA = Hemi-carboaluminate hydrate.
HSA = Hemi-sulfoaluminate hydrate.
C4 = C4AH13 solid solution.

In this run, the gypsum proportion seems to be
sufficient to control the C3A initial reactions. Et

tringite and a small amount of MCA are formed
first. This corresponds to a splitting of the initial
heat flux peak. After the gypsum depletion, (mark
1), the ettringite dissolves and forms MSA and
MCA:
TSA + CC + ЗС3А + 25H -> MCA + 3MSA
A part of the portlandite is used by the C3A to form

A typical series of evolution curves (run # 3)
is shown at fig.l. The following abreviations are
used for simplification of the diagram:
C = electrical conductivity.
dQ/dt = heat flux.
CS = gypsum
CC = calcium carbonate.
CH = portlandite
TSA = Ettringite.
MSA = Mono-sulfoaluminate hydrate.
MCA = Mono-carbo-aluminate hydrate.

HSAandC4AH13 :

C3A + CH + 12 H —> C4
C3A + CH + MSA + 10 H —> 2 HSA

This is a typical out of equilibrium situation, main
tained by the dissolution of C3A. These reactions
are slowed down by the layer of hydrates, until the
depletion of ettringite (mark 2). Then the HSA and
C4AH13 react with carbonate ions, and HCA ap

pears. MSA, MCA and the calcium concentration
increases.

fig-1 kinetic diagram for run # 3.

2 HSA —> 2 MSA + CH
2 HSA + CQ —> MSA + HCA + CH
2 C4AH13 + CC —> 2 HCA + CH.
C4AH13 + CC — > MCA + CH

A conductivity maximum, and a minimum heat flux
are observed, at the C3A depletion (mark3).

Then MSA and MCA react rapidly with C4AH^3
to form HCA and HSA.
MSA + C4 —> 2 HSA
MCA + C4 — >2 HCA

The MSA is depleted after 100h (mark 4), and then
the hydrates begin to react more slowly, tending to
reach the equilibrium. Finally, a solid solution HSA
+ HCA is obtained after 6 days. The theoritical
composition ( TSA + MCA + excess C£) could take
a very long time to be reached. The proportion of
gypsum was lower for run #1 than for run #3. Run
#1 depicts an immediate depletion of the ettringite.
Afterwards the sequence is similar to the #3 one.
The C3A is depleted at about 30h, in #3, v.s. 60h in

calcium and sulfate concentration drop, minus the
increase related to the release of alkalis by the C3A

dissolution. It is lower in run #1 than in #2, because
a lower gypsum content produces less ettringite,
which reacts afterwards with less C3A.
The conductivity increase after the ettringite deple
tion (mark 2) is larger than in #1. In the latter the
C3A produced more C4AH]3 and HSA, because of
the lower amount of ettringite, giving less MSA.
This is confirmed by a greater heat flux peak in #2
at this moment.
The detailed analysis of the kinetic sequence now
allow to interpret the conductometric curves in this
system. In the second series of tests, the variation
of the calcite content, for a constant amount of
gypsum, leads to shifts of the events described
above (figj).

“I. The MSA is also rapidly depleted. Run #2 is an
intermediate case, and behaves as expected.

fig-3 Conductometric curves for runs #5 to #10.
- The gypsum depletion (mark 1) occurs at the
same time in runs #5 trough 8, but 4 h sooner in run
#9 and #10. In the latter, a large part of the C3A has

TIME

Comparison between runs # 1 (upper) and # 2

The conductometric cuves depict the differences in
reaction rate between runs #1 and #2 (fi2.2). In the
latter, the conductivity drop is greater at the gypsum
depletion time (mark 1). This drop is due to the

reacted in the first hours with calcium carbonate,
and the carboaluminate has lowered the "braking"
action of the sulfate, probably by a decrease of the
permeability of the hydrates layer.
- The larger the amount of calcite, the sooner the
C3A depletion (mark 2) occurs. On the contrary,
the monosulfate depletion (mark 3),do not seem to
be shifted as much.

located in the triangle {TSA-MCA-CC}.
It seems that using C3A or cement for expe

The same effects are observed for cement suspen
sions, taken in the same conditions.

rimentation leads to metastable intermediate pro
ducts. The theoritical domain of MSA stabilization
is composed of triangles C,(CC depletion), D,(CC
and TSA depletion), and E,(CC, TSA and MCA
depletion). The points # 8, 9 and 10 represent the
above kinetic study (runs 1, 2 and 3). The point #
10, for example, lies within the {MCA - TSA CC} triangle. Then these 3 phases are expected to
coexist at equilibrium. The results of fig.l have
shown that the mix in run #1 uses a particular
pathway to reach the equilibrium state, and that
equilibrum was long to be reached.

4 - DISCUSSION.
4.1. Representation of the reaction pathways.
Comparison of the data in the literature (fig.4).

To represent the reaction pathways in the
quaternary diagram { CSH2 - CC - C4AAH13 -

CH }, we have used a triangular section of the
tetrahedron, obtained for a constant value of the
portlandite mole fraction (0.5 is the minimum to
form C4AH33 with C3A). The triangle { CSH2 CC - C4AH13 } is composed of 6 zones corres

4.2 Kinetic appoach

ponding to the phases which can coexist, by set of
three. The available data (calculated mole fractions),
are plotted on this diagram at fig.4.

On a kinetic point of view, the formation of
intermediate phases is obvious. The most insoluble
phase form first. But the solubility of the hydrates
depends on the concentrations, and can change
when ions are used up (12) to (14). A less soluble
phase can form if the latter more soluble one has
been depleted by a chemical reaction. This occurs
when anhydrous phases like C3A or cement can

The observed final phases rarely agree with the
location of the equilibrium points, except for hy
drates obtained by precipitation from solutions, or
equilibrated during several months (point 11 from
ref.7). Monosulfate formation have been observed
for the points located in the triangle {MCA-MSAC4AH13}, and in a transient way, for other points

CSH2

lead the system far from equilibrium.

C=A-S/3
S/A=3

TSA

StC=A

S/A-l
MSA

HSA

Points
Points
Points
Points
Points
Points
Points

1 through 7, ref. [5]
8 through 10, this study.
11 and 12, ref. (7)
13 through 19, ref. (2)
20 through 23, ref.(8)
24 through 28, ref.(3]
25 through 33, ref.(4)

N

SzA-l

4
73

CC

MCA

HCA

p

C3A C4AH13

fig,4 Plot of the experimental data in the C3A-CC-CSH2 diagram

Depending on their reactivity, they can act as
"magnetic attractors" and track the points in their
way in the diagram, until they have been depleted.
Thus in run #1, the figurative point passed trough
the A, B, C, D, and E triangles, until depletion of the
C3A. MCA and MSA appear when TSA begin to

both pathways tend to join on the line CC-mark N,
which represents the composition of the hydrates
when TSA and C3A have been depleted. The re
maining hydrates coexist with the remaining CC,
which was in excess, and they tend to reach the
overall composition.

dissolve, for lack of sulfate ions. HCA appears when
TSA is depleted, the figurative point being then in
the MCA-MSA-HCA triangle.

20H

There is still a behaviour to be explained in the run
#3, that is the formation of C4AH13. For this, we
propose to consider the concentration gradients
around the C3A grains (fig.5). Taking into account

the interaction between diffusion and precipitation,
it is possible to describe the formation of the hy
drates in a set of domains close to equilibrium. The
hydrates precipitate at a finite distance from the
C3A interface, depending on their precipitation rate
constant, and on the diffusion coefficients of the
constitutive ions (15).

Experimental data confirm this model in the calcite
transition zone (16) (17), and around the C3A grains
(18). Thus the hydrates layers are ordered from
the interface, and are close to the hydrates
belonging to the same triangle of the equilibrium
diagram.
Depending on the initial composition, the
thickness and the sequence of the hydrate layers
will be different.

For example, the stabilization of TSA by an increase
of gypsum will suppress the MSA and HSA. In the
same view, C4AH13 and HCA will be expected in
close contact with C3A, separated from TSA by a
MCA layer.
This explains why the number of phases is greater
than expected for equilibrium, and all the unexpec
ted results in the literature. The reaction pathway
can be represented in the equilibrium diagram, by
splitting the hydrates in two goups, both giving in
termediate pathways (fig.4).

The first group is composed of the hydrates close to
C3A, and the second is composed of the external

hydrates, formed at the junction of diffusion
gradients of aluminate ions and outer ions like
sulfate and carbonate. In the case of run #1,(fig.4),

Fig.5 Order of precipitation layers v.s. time and
distance from C3A.

We have also represented the pathways for point
#27, the behaviour of which Was unexpected,
because of the absence of MSA formation. The
paths tend to reach point #27 and to join the CSH2
mark P line. But in the first stage, they pass by the
triangles corresponding to the observed behaviour
(3), and we can understand that MSA will begin to
appear after the depletion of CC. This may take a
very long time if C3A is depleted first, taking into

account the low reactivity of the hydrates.

5 - CONCLUSIONS.
The consideration of the concentration gra
dients around the C3A grains, and the use of a re

presentation of the pathways followed by the hy
drates enable the comprehension of the different
behaviours of limestone fillerized cements. It seems
that monosulfate-aluminate hydrate can form at
equilibrium when the kinetic conditions are gathe
red.
Among the practical consequences of this work, we
shall point out the performance of the conduc
tometric technique to evaluate the reactivity of
limestone fillers. This can be performed in chemical
conditions very close to the cement ones.

We can also use the equilibrium diagram to foresee
the behaviour of fillers. Given the better stability of
carbonated hydrates versus CO2 attack, the use of

and CO32- anions". Sth.ICCC, RIO, 1986, 2.1, pp

limestone fillers is a way of improving durability.
The resistance to sulfate has been reported to be
better than the standards, using limestone fillers
(19), but this cannot be the case into the triangle
MSA-MCA-C3A. Precautions have thus to be ta

(10) KAPRALIK I. HANIC F. "Phase relations in
the subsystem C4A3S- CSH2-CH-H2O of the

ken in the formulations of cements, and proportions
will play an important role. Given the higher solu
bility of the C4AH13 and parent solid solutions, it
seems preferable to avoid the triangle MCA-MSAC3A, and to aim the triangle TSA-CC-MCA, in its

central part.
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SUMMARY
In this paper, some isostructural compounds of AFm phase were synthesized by the use of
chemical reagents in the liquid-liquid or solid-liquid systems. The resulting solid phases
were characterized by XRD, DTA and SEM.
Firstly, the basal spacing of the synthesized
compounds, which represented the hydrated anion species in the interlayer- region, were
measured after drying. Though their values might also depend most on the amount of
interlayer water.
Secondly, thermal stability of these compounds was measured by DTA-TG. Two stages of
weight loss were observed In each compound. One was attributed to the dehydration of the
interlayer water and the other to the dehydration of the hydroxide ion. These
dehydration temperatures varied with the interlayer anion species.
Thirdly, the chemical stability of the compounds was evaluated by measuring the
concentration of the ionic species and the solid phase, after immersion in distilled water.
The AFm phase easily decomposed to the AFt phase, gypsum and alumina gel. The compound
containing N03" ion partially exchanged to that containing hydroxide ion. Other
compounds, containing COa2- or Cl- ion in the interlayer region did not. For the latter
two compounds, solubility product Ksp and the standard Gibbs free energy of formation
could be calculated. The thermodynamical stability of the AFm phase-isostructural group
’s discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Calcium monosulpho-aluminate hydrate, ЗСаО • А1г0з ■ СаЗОд • 12НгО, Is usually
recognized as the AFm phase in the long-term hydration process. Recently, the use of
blast-furnace slag instead of portland cement brings the high alumina content in cement
and easily produces the AFm phase besides the AFt phase. Although the AFm phase is a
metastable phase thermodynamically compared to the AFt phase, or is noticed in the
concrete after long term.
AFm phase also has a layer structure and shows the exchangeable property in the
Interlayer region”. Actually, under a given condition, several isostructural compounds
of the AFm phase were observed in concrete. For example, Freidel’s salt, in which
chloride ion exists instead of sulphate ion, is observed in the concrete penetrated or
corroded by sea water. While, In the concrete after carbonation, another compound, in
which the carbonate ion changes place with sulphate ion, is found. Effect of these
compounds on concrete strength or durability has not been revealed completely.
However, these exchangeable properties in the interlayer region can be used ps
indicator of the host-guest reaction.
Therefore, definite synthesized methods of
monolithic compound has been expected, for example, while using blast furnace slag.
In this paper, the synthesis of some isostructural compounds of AFm phase by using
chemical reagents in the liquid-liquid or solid-liquid systems has been discussed. The
resulting solid phases were characterized by XRD, DTA and SEN. Finally, their thermal

and chemical stability are discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
Preparation of the starting materials
The following chemical reagents were added to distilled water up to a given
concentration and filtered.
The solutions used In this experiment were Ca(OH)2 (0.02
mol/1), Ca(N03)2 (0.4 mo 1/1) and CaCls (0.5 mo 1/1) aqueous solution.
Ettringite (ЗСа0.А120з.ЗСа50д.32Н20) was synthesized by mixing a calcium hydroxide
aqueous solution and aluminium sulfate solution and allowing the mixture to react under a
СОг-free condition. The synthesis method in detail has been mentioned elsewhere21.
Calcium aluminate (CaO.AlsOs) was synthesized using СаСОз and А1г0з, which was mixed in
the Ca/Al molar ratio of 1.0 and sintered at 1500 “C for 3 hrs.

Recommended synthesis method
1) 3CaO • AlsOa • CaS04 • 12H20 (AFm-S): Synthesized ettringite was added to distilled and
C02-free water. Water/solid weight ratio was kept at 125 ~ 150. This suspension was boiled
for 4 hrs with magnetic stirring and then filtered31. At different water/solid ratio or
temperature, Initial ettringite , alumina gel or gypsum was co-exlsted.
2) 3CaO • AI2O3 • CatNOab ■ 10H20 (AFm-N): Ca(0H)2 and Ca(N02)2 aqueous solutions were
mixed and added to CA powder to maintain the stoichiometric composition. This suspension
was stirred at room temperature for 24 hrs. Other solution or powder combinations
brought to form alumina gel and aluminium hydroxide.
3) 3CaO • А1г0з • CaCl2 • 10H2O (AFm-Ch): Ca(0H)2 and CaCl2 aqueous solutions were mixed
and CA powder added to maintain the stoichiometric composition. This suspension stirred
at room temperature for 24 hrs. Using the different kind of solution or adding the
Impertinent amount of CA powder brought to form alumina gel and aluminium hydroxide.
4) 3CaO ■ А120з • СаСОз • 11H2O (AFm-Ca): СаСОз and CA were added to Ca(0H)2 aqueous
solution and then stirred ultrasonically at 45 °C for 4 hrs. The precipitate obtained

contained a small amount of calcite (СаСОз). At other experimental conditions, several
kinds of calcium aluminate hydrates were mainly formed.

Characterization of synthesized AFm phase-isostructural compound
The precipitates were dried in 10~2mmHg vacuum for 24 hrs., and identified with XRD for
their basal spacing, SEM for the morphology and EDAX for the chemical composition.
Thermal stability was determined by DTA-TG. Chemie? 1 stability was evaluated by immersion
of these compounds in distilled water followed by measurement of the dissolved ionic
concentration.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Identification of compound
The precipitates were investigated by XRD. In the XRD patterns of the precipitates, AFm
phase-isostructural compound alone was observed except in AFm-Ca, in which calcite
co-existed. Accordingly, the basal spacings were calculated from these 001 reflections
and listed in Table 1. These values after drying were lower than those observed at normal
conditions. The difference of basal spacing was caused not only by the size of the
interlayer anion but also the amount of interlayer water, the latter was obtained from
thermal test.

Table 1 Basal spacing of AFm-isostructural compound

Sample

Basal spacing
(Ä )

AFm-S
AFm-N
AFm-Ch
AFm-Ca

8.93
8. 66
7. 85
7. 56

The results of chemical analysis as measured by EDAX are shown in Table 2. For all the
compounds, the observed values relatively coincided with the calculated values. In the
interlayer region of AFm-S and AFm-Ch, the interlayer ions existed closely. The Ca/Al
molar ratio must be equal to 2.0 , but a slight deviation was observed.

Table 2 Chemical analysis measured by EDAX

Sample

AFm-S
AFm-N
AFm-Ch
AFm-Ca

Ca(wtX)
OBS. CAL.
52.
64.
45.
59.

3
2
2
4

57.
60.
50.
66.

1
0
0
7

Al(wtX)
OBS. CAL.

27.
35.
30.
40.

8
8
4
6

28.6
40. 0
25.5
33.3

S(wtX)
OBS. CAL.

19.9

Cl(wtX)
OBS. CAL.

14.3

24.4

25.5

Calculated
Ca/Al mole rati о
2. 16
2. 16
1. 69
1.80

Fig 1 shows the morphology of each compound. Hexagonal plates were observed In all the
compounds. The size of plates for AFm-S was 20 ц m In diameter and
1 u. m in thickness. The sizes of other compounds were approximately 10 д m In diameter and
less than 1 д m in thickness. The plates for AFm-Ca almost aggregated to become radial.

Flg.l SEM Micrographs of AFm compounds

Thermal and chemical stability
Fig. 2 shows the DTA-TG results of each compound. Weight loss accompanied with an
exothermic peak was roughly divided two stages. One was attributed to tjie dehydration of
the Interlayer water and the other to the dehydration of the hydroxide Ion in the
Interlayer region.
The dehydration temperature varied with the interlayer anion
specimen. The amount of hydrated water was noted down at each plateau step of TG curves.
Above that temperature, weight loss and DTA peak may be due to the volatilization of
other Ion specimens, that is the decarbonation for AFm-Ca at approximately 700 °C.
Table 3 shows the concentrations of ionic specimens and solid phase after immersion In
distilled water. The AFm-Ca and AFm-Ch did not change, but others decomposed or changed
to other stable compounds. Gibbs free energy of formation for the former compounds
could be calculated41. The thermodynamic equations for the two compounds could be
written as follows, supposing that they have the same amount of water.
■
4Ca2+(aq. )+2A10a-(aq. )+CO32_(aq. )+40H“(aq. )+9H20(liq.) =
ЗСа0.А120з.СаС0з.12Нг0(АРт-Са)
4Ca2+(aq. )+2A102-(aq. )+2Cl“(aq. )+40H-(aq. )+10HE0(liq.) =
3Ca0.A1203.CaC12.12H20(AFm-Ch)
For AFm-Ca,
AG0
= 4A G°
+ 2A G0
+AG°
+4 A G ° +9AG°
AFm-Ca
Ca2+
A102~
C032*
OHH20

+RTln ( [ Ca2+ ] 4 [ A102- ] 2 [ СОэ2” ] [ OH" ] 4 }
Here, the AG
s with subscript of the solid phase or Ionic species are the standard
Gibbs free energy of formation. The activity of the solid phase and the activity
coefficients of the Ionic species were assumed to be unity. The concentration of
carbonate Ion could not be measured , and so this was obtained from the charge valency

6.3H

1.3H

AFm-Ch

4.6H

1.2H

I______ I_______ I____ I____ I_______ I_____ I______ I_____ L

aoo

aoo

boo

boo

TEMP., °C
Fig. 2 DTA-TG curves of AFe compounds
Table 3 Concentration of ionic specieens and resultant precipitate

Sample

[Ca’+]

AFm-S

2. 29

1. 94

SO«2-

AFm-N
AFm-Ch
AFm-Ca

5.85
5'. 02
2. 54

2. 84

NO,"

[0H-]

Resultant
precipitate

tr.

5. 10

2. 84
Cl" . 4. 26
co»2- -

5. 01
3. 16
2. 00

AFt, Gypsum
Calcite. Bayerite
AFm-N, C4ABia
AFm-Ch
AFm-Ca

EX2",.
[A10,-]
mm 01/1

2.45
2. 17

Y-]

equation In liquid phase.
The Д G ° of each ionic species was taken from the
thermodynamic table55.
The Ksp(AFm-Ca), corresponded to the value of blanket in above
equation, was 2.8xl0~3°. The A G ° (AFm-Ca) was -1805.8 kcal/mol. The Ksp(AFm-Ch) was
6.9xl0~ao and A G° (AFm-Ch) was -1741.8 kcal/mol. These values were lower than that for
AFm-S, which was -1859.14 kcal/mol. Actually, the amount of water molecule for AFm-Ca or
AFm-Ch was smaller than that of AFm-S. Thus A G ° was smaller compared to that of AFm-S.
These calculated results suggested that the most stable compound in this group was
AFm-S, but It changed easily with the amount of water.

4. CONCLUSIONS
(1) Calcium monosulpho-aluminate hydrate phase-isostructural compound
{ 3Ca0 • AlaOa • Ca(X,Ya) • 12Ha0 : SO^ACOa2- as X and NO3”,C1- as Y } could be
synthesized as monolithic phase.
(2) Basal spacing of synthesised compounds depended mostly on the amount of interlayer
water.
(3) Two stages of weight loss in TG curve were observed for each compound. One was
attributed to the dehydration of the interlayer water and the other to the dehydration of
hydroxide ion. The dehydration temperature varied with interlayer anion species.
(4) The compound containing NCb- ion partially exchanged to that of containing hydroxide
ion. Other compounds, containing СОз2- or CF ion in interlayer region did not. For the
latter two compounds, solubility product Ksp and standard Gibbs free energy of formation
could be calculated.
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SUMMARY
Sulphoaluminate belite cement clinker with the main phases C2S, C4A3S and C4AF was
synthesised from limestone, fly ash, phosphogypsum and a small amount of corrective bauxite at 1200
°C. The influence of particle sizes (specific surface) of a constant amount of added anhydrite during
hydration process of this cement was investigated.Results show that the rate of formation of ettringite is
proportional to the specific surface of anhydrite. An optimum fraction of particle size helps in gaining the
high initial compressive strength. The particle size of anhydrite plays an important role in the mechanism
of ettringite formation and influencing the properties of the hydrated cement paste.

SUMARIO
El clinquer de Sulfoaminoato de Belita, con las fases principales C2S, C4A3S у C4AF, fiie
sintetisado a partir de cal, hollhn, yeso, у una pequena cantidad de bauxita сото corrector, a 1200’
°C. Fue investigada la influencia del tamano de las parthculas (superficie espechfica) de upa cantidad
constante de anhidrido anadido durante el proceso de hidrataciön de este cemento. Los resuliados
muestran que la velocidad de formacion de etringuita es proportional a la superfitie espechfica de
anhidrido. Una fraction con tamanos de parthculas optimos, ayuda en la obtencion de una alia
resistencia inicial a la compresion. El tamano de las parthculas de anhidrido juega un rol
importante en el mecanismo de formacion de etringuita, у en las propiedades de la pasta de cemento
hidratada.

INTRODUCTION
Gypsum is used as a set retarder in Portland cement. Gypsum reacts with C3A of Portland cement
in the presence of water to form ettringite on the surface of original aluminate grains leading to the
retardation of the reaction and in this way controls the setting behaviour of Portland cement (1).

Grinding of clinker and gypsum together in industrial mill shows that the finer fraction is
dominated by gypsum : in fact 90 % gypsum has granule sizes below 40 gm (2). This is due to the fact
that gnndability ofclinker and gypsum is being inversely proportional (3). The granulometry of cement as
well as the grinding condition affects the role of gypsum (4).
Ettringite the main initial hydrated product is responsible for the setting and hardening properties
of the Sulphoaluminate belite cement (5) as well as the expansive character of expansive cements. In the
case of sulphoaluminate belite cement, the sulphoaluminate phase C4A35 reacts with CS in the presence
of water to form ettringite according to the following scheme

C4A35 + 8 CS + 6C + 96 H

ЗСбА53Нз2

The mechanism and kinetics of ettringite formation which influences the microstructure
development also determines the strength development and other properties of this cement. In work (6)
the influence of different kinds of calcium sulphates have been studied and it has been shown that the
solubility of calcium sulphate changes the mechanism of ettringite formation. The solubility of anhydrite
is directly proportional to the specific surface of the anhydrite (2). In work (7) the influence of pH on the
stability of different hydrated products in the system СаО-А^Оз-ЗОз-НзО has been studied and shown
that at pH > 10.7 ettringite is the stable phase and at pH > 11.2 monosulphate is the stable phase. On the
basis of these findings a hypothetical model has been developed to explain the role of liquid interlayer in
the mechanism of ettringite and monosulphate formation (8).

In this work it has been studied how in real situation the particle size/ specific surface of the
added anhydrite influences on the hydration of sulphoaluminate belite cement.
EXPERIMENTAL

The sulphoaluminate belite cement was prepared from limestone, fly ash, bauxite and
phosphogypsum. For the present study an optimized clinker of the work (5) has been considered. The
chemical composition and the phase composition according to modified Bouge's calculation are given in
Table i.
Table 1. Chemical composition and calculated phase composition of the
sulphoaluminate belite cement (SAB).

Oxides

Wt.%

Phases

Wt.%

CaO

53.94

C7S

52.94

SiO7

18.47

C4A35

15.7

A17O4

15.41

c4af

17.64

Ре70з

5.88

CS

5.8

SO4

6.56

Fineness

296.5 nr2 kg
* 1

The presence of the listed phases were identified by X-ray diffraction method. Pure chemical
gypsi™ was STtered at 1200 °C for one hour’ was ground and sieved to different particle sizes. 15
Wt./o of anhydrite of different particle sizes were mixed with the ground Sulphoaluminate belite cement
to prepare the following mixtures. Table 2. Before conducting the hydration study the mixtures were
thoroughly homogenized.
For compressive strength measurement test pieces of cement paste of the size 1x1x3 cm. were
prepared. After 24 hours of hydration in the humid chamber they were demolded and further left in the
humid chamber for hydration. Samples after 24 hours of hydration were taken for mercury intrusion
(9Г10)1П1е1ГУ ^МП>^ The heat evolution characteristics were studied by a differential calorimetry ZIAC

Table 2. Description of the mixtures

Sample
no

85 Wt. %

Pl
P2
P3
P4
P5

SAB+
SAB+
SAB+
SAB+
SAB+

15 Wt. % CS and
particle sizes(pm)
(70-100)
(45-70)
(36-45)
15-36)
(5-20)

Specific surface
of C5 kg nr2
87.9
112.5
124.4
167.7
302.0

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
, The kinetics of hydration process of sulphoaluminte belite cement with various fineness of
anhydrite has been shown by the trends in heat evolution from calorimetric study Fig.l. It is evident that
the increase of specific surface of anhydrite which directly influences the total specific surface accelerates
the ettringite formation in first period of hydration and lowering of the second peak. In the case of P5
where the finest fraction of anhydrite is present there is almost no effect on the second peak.

Fig. 1. Trends in heat evolution of Sulphoaluminate belite cement in the
presence of different particle sizes of anhydrites

Fig. 2 Dependence of mass loss
due to ettringite on the

Fig. 3 Dependence of liberated
heat in first period on the

surface ratio r(C5)

surface ratio r(CS)

Similar effect was observed in our yet unpublished work (11) where the influence of particle size of the

individual minerals in the modelled system C2S-C4A3S-CS was studied. It was observed that when finest
fraction of OS and coarse fractions of C2S and C4A3S are present in the system the initial hydrated
product is gypsum instead of ettringite. But in the present studied systems no such gypsum formation was
observed. So it can be predicted that the heat evolution in the first period is partly contributed due to the
conversion of anhydrite to gypsum. The second peak is most probably due to the second step of ettringite
formation.

By analysing the specific surface of individual minerals, which are calculated from the content of
individual phases in the original cement and considering all the minerals having the same grindability and
contributing equally to the total surface it can be seen that the contribution of surface of anhydrite to the
total surface is proportionally highest in the case of P5 Table 3. Where r in table 3 s the relative specific
surface of individual phases represented by the following relation.

Sj - Specific surface of phase i
Table 3 Contribution of individual phases to the total specific surface

Mixture

Specific

no

Surface total

r %
C2S

C4A3S

C4AF

CS

m2 kg-1

Pl

265.2

50.30

22.36

16.77

10.57

P2

268.9

49.29

22.05

16.54

11.72

P3

270.6

49.62

21.91

16.43

12.37

P4

277.1

48.14

21.39

16.05

14.42

P5

297.3

44.88

19.94

14.96

20.22

Considering the amount of ions in the liquid phase in the starting system is proportional to the
t!ie,solubility of anhydrite is proportional to the specific surface (2), it is expected that
soeafic surface Uf P th Tt
Ле pH ValuC ™ the liquid Phase‘ Chanße in »e
dissolution of Sir ft a?hydn2! most Р"ЬаЬ1У influences both the rate of ettringite formation and the
dilution of silicate phase^ These conditions retard the formation of silicate hydrates and on the other
nd prefer the formation of ettringite which can be observed from the TG results Table 4 and Fig. 2 The
dependence Q (heat_evolved) in the first period (first peak) on the r (CS) is shown in Fig. 3. It shows that
with increase in r(C5) value the heat evolved in the first period increases.

Table 4. Weight loss from TG measurement

Sample
no
J4
P2
P3
P4
P5

Total Wt.
loss
15.2
15.7
15.3
15.3
17.6

Wt. loss due to
ettringite
7.2
7.4
^78
8.0
9.3

Porosity measurement by mercury intrusion porosimetry shows that there is no large variation in
when"?!26 d,S'ributl°n Of the samPles' But the change in total porosity and specific surface indicate that
when relatively finer fraction as well coarser fraction of anhydrite is present the total porosity is lower and
specific surface is relatively higher Table 5.

Table 5. Total surface and Specific surfaces from MIP

Sample

Total Porosity

no

Specific surface

m2.g-i

Pl

18.84

18.44

P2

21.46

15.86

P3

21.01

15.13

P4
P5

22.32
19.49

14.01
16.29

This is most probably due to the relatively faster formation of ettringite and negatively influenced
by fast drop of water in the system and hindering the rate of dissolution of silicate phase. Compressive
strength measurement after one day (Table 6) shows contrary results when coarser (Pl) as well as finer
fraction of anhydrite (P5) is present, the values are relatively lower. It is not very much clear why in the
presence of finer fraction of anhydrite the strength is lower. Comparing the differences in strength До7 ,
(7 days - 1 day) it is evident that the values are almost the same but AojS-? for samples P4 and P5 is
higher. This rise in strength is most probably contributed by hydration of silicate phase, which was
hindered by the fast formation of ettringite and causing significant drop of water content in the system.

Table 6. Compressive strengths in MPa

Sample

1 day

7 days

Aa?,]

28 days

Да28-7

Pl

29.0

53.0

24.0

55.0

2.0

P2

35.0

58.0

23.0

59.0

1.0

P3

33.0

56.0

23.0

62.0

6.0

P4

31.0

43.0

23.0

60.0

17.0

P5

29.0

52.0

23.0

70.0

18.0

no

CONCLUSIONS

From the present study it can be concluded that the solubility of anhydrite plays a vital role in the
rate of formation as well as in the mechanism of ettringite formation, which influences the microstructure
development and other properties of the hardened body. Some more study is required to analyse the
influences in detail to develop a high strength sulphoaluminate belite cement as well as proper expansive
cement.
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STUDIES OF BARIUM ADDITION ON THE
ß-Ca2SiO4 HYDRATION
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SUMMARY
The hydration in the water suspensions of /?-Ca2SiO4 , Ba9SiO4,
. 98Ba0
^nd |f?-Ca1.94Ba0 06Si04 was 3studied. It was found4* that
the presence of barium ions ‘in the structure vj
u.
of. ^-dicalcium
silicate
brings about the increase of hydration rate. The BaO/CaO
--- —I molar ratio in
the suspensions of two phases doped with barium is much higher«than in the
initial.anhydrous samples.lt may be caused by the fact »that
<= = ^4-Ba
iong
are
not incorporated easily into the structure of CSH phase.

RESUME
On a 6tudi6 1‘hydratation de ^-Са-SiO-, Ba„SiO. eet de solutions
solides г?-са1
Ba0 02SiO et ^-Ca- О21Вап2п,510л äZ
‘‘la
la iusp
suspension/.-ашсасе
aquense.
On a ötabli qü°a ?ä°prösence de Ba‘?Sns°da^s 11 A'
structure
s de /2-silicate
bicalcique la vitesse de 1'hydratation augmentait. Le rapport BaO/CaO dans
la phase liquide de solution solides hydrates est plus 61ev6 qu'A la
phase initiale a^nt 1 *hydratation. Get effet pourrait 6tre la consequence
a. un fait que Ba ions ne prennent pas une part dans la formation de CSH.

INTRODUCTION
As it is commonly known, the rate of /9-Ca„SiO, hydration is strongly
influenced by the type and amount of foreign ions introduced to the
calcium orthosilicate structure. According to many authors the /3-Ca-SiO
stabilizers replacing Si
cations in the [SiO-P tetrahedron reduce2 thl
rate of hydration. This assumption results from the studies of Pritts and
Daugherty [1]. These authors synthesized the /З-orthosi1icate phase using
mai)¥ stabilizers entering the structure on the positions both Si9 and
Ca or interstitially and found that the hydration process was hindered.
The highest rate of hydration was observed for dicalcium silicate
^-polymorph prepared without any stabilizer. The studies of strength
development for cements produced with barium addition,
as well as the
studies of clinker minerals doped with barium [2] suggest that barium
introduced to the Ca2SiO^ structure can accelerate the hydration process.

EXPERIMENTAL

The initial materials used in the investigations were f?-Ca„SiO,
stabilized by thermal treatment i.
e.
by repeating heating and cooling2[3]4
and barium doped orthosilicates of the following composition:

Cal 98Ba0 02Si04 - i"e‘ *
"
by mole Ca-SiO. + 1% by mole Ba„SiO.,
Cal‘94Ba0^06Si04 - i-e‘ 97^ by mole Ca2Si04 +
by mole Ba^SiO9.

The samples doped with barium were subjected to the same thermal treatment
as the initial “pure" calcium orthosilicate. The XRD studies showed that
the r-Ca_SiO4 content did not exceed 3%. The sample Ca. Q.Ban n<-SiO.
contained, apart from the ß phase, some amount of a'-Ca,Si8",
not
exceeding 5%. The Ba^SiO. synthesis was also carried out. All the samples
were ground to the specific surface of 3400 cm2/g, as measured by Blaine
method. The hydration was carried out in pastes prepared at solid to
liquid ratio - 1/s = 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 or in the suspensions at 1/s = 50,
100 and 200, respectively. The suspensions were continuously mixed in
sealed polyethylene containers at room temperature. The time of hydration
was in the range from 1 hour to 28 days. The XRD studies of hydrated solid
samples showed that the Ba addition caused the acceleration of the
/?-Ca2SiO4 hydration at every 1/s ratio, particularly within the first 3
days. At later ages the differences between the hydration degree for
particular samples reduced and practically disappeared after 28 days.
The studies of hydrated suspensions were practically limited to the
chemical analysis of calcium and barium ions concentration in the liquid
phase being in equilibrium with the hydrating material. The analysis was
carried out by ASA method and by complexometric titration. The selected
results are shown in tables 1-4. The concentrations of calcium and barium
cations are expressed as CaO and BaO contents. The total CaO and BaO
concentration in liquid phase was calculated following the procedure given
below:
CMon=Cr=n+0-336*
C TI

MeO

CaO

л

BaO

' where:
C
total CaO and BaO concentration calculated as CaO,
^MeO
CaO
concentration,
pCaO
BaO concentration.
bBa0

The percentage of CaO, BaO and MeO leached out
ca-lculated as follows:

from

solid

p = content of CaO,BaO or MeO in liquid phase
content of CaO, BaO or MeO in unhydrous phase
*"

1^^'

fP)

wag

In an the series the "degree of leaching" for MeO was related to the
1/s ratio. The CaO and BaO contents in the solution increased with 1/s
ratio. The differences reduced with time of hydration. This relation is
presented in tables 1 and 2. In the other tables only the results obtained
at 1/s = 100 are shown.

Table 1.Liquid phase analysis of /?-Ca2SiO4 samples hydrated in
the suspensions at different 1/s ratio.

Time
of
hydration
Ih
3h
6h
12h
24h
3d
7d
14d
28d

CaO concentration
3
in the 1iquid [mg/dm ]

50
410
507
547
664
729
844
952
1168
1430

liquid
100
266
319
391
428
462
646
749
895
1225

Percentage of CaO
leached out from the solid

to solid ratio 200
50
152
3.15
205
3.89
265
4.41
296
5.10
314
5.60
360
6.48
394
7.31
451
8.97
614
10.98

1/s
100
4.08
4.59
6.01
6.57
7.10
8.73
11.51
13.75
18.80

200
4.67
6.30
8.14
9.09
10.05
11.49
12.10
13.86
18.80

Table 2. Liquid phase analysis of Ba2SiO4 samples hydrated in
the suspensions at different 1/s ratio.

Time
of
hydration

BaO concentration
3
in the liquid [mg/dm ]
50

30min
Ih
3h
6h
12h
24h
3d
7d
14d

6302
6431
6840
7219
7715
8365
8358
8360
8365

Percentage of BaO
leached out from the solid

liquid to solid ratio
100
200
50
3654
2000
37.70
3795
2060
38.53
3947
2080
40.91
4160
2095
43.22
4181
2090
46.09
4203
2095
50.10
4187
2100
50.00
4182
2090
50.05
4182
2088
50.10

-

1/s

100
43.71
45.40
47.21
49.78
50.00
50.15
50.03
50.01
50.01

200
47.91
49.28
49.72
50.08
50.02
50.08
50.20
50.02
50.00

Table 3. Liquid phase analysis of Z?-Ca1 9QBa0 02Si04 samples

hydrated in the suspensions at 1/s ratio = 100.

Time
of
hydration

Ih
3h
6h
12h
24h
3d
7d
14d
28d

CaO+BaO concentration
.
3
in the liquid [mg/dm ]
CaO
BaO
MeO
270
13
275
330
14
335
409
18
416
449
24
458
471
28
481
659
36
672
757
56
777
932
78
963
1200
84
1231

Percentage of CaO and BaO
leached out from the solid

CaO
4.23
5.18
6.42
7.04
7.39
10.34
11.88
14.62
18.83

BaO
7.39
7.95
10.22
13.64
15.91
20.45
31.82
44.32
47.72

MeO

4.27
5.20
6.,43
7.47
7.47
10.44
12.07
14.96
19.12

Table 4. Liquid phase analysis of /Э-Са1 94BaQ O6SiO4 samples

hydrated in the suspensions at 1/s ratio = 100.
Time
of
hydration
Ih
3h
6h
12h
24h
3d
7d
14d
28d

CaO+BaO concentration
in the liquid [mg/dm3]
CaO
BaO
MeO
258
53
287
304
69
329
392
78
416
428
87
450
452
134
501
633
157
690
712
187
780
889
211
966
1144
236
1230

Percentage of CaO and BaO
leached out from the solid

CaO
4.22
4.93
6.42
7.00
7.40
10.36
11.65
14.55
18.72

BaO
10.23
13.32
10.22
16.80
25.87
30.31
36.10
40.73
45.56

MeO
'4.56
5.22
6.43
7.14
7.95
10.95
12.38
15.33
19.52

DISCUSSION
The slow reaction of the dicalcium silicate with water involves
serious difficulties in the evaluation of its degree of hydration by QXRD,
particularly at early stages, i.e. within first 24 hours. On the otherside the amount of calcium hydroxide forming during this reaction cannot
be taken as a measure of the reaction progress. The determination of
Ca(0H)2 can be, however, useful in comparative studies of many factors
ifluencing the hydration process.
The results thus obtained indicate that barium incorporated to the
structure of f?-Ca2SiO4 accelerates the hydration process both in pastes
and in the suspensions of calcium orthosilicate with water.
In both
samples doped with barium the CaO content in the liquid phase was higher

than in the "pure" Ca-SiO. sample. The total BaO and CaO concentration
were much higher. It should be underlined simultaneously that the highest
concentrations were observed for the fi-Ca. noBa-,
--Вал SiO sample. The rate
of hydration for these samples was the'98highSit. 4 The
lower
CaO
concentrations in the /5-Ca. g4Ban nfiSiO. suspensions are probably the
consequent of different phAä6 com£)ö§ition of the unhydrous samples
and
higher Ba
concentration in the liquid phase.

--..It results from the data given in tables 3 and 4, the barium ions
are transferred to the solution more easily than the calciumI ions.The
percentage of leaching BaO from the Ca. noBa„ n SiO and Cal 94Ba
n -.,510.
: -0^06
structures after 14 days hydration is1'fi?gh§fO2tha3 40% and dftef
2q4
respectively, while the percentage of CaO leaching"is^ldTöfc
18.8%, respectively.
- Ann^;.b
eSP^tlVely’ The
?he percentage
Percenta?e of BaO- -leaching
in "these " samples
‘"77------------ the maximal
1
". value (50
)
*
for Ba^S^ hydration in the suspension
(table 2). This value is in a good accord^ince with the data of Hanna, Cook
and Kantro [4]; the Ва-SiO. hydration products
' ; are barium hydrosilicate
with Ba0/5i0o ratio = 1 and
barium
-barium hydroxide
hydroxide. Much higher BaO to CaO
molar ratio
the solution than in the anhydrous sample suggests that the
barium ions do not incorporate easily into the CSH phase structure.
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SUMMARY
The hydration characteristics of sulphoaluminate cement and paste microstructures were inves
tigated by quantitative analysis of various phases (including: crystals, gels and pores). The effects of
contents of various phases on expansion and strength are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Industrial sulphoaluminate cement (SAC) clinker, which is composed mainly of two minerals:
C4A3S and C2S, is blended with different amount of gypsum to form approximately two varieties
of cement: the first one is high early strength cement with amount of gypsum below 20%, and the
other is expansive cement with gypsum above 20%. In China, the capability of producing
sulphoaluminate cement (SAC) is about 500,000 ton per year. Also its usage is readily increasing.
In the past, some authors c ,’2’35 investigated hydration characteristics, paste microstructure
and mechanism of expansion are high early strength of SAC. However, most of their results were
qualitive and not systematized because of the limitation of research methods or measuring tech
niques. Cement paste is considered as a complex system composed of several phases, each of which
has a certain microstructure. For example, the system ofJSAC paste consists of hydrated phases
(AFt crystal and gel), unhydrated phases (C4A3S, C2S, CSH2 and a little amorphous substances)
and pores (gas phase). Determination of the contents of phases in the system and investigation of
their variations make it possible to study the influence of each phase on the system and the com
bined effects of several phases on the mechanical behavior of the system. A modified method of
QXDA, TGA and methyl displacement pycnometry were used for measuring the main phases com
position of SAC pastes quantitatively.

EXPERIMENTAL
1. Materials

Sulphoaluminate cement clinker for this experiment was produced by Shijiazhuang Building
Materials Plant, Hebei Province, China. Natural gypsum was from Hebei, China. Their chemical
compositions was shown in table 1. Clinker and gypsum were ground saparately to obtain the re
quired fineness. Different types of SAC were obtained by blending gypsum into clinker at the ratesof 0, 5%, 15%, 25%, 35% and 45% by weight of cement, and then each of them was homogenized
in a mixer, marking SA-0,SA-5,SA-15,SA-25,SA-35 and SA-45 respectively.
Table 1.

Chemical compositions

I.L.

SiO2

AI2O3

Fe2O3

CaO

MgO

SO3

SAC Clinker

1.84

9.78

29.49

1.58

42.81

2.49

10.02

Gypsum

22.98

0.53

0.35

0.11

32.05

2.43

41,11

2. Sample preparation
Cement is mixed with water at water to cement ratio of 0.3 and then cast into moulds of 2 x
2 x 2 cm and 1 x 1 x 6 cm with the aid of vibration. The pastes are demoulded after being stored
a fog room for a day, then placed under water for curing up to the ages required.

3, Methods of Quantitative Analysis of phases in SAC paste
3—1 Measurement of porosity
Methyl displacement pycnometry is used.

3-2 Measurement of crystal content
A modified QXDA method C4:i is adopted. It is more accurate than conventional methods
for quantitative phase analysis and particularly efficient for those whoes "pure" phases with high
crystallinity that are impossible, difficult to obtain, or prepare. Weight percentages of AFt, C4A3
S, CSH2and C2S are determined by this method.

3-3 Measurement of gel content
,
Gels in SAC pastes are mostly produced by the hydration of C4A3S and CSH2 in addi
tion to a little amount of C-S-H gel and other gel. In order to simplify the problem, only the
contribution to gels due to the hydration of C4A3S and CSH2 is considered here. The gel con
tent of this part can be calculated based on the quantitative results of crystals in cement and in
cement paste as well as water content in cement paste (determined by TGA). see reference C4)
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1. Characters of Expansion and Strength
With the increase of gypsum content added into cement, SAC can be divided into two
types: high early strength cement and expansive cement, as shown in Fig. 1 and shows that com
pared to 0% gypsum, all others show lower fc. As when gypsum content in cement is below
20%, cement pastes exhibit no expansion or low expansion but very high early strength and
when gypsum in cement is above 20%, cement pastes exhibit obvious expansion. Although early
strength reduces a considerably, 28 days strength still remains high is shown in Fig.2.

0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 ^0.00 50.00

Added amount of gypsum (Z)

Fig.l Expantion of sulfoaluminate
cement paste

Fig.2 Compressive strength of sulfoaluminate
cement pastes

Hydration Characteristics of SAC
2.
Mineral composition of SAC determined by QXDA is shown in table 2. Hydration of SAC
is very closely related to the proportion of gypsum in it. Hydration degree of C4A3S in SAC
pastes is illustrated in Fig.3. Hydration degree is defined here as the ratio of the phase content in
cement paste to that in cement after eliminating the influence of water in cement paste. C4A3S
in pure cement clinker hydrates slowly at 1 day. Hydration of C4A3S accelerates remarkably as
soon as gypsum is blended into the cement clinker. Hydration degree of C4A35 at 3 days and 28
days increases linearlyjvith amount of gypsum, increacing gypsum content in SAC will acceler
ate hydration of C4A3S during the middle and late period. At the gypsum content of 45%, C4A^

hausted by 28 days through hydration . The data on hydration degree at 1 day are around a hori
zontal line which indicates a limit (about 68%), of hydration degree. It can be seen from Fig.4 that
residual gypsum in SAC pasts hydrated for 28 days does not appear until the amount of gypsum
added into SAC exceed 15%, the hydration degree of a—C2S in cement pastes at hydration of 28
days is shown in Fig.5. Only as residual gypsum appears in SAC pastes, a-C2S starts to hydrate re
markably and its hydration degree rises with residual gypsum content.

Table 2. Phase composition of SAC
determined by XRD
Sample

CtA3S

a—C2S

ß-CjS

SA-0

58.4

10.6

0.6

SA-5

56.84

17.83

4.83

SA-15

50.84

14.87

11.16

SA-25

48.8

14.5

22.1

SA-35

36.12

11.56

20.47

SA-45

33.33

10.34

4.5

CSH2

35.94

Added amount of gypsum (7O)

Fig.3

Hydration degree of C4A35

0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00

Added amount of gypsum (7„)

Fig.4

Residual gypsum in cement pastes

Added amount of gypsum (7„)

Fig.5

Hydration degree of a-C2S cured for 28 d

3. Formation of Sulphoaluminate Cement Hydrates
Variations of AFt and gel in SAC pastes with addition of gypsum are given in Fig.6 and Fig.7
respectively. During the early period of hydration (1 day) hydrates in the paste of SAC clinker are
less than those in other pastes because of low hydration speed of C4A35. Later a large amount of
hydrates are produced with the acceleration of hydration. Most of the hydrates are gel in addition to
a little amount of AFt crystal due to lack of CaSO4 in the clinker paste. However, if a small amount
of gypsum is added SAC clinker, SAC pastes are satuated in CaSO4 during the early period and
AFt crystal rapidly reaches about 15—20%. Then growth of AFt crystal slows down with exhaus
tion of CaSO4 such as is the situation at 3 days and 28 days (Fig.6). When the percentage of

gypsum in SAC is more than or equal to 25%, SAC pastes always keep the saturation of CaSO4
due to existence of residual gypsum during the whole period of 28 days. Therefore, t .i:re is a distinct
growth of AFt at every age of hydration as seen in Fig.6. Hydration reaction proceeds in a state of
imbalance and particles of reacting substances with different size are unevenly distributed in cement
paste. Only gypsum is in excess so that the environment around C4A3S particles is saluated in
CaSO4 parts of the cement paste. So, both hydration degree of C4A3S and growth of AFt rise with
residual gypsum content. In SAC pastes with residual gypsum, excessive Al3+, SO2- ions easily react
with Ca++ ions in C2S to readily form AFt crystals so as to promote hydration of C2S. Gel content
in SAC pastes reduces with the increase of gypsum added to SAC increase.

Added amount of gypsum (Z)

Fig.6 Variation of AFt with adding
of gypsum

Fig.7 Relation between gel contents and
adding amount of gypsum.

4, Pore Structures of Sulphoaluminate Cement Pastes
■ The growth rules and characteristics of hydrates control the formation of pore structure in SAC
pastes. The variation of porosities as a function of the amount of gypsum added to SAC are shown
in Fig.8. Gels produced by hydration of SAC make the hardened cement paste into a dense
structure. For example, hardened cement paste of SAC clinker has higher percentage of gel and low
porosity. The sample at 28 days hydration corresponds to a porosity, at only 13.1%. Porosity in
creases with the decrease of gel content and occurrence of expansion in SAC pastes.
DISCUSSION

1. Relationship between Phase Composition and Expansion of Sulphoaluminate Cement Pastes
According to the experimental results above, expansion of SAC pastes is directly relevant to the
growth of AFt crystal if structure strength and density of cement pastes are enough. Although SAC
is a low alkali cement (PH = 9.5~ 10.5), its hydration reaction can retain sufficient growth of AFt
crystals to make the cement SAC expand provided this system is satuated in CaSO4. So, the appear
ance of residual gypsum in cement pastes is a mark of expansion. It can be seen from Fig.l, Fig.4
and Fig.6 that the occurrence of obvious expansion, appearance of residual gypsum and remarkable
growth of AFt after a day all correspond to addition of gypsum above 20%, which accounts for the
intrinsic connection between them. Relationship between the rates of expansion and quantity of AFt

growth of SAC pastes in cement pastes cured for a day is illustrated in Fig.9. Under certain condi
tion of water to cement ratio, growth of AFt crystal csn be controlled by changing amount of
gypsum in SAC so as to gain the expansion required. Our experiments result show that SAC with

45% gypsum has a good performance as self stressing cement. Its expansion may selfstressing in
about 28 days because C4A3S is nearly exhausted by this period.
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Relation between expansion rate
and growth amount of AFt

However, C4A35 content in industrial SAC clinkers vary from 40% to 70% and CSH2 con
tents in various raw gypsum minerals are different as well. So, it is necessary to perform quantitative
phase analysis of industrial SAC clinkers and raw gypsum in order to obtain the optimum gvosum
content added to SAC.

2. Relationship between Strength and Phase Composition of SAC Pastes
High early strength SAC may easily achieve the strength above 60 MPa during the period of
1— 3 days. The reasons are as follows:

2- 1 SAC has a high speed of hydration so that there are plenty of hydrates formed during the ear
ly period of hydration.

2-2 AFt crystals in SAC pastes exceed 15% in a day. Although these AFt crystals can not cause
expansion of the system as there exists a large amount of pore in the cement paste during the early
period of hydration, they can pack hydrates around them tightly so as to densify the structure of the
cement paste.
2-3 There is high proportion of gel in the hydrates of high early strength SAC. When SAC is
mixed with water, C4A3S and C5H2 begin to dissolve. Al^, SO- and Ca^ from C4A35 and
CSH2 may more faster in the solution to form gel which seems easier to precipitate in large pores
farther from cement particles. In addition, the gel itself has a dense structure.

Consequently, at water to cement ratio of 0.3, high early strength SAC pastes hydrated for
l-3days are as dense as portland cement pastes hydrated for 28 days (Porosity = 20%).
Low porosity is a structure characteristic of SAC paste main. Strength logarithm of cement
paste is related to porosity as shown in Fig. 10, when porosities are in the rangs above 20%, relation
between strength logarithm and porosity is linear, but in the range below 20%, the curve deviates
down from the straight line. It amy be considered that crystals and unhydrated amorphous sub
stances as micro aggregates in cement paste diverge into gels. Effect of gel content (or

microaggregate content) on strength logarithm can be illustrated in Fig.ll. Under the condition of
same porosities, the higher gel contents, the lower strength of SAC pastes. And the lower porosities
are the strength falls steeply. These results explain that the intrinsic strength of gel in SAC pastes is
lower than that of other solid phases, though they have a strong action of densifying cement paste.
SAC clinker pastes have the high proportion of gels so as to cause deviation of the strength
logarithmic curve down from the straight line. The effect of solid phases on strength seem to be im
portant to the SAC pastes with low porosity.

WX of get in cement pastes

Porosity (X)

Fig. 10

Relation between compressive
strength and porosite

Fig. 11

Effect of gel on compressive
strength

CONCLUSIONS
1. Gypsum accelerates hydration of C4A3S and C2S of in SAC.
2. Remarkable growth of AFt crystals during the middle and late period of hydration cause expan
sion of SAC paste. Appearance of residual gypsum in SAC paste is prerequisite condition for large
growth of AFt and expansion.

3. That dense structure of cement paste can be obtained during the early period of hydration is the
chief reason for high early strength of SAC.
4. Gels in SAC paste have lower intrinsic strength than other solid phases but have a strong action
of densifying structure of the cement paste.
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EARLY HYDRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF SYSTEM
МаНОг-СдАзЗ-СаЗОд« 2H2O
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SUMMARY
The

effects

of

NaNO2

on

the

hydration

processes . are

studied

mainly

with

C8O

microcalorimeter. Thermodynamical parameters in some stages of fiydration reaction in the presence of

NaNOj arc calculated and the hydration products are investigated as well with electronmicroscope .electron
probe and x—-ray microanalyser. The mechanism of the effects of NaNO, on the reaction is discussed.

ФХЖ.Щ C80

NaNo,

№TUitoT"-6 NaNO2 'Sttä'j&frTzK'ftiS.fiäYgjA

1. INTRODUCTION

NaNO2 is a chemical antifreezing additive, crrosion inhibitor, and plasticizer for fresh concrete
China. Since the later 1970s NaNOz has been used as a chemical additive in winter construction
sulphoaluminate cement. It is effective for lowering freezing point of the liquid phase in the fresh concrete
sulphoaluminate cement,mean while NaNO2 can promote greatly the hydration and hardening process
sulphoaluminate cement0-1.

in
of
of
of

In this paper,the hydration reaction thermodynamical characteristics of C4A3S,including reaction rate
constant К and reaction stage coefficient N are studied in the presence of NaNO2. Its hydration products are
investigated as vyell with SEM and EPXMA..
2. THE THERMOGRAM OF HYDRATION REACTION AND ITS ANALYSIS
2. 1 Hydration Reaction of C4A3S
The burden of sulphoaluminate cament is mainly calcium sulphoaluminate (it is abbreviated to C4A3S)
made strictly according to the chemical composition. The pure mineral, prepared by calcination in high
temperature and tested for specification, is used for the experiment. The X—ray diffraction spectrum is
shown in Fig l.The peaks 3. 743Ä >2. 647Аз2. 163A »1- 622A are the standard characteristic peaks of
C4A3S.

The admixed water was added into C4A3S,which was mixed with gypsum according to molar ratio 1 t
2,and therefore the C4A3S—СаЗОз • 2H2O —2H2O three—component system was formed. The hydration
thermogram of C4A3S is given in Fig 2. As shown in Fig 2 there are some characteristics in the hydration
reaction,which are stated below.
2. 1. 1 At the beginning of hydration, a instantaneous thermal effect occurs and continues for
approximately 10 minutes. The analysis indicated that the rate of heat evolution (R —dQ/dt) increases
steady at high speed for 1 minute after the hydration begins and a decrease follows. Then the rate of heat
evolution R reaches the first maximum (6mw) at the 4th minute. Later,R decreases rapidly to the second
maximum (R = 5mw) at the 10th minute. Afterwards the rate of heat evolution R increases rapidly .since a
main flow of hydration heat of C4A3S arrives.

2. 1. 2 AT the 10th minute
after the beginning of hydration,
when the instantaneous early
thermal effect does not finish, the
hydration reaction starts entering
into a new tide. Then the rate of
heat evolution of C4A3S (R)
reaches the third maximum of the
hydration
curve,
R
=
21mw. Later,
the
hydration
reaction is restrained gradually,
and the rate of hydration
decreases.

Fig. 1 the result of X—ray diffraction of C^AaSS

About the reason for restraining hydration reaction, we could consider that hydration products

hydration rate begins to
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Fig. 2 Heat evolution curve (1)

Fig. 3 Heat evolution curves (2)

2- 2 The Effect of NaNO2 on The C4A3S Hydration

There are two ourees L, and Lz in the fig 3 .L, Is a plain curve, there is no NaNO, in the piain sample.
ch.ran, ‘ г'8 Г"”
" " NaNO!
2% ’he WdSht °f C,A,S
characteristics values in the hydration process are given in table ].

Table 1

samples

Li
l2

,hc ,areel simple. The thermal

The characteristic parameters of thermaldynamic curves

height of
peaks
H (mw)

moment of
peak top
T (min)

2 h

3 h

4h

16 h.

21

50

405. 8

493. 0

500. 2

732. 3

24

46

454. 0

537. 0

583. 3

768. 2

integral hydration heat (J/g)

As shown in Fig 1 and table 1 .the characteristic values in the rate curve of heat evolution in hydration

reaction increase apparently after adding NaNO2. For example, the height of the peak rises 24mw from
21mw,the moment of the peak moves to 46th from 50th minute,the peak width (ДТ = Т2-Т,) shifts to
123rd from 128th minute. The hydration heat of the sample at every time is more than the plain sample

without any additive. The result indicates that NaNO, greatly promotes the hydration reaction of C4A,g

3. THERMAL KINETIC CHARACTERISTICS OF C4A3S HYDRATION REACTION

3. 1 Analysis Method

The thermal kinetic characteristics are described with a kinetic formula of the cement hydration™ •

(1)

Cl — (1— a)1/3DN = Kt

where К is the reaction rate constant ;N is the reaction stage coefficient; a is the degree of hydration at time

t. With the equation (l),the lines, having different slopes, are given in the curves of In Cl — (1 — a)1/s)
versus In t, so we can recongnize the characteristics of hydration mechanism and get the values of К and

N. In order to find the solutions of the rate constants (values К and N) of the hydration reaction,first of

all,we can get the final hydration heat(Poo) and half decay period(r) for the hydration rate reaching 50%
with Knudsen equation (2)сэт «

l/P=l/P0.4-T/CPo=(t-to))

(2)

where to is the beginning time of the acceleration period and P is the hydration heat at time t.
3. 2 Thermal Kinetic Analysis

3. 2. 1 The final hydration heat (Po.,) and hydration reaction Half—decay period(t)—With Knudsen
equation,the experimental results were processed. The relationship between 1/P and l/(t — to) is given in
figs. 4 and 5. We can make a regressive processing for the data in fig 4 and get equation (3):

(3)

P=3. 33 • 10-3/(t-to)+7. 66 • IO”4
the relative coefficient r=0. 990

By the same processing of the data in Fig 5 we get the equation:

(4)

1/P=2. 87 • 10~3/(t-to) + 8. 13 ♦ IO“4
the relative coefficient r=0. 993

The thremal kinetic parameters of samples Li and L2 are got.from equations (3) and (4) ;

L1:P,„ = 1. 31(KJ/g),t = 4. 3(h);
LziP^^l. 23(KJ/g),t=3. 5(h).
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3. 2. 2 Values К and N of acceleration, deceleration and steady—state period. —From the hydration

heat at different time P, and P„= relative hydration degree a is given. Processing data by InCi—(1—a)1/3)

and In(t-to) we have figures 6 and 7. The (a), (b), (c), (d) , (e> and (f) in Fig 6 and Fig 7 are the
hydration degree curves of accelaration .decelaration ,and steady—state periods respectively.
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Fig. 6

The hydration degree curves of sample Li

Fig 7

The hydration degree curves of sample L;

0.9

1.0

1. 1

ln(t —to)

e

By equation (3) , N = 1/b, К = ean, so we can calculate the values К and N in different hydration
stages. The results and the hydration reaction charactreistics of Portland cement at 45'C are given in table

2. From the experimental analysis and the results of data processing we could know. a)after adding NaNO2,
the final hydration heat is changed from 1. 13(kJ/g) to 1. 23(kJ/g) ;and the chemical reaction half—decay

period is shortened from 4. 3h to 3. 5h. b) In the acceleration period,the hydration reaction rate constant

increases from 0. 11 h"1 to 0. 17h-1 after adding NaNO2. As a resistant coefficient of hydration reaction,the

value N decreases from 0. 69 to 0. 66. c)In the decelaration period the constant of hydration reaction rate
increses from 0. 06 to 0. 09 and the value N decreases from 0. 95 to 0. 92. d)In the decay period, the
constant of hydration reaction rate increases from 0. 005 to 0. 01 and the value N decreases from 1. 96 to

1. 89.

Table 2

The kinetic parameters in every stages

accelaration

samples

decelaration

steady—state

K(l/h)

N

K(l/h)

N

K(l/h)

N

L,

0. 11

0. 69

0. 06

0. 95

0. 005

1. 96

l2

0. 17

0. 66

0. 09

0. 92

0. 01

1. 89

Portland cement

0. 06

—

0. 13

—

0. 004

—

As showm in Fig 7.there is a good linear function relationship between InCi —(1 —a)1/3J and ln(t —

to). Let-lnCl— (1 — a)’/3J— a+bln(t —10) .then we can get a,b,r of every period,see table 3.

Table 3

samples

Li

.

4.

l2

The linear parameters in every periods

parameters

accelaration

decelaration

steady—state

a

-3. 2

-3. 03

-2. 69

b

1. 44

1. 05

0. 51

r

0. 987

0. 991

0. 997

a

-2.73

-2. 57

-2. 24

b

1.52

1. 09

0. 53

r

0. 991

0. 991

0. 997

SEM AND EPXMA ANALYSIS FOR HYDRATION PRODUCTS

Fig. 8

Fig. 10

sample L2

EPXMA (1)

Fig. 9

Fig. 11

sample L,

EPXMA (2)

In order to understand the function of NaNO2,the L2 were analyzed by SEM /(Japanese model SX—
40) and EPXMA(Japanese model JCXA—733) after thermal experiment and surface polishing. The results

are given in Fig 8. As shown in the figure,there are a lor of ettrengitc crystal in hydration products. We can

fintd at bU^le °f 13thy ettrengite Crystals which 8row УегУ well- The end of this well crystallized ettrengite is

L ^sidL Alfom
Г' ^1(,°Н)3 6elS and n°n~hydration clinker Particles. Fig. 9 is of plain sample
L,. Besides Al OH),, gels and clinker particles, there are ettrengite crystals, which are in the minority and
grow very badly. SEM investigation for sample L, presents that we can not find the field of view like sample
2.
e results of electron probe analysis for sample L, are given in Figs. 10 and 11. Fig. 10 is the
micromorphology of sample L2. The white lathy product is identified as a ettiengite in the center of
Fig. 11. Around the ettrengite is Al (OH)3 gel, the white horizontal line is a basic line of the probe
scanning. Fig. 11 is a distributive curve of nitrogen at the same field of view fig. lO.the main peak in which
corresponds to the ettrengite crystal in the center of Fig. 10.
It is clearly shown in Fig. Ц and that the nitrogen element concentrates in the ettringite crystals of the
center of the field of view . Recently,studies clearly show«) that hydration calcium sulphoaluminate is one
of a isomophic products of the group of hydration calcium aluminate. The SO?" in its structural fomula can
be replaced by some ions,for example,Fe3+ ,Si<+ ,AP+, and some anions,OH~ ,СОГ ,5ЮГ. Whether the
NO2 can go into a ettringite crystal is not dealt with in any references. Fig 11 shows that nitrogen is
conta,nedjn the ettringite crystal and can enter the ettringite crystal in the form of NOf. The NOf replaced
some SO| in the ettringite
crystal
and therefore
formed1 a new kind of solution solid.
----------- ---------5. CONCLUSION
5. 1 The thermal kinetic characteristics of C4A3S in hydration process are studied. The thermal kinetic
parameters (the rate constant of hydration reaction К and chemical reaction stage coefficient N) and
calculated in this paper.
5. 2 The study on the hydration process of C4A3S shows that there is a instantaneous early thermal
effect at the beginning of reaction and contimues for ablut 10 minutes,followed by a tide period of reaction,
resulting in the formation of the main peak of hydration reaction until the main peak ends at the 140th
minute and enter the lower hydration rate period. Therefore, we divide the hydration process of C4A3S into
primary »acceleration, deceleration and decay period.
5. 3 A little of NaNO2 can apparently change the hydration kinetic characteristics of C4A3S, increase
the hydration reaction rate constant К and decrease the chemical reaction stage coefficient N.
5- 4 The reason why NaNO2 changes the hydration thermal kinetic characteristics is considered as that
NO2 enters into the ettringite crystal and replaces some 5ОГ and forms a new kind of solution solid.
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HYDRATION PRODUCTS OF ALKALI ACTIVATED SLAG
T Kutti

AB Färdig Betong, Central Laboratory, Göteborg
SWEDEN

SUMMARY
This paper deals with the hydration products of NaOH-activated blast
furnace slag formed at normal curing conditions. On the basis of results
obtained by means of scanning electron microscopy and literature data, it
is suggested that hydrated alkali activated slag consists of two main
phases. One of them is CSH-gel. The other one is a gel rich in silica
which governs the shrinkage properties, the permeability and the tensile
strength of alkali activated slag paste, mortar and concrete.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Dieser Artikel handelt sich um die Hydratationprodukte der
Hochofenschlacke bei Erregung mit Natronlauge. Beruhend auf eigenen
mikroskopischen Untersuchungen und auf Literaturdaten wird vorgeschlagen,
dass die Reaktionprodukte bei alkalischer Erregung der Hochofenschlacke
entstehen hauptsächlich durch zwei Phasen. Die eine Pfase ist CSH-gel.
Die andere Phase ist ein kieselsäurereiches Gel, das Schwinden,
Permeabilität und Zugfestigkeit des Alkalischlackenmörtels und des
Alkalischlackenbetons bestimmt.

INTRODUCTION
The first major investigation regarding the use of alkali activated
slag as a binder was published in 1940 by Purdon /1/. The early work of
Purdon aimed at showing how blast-furnace slag, by means of free caustic
soda dissolved in the mixing water, could be converted into a rapid
hardening cement with a high early strength and high later age strength.
The concept of Purdon has later been tested in numerous research works.
The results are uniform. The compressive strength of the cement is
substantial. However, the flexural strength diminishes on drying /2, 3,
4/.
In several research works /4, 5, 6/ it has been reported that mortar
and concrete of alkali activated slag are afflicted with microcracks. The
presence of microcracks decreases the flexural strength and makes the
material more permeable for gases and water. Byfors et al. /4/ showed a
good correlation between the frequency of cracks and the flexural
strength of the specimens, whereas the compressive strength did not
correlate with the number of cracks. Häkkinen /5/ found strong cracking
even in moist cured samples and concluded that the formation of cracks is
not exclusively a result of drying. Vesikari /6/ suggested that the
original formation of the cracks must take place during the hydration
process caused by early shrinkage.

,
Kutti /7/ measured moisture-dependent length changes and found great
discrepancies in deformation properties between NaOH-activated slag
mortar and control mortar with ordinary Portland cement and blast-furnace
cement: (i) during water curing at the early stage of hardening, the
alkali activated slag specimens demonstrated a significant contraction,
while the other specimens showed swelling, (ii) drying shrinkage was
substantial, (iii) drying shrinkage per unit water loss was considerable
at normal humidity as well as at higher levels of humidity, and (iv) the
portion of irreversible shrinkage due to the first drying was larger than
for the control samples of mortar. He concluded that the hydration
products of alkali activated slag contain an unstable gel phase, which is
responsible for the unique shrinkage properties as well as for the
microcracks, the decrease in flexural strength on drying and the low
resistance of gas and water penetration.
The hydration mechanism(s) of alkali activated slag and the
hydration products being disengaged in the slag-alkali activation system
are not very well understood. Different theories regarding the hydration
mechanism have been proposed. However, it is generally considered that
CSH-phases are always formed, and that the C/S ratio of these phases is
lower than within CSH of Portland cement /8, 9/. The formation of other
phases and compounds than CSH is dependent on the type and amount of
activator used, the structure and the composition of the slag, and the
thermal conditions under which the hardening process takes place /10,
11/. Research carried out by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has
shown that gel phases are the predominant phases at an early stage of
hydration; prolonged periods of hardening or hydrothermal treatment cause
an increase in the amount of crystalline phases /11/.
In the present work, the hydration products of NaOH-activated slag,
formed at normal curing conditions, are discussed. On the basis of SEM
investigations and literature data, an outline of a model on the
cementitious components of the cement is proposed, which would explain
some of the properties and features of mortar and concrete with alkali
activated slag.

T Kutti
EXPERIMENTAL
Pastes of NaOH-activated slag (AS) were examined after two hours and
two months of hydration by means of SEM.' The aim of the studies was not
to identify the compounds, but to obtain an idea of their states in
different stages of hydration. For the studies, ground granulated blast
furnace slag of Swedish origin was used. Swedish slag is of low basicity,
has a rather low alumina content, and is usually finely ground. A-typical
composition of the slag is given in TABLE I.
TABLE I. Physical properties and chemical composition of ground,
granulated, Swedish blast-furnace slag.
True
density

(kg/m3)

2950

Blaine

Glass

Oxides (%)

content
(m /kg)

500

(%)

CaO

SiO2

А12°з

95

40.3

37.1

9.6

“У0

Fe0

10.5

0.4

The preparation of the pastes for the SEM investigations was made as
follows:

a) AS paste examined two hours after mixing was prepared directly on the
specimen holders. Small quantities of slag were stirred with a thin
stick into drops of 8% NaOH-solution. Two hours later the samples
were put into liquid nitrogen at -195°C and then immediately placed
in the scanning electron microscope.

Portland cement (PC) paste,„made of ordinary Portland cement (Blaine
specific surface area 390 m2/kg) and distilled water, was prepared in
an identical manner and used as control sample.
,
b) AS paste examined after two months of hydration was prepared according
to conventional SEM technique. Samples were cut from a hardened AS
paste prism (40x40x160mm). The prism was cast in a steel mould, "
stripped 1 day after casting, initially cured in water for 6 days and
then stored in a climate room at +20°C, RH=55%. The slag used and
the strength of the activator added were the same as in a). The
water/binder-ratio was 0.29.
"

RESULTS

■

Figure 1 shows a SEM-micrograph of hydrated AS paste after two hours
of hydration. In the same figure, AS paste (Figure la) is compared with
PC paste (Figure lb). The photos show hydration products precipitated on
the surfaces of the slag grains as well as on the surfaces of the
Portland cement grains. The slag grains are completely covered by these
products. The components are globular and voluminous, forming a
.
continuous structure. In the case of the Portland cement grains, the
precipitation is not so uniform over the surfaces, and appears to be
prevalent on certain specific faces. The particles seem to be smaller and
stratified, forming a more open structure. The micrographs indicate that
the hydration of AS starts early, and that the process appears to proceed

in a more uncontrollable manner than in PC.

Figure 1. SEM micrographs of pastes after 2 hours of hydration.
Magnification xlO.OOO.
a) NaOH-activated slag, b) ordinary Portland cement.

Figure 2 shows hydration products of AS paste after two months of
hydration. From these photos two different phases can be distinguished.
One phase is globular and voluminous, forming a continuous mass similar
to that in Figure la. Cracks are visible in this mass. The other phase is
also continuous, but its character is irregular and porous, and has
certain similarities to the CSH-phase of hydrated Portland cement. The
main difference between the photos in Figures la and 2a is the additional
CSH-like phase, magnified in Figure 2b.

Figure 2. SEM-micrographs of NaOH-activated slag paste after
2 months of hydration.
a) Magnification xlO.OOO. b) Magnification хЗО.ООО.

DISCUSSION
From the SEM investigations, two main phases in hydrated AS were
discerned. One of them was developed in a later stage of hydration and
has been identified as CSH-gel IY2.I. The other one was formed during the
very early stage of hydration and has (up to this stage) not been
identified.
■

According to Glukhovsky et al. /10/, the initial phases formed in
alkali activated slag are rich in silica-hydrosilicates and silica acid.
The silica acid can be polymerized into silica gel. In alkaline solution,
the initial stage of polymerization occurs within only a few minutes
/13/. Silica gel is microamorphous and may be described as a coherent,
rigid three-dimensional network made of contiguous particles of colloidal
silica. A silica gel freshly prepared is unstable and begins to shrink,
expelling water from the mass /14/. During this synerisis process, free
liquid enmeshed in the gel is spontaneously expelled. Synerisis comes to
an end when the water content of the gel is still high, about 90%. On
further drying, the structure of the gel continues to shrink and a number
of the particle-to-particle bonds throughout the structure gradually
break. The shrinkage is essentially irreversible /13/.
The deformation properties of silica gel agree with those reported
for AS mortar /5, 6, 7/. It is therefore not improbable that the gel
formed during the early stage of hydration is a type of silica gel.

Based on the SEM investigations and the considerations mentioned
above, an outline of a model on the cementitious components of AS paste
is hereby proposed. It is suggested that AS paste consists of two main
hydration products. One of them is a type of CSH-gel, which has certain
similarities to that of hydrated Portland cement or hydrated blast
furnace cement; it is most likely that the C/S ratio of the phase is
rather low /8, 9/. The other one is a gel rich in silica with properties
similar to those of silica gel, herein called AS-gel. A general outline
of the type of bonds in AS paste in two different stages of hydration and
under two different moisture conditions is illustrated in Figure 3.

Early age of
hydration (days)

Wet state

Later age of hydration
(weeks)

Wet state

Dry state

Figure 3. Model on bonds in AS paste in wet and dry states at two
different ages.
The formation and properties of the CSH-gel are presumably similar
to those of the CSH-phase formed in Portland cement. This implies that
the component grows continuously in the course of time, and that the gel
is quite stable with respect to drying. Drying shrinkage is restricted,
and the compound contributes both to the compressive and the tensile
strength of the paste, irrespective of the moisture state in the
material.

The formation, structure and properties of the AS-gel are quite
different. The gel is formed principally during the very early stage of
hydration. The compound is voluminous, continuous, and contains a surplus

of water /14, 15/. The water in the gel is not firmly combined, and is
easily emitted. On drying, the gel shrinks substantially, causing
cracking within the gel. It is presumed that the gel contributes both to
the compressive and tensile strengths of the paste in wet state, while in
dry state principally to that of compression. In wet state the tensile
strength is considerable.

The AS-gel determines the shrinkage properties, permeability, and
tensile strength of the AS paste. During drying, a number of breaks in
the particle-to-particle bonds throughout the AS-gel structure occur,
thereby forming cracks in the paste. The appearance of the crack pattern
in mortar and concrete is due to the cement/aggregate ratio of the mix
/5/. At high ratios the cracks become long and continuous, which greatly
affects the flexural strength of the specimen.
The outline of the model proposed here is applicable to AS cured at
normal temperatures and not to AS treated at higher temperatures. It is
known that, as a certain structure of silica gel has been formed, it can
be modified further in wet state by heat treatment or autoclaving. The
treatments enlarge the pore size and reduce the surface area by a process
of dissolution and redisposition of silica. The coarsened gel structure
results in decreased shrinkage during drying /13/. This favourable effect
of heat treatment on shrinkage of AS has been established earlier /16/,
and gives further credibility to the model.
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ON HARDENING PECULIARITIES OF GYPSUM-CEMENT MATERIALS
G Y Danko

Byelorussian State Polytechnic Academy
Minsk, Republic of BELARUS

SUMMARY
This report is devoted to the results of investigations on the hydration processes
of mixed gypsum-cement binders containing 70-95 % of gypsum and their influence on the
kinetics of material structure formation. Research data on the hydration and
^eL1C3 of SVP811111 311(3 cement based composition at high quasi-static pressures from 10 to
250 MPa are cited.

Artificial stone materials based on gypsum binders and portland cements set quickly
and capable of hydraulic hardening . However, in 1 to 3 months and sometimes after 1 to 3
years, deformations may appear under humid conditions, resulting in destruction of
products or structures. This is related to the formation of a tri-sulfate variety of
calcium hydrosulfoaluminate (ettringite) from high-base calcium aluminates contained in
portland cements, and calcium sulfate. The ettringite solid phase in the system undergoes
a 2.84 times increase compared with the absolute volume of the initial solid phases (С-»А
+ СаЗОц, • 0.5 H20).

The forms and conditions of ettringite formation have already been studies [1]. It
is known that , to avoid the formation of ettringite, the content of high-base calcium
aluminates (СзАНу and Сц.АНд.3 ) in portland cement can be decreased or they can be
converted into low-base calcium aluminate (C2AN8).

The aim of this study was to investigate the regularities of hydration processes in
mixed gypsum binders which are the basis of materials obtained by filter compaction and
to study their role in the structure formation of artificial stones [2]. This, in turn
required investigation of the hydration rate and its impact on the artificial stone
structure-forming kinetics, including physico-mechanical properties, within a wide range
of pressures (from 10 to 250 MPa).

Such a study is of great practical importance, as it may help in
zones of stable properties in products throughout their service life.

determining
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For artificial stones manufactured using conventional techniques (casting, vibrocom
paction, etc.), hydration degree is the main factor of structure formation, whereas for
compacted artificial stones, specific compaction pressure is the main factor [2].

In the course of the present investigation the hydration degree of gypsum binders,
samples of which were manufactured using filter compaction technique, was determined by
measuring the amount of chemically bound water through calcination and, at the same time,
by the results of X-ray diffraction and differential thermal analyses. The residual
water-to-solids ratio was calculated from the formula:
<W/S>res=
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where MD is the freshly formed sample weight, g
K

=
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Me is the mixture weight,
(W/S)in is the mixture initial water-to-solids ratio.

The investigation of the impact of specific compaction pressure on the hydration
degree of monomineral gypsum binder and gypsum-cement-pozzolana (GCP) binder (70, 20, 10)
showed (Fig.l) that the rate and degree of hydration decrease with increase in specific
compaction pressure.
The hydration degree is influenced by, in addition to compaction pressure, a limi
ting factor such as a sharp drop in water content due to lower residual water content
(W/S)res and high water losses due to evaporation, especially after 1 to 3 days. For ins
tance, if the compaction pressure is increased from 10 MPa to 250 MPa the stone density
increases by 28 per cent while the residual water content becomes 4 times lower for the

Fig.l. Changes of gypsum hydration degree - a), strength - b),
humidity - c), of artificial stone made from - - ©^sum
and -------- GCP binder with time, depending on compaction
pressure: 1-10 MPa, 2-50 MPa. 3 - 100 MPa, 4 - 150
MPa, 5-250 MPa.

gypsum-cement-pozsolana and 5 times lower for the gypsum binder. The water evaporation
rate in the stone has the same ratio. In 28 days the water content in the gypsum-cementpozzolana binder of artificial stone was 2 times higher than that in the gypsum binder
while the hydration degree of calcium sulfate hemi-hydrate of the GCP was lower through
out the pressure range. This can be attributed to the modifying role of portland cement
and pozzolana addition.
The analysis of changes in the strength properties of the compacted artificial
stones showed that the strength of the samples within the first day primarily defends on
the specific compaction pressure irrespective of the hydration degree provided it is not
lower than 40 per cent. Within the subsequent 1 to 3 months when hydration reaches 100
per cent the strength properties depend on the hydration degree at the initial period
(before the sample compaction), the density and possibilities for future hydration and
may differ by 2 or more times.

Under dry air storage conditions, the strength of artificial stones based on GCP
binder manufactured at 100, 150 and 250 MPa compaction pressure stabilized within 3 days
due to lack of moisture. At 10 and 50 MPa compaction pressure , the strength continued to
increase slowly. In the samples based on gypsum binder the strength kinetics basically
depends on the pressure applied; at 10 MPa the strength increased for 28 days and more;
at 50 MPa it stabilized within 3 days; at 100 MPa the strength started to drop after 3
days.
Unlike the dry storage conditions, the strength of artificial stone samples obtained
by filter compaction and stored over water progressively increased within the first month
, while during the subsequent 12 months it was determined by the above factors
(Pspec. ,p,Ctln. ). For instance, for gypsum samples at 10 MPa compaction pressure the
strength reached its maximum within 6 to 7 months and stabilized further on; at 20 MPa
compaction pressure the strength increased 18 months and reached the values for samples
obtained at 50 MPa compaction pressure, which became maximal after 6 to 9 months; the
strength of samples obtained at 100 MPa and 200 MPa reached its maximum within 2, and 1
months, respectively, which amounted 75 per cent of the strength of samples obtained at
20 MPa, and subsequently dropped by 20, 30 per cent.

The GCP-based samples of artificial stones reached their maximum strength at 50 and
100 MPa compaction pressure in 12 and 4 months, respectively, with subsequent stabiliza
tion; .at 150 and 200 MPa their maximum strength falls within 1 to 2 months and is lower
than at 50 and 100 MPa, and subsequently drops as in gypsum-based samples.

The compaction pressure for each mixture based on mineral binders has specific opti
mal and extreme values. This is attributed to possible internal stresses and destructive
phenomena occurring with further hydration of the mineral binders under extreme condi
tions.
Volzhensky A.V. and Chistov Y.D. [1] showed that the service life of such artificial
stones depends on the ratio of volume concentration of the non-hydrated binder, porosity
(P) and strength (R) of the stone.

Our experimental data prove that filter compaction of gypsum binders makes it
possible to obtain durable materials with lower porosity as compared to dry compaction,
by pre-hydration in the process of mixing gypsum mixtures and by controlling the compac
tion rate, which means that material structure with pre-set properties (R.P.P) may
be
formed. The optimum combination of the above parameters may improve the strength proper
ties by 50 to 70 per cent with their subsequent stabilization and durability through con-

tiniied hydration of binders, which results in self-compaction and self-stressing of the
artificial, stone structure. For gypsum-based materials (including GCP-based) obtained by
filter compaction technique, with the initial strength reached at 50 MPa compaction pres
sure and with at least 12 per cent porosity, an increment of up to 50 per cent on
strength and durability may be reached.

The same approach to increasing the durability is valid for ettringite formation in
gypsum-cement mixtures as well, e.g. if the volume of hydration products in mineral
binders, including ettringite, does not exceed the actual porosity of the material and
its strength provides for compensation of its internal stresses, the material will be
durable under humid conditions as well.
To avoid the formation of expansive ettringite, such techniques are available as
exclusion from portland cement of high-base calcium aluminates although this one is hard
to implement due to deficit of this raw material. Among other means to this end are:
creation of conditions in the setting gypsum-cement-water system which hamper the stabiMty of high-base calcium hydrosulfoaluminates by introducing acidic mineral additions
and reducing the concentration of free calcium oxide; and decomposition of ettringite by
introducing magnesium sulfate or solutions of alkaline carbonates, or by thermal
treatment.

The author of the present paper studied the technique of reducing the calcium oxide
concentration through its absorption by organic substances. As is known, oils readily da
mage concrete, destroying hydrosilicates in the chemical reaction with calcium hydroxide
which results in the appearance of water-insoluble decomposition products expanding in
volume. At the same time exact doses of oil, for example, silicon-organic liquids, or
fatty acids, may extend the durability of cement-containing mixtures and improve their
water resistivity. For insyance, it was proved that, to obtain durable gypsum-cement
material based on portland cement containing 63 per cent CaO and Al203, a mineral addi
tion of 0.33 g/g activity tripoli is necessary at 42 per cent on cement weight, or of si
licon-organic liquid at 0.35 per cent.

In the course of experiments the presence of free calcium oxide and ettringite was
also checked by chemical methods as per GOST 25094-82 “Active mineral additives, test
methods" and using the X-ray diffraction analysis for the integral intensity of analyti
cal diffraction peaks of calcium hydroxide.

Table Icontains data on free calcium oxide contents in artificial stone samples of
different compositions and their compressive strength for the same ages. The artificial
stone samples were manufactured from the same grades of binders by casting and filter
compaction techniques.
Analysis of the data obtained showed that free calcium oxide content was lower for
cast samples of artificial stone than for the filter compacted ones for any reasonable
period in the experiment. This shows a higher rate of chemical interaction of the compo
nents in cast samples.

In the filter compacted samples of gypsum-cement artificial stone, whose molding
mixtures were mechanically activated, the free calcium oxide content was considerably
higher than in the unactivated ones, or in the mixtures based on pozzolana portland ce
ment (PPG) and slag portland cement (SPC). At the same time, their strength was higher
than that of gypsum-cement samples after mechanical activation of the molding mixture.
This can be attributed to the presence of pozzolana additive in PPG and SPC, which ab
sorbs free calcium oxide at a higher rate with mechanical activation, but at the same

Free calcium oxide content in artificial stones manufactured by different techniques
Composition,%

Gypsum hemihydrate - 90
Portland
cement - 10

Gypsum hemihydrate - 80
Portland
cement - 20

*-———... ..
—..........
Gypsum hemihydrate - 90
Portland
cement - 10
SOL - 0.5

--------------------------- —

Manufacturing
technique

Age at
test

CaO content in
solution, g/1,
after 7 days

Compressive
strength, ■
MPa

1 day
7 days
6 months

0.30
0.24
0.06

Filter
compaction

1 day
7 days
6 months

0.36
0.28
0.10

25
32
53

Activation,
filter compaction

1 day
7 days
6 months

0.46
0.34
0.30

28
36
56

1 day
7 days
6 months

■ 0.27
0.16
0.04

Filter
compaction

1 day
7 days
6 months

0.27
0.25
0.09

17
33
50

Activation,
filter compaction

1 day
7 days
6 months

0.35
0.25
0.12

18
34
44

Cast

Cast.

Cast
Filter
compaction

1 day
7 days
6 months

0.08
0.06
0.03

1 day
7 days
6 months

0.36
0.28
0.10

3 2
5 9
8.4

3 2
5 7
9 7

2 6
3 7
9 1

25
32
53

time decreases the strength through higher specific surface of the soft substance
ral additions in SPC are less active than in PPG, and compacted samples had
strength.

Mine
lower

In the artificial stone samples of all compositions manufactured by filter compac
tion technique, listed in the Table 1, absorption of free calcium oxide was considerably
slower than in the cast samples. This can be explained by the lower hydration rate of the
former. The strength development rate during the first day was higher in filter compacted
samples than in cast samples but subsequently decreased. A high rate of free calcium ab
sorption within the first day was observed in compositions containing silicon organic
liquid (SOL). The SOL activity reaches 27 g/g in calcium oxide absorption while the acti
vity of tripoli is 0.3 g/g.

* J4XZaLui££raCti°n апа1Уэ13 confirms the chemical analysis data. The compositions
studied with the same content of components provide a safe ettringite content in the
samples while the hydration degree of the binder and the C3S in the samples ensures their
durability.

Higher compaction pressures do not step up ettringite formation in GPC compositions.
For instance, at 50 MPa and higher specific compaction pressures, the diffractograms show

П+ lln®s, W1^h d~®-8’ u-5’ 3-9 A which are not much higher than the backgrovmd
and at any rate not higher than those of the samples compacted at 10 MPa. At the ' sane
time, the samples compacted at higher pressures (>50 MPa) reveal small peaks with d=9.5,
/.У1, b.4, 2.85 a which seem to belong to the hydrate (2Ca0B ' 3SiO2 ‘ 2Ha0). Gypsum-sand
compositions show lines with d-3.54 A which may be taken to indicate the presence
of
a-hydrate of 2-calcium silicate (2CaO ' Si02 ' H20).
'
OI

, ,
fact proves that high pressure act similar to thermal
hydration of minerals and facilitate the formation of very strong
interaction of sand and gypsum.

processing on
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the
the
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The study on hardening of gypsum-cement binders, some of the data on which are given
in the present paper, shows that the hydration processes in mixed gypsum binders after
filter compaction are determined by a number of factors as follows:
1. Higher compaction pressure decreases the hydration degree due to lower hydration
rate and residual water content, as well as higher evaporation rate of the паяidual
ihoisture within the first day.
2. The strength of artificial stone within the first 3 days is determined by the
specific compaction pressure and later it depends on the hydration degree of the molded
samples, the residual water content and porosity.

, 3. The content of lime-absorbing additives (both inorganic and organic) in the com
position should be equivalent to that of cement (C3S and Al203) and their chemical inter
action.
*

4. Silicon organic liquids have an ability to absorb quickly free calcium oxides,
especially within the first setting day and are a highly effective stabilizing additive
in gypsum-cement compositions.

5. Mechanical activation by molding of gypsum-cement mixtures accelerates the hydra
tion process and steps up the strength of artificial stone with less pozzolana additions.
, , 6. High compaction pressures (over 100 MPa) facilitate the appearance of calcium
silicate hydrates in gypsum-sand compositions on silicon base and intensify their
formation in gypsum-cement mixtures.

The above relation make it possible to create gypsum-cement compositions for manu
facturing strong (50 to 90 MPa) water-resistant and durable products for use as finishing
materials.
.
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SUMMARY

This paper presents results of studies on
regularities of directed formation of
hydration products 1n a system: MezO-MeO-MezOa-SIOz-HzO within the ratio
range
MeO:S1Oz-0-3 and MezO3:Mez0=0-21, which enable to establish the main factors affecting
the Intensity and completion rate of the structure formation processes at all stages.
The relashionship between the strength, deformat1ve properties, fire- and corrosion
resistance and hydration product phase composition of a cement body have been
established and hardening conditions for reaching the target phase composition have been
investigated. The data obtained were taken as the basis for development of a wide range
of alkaline cements with predicted properties. The examples on synthesis of highly
efficient slag-alkaline and fly ash-alkaline binders, alkaline portland,
slag—portland
and pozzolana port land cements and their properties are presented. Durability problems
of the cement body and concretes are discussed and substantiated.

В
статье
представлены
результаты
изучения
закономерностей
направленного
формирования продуктов твердения
в системе
МеаО-ИеО-МеяОз-810а-Н=0 в
диапазоне
соотношений
MeO:Si0z=0-3 и МеаОз:MezO-O-21, которые позволили установить основные
факторы,
обуславливающие
интенсивность
и степень
завершенности
процессов

стоуктурообразования

на

всех

стадиях.

Установлена

взаимосвязь

между

прочностью,

деформативностью, жаро- и коррозионной" стойкостью и фазовым составом продуктов тверденяя
цементного камня, а также определены условия формирования заданного фазового состава.
Полученные данные явились основанием для разработки целого ряда щелочных цементов с
прогнозируемыми свойствами. Приведены примеры синтеза высокоэффективных шлакощелочных и
золощелочных
вяжущих,
щелочных
портланди шлакопортландцементов,
щелочного
пуццоланового портландцемента и их свойства. Обсуждены проблемы долговечности цементного
камня и бетонов и обоснована повышенная долговечность разработанных цементов.

INTRODUCTION
Change in traditional views on regularities of revealing the binding properties by
mineral substances became possible owing to establishing in 1957 by V.D.Glukhovsky (1,2)
the fact that alkali metal ( Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs ) compounds, which, owing to their high
solubility, had earlier been excluded from the traditional cements, possessed
binding
properties. That was made by comparing and revealing the analogy between processes of
structure formation of artificial stone based on cement and processes of formation and
chemical weathering of silicate rocks.

The conclusions drawn were taken as the basis for creation of alkaline cements,
which were themselves a combination of alkalies and aluminosilicates of natural and
waste product origin. Interaction of these constituents results in the
creation of a
cement body with formation, upon hydration, of alkaline and mixed alkaline-alkali-earth
hydroaluminosilicates analogous
to
natural
minerals
and
formations,
namely:
hydronepheline, analcime,
natrolite, sodium-calcium
hydros!11cates
and
other
zeolite-like products.

Differing from hitherto known attempts to activate the traditional systems by means
of alkali metal compound additives, which served only as activators and hence were
introduced in small quantities ( 3,4 ), in alkaline cements the alkaline compounds were
considered to be not only
activators but as self-dependent structure-forming new
formations governing the formation of alkali-containing zeolite-like phases. That's why
their content was increased. A break from the traditional views on the role of alkalies
in improving the hydraulic binding properties by mineral substances caused the
fundamental changes in traditional cement systems based on high-basic minerals ( 5-12 ).

RAW MATERIALS
Resulting from the higher chemical activity of alkaline compounds as compared to
alkali-earth ones, the raw materials base for these cements varies within wide range:
from clays and "burnt" rocks to artificial glasses and high-basic clinker minerals.
In
overall, the alkaline binder can be represented by the system: Ме^0-Ме0-Мег0э-3102-Нг0.

Naturally the properties of the cements to be synthesized will depend to a large
extent on the chemical, mineralogical and phase compositions of the dispersed (solid)
phase and the dispersion (liquid) phase of this system. The regularities of the
influence of the chemico-mineralogical composition of dispersed phase within the ratio
range MeO:S1Oz= 0-r3 and Me3O3:MezO=Or21, represented by C3S, ß-C2S, C3SZ,
CS,
C3A,
CiZAz, CA,
CAZ, C3MS2, C2MSZ, CMS, Ca.bASz.b, CzAS, C3AS3, CASz, CzAo .7sMo,zsS X,ZS,
CzAo.bMo.sSi.в» CzAo.zbMo.-zbSi.те» basic blast-furnace slag, neutral blast-furnace slag,
acid blast-furnace slag,
nickel slag,
lea d slag, copper_ slag,
its structural
peculiarities, kind of alkali component anion ( ОН-, СОэ8-* * SiQs , SO»2") and hardening
conditions /Т=293±5К -г 373±5K/ on the intensity of fornation and hydration product phase
composition had been investigated in the work presented in this paper.

PROCESSES OF HYDRATION AND HARDENING

Studying the structure formation processes in the above mentioned systems enabled
to represent this process as a complex of consecutively and simultaneously flowing
qhanges, the foremost of which are (after Rebinder P.A. ): destruction of the initial
dispersed phase to size of certain units of un-stable structure;
their contact
Interaction with formation of dispersion
coagulation thixotropic units; creation
on
their base of condensation-crystallization structure of hydrated new formations.

Destruction of the dispersed phase of alkaline cement,
in contrast to that of
portland cement, has its own peculiarities caused by the lower ionicity of the initial
minerals as compared to that of portland cement ones, and the presence of alkaline
compound in the dispersion medium. As a result of this the processes of dispersion ar
ecaused by the break, firstly, of covalent bonds Si-O-Si, Me3*
4D-Me 3*
, Si-O-Me3* and not
by protonization of the ion ones as it takes place in high-basic systems with C/SM.5.
It becomes possible in the presence of alkaline cation, which at the stage of
destruction-coagulation structure formation acts as destruction catalyst by the scheme:
OH
'
‘

=Si-O-Si= + OH- 5
*

[=li-O-Si=J-

=S1-OH- + eS14)-

and at the following stage prevents the reverse reaction of formation of siloxane
bond
at the expense of formation of bonds of Si-O~-Na
*
type. Further the alkaline silicates
being formed can enter into cation-exchange reactions with alkali-earth ions
**
Me
present in the cement solid phase by the scheme:
*
=Si-O-Na
+ OH=s‘i-O-Na-OH

=S1-O-Na-OH + Me2* -> =S1-O-Me-OH + Na
*
This is confirmed by the wave
like character of the change in
NazO
concentration
in
the
solution of hardening cement
/Figure 1 /. The anion constit
uent of
alkaline
component
affects
essentially
the
structure formation processes.
The anions being introduced in
the
dispersion
medium
as
soluble
silicates
and
aluminates
(SiOSl
АЮг),
analogous
to
the
primary
destruction products of aluminosi1iconoxygen
frame
of
dispersed phase serve as their
additional reserve and are the
most
efficient. The anions:
COa1, SOa^ OH-, SiFe2, Cl- change
the solution
properties and
take part in the formation of
complexes promoting the intro
duction
of .
the
reaction
products into the solid phase.

Fig. I Change in NaaO-conien-L in liquid
Phase oj the Hardening Binder
Based on Glass СЛ 5 A Sa&andMaOU

Further, by accumulation of the reaction products, firstly there occurs a formation
of dispersion - coagulation structures with subsequent development of condensation
structures. The progress
of this process is accompanied by a decrease of the free
alkali content in a cement body as a result of its bonding into new formations of
alkaline - alkali-earth composition. Thus, if at the initial stages of interaction the
alkaline cation acted as catalyst of destruction, at the subsequent ones it took part
equally actively with Ca2* and Mg2* in the formation of a new phase composition.

It was established that the intensity of the above processes depends upon
the
dispersed phase basicity and its structural peculiarities, the amphoteric oxide (МегОэ)
content and the nature of the alkaline component.
With increase of dispersed phase basicity,
the
development of structure formation
processes is intensified. However quick hydration under high - alkaline medium
conditions results in the release of a large quantity of tobermorite gel in the early
pei iod. This creates conditions unfavourable for crystal growth and leads to the
formation of an imperfect structure. With decrease of dispersed phase basicity, the new

formation basicity decreases, which positively affects the strength and stability of
the cement body 1n time; however the Intensity of the structure formation processes at
this becomes slower.

The Ме=О/МеяОэ ratio
essentially affects
phase composition formation.With
Increase of Me=O3 content 1n a system, there Is an Increase also 1n the cpantity of
slowly crystallizing alkaline or alkaT1ne-alkal<-earth h>droalum1nos1Hcates, which
govern the development of strength at the later stages of structure formation processes
1n the hydration products.
In the systems containing ferrous
oxides (for example,
Ма=О-СаО-МдО-А1 =Оэ-РеОFe=0,-S10z-Hz0), presence in the dispersion medium of alkaline catalyst influences the
change of coordination form of the latter at the
expense of going from the
inactive
form (Fe=
*
CIV>)
Into the active one (Fe3*
< VI>), i.n which 1t shows the amphoteric
properties.
HYDRATION PRODUCTS

The constant presence of a
high-alkaline medium creates the conditions, first of
all, for primary formation of low-basic
compounds and, secondly, governs
the
crystallination of alkaline and alkaline-alkali-earth compounds, analogous to natural
minerals ( Table 1 ). The first
ones
are
represented
mainly
by
low-basic
hydros1Hcates and hydrogarnets and appear, as a rule, at the
initial stages of
structure formation processes. The second ones,
as a result of their 'slower
crystallization,
are formed at the later stages.

Being formed
preferentially in the pore space, they fill
it and
promote the
creation of strong crystal 11nation contacts with the primary phases causing the
formation of a more dense and homogenous structure. New formation composition depends
upon the Initial composition of the alkalles.For example, the thermodynamic calculations
fulfilled for the system with M» > 1
(slag + NaOH ) /13 /, testify to the fact that at
hardening of such composition Jismondine and calcium zeolite had been formed side by
side with low-basic calcium hydros 111 cates. On the other hand, 1n the system with M» <-. 1
(slag + NaOH) the alkaline hydroaluminosllicate of jismondine type had been
formed
preferentially.

The most characteristic feature of the phase composition of an alkaline cement body Is
absence in it
of Ca(OH)2, high-basic hydros!Hcates, hydroalum1 nos!1Icates and
hydroferrites, which in many cases, deteriorate the properties of ordinary port land
cement.

PHYSICO-MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Taking the established peculiarities of the structure formation processes and
the
relationship between cement body properties and new formation phase composition as well
as the conditions of its formation as the basis, we developed a wide range of alkaline
cements, namely: the slag-alkaline binders, fly ash-alkaline binders, alkaline portlandand alkaline slag-port land cements, alkaline portland cements based on feldspar
rocks,
alkaline port land cements based on zeolites, alkaline aluminate cements, etc. (14). By '
their properties these were much superior to traditional portland
and high alumina
cements, and depending on their composition, could reach the following characteristics:
- lower ( by 2-3 times ) values of heat of hydration and shrinkage compared to portland
cement;
- increased density and water Impermeability, predominance of gel pores;
- higher compressive strength (
2-3 times
that of traditional cements ),
reaching
120-150 MPa;
- ability to quickly gain strength while hardening under normal conditions concessive
(strength at 1 - day age at T = 293±2K is 30-50 MPa) and ability not to interrupt the
processes of hydration and hardening up to T = 243K;

- higher frost resistance ( more than 1000 cycles ) compared to traditional cements,
resistance to salts in solutions of mineral salts, alkalies, acids, organic media;
heat-resistance (up to 1873K ) and flre-res1 stance (more than 100 cycles), resistance
to combined action of heat and aggressive media, especially to molten metals.

Table 1 Solubility of New Formations of
the Slag-Alkaline and Portland Cement Stone

Mineral

CSH(B)
Xonotlite
Riversidite
Plombierite
Gyrolite
Calcite
Hydrogarnet

Stoichiometric
formula

Solubility, kg/m3

Slag-alkaline binder
- 5Ca0 6S10z nH20
6CaO 6S103 HzO
5Ca0 6S10z 3Hz0
5CaO 6S10z lO.SHzO
2Ca0 3S10z 2,5HzO
CaC03
ЗСаО AlzOa l,5S10z ЗНгО

0.050
0.035
0.050
0.050
0.051
0.014
0.020

Sod1um-ca1c i urn
hydros11icate
Thomsonite

(Na,Ca)S10Ä nHz0

0.050

(Na,Ca)A1гОэ S1zOb 6HzO

0.050

Hydronepheline
Natrolite
Analcime

NazO AlzOs 2Si0z 2Hz0
Naz0 А120э 3S102 2Hz0
Naz0 Alz03 4S10z 2Hz0

0.020
0.020
0.020

Clinker binder

Calcium hydroxide
CzSHz
CSH(B)
4-Calcium
hydroa1urn1nate

Ca(0H)z
2CaO SiOz nHzO
5CaO 6S10z nHz0
4CaO Alz03 13Нг0

1.300
1.400
0.050
1.080

3-Calcium
hydroa 1 urn 1 nate
Calcium hydrosuIphoaluminate

ЗСаО Alz03 6Hz0

0.560

ЗСаО AlzOg 3CaSOzj, 31Hz0

high

BEHAVIOUR IN CONCRETES
Use of alkaline cement makes for
flexibility 1n the requirements on aggregate
quality and increases the efficiency of
the concretes produced.
The
strength
characteristics of heavy- and light-weight concretes are being improved through use of
this cement.
Further, special pre-treatment of coarse and fine aggregates is
not
necessary as up to 5% of clayish and 20% of dustish particles in them is permitted.
Besides, active interaction of the alkaline medium of a cement body with aggregate
surface occurs with formation, over the width of
cement - aggregate
contact zone,
of the compounds representing by themselves zeolite-like new formations.
Investigations
on the distribution of microhardness over the
contact zone width of
alkaline
concretes based on different aggregates showed that a shell strengthening the aggregate
had been formed over it
as a result of the processes. This, in effect, makes 1t
possibile to produce highly efficient concretes using low-grade aggregates and
alkali
- aggregate reaction ( AAR )
is not observed in them.

Corrosion of alkaline cement in case of using the different wood aggregates was not
observed too. Hence it is
possibile to produce
light-weight concretes and materials
under steam treatment, obviating long-term and expensive pre—treatment processes of
these aggregates, and the moulded articles can be cured at normal temperatures.

Persistence of an alkaline medium of the hardening cement
for a long time
guarantees safety of reinforcement steel in an alkaline concrete and its high frost
resistance. Investigations have shown that the passive state of the reinforcement in
concrete is caused by formation over the metal surface of a protective
oxide film,
liable to remain unaffected in an alkaline medium for a long time.
DURABILITY PROBLEMS

Observations on ancient constructions in Italy, Greece, Cyprus and Egypt, repaired
by modern concrete, show that the parent
concrete in them which had been exposed to
the influence of running water and- sea wind for two thousand years had not been
destroyed, while the modern port land cement concrete used in their repair essentially
destroyed after 10 years(15).

Analysis of the ancient concrete structures shows that the presence, in their raw
naterial mix composition, of sodium and potassium carbonates led to the formation of
weakly crystalline calcite as well as weakly
crystallized phases of zeolite type:
NazO(KzO)AlzOa (L—4)Si0a ZHaO.

Similarity of the compositional structure of alkaline cements with the ancient ones
results in similarity of cement body new formation phase compositions. Besides, the
alkaline cement body has some peculiarities
distinguishing it from the less durable
Portland cement one(16).
It explains the superior properties in service of
alkaline
concretes, for example slag-alkaline, observed over more than 30 years.

CONCLUSION
From the characteristic peculiarities of
alkaline cement structure and the similarity
of Its compositional structure with that of ancient cement it could be concluded that
they are superior in durability to all binders or cements in use at present.
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DEVELOPMENT OF CEMENTITIOUS PROPERTIES IN
PHOSPHOGYPSUM-FLY ASH SYSTEM
Manjit Singh and Mrldul Garg

Central Building Research Institute, Roorkee, INDIA

SUMMARY

An investigation was carried out to study the hydraulic behaviour of a system
composed of calcined phosphogypsum, fly ash and portland cement at 27°'to 60öC.
Data show that with increase in temperature from 27° to 60°C, the strength is
increased. The enhancement in strength with increase in temperature is attributed
to the pozzolanic action of fly ash blended with the calcined phosphogypsum. A
mix proportion of binder containing 40:40:20::calcined phosphogypsum:fly ash:portland cement parts by weight developed maximum strength (31.0 MPa) when cured at
50 C for 28 days. The new system/hydraulic binder can be used in the manufacture
of prefabricated components such as boards, tiles and building blocks.

INTRODUCTION

Large quantities of phosphogypsum (4.0 million tonnes) and fly ash (35.0 million
tonnes) are produced as by-products of phosphoric acid manufacture and thermal health РьаяПЛгнес8Ре PhVelyh TheS® materials P°se serious problems of disposal and
or^arSr тянрг
Phosphogypsum contains impurities of phosphates, fluorides,
4 • al^:allesc> and ,free moisture which prevents its direct use as
building material , (1). Several beneficiation techniques ranging from washing
1яЬпта+ anc^ che™lcal treatments of phosphogypsum have been developed in the
У (2)\Fly ash
used t0 nttle extent (1.0 million tonnes) in blended
cements, concrete, clay fly ash/lime-fly ash bricks etc. (3). Hydraulic binders
in "stigMed earuer 6(ML ' "У aSh °Г granula,ed blast furna™ =1=6 have been
To increase the use of phosphogypsum and fly ash as building material a svstem
formulated at
t hhemihydrate) • .fly ash aad Portland cement has been
ormulated at 27
to 60 C. The new system/binder was evaluated for its strength
28 days through differential thermal analysis (DTA),
X ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

EXPERIMENTAL

'

Raw Materials
qm Г1аТпотареГла18г
nChemiT?al c°mP°siticms: calcined phosphogypsum - CaO 38.00%,
p °r?
RA
°;0П’ Мё° trace- K9° + Na,0 0.09%, SO. 52.10%,
ü.50-6, H.O 6.10%, Fly ash - CaO 2.60%, SiO. 270.60% R O3 24 40%
7gCno 0,73's and H2°
and portland cement - CaO 62.^0%
*
SiO
2$ ^6% *R O
*
i
3-0'i lnd H2° °-,6S" "=re u=ad *» l-rmulate the system 2The

matortol TableT =ЪпГ= та<*е 'Л30“? Ьу the addit10" «f
material. Table 1 shows composition of system investigated.

lime

to the calcined

Table 1 - Compositions (wt.%) of the System Investigated

Composition

Calcined Phosphogypsum

Flyash

Portland Cement

Retarder

A

30

50

20

0.10

В

40

40

20

0.10

C

35

45

20

0.10

D

50

35

15

0.10

Hydraulic binder /system

was produced by blending the dried fly ash

nortland

501 Philips, Holland) were used to Identify the hydraaui products In the systemf

co^slstXTlnd lÄt O/7aSytSote6m0Ocai„d10T%mlRnHedfoOrn a2'50")

per 15:4031-1968,
cements.

specification

for

methods

о?

р^уаЮаГ testlna
pnysicai testing

CaS* a‘ ”araal
оЛ “ayS n
*
of hydraulic

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Hydration of System

DTA

Fig. 1(a) shows results of DTA for composition 'B' at 27°C. With increase in
curing period upto 28 days, the intensities of gypsum and lime endotherms
reduced, whereas ettringite endotherm increased. Small depression at 760° to 780°C
indicates tobermorite (CSH). The intensity of endotherms at 140°C - 150°C and 760°
- 780°C increased while that at 440°C reduced with the increase in curing
temperature from 40 C to 60°C, indicating thereby enhanced formation of ettringite
and tobermorite and reduction of lime (after 3 days) respectively. Fig.1(b) shows
DTA of the hydraulic binder cured at 50°C. The tobermorite
endotherms detected
at all curing temperatures (27°, 40°, 50° and 60°C) is formed as a result of

0

TEMPERATURE *t

200 400 600 800 Ю00

TEMPERATURE °C

FIG. 1. Differential Thermograms of binder *B'
cured at(a) 27% and (b) 5(fc (E=Ettringite,
G= Gypsum, L= Lime and T= Tobermorite)

hydration of both the portland cement and the pozzolanic reaction involving
reaction of SiO„ and AbO, of fly ash with Ca(0H)2. The decrease in the formation
of ettringite at 50° ana 60°C shows that lime released by the hydration of
portland cement is converted into tobermorite. Thermograms of other compositions
(A,C and D) were found similar to thermograms of composition 'B'.
XRD
XRD of hydraulic binder 'B
*
hydrated at 50°C for a period of 1,3,7 and 28 days
is shown in Fig.2. Reflections for ettringite (5.9405, 4.7476, 3.4554, 3.0394,

2.75266 2.3926, 2.2739, 2.0832,
1.8974, 1.8574,
1.8050, 1.6625, 1.5788 and
1.3640 A) and tobermorite (3.7824, 3.359, 3.1517, 3.0054, 2.8030, 2.2118, 2.0386 and
1.6221 A)are formed at 27°, 40°,
50 and 60 C. The intensity of these reflections

FIG.2. X-ray diffractogram of
binder В hydrated at
50°c (G= Gypsum, E=
Ettringite, T= Tobermorite
CH= Calcium hydroxide)

6000 50.00 40.00 3000 2QO010.00 5.00
1.5401.822 2,252 2Э76 4.435 8.837 17.658
TWO THETA------- D SPACING

were increased with increase in temperature and curing period indicating enhanced
1О7??ОдОП t °fnorttrln f-te a"d tobermorite- Disappearance of reflections аЛг.447
and
i./9b A at 50 C confirms increased formation of" tobermorite.
"
SEM
At 1 day hydration of binder, agglomerated needles of ettringite interspersed with
fly ' ash spheres were formed. Between 3 and 7 days, ettringite needles and

(a) x 1250

FIG. 3.

SEM of binder 'B' hydrated
and (b) 28 days at 50°C

(b) x 12 50

for (a) 7 days

hydrated plates of tobermorite developed. At 28 days of hydration, dense
structures containing ettringite, tobermorite and fly ash spheres were detected.
These results corroborate the findings reported by He Jun Yuan et al (6). SEM of
system 'B
*
hydrated at 50°C for 7 and 28 days are shown in Fig.3(a) and (b).
Strength Development
It was found that with the increase in temperature of hydration from 27° to 60°C
and the curing period from 1 to 28 days, the strength of all the systems i.e.
A.B,C and D increased (Fig.4). However, at 50°G (c) and 60°C (d) the maximum

DAYS CURED

FIG 4. Relationship between compntssive strength and curing
period at (a) 27°c (b) 40°c (c) 50°c and(d) 60°c

strength development v/as noted than obtained at 27°(a) and 40°C (b). The level of
strength development at 50
and 60°C was more or less similar. The system ’B'
gave maximum attainment of strength than the other compositions due to enhanced
formation of ettringite and tobermorite compounds in the former than latter. The
early age strength (1 to 3 days) is attributed to the hydration of
hemihydrate
plaster and , portland cement whereas latter age (7 to 28 days) strength
development is due to ettringite and tobermorite. The ultimate high strength
obtained at 28 days at 50 and 60 C may be ascribed to the reduction in ettringite
and increase in tobermorite formation.

CONCLUSIONS

1.

The study demonstrates tiiat
system reacts with SO.
tobermorite.

2.

Enhancement in strength development of system at 27° to 60°C is due
increase in the pozzolanic reaction. Maximum strength is attained at 50°C.

3.

The hydraulic binder composed of above system
building material in prefabricated components.

lime
and

in phosphogypsum-fly ash-portland cement
SiO9 to form ettringite and additional
21

may

to

be eminently used as
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SUMMARY

Early hydration properties of cement are generally represented by the rate of heat liberation.
They are very important properties to make clear reaction mechanism of cement,
strength and thermal stress of concrete.

the development of

A mathematical model on the heat liberation curve has not

been fully studied yet because it shows very complicated curve.

The present study has been carried out for the purpose of curve fitting by a mathematical

model on rate of heat

liberation

in early hydration of portland cement.

combining hyperbolic function with logarithm.

We propose the model

Furthermore we consider the application of it

estimation of shoulder, strength properties and heat quantity of hydration by specification.

■te У > b

Shoulder

J:

о

•te У > Ь

to

1 . Introduction
The knowledge on early hydration properties of cement has become very important to understand
behavior of fresh concrete and early age concrete.
Early hydration properties of cement are generally represented by the rate of heat liberation.
It
is considered that the characteristic is highly relied upon with the development of a conduction

calorimeter which can be measured with a high accuracy in recent years.
Time-history of the rate of heat liberation indicates very complicated

curve which

forms

Study on modelling the heat liberation curve has not been fully carried out up

several peaks[1].

to now[2].
■
The present study has been carried out for the purpose of curve fitting by a mathematical

model on rate of heat liberation in early hydration of cement and of its application,

of

cement

four

the

types

of

object

investigation.

For

this

we

propose

the

model

selecting
combining

hyperbolic function with logarithm.
The following items are investigated for the present study:
(1) To examine agreement between measurement obtained from heat liberation test and calculation by

proposed model.
(2) To evaluate shoulder quantitatively.
(3) To investigate relationship between strength and accumulated calorific value.

(4) To compare with heat quantity of hydration by JIS specification.

2. Mathematical Model on Rate of Heat Liberation

■ Generally,
time -history curve
of the rate of heat liberation in
early

hydration

cement
Hydration

process

five

stages

stage

is

as

in

is

Fig. 1.

divided

into

first

the

follows;

reaction

rapid

initial

the

period,

portland

for

shown

is

stage

second

is

and
it
stops
temporarily,
the third stage
is
rate-increasing period, the fourth
induction

period

period so
the
fifth

stage is deceleratory
-called
shoulder
and
stage
are

peak

final

three

period

of

slow

In this curve,
peaks inwhich the

there
first

is

reaction.

appears

about

within

ten

minutes,
the second peak appears
in about 8 hours and the third

peak appears about

contact with water.
peak approaches the

and

becomes

occasionally
Accordingly,
peak

the

after

13 hours,

third
peak,

The
second

relatively

small

but

does
not
appears..
neglecting the third
first

and

peaks are considered as

of the present study.

the

Time from contact with water t (hr.)

second

the object

Fig.1 Schematic curve of rate of heat liberation

Modelling on behavior investigates by two methods inwhich one applies rational formula by
general law of nature or the other experimental formula fitting the experimental results faithfully.

The present study depends on the method of the latter.

.

A typical relationship between the rate of heat liberation and the elapsed time from contact with
water is shown in Fig.2, plotting semilog graph paper.

Vh

(In)

Fig.2 A typical curve of rate of heat liberation

As a result of many considerations, we introduce a mathematical model on the heat liberation
curve in early hydration of cement as follows.
It is the following equation combined hyperbolic
function with logarithm.

Vh=a1-sech{b1- ln(-^—)} + a2-sech{b2- ln(-^-)}

C1

................. (1)

C2

where, Vh: the rate of heat liberation(cal/g/hr.), t: the elapsed time from contact with water(hr.),
ai: the maximum value of rate of heat liberation in the first peak (cal/g/hr.), bi: the degree of
curvature in the first peak. Ci : the arriving time of the first peak value(hr.), a2: the maximum
value of rate pf heat liberation in the second peak (cal/g/hr.), b2 : the degree of curvature in the
second peak, and c2 the arriving time of the first peak value(hr.).
In this case, t>0, Vh>0; a>0,

b>0,

and c>0.

Six parameters in this model represent symbolical characteristics of a curve.

Six

parameters applying the data obtained by conduction calorimeter to Eq. (1) were calculated by means
of the method of non-linear least squares.

3 . Experimental Method
Rate and amount of heat liberation were automatically measured by conduction micro calorimeter
of twin-type within 48 hours.
Cement was used four types which are ordinary portland cement, high
-early-strength portland cement, moderate heat portland cement and blast-furnace slag cement.
These chemical composition and physical properties are shown in Table 1.
Tests were carried out on
cement paste with water-cement ratio of 50Ж under curing temperature of ЮС, 20C, 30C and 40C.

Table 1 Chemical composition and physical properties of cement
Chemical composition (X)

Type of
cement
Ordinary

High-early
Moderate

ig. loss

insol.

1.1
0.9
0.7

0.3
0.0

Blast-furnace
0.6
* Specific gravity

0.1
0.1

♦♦Blaine specific surface(ad/g)

Physical properties
SO,
2.1
2.7

Na20

K20

S.G.+

B1.«

0.33

0.60
0.24

3.15
3.14

3330

0.21

3.9

CaO ■ MgO
64.3 1.6
65.4 1.6
63.4 1.6

2.0

0.08

0.48

1.5

52.3

4.0

1.9

0.27

0.52

SiOz
21.4

Alg Оз

5.1

Fe203
2.9

20.5

4.8

2.7

23.1

3.7

27.3

10.3

3.20
3.01

4340
3400
3970

■

4. Results of Fitting of Proposal Model and Discussions

Experimental results of the rate of heat liberation and calculated results of time history
obtained by Eq.(1) are shown in Fig.3, on ordinary portland cement, under coring temperature of SOf,
30X1 and 40V. Raising curing temperature, the peak becomes higher and its arrival time becomes faster.

Compared with cement of three types of ordinary portland cement,

highearly strength portland

cement, and moderate heat portland cement, under curing temperature of SOV, they are shown in Fig. 4.
They show therefore that calculated results much agree with experimental results.
But as a result
the difference between measured values and calculated values was observed in the start of the first

peak, because a apparatus used for this study possessed a large time constant.

Other results also

showed a same tendency as above.
Six parameters and accuracy of Eq.(1) to experimental results are indicated in Table 2.

In

this study, accuracy is calculated by Eq.(2),

S= a/^— (Vmi-Vci)2
V n-p

(2)

where, S: square root of unbiased variance(cal/g/hr.), n: number of the data, p:number of parameter,

Vmi: experimental value, and Vci: estimated value.
Curvature in the second peak of curve is given by the following formula.

(3)

К2 — 2^2 ’ (Ьг / Сг )2

where, K2: curvature of the second peak of curve.
These calculated results are also indicated in Table 2.

0.0 1

0.1
1
10
Time from contact with water t (hr.)

Fig.3 Heat liberation curves of ordinary portland cement

10 0

• Ordinary
О High-early strength
О Moderate
— Calculated

0.0 1

10 0

1 о

1

0.1

Time from contact with water t (hr.)

Fig.4 Heat liberation curves of various cement under temperature of 30X1

and

Parameters ai, a2 and b2 increased, and Ci
c2 decreased,
with the rise of curing

temparature, but parameter bi failed to show a
certain tendency. S which represents standard
deviation ranges from 0.093 to 0.391 cal/g/hr.
Curvature
which
represents
intensity increased with the rise

the
peak
of curing

temparature as shown Fig. 5.
Consequently,
it is recognized that the
model proposed in this study fits the heat
liberation curve of portland cement well.

10 20

30

4U

Temperature (XI)

Fig.5 Curvature of the second peak

Table 2 Calculated results by proposed model
Type of
cement

Curing
temp.

20
Ordinary

30
40

10
High-early

9.59

11.8
13.4

5.24

20

10.1

30

15.4

Cl

a.2

b2

1.75

0.125

2. 09
3. 77

13.0
8.97

0.093

0.090

1.90
2.33

4. 45X10-2

1.80
1.63

0.254

0.069

6.02

2.59
1.87

6.36

0.230
0.350

21.1

2.01
2.30

13.1
8.60

1.00
1.26X102
7.31X10"2

2. 58
1.66
1.89

5.18
21.9
14.7
10.8

b.

1.65

0. 276

1.62

1.85
1.77

0.151

3.10
5.59
10.4

23.9

1.69

0.093
0.067

1.98

0.278

0.87

20

5.30
10.3

2.12

0.145

1.68

30

14.1

1.93
1.82

0. 095
0.074

2.99

2.26

5.04

3.00

40
10
Moderate

ai

40

14.0

c2

8.24

K2

S

0.250
0.164

0.398

0.202

2. 58
4. 99X10-3

0.391

2.77X10"2
0.131
0.668

0.133
0.1350.246
0.357

5. Evaluation of Shoulder on Blast-furnace Slag Cenent

It
shoulder

is necessary to
which associates

quantitatively
conversion of

evaluate
with the

the
AFt

phase into AFm phase.
Therefore, we propose the following method.
Primarily,
the above calculation by Eq. (1) is carried out except the
data at
area

the

of shoulder.

interval

estimated

by

Next,

the

using

value

we obtain the
subtracted

the

calculated value from the measured value, at the interval,

as shown in Fig.6.

Then calorific power of shoulder can

be evaluated by the subtracted area.
The heat liberation curves of blast-furnace
are shown in Fig. 7.

Parameters

and

calorific

of

power

subtracted area are indicated in Table 3.

slag cement

by

shoulder

t (hr.)

the

Fig. 6 Evaluation of shoulder

As curing

temperature increased, calorific power of shoulder increased.

О 20 Г
Э 30 и

• 40 13
Calculated results except the data

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

Time from contact with water t (hr.)

Fig.7 Heat liberation curves of blast-furnance slag cement

Table 3 Parameters and calorific power of shoulder on blast-furnace slag cement

Parameters

Curing
temp.

20
30
40

ai
5.07

b.
1.93

7.19

1.91

0.104

äa
1.31
2.12

8.07

1.76

0.079

4. 03

Ci

0.160

Ьг
1.33
2.16

1.88

Сг
19.2

Кг
6.74X10 3

S
0.129

11.2

5.94X10 2

0.140

0.274

0.243

8.31

Calorific power
of shoulder(cal/g)

0.664
2.35
2.82

6.

Strength and Accumulated Calorific Value

As

a

accumulated

engineering

calorific

application

this

obtained

value

specification at early age.

of

by

modelling,

calculation

it

investigates

and

the

relationship

compressive

the

between

strength

by

JIS

This relationship is shown in Fig.8, at the age of 3 days and 7 days.

In consequence, it obtained a good linearity.

7.

Comparison with Heat of Hydration by Dissolution Heat Method

As compared with heat quantity of hydration by dissolution heat method of JIS specification
and the accumulated calorific value obtained by this model, it is indicated in Fig.9, at 7 days,
under curing temperature of 20 C.
Theoretically, both are equal.
It gives approximately straight

line, and approaches the isopleth.

3days f c=-231+7.25Qc
7days f c=-148+5.25Qc

Qs = 20.4+0.836Qc

400

200

0|_______________
50

100

Accumulated calorific value
by this model Qc (cal/g)
Fig.8 Relationship between strength
and accumulated calorific value

8.

Accumulated calorific value
by this model Qc(cal/g)
Fig.9 Comparison of heat quantity
of liberation

Conclusions

Conclusions obtained from the present study are as follows:
(1) On the heat liberation curve in early hydration, the proposed model agrees with experimental
results on portland cement of three types, except for the difference in the start of the first
peak.
(2) Six parameters in this model represent symbolical characteristics of a curve.

(3) Calorific power of shoulder can be evaluated by applying this model.
(4) Relationship between accumulated calorific value and strength at early age is in proportion.
(5) As compared with heat quantity of hydration by dissolution heat method of JIS specification and
the accumulated calorific value obtained by this model, its relationship is shown by linearity.
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SUMMARY

Several of the properties important to the user of Portland cement and other hydraulic cements are direct results of the hydration
reactions taking place between the components of the cement and water. From a stoichiometric description of the hydration reactions
coupled with calculations of the volumetric and thermodynamic changes associated with them it seems possible to obtain good estimates
of the physical changes occuning as a result of the hydration reactions including binding of water, formation of specific hydrates,
changes in porosity and heat development. From the calculation of porosity it is possible to obtain estimates of porosity-related
properties such as strength and durability.

A model based on the principles outlined above is presented and examples are given on its applicability as a tool for prediction of
cement properties from cement characteristics and for evaluation of experimental results.

RESUME

Plusieurs des proprietes qui presentent de 1'importance pour 1'utilisateur du ciment de portland et d'autres ciments hydrauliques rdsultent
directement des reactions d'hydratation ayant lieu entre les composants du ciment et I'eau. A partir d'une description stoechiomdtrique
des reactions dlydratation relies aux calculs des changements volumetriques et thermodynamiques associds ä ces fractions, il semble
possible d'obtenir de bonnes estimations des changements physiques sous forme de rSsultat des reactions d'hydratation comprenant la
fixation d I'eau, la creation d'hydrates specifiques, des changements dans la porosite et dans revolution thermique. П est possible, ä partir
de calculs, d'obtenir des estimations des proprietes reliees ä la porosite telles que resistance et durabilite.
Un modele base sur les principes precises ci-dessus est presente et des exemples sont donn6s sur son applicabilite comme moyen pour
la prediction des proprietes de ciment ä partir des caracteristiques du ciment et pour revaluation des resultats experimentaux.

INTRODUCTION

I Cement Composition-!
As long as portland cement has been used as a binder in
construction materials there has been a need for being able to
predict the development of engineering properties like strength
and heat development as a function of important influencing
factors. Curing time, temperature and initial porosity of the
cement-paste (water-cement ratio) have been identified as
important factors for more than a hundred years and empirical
models for quantification of their influence have been proposed
in large numbers through the years.

In the 1940's Powers and Brownyard proposed models for
the cement paste system on a physical basis and brought cement
and thereby concrete research a large step forward (1). Their
models were based on calculations of volumetric changes in the
hydrating cement paste and their correlation to the engineering
properties like strength and permeability. Their models were
based on a generalized description of portland cement. The
influence of the compound composition of portland cement was
dealt with by giving empirical (statistical) equations for the
constants in the main models to describe the effect of the
cement composition.
A more direct approach to describing the influence of the
compound composition on porosity and strength of portland
cement was used by Joens and Osbaeck in 1982 (2) and by
Parrott in 1985 (3) but based on the same principle as the
models by Powers and Brownyard. The modeling was based on
an individual treatment of the reactions of the compounds of
portland cement. By merging the individual contributions the
total changes in the cementitious system can be calculated.
A more strict and comprehensive model build on the same
ideas as in our work in 1982 is the topic of the present paper.
The treatment is based on general stoichiometric, volumetric and
thermodynamic calculations on chemical reactions and can thus
be applied to any cementitious system of interest. The basic
ideas and some examples of use are outlined in the following.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
Basic principles

Portland cement clinker consists of a mixture of minerals
which are able to react with water under the formation of new
solid phases, hydrates. The hydration reactions all have the
following physical consequences: An increase in the volume of
solids, a decrease in total volume of the system and a
development of heat.

By calculating the phase changes in the system as the
hydration proceeds and using the basic physical data available
on the relevant phases one can obtain an estimate of the total
physical changes occuring in the system during hydration.
Properties of technical importance that can be calculated include
the change in total volume ("chemical shrinkage"), porosity and
the development of heat. From the porosity it is possible to
■ obtain estimates of strength. Also the porosity and . the
description of the hydrate composition can give a basis for
considerations regarding durability of the material. The
principles of the model are shown in Fig. 1.

|w/c-ratio

M

WATER

Kinetics

Stoichiometry

WATER I
d

I Volume change

|

| Porosity

I Durability
Fig.l

|

|Heatofhydr. |

| Strength

Basic principles of the stoichiometric model for
calculating physical changes in cement paste
as a function of cement composition, w/c-ratio
and degree of hydration.

To be able to calculate the properties mentioned above one
has to define the initial system and to calculate the composition
of the system at specific ages (maturity levels) during the
hydration. This requires the formulation of a set of reactions to
descripe the hydration of the basic minerals and kinetic data to
define how long the reactions have proceeded. From a phase
compositional description of the system and a set of basic data
including molar weight density and enthalphy of formation for
the phases involved a volumetric and energetic description of
the system at any maturity level as well as the changes occured
compared to the initial system can be calculated.

Thus, the basic model includes a description of the phase
changes in the system, a set of kinetic data (or equations) to
define the maturity level of the system, and a data-base of
compound specific data to be used for the calculation of the
physical changes. Other factors of practical importance like
temperature, moisture, and other cement factors than the major
compound composition can be incorporated into the model by
describing their influence on the kinetics or the product
composition.
Description of the initial system

A description of the initial system includes a description of
the cement and information about the amount of water added.
The description of the cement in the basic form of the model is
fairly simple and includes the following compounds

QS, CjS, C,A, C4AF, C (free) and CSH2
An example of a set of input data is given in Table 1.

The CjA phase will react with gypsum (CSH2) to form
ettringite (CjA • 3CS • 32 H) (abbr. to AFt) as long as gypsum
is present in the system. When gypsum is depleted further
reaction of C,A will result in formation of monosulphate (CjA
• CS • 12 H) (abbr. to AFm) at the expense of ettringite. When
the ettringite is used up further hydration of QA will result in
formation of a mixture of C4AH19 and CjAHj or just C4AH19 if
CH is present. This will normally be the case in a portland
cement system. The possibility of letting these latter hydrates
age to form the stable cubic hydrate QAH^ is an obvious step
for the future development of the model.

Table 1. Input data. (Example)
Compound

C3S
C2S
C3A
C4AF
C
CSH2
Cement (£=)
Water

Amount
(g)
55
20
8
11
1
5
100
50

This description can of course be extended to meet specific
requirements such as the inclusion of mineral admixtures such
as slag, fly ash and pozzolanas as part of the cementitious
system. Fineness of the cement and some chemical factors (e.g.
alkalies) are important factors for the development of cement
properties but their influence can be built into the model through
the kinetic description.

Reactions. Stoichiometry
As a first approximation to a description of the multiple
reactions occuning during hydration of portland cement a
reaction sequence as shown in Fig. 2 has been chosen.

The fenite phase (C4AF or (^(A.F)) is assumed to undergo
the same reactions as C3A with the one exception, that
formation of AFt, AFm and C4(A,F)H19 implies the presence of
CH to compensate for the lime deficiency of (^(AjF).
Consequently the CH amount will decrease as (^(A,!7) reacts.
Data on individual compounds
To be able to cany out the necessary calculations the
following basic data must be available for each of the
compounds involved in the description: The molar weight, the
density and the heat of formation. The set of data used at
present is presented in Table 2.

Table 2.
Data for the individual compounds.
Molar weight (M), density (d), and standard enthalpy
of formation (z H^).
Compound

[СЗАНб I

Fig.2

The hydrate formation sequence built into the model

The two calcium silicates (CjS and CjS) form a mixture of
C-S-H-gel and calcium hydroxide (CH). C-S-H-gel is not a
well defined compound and its composition, especially with
regard to water content, is variable and depends on
environmental conditions and age. Consequently, the model is
prepared for variable entries of the stoichiometrical ratios of C/S
. and H/S. At present a tentative composition of C^SH^ is used.
Obviously, since the C-S-H-gel is the major part of the hydrate
mass of portland cement compositions its treatment by the
model is very important. During the testing of the model special
attention to this component must be given. A very likely
necessary step will be to let the composition and density of this
component change with maturity and possibly other factors to
obtain a doser estimate of reality.

C3S
C2S
C3A
C4AF
C
CSH2
H
C1.6SH4
CH
AFt
AFm
С4УШ19
C2AH8

M
(g/mole)
228.33
172.25
270.20
485.98
56.08
172.18
18.02
221.88
74.10
1255.15
622.54
668.58
358.25

d
-zIlT
(g/cm3) (kcal/mole)
3.20
688.10
3.28
538.00
3.03
861.00
3.77
1440.00
3.32
151.90
2.32
483.06
1.00
68.32
2.00
754.00
2.24
235.80
1.76
4193.00
1.95
2100.00
1.80
2409.00
1.97
1291.00

The density data has mainly been taken from Appendix I in
Ref.(4). Where ranges in densities are given an average value is
adopted. For CjS the value for the ß-modification is used. For
C-S-H the value 2.0 g/cm3 has tentatively been adopted.
The hydrates of the CjA and the fenite phase C^jA.F) are
assumed to be the same and the characteristic figures used for
these hydrates are chosen corresponding to the pure A12O3forms. Since the calculation of the hydrate amounts is performed
on a molar basis this implies, that the (A,F)-hydrates have the
same molar volume ^respective of the ATF-ratio. This is
considered to be a fair approximation.

Obtaining thermodynamic data foranhydrates and especially
hydrates relevant to the portland cement system requires a great
deal of research. For some compounds several but differing
values can be found, whüe for others values are hard to find, or
missing. The values are to be used for calculation of heats of
reaction. These will usually come out as small differences
between large figures. The precision of the basic data is
therefore critical. At the present stage the values recorded in the
National Bureau of Standards Circular No. 500 (5) have been
adopted for most of the anhydrates, gypsum, calcium hydroxide
and water. The values for AFt and AFm have been calculated
from heat of reaction data measured by Berman & Newman (6)
and the values for C4AH19, C^AHg and C^gSH, from
contributions from structural elements. The values have been
found to give characteristic heats of hydration close to
experimental values reported in the literature.

The ferrite phase creates a problem also in this respect as
probably no thermodynamic data on mixed A-F-hydrates has
been established. Since in the model C2(A,F) is assumed to form
the same hydrates as С,А (though with the consumption of CH)
a simple use of a standard heat of formation figure for the
anhydrate together with the values for the pure Al2O}-hydrates
does not give reliable results. Consequently, a correction of the
value for Cj(AF) has been made to give reaction values for this
compound of the same order of magnitude as reported in the
literature.
Kinetics
At present the kinetics are dealt with simply by
incorporation of an interchangeable database stating degrees of
hydration at different ages for the five anhydrates that are used
in the model. The values can be results of actual measurements
on a given cement or be estimates based on results from the
literature. The set of kinetic data used in the examples of this
paper and representing typical average values for cements at
standard fineness (around 300 m2/kg (Blaine)) are given in Table
3.

Table 3.

Degree of hydration (%) at different ages
for the individual compounds. (Example)

Compound
C3S
C2S
C3A
C4AF
C

1
45
5
25
10
100

Time (Days at 2(fC)
7
3
75
60
10
■ 20
50
75
35
25
100
100

28
85
30
85
45
100

Ult.
100
100
100
100
100

An obvious step for future developments would be to
incorporate mathematical expressions for calculation of degree
of hydration as a function of time and factors influencing the
kinetics. These could be input variables as stated above or
factors derived by the model itself. An example of the latter is
the change in kinetics that occurs when gypsum is depleted from
the system.

Model output
From a definition of the initial composition of the
cementitious system including added water and the kinetic state
of the system the model calculates the actual composition of the
cement paste and a series of derived physical properties of
scientific and engineering interest.

lhe first part of the output concerns the composition of the
paste specified by residual anhydrates, formed hydrates, residual
water (H) and new pores formed by the chemical shrinkage (PJ.
The calculated results based on the input data of Table 1 and 2
and the database in Table 3 is shown in Table 4. Of special
interest is the description of the aluminate hydrates which
reflects the phase changes between AFt, AFm and C4AH19.

Composition of the cement paste (vol. %)
at different ages. (Example)

Table 4.

Compound
C3S
C2S
C3A
C4AF
C
CSH2
C1.6SH4
CH
AFt
AFm
C4AH19
C2AH8
H
Pa

0
21.1
7.5
3.3
3.6
0.4
2.7

61.5
0.0

1
11.6
7.1
2.4
3.2
0.0
0.0
15.6
6.8
7.5
1.3
0.0
0.0
42.0
2.4

Time (Days at 20°C)
3
7
28
8.5
5.3
3.2
6.8
6.0
5.3
1.6
0.8
0.5
2.7
2.3
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
21.3
27.8
32.7
8.7
10.4
11.5
1.3
■ 0.0
0.0
9.7
11.4
11.4
0.0
4.1
7.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
36.6
27.5
20.6
2.9
4.3
5.4

Ult.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
48.7
126
0.0
11.4
20.9
0.0
-2.8
9.1

The second part of the output concerns integral or general
data for the cement paste as a whole (Table 5). The volumetric
changes are here expressed in cm’/lOO g of cement. Also the
important volumetric factors like total porosity (residual free
water + pores formed by chemical shrinkage) and the gel
space-ratio as introduced by Powers and Brownyard are
calculated. The following calculation formulas have been used.
P = (V(o)-V,(t)yV(o)=(H(t)+P1(t)yVo
(t)/(V(0)-V^^t))
The output data includes the hydration-derived properties
which are usually measured when studying cement such as
bound water, heat of hydration and strength. The strength
calculation is based on gel-space-ratio. Models based on this
parameter were found to give the best estimates of strength as
a function of e.g. w/c-ratio and maturity (degree of hydration).
The strength values in the table are based on the model:

S = So • XN

(Se = 100, N = 2)

The constant can be varied to match the output of different
strength measuring methods. By adopting the constant, So = 100
values dose to ISO-mortar-strength values are obtained.

Table 5. Physical consequences on the paste of the hydration processes.(Example)

Property
Total volume
Chem. shrinkage
Solid volume
Increase in solid vol.
Porosity
Gel-space ratio
Degree of hydration
Bound water
Heat of hydration
Strength (arbitrary)

Unit

(V) cm3/100g
(Pa) cm3/100g
(Vs) cm3/100g
cm3/100g
(P) %
(X)
%
g/100g
cal/g
MPa
___

0
81.3
0.0
31.3
0.0 ■
61.5
0
0
0
0
0

1,
79.4
-1.9
45.2
13.9
44.4
0.413
31.4
15.9
43.1
17.1

Time (Days at 20°C)
3
7
78.9
77.8
-2.4
-3.5
49.2
55.4
17.9
24.1
39.5
31.8
0.509
0.628
45.0
59.1
20.2
27.6
59.6
78.4
25.9
39.4

•

28
76.9
-4.4
60.1
28.8
26.0
0.708
68.9
33.2
91.0
50.1

Ult.
73.9
-7.4
76.2
44.9
6.3
0.937
100
52.2
126.3
87.8

EXAMPLES OF USES OF THE MODEL

Porosity reduction and strength as a function of water-cementratio and degree of hydration

Most investigators agree that there is a strong relationship
between the reduction in porosity as the hydration processes
proceed and the development in strength and reduction in
permeability of cement paste. The present model can give a
quantitative estimate of porosity as a function of degree of
hydration at different initial water-cement ratios. Tendency
curves calculated with an average value of the specific increase
in solid volume of 0.40 cm3/g are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig.4

Strength as a function of degree of
hydration and water-cement ratio.
(Calculated tendency curves)

Volumetric contribution from the GA-ohase

Fig.3

Porosity as a function of degree of
hydration and water-cement ratio.
(Calculated tendency curves)

Coupled with correlation between porosity and permeability
the model can work as a tool to predict the necessary degree of
hydration at a chosen w/c-ratio or the necessary w/c-ratio at a
specified degree of hydration to bring the permeability below a
certain limit. Additionally, coupled with a strength/porosity
model a prediction of the strength level as a function of these
two parameters can be estimated (Fig. 4).

The influence of the CgA-phase on the engineering
properties of portland cement paste is one of the controversial
issues of cement chemistry. An old experiment by Lerch with
pure CjA has been used for decades as evidence for the opinion
that C3A does not contribute to the strength development of
portland cement. However a vast of amount of evidence during
the previous years has shown that an increasing amount of QA
in portland cement contributes positively to the strength
development of portland cement paste. But the contribution of
CjA is difficult to describe due to the fact that its hydration
reaction is strongly dependant on the amount of gypsum present.
Gypsum influences the kinetics as well as the composition of
the hydrates. The present model is prepared for distinguishing
between the different forms of hydrates formed as a function of
the gypsum content as well as the physical consequences of
these differences. Fig. 5 shows the development of solid phase
volume as a function of the degree of hydration of QA in two
cases with differing amounts of gypsum.

Heat of hydration estimated from cement composition
Heat of hydration values at different ages have been
calculated for cement compositions representing average values
for the ASTM type I, II, IV and V compositions used in the
classical work on heat of hydration by Verbeck and Foster (7).
The resulting values are plotted together with the experimental
values of Verbeck and Foster in Fig. 6.

Degree of Hydration of C3A. (%)

Fig.5

Solid volume increase due to C3A hydrating
with different amounts of gypsum.

The examples clearly indicate that by keeping the
gypsum/CjA at an adequate level, a continuous strong increase
in solid volume is avoided. This continuous increase in solid
volume would probably be beneficial to the strength
development due to the porosity reducing effect but could also
create problems due to expansive forces associated with the
formation of ettringite.

Fig.6

Heat of hydration for different types of cements.
(ASTM classification).

Strength as function of cement composition

The ability of the presented model to predict the influence
on compressive strength of the QS- and the C,A-content is
illustrated by the examples in Table 6. The calculated increases
in strength at different ages with an increase in QS- or C3Acontent correspond well to values obtained by many
investigators by simple statistical analyses.

Table 6. Effect of C3S- and СЗА-content on cement strengths.

Composition
C3S
C2S
C3A
C4AF
C
CSH2
Cement (1=)
Water
Strength (•)
Id
3d
7d
28d

A
50
25
8
12
1
4
100
50

В
60
15
8
12
1
4
100
50

B-A
+ 10
-10

14.4
23.8
38.4
49.5

17.3
27.9
43.2
54.3

2.9
4.1
4.8
4.8

C
50
25
3
17
1
4
100
50

D
50
25
13
7
1
4
100
50

D-C

14.0
21.9
34.8
45.7

14.7
25.9
42.1
53.3

0.7
4.0
7.3
7.6

(*): Compressive strength (MPa) (ISO-mortar level)

+ 10
-10

Taking into consideration that a fixed set of kinetic data
(that in Table 3) has been used for all cements the estimates of
the model seem surprisingly good. By adjusting the kinetic
values, the model estimates could easily come closer to the
experimental values. In fact, one of the interesting possibilities
with the model is its use for estimations of individual degree of
hydration data from the more easily obtainable derived physical
consequences like heat of hydration.
CONCLUSION

A model based on a fairly simply stoichiometric description
of the hydration processes coupled with volumetric and thermo
chemical calculations seems to be able to give realistic
predictions of several chemical and physical properties
associated with cement paste during the hydration of portland
cement. The model can be a useful tool for educational
purposes, for cross-checking of experimental results, basic data
and theories, and for predictive work in practice. It can be
elaborated and refined by working with it and testing it against
experimental values, and extended in accordance with existing
possibilities and needs.
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DURING THE FIRST DAYS: STUDY OF THE HARDENING MECHANISM
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ABSTRACT.

In order to study the relations between the physico-chemical and the mechanical behaviour of
concrete, we have used the conductometric, calorimetric and ultrasonic methods together. A series of mortars
calculated on the base of concrete formulations have been studied. During the very first days of hydration, the
compressive strength is not proportional to the overall reaction yield of cement. This can be explained by the
occurrence of micro-stresses, located around large crystals in course of growing. These stresses tend to
reduce the mechanical yield of hydration reactions. They originate from the crystallisation pressure, the LE
CHATELIER (or chemical) contraction, and from self-dessication in low-permeability concretes, of low
water/cement ratio.
A better strength can thus be obtained by reducing the size of the crystals. This is the case in high perfor
mance concretes, into which ultra-fine particles has a catalytic effect on portlandite nucleation. Admixtures
can also modify microstructure. It is found that the mechanical yield of the hydrates is enhanced by the best
superplasticizers.

1 - INTRODUCTION;

The modelisation of concrete strength during
the first days is of economical interest. So far, the
actual previsional techniques uses a calorimetric ca
libration of concrete, and temperature measurements
on the formworks and within the pieces (1). This
calibration requires the determination of an ac
tivation coefficient. When ARRHENIUS' law is
used, this assumes that the hydration reactions can
be considered as a single chemical reaction. This
approximation is generally valid, for standard mor
tars without admixtures (2). But the increasing
complexity of concrete formulations has led us to
reconsider this question, in the case of high perfor
mance concrete.
We had previously studied hydration kinetics of
concentrated cement suspensions, using multipara
meter measurements. This work has allowed a better
understanding of the chemical sequence (3). After
wards we applied this technique to the study of ce
ment-admixture couples (4). On this base, it is now
possible to deal with more complex problems, and
to enlarge our study to the mechanical evolution.

2 - EXPERIMENTAL.

2.1. Methods.

The following parameters have been moni
tored systematically:

- the electrical conductivity. In the case of mortars,
it depends also on the actual water/solid ratio, and
allows to monitor the water uptake (4).
- the thermal flux, measured by isothermal
calorimetry, giving after integration the hydration
heat. The chemical contraction is related to the lat
ter, and the linearity has been verified by experi
mentation (5) (6).
- the ultra-sound attenuation, measured with a
relay-probe which allows to monitor the transition
from plastic to solid state (7).
- the ultra-sound velocity, which is related to the
dynamical elasticity modulus.
In addition, the compressive strengths were mea
sured every hour, by averaging the results of at last
6 cylinders.

2.2. Mixes composition.

For practical reasons, the measurements we
re made on the finer part of concretes (i.e. less than
5mm). The strength of these mortars extracted from
the concrete formulation correlate well with those of
concrete during the first days, as so far as the
strength is not yet limited by the presence of the
aggregates and their transition zone. A first set of
formulas was derived from high slump concretes,
with 28 days strength about 60 MPa, for building
prestressed triangulated beams (table 1).
The working conditions required to maintain the
slump at a high level during 3 hours, and a setting
time lower than 10 hours.

Table 1: first set of concretes.

portland cement (70%C3S, 8%C3A, 4000cm2/g).............. 425 Kg/m3
siiica fume........................................................................... 40 Kg/m3
sand 0-5 mm....................................................................... 750 Kg/m3
water/(cement+f.s)............................................................... 0.49
gravel 6-10mm (concrete case)........................................... 1050 Kg/m3

Table 2 : admixtures formulations (binder=cement+silica fume)
code

composition (by weight of cement)

Water/binder

SA.
MLRET
PNSRET
F201
F202

no admixture
melamine 2% + retarder 0.5%
polynaphtalene-sulfonate 2% + Retarder 0.5%
retarded superplasticizer 2%
retarded superplasticizer 2%

0.49
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33

Table 3. Second set of mortars. Proportions of concrete formula
concrete code....................................................................... T

и

Portland cement (C3S:70%; C3A:8%; 4000cm2/g).
silica fume.............................................................. .
Sand........................................................................
water/(cement+FS)..................................................
accelerator without chlorides.(% of binder)............
melamine.(% of binder)..........................................

415
35
755
0.35
0
2.5

400
. 0
675
.. 0.35
. 3
. 3.6

Fig.l Mortar of concrete T. Hydration kinetics and mechanical evolution.

On the base of table 1, five concretes were made,
taking five combinations of admixtures. The latter
ones contained mixes of superplasticizers and a re
tarder (table2). A second set of concretes was for
mulated for high initial performances (table 3)

3 - RESULTS.
3.1. Kinetic behaviour of the concrete mortars.

fig. 1 and fig.2 show the diagrams obtained
for mortars T and U:
The conductivity and heat curves display typical
singular points, clearly deciphering 4 main periods
in the hydration sequence.

- During the initial stage. (П. the conductivity and
heat rate increase rapidly, due to the high dissolu
tion rate of cement. A little drop of the ultrasonic
echo amplitude, due to ettringite and CSH formation
is noticed.
- The dormant period, (II). is characterizzed by low
heat rate and slow increase in conductivity, pro
gressive lime supersaturation, and slow variation of
sound amplitude.
- The setting or accelerating period (III) begins with
the precipitation of portlandite, which acts as a trig
ger to activate the reactions. It is characterised by a
conductivity maximum and an increase in heat rate.
The electrical conductivity decreases, due to the
water uptake. The sound echo amplitude decreases
more rapidly, until the interconnexion of the whole
grains is complete, corresponding to the end of set
ting. Then the heat flux increases faster.

Fig.2 Mortar of concrete U. Hydration kinetics and mechanical evolution
The hydration reactions begin to fill the pores, and
the strength becomes measurable, and increases
rapidly.
■
- Then comes the hardening period (ГУ), from the
gypsum depletion on. The alkalis from the CjA's

3.6% by weihgt of cement (fig.2), the ultrasound
echo remains higher during the dormant period,
showing a better maintain of the fluidity.

network are released into the solution, during the
fast formation of monosulfoaluminate from ettrin
gite and excess C3A. This leads to an increase in

The more striking experimental result obtained
here is the existence of significant differences
between the hydration heat and strength curves
shapes. This also applies to the five mortars of the
first set.

conductivity or a variation of the slope. Because of
its high enthalpy, the C3A dissolution often gives a

thermal peak superimposed on the "silicates" peak.
In fact, when gypsum is in adequate proportions, its
depletion is synchronized with the main silicates re
action (3) (optimum coupling). After the renewed
C3A hydration, a plateau or a slow down of the
strength increase are generally observed, followed
by a new increase.
The effect of the acccelerator in the T formula
(fig.l) can be observed, and compared to the U be
haviour (fig.2). The dormant period is shorter in the
former (1 h resp. 3h). The maximum setting accele
ration takes place earlier for T than for U (about 7h,
resp. 10h), and so the sulfates depletion (8h, resp.
15h), showing a strong interaction between the ac
celerator and the C3A.

The superplasticizer effect can also be observed.
When its amount is increased from 2.5% (fig.l) to

3.2. Mechanical yield of hydration.

For a detailed analysis of the mechanical
evolution, we are lead to research a ratio giving the
strength obtained for a given reaction yield, and we
define the "mechanical yield of hydration":
r(t) = K(t)/Q(t)

[I]

where, Q(t) is the hydration heat,

and K(t) is the strength evolution, normed using
FERETs formula:
R(t) = K(t). c2/(c+e+v)2,
where R(t) is the strength, and c, e, v, resp., the vo
lumes of binder, water, and entrained air.

The [I] formula then enables to compare rigorously
the performances of the mortars, in function of time
or of the hydration yield Aft). The latter can be
obtained using:
Q(t) = A(t)
*Q

- the PNSRET and SA (without admixture) mortars
show a lower yield.
- 3.3.2. Evolution of r(t) as a function of the
hydration yield Aft)

f

where Qf is the heat for complete hydration.

The more striking result of this set of measurements
is depicted by the points along the abcissa axis: with
a number of admixtures, the mechanical yield re
mains close to zero, since the hydration yield is al
ready significant (fig.4).
For example, A(t)=0.22 for PNSRET at zero
strength.

fig.3 Mechanical yield of hydration r(t), as a
function of hydration time.

3.3. Results.
33.1. The evolution of r(t) versus time, compared
for the two sets of mortars, is illustrated in fig3.

The general shape of the curves indicate a non-uni
form mechanical evolution kinetics: first the me
chanical yield remains lower than measurable. Then
it increases sharply during a few hours. The curves
show afterwards a plateau or a slope change. Fi
nally the mechanical yield continues to increase
slowly. (The variations depicted here are significant,
the incertainty on the strength values being of the
order of magnitude of the size of the symbols on
the graph.)
The nature and amount of admixture modify the ti
me during which the yield remains null, the rate of
the initial increase, the intermediate events, and the
final value:
- some admixtures (T, U, F202) display a rapid in
crease and a high value bettweeen 10 and 24h. The
MLRET formulation shows a smaller increase ini
tially, but tends to match the last curves after 24h.

fig.4
Mechanical yiels of hydration r(t), as a function
of hydration yield.

To obtain the same mechanical yield, (say 2
MPa.g/cal), the necessary hydration yields are:
0.15 (F202),
0.18 (T and MLRET),
0.32 (PNSRET), and
0.45 (SA=without admixture).

4 - ANALYSIS OF THE HYDRATION
MECHANICAL YIELD FACTORS.
4.1 Factors of the mechanical yield

In agreement with the ideas of LE CHATELIER (8) and FREYSSINET (9), confirmed by
POWERS (10), the hydration yield, represented by
the heat release, lead to a mechanical evolution de
pending on the hydrates nature (adhesion), of their

arrangement around the grains (contact surface) and
into the capillary pores. But Powers had observed
that the strength is lower for CßA-rich cements,
than expected from the "gel/space ratio" model. To
explain this deviation, we suggest to classify the
phenomenons at a microscopic scale in two opposite
groups.
(i) Phenomenons accounting for an increase of
the hydration mechanical yield.
The "stick" formation is mainly concerned, namely
hydrates like the CSH. Their amorphous structure
enables the formation of a large number of "sticking
points", The quantity of stick and its rate of forma
tion are related to the chemical events.
(ii) Phenomenons accounting for a a decrease of
the hydration mechanical yield.
In the absence of external agression of concrete,
these are mainly related to the creation of micro
stresses:
- The chemical shrinkage or LE CHATELIER
contraction, caused by a decrease of the molar vo
lumes, attached to the hydration reactions. The
"stick" production thus leads to autogenous stresses
of thermodynamical origin.
- The self-dessication, wich increases for low per
meability and water reduced concretes. It is caused
by the uptake of the CSH water to make new inter
nal hydrate, if free water is lacking.
- The structural expansion by crystals growth. The
crystals can act as microjacks, and create an extra
porosity, pushing aside the walls in contact. This
applies to portlandite and ettringite crystals, used for
this purpose in expansive cements.
- The thermal volume variation, the importance of
which is evident.
4.2 Structural consequences.

At the microscopic scale, strains are
expected at each interface between CSH and rigid
particles, like portlandite crystals and sand grains.
Part of the hydrates will fill the microcracks gene
rated when the local elastic limit is exceeded (auto
healing).
At the macroscopic scale, to some extent,
contraction may exceed expansion in non-expan
sive cements. Shrinkage is the instantaneous resul
tant of these factors. A linear relationship between
strength and chemical yield thus cannot be obtained
before all the above mechanisms have reached a
steady state.

4.3. Back to the results.

fig. 1 and 2, indicate that during the setting
period, the healing rate is high enough to balance
the expansion stresses. This can be related to the
small size of crystals, with respect to the available
space for their growth at this moment. On the con
trary, the crystals expansion seems to be higher du
ring the hardening period, since the crystals size are
bigger and the pores become filled-up. This could
explain the plateau of mechanical yield at this
moment.
4.4. Role played by admixtures.
The tendency of admixtures to reduce the
size and the crystallinity of ettringite (10) and port
landite is well established. The reduction of the
structural expansion, and a subsequent enhancement
of the hydration mechanical yield is then expected.
Our results also seem to be indicative of a
modification of the mechanical yield of the hydrates
themselves, in the LE CHATELIER's view of adhe
sion.
- A first type of admixture seems to delay or acce
lerate the strength evolution simply by shifting the
chemical events. In this case, the same hydration
mechanical yield is expected to be found for the sa
me chemical yield, (see the comparison of SA and
PNSRET in fig.3 and 4).

- A second type of admixtures, not only shifts the
chemical events (retarded F202 and MLRET, acce
lerated T and U), but also modify the mechanical
yield, for the same chemical yield.

This leads us to assume an effect of these admix
tures on the adhesivity of hydrates, by a modifica
tion of either the nature of their adhesion bonds, or
their surface of contact.
5 - CONCLUSIONS.
5.1. Practical consequences about strength
prevision.

The use of an overall activation energy for
cements has to be validated in presence of admix
tures, when they reduce the coupling between alu
minates and silicates reactions. In this case, two
activation energies had to be calculated. But this

implies the determination of both the reaction en
thalpies and reaction rates of the components, that
can be tedious. An alternative method is the cal
culation of an overall activation energy in each step
of the chemical sequence. This parameter can be
measured on mortars extracted from the actual con
crete formula, including admixtures, and using a set
of isothermal monitorings.
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HARDENING OF PORTLAND CEMENTS AND THEIR
MINERALOGICAL CONSTITUENTS
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SUMMARY
Reaction
free
enthalpy is used as measure of
water
reaction
intensity
of
mineralogic constituents of clinker
and
respectively,
Portland, cements.
In
this way it is
outlined
the
dependence
of
hydration
degree
of
the minerals within
clinker
and
cements
on
reaction" free enthalpy
for several
periods.
For
normal
Portland
cements and for their basic constituents the mechanical strengths
are
also depending on reaction free enthalpy. The alteration of the
above
mentioned
dependences versus time has provided information about
the
influence of binder nature upon intrinsic mechanical properties of the
hardened
system. Kinetic models were suggested for hydration
process
lime-development
of
mechanical strengths for
the
studied
systems,
during their hardening properties.

RESUME
L’enthalpie
libre
de
reaction est utilises comme
mesure
de
l’intensitö
d’interaction avec 1’eau des constituants
minera 1ogiques
du clinker et respectivement des ciments portland. On met en evidence,
ainsi,
la dependence de la grandeur l’enthalpie liber de reaction au
degre
d’hydratation
des
mineraux de clinker
et
des
ciments
pour
diff6rents
delais d’hydratation. Pour les ciments portland
et
aussi
pour
leurs
constituants,
les ■ resistences
mecaniques
sont
aussi
dependantes d’enthalpie libre de reaction. La modification pendant
le
temps des dependences mentionnSes a fourni des informations concernant
I’influence
de
la nature du liant pour
les
proprietes
mdcaniques
intensdques
du
Systeme
endurci.
On
a
6t6
suggdr6s
les
modeles
cindtiques
du
proces
d’hydratation et aussi
pour
le
developpment
pendant
le
temp aux resistences mecaniques
des
systSmes
analyses
pendant 1’endureissement.

INTRQDUCTI ON.

The magriituae and development of mechanical strengths of
mineral
binders,
during
hardening, depend essentially on
their
nature
and
reactivity.
reflected by the rate of their reaction with
water,
the
rate
of
formation and the nature of the
hardening
structures.
For
binders from the same family - particularly Portland silicate
binders
- with main hardening structures of the silicate type, the final
role
tor mechanical strengths evolution, their values of different
periods
of
hardening and for comparable conditions of
production,
hardening
and testing, is defined by the reactivity of the binder. A measure
of
reactivity
is
the free enthalpy value for the reaction
with
water,
considered order standard conditions (ДГС°).

The
present
work
deals
with
the
examination
of
several
relations
such
as
degree of hydration hydration
free
enthalpy,
mechanical strengths - hydration free enthalpy, for different periods,
for both moncmineral binders and mixtures of Portland cement minerals,
respectively Portland
cement
clinkers.
Also,
kinetic models
are
suggested,
for the cases studied, in order to describe the
evolution
of
hydration
degree. Statistical analyses have
been
developed
to
investigate these relations.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND CALCULATIONS.

Honominerals
of
Portland cement were obtained
by
solid
state
reactions:
C„S,
fe-C._S, C.AF, C_A. These minerals as well
as
their
mechanical
mixtures, respectively Portland clinkers were
studied
in
terms
of
their
hydration degree
and
mechanical
strengths
(Kuhl
mi ci osampi i es ) for different periods of hydration - hardening. Table
1
shows the minerals, compositions and standard values of hydration free
enthalpy corresponding to the investigated binders. Comparison of
the
determined
hydration degree (CC1 and mechanical strengths (R )
versus
hydration
standard
free
enthalpy
has
been
achieved
using
the
calculation methodology proposed by Egorov et al. ill and used by them
to
outline and interpret the correlation R
= f(ДгG).
According
of
reaction stanciard free enthalpy have been performed using relation:

A
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Г .. О
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3
2
.
3
.4
enthalpy
for hydration reactions of
CyS, C^S, COA and
C^AF
(where,
C = CaO,
S = SiO-, А = А1^,0.^, F = Fe20^); these values have been
established
based on inrormation^from [21, using the equations (see [11):
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A
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4
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kcal/100 g

Data
on
degree of hydration were worked out
according
diffusion model proposed by Turriziani and coworkers L3J :

to

the

dk **

(3)

g t

On
the processing and interpretation of data, use has been
made
even
of
the data from literature as follows: C1J
for
mechanical
strengths
and
L4,5]
- for degree of hydration
of
Portland
cement
minerals
for long periods of time (including the
results
previously
otitained by some of autors [61 ).
'
Table 1
Nr.

indicator

Conpositlon

ArG°

No.

Indicator

Coaposition

kcai/lijO g

1.

V

Tricalcium silicate

7.25

3.

ÄrG°
kcal/100 g

50% C S t 10% g-С S
30% C0A + 10% G.AF
3
4

8.50

2.

c„zs

p-dicaicium silicate

1.00

9.

AC.
J

65% C.S t *15
s
10% C^A * 10% C,AF
о
4

7.28

3.

C AF
4

Tetracaicium ferroaiuainate

8.78

10.

AC

15% C.S t 50% KS
25% C^A ♦ 10% C6AF
3
4

6.32

4.

C3A

Tricalcium aluminate

15.43

11.

AC5

40% C S + 40% Д-C S
10% C,A + 10% C.AF
3
4

5.72

5.

A5i

8C%^-C-,S t 20K C.S

2 25

12.

CA

clinker with a potential
mineralogical coaposition
similar to AC^ aixture

7.28

item with AC^
5

5.72

6.

AS.

6v% ^-0,3 + 4ÖX C.S

3.50

7.

AC t

554 C„A + 35
*
C S t
5% B
*C.S
+ 54 C AF
r
L
4

11.51

13.

CB

4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

The interaction process with water, in paste, of Portland
cement
minerals
as well as their mixtures (including clinkers;
exhibits
an
accelerating
period
followed
by
a
slow
one
(called
’’induction
period"), the latter being longer when binder activity - indicated
by
its
hydration
standard free enthalpy <ArG'
- is more
reduced.
The
kinetics
of the process, for the accelerating period is
conveniently
described by a diffusion model [3] (previously reported by the authors
[6j1.
The
transformation rates of C S and C^AF remain,
during
this
period,
at quasisimilar values provided that the induction period
of
the
latter is somewhat longer and its degree of hydration is, at
the
beginning of the acce.l erating period, somewhat more reduced. Obviously
different behaviours and in opposite directions are exhibited C^A
and
^-C,_,S.
As expected, mixtures of calcium silicates richer
in
^-COS
(AS ‘"'and ASn compositions) show an intermediate behaviour, but
closer
•-C..x3
as
tfte content of this component is larger (Fig.l.a.).
At
the
same
time, it is to be. noted that a mixture of 50% C^S, 30% C^A
with
only 10% ^-COS and 10% C^AF, respectively, showed a hydration
oegree,
in
time,
ctoser
to C._u although there is a
larger
amount
of
C A
(Fig.1.b).
3

Fig.l.

Hydration degree vs.time for mineralogical constituents of
Portland cement and for the corresponding polymineral mixtures

Similar
findings
as
in the case
of
hydration
kinetics -were
obtained ' for
the
kinetics of
mechanical
strength
development
on
hardening
of
the
individual mineralogical 'components
of
Portland
clinkers,
and their mixtures or clinkers (Fig.2.); the latter
taking
into
account the simultaneous effects of both reaction intensity and
the
development
spatial
structures
of
onspecific
mechanical
characteristics, themselfs, in turn, dependent on hydration-hydrolysis
process rates and the nature of the hydrated formations.
.

Figure
2
shows that for long hardening periods, of
time,
the
silicate
structures formed tend to achieve higher strengths than
the
base
aluminate
structures and tend to even superior
strengths
when
they proceed from ft-C„S hydration than from C S hydration (considered
for long periods of hardening), may be to the higher
polycondensation
degree
of the hardened structures, for the same hydration degree.
In
other
therms,
for
the same hydration degree,
the
base aluminate
structures have lower mechanical strengths than the silicate ones
and
the
latter
have
higher
strengths
when
result
his
from
Г Cg5
interaction
with water than from
C S hydration, see
Figure 3
(the
upper limits of a for
j^-C S and C AF were under 60%).
For binding systems with preponderant silicate minerals, when the
amount of COA and C AF do not exceed 30%, the hydrosilicates (whatever
their
origin
— see Eli) are essential for the
mechanical
streiigths
"design"
of
the hardened binding systems. On this
basis
for
tnese
types
of binders a unique relation R
- f/cC) is suggested and
which
is statistically acceptable. A one such relation shown in Figure 4; it.
is linear for values between S and /5 % for the ti у Oration degree.

Basing
on previous data on hydration кinetics,rone
can
justify
not
only the correlation of induction period with
G
but
with
the
hydration
degree
too,
at ' least
for
mixtures
with
preponderant
silicates content and for certain periods of hydration.
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Time dependence of the mechanical strengths developed by the
mineralogical
constituents
of
Portland
cement
and
of
polymineral compositions respectively

Fig.3. Mechanical strength vs.
hydration degree for
mineralogical Portland
cement constituents.

Although
the
kinetics
of
hydration processes can be described
by similar diffusion models for
the
greatest part of their
development,
the
difference
in
the
nature
of.
mineral
components
suggests
that
specific
mechanisms will depend
on
this
nature.
This
assumption
can
explain why C AF having a value
for
ДГС°
greater than of C^S
(Table 1)
exhibits
for the
hydration
degree
lower
values
for
periods
of
the
process (t > 28 days). As a
result,
if one tries to correlate the values
of
hydration degree (0C> with
rG°,
the
data obtained for C^AF
do
not
show
the same dependence as in
the
case
of
the
other
binders;
this
finding is to be somewhat valid
for
C^A,
too. Silicate
minerals,
like
mixtures
of minerals
and
clinkers
with
of
majority
content
of
silicates,
have values
for
ArG°
between
1 kcal/100 g
for
and 8 kcal/100 g for aluminosilicate
mixtures
(clinkers).

For
these
binders,
which
have
the
standard
hydration
free
enthalpy in 1 - 8 kcal/100 g range, linear correlation between ot and
Д G
(see
Fig.5)
has been established
for
both
short
hydration
periods (3 hours) and long periods (up to 90 days).
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Rc(MW

The
increase
in
siebe
of
the
variation
lines, with increases, in
hydration time , corresponds to
the
transition from the induction to the
accelerating period of the hydration
process; for periods over 3 days the
slope does not change anymore.
High
aluminates content mixtures show for
periods
under 7 days ,
values
for
the
hydration
degree
larger
than
given
by
the
linear
correlation
(X=
f(ArG°) for 1 4 -ArG° < 8.

Fig.4.

Mechanical strength vs.
hidration äs degree at
silicate b.inder hardening

This behaviour can be explained
by the rapid hydration of the C..A so
that
it is hydrated more than 80 %
after
7 days. For longer
hydration
periods,
the
unhydrated
mixture
becomes
relatively
poorer
in
aluminates
and
rich
in
silicates
than the initial mixture, so that it
becomes
similar
to
the
binders
characterized
by
Ar Gj
values
between
1-8 kcal/100
g
;
the
relation Л= f(ДГС°) is linear
over
the
entirer
ArG° domain as it is
shown
in Fig.5. The differences
of
behaviour as for higher C^A
content
compositions
are so much
the
more
accentuated as the process duration
when
that
is
is
shorter.
hydration
is
contribution
of
C3A
more important.

The
linear
dependence
of
hydration
degree
with
binders
reactivity, for
- ArG°
between 1
and 8 kcal/100 g can be extrapolated
for
the
mechanical
strengths
developed
by
the binders
during
hardening.

Fig.5.

Hidration degree vs.
standard free
entha1py

Silicate compositions show
that,
up to certain hardening periods, the
mechanical
strengths
developed
increased
with
A G,
(see
Egorov
et.al.ill), demonstrates in fact the
present
work
for
a
much
larger
compositional
spectrum
and
consequently
for larger
limits
of
hydration standard free
enthalpy,
e.
i.
1 4 - ArG° 4 8
kcal/100
g
(fig.6);
above the upper limit
of
standard
free
enthalpy
the
mechanical
strengths
of
binding
compositions,
preponderant
of
aluminate
type,
do
not
increase
anymore for periods up to 14 days or

Fig.6.
Compressive
strengths vs. stan
dard free
enthalpy
for different
har
dening periods.

tend to decrease for larger" periods of time. For the range
1
- ДгG°
5
kcal/100
g
a
linear
dependence
between R
and
is
established, cor-responding to a hardening period of 1...28 (45)
days
(Fig.6). Statisti-cal analysis of the data shows very good correlation
coefficients.
The results are in good agreement with
those
reported
and interpreted in Cli.

For a 90 days hardening, a such dependence is no longer
evident,
at least for more active binders characterized by a 6 to 8 kca1/100
g
standard
free
enthalpy (The development of
the
mechanical
strengths of the binders, particularly for the most active of them
is
considered
to
be
determined to a gre®r
extent
by
the
structural
phenomena,
i.e.
development of
crystallization polycondensation
structures
and not by the interaction with water, whose intensity
in
real terms is measured through the standard free enthalpy (Д G^.
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THERMOCHEMICAL AND KINETIC ANALYSIS OF HYDRATION
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SUMMARY

'In

this

paper,

hydration of CgS is reviewed and investigated

in

terns

of

kinetics

and

thermocheeistry. A simpler procedure for kinetic evaluation is developed and results of the study on

the effect of psd and shape of cement particles on the rate constants are presented. Kinetic studies
confirm

cement

that

but

the rate—determining process is mainly boundary reaction for hydration of

diffusion plays a important role in hydration of pure C3S. The rate constants

run from 0.02-0.05 цш.h"1.

Ml

fflo ЙЙЙ
#«^«Е0.02-0.05
*

m.h-l%BA
*
|

6

я

alite

in

obtained

INTRODUCTION
The
mechanisB
and
kinetics
of hydration of ceeent phases
have
been
extensively
investigated. Twokinds of theories on C3S hydration, naeely the
"protective layer"
and the
"nucleation and growth" ,were suggested by aost investigators. The effects of psd on the hydration
and the kinetics of C3S , and ceaent, have been increasing eaphasizeed, [1] , (2] and soae procedure
for the kinetic calculation for C3S have been derived too . A . Bezjak et. al[l] had developed a
procedure to evaluate the rate constants for those hydration processes where the overall advance of
the reaction is determined by different rate laws in polysize specimens. However, in order to obtain
procedures for evaluation of actual rate constants, the effects of psd as well as the shape of
powder are of equal importance. Inthis paper, some aspects of C3S hydration have been reviewed and
analyzed from the kinetics and thermochemistry. A new mechanism of C3S hydration is discussed. Based
on this, a kinetic procedure is developed, in which the effects of both psd and shape of particles
are considered.

THEORETICL

PART

.

Spherical model
All investigators believe that the hydration process of C,S or alite is composed.of a series
conversion of C3S hydrates, i. e.
CSH( I )—CSH( IICSH( Ш )

of

(1)

which manifest many complex phenomena. Fox example, CSH( I ) is believed to relate to induction
period whereas its conversion to CSH(II) falls under the acceleratory period, which corresponds to
the se cond peak in the dQ/dt vs t curve. In terms of
"protective layer”
mechanism, the
"induction period"
is caused by the lower permeability of CSH( I ). A.Bezjak et.al [1] developed
an expression including both resistances due to interaction and diffusion processes:

1
Z
5
Ho
(_ +
4.
) - dt--- Ki Dyz
D,
Pt
da

• lb • Ct,

<2)

where
m» denotes the original mass of C3S; Pt,
the surface area of unhydrated residue at time t;
Z, the depth of hydration; Ki, the rate constant
of surface interaction, as shown in Fig. 1,(a). If

1
6
(- + Ki
Dy
N • l|) • Ct:

K] =-----E__

and Ku

FIG. 1 Comparison of spherical particle with a
non-spherical one of the same diameter D,

=-------------- ,
2M • ij> • Ct,

da(K| +2 Kg ) m»
dt= --------------Pt • p

(3)

where p is the intensity of C3S ,Ki and Kg are
function of Dy, DyZ and Cty and they will change
when the hydrate phase transition occurs. A set of
Ki and Kg
will characterize the feature of
hydration controlled by interaction and diffusion
( or I/D) mechanism in a certain period, so that
the
"protective layer
*
theory can be briefly
represented by:

HYDRATION DEGREE
FIG. 2 De-а interdependependence.C 1) -Spherical
model, (2)-Nonspherical model.

CKj, КИ)—(K' j, К'ц)—(K"i, K"n)

(4)

For spherical model:

Pt —3
and

ao< 1-a ■)/ p .R2/3

(5)
(6)

Z = R(l-(l-a )1/3]

by insertion into to Eq.3 and integrating it when
to^O ZoT^O? we get;
t-t0 = K|(Z-Zo)+ Kn<Z2-Z2o)

or (t-t0)/(Z-Zo) = Ki + Kb(Z+Zq)

<7)
(8)

If we plot (t-to)/(Z-Zo) vs (Z+Zo), a straight line
will be obtained, of which Kj is the intercept and
Kn, the slope. If K[=0, the rate—determining process

is diffusion and Kd=1z Kb . If
Кв
=0,
the
rate—determining
process is boundary reaction and
Ki-l/Ki. If to=0, Zq = O. We can also get;

to=K|Z+ KbZ2

FIG.3 Diagram of psd (Huaxin Cement).
( a)0riginal cement H;(b) Separated
sample H
----- , the fine part Hi,
, the coarse part

(9)

Ploting t/Z vs Z, Kjand Kb can also be evaluated in the same way mentioned above. tzZ reflects the
hydration rate.When t/Z increases it indicates a decrease of hydration rate, and when it decreases,
an increase.
For a polysize system, as seen from the Eq Ю, Z is a variable, independent of R, so that if
t,
Kj and Kn are fixed, Z of particles of various sizes will hold constant. It will be found
convenient for kinetics of a polysize system to introdrue "equivelent degree radius"
Re. A
spherical particle with an original radius Re has a hydration degree ue equal to the mean a of the
system at time t. According to this definition and the independence of Z from R we get;

a =2wi. ai = 3 wi [l-(l-ZzRi)3]

(Ц)

If psd is known, the relationships between a, Re (or De) and Z can be derived. For example, a
relationship of De-а with psd of the sample H determined by us is given in curve (1) of Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3. If a practical a (corresponding to a) is known, De and Z can be got from the and De- a
curve and using Eq.9 or Eq. 10, K, and Kn can be obtained. If Kj and kD are known in advance, a
is predicatable.

Non-spherical

model

For a C3S particle of any shape with a specified original diameter D which can be defined in
many ways,
e. g. the maximum diameter, Stockes diameter, etc, if its specific surface of the
unhydrated residue at time t is St, the a-z relationship can be$

and

da = pPt dz/ig
Pi = (I-a ) mo St
da = p (1-a )St • dZ
so that

(12)
(13)
(14)

If
S't denotes the specific surface of the
unhydrated residue of the corresponding spherical
particle with an original diameter D which is
equal to the specified D of the non-spherical

Table 1 Kean Sphericityф
—

S’o
So

Ф

Ho
2179.4
5076.94
0.4293

Blaine
Hl
5843.3
17037.4
0. 3430

* 2zg)
<c

H2
1137.0
1415.17
0.1034

particle, seen in Fig. 1,(b), sphericity ф1сап

be

denoted S't/S't .Thus we gets

Ф

St = S't/ф| = 3/ф< (R-Z)

(15)

—=3(l-a)Z фКК-2)
dz

(16)

In general ф< varies with reaction time, but by
assuming
that the shape of the particle is
retained through the hydration as is also фь a
constant ф, shown in Fig.l, Eq. 9 can be integrated

о

Ю и »» <• so »о те

й

DIAMETER цМ
FIG.4 Relationship beween ф and D

whereupon we arrive at s
Z
(1-а)ф=(1--- )3
(n>
.
R
This is ■ a basic equation for the non-spherical
model.
ИЬепф=1, it reverts to the spherical
model.lt can be proved that the agreement of Eq. 17
with the values practically determined is very
good. In a polysize system Eq. 10 becomes:
Z
(1-а >ф 1 — С1--- >3
<18)
Ri

where ф| is the sphericity of particles with
specified original diameter Di. The mean degree
a is $
Z
a^Swi. ai = SWi[l-<l--- )ф|/3)
Ri

HYDRATION DEPTH цМ
FIG.5 Kinetic curve
(19)

where
a i = 1, if
Ri<Z. The definition of De in spherical model holds here,
so the De-а in
non-spherical system can also be evaluated by Eq. 10, and Eq. 19 in the same way as above from the
spheric model. The curve(2) in Fig .1 is a morphology corrected De-а curve with the same psd as
curve(l) .There are a great difference between the two curves but the shape of them are very similar
so that’we can obtain the curve (2) in a simplified way in which the curve (1) is parallelly shifted
down to the point where Deo is 6ZSo. p. In this way the determination of ф! can be left out. So is
the experimentally determined specific surface of the system, and D'«, , D« are equivelent degree
diameters of the spherical and the non-spherical models when a=0. When substituting Eq.12 intoEq.3
and
integrating it,
we get also Eq.8 (or Eq.9. if to=0, Zo=0). This means that all the
calculating processes for kinetics in spherical model hold in a non-spherical model also.
EXPERIMENTAL

PROCEDURE

A large number of kinetic data of а-t on C3S or alite in cement and the psd have been reported
by many authors[1]. A cement sample H from Huaxing plant in China was used in our studies.The phase
composition of the clinker was calculated after chemical analysis. C3S 65. 40, C3S 8.09, C3A 7.34, C.AF .
10. 64 and f cao 1.01.This cement contains 5% gypsum and lOW furnace slay, which were ground In a
circuit mill system in the plant. The determination of psd was carried out in Micron Photo Sizer
SKC-2000. The cement was size graded into two grades in a particularly made cyclone in order to
determine ф, shown in Table 1 and Fig.3 and 4. The sample was paste-hydrated at w/c=0.4 at 20"C .
After various ages randing from 4 hours to 10 days the specimens were ground, washed with aecohol
(water free), dried in vacuum and examined by x-ray diffraction.
According to Eq. 10,18 and 19, as well as psd and ф: determined, the De-а curve is obtained, seen
curve(2) in Fig.l, and the values of Z and t/Z of various ages can also be evaluated, shown in Table
2. Plotting t/Z vs Z, a straight line is obtained after 10 hours (Z = 0. 257mm) as showm in Fig 5,

K[ = 26. 23 and Кд=О. The control step is mainly the boundary reaction with a rate constant 'of
Ki = 0. 038K цш.Ь"'). After four days a conversion happens. As compared with the data ц-t and psd
from A. Bezjak et all [1], similar patterns are obtained and shown in Fig .5 and 6. The hydration
rates of the pure C3S of samples A and C are controlled by I/D process but those of sample A',
C'
and alite in cement are controlled by boundary reaction only. The sample Cz in Fig 7 showing a
horizontal line during 14—32hr, undergoes a conversion at about 32 hours.If to=32hr; Zo=0. 8939 u™>
plotting (t-to)z(Z-Zo) vs Z+Zq, another horizontal line is obtained seen in Fig.6? which indicates
that the reactivity is decreased after t = 32hr> and the conversion occurring during the progress of
C3S hydration would not necessarily be one from boundary reaction to diffustion- controlled process.
The results are shown in Table 3.
*
DISCUSSION

A typic curve of t/Z vs Z, has a conversion
point ( tc,
Zc). In the period of t< tc,
the
hydration rate increases with time, therefore the
hydration process is not controlled by IzD, until
tc. A possible explaination is that the process is
controlled by the
"nucleation and growth"
mechanism (or Kn). Fig. 8. shows the ц-t curves
derived
from
the
mechanism.
The
rate-determining step is IzD after tc, so we get;
t-tc = K|(Z-Zc) +

HYDRATION DEPTH цМ
FIG.6 Kinetic curve.

Kn(Z2-Zc2)

t - te
Z - Zo

which means that the curve of t vs Z does not pass
through the origin.
For the sample H in the
period 10hr-^4 day, Кц = 0 so we have;

t = К J Z+(tc-K| Zc)

(20)

800 •

2W-

ААЛ

♦Aioe ■
But we obtain a straigt line pass through the
origin when plotting t vs Z, seen in Fig. 9.
The
0
20
other samples have also the similar features,which
suggests a possible hydration model shown in
HYDRATION DEPTH цМ
Fig. 10. The two curves a(K[, Кц) intersect at
FIG.7 Kinetic curve
tc,
but are not tangential to each other.
For
overcoming these difficulties, it will be very useful to assume; a) C3S can be considered as a solid
solutiln of C2S and Cao . A local hydration occurs on C3S Surface particularly at Ca-O-Ca bondings,
after initial dissolution and wetting processes; b) The CSH (I) is made of monomeric silicate and
C/S—2.0~2. 5 [3], [4].The configuration is "CsS-like” [31 i.e.some Ca?+ ions in C3S are replaced by

"z7ze

IT1' ions (happening largely at the Ca-0-Ca bondings) and the other ions will remain almost unchanged.

The deduction are that the IR spectra of SiO^ tetrahedra and x-ray diffraction property and many
other properties of CSH(I) are very similar to those of C3S. So a normal measuring instrument ' may
not be sufficiently sensitive to the change from C3S to CSH (I); c)The conversion from CSH(I)
to
CSH( II ) is controlled by nucleation and growth mechanism and happens simultaneously in various
sized particles owing to the same physicochemical conditions. And so does the CSH(П )to CSH (Ш )
conversion;d) C3S liberates heat in two steps in the progress of hydration;
AHi
ДНг
Сз8+пНго------- -CSHd) + Ca2+ + 2Н-ая------- ►CSH(II) + mCH

(21)

According to the assumptions, we can see that there are two kinds of hydration rates; a) the
formation rate of CSH(I), denoted by dZzdt or da(K[, Кц) machanism; b)the conversion rate of
CSH( I) -»CSH (П), denoted by dXzdt, which is detemined by nucleation and growth mechanism, or

( Kn) > seen in Fig.Ц. dZzdt is the actual hydration rate and dXzdt deals with the hydration rate
practically detected by normal measuring meters e.g. the x-ray diffraction meter. At the first stage

of hydration (the induction period) dZ/dt > dX/dt, and Z>X. However dx/dt will increase as hydration
progresses and then it will increase as hydration progresses and then it will exceed dZ/dt, so that
X tends to approch Z, seen (a) and (b) in Fig. 11. At time tc when Z = X+A, Д only a very thin CSH(I)
layer perhaps may remain in the whole hydration,dX/dt is limited by dZ/dt and the two rates become

one after tc. In the whole process dZ/dt is controlled by (К], Кц)
In terms of thermochemistry, acording to the
assumptions, it is clear that during the induction
period the heat evolution is mainly due to the
formation of CSH(I) and Ca2+aq+2OH aq. But in the
acceleratory period when dX/dt is large enough, the
heat evolution results from the following tow

reactions:
ЛН2

+ 20H.aq + CSH(l)------- ► CSH( Il) + CH

*
Ca?

AH
CSH(II)
*
C3S + nH20 ----- -

+ mCH

(22)

(23)

The CSH(I) in Eq.22 is referred to that formed
in the induction period. As can be seem from the
asumptions, CSH( I) can be regarded as CeS gel
situated in the configuration of CgS,
thus the
reaction heat AHi and ДНг can be approximately
evaluated. If the specific surface of CSH(I), or
C,S gel, is in the range 200-408 m'/g[5] and the
surface energy of C^S is about 0.25 cal/m1 [6], the
forming heat of CSH(I) is about 534. 52 —534. 13
kcal/TBol and AHi can be estimated in the range of
-4.
342—-1 2.
955
kcal/mol,
thus
АНг=-12. 955—21. 508 kcal/mol. (ДН is -25. 85
kcal/mol[ 61). A heat evolution curve dQ/dt—t of
pure C3S was constructed from meaeurements made
in a conduction calorimeter. Seen in Fig. 13, Qb
Q2 and Q3 are cumulative heats evolved per gram
C3S in the initiaK ti), induction t?) ,
and
acceleratory( 1з) periods, and ai, a2 and аз the
hydration degree respectively, v (the mean da/dt
value during 0—1з), which can be approximately
regarded as a constant in the early period
of
hydration for I/D process, is then:
Q3

____

TIME ARBITARY UNIT
FIG.8 *
Км(
К1,К[1)
conversion model

HYDRATION DEPTH цМ
FIG.9 Relationship of t and Z

(24)

AH,t,+AH. (t,-t,)

= 0.02159-0.0229g/gC3S. hr
where Q3, 1г and 1з practically determined are
-30.80cal/gC3S, 2.19hr and 13hr. The corresponding
rate constant Ki is about 0.02537-0.02694 ^m.hr"1

which

agrees with the

experimentally

values of pure C,S hydration before.

determined
TIME.ARBITARY UNIT
FIG. 10 Км-»(К1,Кц) conversion model

CONCLUSION

i)
pure

At early hydration, the resistance due to diffusion is very small for alite in cement except
C3S.
The rate constants will change with the progress of hydration just as shown by many

investigators,
but it appears much later than we
expected,
e. g. in our observation, 4 days are needed
after C3S contacting with water for the change to take
place.
ii) The rate constants evaluated by us are much
smaller than those of others, which is an inevitable
results of the morphological correction carried out by
us .
iii) ф< increases with decrease of particle size Di
or with increase of specific surface.This could be the
cause since larger particles must be preferental ly
ground
in a tube mill and these
should
higher
sphericities.
iv) If we accept that C3S liberates heat in two steps
in the progress of hydration, it is possible that the
peak II in dQ/dt'-t curve is caused by the reaction
expressed in Eq. 22, and 23, i.e.the acceleratory period
may not necessarily exist. In the whole processes the
controlling step is I/D with a only set of Kj
and
Кцuntil CSHdH) or a marked concentration change in the
solution occurs. And the change of rate constants does
not always mean increase of the resistance due to
diffusion.
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(b)

(d)

<C)

FIG. 11 Hydration model, a)
At early
hydration. CSH( I ) is formed according to
(K' i,K'g) mechanicm. b) CSH(I)CSH(1I)
*
conversion begins, c) dZ/dt and dx/dt is
unified at time tc, d) At the later period,
CSH(IU)appears.

Table 2 Degree of Alite
and Kinetic evaluation
time(h)
0
10
24
48
56
72
96
144
240

a

0. 0338
0. 2686
0.5412
0.7189
0. 7491
0. 8040
0. 8268
0. 8647
0. 8842

Hydration

De

z

3.75
5.2
8.0
10.8
11.5
13.0
13.6
15.3
16.8

0.021
0.257
0.915
1.863
2.12
2.724
3.010
3.72
4.305

t/2
187.2
38.84
26.23
25.77
26.37
26.43
31.90
38.68
55.74

,
.
Table 3 Rate Constants for Alite Hydration
Rate Constant for Alite hydration
H
A
A'
C-2
C-2'
Ki( umh“) 0.3081 0. 025 0.033 0. 0238 0.0351
Values of

KD (pimh) 0

0. 0039

0

0. 0357

0.005
*
0

* t<32hr; Ki = 0. 0351 t>32hr; Ki = 0.005
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THEORY AND PRACTICE OF CEMENT STRENGTH
CHARACTERISTICS PREDICTION
A S Koshmal and О P Mchedlov-Petrossyan

NPKO Yuzhgiprocement, Kharkov
UKRAINE

SUMMARY
This paper presents results of solving the problem of express Pre
dictions of cement stone strength characteristics.The prediction method
is based on the analysis of change nature of distributed resistive and
capacitance parameters of system "cement-water
.Prediction
**
of strength
characteristics is being carried out during three hours at absolute dis
crepancy from the results of standard physical-and-mechanical tests not
more than ± 1.96 MPa,and relative discrepancy being not more than 4.Э /»•

АННОТАЦИЯ

В докладе представлены результаты решения задачи экспрессного про
гнозирования прочностных характеристик цементного камня.Метод пргнозирования основан на анализе характера изменения распределенных резистивно
- емкостных параметров системы цемент-вода.Прогноз прочностных характе
ристик осуществляется в течение трех часов при абсолютном расхождении с
результатами стандартных физико-механических испытаний,не более - 1,96
МПа, и относительном расхождении,не более 4,5 процентов.

INTRODUCTION
Important problem of express prediction of strength characteris
tics of cement stone is usually tried to be solved on the base of stu
dying the nature of change of one or two parameters of cement-water
hardening system.For this purpose there are used such parameters as
specific electric conductivity, pH level, dielectric permeability, heat
release velocity, velocity of ultrasound wave distribution and reflec
tion , contraction and surface strain.From the experience we know that
this method doesn’t go for express prediction of strength characteris
tics adequate to physical-and-mechanical tests of cement stone.

The hardening paste represents an unbalanced heterogenous dynamic
cement-water system, development laws of which are determined by hydra
tion and structure-forming processes.From the physical point of .view
the cement paste is a microinhomogeneous capillary-porous body. Its
structural-and-mechanical parameters are functions of coordinates and
they have statistical values. Macroscopically such systems are regarded,
as homogeneous ones because the probability of finding anywhere a solid
phase particle or a pore with preset characteristics doesn’t depend on
coordinates. Such factors as chemical composition and morphology of
hydrate compounds, surfaces of initial binder particles and their hydra
tion products, relative quantity of capillaries and pores, ion composi
tion and liquid phase concentration, forms of water molecules bond with
solid phases, and unbound water quantity as well as deviation cement
water system from the equilibrium state are changed during hardening
process.
The general property of dynamic systems is that side by side with
regular dynamics, i.e. natural evolution of the phase space, there arises
stochastic dynamics as a result of specific local unstability in separate
phase volumes of the space.The distinctive property of the cement paste
as a dynamic system is that equal in quantity system characteristics
(in particular,that of strength) can be formed by means of different
combination and interaction of regular and stochastic dynamics mecha
nisms at set time interval. For different cement-water systems the iden
tical values of any physico-chemical parameters to be measured can cor
respond to the same or different system states with the same probabili
ty with which different values of these parameters can correspond to the
same state. Hence no one physico-chemical parameter can be used itself
for effective prediction of cement-water system state. Thus,the solution
of cement quality prediction problem according to the "indirect charac
teristic - strength index" principle has no necessary and sufficient ge
nerality. We have worked out the method of strength indicies express
prediction at set-theoretical level in the terms of mathematical logic
and distributed electro-chemical values.

THEORY
The cement paste as a dynamic system can be described by a mathema
tical model M in the form of ordered set:

M «<е,

а,

в,

h)>

)

(1)

where: 6 - time moments set of system evolution; A - set of states;
В - set of all possible processes; H - set of system characteristics.

A S Koshmai and О P Mchedlov-Petrossyan

In a general case the dynamic system phase volume is a function of
time. Therefore system evolution time is included in its coordinates.
As a result,the interaction of regular and stochastic dynamics mecha
nisms forms the <2.eA system state at
preset time moment. In this
case even weak stochastic processes can lead to the significant devia
tion from the linear dependence between beB and heH elements of M or
dered set,what means the system nonintegrability flj.
In general case between elements cteA, heH and Tee there is no
one-to-one correspondence. If it is impossible to establish such corres
pondence, let us determine conditions of providing for equivalence rela
**
tion between CteA and heH. If this relation takes place, some value of
T-s.6 has single-valued functional dependences: f(Ri) = f(Q<
*,
Tt-);
f(Rt-) = f(^,T£) and consequently f(Rn)= f(ctn, Тл), where R is strength
characteristic; t,nare correspondingly indicies of arbitrary and final
values of cement-water system parameters. Then equivalence relation will
also be established between f(Ri) = f(Q.; , Т
* и ) and f(Rn) =
Tn')»
This means a principal possibility for prediction of Rn strength charac
teristic. From the theory of sets it follows that functional dependences
indicated are single-valued and simultaneous ones if ct,h,T parameters
are identical directly or inversely in dimensionality L1j. Thus the
equivalence relation required is provided for when the q.eA parameter
has time dimensionality and itscu”^ inversion (i.e.frequency) is the
dimensionality of heH parameter.
We have shown that there arise electrochemical phenomena in harden
ing cement-water systems. These phenomena are caused by disbalanced
double electric layers (DEL) on solid and liquid phases boundaries and
commensurability of DEL thickness with distance between solid phases
with different surface charges C2j. Cement-water system electrochemical
description is based on the known Graham’s model for DEL in a modifica
tion that ignore specific ion adsorption:
6= -62=^

(2)

where <5 - surface density of solid phase electrostatic charge; бо- sur
face density of the charge of DEL diffusion region;
liquid phase di
electric permeability; E - electrostatic field intensity in DEL diffu
sion region. The expression 2 iseeasily transformed into ö BE.clJL and
then intoö/Z
t, where 6- current density of charges (ions)
exchange during interphase interaction in the DEL field;X - specific
electric conductivity of cement-water system; t - some parameter having
time dimensionality and describing system state at a preset time moment
(T;) of its evolution. Thus the tEA parameter and its t-1eH inversion
provide for equivalence relation between elements of M ordered sets.
This allows prediction of cement stone strength characteristics.
In heterogeneous interpretation electrochemical parameters of ce
ment-water system are functions of coordinates and one can say only
about some average statistical values of quantities to be measured. This
means,in particular »that £ZZ ■» t parameters are not concentrated, but
are distributed over all phase space. Consequently practical determina
tion of the t value аз a function of distributed parameters is possible.
On this basis we have developed a principally new method for express
prediction of cement stone strength characteristics.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This method, uses high-frequency relaxation oscillator,the circuit
of its positive feedback including a special metering cell » a solion.
In this cell the cement paste to be investigated fulfils a function of
variable electric resistance ( of R distributed resistive layer) and
that of one of capacitor plates ( of C distributed capacitance)
taneously. The geometric constant of the cell is to correspond to the
following condition:
= t = RC. Oscillation frequency is determined
by 1/2fc,RC relation. The change of t parameter during cement hardening
process is determined by output voltage change, the voltage being pro
portional to electric oscillations frequency change.
The practical use of the method developed allows to carry out the
cement strength characteristics prediction with reliability offlf^.95 %
in three hours after mixing a binder to be investigated with water,
the absolute discrepancy from results of direct physical-and-mechanical
tests according to GOST 310.1.76 - GOST 310.3.76, GOST 310.4.81 being not more than x 1.96 MPa and the relative discrepancy being not more
than 4.5 %. In the same way one can predict strength decrease with
indication of its causes»analyse a realization level of clinker poten
tialities, control setting time, pseudo-setting,structure and density
homogeneity of cement stone, predict its corrosion resistance in any
agressive media, control preset type cement production process,
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SEDIMENTATION METHOD FOR ANALYSIS OF
CEMENT-ASH COMPOSITION PROPERTIES
L P Orentllcher and V G Nikiforova

Building Materials Department
Moscow Civil Engineering Institute, Moscow
. RUSSIA

SUMMARI

Ättierrfcion iS given ■to the possibility of sedi mantayy
method of cement-ash compositions, which are related to the processes
of structural formation.It is stated that cement, ash and cement-ash
suspensions have not two, but three periods of sedimentation.Technolo
gical recommendations are made on kinetics of the sedimentation pro
cess and control of constructive structure forming composition.

mTRODucTias
Determining watei>-retaining power of cement-ash compositions by
means of sedimentation method in concentrated slurries one can get a
certain quantity of free, separated water. But information on the cHa—
racter of the structures obtained, causes underlying their formation,
freedom degree“ of retained water etc, is quite necessary to estimate
the technical characteristics of cement—ash composition. These charac
teristics cannot be obtained while determining the total quantity of
water retained io;cement-ash composition. To analyse them one mast exa
mine bleeding mechanism, its successive phases, as well as their dif
ferences in bleeding speed.
EimilWTAL

The experiments were carried on portland cement **
400 “ and on ash
of a thermal power station of dry sampling
*

The chemical compositions of cement and ash are presented in
Table 1,

Table 1

Chemical cement—ash composition
Type of
material

Oxide content,%

Si02 AI2O3 Pe20^

CaO MgO К20
*

Ti02 SO^

Ka20
portlandceinent

2
*
21

6.0

ash

64.0

28.6 3.5

4.3

66.0 1.1 0.8
1.7

0.2 0.9

—

0.4

1.7 0.4

loss on
ignition

«•
up to 5

investigate bleeding kinetics the slurry was prepared in the
following wayi a sample of solid material (cement+ash) was mixed for
30 sec, then a predetermined proportion of water was added, the slurrv
obtained was mixed for 4 min and then carefully transferred into a
graduated oylinder.Water-to-solid phase ratio was equal to 1.0 and
In a definite interval of sediment upper boundary sedimentation,
that was determined taking into account experiment errors, the time ’
between the beginning and end of the experiment was registered.
Then graphs were constructed. The ratio of relative bleeding дН
to the initial volume of slurry Ho was plotted versus the sedimentation
time ( min ) and speed of sedimentation ( em/min),

The cement—ash composition compounds tested are presented in
Table 2, and the sedimentation kinetics curves are shown in Pig,i
*

Table 2
Genient-ash. composition compounds
Proportion,%

Oomponnd
)8
Gement

Ash

1
2

100
80

*
20

3
4

60

40

50
40
20
-

50
60
80
100

5
6
7

TIME OF SEDIMENTATION (MIN.)

SPEED OF SEDIMENTATION СМ/MIN

FIG.1 Kinetics of cement-ash mixture sedimentation
See table

1 for compound number

when W/5.P.- 1,2

E.M. Porotsky (1) pointed, out that sedimentation curves consisted
of two parts: rectilinear and curvilinear.

HESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The authors suggest that sedimentation curves should be divided
not into two, but into three periods, namely,of constant speed,transi
tion and, constant relative bleeding. Bleeding curves allow to determine
the constant speed period continuity, complete bleeding time and other
characteristics.
Analysing the relation of relative bleeding on sedimentation speed,
one can note that 20-80% ash introduction decreases the initial speed of
sedimentation from 0.16 to 0.10 cm/min for 1,2W/SP and from 0,14 to
0.06 nm/min for 1.0W/SP, At the same time, at 1.2 W/SP constant speed
period and constant bleeding period are prolonged by 1.4 times, but
transition period is shortened by 4 times.

When W/SP = 1,0 due to ash admixture in cement, sedimentation
process changes as described above, except for the third period, which
is shortened by 2 times as compared to that for pure cement slurry.
Comparing cement and ash sedimentation curves one can note their
prime difference. Cement slurry has a short first, a durable second
япа a short third period. Ash slurry, on the other hand, has a durable
first and two subsequent short periods. These deductions are proved for
W/SP * 1,2 as well as when W/SP =1,0.
Hence to get the densest sediment possible it is necessary either
to increase sedimentation speed, e.g. decreasing medium toughness, or
to prolong the constant speed period without changing it by means of
early coagulation prevention before the sediment begins to set.

Constancy of bleeding speed indicates that new products resulting
from reactions in the first period do not greatly affect the surface con
tours of solid phase particles. It is quite possible that the structu
re of the hydration product stratum percolated by water during bleed
ing, that is,the stratum formed first, is rather porous (2),Solid phase
particles are yet separate. I. Powers (3) explained the fact in the
•pniinwing way: grains covered with gel are divided by a thin water stra
tum of several angstrom units thickness. The whole mass forms one floc
and the flocculent structure is a homogeneous collection of particles in
itself.

The first, namely, the constant speed period is governed by Stokes
law because there is no contact between the solid phase particles. The
free fall of particles takes place by gravity in dispersive medium.
There is no interrelation between particles and slurry fixation depends
only on hydro dynamic factors.
The second tranaition period is a period of flocculation and the
beginning of sediment structure formation. The period was not singled
out before. The floc is characterized by slower solid phase settlement
due to particle collision and liquid backward flow action from vessel
bottom. Both Stokes law and frictional flow law, as well as KozeniKarmann’s permeability theory govern flocculation period.

Duj?i.zig "bh.e
constiaii'b bleeding period sedimenb fornia'fcion pro
**
oesses come bo an end
Oenienb
*
and сетепЬ—авЬ slurry sediment settinR
begins,

So, the sediment is formed during the third period, whereas there
was only floc during the second period. The later it appears and the
sooner it settles, the higher the formed, sediment density. If the floc
exists for a long time a porous sediment with less strong contacts is
formed due to coagulation.
■
Optimal compound 3 (c :a=60:40%), established from earlier experi
ments, differs slightly in.sedimentation kinetics from neat cement
(compound 1), Initial speed of cement sedimentation is 0.16 cm/min
when W/SP = 1.2; for the optimal compound it is o.14 cm/min. Cement
slurry transition period comes to an end when the relative bleeding
is 0,23 and the sedimentation speed is 0.08 cm/min. The corresponding
values for optimal compound are 0,19 and 0.12 cm/min
*
Cement slurry
third period is completed when the relative bleeding is 0.25 and sedimen
tation speed is 0.04 cm/min; for the optimal compounl when дН/Н0 -0.21
and sedimentation speed-is 0.09 cm/min.
COrTCLUSIONSAND EECOMMENDATIONS

Decrease in the sedimentation speed of cement as well as cement-ash
composition takes place due to coagulation process setting in whereas
in the case of ash it is due to their complete settlement and actual
completion of sedimentation. Gement-containing composition sediments tion speed differs from that of neat cement coagulation.
It is most essential from an industrial engineer's viewpoint that
the former be many times greater than the latter, because the slurry
would then be denser. If setting stops bleeding process to its actual
physical completeness,.then there can appear a stratum of completed
sedimentation zone” at the bottom but W/SP is of initial value above(21
Thus there won't be homogeneity of solid phase in finite sediment, the
sediment won't be homogeneous.

According to the existing concentrated slurry theory, sedimentation
is carried on sooner provided coagulation takes place, but porous, vo
luminous sediment results from it (4).
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HYDRATION IN VERY HIGH STRENGTH CEMENT COMPOSITES
A Durekovic

Civil Engineering Institute of- Croatia
Zagreb, CROATIA

ABSTRACT
Hydration was investigated at normal temperature in cement composites of
water to solid ratio of 0.28.
Samples with and without superplasticizer
admixture were prepared using ordinary portland cement (OPC) in which 0-5-10
and 15 per cent of weight was replaced by condensed silica fume (CSF).The
observation period was from 4 hours up to 50 days.
Hydration degrees of alite and tricalcium aluminate determined by
QXDA,formation of free calcium hydroxide
detected
by applying of DTA/TGA,Si,------ --------------------anion polymerization parameters obtained
<'
"
" "by molybdate method as well as t?he
results
of L.o.i and insoluble residue support the conclusion that hydration
.
in cement composites was suppressed when low w/s-ratio was used. The setting
behavior of fresh mixes and the effect of superplasticizer on the reaction of
individual components extended the interpretation.

The 28 day compressive strength results which were registered up to 108
MPa confirmed research that very high strength cement composites were under
investigation.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die Merkmaele der Hydratation die in der Zementkomposite mit einem
Wasser/Feststoff-Wert vom 0,28 und bei der Raumtemperatur stattfindet
wurden erforscht.
Ein reiner Portlandzement (PZ von ASTM Type I) und ein
Siliziumstaub
(CSF)
aus der FeSi-Produktion verwendete man
fuer die
Vorbereitung der Proben. Dabei tauschte man die bestimmte PZ-Anteile mit dem
gleichen Gewicht des CSF (0-5-10 und 15 Gew. %) aus.
Die Probereihe mit und
ohne Zugabe einen Betonverfuessiger (von Melamin-basis ) wurde vorbereitet.Die
Hydratation studierte man in der Zeitspanne von 4 Stunden bis zu den 50
Tagen.
Das Hydratationsgrad des Alits und des Trikalziumaluminats wurde mittels
QXDA determiniert und das befreite Kalziumhydroxyd stellte man mittels
DTA/TGA fest.
Die Polymerisationsvorgaenge der Si-Anionen wurden mit der
Molybdatmethode verfolgt.Die L.о.i-Werte,der Anteile des Unloesliches wie
auch die Abbindezeiten der zementierenden Mischungen wurden auch gemessen.
Alle Forshungsergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass unter den benutzten
Testbedingungen und beim gewaelten W/S-Wert,
die Hydratationsprozesse
erschwert und verlangsamt wurden. ""
Die Druckfestigkeit der Probekoerper (Alter:28 Tage), die bis zu 108 MPa
gemessen war, bestaetigte dass der Zementkomposite der hohe Festigkeit
untersucht worden waren.

INTRODUCTION
Very high strength (VHS) cement composites are characterised,apart from their
extraordinary strength, also by a low water to solid ratio.A very frequently
used w/s—ratio lies between 0.20 (below which are values typical for socalled DSP materials, see for example Ref./l/) and the value about 0.30. VHS
cement composites often incorporate non-hydraulic or hydraulic fine cement
supplementary materials.
One of them is condensed silica fume (CSF).
The CSF-containing VHS cement composites have already been an object of
investigation /2-7/ but some of the conclusion for partial objects, as in the
case of CSF-reactivity /4,5,7/ are quite divergent.
This paper presents the
investigation results of hydration in the VHS cement composites prepared from
OPC-CSF blends.

EXPERIMENTAL
■ Research was carried out using an ordinary portland cement
(OPC), condensed silica fume (CSF) from ferrosilicon alloy production, a
superplasticizer of melamine-formaldehide type (solution with 20 X of dry
substances) and distilled water.
The OPC had a density of 3.12 g/cm3, a
Blaine value of 2710 cmVg.
CSF (SiO, content of 86.92 % and bulk density of
0.20 kg/dm ) was from the same stock as described in Ref./8/.
The basic
parameter fixed in all pastes tested was a water
to solid ratio of 0.28.
At
room
temperature
four
pastes
were
made
in
series
without
superplasticizer
using OPC and by replacing the OPC weight with following
weight part of CSF: 0% (paste sign PC), 5% (paste sign 5P), 10% (paste sign
10P) and 15% (paste sign 15P).
In the superplasticized series of four
pastes,which contained an equivalent
amount of CSF
(paste with "s"index:PC }5P ,10P and 15PS), the dosage of liquid superplasticizer was always
4% per weight of OPC+CSF. The materials were weighed and mixed for 3 minutes
in "Toni-Technik" cement mixer.
Immediatelly after setting they were
immersed in water for further hydration at 20UC.
Hydration was stopped after
4 hours, 10 hours, and 1, 3, 7, 28 and 50 days by grinding the paste under
acetone and drying in vacuum.
In addition, 4x4x16 cm size samples of the same 8 mixes described were
made and tested for compressive strength.
Those 8 mixes were also prepared
for determination of setting time.
Chemical analysis of the investigated pastes were carried out according to Yugoslav
standard JUS B.C8.020 (and BS 4550:Part II).
Quantitative X—ray diffraction analysis (QXDA) was made according to the fundamental
principals described in Ref./9,10/, using Cu(K^) radiation and Philips 1130 diffractometdr.
The hydration degree of tricalcium aluminate was determined from the intensity of 440
diffraction maxima, while the intensity of alite diffracton maximas I (620,040) itself served
for determination of the degree of alite hydration.
Suprapur, line pulverized calcium
fluoride was used as the internal standard.
DTA/TGA was employed to detect variations in the free lime content of hydrated pastes.
The amount of calcium hydroxide was determined by measuring abrupt weight loss in temperature
range of 510-600uC.
Polymerization of Si-anions was tested by molybdate method using a procedure based on
the works published in Ref./11,12/ and which is fully described in Ref./13/.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Before presenting the results it should be pointed out that the danger of
significant warming of setting cement composites which could be caused by
development of hydration heat had to be minimized.
This was done by
demolding samples and transfering them to curing water immediately after the
pastes had set.
The 28 day hardened mixes have shown the following
compressive
strengths:
PC=78.9;
5P=95.5;
10P=99.0;
15P=90.0;
PCS=81.5;

5P =97.5; 10P =108.0 and 15P=93.5 MPa. The results corroborate that the mixes
prepared for investigation were composites of very high compressive strength.
The reactivity of the tricalcium aluminate and the alite at different
time of reaction are presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2. From the beginning
of CjA-hydration (Fig.l) in the mix without superplasticizer (HRWR) and with
the lowest dosage of CSF (sign 5P) it was found that there was a slightly
higher degree in C.A-hydration in comparison to the other mixes. This could
be speculative explained due to the adsorption of Ca- and sulfate—ions on the
CSF surface similar to the mechanism as suggested for the process at much
higher w/s-ratio /14,15/. As hydration progresses the interparticular space,
which was initially small because of the low w/s-ratio used, will be filled
up with originated hydration products.
The mobility of small amount of
available water in tested composites came to be reduced and the growth of
hydration products restricted.
The most significant retardation of C^A hydration in the tested samples
by action of the superplasticizer was found in the pure OPC paste.
The
reason for this lies in the fact that presence of CSF in the OPC-CSF blends
changes the particle size distribution and thus, at the same time, enlarges
the specific surface /16/ which consequently causes an increase in
superplasticizer demand /16/. Certainly, all this happens in hydrating OPCCSF composites where in the pore solution the Ca—ions are present and strong
anchoring joint effect
/17/ on the CSF particles may exists.Later in
hydration,as Fig.l shows, the conversion of CjA in.all superplasticized mixes
was supported. Undoubtedly this was a consequence of the improved dispersity
of the solid particles by the action of HRWR during mixing with water by
preparing the pastes. Because the dosage of the HRWR was kept constant in
all superplasticized mixes the highest C.A hydration degree after 28 days was
found in the pure PC mix (sign PC“), which in anhydrous state had the lowest
specific surface and therefore the realised particles dispersity was most
efficient.
'
During hydration of the alite in the tested composites (Fig.2) the
differences between the mixes regarding the CSF content and effect of
superplasticizer.were more distinctly shown in comparison with the results of
CjA given above, but there are similarities in the problems.
The results
could be considered in two interwals:the early stage and the later period of
alite hydration.
Conditionally it could be said that the change from the
early stage to the later period of hydration varied from 1 up to the 7 days
(depending on the CSF content increase in the mixes and HRWR presence). A
small amount of CSF (5%,sign 5P), probably acting as nucleating sites of
hydrates and causing also a decrease of the Ca-ions concentration /15,18/,
improved in the mix without HRWR the alite hydration during the early period
of reaction. By continuing hydration and especially with a higher dosage of
CSF,the densifying of composites structure and the resulting problems in
mobility and availability of water as well as the lack of space for the new
originated products, which are all factors relevant for mineral conversion
process /19/, lead to the suppression of alite hydration. The presence of
HRWR in the tested composites (samples marked with "s"-index) also caused
retardation of alite in the early stage of hydration, but the improved
dispersion of solid particles by mixing with water enables a higher degree of
alite conversion later in hydration.
A low water dosage in relation to the amount of solids (OPC+CSF) and the
presence of superplasticizer also reflect on the results of the loss on
ignition (Loi), which are shown in Figure 3, and the formation of calcium
hydroxide (Figure 4) during hydration.
The results obtained after 28 days in testing the composites agree with the
results of lower riched level in hydration of C.A and alite discussed up to
now.
The results of free CaO shown in Figure 4 are calculated from DTA/TGA
curves which method seems to be the most convenient for investigation of

hydration in VHS cement composites because there is evidence that especially
at low w/s-ratio the calcium hydroxide released is poorly crystalline or even
partly amorphous /20,21/.
All the results shown in Figure 4 are absolute
values lower than those which were found in OPC and OPC-CSF composites of
higher w/s-ratios as reported in several papers /8,13,22/. Between 3 and 7
days,depending of the present CSF-amount, a change occured in the balance of
the lime released vs. lime consumed by the pozzolanic reaction and this point
of time was the peak of the CaO^ree curves.
Parallel with the consuming of the free lime another indication of the
pozzolanic reaction in hydrating and CSF-containing cement composites are the
changes of insoluble residues which are given in Table 1. The results for
pure PC paste are practically constant around 0.5%. . At the beginning of
hydration in the OPC-CSF blends the insoluble residues are logically very
close to the value of the CSF-amount added to each mix. Table 1 reproduces
also the consequence of HRWR-double layer formation on CSF particles during
the early stage of hydration and the advantage of the improved particle
dispersity by the action of the superplasticizer for the CSF conversion by
pozzolanic reaction later in hydration.
The extent of pozzolanic reaction could also be estimated using the
parameters from molybdate method. Evaluation of molybdate complexing curves
was already descrieb in earlier papers /13,23/.
One of those parameter is
the part of SiOg contained in the residual-polymeric fraction (Res-Poly) of
silica anions which decreases with the progressing of cement paste hydration.
The pozzolanic reaction also influences some changes in the size dispersion
of Si-anions /8,13,24/.
According to the SiO, parts in residual-polymeric
fraction of Si-anions, given in Table 2, and the SiO, parts in Res-Poly
fraction of anhydrous mixes the estimated parts of CSF involved in the
pozzolanic reaction after 50 days were as follows: 5P=67%, 5Pa=78%, 1OP=52%.
10Ps = 61%, 15P=35% and 15PS=45%.
Obviously, a significant portions of CSF were not completely converted by
pozzolanic reaction.
Therefore is it very likely that the remaining
unreacted solid particles in the cement composites of very high strength, or
at low w/s-ratio, may act as the internal filler as mentioned by S.Diamond
/25/ in "the case of DSP composites.
And also, it does not disproved the
opinion mentioned by Brunauer et al./26/ that the pastes prepared with a w/sratio below a certain value are unable to reach complete hydration.
Finally, the setting time results of cement pastes investigated are
presented in Figure 5. The results show the usual behavior of fresh cement
mixes by the action of a superplasticizer and by the presence of CSF but with
one exception.
Atypical prolongation of the final time of setting in CSFcontaining blends without HRWR admixture is the overall manifestation of the
slowing in the formation of hydration products which are responsible for
setting behavior. This confirms also other aspects of hydration suppression
discussed before in the paper.
CONCLUSION

Hydration processes in VHS cement composites of w/s=0.28, i.e. the
reaction of clinker minerals (CjA/alite) and the conversion of CSF by
pozzolanic reaction were suppressed during the observation period (from 4 hrs
up to 50 days) when compared to hydration in cement composites of higher
water to solid ratios. The hydration reduction is more strongly exhibited by
increasing the CSF content in the blends.
The amount of released calcium hydroxide in hydrating OPC-CSF blends of
w/s=0.28 has had a tendency to be fully consumed by pozzolanic reaction.The
balance between the CH released by hydration and the CH consumed by the
pozzolanic reaction was very obviously determined by the amount of water
available for reaction in the mixes.
Hydration in VHS cement composites is also essentialy influenced by the

presence of a superplasticizer. The presence of HRWR.when considerd for the
end results, was of an advantage for this hydration process.
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TABLE 1:Changes of insoluble residue (X)during hydration in VHS cement

composites of w/s=0.28 (mixes with HRWR are with "s"index).

Paste
CSF(X)

PC
0

5P
5

10P
10

15P
15

0.60
0.55
0.60
0.61
0.52

4.10
3.56
3.07
2.80
1.16

8.16
5.87
5.91
5.42
2.32

11.95
11.08
8.86
7.70
4.42

PC8
0

5P5
5

ЮР8
10

15P8
15

Hydration
(h)(days)
4
1
3
7
50

0.50
0.55
0.52
0.60
0.60

4.46
4.08
3.29
3.07
0.85

9.93
8.36
6.50
5.10
1.52

14.27
11.48
10.13
8.20
3.56

TABLE 2:Proportion (%) of SiO. in residual-polymeric fraction of Si-anion
up„nng hydr^1?,n„ln VHScement composites of w/s=0.28 (mixes with
HRWR are with s"-index).
Paste

PC

5P

10P

15P

PC8

5P8

10P8

CSF (%)

0

5

10

15

0

5

10

29.2
23.0
15.3

40.1
30.5
20.5

0.0
0.0
0.3

17.7
12.2
4.0

28.8
22.4
12.5

Hydration
(h)(days)
4
0.0
7
0.2
50
0.3

17.5
12.4
6.0

W/S = 0.28
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EFFECT MECHANISM OF CONCRETE ADMIXTURE BASED ON
AROMATIC HYDROCARBON SULPHONATE
Chen Yongsu, Wu Zhaoqi and Yu Kuichang

Cement Research Institute, China Building Materials Academy
Beijing, P R CHINA

ABSTRACT

The effect of Type N aromatic hydrocarbon sulphonate superplasticizer is studied on the
surface properties, rheological behaviour, rate of hydration and hydration products. The mech
anism of enhancement of flowability of fresh concrete and compressive strength, flexural
strength, impermeability, resistance to freezing and thawing, and drying shrinkage of hardened
concrete are elaborated. "
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INTRODUCTION
China started to study superplasticizer in 1974. Five products have been put into market since, with an
annual production of 15,000 tons [1]. Recently a new product known as Type N aromatic hydrocarbon
sulphonate superplasticizer was developed by adopting a by-product from coking plant as a raw material and

used in practice.
TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Test materials
Admixture: Type N aromatic hydrocarbon sulphonate superplasticizer (abbreviated as Type N admix

ture below).

Cement: Silicate cement having the following chemical composition.
Table 1.

Chemical composition of the cement (%)

SiO2

A12O3

Fe2O3

CaO

MgO

R2O

20.98

6.02

5.75

65.75

0.62

0.24

The effect of Type N admixture on the rheological behaviour of fresh cement paste

1. Isothermal adsorption
. . .
Type 751G spectrophotometer was adopted. The test results are shown in Fig.l. It is indi
cated that the adsorbed quantity increases and reaches a saturation value gradually as the con

centration of the solution increases.
2. Zeta—potential
It is shown from Fig.2 that as the concentration of solution increases the absolute value of
zeta-potential of cement particle in suspension rises rapidly, and then tends to a stable value
gradually (-29 mv), while the zeta potential of cement particle without admixture addition is on

ly —5 mv.

>
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0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2
Concent. (%)
Fig.l Isothermal adsorption curve

Fig.2 Zeta-potential curve

3. Rheological behaviour of cement paste
Type Fan 35A viscometer was used for determining the rheological properties of cement
pastes with different water-cement ratio and content of Type N admixture. The results are
shown in Fig.3 and 4. The yield stress of cement paste (Sy) with Type N admixture is much low
er than that of control at the same water-cement ratio. Even if the water-cement ratio is re
duced by 15% the cement paste with addition of Type N admixture still has lower yield stress.
The reduction of yield stress with the increase of Type N admixture content shows the capability
of the admixture to improve the flowability of cement paste.

Type N admixture, at a range of dosage, enhances plastic viscosity, (i,) which makes the
cement water system more stable, and less bleeding for concrete occurs.
The increase of flow behaviour index n' [2] and reduction of fluid consistency index k' also
mdicate the improvement of rheological properties of cement pastes by adding Type N admiy-

2 .4 .6 .8

Quantity of N
(c x %)
point A:N=O
W/C=O.60

W/C=o.6O

Fig.3 Rheology at the same W / C

Fig.4 Rheology at different W / C

The effect of Type N admixture on cement hydration

1. Effect on heat evolution rate of hydration at early stage
The heat evolution rate of cement hydration within 24 hours was determined by conduction
micro-calorimeter. The results are shown in Fig.5. Comparing with the control sample, the
sample with Type N admixture has a lower hydration rate in 8.5 hours, and shows a significant
heat evolution peak in 15 hours, and evolves about the same amount of heat in 24 hours.

Fig.5 Heat evolution rate

Fig.6 Temperature rising curve

2. The effect on heat of hydration
In Fig.6 the heat evolution peak is delayed for 3 hours, and the highest temperature ob
tained is lowered by 2.3V for sample with Type N admixture. The total heat evolved in one day
however, is about the same for both samples with and without the admixture.
The above results show that Type N admixture slightly retards early hydration of cement,
but does not affect the rate of hydration after the appearance of heat evolution peak. It seems
that the influence of Type N admixture is not to accelerate the rate of hydration, but to affect
hydration products and micro—structure.
The effect of Type N admixture on hydration products

Fig.7 is the X-ray diffraction patterns determined by Type Dmax-IIIA diffractometer.
There is no new hydration product found in the patterns of the sample with Type N admixture.
But the charactristic peak of calcium hydroxide in this sample appears at 24 hours, delayed for
16 hours. The above results are also verified by data obtained from thermal analysis and scan
ning electron microscopy. (Fig.8, 9 and 10).

Study with SEM and EPMA shows that there is some change in morphology and degree of
crystallization. More ettringite crystallines were detected in samples with Type N admixture,
while Ca(OH)2 was better crystallized in samples without the admixture.
’

Fig.7 X-ray diffraction patterns

Fig.8 Thermal analysis curves

Fig.9 SEM photo of control sample

Fig. 10 SEM photo of sample with N

The effect of Type N admixture on pore structure of hardened cement paste

1. Pore size distribution of hardened cement paste
.
Type SERIFS 200 mercury porosimeter is applied to measure pore size distribution of the
samples taken from concrete cured for 3, 7 and 28 days.
Table 2.

Type N

(%)

w/c

Effect of Type N admixture on pore size distribution
Tv.(x 10”6ml/g)
, Ms. (A)
SI
Ac
(cm)
3d
7d
28d
3d
7d
(%)

28d

0

0.61

5.7

1.3

134

107

84

1500

1000

600

0.6

0.51

6.3

2.6

107

105

71

1000

500

150

Tv.: Total volume;

Ms.: Most probable pore size;

SI: slump;

Ac: Air content

Table 2 indicates that the total pore volumes are virtually the same for both samples with
and without Type N admixture, but that the size of the most probable pore is smaller for the
sample with the admixture than that for the sample without it at the same age, though for both
samples the size of the most probable pores become smaller as the hydration proceeds.

2. Characteristics of the bubbles in the hardened concrete
Table 3 shows the influence of Type N admixture on the spacing factor, the mean surface
area and the size distribution of the bubbles in hardened concrete. It can be seen that the spacing
factor of the concrete with the admixture (411д) is smaller and the fraction of small pores is
greater than those of the concrete without it (624ji). It is shown from the above results that Type
N admixture improves the characteristics of the pores and enhances the strength and durability
of the concrete [3].

Effect of Type N admixture on characteristics of the bubbles

Table 3.

Pore size distribution (%)
Type

N

(Asa
(mm2/

Sf
to

(%)

0
0.6

mm2)

624
411

7.34
7.81

Sf: space factor

Pore size (д)

< 100

100
f
300

300
J
500

500
f
1000

1000
J
2000

2000
J
3000

3000
f
4000

4000
J
5000

>5000

14.4
17.2

25.6
42.6

15.6
10.5

22.2
14.4

12.3
9.1

4.4
3.8

2.2
1.4

2.2
1.0

1.1
0

* * Asa: Average surface area of pores.

The effect of Type N admixture on physical and engineering properties of the concrete

The test results are shown in Table 4 and 5, and Figs 11 and 12.
Table 4.
Type N

(%)

0

0.6 '

W/C

Effect of Type N admixture on concrete properties (1)
Compressive strength (MPa)

SI.
(cm)

Flex. str. (MPa)

Elastic

modulus

Id

3d

7d

28d

90d

7d

28d

(MPa)

0.68

5.8

4.72

12.8

20.4

30.4

38.1

3.08

3.91

29800

0.59

5.2

8.31

21.5

32.6

42.5

49.7

3.51

4.27

30900

* Concrete proportion: 1:2.34:3.60; Cement: silicate cement.
Tables.

Effect of Type N admixture on concrete properties (2)
Freezing and thawing

Type N

(%)

W/C

SI.

(cm)

Bd.
(kg/m3)

Ac

(%)

0

0.68

6.0

2355

1.0

0.6

0.61

5.6

2315

1.6

Comp, strength (MPa)

Ip.
Cy.

- •
S12

Loss of
strength

Normal

Freezing

curing

and thawing

100

40.7

37.5

7.9

200

45.9

44.4

3.1

Bd.: bulk density; Ip.: impermeability; Cy.: cycles
Concrete proportion: 1:2.34:3.60; Cement: slag cement

(%)

Time (hr)
Fig. 12 Drying shrinkage curve

Fig. 11 Curves of bleeding vs. time

Effect of Type N admixutre

The following mechanism is proposed by studying the above test results.

As a surfactant added into fresh cement paste Type N admixture is first adsorbed on ce
ment particles, achieving a high negative zeta-potential, which improves the rheological
behaviour and workability of the cement paste [4].
After the adsorption of Type N admixture on the cement, water molecules become diffi
culty to lodge from the cement particles because of the static electrical repulsion and space-hin
dering effect, so that the hydration process is retarded, slowly developing a homogeneous early
structure of hydration products, which is beneficial to the strength of hardened concrete.

Besides, the addition of Type N admixture improves the pore structure of the concrete by
reducing large pore volume and spacing factor, which makes contribution to the durability and
strength of the hardened concrete.
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ABSTRACT

The effect of lignoeulfonate, sulfonated naphthalene and melamine— formaline
condensates upon the rheological properties of cement pastes made with three types of
cement has been investigated.The studied cements were: low tricalcium aluminate (C A =
2.5%), high alkali (Na2O equivalent = 0.95%) and high fineness Portland Cement (S.A, ßlaine
= 5002 cnr/gr).

Plastic viscosity and yield stress of pastes with different concentrations of
admixtures through coaxial cylinder viscometer measurements were determined. The combined
effect of sodium gluconate and sulfonated naphthalene - and melamine - formaline on the
slump retention was examined by measuring the thickening time with a consistometer. Results
on compressive and flexural strengths and initial and final setting times are also
discussed for the three types of organic dispersants admixtures.

Results show that the efficiency of superplasticizers admixtures depends on the type
of cement, the C,A /calcium sulphate ratio being the decisive factor. Superplasticizers
formulation based on naphthalen sulfonated promote a more fluidifying effect and less slump
loss than sulphonated melamine formulations. The presence of sodium gluconate extends
retention of improved workability and increases compressive strengths at least in a 20 per
cent. With simultaneous addition of lignosulphonate the first effect is even more
significant.

RESUMEN

En el presente trabajo se analiza el efecto de la adicion de lignosulfonato, resina
de naftalen sulfonato у resina de melamina sulfonada en las propiedades reologicas de
pastas de cemento. Los cementos estudiados fueron: cemento bajo en aluminato tricälcico
(CjA = 2,5%), cemento con alto contenido en älcalis (Na20 equivalents = 0,95%) у cemento
Portland de finura elevada (S.E. Blaine = 5002 cm2/gr).
Se midieron la viscosidad plastica у el umbral de cizallamiento de pastas con
distinta concentracidn de aditivos empleando un viscosimetro de cilindros coaxiales.
Tambien se examino el efecto de la adicion conjunta de gluconato sodico у resina de
naftalen sulfonato - у melamina - en la retencion del aumento de trabajabilidad registrando
el tiempo de espesamiento con un consistometro. Por ultimo, se presentan resultados de
resistencias a tracciön у compresion у de tiempos de inicio у final de fraguado para los
tres tipos de aditivos orgänicos dispersantes considerados.
, Los resultados muestran que la eficiencia de los aditivos superplastificantes es
funcion del tipo de cemento, siendo la relaciön C3A/ sulfato cälcico el factor
determinante. Las formulaciones de aditivos superplastificantes basadas en resina de
naftalen sulfonato conducen a un mayor efecto fluidificante у a una menor perdida de
trabajabilidad que las formulaciones basadas en resina de melamina. La presencia de
gluconato södico mejora la retencion del aumento de fluidez у aumenta las resistencias a
compresion en, al menos, un 20%. Con la adicion simultänea de lignosulfonato el primer
efecto es aun mas notable.

INTRODUCTION
CEMENT

В

C

2i.a

20.3

20.2

3.5

4.5

4.7

A

COMPOSITION ( wt%)

Si02
Al,0„
2 3
Fe.,0_,
2 3
CaO

4.0

2.8

2.5

64.9

63.5

64.8

MgO

0.96

2.3

1.1

S03

2.3

2.7

3.2

k2°

0.48

1.1

0.85

Na20

0.07

0.23

0.09

Ti02

0.23

0.27

0.26

P,0^
2 5
L.0.I

0.10

0.15

0.08

1.4

1.8

2.0

FREE CaO

0.90

0.90

1.5

INSOL

0.57

0.60

0.67

C3S

C2S

59.0

59.6

59.8

18.1

14.1

12.9

2.5

7.2

8.2

12.2

8.5

7.6

3.12

3.12

4261

5002

сзА

C AF

3.15

SPECIFIC WEIGHT
SURFACE AREA (BLAINE)

3503

Wherever cement slurries or concrete
grouts
are
pumped,
their
rheological
properties are of Interest. Also, nowadays, a
great deal of attention has been devoted to
the
problem
of
developing
high-strength
chemically stable cements. In order to adjust
a slurry at a given water to cement (w/c)
ratio for pumpability or to - get a highstrength
concrete,
dispersants,
called
superplasticizers, are added (1).
The
two
superplasticizers
more
frequently used in concrete are stilfonated
naphthalene formaldehyde condensate(SNF) and
sulfonated melamine formaldehyde condensate
(SMF). Both substances are capable of greatly
increasing fluidity of concrete, but the slump
loss due to the progress of hydration reaction
and physical agglomeration, is a draw-back for
many practical purposes.

In the present study the effect of
lignosulfonated, sulfonated naphthalene and
melamine - formaline condensates upon the
rheologic properties of cement pastes made
with
three
types
of
cement
have
been
investigated. The modifications due to the
addition of lignosulfonate to the SNF and SMF
and the retard in slump loss by addition of a
salt of carboxylic acid (sodium gluconate, G)
is also studied.
EXPERIMENTAL

TABLE I

Chemical analysis and physical properties
of the cements used

Materials

Table I shows the chemical composition
and the physical properties of the three
cements studied: A, low tricalcium aluminate (C-jA = 2.5%); B, high alkali (Na2O equivalent
= 0.95%) and C, high fineness Portland cement (S.A. Blaine = 5002 cnr/gr).
The composition of the different mixes tested and of the admixtures used are shown
in Table II. In this table the numbers and symbols utilized in figures are also indicated.

Techniques
Viscosity- Cement pastes of constant w/c ratio with and without admixtures were prepared”.
The w/c ratio was chosen for each cement for obtaining similar rheological parameters in
all cements in order to maintain the same experimentals conditions: A, w/c = 0.34; B, w/c
= 0.44 and C,
w/c = 0.34.The organic
admixtures in form of a powder were added to
SYMBOL
N COMPOSITION
OF MIXES
the mixed water and stirred in an electrical
mixer for 1 minute until complete dissolution.
v
CEMENT
After that, the cement was put in the mixer
and mixed with the solution at low-speed for
+
1
CEMENT + SMF
another minute, then allowed to digest for 2
*
2
CEMENT + SNF
minutes and finally mixed again at high-speed
□
3
CEMENT + 70% SMF + 30% L
for 1 minute.
x

4

CEMENT + 70% SNF + 30% L

0

5

CEMENT + 97% SMF + 3 % G

Д

6

CEMENT + 97% SNF + 3 % G

X

7

CEMENT + 67.9% SMF + 29.1%

L

+ 3% G

О

8

CEMENT + 67.9% SNF + 29.1%

L

+ 3% G

TABLE II

Composition and Identification of the mixes tested

Rheological flow curves were obtained by
using a coaxial cylinder type viscometer
(CERILH). The shear rate was first increased
up to the maximum of 100 rpm at a rate of
increase of rpm/minute and then decreased at
the same rate.

Thickening Time Test- The cement pastes with
and without admixtures were prepared with the
same characteristics and in the same way that
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FIG. 1

Yield value and Plastic Viscosity for the cement pastes tested (see identification on Table II)

cement pastes for viscosity measurements. The determination of thickening time, that is,
the period of time at which a given cement slurry remains in a fluid state under given
conditions was done with a Halliburton Pressurized Consistometer at room temperature and
pressure. Experiment was completed when consistency reached 100 Bearden units (equivalents
to 10 V).
Determination of setting time- The initial and final setting times were determined in the
presence or absence of the admixtures with the Vicat needle. The w/c of the pastes was
that at the standard consistency.
Compressive and flexural strength measurements- Blank mortar specimens with w/c ratio equal
to 0.5 and c/s ratio of 1:3 were made for the three cements studied. The slump was
determined according to ASTM C 230. This slump of the mortar specimens without admixtures
fixed the w/c ratio of the mortar specimens with the admixtures. Prisms of 4 x 4 x 16 cm
were made for determining the compressive and flexural strength at 1, 7 and 28 days.

RESULTS
In figure 1 the values of yield value (left part) and plastic viscosity (right part)
are shown. They are calculated from the rheological flow curves assuming that cement pastes
behaved according to the Bingham Model. In this figure it can be seen that all the
admixtures tested independently of the concentration produce a decrease in the yield value
for the three cements. This effect is sharper for SNF admixtures than for SMF compositions.
The addition of L to SMF or SNF generates a
little increase of the yield value; on the
contrary, the addition of G makes this yield
value to diminish. In general the simultaneous
addition of both G and L to SNF and SMF
produces the lowest yield values.
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By comparing the three cements tested it can
be seen that cement A plus 1% of admixture
generates pastes with yield values close to
zero for both SNF and SMF; cement В plus the
same admixture percentage only generates yield
values near zero for the SNF formulations as
in SMF compositions yield values above 50
dynes/cm2 are produce. Finally, cement C plus
1% of SMF formulations produces pastes with
yield values below 50 and near zero with SNF
formulations. As a general rule it can be said
that the admixtures have a more significant
effect in cement A than on cements В and C
(w/c ratio of cement A is 23% < w/c ratio of
cements В and C). Cement В is the one needing
the highest dosage of admixture for producing
the same plasticizer effect.
The
results
of
viscosity
may
be
considered less interesting as the usual and
important
practical
question
is
whether
concrete will flow under the minimum applied
stress rather than how fast it will flow. In
any case the general tendency observed by
which all the admixtures tested whatever the
cement is, make the viscosity to decrease
until a minimum; after that, viscosity is
maintained or even it can increase again. The
highest viscosity has been measured in cement
A (it agrees with its lowest fineness); the
lowest one in cement C, the cement with the
highest fineness (S.A. Blaine = 5002).

lime.h

FIG. 2
Slurry consistency of the cement pastes tested
(see Table II for identification of curves)

Figure 2 shows the evolution with time
of the consistency of cement A pastes without
and with 0.5 wt of cement admixture as well as
the evolution of cement В and C pastes without
and with 1% wt of cement admixture. These
admixture percentages were chosen because of
the viscosity results. In the figure it can be
observed that the addition of G to SNF or SMF
makes the time at which the paste has a flowly
consistency considerably longer. Also this
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CEMENT + ADMIXTURE

w/c

SLUMP

ARf (%)
Id
7d

28d

Id

-

-

A

0,5

89

-

A + 0.5% SMF

0.456

95

61.5

23.7

15.7

A + 0.5% SNF

0.422

94

61.5

22

A+0.5% (70%SMF+30%L)

0.433

94

26.9

A+0.5% (70%SNF+30%L)

0.411

91

A+0.5% (97%SMF+3%G)

0.433

A+0.5% (97%SNF+3%G)

ARC (%)
7d
28d

-

-

51.8

35.9

21.4

11.4

75.4

37.6

20.4

5.1

-7.1

25.4

11.6

-6.4

38.4

6.7

-7.1

40.5

15.1

-2.3

88

53.8

23.7

17.1

62.2

53.8

28.3

0.411

92

50

20.3

15.7

60.3

49.2

23.9

A+0.5% (67.9%SMF+29,l%L+3%G)0.411

90

11.5

8.4

-1.4

9.4

20.2

2.9

A+0.5% (67.9%SNF+29.1%L+3№)

0.400

90

15.3

1.7

-4.2

20.8

3.1

В

0.5

83

B+1% SMF

0.433

85

20.8

18.4

-1.2

B+1% SNF

0.400

82

35.4

13.1

B+1% (70%SMF+30%L)

0.400

88

B+1% (70%SNF+30%L)

0.378

B+1% (97%SMF+3%G)

-

-

-

-

16

-

-

-

36

10.8

8.9

4.9

55.4

13.9

13.5

20.8

1.31 -3.7

34.4

3.8

-1.2

84

37.5

5.2

-3.7

33.6

4.02

-2.9

0.411

88

41.6

15.7

12.3

46.1

24.3

21.9

B+1% (97%SNF+3%G)

0.389

87

31.2

3.9

-1.2

40.9

16.9

13.7

B+l%(67.9%SMF+29.1%L+3%G)

0.389

87

16.6

-6.5

-6.1

2.8

4.2

-4.5

В+1%(67.9%SNF+29.1%L+3%G)

0.367

78

20.8

11.8

-2.4

■20.2

13.5

0.7

C

0.5

87

-

-

C+1% SMF

0.422

87

-10.9

7.3

10.2

42.5

15.7

12.7

C+1% SNF

0.389

87

27.2

8.5

7.9

55.1

20.6

18.3

C+l%(70%SMF+30%L)

0.400

93

19.01

-6.6

-5.7

C+l%(70%SNF+30%L)

0.378

83

18.2

2.4

-1.1

39.1

12.5

8.1

C+1%(97%SMF+3%G)

0.411

88

12.7

14.6

6.8

49.4

25.5

22.2

C+1%(97%SNF+3%G)

0.389

91

20

0

48.2

19.8

17.4

C+1%(67.9%SMF+29.1%L+3%G)

0.400

88

5.4

-9.7

23.9

2.5

-2.8

C+1% (67.9%SNF+29.1%L+3%G)

0.378

83

16.3

2.4

38.0

10.6

6.2

-

-10.9 -13.4 -17.0

6.1

-13.6

0

-

-

TABLE III

Increments of flexural and Compressive strengths of mortars tested

. -

% ADMIXTURE :Q0,5;I .1.
FIG. 3

Initial and final setting times for the cement pastes tested (A, В and C)
(see Table II for identification of composition of mixes: numbers 1 to 8)
figure shows that the simultaneous addition of G an L has a synergetic effect of making
those times longer even in the cases in which L has little or no effect. It appears that,
in general, SNF provokes lower loss of slump.

Initial and final setting times for the three cement pastes with and without
admixtures are shown in figure 3. From the results it has been deduced that all the
admixtures tested make the initial and final setting to be delayed and make duration of
setting to be longer. Longest setting has been measured for SNF and SMF admixtures with
G+L addition.
Finally, in Table III the increments of flexural and compressive strengths are shown.
These measurements were done at constant slump fitting the w/c ratio. The highest
increments of strengths were obtained for cement A with 0.5 % of SNF or SMF while the
lowest ones were found in cement В with 1 % SMF or SNF. SNF produces higher resistances
although it also produces a reduction in w/c ratio compared with SMF;then it is possible
that for the same w/c ratio SMF increases the strengths. The addition of L to SNF or SMF
admixtures has a negative effect in strength development which could be balanced by the
simultaneous addition of G which increases resistances especially after long periods of
time. From the strength results it appears that the efficiency of admixtures is superior
in cement A, cement В being less suitable to be used with superplasticizers.

DISCUSSION
The time of retention of improved workability when superplasticizers are added is
critical for those uses in which a long time transport or manipulation of concrete is
required and it depends on the kind of admixture and of the cement type (2) . The mechanism
of action of superplasticizers is quite complex but there exists the general agrement for
which the fluidifying action is associated which the adsorption of the macromolecules of
the polymer onto the cement grains delaying the hydration rate.At the beginning of
hydration of cement, tricalcium aluminate and calcium sulphates are virtually the only
substances taking part in the hydration reactions (3). The initial hydration takes place
at the cements particles surfaces and its extend depends chiefly on the reactivity and on
the amount of CjA , on the proportion of calcium sulphates, on the surface area, on the
particle size dxstribution of the cement and on the temperature of the cement paste.
The progress of hydratation reactions can destroy the adsorption layer of admixtures
and so to eliminate its fluidifying effect. According to CjA content of the cements (see
Table I) cement A should be the cement with the slowest hydration rate, the longest set
period (see Fig. 3), the lessest water demandant and the slowest process of thickening (see
Fig. 2). Effectively, these expectations were in good agreement with the results.
Consequently the effect of admixtures on cement A was optimum, that is, the amount needed

for reaching a certain fluidifying effect was minimum. On the contrary, cement C with the
highest CjA content (8.2 % wt) must be the cement in which admixtures behaved worst. But
we also have to consider other factors such as fineness and C,A /CaSO, ratio. This last
variable has an enormous importance being its value of 1.38, 4.86 and 3.45 for cement A,
В and C respectively. According to that, cement A is again the better cement to be utilized
which admixtures and cement В is now the worst, which is in good agreement with the present
results. Also this cement is the one with the highest alkali content and some authors have
suggested that high alkali contents in OPC may interact with water reducers and destroy
its plasticizing ability (4).
.
The retention of improved workability depends on the admixture and the type of
cement. Mixes containing melamine resin superplasticizers loss slump before than those
containing naphthalene resins which is in good agreement with results of others
researchers.

Mixing superplasticizers and retarders is one way of ameliorating the problem of loss
of workability which has been proposed (5). The delay in initial and final setting times
caused by gluconate has the effect of improving the retention of workability. This effect
is promoted when lignosulphonate is present. Gluconate has also a possitive effect in the
development of resistances. Comparing times of retention of consistency (Fig. 2) and
setting times (Fig. 3) we can deduce a direct relation between them.
CONCLUSIONS
- The efficiency of superplasticizers admixtures dependes on the C,A /CaSO, ratio of
the cement. Increasing this ratio leads to decreasing the fluidifying effect of
the admixture.
— Superplasticizer formulations based on SNF generates more fluent and less slump
loss cement pastes than formulations based on SMF.
- The association of L with SNF or SMF has not a pernicious effect, amelioring in
general the rheological properties of cement slurries but lowering the increment
of resistances.

- The simultaneous addition of G and SNF or SMF extends the period of time of
retention of improved workability and increases resistances. In presence of L the
first effect is even sharper.
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EFFECT OF SUPERPLASTICIZER ON THE HYDRATION OF
PORTLAND CEMENT
N В Singh, Reetika Sarvahi and N P Singh
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SUMMARY

Owing to its importance the mechanism of action of superplasticizer
namely Lico-superplast (LSP) on the hydration of ordinary portland cement
(OPC), has been studied by using various techniques. The LSP increased
the setting time and reduced the water requirement. The extent of
hydration up to 3 days is found to be nearly the same in the presence and
absence of LSP, however, beyond 3 days of hydration the value is higher
in the presence of LSP. The electrical conductivity of the cement
suspensions in water increased with hydration time and the amount of
cement disperesed. In presence of LSP the conductivity is much higher but
remained practically constant with time. Further the concentration of
Na+ and k+ ions in the liquid phase extracted from the hydrating cement
increased with time and the values were higher in presence of LSP. Free
lime value also increased with time but always lower in the presence of
LSP. Compressive strength values also increased with time and LSP.
Spectroscopic studies have revealed that LSP is adsorbed over anhydrous
surface of cement and some chemical interaction also occurs with Ca(OH)2
*
The overall mechanism of hydration has been discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Superplasticizers also known as high range water reducing admixtures
or super water reducers are generally used in the construction industry
ßs concrete admixtures1-5. They reduce water content by a much as 20 to
33%. Apart from this the other advantages are the improvement in concrete
workability, slump, setting time, development of early strength etc.
These admixtures increase the early strength development and are useful
in constructing and resurfacing pavement. The introduction of these
superplasticizers has opened up new possibilities for the use of concrete
in
construction,
particularly,
for
resurfacing
bridge
decks
and
constructing other highway facilities. Superplasticizers are four catagories :

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Sulphonated-melamine-formaldehyde condensate.
Sulphonate naphthalene-formaldehyde condensates.
Modified lignosulphonates, and
Other superplasticizers such as sulphonic acid esters or carbohydrate
esters etc.

The effect of each superplasticizer will be different on the concrete
mixes. However, the variation will also depend on, water-cement ratio,
cement content, concentration of superplasticizer, the stage when it is
added to the concrete, temperature etc. It is bserved that in the
presence of superplasticizers, hydration and hence the rate of uptake of
free water slows down in the early stages of hydration. Two theories have
been proposed to explain the mechamism of hydration in presence of
superplasticizers. In one theory, it is claimed that the higher liquidity
of superplasticized cement pastes is due to the larger amount of free
water
present
during
the
early
hydration
stages.
Perhaps
the
superplasticizer from some coating around the cement argain and/or the
reaction products. In the other theory it is assumed that superplasticizers
are adsorbed over anhydrous and the hydrated product surfaces.
A large number of studies have been made to understand the above
proposed mechanisms, but so far it has not been possible to establish the
actual mechanism of action of superplasticizers during the hydration of
cement. The propose of this article is to evaluated the effect of Licosuperplast on the hydration of cement.
EXPERIMENTAL

,
2
Materials : Portland cement of Blain surface area 4300 cm /g having the
following mineralogical composition was used for hydration studies.
C_S
3

C„S
2

COA
3

C.AF
4

68.2%

10.1%

9.5%

10.1%

Lico-superplast obtained fromNCB, Ballabhgarh was used as a superplasticizer
and is abbreviated as LSP.

Methods : Setting time (w/s =0.23) in presence of different amounts of
LSP was determined with the help of a vicat apparatus and water reduction
was also determined with the help of the same apparatus, but the needle
was replaced by a plunger. Non-evaporable water contents (w/s =1.0) of
the hydrated samples hydrated at different intervals of time were
determined by heating a known amount of the sample at 1000°C. Free lime
determinations (w/s = 1.0) were determined by modified Franke method.
Compressive strengths (w/s =0.25) of cubes (8x8x8 cm^ ) were determined

with the help of an AIMIL compression testing machine. The
cured in water.

cubes were

Electrical conductivities of the suspensions of portland cement in
water as well as in LSP solutions were measured with the help of Chemita
Digital conductivity meter using a conductivity cell. The suspensions
were strirred continuously magnetically.

Adsorption studies of LSP over anhydrous and hydrated cements were
made with the help of Bausch & Lomb spectronic-2000 - spectrophotometer.
Spectra of different concentrations of LSP in water were recorded in the
wavelength range of 200-350 nm. -^niax was obtained at around 228 nm.
From the optical density at ‘Xmax» a calibration curve was plotted.
Anhydrous and hydrated cement (24 h) were shaken with water and LSP
solution (0.001%) for different intervals of time and the optical density
of the filterates were determined at > = 228 nm and from the calibration
curve, the amount of LSP adsorbed was determined.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

,
The variation of setting times in the presence and absence of LSP is
given in table 1. From the table it is clear that both the initial and
the final setting times increase with LSP concentration indicating that
LSP retards the hydration.
■

Table 1
Setting time

S.No.

Cone, of LSP
(%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.0
0.2
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.8
1.0

Initial setting time
(min)

57
74
82
88
108
122
145

final setting time
(min)

150
218
238
242
252
262
290

Percent water reduction increases as the concentration of LSP increases
and the water reduction is around 23% in presence of 2% LSP.
The variation of non-evaporable water content with hydration time
(upto 90 days) in the presence and absence of 1.0 wt % of LSP is given in
Fig. 1. Upto 3 days, the extent of hydration is lower in the presence of
LSP but after 15 days the hydration increases. Thus during early hours.
LSP modifies the setting behaviour giving an impression that it acts as a
retarder or there is no effect, whereas at longer period of hydration it
acts as an accelerator.
The variation of free lime with hydration time in the presence and
absence of 1.0 wt % LSP is given in Fig. 2. The free lime is higher in
the presence of LSP and the value is highest at 28 days of hydration. It
appears that either the extent of hydration is lower in the presence of
LSP or LSP reacts with Ca(OH)2» decreasing its concentration. Qualitative
tests have indicated that LSP dissolves Ca(OH)2 . The decrease in free

lime concentration after 28
days, may be due to the fact
that
at
longer
period
of
hydrations, the crystallinity
of CH is much decreased and the
total
amount
could
not
be
detected.

The variation of electrical
conductivities with hydration
time for different amounts of
Portlandcement dispersed in 100
ml water are given in Fig. 3.
As the amount of cement is
increased, the conductivities
are
increased with time.
This
is
due
to
increased
concentration of ions in the
solutions.
The
electrical
conductivity values increased
with the amount of cement but
remained practically constant

Fig. 1 Variation
of
water content
time.

Non-evaporable
with Hydration

with
hydration
time
in
presence of 1.0 wt % LSP. It
appears that in the initial
stages more ions enter into
the solution as the amount
of cement is increased but
at same time LSP is probably
adsorbed over the anhydrous
as well as hydrated cement
blocking further dissolution
of ions into the solution.
Probably
this
situation
persisted during the time of
experiment i.e. 7 hours.

The values of Na+, K+
and Ca++ ion concentrations
in solutions were found to
be higher in presence of LSP
Fig. 2 Variation
of
Free
Lime
with
and increased with time.
Hydration time.
This is only because of the
interaction
of
LSP
with
cement, as a result of which solubility of different ions is increased,
The Na+ ion concentration is found to be maximum because LSP also
contains Na+ ions. It is difficult to conclude anything from this result.
Spectroscopic studies have shown that around 35% LSP is adsorbed
over cement surfaces within 5 minutes and after that it is practically
constant. Colour change and a broad peak in the absorption curve shows
that there is some chemical interaction between LSP and CH.

The variation of compressive strength with hydration time is given
in Fig. 4. The value increased with time and concentration of LSP. At 90
days of hydration the strength is increased by 25% and 42.5% in the
presence of 1.0 and 2.0 wt % LSP respectively.

The overall results indicate
"■
that during plastic state or early
stage of cement hydration, LSP is adsorbed over cement surfaces and as a
result the extent of hydration is decreased. However, after the plast’c
state, the LSP modifies
the structure and increased
the cementing properties
either by chemical intera
ction or decreasing the
pore size.
7
Mor and Mehta
have
already
shown
that
in
presence of superplasticizers
pore
sizes
are
decreased and as a result
the compressive strengths
are increased.
The basic unit of LSP
is a naphthalene formaldehyde
condensate
and
contains large: number of
polar groups. These molecules either enter inter-

Fig. 3 Effect of Different Amount of cement
on the electrical conductivity of the
suspensions
300

§200

8
a. 100
Eо
о
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20

40
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Time of hydration (days)

80

100

Fig. 4 Variation of Compressive Strength
with hydration time.

layer
sites
of
hydration
products
or
absorbed
over
cement
surfaces
and
the
hydration products grow despite
the sorbed LSP . It appears
that in presence of LSP, the
growth of hydration products
are poor during plastic state
and hence the hydration is
retareded. But once the growth
of hydration product starts it
accelerates with time and in
the later stage of hydration,
LSP acts as accelerator.

From the above discussion
it may be concluded that LSP
either enters the interlayer
sites of the hydration products or weakly adsorbed and after the plastic
state, lowers the port size. This decrease in pore size may be due to LSP
as well as increased hydration products. As a result of this the later
stage of hydration is accelerated and the compressive strength is
increased. The overall mechanism of hydration is given in Fig. 5.

LATER STAGE
OF HYPRaTion

Fig. 5 Mechanism of hydration
of cement in presence
Of LSP.
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INFLUENCE OF SUPERPLASTICIZER ON FLUIDITY OF FRESH CEMENT
PASTE WITH DIFFERENT CLINKER PHASE COMPOSITION
E Asakura, H Yoshida and H Nakae

Cement Research Institute, Mitsubishi Materials Corporation
JAPAN

SUMMARY

epn,PnI0^-avlfy the influence °" the fluidity of fresh cement paste by phase composition of Portland
M S
n/rS!p expenmenta cements were prepared using natural raw materials. In the preparation,
, ог СзА/С<АГ in each of these cements was changed, with the content of interstitial phase or
tvne nprhfSetke- C°"fant- fluidity, zeta potential, adsorption of naphthalene sulfonate formaldehyde
type superplasticizer (hereinafter abbreviated as NSF) and the amount of hydration product in fresh cement
paste were measured respectively. The obtained results are as follows.
aPParent viscosity of NSF-added fresh cement paste and the amount of apparent saturated NSF
?h! n?
hlndretu
''es?’ectlvely Wlth incremental Сз8/Сг5 or C3A/C4AF after 10 minutes of hydration On
the other hand, the absolute zeta potential of NSF-added cement reduced with incremental C3S/C2S or
L 3/1/v 4 Ar.

The apparent viscosity of fresh cement paste rose with time elapse. Especially this viscosity rise
■етпягкяЬ P
__ i_... л 1 /г> .г.
.
Л
J
110 viöt.udn,jr nt,e
was remarkable
inn the
the eomont
cement ^-p
of low pC3о/Р
S/C2Sror
low C3A/C4AF. ,It. is
presumed that this viscosity rise
resulted from sedimentation of cement paste.

RESUME
De^maniera ^a clarifier I’ influence de la composition de phase du clinker de ciment Portland sur la
fluidite d une p^te de ciment frais, six ciments experimentaux ont e'te prepare's en utilisant des matitres
brutes. Dans ces ciments, C3S/C2S ou C3A/C4AF ont ete" modifies, alors que le contenu de la phase
interstitielle ou de la phase au silicate a Ue maintenu constant. La fluidity, le potentiel z?ta,
I adsorption du superp Iastifiant de type J naphtaline sulfon?e formaldehyde (NSF) et la quant ite du
produit d hydratation de la pSte de ciment frais ont e'tf mesur^s. Les rfsultats obtenus sont les suivants.
La viscositS apparente de la pate de ciment frais avec NSF et la quantite de Г adsorption NSF
saturee apparente augmente avec C3S/C2S ou C3A/C4AF *a 10 min. d’hydratation. La valeur absolue du
potentieI zeta du ciment avec NSF diminue avec Гaugmentation de C3S/C3S ou C3A/C4AF.
La viscosite apparente de la p^te de ciment frais augmente avec le laps de temps. Plus
particulierement, une augmentation dans la valeur est rem rquable pour le ciment avec un faible C3S/C2S ou
C3A/C4AF. Ce qui incite a contribuer a la sedimentation de la p
*te
de ciment.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, superplasticizer has been used to improve the fluidity of fresh concrete and to
produce high-strength concrete. A number of studies have ever been deployed to clarify the influence of
superplasticizer on fluidity of concrete(l), thj hydration of cement (2-6), its adsorption property
against cement(5-8). However, many of these studies used cement clinker minerals from pure reagents(2-4,
6-9). There are only a few studies which were made using clinkers synthesized from natural materials with
respect to the rheological properties(9).
The purpose of this study is to clarify the influence on the fluidity of cement paste by clinker
phase composition which is determined from Bogue's equation. Furthermore, the amount of superplasticizer
adsorption into cement particles, the fluidity, the amount of hydration product and the zeta potential
were respectively measured using experimental cements of different C3S/C2S or C3A/C4AF.

'

CEMENT PREPARATION

Clinkers were prepared using natural raw materials. Raw meals were first calcined for 1.5 hours at
1000 "C and' then burned at 1450 " C in an electric furnace until the amount of free lime reduced below 1.0%.
By this treatment, two series of clinker were prepared; S-series of different C3S/CzS in silicate phase
and I-series of different C3A/C4AF in interstitial phase. Table 1 shows the mineral composition determined
from Bogue’s equation. Each clinker was ground to 3200±100cm2/g in Blaine specific surface area with
gypsum equivalent to 2.0% as S03.
.

Table 1
Free
CaO
(%)
0.19
0. 27
0. 81
0.20
0.52
0. 46

*
Sample Mineral c omposition
C,S CiS C.A C4AF
(%)
10
43 34
8
S-l
10
S-2
54 23 10
10
67 10
9
S-3
1-1
1-2
1-3

54
54
55

3
8
14

24
23
23

16
11
5

Characters of cement used
NajOeq

(X)
0.65
0.64
0.31
0.48
0. 44
0.28

BET

Inter- " Blaine
stitial
phase (X) (cm 7g)
3230
18.3
3270
18.3
18.8
3230
18.4
18.3
17.7

(mVg)
0.79
0.80
0.78

3190
3230
3280

0.81
0. 78
0.80

n***
value

0.99
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99

Average'
**
particle
size (pm)
15.4
15.4
15.7
15.3
15.5
15.9

NOTE; * : Calculated by Bogue's equation
*♦ : Residues after salicylic acid methanol treatment.
*** : Measured with laser-diffraction particle size distribution analyzer
and calculated from Rosln-Ramler equation using 1 to 48 Pm residues

EXPERIMENTAL

Adsorption amount of NSF
Superplasticizer— ß-naphthalene sulfonate formaldehyde high condensate (NSF: KAO MIGHTY 150) was
added to water at the rate of 0 to 1.6% against specific cement weight. Subsequently each cement was mixed
with water at water-cement ratio (W/C) of 0.5 for 2 minutes. After 10 minutes of hydration, the liquid
phase was centrifugally separated from the pastes. Then, NSF concentration in the liquid phase was
measured by a total organic carbon analyzer (Shimadzu TOC-5000). Furthermore, the adsorption amount was
determined from the difference between residual NSF content in the liquid phase and the quantity of
initially added NSF.
Flow curve
Paste flow curves were obtained from the measured results by a coaxial rotational viscometer with
double cylinder (Mettler Contraves 115 with MS-D1N125). The cement pastes were prepared as prescribed
above. Fig. 1 shows the procedure for measuring the flow curve at a regular interval which is roughly

mixing
.

start

1st
measuring
standing I

I standing I

02157

10

slanding
12

4th
measuring

3rd
measuring

2nd
measuring

standing

I

20

22

Fig. 1 Measuring procedure of flow curve

end
40

42

(min.)

equivalent to the procedure used in slump loss measuring test of fresh concrete. In measuring shear stress,
the shear rate was continuously accelerated from Os"1 to 1000s"1 per minute and subsequently decelerated
to Os"1 in one minute. Then, the apparent viscosity of each paste was measured at shear rate of 200s"1.

Zeta potential
Zeta potential of cement particles in the above liquid phase was measured using an electrophoresis
type zeta meter (Pen Kem System 3000). Small quantity of cement particles was sampled from the above
cement paste and then added and dispersed into the liquid phase by a ultrasonic vibrator.
Hydration products
Each cement was hydrated on W/C=0.5 and 0.0~1.6% NSF. After given times, the sample was dispersed in
acetone and subsequently hydration was discontinued. Then, the hydrated samples were dried in the air of
12% in relative humidity. Hydration products from the samples were identified with XRD and TG-DSC.
Subsequently the amount of ettringite in each sample was analysed by an ethylene glycol-methanol
extraction method(lO).
Sedimentation volume of paste
Each cement paste (W/C=0.5 NSF:0. 0~l. 6%) was dispersed in a measuring cylinder. After 40 minutes of
hydration, the sedimentation volume thereof was determined as a volume against weight of paste sedimented
on the cylinder bottom.

RESULT
Adsorption amount of NSF
Fig. 2 shows the apparent adsorption isotherm curves of NSF on cement. These curves were similar to
Langmuir’s type of isotherm. The apparent adsorption amount of saturated NSF became high with increase of
C3S/C2S or СзА/CiAF. As for cement containing 3% of С3А, the apparent adsorption amount of saturated NSF
was very small. On the other hand, the apparent adsorption amount of same NSF in cement containing 8% or
more of C3A was nearly constant.

Concentration of NSF in liquid (%)

Fig. 2 Apparent adsorption isotherm of NSF on cement
Flow curve
Figs. 3~8 show the flow curves of the pastes. Regarding cement pastes containing no NSF, the apparent
viscosity of each paste after 10 minutes of hydration rose with decremental C3S/C2S or incremental
СзА/СзАЕ (Fig. 3). Particularly the influence on the viscosity by the latter was greater than that by the
former. The apparent viscosities of same cement pastes showed almost no ageing change (Figs. 3,4).
For NSF addition, the paste after 10 minutes of hydration showed a behavior approximate to
Newtonian’s flow. The apparent viscosity of each paste continued to lower with incremental NSF until the
NSF reached the saturated adsorption. When cement, particles were saturated with NSF, the apparent
viscosity of cement paste remained unchanged even after further addition of NSF. Furthermore, apparent
viscosity difference was almost not found among cements of different clinker mineral composition (Figs.
~8) . In the case of NSF addition up to 0.4% max, the apparent viscosity of pastes rose with incremental
*
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Fig. 6 Flow curves of NSF 0. 4%-added cement pastes (after 40 minutes of hydration)
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Fig. 7 Flow curves of NSF 0.8%-added cement pastes (after 10 minutes of hydration)

C3S/C2S or C3A/C4AF (Figs. 5~8). The apparent viscosity after 40 minutes of hydration was higher than that
after 10 minutes, caused by incremental addition of NSF.

Zeta potential
Table 2 shows the zeta potential of cement. As shown, the zeta potential of cement containing no NSF
was OmV to +7mV, having increased with decremental CsS/C2S or СзА/С4АР.
As for cements containing NSF, the absolute zeta potential of each cement continued to increase with
incremental NSF until cement particles were saturated with NSF. This absolute zeta potential also
increased with decremental C3S/C2S or C3A/C4AF, when NSF was added up to 0.4% max. As shown, the absolute
zeta potential after 40 minutes of hydration was lower than that after 10 minutes. It reduced remarkablly
particularly in cement samples which are not saturated with NSF.

Table 2
Sasple

S-l
S-2
S-3

i-i
1-2
1-3

Zeta-potential of cement

10 ninutes of hydration
:
NSF added
NSF
non-added !
i
0.4%
0.2%
+0.1
; -32.1
; -33.6
+1.1
; -33.1
; -30.7
+6.5
i -19.4
+5". 6
1 -31.9
Г -30.1
+3.7
I -28.0
; -27.0
+0.5
: -10.9
: -16.2

•

0.8%

;
;

-34.8
-33.0
-27.7
-ЗЗ". 5
-31.1
-25.1

:
;
;

(mV)

40 minutes of hydration
NSF added
0. 2%
0.8%

-26.6
-31.0
..-.ja.
-31.5
-30.7
- 1.9

i:

4X i;

:

-33-1
-32.4

I

-34.0
-37.4

1
;
:

-33.4
-28.6
- 4.1

I
■
:

-34.2
-34.9
-29.0

Hydration products
As regards hydration products in hydrated samples, whether NSF added or not added thereto, only
ettringite was identified by XED and TG-DSC. Fig. 9 shows the amount of ettringite in hydrated samples.
The amount of ettringite didn't depend on variation of Сз5/Сг5, but the amount of ettringite
increased with incremental C3A/C4AF. Any of cement samples containing NSF showed the increase of the

Fig.9 Time tendency of the amount of the ettringite in cement
amount of ettringite depending on incremental CsS/C2S. Further, the amount of ettringite was very small in
cement containing 3% of C3A, while those in cement containing 8% or more of C3A were nearly constant.

Sedimentation volume of paste
Fig. 10 shows the relationship between the sedimentation volume and apparent viscosity of NSF-added
cement paste after 40 minutes of hydration. As shown, this relationship was good.

• : S - 1 (NSFO. 8X)
■ : S-2(NSF0.8»
▲ : S-3 (NSFO. 8«

O: S — 1 (NSFO. 4X)
□: S-2 (NSFO.4%)
A: S - 3 (NSFO. 4%)

•:
■:
Ж:

I — 1 (NSFO. 836)
I — 2 (NSFO. 8%)
I—3<NSF0. 8X)

О:
□:
A:

I - 1 (NSFO. 4%)
I-2 (NSFO. 4%)
1-3 (NSFO. W

Fig.10 Relation between sedimentation volume and apparent viscosity of cement paste
with different content of NSF
DISCUSSION

Fluidity of NSF non-added cement paste
The apparent viscosity of NSF non-added cement paste rose with decremental C3S/C2S or incremental
C3A/C4AF. This tendency of viscosity rise relates to the amount of ettringite. In other words, probably
this tendency reveals that ettringite gives inverse affect.to the rheological property of NSF non-added
cement pastes(ll, 12).
Fluidity of NSF-added cement paste
The absolute zeta potential of NSF-added cement paste increased and the apparent viscosity thereof
after 10 minutes of hydration lowered reversely. Such a phenomenon can be explained as follows; NSF
adsorbed in cement paste acts to raise the absolute zeta potential and, as a result, increasing
inter-particle repulsive force stabilizes particle dispersion.
Cement containing high ratio of C3S/C2S or C3A/C4AF adsorbed a large amount of NSF. №en addition of
NSF is small, the absolute zeta potential reduces and the apparent viscosity of paste increases reversely.
Addition of NSF at less than saturated NSF adsorption amount makes the absolute zeta potential smaller and
also the apparent viscosity of paste higher, because of insufficiency in NSF adsorption into cement
particles, ffhen NSF is further added to a paste in which NSF was adsorbed, therefore, the absolute zeta

potential of the paste increases slightly, while the apparent viscosity thereof remains almost unchanged.
These pastes show similar apparent viscosity in spite of different mineral composition. From the
result of NSF adsorption into 1 series of cement, the amount of NSF adsorption into C3A is considered to
be larger than that into C4AF. This differs from the adsorption character in pure clinker mineral
synthesized from reagents.
.
The apparent viscosity of pastes after 40 minutes of hydration was higher than that after 10 minutes.
The viscosity rise is remarkable particularly in pastes containing low ratio of C»S/C3S or CaA/C4AF.
Judging from hydration product and sedimentation volume in and of paste, such a phenomenon is considered
to result not from hydration product but from sedimentation of cement particles. The dispersed cement
particles are easy to slip from each other and, as a result, facilitate production of cement paste of low
sedimentation volume. This acts to raise the apparent viscosity of pastes after 40 minutes of hydration.
On the other hand, the pastes of high apparent viscosity after 10 minutes of hydration showed slight
rise of the apparent visosity after 40 minutes. Considering the lowered absolute zeta potential, it is
presumed to be caused not by sedimentation but by secondary aggregation of cement particles(13).

CONCLUSION
1. The apparent viscosity of NSF non-added cement paste rises with decremental C»S/C2S or incremental
C»A/C<AF in cement. Cement paste of high apparent viscosity is considered to closely relate to the
amount of ettringite which is more formed in such a cement paste.
2. The apparent viscosity of NSF-added cement paste, after 10 minutes of hydration, rises with incremental
CiS/CaS or CSA/C4AF in cement. In the addition of small NSF, the absolute zeta potential of cement with
high saturation adsorbability is low because NSF is only adsorbed in a part of the particles surface.
This low absolute zeta potential is presumed to cause the apparent viscosity to rise during the initial

hydration of cement.
,
,
3. The apparent viscosity of NSF-added cement paste rises with time elapse. Particularly the viscosity
rise is remarkable in cement paste of low CaS/C,S or C5A/C4AF. Such remarkable rise is condidered to be
caused by sedimentation of cement particles.
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THE ROLE OF THE NATURE OF HYDRATION PHASES ON THE
RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF CEMENT DISPERSIONS
F L Glekel and R Z Kopp

Institute of Chemistry, Uzbek Academy of Sciences
Tashkent, UZBEKISTAN

SlbHvLAHY

i'ne paper presents results of investigations of parameters affec
ting rheologic properties of birder-water-admixture system for all the
main dinier components (C3S,C2S,C3A,

in combination with CaS0;2H?0

and without it). Calcium lignosulfonate and polimeric electrolyte based

on salicylic acid,wich differ in composition and action mechanism (in
first one surface activity is predominant, while for the second one -

It is shown that the main
factors were the specific surface of the new formations which should cor
chemical activity) were used as admixtures.

respond to relief interphase surface of .solid phase particles, their af
finity for this surface and between each other. Such new formations can,

like products of cement hydration, be modified by the admixture at the
stage of colloid dispersity degree (l), so result gelir—like products of
reaction between chemically active admixtures and cement suspension 11pu
id phase (ll).

Приводятся результаты изучения параметров,влияющих на реологические
свойства системы вяжущее-вода-добавка для всех основных компонентов кли
нкера (Cß3,.р,CßA,А5? в сочетании с гипсом и без него).В качестве до
бавок взяты лигносульфонат кальция и полиэлектролит на основе салицило
вой кислоты, различающиеся составом и механизмом действия (для первого

он определяется преобладанием поверхностной,для второго-химической ак
тивности). Показано,что наиболее значимыми факторами оказались дипперпность новообразований и их сродство к поверхности частиц твердой фазы,
рельеф которой они должны сгладить, и между собой. Такими новообразова
ниями могут быть как модифицированные добавкой на стадии коллоидной
степени дисперсности продукты гидратации вяжущего (I), так и гелеобраз
ные продукты реакции химически активных добавок с жидкой фазой цемент
ной суспензии (II).

IKTRODUCTION

The practice of using admixtures-plasticizers,which allow to control

the rheological parameters of concrete mixes,shows that when using prepa

rations of identical composition with different cements, the results are
often not reproducible. It is generally accepted that this owes to diffe
rence in the mineral composition of the cements, but the data on admixtu

re plasticizing effect on Portland cement clinler components is limited
and concerns mainly tricalcium aluminate (C^A).

Systematic investigations on the influence of admixtures calcium
lignosulfonate and polymeric electrolyte based on

salicylic acid which

differ in composition and mode of action, were carried out on the main
clinker
components (C^S,C2S, C3A and C4AI') in combination with
gyps
and without it.
hAphRIiviENTAL

The admixtures were introduced in the form of aqueous solutions to
gether with the mixing water. The changes in the processes of structure
formation at early stages (5 min) induced by the admixtures introduced
were characterized by a complex study of the liquid and solid phase com
position, specific surface and plastic strength (Pm)> rheological proper

ties were evaluated from the change in consistency of freshly prepared
grout (spread,S).
Influence of the composition and structure of low- and" highmoleculer SAS on the formation and properties of surface hydrate layers (films,

was studied . using the special methodology in limited concentrated sys
tems, the abundance of free water being absent. The additive in the form

of aqueous solution was added with minimum of water in the mineral dis
persion C-jA, C3S and C4AF; after a minute’s mixing the sample was placed
inside a vacuum device,where the free water was extracted. The powder
treated in this manner was hydrated in the steam phase.

RESULTS AMD DISCUSSIONS

A very high increase in specific surface of the water—modified
samples (from 2 to 13 m2/g for C-jS and from 1,8 to 30-35 m2/g for C3A

and C4AF) at relatively small degree of hydration shows a very high spe
cific surface of the initial hydrates formed.
"The isotherm of water evaporation, sorption-desorption analysis on
modified aluminates and silicates of calcium show differences in the in
fluence of additives of different nature on the kinetics and the degree

of hydration as well as on the specific surface of the hydrates.
hesides, the higher the polymer chemical activity for binding Ca

2+

,

the lower the hard phase dispersion at modifying, that speaking about
2+
its product of interaction with Ca
in the formation of screening layers.
In the absence of admixtures, for monomineral systems there is a

distinct inverse relationship between the hydration activity of the ini
tial phase the crystalchemical peculiarities and the specific surface of

hydrates, on the one hand, and the mix consistency at the initial stage

of structure formation, on the other. The minerals are respectively

ar

ranged in the following order:
CaS0.-2Ho0 ? CnS ?■ C^S ? C.AF > C^A
Indeed, the aluminate phases rapidly react with water with formati
on of well crystallized calcium hydroaluminate tending to formation

of

phase contacts, and thus resulting in rapid loss of water suspension flu
idity. In silicate suspensions, the initial products of hydration are
calcium hydrosilicates localized on the surface of the ititial grains
and do not have a noticeable tendency to structure formation and there
fore fluidity is substantially higher.
In principle, admixtures-plasticizers liquefy dispersions of all mir-

neralsihowever all other conditions (identical concentration,method
of
introduction, liquid-to-solid ratio, temperature) remaining the same,
the effectiveness of plasticizing action varies relative to different mi

nerals :
For the Lignosulfonate

C.AF > C3S > C9S > C3A
.

For the Folyelectrolyte

CÄAF > C?S > C3S > C^A

It is seen that introduction of either admixture has the highest ef

fect for calcium aluminferrite while it has the least effect for trical

cium aluminate. The main difference in the nature of hydration products
of the two mineral is connected with the fact that C^AF form substantial

amount of products of colloid degree of dispersity along with well crys
tallized calcium hydroaluminate. Therefore it is suggested that the in
increased effect of plasticizers on C^AF favours better hydrolysis of
this mineral and specific surface of new formations (1,2), as a consequ
ence of the formation and localization of

such products in the zone

of

particle contacts.
To find out the main factors due to which poly
-mineral systems
with admixtures acquire the ability to plasticizing, regression coeffi
cients were determined by the experiment designed in accordance with
multifactor composition plan of the second order. The matrix of planning

of full factor experiment was constructed with allowance for five inde

pendent variables: x1-x5 - C3A,
C3S, C2S, СаБОд- 2H20 respectively.
Dependent variables:
S'without admixtures, Y2~ with lignosulfonate,
with /HP—1 , Уд and

— дБ respectively for LSK and VRP—1. Regression

analysis is carried out by Slti-4 computer using standart programs.
¥1= 50,7-0,385x^0,257x2-0,050x3

Y2= 69,8-1,560х1+0,705х2+0,231х5+0,151Хд

Y3= 74,9-1,111x1+0,080x2-0,445x3+0,180x5

Y4=

13,0+0,915x2-1 ,310x^0,314x4

Y5= 20,2+0,490x2-0,562x^0,320x^

It is seen that in polymineral systems in water suspensions with

out admixtures, the presence of C^A is the most negative factor, the se
cond negative factor being СдАР (table 1).
When the admixtures are introduced, the negative effect of C3A

creases while in the presence of calcium aluminoferrite it becomes
of the main positive factors.

in

one

Gypsum in this case becomes important — in all compositions contai
ning aluminate phases, especially in the presence of C3S. With as well

as without plasticizers, introduction of gypsum leads to increase in con
crete fluidity (spread) by 10-15W. This indicates that fine disperse pro

ducts of gypsum interact with aluminate
sulf oaluminate

phases, forming calcium hydro

under conditions of high oversaturation and it is this

rather than gypsum itself that has a plasticizing effect. In this connec
tion the role of calcium silicates governing lime oversaturation in a
liquid phase of mineral suspension is shown. It appeared to vary with

the type of plasticizer introduced into the

composition: in the pre

sence of LS the most significant additional

factor increasing admixture

effect is C2S, while in the presence of VRP-1 C3S becomes more important

but as a negative

factor. This is

in good agreement with the peculia

rities of the action of the admixtures considered. In contrast to CSA LS,
which does not lime and stabilized hydrates at the stage of their forma
tion and growth, VRP-1 immediately reacts with Ca(0H)2 with the -forma
tion of poorly soluble products of colloid degree of dispersity (VRP-Ca),
which form hydrate-polymeric layer on the surface of silicate thereby

inhibiting their hydration.
As a result, formation of calcium hydrosulfoaluminate in the initi
al stage, which is higher the higher the VRP-1 dose, takes place at lo-

Table 1 - Influence of composition of the mixes on
the efficiency of the action of plastic!-zers (w/c=0,50;filler-highly-disperse sand.)

Composition of mix,
^
*

C3A

: C4AF

C3S

•

:

:

Spread, mm

C2S : CaS04: With-:
With *70,3
^
out : —
-:
• admix; 1ST : VRP-1 •

10

10

50

20

10

44

61

50

20

10

10

10
—

50

20

10

47
44

50
—
—

20

10

20

10

20

10
10

—

—

10
—

10

10
—

—

—

20

—

—

20

10
-

10

50
50

—

10

10

10
—

10
—
—
10
—

10
—

10
—
10
—

—

10

10

50

10

80

49

20
36

62

49

41

11

45

70

57

41
40
46

72

65

55
76

91

71
60

27
59
78

55
43

77
85
64

45
50

77
69

50
40

75
41
62

—

10

—

41

50
62

—

—

10

50

20

10
—

50

20

—

45

50

20

—

—

50

20

45
50

10

—

20

—

10
—

—

20

—
—

20
20
—

—
—
—

10

50

—

50

—

10
—
—

10
10

—

—
—

—
—

10

50
—

—
—

10
—

—
—

—

50

—

: VRP-1
•

39

10
10
—

—

LST

1,0.

53
64

10
—

10

10

10
10
10

50
—

;
/л S ’
■ • U kJ VV Ct и X

44
52
52
56

43
42

74
41
80

70

67
54

30

49

71

35
33

38

20

72
76

50
2

22
80

24

52

71
41

19
0

14
0

64
60

78

42

55
38

33
28

0

0

86

38

27
27
0

17
34
0

78

48

69

4

58

68
58
60
60
61

44

64
40

97
66

72
61

71
41

75
41
62

69

127

22

44

75
46

—

53
46

71
46

64
70

34
0

21
52

—
—

45
42

85
45

85
40

89
2

89
0

wer oversaturation,i.e. under the same conditions as in C^A-CaSO^-H^O sy
stem what governs the loss of suspension fluidity by the reasons similar
to those for C3A-H2O composition where calcium hydroaluminate is a struc
ture forming element.
Hence, the role of binder composition in plasticizing effect varies

with the nature of the admixture which determines the peculiarities
its

action mechanism.
The type and properties of a binder determine

of

the optimum dose and

the mechanism of action of an admixture. It was established that admix
tures with predominantly chemical activity (electrolytes, polymeric ele
ctrolytes) have the highest effect on the binders, cohereis the products
of hydration at early stages are localized in volume (expanding composi

tions, gypsum pozzolana cement binders).

The most

effective regula

tors for the binders cohereis the products of hydration are localized
on the surface of cement particles (Portland cement and mixed binders

based

thereon) are surface-active agents. At this there is no onevalue

dependence of the plasticizing action of the admixture

on the design

Difference in structure and
localization on the cement particle surface of particular clinker mine
rals could be one of the factors influencing the initial stages of hyd
ration the mineral composition itself is connected with the conditions

mineral composition of Portland cement.

of clinker production.
The above data, in combination with those on investigations of the

physico-chemical processes taking place at the initial stages of struc
ture formation and determining the rheological behaviour of the conside
red mono- and polymineral compositions in the presence of admixtures
(3) point to the following. In all the cases, regardless of the nature

of the dispersion phase and the plasticizer, the necessary condition
for plasticisation is the presence in the system of small quantities of

new formations of colloid degree of dispersity which participate in for
mation of '‘smooth" surface of contacting particles.
ral systems

Por the monomine

studied, the source of such products is calcium alumino-

ferrite.

CONCLUSION

As a result of investigations on the effect of fine aggregate

(sand) on the structure formation processes of cement suspension in a
concrete mix, it was established that the plasticizing effect of admix
tures depends on the sand grain composition, the йеоте'ЬгУ and the sur
face properties of its particles. For a given granulometric composition,

the maximum effect is achieved for a sand with smooth surface while

using admixtures whose action mechanism is connected with hydrate sta

bilization at the stage of nucleus formation.
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FLASH-SET BEHAVIOUR OF OIL WELL CEMENT SLURRIES
CONTAINING LIGNOSULPHONATES
■ M Mlchaux and E В Nelson
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SUMMARY
In oil well cementing, lignosulphonates are commonly used to extend the setting time of Portland cement
slurries. In some cases premature stiffening or “gelation” of the slurry occurs when unrefined lignosulphonate
retarders are used. In an effort to explain this phenomenon, the hydration behaviour of I0W-C3A Portland
cement slurries, СзА-gypsum-lime systems and C4AF-gypsum-lime systems, containing refined or unrefined lig
nosulphonates, was studied. The results showed that unrefined lignosulphonates destabilize the hydration process
of C-jAF-gypsum-lime mixtures, causing a flash set. Similar behaviour was also detected in I0W-C3A Portland
cement slurries. The problem can be prevented by two methods - use of refined lignosulphonates, or delayed
addition of unrefined lignosulphonates. It was thought that ferrite phase does not hydrate similarly to C3A;
the role played by the possible formation of a protective layer of amorphous iron hydroxide onto C4AF grains is

discussed.

RESUME
Les lignosulfonates sont couramment utilises lots de la cimentation des puits petroliers pour augmenter le
temps de prise des coulis de ciment Portland. Dans certains cas, un epaississement premature du coulis se produit
lorsque des lignosulfonates non raffines sont employes. Dans le but d’expliquer ce phenomene, le comportement
au cours de 1’hydratation de coulis de ciment ä faible teneur en C3A, de systemes СзА-gypse-chaux et C4AFgypse-chaux, a ete etudie. Les resultats ont montre que le lignosulfonate non rafiine destabilise le processus
d’hydratation des melanges C4AF-gypse-chaux, ce qui provoque une prise eclair. Un comportement analogue
a egalement ete mis en evidence dans les coulis de ciment a faible teneur en C3A. Get inconvenient peut etre
evite par deux methodes: soit en utilisant des lignosulfonates raffines, soit en ajoutant, apres quelques minutes,
les lignosulfonates non raffines au coulis de ciment. L’hypothese a ete suggeree que 1’hydratation de la phase
ferritique s’effectue differemment de celle du C3A; le role joue par la formation eventuelle d’rme couche protectrice

d’hydroxyde de fer amorphe sur les grains de C4AF est discute.

INTRODUCTION
Oil well cementing consists of filling the annulus between casing and formation with a cement slurry in
order to maintain the casing and above all to achieve good zonal isolation. The cement slurry is pumped down
inside the casing to be cemented, exits the bottom, and displaces drilling mud while moving up the annulus. To
properly achieve this placement, cement slurries must be designed with dispersants and retarders to obtain good
rheological properties and long enough setting times at temperatures which can sometimes exceed 200°C.1 The
most commonly used retarders for well cements are the sodium and calcium salts of lignosulphonic acids. These
polymers, derived from wood pulp, are usually unrefined and contain various amounts of saccharide compounds.
Analyses have shown that the main impurities are pentoses (xylose and arabinose), hexoses (galactose, mannose
and rhamnose) and corresponding aldonic acids (especially xylonic acid).2,3 The saccharide compounds content

can be as high as 10% of the crude lignosulphonate. In most commercial lignosulphonates, xylose is the principal

impurity.
Refined lignosulphonates (RL) can be used without any problem over a wide temperature range. By
contrast, premature detrimental stiffening of the slurry often occurs when unrefined lignosulphonates (UL) are
used at temperatures above 50-60°C. This problem is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the effect of UL upon
the rheological properties of an API Class G cement slurry (i.e., HSR cement; СзА<3%)1 conditioned for 20
minutes at 85°C. A steady increase in the plastic viscosity and yield value was observed with UL concentration.
Interestingly, Figure 1 also shows that if the addition of UL to the slurry is delayed for several minutes, the
problem is resolved. If a RL is added instead, no adverse rheological effects were noted and the additive acted
as an efficient dispersant (Figure 2). This dispersing effect was reinforced when the addition of RL was delayed.
These results led us to suspect that the rheological behaviour of a cement slurry is largely a function of the
evolution of hydration products during the first few minutes after slurry mixing.

UL CONCENTRATION (%)

FIGURE 1: YIELD VALUE к PLASTIC VISCOSITY vs UL CONCENTRATION
(UL in mix water or 5-minute delayed addition)
CLASS G CEMENT - W/C = 0.44 - T = 85 deg.C

RL CONCENTRATION

(7?)

RL CONCENTRATION (%)

FIGURE 2: YIELD VALUE к PLASTIC VISCOSITY vs RL CONCENTRATION
(RL in mix water or 5-minute delayed addition)
CLASS G CEMENT - W/C = 0.44 - T = 85 deg.C

It is known that the aluminate phases (C3A and C4AF, or more precisely CjAnF^-n) with 0<n<0.7)

in Portland cement are the most reactive at short hydration times, and have the greatest influence on slurry
rheology. The mechanisms of hydration of these phases are still not completely understood, and several theories
have been described in the literature.4-11 Nevertheless, it would seem that the formation of a more or less
protective layer of ettringite on surfaces may somehow be involved. Studies on pure aluminate phases have
shown that lignosulphonates can accelerate the formation of ettringite.12,13 This should result in an excessive
rate of early stiffening in cement slurries. Actually, some rheological anomalies in Portland cement slurries
containing lignosulphonates, which are mainly used as water-reducing additives in construction industry, have
been reported.14-17 It is usually suggested that these anomalies take place because lignosulphonates slow down
the dissolution rate of calcium sulphates, making “undersulphated” a cement normally well sulphated when
mixed neat.15-17 Cements containing large quantities of natural anhydrite instead of gypsum and hemihydrate
were shown to be more sensitive to the presence of lignosulphonates.17

The present study was undertaken in an effort to explain how unrefined lignosulphonates can destabilize
I0W-C3A Portland cements which are commonly used in oil well cementing.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A preliminary series of experiments was performed to determine the effects of UL, RL and xylose on the
hydration of pure C3A (cubic form, Blaine fineness: 3200 cm2/g) and C4AF (Blaine fineness: 3400 cm’/g).

Gypsum of reagent grade was added to the phases in the relative amounts observed in most OPC (25% by weight
of C3A; 10% to 25% by weight of C4AF). 5% calcium hydroxide (containing about 10% calcite as impurity) was
also added to obtain a pH similar to that found in cement slurries. The progress of hydration was followed using
heat-flow conduction calorimetry (using a SETARAM C80 calorimeter).

The effect of RL upon the hydration of C3A at 30°C is shown in Figure 3. The concentration by weight of
C3A was varied from 0% to 2%, and a regular progression of “setting time” (heat maximum on the thermogram)
with concentration was observed. The rate of conversion from ettringite to monosulphate was probably reduced as
well, because the heat-flow peak was widened and its intensity was lowered. An analogous series of thermograms
was recorded with UL, at concentrations up to 1% (Figure 4). The same direct relationship between the length
of the induction period and concentration was observed; however, UL was shown to be a more efficient retarder
than RL. The ability of UL to retard C3A was severely curtailed by a relatively small increase in temperature,
as shown in Figure 5, where the curing temperature was 50°C, but the trend in retardation was the same.

W/S = 1 - T = 30 deg.C
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FIGURE 3: EFFECT OF RL ON HYDRATION OF
C3A - 25% GYPSUM - 5% LIME SYSTEM.

FIGURE 4: EFFECT OF UL ON HYDRATION OF
C3A - 25% GYPSUM - 5% LIME SYSTEM.

FIGURE 5: EFFECT OF UL ON HYDRATION OF
C3A - 25% GYPSUM - 5% LIME SYSTEM.

FIGURE 6: EFFECT OF RL ON HYDRATION OF
C4AF - 10% GYPSUM - 5% LIME SYSTEM.
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As the reactivity of C4AF is much reduced compared to C3A, studies were made at 50°C. Much different
results were obtained when the retarders were added to this phase. From 0% to 2% RL the shape of the
thermograms was completely modified (Figure 6). The intensity of the heat-evolution peaks was significantly
reduced and the peak practically disappeared when 2% RL was present. At low concentrations (<1%) RL retarded
the formation of ettringite and its conversion to monosulphate, but at 2% it had a neutral or perhaps slightly
accelerating effect on the rate of ettringite formation, and a significant retarding effect on its conversion. UL
had a completely different effect upon the hydration of C4AF. Whatever its concentration, the rate of ettringite
formation was dramatically accelerated (Figure 7). The induction period was no longer visible with 1% UL, and
a flash set was observed in the presence of 2% UL. This led us to suspect that the principal impurity in UL,
xylose, might be responsible. Indeed, as shown in Figure 8, only 0.5% xylose was required to induce a flash set.

FIGURE 7: EFFECT OF UL ON HYDRATION OF
C4AF - 10% GYPSUM - 5% LIME SYSTEM.

FIGURE 8: EFFECT OF XYLOSE ON HYDRATION OF
C4AF -10% GYPSUM - 5% LIME SYSTEM.

To confirm the information supplied by the thermograms, the evolution of the gypsum (G), ettringite
(E) and lime (L) concentrations in the C4AF pastes was followed by thermogravimetric analysis. The results
are presented in Table 1. The system without retarder showed a normal progressive decrease of the gypsum
concentration leading to an increase of the ettringite concentration. The reaction was fast at early times and
then slowed down. Similar behaviour was noted when 1% RL was present in the system, except that the initial
formation of ettringite was delayed. The addition of 1% UL resulted, after a 15-minute induction period, in a
very fast consumption of gypsum and conversion of ettringite to monosulphate which could be detected by X-ray
diffraction. It can also be noted that, in the three systems, about 1.5% lime disappeared during early hydration.
This amount being largely in excess of that necessary to saturate the solution (about 0.1% is required), it can
be assumed that a part of lime was involved in the formation of first hydrates. After this fast consumption, lime
concentration remained almost constant despite the continuous formation of ettringite. This led us to think that

other hydrates have been formed at early ages. At the end of the induction period, the UL-containing system
showed a gradual consumption of lime which corresponds to the instability of ettringite and the formation of
monosulphate and calcium aluminate hydrates.
To investigate the effects of UL and xylose further, we increased the initial gypsum concentration to 25%. As
shown in Table 2, the same acceleration of gypsum consumption was observed; however, the gypsum concentration
levelled off and allowed the formation of ettringite to continue for several hours. Again, the initial formation of
ettringite was delayed in the presence of UL, whereas this effect was not seen with xylose. In the case of xylose
an initial rapid formation of ettringite occurred after which further formation appeared to be blocked. It can
also be noted that lime concentration was lower in systems containing UL or xylose.
At this point one might speculate that a simple addition of gypsum to a UL-containing cement slurry would
solve the viscosification problem; unfortunately, this is not the case. Notice that the amount of ettringite in the
UL and xylose systems is substantially higher than that for the additive-free system. It is known that high
concentrations of ettringite viscosify a cement slurry.

The next step in our investigation was to measure the consumption of gypsum in real cements when the
above additives are present. The slurries were conditioned in an atmospheric consistometer (EG + G Chandler
Engineering Model 1250) at 85°C, at which temperature the gelation problem becomes more apparent. After
various times, samples were taken and the hydration was stopped by drying with acetone and ether. Table 3
shows the ronsumption of gypsum when 0.3% (by weight of cement) UL was added to a Class G cement in which
Table 2: Effect of UL and Xylose on Hydration of
C4AF - 25% Gypsum - 5% Lime System.
W/S = 0.8 - T = 50°C

Table 1: Effect of RL and UL on Hydration of
C4AF - 10% Gypsum - 5% Lime System.
W/S = 0.8 - T = 50” C

Time
(nun)
0
15
30
60
120
240
360
480

%G
8.6
6.6
6.4
5.7
5.0
3.3
1.1
0

Neat
%E
0
4.6
4.9
5.7
8.0
11.3
14.7
18.6

%L
3.8
2.3
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.2
2.1
1.7

%G
8.6
8.4
5.5
4.6
3.3
2.6
1.4
0.8

1% RL
%E
0
0.5
4.4
7.2
7.6
10.9
14.2
16.1

%L
3.8
2.5
2.1
2.0
2.1
1.9
1.6
1.7

%G
8.6
8.1
6.2
0
0
0
0
0

1% UL
%E
0
0.6
0.4
0
0
0
0
0

%L
3.8
2.0
1.7
0.8
0.9
0.4
0.4
0.2

Time
(min)
0
15
30
60
120
240
360
480

%G
19.2
16.9
17.2
14.8
13.5
11.8
10.2
8.8

Neat
%E
0
5.6
5.5
6.9
10.0
13.9
17.2
20.5

%L
3.3
2.0
2.1
2.1
2.2
2.0
1.7
1.5

%G
19.2
19.0
10.1
8.5
7.0
4.9
3.3
1.6

1% UL
%E
0
0.5
14.3
18.3
22.0
25.2
27.8
29.3

%L
3.3
2.6
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.1
0.9
0.7

0.5% Xylose
%G %E %L
19.2
0
3.3
8.9 14.4 1.3
6.5 21.0 1.0
6.8 23.6 0.7
5.3 26.5 0.9
6.0 23.0 0.7
3.0 32.9 0.9
4.6 28.5 0.9

virtually all calcium sulphate is present as gypsum (3.91%). Compared to the neat slurry, the consumption of
gypsum was accelerated but did not go to completion within 420 minutes; however, a viscosification of the slurry
was observed. This situation is roughly analogous to that shown in Table 2 where the amount of gypsum is
sufficient to prevent a flash set. In Table 4 the behaviour of another Class G cement is shown. Notice that the
total calcium sulphate content was less (2.22%), and that most of it (1.84%) was present as hemihydrate (no
anhydrite could be detected). The neat slurry demonstrated good control of gypsum consumption; therefore, the
cement was not undersulphated (i.e., no flash setting was observed). It can also be noted that hemihydrate very
quickly rehydrated into secondary gypsum. Similar control was observed when 0.3% RL was used (accompanied
by a slow rehydration of hemihydrate) and when 0.3% UL was added to the slurry 10 minutes after mixing, and

in both cases the slurry was very well dispersed. However, complete eradication of gypsum occurred within 5
minutes when 0.3% UL was added normally (i.e., in mix water) or when 0.15% xylose was present, and a severe
gelation problem was observed. This situation could be compared with that shown in Table 1 where the amount
of gypsum is not sufficient to prevent a flash set.

The results described above have established three principal points - (1) the C4AF-gypsum-lime system
is dramatically accelerated by UL; (2) the effects of UL on the hydration of C4AF are observable in I0W-C3A
Portland cement systems; (3) the products of hydration during the mixing stage are critical to the performance

of the slurry.
It is generally recognized that hydration products of the C3A and C4AF are similar, except for the partial
substitution of aluminium by iron in hydrates and possible formation of amorphous iron hydroxide from C4AF.9,13
It can be assumed that iron hydroxide may play a major role in the retardation mechanism of the ferrite phase.
At this point in our study, we speculated that the RL and UL might affect the fate of iron hydroxide in different

ways.
The effects of the lignosulphonates on the formation of iron hydroxide (FH3) were studied by preparing
high-pH solutions of the retarders, adding a known amount of iron chloride, and measuring by ICP spectrometry
the amount of iron remaining in solution after stirring for 1 hour. The amount of precipitated iron was deduced
from the amount of iron remaining in solution. A comparison between UL and RL is shown in Figure 9. As the
concentration of UL increased, the amount of precipitated FH3 decreased. At 0.8 g/L UL, which corresponds
to a concentration much lower than those found in the liquid phase of cement slurries containing 0.3% UL, the

precipitation of FH3 was completely prevented. Analysis of the solution by UV spectophotometry at 280 nm
showed that the iron was complexed. A later experiment showed that xylose also prevents the precipitation
of FH3. RL, however, has no effect upon the precipitation of FH3 at concentrations up to at least 4.0 g/L,
corresponding approximately to those usually found in cement slurries containing 0.3% RL.
In the scope of additional tests, it was shown that UL was not capable of destabilizing FH3 already formed.
This might explain why flash set did not occur when UL was added to the cement slurry a few minutes after
mixing.
It is known that hydration of aluminate phases is retarded in the presence of lime.6,7,11 However, it can be
seen in Figures 10 and 11 that this retarding effect was much less pronounced on СзА-gypsum system than on
C4AF-gypsum system for which a flash set occurred in the absence of lime. It is believed that these differences
.are not explained solely on the basis of the temperature difference 30°C to 50°C. Considering these results with

Table 3: Effect of UL on Hydration
of a Class G Cement (1).
W/C = 0.44 - T = 85°C

% Gypsuni
Time
(min) Neat 0.3% UL
*
3.17
3.57
10
3.12
20
3.63
3.72
2.91
30
2.86
3.57
40
3.57
2.79
60
3.52
2.71
100
2.57
3.10
120
Set 180
2.50
2.50
300
2.43
420
* UL in mix water.

Table 4: Effect of RL, UL and Xylose on Hydration
of a Class G Cement (2).
W/C
0.44 - T = 85°C

Time
(min)
5
10
15
20
30
60
90
120

Neat 0.3% RL
1.84
0.65
0.94
1.75
1.71
1.13
1.11
1.65
1.23
1.48
1.36
1.27
1.10
1.38
0.80
1.36

% Gypsum
0.3% UL
**
0.3% UL
*
1.95
0
1.84
0
1.75
0
1.69
0
1.81
0
1.86
0
1.72
0
1.50
0

* UL in mix water.
” UL added to the slurry 10 minutes after mixing.

0.15% Xyl.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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those reported in Tables 1 and 2, it is suggested that lime is involved in the formation of first hydrates from
C4AF, perhaps to form a protective layer of amorphous FH3. With regard to previous results, it can be assumed
that the formation of this layer is prevented or perhaps just delayed in the presence of some impurities, such as
xylose, contained in UL.
200-1

FIGURE 12: HYDRATION OF C4AF-C3A MIXTURES
WITH 25% GYPSUM AND 5% LIME.

FIGURE 13: EFFECT OF GYPSUM ON HYDRATION
OF C3A - 5% LIME SYSTEM.

Most oil well cements have a C3A content less than 3%. Because this phase is much more reactive than
the ferrite phase, low amounts of C3A will compete with C4AF in consuming gypsum, resulting in significant
acceleration of C4AF-gypsum-lime systems (Figure 12). Therefore, although C3A is not accelerated by UL, it
can indirectly contribute to destabilize UL-containing cement slurries. In addition, it can be seen in Figure
13 that the length of the induction period of the СзА-lime system was not at all proportional to the gypsum
concentration. Consequently, oil well cements must contain the appropriate amount of calcium sulphate in order
to properly perform over a wide temperature range and in the presence of some additives having detrimental
side effects such as UL.

CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study have challenged the conventional wisdom concerning the importance of ferrite
phase in Portland cement systems. We have shown that C4AF does not always mimic the behaviour of C3A,
and its response to additives can greatly affect the performance of cement slurries. Unrefined lignosulphonates,
which contain residual sugars such as xylose, apparently cause rheological difficulties by preventing the proper
control of C4AF hydration. The fact that delayed addition of unrefined lignosulphonates restores proper control
shows that the initial hydration products are critical, and there is a short period just after mixing during which
the interstitial phase of cement can be completely destabilized.

Bur results also suggest that, unlike C3A, the proper formation of ettringite is not the only prerequisite to
control C4AF hydration. A protective layer of amorphous iron hydroxide on C4AF surfaces may be an additional
requirement during the first few minutes after mixing. It must however be pointed out that this assumption does
not exclude the possible participation of alumina gel and/or C4AHn in controlling C3A and C4AF hydration, as

sometimes proposed in the literature.
Our hypothesis is based on the fact that the presence of lime was shown to be essential to prevent a flash

set in C4AF-gypsum system at 50°C, and was involved in the formation of first hydration products. By contrast,
lime had only a slight retarding effect on СзА-gypsum system at 30°C. In addition, it was demonstrated that
unrefined lignosulphonates, contrary to refined lignosulphonates, prevented the formation of iron hydroxide by
forming a complex with iron.
The extent of viscosification in cement slurries containing unrefined lignosulphonates will depend, among
other factors probably, upon the amount of calcium sulphates. A more or less important viscosification will occur
if, after the accelerated reaction between C4AF and gypsum, calcium sulphates are still present to control the
hydration of interstitial phase. A premature flash set will take place if they are no longer available after this
initial reaction. It is likely that the dissolution rate of various forms of calcium sulphates present in the cement

is a critical parameter as well.
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THE INFLUENCE OF ADMIXTURES ON THE CRYSTALLIZATION
OF TOBERMORITE FROM C-S-H (I)
W Kurdowskl and T T Nguyen

University of Mining and Metallurgy
Cracow, POLAND

SUMMARY
The influence of calcium, aluminium, sodium and chromium chloride and sulphates on the process
of Tobermorite crystallization from C-S-H phase under thermal treatment in saturated water vapour
was examined. All sulphates except chromium were accelerators, however only calcium chloride was
a strong accelerator and all others were retarders. Thus, the influence of both components of salt added
i. e. of cation and anion is visible.

INTRODUCTION

.

The transformation of C-S-H into Tobermorite as a result of thermal treatment of building materials
is of great importance. As it is well known the properties of building materials are among others
dependent on their mineralogical composition. Taylor (1) and Dyczek (2) have demonstrated the
importance of the content of Tobermorite and/or C-S-H phase. Tobermorite is a crystalline product of
the transformation of a gel C—S—H phase thus the process increases the content of crystalline phases
and changes the microstructure as well as the porosity of the material.
In spite of the importance of the transformation of C-S-H phase into Tobermorite there are few
researches concerning the influence of admixtures on the course of this process (3-5). The aluminates
ions and alkalies accelerate the transformation (3,4) and on the contrary chromium hamper this process
.
(5)
The influence of sulphates ions was also under examination (6).
This paper presents the results of the examination of the influence of some chlorides and sulphates
on the crystallization of Tobermorite from C-S-H- phase.
'

MATERIALS AND METHODS

As a starting material the C-S-H phase was used with the C/S molar ratio equal to 1. The
*
C-S-H
phase was obtained by mixing the silica gel (Aerosil Degussa) with calcium hydroxide in water
suspension during two weeks. The disappearance of calcium hydroxide was controlled by X-ray and
thermal analysis [Figs. 1 and 2]. After two weeks C-S-H samples were washed with acetone and then
with ether and dried at 40’0

As the admixtures the following salts were added:

sulphates
CaSO4 • 1/2H2O
A12(SO4)3 • I8H2O
Cf2(SO4)3 • 6H2O
Na2SO4 • ЮН2О

chlorides
CaC12 • 6H2O
AICI3 • 6H2O
СгС1з • 6H2O
NaCl

The quantities of additions were 1, 3 and 5 % on ignition free basis.
All reagents were chemically pure.

Figure 3. SEM image of Tobermorite

To have the standard Tobermorite 1.13 nm the sample was prepared using Quartz and calcium
hydroxide and autoclaved at 118°C during four weeks. SEM image is shown in Fig. 3. X-ray pattem
contained all peaks of 1.13 nm Tobermorite.
The process of transfonnation of C-S-H into Tobermorite was observed by SEM and the quantitative
X-ray analysis was applied. For this purpose the surface of two peaks: (002) 1.13 nm and (650) 0.167
nm was measured.
All samples were autoclaved in a small chamber, which was introduced to laboratory dryer. The
chamber was previously filled with water in a such quantity to have saturated water vapour. The
samples were introduced in form of paste in a small, open teflon vessel. This procedure was described
in our previous paper (7).
For autoclaving the isothermic condition was choosen and the temperatures of thermal treatment
were: 110’,120’, 130°, 140’ and 150’C.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
All the sulphates accelerate the transformation of C-S-H phase into Tobermorite. As an example
the influence of gypsum is presented in Fig. 4. There is an optimum content of gypsum which lies
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Figure 4. The intensity of Tobermorite peaks in relation to addition of CaSCU. 1/2НгО, thermal treatment at 150°C during 48 h

around 1%. For higher addition, namely 3 and 5 % the acceleration of the process is lower and
additionally a small amount of anhydrite can be detected.
,
The alumina sulphate accelerates in a similar manner the crystallization of Tobennorite but the
influence is greater and is increasing with increased amount of addition. The alumina has a distinct
influence on the crystals’ habit and „band" forms can be be observed [Fig. 5].

Figure 5. The SEM image of Tobennorite formed in the sample containing 5 % of aluminium sulphate, 150'C, 120h

Among the sulphates the only exception is chromium sulphate which totally masks the crystallization
of Tobermorite. Even after 120 hours of thermal treatment at 150°C no Tobermorite crystals can be
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Figure 6. Intensity of Tobermorite peaks in relation to the quantity of calcium chloride added, 150’C. 48 hours

detected under SEM. However in case of 1% of addition very small amounts of these crystals are
observed.
Calcium chloride is the most intensive accelerator of crystallization of Tobermorite. In case of this
admixture the first plates of Tobermorite can be observed in the sample autoclaved 2 hours at 150°C.
The influence is increasing proportionally to the amount added (Fig. 6). The Tobermorite crystals can
also be detected by SEM in the samples autoclaved at 110°C during 48 hours.
The unexpected results gave aluminium chloride. This salt was a retarder of Tobenhorite formation
and its influence was proportional to the quantity added. For 1% of addition the crystals of Tobermorite
was visible under SEM, but already for 3 % of AlCh the presence of Tobermorite was not dedected
neither by X-ray nor by SEM.
NaCl has rather no effect on the transfonnation of C-S-H phase into Tobermorite. A very limited
retardation effect can be noted for the highest addition, i. e. for 5 %.
In the end chromium chloride is a very strong retarder. Even for 1 % of addition after 120 h of
thermal treatment at 150°C the process is far from completion while in the sample without chromium
the transformation is fully accomplished [Fig. 7].

Figure 7. X-ray pattern of the samples with chromium chloride addition autoclaved at 150'C during 120 h: a) 0 %. b) 1 %, c) 3 %.
d) 5 % of CrCI

Table 1. Minimum time of the thermal treatment ai 150"C for Tobermorite to be delected under SEM

content %

time of treatment h

CaC12.6H2O

1
5

6
2

CaSO4.1/2H2O

1

8

A12(SO4)3.18H2O

1
5

8
8

AICI3.6H2O

1
5

24
—*

1
5

48

CrC13-6H2O

5

—

NaCl

1

12

Admixture

Cr2(SO4)3-6H2O

none

.

*

10

*time of treatment 120 hours

The results are summarized in Table 1 in which the minimum time of autoclaving needed for
detection of Tobermorite crystals under SEM is presented.

CONCLUSIONS

From the obtained results the following conclusions can be drawn:
a) the strongest accelerator is calcium chloride,
b) the influence of added salt depends simultaneously on the cation and on the anion. For example
CaC12 is an accelerator but A1C13 is retarder, but Ä12(SO4)3 is accelerator,
,
c) only chromium salts are always strong retarders independently if they are added as chlorides
or sulphates,
d) the understanding of the mechanism in question needs further researches.
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EFFECT OF CEMENT CHARACTERISTICS ON THE FLUIDITY OF CEMENT
PASTE CONTAINING AN ORGANIC ADMIXTURE
T Nawa and H Eguchl

Central Research Laboratory, Chichibu Cement Co, Ltd
Kumagaya-shi, Saitama, JAPAN

SUMMARY

The effect of cement characteristics on the fiuidity of cement paste containing an
organic admixture has been

investigated using a rotational

viscometer. The mechanism of

the effect of cement characteristics on the fluidity was also investigated from the
viewpoint of the hydration of cement, adsorption of the admixture and the zefa potential
of the cement particles. The fluidity of a cement paste containing a superplasticizer
depends on the fine fraction smaller than 10д m, the type of gypsum, and alkali sulfates
in the cement. The hydration and adsorption studies showed that the effect of cement
characteristics on the fluidity of cement paste had a slight correlation to hydrate
deposition, but was rather closely related to adsorption of the admixture, especially that
on C3S. On the other hand, the zeta potential study showed that the cement paste was a
system composed of heterogeneous particles having different surface potentials. The
interpretation of the results from the fluidity study and the mechanism of action of an

organic admixture are discussed in terms of cement particle heteroflocculation.
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INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of organic admixtures such as superplasticizer and their
various applications to concrete has brought about
improvement in the quality of
cementitious mixtures including fluidity, strength and durability. Therefore, the study of
the effect of organic admixtures has been more important in order to control the quality
of ready mixed concrete and to identify its physical properties.
Although the effects of an admixture upon the fluidity of cementitious mixtures have
long been studied, there are still many unidentified points concerning the mechanism of
their action. It is, however, generally agreed that the action and effectiveness of the
admixture are affected by the various characterisrics of cement. Whiting (1) reported that
the alkali content as well as the fineness and the C3A content of cement affects the
required dosage of superplasticizer. Hattori et al.(2) and Basile et al.(3) pointed out
that the effects of superplasticizer were affected by the amount and the type of gypsum.
It is well known that alkali reacts preferentially with sulfur in raw materials and
generally forms alkali sulfate in the clinker. Therefore, the fineness and sulfates such
as alkali sulfate and gypsum are closely related to the mechanism of action of the
superplasticizer.
In this study, the effects of fineness and sulfates on the fluidity of cement paste
containing superplasticizer were investigated. In addition, the mechanism of action of the
superplasticizer is discussed with respect to the hydration of cement, the adsorption on
cement and the zeta potential of cement particles.
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials

Table 1 shows the chemical composition of the clinkers used in the study. In order to
clarify the effect of fineness on the fluidity of cement paste, 11 types of cement were
prepared by grinding the mixture of two clinkers. Cl and C2, and gypsum using different
grinding procedures. Dihydrate and hemihydrate were added to achieve 2Z of the total S03
content. The Blaine fineness and particle size distribution of the cements are shown in
Table 2.
;
On the other hand, for examining the effect of sulfates on the fluidity of cement
paste the cement was prepared using two clinkers, HR and LR. Clinkers HR and LR contained
different amounts of alkali sulfate corresponding to 0.47Z and 0.22Z, respectively, of
soluble alkali (converted to Na2O).
Each clinker was separately ground to a Blaine
fineness of 3,000cm2/g and then blended with dihydrate(D), hemihydrate(H) or anhydrite(A)
to achieve 2. IX of total S03 content. Thus, six different cements were prepared and
hereafter referred to as HR-D, HR-H, HR-A, LR-D, LR-H and LR-A, which indicate the
combination of clinker and gypsum.
C3A, C4AF and C3S were prepared by calcining a
stoichiometric mixture of CaC03, Al203, Fe203 and Si02. Their Blaine finenesses are
3,600+100cm2/g.
The
organic
admixture
used
in
this
study
was
a
commercial
superplasticizer (NSF) which mainly consisted of ' highly condensed sodium naphthalene
sulfonate formaldehyde. It was a 42% aqueous solution with a density of 1,200 kg/m3.

Measurement and Methods
The fluidity of the cement paste was determined by the apparent viscosity using a
rotational viscometer. The apparent viscosity (77) is calculated from the shear stress
(г ) at a 300 rpm shear rate (7 ) using the following equation:

(1)

7? = r /7

The amounts of adsorbed NSF were calculated by differences in concentration of an
admixture in the liquid phase.before and after adsorption. The concentration of NSF in the
liquid phase was determined by UV absorption at 270-293 nm.

Table 1

Sample
' Cl
C2
LR
HR

ig.loss

0.Ü
0.7
0.4
0.5

Chemical composition of clinker

insol. SiO2

0.0
0. 1
0. 1
0.1

22.2
22.3
22.7
21.9

Al203 Fe 2O3

5.2
5.1
5.1
5.2

3.4
3.0
3.2
3.3

CaO

MgO

S03

Na20

K20

65.1
64.8
66.7
65.6

1.9
2. 1
1.0
1.5

0.5
0.6
0.2
0.5

0.34
0.24
0.22
0.55

0.49
0.46
0.77
0.83

The hydration of cement was
stopped by dispersing it in acetone.
The amount of ettringite in the
hydrate sample was determined by the
TG-DSC method. The heat evolution of
cement as a function of time was
determined
using
an
isothermal
conduction calorimeter.
The zeta potential was measured
using an electrophoretic technique.
Suspensions with a 0.2g sample in a
60m^ solution of NSF were used at
room temperature.

RESULTS
Rheological Study of Cement Paste

Table 2

Fineness and particle size distribution

No. kind of

clinker
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Cl

C2

Figure
1
shows the apparent
viscosity
of
cement
pastes
prepared
using
cements with different Blaine finenesses. The
paste was allowed to hydrate for 15 minutes.
There is an apparent viscosity increase with an
increase in Blaine fineness when the variation
of Blaine fineness of cement was large. On the
other
hand,
there
was
not
a
very
clear
correlation detected when the fineness variation
was small.
Hattori(4) pointed out that the action of
the superplasticizer became significant when the
particle size was smaller than 10 y. m. Fig.2
shows the correlation between the fine fraction
amount (Sll/zm) and the viscosity of the cement
paste.
A
fairly
good
correlation
between
viscosity and particle fineness can be seen. It
was also indicated that the correlation was
affected by the kind of clinker and/or gypsum.
Fig.3 shows the correlation between the
apparent viscosity of the cement paste and the
added amount of NSF. The paste was prepared from
cements with different amounts of alkali sulfate
and different types of gypsum with hydration
allowed for 15 minutes. For cement prepared with

kind of

Blaine

gypsum

(cm2/g)

Residue(%)

2970 ■
3180
3570
4320
2930
Hemi3110
hydrate
4250
Dihydrate
4310
4360
4460
' 4520

Dihydrate

11pm

31pm

36.7
38.4
42.1
51.5
36.3
40.9
55.0
50.4
45.5
52.6
57.8

72.4 94.8
74.8 96.1
79.0 97.8
87.0 100.0
69.4 93.8
74.2 95.8
89.4 100.0
88.0 100.0
84.5 98.6
88.2 99.1
87.8 96.9

62pm

0.8

0.6
0.4

0.2
0.0

3000

3500

4000

4500

Blaine fineness (cm2/g)
Fig.1. Relation of Blaine fineness to

apparent viscosity of cement
paste (V/C=0.3, NSF CxI.AwtZ)

Clinker : LR

Cl inker : HR
О Dihydrate
Э Hemihydrate
• Anhydrite

■

-

USS'VS'^'~'"'^Q
—1

0

Residue of 11 um (X)
Fig.2. Relationship between fine fraction of
cement particles and apparent viscosity
of cement paste (W/C=0.3,NSF Cxl.AwtZ)

1

i

0.6

1.2

0

0. 6

1.2

Added NSF (CXwtX)

Fig.3. Effect of sulfate on apparent viscosity
of cement paste (W/C=0.5. hydration time
of 15min.)

clinker HR containing a large amount of
alkali sulfate, the viscosity of the paste
significantly decreased with an increase
in
the
amount
of
added
NSF.
This
decreasing tendency was affected by the
type of gypsum added, i.e. the decrease in
viscosity is enhanced by the low rate of
gypsum dissolution.
On the other hand,
for a cement prepared with clinker LR
containing
a
small
amount
of
alkali
sulfate, the addition of less than 1.2wt%
NSF only slightly affected the viscosity
irrespective of the kind of gypsum.
These results indicated that the fine
fraction, the type of gypsum and alkali
sulfate
in
cement
influenced
the
rheological
behavior
of
cement
paste
containing a superplasticizer.

Hydration
.
It
was
observed,
for
almost
all
cements, that the apparent viscosity was
increased linearly in proportion to the
formed ettringite, which was the hydrate
product from C3A and C4AF with gypsum. In
Fig.4, the
correlation between apparent
viscosity and the amount of ettringite
produced with up to 75 minutes hydration
is
shown.
It
was
found
that
the
correlation between them was different
depending on the amount of alkali sulfate
in the clinker. These results suggested
that the effect of cement character on the
viscosity of the cement paste cannot be
explained only by the friction between
particles
due
to
the
deposition
of
hydrates.

Adsorption of NSF on cements
Fig.5 shows the influence of fineness
on the amount of adsorbed NSF onto cement
particles.
The
amount
of
adsorption
increased with increasing fineness, and
the saturated adsorption (at 1.4wt2 dosage
of NSF) increased at a rate of about
0.Img/100cm2.
The sulfates in cement showed a more
significant influence on the adsorption of
NSF than the fineness. Fig.6 shows the
adsorption
isotherms
for
cement
with
different alkali
sulfate contents.
For
cements
prepared
with
clinker
HR
containing
a
large
amount
of
alkali
sulfate, saturated adsorption amounts were
about 3-5mg/g irrespective of the type of
gypsum.
’
On
the
other
hand,
for
cements
prepared with clinker LR containing a
small amount of alkali sulfate, saturated
adsorption
amounts
were
considerably
higher than those for cements prepared
with
clinker
HR.
Their
saturated
adsorptions were about 7-15mg/g and varied
depending on the type of gypsum.

Produced ettringite (X)

Fig.4. Relation of amount of ettringite
produced to apparent viscosity of
cement paste(W/C=0.5. NSF CxO.bwtZ)

Blaine fineness (cm2/g)
Fig.5. Effect of Blaine fineness on amount
of adsorbed NSF on cement (V/C=0.3,
NSF Cx1.4wtZ, 5min.)

Concentration of NSF in liquid phase (wtX)
Fig.6. Effect of sulfate in cement on
amount of adsorbed NSF on cement
(V/C=0.3, NSF Cxl.AwtZ ,10min.)

Effect of Alkali Sulfate and Gypsum on Adsorption onto Clinker Minerals

Fig.7 shows the adsorption isotherms of NSF on synthesized C3A, C4AF and C3S.
saturated adsorptions of C3A and C4AF were very high, about 300mg/g, while that of C3S
only 2mg/g.
Hemihydrate and
alkali sulfate inhibited the
adsorption of NSF onto C3A and
C4AF,
but
had
slightly
increased that on C3S.
These
results
suggested
that
the
increased adsorption amount of
NSF onto cement prepared with
clinker LR containing a small
amount of alkali sulfate (see
Fig.6) was explained by the
insufficient inhibition of its
adsorption on C3A and C4AF by
alkali sulfate.
The rate of adsorption of
NSF on C3A, C4AF and C3S is
shown in Fig.8. The rate of
adsorption had the following
order:
C3A > C4AF >> C3S. The
evidence coincides with the
Concentration of NSF in liquid phase (wt%)
result
obtained
by
Ramachandran(5). Accordingly,
Fig.7. NSF adsorption isotherms onto C3A,
with mixing water added, the
C4AF and C3S (V/S=5.0,10min.)
superplasticizer
molecules
were first adsorbed onto C3A
and C4AF, and then the remaining ones onto C3S. An intriguing question is: how does
amount of adsorption on C3S change when tl ? sulfates inhibit the adsorption on C3A

The
was

the
and

It is well known that the hydration of C3S in cement is retarded by adsorption of an
admixture on its surface (6). Thus, the adsorption amount onto C3S can be approximated
from the degree of hydration retardation of C3S in cement. Fig.9 shows the second peak
position (ti) of the heat evolution curve derived from the hydration of C3S. With the
amount of added NSF being the same, the hydration of C3S was further retarded
in cement
prepared with clinker HR containing a larger amount of alkali sulfate. Similar effects
were also observed for gypsum. It is concluded that dissolved S042" ion originating from
gypsum and alkali sulfate inhibited the adsorption of NSF onto C3A and C4AF, and enhanced
that on C3S.

100

e

o C3A+NSF 2wt%
О C4AF+NSF 2wtX
• C3S+NSF 0. 25wt%

50

(x5)

02468

0

20

40

80

160

Time (min.)
Fig.8. Adsorption rate of NSF on C3A.
C4AF and CjS (V/S=5.0)

Added NSF (CXwtX)
Fig.9. Effect of NSF on hydration
of C3S in cement (W/C=0.5)

Zeta Potential

In the absence of the admixture, the zeta
potential value of C3S was -9 mV and that of C3A
was 23 mV. In saturated CaS04 solution, the zeta
potential values of C3S and C3A were reduced to
-12 mV and 0 mV, respectively.
Figure 10 shows the zeta potential values
of C3A and C3S in the presence of an admixture.
They
were
both
negative
values
and
their
absolute values increased as the concentration
of NSF increased. The absolute zeta potential
value of C3S was smaller than that of C3A. Thus
cement paste is a system consisting of particles
having different signs and/or zeta potential
values.

Concentration of NSF (wt%)

DISCUSSION

Fig.10. Zeta potential of C3A and C3S in
This rheological study showed that alkali
saturated CaS04 solution as a
sulfate improved the fluidity of cement paste.
function of NSF concentration
It has also been found that alkali sulfate
increased the adsorption of C3S. It is generally
agreed that the action of superplasticizers is primarily due to their being adsorbed onto
cement particles and exerting an electrostatic repulsion among them resulting in their
dispersion. Several attempts have been made to explain the action of an admixture in terms
of DLVO theories(7-9). The model previously chosen was based on a simple interaction
between two particles both having the same potential.
Such a model, however,
is
unreasonable for cement paste which consists of particles having different values and/or
potential signs. Under such conditions, flocculation has to be investigated from the
viewpoint of heteroflocculation. With heteroflocculation, the electrostatic interaction
potential (VA) and van der Waals attraction potential (VR) between two spherical particles
of surface potential ф j and фг, respectively, are given by the following equations
(10.11).
£ a,a2(0 1г + ^-г2) p

^(а^аг)

Va = - Aa1a2/6(a 1+a2)Ho

2

1+exp(-/c Ho)

L V’i +</’2

1-exp(-/cH0)

2

+ £n{1_ex (_2

H )} -j
-*

(2)

(3)

where e
is the dielectric constant of the dispersion medium, к. is the Debye-Hiichel
recipocal length, a! and a2 are the radii of respective particles, Ho is the distance
between the surface, and A is the Hamaker constant.
The flocculation/dispersion of particles is determined by the extent of the potential
energy barrier (Vmax) on the total potential energy (Vt). namely, the sum of VR and VA.
Fig. 11 shows the Vt curves between particles with different zeta potential values at
an ionic strength of 0.35 mol/7?. The Hamaker constant of cement is A=2x10"21J based on the
results of Hattori(b). In the absence of an admixture, the signs of the zeta potential for
C3A and C3S are different,thus providing attraction between the particles (curve 'a' in
Fig.11) resulting in rapid flocculation.
In the presence of gypsum, however, the zeta
potential of C3A is reduced to zero, thus reducing the electrostatic attraction to relieve
flocculation (curve 'b' in Fig.11). This can easily explain the fact that gypsum inhibits
the flash set and/or quick set of cement.
On the other hand, in the presence of a superplasticizer, there is a repulsion
between cement particles because the signs of the zeta potential for both C3A and C3S are
the same. In such cases, the potential energy barrier (Vmax) is governed by the zeta
potential with a smaller absolute value (curves 'c'.'d' and 'e' in Fig.11). From the
results shown in Fig.10, the zeta potential of C3S governed the flocculation of particles
in a system containing an admixture. As previously mentioned, moreover, the zeta potential
of C3S significantly changed by the adsorption of the superplasticizer on C3S.
Based on. these results, the' differences in fluidity of cement paste due to alkali
sulfate and/or gypsum can be explained by the following mechanisms: alkali sulfate and
gypsum inhibit the adsorption of NSF onto C3A and C4AF. This results in an increase in
superplasticizer molecules adsorbed onto C3S. The stable dispersing condition of cement
particles is then maintained, resulting in a decrease in viscosity of the cement paste.

80
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40

20

0

Particle size 2a2 (P m)
Fig.12. Change in potential energy barrier
(Ymax) with particle size (a1=1pm,
^,=-35тУ, T=20X!)

Ho (Ä)
Fig.11. Calculated total potential energy(Yt)
between particles (а1=а2=1цт, T=20°C)

The change in adsorption amount of the admixture due to fineness of the cement was
not larger than that due to sulfates. Another explanation is thus required for the effect
of
fineness
on
fluidity.
From
equations
(2)
and
(3),
it
is
found
that
the
heteroflocculation is influenced only not by the zeta potential but also by particle size.
Fig. 12 shows the effect of particle size on the potential energy barrier (Vmax). Vmax
showed a marked decreasing tendency as the particle size become small, especially 10pm or
less. It is thus explained why the viscosity of cement paste increased as the fine
fraction (SlOpm) of cement increased.
In conclusion, the effects of superplasticizer is ascribed to its adsorption onto
cement particles that leads to changes in the zeta potential of C3A and C3S to the same
sign. Electrostatic repulsion among particles then leads to their dispersion. Dispersion
of cement particles in this case was explained from the viewpoint of heteroflocculation
which depended on the zeta potential of C3S with a small absolute value as well as on
particle size.
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EFFECT OF ADDITIVES ON HYDRATION WORKABILITY AND
SOME OTHER PROPERTIES OF PORTLAND CEMENT
V К Singh and Barsha Gogoi

Department of Ceramic Engineering, Institute of Technology
Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi, INDIA

SUMMARY
The effect of some organi c and inorganic additives on the properties of ordinary
Portland cement has been studied by mixing 0.5 to 3.0 percent tartaric acid, tannic acid,
dextrine,
sodium bicarbonate and ammonium chloride by weight of cement. 1:3 Cement-sand
mortar was utilised for determining flow properties and water retention value was
determined by subjecting the mix to a suction of 50 mm of mercury. The setting time,
percent flow and water retention values were found to vary with the quantity of additive.
Workability increased with increase in water content of the mix. Dextrine and ammonium
chloride were effective in improving both workability and water retention values.
Tartaric acid produced a very high water retention value and dextrine a highly workable
cement mortar.

INTRODUCTION
Consistency is used to indicate the wetness [1.2] of a mix and it must not be
necessarily assumed that the more wet a mix, the easier it is to place. If the mix is too
wet, segregation will occur and it may be difficult to place it and obtain a good surface
finish. The mixing and placing of mixes of coarse and fines [3] play an important role in
determining the quality of the product. Satisfactory mixing [4], so as to produte a
uniform dispersion of the fines throughout the m-x, coating of all the particles of
aggregate-coarse and fines, is too obvious a necessity to need mention. The ease with
which a mix can be placed depends on the workability [5] of the mix, i.e. the ease with
which the material flows and at the same time remains coherent and resists segregation.
All the work done or the energy expended in compacting a concrete mix is not usefully
employed. The applied energy is the sum total of the work lost and the work performed
usefully; the work performed usefully can be subdivided into that performed in overcoming
the internal friction of the concrete itself and that required to overcome the surface
friction between the concrete and the mould and the reinforcement. The portion of the
work which is solely dependent on the characteristics of the mix is that used in over
coming the internal friction of the concrete which is termed 'useful internal work'.

Cement requires about 1/4 of its weight of water to become completely hydrated. It
has been found that the strength of concrete continues to increase with reduction of
water cement ratio to 0.20 or even less. On the other hand, if water is in excess whifch
does not enter into chemical combination with the cement it forms water voids, or may
subsequently dry out leaving air voids.

The factor affecting workability is the quantity of water in the mix. Since the
water to cement ratio is fixed by the strength required, the only way of increasing the
quantity of water in the mix is to increase the quantity of cement also in the mix [6].
For constant grading and workability, the quantity of free water (excluding that absorbed
by the aggregate) required in the mix is constant and independent of the quantity of
cement. Though this cannot be accepted as an invariable rule, it does open the possibi
lity of fixing the quantity of water per meterSof mix to give it optimum workability. A
very finely ground cement requires more water to produce the same workability which a
coarsely ground cement will produce with less.
The danger of segregation of constituents must be considered because the wetter the
mix, the larger the aggregate size or the coarser the grading [4], greater is the risk of
segregation. The tendency for segregation can be prevented by cohesiveness of the mix and
this depends on the specific surface of the aggregate and cement put toghether, and
increases with these. It is necessary to increase the proportion of fines and increase
the cohesiveness to prevent segregation: (i) when the mix is lean; (ii) when the mix is
very wet; (iii) when handling conditions are likely to promote segregation, as when it is
jolted during transport, dropped into the mould from a height or discharged down Chutes;
(iv) when the mould or reinforcement contains much small details and sharp corners; and
finally (v) when it is pumped.

Water Retention - The water retaining properties of many cements [7], specially masonry
cements, help to increase their adhesion to bricks or other building units by not
allowing their water to be absorbed into the pores of the building units. In the case of
oil well cement, the property desired is that the cement slurry should not lose its
mixing water into the surrounding soil when placed in position. Water retaining proper
ties can be imparted to cement by certain additives. The trouble with additives, if
present in quantities sufficient to produce the desired effect, is that they may decrease
the strength of the cement to unacceptable level. The effect of additives [8-14] on the
setting, workability, water retention, water proofing properties of cement, etd, have
been reported by several investigators. Organic molecules function as accelerators or
retarders by reacting with cement constituents and form amorphous constituents in the
In the text, C = CaO, A - Al^O^. S = SiO^ thus C2S = 2CaO.SiO2,CßA = ЗСаО.А^О^. -v.-

mix. Some agids and hydroxy arboxylic acids [8] which have labile protons react with,
basic hydrated cement compounds present in Portland cement paste to form salts and
consequently decrease the set time. The need to delay set time further is sometimes
essential in tropical countries where a slow set rate might be advantageous. In the
present investigation workability and water retention values of cement - sand mortar have
been studied by mixing different quantities of two organic retarders, namely, tartaric
acid and dextrine, and two inorganic additives namely sodium bicarbonate and ammonium
chloride, besides tannic acid (organic) which accelerate the setting slightly.

EXPERIMENTAL
Workability experiments have been carried, out by taking cement mortars having
different cement-sand ratios with and without additives. Sand used was ordinary river
sand, the particle size of which is given in Fig. 1. Reagent grade tartaric acid, tannic
acid, dextrine, sodium bicarbonate and ammonium chloride in quantities 0.5-3.0, percent
were weighed and mixed intimately with cement in dry condition in a small pot mill. This
was -mixed with sand in the ratio of 1:3 and varying amounts of water added. The,cement
used, was ordinary Portland cement (OPC) of composition given in Table I. Its initial
setting time was 35 minutes and consistency 31% water.
Table I

Composition of Cement

Constituents
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Determination of Workability - Workability of

Q-

the mortars with different percentages / of
additives and water contents were determined
by using a flow table [7] having a cam
designed to drop the table by 12.5 mr. (bump).
Spread diameter of the mortar was measured
after giving 15 bumps in 15 seconds and flow
Fig
was calculated by the formula given below:

% flow

=

spread diameter - initial diameter
- -----------------------------------------------------Initial diameter

x

100

(1)

Determination of Water Retaining Capacity - From the workability curves between percent
flow versus water/solid ratio (percent water added) for different mixes, the water
required to give a flow of 110 percent was determined. Water retention values were
determined as per IS:4031 by maintaining a vacuum of 50 mm as measured on a merbury
manometer. Mortar was mixed to such consistency as ould give a fl w of 110+5 per1 ent.
Immediately after making the flow test, the mortar was remixed and a performed dish
filled up to its rim, after putting a wet filter paper at the bottom of the dish. After
maintaining the suction for 60 seconds,- the mortar was remixed and filled in the flow,
mould and tested for its workability. Water retention value was calculated as follows:

A
Water retention value = — x 100
В
where A = flow after suction, and
В = flow immediately after mixing (before suction).

(2)

Setting time with additives was determined using a standard Vicant apparatus. Experiments
were performed at 27UC for various tests as per IS:4031.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The presence of materials other than the hydration products greatly affetit the
workability and water retention values of cement mortars. The flow is determined by: the
frictional resistance between its layers, the viscosity of the cement paste, the separa
tion between the particles which in turn, depends on the amount of cement paste, and the
grading of aggregates. The effect of the proportion of coarse and fines has been studied
by taking cement-sand mortars ofdifferent,'proportions (Fig. 2). Mixes from 1:1 to 1:4
proportions showed increase in the percent flow which was proportional to the quantity of
water added. 1:4.5 and 1:5 cement-sand mixes gave yield value at 19.5% water after which
the flow again became proportional to the quantity of water added.

WATER SOLID RATIO (7.)

Fig. 2 Workability of different mixes of
cement and sand.

workability of cement mortar

1:3 Cement-sand mortar requires about 16% water by weight (water/solid ratio about
0.16) of the mix to produce an initial flow which could be measured by flow table.
Addition of 1.0% tartaric acid (Fig. 3) required a little more water than even 1:3
cement-sand mortar to give the initial flow. Further increases in tartaric acid Content
of. the mix demanded more water to produce the initial flow. All the curves were almcct
parallel to that obtained without any addition. 1:3 Cement sand mortar gave a water
retention value (as measured by equation '21 of 45%, while with just 1.0% addition of
tartaric ac^d, the water retention value increased to 95%. Change in tartaric acid
content from 1.0 to 3:0% in the mix did not alter much the water retention value of the
cement mortar.
When the amount of dextrine added was increased from 1.0% to 2.0%, the position of

the curve in the flow vs percent water added shifted towards higher workability values.
Addition of 3.0% of dextrine demanded a little more water to produce the initial flow and
the position of the curve shifted towards lower workability values up to a flow of 50%,
but beyond that it shifted towards higher workability values. Up to 87.0% flow, the
values were close to that of 1.0% dextrine addition but thereafter they increased further
and gave 160% flow with only 21.6% water (Fig. 4). Dextrine remains interpersed in the
mix and affects both workability and water retention values. When the amount was
increased from 1.0 to 3.0% the water retention values increased from 57-4 to 75.5%.

Fig. 5 shows that, on addition of 1.0% ammonium chloride, the position of the curve
in the flow vs percent water added shifted towards higher workability values as compared
to 1'3 cement-sand mortar. On addition of 2.0% NH«C1, the position of the curve shifted
towards lower workability values. A 3.0% addition gave the highest workability. It has
been shown that set regulating salts form complex [14] salts analogous to the calcium
aluminate sulphate hydrates. Calcium chloride acts as retarder when present m low
concentrations but accelerates setting at higher concentrations [13]. This may be due- tb
the higher solubility of calcium aluminate chloride at higher concentrations. NH^Cl
reacts with cement in a similar way. and increase or decrease in the concentration of
NH.Cl did not affect the workability values proportionately. Water retention values were
6748, 67.25 and 66.8% with 1, 2 and 3 percent addition of NH4C1 respectively (Fig. 7).
Sodium carbonate, bicarbonate and silicate react with calcium hydroxide to form
alkali which may cause the precipitation of aluminium hydroxide. This process can improve
the water retention values of cement mortar. At higher concentrations, aluminium
hydroxide starts dissolving and it is difficult to correlate the workability values with
the amount of addition. Fig. 6 shows that the addition of 1.0% sodium bicarbonate lowered
the workability values, but at 2.0% the position of the curve shifted towards higher
workability values. Further increase lowered the workability values again. However, water
retention values increased from 56.5% to 60.7% when the additive was increased from 1.0
to 3.0% (Fig. v7).

Fig. 8 shows the workability curves for cement -mortar with 0.5 to 3.0% tannic acid.
Workability increased with increase in percent tannic acid and water content. Water
retention values calculated with the help of formula '2' are given in Table II. It can be

PERCENT ADDITIVE

Fig. 6 Effect of sodium bicarbonate on the
workability of cement mortar

Fig. 7

Effect of retarders on water
retentivity of cement mortar

Table II Water retention value
of cement
mortar with different percentage of
tanni c acid

Tanni
%

Water
%

% Flow % flew after
(B)
suction(A)

Water
retent
value
(A/B)

0.5
1 0
1.5
2.0
3.0

20.0
19.8
19.6
19.4
18.8

110.5
112.0
112.5
108.0
109.0

50.3
45.1
40.5
35.2
32.0

55.6
50.5
45.6
38.0
34.9

seen that 0.5% tannic acid in the mix gave
50.3% water retention value and 1.0% gave a
value equal to that 'for cement without any
addition. Increase in tannic acid from 1.5 to
3.0% decreased the value from 40.5 t 32.0%.
-------- 1------- 1--------- 1
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Also, tannic acid when mixed with cement acts
o
r-.j.
, PERCENT WATER/SOUD
as accelerator. Table III shows the initial^ .
and final set times of cement with 0.5-2.0% ig. 8 Effect of tannic acid on the
workability of cement-sand mortar
tannic acid. The initial set time decreased
from 30 to 20 minutes and the final set from 180 to 10J minutes. Table III also shows
the compressive strength of mixes with 0.5 to 2.0% tannic acid determined as per 15:4031
on 1:3 cement-sand mortar after curing at 27ÖC
for 28 days in more than 90% relative
humidity. A little lowering in the strength
was observed and the values obtained were
comparable with the strength of cement without any addition.

Organic acids [8] have a distinct behaviour towards the setting of cement due to the
presence of functional groups L11J, its nature, chain length, etc. The mechanism of set

retardation has been reported [9]. Set Table III Setting time and strength of
cement with different quantities
retardation
may
be
primarily
due
to
of tanniс acid
retarding df the hydration of SCaO.SifK
through adsorption of organic admixtures on
to Ca(0H)? nuclei. Adsorption on to the Tannic acid Initial
Compressive
Final
initial hydration products of ЗСаО.АЪОп can
setting strength,
setting
%
also retard further hydration [Ug. The
кд/спк
time,
time.
hydration process may be affected also due
28 days
min
min
to the chemical interaction between CqA, CqS,
C2S etc. and the organic materials [12] to 0.0
215
280
35
yield amorphous materials, chelates or orga 0.5
180
202
30
nic acid salts of Ca^+ or Ar
which
are 1.0
198
125
25
interpersed in the crystalline mass. Inorga 2.0
180
20
102
nic additives dissolve during the first few
minutes of the action of water on cement.The
reaction of sodium bicarbonate with calcium hydroxide would precipitate CaCO^ according to
the equation:
NaHC03 + Ca(OH)2->- CaC03 + NaOH + H20
(3)
The resulting hydroxide would then act as if it was added as such and the result would be
acceleration of hydration and set. Ammonium chloride accelerates set because of heat libe
ration. Different values of setting time with 1.0% additives are given in Table IV.
Table IV Effect of additives on the setting
Acidic additives reactoWith Ca(0H)? and
time of cement
A1(OH)3 to form Саг and Ar
salts L and
water is liberated which may be helpful in Additive
Final
Additive Initial
increasing the workability of the mix
setting
setting
%
[Ca(0H)2+2H -> Ca^ +2H20]. When tannic acid
time,
time,
(НЛА) reacts with tne hydrated phases,
min
min
calcium and aluminium tannates are formed
20
145
which remain distributed in the cement mix Sodium
1.0
and affect setting, workability and water bicarbonate
retenti n values of cement.
135
26
Ammonium
1.0
chloride
Ca(0H)2 + H6TA
Ca(H4TA) + 2H20 (4)
97
305
Tartaric acid
1.0
Al(0H)3 + HgTA -*• A1(H3TA) + 3H2O (5) Dextrine
370
1.0
Similar behaviour is expected with other additives, the resulting variation in set time
and other properties depending on the activity of the functional group (Table II-IV).
Addition of 1.0% sodium bicarbonate and ammonium chloride gave compressive strength values
of 175 and 165 kg/crrr respectively whereas it was about 100 kg/c nr with 1.0% tartaric acid
and dextrine, which might increase with the age of sample.

Some additives improve more than one property. Workability aids sometimes also act as
air entraining agents which are materials that trap air inside cement mortar. Hydrophil!
groups, such as COO", NH3 act sometimes as air entraining agents [13]. Contamination with
COo^'or its deliberate addition to cement can cause the formation of sCawtite [Ca-JSigOjp)
2H20] and C3A CaC03.12H20. Some ternary phases including 11 A tobermorite, can also acco
mmodate small amounts (1.0%) of C03 inside their structure [15]. Sodium bicarbonate addi
tion to ordinary Portland cement mortar increases the water retention values but flow
properties are not affected appreciably. A feature of agents to which much attention has
been devoted recently is their ability to reduce the water requirement by increasing the
water retention values. The effect of organic substances and their effect in altering
setting time and improving the workability is most marked in cement mortar and concretes.
The organic matter may or may not be harmful depending on its nature. The danger is that
the cement, under bad curing conditions, may be prevented from hydration and setting, and
develop only a very low strength.

CONCLUSIONS
Workability in the mortars studied was affected by the proportion of coarse and
fines as also the type and the quantity of additive. It increased with increase in the
°f
^x- Rganic materials'are more effective in improving wbrkability.
oement morta'r produced a very hlgh water retention value and dextrine a highly workable
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THE EFFECT OF HYDROLYZABLE TANNIC COMPOUNDS ON
HYDRATION OF CEMENT AND ITS UTILIZATION AS A
HEAT CONTROLLING AGENT
H Inokawa, К Inada, N Kozakal, A Ohno and К Uchida

Central Laboratory, Sumitomo Cement Co Ltd
JAPAN

SÜM4ARY

In order to develop a heat controlling agent in mass concrete, effects, of
hydrolyzable tannic compounds (tannic acid) on hydration of cement were studied.
Tannic acid are hydrolyzed gradually to generate stronger retarding compounds like
gallic acid in alkaline solution. The rate of this reaction depends on temperature;
the higher temperature is, the more retarding compounds are formed.
So in the
hydration processes, tannic acid shows a different behavior from other retarders like
lignosulfonate, gluconic acid sodium salt and so on. It was found that tannic acid has
a significant effect on the temperature-dependence of retardation and can control the
adiabatic temperature rise of mass concrete.
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INTRODUCTION

The mechanism by which hydrolyzable tannic compounds (tannic acid) retards the
hydration of cement is not well understood. '
Tannic acid is a compound in which
gallic acid is present in the form of an ester, ' and hydrolyzes readily under
alkaline conditions to generate gallic acid and glucose, which are known for their
strong retardation effects on the hydration of cement.
Tannic acid is, therefore,
expected to exhibit different effects on cement hydration than those of the substances
known as ordinary retarders, i.e. lignosulfonate and sodium gluconate.
In this research, the effects of tannic acid on the rate of heat of hydration of
cement were studied at different temperatures. These effects were then compared to the
effects of lignosulfonate and sodium gluconate on the same processes of cement
hydration. The relationship between setting time and the rate of adiabatic temperature
rise confirms that the retardation effect of tannic acid on cement hydration differs
from those of lignosulfonate and sodium gluconate. The effect is utilized to develop a
heat controllig agent with tannic acid as a main ingredient.
EXPERIMENTAL

■

_
The cement used was normal portland cement.
The reagents used were as follows:
high-purity tannic acid (Та-P, purity: 90%, gallic acid: less than 0.1%), industrial
grade tannic acid (Ta-I, purity: 68%, containing 5% of gallic acid), reagent grade
sodium gluconate (Gl), commercial AE water reducing agent (LS, lignosulfonate base),
commercial AE water reducing agent (SG, oxycarboxylate base) and reagent grade gallic

High performance liquid chromatography (h.p.l.c.) was utilized,3) using a normal
phase column (NUCLEOSIL 50-5; 4.0mmx250mm, supplied by GL Sciences Inc.), where an
absorption at 280 nm was measured using a UV detector under the following conditions.
The solvent used was n-hexane/methanol/THF/formic acid (55/61/11/1) containing oxalic
acid 450 mg/1, at a flow rate of 1.5 ml/min. The samples for h.p.l.c. were prepared by
the following procedure: 20 ml of 10% NaOH were added to a mixture of 10 g of dried Ta1 and 100 ml of distilled water, and the mixture was stirred at 20°C or 30
0
*
for a
given time. 1 g of each mixture was added to 0.5 ml of 10 wt% H9S0, and 100 ml of
methanol. The mixture was filtered by a 45 и m filter, and 5 У1 of 4the mixture was
injected.
A conduction calorimeter and testing apparatus for measuring adiabatic temperature
by Tokyo Riko, were used. The amount of cement sample was 4 g (W/C:
50%; tor the former, and the mix proportion of mortar was cement (1200 g), sand (6000
g) and water (800 g), sealed in a container, for the latter.
The apparatus for DTA
used was Seiko s TG-DTA30, where approximately 60 mg of accurately measured, D-dried
cement paste was heated at 20eC/min.
_
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
I;'i,T®iD^)eratyre dePendences of effects

hydration of cement

of tannic acid or other organic substance on the
------- ----- -------------

Fig. 1 to 5 show the effects of Та-P, LS and Gl on hydration of cement at different
temperatures by conduction calorimeter Л'1 Peak time of cement hydration is defined as
the time at which the rate of cement hydration is maximum. The following phenomena are
(1) Effects of tannic acid on cement hydration are as follows. The higher the
temperature of cement hydration, the greater the retardation effect of tannic acid on
cement hydration and the lower the rate of heat of hydration of cement (Fig.2).

(2) Effects of LS and Gl on cement
hydration are as follows.
The higher
the temperature of cement hydration,
the higher the rate of heat of
hydration of cement (Fig.3 and Fig.4).
(3) As the amounts of G1 increases, the
peak time of cement hydration
increases, but the max. rate of heat
of cement hydration is constant.
(4) The main product of hydrolysis of
Та-P is Gallic acid (Ga) , and its
retardation effects are much greater
than the effects of Та-P itself
(Fig.5).
These results indicate that the
effects of tannic acid on cement
hydration are much different from those
of the other compounds tested, in
particular with respect to dependence
on temperature.

Hydration time (day)

Fig.1 Heat of hydration evolution of
cement in the absence of organic
chemical admixtures

Hydration time (day)
Hydration time (day)
Fig.2 Heat of hydration evolution of
cement in the presence nf Ta-P
(0.57»)

Fig.3 Heat of hydration evolution of
cement in the presence of G1
1: 20oG 0.157 3: 50eC 0.157
2: 20°C 0.257 4: 50°G 0.257

Hydration time (day)

Fig.4 Heat of hydration evolution of
cement in the presence of LS
(0.57)

Fig.5 Effects of Та-P and gallic acid
on heat of cement hydration at 20°C.

2. Hydrolysis of tannic acid under an alkaline condition
Tannic acid is a compound in which galloyl groups are bonded to glucose through
the ester bond (poly galloyl glucose), and is considered to be hydrolyzed under an
alkaline condition.
AlkaJine hydrolysis of industrial grade (Ta-I) was analyzed by
normal phase h.p.l.c.Fig.6 shows the hydrolysis of Ta-I in the presence of
NaOH; the amount of Ga increases with time. Particularly noted is a sharp increase in
amount of Ga at 0 to 24 hr at 30oC. The side reactions, such as decarboxylation of Ga
into pyrogallol, were also detected (retention time of Ga: 3.6 min, pyrogallol: 3.3
min). As the number of galloyl groups linked to glucose increased, retention time also
increased.
polygalloylglucose polygalloylglucose

' When Ta-I is hydrolyzed in alkaline at
20 °C, Ga is formed slowly by hydrolysis
reaction, it seems that Ga is transformed
into pyrogallol. At 30eC, on the other hand,
Ta-I hydrolyzed quickly to generate Ga and
lower moleculer tannin compounds, and the
amount of Ga increased steeply at a retention
time in the range of 0 to 24 hr.

20°C

Ga

30°C

Ga

In a theoretical cement water system,
Ta-I undergoes alkaline hydrolysis reactions,
and is transformed successively from a
condition of many galloyl groups linked to
glucose and then to gallic acid and fewer
galloyl groups linked to tannic compounds.
Retardation of hydration is greatly affected
by the presence of low .molecular weight
phenolic hydroxide groups. '

The polyphenols,
such as Ga and
pyrogallol as decomposition products, have
more phenolic hydroxide groups than tannic
acid and exhibit larger retardation effects
than Ta-I, and it is considered that the
retardation of hydration will change with
time in a cement-water system in the presence
of Ta-I, this phenomenon was applied to make
an agent to control the heat of hydration of
cement.

Ga

24hr

0

5

10

15

0

5

10

15

Ga: gal lie, acid
Py: pyrogallol

0

Jc X
5

10
15
0
5
10
Retention time (min.)

48hr

15

Fig.6 Hydrolysis of Ta-I in the presence
of NaOH at 20°C and 30eC

' Influence of G1 addition on the retardation effect of Ta-I on cement hydration
3.
Here, starting time of the temperature rise is defined as the time at which the
temperature starts to increase rapidly in a test of adiabatic temperature rise, and the
maximum rate of temperature rise is defined as the maximum rate at which the
temperature rises.
Increasing the amount of Gl, while keeping the amount of Ta-I
constant, increases the starting time of the temperature rise and, at the same time,
greatly decreases the rate of temperature rise from 1/2 to 1/3 (Fig.7). Increasing the
Ta-I quantity, on the other hand, has only a minor effect on the starting time of the
cement hydration, and decreases the rate of temperature rise greatly to around 2°C/day
(Fig.8 and Fig.9).
An agent (TF) to control heat evolution resulting from hydration
of cement has been developed in response to these results.

Time (day)
Fig.7 Influence of Gl in the presence of
Ta-I (mixing temperature, 20°C)

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

LS
Ta-I
Ta-I
Ta-I
Ta-I

O.25Z
O.25Z+G1
O.25Z-K11
0.25Z+G1
O.25^+G1

0.10Z
0.15Z
0.20Z
0.25%

Fig.8 Influence of Ta-I dosage on
temperature rise of mortar
(mixing temperature, 20*0)
1: LS 0.25%
2: Ta-I 0.25%+ßl 0.15%
3: Ta-I 0.35%+Gl 0.15%

4« Differences in the rates of
adiabatic temperature rise between TF
and LS or Gl

Fig.10 shows the temperature
increase curves at mixing temperature
levels of 20 and 30°C. LS causes rapid
heat evolution as the mixing
temperature is increased from 20eC to
30*0.
Gl shows a similar behavior in
the rate of temperature rise, with the
rate of the maximum temperature rise
being essentially unchanged, though the

Starting time of hydration (day)
Fig.9 Relationship between the rate
of temperature rise and starting
time of hydration

Time (day)

Fig.10 Influence of heat controlling
agent on temperture rise of
mortar (20°C, 30
*C)
1: LS 0.25%,20
0
*
4: Gl 0.25%, 30°G
2: LS 0.25%,30
0
*
5: TF 0.40%, 20
*0
3: Gl 0.25%,20
G
*
6: TF 0.40%, 30
*0

starting time of the temperature rise
is a little retarded. By contrast, TF
is capable of reducing the rate of
temperature rise, and the starting time
of cement hydration is slightly
retarded. Of special note is the fact
that the rate of maximum temperature
rise is further reduced as the mixing
temperature is increased from 20 to 30
*0.
In other words,
it has been
demonstrated that the hydration of
cement can be controlled by utilizing
the temperature-dependence of the
hydrolysis of tannic acid and the
hydration-retarding nature of its
hydrolysis products.

5. Cement hydrates formed during the adiabatic curing process

Paste specimens having the same cement
compositions were placed in the atmosphere of
the adiabatic temperature rise tests.
They
were withdrawn from the test system
periodically to stop hydration by D-dry, and
were analyzed for their DTA behavior. The
results are given in Fig.11. LS was rapidly
hydrated to form hydrates and, at the same
time, was observed to form Ca(OH)o rapidly.
Gl, though retarding hydration dnring the
initial stage, caused rapid formation of
Ca(0H)2 as soon as the hydration started. TF
is characterized by a hydration process that
occurs gradually.
TF caused a gradual
formation of hydrates in parallel with a
gradual increase in Са(0Н)2 formation as the
cement hydrated.
6. Application of the heat controlling agent
in mass concrete

Next, the example of applying a TF agent
for controlling the heat of hydration of
cement in concrete is described. ' A 1x1x10
m,
concrete block was laid,
and its
temperature at the center was monitored.
Each of the four sides was insulated with
expanded polystyrene to a thickness of 20 cm
to achieve a model of 1-m thick slab laid on
an existing 1x1x10 m concrete block (Fig. 12).

Polystyrene

•: Temperature meas. point

Fig.12 Size of concrete block
Fig.11 Results of DTA of the hardened
cement paste

The temperature of the
concrete slab to which an AE
water reducer was added increased
sharply, as shown in Fig.13,
because it was laid in the hot
atmosphere of summer (28.4 eC,
concrete temperature at placing).
The temperature of the slab
containing the TF, however
increased only moderately.
The
highest temperature of the center
of the concrete for this model of
slab was 5eC lower, due to the
release of heat from the upper
and lower faces.
Its core
strength was higher as a result.
The use of a heat controlling
agent appears to reduce thermal
stress of mass concrete.

Time (day)
Fig-13 Temperature rise at the center
of concrete block

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Tannic acid has a significant effect on the temperature-dependence of retardation.
Its retardation effect is greater at higher temperatures.
(2) Tannic acid is hydrolyzed under an alkaline condition to form gallic acid and low
molecular weight hydrolyzable tannic compounds.
The hydrolysis is accelerated by
increases in temperature.
(3) Tannic acid can control the rate of temperature rise of concrete, and can therefore
control the adiabatic temperature rise of mass concrete.
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APPLICATION OF HPLC IN THE CHARACTERIZATION OF NAPHTHALENE
SULPHONATE-BASED SUPERPLASTICIZERS
U Costa, M Goisls and G Guerra

Italcementi SpA, Bergamo, ITAL Y

SUMMARY
Eight commercial samples of sulphonated naphthalene formaldehyde condensates (SNF)
have been analysed via High Performance Liquid Cromatography (HPLC) and up to 20
different molecular weight fractions have been identified. The tested SNF differed
mainly in the amount of residual monomer present.

Composition of condensates with respect to the distribution of polymer fractions
have been correlated with results of concrete workability and strength tests as well
as with conduction calorimetric measurements of rate of cement hydration.
The various condensates tested shown differences involving both plasticizing
efficiency and retarding effect on cement hydration but not as regards mechanical
strengths from 24 hrs onwards.

INTRODUCTION

The use of superplasticizers in concrete technology is increasing owing to the
substantial advantages they offer in terms of both concrete quality and economy of
casting operations. This can largely justify the large number of papers published so
far on the influence exerted by these admixture on the properties of both fresh and
hardened concrete. But, relatively fewer a studies have been devoted to investigate
the mechanism of action of superplasticizers and particularly of the two mostly
widespread
families,
namely
naphthalene-formaldehyde
and
melamine-formaldehyde
sulphonated condensates. In these studies it was suggested that the plasticizing
action is caused by the modification of the zeta potential as well as by the steric
hindrance resulting from the adsorption of admixture molecules on the hydrated cement
particles til (21 131 .

In more recent years, adsorption has been the object of more comprehensive
investigations focussed on the influence of the molecular weights of condensates.
As regards
sodium sulphonated naphthalene formaldehyde condensate
(polymer),
Collepardi C41 reported that only a minimum amount of sodium salt of 2-naphthalene
sulphonic acid (monomer) is adsorbed on the particles, and that as a result,
workability of cement is only negligibly affected. Conversely, polymer adsorption is
more substantial and is shown to affect paste workability remarkably.
An increase in adsorption associated with the increasing degree of polymerization
was also observed (51- Moreover, no further significant increase in the polymer
adsorption was detected beyond a certain molecular weight (61. Gel Permeation
Chromatography (GPC) was used to demonstrate that the effectiveness of sulphonated
naphthalene formaldehyde condensate (SNF) depends on the content in both monomer and
low molecular weight fractions (71•

Roy (81 developed a GPC method to determine the distribution of molecular weights
of laboratory-synthetized SNF. Using two different types of gels, good agreement
between the average molecular weights was found. Also melamine-based condensates have
recently been investigated by means of Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) which
enabled obtaining reproducible measurements of molecular weight distribution in these
polymers before and after adsorption (91.

For the purpose of further contributing to the study of the mechanism of action
of superplasticizers, a series of commercial SNFs was characterised by HPLC. Analyses
were conducted before and after the adsorption of polymers on the cement paste. Data
thus obtained were subsequently compared with the results of concrete workability and
strength tests as well as with calorimetric measurements of the rate of cement
hydration.
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
Eight commercial samples of sodium sulphonated naphthalene condensate were
examined. Samples were industrial products of different origin. Sample No. 1 to 5 were
in the form of dry powders whereas the remaining three were aqueous solutions. Table 1
shows the chemical analysis of the samples as well as the percent contents of active
matter calculated by subtracting sodium sulphate from the dry matter content.
Tests on concrete were carried out on a Ptl cement class 42.5 whose composition is
given in Table 2. The river aggregate employed had a maximum particle size of 20 mm.

The composition of concrete is shown in Table 3After dissolution in
approximately 1/3
of
mixing water, the SNF
was added to the cement
and aggregate which had
previously been mixed
together
with
the
remaining 2/3 of water.
Admixture dosages re
ported are in any case
expressed as dry active
matter % by weight of
cement.

TABLE 1: Chemical properties of naphthalene sulphonates (SNF)
Elemmtary Analysis
SAMPLE

I

'

2

3

<0.01
<0.01
1.10
0.01
8.65
1.19

0.02
tr.
1 6.75
0.09
10.70
0.04 ■

4

1

5

DETERMINATION
ClN03SO4—

к
Na
Ca

%
%
%
%
%
%

0.02
<0.01
10.05
0.03
11.52
0.15

0.02
tr.
1.15
0.03
9.22
0.04

0.26
<0.01
5.00
0.03
10.90
0.04

Cccrposition

Investigation
Techniques
High Performance Liquid
Chromatography - HPLC
analysis was
carried
out
using
ion-pair
chromatography as suggested by T.G. Miller tlOl . The apparatus and testing conditions
adopted are summarised in Table 4-

* Calculated by subtracting sodium sulphate frcm dry matter content

TABLE 3: Composition of concrete

TABLE 2: Composition of cement

%
I
L.O.I.
SiO2
Al 203
Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
SO3
Na 20
K2O
SrO
Mn2O3
P2O5
TiO2
Specific gravity.
g/cm3
Specific surface.
an2/g
Conpr.Strength on
ISO mortar, N/irm2
1
at 2 days
I
at 7 days
1
at 28 days

4.59
21.33
4.28
1.69
60.86
3.31
2.54
0.14
0.77
0.15
0.11
0.07
0.23

Water

kg/m3

:

175

Cement

kg/m3

:

350

Aggregate

kg/m3

:

1.880

*
Admixture

kg/m3

: 1.225

* expressed as active

matter

3.12
3800

1

21
36

53

.

J

Adsorption Measurements - Adsorption of the different admixtures on cement was
determined by measuring their concentration in the starting solution as well as in the
solution filtered from the paste after 5-min hydration. The amount of active matter
added was 1% by weight of cement. After agitation for 3 minutes, the mix was allowed
to rest for 2 minutes. The contact solution was subsequently filtered on a 0.7 »m
glass fiber filter. UV spectrophotometric measurements were conducted at a wavelength

of 293±1 nm.

TABLE 4: Instrumentation and operating conditions in HPLC

Complementary Tests EPLC SYSTEM
Perkin Eller Analyst Systei equipped with
Composition and adsorp
- LC 266 ♦-solvent puip, LC 235 diode-array detector, ISS 200 autosaipler
tion data of admixtures
COLDHN
were correlated to con
Perkin Elser Pecosphere CIO, 3,3 ci and 0.46 ci I.D.
duction
calorimetry
SOLVENTS
A) 0.01 M of tetrabutylanoniui hydroxide (TBAHI and It (v/v) of glacial
measurements in order
acetic acid in ultrapure deionized water
B) 0.01 И of TBAH and It (v/v) of glacial acetic acid in acetonitrile
to assess the influence
of the various products
SOLVENT PROGRAMME
Gradient froi 401 of В to 100t of В in 10 sin; 100t of В for 2 sin;
on the
initial
hy
gradient froi lOJt of В to 40t of В in 5 sin; 40t of В for 5 lin.
Flow rate: Isl/sin
dration rate of cement.
For this purpose, con
INJECTION VOLUME
15 ill of aqueous solution.
duction calorimeters of
Starting 2t solutions (2 g of SNF in 100 1L of B20) and relevant contact
solutions were diluted 20 tiles for injection purposes
the types described in
Mil were utilised. The
»V DETECTION
wavelength = 280 ni ; bandwidth = 15 ni
plasticizing effect was
evaluated on concrete
mixes by flow measurements 1121. Workability was determined soon after mixing and also
after 30 and 60 minutes in order to assess its decrease with time.
Furthemore, mechanical strengths on 10-cm side concrete cubes were tested at 1, 2, 7
and 28 days.

RESULTS

Adsorption
Figure 1 shows the amounts of polymer adsorbed and expressed as % by weight of
cement. It can be observed
that adsorption was similar
for all the various naphtha
lene sulphonates. Percenta
ges of adsorption were found
to range between 0.33 and
0.35% by weight of cement.

Liquid Chromatography
Chromatograms
from
the
various samples were found
to be qualitatively similar
to those given in Figure 2.

Sample
teSä Sample 1

Chromatograms are characte
rized by 20 peaks
with
retention
times
ranging
between 1.2 and 8 minutes as
well as by a wide, un-

■ Sample 4
■ Sample 8

FIG- 1: % adsorPtion

of SNF on cereent after 5 einutes'hydration.

Dosage: IX by weight of ceaent

resolved band extending between 8 and 11 minutes. An outstanding chromatogram is that
of sample No 7 in which an intensification of the peaks regarding fraction with
retention times ranging between 7 and 8 minutes is observed (Figure 3).
The occurrence of two small elution bands at a retention time shorter than one mi nute
was ascribed to the presence of some impurities.

FIG. 2: HPLC chroeatograes of SNF No 1
a) before adsorption
b) after adsorption

ОЛ

1-0

*-0

И1Ш1Ш

FIG. 3: Chroaatograi of saeple No 7

8"0

l®e0

The first peak at 1.2 minutes has a
retention time which coincides with
that of the monomer. All subsequent
peaks were in turn attributed to
the
occurrence
of
condensate
fractions with increasing molecular
weights. Using the UV diode-array
detector, the UV spectrum of each
eluted fraction was determined.
Figure 4 exemplifies a typical UV
spectrum relevant to fractions No
1, 13 and 21 of sample No 1. As can
be noted, the monomer has its
maximum absorbance (A) at 270-275
nm whereas subsequent oligomers are
located at increasing wavelengths
which reach as far as 295 nm in
fraction 21.
Hence,
the
areas
subtended to the various peaks in
the chromatogram strongly depend on
the wavelength selected for the UV
detector and not only on the
concentration
of
the
specific
fractions.
It
was
possible
to
obtain a
quantitative determination of the
monomer
concentrations
in
the
products
investigated
from
the
relevant reference standard (East
man,
2-naphthalenesulphonic
acid
sodium salt). The data reported in
Table 5 show a very low absorption.
The difference between each peak
area in the chromatograms of the
SNFs solutions after and before
adsorption was referred to the peak
area
of
the
samples
before
absorption. It was thus possible to
get a relative evaluation of the
extent of adsorption on cement for
the various eluted fractions.
Figure
5
shows
the
%
area
variations for each of the peaks.
It can be observed that the first
two oligomers are not adsorbed at
all. The maximum adsorption occurs
in those fractions which correspond
to the intermediate peaks
(No.
12).
4The % variation of total
areas subtended to all peaks gives
values ranging between 21% and 27%.

These values referred to
the
weight
of
cement
become
0.21
and
0.27%
respectively and therefore
are lower if compared with
those obtained from UV
adsorption
measurements
i.e. 0.33%-0.35%.
Rate of hydration

-J_
220

195

The heat evolution curves
of cement pastes having a
w/c ratio of O.4O and with
FIG. 4: UV spectrun of fractions 1, 13 and 21 of saiple No 1
added with 0.5% and 1% of
superplasticizer were recorded up to 72 hours of hydration. Curves are noticed have

the same common profile as well as two peaks,
one situated at about 1 minute of hydration
and the second between 9 and 16 hrs. The
first peak, attributed mainly to the rapid
hydration of alumina phases,
is little
influenced by admixtures. The second one as
sociated with the hydration of alite shows
differences in both position and intensity
according to the type and dosage of admixture
employed. A synthesis of the effect exerted
by the different SNFs on the intensity and
position of the second peak can be observed
in Figure 6. Here the points relevant to
pastes to which different admixtures were

TABLE 5: Monomer content in different SNFs

* referred to the active matter

added are located on the
left-hand
side
and
are
shifted
downward
with
respect to the points re
presenting
plain
pastes.
This fact denotes an overall
retarding effect exerted by
SNFs on alite hydration. The
extent of such an effect is
minimum for sample No 1 and
maximum for sample No 8
whereas it is
shown
to
increase
with
increasing
admixture dosages.
Concrete Properties

Workability values obtained
from concretes
to
which
0.3^0 of SNF was added, are

0

Sampl« 1

♦

Sample 2

x

Sample 5

0

Sample S

CTr , „
5:

.

аГеа *arlati°n in

Sample 4
Sample 7

1

Sample S

of condensate fractions

summarised in Figure 7. The plasticizing effect exerted by most part of the products

Qmax (mW/g)
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is very similar. Only samples No. 3,
5 and 7 give some lower results.
Loss
of
workability
with
time
follows almost parallel trends so
that workability differences re
corded soon after mixing as well as
at 1 hour are roughly equivalent.
Compressive strengths of the con
cretes are given in Figure 8. Values
at 24 hrs and at longer curing ages
indicate slight differences between
the tested products, likely due to
the
variability
of
the
deter
mination.

•
e

•ii-pTi 8
*ple
a«
r

o.n

0.1

v

lernjti *

*

ewnpiee

- HPLC enabled to identify up to 20
different
molecular
weight
fractions present in sodium sul
phonated naphthalene formaldehyde
condensates.

*
PUi

— Fractionation of the polymers was
qualitatively, though not quan
titatively, similar for examined
SNFs which differed however in the
FIG. 6: Maxieun heat evolved (Q.iiax) corresponding to the
amount of residual monomer.
2nd peak of the conduction calorieetry curve as a
Chromatographic
analysis conducted
function of the inverse peak tine (1/tmax)
after adsorption tests on paste
confirmed the occurrence of a
limited adsorption of the monomer and of the first two oligomers. Adsorption attains
its maximum in fractions
with intermediate
re
tention times.
- The various SNFs tested
highlighted differences
involving
both
pla
sticizing efficacy and
retarding
effect
on
alite hydration but not
as regards
mechanical
strengths from an age of
24 hrs onwards.
- Modifications
in
the
composition of polymers
with
respect
to
the
distribution of oligomer
fractions having reten
tion times which ranged

o- 8**pN 1

"K"‘ •«■J* •

Ямщйе 4

Seepie g

FIG. 7: Workability of concretes as a function of tine.
SNF dosage - 0.35 by weight pf ceaent

between 7 and 8 minutes appeared
plasticizing and retarding effects.

to

exert

an

appreciable

influence

on

both

FIG. 8: Compressive strength of concretes added

with 0.35% of SNF
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CONDUCTOMETRIC TEST FOR CEMENT-ADMIXTURE SYSTEMS
C Vernet and G Noworyta
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FRANCE

ABSTRACT:

Monitoring the electrical conductivity during cement hydration allows an accurate measurement of
the dormant period duration of C3S with standardised experimental conditions: the conductivity maximum is
always well defined. The time of gypsum depletion can also be measured using this method, as C3A contains
a sufficient amount of alkalis: a second maximum or a slope inflexion can be observed. This technique thus
allows to detect and quantify the chemical secondary effects of admixtures. More than TOGO tests were made
on cement-admixture systems, varying the nature of cements, and the nature and the amount of the
admixtures. Our results have yielded general rules on the secondary retarding effects:
- Different kinds of cement or different cements of the same class show distinct behaviours when used with
the same admixture, depending on the proportions and reactivity of their components.
- For a given cement, different admixtures show secondary effects of variable intensity.
- For each system, there is a critical amount of admixture above which an exponential variation of the retar
ding effect is observed.
As a consequence, each system requires the assessment of the secondary effect variations with respect to the
concentration of admixture, in order to obtain its "characteristic curve".
RESUME:

La mesure en continu de la conductivite electrique durant 1'hydratation des ciments permet de
determiner avec precision la duree de la pcriode dormante de C3S, dans des conditions experimentales
standardisces: le maximum de conductivite correspondant est toujours bien defini. Le temps d'epuisement du
gypse peut aussi etre mesure par cctte methode, lorsque le C3A contient une teneur süffisante en alcalins: un
second maximum ou un changement de pente peut alors etre observe. Nous avons developpe un appareillage
specifique et teste un grand nombre de couples ciment-adjuvant, en faisant varier la nature du ciment, la
nature et la proportion d'adjuvant. Les resultats de plus de 1000 tests permettent de tirer des regies generales
concemant les effets secondaires retardateurs des adjuvants:
- Differentes sortes de ciments ou differents ciments de la meme classe montrent des comportements differents quand en presence d'un meme adjuvant, selon la reactivite et les proportions de leurs Constituante.
- Pour un ciment donne, differents adjuvants montrent des effets secondaires d'intensite variable.
- Pour chaque couple, il existe une teneur critique en adjuvant, au delä de laquelle I'effet retardateur prend
une allure exponentielle.
Pour caracteriser les interactions ciment-adjuvant, il faut done dans chaque cas tracer la courbe caracteristique donnant les variations des effets secondaires en fonction de la teneur en adjuvant.

1 - INTRODUCTION.
The "cement-admixture system" concept
has a field recording origin, particular combinations
of cements and admixtures having shown unexpec
ted behaviours in concrete. Research on the working
mechanisms of admixtures have shown chemical
interactions with certain СзА-rich cements. The

reacting grains by the magnetic stirring, the bar was
suspended to an axis held by the cover. The
electrodes are square section rings made of 316L
stainless steel, machined to follow the internal sur
face of the cells. For routine measurements, the cells
are kept into a temperature regulated box, adjustable
between 10 and 50
*C.
Outside this range, special
cells with a double wall were developed.

control of C3A by sulphates is affected by ligno

sulfonates- or polynaphtalenesulfonates-based ad
mixtures (1) (2).
The retarding effect of superplasticizers and water
reducers also varies with the type of cement, but the
phenomena are not yet completely understood.
Field-recording shows that these variations cannnot
be simply counterbalanced by the use of accelera
tors.
Because of the complexity of the interactions in
volved, it is not yet possible to predict all the se
condary effects of admixtures. With the increasing
complexity of the formulations used to day, rapid
optimisation tests are required in two complemen
tary domains:
- Rheological tests, pertinent with respect to the
concrete behaviour.
- Chemical tests, allowing to evaluate the specific
effects of an admixture on the cements components.
We intend here to describe a test of the second type.
It is based on the conductometric monitoring, during
24 to 72 hours, of cement pastes, mortars, or stirred
suspensions with water to solid ratio (W/S) of 4. We
have studied the effects produced on portlandite
nucleation and gypsum depletion, at different
temperatures, and with various amounts of
admixtures.

2 - EXPERIMENTAL.

2.1. Apparatus,
An original measuring device, that we have
called "Conductometric multiplexer", allows the si
multaneous monitoring of 10 suspensions or pastes,
and the input of values into a computer.
For suspensions measurements, we have developed
closed cells, stined at the same speed by the same
magnetic stirrer. Attention was paid to solid-liquid
diffusion problems, in order to ensure the best
repeatability. In order to prevent the abrasion of

2.2. Optimisation of experimental procedure.

The first type of admixtures acts by mean of
their concentration, namely the accelerators like
calcium chloride, nitrate, or formate. In this case the
amount of admixture is calculated on the solution
base, and not on the cement base. A second type
acts by adsorption on solids or reaction with sur
faces. The amounts are then calculated on the ce
ment base, that is the classical method.
Rigorously, we have to apply these principles to the
electrolytes present in the cement itself, such as al
kali sulphates. This is possible when the clinker
analysis is available: then we can use a solution
containing 80% of the potential content of the clin
ker, taking into account the reaction yields generally
obtained. Another method always applicable but
time consuming, is to filter a cement paste with the
adequate W/S, and use the filtrate in place of the
mixing water.

3 - SCIENTIFICAL BASE OF THE TEST.

3.1. Variations of the electrical conductivity
during cement hydration.

The monitoring of the electrical conducti
vity, and of the thermal flux, combined with the
analysis of solution and solids during the hydration,
have given detailed information about the sequence
and mechanisms of reaction (3) (4) (5). Thanks to
this research, it is now possible to interpret the
conductometric curves easily.
Fig.l shows the chemical evolution diagram of a
concentrated suspension of cement (W/S = 4), and
the corresponding variations of conductivity. The
measurements have been conducted on the same
sample, with a multi-sensors apparatus (6). This
diagram is in good agreement with date from the
literature.

-During the mixing period (I).
- As shown by the initial thermal peak, the dissolu
tion rate of clinker components and gypsum is high.
The ions passing into solution increase instanta
neously the conductivity.
- After a few minutes, depending on the W/S, the
solution becomes supersaturated with respect to et
tringite and CSH. Precipitation of CSH begins. This
slows down hydration, by covering particles with
hydrates. So the thermal flux dQ/dt rapidly de
creases.

to reach this maximum. The dormant period is thus
longer for suspensions than for mortars (fig.2).

- During the acceleration, or setting period (III)
Reactions are accelerated due to portlandite preci
pitation, the total dissolved ions being now con
sumed by precipitation. This period begins with an
increase of the thermal flux, and.a slow decrease of
the conductivity. This decrease is larger for pastes
than for suspensions, given the increase of the water
uptake (fig.2).

FIG.l Hydration kinetics of a Portland
cement.

-During the dormant period (ID
The reactions continue slowly, forming ettringite
and CSH. The solution becomes richer in calcium,
because only half of the calcium of C3S is used to
make CSH. The other part goes into the solution (in
Ca2+ and OH- ions form). Because of the slow nu
cleation mechanism of portlandite, the solution be
comes supersaturated with respect to this hydrate,
what causes the increase in conductivity.
-In the presence of hemi-hydrate CaSO4,l/2H2O,
the solution can become supersaturated with respect
to gypsum, the precipitation of which can lead to a
little decrease, or a plateau of conductivity (false
setting can then occur).
- From a critical level of supersaturation, the port
landite begins its precipitation, that give a sudden
decrease of conductivity, after reaching a maximum.
We shall define this moment as the end of the
dormant period, the duration of which charac
terises the ability of C3S to bring the solution at its
maximum supersaturation level. The higher is the
initial water content, the higher is the time required

Fig.2 Comparison between the conductometric
curves of a suspension (W/S=4) and a mortar of
the same cement (W/S=0.5).
S=suspension. M=mortar.
Mark 1: end of the dormant period.
Mark 2: gypsum depletion.
- During the hardening period (IV).
- The depletion of gypsum generally occurs. Hy
dration is disturbed by this sudden event. In the ab
sence of sulfate ions, ettringite begins to dissolve to
give new hydrates (monosulfoaluminate), by reac
tion with the excess СзА.ТЬе rapid uptake of C3A

gives a thermal peak and speeds up the reactions of
C3S (8). When the C3A network contains alkalis,

these are released into the solution, and a conduc
tivity peak or a slope variation is observed. We thus
have a simple way to detect and measure the time of
sulfate depletion. This occurs generally earlier in
pastes than in suspensions (fig.2), but the time
evolved between the end of the dormant period and
the sulfate depletion remains in the same order of
magnitude.

We can see here an effect of the interaction
mechanism between C3S and C3A reactions, more
efficient in pastes because of the closeness of the
grains (8). The increase of strength is maximum
during this period.
- During the slowing down period (V)
The increase of the hydrates layer thickness prevents
water from reaching the interface, and the reactions
are slowed down. The thermal flux decreases. The
conductivity of suspensions increases slowly in the
case of alkali-rich cements, and decreases slowly in
the other cases. The conductivity of mortars and
pastes decreases rapidly and reaches a low level,
because of water uptake and because of the filling of
capillary pores, (fig.2) At longer times, when
ettringite is depleted, monosulfoaluminate then
reacts with the C3A in excess, to give hydrated

calcium aluminate and parent solid solutions. (IV)

causes of variations of conductivity can be neglec
ted. Given the W/S ratio, we can standardize the
experimental conditions, and have a rigorous com
parison of the cement-admixture systems.

4 - APPLICATIONS. SECONDARY EFFECTS
OF SUPERPLASTICIZERS AND WATER
REDUCERS.

4.1. Control of C3A reactions by sulphates, in

presence of admixtures.
Examples of results obtained on C3A
blended with portlandite and calcium sulphates are
given below.
- Series of blends with the same C3A content

and 3 fractions of the same gypsum, sieved to
obtain different sizes (fig.3).

3.2. Interpretation of the conductometric Signal.
The electrical conductivity is the resultant of
four main terms:
- the first one is relative to the solution concentra
tions, which vary with the difference of the disso
lution and precipitation ionic fluxes.
- The second term is related to the mobility of the
ions and to the dielectric constant of the solution.
The latter can be considered as a constant in diluted
solutions, but not into the capillary pores of cement,
where water molecules interact with the surfaces.
This effect can be neglected if we measure the
conductance at a low frequency (typically 1 to 10
kHz).
- The third term is related to the variations of the
W/S ratio during hydration. Neglecting the micro
structural effects, the conductivity of a paste is pro
portional to the volume fraction of liquid.
- The fourth term is related to the geometric path
way of the electric current which may vary in a
material where the pores are in course of filling.
Despite the presence of these different causes of
variation, the practical aspects of conductivity mea
surements, their sensitivity and accuracy, have ac
counted for our choice. Given the different working
possibilities (7), we have to choose the most perti
nent experimental conditions with respect to the
aims of the test, namely the evaluation of the che
mical secondary effects of admixtures. Thus we are
lead to work on suspensions, for which the other

Fig.3 C3A + gypsum with different fineness.
The gypsum depletion time is easily evidenced by
the conductivity drop due to the decrease of the
calcium sulfate concentration. The results seem to
be opposite to the common sense: the finest gypsum
is the last to be depleted. The interpretation of this
behaviour requires to consider the concentration
gradients around the C3A grains during mixing: The

finer is the gypsum, the more rapid is its initial
dissolution, and the larger is the sulfate flux towards
the C3A interface. Thus the ettringite is more
rapidly formed, and the C3A dissolution is slowed
down immediatly.

Table 1.

Depletion times of calcium sulphates for the same C3A (hours).

Anhydrite

Without admixture
With admixture (PNS)

2h
2h

gypsum
4h
6h

The more powerful is the initial "braking action",
the longer the depletion of sulfates lasts.
- Series with the same C3A and different kinds of

hemi-hydrate

6.5h
15.0h

•

type and fineness of cement: preliminary tests can
help avoiding these incidents.

calcium sulfate.
The last explanation is confirmed by this series of
tests. A more reactive sulfate like hemi-hydrate is
consumed later than gypsum. A less reactive one,
like anhydrite, is depleted earlier, because it is a less
powerful "brake" for Cßz
*
than gypsum. This effect
is enhanced in presence of polynaphtalenesulfonates
(table 1).
From this table, we can infer a modification of the
"braking power" of sulphates, probably by a com
petitive adsorption of sulphates and sulfonates on
the active dissolution sites of C3A. A poor control
of the C3A reactions can lead to rheological secon

dary effects: we observe then a stiffening of concre
te, which is a kind of attenuated flash set. So in
СзА-rich or reactive cements, hemihydrate can be a
better controlling agent than gypsum, in presence of
plasticizers. It can also be more beneficial to add a
part of the admixture after mixing, to give the
sulphates enough time to control the C3A reactions.

4.2. Retarding effects of water-reducers.
Gluconate-based water-reducers slow down
the C3S reactions during the dormant period, and

delay the gypsum depletion. Fig.4 shows the rela
tive dormant period durations (namely the ratios to
dormant period of the cements without admixture)
and relative depletion times of about 20 cement
admixture couples, of various natures and compo
sitions.
The dormant period duration increases rapidly when
the amount of admixture increases. As sugars,
gluconate probably poisons the hydrates nucleation.
An excess of admixture can then lead to a loss of
initial strength, and problems during the removal of
the formworks. The retarding effect varies with the

Fig.4 Gluconate based water-reducers.
1 Dormant period duration/REF
2 Gypsum depletion time/REF

4.3. Secondary effects of superplasticizers.

- 4.3.1. Dormant period.
Polynaphtalene-sulfonate (PNS) based plas
ticizers show a less retarding effect on C3S than

gluconates. Their behaviour yet varies widely, de
pending on the cement used. The dormant period is
generally linearily related to the admixture amount,
when it is below about 1%. Over this value, the va
riation becomes exponential (fig.S). particularly
with low C3A or low surface cements, which are

easier to plasticize.
We conclude that in СзА-rich or in finely ground
cements, a large part of the admixture is consumed
by the initial reactions, thus the remaining admix
ture is no longer sufficient to poison the portlandite
nucleation. For the same reasons, this kind of
cements is difficult to maintain in a fluid state du
ring a long time, in the absence of a retarder.

- 4.3.2. Gypsum depletion.
As seen in 4.1., the affinity of PNS for alu
minates leads to disturb the initial control of C3A

by sulphates. The duration of sulphates depletion
tends to increase in the case of weak control, and to
decrease in the case of strong control. Nevertheless
we have to take into account the C3A-C3S

The curves are similar below 1%, with an increase
of the slope over 0.5% Over 1%, the curves at 20
and 30
*C
become different, with a linear increase at
*C,
20
and a decrease at 30eC.

Dormant period duration

interaction in pastes and mortars. The largest part of
sulphates is consumed during the setting period,
after the dormant period. This is well confirmed by
conductometric measurements, performed on a great
number of samples.

Fig.6 Effect of a retarder on the dormant period
duration, at 3 temperatures.

polynaphtalene-sulfonate dose

Fig.5 Secondary effects of PNS-based super
plasticizers on portlandite nucleation.
G : low C3A cement.

R, O, high C3A cements.
The general trend is the conservation of the time
evolved between the end of the dormant period and
the depletion of suphfates, independently of the
dormant period duration. In many cases also, the re
maining admixture content is probably too low to
affect the reactions rates during this period.

4.4. Effects of retarders with temperature.
Conductometric measurements can be
useful to evaluate the retarders. Non-linear effects
are also observed in this case (fig.6).
The variation of the dormant period duration versus
the amount of retarder, (here a phosphate-based
one), is shown at 3 temperatures.

The interpretation of this behaviour can be related to
the nucleation kinetics of portlandite: a temperature
increase favours nucleation, because the portlandite
solubility decreases with temperature. At 30'C, at
the 1% dose, the thermal activation begins to
compensate the inhibition of the nucleation by the
retarder, and the trend is reversed.

5 - CONCLUSIONS.
Here we only have discussed some
applications of the conductometric measurements,
which can be used for many other studies. In the
cement-admixtures optimisation domain, the con
ductometric mutiplexer technique allows to monitor
a large number of systems, and to build progres
sively a data base.
The general idea derived from this study is the the
cement-admixture "coupling" concept. Already
used in mechanics and electronics, this expression
have been applied to chemical reactions in the field
of irreversible thermodynamics. This notion, intui
tively understood by field operators, finds.a theore
tical and experimental base in the mechanisms of
interaction between molecules and hydrates.

It appears particularly that:
- with a given cement, different molecules behave
in different ways, leading to secondary effects of
different intensities.
- with a given admixture, different cements behave
in different ways, according to their fineness,
content and reactivity of components.
- in many cases, there is a critical level of admix
ture dose, over which the secondary effects vary in a
non-linear trend.
The "cement-admixture coupling" has thus evident
and practical consequences. Each system requires to
be tested and optimised in the lab. In this respect,
the conductometric multiplexer can be a useful tool,
particularly to optimise formulations using a mix of
different admixtures, because the effects are not
additive. The interactions between admixtures and
cements can be characterized by the curves of va
riation of dormant period and gypsum depletion du
rations, as a function of the admixture content.
These curves enable a rigorous comparison of the
chemical behaviour of each system. After determi
ning the composition domain meeting the require
ments, a limited number of verifications of the
rheological behaviour on convenience concretes
then becomes sufficient, resulting in a large econ
omy of means.
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SUMMARY

It has been shown previously that condensed silica fume (CSF) changes the form of the water vapour
isotherm of the first desorption of mortar. The pore structure or at least the pore openings become more
refined. The purpose of the present study is to find out if these alterations are sensitive to drying. Preliminary
results concerning the second desoiption isotherms of mortar with a CSF-to-cement ratio varying between
0 and 25% and a water to cement ratio varying from 0.3 to 0.6 are presented and compared to the first
desorption isotherm.

The results show that the pore structure refinement obtained with CSF is preserved after drying to about
40% relative humidity but the prominent ’shoulder’ in the capillary region of the first desorption isotherm
vanishes or diminishes. The irreversible structural changes in the capillary region are in the same order of
magnitude in a mortar with 10% CSF as in one without.

RESÜMEE

Il a ete montre auparavant que 1’utilisation de la fumee de silice condensee change la forme de
I’isotherme de la vapeur de 1’eau de la premiere desorption. Les pores ou au meins les ouvertures des
pores deviennent plus etroites. L’objet de cet etude est de determiner si ces alterations sont sensibles ä la
dessiccation. Ici sont presentes des resultats preliminaires de la deuxieme desorption de mortier ou 0 a
25% de silice a ete ajoute. Le rapport eau-ciment varie entre 0.30 et 0.60. Les isothermes de la deuxieme
desoiption sont comparee ä celles de la premiere.
Les resultats indiquent que I’affmement de la structure poreuse est conservee apres une dessiccation
jusqu’ä environ 40% de humiditee relative, Mais "Fepaule" dans la region capillaire de I’isotherme de la
premiere desorption diminue ou disparait. Les changements structurelies irreversibles dans les capillaires
sont ä peu pres les memes dans le mortier avec 10% de fumee de silice que dans celui sans silice.

INTRODUCTION
The position of the water vapour isotherm from the first desiccation of concrete is shifted when
condensed silica fume (CSF) is incorporated in the mix [1-4]. This indicates that the pore structure or at least
the size of the continuous pores becomes more refined, which has also been proved by other methods, such
as mercury intrusion tests [5]. The CSF-mortar contains more evapcrable water per weight of cement than
a CSF-free one above 11 % ambient relative humidity. In a mix with w/c=0.50 and with up to 15 % CSF
added, the total pore volume is somewhat higher. There is also a ’shoulder’ on the isotherm of CSF-mortar
between about 75 and 95 % relative humidity which becomes more prominent the more CSF that is
incorporated in the mix [4].

However during desiccation the concrete or mortar is subjected to strong stresses from the surface
tension of the water meniscuses which cause structural changes in the paste phase. Thus the desorption
isotherm from a second desiccation will not look like the one from the first, especially in a mix with a lot
of larger capillary pores [6].

How then does a CSF-concrete react to desiccation? Is it more stable or more sensitive to drying than
ordinary Portland cement concrete?
In order to answer these questions, second desorption isotherms were included in an extensive
investigation of the water vapour isotherms and the pore structure of silica fume mortar being carried out
at present at Chalmers University. It also includes isotherms from the first desorption, absorption and
scanning experiments. Preliminary results from the first desorption have recently been published [4]. The
compositional parameters in the study are the original water to cement ratio (0.30 to 0.60) and the amount
of silica fume added (0 to 25 % calculated on cement weight). Since silica fume is always used together with
a superplasticizer, the type of superplasticizer also varied. Two different cements were used.

Since the method requires long measuring periods [4,7] the investigation was carried out on well-cured
specimens in order to eliminate the influence of additional hydration as much as possible during the test. On
the basis of pore structure development data [5] a minimum period of 90 days water curing was chosen.
In this paper some preliminary results from the second desorption will be presented and compared with
the first desorption isotherms.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Materials

The experimental details, such as raw materials, mix compositions, specimen preparation and method
have previously been described in detail [4]. Thus only the essentials will be given here together with some
supplementary information.
Two types of cements were used; a Swedish standard Portland cement (OPC) with a specific surface
area (Blaine) of about 380 m2/kg and a low heat, sulphate resistant (LHSR) cement with a specific surface
area around 330 m2/kg from Sweden. The condensed silica fume of Norwegian origin contained 86-89 % SiO2.
It had a specific surface area of 15 000 - 20 000 m2/kg (Blaine). The aggregate was quartz sand 0.25 - 2
mm. Two kinds of supeiplasticizers were also used; a naphthalene based powder from Japan, called Mighty
100, and a melamine based 33% solution. The mix water added was always corrected for the water content
of the solution.
The mix proportions of the 8 mixes used for the analysis in this study are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Composition of Mortar Mixes.

Mix

w/c
by weight

CSF/C
by weight

N510

0.50

0.10

2.88

OPC

Napht.

N500

- 0.50

0

3.00

OPC

Napht.

N310

0.30

0.10

1.35

OPC

Napht.

N610

0.60

0.10

3.65

OPC

Napht.

N525

0.50

0.25

2.70

OPC

Napht.

L510

0.50

0.10

2.88

LHSR

Napht.

M510

0.50

0.10

2.88

OPC

Mel.

1510

0.50

0.10

2.88

OPC

None

: Aggr.7C:l:: -':< ;i'':: r Cement
by weight
type

Superplast.
SP/C-0.4%

■

Method

The isotherms were determined by the desiccator method. Each point on the isotherm was obtained
independently by allowing separate saturated specimens to dry in selected relative humidities (RH:s) until they
reached equilibrium weight. The humidity inside the desiccators was controlled by saturated salt solutions,
giving 11.3%, 42.3%, 75.5% and 94.6% RH. Sodium lime pellets were used to avoid carbonation of the
specimens.
The specimens, 2 to 4 mm thick discs, were wet sawed from 40
*40
mm water cured prisms. The first
and second isotherm were not obtained on the same specimens. The specimens used to obtain the first
desorption isotherm had been water stored for a minimum of 90 days. The four RH:s were started on
different occasions from the age of 90 days upto 180 days.

The specimens used to obtain the second desorption isotherm were all water stored for 90 days and then
in 42.3 % ambient RH for 290 days. After that they were remoistened in three stages; first to 86% RH, then
96.5% RH, and finally the specimens were resaturated by capillary suction. The desiccation in the four RH:s
were also in this case started at different times.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Estimation of Evaporable Water

, Bringing such thin specimens to weight equilibrium takes a long time, especially with the denser mixes,
and in this case it has not been possible to terminate the experiments yet. Therefore the amount of evaporable
water in the specimens still undergoing dessication can only be estimated. Since the traditional relationships
between degree of hydration, amount of nonevaporable and total pore volume are not valid in CSF-pastes [4],
a procedure which renders knowledge of the degree of hydration unnecessary has been applied (described in
).
[4]
It is based on the following suppositions:
* The amount of nonevaporable water and the pore volume remain constant throughout the drying
experiment.
* The material proportions of the specimens are the same as in the original mixes.

* The mean value of the loss on ignition of two samples from each mix could be used as ignited
specimen weight.
* No carbonation takes place.
(In future all specimens will be analysed by thermogravimetry and the uncertainties of this estimation will
be eliminated.)

The We/C used for the desorption isotherms is based on the minimum weight recorded during
approximately 300 days of drying. For some of the most dense mixes the absolute minimum value has not
yet been reached in some relative humidities.
Each point is based on the results from at least two specimens, which to some extent eliminates the nonsystematic error due to inhomogeneities in the specimen. The standard deviation is 0.43 %-units which leads
to the fact that more than 95 % of the values of the individual specimens are within ±0.8%-units from the
presented mean values. There may however be a systematic error caused by continuing water uptake in the
air pores, which varies with the duration of storage in water.
First and Second Desorption Isotherms

Figure 1 shows that the first isotherm is displaced upwards to the left and there is a prominent shoulder
between 75 and 90 % RH when CSF is used. The larger the addition of CSF the greater the displacement
upwards and the smaller the pore sizes that are affected. This indicates that the pore structure seems to
become more refined. At RH above 40%, where meniscuses are formed, it may however be caused by a
narrowing of the pore openings without a change in the actual pore sizes.
When the mortars desiccate a second time the shape of the isotherms changes. The general refinement
of the pore structure, i.e. the displacement of the isotherm upwards remains but the shoulder more or less
vanishes from the isotherms of CSF-mortars. This indicates that some of the hydration products are relocated
to new sites when they are subjected to the strong surface tensions that occur during drying and eventually
a more even pore size distribution is obtained. The irreversible structural changes in the capillary region are
in the same order of magnitude in a mortar with 10% CSF added as in one without. Thus the changes must
take place in the hydration products of the cement and not in the products from the pozzolanic reaction; If
the CSF-addition is as high as 25% there is still a ’shoulder’ left after the second desiccation. Then the
cement will not release enough calcium hydroxide (even if it is fully hydrated) to ensure the pozzolanic
reaction with the CSF. The remaining shoulder could be due to the fact that unreacted very small CSF grains
are left and act as a filler in the capillary cavities and obstruct the redistribution of the hydration products.
The CSF grains may also react to other components of the cement, such as the alkalies, and form another
type of hygroscopic gel.
As expected We/C is lower at RH:s between 30% and 85%. However the values at 11% and 94% are
higher for the second desiccation than the first. It is possible that hydration and/or carbonation during the
experiment gives an apparently higher value for the second desiccation. In that case the whole second
isotherm should be displaced slightly downwards. But it may also indicate that the structural changes during
the first drying include formation of new chemical bonds. The thennogravimetrical analysis will give a clearer
picture of the underlying reasons.

In Figure 2 the desorption isotherms for CSF-mortars with two different w/c ratios but the same CSF/C
ratio are shown. Besides the same observations as above it is evident that the irreversible structural changes
become greater with a higher w/c ratio, in the same manner as in ordinary Portland cement mortar [6].
Using different types of superplasticizers (SP) or none at all had almost no effect on the first desorption
isotherms [4] nor has it on the second desorption isotherms (Figure 3). The small variations recorded are
within the measuring error.

We/C
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Figure 1: Desorption isotherms for mortar
with different amounts of silica fume.
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Figure 2: Desorption isotherms for
silica fume mortar with different
w/c-ratios.
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fume mortar with different superplasticizers.

Figure 4: Desorption isotherms for silica
fume mortar with different cements.
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The low heat sulphate resistent cement (LHSR) mortar which without CSF has a coarser pore structure
and a more even sloping first desorption isotherm than the OPC mortar [8]. When 10% silica is added the
pore structure of the LHSR-mortar seems to be slightly less sensitive to drying than the finer one obtained
with the other cement as can be seen in Figure 4.
CONCLUSIONS

Based on the preliminary results from water stored mortar specimens the following conclusions may
be drawn:
* The general refinement of the pore structure that is obtained when silica fume is used is preserved after
drying to 42.3% RH but the prominent ’shoulder’ of the first desorption isotherm disappears or
diminishes.

* Since the structural changes are of the same magnitude with and without silica fume they must take
place in the hydration products of the cement and not in the products from the pozzolanic reaction.
* As in plain OPC concrete the structural changes become greater the higher the w/c ratio.
* The type of superplasticizer did not affect the changes between the first and the second desoiption to
any degree that was detectable in this preliminary analysis.
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STUDY ON “FARMING SILICA FUME” USE IN POZZOLANIC CEMENTS
J R Baragafio and V M Villar
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ABSTRACT
Since industrial silica fume is not readily available in Spain, the possibilities
have been studied of using calcinated rice husk ash as an alternative.

The possibilities of calcination, related problems, the characteristics of the ash
obtained and the cement properties thereof were studied at a cement plant in Spain, in
order to ascertain the industrial benefit of the ash.

A comparison was made with bibliography on Asiatic ashes,
Norwegian industrial
silica fume and the product obtained at an optimum burning temperature.

By adding 25% of "farming silica fume", a 10% gain is obtained on the 28 day
compressive strength compared with the same cement without addition, but the rheological
properties are not very accurate.
.
Other vitrous components, such as fly ash, copper slag or even chemical water
reducing agents must be added to the developed product in order to improve its
workability.

The use of 5% "farming silica fume" and 20% copper slag yields cements with very
good, improved pozzolanic properties, adequate rheology and mechanical strength.
The latter blended cement has a better performance than those containing 25% of
either copper slag or silica fume.
RESUMEN
En Espana no existe humo de sllice, de ahi que para su uso se utilice el procedente
de los paises nordicos, el cual se suministra en sacos о big-bag, a precios elevados.

For este motivo se ha estudiado la posibilidad de encontrar una alternativa a traves
de la calcinacion de cäscaras de arroz.
En una fäbrica de cemento del Sur de Espana se ha estudiado la problematica de su
calcinacion, las caracteristicas de las cenizas obtenidas у su comportamiento en cementos
con el fin de lograr un doble valor a las mismas, es decir, aprovechar su potencia
calorifica en un secadero у utilizer las cenizas сото un producto de elevada reactividad
puzolänica.

La adicion de un 25% de este "humo de silice agricola" da lugar a un aumento de
resistencias, a 28 dias del 10%, cuando se ensaya en mortero normalizado, pero sus
propiedades reologicas no son apropiadas.
Para mejorar dicho comportamiento reolögico es necesario mezclarlo con otros
componentes vitreos сото cenizas volantes, escoria de cobre e, incluso, con aditivos
quimicos reductores de agua.
La mezcla de 5% de este "humo de silice agricola", con 20% de escoria de cobre,
produce cementos con alto valor puzolänico que tienen una adecuada reologia, con mejores
resistencias mecänicas que las conseguidas con 25% de escoria de cobre о 25% de humo de
silice.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since silica fume is not produced in large quantities in Spain, it is imported from
northern Europe. Its marketing, normally containing additions of super—plasticisers,
doubles the already high cost of the product. For this reason, the use of "farming silica
fume , rice husk ash (RHA) , has been studied as a feasible alternative for obtaining good
quality pozzolanic cements. The subject is more widely—known in several Asian countries
and there are many publications available on the matter. (1-9).
, I'he problems involved in the use of RHA include, among others, the low apparent
density of the rice husk and the ash obtained from burning it, as well as the difficulty
of achieving the most suitable quality for the proposed aim. The principal advantage lies
in its ability to react with the lime and its high pozzolanity, yielding products with
high chemical and mechanical strengths.

Taking advantage of the fact that a cement plant in the south of Spain uses rice
husk as a dryer fuel, the different possibilities of burning it, its properties, the
characteristics of the ash produced and the cements obtained with such ash have been
studied.
The practical aim of this study is to combine the benefit of the calories generated
in rice husk combustion with the use of the ash produced for manufacturing pozzolanic
cements.
2.

RICE HUSK, PROPERTIES AND CALCINATION

A sample of the rice husk used in the afore-mentioned cement plant in an average
month has been studied, determining its characteristics in an air-dried sample.

The results obtained are as follows:

Water content in air:
Residual water content:
Total water content:
Apparent density:
Real density:
Higher caloric power:
Lower caloric power:

3.8%
4.1%
7.9%
96.3
1.91
3640
3350

g/1
g/cm3
cai/g
cal/g

The higher caloric power is determined according to the ASTM standard D-3286 and the
lower caloric power is deduced in respect of the water content formed and collected in the
combustion of the calorimetric bomb.
The thermal differential analysis (TDA), made with NETZSCH STA-429 equipment,
reveals an exothermic reaction at 280ac and two endothermic peaks at 510 and 5502C, with
stable burning at approximately 7002C.

The industrial combustion is performed in a specially designed auxiliary furnace
at 7502C.
"
The ash produced in an oxidizing atmosphere is then stored in aireated conditions.

3.

RICE HUSK ASH, PREPARATION AND TESTING

3.1

RHA Preparation

,
In the tests carried out on a semi-industrial scale, the Portland cement and the
additions were ground separately. The RHA granulometric curve according to the Coulter
instrument reveals the following significant parameters:

45 micron rejects:
330
micron fraction:
Average diameter:

26.0%
44.0%
31.0 microns

The central part of the curve has the steepest slope; 50% of the particles are
between 30 and 79 microns, with a very small quantity of fines and coarse particles.

3.2

RHA Chemical Analysis

Table 1 summarises the RHA chemical analysis compared with the oscillations taken
from the bibliography on 14 samples of Asian RHA and a sample of silica fume imported in
Spain.

Table 1
Chemical analysis of RHA and silica fume

%

SiO,

RHA SPAIN

86.5

RHA ASIA
88.7 - 93.2

SILICA FUME

88.1

Al.^

0.77

0.0 -

0.41

1.1

Fe,O.

0.59

0.20 - 0.46

2.3

so4

0.22

0.0 -

CaO

4.4

0.41 - 1.7

0.51

MgO

0.34

0.29 - 0.84

1.6

Na,O

0.15

0.08 - 1.1

0.73

K,O

2.7

1.8 -

6.4

1.5

^225

O. 57

0.0-

0.44

0.06

LOT

2.5

0.81

3.0

0.10

4.0

Although the calcination of Spanish RHA is more efficient than the others shown in
Table 1 (minimum LOT), the SiO2 content is lower and the CaO content is higher, which makes
it potentially less pozzolanic than the Asian RHA and silica fume. However, the insoluble
residue, according to UNE 80-224, is 4.9%, for which reason practically 80% of the SiO?
is soluble and therefore reactive.
г

4. RICE HUSK ASH BLENDED CEMENTS
The industrial cements (see Table 2) have been measured out carefully, controlling
the mixtures by means of analytical methods. Copper slag, which appears in the industrial
blended cements, has been used in Spain for about 15 years (10). Admixtures were used,
when necessary, in the corresponding laboratoy cement tests.
The most interesting results obtained are indicated below.
4.1 Fineness

Although with regard to industrial Portland cement, the progressive addition of RHA
scarcely modifies the granulometric reject, the specific Blaine surface increases
considerably. The addition of copper slag, which is difficult to grind, gives rise to the
greatest reject and reduces the specific surface in the cements that contain it. The
difference between the real specific weight of the pure Portland cement (3.1 g/cm3) and
RHA (1.9 g/cm3) causes certain problems when determining the specific surface.
4.2 Setting time

The water content for normal consistency increases exponentially with the percentage
of RHA up to abnormal values (41%) and decreases when copper slag is present.

The initial and final Vicat setting times increase according to the percentage of
mixing water required for normal consistency and the RHA content.
Although the setting time is somewhat lengthened by adding admixtures to the cement
with 25% RHA (see Table 2), it has little effect on the quantity of water required in
order to achieve a correct consistency in the paste, which continues to be a handicap for
the good performance of this cement.

TABLE 2
BLENDED CEMENTS WITH RHA

BLENDED CEMENT :
REFERENCES

1

2

100

3

4

95

85

5

15

5

6

7

8

75

75

75

75

75

25

25

25

MIX PROPORTIONS:

1-55 Industrial
. Cement,___________ <*)
Rice Husk Ash,

(%)

Cu Slag,

(%)

25

Lignosulphonate,(%)

Melment F-10,

5
20

0,80

(%)

1,0

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:

Fineness, > бЗ^мп, (%)

0,80

0,86.

0,94

1,1

1,1

1,1

2,6

2,2

Blaine Surface, (rr^/kg)

486

510

585

633

633

633

473

559

+

+

—

—

+

-

+

+

+

+

Pozzolanic Index:
8 days

-

-

15 days

-

-

28 days

-

+

H2o normal consistency(%) 30,5

+

32,0

36,5

41,0

36,2

37,5

23,5

26,0

Setting Time: I

(min)

115

122

136

155

190

180

155

140

F

(min)

140

154

179

220

245

210

190

190

Rheology:
,
____Yield Value, (dy/aa2)

Viscosity, (poises)

628

675

>900

>900

220

414

128

252

12,9

13,6

> 25

> 25

3,1

21,4

1,6

3,2

24,5

24,5

25,0

17,6

8,2

20,3

11,6

14,0

(100)

(100)

(102)

(72)

(34)

(83)

(47)

(57)

40,4

40,8

41,2

29,6

15,4

34,6

23,8

27,5

(100)

(101)

(102)

(73)

(38)

(86)

(59)

(68)

52,5

55,1

' 55,7

39,4

28,1

46,7

34,0

37,4

(100)

(105)

(106)

(75)

(54)

(89)

(65)

(71)

64,4

69,6

78,6

54,1

43,7

63,8

44,1

52,8

(100)

(108)

(122)

(84)

(68)

(99)

(69)

(82)

69,7

82,1

102,2

65,5

52,0

80,4

58,2

68,1

(100)

(118)

(147)

(94)

(75)

(115)

(84)

(98)

Compressive Strength:

1 day ,

3 days,

7 days,

28 days,

90 days,

(N/mm2 )

(N/nun2 j

(N/mm2 )

(N/mm^ )

(N/mm2 )

4.3 Rheology

in T=hi = %rder
c°n^ir.m the aboXe observations, the viscosity of the 8 cements indicated
in Table 2 was tested in a coaxial-cylinder viscometer. The water/cement ratio in the
the rheoTnrr?;!?'
res"lts obtained, yield value and viscosity, provide information on
the rheological nature of each cement and its predictable performance in the workability
of the corresponding mortars and concretes.
-шшиу
1
^Inu^etSj:ng RHA additions give rising values of the rheological constants, which are
already high in pure Portland cement. The pastes with 15 and 20% RHA are difficult to
work, hence it is impossible to use them in the manufacture of industrial cement.

Gopper slag, both at 25% (see example 7 in Table 2) and at 20% plus 5% RHA ( see
example 8), produces very fluid and workable pastes, thereby explaining
the good
performance of the mortars obtained with the corresponding cements.
.... . These. results are only obtained in the cements containing 25% of RHA with the
add^ion °f Irgnosulphonate, since in the case of Melment F-10, the aforesaid values are
Lout b^Le h9fgh"sPhCcoanVeV.he VlSCOSity' ЪЬегеЬУ confirming the difficulties brought

bhe other hand, copper slag, with a completely vitreous nature, not only affects
the amount of water required to make the paste (23.5% compared to 30.5% in pure cement),
but its plasticity is also extraordinarily good.
4.4 Pozzolanic Index

After testing the pozzolanic index according to the standard UNE 80-280 in all the
cements, the good pozzolanic quality of the RHA and copper slag additions was confirmed
15%Ъап0С2 5%По^ РИГ COntain t.he™- ,The Fratini Index is positive in the cements containing
15% and 25% of RHA over a period of 8 days. When the cement contains 5% of RHA (see cement
no. 2, Table 2), its pozzolanic characteristics are revealed after 28 days. With 25% of
copper slag (see cement no. 7), the Fratini Index is positive at 28 days, while the
mixture of 5% RHA and 20% copper slag produces cements with a positive pozzolanicity
reading after 15 days.
F
, There is a mutual effect, found in tests, between RHA and copper slag,
their common pozzolanic characteristics.
y

improving
yxuvxng

4.5 Compressive strength

□

were PrePared according to European standards (EH-196) and tested at 1
2Lhnd 90 nay^i
Table 2' below the corresponding values expressed in N/mm2, the
ratio with pure Portland cement (value 100) is shown.
-7

4- j
c°mPresaive . strength of cements with 5 and 15% RHA additions, obtained in
standardised mortars, increased after the first age. At 28 days, the compressive strength
had improved by 8 and 22%, respectively. At 90 days it had increased by 18 and 47% in each
case. When 25% RHA was added, the mortars were very dry and the predictable strengths
could not be developed due to the reduction in the workability detected as the RHA
percentage was increased, as indicated above.
,
Tbe use of admixtures in standardised mortars (see examples 5 and 6, Table 2) is
in the case of cement with 25% RHA added, not a real solution, since the strengths only
improve with Melment F-10. Lignosulphonate, added at 0.8% in weight, produced poor results
at ax J. ages.
4-t.
1П °bhe^ words' neither of the two water-reducing agents has a beneficial effect on
the overall rheology/strengths, nor provides the necessary solution for obtaining high
quality cements.
щуп

Copper slag, added at 25% (see example 7 in Table 2), compared with the same
percentage of RHA (cement no. 4), provides very workable mortars with strengths t^t
improve gradually over time, although at short ages they are somewhat low. When in the
last example 5% of copper slag was replaced with RHA, increased strengths were obtained
at a11 ,ages;
daY3' xt gives the same results as pure cement, with a very much
improved workability.
1

5. CONCLUSIONS
The calcination at 7502C of Spanish rice husk produces a residue formed mainly of
highly-reactive amorphous silica, which should subsequently be ground in order to
facilitate its combination with lime.

Since the lower caloric power of the rice husk is 3350 Kcak/kg, it could be
interesting to use it first as a fuel and then use its ashes in the manufacturing process
of cements with additions.
The pozzolanity of RHA (Fratini Index) is extremely high, since at 8 days the test
is positive with 15% added to the Portland cement.

Comparing its chemical analysis with Asian RHA (taken from the bibliography) and
with silica fume (imported in Spain from northern Europe), it has slightly lower values
of SiO2 and a higher content of AlgOj, Fe2O3 and CaO, with approximately 80% of SiO, soluble
and reactive.
z

When manufacturing blended cements with this RHA, the water content for normal
consistency increases exponentially with the percentage of RHA added. With 15% of RHA the
mortars have a very poor workability, but the strength is 22% and 47% higher than pure
Portland cement at 28 and 90 days, respectively.
When the RHA is increased to 2 5%, the rheological constants become so difficult that
it is impossible to obtain a blended cement with an acceptable workability.
Although by adding water-reducing agents the workability of the mortar is improved,
the strengths obtained are lower than those attained with 15% RHA.

On the contrary, cement containing 25% copper slag, which offers very good
rheological characteristics, gives relatively low strengths. A partial substitution of 5%
of such component with RHA improves not only the pozzolanicity, but also the strengths at
all ages, achieving at 90 days the same strength as that of pure cement.

In order wods, excellent pozzolanic-type cements can be obtained with maximum values
of RHA of 10% and vitreous slags up to a total of 20-25%, producing very workable mortars
with high chemical and mechanical strengths.
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SUMMARY

,
Investigation results of hardening kinetics of ordinary and expansive cement with
siljca fume admixture are presented in this paper. Based on research results of X-ray
diffraction, thermal analysis (DTA, DTG), kinetics of deformations as well as some mecha.
nical preperties a mechanism of hardening of two types cement was studied. An efficiency
о silica fume admixture to the cement, mortar and concrete is shown for the increase of
srength and frost resistance, lowering of the permeability and improvement of pore struc
ture. Some aspects of structure formation and synthesis of the strength of cement stone,
mortar and concrete containing siljca fume are discussed.
".

РЕЗШЕ
В статье представлены результаты исследований кинетики твер
дения обычного и расширяющегося цементов с добавкой микрокремнезема
Основываясь на результатах рентгено-фазового и диФФеренциально-тер
мического анализов, кинетики деформаций и некоторых Физико-мехднических свойствах, изучен механизм действия добавки микрокремнезема
на твердение цементов двух указаных видов. Показана эффективность
использования микрокремнезема в качестве добавки к цементному камню,
раствору и бетону для повышения прочности и морозостойкости, сниже
ния проницаемости и улучшения поровой структуры. Обсуждаются некото
рые аспекты структурообразования и синтеза прочности цементного
камня, раствора и бетона.

INTRODUCTION
Silica fume (SF) is a by-product of the smelting process in the production of fer
rosilicon. At present the use of SF as a new high-grade pozzolanic admixture in cement
and concrete is attracting increasing attention.
Precise data on the annual output of SF in the world are not available but judging
by various sources of information it approaches to one million tons.

The main purpose of this investigation was to study the complex process of hydration
and hardening, structure formation and properties of cement stone and concrete with sili
ca fume addition (SFA) and the mechanism of SFA effect. Nowadays the mechanism of action
of SFA in producing strength is explained, on the one hand, by CSH gel formation having
C/S ratio lower than during cement hydration without SFA (1). On the other hand, SFA ef
fect is connected to a filler effect securng more perfect structure formation of cement
stone (2) .

It is suggested that increase in bond strength is one of the main reasons for the
substantial improvement in strength and some other properties of concrete with SFA. The
expansion of cement stone as well as the physical and mechanical properties of mortars
and concretes depend not only on the activity of expansive cement but on the technologi
cal factors effecting the lime concentration in the mixing water ( 3,4,5). Since SF has
high hydraulic activity, its use is one of the effective methods for lowrlng lime concen
tration and regulation of expasion and some other properties.
EXPERIMENTAL

The following binder materials were used in the present investigation: portland ce
ment from the Russia and Hungary, expansive cement, alumina cement, natural gypsum, sili
ca fume from the Russia and Hungary, as well as superplastlsizer "S-3". Silica fume from
the Russia and Hungary were of approximately the same and quite high hydraulic activity
(about 430 mg CaO/g) and grinding fineness about 20...21 m’/g (according to BET method).

Deformation of the samples during freezing were registered by dilatometer in the ranges
+20°C...-5O°C and +2Oc,C...-150°C. The porous structure of cement stone was studied by
high-pressure mercury porosimetry. To study the hydration process. X-ray diffractometry
and thermal analysis (DTA, DTG) were applied.
Physico-mechenical properties of the concrete, mortar and cement stone were evalua
ted in accordance with Russia Standard requirements. Bond strength of cement stone with
hardened concrete was defined in accodance with Hungarian EMISz 264 method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is known that SFA inplace of cement in 1:1 ratio by mass improves the strength of
hardened concrete. Provided all other compound parameters, mix workability, mixing condi
tions mode remain the same, it can be taken that concrete strength will depend on two fac
tors. Firtly, increase in the strength of concrete can be due to strengthening of cement
stone which means that concrete strength gain must be affected by cement paste volume con
centration in concrete volume and will increase when cement paste volume concentration in
creases. Secondly, compressive strength of hardened concrete as a multicomponent material
mostly depends upon bond forces of thecement stone with the fine and coars aggregates. In
this case increase in volume concentration of cement paste above an optimal amount nece
ssary to "glue" together inert aggregates must not lead to increase in the compressive
strength of concrete,
'

Test results of compressive and bending strength (Table 1) show that 10% SFA improves
the strength than 1.5 times. The same amount of SFA to the cement paste does not practica
lly change its strength. As expected strength of the cement-sand mortar with 10% SFA is

also improved, thouth less than for concrete, being about 26%.
Table 1

Compressive and bending strength

Compressive strength,MPa
Cem.stone

Bending strength,MPa

Mortar

Concrete

Cem.stone

Mortar

Concrete

Without
SFA

64.4

37.2

41.1

16.0

9.8

8.6

1O% SFA

66.0

47.1

63.0

16.3

10.9

12.0

Fig.1 illustrates that when raising cement stone volume content in concrete volume
unit, SFA introduction decreases strength gain. 'That proves the assumption stated above
that strength increase of concrete with SFA is not due to cement stone strengthening, but
to improved bond forces between cement stone and aggregate.
"

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

О
2

Fig.1 Increase of concrete strength
with various amount of cement: о - af
ter 28 days; + - after 28 days, drying
and water saturation.

4

6

8

lo

Fig.2 Kinetics of concrete deformation
(hardening in water): 1 - PC100%; 2 - PC9O%+
SF10%; 3 - EC90%+SF10%; 4 - EC95%+SF5%;
5 - EC100%.

Test results of concrete with an expansive cement (EC) show that SFA has similar inf
luence on the compressive strength (Rc) of concrete with portland cement (given in Table 2)
However, in case of bending strength (Rf) its influence is different. A 1o% SFA to normal
concrete increases Rc/Rf ratio from 6.6 to 7.6 indicating a lag in the gain rate of Rf
compared to Rc. In EC concrete this ratio does not practically change and the absolute va
lue of Rf is more than 1.4 times higher than in normal concrete with 10% SFA.
Results obtained on bond strength with old concrete deserve special attention. A 10%
SFA was dose to PC as well as an EC based on the PC. PC cement stone had a bond strength
with old concrete equal to 4.4 MPa. After 10% SFA Rf> increased up to 5.6 MPa, i.e. by 27%.
SFA when effected together with expansive addition (EC+SF)increased bond strength to 8.9
*
MPa, a twofold increase over PC. Such size able effect may be explained, on the one hand,
by the presence of SF and, on the other hand, owing to the increased amount of ettringite
formation in the interfacial zone that provides its strengthening (8),

Table 2

Strength of the PC and EC concretes with SEA

Binders used

Strength
PC100%

PC90%+SF10%

EC100%

EC95%+SF5%

EC90%+SF10%

Rc, MPa

37.0

56.1

41.0

58.8

63.0

Rf, MPa

5.6

7.4

7.1

8.9

10.5

Use of EC together with SF allows to control the volume of concrete expansion (Fig 2)
and hence influence its structure formation. As was illustrated above (5), bv so decrea
sing the volume of expansion of EC concrete without changing the amount of farmed ettrin
gite, one can substantially raise the waterproofness and frost resistance
<>
■"
------ ---- -------- of concrbte. As
seen c
---- "■
"* SFA decreases expansion
from
Fig.2, a mere 5%
of EC concrete by 1.7 times and 10% SFA
does so more than twice. Simultaneosly, a refined porous structure is being forme'd in ce
jnent stone.
.
'
It is seen from Fig.3 that 10% sfa into PC stone does not substantially altber its
overal porosity, though considerably influences the pore size distribution by decreasing
the average size of the prevailing pore volume. Special attention should be drawn to the
fact that in expansive cement stone with SFA micropores of 0.007...0.02 jm size predomina
te and micropore volume (more than 0.1 jim size) is 5 times less than in PC. Such pore size
istrebution allows to suppose substantial Improvement in frost resistance. This supposi
tion is proved by low temperature dilatometric tests the data of which are presented in

Fig.3 Pore structure of the cement stone:
1 - EC90%+SFA10%; 2 - PC90%+SFA10%; 3 - PC1OO%.

Fig.4 Dilatometric curves;.
1,2,3 - look at Fig.3.

Investigation on the hydration of sulfoaluminate expansive cement with SFA is of cer
tain interest since no data on are available in literature. Investigations have been con
ducted by X-ray diffraction and thermal analyses of cement stone from PC+SFA, PC+AC+G+SFA
and AC+G+SFA (sulfoaluminate composition SAS)

Fig.5 illusrates that along with known phases formed as a result of portland cement
hydration, the X-ray diffractograms of PC+SAS and SAS show one rather intense peak at .285
nm as well as two peaks with less intensity at .171 and .166 nm. Appearance of these peaks
can be explained by the formation of a phase belonging to hydrogarnet croup the formula of

which may be written down as ЗСаОА^Од'xSiO2' (6-2x)H2O.
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Fig.5 X-ray diffractograms of cement
stone: a - PC+SFA; b - PC+EA+SF;
c - EA+SF.

Fig.6 Thermograms of cement stone:
1 ~ PC+SF; 2 - EC+SF.

Formation of hydrogarnets at normal temperature is possible in this case due to the
amorphous state of SF particles and their high chemical activity. The DTA curve (Fig.6)
shows an endothermic peak at 783 К (510 °C) attributed to CH decomposition. However in
the DTA of PC+SAS this peak completely absent. This absence of lime has been suggested to
be due to its consumption in the formation of hydrogarnets.
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abstract•

Hydration products of CAC-fume silica blends in fine mortars at high. Water/CAC
ratio are studied under various hardening temperatures along with their stability
under subsequent thermal treatment. Structural characteristics, compressive
strength and bound water, as well as X-Ray mineralogical estimation of hydrates
shows that the reactive Silica of the fume, in the presence of admixture Tripoly
phosphate (otherwise useful for the rheology of fume blends), stabilizes hexagonal
hydrate formed at 20°C against thermal conversion, and со-hydrates with CAC at
38°C into C2ASH8. The elementary chemical and mineralogical effects of fume silica
upon strength has been clearly differentiated from its particle size effect upon
performance by using a high W/CAC ratio, despite the fume and TPP presence, in op
position to the good practice for Calcium Aluminate Cements.

RESUME

On a tiudid les produits d'hydratation des mdlanges CAC-fumde de Silice en
mortier, sous diverses conditions de tempörature, et leur stability sous traitement thermique ult6rieur. Les caract6ristiques structurelies telles que 1'eau li£e
et la resistance A la compression, ainsi que 1'estimation semi-quantitative des
hydrates par Diffraction X ont montr6 que la fumSe de silice en presence de 1'ad
juvant Tripolyphosphate (necessaire par ailleurs pour la rhäologie des melanges),
stabilise 1'hydrate hexagonal forme A 20°C vis A vis de la conversion thermique,
et entre en combinaison d'hydrate A 38°C pour former C2ASH8. L'effet ei6mentaire
chimique et mineralogique de la fumAe de silice sur la resistance mecanique a pu
etre clairement distinguAe de son" effet granulomAtrique sur les performances en
utillsant un rapport Eau / CAC eievA, malgrA la ргёзепсе de fum6e de silice et de
Tripolyphosphate, en derogation aux bonnes pratiques d'emploi des ciments alumineux.

1 - INTRODUCTION, OBJECTIVES

Calcium Aluminate Cements (CAC) and particularly "ciments alumineux fondus" [1]
provide high early mechanical strengths when cured at low temperature. However,
the so-called conversion phenomenon, which converts hexagonal hydrates (namely СА
НЮ) into cubic hydrate (C3AH6), with a subsequent loss of compactness and of me
chanical strength, makes it necessary to use a small amount of gauging water rela
ted to cement content. The good practice [2] and various publications [3][4] point
out this rule which enables CAC to fulfil the necessary requirements. Neverthe
less, it is of general interest either to make easier mix-designs at low gauging
water (use of fume silica), or to avoid conversion.
The hydration of CAC in the presence of fume silica has already been described
[5], and such blends are well-known in Low- and Ultra-Low-Cement-Castables [6]. In
the refractory field, the above mentioned drawbacks are not pertinent. In other
fields, these blends have not yet been much developped.
Experimental work has shown that low water, high compacity mortars can be achie
ved by combining CAC with some fume silica and defloculating agent such as Sodium
Tripolyphosphate (TPP). The high compacity and mechanical strength provided at low
temperature remain unaltered after a severe heat treatment at 50°C or 70°C, and a
large proportion of unconverted hexagonal hydrates subsists.
The objective of this study is to observe and quantify the chemical effect of
active Silica, provided by fume silica (independently of its water-reduction ef
fect which increases performance) upon the hydration, conversion and mechanical
strength of CAC mortars.
2 - EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

It was decided to study fine mortars,(not pure pastes) in order to have several
free parameters and to test materials reflecting better the real ones. The mix de
sign, involving siliceous sand up to 0.2 mm, is based on the following principles
1/ Fume silica : (f)/CAC ratio varies from 0 to 30/70
2/ Water/Cement ratio : W / CAC is constant = 0.6. This ratio is, cm purpose, very high and is
aimed at making carplete hydration into hexagonal hydrates possible. Of course, it is out of the
proper range according to good practice and standards, and one must not be surprised of the
poor performances obtained, particularly after heat treatment. On the other hand, the
chemical effects of silica fume upcn ccnversion are better shown this way.
3/ Gauging water is used at a constant proportion of dry mortar : 20%. Except for
the second-order effect of fume silica and sand specific volume difference, this
constant ratio ensures a similar solid volume fraction for fresh mortars, hence a
similar initial compactness for carparing mechanical straigths.
4/ From the above two conditions it appears that the ratio CAC / Mortar is constant =
1/3. So, the mortar equalling the total of CAC + Sand + fume silica, the total
Sand + fume is constant for a given amount of CAC. The various amounts of fume are
brought in addition to CAC and in substitution to sand.
5/ The large range of fume silica, together with the constant water amount, would result in a
large range of consistency incompatible with a good placing of mortar. The problem
has been solved by using two different fine sands, the finest requiring more water
to be gauged. So, increasing fume silica (which decreases mortar water demand) has been
accompanied by increasing the proportion of the
finest sand (which increases mortar water demand) .
*
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- TYPICAL FEATURES OF COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
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after 1 or 28 days of 20 C hardening. This is the new property which gives CACfume mixtures their interest. By a 28 days (long) 50°C treatment, however a si
gnificant decrease of strength is observed, down to 30 MPa, which indicates that
strength stabilization provided by fume does not last for ever. The stability de
pends on completion of hardening at 20°C and on duration of heat treatment ■ AnowhirhTShrHent
after 4 months at 20°C + 3 months at 50°C gave 46 MPa
which is better in spite of a longer time of 50°C treatment. The series of
fume/CAC ratios, from 0 to 30/70 shows the effect of fume content upon conversion
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TPP).
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Addition of £ите silica to mortars Involves the use of a defloculating agent
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n am°?g -th4em- beAng TrlPplyPhosphate (TPP) . Besides its rheologigal
effect which is neglected in this study, TPP exhibits a chemical effect upon sit
ting time, as well as on hydration and conversion which appears on compressive
strength and bound water Performance of mortars either with zero fume or 14/86
fume/CAC ratio, with various doses of TPP (normal dose "a“ = 05 /(CAC + fum₽?
zero TPP, and 3xa dose) are shown on Fig. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
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Setting time (Fig. 3) ia shortened if the proportion of fume increases, whatever
the amount of TPP; for instance at zero TPP, pure CAC sets at 4 hours but setting
time is only 1.5 hour with 14/86 fume/CAC. If TPP increases to the normal dose
“a", these setting times are respectively 9 and 4 hours. So the retarding effect
of TPP balances exactly the accelerating effect of fume for a 14/86 fume/CAC ratio
and normal dose of TPP. Compressive strength at 24 hours is directly related with
setting time as it is shown on Fig. 4.
Compressive strength and bound water at 28 days and after a subsequent 7 days
50°C treatment are shown respectively on Fig. 5 and 6. They are perfectly in ac
cordance with each other. It appears that addition of fume above 10% stabilizes
performances of CAC, provided that TPP is present (see point zero TPP at 14 %
fume) . Another set of results shows that the loss of stability under long (28
days) 50°C treatment exhibited by the 14 % fume mortar (TPP dose a) disappears if
TPP is three times this dose. Fig. 7 gives the compressive strength vs time at
20aC and after heat treatment for 14/86 fume/CAC ratio mortars, containing zero,
a, or 3xa dose of TPP. From the point of view of bound water and strength, it is
clear that fume silica stabilizes the performances of CAC, independently of its
water-reduction effect, provided that TPP is present. A significant result is
found for a fume/CAC ratio above 14/86. At the boundary (14/86), a better stabili
ty is reached by increasing the TPP dose.

5 - HARDENING AT 38°C
Mortars have been placed in moulds for 24 hours in a 38°C wet atmosphere imme
diately after gauging, then demoulded and kept under water at 38°C. After 56 days,
a test of thermal stability has been made for 28 days at 50°C.
Fig. 8 shows compressive strength vs time, compared with the 20°C hardening for
a CAC+fume (86+14) /ТРР mortar. Compressive strength grows linearly from 1 to 28
days and reaches the same level than at 20°C (losing only the high early strength
at 1 and 7 days) . After 56 days hydration at 38°C, a subsequent treatment at 50°C
for 28 days does not alter the performance. Pure CAC at 38°C in comparison reaches
at 24 hours the low typical strength of converted mortars,
and remains at this level afterwards (Let us recall that the high W/CAC = 0.6 ra
tio used is designed to show the thermal stability of hydrates but is incorrect
for a normal use of CAC).

Fig. 9 shows the effect of % fume on
Fig. 7 Ccep. strength та tine
the compressive strength of CAC+fume+TPP
and residaal after 50V treateent
CAC+ftuee (B6*14)
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C
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Results for 38°C hydrated mortars tested
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at 56 days for stability, for 28 days at
о
50°C, do not differ from untreated mortars and have not been drawn on Fig. 10. Whatever the fume content, with TPP,
mortars hydrated at 38°C are thermally stable in compressive strength.

6 - MORTARS GAUGED AT W/CAC RATIO =0.3

order to recall that the correct practice for CAC mortars is to use a W/CAC
ratio less than 0.4 and to show the performances obtained with fume silica, some
и~и1^п3 J^ei?1Ven 1П 3hat case.£or 0 and 14 % fume/(CAC+fume)-TPP mortars.
V19- 10 anc£ Jr represent compressive strengths vs time for mortars gauged at W/CAC =03
Apart from the higher strength resulting from the lower W/CAC ratio, and a better
behayiour under 5O^c treatment at 24 hours. The CAC without fume behave the same
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7 - MINERALOGICAL X-RAY EXAMINATION
The choice for mortars, and not pure pastes, explained earlier, is not very fa
vourable for a fine examination of mineralogic phases by X-ray diffraction.
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However, the principal hydrated constituents can be observed and the variation of
their amounts can be estimated by the height of their diffraction peaks.
The height of peaks above base line is given in mm on the chart. Numerical va
lues must not be examined too accurately, but used as an Indication on the nature
of the phenomena. Only mortars at W/CAC ratio =0.6 are presented.

Hexagonal CAH10 and cubic C3AH6 hydrates
Fig. 12 and 13
These figures show the relation between % fume and CAH10, respectively at 28
and 56 days at 20°C or after a 50°C treatment. It appears that the constant level
reached at 20°C by mortars containing dose "a" of TPP drops to zero after 50°C
treatment if fume is less than 14%. At this amount, it remains stable through a 7
days treatment but drops to zero after 28 days at 50°C. Besides, at 14% fume, a
mortar without TPP loses CAH10 even after 7 days 50°C whereas a mortar with dose
3xa TPP keeps CAH10 unchanged even after 28 days 50°C. This result is in agreement
with the variations of strength, high strength being associated with CAH10, as
well as with bound water variations. It is also related to the variations of the
C3AH6 peak height as shown on Fig. 14 and 15.
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Hydration at 38°C
Fig. 17 and 18
At 38°C, no hexagonal CAH10 hydrate is
present. Pure CAC gives only cubic C3AH6
between 1 and 7 days, then is stable.
C2ASH8 is not formed.
For CAC+fume and TPP mortars, the level
of C3AH6 reached at 7 days decreases if
the % fume and TPP dose increase. On the
other hand, C2ASH8 is formed and increases with time up to 28 days. It increases
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also with % fume up to 14%, then it is stable. If TPP is not present, C2ASH8 is
not formed. These results are in agreement with kinetics of strength growth, 38°C
hardening giving CAC+fume/TPP mortars a steady strength growth during 56 days
whereas pure CAC rapidly reaches the low level of "converted" material.
- DISCUSSION OF THE EFFECT OF FUME

Fume silica must be associated with Sodium Tripolyphosphate, not only to be defloculated and provide better compactness resulting from optimised granulometry,
but also to play a beneficial part towards hydrates.
The first effect, on 20°C hydrated CAC mortars, is to stabilize hexagonal hy
drate CAH10 against thermal conversion to cubic hydrate. This effect increases
with the % fume; it is achieved above 14% fume/(CAC+fume) at 0.5%TPPZ(CAC+fume)
and can be improved at lower fume contents if %TPP is higher. During heat treat
ment, some C2ASH8 is formed if fume and TPP are present and contributes to main
tain better compressive strength even if some conversion occurs.
'
The second effect is to orient 38°C hydration towards C2ASH8 instead of C3AH6,
the more so as the % fume increases and provided TPP is present. The formation of
this hydrate takes place for a long period of time and the resulting strength
grows steadily to reach at 56 days a level as high as for 20°C CAH10 hydrated mor
tars. Once again TPP must be present.
CONCLUSION

This study originates from the fact that blends of CAC and fume silica with TPP
admixture provide a means of reducing gauging water through a better granulometry
of mortars and concretes. This now classical effect can be profitable to fulfil
the low Water/CAC ratio required for the good practice of CAC, but has been put
apart In this study, this property has been avoided in order to show more clearly
the other effects of fume silica upon mechanical strength through hydration and
conversion behavior. Mortars gauged with a high W/C ratio, containing more than
14% fume and 0.5% TPP hydrated at 20°C exibit the well-known early and 28 days
high strength of CAC, even after a severe 50°C treatment, because of a CAH10 hy
drate stabilisation brought about by fume + TPP. Such compositions cured at 38°C
hydrate to C2ASH8 and reach at 28 days the same strength as at 20°C.
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SUMMARY

1.
2.

The results obtained are summerized as follows'
Workability of fresh mortar and concrete of blended cement became worse with the Increase in
the fineness of portland cement and/or pulverized slag
Workability of fresh mortar and concrete of blended cement was improved by substituting Portla
nd cement with suitable amount of pulverized slag and/or silica fume
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, high strength concrete is increasingly used for construction of tall reinforc-'
ed concrete buildings and long span bridges. And the demand for strength level becomes higher and
higher. Already ultra-high strength concrete above 100 MPa can be obtained by using both silica fu
me and superplasticizer. Generally, in order to get high strength concrete, decreasing of water
cement ratio (W/C) of concrete is the most effective method. But. workability of fresh concrete be
comes worse with the decreasing of W/C. By the development of superplasticizer, the desirable W/C
to keep workability has been decreased. However, in order to get stronger concrete more than 120
Mia. cement must be changed. Mixing of cementitious ingredients to portland cement is one of effec
tive method to reduce W/C. In addition, to achieve high strength concrete, higher cement contents
are used and, consequently, this may lead to higher hydration temperature which could have deleteri
ous effect.
, The objective of this study is to develop the blended cement for ultra-high strength concrete
having enough workability and low heat evolution. We investigated the effects of fineness of Portl
and cement and fineness of blast furnace slag and mix proportions of portland cement, blast furnace
slag and silica fume on the properties of low W/C paste, mortar and concrete. Finally, some results
obtained from following experiments are presented.

2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Raw Materials
Ordinary portland cement (N-OPC) was used for the base cement. It belonged to JIS Classificat
ion. Fine ordinary portland cement (H-OPC) which was got by pulverizing of N-OPC by vibration mill
was used, too.
Ground granurated,blastfanace slags (GBS) were used for a kind of supplementary cementitious
material. Blaine specific surface area (BSA) of these slags were varied from about 400 to 1200 nf/kg
For another kind of supplementary cementitious material, compacted silica fume (SF) was used
In order to adjust the amount of SO, of blends -2.0%, ground desulfo-gypsum (GYP) was added."
Chemical composition and some physical properties of these materials are listed in Table 1 and
2, respectively.
Superplasticizer (SP) was a sulfonated naphthalen formaldehyde condensate high-range AE type
water reducer.

2.2 Paste and Mortar Tests

,
The blends for paste and mortar tests were prepared by mixing of above mentioned raw materials.
Mixing proportions of these blends are listed in Table 3.
2.2.1 Paste Tests

,
Heat of hydration of these blends were measured according to the method of CAJS J-OJ (dissolut
ion method). And, rate of heat liberation of some blends were measured by conduction calorimeter.
Table 1 Chemical Composition of Starting Materials

Materials

V;

K)

SiO 2
Ab 0 3
T10
Fe2 0 3
MgO
CaO
Na2 0
К 2 0
S03

Ordinary
Porti and
Cement
(OPC)
21.6
5.0
0.4
2.8
1.6
63.6
0.24
0.50
2.0

Blast
Furnace
Slag
(GBS)
34.1
■ 14.5
1.3
5.4
43.0
0.19
0.37
S-0.8

Silica
Fume

Desulfo
Gypsum

(SF)
93.0
0.6

(GYP)

1.1
0.3
0.3

31.8
44.5

Table 2 Blaine Specific Surface Area (BSA)
and Specific Gravity (SG)
of Starting Materials

Materials
N-OPC
H-OPC
GBS41
GBS81
GBS116
SF
GYP

BSA( nf/kg)
335
644
414
805
1163
21000
700

SG(-)
3.16
3.16
2.92
2.92
2.92
2.26
2.30

Vater blends ratio (W/C) of these paste was 40%.

2.2.2 Mortar Tests
Flow value of fresh mortar and mortar compressive strength were measured according to the method
of JIS R 5201 (4x4x16cm prizm). And- air content of fresh mortar was measured according to the meth
od of ASTM C 185. Mix design of every mortar was bl ends(binder):sand:water - 1:2:0.3 and SP was
added 2.0% of binder. Used sand was the mixture of SOMA-standard sand and TOYOURA-standard sand.
Its proportion was SOMA:TOYOb'RA = 3:2. Prizm specimens were cured in water at 20 °C.
2.3 Concrete Tests
Following the paste and mortar tests, certain compositions of blends were selected for concrete
tests. Mixing proportions of blends are listed in Table 4. Test items were slump, slump flow (mea
surement of spread width of fresh concrete for slump-test), air content and compressive strength.
These measurements were carried out according to JIS-method. These concrete tests carried out in
the condition of V/C=3()% and 25%. In the case of W/C-30%. the amount of SP was fixed. And in the
case of V/C-25%, the amount of SP was decided according to the value of slump of fresh concrete (22
cm). Cylindrical specimens of concrete of 10cm in diameter were cured in water at 20 °C. Furtherm
ore, measurement of pore size distribution of concrete specimens by mercury Intrusion porosimeter
and measurement of the amount of Ca(OIl) 2 of concrete specimens by X-ray diffractometer were carri
ed out.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of paste and mortar tests arc shown in Table 5 and the results of concrete tests
are shown in Table 6.

3.1 Paste and Mortar Tests
Table 3. Mixing Poportion of Blends for
Paste and Mortar Tests (%)

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
3
1
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
■ 3
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

N-OPC H-OPC GBS41 GBS81 GBS116 SF
100
100
40 - 10
50
10
40
50
10
40
50
10
40
. 50
10
40
50
100
20
80
40
60
60
40
80
20
5
95
5
20
75
5
40
55
60
5
35
10
90
10
20
70
10
40
50
10
60
30
20
80
20
20
60
40
20
40
60
20
20
30
70
30
20
50
30
40
30

Table 4. Mixing Poportion of Blends
for Concrete Tests (%)
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
10
14
15
11
16
9
17
18
19
20
21
22

N-OPC II-OPC GBS41 GBS81 GBS116
100
40
60
40
60
40
60
90
100
40
60
90
100
20
80
60
40
40
60
80
20
80
20
20
80
60
40
60
40
60
40
100
90
85
80
80
10
60
30
60
20

SF

10

10

10
15
20
10
10
20

3.1.1 Effect of Fineness of OPC

Heat of Hydrationileal of hydration of 1I-0PC pas
te was about 15% larger than N-ÜPC during all curing
ages. Heal liberation curves of K-OPC and H-OPC are
shown in Fig. 1. The second peak of hydration of
ll-OPC appeared at shorter age and its hight became hi
gher than N-OPC.
Heat of hydration of H-OPC base blends (ternary
blends) was larger than N-OPC base blends. The incre
ase in heal of hydration of these cements per BSA
10rtf/kg of OPC was about fi.4ml/g.
Workability and Air ContentFlow value of H-OPC
fresh mortar was smaller thin \-OPC. And, air content
of H-OPC fresh mortar was larger than N-OPC. The rat
al ionship between fineness of OPC and flow value, air
content of mortar of blends was similar to pure OPC.
Mortar Compressive strengthAt the early ages,
mortar compressive strength of H-OPC was higher than
N-OPC. However, after 7 days, compressive strength of
N-OPC became higher than H-OPC. Mortar compressive
strength of H-OPC base blends was higher than N-OPC
base blends during all curing ages. But, at later age.
the strength difference between N-OPC base blends and
H-OPC Hase blends became smaller in compliance
with Hie curing time.
Table 5 Paste and Mortar test Results
of blends

No.
I
2
3
4
5
6
3
1
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
3
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

F1 ow A i r
Vai u( con t
-ent
(mm) (%)
178
3.5
153
4.1
174
3.9
145
5.2
217
2.7
196
2.4
174
3.9
178
3.5
211
7.8
190
4.2
173
3.1
143
2.3
201
4.1
198
3.8
182
3.4
166
3.3
195
3.8
186
2.7
174
3.9
155
3.8
172
2.1
167
3.7
161
4.2
132
3.6
155
3.8
149
4.1
137
4.1

Compress 1ve
Strength
(MPa)
ID
71)
28D
29.2 73.8 81.6
41.0 64.9 69.3
22.2 58.9 74.8
29.6 64.8 79.9
9.3 46.1 71.6
16.9 59.5 81.9
22.2 58.9 74.8
29.2 73.8 81.6
19.6 55.0 72.0
15.5 60.0 83.5
14.6 52.5 76.7
19.8 39.9 53.8
26.1 68.3 88.7
21.8 59.7 77.0
20.7 61.7 84.8
20.7 52.4 70.8
27.4 69.9 97.4
24.6 61.9 83.8
22.2 58.9 74.8
23.8 47.5 64.8
26.8 66.7 101.5
24.8 59.4 80.9
24.7 52.6 72.8
26.0 42.2 53.4
24.0 59.3 95.1
23.4 58.1 82.6
20.4 50.8 73.1

Heat of
Hydration
(cal/g) '
7D
28D
73.6 85.4
86.8 97.3
72.0 78.9
78.0 84.0
61.3 74.1
72.1 76.0
72.0 78.9
73.6 85.4
86.6 97.0
80.2 93.3
66.2 74.6
44.0 51.2
74.5 88.8
78.9 91.7
76.0 86.0
58.0 66.0
77.2 96.3
77.9 91.7
72.0 78.9
50.1 57.9
73.0 96.0
70.7 84.0
63.0 70.5
44.2 50.4
62.9 90.0
64.0 78.6
55.3 63.2

Fig. 1 Heat Liberation of OPC

Fig. 2 Mortar Flow Value of
lernary Blends

28-days

Fig. 3 Mortar Compressive Strength of
Ternary Blends

Heat of hydration per compressive strength (Q/S) of II-OPC was higher than N-OPC. Because the
heat of hydration of H-OPC was larger than N-OPC. in spite of decreasing of strength development ra
tio of H-OPC compared with N-OPC at later ages. It is not considered that pulverizing of OPC is an
effective method to get ultra-high strength concrete.
3.1.2 Effect of Fineness of GBS

Heat of HydrationBy means of increasing the fineness of GBS, heat of hydration of ternary bl
ends were increased during all curing ages.
WorkabilityBy means of increasing the fineness of GBS, flow value of fresh mortar was decreas
ed .
Mortar Compressive StrengthAt the early age. by means of increasing the fineness of GBS, mort
ar compressive strength of ternary blends were increased. However, ratio of strength development of
ternary blends containing GBS116 was decreased at later ages. Ternary blends containing GBS81 was
superior in the strength development during all curing ages.
3.1.3 Effect of Mixing proportion

The contour line of mortar flow and mortar compressive strength of ternary blends are shown in
rig. 2 and Fig. 3. respectively.
Heat of HydrationDuring all curing ages. Heat of hydration of GBS blends containing 0 to 50%
GBS11ß were larger than N-OPC. And heat of hydration of SF blends containing 5 to 10% SF was larger
than N-OPC.
Heat liberation curves of blends are shown in Fig. 5. By means of increasing the content of SF
the second peak of ternary blends were lowerd. But. the patterns of heat liberation curves were not
change so much. On the other hand, by means of increasing the content of GBS. the second peaks of
ternary blends were shifted from 13 to 18 hours.
WorkabiIilyMortar flow value of GBS blends which containing less than 50% GBS116 were larger
than N-OPC. And mortar flow value of SF blends containing less than 15% SF were larger than N-OPC.

Table 6 Mix Dcsignes of Ultra-high Strength Concrete and Concrete Test Results of Blends

too. The maximum flow value was obtained for the 20% GBS116 blends
Mortar Compressive StrengthAt the early ages up to 7 days. moHar compressive strength of \40« ?Rei fir?erkthan.any OtJer ?ernyy blends. After 7 days, mortar strength of CBS blonds contaning
ZÄZrZliX
b,nary CBS116 blcnds' “28 d№' •orlar s,rmelh 08 SF

Fresh mortar of CBS blends containing about 20% GBS116 entraped large amount of air. This phenom
enon showed that the mixing proportion and packing properties of pulverized materials carried out
important role for flow charactaristics of slurry.
Concrete Tests

3.2

3.2.1

Effect of Fineness of OPC

VorkabililyIn the case of W/C-30%. in order to take same slump level. il-OPC and il-OPC base b|ends needed more than two times of amount of SP compared with N-OPC and N-OPC base blends. This showed that H-OPC is not easier to flow than N-OPC.
Concrete Compressive StrengthAt^the early ages up to 3 days, concrete compressive strength of
H-OPC was similer to N-OPC. After 7 days, compressive strength of N-OPC became'higher"than'Ü-Öpc"
However, compressive strength of N-OPC base blends were higher than Il-OPC bas
- --se
curing ages.
v blends during al I
3.2.2

Effect of Fineness of GBS

WorkabiIityBy means of increasing the fineness of GBS. value of slump and slump flow of fresh
concrete became worse. But, difference between workability of GBS81 blends and GBSIJ6 blends were
not so much .
Concrete Compressive St г e ng t hDuring all curing ages, concrete strength of GBS8I blends were
surpass GBS41 and GBSlltT !.
Гtr
-?!lgÜ1.,k.?VelOp'nent
....
of CBS?1 blends concrete at later ages were superior
to OPC. And there was the maximum point in the range from 20 to 40%.
On the other hand, the blend
ds containing GBS41 and GBS116 were not larger than N-OPC. Super pulverized GBS did
not contribute
to concrete strength.
'

3.2.3

Effect of Mixing Proportions of Blends

Workahi 1i tySlump flow of GBS blends containing 20 % GBS took the maximum value,
addition ofGBS (more than 20%), Workability of GBS blends became worse. Even though, The excess
in the case of
60% GBS blends. workability of that was larger than OPC.
In W/C-25%, slump flow of fresh concrete of SF blends were decreased by substituting
over 10% SF. But, by Additing of GBS. SF blcnds could take very larger slump flow value N-OPC with
than N-OPC.
Concrete Compressive StrengthAfter 28' days, concrete strength of GBS blends containing 20 to
60% GBS81 became larger than N-OPC. During; all curing age. that of GBS81 20% blends was larger than
N-OPC. Even though, after 28 days, strengthI of GBS blends containing GBS41 and GBS1I6 did not become
larger than N-OPC. Until 28 days, concreteI strength development of SF blends containing 10% SF were
similar to OPC. After 28 days, strength of' SF blends were about 10% larger than OPC. Concrete slrength of SF blends containing 10 to 20% SF were
>
not depend on the content of SP at later ages.
At the early ages up to 3 days.. concrete
-------strength of ternary blends (N-OPC.CBS81 and SF)’ were
lower than N-OPC. But after 7 days, became higher.• IEspecial ly. the ternary blends containing
about
40 % cementitious ingredients, became about 20% larger than OPC at 91 davs
3.2.4 Ca(01I)2 and Pore Volume in the Hardncned Concrete

Relative amount of Ca(0H)2 and pore volume of mortar part of hardened concrete are shown Table
Generally, it is well known that pore volume'becomes smaller, with the increasing in the stren
gth of concrete. In this experiment, pore volume of each specimenes became smaller with the increa
sing of curing time and strength. However, different kind of blends consisted by various cementiti
ous materials introduced different decreasing pattern of pore volume. At 28 days, pore volume of
GBS blends containing 40% GBS81 were small compared with others. At 7 days, pore volume of Il-OPC
was relative small, but at 28 days, it did not decrease so much. Strength development of Il-OPC sho
wed same charactaristics for pore volume reduction.
The amount of Ca(Oli) 2 in W/C-25% concrete was smaller than W/C-30%. Sieilally. that of Il-OPC

Table 8 Amount of Ca(OU)2

Concrete
Speci men
Number

Amount of
Ca(0H)2

28D
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
15
11
16
19
22

**
**
trace

**
trace
4

*
*
trace
****
trace

■

and Pore Volume
in Concrete Specimens
Pore
Volume
(cc/g)
7D
28D
0.0326 0.0189
0.0318 0.0188
0.0245 0.0156
0.0275 0.0146
0.0327 0.0177
0.0215 0.0177
0.0289 0.0143
0.0261 0.0155

10

N-OPC80X-GBS 20X
N-OPC70X- CBS 2ÜX-SF10X
--------- N-OPCGOX-GBS 20X-SF2OX
---------N-OPC50X- CBS 2CX-SF30X

5
0
15
10

N-OPC90X-SFI0%
N-OPCJOX-CBS 20%-SFIOX
--------- N-OPC50X- GJ$S 40%-SF!0X

5

0

4

8

12

16
20
Time! he)

24

Fig. 4 Heat Liberation of Ternary Blends

base blends was smaller than N-OPC.
These phenomena are concerning to the difference between the hydration structure of N-OPC and
that of II-OPC and N-OPC at the early ages. Rapid reaction of hydration makes high Ca0/Si02 hydrate
(C-S-H) and this hydrate inhibits proceedig of hydration.
The amount of Ca(OII)2 of CBS blend became smaller than N-OPC. In the case of GBS116. the amou
nt of Ca(OII)? was hardly existed. Because GBS consumed Ca(OII)2 which was produced by hydration of
Portland cement.

4 CONCLLSIONS
From the results presented in this paper, the following conclusions can be drawn.
(1) Workability of fresh mortar and conctrete of blends became worse with the increase in the finen
ess of base OPC and/or GBS.
(2) Workability of fresh mortar and concrete of blends was improved by substituting OPC with suitab
le amount of GBS and/or SF.
(3) Heat of hydration of blends Increased with the increase in the fineness of base OPC and/or GBS.
(4) Heat of hydration of blends was enlarged by substituting OPC with suitable amount of GBS and/or
SF.
(5) At the very early ages, the strength development of mortar and concrete was improved by increase
the fineness of base OPC and GBS. However, after 7 days, there was no relationship between str
ength development and fineness of these materials.
(6) At the later ages, the strength development of mortar and concrete was improved by substituting
OPC with 10 to 30% SF.
(7) GBS blends, BSA of GBS was about 800nf/kg. is superior in improvement of the strength developme
nt of mortar and concrete at later ages.

Conseqcntly, GBS 40% blends. BSA of the GBS is about 800 mVkg. is superior in using for ultrahigth strength concrete, judging by workability, heat of hydration, amount of Ca(0ll)2 . pore volume
and
strength.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the hardened cement paste(HCP) were prepared with containing fine
blast-furnace slag as ordinary portland cement replacement. The microstructure and
mechanical properties of HCP after curing in moist air or in water at 25 °C for 1, 3
months, were investigated and discussed.
The larger combined water, smaller void amount and small amount of calcium hydrate
were measured on the HCP containing slag. Carbonation progressed slowly compared with
that for the slag-free HCP. These quantitative analysis of hydrates indicated the
formation of characteristic C-S-H having low Ca/Si molar ratio and high water content.
The replacement of slag brought the compressive development, though did not the
bending strength development at least in early stage of hydration. The fracture
toughness and the fatigue parameter n in the crack propagation rate equation, was lower
than those for the slag-free HCP.
The composition and amount of hydrate must be related to the durability or strength of
concrete. The fracture surface in HCP containing slag suggested that crack propagated
preferentially through the C-S-H and calcium hydroxide. Corresponded to microstructure
and mechanical properties of HCP, the bending strength and fracture toughness
accompanied with instantaneous fracture was probably dependent on the component and
mechanical properties of hydrates. While, the fatigue behavior was mainly dependent on
the property of C-S-H, in which the crack propagated easily or not.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The durability of cementious systems has been investigated based on the mechanical
properties of concrete. In these studies, the type of cement, mix proportion of concrete
and cured environment were mainly studied to reveal the direct effects upon the
durability of concrete. The chemical and physical changes of hydrates in cement paste
part were also Important, but were not discussed except the pore structure.
While, ground granulated blast-furnace slag is commonly used as the blended portland
cement, due to the improvement of log-term strength and resistance to chemical attack.
In our previous paper, the relation between microstructure of hydrate and strength of
concrete containing blast furnace slag was discussed, concerning with the amount and
composition of hydrate.
In this paper, the hardened cement paste(HCP) were prepared in laboratory with
containing fine blast-furnace slag as ordinary portland cement replacement.
The
microstructure and mechanical properties of HCP after curing in moist air or in water at
25 C for 1, 3 months, were investigated and discussed.
Especially, the fatigue
properties of HCP under static or cyclic load condition was also investigated. This
mechanical properties fairly reflected the different microstructure.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
Sample preparation and characterization
The chemical compositions of used ordinary portland cement, ground blast furnace slag
(Blaine specific surface area; 8490cm2/g. average particle size; 3.4 ц. m in diameter) and
anhydrite were listed in Table 1. The cement pastes were prepared with water/solld
ratio, 0.30 in slag HCP containing slag as cement replacement of 40 wt% (PCS or PCSW
series in this experiment) or 0.28 in slag-free HCP (PC series), respect!,vely.
These
pastes contained calcium lignosulfate of 1 wt%/solid as water reducer and anhydrite of 5
wtVslag only for slag HCP as activator. These pastes were cast in 2 x 2 x 10 cm and
cured In moist air or water at 25 °C for 1 to 3 months.

Table 1 Chemical composition of raw material
Material

cement
slag
anhydrite

Chemical composition (wt%)

Si02

Al 2О3

РвгОз

CaO

21.5
34.5
0.0

5.4
13.5
0.0

3. 1
0.5
0. 1

63.0
41.9
40.5

MgO

80s

S

2.7 2.1 0.0
6.8 0.0 0.9
0.0 56.5 0.0

NazO

K20

0.40
0. 17
0.00

0.40
0.29
0.00

The amount and composition of hydrates were identified by XRD and estimated by TG-DTA
and EDAX as described elsewhere ”. The observation of microstructure was performed by
SEM and the porosity was measured by immersion Into kerosene. The bending strength and
compressive strength of each HCP were measured and fracture toughness was by SENB
(Single Edge Notched Beam) method.

Fatigue behavior of HCP
Cyclic fatigue test was conducted on a high frequency cycling Instrument of a piezo
stack type. Cyclic and static fatigue tests were performed in tension under maximum

70 “ 1(,°l °f Bean bendln6 streneth- *
0

ZlletoSfanur?(t"7’'

approximately 100 Hz with a stress rati”
oscillation”.
*

«"-re the

“ S‘nU=oldal cycllc frequency of
"""/ ° ”•x, °f 1'0' 0-7 or » I and one-side

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of HCP
ХЮ to ?ьГ1Х1О1ит hydr°Xlde' oalolum carbonate and unreacted alite were observed by
XRD. but the last compound was not detected quantitatively Table 2 showed ,ь„
.
of former two compounds, the Ca/Sl mole ratio In C-S-H and void vo urn of each HCP ™e
mechamcal properties of HCP were also listed. For example. PCSW 1 was the
containing slag of 40 wt% , which was cured in water for 1 month
Thl A
.,
»ГаТнсТ1 CarrboOnatto °U?t
1
°f Са1СШт ЬУ<1те W6re ^^reVfor the
slag-free' HCP
Th&
T" r &g HCP progressed slowly compared with that for the
e s и th t
Z e amO
COmbined Water WaS corresponded to Ca/Sl mole ratio in
C-S-H, that was. C-S-H having low Ca/Sl molar ratio exhibited the high water content.

■
HCP

of compound and mechanical properties of HCP

Table 2

Amount of compound Ca/Si mole
(vt %) ratio in
Ca(0H)2 CaC03 H20* C-S-H

8.4
10.6
14.5

pCl
PCS1
PCSW1

1.9
0.4
0.9

0.8
0.6
0.7

PCS
PCS3
PCSH3

9.0
2.7
3.1

5.8 9.1
3.1 11.7
2.8 15.4

Void
volume
(X)

1.8
1.5
1.5

6.2
6 3
0.1

L6
i- 5

14.9
0.2

Compressive
strength
(MPa)
72.5(Sd. 7.9)
92. 1(6.6)
80.4(12.3)

92.3(9.6)
100.9(12.5)

Bending
strength
(MPa)
4.2(Sd. 0. 7)
3.7(0. 8)
13. 1(2.9)

Fracture
toughness
(MPa-m°-’)
-

3. 1(0.7)
7.6(1.5)

* The amount of H20 corresponded to the weight loss below 450°C
The microstructure of each HCP after bending test was shown in Fig.1. щ slag-HCP the
unreacted slag fairly remained. The crack in any HCP propagated through the C-S-H and
calcium hydroxide3’, rather than around or through unreacted slag or cement particles
The bending and compressive strength of each HCP were shown in Table 2 and Fig 2 The
higher compressive strength were observed for any slag-HCP compared with those for
slag-free HCP. However, the bending strength for slag-HCP did not increase with curing
time . Furthermore, the fracture toughness for slag-HCP was 0.15 MPam°' 5 which waq
lower than those for slag-free HCP55. These weakness in tension suggested that crack '
easily propagated in C-S-H or CH. As the amount of CH in slag HCP was smaller than that
in slag-free HCP, crack propagation rate was mainly contributed by the properties of
formed C-S-H, which was related to the low Ca/Si mole ratio for slag HCP.

Fatigue properties of HCP
In order to express the fatigue behavior quantitatively, the data were normalized
using the following equation derived from the crack propagation rate equation on the
subcritical crack growth, V-A(Ki/Kic)n where V is crack growth rate Ki is stress
intensity factor and K.c is its critical value3. A, n are constants known as fatigue

Fig.l Micrographs of fracture surface in HCP

Bending strength (MPa)

Fig.2 Compressive and bending streth of HCP

parameters of the material at a given load condition.
log( a mex/S-r)=[-l/(n+l)]log(tT -g-1) - log[(n+l)/<r mex]1/Cn+1)
(1)
where a max is maximum applied stress , St is the bending strength, tT is time to failure,
and g“' is the term relative to the applied stress wave-form.
The other fatigue parameter Д A was calculated from the constant value A,
log Д A=lOg{tT}s-lOg{tT g”1}c
+ 10g[(ns-2)/(nc-2)] + (ns-ne)10g( O max/Sr)
(2)
where ns or no is the n value at static or cyclic fatigue test, respectively.
The fatigue results normalized by above equation were shown in Fig. 3. Static fatigue
test results were indicated by the solid line and the range of standard deviation by the
dashed line, as obtained by the least square method. The acceleration to the short life
side under cyclic test became clear with stress ratio, but their tendency were different in
each case.

1qo

iqb

ю4

cured for 1 month

tT-g 1 (sec)
The fatigue behavior also could be discussed using fatigue parameters. The material
having large n value was hard to fracture at applied stress under its bending strength.
The small n value suggested the fracture depended on applied stress. The change of n
values of HCP with stress ratio was shown in Fig.4. The n values for any HCP were
constant with stress ratio, but n values for PCI were larger and suggested the tough
material. This fatigue behavior corresponded to larger fracture toughness. The change
of log Д A with stress ratio was also shown in Fig.4. Its positive value means the

Fig. 4 Relations between stress ratio R and fatigue
parameter n (left) and log Д A (right)

acceleration to the short life side. The PCI was affected significantly by stress ratio
under cyclic fatigue, but for the specimen PCSW1 did not. Two kinds of fatigue mechanism
must be discussed for HCP, similar to other ceramics. One is the crack propagation mode
due to mechanical cyclic stress at crack tips and the other is fractography at the
fracture surface behind the crack tips. For any HCP, the crack deflection always
occurred. Therefore, the larger deflection might occur in HCP having the tight bonded
C-S-H, which formed in PCI. Then, these deflections might brought the complicated crack
path to accelerate toward the short life side under cyclic fatigue.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Microstructure and mechanical properties of hardened cement paste incorporating
ground granulated blast-furnace slag were Investigated and the following conclusions
were obtained.
(1) The larger combined water, smaller void fraction and small amount of calcium hydrate
were measured on the HCP containing slag. Carbonation progressed slowly compared with
that for the slag-free HCP.
■
.
(2) The replacement of slag increased the compressive strength of HCP, though not the
bending strength, at least in early stage of hydration. The fracture toughness and the
fatigue parameter n in the crack propagation rate equation, was lower than those for the
slag-free HCP.

(3) The fracture surface in HCP containing slag suggested that crack propagated
preferentially through the C-S-H and calcium hydroxide.
(4) The bending strength and fracture toughness accompanied with instantaneous
fracture was probably dependent on the component and mechanical properties of
hydrates. While, the fatigue behavior was mainly dependent on the property of C-S-H.
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THE HYDRATION BEHAVIOUR OF
METAKAOLIN - Ca(OH)2 - SULPHATE BINDERS
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Summary Metakaolin (A^SijOy) is a pozzolanic material obtained by heating kaolin in
the temperature range 450-800 C.
Metakaolin is used in blended cements but it
can also be considered for use in OPC free binders.
In the present study, the
use of metakaolin as a pozzolanic material was investigated.
The hydration
behaviour of metakaolin/Ca(0H)2
was studied with and without sulphates
Early hydration was studied by calorimetry.
The development of solid hydrates"
pore fluid chemistry and the microstructural development of these systems up to
180 days cure are discussed in relation to compressive strength development.

,
Sulphate additions are favourable for strength properties.
The presence of
mica impurity in kaolinite is found to have a major effect on the pore fluid
composition.
, During calcination, the alkali content of muscovite mica is
activated and is readily and rapidly released during subsequent reaction with
gypsum and calcium hydroxide.
This influences the formation of hydrates, as
shown by microstructural studies.
In general, the hydration behaviour of
metakaolin/calcium hydroxide system shows pronounced similarities to OPC
hydration, especially in terms of heat evolution and set characteristics.

Resume
Metakaolin (A12SiO2O7) est un materiaux ayant des proprietes pozzolaniques
qui est obtenu en cuissant du kaolin entre 450 et 800°C.
Metakaolin est utilise
dans les 'blended' cements et peut aussi etre envisage dans le ciment Portland
sans Hants.
Dans le travail rapporte ici, 1'utilisation du metakaolin en tant
que materiaux pozzolanique a ete etudicee.
L'hydratation du Systeme
metakaolin/Ca(OH)o a ete ätudiee seule ou en presence de sulphates.
Le debut de
l'hydratation а ё1ё suivie par calorimetrie.
Involution des hydrates formös,
de la composition de la solution et de la microstructure, а ё1ё suivie en
relation avec la distance durant les 180 premiers jours de l'hydratation.

,
L'ajout de sulphates est bönöfique pour la rösistance.
La ргёзепсе
d'impuretös de mica dans la kaolinite ä une influence та^иёе sur la composition
de la solution.
Pendant la calcination, les alkalins contenus dans la muscovite
sont ас11уёз et ainsi assent plus rapidement en solution.
Ceci influence la
formation des hydrates comme le dömontre intude de la microstructure.
En
дёпёга!, l'hydratation du Systeme -iretakaolin/Ca(OH)o prösente beauc'oup de
similar^s avec l'hydratation du ciment Portland spöcialement en ce qui concerne
la chaleur dögagöe et les cara^ristiques de la prise.

INTRODUCTION
'Metakaolin' (MK) is a nearly-anhydrous solid obtained by heating kaolin in
the temperature range 450-800 C.
Metakaolin shows pozzolanic properties and is
known to be a useful blending agent for cement.
It can also be considered for use
in cement-free binders, especially in tropical or sub-tropical countries where
kaolin is widely available.
Metakaolin
reacts with CaCOHJo and water at 2O'C to yield a number of
hydration products:
C-S-H, C4AHj3, C2ASHo and CoAH6 (1,2).
Addition of gypsum
gives initial rapid formation of ettringite, which is subsequently converted to
monosulphate (3,4).

Mechanical properties of MK/Ca(OH)2 binders have been reported by Murat (5).
Palomo and Glasser (6) reported the effects of NaOH activation in obtaining
chemically-bonded, cementitious materials from metakaolin.
At or near ambient
temperature cures gave a gel binder with good strengths.
In the present investigation the hydration behaviour of the MK/Ca(OH)2 system
has been studied in the presence of different secondary activators: NaOH, Na2SO4
and B-anhydrite (CaSOn) with and without NaOH.
The extent and kinetics of various
competing reactions at early stages of hydration were investigated by calorimetry.
The evolution of the chemical environment of both solid and liquid phases during
hydration and the microstructures up to 180 days cure are discussed and related to
compressive strength.

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL
Metakaolin was obtained by heating kaolin (Table 1) at 730’C for six hours;
Na2S04 (AnalaR), NaOH (AnalaR) and Ca(0H)2 (GPR) were obtained from BDH,
Poole,
England and B-anhydrite
obtained
from
ICI.
The mix formulations prepared
in this study are given in Table 2.
Calori
metric data were obtained at 40°C, using a JAF
Table (1)
conduction calorimeter, from mixes with a w/s
Analysis of Kaolin
ratio of 0.8.
Oxide
wt. %
SiO2
55.23
Cylinders of 4.2 cm diameter and 8.2 cm
AloOj
41.23
height, were prepared according to the above
TiO2
0.04
mix formulations and cured in
a humidity
0-83
chamber at 4O’C and 98% relative humidity.
MnO
0.01
After
the
strength
measurements,
the
S0o
0.04
samples were treated with acetone and ether
MgO
0.34
to stop hydration and carbonation and dried
CaO
0.09
at 50 C in a nitrogen
atmosphere.
The
Na20
0.02
hydrates present in the pastes were subseK2O
2.02
quently identified by XRD and DTA techniques.
P205
0.15
L.O.I. = 13.0%

A separate set of 4.2 x 8.2cm cylinders was prepared and cured at identical
conditions to study the chemistry of the aqueous phase of mixtures.
Al, Si, K,
Na, Ca
and
sulphate present
in
the pore fluid extractions were analysed:
procedures are given in (7).
The microstructure and morphology of the hydrated pastes were determined by
transmission and scanning electron microscopy using a JEOL 2000EX Temscan.

Table (2)
о , „ x ,
,.
Mix Formulations
1 Metakaolin : CafOHlo compositions
Mix No,

MK/CH
(mass ratio)
1
1

a
b

W/S
(mass ratio)
0.8
'
0.8

Aqueous

H20
0.5M NaOH

^•2 Metakaolin : CafOHU - sulphate compositions
Mix No.

c
d
e

MK/CH
(mass ratio)
1
1
1

Source of
sulphate
ß-anhydrite
ß-anhydrite
Na2SOi|

SOg/Al0O3
molar ratio)
0.1
0.1
0.1

W/S
Aqueous
(mass ratio)
0.8
HoO
0.8
0.5M NaOH
0.8
H20

RESULTS

Since Ca(0H)2 was always added, the
text will generally note only the
secondary activator(s) which were
used in conjunction with Ca(0H)2.

Calorimetry

TIME

Fig. 1
scale)
right
(Table

(hours)

Rate of heat evolution (R) (left
and total heat output (T)
,
hand scale) of mix formulations
2).

The
patterns
of
rate
of
heat
evolution and total heat evolution
are shown in Figure 1.
Apart from
the rapid heat evolution which occurs
immediately after initial mixing of
the paste, termed exotherm I, the
rate of heat evolution patterns of
the systems without sulphates (a,b)
consists
of
two main exotherms,
designated II and III (Fig. l.i). In
the presence of sulphates (Fig. l.ii
and l.iii), in addition to exotherm
I, three other peaks are present,
viz. II, III and IV. A detailed study
of these exotherms in relation to the
microstructural development and their
effects
on
thermochemistry
are
reported in (4).
When sulphate is
absent the two exotherms, preceded
by exotherm I, were due to the
formation of hydrates, mainly C^AHjo
and C-S-H.
In the presence of
sulphates, after exotherm I, changes
in the rate of heat evolution pattern
were due to three major reactions;
(i) formation of ettringite, (ii)
formation of СдАН^ and C-S-H and
(iii) transformation of ettringite to
monosulphate.
It has been shown by
theoretical calculations
of
heat
evolutions
that processes (i) and
(ii) are exothermic while (iii) is
endothermic.
Thus the appearance

of peaks III and IV were due to the occurrence of an endotherm superimposed on the
broad exotherm from C-S-H formation.
Development of hydrates during middle and late period of hydration
Development of hydrates, as identified by XRD and
In systems without sulphate, the hydrates present at 3
CoASHg.
. Hydrogarnet appears in both systems after
the hydration progresses, gehlenite hydrate and C4AHi->
is most rapid in the system activated with NaOH.

DTA, is given in Table 3.
days are C4AH13, C-S-H and
3 days of nyoration.
As
disappear.
This sequence
'

In systems with sulphates, after 24 hrs hydration, the solids present are
monosulphate, C-S-H and C4AHJ3.
Monosulphate also disappears after some time with
the appearance of hydrogarnet.
Sulphate is probably partly sorbed in C-S-H and
partly retained in solid solution in "СдАН|о". Gehlenite hydrate also appears. The
C4AHj3 phase
is either absent or present only in traces in the sulphate-activated
systems, especially after longer, cure durations.
Some sulphate was present in the
pore solution.
The initial development of ettringite and its subsequent phase
transformations are clearer in system (c) than in alkali/sulphate activated systems
such as (d).
In all systems, most of the Ca(OH)o had reacted by 10
days.
Compressive Strength Development

, Compressive strength development of the samples are given in Fig. 2.
All
activators tend to improve early strengths of the MK/Ca(OH)2 system.
The effect
of NaOH on the strength is significant at early stages, but less or insignificant
at later stages. However, continuous strength gain occurs for at least 180 days.

Beta-anhydrite makes a considerable contribution to the strength, although
strength
of
this
system remains nearly constant between 28 and 90 days
after which it again rises. The effect of beta-anhydrite/NaOH system shows higher
late strengths than the system activated by NaOH only.
Scanning Electron Microscopy

As revealed by SEM, NaOH in the
absence of sulphates creates a feat
ureless, massive structure at
early
stage of hydration, with essentially
no visible porosity.
This explains
the high
early strengths (Fig. 2).
However, at later stages in this system
the matrix becomes inhomogeneous and
crystalline (Fig. 3.i and 3.ii).
The
increasing crystallinity of hydrates
may be responsible for the lessened or
insignificant effect of NaOH on the
strength
at
late stages.
In the
presence of sulphates, NaOH gave an
amorphous structure even at late stages.
The morphology of the hydrates were also
strongly influenced by the nature of the
activators used. NagSO^ gave well crys
tallized
C2ASH8
as
hexagonal
platelets, whereas in
system(a), the
same phase had a less regular, more
rounded
plate-like
appearance.
A

Time (days) log scale
Fig. 2 Compressive strength
development for compo
sitions in Table 2.

Table (3)
Hydrates identified by XRD and DTA

Curing
time
24hr

ab
CH,C4,
CH,C2,C4,
C-S-H
c-s-h 4

28 days

^2•^4’
c3,C-S-H

90 days

C2»C4,
C3,C-S-H

180 days

Cz.y«,

c3,C-S-H

c
AFm,C4,CH,
*
c-s-H

d
AFm,C4,
ch?c-$-h

e
AFm,C4
CH,C-S^H

£3£tfi)’C2’C4-

Сз,С2,С4,
C-S-H

Сз,С2,С4,
C-S-H

£3^(tr)’c2’

C3’C2’
C-S-H

C3’C2’
C-S-R

С2,Сз,C-S-H

Cg.Co,
C-S-H

03^2
C-S-R

a,b,c,d,e - Mixtures as described in Table (2).
CH-Ca(0H)2» C4-C4AHj3, C3-C3AH5. Cg^ASHg, AFt-ettringite, AFm-monosulphate.

detailed correlation of
porosity
and
microstructure with strength is reported
in (7).

Pore Fluid Analysis
An important observation on the pore
solution
data
is
the
presence of
potassium (Fig. 4).
The
K+ content of
the pore fluid is surprisingly high, given
that no potassium was added.
Since the
kaolin used in these experiments contained
2.02% KgO, mainly in the form of muscovite,
it is supposed that heating
activates
muscovite and felspar.
In contact with
Ca at high pH, thermally activated minerals
undergo ion exchange
and/or
reaction.
Systems supposedly formulated without an
alkali activator,(a and c) actually contain
significant
K+
which contributes sub
stantially
to the observed alkalinity,
hence the pH is in the range 12.6 - 12.8;
OH" and K+ approximately charge balance
each other.
The pore solution K+ content
increases at early stages (3-10 days),
but
subsequently decreases with
time.
As disclosed by AEM, some of the potassium
is absorbed by C-S-H; the composition of
C-S-H
of
systdms (a) at 28 days is
^1-1.3^0.17^.015- 03’
Other aspects of
pore" solution
chemistry are
described
in (7).

3ii

DISCUSSION
The present study reveals more informa
tion about the hydration behaviour of metakao
lin, which shows many similarities to that of
Portland cement.
According to calorimetric

Fig. 3 SEM of fracture surfaces
of NaOH activated system (b) at 3
days (3.1) and 90 days (3.ii).

M0kJ/kghforCtae„riS"d"--by--ther
ev"iuti°"s
OPC, and comparable values for metakaolin
Portland cement liberates
heat
'
in bursts,
each correlating
with
mineralogical changes.
Metakaolin
systems
behave similarly.

thtedfTrstb24h
systems.
particular

As with Portland
cement
a continuous
strength gain occurs with time, even after
28 days.
There is a nearly linear relation
ship between compressive strength and log [cure
time].
Formulation affects the slope of the
curve, but not the general relationship between
cure time and strength.
For the best combina
tion - beta-anhydrite and CH activator - 20 MPa
r~
is obtained at 6 months, with no indication of
a limit having been reached.
Mechanical prop- 7
erties of MK systems mostly depend on the space
H
filling properties of the hydrates, as with OPC.
о
Space filling is not a simple or straightforward
0
process and is
affected
by
phase
trans- +m
formations occurring during hydration as well as
changes to the crystallinity and morphology
of hydrates.
The
main phase
transformation
process
Time (days) log scale
occuring in
the absence of sulphates is the
formation of dense hydrogarnet -most
probably
containing silicon - from
less-dense
CoASHo
and C^AHjg, which are metastable.
This transFig. 4. Pore solution K+
formation occurs most rapidly in formulations with
concentration (symbols as
NaOH.
Mass balance
calculations
show that
indicated in Fig. 2).
the above transformation is associated with a
decrease in solid volume.
This
would lead to an increase in porosity
and
degradation of the microstructure,
which results in limiting paste strengths.
This
is one of the reasons for the observed effect of NaOH on the strength
properties at late stages.
In sulphate-containing systems, hydrogarnet is also
formed as a transformation product where it is
mainly associated with
disappearance of monosulphate. This formation of hydrogarnet subsequent to set is
reminiscent of the well documented process of
conversion
in high
alumina
cements (НАС).
As with НАС, strength continues to improve once the conversion
reactions are completed.

The
information regarding the effect of mica-like impurities on the
hydration
is important.
When muscovite is present as an impurity, it
is
apparently activated by heating, and its dissolution or ion exchange increases
the pH of the pore fluid, hence increases the ratio of СаОН+Да •
This, in
turn, enhances the solubility of aluminium and silicon species.
The gross
inequalities in solubilities
of
three main constituents are somewhat reduced
with the result that gehlenite hydrate and C-A-S-H gel are able to develop,
At later stages, C-A-S-H acts as one of the hosts for released potassium,
the
overall
Therefore, the
release of
К
from activated mica changes
Thus, in obtaining metakaolin
from
chemistry,
hence the hydrate
balance,
also activates any
kaolinite, it is important to choose a temperature which
alkali-containing impurities.

CONCLUSIONS

The hydration behaviour of metakaolin cement systems show pronounced similarities
to OPC hydration, especially in terms of heat evolution and set characteristics.
NaOH, CaS04 and the combination of these two are effective activators for
MK/Ca(0H)2 reactions.
Strength is mainly associated with the space filling

properties of the hydrates.
An important phase transformation may occur during
hydration;
formation of relatively dense hydrogarnet from less-dense, hexagonal
hydrates.
Formation . of hydrogarnets temporarily affects
strength gain
properties, but with the completion of the conversion reactions, strength gain
resumes.
Muscovite in the raw material is activated during calcination and releases
potassium, with subsequent enhancement of metakaolin reactivity, most notably with
CafOHb and CaSO^.
Therefore, in the calcination of kaolinite, the conditions
that favour the activation of muscovite merit further investigation.
Pozzolanic
mixes made without Portland cement probably have sufficient strength for a range
of applications.
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CHEMICAL BINDING OF WATER DURING THE HYDRATION OF
PORTLAND CEMENTS AND BLAST-FURNACE SLAG CEMENTS
BLENDED WITH FLY ASH
Reiner Härdtl

Institute for Building Research, Aachen University of Technology
Aachen, GERMANY

SUMMARY
The hydration mechanisms of portland cement clinker are influenced by the latent-hydraulic and pozzolanic
reaction of granulated blast furnace slag and fly ash, materials used in blended cements or as concrete addi
tive, respectively. As a result of teir use the structure of the hydration products and other related properties
of hardened cement paste can change significantly. The scope of this paper is the investigation of the effect
of fly ash on the amount of chemically bound water in combination with portland and blast furnace slag
cements.
In the early stage of reaction the hydration of portland and blast furnace slag cement is accelerated by the use
of fly ash which results in a higher amount of bound water after 1 and 2 days. At higher ages the amount of
bound water is not increased essentially by the pozzolanic reaction of the fly ash. The dominant part of water
bound in the CSH-phases produced by pozzolanic reaction is transformed from the reaction partner
Ca(0H)2- As a result there is only a small increase in the volume of the hydration products scarcely reducing
the total porosity of the cement paste. The pore size distribution, however, is changed distinctly.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Durch ihre latent-hydraulische bzw. puzzolanische Reaktionsfähigkeit beeinflussen Zementzumahlstoffe oder
Betonzusatzstoffe wie Hüttensand und Steinkohlenflugasche die Hydratationsmechanismen des Portland
zementklinkers. Dies kann zu einer deutlichen Änderung der Struktur der Reaktionsprodukte und daraus
resultierender anderer Eigenschaften führen. Ziel dieses Beitrages ist es, die Wirkung von Flugasche'in
Kombination mit Portland- und Hochofenzementen auf die Hydrationsmechanismen anhand der chemischen
Wasserbindung zu untersuchen.
In der Frühphase der Reaktion wird die Hydratation von Portland- und Hochofenzement durch die Verwen
dung von Flugasche beschleunigt, was zu eine höherer Wasserbindung nach 1 und 2 Tagen bewirkt. Durch
die puzzolanische Reaktion der Flugasche in höherem Alter wird der Gehalt an chemisch gebundenem
Wasser nicht wesentlich erhöht. Der größte Anteil des durch die puzzolanische Reaktion in den CSH-Phasen
eingebundenen Wassers wird aus dem Reaktionspartner Ca(OH)2 umgesetzt. Dies hat nur eine geringe Volu
menzunahme der Reaktionsprodukte zur Folge, wodurch die Gesamtporosität des Zementsteins kaum redu
ziert wird. Die Porengrößenverteilung wird dagegen deutlich verändert.

INTRODUCTION

The amount of water chemically bound in hardened cement paste during hydration is a parameter to
determine the degree of reaction between cement and water. Taking into account the water-cement ratio, the
quantity of gel produced by hydration and the reduction of porosity can be calculated, values from which
mechanical properties, pore structure or the resistance against various attacks can be estimated /1/.
In the last years the quantity of additives like granulated blast-furnace slag and fly ash used as compo
nents of blended cements or directly added to concrete in the mixer is increasing. The latent-hydraulic or
pozzolanic reactivity of these materials influence the hydration characteristics of cement. As a result the
structure of the hydrated phases and other properties of the hardened cement paste change. In this paper the
effect of fly ash on the chemical binding of water in combination with different portland cements and slag
cements is studied.

EXPERIMENTIAL
Eight different cements complying with the German cement standard DIN 1164 were used. Three
portland cements (Cl to C3) from different cement plants, one portland filler cement (C4, 18% limestone
filler) and four cements containing blast-furnace slag (C5 to C8) were selected. In the case of cements C5,
C6 and C8, which originate from the same cement plant, the slag content varied between 26, 50 and 77
wt. %. With 49 wt. % of slag cement C7 has approximately the same slag content as C6, but was produced
using a different clinker and a different slag. The main properties of the cements are summerized in Table 1.

Table 1: Properties of cements

Cement
Cl
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

Type of cement
Portland cement
Portland cement
Portland cement
Portland -filler cement
Portland -slag cement
Blast-furnace slag cement
Blast-furnace slag cement
Blast-furnace slag cement

28d2d
specific
slag
content surface strength strength
N/mm2
N/mm2
cm2/g
wt.%
—
—
181)
26
50
49
77

2690
3380
3870
4 650
3490
3700
3530
3900

17.8
28.5
24.7
20.9
21.0
16.2
13.4
9.8

49.9
45.6
55.8
50.5
48.7
48.8
45.1
49.7

1) Limestone filler

A low-calcium fly ash equivalent to ASTM-Class F fly ashes from a dry-bottom furnace was used. The
fly ash had a specific surface of 3790 cm2/g, and 16.5 wt.% residue on 40 [лт sieve. The glass content was
about 80 wt. % and the loss on ignition was 1.7 wt. %.
Mortars were produced from mixes with 450 g cement or cement+fly ash and 1350 g standard sand
(0.08 to 2 mm) in accordance with DIN 1164. The ratio of fly ash to cement (f/c) was 0, 0.25 and 0.50. The
ratio water to binder w/(c+f) = 0.60 was held constant for all mixes. The mortars were demoulded after 24
hours and stored under water (20 °C) until testing.
For chemical analysis pieces of arround 50 g were broken from the mortars, dried at 105 °C and
ground to a fineness < 63 ^m. The amount of chemically bound water was determined by Karl-Fischer
titration. This method gave very good correlations to results determined by thermogravimetry (TG). The
amount of free Ca(OH)2 in cement paste was analysed by extraction with Franke method. With extraction
not only CaO in free Ca(OH)2 is determined, but also CaO-components of other hydration products are
extracted /2,3/. By reducing the measured values by a factor of 0.85, a good correlation was found with
results obtained by TG for all mixes. Pore size distribution was determined by mercury intrusion porosimetry
in the range of 100 fim to 1,8 nm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Early stage of hydration
Figure 1 shows the amount of bound water per unit of cement at an age of 2 days. Portland cements C2
and C3, and portland-filler cement C4 have the highest amount of bound water. Portland cement Cl has a
slower initial reactivity, therefore the degree of hydration is lower at this age. With increasing slag content
the amount of bound water decreases. This is attributed to the slow latent-hydraulic reaction of the slaö

Figure 1:
Bound water at 2 days

Figure 2:
Ca(OH)2-content at 2 days

If fly ash is used, the amount of water bound in the hydration products related to the cement content
increases with increasing fly ash content. Assuming that pozzolanic reaction of fly ash has not started at that
age /4/, it indicates an acceleration in the hydration of the cement components. This enhancement is ex
plained by several researchers, e.g. /4,5,6/ due to the presence of fine filler particles acting as nucleation
sites onto which additional hydrates can form. In tendency, this effect is remarkable for all cements
irrespectively of their slag content.

In contrast to bound water, the amount of Ca(0H)2 liberated by cement hydration at 2 days is not
changed significantly by fly ash within the possible scatter of test results (Figure 2). Independent of the fly
ash content, the measured values of the fly ash mixes are in some cases larger, in the other cases they are
lower than the mortars without additive. After 1 day of hydration the Ca(OH)2-content of the mixes with f/c
= 0.25 is generally lower for all cements than the mixes without fly ash.
These test results imply, that the higher amount of water combined by accelerated reaction of cement is
not bound in Ca(OH)2, but in other hydrated phases. In early hydration age of portland cement mainly the
clinker minerals C3S and C3A are reacting. An enhanced CgS-hydration of cement would increase the bin
ding of water as well as the liberation of Ca(OH)2 providea of an unchanged composition of the produced
calcium silicate hydrates. On the other side, the hydration of C3A (and also of CdAF) consume Ca(OH)n for
their reaction to produce calcium aluminate hydrates. Taking these mechanisms in consideration a parallel
enhancement of both reactions can be concluded by the use of fly ash. As result, the amount of bound water

is increased whereas the content of Ca(0H)2 remains unchanged. This result is valid for all investigated
cements independent of their slag content. Whether there is any change in the reaction of the slag cannot be
answered at the moment.

Influence of pozzolanic reaction

The start of the pozzolanic reaction of fly ash can be estimated by the reduction of the Ca(OH)2
content in the cement paste. Figure 3 compares the development of Ca(OH)2 of mortars without (f/c =0 )
and with fly ash (f/c = 0.25) for cements with different slag contents (C2,C5,C6,C8). With increasing slag
content the amount of free lime decreases because the latent hydraulic reaction liberates no or only small
amounts of Ca(OH)2. The slag in cement C6 (50 wt.% slag) consumes some Ca(OH)2 for their reaction (see
Fig.3).
Ca(OH)2-content (g/100g cement)
30

Figure 3:
Development of
Ca(OH)2 content
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With increasing hydration time the Ca(OH)2 content is reduced by fly ash. For portland cement this
consumption has the highest value indicating a high degree of pozzolanic reaction which has started at an age
of arround 7 days. With increasing slag content the reduction of Ca(OH)2 decreases. For cements containing
26 and 50 wt. % slag the pozzolanic reaction starts after a hydration time of 28 days. In the mortar containing
cement C8 with 77 wt. % slag the alkalinity of pore solution is reduced in a proportion that only a small
amount of Пу ash is dissolved and accessible for pozzolanic reaction 111. Therefore the consumption of
Ca(OH)2 is only low.
bound water (g/IOOg cement)

Figure 4:
Development of
bound water
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The development of the amount of bound water shows an increase with time for all mixes (Figure 4).
In the mortars there is less water combined in the hydration products with increasing slag content mainly
resulted by a smaller Ca(OH)2 content. Therefore the amount of water bound in the CSH-phases is nearly
equal for all cements (Figure 5). CSH-phases in this context simplified means all hydration products in their
various compositions except Ca(OH)2. Only cement C7 shows higher values probably indicating a higher
reactivity of the slag.
6
6
The curves of the amount of bound water of the fly ash containing mixes show the same development
as the mortars without additive. In tendency the values of the fly ash mixes are slightly higher compared to
the corresponding reference mixes. The difference nearly corresponds to the increased amount of bound
water resulted by the determined enhancement of cement reaction in the early stage of hydration. This means
that no significant quantity of additional water is bound in the phases produced during the pozzolanic reaction
of fly ash. The water combined in Ca(OH)2, liberated during cement hydration, is transformed to new CSHphases formed by the pozzolanic reaction of the glassy fly ash components and Ca(OH)n. The time the poz
zolanic reaction starts and the degree of this reaction, both factors depending on the slag content of cement
have no influence on the total amount of bound water.
’

In contrast to that, the amount of water combined in CSH must be increased by pozzolanic reaction of
the fly ash. This is confirmed by the results at an age of 365 days shown in Figure 5. Especially for cements
Cl to C4, where the pozzolanic reaction has already reached a high degree, there is a distinct increase of
water bound in CSH with increasing f/c-ratio. This effect is deminished with increasing slag content of the
cement. For cement C8 containing 77 wt. % slag, where only low pozzolanic reaction was determined, the
slight increase of water bound in CSH is mainly dependent on the enhancement of cement hydration in the
early stage of hydration.
water bound in CSH (q/100a cement)

median pore radius at 365 days (nm)

Cl

Figure 5:
Water bound in CSH-phases at 365 days
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C3

C4
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Figure 6:
Median pore radius at 365 days

Change in pore structure
By the chemical binding of water during cement hydration phases are formed with a higher specific
volume compared to the unreacted cement particles. Therefore the total porosity of cement paste is generally
reduced with increasing degree of hydration. Because no additional water is bound during pozzolanic reac
tion, no significant change in total porosity is caused by the reaction of fly ash /8/.

On the other hand, the pore size distribution is shifted to finer pores with increasing fly ash content.
This effect is shown in Figure 6 where the median pore radius is used to characterize the measured pore size
distributions. During pozzolanic reaction the amount of coarse cristallin Ca(OH)9 is reduced and transformed
to CSH-gel building very fine gel pores whereas the quantity of capillary pores decreases. Only in cement C8
which has already a very dense pore structure due to the latent-hydraulic reaction of the large content of slag
and where no significant pozzolanic reaction of fly ash was determined, fly ash cannot lead to a further
densification.

CONCLUSIONS
The use of fly ash accelarates the hydration of cement in the early stage of hydration acting as a
nucleation site onto which additional hydrates could form. This enhancement is subjected to the C^S-reaction
as well as to the hydration of C^A resulting in a larger amount of bound water whereas the Cq(OH)2-content
remains nearly unchanged. This behaviour is valid for portland cement, portland filler cement and blast
furnace-slag cement irrespective of their slag content.
During the pozzolanic reaction of the fly ash there is no significant amount of additional water chemi
cally bound in the hydrated phases. The water combined in Ca(0H)2, liberated during cement hydration, is
transformed to new CSH-phases formed by the pozzolanic reaction of the glassy fly ash components and
Ca(OH)2- The degree of pozzolanic reaction and the slag content of cement have no significant influence dn
this behavior.
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20-YEAR STUDY ON HYDRATION OF HIGH MAGNESIA CEMENT WITH
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INTRODUCTION
Investigations were undertaken in the late sixties to develop technology
for utilising high magnesian limestone in cement manufacture (1). Some of the
findings, which have already been reported (2-4), showed that incorporation
of reactive siliceous materials such as fly ash,
’Surkhi1 (powdered calcined
clay pozzolana etc.) in high-magnesia cement (MgO content upto 15%) imparts
the desired soundness i.e. volume stability as determined by the standard autoclave
test (5). Subsequently, a long-term study was undertaken to determine whether
the incorporation of fly ash is also effective in
stabilising high-magnesia cement
on hydration at ambient temperature of 27 +2° C. The results obtained at different
periods of hydration show that the fly ash is effective in stabilising high
magnesia cement having 10% MgO (6-9). This observation is confirmed by the
data obtained at 20 years of hydration and reported here.

MATERIALS USED
1.

High Magnesia Cement : The high magnesia cement was obtained by grinding
high magnesia cement clinker produced in a pilot plant rotary kiln using
raw meal consisting of high magnesian limestone
„and" clay,
'
"
, with 4% gypsum
by weight to a specific surface (Blaine) of 3423 cm /g. The chemical composition
of the clinker was : CaO 61.68%, Si09 21.45%, Alo0o 4.41%,
*
Fe2O3 2.46%,
MgO 10.0% and free CaO 2.45%.
2
23

Fly Ash : The chemical composition of the fly ash used was : SiO„ 59.17%,
^2^3. 25.59-6, Fe„O3 7.13%, CaO 2.74%, MgO 1.28%, SO„ 0.28% and loss on
ignition 3.15%. Its lime reactivity test strength determined according to
15:1727-1960 (10) was 59.8 kg/cm .
3.

Water : Normal tap

water was used.

TEST PROCEDURES
1.

2.

Test specimens consisting of rectangular bars ^.ЗстхЗ.бстхЗбст
(effective
gauge length), 7.07 cm cubes (face area 50 cm2) and 8-shaped briquettes
having 2.5x2.5cm section at the centre, for measuring wetting expansion,
compressive strength and tensile strength respectively, were cast following
the method specified in
15:1727-1960 and 15:269-1958 (11). The mortar mix
used for, casting the test specimens consisted of 1 part of high magnesia
cement with and without 30% fly ash and 3 parts of single-sized standard
Ennore sand (passing 800 micron and retained on 600 micron IS. sieves)
by weight.

The specimens for the study of hydration products by differential thermal
analysis (DTA), X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy were
2.5x2.5cm in section and 12.5cm long. These were cast using neat high
magnesia cement paste, with and without 30% fly ash, by weight at standard
consistency. Demoulding after 24 hrs of moist curing, all the test specimens were
kept in water maintained at 27+2°C and were taken out at the time of testing
The DTA was carried out by raising the temperature of the furnace at a
uniform rate of 10 C per minute. The specimen block was of the pattern
of Grimshaw et al (12). The differential thermocouple made of chromel and
alumel wires were connected to a sensitive galvanometer.

3.

X-ray differactograms of the hydrated high magnesia cement with and without
fly ash, were taken by a Philips X-ray Diffractometer (Model No. 1730)
using Nickell filtered CuKqq, radiation.

4.

Scanning electron micrographs of the hydrated high magnesia cement
and without fly ash, were taken by a scanning electron microscope
501, Philips, Holland).

with
(SEM

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Development of Strength

TENSILE STRENGTH

K g./C m

Data on the development of compressive strength and tensile strength in high
magnesia cement (HMC) with and without 30% fly ash by weight, obtained at
3,7,28,90,180 and 365 days and 2,3,4,5,6,7,12,14,15 and 20 years of storage
in water at 27 + 2 C is shown in Fig.l. It shows that the compressive strength
as well as the tensile strength of high magnesia cement without fly ash observed
after 90 days and continued
to
fall
thereafter.
As
compared to this,
the com
pressive
strength
and
the
tensile
strength
of
high
magnesia
cement
containing
30%
flyash
by
weight
continued
to
rise
appreciably
during
the
first
two
years
and
crossed
over
the
corres
ponding. strength
in
high
magnesia
cement
with-out
fly
ash
within
230
days
and
100
days,
respec
tively. The upward develop
ment
of strength
in
high
magnesia
cement
containing
fly
ash during
the
first
2 or 3 years and its remain
ing
more
or less
constant
thereafter indicates a strong
stabilising
influence
of Fig. 1. Development of compressive strength In
high magnesia cement with and without
fly ash.
fly ash on continuous storage in water
at 27 *2oc for 20 years

Wetting Expansion

Further evidence of the efficacy of fly ash in stabilising high magnesia cement
is provided by the data on wetting expansion, determined in terms of percentage
increase in length of 2.5x2.5x25cm bars measured by a length comparator (10),
over a period of 20 years and shown in Fig.2.

It can be seen that in sharp contrast to high magnesia cement without fly
ash which showed an expansion of 1.833 % after 14 years (5110 days) of storage
in water at 27 + 2°C, the expansion in high
magnesia cement containing 30%
fly ash, by weight, at 20
years (7300 days) of storage in water at 27±2°C
was only 0.263%.
The bars made with high magnesia cement (HMC) showed bending due to excessive
expansion during continuous
storage in water at 27±2°C. At 15 years (5475
days), these bars could not be fitted in the length comparator for taking measure
ments.

Hydration Products
DTA thermograms of high magnesia cement with and without 30% fly ash, by
weight, hydrated by continuous storage in water at 27±2°C for different periods
upto 20 years are shown in Fig.3 and Fig-4 respectively. The first endothermic
peak in all these thermograms is at 115-140°C.

It
can
be
seen
that
all
the
thermograms
of
high
magnesia
cement
hydrated
for
different
periods
are
identical.
Similarly,
all
the
thermograms
of
high
magnesia
cement
containing
fly
ash hydrated for different periods
are
identical
except
for
the
one
at
28
days
hydration.
In
this
thermogram,
there
is
an
additional
endothermic
peak
at 510°C.
The
identification
of endothermic
peaks
at
115-140°C,
400-410°C,
510-530°C,
770-780°C
and
880
900 C in Fig.3 shows the presence
of
free
water/CSH/ettringite,
Mg(OH)2,
Ca(OH)2,
CaCOn
and
CSH
respectively in
d
high
magnesia
cement
at
all
ages
of
hydration
upto
20
years.
The
endothermic
peaks
at
115
140 C,
400-410°C,
770-780°C,
800-870 C
and
endothermic
peak
at
550 C
in
Fig. 4
also
show
the
presence
of
these
minerals
together
with
unburnt
carbon,
in high magnesia cement containing
fly ash at all ages of hydration
except at
28 days which shows
an
additional
endothermic
peak
of Ca(OH)2 at 510 C.
X-ray diffractograms of high
for 20 years are shown in
of CSH, ettringite, MgtOH^
MgO, quartz and mullite in
MgO in high magnesia cement
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Fig. 2. Wetting expansion of high
magnesia cement with and
without fly ash on continuous
storage in water at 27 t 2 °c for
20 years.

magnesia cement with and without fly ash hydrated
Fig. 5. Their characterisation confirms the formation
and CaCOg. In addition, the presence of unhydrated
high magnesia cement with fly ash and unhydrated
without fly ash is also indicated.

Figs. 6 & 7 show scanning electron micrographs of the hydration products
high magnesia cement, with and without fly ash, hydrated for 20 years.

in

CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from the 20 years data on
of strength and wetting expansion reported here.

development

1.

High magnesia cement containing 10% MgO can be effectively rendered sound
e.
i.
volume stable, under normal hydration conditions of temperature and
pressure, by the addition of 30% fly ash, by weight.

2.

Hydrated high magnesia cement with and without fly ash, contains CSH,
ettringite f Mg(OH)g, Ca(OH)„ and CaCOg as hydration products. In addition'
the presence of unhydratea MgO, quartz and mullite in high magnesia cement
with fly ash and unhydrated MgO in high magnesia cement without fly ash
is also indicated.

20 YEARS
15 YEARS
14 YEARS
3 YEARS
2 YEARS

1 year
180 DAYS
90 DAYS
28 DAYS

J

TEMPERATURE, °C

Fig.3. DTA Thermograms of
high magnesia cement
hydrated for different
period upto 20 years
in water at 27*2°c
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Fig.4.DTA thermograms of
high magnesia cement
containing 307e fly ash,
by weight hydrated for
different periods upto
20 years in water at
27 ± 2 °c
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Fig. 5. X- ray diffractograms of high magnesia cement
with and without fly ash hydrated for 20 years
in water at 27
2
*
4:

Scanning electron micrographs showing (a) a general
view and (b) needle-like crystals in high magnesia
cement hydrated for 20 years in water at 27+2°C.

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

3.

Scanning electron micrographs showing (a) a general
view and (b) needle-like crystals in high magnesia
cement with 30 percent fly ash, by weight, hydrated
for 20 years in water at 27+2°C.

The data provide a good basis for the cement industry in countries having
vast reserves of high magnesian limestone, to undertake production of sound
high magnesia cement utilising fly ash. As shown in an earlier study (3)
any other reactive siliceous material such as 'Surkhi' in place of fly ash,
would be equally effective in stabilising high magnesia cement.
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INHIBITION OF BLENDING MATERIALS ON EFFECT OF
EXCESS SO3 CONTENT IN CEMENT
Lian Huizhen and Chen Enyl
Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua University
Beijing, P R CHINA

SUMMABY

is known that excess SO3 will make strength of cement reducing and
unfavourable expanding. But it is shown by experiments that such harmful effect of SO3
can be inhibited by suitable blending material. When the added blending material is
more than a certain proportion, strength decreases gently, and owing to adding the
blending material by suitable proportion, there is possibility of increasing S03 content in
cement to be 4-5% without unfavourable expansion, i.e. when cement is blended by
suitable proportion, the strength can not be reduced by excess Su3. Furthermore, it
would be better to use anhydrite instead of gypsum as a supplier of S03.
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INTRODUCTION

There are stipulations in specifications of most countries to limit the amount of SO3
in cement, as excessive amounts of SO3 may cause setting time fast by contrast, and
induce harmful expansion and strength reducing!1]» In case of utilization on industrial
solid waste containing SO3 to be blending material of cement, to allow the excessive
amounts of SO3 would make good sense. Moreover, that is favourable to utilizing. various
kind of waste gypsum. I. Odler reported that fineness of cement and the form of SO3
existing are important factors to effect the resultant expansion and strength of cement
besides phase composition of clinker itself. Thus it may exist the possibility to increase
the amount of added calcium sulphate if other relevant factors are opitimized[2l. C.
Ouyang et al considered that substitution of a portion of Portland cement with fly ash
is an effective means to inhibit the internal sulphate attack!3!. Observation by E. Irassar
shows that PFA mortars presented a decreasing expansion rate within the time and it
was zero at 90 days. And in Portland cement mortar, expansion rate was approximately
constant until 180 days, even 360 days!4). This is due to the "dilution effect" called by
Mehta!5!, i,e. effect of relative decrease of СзА in cement.

Above mentioned results are attractive for industrial practice. Within this paper,
influence of different blending materials and different form of calcium sulphate on
effect of the amount of SO3 in cement are explored further.
MATERIALS USED
Natural zeolite-tuff containing clinoptilolite from Nenjiang of China, fly ash from
Beijing and FBC ash from Hubei of China are used as blending materials of Portland
cement. Gypsum and anhydrite (from gypsum burned at 500°C for two hours) are used
as set regulator of cement. Composition of above materials are shown is table 1.

TABLE 1
Chemical compositions of blending materials used
Materials

SiOz
(%)

AI2O3
(%)

FezOs
(%)

CaO
(%)

MgO
(%)

KzO
(%)

NazO
(%)

SO3

(%)

LOI
(%)

Activity
ratio (%)

FBC ash

69.17

16.26

8.14

1.22

1.00

1.31

0.16

2.62

1.22

20.0

Clinoptilo
lite tuff

61.60

14.40

2.20

3.79

1.85

3.13

0.10

0

12.83

26.9

Fly ash

51.62

17.49

11.33

1.39

0.83

2.40

0

12.88

11.9

Gypsum

4.27

1.87

0.45

32.47

1.82

—

0.08
—

33.08

27.73

——

Anhydrite

9.75

2.00

0.80

36.39

0.93

—

—

42.76

6.72

ABOUT THE SETTING TIME
By experiments, it is known as follow!®!: for Portland cement, the minimum amount
of SO3 is about 1.3% (to make the initial setting time to be about one hour), but if the
FBC ash containing Il-CaSO
*
(an anhydrite similar to above mentioned burned gypsum) is
mixed with clinker by 3:7, the minimum amount of SO3 in form of II-CaSO« is about 2%.
Along with the blended amount increasing, the minimum amount of SO3 in form of
II-CaSO« is increased over a certain degree (e.g. 3%), the setting time would delay with
the amount of blending materials increasing, i.e. the blending materials could exercise a

moderating, influence on effect of setting time of cement. Therefore, the setting time
concerned is considered satisfactory to be employed in this paper, and only strength
and expansion are being discussed.
TESTS AND RESULTS

Effect of FBC ash
Anhydrite is used for control the
amount of SO3 in cement blended with FBC
ash. by
varied
amount.
Compressive
strength of specimens are shown in fig.l
(cured under standard condition).
In fig.l it is shown that when FBC
ash is blended, the strength reducing
with amount of SO3 increasing is gently.
More FBC ash is blended, more effect is
marked.
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Fig.2 shows the change of the linear
expansion of cement
paste vs.
the
blending amount of FBC as SO3 is varied
to 2.6%, 3.8%, 4.7%.
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Change of Compressive strength
with the amount of SO3 as
blending FBC ash by varied
blending amount
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The linear expansion of cement paste vs. the blending amount of FBC
ash as 803 is varied

From fig.2, it is shown that the linear expansion have been inhibited markedly so
long as FBC ash is blended over 20% (by weight of total binder), and hardly effected
by the further increase of blending amount of FBC ash. This inhibited effect is
enhanced with ages. More the amount of SO3 exists, more evident above mentioned
situation is. In other hand, see fig.3, as SO3 is below 4%, the linear expansion increases
quickly with the amount of SO3 and the increase rate elevates with age. But when SO3 is
over 4%, expansion at varied ages hardly increases with the amount of SO3.

Effect of SO3 in different form

Anhydrite and gypsum are used in
Portland
cement
by
varied
dosages
separately, Compressive strength of mortar
with above specimens are shown in fig.4.

It is shown from fig.4 that either
earlier or later, strength of mortars with
anhydrite are higher than with gypsum,
and the optimum of SO3 in form of anhydrite
is higher than in form of gypsum, i.e. if
anhydrite is used, SO3 content in cement
can be increase to exceed the limit. The
linear expansion of mortar with anhydrite is
less than with gypsum, and the longer the
age runs the large the difference of
expansion is.

Fig.3

Linear expansion vs. SOs content
in case of blending FBC ash by
40% at expected ages
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—□—gypsum, 3rd day
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—О—anhydrite, 28th day

Fig.4
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—A—anhydrite,14th day
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— —gypsum,28th day
—О—anhydrite, 7th day
—О—anhydrite,28th day

Compressive strength and expansion of Portland cement mortar vs.
amount of SO3 in different form

Comparison of influence of different blending materials on effect of SO3 in varied form
and amount in respect of strength
As shown in fig.5, using anhydrite and blending zeolite-tuff and fly ash
separately, the earlier strength of both are lower than that of the plain, but in case of
zeolite-tuff, slopes of the strength decrease with the amount of SO3 increasing is very
gently. The more zeolite-tuff is blended, the less strength decreases. In case of fly ash,
when SO3 is over a certain value, strength does not decrease with increasing SOs any
more, and the more fly ash is blended, the little that value is. This law is similar at the
latter age, but strength of cements blended with zeolite-tuff are higher than that
without blending, and the change of strength with increasing SO3 is not visible any
longer.

When gypsum is used instead of anhydrite in above specimens the law is similar to
using anhydrite (see fig.6).

At 7th day

At 3rd day
•—fly ash 20%,
-j
zeolite tuff 20%,
Fig.5

X—fly ash 30%,
□—zeolite tuff 30%,

At 28th day

▲—fly ash 40%, Д—fly ash 60%
Q—no blended material

Compressive strength of cement blended with zeolite tuff and fly ash
separately vs. amount of SOa supplied by anhydrite at expected ages

—A—zeolite tuff
—Ч—zeolite tuff
—X—no blended
—0—no blended
—V—fly ash 20%
—Д—fly ash 20%
—Q—fly ash 40%
fly ash 40%

20% at 28th day
20% at 7th day
at 28th day
at 7th day
at 28th day
at 7th day
at 28th day
at 7th day

SO3 content(%)

Fig.6

Compressive strength vs. SO3 content supplied by gypsum

Comparison of influence of different blending materials on effect of SO3 in varied form
and amount in respect of linear expansion
Fig.7 is the relationship between expansion percentage of cement mortar blended
with fly ash at 28th day and the blending amount as SO3 is varied.

It is shown in fig.7 that the expansive percentage of mortar blended with fly ash
is less than of that without blending material, and nothing to do with the blending
amount so long as fly ash is blended to be over 20%.

When zeolite-tuff is blended, the inhibition effect is different from of fly ash
somewhat (see fig.8). It is shown that at the earlier stage, expansion increases slightly
with blending amount, and it is in reverse at the later age, the more amount of S03,
later this reverse. But the expansion rate with age decreases with the amount of
zeolite-tuff increasing. When the amount of zeolite tuff increases to be 30%, the
expansion does not increase any more, even decrease for SO3 being 6%.

—at 3rd day,
Fig.7

—at 7th day,

—at 14th day,

at 28th day

Linear expansion percentage of mortar vs. blending amount of
fly ash at expected ages in case of varied amount of SO3
supplied by anhydrite
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О—at 3rd day,

Fig.8

н---- at 7th day.

Amount of zeolite tuff(44)

□ —at 14th day,

x—at 28th day

Linear expansion percentage of mortar vs. blending amount of
zeolite tuff at expected ages in case of varied amount of SO»
supplied by anhydrite

DISCUSSION

1. The decrease of strength and unfavourable expansion of cement products as
excess SO3 content in cement can be exhibited by blending materials, but there are
different effects when different blending material are used. So that the "dilution effect"
of C3A can not be satisfactory for explaining the exhibition effect of blending materials
as above mentioned on effect of excess SO3 content.

2. To compare with Portland cement without any blended, even though the amount
of SO3 is added to be 6%, in case of blending zeolite tuff or FBC ash, strength decrease
of cement is less, and expansion percentage is more less.

3. The exhibition on effect of SOa is deal with the activity of blending materials.
Zeolite tuff and FBC with activity ratio more than 20% are much better than fly ash
with activity ratio about 10%. Mechanism of that will be discussed in other papers.
4. It can be considered that when a blending material with high activity is used
in Portland cement, it is possible to exceed the SO3 content to be at least 4-5%. It would
be favourable for untilizing the industrial solid wastes containing SOa.
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THE INFLUENCE OF SOME FLY ASHES AND BLAST-FURNACE SLAGS
ON BLENDED CEMENT HYDRATION AND PROPERTIES
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SUMMARY

The fly ashes from the bituminous coal burning and the granulated
blast-furnace
slags
of
low
basility were
used
as
blended
cement
components. The reference ordinary portland cement (95 % OPC clinker + 5 %
gypsum) and blended cements with the fly ash or blast-furnace slag added
as 45
cement replacement were subjected to the extensive studies.
The
investigations
of
the
hydration
process
using
calorimetry,
porosimetry, DTA and TG were carried out together with the standard
examinations. The results put the light on the effect of admixtures on
the hydration and properties of hydrated cement pastes. The long-term
studies of the corrosion resistance against the sulphate attack were also
carried out. At it results from the 15 years observations the fly ash
containing cements show very high corrosion resistance, better than the
blast-furnace slag cements. It should be mentioned also that strength
development of fly ash cements is lower as compared with the slag cement.

RESUME

On a 6tudi£ les ciments composes contenants jusqu'au 45% des cendres
volantes ou des laitiers A faibie teneur en CaO. L 'Hydratation de ces
ciments a 6t^ examinees par la calorimetrie, la porosimetrie, l'ATD et TG,
ainsi
que
par
les
methodes
standaris^es
pour
les
mortiers
Les
examinations A long terme (15 ans) ont montrA la resistance excel lente A
la corrosion au milieu de sulfates pour les mortiers contenantes les
ciments pouzzolanique.

INTRODUCTION

The activity of fly ashes and blast furnace slags does not determine,
in an equivocal way, their applicability as cement admixtures
[1,2].
The
best evaluation can be achieved by direct investigations of blended
cements with
the
admixtures
mentioned
above [2,3].
Unfortunately,
some results are obtained after many months or years exposure or curing;
it relates particularly to the studies of the corrosion resistance. The
physical and chemical studies of cement hydration by use of different
methods allow to predict the behavior of some materials.
In the presented work the relations between the course of the
hydration process and practical properties of blended cements with fly ash
and blast furnace slag are shown. The pure OPC is used as a reference
materia 1.
.
EXPERIMENTAL
1. Materials

The investigations were
compositions:
cement A:
52% OPC
cement B:
52% OPC
cement C:
95% OPC
The chemical composition of
presented in table 1.

carried

out

for

cements

of

the

clinker + 3% gypsum + 45% PFA
clinker + 3% gypsum + 45% BPS
clinker + 5% gypsum
particularcomponents
of blended cements

Table 1. Chemical composition of OPC clinker, PFA, BFS and gypsum
Oxide

Percentage in particular components

OPC clinker

PFA

BFS

21.66

48.80

38.66

8.38

A12°3

5.03

25.42

8.08

1.53

Fe2°3
CaO

2.84

8.70

2.51

1.67

67.56

3.74

44.24

30.32

MgO

1.52

6.36

3.31

0.92

s°3

0.35

0.43

1.96

36.77

L.O. I.

0.10

5.60

0.72

20.01

free CaO

0.83

Si°2

following

gypsum

-

-

-

act. Si02

-

19.13

—

—

act. A^Og

-

6.53

—

—

is

2.

Influence of fly ashes and blast-furnace slag on cement hydration

The studies of cement hydration were carried out by means
of calorimetry, mercury porosimetry, DTA and TG.

2.1.

Calorimetric studies
The results of calorimetric studies are shown in figure 1.
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Microcalorimetric curves of cements.

The addition of fly ash reduces the heat evolved during the first
three days hydration more than in the case of blast furnace slag addition.
This is the consequence of the very slow pozzolanic reaction of fly ash
and relatively higher rate of slag hydration. The decceleration of heat
evolution process, illustrated as a shift of maximal heat evolution peak
position, results from the presence of 3 % unburned coal pontent in fly
ash. The hydrofobic grains of coal disturb the wetting of material and, as
a consequence, hinder the hydration of clinker minerals.

2.2. Porosity measurements
TUe pastes cured in standard conditions for 1, 3, 7, 28, 90 days as
well as 1 and 3 years were studied by mercury porosimetry and subjected to
the compressive strength tests. The compressive strength versus porosity
is plotted in figure 2.

For the particular porosity values the slag containing paste shows
higher compressive strength than the paste without admixture. The paste
with fly ash exhibits the compressive strength decrease at the same
porosity as compared to the paste without admixture. It results from the
advantageous microstucture of hydrated slag cement paste [4].
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Figure 2. Relation between the compressive strength and porosity.

2.3.

DTÄ and TG studies

In the DTA and TG investigations the calcium hydroxide content in
the hydrated pastes was determined. The results are presented in figure 3.

Figure 3.
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Ca(0H)2content in the pastes as a function of time of hydration.

Owing to the pozzolanic reactions of fly ash with the hydrating
paste the continous consumption of Ca(OH) 2 takes place. The calcium
hydroxide content decrease in the slag cement results mainly from the
partial OPC clinker replacement by slag.

fly ash and blast-furnace slag on the properties of cement

■ —--^uence

The most important properties of pozzolanic and metallurgical cements
are: strength development and corrosion resistance, particularly on the
attack of sulphates.

3.1. Strength of mortars
results

The
figure 4.

the

of

compressive

strength

tests

are

presented

in

It can be seen that the pozzolanic cement, at early stages of
hardening, shows lower strength development than the slag cement and this
difference is the greatest after 1 month. At later ages this relation
changes. After 300 days hydration the strength of pozzolanic cement is
higher than that of slag cement and after 500 days the R
value for
pozzolanic cement is even higher than the R for reference OPCfc(at this age
the compressive strength of OPC does not chSnge practically).
Such a differencies reflect the kinetics of slag hydration in
metallurgical cement and the pozzolanic reaction kinetics occuring in the
fly ash cement.
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3.2. Resistance to the attack of sulphates

The results of 15 years observation of the corrosion re- sistance in
sulphate containing media are shown in figure 5.

Both the admixtures used in blended cements preparation increase the
corrosion resistance. However, after 3 years storage in agressive medium
(2% MgSO^) it is evident that the fly ash addition gives better corrosion
resistance than the slag addition. After 12 years storage in sulphate
solution the slag cement bars exhibit cracks and significant volume
increase. During the 15 years observation the fly ash containing mortars
have not revealed any symptoms of destruction or deformation.
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DISCUSSION

The studies of pozzolanic cement (45% fly ash by mass of cement) and
metallurgical cement (45% blast furnace slag by mass of cement) strength
development and corrosion resistance have been carried out for many years
giving the results which could be predicted on the basis of the hydration
investigations.
The rate of heat evolution is related to the strength development of
cement
[5] .
The lowest heat evolution rate within first 3 days and
strength development within first 300 days were observed for pozzolanic
cement
samples.
After
longer period of hardening
the
strength of
pozzolanic cement becomes higher than the strength of metallurgical or
ordinary portland cement without any admixture. It results from the active
behavior of pozzolanic additive at later
ages [6,7]
involving the
modification
of
microstructure.
The porosity measurements show the
lowest total porosity as well as the bettter pore structure of pozzolanic
cement pastes after a long hardening (1 year, 3 years etc.).

The DTA and TG studies confirm the efficiency of fly ash as a calcium
hydroxide binding agent. The high corrosion resistance is a consequence of
decreasing calcium hydroxide content. The resistance to the attack of
sulphates is also caused by the presence of the hydrated calcium silicates
of low Ca to Si ratio showing high durability in corrosive media.
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SUMMARY

Calcium Aluminate Cements are widely used in all kind of mixes in association with
other mineral compounds and additives. They are also used in refractory products
such as the castables with low or ultra low cement contents. These concretes are
very
dense
flow bptf
-йг products
япл aot- and require a large aset
'=1' °f additives to make these products
*
preiarld XirfcaTlv the
^е-Уе^ o£ten a11 these formulated products are
if this work is trJ'ti T 3UCC®33 ^Pending greatly on the experience. The purpose
а-ъ.
a.
a additives
j?.s try to
mechanisms
optimize the ura nf
the actual
andunderstand
develop newthe
ones,
simpler in
andorder
more to
SfiKeS

In order to
launched in
individually,

overcome this challenge,
which
thA effect c2W
extenaive research Programm has been
which
ich the
the effect of additives on cement properties, when used
will be systematically studied.

Gradually, we Wii1h«°Ve/itO T^eJ.COTleX system3 using 2 or 3 additives together.
To
start with
additive
used'tn fnHAifeC1<?ed t° f°CUS °n trisodium citrate (CT) which is a basic
aaaitive used to fluidify aluminous cement pastes [1,2]. This additive is said tn
lef4L°fi flunidlty ' other additives added to it will contribute to a
Tn friivY^f
1ЛУе1
accelerators will determine the setting time
To fully describe the effect of trisodium citrate, a wide selection of tests has
been used, ranging from hydration of diluted suspensions, torheoloaical aid
mechanical properties associated to mineralogical analysis
rheological and
RESUME

Les aluminates de calcium sont de plus en plus utilisäs au sein de produits formu
las contenant d'autres minäraux et des adjuvants. C'est en pariicJliir le cas Sis
Й »С1.сГ:Се\а11Г:3гК1С et
qul 3Ont tr6a denae=‘ et
X-^lent3 Uur
tits Le Dlis souLnt
triage de leur prise 1'emploi d'un jeu complexe d'addirris. Le plus souvent ces produits sont formulas de fagcn empirique les formules
obtenues dependant de 1' experience du formulateur. L'objectif de^e SaviiT eat
Ut?u^rr.?ea"mp^ndre lea
faction de e.. adjuvants afl„ dVml^ *K
utiliser et d en dövelopper de nouveaux plus simples et plus efficaces.

e3‘ ™ addltlf d= base utl^^
tt^rÜl^^epiis01^^^ 1'action du citrate trisodique de nombreux essais ont
el™ real?-363 depuis 1 6tude de suspensions dilu6es jusqu'aux proprl6t6s rh6ologiques et m6caniques associöes aux analyses min£ralogiques.

1

- INTRODUCTION

1.1 - Materials

In order to take Into account the influence of the reactivity of the cement,
we have prepared, by sintering, two laboratory clinkers which were then ground to
4000 Blaine. The chemical and mineralogical analysis are shown in table 1.

Table 1 - Chemisty (%) and Mineralogy of cements (impulse/sec)

Demen Innl

SiO2%

CaO

MgO

K2O

NazO Г1О2

PJF TOTAL

R

2.60

0.19

70.88

28.42

0.11

0

0.21

0.04

0.45

100122

S

12.00

0.30

72.11

26.95

0.18

0.03

0.30

0.12

0.20

100126

Cement C12A7

CA

CA2

Aa

R

100

2643

1363

107

S

-

3129

765

476

The two laboratory cements are very different. One is reactive (R) the other is
slow reacting (S). Cement R contains C12A7 estimated around 3% ; from the chemical
analysis : CA 2 46%
CA2 2 46,5%. Cement S contains no C12A7 ; from the chemical
analysis : CA 2 56% CA2 2 29%.
The trisodium citrate (CT) is an industrial grade product which was used in the
solid form in every test.
1.2 - testa and analytical methods

- Mechanical tests - The rheological properties were measured using the
shock table technique. For this flow test, the ASTM table was used and the mortars
were prepared according to the EN 196-1 European Standard. The proportions and
mixing procedure are detailed in this standard [3]
- Setting, mechanical strengths.
EN 196-1 Standard mortars were also used to determine the setting time while neat
pastes were chosen to determine their mechanical strength and identify the nature
of the hydrates forming at different dates, depending on the amount of additive
added to the cement.
1.2.1

1.2.2 - Diluted
suspensions This test was used as a complement to the
rheological and mechanical charateristics. The reactions occuring in a stirred
suspension of water / solid ratio = 5, placed in a temperature controlled water
bath at 20°C, are followed by measuring continuously the electrical conductivity
K, the pH and temperature T.
Conductivity is a very interesting parameter to follow dissolution and precipi
tation reactions because both are associated with variations of ionic concen
trations in the liquid phase. [4].
From these suspensions, samples can be taken at various dates and both solid and
liquid phases can be separated by filtration. The liquid phase is used for the
determination of the ionic concentrations using plasma emission spectrometry
(I.C.P) whereas the solid phase is, after aceton/ether quenching, characterized by
X Ray Diffraction and when necessary, by scanning electron microscopy.

2

- RESULTS

2.1 - Rheologlcal.behaviour

The flow properties vary, depending on the amount of additive and time, as
already observed [5].

Canent II
Flow

X

Flow x

Fig.

1

- Flow Properties of AFNOR MORTARS with trisodlue citrate

Results presented on Fig 1 show that CT haa with both co
cements a similar behaviour: increasing the amount of additive first improves
the flow and then
decreases It dramatically when too large amounts are added, The optimum is not the
same with both cements and depends on its reactivity
cement, the more additive is required.
" the more reactive the
A stable rheology is easier to achieve with the least reactive cement and
fortunately the best initial flow leads to the more stable rheology.

2-2 - Setting time and strength
Additions of trisodium citrate delay the set of the cement [2, 3, 6]. For
This ЬяТ»
a °-5% addition of.CT leads to a set occurring later than 10 hours.
This has a direct influence on the mechanical properties. As alreadv described we
have measured the mechanical properties on neat pastes [Fig.2].
'

Fig. 2 - Neat Paste Mechanical Strength (W / S = 0,35)

As seen with the mortars but the results are not presented here, small addition
of trisodium citrate reduces the early mechanical strength.
The 24 hours strengths are very peculiar with the Secar R : an addition of 0.5%
trisodium citrate delays the hydration process to such an extent that no strength
can be measured. This has not been clearly explained but is confirmed by the
mineralogical analysis and loss on ignition measurements presented in Fig 3.

The mineralogical analysis clearly shows that addition of CT modifies the
nature of the hydrates formed.
With both cements S and R САНю tends to form very quickly leading to a rapid
increase of the loss on ignition. Another calcium aluminate hydrate, C2AH8 also
forms and it is with the slow cement that it forms quicker. AH3 also precipitates
in massive quantities. When adding increasing amounts of trisodium citrate the
hydrates differ. In the case of cement S, C2AH8 no longer forms quickly and САНю
is slightly delated. Larger additions lead to a larger formation of САНю after 6
hours.
C3AH6 and AH3 do not show the same variations when comparing both cements :
C3AH6 forms spontaneously in both neat pastes without additive. When adding large
amounts it no longer forms in the case of cement S whereas it is still present and
even forming earlier with cement R.
AH3 is very peculiar. In the case of cement S decreasing amounts are formed when
increasing the CT%. Cement R behaves differently. On its own it precipitates less
AH3 but increasing quantities form with a maximum which moves towards shorter
times when larger CT increments are added. AH3 seems to form at the expense of
САНю : САНю clearly increases when AH3 decreases along with C3AH6.

Fig .

3 - Mineralogical Analysis

3 - ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDIES

- Pure cements
Cements R and S were at first investigated on their own, qualitatively (chemical
reactor) and quantitatively (liquid and solid phase analysis). The 3 typical
curves obtained with the chemical reactor on cement R appear on Fig 4.They allow
to understand quickly but accurately the main steps of hydration : dissolution,
hydrates nucleation, massive precipitation.

The companion К curve for cement S is comparatively drawn on the same figure.
They are broadly the same, but differences can be easily detected, which are
indeed related to the mineralogical and crystal sise compositions of both cements.
These curves are characteristics of the hydraulic reactivity of the cements, and
start to be used on an industrial basis. The ionic concentrations cannot be
discussed in detail, whereas the loss on ignition curve is given, which represents
the overall hydration degree.

Fig.

4 - Typical K,

pH and t° curves for cement R.

- Cements with admixtures
The influence of CT has been mostly studied on cement R. For the qualitative
electrochemical part of the study, 7 dose rates of CT have been tried : 0.05, 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, and 1%, while 2 dosages 0.1 and 0.8% have been selected to
realize the quantitative liquid phase determinations.
Figure 5 shows the most typical conductivity curves obtained ; the other ones
would be intermediate between the others. A limited study has been done with two
levels of CT, with cement S. (0.1 and 0,5%)

Fig. 5 - Effects of CT additions on the chemical characteristics of cement R

4 - DISCUSSION

Two main properties of the CT admixture will be discussed : the setting time
and the fluidizing effect.
- Setting time in this study and, contrary to what Lankard and Hackman
observed with 1% CT [1], contlnously increases with increasing admixture dosages.

We however point out that the relationship is not linear. Setting time drastically
increasing with higher % CT. This delayed set fits well with the extended period
of the conductivity plateau [Fig.5].This one, although not fully coinciding with
the set time is however closely related to it, ; therefore, the explanation of the
lengthening of the К plateau will help understanding the increased setting time.
Several data are important to be considered ; some of them, which we have not been
able to include in the paper, will be integrated for discussion :
- the highest ionic concentrations [Ca2+, Al(OH)4"] vary as a function of
CT%, but the variation trend is opposite ; it is somewhat depressed for the lime :
22 to 15m Mol/1 for 0.8% CT, while it is enhanced for alumina : 20 to 24 m Mol/1,
for 0,8% CT. This results in a large modification of the C/A molar ratio : 1.1 for
pure cement to 0.7 for 0.8% CT, which in its turn, has a drastic implication on
the nature of the hydrates formed. Even if considering the displacement of the
hydrates solubility curves in the CaO. AI2O3 - H2O diagram due to the Na+ supply'
from the additive, it is however clear that the kinetic path described by the
liquid phase will be placed in the AH3, САНю, area and no more in the C2AH3 one.
This is exactly what show the XRD spectra of the suspensions and neat paetee samples.
The observation by S.E.M of samples taken during the conductivity plateau was
really instructive : a gelatinous layer, alumina rich-if not pure alumina - was
covering the grains, as we already observed on CA grains hydrated at 27° - 30° C
[4]. In this respect we agree with Rodger and Double paper [7].
- Fluidizing effect is strongly related with the phenomena occurring at a
very early age, and particulary with the dissolution process. It is observed *
that,
the concentration values of both main ions diminish as a function of increasing
additive %, due to an overall slowing down of the dissolution rate. However these
ions are not equally depressed, alumina being at that time much more lowered than
lime, which results in very high C/A molar ratios (above 5 for 0.8% CT). From
this, it is obvious that lime rich hydrates, such as СзАНд, C3AH6 or even mono
carboaluminate may initially be formed, what has been observed with the neat paste studies.

5

- CONCLUSIONS

This paper illustrates the modifications of characteristic properties (set
time, rheology, strength), with increasing dose rates of the trisodium citrate.The
drastic setting time increase is explained based on chemical and morphological
observations, the fluidizing effect is well related to an overall slowing down of
the dissolution process.
The opposite behaviour of the main ions Ca2+ and Al (OH)4 , at very early stages
(high C/A ratios explaining C3AH6 formation) and during the nucleation period (low
C/A) well explains why lime rich hydrates can be initially produced, while alumina
rich hydrates are formed during the main hydration course.This successful
methodology, will be now applied to a series of single or combined admixtures.
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AUTOGENOUS SHRINKAGE CAUSED BY SELF DESICCATION
IN CEMENTITIOUS MATERIAL
E Tazawa and S Miyazawa

Faculty of Engineering, Hiroshima University
Kagamiyama Higashi-hiroshima, JAPAN

SUMMARY

Influences of water-cement ratio, types of cement and admixture on autogenous
shrinkage of cement paste were experimentally investigated. It could be seen from the
experiments that the magnitude of autogenous shrinkage of cement paste increased with
decrease in water-cement ratio. Especially, when water-cement ratio was decreased to
0.17 by addition of superplasticizer and condensed silica fume, more than 4000x10'° of
linear ' shrinkage was observed without evapolation.
Observed values of autogenous
shrinkage varied with specimen size: the larger the specimen size, the smaller the
autogenous shrinkage. For mortar and concrete, large amount of autogenous shrinkage was
observe on specimen with low water-cement ratio. Autogenous shrinkage decreased with
increase in the volume concentration of aggregate.
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INTRODUCTION
The combined volume of cement and water decreases with hydration, which results in
the formation of intrinsic voids in hardened cement paste.
Then the moisture in
capillary pores decreases- even without evaporation, which phenomenon is called self
desiccation (1,2). Shrinkage of concrete due to self desiccation is known as autogenous
shrinkage. Since its magnitude is of the order of lOOxlO-6 for ordinary concrete (3), it
has been ignored for practical purposes. But it has recently become possible to make
concrete with very low water-cement ratio using superplasticizers and condensed silica
fume.
And it has been reported that self desiccation is relatively large in concrete
with low water-cement ratio (4,5). In our laboratory, autogenous shrinkage of cement
pastes was 'measured over a wide range of water-cement ratio and its mechanism was
explained in relation to the moisture movement inside a specimen (B,7,8). In this study,
the influence of specimen size, type of cement, admixture and volume concentration of
aggregate on autogenous shrinkage has been experimentally studied.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Materials and Mix Proportion
Ten types of commercial cement available in Japan were used. Test results for the
chemical components and physical properties of these cements are shown in Table 1. Three
types of pozzolans (condensed silica fume, fly ash and meta-kaolin) were used as
admixtures (Table 2). Five types of superplasticizers were used, as shown in Table 3.
In order to reduce autogenous shrinkage of cement paste, two types of drying shrinkage
reducing agent and three types of expansive admixtures (Table 4) were used.
Coarse
aggregate was crushed rhyolite (maximum size : 20mm) and fine aggregate was decomposed
granite or crushed rhyolite. Mix proportion of concrete is shown in Table 5.
Table 1 Physical properties and chemical composition of cements
Specific
gravity

Blaine

Ig.loss

SiOz

(%)

(%)

(%)

0.5

21.4

Al г Оз

Ге?0з

CaO

MgO

SOs

Na?0

KzO

TiO2

P?05

!%}

(%)

(%}

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(X)

(%)

5.3

3.1

63.4

1.0

2.0

0.39

0.43

0.26

0.08

MnO

S

- Cl

Total

(X)

<x)

0.19

(X)
—

0.003

99.8

N

3. 13

3520

M

3. 1A

2990

1. 1

0.2

23.6

3.3

4.0

64.0

0.8

1.7

0.30

0.32

0. 16

0.06

0. 09

—

0.000

99.6

H

3. 13

4250

L.0

0.2

20.4

5.1

2.8

65.4

0.9

2.9

0.33

0.40

0.24

0. 10

0.28

—

0.001

100.0

—

0.002

99.8

1.7

.

s

3.17

3300

1. 3

0.3

21.7

3.6

4.5

63.9

1.0

2.3

0.27

0.37

0.20

0.09

0.26

G

3.01

3500

1.4

20.5

17.8

4.3

3.4

48.5

1.1

1.6

0.24

0.34

0.19

0.06

0.22

0

3.17

3120

1. 3

0.3

22.0

3.6

4.6

64.0

0.9

0.26

0.38

0.20

0.09

0.27

A

3. 01

4420

0. 5

-

5.9

49.7

4. 6

35.1

0.6

2.2
-

0,06

0.18

2.50

0.08

0.02

W

3.03

3700

2.9

0.4

21.6

4.5

0. 2

66. 1

0.6

2.5

0.07

0.48

0.06

0.04

0.00

F

2.94

3160

2.2

11.2

19.6

5.4

2.8

54.2

1.0

2.2

0.36

0.42

0.26

0.08

0. 17

—
—
—
—
—

В

3.03

3510

1.7

2.4

24.8

8.0

2.2

54.4

2.6

1.4

0.29

0.39

0.38

0.06

0.46

0.23

0.002

99.7

0.001

100.1

0.003

99.2

0.001

99.5

0.003

99.9

0.006

99.9

N : Ordinary portland cement. M : Moderate heat portland cement. H : High-early strength Portland cement. S : Sulfate resisting portland cement.

G : Geothermal cement. О : Oil »ell cement. A : Alumina cement. W: White cement. F : Fly ash cemnt (B-type). В : Brast-furnace slag cement (B-type)

Table 2 Chemical composition of pozzolans
Si02

AI20,

FezO,

Na2O

K20

Ti02

PzOs

c

Silica Fuse S F

I. 3

9 6. 5

-

-

0. 12

-

0. 14

0. 64

—

0. 17

—

98. 9

Fl у ash

FA

1. 0

6 3. 1

20. 7

4. 19

6. 93

1. 37

0. 35

0. 85

-

-

0. 85

99. 2

Meta-kaol in MK

0. 7

5 2. 0

14. 6

0. 5

0. 03

0. 04

0. 2

0. 1

1. 9

-

-

ig. loss

CaO

MgO

Table 3 Main component of superplasticizers
Main components
SP 1

0-naphtha 1 en

sulfonate formaldehyde high condensates

SP2 Po 1 ya 1ky 1 a 11у 1 sulfonates and reactive macromolecule
SP3 Naphthalen sulfonate condensate and lignin sulfonate derivative
SP4 Po 1 year boxy 1 ic asid ether compound
SP5 Aromatic aminosu1fonate macromolecule

Total

100. 1

Table 4 Drying shrinkage,reducing
agents and expansive admixtures
Main components

Main components

D 1 Al cbo 1 alkylene oxide E 1
D 2 Glycol ether

ЗСа0-А1г0з-Са50.

E 2 CaO

E 3 CaO

’

Table 5 Mix proportion of concretes
Unit content (kg/m3)
w/c
0. 20

S

G

ad.
(%/C)

80

443

1075

0. 75-'

0

586

993

0.40"2

570

63

586

993

0. 40‘2

360

0

799

1056

0. 14‘3

W

C

160

720

195

649

190
180

SF

0.30

0. 50

♦1 Aromatic aminosulfonate macromolecule (SP5)
♦2 0 -naphthalen sulfonate formaldehyde high condensates (SP1)
*3 Lignin sulfonic acid

In
Figures 3 to 12, mix
proportions
are
symbolically presented as (type of cement)(water
cement ratio ^-(replacement ratio of admixture
5>)-(dosage of chemical admixture %).

Fig.l Measurement of autogenous
shrinkage until the age of 24 hours

Gauge plug

Gauge plug

2x2x16a. Specimen

4x4x16ca Specimen

Measurement

Autogenous shrinkage until 24 hours age - Autoge
nous shrinkage of cement paste was measured for
24 hours after casting, where cement paste was
cast into a foamed styrol mold and the original
length was measured at the time of initial set
(Fig.l). Moisture evapolation was not permitted
by vinyl sheet and wet cloth covering the surface
of specimen immediately after casting. For each
condition, two specimens were prepared.
Autogenous shrinkage for a long period - Cement
paste was cast into a steel mold and it was
covered ' with
vinyl sheet
and
wet
cloth
immediately after finishing its surface. And it
was stored at 20°C and 90+55 R.H. for 24 hours.
After demolding at the age of one day, the
specimens were sealed on all the surfaces with
aluminium tape (0.05 mm in thickness) and butyl
rubber tape in order to prevent both permeation
and evaporation, and were stored in the room at
20°C.
Three sizes of specimen were used;
2x2x16cm, 4x4x16cm and 10x10x40cm beams (Fig.2).
Length change of specimen was measured with dial
gauge(l/1000mm).
Some of the specimens were
immersed in water (20°C) at the age of 24 hours
without being sealed. And length change in water
curing was measured for a long period. For each
condition, three or two specimens were prepared.

Fig.2 Measurement of autogenous
shrinkage after the age of 24 hours

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Influence of Mix Proportion on Autogenous
Shrinkage of Cement Paste

Autogenous shrinkage of cement paste which
was measured from the time of initial set was
shown in Fig.3. It can be seen that autogenous
shrinkage is generated after the time of final
set.
Autogenous
shrinkage
increased
with
decreasing water-cement ratio (w/c). In case of
w/c=0.23, addition of condensed silica
fume

Fig.3 Autogenous shrinkage of cement
paste (4x4x16cm)
'

increased
the
autogenous
shrinkage.
Especially, when water-cement ratio
was
decreased
to
0.17
by
addition
of
superplasticizer and condensed silica fume,
more
than 4000x10“® linear strain
was
observed.

Mix:
H17-1(KSF>-2IXSP1)
H23-(HLfi(SPl)
H30-0-0
H40-0-0
H50-0-0
H60-0-0

0
□

V
о
й

Influence of Specimen Size

Autogenous shrinkage of cement paste,
which was made from high-early strength
portland cement, was measured on specimens
of different sizes. The original length was
measured
at
24 hours
after
casting.
Autogenous
shrinkage
of
cement
paste
increased with decrease in specimen size for
any mix proportion, as shown in Fig.4. This
size effect is thought to be related to the
moisture movement inside a specimen, which
is described as follows.
Absolute
volume reduction
due
to
hydration will give rise to intrinsic voids
in the space that had been occupied by
unhydrated cement and water.
Since free
water will keep continuity by the attracting
force among molecules, it will move into the
inner part of the specimen, compensating the
absolute volume reduction (7,8).
If the
movement of water results in its continuous
distribution,
the
pressure
difference
corresponding to the size of the meniscus is
transmitted between solid phases and a large
amount of autogenous "shrinkage will
be
observed.
On the other hand, if
the
permeating velocity of water is less than
the rate of absolute volume reduction, water
is discontinuously distributed in the cross
section and the pressure difference is not
transmitted between solid phases, therefore
autogenous shrinkage will not be so large.

2x2x16cm 4x4xl6an 10x10x40cm
Specimen Size

Fig.4 Influence of specinen siie on autog
enous shrinkage (The original length was
measured at 24 hours after casting)

Fig.5 Length change of cement paste in water

Fig.6 Length change of cement paste in water

Self Desiccation in Water Curing
Length change was measured for unsealed
specimens which were stored in water after
demolding. With w/c=0.17, a large shrinkage
was observed despite increase in the weight
of the specimen with permeation of curing
water (Fig.5). With w/c=0.30, shrinkage was
observed for 10x10x40cm specimen,
while
swelling was observed for smaller
size
specimens(Fig.6).
These phenomena can be
explained by the fact that interstitial void
increasing with progressive hydration is
filled with water only on the
surface
portion of the specimen with low water
cement ratio or large size, since the rate
of absorption of water from outside is less
than the rate of void formation.

Fig.7 Influence of cement on autogenous
shrinkage of cement paste (4x4x16cm)

Influence of Type of Cement and Admixture
Influence of materials (type of
cement,
pozzolan,
superplasticizer,
drying
shrinkage
reducing agent and expansive admixture) on the
magnitude of autogenous shrinkage was experimen
tally investigated. Linear shrinkage was measured
for 4x4x16cm beams, where the original length was
measured at 24 hours after casting.

Cement - Influence of type of cement was studied
for cement paste with w/c=0.30. A great deal of
autogenous shrinkage was observed regardless of
the type of cement and equilibrium was
not
established even after .90 days of sealed curing
(Fig.7 and 8). Autogenous shrinkage of blast
furnace cement paste was larger, while that of
moderate heat portland cement paste and sulfate
resisting cement paste was less, compared to
ordinary portland cement paste.
Pozzolan - Influence of addition of pozzolan on
autogenous shrinkage was studied for ordinary
portland cement paste with w/c=0.40. Ten percent
of cement was replaced with pozzolans, such as fly
ash,
condensed silica fume and
meta-kaolin‘
Addition of these pozzolans decreased autogenous
shrinkage of cement paste (Fig.9). With w/c=0 23
however,
addition of condensed silica
fume
increased autogenous shrinkage (Fig.3). This is
because that the water content required
for
continuous distribution is decreased by micro
filler effect of condensed silica fume.

- Superplasticizer - Influence of superplasticizer
was studied for ordinary portland cement paste
d°sage of superplasticizer was
nastL d
fluidlties of the fresh cement
pastes were the same for the different types of
superplasticizers. Autogenous shrinkage slightly
decreased with dosage of superplasticizer, as
shown in Fig.10.

Age (day)

Fig.8 Influence of cement on autogenous
shrinkage of cement paste (4x4x16cm)

Age (day)

Fig.9 Effect of pozzolan on autogenous
shrinkage of cement paste (4х4х16си)

Age (day)

Shrinkage reducing admixture - Drying
shrinkage
reducing agents, such as alkylene oxide type and
eth6r
type’ which
are
commercially
vailable in Japan, were used in order to reduce
autogenous shrinkage. Ordinary portland cement
was used, and water-cement ratio was 0.30
The
d°sase_ofjhe agents was 2$ of the cement weight,
It can be seen from Fig.11 that
autogenous
shrinkage of "лcement
— paste
1—can he effectively
nx"paSrdnoeS^^!Ily .JyJhe dosage of alkylene
oxide type agent, which reduces the
surface
tension of water by half.
ÜEantiMhlÄtnre- Effect of 6,pa„slve admxture
Sth Z/c-n TO
i ordl”ary Portland cement paste
with w/c-0.30. Ten percent of cement was replaced
аЪ1тГРгП8Уе admixtures- such as calcium sulfo-

Fig.10 Effect of superplasticizer on
autogenous shrinkage of ceaent paste
(4х4х16ся)

(CaO type) is the most effective for reducing
autogenous shrinkage of cement paste.

Autogenous Shrinkage of Mortar and Concrete
Autogenous shrinkage of mortar specimen,
where
volume concentration of
aggregate
(crushed rhyolite) was changed as 0, 0.1,
0.3, and 0.5, are shown in Fig.12.
Pickett
(9) and Hobbs (10) theoretically estimated
drying shrinkage of concrete as a function of
aggregate concentration.
Theoretical values
calculated by their methods are presented by
dotted lines in this figure, where there is
little difference between the values obtained
by the two methods. In these calculations,
the
observed values of the modulus
of
elasticity and Poisson's ratio of cement
paste and aggregate were used.
Autogenous
shrinkage decreases with increase in the
volume concentration of aggregate.
The
experimental results are almost the same as
the calculated ones
for 4x4x16cm mortar
specimen.

Fig.11 Effect of drying shrinkage reducing
agent and expansive admixture on autogenous
shrinkage of cement paste (4x4x16cm)

Ordinary Portland Cement, W/C=0.3
'IXtXIOcm specimen. Aggregate Size: 2.5:-5mm

Autogenous
shrinkage
of
concrete
specimens
measured on 10x10x40 cm beams,
where crushed rhyolite (maximum size : 20 mm)
and pit sana (decomposed granite) were used,
is
shown in Fig.13.
Large
amount
of
autogenous shrinkage was observed on concrete
with low water-cement ratio, and it was
increased by addition of condensed silica
fume.

..O
v

Calculated Valu^
.
' '
Age
« •0 2 days
I -A 4 days
Observed Value < D 7 days
v 14 days
■•••...
О 21 days

D""■5..,. "" 21 days
14 days:.
7 days...

"V
д

2 days

CONCLUSIONS

0

0.1

0.5

0.3

Aggregate Concentration

(1) Autogenous shrinkage of cement paste
increased with decreasing water-cement ratio.
When water-cement ratio was decreased to 0.17
by superplasticizer and condensed
silica
fume, more than 4000x10'6 linear strain was
observed on 4x4x16 cm beam specimen.

Fig.12 Influence of aggregate concen
tration on autogenous shrinkage of
mortar (4x4x1бея)

(2) Autogenous shrinkage of cement paste
with low water-cement ratio was increased by
addition of condensed silica fume.

(3) Autogenous shrinkage of cement paste
increased with decrease in specimen size.

is

(4) Type of cement had great influence on
the magnitude of autogenous shrinkage of
cement paste. Autogenous shrinkage of blast
furnace slag cement paste was much larger
than that of ordinary portland cement paste.

Fig.13 Autogenous shrinkage of concrete
(10x10x4Ося)

(5) Autogenous shrinkage could be effectively decreased by addition of drying
reducing agent or expansive admixture which were well selected.

shrinkage
5

4 da

(6) Addition of aggregate decreased autogenous shrinkage of mortar.
estimated by the customary composite models.

This

(7) Large amount of autogenous shrinkage was observed on concrete with low
ratio containing condensed silica fume.

effect

was

water-cement
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THE USE OF ADMIXTURES IN HIGH ALUMINA CEMENT MORTAR
FOR THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT
N C Baker and P F G Banfill

School of Architecture and Building Engineering
Liverpool University, UK

SUMMARY
• •
Alumina Cement (НАС) mortars, made at 5°, 20° and 40°C, were mixed usin« seawater de
ionised water and reconstituted seawater. The admixtures used were: an accelerator, a superplasticiser anti
washout, air-entramment, water proofer and an ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) polymer latex dispersion.’
Results on strength and hydrate development, permeability and chloride ion migration, and short term
durability against freeze/thaw and wet/dry cycling in seawater are presented. The accelerator gave good early
strengths but poor resistance to freeze/thaw. The superplasticiser gave poor resistance to freeze/thaw. Air
entrainer, waterproofer, polymer latex and anti washout admixture all inhibited conversion to some extent but
the latex gave poor strength and durability. Air entrainer and waterproofer gave good freeze/thaw protection
even tor fully converted samples. The anti-washout admixture gave poor flexural strength at one year.

SOMMAIRE
, Ona fabrique les mortiers du ciment alumineux a 5, 20 et 40°C avec Feau de mer, 1’eau pur et Feau
salee artificielle, et avec quelques adjuvants. Ici on presente des resultats du durcissement, de la conversion
cnstalhne, du permeabiht6, de la diffusion des chlorures et du durabilite contre le gelation/degelation et contre
le mouillage/sechage.
=
=>

INTRODUCTION
НАС is known to have superior qualities in resisting attack by seawater and many other hostile
chemical environments. НАС is widely recommended as being more durable than ordinary portland cement
m seawater (1,2)_. Conversion does continue but is usually very slow (as little as 15% in 34 years) except in
the tidal zone or in warm waters. НАС made with w/c < 0.4 has been found to be particularly resistant.
Some authors have suggested that НАС mixed with seawater was more likely to lead to problems due to
tormahon of chloroaluminates, (3) and some that it might even be better (1). Haise and Pratt (4), for instance
tound that although there was early retardation with seawater and НАС, the later microstructure was very
similar to that with fresh waters.
J
A research programme was set up to investigate the durability of НАС mortars, mixed with sea and
iresh waters and with vanous common types of admixtures. The aim was to provide information on the
effectiveness of a range of admixtures which would be useful to those designing mixes formaline
applications such as repair work. Information on the effects on fresh properties has already been reported
(5); this paper reports results on hardened properties.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
Materials
НАС (Ciment Fondu) from a single batch supplied by Lafarge Aluminous Cement Co Ltd was used
throughout with a standard graded sand. Three different mixing waters were used: de ionised water (di), Irish
Sea water, settled but not filtered (sw), and reconstituted seawater (corrosion test mixture - BDH Chemicals
(rsw)), see Table 1. Each mix was made with one of the above waters alone and also containing additional sea
salts in an amount intended to simulate the use of unwashed sea-won sand (di + ss, sw + ss and rsw + ss)
The amount of corrosion test mixture needed to achieve this was 6.6g total solids per kg of sand in the
'
mortar. In every case the total water/cement ratio was 0.4 and the sand/ccment ratio was 1.5. The admixtures
used were chosen to represent a range of types such as might be used in marine work, whether for bulk work
or tor repairs. The admixtures and their dosage rates were:
lithium citrate accelerator at 0.025% by weight of cement (Accel)
superplasticiser (FEB SP3) at 0.6% by weight of cement (SP)
anti-washout (Conplast UW) at 1 % by weight of cement (AWO)
air-entrainer (Cormix AE1) at 45ml/50kg of cement (AEA)
water-proofer (Palace "Intrapruf") at 1:30 in the mixing water (WP)
EVA dispersion polymer (Vinamul 3281) at 5% solids by weight of cement (EVA).
In each case the proportions used were the maximum recommended by the manufacturer. Includin» the
ml admixture this programme resulted in a factorial design of 126 mixes (7 admixtures x 3 waters x 3
°
temperatures x 2 aggregate salts content).

Table 1. Composition of sea waters (ppm by weight of each species)

Species

СГ

Na+

so4=

Mg2+

Ca2+

K+

co3=

Bf

Sea Water (sw, Irish Sea)

19000

10500

2650

1350

400

380

160

65

Reconstituted (rsw)

16200

9960

1830

570

440

-

-

-

Mixing and test methods
The materials, except for admixtures, for each mix were brought to the temperature (5,20,40PQ at
which they would eventually be cured. Each batch of about 5kg was dry mixed, in a Kenwood Chef domestic
mixer, at 120 rev/min for 1 minute, then 1 minute of hand mixing with the mixing water plus admixture
followed by 1 minute at 250 rev/min.
’
The following test methods were used:
-Early strength - The ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) by the PUNDIT instrument, hardness by Schmidt
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rebound hammer and crushing strength of 75mm cubes were measured at 7 and 28 days.
compos‘tlon and conversion - Finely ground samples from crushed cubes were tested by Derivative
Thermogravimetrj' using a Stanton Redcroft TG750 instrument.
У LVCnvdLlve
W-ater permeability - The Figg procedure (6) was carried out on a cylindrical specimen 40mm diameter by
120mm long using a 10 mm hole drilled in one end.
uiameier oy
CbJonde ion migration - This was observed in a multi-sample system set up to allow chloride ions to miorate
rom a reservoir containing rsw through 3mm thick discs cut from 40mm diameter specimens into a chamber
containing di water. The changing chloride ion concentration in the latter was monitored by Xted teste
with an ,o„ selective electrode and the diffusion coefficient calculated from the slope of the S
concentration against time.
p
S^After^tlaboratory Рг°8гатте of wet/dry and freeze/thaw cycling was carried out in di water, sw and
reepitwl nnd y CUnn§ T he ,emf,craturc controlled tanks, each specimen (prisms 160 x 40 x 40mm)
. ceived 120 cycles spread over a 12 month penod during which it stood in water to depths of alternately 25
or 100 mm (wet/dry) or in water to a constant 100mm depth but alternately frozen at -5°C and thawed at
ехп^геи1о^тСЬт-т hardn.ess’ wei"ht ,OSAS and lenSth change were recorded at intervals over the year’s
strenoth V
VV h| V1SUa assessmenL At the end °f the year each specimen was tested for flexural
Slhe Xc, of™
pa™rCXPOSUrC ,rial 1“S bCCn eMab,iShcd in " "
*
"4” =“=■ b“1
wm

RESULTS
nresentedhTre^Annbl^fv 13S
accumulatfd and sPace Permits оп1У selected significant features to be
desion nndhnnk- moJZf t f Vanan,Ce Wk3S Camfed °Ut tO assess the significance of the factors in the factorial
theте is Des " Lns,»nif,cant are described. In this context significant means that
there is a less than 1 % probability that the effect mentioned is due to chance.

Early strength

Admixture, temperature and the interactions between them had a statistically significant effect on
compressive strength. UPV and Schmidt hardness at 7 and 28 days. Additional^water had a significant

effect on compressive strength only. Fig. 1 shows the pattern of 28 day cube strengths. Strengths at 20PC
SpV aL“SX7d„hXt',ose a‘ 5°c with 40OC beins ,owesl of alL The

«=”

Hydrate composition
of eon^erXL Th
p
а ГГ Ь ,nt^ractlon between them were the only significant effects on the degree
of conversion. There was no difference between the results after 7 and 28 days curing. Fi» 2 shows the
results averaged over ail six mixing waters.
У
D
c"

100 -г
И 5dcgC

Nil

Accel

SP

AEA

WP

EVA

AW0

Admixtures
Fig. 1. Effect of admixtures on 28 day cube strength
<averages over all waters).
°

Admixtures
Fig. 2. Effect of admixtures on the degree of
conversion at 28 days (averages over all waters)

Admixtures

Fig. 3 Effect of admixtures on water permeability
(averagesoverall waters).

Fig. 4 Effect of admixtures on chloride diffusion
(averages over all waters).

Water permeability

Temperature was the only significant effect on water permeability. Fig. 3 shows the results averaged
over all six mixing waters.
B
Chloride migration

;

Admixture, temperature and the interaction between them were the only significant effects on chloride
ion migration. Fig. 4 shows the chloride diffusion coefficient averaged over all six mixing waters.
Short term durability testing
Flexural strength after one year - Four way Analysis of Variance shows that the effects of the various factors
on flexural strength are complex. Temperature, admixture, water and exposure regime were significant at the
1% level, as were every two- and three- factor interaction except mixing water/ exposure regime and
admixture/ mixing water/ exposure regime. Table 2 shows the effect of freeze/thaw and wet/dry cyclino on
the flexural strength after one year.

Weight andjength changes - All specimens gained in weight during the wet/dry cycling and only those
containing accelerator lost weight through spalling under freeze/thaw cycling in sw and rsw. Experimental
difficulties resulted in too much missing data to allow Analysis of Variance to be done on length change.
Mortars containing superplasticiser, waterproofer, EVA and anti washout admixture made at
contract, while the remainder expanded.

tended to

DISCUSSION
, 1 able 3 summarises the findings relating to the effects of admixtures, mixing temperatures and
environment. The effects ot the admixture types varied according to the test under consideration, but
generally the EVA polymer dispersion performed poorly across a wide range of parameters. Air entraining
agent, waterproofer, EVA and anti washout all offered some protection against conversion and also against
spalling in freeze/thaw. but this is not reflected in an improved strength at a later age when compared with the

Table 2 Flexural strength (N/mm2) of prisms after 1 year of freeze/thaw exposure.

Mix water

Temp °C Nil

Accel

Admixture
SP
AEA

WP

EVA

AWO

6.1
7.8
4.3
6.2
8.7
6.5

6.1
8.2
5.0
7.0
6.0
4.3

7.2
7.3
4.3
4.6
5.9
6.0

8.0
8.0
5.5
7.7
4.8
5.5

Exposed to DI water

DI

SW+SS

i DI

5
20
40
5
20
40

5.7
7.9
7.8
4.1
6.1
6.4

4.2
9.8
5.7
4.8
7.7
5.3

5
20
40
5
20
40

7.0
7.5
6.9
7.6
5.7
8.1

8.7
10.5
6.4
7.2
4.2
5.8

5
20
40
5
20
40

6.1
7.8
7.3
4.1
5.6
8.2

6.9
9.5
7.2
4.3
7.6
4.3

5.5
7.7
5.7
3.9
6.2
8.7

4.4
7.9
7.6
4.1
5.5
8.2

4.2
8.1
5.0
4.2
7.5
6.4

Exposed to seawater (SW)

SW+SS

7.5

6.7
5.5
4.3

• 6.0
8.5

4.9
6.2
7.5
4.8
5.3
8.6

4.2
6.4
7.3
5.3
5.7
8.7

Exposed to reconstituted seawater (RSW)

DI

SW+SS

5.9
6.4
6.2
4.8
6.3
8.4

4.8
6.3
7.3
4.0
5.4
7.8

4.4
7.1
7.0
4.8
5.5
8.3

6.8
7.5
4.4
5.3
7.0
6.9

7.3
8.6
4.3
5.1
6.1
5.1

nil, accelerator and superplasticiser. Although the strength of the mixes was not as good as for the nil
admixture, anti washout admixture gave very good protection against spalling in freeze/thaw and was some
use in preventing washout. The superplasticiser did not give the dramatic increase in workability that would
be expected in portland cement mixes, but seemed to offer other benefits: good cube and flexural strengths
with some increase in flow but a similar setting time to the control. The accelerator also gave good results
despite high conversion levels. It should be noted that only in the cases of the accelerator and superplasticiser
had previous research considered the suitability or otherwise of the admixture for use with НАС and in most
cases only anecdotal evidence was available.
As expected, temperature of mixing and curing is very important in both the early and long term

performance of НАС. НАС exposed to 40oC is highly converted and other results such as strength are
highly dependent on the level of conversion and the effects of other variables are largely swamped by the
effect of conversion. Somewhat more surprisingly the 5°C samples, with their very low early conversion
levels, did not perform correspondingly well in all tests. They performed badly in the laboratory durability
trials, with spalling, poor flexural strength and high water permeability. Further work will be needed to
investigate this unexpected behaviour, but later, unexplained, conversion may have played a part.

Mixing water type rarely produced significant effects but there is some evidence that a slight reduction
in strength occurs with salt waters. It was slight and might not be a problem if fresh water was not readily
obtainable, providing the potential problem of reinforcement corrosion is addressed.
The freeze/thaw cycling clearly had a more deleterious effect on the samples than the wet/dry cycling,
but there seemed to be less of an effect due to the type of water in which the samples were stood. Salt waters
appeared to lead to more spalling within the freeze/thaw groups but not in the wet/dry tests.

CONCLUSIONS
This comprehensive study has shown that the effects of admixtures are so complex that potential users
of high alumina cement in the marine environment must carry out trials on any admixture which is being
considered for use. Such trials must take place in the actual conditions which the material will face in
practice.

Table 3 Summary of influences on test results
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PREFACE
Commencing with a one-day meeting in London on 14 January 1918 arranged by the
Faraday Society, to discuss "The setting of cements and plasters", which is taken as the first
Symposium to deal solely with the chemistry of cement, the subsequent International Symposia
and Congresses on the Chemistry of Cement have been held in Stockholm (1938), London (1952),
Washington DC (I960), Tokyo (1968), Moscow (1974), Paris (1980) and Rio de Jenairo (1986). At
the conclusion of the Rio Congress, it was decided that the next Congress will be held in India.
Accordingly, the 9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement is being held in New
Delhi, India, from 23 to 28 November 1992.
The preparatory and organisational work for this 9th Congress was commenced
immediately after the 8th Congress. To start with, all the participants in the previous two
Congresses and a large number of individuals and organisations interested in the subject of the
Congress were contacted through an extensively worked out and widely distributed Questionnaire.
The response was most encouraging. The responses were carefully analysed and the directions
which would meet the views of the largest number of participants towards advancing the cement
sciences were determined. Based on these findings the first Bulletin was issued in August 1988,
providing the necessary preliminary information on the Congress and outlining its scope and essential
organisational aspects.
The objectives of the Congress were set to advance the knowledge of chemistry of
cements with emphasis on application of this knowledge in both the manufacturing aspects and
utilization of cements in practice. Within this broad scope, the thrust was on tracking the scientific
progress made in the field since the last Congress, assessing the status of exploitation of the results
by the industry and the society, and mapping of the new frontiers of knowledge.

The overall organisation of the Congress was governed by a National Organising
Committee which was responsible for all organisational aspects including financial arrangements.
Taking into account the suggestions received from various quarters, the International Scientific
Committee consisting of 67 experts from 39 countries all over the world was formed which was
responsible to finalise : (a) the themes and sub-themes of the Congress, (b) procedures for inviting,
receiving and reviewing of papers, (c) selection of authors for general and special reports, and
(d) the system for conduct of the proceedings of the sessions and other related scientific and
technical matters.

The International Scientific Committee held two meetings in New Delhi in November
1989 and in January 1991. In addition, informal meetings were held with representative groups
in Seoul, Tokyo, Paris, Washington DC and Montreal. The International Scientific Committee
finalised the Generic and Specific Themes of the Congress. It was decided that for each Generic
Theme, there shall be one Principal Review Paper, which shall cover the progress achieved in
the area of the Generic Theme between the two Congresses. For each Specific Theme, there
shall be one Congress Paper highlighting trends of research and realisation of the results in the
industry in the areas related to the Specific Theme. Under each Specific Theme, in addition to
the invited Congress Papers, there shall also be Communication Papers. Both the principal review
papers as well as the Congress papers were to be presented by the invited experts identified after
deliberations of the International Scientific Committee.
Preliminary Abstracts of communication papers were solicited through the Second Bulletin
in May 1991. 537 Abstracts were received which were scrutinised by a panel of Indian experts
and 513 were short-listed. Authors were requested to send full manuscripts of the paper for detailed
review and acceptance for publication and presentation. As many as 412 communication papers
from 40 countries were received which were reviewed by a panel of international experts. As
a result, 346 communication papers belonging to the four themes of the Congress were finally

accepted for presentation and publication. These were in addition to 21 State-of-the-Art Congress
Reports received from invited authors; reports on two Specific themes could not be had because
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
The following symbols, which have been universally recognised by cement
chemists for formulating more complex compounds, are used interchangeably with
the respective oxide formulae throughout this volume:
A

: AI2O3

К

:

KP

C

:

CaO

M

:

MgO

C

:

CO2

N

:

Na2O

CH

:

Ca(OH)2

P

:*

1P2 0 5

F

:

Fe2O3

S

:

SiO2

H

:

H2O

S

:

SO3

Commonly used abbreviations of more general nature are as follows:

DTA

—

Differential Thermal Analysis

EPMA

—

Electron Probe Micro Analysis

IP

—

Infrared

NMR

—

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

RH

—

Relative Humidity

w/c

—

Water-cement Ratio

XRD

—

X-ray Diffraction.

SEM

—

Scanning Electron Microscope

EDAX

—

Energy Dispersive Analysis of X-rays
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and its Effect on Concrete Durability
R IA Malek

Specific Theme IV A

Physico-chemical Aspects of
Early History of Concrete on its Durability

THE EFFECT OF CEMENT C3S LEVEL ON CONCRETE
PROPERTIES
S Kelham and G К Moir
Blue Circle Industries PLC, Technical Centre, Greenhithe, Kent, UK

SUMMARY

Five specially prepared cements, differing only in their relative proportions of C3S
and C2S, have been subjected to a wide range of tests.
With continuous water curing the
early strengths were strongly correlated with the C^S content but at 28 days and later the
strengths and properties such as rate of carbonation were very similar.
However, with
exposure to a drying atmosphere after 24 hours moist curing, the higher C3S cements
performed much better than the low C3S cements.
Although the high C3S cements generally performed as well as or better than the low
C3S cements, they did give higher peak temperatures in simulated large pours.

The high C3S cements were also more effective in activating the hydration of ground
granulated blastfurnace slag and gave higher strengths in blends containing 70% ggbs even
after 1 year of water curing.

RESUME

Cinq ciments specialement prepares, dont different seulement les proportions relatives
de C,S et de C2S, ont ete soumis ä toute une gamme d'essais. Avec la cure continue en eau,
il yJ avait une correlation marquee entre la resistance initiale et la teneur en C3S mais
a 28 jours et plus tard, la resistance et les proprietes telles que le taux de
carbonatation etaient tres semblables.
Toutefois, avec 1'exposition ä une atmosphere de
sechage apres une cure humide de 24 heures,, les ciments ä une teneur plus elevee en C3S
etaient beaucoup plus performants que ceux ä une teneur basse en C3S.
Bien que les ciments ä une teneur elevee en CgS se comportaient aussi bien que ou mieux
que ceux a une teneur basse en C3S, ils ont donne des temperatures de pointe plus elevees
lors du coulage simule de grands volumes.
Les ciments ä une teneur plus elevee en C3S etaient egalement plus efficaces ä activer
1'hydratation du laitier de haut fourneau granule et broye et ont donne de plus hautes
resistances dans des melanges nontenant 70 % de laitier de haut fourneau granule et broye
meme apres un an de cure en eau.

INTRODUCTION

Changes in cement properties over recent decades have resulted in the strengths of
standard concrete mixes increasing by approximately 53% [1].
This implies that 9
concretes designed to meet a specified strength requirement will now have lower cement
contents and higher water/cement ratios than was previously the case.
It has been argued that improvements in cement strengths may thus have led to the
production of less durable concretes.
The most notable change in the physical and
Pr°Perties of cements identified, in [1] was an increase in C,S content. This
historical link has resulted in the association of increasing cement
contents with
decreasing concrete durability.
3 '-UHLellL:= wlcn

n==o=IheMEffect E£uceTent.?3Sr<'°ntent on concrete properties has been studied by BenBassat, Nixon and Hardcastle [2], who used three production cements with widely7
differing C3S contents.
They concluded that with good curing the differences were
bUt ^lth P°Or curin9 the faster hydration of the high C.S cement produced
ea С А чп
Н°^ег' th? cemuents used differed in other important respects
eg C3A, S03 and alkali metal contents, which would be expected to influence cement
hydration and concrete properties.
MATERIALS AND TEST METHODS

targetec3esntconterntsProef а2Г5е%,

P.r„oduc3d in a,batch rotary kiln with
.45%' 55% and 65%.
Except for corresponding reductions
in CoS content from 50% to
.
° (total
silicates — 75%) the contents of other phases were
maintained as constant as possible with C3A 8-9%, Cdnr
iu-i.
AF 10-12%
and Eq Na20 0.6%.
The
physical and chemical properties are summarised in Table 1.
of a ground granulated blastfurnace slag (ggbs) commercially available 1п9ЬЬе°икП<3
were prepared using all the cements except that with a target C3S content of 25%
Table 1.

Physical and chemical properties of cements

Target C3S

Bogue analysis ( %)

Eq Na20

so3

SSA

+ 45 pm

(%)

C3S

C2S

C3A

c4af

(%)

(%)

m2/kg

(%)

25
35
45
55
65

24
34
42
54
68

50
42
34
23
9

9
9
8
8
8

12
11
11
11
10

0.59
0.57
0.54
0.66
0.64

2.8
2.6
2.9
2.9
2.8

354
352
351
355
347

18.8
12.5
13.2
12.7
9.1

wEra carried out on. a concrete mix of type Cl, BS 4550 : Part 3 4
°d r/c) USlng aggregates to-BS 4550 : Parts 4, 5 (crushed rock and’graded
3S M1X C"
The same materials were also used to produce 0.5 w/c
M1X n "
C°ncrete was generally cured for 24 hours at 20°C before demoulding
One set of mix C concretes was prepared and cured at 5°C.
9‘

,. , eld;

:3r'

Compressive strengths of 100 mm. concrete cubes were determined at ages up to 1
year.
After demoulding cubes were stored either in water at 20°C or in air at 20°C, 50%
rh. Air stored cubes were immersed in water for 24 hours
before testing.
The mixes
prepared at 5°C were cured in water at 5°C to an age of 28
days and then in water at
icn p°rosity and carbonation measurements were carried out at 1 year on
cast cylinders,
loj mm diameter, 50 mm height, which were exposed to air at 20°C 50% rh
rSbr/Efm8 dAyEw°f cEri59'
The capillary porosity was measured'using a after either 24
method [3] and the cylinders then split and the depth of carbonati—
- published
applying a solution of phenolphthalein to the fracture surfaces. ion measured by

A controlled thermal leakage semi-adiabatic calorimeter
was used to measure
temperature rises in simulated 3m pours.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Strength results
The compressive strength results for the mix C (0.6 w/c) concretes containina the
five cements with water curing are shown in Fig 1.
Up to seven days the strength!
increase, with increasing C S content.
At 28 days C3S level in the range 35% to 65® had
«1?f.luence
stren9th. At later ages the highest strengths were given by the 35«^
f ^%iSiSr,'len!ents’
Very Slmilar results were obtained for mix E (0 5 w/c) concretes °
Pt 1 ™°^ars (0.5 w/c).
The air cured cubes showed no increases in stoength
after 28 days and the later strengths were approximately equal to the 7 dav water cursd
strengths.
All the 0.6 w/c concrete strength results are given in Table 2

Strength [MPa]
60-----------------------• 0.6 w/c concrete

Strength [MPa]
601-------------- -

1 Г--—

3

7

365

28
91
Age [days]

Fig 1 0.6 w/c concrete strength
development.
Table 2

Fig 2 0.6 w/c concrete strength
development at 5°C.

0.6 w/c concrete strength results [MPa]

Blend/cure

c3s

Age [days]

[%]

1

3

7

28

91

365

Water cured

25
35
45
55
65

3.8
4.5
7.7
10.1
11.8

6.7
9.3
16.7
19.5
23.1

8.6
13.4
22.6
26.6
30.2

20.2
43.7
40.3
38.8
39.2

34.7
49.7
49.1
44.0
41.9

43.7
50.1
49.7
45.1
45.7

Air cured

25
35
45
55
65

-

-

—
-

8.8
12.7
20.7
24.0
27.1

13.7
17.6
26.8
30.2
31 .2

14.5
19.1
26.4
32.3
32.9

14.8
18.5
23.6
28.4
31 .4

Water cured
5°C for 28 days
then 20°C

25
35
45
55
65

0.6
0.7
0.9
1 .0
2.2

4.7
4.3
7.9
10.7
16.2

6.9
7.7
14.4
20.5
24.1

10.9
14.6
22.5
34.0
45.9

33.5
48.1
45.6
45.9
51 .2

40 7
46 9
45.8
47.6
48.6

50% ggbs
water cured

35
45
55
65

1 .6
2.6
3.3
5.0

4.4
7.0
8.5
11.5

8.9
12.6
14.9
16.6

25.4
30.8
33.3
34.2

48.8
48.9
47.4
46.8

57.6
55.6
56.8
54.5

70% ggbs
water cured

35
45
55
65

0.6
1 .2
1 .5
2.2

2.5
4.8
5.3
6.6

6.0
11.4
11.4
12.0

15.1
26.0
27.5
28.9

24 4
35.0
38.3
41.0

29 3
44.9
47.8
51.9

—

The
days all
affected
strength
strength
produced

strengths of the mixes prepared and cured at 5°C are shown in Fig 2. Up to 7
the strengths are lower than those obtained at 20°C, with the lower C3S cements
more than the high C^S cements.
After 28 days at 5°C the 65% C,S gives a higher
than at 20°C.
The 35% and 45% C3S cements do not show the rapia increase in
between 7 and 28 days observed with 20°C curing.
Subsequent storage at 20°C
strengths similar to those obtained with continuous 20°C curing.

Age [days]

Fig 3 0.6 w/c concrete strength
development for 50% ggbs
blends.

Fig 4 0.6 w/c concrete strength
development for 70% ggbs
blends.

The strengths of the 50% and 70% ggbs blends are plotted in Figs 3 and 4.
Note
that no blends were prepared from the 25% C3S cement and that all the relevant OPC
strengths were approximately the same at 28 days and later.
The 50% ggbs blends all give the same strengths at 91 and 365 days, but up to 28
days the strengths increase with increasing cement C3S content.
The strengths of the
70% ggbs blends remain dependent on cement C3S content up to 365 days, with the 35% C3S
cement giving particularly low values.
At 91 days all the 50% ggbs blends give
strengths approximately equal to the OPC strength but only the 65% C3S cement 70% blend
gives the same strength as the OPC.
The 35% C3S cement 70% blend gives only half the
equivalent OPC 91 day strength.
'

Carbonation, 1 yr [mm]
12|---------------------------

Porosity [vol/vol %]
121----------------------

7

45
55
65
C3S level [%]
24 hr cure
28 day cure
0.6 w/c 0.5 w/c 0.6 w/c 0.5 w/c

5 25

35

—O-

.. B-

-A-

Fig 5 Capillary porosity of 0.6
w/c concrete conditioned
at 20°C, 50% rh.

45
55
65
C3S level [%]
24 hr cure
28 day cure
0.6 w/c 0.5 w/c 0.6 w/c 0.5 w/c

0 25

35

-B—

-o-

.. -A-

Fig 6 Depth of carbonation of
0.6 w/c concrete after 1 yr
at 20°C, 50% rh.

Porosity and carbonation results

The capillary porosity and depth of carbonation yere measured after 1 year of
exposure at 20°C, 50% rh. The results are presented in Figs 5 and 6.
The porosity and
carbonation results have similar dependencies on C3S content, w/c ratio and curing.
With 24 hour curing the quality of the concrete increases steadily with increasing
cement CoS content while with 28 day curing the results are independent of C3S content
except at very low values.
This agrees well with the strength results.
Large pour simulation results

The peak temperatures and the times at which they occurred for simulated 3m pours
are given in Table 3.
The peak temperatures increase with increasing cement C3S
content.

Table 3 - Large pour simulation data
Cement C3S content [%]

Peak temperature [°C]

Time of peak [hours]

25
35
45
55
65

■43.2
49.3
53.6
57.3
57.2

65
11 0
90
70
70

DISCUSSION
The OPC results generally support the findings in [2] that in well cured concrete
of a given cement content the CVS content of the cement has little influence co tue
concrete properties but in poorly cured concrete the quality of the concrete increases
as the cement C3S content increases.
If the 25% C3S cement is excluded the results are
consistent with a simple model in which the rapid C3S hydration and the slower C..S
hydration proceed independently and the total degree of hydration at any time determines
the concrete properties.
The C2S appears to hydrate more slowly in the 25% C3S cement
than in the others. This may be due to a reduction in the activation of C?S hydration by
C3S hydration [4].

Strength [MPa]

1

I

3

7

28
91
Age [days]

365

35 % 45 % 55 % 65 % QoS
-A-

...0.,..

3

Fig 7 Contribution of gabs to
’ strength in 50% ggbs blends.

Fig 8 Contribution of ggbs to
strength in 70% ggbs blends.

By subtracting the relevant proportion of the OPC strengths from the ggbs blend
strengths the contribution of ggbs hydration to the blend strengths can be estimated.
Results of such calculations are shown in Figs 7 and 8.
The 50% ggbs results suggest
that ggbs hydration is delayed in blends with low C3S cements, leading to different
levels of hydration at 28 days, but subsequent hydration rates are unaffected, leading

to ggbs contributions at later times independent of cement C3S content.
However, the
70% blend results show a large dependence of ggbs contribution to strength on cement C3S
content at ages up to 1 year. Without data at later ages it is not clear whether this is
due to a reduction in the rate of hydration, as in the 50% blends, or a limit on the
extent of possible hydration, perhaps related to the lime/ggbs ratio in the blend.

CONCLUSIONS

Within the range giving acceptable cement properties (35-65%), an increase in
cement C3S level leads to:Higher early strengths.
Almost unchanged 28 day strengths when tested under standard laboratory conditions.

No change in the potential durability of well cured concrete.
Improved potential durability of poorly cured concretes.
Increased peak temperatures in large pours.

More rapid strength growth when combined with ggbs.
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INFLUENCE OF CEMENT COMPOSITION ON CONCRETE MIX
PROPERTIES
L A Fedner, V S Shestoperov and J E Vasiliev

Moscow Automowile and Highway Institute, Moscow, RUSSIA

SUMMARY

This paper prasents resalts o-F a laboratory investigation in the
in-fluence o-F morphological , chemical and mineralogical
composition o-f
cement on principal structural and technological properties o-f cements
and cement mixes.

For several years cement properties cataloguing was carried out at
Moscow Automobile and Hihgway Institute. Influence of morphological che
mical and mineralogical
composition of cement on principal structural
and technological
properties of cement and cement mixes such as watei
demand, plastisizing capacity,deformation ability
(shrinkage and creep),
strength and freezing resistance has been studied.The programme of ce
ment testing involved investigation of two types of concrete mix.
Type 1 mix with setting cone= 2—3 cm was used to study plastisizing
capacity by adding technical lignosulphonate (0.2X from cement mass).Wa
ter—demand, influence of steamig on strength , deformation ability and
freezing resistance have also been invest!gated.Thermal moist curing was
carried out in the range 2+3+6+4, t=8O°C.
Type 2 mix was used to study the mix ability to preserve mobility
with time. Besides influence of different hardening conditions (dry air
and moist air conditions) on concrete strength has been considered.
Shrinkage and “basic” linear creep for the concrete with cement co
ntent between 320 kg/nr5 and 400 kg/m3 and water consumption between 180
kg/m3 and 205 kg/m3 were determined.
TABLE 1.
Clinker miniralogical composition.
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The cubic strength of concrete in most of the test was: at 7 days
- about 30 MPa, at 23 days= 40 MPa.Prolonged loading of the drying-proof
prisim samples was carried out at the age of 7 days (the loading was 20
— 30 X of the prism compression strenght). Shrinkage observation started
at the age of 2 - 3 days. Long-term deformation development was observed
no less than a year. From Table 1 which presents mineralogical composi
tion of clinkers you can see that these are mostly average alluminates
containing between 5X and 3X of C^A. Only three clinkers can be regarded
as high alluminates (9-107. C3A) and two of then low al luminates (47. C3A) .
As for the content of another cement mineral C3S the investigation pre
sents 7 overage alites (up to 60% C3S) and 10 high alites (over 60%
C-^S). Besides normal Portland cement M400, 500, 550 and 600 4 kinds of
alinite cements made with application of low-temperature synthesis tec
hnology were tested. As to the morphological composition the study also
deals with practically al kinds of multy—purpose cements widely used in

the Russia such as pure clinker-cements (PC).cements with mineral addi
tions (PC Ma), -fast-hardening
(FHC)
and platisized cements
(PC pl)
(see Table 2).
To manufacture the concrete mix river quartz sand with medium si
ed particles (fineness modulus^) and road metal made -from dense lime
stone with 5-20 mm -fraction were used. The data o-f Table 2 which gives
general
results relating to the influence of the above-mentioned fac
tors on the concrete strength make it possible to draw the following

conclusions:
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1. Maximum strength loss while dry hardening was observedwith the
concretes based on highly durable cements,and the concretes based on
alinite cements had the minimum strength loss. As for the steamed
concrete the influenceof dry storing on strength is practically si-

4 groups of cement.

aller for the

2.Plasitisized concretes based
on highly durable cements also showed
cement M 400^ S ГвП91Ь 1OS® «hüe dry hardening as compared to
the
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3. After stearming all kinds of concretes except those containing for
low temperature synthesized cements showed stength reduction on the 28
th day the most cosiderable drop being observed with plastisized conc
retes.

4. Itroduetion e4 llgnesulphenate CL8T) additive with eimalteneoue
reduction of water consumption and preservation of permanent mix mobi
lity resulted in increased concrete strength without thermal moist cur—
ing (TMC). It also increased the strength of the steamed cocrete conta
ining M 600, M 550 and low temperature synthesized cement.But it almost
didn't change the strength of the concretes based on 14550, M4OO cements
with thermal moist curing.
The data of Table 3 concerning concrete deformation ability eanble
us to draw the foil ewe ing ccmclusions:
1. The rate of creep of the Portland cement concrete ranges widely.
For the concretes without moist curing the creep rate of С3Д5 ranged
from 2MPa to lOxlO-MPa-1 and for the streamed concretes from 3 to
12xlO—*5 MPa-. The LST cements have higher absolute values (twice as
high) and wider creep range (from 7 to 24x10“3 MPa-1). Concrete shrin
kage rangeed from 0,23 to 0,56 mmZm for the concretes without moist
curing it to 0,2 — 0,45 mm/m for the steamed concretes contining Port
land cements. Maximum values of shrinkage for LTS cement concretes ra
nged between 0,54 and 0,82 mm/m and between 0,35 — 0,60 mm/m respecti
vely.
2. Effect of steaming on prolonged concrete deformation is very co
mplicated. It depends on mineralogical and material composition of ce
ment, namely on additives presence.
For example, the concretes containing pure clinkered cements sho
wed creep reduction by 10% on the average after thermal moist curing
and the deformation of cemens with active mineral additives practi
cally didn't change. For fast hardening cements the creep has conside
rably increased ( by 50 X i.The creep of the steamed ccmcrete based on
plasticized cement has considerably increased as well. As to the ste
rn! ng effect it should be noted that approximately half of the samples
based on ordinary Portland cements showed increased creep,a quarter of
them had reduced deformation and for the rest creep rate did not change
after moist curing. As far as shrinkage is concerned we can say that it
usually decreases after steaming (by 15 — 20 X on the average).
3. Influence of active mineral additives on concrete creep and shrin
kage which was evaluated by comparing the deformation of pure clinker
cements and cements with mineral additives from one plant comes to the
following. Introdaction of trenel and pozzolanic additives slightly in
fluenced deformation of the concrete without thermal—moist curing (by
® 19X), It increased creep and reduced shrinkage after steaming. At
the same time slag introduction didn't affect the concrete shrinkage
after thermal moist curing despite higher water and cement consumption.
Water retaining capacity was studied while, cataloguing cements.
It was shown that the liquid phase distribution in cement systems is
determined by water—retaining capacity and is connected with the che
mical and physical processes taking place in the «laterial.
The significance of chemical and mineralogical cement composition
was pointed out too. It was established that lower coagulating water
retaining capacity and increased water yelding by various techniques
improves structural and technological properties of cement systems cm—
ly if the yielded water is removed from the material texture.
Otherwise, the uniformity of the material will be worse, it will
desintegrate and show anaesotropic properties.

INFLUENCE OF THE COMPONENTS OF PORTLAND CEMENT ON
THE RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR OF FRESH CONCRETE
Masaru Honda, Tatsuo Ikabata and Norio Yokota

Central Laboratory, Sumitomo Cement Co. Ltd., Chiba, JAPAN

SUMMARY

The concrete-slump test Is the most generally and widely used test to determine
the rheological properties of fresh concrete. In previous examinations of the rheologi
cal behaviour of fresh concrete and cement paste, the formation of ettringite affected
the concrete slump, and the water-soluble alkali and OH' concentrations in hydration
solution had little effect on the rheological properties of cement paste.
Cement sam
ples of differing amounts of alkali or free lime in clinkers were produced in order to
adjust the water-soluble alkali or OH' concentrations. The Influence of the components
of these cements on the slump of fresh concrete were examined. As a result, the content
of orthorhombic C3A in cement is the primary
determining factor of the rheological
properties of concrete. When the amount of orthorhombic C3A Increased, the heat genera
tion increased and the concrete slump decreased. On the other hand, when the amount of
free lime increased, the concrete slump decreased slightly.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to control the workability and hardness of concrete by altering the
component materials is one of the desirable features of modern concrete production. The
rheological behaviour of fresh concrete has a close relationship to Its workability and
has a significant effect on the durability of hardened concrete. The rheological beha
viour of fresh concrete is an important factor in high-flowability concrete and in lowwater content/high-strength concrete which has been developed recently. It is common to
find, during trial tests, that concretes of the same mix proportion but of differing
cement brands and types vary in their flowability.
It is believed that particle size and distribution of cement, as well as hydration
reactivity of C3A solid solutions affect the rheological behaviour of the fresh con
crete.1>2>3> In addition, it has been reported that the effect of the water/cement ratio
1 or the interaction with water reducing agents might be more important than these menI tioned factors.4,s)
I

In a previous, unreported study, the formation of ettringite in the cement pastes

of high-slump cements and low-slump cements were measured at 3 minutes and 6 minutes
after being mixed with water by using a Differential Scanning Calorimeter. In the highi slump cement paste (Fig.l), there was no noticeable increase in ettringite between the
two test times. However, in the low-slump paste, the ettringite measured at 6 minutes
1 was 2 to 4 times greater than that in the first 3 minutes, and total formation of ettringlte was greater than in the high-slump cement.

Fig.l The formation of ettringite in the cement paste of high-slump cement
and low-slump cement

Another unreported investigation Into the effects of Portland Cement on the rheo
logical properties of commercial cement(Included 50 different samples) showed that the
water-soluble alkali, OH- concentration in solution and particle-size distribution of
cement all have little effect on the rheological properties of cement paste. There was a
slight positive correlation between the water-soluble alkali and the flowability of
cement paste and a slight negative correlation between the OH" concentration and flowa
bility. There was also a slight negative correlation between flowability and the parti
cle-size distribution in the fine portion of cement. However, a later study of this last
factor showed a greater negative correlation6’7’ than was achieved in the first test.

The concrete-slump test is the most generally and widely used test to determine
the rheological properties of fresh concrete, and therefore, the influence of the vari
ous components of Portland Cement on the concrete slump were investigated in this paperz

EXPERIMENT 1

Preparation of cement

Accordingly, an Intensive Investigation was conducted into the effects that the
concentration of water-soluble alkali and OH- have on hydration In cement paste Immedi
ately after being mixed with water. Clinkers of differing amounts of alkali or free lime
were produced In order to adjust the water-soluble alkali or OH" concentrations. Two
types of NSP kilns In two factories were used for preparation of the clinkers. The
prepared clinkers were ground to cement with a specific surface area of 3,200 to 3,400
cm2/g. Twenty-five samples of cement varying respectively In their alkali content and
twenty-five samples varying respectively In their free-lime content were prepared.
The partlcle-slze distribution of cement Is limited by the grinding equipment. The
grinding equipment at the two factories could not be altered for the various size param
eters within the required time limits of this study. As a result, that part of the study
having to do with particle size-distribution was abandoned.

Measurement of concrete slump, content of alkali and free lime
The alkali content of the twenty-five different
JIS method and the free-llme content of twenty-five
the glycerine ethanol extraction method. The concrete
tions listed In Table 1 using a forced-mixing type
samples, the slump of each concrete was measured.

samples of cement was analyzed by
free-llme samples was analyzed by
samples were mixed in the propor
mixer. After mixing the concrete

Table 1 Mix proportion of concrete
Max.size of Water
coarse
cement
ag^rejete
ratio
W/C (%)

25

55.0

Sand
aggregate
ratio
Water
S/(S+G)(%)
W

39.9

Unite content (kg/m3)
Cement Fine aggr Coarse aggr Chemical •
C
egate S
egate
G
admixture

155

282

746

1122

Cx 0.35

* Lignosulfonate
Experimental results

Fig.2 shows the relationship between the concrete slump and the alkali content
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Fig.2 The relationship between the conc
rete-slump and alkali content

0.4 0.6
0.8 1.0
Free Lime (%)

1.2

Flg.3 The relationship between the conc
rete-slump and free-llme content

(in N"a=O equivalents) of the twenty-five samples varied by alkali content. There was no
noticeable correlation between the concrete slump and the alkali content, found in the
range of 10сш to 18сш in concrete slump and 0.4% to 0.7% in alkali content.
Fig.3 shows a slight negative correlation between the concrete slump and the freellme content found, in the range of 6cm to 11cm in concrete slump and 0.4% to 1.1% of
free-lime content. The values of concrete slump in the free-lime sample were somewhat
lower than those in the alkali content group.
After the slump test was performed on all of the samples, ten samples from both
alkali and free-lime groups were separated from the other samples and were use for
series A and F in EXPERIMENT 2.
EXPERIMENT 2

The water-soluble alkali and OH- concentrations in hydration solution of series A
and F cements were analyzed, and the heat generation of hydration using a Conduction
Calorimeter were measured. The content of the CaA solid solutions and alkali-sulfate
phases were determined by a combined method of salicylic acid-methanol selective disso
lution and X-ray diffraction. The methods applied to these measurements are as follows.
Measurement of water soluble alkali and 0H~
5.0g of cement sample were placed into a flask containing 50mL of water
and
stirred with a magnetic stirrer for 3 minutes at room temperature. The resultant solu
tion was filtered through a dry filter paper using a weak vacuum. A lOmL aliquot of
filtrate was transferred to a lOOmL beaker and OH" In solution Is titrated with
0.05mol/L hydrochloric acid using phenolphthalein Indicator. A second lOmL aliquot of
filtrate was transferred to a 100 mL volumetric flask add 2mL of calcium solutlon(56,000
mg/L) was added to the solution. This was diluted to lOOmL and the Na=0 and K2O contents
were determined by atomic absorption spectrometry.

Determining of C3A solid solutions and alkali sulfate phases
The clinkers corresponding to series A and F cements were finely ground by an
agate ball mill. 2.0g of clinker powder were weighed and poured into salicylic acid
methanol solution and stirred with a magnetic stirrer for 30 minutes at 20 °C to dissolve
calcium silicate. The C3A solid solutions and alkali-sulfate phases In residue material
were measured by X-ray diffraction.

Measurement of particle-size distribution

The particle-size distributions of series A and F cements were measured by using a
laser diffraction particle size analyzer In a dispersion solvent.
Measurement of heat generation of hydration
The heat generation of hydration was measured Immediately after being mixed with
water by using the Conduction Calorimeter at a water/cement ratio of 0.5 and a constant
temperature of 20°C.
Experimental results

Table 2 gives
measurement results of each test. The series A and F cements have
similar particle-size distributions, in the range of 3,200 to 3,400 cm2/g Maine specif
ic surface area, 1.05 to 1.11 In n value and 0.051 to 0.062 In к value which were ob
tained from the Rosin-Rammler equation. Therefore, the series A and F cements are exam
ined together In a later part of this paper.

Table 2 Mesurement results of each test

Sample

X-ray diffraction peak height (cm) Heat gener
Water soluble
ation peak
Slump
Ortho. K3Na(S04)2 K2SO4 height
Cubic
01Г
(cm) eq.Na20
(cm)
C3A
C3A
(mmol/L)
(wt%)

Series A

10.4
12.5
12.4
13.4
14.9
15.5
16.4
17.1
11.7
15.5

0.310
0.234
0.336
0.364
0.302
0.343
0.335
0.290
0.425
0.434

0.189
0.155
0.374
0.339
0.224
0.199
0.190
0.197
0.308
0.304

21.0
15.1
25.3
25.4
8.9
11.2
15.1
14.7
5.8
17.7

14.4
9.9
9.0
11.3
8.6
5.1
4.0
4.9
14.1
8.0

15.2
10.4
14.3
12.3
5.4
3.1
5.5
8.2
1.3
11.8

14.8
15.5
6.7
11.2
10.3
8.1
10.4
10.0
26.3
14.9

11.5
11.4
9.8
11.4
9.5
10.2
8.9
9.3
10.8
11.2

Series F

11.0
9.7
8.3
8.7
7.6
8.6
6.3
8.1
7.6
6.8

0.308
0.292
0.230
0.279
0.270
0.231
0.244
0.298
0.267
0.265

0.157
0.195
0.234
0.279
0.342
0.190
0.377
0.290
0.294
0.305

6.5
5.3
9.7
7.2
5.1
7.9
8.3
5.3
10.5
6.2

17.9
25.9
'22.5
19.0
24.5
22.0
26.0
22.8
21.3
18.7

0.1
0.4
3.7
1.3
0.2
3.1
3.3
1.3
3.0
0.1

16.4
20.3
14.6
9.9
20.3
15.4
11.9
14.6
12.3
16.1

11.6
14.2
13.0
13.1
12.8
14.2
14.1
13.0
13.4
13.0

Fiff.4 shows the relationship between the water-soluble alkali concentration
and
the concrete slump. The weak negative correlation between the concrete slump and the

water-soluble alkali was found.

Fiff 5 shows the relationship between the contents of orthorhombic C3A and the
concrete slump. There was a significant correlation between the concrete slump and the
peak height of orthorhombic C3A in the X-ray diffraction pattern.
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Orth. СзА (Peak height cm)
Fig.4 The relationship between the conc
rete slump and water-soluble alkali

Fig. 5 The relationship between the conc
rete slump and orthorhombic C3A

As seen in Fig.6, the concrete slump was also strongly related to the first peak
height of the heat-generation curve.
Fig.7 shows the relationship between the concentration of OH" in solution and the
concrete slump. In the series F cements, the concrete slump tends to decrease with an
increase of OH' concentration. However, in the series A cements, there is no noticeable
correlation between the concentration of OH' and the concrete slump.

Heat generation (Peak height cm)
Fig.6 The relationship between the conc
rete slump and heat generation

OH" concentration (mmol/L)
Fig.7 The relationship between the conc
rete slump and OH' concentration

DISCUSSION

The hydrate of C3A solid solutions combine with large amounts of mixing water in
the first few minutes after being mixed with water and this reduces the theologically
required portion of the water. The free lime also consumes some mixing water.
It was recognized that the reactivity of the cubic C3A is higher than that of
orthorhombic СзА.1’ However, when the calcium hydroxide and calcium sulfate coexist in
the hydration solution, the reactivity of orthorhombic C3A became much higher than that
of cubic C3A.3>7> The orthorhombic C3A forms ettringite more than the cubic C3A, and
this reaction generate more heat in the first few minutes after being mixed.

Moreover, It was reported that the alkali sulfate in cement reacted with water
reducing agents, and affected the rheological behaviour of the cement paste.®’ However,
the relationship between the water-soluble alkali and concrete slump shown in Fig.3
compares with that between the orthorhombic C3A and concrete slump. It is clear that the
effect of the orthorhombic C3A on the concrete slump is grater than that of the water
soluble alkali which closely relates to the content of alkali sulfate.
The free lime also combines with the mixing water in the first few minutes after
being mixed, but the combined water with free lime is less than that of the orthorhombic
C3A. Thus, the content of orthorhombic C3A in cement is the primary determining factor
on the rheological properties of concrete, while the content of free lime seems to play
a smaller indirect role.

In order to confirm the results of this investigation, the clinkers which con
tained less orthorhombic C3A were produced using the high-sulfur fuels and low-alkali
content raw mixes, by the same kiln which prepared the series F clinkers. The concrete
slump of the cements obtained from these clinkers were tested. As a result, it was
confirmed that the concrete slump of these cements was Improved by 6cm to 10 cm and was

nearly the same value as those In the series A cements by decreasing the orthorhombic
CaA. Fig.8 shows the photographs of the tests for slump, the left one is before the
Improvement and the right one is after the Improvement.

After the Improvement

Before the Improvement

Fig.8 The photographs of the test for slump

CONCLUSIONS

The cement which contains

less orthorhombic C3A has high flowability of

cement

paste and high concrete slump.

The free lime contained In cement also affects the concrete slump, but It's effect
Isn't greater than that of orthorhombic C3A.
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CALCIUM SULPHATE OPTIMIZATION IN LOW WATER/CEMENT
RATIO CONCRETES FOR RHEOLOGICAL PURPOSES
A Tagnit-Hamou, M Baalbaki and P C Aitcin

Faculte des sciences appliquees, University de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke (Quebec),
CANADA

SUMMARY

The gypsum content of portland cement is now optimized to meet the acceptance requirements of
national standards. Such standard tests are performed on standard pastes or mortars having a water-to-cement
of approximately 0.50. Pure water is always used for these tests, never any admixtures. The critical factors
usually influencing the optimum gypsum content are: initial setting time, early compressive strength, and 28-d
compressive strength. However, from field and laboratory experience, it has been found that the optimum
amount of gypsum is not always optimum from a rheological point of view for superplasticized grouts, mortars
and concretes of low water-to-cement ratios.
The rheological behaviour of different cements having different calcium sulphate contents will be
presented and discussed. It will be shown in particular that, when the sulphate content of a particular cement is
optimized to meet the best the present acceptance requirements, it can behave like an undersulphated or
oversulphated cement from a rheological point of view when mixed in the presence of a superplasticizer, due to
a strong interaction between the cement, its sulphates, and the superplasticizer. In one case it was found that a
0.5 percent change in the optimum dosage of calcium sulphate improved drastically the rheological behaviour of
that particular portland cement.The two calcium sulphate optimization processes were never found to be
irremediably conflicting, but in some cases, a compromise between the two optimum values can be beneficial
for the field user.

These results tend to prove that a tighter control of the amount of calcium sulphate and of grinding
conditions will have to be implemented in cement plants that want to serve a market in which the use of water
reducers and superplasticizer will increase with the years.
RESUME
Actuellement la quantite de gypse dans le ciment Portland est etablie en fonction des normes nationales
d'acceptation des ciments Portlands. Les essais normalises sont effectues sur des pätes ou des mortiers
normalises ayant un rapport eau ciment de Vordre de 0,50. L’eau utilisee lots de ces essais est une eau pure a
laquelle on n’ajoute jamais d'adjuvant. En general, les facteurs qui influencent la quantite optimale de gypse
sont: le debut de prise, la resistance initiale et surtout la resistance a 28 jours. Malheureusement, ä partir de
mauvaises experiences de chantier et de laboratoire il apparait que la quantite optimale de gypse n'est pas
toujours optimale du point de vue rheologique pour les coulis, les mortiers et les betons superplastifies ayant un
faible rapport eau ciment.

Le comportement rheologique de differents ciments ayant differentes quantiles de sulfate de calcium sera
presente et discute dans cet article. Nous montrons particulierement que lorsque la quantite optimale de sulfate
de calcium est ajoutee ä un ciment en tenant compte des normes actuelles ce dernier peut se comporter du point
de vue rheologique comme un ciment sous-sulfate ou sur-sulfate suite ä une interaction entire le ciment, le sulfate
de calcium et le superplastifiant. Dans un cas particulier nous avons trouve qu'une addition de 0,5% de gypse a
un ciment dejä gypse en fonction des normes d'acceptation actuelle ameliorait significativement sa rheologic.
L’optimisation de 1'ajout de gypse selon les normes actuelles et selon le comportement rheologique du ciment ne
sont pas irremediablement opposees et un compromis entre ces deux valeurs optimales peut etre benefique pour
les utilisateurs de ce ciment.
Ces resultats tendent ä prouver qu'il faudra exercer ä Vavenir un meilleur controle de la quantite de
sulfate de calcium que Von ajoute et des conditions de broyage dans les cimenteries qui desservent un mafche ou
Futilisation de reducteurs d'eau et de superplastifiants augmentera dans les annees ä venir.

INTRODUCTION

The role played by gypsum in controlling the setting time and hardening rate of portland cement has been
well-established and the mechanisms involved understood. Using calcium sulphate to control C3A hydration
through the formation of ettringite has been thoroughly documented [1-3]. In fact, the gypsum content of
portland cement is regularly tested during the production process to ensure optimum values for conformity to
standards. The acceptance requirements for portland cement in most countries are based on the performance of
a standard cement paste or a standard mortar, made with standard sand and tap water, at a water-to-cement ratio
of about 0.50.
ADDING CALCIUM SULPHATE

Cement producers know that bcth the quantity and the dissolution rate of the sulphate added to clinker
are important. Indeed, depending on its form, calcium sulphate dissolves at different rates: hemihydrate
(CaSO4-2H2O) liberates sulphate ions must faster than gypsum, which, in turns, does so much more readily
than anhydrite. The alkali sulphates from the clinker (K2SO4, N32804 or (K,N)2SO4) dissolve faster than any
based on calcium [2].
Generally speaking, gypsum is added to portland cement clinker as a source of sulphate ions. But in
order to increase the dissolution rate, the processing of the clinker with the added gypsum must yield some
soluble hemihydrate. If the temperature during grinding isn't adequately controlled, however, excessive
hemihydrate formation can render the cement liable to false set. Too low a temperature results in a lack of
hemihydrate, which can cause flash set.
Despite the production problems outlined here, the current acceptance tests for portland cement perform
satisfactorily for concretes having compressive strengths of 20 to 40 MPa.

THE EVOLUTION OF COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
Over the last two decades, compressive strengths for concrete have increased well beyond 40 MPa, to
the point that designers not uncommonly specify compressive strengths of 100 MPa and even greater [4].
Attaining these limits depends on lowering the water-to-cement ratio far below 0.40 with superplasticizers. In
fact, a 10 to 15 L/m^ addition of superplasticizer can yield flowing field concretes (slump greater than 200 mm)
with water-to-cement ratios as low as 0.22 for compressive strengths over 100 MPa. Using a superplasticizer
can reduce the mixing-water requirement by 40 to 50 L/m^ compared to normal-strength concrete. In doing so,
it brings the cement particles in such close proximity that the hydrates can bridge the gaps between them rapidly,
developing very strong bonds. On the other hand, it creates rheological problems.
When using the portland cements now marketed to make very low w/c (very high-strength) concretes
maintaining slump long enough for easy placement is more of a problem than attaining the desired strength. In
addition, not all cements conforming to the standards react in the same way for this application. Some are quite
compatible with superplasticizers, others show poor rheology [5]. One must wonder therefore why cements
that behave identically when used to make standard paste or mortar at w/c = 0.50 react so radically different in
the 0.20 to 0.40 range with superplasticizer.

Occurances of this lack of compatibility are likely to increase in frequency since the very low water-tocement ratios of today's HSCs are the result of less mixing water and more cement. Accordingly, there is less
water to accept sulphates, with a concomittant increase in cement particles. This means, in relative terms, that
there are more C3A sites hydrating, but less sulphate going into solution by lack of water. It follows, therefore,
that the sulphates must dissolve very rapidly for good C3A control when superplasticizers are used, otherwise
the sulphonate end of the superplasticizer molecules will bond to the C3A, resulting in rapid slump loss.

CASE STUDIES

The rheological behavior of various cements was investigated using a test that measures the flow time
through a Marsh cone of slurries mixed in a high-shear mixer. Measurements were taken 5 and 60 min after
mixing. Before testing the slurries, their optimum superplasticizer dosage was determined for a given wlc ratio.
Optimum here was the point at which an increase in superplasticizer did not affect slurry rheology under the test
conditions.
■

Table 1 gives the chemical and Bogue compositions of the tested cements, all of which conformed to
ASTM standards.

Table 1 Chemical and Bogue compositions of the tested cements
Sample

21.06
4.07
3.21
62.39
2.50
so3 3.31
0.94
K2 O
Na2O 0.22
CaOF* 0.39
3.09
LOI

SiO2
AI2O3
Ее2Оз
CaO
MgO

c3s
C2S
C3A

c4af

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

21.05
4.01
3.09
62.64
2.17
3.28
0.88
0.22
0.36
2.73

20.90
4.14
3.19
62.48
2.23
3.30
0.97
0.19
0.30
2.93

20.30
5.63
2.56
62.44
2.80
3.13
1.16
0.15
—
0.99

20.78
5.68
2.45
63.27
2.89
2.46
1.17
0.13
—
031

20.58
5.71
2.45
63.05
2.87
2.88
1.17
0.14
—
0.39

20.46
5.71
2.43
62.20
2.84
3.22
1.14
0.13
—
0.73

20.29
5.68
2.44
62.89
2.92
2.83
1.20
0.20
—
0.46

20.62
5.66
2.46
62.77
2.91
2.53
1.21
0.14
—
0.55

21.6
4.5
5.6
60.8
2.8
2.5
0.53
0.30
—

54.3
19.4
5.4
9.4

53.7
19.4
5.6
9.8

49.4
20.9
10.6
7.8

50.9
21.2
10.9
7.5

50.1
21.2
11
7.5

46.6
23.5
11
7.4

52.0
18.9
10.9
7.4

50
21.4
10.8
7.5

38
33
2.4
17.1

1

52.6
20.7
5.3
9.8

0.57

* CaOp: Free lime

Example 1: Rheologically well-balanced cement
Cements 1, 2, and 3 were mixed with the wlc ratio maintained at 0.35 with 0.6% superplasticizer. The
flow times at 5 and 60 min (see Table 2) were nearly identical for the three samples due to well-balanced reactive
phases (C3A and C3S), fineness, and sulphate content.

Table 2 Flow time through the Marsh cone
Flow time (s)

Sample

After mixing for 5 min

After mixing for 60 min

1
2
3

69
67
65

83
85
84

Example 2: Influence of the degree of sulfphurization on rheology
As demonstrated by Samples 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, some cements exhibit very different rheology despite
quite similar chemical compositions and fineness. These slurries had a wlc ratio of 0.45 with 0.6%
superplasticizer.

Table 3 Flow time through the Marsh cone
Flow time (s)
Sample

Blaine fineness
(m2/kg)

After mixing
for 5 min

After mixing
for 60 min

SD
*
(%)

4
5
6
7
8
9

377
372
383
386
371
353

53
53
54
59
55
59

63
63
61
77
99
139

71
69
103
71
68
66

SO3 • 100

* SD : Clinker sulphurization degree =

1.292 NaQz +0.85 K2O

Table 3 shows the difference in sulphurization degree (SD) of these cements, with the data indicating an inverse
relationship between SD and flow time. To illustrate, the flow time after 60 min of mixing ranged from 61 s for
SD = 103 (Cement 6) to 139 min for SD = 66 (Cement 9). These findings indicate that alkali sulphates from
the clinker affect cement-paste rheology.

Example 3: Undersulfated Cement
In Quebec, a special modified ASTM Type II cement is used at a high w/c (0.60) for dam construction.
However, rheological problems develop at w/c = 0.40 when sulphonate-based water-reducing admixture or
superplasticizers are used. From the chemical analysis of Cement 10 given in Table 1, it can be seen that this
cement has a SO3 content of 2.5%, significantly below the 3% specified by ASTM C 150.
As indicated in Table 4,1.5% superplasticizer was needed to recover slurry fluidity at w/c = 0.40.

Table 4 Flow time through the Marsh cone

Flow time (s)
W/C

Superplasticizer
(%)

After mixing
for 5 min

After mixing
for 60 min

0.60
0.50
0.40
0.40
0.40

0
0
1
1.5
2

42
NF
*
68
55
54

55
NF
NF
85
77

* NF : No flow
To verify if the cement was actually undersulphated, various amounts of calcium hemihydrate
(CaSO4- I/2H2O) were added to the mixing water, maintaining the w/c at 0.40 and a superplasticizer content of
1%. Figure 1 reveals that increasing the hemihydrate content to up to 1 percent improves slurry fluidity with
1% superplasticizer at w/c = 0.40 to the point that it equals the 5 and 60 min flow times of slurry with 1.5%
superplasticizer but no additional hemihydrate.

Figure 1 Effect of hemihydrate addition on the flow time
CONCLUSIONS

Up to now, the calcium sulphate content of portland cement has been adjusted to comply with national
standards primarily on the basis of rheological and strength behavior of standard pastes and mortars made with
tap water at a water-to-cement ratio of about 0.50. This practice has provided satisfactory results for the most
commonly used concretes at w!c> 0.40 and having a compressive strength of 20 to 40 MPa.

Superplasticized high strength concretes, however, are characterized by a much lower w!c in the 0.22 to
0.40 range with compressive strengths of 50 to 100 MPa. In such concretes, the solubility rate of me calcium
sulphate present in the cement becomes a critical factor in controlling rheological behavior, since they contain
less water to accept the sulphate ions, but more C3A that must be controlled.

The recent trend towards HSC adds a new factor in cement production control, which should really offer
no real difficulties if the importance of calcium sulphate content and rate of solubility receive the attention they
deserve. It should be noted that there are existing cements that exhibit complete compatibility with
superplasticizers. Nevertheless, cements produced without regard to cement superplasticizer compatibility at
low w/c could be at a disadvantage in the near future in the growing HSC market.
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SUMMARY

To assess the effects of lime content on the durability of mortars and concretes, cements with graded
lime standards 69-97 were investigated. Priorities were set up on the strength- and porosity development and
the carbonation behaviour. Moreover investigations on elastic modulus, behaviour in an SO2 - enriched
atmosphere and the freeze-thaw-cycling resistance were carried out. The max. hydration time of the samples
presented in this paper is 180 days. Investigations will be continued up to a hydration time of two years.

Up to now investigations of ABC with lime standard 80 have shown that there are no differences in
carbonation after 4 years between concretes made from PC and ABC cement. This was found out by analy
sing drill cores which were taken from a road partly built of ABC and PC concrete. Investigations of speci
men stored in 1 vol.-% CO, show that there is no higher carbonation depth of ABC than PC mortar after a
simulated 60 years storage in normal atmosphere. One reason for this positive result can be seen in the lower
porosity of the ABC mortars.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Um die Auswirkungen des Kalkgehaltes auf die Dauerhaftigkeit von Mörteln und Betonen
festzustellen, wurden Untersuchungen an Zementen mit abgestuftem Kalkstandard von 69-97 durchgeführt.
Ein Schwerpunkt der Untersuchungen liegt auf der Festigkeits- und Porositätsentwicklung sowie dem
Carbonatisierungsverhalten. Daneben wird das dyn. E-Modul, das Verhalten in SO2 -angereicherter
Atmosphäre sowie der Frost-Tauwechsel Widerstand untersucht. Das max. Alter der Proben in den hier
vorgestellten Untersuchungen beträgt 180 Tage. Die Untersuchungen werden bis zu einem Hydratationsalter
von zwei Jahren fortgesetzt.
Bisherige Untersuchungen an ABZ mit KSt II 80 haben gezeigt, daß z.B. die Carbonatisierungstiefe 4
Jahre alter Betone aus ABZ sich nicht von der von Betonen aus PZ unterscheidet. Diese Ergebnisse wurden
durch Analyse von Bohrkernen erhalten, die aus einer Straße aus ABZ und PZ entnommen wurden. Unter
suchungen an ABZ und PZ Mörteln, die in 1 Vol.-% CO2 gelagert wurden zeigen im Hinblick auf ihre Car
bonatisierungstiefe bei einer simulierten Lagerungsdauer von 60 Jahren in natürlicher Atmosphäre, keine
Unterschiede in der Carbonatisierungstiefe. Ein Grund für diese positiven Ergebnisse ist die geringere Po
rosität der ABZ-Mörtel.

INTRODUCTION

The manufacturing conditions of activated belite-rich cements (ABC) are well known. Quick clinker
cooling and the incorporation of the alkali oxides into belite are especially important (1,2). This effects the
stabilisation of the high temperature modifications a- and a'- C2S, which causes higher hydraulic activity.
ABC has a lime standard of about 80. Its alite content of about 30% garantees a sufficient early strength; its
ß- belite content of about 50% causes a high strength after longer periods. The properties of fresh mortar
and the strength development of ABC were already tested on cements made in the laboratory and such made
in a pilot plant (3). With regard to the durability of belite-rich cements there are contradictory statements
(4,5).
The following report shows the results of investigations on the durability of cement pastes, mortars
and concretes of laboratory cements with varying lime standards.

TEST PROGRAM
The experiments based on 5 cements made from natural raw materials by burning in an electrical fur
nace and grinding in a ball mill. The lime standard (LS III) varied from 69 to 97. Cement 1 contains no
alite. Aluminates and ferrites have less CaO than usual. Cements 2, 4 and especially cement 3 are typical
belite cements whereas cement 5 is a typical portland cement. Details are given in fig.l.

Cement pastes with a w/c-ratio of 0.35 and mortars with a w/c-ratio of 0.50 were prepared in accor
dance to DIN 1164 in 4-4-16 cm3 molds. The concrete prisms were produced by the use of gravel with the
grading line AB 8. The aggregate/cement-ratio was 4.34, the w/c-ratio 0.55. The prepared specimen were
used for investigations of the degree of hydration, porosity, strength development and carbonation.

The porosity of cement pastes and mortars was measured by mercury intrusion porosimetry. After a
hydration period of 7, 28, 90, 135 and 180 days a plate was cut from the prisms and crushed in small pieces
of 2-4 mm. The hydration was stopped with acetone followed by a drying period of at least 14 days at 70°C.
The carbonation behaviour was tested on mortar and concrete prisms. After a previous water storage
of 28 days for the mortars and 7 days for the concretes the specimen were stored in air until the 72nd day.
The storage continues either in open air, protected from rain, or in a carbonation cabinet with 1 vol.-% CO2
and a climate of 23°C and 65% rel. humidity. The prisms were stored in 1 vol.-% CO2 for 63 and 108 days
and for longer periods. They are compared with prims stored in the open having the same age of hydration,
e. 135 and 180 days. The carbonation depth was determined by spraying the freshly cracked prisms with
i.
ethanol.- phenolphthalein solution.

RESULTS

Strength development
The strength development of the five investigated cements is effected by the lime standard in a typical
way (fig.2). After 7 days the mortar made from cement 1 achieves a compressive strength of only 5.7
N/mm2. At the same time the mortar made of cement 5 shows a compressive strength of 49.0 N/mm2.
During further hydration the rate of hydration of cement 1 increases up to 90 days while the hydration rate
of cement 5 decreases. After 180 days there is only a little difference in compressive strength between ce
ment 1 with 52.9 N/mm2 and cement 5 with 60.2 N/mm2.

cements

Fig. 2: Compressive strength of the cement mortars after 7, 90 and 180 days' of hydration

Concrete prisms achieve the following amounts of compressive strength after 180 days:

cement 1
cement 2
cement 3
cement 4
cement 5

BD = 20.3 N/mm2
ßD = 47.0 N/mm2
ßD = 54.7 N/mm2
BD = 59.2 N/mm2
BD = 58.6 N/mm2

These results show two facts more clearly than those obtained from the mortars:
-The strength
behaviour of cement 1
is
rather different to
the other cements.
-Concretes made from the belite-rich cements 2-4 nearly have
strength as concrete from portland cement 5.

that

of

the

same

The strength investigations were completed by measurements of the periodic velocity of ultrasonic
pulse. The dynamic modulus of elasticity calculated from this data amounts:
cement 1
cement 2
cement 3
cement 4
cement 5

E
E
E
E
E

= 27,900
= 36,000
= 38,700
= 40,700
= 40,800

N/mm2
N/mm2
N/mm2
N/mm2
N/mm2

The gradation of the modulus of elasticity of the concretes goes rather confirm with their gradation of com
pressive strength.

P<?ro?ity

The capillary pore system of mortars and concretes is of decisive importance for the durability. Fig.3
shows the capillary porosity of the mortars from all five cements after various times. After 7 days the capil

lary porosity decreases with an increasing lime standard. After 90 and 180 days there is a similar depen
dence, but the differences between the cements become smaller. The belite cements 2, 3 and 4 nearly have
the same capillary porosity after 180 days; it amounts to 2.50%. The portland cement 5 has a little higher
porosity of about 3.11%, in comparison with the belite cements it is 24% higher. The highest porosity was
measured for cement 1 with 4.20%. Considering the influence of hydration time on the capillary porosity
cement 1 shows the most significant decrease of porosity between the 7th and 90th day. For longer hydra
tion periods the capillary porosity decreases only a little bit.

cements
Fig. 3: Capillary porosity of the cement mortars after 7, 90 and 180 days' of hydration

Carbonation

depth of carbonation [mm]

mortar

sample

concrete

107d/63d

152d/108d

107d/63d

152d/108d

Cl

2,4 / 4,4

3,0/5,5

2,2/>20

1,9/>20

C2

1,3/2,5

1,5/2,4

2,4/7,0

1,5/8,4

C3

1,1 / 1,9

<1,0/2,2

1,8/4,1

1,5/4,1

C4

<1,0/ 1,7

1,3/2,0

1,5/4,2

1,2/5,6

C5

<1,0/ 1,7

1,2/2,7

1,3/4,1

1,1/4,0

Table 1: Carbonation depth of the cement mortars
in air or 63 and 108 days' storage in 1 vol.-% CO2.

after

107

and

152

days'

storage

The higher carbonation depth of those prisms stored in the CO2-cabinet result from the C02-concentration which is 30 times higher than in natural atmosphere. The 63 and 108 days' storage in 1 vol.-% CO2
corresponds to a storage of 5 and 9 years in natural atmosphere.

As expected sample cl with LS 69 shows the highest carbonation depth. By storage in the open sam
ple C2 and C3-C5 have a similar carbonation depth. Storage at higher CO2-concentration shows a clear
difference between C2 and C3-C5 after 63 days. This is a result of the lower hydration progress of cement 2.
Cements 3 and 4 have the lowest carbonation depth during the whole period of investigation. Cement 5
which is, with LS 97, corresponding to a commercial portland cement shows a similar carbonation depth.

In accordance with the results obtained from the mortars, the concrete from cement 1 shows the
highest depth of carbonation after a hydration time of 135 and 180 days. Concretes from cements 3-5 have
a very similar carbonation depth while concrete 2 shows a little bit higher carbonation. These results can be
attributed to the slower hydration of cement 1 and 2 and the lower amount of portlandite formed during
hydration in comparison with the other cements. This is also a reason for the accelerated corrosion of these
specimen stored in higher CO7-concentration. In the simulation tests concretes made from belite-rich ce
ments 3 and 4 show the same good results as concrete from portland cement 5.

CONCLUSION

The aim of the presented investigations was to show that not only cements of portland type, but as
well belite-rich cements have a sufficient durability. Tire results led to the conclusion, that mortars and con
cretes prepared from cements with lime standard 80 show similar properties as cements with lime standard
90 and higher. The compressive strength of mortars and concretes made from belite-rich cements are
equivalent to those of portland cements after longer periods. Only the cement with the low lime standard of
69 shows a more unfavourable strength.

The capillary porosity which strongly influences the durability only shows a continuous increase with
decreasing lime standard at early periods of hydration. After hydration times of 135 and 180 days the mor
tars made from the belite cements have the lowest capillary porosity, followed by the portland cement with a
little higher porosity and the cement with a lime standard of 69 with a clearly higher porosity.
The carbonation behaviour essentially follows the dependence between capillary porosity and lime
standard. Mortars and concretes prepared from belite cements show the same carbonation depth like the
portland cement after open air curing as well as after storage in atmosphere with raised C02-concentration.
This effect shows that the influence of the lower Ca(OH)2-content, formed during the hydration of belite
cements is smaller than the influence of porosity on the carbonation behaviour. Investigations on the
Ca(OH)2 - content of cement pastes confirm this.
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ACTIVATED В ELITE-RICH CEMEHTS - READY FOR PRACTICAL USE?
INVESTIGATIONS OF PORE FLUIDS AND DURABILITY
C Fuhr and D Knöfel

Laboratory for Chemistry of Construction Materials, University of Siegen,
Siegen, GERMANY

SUMMARY
Belite-rich cements were subjected to comparative tests with commercially available portland cements
(PZ 35F, PZ 35L NW/HS) and a blastfurnace slag cement (BSC) over a period of one year. The
investigations covered the development of strength, the carbonation and porosity behaviour as well as the
alkali content of the pore solution. The last mentioned aspect is of interest in particular with regard to a
possible alkali silica reaction of belite-rich cements treated with alkali. In addition, a carbonating period of
approximately thirty years was simulated.

The problem of low early strengths arising with belite-rich cements was substantially improved by
chemical and physical activation. As for their carbonating behaviour, the activated belite-rich cements are
comparable with the analysed BSC and PC cements, with their total porosity being lower. The investigations
have shown that the alkali content of the pore solution of activated belite-rich cements is only insignificantly
higher than those of portland and blastfurnace slag cements.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Belitreiche Zemente wurden im Vergleich zu handelsüblichen Portlandzementen (PZ 35F, PZ 35L
NW/HS) und einem HOZ über einen Zeitraum von einem Jahr getestet. Die durchgeführten Untersuchungen
beschäftigen sich mit der Festigkeitsentwicklung, dem Carbonatisierungs- und Porositätsverhalten sowie
dem Alkaligehalt in der Porenlösung. Letzteres ist besonders in Bezug auf eine mögliche Alkali-Kieselsäure
Reaktion der mit Alkalien dotierten behtreichen Zemente von Interesse. Desweiteren wurde eine
Carbonatisierungsdauer von ca. 30 Jahren simuliert.
Die bei belitreichen Zementen auftretende Problematik der geringen Frühfestigkeiten konnte durch
chemische und physikalische Aktivierung deutlich verbessert werden. Beim Carbonatisierungsverhalten sind
die aktivierten belitreichen Zemente durchaus mit den untersuchten PZ und HOZ vergleichbar, die
Gesamtporositäten sind geringer. Wie die Untersuchungen zeigen, ist der Alkligehalt der Porenlösung der
aktivierten belitreichen Zemente nur geringfügig höher als der von PZ und HOZ.

INTRODUCTION
The preparation conditions as well as the strength development of various belite-rich cements have
been investigated by several authors (1,2,3). With regard to the durability of belite-rich cements in
comparison with commercial portland cements the porosity and carbonation behaviour are also of interest.
Results of investigations concerning this problems, conducted by the authors, are already available (4,5).
Another question which should be investigated is how the higher alkali content of the activated belite-rich
cements caused by chemical activation affects to the alkali content of the pore solution. There are two pos
sibilities: either the alkali contents of the pore fluid is substantially higher than that of portland cements or
the integration of the alkalis in the hydrate phases of belite and aluminate is intensified.
The alkali content of the pore solution is of practical interest with regard to a possible alkali-silica
reaction using alkali reactive aggregate for concrete production. It has to be considered, that the alkali-silica
reaction is primarily an attack of hydroxide ions on the silica aggregate and not a direct consequence of the
presence of alkalis in pore the fluid. Diamond (6), for example, mentioned that the content of hydroxide ions
is considerably influenced by the alkali content.
This paper presents the results of investigations of pore fluids and some remarks concerning the
durability of belite-rich cements and reference cements.

ANALYSIS OF THE CEMENTS
Preparation of the cements

All investigations were accomplished on 7 cements. Three of them were prepared using two
industrielly produced portland cement clinkers (PC, PCN), and PC-clinker plus blastfurnace slag (BSC). The
natural raw materials for the other four cements (BL, BAL, ВТ, BAT) were limestone, clay and quartz. The
raw mixture was burnt in an electrical furnace for half an hour at 1350°C. The cements BAL and BAT were
chemically and physically activated belite-rich cements. Chemical activation was achieved by adding pure
sodium carbonate (BAL) to the raw mixture or by using clay with a high K2O content as a raw meal com
ponent. Physical activation was achieved by quick clinker cooling, the cooling gradient being 1,000 K/min.
BL and ВТ are non activated belite-rich cements. The PC cement was prepared using a PZ 35F clinker, the
PCN using a PZ 35L NW/HS and the BSC using 50 wt.-% PC-clinker and 50 wt-% blastfurnace slag.
All cements were ground down to a specific surface of 4,000 cm2/g (according to Blaine) in a
laboratory ball mill, with anhydrite and hemihydrate being added as sulfate base (at a ratio 1:1). The total
cement sulfate content was 3.2 wt.-% SO3.
Characterization of the cements

The chemical composition was quantitatively determined by AAS, with the clinker phases being
qualitatively by analysed x-ray diffractometry. The chemical analysis was accomplished as per the
instruction of Paus and Langmyhr (7). The ignition loss was determined at l,000+/-50°C. The results in
detail are given in table 1.
'

BL

BAL

ВТ

BAT

PC

PCN

BSC

K2O

0.296

0.323

0.342

1.327

0.892

0.668

0.681

Na2O

0.065

0.929

0.050

0.294

0.115

0.020

0.167

CaO
А12Оз

62.535

61.742

64.116

60.557

64.354

63.141

53.628

6.045

5.869

4.887

4.452

5.006

3.784

6.970

Ре20з

2.741

2.731

2.550

2.507

2.531

6.135

1.663

MgO
SiO2

0.517

0.522

0.650

0.632

1.011

0.856

3.974

23.315

22.460

23.101

22.460

19.679

20.962

26.096

SO3

2.910

3.220

3.090

3.210

3.270

3.460

3.100

LOT

0.600

0.850

0.600

1.350

1.400

0.950

0.200

L

99.024

98.646

99.386

95.809

98.258

99.976

96.479

Cement
wt.-%

Table 1: Results of the chemical analysis of the cements

The high content of Na2O for BAL and K7O for BAT respectively are obvious. The relatively high
K2O content of the PC and PCN can probably be explained by raw meal components containing a high
amount of potassium. The higher SiO2 content of the BL, BAL, ВТ and BAT cements as compared to the
PC and PCN cements reflects itself in a lower C3S content as well as higher ß- and a-C2s contents, which
can be seen from the valuation of the phase composition (table 2). These are so-called belite-rich cements.
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Table 2: Valuation of the phase composition

Only the BAL and BAT cements contain a-C2S, because this phase is stabilized by a higher alkali
content. As a cement with high sulfate resistance PCN has a low C3A and a high C4AF content. Aluminate
could not be proved by x-ray diffractometry. Valuation of the phase composition by x-ray diffractometry
was also used for comparative measurement to find out the changes and destruction of clinker- and hydrate
phases caused by expression of the pore fluids.

INVESTIGATIONS OF THE PORE FLUIDS AND THE EXPRESSED SAMPLES
Expression of Pore Fluid

Cement pastes with a w/c-ratio of 0.42 were prepared in accordance with DIN 1164. The cement
pastes were filled into 250 ml PE bottles and rotated for 24h to avoid sedimentation. The bottles were stored
at 23°C and 65% rel. humidity until performance of the test. The pore fluid was expressed after a hydration
period of 12h, 48h, 7d, 28d and 90d. The apparatus used for expression of pore solution was designed after a
similar device reported by Gunkel (8). It employed a rrtax. operating pressure of 530 N/mm2 applied to a
specimen of hardened cement paste weighing roughly 260 g.

Analysis of Pore Fluid
The pore solutions were investigated with regard to pH, the K+-, Na+-, Ca2+- and Al3+-ion
concentration using atomic absorption spectroscopy. The SO42-contration was determined by ion
chromatography. The measurement of pH was carried out by a glass elctrode, which in a highly alkaline
medium can involve measuring inaccuracies, despite the use of saturated calcium hydroxide solution (pH
12.64 at 20°C) as a standard solution. The pore solutions of all cements are highly alkaline, the pH varying
between 13.3 and 14. These values cannot be explained by the presence of pure calcium hydroxide solution.
The pore fluid is rather a concentrated solution of alkali hydroxides.
The analyses showed that after 28 days there is only a slight change in concentration of the different
cations. The increase of the potassium and sodium concentrations during hydration can be explained by the
progressive solution of sodium and potassium cations and the simultaneous reduction of the pore fluid
quantity. The equivalent percent Na2O was calculated to assess the effective total alkali content.

Besides the portland cements prepared in our laboratory we used a commercial portland cement PC
35F , with an equivalent percent Na2O of 3.2 wt.-% for comparison. The development of the equivalent
percent Na2O during hydration is shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Development of the equivalent percent Na2O during hydration.

After 90d the equivalent percent Na2O is ,3.3 for PC, 3.6 for BAL and 3.9 for BAT. As compared to
the other four cements, for example BSC with 1.2 and PCN with 2.3 equivalent PC^ent a^ ,,
differences between the three cements mentioned above are not so great. Tire higher alkali content of4he
BAL and BAT cements is only partly found in the pore fluid. The other part is integrated in the clinke
phases belite and aluminate and their hydration phases.

The quick decrease of the Ca2+ concentration of 100-400 ppm after 12h to 1-12 ppm after 7 days can
be attributed to ettringite formation, which can also be followed by the concentration development of
aluminum. As part of the fast reactive phase C3A, at first Al3+ is dissolved and then integrated in the
hydration products The activated belite-rich cements BAL and BAT show this deciease, which points to
integration a little bit earlier than the non activated belite-rich cements BL and ВТ. This points to a higher
rate of hydration. The reason for the "alumina maximum in the pore solutions of the BAL and BAI can be
seen in the formation of orthorhombic C3A, which is favoured by the high sodium and potassium content of
these cements. Cubic C3A which appears for example in ordinary portland cements dissolves more slowly
than orthorhombic C3A.

The development of the sulfate concentration also points to the formation of ettringite at the
beginning of hydration. The main part of sulfate is integrated in ettringite and/or monosulfate after 7 days.
Sulfate concentration increases as hydration proceeds as a consequence of the reduction of pore. fluidjhi e
the amount of sulfate ions in the residual solution remains constant. This becomes obvious when the sulfate
concentration of the pore solution is related to the total amount of water determined by ignition loss. The

details are given in (9).
X-rav Diffraction Analysis of the Expressed Specimen.

The expressed specimen were qualitatively analysed by x-ray diffractometry at different rates of
hydration After max. 90 days of hydration non hydrated clinker phases and hydration products could be
proved This suggests that the clinker phases and hydration products were at least not completely desttoyed.
The presence of hydration products after expression suggests that only pore solution was expressed and the
bound water remained in the specimen.

INVESTIGATION OF DURABILITY

Compressive Strength
The compressive strengths of the activated belite-rich cements BAL and BAT are, depending on the
w/c-ratio and Storage conditions, after a hydration period of 90 or 180 days
ordinary PZ 35F and a PZ 35L NW/HS. Strengths ot the BSC are already reached after 7 or 28 days. Details
of strength data and assertions concerning porosity and carbonation development are given in (J).
Porosity

In order to determine the total porosity and the differential pore size distribution, the specimens of
mortars and hardened cement pastes were investigated using mercury intrusion porosimetiy. As found out n
some earlier investigations by the authors, the total porosity of the activated behte-nch cement BAL in
comparison to the portland cement PC. depending on w/c-ratio and storage conditions, is lower or equal.
Compared to all other cements, the BAL has the lowest total porosity.
Carbonation Behaviour

The carbonation depth was determined by spraying freshly cracked mortar prisms with ethanol,

phenolphthalein solution.

To test the long term carbonation behaviour of about 60 years in natural atmosphere, the specimen
were stored at a concentration of I vol.-% and a climate of 20°C and 65% rel. humidity for 2 years. The
reference samples were stored in open air, protected from rain.

The low total porosity of the activated belite-rich cements implies a carbonation depth that is
comparable to that of portland cement. This may partly compensate the low calcium hydroxide content of
the belite- rich cements. The carbonation resistance of the belite-rich cements increases with longer periods
of hydration. After simulated 60 years, no sample of the belite-rich cements had a carbonation depth over
2.5 cm (mortar prisms measuring 5-5-25 cm), while one sample of the PCN (w/c=0.58) was totally
carbonated. The activated belite-rich cements generally showed a lower carbonation progress than PCN and
BSC.
CONCLUSION

The investigations show positive results for the activated belite-rich cements. The compressive
strengths of BAL and BAT cements at early ages show an increase in comparison to the non activated beliterich cements and are comparable to the compressive strengths of PCN and BSC cements. The carbonation
behaviour of activated belite-rich cements, which is comparable to that of a portland cement, is partly due to
.the lower total porosity of activated belite-rich cements.

,
As the investigations have demonstrated, a higher alkali content of cement clinker does not result in a
higher alkali content of the pore fluid. The alkali concentration of the pore solution of activated belite-rich
cements, with regard to a possible alkali silica reaction, is not more critical than that of commercial portland
cements. The investigations have clarified further important points for assessing the employment of beliterich cements in practice. At present tests are being made to determine the diffusion behaviour of chloride
ions together with other environmental simulation tests.

Investigations of concretes are unfortunately impossible at the present time, because the belite clinkers
can only be prepared in small amounts in our laboratory (9). The next step will be the testing of the produc
tion of belite cements in a small industrial facility.
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INFLUENCE OF CONSTITUENTS ON THE SURFACE
ABSORPTION CHARACTERISTICS OF CONCRETE
WJ McCarter and H Ezirim

Department of Civil and Offshore Engineering, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh,
Scotland, UK

SUMMARY

It is now recognised that the surface properties of concrete play a major role in the durability of
reinforced concrete The ability of concrete to imbibe and transmit water by capillarity is taken as a
starting point for assessing these surface characteristics . In this paper , the influence of mix constituents
on the water absorption characteristics of concrete is investigated . These mixes have water-cement ratios,
cement-contents and strengths typical of those used for extreme exposure conditions . These characeristics
are quantified in terms of both depth of penetration of the water front and the cumulative volume gain per
unit cross-sectional area . Typical data are presented . It is shown that the sorptivity characteristics of
concrete are not a simple function of constituent proportions or strength . Data are also presented on
chloride concentration profiles on samples subjected to cyclic wetting and drying , and diffusion , The
tests show that chloride concentrations within the cover region can increase rapidly under a cyclic regime.

RESUME

Il est maintenant reconnu que les caracteristiques du beton au voisinage de sa surface libre joue un rdle
majeur sur la durabilite du beton arme . De plus revaluation des proprietes de surface necessite de
prendre en compte en tout premier lieu la capacite du beton ä absorber et ä transmettre 1'eau par
capillarite . Dans cet article , 1'influence de la composition du beton sur les caracteristiques d'absorption
d'eau est etudie . Les melanges testes ont , des rapports eau sur ciment , des dosages en ciment et des
resistances comparables ä ceux retenus pour les cas d'exposition extreme du materiau . - Les
caracteristiques d'absorption sont quantifiees ä la fois par la profondeur de penetration du front d'eau et
par la quantile d'eau traversant une section unitaire . Des exemples typiques sont presentes . Il est montre
que les caracteristiques d'absorption du beton ne sont pas une rimple fonction des proportions des
constituants ou des resistances . Des informations sur les profils des concentrations en chlorure sont
donnees dans deux cas d'une part dans des echantillons soumis ä des cycles successifs d'humidification et
de sechage ( progression capillaire ) et d'autre part dans des echantillons satures d'eau au contact d'une
solution du chlorure ( progression par diffusion ) . Les tests montrent que les concentration en chlorure
dans la zone de recouvrement des armatures augmentent rapidement tors du regime cyclique .

INTRODUCTION

Concrete , which was once thought to be a maintenance-free, durable material, has, over the last 25
years , shown this not to be the case . One of the most serious and widespread causes of concrete
deterioration is the ingress of deleterious ionic species , in particular the ingress of chlorides. Chlorides
come from many sources : salt-water or salt-laden air affects marine and coastal structures ; calcium
chloride may have been added to the mix as an accelerator (although current standards now ban its use in
reinforced and prestressed concrete) ; in the Middle East , brackish water is sometimes used to mix (and
cure) the concrete . In the United States and Europe , extensive use of de-icing salt for winter
maintenance is a cause of serious problems . Leaking bridge joints and decks , and spray from passing
traffic , exacerbate the problem.

The long term performance of concrete structures is controlled , in the main , by the permeation
characteristics of the cover region and terms such as absorption , permeability and diffusion have been
used in this respect . The process of deterioration in concrete is largely as a result of errant water . The
extent of , not only corrosion but also freeze-thaw damage , sulphate attack and alkali silica reaction all
depend on the availability of moisture . It is generally agreed , that it would be a useful step forward to
find a single property which reflects the ability of concrete to absorb and transmit water. To this end , the
sorptivity ( 1 ) of concrete is taken as a starting point . Ideally , one would wish concrete to have zero
sorptivity as a serviceability criterion.
BACKGROUND
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Since the surface region of above-ground concrete structures will be subjected to drying action of
wind and sun , it will , therefore , have a non-uniform water-content . The degree of saturation will vary
from virtually zero at the dry exposed surface increasing (although not in a linear fashion) to a fully
saturated state within the bulk concrete . The problem of water movement into the surface region thus
becomes one of unsaturated flow and will , necessarily , involve capillary suction forces . The theory of
unsaturated flow has been applied to porous building materials (1,2) and the term sorptivity used to
characterise the uptake of water by these materials . The sorptivity , S , is defined in the relationship,
i = S л/t.

...(1)

where i is the cumulative volume gain per unit cross-sectional area of inflow surface , t is the elapsed
time and S is the sorptivity Invariably , data display an intercept value on the t = 0 axis . Sorptivity and
permeability must not be confused ; permeability relates to the movement of water through a saturated
material under a pressure differential, sorptivity is concerned with the movement of water into a partially
saturated material under capillary suction forces . It is the latter definition which concerns this paper .
A number of studies have reported sorptivity values for concrete ; however , no direct comparisons
can be made as curing methods ; test surface ; temperature at which the sample was conditioned and time
interval over which the sorptivity was determined are quite different . For example , sorptivity values
have been obtained for concretes made with ordinary Portland cement (OPC), ( 3 ) with 1:2:4 and 1:3:6
mix proportions , by weight , and water-cement ratios varying between 0.4 and 1.0 . The samples were
wet cured for 10 days and then conditioned at 40°C prior to testing . Values were obtained over the initial
hour and were in the range 0.73-2.4 mm/hw • For concrete initially cured under hessian for five days and
then allowed to dry naturally in a laboratory ( 4 ) for 2 months before being tested , gave values of 0.69 1.43 mm/h18 when tested over the initial 20 minutes absorption (1:2.18:3.96 mix proportions with water
cement ratios 0.55 and 0.70 ) . Data have also been reported ( 5 ) for concrete samples (1:2.5:3.5 mix
proportions with water-cement ratios 0.56 - 0.59 ) made with Portland cement with partial replacement
with pulverised fuel ash (pfa) and ground granulated blast-furnace slag (ggbs) . The samples , in this

instance , were wet cured for 28 days and then conditioned at 105°C . Sorptivity values were in the range
7.6 - ЗВЛтш/Ь1'2 . Conditioning at elevated temperatures , however , can cause undesirable effects such
as micro-cracking or alteration to the pore structure . Furthermore , as capillary suction forces are related
to the degree of saturation of the concrete , drying samples to virtually zero saturation will result in large
suction forces . All these factors combined will result in sorptivity values which are unrealistic and
artificially high .
Sorptivity , as defined above , is useful in quantifying the volume of water absorbed ; it does not ,
however , give any indication on the depth of penetration of the water front during an absorption cycle .
Ho et al ( 6,7, 8 ) have presented data on the depth of penetration of water into concrete samples. It was
found that the depth of penetration of water into concrete was given by the relationship,

d = S' Vt

-P)

where d in the depth of penetration of the water-front from the suction surface and S' is a sorptivity
coefficient based on the depth of penetration . Once again , data display a small intercept value on the t =
0 axis. Typical (24-hour) values for S' lie in the range 2.0 - 18.0 тт/Ь1Я depending on the curing
regime. The 28 day strengths (F^) of the concrete were in the range 28 - 42MPa . For plain OPC
concrete mixes with varying mix proportions and cement-contents ( 9 ) , gave sorptivity ( S' ) values in
the range 2.19 - 4.74 тт/Ь1'-2 when tested over a similar time scale (F^ values : 36 - 59MPa) .
EXPERIMENTAL

An experimental programme was undertaken to obtain sorptivity data for a range of concrete mixes
whose strengths were in the range 40-70MPa with constituents and proportions typical of those
encountered in practice . Samples were tested over a 25-hour absorption period. Tests were also
conducted on the influence of cyclic wetting and drying on chloride ion concentration profiles within
concrete . These tests form part of a long term programme on chloride movement into concrete and only
preliminary results are presented .

Mix Proportions

The mixes used are detailed in Table 1 below . Samples were cast from single batches of concrete as
either 150mm cubes ( for sorptivity tests ) or 300x150mm cylinders (for cyclic and diffusion tests). All
samples were demoulded after 24 hours .
On demoulding , five faces of the cubes were sealed with a latex based paint with the top (cast)
surface remaining unsealed. This ensured 1-dimensional movement of moisture . The samples were
placed under polythene for a further 7 days after which time they were left in a laboratory atmosphere
(23°C,55%RH) until testing , which was a period of approximately five months. The method of curing
employed is detailed in national codes ( 10 ) . Natural drying of the sample thus negated problems that
could be encountered during elevated temperature drying . Testing after this time also ensured that the
beneficial effect of pfa and slag , resulting in densification of the paste matrix , would be complete .
The sides of the cylinders were sealed and placed under polythene for 7 days . After this time, they
were cut in half with a water cooled diamond saw parallel to the ends of the sample . The cut surface was
wiped dry and the samples left in a laboratory atmosphere for approximately five months before testing.
In order to eliminate the influence of a casting gradient which could exist through the sample , the cut
surface was exposed to a 5.0 molar sodium chloride solution . The cut surface could thus be regarded as
having had 7 days continuous moist curing before cutting.

Measurements

■

Sorptivitv ( Mixes 1 - 8 ) - Samples were placed in trays (suction surface downwards) and filled with

water to approximately 10mm above the suction surface ( ie cast) . After 25-hours the samples were split
and the water front determined by dusting the fractured surface with a water sensitive dye (duramine
green ) . This also provided a permanent record of the position and shape of the water-front . Over the 25
- hour period the cumulative volume gain of the samples was monitored by means of a micro-computer
controlled weight-gain measuring system with measurements being taken every 15 minutes over the test
period .
Cyclic and Diffusion ( Mix 9 ) - The samples were placed in trays as above , but the water was replaced
by 5.0 molar sodium chloride solution . A cycle comprised 2 days continuous absorption followed by 12
days drying in a laboratory atmosphere . This regime was evaluated from the local rainfall data which
indicated that approximately two days in fourteen days had a significant amount of rainfall . Samples for
diffusion tests were initially saturated with water and then placed in the solution until required for
chloride analysis . Drillings on the samples were taken after 3 and 6 cycles (ie.6 and 12 weeks ) using a
20mm drill bit at depths 0- 10 ; 10-20 ; 20-30 ; 30-40mm . Chloride ion concentration was determined
using a spectrophotometric technique employing a Technicon Auto Analyser . The chloride levels are
expressed as percentage weight of cement.
Mix
Coarse

1
Granite

2
Gravel

3
Gravel

4
Granite

Fines
OPC
SRPC
PFA
GGBS
MS
20mm
10mm
Sand
water
w/c
Plast.
AEA

Natural
421
-

Natural
263
263
- ■

891
445
505
160
0.38
66

825
762
200
0.38
1.3
58

Natural
255
109
738
370
600
160
0.44
0.40
37

Granite
418
36
725
363
512
200
0.44
1.36
0.45
51

F28
(MPa)

7
6
5
Crushed
Gravel
L/stone
Gravel
L/stone Natural Natural
332
160
245
160
244
28
837
792
701
419
400
350
538
560
565
180
160
215
0.50
0.44
0.5
1.20
0.28
37
55
61

9
8
L/stone Crushed
Gravel
L/stone Natural
400
400
736
717
368
358
736
554
160
200
0.4
0.50
0.35
53
42 ‘

Table 1. Summary of mixes studied
(Note:L/stone=limestone;MS=micro-silica;Plast.=plasticiser; AEA=air-entraining agent;constituents are in kg/m3)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sorptivity results , based on cumulative volume gain ( S ) and depth of penetration ( S' ) , are
presented in Table 2 for mixes 1 - 8 and based on the data obtained over the initial 25-hours . Typical i
vs. n/i curves are displayed in Fig.l . The effective surface porosities of the concretes have also been
evaluated and are obtained from the ratio i/d ( at 25 hours ) , expressed as a percentage . Results for 3
and 6 cycles of wetting and drying and 6 and 12 weeks diffusion , are presented in Fig.2.
The experimental data obtained from the data logging system confirmed , in most cases , that the
cumulative volume gain of the sample could by approximated by the square-root time relationship as
given in equation (1) (see Fig.l ) . A small downward curvature in this curve is evident, however , in

mixes 6 and 8 . In most cases , there was a small positive intercept with the üme=0 axis (i< 0.2mm )
The results from the test programme are lower than those obtained by other workers ( see above
however , this discrepency can be attributed to several factors:
MIX
S (mm/h172)
S' (mm/hia)
Effective Surface
Porosity (%)

1
0.16
3.53
8.3

2
0.55
5.13
9.1

3
0.49
5.05

9.2

4
0.38
4.18
8.3

5
0.39
3.76
11.3

6
0.58
4.70
12.5

7
0.43
4.79
8.7

8
0.61
4.43
10.0

Table 2. Summary of results for 25-hour sorptivity tests

(2)

the samples in the current test programme were not conditioned at an elevated temperature , bu
brought into equilibrium in a laboratory atmosphere . Furthermore , the samples were cured unde
polythene and not in a submerged state .
S was obtained from the slope of the i vs.^/t curve and based on the results obtained over the 24

(3)

hour test period . Published results have been determined over time scales ranging from a few
minutes to several hours .
low water-cement ratios are employed and are more typical of those used for extreme conditions.

(1)

Fig.l Typical i vs "x/t curves for a selection of mixes

The lowest sorptivity values ( S=0.16 and S'=3.53 mm/h1'2) were obtained from a plain OPC mix
(mix 1) with no admixtures or replacement material . This mix should be compared to mix 2 which has
the same water-cementitious material ratio and sorptivity values of , respectively , 0.55 and 5.13 mm/h112.
Since the samples were approximately five months old , the influence of the slag in densifying the pore
structure would be expected to be complete . The increase in these values , which is contrary to what
would be anticipated , could be attributable to a combination of factors :
(a)

as capillary suction forces are inversely proportional to the pores radius and occur in the evacuated
capillary cavities ; a fine pore network , although reducing permeability as defined above , would
result in increased capillary suction forces . This would draw water into the concrete at an
increased rate.

(b)
(c)

the slag mix uses a 10mm maximum size aggregate . This will result in a less circuituous capillary
pore network around the aggregate than if a 20mm aggregate had been used .
the curing regime , although complying with current specifications , is not an effective method for
slag cement and could have resulted in a more porous surface region .

Considering mixes 3,4, and 5 , all with a water-cementitious material ratio of 0.44 , increasing the
cementitious material content results in a general reduction in the sorptivity coefficients .. Of this group ,
mix 5 ( slag replacement) has the highest effective porosity . Considering (c) above , could show that the
curing method employed was not adequate and has obviously had an influence on the hydration
characteristics of this mix , resulting in a more porous concrete than would be expected .
Mixes 6 and 8 , both have a high sorptivity coefficient , S , and effective surface porosity . Not only
do these mixes have a high water-cementitious material ratio but they also contain an air entraining agent.

Examination of the split surfaces revealed that , during the initial 24-hours , the water moved into the
concrete as a well-defined wet front , although this horizon was uneven in nature and not parallel to the
suction surface .The water tended to take a tortuous path around the coarse aggregate and the mean depth
of penetration was recorded for each sample . The sorptivity coefficients , S' , for the mixes tested were
within the range 3.53 - 5.13 mm/h1'2. This is in the lower end of the range of previously published data
and is , perhaps not surprising as the strength of the mixes in Table 1 are higher . What is of interest is
the narrow range of values , considering the large variations in mix proportions and constituents . In the
25 hour test period , the water front had advanced , typically , from 16 mm ( mix 1 ) to 27 mm ( mix 2 )

Chloride Profiles
The influence of cyclic wetting and drying on chloride concentration is displayed in Fig.2 . Under the
cyclic regime , chloride solution will , in part , move into the concrete under capillary suction forces ;
this will be a much faster process than that of diffusion . Fig.2 reveals that the increase in chloride ion
concentration under cyclic wetting and drying is greater over the surface 15 mm than the same concrete
subjected to a diffusion test where the driving force is concentration gradient . At greater depths , the
difference between the two regimes is not as significant . Based on the data in Fig.2 , a diffusion
coefficient of this mix was calculated as 3.41x10s cm2/sec.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Work has been presented on the water absorption characteristics of a range of concrete mixes ■,.
together with data on chloride concentration profiles within concrete under both cyclic and diffusion
regimes . Many of the mixes in Table 1 would satisfy the durability requirements outlined in codes of
practice , for example , BS8110:Part 1:1985 ( 10 ) recommends a cement content greater than 350kg/m3
and a water-cement ratio not greater than 0.5 for concrete exposed to extreme conditions ) . Considering
the range of mix constituents and strengths , the sorptivity coefficients , S' , are limited to the range
3.53- S-Brnm/h1-2 , whereas S coefficients varied from 0.16 to 0.61 mm/h172 . Prolonged cyclic wetting
and drying of concrete shows that chloride levels can build-up within concrete in a relatively short period
of time. It is apparant that the first wetting ( absorption ) cycle after a prolonged dry period will move
water and chlorides rapidly through the cover region of concrete .

Many factors influence the absorption characteristics of concrete ; water-cement ratio , cement
content, curing regime , even aggregate size and distribution will have an influence on sorptivity
characteristics. It becomes apparant that no single material property will adequately characterise the near
surface absorption properties of concrete . Any durability model for concrete must , in part, be based on
readily available material characteristics obtained from in-situ performance tests on concrete structures .
This must form part of a routine monitoring strategy to obtain a database for any particular structure ;

only then can realistic predictions be made as to likely deterioration rates for a particular exposure

Depth from suction surface ( mm )

Depth from surface ( mm)

Fig.2 Chloride profiles for concrete ( Mix 9 ) under (a) cyclic and (b) diffusion regimes
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CONSIDERATION ABOUT THE DURABILITY OF MORTARS WITH
GRANULATED BLAST-FURNACE SLAG AS FINE AGGREGATE
A F Battagin and L Scandiuzzi

Brazilian Association of Portland Cement, Sao Paulo, BRAZIL

KBSTBACT
Due to their latent hydraulic properties, granulated blast-furnace slags (gbfs),
by
products of iron manufacture, have been used extensively in the Brazilian
cement
industry since the beginning of the 50' s. Their use not only can help to
conserve
energy in cement manufacture but also promotes special properties to portland cement.
This paper deals with the study of an alternative utilization of gbfs as fine aggregate
in concrete, taking into account that it is impossible for Brazilian cement
industry
to consume nowadays, the total slag produced by steel plants.
Results of comparative studies by means of scanning electron microscopy
(SEN)
durability tests in mortars containing gbfs, natural sands and pyrex glass
as
aggregate are shown.

and
fine

RESUMEN
Debido a sus propiedades hidraulicas intrinsecas, las escorias granuladas, subproducto
de la -Fabri пят on del hierro en los altos homos estan siendo utilizadas en la indus
tria brasilena del cemento desde la decada de 50. El uso de escoria, siderurgica
no
solamiente determina la disminucion del consumo energetico de fabricacion del cemento
mas tambien tienen capacidad de influyr directamente en la durabilidad del cemento
у
otras propiedades.
Este trabajo ofrece resultados que demostran la viabilidad tecnica de un uso alterna
tivo de la escoria siderurgica, que consiste en su utilizacion ccmo
ärido fino en
hormigones dada la iirposibilidad de su utilizacion total por parte de la
industria
ccmo aditivo en el cemento.

Se destacam los aspectos de la durabilidad de argamasas que contienen escoria siderur
gica camo ärido fino ccmparativamente a otros äridos camo arenas naturales
у
de
machaqueo, у vidrio pyrex.

1

INTRODUCTION

Due to their latent hydraulic properties gbfs have been used after their
drying and
grinding in the manufacture of blast-furnace slag cement (up to 70%)
or
portland
cement with additi nns (up to 35%) all over the world. In fact, gbfs not only,helps to
conserve energy in cement manufacture but also inproves cement properties like
the
resistancA to sulfate attack, the alkali-aggregate reaction prevention, the decrease
of the heat of cement hydration etc.
Table 1 shows the utilization of gbfs in Brazil and one can deduce that in 1986 about
2/3 of total slag production was destinated to the cement industry.

Table 1 - Brazilian Utilization of gbfs in 1986
USES
Recycled material
Cement manufacture
Read making
Stock pile
Other
Total

Percentage of utilization

1.2
64.7
9.0
12.9
12.2
100

Although in many countries the use of gbfs as aggregate to replace natural
well established, in Brazil at present, gbfs have found application as fine
only in the civil work at steel plants. This fact is due mainly to:

sand
is
aggregate

. the use of gbfs as an hydraulic binder is more advantageous?
. there is no divulgation of utilization of gbfs as fine aggregate;
,
. the behaviour of slag as aggregate concerning the durability of concrete is not

yet

totally clarified.

However,the increase of gbfs stocks with the generation of about 5,000,000 ton of slag
per year, nowadays, and more and more scarceness of natural, sands in the biggest cities
and urban centers, estimulated the development of an investigation about the use of
gbfs as fine aggregate.
Although the mentioned research has included the study of physical,
mechanical
and
rheologycal properties of mortar with gbfs as fine aggregate, this paper deals only with
the durability of these mortars.

2

EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Materials
,
A -hypiah! gbfs and two canent types, respectively, an ordinary portland cement
with high alkali content and another blast-furnace
slag portland
cement
representatives of Brazilian production were chosen.

Table 2 - Material Characterization

Canposition and Properties

Specific surface Blaine (m2.kg~i)
Compressive Strength (MPa)
3-days
7-days
28-days
Setting tine (Vicat Test)
Initial set (h:min)
Final set

OPC

343

BPC

Slag

336

25.4
31.8
39.5

17.2
25.4
37.8

■
—

4:00
n.d.

4:25
5:35

■

(OPC)
(BPC),

Table 2 - (Contin.)

OPC

Canposition and Properties)

20.63
5.31
3.14
62.16
1.16
2.74
0.28
0.98
3.11
0.93
—
0

Si02 (%)
A£203 (%)
Fe2O3 (%)
CaO (%)
MgO (%)
S03 (%)
Na2O (%)
K20 (%)
LOI (%)
IR (%)
Degree of vitrification (%)
Slag content (%)

BPC

Slag

27.12
8.82
2.51
51.76
3.69
2.32
0.19
0.69
2.40
0.83
—
43

35.94
14.35
0.85
40.22
6.62
0.04
0.11
1.00
n.d.
n.d.
99%
100

Table 3 - Slag Grain Size Distribution
Size fraction

% in mass

(mm)

0
6
41
33
14
4

> 4.8

2.4
1.2
0.6
0.3
0.15

4.8
2.4
1.2
0.6
0.3
< 0.15

2.2 Test Procedures
In order to investigate the slag reactivity two series of tests were carried out. In the
first serie autoclave was used to accelerate cement hydration according
to
ASTM C
151/83
- Autoclave Expansion of Portland Canent - with mortars
replacing
original
pastes. Another serie of tests comprised the development of tests according to ASTM C
227 U) - Potential Alkali Ипаг*ivity of Canent-Aggregate Conbination (Mortar Bar Method).
All mortar test specimens were monitorated by SEN to find out any correlation with their
microstructure.

Simultaneously, in order to accumulate comparative data, other kinds of fine aggregates
were tested like natural sands (IPT sand, the Brazilian standard sand; Jundu sand,
a
natural siliceous sand consisting of rounded particles of a — quartz with about 98% of
Si02), Cantareira sand, an artificial sand consisting of a crushed granitic
rock
and
pyrex glass.

Table 4 shows the carposition of mortars used to evaluate
reactivity and behaviour.

aggregate

different

the

Table 4 - Canposition of Mortar
Mortar
n2

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Cement

Aggregate
pyrex glass
slag
Cantareira sand
(crushed granite)
Jundu sand
IPT sand
pyrex glass
slag
Cantareira sand
Jundu sand
IPT sand

_____________

(*) water required for a flow of 112.5±7.5%

Composition (in grams)
)
*
aggregate water (
197.3
675.0
184.6
675.0

BPC
BPC

cement
300.0
300.0

BPC

300.0

675.0

158.3

BPC
BPC
OPC
OPC
OPC
OPC
OPC

300.0
300.0
300.0
300.0
300.0
300.0
300.0

675.0
675,0
675.0
675.0
675.0
675.0
675.0

121.0
140.0
175.0
189.9
160.0
126.0
143.0

according to ASTM C-109

(s)

.

2.3 Results and Discussion
Tables 5 to 7 show the results obtained.

Table 5 - Autoclave Test tesults
Mortar
n9
1
2
4
6
7
9

Aggregate
pyrex
slag
Jundu
pyrex
slag
Jundu

Cement

BPC
BPC
BPC
OPC
OPC
OPC

glass

sand
glass
sand

Expansion
(%)
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.06

Table 6 - Potential Alkali Reactivity ASTM C 227 'test Results (BPC)
Expansion (%)
Days

Pyrex
Glass
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03

14
56
90
180
270
360

Slag
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

1
1

Crushed
Granite
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01

Jundu
Sand
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01

IPT Sand
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.02

Table 7 - Potential Alkali Reactivity ASTM C 227 Test Results (OPC)
Mortar
n2

14
56
90
180
270
360

Expansion (%)

"

Pyrex
Glass

Slag

0.34
0.73
0.79
0.86
0.86
0.86

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02

Crushed
Granite

0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02

Jundu
Sand

IPT Sand

0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

Table 5 shews that the accelerating of mortar hydration rate by autoclave did not result
in unsoundness of slag mortar, that is, slag activation by Ca(0H)2
originated
from
silicate hydration is not liable to an expansive phenomenon.
Tables 6 and 7 show that slag mortar bars of ASTM C 227 test made for both BPC
(high alkali) did not result in remarkable expansion after one year.

and

On the other hand, pyrex mortar with OPC resulted in 0.86% expansion in length
days. In addition, experimental results show that pyrex mortar with BPC did not
expansion due to the fact that BPC is a well-known inhibitor of expansion due
alkali-aggregate reaction (AAR). In this case, it was supposed
that
there
incorporation of the vhole solube alkalis into C-S-H structure, i.e.,
there
available alkaline ions to react with the aggregate.

at
360
exhibit
to
the
is
an
is
no

2.4 Mortar Microstructure Evaluation by SEM
The aim of this serie of tests was to contribute to the study
changes and paste-aggregate bond.

of

both

mortar

OPC

volume

After preparation, all samples revelead to be very similar under SEM showing
a wellcompacted and bad crystallized texture. On the other hand, pores are filled generally by
a crystalline or a gel material, sometimes with a well defined morphology.
Since mortar 6 has shown the highest expansion. It was taken as reference for the study
of the microstructure. In fact, in mortar 6, pyrex glass used as aggregate exhibits
a
reaction rim (figure 1) with a massive development of gel. Massive gel presents
cracks
(figure 2), but cracking pattern appeared to be occasioned by sample preparation due to
the shrinkage phenomenon during sample drying. Figure 3 shows a pore filled by a massive
gel, with a textured surface (botryoidal material).

BAKKER^6

has studied the mechanism of the AAR and has proposed a model to explain

the

concrete deterioration. According to this author, reactive silica fron aggregates reacts
with alkali hydroxides from pore solution and originates an expansive hydrated alkaline
silicate gel. According to CHZYnBUlt7) and co-wrkers the penetration of alkaline
and

a

hydroxyl ions from the pore solution through the surface of reactive aggregate causes
procressive destruction of its structure.

Simultaneously, silica is partially liberated and may migrate both outside
or
inside
aggregate. Expansion occurs only vhen penetration of both alkaline and hydroxyl ions are
larger than outside migration of silica.
*
Botryoidal gel formed in the interface of pyrex glass appear to be the expansive alkaline
gel reported by BAkkER' 6) although its chemical- nature have not been studied
by HS

(energy dispersive spectrcmetry). Hovrever its morphology is very different
fron
that
described by DAVIES and CßEEBÖISTERi8) as typical products of AAR found in old dams, in

this case, time and the porous structure (presence of voids, pores and cracks) could be
responsible for a better crystalline development with the formation'
of
crystalline
products as lamellar, needles, rose-like crystals etc.
Volume stability of mortar 1 can be explained by the use of BPC reported by many authors
as an inhibitor of expansion due to AAR. In this case C/S ratio of C-S-H of BPC (1.7 to
1.4) is lower than C/S ratio of C-S-H of OPC (2.0 to 1.7) and consequently BPC has
a
better ability to incorporate alkalis in C-S-H. On the other hand, pastes of BPC
has
little free Ca (CH) 2 and according to CHAmERJI (this fact
promotes
the
silica
migration from pyrex glass. Consequently, the reaction rim of pyrex glass is supposed to
have formed a non expansive hydrated calcium silicate gel.

Slag mortar 7 (Figure 4) presents an hydrated layer around the coarse slag grain
with
massive gel formation. As mortar not presented expansion DAVIES and OBERHOISTER's model
could be proposed in this case. Since slag are rich in CaO, calcium ions could be
the
inhibitor according to the former autors’ theory, with gel presenting in its composition
both alkalis and calcium. In this case reaction between slag aggregate and cement paste
would originate a massive non expansive gel C-S-H type with alkalis incorporation.
Autoclaved mortars 2 and 7 are similar to non autoclaved mortars and just present
a
larger reaction rim, accelerated by the highest terrperature and pressure
conditions ,
with both gel and crystal formation (Figures 5 to 7). Slag aggregates rich in
At2O 3
Si02 and CaO are hydraulically active and form a transitional zone vhich increases the
bond instead of causing expansive stress. Consequently tensile strength is increased as
obtained in a former study'2) dealing with the evaluation of mechanical and rheologycal
properties of mortars with slag as fine aggregate.

- '

3 FINAL REMARKS
'
*
'
,
‘
Former studies(2) about mechanical and rheologycal irrplications of the use

\
of

slag

as

fine aggregate are now completed with the tests of durability carried out in the sane
slag mortars. Results of tests suggest fron the point-of-view of durability the viability
of the use of slag replacing natural sands as fine aggregate..
.

Therefore one can conclude that slag aggregate hydration is a non expansive
phenomenon
that leads to an increasing of both the tensile strength and the bond in the interface
paste-aggregate.

Fig.l - Mortar 6 with 0.86% expansion after ASIM C-227
test (one year) showing a reaction rim In pyrex
glass.
'
-

Fig. 2 - Development of massive gel in mortar 6.

Fig. 3 - Detail of a pore of mortar 6 with
massive gel development
and
textured surface with botryoidal
material.
'

Fig. 4 - Slag aggregate of mortar 7 with a darker
reaction rim. Mortar did not
present
expansion.

Fig. 5 - Progressive reaction rim in slag
grain of mortar 2 after autoclave
test.

Fig. 6 - Needle-like material formed In a pore of
mortar 2 after autoclave test.

Fig. 7 - A reaction rim of about
slag grain of mortar
autoclave test. Mortar
present expansion and
improved.

Sum In a
2
after
did
not
bond was
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SUMMARY
Studies of fillerized cements from clinkers with high
C3A
content
have
shown
an
accelerated hydration
reaction and
the
formation
of
carboaluminate.

Our paper started with clinker of low C3A content
and
36
cements
were prepared in laboratory with 5, 10, 15, 25 and 35 percent calcite and
dolomite limestone, by weight, to evaluate their durability performance.
Pastes and mortars were tested by diffusibility of
chloride
ions,
combined water, XRD, SEM with EDS, carbonation and chemical resistance to
sulfate and chloride.

The analysis of the results indicated that mortars with
limestone
addition, generally exhibit similar durability properties to that of the
OPC mortar.

SOMMAIRE
Etudes des ciments fillerizees provenant de
clinqueres avec
haute
teneur en C3A on montre une hydratation accelere et formation de carboa
luminate.

Dans notre travail nous utilison de clinquer avec basse teneur
en
C 3A
et 36 ciments prepares
dans le laboratoire avec 5, 10, 15, 25
et
35 pourcentage, a poid, des calcite et calcaire dolomitique pour verifier
leur influence sur la durabilite.
Nous avons essaie pates et mortiers par diffusibilite des ions Cl,
eau combine, DRX, MEB, carbonatation et resistence chimique a les sulfates
et clorures.
En analysant les resultats des essais on constate que la durabilite
des mortiers fillerizees, gönöralement,sont similaires a des mortiers de
ciment
ordinaire.

INTRODUCTION

Portland cement containing finely ground limestone has been studied
mainly as an measure for saving energy and resources, for reducing envircmmental
impact, as well as technical aspects (1). Many papers (2,3,4) pointed out
that the addition of CaC03 to cement with high C3A content increased the
rate of cement hydration and their strength and workability. The ettringite
formation accelerated as well as the conversion of ettringite to monosulfate
and C3A reacted with CaC03 forming calcium carboaluminate.
In comparison, little information with regards to the durability of portland
cement with limestone addition is available, and these is no general agreement
on the effects of filler addition on cement properties with low C3A content.
Therefore, the main purpose of this present paper
is to investigate
the
effect of limestone content on the durability of the cement with low C3A clinker.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials and samples
The chemical composition of ordinary portland cement (OPC) used is shown
in Table 1 and the characteristics of calcite and dolomite limestone used
as fillers in Table 2. Sand with 91.9% SiO2, 3.6% feldspar and 1.3% mica
was used as an inert filler. Calcite and dolomite limestone were ground to
350 m2/kg 450 m2/kg and 550 m2/kg Spc.Surf. Blaine and quartz to 350 m2/kg. The
industrial (OPC) with 6% C3A content 339 m2/kg Blaine was blended with 5,
10, 15, 25 and 35wt% of filler with different finenesses.
This
gave the
total of 36 mixtures, designated as follows. Po,
Ci5, CilO,
Cil5, Ci25,
Ci35, C25, C210, C215, C225, C235, C35, C310, C315, C325, C335, Di5, D110,
Dil5, Di25, Di35, D25, D210, D215, D225, D235, D35, D310, D315,D325, D335,
QiS, QjlO, QjlS, Qi25 and Q135. Where Po = OPC without filler,C = calcite,
D = dolomite, Q = quartz. The first number indicates specific surface area
of filler: 1 = 350 m2/kg, 2 = 450 m2/kg, 3 = 550 m2/kg. The second number
indicates the % weight of filler: 5=5% etc. .

TABLE 1 - Chemical composition of OPC

Chemical composition
L.O.I

Si02

A£203

1.0

18.5

4.5

(%)

^e2^3

CaO

MgO

S03

3.5

59.6

5.3

3.1

Na20

K2O

P2O5

0.1

0.5

0.8

'

TABLE 2 - Composition of calcite and dolomite limestone

Sample

(%)

apatite

calcite

dolomite

silicates

Calcite

2.5

79.6

13.3

2.8

1.2

Dolomite

2.6

42.8

50.1

1.9

2.0

magnitite + pyrite

Methods

Pastes were prepared with water to solid ratio of 0.4
sealed into
plastic bottles, subjected to continuous rotation at 8 rpm up to 24 hours
to prevent segregation, and hydrated at 23°C for designated periods of time.
After stopping hydration, the degree of hydration was estimated by the
amouth
of
combined water calcuted by loss on ignition at 1.000 °C and hydrated products were
examined with powder XRD. C£ ion diffusion was determined by the
diffusion cell
technique of hardened cements pastes in 28 days water curing, 50 mm diameter x 3 mm
thickness. Side I of the cell was filled with deionized water and side II with a 1
M
NaC£ Solution.

Workability of mortar 1:3 (wt) was estimated by water demand
for a
consistency of 165 i 5 mm in the flow table test conducted by
Brazilian
method NBR 7215. The depth of carbonation was determined at the specified

drying period by phenolphthalein indicator method. Specimens 40 x 40 x 160 mm
after 7 days water curing were exposed under laboratory conditions at 23°C
and 65% RH, outdoor exposed and outdoor covered to provide
shelder
from
raim. The chemical resistances of mortars 40 x 40 x 160 mm after 28 days
water curing, and immersed in a 5% NaSOi, and a 1.5%
NaC£
solutions were
determined for weight loss after removal of the weak reaction product and
flexural strength. The calculated "residual strength" is the ratio between
flexural strength of samples immersed in chemical solution and the strength
of samples cured under standard conditions with the same age. Samples taken
from the broken half were examined with SEM associated with EDS .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Workability

The results (Table 3) indicated that the workability
decreases , as
follows: OPC with limestone addition > OPC without addition > OPC quartz addition.
Perhaps the reason for better workability of mortars containing limestone, is that the
additional limestone has more suitable texture and fineness, better complementing
the particle size distribution of cement and thus improving
rheological
properties.
TABLE 3 - Workability of mortar

spec.surf

area of

OPC

fillers

calcite

dolomite

quartz

5,10,15,25,35

5,10,15,25,35

5,10,15,25,35

wt%

W/C for consistency

m2 /kg

0.48

0.48

450

0.48

0.48

550

0.48

0.48

350

0.49

wt%

wt%

of

165

i

5 mm
0.50

Hydration

The
rate
of
hydration was
followed
by
estimating
the
non-evaporable water. A typical
non-evaporable water is shown in
Fig. 1. The first seven day stage,
rates of hydration of cement with
limestone accelerated more rapidly
compared to OPC, with the exception
of the 35% addition sample.

This confirms that hydration
rate is increased in the presence
of CaCO3, even
for
cement with
low C3A content.

Fig

1 Non evaporable water VS hydration time

XRD analysis
The XRD patterns after 90 days hydration indicated the presence
of
monocarboaluminate (basal spacing 7.6 a with 35% calcite. For lower calcite
content, the monocarboaluminate was not detected.
Monosulphate
was
not
also detected. This is consistent with that reported by Klemm and Adams (5).
They concluded that OPC with a high C3A content can react readily during
hydration with carbonates, forming significant amounts of carboaluminates,
whereas for low C3A the reaction seems to be slower.

)

Diffusion coeficient of C& ion
The diffusion coeficient of
C£ ion (Table
4)
decreased
in
the order of calcite (450 m2/kg)
addition of 25%, 15%, 35%, 10%,
0%
and
5%,
the
values, of
D
varying between 10 9 to 10 8 cm2/s.
The diffusion coeficient
of
C£
ion for OPC and blended _cements
varies between 10~9 to 10~6 cm2/s.
Therefore, it can be concluded
that the diffusion
coefficient
of C£ ion of cement past with
limestone addition
is
similar
to that of OPC .

-

TABLE 4

Diffusion
C£
ion

coefficient of

MIXTURE

D

(cm2 /s)

C25

51.2 x IO-9
14.3 x IO-9

C210

53.1 x 10"9

C215
C225

13.4 x IO-8
16.3 x IO-8

C235

12.3 x 10-8

Po

Carbonation

The depth of carbonation (Table 5) decreased in the following exposure
conditions: external under cover > controlled laboratory
conditions
of
23°C and 65% RH > external atmosphere and increased with
the
time and
limestone addition.
At 6 months exposure the results
addition.

are

TABLE 5 - Depth of carbonation of mortar,

LABORATORY
23°C, 65% RH

MORTAR

similar

to

OPC

up

to

10%

in mm

EXTERNAL
ATMOSPHERE

EXTERNAL
UNDER
COVER

DURATION OF CARBONATION IN MONTHS
1

3

6

1

3

6

1

3

6

1.0

1.0

2.0

0

0.5

0.5

1.0

1.0

2.0

0

0

1.0

0

0

0

1.0

1.0

2.0

C210

1.0

1.0

2.0

0

0

0

0

1.0

2.0

C215

0

1.0

1.5

0

0

0

0

2.0

3.0

C225

1.0

2.0

2.5

0

0

1.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

C335

0

1.0

3.5

0

0

1.0

1.0

2.0

3.5

Po

C25

.

Chemical resistance
The residual strength ratio of mortars (Fig. 2) immersed in NaC£ up
to 4 months decreased to 0.89 value (15% add) and after
that
increased,
at 6 months, to 1.08 (10% add). For Na^Oi, exposure, the residual strength
increased up to 1.30 at 2 months (15% add) and decreased at 6 months to
1.03 (35% add). The same trend was observed for dolomite addition. In both
solutions no weight loss was observed. The dolomite addition in the sulphate
solution showed a slight gain, up
to
1%.
The
performance of chemical
resistance of mortars containing limestone may be attributed to
filling
voids with limestone.
Calcite
acts
as
crystallization
nuclei,
which
increase the density of the mortars structure.

Fig

2 Residual strength VS time of exposure to NaaSOi,
and NaC£ sol

SEM examination

Fig. 3 shows morphologival features of some of the mortars
surface exposed in 1.5% NaC£ solution and 5.0% Na2SOц solution,

near the
after
4

months.

In the mortar containing
calcite
exposed
in Na2S0i,
solution,
a
homogeneous intergrowth of ettringite, C-S-H and CH (Fig. 3-a) can be seen.

In the case of mortars containing calcite exposed in NaC£
solution,
plates of calcium chloroaluminate grew together with ettringite and C-S-H
(Fig. 3-b).
In general, it was observed that the fractured surface of the mortar
containing limestone was more dense and compacted than in the OPC mortar.
In all of the mortars, both immersed in lime water, Na2SOit and
NaCÄ,
solutions, the structure retained its integrity and therefore suggests that
the chemicals have limited access to it.
-.
.

a) OPC + 25% calcite immersed
in Na2SOi,
sol
-

Fig

b)

OPC + 25% calcite immersed
- in NaC£
sol

3 SEM micrographs of mortars after 4 months immerson in 1.5%
NaC£
and 5.0%
NaaSO
*
sol

(E: ettringite; C: CH; H: C-S-H; L: chloroaluminate)

CONCLUSION

The workability of mortars containing limestone is better than those
without it. Therefore, for the same workability, the water to cement ratio
can be lowed. The relationships between low W/C ratio and
durability
is
well established.'
-

10,

The diffusion coefficient of C£ ion through the cement paste with 5,
15, 25 and 35%wt limestone, is similar to that of OPC.

At 6 months exposure, the OPC and OPC with limestone addition,
showed the same depth of carbonation at up to 10% addition.

both

No mortar loss weight with or without limestone
additions,
exposed
to 1.5% NaC2, 5.0% NajSO^ or lime water solutions was observed after six
months exposure.
.

The good result of
mortar
containing
limestone
when
exposed
to
NajSOi, and NaC£ solutions is due to the fact that its structure
is
more
dense and compacted than
that
of
mortar
with
OPC
as
seen
by
SEM
examination.
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SUMMARY

The effect of gypsum content on the resistance to sulphates, as a function of the
mineralogical clinker composition, has been studied. The results show that the
clinker composition and gypsum content strongly affect the behaviour of Portland
cement to sulphate attack. A higher sulphate resistance is obtained when the gypsum
content is increased as a function of the amount of calcium aluminate in the clinker.
Furthermore, polymorphic C3A forms show pratically identical resistance to sulphate

attack, if the cement is suitably dosed with SO3.

RESUME

Nous nous proposons d'etudier I'influence de la quantite de gypse sur la
resistance au sulfate, en tenant compte de la composition mineralogique des clinkers
de ciment portland. Les resultats confirment que le comportement du portland ä
1'attaque du sulfate depend fortement de la composition mineralogique du clinker,
mais que la teneur en gypse a egalement une grande importance. Pour obtenir une
meilleure resistance du portland ä I'attaque du sulfate il faut augmenter le contenu en
gypse, en function de la teneur en aluminate de calcium. En plus, tous les formes
polymorphiques du C3A montrent la meme resistance ä I'attaque du sulfate, si le
ciment portland est convenablement dose en gypse.

INTRODUCTION
An extensive literature about the effect of C3A on sulphate resistance of cement
pastes, mortars and concretes has been published. It is generally recognized that the
vulnerability of pastes and mortars to sulphate attack increases with increasing-the
C3A content of the cement used (1). According to Blaine et al. (2), on the basis of the
multiple regression analysis between the characteristics of the cement composition
and the results of the sulphate expansion test, the expansion is a third power function
of the C3A content when this last one is present in the range of 7% to 15%, whereas
the linear proportionality occurs with lower C3A contents.

In cements, C3A is usually cubic or orthorhombic and sometimes monoclinic
(3); however, two phases can coexist. In 60 industrial clinkers. Gourdin et al (4)
found 29 cubic, 5 orthorhombic and 26 cubic + orthorhombic C3A. According to some
authors, the crystallographic form of the C3A can affect the vulnerability of a cement
in the presence of sulphate attack. Regourd and Guinier (5) stated that a cement
containing 7 wt % cubic C3A has the same behaviour as a cement containing 16 wt %
orthorhombic C3A in the presence of sea-water attack. Similarly, Mehta (6) showed
that the hydrated pastes, made from cements containing cubic C3A, are attacked by
sulphate solutions at a slower rate than pastes made from cements containing C3A
more densely packed. On the other hand, Mather (7) found no correlation between
the type of C3A present in Portland cements and the rate of sulphate attack.
While the influence of gypsum content in Portland cement on the behaviour of
the cement itself, with particular reference to the rheologic behaviour, mechanical
strengths and volume stability, has been extensively studied (8), there is little
indication in the literature concerning the effect of gypsum content on durability and
particularly on cement resistance to sulphate attack.

Regourd (9) tested mortars, made from Portland cements (14% C3A), stored in
sea-water and noted that mortars with 12% of gypsum content (ca. 4.8% of SO3) show
a minimum expansion; however, their behaviour is almost similar to that of mortars
made from cement with 6% of gypsum content. Frigione and Zenone (10), on the
ground of tests made on two Portland cements, one with low and one with medium
C3A content, found that the sulphate resistance improves with the increase in the
gypsum amount.

This paper is a contribution to the understanding of the influence of gypsum
content on sulphate resistance. The results of a systematic long-term study on
Portland cements presenting a wide range of C3A content have been reported. The
effect of the polymorphic form of C3A in cements has also been considered.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
,
Tests were made on Portland cements prepared by grinding fourteen different
industrial clinkers. In the clinkers, the C3A content varied between 1.6 and 14.0 per
cent. The amounts (in wt. %) of the compounds were determined by X-ray diffraction
analysis (11) (12). The results are shown in Table 1, where the crystallographic phase
of the C3A are also indicated. The distinction between orthorhombic and cubic phase
was determined after silicate dissolution in salicylic acid - methanol (13) (14). In
Table 1, the mineralogical compositions, calculated according to Bogue formulae (15),
is also reported.

Table 1. Weight percentage of the phases in the clinkers.
Clinker

C3S
Bogue
XRD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

55.4
58.2
59.1
54.8
54.0
49.3
50.8
49.2
46.9
44.8
47.1
44.6
56.2
55.9

C = cubic

54.1
55.5
57.4
■ 51.6
50.8
47.7
49.3
48.8
45.9
44.5
45.4
44.8
55.4
53.2

c2s
XRD

Bogue

XRD

25.7
19.6
21.0
24.1
23.9
28.1
27.7
25.2
27.7
27.6
29.0
27.1
25.2
22.0

24.1
20.8
20.2
25.0
24.5
25.5
26.2
23.1
27.2
26.9
29.6
26.5
25.1
22.8

1.4
6.7
7.0
4.8
8.6
8.8
8.8
10.0
11.0
11.6
13.2
14.0
2.7
8.1

C3A
Bogue

1.5
7.4
7.5
4.9
8.5
8.7
8.9
10.2
10.4
10.6
13.1
13.5
2.6
8.6

XRD

14.1
9.8
9.1
4.6
8.2
9.1
8.3
9.1
9.1
9.9
6.0
6.9
8.2
8.6

C4AF
Bogue
15.0
10.0
9.8
12.5
8.8
9.8
8.8
10.2
9.5
10.4
6.8
6.9
8.5
9.0

C3A pol 1

C
C
C
C
C
O/C
О
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

О = orthorhombic

The clinkers were ground to the fineness of 400 m2/kg as determined by the
air permeability method (ASTM C 204). Each of the resulting grinds was thoroughly
blended with different amounts of gypsum, suitably ground (16). Each of the cements
presented a total SO3 content of 1.5 - 2.0 - 2.5 - 3.0 - 3.5 and 4.0 wt%, respectively.
Testing modes
To evaluate the resistance to sulphate attack, tests on cements, prepared as

above described, have been performed:

- by means of visual examination of specimens, measuring 20x20x120 mm, prepared
in ISO mortar (17). After storing for the first 21 days in water, they were
immersed for 2 years in a Na2SO4 solution corresponding to a sulphate ion
concentration of ca. 30g/l. The saline solution was renewed every 30 days.
Observations were made and photographs taken every six months.
- by means of tests using a method described by Mehta(18): cement paste cube
specimens were tested to the compressive strength after prestorage at 20° C for
one day and at 40° C for 13 days. Equal prestored specimens were immersed in a
4.0% Na2SO4 solution. The solution was maintained at constant pH and sulphate
concentration by automatic and continuos titration against N/10 H2SO4. After 180
days, the specimens were removed from the solution and the compressive
strength was tested. Details of specimens preparation and testing are reported in
Mehta (18). Changes in compressive strength of cement paste cubes after 180-day
sulphate immersion period compared to those of specimen cubes stored in water,
were used as criteria for the evaluation of cement sulphate resistance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the visual examinations on small specimens after 2 year storage
were in perfect agreement with those obtained by using the Metha method.

Hereafter, only these last results will be taken into account, being the values less
subjective, obviously.
The percentage strength loss, related to the sulphate resistance, as a function of
the C3A content in the presence of different SO3 amounts, is given in Figure 1, only
for cements containing C3A in cubic polymorphic form. It appears clear that the
resistance to sulphates, for the same C3A content, increases notably with increasing
SO3 content in the cement. It can be also seen that, within the C3A limits we
experimented, the increase of SO3 content rises the ideal threshold value of C3A
content corresponding to the passage from sulphate resistant cement to non
resistant cement. Considering, for example, a1 strength loss equal to 20%, a cement
containing 4% C3A and 1.5% SO3 and one containing 11% C3A and 4.0% SO3 are
equally sulphate-resistant.

Fig. 1. Behaviour of various cements to sulphate attack, as a function of SO3 content.

It follows that, if the C3A content is limited, relatively small additions of gypsum
give a good sulphate resistance. In particular, cements with a very low C3A content
have always a very good resistance, as also do those with very low SO3 content.
Figure 2 shows the strength loss of cements made with clinkers similar in C3A
content, but different in their polymorphic form. It can be noted that the cements
containing C3A in cubic form with low SO3 content behave better than those with

orthorhombic C3A. For high SO3 content, the behaviour of both polymorphic forms is
practically the same. Thus, one can affirm that the cubic and the orthorhombic C3A
forms behave likewise in the presence of sulphate attack if the cements containing
them are suitably dosed with SO3. Otherwise, the orthorhombic C3A, with a same SO3
content, is more vulnerable than the cubic C3A. This might explain the contradictory
results reported in the literature.

CONCLUSIONS

The behaviour of polymorphic, cubic or orthorhombic, forms of C3A, as regards
the sulphate attack, is practically identical if the cement is suitably dosed with SO3.
However, the influence of C3A content on cement sulphate resistance is always

dependent on SO3 content in the cement.

Fig. 2. Behaviour of cements to sulphate attack, as a function of polymorphic forms of
C3A.

C = cubic

О = orthorhombic

With increasing C3A content, a gradual and greater quantity of gypsum is
necessary for the cement to resist the aggressive action of sulphates. This may explain
why contrasting data are found in the literature regarding cement sulphate resistance
for low or medium C3A contents (19). It can also be noted that the SO3 values that we
have used have always been within a limited range, so as not to create volume

instability (20, 21).

A greater sulphate resistance with the increase of SO3 content in the cements
can be attributed to many causes. It can be held that an increase in gypsum content,
increasing the amount of non-expansive primary ettringite, leaves a smaller quantity
of aluminate which is available to react successively with the sulphates permeating
from outside, in order to form expansive ettringite. One may also hypothesize that,
with the increase in gypsum content, different hydrated phases or different

microstructures are formed during the cement hydration (22, 23). This causes the
cement to behave differently in respect to the aggressive action of sulphates.
However, one should not underestimate the fact that, with the increase in SO3
content, a different characteristic of the voids' system is determined (24) as far as
size and pore distribution are concerned, with a consequent ability of sulphate ions.to
diffuse through the pore structure (25, 26, 27) owing to a lower permeability of the
cement paste.
The non-vulnerability of the low C3A content cements toward sulphates, in the
light of the results shown by Sersale et al. (24) about the non-effect of SO3 content on
pore size distribution in these cements, can be attributed only to the lack of reagents:
anhydrous and hydrate aluminates.
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INFLUENCE OF CEMENT CHARACTERISTICS ON THE
PROTECTIVE VALUE OF THE CONCRETE COVER
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.
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ABSTRACT
A quite comprehensive research was carried out to investigate the influence of
various factors on the quality of the concrete cover: concrete grade, cement
characteristics and Curing conditions. Twenty four concrete mixes of mean cube
strengths ranging between 25 and 85 MPa were prepared with 9 different cements and
subjected to three different curing conditions. Results are presented on the
resulting cover qualities, as assessed by their permeability to O2 and their frost
resistance in the presence of de-icing salts. '
It has been proved that it is mix characteristics (mainly concrete strength),
location and curing conditions which are the main factors affecting the quality of
the concrete cover, with cement characteristics playing only a secondary role.

RESUMEN

Sellevo a cabo un completo programa de investigacion para estudiar la
influencia de distintos factores sobre la calidad del hormigdn de recubrimiento:
clase de hormigon, caracterfsticas del cemento у condiciones de curado. Se
prepararon 24 mezclas de hormigon con resistencias (cubicas) entre 25 у 85 MPa,
utilizando 9 cementos diferentes у aplicando 3 tipos de curadoSe presentan
resultados de la calidad de los recubrimientos asi obtenidos, evaluada a trav^s de
la permeabilidad al O2 у de la resistencia a la congelacion en presenci a de sales
descongel antes.
Se comprobo que los principal es factores que afectan la calidad del
recubrimiento son las caracterfsticas de la mezcla (especialmente su resistencia),
la ubicacian de la superficie у las condiciones de curado, en tanto que las
'
caracterfsticas del cemento juegan solamente un rol secundario.
■

INTRODUCTION

’LABCRETE”
Specimens compacted and
cured in a standard manner

Quality of "REALCRETE”
VERY POOR
Bleeding
Finishing
GOOD

'COVERCRETE
POOR
Segregation
Compaction
Curing

Fig. 1 - Concept of 'covercrete'

While the bearing capacity of a
structural
member
depends
on
the
integral behaviour of the element, its
durability
against
environmental
aggressive actions depends basically on
the performance of a relatively thin
superficial layer of concrete (20-50 mm
thick).
Indeed,
this
layer
should
protect the reinforcing bars against
corrosion -be it induced by carbonation
or due to the ingress of chlorides- and
it is also the most affected by chemical
attack, frost, abrasion, etc.
The
perception
of
the
vital
importance
of this
layer,
in short
‘covercrete1,
for
the
durability
of
concrete structures is gaining more and
more the attention of researchers and
engineers since it is recognized that,
due to the proximity of the form walls
and
re-bars,
and
to
segregation,
bleeding, finishing operations, curing,
microcracking, etc. the composition and
properties of that layer may differ
widely
from
that
of
the
interior
(’heartcrete1), see Fig. 1. Moreover,
the concrete specimens used for quality
control can never represent the quality
of the ‘covercrete1 because they are
processed
in
a
completely
different
manner ("labcrete").

A comprehensive research program was
started at "Holderbank'' Management &
Consulting / Technical Centre in 1989,
aimed
at
studying
the
effect
some
technological
factors
have
on
the
quality of the 'covercrete' as well as
to evaluate different testing techniques
regarding their suitability to assess
that quality, both in the laboratory and
on site. Fig. 2 shows the general scope
of the research program.
This
paper
summarizes
the
more
relevant results and conclusions derived
from the research and, in particular,
those connected with the influence of
cement characteristics.

Fig. 2 - Scope of the investigation

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Variables Investigated
, As indicated in Fig. 2, the effect of several variables, suspected of
influencing the quality of the "covercrete" were investigated, namely: Concrete'
Grade, as measured by the mean cube compressive strength after 28 days of moist
curing, target grades being 25, 35, 45 and 75-85 MPa; Cement Type, a total of nine
widely different cement types were employed to prepare concretes of different
grades, four portland and five blended (see Table I for their characteristics);
Curing, applying moist curing during 0, 7 and 28 days and Location, whereby both
the top (trowelled) and bottom (moulded) "covercretes" of slabs were investigated.

PORTLAND

CEMENTS

RO

U5

GA

U2

38
36
11
5

48
25
8
8

57
18
6
11

46
28
9
8

0.96

0.93

0.52

0.97

Density (g/cm3)

3.09

3.14

3.12

3.16

Blaine (m2/kg)

247

306

335

290

13.3
29.8
44.6
51.6
53.0

20.1
31.2
41.5
53.1
62.0

23.0
41.6
58.0
68.0
69.8

19.7
33.0
43.8
59.5
67.4

BLENDED

FA

SL

CEMENTS

FI

SF1

SF2

COMPOSITION

C3S
C2S
C3A
C4AF

Alkalis (Na20eq)

80% U2
+
20% Fly
Ash

65% U2
85% U2
92% U2
90% GA
+
+
+
+
35% Slag 15% Lime- 8% Silica 10% Silica
stone
Fume
Fume

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

ISO Compressive Strength (MPa)
- at 2 days
-at 7 days
- at 28 days
- at 90 days
- at 365 days

2.98

3.05

3.07

313

317

301

17.0
28.2
41.3
61.9
71.8

13.1
26.8
48.2
61.2
66.1

18.5
31.4
40.5
51.4
60.4

3.05
320

Table I - Composition and Main Characteristics of the Cements

Concrete Mixes
Mix Target Cement Cement w/c
AEA
Type Content Ratio
No, Grade
(kg/m3)
(MPa)
(M
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
18
19
20
21
22
24
25
28
29
30

25
35
25
35
25
35
45
25
35
45
35
45
35
25
35
45
25
35
25
35
45
H
H

R0
R0
R0
US
U5
GA
GA
GA
U2
U2
U2
U2
U2
U2
FA
FA
FA
SL
SL
FI
FI
SFl
SF1
SF2

318
420
448
253
333
202
271
430
238
310
484
254
356
427
256
337
443
257
350
275
381
291
491
488

0.55
0.44
0.44
0.66
0.48
0.80
0.60
0.42
0.69
0.53
0.37
0.57
0.41
0.54
0.62
0.47
0.37
0.65
0.47
0.59
0.43
0.57
0.26
0.26

Super Aggr. Slump Air Unit
Standard
plast. Grad
Weight Strength
(%)
(cm)
(
)
*
(kg/m3)
(MPa)
ing

0.12 ...
0.15 ...
...
0.10 ———
0.12 ———
0.15 ...
0.17 --0.20 ...
0.15 ...
0.15 ———
0.15 ...
0.30 1.00
0.30 1.00
0.07 ...
0.20
0.20 ...
0.20 ...
0.20 ——0.20 ———
0.15
0.18
1.50
2.50
2.50
——

G350
6.5
G450
7.0
G450
6.5
G250
6.0
6.0
G350
G250
7.5
G250
7.0
G350 10.0
G250
5.0
G350
8.5
6.0
G450
G250
3.5
G350
5.0
DIN C 4.5
G250
5.5
G350
7.5
7.5
6450
5.0
G250
G350
6.0
G250
4.0
6350
5.5
G250
10.5
G450
3.5
G450
6.5

5.1
5.8
1.5
4.8
4.8
4.7
5.5
6.0
5.1
5.7
4.2
4.2
4.2
6.0
5.4
5.1
4.1
5.6
5.8
5.0
5.4
3.9
2.5
2.9

2300
2275
2375
2315
2327
2305
2303
2289
2301
2296
2350
2356
2377
2220
2298
2317
2347
2278
2292
2309
2310
2338
2438
2420

28.8
34.0
39.1
26.9
36.5
26.3
37.3
47.6
25.7
32.8
45.7
36.1
46.2
34.0
25.0
34.5
42.6
26.8
36.0
26.0
34 9
41.8
77.1
87.2

Twenty-four
concrete
mixes
were designed attempting to reach
the
target
grades
with
a
consistency in the plastic range.
Table II presents full details of
mix composition,
properties in
the fresh
state
and
standard
strength for the 24 mixes. Most
concretes were air-entrained (air
content= 5±1 %).

Table II - Composition and Basic Properties of the Mixes

Test Methods
The quality of the 'covercrete' was evaluated by means of several test methods
(see Fig. 2), applied directly on the concrete surface or on drilled cores 50 mm
thick. The results discussed in this paper correspond to the following test
methods:

Permeability to Oxygen, acc. to the Cembureau method [1].
Freezing and Thawing with Salts, acc. to Swiss Standards [2].
Impreganted Thin-Sections Optical Microscopy [3].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Oxygen Permeability (I0
* l6m2)
X

RO

*

6A

Effect of Concrete Strength and w/c
ratio on 0? Permeability

06

0

02

0

FA

Д

SL

0

Fl

♦

SF

Fig. 3 presents the relation between
the
C>2
permeability
К
of
the
'covercretes1 (moist cured for 7 days)
and the w/c ratio and Fig. 4 with the 28
days standard strength f'c
(concrete
grade) for all the mixes prepared with
the different cements.
The following conclusions
drawn from these results:

-0.06 *1
К - 7.5 e
c
0,01 ------------ 1------------ 1------------ 1---------- *
20
30
40
50
60

70

90

80

28 d. Standard Strength (MPa)

Fig. 4 - Effect of concrete grade on the
permeability to oxygen of 'covercrete1

5 Oxygen Permeability (10

m )

0

X

RO

о

FA

-

д

SL

-

О

Fl

♦

SF

U2
*

0.01 I---------------1---------------1-------------- 1-------------- 1---------------*--------------

0.2

0Л

0.4

0.5

0.6

Concrete
strength
is
better
correlated to O2 permeability than w/c
ratio. As it is easier to control too,
codes
should
ensure
durability
by
specifying minimum strengths rather than
maximum
w/c
ratios,
according
to
severity of exposure.

Concretes of the same strength and
well
cured
exhibit
*
'covercretes
of
similar permeability,
irrespective of
the cement type used.

DK

:

be

An increase in concrete strength of
10 MPa reduces the permeability of the
*
'covercrete
by about 50 percent. In
other terms, raising the strength from
25
MPa
to
85
MPa
reduces
the
permeability about 40 times.

-16 2

%

оо

can

0.7

0.6

Water / Cement (kg/kg)

Fig. 3 - Effect of w/c ratio on the
permeability to oxygen of ’covercrete'

However,
the
use
of
high-grade
cements should be avoided for making
concretes of Grade s 25 MPa, since the
durability might be jeopardized due to
the resulting very low cement contents
and high w/c ratios. Justification for
this statement can be found in [4].

Effect of Curing and ’Covercrete1
Location on 0? Permeability

Fig. 5 shows typical results of the
increase in the permeability of the
‘covercrete1 due to lack of curing.

Permeability Ratio: Poor/Good Curing
BLENDED

POSTLAND

Fig. 6 shows typical results of the
higher
permeability
of
the
top,
trowelled, ‘covercrete1 of the slabs, as
compared to that of the bottom, moulded,
‘covercrete
*
.

From these results
conclusions can be drawn:

the

following

Poor curing increases significantly
the permeability of the ‘covercrete1.
The effect of bad curing is equivalent
to a reduction in concrete Grade of
between 5 and 15 MPa.

RO

GA

U5

U2

FA

SL

FI

SF

Cement Type
Fig 5 - Increase in permeability of
'covercrete' due to poor curing.

Blended
cements,
with
the
sole
exception of limestone filler cements,
are more sensitive to bad curing than
ordinary portland cements.

Systematically, the top ‘covercrete1
is 2 to 3 times more permeable than the
bottom ‘covercrete
.
*
Sole exception are
High Performance Concretes, containing
silica fume, where no differences were
observed.

Oxygen Permeability (10 14in )
2------------------------------------------ —

Poor (0)

Good (7)

Eiandard (28)

Good (7)

Curing (Days In Fog Room)
Ftg. ö - Effect of the location of the
'covercrete' on its permeability.

Effect of Air Entrainment and Cement Type on Frost-Salt Resistance
Fig. 7 shows the weight loss of the 'covercretes* (ponded with Nal Cl solution)
of several concretes made with different cements, after 30 freeze-thaw cycles.

The following conclusions can be derived:

All air-entrained concretes showed good resistance to freeze-thaw cycles in the
presence of de-icing salts, irrespective of the cement type used and of the curing
conditions.
Out of the non air-entrained concretes tested, only that belonging to the High
Performance class (very low w/c ratio and with silica fume) showed good resistance
to those cycles.

Microscopic Observation of Thin Sections
Microscopic observation of the microstructure of High-Performance Concrete mixes
revealed a network of fine microcracks. Hence:

High-Performance (Strength) Concretes presented extensive fine microcracking in
their 'covercrete
*
; nevertheless, their performance regarding permeability and
frost-salt resistance was outstanding.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
The main conclusions reached have already been underlined in the paper. In
general, it can be said that it is mix characteristics (mainly concrete strength),
location and curing conditions the main factors affecting the quality of the
'covercrete', with cement characteristics playing only a secondary role.

As a consequence, we are convinced of the importance of evaluating the quality
of the 'covercrete' directly on the structures, because it is virtually impossible
to prepare specimens that can simulate the real conditions under which concrete is
processed at the jobsite. Thus, in the chain of responsabilities from the materials
producers, passing through the ready-mixed concrete producer, to the contractors,
the quality of the latter's work is the one that almost invariably goes without
control by means of proper testing.

If suitable site methods to measure, for instance, the gas permeability of the
'covercrete1 were available, then the resulting quality of the end product (the
concrete structure) could be assessed. Going even a step farther we could envisage
a future scenario, where both the quality and thickness of the 'covercrete are
specified for given exposure conditions, and the acceptance (in terms of
durability) of the structure would be based on such site testing.
It is our opinion that such approach will put more pressure on all parties involved
in the concrete construction business, but especially on the contractors, to do a
better job, which will result in better, more durable structures, enhancing the
image of concrete as a reliable construction material.

HMC has started an investigation in this direction, the first result of which has
been the development of a non-destructive test method to measure the coefficient of
air-permeability of the 'covercrete' on site [5].
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OPTIMIZATION OF PORTLAND CEMENT
ACCORDING TO FROST RESISTANCE FACTORS
G I Gorchakov and A В Andreyeva
The Moscow Civil Engineering Institute Building Materials Department
Yaroslavsky Shosse, 26 Moscow, RUSSIA

This paper presents the capabilities ot the astringent actuation
related, to the correction of calcium sulphate content depending on the
total content of the tricalcium aluminate and four—calcium aluznoferrite
as well as on the specific surface of portland cement.

INTHODUCTION

Frost resistance of cement stone and concrete is determined by
different factors, the dominant among them being portland composition
and porosity of the cement stone (1). The frost resistance factor and
the strength of portland cement were determined by tests on standard
prisms of size 4x4
*
16 cm, made of cement and fine aggregate mixture.
The influence of w/c ratio was excluded and a constant ratio of 0.55
was adopted. One needs hardly speak about the importance of this cha
racter (w/c) when deciding on the cement for constructions in severely
cold climates. Earlier the influence of the aluminate constituent of
portland cement on frost resistance was determined (1). In another
work an opinion was expressed concerning the deterioration of the tech
nical properties of cement ( with higher
contents (2), which
limits the use of rapid hardening portland cement in critical construc
tions.
EXPERIMENTAL
Frost resistance factor was considered as a function of the mine
ral composition, specific surface and calcium sulphate content of port land cements, made from clinkers of different mineral compositions
with G4A contents ranging from 5 to 14,2% ( Table 1),
5
Table 1

Mineral composition of clinkers
Clinker

Contents of minerals

o4af

C^S

c2s

1

40,7

40.7

6 .

8.5

14.5

2

58.5

16.4

14.2

4.7

18.9

3

55.7

20.7

5

14.4

19.4

4

41.4

22.7

9

15.5

24.5

03A

OoA ♦ C.Ac
<A,%)4

Portland cements of three different ranges of specific surface
were prepared from each clinkers S = 2300 - 2900. 3500 - 3900 and
4700 - 5100 cm2/g.
The frost resistance factors of cements of different mineral
compositions made from three of the above clinkers and having cal
cium sulphate contents from 1 to 3,5% ( as S0q) and different specific
surface ranges are given in Table 2
*
5
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Table 2
Frost resistance factors of portland, cement
1n fгееге — thaw cycle

Designation
of clinker

1

2

4

Specific
surface
cement
cmß/g

Frost resistance factor of cements
with calcium sulphate content(as S0^,%)
1e0

2.0

3.5

23ОО -29OO

150

130

125

35ОО -39ОО

125

80

50

47ОО -5100

115

80

75

23ОО -29OO

150

80

50

35ОО -39OO

80

120

65

47ОО -5100

50

50

80

23ОО -29OO

50

15О

75

35ОО -39ОО

55

75

150

47ОО -5100

46

75

150

Increasing the specific surface of cement, maintaining the calciun
sulphate content constant, decreased, the frost resistance. This has
been attributed to a change of the actual mineral composition as a re
sult of the selective reduction of the minerals to fragments and un
equal distribution of calcium sulphate among the cement fractions. Gyp
sum is concentrated in the fractions 0 to 7 and 7 to 22/vn whereas O3A
and CzkAI
*
have a tendency to concentrate in the fractions о to 7 and
greater than 55 /<«n (3). Among the clinker minerals O3A has the highest
a-rying shrinkage and since it is not regulated in large fractions by
calcium sulphate, upon hydration, it causes an inner stress, which
can lead to deformation of the cement stone structure. That is why the
optimization of the frost resistance factor of portland cement must
be practically related to mineral composition, specific surface and cal
cium sulphate contents all of which are interconnected. The results
thus obtained form the basis to consider calcium sulphate not only as
a regulator of the shrinkage rate and mechanical activity of portland
cement, but as a structure generating component too, which can signi
ficantly influence the durability of cement stone.

B. Kondo and M, Daimon (3) determined, that in the absence of
calcium sulphate, when O3A contacts with water, a loose layer of hexa-,
gonal hydrates CqAH-iQ and O2AH8 is produced on the surface of the parti
cles which had not reacted. In the presence of calcium sulphate, G3A
hydrates form ettringite, and the final products of hydration of G3A
And ferroaluminium phase are ОзАе CaSOzj.. I8H2O and solid solution with
СдАЦ|^е

EESUIZES AND DISCUSSIONS

The dependence of the optimal dose of gypsum (D) ( in terms
of SO3) on the sum of the G3A and O4AS1 (A) contents-in-the clinker
and on the fineness of grinding (S) was-studied. The optimal dose
with reference to frost resistance..and strength factors, worked out
experimentally ( taking into account the provided standard period
of time of cement setting) are given in Table 3»
Table 3
Optimal doses of calcium sulphate

...... T
Clinker

(03A +

o4af

) %

s2
cm /g

Optimal dose of calcium
sulphate
D,%

№

1

14.5

2280-2700

1

1 .

14.5

З52О-З69О

1-2

1

14.5

4690-4865

2

2

18.9

2650-2900

2

2

18.9

2

18.9

4800-5140

3

3

19.4

2600-2800

2

3

19.4

3500-3880

2

3

19.4

47ОО-495О

3-5

4

24.5

2700-2850

3

4

24.5

З5ОО-37ОО

3

4

24,5

4900-4980

5

3525

2-3

CQNCWSICNS

By means of mathematical treatment of the experimental data, the
following formula has been obtained. It permits det ermj natl p-n of the
optimal dose of calcium sulphate as a function of the sum of СзА+СдАЕ
*
contents and the specific surface of portland cement.
D « -3.932.10"4 (S) - 1.32O.1O"3 (A) + 5.609.10"5
(S) (A) + 3.266.10""2.,.

(1)
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SUMMARY

This research attsnptes to evaluate the use of diatcmaceous earth as a highquality pozzolanic additions in the manufacturing of high strength concretes specially
in front of agressive environments. Strengths between 5 and 10 MPa are reached when a
mortar made of lime and finely ground diatcmaceous earth is storaged during 7 days to
a temperature of 55 oC and strengths between 10 and 14 MPa when is storaged to a
normal temperature during 28 days.
The replacement of 20% cement by diatcmaceous earth requires an increase of 20%
in mortar-water in order to maintain constant the workability.
Several superplasti
cizers were tested to the end of reducing water requirement. Seme of these additives
reduced the water amount of mortar to a value similar to that of the control mortar
without additive. Using 20% diatcmaceous earth along with these additives yielded an
increase of 30% in mortar strength at the ages of 28 and 60 days.
The use . of diatomites in concrete inproves cohesion and bleeding.
Water
requirement of a concrete increases from 0.53 for control concrete to 0.60 when 20% is
replaced by diatemite. Employing water- reducers allowed to lotver this value to 0.37
and 0.41, respectively. Compressive strength is increased fron 40 MPa exhibited by
the control concrete, to values ranging between 68 and 70 MPa when using 10 and 20%
diatemite together with additives.
.
‘

En este trabajo se evalua el uso de kieselguhr ccmo adicion mineral al cemento
para fabricar hormigones de alta resistencia mecanica у de gran resistencia frente a
medios agresivos.
Los morteros de cal у kieselguhr, curados durante 7 dias a 55 C,
alcanzan resistencias de ccmpresidn entre 5 у 10 MPa. Los mismos morteros curados a
temperatura normal presentan resistencias que fluctuan entre 10 у 14 MPa a los 28
dfas.
Al reemplazar un 20% del cemento por kieselguhr debe aumentarse en un 35% el.agua
del mortero para mantener la trabajabilidad constante. Para reducir el requerimiento
de agua se probaron una serie de aditivos.quimicos con poder fluidificante.
Con
algunos de estos aditivos se logro reducir la cantidad de agua del mortero a un valor
similar a la del mqrtero patron sin aditivo. El uso de 20% de kieselguhr en conjunto
con estos aditivos permitid incrementar la resistencia del mortero a los 28 у 60 dias
en un 30%.
El uso de kieselguhr en el hormigon mejora la cohesion у la exudacion.
Para
mantener la trabajabilidad constante, se tuvo que incrementar la razon agua/
aglomerante desde 0,53 en el hormigon patron hasta 0,60 con un reemplazo de 20% de
kieselguhr.
Mediante el uso de aditivos superfluidificantes se pudo reducir este
valor a 0,37 у 0,41 respectivamente. La resistencia a la ccmpresidn se incrementd
desde 40 Mpa en el hormigon patron hasta valores entre 68 у 70 MPa a los 56 dias, al
usar 10 у 20% de kieselguhr con aditivos.

INTRODUCTION
Mineral pozzolanic additions favourably affect seme properties of fresh or
hardened concrete. . Their effect is associated with their great particle-fineness in a
mixture such as concrete and, in addition, with their pozzolanic capacity of reaction
(1,2).

Fume silica as well as rice-husk ashes and diatomaceous earth have a high
contents of amorphous reactive silica and a large reaction —surface. The diatomaceous
earth is a natural pozzolan corresponding to an hydrated or opaline form of silica; it
is fairly abundant in Chile. In general, mineral deposits contain between 80 and 95%
silica and sometimes it is mixed with clay, limestone, sand or salt (3). Diatomaceous
earth inconvenience as an addition lies in its high specific surface that reduces
concrete workability in an enormous way. This obliges to increase water/cement ratio,
thus producing an increment in hardened-concrete porosity and permeability, which
adversely affects its mechanical strength and its chemical resistance to aggressive
media (4,5). The high water requirement of diatomites has been, perhaps, the factor
that contributed more decisively to the loss of interest for using this mineral as a
pozzolanic addition for cements. However, these last times chemical additives with a
high power to reduce water have been successfully used in cements with silica fume and
rice-husk ashes.
In these cases, there has been endeavours to make high-strength
concrete taking advantage of the extense reactivity of these materials.
To this end
it has been necessary to maintain or reduce
water/agglcmeTant ratio without
diminishing workability in a substantial manner (6,7,8). The likely effect of these
same additives on the rheology of cements including a partial replacement by diatomite
has not been investigated up to now.

ANALYSTS OF RAW MATERIALS

'

The
diatomites selected for this
work were analysed using differential
calorimetry, fluorescence and X—ray diffraction. Both minerals are essentially formed
by an amorphous phase.
Within analysis accuracy, no impurity of the quartz, feldspar
or Clay type was observed, except in KB-diatcmaceous earth which included a fair
amount of NaCl. Table 1 shows some of the results and those of portland cement used.

Tabla 1

Properties of raw materials

Composition, in %

Component

Diatomac. earth
KA

SiOn
AI2O3
CaO
FegOg
Na2O

k2o

SO3
P.P.C. (950 °C)
Sp. Surf. ( m2/g)
Sp. Gravity

Cement
KB

86.7
2.2
5.3
1.6
1.5
0.6
1.8

85.6
2.2
2.4
0.9
4.8
0.9
1.0

19.2
6.3
64.6
3.1
1.3
0.8
2.6

6.7
4.0
1.975

12.2
2.0
2.010

0.6
0.38
3.100

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Diatonaceous earth activity
The puzzolanic activity of the diatcmites
(KA and KB) was measured in lime
mortars cured at 55 42 and in lime mortars cured in a moist atmosphere at 23 &C.
Using the same amount of lime and diatcmite, these experiments show the relatively
quick reaction of this last material with lime, and then mortar strength beccmes
maximum at an age between 21 and 28 days.

This result obliged to modify lime/diatcmite ratio to the end of verifying a
likely deficit of lime in the mortar.
Diatonaceous earth KB yielded an increment in
mortar strength while diatonaceous earth KB produced a lowering in conpressive
strength when lime is increased. In this last instance such a lowering might be due
to the strong increase in water requirement for this mortar (Fig.l).

Compressive Strength [MPa]

Water/Agglomerant Ratio
- 2.5

2.0

- 1.5

- 1.0

0.5

0.0

Lime: Diatomite
Fig. 1

Ratio

Pozzolanic activity in a moist atmosphre at 23 “C.
Diatonaceous earth/lime ratio 1:1 and 1:2.

Blended Cements with Superplasticizers
Finely ground KA-Diatonite was employed to make blended cement by mixing conmercial
portland cement with it and honogeneizing the mixture in a ball-mill., Diatonaceous
earth contents specially affects the water requirement of the paste and of the mortar
of cement.
Water of normal consistency is increased by about 17% per each 10%
fraction of diatcmite that replaces cement. Mixing-water increases along with lower
clinker- contents of the cement, delays the initial setting time which shifted fron
2:05 hours in portland cement to 3:15 hours in the case of 20% diatonaceous earth
addition.

Diatanite addition also affects mortar workability in a strong fashion.
Water/
agglcmerant ratio increased frcm 0.50 for portland cement to 0.67 when using 20%
diatcmite, maintaining a constant fluidity of 21 cm.
Ccmmercial water- reducers
additives allowed a reduction of this ratio, bringing it down to normal levels.
Water/cement dosifications determined to maintain a constant fluidity were employed to
make mortar prisms, which were tested under compression till fracture; Table 2 shows
test results.

Table

Additive

2

Effect of the addition of KA- Diatcmite and superplasticizer on water demand
and compressive- strength

Addition
[%]

Water
requirement
[%]

Strength (MPa)
Curing age, in days

3

7

'

28

90

nil

0
5
10
15
20

50.0
52.0
56.8
62.0
67.0

33.8
31.7
27.1
22.2
19.7

35.9
36.1
33.0
30.1
24.5

50.9
50.3
49.5
46.3
41.8

55.1
57.9
57.5
53.3
46.8

SF1

0
5
10
15
20

45.0
45.6
46.0
48.4
49.6

35.3
35.8
35.8
34.1
32.3

42.5
43.2
44.6
43.8
42.7

. 51.1
56.7
60.4
61.3
62.5

57.8
66.5
70.3
70.7
71.6

SF2

0
5
10
15
20

44.0
45.4
48.0
48.8
56.0

38.8
36.8
34.8
34.5
28.2

42.2
43.4
40.3
40.5
38.6

50.1
53.1
54.3
58.5
53.9

58.2
63.1
65.6
67.8
59.3

0
5
' 10
15
20

43.8
45.0
47.6
48.4
54.0

28.9
28.4
26.6
29.2
25.9

35.8
35.1
35.9
38.4
35.4

40.5
47.8
49.0
52.2
52.3

45.8
58.5
60.4
66.0
63.7

SF3

'

Increasing additions of diatomaceous earth strongly lower portland cement
strength, owing to the high water/agglcmerant ratio adopted to make these mortars, and
owing to their lower cement-clinker contents.
Adding 20% diatcmite lowers mortar
strength by 41% at 3-day age.
This difference is reduced to 31% at 7 days and to 18%
at 28 days. When adding 10% diatomaceous earth these differences become much smaller
and at the age of 90 days the strength of blended cement is slightly higher than that
of portland cement. These results show that diatanite addition contributes to mortar
strength within the first weeks of curing.

Superplasticizers allow to lower additionally the W/A ratio to normal levels.
With a similar W/A ratio a considerable strength-increase is achieved in all the
mortars, when carparing them with the mortar made of port land cement and additive.
Some additives such as SF3 contain retarding agents and then, despite the fact that
the mortar exhibits a water/cement ratio lower than that of normal mortar, it has a
lower strength on short term. This difference even persisted during the whole testing
period.
Diatcmite addition in the presence of these additives permits to increment
the mortar strength. The optimum level of diatonaceous earth lies between 15 and 20%

depending on the reducing additive employed.
Strength increase varies
22% at 28 days, and between 8 and 24% at 90 days.

between 6 and

Hydration heat of cement was measured with the Langavant method following AFNOR
Standard NFP15-436: Figure 2 shews seme of the results. Portland cement prematurely
developed an amount of heat larger than that of the cements including 10 and 20% of
diatemite. The larger the kieselguhr addition the greater the difference in the heat
thus produced. However, the heat-level defined by portland cement is equaled and even
exceeded by the canent with diatomaceous earth.
The curve of the heat developed by
portland cement in the presence of plasticizer is intersected between 10 and 17 hours
with diatemite additions. As overall heat of special canent is equal to, and even
larger than the heat of OPC during the first 72 hours.
This shows that diatomaceous
earth presence favourably alters the reactions of the mineral phases of conent. This
phenomenon may be explained through two mechanisms of effect.
Thus the intensity of
alite reaction may be increased by the adsorption of calcium and hydroxil ions on
diatemite surface, profoundizing in this way the dissolution and hidration of this
compound.
As a second alternative, the fine particles of diatomaceous earth may
provide an active surface that is sufficient for the heterogeneous nucleation of
portlandite, thus shifting alite-reaction equilibrium.

Fig. 2

Effect of the diatomaceous earth on the heats of hydration

At last, conent resistance to sulphate waters was evaluated.
Mortar prisms
fitted with measuring abutments were dipped in a solution that contained 50 g/1 of
sodium sulphate. Test specimens were cured before in a moist room for 2 days. It is
worth noting that the use of some fluidificating additive, though. lowering the
water/cement ratio and thus the mortar permeability, was unable to cause a like
reduction in mortar expansion.
On the contrary, diatemite capacity to reduce
expansion is considerable and even it can be observed in mortars devoid of admixture
and hence exhibiting a high water/agglcmerant ratio. In the extreme instance the

expansion can be eliminated almost completely through the replacement of 15% cement by
diatomaceous earth and through the simultaneous inclusion of an additive in order to
reduce water/cement ratio.
The effect of this addition was also evaluated on a concrete of 350 kg cement/m3
and a slump of 6 cm.
Diatomaceous earth allowed to reduce the bleeding in the
concretes made with an excess of bulk aggregate. The compression strength at 90 days
is increased from 40 MPa in the pattern concret without admixture to values between 68
and 70 MPa when using 10 and 20% of diatomaceous earth with superplasticizer.

CONCLUSIONS
■

-

-

In general, diatomaceous earth exhibits a very high water-requirement, which
causes an important reduction in mortar strength on short term.
Water-requirement and reactivity of the diatomites analysed were fairly
different. The causes there of might include the presence of minor compounds.
Superplasticizer permit to reduce water-requirement, of mortar made of cement and
diatomite, to levels similar to those of portland cement, and then strength
increases of about 20% at 28 days can be obtained in comparison with control
mortar strength.
Diatomite accelerates the hydration reactions of cement, thus increasing the
overall heat developed within the first 72 hours.
Diatomaceous earth reduces the expansion of mortars exposed to sulphated
solutions.
Adding 15% diatomite and a fluidificating agent allows to avoid
expansion completely.
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ABSTRACT

The recent changes on Brazilian specifications for portland cement, in order to permit
limestone additions, led to the necessity of knowing its influence in several aspects of
the cement behavior when applied in civil construction.
In this paper the rheological properties, basically yeld point and plastic viscosity,
are determined in slurries made with cement which has up to 15% of limestone additions,
in weight. For the same slurries the water retention value is obtained.
The variations in the yeld point and plastic viscosity showed the "lubricity power"
of the smaller particles (below 10 pm). Their amount is increased by the relatively greater
grindability of the limestone concerning the clinker.

The limestone additions seem not to change the water retention value.

L- 1NFLULNCE DES ADDITIONS CALCAIRES SUR LES PROPRIETES RHEOLOGIQUES ET RETENTION D' EAU

DANS LA PATE DE CIMENT PORTLAND

RESUME
Les recents changements des normes bresi-liennes des ciments portland, dont l_es additions
calcaires sont permises, conauisent au besoin de ponnaitre le comportement des memes pendant
I1 application du ciment aux ouvrage civiles.
Cette etude analyse les proprietes rheologiques. basiquement la viscosite plastique
et le limite d1 ecoulement determine surlapäte de ciment avec un 1 imite_superieur de 15%,
en poids de 1'addition calcaire. La retention d'eau est aussi determinee.
Les variations du limite d1 ecouieinenc et_de la viscosite plastique demontrent le fort
effect l des petyts particules (inferieures ä lupm). La quantite relative
des petits
particules est augmentee par larelativement о I us grande facilite delamouture du calcaire
utilise comme source caybonatique. L- addition carbonatioue ne change pas la retention
d' eau.

INTRODUCTION

-

to
to
to
to

The limestone additions to cement may have several functions (1):
complete the granulometric curve of defficient fine grain cement;
obstruct capilar pores and make water percolation difficult;
influence the rheological parameters of the slurries;
take part in the components hydration.

In our present experience, limestone and others additions (slags, fly ash)
in
oercentages below 15%, combined with a finer grinding of the clinker, do not result in
significant changes in some properties like pozolanicity, sulfate resistance, heat of
hydration and others, at least in the short time.

However, they certainly result in a production cost reduction and should have influence
on the long term performance of the paste, specially for characteristics not controled by
standards but important for the durability.
In this study we aim to analyse the changes of rheological properties
retention capacity of cement slurries with limestone additions.

and water

It is a already known the large influence of grain shape, floculation capacity and
amount of intersisticial water in the rheological properties and in the total water
retention value. The first two are directly dependent of the characteristics of the
limestone. On the other hand the compatibility of the limestone with the clinker is
fundamental to obtain adequate properties of the mixture.

EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS
Three types of cement were produced: coarse (300m2/kg), medium (400m2/kg) and fine
(500m2/kg). The clinker (Table 1) was ground together with different amounts of limestone
(Table 2) and with a balanced quantity of natural gypsum (Table 3), according to ASTM C
563-79 method. The specific surfaces were determined by ASTM C 204-81 and the added
limestone quantity varied from 0 to 15%, in weight. The chemical characteristics of the
used materials are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

TABLE 1 - Chemical composition of the portland cement clinker
(%)

(%)

CaO

64.20

insoluble resiaue

0.82

SiO2

21 .69

ignition loss

0.31

Al 2О3

6.55

РегОз

3.00

C3S

44.22

MgO

2.35

C2S

26.56

K 20

1.02

C3A

12.29

Na20

0.08

СцАР

9.12

S03

0.92

СаЗОц

1.56

Free lime

1.85

TABLE 2 - Chemical composition of the limestone

(%)

(%)

CaO

51 .36

S03

0.08

ignition loss

41.42

P2O5

0.07

insoluble residue + Si02

5.14

MgO

1.04

C02

41.40

Al 2О3

0.77

CaCOg + MgCOg

93.82

ЕегОз

0.38

impurities

6.11

TABLE 3

-

Chemical composition of the gypsum

(%)

(%)

SOg

45.69

MgO

0.26

CaO

32.20

Free water

0.01

combined water

19.46

CaS04 . 2H20

92.98

Si02

1.64

CaSOit

4.17

Fe20g + Al20g

0.53

СаСОз + МдСОз

0.90

C02

0.37

insoluble residue

1 .64

In order to determine rheological properties, slurries were prepared according to
section 5 of API-RP 10, an American Petroleum Institute Norm. The water/cement ratio used
for coarse cement was 0.65 and for the other two cement 0.70, in weight.
For water retention value determination, the slurries were prepared with the previous
procedure but "Dispersant/low water loss" commercial additive (base sulphoned nafthalene)
was added. This was done in order to permit the use of the apparatus recommended by API
norms and 0.44 was the used water/cement ratio.

EQUIPMENTS AND CALCULATION
The rheological properties were determined, according to Appendix H of API - Spec 10,
onadirect reading coaxial cylinders viscosimeter, Fann V.G.Model 35 A, at room temperature
(25 ± 5OC).

The calculations were based on the Bingham Model (linear relationship between shear
stress an shear rate), which has the following fundamental equation:
Ss = YP + Vp . Sr

where in:
S§ = shear stress, Pa
YP = yeld point. Pa
Vp = plastic viscosity, Pa.s
Sr = shear rate, s"1

'

The water retention capacity was determined, according to Appendix F of API-Spec 10,
on a high pressure filter press apparatus and the calculations were based on the equation:

Озо = Qt . 2 (5.477)

/F
where in:
Q30 = quantity of filtrate in 30 minutes
Qt = quantity of filtrate at time t.

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The variations of yeld point and plastic viscosity with the increase of limestone
addition are presented in fig. 1 and 2, respectively, and the water retention capacity
test results in fig. 3.

Fig. 1

-

Effect of limestone
yeld point.

addition on

Fig. 2 - Effect of limestone addition on
plastic viscosity.

Fig. 3

LIMESTONE ADDITION (%)
Ч-ЗООт^кд O400m^kg AiSOOm^kg

- Effect of limestone addition on
water retention value (loss water), i

From the analysis of the first two figures it is possible to detect:
- a tendency of a reduction of the yeld point with the increase of limestone addition.
This is more evident for the finest cement (500m2/kg);
- a light growing tendency
limestone content occurs.

of

the plastic viscosity after a

certain relation fineness/

The "Lubricity power" of the very fine limestone particles (2) was the most probable
reason for this behaviour. It is important to point out two facts: the greater grinding
time necessary to prepare the fine cement and the difference of hardness between clinker
and limestone. These facts induce that a relatively larger concentration of the limestone
in the smaller size particles of the cement occurs. This kind of particles (below 10pm)
has fundamental action on the cohesion and internal friction of the slurry and obviously
they have some influence on the rheological properties.

About the water retention
limestone content up to 15%.

value no

influence was

observed with

the

increase

of

CONCLUSION

The limestone addition, in level up to 15%, decrease yeld point,values specially for
finer cement and increase lightly the plastic viscosity after a certain relation fineness
limestone content. In our experimental work these relation are: 300 m2/kg - 7.5%; 400m2/kg5.0% and 500m2/kg - 2.5%. As it was already mentioned by other authors (3,4,5^, for the
same amount of addition it was a increase of limestone content in the fine blended cement
particles (below 10pm) for the cements fineness growth due to the greater grindability
of the limestone.
The limestone used in this research has a relatively high calcium carbonate content
perhaps with a purity slightly high than the current limestone used for cement additions.
Thus, the clay mineral content and other impurities influence on rheological properties
must be verified, specially if they have a floculant behaviour.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE TYPE OF CEMENT ON THE
PROPERTIES AND MICROSTRUCTURE OF
HIGH-PERFORMANCE CONCRETE
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CANADA

ABSTRACT

The use of high performance concrete (HPC) is increasing throughout the world for the construction of
high-rise buildings, bridges and major structures. The two important contributory factors for the
development of HPC are (i) the possibility of using superplasticizers, and (ii) the use of supplementary
cementitious materials (SCM) such as slag, fly ash and silica fume.
The authors observed that not all types of portland cement perform equally well in HPC. Although the
type of cement does not appear to significantly affect the strength except for its fineness, the differences in
the properties of fresh concrete, particularly its rheology can be conspicuous. Supplementary cementitious
materials, on the other hand, were found to influence the strength in a notable way.

INFLUENCE DU TYPE DE CIMENT SUR LES PROPRIETES ET LA
MICROSTRUCTURE DES BETONS Ä HAUTE PERFORMANCE

RESUME

L'utilisation des batons ä haute performance (ВНР) augmente ä travers le monde dans la construction
des gratte-ciel, ponts et structures majeures. Les deux facteurs importants qui contribuent au d^veloppement
des ВНР sont (i) la possibility d'utiliser des superplastifiants et (ii) l'utilisation des ajouts cimentaires tels
que le laitier, la cendre volante et les fum£es de silice.
Les auteurs ont observö que tous les ciments portland ne performent pas de la meme fa?on dans les
ВНР. Bien que le type de ciment ne semble pas affecter de fa?on significative la resistance ä 1'exception de
la finesse, la difference au niveau des ргорг1ё1ё$ du b<fton frais, particulierement sa rhyologie, devient
significative. Les ajouts cimentaires aussi semblent affecter de fa?on notable la resistance du b6ton.

INTRODUCTION

Concrete technologists' constant efforts to improve concrete properties, particularly in achieving
significantly higher mechanical strength (compressive, flexural, and tensile), and enhanced durability
properties such as higher resistance to freeze-thaw, carbonation, chemical attack, and lower permeability, is
converging towards a new family of high-tech concrete with a very low water/cementitious (W/C) ratio,
known as high-performance concrete (HPC).
’

Though in several respects HPC resembles normal strength concrete, ingredients such as cement,
water and aggregates being common, HPC can comprise two additional components, namely
superplasticizer to reduce the W/C as much as possible (1), and very frequently the incorporation of a SCM
like silica fume, fly ash or slag (2). Often a combination of these is used for optimal performance either in
the wet or hardened state, and also from an economical point of view. It is needless to emphasize that
microstructural studies of HPC are crucially important in order to understand the behaviour of the material
ingredients, and to determine the range that can be used without adversly affecting the performance
characteristics.
Over the past several years the authors have studied not only the general characteristics of HPC, but
also the role of the individual components (3). Experience has shown that every major constituent of HPC
plays an important part in its property development. Since HPC effectively is a "composite material," not
only does its W/C ratio, but also the properties of the basic ingredients strongly influence its final
characteristics.

This paper focusses attention on the importance of the type of cement for making HPC. According to
published literature (4) the best cement for making HPC is either Type I or II. As will be shown, this is not
always the case. It mainly depends on what one is aiming for, what is the performance level that is being
sought, and at what age.
EXPERIMENTAL

Though a vast range of cements were tested, the results presented here are related to five cements to
illustrate some of the important aspects of cement characteristics. The particle size distribution pattern of
these cements is shown in Figure 1. An arbitrary partition which roughly corresponds to 400 m2/kg Blaine
fineness has been drawn to delineate coarse cements from fine ones. Accordingly, Type I, II, and HTS (a
high silica modulus cement) can be classified as coarse with Blaine fineness < 360 kg/m2, and Type Ш, and
reground Type V cement of Blaine fineness 650 m2/kg (labelled VR) as fine.
’

DIAMETER ( pm )

Fig. 1

Particle size distribution pattern of 5 different cements. The diagonal intersect divides them into
coarse and fine cements

The Bogue composition of these cements presented in Table 1 shows that in the HTS cement the total
silicate phases (C3S + C2S) exceed 80%. Its other characteristic feature is the extremely low (10.5%)
interstitial matrix phases (C3A + C4AF). In Type VR cement, the C3A is the lowest (2.3%).

Table 1. Bogue composition of cements used in HPC
Cement
Type

C3S

c2s

C3A

C4AF

Total
Silicates

I
II
III
VR
HTS

63
46
58
61
62

13
27
17
16
22

5.8
7.8
8.6
2.3
3.6

11.2
9.0
5.3
13.0
6.9

76
73
75
77
84

Total
Interstitial
Phases
17
16.8
13.9
15.3
10.5

Blaine
Fineness
(m2/kg)
360
360
460
650
320

CONCRETE COMPOSITIONS

Though HPC at several different levels of W/C ratios were tested (5), the range 0.30 to 0.32, readily
achieveable in the field, are presented in Tables 2a-c. As can be seen, up to 10% silica fume (as mass
replacement of cement) was added to most of the mixes. Not only is its filler action beneficial, its prompt
pozzolanicity helps to arrest the generation of macrocrystalline CH in the paste (6). The other types of
supplementary cementitious materials used included 40% slag, and 20% fly ash. The advantages of using
these industrial by-products have been firmly established (7). The quantity of sodium sulfonate
formaldehyde polycondensate superplasticizer shown in Tables 2a-c consists of the total amount used, i.e.,
added at the time of mixing, and redosed 45 min later. From these tables it is evident that the amount
required to make HPC is.rather high, this being the only practicable means of drastically reducing the W/C
ratio.
RESULTS

AND

DISCUSSION

The superplasticizer demand in the HTS cement concrete is the lowest (Table 2). Obviously its low
interstitial matrix content and coarse grinding imparts less demand on superplasticizer. In contrast, concretes
made with the Type V fine reground cement though it contains the lowest amount of C3A phase, requires
much higher superplasticizer. This implies that merely lowering the C3A content in cement may not
necessarily reduce the need for superplasticizer. Parallel to this, one must also consider the fineness of the
cement. That coarse cement requires less superplasticizer is further confirmed from the composition of the
concretes made with Type I and II cement, which have lower Blaine fineness. The minimum 28 dav
compressive strength recorded in the present series was 60 MPa. Even without any cement replacement, the
strength was as high as 75 MPa with the Type II cement, and 99 MPa with the Type VR cement. The higher
strength in the latter is attributable not only to its fine particle size which promotes a greater degree of cement
hydration, but also the silicate content of the cement which contributes towards the strength (8). Compared
to Type VR cement, the C3S in Type П cement is lower (Table 1), although it contains the highest amount of
C2S. Nevertheless, belite is slow to hydrate (9), especially when the water content in the system is so low
.
(10)
Addition of equal amounts of silica fume (10% by weight of cement) to concretes made with Type I, II
and VR cements demonstrate appreciable strength increase. The strength enhancement effect of silica fume
and slag is also evident. Despite 50% replacement of cement by these two supplementary cementitious
materials, the strength achieved at 28 days is positively higher than the corresponding plain cement
CuOnC^S‘ However’ when fly ash is added> a strength retrogression at 28 day is observed. It is possible
replacement °f cement by fly ash may not be sufficient to induce its pozzolanicity (10). The slump,
100 mm or greater at 45 min (irrespective of the cement type or supplementary cementitious material) can be
considered satisfactory.

CHGeneration; Decreasing the water content, and adding supplementary cementitious material reduces the
amount of well crystallized CH in the paste (known to create inherent weakness in concrete) The 001 CH
peak at 18 26 in the XRD pattern is characterized for its "preferred orientation" (11). A semi-quantitative
analysis of this peak is illustrated in Figure 2. Interestingly enough, the concrete with 20% fly ash generates
nearly as much CH as the plain cement concretes. CH is distinctly lower in the silica fume concretes despite
only 10% cement replacement, confirming its pozzolanicity, whereas in the 50% cement replaced concretes
«nually no onemed CH „ produced. One must, however, note that the unusually low quamity of сетта h
also partially responsible for this phenomenon.
ч^-ту ui cement is

Microstructural Characteristics: Compared to normal
strength concrete, the paste in HPC is much denser (1),
whether it contains only silica fume, fly ash, slag, or a
combination.
Part of this paste comprises
C-S-H gel derived from cement hydration, whereas the rest,
is either slag or fly ash hydrate. When silica fume is used,
its pozzolanic activity produces a low Ca/Si ratio C-S-H
(12). Unlike normal concrete, the paste-aggregate bonding
in HPC is unusually strong, with little or no oriented CH
crystals at the interface (Fig. 3), though fly äsh often creates
a porous interface due to the presence of unreacted or partly
reacted fly ash particles.

Fig. 2

The fact that fly ash-НРС produces relatively high
quanity of crystalline variety of large CH becomes distinctly
visible from SEM examination. Stacked type of CH
encapsulating flyash grains is a common occurrence in HPC
(Fig. 4). Calcium aluminosulfohydrate minerals, ettringite
and monosulfate for example, are rare in HPC.

The 001 CH X-ray diffraction peak
at 18°20 in HPCs where CI and RI
Owing to the low W/C ratio of HPC, it is not at all
correspond to reference or plain
unusual
to find partly hydrated cement grains in the paste
■ cement concretes in the two series.
(Fig.
5).
The characteristic belite lamellae facilitates
Composition of C5 HPC is not
detection of this cement phase, compared to alite. The latent
listed in this paper

hydraulicity of slag and fly ash are well known (13,14). Thus, a number of these grains are invariably
present in a partial state of hydration in HPC.
CONCLUSIONS

Today, high performance concrete represents the latest development in concrete technology from the
point of view of its high mechanical strength and enhanced durability factors. Thus, research in this exciting
new field continues to gain momentum.

The present study shows that the type of cement, i.e., its fineness, composition, amount of interstitial
phases, and the total silicate content, together with supplementary cementitious materials (when added) all
influence the strength parameter, and the demand for superplasticizer in HPC. Fly ash incorporation fails to
augment the performance when tested at 28 days, though slag enhances the strength; silica fume proves to be
an excellent material. Drastic reduction in W/C ratio through the use of superplasticizer in addition to the
incorporation of supplementary cementitious materials produces a dense paste, and a strong paste-aggregate
bonding, that promotes higher strength. Partly hydrated cement and supplementary cementitious material
particles are not uncommon in HPC, though oriented CH crystals, and calcium aluminosulfo-hydrate
minerals are rare.
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Table 2. Summarized composition, physical properties, and 28-day compressive strength of HPC
a)

Made with Type П cement

w/c
Cement (%)
Silica fume (%)
Slag (%)
Fly ash (%)
Total
Superplasticizer (L/m3)
Slump (mm) at 45 min
Air content (%)
28d compressive strength
(MPa)

R2
0.30
90
10
—
—

R3
0.32
50
10
40
—

9.5
> *180
1.67

10.0
190
1.0

10.5
100
1.5

75

93

97

R1
0.30
100
—
—
—

* measured at 5 min

d)

c)

Made with Type V reground cement
Cl
0.31
W/C
100
Cement (%)
—
Silica fume (%)
—
Slag (%)
—
Fly ash (%)
Total
15.3
Superplasticizer (L/m3)
Slump (mm) at 45 min
110
Air content (%)
1.5
28d compressive strength
99
(MPa)
Made with Type I, Ш and HTS cements
Type I
0.30
W/C
Cement (%)
100
—
Silica fume (%)
Slag (%)
—
Fly ash (%)
Total
10.5
Superplasticizer (L/m3)
Slump (mm) at 45 min
*
190
Air content (%)
2.7
28d compressive strength
60
(MPa)

* measured at 5 min

C2
0.30
90
10
—
—

C3
0.31
50
10
40
—

C4
0.30
80
—*
—
20

14.0
180
1.1
116

12.0
220
0.8
105

13.0
170
1.5
99

Type I
0.30
90
10
—

Type III
0.30
90
10
—
—

HTS
0.30
90
10
—

8.6

10

*190
2.2
74

200
*
1.7
91

9.3
190
1.5
74

Fig. 3
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The strong paste-aggregate bonding in a
silica fume HPC devoid of the oriented CH
crystals at the interface

EFFECTS OF THE INITIAL STRUCTURE OF THE CEMENT PASTE
IN FRESH CONCRETE ON THE FIRST DEVELOPMENTS OF
STRENGTH. INFLUENCE OF SUPERPLASTICIZERS
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Laboratoire Materiaux et Durability des Constructions, I.N.S.A. - U.P.S. Toulouse
FRANCE
Association Technique de I'lndustrie des Hants Hydrauliques - Paris,
FRANCE

SUMMARY
The strengths of a microconcrete have been measured by means of a very sensitive vane
equipment, since the end of the mixing and during the first few hours. At the same time, fine
measurements of the heat of hydration have been made.

The results show that during what we use to call the "dorming period", the hydration, as slight as it
would be, produces in fact an increase of the strength : the existence of a flocculated structure in the fresh
cement paste (responsible of the yield value) explains the immediate reinforcement of the bonds between
cement grains as soon as begins the hydration. The filling of pores has a notable effect later.
The same experiments done with the same microconcrete, but added with a superplasticizer, show
clearly that, besides the well known hydration delay, hydration beginning does not signify now strength
increase. The dispersion of cement grains creates an intergranular minimal distance and decreases the
largest pore sizes : the first created hydrates cannot now strengthen an initial structure which does not
exist anymore but, on the other hand, the filling of the largest pores will need less hydrates.

RESUME

Les resistances d'un microbeton ont ete mesurees ä 1'aide d'un scissometre de precision, ä partir de
la fin du malaxage et pendant les premieres heures. Simultanement, des mesures de la chaleur
d'hydratation ont ete menees.

Les resultats montrent que pendant la periode dite "dormante" Fhydratation, aussi faible soit-elle,
produit une augmentation de la resistance : la structure floculee de la päte de ciment (responsable du seui’l
de cisaillement) explique le renforcement immediat des contacts interparticulaires par les premiers
hydrates formes. Le remplissage des pores n'a un effet notable que plus tard.
Les memes experiences effectuees sur le meme mortier adjuvante avec un superplastifiant montrent
clairement que le debut de Fhydratation n'est plus accompagne d'une augmentation des resistances. La
dispersion des grains de ciment a pour effet de supprimer les contacts initiaux et de diminuer la
dimension des plus gros pores : les premiers hydrates formes ne peuvent plus consolider une structure qui
n'existe plus mais, par centre, le remplissage des plus gros pores necessite moins d'hydrates que
precedemment.

INTRODUCTION

During formation, hydrates first bind the cement particles, then the sand grains and finally the
gravel. Concrete acquires strength when the number of bonds is sufficient for the connectivity of the
system, i.e. when a percolation threshold appears.

In order to increase concrete strength in the early stages (without changing the water content),
chemical reactions are usually speeded up (heating, setting accelerators, fine grinding, etc..). If, however,
the initial geometrical arrangement of the cement particles in the fresh concrete can be shown to
influence the appearance of a percolation threshold, better early strengths with the same quantity of
formed hydrates can be obtained. Cement particles, of course, play the main part in the observed
phenomena. Studies of pure cement paste, in spite of a certain academic interest, are not however
applicable to concrete. On the other hand, experiments on actual concrete, although indispensable, are
difficult to cany out from beginning to end.

This paper concerns the study of the early strengths (024
*
hours) of a microconcrete sample with
or without a superplasticizer as a function, not of age as is usually the case, but of the quantity of formed
hydrates. ■
.

COMPOSITION OF THE TEST MATERIAL
This paper represents a compromise solution following from a previous study of a microconcrete
sample composed of:
Cement CPA HP
Water content
Siliceous aggregates

500 kg/m3
w/c = 0.450
0.125 - 0.500 mm
0.600 - 1.200 mm
1.200 - 2.500 mm

30%
12 %
58 %

The admixture, when used, is sulfonate naphthalene (1 % of cement weight) with no change in
water content.

MECHANICAL TESTS
Strength measurements must be brief because of the early age of the sample and also to avoid the
effects of creep.
The following methodology has been chosen :

- measurement of the shear strength Tf by vane test for as long as possible after mixing,
- measurement of compressive strength Rc using traditional methods as early as possible.
The same relation as a saturated soil under undrained conditions Rc = 2Tf has been used.

QUANTITY OF FORMED HYDRATES

The cement hydration process is so complex that it is impossible to quantify it with a single
parameter (1) (2). It is sufficient generally to use a conventional notion of degree of hydration which
results from the measurement of a single property such as formation of bound water or heat development.
The first method entails corrections which, at a very early age, are of about the same order as the
measured value. The publication of negative quantities of bound water (3) shows the unreliability of this
kind of test.

The second method seems more appropriate even using traditional equipment, on condition that the
volume of the sample is large enough. The Langavant's calorimeter method recommended by the
CERILH has been used (4).

Though the samples used for vane tests and compressive tests are thermically insulated,
temperatures in the samples and in the calorimeter evolve differently. At the same age, the degree of
maturity (5) is therefore different and it is essential to carry out a correction, based on Arrhenius' law, for
calculating the strengths Rc* at the same degree of maturity (6).
RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the relationships between the corrected strength Rc* and the heat development
during the first hours.

In the case of ordinary microconcrete, the compressive strength increases as soon as there is heat
development : close investigation reveals that hydration and hardening occur together as early as the
mixing stage.
In the case of microconcrete with added superplasticizer, the strengths remain practically nil, in
spite of a certain heat development. So, the retarding effect of superplasticizers is not the only factor
responsible for the dormant period. The increase of strengths, when it appears, is slow at the beginning
and then accelerates considerably.
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Figure 1

Taking the period (0-»24 hours) as a whole, the results presented in figure 2 are obtained (the
previous field is represented by rectangle A).

Figure 2
Beyond a certain degree of hydration (figures 1 and 2), the quantity of hydrates needed to produce
the same strength is lower in the case of microconcrete with additive, than in that for ordinary concrete.
INTERPRETATION

Fresh cement paste (alone or in concrete), even at reasonably high water contents, presents a yield
value and thus has a mechanical strength once mixed. An existing model, based on intergranular bonds
by coulombian attraction and Van der Waals' forces, presupposes that the structure of the paste is
flocculent (7). The model is particularly useful in explaining rheological viscoplastic behaviour and false
thixotropy, the influence of vibration, the evolution of flow characteristics according to the cement
concentration, its fineness, etc. (8).
Since there is flocculation, the minimal distances between adjoining grains are practically nil
(figure 3a): it is probable that the first bonds will appear close to these contact areas. Reinforcement by
strengthening of the initial intergranular bonds first appears as soon as the first hydrated components are
created (9).
Hydrates simultaneously fill the pores but the effect on strength is noticed after a lapse of time.
Moreover, hardening kinetics depend on pore size. The largest pores are filled with large amounts of
hydrates, as in the case of a flocculent structure. It is possible therefore, in the initial state, to express it as
a "weak percolation threshold" due to flocculation, reinforced by the first formed hydrates. A stronger
threshold can appear only when enough pores are filled by sufficient hydrates. This is not apparent in
figure 1, certainly because of the size of the large pores.

The superplasticizer disperses the particles (figure 3b). At the same water content, there is the same
number of cement grains per volume unit, but the dispersion creates an intergranular minimal distance
and decreases the size of the largest pores. Of course, the yield value is removed and the first hydrates
can no longer strengthen an initial structure which does not exist. On the other hand, pores especially the
largest, will need less hydrates. At this stage, the weak percolation threshold no longer exists and more
evenly distributed pores need less hydrates to create a strong percolation threshold.

a) floculated

b) dispersed

Schematic models of cement paste with the same water content

Figure 3
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THE EFFECT OF CURING CONDITIONS ON CHLORIDE
DIFFUSIVITY IN SILICA FUME HIGH STRENGTH CONCRETE
Tang Luping and Lars-Olof Nilsson
Division of Building Materials, Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg,
SWEDEN

SUMMARY

In this study, 150x150x150 mm concrete cubes were cast and cured under six different
:onditions, that is, sealed in plastic bags, exposed to ambient air, immersed in water, stored in
-toxes with 100%RH, under Swedish standard condition, and heat cured at 65 °C. A rapid method
for determining chloride diffusivity, previously proposed by the authors of this paper, was employed
to evaluate the diffusivity at different ages (1, 3, 7, 28, 90, 180 days). The relationship between
chloride diffusivity and compressive strength is also discussed in this paper. The experimental
results show that water or moisture curing in the early stage of hydration is beneficial to both the
developments of strength and resistance to chloride penetration.

,150x150x1501
*
BP :
; Ж67КФ ; PflfÜtlÄÄ^lOO^ÖÜtS^^I^ ;
RM ( 1, 3, 7, 28, 90, 180^ )

о

;

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that curing conditions greatly affect the properties of concrete. Chloride diffusivity
is one of the most important properties regarding the durability of concrete structures. Silica-fume concretes
have shown very good resistance to chloride penetration (1-5). Several researchers (1-3) have reported the
influence of water-binder ratios on chloride penetration in hardened cement pastes that contain silica-fume.
Cabrera and Claisse (4) investigated the electrical resistivity of silica-fume concretes cured in fog room and
in water. Recently, Tang and Nilsson (5) reported the relationship between chloride diffusivity and curing
time of silica-fume concretes. The present study investigates the effect of curing conditions on chloride
diffusivity in silica-fume high-strength concrete.

EXPERIMENTAL

The cement used in this study was Swedish OPC and the silica fume was supplied by Elkem, Norway.
The ratio of silica fume to cement (SF/OPC) was 12%, and the water-binder ratio was 0.32. Naphthalene
based superplasticizer (Mighty 100 from Japan) was used to obtain sufficient workability. The mix proportion
of dry materials is OPC : SF : sand (<8 mm) : gravel (8- 12 mm) = 1 : 0.12 : 1.5 : 2.25. The six
different curing conditions are listed in Table 1.

Table 1------ Curing Conditions

A

air curing, i.e. stored in a laboratory room, RH « 30% ~50%,
t « 18-22 °C.

В

bag curing, i.e. sealed in a double-layer plastic bag.

W

water curing, i.e. stored in a covered water box under the water
level.

M

moisture curing, i.e. stored in a covered water box about 20 mm
over the water level.

S

Swedish standard condition, i.e. immersed in water for 5 days
before being stored in a climate controlled room at 20 °C and
55%RH.

H

heat curing, i.e. stored in a water box over the water level, heated
to 65 °C, kept at 65 °C for 20 hours, slowly cooled to room
temperature.

Concrete was mixed in a 250 litre forced mixer and cast into 150x150x150 mm moulds. The top
surfaces were covered with plastic film to prevent the water from evaporating. All the concrete cubes,
except those to be subjected to heat curing, were cured at room temperature for one day before being
demoulded. Later they were cured at different conditions. The cubes cured under the conditions B, W and
M were air dried for half a day for samples at an age of 3 and 7 days, and for 2 days for samples at an age
of more than 28 days before the strength test. Two hours after casting, the H cubes with their moulds and

film covers were put into a water box about 50 mm over the water level and were subjected to heat curing.
After heat curing, the cubes were demoulded and air cured at room temperature for a specified period.

Casting direction

At the specified age (1, 3, 7, 28, 90, 180 days), the
compressive strength of different cubes was tested. For the
chloride penetration test, two specimens of thickness 50
mm and cross-section about 70x70 mm were cut out from
an intact cube. The positions of the cut specimens are
illustrated in Fig. 1.

A newly developed method was employed for rapid
determination of the chloride diffusivity, and the
experimental procedures of the method have previously
been reported (6). If not otherwise stated in this study, the
intact surface of the specimen was exposed to chloride
solution. The specimens of early age (1 and 3 days) were
vacuum saturated with lime water for 8 hours and those of
older age (>7 days) for 24 hours. Since the concrete has
less porosity than paste and mortar, the concentration of
NaCl solution was increased to 6% instead of the 3% used
Fig. 1------ Positions of the cut specimens.
previously (6), so that the penetration depth could be more
easily observed. In order to shorten the testing time, the
voltage for the specimens older than 7 days was increased to 40 V D.C. The effective diffusion coefficient
was calculated by using the following equation:

RTL xd - “xd

(1)

zFU 3.6x104

where

D:
R:
T:
L:
z:
F:
U:
xd:
t:
a, ß:

effective diffusion coefficient, m2/s;
gas constant, R = 8.314 J/(K-mol);
solution temperature, K;
thickness of the specimen, mm;
absolute value of ion valency, for chloride, z = 1;
Faraday constant, F = 9.648 X104 J/(V-mol);
..
absolute value of potential, V;
chloride penetration depth; mm;
testing time, hr;
constants from a numerical solution of Fick’s second law, for T = 298 К (25 °C), L =
50 mm, when U — 30 V, а = 1.061 and ß = 0.589, and when U = 40 V, а = 1.010 and
В = 0.570.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The strength development of the concretes cured under different conditions is shown in Fig. 2. It is
seen that there is almost no difference in the compressive strength of concretes cured under conditions B,
W and M. As compared with the concretes cured in plastic bag or in water, the concrete cured in air shows
slightly higher strength at early ages (i.e. 3 and 7 days), probably due to its lower water content. At an age
of 180 days, however, its strength drops a little. This is in agreement with the results of De Larrard and
Bostvironois (7). The concrete cured under the Swedish standard condition (S) showed the highest strength.
This implies that water or moisture curing in the early stage of hydration is beneficial to the strength
development of silica-fume high-strength concrete. The concrete subjected to heat curing reached very high

strength at a very early age (i.e. 1 day), but the further development of its strength became much slower than
the others. After 7 days age, the strength of this concrete was even lower than the others.

Age (day)
Fig. 2------ Strength development oj concretes.

The experimental results of chloride diffusivity are listed in Table 2, and the average values of the
diffusivity are shown in Fig.3.

Table 2------ Chloride Diffusivity (X1012 m^ls1) in Concrete Specimens
Age Specimen
No.
(day)

В

A

Curing Conditions
W
M

S

H

«

0.20
0.34

1
1

1
2

6.83
6.50

-

»

3
3

1
2

3.32
3.76

3.32
3.51

4.10
3.87

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.
' n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

7
7

1
2

1.55
1.65

1.74
1.72

1.64
1.95

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

28
28

1
2

0.48
0.39

1.03
1.11

0.44
0.48

0.37
0.54

0.44
0.51

2.99
1.59

90
90

1
2

0.31
0.36

0.48
0.44

0.25
0.36

0.31
0.33

0.27
0.27

n.d.
n.d.

180
180

1
2

0.24
0.20

0.42
0.44

0.29
0.25

n.d.
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.

1.87
2.04

n.d.------ not determined.

Fig. 3------ Chloride diffusivity in concrete specimens.

As expected, chloride diffusivity in all specimens, except those subjected to heat curing, decreased
with increased curing time, and the concretes cured under conditions B, W, M and S have shown similar
resistance to chloride penetration. After an age of 7 days, however, the diffusivity in air cured concrete
became about twice as large as that in the concretes cured under condition B, W, M and S, suggesting that
air curing increases micro-cracks. Heat curing results in very low diffusivity at a very early age (i.e. 1 day).
However, this low diffusivity could not be maintained. It increased tenfold at an age of 28 days, despite the
fact that the strength of the concrete still increased. The large cracks between the paste and the coarse
aggregate of H specimens were observed after chloride penetration test. It is apparent that these cracks have
given the path for chloride to penetrate into the concrete. A similar phenomenon was generally observed
during carbonation (8).
By plotting diffusivity against strength, as shown in Fig. 4, we find that all points, except one (H at
the age of 1 day), follow the inverse-power relationship and can be expressed as
■

/ I \-6.49

D - 3.85 —

(2)

where D is the chloride diffusion coefficient (m2/s) and R compressive strength (MPa). The square
correlative coefficient of this regression equation is 0.92. It can be estimated from this equation, that a
decrease in strength by only 10% will double the chloride diffusivity!

Q -| ----------- 1---------- 1-------- 1------- 1-------1
'60
70
80
90 100 110

Compressive Strength (MPa)
Fig. 4------ Relationship between diffusivity and strength.

CONCLUSIONS

From the experimental results the following conclusions can be drawn:
Water or moisture curing in the early stage of hydration is beneficial to both the developments of
strength and resistance to chloride penetration.

Curing in a plastic bag has an effect similar to that in water or in moisture. As compared with water
or moisture curing, air curing eventually results in lower resistance to chloride penetration, whereas heat
curing increases chloride diffusivity by about one magnitude order.
An inverse-power relationship between chloride diffusivity and compressive strength has been
suggested. It implies that a small drop in strength might result in a large increase in chloride diffusivity.
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PERMEABILITY AND DIFFUSION OF GASES IN CONCRETE
U Costa, M Facoetti and F Massazza

ItalcementiSpA, Bergamo, ITALY

SUMMARY

Coefficients of air permeability and oxygen diffusion were determined in
concretes prepared with portland, pozzolanic and slag cements, and cured up to 180
days.

The total porosity and pore size distributions on the same specimens were
calculated by mercury intrusion. Strengths were also determined on all the concretes.
Gas flow coefficients in concretes are highly dependent on the strengths
developed by the concretes and not on the type of cement.
It is apparent how all types of cement used permit to obtain impervious concretes
through a reduction of the w/c ratio, an adequate cement content and a prolonged
curing age.
The diffusion and permeability coefficients of gas maintains an appreciable value
also in high-strength concretes when they are dried.
As regards the steel protection the depth of concrete cover is of the utmost
importance to avoid that the concrete in the vicinity of reinforcing steel becomes
dry.

INTRODUCTION

As is known, corrosion of reinforcing steel is very likely to occur if the
alkalinity of the pore solution in concrete is reduced below certain levels by
carbonation. The eletrochemical reaction of corrosion is associated with an anodic
reaction involving oxidation of iron into ferrous ion as well as a cathodic reaction
causing the reduction of the oxygen dissolved in the pore solution.
The condition which makes corrosion start and proceed is the presence of oxygen in the
vicinity of the reinforcing steel and the rate at which corrosion occurs will depend

on the material's resistance to the oxygen flow.
Gas permeability in concrete is

categorised as follows:
* Factors inherent to

the

linked

material:

to

a

properties

number
of

of

both

factors which may be

cement

and

aggregate,

water/cement ratio, cement content, aggressive agents, etc.;
« Environmental factors: aggressive ambient, moisture content, frost action, etc.;

» Technological factors: casting, curing, structural stresses, etc.
The complex interactions occurring among the above factors do not allow simple
forecasting models as regards the durability of concrete works to be established. A
thorough knowledge of the characteristics of gas and liquid diffusion in concrete may
contribute to design and obtain concretes with improved durability features.
This paper is aimed at illustrating the results of a study of air permeability and
oxygen diffusion through concretes of different compositions.
Coefficients of
permeability and diffusion were correlated to concrete strength. Considerations on the

importance of an adequate cover depth are also given.

Gas Diffusion and Permeation in Porous Systems
The mechanism of gas

flow

under a

given pressure

gradient

(permeability)

is

different from that occurring under a concentration gradient in which no pressure
difference is involved (diffusion). Air permeation through concrete follows with good
approximation Darcy's law which in is turn derived from the Poiseuille's equation of
capillary flow when the gas flow is low and conditions of laminar motion obtain (1)

(2). The coefficient of permeability is obtained from experimental measurements of gas
flow rates under different pressure gradients.

Gas diffusion in porous solids takes place through mechanisms of transfer which
become extremely complex depending on the pore size distribution of the material
proper. For example, diffusion is disturbed by the interactions with the pore walls
(Knudsen's diffusion) in pores whose dimensions are comparable with the mean free path
of gas molecules (approx. 0.1 lim at 1 atm).
Owing to a diffusion process occurring alongside the walls, the gas flow can also
be enhanced by the gas fraction adsorbed on the pore walls. The coefficient of gas
diffusion will therefore depend not only on the factors connected with volume and pore
size distribution but also on the specific interactions occurring between the gas and
the pore surfaces. It was however found (3) that, even in complex porous systems such
as those present in cement mortars and concretes, diffusion is governed by Fick's
first law and this despite some restrictions concerning flows and molecular weights of
the gases when they reciprocally diffuse. The simultaneous assessment of permeability
and diffusion coefficients in concrete can furnish more precise information about the
factors of composition and microstructure which are likely to affect permeability of

concrete.

TABLE 1: Cement properties

CEMENTS

EXPERIMENTAL
Composition
(%)

Materials
- Cements
Four commercial cements,
taken at random from the
market, were utilised.
Their main
properties
are given in Table 1.
- Concretes
Concretes with different
cement contents and w/c

Loss on Ignition
MgO
S03
Insoluble Residue

Portland

4.42
1.47
2.65
0.83

s—
Pozzolanicity test
Specific mass g/cm3
Blaine S.S.cm2/g
Compr. Strength
N/mm2
)
**
(»
at 2 days
at 28 days.

-

3.09
3710

Fly-ash
(*)

6.00
I.32
1.25
12.17
pos.
2.88
3590

16
39

25
58

Blast
furnace )
**
(

Natural
Pozzolana

5.52
2.29
2.23
4.61
pos»
3.00
6270

10
37

'

4.13
2.98
2.75
1.33
0.22
-

■

3.07
3820

22
53

») complying with CEN pozzolanicity test
**) Slag content approx. 35%
»*») ISO mortar

ratios
were
obtained
from each of the above
cements. Properties of
the mixes are given in Table 2. A silico-calcareous river aggregate with a con
tinuous particle size distribution and max diameter of 2 cm was used for making
concrete. The aggregate in question did not show any appreciable porosity and
therefore did not affect
the
determination
of
TABLE 2: Mix proportions
porosities
concrete.

in

the

Tests Performed
Coefficients of
air permeability and oxygen diffusion were determined in
the concretes cured up to
ISO days. The total porosity
and pore size distributions
on the same specimens were
evaluated by mercury intrusion. Strengths were also
determined on all the concretes.

(kg/m3)

CEMENT
<kg/m3>

WATER

AGGREGATE

(kg/m3)

MIX 1,

w/c = 0.53
slurrp, cm s 6
flow, % = 28

185

350

1850

MIX 2,

w/c = 0.62
slunp, cm = 20
flow, % = 80

217

350

1780

MIX 3,

w/c = 0.71
slump, cm = 5
flow, % = 25

177

250

1900

MIX 4,

w/c = 0.82
slump, cm = 21
flow, % = 80

205

250

1830

Preparation of Samples
Concretes were poured into cylindrical steel moulds, 80 mm in diameter and 110 mm

in length. For 24 hours the moulds were allowed to slowly rotate in order to avoid
sedimentation phenomena. Samples were subsequently demoulded and cured in a fog
chamber at 20°C.
Upon completion of the prefixed curing age, each cylinder was cut with a diamond
saw to obtain two 30-mm thick concrete discs.
Drying of the discs was carried out at 60°C for 10 days up to constant weight. The

absence of drying-induced cracks was ascertained by microscopic examinations.
The choice of testing dried samples was suggested for the purpose of having maximum
permeability (4) and of simulating practical conditions occurring in the concrete
cover.

Apparatus
Air:;:’ permeability measurements were carried out by means of a HASSLER-type cell.
Permeability coefficients К were calculated from equation (1) suggested by Grube and
Lawrence (5)

L Vo P„ 77
2 2 1
K=

1)

(p2 -P22) A
where

К
7)
V2
Pl
P2
A
L

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

permeability coefficient,
fluid viscosity,
exit flow rate,
input pressure,
output pressure,
sample's cross-section,
sample's thickness.

2
m
-2
N.s.iji
m.s
N.m
N2m-2

m
m

On the same discs utilised for permeability
diffusion were also carried out by means of an
the carrier gas (N^) were assessed by means of
Effective coefficients of diffusion (D
eff)
conditions, i.e. with a constant concentration

measurements, determinations of oxygen
apparatus in which 0^ concentrations in
a zirconium dioxide probe (6).
were determined under steady flow
gradient, based on 2)

n 02% L
2)

eff
100 A

where:
eff =
=
n
0
=
L2
=
A
=

effective diffusion coefficient,
carrier gas flow rate
oxygen content in the flow,
sample's thickness,
sample's cross-section,

2 -1
cm . s^
cc.s

Io

cm
2
cm

From the same discs utilised for diffusion tests three small cylinders, 22 mm in
diameter and 30 mm in length, were obtained and subsequently broken up into 3~4
pieces. Fragments were used to prepare mean samples of approx. 25-30 g. Determination
of pore size distribution was carried out by means of a Carlo Erba type-2000
porosimeter fitted with an improved cell capable of accommodating not only pulverised
material but also fragments of concrete. Total porosity was referred to concrete as
well as to the cementitious paste content of concrete. Paste content was calculated by
adding cement content to residual water content found in the samples after drying.

•"") Experiments proved that permeability coefficients do not change if air is used
stead of oxygen

in

Results
Tables 3 summarises the results of the tests
and diffusion as well as porosity. Strengths
of values and to be dependent on the type
content, w/c ratio and curing age. Concrete

on strength, coefficients of permeability
were found to cover a rather wide range
of cement used as well as the cement
strength maximum values roughly matched

those found on ISO mortar and they were shown to depend more on the
than on the type of cement used.

strength class

Figures 1 and 2 show that a linear correlation does exist between strength and
w/c ratio. It was therefore confirmed that the w/c ratio, at least within the range of

concrete mixes investigated and according to the type of
extremely important among the factors affecting strengths.

aggregate

employed,

is

Coefficients of permeability and of diffusion were found to decrease rapidly as
the w/c ratio decreased, and the cement content and curing age increased. It is to be
also noted that concretes having low w/c ratios showed an appreciable permeability and

diffusion coefficients also at longer curing ages.
Previous studies (7) have highlighted that the cement matrix-aggregate interface
can substantially contribute to carry on gas transfer in concrete and that interface
permeability is little reduced as curing proceeds. Porosity tends to diminish at
longer curing ages although some values might appear at variance with this rule.
Causes for occasional deviations were not analysed but held to be probably due to
practical difficulties in obtaining samples with the same homogeneity. For the same
w/c ratio, cement content and curing age, total porosity of the matrix is shown to be
comparatively lower in portland cement concretes than in those from blended cements.
The pore radius distribution curve shown in Figure 3 indicates that little variation
is to be expected among concretes made from different cements. In pure pastes (1) (2),
porosity is reduced substantially as curing time increases, whereas in concretes only
slight reductions or stationary conditions are found.

These results are in agreement with recent data based on which the paste forming
in concrete is more porous and most part of extra porosities are larger in diameter
than those found in pure pastes (8).

DISCUSSION

Results obtained show that strengths and coefficients of gas flow in the concretes
investigated depend on those very factors connected with concrete composition, namely
w/c ratio and cement content. As a consequence, a direct functional relation between
strengths and coefficients of permeability and diffusion can be expected. In order to
verify this assumption, strengths were statistically correlated with К and D
values
by considering at first the values referring to concretes made from the same cement,
and subsequently the whole group of values obtained from all concretes.
The best correlation coefficients are in any case obtained from the power correlation
function

у = coefficient of permeability or diffusion
x = compressive strength
A, В = constants

TABLE 3: Strength, permeability, porosity of different concretes

PORTLAND C.

Mix 1

№x 2

Mix 3

Curing

Ccmpressive
Strength

days

1011112

m2xl0

7
90
180

35.8
47.6
46.7

2.14
1.68

7
90
180

30.9
40.0

7

26.0

90

34-4
35.0

180

Mix 4

7
90
180

39-9

17.6
24.2

25-7

Air Permeability

Qxygai
Diff.Coeff.

an^/sxlO

FLY ASH C.
Porosity
cm3/100 g
concrete

Air Permeahility

Catpressive
Stresngth

matrix

Ц/мй

24.8

cmz/sxlO

24-7
39.8
43.6

3.52
2.00
О.84

12.01
6.З7
0.69

4.8

27.6

5.2
5.2

29.4
28.5

18.1
34.0
39.2

6.27

1З.9З
8.26

5.6
5.6
4.8

30.9
31.4
25.7

6.8
4.2

52.2

9.70
8.23
4.20

4-4
4.2
4-9

24-4
24.4

2.97
1.89
1.64

13-68

5-3
4-6

29.2
25.О

4-7

25.7

13-73
3-53
2.86

16.60
10.62

6.3

46.I

17.6

18.18

16.82

4.4
4-7

ЗО.9
33.1

24.7
26.0

9.42
7.63

7.14
6.57

36.78

22.20
11.02
8.41

6.1

4З.4
З6.0
37.0

10.8
18.1
23.0

61.92

24.99
15.29
II.70

1.03

10.34
7.18

10.42
9-79

3.27

5.3
5-4

Canpressive
Strength

Air Per
meability

Hiff.Coeff.

days

Ц/П1П2

7
90
180

29.9
34.8

5.70
5.03
1.07

11.98
6.11

Mix 2

7
90
180

14-4
27-0
31.0

7
90
180

10.6

Mix 3

20.7
22.9

7
90
180

6.3
16.0
18.0

Mix 1

Mix 4

18.7

m2xl0

cmz/sxlO

Porosity
cm3/100 g

' id2x10

1.75
1.16

ЗЗ.77
19.77

NATURAL POZZ. C.
Curing

Oxygen
Diff.Coeff.

concrete

I.70

4-7
7.1
6.1
■

5.1

nHtrix

31.1
36.4

51.6
41.8
36.5

BLASTFURNACE C.
Porosity
cm3/100 g

Compressive
Strength

Air Per
meability

Oxygen
Diff.Coeff.

Porosity
cm3/100 g

matrix

Ц/шй

32.1
27.8
28.8

30.4
48.6
52.2

2.05
1.05
0.97

8.65

4.99

5.4
4.7
4.9

5.72
5.31

5.5
4.9
4.5

31.7
27.2
25.0

15.12
6.94
6.73

9.86
8.33
6.93

6.3
6.5
4.2

З6.О
38.2
23.6

23.6

4.56

42.7
46.0

1.32
1.30

10.12
7.82
5.О8

6.1
5.2
5.0

33.6
28.5
26.8

43.56
5.76

23.62

6.3

9.51
6.17

5.4
4.9

51.4
44.1
З9.З

19.0
37.0
41.7

12.94
0.99
0.78

12.88
6.89

38.6
33.8

5-54

5.1
4.5
5.3

23.59
13.46

6.3

45-6
63.З

12.5
24.9
28.7

43.23
2.57
0.97

17.27
11.25
7.65

6.6
6.0
6.1

4.27
85.86

35.59
16.88

10.53

concrete

7.7
6.3

5О.4

m2xl0

■

cm^/sxlO

ccwrete

matrix

40.7
48.6

4З.З
42.4

PU "mc°l

-----
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FIG. 1: 7-day compressive strengths in concretes ver
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FIG. 2: 180-day compressive strengths in concretes
versus w/c ratio

FIG. 3: Pore sizes in concretes:
w/c ratio = 0.60; cement content = 350 kg/m^
curing age: 180 days
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FIG. 5: Oxygen diffusion coefficient in concretes
versus compressive strength

The statistical significance of the correlation, expressed by the value of the
correlation coefficient R, is entirely equivalent no matther whether the results are
grouped for single cements or the data are considered as a whole.

The experimental points and correlation functions which give the best least
square fit are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. It is to be observed that both
permeability and diffusion of gases increase rapidly whenever concrete strengths fall
below 15 N/mm . Inorder to obtain low permeability concretes, strengths should not be
lower than 30 N/mm , different types of cements notwithstanding.

CONCLUSIONS

Gas flow coefficients in concretes are highly dependent on the w/c ratio, cement
content, curing time and thus also on the strengths developed by the concretes whereas
it does not seem that the type of cement used can exert any direct influence on
permeability. Influences, if any, are only indirect and depend on the effective
strength attained by the concrete upon testing.
It is apparent that all types of cement used permit to obtain low permeability
concretes and this is best achieved through a reduction of the w/c ratio, an adequate
cement content and a prolonged curing age. The effective diffusion coefficient of
oxygen as well as air permeability of concrete show appreciable values also in
high-strength concretes when they are dried. This means that high strength alone

cannot ensure that reinforcing steel is protected against corrosion. Since the
effective diffusion coefficient of oxygen in water is approx. 1/10 of that found in
dried concrete, the depth of concrete cover should be such as to allow concrete in the
vicinity of the reinforcing steel to be always saturated.
This condition depends on
relative humidity variations which can vary substantially from site to site. As a
consequence, the depth of concrete cover should be determined according to the
environmental conditions or, better stated, it should have to be strictly established
so as to guarantee steel protection in any case.
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SUMMARY
When formulating high and very high strength concrete, one of the main difficulties
is the choice of the mixture - superplasticizer. The aims are almost always : a
maximal water reduction (with-an acceptable cost), no rapid concrete stiffening, a
good workability and rheology at the jobsite.’

After the description of a few admixture - cement incompatibility cases, existent
"grout methods" (from CANADA and FRANCE) are explained. They allow us to study the
extract grout from the concrete (water, cement, fines, admixtures) , which is much
easier than concrete batch.

A "modified grout method" was developed and used it in regional H.S.C. (high strength - concrete) formulations in FRANCE,
and in a study of the compatibility
of three different kinds of superplasticizers and several cements, which permitted
us to determine the most adequate superplasticizer for each cement and the
influence of the free lime and the soluble potassium amount.

RESUME

La principale difficult^ que 1'on rencontre lore de la formulation des batons a
hautes et ä tres hautes performances rdside dans le choix du couple ciment - superplastiflant. L'objectif est toujoura d'obtenir : une reduction maximale de l'eau (ä
un coüt acceptable), une prise retardee du beton, une bonne ouvrabillte et une
rhdologle satisfalsante pendant le temps de mise en $uvre.

Apres la description de quelques cas d'incompatibilite ciment-adjuvant , on presente
les "methodes des coulis" existantes (canadienne et frangaise). Elies.permettent
d'etudier le coulis correspondant au beton (eau, ciment, fines et adjuvants), ce
qui est plus aisd que d'etudier la gächee de b£ton.
Une "methode des coulis modifiäe" a ete developpee, eile est utilisee en France
pour la formulation des bötons r^gionaux ä hautes r6sistances et pour l'6tude de la
comptabilit6 de trois families de superplastifiants avec plusieurs ciments. Cette
demarche a’ permis de determiner le superplastifiant le plus efficace pour chaque
ciment et 1'influence des teneurs en chaux libre et en potassium soluble.
.

1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1 - Generalities

-

The use of concrete admixtures and of their utilization on sites have improved
the quality and the possibilities of the concrete. But it also caused new problems,
like rapid stiffening, flash set, quick workability loss, sticky appearance,
segregation, ...
Several cases have been studied in keeping with admixture - cement incompatibility.

1.2 - Lignoaulnhonate based water-reducer
In 1984, on an important road concrete site in Brittany (FRANCE), pouring and
casting difficulties have been recorded. Both the cement and the lignosulphonate
based water-reducer admixture were in accordance to French standards, but mixed
together in the concrete, stiffening occurred suddenly, after several months of
road construction without any problem. As shown in [1], the lignosulphonate
molecules, probably because of a selective adsorption effect on the calcium
sulphates surface, decrease the solution rate and this reduces noticeably the SO4/ "
concentration. A fortiori , if the anhydrite/gyp sum ratio is a little bit higher
than needed, the lack of quickly available sulphates (which form ettringite around
the cement aluminates) brings about the beginning of the C3A hydration, and
therefore, the paste stiffening. DODSON and HAYDEN [2] have also confirmed the
importance of the solution rate of ions SO4""
As another example,
R. RANG studied the influence of the nature of sulphates on
the rheology of mortars made with three cements (same Blaine fineness and same SO3
percentage) mixed with a plasticizer admixture (0.6 % of cement weight) [4,5]. The
main results are summed up in the table 1.

Cement sulphates
nature

Optimized

Too much
anhydrite

Too much
hemihydrate

Rheology without
superplasticizer
Rheology with
superplasticizer

good

good

good

rapid stiffening

bad
flash set
better

Table 1
Influence of rheology of mortars depending on cements

It shows that the mortar rheology is directly bound to the quantity of SO4
ions
in the solution. This concentration depends on the cement
and the admixture which
modifies it. We must choose the adequate quality (nature) and quantity of calcium
sulphates in order to avoid a sursaturation (which means a flash set), or a
deficiency (which leads to rapid stiffening).

1.3 - High-range water reducers cases
Contrary to lignosulphonate based water - reducers, which at high dosage present
harmful secondary effects (severe set retardation, high entrapped-air amount) [3],
the superplasticizers (also called high-range water - reducers) can be used a lot
more easily. They permit production of high strength concretes (H.S.C. : from 50 to
130 MPa in specific compressive strength) : for instance ; in France today, fluid
H.S.C. are available in at least about seventy ready-mix concrete plants.
Anyway, in some cases, stiffening or rapid workability lost were observed, due to
wrong superplasticizer/cement combination :
- In 1989, rheology problems occurred on the concrete (average compressive
strength on 16 X 32 cm cylinders : 81 MPa) poured for a French bridge-arch. The use
of two admixtures (a mixed naphthalene-melamine high - range water
reducer and a
gluconate retarder) theorically allowed a 20 cm slump concrete maintained for one
hour. We tried to quickly elucidate the problem, working on cement pastes and
mortars (faster trials than on concrete batches). We suggest to the jobsite another
superplasticizer/retarder combination (melamine sulphonate formaldehyde condensate

and a phosphate) and it worked very well. At the end, the contractor decided to try
a third couple (melamine and phosphate) and this also worked.
In a ready-mix plant in TOULOUSE, a slump loss problem (i.e. an early
stiffening) was experienced with a high strength concrete during summer 89. The
initial slump was 20 cm and after five minutes in the truck, the slump dropped to
6 cm. The mix contained a superplasticizer, which la a blend of sulphonated
naphthalene and melamine condensates, and a HPR cement with an abnormal amount of
anhydrite. This problem was solved by changing the cement (with a normal calcium
sulphates addition), or by using different superplasticizers (two differents kinds
of melamine based admixtures suited). So, the.H.S.C. maintained a good workability
for one hour.

2 - THE "GROUT METHODS"
2.1 - The French L.C.P.C. method

’

The French national highways and bridges laboratory (L.C.P.C.) proposed in
1989 a new method for high strength concrete formulations : the grout method [6].
Starting from a regional optimized concrete formulation, this new approach proposes
to extract the grout (cement, water, admixtures), then to improve its strength
keeping its fluidity and finally to incorporate this new grout (with less water,
the optimal superplasticizer dosage, eventually silica fume) in the granular
matrix, in order to obtain a higher strength concrete with nearly the same
workability.

The great advantage of this method is to lighten the laboratory trials when
formulating a H.S.C., because it is a lot easier to mix grouts and measure their
fluidity than batch concretes and measure their slump. This is really interesting
when the formulator has the choice between 3 or 4 cements and 5 or 6
superplasticizers (eventually coupled with a retarder admixture ...)
'
The procedure is to mix the grout in a mortar mixer and to measure the flow time in
a Marsh cone (the adjutage is chosen in order to measure fluidity times between 5
and 15 secondes).

2.2 - The Canadian Sherbrooke University method
P.C. AITCIN has developped a new apparatus, called the Rheopump, which, in
association with a bentonite cone (diameter : 5 mm) , permits us to make grouts
energetically, and therefore, to appreciate the "rheological reactivity" (which
means the water and superplasticizer demand)
of
a cement mixed with a
superplasticizer, as well as the saturation point, i.e. the superplasticizer dosage
(% in solids of cement weight)
after which any additional amount does not
contribute to improve the grout fluidity. Like the previous method, the Rheopump
method can be used to determine the influence of different cements and
superplasticizers on the grout fluidity during time, the optimal dosage of
superplasticizer, and to help the concrete formulations.

2.3 - The modified grout method

2.3.1 - Possibilities of improvement of the existent methods - The two previous
methods were the departure points of a "modified grout method". We thought the
grout must be energically mixed, so as to replace the "grinding" and dispersing
effect of the aggregates in the concrete. We decided to use a simple high
turbulence mixer (about 3000 rpm).
The Marsh cone (adjutage : 10 mm) is of common use in FRANCE, so we used it with
its nominal adjutage. Smaller diameters lead to too long fluidity times (dispersion
risk).
The superplasticizers have an effect on all fine particles, including on the finest
sand particles. The quantity of superplasticizer adsorbed on the fine sand
particles can influence the saturation point, and therefore the workability of the
concrete. This is why we propose adding to the normal grout (cement + water +
admixtures) the finest particles of the sand (and possibly of the crushed stone),
that is particles finer than 315 pm.

2.3.2 - The modified grout method procedure - For the Ready-Mix Concrete Division,
eight regional H.S.C. were studied. For each region, a representative sand (crushed
limestone in the south, or natural siliceous around Paris, for instance) , the local
high strength cement and four superplasticizers of the market were chosen.
The study objectives were to determine the best cement/superplasticizer couple in a
given region and to optimize the superplasticizer amount (good workability of the
H.S.C. during 1 hour).
Taking an existent H.S.C. formula or calculating a new H.S.C. composition (by
french graphic Faury's method), the reference H.S.C. la a good workable 20 cm slump
concrete, containing 1.5 % (in % of cement weight which is 425 kg/m3) of one of the
four studied superplasticizer, called RESINE GT.
From the reference H.S.C., we extract : the cement, the sand fine particles (under
315 pm) , the useful water (total water minus aggregates absorbed water) and the
superplasticizer (the water amount brought by the admixture is substract from the
batch water).
The grout is mixed with a high turbulence vertical mixer (at 2800 r.p.m.) during 3
minutes, according to a special introduction order.1.9 liter of the so-prepared
grout is poured in the Marsh cone and the flow time for the first liter is
measured. For each superplasticizer (one modified melamine resine GT, one pure
melamine and two naphthalene-melamine blend based superplasticizers), the flow time
evolutions (just after mixing and one hour later) were measured for different
increasing
admixture
dosages
(but
with
a
constant
water
content,
the
superplasticizer water is substract from the grout batch water).
The curves giving the flow time in terms of superplasticizer percentage of solids
shows a saturation point. After this, any over dosage of superplasticizer does not
lead to a better grout fluidity (at constant total water content), i.e. to a more
workable concrete.
For instance, for the PARIS H.S.C. as shown in figure 1, the saturation points of
the four admixtures are different. The modified melamine based superplasticizer
(MM) presents the best fluidity (lowest flow time) with the smallest saturation
dosage (0.75 % of solids, that is 2.5 % of liquid admixture of cement weight).

Figure 1 : PARIS H S C GROUT FLOW TIME

The optimized H.S.C. composition contains, for each of the eight regions, the most
efficient superplasticizer at the saturation dosage. The total water content is
decreased to obtain a 20 cm slump concrete.
These study results are now applied on the ready-mix concrete plants, corresponding
to the studied regions.
In one case (TOULOUSE region), we investigated the influence of the silica fume on
the flow time. It was shown that, at low dosage the grout with silica fume is less
fluid, but for dosages greater than 0,9 % of modified melamine superplasticizer, it
is the opposite.

In another case (LYON region), we found again with the grout
rheological problem discovered on the concrete plant during H.S.C.
was due to the nature of sand (see table 2).

Sand nature

Concrete workability

method,that a
trial batches,

Saturation
Grout flow
time at saturation dosage (solids)

very good during 1 hour
Rhone river
rapid stiffening
Allier river
(with muscovite)

10 s.

0,6 %

14,5 s.

0,75 %

Table 2
3 - STUDY OF THE COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN 3 DIFFERENT KINDS OF SUPERPLASTICIZER AND 18
CEMENTS
3.1 - Aim of the grout trials
For most of the ordinary Portland cements produced in FRANCE by the company,
it was. very interesting (because of the high-strength concrete development policy)
to know their potential to be fluidified, what kind of superplasticizer is t,he
most adapted, and to try to find correlations between these potentials (flow time,
saturation point, incompatibility cases, ...) and the main cement characteristics.

3.2 - Investigation method
For each of the 18 ordinary Portland cements and for 3 differents kinds of
commercialized superplasticizers (a modified melamine sulphonate formaldehyde
condensates (MM), a naphthalene sulphonate formaldehyde condensate (N), a blend of
melamine and naphthalene (Bl)). The modified grout method was practised, using the
same natural siliceous 0 - 0.315 mm sand.
First, the water quantity was determined in order to get a 20 +/- 1 seconds flow
time grout with 1.5 % of the melamine based superplasticizer MM (of cement weight ;
i.e. 0.45 % of solids of cement weight).
Then, increasing the superplasticizer amount but keeping the same total water
content, the flow times were measured in order to find the saturation point for the
superplasticizer MM with each cement. The same operations have been done again for
the two others admixtures to find their saturation point.

3.3 - Results and discussion
First, as shown in figure 2, the water demand in order to obtain a flow time
of about
20 seconds with 1.5 % of melamine superplasticizer MM is very variable
from one cement to another.

Figure 2 : WATER/CEMENT RATIOS for a flow time of 20 s.

On these 18 cements, correlations between this water demand and the main cement
characteristics were determined. It was found that the free lime and the soluble
potassium amounts play an important role (see figures 3 and 4). The smaller they
are, the easier the cement fluidification is.

Figure 3

WATER/CEMENT RATIOS for a flow
time of 20 a.

WATER/CEMENT RATIOS for a flow
time of 20 a.

It was interesting to confirm the "flocculating" character of the free lime and not
to be able to find a significant correlation with the aluminate phases of the
cement (in the modified melamine case).which are said to have a negative influence
upon the fluidification.
.
.
.

For each of the "3 superplasticizers and each of the 18 cements, we fixed the
saturation points. As known on the jobsites or in the prefab plants, the behavior
of the different cements is very variable (saturation dosage, saturation flow time,
preference for one or another superplasticizer,.;.) .
For instance, we can see in figure 5 the fundamental behavior differences, on the
cement CPA HP MARTRES, between the three kinds of superplasticizers. The modified
melamine sulphonate formaldehyde condensate is really the most adapted admixture to
this cement. Here, the naphthalene superplasticizer gave bad results. On other
cements, it was the best.

SUPERPLASTICIZER SOLIDS (% of cement weight)

A direct application has been made on concrete batches, with the same water
quantity (grout water plus aggregates absorbed water).The figure 6 shows a very
good correlation between the grout flow times and the slumps values. The optimal
superplasticizer dosage must be about 1 % of solids, this means 3.3 % of liquid
melamine superplasticizer (in % of cement weight).
*

Figure 6 : FLOW TIME VS SLUMP TEST HP MARTRES

SUPERPLASTICIZER SOLIDS (% of cement weight)

4 - CONCLUSION
The cement/admixture incompatibility is a well-known problem. Numerous cases
were studied in our laboratories and elsewhere. In order to avoid this kind of
difficulties and to optimize the choice and the dosage of the superplasticizer for
the production of high-strength concrete, a method was developed, starting from two
existent grout methods. This modified grout method was used for several regional
direct applications and for a more theorical study of the compatibility of 3 kinds
of superplasticizers and 18 cements,a signification influence of the free lime and
the potassium amount contained in the cement was observed.
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INFLUENCE OF CEMENT ON THERMAL CRACKING OF
CONCRETE AT EARLY AGES
R Springenschmid and R Breitenbücher

Institute for Building Materials, Technical University, Munich, GERMANY

SXTMMARY
If the deformations due to temperature changes and/or shrinkage are pre
vented in concrete members, restraint stresses are caused which can re
in cracking. To reduce the risk of cracking the concrete consti
tuents must be selected carefully and the concrete mix must be opti
mized. For this purpose the influence of cement on thermal cracking of
concrete at early ages was studied in laboratory tests with the cracking
frame. Investigations have shown that not all cements with a low heat
development lead to a low cracking temperature. OPC with low cracking
susceptibility normally are ground relatively coarse and contain little
alkali and, related to C3A, much of sulfate.

Werden Verformungen von Betonbauteilen infolge Temperaturbeanspruchung
und/oder Schwinden behindert, entstehen Zwangsspannungen, die bei Über
schreiten der Zugfestigkeit zu Rissen führen können. Um die Rißgefahr zu
vermindern, müssen die Betonausgangsstoffe entsprechend gewählt und die
Betonzusammensetzung optimiert werden. Um den Einfluß des Zementes auf
die Reißneigung von jungem Beton zu untersuchen, wurden Versuche mit dem
Reißrahmen
durchgeführt.
Die
Untersuchungen
zeigen,
daß nicht
alle
Zemente mit einer geringen Wärmeentwicxlung zu einer niedrigen Rißtemperatur
führen.
Portlandzemente
mit
geringer
Reißneigung
sind
meistens
grob gemahlen,
besitzen
einen
niedrigen Alkaligehalt
und,
bezogen auf den C3A-Gehalt, einen hohen Sulfatgehalt.

1

Introduction

In the absence of external forces, concrete members may crack as early
as a few days or weeks after pouring. Such cracks are caused by stresses
which are formed when the deformations due to temperature changes or
shrinkage are restrained.
Especially in thick members,
the heat of
hydration is thus particularly important. This not only has to be taken
into consideration for mass concrete but also for members of more than
about 30 cm in thickness, e. g. in concrete walls or tunnel linings [1,
2]. In such cases the temperature maximum is reached about one day after
pouring. The concrete then requires about one week to cool down to the
ambient
temperature.
If,
during
cooling,
the
restraint
(tensile)
stresses reach the tensile strength, which is still low, cracks occur.
For solving these problems, up till now low-heat cements have been used.
However, by this means only the temperature increase is lowered. To
reduce the risk of cracking, more thought must be given to the restraint
stresses, which actually cause the cracks.
The development of restraint stresses in concrete at early ages is quite
different from that of a linear elastic material without any relaxation.
After pouring, the temperature remains constant for some time (Fig. 1,
stage I). Following this period the temperature increases due to the
onset of hydration and the attendant heat evolution (stage II). In this
stage no compressive stresses are produced, since the concrete can still
deform plastically. After about 3 to 6 h, compressive stresses are
produced due to an increasing modulus of elasticity and further heat
evolution
(stage III), but these stresses are still reduced by the
relatively high relaxation. When the temperature maximum is exceeded,
the concrete temperature falls and the residual compressive stresses
decrease,
because the relaxation is still high and the modulus of
elasticity is already higher than during the first heating (stage IV).
Due to this the concrete reverts to a stress-free condition at a
temperature which is far above the starting temperature and only a few
degrees below the temperature maximum. The concrete temperature at this
time is called the zero stress temperature, Tg. On further cooling,
relatively high tensile stresses develop (stage V) , because the modulus
of elasticity has reached a large value. When these tensile stresses
exceed the concrete tensile strength, cracking occurs. The temperature
at this time is called the
"cracking temperature"
Tc.
Due to the
continously increasing modulus of elasticity and relaxation an exact
calculation of
thermal
stresses
at
early ages
greatly depends
on
realistic
assumptions,
and
calculated
values
usually
show a
high
disagreement with
the
experimental
data
from
field and
laboratory
investigations /3/.

2

The Cracking Frame: A New Test Device

For the investigation of thermal cracking in young concrete it therefore
seems more appropriate to make model tests in the laboratory. For this
purpose the "cracking frame" was developed at the Institute for Building
Materials at the Technical University of Munich /2/.
The cracking frame (Fig. 2) consists of two steel cross-heads, and two
massive
steel
bars
with
an
extremely
low
coefficient
of
thermal
expansion.
Fresh concrete is placed and compacted directly into a
formwork which is situated between the two cross-heads.
Due to the
stiffness of the steel bars longitudinal deformations of the concrete
are restrained to a great extent during the whole hardening process. The
concrete remains in the frame until a transversal crack occurs. In order

to prevent any loss of water the concrete is covered with a polyethylene
foil.
Due to the large cross-section of the specimen (150x150 mm2) and the
thermal insulation of the formwork the concrete temperature increases
almost adiabatically in the first hours and reaches a maximum after 16
to 22 hours.
The longitudinal stresses in the concrete can be indirectly measured,
since the steel bars deform only elastically by a very small amount due
to
the
concrete
stresses.
These
deformations
can
be
measured
continuously with strain gauges on the steel bars and the longitudinal
restraint stresses developing inside the concrete throughout the test,
are determined therefrom.

The temperature and stress development in the test specimen is similiar
to that shown in Fig. 1. If the concrete has not cracked after attaining
the ambient temperature after 4 days the specimen is further cooled
artificially at the rate of 1 ° C per hour. When the tensile stresses
exceed the concrete tensile strength a sudden drop in the restraint
stresses indicates that a transversal crack has formed. The "cracking
temperature" (Tq) characterizes the cracking tendency of the concrete
due to thermal stresses in a much better way than the heat of hydration
used until now. All the parameters which influence thermal cracking,
including
the
tensile
strength,
are
contained
in
the
cracking
temperature. The lower the cracking temperature, the less the cracking
tendency of a concrete mix and the less the risk of cracking on site.

3

Tests with Different Cements

In order to quantify the influence of cement on the cracking tendency of
concrete, commercially available OPCs and slag cements from different
German
plants
were
tested
in
the
crakking
frame
under
identical
conditions.
The cement content was
340 kg/m3,
and w/c-ratio 0.48.
Crushed aggregates with a maximum size of 32 mm were used. The fresh
concrete temperature was 20 °C.
Slag cements which are often used as low-heat cements for mass concrete,
lead to a relatively small temperature rise during hydration and also to
small tensile stresses. However, in some concretes with slag cements a
higher cracking temperature was found than in concretes using OPC from
the same plant with the same clinker /4/. This is connected with a very
slow development of tensile strength in such concretes. Therefore the
crack susceptibility of a slag cement is determined mainly by the
compositions of the clinker and the slag used.

The cracking temperature for samples with OPC from 17 different plants
varied over a very wide range,
6 °C to 22 °C. This could well be
expected on account of the difference in heat evolution between the
cements (Fig. 3). The temperature in the specimen rose much more, when
the cement was ground very fine and/or had a high content of tricalcium
aluminate and alkalies. But even this can only partly explain the wide
range in the measured cracking temperatures. Also some cements with
nearly identical temperature curves led to quite different restraint
stresses (Fig. 4).
It can be assumed that this difference in the stresses also points to
the
presence
of
additional
non-thermally
induced
contractions
or
expansions /2, 5/. Swelling in the restrained state causes additional
compressive
stresses
which
lead
to
a
decrease
in
the
zero-stress

temperature
stresses.

and

hence

a

reduction

in

the

thermally

induced

tensile

To. verify the existence of such non-thermally induced deformations,
additional
tests
with
the
cracking
frame
were ■carried
out
under
isothermal conditions, i. e. keeping the temperature of the specimen
constant at 20 °C throughout the test.
The mix composition of the
concrete was the same as for the semi-adiabatic tests mentioned earlier.
In one concrete which contained OPC from plant A, tensile stresses under
isothermal conditions developed to some extent, probably due to chemical
shrinkage (Fig. 5 a). This cement gave a very high cracking temperature
of 22 °C in the semi-adiabatic cracking frame test. On the other hand,
in concrete with OPC from plant S, compressive stresses were formed
under
isothermal
conditions,
such
as
could
arise
only
from
the
restraining of an expansion (Fig. 5 b). This concrete cracked at only 6
°C in the semi-adiabatic test, correlating with a low cracking tendency.
Such non-thermally induced expansion can be attributed partly to the
formation of ettringite during hydration. The sulphate (SO3) content is
decisive for the formation of ettringite, but, to some extent, it is
also needed for regulating setting. The extent of this depends, among
others, on the content of alkalis and the fineness of the cement /6/.

In view of these considerations a correlate was attempted between
cracking temperature and the other factors as mentioned above of
cement used. Following is the equation so developed /2/:

the
the

S03
Tc = 22,3 - 0,143

.

(2)

0,1149 1 C3A + 1,872 1 sol A
___________________________________ -СзА

(dr

*

0,691/n)2

where Tq = cracking temperature (°C), SO3 = sulphate content (%), C3A =
content of tricalcium aluminate (%), sol A = content of soluble alkalis
(%) (= sol Na2O + 0.658 . sol K9O), d' .= position parameter in the RRSB
granulometry diagram
(pm),
an<T n = slope in the RRSB granulometry
diagram (-).
Only the soluble alkalis are taken into account since these alone can
bind the sulphate. Figure 6 shows the correlation between the calculated
values of cracking temperature and those determined in the cracking
frame; the correlation coefficient is 92 %.
Hence it follows that for a low cracking tendency of the concrete the
cement should have a low alkali content and, related to the C3A content,
a high sulphate content. Furthermore, it should be ground relatively
coarsely.

4

Cements with High Sulphate Content

It therefore appears that the crack susceptibility of a cement can be
reduced simply by increasing its sulphate content. However,
further
investigations showed that this is only true for cements with a low
alkali content. In high alkali cements it was not possible to lower the
cracking temperature by increasing the sulphate content, because in this
case the formation of ettringite is reduced as was also observed in
other investigations /6/.
However, in low alkali cements as well, the sulphate content has to be

limited.
When
the
sulphate
content
is
too
high,
damage
to
microstructure can occur due to the formation of excess ettringite.

the

Conclusions

5

I) . Cracking frame tests predict the overall cracking behaviour of a
concrete mix
and
the
quantification of
the
influence of
all
the
parameters of the concrete mix (including temperature).
II) . The cracking tendency of a concrete can be
characterized by its
cracking temperature.
III) . Cements with a low susceptibility to thermal
cracking are OPCs or
blended cements with a low cracking temperature
in a semiadiabatic
standard test. Usually, cracking temperatures of
less than 10 °C are
specified.
IV) . Due to a slow development in tensile strength
and the influence of
clinker
and slag compositions
not —
all
‘
,
.
------- --— slag
cements with a low heat
development necessarily give a low cracking temperature.
With
a
1JDW
cracking
susceptibility
are
normally
ground
relatively coarse and contain little alkali and, related
У
to C3A, much
sulphate.
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RETARDED EXPANSION FOR COOLING SHRINKAGE
COMPENSATION IN MASS CONCRETE
Wang Yuqing and Lou Zonghan
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou,
P.R. CHINA

ABSTRACT

In order that the retarded expansion of concrete caused by periclase hydration in cement paste is used
for cooling shrinkage compensation in mass concrete, the hydration rates of clinker periclase in cement paste
and rates of retarded expansion at different curing temperature(2O’C , 50'C , 70"C and 90'0, effect of re

tarded expansion on strength and pore structure of hardened cement paste were studied. Increase in curing

temperature, clinker periclase hydration rate and retarded expansion rate increase. At 50“C , the retarded ex
pansion develops continuously within half one year. Curing temperature changes around 5 O ’C , the final val
ue of expansion of cement made of clinker containing MgO 5. 0 wt. % changes slightly, linear expansion is

about 0.1%. Retarded expansion caused by clinker periclase has no harmful effect on strength and pore
structure of cement if the amount of MgO in clinker is controlled, for example, 5. 0 wt. %. A cement ex
hibiting controlled retarded expansion and high strength can result with the use of 5. 0 wt. % MgO in clinker.
The retarded expansion develops relatively fast at the temperature inside mass concrete and approximately

keeps in step with the cooling shrinkage in mass concrete.

INTRODUCTION

Temperature inside mass concrete, caused by cement hydration heat, can be over 50 C- Concrete

shrinks when the temperature decline to environmental temperature outisde, i. e. cooling shrinkage. Cooling
shrinkage is the main reason for crack of mass concrete [^1J. It is well known that expansive cement have the
beneficial effect of compensation of shrinkage. Studies on the volume deform of mass concrete and practical

use of low-heat micro-expansion cement in dam pouring have indicated that if concrete itself develops retarded
expansion, 1. e. expansion develops after cement hardened, and the development of expansion keeps in step

with the rate of cooling shrinkage of mass concrete, compensation is more effective

On the other

hand, it is also well known that the presence of magnesia can cause the retarded expansion of set mortors and

concretes, so it is considered that the retarded expansion caused by clinker periclase hydration be used for
compensation of mass concrete cooling shrinkage. In order to verify the validity, the hydration rate of clinker

periclase and the rate of retarded expansion at different curing temperature, and the effect of retarded expan
sion on strength and pore structure of hardened cement paste were studied.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

The clinkers were synthesized by calcining mixtures of high magnesia limestone and other raw materials

in electric resistance furnace at 1385 C for 45 mins, and then cooled in air. The chemical composition of the
clinkers is shown in Table 1. (free CaO<l. 0%)

Table 1. Chemical composition of clinkers (wt. %)

Samples No.

MgO

SiO2

A12Os

Ее2Оз

CaO

Cement 1

5. 08

21. 77

5. 06

5. 1 4

62. 41

Cement 2

0. 79

21. 24

5. 66

5. 63

65. 26

From X-ray diffraction and optical microscopy, there exists free MgO(periclase) in clinker 1, the di

ameter is about 3 — 5

Clinker 2 has no free MgO.

Cements were prepared with clinker 96 % 4
* gypsum 4 % and ground to a Blaine specific surface about
310m2/Kg. the amount of SO3 in cement was 1.8% by weight.

Preparation and Testing

Expansion tests------ Sufficient materials of each cement to make twelve 20X 20 X 250mm prisms was

weighed out, mixed with 28% by weight of distilled water, and placed in brass moulds. The moulds were

stored for 24 hours over water at 20 C and 100% humidity. After this time the prisms were demoulded,
measured and then stored in a water bath at 20“C ,50‘C ,70"C ad 90"C respectively. Three prisms were tested

in one temperature level. At suitable intervals the prisms were removed from the bath, surface dried, mea
sured and then replaced.

Compressive strength tests------ Compressive strength tests were made on 20 X 20 X 20mm neat cement
paste cubes, cured at 50‘C in water.
X-ray diffraction and DSC analysis------ X-ray diffraction and DSC analysis were carried out on the
hydration samples of cement 1 cured for different ages at 20'C ,50‘C ,70°C and 90 C respectively.

Pore analysis------ Pore analysis were carried out on the hydration samples of both cement 1 and 2 cured
at 50‘C in water by mercury porosimeter.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Clinker periclase hydration

X ray diffraction diagrams are shown in Fig. 1. Clinker periclase hydrates very slowly at 20°C- After
one year, periclase hydrates little. However, increasing in the curing temperature, hydration rate increases
markedly. Lot of periclase have transformed into brucite only after one month at 50 C , and periclase have

hydrated completely within one year. Increasing in curing temperature further to 90 C , periclase hydrates
even more quickly.

26

(a)20”C

29

C
*
(b)20

@—MgO

26
(c)70-C
A—Mg(OH)2

29

(d)90C

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of cement 1

In Fig. 2, the DSC curves for cement 1 cured at different temperature are shown. At 20"C , brucite are
formed little after one year, whereas the amount of formed brucite is large at 50 C just after one month. It

substantially confirms the results of X-ray diffraction analysis.

7d

Ca(OH)2

Ca(OH)2

(d)90C

(c)70'C

(b)50*C

(a)20‘C

TEMPERATURE
FIG. 2. DSC curves for cement 1
Based on X-ray diffraction and DSC, the rate of periclase hydration can be obtained. The results of Xray diffraction analysis have indicated that periclase have hydrated completely in cement 1 after one year at

50‘C or 120 days at 90”C- So it is assumed that the area of brucite dehydratd peak of cement 1 cured 50°C
one year or 90°C 120 days on DSC represents hydration ratio 100 percent. Then from the area of brucite de
hydrated peak, the ratio of periclase hydration can be calculated for cement 1 cured at different temperature

for different ages.

AGES (DAYS)

AGES (DAYS)
FIG. 3 Clinker periclase hydration rate in cement 1

•---------•

20‘C

*----------x 70‘C

4----------- 4

50"C

•--------- o90‘C

FIG. 4

Expansion of cements cured in different
temperature water bath

----------

cement 1. 20‘C , ---------cement 1. 50"C ,

---------

cement 1. 70‘C ,--------- cement 1. 90 C

-------- -

cement 2. 50‘C

Fig. 3 shows the ratio of periclase hydration as a function of ages for cement 1. At 20 °C the ratio is

about 30 percent after one year, whereas, the ratio reaches 40 percent for one month and 80 percent for half
one year. It indicates clearly that clinker periclase hydrates relative quickly and most periclase have hydrated

within half one year. It implies that the "expansive force" caused by clinker periclase will occur relatively
quickly and develop mainly in those ages at 50’C. It is the ages that cooling shrinkage of mass concrete oc

curs.

Retarded Expansion

Fig. 4 shows the retarded expansion of cement, Cement 2 is no expansion after cement hardened. In the

contrast, Cement 1 expands continuously. It indicates that retarded expansion develops when the cement con
tains periclase.
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the rate of expansion increases with the curing temperature. At 20 °C ,

the rate of expansion is more slow, after one year tittle value is obtained. However, at 50°C , expansion de

velops relatively fast, after approximately half one year ,0.1% linear expansion is obtained, and expansion
reaches constant value. Temperature even higher, at 90°C , expansion stops in three months. Compared ex
pansion rate with periclase hydration rate, it indicates that the rate of retarded expansion approximately keeps

in step with the rate of periclase hydration.

It can be seen also from Fig. 4 that although the rate of expansion of cement 1 is different cured at
50 C ,70 C and 90°C , the final value of expansion change slightly, the value is about 0. 1 %. The reason

may be that among the temperature range, only expected effects of increasing the curing temperature are in
creasing in the rates of hydration and strength development and slight changes in the composition of the tober-

morite gel. The results suggest that curing temperature changes around 50°C , the final value of expansion,
related to complete periclase hydration, be relatively stable. So, at the temperature inside mass concrete
(about 50‘C ) , the retarded expansion is relatively stable, and its effect of compensation for cooling shrinkage
in mass concrete is stable.

The retarded expansion develops relatively quickly at relatively early ages, and slowly for longer ages.
Correspondingly, inside mass concrete, temperature decreases quickly early and slowly later. So cooling

shrinkage develops quickly early and slowly later. From the point of view, the retarded expansion caused by

clinker periclase hydration is sufficient for compensation of mass concrete cooling shrinkage. Furthermore,
the retarded expansion has benefical effect on volume stablization of mass concrete.

Compressive strength and pore structure

The results of compressive strength tests are given in Table 3. Cement 1 develops strength steadily both

at the ages of retarded expansion developing quickly (say 28 days and 60 days) and at the end of expansion.
Cement 1 develops strength similarly to Cement 2 at each curing age.

The results of pore analysis are shown in Table 4. There is no marked difference in pore volume be
tween Cement 1 and Cement 2. The results are coincident with the results of compressive strength tests.

Table 3. Compressive strength (in water 50 C , MPa)
Ages (days)

Samples No.
3

7

28

60

120

180

360

Cement 1

90. 2

110. 0

115. 5

116.2

114. 9

117. 6

120. 0

Cement 2

96. 3

106. 3

111. 6

117.4

116. 1

117. 1

120. 9

Table 4. Pore size distribution (in water 50 'C )

Cement 2

Cement 1

Pore diameter

(nm * 10—3)

7 days

28 days

75-0. 100

0.26

0

0

0. 100-0. 050

0. 18

0. 02

0. 050-0. 010

5.23

0. 010—0. 005

60 days one year

7 days

28 days

0

0. 18

0

0

0

0

0. 05

0. 07

0

0

о

2.99

0. 33

1. 49

4. 60

2. 71

0. 61

2. 93

4. 15

3.95

5. 57

2. 12

6. 46

6. 18

4. 90

3. 08

0. 005—0. 0018

5. 82

6.90

6. 40

7. 14

3. 87

4. 77

7. 76

4. 62

Total

15. 66

13. 87

12.30

10. 81

15. 19

13. 67

13. 27

10. 64

60 days one year

■

Results of compressive strength and pore analysis indicate that the retarded expansion in cement has no
harmful effect on the properties. The possible explanation are that the amount of periclase do not excess the
limit, and clinker periclase is fine and well-distributed. The results suggest that the cement exhibiting con

trolled retarded expansion and high strength can be made through controlling the content of MgO in clinker.

CONCLUSIONS

Increasing curing temperature, clinker periclase hydration rate and retarded expansion rate increase. At
50 "C , the retarded expansion develops continuously within half one year. Curing temperature changes around
50 °C , the final value of expansion of cement made of clinker containing MgO 5. 0 wt. % changes slightly,

the linear expansion is about 0.1%. Retarded expansion caused by clinker periclase has no harmful effect on

strength and pore structure of cement if the amount of MgO in clinker is controlled, for example, 5. 0
wt. %. A cement exhibiting controlled retarded expansion and high strength can be resulted with the use of 5.

0 wt. % MgO in clinker. The retarded expansion develops relatively fast at the temperature inside mass con

crete and approximately keeps in step with the cooling shrinkage in mass concrete.
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DURABILITY OF CONCRETE WITH DIFFERENT CEMENTS AND
AGGREGATES UNDER SUSTAINED LOAD
Wojciech G Piasta
Technical University of Kielce, Kielce, POLAND

Abstract:

The influence of cement phase composition and mineral composition of
coarse
aggregate on concrete durability under
complex
condition
of
sustained stress and simultaneous sulphate attack is investigated.
It has experimentally been observed that the effect of the level of
sustained compressive and flexural stress and 5% Na SO -- attack on creep
-related deformations or expansion, strength, confirmed also by changes
of phase composition of concrete (XRD), are significant.

The studies have been carried out for three portland cements and the
cement with slag addition and coarse crushed limestone, granite aggregate
and river gravel. The level of compressive and flexural stress has been
in the range of 0 to 0.65 and 0 to 0.35, respectively. The effect of com
pression on concrete behaviour under sulphate attack depends on the level
of stress significantly, whereas flexural stress of any value accelerates
sulphate attack on concrete.

This experiment indicate more distinct effect of material factors
(cement phase composition, kind of aggregate) on the process and rate of
deterioration.

Zusammenfassung :

In diesem Aufsatz wurde der Einflu/? der Phasenzusammensetzung von
Portlandzement und Zuschlägen auf die Beständigkeit von Beton unter der
Dauerspannung und dem gleichzeitigen Su1phatangriff vorgestellt.

Es
wurde
experimentell
beobachtet,
da/?
die
Einwirkungen
der
Dauerdruck-und Dauerbiegezugspannungsniveaus und des Angriffs von der 5%
Na2S0 - Lösung auf die Kriechdehnung oder das Treiben und die Festigkeit
wesentlich sind. Die Einwirkungen wurden auch durch die Veränderungen von
Phasenzusammensetzung des Betons bestätigt (XRD).
Die Untersuchungen wurden für 3 Portlandzementen, einen Zement mit
Hüttensand und Kalkstein- und Granitzuschlag und Kies durchgeführt. Die
Niveaus der Dauerspannungen waren folgend: beim Druck von 0 biszu 0,65;
beim Biegezug von 0 biszu 0,35.
Der Einfluß vom Dauerdruck auf das Betonverhalten ist veränderlich
und er hängt vom Spannungsniveau ab.
Dauerbiegezugspannung auf
jedem
Niveau beschleunigt den Suiphatangriff auf Beton.
Diese
Untersuchung
zeigt
noch
mehr
scharf
und
deutlich
den
Stoffeinfluß
(Phasezusammensetzung
vom
Zement,
Zuschlag)
auf
den Verlauf des Suiphatangriffs .

INTRODUCTION

Durability of concrete may be defined in general as the capability of
this material to maintain its good behaviour in foreseen circumstances
during predicted service life [1],[2].
In other words, the durability of concrete is its ability to fulfil the
function required in the design of building [3].
However,
in the range of civil engineering needs,
the research and
studies on the durability of concrete as structural material have been
insufficiently related hitherto with the conditions
of
simultaneous
action of various factors. It refers to the durability of concrete under
sustained load and simultaneous chemical
attack.
This has not been
expressed in the latest research criteria of the sulphate attack on
concrete [4] either.

It has been unanimously [5],[6] .stated that swelling ettringite is formed
under Na SO
solution attack. In general, two factors seem to be the most
important: the permeability of concrete and the content of phase CgA in
cement. The ettringite-related extensive swelling produces concrete that
may cause an unknown effect on sustained loaded concrete.
One of significant ways that improves sulphate resistance of portland
cements is an addition of blast furnace slag. It reduces the content of
C A in cement and decreases permeability of cement paste [3] . From the
point of view of better resistance to sulphate attack on concrete and
performance under sustained load,
limestone aggregate should be also
taken into account [7].
Applying a long term load on concrete, beside various pores, new elements
in the form of any microcracks and cracks occur in section of concrete
samples. Under compression first microcracks are observed at the stress
below 30 per cent of the ultimate strength in the contact zone. At the
stress 40 to 50 per cent of the strength the microcracks appear in the
matrix and above 50 per cent of strength the cracks in the contact zones
become unstable and bridge between grains. Above the stress level of
about 75 per cent the propagation of cracks causes the failure of con
crete with time under sustained load (static fatigue) [8]. Under flexure
crack propagation
is mainly connected with
failure
crack and some
branches in its region. Static fatigue is observed at about 50 to 60 per
cent [9].
Development of deformations and different crack propagations that are
dependent on the state and level of load should be expected to cause
changes of concrete permeability and durability under sustained load
(71,[10] .

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Polish commercial ordinary portland cement 35 (a) with crushed coarse
limestone (L) or granite (G) aggregate were applied to produce normal
concretes. Tests of durability under flexure were carried out on gravel
concretes (RG) with the following commercial portland cements: German OPC
35F (b) ; Polish OPC 35 (c) and Polish OPC 35 also with the commercial
addition of 15 per cent of blast furnace slag (c + 15%bfs)(Table 1). '
Table 1:

Composition

Clinkers

of Cement

C A
a

C^AF

a

70.2

8.5

7.3

8.8

b

67.2

5.0

7.8

11.1

59.2

14.1

13.0

;■c+15%bfs

co

c2 s

co

c9 s

Cement 35

c

Phase

.

To tests under
compression
flexure

f1exure

Iho aggregates of two firactions 2-5-8 mm and 8 -г- 16 mm as coarse fillers
and natural quartz sand 0-5-2 mm were applied to make the concrete mixes
according to the Table 2.
Table 2:
Concr.

G;
RG

L

Cement

Compositions
Sand

of

Concrete

Coarse aggregate
24-8 mm

84-16 mm

Mixes

Water

( kg/m3)

w/c

To test
under:

260

600

520

770

200

0.75 compress.

360

650

480

480

270

0.75

flexure

In
order
to
test
sulphate
expansion,
creep-related deformation
in
compression and compressive strength of concretes G and L, the sample
10x10x30 cm cast and consolided were cured in moist air of 95 per cent RH
and t = 18 ± 2 C. After 28 days of curing the compressive strength of the
concretes was determined and then most of the samples were loaded under
sustained uniaxial compression in spring creep-testing machines [7] and
immersed with the other in 5%
Na SO
solution and tap water. The stress
levels »/R
were following: 0.20; 0 35; 0.50; 0.65 and they were equal
to the values: 4.4; 7.7; 11.0; 14.3 MPa, respectively, for both con
cretes.
Regular measurements of the time-dependent deformations were
conducted for 3 years. When the samples were unloaded creep recovery and
accumulated expansion were measured for 2 months.
Then the residual
strength was determined.

In oder to assess performance of the concretes RG with the cements: b, c
and
c + 15%bfs under sustained flexure and simultaneous sulphate attack,
the samples 6.5x6.5x24 cm were cast and consolidated by vibration. After
28 days of curing in tap water the flexural strength was determined. The
samples were loaded under sustained 4-point bending (span 20cm) at the
stress level: 0.20 and 0.35 and immersed in 5% Na SO
solution. Every 14
or 30 days
the flexural' strength was determined.4 Comparatively, the
reference samples (being unloaded) were immersed in 5% Na SO
and tested
in the same way. AL the end of investigation the XRD-analysis was carried
out.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The dimensional changes of both concretes under the complex conditions of
sulphate attack and sustained compressive stress generally appeared to be
rather similar for all the cases , respectively (Figs. 1 and 2). Some
differences between the time-dependent deformations of these concretes
are connected with higher creep-related strains of granite concrete than
those of limestone one. This relation was noted after 1 year and 3 years
as well. On the other hand, the limestone concrete showed some slight
gradual tendency of deformation drop with time, that was only observed
for the granite concrete at the stress level 0.20. This stress level is
particular for both concretes. The deformation in the third year at this
stress level_tiwas a restraint expansion, that reached the magnitude of
about 250
10
*
and 100
10
*
for granite and limestone concrete, respect
ively, and was an order of magnitude lower than free expansion (2000
*
10-0
and 2400
10
*
). The other effect of the interaction of sustained com
pression and sulphate attack was an untypical accelerated increase in
deformation (250
10
*
) of granite concrete at the stress level 0.65 in
the second year and thereafter in the third year its decrease (70
10~
*
ö).
In comparison with the deformations in water (Table 3) the interaction of
sustained compression and sulphate attack results in higher longitudinal

Fig.1. Time-de
pendent deform
ations of lime
stone concrete
(L) .

с deformations at the
sion at the level

level

0.65 and the phenomenon of

restraint

expan

0.20.

It was found that intermediate sustained compressive
stress
(the
level
about 0.35 ) may improve strength (Fig. 3)
of
concrete
under
sulphate
attack. This is in agreement with the first test
[10]
of
low sulphate
resistant concrete. The highest compressive strength for the
level
0.35
corresponds to the stable magnitude of the deformation (Figs.
1,
2)
of

Fig.2. Time-de
pendent deform
ations of gran
ite
concrete
(G) .

Table 3:

Concrete

L

Deformations of concretes after 3 yearsunder
sustained compression in tap water (xlO
)

^/R
£

2В

0.0

0.20

0.35

0.50

0.65

-270

110

235

320

870

-180

£

—

-510

—

I

G

£

-260

40

240

710

1060

Fig.3. Residual compressive
strength after 3 years
( R° - 22.2 MPa;
?. e

Rl = 22,4 MPa

)
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both concretes very we.l 1 . Also the lowest strength of both concretes
connected with the stress level 0.65 and. sulphate attack is consistent
with the increase in their deformations. The improvement of behaviour
under the stress of the level about 0.35 and lower strength (Fig. 3) for
the highest level are due to initial decrease in the volume of concrete
without cracking and to crack occurence, respectively [6]. On the other
hand, the influence of the stress level on the strength of concrete is
not so significant at the immersion in water. The stress level 0.65
exeedes the limit of linear creep regardless of the environment (Figs. 1,
2; Table 3). The significantly better effect of limestone aggregate than
that of granite one on concrete performance was stated under all these
complex conditions.
Changes of flexural strength of gravel concretes with various cements
(Fig. 4) indicate significant dependence of their durability and service
life on load application and stress level. The most accelerated deterio
ration of the concrete was noted under load of the level 0.35 wlien the
cement c was applied. The level 0.35 appeard to be deleterious for the
concretes with both other cements as well. When the concrete with the
cement including 15 per cent of blast furnace slag (c + 15%bfs) was
loaded the grandual decrease in its flexural strength totally changed the
assessment of sulphate resistance of this cement resulting from unloaded
concrete. The greatest drop of flexural strength was also found under the
stress level 0.35. after 210 days for the concrete with the cement b of
rather high sulphate resistance.

The rate of the concrete deterioration observed as strength decrease or
as total loss of service ability by the failure ( c, 0.35 - 45 days; c,
0.20 - 110 days) was consistent with changes of phase content (Fig. 5).

Fig.4. Flexural
strength of
gravel conretes
under sustained
bending
R
- 5,4 MPa
2e

R c - 4,9 MPa
2e
^c+ 1596 b f s

20

5,2 MPa

Deleterious formation of ettringite was stated for the concrete with the
cement c, alredy after 42 days. Nearly the same amount of ettringite was
detected in the concrete with cement c + 15%bfs, however,after 210 days.
On the other hand, the amount of the ettringite formed in the concrete
with the cement b after 210 days appeared to be much lower than those in
both other concretes. Tlius, it can be stated that the main phase changes

Fig.5.

XRD-analysis of
gravel concretes.

(formation of ettringite)
in concretes under
sustained
flexure
and
sulphate attack are the same as those observed in tests of unloaded ce
ment systems [1],[5], however, the loss of service ability is due to the
combined interaction of ettringite formation and mechanical effects
CONCLUSIONS

- The durability of concretes under attack of
Na SO
solution was found
the best for the compressive stress level of 0.§5 - durability of con
crete depends on the interaction of the stress level and severity of
sulphate solution.
- Restraint expansion (related to ettringite formation) occured under
compressive stress of 4.4MPa. Accelerated creep-related strains and
lowest strength were observed at the compressive stress level 0.65, and
under sulphate attack, but mainly for granite concrete.
'
- Better effect of limestone aggregate than that of granite one on con
crete durability was found.
- The sustained flexure accelerates the rate of concrete deterioration
under sulphate attack. The rate increases with the level of flexural
1 oad.
- The main phase change, responsible for the deterioration was ettrin
gite .
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EFFECT OF PARTICLE PACKING AND MIX DESIGN ON
CHLORIDE PERMEABILITY OF CONCRETE
R I A Malek

Materials Research Lab., The Pennsylvania State University, USA

SUMMARY

The 21st Century Concrete Technology will be more concerned with new mix designs that produce
highly packed concrete with reduced porosity and low permeability. The experimental work included in the
research program reported in this paper was directed towards the assessment of the relationship between
chloride permeability and the grain packing of concrete. A computer code for a packing model enabled
choosing the mixture proportioning that produces the desired degree of packing. A technique similar to that
described in AASHTO T-227 (Rapid Determination of the Chloride Permeability of Concrete) was used to

assess the chloride permeabilities of concrete mixtures. It is realized that the aggregate mortar interfaces
play a role in concrete resistance to chloride ions penetration. In order to investigate this phenomena, the
chloride permeability tests were also made on mortar stripped from fresh concrete samples and cured under
the same conditions. Several interesting results were obtained and discussed in detail.

INTRODUCTION
A new method for concrete mix design, based on effective packing of constituents to produce minimum

porosity, is Introduced in this paper. The effective packing will, in general, lead to a reduction in the
permeability of concrete to aggressive agents that move into concrete. Consequently, production of such

concrete should result in a net gain in the performance of concrete in various environments.
The mathematical treatment of the new mix design method is based on statistical thermodynamical
approach. The method has been used to calculate the packing densities of various concrete mixtures. It has

been found that chloride permeabilities as measured by rapid chloride permeability method (AASHTO T227) show an excellent reciprocal correlation with concrete solid packing densities. In addition, the
interfacial porosity play a role in controlling the transport properties in concrete.

CONCRETE MIX DESIGN BASED ON GRAIN PACKING

Review
The effective packing of various size grain mixtures has been recognized as a means of improving the
structural integrity of blended materials (both in nature and since old civilizations). In 1922, there appears
to have been the first examination of methods of voidage reduction (increased particle packing) based on the
simple concept that the interstices in a pack of particles of a given size may be occupied by smaller
particles1. Furnas2 was the first to develop the mathematical expressions for voidage reduction (improving
particle packing) based on the assumption that small particles fill all the original voids between large

particles without increasing the bulk volume of the pack, l.e. each component size fills exactly the voids of
the next preceding size. The final volume will be that occupied originally by the largest size particles. In

practice, however, it is almost Impossible to achieve such system due to the overlap of the size distributions
of different grains. Thus, in normal mixing, there is always a net increase In the volume of the packed bed
due to the Introduction of small particles Into the network of large particles. This type of complexions is
enhanced by less uniform particle size distributions of various components and presence of irregular
shaped particles due to Increased frictions.
The second difficulty in modelling the packing of concrete mixtures is the irregular shapes of its

particulate constituents. There has been very little theoretical work done on the packing of grains having
irregular shapes due to the complexity of the system. The chemical and nuclear Industries, however,
developed some programs for calculating the packing densities of non-spherical particles but still with

known geometric shapes (cylinders, pellets
etc.). In concrete systems, the constituents have, in addition
to size non-uniformity, a shape non-unlformity, and this makes the mathematical modelling of such system
more complex. The problem originates from the fact that non-uniform grains tend to have undefined points
of contacts and may have, sometimes, regions of contact.
Many attempts have been made to describe the deviation of particle shape from typically known shape
idealizations. There has always been difficulty in applying these attempts to model the packing of particles
due to the fact that it is important in the first place to be able to distinguish between the shape of the
particle as a whole and the sharpness of its edges. Perhaps, the most acceptable (though not universal)
attempt is that by Wadell3"5. Due to the limitations in such definitions, its applications to packing problems

has been restricted to the prediction of the extent of deviation of particle shape from spherical and rounded
edges by comparing calculated and measured packing densities.

The Proposed Model
The proposed method for determining the particle packing in concrete mixtures is based on statistical

thermodynamical approach in which the most probable distribution of grains in an assembly of N grain size
fractions with a pre-speclfled total volume fraction of each size category was determined. This approach was
adopted to avoid the use of particle shape in the calculations since this has been already encountered in the
volume fraction of a particular size category. The maximum number of complexions between particles has
been allowed to simulate the actual particle distribution after mechanical mixing of different size fractions.
Several descriptors for the particle size that represent the particle size distribution of each size category
have been attempted and few were found adequate to be used. The grain size descriptors and volume

fractions of the constituents used In the present Investigation is presented in Table I. The discussion of
values described in this Table is a subject of a separate publication. The calculated packing densities of

various concrete mixtures were found to match favorably the measured values (Figure 1).

CONCRETE FORMULATIONS AND CHLORIDE PERMEABILITY TEST
Several concrete formulations covering a range of compositions in the American Concrete Institute
(ACI 211) and the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
specifications have been mixed. Some concrete

Table I: Grain Size Descriptors and Volume Fractions of the Concrete Constituents Used.

Material

Grain Size Descriptor (mm)

Volume Fraction

Cement(Type-I)

0.015

0.469

Slag
Fly Ash (F)

0.013

0.439
0.634

0.025
0.012
9.5x10'4

Fly Ash (C)

Silica Fume
Sand
Angular Crushed Aggregate

#8
#67
Rounded Natural Aggregate
#8

#67

0.577
0.099

1.356

0.658

8.055
14.150

0.613

9.422

0.639

11.27

0.690

0.596

formulations containing various mineral admixtures were also prepared according to the appropriate ACI
recommendations for the use of mineral admixtures. The water to cementitious materials ratio was kept

constant (0.47) in all samples, except samples number 8 and 9 which have w/c ratio of 0.42 and 0.53,
respectively. The American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM C-192) guidelines were followed in
mixing and curing. Superplasticizers and water reducers were used where needed to attain an equivalent
slump without changing the W/C ratio. In addition, mortar samples were stripped from the fresh concrete
using #4 sieve. Cylindrical samples of 3 фх 6 inches (76.2 x 152.4 mm) and 3.75 ф x 3 Inches (95.25 x 76.2
mm) were prepared for compressive strength and chloride permeability tests, respectively. After 24 hours aU

the samples were demolded and were cured immersed in water at room temperature for 28 days prior to

testing. The cylinders prepared for chloride permeability test were cut on both sides down to 2 Inches (27.4
mm) height to expose fresh surfaces before testing. The dry packing densities of these formulation were

calculated using the new program. The minimum amount of water required to produce the lowest
acceptable workability (25.4 mm slump according to AASHTO specifications for pavements) was found to be
that required to fill the intra-partlcle porosity (1-packing density). A concrete sample was formulated, based
on the new program, so as to have the highest possible packing density (lowest porosity) In a combination of
cement, sand and #67 crushed aggregate. Attention must be drown to the fact that for each combination of

certain cement type, sand and coarse aggregates, there is only one formulation that has the highest packing
density. Compressive strength development in this sample Is higher than that of normal concrete designed
according to the traditional methods (Figure 2).

The chloride permeability was measured by monitoring the net charge (coulombs) passing in 6 hours
through a disc (95.25 ф x 51 mm) mounted in a cell with two compartment, filled with NaCl and NaOH
solutions, under the influence of 60Vdc electrical potential (AASHTO T-277). The samples were pre
conditioned by vacuum saturation prior to measurement.

-

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The concrete mixtures characteristics and the chloride permeability data for both concrete and
stripped mortar samples (28-days) are presented In Table II. In general, the chloride permeability shows a
reciprocal relationship with the solid packing density. Figure 3 demonstrates this relationship. Figure 4
shows a comparison between the concrete mixture that has been designed to have the highest solid packing

density and the companion samples designed according to the traditional methods. It is evident that the
highly packing sample showed the minimum chloride permeability. Comparing the chloride permeability of
this highly packed sample with those of concrete mixtures containing mineral admixtures (Figure 5), it is
seen that it has a considerably lower permeability with the exception of silica fume containing samples’

The Intra particle interfacial zone plays a role in permeability of concrete. Therefore, increasing the
extent of fines will lead to an excess in porosity (interfacial) and that might be reflected as an increase in
concrete permeability in general and to chloride ions in particular. It has been found that the chloride
permeability of concrete having the same total aggregate volume fraction (sand + coarse aggregate) increase
linearly with the fine to coarse aggregate ratio (Figure 6). In addition, the chloride permeabilities of concrete
samples are higher than the corresponding values of stripped mortar samples corrected to account for the

impermeability of a volume equivalent to the volume of coarse aggregates. The difference is an indicator of
the extent of mortar-coarse aggregate Interfacial contribution to the total porosity. It has been found to that

Packing Density (Model)

*
Fig
1. A comparison between the measured
packing densities versus those calculated
from the proposed model for plain and
mineral admixtures containing concrete.

Fig. 2. A comparison of the compressive strength
development in the highly packed and
normal (#1) concrete samples.

packing density (calculated)

Fig. 3. Variation of chloride permeability
in concrete samples versus the
solid packing density.

Mix Designation

Fig. 4. A diagrammatic representation comparing
the chloride permeabilities of different
concrete containing #67 crushed aggregate.

the increase in mortar proportion gives rise to a higher interfacial porosities which contributes in Increasing
the permeability.

CONCLUSIONS
A mathematical model for determining the packing density of concrete mixtures has been developed
and successfully tested to aid in concrete mix design optimization. The calculated packing densities were
found to correlate with the chloride permeability values as determined by the rapid chloride permeability
test (AASHTO 227). Based on the results obtained in the present Investigation, several conclusions emerge.

F C Ratio

Fig. 5. A diagrammatic representation comparing
the chloride permeability of the highly
packed concrete with mineral admixtures
containing concrete. (All contain #67
crushed aggregate).

Fig. 6. Effect of the fine to coarse aggregate ratio
(at constant total aggregate volume fraction)
on the chloride permeability of concrete,

1) The chloride permeability shows a reciprocal relationship with the solid packing density.
2) The concrete samples formulated, based on the new program, so as to have the highest possible packing
density (lowest porosity) of their ingredients showed the minimum chloride permeabilities.

I

3) The highly packed samples have considerably lower permeability than those of concrete mixtures
containing mineral admixtures with the exception of silica fume containing samples.

4) The intra particle interfacial zone plays a role in permeability of concrete.
5) Chloride permeability of concrete having the same total aggregate Volume fraction increases linearly with
the fine to coarse aggregate ratio.

Table II: Concrete Mixtures Characteristics and their Chloride Permeabilities.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Sample

Agg. Vol.

F/C Ratio

Packing

Cl (Concrete)

Cl (Mortar)

#67 Crushed
#67 Crushed
#67 Crushed
#67 Crushed
#67 Crushed
#67 Crushed
#67 Crushed
#67 Crushed
*
#67 Crushed
*
40% Slag
60% Slag
65% Slag
80% Slag
F Ash(F/C=.2)
F Ash(F/C=.5)
F Ash(F/C=1 )
C Ash(F/C=.2)
C Ash(F/C=.5)
C Ash(F/C=1 )
7.5% Si Fume
10% Si Fume
15% Si Fume
#8 Crushed
#67 Rounded
#8 Rounded
#67 Rounded
#67 Rounded
#67 Rounded
#67 Rounded
#67 Rounded
#67 Rounded
#67 Crushed
*
#67 Crushed
*
#67 Crushed
*
#67 Crushed
*
High Pack

0.841
0.823
0.817
0.818
0.866
0.866
0.866
0.846
0.838
0.839
0.824
0.836
0.835
0.832
0.822
0.81 0
0.836
0.838
0.822
0.838
0.832
0.841
0.841
0.842
0.842
0.818
0.818
0.818
0.866
0.866
0.867
0.843
0.843
0.843
0.843
0.900

0.562
0.349
0.709
1.236
0.457
0.910
1.392
0.613
0.512
0.558
0.558
0.558
0.558
0.553
0.543
0.529
0.561
0.583
0.580
0.556
0.553
0.546
0.562
0.565
0.565
0.310
0.722
1.259
0.463
0.927
1.817
0.576
0.576
0.576
0.535
0.435

0.762
0.760
0.753
0.746
0.770
0.763
0.756
0.763
0.762
0.756
0.749
0.741
0.750
0.81 1
0.817
0.824
0.806
0.801
0.818
0.725
0.704
0.667
0.780
0.758
0.745
0.726
0.715
0.752
0.734
0.722
0.719
0.725
0.731
0.751
0.717
0.767

1000
253
432
666
253
360
410
745
1015
347
40
69
33
418
228
224
540
323
612
60
36
0
439
1220
976
325
335
598
53
175
482
281
486
901
781
124

4752
4104
3406
3744
2502
1919
1879
1602
10195
1541
269
31 6
68
2380

3218

176

2437
4608
3636
8784
3777
2473
2678
1 984
2592
2588
2862
4140
3442
1490

+ Sample #8 W/C = 0.42. sample #9 W/C = 0.53.
° Samples #10-13, % represent the percent of slag substitution by weight of the cement.
° ° Samples #14-19, F/C = fly ash/cement ratio by volume.

000 Samples #20-22, % represent the percent of silica fume substitution by weight of the cement.
* Samples #32-35 contain sand of variable gradations.
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DETERMINATION OF CONSISTENCY OF CEMENT PASTE - A
FRESH LOOK
S G Shashiprakash, T S Nagaraj and В К Raghu Prasad
Department of Civil Engineering, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, INDIA

ABSTRACT
Normal consistency is an important property of cement paste, as is considered to be
a major parameter in determining the setting time and compressive strength of cement. A
number of trials need be made before its value is obtained.

This paper consists of two parts. The first part deals with a 'One point method
*
of
finding normal consistency. Based on the data, on cements of different finenesses, a
generalized equation is developed for the assessment of normal consistency. This eqiiatim
leadsto a simple and rapid way of assessing normal consistency. It is based on the
principle that penetration resistance of cement paste is a measure of shear strength which
in turn depends on the physico-chemical interactions between cement and water expressed in
terms of generalized water-cement ratios. This method eliminates trials.

The second part consists of the development of an alternative method for the
determination of normal consistency. This is developed to minimize the shortcomings like
mode of mixing-, sample preparation, mode of measurement etc., in the existing Vicatrs
rrethod. Gone penetrometer, extensively used to determine the liquid limit of soils, has
been found to be a viable alternative to Vicat
s
*
apparatus. The analysts of toe data
indicates that, with toe analysis of more extensive data, the cone penetrometer itself can
be used to determine toe setting time of cement besides the normal consistency.

INTRCDUCTION
Consistency is the tendency of the cement to get wetted. This is measured by Vicat’s
apparatus. It is a major parameter for determining the setting time and compressive
strength. Though, the method of assessment is the same in Indian (BIS), British (BS) and
American (ASIN) codes of practice, normal consistency is defined for different depths of
penetration in different codes. IS 4031-1988 (1)
and BS 4550-1978 (2) define it as the
water content corresponding to a penetration of 5 to 7 mm and 5_+1mm from the bottom of the
mould, respectively. ASTM C-187 (3) defines it corresponding to a penetration of 10+1 mm
from the original surface of the paste. This investigation deals with its assessment as
per BS 4550-1978 (2).

PART I ONE POINT METHOD OF DETERMINATION OF CONSISTENCY

In the regular method of finding normal consistency, penetration is measured for
different water contents and the water content that gives the standard penetration is
taken as normal consistency. The object of this investigation is to determine the normal
consistency in a single trial. Popovics (4) had also indicated the possibility of
developing a 'One-point method1 for the Vicat’s test.

Materials
In the first part of the investigation, one brand of cement (brand name 'Veda’) was
used. The cement was ground to different finenesses with the same chemical composition.
Thble 1 Chemical composition of cement (percent by weight)

CaO
60.98

Si02

20.00

MgO

Al 2^

6.79

IR: Insoluble residue

3-51

1.41

SOj

IR

2.20

2.10

LOI

3-36

LOI: Loss on ignition

The finenesses determined using Blaine’s air permeability method are mentioned in
figure 1. Tb verify the validity of this 'One-point method’, two other cements were used.

Results and discussims
The normal consistency was determined in accordance with BS 4550-1978. First, tests
were conducted using Veda cement with three different finenesses. Penetrations (P) were
measured for different water contents (w) for the three cases. A graph of water content
versus penetration
called flow line, was plotted (Fig.1) and water contents (wjj)
corresponding to 5mm penetration from bottom read out. The water contents at different
penetrations were generalized by dividing them by the corresponding Wpj values. Using this,
an equation relating water content, normal consistency (w^) and penetration of.the form,

w / wK = a - bP
where a = 1.008 and b = 0.002, for the dates

(1)

considered, can be developed.

It can be seen from figure 1 that, all the points fall in a narrow band making it
possible to represent by an equation.
Two more cements of different brands were tested to assess the validity of tills
equation for other cements (Table 2). The calculated values are in good agreement with

experimental values. Figure 2 shows the experimental and predicted flow lines cAments,
when an average value of normal consistency was used in equation 1 to draw the flow lines’

Specific surface area,
cm2/gm

•

3057

1______ I______ I
I
I—
w/w = 1.008-0.002 P
N
r = 0.95

1.1

- wN = water content for normal
consistency
0.8

0

10

20

30

Penetration, P, mm
(measured from bottom)
Fig. 1 Relationship between water content and Vicat’s penetration
and their normalization

for different cements

table 2 Vicat’s penetrations for two cements

tample

Water content
(%)

Penetration (mm)
Normal consistency
measured from bottom wN as per eqn. 1)

A

24.0
25.0
25.5

27.5
15.0
5.5

25.18
25-46
25.58

В

24.0
24.5
25.0

25.0
17.0
10.5

24.95
25.15
25.55

Penetration, P, mm
(measured from bottom)
Fig. 2 Experimental and predicted Vicat’s penetrations for
different cements

different water contents using

PART II AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD FOR ASSESSMENT OF CONSISTENCY OF

CEMENT PASTE

For the determination of normal consistency, different standards lave advocated
different methods of mixing, placing and assessment. The Indian
and British standards
have specified hand mixing, and, American standard mechanical mixing. The paste is filled
into the mould as it is, in the case of Indian and British Standards. In the American
Standard Method, the paste is made into a ball and tossed 6 times between the hands held
6 inches apart before it is pressed into the mould from the larger end. It is possible
that human errors do creep in while doing this experiment. The normal consistency is also
defined differently in different codes. Hence, the existing methods merit reexamination.
The alternative method

Cone penetrometer method is an established method for the determination of liquid
limit of soils. Liquid limit of soil is analogous to consistency of cement paste. This
inference can be made from soil-concrete analogy, by examining the role of the
constituents of soil and concrete, and the interaction between clay or cement and water
(5). Hence, cone penetrometer can be used in the assessment of normal consistency.

Details of the Vicat’s apparatus are given in codes. The standard weight of the
plunger is 300 gm and, diameter 10 mm. Only the diameter of the mould varies from one code
to other. Indian and British standards specify a diameter of 80 mm. American code
specifies a top diameter of 6O<3 mm and a bottom diameter of 70+3 mm. The height of the
mould in all the cases is 40 mm. The time allowed for penetration is 30 seconds.
Details of the cone penetrometer are available in BS 1377-1975 ( 6).
It has a cone
of height 35 mm and apex angle 30°. The total weight of une cone and sliding shaft is 80
gm. The mould is 40 mm in height and 55 mm in diameter. The apparatus is fitted with an
automatic release and locking device which restricts the cone penetration to 5 seconds.
The dial gauge measures the depth of penetration (from top) to an accuracy of 0.1 mm.

toterlais and methods
The first set of tests were conducted on Coromandel cement. The validity of the
correlation between tne two tests was verified using Dalmia cement. Water content was
varied from 23 to 29%.

For Vicat's test, mixing was done manually, as per IS (and BS) code. Penetrations
(from bottom) were measured for different water contents. In cone penetration test, mixing
wHo done using a motorized mortar mixer. The paste was placed in two layers; each layer
being compacted by giving 25 jolts on a flow table. The penetrations (from top) were
measured for different water contents. At least two samples were tested (which were
prepared at a time) for each water content. The results are given in figure 3. Similar
tests were conducted for telmia cement also, for three different water contents.

Results and discussions
The results of tests are shown in figure 3. Penetration values
are plotted as
obtained, i.e., the Vicat's penetration as measured from bottom and cone penetration from
cop. The equations are:
For Vicat's test,

wv = 27.3896 - 0.1299 Pv

(2)

and for cone penetration test,
wc = 0.2527 Pc - 20.0842

(3)

where, Py and Pc are the Vicat's and cone penetrations and wv and
water contents.
v

are the respective
c

When tine water contents used for the two tests are same, equations (2) and (3) can
be combined, i.e., at
wy = wc,
Pv = 56.24 - 1.95 Pc

(4)

This equation was used in calculating the values of P for various values of P .
The results are shown in tables 3a and b. It can be seen that the calculated values are in
good agreement witin the experimental ones.

In Vicat's test, tine results are operator dependent. Based on the mode of mixin»,
penetration also varies. The variations in the results of cone penetrometer may be due
to difference in compaction. But, when the two tests are compared, cone penetrometer test
appears to be better. In this case, the cone is allowed to penetrate for only 5 seconds
Г '5nch 1V gets locked. In the case of Vicat's apparatus, the penetration is read
after 30 seconds. The plunger moves faster for the first ten seconds and then slows down.
A major portion of the penetration might have been over in the first ten seconds. Hence
measurements of penetrations before this time seems to be quite siiffici Ant.

'4-1,

Another factor that needs to be
be mentioned
mentioned regarding
regarding operator
operator dependence
dependence of
of Vicat's
Vicat's
test is the validity of equation (1). Though, the results obtained in case of consistency
tests match well with the calculated values, the equation in its original form could not
be used universally. It is not possible to categorically say why it is so. As per the
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standards, the cement paste has to be prepared by manual mixing. For different operators
there was a difference in the penetration of the Vicat's needle.
P
’

Penetration, P, mm
Fig.

3 Relationship between
penetration tests

water

content

and

penetration

for

Vicat's

and

cone

Ihble 3a Vicat's penetrations
Water
content

Hrial
No.

%

Vicat's
penetration
mm

Calculated
cone penetration
Pc (cal) mm

Average
Pc (cal)
mm

25

1
2

30
31

13.46
12.94

13.20

27

1
2

23
24

17.05
16.53

16.79

29

1
2

14
16

21.66
20.64

21.15

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In sumnary, it can be said that, the equation based on generalization leads to a
a™3 ,rap.ld way of determining normal consistency since the penetration resistance of
cement paste is a measure of shear strength which In turn deiS or. phvslc^eM^l

ratios? Ms Äaeo^rrejSStlve^slS??“^

1П

°£ generalized »ter-oement

bble 3b
Water
content

Ibial
No.

fo

25

27

29

Actual and calculated cone penetrations
Percentage
Pc (Actual)
Average
Average
Pn (Actual) Pc (Cal)
difference
1/10 mm
C mm
C
mm
over Pc (Act)

1
2
3

130
123
120

1
2
3

Л68

1
2
3
4

223
220
211
220

158
173

12.43

13.20

-6.19

16.63

16.79

-0.96

21.85

21.15

+3.20

Ihe cone penetrometer appears to be a viable alternative for the Vicat's apparatus.
But, additional data is needed before an equivalent parameter for normal consistency is
defined. Ihe results are definitely indicative of the possibility of a good correlation
between the two tests. These tests are to be extended to cover a wider range of cements
and also to define equivalents to the penetration values corresponding to initial and
final setting times. The method of compacting should also be changed or can be even
avoided.
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SUMMARY

Traditionally, many cement standards have been orientated towards compositional requirements and the
successful introduction of a wide range of secondary materials over many years has led to a considerable
increase in both their number and complexity.
A parallel development has been to produce standards based on the end use of the cements. It might have been
expected that the latter would have their requirements expressed in terms of performance tests, but
composition and chemical tests still, in most cases, continue to be adopted to fulfil this role.
This paper reviews the international situation and also indicates how products destined for similar purposes
are specified in different ways. The case for common international standards is strong, but requirements for
performance will need to be related to rapid chemical and also compositional requirements to enable
production to be controlled.
INTRODUCTION

It is customary for standards to define the properties of cements in four different, but complementary ways :
1. Composition
3. Physical properties
2. Chemical properties
4. Performance characteristics
At the beginning of this century, the user had three principal requirements - firstly that when incorporated into
grout, mortar or concrete the cement remained workable long enough for it to be put into the desired place,
secondly that it developed the required level of strength at the appropriate time and thirdly that once in the
hardened state it did not show any marked degree of deterioration after many decades. In those far off days,
the first British Standard for Portland cement №12:1904 (1) contained a compositional requirement which
was defined in a limited way through constraints on density and insoluble residue. Chemical requirements
included magnesia and sulphuric anhydride - both providing a second order means of ensuring long term
stability m the hardened state. A restriction on the amount of coarse material present was also helpful in this
connection. The tensile test adopted for strength was performed under conditions which could hardly be
considered as sufficiently meaningful for it to be described with any justification as a performance test. The
setting time and soundness tests represented performance assessments dealing with placing the material in the
plastic state and the long term stability of the structure respectively.
These requirements still appear in standards but in many cases have become inadequate to fully charactenze
e arge numbers of different cements now used for the various applications. Investigation shows that,
roughout the world, the number of standards for all types of construction cements has increased from 129
to 282 over the last 30/35 years (2). By far the largest increase has been for those containing secondary
materials and the number of countries having standards for cements with these materials increased from 23
to 59 over the same period. In terms of types and classes, the number in this category has increased from 150
to 876.
REQUIREMENTS IN STANDARDS

These fall into two main categories :
1.
Type Requirements" which normally take some considerable time to establish compliance and
which are not therefore suited to the direct control of the product and the process. These are
referred to in this paper as "Performance Tests"
2.
Requirements which are generally considered to be related to the "Type Requirements" but
which can be rapidly assessed for compliance and which are therefore suitable for direct process
and product control. These are referred to in this paper as "Control Tests"
Performance requirements such as 28 day strengths fall into the former category whilst physical tests such as
specific surface area and chemical analyses may be classified in the latter.

In the case of cements which have been used over many decades in the more common applications, there is
confidence that the rapid "Control type tests" (2. above) are sufficient. However when materials are
introduced which have no such history of successful application but which are attractive economically and/
or environmentally it is not unreasonable for a potential user to seek an assurance that a failure will not occur
at either the plastic (concrete) stage or in the hardened stite some years later. Such an assurance is normally
more meaningful in cases where the secondary material is incorporated in the cement at the plant where the
cement is produced. The situation regarding Performance tests and Control tests is illustrated in the following

examples:

SULFATE RESISTANCE
As long ago as 1892 Michaelis (3) had ascribed the disintegration of cements in waters containing sulfates
to the formation of calcium sulfoaluminates. This work was followed up over the next 30/40 years (4) by many
attempts to develop tests to.characterize this situation. The most reliable tests involved the retention of
specimens in sulfate solutions over many years and quantifying the breakdown of the concrete or mortar by
strength, expansion, or weight loss measurements. By 1940 sufficient evidence had been collected to permit
a requirement to be put into cement standards limiting the % C,A (when calculated using the Bogue formula)
to a maximum of 5%. This became an effective control test because it was possible to formulate the kiln
feedstock to produce Portland cement clinker to meet these requirements.
. .
.
.
In many cases this was achieved by converting the C3A to C4AF by increasing the addition of iron
compounds to the kiln feedstock. However some reservations were raised regarding the conversion of C4AF
to calcium sulfoaluminates and some national standards also include a constrainton the C4AF level. The pre sent
situation (2) is as follows for cements containing 95 to 100% Portland cement clinker and calcium sulfates
having a high level of sulfate resisunce (to withstand 1500 to 10,000 p.p.m. SO4 in water (6)).
Number of countries having standards with :

A maximum CL A level of 5%
It
tl
fl
H
3/4%
И
1!
It
If
fl
4/5 % and C3A + C4AF< 22%
It
If
If
If
" 2 (C,A) + C4AF < 25%
5 %
It
It
H
If
tr
3.5/5 % " 2 (C3A) + C4AF < 20/22%
fl

If

It

II

tl

0%

” C2F + C4AF<20%

9
18
4

6
10

1

Countries having a performance test as an option
,
4 countries have, in addition, a maximum limit on C3A level and a max. limit on C,S
* for "Very high sulfate resistance".

Where Moderate sulfate resistance (to withstand 150 to 1500 p.p.m. SO4 in water (6)) is required, the number

of countries having standards with :
A maximum C3A of 6%
8%
8%andC3S + C3A<58%
8% " C3S + C3A< 58% and SiO2> 20/21%
8% " SiO2> 20/21%
An Al203/Fe203 ratio of 0.7 to 1.0

*

6
2
1
6*
1

One country has a maximum limit of 55% on the C3S instead of the constraint on C3S + C3A.

These formulations based on Portland cements containing 95% or more of clinker and calcium sulphates have
been well tested in practice and through long term performance tests.

The incorporation of secondary materials such as granulated slags (6) (7), pozzolanas (8), and silica fumes
(9) into cements has been shown under appropriate circumstances to give enhanced sulfate resisting properties
and this is often seen to be an attractive direction in which to proceed. For a given concrete mix, the sulfate
resistance achieved in this way would be expected to be dependent upon the characteristics of the Portland
cement clinker, that of the secondary component, the relative reactivity of the two (or in the case of some
cements three or even four) components, the proportions, and hence e.g. the permeability of the concrete
produced. The complexity of this situation may make performance testing an attractive proposition because
although the materials themselves may be defined in terms of chemical requirements and the amounts present
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can be specified, it is far from easy to predict the manner in which one reacts with the other (10). The problem
has however been to develop a performance test which provides meaningful results within a reasonable time.
Work in the U.S.A, has proceeded sufficiently far for a performance test to be a mandatory requirement in the
ASTM standard for Blended Cements (with moderate sulfate resisting properties) (11 ).This test (12) involves
the preparation of mortar prisms which when they have attained a compressive strength of 20 N/mm2 are placed
into a solution of sodium sulfate. It is, however, necessary to wait 180 days before the test is completed. In
most countries sulfate resistance continues to be defined in terms of compositional requirements and in some
cases by specifying certain chemical aspects of the components. The number of countries specifying in
different ways is given in the tables below :

High Sulfate Resistance
% CjA in
clinker
max.

% *
clinker
+ CaSO4

2
3
3.5
4

<30

5+
5+
5+
5+
5+
5+

>90
>80

6+
6 + **

%
.
pozzolana

slag

%
fly ash

%
others

>70

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7
3
i
i
3
1

<25
no cons Taints
< 15---------no cons Taints

>65
55-85
30-65

<20

< 10
15-1-40

35-70
— no cons Taints

72-94
65-94

6-28
6-35
Pozzolana r jquired to be prese

<40
<30
25-60
20-90
15-35
< 15

60-75
>70
20-45
10-80
65-85
>85

No of
countries

20-45

+ % C4AF + 2 (% CjA) in clinker < 20/22 : * / ** see under next table

Moderate Sulfate Resistance
% *
clinker
+ CaSO4

6
8
8
8
8
8

>85
72-94
65-94
55-85
30-65

%
slag

%
pozzolana

%
fly ash

%
others

< 15
<------------ 6-38 - ------------- >

6-35

<-----------

15 40 ------->

35-70

>90
>85
< 15
>80
<--------- <20 ----------------- -- >
>75
<25
75-80
<64
>36
60-85
15-40
30-75
25-70
> 30
30<-----------------— Pozzolana r iquired to be prese

< 10

20-25

7Q ________
It ------------V V

% C3A in
clinker
max.

No of
countries
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2P
1
1 P
1
1
2P
3P
1
1

si cases cements may contain 3 to 5% minor constituents.
** Cement must meet pozzolanicity requirements.
P Performance test required.
Intcrnauonally, a wide range of compositions appears to be permitted for cements claimed to provide a similar
level of sulfate resistance - suggesting that there is scope for harmonization and, if practicable, the
evelopment of a widely accepted sulfate resistance performance test.

HEAT OF HYDRATION
Since the critical period as far as the heat released from most concrete is less than 5 days then there would
appear to be no insurmountable problem in having a common test for both performance and control purposes.
Measurements of the heat released under semi-adiabatic conditions are made but the heat of solution method
traditionally adopted is time consuming, requires considerable operator skills and has been reported to give
misleading results with some cements containing secondary materials. It is not therefore uncommon to
supplement it with chemical requirements. The 1991 situation as reported by Cembureau (2) is given below
for cements containing 95 to 100% Portland cement clinker and calcium sulfates and related to the number
of countries adopting the different approaches :

Low Heat of Hydration
%
C3A
max.

Heat of
hydration
test
required

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no

%
C3S
max.

Heat of
hydration

No of
countries

requirements
max.
kJ/kg
range
between

> 2

5

C

%
C2S
min.

'

50

5.5
6
7
7
7
8

40

7
7
7
8

35
35
40
****

40

35

40
40

35

1
1
1
1
9
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

*
**

250 &
280
at 7 days
and 290 &
320
at 28 days

***

-

Moderate Heat of Hydration
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no

6
6
8
8
8
8
8
6
6

55

1
1
2
3+
5
4+
1
1
1 +++

++
++
55++
50

30

290
at 7 days
and
335
at 28 days

* Si02 > 21%
**C4AF + 2C3A<25%
-*** Max. specific surface area specified
**** Lime saturation factor to be 0.66 to 0.88
+ Si02> 20/21%
++ C3S + C,A < 58%
+++ C3S +C3A < 53%
Where the low heat of hydration cement contains significant amounts of secondary materials the international
situation is as follows (2) :

Heat of
hydration
test
required

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

%
clinker
+ CaSO4

<

%
slag

%
pozzolana

%
fly ash

%
others

■

60-90 *
60-85
10-80 **
20-64

<

10 t
<---------- 15-40 -

-j 40 ________

20-90
jO-oU

Some compositions restrict the clinker C A to 5/7 %
One composition restricts the clinker C3A to 8 % and the C3S to 55 %

—"

>

No of
countries

3
10
8
10
2
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For moderate heat of hydration the situation is as follows:

Max. % C3A
in clinker
yes
yes
yes
no

%
clinker
+ CaS04

%
slag

%
pozzolana

%
fly ash

< —----------—■ 1 no c<
mstraints
----60-90
<------ 10-40 " ----------------30-75
25-70
30-75
25-70

%
others

--------- >
>

I he heat of hydration maximum requirements range between 293/300 kj/kg a

No of
countries
1
10
6
1

7 days and 335 at 28 days

ALKALI AGGREGATE REACTION RESISTANCE
ere has been considerable difficulty in producing valid test methods to assess the potential of various
CnCH ea^t0 f
C а1ка11"а^ге8а1с reacüon- and as a result only one country, in one^f its standards has

of the^m^rl7таПСе

tCS'i.Thc maJ°nty of countries adopt requirements which limit the alkali content
Um °X,dC e<lulvalcnt (%Na20)e - which is calculated from % Na,0 + 0.658
2- . QY
(%K20))- Other standards rely on compositional requirements. The international situation is -as- —
follows
situation is as follows (2):
Max %
%
%
%
%
No of
(Na?0)c
clinker
slag
pozzolana
others
countries
permitted
+ CaSO
including
fly ash
0.6
95-100
17
0.8
95-100
1
1.0
95-100
2
0.6
50-100
0-50
1
0.9
<50
1
0.9
40-65
35-60
1
1.0
40-80
20-60
1
1.0
85
15
1
1.0
60-85
15
25
1
1.1
36/40-50
50-60/64
2
1.3
30-70
30-70
1
2.0
15-40
60-85
2
2.0
1
It is known (13) that different aggregates can have different demands in respect of alkali requirements and his
may have a beanng on tite range of values appearing m the various nationa^tandaS ^must not however
(<7K(S AT( ,XPaS

Portl'and^nuH?

У matenalS аГе П01 CaPablC °f reICaS‘ng aIkaHS themse,ves when combined with’

WHITE CEMENTS
White cements would appear at first sight to be one of the easiest materials to specify in terms of their
per ormance. However to do this on an international basis requires that test methods are carefully harmonized
and ye relatyi to a definitive international "Whiteness" sundard. This is not, at present, the case The othS
problem is that powder colour and set cement colour are not always directly related.
he present situation in terins of countries having different requirements is as follows:
No requirements in addition to those for ordinary cements
- ]i
"Whiteness" requirements
"
"
"
_ -j
Whiteness and additional chemical requirements * *
.4
Additional chemical requirements (without "Whiteness")
. 3
Based on national "Whiteness" standards.
These place constraints on the iron and on the manganese compounds present.

RAPID HARDENING CEMENTS
The main characteristic that the user is seeking in this type of cement as opposed to the ordinary cements is
that it should provide a high strength very soon after placing. Thus a performance requirement at an early age
is important.
Despite this, 18 standards exist (2) where the earliest strength requirement is at 3 days.
Where 24 hour and/or 2 days strengths are specified using the CEN EN 196-1 test method - as they are in 24
countries -the24hourrequirementrangesfrom 10to28N/mm2andthatat2days 16to30N/mm2.(Inconsidering
these figures it should be bome in mind that some are ''Characteristic” requirements and others are of the "Pass/
Fail" type - this is however unlikely to change the situation by more than 2N/mm2.)

MASONRY CEMENTS
Masonry cements are required to provide their users with a relatively low strength, good "Workability", and
good durability in the hardened state. The low strength and to some extent the "Workability" are achieved
through the incorporation of a suitable secondary material. The "Workability" is also improved by providing
air entraining and water retaining capabilities. Acceptable durability in the hardened state can be assisted by
making provision for an adequate air content. The international situation (2) is given below in terms of the
number of countries adopting each approach to the question of specification :

No special requirements apart from strength
Air content requirements in addition to the above
"
" and water retention requirements + above

12
7
9

No specification constraints on composition
< 25% secondary material
40-50%
< 50%
........................
■
< 60%
< 80%

19
1
1
3
4
2

Masonry cements show a high degree of orientation to performance type testing and specification with air
content being adopted as a second order measure of durability.

AIR ENTRAINING CEMENTS
These are confined to standards adopted in the Americas and in Taiwan (2). Apart from the normal
requirements adopted in cement standards, an air content test oh mortar is required.

SEA WATER RESISTING CEMENTS
France is the only country to have formal standards to cover this type of product and specification is essen daily
in terms of compositional and chemical requirements as is shown below (2):
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%
clinker
+ CaSO4

%
slag

%
pozzolana

%
fly ash

%
C3A

*
97-100
97-100
>80
>90
80-90
>90
>90
25-40
<20
25-60

<20

<20
< 10
10-20
10 % Limesto ic
10 % Limesto ic

60-75
>80
20-45
* Un clinker component

8-10
<8
11.5
< 10
< 10
8-10
<8

20-45

%

% max.

C3A +
0.27 (%C.S)
max. *

s |so3
1

■ 1
■
0.2 1 2.5
0.2 J 3
0.5 J 3
0.2 1 3
26
0.2 J 3
23.5
0.2 1 2.5
23.5
0.2 1 3
2 1 4
2 1 5
2 1 4
------------------------ ---------- !-------

23.5
23.5

LEACHING RESISTANT CEMENTS
These cements are specified in Italian standards in terms of composition and pozzolan.city (2):

Degree of
leaching
resistance

%
clinker
+ CaSO4

moderate
moderate
high
very high
high
very high

100
51-64
31-50
<30
present *
present *

%
slag

%
pozzolana

%
c3s
max.
40

36-49
50-69
>70

present *
present *

Pozzolanicity
test
required
no
no
no
no
yes
yes

* Percentage range not defined - performance test being developed.

HYDROPHOBIC CEMENTS
There is a formal standard for this product in India where, in addition
to the normal cement specification
requirements, a hydrophobicity test is included.

DISCUSSION

materials.

ГОт 12910 282' ВУfar Ше lar8est mcrease has been for those conuining secondary

2. Examination of the data presented indicates that different countries often specify cements for similar
Гь'|,й|ГГггет and sometimes apparently confiicting ways. For example, a cement which requires
^ras htJeSasS?5%cl.SngСИпкСГC’A‘evC1’COnta,nasmuch^90%
Almostall the standards for low heat cements includea mandatory heatof hydration requirement but manv
£ Station SsT5'110"’ SU8geSting th3t C0mp0siti0nal requirements are needed to complement the

^esVoSd' "ffsTo bl6
frCsistanCC’ ,?ere is one Performance test available, but its validity has been
oermittin^un m 2 07 Tnd
a Spec,flc1aUo" ЬУ composition is concerned we have one standard
permitting up to 2.0% sodium oxide equivalent (Na20) for cement containing 40% clinker and another
restricting the max.mum to 0.9% with 65 % clinke?This supports the suggestion that it iTniess^ to

take into account the properties of local aggregates, as well as those of the secondary materials. Local
guidelines are therefore of primary importance.

3 ASTM in the U.S.A, have, in connection with their C 595 standard for "Blended hydraulic cements", made
considerable efforts to produce valid performance tests and associated specification limits. These are still
the subject of some criticism, but the experience gained is very important for future developments.

4. In Europe, the CEN Technical Committee (TC/51) dealing with Cement & Building Limes has set up a
working group (№12) which is charged with the identification of any additional test methods for
performance which are required to specify cement and are suitable for European standardization.
5. Performance tests, in many cases, require a considerable time before they are capable of showing the
acceptability of a product and if they are accelerated excessively they may give misleading results. As such
they are often unsuitable for process control purposes and when this situation prevails it is necessary to
relate them to the more rapid chemical and physical tests suitable for that purpose.
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SUMMARY

Icelandic cement takes its characteristics from its unusual raw materials. High alkali content
in combination with Alkali-Silica reactive aggregates has initiated Alkali-Aggregate reactions in
concrete. Research has shown that Alkali-Aggregate reactions can be controlled by intermilling
Condensed Silica Fume and Rhyolite with the cement clinker. Eight years continuous measurement
of mortarbar expansion of 7.5% CSF cement with active sand shows less than half expansion,
compared with the same cement without CSF. Up to 35% replacement with CSF and Rhyolite does
not seem to reduce 28 days cement strength significantly.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Die Eigenshafien des Isländischen Zement sind von den ungewönlichen Rohmaterialen
abhängig. Der hohe Anteil an Alkalisalzen im Zement hatte zuzammen mit reaktiven
Zuschlagmaterialen Alkalischäden im Beton zur Folge. Untersuchungen haben aber gezeigt dass
Alkalireaktionen kontrollert und reduziert werden können durch Zugabe von Silikastaub undLiparit
bei der Zementvermalung. Kontinuerliche Messungen von Mörtelprismen die jetz acht Jahre dauern
beweisen dass eine Zugabe vom 7.5%, Silikastaub in einer Mörtelmischung mit reaktivem
Sandzuschlag nur die halbe Alkalidehnung aufweist verglichen mit derselben Mischung ohne
Silikastaubzugabe. Ein A ustausch von 35 %> Zement gegen eine Mischung von Silikastaub und Liparit
scheint die 28 Tage Druckfestigkeit von Zement wenig zu senken.

INTRODUCTION

Concrete, plain or reinforced is the most widely used building material in Iceland. Lack of alternative
building materials on one hand and seismic activity and severe climate conditions on the other hand have
given concrete this status in modem construction. During the first decades after the second world war there
was an explosive expansion in the Icelandic building industry, and therefore a cement production was started
in 1958, to replace imported cements.

Iceland has almost exclusively ingenuous geological structure. Through its volcanic activity Iceland is
mostly made up of basalt lavas. Substantial deposits of limestone or clay do not exist in the country.
Therefore the raw materials used for making cement in Iceland are not traditional, but marine-shell deposits
and rhyolite rock.
This paper presents in short terms the composition and properties of the Icelandic cements and the action
taken by the Iceland State Cement Works to counteract the risk of damages caused by Alkali-Silica reaction,
ASR, in Icelandic concretes.

RAW MATERIALS

The raw materials used for making cement are marine shell sand; 0-2 mm, containing more than 90%
CaCO3, as the calcareous part and rhyolite of volcanic origin, type dactic pitchstone with high glass content
as the argillaceous part. The rhyolite contains 65-70% SiO2, 13-14% A12O3 and 5-7% Fe2O3.

These extraordinary raw materials have both negative and positive effects on the cement making process.
The marine-shell deposits are naturally ground to a fine sand fraction but it is difficult to reach the finest
fraction (0.1 mm), whereas rhyolite is rather soft and easy to grind.
The cement is manufactured by the wet process and the bumability of the raw materials is good although
the reduced grindability in the finest fraction of the shell sand results in lower lime saturation and less C3S
in the clinker. All precipitator dust from the kiln is disposed.

The clicker produced consists of C3S=59%, C2S=23%, C3A=5% and C4AF=13%. Alkali content is
1.5% Na2O eqv., more than double the value, recommended by ASTM for controlling ASR.

ALKALI SILICA REACTION (ASR)

Twenty years ago it was discovered that the concrete aggregates used in the most populated area are
sensitive to ASR. In the late sixties and early seventies, tests that were carried out by the ASTM C-289
(Alkali Aggregate Reaction, Quick Chemical Test) and ASTM C-227 (Alkali Aggregate Reaction, Mortar
Bar Method) methods, revealed that many Icelandic aggregates are alkali reactive or lie very near the
boundary between reactive and non-reactive material as defined by the ASTM standards, (Fig.l) [1,2]. The
awareness of this potential danger of Alkali-Aggregate Reaction, AAR, specially in structures subjected to
a high degree of moisture, lead to some precautions, such as using selected innocuous aggregates and
imported low alkali or pozzolan cements. This was however limited to major structures such as harbours,
dams, power stations etc. In general house construction no such actions where taken, partly due to the belief
that such constructions where not vulnerable to AAR because of low moisture content, partly because no
damage cases had been reported and also because special precautions would have increased building costs
[3,4].
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Fig. 1 — Test results of some Icelandic concrete aggregates according to the Quick Chemical Test and
the Mortar Bar Test.
In the late seventies, an intensive field study [5], confirmed that AAR damage was a great problem in
housing concrete in the Reykjavik area. Further investigations also showed that the ASR damage was to a
great extent due to one aggregate source, Hvaljörd sand. This material, seadredged and unwashed was used
very extensively by the construction industry during the years 1962-1979, and although the potential danger
was known, it was ignored [3,4]. Some measures are now taken to wash aggregates from this source, but
proofs of effectiveness are limited; Other factors such as high water-cement ratios and unfavourable climate
conditions are also believed to have increased the extend of damage.

RESEARCH AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES

It is believed that the ASR can be controlled by the addition of pozzolans, these working as alkali
diluents. In Iceland several natural pozzolans are found such as perlite, pumice and rhyolite rock. The
rhyolite used as raw material for the clinker process appeared to have rather good pozzolanic properties and
for a period of about 5 years all Icelandic cements were interground with 9% rhyolite.

Later on in collaboration with the Budding Research Institute, BRI, in Reykjavik, trails were made to
use condensed silica fume, CSF, for controlling ASR. Different amounts of silica fumes were used and the
alkali silica reaction was measured. The expansion was measured according to ASTM C-227 and ASTM C
289 and the aggregate used in the tests was Hvalfjörd sand. As is seen in Fig.2, with 10% rhyolite the
expansion is reduced to less than half compared to the portland cement with no addition. Expansion further
reduces with the increase in the amount of rhyolite. Sdica fume is seen to be more effective than the rhyolite
in controlling expansion. It is also interesting to note that the amount of silica fume needed is also half than
that of rhyolite. The expansion further decreases with increase in the amount of silica fume.
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Fig. 2 — Mortarbar expansion of trial interground mixes with Hvalßörd sand.
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In the research the mortarbar expansion was measured up to 4 years. It is seen in the figure, (Fig.2), that
the expansion is progressive up to 6-12 months. With 7.5 % and 10% CSF the long term ASR is significantly
reduced. It was also seen that CSF intergrinding has beneficial influence on many other properties of the
concrete such as strength, which was measured up to 365 days, (Fig.3), [6].

There are some contradictory test data on the effectiveness of CSF to control ASR, based upon short time
test like 14 days performance in ASTM C-441. The results can be very much misleading and can cause big
damages [7]. Results reported on the influence of CSF on the durability properties are also very much
controversial. It may be due to the inhomogeneous dispersion of CSF, when blended into the cement in the
laboratory or at the concrete mixing plant. In this case CSF will accumulate and will show ball bearing
effect. Whereas Ca(OH)2 will precipitate at isolated places, even when CSF present can have the capacity
of interacting with all the alkali. This can be the reason for localized damage of concrete [8].
To avoid this problem of dispersion, condensed silica fume is intennilled with the cement in Iceland.
Basing upon the test results, 7.5% CSF was decided to be used as a standard measure for controlling ASR.
Test series spanning eight years comparing Icelandic Portland Cement with no CSF addition and the same
cement with 7.5% intermilled CSF are shown in Fig 4. The figure shows that mortarbar expansion with
active sand is less than half for the 7.5% CSF cement, compared with the unblended cement. The expansion
is however still active in the blended cement after eight years. This shows that although the ASR process
can be slowed down by CSF intermilling, the reactions will still take place if other conditions are ASR
favourable.

Fig. 4 — Eight years mortarbar expansion with Hvaljjörd sand.

Age [days]
Fig. 5 — Compressive strength; current production, 1991 sample series.

Since the CSF-intermilled cement was put into production, core samples have been taken regularly from
concrete walls of dwelling houses in areas where reactive aggregates have been used. No cases of damages
due to ASR have been reported and no signs of ASR have been detected in the cores,[4,9].

MODIFICATIONS

Experimental production, where 10% CSF
and 25% Rhyolite are interground w'ith the
cement clinker has shown encouraging results.
Tliis cement has a remarkable good
compressive strength development (Fig.5 ) and
seems to have good ability to reduce alkali
aggregate expansion. The cement, which is
called "Blöndu" cement, after a hydro power
station presently under construction, is being
developed to cast thick concrete masses where
early heat development can cause problems.
Results from long term mortar bar expansion
tests with the 10% CSF/25% Rh. cement will
be published soon.

Parameter

SiO,
ALÖ3
Fe,O}
Free lime

Fineness
Specific
gravity

Cement Type
7.5% CSF 10% CSF
Rapid
+ 25% Rh.
24.3
35.6
4.12
5.05
3.78
3.40
1.08
0.37

%
%

7.5% CSF
Normal
24.4
4.20
3.82
1.01

cm2/g

3902

6626

6646

g/cm3

3.02

2.97

2.73

%
%

Table 1. — Some parameters of cement types in
. present production.

A rapid hardening variation of the 7.5%
CSF cement is also produced. The only difference between the two is the fineness, whereas the composition
is almost identical. Some characteristic parameters of the three cement types, currently in production in
Iceland are shown in table 1.

CONCLUSIONS

The cements produced in Iceland have very high alkali content. Important concrete aggregates, used in
the most populated area, are alkali-silica reactive. This has required some preventive measures to be taken.
The results from intermilling CSF and Rhyolite with the cement clinker have shown very reasonable
results during the last decade. Mortarbar expansion with reactive sand is by far slower when the clinker is
interground with CSF and Rhyolite.

Up to 35 % total replacement does not seem to reduce the compressive strength of the cement considerably,
and 7.5% CSF replacement increases compressive strength.
’
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SUMMARY
Brazilian dams constructed over 15 years ago, without pozzolanic materials,
have
shown evidences of alkali—silicate reaction. At the time of construction, the aggregates
used were considered as non-reactive (gneissic, migmatitic and granulitic rocks
of
a
prevailingly granitic composition).
High temperature conditions (up to 40°C) and humidity oscillations are
the
main
factors affecting the reaction, the intensity of which normally varies in
the
same
structure. Locally, the strain degree of the aggregates is the principal conditioning
factor of the reaction, which is more developed on rocks subject to heavier deformation,
of a finer grain size. The quartz and feldspars - both strained and
with
a
typical
ondulating extinction - appear as the reactive phases in such aggregates.
The reaction products investigated by SEM and EPS are basically a silico-alkaline
gel with a varying CaJS-l ratio and a high К proportion. Usually, the Nd content is low in
this material. The associated crystallized phases are often more rich in alkalis (mainly K)
and with varying morphologies, similar to those described in the literature.

SOMMAIRE

Les barrages breslliens construits depuls 15 ans, sans additions de
pouzzolanes,
presentent des evidences de reaction alcalins-granulats. Les granulats utilises
(gneiss,
migmatites et granulites de composition granitique) ont ete consideres comme nonreactifs.
.
Les conditions de haute temperature (> 40°C) , les variations de 1'humidite
et
la
disponibilite en alcalins sont les principaux facteurs qui agissent sur I'intensite de la
reaction. Le degre de deformation du granulat est le principal facteur conditionnant
la
reaction. Le quartz et le feldspaths, tous deux ä extinction roulante, sont les principaux
responsables de la reactivlte du granulat.

_
Dans le beton, les produits de 1'alcali-reaction
etudies
par
la
microscopie
electronique ä balayage avec EDS,^ sont des gels de silicates alcalins avec des
rapports
Ld/Ъл. varies et avec un contenu eleve de K. Par contre, le contenu en Nd est tres
bas.
Les phases cristallines associees sont plus riches en alcalins que les gels et presentent
des morphologies variees (rosaces, prismes, feuilles...), simllaires ä celles
decrites
dans la litterature.
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INTRODUCTION

Concrete durability studies focusing alkali-silicate reactions are becoming a growing
concern among technologists and researchers Involved In civil construction. Evidences of
reactions have been systematically and increasingly reported at International symposiums
and congresses. In Brazil, the occurrence of alkali-aggregate
reactions
is
scarcely
documented. It was only after 1985 that the Brazilian technicians became aware of
the
occurrence of alkali-silicate reaction in the concrete of the MOXOTÖ(1)and the JOANES
dams, both located in the northeast region of the country (FZguA-fc J).

Although the international technical literature on alkali-aggregate
expressive, very little is known about the kinetics"and mechanism of the
reaction.

reaction
is
alkali-silicate

The purpose of this paper is to contribute toward to a better knowledge of the alkali
silicate reaction, reporting the studies developed at Brazilian Portland Cement Association
(ABCP) on concretes of some Brazilian dams (Joanes, Pedras and Paulo Afonso).
2

SITE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDIED DAMS

the site of the three largest
along with the Moxoto, Joanes,
and Pedras dams.
(For main
see TabZfc 1).

TABLE 1 - Main Characteristics of Some Brazilian Пятя
Dam

Power Output Completion
(MW)
year

Concrete
volume
(m3)

Nature of
aggregate

Pozzolan used

Site
Parana river,
Parana State

Itaipu

12,600

1983

Tucurui

6,480

1983

5,000,000 Metasediment
and basalt

Calcined clay Tocantins river,
(Flay ash)
Para State

Ilha Solteira

3,200

1973

3,675,600 Basalt and
grave 1

Parana river,
Fly ash and
calcined clay Mato Grosso do
Sul State

308,000 Granulite

*
Pedras

Flood control
and irrigation

1970

Joanes II
*

Water supply

1971

Paulo Afonso
*
I-III

660

1971

Moxoto

439

1974

(*) Investigated dams

12,000,000 Basalt

Gneiss,
9,360 migmatite and
granulite
Not
available

Granite,
gneiss and
migmatite

Granite,
514,000 gneiss and
migmatite

Fly ash

-

Contas river,
Bahia State

-

Joanes river,
Bahia State

-

Sao Francisco
river, at the
boundary of
Bahia
and
Alagoas State
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDIED CONCRETES

The Investigated samples - drill-hole cores taken from concretes of
the
Pedras,
Joanes and Paulo Afonso Dams - exhibit textural and structural features consistent with
concretes submitted to normal preparation and mixing processes.
They are compact, homogeneous concretes showing a good paste/aggregate
Their cracks are of small importance and localized, without a characteristic
(random cracking).
‘

adherence.
standard

The fine aggregates are of natural origing (river sand), of quartzous
composition
(>90Z) and free from reactive phases (opal, chalcedony, etc.). The
coarse
aggregates
(>4,8mm) consist of crushed rocks of a high metamorphic grade (gneisses, migmatites and
granulites) and granites, which are resistant, without apparent weathering
and
of
a
predominantly gAflnLLLc. Compo^AjLlon. More deformed and milonitized
types
are
locally
observed.

At an optical microscope the coarse aggregates are shown to be made up of potassium
feldspar, calc-sodlum feldspar and quartz. Secondarily, there are varying proportions of
brown biotite, garnet, amphybole (hornblend) and pyroxene, in addition to opaque
and
accessory minerals. Usually, the quartz and feldspar crystals occur strained and with a
typical ondulating extinction (FxfllUieA 2 and 3). Re-crystallization
of
quartz
are
frequently observed.

FIGURE 2 — Strained and elongated quartz
grain (QZ) following the
rock
foliation (Pedras Dam) (Ampl. 50x)
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FIGURE 3 — Plagioclase (P) and
perthitic
orthoclase (F)
crystals
with
apparent strain.
Qz = quartz
(Pedras Dam) (Ampl. 50x).

ASPECTS AND PRODUCTS OF THE ALKALI-SILICATE REACTION AT PEDRAS,
AFONSO DAMS

JOANES

AND

PAULO

In the studied samples, the alkali-aggregate react?on usually occurs unexpressively,
being more intensive in concrete areas subjected to high temperatures
and
humidity
oscillations. Incipient reaction rims and filling of pores with a whitish
. secondary
material are the most usual evidences. Cracking is in general a less common feature.
On
the few cracking plans and in the area of detaching of coarse aggregates
(particularly
those of a large size), the occurrence of whitish secondary materials
can
be
noted,
similar to those that fill the pores. Gel exsudation is a rare feature.

The visualization of aggregates with developed reaction rims, which occur side
by
side with others without an apparent reaction, show that the reaction is heavily affected
by the textural and compositional characteristics of the coarse aggregates. The
rocky
types of granitic composition which along the geological time had been subjected
to
a
more Intensive strain and shearing or to a high-grade metamorphism appear to be the more
reactives.

Tests performed with a Scanning Electronic Microscope (SEM) equipped with an Energy
Dispersive Spectrometer (EPS) led to the conclusion that the principal reaction product
is a silico-alkaline gel, which can be amorphous or exhibit varying crystallinities and
morphologies. From the compositional viewpoint, it consists of silicium and, secondarily,
of calcium, potassium and aluminun. Sodium is rather unexpressive.

Normally, the gel which is in contact with the cement paste or fills the pores and
cracks tends to show a higher Ca/S-L ratio (>l,0) and a lower content of potassium.
The
nature more basic and smaller contents of alkalis of this external gel apparently account
for a more massive aspect and greater stability during sample drying and metallic coating.
The internal gel, comparatively richer in alkalis and with a smaller Ca/SZ ratio (.4-.8)
shows an intensive cracking process during the drying operation (contraction cracks). This
suggests that this phase exhibits a wider expansion capacity. The
slim
whitish . film
(reaction rim) which is macroscopically observed surrounding certain areas or the totality
of some reactive aggregates, usually at a few millimeters from the edge, would be
the
outcropping of such reaction products (EZguAeA 4, 5, 6).
‘
Moving toward the center of the aggregate, crystalline phases of varying morphologies
are observed, which develop into voids or on the weakness planes of the aggregate (cracks,
cleavage planes, contact of crystals). Phases of placoid and lamellar foliate habit are
frequent. Spear-shaped crystals are seen at a smaller proportion
(FZgciZteA 7 - 11). The
compositions of these phases as revealed by the EPS are similar. Only a few changes are
observed in the Ca/K. ratio and in the AZ or Na contents. These latter elements
occur
normally in low proportions. Hair-thread like filament crystals can be observed, ' where
sodium occurs with a more expressive content.
Although the crystalline phases keep a certain compositional similarity
with
the
external amorphous gel, they are typically richer in alkalis (particularly K).
Crystals
of ettringite, both isolated or in dense aggregates, as well as carbonate crystals
can
also occur associated to these materials. The
identified
reaction
products
are
morphologically similar to those described in the literature4’5»6.
\
REACTION

(MORE ALKALINE)

MASSIVE GEL'
(MORE CALCIC)

of

the

FIGURE 5 - External, more.calcic gel (Pedras
-.
Dam).
...
• - .
.
,-

more
alkaline
(Pedras Dam).

gel
,

FIGURE 7 - Foliated
crystalline
phase
occuring as rose crystals (Joanes
Dam). -

FIGURE 4 - Spacial
arrangement
■
reaction products.

FIGURE 6 - Cracked,

FIGURE 8 - Crystalline spear-shaped
(Pedras Dam).

phase

FIGURE 9 - Foliated
crystalline
(Paulo Afonso Dam).

phase

FIGURE 10 - Placoid-quadrangular
(Pedras Dam).

phase

FIGURE 11 - Crystalline more
(Joanes Dam).

phase
,

sodic

FIGURES 5 — 11 - Morphology and spectra of EDS, obtained from
the
crystalline
observed (Gold peaks result from the coating process).
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phases

REACTIVITY OF STRESSED QUARTZ AND FELDSPAR

Normally the reactivity of granitic aggregates, which developed expansive reactions
of the alkali-silicate type have been attributed to stressed quartz. The role of feldspar
in such reactions was investigated by Indian researchers7
5 »*8»9. SEM/EDS studies developed
in concretes of Pedras Dam allowed to conclude that also the alkaline feldspar (perthitic
orthoclase) and plagioclase must be considered as reactive phases, since these mineral
phases develop reaction products similar to those observed in the rase of quartz. The
products resulting from feldspars are rather rich in aluminum (FZgiUteA 12 - 14).

FIGURE

12

FIGURE

FIGURE

FIGURES 12 — 14 -
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1 4

Photomicrographies showing the development of reaction
products
(H) out from quartz crystals (QZ), alkaline feldspar (KF) and plagioclase
(PL). To the righ of each photography the corresponding EDS spectra are
seen (Pedras Dam).

SEM -

CONCLUSIONS

In addition to Moxotö Dam, which was previously studied1,.
the
alkali-silicate
reaction was also characterized at the Brazilian dams of Joanes, Pedras and Paulo Afonso,
all of which located in the northeast region and constructed over 15 years
ago
using
Portland cements (Type I - ASTM) with Na20 equivalent of .8 - 1.1Z and without pozzolans.
The coarse aggregates used were obtained from granitic rocks or from rocks
of
high
metamorphic grade (gneisses, migmatites and granulites) of prevailingly
quartz-feldspar
compositions.

Quartz and feldspars, both stressed, are the reactive phases of these aggregates. The
reaction products identified consist basically of a silico-alkaline gel
with
varying
Ccl/S-l ratio and a high potassium proportion. The crystalline phases that occur associated
appear relatively enriched in alkalis and with varying morphologies (placoids, foliate.

lamellar, spear-shaped or filamentous), similar to those described in the literature.

,
The higher alkali content, particularly potassium, of the crystalline phases observed
in the aggregates permits to assume that part of alkalis could derive from feldspars. The
crystalline phases rich in sodium are found more frequently at the Joanes Dam, where the
cement used presents a /Va2C> equivalent close to .87», with average contents of .17. of Ma20
and .27» of К2С). However, even at this dam, the crystalline products identified exhibit a
larger proportion of K^O than Ma.2O, thus confirming the assumption
that
the
alkaline
feldspars are important sources of K20.

The paragenetic association of the reaction products suggest that the expansion
cracking process is associated to a more alkaline gel, with a smaller participation
the massive gel (more calcic) and of the associated crystalline phases.

and
of

The occurrence-of reactive aggregates, the regional climatic conditions characterized
У high temperatures (up to 40 C), the high humidity of the concretes (dam concretes) and
the presence of available alkalis (partly deriving from feldspar) were the
interacting
factors which conditioned the development of alkali—silicate reactions in the
studied
dams.
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Concrete failure occurs when the flow of a specimen which is equal

to the total flow of its components exceeds the tolerance value.

where
*
V1/
<e^> and 63 - the mix and aggregates flow respectively,
^5 - the volume content of the coarse aggregate.
The expression (1) was derived to calculate the flow modulus of a

as affected by the action of the mix and coarse aggregate.

concrete

Knowing the flow modulus concrete strength was

calculated employ

ing the worker formula

E==<V^
recommended by the European Concrete Committee.

The efficiency of such an approach has been checked in calculating
the load-carrying capacity of brick-work for which the given flow modu

lus is a more vivid characteristic due to its regular structure, As a
result me got a sufficiently precise

relation

obviating the need for

using Onischic’s empirical formula.

Passing from flow to moduli in terms of the expression we get the

value of the given concrete flow modulus which

acquires the following

form provided 0C3 ез 0,5:

E3 •#- Ep
Using the Worker formula we can езфгезз the given

(2)
concrete flow

modulus and the flow moduli of the components as their strength.
A-

-

л
wbeTQ

D)

Л>4/ - strength of the discrete aggregates,
x: 10 R4

where H4 - strength of the aggregates in the

cylinder,

К - coefficient of strength growth of the coarse aggregate
grains, acting in concrete in the state of tri-axial compression. Ac
cording to independent experimental data К = 2,5.

C - proportionality factor. This is calculated on condition
that concrete strength is equal to mix strength R^= fy>=400 kgP/cm2

while using high quality coarse aggregate

= 1200 kgP/cm2 and

is

approximately equalft1,5.
The relation (3) realistically describes the strength of concrete

in terms of aggregates’ strength which varies over a wide range.

The strength of the mix, taken into account in formula (3), changes
in direct proportion to the cement activity.

Analysis of formula (3) shows that concrete strength can vary in

direct proportion to cement activity only for low quality concrete with
high quality coarse aggregate, when the value

Ihus, if either the mix strength is increased and er ordinary aggre

gates are used the relation of direct proportionality in formula coaaes

to hold.
The research conducted thus shows that the Bolomey formula

used at present in allowing for the influence of cement activity is not
quite precise on

concrete strength.

However, above relationship has been refined as below for greater

precision on the basis of the experimental data of 2.A.Kiser from the
Reinforced Concrete Research Institute

... (4)
- cement activity,

where

- experimental coefficients when using high quality materi

als o<

=1.

MICROSTRUCTURE OF INTERFACIAL ZONES BETWEEN
HARDENED SULFOALUMINATE CEMENT PASTE AND
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SUMMARY

The hydration products, crystal sizes, morphological features and thickness of the interfacial
zones between hardened sulphoaluminate cement pastes and limestone aggregates with different
gypsum contents have been investigated systematically by means of XRD, SEM / ED AX, TGA etc.
The effects of various restraining conditions on the micro structure in interfacial zones have been
studied and the bonding strengthes between hardened cement pastes and limestone aggregates have
been measured as well. The relationship of microstructure in interfacial zone and mechanical prop
erties of hardened cement paste is discussed.

XRD, SEM/EDAX, TGA

■й.

INTRODUCTION
The performances of cement concrete are determined by the properties of its compositions and
the bonding characteristics among the compositional materials. Transition zone is the weak yet cru
cial part of concrete.
’
Sulphoaluminate based cement is a new type of cement series, which shows many advantages.

С4А 5

With
з and a-C2S as the main mineral compositions, sulphoaluminate clinker can be used to
produce high early strength, expansive and self-stressing cements by simply controlling the addition
of gypsum, applying to various uses. Nevertheless reports concerning the investigation of the
microstructure of sulphoaluminate cement and concrete are very few. So it is necessary to study the
transition zone of hardened sulpho aluminate cement paste and limestone aggregate.
EXPERIMENTAL

1. Materials
Chemical compositions of clinker and gypsum are shown in Table 1

Table 1

Chemical compositions of sulphoaluminate cement clinker and gypsum

Sample

Loss

H2O

SiO2

ai2o3

Fe2O3

CaO

so3

MgO

Clinker

1.84

—

9.76

29.49

42.81

Gypsum

5.01

0.53

0.35

10.2
41.11

2.49

17.91

1.58
0.11

32.05

2.43

Preparation of cement: cement clinker and gypsum were ground separately, and the ground
gypsum was added into clinker in following proportion, 0%, 15%, 25% and 45%, then the mixture
was homogenized in a mixer into four cement specimens, marking SAO, SA 15 SA25 and SA45
respectively.
2. Sample preparation
2—1 Artificial interface
The aggregate was manufactured into a cylinder of Ф20 x 20 cm, which top and bottom sur
faces were polished. The top and bottom surfaces were kept as parallel as possible to each other. The
cylinder was surrounded by a film which was then fixed with a piece of copper wire to form a mould,
fter having placed the cement paste (W / C = 0.3) into the mould and vibrated it, we put the com
pound specimen into a fog room for curing to the fixed age. The specimen was demoulded by undo
ing the film and was separated by tapping the interfacial zone of hardened cement paste and aggre-

2 2 The preparation of three dimensional restrained specimen was described in reference (1).

2-3 Preparation of the specimen for TDA
A thin layer of specimen was scrapped off from the latest hardened cement past- in the
interfacial zone for the test of TDA.
2-4 Preparation of the specimen for interfacial bonding strength

The aggregate was made into the specimen of 4 x 4 x 2 cm and placed in a form of 4 x 4 x 16
cm , in which cement paste was cast and vibrated for forming. The specimen was cured in standard
condition to fixed age.
3. Testing Methods
X—ray peak width technique was adopted to measure the average crystal size, refering to data
.(2)
RESULTS

1. The interfacial zones of limestone aggregate and 4 hardened sulphoaluminate cements are
analysed on the ground of the results from XRD multilaminating analysis, and the trend of AFt
crystal content in the direction away from the limestone aggregate is shown in Fig.l (at the age of 28
days). Apparently, AFt crystal is rich on the surface of limestone. The zone rich in AFt crystal is de
fined as the thickness of interfacial zone which varies with the content of gypsum added, see Table 2.

added amount of gypsum x 0; EZP5; A 25; О 45; +25 (restrained); 0 45 (restrained)

Fig. 1

The Variation of AFt crystal
distance from limestone

Table 2
SAO

Thickness

(дт)

50

SA15

50-60

Fig.2

Mean size of AFt in interface zone
with respect to interfacial distance

Thickness of interfacial zone
SA25

60-70

SA45
70-80

Restraining condition
SA25

SA45

30

30

The results in Table 2 shows that the thickness of interfacial zone increases with the increse of
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addition of gypsum, while the thickness of interfacial zone decrease under restraining condition.

2. The variation of AFt crystal size with the distance from limestone aggregate at the age of 28
days, is shown in Fig.2. The average AFt crystal sizes inside interfacial zones are larger than those
near the hardened cement pastes (except SA25) and the average AFt crystal sizes inside interfaical
zones change considerably with gypsum addition and restraining condition. Under restraining con
dition the average AFt crystal sizes inside the interfacial zones are similar to those in matrix of hard
ened cement pastes at the age of 28 days.
3. Morphological and composition analysis of hydration products in interfacial zone
Great difference in morphological features of hydrates in the interfacial zone near the side of
aggregate were observed with the variation of gypsum addition and restraining condition. In case of
the specimen without gypsum, as shown in Fig.3, EDAX analysis has proved that the hydration
products are aluminium gel and ettringite and the characteristic peaks of AFt and AH3 appears at
the temperatures of 134U and 260U in TGA test (Fig.4), which proved that the area near aggregate
is rich in AH3 gel at first, and then rich in AFt crystal. Its shape is small-fine needle-like crystal.

Fig.3

SEM photograph of interfaical
zone (0% CSH2, 28 days)

Fig.4

Results of TGA

-L J4

Fig. 5

SEM photograph of interfacial zone
(25% CSH2, 28 days)

Fig.6

Results of TGA

The hydration products in transition zone become colloidal state when gypsum content reaches

25% (wt%) as shown in Fig. 5. The results of TD A are shown in Fig.6, which shows the characteris
tic peak of ettringite. But no AFt crystal peak appears in the area of 0-30 /zm and from the results in
Fig.l and Fig.5 conclude that gel sized and colloidal structure ettringite appears near aggregate at
the age of 28 days.
When 15% gypsum was added into the cement, the limestone aggregate surface is rich in tube
like AFt crystal (Fig.7), and when gypsum amount was added up to 45%, more AFt crystal appears
nearby the limestone aggregate at the age of 28 days. AFt crystal was well grown and like plum blos
som, as shown in Fig.8.

Fig.7

SEM photograph of interfacial
layer (15% CSH2, 28 days)

Fig.8

SEM photograph of interfacial
layer (45% CSH2, 28 days)

Fig.9 and Fig. 10 are the SEM photographes of compound specimens in the interfacial zone
covering the area between aggregate and hardened cement paste matrix, which show that a loose
and porous interfacial layer exists between aggregate and matrix.

Fig.9

SEM photograph from aggregate
(left side) to matrix (25% CSH2,
28 days)

Fig.10 SEM photograph from limestone
aggregate (right side) to matrix
(45% CSH2, 28 days)

4. Interfacial bonding strength
Three point bending test was adopted to measure interfacial bonding strength. Results are
shown in Table 3.

Table 3
SAO

bonding
strength
(MPa)

3.29

SA15

1.43

Interfaical bonding strength
SA25

0.52

SA45

0.39

Restraining condition

SA25

SA45

1.31

0.98

DISCUSSIONS

1. The formation mechanism of interfacial zone
The microstructure in interfacial zone differs remarkably from that inside the hardened cement
paste, which is depended on the factors of aggregate property, the dissolubility and hydration rate of
cement minerals and migration rate of different ions. According to Maso's (3) theory, when cement
paste is cast on the surface of limestone aggregate, a thick water film is formed between aggregate
and cement paste, and the cement particles in cement paste begin to diffuse toward water film due to
the existence of concentration difference. The main minerals in cement C4A35, a-C2S and CaSO4 •
2H2O start to dissolute and react with water instantaneously. First CaSO4 • 2H2O dissolutes in wat
er and produce Ca2+ and SO4 while C4A3S is very easy to hydrate and form AFt and AH3.

When the concentration of SO4 reaches the state of supersaturation, C2S is also begins to
hydrate and produce C-S-H gel and Ca(OH)2.
^The migration rate of ions produced in dissolution and hydration follow the following manner:
SO4 > Al > Ca , and the formation rate of hydration products is in the order of AFt > C-S-H.
These ions and hydration products migrate from cement paste and permeate water film to aggregate
side in the above order. As to the SAO cement, the concentration of SO4" is very low in solution for
no addition of gypsum, therefore Al3+ migrates to the side of limestone first according to the migra
tion rate order. This process will continue until the concentration of Al3+ become supersaturated
and forms a thick layer of AH3 gel on the surface of aggregate. The following are a layer of
ettringite crystal and a little amount of C-S-H; When gypsum content is more than 15%, the state
of supersaturation of SO4 in solution accelerates the migration of SO4~ Al3+ and Ca2+ to aggre
gate and secondary reaction of forming AFt takes place. This is the reason that the main hydration
products near limestone aggregate is ettringite. Only a small amount of C—S—H and residual CSH2
exist in the interfaical zone for the low migration rate of C-S-H. The well grown crystalline
hydration products are attributed to the sufficient space in interfacial zone.
2. Microstructural characteristics of interfaical zone
Test results have proved that the compositions of hydrates in interfacial zone vary with the
gypsum content added to cement. For the specimen without added gypsum, 2-3 дт or so layer of
aluminium gel is formed first on the surface of limestoen aggregate, which is followed by a layer of
ettringite crystal and a small amount of C-S-H gel. When gypsum content added to cement is not
less than 15%, the interfacial zone consists of a layer of ettringite, CSH2 and a bit of C-S-H gel.
With the increase of gypsum content, the interfacial zone becomes thicker, wider looser and more
porous, as shown in Fig.9, Fig.10.

The water film becomes thinner under restraining condition, so the space for hydrate crystal

growth is limited and the thickness of interfacial zone decreases. The morphological feature of
ettringite, characterized by fine and small sized crystal, changes remarkably as the result that the
rate of nucleation is faster than that of crystal growth in transition zone in virtue of higher crystal
nucleus caused by the thinning of water film.
3. The microstructure in interfacial zone and its effects on macro properties.
The bonding strength between limestone aggregate and hardened cement paste decreases with
increase of gypsum added into cement, as shown in Table 3.
In the case of cement without gypsum, 2-3 pm or so aluminium gel layer is formed which is fol
lowed by a layer of ettringite crystal in the interfaical zone. The gel which has good bonding per
formance and dense structure strengthen the bonding strength between aggregate and hardened ce
ment paste both physico chemically and mechanically. With the increase of gypsum content added
into the cement, more and more well grown and large—sized ettringite crystall gathers in interfaical
zone, and AH3 gel becomes less and less, So the microstructure of interfacial zone become porous
and loose, and bonding strength of interfacial zone decrease with the increase of gypsum content.

Under the state of three dimensional restraining, the thickness of interfacial zone decreases,
meanwhile the crystalhbecome small sized and microstructure in interfacial zone grows less porous.
Thus the locking action between hydration products and aggregate is strengthened relatively , there
fore the bonding strength of interfacial zone is higher than that in free expansion state. Apparently,
both proper gel/crystall ratio in interfacial zone and exerting three dimensional restraining on
sulphoaluminate cement concrete can improve the bonding strength of interfacial zone effectively.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The interfacial zone of hardened sulphoaluminate cement pastes and limestone aggregate is
rich in ettringite. For the specimen without added gypsum, aluminium gel 2-3 pm or so in thick is
rich on the surface of limestone firstly, which is followed by a layer of ettringite crystal.

2. With the increase of gypsum content added to cement, the thickness of interfacial zone in
creases; under the state of restraining, the thickness of interfacial zone decreases and crystal particles
become small and fine.

3. The interfacial bonding strength in limestone interfacial zone decrease with the increase of
gypsum content. The interfaical bonding strength is improved under restraining condition.

4. Proper gel/crystal ratio in interfacial zone and exerting restraining on expansive
sulphoaluminate cement concrete can improve interfacial bonding strength.
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SUMMARY
Experimental research on the mechanical properties linked to porosity of three hydraulic
binder mortars (OPC, Blended cement, Slag cement), has led to a simple law between the
strength, the Young's modulus, and the hydraulic radius of the capillary pores. It shows that, for
a given cement type, there are biunivocal linear relationships between the strength, the modulus
and the reverse of the hydraulic radius of the pores, within a range of capillary porosities
comprised between 5 and 20 per cent. So, whatever the age and the water content of the mortar,
the hydraulic radius of the pores enable us to characterize the microstructure with an
appropriate precision.

RESUME
L'etude de mortiers realises avec trois ciments (Ciment portland, Ciment fillerise au
calcaire, Ciment de laitier) permet de degager une relation simple entre leur microstructure et
leurs proprietes mecaniques. Les auteurs montrent que la resistance mecanique et le module
d'alascicite sont les fonctions lineaires de I'inverses du rayon hydraulique des pores, dans le
domaine de porosite capillaire concernee (entre 5 et 20%). Ces relations biunivoques font
apparaitre que, pour un ciment donne, quels que soient l'äge et la teneur en eau du mortier, le
rayon hydraulique des pores suffit ä caracteriser la microstructure avec une approximation
convenable.

S P Jiang,

Ch D6triche and J Grandet

INTRODUCTION

Since Powers' research studies^) on the relationship between microstructure and mechanical
properties of cement-based materials, many models have been put forward, taking into account either
the total porosity, the size distribution of the pore(2-6), Or their shaped)- In this research work we
put forward a law linking the hydraulic radius of the pores and their mechanical properties (strength
and Young's modulus) of the mortars.
EXPERIMENTAL

rpmpnJ/rPAf^upD560
thiSJtU^y^are mortars of three differents cements: an artificial portland
cement (CPA), 55HPR grade; a blended cement (lime filler) (CPJ), 45 grade with a 19.6% calcium
м1л°Па е c°ntent: and a slag cement (CLK). Two types of mortar have been prepared according to the
IUI Iv wir ig г allOS •
0П! P^.nOf t?i"der (C)' 3 parts of standard sand (French Standard P15-403) and half a part of
water (W), giving a ratio W/C = 0.5,
one part of binder (C), 3 parts of standard sand and 0.4 part of water (W), giving a ratio W/C =

«к™ Mor1ta,rls wer® mixed in 4x4x16cm prismatic moulds for the porosity study and for the
three-point flexural strength test, as well as in 8x16 cm cylindrical moulds for monoaxial
compressive test. The removals from the mould of the specimen occurred after 24 hours being kept in a
wet chamber (20 C, 100% R.H.), then they underwent wet curing in a 20°C water till the tests were
carried out according to a schedule spreading from 3 days to 1 year
nnrQc fjhe poro®i,y of !he mortars, determined with a mercury porosimeter, is valid for capillary
pores the range of which is comprised between 37Ä and 75цт. The specific surface of the pores has been
determined from the distribution curves of the pore sizes assuming for the calculation that all
------- ----- — — pores are
cylindrical in shape. The hydraulic radius of the pores is calculated from the total porosity and the
specific surface of the pores.

The longitudinal deformations were measured by ЗОтт-long wire probes with a 120 Q
resistance, stuck on the generating lines of the specimen in their mediane span.
strain-d^formation^curve.^’17 m°dUlUS

°Ь1а‘ПеС| ехрег1теп,аПУ from the slope at the origin of the

RESULTS
a)-

fis’ationship between the mechanical strength and the hydraulic radio of the pores

nnrn, Jot hydrayilic rad,ius of ,he pores (Rh) is defined as the ratio between the total volume ot the
Ä-Ä speci'ic sur,ace 01 lhe pores (Ss)’9ivin9 Rh -p,,Ss-Rh represen,s ,he

hydrauÄV'th2,^,^^
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Flexural strength as a function of
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The relationship between the compressive strength and the inverse of the hydraulic radius of the
pores is given on figure 3. It seems that within the range of porosity under study, it is possible to write:
for slag cement mortar (CLK):

Rc = 5,.7 X 103 Rh-1 - 9.7

where Rc is the compressive strength expressed in MPa, Rh is the hydraulic radius expressed in
A. The correlation coefficient Г is equal to 0.97.
As for portland cement mortar (CPA and CPJ):
Rc = 13 x 103 Rh"1 - 36
with a correlation coefficient Г equal to 0.97.
These relationships show that for a given cement, whatever the age and the water content of the
mortar, the mean hydraulic radius of the pores is sufficient to characterize the microstructure with an
appropriate precision. So, one has to study and to explain the reason for which the hydraulic radius of
the pores varies to understand how are modified the mechanical strengths. This conclusion is worth
being confirmed by tests carried out with other W/C values as well as other quite different cements.

b)- EelationshiP-between the Young's modulus and the hydraulic radius of the pores
The relationship between the Young's modulus and the mean hydraulic radius of the pores is
similar to the relationship between the mechanical strength and the hydraulic radius of the pores, as
figures 4, 5, and 6 show it. For a given cement, whatever the age and the water content of the mortar,
the Young's modulus varies inversely to the hydraulic radius of the pores.
’

For the slag mortar, we have :
Eye

= 2.07 Rh"1

+ 13.02

where Еус is the compressive Young's modulus (expressed in GPa), whereas Rh is the hydraulic
radius of the pores (expressed in Ä). The correlation coefficient is equal to 0.95.

For the CPA and CPJ mortars, we have :
Eye

=3.28Rh"1

+10.97

The correlation coefficient is equal to 0.85.

CONCLUSION

The results of our research lead to a very simple relationship between properties of a material
as complex as mortar, since the compressive strength and the Young’s modulus are linear functions of
the inverse value of the hydraulic radius of the pores, at least within the range of porosity which has
been under research, i.e. between 5 and 20%.

These biunivocal relationships show that, for a given cement, whatever the age and the water
content of the mortar, the hydraulic radius of the pores is sufficient to determine the microstructure
with a appropriate precision. One has just to analyze and to explain the trend of the hydraulic radius of
the pores in order to understand the changes of the mechanical strengths and that of the Young's modulus
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CORRELATION BETWEEN FLY ASH EFFECTS ON
PERMEABILITY AND SULFATE RESISTANCE OF CONCRETE
Parviz Soroushian and Abdulrahman Alhozaimy

Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering, Michigan State University, USA

ABSTRACT

The effects of fly ash type and content on the permeability and sulfate resistance of concrete were investigated
Correlations were drawn between permeability and sulfate resistance of fly ash concrete in order to check the
hypothesis that fly ashes produce physical effects on the capillary pore system, thus influencing permeability and
eventually sulfate resistance . The results confirmed that permeability plays a decisive role in the sulfate resistance
of concrete.

INTRODUCTION
The most widespread and common cause of concrete deterioration is perhaps due to the action of sulfates on
cement paste. Sulfates are often present in groundwater, particularly when high proportions of clay are present in the
soil, and in seawater, of which they are a major constituent. In groundwater there may be very high concentrations
of sulfates in the vicinity of industrial wastes such as mine tailings, slag heaps, and rubble fins/Sulfates are also
present in acid rainfall caused by air pollution, or can be produced by biological sources.1

etxP°ksed t° sulfates tend to deteriorate gradually with age, thus undergoing cracking, spalling and loss
of strength due to the formation of calcium sulphate (gypsum) and calcium sulphoaluminate (ettringite) The reason
for this deterioration is that both diese compounds occupy a greater volume than the compounds which they replace
so that expansion and disruption of concrete take place.

MECHANISMS OF SULFATE ATTACK

hv e ?ЛС1ит h^X/e ?nd alumina bearing phases of hydrated Portland cement are more susceptible to the attack
by sulfate ions. The hydration of tricalcium aluminate (C3A)in Portland cement involves reactions with sulfate tons
which are supplied by the dissolution of gypsum (calcium sulfate).
C3A + 3CSH2 + 26H -> СЛЗзНз,
tricalcium aluminate + gypsum + water —> ettringite

At this stage, the formation of ettringite (calcium sulfoaluminate hydrate) is harmless because the concrete is still in
?nXPno"mi„',« -e
‘S МУ C0”SUmel bBf°re ‘he C’A haS COmpletely h-VdraKdis ^formed
Soluble sulfate attack on concrete is generally believed to take place in either or both of the following ways:
1.
2.

г/!?»0115 eXCePt
the,Case of calcium sulfate attack react with calcium hydroxide to produce gypsum which
causes expansion and cracking or softening of concrete
Sulfate ions react with the hydration products of C3A (like hydrated calcium aluminate and monosulfoaluminate)
to produce ettringite which can also cause expansion and cracking.
monosuiroaiuminate)

Sulfates ions can come from either calcium, sodium or magnesium sulfate. Magnesium sulfate exerts a more
damagmg effect than other sulfatea because it leads to the decomposition of the hydrated calctam s jicaS ГС Hl
propel
°f hydra,ed C,A; eVen,Ua,,y- hydra,ed maEn=SiUm SiUCa,= iS X X bX'cetndng

In general, the diffusion of sulfate ions into the pores of concrete is controlled by the permeability of concrete
X ™«aci■
8 0CCUr51,he effeC“Ve permeab,",y COefficiM °f
“ -XXX4“

FLY ASH EFFECTS ON SULFATE ATTACK
The use of fly ash as a Portland cement replacement in concrete improves its chemical resistance including the
resistance to sulfate attack, through pozzolanic reaction. The effectiveness of a fly ash in improving^sufrX restore
ay depend on the degree of pozzolanic reaction and therefore on the physical and chemical properties of the fly ashresTX S ™У W"h '1У
,XPe imd S0UrCe' ™d aU fly
Active ^improving“(ffau

As it has been mentioned earlier, the major factors contributing to the expansion mechanisms under sulfate attack
are those reactions involving the calcium hydroxide and hydration products of C3A. When the fly ash is used as a
cement replacement the C3A content of cement is diluted; the extent of this dilution, however may be eJuld hv
using high calcium fly ashes containing measurable amounts of C3A.3 The pozzolanic reaction of
^UCed
amount of calcium hydroxide in the hardened concrete; this effect is less pronounced with fly a^hes wbL ^^h n
calcium oxide comem,.» Reduced permeability of pozzolanic concretes in the presence of fly aslX X helps'h

Controlling sulfate attack; the conversion of calcium hydroxide through pozzolanic reaction to low-density calcium
silicate hydrate leads to partial blocking of capillary pores and thus reduced permeability of concrete containing fly
ash. Mehta (1981)7 suggests that fly ash influences the sulfate resistance of concrete dominantly by refining capillary
pore size distribution rather than modifying the chemical composition.
Table 1. Factorial Design of Experiments.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The effects of fly ash type and content on the
sulfate resistance of concrete were investigated, and
the relationship between sulfate resistance and 28
day permeability were established.
The
experimental design was based on a replicated 3 x
3 (3 fly ash types x 3 fly ash contents) factorial
design (see Table 1). Control tests with no fly ash
(two replications) were also performed.
The
replacement levels of cement with fly ash were 10,
20 and 30% by weight of cement. One replication
in this investigation refers to the mean of test
results on at least four specimens from two different
mixtures.

The mortar mixtures considered in
this investigation had a sand-binder ratio
of 2.75 by weight. Water content was
adjusted to give a flow (ASTM C-109) of
100-110%. The materials used in this
experimental study were Ottawa sand
(ASTM C-109) with a maximum particle
size of 0.024 in. (0.6 mm), type I
Portland cement, and three fly ash types
(two class F and one class C). Table 2
presents the chemical compositions and
fineness of the cement and fly ashes used.
Distilled water was used for the
preparation of all mixtures.
TEST PROCEDURES

FLY ASH TYPE
FLY ASH
CONTENT

10%

F-lst

F-2nd

C

-

20%
-

30%

-

Table 2. Chemical Composition and Fineness of Cement and Fly
Ashes (percent).
Cement

Class
Fl

ClassF2

ClassC

20.58

49.30

51.41

32.8

Aluminum oxide (A12O3)

5.35

26.70

28.75

19.7

Ferric oxide (Fe^j)

2.56

8.95

8.43

5.45

Calcium oxide (CaO)

62.44

1.83

1.76

18.60

Magnesium oxide (MgO)

3.46

1.50

1.60

4.82

Sulfur trioxide (SO3)

3.46

0.52

0.35

5.10

Alkalies as (Na2O)

0.77

3.80

2.90

8.55

Loss on ignition

2.00

5.50

3.66

0.60

Property

Silicon dioxide (SiOJ

34.70
16.00
10.70
19.60
Fineness (% retained
Sulfate resistance tests were
on
#
325
sieve)
conducted on 1 x 1 x 11 in. (25.4 x 25.4
x 285.8 mm) mortar bars. 2 in. (50.8
mm) cubes were used to monitor the
development of compressive strength. Mixing was carried out according to ASTM C-305. Two batches were
prepared for each mixture composition; six mortar bars in addition to tlie cubes were made from each mix. A total
of 120 bars was prepared. After molding, the specimens were covered with a sheet of plexiglass and sealed. They
were then placed in a curing tank containing water at 95 + 5 deg.F (35 + 3 deg.C) for 24 hours and then removed
from molds. The bars and cubes were cured in saturated lime water at a temperature of 74 deg.F (22 deg.C) until
a compressive strength of at least 2850 psi (20 MPa) was reached. Thereafter, the initial length was measured.
Mortar bars were subsequently immersed in a water bath containing 5% (0.35 molar) sodium sulfate (Na2SO4)
solution in distilled water. The sulfate solution in the bath was circulated to eliminate any sedimentation. The
proportion of sulfate solution to mortar bars in the water bath was 4 volume of solution to 1 volume of mortar bars.

The mortar bars were tested for length variation after 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42, 49, 56, 63, and 70 days. Every 7
days throughout a period of 35 days, tlie sulfate solution was replaced with a fresh solution having a pH of 7 to 8.

When the bars were immersed in the fresh solution the pH increased to about 11 in less than 24 hours. This can be
attributed to the formation of NaOH and the decrease in the amount of SO4" as the sulfate attack proceeded.
The sulfate resistance test was accelerated by the addition of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) at certain time intervals (Mehta
1975)8. The sulfuric acid was added daily in the time intervals from the 22"d day through the 31“ day of testing to
adjust the pH to about 7 (from 10-11) by titration. The addition of sulfuric acid was stopped when noticeable damage
was observed in specimens most susceptible to sulfate attack. Thereafter, The solution was not adjusted while
measurement of length change was continued up to the 70th day of the test.

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The different mixes considered in this investigation all had comparable levels of workability, i.e. a flow (ASTM
C-109) of 100-110%. As shown in Figure 1, the addition of class C fly ash reduces water requirements considerably,
whereas the addition of class F fly ashes does not change the flow substantially.
-

Average expansions at different fly ash contents are shown in Figures 2,3 and 4 for fly ash types Fl, F2 and C,
respectively. The two class F fly ash types at the' 20% and 30% replacement levels, and the class C fly ash of 30%
replacement level, are effective in reducing expansions caused by sulfate attack. At 10% replacement level, however,
the class F fly ashes did not produce any substantial change in sulfate resistance while the class C fly ash actually
increased the expansion under sulfate attack.
Split-plot analysis of variance with repeated measurement was used to analyze the data statically. This analysis
of test results confirmed, at 99% level of confidence, that all the variables of this investigation (fly ash type, fly ash
content, and the duration of exposure to sulfate solution) as well as their interactions influenced the expansion of
concrete materials under sulfate attack.

The separation of means technique was used to identify the ages at which there were significant effects exerted
by the fly ash type and content on expansion at 99% level of confidence (see Tables 3 and 4). The class C fly ash
at lower replacement levels (10 and 20%) produced larger expansions and faster cracking than the class F fly ashes
did. There were also differences in the response of the two class F ashes to sulfate attack. At 30% replacement level,
however, the differences between different fly ash types started to diminish.

Table 3. Test Ages (Days) at Which The Effects of Fly Table 4. Test Ages (Days) at Which The Effects of Fly
Ash Content Were Confirmed at 99% level of Confidence. Ash Type Were Confirmed at 99% level of Confidence.
Fly Ash
Content

0% Vs. 10%
10% Vs. 20%
20% Vs. 30%

Fly Ash Type

Fl

F2

C

28
28
63

42
28
35

28
28
28

Fly Ash
Type

Fl Vs. F2
Fl Vs. C
F2 Vs. C

Fly Ash Content

10%

20%

30%

35
28
28

35
28
28

63
a
63

a: Statistically Comparable at All Ages Considered.
In order to determine the underlying reasons for the fly ash effects on the sulfate resistance of concrete, attempts
were made to establish correlations between the sulfate resistance and permeability of concrete. Fly ash reduces
concrete permeability by refining the capillary pore system. For the mixes considered in this investigation, rapid
chloride permeability test results (AASHTO T277) have been reported by the authors in Ref. 9. The mean values and
95 % confidence intervals of the measured 28-day permeability values for concrete specimens, moist-cured for 14 days,
are presented in Figure 5. The mean values and 95% confidence interval for expansions following 28 days of
exposure to sulfate solution are presented in Figure 6.
The relationship between 28-day permeability and expansion is presented in Figure 7. Correlation coefficient
(which shows the validity of the linear relation between the expansion under sulfate attack and permeability) was 0.97
for the three fly ash types and the three replacement levels, indicating a very strong correlation between permeability

and sulfate resistance. This strong correlation suggests that permeability is fundamental to the resistance of flv ash
concrete to sulfate attack and largely illustrates the trends in fly ash effects, on the sulfate resistance of concrete7

Figure 1. Effects of Different Fly ash Types and Contents on
Water Requirement for Constant Workability.

Figure 2. Percent Expansion Vs. Time For Fly Ash Fl.

Figure 3. Percent Expansion Vs. Time for Fly Ash F2.
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Figure 4. Percent Expansion Vs. Time For Fly Ash C
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Figure 5. Permeability Vs. Fly Ash Content (Means and
95% Confidence Intervals).

Figure 6. Percent Expansion Vs. Fly Ash Content (Means
and 95% Confidence Intervals).
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Figure 7. Mean Relationship Between Permeability and
Expansion.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The effects of the fly ash type (two class F and one class C) and content (10,20 and 30% by weight of cement)
on the sulfate resistance of concrete were investigated through experiments performed under accelerated sulfate attack.
Correlations were drawn between the sulfate resistance and permeability of concrete materials. It was concluded that:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Fly ash type and replacement level both influence the sulfate resistance of concrete at 99% level of confidence;
their interaction was also significant.
The two class F fly ashes at 20% and 30% replacement levels, and the class C fly ash at 30% replacement level
reduced expansions under accelerated sulfate attack. At 10% replacement level, the two class F fly ashes did not
substantially influence sulfate resistance while the class C fly ash increased expansions.
At lower replacement levels (10% and 20%), the class C fly ash produced (at 99% level of confidence) larger
expansions and faster cracking under sulfate attack than class F fly ashes. There were also differences between
the two class F fly ashes. At 30% replacement levels, however, the differences between fly ash types started to
diminish.
Strong correlations were found between expansion under sulfate attack and permeability for all concrete materials
(irrespective of the fly ash type and content). Concrete permeability seems to be fundamental to its sulfate
resistance, and fly ash effects on permeability seem to be largely responsible for the corresponding effects on
sulfate resistance of concrete.
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MODELLING AND VERIFYING PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE
STRENGTH-TIME RELATIONSHIP UP TO 50 YEARS AGES
C E S Tango

Civil Construction Division, Instituto de Pesquisas Tecnologicas do Estado de
Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, BRAZIL

SUMMARY
A long-term compressive strength program has been carried out atl.P.T. -Sao Paulo Brazil since 1933 and is expected to be over in 2015. Concrete samples made with 75 ordinary
portland cements from 5 Brazilian producers have been tested at ages varying from 2 days
up to 50 years.
Two linearizable models are proposed: the simpler one relates compressive strength to
time and water/cement ratio, not taking into account the possible effect of the latter in
the hydration speed; a second model takes this factor into account, admitting an hypothetical
mathematical law relating the hydration speed to the water/cement ratio.

A good adjustment was obtained for both models, but the second one seemed to be more
realistic. Variations in the development of strength with the time were observed, mainly
between 1 and 10 years, requiring further research on the falling the strength by an
eventual restrained expansion of C-S-H gel or other compounds, followed by an autogenous
healing.

KEYWORDS:
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Cement, Concrete, Time Effects, Strength,

Mathematical Modeling, Long

MODELES RESISTANCE-TEMPS POUR LES BETONS DE CIMENTS PORTLAND VERIFIES JUSQU1 AUX AGES DE 50 ANS

RESUME
Un programme de longue echeance est developpe а Г I.P.T. -Sao_Paulо - Bresi 1 - depuis
1933 avec les derniers resultats prevus pour 2015. Echantillons de betons de 75 differents
ciments de 5 producteurs bresi 1 iens ont ete essaiesädes ages entre2 jours jusqu'aSO ans.

Deux modeles linearisables sont proposes: le plus simple donne la resistance a
compression comme fonction du temps et du rapport eau/cimcL, sans avoir en compte I1effect
possible de ce dernier sur la vitesse de 11hydratation; un deuxieme modele, parcontre,
utilise I'hypothese d'une loi mathematique entre la vitesse de 11hydratation et le rapport
eau/ciment.
Les resultats des experiments de longue echeance ont montre que les deux modeles sont
sactisfatoires, mais le deuxieme est plus realistique. D^ailleurs, des variations sur la
croissance de la resistance au cours du temps ont montre la possibilite d'existence des
phenomenes expansifs, du gel C-S-H ou des autres components de la pate hydratee, suivis
d'une recuperation autogenique.

INTRODUCTION

A long-term compressive strength test program has been conducted at the Institute de
Pesquisas Tecnologicas - Sao Paulo-Brazil since 1933 and is expected to be over in 2015.
Concretes of 5 mix proportions were made with 75 cement samples from 5 Brazilian producers
and tested at ages varying from 2 days up to 50 years. A comparable program, in terms of
time extension, is conducted by the University of Wisconsin!i,2,3,4,51. The objective of this
work is to present the derivation of mathematical models for strength-time relationship,
and to compare them with the experimental results mentioned above. The theoretical and
experimental basis was presented in a previous workr6\ part 2 treats mathematical modeling,
and in part 3 the models are adjusted to the test results.
DERIVATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS

,
It seems that the best forms for relating the compressive strength to the structure
in a so complex system like the cementitious are the relations with the capilary porosity,
the non-evaoorable water and the gel specific surface, according to Powers & Brownyardr','1
and Powers'8!9'1 works. The main function may be expressed as:
fc = Fi(X)

(eq. 1)

or

fc = F2(X-1)

(eq. 2)

where: fc= compressive strength; Fi =function relating fc to X; F2=function relating fc
to X-1; X=gel/space ratio (by volume); X"1 = space/gel ratio (by volume).

The gel/space ratio is defined as: X = V|lc/(Vhc + pc)
where: V^c = volume of gel; pc = volume of capilary pores.

(eq. 3)

If the increasing volume of gel, and the decreasing volumes of anhydrous cement and
capilary pores are assumed as having a linear variation with the hydration degree, it
follows the eq. 4''6'1 : X = K/(l/mec + x/gh)
(eq. 4)
where (considering water specific gravitytobe 1): К = volume of gel by weight of hydrated
cement; mec = specific gravity of anhydrous cement; x = water/cement ratio, by weight;
, gh = hydration degree, by weight of the actual hydrated material related to the original
amount. We also have: X"1 = (l/mec + x/gh)/K
(eq. 5)

where К and mec are constants depending on the cement and hydration conditions, and we say,
according to eqs. 2 and 5: fc = F2'(x/gh)
(eq. 6)
Or in other words: the compressive strength is a function of the quocient between the
water/cement ratio and the hydration degree. Powersf8observed that an experimental
diagram fc vc/lalla x/wn (where wn is the non-evaporable water, proportional to the hydration
degree) presented a similar configuration to Abrams' Curve, and it would be possible to
write the following equations:
fc = A/B/^n
(eq. 7)
or
fc = A/Bx/gh
(eq. 8)

where Aand Bi are constants depending on the materials and study conditions, by Powers;
Wn = weight of non-evaporable water; В=function of B15 of specific gravity of water and
cement, and of the gel volume produced by weight of hydrated cement^6’. The eq. 8 can be
linearized as: log fc = log A - (log B) . x/gh
(eq. 9)

It can be admitted, in a simplified form1'6'1:

l/gh = 1 + (1/д^0'). (1/T)

(eq. 10)

where: g)10' = initial hydration "speed" (it is a virtual speed, once it is the derivative
of the hydration degree related to a time function and not to the time); T = time function,
expressed as T = tn; n = adjusting exponent, assumed as 1/2 after experimental work1'6'1. Eq.
10 is grafically represented in Fig.l. From the same point of view g^0' may be assumed as
a function of the water/cement ratio x, because it is associated to the hydration speed
and the latter may be dependent of the proportion between the interacting
agents;
consequently we may have:
l/gho' = l/gh'max + (l/gho"). (1/x)
(eq. 11)
where: g^'niax - 9ho' asymptotic value, for x tending to infinite value, constant depending
on the materials and study conditions; Sho" = derivative of gun' related to x when x = 0,
constant depending on the materials and study conditions.

This function is grafically represented in fig.2. Fig.2 shows that g^' maybe assumed
as a constant after a certain value of x. When this possibility prevails, eq. 9 can be
expressed, substituting the value given by eq. 10, as:
log fc= logA-(logB).x-{(logB)/gho'}.(x/T)

where:

(eq.12)

or

fc = A/(BX.CX/T)

(eq. 13)

log C = (log B)/gho'

However, if x value is sufficiently low, making valid the use of Fig. 2 diagram, by
substituting the values given by eqs. 10 and 11, eq. 9 can be written:
log fc = logA-(logB) x-{(logB)/chlmax}(x/T)-{(logB)/gho"}(l/T)
or: fc = A/(BX . Dx/T.E1/1)
(eq. 15)

where:

log D = (log B)/gh'max

and

(eq. i4)

log E = (log B)/gho"

x
Fig.l - Simplification of the hydration degree
as a function of time diagrams. The
dormant period was neglected (TQ = 0) and an
homografic function was adoptedr6‘l .

Fig.2 - Adopted diagrams for initial hydration
"speed" as a function of the water/
cement ratio. It is also an homografic
functionr6'1.

Eq. 12 or eq. 13 wi 11 be cal led
modeZ and eq. 14 or eq. 15 second modeZ. While
the second model takes into account an influence of the water/cement ratio on the hydration
speed, the first model neglects this factor. For both models, making the time a constant,
mathematical expressions with the "Abrams' law" form are obtained: fc = Ai/B^. For the
first model, AT = A and Bj = B.CvT; and for the second model, A} = A/E^T anc| Bx = В .D1/^.
Thus, Abrams' expression can be assumed as a particular case for both models, for a constant
age t=T2. When the first model is valid, the Abrams' curves for all ages have a common
intercept; for the second model, the curves cross theirselves at a common point of virtual
water/cement ratio x = log E/log D. Figs. 3 and 4 show the two cases respectively. Fig. 5
shows the second model, considered as the general case, adopting as 3D coordinates logfc,
1/T and x. It can be noted that the equation is represented by a surface composed by
straight lines parallel to the plane logfc-1/T or t0 the plane log fc~x.

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

_ The original program planning was made by Ary F. Torres, a notorious researcher
engineer at I.P.T. in 1933, for the Cia.Brasileira de Cimento Portland (today extinguished).
The first reportri°’11'1 relates the performed program, specimens series, characteristics
of concretes, materials, sampling and testing methods.and sites for collecting samples.
The test programs for the other 4 manufacturers follow the same general rules. The first
cement sample was collected and had the concrete tests iniciated in 1933; the last in 1965.

Fig.3 - Abrams' curves for concretes where the
water/cement ratio does not influenciate the
hydration speed (First Model).

Fig.4 - Abrams 1 curves for concretes where
the water/cement ratio influenciates the
hydration speed. (Second Model). First
model is a particular case of the second.

In reference (6) are detailed the following informations: The samples and producers
were randomly distributed in the period. A number of 75 cement samples are discriminated
by test report numbers and each of the 5 manufactures codes. They were collected by the
Institute designated personnel in random establishments, including intermediate purchasers
and homogenized. The test results of compressive strength, initial setting time, fineness
by sieving, amounts of water required for normal consistency of paste and mortar, and
chemical analysis for the cement samples, followed A.B.N.T. (Brazilian Technical Standards
Association) Methods. All cements were of ordinary portland type without any kind of
addition except gypsum; washed sand and gravel fromTiete river (Säo Paulo State) were used.
Gravel had an imposed granulometric curve to obtain total fineness modulus to adequate
workability in the different mix proportions. In all the cases, the maximum diameter of
aggregate was 38mm and the specific gravity of the aggregate grains was 2,6kg/dm3. All
concretes for the compressive tests were made in room environment conditions with manual
mixing in metallic containers. 4 cilindrical 15cm diameter by 30cm height specimens were
made by batch. The water/cement ratio for each batch was found by tri al an error method to
obtain a slump between 8 and 12cm; the specimens were removed from the molding site to a
moist chamber around 40 hours after mixing. Respecting adequate proportions between fine
and coarse aggregates to obtain the total fineness modulus for each mix proportion, 6
cement aggregate proportions were made by cement samples: 1:4, 1:5, 1:6, 1:7, 1:8 and 1:9
(1:9 proportion was neglected). In general, only the proportions 1:5, 1:6 and 1:7 had
specimens made for all ages, up to 50 years; the rest only up to 1 year age. The test ages
were 2,3, 7 and 28 days; 3, 6 and 12 months; and 2,3,5, 10, 25 and 50 years, 1 n general.
3 specimens were made by testing condition. The relative humidity of moist chamber was over
90°/. All medium temperatures were monthly calculated. They were all in a range between 18
and 28°C. A computer program using the "BMDP - Statistical Software"r12^ was used for
multiple linear regressions between the variables compressive strength (fc), water/cement
ratio (x) and time (t). The theoretical models given by eqs. 13 and 15 were the object.
Their linearized forms were employed, respectively:
log fc = log A-(log B) x - (log B) x - (log C) (x/tn)

(eq. 16)

log fc = log A-(log B) x - (log D) (x/tn)-(log E) (l/tn)

(eq. 17)

and

The input variables in the program were: logfc as dependent variables; x, x/tn, iytn
as independent variables. Four 1 inear regressions were made by cement sample and by equation
above; each one of these four regressions was destined to research the influence of the
exponent n in the adjusting degree of the equations, with the arbitrary tentative values
of n=l, 1/2, 1/3 and 1/4. Thus, the total number of regressions was 600. Only a little
variation was observed between the values of multiple correlation coefficients and predicting
standard deviations for the tentative values of n. The value n = 1/2 was adopted after

verifications of the 1 inearity of the main diagrams logfc ve/Uuz t1/2, and also for agreement
with a related work by Helene^1^. Table 1 presents the parameters for both models admitting
n = l/2, including the values of д^о‘> Зь'тах ancl ghO’ calculated as: g^Q1 = log В/log C (eq.
18); gh'max = lo9
D (е9- 19)’ 9ho" = logB/logE (eq. 20).

Fig.5 - 3D representation of the function
fc = f(x,T), second model. The coordinates
are transformed as indicated. First model
is a particular case of the second.

Fig.6 - Developing of strength along the time a typical case - coordinates are transformed
as indicated. Cement sample n.2, Producer
n.3, molding in Nov./1935.

DISCUSSION

Satisfactory results are presented by the first model, thus it can be used mainly for
concretes with relatively higher water/cement ratios given the reactivity of the cement.
In Table!, the differences between LLmctu coefficients are small when comparing the first
and the second models. Such correlation coefficients are referred to the ZZncaAZzed
equations; the linearizations are equivalent to sometimes drastic deformations, in the
variables' axes, thus the comparison must be made with care. Therefore, in the situation
of convergency noted in figs. 3 and 4, it is easy to see that a good adjustment can be
obtained for both configurations, because the experimental results are always far away from
zero water/cement ratio. Consequently, both models can be accepted as valid alternatives;
the second, however, showed better fitting and thus it has been considered more realistic;
in the case of using low water/cement ratios the second model is more indicated. A remarkable
difference between the two models is the point of crossing the Abrams' curves: when -logE/
logD ratio tends to zero, the second model tends to the first model. This ratio is equal
-9h'max/9ho"•
The simplifications assumed in the hypothesises neglected dormancy period by example,
and the assumption of an hydration versus time curve whose configuration is not the classical
"S" curve generally accepted, seem reasonable because the dormancy period occurs ina very
early time compared to the ages in this study. The models' parameters can be physically
interpreted, mainly g^o'
the first model or gft'max
9ho tor the second. Only the
capilary porosity decrease with time is regarded by the models, not other effects like
eventual deleterious expansions due to increasing of C-S-H gel or other compounds volumes.
These phenomena maybe are responsible for observed distortions in the strength x, time
diagrams expected form, typically represented in fig. 6. In these curves, falling in the
strenath was observed generally at ages between 1 and 10 years, with a tendency to back to
the original line at around 25 years ages. Some uncontrolled differences in the test
conditions between the ages, and human factors are not discarded as possible causes, but
the frequency and similarity of these occurences favours further research on the possibility
of the expansive phenomena mentioned above. An autog^noui кгаЪси.д may be responsible for
the recuperation of strength, since hydration can be reactivated in case of microcracking
when partially unhydrated cement grains are available. The strength falls along the time
should not compromise structural stabi11ty in normal conditions since the lowest remaining

strengths were always greater than the 28 days 1 strengths. Other evidence is the utilization
of these cements along many decades without structural troubles. Therefore
the subject
te,carefully examinated now, when new design assumptions and new
cements with
additions with unknown long-term strength curves are used,
'
Table 1 -Coefficients of equations 12, 13 or 16 (1st model) and 14, 15 or 17 (2nd model),
calculated by multiple regression.
sag- n.of!
Pie cases! rB

5

first model«)
log A
log В

iog C gho' 1 re
s
log A
------------------- 1------------------------------

second model («
*)
log В
log D

1
47!e.9842 8.8429 2.8166
8.86194 1.83989 0.469! 0.9874 0.0387 2.11769
1.01656
2
5318.9885 8.8468 2.83877 8.8322 1.54685 6.5381 8.9891 0.0354 2.16934
1.01784
5
51 18.9724 8.853 L96696 8.88329 1.61823 0.496! 6.9755 0.6505 2.84482
0.92489
18 # 49 16.9565 8.8635 1.99864 8.85519 1.48523 0.576! 6.9567 0.8641 2.01489
0.88626
11 # 58 18.9783 8.8411 2.81671 8.91763 1.29572 0.788! 0.9785 0.8414 2.8353
0.94646
12 # 47 18.9777 8.8372 1.89789 8.76969 1.15324 0.667! 8.9778 0.0375 1.91164
0.79872
15
49 18.9725 8.8445 2.87847 8.94956 1.37287 8.692! 0.9747 0.0431 2.13617
1.06048
17 8 16 18.9776 8.6267 2.84246 8.77506 1.22577 0.632! 6.978 0.0275 1.99816
8.68876
19 # 12 18,9744 8.8218 1.9667
8.67825 0.852
8.787! 0.9744 0.0231 1.96528 8.66749
28
58 18.9757 8.0669 2.83747 0.97248 1.79528 6.542! 0.9786 8.8577 2.12446
1.10156
23 8 49 10.9814 8.8488 2.86575 1.82989 1.3812
8.745! 8.9815 0.641
2.04597 0.99897
25
50 10.9769 8.041 2.05387 6.99305 1.30223 0.763! 0.9794 0.6392 2.11674
1.69637
26 i 58 18.9804 0.0422 2.08472 8.92153 1.55331 8.593! 6.9816 8.414 2.05261
8.99895
38
58 18.9742 0.0506 1.84017 8.68494 1.82567 8.375! 0.9792 0.646 1.94557
0.86166
32 # 50 10.9883 0.6489 1.98913 0.98036 1.94883 0.462! 0.9803 0.0494 1.99568
0.91017
35'
58 18.9892 0.0358 1.98722 0.8118 2.13556 0.386! 0.9896 0.0355 2.02544
0.87734
48
50 16.9598 8.8689 2.86866 1.00892 1.57943 0.639! 0.9656 0.657 2.18551
1.26058
43 8 50 10.9423 0.8737 2.85983 1.88231 1.5783
8.635! 6.9431 0.074 2.10367 1.07563
45
50 16.9701 0.051 1.97872 0.77556 1.69832 0.457! 6.9775 0.045 2.89142
0.97861
50
50 10.9784 0.0432 2.07981 1.8064 1.49105 0.675! 6.9788 0.0432 2.10701
1.85128
54 « 50 10.9785 0.0448 1.97574 0.84061 1.74916
0.481! 8.9786 8.0452 1.99652 0.86556
55
50 18.90 0.6422 2.08636 0.8156 2.22808 0.366! 0.987 6.041 2.06388
0.91704
60
56 16.9812 0.6456 2.0178 8.77651 1.89783
6.406! 0.9879 0.6369 2.15278 0.988
65
58 10.9664 8.0546 1.8512 6.68965 1.66302
6.415! 0.9746 6.648 1.97657 0.8979
70
58 10.9851 8.0392 1.97859 8.8323 1.83518.454! 8.9967
6.0314 2.10684 1.04532
75
47 18.9672 6.0457 1.95872 0,87397 1.25070.699! 0.9777
0.0381 2.08658 1.08485
r® = scared correlation coefficient
«> see equations 12, 13 or 16 in t he text
s = predicting standard deviation of log f,
*> see equations 14, 15 or 17 i n the text
«
the oiitted samples coefficients can be foui d in reference (6).

log E

gh'„K

gho"

1.29528 6.35384 0.785 2 873
0.88804 0.52628 1.260 1.934
1.15124 0.30353 0.803 3.047
1.38984 0.06159 0.633 14.292
1.18643 0.07141 0.798 13.254
1.07422 0.05228 0.736 15.125
8.97148 6.24177 1.692 4.386
1.55155 0.16722 6.444 4.119
6.86825 -0.08423 6.776 -157.799
1.30097 0.33864 6.847 3.253
1.49861 -6.67792 6.667 -12.820
0.90541 0.24462 1.211 4.482
1.25727 6.18536 8.795 5.389
1.14956 8.41066 0.749 2.097
1.91842 0.62359 0.476 38 583
1.8797 0.15062 0.467 5.825
8.82436 6.46637 1.456 2.574
1.3015 1.6967 0.826 0.634
0.91172 0.47337 1.873 2.867
1.31644 0.16719 0.799 9.808
1.65227 0.05816 8.524 14 882
1.83248 0.22722 0.560 4.036
1.04188 8.53529 8.948 1 846
0.86532 0.48842 1.038 1.838
1.04201 0.48417 1.003 2.159
0.46756 0.48654 2.326 2.258
N = 121 model is satisfactory

CONCLUSION

CQmPressive strength-time relationship can be modeled with basis on the
’?atl°1and the developing of the hydration with time, for each combination of
f IrfRX -rx/fr
ialS.und enVT Trental conditions. Two models are proposed: the first model:
C
^he Second model: fc = A/(Bx-DxA.EVT). The expected configurations of
certainWlevPls-tth>d ЬУт5Мн falV^7°f
stren9ths with a tendency to recuperation at
к 1 1
would be probably explained by a destructive expansive phenomenon
5 th»
a“tO3enous healing and gives margin to further research. The linearization
for Xw =o™ro1 proses TTPOlat1°nSfOrthe predict1onof length as an application

Jhl-S WOrk-4 02]yatthe beginning, since there
n2^matlLP0S'S^bIk t0
the influence of cement
аП? there 4' a1need for nesearch of the
foTlowed by autogenous healing. All these questions

are other basic models to be verified,
characteristics on the present models'
possible expansive destructive effect
will be subject of future works using

the same experimental background, to be completed in 2015. Since at present new cements
mth seyeral blends are a recognized world tendency, it seems urgent to follow the example
qenerationsk USin9
" n°W Wlth m°re technolo9ica1 tools - for the benefit of future
yciicr a u I v 11о «
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RELATIONSHIP OF CONCRETE STRENGTH DEVELOPMENT
WITH AGE
I A Sulkovsky and A G Milruo
The Tashkent State University named after Beruni Tashkent,
UZBEKISTAN

SUMMARY

A suggestion of a more exact dependence of concrete hardening pro
cess in time is given. It has been shown that the used proportional

coefficient, besides the mineralogical concrete composition, depended
on the absolute concrete curing.

В статье предлагается более точная зарисикость для описания про
цесса твердения бетона во времени. Показано, что использованный в ней
коэффициент пропорциональности помимо минералогического состава цемен

та зависит

от цементно-водного отношения и абсолютной температуры вы

держивания бетона.

Materials, containing cement binders

are characterised by a slowing

down of the hydration process of cement with age. While the formation
of hudration products increases the rate of cement strength

fact that

gain, the

the cement grains get coated by the products of their own

hydration, retards the subsequent process and decreases the rate of hyd

ration.
The relation, characterising the process of concrete hardening

was deduced on the basis of M.I.Strelkov’s idea that the rate of incre
ase in concrete strength is inversely proportional to time

Ä 3

dP

... (1)

dT
Integration of the expression and substitution of constants

redu

ces it to the formula:

ss-)

♦Л

where

... (2)

- is an experimental coefficient of the receding growth of

concrete strength and its other characteristics, such as the water-cement
ratio of the mix, its temperature and moisture content.
The relation Mfr) for various values of the yB

coefficient

shows the famili of curves in the usual coordinate system and a bunch

straight lines in the semilogarithmic one.
Thecoefficient defines in particular the onset of strength

formation, which is roughly
setting.
Indeed, provided

relatable to the final point of concrete
K-^
*

=0 we get

^=» 28 ь

The formula deduced differs from B.G. Skramtaev’s logarithmic
aquation of the growth

in concrete strength, and being a general equa

tion includes the latter as a particular case. The smallest value of the
coefficient corresponds to fast hardening

cements and the largest

values to the slow hardening ones.

Changes in the values of the

coefficient with various charac

teristics of cement and concrete were calculated through experimental

data processing, evaluating the growth in concrete strength during its
natural setting within the temperature range 0°- 40°C, as well as the
data of growth in concrete strength after hydro-thermal treatment in the
temperature range 60o-80°C.
It has been found that thecoefficient is reduced linearly with

increase in К quantity defined by the water-cement ratio of the mix.

.

Л=

... w

The logarithm of prcportionality factor In the formula (3) ia de
fined as the absolute temperature function

en=<=-^—&
T

where

... (4)
A and В - experimental coefficients for portland cement.

Aä1,5

103i

Bä 5,4

By substitution in the general equation

as below for

increase in

concrete strength with time as a function of water—cement ratio of the

mix, its absolute temperature and time, the strength gain at any age
can be calculated

A

-a)

Processing of a large number of experimental data showed,
dependence line graph

provided T=const

that the

in the semilogarith-

mic system of coordinates that when concrete strength

approaches

it has a break beyond the limits of which the tangent of angle slope

70i>
.

characterizing the hardening rate, decreases abruptly, preserving appro
ximately constant value in the following period.

A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR BLENDED CEMENT
G Tognon and S Cangiano

Italcementi SpA, Bergamo, UAL Y

SUMMARY

A mathematical model was developed for cement mortars made with blended
cements
and, for the purpose of comparison, with portland cement. This model is able to provide
the maximum admissible content of an addition which can be enveloped by cement
parti —
cles without vacancies or discontinuities. Numerical results confirm that the aforesaid
quantity increases as the maximum grain size of addition increases.
Experimental results, based on compression and flexural tests, show that the geome
trical envelope is only a necessary condition for strength preservation or enhancementT
for this purpose it is also necessary that a "welding" pozzolanic reaction between ce
ment particles and additions occurs.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years blended cements have been the object of numerous studies
)
*
(
chiefly directed to their chemical and physico-mechanical characteristics.
It is a known fact that active additions,
whether natural (pozzolanas)
or
artificial (slag,
fly ash,
silica fumes) are capable of combining with the lime
released during hydrolysis of the clinker's calcium silicates.
Since this reaction
occurs in a multi-phase system,
it depends,
other conditions being equal,
on the
specific surface of the material added and on the availability of lime of hydrolysis.
In any case all particles of the addition, whether active or not, must be enveloped by
the binder in order to obtain a strong continuum.
The purpose of this work has been to identify the greatest possible quantity of
addition that may be completely enveloped by the cement particles.
The problem was
dealt with by resorting to geometrical models relating to the two ' systems of
particles: the active one (the cement) and the activatable
(pozzolanic addition) or
inactive one (non pozzolanic addition).
The study has been backed by an experimental investigation whose object has been
the testing of the theoretical results.

GEOMETRICAL MODEL

Analysis of the problem
The problem was confronted for a plane particle system
thickness),
After assignment of the number of grain-size classes of the
weight fractions x(i) (i=l,..N=) and knowing its specific gravity
to calculate the number of cement particles nc(i) which belong
class with reference to the unit of weight:
(1)
x (i)
n= (i) = ---------лг2 (i) УG

One can imagine the set of cement particles being made
each being made up of NG grain-size classes, such that
condition is satisfied

(discs

of

unitary

cement (Nc),
their
yo, it is possible
to each grain-size

up of Nc elementary subsets,
for each class the following

(2)
nc (i) = N. nG= (i)
where nGe (i) is the number of particles of the i-th class of the elementary subset.
Since in a plane system at least three particles of cement are required to envelop a
particle of material added, N. will be the result of:

{nc (i)} min

(3)

N.

=--------------3

where
{nc (i)}m±n = minimum number of particles present in an i-th cement class.
If N is known, it is possible to calculate by means of (2)
the number Nce(i)
of
particles contained in each of the N classes of the elementary grain-size subset.
Consider a particle (i) of cement belonging to the class of radius r(i), tangential to
a particle (j) of radius R(j) of addition. With reference to the symbols shown on fig.
1 one can observe that the following equation subsists:

(^)

)
*
(

r (i)
SEN {a (j,i)} = -----------R(j) + r(i)

see for example [1]

from which the value of angle
of tangence:
(5)

a(j,i) is

obtained, which complies with the

condition

1
---------

a (j,i) = ARCSEN

R(j)
!+------

TANGENCY CONDITION:
ÖÖj^^RIJ) + r(i);

Sen (J,l) = --У2-------R(J> + r<i)

Fig.l

Tangency condition between two circular
disk in a bi-dimensional system.

Assuming that only a part of the elementary subset of cement particles made up of (Np)
particles divided into (Nsub < N=) subsets may phagocytise an added particle (j),
the
condition of complete envelopment is assured by:
(6)
cr(j . i) - л = 0

[i = 1

Np]

The equation (6) makes it possible, once radii r(i) of the cement particles are known,
to determine the radius of the added particle (j) such that it is completely enveloped
by the cement particles.
The grain-size curve obtained by the addition will obviously depend on the number and
composition of the agglomerate of Nc particles of cement that may envelop an added
particle (j). Once the. maximum (Rmax) and minimum (Rmin) radius of the particles of
the addition have been assigned, and assuming that its grain-size curve is continuous,
the maximum (Npmax) and minimum (Npmin) number of cement particles enveloping the
particle with Rmax and the particle with Rmin respectively can be calculated.
Admitting that the particles with Rmax and Rmin are enveloped respectively by cement
particles that belong to the most numerous grain-size class, an acceptable assumption
ij one considers the actual relations between the. numerousness of the grain-size
classes of cement (see table 1), equation (6) becomes:
(6 bis)
(Np) max, min =

Rmax, min "1-1
ARCSEN

1+

where:
Rmax, min = max and mln radii (assigned) of the particles of added material
r = radius of the cement particles that belong to the most numerous cement class.
If one iteratively samples from the grain-size set of cement particles a number
variable between Npmin and Npmax according to a law of the type:

Ik

Г
Np = Npmax - j^Npmax -

i
Ntot

Np

where
i = number of the iteration, i = 0...... Ntot
Ntot = total number of cement particles
it is possible to obtain a bundle of grading curves of addition, each of which is
defined by a particular value of K.
If Nf is the number of fractions in which the elementary grain-size set of the added
particles has been divided, their percentage is given by:
(8)
A % = 100 n a Ej R (j )
j=l,..... ,Nf

a = specific gravity of the addition.
By making recourse to subsequent iterations and using (6) with (7) and (8), it is
possible to find the grading curve of addition such as to bring about an assigned per
cent of such material.
.
where

Numerical processing

.

The calculation of the maximum percentage of addition, such as to meet the
conditions set out in the above paragraph, has been carried out for a plane system of
particles. For this purpose a computer program has been developed, whose flow chart is
shown on figure 2. Input data are represented by the number of cement classes (N=), by
the average values of radii r(i) of each grain-size class and by the weight fractions
x(i). In the input section also the upper and lower limits of the grain-size set of
addition has been input.
At step 5 the procedure was such that each grain-size subset sampled,
subsequent
to the first, had in common with the previous one at least two particles,
so as to
form a continuous agglomerate of cement particles and filler particles (fig. 3).
The
calculation R(j) of the particle of addition was carried out by solving equation (6)
by means of the Newton-Raphson method [2]. Finally, the condition was introduced of
never having a subset overlap the previously generated subsets.

Fig. 2

Program flow chart

Fig. 3

Agglomerate of cement and addition
particles.

Table 1 shows the initial input data relating to the cement considered (high-strength
portland type 425), the number of particles for each fraction of the grain-size set
referred to the unit of weight, of the elementary subset and the average radii of each
grain-size fraction. By collecting in classes the calculated values of
the radii of the addition for each subset it is possible to plot the grain-size curve
of such material.

Table 1 Grain-size composition expressed in terms of weight-fractions X(I); number of
particles contained in 1 gr N (I) and in an elementary sub-set Nel (1) of portland
cement type 425.

Weight fraction

'

No of particles

X (I)
.3000
.0460
". 1100
.1000
.1000
.0800
.0600
.0490
.0280
.0320
.0950

No of particles
in subset
Nel (I)

N (I)

100585
2332
2891
1341
811
434
233
143
64
58
108

5181
120
150
69
42
21
12
6
3
3
6

Radius

(pm)
1.750
4.500
6.250
8.750
11.250
13.750
16.250
18.750
21.250
23.750
30.000

Fig. 4 shows a bundle of grading curves of additions calculated according to
different- Values of к (solid lines); it can be seen that as the content of fractions
of large particles increases, larger percentages of additions are admitted. The same
figure also shows, for the purposes of comparison, the grain-size curves of the
addition used in the experimental part (dashed lines).
The parameter к has been made
to vary within a field of values such as to approximate the calculated curves to the
real ones as much as possible.

30

60

90

120

150

RADIUS

Fig.4

Calculated grading curves (sold lines) and real
grading curves (dotted lines) of addition material.

EXPERIMENTAL PART
Materials

Two different types of additions have been used:
■ pozzolanic additions:
- fly ash (from ENEL's thermoelectric power station of Fusine);

- silica fumes
■ calcareous additions.
additions have been admixed with high-strength portland cement type 425
the following percentages: 0-10%-20%-30%-40%-50%.
ь
Ттт Ch®n‘ical comPOsition of the cement used and of the additions is set out
uahie II, while fig. 4 shows the grain-size curves (dashed curves).
standaidhE^96-Par^in8
т°Г"аГ8
prepared according

in

on
to

12 beams (40x40x160 mm) have been prepared for each type of mix and placed to age
in water for 28 days.
&
TABLE II
Chemical composition of materials used

Oxide

Portland
Cement

%

Si02
A1203

Fe203
CaO

MgO
S03
Na20
K20
Ti02

Loss on
ignition

Silica
Fume

Fly
Ash

Calcareous
filler

21.67
4.43
1.69
60.09
3.18
2.82
0.22
0.75
0.20

97.31
0.13
0.02
0.15
0.07
<0.06
<0.08
0.47
<0.01

43.17
29.41
4.50
9.38
1.36
0.64
0.26
0.87
1.34

1.45
0.56
0.29
53.26
0.84
<0.06
<0.08
0.1
0.03

4.39

1.57

1.85

43.19

Results
At the end of the ageing period the beams were submitted to a three-point bending
test; the two stumps were subsequently submitted to compression test.
.. Plgs,,.5,and 6 show the values °f compressive and flexural strength, as a furu:tion
of the addition content, referred to the values
nieasuied on plastic niorLar specimens
made with Portland cement 425.
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An analysis of these figures reveals:
■ the calcareous filler, although it may not be considered inert [3], begins to reduce
the strengths, though to a limited extent, already at a content of 10%;
■ the strength-reducing effect of fly ash is displaced to a level of 30% of its
content in the mix;
■ the activity of the silica fume, which starts to become apparent already after two
days, with an appreciable increase of the strength, is very much in evidence up to a
20-25% content. Basically this is a high-activity material,
whose limit in the
addition is not given by the amount of binder required to incorporate it, but by the
availability of lime of hydrolysis with which to react and activate.

CONCIUSIVE REMARKS

The two-dimensional model developed defines, within the limits of the. assumptions
made for the sake of simplicity, the highest content of addition that may be
incorporated without discontinuity by the particles of binder.
The geometrical model has shown that the condition of maximum envelopment leads
to:
■ grading curves of the addition with exponential trend;
■ a bi-univocal correspondence, between the bmax of the particles of this
material and their maximum percentage.
The complete incorporation of the addition by the cement particles is not a
sufficient condition to ensure the preservation or increase of the mechanical strength
of the resulting composite,
as compared with the one obtainable with the cement,
material as is. Also a "welding" reaction (pozzolanic effect) must occur between the
components of the mix.
This welding,
as is known,
depends on the nature of the
addition and on the kynetics of the pozzolanic reaction. If the welding does not
occur, the strengths reduce.
The test results, though they refer to one single cement mixed with three types
of addition, derive from one of the infinite combinations of grading curves (that of
the binder and that of the addition) which the model may describe by matching the
parametric curve with the real one of the addition.
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SUMMARY

Hardening of concrete can be seen as a process of evolution, during which its final pro
perties are achieved in depence of the kind of control of the surrounding milieu. View
ing this process different levels (macro, meso, micro) of modelization may be accepted.
The paper is based on a phenomenological point of view. Presuming a data set of care
fully made measurements an adequate and realistic picture of the evolution of thermo-me
chanical properties of concrete can be drawn by mathematical modelization. The heat
transfer problem ist given as an example.

INHALT

Die Erhärtung von Beton läßt sich als ein Evolutionsprozeß darstellen, bei dem seine
cndeigenschaften in Abhängigkeit von der Art der Steuerung des ihn umgebenden Milieus
abhangen
In der Betrachtung dieses Prozesses kann man unterschiedliche Niveaus (Makro,
neso, Mikro) zugrundelegen. Der Beitrag nimmt einen phänomenologischen Standpunkt ein. '
Setzt man das Vorhandensein einer Datenmenge aus sorgfältigen Messungen voraus, so kann
durch mathematische Modellierung ein adäquates und realistisches Bild der Evolution der
thermo-mechanischen Eigenschaften von Beton gezeichnet werden. Mit dem Wärmetransport
problem wird dafür ein Beispiel gegeben.

INTRODUCTION
Hardening of concrete commonly runs under nonisothermal state conditions. That is the
rule for precast concrete, but is still valid for monolithically placed concrete struc
tures. Changes of temperature of the concrete are caused by heattransfer processes from
outside (by heating, cooling or meteorological influences) and from inside due to the
sources of the hydratationheat of the cement. For known material parameters of the mix
(kind of cement, water-cement ratio, porosity of fresh concrete) the appearing course of
temperature will be the main influencing factor of the evolution of strength. From this
it follows that an optimally designed process only can be achieved, if the interdepen
dance between the characteristic properties of the material and technological parameters
(workability of concrete, treating time, scheduled processing temperature, transfer-pro
perties of the form surface) is taken into account. That means the control of a specific
technology to accelerate the hardening of concrete (e.g. by heat supply) inevitably must
be connected with the mix design. Programs for the mix design and those for processing
control therefore must be seen as a strong unit.

In the following three topics are touched: the background of mathematical modelization
of the kinetics of binder hardening, the verification of parameters of the model by mea
surement data, a heattransfer model for hardening concrete.

1. MATHEMATICAL MODELIZATION OF THE KINETICS OF BINDER HARDENING
When speaking of the modelization of the kinetics of binder hardening it must be clearly
said what is the objective of the mathematical description. Naturally there is a big
difference whether the whole complexity of the hardening process (dissolution, nuclea
tion, crystallization, growth of CSH gels, polycondensation) should be reflected or some
selected properties, being of preferred interest for the technology under consideration.
Here we restrict ourselves to a modelization on a macro-level and try to describe essen
tial phenotype properties of the binder. This kind of methodology must not only be seen
as a draw back in the sense of missing knowledge in the details or lack of modelization
capability. On the contrary experience teachs us, that cements carry a lot of individual
features that are related to the circumstances during manufacturing (geological influen
ce to clinker composition, burning temperature, grinding fineness, type of grinding mill
etc.). A phenotype modelization thus gives the possibility implicitly to summarize all
these effects. It is based on an observation of the kinetics of specific properties of
cement stone or concrete by adequate measurement techniques. Available are e.g. diffe
rential caloric-, ultrasonic-, strength- respectively (due to chemical shrinkage) volume
contraction-measurements. As a result time series for Q(t), v(t), R(t) resp. AV(t) are
delivered that comprehend the necessary information regarding the evolution characteri
stics of the processes which are accompanied by stochastic influences. Therefore smoo
thing splines and/or nonlinear regression calculations are useful preprocessing techni
ques to rule out this disturbing effects and to get reliable data sets for the deriva
tion of evolution models for concrete properties.

Of special importance is to transform the time series x(t) or x(t) (x written instead of
one of the above mentioned variables) to the generalized form
~ f(x(t), T, di, 3z, ... dn) ,

(2)

which connects the rete x with the degree x for T (tempersture), ai, a2 ... an being
спГгТ11ея5о .Usin9 a numerous material of measurement data it was shown that applying a
so called Betatype model
J a

(2)

1 - е • s
xw = --------------1 + s

or

1 - к«
s = ---------e + Xw

(3)

a lot of evolution problems arising in.binder hydratation can be modelized. The model
contains the degrees of freedom (xw, xw, e, m). The first two determine a switching
point of process-evolution of the system (transition from reaction to diffusion con
trol ).
The maximal rate xw is strongly dependent on temperature T. That leads to the factorized
form of equation (2)
x(t) = x«(T) • f(x(t)).

(4)

Viewing the shape function f(x) it must be stated that it reflects only unimodal (with
one maximum) evolution rates. Sometimes but seldomly this is a handicap as one can find
cases where a one-component model of type (2) is insufficient. But generally the most
cements have an evolution behaviour allowing its application.

2. MEASUREMENT DATA

To give a certain background for the chosen way of investigation in the following data
are given which are resulting from different measuring principles to hardening pastes
of portland cement PZ 4/45 with w/c = 0.50. Figures 1 to 4 show the development of
strength, volume contraction due to chemical shrinkage, heat of hydratation and velocity
of an ultrasonic signal respectively for different temperatures. From figures 1 to 3
clearly the evolutionary behaviour of structure development can be recognized, which ma
nifests itself in the typical S-shaped curves for the measured state variable. For the
velocity of ultrasound of course this is valid too, but here measuring was started after
the setting of the paste. Attention again should be directed to figure 5 showing the
rate of strength evolution as a function of the already reached values of strength for
different temperatures but constant w/c ratio. The data in this constellation are the
inputs for the problem of identifying the parameters of equation (2). Repeatedly apply
ing it for different w/c ratios leads to a strength model for hardening concrete, which
fully reflects the influence of temperature T, w/c ratio and porosity of fresh concrete
for the phenotype cement PZ 4/45. It is without doubt that a lot of experimental work
has to be done to supply strength data for the derivation of an evolution model corre
sponding to equation (2). But it can be seen by comparing figures 1 to 4, that it states
with different physical contents, that there are more or less selective influences from
hydratation of single clinker components to a specific evolution characteristic. For in
stance there is no exact congruency between the development of strength and heat of hy
dratation. Nevertheless differential caloric measurement nowadays presents itself as an
undispensable tool to generate a phenotype characterization of a specific cement in its
kinetic behaviour.

0

Fig- 1: strength as function of harde
ning time for portland cement PZ 4/45
with w/c = 0.50 with T = 1 °C 13 °C
20 °C, 35 °C, 50 °C and 80°C.
'

Fig-3: Heat of hydratation an function
of hardening time for portland cement
PZ 4/45 with w/c = 0.50 and T = 20 °C
40 °C, 60 °C, 80 °C.
'

t/h
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Fig- 2: Degree of hydratation measured
by chemical shrinkage as function of
hardening time for conditions as in
figure 1.

Fig- 4: Velocity of ultrasonic signal
as function of hardening time for con
ditions as in figure 1.
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Fig. 5: Rate of strength as function
of degree of strength for a cement pa
ste of PZ 4/45 for temperatures as in
figure 1.

With regard to ultrasound a correla
tion to the evolution of strength of
concrete was found, if before compa
ring data an appropriate transforma
tion of the resulting velocity is
executed. The idea is to diminish the
running time of the signal by the
time which is necessary to cross
through the volume fraction of the
aggregates contained in the mix.

3. A HEAT TRANSFER MODEL FOR HARDENING CONCRETE
The basic assumption for the following is that the kinetics of evolution of strength and
heat of hydratation has been modelized separately by equations of type (2) to (4) and
that the proof of sufficiently correct representation of the real material properties
can be given, ihus the local state of concrete in a continous body (construction) is de
fined. Note that instationarity is implied in the presented formulation. Now on this
background heattransfer problems may be described. If as an example we take plane ele
ments with the direction of heat flux perpendicular to its surface (parallel to x-coordinate) we get the set of nonlinear heattransfer equations:

cpT,t = ÄT,XX + Z f(Q,T)

(x,t) e (0,L) x (0,to)

(5)

Q.t = f(Q,T)

(rate of hydratation heat)

(6)

R,t = g(R,T,w/c)

(rate of strength)

(7)

(initial conditions)

(8)

(boundary conditions)

(9)

T(x,0)

= To(x)

Q(x,0)

= Qo

R(x,0)

= Ro

x e (0,L)^

■

- A T,x(0,t) = a (u(t) - T(0,t))
- AT,x(L,t) = a (v(t) - T(L,t))

The meaning of c, p,A , Z resp. a are: specific heat, mass density, number of heat con
ductivity, content of cement in the mix resp. heattransfer coefficient at the surface of
concrete. The functions u(t), y(t) describe the control temperatures at the boundaries
x - 0 and x = L. Partial derivatives are written by comma.

The initial-boundary problem (5) - (9) may easily be transcribed to other types of ap
plication. Due to its nonlinearity the solution must be calculated numerically usinq
discrete or semidiscrete methods. In [1,2] details can be found which concern the topic
of modelizatwn of hardening kinetics of concrete. The derived model allows state-fore
casting with high reliability. An example of calculation is presented in figure 6.

time t

Fig. 6: With help of model equations (5) to (9) calculated evolution of temperature, hydratation heat resp. strength for a concrete plate. Mix: w/c = 0.65, content of cement
350 kg/m3, heattransfer: from 20 °C to 100 PC within 15 min., constant temperature during 1.5 h, then cooling to 20 °C.
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SUMMARY

Eighteen laboratory Portland cements were ground with six calcareous rock/clinker
proportions varying from 0% up to 15%, with 300, 400 and 500m2/kg Blaine's fineness. For
each cement, three standard sand mortars were prepared with the same consistency and with
different water/cement ratios and cement contents. Compressive strength and porosity tests
were made in five ages from 7 days up to 1 year. A mathematical model for porosity-time
development is derived and adjusted to the experimental values. A previous model for
strength-time development is also adjusted. The trends for strength and porosity may be
showed using the models, allowing a comparative evaluation between the cements relative
durabilities. References.

"MODELES

pour le

DEVELOPPEMENT de la resistance et

DE LA POROSITE AU COURS DU TEMPS

EN CIMENTS AVEC 0U SANS ADDITIONS CALCAIRES"
RESUME

Dix-huit ciments de laboratoire ont ete broyes avec six proportions calcaire/clinker
entre 0% et 15% et finesse "Blaine" 300, 400 et 500m2/kg. Trois mortiers equi-consistants
de sable normal ont ete prepares avec chacun des ciments. Des essais a compression et^de
porosite ont ete effectues aux ages de 7 jours jusqu'a 1 an. Un modele mathematique a ete
deduit, pour le developpement de la porosite au cours du temps, et ajuste aux valeurs
experimentaux. Autre modele deja deduit a ete ajuste aux experiments resistance-temps. On
peut montrer les tendences pour la resistance et la porosite avec 1'utilisation de ces
modeles, et bien aussi faire une evaluation qualitative des durabilites des ciments sans
calcaire et avec les divers proportions de 1'ajout.

INTRODUCTION

There is a need for a comparative performance avaluation between the new Portland
cements with carbonate additions and the old cements, mainly concerrtnq the durabi?v
aspects. Accelerated tests give only qualitative answers. However, oerformance extrapolations
m re гРеИаЬ1еа
1”fo™ation’ which is more acceptable when the used models a?e
more reliable. This work is based on experimental data obtained at the IPT - Bra?!! un tn
1 year of age, continuing previous worksri >2» 31 verifvina at thic time =
t?
age-!,T,r’?'л s’"d forjUtheed st°r ?ur4and ce™en’ts without additions up to 50 years’“}
relationship is also 0егЛеГ“!Г?н1‘™а\4

₽;

’

",0<'el f°r p0r0Slty" time

EXPERIMENTS
were ised^^'^^ree fevels fn^R^n Tan“facturer» natural 9УРзит and calcareous rock
were usea
ihree levels for Blaine's fineness were established: 300 400 and впо
9‘ °b4anad ЬУ SHnding the materials together in a laboratory bail mill . Calcareous
ock was added replacing clinker in the proportions by weight of 0; 25- 5- 7 5- in and
15^. Gypsum proportioning was determined by ASTM C-563/79. The 18 experimental’cemAnt-c
physical and mechanical characteristics are presented in'"1»2»3'1.
P
nt3 cements

voids volumes were determined following ASTM C-642/82 (adapted for mortars) for Yach m x
proportion (1 specimen by test condition). The compressive strenqth was obtained hv 3
ISdC365ndays iestsearremshow^?n'“2,3''TPrOpOrt,On and age' The resu,ts
7. 28.91, 180

MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Strength as a function of time and water/cement ratio
,m,odeLf°l;i «
.
*
strength as a function of time and water/cement ratio
has been previously
- ■presented
- 1'14»5’6»7»8'1 :;
fc = A/Bx . Dx/T . EVT)
where: fc = compressive strength; x = water/cement ratio; T = t^z. t = time.
A, B, D
and E = constants depending on the materials and test conditions.

Equation 1 may be written in the linearized form expressed by equation 2log fc = logA-x .logB-(x/T) logD- (1/T) logE
(eq 2)
Linear regressions were made with the results, taking logfc as a dependent
variable
and
’nhfdaS 1(,dePendent variables, for each one of the 18 researched
the valiiAc
values obtained for the constants log A, logB, logD and logE are in Table cements;
1.
Porosity as a function of time and water/cement ratio

, The gel capillary pores and anhydrous material evolution volumes in cement
paste,
dunng
where: VV == volume;
...y all. the
...x, hydration,
.ye., ut.!VII, are
QIC represented
represeriLea in
in Figure
ngure 1^,5)
ll',»'JI ((where:
volume- ak = hvdratinn
degree; x - initial volume of water; mec = specific gravity of original’cement grainsc :J"StantaneT V01“me
capillary pores;
Vuc = instantaneous Jolume of gel
V xminm
?e°US V° Ume PT anhydrous cement; l/mec= initial volume of cement; wn9= virtual
it ran
n°n"evaP°rable water; K= volume of gel after total hydration). In this Figure
it can be observed that the water/cement ratio is numerically equal to the water volume bv
cement weight ratio for water specific gravity equal to 1. For blended cements with partial
or totally inert additions as limestone filler, it can be considered that the inert fraction
passes gradually from the anhydrous cement to the gel. It can also be seen:
traction

Pc =

(x+l/mec)-(Vhc + Vc)

since: V|1C - К .
and
equation 3 remains:

(eq. 3)

Vc = (l/mec) •(! “ 9h)

pc = x + gh (l/mec - K)

(eq. 4)

In equation 4, the term in parenthesis is a
constant which depends on the particular cement
characteristics like specific gravity (mec) and
the resulting volume from hydration of the
cement weight unity (K). The hydration degree
is given by the following expression1-4»5’8'.
i/gh = 1 + 1/(дн'о •tl/2)
O

HYDRATION DEGREE

t

Fig. 1 - Volume evolution as a fraction
of the cement weight in the
hydration paste.

<eci- 5)

where: gh'0= initial hydration "speed" (it is
not a real speed because of the use of the
square root of time instead of the time itself);
t = time.

The initial hydration "speed" can be assumed as a function of the water/cement
ratio1’4»5*8'1, expressed by the equation:
Vg^Q - Vg^ max + Vg^ о • ^/x
(е<^‘
,

where: gi/max ~ asymptotic value of gk'o for x tending to infinite value, constant depending
on the materials and study conditions; д^"0 = derivative of gh
* 0 related to x when x - 0,
constant depending on the materials and study conditions.
Substituting equations 6 and 5 in equation 4, we obtain:
l/(pc-x) = l/(l/mec-K) + {l/(Vmec-K)} (l/gh,max)(Vt1/2)+{l/(l/mec-K)}(l/ghl0) ^(x.t1/2)

It can be observed' that equation 7 is linear as it is assumed l/(pc-x) as dependent
variable, (1/t1/2) and {l/(x.t1/2)} as independent variables and the other members as
constants now called Ki, K2 and K3:
l/(pc-x) = Kx + K2(l/ti/2) + K3{l/(x . t1/2)}
(eq. 8)

where: Kx =l/(l/mec-K), K2={l/(l/mec-K)}(l/ghlmax), K3={l/(l/mec-K)}(l/gh"0) (eqs.9,10,11)
The capillary porosity as a function of time and water/cement ratio then remains:

pc = x 4- 1ДК! + Kz(l/t1/2) + K31 l/(x . t1^2) I }

(eq. 12)

The experimental results for permeable voids index are the expression of the percentual
pore volume by total volume in the researched mortars, i.e.:
pa = (pc/Vt) . 100
(eq. 13)

where: рд=experimentally determined porosity for the mortar; Vt = total volume of the
mortar, related to the cement weight unity; pc = capillary pores volume, related to the
cement weight unity.
Calling as: mpc = cement specific gravity; m = aggregate/cement ratio by weight;
mem ~ aggregate specific gravity; x = water/cement ratio, volume/weight; and not taking
into account the air volume, we have:
V^ = (l/mec) + (m/mem) + x
(eq. I )
by substituting eq. 14 in eq. 13,
pa = 100 . pc/(l/nTec + m/mem + x)

or:

pc = (pa/100) . (l/mec + m/mem+x)

(eq. 15)

All pc values were calculated with the eq. 15. The coefficients Kx, K2 and K3 were
inferred for the eq. 12 by means of its linearization (eq. 6) using a linear regression
method and are presented in Table 1.

ТаЬ,е ’ "

?8^?eG^;O2^is!dJUSted C°effiCientS °f e4Uati°"s 2

Cement Blaine

n.

°/=

Equation 2

(m2/kg) filler log A

log В

log E

Equation 12

log D 1

r2

Ki

K2

K3

r2

1
2
3
4
5
6

300
300
300
300
300
300

0.0
2.5
5.0
7.5
10.0
15.0

2.251
2.307
2.264
2.246
2.267
2.219

1.125
1.293
1.226
1.202
1.273
1.258

0.240
0.722
0.537
0.429
0.451
0.401

0.795
-0.280
0.164
0.428
0.450
0.521

0.995
0.989
0.994
0.995
0.993
0.994

-5.095
-5.296
-5.781
-5.263
-5.547
-5.793

7.969
2.157
1.820
-1.267
3.533
-15.002

-5.202
-2.818
-3.010
-2.251
-3.428
3.327

0.588
0.365
0.304
0.467
0.482
0.488

7
8
9
10
11
12

400
400
400
400
400
400

0.0
2.5
5.0
7.5
10.0
15.0

2.308
2.336
2.351
2.261
2.336
2.336

1.181
1.257
1.258
1.085
1.271
1.317

0.335
0.551
0.561
0.351
0.457
0.462

0.321
-0.019
0.090
0.566
0.275
0.259

0.995
0.995
0.986
0.994
0.992
0.998

-5.222
-5.035
-3.789
-5.470
-5.873
-5.393

10.990
9.926
-2.927
14.043
11.909
4.009

-6.731
-6.937
-3.374
-9.034
-8.902
-4.213

0.561
0.707
0.680
0.778
0.787
0.680

13
14
15
16
17
18

500
500
500
500
500
500

0.0
2.5
5.0
7.5
10.0
15.0

2.347
2.374
2.352
2.369
2.347
2.346

1.164
1.175
1.164
1.188
1.186
1.250

0.327
0.448
0.675
0.445
0.409
0.396

0.289
-0.067
-0.343
0.328
0.284
0.309

0.989
0.998
0.992
0.993
0.995
0.995

-5.030
-5.689
-5.384
-6.075
-6.063
-6.597

9.633
12.276
11.470
15.988
14.573
18.336

-6.319
-6.782
-7.035
-8.067
-7.772
-9.300

0.571
0.572
0.598
0.591
0.588
0.523
- -- ---- —

r2 = squared multiple linear
regression coefficient;
number of experiments by cement . 15, except eq. 12: cement 3 with 10 experiments

Discussion of the models

muitiÄ

rei. ei to c^t^Sht",; ’do'Xei C°"rdered that the^xperimental values of poros
existing in Är-H^Ä

у

with consistency index of 165t5mm. The good correlation coefficients Sbtained fore2

only for ordin™

SS’at3,l™st,u;Sto,ry:aridage.rfi,,eriZed СЯ“‘5 and Mt

ine« pU? :?и^«^е?Г^^г?о^^и]Ть0еа^а°й"?о^5 i^o
of furlher'atfontfon^he^daptatfo^if",
cements «nfofoin/Vadd^^
at east partially inert as limestone fille?.’in™HeofJt'sZ
!'
^‘lLe^presses the poSOulty evolution trends with time and with water/cement ratio
scattering was expected because of the use of a single specimen for determininn th»
!£d^oтЯe™T"vbet^r^^t“^r^°afd^"t-

This

Also the coefficients K2 obtained should be negative and were in fact nositive for ди
expressive part of the cements. This is another consequence о? thescattertni Ind/Sr thS
non consideration of the air volume in the sample afte? saturation or other «3ses no? ye?

suspected. The coefficients Kj are related to the trend for infinite time in spite of the
coefficients K2. Thus, it was considered that the calculated values for eq. 12 adjusted
to the experiments are acceptable for a first evaluation of trends.

PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
The eqs. 2, 12 and 15 allow us to calculate the water/cement ratio necessary to obtain
32 MPa strength at 28 days and also infinite age properties with this water/cement ratio.
It is also possible to interpolate the corresponding value for the aggregate/cement ratio,
using the Lyse linear equations inferred for the mortar families for each one of the
experimental cements. Table 2 expresses the porosities and strengths at infinite age, which
were presented by theoretical mortars with 32 MPa strengths at 28 days of age, made with
each one of the cements. Figures 2,3 and 4 show the strength behaviour with time, related
to cement number 1 (300m2/kg, without addition), for the mortars above. It can be observed
on Table 2 and Figures 2,3,4 and 5 that any additioned cement has nor simultaneously all
the parameters indicating better performance; the cements with fineness above or equal to
400m2/kg, generally required poorer mixes, but presented higher infinite-time porosities
and/or lower strength reserves.

Table 2 - Comparative data for mortars with same consistency and
strength (32 MPa) at 28 days of age.

Cement

p

n.

xcal c
(cm2/g)

mcal c
(g/g)

clim
(cm2/g)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0.549
0.536
0.523
0.514
0.498
0.470
0.525
0.580
0.580
0.578
0.562
0.544
0.640
0.675
0.654
0.624
0.617
0.586

3.27
3.17
3.12
2.97
2.89
2.68
3.62
3.55
3.53
3.42
3.33
3.17
3.92
4.14
3.96
3.75
3.69
3.56

0.353
0.347
0.350
0.324
0.318
0.297
0.403
0.381
0.316
0.395
0.392
0.359
0.441
0.499
0.468
0.459
0.452
0.434

p

alim
(%)

p

16.6
16.7
17.1
16.4
16.4
16.3
17.5
16.8
14.0
17.8
18.1
17.2
17.9
19.3
18.7
19.2
19.2
19.0

1.00
1.01
1.03
0.99
0.99
0.98
1 .05
1.01
0.84
1.07
1.09
1 .03
1 .07
1.16
1.13
1.16
1.15
1.15

1
arel

f

f

42.9
41.0
42.0
42.4
42.9
42.4
40.2
40.5
41.8
43.0
41.8
41.6
40.0
38.1
38.9
42.5
41.3
41.1

10.9
9.0
10.0
10.4
10.9
10.4
8.2
8.5
9.8
11 .0
9.8
9.6
8.0
6.1
6.9
10.5
9.3
9.1

cl im
(MPa)

cres
(MPa)

xcalc = water/cement ratio for 32 MPa strength at 28 days of age;
mcalc = aggregate/cement ratio to obtain 160 to 170mm consistency index with xca]c;

Pclim = porosity of the paste, related to the cement weight, calculated at infinite age with
water/cement ratio xca]c;
Palim = porosity of the mortar with water/cement ratio xcaic, calculated at infinite age;

Parei = porosity at infinite age, related to cement n. 1, with w/c ratio xca]c;

fclim = compressive strength at infinite age, to be obtained with the mortar which gives
Clim
32 MPa at 28 days of age;
feres = strength reserve of the mortar with 32 MPa strength at 28 days, i.e., fci -m-32MPa.

Figs. 2, 3 and 4 - Respectively, relative strength evolutions of cement mortars with 300,
400 and 500m2/kg finenesses, all with 32 MPa strength at 28 days age.

However, it cannot be stated that the
limestone addition is significantly unfavorable,
mainly for 5; 7.5 and 10% filler proportions.
In the researched cases it was verified that
there is an optimum content of filler for each
fineness and probably for each clinker. The
low performance of the 2.5% filler cements is
remarkable, indicating that variations in the
amount of filler can lead to unexpected results.

Fig.5- Calculated porosities at infinite
age, of mortars with 32MPa strength
at 28 days of age.

CONCLUSION

To all the appearances, all the evidences indicate that for the fillerized Portland
cements, the mathematical model purposed by eq. 2 is convenient to apply on the development
of the strength with the time and water/cement ratio. The model of the eq. 12 requires

further investigation, mainly using more accurate porosity determination methods; also
the hypothesis used for the derivation. However, this model was useful for obtaining an
approximate idea of the infinite-time porosities.
It was evident that when strength was gained at ages below 28 days, by increasing the
fineness and/or addition!ng limestone, there was a compensation in the later ages, say,
lower strengths. Thus, it could be stated that the fillerized cements, in comparison with
the cements without addition, would require an increase of the finenesses allied to an
increase in the required cement contents for obtaining the same strengths at 28 days, and
in the future the porosities of these could be bigger, or the strength reserves could be
smaller. Taking into account the relation usually admitted among the porosity and the
strength reserve and the durability, it is important to pay attention in verifying the
long/term performance of the new cements which are standardized throughout the world.
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THE DIFFUSION EQUATION OF CFION THROUGH CEMENT
MORTAR
X L Wu, L P Xu, Q В Yang and S Y Huang

Shanghai Institute of Building Materials, Shanghai, P.R. CHINA

SUMMARY
The depth of Cl- diffusion through cement mortar was measured by the color-difference show
method with the distinguishable chloride ion concentration about 1200 ppm.
It was fcund that depths
measured by this method were correlated to directly measured effective Cl- diffusion coefficients.
Therefore this simple and easy method can be used to evaluate the resistance to Cl- diffusion
of mortars.
Based on regress . of plenty of test results, the diffusion depth may be expressed by the following
equation;
d = К • С°-2Т= - t0-1«4 ( mm ).
where; d - diffusion depth ( mm ), C - NaCl solution concentration in environment (%), t - exposure
time ( hour ), К = a diffusion coefficient of mortar dependent on the constituent and structure of
the mortar ( mm/hr ).

Test results show that the water-cement ratio, the volume fraction of cement paste in mortar and
the curing age may be the main factors influencing the diffusion coefficient of mortar ( К ). For fly
ash cement mortars, besides above mentioned factors the К value is also dependent on the quality of
fly ash itself, borne corresponding equations were suggested to calculate the К value in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

As is well known, the chloride-initiated reinforcement corrosion is one of reasons of deterioration
of cement exposed to the chloride containing environment. It is important to study the Cl
*
ion
transfer through concrete and the influence of material constituents and structures on it.

The Cl ion transfer from surface to inside of concrete is caused by penetration and diffusion,
The Cl- transfer is dependent mainly on diffusion when the concrete is more or less saturated.

In 1980s, many papers have been published on Cl- ion diffusion, mainly through cement pastes
by direct measurement of the effective diffusion coefficient of Cl
*
< T*^ ) . In this paper, the diffusion
depths of Cl- ion through cement mortars were measured by a colour-difference show method, and
diffusion equations of Cl
*
ion through cement mortar were also suggested by regression from test
results.
EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
The ordinary portland cement of mark 625 according to Chinese Code and fly ash cement
by 70% portland cement and 30 % fly ash were used.

made

Three kinds of fly ashes were used for making fly ash cement; No.l— ground fly ash, No.2—
original fly ash, No.3 — fly ash of high quality,
collected by cyclone ' air separator. Their
physical characteristics are shown in table 1.

Table 1 Physical characteristics of fly ashes

No.

Specific
Gravity

Bulk
Residue
density on SOu
sieve
(Kg/m9)
(%)

Residue
on 45u
sieve
(%)

Specific
surface
area
(cm2/g)

Standard
conaititency

(%)

Water
requirement
ratio
(%)

TIa

(%)

1

2.11

635

7. 1

2 г. 2

5026

47.2

103

5.17

2

2.00

806

22.7

39.0

3123

44.0

107

7.81

3

2.40

593

0

0

5817

5.64

The sand used was standard specially for testing.

Preparation and curing of specimens

The mortar specimens with various mix proportions were made of ordinary cement and fly ash
cement. The size of all specimens was 4)<4)<16 cm. After stored in air for 24 hours, specimens were
demoulded and then cured in water of 20 X) for 35 days for OPC mortars and 60 days for fly ash
cement mortars .
Measurement of depths, of Cl
*

ion diffusion

After having been cured for given days, specimens were taken

out

of

water. Five

surfaces of

specimens were sealed by mineral wax, and one surface was left unsealed. Specimens were immersed
again in water for 24 hours, then stored in NaCl solution with different concentrations for given days,
and then taken out for testing. The wax was removed and specimens were cut into small pieces with
the size of 4x4x2cm. The depth of Cl~ ion diffusion was measured by colour-difference show method,
the detail of which had been published in ( 5 ).

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The distinguishable Cl~ ion concentration measured by color-difference method
It has been found that the depth measured by color-difference method was correlated to directly
measured effective diffusion coefficient of Cl- ion ( ° \ Therefore, this simple and easy method can
be used to evaluate the resistence to Cl- ion diffusion through cement pastes and mortars.

Mortar specimens were prepared with the mix proportion of c : s : w = 1 ; 2.5 ; 0.5 for determining
the distinguishable Cl- ion concentration ( Ca ) measured with colour - difference show method.
Specimens were immersed in NaCl solution with various concentrations and diffusion depths were
measured at different diffusion time by this method.
The distinguishable Cl" ion concentration ( C, ) can be found by means of Fick's second law.
The solution of Fick's second law for one dimension equation is;

Co
C, =-------------------

exp( -x=/4Dt )

---------------- (1) c e )

VTTDF
where : X------ distance from the diffusion source;
t ------ diffusion time;
Co ------ concentration of diffusion matter for t = 0;
C------- concentration of diffusion matter at the point, X distant from
as diffusion time being t;
D------ diffusion coefficient.
The boundary condition of the above equation is ; if X = 0, then C_ = 0,

the

diffusion

source

The D value can be directly measured by diffusion cell method That of the mortar with the
same mix proportion measured by the present authors is approximately 37.7xl0~e cm/s . As Co, t and
D are known, and the distinguishable diffusion depth ( d = x ) can be measured, the distinguishable
concentration Ca can be calculated by equation ( 1 ).

Based on test results of 44 series of mortar specimens, the average value of the distinguishable
concentration Си calculated was found to be approximately 1200 ppm.

Correlation of diffusion depth (d) of Cl~ ion through mortar with diffusion time (t) and concentration
of NaCl solution (Ca)in surrounding environment

The distinguishable diffusion depths of both ordinary portland cement mortar and fly ash cement
mortar ( with fly ash No.l ) with the mix proportion of c ; s ; w = 1 ; 2.5 ; 0.5 were measured with the
NaCl solution concentration of 3 , 6 , 9 , 12 , 15 and 18 % and at the diffusion time from 48 hours
to 1600 hours.

The relationships between the distinguishable diffusion depth ( d ), the diffusion time and the
concentration of NaCl solution in the surrounding environment were plotted in Fig.l and Fig.2, and
may also be exprssed by the regression equation ( 2 ) as follows;

(a) OPC , 35D

40
30
20

*30%PFA,60D
(b)70%OPC

e®
**3<x
x*A

10

X

• Cd=18%

&Ccl=3%
0
10020)500 20005000

20

2<X) 500

2000

t (hr)

Relationship

FIG.1

between

(t)

and (d) valuves

d = К • CO1 • tM -------------------------------- ( 2 )
where b^O.272, b^O.434, correlation coefficient r=0.98 and number cf samples n=167. К is a coefficient
of mortar characterizing its diffusion property dependent on its constituent and structure.

The influence of water-cement ratio (w/c), volume fraction of cement paste in mortar (V„) cn К value
The influence of

w/c

on

К is shown in Fig.3, where the coefficient. К

is

calculated by above

x OPC, 35D

• 70%OPC+30%PFA,6OD

0

I"

3

I
6

• 0PC,35D

9121518

Cd (%)

FIG. 2 Relationship betw^n Cd and d
1. t=1600hr

2, t=1060hr

3. t=317hr

4, t=89hr

5, t=48 hr

FIG. 3 Relationship between W/C and К

mentioned equation (2). It can be seen that the diffusion depth of Cl- ions or К value increases with
the increase in water-cement ratio of the mortar both for OPC mortar and fly ash cement mortar, but
the increasing extent of the former is larger than that of the latter.

The effect of volume fraction of cement paste on К value is shown in Fig.4. For ordinary cement
mortar, the influence of volum fraction of cement paste in mortar on К values more obvious as w/c
is lager. But for fly ash mortar, the influence of Vt, on К value seems to be ignorable.
The effect of w/c and Vp on К may also be expressed as follows;

К„_=0.83 (w/c) + 4.15 ХЮ-8 (Vy) - 0.35

KTI,e/I,fR=0.31(w/c)o-Be

------------------- (3)

r=0.78, n=24

------------------- (4)

r=0.79, n 18

The effect of the quality of fly ash and curing age on d or К value
In order to investigate the influence of quality of fly ash and curing time on К value, three
kinds of fly ash were used for making mortar specimens. According to Chinese Specification
JGJ-28-86, they belong to class J, I and T respectively. All specimens cured, in water at 20 Г for 28,
60, and 100 days were then immersed in 10% NaCl solution for 32 days. The diffusion depth (d) and

the К value were shown in fig 5 and table 2 respectively .
Table 2 К values of mortars with different curing time ( mm / far )

Type

28 days

OPC
No.l PFA
No. 2 PFA
No.3 PFA

0.20
0.18
0.23
0.15

0,4

60 days

0.14
0.10
0.12
0.08

100 days

0.13
0.09
0.11
0.07

w/c=Q55

OPC

0,3

w/c=Q45
•
e—

No. 2 PFA

No.1 PFA

S 0,2
-X

—x--«w******^
*-x
x
X—------x

No.3 PFA

OPC,35D/C~0,55

0,1
x 70%OPC + 30%PFA,

60 D
0
40

45

50

55

60

Vp (%)
FIG.4 Relationship between Vp and К valuve

CURING TIME (DAY)
FIu.5 Effect of curing time on d valuves

X LWuet al

The X or К value of fly ash cement mortars decreases with the increase in curing time and the
X or К value of specimens with fly ash of high quality (No.S) is smaller than that of other fly ash
mortars and OPC mortar.
As the К value is apparently affected by the quality of fly ash and the
equation (4) above mentioned for fly ash cement mortars should be revised as follows;
^^/„^=0.31 K, Ka (w/c)a en

curing time,

------------------- (5)

where; K£------ a revision coefficient for quality of fly ash, for class I ,Kf=0.8
class ]T ,Kr=1.0
class И ,Kr=1.3

К,д------ a revision coefficient for curing time,

4.

for 28 days, Кд=1.8
60 days, K^=1.0
100 days, Ka -0.9

CONCLUSION

(1) . The colour-differential show method can be easily
Cl- ion diffusion of cement pastes and mortars.

and

simply used to evaluate the resistance to
'

(2) . The diffusion depth of Cl- ion through mortars is a power function of chloride concentration in
surrounding environment and exposure time. It is dependent on the constituent and the structure
of the mortar. A regression equation (2) expressing the relationship was shown in this paper.

(3) . The main material factors influencing the diffusion depth of Cl- ion of a mortar are water
cement ratio and cement paste volume, fraction in the mortar. For a fly ash cement mortar,
besides those two factors, the quality of fly ash and curing time also influence the diffusion
depth. The equations for exepressing the diffusion coefficient К of a mortar have also been given
out.
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SUMMARY

, , The carbonation process in lime mortar is influenced by the diffusion of carbon
dioxide into the mortar pare system, by the cinetics of the lime carbonation reaction,
by the drying and wetting processes in the mortar. All these phenomena are depending
on the presence of water in the mortar. Water is present in liquid form as well as in
damp form.
Physical models and their mathematical description are given for the
factors influencing carbonation.
The mathematical description of the carbonation
process in lime mortar completes the information to construct a model that allows the
simulation of carbonation in conjunction with the drying process.
Simulations at different carbon dioxide concentrations showed a good correlation
between experiments and mathematical predictions.

RESUME
Un aperqu general des differents facteurs qui influencent la carbonatation du mortier ä
la chaux est donne., Il est demontre que le contenu d'eau dans le materiau influence la
carbonatation aussi bien ä travers un changement de la diffusivite ä travers le
matöriau qu'ä travers un changement de la reaction entre le gaz carbonique et la chaux.
Un modele mathömatique a ete developpe qui permet la simulation du processus de la
carbonatation en tenant compte de 1'evolution du sechement du materiau dans son
environment.
Des simulations avec des concentrations de gaz carbonique different montrent une bonne
correlation entre les experiments et les predictions mathSmatiques.

INTRODUCTION
Although lime mortar has been used for centuries current knowledge is too poor to
allow an evaluation of the mechanical behaviour of historic masonry.
The slow car
bonation of lime mortar makes the mechanical properties of lime mortar and the masonry
built with it evolve with time.
Recent research <VBAL 1991/2> dealt with this car
bonation process and the changes of mechanical and physical properties of lime mortar
which are caused by carbonation.

The rate of carbonation is to a great extent influenced by the presence of mois
ture in the mortar. Therefore, the carbonation process has to be divided into a carbon
diffusion process followed by a chemical reaction, in which calcium crystals are
formed.
The influence of moisture on carbon diffusion parameters in mortar and the
influence of moisture on the chemical reaction were studied.
A new carbonation model
was set up in which the progress of carbonation takes the drying of the lime mortar
into consideration.
The deposit of calcium crystals during carbonation changes the pore structure. Current
research shows that this structural change influences the hygric properties of lime
**
moT'ccn
»
CARBONATION REACTION
The carbonation reaction proceeds in two stages:

1. Carbon dioxide is dissolved in water;

со2*н го

hzco3

(1)

2. Lime reacts with the hydro carbonate;
'

Ca (ОЯ) 2 +Я2CO3 => CaCO3 +2H2O

(2)

<Carb 1975>1S COnfirmed by the slow carbonation of concrete at low relative humidity
Diffusion of carbon dioxide in water is much slower than in the air.
The binary
С1еПг \П th.e a1r. 15 u1390 10
m /sec- 1n water
is 104 t0 Ю5 times
water RICH 1988
Carbonation 15 thus retarded when the material is saturated with

The optimum water content for carbonation is the water content that corresponds to
maximum adsorption on the surface of the pores before capillary condensation.
c?^ter,t
materia1 therefore plays an important role in the diffusion of
carbon dioxide in the lime mortar.

FACTORS INFLUENCING CARBONATION
The approach followed distinguishes between mass transport of carbon dioxide
mass transport of water damp and the carbonation reaction.
‘
Factors related to diffusion of carbon dioxide.

in
" As, for many diffusion problems the progress of carbonation can be expressed
in a simple form:
r
x = k
xft
*

with: x:
k:
t:
e:

carbonation depth;
a factor;
time;
a constant.

or

x = e+k
V^
*

(3)

The к-factor is often determined in an experimental way based on one of the above
expressions (3).
This к-factor does not correspond to a property of the material
although many researchers are looking for its relation to material properties and using
its value to predict carbonation speed <RICH 1988>.

b- Porosity—and—diffusivity of the material - Both material properties are inter
connected as the diffusivity depends on the pore structure of the material. The pore
structure of the material also affects the hygroscopic behaviour and as such influences
the effect of water content on the diffusion of carbon dioxide in the material.

• Construction method and cracks - Carbonation speed of site-mixed concrete is faster
than that of prefabricated concrete, which in its turn is faster than of orestressed
concrete <CURIE in RICH 1988, ref.38>.
H
In the case of masonry carbon dioxide can also penetrate into the material through the
openings between the mortar and the joints and also through the bricks, as was noticed
in a British research <HUNT 1980>.
•
Our research is confined to one-dimensional diffusion in a material assumed to be ho
mogeneous.
.
d- Geometrica 1—shape - In practice carbonation is often bi- or tri-dimensional
The
carbonation front therefore is not always a plane surface.
A greater external surface in relation to the inner mass speeds up carbonation but also
the drying in the case of bi- or tridimensional diffusion.

Factors related to the carbonation reaction
This mainly concerns the lime content and the reactivity.
The progress of the carbonation front depends on the amount of lime, which has to react
with the carbon dioxide diffusing in the material.
A minimum amount of water in which the carbon dioxide has to be dissolved, is needed
for the reaction. The solubility of carbon dioxide and lime decreases with increasing
temperature, whereas chemical reactions in general are faster with increasing tempera
ture.
Therefore, the optimum carbonation speed is noticed at about 20°C <GRAN 1975
p.!81>.
'
Solubility of lime depends on the particle size.
The dissolution of lime is faster
than the slow diffusion rate of carbon dioxide.
The solution of carbon dioxide in water depends on the transition coefficient for mass
transport between water and air.
This coefficient is unknown but under equilibrium
conditions, a relation exists between the carbon dioxide concentration in water and the
partial pressure in air:

CCO2]y =
[co21 w =
I C02]
ICO2]W
KH
Pk

KH*
P k
KH*
T
R

[CO2]

I4'

carbon dioxide concentration in the air (mole/1) or (mole/m3)carbon dioxide concentration in water (mole/1) of (mole/m5)- '
Henry constant( IO"1-5 mole/l
atm)
*
10"
*
of(2.92
4 mole/m
N);
*
partial pressure of carbon dioxide (atm) or (Pa).

1
^e5ult of carbonation is the formation of calcium carbonate crystals, mostly
calcite. Carbonation with high carbon dioxide concentration leads to the formation of
аг?ллР1^ crystaV <ROQU 1974, p.912>. This has been noticed on samples carbonated in
a 100% C02 atmosphere.
The presence of S02 can slow down the reaction considerably <SADA 1977/2, p.l502>.
Factors related to drying and wetting
, The following climate factors are considered : relative humidity, wind speed
(rain)water and temperature.
'
The climate affects the carbonation since it influences the water content of the
material by wetting and drying.

The drying process is influenced by the wind speed since it influences the mass
transfer coefficient, by the temperature and relative humidity of the ambient air. The
optimum drying of fresh mortar, after which carbonation can start, is favoured by low
relative humidity, strong wind velocity and high temperature.

MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF CARBONATION
Carbon dioxide diffusion in the air is described by Fick's first law.
To
describe the diffusion in porous materials the diffusion coefficient is replaced by an
effective diffusion coefficient in the material <RICH 1988, p.4>.
Carbon dioxide diffusion is only possible in the open pores.
The pore volume is not
constant and changes with the water content. Carbonation itself modifies also the’ pore
Vvnnneinci^ *ias *3een s*10wn ^-hat the total pore volume decreases with carbonation
<KROO 1961>. Our own experiments have shown that in lime mortar the relative amount of
narrow pores with a diameter between 0.0063 and 0.1pm diminishes with carbonation.
The decrease of porosity and the change of pore size distribution is very small so that
we may assume that porosity (ф) is independent of the degree of carbonation and is only
dependent of the water content.
The relation between porosity and water content is deduced from the hygroscopic curve
(isotherms). The ratio of the hygroscopic water content (wH) to the theoretical water
content at 100% R.H. may be applied to the total porosity.
This method allows taking
into account the enclosed air that does not increase the water content but leads to a
decrease of the apparent porosity.

(5)
\

with:

i|r(w)
Фпих
wH
w100%

wioa%/

: porosity at water content w (m3/m3);
: absolute porosity of the material (m3/m3);
: water content at R.H. (kg/m3);
: water content at R.H. 100% (kg/m3);

Carbonation reaction.

In a volume dxdydz part of the carbon dioxide is consumed by the reaction. For
every mole Ca(OH)2 one mole carbon dioxide is taken up and one mole water is produced.
Formula (6) expresses the conservation of mass, neglecting the molecular adsorption and
the change of the carbon dioxide concentration in the air:
6gkz
6x

6y

= -R(w,c)

(6)

оt

6z

or
+ R(.w, c)

where:

g:
c:
R(w,c):

+

(7)

= 0

mass flux of carbon dioxide;
carbon dioxide concentration;
diffusion resistance number;
the reaction speed per unity of volume (mole/s
m
*

3);

This reaction term R(w,c) expresses that in an elementary volume dxdydz R moles
per unit of time and unit of volume of the gas are consumed by the reaction.
The
consumed carbon dioxide molecules can not participate any more in changing the con
centration of the gas in the air of the pore.
The drying is modelled in two stages : drying at the surface and capillary water trans
port to the surface (first drying phase), the diffusion of water damp to the surface
(second drying phase).

9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement

We found that the reaction term R can be expressed as :
R

where:

= kr*[CO 2] *
a(Ä. V.) *
ß( [Са(ОЯ)2])

(8)

kJ = к20 * f(T);
к = 0.7062 (s'1): parameter at 20°C;
f(T): temperature relation;
[ COJ : carbon dioxide concentration in the air of the pore (mole/m3);
p(l Ca(0H)2] ): ratio of pore surface taken in by lime over the total pore sur
face [ Ca(0H)2] /[ Ca(0H)2] 0;
M
a(R.V.): influence of R.H. on reaction term (see further).

я-a •JherDa«UMOiCn%tcalyt11Cr-,cha.ract.er of the taction between calcium hydrate and carbon
dioxide <GRAN 1975, p.l57> justifies this expression. In <VBAL 1991/2> expressions are
given for the different parameters of formula (8).
H
Water transport at drying can be split up in two phases : the capillary water transport
followed by the water vapour diffusion.
p
During the first drying phase carbonation is assumed to be negligible as the pore
structure is not open enough to allow carbon dioxide to diffuse. This drying phase can
be calculated independently of the carbonation as nearly no water is produced bv
carbonation.
The period of the first drying phase can be calculated, taking one di
mensional drying at one surface <HENS 1981, form. 2.108 b>.
When a full saturated fresh mortar is exposed to carbon dioxide, carbonation in the
material will start after the first drying phase1. The outer surface of the material
can carbonate as the transport of carbon dioxide to it is only hindered by the transfer
coefficient, which is more or less independent of the water content in the material.
The carbonation at the surface is stopped very quickly and the carbonation will only
continue after a time tkn when the first drying phase has passed.
3
The water damp transport in the second drying phase
pressure potential, using Fick's law:
-

g»d =

*V

r.

p

=

-&wd*
vp

is expressed as

a damp
p
(9)

is a function of p. Due to the shortening of the diffusion path, when the material
is ti lied with water, p, decreases with increasing water content to become about 1 for
w=w
(critical water content at the end of the first drying phase).
If the water
content still increases the damp diffusion becomes negligible compared with the
capillary water transport.
p as a function of the R.H. (Ф) can be approximated with the following empirical express ion:
a+b* (Mr
\ 100 /

(io)

For lime mortar n equals 12 as the hygroscopic curve is very steep, for cement mortar
n-z is a good approximation.

This approach neglects diffusion between capillary water content and the
critical water content. When this latter is reached capillary water transport to the
surface is stopped. Then the water front in the material withdraws due to diffusion of
water vapour. Before the critical water content is reached the great pores are free of
water and therefore, theoretically, diffusion of carbon dioxide is possible.
As the
first drying phase, compared with the second one, is very fast the amount of lime that
can carbonate in the period that the water content is between wran and w
is very
small.
caP
cr
J

From diffusion
a and b of the
the formula is
equilibrium of

=12

tests we know that jjl
for ф=75%; ц=1 at wcr. From that the values of
formula can be determined : a: 0.0833 en b: 0.9167. The value 53.4 in
the water content at 100% R.V in the approximate function in the hygric
lime mortar.
/—Ф-\12
\1ОО/

*
0.0833+0.9167

^11)

This leads for lime mortar to the following curve (Fig. 1).
For the carbonation a diffusion model with a variable diffusion coefficient and
variable capacity term is needed.
Both f'(p) and 8 depend on the water vapour pressure.
The solution procedure of the
differential equations will have to take this into account.

WATER

INFLUENCE OF HUMIDITY
ON CARBON DIOXIDE DIFFUSION

DAMP TRANSPORT

it aceordina to the emoirfcol formula

О
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The relation between the carbon dioxide diffusion coefficient and R.H. can be ap
proximated by a curve with the inverse form of the hygroscopic curve.
It reaches 0
between the capillary and the critical water content, at 100% R.H.
At that water
content only isolated water islands are present in the material and no diffusion of
carbon dioxide is possible. The diffusion coefficient at low R.H. is more or less con
stant and can be derived from the diffusion resistance number for water vapour (p) of
the material. This diffusion resistance number can be applied to the carbon dioxide
diffusion coefficient in the air (Dk).
The diffusion coefficient of lime mortar can be expressed as:

*|
a+jb

I

\12

-JLI

(12)

The lime mortars tested gave p,=12 at 75% R.H., therefore Du = 1.9
10"
*
7 m2/s. At 100%
R.H. Dk is very small, and we consider then Dk 1/100 of 1.9 10"7 m2/s. It is shown in
figure 2.
The influence of relative humidity on the reaction term is calculated in the factor
a(R.H.) (0<a(R.H.)<1) which expresses which part of the surface is free for the reac
tion <VBAL 1991/2>.
The result is shown in the following graph for the lime mortar samples tested :

CARBONATION REACTION SURFACE

Conclusion.

Carbonation can be expressed in the form of
a differential equation with a "sink" term.
The composition and the structure of the
material influence the parameters in the
reaction term and the diffusion resistance
number.
For the simulation of the carbonation of
lime mortar, not taking into account the
effect of humidity and assuming that the
reaction is much faster than the diffusion,
an analytical expression with a new defi
nition of the "sink" term is proposed. This
sink term is based on the concentration of
lime and of carbon dioxide.
Fig. 3.

Ratio of the available pore sur
face to the total surface, ta
king into account the influence
of molecular adsorbed water and
capillary condensation.

The equations for the description of water
vapour transport complete the information
needed to construct a model that allows the
carbonation in conjunction
with.the drying process.
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The model allows us to study the effect of drying on the progress of carbonation in the
studied lime mortar.
With the appropriate adjustments the same model can be used to
simulate the carbonation of concrete.
This model thus contributes to the knowledge and
the better understanding of the carbonation process of lime mortars as well as of

cement bonded materials.
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INTRODUCTION
Deterioration of concrete (especially in highway systems) is a problem of International concern. Many
recent studies of concrete structure faüure cases suggest that the rheological properties of the original fresh
concrete is an often unrecognized cause of concrete deterioraUon. Inadequate workability will result in
alternating regions of compact and loose concrete which will have an effect on the microstructural

development during hardening. This is manifested as an unpredicted decrease in the ability of concrete to
restrict the transportation of potentially aggressive species that cause concrete deterioration.

Modeling the rheological behavior of fresh concrete is Important to the construction process as it
allows the design of mixtures for more consolidated and durable concrete. For decades studies of the

rheological properties of cementitious materials were only concerned with that of pastes. In a recent review,
Malek1 summarized the work done to date to model the rheological properties of cement pastes. Bombled

and Feneuille2, Tattersall3, and Tattersall and Banfill4 have recently reviewed work on the rheological
behavior of concrete. Tattersall3 in particular, concluded that the flow properties of concrete conform to

Bingham model. He and his associates developed an apparatus to determine the rheological properties of

concrete based on this model. 'They pointed out that the workability of fresh concrete Is better characterized

by two parameters, namely, the yield stress and plastic viscosity rather than the single result provided by
other methods.

It is evident that establishing a rheological relationship and choosing the proper technique to
determine it depend on the range of shear rate which the concrete will be subjected to. For highway

applications, the primary requirement of fresh concrete is that it should be of such workability that it can
be readfly consolidated in forms and around the reinforcement without excessive bleeding or segregation,

and that flatwork can be properly finished without teaming or without surface sprinkling. Of course, many
important properties of hardened concrete depend on the success of the consolidation process in meeting
these requirements. Since fulfilling these requirements needs low shear values, the domination of yield
stress in defining the rheological properties is emphasized.
The main objective of the work summarized here is to find expression to relate the mechanical
properties of fresh concrete and particle packing density, which depends on the fundamental characteristics
of the constituents and mix proportioning. A summary of the attempt to generate such a model is Included.

It is recognized that the products of the proposed model must withstand the scrutiny of the concrete

technologists and highway engineers and serve their needs.

EXPERIMENTAL
Several concrete mixtures covering a range of compositions in the in the PADOT [Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation] guidelines of highway concrete (abstracted from the more generalized

AASHTO [American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials] specifications)were made.
These mixes have a range of fine and coarse aggregate proportions and a range of w/c ratios. The cement
used was of ASTM type-I. Both crushed limestone aggregate and natural rounded gravel in gradations #8

and # 67 were used. A sfliclous sand with gradation according to ASTM C-33 was used as fine aggregate.
Sieve analyses was made on all batches and necessary adjustments were done to bring all the batches to
the same gradation before usage. A computer program for regrading aggregates to match the desired
gradation was used for that purpose. In order to avoid batch-to-batch variabilities in physical properties,
variations in water content were minimized. This was ensured by bringing the aggregates and sand to the
saturated surface dry conditions before mixing. The packing density of each dry mixtures was calculated

using special computer program and justified by experimental determination using the method ASTM C29.
Mineral and chemical admixtures were also be used. The general guidelines of ASTM method C-192 were
followed for mixing procedure. An Eirich rotating pan mixer was used for this purpose. Rheological and
fresh mixture properties were monitored utilizing the slump test and shearing viscometer. The intercept at
zero shear rate (on the shear rate-shear stress plot) is proportional to the yield stress. The yield stress value
was found to correlate inversely with the results of the slump test. The air content was determined utilizing
the pressure method.

THE MODEL
An Approach to a Rheological Model for Concrete
A systematic approach to generate a rheological model for fresh concrete is to find an expression that
enables calculation of the mechanical properties of fresh concrete from the fundamental characteristics of
the constituents and mix proportioning. It is important that this expression should be as simple as possible

and be suitable to the highway environment.
Fresh concrete can be represented by aggregate grains in a continuum of cement particles and water
(paste). The aggregate amount and physical properties as well as the microstructure of the continuum will
affect the mechanical properties of the concrete mixture. Due to the physical characteristics of cement

particles, the particulate structure tends to coalesce and eventually encompass the whole sample in a global
network of different size flocs or a gigantic floc. Depending on the forces present this flocculation has a

considerable effect on the rheological behavior of fresh concrete. Fluid will be immobilized between the
particles that stick together. The floc will have a structure that extends throughout the sample entailing a
solid-like rigidity which is reflected In elastic behavior and in the appearance of a yield stress. Finally, the
structure can change reversibly under flow causing shear thinning and thixotropy. It is possible to express
the mechanical properties of the proposed floc structure by a mathematical expression. For aggregate
particles, only the close contact hydrodynamic effects need to be considered, whereas for the continuum the

particle-particle interactions constitute an Important factor.

Inter-Particle Forces
Two important parameters characterize the rheological properties of concrete: yield stress and plastic

viscosity. Yield stress is of prlmaiy Importance in concrete. It dominates the apparent viscosity at low shear
rate (most concrete applications) and is directly responsible for the shape retention-deformation
characteristics of concrete. The criteria for the onset of yield stress have not yet been established but in
terms of the interparticle interactions, it is the force per unit area necessary to overcome such interparticle

Interactions, and its magnitude is determined by the overall value of the Interparticle interactions. The
interparticle Interactions are listed in Table I together with the range over which each interaction exists
(adapted from References 7-10). It Is Important to attain a state of balance in the forces between particles by
combining attractive and repulsive forces, in order to obtain a stable concrete. If one force dominates the
other, the concrete will be unstable giving rise to inferior properties. The net interparticle force is

determined by the sum of all forces present. The attractive forces become less significant at high shear
rates.

Particle Packing
In the presence of the interparticle forces, and as a result of the size, shape and volume fraction of the

particles, a packing array will be adopted which will minimize the overall energy of the concrete floc. The
type of parking array determines the number of interactions per unit area, while the packing density and
volume fraction control the interparticle distance. If external shear forces are applied, the Interparticle

distance in the floc is changed and a new equilibrium can be regained after the forces have been removed.
The existing interparticle potential provides the restoring forces. This signifies the Important role of the

water volume fraction which controls the interparticle distance and. subsequently, the interparticle
interactions and flow capability of the floc. Therefore the

Table I: Interparticle Interactions

Force

Distance (A)

Attractive
van der Waals
Hydrophobic Bonds

3-5

Hydrogen Bonds

Liquid Bridges

2-3
2 -5

Shared Counter-ion

2-3

1 -5

Repulsive
Electrostatic
Steric Hinderance

10 - 100
-50

basic requirement to produce a flowable concrete floc is to provide a layer of Immobilized water on the
surface of particles having a thickness exceeding -3Ä to overcome the interparticle attractive forces (see
Table I). This was found to be proportional to the ratio of surface area to volume of the solid fraction. When
the minimum water required to produce flowable concrete is subtracted from the actual amount of water

used, the resultant "excess water" is directly proportional to the workability (flowability) of the concrete. A
representation of such a relationship is given in Figure 1. Negative values on the abscissa (open circles)
means water is insufficient to produce the required workability. It is worth noting that the zero point on the
abscissa is variable and dependent on the minimum workability limit of concrete. In the present
investigation a 1-inch slump was taken as the minimum workability limit (Pennsylvania Department of

Transportation and AASHTO specifications).

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

Effect of Aggregate Proportion and Size on Rheology and Permeability
As mentioned previously, the presence of Interparticle forces and as a result of their shape, size and

volume fraction, the solid particles tend to acquire a certain packing arrangement in order to minimize the
overall energy of the system. As the coarse fraction of the solid particles (aggregate) increases, the packing

arrangement will change and the total surface area of the solid particles will generally decrease and,

consequently, less water is needed to maintain the distance corresponding to minimum flow requirements.
In addition, at a given aggregate volume fraction. Increasing the fine to coarse aggregate ratio will increase

the total surface area and more water will be needed to maintain a required workability. If the water

Figure 1. A representation of the relationship between water in excess of that required to produce flowable
concrete and the slump value in inches.
content is kept constant (same w/c ratio), a decrease in workability could be observed with increasing F/C
(fine/coarse) aggregate ratio. The permeability is thus expected to decrease as the aggregate volume fraction
increases (at constant water/solid and F/C ratios) or

as the F/C ratio decreases (at the same total

aggregate volume fraction and same w/c). Chloride permeability measurements showed such
correlations1^. 11.
It has been shown9 that the yield stress Increases with the Inverse of the particle radius (thus with the

ratio of surface area to volume) and with the square of volume concentration. Thus at a fixed aggregate
volume fraction, as the aggregate size Increases, the yield stress decreases. This is reflected as high slump
(higher workability) and high permeability (for chloride10-11).
As the axial ratio of the particles increases (i.e. the contact area to volume ratio of the particles

increases) the volume concentration of which the particles Interact with one another decreases, thus the
yield stress decreases, and slump Increases.

This has been verified experimentally, as more spherical

siliceous gravel was found to give concrete with lower yield stress (higher slump) than the corresponding
angular limestone of the same gradation.

Effects of Mineral and Chemical Admixtures on Rheological Properties
Mineral admixtures affect the rheological properties of the concrete mixture in two ways. First, the
physical characteristics of the mineral particles will affect the overall contact area to volume ratio and thus

impose a modified packing order. Second, the chemical nature of the particles will modify the Interparticle
forces. The overall effect is a change in the water required to produce minimum flowable concrete.

Chemical admixtures (superplasticizers and water-reducers) have one prime function which Is to
modify the surface charges In the diffused double layers on the surfaces of particles. They tend to diminish

the attraction forces between particles and drastically lower the yield stress. The effect of chemical
admixtures at higher shear rates is negligible.

Relationship Between Rheology and Interface Properties
The interface properties are expected to be dependent on the rheological properties of concrete In two

ways. First, the aggregate volume fraction and the fine to coarse aggregate ratio will affect the Interparticle
distance (rheology) and eventually the interfacial zone size. Second, the water added in excess of that

required for minimum workability will affect both rheological and interfaclal properties.

CONCLUSIONS
The workability of fresh concrete plays a significant role in the microstructural development of

concrete. The systematic approach to generate a rheological model for fresh concrete is discussed.

Emphases were given to the effect of aggregate size and proportion, effect of chemical and mineral
admixtures on rheological properties of fresh concrete, and consequences for permeability. In addition the
relationship between rheological properties and interface properties has been briefly discussed.
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DEPENDENCE OF THE FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF
CONCRETE ON THE DENSITY OF CEMENT STONE
IA Sulkowsky and A G Milrud
The Tashkent State University named after Beruni Tashkent
UZBEKISTAN

SUWARY

Ferrey and Nolker formulae use allowed to express the concrete
deformation module as well as deformability in the case of the linear

density function of the cement stone.

.

Использивание формулы Фере и Уокера позволило выразить модуль
деформации бетона и его деформативность в качестве линейной функции
плотности

цементного камня.

In 1891 y. Fere suggested a basic

equation in which the strength

of a cement stone is expressed as a function of its

density. This equ

ation is known in Soviet practice as the Fere-Simonov formula.

(I)
where

"
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activity
*
cement

Атц

ОС

*"IL
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^

,
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/
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- experimental coefficient allowing for the quality of the

materials used.
With increase in cement-water ratio the tangent to the Fere curve
is continuously reduced, but provided

00 the value of the investi

gated function tends to a constant limit.

The well known formula of Graph, Beliav and Bolomey as well as the
formulae of Kiser and Dovjic for light-weight concrete, in which the ce

ment-water ratio of the mix is raised to

1;0,5

power correspon

dingly, approximates the initial Fere formula in sections, which is par
tially proved by a

calculated on

comparison of the

values of the concrete strength

their basis.

Use of the Worker formula in conjunction with the

Fere equation

which has analysed makes it possible to express the concrete flow modu

les (E) as a function of cement stone strength (R).
t/4=^8

...

(2)

1,4-104
The flow modulas, evaluated in accordance with the

expression (2),

changes in direct proportion to the density of cement stone.

The expression in its reduced form

E»f(d), explains the cause of

the absence of a single valued correspondence between the modulus and
its compressive strength.
Indeed, it is clearly seep from the expressions (1-2) that the growth
in cement activity affects concrete strength to a considerably greater
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extent than its flow modulus.
The maximum concrete flow is also defined in terms of its compres
sive strength baaed on the empirical formulae, that do not differentiate

between the interaction of the concrete composition and cement activity.
Using the value of the modulus we get by Hooke’s law the maximtun
flow of the concrete compression

■ r - 7/0,.A V

■

d

••• w

The maximum flow, as expressed (3), is also connected with the re
relative strength of the cement stone

beeing directly proportional to

it.

The equation for defining flow energy as a function of cement stone
strength also assumes a sufficiently simple form, as below:

2

----

•••

C4)

The density of cement atone for various qualities of cement evalu
ated

according to equations

2, 3, 4 lies

within the limits of

*
0,75

1,5 defining certain bounds, changing its moduli of maximum flow.

The new equation obtained give the simplest relationship
the most important flow

between

characteristics of concrete and its composition

which define the density of cement stone.

PHYSICAL DETERMINATION OF CORROSION OF
CONCRETE DUE TO EVAPORATION OF PORE LIQUID
I P Vyrodov and V M Lekarev
Polytechnic Institute of Krasnodar, RUSSIA

SUMMARY
This paper suggests a hierarhic model
of transportation (convection
and diffusion) of aggressive components in
capillary porous materials and
gives a description of corrosion processes
of solution concentration
and
crystal salts formation
due to evaporation of pore liquid
On
the
basis
of the generalized
mass transfer
equation
supplemented
----with
boundary
conditions a mathematical model
or salt form concrete corrosion under the
influence
of underground waters and atmosphere
has been worked out, with
the
help
of which
a multifactor analysis
of
corrosion resistance
and
concrete longivity forecast have been done

КРАТКОЕ

СОДЕРЖАНИЕ

В докладе представлена иерархическая модель массопереноса (конвекции
и диффузии ) агрессивных компонентов в капиллярно-пористых
материалах.
Описаны коррозионные процессы концентрирования раствора
и образования
кристаллов солей в результате испарения поровой жидкости.
.енного уравнения массопереноса.
условия™,
работана математическая модель
—> солевой формы коррозии бетона, с помошьк
которой 1------------- “”°Г°?ак
■
торный анализ коррозионной стойкости и спрогнозирована долговечность бетона, подверженного воздействию
атмосферы.
----------------------грунтовых вод i

The
urgent
problem
of
increasing
corrosion
resistance
can
be
effectively solved
when
all
the peculiarities
of corrosion
processes
and
their
adequatly modelling
are taken
into account.
The phenomenon
of
corrosion
comprises
the whole
complex
of processes
with various
Combinations
of factors
leading
to destruction
of material
and
its
performance
deterioration. It is difficult
to create a universal method
of theoretical and phenomenological description
of such processes.

However, in many cases some basic factor
causing the most intensive
destruction of material
can be singled out. Salt corrosion is considered
as
such
in the present paper.
Because
of capillary pressure,
through
porous space in concrete
is filled with solution of salts
(underground,
sea
and other mineralized waters). Due to evaporation of water
from the
open surface of menisci
there takes place concentration of solution
and
crystallization
of salts
in pores, the aggressive action
upon concrete
increasing.

HIERARCHIC MODELLING OF TRANSPORT IN POROUS MEDIA

As a rule
physico-chemical
processes
of
corrosion
of
capillary
porous materials
are connected with transport (convection and diffusion)
of agressive substance
to the corrosion front. The complex and irregular
structure of concrete
[1,2] causes the stochastic character of concentr
ation patterns and flows, the local microscopic values
of witch are sub
mitted
to the ordinary homogeneous transport equation
supplemented with
boundary conditions on the inner surface.
.

Physical conditions for arising of the processes of salt crystalliz
ation in the solution
are locally assumed by the microscopic parameters,
while the corrosion resistance criteria of the material are determined by
the measurable macrovalues witch can be obtained by averagening the micro
variables in representative elementary volume (REV) of the porous medium.
Thus
hierarchic ( three level ) construction
of transfer modelling
for
capillary materials is quite natural. Based on the microstructural trans
port level
in a single capillary ( Figure la )
we pass
on by means
of
averaging to the level REV ( Figure lb ) and complete the construction of
the hierarchic model by the description of the process in the macrovolume
of the total pattern of the porous material ( Figure 1c ).
TRANSPORT OF AGGRESSIVE COMPONENT IN A SINGLE CAPILLARY
A single cylindrical capillary filled with solution of the aggressi
ve
component
is considered
as a microstructural element
of the porous
material. The following important peculiarity
must be taken into account
when constructing the model of mass heat transfer in solutions.Relaxation
time
neded for the temperature levelling
is much more shorter
than the
time neded for the concentration measurement as the ratio
DT/D - 102>> 1
( where
DT- the coefficient of the thermotransport,
D - the coefficient
of the molecular diffusion in the solution ) is taking place.In this case
it is assumed to limit oneself to the isothermal approach when describing
the mass transfer of the aggressive component in the solution.
The equa
tion
for the concentration pattern
c(r\t)
of each component
could be
written in general
( 1 )

+ div (v-c -D cjrTd. C ) + C[ = 0

FIG.l

The scheme of the three-level
mass transfer modelling in
porous materials :
a.- Liquid motion microlevel
capillary
opened
for evaporation ( fl ) of ' * ' ■L" =* bingie
- 00 ’ ~~
the solution volatile component frnm
the meniscus surface ( Z=0 ) •
--итринепт тгот
b.- Representative elementary volume level
(REV) •
C-- ,a^obody level ( R
macropoint coordinate ) :
’
°1fferentitation direction
integration synthesizing direction

FIG.2

The time dependence
■tg
of
the
achieving
the
limit saturation of the
solution
( cs ) on the
poration surface (Z = 0)
upon the relative initial
concentration
Co/C5
at
the different convective
velocity V
x — for CaCO^ solution
0 - f°r CaSOj^ solution

FIG.3

The calculation diagram
of the
specification time 7^, , for which
the critical concentration
C„
is obtained on the depth
R- of
the reinforcement occurancef in

the concrete
of the pores

( T-the tortuosity
)

where V - the laminar flow velocity
of pore liquid, q, -the source and
discharge strength of aggressive component
reflecting a phase change and
chemical reactions.

Parallel with a considerable predominance
of mass transfer
in
the
axial direction (along the axis
2) as compared with the radial direction
the isotropy of the solution
makes it possible
to simplify the equation
( 1 )
to one-dimentional form
T>

-1,
+

V
v 05

-

at

4nl
+t

•

<

2

>

On the open surface of the solution (the meniscus coordinate
2=0)
the
boundary condition is assumed in the form of equality to zero of the total
(diffusion and convective) flow of the aggressive component

r>'^lz-0+ У'С(ОД =

0

’

<3>

which expresses the non-permeability of the meniscus surface for molecul
es and iones of the dissolved solts.

Proceeding
on the absence
of adsorption
and
chemical inertia
of
capillary walls ( q = 0 ), in case of the uniform flow ( V = const )
and
homogenous initial concentration
c(z,0)=co, the solution in an analytical
form can be found

C(ZJ)= 0.5fl-Z+T)-exp(-Z)erfc[(Z-T)/2Vf ] +

+ 0.5-erfc[-(Z+T)/2.-Vf] + Vi/5f -exp^fz^T^T) ,

( 4 }

where nondimentional valuesxC= c/c0, Z= zv/D, T= tv2/D
and probability
integral
erfc(x) = 1 - 2/8Гexp(-x2-)dx
are used. At each moment of time
the aggressive component concentration
assumes the maximum value
on the
surface of evaporation ( Z = 0 ):

CJT) = (l+T/2)-ei^c(-Vf/2.)+-/i^r'6xp(-T/4) -

< 5 )

EXPERIMENTAL TEST FOR THE SOLUTION OF MICROSCOPIC EQUATION
According to the equation ( 5 ) the monotonic concentration increase
leads inevitably
at a definite moment of time
ts
to achieving
of the
limit concentration
cs when salt begins to crystallize near the meniscus.
Condition
c(0,ts) = cs
for arising of phase transformation in the solu
tion gives an effective possibility to prove clearly acceptability of the
equation ( 4 ) by means of an experiment.

The experimental test of the model dependence
C(Z,T) is carried out
on an example
of water solutions
of the salt
( Ca CO3 , Ca SO^
ets.),
filling the glass capillary. Water evaporation
from the solution
to the
atmosphere took place on the site of the capillary open face. Atmospheric
humidity and temperature were kept under such conditions that the convec
tion velocity remained constant (equal to Vo). Time moment
ts from which
the isolation of crystal phase out of the solution
close to the meniscus
took started
was fixed
by visual examination
for
different values
of
the initial concentration
Co. Experimental results
fall on the graph at
theoretical curves (Figure 2), calculated on the model formula ( 5 ).

MACROSCOPIC TRANSPORT DESCRIPTION IN POROUS MEDIA
Using topological function of tortuosity t (Fig.3a), let us assume
the transition to macrocoordinate
R=f(zc)Z
in the equation ( 4 ) for
microscopic function
C ( Z, T ). As aresult
we obtain the posibility of
determining macroparameters basing on the solution of microscopic equati
on ( 2 ) . The solution ( 4 ) indicates
specification time
Tg
for which
the assumed critical value of concentration
Cc
for the assumed depth of
occurance
of reinforcement
Rc
(Fig.3b)
is approached
( e.g. when the
condition of reinforcing-bar steel is violated ). The sequence of calcul
ations
Rc->ZTs
Cc
in Fig.3a and 3b
is given. If the critical value
Cc
approaches
its limit value
Cg
for the concentration
of
solution
saturation,
formation
and grouth
of crystals of salt
mass
in the
capillary take place.
s

The volume averaging of the microscopic value
out by means of integral operator

1

m, in REV
s

is carried

( 6

)

where
- the density function of the distribution of the volume macro
value averaging REV S'. It shoud be noted that the thickness of the chosen
elementary volume is rather small (^0),
*
since a considerable increase
of
the aggressive
component
concentration
takes
place
close
to the
meniscus surface
(Z=0)
according to the formula (4 ). In this case the
volume averaging ( 6 )
may be considered
as
the area averaging
of the
concrete outer surface where evaporation of pore liquid takes place.

as a result
of such averaging
the macrovalue
of the spesific mass
Mg
of the crystallized salt
distributed irregularly
on the surface of
concrete
is found.
The authors
[3]
noted the position
of the maximum
value
Ms on the concrete piles surface
where salt corrosion effect
is
the greatest.The predicted position of the max Ms on the concrete surface
has been prooved
by
the experience
of. concrete piles
exploitation
on
salted soils
with the high rise
of underground waters [3].

CONCLUSIONS

AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

The suggested physico-mathematical model of the concrete salt corro
sion
developing under the influence of underground waters and atmosphere
makes it possible
to calculate time changes
of the aggressive component
concentration
pattern
and
to estimate
the value
of the
crystal salt
*
formation
intensification
determining in its
turn the velocity
of the
corrosion front
movement into concrete.

Soft ware developed on the basis of the proposed model of aggressive
component mass transfer allows
with the help of a computer
to carry out
a multifactor analysis
of the
corrosion resistance
and
prediction
of
concrete piles
and
foundations longevity under
different exploitation
conditions. The present model allows
to be included
as a submodel
into
bjoader control programs
for the prediction of durability of building on
the basis of concrete structures influenced by underground, sea and other
aggressive mineralized waters.
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KINETICS OF IMPREGNATION OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
WITH INHIBITORS AND OTHER SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
I P Vyrodov and V M Lekarev
Polytechnic Institute of Krasnodar, RUSSIA

SUMMARY

This paper
presents a description
of kinetic processes
of impreg
nation
of porous building materials. Dispersion factor
for the kinetics
of impregnation front
along the capillaries
with different diameter has
been considered.
The results
of the theoretical calculations
have been
presented in comparison with experimental data for concrete.

КРАТКОЕ

СОДЕРЖАНИЕ

В докладе дано описание кинетических процессов пропитки пористых
строительных материалов. Произведен учет дисперсии фронта пропитки по
капиллярам различного диаметра. Дано сопоставление результатов теорети
ческих расчетов с экспериментальными данными для бетона.

The knowlege
of the kinetics
of impregnation
of capillary
porous
building materials
is important
in
such
technological
processes
as
concrete treatment
with solutions
containing inhibitors or impregnation
with
special solutions
decreasing
water receptivity.
The kinetics
of
impregnation
of the wetting liquid
is also used as
the method
for the
determining of the pore structures parameters
. .
------------ ' °f concrete. A mathematic-sl
model
'‘
representing
the
kinetics
of impregnation
of capillary
porous
systems
may be constructed by the methods of mathematical statistics
on
the basis naDillirv"8
6 Problem
of calculating
the liquid movement in
a single
capillary .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The meniscus coordinate
Z
changes with time
t
at the spontaneous
penetration of liquid into the capillary
according
to the dynamic equation
—

0 250-7

t
>
( 1 )
u
at
where
1
‘
"
ehdiamete?ari5 de®c^ibes. Jhe 1 iquid impulse change in the capillary
with the
diameter
uation
? 1 ?
denSity
In the right Part
the . equation
nation ( 1 )
the first addend
expresses
the
flntinn
r>F e*ti P « л
expresses
the
action
of surface
tension forces
(
is the coefficient
of surface tension;
for aqueous
solutions
cos QkI), and
t:________
_ one
_
the
second
expresses the counteraction of
friction forces at the laminar flow of
--_ viscous liquid (
is the coefficlent of the liquid viscosity) • The influence of gravity forces is negligible,
since the meniscus
travel turns out to be considerably
less than
the liquid balanced rising
H
in the capillary, i.e.
Z <<
"
H

Equation ( 1 )
has a solution
giving
at the initial
t = 0
a limited velocity value
d Z(0) / dt = Vo , which

time
moment
is as follows

( 2 )

and

dZ/dt = Z(t) =V_________ 4 ~ exP(-"t/TL)________ _
( 3 )
0 (exp(-t/r)+t/r - 4 )V2.y27
w.here relaxation time Г =
,
vl = 4 b/ D-X) . The
quasi-stationary regime of the meniscus transfer is reached at "L » t

Z(t) = Vo *
^2 •t.-T ’

,

( 4 )
limited
by the balanced rising
H
( i.e.
Z << ^dj/yP'g D ).
Thus the
automodel type of the solution (4) is
accepted
in
the
broad
time
interval
( e.c. IO-8 s
<< t <<
107
s ,
for
water
in the capillary
having the
diameter D — 1 nm ), what is proved
by numerous
experimental data [1].

The
expressed
follows

impregnation volume velocity of the
cylindrical capillary
in terms
of the linear velocity
of the meniscus movement

v(t) = O.25-5FD

dt

.

is
as

5 )

The liquid volume
ssed by

absorbed

by the capillary,

for the time

= O.25 5T D -Z(t)

w(t) =

t

is expre

( 6 )

О
One
must
notice
that
the minimal diameter
of capillaries,
where the
volume flow of liquid is possible,
is limited by the sizes
of meso
pores. The impregnation kinetics
of the monodispersive
porous materials
is developed
in the same way
as that
in the single capillary which is
verified
by a number
of experimental data.
"

A characteristic
feature
of the impregnation
of the heterogeneous
porous materials
is the nonsynchronism of the approaching by the menisci
of the given depth
Z
while
moving
along capillaries
with different
diameter, i.e. in this case the dispersion of the impregnation front take
place. Such a dispersion can be discribed by a step function

I /a.

4. \ _ J 0 ,
,

when
when

t < t
t >x tc

,

(

7

)

where
■€<. = 4 ZC ^ /6D
is the time interval for which the menisci penet
rate capillaries
of the diameter
D
to the depth Zc
of reinforcement
occurance in the concrete.

Then

the integral volume velocity

-f(D)-dD ,

V(t) = №? L(t „

.

of impregnation

dt

is expressed by

( 8 )

S

where
is the differentiational function
of the distribution
of the
capillary area section on the concrete surface,
Я
is the normalization
factor
depending
on the effective porosity
of the material
and on the
initial water saturation of the pore space. The greatest value
V(0)
is
achieved on the surface of the pattern (Z-. 0) and here it must be limited
at. maximum
allowable leak value ( e.c. 0.035 ml/m2.s ). The total liquid
volume
absorbed
by the porous material
through
the
unit area
of its
surface
is given
by the function
t
W) = $ V(t) dt .
( 9 )
0

In
accordance
with
the report data [2] , there
has been done the
calculations of the kinetic dependence Y(t), given by the equation ( 8 )
for. the tipical function of
pore sizes distribution
in
concrete.The results of the
calculation are represented
by the. Fig. 1.The experiment
data ( Д- points in Fig.l )
and the results of the cal
culations are adequate.
1
2
"t, hours
FIG-.l
The dependence
of the
volume velocity
V of impregnation
upon the time t. for
the concrete surface (Z = 0) and on the
depth
Zc of armature steel disposition
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Physico-chemical, Biological and Thermal
Degradation Including Environmental Effects

RELATION BETWEEN THE DEGREE OF HYDRATION OF
SLAG CEMENT AND THE FROST RESISTANCE OF THE
RESPECTIVE MORTAR
H - M Ludwig and J Stark

University of Architecture and Building, Weimar, GERMANY

SUMMARY
In the present investigations the relation between degree of hydration
and the properties of mortar have been studied as a function of the
grade of slag used and the specific surface of slag, in slag cement.
The experiments
show that already small changes in
these
slag
properties have serious consequences for the pore size distribution
and therefore the frost resistance of the respective mortars.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
In den vorliegenden Untersuchungen wurde das Verhältnis zwischen dem
Hydratationsgrad
und
den
mörteltechnischen
Eigenschaften
von
Schlackenzementen
in
Abhängigkeit
der
Schlackequalität
und
der
spezifischen Oberfläche der Schlacke untersucht.
Die
Ergebnisse
zeigen,
daß bereits
geringe
Schwankungen
dieser
Schlackenparameter
zu
erheblichen
Veränderungen
in
den
Poren
größenverteilungen der entsprechenden Mörtel führen, wodurch letztlich
auch der Frostwiderstand beeinflußt wird.

Abstract

0.

Degree of hydration has a great influence on the properties of mortar
and concrete. Correlations of the degree of hydration to total
porosity, capillary pore and compressive strength have been described
in the literature /1/, /2/.
In the present investigations the relation between the degree of
hydration and the properties of mortar have been studied as a function
of grade of slag used and the specific surface of slag in slag cement.
A Portland cement, (0PC45) was also included for comparison
*

1

Test material

The blended cements used in the trials were produced in a laboratory
In1^ ^ro®
E -and HOS U blastfurnace slags, portland cement (OPC 45)
and a mixture of synthetic and natural anhydrites. The specific
surface areas of the slags were varied in the range 1000 cm2/g - 5000
cm /g.
There
were
considerable
differences
in
the
chemical
compositions of the slags. On the basis of the usual parameters for
hydraulicity great differences in their hydraulic characteristics
be ex₽ected- For example, the usual base value (ratio
for HOS U is 1.2, while a value of only 1,05 was found for

Using the chemical analysis of the portland cement the following
mineral composition can be calculated from the Bogue formula:

C3S =

50,1 %

C2S =

18,3 %

CjA =

6,8 %

c4af

= 10,6 %

For the determination of degree of hydration, pastes with water/cement
ratio 0.5 were prepared from the laboratory cements and stored in
closed plastic bottles in the humidity chamber (95-100 % r.h., 25
C)
for a pre-determined time. Standard mortar prisms (4 x 4 x 16 cm) were
prepared for the determination of the mortar properties.

2.1—Determination the degree of hydration

Where as there are ^a number of methods to determine the degree of
hydration of PC, it is, generally speaking, problematic for
slag
cements. Accordingly the slag and the portland cement fractions
were
evaluated separately for the blended cements.
Зач ™lerD1anatiOK °f the hydrated Part of granulated blastfurnace slag
was carried out by an extraction method using salicylic acid-acetoneaTmo4t°3 sofuticn /3/. It is based on the fact that unhydrated slag is
at:ifely ins°luble whereas hydrated slag as well as hydrated
of thehynir- к
poftland cement pass into solution with the exception
Secondary‘SLu^.
-l-ln-t... the gypsum, and some

The converted slag is calculated from the measured residue using the

following formula:

tt

- fl, ^"^cxdr'Mpr'Ir.p
aH,HOS-Vl
————-----------^"COR MBDS ■LR.HOS

eiere
i’
««Mtity of converted slag in I, relative to the total quantity of slag in the ceient
is the residue fron the solation in g deteriined after the extraction trial
lpc
is the nass fraction of portland ceient in the uhydrated blended ceient h g/g
MH0S
is the lass fraction of blastfurnace slag in the unhydrated blended cement in g/g
V PC ‘B specific residue froi the solution of the anhydrated portland ceient in g/gdeteriinedii thepreliiinary trial
*r, hos i’ 1“е specific residue froi the solation of the anhydrated blastfurnace slag in g/gdeteriined ii the preliiinary trial
“cob 18 tlie corrected quantity of saiple seighed ont in g

°н,
18

hos

the ?=ГГ™^ r9uant,lty of sa"₽le weighed
tne tollowing formula:

EWcor=EW

out can be determined from

100%-GV
100%

»here

81
68

is the quantity of saiple neighed oat in g
is the loss on ignition of the blended ceient at 800 'C in 1

The results of these investigations
are shown in Figure 1. It is
discernible that the slag conversion depends on
the slag grades and
the finenesses of the slag. The HOS
U reached a higher degree of
hydration than the HOS E slag,
especially after a fairly long
hydration time.

Figure 1:
Dependence of the slag conversion on the
hydration tiie for differeit slag grades
aid finenesses

slag ceient si th
E 2 - blastfiriace slag 8,
8 3- blastfirnace slag 8,
8 4 - blastfiriace slag 8,
II 2 - blastfiriace slag 0,
Ö 3 - blastfurnace slag 0,
0 4- blastfirnace slag 0,

3a!

sp.
sp,
sp.
sp.
sp.
sp.

surface area = 2000 ci2/g
serface area : 3000 ci2/g
strface area = 4000 ci2/g
surface area s 2000 ci2/g
surface area = 3000 ci2/g
sirface area = 4000 ci2/g

d/t
•
hydration in the pastes made from pure portland cement
•termtued from the quantity of chemically combined water
determine
the quantity of chemically combined water at COmn’l»3
^ratupn a calculation was made of the water bonding values of^th!
clinker phases as obtained from the reaction equations given.

The degree of hydration of the portland cement determined in this way
were then transferred to the slag cement taking the percentage content
of portland cement into account. Such transfer is possible as an
approximation as it was established by x-ray diffraction into the
alite decomposition caused by the hydration of the clinker phases in
the blended cement proceeds at a similar rate to that in pure portland
cement.
The total degree of hydration of the slag cement is found from the
individualy degrees of hydration of the slag Ug jqj and the portland
cement a.j pp» and their respective percentages
and MpC in the slag
cement.
’

aH,G = aH, PC

1

MPC + aH, 80S * MHOS

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the progress of hydration of portland
cement with that of slag cements which have compositions and specific
surface areas close to those of industrially produced cements.
As can
be expected,
the conversion
of the portland cement
is
significantly higher than that of the slag cements. However, while the
difference between the portland cement and the cement containing HOS
E remains large over the entire hydration
period, that between
portland cement and cement containing HOS U becomes progressively
smaller after 28 days storage in water.

Figare 2:
Dependence of the total degree of
hydration on the hydration tine for
cenents with different conposition

PZ - OPC 45 portland cenent
slag cenent
E 4 - blastfnrnace slag E, np. surface area = 4000 ci2/g
U 4 - blastfnrnace slag 0, sp, surface area = 4000 ciz/g

3. Relations between the degree of
properties

hydration and slag

cement mortar

The hydration degrees determined were related to mortar properties
such as total porosity, capillary pore, compressive strength and the
resistance to freezing and thawing.

3.1.Porosity
The results of the investigations concerning total porosity are shown
in Figure 3. The general trend is that increase in the degree of
hydration reduced the total porosity. However, there is a difference
between the slag cements produced with slag U
and slag E, and more
particularly between slag cements in general and portland cement.
For this group of blastfurnace slag cements statistical analysis as
the results yielded. a linear correlaton with a high confidence limit
between the degree of hydration and total porosity.

The hydration degree of portland cement as determined shows a higher
total porosity as compared to the slag cements and consequently it is
not described by the same regression equation.
Still more striking is the fundamental difference in the functional
connection between the rate of hydration and
structure formation in
Portland cement in relation to the slag cements when the capillary
porosity is considered (Figure 4).

Figire 3:
Dependence of the total porosity on the
total hydration degree

Pi - OPC 15 portland cesent
slag ceients
E/0 1 - sp. strface area = 1000 ci2/g
E/Ü 2 - sp. snrface area = 2000 cs2/g
P/0 3 - sp. snrface area = 3000 ci2/g
E/0 I - sp. snrface area = 4000 ci2/g
8/0 5 - sp. snrface area = 5000 ci2/g

Pignre 4:
Dependence of the capillary pore space
on the total hydratioa degree
(capillary pore space eas defined after
loaberg /3/ - г: 101 - 10s ns)

total hydration degree--- •*

A distinct decrease of the capillary pore space occurs with the
progress in hydration for slag cements. The extent of such decrease is
the same regardless of the kind of slag used.
Although there is a small difference between the functional connection
of these two magnitudes which is attributable to the grade of slag, it
is
possible
to discuss
the slag cements
as a group
from the
statistical angle.
'
Notwithstanding its greatest degree of hydration (approximately 90 %),
Portland cement exhibits a relatively high capillary pore space of 5,5
%. Thus it shows a greater capillary porosity than most of the slag
cements. However in the case of cements with high quality slag U even
mortars with cements with a low specific surface (2000 cm2/g) show a
denser structure in relation to portland cement mortars (A
= 3500
cm2/g).
oc

3.2. Compressive strength
The results of these investigations are presented in Figure 5. It is
discernible that at the beginning of hydration, in the case of the
slag cements, the increase in the degree of hydration was not followed
by an equivalent increase in the compressive strength.
Only at longer hydration times does the relation admit of a direct
proportionality. The thresold degree of hydration beyond which an
increase was accompanied by a proportionate increase in compressive
strength was 30 %. Futhermore it becomes evident from Figure 5 that
slag cement mortars with slag U achieve a 10 N/mm2 higher compressive
strength than portland cement mortars in the range of 50 - 70 %
hydration degree.

Figire 5:
Dependeice of the coipressive strength
on the total hydration degree

3.3

Resistance to freezing and thawing

Just as relation were established between degree of hydration, on the
one hand,
and compressive strength, total porosity and pore size
distribution or capillary pore space, on the other, a similar relation
was obtained between degree of hydration and resistance to freezing
and thawing.
The relation between degree of hydration and decrease in ultrasonic
pulse velocity across mortar prisms after 150 freeze - thaw cycles is
shown in Figure 6.
It can be observed that the two slag cements from HOS U and HOS E
exhibit different frost resistance values at similar degrees of
hydration. In the range 40 - 50 % hydration degree the cement with HOS
U shows about 10 % higher frost resistance than that with HOS E. In
the case of the HOS E cement a linear relation
between the degree of
hydration and decrease in ultrasonic pulse velcity after freezing
follows from the
statistical evaluation.
For the HOS U cements a break can be observed above 58 X degree of
hydration. From here onwards small increase in the hydration degree
brings about a higher increase in frost resistance.
Futhermore, it can be seen that a lower hydration degree of the slag
cements does not generally lead to a lower freeze - thaw resistance.
The mortar prisms of the highly ground slag U (U3 - U5) show a higher
frost resistance (decrease in UDV 28 - 41 X) than the portland cement
prisms (decrease in UDV 42 X).

Figire 6:
Depeideice of the decrease is eltnsoaic palse velocity after 150 freeie thaw cycles and the total hydration degree

This is because of the denser structure of slag cement mortars.
Figure 7 shows that the portland cement indeed exhibits the lowest
total porosity, but the percentage of capillary pores within this
ihosT" i? ^0Sos1uh!r3{6s'xl%) then ln the Case °f the slag ce"ents

Figure I:
The total porosity and the capillary
pore space of cenent with different
coupositions

4.
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CONCRETE DURABILITY ENHANCEMENT BY INTERNAL TIMED
RELEASE OF ANTIFREEZE OR ANTICORROSION
CHEMICALS FOR INCREASED RESISTANCE
TO FREEZE/THAW AND CORROSION
Carolyn M Dry
Architecture Materials Research Lab,
Architecture Research Center, School of Architecture,
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Fibers/aggregates and mechanisms to release the chemicals, such as coating
dissolution, are the sensors, while the stimulus, such as change in pH or chloride ion
amount, and actual release of the chemical work together as actuators. These are thus
NOVEL smart materials containing damage sensors and repair actuators acting together
are thus designed to be passive, automatically activated, and are distributed throughout
the material to provide remedial action anywhere it is needed. The service life of
construction materials can be extended without the need for continuous monitoring.

RESUME

Les agr^gats/flbres et mfcanismes pour 1 ibärer les products chimIques, tels que la
dissolution du revetement sont las ddtecteurs, alors que les stimulants, tels que la variation dans
le degr6 en pH ou en Ion de ch lor u re, alnsl que le dGclenchement rdel du prodult chlmlque aglssent
ensemble comma actionneurs. Ce sont par consequent des matdrlaux dlgnes du NOVEL comprenant
des ddtecteurs de deterioration et des actionneurs de reparation aglssant ensemble qul sont de ce
fait congus pour ätre passlfs, actlonnes automatlquement, et dlstribuös d travers le materlau pour
fournlr une action corrective 01) c'est necessalre. La long6vlte des materlaux de contructlon peut
§tre proIongee sans surveillance continue.

ABSTRACT
Materials containing various types of hollow porous fibers filled with a chemical which
release into the matrix at appropriate times, or over time, are designed to address some
issues of cement material performance such as matrix destruction caused by corrosion,
and freeze/thaw damage.
The sensing of the corrosion or freezing/thawing of a settable material by a chemical
or physical sensor which in the process of sensing, starts the activation of a remedial
process, is the subject of this research. It is a distributed system in which sensing and
repair occur when and where they are needed.

MATERIALS FOR SENSING OF DAMAGE AND REPAIR ACTION

In these cement materials sensing of damage and attendant actuation of repair
occur by the activation of the timed release of a repair chemical into the matrix due to
a stimulus which is itself the environmental agent of attack. These are passive smart
materials requiring no outside feedback loop nor continuous monitoring. Rather, they are
activated by each environmental loading or impetus (see Fig. 1). The sensors and
actuators are disturbed throughout the structure. Thus, they are durability enhancing
anywhere this is required.

Internal Release
Repair of Condition

Timed Release of Repair Chemical Occurs Due to pH Change or Freezing
Which Causes Release of Anticorrosion Chemical or Antifreeze Chemical

Figure 1.

Sensing of Damage and the Repair of Material by Timed
Release of Chemicals from Fibers or Aggregate

CORROSION

Corrosion is an electrochemical process that requires an electrical current in a moist
and oxygenated condition. The entry of chloride ions or carbonation can cause the pH
to be reduced to 11.5 pH, at which point corrosion begins. The addition of calcium
nitrite, an anticorrosion chemical, protects the steel. In this design calcium nitrite is put

into hollow porous fibers coated with polyol.
Polyol dissolves in an alkalinity of
appropriate pH (11.5) or in the presence of chloride ions, thus, releasing the anticorrosion
chemical (see Figure 2).

pH of Matrix Changes
from Approximately
14 to 11.5 Due to
Chloride or Carbon
Dioxide Intrusion

Coating Breaks
Down with pH
Change of
the Matrix

Chemical Is Re
leased from Fiber

Rebar Is Protected
from Corrosion by
Chemical
Figure 2. Sequence of Events in Design of Time Release to Protect Against Corrosion

The cause of deterioration, reduction of alkalinity due to chloride or carbonation
which causes the corrosion triggers the sensor (coating dissolution) which actuates the
remedial action (release of calcium nitrite).

Preliminary results show that the chemicals are released (see Photo 1.) and that the

Photo 1.

The successful release of chemicals from fibers was
documented using a scanning electron microscope.

d
control, no fibers
*■" ♦
calcium nitrite freely mixed
—calcium nitrite in fibers
coated with polyol
—calcium nitrite in fibers
coated with wax

DURATION (WEEKS)

Figure 3.

DrOfD (mV) ACr°SS A 10 Ohm Resistor
or various Samples Undergoing Corrosion Testing

agent of intemaTdet'erioration T^a^tim^ co+nsist.of sev®ral Parts, including: 1.) an
fiber or aggregate 4)
stin2.ulus fo release the repairing chemical, 3.) a
Changed in response to the Sus 5
)^^
*
wa2lwhich can be removed or

Fibers and mechanisms to release'the chemfcak °a'r'edlnslde,hef'be,o'O9Sre9ate.
sensors, while the stimulus such ns n
СС!? SUC!? as coatin9 dissolution are the
work together asactuators ThesesmortmS
PH' °?d ac,ual release of ,he chemi=°'
actuators acting together are thus dpsionJd t" hS conf?lnin9 damage sensors and repair
are distributed thrni inhn> ,+ +h^
+des ?ned to be passive, automatically activated, and
are aistriöuted throughout the material to provide remedial action anywhere it is needed

FREEZE/THAW DAMAGE

permeabiiit? te hiohPS
small'(1).
9

damage or increase of frost resistance is enhanced 'if the
oingratelow or permeability low. but space between air void

F--- be Ä

Ж

Ä^hrinLXt;eÄrXXurface-The Xypex could be released 05 the
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Water-based Anti
freeze Is Forced
from Hollow Porous
Fibers or Aggregate
at Freezing Due to
Water Expansion

Temperature of
Matrix Is Lowered
to Freezing

Figure 4.

И

0

Antifreeze Released into
the Matrix Lowers.the
Temperature of Freezing,
Reducing the Amount
of Freeze/Thaw Damage

Sequences of Events in Design for Time Release to Protect Against
Freeze/thaw Damage

If the above designs are used with porous aggregates, there is an added advantage.
It is that the aggregate can substitute for air entraining: 'Solid particles having a large
porosity in suitable pore size have been added to concrete and act in a manner similar
to that of air voids. The optimum particle size should range between 290 and 850
microns, total porosity to particles should be at least 30% by volume, and pore size
distribution should be in the range of .0523 microns’ (2).
Early results are promising. Limestone aggregate containing antifreeze for timed
release performed somewhat better than controls under freeze/thaw conditions as
measured by weight loss or weight change (see Figure 5, and Figure 6).

q control, no aggregate

и haydite aggregate only
Ш air entrained control
no aggregate
□ air entrained sample
haydite aggregate only

H
T
<2
ш

2

3

SAMPLE NUMBER
Figure 5.

Freeze/Thaw Damage to White Cement with Porous Aggregates
Containing Antifreeze Vs. Cement Without As Measured by Weight Change

в control, no aggregate
И hayditg aggregate only
q limestone aggregate
with antifreeze
□ limestone aggregate
with antifreeze
□ limestone aggregate
with antifreeze

Figure 6.

Freezeahew Damage to Portland Cement with Porous Aggregate
Containing Antifreeze vs. Cement Without As Measured by Weight Loss
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MECHANISMS OF DEICER SCALING OF CONCRETE
Q В Yang, X L Wu and S Y Huang
Shanghai Institute of Building Materials,
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SIMARY

In the present paper, both physical and chemical mechanisms of deicer scaling of
concrete were studied. Results showed (1) under the action of freezing-thawing cycles,
the scaling of concrete exposed to deicer solutions was much severer than that
exposed to water,
which was mainly resulted from the increase in the degree
of
saturation caused by deicer salts; (2)
under the action of drying- wetting cycles,
the concentrated deicer solution generated a
crystallization
pressure high enough
to expand and damage concrete, which might be another mechanism of deicer scaling of
concrete; and (3) CaCl, solution with low concentration seemed not to cause severe
scaling of concrete, but that with very high concentration might cause much severe
еЛГл0^и°л °f coacrete’ which
salt CaCL ■ Ca(0H)3 • H30.

be resulted from

the

formation of

the

complex

(3) ttMCaCl,
■ Са(0Н)2 • Н20

INTRODUCTION
The deleterious effect of deicing salts on concrete has attracted more and more
attention of concrete researchers as the use of deicing salts on highways and bridges
rapidly increases in recent years. Under combined actions of deicer solution and
freezing-thawing cycles, the surface scaling of concrete is the most common type of
damage. Many papers have been published in this field, but scaling mechanisms have not
been very clearly understood yet. The various mechanisms (1,2, 3,4)
on the action of
frost seemed to apply mostly to the internal cracking that could result from freezing
thawing cycles. Many research results showed the most dangerous deicer concentration was
about 3 % (2,4),
regardless of type of deicer ( NaCL CaCla , urea or ethyl arcohol ).
It was thought that the deicer-frost damage might only be physical.
However,
many
reaearchera (6j6) have also observed that conceatrated deicer solutions caused the
severe deterioration of concrete above OX), which was resulted from chemical attack.

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the mechanisms of the effect
deicing salts on concrete both physical and chemical.

of

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS
Mix

proportions

Concrete specimens were used in this experimental
work.
The mix proportion
concrete is W I C ) S ) G = 0. 55 ) 1 1. 77 ‘ 3. 28. Air entrainment was not used in order
accelerate the scaling. All specimens were cured in water ( 20±2 X) ) for 23 days.

of
to

Degree of saturation

, Specimens of sizes of 3X3X2. 5 cm and 3X3X4 cm after having been cured were
dried at 105X2 for 24 hours,
cooled to the room temperature, and then soaked in NaCl
solutions with various concentrations ( 0, 4. 10 and 20« ) under a vaccum equivalent to
76.8 cm Hg for 4 days and then under the atmosphere pressure for other two days. After
that specimens were weighed ( M=. ). These prepared specimens were to be
used
for
capillary water-uptake and water loss tests.
Capillary water-uptake test
refers to G. Eager lund’в (1), Pre
pared specimens of 3X3X4 cm
were dried at 105 X) for one day,
cooled to the room temperature
and weighed ( Mo ),
Then the
specimen was insnersed in water
with the depth of inuuersion of
about 4 m (Fig 1). After immer
sion for a given time, specimens
were weighed again ( Mt ).

— CONTAINER

— SPECIMEN
WATER OR SOLUTION
FRAME

FIG.1 Capillary water-uptake test or

freezing-thawing cycles test

In the water loss test, prepared 3X3X2. 5 Cm specimens were exposed to the appro
priate atmosphere wthin the controlled humidity chambers ( 75, 83 and 92 «RH were main
-tamed using saturated NaCl. KBr and KN0B respectively). Then the specimens were weight
-ed one time two or four days until the equilibrium reached.
The actual degree of saturation ( S ) was calculated as follows

A diagram of degree of saturation ( S) versus root of time ( T ) can be
degree of saturation ( S. ) and the time ( T. ) to reach equilibrium may
from the knick-point value ( see Fig 2 ).

Te

Те

a)

plotted.
The
be calculated

TIME I,/
.DAYS)
Capillary water-uptake test

b)

TIME (V—.DAYS)
Water loss test '

FIG.2 Determination of the degree of saturation and the time to reach equilibrium
Freezing-thawing

cycles

test

Specimens were immersed
in NaCl solutions by one surface with
inanersion of about 4 mm ( see Fig 1 ). And then specimens with the
frozen at -20 + 2 X) for 3 hours with the cooling rate of 0. 5 ~ 0. 7
freezer and thawed at 20 i 5 Г for 3 hours in airj which constitutes
-thawing cycle.

the depth of
container were
Г/min in the
one freezing

Drying-wetting cycles test

. « Specimens cured in water for 28 days were dried at 105 Г for one day and soaked
in NaCl solutions ( 0, 4, 12 and 20 % ) or immersed by one surface in NaCl solutions
(12 and 20 % ), which constitutes one cycle. Then the length of specimens was measured
after every cycle, and the strength and the mass of scaled particles were measured after
9 cycles.

Chemical

attack

Specimens cured in water for 28 days were soaked in various CaCl2 solutions ( 0, 4,
12 and 20 % ) at 10 ± ST. Then the strength,
the length and the mass of scaled
byXKD and
*DTA
Шеа8аГе<1 for a gi¥en ti®e’
and tlie P
* 8t®8 < ®/c = 0. 26 )
were analysed

RESULTS

AND

DISCUSSIONS

Degree of saturation

Table 1 shows the degree of saturation at equilibrium for all specimens under
various conditions, which indicates that the degree of saturation increases with the
increase in the salt concentration and the relative humidity of the chamber. The degree
of saturation at equilibrium of specimens immersed in NaCl solution with higher concen
tration is much higher than that in water.
Table 1

Degree of saturation and time at equilibrium under various conditions

Water

NaCl
Type
%

1
2
3
4

0
4
10
20

92 % EH
t (days)
Seto)
79
87
94
99

5.8
7.8
10. 9
16.4

72
77
84
93

8.4
9.0
11.6
13.7

Capillary
weter-untake
test
8е(%)
t(hrs:

test

83 % RH
t (days)
Se(%)

75 % RH
Se (%)
t (days)
59
66
73
85

loss

90
94
96
99

4.8
5. 3
7. 3
/

11.6
8. 4
5. 1
3. 1

Table 1 shows that in the capillary water-uptake test the time to reach equilibrium
decreases with the increase in the salt concentration in concrete, and m the water loss
test the time increases with the increase in the salt concentration.
In the capillary water-uptake test, a specimen with deicing salt absorbs more
water than that without deicing salt because there exists an osmotic pressure due to
the concentration difference besides the capillary tension. For the same reason, in the
water loss test, the degree of saturation is higher and the time to reach equilibrium is
longer for specimens with deicing salt than those without deicing salt.
Freezing-thawing

cycles

The mass of scaled particles of specimens was measured after 6 cycles. Fig 3 shows
the scaling of specimens exposed to deicer solutions was much severer than that exposed
to water; the most dangerous deicer concentration is about 4 % NaCl.
These results are
in agreement with other authors' (4,6).

СЛ

- 1,56
о

1.25
Й 0,94

о
I- 0,63
o0,32

0
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4

NaCl

12

14

CONCENTRAHON

(%)

6

В

10

16

18

20

F1G.3 Effect of NaCl concentration on the scaling of concrete

effpcth!fetwACfJi ?6ici?f
fr"8t reai8taace of concrete is the combined
efiect of two factors. At first, deicers increase the degree of saturation and thus the
!ndU!L«f’JeLiB concrete with deicer, and moreover, the water in concrete will transfer
and acchwd^te to the surface of concrete exposed to deicer solutions
due
to
^!1!7^тирГеа8?ке °f d®
* csr' w?ich wil1 caflae the surface to be easily damaged and
otha^Und1 a i® the ae8ative factor on the frost resistance of concrete.
But on the
other hand, deicers depress the freezing point of water in concrete,
which more or less
{ ,af^ences the frost resistance of concrete.
Therefore, the severest sZalin!
of concrete occurs when it is exposed to an intermediate deicer concentration.

Drying-wetting

cycles

Test results of specimeas under drying-wetting cycles both in water and in Nefi
solution are shown in Table 1 and Fig 4. F?om Fig 4 it can be see! th!t th! eff!ct of
d-yiBg and wetting m water cycles on the length of specimens is small, and the length
after wetting is always larger than the length after drying
" ‘
'
?
. _
But for specimens under
drying and wetting in NaCl solution cycles,
‘
the length of specimens
increase
continuously after every cycle, and the length of specimen
specimen after drying is always
larger ti.an that of the wet specimen before drying, that mean
’ 1 —js the drying process also
causes the expansion of specimens with deicing salt.

8
*
o'

7
6

A

в
д

5

•
*

o 20% NaCl
DRYING STATE

4

WETTING

0% NaCl
12X NaCl

e

9

STATE

3
.о-®Л

2
1
0

D

с=2-й"л'о
W \

Q

D

-1
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2
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5

NUMBER
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3

6

7

8

9

CYCLES

FIG. 4 Effect of NaCl on the expansion of concrete

under the drying-wetting cycle condition

From Table 2in?,oa
nie scaIin£ dae to drying and wetting in NaCl
solution cycles increases with the NaCl concentration, but drying and wetting in
water cycles do net cause scaling
Moreover, specimens uptaking NaCl solution bf on!
surface is scaled much
more
------ —j iMm that soaked in NaCl solution.

9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement

Table 2

NaCl

Effect of NaCl solutions on the compressive strength and the mass
of scaled particles of concrete under drying-wetting cycles

Specimens soaked in solutions
strength
scaling
№a
g/oa

%
0
4
12
20

40.
41.
45.
43.

2
0
0
8

Single surface solution-uptake snecimens
strength
scaling
№a

0
15.6
71.9
135. 2

*!
42. 0
38. 7

150. 0
198.4

Balt D Ihi?h III agh y
1
JefPef* ture abo™ О Г aho damage concrete with deicing
!!»
и d Ь >ef?!alne2 ЬУ the crystallization pressure of salt. While drying,
g 88U сгУви!1,геа fro1? oversaturated solution in concrete,
which generates
very high pressure causing expansion and make concrete deteriorate.
8
Chemical

attack

Very little strength loss ( as standard of the strength of specimen
water at the same age ) and no scaling have been found in the specimens cured cured in
for 28
days and then stored in CaCl2 solution with the
concentration < 12 %.
But for the
specimens stored in the concentrated solution of 20 %,
the strength reduces a lot and
the scaling is much severe, see Table 3.

1 I I 1 1 I I 1 и 11 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 .... 1 1

35

30

25

20

15

XRD of specimens soaked in

CaCla solution at 10±5°C

95 DAYS

2

28 DAYS

3

0 DAYS

I,.

10

26
FIG. 5

1

500°C

FIG. 6

DTA of specimens soaked in

20%CaCl2 solution at10±5°C

Table 3

CaCP
%

0
4
12
20

The compressive strength and the amount of scaling of concrete stored in
CaCl3 solutions at 10 ± 5 C

28 days
strength
scaling
Kg/m”
MPa

52.5
49.8
48.9
30. 2

0
0
0
0. 63

60 days
scaling
strength
Kg/ma
MPa

57. 4
55.8
54.0
26.2

0
0
0
1.14

95 days
scaling
strength
Kg/m31
MPa
0
0
0
2.05

58.8
55.4
50.6
16.2

Fro® XRD ( Fig 5 ) and DTA ( Fig 6 ) analyses,
it can be found that the Ca(0H)a
( 4. 92 Ä and 2.63 A in XRD; 490~600D in DTA ) in hardened cement pastes decreases with
the increase in the storing time in CaCl3 solution and the concentration of a solution,
and the hydrate GeA> CaSO
*
- 10H80 ( 7. 9 A in XRD; 197 X) in DTA ) in hardened paste
reacts with СаС1я to transform into CaA • CaCls ■ ЮН» 0 ( 8 Ä in XRD;
160 and 314 Г in
DTA ). A new reaction product could be found only in the pattern of cement paste stored
in 20 % CaCl3.
That is a complex salt CaCl3*
Ca( OH) 2' H3O with its characteristic
peaks of 2.34 A and 3.15 X in XRD; 580~585 *C in DTA.
It shows that the deleterious
effect of concentrated CaCl3 solution is associated with the formation of the complex
salt CaCL ■ Ca(OH)3 • H3O
CONCLDSIONS
Under the action of freexing- thawing cycles,
the scaling of concrete exposed to
deicer solutions is much severer than that exposed to water, which mainly resulted from
the increase in the degree of saturation caused by the deicing salt. The most dangerous
concentration is about 4 % biaCl.

Under the action of drying-wetting cycles,
the concentrated deicer solution
generates a crystallization pressure high enough to expand and deteriorate concrete,
which may be one of mechanisms of deicer scaling of concrete.

CaCl3 solution with the concentration ( < 12% ) seems not to cause the scaling of
concrete, but that of very high concentration may cause very severe deteriorationof con
crete, which may be resulted from the formation of the complex salt CaCl3 • Ca(0H)3* H3O.
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SUMMARY

Rock salt (NaCl) remains in use as the principal road deicer in spite of its well-know corrosive
properties. It has a eutectic of -23°C, good ice melting rates at low temperatures, and above all, is
relatively inexpensive. In the last several years, a search has been conducted for a non-corrosive deicer to
replace salt; a leading candidate has been calcium magnesium acetate (CMA), which currently costs about
10 times more than NaCl. In addition to the cost disadvantage, CMA is effective to only about -5°C. Two
types of alternatives exist to NaCl: An additive to counteract its corrosiveness without significantly affecting
its deicer properties, or a non-corrosive, cost and performance effective replacement. Both alternatives
have been investigated in these studies. Phosphate salts have long been suggested as alternate deicers.
However, phosphate salts by themselves are not effective, though they do provide corrosion protection.
Mixtures of NaCl and various phosphate salts have been shown to be effective non-corrosive deicers. CaK- Na-, NH- phosphates all show some promise, especially the mono-valent phosphates. The Ca phosphate
is insoluble, but when applied in the acidified state, precipitates in concrete pores and continues to offer
protection.
Potassium acetate (KAC) has been shown to have superior de-icing properties, equalling the deicing
properties of calcium chloride and far exceeding those of CMA. As with CMA, KAC is non-corrosive and
environmentally friendly.

Results of laboratory tests on deicing properties and surface scaling tests for the various deicer

combination studies are presented.

Keywords: Deicer, Salts, Durability, Freeze-Thaw, Beneficiation, Adsorption, Cation, Anion, Admixtures,
Calcium magnesium acetate, Sodium chloride, Potassium acetate

INTRODUCTION

D®1Cing1Sa*t, hav,e become a necessity for paved surfaces in temperate climates, both to prevent accidents, and
a"6 * accldents' Ice contro1 or Prevention of ice formation is required on a large scale on
former sodiumZloZ N c?
'Z °a dl'.iveways and walkways of public institutions and home!. For the
vaZ ’ Я ™ chloride, Nad, remains the dominant deicer, due to its abundance and low cost; for the latter a
mai У Op deicers are.used; bu] most common are sodium and calcium chloride (Cad^.or mixtures of the two The
mam problem with the chlorides is their corrosive effect on the reinforcing steel of structures, scaling of concrete
Sd
а aCCelerated detenoration of aggregates in both cement and bituminous concretes. A nlw deicer or
*
tn

madZnd ? h iabl lty

a method of modifying the current deicers to alleviate their undesirable effects is needed.

if« a • •ThlS p^,er.repo?s
initial results of adding other salts to NaCl to modify its behaviour and still maintain
stainarm8th^Pf T; 11 h?° repOrtSuOn a Promising new deicer - potassium acetate - that has deicing properties
similar to that of calcium chloriue without the undesirable side effects.
P
THEORIES OF CHLORIDE DEICER FROST DAMAGE

«t i ( CorrOSIC"of steel by ch,orides, both the steel embedded in the concrete (reinforcing bars) and the exposed
steel (girders, railings, cars, etc.) is well known. Corrosion of rebars is a chemical process, aided by the physical
dSusTed briefl 6'0ПСге,1е by
frefez?ng and thawinS cycles. The physical deterioration theories that will be
discussed briefly. The understanding of the physical deterioration process and the role of the deicing salt (NaCl) in
tae naZ 'of the nZ fT
*
deiCef T Ьб n
ThC main VafiableS in 11,6 fr°St damage °f poroas materials
surftXa
Р0Ге
CaP
У S'“’ P°re and СарИ1аГу Slze
the total internal
Nature of pore surface

All surfaces, including mineral surfaces, posses a surface charge; the amount of charge is a function of the
(melv) Cklva^face
f
38 natUral aggregate’ the surfaces can be mineral faces
Lmey h
ag® fa ’ ,r fracture faces- The •alter are the most active, since fracture surface breaks randomly
across chemical bonds of the mineral; cleavage faces represent a direction of minimum bonding between elements of
the crystal and are less active. Furthermore, if the crystal is ’imperfect’, i.e., has an incomplete lattice, or a lattice
m which under-or over-size elements substitute, or has a lattice that has been tectonically strained, the surfaces of that
mineral will possess a greater charge.

patinnC
Charge
surfacss is generally negative. The negative surfaces attract polar water molecules and the
Mract^tofre S’
mStanCe’
№+ °f
iS adS°rbed t0 Де SUrfaCe' Polar water mo,ecu,es- in mm,
are attracted to the cation increasing the amount of tightly held water above that which the surface would normally
d. The action is similar to that of sorption of cations onto clay particles - the "double layer" theory The
having in I0" ° СагTJS greateSt ПеаГ Ле SUrfaCe’ and diminishes gradually away from the surface. Adsorbed water
having lost some of its free energy as heat of adsorption, has lower vapour pressure than ’normal’ or bulk water.
Pore Size

ТЪе size of the pore determines the proportion of the adsorbed vs. ’normal’ water held in the pore. The water
bv'fre KeKin pSe
hUmidity 20,C сотР1е1е1У fllls capillaries of up to 5 дт radius, as shown
will hn fil T
я0"' к д 6 m
C°nta,nS 3 greater ProPortion of small size pores in the ’critical’ range, more
ad orb J wleT^ th
hat^
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The effect of deicers
If the pores hold adsorbed deicer cations, the upper limit of the pore or capillary size that is filled with
adsorbed water may increase several times. The amount of increase is a function of the concentration of the cations
in the pore, the ionic size to charge ratio, and the clustering geometry of the water-ion system. Generally, the smaller
the ionic radius and the ionic size to charge ratio, the greater is the water clustering ability of the cation. The net effect
of deicer cations is to increase the number of pores and capillaries occupied by adsorbed water, and to increase the"
proportion of adsorbed water in the pore system. Thus a greater number of pores become osmotically active, and the
deterioration is accelerated. The freezing and thawing of the pore system serves to concentrate the cations in the
pores. The concentrated cations increase the osmotic pressure difference, and the severity of the deterioration.

The relationship between adsorbed water content
and the degree of freeze-thaw deterioration is shown in
Figure 1. The results shown are for a wide range of
aggregates used in concrete in Ontario, Canada. They
include all the usual rock types: limestone, dolomite,
granite, diorite gabbro, gneiss, volcanics and argillite,
more or less in their order of frequency of occurrence.
The freeze-thaw deterioration was determined by saturating
the aggregates in a 3% NaCl solution, and freezing them
in air in 100% humidity conditions for 5 cycles - 16h
freezing at -16°C, 8h thawing at room temperature (22°C).
Adsorption was determined by exposing the oven-dried
aggregate to 98% relative humidity (RH) conditions at
22°C for 72h and determining the weight gain.
Figure 1 shows a good correlation between freeze
thaw damage and water adsorption (R- .95). The effect of
adsorbed water on the freeze-thaw durability is clearly
demonstrated.

FREEZE-THAW LOSS vs ADSORPTION

Figure 1 Relationship of adsorbed water on the
freeze-thaw loss of aggregates.

REDUCING THE DEICER SALT DAMAGE - RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS
Assuming the above scenario of deicer salt damage is correct, then to reduce the physical deterioration due
to the fine pore system requires that the osmotic differential among the pores be reduced. The osmotic difference will
be reduced if the proportion of adsorbed, low vapour pressure water is reduced.
Two potential remedies are suggested: 1. Satisfy the cations of the current deicer salts (NaCl) by substituting a strong
anion that will preferentially bind to the cation at the expense of the water molecule, thus reducing the amount of
adsorbed water; or 2. Develop a deicer that does not cluster water molecules and does not increase the adsorbed water
content. The first suggestion can be accomplished by admixing a large ionic size, strongly electronegative anion salt
to NaCl or CaCl deicer. The second remedy requires testing a variety of salts for their effectiveness in melting ice
without causing scaling damage to the porous materials.

Preventive treatments with existing deicer (nach
Numerous chemical compounds were tested for their effectiveness as NaCl additives. The compounds were
chosen mainly on the basis of their active anion, with the theory that the anion would bond with the adsorbed Na
cation and interfere with water adsorption. Some of the major anion groups tested were nitrates, borates, other
chlorides, and phosphates. The latter was found to be most effective, especially the mono cation phosphates: mono
sodium, potassium, and calcium phosphates. Ammonium phosphates were also effective.

Salt Treatment - Figures 2 and 3 show the effect of mixing 5% of NaCl with 5% of the mono sodium and mono
calcium phosphates respectively. The salts were dissolved in water, aggregates saturated, and the freeze-thaw test was
carried out as described above. The results are compared to the ’untreated’ solution, i.e., one containing only 5%
NaCl. The figures show that the Na phosphate -salt mixture significantly reduced the freeze-thaw breakdown; Ca
phosphate was somewhat less effective. The difference in effectiveness may be due to the almost infinite solubility
of Na phosphate, whereas Ca phosphate is insoluble under normal pH conditions, and can only be dissolved in an

5% NaCI.

environment of pH of less than 3. Upon contact with
reducing conditions (such as carbonate aggregate), the phosphate precipitates as a film in the pores. This may confer
a longer-lasting protection, as will be seen later.

In some experiments, the aggregates were immersed in the Ca phosphate solution briefly,
dried, and then saturated in a 5% NaCI test solution. The treatment was also effective in reducing the ffeeze-thaw
damage, as shown in Fig. 4. Phosphate treatment is capable of ’beneficiating’ or improving the performance of a
marginal quality aggregate. The period of exposure to the phosphate solution has an effect on the results, as shown
in Fig. 5. The results of ammonium phosphate are
displayed here; similar results were obtained with calcium
phosphate.
The figure shows that, although more
prolonged exposure to the 20% phosphate solution
provides increasing protection, most of the protection is
conferred within the first minute of immersion of the
sample.
The short exposure time would make the
phosphate treatment fit easily into an aggregate plant
process.
If treatment of aggregates to reduce the ffeeze-thaw
damage in the presence of deicers is viable, the long-term
effectiveness of the treatment needs to be determined. The
main process to reduce effectiveness will be leaching of the
treatment salt. A leaching experiment was set up during
Figure 4 Aggregate pre-treated in mono calciu
m phosphate prior to freeze-thaw test in 5% Na
Cl.
Treating Aggregates -

LENGTH OF AMONIUM PHOSPHATE TREATMENT
Effect on Freeze-Thaw Loss

which treated aggregate, after drying, was washed in
running water for specified time periods, dried, washed
again, and after three cycles of washing, tested for
freeze-thaw resistance. The experiment was designed to
simulate three periods of rain with intervening drying
periods.The results are shown in Figure 6. The figure
shows that a nominal loss in the effectiveness of the
treatment was detected. The figure also gives results
for some of the other treatment chemicals tested in
addition to phosphate.
All of the above treatments were applied on
’fresh’ aggregate. Can a salt contaminated material be
improved by treatment? Figure 7 shows the results of
experiments designed to answer this question.

Figure 5 Effect of length of treatment in mono
calcium phosphate solution on freeze-thaw
resistance.

Aggregate was first immersed in a 5% NaCl solution for
' 24h, dried, and immersed in a solution of ammonium
phosphate of different concentrations for 5 minutes.
After treatment, the aggregate was dried, and re
immersed in the 5% NaCl solution for 24h and subjected

Figure 6 Leaching of aggregates after treatment effect on freeze-thaw resistance.
to freeze-thaw testing.

Figure 7Treatmentof salt-contaminated aggregate
The results show that phosphate is effective in - effect on freeze-thaw resistance.
reducing freeze-thaw damage of salt-contaminated
aggregate. This finding has wider implications: i.e.,
salt-contaminated concretes could be ’beneficiated’ by treatment with soluble phosphate solutions, and made more
resistant to spalling and scaling due to freezing and thawing. Experiments along these lines are continuing.

Summary

The results presented above suggest that adding treatment chemicals to deicing salt, or treating the aggregate
with the chemicals has a beneficial action in controlling the deterioration of the material due to freezing and thawing
in a NaCl environment. Phosphates, either Na or Ca monophosphate, are the treatment chemicals shown to be the
most effective.
Phosphates are well known as corrosion inhibitors. Rather simple experiments have shown that even a small
amount of phosphate in a NaCl solution is effective in reducing or reducing rust formation. Calcium monophosphate
is insoluble in water, but slightly soluble in NaCl solution. Sufficient phosphate anion may be dissolved in deicer
water to reduce the rebar corrosion.
ALTERNATE DEICERS
Chloride-based deicers as a group are corrosive to concrete, embedded steel, cars and are damaging to the
environment. In the last several years, a search has been conducted for a non-corrosive deicer to replace salt; a
leading contender has been calcium magnesium acetate (CMA) (1,2,3,4). During the winter of 1986-87, CMA was
used as a deicer on selected roads in Ontario (Canada), and in three U.S.A, states (California, Massachusetts, and
Wisconsin) (5). Although CMA was found to be an effective deicer, it is somewhat slower acting than NaCl, and at
temperatures below -4°C it takes a long time to start noticeable melting; below -9°C no melting takes place without
traffic. In addition to being less effective, CMA currently costs approximately 20 times more than NaCl.

Research in our laboratories has shown that a deicer of the same acetate family - a potassium acetate (KAC) while possessing the same favourable properties of CMA is similar in its effectiveness to calcium chloride which is
known as one of the most effective deicers at low temperatures.
Melting Rates of Potassium Acetate (KAO

As part of a study to compare the various deicers, established and potential, a melting rate study was carried
out. The study consisted of applying a measured quantity of the deicer, usually 20g, to a standard quantity of ice,
usually 200g, at a given constant temperature of freezing. The temperatures chosen were -5, -10, -15, and -20 degrees

centigrade. The amount of ice melted was measured at 15, 30, 45, and 60 minute intervals.

The results are presented in the next four figures (Figures 8 through 11). Four deicers are compared: NaCl,
CaCl2, CMA, and KAC. Figures 8 and 9 show the melting rates of the four deicers at -lO’C and at -20°C respectively
as function of time. It is seen that KAC is equivalent in its melting rate to CaCl2, and about twice as effective as
NaCl. CMA, on the other hand, is very ineffective at -10°C - it takes almost 30 minutes to initiate any melting It
does not melt any ice at -20°C.
Figures 10 and 11 show the effect of temperature on the rate of melting. KAC and CaCl2 behave similarly,
and melt almost 3 times as much ice as NaCl at any given temperature. CMA melts only small quantities of ice over
the equivalent period, and virtually none below -10°C.

I
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CoMgAc -e- KAc
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Figure 8 Melting rate of ice under various deicers
at -10°C as function of time.

NoCI

CoCI2

Figure 9 Melting rate of ice under various deicers
at -20°C as function of time.

CoO2

Figure 11 Effect of temperature on the melting of
tee after 15 minutes exposure to deicers.

-»- CoMgAc -e- KAc

CaMgAe -e- KAe

Figure 10 Effect of temperature on the melting of
ice after 30 minutes exposure to deicers.

Scaling tests
The scaling of mortars exposed to some of the above deicers were determined. The scaling was determined
as follows. At age of 28 days, triplicate samples of two inch cube mortars were placed on a carpet saturated in the
3% test solutions in an air-tight container. The closed container was frozen at -16°C for 16h, and thawed for 8h at
room temperature (22°C) for 5 cycles. The samples were then visually rated for deterioration of the face in contact
with the saturated solution. A rating system of 0 to 5, where 5 is the full face deterioration, was used to rate the
scaling potential of the solution. The results (Figure 5) show that the acetates caused no scaling, while the chlorides,
as expected, showed severe scaling. Thus, KAC, while exhibiting strong deicing capabilities, shows none of the
deleterious effects associated with the chloride deicers. Although metal corrosion tests have not been carried out with
KAC, it should not behave differently from CMA - i.e., it should be non-corrosive. The scaling test used was non
standard; however, the comparative results should be valid.

Rslatiynshio of scaling, de-idns effectiveiess. and water adsorption

A deicer must be hygroscopic and hydrophillic at temperatures in the freezing range to be effective. Te^sts
were carried out to determine the amount of water adsorbed at -3°C and at room temperature ф^С). Mortar cubes
saturated for 24h in the various deicer solutions were dried, and
exposed to 95% humidity at 2242 in a humidity chamber. After
Mortar Scaling with Salts
72h, the gain in mass due to water sorption was measured.
At 3% Concentration
The results at -3°C, combined with scaling rating, are shown
in Figure 13. The figure shows that the chloride-saturated mortars
show the greatest water adsorption, and also the greatest scaling.
None of the acetates show scaling, and they also show reduced water
adsorption compared with the chlorides. As a suggestion, a limit is
proposed to the maximum water adsorption above which scaling is
likely to take place. There are no theoretical basis for this at
present. When the deicing property of KAC is better understood,
an explanation may be evident.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 12 Scaling of mortar cubes exposed
to various deicers.

There are four ways of controlling the damage caused by deicers:
1. Do not use deicers. Control ice by sanding. However, sanding
tends to plug drains.
2. Use additives to common chloride deicers to minimize their
deleterious effects.
Phosphates, especially Na and Ca
monophosphates, have been shown to be effective in reducing scaling
(and corrosion) due to use of NaCl as a deicer.
3. Use non-chloride deicers. Calcium magnesium acetate has been
shown to be effective at near freezing temperatures, but ineffective
at lower temperatures. The deicer proposed in this paper, potassium
acetate, is as effective as the best chloride deicer, but in common
with other acetates, is benign to concrete and the environment.
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INFLUENCE OF THE TYPE OF CEMENT ON THE CORROSION
BEHAVIOUR OF STEEL IN CONCRETE
P Schießl and M Raupach
Institute for Building Research, RWTH Aachen, GERMANY

SUMMARY
The test results discussed in this paper are based on an extensive research project
on the influence of concrete composition and environmental conditions on the corrosion
behaviour of steel in concrete induced by chlorides. As testing method the measurement
of the currents between locally separated anodes and cathodes within special concrete
specimens called corrosion cells has been used.
The results reported in this paper show, that the use of blastfurnace slag,
pulverized fuel ash and silica fume as blending agents in concrete leads to a
significant increase of the electrical resistivity and a decrease of the corrosion rate
of the reinforcement in the case of chloride induced corrosion.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Die Versuchsergebnisse, die in dieser Veröffentlichung diskutiert werden, basieren auf
einem umfangreichen Forschungsprojekt zum Einfluß der Betonzusammensetzung und Umge
bungsbedingungen auf das Korrosionsverhalten von Stahl im Beton bei Chlorideinwirkung.
Als Prüfverfahren wurden Elementstrommessungen zwischen örtlich getrennten Anoden und
Kathoden in speziellen Betonprüfkörpern, sogenannten Korrosionszellen, durchgeführt.
Die Versuchsergebnisse zeigen, daß die Verwendung von Hüttensand, Steinkohlenflugasche
und Silikastaub als Zusatz— bzw. Zumahlstoffe im Beton zu einer deutlichen Erhöhung des
elektrolytischen Widerstandes und einer Verringerung der Korrosionsgeschwindigkeit bei
chloridinduzierter Korrosion der Bewehrung führt.

INTRODUCTION
During the last years corrosion of the reinforcement in concrete structures caused
by chlorides, carbonation of the concrete or low quality of the concrete cover lead to
several serious damages.
To be able to assess the corrosion risk of existing reinforced concrete structures
and to plan durable repair measures it is necessary to know the factors influencing the
corrosion process. To study the parameters influencing chloride induced corrosion of
steel in concrete an extensive research program has been carried out using so called
concrete corrosion cells (see e. g. (1, 2)). In this paper the results regarding the
intluence of the type of cement are presented and discussed.

THE CONCRETE CORROSION CELL
The features of the concrete corrosion cell are shown in Fig. 1. At first, a layer
of chloride containing concrete is placed in an air- and watertight vessel. After the
hardening of the concrete a chloride-free second layer of concrete is placed upon the
irst. Steel electrodes are installed in these two concretes. The electrodes are
electrically connected, enabling the macrocell current flowing between them to be
measured.

Features

Processes

cathode

anode

СГ - containing concrete

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the set-up and the operation of the concrete
corrosion cell

The electrode installed lower down iworks as the anode, provided that the chloride
content is above a critical limit value.
— - The second electrode is installed near the
upper surface of the chloride-free concrete and, being protected by the alkalinity^f
the concrete, it only can work as cathode.
The rate of corrosion is directly related to the electric charge carried between
anode and cathode: 100 цА correspond to 911 mg of iron removal at the anode per year
The relation between macrocell current and steel removal at the anode has been
investigated in (3). It was found out, that there is as very good agreement between the

calculated (integration of macrocell currents) and the directly measured weight loss.
That means that micro cell action at the anode is negligible for this test set up.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The macorcell currents have been measured automatically with an instrumentation
that allows to store the currents of 192 corrosion cells on a personal computer
continuosuly.
The investigations have been carried out with 400 cm2 large cathodes and 20
large anodes placed in a distance of 7.5 cm from one other. The influence of
geometrical design of the corrosion cell has been investigated in (3). The concrete
design of the corrosion cells used for the investigations on the influence
blastfurnace slag and fly ash are given in Table 1. The aggregate grade curve
A16/B16 according to DIN 1045 except for specimens No. 7 (A32, see Table 1).

cm2
the
mix
of
was

Table 1: Parameters of the corrosion cells used to investigate the
influence of the blastfurnace slag content and fly ash

No.
Type of
cement
OPC 35 F
PBC 35 F
BFC 35 L
SR BFC 35 L
FAC 35 L

Slag
content
M.-%
0
20
42
74
-

Fly ash
content
M.-%
26

-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

cement
content
kg/m^
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
360
450
450

w/c ratio
-

curing
d

concrete
cover
mm

0,60
0,60
0,60
0,60
0,60
0,60
0,50
0,50
0,40
0,40

0
2
7
0
2
2
2
2
2
7

25
25
25
10
10
40
25
25
25
40

The test series on the influence of the C^A content of the cement and the silica
fume content of the concrete have been carried out using the concrete composition
described in the following chapters and a concrete cover of 25 mm. After a curing
period of two days the specimens have been stored at 20 + 1 °C and 80 + 5 % r. h.. The
influence of the chloride content on the macrocell currents was inverstigated in (1).
The following tests have been carried out with an addition of 2 % chlorides (Cl-)
relative to the cement content if there is no special remark.
.

INFLUENCE OF THE BLASTFURNACE SLAG AND FLY ASH CONTENT OF THE CONCRETE
Fig. 2 shows the mean values of the macrocell currents of 10 corrosion cells made
with different blastfurnace slag and fly ash contents (alltogether 5 x 10 specimens,
see Table 1). The reduction of the corrosion rates in the course of time is mainly
caused by the storage conditions (drying out, no penetration of chlorides into the

corrosion cells after concreting). More detailed information about the time dependent
behaviour of the macrocell currents is given in (4) and (5). Increasing the
blastfurnace slag content and using fly ash lead to a significant reduction of the
macrocell currents compared to the corrosion cells without additives.

Macrocell current in |1A
250 --------------------------------------------------------

2 % chlorides / cement
20’C . 80% rel. humidity
OPC 35 F
PBC 35 F.
20 % slag
BFC 35
42 % slag
FAC 35 L.
25 % PF A
SR BFC 35 L. 74 % slag

200

150

100

50

0

0

100

300

200

Storage time in days
2: Mean values of the measured macrocell currents of 10 concrete
corrosion cells (see Table 1)

*
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... .....

у,/.'............... -a.............. er.............
0
0

I
100

I
200

0 OPC 35 F
j
300

400

Storage time in days
У8-Mean values of the measured electrolytical resistances of the
concrete of 10 concrete corrosion cells (see Table 1)

As additional test the electrolytic resistance of the concrete between anodes and
cathodes of the corrosion cells have also been measured. To eliminate polarisation
effects at the electrodes an alternating voltage (50 or 1000 Hz) was applied to the
steel electrodes. The results of the AC resistance measurements show that the
elctrolytic resistance of the concrete increased in the course of time and with
increasing blastfurnace slag of fly ash contents considerably (see Fig. 3) The
electrolytic restistance of the concrete containing 26 % fly ash/cement increased very
slowly and was as high as the resistanc of the concrete containing 74 % blastfurnace
slag/cement after one year. This behaviour can be explained by the pozzolanic reaction
oi the fly ash and consequently the change of the pore structure»
These investigations show that the use of blastfurnace slag and fly ash leads to an
increase of the electrolytical resistance of the concrete and a reduction of the
corrosion rate of the
*
reinforcement induced by chlorides. The main reason for this
effect is the change of the pore structure of the concrete which causes a restriction
of the mobility of the ions chlorides moving to the pits during the corrosion process

INFLUENCE OF SILICA FUME

To investigate the influence of silica fume on the corrosion rate of steel in
concrete, three corrosion cells containing 0, 10 and 20 % silica fume/cement have been
produced. Superplaticiser was added to the concrete, so that the consistency of the
three concretes was nearly the same (flow spread ~ 36 cm).

Addition of chlorides/cement in %
41£ Influence of the silica fume content of the concrete and the Co A
content of the cement on the corrosion rates of the concrete
corrosion cells

Fig. 4 shows, that the macrocell currents decrease significantly, when the silica
fume content of the concrete increases. Although 2 % chlorides/cement have been added,
the corrosion currents came down to practically zero when adding at least 20 % silica
fume. The increase of the silica fume content also caused a considerable increase of
the electrolytic resistance of the concrete from 795 £1 without silica fume to
16750 Й (20 % silica fume/cement) after one year.

INFLUENCE OF THE CgA-CONTENT OF THE CEMENT

To investigate the influence of the C3A-content of the cement on the corrosion rate
corrosion cells made with different CgA contents and chloride additions have been
produced. Fig. 4 shows that the corrosion rates of the specimens containing cement
without C^A were much higher compared to a cement containing. 10,9 % C^A.
As known from previous work, the chloride binding capacity of the CgA-free cement
and the resistance against chloride diffusion are very low (see e. g. (6)). Both
effects stimulate the anodic dissolution of iron at the anode.

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FURTHER OUTLOOK

The tests reported here show, that the use of blastfurnace slag, pulverized fuel
ash and silica fume as blending agents in concrete leads to a significant increase of
the electrical resistivity and a decrease of the corrosion rate of the reinforcement in
the case of chloride induced corrosion. The main reason for this favourable effect is
the change of the pore structure of the concrete causing a restriction of the mobility
of ions in the pore solution and the mobility of chlorides moving to the pits during
the corrosion process.
Cement without C3A caused the highest corrosion rates
correlating with its low chloride binding capacity and it low resistance against
chloride diffusion which stimulates the anodic dissolution of iron. This type of cement
should only be used in the case of sulphate attack, when there is no additional
chloride attack.
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SUMMARY
Investigations
were
carried
out
to
deteieine
the
corrosion
susceptibility
of
galvanised and mild steel reinforcement
in
blended
cements namely, portland pozzolana (PPG),
portland slag cement (PSC) and
supersulphated
cement
(SSC).
'
Parallel tests were
carried
out
with
ordinary portland
cement (OPC). .The extent of corrosion was assessed on
я
=
the
]--- - - ■
- - P°tential measurements, weight
loss
measurements , and
bond
strength
test
on
concrete
test
specimens
reinforced
with
galvanised
and mild steel
.
---- ------bars,
before
a
and
after
subjecting
•' ’
them
to weathering by alternate wetting and
drying
.
j
cycles,
fl
X»7
d T
Ti
»•■—— — .
*
e
Time-potentialI and
weight
loss w*«measurements
were also made on galvanised
and
mild steel bars
'
immersed
in cement—water suspensions.

environmentaT
reP°rted in the paper show that under
normal
environmental
conditions
and in the absence
of
chloride
oalvanised
ShTel-aW111 resist corrosion better than mild steel. in the'presence
of
chloride,e
the galvanised steel bars embedded in OPC, PPG
PSC and
SSC
mT^T3! bh°W si9nifioantly higher loss in weight oA
withering
thin

mild steel bars, indicating thereby that galvanised steel shall
more in chloride bearing environment.

corro
corro.....

Intoduction

.
Amongst
the various techniques of protecting steel
from
corrosion
attenffnn 1h
co"crete, when
subjected to
adverse
conditions
attention has
been given to providing protection by
galvanic no much
the
steel
reinforcement.
Literature
survey,
however,
reveals
9
:
variable
results
regarding the extent of protection provided by
the
,
galvanized
reinforcement (GI) vis-a-vis mild steel (MS) (1-7).
An .iuvesetigation was
carried
out
to 1
evaluate
the
corrosion
susceptibility
of
GI and MS in concrete made
with
ordinary portland
cement and different types of blended cements,
The rsults obtained
are
reported and discussed here.
Materials Used

Ordinary
Portland Cement (OPC), Portland
Pozzolana
Cement
(PPC),
and
Portland Slag Cement (PSC), Sand, C
Coarse aggregate and
water
used
were
conforming to relevant Indian standards.
__r__
-------Super
Sulphated
Ceemnt
(SSC)
haaving
3,
7 & 28 days compressive strength
75, *
128
and
' ’
427
kg/cm2
respectively was used.
The thickness of'the zlAc "coatino
respectively was used.
The thickness of the zinn
was
about 100 дт & was chromated using standard hot dip process.
9
Experimental Procedure

(a)

Studies in Solutions

Time potential
and weight loss measurements of MS
and
GI
bars
Ыас?ГапН
cement water suspension/extract , with
and
without
Naci and in tap water were carried out.
(b)

Studies in Concrete :
Time-potential ,
bond
strength
and weightl loss
of MS
and
GI
reinforcement
in
concrete prepared with different
cements
were
determined, under following conditions :

After taking time-potential
measurements in tap water for first 60
days
the
specimens
were
in
3%
NaCl
solution
and
measurements continued upto 300 days.

concrpfelength
and weight loss measurements of GI &
MS
rods
in
concrete
specimens
were carried out after
subjectina
the
test
specimens
to
alternate
wetting
and
drying cycleone
consisted of wetting in 3» Naci solution and drying
50™. cycle
Results and Discussion

Potential of GI in Cement Water Suspension
^er^a^e^sh^^i^p^.9??^ ^H^oF^f^гепГ^^Г
I
and
water
suspensions
over a period of time is shown in Fig
2
R ca^be
seen,
potential^hi f?fdG^ decrased as the PH increased at 5 days,
.
Thereafter
potential shifted to more negative values
У
■hn
oan-.h
after about 60 days and became
closer
’
• *
*
11.5 or less61" in SSC S°JrOSiVe ГаП?е- The PH
at
this
Point
becomes
J.1.D or less.
In SSC water suspension, the potentials
are
in
the corrosive range from the beginning and
remains more or
less constant
throughout.
on the other GI i? tap waterI Му^Га^р^о!
\^ut
tap

continuous

increase

in
in potential
potential indicating better

protection.

This

observation is also supported by the data on weight loss measurements in
tap water (Table 1).
This difference can be attributed to the fact that
cement water suspension unlike tap water are corrosive in nature due
to
high
alkalinity
and presence of certain other
constituents
dissolved
from cements.
13r-

.
FIG. 1

TIME IN DAYS—TIME-POTENTIAL CURVES OFG.I
IN DIFFERENT CEMENT-WATER
SUSPENSIONS AND TAP WATER

TIME IN DAYS
FIG. 2 TIME- pH CURVES OF DIFF
ERENT CEMENT - WATER
SUSPENSIONS

Weight Loss in Cement Water Suspension

Data
on weight loss measurements of GI immersed in
suspension
of
OPC,
PPC,
PSC and SSC in water are shown in Table 1
alongwith
weight
loss in tap water.

Considering
slight variation in weight loss from cement to
cement
as
insignificant
the
data show that under normal
conditions
ii.
the
absence
of
chloride, the corrosion of GI in OPC, PPG, PSC
oncrete
is
likely
to
be more or less similar.
In SSC concrete due to
its
lower
alkalinity,
the corrosion of GI is expected to be lower so long as
the
zinc coating remain intact on the reinforement.
The effect of
chloride
in
OPC - water suspension/extract on weight loss is also shown
by
the
data
given in Table 1. While
there is hardly any weight loss of MS
in
chloride free cement-water suspension having pH about 12.4, the loss
in
weight
of
GI
increases
with passage of time
upto
265
days.
With
addition
of NaCl in cement-water extract, the weight loss of MS and
GI
increases.
The loss in weight of GI is much higher than MS.
The
data
clearly show poor resistance of GI in presence of chloride vis-a-vis MS.
The pattern of weight loss changes when MS and GI are immersed in cement
water
extract
(pH = 10.4) having NaCl additions.
In
this
case,
the
weight
loss of MS is much greater in than GI.
This is due to the
fact
that
while lower pH is beneficial to GI it is highly detrimental to
MS
which remains passive only at pH more than 12.4.

Table 1

:

Loss in weight of GI and MS bars in different media.

Per cent loss in weight afte r
immersion for
Medium

Bar

60
days

115
days

150
days

196
days

240
days

265
days

1.

SSC-water Suspension GI.

0.113

0.158

0.182

0.195

0.264

0.310

2.

PSC-water Suspension GI.

0.074

0.227

0.298

0.313

0.376

0.390

3.

PPC-water Suspension GI.

0.087

0.137

0.191

0.253

0.322

0.335

4.

OPC-water
Suspension

0.063
0.00

0.0196 0.308
0.02
0.07

0.404
0.247

0.463
-

0.510

5.

OPC-water extract
(pH=12.4) +1% NaCl

6.

7.

OPC-water extract
(pH=10.4) + 1% NaCl

Tap water
--- ----------

GI.
MS.

GI.
MS.

0.62
0.26

1.34
0.565

1.63
0.84

1.90
1.37

2.13
1.73

2.26
1.88

GI.
MS.

0.177
0.596

0.206
0.850

0.235
0.99

0.26
1.16

0.284
1.36

0.350
1.50

GI.
MS.

0.068
—

0.04
0.207

0.05
0.338

0.056
0.338

0.067
0.349

Measurements in Concrete
Time Potential Measurements

Superimposed time potential curves of MS and GI in OPC, PPC,
SSC concretes in tap water and 3% NaCl solution are shown in Ficr
can be seen that:

PSC
&
3
It
'

(i)

Potentials
of MS bars embedded in OPC, PPG and PSC concretes
move
towards more positive directions in tap water indicating passivity.
SSC
exhibits corrosive behaviour from the beginning.
In
3%
NaCl
the
potentials in OPC, PPC, PSC concretes shift to
more
negative
VFMeS ^Wln2 corrosion tendency.
In SSC concretes the
potential
of MS although does not deviate more than that in tap water, remain
Ln
corrosion
range and final potentials are more
negative
than
rest of the concretes.

(ii)

Potentials
of
GI in tap water as compared to MS
shifts
to
more
negative values in all the concretes including SSC. The shift is of
the
order of about 400 milivolts.
This shift may be due to
basic
difference in the electrochemical potential of the two metals; that
is
Iron
and Zinc Potentials of GI in OPC, PPC and PSC
show
wide
rluctuation
and
swing between passive and corrossive
range.
As
com-pared
to
this,
the potentials in
SSC
concrete
though
in
corrosive
range
varies within very narrow range
right
from
the

In
3% NaCl solution the potentials in all cases are
in
corrosive
range.
The values for different concretes do not vary widely
from
each
other, except SSC where potential moves towards more positive
side
with
passage
of time, showing better protection against corrosion
of
GI
in
presence of chloride.

TIME IN DAYS----- FIG. 3

SUPERIMPOSED TIME-POTENTIAL CURVES OF
GJ. M.S. IN DIFFERENT CEMENT CONCRETES
IN TAP WATER AND 3% NaCl SOLUTION

Bond Strength

The
bond strength of MS/GI bars embedded in OPC, PPC, PSC and
SSC
concretes
obtained
at 28 days of water curing and after 8, 16
and
26
cycles
of accelerated weathering are shown in Table 2.
It can be
seen
that
as compared to
MS, the GI bars developed lower bond
strength
in
OPC,
PPC and PSC concrete at 28 days.
In SSC, GI develop
higher
bond
strength.
This can be attributed to the difference in alkalinity levels
in
these
concretes
(Table
2).
As the development
of
bond
is
age
dependent
the
time
required to develop full bond
between
steel
and
concrete
may
thus be greater for GI than MS.
The difference
in
bond
strength
observed
at
28 days is therefore likely to be
levelled
off
over
a
period
of
time.
The observation is
supported
by
the
bond
strength
data obtained on ageing under accelerated weathering
cycles.
Ingress of chloride during accelerated cycles in 3% NaCl and drying also
accelerated
the
kinetics
of hydration in
all
concretes
leading
to
improved bond.
At 26 weathering cycles excepjt for SSC there is a decrease in
bond
strength
of MS.
This
may be due to loosening of
bond
due
to
rust
formation
and increase in volume.
The increase in bond strength in
GI
may
be
attributed
to the fact that increase in
volume
due
to
zinc

9th International Congress on the Chemistry ot Cement

corrosion is less than due to steel corrosion.
Table 2

Bond Strength of MS/GI Bars in Concrete

:

Concrete pH of the Rein
Concrete
forceExtracts
ment 28 Days
28 Days
Water
Cured

OPC

12.35

PPC

12.40

PSC

12.30

SSC

11.20

.

Bond Strength
(Kg/cm2)

After Accelerated Weathering
Cycles

MS
GI
MS
GI

30.0
10.0
22.8
11.3

60.7
59.7
39.1
34.9

91.9
96.3
73.0
72.8

81.2
92.2
61.87
80.3

MS
GI

38.3
14.1

40.9
40.8

71.8
73.8

66.3
74.8

MS
GI

45.9
52.3

86.7
74.7

83.5
91.9

93.0

-

Weight Loss Measurements

The data on loss in weight of MS and GI bars embedded in OPC,
PPC,
PSC
and
SSC concretes subjected to alternate cycles of wetting
in
3%
NaCl and drying are shown in Table 3.
Table 3

:

Loss in Weight of MS/GI Bars Embedded in Concretes

Concrete Concrete
Cover
Thickness
(mm)

% Weight Loss No.
8 Cycles
MS

GI

of Weathering Cycles

16 Cycles

26 Cycles

MS

GI

MS

GI

OPC

12
25

0.61
0.56

3.07
2.50

2.02
0.96

4.25
3.96

2.30
2.10

4.31
3.9 6

PPC

12
25

0.36
0.42

2.89
2.68

1.73
1.60

4.03
3.35

3.70
1.72

5.0Q
3.96

PSC

12
25

0.41
0.37

2.16
2.00

1.48
1.22

3.21
2.39

3.73
1.73

4.57
3.75

SSC

12
25

1.10
1.38

2.58
2.78

2.70
3.40

3.90
4.88

6.04
6.13

7.18
6.50

------- - -

It
can
be seen that loss in weight in GI
rods
is
significantly
higher than MS rods embedded in all types of concrete.
it
is
further
seen that under the condition of test increasing cover thickness from 12
mm to 25 mm does not provide greater protection against corrosion.
The
data confirm the findings of the earlier workers (3, 6) that GI
corrode
more in chloride containing environments.
The data obtained in potential-time measurements, bond strength and
accelerated weight loss measurements show that the protective
behaviour
of OPC, PPC, and PSC in respect of GI is more or less similar.
Initial

pH ■ of
these
concretes is also almost equal,
concrete
is
different
mainly due to its low
greater sulphate content.

The
behaviour
of
initial
alkalinity

SSC
and

As seen earlier the GI is likely to perform better in SSC concrete.
However,
the
use
of SSC concrete is
restricted
to
situation
where
ambient
temperature does not exceed 40°C and where sulphate
attack
is
problem.
Conclusions

From the present study it can be concluded that

(1)

GI
is prone to corrosion in high alkaline environment (pH =
12.4
or more) obtainable in OPC, PPC, PSC where MS does not corrode.

(2)

In
the
presence of chloride--.; and high alkaline
corrosion of GI is greater thun MS.

(3)

In
low alkaline environments (pH = 11 or less) obtainable in
SSC
and in presence of chloride the corrosion of GI is lower than MS.

environment

the
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Abstract

The present paper reports on the corrosion characteristics of steel embedded in slag blended cement pastes of different
slag contents of up to 80 percent in the normal situations and under the influence of chloride. Information obtained from
potentiodynamic anodic polarization are summarised. The results indicate that anodic dissolution characteristics of
steel were significantly modified by the presence of slag, particularly at high percentages. In cement pastes containing
high percentages of slag, the electrochemical data suggest that the corrosion layer formed on steel surface may not be
the conventional iron (III) layer at early age of hydration. This is attributed to the reducing characteristics of slag.
Despite the difference in the protective nature, electrochemical data indicate that there were no significant difference in
the corrosion behaviour of steel under the influence of chloride between slag blended cement and portland cement.
Observations of steel embedded in slag blended cement pastes using scanning electron microscopy and
measurements of galvanic corrosion current are also given.

Introduction

Steel reinforcement embedded in concrete is protected against corrosion by the formation of the passive layer on its
surface. There are three factors that directly affecting the formation of this passive layer, namely the alkalinity of the
surrounding pore solution, the presence of oxidizers or a high oxidizers/reducers ratio and a low corrosive
surface-acting anions/inhibitors ratio. All of these factors are time-dependent due to the effects of the hydration process
of the particular binder used or due to the interaction of the hardened cement paste with the environment.
It has been known that the passive layer formed on the steel surface is a product of a corrosion process itself. In other
words, there are anodic reactions and cathodic reactions involved. However in the case of passivation the corrosion
products are adherent to the steel substrate forming a dense non-porous 3-D layer. The formation of this layer retards
the subsequent rate of iron dissolution. Glasser and Sagoe-Crentsil [1] indicated that the passive layer of steel in
concrete consists of two distinct layers. The inner layer is mainly ГезОд/у-ЕегОз while the outer layer is mainly
a-FeOOH and spinel phases. Nodules of Ca(OH)2 and (evidence indicating) other cement hydrated products are
present in varying amounts in both layers.
The formation of the passive layer, its growth and its stability are depended on the relevant cathodic and anodic
reactions occurring on the steel surface. These in turn depends on the chemistry of pore solution.

Blended cements made with ground granulated blast furnace slag have been used for many years. The effect of slag
on the engineering properties of the blended cement concrete has been reported in the literature [2]. With regard to
durability aspects, the incorporation of slag has been associated with increase in resistance to chloride penetration and
sulphate attack [3]. The use of slag blended cements in general tends to provide equal to or better protection to steel
reinforcement in comparison to portland cements. However since blast-furnace slag is produced in a reducing
atmosphere, it contains a certain amount of reducing species. During the hydration of slag blended cements these
reducing species are released [4] which can affect the formation and the maintenance of the passive layer [5].

The work presented in this paper is aimed at investigation the characteristics of the passivation of steel embedded in
cement pastes made with slag blended cements after different ages of hydration. In this investigation, potentiodynamic
anodic polarization experiments using steel-embedded-in-cement-paste samples were performed with supporting
evidence obtained from microscopy work and galvanic corrosion current measurements.

Materials and Experimental procedures

One portland cement (type A - AS 1315 - 1982) and one ground granulated blast furnace slag (BPS) were used in this
work. The chemical compositions of the materials are given in Table 1.
The configuration of samples of steel-embedded-in-cement paste used as working electrodes for potentiodynamic
anodic polarization work [6] is shown in Figure 1. The paste was made with a water-to-binder ratio of 0.8. The
procedures used for anodic polarization were similar to those described in ASTM G 5 - 87. The samples were kept in
saturated condition to minimize the effect of variation in moisture content. The scan rate was 0.17mV.sec"1. Anodic
polarization experiments were performed in lime saturated solution at 23°C starting at -1200 mV vs SCE to +800 mV vs
SCE. Graphs of the anodic polarization curves are plotted with potential E in mV vs SCE and current in pA/cm2. Three
sets of samples were used. The first set of samples was continuously cured in lime-saturated water. This set of
sample was used to investigate the effects of slag content and age of hydration on anodic behaviour of steel. The
second set of samples was prepared with and cured in lime saturated water containing 0.04 M NaCl to simulate the
effect of СГ contamination in the mixing water. The third set of samples was cured for 7 days in lime saturated water
prior to immersion in water containing 0.5 M NaCl to simulate the effect of chloride penetration by sea water. It is noted
that the water-to-binder ratio of 0.8 used in this work was adopted to facilitate the chloride penetration. Procedures and
sample configuration used for the galvanic corrosion current measurement were established in a previous investigation
[8].

Table 1
Chemical compositions of portland cement and
BFS
Oxides

PC

BFS

—

- ——•

——

SiO2
AI2O3
TiO2
ге20з
CaO
MgO
so3
K2O
L.O.I.
Fineness ind.

21.3
4.95
0.2
2.5
64.4
1.55
2.6
0.95
1.2
-

33.4
13.4
0.7
1.5
40.7
6.5
1.0
0.38
0.2
384

Figure 1
Configuration of sample as working electrode for anodic polarization
experiment

Stainless Steel Rod

Glass Tube

A

Water Level
During Curing

Cement Paste ю нш (Ыск
l_______ I

I
Steel Sample
12JXS.5Di«mm

Results and discussion
Figure 2 shows the anodic polarization curves of steel embedded in BFS blended cement paste with different BFS
loadings after one day of curing. In the case of ORC, the anodic dissolution characteristics of steel showed the different
regions of iron oxide formation and a passive range as expected. The rest potential of the steel was about -300 mV vs
SCE and was in the passive range. This implies that the passive layer formation of steel embedded in this particular
portland cement was reasonably fast.
The overall shape of the polarization curves of steel
embedded in BFS blended cement paste shown in figure 2
was very similar to that of portland cement paste after one day
of hydration when the slag content was equal to or less than
60%. This denotes that the tendency for the steel to be
passivated in slag blended cement paste was similar to that of
portland cement. However it was noted that the rest potential
of the steel in BFS blend was generally lower than that of in
portland cement. At this age, the rest potential of steel was in
the range of -400 to about -650 mV vs SCE. In some cases,
the rest potential of the steel was outside the passive range.
This indicates that although the trend of steel to be passivated
appears to be unchanged with the presence of slag, its
formation in slag blends may not be as readily as in the case
of portland cement. It is noted that the passive layer is a result
of an corrosion process in which the corrosion product is a
dense iron (III) layer.

Figure 2
Potentiodynamic anodic polarization curves of steel
embedded in OPC-BFS blends -1 day

KUA/CHaZ)

In order for this layer to form a certain ratio of oxidizers-to-reducers must be maintained. In slag blend, it appears that
at early age, the ratio of the oxidizers-to-reducers in the solution is not favourable to the formation of a iron (III) layer. In
the case of 80% BFS blend, apart from the above mentioned effect, the anodic polarization curve of steel was modified
significantly as shown in figure 2. This figure shown that, the passive region of the steel was limited and there was
suggestion of pitting corrosion. This indicates that the evolution of reducing species at very high level of slag content
can be as early as after one day of hydration. It has been suggested that the release of reducing species such as S2’

and HS" and their dissociation can lead to H
* production and therefore locally reduced pH [5]. In BPS blended cement,
previous work [4] denoted that the Eh of the pore solution of a blend containing 75 to 85% of BPS becomes negative
after 1 to 3 months of hydration. In this work, the electrochemical data indicates that apart from this, there would be a
release of reducing species from slag at a much earlier age. At high slag content, this is not compensated by the
hydration of the portland cement component. It was noticeable the passive currents (in the case of 40 and 60% BPS) in
slag blended cement paste were considerably higher than that shown in portland cement. This denotes that even if the
passive layer of steel in slag blended cement is formed by external polarization, it would not be as dense as that in
portland cement.
As the hydration proceeded from 1 to 7 days, there were little variation in the anodic behaviour of steel in portland
cement and in BPS blends containing 40% slag. However the characteristics of the polarization curves for steel
embedded in 60% arid 80% BPS blends after 7 days of hydration were very different from those after 1 day of hydration
as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3
Potentiodynamic anodic polarization curves of steel
embedded in OPC-BFS blends - 7 days

I(

Figure 4
Potentiodynamic anodic polarization curves of steel

UA/CMa2)

From this figure it can be seen that, the anodic behaviour of steel in 60% BPS had been modified as shown by the
shorten passive range, whereas in the 80% BPS, a "full" range of the passive region was observed. This denotes that
in the case of 80% BPS blend after the initial release of the reducing species, the hydration of portland cement would to
be the dominant factor in determining electrochemical behaviour of steel. In 60% BPS blend, the situation was
reversed. This also denotes the variability in the electrochemical behaviour of steel in BPS blended cement caused by
slag hydration. This effect was not apparent in the case of OPC. After 28 days of hydration (Figure 4), there was only
minor variation to the anodic behaviour of steel embedded in 40% BPS blended cement paste. At this age, the anodic
polarization curves of steel embedded in either 60% or 80% BPS showed significant difference in characteristics to that
of portland cement. In both cases, the anodic curves did not exhibit the "normal" maxima associated with the iron
hydroxides, iron (II) and iron (III) oxides as the anodic polarization progressed. There appears to be only one maximum
on the curve. This suggests that at this age of hydration, the corrosion layer would not be that of iron (III) layer as in
portland cement. The corrosion layer in high slag content blended cement appears to be that of either iron (II) or
combination of iron (II) oxide and hydroxide. At this stage, the electrochemical data suggests that steel is in a reducing
environment created by the BPS blended cement matrix if the slag content is greater than 60%. Similar anodic
behaviours of steel in BPS blends were observed after 56 days of hydration as shown in Figure 5.

In general, the results obtained from these anodic polarization experiments indicate that the presence of slag can
modified significantly the anodic behaviour of steel embedded in cement paste. The effect of slag was found to be
dependent on the age of hydration and on the percentage of slag used. The anodic polarization work suggest that
particularly at high loading of slag, the "conventional" protection mechanism from the formation of iron (III) oxides is not
prevalent.
In slag blended cement it appears that the corrosion layer
at the steel surface would be that of iron (II) compounds
as a result of the reducing characteristics of the slag
blended cement. An iron (II) layer would be more porous
than an iron (III) layer in terms of resistance to further iron
dissolution as noted in the literature [7]. In order to the
iron (III) oxide layer to form in slag blended cement,
additional polarization or oxygen availability is required.
The polarization experiments in this work were performed
in saturated condition, the solubility of oxygen is limited.
In practice, it is suspected that with BPS blended
concretes being drying out, it is possible that an iron (III)
oxide layer may still be formed. It should be noted that
although information regarding the possible states of the
steel-paste interface can be obtained from anodic
polarization curves, correlation between current values
obtained from these experiments to corrosion rates of
steel is not appropriate.
Figure 6

Fe-image of Steel/OPC-BFS interface

Figure 5

Potentiodynamic anodic polarization curves of steel
embedded in OPC-BFS blends - 56 days

Figure 7

■

Fe-image of Steel/OPC interlace

xammation using scanning microscopy [5] has indicated that there is a marked difference in the characteristics of the
steel-paste mterface in blended cement containing high BPS content and OPC as shown in Figure 6 and 7 respectively
n he case of BFS-OPC, the interface is characterized with an Fe-rich board diffuse band, whereas this band is absent
ihe firsMewd
the di,,erence in ,he intertace characteristics, previous work has also shown that during
H
И» У
hydra{|on, the galvanic corrosion current [8] between steel embedded in BFS blended cement paste
and graphite counter electrode was found to be higher initially than that in OPC as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8
Galvanic corrosion current between steel embedded in cement
paste and graphite electrode

The results obtained from the examination of the
steel-paste interface and galvanic corrosion
current measurement support the observations
gained from potentiodynamic anodic polarization
study. The board Fe-rich band at the interface and
the high early galvanic corrosion current suggest
higher dissolution rate of Fe ion and a different
type of corrosion layer at the steel-paste interface
in BFS blends in comparison with that in OPC,
particularly with high BFS loading and at early age.
The ease of the early dissolution rate of Fe is
consistent with the suggestion made previously
regarding the formation of the iron (II) layer in BFS
blends.

Some anodic polarization curves of steel embedded in cement pastes made with and cured in water containing 0.04M
NaCI for 7 days are shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9

Figure 10

Potentiodynamic anodic polarization curves of steel
embedded in OPC-BFS blends - made with water
containing 0.04M NaCI - 7 days

Potentiodynamic anodic polarization curves of steel
embedded in OPC-BFS blends - 7 days initial moist curing 6 months in 0.5 M NaCI solution
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At this level of chloride ion contamination in the mixing water, it can be seen from figure 9 that as the percentage of BFS
increases, the passive current increases and the passive range becomes more limited. The shape of the anodic
polarization curve also suggests that pitting corrosion would be more prevalent in the paste containing high BFS
loading. These results indicate that in the case of chloride contamination in the mixing water, the protective
characteristics of BFS blended cement paste may not be as good as that of OPC in the early age of hydration.
Figure 10 shows the potentiodynamic anodic polarization curves of steel embedded in BFS blends immersed in 0.5 M
NaCI solution after an initial moist curing period of 7 days. This figure shows that in the case of penetrating chloride,
there is little difference in behaviour of OPC paste and paste containing BFS up to 60 percent after 6 months of
immersion in salt solution. In all cases, no passive range was observed. Both pitting and general corrosion are
expected. However, in the case of steel in 80% BFS, the curve tends to suggest that the tendency of steel dissolution
would be much less than either in OPC or in BFS blends with 60% slag and lower. The resistance to polarization
appears to be higher in the case of 80% BFS blend after 6 months of immersion. Possible explanations for this

behaviour would be either the better resistance to chloride penetration of BPS blended cement paste, particularly at
high BPS content [9] or the limited oxygen availability in reducing environment. It has been noted in the literature [10]
that in the regions of higher oxygen potential, chloride ions are released from the soluble complexes of iron (II) chloride
to further attack the steel. The reducing characteristics of paste containing high BPS loading would lessen the
availability of oxygen. Hence it appears that although the reducing characteristics of slag blended cement would not be
conducive to the formation of the iron (III) oxide layer, in the case of chloride ingress, it effects can be beneficial as long
as the concrete remains uncracked. It should be emphasised that only preliminary results are presented in this paper.
Further work is needed to further examine the implication of the reducing characteristics of high slag blends and its
variation at different water-to-binder ratio. It should also be noted that there is no reasonable reason at this stage to
infer that the corrosion rate of steel in BPS blend would be any higher than that in equivalent OPC. This is due to the
reasoning that the reducing characteristics of slag pore solution would limit the availability of oxygen which in turn can
increase the degree of concentration polarization of the cathodic reaction or can lessen the effect of chloride attack
resulting from the beakdown of complexes of iron (II) chloride.
Conclusions

The results presented in this paper indicate that the corrosion characteristics of steel embedded in slag blended cement
paste are quite different than that in OPC paste. This is attributed to the reducing characteristics of the slag which
tends to promote the formation of the iron (II) layer rather than iron (III) layer at the steel-paste interface, particularly at
high loading of BPS. The mechanism of protection against steel corrosion provided by BPS blended cement would be
different from that provided by OPC.
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SULPHATEATTACK ON CONCRETE: PREDICTION OF
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SUMMARY

The calculation of the phase diagram for the СаО-А^Оз-СаЗОд-Ь^О system at 25°C, enables the equilibrium
between ettringite and pore fluid to be predicted. Good agreement is obtained between calculated and observed
results. Modifications to the ettringite stability domain when soluble ions such as sodium are introduced, can be
calculated readily despite the chemical complexity of five components. However, results can be depicted in form
of an easily understood two dimensional diagram. The results are used to predict the aqueous phase
compositions able to attack cement by precipitating ettringite.

RESUME

La construction de diagramme de phase pour le Systeme CaO-A^Oß-CaSOzjdd^O ä 25°C, permet de predire
le domaine d'equilibre entre I'ettringite et la solution contenue dans les pores de la päte de ciment. Les
modifications du domaine de stabilite de I'ettringite quand d'autres constituents comme Na20 sont introduits,
peuvent aussi etre calculees malgre la complexite du system contenant cinq composes. De plus, les resultats
peuvent etre presentes sous la fomie de diagrammes en deux dimensions plus facilement assimilables. Les
resultats sont utilises afin de definir les compositions de solutions permettant la formation d'ettringite et ainsi
pouvant attaquer le ciment par lixiviation.

INTRODUCTION

When cement concretes are exposed to sulphate-containing water, formation of ettringite, which belongs to
the AFt family, results in destructive expansion. This process is well-known from empirical observations and
can be simulated in the laboratory. Nevertheless the conditions which lead to ettringite formation are not known
precisely. The position of ettringite equilibrium surface in the СаО-А^Оз-СаЗОд-к^О system appears to be
relatively well established through the studies of Jones (1) and D'Ans and Eick (2). Some additional data are
available on the role of soluble species, notably sodium, which alters ettringite solubility relations in the CaOА12Оз-Са8О4-Н2О system.

, Despite these important studies, it is still not possible to treat certain important aspects of sulphate attack.
Firstly, the complex phase diagram is often presented in graphical form and, in order to compress three or even
four dimensions onto paper, the ability to undertake quantitative graphical calculations is lost. Secondly,
ettringite formation occurs in response to a changing equilibrium, but the pathway taken to reach the new
equilibrium is not always apparent from simplified graphical presentations of phase equilibria, nor is it easy to
treat diffusional changes as occur, for example, when pore water commingles or interdiffuses with sulphatebearing waters.
The purpose of this paper is to lay the foundations of a new and more flexible approach. The necessary
equilibria are solved by computer, and the agreement between thermodynamic calculation and experiment
compared. The computer-based solutions suggest a simpler graphical approach to sulphate attack.
EXPERIMENTAL

The background portion consists in making computer programs that calculate the equilibrium curves, their
intersections (boundary curves and invariant points) and draw these curves in a 2 or 3-dimensional space All
these programs were written in Fortran and run on an IBM-PC compatible computer.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Construction of the CaO-AEO^-CaSO/i-ILO phase diagram

Details concerning the calculation and the drawing of the tri-dimensional phase diagram have been reported
previously (3) and only the basic equations are reported in this paper. To simplify the calculations, speciation
was not taken into account and four master species were used: Ca2+, A1(OH)4-, SO42- and OH-; solubility
products were defined using these master species. The values of the solubility products were obtained from
expenmental data at 25°C obtained at Aberdeen (4):
- Ettringite (Et):
KSpi= (Ca2+)6.(Al(OH)4-)2 (SO42-)3.(OH-)4 = 2.80E-45

- Monosulfoaluminate (Mono.):

KSp2 = (Ca2+)4.(Al(OH)4-)2.(SO42-).(OH-)4= 3.71E-30

- Hydrogarnet (CjAHe):
KSp3 = (Ca2+)3.(Al(OH)4-)2.(OH-)4 = 2.91E-23

- Calcium hydroxide (Ca(0H)2):
Ksp4 = (Ca2+).(OH-)2 = 8.90E-6

- Gibbsite (AH3) (crystalline form):

KSp5 = (A1(OH)4-) / (ОН-) = 3.99E-2
- Gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O):
Ksp6 =(Ca2+).(SO42-) = 3.72E-5

For isotherms other than 25°C, the method of calculation is identical, but numerical values of the solubility

Products change. The Davies equation is used to calculate the activity coefficients. By solving the systems
■КГ'16’ tWT threu °uf theSF equati°nS logether with char8e balance, it is possible to define respective^
the equihbnum surfaces, the boundary curves and the invariant points. The phase diagram was drawn^om th^
^avra^drawrffrnm
invaTiant Point.s (F?g !)•'bh's representation is easier to visualize than the complete
agram drawn from the surface of equilibrium of the hydrates (some parts of which are hidden). From this
diagram, the ettringite surface of equilibrium is defined by four boundary curves: АНз-Et., Ci
a l CH-Et
Ft AH^UpöEArThem CUrVeS in!ec/%1П/Оиг invariant Points. defined previously by Jones (1): H2 (C3AH6"7Из)’Л2 (AH3-Et.-gypsum), F (CH-Et.-gypsum) and G (C3AH6-Et.-CH). The sequence of the invarianf
HiGHp^etatlVe tO thC su phate concentration, enables characteristic ranges of sulphate concentrations to be
divided into seven segments, each of which indicates a change in hydrates in equilibrium with solution:

AH -E

0 < [SO42-] < 0.015 mM/1

: AH3, C3AH6 and CH

0.015 < [SO42-] < 0.030 mM/1

: AH3, C3AH6, ettringite and CH

0.030 < [SO42-] < 11.4 mM/1

: AH3, ettringite and CH

[SO42-]= 11.4 mM/1

: AH3, ettringite, CH and gypsum

11.4<[SO42-]<15mM/l

: AH3, ettringite and gypsum

15 <[SO42-]< 15.12 тМД

: AH3 and gypsum

15.12 <[SO42-]£ 15.2 mM/1

: gypsum

SO4

.-16

FIG. 1. СаО-А12Оз-Са5О4-Н2О system at 25°C. Total calcium, aluminium, sulphate concentrations in solution
are used as axis (mM/1).
These results agree with the experimental data at higher concentrations as reported by Jones (1) and D'Ans
and Eick (2). For example the compositions of solutions at the invariant points is generally in good accord (table
1) except for those at concentrations lower than ImM/l. Also, crystalline gibbsite was considered during the
calculation instead of a mixture of gibbsite and bayerite (more or less crystalline) reported by Jones. This helps
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explain differences of aluminate concentration. However the same segmentation can be applied to divide .the
range of sulphate concentration into regimes although with different boundary concentrations.
In the above calculations, monosulphoaluminate never appears to be a stable phase at 25°C;
monosulphoaluminate is always metastable with respect to C3AH5 or to ettringite. This is in agreement with the
Jones and D'Ans and Eick works (1,2) and experiments carried out at Aberdeen to determine the solubility of
monosulphoaluminate (4).
Ettringite is stable in segments 2 to 5 which represent the main part of the sulphate concentration range: 0.015
to 15.0 тМД. However two domains exist (segment 1 and segments 6-7) in which ettringite is always
metastable. If foreign ions soluble in the aqueous phase, such as sodium, are added to the system, the sulphate
concentrations that delimit the previously defined segments change but the seven segments still exist (3). The
ionic strength of the aqueous phase and the solution activity coefficients are changed, but solubility products
remain constant.
Invariant Point

[Ca] тМД

[А1]тМД

[SO4] тМД

G(C)

21.25

0.01

0.015

G(E)

21.46

0.025

0.107

5.04

0.386

0.03

H2 (E)

3.1

0.158

0.263

F(C)

31.3

0.0003

11.4

F(E)

32.8

0.027

12.2

E2 (C)

15.17

0.001

15

E2 (E)

15.13

0.09

14.82

'

H2(C)

Table 1. Composition of the aqueous phase at invariant points: (C) calculated
and (E) experimental from D'Ans and Eick (2).

Prediction of the formation of ettringite for solutions of known compositions
Using the computer programmes, the stability of the ettringite in contact with a solution of known
composition can be predicted from the sulphate concentration of the solution. If sulphate concentrations lie in
one of the metastable domains (segment 1 and segments 6-7), it can be concluded that ettringite will not
precipitate and if it already exists, it will dissolve. On the other hand, if sulphate concentrations He in segments 2
to 5, it is more difficult to conclude: the composition of the solution has to be drawn on the phase diagram and
compared with the ettringite equilibrium surface. As the phase diagram has three dimensions, it is not easy to
visualise the aqueous phase composition relative to the ettringite equilibrium surface. To overcome this problem,
the ettringite equilibrium surface and the composition of the solution can be projected on the calcium-aluminate,
calcium-sulphate, aluminate-sulphate planes, to obtain three two-dimensional representations. If the composition
ot the solution is contained in all the projected surfaces, ettringite can precipitate or remain as a stable phase if it
exists already. The idea of using two dimensional representations, enables us to define a simpler method to
predict the ettringite stability. In the simplest case, where the sulphate concentration is known, the phase diagram
can be restncted to the two dimensions of the calcium-aluminate plane, so that calculations of the phase diagram
can be restncted to the unique sulphate concentration that represents a section of the tri dimensional phase
diagram perpendicularly to the sulphate axis. This method is more rapid and easier to solve as the system has
only two equations: the solubiHty product of the hydrate and the electrical balance.
To illustrate this method, the phase diagram has been calculated for three solutions similar in composition
except increasing for sodium concentration (table 2).

Solution Number

[Ca] mM/1

[Al] тМД

[SO4] тМД

[Na] тМД

1

3.85

0.035

0.1

0

2

3.85

0.035

0.1

50

3

3.85

0.035

0.1

100

Table 2 Composition of the solutions studied

The first solution appears to be undersaturated with respect to ettringite (Fig. 2). Therefore ettringite will not
precipitate or, if present, it will dissolve. In this case, AH3, ettringite and CH are the stable phases. However in
the two solutions containing sodium, CgAHg is also a stable phase. Solution number 2 is slightly supersaturated
with respect to ettringite (Fig. 3) while the third example is slightly supersaturated with respect to CßAHg (Fig.
4). It can be predicted that ettringite will precipitate only in solution 2. No precipitation occurs with the first
solution and CgAHg precipitates with the third one. Thus the conclusions concerning the cement attack by
ettringite formation in these three solutions are very different, even through the aqueous phase compositions are
similar except for alkali contents. This simple example demonstrates that all the ions contained in the solution
have to be taken into account to predict whether ettringite will form or not.

FIG. 2. Equilibrium curves of AH3, C3AH6, ettringite (Et.), monosulphoaluminate (Mono.) and CH in the
calcium-aluminate plane, at a sulphate concentration equal to O.lmM/1 and no sodium.

0.7

0.9

0.8

Et.

1

r
1.1
/ Ca

C3AH6

1.2
(mM/l)

— AH3

1.4

13

CH

1.5

1.6

-e-momo.

FIG. 3. Equilibrium curves of AH3, C3AH6, ettringite (Et.), monosulphoaluminate (Mono.) and CH in the
calcium-aluminate plane, at sulphate concentration equal to 0.1 mM/l and 25mM/l МагО.

FIG. 4. Equilibrium curves of AH3, СзАНб, ettringite (Et.), monosulphoaluminate (Mono.) and CH in the
calcium-aluminate plane, at sulphate concentration equal to 0.1 тМД and 50mM/l НагО.
CONCLUSION

From calculations of phase equilibria in the system СаО-А^Оз-СаЗОд-ЩО, the ettringite surface of
equilibrium can be defined. The ettringite surface of equilibrium is very sensitive to soluble ion concentration
even at low levels. Computer simulations are fast, accurate and far more flexible than graphical solutions:
examples are given in which the role of soluble alkali is calculated. This method will be developed further to
predict cement attack due to the action of groundwater containing sulphates and to classify the more aggressive
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SUMMARY
One of the factors contributing to lower durability of
concrete structures is the effect of carbonation.
Another
factor is salt attack, i.e., corrosion of reinforcing bars by
the infiltration of Cl- resulting from erosion by sea water or
use of sea sand.
In this study, C3A which reacts with Cl- most
actively was synthesized and allowed to react with CaSO4«2H2O
to prepare monosulfate.
The purpose of the study was to
clarify the effect of Cl- on cement minerals and to investigate
a method for improving durability.
Monosulfate was crushed
after 7 days curing and dispersed in a Cl~-containing solution.
The authors examined the behavior of the dispersed monosulfate,
attempted to add an amino acid at the stage of preparing a
hardening body to control its reaction and investigated the
effect of the amino acid on hydration.
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1. Introduction

10ГГ d"aMllt/ of concrete

freest

:Lr:dtb°rd^,r"
»Se^s"™^L"d R:“Fd
cement paste „as reported by S. GoL and his cö^rkersl)

h"dened

and нЛ еГ ln°nosulfate was synthesized as a hardening body
Ь toocay, it was crushed
and dispersed in quasi sea water.
The auuhvLs
The,authors attempted to add amino acid
at,the stage of preparing a hardening body, and
..
I investigated the effect of
amino acid on hydration.
2. Experiment

2.1 Synthesis of monosulfate
. тг,пЗА WaS synthesized- 20 wt.Z of СаЗОд-2НоО
was hydrated and hydrated
at W/S - 0.65.
The hardening body obtained afte
ir 7 days curing was crushed
to less than 200 mesh, i"
"
the "hydration
was stopped by
From the XRD data of this
sample,
’ that methanol and acetone,
ts sample, it was found
unreacted C3A still
existed,after 7 days of curing although r" had
been predominantly
synthesized.
Similarly, another hardening body was
prepared using water
solution
of
glycine
as
amino
L_ld
гн.м гп11
a! amin° acid havj-ng the lowest
= __
molecular weight
(H2N-CH2-COOH, molecular weight = 75.07).
The concentration of amino acid
was 5 wt.Z or 10 wt.Z based on C3A.
2.2 Quasi sea water

(

Rate of heat

lib e ra tio n
c a l/h • g )

adjusting them to the same
It was a
solution containing 27.4 g NaCl/1 and 5?06
g Mgci2/1.
2.3 Experiments
At first, the
Г
rate of heat liberation was determined to clarify the
effect of amino acid <” dC3w;sa"L;h:e:le=tdrlC C”dd"=“vdty -1 =3A dlr eLd
in solution of amino acid 1
- " --- u was also measured.
Next, 2 g of crushed monosulfate 1was dispersed
in ion mi
•
J
water at 25°C, stirred
for
a
HAfinit,
<-■
b
Persea
in
100
ml
of
quasi
sea
a definite time,
-bt.i„.soiid .„dstirred
11,„11 for !a
s
. ,
,
In the solid phase,
identified by XRD, and its surface c
,'
’
.
surface structure was observed by SEM
the adsorption behavior of —--7
(Ca2? Л13^ Nai
meaSured' a"d th= concentrations of catLns
measured.
SO42-i
о^.^ар^“ determlned Ь? ICP “d th“a
-ions (Cl“5

Time (min)

Fig. 1. Conduction calorimetric curves
of C3A and CaS04.2H20 (20 wt.Z)
hydrated with amino acid
(W/solid = 5).

Fig. 2. Electric conductivities of
amino acid dispersed C3A
(W/solid = 100).

3. Results

3.1 Rate of heat liberation of СзА-amino acid system
The rate of heat liberation was determined to clarify the effect of
amino acid on hydration of C3A. When C3A was mixed with 20 wt.Z of
CaSO^and hydrated using of amino acid solution.
The heat liberation
characteristics shown in Fig. 1 were obtained.
3.2 Electric conductivity of СзА-amino acid system
To clarify the elution behavior of ions when 1 g of C3A was dispersed
in each of 100 ml of solutions containing 0.01'^0.10 mol/1 of amino acid,
and the electric conductivity was measured at 30-second intervals.
The
results are given in Fig. 2.
3.3 Conversion of monosulfate
When synthesized monosulfate (СзА-CaSO^•I2H2O) was dispersed in quasi
sea water, the solid phase varied with hydration time.
This process was
clarified based on the XRD data.
The XRD of monosulfate added with or
without 5 wt.Z amino acid are given in Fig. 3.
In addition to AFm phase of
C3A•CaCl2•ЮН2О (d=7.81), and C3A-0.5CaS04•0.5CaCl2•10H20 (d=8.32) was
produced.
The changes with time in XRD intensity of monosulfate added with
or without 5 wt.Z amino acid were plotted using the respective values of d.
The results are given in Fig. 4.
The SEM photograph of hydrate after 1 day
curing is given in Fig. 5.
3.4 Elution of cations from monosulfate
When crushed monosulfate was dispersed in quasi sea water, the
concentrations of eluting Ca2+ and Al(OH)4", and pH were measured.
The
changes with standing time of these concentrations were determined in terms
of CaO and AI2O3.
The concentration of Na+ in the liquid phase was
calculated as Na20.
The concentrations of cations in monosulfate added
with or without 5 wt.Z amino acid are shown in Fig. 6.

no added а и i no acid
@.

(d -B.3 2)

— ®

;

(D---------- ;

i

;

:

(d -7.8 1)

X
(0=8.93)

• -/K, !
1

!

1 0

5

added 5wt%

1

7 days
1 day
1 hr.
1 ш in
before hydration

amino acid

----- @
(0-0.3 2)

x

(D

V)

(o - a.9 3)

5

1 0

1

7 days
1 day
1 hr
1 min
before hydration

Fig. 3. XRD patterns of monosulf; ite in
pseudo sea water.
‘
СзА-'CaSOzf • 12H20
(D
C3A-0.5CaSO4•0.5CaCl2 ‘10H20
СзА-СаС12-10Н2О
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3.5 Cl-n2x?^ati°nS °f ani°nS existing in quasi sea water
The
existing in quasi sea water
1 tie Cl
existing in quasi sea water reacted т ’ '
J with monosulfate,
ЛПС1 reaCted with the solid phase and was fixed”there“
- - ----- '
The change
with standing time of the concentration of Cl" .
in quasi sea water was
measured.
The results are given in Fig. 7.
7.
Similarly, the change with
standing time of the concentration of ЗОд2C eluting from monosulfate is
shown in Fig. 8.
3.6 Adsorption
; '
_ by C3A
of amino acid
In the hydration process of C3A,
„ , amino acid was adsorbed between the
layers of hydrate.
"
The~ adsorption
r--"“ behavior
J.UJ. was measured by FT-IR
ThB
difference
spectrum
between
hydrate
of
, “'‘LKa’ -ln0
1Пе/"d
(the quotient
of their
spe”tr.
7)dlte^toed
the"^»
TcasS" 2ЬнТе” h^"te.o£=3A and amino acid with or without "h^preLnoe
Of CaS04.2H20 was determined.
The results are given in Fig. 9.
presence

4.

Discussion

(1) When C3A is hydrated with amino acid, the rate of heat liberation
increases quickly irresoeci-ive nf
t
.
J-iueration
result18' f’ Wheh C?A 15 miXed Wlth CaS04C2H20?4he secondary^eak

The reason for this probably is that amino acid is having
two functional groups of both -COOH and -NH2.
8

no added amino acid
10.0

8.0

6.0

4.0

2.0
0

10.0

8.0

X

6.0

4.0

2.0

0

Hydration time
Fig. 4. Change of XRD intensities
vs. hydrantion time.
♦:
C3A■CaSO4•12H2O
Ж:
C3A-0.5CaS04-0.5CaCl2-10H20
A:
C3A-CaCl2-10H20

no added amino acid
0.25

Hydration
added 5w t%

lain

5»ln

3O»h

3 hr

Hydration

Fig. 5. SEM photograph of hydrate of
CjA-CaSO/j • 2H20-amino acid after
1 day curing.

10 hr

3day

7day

time

Fig. 6. Concentration of CaO, AI2O3
eluted from monosulfate in
pseudo sea water vs.
hydration time at 25°C.

'Hydration

Fig. 7. Concentration of Cl~ in pseudo
sea water by dispersion of
monosulfate vs. hydration time
at 25°C.
ö :
no added amino acid
▲ :
added 5 wt.Z amino acid
V :
added 10 wt.Z amino acid

time

amino acid
0.25 •]------------------------------

time

Fig. 8. Concentration of SO^

eluted from monosulfate in
pseudo sea water vs.
hydration time at 25°C.
И :
no added amino acid
▲ :
added 5 wt.Z amino acid
▼ :
added 10 wt.Z amino acid
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C3A with or without amino acid
N-H
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10 0

1640-1560 с»"*

number (cm"')

C3A and CaS04-2H20 with or
without aminо acid

>:

N

■

0
4000

3000

Wave

H

2000

1640—1560 cio-1

..... .
1500

1000

400

number ( cm"1 )

Fig. 9. FT-IR (spectrum of degree) of hydrates
of C3A with or without 5 wt.Z amino acid.
C3I is dispersed I^Ca^r^sho^ng^hat^a^^nd^l (ОЮqUiCkly
from C3A.
The rate of increase in conducHvitv in4 1
* У18огои51У
acid lowers depending on the concentration of amino acid
This
b^110
Caz+ react with amino acid eraduellv
•
“nllno acid.
This is because
charges.
However, when this reactio£ end?11^0™.1116 movement of electric
vigorously from C3A causing the rnnd <- • • these 10n species elute more
<3, As se^„ from
' ’U1<;k?"
in quasi sea water and converts to AFn, nb ° S°£ ^2H20) is attacked by ClHowever, this process
It“ sLet^h'^i2;;0“2“^"
formation of two-comoonent cnii^ «, 1 s. ■
stretch, but through the
This solid solutilrr^X^d^^^

water, but disappears with the lapse of time
Ihe
solid solution Is amorphous and tien conv“« to С.Л Car?

i” ’“w31
, S°n
the

conversion is suppressed by the presence of amino
К
bUt thiS
amino acid suppresses the reaction of monosulfate Sh’d"
Геа8°П

mono^lfZt'is'ob^r^d^by^RD'^cLd'
surface layer of gral^l^m™^!^ “““^^/‘“/“-idered that the

unhydrated C3A.
Elution of Ca2+ and Äl(OH) - fro
COntains
layered structure is at a much lower rate than^nosuifate of
C3A.
Particularly A1(OH)4- does not elute. Moreover thecate hydrating
us low irrespective of the addition of amino acid.
rhe^JI il se^1“"

that the elution behavior shown in Fig. 6 is not attributable to unhydrated
C3A, but is explained by elution of Ca2+ from monosulfate existing in the
surface layer.

(5) As seen from Fig. 7, the change with standing time of the concentration
of Cl” in quasi sea water gradually diminishes irrespective of the addition
of amino acid, but this diminution is greater with higher concentration of
amino acid.
This is because the higher concentration of amino acid allows
more Cl- in quasi sea water to be incorporated in the solid phase, result
ing in lowering the concentration of Cl-.
Consequently, Cl- reacts with
monosulfate to convert it to two-component solid solution and hence to AFm
phase of СзА-CaC12•IOH2O type.
On the other hand, the concentration of
SO^2- in quasi sea water in every case increases with the lapse of time and
then decreases as shown in Fig. 8. As SO^2- does not exist at the start,
its elution is from monosulfate.
This decrease in concentration of SO42corresponds to that of Ca2+ shown in Fig 6. As a result, CaSO^-Zl^O
precipitates.
This has been identified as a columnar crystal on the SEM
photograph.
(6) In the hydration process of C3A, by elution of Ca2+ and АЦОН)^- to
elute from the surface of grain and СдАН^з is formed from solution
reaction.
Amino acid is adsorbed between the layers of this hydrate to
form an interlayer compound2).
Fig. 6 shows that the difference spectrum
is largely affected by the presence of CaSO^-ZJ^O.
It has been found that
the presence of СаЗОд-г^О in monosulfate suppresses the adsorption of
amino acid, so the formation of monosulfate precedes the reaction of C3A
with amino acid.
5.

Conclusions

The effect of Cl- on monosulfate added with amino acid was studied.
(1) Monosulfate is attacked by Cl- in quasi sea water and is converted to
AFm phase of СзА-CaC12•ЮН2О type through the formation of
C3A•0.5CaSO4■0.5CaCl2•10H20.
(2) In the case of monosulfate added with amino acid, the conversion of (1)
is suppressed.
This is because amino acid suppresses the reaction of
monosulfate with Cl-.
(3) Cl- in quasi sea water is consumed by reaction with monosulfate.
In
the case of monosulfate added with amino acid, the higher concentration of
amino acid allows more Cl- to be incorporated in it.
(4) In quasi sea water, Ca2+ and ЗОд2- are caused by the attack of Cl- to
elute from monosulfate, but А1(ОН)д- virtually does not elute from it. As
a result, СаЗОд-2Н2О precipitates.
(5) In the hydration process of C3A, amino acid is adsorbed between the
layers of hydrate to form an interlayer compound.
However, this adsorption
is suppressed when СаЗОд-2Н2О coexists.
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ABSTRACT

Starting from an industrial cement obtained by milling a new low enerav cement and
gypsum, two cements containing 20% wt of fly ashes and 10% wt of limestone resoectivelv
NaVqnb®fn PrePa.red- A,fter their characterization, the behaviour of the three cements in
”a2SO4 dissolution and sea water has been studied. The results have been comnared with
1-er"d -

the age of the specimens) in Na2SO4 and sea water than in distilled water
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INTRODUCTION

An amount of about 1.000 tons of clinker, white Portland type, have been obtained
through a new manufacturing process. Previous works on this subject have been described
in several publications (1), (2), (3).

Summarily speaking, the product was obtained starting from gypsum, fluorspar,
limestone, kaolin, and sand, by properly dosifying a raw mixture, the chemical analysis
of which is shown on Table I. That Table also shows the mineralogic composition of the
clinker industrially obtained. The material was obtained through a wet process, and the
maximum clinkering temperature neared 1.3502C.

It has been observed that the qualitative composition of this new clinker does not
significantly differ from that of conventional clinker, but in the presence of
fluorellestadite and sulfo-and fluoaluminates.
The technical balance-sheet of the industrial process tested with the new procedure
gave, generally speaking, positive results. The mechanical characteristics and the physic
chemical behaviour of the cement manufactured by the joint grinding of the clinker with
3% of gypsum were advantageous as compared with the cement made by the usual method (3).
The economic balance-sheet of the process indicated, also in general terms, that a
minimum saving of 8% was reached through the new process.
Gimenez et al. have studied the behaviour shown by cement along time and face to
aggressive solutions (4).

The new manufacturing process was initially applied to the making of white cement.
This trial was considered as a pilot test, as a previous step to the application of the
new process in a grey cement manufacturing line.

This justifies the durability studies conducted with the new cement, to which fly
ashes (20%) and limestone (10%) were respectively added; the results from the study are
presented here.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In the present study three different cements were used: CB (cement obtained by
applying the production method for the low-energy clinker); CBC (80% of CB plus an
addition of 20% fly ash); and CBCa (90% of CB plus 10% calcareous filler).
The durability of cements towards aggressive solutions was evaluated by the Kock
Steinegger method. The solutions used were: deionized water, Na2SO,
4.4% solution and
artificial salt water ASTM D 1141-76.
The corresponding specimens were gradually extracted from the aggressive solutions,
at pre-determined ages and tested at flexural and compression. The evolution of the
mineralogic composition with time was studied by X-Ray diffraction, IR spectroscopy and
SEM, as used and described in (4).

TABLE

I

Raw Mix Chemical and Clinker Mineralogic Analysis

RAW MIX
(% wt)

SiO2
14.7

A12°3
1.5

CLINKER
(% wt)

C,S
69.5

C 2S
6.8

FepO,
0.2
FL *
14.0

CaO
45.4

MgO
0.4

SO,
2.3

CaF,
0.8

I.L.
34.5

CaO
3.0

C,A
3.0

C.A,S
2.0

CAF*
**
0.5

H***
0.7

* Fluorellestadite
** С.-А-уеСаРр
*** CaSO4.l/2H2O
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

New white cement

(CB)

Table II shows the flexural and compressive strengths disclosed by CB cement mortars
submerged in the three media described above until 545 days.

TABLE

Ix

Flexural and Compressive Strengths of CB Mortars in Agressive

AGES
days

1
7
28
56
90
180
270
365
545

WATER

4.4% Na^SO,. SOL.

Media

SEA WATER

FLEX.
MPA

COMPR.
MPA

FLEX.
MPA

COMPR.
MPA

FLEX.
MPA

COMPR.
MPA

5.60
5.58
6.17
6.47
6.34
6.57
6.31
5.95
6.32

37.24
32.36
49.35
52.92
63.81
58.23
63.31
54.31
61.27

6.25
6.06
6.61
5.49
5.42
5.27
5.33
4.43
4.65

39.99
33.25
38.61
41.25
52.67
40.96
30.37
31.28
32.70

5.73
5.19
5.44
4.56
5.04
4.61
4.57
4.61
4.53

45.99
26.99
39.50
44.11
48.23
53.13
48.33
53.41
55.25
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FIGURE 1

The following conclusions could be drawn from the results described above:

a)

Mortars obtained from CB cement and preserved in water reach between 28 and 56 days
similar endurance to the one obtained at 545 days.

b)

CB cement mortars submerged in Na2SO4 solution show up to the 28 day stage greater
endurance than those mortars kept under H2O, due to gypsum formation (at the expense
of Ca(OH)2) that makes the system become more dense.
The massive gypsum formation with detriment to Ca(OH)2, because of its expansive
nature, brings along an endurance decrease in a long-term basis.

In addition it seems probable that the C-S-H gel evolution process, in reference to
its morphology and qualities, could become altered because of the existence of SO,2"
and Na+ ions and that the endurance decrease could not only be due to the gypsum
expansive formation process (4).
The endurance decrease of CB mortars preserved in sea water in relation to those
preserved in water could be partly due to Mg(OH)2 formation at the expense of Ca(OH)2
which would be dissolved (the Mg(OH)2 molar volume is = 2/3 lower than the Ca(OH),
one).
2

c)

It seems that in some way the C-S-H gel microstructure is being modified by the
aggressive (4).
New white cement with 20% fly ashes (CBC)
Table III shows the flexural and compressive strengths displayed at different ages
by the mortar specimens made with CBC cement and submerged in the three media mentioned
before.
'
TABLE III

Flexural and Compressive Strengths of CBC Mortars in Agressive
AGES
days

1
7
28
56
90
180
270
365
545

WATER

4.4% Na,SOÄ SOL.

Media

SEA WATER

FLEX.
MPA

COMPR.
MPA

FLEX.
MPA

COMPR.
MPA

FLEX.
MPA

COMPR.
MPA

5.01
4.81
5.72
6.97
7.02
7.49
8.29
7.69
8.33

38.17
33.87
32.80
54.79
48.47
62.06
66.83
71.88
70.58

4.95
5.31
5.54
5.32
7.07
5.80
6.02
5.63
4.92

27.04
28.27
35.54
47.16
50.67
49.71
52.26
43.97
49.14

5.15
4.66
4.90
6.05
5.54
6.34
5.29
6.05
5.68

28.3
22.24
28.44
34.73
37.19
48.28
35.36
44.59
-

The mineralogic constituents of the CBC cement pastes are/naturally the same as
those of the CB standard cement, whichever the conservation media used. However, a clear
variation in the proportions and evolution of the phases is found.
Figure 2 shows the values of the ratios:
ICa(OH)2
IFell

ICaSO4.2H2O

IFell

IMg(OH)2
IFell

versus time in the different media.

It may be observed in that Figure that the amount of Ca(0H)2 decreases in water-cured
specimens with respect to the contents in the samples without any addition (Fig. 1), due
to the pozzolanic reaction of ashes with Ca(OH)2.

The increase in the CB cement strengths with respect to those shown by CB cement is
due to the mentioned pozzuolanic reaction with the production of CSH gel, a product which
densifies the system.
The evolution with time of the Ca(OH), contents in the specimens kept in Na,SO,
solution is similar to that of the specimens kept in water.
2 *
There is a gradual increase of the gypsum contents in the specimens submerged in
NajSO^ solution, but to a lesser degree than those corresponding to the CB cement. This
is due to the lesser amount of Ca(OH)2 available and to the higher density of the system
which hinders access to' sulfate ions.

In these specimens there are two concurring reactions: the pozzuolanic reaction of
the fly ashes and the formation of gypsum by reaction of sulfates with Ca(OH)2.
,
-En spite of the fact that the pozzuolanic reaction takes place in these mortars,
"their long-term strengths did not augment as could be expected, as it happens in specimens
kept in water. This is due to the expansive process of the formation of gypsum.
Additionally, studies conducted through SEM have disclosed that the presence of sulfate
ions does alter to a certain degree the morphology and properties of the CSH gel, by
delaying and even partially inhibiting the densifying process experienced by the CSH with
time.

FIGURE 2

Finally, a gradual and more intense decrease of the CafOH)- contents is observed in
the samples kept in sea water, as well as an increasing augmentation in the gypsum and
brucite contents along time.

The strength behaviour of CBC cement mortars kept in sea water is quite similar to
that shown by the same mortars conserved in Na2SO4 solution.
The microstructural explanation of this behaviour could be found in the following
reactions:
y
Ca(OH)2 + MgSO4

----- >

CaSO4.2H2O + Mg(OH)2

MgSO4 + C-S-H gel + H2O —> CaSO4.2H2O + Mg(OH)2 + SiO2

The former reaction implies an expansive process and the latter a destruction of the

New white cement with 10% limestone (CBCa)

Table IV shows flexural and compressive strengths of mortar specimens made with CBCa
cement and submerged in the different media described and at different ages.

=
already described
,

evolution of the mineralogic constituents is very similar to those
for CB cement without any admixture.

The Ca(OH)p contents decreases significantly and progressively in

the mortars kept

ao

2R г!я.Л?е=С1т>еПЗ ,<k®Pt 1П S.ea water show a small gypsum contents (but in this case at uo to

is sea water

e where the aggressive medium used

TABLE

IV

Flexural and Compressive Strengths of CBCa mortars in Agressive
AGES
days

1
7
28
56
90
180
270
365
545

WATER

4.4% Na,SOz SOL.

Media/

SEA WATER

FLEX.
MPA

COMPR.
MPA

FLEX.
MPA

COMPR.
MPA

FLEX.
MPA

COMPR.
MPA

4.93
4.88
5.97
6.22
5.74
5.57
6.35
5.95
6.29

34.82
34.63
37.48
47.68
46.55
47.14
49.95
54.53
57.06

5.98
5.95
4.56
3.74
4.69
4.23
4.09
3.47
3.40

41.67
31.81
36.41
37.53
36.79
30.76
30.29
31.52
31.09

4.86
4.26
4.69
4.34
4.22
4.22
3.90
4.28
4.34

32.53
18.48
26.11
36.60
40.38
■ 45.03
29.48
45.96

solution, since strength decreases8appea^of^fbout^O^with2resoelt6^^^ me.dlum is Na2SO4
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MECHANISM OF DETERIORATION OF GYPSUM-CEMENT
BINDER MATERIALS
C Ostrowski

Cracow University of Technology, Krakow, POLAND

SUMMARY

The
aim of carried out investigations
was to determine
the mechanism
of
deterioration
of gypsum-cement
binder
materials.
In
order to
confirm
the
hypothesis
on
the
complex
mechanism
of
deterioration
of
these
binder
materials,
which was based on
the expansive reactions of the formation
of
ettringite
and thaumasite and
its
solid
solutions
with ettringite,
some
complex
Investigations
of changes
of
the
phase
composition
of
the
binder
materials were carried out.
The results of these investigations showed that
the ettringite content increased mostly till 28 days of hydration
and till
1 year the increase was slight. Whereas the expansion of the binder material
in contact with water occurred chiefly between the 3rd and 12th months. As a
result of the investigations carried out,
it was proved that in the later
period
the
crystallization
of
thaumasite
and
its
solid
solutions
with
ettringite occurred. The formation of thaumasite was also shown not only from
the ettringite phase but also form the silicate phases.
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1.

Introduction.

Chemical and mineral composition of Portland cement has been known for
over 100 years and the composition of hemihydrated gypsum for even longer.
Naverthelees,
an energy-sparing technology of producing durable gypsum-cement
materials for a variety of purposes associated with construction engineering
has not yet been developed.
Differences in opinions on the mechanism of the
deterioration of the above materials lie in disagreements over opinions as to
the changes which take place mainly in the aluminate phases.
The hydration,
processes
of
^A,
which
take' place
in
the
gypsum-cement
material
are
characterized
by
the
crystallization of
ettringite
with expansion.
In extreme cases this can prevent
solid structure.

and
thaumasite
associated
the formation of a stable

Experimental procedures.

2.

2.1. Formation of expansive phases in swelling gypsum-cement materials.

The aim of the work was to study the conditions under which expansive
reactions occur and to find efficient methods of controlling and limiting the
extent of those reactions.
In order to verify a hypothesis concerning the
mechanism
of
deterioration
of
gypsum-cement
materials
assumping
of
the
expansive formation of ettringite and thaumasite and their solid solutions, a
comprehensive
study of the changes in the phase composition
and physical
properties
(mechanical
strength,
linear
changes)
of
gypsum-cement
materials
has been carried out.

Materials.

2.1.1.

Chemical composition of the Portland clinker "Wiek" (%wt):
loss on ignition Si02 A12°3
Fe2°3
Ca0
MS° S03 Na2°

0,4

’ 22,3’

4,0 ’

K2o

3,4 ’ 67,7’ 0?6’ 07з’ 0,12’ 0,38’

CaOfree
2,18

"

Mineral composition determined microscopically technique (%wt):
C S
ß-C S С A C AF
3
2
3
4
72,5’ 8,8 ’ 7/7’ 10,6 '
Portland clinker "Wiek" is an alite clinker with a low bellte content.
The
alite crystallites vary in size from 1 to 90 pm and the belite ones from 20 to
60 pm.
The
spaces between calcium silicate crystals
are filled
by
ferroalumlnates.
Free calcium oxide particles are distributed irregularly and their
sizes are up to 15 - 40 pm.
Chemical composition of builders gypsum (%wt):
,
•
.4.,
SiO
Al 0
Fe 0
CaO
MgO
SO
loss on Ignition
2
2 3
2 3
6
3

’4,10’ 1,26 ’ 0,56 ’ 36,8’ 0,07’ 48,30 ’
X-ray analysis:
ß-CaSO *
0,5H 0,
CaSO *
2H 0,
CaSO II,
4
2
4
2
4
some quartz, kaolinite and muskovite.
Chemical composition of fly ash (7,wt):
loss on ignition Si02 A12°3
Fe2°3
Ca0
S°3 Na 2° K2°
П02
8,10
Identified
by

CaCO with
3

0,8 '
' 47,8’ 23,5 ’ 8,5 ’ 3,8 ’ 4,4’ 0,3’ 0,8 ’ 2,4 ’ 0,7
‘
68% of the particles were less than 60 pm in diametr. The pozzolanic activity,
determined according to ASTM-C-379-56T was 16,2%
2.1.2.

the

Preparation
of
batches
experimental results.

of

gypsum-cement binder

materials

and

Gypsum-cement pseudo-mixtures were prepared from pulverized clinker with
addition of 20%wt of fly ash from the
"Rybnik"
thermal-electric power

plant

a

with

specific

surface

(Blaine)

area

of

450m2/kg.

5%wt

of

gypsum

was

also added. The composition of the mixtures is given in
Table 1. Three series
of
bar-shaped
samples
of
with
dimensions
4x4x16
cm,
were
prepared
from
homogenized gypsum-cement mixtures.
One series of samples was kept for one
year in air, the second underwater, and the third one under "mixed" conditions
(7 days in water, 7 days in air), respectively.
The water,
in which the
samples were kept was changed every week because of the high concentration of
Ca(OH)2 and CaSO^ which promoted the auto-corrosion of the samples. Changes in

the compressive strength of the samples with time are
illustrated in Fig. 1.
Linear
changes
of
the
gypsum-cement
pastes
were
measured
using
theGraf-Kaufmann apparatus. The results are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
Changes of the Compressive Strength of
Linear Changes of the Samples of Hardened
1the™P^eS °£ oaro^ed GyPsum-cement.
UJFou,i-uailBlll, rasues.
Gypsum-Cement Pastes.
л" ип? ceme2t
cement + 20% hemihydrate 3. 60% cement + 40% hemihydrate
4. 40% cement + 60% hemihydrate 5. 20% cement + 80% hemihydrate 6. 100% heShydrate

Table 1.

No

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The composition of mixture gypsum hemihydrate -

Cement
%wt

100
80
60
40
20
0

Gypsum
Addi tion
hemihydrate of retarder

cement.

Ratios
water

Standard
consistency

%wt

%wt

cement+hemihydrate

cm

0
20
40
60
80
100

1,5
1,5
1,5
1,5
1 ,5
1,5

23,5
34,5
34,9
41,8
44,6
50,0

18
18
18
18
18
18

The, ettringite content in hardened pastes was determined
Uchikawa and Uchida [ 4 ]. The results are given in Table 2

using

the

method

of

Table 2. The content of ettringite in the hardened gypsum-cement mortars.

Cementitious

C A • 3 CaSO

• 32 H 0

7.wt

28

180

360 days

3,20
8,05
6,66
3,19
3,20

2,74
6,57
7,90
5,66
2,47

2,92
8,10
7,50
6,11
3,60

3

content in
mixture %wt

1

100
80
60
40
20

3,84
3,84
2,81
1,82
1,71

4

2

The results of the X-ray analysis of samples of the hardened gypsum
cement binders are illustrated in Fig.
3.
The X-ray diffraction patterns for
samples of the anhydrous mixed binders contain lines characteristic of alite,
bellte, braunmillerite,
hemihydrate
and
gypsum
and
also
of
admixtures
of
kaolinite,
muscovite,
anhydrite,
calcite.
Markedchanges
inthe
phase
composition were observed even after 1 day of hydration.
Hemihydrated gypsum
is converted into gypsum during the first few
hours of contact
with the
aqueous phase.
The intensity of
alite peaks decreased with time
(d
= 0,176
hkl

nm)

and distinct

peaks

of

CH

(d

hkl

100*7. hemihydrate io
о 0%cement.
I

|O

=

0,49

nm)

and

ettringite (d
b

hkil

= 0,972

nm)

■Fig. 4. The SEM Photographs of Thaumasite.
Magnification 2000 X
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Fig. 3.X-ray Diffraction Patterns for Samples
of Hardened Gypsum-Cement Pastes after
1 Days of the Hydration.

appeared. The. CH content in the samples reached a maximum after 28 days of
hydration.
In the hardened pastes containing 2O7.wt of cement, CH disappears
after 180 days as a result of reactions with the mineral constituents of the
fly ash, rich in a pseudo crystalline silica and active aluminium oxide.
In
and SÖ2
cement - rich mixtures the saturation of the liquid phase by Ca
ions
4

creates

favourable

conditions

for

the

crystallization

of

ettringite.

The

concentration of ettringite reached a maximum after 28 days of hydration.
A
lower rate of crystallization of ettringite,
_
observed in hardened binders rich
in gypsum, :is caused by change... in the
ionic composition of the liquid phase,
i.
e.
a
Idecrease
in
the Ca^
ion
concentration.
~
The
maximum
ettringite
concentration is reached after 180 days of hydration,
After 180 days
the
concentration of ettringite in the samples decreases as
a result of secondary
reactions
with
atmospheric carbon dioxide,
Braunmillerite
has
been
identified
*in samples of cement and gypsum-cement
pastes after 1,
28,
180 days of
hardening.
This phase is not observed in
samples prepared on •the basis of
cements from other cement plants in Poland, Because of this fact
cement used
for obtaining gypsum-cement binders should be tested for
the activity of the
f errite
phase.
There
is
no
possibility
of
following
the
changes
in
the
intensity of 1the СзА peaks in the X-ray
diff raction pattern
because they
coincide with those for gypsum.
Thaumasite and calcite
are present in paste
samples containing 20%wt of cement after 180 days of hydration
I under combined
conditions, which is illustrated in Fig.
4.
A large number
of agglomerations
of thaumasite and calcite crystals can be seen in paste samples after 1 year
of
conditioning
under
combined
conditions.
The
formation
of
thaumasite
is
accompanied by the presence of micro fractures in the gypsum-cement materials.

2.2.
2.2.1.

Prevention of the crystallization of expansive phases.

Determination of the conditions for the formation of thaumasite.

Thaumasite has not yet been synthesized at room temperature. According by
to Leif
5 eld [5]
thaumasite is stable only below 12° C but according to Bensted
[6]
up
up to 110 C.
After partial dehydration ettringite and thaumasite
can be
regenerated
[ 7 ].
The formation of
in
of thaumasite
thaumasite in
in concretes
concretes and
and
contact
layers
between
concrete
and
gypsum
plaster
indicates,
however,
that
this
compound could crystallizate at room temperature
„
- 3 given sufficient time.
It was
assumed that
thaumasite could
_____
,.
be
formed from
ettringite
as
a
result
of
isomorphic heterovalency substitution of Al (r= 0,051
nm) by Si (r= 0,042 nm).
Thaumasite
couldi
"
"be
also
formed from silicate ’ phases
in the
presence of
gypsum, calcite ;and CO^fg), To start with mono mineral substances like
calcium

aluminates
were
blast
furnace
pseudomixtures:

used and
then also multi phase
systems
(Portland
clinker,
slag).
Syntheses
were
carried
out
using
the
foilowing

СзА + 3 CSHo>s + 10% CH + 20% Si02 + aq + CO (g)
20° C
Lo
> solid solution ettringite and thaumasite —u .
^3® +

s
+ ^^o,s

C§Ho,s

+ CC + aq
+ CC + aq

20° C
,, .
--------» ettringite
thaumasite,

—> thaumasite,

C—> thaumasite,

+ Portland clinker with a high alite content and with a low content of

^3^ +

AF + aq + C(^ (g)

CSHo,s

+ blast-furnace ash

---- -—> thaumasite,

-~20 c % 20 C

thaumasite

For examplea sample of the
last mixture,containing
70% slag +
30% gypsum
was mixed with water and then
pressed into a slab 15x15x0,5 cm. The sample was’
kept on an outside window ledge from September to March.
During that period
the temperature varied between
22 C and -20 C. By the
end of March the sample
had turned into a white sludge, which after drying at
40°C changed into a fine
white powder. The X-ray diffraction patterns of the thaumasite separated from
he
sample
is
illustrated
in
Fig.
5.
Mass
spectrometric
analysis
of
the
gaseous products given off during the thermal decomposition of the sample is
illustrated in Fig. 6. Hydration of the mixture C A + 3 CSH
+ io% CH + 20%

T

Fig. 6.
Mass Spectrum of Separated Thumasite
Sample.

Fig. 5.
X-ray Diffraction Patern for Thaumasite.

S leads to rapid crystallization of
ettringite.
Between the 7th and 28th day
of hardening it is possible to distinguish strong lines of ettringite, gypsum
and weak ones for CSH. The introduction of CO
causes the formation
of C A *
CC

chemical
solid
Ca [Al
6 0,37

H

,

The

method indicates that
solution
formed
Si0 R3(0H)R *12H
0.63
6
2

d
of

.
determination

quantitative

gradual

replacement

after

[S°

silica

180
can

-CO J •
3 2

in

etringite

3

by

the

of

Al by Si occurs,
days
corresponds
‘
be
supposed
that
the

The
to
Si

It
contained in thaumasite comes from CSH.
The latter phase disappears in the
corroded layer.
In the presence of gypsum and calcite the
hydration products
Ot L3S and B-C2S contain free silica (the surface layer
• of the bar samples).
This confirms strong carbonization of CSH,
associated with
The formation of thaumasite precedes the decomposition of CSH into its decomposition.
SH and CC.
'
2
Blocks
formed from
hemihydrated
gypsum
and
clinker
stored
under
combined
conditions
of
hydration
Initially
contracted
and
then
exhibited
gradual
swelling of 0,38% after 180 days, and then
.... fell apart.
The corrosion front
moved from the surface to the interior of the samples,
Over 180 days cracks
formed and the corrosion layer
acquired an appreciable thickness.
By using
different
techniques
(X-ray
powder
analysis,
IB
spectroscopy,
thermal
analysis,
microscopic examination) it was shown that
thaumasite was present,
formed
from
ettringite,
ettringite.
The
crystallochemical
resemblance
between
thaumasite
and ettringite made the identification of the
latter by X-ray and thermal
analysis methods very difficult.
The technique of Van Aardt
[8]
was very
useful here.
This method makes it possible to
decompose ettringite and gypsum
in
the
mixture
by
treating the material
with
a
5%
solution
of
Na CO .
2
3
Transformation of ettringite into thaumasite
through the action of SiO
and
2
gaseous CO
and with the participation of
the liquid phase is one of the
2
reasons for
the
deterioration of
the ;gypsum-cement materials
in
the
later
stages of hardering.
At low temperatures,, thaumasite crystalizes also from CSH
in the presence of gypsum and calcite, t..^
the latter reaction being probably
preceded by the decomposition of CSH into CC and SH
. - - “.Ig > under the influence of
COg from the atmosphere. This mechanism is confirmed by information about the
2

4

synthesis of thaumasite from CaO,

The first
associated

SiO ,
2 '
°

CaSO »2H 0
"

4
'

"

change, i.
e.
the transformation
with the deterioration of cohesion

2

of
of

and CaCO

at about 4°C

[9].

ettringite into thaumasite is
gypsum-cement materials, and

the second one,
the formation of thaumasite from CSH takes place without
volume
changes
but
it
is
accompanied
by
considerable
loosening
of
the
structure and loss of cohesion.
An essential role in the breaking of Si-0
bonds and the passing of Si to ion exchange sites is played by alkali metal
ions.
Some lattice joints in the anion sub lattice of thaumasite
may be
occupied
not by SO^ ,
but В (ОН Г
[11].
The structure of
the
mineral
juravskite

Ca6Mn2 (S04 )2 (CO

(°Hj2 *
24H 20

is

analogous

to

that

thaumasite

of

.
[12]
Thus the deterioration of their strength
in water,
as a result of
crumbling or considerable weakening of the structure is a great disadvantage
of gypsum-cement materials. If a sufficient amount of the gel phase is formed
in the early stages of hydration, it seals the gypsum-cement material, which
helps to decrease to a minimum the extent of its carbonation. The introduction
of adducts of sucrose and urea prevents the changing of the coordination of Si
from
tetrahedral
to
octahedral,
hindering
the
crystallization
of
thaumasite
from the liquid, phase
(combining silica and alkali).
Controlling the process
of the degradation of gypsum-cement materials made it possible to produce in
Poland 3mln m of the self-levelling, monolithic floors in residential blocks.
3.

Conclusions.

The
mechanism
of
the
deterioration
of
gypsum-cement
materials
is
associated with the crystallization of expansive ettringite - thaumasite solid
solutions out of the. ettringite phase and thaumasite from hydrated calcium
silicates.
The crystallization of ettringite can be prevented by blocking the
passing of Si from tetrahedral to octahedral coordination in [Si(OH) ]2
6

4.
[1]
[2]
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CEMENT TYPE INFLUENCE ON PROPERTIES AND DURABILITY
OF MORTARS PREPARED WITH WATER AND SEA WATER IN

SEA AGRESSION CONDITIONS
Bogomil D Daraktchiev
University of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Sofia, BULGARIA

The Paper treats the results of long-term research of properties and durability
of mortars prepared with water and sea water and different types of cement. Types of
cement differ in mineral content /C3A content is 3.98, 8.47 and 11.26%/ quantity and
type of mineral additives. The influence of cement type and sea water is established
on: change of strength properties of mortars seasoning in sea water for 10 years; du
rability of samples in changing zone conditions; additional swelling of samples pro
voked by sea water activity; changes in volume and size of pores in the cement stone;
changes in the cement stone new formations.

Im Vortrag werden die Ergebnisse von langzeitigen Untersuchungen
der Eigenschaften und der Beständigkeit von Mörteln dargestellt, die
mit und Meereswasser, sowie aus verschiedenen Zementarten gefertigt
wurden. Die Zementarten unterscheiden sich'nach ihrer Mineralzusammen Setzung ( C-jA - 3.98, 8.47 und 11.26%), nach Menge und Art der orga nischen und Mineralzuschlage. Es wird der Einfluss der Zementart und
des Meereswassers auf die folgenden Eigenschaften untersucht :
. ,
. ~ ^"
*" e Andsrung der Festigkeitseigenschaften bei einer bis zu 10 jährigen Aussetzung dem Meereswassers; die Beständigkeit der Proben in
еГ Xeranderlichen Zone' das zusätzliche Quellen der Proben, verursacht
vom Meereswasser; die Veränderung von Volumen und Masse der Poren im
Zementstein; die Veränderungen der Neubildungen im Zementstein.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this report is to reveal the results of research on the properties of
mortars, prepared with cements of different mineral composition, with different addi
tions and waters /ordinary and sea water/, placed in sea medium. This research has been
carried out for many years and some data on the long-lasting properties of mortars and
concrete prepared with sea water have been published.
COMPOSITION OF THE SEA WATER

The concentration of salts in
which is about 2-2.5 times lower
different salts is similar to that
3.5%,
2.5%, CaCO^
0.35%,

the waters of the Black Sea is 14.5 - 18.0 g/dm3,
than the one in the oceans. The percentage of the
in the ocean waters: NaCL 78%, MgSO
4.6%,CaSO
MgCl^
10.7%. For the Black Sea pH=^8.05.

MATERIALS AND COMPOSITION OF THE MORTARS

The researches have been carried out iwith
IV five types of cements /Table 2/, which
were obtained from three types of clinkers I,I ZI
II and III with mineral composition as
given in Table 1 and with contents of C3A 11.26%,, 8.47% and 3.98% respectively.

TABLE 1 MINERAL COMPOSITION OF THE CLINKERS

CN

;

C/D

c3s

U

Clinker

C-A

C.AF
4

-J

1

I

■

I
II
III

40.08
59.56 .
54.91 ;

34.15
11.96
26.26

11.26
8.47
3.98 1
--- —---- 4.

10.43

!

10.43
15.21

;
:

binedCmi™iIaaaS1-“Sed
preParatlon of сешеп* No.l together with 15% com
bined mineral addition of limestone and blast furnace slag /BFS/, 7.5% each. Clinker
tiioM “Zn 4
Reparation of three types of cements: No.2 - without mineral addBFS CHnkZr tttL h he abova mentioned combined mineral addition and No.5 - with 30%
3 ST nL k У
WaS USed Only Ln PreParation of cement No.3 without mineral additions.
3.5% natural plaster was added to all the cements.
/Tabl! 7/ ?
Of cement-sand mortars were prepared on the basis of these five cements
/Table 2/. In six of them /No.1,2,3,4,5 and 7/ the mass ratio cement: 1:2.2 and the
water-cement ratio is W/C=0.5. In No.6 the ratio is 1:1.05 and W/C=0.34. 0.01% to ce
ment weight neutralized colophony resin was added in mortar No.7. The neutralized co
lophony resin /NCR/ has the effect of increasing the air contents of the mortar. The
used sand had modulus of fitness f=2.9.While preparing samples from all the mo^

both ordinary and natural sea water from the Black Sea /salt contents - 16 1 g/dm5/
were used.
g/um /

TABLE 2 CHARACTERISTIC OF THE USED CEMENTS AND CEMENT-SAND MORTARS
Mortar -Г
:
NO. ' No.~f Clinker !

.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

1
3ч
4
5
2
1

i
•I

'------- -U-------

I

II
III
II
II
II
I

'

Cement
c3A%
;
11.26
8.47
3.98
8.47
8.47
,8.47
11.26

.

_ .
Addition

.

15% comb.
-

-

15% comb.
30% BFS
15% comb.
0.01%NCR

'

,
t

Composition
Cement:Sand
1:2.2
1:2.2
1:2.2
1:2.2
1:2.2
1:1.05
1:2.2

1
‘

W/C.
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.34
0.50

—

TABLE 3 COMPRESSIVE AND BENDING STRENGTH OF WATER-SATURATED SAMPLES,PREPARED WITH
WATER AND SEA WATER
jMortar
,
•
:
;
1
I
I
i
1
i
■

J

Mortar
No,
lw
Isw

'

"

'

No.!28 days
lw
:
30.9/100
Isw
25.0/100
2w
31.0/100
2sw
32.2/100
• 3W
:
39.0/100
3sw
40.2/100
4w
27.8/100
4sw
27.2/100
5w
26.0/100
5sw
30.1/100
6w
50.7/100
6sw
55.6/100
7w
24.2/100
7sw
f
20.2/100

*
9
2sw
3w
3sw
4w
4sw
5w
5SW
6w
6sw
7w
7sw

:
:
1
!
i
i

Note:

28 days
6.4/100
5.3/100
6.2/100
6.4/100
6.6/100
6.7/100
6.1/100
6.3/100
5.3/100
5.4/100
8.1/100
8.5/100
4.2/100
3.8/100

:

'
i
j
1
i
:
:

j
i

-

Compressive Strength. MPa/Z
1 year
2 years
45.2/146
41.3/134
36.0/144
37.9/152
38.6/125
44.5/144
46.8/145
44.1/137
58.0/149
59.2/152
57.5/143
59.5/149
36.5/131
43.0/155
41.0/151
43.5/160
43.0/165
43.5/167
44.3/147
43.7/145
70.2/138
76.0/150
74.2/133
79.5/143
39.0/161
40.0/165

Bending Strength. MPa/Z
j
2 years
1 year
7.3/114
7.6/119
6.7/126
6.9/130
8.1/131
8.4/135
9.3/145
9.4/147
9.0/136
9.3/141
8.8/131
9.2/137
8.6/141
8.8/144
8.5/135
8.4/133
8.6/162
8.7/164
9.6/178
8.9/165
10.0/123
'
10.9/135
10.3/121
'
10.6/125
7.3/174
8.5/202
*
i

10 years
40.6/131
38.0/152
47.2/152
40.5/126
60.5/155
64.4/160
37.5/136
38.0/140
38.2/146
40.6/135
79.5/157
82.5/149
38.0/157
35.4/175

10 years
6.6/103
6.4/121
8.4/135
8.6/132
9.5/144
9.5/142
7.0/115
8.0/127
7.2/136
8.4/156
10.8/133
10.8/127
7.1/169
7.8/205

w - means that the mortar had been prepared with ordinary water;
sw - means that the mortar had been prepared with sea water.

TESTING METHODS AND RESULTS

water?" Lon8"lasting test under the conditions of uninterrupted seasoning under sea

The mortar prisms
4x4x16 cm were made using water and sea water, which were
in a moist medium (Ч1
>90Z. t=293+3 xl nn
дл
■
wards Th₽ т-о=,.тю t
.г.
K) up to the 28th day and were in sea water
-The results from the tests on compressive and bending strength at
the age
days, 1, 2, and 10 years of the different mortars are given in Table 3.

placed
placed
afterof 28

1 Th^ resuits show that the samples prepared with sea water /with the
exception of
No.l and No.7, which were made from cement having C_A=11.26Z/ had better
strengths.
A
l°°g-lasting retaining and increase of strength was shown by the samples
prepared with
the two types of water on condition that the contents of C A io 1,
is low /No.3/ or that they
contain a considerable quantity of BFS /No.5/, NCR /No.7/ or have
--! a low water-cement
proportion /No.6/, regardless of the high contents of ^A.
2. Behaviour of the mortars

under conditions

modelling the

After the 28th day samples from the seven mortars /Table 2/,

changeable zone.

prepared with water

and sea water, with dimensions 4x4x16 cm were subjected to a hundred freeze-thaw test
condition cycles /from 258 up to 293 К/ and to a hundred wet-dry test condition cycles
/from 293 up to 333 К/ in sea water. The procedures were changed alternatively each ten
cycles. Table 4 shows /for the sake of brevity/ only the decrease of the compressive
and bending strength of the so treated samples in per cent in comparison to the respect
ive control /not treated/ samples that were lying uninterrupted in sea water

TABLE 4 DECREASE OF STRENGTH DUE TO CHANGEABLE INFLUENCE
Mortar No.
Iw
Decrease of the 21.3
compr. strength,%
Decrease of the
.
bending strength,% *

Isw j) 2w
24.3 13.9

2sw 1
16.2 j

3w
13.2

3sw [I 4w
15.3 1 16.1
1

4sw Ü 5w
16.8 14.1

14.2 :

17.9 i

7.8

16.8 '19.8

22.4 17.9
----- 1
6sw 1

9.2

continuation -- —

5sw ' 6w
15.8 ' 7-9

1
*

20.2

0.4

:

7w

7sw

8.6
16.5
16.3
j 0.3
11.6 ■ 14.6
The analysis shows that, generally speaking, all the samples, prepared with sea water
have a slightly lower durability /greater decrease of the ultimate strengths/ in com
parison to the ones prepared with ordinary water. Analogous results were obtained as
a result of the test on 200 freeze-thaw cycles. No matter the test results dispersion,
the greatest decrease of ultimate strength demonstrate the mortars prepared with ce
ments with high percentage of ^A /11.26 and 8.47%/ and containing mineral additions
/mortars No.1,4, and 5/. An increase in the durability of these mortars, using sea
water during preparation, can be achieved by
decreasing the water-cement ratio and
by adding air entraining agents such as the neutralized colophony resin.
3. Swelling of the samples placed under water from the sea
th^f™?6 reStarch is to determine, following the method proposed here, the degree
mortars /^Me 2/° nre
a® nawly.f°rmed compunds /mainly ettringite/ in the seven
Tng under sea wa^rP
°i У Z Ь °Г<1кПаГУ
“ the COUrSe of long-time stayof8the defX::::sr-a^ed Zs^ns г^б
visfixed dzbbs for the ””
formations on the 28th day
«f S !
1*
lnltlal measurement of the deunder ordinary water and the othZr
Г
mortar /3 pieces/ were placed
The additional swelling wkich had be« са^^ b"
ZZa^t^d^
daySinternal stress in the material was calculat!»,sea water and which brings about
of fb. .«pl.. tllat ha<, been
io
'b" SWe111”8

SdS6o™™™™ S4HPLES SIA¥I"G U™BR ™ "A™ “
Mortar
No.
Iw
2w
3w
4w
5w
6w
7w

4.

Swelling, mm/m
in water | jin sea water
0.475
П
0.625
0.419
i
0.513
0.369
1
0.431
0.344
0.437
0.356
0.412
0.510
0.561
0.454
0.610

Additional swelling caused by the sea water
______ _____ mm/m
'
" 0.150
-

0.094
0.062
0.093
0.056
0.051

Pore structure

We shall consider here only the Influence of the c.nent type and that of the alter

nating changeable treatment /100 freeze-thaw and 100 wet-dry cycles/ as described in
.2. on the volume and the dimension of the pores of mortar No.l /C_A = 11.26%/ and No.3
^3^ ~ 3-98%/, prepared with ordinary water. Pore sizes were measured using "Carlo Erba"
porositimeter made in Italy, with range from 5 to 10 000 nm.
Figure No.l shows the integral curves of the porousness of a sample from mortar No
1 after having stayed under sea water for two years /curve No.l/ and after the alterna
ting changeable treatment /curve No.2/. Curve No.3 is the integral curve of a sample
"
from mortar No.3 after the alternating changeable treatment. The volume of the pores
within the range of the apparatus respectively for curves No.1,2 and 3 is V = 0 059cm/e
V = 0.077cm/g and V = 0.031cm/g
и.иэусш/g

Figure No.l Integral Curve
and No.3
Curve No.l - a
for two years
Curve No.2 - a
treatment
Curve No.3 - a
treatment

Size o'f pores, nm
of the Porousness of Samples, Prepared from Mortars No.l

sample from mortar No.l after having stayed under sea water
sample from mortar No.l after the alternating changeable

sample from mortar No.3 after the alternating changeable

m111! ^eSt resul^s show that the volume of the pores in the sample prepared from morаГ "2k1 y
* crfase Wlth 30%» while the Porous structure grows larger. This can be explain
ed with widening action of the ice crystals in the pores and the increased pressure of
the water in the pores. The increased volume of the pores has a negative effect on the
ultimate strength and a porousness over lOOnm accelerates the process of corrosion. The
г °f the 1,0,768 in the samPle. prepared with mortar No.3 /С A = 3.98%/ is consider
ably lower and that makes the cement stone more resistant to corrosion.

5. Phase composition of the cement stone

Here we are going to ireveal* the
"
1_
l'__
influence
of the water the cement has been made
with /ordinary or sea water/ upon the phase
ie composition of the cement stone that was
obtained on the basis of clinkers I and II,, 4% natural r
plaster and 35% water. The phase
composition was analysed using x-ray diffractometer mark TuKM-62.. T..^
w<xo performed
„cli,
The test was
using CuK radiation and Ni filter. Figure No2 shows the diffraction patterns of the
-j cement stone on the 7th day after having stayed in moist air /<p>90%/ and t = 293°K. ]
ry
y diffraction pattern on the figure is marked with I or II according lu
to ше
the cype
type or
of ti
the
clinker and with a subscript according to the type of the water /w stands for ordinary
fr>r- sea water/.
water and sw for
3

It can be seen from the diffraction patterns that the
lines of the Ca(OH)2 /d =
4.91 A, 3.11 A etc./ have greater intensity in all the sanas prepared with sea water.
which demonstrates an accelerated hydration of the cement.
In the case of clinker I the

product °fothe hydratlou „f
not wlthstaudlug the type of the u.ed «ater fs с ЛН
• A
3.9 A etc./, while the product from the hydration of clinker IT ui^h И
sea water is С^А.СаС^. 101^0 /d =7.9 A°, 3.83 A° etc./
clinker II with toe

Csl

CONCLUSIONS
position ^f the cement ^rtar andPitsaratiOn
giving greater nuZte"t^ng^hs
C3A in the cement does not s^L0; Xe^f

П,°<11Не8 Part-4y the phase comthe harde°-8 Process
°f

mortars
in the d^hiS/lt^s^e^^bJ^
condition« oF „
л• a- ^us fa* in
wnile
the behaviour
of they
these
Show a lowere:
the changeable
zone

X:rvOefd!he ИОГЬаГ' SUbjeCted tO the changLHetoHue^ o^^e^a^te^^ ^eT"
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INVESTIGATION INTO DELAYED ETTRINGITE FORMATION IN
CONCRETE
J Stark, К Bollmann and К Seyfarth

Department of Building Materials, University of Architecture and Building at Weimar,
Weimar, GERMANY
’

SUMMARY
This paper presents some results of an extensive research programme at the
University of Architecture and Building Weimar, dealing with the durability
of concrete in connection with ettringite formation.

Investigations have shown that in addition to the temperature of heat
treatment the temperature during the utilization of hardened concrete is of
great influence on the durability of concrete.
Especially in concrete with a dense structure (low w/c-ratio) even an SCUcontent of 3,3 % in cement in connection with drying-temperatures of 60 °C
and longer moisture-periods may result in structural damages.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

In diesem Beitrag werden einige Ergebnisse eines umfangreichen Forschungs
programmes der Hochschule für Architektur und Bauwesen Weimar vorgestellt
das sich mit der Dauerhaftigkeit von Beton im Hinblick auf eine späte
E^tringitbildung beschäftigt.
Diex,U^ermUChungen haben ergeben, daß neben der Wärmebehandlungstemperatur
auch die Temperatur wahrend der Nutzung des erhärteten Betons einen großen
Einfluß auf die Dauerhaftigkeit des Betons hat.

Besonders bei Beton mit dichtem Gefüge (niedriger W/Z-Wert) kann es bereits
bei einem SOj-Gehalt von 3,3 % im Zement in Verbindung mit Trocknungs 
temperaturen von 60 °C und längeren Feuchteperioden zu Gefügeschäden kommen.

INTRODUCTION

In the past few years there have been some special problems in durability of
concrete made with Portland cement. In use,
heat-treated precast concrete
but also that hardened under normal temperatures have exhibited structural
damage connected with crack formation and loss of strength. The damage has
occured in concrete, which frequently or for a longer time was exposed to
high moisture and changing temperatures. With reference to some other
publications, for instance by LUDWIG, NECK, SYLLA, ODLER, the possibility of
delayed ettringite formation as the cause of damage cannot be excluded.
A research programme at the University of Architecture and Building Weimar
deals
with the durability of concrete
in connection with ettringite
formation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
The experiments were performed on specimens of different shape: prisms
(40x40x160 mm), cubes (100x100x100 mm), beams (100x100x400 mm) and panels
(50x150x600 mm) of concrete with a maximum aggregate size of 8 mm. The
aggregate consists of pure quartz, which is said to be inert.

The investigations include as the following:
A)

different water-cement-ratios and cement-contents as given in
Table 1.

Table 1.:

Composition of mixture

water-cementratio

0.35
0.50
0.65

B)

aggregate-cementratio

2.68
4.24
5.96

cement
kg/m3

water
kg/m3

577
400
300

a variation of the type of cement:
cements with SO-j-contents of 2,3 %, 2,8 %;
Na^D-equivalent of 1,04 % were used

202
200
195

3,3 %;

aggregate
kg/m3
1546
1696
1788

3,9 %;

4,5 % and

C)

normal hardening at 20 °C (prisms, beams, panels, cubes) and heat
treatment at different temperatures at 60 °C, 75 °C, 90 °C (beams,
cubes)

D)

standard curing and curing without evaporating protection up to t h e
28th day

E)

different ways of storage (variation of moisture and temperature
conditions) from the age of 28 days, to simulate environmental
conditions during utilization - these are listed in Table 2.

Table 2.:

changing storage conditions from the age of 28 days
case 1) . . .5) : prisms (up to the age of 3 years)
case 6)
: baems and c ubes
case 7)
: panels and cubes

drying period
time
humidity . temp •
d
%
°c

case

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

28
28
21
14
1

6)

63
63
< 1
< 1
< 1

90
+

7

7)

80
< 1

20
20
60
105
60

10
60

moisture period
time
humidity
d
%

28
130
130
130
1

water
water
water
water
water

temp.
Ac
20
20
20
20
20

90
water
20
+ 8 times freezing and thawing

permanent open-air-storage

nnLAthemflacS=eSSbent
st/uctural changes, periodic velocity of ultrasonic
P Ise, mass, change in length, and strength were determined. In addition
scanning electron microscopy and micro-analysis investigations were applied.

RESULTS
Results on prisms

‘(figurin'16 damages have already occurred in small specimens

(prisms)

cm
Figure 1:

Crack-formation
on concrete after two long drying and miosture
periods
(case 3: drying temp. = 60 °C; w/c = 0,35; SO^-cont. = 3,3 %)

9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement

above^rUCtUral Change dePends on the various factors of influence mentioned

A)

Water-cement-ratio and curing

Especially concrete with a dense structure (w/c = 0,35; standard curing)
shows many defects in form of cracks (width up to 0,5 mm), connected with-an
expansion of up to 10,5 mm/m, a decrease in the modulus of elasticity
(determined from the periodic velocity of ultrasonic pulse), and a loss of
strength.
j-uaa U1
B)

so3 -content of the cement

The extent of damage (cracks) depends
on the SO3-content. Concrete of a w/cratio of 0,35 shows most defects at a
S03-content of 3,9 %.
C)

Changing'storage conditions

Damages (crack formation) only occur in concrete (prisms) repeatedly affected
^J4PeratU,reS °fo 60 C or 105 C durj-ng long periods of changing storage
!ca?e 3 and 4)- The maxima in expansion, in decrease in the
of 60 OcOLaseS3)C1qh a^d 1П •1°^S °f strength are to be found at temperatures
nni-6^oe?,1l
3). Short periods of changing storage conditions (case 5) do
not result in crack formation.

In
all
these
cases
the
damaged
concrete
was hardened
under
normal
emperatures. Hence it follows that concrete which is not heat-treated may
5О"Д1тЛдЛ8.^еЛ° Aigher temperatures during utilization. The determination
of temperature in the concretepanels permanently stored
in the open air
shows that the high temperatures of up to 60 °C
are realistic under intensive
sun-radiation.

Some of the results received on prisms
after two long drying and moisture
periods at drying temperatures of 60 UC and 105 °C (case 3 and 4)
are
represented in figures 2, 3 and 4.

Figure 2:

Expansion of prisms (from the age of 28 days);
Д1/1 versus w/c-ratio and S03 -content
'

Figure 3: Variation in the modulus of elasticity;
Et/E28 versus w/c-ratio and S03-content

Figure 4:

Compressive strengths at the age of 28 days and after
two long
drying and moisture periods at drying temperatures of 60' ’C and
105 C; f^ versus w/c-ratio and SO^-content

The structural damages become apparent in crack formation, high expansion
above 0,5 mm/m (figure 2), decrease in the^modulus of elasticity determined
from decrease of periodic velocity of ultrasonic pulse (figure 3)
and loss
of strength. The flexural tensile strength, f^ q, declines proportionally to
the modulus of elasticity. However compared to it the compressive strength,
f^, remains relatively high (figure 4).
The findings are corroborated by the SEN, which show secondary formation of
phases (figure 5) . The micro-analysis proves the phases to be ettringite
modifications.

Figure 5:

SEM-picture of a crack-surface in concrete after two long drying
and moisture periods
(case 3: drying-temp.= 60 °C; w/c = 0,35; SOg-cont.= 3,9 %) ;
formation of needle-shaped ettringite-modifications

Results on beams, panels and cubes

First cracks in concrete beams and cubes have occured as a result of heat
treatment at temperatures of 75 °C and 90 °C. The greatest extent of damage
was noticed on concrete heat-treated at 75 °C. The investigations are not
finished yet. The results find out on beams up to the age of 2 years show in
tendency the same effects like on prisms. But on big s.pecimens the effects
appear later and to a less degree. The first cracks became more extensive
during further storage connected with loss of strength and with decreasing
periodic velocity of ultrasonic pulse.

Results of micro-analysis and SEM show a secondary formation of needle-,
bunch- and ball-shaped ettringite modifications in cracks and pores.
The measurements at the concrete panels permanently stored in the open air
for to years show up to now normal effects in shrinkage, expansion and
strength
development.

CONCLUSIONS

In addition to the temperature of heat treatment the temperature during the
utilization of hardened concrete is of great influence on the durability of
concrete.
Especially in concrete with a dense structure (low w/c-ratio)a SOy-content of
3,3 % in cement in connection with drying-temperatures of 60 °C and longer
moisture-periods may result in structural damages.
Damages become apparent at first on small specimens.
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THE RESISTANCE OF PFA CONCRETE TO ACID
GROUNDWATERS
J D Matthews
Building Research Establishment, Garsten, Watford, UK

SUMMARY
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INTRODUCTION
The damaging effect of acids on all types of Portland cement concrete is well
known. The degree of attack depends upon the nature and concentration of the
particular acid and usually takes the form of a leaching of calcium hydroxide from the
concrete surface, ultimately dissolving the cement matrix and leaving an 'exposed
aggregate' finish, if the concrete contains a limestone aggregate this too will be
dissolved.

In a review of concrete behaviour in acidic soils and groundwaters, Eglinton (1)
noted that although the national standards of a number of European countries
recommended the use of pozzolanic or blastfurnace cements in acid conditions the
literature generally indicated that the quality of the concrete was more inportant
than the type of cement used in determining resistance of concrete to acids. Harrison
(2) also discussed this point and noted that the evidence in the literature was
conflicting on whether such cements could improve chemical resistance. He concluded
that, for the particular requirement of acid resistance, data in the literature did
not seem to justify any specific recommendation for the type of cementitious binder,
although it was acknowledged that the consensus seemed to point to a slower rate of
attack on properly cured concretes with reduced lime contents such as occurs when
pozzolanic cements are used. However, Harrison notes that a number of the papers
drawing attention to the reduced vulnerability of such cements are based upon
theoretical considerations, and some of the limited amount of documented test data
suggest little improvement in performance due to the use of pozzolanic or blastfurnace
cements. An exception to this may be slag cements with very high slag contents, such
as supersulphated cement, which have been considered (3) to offer improved chemical
resistance in acid conditions down to pH 3.5 provided that the concrete was dense and
with low w/c ratio.
Recently, the Building Research Establishment (BRE) has revised its
recommendations for producing durable concrete in sulphate-containing soils and
groundwaters which now include recommendations relating to acid conditions (4). No
specific recommendations for cement type for acid resistance are made and the Digest
simply makes reference to the reduced calcium hydroxide content and reduced porosity
in well cured slag and pulverised-fuel ash (pfa) concretes as being generally regarded
as beneficial in reducing the rate of attack.

Some years ago, BRE commenced an extensive programme of tests to investigate
various aspects of the durability of concrete containing pfa. This programme included
work on sulphate resistance and resistance to marine conditions and, in the absence of
any recent UK test data on the acid resistance of concrete containing pfa of the
quality currently available in the UK, it was decided to include tests for acid
resistance in the programme. Consequently, a site where specimens could be exposed in
naturally occurring moorland water of low pH was sought and established. Th'lä paper
reports the results of exposure tests of up to five years duration carried out on this
site on concretes of a wide range of qualities containing different sources of cement
and pfa.
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
A series of concrete mixes was cast using three different sources of Portland
cement and four different pfas. Since the programme also included testing for
sulphate and seawater resistance, the cements were chosen to encompass a range of
tricalcium aluminate (C3A) contents and included one sulphate-resisting Portland
cement (SRPC, reference no 831) and two ordinary Portland cements (OPCs) with
calculated C3A contents of 7% (reference no 852) and 14% (reference no 814)
respectively. All four pfas complied with the chemical requirements of the British
Standard (5) for pfa for use as a cementitious component in concrete. Two of the
ashes (nos 1,2) complied with the maximum value of 12.5% for the residue on a 45 /лп
sieve specified in this Standard, whilst a third ash (no 3) fell just outside this
limit (14.6% residue). The fourth ash (46.1% residue, no 4) was very much coarser and
was chosen deliberately to provide an example of ah ash which did not produce a water

The loss-on-ignition value of this ash (6.1%, comoared with a
"as also higher than those of the other three ashK and would
Sre Thames^Valle^f^nflaCk °f 7ter-red^in9 properties. Aggregates used throughout
Sments^almla^Pd S
icoar®e and fine)‘ Compound compositions of the
cements calculated by the Bogue formula are given below:
reduction in concrete.

Conpound

SRPC 831

OPC 852

OPC 814

c3s

65.04

60.09

51.57

c2s

8.96

14.05

17.86

C3A

0.78

6.99

14.07

16.32

9.21

7.72

c4af
Concrete mixes

rnnt-rn? mfvL55 ^on^ret? mixes were made with comparisons between Portland cpment
control mixes and pfa mixes being made on the basis of equal workability and eoual
binder content at levels of 300 kg/m’ and 400 kg/ta». SoSe additional conSol Sixes at
oSüiS
contents. <270.k1/™’ and 360 kg/m? respectively) were made “ order to

mixes5 Fo^SRPC Со0теп^°П t” ?™!
28"dal' stre"3th with the corresponding pta
Aicn in For SRPC, cement contents at the extremes of the normal practical range were
vest?9ated- ,pfa contents were mainly 20% and 40% by mass of total binder but
a small number of mixes with 30% pfa were made.
oinoer, out
hinh ?nenW2rka^llltpi°f
concrete mixes was deliberately chosen to be relatively
high in order to reflect the type of mix that may be used, for examole in nil inn
and this“1011 Set f°£ ™rkability was that 1:116 compacting factor should be 0 95 +‘o 02
and this was successfully achieved,

workability (CF 0.91, slump"45 ■)
*

three batches of between 60 and 85 litres,
testing in acid groundwaters reported here.
Et M i;,s?P^Smen nu,rbers "=re randomised throughout, the only constraint teinq
Oleates
e SPeClmen "aS selected £rom each b»^ °f = ”1« to make up E Eee

Curing and exposure

slowly over the specimens.

Specimens were placed in op^n pSsLc crate^acS

had access t”tiin£Mes of
keep.the
apart and to ensure that the water
tanks ЫРГР maAo Lfaces1of
sPecimens• Measurements of pH of the water in the
vary mainly within th^rang^^S^^S ^Th^wSer^ad^o^t16511' the.pH.bein9 found to

Matrix of mixes cast

20

30

40

300
400
300
350
400
300
350
400

+ pfa reference no;

1

2

✓
/

/

-

1

2

3

4

/
/

/

✓
/

/

/

-

-

-

/
/
/

3

4

1

/
/
*
/
*
✓
/
/
/
/

1

✓
/

1

Nil

180
200
270
300
360
400
450
500

OPC 852 (7.0% C3A) OPC 814 (14.1% C3A)

1

SRPC 831 (0.8% C3A)
Ash
Total
Content Cementitious
1+ 2
3
4
Content (kg/m3) (%)

’ s ’ Ч ’s ’S

Table 1

✓
/

/

✓
/

/

—

—

—

—

—

-

/

/

✓

/

/

/

/

/

/

-

/

/

* = 2 mixes of different workability;

/
/
/

—

✓

/г

r = repeated mix

Testing of specimens

Specimens were recovered for test after periods of exposure of two and five
years. Further specimens remain for test at ten years. Upon recovery, specimens were
observed to be coated with a deposited layer of dark brown silt. Before test, the
silt was removed by gentle scrubbing in water. The appearance of the specimens was
that of an 'exposed-aggregate' concrete, indicating that the cement matrix had been
dissolved from the surface. The specimens were weighed in a saturated surface-dry
condition before testing for compressive strength. In order to determine the weight
loss of specimens for a given mix, the mean weight of the three replicate specimens at
each age of test was subtracted from a 'baseline' weight for each mix. Since further
specimens from each mix were weighed and tested for compressive strength after storage
in water at 20°C at 1, 2 and 5 years, and it was observed that no systematic increase
in weight occurred over this period, it was decided to take the average weight of
these water-stored specimens at 1, 2 and 5 years (ie nine specimens) as the 'baseline'
weight for each mix.
.
RESULTS

Five-year weight loss, expressed as a percentage of the 'baseline' weight, is
plotted against 28-day water-stored compressive strength in Figure 1. When all the
data for the 55 mixes are considered, a correlation coefficient of -0.601 is obtained,
a value which is greater than 99.9% significant. A closer examination of Figure 1
reveals no dependence of percentage weight loss upon the pfa content. However, the
data do give some indication of separate relationships for the different Portland
cements and the 'best-fit' lines for each cement are therefore also shown. The data
for the SRPC mixes and the OPC 852 mixes both have very high correlation coefficients
of approximately -0.83, whilst the data for the OPC 814 mixes give a somewhat lower
level of correlation (r = -0.513, between 95% and 99% significant for the 21 data
points).

A good correlation was also obtained between the conpressive strength at five
years of the acid water-stored specimens, expressed as a percentage of the
corresponding 20°C water-stored strength (referred to as 'percentage strength

28-Day strength (MN/m2)

Figure 1:

Percentage weight loss at 5 years v. 28-day compressive strength

fh=r=n,e^'
28Tday water-stored compressive strength (r = 0.567)
there was no dependence upon pfa content but there were indications of Once again
relationships for the three different cements and this is reflerted in separate
(L " °-717' °-686
°-665 ^SS^e0^ the separate
and OPC 814

sÄ~

strength retained and See water/binder ratio.

'380

and the

fOUnd between Percentage

DISCUSSION

9r^terrXttereeSSed°as°~rStMeS™fate

YearS' eXP°SUre ln acld
"

indication of any dependence upon pfa content

There 1S no

sHzaesmsB;

Although two-year data are not reoorted
bo»
Y»= 55

S

96 53-^<; ^he mean value is 62%.

^3;89S

«°£

Free water/binder ratio

Figure 2:

Percentage weight loss at 5 years v. free water/binder ratio

Comparable results were obtained by Halstead (6) in a similar experiment to the
present one. Percentage strength retained at various ages in Halstead's work and the
current work were as follows:-

Age (years)

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

3.5

4.0

5.0

% strength retained:
Halstead

86

78

62

-

51

45

-

Present work

-

-

-

77

-

-

62

Halstead's work included a range of cement types,namely ordinary Portland,
rapid-hardening, Portland blastfurnace, high alumina, sulphate-resisting, low heat and
supersulphated, and he commented that strength loss of concrete using any of the
cements tested was fairly uniform. Strength loss was, however, less with concrete of
high strength and greater with concrete of lower strength although the differences
were not large. Entirely comparable results (albeit on a smaller range of cement
types) have been obtained in the current work. The rather lower values of percentage
strength retained obtained in Halstead's work compared with the current work can
probably be traced to the fact that almost half of Halstead's mixes had a w/c ratio as
high as 0.8, indicating the likelihood of a faster rate of attack by acid water.
The apparent lack of dependence of acid resistance upon pfa content is of
interest. As noted in the Introduction to this paper, the evidence in the literature
is contradictory on whether cements containing pozzolanic materials such as pfa or
latent hydraulic binders such as granulated blastfurnace slag are effective in
improving acid resistance. The work of Halstead (6) referred to above found little
difference in the performance of cements with and without slag. More recently,
Fattuhi and Hughes (7) found that coatings to concrete were considerably more
effective in improving acid resistance than were 'admixtures' which included pfa.
Harrison (2) observed that the literature was conflicting but gave examples of test
data where the use of slag or pfa offered little improvement (including the work of
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atively small for a wide range of

conten?PPeared t0 156 n° relationshiP between acid resistance and pfa

Although quality of the concrete was the
..
- over riding factor, there was some
suggestion that cements
quantities of calcium hydroxide on
-. —1 nyaration may be more susceptible to acid
attack.

S’? Hberate ?Jeater

(vii)

Conclusion (vi) appears to hold true even when the calcium hydroxide is
combined by pfa to form further calcium silicate hydrates suggesting that it
is the total quantity of lime-containing phases, rather than simply the
uncombined Ca(OH)2 content, which determines the overall acid resistance of
the concrete.
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STUDIES ON THE CARBONATION OF HYDRATED CEMENT
AND ITS EFFECT ON MICROSTRUCTURE AND STRENGTH
H Matsusato, К Ogawa, M Funato and T Sato
Central Research Laboratory, Nihon Cement Co., Ltd.,
Tokyo, JAPAN

SUMMARY

Portland cement mortar specimens which were precured for 28 days at 20 *
C 95% R.H.
were carbonated at an accelerated pace up to 1 year. The strength of the specimens was
measured through these curing ages. The progress of carbonation was monitored by the
phenolphthalein method and by quantitative analysis of СаСОЗ and silica gel (1). Pore
size distribution and. microstructure of the specimens were investigated. The influence
oi alKali and w/c of mortar upon the rate of carbonation were examined.

It was found that the progress <of carbonation of Ca(0H)2 and C-S-H
in the mortar
specimens occurred concurrently, and talkali influenced rate of carbonation to a lesser
extent than w/c. The strength
of‘ the specimens increased with the progress of
,
,
carbonation, ;and' no decline
- - ■
in
strength occurred even if all the Ca(0H)2 and C-S-H in
the specimens had reacted with C02 to yield CaCOs'and silica gel/pore^vol^’^higher
than 6 nm was decreased by carbonation, this reduction in porosity led to increase in
strength. A change in pore size distribution was also observed with carbonation, that
is, the pores between approximately 80 nm and 300 nm were decreased. This change in
pore size distribution was apparently related to the difference in morphology between
H and carbonated products such as silica gel or calcium carbonate.

±П

Ca(OH)2tC S-HA£CO2tMJgL’CCaCOs t > ’)

SE-fkl/fco EP^, ^jeOnatSOOni
ЛУуР^СаСО.)

C

INTRODUCTION
concreteni?Ke
in the literature on the neutralization of
cShSation of ?h?b^ 4- я®® re^n£orcement corrosion (2). Most of these studies on
with 002 to fom CaCO^SfditementihaV^ ЬееП concemed wlth the reaction of Ca(QH)2
=11
to fom СаСОЗ. But it is also known that not only calcium hydroxide but also
SffJJs ?nfor
react with C02 viien atmospheric cSSn dioSdl

concrete (3,4). However, little has been reported on the influence of
carbonation reaction of C-S-H on the microstructure or the strength of hardened cement
This is largely because both C-S-H and silica gel which is prcdSced by SrSnatfon of
them q^titatl^ly(VS

therefore №еге

«> effective method to

analyse

i-ь» ThlS 12ves^lgatlon was taken up to reveal the influence of carbonation of C-S-H on
Salytic5SShX^f 5исГ°f hy^ed Cement’ ЬУ aPPlying a quantitative
analytical method of silica gel as proposed by the authors (1). The influence of water
ratl° <W/C) " 8111311 COntent on
P™^ss of саЛо^Иш X So

EXPERIMENTAL
Specimens

w/c = oT(ceSent sSd
t 2 R)
prepared at w/c = 0.5 (cement:sand =1:2) and
sand whi^h is SescS in
R
Cement
Toyoura standa^
in Table 1 Tn
о
Л
S?6 cherrncal composition of the cement is shown
rn laPle 1. In order to examine the influence of alkali on the progress of carbonation
two sanpies of the cement, .^injvhich^ the ^alkali content (as equivalent Na20) wa^
whiohted 4-tO i’Ä6?c/y
Na0H reagent and the other the original
„
. cement as such
which contained 0.56% of alkali were used. Mortar
',
specimens from these were carbonated
at^an accelerated rate, or cured in oMinaty atmo^^TaT^
r in

,

Table 1 Chemical conposition of the cement sample

LOSS 0П
ignition Insol.* S1 Oz ai2o3 FfizOg CaO
1.0

0.3

♦ msoiuoie residue

22.0

5.5

NgO

SOa

Na2O K20

TiO2 P206 MnO

Total

(R2)0
**

3.1 63.2 1.6

1.9 0.26 0.45 0.37 0.19 0.14 100.01 (0.56)
XX ; equivalent Na^O------------------------------- —------- ------- -----------------------

20X)-60%R.H.-10%C02
20
0
*
-95%
R. H ■
20 "C -95 % R. H.
basting - --------------- *idemolding|
►—
L 1day
,
27days
" ----------- - Iprecurinil----------------- -

[accelerating carbonation] 0,4,13,52 weeks

20r-60%R.H.-0.03%C02
[ordinary curine] 0.4.13,52 weeks

{testl

Fig.l Curing conditions of the specimens

Testing method
(i) Strength

The flexural and compressive strengths of the
mortar specimens were measured up to
the age of 1 year.
(il) Rate of neutralization

The depth of neutralization was measured by
phenolphthalein on the surface of broken specimens spraying an ethanolic
of 10x10x40 cm.

solution

of

(ill) Phase composition
A sample of 4x4x3 cm was cut off from the center of the mortar specimen of 4x4x16
cm, as shown in Fig.2, then crushed to below 5 mm and immersed in acetone to stop
hydration. The following investigations were performed
with the sample after D-drying. Loss on ignition of the
sample was measured after Ignition for 1 hour at 950°C.
The СаСОЗ content was calculated from the carbon
content which was analyzed with a carbon analyzer. The
silica gel content was analyzed by the procedure
schematically represented in Fig.3 (1). The
sand
content was evaluated based on the assumption that it
was equal to the insoluble part of the specimen as
shown in Fig.3. The СаСОЗ and silica gel contents were
referred to the weight of anhydrous cement. Infrared
spectroscopy was used to ascertain the decomposition of
Fig.2 Sampling
position of
C-S-H and the formation of silica gel.
the sample for analysis

feRecjmenf—D-dry i ng—crush i ng (under 0.3mm)—weighing(lg)—sal icy] ic acid-methanol treatment©
*

IK0H(0.2N) 30mll

IHCI (1+4)10mL water 30mll

^-[insoluble residue!—dissolving for 60min at 601C@
*
1—(soluble part)

‘--(soluble part)

^rtinsoluble residue)—heating at I.OOOX)—»[insoluble parti—»Isand contentl
Hsoluble parflpuantitative analysis of SiO2 by I CP—»[silica gel contentl

IHCI(M) IQmll
Fig.3 Procedure for analysis of silica.gel (1)
(iv.) Microstructure in the mortar specimen

The l^
, inside
11116
nSide of
°£_the cut-off sample from the mortar specimen which was cured for 1
a^osPhere and the outside of the mortar specimen which was subjected
to accelerated carbonation for 1 year were used as the non-carbonated sample and the
sSSVO1^ =" «?= P°«
distribution of these
to be in the range 6 nm to 100,000 nm by mercury intrusion
porosimetry.
Г"'
"
SEM observation
was also performed to reveal the difference
in
microstructure between the non—carbonated
---- and
-- the
_..j carbonated samples.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Flexural as well as compressive strengths of the mortar specimens which underwent
accelerated carbonation were higher than those of the specimens cured in ordinary
atmosphere, as shown in Figs.4 and 5.

nf.
^® dePth of neutralization of 10x10x40 cm specimen is shown in Fig.6. The values
neutralization of thX obtained from the following equation going the rate
of
neutralization of these specimens are shown in Table 3.
A = к x uft + b

where A: depth of neutralization(rrm)
k: coefficient of the rate of neutralization
t: curing time (week)
b: coefficient

From these results, it can be seen that w/c has a greater influence
content of the cement on the rate of neutralization.

than

alkali

F i gs. 4 and 5
R2Ö(%) w/c
о : 0. 56 0. 5
<»: 1. 16 0. 5
О: 0. 56 0.7
э: 1. 16 0. 7
----- accelerating carbonation
------ordinary curing

scale
Fig.4 Flexural strength of the mortars

Fig.5 Compressive strength of the mortars
Table 2 The value of coefficient in equation
of rate of neutralization

к
*
r

' w/c = 0.5
w/c = 0.7
R20=0.56X R20=1.16X R20=0.56X R20=1.16X
3.0
2.8
4.8
5.2

0.974

0.986
* I coefficient of correlation

carbonation time (weeks)

0.997

0.998

in V- scale

Fig.6 Depth of neutralization of the
specimens subjected to accelerated
carbonation

Changes in СаСОЗ and silica gel contents with curing time are shown in Figs.7 and
8. As can be expected, СаСОЗ and silica gel contents increased with curing, time in al 1
cases. Amongst them, the specimens which contained 1.16% of alkali showed higher СаСОЗ
and silica gel contents than those low in alkali (0.56%), in the case of w/c = 0.5. It
was observed in these specimens that just after precuring for 28 days the Ca(OH)2 and
non-evaporable water contents for the specimen high in alkali were lower than for the
specimen low in alkali, and the porosity of the specimen high in alkali was higher than
that of the specimen low in alkali see Table 3 and Fig.9(a) . From these results, the
influence of alkali content on the carbonation reaction comes out to be as follows : a
coarser microstructure is formed in the hardened mortar high in alkali, as alkali slows
down the progress of hydration, and
this coarser,microstructure
enable
Table 3 Ca(OH)2
and
non-evaporable water
CO2
to easily diffuse into
the
contents of the mortar after precurins
specimen. Little accelerating effect
on carbonation by alkali was found
(g/IOOg-cement)
when w/c = 0.7. In this case, the
w/c = 0.5
w/c = 0.7
porosity of the specimens just after
R20=0.56X R20=1.16X R20=0.56X R20=1.16X
precuring for 28 days was higher
irrespective of the alkali content,
Ca(0H)2
20.1
15.3
20.0
18.1
as
shown
in Fig.9(b),
so
the
*
water
23.8
20.6
influence of alkali on carbonation
24.0
21.6
seems to have been little.
♦1non-evaporable water

8

F i gs. 7 and 8
RzO (%) w/c
о: 0. 56 0. 5
»: 1. 16 0. 5
О: 0. 56 0.7
О: 1. 16 0. 7
----- accelerating carbonation
----- ordinary curing

..

0

52

0

Fig.7 Changes of СаСОЗ in the specimens
with curing time

3

R20
porosity
-0.56% 12.8%
1.16% 16.8%

- 3

10
1 02 1 03 1 04 1 05
pore diameter (nm)

4

13

52

Fig.8 Changes of silica gel in the
specimens with curing time

RzO
porosity
— 0. 56% 21. 4%
; J. 16% 20.7%

IO2 io3 104 io5
pore diameter (nm)

(a) W/C = G.5
(b) W/C =0.7
Fig.9 Pore size distributions of the mortars after precuring

-РАП
Ч16 re^lts of changes in strength and carbonation in Figs.4 to 8, it can be
en that strength increased with progress of carbonation. As the CaO and SiO2 contents
aUSed W6re 11 •2 rmiol/e
3.67 imol/g respectively afmoE
stents
almost- the entire CaO
and SiO2 had existed as СаСОЗ and silica gel in th! specimens Xs™
. - =0.7 and which
h to tbX
C^C'mtlon for 52 weeks. This means that the whole~Ca(OHj2" and
IR snectra of th^I"13
а1геа^У reacted with CO2 to form СаСОЗ and silica gel.
1 040 cm-? XX
spec^en= =h°wed one absorption band at a wave number of ar The
of around
attributed
to
СаСОЗ
h
attri
buted
to
silica
gel
and
another
one
around
870to cm-1
<
ttributed to СаСОЗ. However, the absorption band may be seen around 950cm-l due
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W?

C-S-H
Fig.lO.
The results
thus showAd
S'HC was
s4 not
П?п observed, as in
Vi
8-10- me
results tf,us
showen’lSriFS аГса№)2
and C S H in the specimens had reacted with CO2 to yield СаСОЗ and
1П
°CCUrred' №е lnterrelatlonshlpybet«en 6a$3
silica gel, no
and
silica gel
contents resulting from the carbonation reaction are shown in Fig 11
It was revealed
that
C-S-H
Ca(OH)2
cnat the carbonation of r-s
—T-J and Г'
\
4 in mortar
I
.
specimen start and proceed
----------- amount
p
the a
content increased in

оГЙЗГе
UX 5^ SCa^C a ri1

Of alllCa 8el

C C03

a

ratioX Ca/SinoX X°3 X *
° carbonatlon of C-S-H was estimated assuming the
ssS S s 1> -e -

content

betten tn' n’n-Äe^^K S

molar

atmosphere and the carbonated part at the outside of the mortar subjected to
accelerated carbonation. The content of СаСОЗ resulting from carbonation of other
hydrates, such as AFYn, in Fig. 11 were estimated by subtracting the sum of the СаСОЗ
contents originating from both Ca(0H)2 and C-S-H from the total СаСОЗ content.

СаСОз
C-S-H
silica geH
I /\

A: а с се Ierating carbonation
В:ordinary curing,_ _ _ _ _ _ ,
1200
1000
800
wave number (cm ’)
Fig.10 IR spectra of non-carbonated and
carbonated part

silica gel content (mmol/g-cem.)
Fig.11 Relationship between СаСОЗ and
silica gel content

Fig.12 shows the pore size distributions of the carbonated and the non-carbonated
parts of the specimens. The pore volume greater than 6 nm and in the range of around 80
to 300 nm were reduced by carbonation. This reduction in porosity caused an increase in
the strength.

—non-carbonated part
(poros i ty=12.5%)

pore diameter (nm)

— non-carbonated part
(poros ity=17. 8%)

pore diameter (nm)

(a) W/C=0.5, R2O=O.56%
(b) W/C=0.7, R2O=O.56%
Fig.12 Pore size distributions of non-carbonated and carbonated part of
cured for 1 year

the

mortars

Fig.13 shows the SEN images of the fracture surface of mortar specimen. A large,
layer structure of Ca(OH)2 crystal with a smooth surface and a sharp edge can be seen
in the non-carbonated part of the specimen, as shown in Fig.13(a). Fig.13(b) shows the
fracture surface of the carbonated specimen v.hich are considered as the cluster of
СаСОЗ yielded by carbonation of Ca(OH)2. The surface of this carbonate is mi igh, and
consists of a few ten nm's of grains. Fig.13(c) is a SEM image of non-carbonated,
typical C-S-H of 20 to 50 nm in thickness and around 300 to 1,000 nm in length.
Fig.13(d) is a SEM image of the carbonated part which shows the cluster of spherical

grains around 30 to 50 nm in size. These grains are taken to be calcium carbonate -and
silica gel yielded by carbonation of C-S-H, since the original shape of C-S-H can still
be seen. Thus, these carbonated products are formed in situ from the non-carbonated
hydrates without substantial change in the configuration of the hydrates.

(a) non-carbonated Ca(0H)2

(b) carbonated Ca(0H)2

(c) non-carbonated C-S-H
*'
(d) carbonated C-S-H
Fig.13 SEM images of non-carbonated and carbonated part of the specimens

From these SEM observations, it is revealed that the configurations of non
carbonated hydrates are retained through carbonation of the hydrates to form the finer
carbonated products.
4. Conclusions

i) The carbonation of Ca(0H)2 and C-S-H in hydrated cement progress concurrently.
ii) The influence of alkali on the acceleration of the carbonation of Ca(0H)2 and C-S-H
is less than that of w/c. This effect of alkali is considered as mainly due to the
retardation of cement hydration and the formation of coarser microstructure.
ill) Mortar strength is increased as the carbonation progress. No decline of strength
occurs even if all the Ca(0H)2 and C-S-H in the specimens have reacted with C02 to
yield CaC03 and silica gel.
iv) The volume of pores greater than 6 nm and between approximately 80 and 300 nm are
decreased by carbonation. The configurations of non-carbonated hydrates are
retained through carbonation of the hydrates to form the finer carbonated products.
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CARBONATION OF PORTLANDITE SINGLE CRYSTALS
AND PORTLANDITE IN CEMENT PASTE
J R Johnstone and F P Glasser

Department of Chemistry, University of Aberdeen,
Aberdeen, Scotland, U.K.

SUMMARY

It is generally regarded that the durability of reinforced concrete can be drastically reduced by
carbonation. Some complex investigations involve modelling the physicochemical processes associated with
cement and concrete carbonation. This study hopes to augment these with a simpler, more direct approach.
Calcium hydroxide crystals and cement paste specimens were prepared and subsequently carbonated under
accelerated conditions and two different humidity conditions, for 21 days. Electron microscopy of the calcium
hydroxide crystals identified rims of calcium carbonate around the crystal. The calcium carbonate present was
a mixture of calcite and vaterite. From X-ray analysis, no preferred orientation was detected for either
polymorph, and initial indications, suggest that the surface nucleation of the carbonate material is random. The
carbonation of the calcium hydroxide content of the cement specimens could not be observed by electron
microscopy, but the apparent destruction of ettringite, due to the lowering of the pH in the carbonated regions,
was noted. This study suggests that calcium hydroxide is not directly converted to calcium carbonate, but that a
dissolution-reprecipitation process accounts for a large part of the transformation.
’

RESUME

II est generalement admis que la durabilite du beton arme peut etre profondement alteree par la
carbonatation. La carbonatation est souvent etudiee par des voies compliquees qui mettent en oeuvre la
modelisation des processus physico-chimiques intervenant dans les ciments et les betons. La presente etude est
au contra ire basee sur une approche plus simple et plus directe du probleme. Des cristaux d'hydroxide de
calcium ainsi que des echantillons de ciments ont ete prepares puis carbonates sous des conditions accelerees; 21
jours, sous deux humidites differentes. L'etude par microscopic electronique des cristaux d'hydroxide de
calcium revele la formation d.'une couche de carbonate de calcium formee autour des cristaux. Le carbonate de
calcium est compose d un melange de calcite et de vaterite. Aucune orientation preferentielle n'a ete detectee
pour la calcite aussi bien que pour la vaterite par diffraction de rayons X. Les premieres informations sug°erent
plutot que la nucleation est alleatoire. La carbonatation de I'hydroxide de calcium contenu dans le ciment n'a pu
etre obsövee directement par microscopie electronique. Cependant il apparait que I'ettringite est detruite dans la
zone carbonate,. Cette etude suggere que I’hydroxide de calcium n'est pas directement transforme en carbonate
de calcium,. Un mecanisme de dissolution-precipitation semble intervenir au cours de cette transformation.

INTRODUCTION
, , t , One of the most deleterious processes affecting the durability of reinforced concrete is generally
te^ded
tcarb?nat*on- TheTt/W0'major phases present in the hydrated cement component, namely C-S-H
(calcium silicate hydrate) and CH (calcium hydroxide) react readily with CO2 (carbon dioxide).

C S-H(s) + CO2(g) —> CaC03(s) + H20(]) + "amorphous silica"(s)

Ca(OH)2(s) + CO2(g) -> CaCO3(s) + H2O(g,i)

(1)

(2)

Investigations into the effect of carbonation on cement and concrete systems have been earned out Г1-51
with general agreement on the observed reactions and conclusions. Recent work [6-9] has involved the
of comPlex systems which mathematically model the physicochemical processes involved in cement
and concrete carbonation. The combination of defined reaction conditions with assumed unsteady state
dynamics, results m the development of expressions which describe and predict the carbonation process To
: data7
CarbJ)"atl5>n mechanism of cement paste, such models, which provide useful and accurate
data, need to be augmented by a simpler, more direct study of the process. Of all the cement phases which
undergo carbonation, CH is seen as one of the most susceptible to CO2 attack. There is some debate [2,10], as
to whether CH or C-S-H is preferentially carbonated but, for simplicity, only the carbonation of CH itself and
CH in cement paste (Equation.2) is considered here.
'

. Bef°re Io°king at carbonation itself, it is prudent to firstly consider the morphology of the CH in the
cement paste, as this will have a direct bearing on subsequent reactions with CO2. It is thought [11] that the
morphology of CH in cement paste changes during ageing. With ongoing hydration, fresh CH is continually
th^na™ed’
the dissolution of small CH crystals, areas of supersaturated CH solution are
thermodynamically possible. This may establish concentration gradients within the fine pore system which in
turn, can lead to the diffusion of CH to the larger pores and voids, where large CH crystds tend to ctow at’the
expense of the smaUer ones. CH may also be finely distributed through the C-S-H gel mid capillary pores.

vpn
wide range in size of CH in cement paste, the reactivity with respect to carbonation will also be
ffiÄÄ31’*11CSS CryStal;ineJneglOnS8f CHmorereactive than the larger momregula?
CH crystals. The carbonation process only adds another level of complexity to the reactions within cement
be nostulated71"8 Ю
°P аП inSlght 1ПЮ Ле carbonation reaction it is hoped that an actual mechanism may
L»V jJVoLUlCllCCl.
V

EXPERIMENTAL
rn f
CH single crystals were grown by an adapted slow diffusion process in solution [12 131 In ч
"f
at'11osPhere’ 30% so utions of sodium hydroxide and calcium chlonde were prepared, and 250ml of
each were placed in separate plastic bottles. The bottles were placed in the bottom of a large desiccator which
was slowly filled with degassed, double-distilled water, to a level approximately 50mm above the onen’tons of
te plastic bottles. The desiccator was stored in a cool, thermally stable environment for 5 weeks after which
umilCÄ(Ca1П S1ZC) Г0ППе<1- TheSe WerC rem°Ved’
and subsequent!? stomd under nitiog^

1э
Cement paste specimens (10x10x50mm) were prepared using Ordinary Portland Cement fOPCi tn RS
2with a water/cement ratio of 0.4. The cement bars were demolded after 24 houmand cured for 7 d vS я t
100% relative humidity in a CO2-free environment before carbonation,
The- car^^ti8^of lhe
crystals and the cement specimens was carried out under accelerated
rPl-u'11OhS 1Пуг 100^ Ch°2 atmosphere- Two carbonating chambers were constructed (Figure 1) one at 100%
relative humidity and the other at a calculated relative humidity of less than 1% It was originally intended tn
have a continuous flow of CO2 through each chamber, but the suggestion by ReJon et d [ ufof purging th?
was adopted
У5
tO еПаЫе аП equilibrium between the C°2 and the specimens to be established
W uj

J LCt 1T

Specimens were immediately carbonated for 21 days.The cement specimens in the dry carbonating
chamber were not dried to an equilibrium level, but were initially moist at the start of carbonation It was
thought that this would simulate more accurately the conditions in which cement undergoes carbonation in dry
climates. Non-carbonated CH crystals and cement bars were stored under similar humidity regimes, in a CO2ffee atmosphere for a similar length of time.
’

chloride

Figure 1: Schematic Representation of the Carbonating Chambers.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Electron microscopy of the moist and dry carbonated CH crystals showed a marked change in appearance
and, upon examination of cross sections, the formation of "rims" around the crystal (Figure 2). These "rims",
subsequently determined as СаСОз (calcium carbonate), had not formed on the outer surface of the crystal, but
had ingressed into the crystal forming a "skin" of carbonate material around an interior of, as yet, uncarbonated
CH. Tne appearance of these carbonate "rims" were similar in both the moist and dry carbonated CH crystals.
Wet conditions produce condensation on the crystal surfaces aiding reaction, but under dry conditions surfaces
of CH crystals do not act as sites for capillary condensation of water. However, if direct reaction occurs
between CH and CO2 and СаСОз is formed, pores may develop and these do appear to offer sites for capillary
condensation, particularly as water is evolved. Compared to the surface and near-surface of non-carbonated CH
crystals (Figure 3), the morphology of the carbonated region appears very different to the general appearance of
the interior CH. Severe cracking of the carbonated region occurs perpendicular to the crystal face (Figure 2),
suggesting that the formation of the СаСОз may have occurred in a strained environment.
Calculations of the difference in molar volumes of the solid phases shows that the carbonation process,
assuming calcite to be the solid product, is accompanied by an increase of approximately 11%. X-ray analysis
of the CH crystals revealed that the СаСОз formed was a mixture of two polymorphs; calcite and vaterite. It is
generally regarded [4] that calcite, being the most stable polymorph, is the "ultimate" product of carbonation
and that the vatente formed was an intermediate product. From X-ray films, estimated line intensities seem to
indicate that when examined in situ on the CH crystal, there is no preferred orientation of either the calcite or
vatente product. Work is continuing to determine whether there is any directionality of the carbonation of CH
crystals, but the preliminary indications are that surface nucleation and subsequent growth of the СаСОз is
random (Figure 4).
Differential Thermal Analysis of the moist carbonated CH crystals determined that the amount of
СаСОз, by weight, and hence an indication of the degree of carbonation, was approximately 6% in 21 days.

This is significantly less than observed in the carbonation of cement paste, but can be accounted for in terms of
the difference in the morphology, size and perfection of CH crystals, relative to those present in cement paste.
CH crystals are generally less reactive than CH present in cement, as their smooth surfaces, with well defined
edges and few surface defects, tend to act as a good barrier against the attack and subsequent diffusion of CO2The accompanying volume increase associated with the carbonation process suggests that CaCOj product will
increase the density of the layers on and just below the surface, thus restricting diffusion of CO2 and slowing
further carbonation.
'
•

Figure 2: Carbonated CH Crystal showing region
of carbonated material (a), uncarbonated CH (b)
and inert mounting resin (c).

Figure 3: Noncarbonated CH Crystal (a),
with etched surface and mounting resin (b).

Figure 4: Carbonated CH Crystal showing CaCOg Growth in
Random Orientations (a), on the crystal surface and mounting resin (b).

The carbonation of hardened cement paste is more complex, since several other hydrated phases
present also react with CO2. The carbonation of the CH component in cement, though, is considered to be of
great importance, as it appears to react preferentially with CO2, and has been described in great detail [1-8]. The
mechanism proposed by Powers [15] is now generally thought to involve the dissolution of CO2 and CH in the
pore fluid, followed by reprecipitation of CaCO3t mainly as the thermodynamically favourable polymorph

calcite, although vaterite and aragonite may also be observed in practice. Diffusion of calcium, through the
establishment of high concentration gradients in solution, is thought to assist the carbonation of CH.1 With the
carbonation process consuming CH, the diffusion of yet more calcium to the carbonation front is accelerated.
This is thought to partially account for the high rate of carbonation after the induction period and during the early
life of the cement The subsequent slowing of the carbonation rate is thought to be the consequence of lowering
concentration gradients, resulting in slower transport of calcium to the reaction front, as well as the increase in
volume of solids, reducing the connected porosity of the cement. X-ray analysis shows the presence of calcite,
CH and unreacted cement phases (mainly C2S), in both the moist and dry carbonated specimens. The calcite
detected is semi-crystalline nature, giving broadened diffractions.
A rough approximation of the depth of carbonation was obtained by spraying a 1% phenolphthalein
solution onto freshly broken surfaces and measuring the depth of carbonation. This was observed to be on
average, 1.55mm for the dry carbonated specimens and 1.85mm for the moist carbonated specimens.
Electron microscopy of coated, fracture surfaces of the cement specimens are unable to show the
carbonation of CH and the subsequent formation of calcite. What the micrographs do show is that in the
noncarbonated regions of the cement (Figure 5), the typical morphology of the early forming ettringite (AFt),
phase is observed. In the carbonated region of the cement, (Figure 6), the. AFt phase is no longer present and
would appear to have been destroyed by the carbonation process [4].

Figure 5: Noncarbonated OPC showing the typical
morphology of AFt.

Figure 6: Carbonated OPC with no
apparent AFt.

Such observations help to determine that direct transformation of CH to CaCO3 in cement paste is highly
unlikely. Indirect evidence, such as the lack of a topotactic transformation and the difficulty of accommodating a
volume increase of up to 11% associated with the conversion, supports the belief that CH is not wholly
converted to CaCOj by direct reaction. The presence of large CH crystals in cement paste will, however, lead to
large local stress accumulations during carbonation. On that account, it may be desirable to control crystallite
formation, by either using a low w/c ratio, or additive materials such as superplasticizers, which inhibit crystal
growth [16].

CONCLUSIONS

'

(i) The carbonation of CH crystals produced "rims" of CaCOs which ingress into the crystal.
The cracking of these "rims" is thought to be due to the strain resulting from the volume increase upon '
carbonation.
>
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pores and cracks.

ucuause local aisequilibnum occurs within

reprecipitationprLels^hTc^reTukstotfefomationofS^tystiSCaCO? mdnlySldtea^iss°Iution-

(vi) There is no evidence to suggest that CH in cement paste is directly transformed to CaCO3.

large crystals ofS
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EFFECTS OF SOME ADDITIVES ON DYNAMICS
OF CARBONATION OF CONCRETE
В Skenderovic

Faculty of Civil Engineering, Subotica, YUGOSLAVIA

SUMMARY

The effect of adding dispersion of synthetic Dolvmers
fum^Qot^o^d РаГ* °f ^ement with fine ground slZg Lo%)
and
of
the
or with silicafume (1°%) on dynamics of carbonation of concrete in variable
£=г%Га teStei Те“ Prisms' made °f cement mortal w^e
natural
cured in
ter for 28 days, afterwards, they were exnnqpd 4-n 4-ho
*. •
the
atmosphere of various degrees of air-pollution.
The
deoth1^^ of
the
carbonation layer, as well as the change of the strength and the
absorbing capacity
14
tel
.
.
.

The results of investigations have shown that by reclacemenf
of
30 %
nrar?™611?/^
e grOUnd Slag (5300 cm2/9b the carbonation of
concrete
=
f117 d^S not, sPeed UP- ВУ replacement of 10% of cement
with
si^ica-fume, the carbonation substantially speeds up, though
the
porosity
of concrete is remarkably decreased
9 '

INTRODUCTION

It is known that carbonation in concrete is faster if the porosity and
water absorbing capacity are bigger, and the contents of lime (Ca(0H)2> is
lower. By adding fly-ash and other puzzolanas to cement the porosity
is
increased, and the pH and the contents of free Ca(0H)2 is decreased
in
hardened concrete, by that, the carbonation of.concrete,
considerably
speeds up /2,3,7,8/. Additives (silica-fume, dispersions of polymers)which
remarkably decrease porosity and water absorbing capacity of
concrete,
reducing the quantity of free Ca(0H)2 in it, are used more and more,
as
they help to increase the resistance of concrete against corrosive
action
of various liquids /2,3,7/. The similar effect has the replacement of
the
part of cement by fine ground slag /2,7,8/, its hydraulic activity is sig
nificantly increased by fine grinding. By adding the combination of
fine
ground slag and dispersion of synthetic acrylates /7/, mortars and concre
tes of very good mechanical and physical characteristics were
obtained,
which were at the same time very resistant to the corrosive
effect
of
aggressive liquids. A logical question apears how vill this kind of additi
ves influence
the speed of concrete carbonation. By reduction of porosi
ty they should slow down the process of concrete carbonation, and by
the
decrease of the quantity of Ca(0H)2 it should be speeded up. There is
no
answer to this in published
literature, only Angelmayer /1/ has establish
ed that by adding dispersion of acrylates the process of concrete carbona
tion is slowed down. Therefore, we decided to test the influence
on
the
dynamics of carbonation if the part of cement is replaced by
fine ground
slag or by silica-fume, with or without addition of water
dispersion
of
synthetic acrylates.
EXPERIMENTAL

Test prisms (4.4.16 cm) made of cement mortar (1:3), using
standard
three-fractional sand, were used. The composition of cement binder
was
various due to different additives:

■

Sample
mumber
1
2
3
4

'
'
.

________________ The quantity of additives in %__________________
Cement
Slag
Silica-fume
Dispersion
of polymers
100
■
70
30
70
30
15
90-10
-

All test prisms were cured in water for 28 days at room
temperature,
afterwards, they were exposed to various atmospheric conditions
outdoor
for 2 years under different degree of air pollution, after
that
period
compressive and bending strengths, water absorbing capacity and the thick
ness of carbonated layer were measured. The depth of carbonated layer
was
measured after the treatment of the fresh crashing of prism with 1% soluti
on of phenolphthalein indicator. The water absorbing capacity is the
per
centage of water which is absorbed by test prisms kept in water
for
24
hours.

In order to define better how deep progressed the carbonation process
in test mortars the % of CO2 and the pH in three layers of test
prisms
were established by chemical analyses. The layers were separated by
cut
ting - the first layer was the surface layer of 5 mm, the second
one was
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the next of same thickness, the third layer was in fact the
■ remaining,
central part of the prism. The quantity of chemically bound water
was
determined by DTA analysis.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
,
The usual method of studying carbonation of concrete or cement mortar
is to measure the depth of carbonated layer, that is, the layer where
the
pH is reduced below 9, it is possible to detect by phenolphthalein
indi
cator which changes colour around pH 9. Results are shown in
Table
1.
Conrol
specimens and specimens with 30% fine ground slag
(5300 cm
/g)
*
*,
show practically the same thickness of carbonated layer. It means that by
replacement up to 30% of cement with fine ground slag the
carbonation
speed of cement mortar (concrete), is not significantly changed. According
to the data of published literature /2,3,7,8/ it may be expected that
the
presence of slag causes certain speeding up of carbonation process,
howe
ver, it should be taken into consideration that very fine ground
slag
(5.300 cm /g) is used in these experiments and its hydraulic activity
is
increased by fine grinding.

Table 1

Results of measurements of carbonated layer depth

Kind and
quantity of
additives in %
Without add.
30% slag
30% slag+15%
disp.polymers
10% silicafume

Depth of carbonated layer in mm,
Chemical
Vilage
Town
factory
1,64
2,54
2,75
2,05
2,55
2,39

1,50
2,25

1,82
3,70

1,24
2,26

specimens from
Special
Chamber
2,50
2,52

2,00
4,03

Average
values
2,36
2,38

1,64
3,06

In,the case when,besides 30% of fine ground slag also 15%
of
water
ispersion of synthetic acrylates is added the thickness of
carbonated
layer,formed for the period of two years substantially decreases. It means
that in such,way,a kind,of cement mortar (concrete) is obtained in
which
the carbonation is significantly slowed down. This result is
consistent
with the results of ^ngelmayer /1/ and is the consequence of
decreased
porosity of cement mortar (concrete). Because, by the change of the
part
of cement with silica-fume, the porosity of cement mortar (concrete)
is
also remarkably decreased, it was expected that the obtained
carbonated
ayer in specimens with,10% of silica-fume will be thinner than in control
specimens, but the obtained carbonated layer was even thicker.

Faster carbonation is, probably, the consequence of less free Ca(OH)o
and lower pH (Table 2), this being a result of the reaction of active SiOo
from silica-fume with Ca(OH)2 in mortar.

,
The process of carbonation takes place in a layer of mortar(concrete)
which is gradually shifting from the surface towards depth. There is
dif
ferent degree of carbonation in different depths, because the
relation
between Ca(OH)2 and CaCOß is different, and the pH is also different.

By measuring the thickness of carbonated layer by means
of
phenol
phthalein indicator, only the depth of concrete with pH<9
is established
which is considered as carbonated. Howerer, this method does not show
the

degree of carbonation of next layer where the process of carbonation is in
9
S6th: ?Ut the quantity of Ca(OH)2 is still sufficient to keep pH Soie
9. In the layer where the carbonation process is in progress thePr£lations

quantities of Ca(OH)2 and CaCO3 are different, as well as
the
dH
values. It is enough for the practice to establish only the thickness
of
the^carbonated layer (with pH < 9), 1 ' ‘
tnicxness
of
tnfina;; ;ayer (Wlth pH < 9b but in research work it is interesting
°CC^S.^he^d °f bhi= layer- We are also interested
to
establish
.
■ ■
- how much
—h
re the fall of pH (cone. of^Ca(OH)2) and
the
quantity
4?h°7hb of CaC?3 (bound C02) in various depths of test'mortar
(uunc
-лг 1
‘
‘
(concrete),
°Ut h°W deep is the start of the carbonation (fron^
carbonation). Our procedure was similar to the one of Parrott
et al. /5//
e measurements of pH and % C02 were carried out in three layers of
'
test
7ffrstS;n^ 6 feSVltS e'6 ?1Ven in Table 2* Besides the mCsurJd
values
lumn
also the dlfferences of pH and % C02 in the second
and
third layers were calculated in regard to the values in the third
layer
(there no carbonation has yet occured).

Table 2

Results of chemical analyses of mortar layers

Kind and
quantity of
additives in %
Without
additives

30% slag
ju% slag +15%
disp.pol.

10% silica-fume
—-------------- ——

Layer

pH
Measured Diff.in %

mumber

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

_

12,51
12,80
12,81
11,85
12,75
12,75
11,57
11,58
11,64
11,18
11,51
11,58

-2,34
-0,08
0
-7,06
0
0
-0,60
-0,51
0
-3,45
-0,60
0

% of bound C02
Measured
Diff. in %
4,31
0,91
0,59
4,07
0,53
0,43
2,30
1,44
0,75
2,48
0,95
0,60

+ 600
+31,4
0
+ 846
+23,3
0 ’
+ 207
+ 105
0
+ 353
+ 58,3
0 '

IC0^1Lkih?\Of mOftars bhe PH is the lowest and the quantity
of
sÄ
he biggest
first, the most са^пй^
L>UO iat
IS ГПА
Ь1ГГГТ0а+- in the
*.
4-Kz
, -14^?
-* 7
v •L
------- I the most
carbonated
At
the
1 '■ ....
biggest
are the differences
between
the fir
slayer.
t La
first
Ld
second
layers, jthe seconHrLy^Sise™l.-ScarionatedWe^ tbe aeCOnd and third' if
second layer is poorly carbonated. The difference in dH
of CO? between the fir-ci- cr,a
—л
_■,
j-erence in рн
- .
—
--------------v ** чл
w
L-11CZ
L
layer Utn
is not^arSonainitial LLnt1^1 f°r u°ticing the front and establishing
the
region
of
colimSs i? iab'eT'tS6 results are measured in % and shown in
separate
columns in Tabie 2, the graphic representation is in Fig. 1,.

?fd?0??2o^2^?%firf^a^SeC.°^d5°^balhird
1. CONTROL
2. 30% SLAG

3. ---------------*15% DISP POL.

4. 10% SILICA-FUME

Fig 1 Decrease of pH and increase of C02
i secound layer in relation to the
third layer of mortar

(TablA0?^1^1"^^ measured values of pH and % of C02 in first
layers
j^able 2Ь and the fall of pH and the growth of % of C02 in regard to
the
2₽ddnnaber
2'Z1?
*
1) i1: is concluded that the carbonation is spe
eded up by addition of slag and silica-fume, while on the other hand, when
dispersions of synthetic acrylates are added the carbonation
of
mortar
(concrete) is remarkably slowed down. Howerer, the differences of pH and %
between the second and third layers (Table 2, Fig. 1)obviously show
that in the second layer (depth: 5-lo"mm)“there^is'no"fall
of
pH
and
growth of % of C02 in control specimens without additives, Uo
as well
as
in
specimens with addition of slag (30%). In the second layer of
:
specimens
with addition of 15% dispersion of polymers or 10% of =111иа-±ши<
of silica-fume,the fall
of pH and the increase of contents of CO2 is noticed in relation ' to
the
third non
carbonated layer. It means that the front of carbonation I
made
®v®n deePer progress than 5 mm in these specimens,and it has already :
reached the second layer (depth: 5-10 mm). From the results in Table 2,
and
1 ’ Zult: Ca? be ?oncluded that by replacement of the part of cement
by
Sbag.bhe carbonation of concrete is slightly speeded up, but the
presence
C^~£Um? considerably increases the thickness of carbonated
layer
(pH<9), but also the layer in which the carbonation is in progress.

addltj-01? of dispersion of synthetic acrylates the thickness of car
bonated, layer is remarkably decreased, but the layer in which the
carbo
nation is in progress is wider. It is hard to explain so far why the thic
kness of the layer where the process of carbonation takes place
increases
°f s^llca~fume and dispersions of polymers, as these
mortars
(concretes) are less porous and it would be expected that C02 and SO? from
atmposphere penetrate with more diffcalty into them
2
2

Tabel 3 Changes of strengths of test mortars of 2 years

Kind nad
quantity of
additives in %
Without
additives
30% slag
30% slag+15%
disp,pol._______

1U6 älllcd“*
fume ___________

Bending strength in MPa
Starting
After
Diff.
28 days
2 years
in %

Compressive stren gth in MPa
Starting After
Diff.
28 days
2 years
in %

6,78
7,35

6,09
6 26

-10,2
—1 Л о

42,0
42,7

46,7
54,3

+ 11,2
+ 27,2

7,32

7,27

- 0,7

32,4

53,4

+ 64,8

6,95

4,56

-34,4

38,6

46,8

+21,2

The changes of strength of test mortars for the period of two
years
are shown in Table 3, the changes of water absorbing in Table 4
As it
is
seen in Table 3 the compressive strength has significantly incr^ajed
to
all test mortars for 2 years, this being the consequence of prolonged hyd
ration of cement. Especially big is the increase of compressive
strenath
£° ^Ch besides 30% of slag, also 15% of dispersion of acryla
tes is added. This proves that the presence of acrylates hinders teh
hyd2 8 days?
bu?e?hisnf finS 9r°^nd S1*g in the beginning (low strength afSr

, ys''.but this loss is made up in their presence by intensified
adhydration. Because of continued process of cement hydration
the
bending strength, should also be increased and decreased the water absorb
ing capacity in test mortars. Meanwhile, as it is seen in Tables 3
and
4
for the period of 2 years, significant decrease of bending strength occured, and the water absorbing capacity increased in most of tesi mortars The
water absorbing capacity and the reduction of bending
strength
the biggest in mortars in which 10% of cement is replaced by
silica
- ume, on the other hand it is relatively'small in control specimens
and
..

in specimens with slag addition. Test mortar with 15%.of added
acrylates
dispersion did not show the decrease of bending srength and the water
ab
sorbing capacity was even considerably decreased. The growth of water
ab
sorbing capacity and the decrease of bending strength of mortars
(concre
tes) which are exposed to precipitations and frequent changes of
tempera
ture and relative humidity are probably the consequence of forming micro
cracks in the surface layer. This layer being exposed to great mumber
of
cycles of alternate wetting and drying, and during winter to the influence
of frost, too. It is known that mortars (concretes) in presence of silicafume are brittle and shrink more at drying. Therefore, in such
mortars,
probably, greater number of microcracks are formed causing
considerable
fall of bending streangth and growth of water absorbing capacity. This is,
perhaps, besides low.contents of Ca(0H)2# the reason of faster carbonation
of mortar (concrete) to which silica-fume is added. By addition of disper
sions of synthetic polymers the brittleness and the shrinkage is
reduced
at alternate wetting and drying of mortar. Thus, it seems, that less
mic
rocracks are formed in surface layer and as consequence less water is
ab
sorbed and slower is the carbonation of cement mortar (concrete).

CONCLUSION

1.

2.

3.

■

.

According to the results of these experiments it is concluded:
By replacement of the part of cement (to 30%) with fine ground slag the
speed of carbonation of cement mortar (concrete)
is
not
essentially
changed.
By replacement of the part of cement (10%) with silica-fume the process
of carbonation is speeded up, though, the porosity of
cement
mortar
(concrete) is decreased.
By addition of water dispersions of synthetic acrylates the carbonation
of cement mortar (concrete) is considerably slowed down.
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EFFECTS OF AIR-POLLUTION ON CHEMISM AND
DYNAMICS OF CONCRETE CARBONATION
В Skenderovic
*,

and G Lomic
**
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.
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SUMMARY
>П
effect of so2 concentration on dynamics and chemil...
sm of carbonatijn process in concrete, under conditions of steady as well as
changeable
temperature and relative humidity, was tested, test prisms
(4.4.16
cm),
made of cement mortar (1:3), which were exposed to the action
of
the
at•nosphere of various degrees of air-pollution (village, town
industrial
region), and of intensified concentrations of COo and SO? in
laboratory
conditions at room temperature,
were used.
.
was established that in outdoor climatic conditions freauent
anrt
significant temperature and relative humidity changes, as well as
biaaer
concentration of SO? (intensified air-nni
У
.T
s
Digger
rpac.^
2 t"L"T:ensitlee air-pollution) , cause considerable
inc
rease of speed of cement mortar (concrete) carbonation. In laboratory conW1thout changes of temperature and relative humidity the influen
ce hf ai^~P°llutlon 18 less expressed. Some evidences are noticed
that
perhaps S02 causes also sulphate corrosion in carbonated layer of concrete

INTRODUCTION
n-ii-v. By iHbensification of air-pollution the concentration of SO?
and
nitrogen oxides is very intense, whereas, the concentration of rn
a
not change significantly. Engelfrled /1/'has estab!?stedt”n the Lsls°=f
sPe^up0^ 1рг=се=:

l?.PUbliSh:ri^e%^:rTab“rlhreS;cteS;aK-%I!u?Sn£:™Syn^icsda^
concrete carbonation in natural conditions where frequent and large
and relative humidity take place
"
9„ : variSome
latest
researches, published in literature /3,4/, as well as our preliminary
investigations /5/, have shown that the process of carbonation may beY
abiy speeded up at frequent and remarkable changes of temperature remarkand
humidity. ThArsfnro,
а ч'11а“У = ь
temperature
aHU
Therefore, a
i. connlHQinr,
, a conclusion can be drawn that in changeable natural
conditions the influence of air-pollution could be different than
in
re
latively uniform laboratory conditions.
EXPERIMENTAL

Test prisms (4.4.16 cm),
'
of" ceinentnmortar (1:3), using standard
three-fractional sand
... as aggregate, were
V¥GJ.C applied. In some'of test^mortars
the part of cement was replaced by (10%) :
silioa-fume or (30%) fine ground
(5.300 cm /kg) slag. At making one kind of test mortar'15%UQf
d'
'
"
"
‘ for
'
?
dispersion
of acrylates was added. Test prisms were cured in water
28
daCCth^
were afterwards exposed to changeable climatic condSKn; on f
Y ' У
climatic conditions on three places
of various degrees of air-pollution (village, town, industrial
"
‘ ‘ concent
-1
region) ,
ofdCO° lqborat°ry conditions in special' chamber' ""with high
concentration
circulation
h
bS°2
m9 S02/m > • There was no artificial"
air
” tH
chamber, the temperature and relative humidity
diffe? mu^hratnailT?h con=enhration of CO2 in outdoor atmosphere did were
not
„о?
three test locations (about 300 mg COo/cm2) but
Г"асГ^ SOabl? differen2es in 502 concentration. Ther^ was no
or there
only
the conceJtratio^of io®
tlme' 1П/Ье village* On two other locations
from o
n n?
/ ?f,S02 were very changeable - they showed
variations
from 0 to 0,03 mg/m3 in the town, meanwhile, in industrial rorri^Z
were high and varied in the limits between 0,010-0,220 mg SO?/m3
the
average annual value being 0,066 mg/m3.
9
2/
'
he

and
₽eri°d of 2 Years the water absorbing capacity,
and the thickness of carbonated layer were measured in test prismsstrength
inSiayersPofad?fferent°d b°^nd.C°2 as wel1 as the chemically bound" Besiwater
"
Y® a °f dlfferent depths in mortar were measured. The layers
were
thickattb ЬУ C"ttlng' the first one was the surface layer
up
to
5
mm
Sing'- c-ntrai oSt^f t
?С’ ?а,"в thlckn6== <5-1«
and the
rema
ining
central part of test prisms was used as the third layer.

Water absorbing capacity was measured by the mass increase of
test
prisms which were kept in water for 24 hours, at room temperature
The
analyses °
сНет1Са11У bound water in test mortars was determined"by
DTA
RESULTS AND IDSCUSSION

in cSbonat^lave^nf1?6^^6^6811^8 °f measureme nts of the thickness of carnonated layer of test prisms after the period of two years
it
is re
<
is Mahe?rdL?b:\fh:i?b^S.e^_°_£ carbonated layer is bigger
^en

of SO2 in the atmosphere? Se^peSe^greaSer depths^f^arbonateS^aye^s
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in specimens kept
in
special
chamber
concentrations of CO2
(9 g/m ) and S02 (10 mg/m3).
Relatively with high
slow carbonation of test mortars

Table 1 Results of measurements of depth

of carbonated layer

carbona^d 1аУег in nun, specimens with:
---^0%
30% slag ----- 10%-------- Averaae
additives
slaa
/tier,
■-i •
average
=
bldg
+15% disp.
silicavalues
Pol •_____
fume
1,64
2,05
1,50
2,25
1,86
2,54
2,55
1,82
3,70
2,65

Location

Village
Town
Industrial
region
Special
chamber

2,75

2,50

2,39

1,24

2,26

2,73

2,52

2,00

4,03

2,76

in a chamber with high concentration of COo and son , c
ui
ci
sequence of steady temperature and
2 ai?d .°2 ^-S, probably, the conin the laboratory and ehamb«
as vti? « variations of relative humidity
in the chamber. Splcimens kert Outdoor, fn
colldltl°n= =f the air
posed to the influence
“Л?
were ex
rations of COo and SOo
The miaratfon^f W1$h considerably lower concent
Place in specimens be^usj of ?“™nt al^t^e^■
takin’
mortar due to freauent and
2 alternate wetting and drying
lative humidity
Sdal^o because ofnner?odati?nS of.temPerature and

of
re

to some results of recent invec-H rr=+- • ₽
Prec^Pltatl°ns. According
concrete remarkably speeds up ths^i-a1^113
tile migration of
moist in
the reason of аЙйге^^Ье^ее^о^г^^а^0^:5"
iS,' ₽г°ЬаЫу,
which were carried out in 1 Ahnr3t-r,>-, res^.^®
nd these of Engelfried
/1/
once of the co^ent?ation of S0i ??Y1-b™^tlOT c°"sa4uently, the influl

more exactly, on moist migration in'the^rKce^^e^'of^n^ite^"965'

Table 2 Results of chemical analyses of different layers of test mortars

Location

Village

Town

Industrial
region
Special
chamber

und

Layer
mumber

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

PH
11,43
12,23
12,56
11,45
12,34
12,57
11,32
11,44
12,49
11,82
12,52
12,62

% of bound
% of chem.bound water
С02
Measured
Difference
______ ___________ values
in %
4,54
3,49
+ 3,04
1,44
3,44
+ 1,47
0,42
3,39
0
4,73
3,43
+ 7,08
1,65
3,32
+ 3,83
0,60
3,20
0
3,95
3,57
+11,60
1,67
3,50
+ 9,37
0,44
3,20
0
3,55
3,19
+12,72
1,47
2,90
+ 2,47
0,50
2,83
0
rPeH;u!t;£=^Sdm2iu?^eärinCallydS--

layer® of test mortars affirm that the neutralization
penetrated
the deepest in test mortars exposed to outdoor changeable
=uuuaullc.
atmospheric
conditions, with intensified concentration of S02(industrial region^ Le
. - !SS
quantities of C02 in the first layers in specimens kept in the 9 ,
^;itht?leher “"«"“.tio. of-s6rhndu^h;rr;g^: ^r>a^:^
concentration of s°2 (industrial region, uhaniber, a
-s^fale

carbonated layer, especially in more polluted atmosphere, points out
ouu
the
^r^Sea°£ сНеи1са11У bound water in the first two layers^ regard
to
the
tniY-rl. non
nr^n carbonated layer. We have calculated in % this increase of
he third,
o^4gUrntl4 °f <7Нет1са11У bound water, and the results are shown
in
a
p "a e column in Table 2, and as a rraphic representation in Fig. 1.

Fig 1 Relative increase of the quantity of chemically bound water in the
rirst and second layers of test mortars

The growth of the quantity of chemically bound water in the first layer ot mrotar is as much bigger as bigger is the concentration of SOo
in
the air (higher pollution). More considerable increase of the quantity of

Table 3 Results of measurements of strengths and water absorbing capacity
of test prisms
J

Location

Willage
Town
Ind.
region
Special
chamber

Compressive
strength in MPa
28
2
days
years
36,2
49,7
36,2
47,9

Bending strength
in MPa
28
2
Diff.
—days
years
in %
6,58
5,88
-11,40
6,58
6,57
- 0,15

Water absorbing
capacity in %
28
2
Diff.
days
years
in %
3,56
3,76
+ 5,62
3'79
3,56
+ 6,46

36,2

49,0

6,58

6,17

- 6,23

3,56

4,39

+23,31

36,2

43,7

6,58

4,18

-37,23

3,56

6,12

+71,91

chemically bound water in the second layer is only in specimens
exposed
to moist migration and higher concentration of SOo (industrial
region)
.
Less quantities of chemically bound water in all there layers of
mortar

in specimens kept in,a chamber is, probably, the consequence of incomple
te additional hydration of cement because of the lack of moist.

The results of hte measurements of strengths and water absorbing
capacity of test prisms after 28 days and 2 years are shown in Table 3
As
it was expected the compressive strength is considerably increased
'
for
two years, this being the consequence of prolonged hydration
of
.
, .
—--------- *1
of cement
and additives. This growth
-----*
•
" " 1_
of- strength
is much less in specimens kept
in
the chamber under laboratory conditions because of the lack of moist
for
----- ;
the hydration process. As a result of hydration of cement and
auuxu
additives,
also the bending strengths should be increased, but the porosity and
,
I water absorbing capacity of test prisms should be decreased,
However,as the
data in Table 3 indicate, certain fall of bending strength,
and some growth of water absorbing capacity is established in all test
prisms. It is,
probably, the consequence of forming micro-cracks in surface lay.
;er of mortar. The cause of forming these micro - cracks
cracks in
in specimens
specimens kept
kept outdoors
in changeable climatic conditions could be the action of frost
as well as
the great mumber of cycles of alternate wetting and drying
of
surface
J-ayer, at the same time, mortar is exposed to alternate swelling
and
shrinkage which may,also cause forming of micro-cracks. According to
the
literature carbonation is followed by some shrinkage
""
: of concrete(mortar),
imv,iS4=n°t v®ry ükely that it has bigger action
luj-uru-uraon forming micro-cracks. The fact that the biggest fall of bending strength and the growth of
water absorbing capacity are established in specimens kept in chamber
at
realtively high concentration of S02, and small changes of relative humi
dity, points at the possibility that one of the most important factors of
forming micro-cracks is swelling, which Jis caused
- -by sulphat
corrosion
under the action of SO2.

,
In favour of this assumption speak also the results of bigger
tity of chemically bound water in the first layer of specimens kept quanin
polluted outdoor conditions (industrial region).

These are, naturally, only assumptions which should be checked by de
tailed and complete researches. Our intention is to continue the
investigations on the specimens after four years of treatment.

CONCLUSION
According to the obtained results it is concluded:
1.

In changeable climatic conditioris, with frequent and
considerable
temperature and relative humidity variations, and at periodical pre
cipitations, the concentration of SO2 in the air essentially
effects
ew the speed of neutralization (carbonation) of cement mortar (conc

2.

The influence of the concentration of C02 and S02 is remarkably less
in laboratory conditions where the temperature and the relative
hu
midity are uniform.
There are some evidences that sulphate corrosion takes place in sur
face carbonated layer under the action of S02.

3.
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EFFECT OF THE CARBONATION PROCESS ON THE CONCRETE
DETERIORATION BY CaCI2 AGGRESSION
M Collepardi and S Monosi
Department of Materials Science,
Ancona University, ITAL Y

SUMMARY

A concentrated aqueous solution of CaCl2(30%) causes a strong deterioration in
mortars manufactured wi.h Portland cement. X-ray diffraction analyses indicate the
formation of large
amounts of hydrated calcium oxychloride
accompanied by
the
consumption of hydrolysis lime, The cernen- Paste carbonation makes the mortars durable
against the CaCl artack. In this case. X-ray diffraction analyses shoW the conversion
of Ca(OH)^ into i
3

INTRODUCTION
The de icing salts based on calcium chloride are .responsible for the severe
deterioration of the concrete structures. The deteriorating process causes cracks and

swelling of concrete and a rapid decrease in compressive strength (1-4).

This severe attack is accompanied by the
formation of small
amounts
of
chloroaluminate hydrate (C^xCaC^xlOH^). In a previous paper (5) it was assumed that

the oxychloride product is formed by the reaction
ЗСа(0Н)з + CaCl2 + 12H 0 --- ЗСаОхСаС! xl5H 0
between Ixme produced by Portland cement hydration and calcium chloride which diffuses
through the concrete.

In order to confirm that hypothesis, mortar
carbonated have been exposed to ;he CaCl attack.
2

specimens

partly

or

completely

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES

Prismatic

morcar

specimens

(40x40x160)

were

by

produced

using

high

strength

Portland cement and two water/cement ratios (0.65 and 0.35).

Af'^ex 1 day, the specimens of each water/cement ratio, were demoulded and divided
iriuo 3 groups: uhe specimens of the first group were kept under water, the ones of the

second group were

cured in the air,

whereas

the

specimens

of

the

third

group

were

exposed to the CO^-rich room (30% by volume) and at R.H. of 60%.

Af„er 60 days, the carbonation depth by the phenolphtalein test was measured on
all specimens. Then each group was divided into two subgroups: the specimens from the

first subgroup were kept under water at 20°C, while those of the second subgroup were

immersed under a 30% CaCl^ aqueous solution. This solution was maintained for 15 days at
20°C and then at 5°C because the deterioration due to CaCl

attack is mainly exhibited

at low temperatures of about 5°C.

On all the specimens, compressive strength tests and X-ray diffraction analyses
were carried out.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Carbonation
The specimens exposed to the CO^-rich room were completely carbonated after 15
days, while the carbonation depth was about 1.5 mm after 60 days for those exposed to
air.

In the mortar specimens with a water/cement ratio of 0.35,

cured in the CO -rich

150

Time, days
Fig.l

strength versus time of

compressive

specimens

the

exposed to the CO2-rich room before

(w/c=o.35)

the

immersion under water or under CaCl2 aqueous solution

150-,-----------------------■«—1---------- ------under C0CI2

J

0J--------- L. I
Time, days
Fig.2

compressive
(W/C=O.35)

strength versus time of

the

specimens

under water before

the

immersion

kept

under water or under a 30% CaCl2 aqueous solution.

Fig. 3

Compressive
(w/c=0.35)

strength versus time of

kept

in the air

before

the

specimens

the

immersion

under water 01 under 30% CaCl2 aqueous, solution.

under CaCl2

U-

12O4l

T-5rC

T=20oC

90-

CaCI2
60H2O

300-1
0

60

250

74
Time, days

Fig.4

Compressive

(w/c = 0.65)
immersion

strength versus time of

the

specimens

exposed to the CC>2-rich room before

under

water or under 30%

CaClj

the

aqueous

solution.

Time, days
Fig.5

Compressive strength of the specimens (w/c=0.65) kept

under water before the immersion under water or under
30% СаСТг aqueous solution.

Time, doys
Fig.6

Compressive strength of the specimens (w/c=0.65)

in the air before the immersion under water or

30% CaClj aqueous solution.

kept

under
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room, the carbonation depth was about 6 mm
depth of 1 mm.

while those exposed to air had a carbonation

Compressive strength

The evolution of the compressive
strength of the mortar specimens was determined
by the type of preliminary cure.

Figures 1-3 show the
water/cement of 0.35.

compressive

strength versus
time

of the

specimens

with

a

The comparison of the
Ze ZiCT that the C°^sive strength was increased
by exposure in the CO -rich
om. Af„er .he immersion in the CaCl„ aqueous solution, the
.
2
specimens cured in the CO -rich room keep the same strength asIhl
*
■
specimens cured under wafer. Substantially,
3
°f the C(™ponding
the exposure to the CaCl
attack did no
*
cause any mechanical decrease. A pre
’ressive decrease in strength afterimmersion in the
aggressive solution was recorded in
the specimens preliminarly cured under water or in
the air. In particular, after one i
month of immersion in the CaCl
solution, the
specimens cured in the a: . which i
are in the same condition as for the concrete
scructures before exposure to the de-i
...
--‘-icing salts, show a strength decrease of about 30%
wi
respect to the value found before immersion.

Similar results can be noted on Figs 4-6
specimens with w/c of 0.65. Even in this case
solution caused a rapid decrease in strength of

-concerning
no
■ strength evolutions of the
she
immersion
the Г6'31011 in
^^^ve CaC^
specimens
the air. The specimens preliminarly cured in the the
CO —
ichZ"8 cured under Watei? °Г 1П

immersion in the CaCl aqueous solution о
corresponding specimens cured under "water,

Moreover the strength decrease in
exposure to the aggressive solution, isTess

-

л

2 *
room, even after 6 months of
the Same comPressive strength as the

■
°-65’

with w/c of 0.35. This result anneare Q
•/
“
°hat reSls~ered in the specimens
in the cement mortar made with a loweZZ У Parad°Xal since a faster deterioration
quality is expected.
Water/cement ratio and therefore of better

X-Ray diffraction analyses

the aiZinZ^^^^^^^^

s^ed under water

or in

decrease, „re explained by x-ray diffractl” LalJX? S18nll'1°ant ="»--===1»= strength

This analysis ah„ d
,r
lve formatlon of
simultaneous decrease i
1D 1_l” =™tent‘,F18U-e 7, tor instanee. shews th, XBD pattern or
the cement mortar (w/c
■ - - 0.35) preliminarly cured under wa
er
*
aften R
immersion in the CaCl
:be^0T1O,:/he tyP1Cal XRD PeakS °f CalC’1™ "ycble":: л
observed, whereas tl
2"
he s,<0H)2 peaks .ere absent, due to the combination „Г ilme -lto

45
Fig.7

40
X-ray

30

35

25

20

15

10

20

pattern of cement mortar (w/c=0.35)

of immersion in CaC12 aqueous

months

after

solution

6
and

preliminary curing under water (X=3CaO.CaC12.15H2O).

Fig.8

X-ray pattern of cement mortar (w/c=0.35) taken

outer

surface

immersion

of the specimens after

under

CaC12

solution

6

from

months

of

preliminary

and

exposure to the CO2-rich room.

45
Fig.9

40

35

25

30

20

10

15

20-

X-ray pattern of cement mortar (w/c=0.35) taken
inner

part

immersion
exposure

the

of

under

to

the

Y=C3A.CaC12•10H2O).

specimens

CaC12

after

solution

CO2-rich

and

room

6

months

from
of

preliminary
(CH=Ca(0H)2;

CaCl .
2

X-ray diffraction analyses carried out on the carbonated mortar specimens
preliminarly cured in the CO -rich room have shown the absence of hydrolysis lime (Fig.
8) . Only in uhe inner part of the specimens with w/c of 0.35, are the lime reflexes
still noticeable (Fig. 9). Obviously in these specimens the carbonation has started but
has not completed.

In fact, by means of the colorimetric test, a complete carbonation can be shown in
the outer part only up to a thickness of about 6 mm, after 60 days; neverthless, the

typical XRD peaks of calcium oxychloride in the carbonated outer portion and in the
inner one where the lime is still present, are not observed.

CONCLUSIONS

of the present work mean that

The results

the aggression of the CaCl

against

cement mortars is due to the calcium oxychloride (ЗСаОхСаС! xl5H 0) that is formed by
the reaction between CaCl^ diffused through the material and lime produced by Portland
cement hydration.

When the hydrolysis lime is transformed into CaC03 because of the carbonation, the
CaCl^ penetration is not able to cause the oxychloride formation growth and therefore
material damage does not occur.

These results indicate that the calcium oxychloride hydrate, is responsible
the concrete structures damage when exposed to the de-icing salts based on CaCl .
2
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AGGRESSIVITY OF PHENOL HOMOLOGUES SOLUTIONS AND
CAUSED CORROSION OF CEMENT COMPOSITES

V Zivica
Inst, of Construction & Architecture, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava
CSFR
’

SUMMARY
This,paper represents the results of long-term study cf the action of
phloroglucinol, cresol, phenol, pyrocatechol, hydrochinone, pyrogallol
and resorcinol on the cement composite. The obtained results show that
these phenols represent components with very different aggressivity and
cause acidic corrosion. The relatively most aggressive medium is the re
sorcinol solution, which causes a very dangerous kind of corrosion. Its
causes and the properties of phenols as parameters of their aggressivity

La contribution mentionne les rösultats de la recherche a long ter
me da 1 action des solutions des homologues du ph6nol au сотрозё du ciment. Les resultats obtenus montrent que ces solutions pr£sentet les mi
lieux avec 1 agressivitä diverse et ils causent la corrosion acide. Le
milieu relativement le plus agressif est la solution du rösorcinol qui
* soF^e da la corrosion tree dangereuse. Ses causes et les proI
pri6t6s des phänols comma les parametres de leur agressiv^ sent пгё-

INTRODUCTION

Phenol and its homologues can occur in waste waters from various in
dustrial branches and can present as aggressive substances a danger for
concrete structures /1,2/. Information is rare and practically limited
to the basic homologue - phenol. Simirarly information about the chemism
of caused corrosion is limited. From the point of view of phenol homolo
gues aggressivity their acidity is an important property.lt is known
that acid substances can cause acidic corrosion of cement composites, re-’
suiting in decomposition of their hydration products. In water soluble
products of this destruction can be leached out. The result of this pro
cess is a gradual decomposition of the binding agent in the composite
and subsequently degraded physical properties, including the strength of
the attacked material.
The aim of this study was to determine the aggressivity of phenol
homologues and its factors.

EXPERIMENTAL

Preparation of the test specimens

The cement used was an ordinary Portland cement of class 400 accor
ding to standard CSN 722112 /Table 1/. An natural silica sand according
to standard CSN 721208 was used.
2-cm cubes and 2x2x12 cm prisms, made from mortar (cement:sand 1:3,
w/c=0,6) were used for the study. After the curing of the test specimens
24h at 95% relative humidity and 27 days in tap water, the test specimens
were put in saturated solutions of phloroglucinol, hydrochinone, para
cresol and phenol and in 10% solutions of pyrocatechol, pyrogallol and
resorcinol. A part of the test specimens were stored for control in tap
water. Temperature of the curing was 20+2OC.

Testing
The following properties of the test specimens were studied: visual
state, physical properties (bulk density, compressive strength, dynamic
modulus of elasticity, length changes) chemical and phase composition,
using chemical and thermal analysis (Q-derivatograph for DTA, GT and DGT
curves determination) and X-ray analysis (diffractometer Philips), pore

Table 1

Composition and Properties of Used Cement

Chemical Composition
Loss on Insoluble Q.n
p.
_
ignition residue
S102
A12°3 Уе2°3

2.00

1.50

20.28

Bogue Potential Compounds-%

C-jA G4AF

C3S

C2S

9.76 9.82 40.83 27.47

5.74

3.13

-

%
n

Ca0
60.63

2.57

2.57

Physical Properties
spec.
spec.
Setting time
CaSO4 weight surface
min.
-3 2
-1
kg.m
m .kg
Initial Final
4.18 3143 355.9
190
310

structure, using total porosity determination (calculation from bulk de
™ u
values) and mercury porosimetry (porosimeter
mod.70 H, Carlo Erba, Milano).
RESULTSAMD DISCUSIOM
1 shows that the action of phenol homologues solutions on com
pressive strength and dynamic modulus of elasticity was quite different.
The phloroglucinol solution caused only retardation of the development
and the hydrochinone solution a moderate decrease of compressive
strength. The solutions of further phenol homologues caused a pronounced
degradation of the mentioned properties of mortar. In the case of the
sction of the resorcinol solution was this pronounced degradation conne
cted with the expansion and cracking of the test specimens /Fig.2/. The
interior of these test specimens contained a pasty like matter proving
the decomposition of mortar by the resorcinol solution.

(28)

(28)
TIME

OF ACTION - DAYS

Fig.1 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AND DYNAMIC

MODULUS

OF ELASTI

CITY OF MORTAR EXPOSED TO THE ACTION OF PHENOL
HOMOLOGUES SOLUTIONS

According to the obtained results, given in Table 2, the phenol ho
mologues solutions caused the decrease in CaO and Са(ОН)9 content and the
adverse effect on pore structure (total porosity and pofe median increa
se) of attacked mortar. No common reaction products of phenol homologues
and of mortar components have been found in attacked mortar. Our further
study of the phase composition of reaction products, resulting from phe
nols action upon on C,A, C,AF and C-,S hydration products, proved the de
structive action of phenol homologues too. Again no common reaction pro
ducts have been found /3/.
y

The phenol homologues solutions, with exception of phenol, para-cre
sol and resorcinol solutions, at the contact with mortar test specimens
turned black and were precipitated black or dark powder products. This
phenomenon was caused by oxidation of
phenol homologues with OH groups in or
tho and para positions /4/. The effect
of this process (decrease of phenol ho
mologues concentration in attacking so
lution and partially filling of pores in
mortar by solid oxidation products) evi
dently was one of the causes of decrea
sed aggressivity of these phenol homolo
gues - compared to the aggressivity of
solution of stable resorcinol (OH groups
in meta position).

Fig.2 Destructed test speci
men by resorcinol solu
tion, exposition time
90 days

The found effects of the phenol ho
mologues solutions - the decrease in
Ca(OH)2 and CaO content, the degradation
of the pore structure and the characte
ristic continous decrease of compressive
strength and of the modulus of elastici
ty cf mortar attacked by the studied phe
nol homologues solutions represent an

Table 2 Composition and Pore Structure of Mortar Exposed to
the Action of Phenol Homologues Solutions

Solution

Time of
exposi
tion
days

CaO
CaO bound Total
content in Ca(0H)2 porosity
and CaCO^
%
%

Pore
median

nm

Phenol

720

5.85

1.37

33.91

100.0

Para-cresol

720

10.32

4.13

29.74

36.0

Resorcinol

90

4.67

1 .20

46.07

124.4

Pyrogallol

720

4.63

1.57

39.12

390.0

Phloro
glucinol

1260

11.37

4.58

28.28

—

Water

1260

14.54

5.39

26.01

54.0

acidic corrosion. In the case of the attack by the resorcinol solution
this acidic corrosion was accompanied by increased expansion an mainly by
cracking and at last by disintegration of the attacked test specimens,
unusual at this type of corrosion. These effects are known as symptoms of
expansive corrosion. However, this type of corrosion is still accompanied
by further symptoms - as an existence of voluminous reaction product in
the attacked material and its typical transient strengthening and final
disintegration as a result of the rising of this product. All mentioned
symptoms accompany e.g. such expansive corrosion as is the well known
sulphate corrosion. However, the two last mentioned important symptoms in
the case of resorcinol corrosion have not been observed at the study.

, ^a>rding to the obtained results the cracking of the mortar attacKeaty the resorcinol solution was not caused by the process of expansive
corrosion. It is possible to suppose that this cracking is a result of
the interaction of acidic corrosion and of the effect of surface activi
ty, as a result of acidity and surface active properties of resorcinol.
^1S interaction is probably the synergistic strengthening
destructive effect of the resorcinol solution on cement composite.
o£ resorcinol is proved by decreased surface tension
value of°0
a.Vflu®
N/m comParing with water with a
value of 0.070 N/m. The opinion about the supposed role of surface acti
vity at the described corrosion is supported by its known effects - the
decrease of surface tension of solutions and the facilitation of their
penetration into the pore structure of solids, the improvement of their
adsorPtlon on solids, the dispersive effects on solids, the posvalues JntilCtoS5 MPa3/?/81” ₽°Гв structure of cement composites reaching

?he obtained results for aggressivity of phenol hotheir following properties seem as the deciding ones: solubility
aCld^7^nUm^r
Position of OH groups in homologue molecule
5dth^sti1^«atiklt7i ?h® ?lven isctors and the degradation effectnivness
of the studied phenol homologues are in Table 3 summarized.

Table 3

Comparison of Properties of Phenol Homologues and of Caused
Corrosion of Mortar

Phenol
homologues
Phloroglu_____
Hydrochi
none
_
Para
cresol
Phenol

pKa
Value

10.00

Pyroca
techol
Pyroga
llol

9.28

Resorcinol

9.44

9.45

Solubility Concentration
in water
of solutions
%
used at the
%
____________ study 1e12
saturated
solution /SU/
6.7
saturated
solution /SU/
1.8
saturated
—
solution
9,3
saturated
----------——solution
31.2
—
/SU/
31.5
ТГ,

Corrosion
degree
of mortar
6.03 "
720™
18.49
' 76Ö'
47.55
.720
69.07
720
- 62.51
760

Determined
corrosion
tyre

acidic
corrosion
acidic
corrosion
acidic
corrosion
acidic
corrosion
acidic
corrosion
acidic

-----------—. /öU/
Z20_______ corrosion
, _ _---------------------- 97.02
acidic
63.7
10
90
corrosion

SU - solution in contact with mortar unstable
Corrosion degree: values over the line - decrease of compressive
strength of attacked mortar expressed in % of
strength of control test specimens, values under
line - exposition time in days

.^?^?n^a«e^Of#d^gra?ation effednivness of studied phenol homologusolutions and of homologues aggressivity res^^Sely represent; "
pb5-Sr°Slucinol, hydrochinone, para-cresol, pyrocatechol,
phenol, pyrogallol and resorcinol.Especially aggressive homologue is rees

9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement ■

sorcinol. These results displaces the opinion about indentity of phenol
homologues aggressivity.

CONCLUSION
Phenol homologues solutions can cause acidic corrosion of cement
composites. Their aggressivity seems to be in comparison with aggressive
Inorganic media a very complex property, which besides the homologues
acidity is influenced by further mentioned factors. Danger of acidic cor
rosion of cement composites in phenol homologues media represents incre
ased demands on anti-corrosive protective measures of concrete structures
in such media.
The mentioned complexity of aggressivity and of corrosion processes
may be expected even at the action of further aggressive organic media on
cement composites. There is a possibility of destructive action of acidic
corrosion and its combination with destructive co-effect of organic sub
stances surface activity and of destructive co-effect of their contingent
voluminous reaction products with cement composites components
*
A fur —
ther possible factor of complication of attack of cement composites by
organic media seems to be possible unstability of organic substances at
contact with them and caused chemical changes of attacking solutions. The
role of surface activity in processes of cement composites destruction
requires further research.
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CORROSION OF HARDENED CEMENT PASTES BY FORMIC
ACID SOLUTIONS
A Bajza

Slovak Technical University, Bratislava, CZECHOSLOVAKIA

SUMMARY
nf +h?e+aCti°n of formic acid (HCOOH) solutions leads to the deterioration
chanoe o^th^rhP de9Fada^102 о£ the Physico-mechanical properties and the
ment0(HPC)tpastes
1
PhaSe composition of the hardened portland ce-

tial decreasA nf +hP CaU5es the formation of the layer structure, substandensri
compressive strength, weight and bulk density of har
dened portland cement paste and to the increase of total porosity
microoores volume and median of the micropores radius determined by MIP.’
XRD, DTA^MIp'anVsEr teStS>

C0UrSe °f

studied by

ZUSAMMENFAS5UNG

vp.eph?6 Wirkung der AmeisensäurelHsungen hat zur Folge Strukturstcirunaen
erschlechterung der physikalisch-mechanischen Eigenschaften und eine Ve-’
olstlnUn9 dei? chemischen und Phasenzusammensetzung der erhärteten ZementkJ DDL G II«

+ ,,TS
Ameisensäure verursacht einerseits die Bildung der SchichtenstrukdichtpeJi^1phh-V + rriri97rUn9 + der Druckfestigkeit, des Gewichts und der Roh
dichte der erhaltenen Zementpasten, andererseits fuhrt sie zum Anstieg der
gesamten Porosität, des mittels der Queksilberhochdruckporosimetrfe lest
gelegten Porenvolumens
und des Medianmikroporenradius.
der RnASSnTAheHn0Pn^Chen+Ver5UCAeorMUrde der Korrosionsverlauf
□ er r\[JAj DTA, Hg-Porosimetrie und REM studiert.

anhand

INTRODUCTION
The corrosion of the cement composite materials by formic acid (HCOOH)
occurs in concrete constructions the chemical, paint, textile, furrier,
food-stuff industry, in medicine, agriculture, etc. Formic acid is acting
there either as a chemical or a product of the bio-degradation. After Mosk
vin (1) this corrosion can be classified as Type II. Due to the decomposi
tion of the hydrated and unhydrated cement compounds it leads to the severe
degradation of the technical properties of composites. The end products of
it are soluble calcium salts as well as hydrated oxides SiO„.aq, Al„D^.aq
and Fe20-j.aq (1,2,3).
'

While SiO^.aqis insoluble (except HF) in acid solutions, the solubili
ty of Al^O-?. aqzand Fe^O^.aq depend on the pH value of the acting solution.
The hydrated oxide Al^O^.aq is in the solid state at pH values above 3,5
and Fe20^.aq at pH values above 1,5. At the lower pH values they dissolve (4).

Medgesi (5) studied the concrete corrosion by organic acids including
HCODH. He found that the rate of corrosion had increased with increasing
solubility of the calcium salts formed and it was not essentially influen
ced by the type of cement. Medgesi (6) also published results on the DTA
investigation of the cement matrix of concrete corroded by HCOOH and other
chemicals. According to the data published by Bajza (7) composites based
on portland cements do not withstand to the action of HCOOH. To achieve
their longer service life it is necessary to use efficient protecting coa
tings.

EXPERIMENTAL
A commercial portland cement having a calculated compound composition
(Bogue) of 64,77 % C-jS, 5,55 % C2S, 9,08 % C3A, 8,94 % C^AF and 3,26 % Са30д
has been used.
Cylinders 30x30 mm from cement pastes of the water to cement ratios
0,1 (pressed at 100 MPa), 0,3 and 0,4 (vibrated) were prepared. After 28
days of water curing (pastes having w/c=0,l) or 1 day moist curing followed
by 27 days in water (pastes having w/c=0,3 and 0,4) a part of samples was
further cured in water at room temperature and a part was placed in a 0,5,
3 and 5 % HCOOH solutions for 1, 7, 28, 91, 365 and 1460 days. During the
first 6 months of storage the aggressive solutions were replaced every 28
days, during successive storage after every 84 days. The samples were tes
ted at the age of 1, 28, 29, 35, 56, 119, 393 and 1486 days, irrespective
of the treatment method.

At the particular treatment period the appearance
of the tested sam
ples were assessed, their changes in weight, thickness of corroded layer,
porosity (calculated from the loss of the weight after drying and the sam
ple volume), compressive strength, pore size distribution, chemical and
phase composition and morphology were determined.

Experimental technique such as chemical gravimetry, XRD, DTA, MIP and
SEM were used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The corrosion of the hardened cement pastes by HCOOH solutions causes
formation of the layered structure. The properties of the corrosion products
layer differ from not yet corroded "core" of the samples. As the corrosion
proceeds the corrosion layer becomes thicker. At any stage of samples sto
rage in aggressive solutions, it is possible to separate the corroded layer
easily from them.

Properties of Hardened

Table!.

Designation

w/c

Age
(Samples

Solution

Storage
in
Solution)
days

PI3

0,4

fl2

0,3

PIi

0,1

Portland Cement Pastes
Change
in Weight
^90
——££.100
m28
%

1
28
393
1488

Г

M1I3

M9K
2
3

0,4

2030
2058
2068
2072
"217З
2203
2215
2228
~2548
2551
2566
2575

21,3
62,5
79,7
86,0
~37,1
91,9
116,1
129,4

42,8
38,4
35,8
34,4
”33,7
30,2
27,6
27,1

139,7
225,4
271,5
296,8

18,3
16,6
15,1
14,4

58,2
50,0
39,1
16,1

39,2
41,4
47,6
52,7

48,5
40,9
0,6

41,2
46,4
7?,5
81,9

Total
Pогоs

MPa

%

0,7
1,3
10,1
15,3

29(1)
3’° %________ 56(28)
HCOOH
393(365)
1488(1460)

4,1
10,1
51,6
52,2

2050
2030
1887
1730
*2034
1928
1264
1227

29(1)
56(28)
393(365)
1488(1460)

4,9
15,4
52,9
53,8

1963
1816
1214
1201

43,5
26,6
0,5

29(1)
56(28
393(365)
1488(1460)

43,2
52,4
80,2
82,2

3,2
7,4
48,3
50,2
"2,5
5,9
39,6
47,3

2163
2101
1288
1248

74,7
58,1
1,3

34,1
39,7
78,3
79,5

2490
2418
1575
1331

175,5
147,7
13,5

20,3
22,3
62,9
74,3

0,3

0,1

Compres s Lv e
Strength

29(1)
°,5 %
56(28)
HCOOH
393(365)
1488(1460)

3,0 %
HCOOH
'1
*
^2'

28
393
1488
1
28
393
1488

5,0 %
HCOOH

M3I3

m2i2

Water

Bulk
Density
of Sa
turated
Samples
kg.m-3

29(1)
56(28)
393(365)
1488(1460)

The data of Table 1
qhnu, +h^+
.
in water were improved with the time ofecur?Snrt+hS °f Jhe samPles cured
solutions were severely corroded. The corrosioA ?рН5+ S+°red ln f°rmic acid
decrease of the weight, bulk densitv
nnm
10^ led
their substantial
the total porosity.
pressive strength and increase of
comPressive^strength°data^O(Tab

can be observed from the

negligible after 1 year of storaoe anJ
most cases were found to be
respectively. The corrosion effectiveness inrrp
unmeasurable after 4 years,
sing solutions concentration and oartlv я1рп
ssed mainly with the increat:
*
r
h:fc:^s^r:anTE:

on the permeability oi the

Bulk Density and Results of Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry

Table 2.

O

«

CM rA
CD

OOU >l O

I

i

nm

%

E
C

CD

2s:

E

1

kg.rn-5

1

—
x
E
c

PI3

LA

days

Bulk
Pore Volume Median
Pore Size Distribution
Density
of Micro
to3- 3
of Dry
pores
3,75- 10« .
Samples
Radius
10 nm 10 nm
7,5x10 nm
r~

Desig- Age
nation (Sample
Storage
in
Solution

%

%

28
393

1674
1710

0,169
0,100

37
31

12,7
4,8

81,2

90,4

3,1
2,6

3,0
2,2

28

2385

0,033

26

3,0

96,2

0,5

0,3

0,320
0,677

283
477

20,3
4,7

51,0
21,8

28,0
46,2

0,7
27,3

M3T3

119(91)
393(365)

582
412

0,462
0,689

581
636

7,6
4,0

18,6
19,5

34,5
35,6

39,3
40,9

M.I.

393(365)

2089

0,041

38

3,6

84,7

6,9

4,8

393(365)

946

0,382

248

4,6

29,5

59,9

6,0

393(365)

571

0,533

385

3,8

25,1

61,4

9,7

J

l —1

942
470

<

119(91)
393(365)

<

M2T3

1

CM

1

CM

M31.!

Fig. 1. DTA curves of HPC
pastes stored in formic
acid solutions.
■
-

Fig. 2. SEM micrograph of HPC paste (w/c=0,4)
*
stored
365 days in 3 % HCOOH solution.
Magnification: xlOOO.

se composition) and does not depend on the permeability of uncorroded har
dened cement paste (1).
’
The results'of MIP (Table 2) correspond with the properties discussed
above. The higher water to cement ratio, solutions concentration and their
longer acting time led to higher degradation of the hardened cement pastes
structure. With the progress in corrosion increased their micropores volume
and the amount of micropores with larger radii (the median of micropores
radius is increasing).

nf qtnrc curves (F19- 1) of the corroded samples in their earlier staoes
the rharo +are +lmilar, to the control ones cured in water. In laterstaoes
calcite !aboie5750 Bc! ar^J^ Por.tlandite <at ab°ot 520 °C) and those of
Cp
.
О are absent. Large endothermic peaks in the ranoe of
the\2on^coCrro3ed^
the decomposition^
Ч1П
ЯП
Л1 n
о
y i г
n Proaucts as to the main corrosion products
decgmpoai?ä8n3„e?ea?ound? 3'aq' N° charakteri=tl= P==ks ot calcium tarmate
ettecta a^ahnn + ^nn^““?^ gy Hedges! (6) it is to see endothermic
respectively^ ₽haSe

thE transf°™^1опЬо”1ьГаддгев^Гчиа^г content,

a dlstincrmorphology^i^^^ery^^ouränd^ragile (Fig^y“ d° "Ot haVB
compo^iM™^ eu^d'c^S^oPslX^lnS^J^^s^re^^Jhe1^
aggressive solutions. While the amount ot CaO in all control samples is
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^ni^n ¥

r nSVh
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q-12a>-tCötr?hd:de1:n5:si!saln?L5e^qSebyt^enpH

*
1
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that tho r-hö
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found
most

№ time

of exposure 1-1460 days) the following equation can be written

’

tr = 0,174 c0,579 T-0’583

(1)

where t^ is the thickness of the corroded layer гит)
the solutions concentration (%),
'
’
L the exposure time (days)
’
^HiStbrPoCJarkre(g)?dS rather wel1 “ith the theoretical one tT =

CONCLUSION

The obtained experimental data show that formic acid solutions
severely corrode hardened portland cement pastes.

ra+inThf course of corrosion is influenced mainly by the water to cement
acid soluUon”"16
Paste' thB
con«n^ation ani acting
ot formic

Table 3.

Chemical Composition of Non-corroded and Corroded Hardened
Portland Cement Pastes

Designation

Age
(Samples
Storage
in Sol.)
days

PI,3

28
119

Mi1 I,3

393(365)
56(28

119(91)

Mol,
2 3

393(365)
119(91)

M3T3

393(365)

”1____________

393

Moll
2 1

393(365)

Si02
+
Ins .
Res.
%

Fe205

ai2o3

СаО

МдО

Loss
□п
Ignit.

%

%

%

%

%

52,78
51,64
48,40е
5,70

1,43
0,64
2,08е
2,65

18,00
14,60
17,44е
13,51

19,25
18,44
18,58C
53,73

2,40
2,62
2,56е
8,57

54,41
17,32c
6 /, 90

6,96
2,82е
4,31

11,36
7,68е
9,13

7,75
51,40е
3,64

0,43
1,80е
0,29

15,68
12,37е
13,95

86,34
16,96°
72,37
88,14

1,25
2,69е
2,32
0,43

2,71
7,43е
5,84
1,00

1,04
50,32е
3,43
0,40

0,30
1,52е
0,26
0,00

8,31
18,25е
14,31
8,29

18,80
18,86е

2,92
2,83е
7,19

6,09
7,24е
7,24

58,58
59,38е
2,04

1,34
1,48е
0,27

7,56
8,28е
13,12

6 8,6 8

4,72
7,26
6,04е
14,14

c - core

It is a typical acidic corrosion characterized by the formation of
the layer structure.
The composition and properties of the corrosion products layer are
very different from those ones of yet not corroded samples core or of the
control water cured samples.

The microstructure of the corroded layer is very porous and without
the presence of morphologically typical hydration products.
For the thickness of the corrosion products layer as the convenient
characteristic of corrosion studied the general exponential equation can
be written

4 = к CaH7b
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ELECTROCHEMICAL DEGRADATION OF
CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS
A Gerdes and F H Wittmann

Institute ofBuilding Materials, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich, SWITZERLAND

SUMMARY
Concrete elements may be exposed to long lasting electric fields. The reinforcement may act in
some cases like an electrode. If the concrete elements are water saturated migration of ions
will take place under the influence of an imposed electric field. This transport mechanism will
locally reduce the equilibrium ion concentration and hence induce dissolution of solid phases. A
model will be described to predict quantitatively this degradation process. The predictions of the
model are compared and verified by experimental results. Measures to prevent this corrosion
process are discussed.

Betonbauteile können längerfristig elektrischen Feldern ausgesetzt werden. In einigen Fällen
fungiert dabei die Bewehrung als Elektrode. Bei mit Wasser gesättigten Bauteilen kann unter
dem
Einfluss
elektrischer
Feldern
eine
lonenmigration
stattfinden.
Dieser
Transportmechanismus kann örtlich die Konzentration der im Gleichgewicht stehenden Ionen
beeinflussen und zum Abbau der Hydratationsprodukte führen. Ein Modell wird entwickelt, um
diesen Schadensmechanismus quantitativ zu beschreiben. Die Annahmen dieses Modells
werden mit Analyseergebnissen verglichen und verifiziert. Weiterhin werden Möglichkeiten
diskutiert, um diesen Korrosionsprozess zu verhindern.

1. INTRODUCTION
Tap water reservoirs are often built as a reinforced concrete structure. For hygienic reasons the
inner surfaces of the concrete structure are usually coated [1]. In Europe organic coatings are
more and more replaced by cement based mortar coatings. For this application white cements
are often used. In many cases the service life of the cement based coating has been shown to
be well above ten years. In some cases, however, the coating locally becomes soft within
penny-shaped areas. The material from these areas can easily be washed out. Sometimes the
soft areas can be detected by their brownish colour.

Detailed analyses have shown that chemical attack by tap water and microbiological corrosion
can be excluded as origin for this type of damage [2]-[4]. Recently several authors have found
that cement based materials can be severly attacked under the influence of an electric field.

SAITO and NAKANE [5] placed concrete specimens between two carbon electrodes. One
electrode works as a cathode (-), the other one as an anode (+). Under the influence of a
potential difference, forced directional ion migration through the porous structure of hydrated
cement paste takes place. The authors indicate that the appearance and composition of the
mortar changes distinctly after a short time. The surface facing the cathode showed clearly a
coarser texture by visual inspection and it was found that the porosity and permeability
increased. The chemical analysis of the mortar indicated that the Ca(OH)2 content continually
decreased, subsequently the decomposition of CSH takes place. This has been measured by
following the Ca/Si ratio.
MENZEL and AKTAS [6] investigated the effect of an electric current on concrete. They
described that the mortar near the anode gets a spongy appearance, showing particles of
brownish colour, while the cathode area remains dense and shows white stains. The results of
DTA- and XRD-analysis confirmed that the lime was completely dissolved. In this case other
hydration products, like CSH gel, were dissolved due to the action of hypochloric and
hydrochloric acid, produced by electrolysis.

Based on these results we propose in this paper a hypothesis for the deterioration of concrete
under an electric field. The prediction of this model will be discussed and verified by
comparison with experimental results.

2. THE MODEL : CHEMICAL
FIELD

REACTIONS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF AN ELECTRIC

The deterioration of concrete under the influence of an electrical field is assumed to be due to a
series of migration processes and subsequent reaction mechanisms. The proposed model is
schematically shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Model of the deterioration of concrete under the influence of an electric field
Under the influence of an electric field anions like Ca2+, Na+ or K+ ions dissolved in the pore
water of concrete and the cement based coating will migrate towards the negative electrode.

This process is characterized by {A} in Fig. 1. On the other hand, cations like HCOg" ions

dissolved in the tap water migrate towards the positive electrode and enter the coating. This
process is characterized by {B} in Fig. 1. Sometimes the HCOg"- concentration in tap water is
very high, for instance up to 40 French degrees of hardness which corresponds to 400 mmol/l

ions of alkaline earth metals. In the solution in the pore system the concentration of HCO3"
ions increase.
As a consequence of equilibrium of СОз27НСОз‘ and the solubility products of carbonates,

only insoluble СаСОз precipitates :

Ca2+ + 2HCO3- <===> СаСОз + co2 + H2O

(1)

The reaction product CO2 can dissolve Ca(OH)2 and hydrates of the calcium aluminate
phases. At the same time Ca2+ and OH" ions can be dissolved from the CSH gel. The

amount of dissolved Ca2+ ions depends on the СОз27НСОз" equilibrium.
The reactions involving Ca(OH)2 may be represented by the following equations :

CO2 + 2 OH" <===> CO32- + H2O

(2)

Ca2+ + CO32- <===> CaCO3

(3)

Cement hydrates like calcium aluminate hydrate, monosulphate or ettringite decompose into
СаСОз, ai2°3 ar|d in the case of monosulphate or ettringite in addition to СаЗОд.
The decomposition of CSH is characterized by the decrease of the Ca/Si ratio. This can be
described by equation (4):
x CaO-SiO2(aq) + z H2O —> у Ca2+ + 2y OH" + (x-y) CaO SiO2(aq)

(4)

The dissolution of the CSH gel is further accelerated by the destruction of the protective
layer [7], [8] . Finally, decomposition of the cement hydrates lead to the formation of silica,
alumina and iron oxide [9].
’

3. ON THE ORIGIN OF ELECTRIC FIELDS
Among the possible origins for an electric field in concrete structures like water reservoirs
range corrosion cells or stray field currents, induced for instance by transformers, electrified
railway systems or trams. In general a corrosion cell is built up if two different materials,
characterized by different corrosion potentials, are connected with one another and when
they are in in contact with an electrolyte.
In the case of water reservoirs a corrosion cell consisting of corroding steel in contact with
reinforcing steel in concrete can be formed. This is schematically shown in Fig. 2.

steel

steel

concrete

(

)

pore solution
pH = 12.5

ill

OH" 5Ä HCO3■<-----

c)
water
pH = 7

Fig. 2 Model of a corrosion cell
For the reinforcing steel in concrete stored under water, a corrosion potential of - 500 mV
can be measured, using а Си/СиЗОд cell as reference electrode. By connecting the
reinforcing steel in concrete to the corroding steel a corrosion potential ranging from 350 up

to 600 mV can be expected [10]. Under these conditions the migration of Ca2+ ions and
НСОз" ions occur as outlined in section 2.

4. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION: ANALYSIS OF THE CEMENTITIOUS COATING

4.1 Visual inspection
Recently some reservoirs with the characteristic damage described above have been
examined. The diameter of the damaged areas is typically 2 to 5 cm. Sometimes a regular
pattern following the reinforcement of the concrete structure can be observed. The coating in
the damaged areas is soft and can be easily removed.

4.2 Chemical analysis

Extensive chemical analyses have been carried out on the undamaged and the damaged
mortar coating. Some typical results shall be presented here. Results of a chemical analysis
of undamaged material (sample 1) and damaged material (sample 2) are shown in Table 1.
Values are given in weight-%.

Sample
No.

HCIinsolub.
residue

HCIsolub.
SiO2

Cement
content

1
2

43.09
58.81

6.54
0.42

31.90
2.07

Fe3+

SO42-

0.17
0.16

0.72
0.03

Table 1: Chemical analysis of (1) the undamaged and (2) damaged coating material
The cement content was determined by measuring

the HCI-soluble SiC>2. The SO42"

content was determind by gravimetric analysis. The Fe-content was analyzed by means of
photometry.
These data show, that the cement and sulphate content of the damaged mortar was
significantly reduced, while the amount of Fe is found to be almost constant.
Moisture content (loss of weight at 300 °C), content of Ca(OH)2 (loss of weight at 400-500
°C) and the amount of CaCOß (loss of weight at 550-850 °C) were determined by

thermogravimetry. The results of TG analysis are shown in Table 2. All values are given in
weight-%.
Sample No.

moisture content

Ca(OH)2 content

CaCOß content

1
2

9.5
16.9

9.1
n.n

8.8
29.9

Table 2: TG analysis of (1) the undamaged and (2) damaged coating material

4.3 Scanning electron microscopy
The morphology as seen by SEM is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 for the undamaged and
damaged coating material.
.

Fig. 3 Undamaged cement based
coating material

Fig. 4 Damaged part of the same
coating material as shown in Fig. 3

In Fig. 3 the original surface of the coating can be seen. The binding matrix near the surface
of the damaged material has been destroyed and can be seen that the mortar desintegrates.
5. DISCUSSION
The deterioration of a cementitious coating material can be described by the following model.
Under the influence of an electric field built-up by a corrosion cell for instance migration of
ions occurs out of and into the coating. The decrease of Ca2+ ions and the increase of

HCO3" ions in the pore system of the coating respectively lead to a chemical attack of the
cementitious material. As a result of this attack, which in essence is similar to carbonation,
Ca(OH)2 is dissolved, cement hydrates are decomposed and transformed into CaCOg.
The proposed mechanisms of deterioration can be verified by results of visual inspection,
chemical analysis and SEM observation. Further experiments to verify the model
quantitatively will be carried out.
This type of corrosion can be avoided by electrical disconnection of the active electrodes
[11J.
,

6. CONCLUSIONS
A model to describe electrochemical degradation of cementitious materials is proposed.
Based on the model and using the results of the analysis of damaged coating material the
following conclusions are obtained:

- A complete decompositon of cementitious materials, stored under water, is possible if a
corrosion cell can develop and/or a equally oriented electric field is applied.
- The model presented here explains the mechanisms and the velocity of deterioration
observed in water reservoirs.
- This type of deterioration can be avoided by careful design of the metallic components in a
reservoir or by averting metallic reinforcement.
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AN IMPACT OF THERMAL-TREATED ARGILLACEOUS OCHRE
ON PROPERTIES OF DECORATIVE CEMENT
N A Sirajiddinov, Kh L Usmanov and D К Adylov
Institute of Chemistry, Uzbek Academy of Sciences
Tashkent, UZBEKISTAN

SUMMARY
The work contains results of an examination of the feasibility
of using thermally-treated argillaceous ochre on such properties of
decorative cement as strength, frost- , weather- and sulphate resis
tance. It has been established that under thermal treatment, alumi
nates, silicates and ferrites, being in the composition of argilla
ceous ochre, were subjected to structural changes, and thus, they
positively influenced the properties of decorative cement.

АННОТАИИЯ
В работе приведены результаты исследования о возможности исполь
зования термообработаннои глинистой охры на такие свойства декоратив
ного цемента, как- прочность, морозо-, атмосферо- и сульфатостоикость.
Установлено, что вследствие термообработки алюминаты, силикаты и фер
риты, находящиеся в составе глинистой охры, претерпевают структурные
изменения и тем самым положительно влияют на свойства дековативного
цемента.
г

In the production of red cement an expencive pigment is generally
used as a clouring admixture and the red cements
thus obtained are
char®c"* :erized by a low fading resistance. That is why search of a new
abundantly available colouring admixtures for improving the properties
of coloured cemenets seems necessary.
For thia purpose, we examined natural argillaceous yellow ochre
and a white clinker of the integrated building materials factory in
Angren. The chemical composition of these raw materials is presented
in Table I.

TABLE I
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE RAW MATERIALS
Materials

SiOg AlgO^ FegO^ CaO S0<3 Pz^Or- MgO
J CD

White
clinker
from
Angren

23.35

1.05

6.42

NagO

RgO

67.44
0.30

0.42

-

1.67

99.65 .

-

0.65

0.1

1.39

90.89

kn=0.90
r=6.26
n=3.0

Yellow
argilla
ceous
ochre

51.68

1 5.85

20.39

0.11

0. 82

In the X—ray diffractоgrams of non—fired ochre mainly the lines
corresponding to the following compounds can be observed: auartz
L /пн/2^•”
0*2^; 0.180; 0.165; 0.153; 0.137 nm;
grinalite FeyOH/^
Si Og
- 0.712;
0.355 nm;
limonite - FeHOg or (FeOOH)0.421; 0.244; 0.226; 0.180; 0.165; 0.136 nm; diklite - Al /ОН/. *
Sig 05
- 0.233; 0.165 nm.
4

When heating up to 7OO-9OO°C the colouring matter - yellow argi
llaceous ochre , including a compound goethite - FeH0o (FeOOH), trans
forms to hematite FegO^ (red).
2

- FeOOH

FegO^

That is why it was interesting to examine the impact of thermal treatth® yellow argillaceous ochre over 200-1000°C on its properties.
At 800 C minerals of the yellow argillaceous ochre are successively
dehydrated and rendered partially amorphous as a result of the defor
mation and breakdown of the crystal lattice of the mineral.
u ^/tbe X-ray diffractograms of the thermally treated argillaceous
ochre the lines 0.442} 0.334; 0.186; 0.181 and 0.158 nm are indicated,
corresponding to
-quartz and the ones 0.270; 0.250; 0.185 nm (honiä'ti't©) e
, .
which a part of the red ferro oxide pigment was sub
stituted with the thermally treated ochre were forpassed for an exa
mination of the impact of the latter on the physical and mechanical
properties of the decorative cement.

According to the results of the trials, the decorative cement
specimens, containing ochre can stand higher bending, tension and
compression as compared to the ochreless ones (TABLE II). The positive
influence of ochre on the activity of the decorative cement can be
explained by the fact, that thermal treatment of the ochre results in
the dehydration of ferro-containing compounds of montmorillonites,
dikkites and other argillaceous minerals, which leads to structural
changes and, in turn, increase in its activity.
An examination of the impact of the thermally treated ochre on
weather and frost-resistance has been conducted on specimens of di
mensions 4 x 4 x 16 cm and composition 1 : 3 (binder : aggregate
ratio). The weather resistance was determined by bending and compres
sion tests of the specimens after one year's exposure to natural
weather conditions and comparing their strength with that of control
specimens kept under normal conditions in a humid medium as bar stan
dard (2). The coefficient of weather-resistance of the specimens,
containing up to 11.5% of thermally treated ochre were found to be
0.94 - 1.45.
TABLE II

RESULTS OF PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL TESTS OF THE CEMENTS
Material
used______
^°White Argi- Red
ce
Па fer
ment
се ous roochre oxide

Ultimate strength

Rated Setting
thick■ time (h/
min.)
ness
(%)
ini■ fi
tial nal

MPa,

in

Bending
3

7

a

day

Compression
28

3

7

28

1. 91.5

-

8.5

29.0

1:08 2:42

36.9 42.7

58.2

183

290

323

2. 85.0

11.5

3.5

31.5

1:00 1:27

30.7 48.2

58.8

322

400

560

3. 85

10.5

4.5

32.5

1:05 2:05

40.9 50.5

59.8

330

426

580

4. 85

8.5

6.5

33.8

1:30 2:50

36.2 40.2

56.5

288

399

490

5. 82.5

9.5

8.0

30.1

1:10 1:55

36.1 40.5

47.4

294

357

420

Frost resistance trials were conducted in a freezing chamber at
20°C + 2°C. Defrosting was conducted in water at room temperature not
lower than +10°C. The trials comprised 300 phase-thaw cycles. After
each 25 cycles the specimens were weighed and visually examined. The
results indicated that after 300 cycles the specimens showed no defects
in outer appearance. The tests on physical and mechanical properties
also indncated a not much fall in strength for some specimens; the
coefficient of the weather resistance ranged from 0.93 to 1.13%.
Prism specimens (2 x 2 x 10 cm) were made from a white portland
cement, a red portland cement with an admixture of a red ferro-oxide
and from another red one with an admixture of the thermally treated
ochre, using a binder to aggregate ratio of 1 : 3. After a 28-day
hardening in water the specimens were transferred to glasses filled
with sand and 1-3% salt solutions (MgSO., Na^SO. and MgCl?). Visual
examination of the specimens after 3 months Indicated that in those of
white and red cement, containing the red ferro-oxide a slight film of
salts on the surface could be observed.

At the end of one year the film increased mostly in the specimens
from the white cement. By three years , the specimens showed big
cracks, evident salt filming and failures, mostly in the solutions of
was the most agressive. However, the specimens
t1—
ing the thermally treated ochre showed no such intensive salt filming
and outer defects under the same conditions. Only in the 3% solution
of Na^SO. a slight film of salts on the surface of the specimens could
be observed, but without cracks. This phenomenon can be explained as
follows. In the process of hardening of the decorative cement, the
aluminates and the silicates, activated in the thermal treatment of
the argillaceous ochre, interact with the Ca(OH)?, released during the
hydration of the cement materials and form hydroaluminates and hydro
silicates of calcium. And this prevents formation of hydrosulphoalu
minates and hydrosulphoferrites of calcium.
Thus, the use of thermally treated ochre as colouring admixture
to white cement improves such basic properties as the physical and
mechanical ones as well as frost-, weather- and salt-resistance.
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ANHOTATIOH
The paper presents the results of an investigation
on
alternate
freezing and thawing resistance
for
high-alumlnate
alite
portland
cement concretes of Spassk plant <C3A > 10%),
and also
for
sulfate
resistant bellte cement of Templuiski plant <C3A ~ 4%).
The
addition
of the modifiers ZC, LCT, C-3 has
been
shown
to
be
effective
for
influence on the liquid phase of the cements. So, the 0,5% addition of
ZC to the liquid phase allows to decrease the concentration of CaO
in
the filtrate of cement suspension to 28%.
According to the crushing strength tests, the addition of complex
reactive antiaggregate modifiers
on
the
base
of
ZC
+
LCT
<C-3>
increase the freeze
resistance
in
2.5
times
in
relation
to
the
standard high-aluminate portland cement concrete.

Аннотация

В данной работе представлены результаты исследований стойкости
бетона на высокоалюминатном алитовом портландцементе (ВАЦ СЗА > 10%) и
сульфатостойком белитовом цементе (СВЦ) Темлюйского завода (СЗА " 4%)
при воздействии циклических знакопеременных температур. Показано, что
при введении модификатора ЗЩ-0,5% к жидкой фазе в фильтрате цементной
суспензии осталось 28% СаО.
Соблюдая
принцип
равнонадежности
на
основании
предельно
допустимых напряжений (кд) показано различие в механизмах разрушения
бетонов на ВАЦ и СБЦ. Достигнутая высокая морозостойкость
(к-ЗОО и
выше) с
комплексным
модификатором
ЗЩ
+
ЛОТ(С-3)
позволяет
рекомендовать расширение области использования ВАЦ.

INTRODUCTION

For use in cold regions,
the
resistance
to
low temperature
torehi»hreI+Jta+Ce>i 1S °ae °f th€ baslc characteristics of cenint. Dud>.
high
structural
and
technical
properties,
the
high-aluminate
bS th»tCemen?S
are the ObJect of a 8rea"t practical
inte^"

eir use is restricted by phase
changes during
the
time
of
stability C3A, and high concentration
shrinkage. These factors decrease in a
considerable
degree
the
durability
of
cement stone.
iy
The negative effect of C3A can be compensated by transference
high-solutive compounds to hard-solutive ones. It is7known,
that 1

of
the
formation of the high-basic calcium hydrosilicates
is
followed
by
formation of low basic calcium hydrosilicates after
binding
of ■
calcium oxide and lowering of pH to 10.5 - 9.4 (1). The solvated
<free
Ca++
ions take the most part in the formation of low-basic silicates.

The properties of liquid phase are
known■
to have
considerable
effect on the cement hydration process
<2,3>.
The presence
of
the
excessive
OH‘
ions
in
the
mixing
water
,intenses
the
hydration
processes
for
low-basic
calcium silicates
(4,5).
Due
to
high
condensation of silicate-oxygen radicalsi
<S1O4
•
octahedrons),
the
durability of low-basic hydrosilicates of tobermorite
-- !
group
is very
high
in
relation
to
the
durability
of
high-basic
calcium
hydrosilicates (6). In these conditions the
dissolution
kinetics
of
binder is determined, first of all, by concentration
of
H+
and
OHions in the solution. On the water-binder boundary, the
eased by
by dissociative
adsorption
ofH20' ' on active^centeS
is increased
dissociative
’
‘"
<6,7). /
temperature the major products of
hydration are
CSH and Ca(OH)2, in proportion 1.5 - 2.0 (8),
bv
Obha^hand- the destruction of solid medium is accompanied
by inter crystalline microcracking in the
areas of
portlandite
and
calcium hydrosilicates. Silica and alumina hydrogels агГ resist Se

bSK:
Л?8 -lorocraeklng du« to relai.tlou
ol
Besides, the acicular crystals of calcium hydrosl1icate and ettringite
<ab=Se65 MT1?«
reilstanoe
T-F+bl 25 № X is conditioned by presence of
calcium hydrosilicates.
If
conc®ntratlon of Ca(OH)2 is higher then 23 - 25 mass %
(it
is
possible, when the concentration of C3S is 65 - 707.), durability does
not increase, and sometimes becomes even
lower
(9)
These
factors
initiated the „orklhg out of crystal 1 Iter« a,
miilal
synthesis of two major bearer of durability ettringite
(for
earb,
durability) and calcium hydroslllcate (for continuous^ardening) .
У
Therefore, the investigations of freeze stability of
alite
HAPS
have a considerable theoretical and practical interest
In the present
study we have attempted to increase
the
stability by
some
complex
modifiers and to understand their role in the processes
of
hardening
and freeze—thaw destruction.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The objects of our study were HAPC concretes <A > 10%> of
Snassk
plant, and bellte sulfate- resisting cements
(SRC)
of
Tenloozerskv
plant (A-4%>. Each test series included the samples with tin/ reactiÄ

ZC* LST' and C-3, to8e"ther with the standard control samples
without modifiers (table 1). The complex use
of
the
modifiers has

co—reactive effect and improves binder plasticity.
Volume
ration
coarse and fine aggregates <r) was constant and equal to 0,36.

of

Freezing of cubic
samples
<100
mm
>
was performed
in Kema
thermobarocamera till 223 К with keeping at this temperature for 2,5 h
and posterior thawing for 2.5 h in sea water.

Table 1

Com- Concrete composition.
pos- kg/m3
it.!on
code
ZC LST C-3
В
Z

OP
2P
3P
5P
6P
8P
OS
2S
3S
5S
6S
7S

—
—
—
450 220
—
.
—
0.05
450 220
—>* — _>s — —*> — 0.20 —
—
—» — — f*
0.2 0.4
—
—
0.60
409 200
—
_ H __ 180
—
1.0
—
—
—
416 203
—
—» — — >> — 0.05
M
—» — 0.20 —
—>> —
409 200 0.2 0.40 —
__>> _ _ >♦ —
—
—
0.60
—
—
0.60
409 190

Strength, R compr. ,
MPa in, the specific
points. R<N>

Ro
42.7/1.00
37.1/1.00
37.5/1.00
37.5/1.00
41.7/1.00
40.0/1.00
40.4/1.00
40.0/1.00
38.9/1.00
40.8/1.00
40. 7/1.00
43.6/1.00

*
R
49.3/1.55
44.9/1.21
45.4/1.21
41.5/1.11
45.9/1.10
49.1/1.23
40.9/1.01
44.0/1.10
42.1/1.08
43.6/1.07
46.2/1.44
49.5/1.14

Number of
cycles of
specific
IDoint R(N>

RD

43.2/1.01
29.6/0.80
26.5/0.71
32.4/0.86
31.2/0.75
40.3/1.01
33.4/0.83
40.5/1.01
37.2/0.96
32.5/0.78
39.7/0.98
38.9/0.89

Nt

Nd

9/468
3
99/3770
5
90/3336
6
6 105/4005
5 102/3892
24 108/5088
42/1661
9
12/553
3
46/1890
22
36/489
10
46/2040
24
74/3417
13

Note: 1. R
,
*
Rd, Nt, and Nd - crushing strength
and cycle
number
at
the points of maximum and destruction
correspondent!у
<10>.
In
the
nominator of "cycle
number”
column,
the
coefficient
of
structure
formation finishing in the
corresponding
points
is
given.
In the
nominator of "Nd” column - the integral Jn .
2.
Code
”P”
for
HAPC
M-500, ”C” for SRC.
.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Following the principle of equal reliability based on the maximum
admissible stress <Rd), the present study assumes to show a
mechanism
of HAPC concrete destruction under freezing and thawing.
The
results
obtained <11) give the opportunity to
consider
calcium sulfate
not
only as a regulator of mechanical reactivity and hardening,
but
also
as a structure forming component,
which
effects
to
a
considerable
extent on longevity of cement stone.

The experimental data obtained
show
in
case
of
injection
of
ZC=0.5% in relation to liquid phase in the cement suspension filtrate
1:5, 28% of CaO was remained (see Table 2>.

Table 2.

Concentration of CaO (g/1) in the cement suspension filtrate"
(1:5) in case of ZC, % to liquid phase
nitrate
U

1.77
100

V. 02

0. 05

0. 1

0.3

0.5

0.8

1.2

1.5

1» 72

1.46

1.44

1.22

0.49

0.57

0.38

0.29

97

82

81

69

23

32

22

16

..

Analysis of ZC role in hardening mechanism, and also experimental
data analysis let suggest, that the origin
of
fine dlspeX ZL2
promotes the dense structure formation of cement stone.
P

«ff
+
°f the elastlc-plastic failure near the crack tip
is
affected by history of loading and sizes
of
plasticity zones
<12?
which are related to changes of the plastic zonZ size
and rZZectlve

residual stresses for variable cycles of loading and unloading.

Therefore, the process of material failure are
to
ZonfidZnt?
Ms^orlcal consequence
that
allows us
to
use be
a
confidential interpretation of
analysis results
(10)
Kinetics
of
concrete strength for freezlng-thawing is given by
'
Klnetlcs
LnR' = xt(a+bx) + cisin(r),

.
<1>

”a>-re-b'' "'c»SarercoSi7e1S4enSth °f concrete ln freeze-thaw process,
b lu
coefficients expressing the intensity of runnincnf
SS^nlc f™=tlond“adyCtl°” prOCeBSesl “ le
circular frequency of

+
the Present understanding, the mechanical
strength
of the solid bodies, especially in the initial moment of
sinking
"to great extent determined by dislocations <13).
°
inl"ällnt1™e«?^="^erSetlC wlnS
th= =o»=r.t. strength function
at
shov,s the presence of other, apart from further cement
nydration,,
processes,
for
example,
relaxation
and
processes,
for
example,
relaxation
and
''collapsing
dislocation holes’* (see
(see Figure).
Figure).
Sign-variable
г=^ре
Sign-variable
temperature
effects/
transforming into the sign-variable concrete deformati
give
rise
the continuous microand
macrodisplacements
of ons,
the
structure,
Approaching the grain or block boundary,
dislocations are interrupted,
For moving new dislocations in the next
grain
or
grain
or
block,
additional
forces caused the strength increase of
the
structure
the
structure
concerned are
needed: there is constructional process - 1
period
<10>.
Therefore
absolute
>
.characterizes
value
of
maximum
strength
)
*
<R
the
resistability and completeness of the structurizatii
on. (see Figure).

GtjcLe number

Figure.

Kinetics of concrete strength in case of cyclic effect of
sign-variable temperatures. <Tg = 223 K)
1- concrete composition <0P) on high-aluminate
portland
cement of Spassky plant <M500)
2- concrete composition <QS) on SBC
of Teploozersky plant.

On
the other hand, it is known that
tobermorites
are
able
to
take up water
and
increase
in
volume
with retention
of
crystal
integrity <14>. It follows that the increase of tobernorite
structure
in solid phase of cement stone must lead to sufficient
variations
of
the material strength indices. In addition, main crack-formations
for
such structures must be value of the
maximum concrete
strength
for
freezing-thawing.
Thus,
an
extent
of
the
capillary-porous
bodies
(cement
determined by

structurization
completeness
systems)
for
freezing-thawing

2 = B<Kd)/Bc

of
is

(2)

where В(Nd) is value of the kinetics function of concrete strength
freeze-thaw process at the point of destruction, MPa.

in

Analyzing the obtained results based on
the
criterion
Mrm
**
is
should be noted that concrete on the
basic
of
HAPC cement
without
admixtures has proved must less cold-resistant than SBC. For this,
an
extent of the structurization completeness for the ’’OP” composition is
equal to 1,01 while the ”OS” composition has a
value
equal
to
0 83
(see Table 1).
When

injecting

ZC

admixture

into

liquid

cement

phase,

the
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greater cold-resistance will always have larger value of this integral
<Jn>. Comparing values Jm for 2P and 2S compositions,
it
should be
noted that in the former case this value is 6.8 times more (see
Table

Cold-resistance is to greatest
extent
increased when complex
admixture ZC+LST (SAS> is introdused into liquid phase
of
hardening
cement. This admixture is especially efficient in case of HAPC.
In the course of initial structurization, a portland cement
with
alkali-containing admixture ZC+LST in liquid phase is characterized by
reduced concentration of calcium ions as compared with the
reference
one
(see
Table
2).
Antiaggregating effect
of
lignosulfates and
alkaline compounds favours forming "the
fine-dispersed
structure
of
cement stone.
Trend
of
microstructure
formation
in early
period
increases significantly its resistibility against
cyclic
effects of
sign- variable temperatures.

A cold-resistance is to greatest extent increased when
complex
admixture ZC+LST (SAS> is introduced into liquid
phase
of
hardening
cement. This admixture is especially efficient in case of HAPC.
In the course of initial structurization, a portland cement
with
alkali-containing admixture Z C+LST in liquid phase
is characterized
by
reduced
concentration
of
calcium ions as compared
with
the
reference one (see Table 2>. Antiaggregating effect
of
lignosulfates
and alkaline compounds favours forming the fine-dispersed structure of
cement stone.
Trend
of
microstructure
formation
in early
period
increases significantly
its resistibility against
freeze
thaw
destructive processes.

CONCLUSIOH
The performed study shows, that HAPC and SRC concretes
have not
only different
freeze
resistance,
but
different
mechanisms
of
destruction. So, HAPC concrete
without;
--------------modifier
has
structur1zat i on
coefficient 1.01, while
SRC concrete
0. 83
Jm 438
and
1661
correspondent1у >

Addition of the complex modifier ZC +
LCT
(C-3>
at
the
early
stadium of structurization to HAPC liquid phase decreases
in
a veryconsiderable degree the concentration of calcium ions,
promoting the
generation of low-based calcium hydrosilicates. Besides,
the
anti
coagulator property of lignosulfates improve the
conditions
of
fine
structure formation in cement stone.
Addition of more reactive modifier compounds decrease the
gypsum
concentration in HAPC
liquid
phase,
and
allows
to
obtain the
low gypsum portland cement with high content of
the aluminate
phase
directly
in the
construction
industry.
This
method
has
high
technological
effectiveness and
is characterized by
accelerated
formation of fine-dispersed structure of cement stone. Besides, alkali
cations of sodium remaining in liquid phase considerably activates the
aggregate surface.
In the final analysis, these factors promote
the
increasing of strength, density and longevity of the HAPC concretes.
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EQUIPMENT TO MEASURE THERMAL EXPANSION OF
CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS
R I A Malek
Materials Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University,
USA

SUMMARY

Thermal expansion is an Important characteristic of cementitious systems in a variety of applications.
Oil well cementing, industrial and radioactive waste disposal, and rock repository shaft sealing are a few
examples of such applications. In these systems, the exposure to heat is likely to occur and it is extremely
important to establish a thermal expansion compatibility with the host material. The thermal expansion
should be of such value as to ensure effective sealing without causing creep to the host material. Accurate

monitoring of thermal expansion constitutes an essential part for these technologies. Because of the nature
of the cementitious systems, normal dilatometers could not give accurate thermal expansion values. In the
present paper, new equipment for thermal expansion determination of cementitious materials is presented.
In this system, the thermal expansion is accurately monitored while the sample is subjected to controlled

conditions of humidity and if desired, pressure. The results and their implications on the performance of
selected examples will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Cementitious systems are widely used In supporting and sealing Several underground structures. Oil
wells, industrial and radioactive waste disposal sites, and rock repository access shafts are a few examples
of these structures. The underground high temperature and pressure may interfere with the performance of
cementitious materials under such conditions.
Cementitious materials response to heating is different from other materials. Heating in air, the

cementitious materials expand or sometimes shrink. The behavior may be different if heating takes place In
a closed environment or under pressure. This is almost entirely controlled by the physical and chemical
(phase) changes. There is no published data on the thermal expansion of cementitious systems under a

□ZZD
RECORDER

SIGNAL
CONDITIONER

LVDT ASSEMBLY

MICROMETER

TEMPERATURE
CHAMBER
HIGH PRESSURE CELL

SAMPLE CELL
THERMOCOUPLE

MORTAR/GROUT

Figure 1. Equipment for thermal expansion of cementitious systems.

closed environment. This is due to the lack of dilatometers adequate for the cementitious systems. In
addition to heating In an open systems most dilatometers use small-size samples not representative of the
highly heterogeneous cementitious systems.

In the present paper, a new equipment for the determination of thermal expansion of cementitious
materials is presented. In this system, the thermal expansion is accurately monitored while the sample Is

subjected to a controlled environment.

THE EQUIPMENT
The new equipment for determining the thermal expansion In cementitious systems under a
controlled environment Is represented diagrammatically In Figure l.The equipment consists of a high
pressure cell containing the sample and adjusted to the desired conditions of humidity and pressure. A 1
square inch x 7.25 inch (645.16 square mm x 184.15 mm) rectangular or cylindrical sample is placed

vertically on the center bottom of the cell. An outer furnace assembly permits controlled temperature
change. The length of change is determined by using a linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT) and
its accessory signal conditioner/amplifier. This LVDT has an accuracy of + 2 x 10"4 inches ( +.5.08 x 10"3).

APPLICATION
An example on the use of this equipment was presented in this paper. It is used to measure the
thermal expansion of two cementitious formulations and a rock. The cementitious formulations are

proposed for the access shaft sealing of a high level waste repository site in tuff rock. The formulations are

given in Table l.The samples were cured for 28 days at 38°C and 100 % relative humidity.

The cementitious samples and the tuff rock were run separately by placing each sample in the cell.

The test cell was then sealed in a saturated water vapor environment at atmospheric pressure. Temperature

ТаЫе;е I: Composition of Cementitious Mixtures (weight percent).

INGRADIENTS

FORMULATION I

FORMULATION П

туре К cement

33.8

——

Class H cement

—

18.6

Deionized water

15.9

15.5

Silica fume

7.3

4.2

Low-calclum fly ash

8.2

—

Minusil

11.1

Slag

..........
......... -

23.2

ASTM C 109 sand

33.8

13.4

Fine sand

Dispersant

Defoamer

...........

13.4

0.5

0.5

0.005

0.02

——————————

Total

99.51

99.9

rise was programmed from room temperature (27°C) to 1OO°C at a rate of 2.5°C per hour to maintain
thermal equilibrium during the entire run. A change In length was detected by the LVDT assembly and

recorded. Д1/1 was determined and plotted versus temperature in Figure 2.

_.
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Figure 2. Length change versus temperature of the two cementitious formulations and the tuff rock.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Under the test conditions described above, the two formulations show more thermal expansion than
the tuff rock. This ensures that, at elevated temperatures, the two formulations will keep an effective sealing

of the access shaft. The performance of formulation I, however. Is much better since Its expansion is not
excessive with respect to the tuff rock. This will ensure an effective sealing without causing creep of the host
rock. While the present paper does not address the particular Issue of differences In performance. It Is
believed that an explanation of this could easily be reached.
'

CONCLUSIONS
New equipment for thermal expansion determination of cementitious materials Is designed. In this

system the thermal expansion Is accurately monitored while the sample Is subjected to controUed conditions
(humidity, temperature, and If desired, pressure). The results and their Implications on the performance of
selected examples is important In order to predict the In situ performance of cementitious materials under

different field conditions.

PORE STRUCTURE AND TRANSPORT PARAMETERS OF
CONCRETES CONTAINING BLENDED CEMENTS
P Distler, J Kropp and H К Hilsdorf
Institute for Building Materials, University of Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe, GERMANY

Summary:
Reactive or inert additions in blended cements have very different
effects on the pore structure of mortars and concrete made thereof.
Th^s Pore structure is mainly connected with the transport parameters
and therefore with the durability of cementious materials.
In this investigation the influence of different additions on
structural and transport parameters is explained in relation to the
duration of curing. Also the alternation of the pore structure due to
carbonation is taken in account.
For this hep prisms and concrete cubes of 6 different blended cements
have been manufactured and, after curing periods of 3, 7 and 28 days
kept under different C02-concentrations.
'
The depth of carbonation and the pore structure were investigated on
the cement hep prisms; different transport parameters like the
permeability index for air and the initial surface absorption were
determined on carbonated and not-carbonated concrete cubes.

Reaktive oder inerte Zumahlstoffe in Kompositzementen wirken sich sehr
unterschiedlich auf die Porenstruktur daraus hergestelSer SörtS? und
una°i?LTt Sa D1nSe р?г®”?егик1иг 1st eng nlt den Transporteigenschaften
und damit der Dauerhaftigkeit zementgebundener Werkstoffe verknüpft
In dieser Untersuchung wird der Einfluß verschiedener Zumahlstoffe auf
Struktur und Transportparameter in Abhängigkeit von der Nachbehand
lungsdauer erläutert. Auch die Veränderung der Porenstruktur durch
Karbonatisierung wird mit berücksichtigt.
Dazu wurden aus б verschiedenen Zementen Zementstein- und Betonproben
hergestellt, die nach Nachbehandlungsdauern von 3, 7 und 28 Tagen in
unterschiedlichen C02-Konzentrationen gelagert wurden.

An den Zementsteinprismen wurden Karbonatisierungsfortschritt und

^re2^r^ktur

unteYs?cht' die Betonproben dienten zur Bestimmung von
Test ^ас^1епРегтеа^э1^^^'®^' gegenüber Luft und Wasseraufnahme nach ISA-

1

Introduction

The durability of cementitious materials is closely related to the
ingress of deleterious substances from external sources penetrating
the pore system of the hydrated cement paste matrix. Transport para
meters which may serve as an indication for the resistance of a given
material against physical and/or chemical attack are strongly
controlled by the pore structure of the matrix. The pore structure is
mainly influenced by the w/c-ratio and degree of hydration, however,
also the type of cement as well as the type and amount of reactive or
inert additions are essential parameters. Additionally, carbonation
may alter the pore structure thus also affecting the transport charac
teristics.
In an experimental investigation the development of pore structure
with duration of curing was monitored for blended cements containing
ground granulated slag, fly ash, natural puzzolana, combinations
thereof and ground limestone. The rate of carbonation was observed for
exposure to accelerating conditions in 2% CO2 by volume as well as for

normal laboratory air. The pore structure of the carbonated surface
zone then has been compared to the non-carbonated matrix. Measurements
of the air permeability index and initial surface absorption were
performed in order to evaluate the perviousness of the surface near
regions.
2

2.1

Test program

Materials

In Table 1 the different types of cements used are summarized. These
cements are standard cements according with the German Standard DIN
1164, in column 2 the table gives also information on their future
classification according to the draft European standard prENV 197 /1/.
Hydrated cement paste prisms and concrete cubes have been manufactured
with a w/c-ratio of w/c=0.5 for all test series. For the concretes a
cement content of 300 kg/m3 was chosen and 1170 kg/m3 of aggregates
were used.

Table 1:

Composition of the different cements used

Cement
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Type

CEI
CEII
CEIIC
CEIIF
CEIII
CEIV

clinker
content(%)
95
60
80
80
40
60

ggbfs(%)

filler! % I

nat.
pozzolan(%)

fly ash(%)

5
20
20

20
20

60

40

2.2

Sample preparation,

curing and exposure conditions

The fresh mixes have been cast in steel moulds and compacted on a
vibrating table. For curing the specimens were kept under wet burlap
up to an age of 3, 7 and 28 days respectively.
After the curing period samples were stored in either normal labora
tory air or were kept in an atmosphere of 2% CC>2 by volume to accele
rate carbonation. For several test series a set of samples was also
stored in carbon dioxide free air to prevent carbonation of the sur
face zones. For all storing conditions the relative humidity of the
air was controlled to 65% r.h. at 20°C.
2.3

Test methods

After various time periods samples were split and the depth of carbo
nation was measured by means of the phenolphthalein test. If a suffi
cient depth of carbonation has been reached, i.e. approximately 5 mm,
the carbonated layer was cut off and its pore structure was investi
gated by mercury intrusion porosimetry. Transport characteristics of
the different test series were investigated on the concrete cubes. The
surface permeability index was measured by means of a suction device
and the capillary absorption of water was measured by placing the
bottom side of the cubes into water for a depth of approximately 2 mm.
Weight gain was then recorded at various time intervals.
3

Test results

In Fig. 1 the depth of carbonation of hydrated cement paste prisms
stored for six months in normal laboratory air is presented. In Fig. 2
the change in pore volume which is accessible to mercury penetration
is given. In this diagramm the total pore volume intruded at the maxi
mum presure of 200 N/mm
for carbonated hep samples is related to the
corresponding value of the non-carbonated paste. These ratios are
given for curing periods of 3,7 and 28 days. Fig.3 shows a comparison
between the pore size distribution of the different hep series for a
carbonated and a non-carbonated matrix for 4 different cements. These
distribution curves have been measured on oven dried material and the
contact angel was taken as 116°C. In Figure 4 the air permeability
index of concrete surface zones is presented. In this diagramm the
permeability index determined on concrete cubes with carbonated sur
face zones has been related to the permeability index which was ob
served on compagnion specimes stored in CO2~free air, therefore, no

carbonation could take place. No seperate pre-conditioning of the test
specimes was necessary because all cubes had been stored in air of 65%
r.h. for approx. 1 year. Therefore the moisture content and its
distribution especially in the surface near regions was identical for
all test series. Details of the test method and evaluation of the
results are presentated elsewhere /2/.
Also for the water absorbtion tests, no spezial pre-condition of the
samples was necessary, due to the same reasons. In Fig. 5 the take up
of water of concrete cubes with and without carbonated surfaces zones
is presented and for the initial absorption the take up of water after
30 minutes of contact with water was chosen. This short term absorp
tion was of interest because the depth of carbonation for the carbona
ted test specimes was approx. 6mm only.

4

Discussion

Carbonation of cementitious materials is a diffusion controlled pro
cess and the incress of C02 into interior sections of the material is

the rate controlling factor. Fig.l illustrates that increasing hydrati°n due to prolongued curing forms a denser structure thus reducing
"T.e rate of carbonation. Depending on the typ of cement, however,
different periods of curing are necessary to attain a sufficient
tightness of the paste.

Carbonation in turn also affects the porosity and pore structure of
the paste, and for cements with a high clinker content the pore volume
accessible to mercury penetration is reduced (c.f. Fig. 2). This
fraction of the total pore volume essentially contains the capillary
porosity. Fig.3 shows for 4 different cements that also the distri
bution of the pore sizes in this range is affectet and for some sys
tems coarser pores develop on carbonation, even though the total
volume intruded may reduce. These coarse pores may increase the per
viousness of the paste.

Figures 4 and 5 show the effect of carbonation and the changes in the
pore structure on two different transport characteristics of the sur
face near regions, i. e. the air permeability index and the initial
absorption of water. In most cases the deposition of calcium carbona
tes in the pore spaces caused a reduction of air permeability (Fig.4)
as well as in the absorption of water (Fig.5).
It had been shown earlier /3/ that the changes in the pore structure
occunng upon carbonation depend on the extent to which the individual
hydration products are decomposed. For cements with a high clinker
content a reduction in pore volume as well as in the size of pores had
been observed due to the deposition of calcium carbonates, whereas
cements with low clinker content exhibited a coarsening of the pore
structure.
This was attributed to the excessive formation of porous silicia gel
resulting from the decomposition of CSH. These changes in the pore
structure were associated with changes in permeability for water in
liquid and vapour phase.
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Specification and Conformity

Figure 1:

Depth of carbonation in hep prisms, w/c=0.5, cured for 3
7
and 28 days and subsequently exposed to laboratory air of 65% r.h.'at
20°C. Figures describe the type of cement acc. to table 1.

I

I 3 days

7 days

28 days

Figure 2: Mercury intruded pore volume in carbonated hep in relation

to intruded pore volume in non carbonated paste. Type of cement acc
to table 1.
*

pore volume [ccm/g]

Cumulative poresize distribution in hep for carbonated mate
rials. The type of the cements represented in the diagrams is given in
table 1.
Figure 3:

I

I 3 days

7 days

28 days

Figure 4:

Surface permeability index of concretes with carbonated
surface zones in relation to the respective surface permeability index
of not carbonated concrete surfaces. The type of cement refers to
table 1.

I

I not carb.

carb.

Figure 5: Initial surface absorption (ISA) of water for concrete cubes
with and without carbonated surface zones. The type ot cement refers
to table 1.

DURABILITY EVALUATION OF PLAIN AND BLENDED CEMENTS
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SUMMARY
Ulis study was carried out to evaluate the durability performance of plain and blended cements in natural sea

water (Cl 3.7%, and SO^

0.5%) and simulated sabkha groundwater (СГ 15.7% and SO^” 2.1%).

Specimens made with two types of ordinary portland cement and three blending materials were used and
the performance of these cements was evaluated by conducting compression tests and monitoring
reinforcement corrosion at periodic intervals. Blended cements exhibited a higher physical deterioration
leading to a substantial reduction in strength compared to plain cements after about two years of exposure to
the sabkha groundwater. The reduction in compressive strength was observed to be higher in plain cement
specimens placed in sea water compared to blended cement concretes. The reinforcement corrosion activity
was, however, lower in blended cements compared to the plain cements in both the environments.

kill

INTRODUCTION
^etoTti0n con"ete due to reinforcement corrosion and softening/expansion of the cement paste matrix
due to the reaction between certain compounds in the hardened concrete and the sulfate salts in toe service1St3 ph^nom^non commonly observed in toe marine structures and foundations placed in soils
?dwa F? ch”eed with high concentrations of chloride and sulfate salts. While cement has been
prSissisove^toe ^fStruCtures’ afndhas Performed very well, the changes in the cement manufacturing
processes over toe last few years of this century, have brought about changes in its phvsico-chemieal
characteristics. Failures m certam structures, built of late, and exposed to marine^d other aggressive media
have teen reported. Also, mineral admixtures like natural pozzolan, and industrial by-produSe flieh’
silica fume and blast furnace slag are commonly used in concrete these days. While there is considerable
dau on the sulfate res,stance performance of these cements U.2] and also^meSX avJlahte on Se

performance of these cements in chlonde environments [3,4], data are fairly sparse at this time on toe
iZdiu flte’Tols’toX6^
SC
ln environments characterized by high concentrations of chloride
i h
Ь Д absence of such data, a more ngorous approach towards the selection of appropriate
composite binder is required before its use can be recommended in such aggressive environmentsPThis
^°lfeyalUttlOn °f Parh5ular ^Ро^апсе for the Arabian Gulf area where toe concentration of chloride
and sulfate salts in toe sea and groundwater along toe coastal areas is extremely high [5].

MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES

as™ C 150 Type I (C3A: 8.5%) and Type V (C3A: 3.5%) cements were used in preparing plain cement
specimens. ASTM C 618 class F fly ash was used as 20% replacement by weight of Type I cement to
prepare portland cement fly ash blended cement specimens. Silica fume was used^s 10% replacement by
weight of Type I cement in the silica fume-cement mortar specimens. In addition, one blastfurnace slae
cement, containing 60 percent granulated blast-furnace slag, was also used. A sand to cement ratio of 2.75
was used for mortar specimens, while a cement content of 350 kg/m3 was used in the reinforced concrete
specimens used for evaluation of reinforcement corrosion.
Morty cute specimens, 25 mm in size, were used to determine the compressive strength. Concrete
cylinders, 75 mm in diameter and 150 mm in height, with a centrally embedded 12 mm reinforcing bar
were used for corrosion monitoring. After casting, the specimens were covered with wet burlap for 24
hours prior to demoldmg. After demolding, the specimens were cured in potable water for a further period
of 13 days. After this period, the specimens were placed in natural sea water (СГ 3.7% and SO^"" 0.5%).

The second group of specimens were placed in a simulated sabkha groundwater (СГ 15.7% and SO "
2.1%). Mortar specimens, 25 mm cutes, were tested in compression after 3, 6, 12, 18 and 24 months
using a special 200 kN automatic compression testing machine suited for testing small cubes.

Reinforcement corrosion was monitored by measuring half-cell potentials and measuring corrosion current
density at regular intervals. The half-cell potentials were measured using a high impedance voltmeter and
recording the potentials with respect to a saturated calomel electrode (SCE). Linear polarization resistance
technique was used to measure the corrosion current density.

RESULTS
Strength Reduction

■

The reduction in compressive strength of the plain and blended cement mortar specimens immersed in sea
water for a period of up to two years is shown in Fig. 1. These data indicate a nearly linear relationship
between the time of immersion and the reduction in compressive strength in both plain and blended

cements. Highest strength reduction, after two years of exposure, was observed in Type I cement (C3A:
8.5%). Strength reduction of about 50% was observed in mortar specimens made with this cement
compared to 28% observed in Type V cement. The strength reduction in blended cements was in the range
of 13 to 28%. The lowest reduction of 13% was indicated by blast furnace slag cement mortar specimens.
The strength reduction in silica fume blended cement mortar specimens was approximately 25%. The
reduction in the compressive strength in specimens immersed in sabkha groundwater is shown in Fig. 2.
The reduction in strength after two years of exposure was about 85, 81 and 46% respectively in blast
furnace slag, silica fume and fly ash blended cement mortar specimens. The strength reduction in Type I
and Type V cement mortar specimens was 55 and 30% respectively.

Fig. 1: Strength reduction in specimens immersed in sea water

PERIOD OF IMMERSION, DAYS.

Fig. 2: Strength reduction in specimens immersed in simulated sabkha groundwater

Reinforcement Corrosion
Fig. 3 is a time-half-cell potential record for specimens immersed in the sea water. The half-cell potentials
provide a qualitative indication of the reinforcement corrosion. Potential values more negative than -270
mV vs saturat ed calomel electrode (SCE) indicate initiation of reinforcement corrosion. The potential-time
curves in Fig. 3 indicate initiation of corrosion after 114,75 and 130 and 560 days in Type I, Type V and fly
ash and silica fume cement concrete specimens immersed in the sea water respectively. The time to
initiation of corrosion in the above specimens was 162,106, 210 and 552 days respectively, (Fig. 4) when
placed in the sabkha groundwater. The corrosion potentials of steel in blast furnace slag cement concrete
specimens was more than -270 mV from the time of immersion of these specimens in both the solutions.
This indicates that the ASTM C 876 criterion of -270 mV SCE is not useful for detecting the onset of
corrosion in blast furnace slag cements [7].
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Figure 3: Half-cell potential-time record for specimens immersed in sea water

Fig. 4: Half-cell potential-time record for specimens immersed in simulated sabkha groundwater

The data on corrosion current density for bars embedded in plain and blended cement concrete specimens
and immersed in the sea water are shown in Fig. 5. The corrosion current density on steel in plain cements
2
was in the range of 3.07 to 3.20 p.A/cm while the corrosion current density on bars in blended cements
2•
was in the range of 0.13 to 1.17 jiA/cm . The corrosion cunent density on steel in Type I and Type V
2
cement concrete specimens immersed in the sabkha groundwater was 4.17 and 6.18 |lA/cm respectively
(Fig. 6). The corrosion current density on steel in blended cements was in the range of 0.21 to 1.73
2
'
|lA/cm . Minimum corrosion activity was indicated in silica fume cement concrete specimens immersed
in both solutions.

DISCUSSION
The compressive strength data indicate a higher strength reduction in blended cements, particularly blast
furnace slag and silica fume blended cement specimens compared to plain cement specimens immersed in
the simulated sabkha groundwater. The strength reduction, on the other hand, was observed to be higher in
plain cement mortar specimens which were immersed in sea water compared to blended cement mortar
specimens. The higher deterioration, as reflected by a higher strength reduction in the compressive strength,
in the blast furnace slag and silica fume blended cement mortar specimens placed in the sabkha groundwater
compared to plain cements may be attributed to the softening of the cement matrix due to reaction of the
secondary calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) with the high concentrations of sulfate salts, particularly
magnesium sulfate, associated with the groundwaters. This sort of deterioration is manifested by softening
and deterioration of the surface skin leaving the aggregates exposed to environment (scaling). This
effectively means a reduction in the load carrying capacity of the specimen. Schroder and Smolzyck [6]
related the surface deterioration to the glass content of the slag. A minimum glass content of the slag (>
61%) was found to be necessary for improving the sulfate resistance of the blend. The reduction in strength
in silica fume cement mortar specimens is attributed to the presence of Mg++ cations associated with sulfate
salts. Mg++ cation is known to be destructive to the secondary calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) gel by
partially converting it to a cohesionless, porous, reticulated magnesium silicate hydrate (M-S-H) gel. The
enhanced deterioration of silica fume blended cement paste in the magnesium sulfate environment has also
been observed by Cohen and Bentur [8] and Bonen and Cohen [9].

CONCRETE TYPE

Fig. 5: Corrosion current density on steel in specimens placed in sea water

The reinforcement corrosion data indicate superior performance by blended cements in resisting
reinforcement corrosion compared to plain cements in both sea water and sabkha groundwater. The
corrosion current density on steel in fly ash, blast furnace slag and silica fume cement concrete specimens
was four to thirty times lower than in plain cement concretes. This is indicative of their usefulness in
enhancing the useful-service life of structures placed in marine and sabkha environments. Further, the
superior corrosion resistance performance of silica fume and blast furnace slag cement concretes indicates
that the higher reduction in strength observed in specimens immersed in the sabkha groundwater does not
accelerate the reinforcement corrosion process. However, additional precautionary measures, like, application
of a water-resistant epoxy-based coating is necessary when silica fume and blast furnace slag cement
structures are to serve in environments charged with high concentrations of chloride and sulfate salts.

FIG. 6: Corrosion current density on steel in specimens placed in simulated sabkha groundwater

CONCLUSIONS
Higher reduction in compressive strength was observed in blended cement specimens placed in the
simulated sabkha ground water compared to plain cement mortar specimens. The performance of blended
cements was superior to plain cement mortar specimens when placed in sea water. The higher strength
reduction observed in silica fume and blast furnace slag cements placed in sabkha groundwater compared to
plain cements is attributed to the reaction of the magnesium cation associated with the sulfate salts with the
calcium silicate hydrate gel.

Reinforcement corrosion in silica fume and blast furnace slag cement concretes was lower than in plain and
fly ash cement concrete specimens. This trend was observed in specimens placed in both sea water and
sabkha groundwater. This indicates that use of silica fume and blast furnace slag will be helpful in
mitigating reinforcement corrosion in aggressive environments such as sabkha. However, protective
measures like coating the exterior surface with a water-resistant epoxy-based coating will be necessary to
protect concrete frtxn deterioration due to magnesium-based sulfate salts.
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PERFORMANCE AND DURABILITY OF CEMENT CONCRETE
USING PORTLAND POZZOLANA CEMENT
S C Maiti and N К Jain
National Council for Cement and Building Materials,New Delhi, INDIA

SUMMARY

Results of investigation on engineering properties of
concrete made with commercially available cements are presented.
The investigation includes strain capacity, creep, corrosion
potential and long term performance of concrete specimens and
prestressed concrete beams. The average strain capacity of
concrete made with portland pozzolana cement (PPG) was found to
be about 25 percent
higher than that with ordinary portland
cement (OPC) at 180 days.
Concrete made with PPG exhibited
slightly higher specific creep (14 - 18%) than that with OPC at
90 days. Anodic polarisation studies upto 9 months on concrete
specimens
with high tensile wire indicate that PPG is comparable
to OPC in their performance in normal environments.
But concrete
specimens kept in 3.5 percent NaCl solution indicate corrosion of
reinforcements, as expected, for both PPG as well as OPC.
The
half-cell potential measurement and flexural test on prestressed
concrete beams indicate satisfactory performance of concrete,
when they were exposed to normal environmental conditions for 10
years.

1 0

INTRODUCTION

For thermal shrinkage cracking related to either
internal temperature effect in mass concrete or external
temperature effects on other structures in extreme climates, the
significance of strain capacity of concrete is of great
importance (1). Houghton (2) provided a simple method to
determine this by rapid loading of the test specimens, and
measuring the ultimate elastic strain.
The tensile strain
capacity can be used to calculate the rapid temperature drop that
a fully restrained concrete can undergo.

The creep of concrete is inversely
proportional to the
rapidity of hardening of the cement used.
More hardened the
cement paste, the more rigid it is and the lower is its creep
potential at a given applied stress. Since concrete with PPG has
lower strength at early ages than that with OPC, and the rate of
hardening of such concrete is lower at
early ages, for a given
age of loading ( 3 or 7 days), creep of concrete made with PPG is
higher than that with OPC (3).
Regarding measurement
of corrosion potential of steel
in concrete, the galvanostatic (i.e. measurement of potential as
a function of time at constant current density)
anodic
polarisation technique at low current densities was found to be a
reliable accelerated test for the prediction of the corrosion
activity on steel embedded in concrete specimens (4) . But for
monitoring corrosion potential of steel reinforcements
in
structural elements, the method of free corrosion potential
measurement using copper-copper sulphate half cell
(5)
is
preferred.
This test is suitable for identifying corrosion
activity in steel reinforcements in concrete members, regardless
of their size and at any time during the service life.
2.0

SCOPE OF THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION

Experiments were conducted to measure tensile strain
capacity of PPG - as well as OPC concrete. There is a general
apprehension that use of PPG might increase the creep of
concrete.
To investigate the validity of this, tests were
carried out using OPC and PPG ( made with 15% burnt clay
pozzolana) from the same source and having
comparable physical
characteristics (Table 1 ).
The
ages
of
loading
were 3 - and
7 days. The concrete mix proportions and the stress-strength
ratio were kept same for the two concretes.
The creep as well as
creep recovery were measured under the same conditions of
temperature and relative humidity.
The incidence of corrosion of reinforcemet in the
environment of PPG was another aspect to be investigated. In the
present investigation, high tensile wires (5 mm dia.) were
inserted in concrete cylinder specimens made with M30 and M40
grades of concrete.
The corrosion potential was measured in
normal as well as in aggressive chloride solution, using the
anodic polarisation technique.

TABLE 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENTS

PARTICULARS

ORDINARY
PORTLAND
CEMENT

PORTLAND
POZZOLANA
CEMENT

Physical properties:

1

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

2

Initial setting time, minutes
Final setting time, minutes
Specific gravity
Fineness (Blaine),Cm2/g
Compressive strength, N/sq.mm
a. at
3 days
b. at
7 days
c. at 28 days

Chemical composition

185
260
3.10
3672

28.2
38.7
46.2

22.4
33.7
40.7

3.95
24.07
3.99
4.00
59.76
1.59
2.04
5.34

4.04
33.16
4.24
5.08
49.28
1.30
2.09
16.12

(percent):

i) Loss on ignition
ii) Silica (SiO?)
iii) Iron oxide (Fe2O3)
iv) Alumina (Al^On)
v) Calcium oxide"3 (CaO)
vi)
vii)
viii)

175
295
3.08
3039

Magnesium oxide (MgO)
Sulphate (S03)
Insoluble residue

,
Prestressed concrete beams ( 15 cm x 15 cm x 150 cm)
with concrete grade M40, were water-cured for 28 days and then
kept outside the laboratory for 10 years in normal environmental
conditions.
These beams were tested for free corrosion potential
using a copper-copper sulphate half cell, and for flexural
strength.
The reinforcements of these beams were examined for
corrosion . The concrete samples from these beams
were tested
for pH and X—ray diffraction.

3.0

DISCUSSION OF THE TEST RESULTS

The average strain capacity of PPC concrete was found
to be about 25% higher than that of OPC concrete at the age of
180
days.
This means, PPC concrtete can withstand rapid
temperature drop, better than that by OPC concrete.

The instantaneous creep recovery was found to be lower
than the elastic strain at the age of loading, as expected (6).
The specific creep of PPC concrete was 14-18% higher than that of
OPC concrete at 90 days (Fig.
1).
For M30 Grade of PPC concrete

TIME UNDER LOAD,DAYS

RECOVERY PERIOD,DAYS

FIG 1 SPECIFIC CREEP OF CONCRETE MADE WITH DIFFERENT CEMENTS

loaded at 7 days, this was expected so, as the compressive
strength was lower, at the time of application of the load, the
rate of hardening of concrete being almost same in the two cases.
For M40 grade of concrete loaded at 3 days, the strength of PPG
concrete at the time of application of the load was not lower,
but the higher creep was probably due to the lower rate of
hardening observed thereafter.
The test results on anodic polarisation studies upto 9
months for high tensile wires in concrete, indicate the
performance of PPG comparable to that of OPC, so far as non
incidence of corrosion of reinforcements in normal environment is
concerned.
When concrete specimens
were kept in 3.5% NaCl
solution, corrosion of reinforcement did occur in the specimens
made with OPC as well as PPG, as expected (Fig.2).
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The free corrosion potential of high tensile wires in
prestressed concrete beams made with PPC as well as with OPC
exposed to normal environmental conditons for 10 years, showed
that there was no corrosion of wires, as the potentials were more
positive than -0.35 V
with reference to copper-copper sulphate
half cell (Fig.3).
The beams were tested for flexural strength
and the prestressing wires were exposed, after breaking the
beams.
The test results indicate satisfactory performance of the
beams for the flexural strength, and the wires were found to be
not corroded.

FIG 3 FREE CORROSION POTENTIAL OF STEEL IN

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE BEAMS AFTER
TEN YEARS EXPOSURE
.
„
the concrete samples (with PPG as well as with орг)
have pH of the order of 11.90. The XRD studies “pla.t) Jndieatl

PPCSandeopr£ COJbar°»i° aI"°unt of Ca(OH)2 in concretes made with
PPC and OFC.
Thus the reduction of alkalinity of 10 years old
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FIG 4 X-RAY DIFFRACTION OF CONCRETE SAMPLES OBTAINED FROM
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE BEAMS EXPOSED TO NORMAL ENVIRONMENT
FOR TEN YEARS

CONCLUSIONS

4.0
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.
concrete was
time of loading, and due
to lower rate of hardening thereafte
in the present case. The
accelerated test for predicting
corrosion potential of steel in
concrete cylinder specimens,
ma
indicated performance of ppc
concrete comparable to that of OPC
,
--concrete.
No incidence of
corrosion was observed
with
Wires Of Prestressed
concrete beams made with ppc and exposed to normal environment
for ten years.
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SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF A FIFTY YEAR CONCRETE
-

M A Cincotto and V M John

Instituto de Pesquisas Tecnolögicas do Estado de Sao Paulo S.A. IPT BRAZIL

SUMMARY
XRD, SEM/EDX, mercury intrusion porosimetry, TG and chemical analysis have been
employed to determine the characteristics of specimens of fifty year age concrete
prepared with the same materials in three different mix proportions. It was concluded
that the w/c ratio did,not influence the combined water but influences carbonation that
increases with w/c ratio. The curves of cumulative volume of intruded mercury is
flattened compared with that obtained for pastes. The transition zone has different
composition with mix proportion, being rich in portlandite for higher cement content
concrete and rich C-S-H for the lower one.

RESUME
Trois eprouvettes,
agees de SO^ans, preparees avec les memes materiaux, dans trois
proportions ciment - aggregats, ont ete caracterisees par analyse chimique, analyse aux
rayons X, microscopie a balayage, thermogravimetrie et porosimetrie au mercure.
Ces resultats ont permis de conclure que: la proportion eau/ciment n'influence pas
la teneur d eau d hydratation mais le taux de carbonatation; la courbe cumulative du
volume de pores est aplatie par rapport aux courbes obtenues pour les pates de cimenf la
compositwn de 1'aureole detransition qui entoure 1'aggrSgat se differentie selon la
teneur en ciment du beton, etant predominante en portlandite pour le melange plus riche
en ciment et predominante en C-S-H pour le moi ns riche.

INTRODUCTION

Portland cements of different producers had their compressive strength determination
extended until the age of fifty years besides their chemical and physico-mechanical
characterization. In another paper of this Congress are presented the data obtained
during this period and suggested a mathematical model for the evolution of the strength
resistance related to water/cement ratio and curing age (1).
To complement these data the study of the microstructure of the concretes is going
on which first results related to one type of cement is now being presented on this paper.
The sample studied is the number 10 of the cited paper.
MATERIALS
Specimens prepared with pebble and Brazilian standard sand in proportions: 1:5:0.486,
1:6:0.6 and 1:7:0.715 (cement-agregate:water, by weight), and slump of 10 ± 2cm were
maintained in moist curing chamber.

Table 1 - Compressive strength evolution (cylinders 15 x 30cm)

Compressive strength (MPa)
Specimen

1:5.00:0.486

3d

7d

28d

14.0

25.6

iy

25y

33.7

50y

34.0

42.8

50.3

1 :6.00:0.600

9.31

18.0

26.0

23.9

33.9

37.2

1:7.00:0.715

6.37

11.9

18.2

18.3

33.6

33.9

The original cement had a chemical composition in weight percentage; 20.3 SiO2,
5.17 A£203, 3.11 Fe203, 63.6 CaO, 5.47 MgO, 1.17 S03, 0.03 Na20, 0.13 K20, 1.24 LOI,
0.07 insoluble residue and 0.80 free lime. The alkalis were determined in the concrete
and calculated on the base of cement content of concrete. The percentual Bogue composition
was 59.3 C3S, 13,3 C2S, 8.44 C3A, 9.45 C4AF and 2.52 gypsum.
EXPERIMENTAL
A slice of 3cm thick was taken for the essays 2cm away from the base of the crushed
cylinder. Some bits were cut off and prepared for polished section observation in the SEM.
From other bits, the cement stone was separated by hand of the coarse aggregate. A
‘
fraction of little grains was separated for mercury porosimetry in Carlo Erba Porosimeter
and another one ground to 0,075mm fineness and dryed for chemical, thermal and X-ray
diffraction analysis. Its content of cement was determined as the soluble fraction in
hydrochloric acid.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The XRD patterns were qualitatively the same for the three samples, showing the lines
characteristics to C-S-H, calcite, portlandite and hydrogarnet, the lines of a
sulfoaluminate or magnesium hydroxide were not identified (Fig. 1).

Q - Quartz
P - Portlandite

H - Hydrogarnet
C - Calcite

26-

Fig. 1 - XRD patterns of the cement stone.
The TG-DTG curves obtained in air atmosphere (10°C/min) have the profile shown in
Fig. 2, with a loss weigth at 60°C of adsorbed water and the others corresponding to the
dissociation of C-S-H, Mg(0H)2, Ca(0H)2 and CaC03 (Fig.2). The corresponding weight
losses, refered to the same content of cement (35,5%) are indicated in Table 1. It is
clear that the carbonation increases with the diminished content of cement in the
concrete. Admiting that the calcite originates from portlandite, its corresponding
carbon dioxide content expressed as water hydration and added to the other results gives
the total water hydration. (Table 2).

TEMPERATURE (°C)
Fig. 2 - DTG curves for concrete 1:7 in air atmosphere free of СОг.

Table 2 - TG Weight loss (%)

Concrete

Compound
1:5

1:6

1:7

C-S-H

2.624

2.959

2.538

Mg(OH)2

1.711

2.040

1.738

Ca(0H)2

1.787

1.521

1.253

CaCO3

1.267

2.073

2.804

TOTAL

7.389

8.593

8.333

As the LOI of the anhydrous cement is known the corresponding content of anhydrous
cement for each sample was calculated and therefore, estimated the combined water. The
results obtained were 20% for 1 :5.00, 22% for 1:6.00 and 20% for 1:7.00 concretes.

The curves of cumulative volume of intruded mercury plotted against pore diameter
(Fig.3) are very similar for concretes 1:6.00 and 1:7.00 and also their total volumes,
that is, 0,10cm3/g and 0,095cm3/g, in the range of 15-0,76pm. Although having different
w/c ratio the second one has higher degree of carbonation. For concrete 1:5,00 the total
volume is 0,08cm3/g. It was observed that the curves are flatter than published ones for
pastes with lower degree of hydration, although the w/c ratio of 0,486 has shown a
maximum in the range of 0,02-0,1pm range, as observed by Odler at 180 days (2). This
flattening results in a different profile of the cumulative penetration volume curve
shown in Fig.3.
■

Fig. 3 - Curves of cumulative volume of intruded mercury for concretes
(mix proportion: 1:5, 1:6, 1:7).

The backscattered electron images of polished sections showed a transition zone
between the aggregate and the paste, more evident in 1:7.00 concretes as large as 4,8m
(Fig.4). The crack surrounds the aggregate but runs out of the observed transition zone.

Fig. ,4 -.BEI of the transition zone with crack.
For the 1:7 concrete between closer aggregates the paste is very porous as shown in
Fig.5. In Fig. 6 it is shown a paste region far from the aggregates, for the cement
concrete richest with a feature similar to the anhydrous cement.

A spot analysis by EDX for the three samples were made, of the inner region of the
aggregate, of its border, the transition zone and of a point far from the aggregate, and
then calculated the atom ratios: Si/Ca, Si/Ca+Mg, Al+Fe/Ca.

Fig. 5 - BEI porous zone characteristic of concrete 1:7.

Fig. 6 - BEI image of hydration paste similar to original cement grains, rich in
magnesium.
.
Based on the results of Taylor (4) it can be concluded that: a) the transition zone
is rich in portlandite in 1:5 concrete, with portlandite and C-S-H in 1:6 concrete and
high in C-S-H in 1:7 concrete; b) magnesium is found predominantly in granular regions
rich in C-S-H and with a considerable content of Al and Fe; c) the interstitial zone is
very high in Al and Fe, but low in Si and Ca and was not considered as"hydrogarnet phase.
The aggregate border have a considerable percentage of calcium.

CONCLUSIONS
The results permit to conclude that the w/c ratio did not influence the resulting
combined water. The porosity curves are different and the total volume is lower than that
observed for pastes of lower degree of hydration. The concretes with w/c ratios of 0.600
and 0.718 have similar total porosities and compressive strength. The higheh percentage
of carbonation may explain this fact. In the concrete 1:5 the transition zone is rich in
portlandite and for the 1:7 rich in C-S-H. The considerable percentage of calcium found
in the border of the aggregate, points to a reaction between quartz and calcium of the
transition zone.
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SUMMARY

The pull-out resistance of steel fibres embedded in cementitious matrix gives useful
indications on the mechanical behaviour which is significantly affected by the
constitution of paste or mortar. A special dichotomy characterizes the mterfacial
reaion1 the smooth and almost simple steel surface on one side, and the matching
surface of the very complex cementitious matrix on the other side. Microstructures
of the matching surfaces of the interfacial zone were revealed by SEM. Pun-out
tests on single fibres, performed by a Controlled Displacement Machine, are shown
to be related to several parameters. Among them, the shape of the fibre, either
straiaht-or hooked-ended, the age and the composition of the matrix.
,
.
In ORC pastes and mortars, the interfacial layer was shown to be very rich in
CafOH)o and sufficiently smooth to replicate the steel surface. However, the POZ
pastes and mortars, though having a much less СаСОНЪ content manage to form
a thin, not so continous film. In contacting areas, a higher strength of this film might
A^araer^ost-peak area for POZ pastes and mortars was noted and related to the
different composition of the bonding interfacial layer. The two types of
mechanisms operating in the fibre pull-out, in terms of either debonding or
frictional energy, were discussed.
RESUME
la resistence ä I'extraction des fibres d'acier piongees dans des matrices en
ciment peut donner des indications valuables sur le comportement mechanique
quT est considerablement influence par la constitution de pates au mortiers de

Une6dichotomie particuliere caracterise la region ä I interface: d une cote, la
surface lise et presque simple de I'acier, de I'autre, la surface compagne de a
matrice complexe de ciment. Les microstructures des surfaces compagnes de la
bande ä I'hnterface on ete etudiees par SEM. Des essais de desefilement de
chSaue fibre accomplis a I'aide d'une machine a deformation controllee on
montre d'etre governes par plusieurs parametres, en particulier: la forme des fibres,
föae et la composition de la matrice. Dans les pates gu mortiers en ciment
Portland la coche d I'interface se montre riche en CH et suffisament lisse pour
reodter la surface de I'acier. Au contraire, les pates ou mortiers en ciment
oouzzolanic bien que le contenu de CH soit moins eleve mou rent la formation
d'un film mince et moins continu. Dans la bande de contacte Ion doit supposer
une resistence plus elevee de cet film.

FIG. L Typical 28 days cured POZ
mortar specimen embedding 10 steel fibres.

• CafOHI,

• llO,

DISPLACEMENT : mm

FIG.2. Load-displacement pull-out curves of
2 straight and 2 hooked fibres embedded 3cm
in OPC and POZ pastes.

FIG.4. XRD diagrams of both OPC and
POZ pastes and OPC and POZ mortars.

FIG. 5. DTA curves of the same specimens in
FIG.4, with temperature profile superimposed.

INTRODUCTION

, The enhanced properties of cementitious pastes, mortars and concretes for
the inclusion of steel fibres come from the peculiar properties of the single
components and of the originating interfacial regions (1,2,3,4). To transfer
mechanical load at the interface steel-matrix, the ductile steel and the brittle
cementitious matrix need to show highest compatibility, fundamental property of
each composite (5,6,7,8).
Besides composition, steel fibres operate with parameters like shape, size,
length/diameter ratio, surface condition, etc., which remain almost constant with
age in the interfacial zones. On the contrary, the cementitious matrix represents a
very complex system whose compositional characteristics derive from both type of
cement and aggregate, and their modifications with age. SEM observations
revealed that the cementitious matrix segregates a more or less thick layer having
composition and microstructure quite different from the one of the bulk mass
(10,11,12).
The pull-out test represents the more direct method to investigate the
mechanical behaviour of the interfacial region originating at the contact of the
embedded ductile fibre with brittle cementitious matrix (13,14,15). The pull-out
curve evidences two basic processes in the interfacial zone: initial debonding and
eventual frictional slip of the fibre (16,17,18,19).

,
Aim of this paper is to correlate the mechanical behaviour of single steel
fibres, embedded in pastes and mortars, with compositional and morphological
aspects of the interfacial regions.
EXPERIMENTAL

Pastes and mortars of both OPC and POZ cement were used. In the latter,
with the 30% substituting pozzolana was used. Prisms of 4x4x16 cm size with
water:cement:sand = 0.5:1:3 in mass were prepared. Steel fibres of BEKAERT, type
DRAMIX ZC50/.50, were used. In each prism, ten fibres , five with and five without
the terminal hook, were embedded for a 3cm length, at 1cm of distance from
each other, according the method of Mansur (4), Fig. 1.
After 28 days of curing, each fibre was pulled out at a rate of 2.54 mm/min
by an Instron 4301 tensile machine. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was carried out in a
Philips PW1820 diffractometer. A Stanton Redcroft simultaneous thermal analyzer
was used for Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) and Thermogravimetry (TG). The
heating rate was 10 °K/min in flowing No atmosphere. A Stereoscan Cambridge
240 was used for SEM observation .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig.2 typical pull-out curves of single fibres from OPC and POZ plain pastes
are reported. The solid lines represent the pull out of straight fibres and the dotted
lines the pull out of hooked fibres, respectively. The four profiles show an initial sharp
increase of load up to a maximum value which represents the debonding of the
whole steel surface from the cementitious matrix surface. Adhesional and frictional
bonds are broken for shear and tensile stress, helped by local section diminution
due to Poisson effect (5).
More load is necessary to pull-out the hooked fibres because of the
mechanical anchoring of the hooked end. As a matter of fact, the cementitious
matrix is not able to follow the high strains due to its brittleness. This should affect a
larger volume beyond the interfacial region into the bulk mass. After debonding,
the fibre begins to slide: the load rapidly, decreases. The decrease eventually slows

FIG.6. SEM micrographs of matching surfaces of the steel fibres. A, and OPC
mortar. A'. The marked areas are enlarged in B, C, D and in B‘, C and D',
respectively.

down showing a characteristic sliding friction. The two straight fibres show the most
regular profile gradually diminishing for the minor contact surface. The two hooked
fibres show a delayed decrease of load. The enclosed area between the »
maximum at about 200N and the lower value at about 75N, could indicate the,
energy for the straightening of the hooked end. The irregularities of the profiles
have to be attributed to the detachment of fragments of the matrix and to their
eventual shifting.
'

In Fig.3 the pull-out curves from ORC and ROZ mortars show very similar
profiles. The load decreases very sharply after the maximum for the two straight
fibres. In mortars, the presence of grains of different size and high elastic strength
causes strong irregularities in frictional behaviour (13,14). As for the pastes, the
correspondent areas for the hooked fibres are larger than those for the straight
fibres. However, the energy values for the pastes and the mortars are not too much
different at these curing times. The use of ROZ cement seems to induce a slightly
larger post-peak areas.
.
At the interfacial region, the steel surface remains practically unaltered with
age, unless of dangerous corrosion phenomena coming from outside. However,
the complex composition of the cementitious layer can be modified with casting
and age. Several phases are the principal constituents of pastes and mortars.

In Fig.4 the most intense peaks .of the XRD diagrams indicate that the
abundant crystalline phases are the CH for pastes and SiC^ quartz for mortars.

/ These phases were detected together with other ones for the same samples
by DTA, Fig.5. The plain ORC pastes show the large endotherm peak due to water
loss up to 280 °C of several hydrated phases: C-S-H gel, hydrated Ca mono- and
tri-sulphoaluminate. The endothermic peak between 400 and 560 °C is attributed
to dehydroxilation of the CH. Finally, the endothermic peak between 650 and 800
°C is indicative of the CaCOß decarbonation. In mortars, the predominant sand
content in respect to the paste content is revealed by the small endotherm at 576
°C for the structural transition from alfa into beta quartz.

Simultaneous TG curves were used to derive quantitative data of phases. In
respect to the residue at 740 °C, the CH content was 24.3% and 14% in ORC and
ROZ pastes, reduced to 3.5% and 2.1% in ORC and ROZ mortars, respectively.

Morphologies at steel/matrix interface were detected by SEM (20,21). Fig.6
shows a typical fracture surface of ORC mortar with a steel fibre partially
embedded. A, and the matching surface of matrix. A'. The ‘twin" micrographs
demonstrate that the fracture path propates very easily along the boundary of the
two different materials. The magnifications of area marked in A reveal the smooth
steel surface with a few adherent relicts of paste, B,C and D. On the other hand,
magnifications of the area marked in A' show that the matrix can reproduce the
finer details of the steel surface , B', C and D', because of the existence of a Carich layer. It is actually well known that the CH content in this layer can reach the
20% and even the 40% of the content of the bulk mass (10).
In Fig.7 some significant morphologies of the fracture surface of ROZ mortar
at interfacial region are reported. The steel surface seems to be covered by
numerous fragments of paste, C and D. The adherent layer of matrix appears to be
not so homogeneous as to replicate the steel surface, C and D', due to the less ■
amount of CH able to segregate into the surface film. However this non continous
film can give a high adhesion strength. This hypothesis could justify the similar
values of peak detected in the load-displacement diagrams.

CONCLUSION

'

Pull-out of single fibres of a ductile material like steel from a brittle material
like cementitious matrix represents the most direct method for studying the
mechanical strength in the interfacial zone.
The maximum value of load, indicative of debonding strength, appears to
be very similar for the OPC and POZ pastes and also for mortars, at 28 days age.
The embedded hooked end causes a doubling of the load.

The post-peak profile characterizes the progressive friction sliding through
the paste or the mortar. The POZ cement seems to enhance the correspondent
values. Higher energies, measured by the areas, are detected for sliding the
hooked end of fibre.
The OPC pastes and mortars have a larger1 CH content able to give a
continous adherent film that also replicates finer details of the steel surface. The
POZ pastes and mortars form a Ca-poor layer. One may suppose that the
superficial film, even if rather discontinous, could show a high strength.
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FIG.7. SEM micrographs of matching surfaces of the steel fibres, C,
and POZ mortar, C.
The marked areas are enlarged in D and in D', respectively.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the mechanical behaviour of a compacted composite formed
by short ductile copper fibres ramdomly distributed in portland cement paste. The
samples, a half with fibres and the other without them, were subjected to compression
fatigue. So, 1 Hertz and the value of stress corresponding to the 1% of the probability
of fracture by gradual load were used. Diagrams of cumulative probability of fracture
against cycles are obtained for both types of samples. Scanning electron microscopy
shows that the mechanisms of fracture are different in each case. Samples of compacted
neat-cement paste finish their life with a catastrophic fracture whereas samples
of composite behaves like a pseudoductile material devoid of catastrophic failure.

RESUMEN

En este trabajo se presenta el comportamiento mecanico de un compuesto compactado
formado рог fibras cortas de cobre ductil que se distribuyen aleatoriamente en una
matriz de cemento portland. Las muestras, una mitad con fibras у la otra sin ellas,
se sometieron a fatiga a la compresion. Se usd 1 Hertz de frecuencia у el valor
de esfuerzo correspondiente al 1% de probabilidad de fractura рог carga gradual.
Se obtuvieron diagramas de probabilidad acumulativa de fractura versus el nümero
de ciclos para ambos tipos de muestra. For medio de microscopia electronica de barrido
se observa que los mecanismos de fractura son diferentes en cada caso. Las muestras
de pasta pura de cemento compactadas fallan por fractura catastrofica mientras que
las muestras de compuesto se comportan сото un material pseudoductil con ausencia
de falla catastrofica.

INTRODUCTION

In general, fibrocement using metallic fibres includes steel fibres because
the expansion coefficients of both materials are similar. This property is important
when the fibre percentage is large, but when this content is very small this property
becomes unimportant. The last of our research works were based on the main idea
that,
owing to the circumstance that copper-fibre expansion coefficient differs
from that of cement, around such fibres there are produced microcracks able to stop
fatigue fissures growing within the matrix when the material is subjected to fatigue.
But now, in the present work, although the difference of expansion coefficient between
the copper-fibre and the cement produces microcracks, the mechanical fatigue is
not going to produce them, but it is going to interact with them in some way. Another
property of copper fibres is that their ductility allows them to undergo a certain
amount of deformation without breaking at fatigue cracks. Copper fibre ductility
makes them cheaper than steel fibres and thus a composite devoid of catastrophic
failure can be made for manufacturing prefabricated elements. Such elements may
be piping, corrugated plates, tiles and the like. In addition, some investigation
work was made in connection with corrosion resistance of copper fibres embedded
in the cement matrix.

The first fundamental research work about this fibrocement was related to decohe
sion [1] of the copper-fibre cement interface followed by the complete fracture
statistics theory of a short ductile-fibre unidirectional composite [2]. That mentioned
first work supplied the elements required for producing a compacted copper-fibre
reinforced cement composite [3] and the optimum fibre-cement and the optimum fibre
length were ascertained in this later work. The cumulative probability of fracture
was determined using fracture statistics, and our theory regarding fatigue was verified
thereafter [4]. An electron-microscopy study about the cement matrix surrounding
the fibre was studied by Kittl and Diaz [5]. Thermal
fatigue of asbestos-cement compo
site was studied and compared with that of copper-fibre cement composite [6]. The compa
tibility between the copper-fibres and the cement matrix can be improved by
a control
led corrosion [7,8]. The
improvement
of the mechanical properties in tiles made
of compacted fibrocement composite was recently studied by Kittl, Dfaz, Alvarez
and Aldunate [9].

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Short ductile copper-fibres of diameter 0.00016 m and length 0.018 m were ramdomly
distributed in portland cement devoid of additives. 310 cylindrical samples with
diameter 0.02 m and length 0.03 m were made. A half of the total number of samples
was made without fibres and the other half with them. For the composite, the proportion
of fibres used was 4% by weight of the cement matrix whereas the water/cement ratio
was 0.04. The compacting was reached by appying 35 MPa pressure into a steel mould.
Once made, the test specimens were kept into a moist room for 24 hours at temperature
of 295° K, and after immersed in water until saturation. Afterwards, the samples
were placed again in the moist room for six days. Later, 48 samples of compacted
neat cement paste and 50 samples of copper-fibre cement compact composite were subject
ed to static compression which allowed to obtain a diagram of cumulative probability
of fracture by gradual application of the load. So, the fatigue load was the load
corresponding to the 1% cumulative probability of fracture by applying slow load.
Finally, 107 samples of composite and 105 samples of neat cement paste were tested
to compression fatigue. The experimental configuration consisted of a fatigue machine
constituted of an arm connected to a rotating cam putted in motion by a motor. The
load was applied introducing a fixed weight of 37 Kg into a recipient hung of the
arm. So then, using a frequency of 1 hertz, the samples were subjected to fatigue
until fracture, pointing the number of cycles for the event. The limit number of
cycles for a particular specimen was approximately 50,000. A greater number of cycles
is not considered because of the long time required to end the test. Some of the

samples were observed
nisms of fracture.

by

scanning

electron microscopy so as to elucidate the mecha

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The data of number of cycles for fracture were ascendantly ranked. Then the
cumulative probability of fracture was determined by using the formula F(N)=(i-l/2)/n,
where n is the total number of similar samples tested and i is the number of samples
that failed at number of cycles at most equal to N. This cumulative probability
can be plotted against logN, number of cycles for fracture to occur, which allows
to obtain a cumulative probability of fatigue fracture diagram. Figure 1 corresponds
to this diagram of cumulative probability of fatigue cycles for fracture for the
samples of neat cement paste. Likewise, figure 2 shows the said diagram for the
samples of copper-fibre cement compact composite.

There is an increase of the performance of 10% in the samples of cement with
fibres. This would not justify its use, but the difference is .that in the case
of the neat cement paste the sample is broken by catastrophic fracture whereas
in cement with fibres the samples continue resisting. In the case of fatigue by
thermal shock,
fissures are produced in the interface, which makes to decrease
the adherence between the fibre and the matrix. This implies a diminution of the
fatigue resistance. In the case of mechanical fatigue there no exist this production
of fissures and the cement-fibre interface does not suffer damage. The samples
broken by fatigue continue with their shape as is shown in figure 3, whereas in
the fatigued samples without fibres there is no much propagation of cracks because
this is catastrophic, as is shown in figure 4. In the figure 5, it is observed
that the surface of the interface has broken up in such a way that some parts remain
sticked to the fibre, whereas in figure 6 is shown as the mentioned fibre holds
the broken parts together. So finally, the use of fibrocement composites would

Fig- 1

Cumulative
probability of
fatigue
cycles
for
to occur. Samples of compacted neat cement paste.

fracture

Fig, 2

Cumulative
probability of fatigue cycles for fracture
to occur. Samples of copper-fibre cement
*
compact composite.

be justified; in the practical case there probably is a superposition of both mecha
nical and thermal fatigue. It must be understood that an improvement of the fatigue
properties implies an improvement of the durability to fatigue.

Fig. 3

Sample . of copper-fibre cement compact composite fractured
by fatigue. The broken parts are maintained assembled.
(20X).
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Interface and Internal Compatiblity in a Copper Fibre

Fig.

Sample of compacted neat cement paste fractured by fatigue.
(30X).

Fig.

Surface of a copper-fibre
cement as is shown after
fatigue." (360X).

covered with the hidrated
the fracture by mechanical
,

Fig. 6

A copper-fibre operated as a retainer of parts
the sample fractured by mechanical fatigue. (72X).
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HIGH-STRENGTH AND DURABLE COMPOSITES WITH
NON-METALIC REINFORCEMENT
V V Glukhovskiy, N Z Mikhailishina and V P Serbin

Kiev Polytechnical Institute, Kiev, UKRAINE

SUWARY

The results of an investigation in the
mineral binders and glass reinforcement
materials by a high durability.

main K>'",operties of composites based on
distinguished from the known glass fiber

АННОТАЦИЯ

Изложены результаты исследования основных свойств композитов на
основе минеральных вяжущих и стеклянной арматуры, отличающихся от из
вестных стекловолокнистых материалов высокой долговечностью.

INTRODUCTION

As is generally known, the abnormally high level of strength of glass fibers
originally inherent in the idea of creation of glass fiber reinforced cement is the
function of the state of its surface. This underlies the dependence of durability of
glass fiber-based cement on the chemical activity of the system components (1).
It was
found that a friable film of new formations is formed on the. surface of fibers as a
result of active chemical interactions taking place between the fibers and the matrix
(1-5).
It is noted in this case that optical properties of central areas of fibers do
not change in long-term interaction with binder (6) and the value, of Young's modulus of
fibers also remains invariable (4). This gives the grounds to believe that the decrease
of the level of strength of glass fibers in the environment of the hardening binder
takes place as a result of a sharp increase in the number of defects on its surface and
it is to a lesser degree related to the decrease of diameter of fibers as a result of
their surface interaction with new formations of binder .In the context of the
foregoing, it might be believed that along with the wellknown methods of obtaining
durable composites based on inorganic fibers and mineral binderst 1, 7, 8), elements can
be proposed for the reinforcement of cements which do not change their strength as a
result of intensive chemical
impacts taking place in the zone of their contact with
matr ix.

Results of tests of concretes reinforced with glass rods of a1ka1i-resistant glass
4.2 mm in diameter are presented in (9). The bending strength levels of 4.0-8.8 MPa
achieved by the authors do not allow to speak about a high efficiency of the proposed
reinforcement technique.A similar proposal was indirectly mentioned also in (10) where
it was proposed to use prestressed macrothreads of glass ceramic 0.25-25.4 mm in
diameter as reinforcing components.
EXPERIMENTAL

Results are presented below obtained in investigating specimens reinforced with
glass rods of different chemical composition 4 and 2 mm in diameter arranged along the
whole length of the specimen. Portland cement, alumina cement and gypsum have been used
as binders. Tensile strength in bending was determined in specimen tests according to
three-point scheme.

Results of bending strength (R^ variation presented in Fig.
1 point to the fact
that an increase in the number of reinforcing ratio to 20-30 % is accompanied with the
growth of the composite strength. A further increase of reinforcement factor is
unsuitable since it does not lead to the growth of strength. Bending strength of
specimens at the same reinforcement ratio grows as the time of hardening 1ncreases.And
with the growth of hardening time, the specimens which were hardened in water feature
higher strength characteristics than those hardening in hydraulic seal.
In the first
case, the composition features after five years of hardening a bending strength of 62
MPa and in the second case 50 MPa. This is apparently the result of the dependence of
strength characteristics on the intensity of binder hydratation processes which are more
intensive at the hardening of portland cement in water.

Results presented in Fig. 2 confirm
*95 C enables the level of strength to
under natural conditions during 5 years,
during additional 2 years enables bending

this conclusion and show that the steaming at
be obtained peculiar to compositions hardening
A following hardening of the same specimens
strength of 60-65 MPa to be achieved.

Use for binder of alumina cement (Fig. 3 ) which is character1 zed by the
aggressivity with respect to the reinforcing glass elements lower than that of port land
cement shows that in this case the composites feature both a lower level of initial

FIG.l

Ry, OF SAMPLES BASED ON PORTLAND CEMENT WITH REINFORCEMENT 4 MM IN
DIAMETER IN HARDENING IN HYDRAULIC SEAL ( a ), IN WATER ( b .) :
1 -3 days; 2 -7 days; 3 -28 days; 4 -180 days; 5 -1 year; 6 -2 years;
7 -5 years

Reinforcement factor, %

FIG.2

R^OF SAMPLES BASED ON PORTLAND CEMENT HARDENING AFTER
THERMAL-MOISTURE TREATMENT :
1 -1 day; 2 -180 days; 3 2 years: 4 -autoclave treat
ment
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FIG.4

RtiOF SAMPLES BASED ON PORTLAND CEMENT WITH REINFORCEMENT 2 MM IN
DIAMETER IN HARDENING UNDER NATURAL CONDITIONS ( a ), AFTER HEAT
MOISTURE TREATMENT ( b ): 1-3 days; 2 -7 days; 3 -28 days; 4 -1 year:
5 -2 years; 6 -steamed; 7 -autoclaved

strength (20 MPa) and a lower intensity of Its growth in time (37-39 MPa). Using as the
binder gypsum whose environment is practically inert with respect to glass, we can
obtain composites with the level of bending strength not over 10.5 MPa. This confirm the
earlier conclusions
about
the
substantial
dependence
between
the
strength
characteristics of the compositions being studied and the intensity of the processes of
chemical interaction in contact zone of new formations of binder with the surface of
reinforcing elements.
In this case, as distinct from compositions reinforced with glass
fibers, the strength of the composite increases as the intensity of the interaction in
contact zone grows.

When investigating strength characteristics of composites reinforced with thinner
rods (diameter 2 mm), glass was used with the thermal coefficient of linear expansion
differing from the similar characteristic of the matrix material more than twofold. The
results of investigation of the strength of compositions based on portland cement and
rods 2 mm in diameter presented in Fig. 4 confirm regularities obtained earlier but the
absolute
value of the bending strength of specimens with the same amount of
reinforcement is higher in the initial hardening periods (3, 7, 28 days ) when thinner
rods have been used. The subsequent growth of strength with the increasing binder
hardening time comes about in this case less intensively as compared with specimens
reinforced with rods 4 mm in diameter. Thermal wet treatment at 95 C makes it possible
in this case also to achieve the level of the strength of samples which were hardened
during 2 years under natural conditions. The autoclaving of samples ( 175°C)results in a
sharp decrease of the strength of the composite down to 14 MPa. It should be pointed out
in this case that a similar treatment of samples with the reinforcement 4 mm in diameter
made from glass which is characterized by the thermal coefficient of
linear expansion
close to this characteristic of the material matrix also results in some decrease of the
strength of specimens (Fig.2, curve 4 ), but this decrease is less substantial and makes
it possible to obtain composites with bending strength of 40 - 52 MPa depending on the
value of reinforcement factor. The results of investigations of
the
strength
characteristics of a composite with the optimal quantity of reinforcement with basa.lt
rods are presented in Table 1.
In this case, a high chemical stability of the applied
glass prevents the obtaining of composites with the strength simi"ar to that for the
specimens reinforced with glass of compositions described earlier. However,
it is
possible to obtain strength levels within 26 to 37 MPa also in this case.

Table 1
Relationship
between tensile
strength in bending portland cement
specimens with basalt rods of different diameter and hardening conditions
Rod
d1ameter,
mm

Bending strength, MPa, in specimens hardening under

Natural conditions
dur1ng
28 days

2
3
4

33.5
26.7
29.8

Steam1 ng

Autoclaving

1 year
35.9
37.0
36.7

31.2
30.4
26.6

24.8
22.8
22.4

Results of the investigations of the value of bond of the used rods with the matrix
material which were carried out using the value of the rods drawing out force, show that
the maximum value of bond of 3.25 MPa is characteristic of glass and portland cement
after their steaming. When composite is hardened under natural conditions in water and
in hydraulic seal, the parameter being studied makes up 3.10 and 2.61 MPa, respect!vely,
when portland cement is used. The strength of bond between matrix based on portland
cement and a basalt rod makes up 1.7, 1.26 and 1.79 MPa, respectively at hardening in
water after steaming and autoclaving.

As a result of comprehensive physical and chemical investigations of the zone of
contact of the reinforcing components and the matrix material which have been carried
out by means of X-ray diffraction, derivatographic,
infrared spectroscopy and electron
microscopic analysis,
it was found that with the use of Portland cement the process of
interaction between the new formation of binder and the suface of the reinforcing
components is accompanied by the decrease of concentration of calcium hydroxide in
contact zone.Investigations of the surface of reinforcing elements withdrawn from the
hardened matrix carried out by means of elektron microscope have shown that in case of
the use of portland cement, the surface is covered with a layer of new formations
featuring a sufficient strength but in case of the use of alumina cement and gypsum, the
surface of the reinforcing elements is rather smooth and differs slightly from the
surface of the original rods. Similar investigations of model systems consisting of
port land cement and finely pulverized glass have confirmed results obtained earlier and
pointing to
intensive binding of free calcium hydroxide as a result of interaction
taking piace in composites being studied.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion it should be emphasized that the presented results point to the
possibility to obtain durable and highstrength composites based on inorganic binders and
mineral fibres in which the properties of the initial components are combined rather
efficiently and a high chemical activity of the ingredients of the system which provides
their joint work does not result in weakening of the system and ensures its high
durability and efficiency as distinct from composites reinforced with thin glass fibres.
An increase in the degree of chemical interaction in the zone of contact between the
rods and the matrix is the source of the growth of composite strength.
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COMPOSITES: CEMENT AND GLASS FIBRE
V P Serbin, V V Glukhovskiy and R VSerbina

Kiev Polytechnical Institute, Kiev, UKRAINE

SUWARY

The questions of durability of glass fibre-based cement composites are considered
as well as the problems of selection of efficient technological conditions in developino
compositions with preset properties and the experience of their application for
manufacturing nonpressure pipes.
'

RESUME

On a examine des questions qui concernent de la durabilite des composites en cement
renforce a la fibre de verre, des problemes de choix du regime technologique effectif
lors de 1'elaboration des compositions aux proprietes donnees et aussi I'exprience leur
utilisation a la fabrication des tuyaux travaillant sans pression.

INTRODUCTION
Modern civil engineering places heavy demands on materials and products,
in
addition to their economical efficiency, both on the properties of the material and on a
high degree of
readiness, finish and configuration
ofproducts.
Interesting
architectural design can obtained due toa high tensile and
bending strength which
provides the required stiffness of elements with a large area and small thickness. The
use of glass fibre-based cement makes it possible to decrease the cost of construction
due to the smaller mass of products when compared with those made
of reinforced
concrete, to reduce the thickness of the walls on retention
of the required heat
transfer coefficient, to decrease the expenditures for prevention measures due to the
increased fire-resistance of the products, to reduce the products in transportation due
to the increased impact resistance of the material, to vary the finish of panal surface.
Thus, the economic expediency of the use of glass fibre-based cement products is
determined by their technical advantages and by the possibility to save costs in
construction (1,2,4).
The experience of application of glass-concrete structures and products in the
world practice has revealed the versatility of the properties and fields of application
of glass fibre-based cement: as a finishing coat for various kinds of concrete and
ferroconcrete products; fibre-reinforced
plaster for tunnel,
shaft and
mining
engineering; roofing panels, facing slabs, lightweight facade with sound insulation or
without it; multilayer wall panels and dividing walls; box units .for land-based and
underwater construction; warmed and non-warmed space shells; materials for construction
of oil storage tanks, silos, tubings for tunnel and mine construction; ventilation
skips, pipings, ducts, air conduits, water conduit channels, hydraulic seal of
reservoirs of various purpose; thin-walled shells for protection of thermal
insulation
of pipelines, not turned-over concrete forms,
fire-resisting layer or plates, ets
(1,5,6).
"

EXPERIMENTAL

"

An important characteristic of composites based on cement matrix and glass fibre
reinforcement is their durability since glass fibre is subject to corrosion in alkaline
medium of hardening cement. A method of forecasting the properties of glass fiber-based
cement compositions has been developed at Kiev Polytechnical Institute (3,4)
which
makes possible to model the "ageing" process practically to any age from data of
short-time experiments, to estimate the stability of the glass fibre reinforcement and
to study the properties of the "aged" composites.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Series 1

Thus, studies have been made into durability of two compositions of fibrous
concrete with content of glass fibre reinforcement of 1.5 and 2 % . Portland cement
brand 400, sand with gradation factor 1.6 and alkal1-resistant fibre with 40 mm long
fibres have been used as source materials. Cement-to-sand ratio was 1:1, water-to-cement
ratio was 0.45. The mixture of components was prepared in a spiral-whirling mixer and
then it was put to a form and compacted with overweight on vibrating table. After
preliminary hardening, the samples have been
subjected to comprehensive
test:
accelerated ageing according to the developed technique, air resistance, freeze
resistance and environmental resistance under conditions of Kiev. Physical
and
mechanical properties of composites have been determined in definite time intervals. The
results of testing for tensile bending strength are presented in Fig.l. Based on the
results of the studies into the forecasting of durability of glass fibre concrete of the
compositions under consideration, the following strength stabilization coefficients
depending on environment conditions have been obtained: in atmospheric conditions of
Kiev 0.76; in premises with damp air 0.60; in premises with dry air 1.00 at a temperture
of 50 C and 0.73 at a temperature of 90 C .
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Series II

A higt strength and resistance to cracks of glass fibre based cement compositions
determine their promising future in manufacturing pipes of various application. Tests on
industrial equipment of a plant were conducted to check the technological possibility to
manufacture nonpressure glass-concrete pipes by the centrifuge method.

The formation of 5 m long nonpressure glass-concrete pipes with inside diameter 400
and 500 mm and wall thickness 50 and 60 mm, respectively, was carried out in a roller
centrifuge. Mortar 1;1 was used of port land cement brand 400 and quartz sand with
gradation factor 1,6 . Water-to-cement ratio
was 0.45 . Cuts of
glass-fiber
reinforcement with polyorganic coating protecting it from the action of the hardening
portland cement environment in amounts of 2 % (the length of fibres was 50 mm ) and the
mortar have been distributed in layers in chute feedder. Centrifuging and heat and
moisture treatment have been carried out in accordance with the plant conditions for
reinforced-concrete pipes. Tests conducted with the manufactured glass fibre-based
concrete tubes
have
shown
that
they
meet
the
requirements
of
sf^nHart
"Reinforced-concrete nonpressure pipes". A batch of glass fiber based concrete pipes is
in operation in the industrial waste-water disposal system of the plant boiler house.
Technical and economic efficiency of nonpressure glass fibre-based concrete pipes
consists in the increase of the quality of products, in saving metal and crushed stone,
in the decrease of materials consumption,
in the increase of waterproofness, in the
reduction of production and operating costs.

The qualitative aspect of solution of the problem of creation of glass fibre-based
cement compositions is shown in Fig.2 : the ways of creation of composites with the
preset properties are determined and concrete examples of the use of this material are
presented (4). The developed bases of glass fibreei—based cement composites show that a
selection of the composite content is determined by the area of their application, be it
structures and products of short-time or long-term application. The choce of the kind
and amount of glass fibre reinforcement depends on the design features of products, on
technnological and operational loads as well as on the chosen manufacturing technology.

It is advisable to manufacture glass fibre-based cement structures and products of
short-time application (where the use of high strength characteristics is accounted for
by the time of preservation of high strength of glass fibre reinforcement) on the basis
of widely produced materials: portland cement and fiber of alkali or alkali-free
composition. For products of long-term application, compositions should be used in which
the preset strength of the glass fiber reinforcement is stable in time. Such
compositions can be obtained on a basis of low-alkali binding materials (alumina cement
and its modifications, gypsum binding agents, belite portland cement, sulfocontaining
binders), through the introduction into the traditional binder of additions decreasing
the alkalinity of the hardening medium and of glass fibre armature of glass of
a1ka11-resistance composition or of fibres of usual compositions with protective
coat1 ng.

An increase in the density of glass-fibre-cement composition, a decrease of its
porosity and water absorption, carbonization hamper the processes of corrosion of glass
fibre reinforcement. An additional treatment of composites with coatings which impedes
the penetration of moisture contributes to the same. The properties of cement matrix be
controlled through the introduction of additives
of various purpose.
Strength
characteristics of glass fibre-based cement compositions are determined largely by the
condition of the fibre, by the kind, quantity and orientation of reinforcement in the
composite, by the material or product manu-facturing technology (3,7).
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECCWENDATIONS
Wide possibilities to vary glass fibre-based cement for-mulations make 1t possible
to obtain compositions with a high strength, impact resistance, resistance to cracks,
atmospheric durability and frost resistance, f1re—res1 stance, waterproof1ng and a wide
variety of other special properties. Due to many positive properties and in particular
as a material enabling metal to be saved, glass fibre-based cement has received wide
recognition. The rise 1n output and in application of glass fibre-based cement
composites in civil engineering substantially depends on their longevity and efficiency.
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FRC REINFORCED WITH SHORT POLYPROPYLENE FIBERS
FRACTURE PROCESS
J R L Dyczek and M A Petri

Technical University of Mining & Metallurgy, Faculty of Ceramics and Materials Science,
Krakow, POLAND

SUMMARY

Investigations
of the mechanical properties were performed using
uniaxial tension test. Tensile strength, modulus of rupture, work of
fracture
of
FRC
reinforced
with
short
polypropylene
fibres,
were
determinated.
From the obtained values for the work of fracture the
average values of the fibre-matrix bond strength were calculated as a
function of curing time and curing conditions. It has been found that in
the case of samples cured under normal conditions only the pulling out of
fibres from the matrix was observed whereas in autoclaved samples (160°C)
the fibres were torn off.

RESUME

Investigations des proprietes mecaniques ont ete effectues par
tension
uniaxiale.
Pour
les
eprouvettes
de
FRC
on
determinate
la
resistance ä la traction, module de rupture, la travail de rupture. Pour
des valeurs obtenus de la travail de rupture on a calcule des valeurs
moyennes de la resistances ä la limite fibre-matrix en fonction du temps
et des conditions. On a mis en evidence normales pendant de rupture les
fibres on ete etires. En cas des eprouvettes autoclaves
(160°)
on a
observes le casse des fibres.

INTRODUCTION

The cracking process of composites reinforced with short fibres and
having brittle matrix,
as it is the case with FRC, begins with the
destruction of the matrix begins. Depending on the mechanical properties
and the geometry of the fibres, their distribution in the matrix and the
strength of the fibre-matrix interfacial boundary, the development of the
matrix crack,
may be stopped at a certain depth or it may proceed
further.When analyzing the cracking process of FRC from the stress-strain
curve we can distinguish three characteristic.
- the value of the first crack at which the stress initiates the cracking
process of the matrix (FC)
- modulus of rupture (MOR), i.e. the maximal unit value of the stress
which may be sustained by the fibres after the matrix fracture,
- work of fracture (WOF), illustrating the total amount of energy needed
to separate the material into two parts.
All the above quantities are a function of the amount of the reinforcing
fibre (Vr) its length (1), diameter (dr) , strength (5f) , adhesion of the
fibre to the matrix (r) and the dispersion of the fibres in the matrix.
All the above factors,
except r ,
can be easily measured, only the
determination of
the real strength of the fibre-matrix boundary is a
problematic. In case of FRC this problem becomes still more complicated
since this boundary has a composite non-homogeneous micro structure
[1,2].It may be assumed that it is just the boundary which will be the
weakest part in the material taken as a whole. There exist several
methods which permit to determine the value of r, however it is not
always possible to apply them.
When short fibres are used as the
reinforcing
element,
with
the
so-called
"rough
rendered"
surface,
produced
only
in
the
form
of
cut
fibres,
the
methods
of
direct
measurements cannot be used.
When analyzing the measurable properties of FRC reinforced with short
polypropylene fibres, space distributed (3D) in the matrix, i.e. FC, MOR
and WOF,taking
into consideration
both the variation
from and the
compatibility of the obtained results with the prevailing theories, it
has been established that in the case under consideration it is possible
to estimate the value of т from the relation WOF Vs Vf. The method was
discussed in detail by the authors at the RILEM Congress [3]. The work
expenditure in the process of the composite separation can be divided
into three components: work connected with the formation of new surfaces,
work used for pulling out the fibres from the matrix (or their tearing
off and pulling out of the ends)
and the work connected with the
secondary distribution of stresses. The total expenditure of energy can
be described by the formulae:

in case the fibres are torn off
WOF: =

л 2
T- !

42-df

+

'

T

2

3 2
■1
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• dr

+
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- in case they are pulled out from the matrix

WOFii

3
_Z£i-£__ + Vr
"-ym) Vf +
12•Ef•dr

Vf
(l-2~) -У"1

The above equations represent a straight line equation:
WOF = A-Vf + В
(3), where the variables are WOF and Vf.
may be calculated from the directional coefficient A.

(2)

The value of r

EXPERIMENTAL

Polypropylene fibres produced by
Its properties are listed in Table 1.

Properties of used fibres,

TABLE 1

Units

Denaklon were

used

FRC

Data for
computation

Length

mm

6

Thickness

цт

35-46

Width

gm

100-250

b = 175

0.9

P = 0.9

<Tf= 475

1 = 6

a = 37.5

3

Density

g/cm

Tensile strength

MPa

450-500

E - modulus

GPa

13-18

'

6-8

Diameter

make

Denaklon, Krenit Standard

Producers
data

Ultimate strain

to

gm

Er = 15.5
cr = 7
*
dr =■ 61.7

-

dr - was calculated as:

dr=4--Pf
Ar - cross-sectional area of fibre
Pr- perimeter of fibre

where:

The cement matrix was modified with an addition of silica fume,
case when the samples were to be autoclaved sand quartz ground
specific
surface
280
m /kg was
added.
Mix
proportions
and
conditions of the samples are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2

and in
to the
curing

Mix proportions of matrix

Cement

Silica
fume

Quartz
sand

w/c

w/ss

Cure

A

100

-

-

0.33

В

90

10

-

0.33

C

47.5

5

47.5

0.54

0.26

D

47.5

5

47.5

0.54

0.26

autoclav.8h/160°C

E

47.5

5

47.5

0.54

0.26

autoclav.8n/180°C

3,7,14,28d/water
3,7,14,28d/water

28d/water

The samples were made by , the casting method,
out gassed by vacum
treatment and vibrated. Their mechanical properties were examined under
uniaxial tension, at the strain rate 15.64 x 10 3cm/min. The measured
values of FC, MOR as the mean values derived from 6 measurements are
listed in Tables 3 and in the figures 1-3.

TABLE 3

Measured values of the first crack of matrix,
and of modulus of rupture, MOR [MPa]

Fracturing of matrix
Curing

Volume part of fibers

FC

[MPa],

Modulus of rupture
Volume part of fibers

time

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.01

0.02

0.03

3 days

1.82

2.04

2.41

1.97

2.58

2.92

7 days

2.12

2.74

3.39

1.83

2.51

3.17

14 days

2.12

2.57

2.83

1.33

1.98

2.56

28 days

1.89

2.12

2.72

1.23

2.03

2.46

3 days

1.94

2.20

2.53

1.43

1.98

2.71

7 days

2.10

2.29

2.72

2.11

2.81

3.52

14 days

2.25 '

2.62

2.89

2.07

2.64

3.17

28 days

1.99

2.31

2.68

1.86

2.58

3.07

C

28 days

2.72

2.96

3.72

1.29

2.31

3.05

D

aut.160°C

2.88

3.18

4.36

1.22

2.09

2.36

E

aut.160°C

2.15

3.38

4.75

A

В

-

-

-

FRC, pclipropylene fibres
w/c=O^33, 1O%w. silica fume

FRC, pclipropylene fibres
w/c=OJ33

[J/m 12]

5000

3 days
+

3 days

Д

7 days

о

14 days

*

28 days

7 days
14 days

28 days

1OOO

О -------------- 1-------------- '-------------0.05
0.15
025
0.35

Fin "I
y

<E-D
Volime part of fibres

О-------------- 1-------------- --------------0.05
0.15
025
0.35

Fia
2
1

'

<E-1>

volume part of fibres

FRC, ^polipropylene fibres
w/c=O.54,

28 days
in water
autoclaved
at 160 C
autoclaved
at 180 C

<e—i>
Volume part of fibres

Fiq.3

The values of the strength of the fibre-matrix
are listed in Table 4 and potted on a fig.4.

interfacial

Table 4
Calculated values of the
fibre-matrix bond strength (r)
Cure

A

В

Ai or An

T

[MPa]

3 days

84950

1.73

7 days

148850

3.01

14 days

113250

2.30

28 days

100400

2.04

3 days

49850

1.02

7 days

74180

1.51

14 days

123150

2.50

28 days

118400

2.40

C

28 days

D

aut.160°C

Ai, An - direction coefficients of
the WOF=A-Vf+B equation
* - T was calculated from An

'

83950
40900

1.71
*
4.62

boundary r,

FRC, w7c=O33

Fig.4

Curing time

[days]

The SEM photos of the fibres for two cases: when the fibre is. beiiig
pulled out from the matrix (curing in natural conditions) and torn off
(autoclaved at 160°C) are shown in Figs 5 and 6.

Fig.5.
Indyvidual fibre pull outed
from matrix (FRC nat. cured)

Fig.6.
.
Fibbre torn off in fracturingQ ,
process of FRC autocl. at 160°C

DISCUSSION

From the experimental data presented in Table 3 and in the diagrams
1-3
for
the
samples
of
the A
and В
series,(curing
under
normal
conditions)
it follows that the values FC, MOR and WOF are combined
function of the curing time of the samples. In case of samples from the C
(control) series and autoclaved samples (D, E) , prepared according to the
same recipe,
it has been observed that the process of hydrothermal
treatment
increased
the
strength
of
the
matrix
with
simultaneous
reduction
of
the
ability
of
the
material
to
carry
load
under
after-cracking conditions.The autoclaved material at 180°C showed brittle
fracture which is evidence that polypropylene fibres have been destroyed
at this temperature.
SEM observations of the surface of the broken
samples has revealed that in case of materials of the A,B,C series the
fibres were pulled out from the matrix and not torned off (Fig.6). In
both cases the damages of the fibres surfaces could be seen clearly. When
calculating the values of r, listed in Table 4, for FRC of the А, В, C
series equation 1 was used, whereas in case of the D series - equation 2
was used. For materials autoclaved at 180°C, considering the absence of
the pseudo plasticity effect the above calculations could not be made.
The values of the strength of fibre-matrix interfacial boundary, listed
in Table 4 and shown in Fig.4, for FRC cured in
normal conditions are a
function of the curing time of the samples. Changes in т correlate with
the changes in the mechanical properties of the materials,' listed in
Table 4. This phenomenon may be explained as being due to the rebuilding
of the microstructure of the interfacial boundary, occurring under the
influence of the curing time of cement and the additive (in this case
silica fume ).

CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the r values calculated from the relation
WOF vs Vf, it is possible to conclude that:
- the strength of the interfacial boundary: polypropylene fibre-cement
matrix changes with the curing time of the material, but at cannot be
represented by a linear function
- silica fume addition to cement causes changes in the strength of r,
- in case of samples cured under normal conditions only the pulling out
of fibres from the matrix was observed in the fracturing process of FRC,
whereas in autoclaved samples the fibres were torn off.
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SUMMARY

Strength and toughness of cements reinforced with discontinuous pitch-based carbon fibres was measured
by conc*u cting static Mid impact tests. Improvements both in strength and toughness were noted. Some processing
dithculties and reinforcing mechanisms in these composites are discussed through microscopic fracture
observations. Vanous possible applications of these composites in structural and non-structural applications are
enumerated.
rr

INTRODUCTION
For researchers investigating cement-based materials, the most important challenges are the poor tensile
strength and low fracture toughness exhibited by these materials. These undesirable attributes lead to an easy
nucleation and propagation of cracks limiting the range of their use. One effective method of improving die
mechanical behaviour of cementitious materials is by “fibre reinforcement”. The improvements in the properties
of cementitious materials by fibre inclusion is, among other things, in direct proportion to the volume fraction of
the fibres included.
There are inherent difficulties in mixing large steel fibres (20-60 mm in length and 0.1-1.0 mm in diameter)
at high volume fractions. At the limiting volume fraction (= 1.5%), steel fibres are known to provide only a
marginal improvement in strength. The improvements in toughness or energy absorption, however, are
exceptional (1). It is believed that a substantial improvement in the tensile strength may be obtained only through
an effective control of fracture at the micro-level by using very fine fibres at a large volume fraction. These fine
fibres with their diameters almost as small as the particles of cement are often collectively called micro-fibres .
While carbon is the most used micro-fibre so far (2), other micro-fibres of steel and polypropylene have also been
researched (3).

Carbon fibres used as cement reinforcement may be divided into two types: high modulus polyacrylonitrile
(PAN-based) fibres, and the low-modulus pitch-based fibres derived from petroleum pitches. Properties of these
two types of fibres are given in Table 1. Considerable improvements in cement properties were reported with
PAN-based fibres in their continuous form (4). However, the prohibitive cost of the PAN-based fibre did not allow
its large scale commercialization and lately the attention has shifted almost entirely to the inexpensive pitch-based
carbon fibre.
This paper describes some fracture characteristics of cements reinforced with pitch-based carbon fibres in
the discontinuous form. Carbon Fibre Reinforced Cements and Concretes are often abbreviated as CFRC .
Table 1 Carbon Fibres for Reinforcing Cements

Tensile
Strength
(MPa)
1.6-1.7 3000-4000
1.7-1.8 600-2000

Fibre Type Diameter Specific
Gravity
(цт)

PAN-based
Pitch-based

7-8
14-18

Young's
Modulus
(GPa)
250-400
30-200

Approximate
Cost Ratios
7
1

EXPERIMENTAL

Carbon fibres used for the purpose of this investigation had the following properties—Type: Pitch-based;
Diameter: 18 |im; Length: 6 mm; Tensile Strength: 590 MPa; Elastic Modulus: 30 GPa; Elongation at Break:
1.4%.

Given the high specific surface area of carbon fibres, mixing by conventional means was found to be
difficult. Ordinarily, carbon fibres tend to ball and disperse non-uniformly. Condensed silica fume, previously
proven effective (5), was used as the fibre dispersing agent. A conventional mortar mixer was used for mixing.
The water/cement ratio was maintained throughout at 0.30. Fibre volume fractions of up to 5% were investigated.
With simultaneous external vibration, the following specimens were cast:
1.
2.

Beams 19 mm x 19mm x 150 mm for flexural testing; and,
Tensile briquettes 25 mm x 25 mm critical section for instrumented impact tests under uni-axial tension.

The mixes in the fresh state with high fibre volume fractions had only a moderate flowability, but the
moldability and finishability were good. CFRC mixes ordinarily required longer than usual compaction times. The
specimens were demoulded 24 hr after casting and cured at least for 28 days at 23 ± 2°C and 95 % r.h. before
testing. Figure 1 shows a well hydrated CFRC section.

The properties and characteristics of CFRC, like any other composite, depend upon the circumstances and
conditions that exist at the time of their processing, i.e. at the time of their mixing, casting and curing. One major
processing concern is the low modulus of the fibre itself, which may cause fibres to deform during the mixing
operation. Figure 2 shows such a possibility. The other processing concern is the induced stresses in the fibres, the
interfaces and the surrounding matrix as a result of composite dimensional changes in the curing stage. However,

once hardened, the elastic moduli of pitch-based carbon fibres and the hydrated cement paste are not all that
different and some dimensional changes may be tolerated.
' '
1

Figure 1. A Well-Hydrated CFRC Section

-''

Figure 2. Some Fibre Disfiguring during
Mixing
'

RESULTS
Flexure

In the flexural test setup, the 19 mm x 19 mm x 150 mm beams were supported on an unsupported span of
130 mm and the load was applied at the mid-point through a knife-edge (Figure 3). The beam displacement at the
center was measured by means of a deflectometer and the applied load versus beam center-point displacement
plots were obtained. Figure 4 shows some typical plots. Notice that considerable strengthening as well as
toughening occurred due to carbon fibre reinforcing.
- •
As opposed to unreinforced cements, where the
failure occurred in the elastic range itself, the
load-displacement plots for the composites had a
general shape consisting of:

-A linear elastic region up to the BOP (Bend Over
Point);
• '
■
-A distinct strain hardening region following the
BOP up to the occurrence of the ultimate load; and,

-A stable strain softening region after the ultimate
load with substantial energy absorption. When
integrated, these curves provided the values of
fracture energies consumed by the specimens.

Figure 3. Flexural Test Setup

Figure 4. Some Typical Load-Deflection Plots in Flexure
As can be noticed in Figure 4, carbon fibres were capable of providing significant strengthening in the
elastic range itself. A 3-fold increase in the first crack strength at 5% fibre content was noted. Along with the
improvements in the first crack or the elastic strength, equally remarkable improvements occurred m the ultimate
load carrying capacity and the fracture energy values. These quantities are plotted in Figures 5(a) and 5(b),
respectively, as a function of fibre volume fraction. Note a 6-fold increase in the ultimate strength at high fibre
volume fractions and a one to two orders of magnitude increase in the fracture energy consumption.

Carbon fibers (vol. %)

Figure 5. (a) Ultimate Load Carrying Capacity and (b) Absorbed Fracture Energy for CFRC
Impact Resistance
Improvements in the impact resistance due to carbon fibre reinforcing have been reported in some previous
investigations (5,6) where multiple drop-weight tests were conducted.
•

In the present investigation, instrumented impact tests were performed on CFRC in uni-axial tension mode.
Figure 6 shows the modified Charpy impact test setup. The equipment, its construction and functioning are
described in details elsewhere (7). Briefly, the specimen support system had two parts one movable (Part A in
Figure 6 called ‘the trolley’) and the other fixed (Part В in Figure 6), with the specimen bridging in-between. The

trolley was struck by the swinging pendulum with an instrumented striker at its elevated deck which placed the
specimen under a uni-axial tensile impact load. After fracture, the frictionless trolley traveled towards the shock
absorbers and on its way intercepted a pair of photocell assemblies that recorded its post-fracture velocity. By
subtracting the post-fracture kinetic energy of the trolley from the energy lost by the hammer, the fracture energy
consumed by the specimen was obtained. Similarly, by placing an accelerometer on the trolley, the inertial part of
the measured hammer load could be obtained which could then be used to obtain the true specimen stressing load

Figure 6. Instrumented Impact Setup with Trolley Mounted Specimen Support System

Cartion fiber content (vol. %)

Carbon fiber content (vol. %)

Cartxxi fiber content (vol. %)

Figure 7. (a) Tensile Strength and (b) Fracture Energy Consumption of CFRC under Impact
Figures 7a and 7b show the observed tensile strength and the computed fracture energies, respectively,
under impact. The remarkable improvements in the impact resistance could also be noted from the hammer
specimen contact load vs. time pulses recorded in these impact tests. CFRC specimens always had longer
hammer-specimen contact times and the areas under these curves were proportional to the fibre volume fraction.

DISCUSSION
The toughening and strengthening mechanisms furnished by carbon fibres in cementitious matrices are not
so well understood. Based on simple calculations for fibres aligned in the direction of loading, the critical
embedded length for pitch-based carbon fibres is shown to be about 1-2 mm (9). It follows, therefore, that when
CFRC is loaded in tension directly or indirectly, most of the fibres should fracture. Similar argument was
extended by Akihama, Suenaga and Nakagawa (Ref. 10). As seen in Figure 8, fibre fractures were seen to occur
frequently in CFRC loaded in flexure. However, given the fact that at fracture, the strain supported by pitch-based
carbon fibres is not very high (=1%), for high composite toughness some fibre pull-out must occur. Indeed, some
fibre pull-out was also found to exist. Finally, in some fibres, even a combination of the two modes—fibre
fracture occurring within the embedded length followed by fibre pull-out—was observed. It appears possible that
this type of behaviour may be due, in part, to the existence of residual processing stresses in the fibres.

It is clear from the results that both
strengthening and toughening occur as a
result of carbon fibre reinforcing. Some
possible explanations for the observed
strengthening and toughening in continuous
fibre reinforced systems have been
previously provided (11, 12). The proposed
concept of multiple crack formation has also
been proposed for CFRC with discontinuous
fibres (3). Although the data reported here is
preliminary in nature, the observed
improvements in the mechanical properties
are impressive and future research is
wananted. In particular, the influence of
fibre characteristics and interface properties
on composite performance should be
thoroughly investigated for optimization.
Figure 8. Fractured Surface of CFRC Showing Fibre Fractures
The combination of two or more fibre types in the same mix (hybrid fibre systems) should be studied with
the aim of obtaining a desired combination of strength, toughness and cost. Some trials combining carbon and
steel micro-fibres have produced promising results (9,13).

APPLICATIONS OF CARBON-CEMENT COMPOSITES

,

Given the improvements in the mechanical properties of weak and brittle cement matrices by carbon fibre
reinforcing and the interesting physical properties of these composites, there are numerous possible uses.

One of the major uses of these composites is in thin precast products such as roofing sheets, panels, tiles,
curtain walls, ferrocements, wave absorbers, permanent forms, free-access floor panels, and I- and L- shaped
beams. The first large scale application of CFRC was in the forni of panels with tile cladding in the Al Shaheed
Monument in Iraq. CFRC curtain walls have been used in Japan for some time now.

In cast-in-place applications, CFRC has potential for use in mortars for external walls especially for
structures in seismic regions, for small machinery foundations, etc.. Latex modification of CFRC has been shown
to improve water absorption and durability (14), and the use of these composites for thin repairs appears
promising (15). The good electrical conductivity of these composites (16) may be put to use in the secondary
anode system in the cathodic protection of reinforced concrete bridge decks, in conductive floor panel systems
and also in the concrete for lightning arresters.

Numerous non-structural applications of CFRC have also been suggested. The potentially beneficial
applications include uses in the electrical and electronics industries. On the highly unconventional side, the use of
CFRC in the motorcycle engine as the cylinder head has also been attempted (17).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The improvements in the strength and toughness of cement-based materials by reinforcing them with low
modulus pitch-based carbon fibres are encouraging. There are numerous possible applications of these composites

in structural as well as non-structural areas. However, extensive research efforts are needed prior to a
wholehearted use of these composites.
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SUMMARY

The 21st Century Concrete Technology Is expected to show considerable shifts toward new
materials such as macro-defect-free and fiber reinforced materials. The major objective will be to produce
concrete of improved mechanical properties.

The use of high performance fibres in many diverse engineering applications is well known. However,
the introduction of such fibres in macro defect free (MDF) cement matrices has Imposed several processing
difficulties. The production of high performance composites based on MDF matrices reinforced with aramid
fibres to acquire high a degree of ductility offers an additional new material for a variety of applications.
Structural and mechanical characterisUcs and efforts to improve the interface bond strength are presented.

The structure/performance relationship of such composites are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
New developments In the making of cementitious materials with Improved mechanical properties have
resulted from different combinations of modifying composition and processing. Together, these
developments have resulted in about ten fold enhancement In their properties, which approach those of
modem composites1. One of the most recent developments Is the approach of preparing the so-called
macro-defect free (MDF) cement. Originally discovered at Imperial Chemical Industries and Oxford
University2 and later pursued at this laboratory, these composites are prepared with a major amount of

Inorganic cement, a lesser amount of organic polymer and water, and minor amounts of other components.
These composites have shown to have great potential for increased toughness. Such materials are already
being used in novel applications, which Include construction purposes (pre-fabricated houses, wall panels,

.. etc.) in different parts of the world. A great advantage of these meterials is their high tensile strength and
their capability to transmit loads to high performance fibres for added toughness.

The purpose of this paper is to report on the processing, structural and mechanical characteristics of
high performance composites based on MDF matrices reinforced with aramid fibres to acquire high degree

of ductility for a variety of applications. Efforts to improve the interface bond strength through mechanical

and chemical anchorage are presented. The structure/performance relationship of such composites are
discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL
The aramid fibres are obtained as chops consisting of a number of filaments held together with glue.
Excess glue exists as an outgrowth on the fiber surface enhancing its mechanical anchorage when

embedded in the cementitious matrix. The chop diameter is 25 mm x 0.5 mm. Some mechanical properties
of the fibres are given in Table I.

Table I: Specific Gravity. Tensile Strength, and Young’s Modulus of the Aramid Fibres Compared to That of
Steel.

Fiber

Specific Gravity
(g/cm3)

Aramid
Steel

1.5
7.8

Tensile Strength
(Kgf/mm2)

120
30

Young's Modulus
(Kgf/mm2)

6,600

21,000

Composites of aramid fibres with MDF cement mixtures of Type I Portland Cement (Keystone Cement,
PA), water, and polyacrylamide (Polysciences. U.SA) are prepared. Two fabrication techniques are used.

The first is.the mixing of the MDF cement ingredients together with the aramid fibres in a normal cement

mixer at high speed. This procedure requires a high water to cement ratio of 0.25-.35 and the use of a
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superplasticizer. After mixing, the fresh composite is molded, pressed to about 2000 psi and cured at room

temperature.In the second fabrication technique, the MDF components (polyacrylamide/ cement = 0.15,

and w/c ratio = 0.10) are separately mixed in a high shear mixer (Brabender). The resulting dough is
extruded in the form of sheets of 3 mm thickness. The composite Is fabricated by aligning the aramid fibres
(3% by weight) In one direction and laminating between several sheets of MDF cement with more fibres on
the tension side. The laminated composite is then pressed at about 2000 psi and cured at room
temperature. A reference sample is prepared using the same lamination technique but with no fibres.

SmaU diameter fibres are known to arrest microcracks generated in the cement matrix as a result of
loading. It is thought that using the small fibres in addition tc the large fibres wifi add favorable mechanical
properties to the resulting composite. The small fibres are 10-20 microns in cross sectional area and 1 mm
in length aramid fibres (DuPont). The short fibres are mixed with the MDF in proportion equal to 4-7%

replacement of the cement. The samples containing the two types of fibres are fabricated by the lamination
technique.

Figure 1. Schematic and Conditions of the 3-Polnt Bending Test
Note: Max. flexural stress is calculated by the following formula: 3PL/2wt2.
Elastic modulus can be calculated by the following formula: PL3/4wt3Ymax:

Ymax is the displacement at the center.
Half span depth ratio (L/2t): 1.5-1.3; L=76.2mm, t=25.4-28.6mm.

Stroke control loading; Cross-head speed: 0.051mm/min.
Attempts to enhance the matix-fibre interface bond strength through chemical anchorage is made by
using silane coupling agents. Epoxy silane, (СН3)з Si CH2 CH2 CH2 OCH2 CH-O-CH2 (Dow Coming
Z6040) is used. The coupling agent is applied to the fibre surface from acidified aqueous solutions and
allowed to dry at 110°C.
After 28 days, the mechanical properties of the samples are tested by the three point bending test.

Figure I schematically shows the conditions of the test and the equations applied3. Although the ultimate

strength of the composite is reached in 7 days, the current samples are tested in 28 days in order to
compare the results with parallel samples which are exposed to wet-dry cycles to test their moisture
resistance. The latter samples are not included in the present publication.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The stress-strain curves of the composites are presented in Figures 2-4. Figure two shows a
comparison between the results of the unreinforced MDF matrix, fabricated by lamination, and the fibre
reinforced one, fabricated by mixing. Although the matrix maximum strength has dropped to one third its
value due to the mixing procedure, the fibre reinforced sample shows almost the same composite maximum
strength. The horizontal area at the point of matrix failure represents a transition stage during which the
load Is transmitted from the matrix to the fibres. During this stage, a rearrangement In the microstructure
of the fibre-matrix interfacial to new equilibrium conditions takes place to handle the increasing load. The
gradual failure of the composite is a clear Indication of the excellent Interfacial bond strength In these

composites.

Figure 2. Stress-strain curves of the MDF cement matrices, a) laminated, unreinforced: b) mixed, reinforced
Figure 3 represents the stress-strain relationship of the laige fibre reinforced MDF matrix fabricated
by lamination with unidirectional fibre orientation. Here, the benefits of fibre inclusion combined with the
fabrication technique Is clearly reflected as a net Increase In the maximum strength of both the matrix and
the composite. The close proximity of the maxima Indicates a an excellent interfacial bond strength.

Figure 4 presents the stress-strain relationships of the MDF matrices containing large and small

aramid fibres. In the sample whose interface has not chemically modified (curve a) the two maxima have
the same maximum strength reflecting the role of the small fibres in arresting microcracks and delaying the
failure of the matrix. The Initial sudden failure of the composite might indicate, unexpectedly, a little

decrease in fibre-matrix anchorage. This Is rectified when epoxy silane Is used to enhance the Interfacial
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bond strength (curve b). The improved interface properties is clearly reflected in the presence of only one
maximum of an integral structures.
'

Deflection (mm)
Figure 3. Stress-strain curves of the laminated MDF matrices containing large aramid fibres.

MDF - Fibres

Short Fibres Mixed
Long Fibres Laminated
With Interface Modification

Without Interface Modification

Deflection (mm)

Figure 4. Stress-strain curves of the laminated MDF matrices containing different length fibres,
a)

chemically unmodified interface: b) epoxy silane treated interface.

CONCLUSIONS
Structural and mechanical characteristics of aramid fibre reinforced MDF cement and efforts to
Improve the interfacial bond strength are presented. The inclusion of the aramid fibres has resulted in
several fold Improvement In the elastic mechanical properties of the composite and makes approach those of
metals.
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PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION
OF GEOPOLYMERS
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ABSTRACT
, Silicate cements based on metakaolin are being investigated as they seem to have a
promising future. The mechanical characteristics of geopolymer mortars are a proof of such
affirmation. Compressive strengths of about 49 MPA after curing the mortars during 1 hour
at 802C, and 84.3 MPA after 24 hours at 802C, show the potential of these materials.

Two, different pathways for synthetic a geopolymer with a starting molar composition
of NapO/SiOg = 0.40, SiOg/AlgOj = 3.21, HgO/NagO = 10, NagO/AlgO, = 1.28, have been compared.
The final products obtainecf have been characterized. Measurements of the mechanical
strength and mercury porosimetry, as well as analyses through X-ray Diffraction, IR
Spectroscopy and DTA-TG analyses, have been carried out. The results show the influence
of the mixture of raw materials at early ages (about 1 hour), when a geopolymer is
synthesized.

RESUMEN
Se han estudiado cementos de silicatos basados en metacaolin, a los que se les
promete un importante futuro. Las caracteristicas mecanicas de los morteros de geopolimero
son una prueba de tai afirmacion. Las resistencias a compresion de estos morteros, con
valor de 49 MPA en aquellos curados durante una hora a 802C у de 84, 3 MPA despues de 24
horas a 8020, muestran el potencial de estos materiales.
Se han comparado dos caminos diferentes de sintesis de geopolimero, con relaciones
molares iniciales de Na2O/SiO2=0.40, SiO2/Al2O3=3.21, H2O/Na2O=10, Na2O/Al2O3 = 1.28. Los
.productos obtenidos han sido caracterizados, Se han realrzado ensayos de resistencia
mecanica у prosimetria de mercurio, asi сото analisis a traves de difraccion de Rayos X,
espectroscopia IR у ATD-TG. Los resultados obtenidos muestran la influencia que tiene la
mezcla de las materias primas a las primeras edades (dentro de la primera hora) en el
proceso de sintesis de geopolimero.

INTRODUCTION

Cements other than portland cement are under study in order to increase the range
of the cementing systems available.
Silicate cements based on metakaolin were described for the first time by Davidovits
(1,2). These products, named geopolymers, have the general formula:

Mn [-(Si-O2)z-Al-O] n .wH2O
where z is 1, 2 or 3, and n is the degree of polymerization. Similar patterns have been
proposed for the formation of zeolites and zeolite precursors (3), in which Al and Si,
initially available for solution, react with each other to form polyhydroxyaluminosilicate
complexes. No doubt, a certain resemblance seems to exist with regard to the formation of
zeolites and geopolymers; both processes require reactive precursor materials and, besides
the concentrations of the reagents (especially of OH-) are often critical, as are the time
and the temperature conditions of curing. However, differences between both products are
also clear; zeolites are crystalline.products and their synthesis is often aimed at
producing loose, free flowing powders (4), while geopolymers appear to be amorphous on Xray diffraction and form massive-dimensionally stable compacts.

In this study, the investigation has concentrated on one of the parameters which in
a previous work (5) was demonstrated to influence some of the characteristics of the
geopolymers; this is the order of addition of the raw materials to the reaction mixture.
Two different pathways for obtaining the geopolymers have been considered, and the products
so obtained studied.
EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
The materials used in the synthesis processes have been: sodium hydroxide (Merck),
sodium silicate (Probus) and metakaolin obtained from kaolin supplied by CAOBAR S.A.
(Guadalajara - Spain). The kaolin was activated by treatment at 7502C for 24 hours.

Analytical data for these materials are given in Table I.

TABLE
CHRMTGAT.

I

COMPOSITION OF THE STARTING MATERIALS

SODIUM SILICATE

METAKAOLIN

S10^

30.32

55.50

A1,OX

-

42.38

N3,0

11.05

0.02

H,O

58.47

*

CAO

-

0.92

Fe^O-,

-

0.70

SOX

-

MgO

-

COMPONENT
(wt %)

* Weight loss of kaolin precursor is 12.98% to 7502C in air

0.39

Methodology of the preparation of geopolymer mortars
Two methods were studied:

A) 1.- 47.3 g of NaOH (pellets) + 80 ml H2O (stirring during 2 minutes).
2. - 180 g of metakaolin + alkaline solution ( 15 minutes in a mixer).
3. - Addition of 142.6 g of sodium silicate to the mixer (15 minutes of mixing).

4. - Addition of 1350 g of sand to the mixer (10 minutes of mixing). A geopolymer
paste:sand ratio of 1:3 was fixed.
5. - Moulding.
6. - Curing at 802C (specimens cured for 1 hour, 4 hour and 24 hours were prepared).

B) 1.- 47.3 g of NaOH (pellets) + 80 ml H2O (stirring during 2 minutes)
2. - Mixing of alkaline solution with 142.6 g of sodium silicate (stirring during 5
minutes).

3. - 180 g of metakaolin + alkaline liquid (25 minutes in a mixer).
4. - Addition of 1350 g of sand to the mixer (10 minutes mixing).
5. - Moulding.

6. - Curing at 802C (specimens cured for 1, 4 and 24 hours were prepared).
Evaluation of physical and mechanical characteristics
The pore size distribution (Hg porosimetry) of the pure geopolymer has been
determined. The obtainment of a pure geopolymer involves the elimination of the 4th step
in the synthesis methodology.
A mechanical study of the geopolymer mortars has also been carried out:
* Compressive strength on cylinders of 3 cm diameter
* Flexural strength on a prism of 1x1x6 cm.
Chemical Characterization

X-ray Diffraction, IR Spectroscopy and DTA analyses have been used in order to make
structural comparison between the geopolymers obtained through the two pathways tested.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tables II and III, as well as figures 1,2,3,4 and 5, show the results obtained with
the geopolymers after subjecting them to the physical and mechanical tests and to the
chemical characterization.
TABLE

II

MECHANICAL STRENGTHS OF MORTAR GEOPOLYMER

TIME OF
CURING AT
802C (HOURS)

METHOD A

METHOD В

COMPRESSIVE
STRENGTHS
(MPA)

1
4
24

50.38
73.87
87.93

38.93
57.79
67.03

FLEXURAL
STRENGTHS
(MPA)

1
4
24

10.18
10.84
12.18

8.60
10.69
12.94

TABLE III

Hg - POROSIMETRY OF PURE GEOPOLYMERS
TOTAL
GKOPOLIMER
INTRUSION
OBTAINED THROUGH
VOLUME
(■1/gr)

TOTAL PORE
AREA

* 2/gr)
(

MEDIAN PORE
DIAMETER
(VOLUME)
(/--)

MEDIAN PORE AVERAGE PORE
DIAMETER
DIAMETER
(AREA)
(4V/A)
( /
m
*
)
( /.m )

BULK
DENSITY

D
*
(gr/

APPARENT
DENSITY

(gr/ml)

STEM VOLUME
USED

( % )

Method A
1 h cured

0.2216

32.791

0.0289

0.0230

0.0270

1.5766

2.4230

30

Method A
4 h cured

0.2657

36.126

0.0306

0.0256

0.0294

1.3008

1.9877

121

Method A
24h cured

0.2676

26.962

0.0476

0.0373

0.0397

1.2898

1.9697

35

Method В
Ih cured

0.2573

38.945

0.0273

0.0247

0.0264

1.3830

2.1468

44

Method В
4 h cured

0.2182

31.272

0.0285

0.0258

0.0279

1.3113

1.8369

Method В
24h cured

0.1928

22.839

0.0401

0.0323

0.0338

1.3556

1.8354

35

26

Physical and Mechanical Data
From the mechanical point of view, the strength values in Table
potential of geopolymers as a material to be used with structural
purposes.

II

show the

Samples obtained by method A develop (after 1 hour of curing) higher compressive
strengths (about 22% higher) than the specimens prepared by method В (see
*
Table II).
However, the evolution of the strengths at longer ages is quite similar for both methods.
From the results, it can be concluded that the reaction of formation of a geopolymer is
initially faster by method A than by method B. This reaction rate is similar for both
methods at longer ages.
Whit regard to the porosity of the geopolymers, it can be deduced from Table III
that for those specimens tested at early curing ages, there is a correlation between the
total porosity of the products, or their average pore diameters, and their mechanical
strengths. In fact, the geopolymers having the highest compressive strengths (method A,
1 h curing), are also those with the lowest total porosity and the lowest average pore
diameter. However, at longer curing times, there is not a satisfactory agreement between
the porosity data and the mortar strengths. This may be due to the fact that porosity
measurements were conducted on pure geopolymer prisms and the presence of some crystalline
products was detected in some of those prisms. That - probably accidental - crystallization
could be the reason for the porosity data increasing with time (see Table III). Anyway,
this is a point which requires to be clarified in future investigations.

Chemical Characterization
It can be seen through X-ray diffraction that the only solid raw starting material
(metakaolin) and the final reaction product (geopolymer) are both amorphous solids with
a low content of crystalline SiOj (quartz). However, IR spectroscopy provides a useful
method for following changes occurring during reaction. So, in figure 1(a), the metakaolin
IR spectrum is shown: the bands at 1080 and 460 cm-1 are Si-O vibrations, while the Al-O
vibrational band has shifted to 800 cm-1. This band is characteristic of tetrahedrally
coordinated Al.

DTfi
Fig. i

IR spectra metakaolin (a) and pure
geopolymer (method A, 4 hours) (b)

Fig. 2
DTA and TG curves of the geopolimer obtained
through method A and 4 hours of curing regime

The geopolymer IR spectrum is quite different (see figure 1 (b)): The Si-O
vibrational bands have moved to lower frequencies (1000 and 440 cm"
),
*
and in this spectrum
the bands due to Al-O vibrations are located at 850 and 700 cm-1. More details about the
IR study of the formation reaction of the geopolymers were given in,(5). The important
" aspect which should now be emphasized is that all the geopolymers obtained in the present
work have an IR spectrum identical to that shown in figure 1(b).

Differential Thermal Analyses (DTA) were carried out in samples obtained through each
method. Figure 2 is an example of the DTA and TG curves of these materials (there are no
differences between the DTA and the TG results of the total samples tested). In the DTA
curve of figure 2, some peaks are observed. The first two at 80ec and 1602C are endothermic
and respectively due to a loss of water in the sample (adsorbed water in the first peak
and constitutional water in the second). This loss of water can be quantified in about 15%
wt of the sample. There are no more weight variations with increasing temperature.

Other signals are observed in the DTA curve ;
one broad and small endothermic peak at about 9002C
and an almost vertical variation of the base line at
13002C. The peak at 90020 has been assigned to a
chemical transformation (nepheline formation) and the
signal at 130020 to the melting of the sample.

IR spectra of geopolymer (method A, 4 h) heated
at 200*C (b), at 750’C (c), at 1050«С (d),14O)»C
(e) and geopolymer (method A, 4 h)

The IR spectra of geopolymers quenched at 2002,
7502, 10502 and 140020 (figure 3 (b), (c), (d) and
(e) respectively) and the X-ray diffraction patterns
of the same samples (figures 4 and 5) confirm such a
hypothesis. A detailed observation of these IR
spectra can show
the evolution of the geopolymer
with temperature. The band at 870 cm-1 begins to
change at 20020 and has completely disappeared at
75020. At 105020 and 140020 this band does not appear
in the spectra. Simultaneously, the band at 450 cm"^
starts moving towards lower frequencies, changing its
profile at 20020, and it does constantly so as
temperature increases. At 10502, that band is small
and sharp and located at 475 cm-1. In the IR spectrum
of the geopolymer quenched at this temperature, the
development of a new band at 515-520 cm-1 can be
observed. The band at 1000 cm"1, corresponding to Si-O
vibrations moves towards lower frequencies as the

5.0

35.0

20.0

15.0

10.0

46.0

50.0

45.0

Fig.

30.0

25.0

55.0

60.0

4

X-Ray diffraction pattern of geopolymer A 4 h after 30' a 750«C

15.0

10.0

d

40.0

45.0

30.0
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50.0
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Fig. 5
X-Ray diffraction pattern of geopolymer A 4 h after 30’ a 1O5O®C

treatment temperature of the material increases. These alterations of the spectra
(displacement of the bands at 450 and 1000 cm-1), together with the development of another
at 515 cm-1, may be useful to confirm the presence of nepheline.
Generally speaking, it can be said that the geopolymers, independently of the
synthesis pathways followed in the above mentioned experiments and also of the curing
conditions, undergo a transformation with temperature which involves a microstructural
rearrangement upon losing constitutional water, in the first place, and upon producing
crystalline nepheline (NaAlSiO^) in the second place. While nepheline has completely
crystallized at 1CI502C (see figure 5), the first nepheline traces were found at 7502C (see
figure 4). At the highest temperature, 13002C a molten phase is produced.

CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
1e —

Compressive mechanical strengths at early curing times (1 hour) are higher in
geopolymers obtained by method A than in those obtained by method B. There is not
such a marked difference between the evolution of compressive strengths of the
materials obtained by each of these methods at longer curing times.

2, —

From the microstructural point of view, the x—ray diffraction patterns, as well as
the IR spectra of the samples, seem to show that both methods, A and B, for obtaining
geopolymers, do not lead to different materials.

3. -

The evolution of geopolymers with temperature can be considered to have three stages:
a) losing of constitutional water at about 1502C.

b) Transformation in nepheline at about 900SC.
c) Melting at about 1300SC.
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STRENGTH PROPERTIES OF EPOXY-MODIFIED MORTARS
WITHOUT HARDENER
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SUMMARY

In the production of conventional epoxy-modified mortars, the use of any hardener
is indispensable for the cure of epoxy resin. The authors have drawn attention to the
fact that the epoxy resin can harden in the presence of alkalis, and successfully
developed epoxy-modified mortars without any hardener. As a result, the disadvantages of
the two-component mixing of the epoxy resin and hardener have been overcome. The epoxy
modified mortars without any hardener are prepared with various polymer-cement ratios,
and tested for strength and adhesion. For comparison, the epoxy-modified mortars with a
hardener are also prepared, and tested in the same manner.
From the test results,
polymer-cement ratios of 5 to 10% are recommended for the purpose of improving the
strength and adhesion of cement mortars by modifying with the epoxy resin excluding the
hardener.
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INTRODUCTION

Epoxy resin has superior properties such as high adhesion and chemical resistance,
and has widely been used as adhesives and corrosion-resistant paints in the construction
industry in the world. Incorporation of the epoxy resin into cement mortar can be
expected to
impart its superior properties to the mortar. In the preparation of
conventional epoxy-modified mortars, the use of any hardener is indispensable fo^ '.he
cure of the epoxy resin(l). The authors have drawn attention to the fact that the epoxy
resin can harden in the presence of alkalis(2,3), and successfully developed epoxy
modified mortars without any hardener. As a result, the disadvantages of the twocomponent mixing of the epoxy resin and hardener have been overcome. The epoxy-modified
mortars without any hardener are prepared with various polymer-cement ratios, and tested
for strength and adhesion. For comparison, the epoxy-modified mortars with a hardener
are prepared, and tested in the same manner.
MATERIALS

Cement and Aggregate
Ordinary portland cement and Toyoura standard sand
Industrial Standard) were used for all the mortar mixes.

specified

in

JIS

(Japanese

Epoxy Resin and Hardener

A diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A was used as an epoxy resin, and a modified
aliphatic
amine
as a hardener.
The properties of the epoxy resin are indicated in
Table 1. The constitutional formula of the epoxy resin is expressed below.

СНз
OH
t —
I
CH2-CH-CH2-O- - O-C-O-O-CH2-CH-CH2-O

О

СНз

СНз
-C-O-O-CH2-CH-CH2
I vy
x/
СНз
0

0

n=0. 1-0.2

Table 1
Epoxide
Equivalent
184-— 194

Molecular
Weight
380

Properties of Epoxy Resin.

Hue
(Gardner)

Specific
Gravity
(20' 0

Viscosity
(cP. 20'C)

SO. 6

1. 17

45000

Flash
Point

■co

>150

TESTING PROCEDURES
Preparation of Specimens
According to JIS A 1171 (Method of Making Test Sample of Polymer-Modified Mortar in
the Laboratory), mortars were mixed with the mix proportions given in Table 2, and their
flow was adjusted to be constant at 170±5.
Beam specimens 40x40x160mm were molded, and
then subjected to a 2-day-20°C-80%R.H.-moist plus 5-day-2O°C-water plus 21-day-20°C50%R.H.-dry cure.

Mortar substrates and
specimens for adhesion test
were prepared as follows ;
According to JIS R 5201
(Physical Testing Methods for
Cement), ordinary cement mortar
was mixed with a ratio of
cement to standard sand 1:2 and
a water-cement ratio of 65.0%.
Mortar substrates 70x70x20mm
were molded, and then subjected
to a 1-day-20°C-80%R.H.-moist
plus 6-day-20°C-water plus 7day-20°C-80%R.H.-moist cure.
Then the bonding surfaces of
the mortar substrates were
treated with abrasive papers.
The cured mortar substrates
were bonded in a size of
40x40x10mm as shown in Fig.1 by
the mortars mixed with the mix
proportions given in Table 2,
and then given a 2-day-20°C80%R.H.-moist plus 5-day-20°Cwater plus 21-day-20oC-50%R.H.dry cure.

Table 2

Mix Proportions of Epoxy-Mod ified Mortars.

Cement:
Sand
(By
Weight)

1 : 3

PolymerCement
Ratio(%)
0
1
3
5
1 0
2 0
4 0
6 0
8 0
1
5
1 0
4 0
8 0

Hardener
Content"
(wt%)
0

0

6 5

Water
Cement
Ratio
(X)

Flow

75. 5
75. 5
75. 5
75. 5
75. 5
75. 5
75.5
75. 5
75.5
68.0
68.0
70.0
80. 5
80. 5

170
168
173
170
172
171
172
171
173
168
169
166
170
170

Note. ♦ : Hardener Content (wt%) = (Hardener/Epoxy Resin)xl00

40

Strength Test
Beam specimens were tested for flexural and
compressive strengths in accordance with JIS A
1172 (Method of Test for Strength of PolymerModified Mortar).

Adhesion Test
As shown in Fig.1, bonded specimens were
tested for adhesion in tension in accordance
with JIS A 6915 (Wall Coatings for Thick
Textured Finishes) by using the Instron
universal testing machine.
TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

P : Load
S : Mortar substrate
M : Bonded mortar
Bonding joint

Figs.2 and 3 represent the flexural and
Fig.1 Specimen for Adhesion Test.
compressive strengths of epoxy-modified mortars
without and with a hardener. The flexural and
compressive strengths of the epoxy-modified
mortars without the hardener increase with rais'
polymer-cement ratio, and reach the
maximums at a polymer-cement ratio of 10%.
By contrast, the flexural and compressive
strengths of the epoxy-modified mortars with the hardener decrease with an increase in
the polymer-cement ratio, and attain the minimums at a polymer-cement ratio of 1%.
The
maximum flexural and compressive strengths of the epoxy-modified mortars without the
hardener are about 1.7 and 1.3 times respectively, the strengths of unmodified mortar.
They are considerably higher than the strengths of the epoxy-modified "mortars with the
hardener at the same polymer-cement ratio. Furthermore, the maximum flexural strength of
the epoxy-modified mortars without the hardener is much the same as that with the
hardener at a polymer-cement ratio of 80%. Likewise, the maximum compressive strength of
the epoxy-modified mortars without the hardener is about the same as that with the
hardener at a polymer-cement ratio of 40%.
In the preparation of conventional epoxy-
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Polymer-Cement Ratio vs. Flexural
Strength of Epoxy-Modified Mortars
without and with Hardener.

Fig.3

Polymer-Cement Ratio vs. Compressive
Strength of Epoxy-Modified Mortars
without and with Hardener.

modified mortars, the use of any hardener is generally indispensable for the cuie of
epoxy resin. However, in this study, the flexural and compressive strengths of the
epoxy-modified mortars without the hardener at polymer-cement ratios of 40% or less are
higher than those of the unmodified mortar.
Therefore, it is considered that the epoxy
resin can harden in the presence of the alkalis in the mortars. The hardening reaction
between the epoxy resin and alkalis [e.g., CatOH^l is expressed as follows :

Cure
CH2-CH-CH2-

0

OH

\

-O-CH2-CH-CH2-

-0-CH2-CH-CH2-0
,

-O-CH2-CH-CH2-O-

Ca(OH)2

OH

n

from cement

Epoxy resin

hydration

Hardened epoxy resin

Photo 1 shows a hardened epoxy resin in the epoxy-modified mortars without the hardener
at a polymer-cement ratio of 10%.
Reductions in the flexural and compressive strengths
of the epoxy-modified mortars without the hardener at polymer-cement ratios of 20% or
more may be explained to be due to the presence of a considerable amount of the epoxy
resin which can not harden in the epoxy-modified mortars without the hardener.

Fig.4 exhibits the adhesion in tension of epoxy-modified mortars without a hardener
to ordinary cement mortar.
The adhesion in tension of the epoxy-modified mortars
without the hardener to ordinary cement mortar increases with raising polymer-cement
ratio, and reaches the maximum at a polymer-cement ratio of 5%« The maximum adhesion in
tension is about 1.5 times the adhesion of unmodified mortar. A marked decrease in the
adhesion in tension of the epoxy-modified mortars without the hardener to ordinary
cement mortar at polymer-cement ratios of 20% or more may be attributed to the same
reason as stated on the strength reductions.
The failure modes of the epoxy-modified
mortars without the hardener to ordinary cement mortar were the mixed failures which are
the combination of the cohesive failures in the epoxy-modified mortars and the adhesive
failures.

11111

О

Photo 1

Electron Micrograph of Epoxy
Modified Mortar without Hardener
at Polymer-Cement Ratio of 10%
(xdOOO).

I

I

L
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Fig.4

Polymer-Cement Ratio vs. Adhesion in
Tension of Epoxy-Modified Mortars
without Hardener.

CONCLUSIONS

(1)

(2)

(3)

From the test results, the following conclusions can be summarized :
The flexural and compressive strengths of epoxy-modified mortars without a hardener
reach the maximums at a polymer-cement ratio of 10%.
The maximum flexural and
compressive strengths are about 1.7 and 1.3 times respectively, the strengths of
unmodified mortar. They are considerably higher than the strengths of the epoxy
modified mortars with the hardener at the same polymer-cement ratio.
The adhesion of
epoxy-modifled mortars without a hardener to ordinary cement
mortar attains the maximum at a polymer-cement ratio of 5%. The maximum adhesion is

about 1.5 times the adhesion of unmodified mortar.
From the strength and adhesion test results, it is concluded that polymer-cement
ratios of 5 to 10% could be recommended to improve the strength and adhesion of
cement mortar by modification with epoxy resin without any hardener.
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SEVERAL ASPECTS CONCERNING MODIFICATION
OF CEMENT COMPOSITIONS BY POLYMER AGENTS
LJ Lavrega
Byelorussian Polytechnical Academy, Minsk,
Republic of BELARUS

SranSARY

Structure formation in some polymer-cement compositions was
studied with regard to porosity variations, as well as X-ray, thermografic and electron-microscopic analyses. Physico-mechanical proper
ties of compositions, their water- and corrosion resistance were
studied in parallel.
Efficiency of modofication of cement compositions by polymer
agents may be achieved subject to the following conditions: technolo
gies for preparation of mixtures and for decreasing quantity of poly
mer admixtures shall be separated. This may be proved by examples illus
trating cynetics of hardening of modified cements, their microstructu
ral and physico-mechanical properties.

PESICIvIE
нормирование структуры некоторых полимерцементных композиций изу
чалось по изменению пористости, а также при помощи рентгеноструктур
ного, термографического и влектронномикроскопического анализа. Парал
лельно изучались физико-механические свойства композиций, их водо- и
коррозионная стойкость.
Эффективность модификации цементных композиций полимерными добав
ками достигается при соблюдении двух условий: раздельной технологии
приготовления смесей и уменьшения количества полимерной добавки до
разумного минимума. Это подтверждается приведенными данными кинетики
твердения модифицированных цементов, их микроструктурными характерис
тиками и физико-механическими свойствами.

INTRODUCTION

Modifying cement compositions by various polymer admixtures in view
of applying a number of valuable properties to materials and structures
has become the most commonly used practice in construction. For example,
when arranging floors and pavements, addition of polymer emulsions into
cement compositions may increase their wear resistance and impact strength
in comparison with concrete floors by factor of 1.5 to 20, raise up wa
ter— and corrosion resistance, eliminate dust formation, etc. , ,
.
The similar effect may be achieved using polymer-cement compositions in
water-proof mortars, roofing, cladding.and white-washing (1). Modifiers
such as co-polymers of butadiene/styrene, butadiene/metacryl acid, butadiene/vinulpyridine and other monomers, polyvinylacetate and polyethy
lene dispersions, epoxy-, carbamido-formaldehyde-, phenol- and other
water-soluble polymers have found a widespread application in construc
tion works.
Successful application of this or that modifier depends on many
factors, and neglection of at least one of these factors may reduce the
expected effect to zero. Among the above factors we may,highlight the fo
llowing ones: quantity of modifier, technology,of modification,(type of
addition, sequence, activation processes), availability of various sta
bilizing and surface-active accompanying,agents, technological process
(pressing, centrifuging, casting, vibrating, guniting), technological
modes of hardening and expedient maintenance conditions. For instance,
polyvinylacetatecement plasters and coatings are effective for indoor
dry structures. If similar stuccos are used for outdoor structures,
within the period of 0.5 - 1 year break-downs and cracks start to appear.

EXPERIMENTAL

Studying interaction of the two different materials - mineral bin
der and polymer modifier in complex multicomponent system - is a very
actual problem. This may be quite understood since determination of
the nature of running processes in these systems and parameters of the
hardened compositions allows an optimum of components and technologies
to be revealed. Thus we may ensure determination of maximum and moreover,
the required properties of polymer-cement compositions in the required
maintenance conditions.
\ie studied structure formation and properties of polymer-cement
compositions containing butadienestyrene latexes in combination with
surface-active substances of non-ionogenic type and salts-electrolytes.
Acid carbonates were used as the latter salts. Medium-aluminate, cements
from Byelorussian plants served as mineral components. One of the most,
important factors of the hardened compositions is the character ox their
porosity and porous structurewhich v/ere studied in complex witn X-rayoraohic,
*
D
thermographic and electron-microscope analyses. The investiga
tions were conducted by Dr. Yambor's method (Slovakian Academy of Scien
ces) /3/.

Quantity of the added polymer agents was varied from 0 to Max.
The investigations were carried out using high-pressure mercury poro
simeter (type 7CH, Carlo Erba, Milan).

Quantity of water in samples was varied so that mobility of the ce
ment -polymer-water system should correspond to normal thickness,
(KHr
= const).

RESULTS A1ID DISCUSSIONS

Analysis of the results showed that as quantity of polymer agent
increased, general porosity of the system rose up and consequently
its strength decreased (Fig. 1).

0

001

Q05

010

QIS

P/C
Fig. 1. Change in strength (1) and porosity (2)
of polymer-cement systems as a function
of polymer-cement ratio.
О

Volumetric mass of samples decreased from 2.364 to 1.921 g/cm .
Study of the porous structure revealed availability of the following
main dimensions of pores:
a) micropores - of 3.7 to 7500 nm radius;
b) macropores of 7.5 to GOOj-'m radius;
c) macropores of "> 0.6 mm radius.

fores of a) and b) groups were determined directly using the mercu
ry porosimeter, and macropores were calculated.

POROSITY,

too

PORE RADIUS , nm

Fig. 2. Curve of micropores' arrangement in polymer-cement systems:

1
3

- without admixture; 2 - polymer-cement (P/C) = 0.01:
- P/C = 0.05; 4 - P/C = 0.10; 5 - P/C = 0.15.

According to (2), pores of
<
1
p m radius belong to hydrational category, and depend on type and total volume of hydrational new—
formations in the system. The remaining pores of
1
um form
a group of technological pores which reflect technological factors of
structure formation. Volume of micropores of
7500 nm radius va
ries from 9.4 to 14.7%, and it is characteristic that samples without
agents have minimum quantity of these pores inasmuch as samples contain
ing small quantity of agent (P/C = 0.01) have maximum quantity. In sys
tems where quantity of agent varies from P/C = 0.05 to P/C =0.15
the vo
lume of these,pores remains practically stable. However, there is’one
more interesting pattern: as median of micropores
*
radius in "cement
water systems decreases while strength increases (formation of structu—

re intensifies), the same median in’’cement-polymer-water" systems decrea
ses while content of P/C increases and strength decreases. Thus, in
this case the character of pores is subject to a strong adjustment by
polymer component.
Volume of micropores of 7.5 to 600 jahi radius and, particularly,
those of 650 j<m radius tends to increase (from 11.1 to 15.1%) as con
tent of P/C increases. Hov/ever, similar to other cases, with minimum
P/C content, the volume of these pores is considerably lower than in
all other samples, including those without modifiers.

Value of porosity and porous structure are in a well-known connec
tion with the character and volume of hydrational new formations. Com
plex thermal analysis (Table 1) of test samples allows estimation (pro
vided there is a slight error in factor relaxed to the burn-out of poly
mer component) that losses at burning within.temperature intervals of
1OO-45O6C correspond to the relative volume of hydration products being
formed.
Table 1

Value with P/C
Properties
composition 1 ,

4,

5

2,

3,

0.0

0.01

0.05

0.10 0.15

moisture up to 100°C, %

1.1

1.1

0.8

1 .0

1.2

.Losses at calcination
(100-45O°C), %

6.1

5.7

5.9

7.3

9.1

Losses at calcination
(45O-6OO°C), %

0.5

0.4

1.8

1.9

3.2

L'osses at calcination
(600-1000°C), %

6.0

6,8

7.8

8.4

8.7

13.7

14.0

16.4

Total losses at calcina
tion up to 1000°C, %

18.6 22.2

X-ray-diffractional phase analysis showed an increase in quantity
of clincher minerals, Ca(0H)? and crystallizationally imperfect hydra
tion products type CSH1 - CSH2 in all the samples. Presence of a weak
line of 0.514 nm indicates availability in some samples of an aluminate
phase of С^АНб. Comparing maximums of intensity of C3S line.with inter
plane distance d=0.2195 nm and maximums of intensity'of Ca(OH) line with
interplane distance d=O.192ö nm allows estimation of relative content
of C3S and Ca(0H)2, and consequently of obtained hydration rate of the
tesVP/C compositions.

The above data show that the least hydration value is observed in

composition U 3 whej?e content of" C->S is about 25%. As fon ottiei
*
samples
hydnation value thene is approximately invaried and the content of" C^S
is 20/0. Calculating these results in terms of volumetric mass shows
that as porosity and P/G-ratio of compositions increases, the volume
of the binding phase decreases.
Thus, increasing quantity of the polymer modifier may give rise
to porosity (mainly due to macroporosity), decrease volume of the bin
der and reduce strength. However, the character of microporosity allows
a conclusion that the polymer modifier may enhance properties of compo
sitions provided an optimum quantity of the agent has been added.

Table 2
Results of the Diffractional/Phase Analysis

Gomposition
№

CpS lines of C^S

0.2195 nm

CpS lines of Ca(0H)>>
0.1928 nm

1

156

119

2

159

113

3

197

117

4

149

102

5

150

119

The given phenomena are
closely connected not only with
quantity of the polymer binder, but also technology for preparing
P/G binder. Both our investigations and research work carried out by
other authors , (V.If.Hruiov, R.S.Iskhakov, S.A.Inozemtseva) /1/ showed
that application of a two—stage technology for mixture preparation al
lows elimination of,the main disadvantage of compositions with waterdispersed polymer, i.e. retardation of cement hydration processes and
reduction of composition's strength. According to the technology pro
posed, the surface-active substance is to be mixed with the binder, and
then a,non—stabilized polymer emulsions added
*
Extra peptization of ce
ment will take place, solution rate will increase, and thus, accord in0*
to B.V.Ratinov /4/, crystallization processes will start earlier.
°
Accelerated hardening may be explained by the fact that research
wo2?k revealed that surface—active substance-may change the ratio bet—
ween G.A solution rates and crystallization hydrates to the benefit of
the former.

Retardation rate of cement's hydration process with the polymer
modifier (at P/G = 0.05),aged 1 day is 28%. Application of a separate
technology allows reduction to 8/^. This is proved by X—rayographic and
differential—thermal analysis. Suitable minimization of the pol^Tuer mo
difier in combination with the separate technology allow compositions
with stable corrosion resistance to be obtained tlable 3).

Table 3
Corrosion Resistance of Polymer/Cement Concretes

Value

Properties

P/C=0.03

test
composition

separate
technology

standard
technology

1. Bending strength, kPa:

3.7
4.74

5.0
6.06

4.0
5.46

2±4
3.8

4.98
5.55

3.88
4.2

28 days

3•5
4.37

4.91
5.85

4.88

60 days

3.5
4.75

5.5
^97

3.68
4.44

90 days

4.2
3.95

5.8
5.59

3.24
5.20

2 days

6.4
6 6

4.1
4.5

6.3
5.4

7 days

6,8
7.6

2^8
4.3

5.8
5.9

28 days

6.3
ГТ2

4.8
4.2

6.1
K8

60 days

8.6
10.3

4.7
4.9

90 days

7.5
9.3

4.6
K9

7.5
7.3
6.4
7.9

- after steaming
- 28 days

- after curing in:

aggressive media
wat er

7 days

2. Absorption, %
aggressive media
water

Corrosion—resistance durability of P/C compositions modified by
butadiene-styrol latex was determined using beam-samples (4x4x16 cm)
of 1:3 ratio according to change in mass, compression and bending
strength while curing in water and aggressive media, concentration of
S04,r, Cl" and 1Ш4* being 322, 1024 and 1470 mg/1 accordingly.
Compositions were prepared using standard and separate technologies

and aifferent P/C contents. Several properties are given in Table 3.
CONCLUSIONS

я nn=?HVpn^Sifatf0+h havf °Pened to a certain extent the essence of
a positive effect of the polymer modifier on concretes. As for disad
vantages, such as retardation of hydration processes, lov/er strength
?vniaöfr5S:L^n resi®tance
time, etc., they may be successfully
avoided by decreasing quantity of the polymer agents to a suitable mini
mum, and applying an effective technology.
«^ivacie mini

A CKNOi /LSD GBMS NT S

=f 3=^=^^:^^ ^elp ^ambor^™ <^31 о^Л=а.еИу
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EFFECTS OF ADDITION OF DIFFERENT QUANTITIES
OF POLYMER DISPERSIONS ON HYDRATION OF PORTLAND
CEMENT AND CHARACTERISTICS OF MORTAR
В Skenderovic

Faculty of Civil Engineering, Subotica, YUGOSLA VIA

SUMMARY
The effects of different quantities (0,10,20,30%) of water
dispersi
ons of synthetic acrylates on the dynamics of hydration of Portland cement
and the characteristics of mortar have been investigated.

(2-3 days) synthetic acrylates slow down the process
nd cenienL, but later, the hydration is faster in the
of hydration of Portland cement
and after 90 days mortar has better bending_and com
Si;”«
mowithout acrylates. By adding dlspersi“s of aery lates the adhesion of mortar to concrete
as
is
considerably
are
increased, the porosity, water absorption and vapour-permeability
is
decreased. In presence of acrylates the shrinkage at drying of mortar
of
remarkably decreased, and the consequence of it is
the smaller danger
micro-cracks in hardened mrotar (concrete).
At the beginning

INTRODUCTION
, Itys known that by adding water dispersions of synthetic
polymers
the bending strength and adhesion may be increased, and the porosity
and
water absorbing capacity of concrete and mortar decreased. However,
some
of our researches have shown that the presence of synthetic polymers slows
down the process of hydration of Portland cement in the first
28
.
Therefore, we considered, that for better understanding of the effect days.
of
dispersion of synthetic polymers on the process of hydration of
Portland
cement, the dynamics of hydration and properties of mortar should
be
followed for a longer period.

EXPERIMENTAL
Prisms (4x4x16 cm) made of cement mortar (1:3) with addition
dif
ferent quantities (0,10,20,30 %) of water dispersion of synthetic of
,
,
polymers
(acrylate) were used for tests. Test
" prisms
'
.had
- .been cured in water for 28
days, afterwards, they have been kept
for
*
90 days in the"air
(about 20°C)
in a laboratory or outdoor in variable atmosphere for 2 years
. The changes
supersonic vibrations pasing through. Volume
volume changes,
changes, str
strength
days), adhesion strength to concrete (28 days) were measured,
I - and
after 90 days, the porosity, water absorbing capacity, vapour-permeability
of test mortars were also measured.
F
У

Shrinkage of test prisms has been measured by Graff-Kaufmann
method,
and the porosity by Hg-porosimeter (Erba 2000). Water absorbing
capacity
was determined by measurement of mass increase of test prisms in
water
during 24 hours.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
,
The results of our previous research have shown that mortars
containing acrylate dispersions had lower pH and % of
Ca(OH)2 (Table 1),and smal
ler compressive strength (Table 2), than control mortars without acrylates
'after 28 days curing in water. From
Г
Q
the results presented xn
in ±Tables
1
and
2, can be concluded that the process of cement hydration in the
— —!
presence

Table 1 Mechanical properties of test prisms

Disper.of
acrylate
%
0
10
20
30

Bending strength (MPa),
after:________________________
7
28 days
6,68
7,95
9,33
11,87

Compress strength (MPa)
after:
7
28 days

8,49
9,19
10,48
11,02

38,1
40,0
34,7
32,4

44,5
42,1
37^5
33,7

Tabel 2 Chemical properties of mrotars

Disper.of
acrylate
%
0
10
20
n
-5 U

% of Ca(0H)2
28 days

4770

1,07

—

__

pH,

7

12,36
12,35
12,35
12,30

after

28 days

12,61
12,60
12,60
12,56

of acrvlates was a bit slower than in control mortar' without
acrylates.
Cement hydration does not stop after 28 days and it
is very
interesting
to find out what will be the action of different quantities of.
acrylates
in mortar on dynamics of cement hydration at room temperature in
labora
torv conditions (till 90 days), and outdoor in the atmosphere with
many
changes of temperature nad humidity during the year and day.Cement hydra
tion process had been controlled by the measurement of speed, the
ult^
siSc^s passed through test prisms (1,3 7,2;),90 days)
and by the mea
test
surement of bending and compressive strengths (7,28,90 days)
nu or Denuiny 0.1v - ----- J• ■
.
1
and
results
of these
measurements
presentedin m
Fig.
.
_The
____
11__ -14= 4-v.naa
mo а ап
т-ртпап ■hs r.re are
presented
г
prisms." --- ---- "u waves are moving faster in mortar with more
solid
Table 3. Ultrasonic
big" . a result of cement hydration (CSH-gel).^Therefore,
phase produced as <through test mortars means better and faster
=f cement?"^
1 that .th.«
3
--- ---- slower
mortars'with"2o“ar 30% of added acrylate dispersion
5Yur“:1Othr:i
S and 7 days cement hydration

Staled almost th! same quantity^! solid material in all test

mortars

^=>n car?
thaf we reached almost the same cement hydration lever
:il test mStärs
mi: hydration level did not considerably change in
. -.I.
n
OQ Да^7с
T-b i ч inteirestincr that small (lu^j
«“f acrylate dispersion speeded up cement hydration in the
Yt°er curing in »a?er (from 23 to^O^ays)

in
the

quanuiux
be?Jnnl^y
оГсетЙ1

-j n л о. гл-F тлтя'ррт
*
(SisDSirsion of acxylates was added. (Table 3) •
I i? мп be Li: ma? Й a^IIlon of It least 20» acrylate dispersion
we
ca^cISid«:::; improvl the bending length of cement mrotar (concrete) ,

rrhat- 14 well known. From the results presented in Fig. 1 ana laoie о
can be concluded
by addition =£ acrylate dlspersions^the hydration

М«га7а(28Г51у:%Ь«:Г1: prilticllly the same cement hydration level

JlmÄIIion iS

SPEED OF I
ULTRAWAVES

cm/psec
0.440

0.400
0,360
0,320

0,280

Fig 1 speeds of ultrasonic waves through wet and dry test prisms

in
r

Table 3 Mechanical properties of test prisms

Disper. of
acrylate
%
6
10
20
30

Bending strength (MPa),
after:_________________
7_______ 28_____ 9 0 days
5,17
8,00
9,59
5,31
9,45
9,69
5,89
9,59
12,71
. 5,71
12,54
13,14

hydration after 28 days of curing in water,

Compress.strength (MPa),
after:__________ ________
7________ 28______ 90 days
35,5
39,2
46,9
35.2
41,1
60,5
32.2
38,8
60,9
27,733,8
58,4

and as a result after 90

tio= T5e pres®nce of acrylates has big influence on some
ties of cement mortar (concrete), as it can be seen from physical propersented in Table 4. Porosity, water absorption and vapour the results pre
diffusion
of
Table 4 Physical properties of test mortars

Disper.of
acrylate

0
10
20
30

Porosity in %
after 90 days

18,06
11,98
10,75
12,76

Water abs.in %
,
after:
___
s
28
90

7,75
3,84
2,37
0,91

mortar is considerably lessened,
CHANGE

OF LENGTH
IN %
*0.02 ■

Fig 2 Shrinkage of test prisms

5,19
3,48
1,79
0,83

and

Adhesive
force N/mm2
öfter 28
gays_________
0,080
0,480
1^080

Vapour diff.
after 28 days

12,9
28,3

adhesion towards concrete

is

very

■
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much increased by addition of acrylate dispersions. The drying
of wet
mortar causes shrinkage, and as a consequence of repeated shrinkage micro
cracks can be formed on the surface. The presence of micro-cracks has bad
consequences on mechanical and physical properties of mortar
(concrete),
they have especially bad influence on bending strength. Water
absorption
is increased, and the durability of mortar (concrete) is considerably dec
reased if micro-cracks are present. As it can be seen from Fig. .2 shrink
age of mortar is considerably decreased if acrylates are present.
From
Table 3 it can be concluded that, in the presence of aerylates,
bending
strength of mortar is increased, because of smaller shrinkage and
better
bending strength of mortar containing acrylates, the danger of
formation
micro-cracks is decreased. The results presented in Table 5 prove
these
assumptionsIn Table 5 there are the results of measurements of bending
and compressive strengts and water absorption of test mortars after curing

Tabel 5 Results of strength and water absorption measurements

Disper.of
acrylate
%

Compr.strength
in MPa
Bending
streng.in MPa
Water absorp.
in %

Mortar without acrylate
after:
28 days;
2 years
Differ,
in %

42,7

54,3

+27,2

Mortar wih
15% acryl.
after:
28 days
2 years
Differ,
in %
32X4

53,4

+64,8

7,35

6,26

-14,8

7,32

7,32

-0,68

2,72

3,52

+24,4

3,23

2,35

-27,2

(28 days) and after keeping 2 years outdoor under conditions of
change
able temperatures and humidity. The results of bending strength and water
absorption measurements are somehow unexpected as it would
be
logical
that as the result of prolonged hydration also the bending
strength
increases, and the porosity as well as water absorption decrease. The re
ason of the fall of bending strength and of the growth of water
absorp
tion of test mortars is, probably, the consequence of forming micro-cracks
in surface layer of mortar. Other causes of forming micro-cracks
could
be: the action of frost, great number of alternate cycles of wetting and
drying in surface layer of mortar and corrosive action of SO2 from
pol
luted atmosphere. An important finding for us is the following: in speci
mens with 15% addition of acrylate dispersions the fall of bending
stre
ngth did not ocur, the water absorption was even decreased. This is,prob
ably, the consequence of positive influence of acrylates on bening stren
gth and on the decrease of mortar shrinkage at drying, accordingly,
it
decreases the possibility of forming micro-cracks in the surface layer of
mortar.
CONCLUSION

According to the obtained results of investigations,
luded:

1.

2.

it may be conc

The hydration of Portland cement is considerebly slowed down
during
the first days in the presence of dispersion of synthetic acrylates.
However, this is made up by later faster hydration of cement,so that
after 90 days there is higher degree of hydration in the presence of
added dispersion of acrylates (10 and 20%).
By adding optimum quantity of water dispersion of synthetic acrylate

3.

the adhesion of mortar to concrete, and the bending strength
are
considerably increased, and the final compressive strength is,
also
increased to a certain degree. The porosity and water absorption
of
cement mortar (concrete) is remarkably decreased if acrylates
are
present, but also the vapour-permeability is decreased.
By addition of dispersion of acrylates the shrinkage of cement mor
tar is significantly decreased, the consequence of it is the forming
of less micro-cracks in surface layer.
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THE APPLICATIONS OF POLYMER CONCRETE BASED ON
METHYLMETHACRYLATE FOR THE MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY
Peter J Koblischek

INTERACRYL GmbH, Frankfurt, GERMANY

SUMMARY
This Polymer Concrete (PC) as specified in the Patents /1/ is based on
more than 20 years of experience. It is a modified PC made from calcite,
quartz and a reactive methylmethacrylate resin with the viscosity of water
and corresponds to DIN 51 290: Polymer Concretes
(PC)
in Mechanical
Engineering. The application is very easy, because this system consists only
of two
components which
are mixed
and put
into a
mould or
metal
construction. After compacting with vibrators, the hardening process is
finished in one hour and the machine part is ready. This technology permits
the low energy-production of machine bases with a high degree of finish and
an enormous freedom of design, comparable to that of grey cast iron. The
total energy consumption for producing a machine base of this PC is only
one-fifth of the energy required for the same cast iron base. Also the
possibility of the recycling of this PC is given. So the degree of damping
in comparison with grey cast iron is 10 times and with steel 20 times
higher. Comparative tests have been made conducted on similarly constructed
high speed cutting machines, with regard to various Polymer Concretes based
on MMA-PC = MOTEMA®-AC, polymethacrylate resin (PMMA), epoxi resin (EP) and
unsaturated polyester resin (UP).

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Dieser Polymerbeton (PC), der in den Patenten /1/ spezifiziert ist,
resultiert aus mehr als 20 Jahren Erfahrung. Er ist ein modifizierter PC,
hergestellt aus Calcit, Quarz und einem Reaktionsharz auf Basis von Methylmethacrylat mit der Viskosität von Wasser. Er entspricht DIN 51 290:
Prüfung von Reaktionsharzbeton (PC) im Maschinenbau. Die Anwendung ist sehr
einfach, da dieses System nur aus zwei Komponenten besteht, die miteinander
vermischt und danach in eine Form oder Metallkonstruktion gegeben werden.
Nach Verdichten mit Vibratoren ist die Aushärtung in einer Stunde beendet
und das Maschinenteil ist fertig. Diese Technologie erlaubt die Herstellung
von Maschinenteilen mit niedrigem Energiebedarf, geringer Nachbearbeitung
und hoher großer Gestaltungsfreiheit, vergleichbar der von Grauguß. Der
gesamte Energiebedarf für ein Maschinenteil aus diesem PC ist nur ein
Fünftel von der Energie, die zur Herstellung eines vergleichbaren Gestells
aus Gußeisen erforderlich ist. Auch das Recycling von diesem PC.ist gegeben.
Die Dämpfung im Vergleich zu Grauguß ist 10-fach, zu Stahl sogar 20-fach
höher. Vergleichende Tests wurden an baugleichen Hochgeschwindigkeitsfräsma
schinen durchgeführt, die aus unterschiedlichen Polymerbetonen auf Basis von
MMA-Harz = MOTEMA®-AC, Polymethylmethacrylatharz = (PMMA), Epoxidharz = EP
und ungesättigten Polyesterharz == UP hergestellt waren.

INTRODUCTION

Machine tool bases are the stressed parts of a machine tool on which
the aggregates required for machining, such as motors, gears, supports for
tools and workpieces and feeder units, are mounted. They are meant to
receive the forces accuring during machining of the pieces, which in this
case are mainly vibrations, and to absorb them as far as possible. Machine
bases have preferably been made of cast iron, cast steel, welded steel
constructions and to a lesser degree of cement concrete. Cement concrete as
a material for machine bases has the following advantages: low material
costs, high absorption properties, thermal expansion like steel, and high
sound absorption. However, there are the following disadvantages: long
setting period, virtually no absorption of tensile forces, significant cost
increases
because
of
indispensable
steel
reinforcement
or
expensive
prestressing technique, altering of dimensions by absorption of water or
insufficient chemical resistance. On the other hand, MOTEMA®-AC has the same
advantages as cement concrete, but without its disadvantages. This kind of
concrete differs from an hydraulically hardened concrete (cement concrete)
insofar as a matrix of fine fillers and a reactive resin based on methyl
methacrylate is used as bonding agent for the usual mineral aggregates
instead of cement glue. The setting reaction must be induced and takes place
by polymerization of the bonding agent and is concluded within one hour. /2/
Table 1.

Characteristic Data of

M О T E M A®-A C

Unit
g/cm^

Specific gravity

Value
2,3

kN/mm^

E-modulus:

from tension test

23,9

from bending test edgeways

31,0

from bending test flat

39,5

from sympathetic vibration of a

longitudinally activated 32 mm 0 bar
N/mm^
Compressive strength
N/mm^
Bending tensile strength
N/mm^
Tensile strength
N/mm^
Constant reverse bending strength
Damping

(log.

Material damping

:

Sh
cm^/50 cm^

Shore hardness

Abrasion

3,2

mm/m/°C

Coefficient of expansion

Thermal conductivity

W/m •

Transient resistance

Q

.

•

4,3

0,015
106,0.

°C

Thermal dimensional stability DIN 53 461

80,0
0,2

%

Waterabsorption

Static adhesion to metallic surface

11,5

1:10

Л AC

Surface resistance

29,0

0,048

decrement Л)
Г) GG25

120,0

0,35

U

Poisson's ratio

46,0

к
cm

Q
N/mm^

2
1015-1016

1013-1014
7-12

With MOTEMA®-AC three times as much geometrical moment of inertia is
necessary in comparison with grey cast (GO. In practice, at least three
times the, wall thickness is used in comparison with GC. This way, the
increase in the geometrical moment of inertia is automatically achieved.
Assuming that the same rigidity criterion (El) is required, the following
demand is made on the basis of the characteristic data:
Table 2.___________________________

_______________ Riaidity Criterion:

Bßf, ♦

IGr

EAP

=

•

1ДГ_______________

Er.r

=

Elastic modulus for Grey Cast Iron

Едг

=

Elastic modulus for MOTEMA®-AC

IGr

=

Geometrical moment of inertia of Grey Cast Iron

IAC

=

Geometrical moment of inertia of MOTEMA®-AC component

(GC)

(GC)

component

The same weights are thereby arrived for constructions made of GC and
MOTEMA®-AC, on the basis of the different specific weights. An approx. 10
fold damping is achieved in comparison with grey cast iron. Due to the
sealed form of construction, higher rigidities are generally achieved
against deflection and torsion. This will be demonstrated by similarly
constructed frames for high-speed grinding machines made of MOTEMA®-AC, Grey
Cast Iron and other Polymer Concretes as said before.

TEST RESULTS

Comparison with Grey Cast Iron
These high-speed grinding machines are subjected to extreme dynamic
loads. One particular advantage shown by the machine frame made of MOTEMA®AC is the fact that no critical resonance points lie within the main
excitation areas involved in the machining operation. /3/ The results of
measurements are shown below:
Table 3.

Characteristic frequencies

MOTEMA®

32,9

-

GCI

40,6

52,9

(Resonance figures)

-

127,2

—

164,4

in Hz

247,4

321,6

248,1

318,9

Comparison of Polymer Concretes (PC)
At the Institute of Cutting Technology and Machine Tools (ITW) of the
TH-Darmstadt high-speed cutting has been tested since 1978. High-speed
machining makes extremely also high demands on the dynamic performance of
machine tools, and so the first frame of a machine for high-speed milling
made of MOTEMA®-AC was already processed in 1980. Because of the fundamental
studies conducted with this, two more machine-frames made of MOTEMA®-AC were
produced, exactly in time for the "ICPIC 84", and could be exhibited. All of
these frames are fully equipped and are working highly satisfactory. Very
good surface qualities at high dimensional accuracy were achieved with
aluminum alloy at the cutting speed range between 2000 £
5 6000 m/min. at
a higher rate of cutting. The main time-saving amounted to 50 %. The second
machine-frame made of MOTEMA®-AC was set up and compared to other equally
constructed frames of Epoxi- (EP),
Polymethyl-methacrylate- (PMMA)
and
Polyester- (UP) concrete (shrink resistant) in the course of the "United
Research Project High Speed Millings". /4/
The sizes of these machines are the same: 1500 x 1500 x 2150 mm.

Dynamic behavior
,
.
The dynamic elasticity of the machine frames was examined using modal
analysis in a frequency range between 0 Hz and 500 Hz. The Table 4 shows
that the fourth frequency of the MOTEMA
-AC
*
machine frame is over 500 Hz.
Table 4.

Characteristic Frequencies in the range from 0 Hz to 500 Hz
4. ■

3.

2.

1.

Frame

E P

202,5

249,1

383,5

474,5

U P

208,8

252,7

404,8

460,8

МОТЕНА®-AC

217,2

265,8

412,9

Damping
.
In contrast,
a marked dependence on resin was established in the
damping values. The degree of damping varied here in comparison with Grey
Cast Iron (GC) . These results have been conducted on the similarly high

speed cutting machines.

/5/
Table 5.

Degree of Damping
Grey Cast Iron
Epoxi Concrete

1

(GC)

4

(EP)
(UP)

6

(РИМА)

6

Unsaturated Polyester Cone.
Polymethacrylate Concrete

M О T E И A® T AC

10

Static behaviour
.
The static behaviour of the machine frames was examined with centric
load
(simulation of
drilling) ,
defined
forces of up
to 10 kN
being
introduced via a hydraulic cylinder. The qualitative dislocation of check
points 1 and 3 is outlined as a function of the load. As can be clearly
seen,
the machine frame made of MOTEMA®-AC is noticeably stiffer when
subjected to bending strain than the same structure made of Epoxi-concrete.
This behaviour can probably be attributed to the fact that the EP—frame was
not tempered after manufacture, so that the degree of cross-linkage could
not be optimized. The following Figure 1 on the next page shows the Static
Behaviour and Load Deflection response of equally machine frames made of
-AC
*
MOTEMA
and EP-PC at identical Check Points. /6/

Long term behaviour
Not only the mechanical characteristics are important - also the
thermal material characteristics and the long-term behaviour of the PCs are
of significance. As was shown by Groche on the basis of comparative longperiod creep tests, the long-term behaviour of PC, based on methacrylic
resins
is
most
favorable,
i.e.
the
smallest
deformations
occur
in
methacrylic concrete,
while the deformations that can be expected in
standard epoxi resin concrete and polyester resin concrete are several times
higher.

/7/

Figure 1:

Static Behaviour

Yet, there are also epoxi resins, i.e. Araldit 167, which have the same
long-term behavior as MOTEMAe-resin used for tests at the Institute of
Technology and Machine Tools of the TH- Darmstadt; by EP at least up to the
temperature range of approx. 50°C and by MOTEMA®-AC over 80°C. The results
(1981) were expected since it is well known, that at room temperature cured
EP-PC is loosing mechanical strength beginning at 40°C until 50°C. /8/ /9/
A new low-viscosity epoxi-system for machine bases with a binder
content of 7 % and aggregates of 93 % has nearly the same mechanical
strength as MOTEMA®-AC.
Subjected to temperatures of up to 60°C the
following graph shows the reduction in compressive and tensile strength and
the E-modulus. /10/
Figure 2:

Strengths of EP-PC dependent on temperature

Test specimen: 40x40x160 mm
Prisms cured for 6 days at 20°C and 1 day at60°C.

DISCUSSION
In the author's opinion the Polymer Concretes are the best materials
for machine tool bases, not only in combination with grey cast iron and
welded steel constructions but also as a replacement material.
Today
economical and ecological pressure and high technical standard call for an
optimum on static, dynamic and thermal performance of the machine bases and
for a possibility of recycling. This all is given by the MOTEMA
-AC*
technology of the author. /11/
Therefore it is not justifiable to cure machine- bases at increased
temperatures with the weight of several tons, without achieving the thermal
dimensional stability of MOTEMA
-AC,
*
because of the increase of costs and
the necessary energy. The total energy consumption for producing a MOTEMA®AC machine base is only one-fifth of the energy required for the same cast
iron base. The following Table 6 gives a general view for the energy
consumption for some materials.
Table 6:

0

kWh/kg

10

20

3^

0

Cast Iron

ж
ж
№

i

N

Copper

II
M
s

-

Aluminum

Sreel

Energy Consumtion

швеи

Glass
P V C

S:::"SS™:SsS:ä^

MMA-resin
Cement
Quartz

PROGNOSIS

PC will never become a material such as, for example, normal concrete.
The advantages are its high chemical constancy, its dimensional stability
due to its impermeability to moisture and pollutants and its ability, also
when unreinforced, to absorb tension. The comparatively quick curing and
therefore prompt availability of the product save time and money.
Procuring, seasoning and machining of cast iron bases takes many weeks to
months.
-AC
*
MOTEMA
bases
are
ready
for
assembling within
days.
The
manufacturing costs are up to 30% less than cast iron bases. The machine
tool builder can produce bases in his own workshop on a Just-In-Time basis
with all
the
technical
advantages
for the
future,
e.g.
the
growing
importance of noise reduction.

CONCLUSION

In an industry where time equals money, reduced inventories and Just
In-Time manufacturing at even less cost is a strong incentive to the use of
-AC.
*
MOTEMA
Through the test results as mentioned before and practical
application those requirements have been met for years:

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

production right in time
fast availability
high damping
high rigidity
dynamic stability
long-time stability
long-temperature stability
corrosion-resistant
low need of energy
reduction of noise
possibility of recycling

The MOTEMA®-AC Technology provides all these advantages together with
the very easy processing.
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INFLUENCE OF SOME WATER SOLUBLE POLYMERS ON THE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF CEMENT POLYMER
COMPOSITES
Kamala Gopinathan and D V Ramana Rao

National Council for Cement and Building Materials, New Delhi, INDIA

SUMMARY
The studies carried out on the influence of four water soluble/compatible
polymers on compressive, flexural and tensile strengths, porosity and resistance
to corrosion of cement polymer composites are presented. An accelerated curing
process was adopted for the preparation of the specimens. The results indicate
that the presence of the polymers enhance the properties substantially and confirm
the correlation between increase in flexural and tensile strengths and the decrease
in porosity. A relationship between porosity reduction and water solubility of the
polymers was also observed.

9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement
INTRODUCTION

The ordinary portland cement, though high in ccrnpressive strength, has low tensile
and flexural strengths. These can, however, be improved as shown by the preparation
of macrodefect free (MDF) cements by Birchall et.al (1). However, the MDF cements
differ significantly frcm conventional cements and as such should be mainly viewed
in the context of advanced engineering materials (2). Another approach to the
improvement of properties of cement products is the addition of organic polymers.
These compounds, either by acting as a continuous reinforcing network or by interaction
with the hydrated cement to form stable compounds (3) enhance the strength and
durability properties of the composites. This work, undertaken in view of these
considerations, studies the effects of certain water soluble polymers on the properties
of OPC products. The approach was to use varying amounts of different water
soluble/compatible polymers and simultaneously to adopt an accelerated curing process.
The polymer content was kept relatively low so as to assess their effectiveness even
in snail amounts. The properties studied include compressive, flexural and tensile
strengths, porosity and corrosion. The preparation of specimens of the polymer cement
composites and the modified curing process are described in this paper. The various
properties of the composites have been measured and are related to the nature and
quantity of the polymer used.
EXPERIMENTAL.
Materials: The materials used are given in Table 1
Table 1

Materials used in the preparation of polymer cement composites

MATERIALS USED

Polymer

Cement

*
1. Polyacrylamide (4) (PAA)

Ordinary Portland Cement

■
*
2. Poly (N-methylol acrylamide) (5) (NMPAA)
*
3. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)

CaO

63.57

Na20

0.32

4. Microcrystalline cellulose polymer

Si°2

21.21

K-0
z

0.641

*

Composition

(MjGP)

(Percentage)

Fe2°3

4.94

Insolubles

0.33

MgO
Al2°3

1.10
5.59

Loss on
ignition

1.68

* Only these abbreviations are given in figures 1 to 4.

Sample Preparation

For compressive strength studies, normal curing processes were observed while
for the other parameters an accelerated curing process was adopted. Four series of
mortar samples with one blank and three polymer cement ratios (0.1,0.3 and 0.5 w/w)
were prepared.Ccnpressive strengths were tested at 28, 60, 90 and 120 days. The w/c
ratio in each case was 0.4.

For studies on flexural and tensile strengths, a different method of sample
preparation was adopted. The required amounts of cement, polymer and water were mixed
in an orbital blender for 3 minutes. The mixture was transferred to moulds and
subjected to vibration for 2 minutes. The mix was smoothed over and kept at 90% R.H
at r.t for 24 hours. The specimens were demoulded after 24 hours at 90% R.H and
subjected to wet curing at 50 C at 90% R.H for another 24 hours. They were then dry
cured at 80 C for 24 hours. After this rapid curing, the specimens could be kept at
r.t indefinitely without any deterioration in their strengths. The water/cement ratio
used was 0.2.
For porosity measurements, the broken specimens from the flexural strength studies
were used, while for corrosion studies cubes (7.07 cma) were cast as in compressive
strength measurements, but the accelerated curing method was adopted.
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
Compressive strength measurements were carried out on
Schenk Trebel Equipnent
Type RB 600-2, 1979 Capacity 600 KN. Averaging was done on three identical cubes.

Flexural strength measurements were done on equipnent (0.5 tonne capacity)
supplied by AIMIL India. The specimen dimensions were 16x4x4 cm. The flexural strength
was determined by centre point loading using the expression f=3 Pl/2bdi where P is
the load of fracture, 1 is the distance between the supports, b is the beam width
and d is the beam depth.

Tensile strengths were measured on equipment supplied by AIMIL India. The
specimens were according to specifications by Bureau of Indian Standards. Porosity,p,
of the samples was calculated from p = 1 - dB/dT where dB is the bulk density (i.e
the mass of specimen divided by its volume of material including pores) and dT the
true density (mass of specimen divided by its volume excluding pores). The values
were obtained by using a density bottle to find dT on the ground specimen of particle
size <^150
and an inrnersion method to measure dB.
Resistance to corrosion was measured by determining the weight
by the cubes after immersion in 5% Hydro chloric acid for 10 days.

loss

suffered

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Consistency measurements indicated that the addition of the polymer increased
the plasticity of the mix. It was observed that, for the w/c ratio used, OPC gives
a mix of dry consistency whereas the polymer modified mix has a liquid consistency
which can be poured into the mould. In the case of PVA, however, there was only a
marginal increase in plasticity.
A study of the compressive strengths of composite mortars show no increase over
the blank even up to the age of 120 days. The inferior strength characteristics even
at this stage may be due to wet curing (6). However, further studies have to be carried
out before any definite conclusions can be drawn. The values of flexural strength,
tensile strength and porosity for the various polymer cement composites studied
indicate a marked inprovement over the unmodified cement pastes.

The variation of flexural strength with polymer content is given in Fig.l. There
is a clear indication that as the polymer content increases, the flexural
strength
increases. This is true for all the polymers although the strength enhancing effect

is less pronounced in the case of Polyvinyl alcohol. It is noticed that in the case
of Polyacrylamide and its N-methylol derivative the strength has increased four fold
with a polymer content of 5%. The trend is not linear but there is no levelling off
upto the maximum concentration studied (5%) with any of the four polymers.

The same trend is noticed in the case of tensile strengths also (Fig.2). Though
the effect appears less than in the case of flexural strengths, the strength
improvement is substantial with an almost twofold increase at a polymer content of
5%.

There are two factors to be considered in the strength increasing mechanism,
a low water cement ratio and a low total porosity. At very low w/c ratio, the mix
becomes unworkable but the presence of these polymers give high workability and thus
contribute to strength enhancing. It may be noted that polyvinyl alcohol which does
not impart much workability is less efficient in improving strengths. The special
curing method also accelerates strength development (7). Thus curing at room
temperature takes several days for developing flexural strengths. But humid curing
followed by dry curing, both at high temperatures, develops high flexural strength
in 48 - 72 hours.

The results of the porosity studies confirm the correlation between the strength
increase and a lowering of the total porosity. Fig.3 shows the variation of porosity
with polymer content. It is observed that porosity decreases with increasing polymer
content and as noticed in the case of flexural strengths, there is no levelling off
upto the maximum studied (5%) polymer content.
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strenltS'increaS 3=learlY indicate that as porosity decreases, flexural and tensile
strengths increase. The results show that the incorporation of even small amounts of
in strÄrS P
“ 3 SUbstMtlal
i" ‘be porosity with со„5еч„е„Г1„сгеа^

The porosity studies reveal an interesting relation between solubility and porositv
reduction i e the higher the solubility, the greater is the porosity reductio^
polyaci^lamide, which is the most soluble of the four, produces a prosify reduction
is the° least soTuWe
я ° ^eTeas microcrystalline cellulose polymer, which
the least soluble produced a porosity reduction of only Ш at the same
soluble1"3 1°П' 1116 effK1Ct
Ье dUe tO the fact that the molecules of the highly
soluble polymer are able to penetrate better into the interstitial
8 У
spaces and fill
the voids and consequently reduce the porosity. This aspect, however,
detailed study.
’ requires further
•
resi®tance to corrosion of the polymer cement composites,
the
weight loss of the cubes after 10 days inroersion in 5% HC1 is shown measured
in Fig.4 by
As can
thateall the^51!®111 1OSS 1S ^Ch 1655
the canP°site as compared to the blank, showing
that all the polymers are able to impart some corrosion resistance to the cement This
1«
earller s‘"dl=s (S) on corrosion resistance of polymer canposites. The effect
^l^nyl^rceho”!
1П
Case °f ™cro=1T'=‘«llln= cellulose polymer and least In

CONCLUSIONS
The studies indicate that polymer modified cements prepared by the accelerated
curing process possess substantially higher flexural and'tensile strengths co^red
to the ordinary cements.

This increase has been related to the decrease in porosity

and enhanced workability imparted to the cement by these polymers. The decreased
porosity may be due to their high water solubility. The polymer modified cements are
also more resistant to corrosion.
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INCREASING WATER-RESISTANCE OF
PHOSPHOGYPSUM BY POLYMER ADMIXTURES
M V Chumak and О S Popova

Byelorussian Polytechnical Academy, Minsk
Republic of BELARUS

SUMMARY

Phosphogypsum, as well as other gypsum binders is characterized
by low water-, freeze- and corrosion resistance which, however, may
be improved by using polymer admixtures. Compositions of phosphogyp
sum binders with composite polymer emulsions and silicones showing
high strength and water-resistance properties have been developed.
The experiments conducted revealed a close relationship between
the structure and properties of phosphogypsum and made it possible
to find some effective ways of the phosphogypsum properties regulation.

РЕЗЮМЕ
Фосфогипс, как все гипсовые вякущие, обладает низкой водостой
костью и взаимосвязанными с ней низкими морозо— и атмосферостойкос—
тью, что поддается изменению с помощью полимерных Добавок. Разрабо
таны композиции на основе фосфогипсового вязнущего с добавлением
комплексных полимерных емульсий, характеризующиеся высокими прочнос
тью и водостойкостью.
"
Проведенные^исследования показали тесную взаимосвязь между
структурои и свойствами фосфогипса и позволили определить некоторые
эффективные пути урегулирования свойств фосфогипса.

INTRODUCTION
Phosphogypsum - well-known raw material - is one of the mass pro
duction wastes. Utilization of phosphogypsum may both extend raw-mate
rial base of construction and solve a great number of urgent ecologi
cal problems. Our country alone produces about 20 to 22 mln tons of
phosphogypsum. Presense of CaSO.'PHpO (up to 98%) in phosphogypsum makes
it a promising gypsum-containing material. It is distinguished by high
strength and manufacturability, fireproofness, biological resistance,
low energy-intensive production,and other qualities.However, like all
gypsum materials, it has low water resistance and interrelated low frostand atmospheric resistance.
The cause of it lies in porosity of the traditional gypsum binder and .
the character of the porous structure which is formed during evaporati
on of the excess moisture.

There are some familiar methods for improving durability of phos
phogypsum-based building materials:
- removal of the excess moisture from phosphogypsum binder by
pressing (1);
- integration of phosphogypsum binders with material admixtures
which may regulate water-demand of mixtures as well as their
hydraulic properties;
- addition of complex hydrophobizing polymer agents which
render a great deal of new properties to the phosphogypsum
stone (2).
The last-mentioned method is the most promising because of its
simplicity and ease of production.

EXPERILlENTAL
Our experiments involved the study of structure formation of
ithe phosphogypsum stone containing complex polimer agents and
formation of microstructure with properties of a hardened binder.
It is known that phosphogypsum is a multi-tonnage waste of ferti
lizer production.. It is obtained by treating apatites with sulphur
acid from the following formula:

Ca5(S04)3E + 5H2SO4 + 10H20 = 2H3FO4 + 5CaSO4»2H20 + HP

(1)

Pressureless heat treatment or pressure treatment being used,
phosphogypsum can be processed into
^б-and
cL -semihydrates,
respectively.

The experiments were conducted on phosphogypsum binders taken
from "Voskresenski PO Minudobrenia” works. Acryl emulsions with
finishing agents and fine-dispersed active mineral agents were used
to hydrophobize the phosphogypsum binder. The action of complex poly
mer—mineral agents on properties of the phosphogypsum binder.was de
termined by studying phase composition of the source and modified
binders and the character of their porous structure.
Phase composition was determined by. complex thermal analyses and

radiography difractional phase analyses. Derivat ograph OD 102 ("iiOLI"
Budapest), difractograph ("Philips") v/ith radiogoniometer PY 1050,
proportional impulse computer and monitoring transistor device were
used in the experiments. The approximate quantity of starting phases
was calculated by the results of the gravimetric thermal analysis.

Porosimetnc analysis of the source and modified binders samples
was aaa^acted using high-pressure mercury porosimeter type P2C00 ("Carlo
hrba , Milan). The porosimeter was equipped with a computer and moni
toring device for detecting micropores of 200 jUm radius.

RESULTS А1Л) DISCUSSIONS
.Phase analysis of the source and modified binders revealed a pre
vailing presence of 2 phases in the harden stone - dihydrate СаЗОл«2Н^О
and gypsum СаЗОд O.bl^O. The presence of the latter may be controlled^
by a samples moulding technology (pressing, casting) and chemical
о/ Q<v^tlone
extent of semi-hydrates in pressed samples (11.5 24.ö/y)^may be reduced by several fold owing to special techniques.
Difractograms of the phosphogypsum stone with various content of modi
fied agents are given in Pig. 1.

a) without agents
b) with 0.25% modifying a^ent
c) with 0.5% modifying agent
°

The study of.the porous structure shows that as the quantity of
modifying agents increases, the curve of pores distribution is shifted
manifesting itself in shortening the median of micropores radius
(.see Table 1).
.

Table 1

Porous Structure of Modified Phosphogypsum

Value

Property

Basic physico-mechanical
properties

test
sample

0.25%
Modifying
agent

0.5%
Modifying
agent

.

1. Bulk density (wet), g»cm
2. Bulk density (dry), g«cm”^

2.134

2.16

2.169

2.126

2.152

2.160

3. Moisture content, %

0.4

0.37

0.41

4. Density determined by
picknometric method,g»cm”'’

2.463

2.460

2.465

5. Total porosity, %

12.8

12.6

12.4

■ —3
6, Bulk density, g'cm

2.155

2.228

2.206

7. Volume of micropores of
radius
7500 nm in
mnA g-1, %

54.387
11.83

45.527
10.22

49.739
10.96

2.075

1.767

2.246

0.45

0.40

050

56.462

47.294

51.985

12.28

10.62

11.46

10. Radius median of micro
pores, nm

37.318

32.128

50.712

11. Radius median of pores,
nm

38.192

33.314

53.205

12. Specific surface of pores,
2 -1
m -g

3.269

З.З20

2.294

13. Content of pores of
200 jAm redius, %

1.68

1.00.

0.84

Results of the porosimetric analysis

8. Volume of pores of radius
7.5 - 200 Mm
3 -1
шш • g
*
<77

/0

9. Total volume of pores
mm^.g”^

%

As foi
*
the ißtersaJ. surface of poj?es it decreases« The character
of pores structure of the phosphogypsum stone (even with a small content.of agentsу exerts a considerable influence on the main physicome—
chanical properties. Thus water-absorption of samples aged 14 days dec
reases as quantity of modifying agents increases (from 5.3% for the test
sample to 2.3% for a tolerable quantity). Softening factor raises up
from 0.68 to 1.04 (at optimum quantity of modified agents). Change in
strength is the most noticeable at the early stages of hardening (Pig.2).
A considerable increase of heat resistance in the phosphogypsum
stone is also of great interest. Por instance, heat resistance factor
to 1.16 after 25 cycles of alternate exposure at'
4-300 C for 2 hours followed by cooling in the open air.

Pig. 2.

Strength of modified phosphogypsum stone.

COKGLUSIOHS

Experiments showed that modification of phosphogypsum binders
using composite polymer admixtures facilitates the formation of a
thinner porous structure. Median of micropores radius in modified
phosphagypsum, as well as the inner surface of pores, are smaller
than that of standard phosphogypsum. Therefore, products, made of
phosphagypsum binders shall have lower water-absorbing capacity and
higher water-resistance property. Regulating quantity of the poljmer
agent allows production required stress-strain behaviour.
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SIMÄRY
Polymeric admixtures modify the properties
*
of
the processed concrete.
This
investigation deals with the development of a method of incorporating natural rubber
latex into concrete ingredients with only marginal effects on the compressive strength
of base plain concrete. This retention of the strength has been possible by reducing
the water/cement ratio with the aid of a superplasticizer.
The quantity of natural
rubber latex is expressed as the dry rubber content by percentage of volume of
concrete.
Natural rubber latex has also been used in the concrete along with steel
fibers.
The combination latex and fibers yielded improved deformation characteristics
in the concrete.

INTRODUCTION
Portland cement concrete lends itself to a variety of innovative designs as a
result of its many desirable properties.
Concrete possesses high ccmpressive strength
and stiffness with properties durable under normal environmental conditions.
Two
characteristics, however, limited its use.
Concrete inherently is brittle and weak in
tension.
Several methods have been developed to impart ductile behaviour.
Broadly,
these methods can be grouped as mechanical and chemical. Loading concrete under
confined condition and reinforcing concrete by discrete fibers are the mechanical means
of imparting ductile behaviour. Incorporation of polymeric materials form the chemical
method of developing the ability of the material to exhibit ductile response.
In the
present investigation, - the chemical and the combination of mechanical and chemical
methods have been exploited.

The results of earlier study (J) conducted prior to this investigation indicate
that strength reductions upon incorporation of natural rubber latex is so large that
even the improved ductility of the material can not be used gainfully for structural
applications.
This study is mainly to develop a method of processing natural rubber
latex concrete such that the processed concrete acquires ductile characteristics
without losing strength of plain concrete.

After arriving at the suitable processing technology with natural rubber latex, it
was planned to use this material with the combination of steel fibers. The combination
of these two materials imparted higher degrees of strain capacity in the hardened
concrete. The combination of polymeric and fibrous materials was also tried by ffengat
and Swamy (2,3). They also obtained good results in their studies.
NATURAL RUBBER LATEX

Natural rubber latex is collected from Hevia trees.
It is an alkaline material
with a pH of 11. In the fresh state, latex particles repel each other due to negative
charge. Cn exposure to atmosphere, lactic acid bacteria will attack the latex, there
by reducing the pH value to 4.
This results in the reduction of repulsion with a
tendency for coagulation. In order to retain the latex in a stable state as well as to
prevent premature coagulation, an alkaline environment is essential.
To realise this
environment, ammonia is generally used.
Since ammonia is highly volatile, the moment
the latex is added to concrete, it evaporates causing instantaneous coagulation of the
rubber. In order to avoid this situation, the earlier investigators suggested the use
of alkaline salts such as sodium carbonate and sodium silicofluoride.
The main dis
advantages noticed with these salts are considerable reductions in workability and
strength of concrete.
DEVELOPtENT OF NATURAL RUBBER LATEX MODIFIED СШСЖТЕ

Latex modified concrete fall under the purview of Polymer Cement Concretes (FCC).
Most of the earlier investigators, who worked on PCCs, used synthetic rubber latexes to
improve the ductility of the concrete.
As for as the authors are aware, only one
investigation has been reported (1) in the literature on natural rubber latex. In all
these investigations, the ductility could be improved with significant reduction In the
strength of the concrete.
But in the present investigation, it was aimed to improve
the strain capacity of the concrete by using natural rubber latex without much
reduction in the compressive strength.
Naphthalene type of superplasticizer was used
to reduce the water/cement ratio and thereby to enhance the expressive strength of the
latex modified concrete.

Some trial experiments were conducted to find out the required dosages of
superplasticizer for different of workability in all the mixes. These experiments were
conducted on cement mortar and the workability was measured with the help of a flow
table 2. In these experiments, it was found that the usage of the alkaline salts such
as, sodium carbonate and sodium silicofluoride was not required to avoid the premature
coagulation of the natural rubber latex, since the superplasticizer was found to serve
this purpose also.

While doing these experiments, the water/cement ratio of the plain mortar was kept
at 0.5.
In the latex mortar mixes, the quantities of latex and superplasticizer were
adjusted such, that the total volume of water, latex and superplasticizer in each mix
is same as that of water content in the plain mortar mix.
The quantities of latex are
expressed as latex/cement ratio (L/C ratio) by weight and the quantities of super
plasticizer are expressed as percentage by weight of the cement. The quantities of the
latex and the corresponding dosages of the superplasticizer are as shown below:

Latex/Cement Ratio
by Weight

0.05
0.10
0.15

Superplasticizer
(% by Weight of cement)
0.5
1.8
2.7

For the quantities of latex for L/C ratios beyond 0.15, it was found that the
latex gets coagulated irrespective of the quantity of superplasticizer. So, the
maximum quantity of latex that could be used as an admixture was 15% by weight of
cement.
It was further explored to reduce water content in mixes with latex/cement
ratios less than 0.15 for the same level of 2.756 of superplasticizer. This informal-.inn
was quite useful, subsequently, in proportioning of latex concrete mixes with reduced
water requirements.

, In all the earlier studies, the quantity of latex has been expressed as L/C ratio.
This has the following two inconsistencies:

i)

Ductile behaviour is mainly due to rubber in the latex.
The quantity of
rubber varies for different latexes from different sources. So, even for the
same ratio of L/C, the quantity of rubber available for imparting ductility
would be different.

ii)

There can be variation in the quantity of cement for a concrete of specified
strength. So, the quantity of latex varies even when L/C ratio is the same.

To tide over these inconsistencies, the possibility of expressing quantity of
latex in, terms of Dry Rubber Content (DRC) as a percentage by weight of the concrete
was examined. But, this led to another difficulty. The concrete which can develop the
same level of strength can have different unit weights depending upon the specific
gravities of cement, fine and coarse aggregates and their corresponding quantities for
a unit volume of concrete. Hence, the quantity of dry rubber content or natural rubber
latex varies with respect to the unit weight of the concrete.
Finally, it has been
found that expressing the quantity of latex by dry rubber content (DRC) by the
percentage of volume of the concrete (volume fraction of rubber vR) would overcome all
the inconsistencies for relative comparison of the properties.
H

Cylindrical concrete specimens of size 10 cm dia x 20 cm height were prepared for
testing them for stress-strain relation. The water/cement ratio of the plain concrete
was 0.5, aggregate/cement ratio was 5.84 and the ratio between fine and coarse aggre
gates was 1:2.26.
Graded aggregate of 20 mm maximum size and sand conforming to Zone
II was used.
Ordinary portland cement conforming to 15:269-1976 was used in this
investigation. The physical and chemical properties of the cement are as given below:

TAHLE 1

PROPERTIES OF CEMENT

Physical

a)

Fineness

Chemical

= 3)50 cm^/g

a) LOI = 1.27 %

(Blaine's)
b) MgO = 1.21 %
b)

Setting Time
Initial =110 min
Final
= 4h 20 min

c) IR

= 1.10 %

d) S03 = 2.15 $
c)

d)

Soundness
Le-Chatelier exp = ) mm
Canpressive
3 days =
7 days =
28 days =

strength
245 kg/cnr
380 kg/cnr
540 kg/cm2

e) LSF = 0.82 %

'

Natural rubber latex concrete mixes with dry rubber content of 1 to 3%» in steps of
0-5% increase were formulated. The reduction in total fluid content, with reference to
water/cement ratio of 0.5 for plain concrete, indicated in table 2 have been effected
only to water with quantity of latex and superplasticizer remaining constant. Latex
concrete mix proportions with reduced water/ cement ratios are listed in the table 2.

The specimens were cast in the usual manner.
The latex concrete specimens were
cured under wet burlap for seven days and were transferred to a pond, where they were
cured for 21 days at ambient temperature. The specimens were tested for stress-strain
relation in direct compression.
Compression tests were carried out in a 500 KN
capacity displacement rate controlled testing machine.
The rate of the movement of
platen was fixed at 0.0525 mm/min. Figure 1 shows the canpressive stress-strain curves
for plain and natural rubber latex concretes with varying percentages of dry rubber
content.

It can be seen that for dry rubber contents up to 2$6, the maximum compressive
strength is almost same canpared to that of plain concrete, but with a pronounced
increase in the strain capacity. This reflects a marked increase in the ductile
behaviour of latex concretes. Beyond a dry rubber content of 2?, although the ductile
behaviour is pronounced, latex concretes result in strength reductions to the extent of
15% to 30% over the strength of plain concrete. The decrease in the strength of
natural rubber latex content beyond DRC of 2% is due to the presence of more rubber as
soft inclusion with simultaneous reductions in attractive forces among cement gel
particles. The reduction in water/ cement ratio that could be effected in this study
could ccxnpensate only for the otherwise strength reductions due to weak inclusion of
rubber particles in latex concretes only up to DRC of 2%.

FIG

1

STRESS-STRAIN
CONCRETES

TABLE 2

RELATION

FOR LATEX MODIFIED

LATEX CONCRETE MIX PROPORTIONS

Cement:Sand:Coarse Aggregate = 1:1.79:4.05

Dry Rubber
Content

Plain
Concrete
1-0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

Reduction
in Total
Fluid
*
Content^)

0.00
10.70
8.70
6.35
4.15
2.00

Whter/
Cement
Ratio

Latex/
Cement
Ratio

Superplasti
cizer
(?)

Bulk
Density
(kg/m’)

0.50
0.37
0.36
0.35
0.34
0.33

0.000
0.042
0.064
0.086
0.108
0.130

0.0
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

2414.00
2444.34
2437.82
2437.60
2425-12
2419.00

Cylinder
Compressive
strength
(kg/cm2)

295
315
305
285
243
195

* Total fluid content refers to total volume of water, latex and
superplast ic i zer

INCORPORATION OF STEEL FIBERS IN THE LATEX MODIFIED CONCRETE

The marked improvements in the ductility of the latex modified concretes, prompted
to probe further by incorporating steel fibers in the latex modified concretes. It was
assumed that the failure of the interface between the steel fibers and latex concrete
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would be more ductile, because of the presence of rubber.
In order to verify this
assumption, steel fibers of 1.5% of the volume of concrete were , incorporated in the
latex concrete of 2% DRC.
Specimens also were prepared by incorporating the same
percentage of fibers in the plain concrete to make a comparative study.
In both the
concretes, the mix proportions were same as explained earlier.
The stress strain
relations of these concretes are shown in Figure 2.
Remarkable improvement in the
strain capacity can be seen in the case of combined latex and fiber reinforced
concrete.

Hence, it is evident that natural rubber latex plays an important role in
improving the ductility of the concrete.
„ T

FIG 2 STRESS-STRAIN RELATION OF CONCRETE WITH STEEL
FIBERS & NATURAL RUBBER LATEX

CONCLUDING REMARKS
On the basis of the experimental findings, the following concluding remarks are

made:
i)

With natural rubber latex as an admixture, the ductility of the concrete gets
enhanced.

ii)

The use of superplasticizer helps to reduce the water content and also to
delay the coagulation of the rubber.

iii)

The quantity of the natural rubber latex can be expressed as the dry rubber
content being the percentage of volume of the concrete.
'

iv)

v)

A dosage of 2% dry rubber content is found to be the optimal dosage.

The combination of natural rubber latex and steel fibers yielded more ductile
behaviour to the concrete.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF FRACTURE PROPERTIES
OF ORDINARY CONCRETE AND POLYMER CEMENT CONCRETE
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SUMMARY

This paper reports on an experimental study of tie fracture properties of
ordinary concrete and polymer cement concrete,
The polymer used was styrene
butadience latex, and it was randomly mixed in concrete at different volume fractions
The complete load-crack opening displacement curve, fracture toughness and fracture
energy of the concretes have been obtained by means of wedge splitting test. The test
results indicated that water cement ratio and volume fractions of polymer greatly
affects the fracture properties of the concretes, and polymer cement concrete is much
tougher than ordinary concrete due to the addition of polymer.

INTRODUCTION

Cone гete-pо 1ymer composites are the complicated engineering materials which are
made by properly arranging inorganic materials and the organic materials.
The
development of the concrete-polymer composites was a very important progress in the
concrete materials.In last decade,more and more researchers have paid great attension
to the concrete-polymer composites with increasing use of these materials (1).However,
most of the previous investigations is mainly to study the physical and chemical
properties of the concrete-polymer composites, very few researcher has studied the
macro mechanical properties,especialy the fracture properties of them. In this paper,
the complete load-crack opening displacement curve, fracture toughness and fracture
energy have been determined by means of the wedge splitting test (2)for studyting the
fracture characteristics of ordinary concrete and polymer cement concrete with a
styrene-butadiene latex.

MATERIALS

Ordinary concrete was prepared using the following materials: No, 525 Portland
cement,river gravel with a specific gravity of 2.65 which has the maximum aggregate
size 15mm, river sand with a specific gravity of 2.61, and high range water reducing
agent only for preparing high-strength concrete. Polymer cement concrete! PCC)
was
prepared using all the materials similar to those for the ordinary concrete and a
styrene-butadiene (SBB) latex as a polymer for PCC. Table 1 gives the properties of
the latex used in this study.

Table 1 Properties of latex
Total
PH
Viscosity
solid
content
(CP)
(ti
(2 0 6 0
51
6.5-9.5
<1000

Surface
tension
dyn/cm
(20° 0
50

Specific
gravity
(20° C)
1. 01

Average
particle
diameter
(u m)
0. 18

Glass
transition
temperature
C 0
-7-110

In this study, water-cement ratio I/C of ordinary concrete and PCC and
polymer content of PCC were considered as the variables of investigation, their
proportions are listed in Table 2.

the
mix

Table 2
Mix

series
OA OA1
OA2
OA3
OA4
0A5
PA PAI
PA2
РАЗ
PA4
PB PB1
PB2
PB3
PB4

Hix proportions of ordenary concrete and PCC
Polymer
Polymey
Mix proportions
cement
content
(by weight)
r
atio (%)
(v о 1Л)
Cement:Sand:Gr ave 1:later
0
0
1:1.93:3.14:0.70
0
0
1:1.93:3.14:0.60
0
0
1:1.93:3. 14:0.50
0
0
1:1.93:3.14:0.45
_ _ _ _ _ 0_ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0_ _ _
1:1. 9 3:3. 1 4:0.4 0_ _ _ _ _ _
5
.6
1:2, 21:3.47:0.48
10
11
1 : 2.2 7 : 3.5 6 : 0.4 5
15
16
1:2.3 6:3.7 0:0.4 3
16
20
1:1.25:3,2 1 : 0.29 _ _ _ _
10
13
1: 1. 20:3-, 07: 0. 3 1
10
13
1: 1. 28:2. 9 8:0. 34
10
12
1:1. 77:3. 15:0. 38
10
11
1:2. 2 7:3. 5 6:0.4 6

EXPERIMENTAL
ledge Splitting Test
Preliminary test results and theoretical analysis had shown that the wedge
spl itting (WS) test is a good method to determine the fracture properties of concrete.
Therefore. IS test was selected for this studyl,Test apparatus is shown in Fig.l, The
test results obtained by IS test are the complete load-crack opening desplacement ( P
-COD) curves, and the fracture toughness Kic and fracture energy Gr was calculated on
the basis of the equations through these complete P-COD curves. These calculation
equations have been inferred by the authors (3) according to the loading and geometry
conditions of IS test.

Preperation of Specimens

The sizes and geometry of specimens with a saw-cut notch required by IS test
shown in Fig,2. Compressive strength of concrete was also obtained for every
propertion using the cube specimens 100mm 100mm 100mm.

arw
mix

All specimen were cast according to the standard methods. The specimens of
ordinary concrete were cured at room temperature for 24 hours, demolded, and then moved
to the standard curing room to the test time. PCC specimens were cured at room
temperature for 24 to 48 hours, demolded, and then moved and cured at the standard
curing room for 7 days. Prior to testing, the PCC specimens were removed to the room
conditions and cured to the testing time. The test age is 28 days, and the initial
depth of the notch is 60mm for all the specimens.

Fig. 1

Setup of wedge splitting
test apparatus

Fig

2

Bimenion: ши
Geometry of specimen

KESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The complete P-COD curves can be stably detected by means of IS test,Fig,3 and 4
show the typical P-COD curves for concrete OA and PA, The fracture properties of
concrete, such as fracture toughness Кю, fracture energy Gr, the maximum load P«.,, the
crack opening displacement at the peak load COD0,and so on, can be gained from the
measured P-COD curves. The compressive strength foare determined by means of standard
compressive test, All the experimental results are given in Table 3,

Fig. 3 Effect of water -cement
ratio on the P-COD
curves fore oncrete OA

Pig.4 Effect of the ploymer
content on the P-COD
curves for concrete PA

Table 3 Fracture mechanical properties of ordinary concrete and PCC
ledge splitting test
Fracture
COD at
Fracture
Peak
.
Compressive
toughness
peak load
energy
load
Concrete strength

0A1
0A2
0A3
0A4
0A6
PA PAI
PA2
РАЗ
PA4
PB PB1
PB2
PB3
PB4

OA

f o (MPa)
19
31
43
46
47
35
36
32
49
64
47
46
36

P„.(N)
3 82 5
4 000
6 0 00
6750
7875
4 73 0
5700
5060
8200
8870
7560
6720
5700

COD о (mm)
0.036
0.042
0. 052
0.054
0. 060
0.065
0.068
0.078
0.084
0. 086
0.063
0. 081
0.068

Gp(N/m)
99
116
169
163
218
189
191
203
264
294
274
232
191

Kic(kN/m8/2)
553
679
866
977
1138
708
857
773
1207
1348
1122
1012
867

Influence of Water-Cement Ratio

The influence of water-cement ratio on the fracture properties and compressive
strength of ordinary concrete and PCC is shown in Fig.6 and 6. It is clear that I/C
greatly affects the concrete properties, and these properties have almost same
changing tend and range with the increase of V/C for ordinary or PCC. On the other
hand, W/C plays more important role on the properties of ordinary concrete than those
of PCC,as shown in Table 3. This difference may be caused by different microstructure
of ordinary concrete and PCC.Because PCC contains the polymer, it is certain that its
mechanical properties are not only depend on 1/C, but also related to the volume
fractions of polymer.

Fig.5 Variation of fracture energy
and compressive strength of
ordinary concrete and PCC
with water-cement ratio

Fig, 6 Variation of fracture toughness
and compressive strength of
ordinary concrete and PCC with
water-cement ratio

Influence of the Volume fractions of polymer

Fig,4 indicates that the volume content of polymer heavily affects the complete P
-COD curves. With the increase of the polymer content, the compressive strength and
fracture toughness will decrease,and reach the minimum,but the fracture energy will
increase all the time as shown in Fig.7 and 8.

then the polymer is added to ordinary concrete and a net work structure of
polymer phase is formed, the bond capability between aggregate and matrix,
and bond
capability between get particles of cement are then improved, • Thesefore, the tensile
strength and toughness of PCC are then improved, According to the failure mechanism
of concrete, the compressive strength of the concrete is indirectly increased. On the
other hand, because of the lower glass transition temperature of the latex, the latex
gives the state of soft and high elasticity, and its elasticity modulus is smaller
than that of hardended cement paste, When PCC is loaded in compression, the polymer
phase is not strong and stiff to the load, that is,that the polymer provides a 'sub
void' phase,and thus weakens the compressive strength of PCC. This means that the
compressive strength and fracture energy of PCC are depend on the combined effect of
the above two aspects, It is clear that no matter which effection isdominant in PCC
with different polymer contents, fracture energy of PCC always increases with
increasing polymer content,
However, when the polymer content is smaller, the
compressive strength decreases and reach to its minimum value with the increase of
the polymer contents, Shen the ploymer content surpass 0,15, the microstructure of PCC
will be evener and denser with increasing polymer content, and compressive strength
then increases.

Fig.7 Variation of fracture energy
and compressive strength of
PCC with the polymer content

Fig, 8 Variation of fracture toughness
and compressive strength of PCC
with the polymer content

Comparison of Fracture Properties of Ordinary and PCC

In general, the complete P-COD curves for ordinary concrete are more steeper than
those of PCC. If the maximum load of them are the same,
the displacement at the
maximum load,maximum displacement and fracture energy of ordinary concrete are

saaller than those of PCC as shown in Fig. 3 and 4. It is also observed that the
decending branch of the complete P-COD curve for PCC has a longer tail, and there are
no brustic and brittle failure of the PCC specimens in test.
When the compressive
strength of ordinary concrete is the same or close to that of PCC, the fracture energy
of PCC is much bigger than that of the ordinary concrete. From these test results and
phenomena, it can be concluded that after the polymer is added to the ordinary concre
te, the toughness of the composite will be improved to a great extent.
The mechanism of improving toughness of PCC may be explained as follows: ( 1) The
polymer exist mainly in cement paste in the state of three-dimensional continuous net
work structure which is similar to the 'micro fibers', and then improves ability
resistant to cracking due to the good ductility and high tensile strength of the
polymer. Kuhlman (4) has ever taken a photo showing clearly the toughness- improvimg
mechanism of these 'micro fibers' of the polymer structure, (2) Due to the existance
of various surface active subtances in the polymer, the ability of surfaces of
aggregate particles and imersing the surface pores of the aggregate particles in
fresh concrete is strengthed, At the same time,a lot of the dispersed particles of
the polymer are absorbed to surface, and sometimes enter the surface flaws of the
aggregate particles themselves, Therefore, polymer films form and stick to the
surfaces of the aggregate particles. This leads the results of improving the bond
capacity between PCC and the aggregate, and effectively prevents the formation and
propagation of the cracks.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The water-cement ratio has the same influence on the mechanical properties of
ordinary concrete and on those of PCC. Meanwhile, the-mechnical properties of ordinary
concrete are more heavily depend on water-cement ratio than those of PCC.
2. Fracture energy of PCC with SB latex used in this study increases with
increasing polymer content,but the compressive strength and the peak load will reach
the minimum values,and then increase.
3. PCC has high toughness. This is primarily due to affection of the 'micro
fibers' mechnism of the polymer structure and the higher bond ability between
aggregate and cement paste improved by the polymer active subtances,
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THE COMPOSITION, PROPERTIES AND APPLICATION
OF COMPOUND EXPANSIVE AGENT
Wang Yanshen, Jiang Yunan, Zhang Gueiqing and Ma Kueihong
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the composition, properties and application of a compound expansive
agent (CEA) and comparison between the CEA and calcium sulphoaluminate expansive agent.

СЖ

To lower concrete shrinkage and lessen concrete cracking, we developed a CEA and have used
it for decades in underground constructions, water resources engineerings, bridges and prestressed

concrete constructions with satisfactory application results.

COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES CEA
The CEA is made by mixing expansive clinker, natural alunite and gypsum in proper propor
tion, then grinding the mixture into fine powder with a specific area of 230- 270 m / kg. When 8
12% CEA is used to replace ordinary portland cement in concrete, one can get suitable amount о
expansion and strength compensation, and cracking of concrete is remarkably reduced,

impermeability improved, architectural perfomance bettered.
Expansive clinker consists of limestone, clay and iron oxide powder, and formed by calcination
under 1350—14001!. The mineral composition of expansive clinker includes 45—50% C3S and 35
40% crystal CaO particles of size 15-35 /im. 40-60% CaO crystal particles are enclosed by C3S,

C3A and C4AF.
Natural alunite is the raw material for alum, its main composition being K2SO4 • A12(SO4)3 •
4A1(OH)3 with a—SiO2 and kaolinite.
CEA Compositions
Loss

SiO2

A12O3

Fe2O3

CaO

MgO

SO3

K2O

Na2O

f-CaO

2

1.02

18.76

4.10

1.76

66.96

0.53

6.20

0.53

0.41

35.86

100.17

<

Fig.l XRD diagrams of CEA
hydrated for different ages
А-CaO; B-C3S; C-Ca(OH)2;
D-a-SiO2; E-(Na,K)Al2(SO4)3 • (OH)6;
F-C3A • 3CaSO4 • 32H2O; G-CaSO4 • 2H2O
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When CEA starts to hydrate Ca(OH)2 appears after 5 hours. The Ca(OH)2 grows steaily with
the increase of hydration age while the CaO peaks decrease gradually, until CaO is completely, ex
hausted at 7 days. Ettringite appears at the age of 1 day and increases with the hydration time.
Alunite decreases and fades away slowly. At the age of 14 day, its peak is just visible, see Fig. 1.
‘

(a)

Fig.2

(b)
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7d

SEM photographs of CEA hydrated for 3d, 7d

SEM observations have proved a thin layer of collodial hydrated products on the particle sur
face at 5 hours. At the age of 1 day, the colloidal range increases and at 3 days the collidal products
turn into hexagonal crystal and flowery Ca(OH)2, and a little bit ettringite (Fig.2a). Ettringite crystal
size become larger which interlock wiht the colloid at the age of 7 day (Fig.2b).
~
525 grade ordinary portland cement incorporated with 10% CEA has a inintial setting of 2 I 00
~2 * 30 and final setting of 3: 30~4: 50.

Mortars

containing 10% CEA with cement sand ratio of 1:2 and water cement ratio of 0.4

were demoulded after curing in moisture for 16 —18 hours. Then their initial lengths were measured
and placed in 20 ± 3”C water till testing age. The size of specimen was 25 x 25 x 280mm and the spec
imen for strength test was 40 x 40 x 160mm.Results are given in Table 2.
,
-

Properties of Mortar Containing 10% CEA with Cement Sand Ratio of 1:2

Table 2

Items

3d

7d

28d

, 3m

6m

ly

3y .4

Compressive strength (MPa)

27.4

40.2

59.0

70.3

74.3

75.9

81-7^

83.1

Flexural strength (MPa)

6.5

7.5

9.9

10.0

10.1

:10.0

10.1,

10.1

0.049

0.048

1.37

1.29

Restrained expansion (%)

0.021

0.032

Self—stress (MPa)

0.58

0.38

OPC compressive strength (MPa)

32.1

' 45.8

OPC flexural strength (MPa)

6.8

8.2

0.043L 0.048

1.18

64.0 ,
10.2

1.31

. A,

„

- ,

1.32

6v .

To observe the shrinkage characteristics of CEA in dry air circumstance, we prepared 1:2 mor
tars in which 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% CEA were added for strength and expansion tests. The spec
imens were cured in 75% rh air to 1, 3, 5, 7 and 28 days for testing. The specimen incorporating 10%
calcium sulphoaluminate expansive agent (CSA) was also made for comparison. The test results are
shown in Fig.3.

Compressive

1-CEA
2-CEA
3-CEA
4-CEA
5- CSA

10%
20%
30%
40%
10%

Strength
3d
30
23.0
13.3
7.6
25.0

(MPa)
7d
31.5
25.0
17.5
8.3
32.2

28d
43.4
31.5
20.4
18.7
37.0

Aged (d>
Fig.3

The restrained expansion value cured in air of 75 rh.

The results in Fig.3 have proven that the specimens incorporating CEA have a expansion effect
in the environment of 75% rh air, and expansion increases with the increase of CEA content.
Strength results show the reverse trend. But the specimen containing 10% CSA demonstrates
shrinkage in the same condition.

For concrete expansion test, we prepared 10 x 10 x 30 cm specimens. The mixing preportion of
concrete mixture is (cement+CEA) : sand: gravel:water= 1: 1.87: 2.93:0.52. The dosage of
CEA was 10%. Test results are given in Fig.4.

Fig.4

Free expansion of CEA concrete

The expansion value of CEA concrete cured in water for 14 days is 4.5 x 10-4, later the speci
mens kept in air of 20“C and 50% rh for 1 year, show expansion of 1.1 x 10-4, a expansion drop 3.4
x 10-4. Considering the fact that the expansion drop of calcium sulphaluminate expansive agent in
half a year is 5.3 x lO^under same condition and shows shrinkage rather than expansion, and OPC
concrete shrinkage reaches 5.8 x lO^in half a year, CEA has the lowest shrinkage and most
favorable for preventing cracking.

rh 851
0)
4)

Age (d)

Fig.5

Expansion value of CEA concrete (rh 85%)

The expansion value of CEA concrete cured in damp atmosphere with a rh over 85% can reach
2.5 x 10-4. With the percentage of reinforcement of 0.25— 1.75%, CEA concrete can produce a
self-stress of 0.3 — l.OMPa.
The strength of CEA concrete
Dosage

Mix proportion

Slump

PC

EA

(C+A):S:G:W

cm

88

12

1:1.84:2.83:0.55

11

90

10

1:1.64:3.65:0.525

15

.100

0

1:1.69:3.65:0.53

14.6

Table 3
Strength (MPa)
7d

28d

3m

6m

ly

3y

20.74

35.1

45.9

48.2

49.8

52.4

21.2

37.2

46.0

18.41

36.6

43.2

3d

* OPC

The strength values in Tab.3 are obtained in a free state. Test results have demenstrated that the
strength of concrete in restrained condition will increases 10—20%.
The impermeability grade of CEA concrete prepared with the mix proportion in Tab.3 can
reach S34. In case of casting—in—place, CEA concrete impermeability varys between S10— S30. It also
has the freez—resistance grade of D250. The weight and strength loss are respectively 0.2% and
2.53% after 250 freeze-thaw cycles. The freeze-resistance grade of calcium sulphoaluminate expan
sive agent concrete is D100—D150.

Embeding Ф16 x 50mm smooth bar in CEA concrete, and curing concrete to 28 days, 2 months,
3 months and 6 months, no corrossion occurred on the surface of the smooth bar.
CEA caused no alkali—aggregate reaction and slump loss. If 0.15— 0.25% lignosulfonate or
0.2% superplasticizer, or 0.1% naphthalene based water reducer are added in CEA concrete, con
crete strength can increase 30% at 3 day, 10% at 28 day while its expansive property is not affected.

9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement

ANALYSES AND DISCUSSIONS

1. In the early age of hydration, CaO and H2O react and form into Ca(OH)2, and expansion
appears. Activated by Ca(OH)2 and CaSO4, alunite in solution formed ettringite which fills the
space in cement and concrete. As this prcess progresses, the structure become denser, the porosity
decreases and pore distribution is improved c,) .At the late stage of hydration, alunite still exists
and formation process of ettingite takes place over a long period of time. So the expansion of CEA
belongs to the type of slow steady expansion, which is desired to keep cement and concrete ex
panding steadily to effeciently compensate concrete shrinkage, and prevent cracking. The ingenious
combination of different expansive ingredient becomes the unique feature of CEA expansive agent.

When expansion process is in a dominant state and exceeds the capacity the strength can bear,
strength will decrease with the increase of expansion, therefore the optimum effects can be achieved
only if strength and expansion develop coordinately.
2. Why the expansion drop of CEA concrete is lower than that of calcium sulphaluminate ex
pansive agent concrete?
■;
/
According to reference C2) the number of crystalized water molecules in ettringite varies be
tween 30~33, and changes with drying condition. When vapor pressure reaches p = 0.52 m.m. mer
cury, it drops to nearly 18, and when p = 0.49, to 16,P's further reduction will lead water molecules
to drop to about 10. Ettringite will become transient product when it dehydrates in the drying pro
cess. The structure and composition will depend on the position and bond strength of water in AFt
crystal.This phenomen can suggests the trend of ready dehydration of the hydrates produced by cal
cium suphoaluminate expansive agent in dry condition. The expansion is mainly contributed by
Ca(OH)2 which is insensitive to the drying process. Furthermore expansion from ettringite is very
slow in CEA concrete, so it is expected to reduce the shinkage recession and prevent cracking.

3. Reference C3) has confirmed that C4A35 and CA react separately with CaSO4 • 2H2O and
H2O to form ettringite. Complete hydration of C4A3S and CA to form ettringite needs 58.15
63.17% water, and only 34.79% water would be needed for CEA to hydrate completely. Reference
to Fig.3, mixing water in CEA concrete can meet the requirement of full hydration. This unique
point suggests that strict water curing is not imperative for CEA concrete to achieve suitable expan
sion, thus is convenient for prepares.
ENGINEERING APPLICATION CASES

1. Beijing Xidan Underground Railway Station, including a underground bazaar, and two sec
tions of the station. The structure is 260 meters long. 21 meters deep, 'll meters of span. Total CEA
shrinkage compensating concrete consumption was 30000 m3, mixing proportion was cement 400
kg / m , CEA 10% (weight of cement).

2. Beijing Urban and Rural Trade Exchange Center, 4 storeys underground with total square
area of 39600 m2, circumference 490 meters height of 15 meters, thickness 50 cm. CEA concrete was

need for this project, CEA dosage 8.5— 11 %, compressive strength at 28 day reached 34— 36 MPa.
No cracking and leakage have been found after 4 years service.

3. Beijing Asian Games Gymnasium, 2400 m2 floor was cast in place and no shrinkage joints

were preset. Concrete strength at 28 daypeached 34.3~43.1 MPa. Expansion in moist environment
was 2 x 10-4. No cracking or leakage were observed.
4. Fujian Longmentan Dam partition. Dam length 104 meters, height 40 meters, bottom
substrate thickness 60 cm, top layer 35 cm, cast in place, no transverse shrinkage joint, constructed
from CEA conerete.

5. No.2 Qian Tang Jiang Bridge, includes 1700 meter highway and 2800 meter railway. To as
sure the close connection between the bridge beck and piers, 1:2.5 CEA mortar was used as grout.

CONCLUSIONS
1. CEA is made by grinding a mixture of expansive clinker, natural alunite and gypsum. The
expansion from the formation of Ca(OH)2 occurs at the early age of hydration, and expansion
caused by ettringite happens at late age and continues at a low rate.

2. The developments of strength and expansion of CEA mortar and concrete carry out
coordinately and steadily. CEA mortar and concrete possess good impermeability and freeze resist
ance. Compared to calcium sulphoaluminate expansive agent, they show lower shrinkage and better
freeze resistance, and do not require strict water curing.

3. CAE concrete has obtained good applications results in the field of waterproof marine struc
ture, bridge and building industry. Furthermore, low cost and rich raw material resources of CEA
render it promising building material.
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PROPERTIES OF UEA SHRINKAGE-COMPENSATING
CONCRETE AND ITS APPLICATION IN
ENGINEERING FOR ASIAN GAMES
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ABSTRACT
In this paper the properties of UEA shrinkage—compensating concrete is introduced and
the principle of crack resistance and impermeability for the UEA concrete is explained, the prac
tice of engineerings for Asian Games in Beijing using UEA concrete, technical and economic
benefits, and the future use of UEA concrete in physical construction are described.

[Ш
(UEA)

S]

UEA can be added to portland cement or portland cement with additions blast furnace
slag, fly ash or other pozzolana. The setting time for these cements with UEA is normal. They

do not bleed basically, but their slump loses slightly faster.
Table 1 gives the physical properties of cements with and without UEA. Table 2 shows the
properties of concretes with different amount of UEA. It is seen from Table 1 and 2 that the
strength for the concrete with the substitution rate for cement of 10~ 12% UEA (internal mix
ture) is not affected on the whole — the early strength is increased and the long time strength
continues to grow. The strength for restrained expansive concrete increase by 10-20% com
pared with unrestrained expansive concrete. Hence, UEA concrete is a reliable structural mate
rial.

Physical Properties for UEA Cements
Setting Time

Restrained Expansion Rate

Bending Strength

( x IO"4)

(MPa)

(MPa)

7days 28days 3days

7days 28days

UEA

No.

in the air

in water

Added

initial

Table 1

Compressive Strength

final
3days

3days

7days 14days 28days

1

0

2:17

3:25

-0.2

0.14

-1.6

-2.8

19.8

34.5

58.4

3.6

5.9

7.8

2

10

1:50

3:15

2.5

3.0

1.5

0.05

26.7

39.3

58.2

4.5

6.4

8.1

3

12

1:20

2:50

2.8

3.5

2.0

0.08

25.7

36.4

56.3

4.1

6.2

7.6

Properties for UEA Concrete
UEA
No. Added
(%)

WC

Slump

(%)

(cm)

Restrained Expansion Rate
(10”4)

3days

7days

Table 2
Compressive Strength

14days 28days 3days

7days 28days

Impermeabi—

lity Grade

(S)

0

0

0.52

5.6

0.67

0.67

0.50

0.10

28.0

31.6

40.8

S10

1

10

0.52

5.4

1.75

2.00

2.10

2.50

31.5

33.2

42.5

S30

2

12

0.50

5.1

2.12

2.50

2.80

3.01

28.2

30.6

40.6

S30

3

15

0.50

5.2

2.58

3.62

3.82

4.10

19.5

28.7

35.7

S20

The restrained expansion rate is increased with the amount of UEA added. For the internal
mixture of 10-14% UEA the rate is 200-400дс, converted to 0.2-0.7 MPa pre-compressive
stress. The expansion ends within 14 days, and the expansive stability is in a good state.
The UEA concrete has roughly the same modulus of elasticity and poisson's ratio as ordi
nary concrete. Its bond strength with steel bars is 20—30% greater than that for ordinary con
crete. It does not rust steel bars and resists sea water well. The impermeability grade of UEA

concrete is greater than S30, the frost resistance grade greater than DI50.

UEA has good miscibility with other admixtures and can be used in pumped concrete,
fluidizing concrete and antifreezing concrete.

1. INTRODUCTION
The statistics shows that drying shrinkage and temperature deformation can cause racking
of structure. Cement chemists tried to make an expansive cement able to compensate the cement
shrinkage c 0 .In 1936, H. bossier made the material for the first time and later the Soviet

Union, Japan and the United States developed the material and applied it to engineerings. China
began its study of the expansive-self-stressing cement in 1956 and put it into use in the
mid-seventies. This paper introduces type-U expansive agent (UEA), a concrete agent having
selected the essence of expansive cements in the world, passed the technical appraisement of min
isterial level in 1988 produced in ten factories of China, and rated as a new product of national
class.
Many countries have mass-used shrinkage compensating concrete in large scale construc
tions. A skating rink was built in Sapporo Hokkaido in Japan, using shrinkage—compensating
concrete with 11% expansive agent for the Winter Olympic Games in 1972 C3) . The rink, 60 m
long, 30 m wide and 12 cm thick, was constructed of jointless concrete with freezing pipes em
bedded in it. Type К shrinkage-compensating cement concrete was used for the ice hockey rink
in the Metropolitan Sports center of Bloomington, Minn, the United States. The 1653.6 m2, 15.2
cm thick slab with the refrigeration piping under playing surface was placed continuously by
pump C4'1 . The monolithic self—stressing concrete was used to reconstruct V.I. Lenin Stadium
and //Dinamo,/ Stadium in the Soviet Union for the XXI1 Olympic Games C5'1

Since 1986, China has applied the shrinkage—compensating concrete with UEA to the con
struction of physical facilities, for example, the bleachers of the stadium of track and field, the
overhead passages of sports centre, the natatorium, the amusement palace, the museum of phys
ical culture, the boxing gymnasium, the bleachers of hockey field and the sportsmen inspection
and registration office were built in the north suburb of Beijing for Asian Games 1991, resulting
in good structural self-waterproofing. The world's engineering practice indicates that the appli
cation of shrinkage-compensating concrete to the physical construction and other 'civil
engineerings has broad prospects.

BASIC PROPERTIES FOR UEA CONCRETE

UEA consists of sulfoaluminate, aluminium sulfate, alumina, calcium sulfate. It is white
powder with specific gravity 2.90. When the cement with addition of UEA hydrates, the expan
sive ettringite (C3A • 3CaSO4 • 32H2O) forms and the concrete expands. The concrete is re
strained by reinforcing bars and the neighbouring concrete and tensile stresses are created in
steel bars by the concrete. 0.2~0.7 MPa pre—compressing stress builds up in the concrete and
counteracts the tensile stress resulting from drying shrinkage of the concrete. In addition, the
UEA concrete delays onset of shrinkage, and the tensile strength increases sufficiently so as to
withstand the shrinkage stresses before shrinkage of concrete takes place. The combination of
the effects of a small chemical pre-stress and the delayed shrinkage caused by UEA concrete
prevents or decreases the shrinkage cracks. That is the principle for crack-resistance of UEA
shrinkage-compensating concrete.
Moreover, the crystalline ettringite formed during hardening of UEA concrete fills,
spearates capillary pores and reduces the pore size and total porosity. Therefore, the
impermeability of UEA concrete is 1—2 times more than that of ordinary concrete.

UEA APPLIED TO ENGINEERINGS FOR ASIAN GAMES
Bleachers of Stadium
The total construction area for the track and field stadium of China Olympic Sports Centre
is 30653 m2 with bleachers on the east section and the west section. Each section is divided into

five units with joints between. There are decorated rooms under the second to fourth floors for
physical use. The bleachers have a total area of 21400 m2 with average thickness 8 cm.
The bleachers must be waterproofed. The original design suggested using waterproofing
rolls or importing waterproofing paint from U.S.A, the exports of China discussed the issue and
decided to use UEA concrete as structural self—waterproofing material. This is the first applica
tion in China.
The proportioning of UEA concrete for the bleachers is shown in Table 3, and their proper
ties in Table 4.

Proportioning for UEA Concrete Used in Bleachers of Track and Field Stadium
No.

Cement
Grade

Table 3

Materials Used (kg / m3)

Cement

*
UEA

Proportion

Sand

Stone

Water

Reducer

1
2

325#

349

48

716

1167

177

2.38

425#

304

42

735

1200

170

2.08

1:2.12:3.47:0.49

3

525#

265

36

754

1230

172

1.81

1:3.50:4.09:0.57

1:1.8:2.94:0.45

UEA substitution for cement 12%

*

Properties for UEA Concrete used in Stadium Bleachers
No.

Design

Restrained Expansion

Compressive Strength

Strength

Grade

Rate (%)

(MPa)

Achieved

(MPa)

Design Strength

3days

7days

28days

3days

7days

28days

1

25.0

0.015

0.038

0.042

20.1

28.5

2
3

25.0
25.0

0.019

0.036
0.037

0.039
0.045

19.2

25.3

35.2
37.1

23.4

30.2

39.9

0.020

Table 4

(%)

Impermeabi

lity
Grade

140

S20

148
160

S22
S20

UEA concrete was mixed in a drum mixer for 2 min. with various materials added together, and
the concrete slump 6-8 cm. The accelerating and antifreezing admixtures were used for winter oper
ation. The concrete was cured by specially trained persons for more than 14 days, and the exposed
concrete surface kept wet all the time. For construction at temperature below freezing (OU) the con
crete should be covered by multi-layer rock wool felt for insulating.

The UEA concrete for the bleachers was poured in June 1988, and the construction completed
in December. A large number of concrete tests were made on the spot. The average strength grade
was greater than 35 MPa, impermeability grade greater than S20, restrained expansion rate 300-400
рг, and self-stress 0.2-0.7 MPa. All the design reqirements were reached. No crevice and seepage
for the bleachers has been found through three rainy seasons and winters.

The bleacher area for the hockey field is 3000 m2 with thickness 20-25 cm. China Building
Materials Academy offered the structural self-waterproofing technology of UEA concrete. The de
sign grade of strength for the concrete was 250#, and that of impermeability S3. 525
*
ordinary

portland cement was used with 11—22% UEA, 2% antifreezing agent. The proportion of the con
crete was 1:2.33:3.80:0.53. Test results on the site showed the average strength > 30 MPa, restrained
expansion rate 0.02-0.031%, self-stress 0.2-0.4 MPa. Three years service of the bleachers is satis
factory.
Overhead Passages for Sports Centre
The overhead passages for sports centre in the north suburb of Beijing, connecting fields and
gymnasium, are main throughfare for motor vehicles and viewers. The total avea for the passages is
47000 m2 with thickness 20-30 cm. The external waterproofing rolls were designed originally for
the passage paving, but later the whole using UEA concrete as self—waterproofing material was de
cided. The concrete proportioning in Table 3 was used for the most paving concrete, 300# pumped
concrete was partially used. 13% UEA was added to replace cement. The concrete proportion was
1:1.93:3.16:0.49, the amount of cement used 325 kg/m3, slump 16 cm. Only one or two seepages

were found during past three years.
Natatorium

The ordinary waterproofing concrete was used for swimming pools of the natatorium in the
North Suburb of Beijing. In order to improve its impermeability, UEA concrete was applied to 20
cm thick bottom. 425# 322 kg/m3 cement was used with 13% UEA, proportion of the concrete
1:2.25:3.74:0.48 and slump 6-8 cm. The tests on the spot showed the average compressive strength
29.5 MPa, impermeability S12, exceeding design grade (200). The waterproof area for swimming
pools is around 600 m2, and the test showed no seepage.

Amusement Palace
The structure of Amusement Palace for Asian Games is complicated. Total of 1500 m3 UEA
concrete and motar was used for 1200 m2 dampproof course, 1000 m2 waterproof roof and 400
m2 area of pools in water—amusement park. Pumped concrete was used with cement 352 kg/ m3,

UEA 13%, proportion 1:1.66:2.71:0.47, slump 16 cm, average strength for test cubes > 31 MPa,
impermeability > S8, and design reqirements attained.
Underground Construction

The structural self-waterproof concrete mixed with composite expansive agent was used for a
2500 m2 basement of the physical museum and a 2400 m2 basemp^t of the gymnasium for martial
arts. If the waterproof rolls required by the original design had been used, the operation would have
been very complicated. The two basements had the same concrete proportion 1:2.18:3.17:0.48 with
cement 300 kg/m3, expansive agent 12%, slump 6-8 cm. The average strength of tests on the site
25.9 MPa, impermeability > B8, expansion rate 0.015—0.003%, and self—stress 0.1—0.3 MPa. No
crevice and seppage has been found since the completion of two basements in 1988.

Secondary Pouring

There are several post—poured joints in the bottom and side walls of Chaoyang Gymnasium for
Asian Games. The dimension for one such joint is 96 x 1 x 2.5 m, reqiring 300 m3 concrete. UEA
concrete was used as the joint filler. The concrete proportion was 1:1.63:3.24 with cement 350
kg/m3, UEA 10% and 0.6% UNF (reducer). Results of tests on the site showed compressive
strength 40.3-50.6 MPa, expansion rate 0.055%, impermeability > Sil, max. S20. The secondary
pouring was finished in 1987 with good quality.
Rigid Waterproofed Roof

We cooperated with Beijing Institute of Architectural Design and No.3 Municipal Construction
Company appling minute expansive concrete to the rigid waterproofed roof for the sportsmen in
spection and registration office. The roof concrete was mixed with 30 mm size fine aggregates, 13%
UEA, restrained by <p6-300 steel bars, divided into squares with seams sealed with caulk and finally
covered by 20 mm thick 1:2.5 motar with 10% UEA. No leakage has been found in the roof in rainy
seasons.
'

According to incomplete figures, 1230 t. UEA has been used in various engineerings for Asian
Games, converted into 30000 m3 concrete. It is seldom that in such large area and multi
engineerings to use shrinkage compensating concrete in physical construction.
TECHNO-ECONOMIC EVALUATION
UEA is a kind of concrete agent for crack—resistance and impermeability. A great deal of engi
neering practices shows that UEA concrete is a close combination of load-bearing structure materi
al and waterproofing material, having structural self-waterproofing function. It breaks the tradi
tional waterproofing mode and leads to new progress in building waterproofing and construction
technique.

The use of UEA concrete has notable economic and social effects. Constructions and Buildings,
for example, of sports centre for Asian Games in the north suburb of Beijing have a waterproofing
area of 81,500 m2. The cost for organic waterproffing rolls would be 2.85 million yuan (RMB), and
that for UEA concrete only 0.37 million yuan, thus 2.48 million yuan of material cost can be saved.
The expenses of more than 3 million yuan were cut down for considering the factor of shortening the
working time.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Studies and engineering practices in the Soviet Union, U.S.A., Japan, India and China indicate
that use of the shrinkage-compensating concrete in physical construction is wide, and is an effective
measure in solving shrinkage cracks of buildings and structures. Especially application in structural
self-waterproofing has marked techno—economic resuts. It is believed that application of the new
material to physical construction and other civil engineerings has a bright future.
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SUMMARY
The influence of expansive additives on the early age behaviour of concrete was
investigated. The free and restrained deformations, the development of thermal
stresses in a cracking frame, the compressive strength and the elasticity of
concrete specimens were thereby measured. Tests were carried out with 4 expansive
additives based on free lime CaO or calciumsulphoaluminate CSA, which were mixed at
dosaqes between 0 and 15% of cement weight to different ordinary Portland cements
(OPC) of strength class 35F. The effect of w/c-ratio, temperature and curing was
also studied.
The expansion increased substantially at higher dosages resulting in an
additional strong decrease in compressive strength. Considering the chemical
composition of the binders used the interrelation between both properties could be
explained. In comparison with the dosage of the expansive additive, the influence
of w/c-ratio and temperature is negligible, but not so the effect of a good curing
during the first days. The addition of dosages of nearly 10% led to a permissible
remaining expansion. Similar dosage also led to compressive stresses sufficient to
compensate the early ages restrained tensile stresses. The risk of thermal cracking
could be avoided in this way.
'

Die Zugabe von Quell Zusätzen auf die Eigenschaften des jungen Betons wurde
untersucht, um deren Wirksamkeit zur Kompensation von Zwangszugspannungen infolge
Hydratationswärme
abzuklären.
Dazu
wurden
die
Verformungen
an
spannungsunbehinderten und behinderten Betonproben, der Druckspannungsaufbau, die
Reissneigung in einem Reissrahmen, die Druckfestigkeit und die E-Modulentwicklung
ermittelt.
4
Quellzusätze,
welche
auf
einer
Freikalk
(CaO)
oder
Calciumsulfoaluminate (CSA) Basis beruhen, wurden verschiedenen Portlandzementen
beigemischt.
Der Einfluss des w/z-Faktors, der Temperatur und der Nachbehandlung
wurde in die Untersuchungen miteinbezogen.
Höhere
Quel 1 Zusatzdosierungen
führten
erwartungsgemäss
zu
grösseren
Verformungen,
was
aber
in
einigen
Fällen
unverzüglich
zu
einer
Druckfestigkeitsabnahme führte. Der Zusammenhang zwischen den beiden Eigenschaften
kann erklärt werden, wenn der Chemismus des Bindemittels miteinbezogen wird.
Gegenüber der Quellzusatzdosierung ist der Einfluss des w/z-Faktors und der
Temperatur von untergeordneter Bedeutung.
Die Notwendigkeit einer ausreichenden
Feuchtbehandlung während
der
ersten
Tage
ist
dagegen
bestätigt
worden.
Quellzusatzsdosierungen von ca. 10% erzeugten bei guter Nachbehandlung ein noch
zulässiges Restquellvermögen und führten zu einer wesentlichen Verringerung der
Reissneigung des jungen Betons.
Die während der Reaktion des Quellzusatzes
entstehenden Druckspannungen konnten die infolge der abfliessende Hydratationswärme
hervorgerufenen Zugspannungen teilweise oder vollständig kompensieren.

INTRODUCTION
The risk of cracking in concrete structures increases when tensile stresses are
produced by restrained changes in volume . At early ages these changes are mostly
due to cooling after the maximum temperature resulting from the heat of hydration
has been reached, and later to the action of drying shrinkage. When the resulting
tensile stresses exceed the tensile strength, concrete cracks. Figure 1 shows
schematic the stresses occurring normally at concrete together with the zones of
high cracking risk /1/.

Figure 1: Normal stresses at concrete and zones with high cracking risk./l/
Different solutions are available to minimize the cracking risk of concrete. By
:efatLOfcrCOnSttrUCt,:e s.oJ.utions* the main 1dea is to reduce the degree of restraint
r
H DrUCkUrT ?n thJS way the devel°Ped tensile stresses are proportionally
reduced. By shortening the concrete segments or with the use of special thin layers
int^LaOttaCf zones, ithi*
is reachedmeans of technological solutions it is
intended to favourably influence the deformations and properties of concrete. In
this instance solutions such as cooling of the fresh concrete, use of cements with
low sensitivity against cracking, reduction of cement content, use of aggregates
with low temperature coefficient, etc. are applied.
УУ У
Experience gained in many countries
such as U.S.A. /2,3/, Japan /4,5/, Russia
/6/ and Italy /7/ has shown that the use
of expansive additives based on the
formation of calcium hydroxide (from free
Ca9'.
or
ettringite
(from
calciumsulphoaluminate
CSA)
is
advantageous to avoid drying shrinkage
cracking.
In
this
case
compressive
stresses are developed which compensate,
to some extent, the tensile stresses.
However,
the conditions
for avoiding
early age thermal cracking are different,
because in this case the expansive action
of the additives should start when the
concrete has already achieved sufficient
stiffness,
so that early compressive
stresses can be developed. On the other
hand, the expansive action should be
limited to avoid late destruction of
concrete
due
to
excessive
expansion
(Figure 2).

Figure 2: Premature, delayed and adjusted
expansive reaction e in comparison with
development of compressive strength ^d/V

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tests were carried out using four expansive additives, two of each type. QI and
Q2 correspond to additives based on CSA and Q3 and Q4 are based on free CaO. Their
chemical analysis and composition with the values for physical properties are given
in Table 1 together with the four Portland cements X, Y, Z and W. Expansive
additives Q3 and Q4 show, apart from CaO, also a high CaS04 content and silicate
phases. The density and Blaine of the cements are almost the same, but there are
differences in their chemical composition. Instead the sulphate content is the
same, the free lime, periclase and silicate phases varied. There are also critical
differences in the alkali and C3A content.

CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS

CoO

SiO2
AI2O3
F^O3
SO,
free CaO

MgO

CEMENTS

X

Y

Z

EXPANSIVE ADDITIVES
W

QI

Q2

Q3

61.96 64.40 63.70 64.70 53.38 51.83 72.77 68.33
19.96 19.90 19.20 19.30
2.74 0.48
7.6?
6.45
6.17 5.31
5.34 5.21 11.29 12.71
0.98
2.18
3.91
3.09
4.24 3.36
0.81
0.45
1.08
1.01
2.80
2.77
2.82
2.81 28.43 31.33 17.59 17.20
0.55
1.48
1.40
1.16 20.30 19.10 33.70 31.00
1.77
2.77
2.01
1.92
2.22
2.09
1.04
1.30
1.54
0.49
1.19 0.86

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Density [g/cm3)
Blaine (cm2/g)

3.17
31OO

3.27
3220

3.17

3.13

3340

3130

2.88
3850

2.92
3930

3.10

3.06

4800

4200

X

COMPOSITION

Y

Z

W

43.30 62.90 63.40 68.90
24.60 9.60
7.20
3.40
7.00 8.10
9.70 8.90

C3S
C2S

C3
*
C4AF

.

EXPANSIVE ADDITIVES

CEMENTS

CHEMICAL

Q4

11.90

CaSO4
CSA

4.80
-

c12a7
2 C2S
Ca(OH)2
CoO
MgO

-

Ce
'

0.60
1.80

QI

Q2

-

-

-

Q3

Q4

24.50 29.20
0.80

4.10

3.30 3.10
9.40 12.90 10.20
2.50
4.70
4.80 4.80 41.70 51.90 29.90 29.20
16.20
6.10
*
5.30 18.80
•
•
•
■
•
11.00
3.20 10 70
11.90
5.30
1.50
1.40
1.20 11.30 15.10 31.30 22.90
1.00
2.80
2.00
1.90
2.20 2.10
1.30

Table 1: Chemical analysis and composition of the cements and expansive additives.
Limestone was used as an aggregate on the fractions 0/4, 4/8 and 8/16 mm with
a grading curve AB16 according to DIN 1045 /8/. The standard mix was prepared with
a binder (cement + additive) content of c=340 kg/mJ and w/c=0.55. It was mixed for
3 mins, at 20°C and cured over 3 days at 20°C under a plastic sheet. From here on
onor\ c~ra^10 (0«45, 0.50, 0.60 and 0.70), the mix and curing temperature (10°C and
30 C) and the curing humidity conditions (without plastic sheet or under a wet
burlap during the whole measurement) were varied.
The first question to be answered was to define the permissible dosage of
expansive additive according to the German Standard DIN 1164 /9/. The total
sulphate content in Germany is limited to 3.5%, which means, for the the CSA
additives, a maximal dosage of less than 2.7%, and for CaO-addifives less than
4.7^. Besides this, at preliminary tests at the Institute for Rock Products
Technology in Aachen /10/, it was found that some of the cements showed a very high
sensitivity against the additive. Considering these two points, the dosage of
expansive additive (replacement) was varied between 0% and 15% of cement weight.

The effectiveness of expansive additives was determined by measuring the free
and restrained deformations on 15x15x50 cm
* 5 concrete specimens, as well as the
development of compressive stresses and the remaining expansive potential under
water curing. Moreover, the long-term properties such as compressive strength and
elasticity of concrete were studied.

For the determination of the free
deformation
and
the
development
of
compressive stresses under restrained
conditions,
a
special
technique
was
implemented. A steel reinforcement bar
was placed inside a plastic tube between
two steel plates 15 mm thick. The steel
bars were fixed externally in the middle
of the steel
plates with nuts.
The
variation
of
the
amount
of
steel
reinforcement
allowed
different
restraints between 0.39 and 2.9%. With
strain gauges placed on the steel the
restrained deformations were measured.
The free deformations were measured with
two inductive transducers, one at each
si de (Figure 3).

Amplifier

Register

Inductive transducer

Figure
3:
measure
free
deformations. /1/

Equipment
to
and
restrained

The measurement of deformations started 4 hours after mixing and were
continuously recorded up to 10 days. Afterwards the free specimens were stored
underwater to determine the remaining expansive potential. The effectiveness of
expansive additives in compensating restrained tensile stresses was studied with a
cracking frame /11/, which exerts a much higher degree of restraint (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Cracking frame/11/

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The compressive strength behaviour of concretes containing expansive additives
should be related to the developed expansion. Deformations that exceed the elastic
strain of the chemical bonds are accompanied by a decrease in strength. Through the
application of a known definition for an optimum sulphate content /12/, this
behaviour was explained.

opt SO3 = 0,789 + 0,1149-СзА + 1,872-Aeq
where:

Aeq = Na20 + 0,658' IQO

C3A = Tri calciumaluminate

in [mass %]

Defining the sulphate ratio as Sg = total SO3 / optimum SO3 (Table 2) it was
found that: for cements with sulphate ratios lower than 1.0 the addition of
expansive additive does not lead to a decrease in compressive strength, as long as
the total sulphate content of the binder (cement + additive) is lower than the
optimum sulphate content. On the other hand, for cements with nearly the optimum
sulphate content, any addition of expansive additive leads to decreases in
compressive strength (Figure 5).

CEMENT
folol SO]

X

Y

z

w

[%1

2.80

2.77

2.82

2.81

oplimum SO3 (%]

4 78

2.73

3.82

3.33

sulphate ratio Sg

0.59

1 02

0.74

0.B4

Sulphate ratio Sg
Table 2: Sulphate ratio of the used
Portland cements

Expansive deformations

up

Figure 5: Relation between compressive
strength and sulphate ratio for the
different concrete mixes

to 3.5 Oyfoo were measured

on

free

specimens.

As

expected, higher dosages of expansive additive led to higher deformations. At
higher dosages the deformations were also more significant and an exponential
growth was observed. As long as the dosage of expansive additive is lower than 10%,
only a negligible effect of the type of additive was observed (Figure 6). However’
differences were observed in relation to the Portland cement used; higherdeformations and a sensitive behaviour were observed for the cements which nearly
show, an optimum sulphate content.
The strength and expansion behaviour of expansive concretes indicates that
cements with a lower sulphate ratio (e.g. cement X) should be preferred for the
application with expansive additives. Hence, the maximum permissible dosage of the
expansive additive should be based on the sulphate ratio rather than on the
existing sulphate content of the binder. That means, the definition of the
permissible dosage according to the standard is not appropiate.

Figure 6 : Free deformation at concretes with different cements and dosages of
expansive additive.

The w/c-ratio and temperature have a minor influence compared to that of the
dosage of expansive additive (Figure 7). At constant cement content variations of
the w/c-ratio in the practical range between 0.50 and 0.70 did not produce
substantial differences in the expansive action. At lower w/c-ratios the chemical
reactions took place only partlially due to the insufficient water supply for
hydration. The main influence of temperature was to accelerate or to delay the
chemical reactions.

Time of curing [dj

T|m, of curing Id]

Figure 7 : Free deformation at concretes with 10 % additive and different w/cratios and mix temperature.
The need for a good curing to secure an optimum reaction of the expansive
compounds was proved. Curing under adequate humidity conditions during hardening
increased the expansive deformation by 50% in comparison with the normal curing
(under plastic sheet).

For the investigated expansive concretes with normal or good curing and a
dosage of expansive additive lower than 10%, the remaining expansive potential
after 90 or 180 days under water curing was with 0.7 °/oo, approx, the double of
normal concrete. For higher dosages and for bad curing conditions that value is
exceeded.
The determination of the modulus of elasticity in normal and expansive
concretes with 10% expansive additive showed that the modulus of elasticity has a
similar behaviour as compressive strength. That means, the addition of expansive
additives influences both concrete properties in the same manner. Perhaps expansive
concretes show, under compressive action, a slower development of the modulus of
elasticity together with a higher capacity of deformation.

The higher the percentage of steel, the higher the compressive stresses
developed in the concrete. The maximum values reached after 3 days amounted 1.5
N/mm2 and were maintained, or just slighty diminished till the end of the
experiment after 10 days. For steel ratios higher than 3.0% just a small increase
in compressive stresses has to be expected (Figure 8).
Through the addition of expansive additives at dosages of nearly 10% the
cracking risk at early age in concrete was substantially reduced. The compressive
stresses developed during the heating period reached up to 2.0 N/mm2 and despite a
considerable relaxation, they were enough to compensate partially or totally the
restrained tensile stresses (Figure 9). Here the cracking stress almost did not
change, but the cracking temperature was dropped down from near 15°C to
temperatures under 0°C. Consequently the risk of thermal cracking was strongly
reduced.

Restrained deformation [°/oo]
Figure 8: Relation between compressive
stresses and restrained deformation for
concrete with different dosages of
additive.

Figure 9: Temperature and stress
development at the cracking frame
for concretes with different dosages
of additive.

CONCLUSIONS

In brief it can be asserted that it is possible to make concretes with
expansive additives, so that at early ages a compressive stress will be developed
and maintained. Under these conditions an effective compensation of tensile
restrained stresses at early ages is achieved. Hereby it can also be certain that
through the use of cements with lower sulphate content and expansive additives up
to certain dosages which depends on the sulphate ratio of the binder, the
compressive strength will not be diminished and only a reduced remaining expansive
deformation will occur.
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PREAMBLE
Concrete is a diluted version of neat cement, of course, simultaneously to main
tain the dimensional stability of cast element by minimising shrinkage
effect
of
cement. In the process, the Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) is diluted
from
its
characteristic strength of BOO-BOO kg/cm2
to
150 kg/cm2 (Ml5) and 200 kg/ cm2
(M20) by appropriate changes in mix design of concrete viz.
1:2:4 and 1:1Д:3
respectively. Of course, 1*10 and Ml5 are more popularly used concrete grades
with
strength characteristics sufficient to meet the requirements of majority of structu
ral elements.

Jbhen such higlr rate of dilution is involved, why the high strength cement
OPC is needed? №y not some low strength substitutes, at lower costs?

like

This is where a ground blend of flyash (Fa), Lime (L) and calcined gypsum (0),
called FaL-G cement, christened keeping in view its ingredients, with its
neat
strength of about 50
*^
to that of OPC could be successfully used to develop concrete
grades such as M10, Ml 5 and M20, with due change in mix designs.
A live structure is successfully constructed incorporating a slab of 2000 sft
(18Б sq mtr) and beams of 250 rft (76.2 mtr) which also include two tie beams of 15
ft and 18 ft length, all executed with pure reinforced FaL-G cement concrete (RFCC).
Also a demonstrative road of 15 ft x 50 ft is laid with FaL-G concrete to
demonst
rate the product in practical reality.
CEUTSCHE UEBERSETZUNG - PRAEAMBEL

Beton ist durch Zuschlagstoffe gemagerter zement. Diese magerung
verbessert
die masshaltigkeit der gegossenen elemente durch minimierung der
zementtypischen
festinCp??SdPs
e*l
ode? gebräuchlichen betonquali-taeten ist die
mechanische
testigkeit des normalen Portland zements von 600-800 kg /cm2 auf 100 (мщ) 15П Г mm l
oder 200 (M20) kg/cm djrch entsprechende Variationen der Zuschlagstoffe verringert.
Die betonquali-taeten MIO und Ml5 sind mengenmaessig dominierend, ihre festiokeitscharaktenstik ist ausreichend fuer die mehrzahl der betonanwendungen.
Wird bei solch starker Verringerung der urspruenglichen festigkeiten ein hoch
festes bindemittel wie Portland zement benoetigt? Reicht nicht ein kostenguenstiqes
bindemittel mit niedrigeren festigkeiten aus?

FaL-G zement, eine mischung von Flugasche, kalk and kalzineirtem gips von kontrolleirter Zusammensetzung und bindemittelfestigkeiten von ca. 50 prozent verglichen
mrt Portland zement wurde erfolgreich eingesetzt zur erzeugung von betonqualitaeten
gemaess MIO, Ml5 oder M20.
vaeven
Den erfolgreichen einsatz von FaL-G beton demonstrieren ein gebaeudemit
einer
platte von 186 m , traeger von 76,2 m und 2 zugtraeger von 4,6 und 5,5 m
laenge,
ausgefuehrt ausschliesslich mit stahlarmiertem FaL-G zement-beton
sowie
eine
strassenmusterflaeche von 15 x 4,6 m.
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Column structure with slab (2000 sft) and beams (250 rft) cast out of FaL-G concrete.
The wall construction with FaL-G concrete blocks and FaL-G cement mortar in progress.
(Location: Office of M/s Shanu International, Visakhapatnam)

MIX DESIGN

.
In view of low neat strength, FaL-G cement has to be added in higher dosage
in
comparison to DPC. During the study of different mix designs, it is observed that 1^
times of FaL-G cement by weight to that of DPC, keeping the proportions of aggregates
same, renders the same grade strength.
Flix design (by weight)

Grade

FaL-G

UCF

Compressive strength (N/mm2)
7 days
14 days
28 days

1:2:4

mi 5

4:2:4

0.57

11.57

13.99

16.53

1:4:3

"120

4:4:3

0.57

14.52

17.91

21.05

OPC

The above mixes have been prepared manually. However, keeping in view the chemi
stry of FaL-G with reference to the sensitive factor of minimising water
towards
better cohesive bond, but without sacrificing the plasticity, the traditional
lime
mortar mixing mechanism has been conceived and adopted. The results are
impressive
with 0.25 to 0.30 of water consistency factor j
otherwise noted as water/ cement
ratio, and strength improvement by about 30-50^. The
cube
(15 cm),
beam
(100 x 100 x 500 mm) and cylinder specimens with 4:2:4 mix, which rendered M15 grade
by manual mixing, tested for respective technical strengths, have yielded the follow
ing results when the mix is prepared in a Pan mixer with WCF of 0.25 attaining
the
same plasticity :

(I JCF),

Strengths at 28 day (N/mm2)

Recorded strength
■ of FaL-G

Compressive strength

Beam TOR
Cylinder compression

Grade strength
of OPC

27.50

15.00

3.92

2.71

19.93

12.00

ANALYSIS OF STRENGTHS
WR for concrete varies as 0.7
value of TOR of r,,15 OPC concrete
is

(Ref: ISz^iSB; Clause 5.2.2). Thereby grade
Ck0.7'
= 2.71 N/mm2.
Relatively
in

FaL-G, the same value is required to be 0.7 xj 21.5
value is 3.92 N/mm2.

=

3.57 N/mm2 whereas the recorded

Shape factor

For OPC concrete, ratio of cylinder compressive strength to cube
compressive
strength is normally recorded as not less than 0.8.
With FaL-G, this ratio was 0.72
which is closely agreeing with the standard requirements.
The above strength factors have been recorded based on 3 specimens for each test
which is not sufficient for drawing conclusions. Studies on standard deviations
and
coefficient of variation of cube compressive strengths are in progress which may un
fold striking values to enlarge the scope of FaL-G concrete applications.

Preparation of concrete in a Pan Mixer not only reduces the WCF but also renders
a viscously cohesive cement paste with high gelatinous plasticity and impressive work
ability. It is observed that such concrete gives an improved cementitious
coat
on
reinforcement for longer life in addition to improving characteristic strengths remar
kably.
The strengths recorded in this paper are based on the physical blending of
raw
material inputs of FaL-G cement devoid of intergrinding. Nevertheless,
the
plant
level manufacturing of FaL-G cement after thorough intergrinding of inputs is expected
to improve the strengths. A study is in progress to correlate the factors
among
grindability, fineness, water consistency and strengths which are interrelated.

COST ECONOMICS
Comparing to concrete mixer, Pan Mixer is not expensive in the light of the
data :

Concrete ^ixer

■

following

Pan ^ixer

Cost (Rs)

55,000

45,ППЯ

Power

5 HP

7.5 HP

Output/hour

100 eft

100 eft

Strength

Normal grade strength

Minimum 30^ high for same input of cement
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Cost of concrete

For MIS
OPC

Cement

0.8 t

® Rs 1800/ton

FaL-G

1.2 t

® Rs

Sand
Chips

FaL-G

1440

—

800/ton

-

960

48 eft

@ Rs 2.25/cft

108

108

95 eft

@ Rs 7.00/eft

672

672

2220

1740

Output

100 eft

120 eft

Cost/eft (Rs)

22.20

14.50

Savings

—

.—35^----

CONCLUSIONS
Taking into view the chemistry of various flyashes and corresponding
monitoring
of raw material composition in order to achieve uniform FaL-G specifications based on
any flyash, drafting of specifications for FaL-G cement is in the process of delibera
tions. Also, the exhaustive studies on consistency factors are in progress and
fur
ther data is awaited.

,
Though the chemistry of FaL-G and rheological behaviours permitted the
postula
tions to believe that the corrosion effect on reinforcement would be lesser than that
of OPC, systematic studies are in progress to corroborate the same with practical data.
A substitute to OPC does not imply that it should meet all the criteria.
When
the mankind witnesses the legendary structures of centuries old built with lime mortar
of 30-50 kg/cm2 strength, a substitute like FaL-G cement with much improved chemistry
and capability of concrete development in ШО to М20 should be viewed with
recepti
vity and pragmatism., Idherever necessary, FaL-G cement may be drafted with
its
own
product and applicational standards/codes instead of keep comparing it to OPC and get
worried with certain deviations of specification.

OPC is undoubtedly the virtuous cement for its amenability to play with strengths,
casting prestressed concrete elements and high strength applicational areas.
The
object of FaL-G cement concrete is to rationalise the use of CPC wherever the applica
tional requirements are met, as a substitute rather than a total replacement.
In the
present day’s context of global concern to conserve natural resources and minerals on
one hand and utilisation of industrial wastes on the other, FaL-G cement meets
both
the objectives in a single go and thereby deserves effective promotional efforts
by
all concerned right thinking intelligentia.
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STRENGTHENING EFFECT OF DEHYDRATED PHASES OF
CALCIUM SILICATE HYDRATE ON CEMENT CONCRETE

Feng Naiqian and Ji Xihuang
Department of Civil Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijing, P R CHINA

SUMMARY

The main composition of ALC is calcium silicate hydrate. The dehydrated
phases(DP), which are the waste of ALC calcined at different temperatures, are used to
study the strengthening effect on cement concrete.
The DP is of high activity, while the DP calcined at 800°C is the most active. When
10% of cement is replaced by the DP at 800°C, the strength of the concrete(W/C=0.3) at
3, 7, 28-day is 9%, 27%, and 15% higher than that of the control concrete without DP.
The strengthening effect of the mixtures of the DP and natural zeolite finely
ground
together
at
different
ratios
is also studied.
The
strength of the
concrete(W/C=0.3) at 7, 28-day containing the DP and zeolite natural zeolite at the
ratio of 20:80, which replaces 5% of cement, increases by 17% and 21% respectively.

The strengthening regularity and strengthening mechanism of the dehydrated
phases of calcium silicate hydrate on cement concrete are studied in the article.

№±tW/C=0.30>№^.
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INTRODUCTION
There is a great deal of waste of ALC in the production of ALC in China, eg. the
waste of ALC remained in Peking ALC Factory is up to 50 thousand tons every year.
The waste not only causes the pollution of environment but also takes a lot of land
unless some measures are taken to make full use of it. The waste of ALC used in this
study as the dehydrated phases is added to concrete to replace some of the cement to
strengthen the concrete, The DP, when finely ground with zeolite, can be used to
make super-high strength concrete.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.0kr

T-Tobermorite (CsSeHs)

The DP in this test are the
waste of ALC calcined at 700°C,
800°C, 900°C for 2 hours. The ALC
is
produced
by
using
sand,
cement and lime autoclaved at
180°C, 10 atm for 8 hours. The
XRD pattern of the ALC is shown
in Fig.l. The main compositions
are tobermorite, CSH(B), and a
little of xonolite(l). All the DP
and zeolite used in the study
pass the sieve of 4900 hole/cm8.

X S-SiO2

X-Xonolite(C6S6H)
С-СаСОз
2.0

5.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50T0'

65.0

FIG.l XRD of ALC

1 Strengthening Effectiveness of the DP at different temperatures in cement concrete

Materials used in the test: Portland cement! strength grade #525), river sand,
crushed gravel with the Dmax=30mm, Water reducer(UNF), and DP (at 700°C, 800°C,
900°C for 2 hours, used to replace 10% of the cement in concrete)
The Composition of concrete and the test results are given in Table 1 and
2 respectively.

Table

TABLE 1 Composition of the concrete

No

w/c

Calcination

s

Temp.of DP

Material(kg/m3 concrete)
DP
—

Slump

Cement

Water

Sand

Gravel

UNF

(cm)

500

150

630

1170

5

3.5
3.5

0

—

0.3

1

Uncalcined

0.3

0.35

50

450

150

630

1170

5

2

700®C

0.3

0.35

50

450

0.35

150

630

1170

5

2.8

3

800°C

0.3

0.35

50

450

150

630

1170

5

3.0

4

9000C

0.3

0.35

50

450

150

630

1170

5

3.0

TABLE 2 Compressive strength of the concrete
No

Compressive strength (MPa)
3-day

Calcination

7-day

28-day

0

44.28 (100%)

55.39 (100%)

74.97 (100%)

Temp, of DP
--- —. —

1

48.13 (108.7%)

60.60 (109.4%)

81.04 (108.1%)

Uncalcined

2

49.02 (110.7%)

70.01 (126.4%)

84.27 (112.4%)

70QOC

3

48.31 (109.1%)

70.40 (127.1%)

85.99 (114.7%)

80QOC

4

47.11 (106.4%)

63.48 (114.6%)

84.04 (112.1%)

900°C

Test results in Table 2 show that the 3-, 7-, 28-day strength of the concrete
containing DP calcined at different calcination temperatures, which replaces 10% of
cement, is higher than that of the control concrete without DP; The strength of the
concrete with DP at 800°C is the-highest. The Table also shows that the waste of ALC
uncalcined can also a bit increase the strength of concrete.

2 Strengthening Effectiveness of the Mixture of the DP and Natural Zeolite in Cement
concrete
It is found by orthogonal test that there is an optimal ratio of DP at different
calcination temperatures to the natural zeolite to strengthen concrete. The following
tests are the repetition tests of the orthogonal test. The materials used in the test are
the same as those in Table 1. The composition of control concrete without the
mixture(No.O in Table 4) is the same as that of the concrete No.O in Table 1. As for the
concrete with the mixture(Table 4),The W/C ratio(W/C=0.30), sand ratio(S=0.35) and the
amounts of water, sand and gravel in the following concrete (Table 4) remain the
same as those of the control concrete except the different amount of the cement
replaced by the mixture and the different ratios of DP to natural zeolite.

TABLE 4 The proportion of cement replaced by the mixture of DP and natural zeolite
at the different ratios and the test results

No

Calcination

Mixture

Temp.of DP

Material(kg/m3 concrete)

—

DP:Zeolite
—

—

Zeolite
—

Cement

0
1

—

0:100

0

25

2

Uncalcined

20:80

5

20

475

3

700°C

20:80

5

20

4

80QOC

20:80

5

5

900°C

20:80

DP

Compressive
strength (MPa)

7-day

28-day

500

60.19(100%)

76.63(100%)

475

66.03(109.7%)

80.70(105.3%)

67.89(112.8%)

87.40(114.1%)

475

70.12(116.5%)

84.30(110.1%)

20

475

70.66(117.4%)

92.65(120.9%)

5

20

475

64.46(107.1%)

85.69(111.8%)

6

—

0:100

0

50

450

68.91(114.5%)

82.92(108.2%)

7

Uncalcined

35:65

17.5

32.5

450

68.86(114.4%)

83.52(109.0%)

8

700«C

35:65

17.5

32.5

450

71.20(118.3%)

84.35(110.1%)

9

80000

35:65

17.5

32.5

450

65.66(109.1%)

87.44(114.1%)

10

900°C

35:65

17.5

32.5

450

65.19(106.3%)

87.12(113.6%)

The test results show that the natural zeolite can increase the strength of
concrete, while the mixture of DP at different calcination temperatures and zeolite can
greatly increase the strength of the concrete, eg. when 10% of the cement is replaced
by the mixture of DP at 700°C and zeolite ( DP : Zeolite = 35:65), the 7-day and 28-day
strength of the concrete is increased by 9.1% and 14.1% respectively. It is noticeable
that when the mixture of DP (at 800°C)and zeolite (DP:Natural zeolite=20:80) replaces 5%
of the cement, the strength of the concrete is 93 MPa, increased by 21% as compared
with the control concrete(No.O). It can be used to make super-high strength concrete.

STRENGTHENING MECHANISM OF DP IN CEMENT CONCRETE
1 Structure changing process of the calcium silicate hydrate in dehydration

The DTA curve of the waste of ALC and XRD patterns of the dehydrated phases
at 700°C, 800°C, 900°C are given in Fig 2, Fig 3, Fig.4, Fig.5 respectively.

4.0k_____________ S

8100C
56<>C 202°C 2s§oo
/3
108Q?C
-4*s—---- <"
101°C
3о

FIG.2 DTA of ALC

FIG.4 XRD of DP at 800<>C

T-TobermoritefCsSeHs)
S-SiOz
X-Xonolite(C6S6H)
С-СаСОз

FIG.3 XRD of DP at 700<>C

FIG.5 XRD of DP at 900<>C

The Fig.2 shows that (1) There is an endothermic peak in the temperature range
of 56°C-2O2OC, the free water and inter-layer water in the calcium silicate hydrate are
quickly dehydrated in this temperature range, but the structure of the calcium silicate
hydrate is not affected; (2) There is a widen endothermic peak in the temperature
range of 258OC-763°C, the OH
*
ions , which have different bond force in the calcium
silicate hydrate, are released gradually, the structure of calcium silicate hydrate is
destroyed seriously, and at about 763°C the structure is completely destroyed; (3) At
about 810°C there is an exothermic peak which corresponds to the formation of p -CS.
It can be seen from Fig.3 and Fig.4 that there isß -C2S in the dehydrated phases at
700°C, 800°C, it can also be seen from Fig.5 that the tobermorite is turned into^-CS.
when the temperature is over 820°C. There is no new crystal phase formed in the
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dehydrated phase of calcium silicate hydrate when the temperature does not exceed
810°C, and the dehydrated phase ,with a high specific surface,is in the amorphous and
substeady state and is of high reactive activity(2) (3).

2 Activity of DP

It is due to the high reactivity of DP that there is strengthening effectiveness in
cement concrete. It is found that there is high content of soluble SiO2 and A12O3 in DP
(see Table 5).
TABLE 5 Content of soluble SiO2 and А120з and strength of DP mixed with CaO
_______ Calcination Temperature

7000C

800<>C

900<>C

Soluble SiO2 (%)

23.42

23.31

22.33

Soluble A12O3 (%)

5.89

6.24

5.62

Strength of DP with CaO(MPa)

7.3

7.05

3.44

The 28-day strength of DP
mixed
with
water (water/solid=0.45) is only 1.58 MPa, but
when
it
mixed
with
CaO
at
DP:CaO:Water=2:l:1.5, the strength
is increased quite a lot.(see Table
5). The DP can react with Ca(OH)2
produced in the hydration process
of cement,and
turns
into
CSH
gel(the SEM of hydration product
of DP and CaO are shown in
Fig.6), therefore the concrete is
strengthened. The table also shows
that
the
reactive
activity
is
reduced
when
the
temperature
exceeds
820°C
because
of
the
formation of new crystal phase.

FIG. 6 SEM of hydration products of DP at
800°C reacted with CaOfautoclaved at
100°C for 16 hours)

It is found by the comparing tests between the pure hep and the hep with DP at
800°C that the intensity of Ca(OH)2 peaks in hep with DP replacing 10% of cement at 29
= 18.1 and 20=34.1 is weaker than that of the pure hep (Table 6).

TABLE

6 XRD Intensity of Ca(0H)2 in hep with and without DP at 800°C

Position of peak
Age

29=18.10
3-day

29=34.1°

28-day

3-day

28-day

Intensity of Ca(0H)2 in pure hep

3.1

3.2

2.8

2.7

Intensity of Ca(0H)2 in hep with DP

2.6

2.7

2.3

2.3
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STRENGTHENING MECHANISM OF

THE MIXTURE OF DP AND NATURAL ZEOLITE

It is known from the discussion above that the DP can react with Ca(OH)z. The
natural zeolite, which is of porous and micro-crystal structure, can also react with
Ca(OH)z to produce CSH gel(4), on the other hand, the mixture can also offer the outer
space for the hydration products, hence improves the distribution of the hydration
products.
1 The Mixture Can Improve The Pore Structure Of The Hardened Cement Paste
Table 7 is the pore content and accumulated pore content of the pure hep and
the hep with the mixture(DP:Zeolite=20:80) which replaces 10% of cement at 7, 28-day.
The water/solid=0.30.

Table 7 Pore content(in 10'2cm3/g) and accumulated pore content of the pure hep and
the hep with mixture
Pore

7-day

diameter

Pore Content

28-day
Accum, pore con
tent

Pore Content

Accum, pore con
tent

(A)

*
Pure

*
Pure

*
Mixture

7500

0.285

0.186

0.285

0.186

0.045

0.139

0.045

0.140

1816

0

0.093

0.285

0.279

0.134

0.046

0.179

0.186

938

0.475

0.047

0.76

0.325

0.223

0.139

0.402

0.326

625

0.95

0.743

1.710

1.068

0.268

0.326

0.670

0.652

375

4.133

4.179

5.843

5.247

2.500

2.746

3.170

3.397

214

2.233

2.276

8.075

7.523

1.563

1.861

4.732

5.258

125

1.853

1.904

9.928

9.427

1.205

1.582

5.937

6.841

75

1.4251

1.254

11.353

10.681

1.652

1.163

7.589

8.004

54

0.523

0.836

11.875

11.516

0.833

0.698

8.482

8.702

42

0.143

1.300

12.018

12.817

0.714

0.326

9.163

9.028

38

0.143
0.325
12.16
13.142
0.223
0.233
9.420
* Pure^pure hep, Mixture^hcp with the mixture of DP and zeolite

*
Mixture

*
Pure

*
Mixture

*
Pure

*
Mixture

9.260

The Table 7 shows that harmful large pore(diameter>938A) in hep is greatly
reduced by the mixture, and the micro-pore(diameter<625A) in the hep with mixture is
a bit higher. The mixture can not only improve the hydration products but also the
porosity structure.

2 The Mixture

Can Improve The Interface Structure

The results of the micro-strength on surface of the interface zone are shown in
Table 8. The computed CaO/SiOz analysed by EDX(Energy Dispersion of X-ray) is also
shown in Table 8.
TABLE 8 Micro-strength

and CaO/SiOz on the surface of the interface zone

CaO/SiOz (wt%)

1

Micro-strength on surface of hcp(107Pa)
Distance to interface(um)

25

50

100

150

200

250

300

20

40

60

Hep

46

36

73

95

117

112

117

2.3

1.2

3.6

1.9

Hcp+Mixture

73

97

109

116

120

125

123

1.7

1.9

2.3

0.1

80

Table 8 shows that the micro-strength of surface in interface zone of the hep
with mixture is larger than that of pure hep, and the CaO/SiO2 in the interface zone is

lower.it is caused by the activated SiO2 and A12O3 which absorbs a great deal of the
flake-like Ca(OH)2 in the interface zone, the Ca(OH)2 is harmful to the bond strength
between the hep and aggregate, so the interface structure is improved by the mixture.

Conclusions
1. The DP i.e.

the waste of ALC

calcined at 800°C is the most active,when

10% of

cement is replaced by it the strength of concrete(W/C=0.3) at 28-day is 15% higher
than that of the control concrete

2. The DP can produce CSH gel in the presence of Ca(0H)2, furthermore, it has the
effect of micro-crystal and can accelerate the hydration process of the cement, hence

increase the early strength of the concrete.
3. The

mixture

of

DP

at

800°C and

zeolite

can

be

used

to

make

super-strength

concrete, when W/C=0.3, 5% of cement is replaced by it, the strength of the concrete
at 28-day is 93 MPa,21% higher as compared with the control concrete.

4. The mixture of DP and

zeolite can improve the porosity and

the interface

structure, hence the strength of the concrete is increased.
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PREPARATION OF NOVEL POROUS MATERIALS FROM FLY ASH,
GYPSUM AND PORTLANDITE BY MEANS OF STEAM CURING UTILIZATION OF LIMESTONE SLIME AND MEASUREMENT OF
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FIRED BODIES
К Ikeda and C Tashiro

Department of Advanced Materials Science and Engineering, Yamaguchi University,
Ube, JAPAN

SUMMARY
Jtovel porous materials called FGL have been prepared from fly ash, gypsum and port
landite. Ill-anhydrite was used as gypsum source and portlandite was sythesized from
limestone slime. Precursors made from slurry mixtures of the three raw materials were
steam-cured and water resistant porous materials were obtained. Physical properties,
such as,bulk density, shrinkage and flexural and compressive strengths were measured
after firing the FGL up to 1,000°C. Blending more gypsum component yielded superior
results, being resistant up to 600°C firing without cracking.

SUMARIO
Nuevos materiales porosos llamados FGL han sido preparados a partir de ceniza liviana de carbon, yeso у portlandita. III-anhidrita fue usada сото fuente de yeso у la
portlandita fue sintetizada a partir de caliza limosa.
Los precursores hechos a partir de mezclas suspension de los tres materiales crudos fue
ran expuestos al vapor у se obtuvieron materiales porosos resistentes al agua.
—
Propiedades fisicas, tales сото densidad aparente, resistencia a la contraccion, a la
flexion у compresion, fueron medidas despues de calcinar el FGL hasta TOOO°C. Mezclando mas el componente yeso, se dieron resultados superiores siendo resistente hasta
600°C de calcinacion, sin rompimiento.

INTRODUCTION

=i ааяеПкГа1 ^aracteristics of a novel class of porous materials designated as FGL have
ady been studied at ambient temperature (1, 2, 3). FGL bricks are prepared easily
from slurry mixtures of fly ash, gypsum and portlandite through steam curing. To facili
tate the rapid consolidation of the slurries hemihydrate or Ill-anhydrite is used as
gypsum source The precursors obtained are demoulded in a short period of time, airопури 9Thecally+at ambl.ei?t temperature for several days and then steam-cured at 80°C and
ter ,res?stant
weight porous bricks are prepared. It has been sug
gested that FGL would have practical applications for heat insulation and acoustic purb2i!dingsbanddhousesteria1S t0 real1ze energy sav1ng as we11 as sound insulation in

limocfn llmestone mines producing high grade limes and concrete aggregates the excavated
limestones are washed with water to purify the limestones. After that a huge amount of
limestone slime containing mainly silica is discarded as a waste.

In this paper utilization of the such limestone slime is discussed in preparation of
FGL. The physical properties of the FGL so prepared, especially after firing at elevated
temperature are discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL

The chemical
Table 1. In order
firing at 1 ,000°C
technique at 70°C

composition of the limestone slime collected from a mine is shown in
to prepare the portlandite (slaked
,
lime) the slime was decarbonated by
for 3.5 h. Then, the slaked lime was synthesized by the steam hydration
for 1 h.

nf ra?riillphU^1hatlnn=/gypS^ was suPPlied from a power plant. It contains a small amount
of calcite and has 99/= purity. The gypsum was ground in a ball-mill for 3 h to get finer
waonno^rindlng m!dia- After drying it was screened on 100-mesh sieve. It was
then kept in a 200 0 oven to decompose into Ш-anhydrite and weighed immediately on be
ing taking out of the oven every time.

Fly ash was supplied from a power plant. Coarse particles were eliminated from it
th^ri6 sePa('at°r’ and under 30 pm powders were collected. The chemical composi
tion of the fly ash is shown in Table 1. Fly ash is essentially glassy with traces of
quartz and mullite detected by XRD.
У 9
У
traces of
.

Th® Physical characteristics of the three raw materials are represented in Table 2
The mixing proportions were decided on the,basis of previous work. The gypsum/portlandite
с11пГгГс+]°5’
nhoChrure Pres^nted in Table 3 (1). Precursors were prepared by
1 ]P"!:a4ln9 with W/S 0.8. The consolidated slurries were demoulded after 40-50 min and
on^tDu°4:dry-rok amt)1ent temperature for 3 days. They were then steam-cured at 80°C and
5u/о Krt ТОГ Ion.
•

1 Innor^am"cure^ ^0^ies’ 2x2x8 cm, were fired at elevated temperature from 10C"C
1,000 C in steps of 100°C. The 100 and 200°C firings were performed in an oven for 1
h, introducing the specimens directly, but the higher firings were carried out in a

4.

to

Table 1.

Fly ash

SI ime

Chemical compositions of fly ash and limestone slime.

Si02

Ti02

A^2^3

Fe2°3

MnO

CaO

MgO

Na2O

K2°

63.15

1.26

23.27

4.22

0.06

1.92

1.38

0.72

0.85 0.13

0.57

0.4

0.01 53.9

0.34

0.1

0.0'6

2.0

S03

C02 Ig.1

Total

2.76

99.72

*
42.3

99.68

al ue

Table 2.

Physical characteris of the raw materials.

----------- —-------

2
Fineness, cm /g, Blaine

Fly ash
Gypsum
Portlandite

Apparent density, g/cm3

4,280
6,360
13,920

2.24
2.28*
2.13

* Apparent density of original gypsum.
Table 3.

Mixing proportions of the raw materials.

G/P molar ratio
A
В
C

0.9
0.7
0.3

Fly ash

55.7
51.6
51.3

Gypsum(III-anhydrite)

30.0
30.0
20.0

(23.7)
(23.7)
(15.8)

Portlandite
14.3
18.4
28.7

programming muffle furnace at heating rate of 20°C/min. The specimens were kept for 1 h
after holding. All the specimens were taken oup rapidly after firing.

Bulk density, shrinkage, 3-point flexural and compressive strengths were measured
for each specimen after firing. Photographs of the specimens after firing were also taken.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The bulk density and shrinkage of nonfired specimens are summarized in Table 4.
Green bodies showing around 1.5 g/сгтг bulk density were getting lighter according to the
degree of air-drying and 0.87-0.90 g/cm bulk densities were reached at the end of steam
curing. It has already been reported that bulk density depends on w/s and 0.99 g/cm3 has
been reported as the minimum value so far (2, 3, 4). Though no marked contraction is ge
nerally observed, a slight contraction was detected in specimens C. A very small expansi
on was noticed in specimens A after steam curing, probably due to the formation of ett
ringite.

Variation in bulk density after firing is summarized in Fig.1. Generally two weight
loss regions are noted. The first one below 200°C may be due to the dehydration of ett
ringite and C-S-H. After the dehydration the bulk densities become nearly constant. Aro
und 800°C the specimens again lose weight. This second one may be due to the decarbonati
on of calcite formed by the carbonation of the portlandite during air-drying. After de
carbonation the bulk densities rise again due to sintering. It is interesting that the

Table 4.

Bulk density and shrinkage of nonfired specimens, w/s 0.8.

—2------ —----------------------------------------------- —----------Bulk density, g/cm
Shrinkage, %
Green
Air-dry
Steam
Green
Air-dry
Steam
A
В
C

1.48
1.47
1-46

1.09
0.99
0.91

0.90
0.89
0,87

nil
nil
nil

nil
nil
0.05

*
nil
nil
0.06

* see the text.

Firing

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

Variation of bulk density.

Fig. 2.

Variation of compressive strength.

G/P 0.9

Fig.4.

----------- G/P 0.7

temperature »C

Variation of shrinkage.'

Variation of flexural strength.
G/P 0.3

density values as of 1,000°C are as equal to those of nonfired bodies, but their light
weight charactor is retained.
a

Variation of linear shrinkage is represented in Fig. 2. Fired bodies show gradual
contraction until 800°C and marked contraction, 3-5 % beyond that due to sintering Spe
cimens A containing more ettringite shrink most at higher temperature regions.
4-u ,Resu1ts of compressive strength test are summarized in Fig. 3. Generally, the stren
gth decreases gradually with increasing firing temperature until 800°C. Then, it begins
to rise with the temperature, probably due to sintering. In case of specimen A the final
strength becomes exceeding that of room temperature after firing at 1,000°C. The fired
bodies lose strength considerably in medium temperature firing. The same trend is seen
in the results of flexural strength test summarized in Fig. 4. It is noted that flexural

strength becomes quite weak after firing around 500-800°C.
The overall appearance of fired specimens A is shown in Fig.5. It is evident that
700°C firing resulted in bad cracking but the specimen could still stand. Though strength
test gives minimum values at 800°C, the specimens fired at this temperature exhibit only
slight cracking. It is interesting to note that specimens fired at 800, 900 and 1 ,000°C
show "bending phenomena" with a little cracking on the outer surface. It is strange that
the specimens are stable and straight inside the furnace but they suddenly begin to bend
after taking out. This is probably due to the formation of y-C^S after transformation
with cooling. We observed the presence of ß-C^S, but no evidence of y-C^S in this instan
ce. Specimens, В and C, also give nearly similar results, i.e., badly cracked after 700°C
firing as well. However, specimens C are not so fire resistant in the region 500-800°C,
exhibiting cracking to a greater or smaller degree.

Fig. 5. Overall view of the specimens after firing. Nonfired body to fired bodies from
left to right every 100°C.

CONCLUSION
Specimens of porous materials having three different chemical compositions have been
prepared, using sythetic portlandite from limestone slime. Some physical properties have
been measured after firing up to 1,000°C. The following conclusions have been drawn.

(1) Limestone slime is applicable as portlandite source despite being impure.
(2) Generally bulk densities decrease with higher firing temperatures and minimum values
were reached after 800°C firing. Then, the bulk densities increase again toward 1 ,000°C
firing.
(3) Measurements of linear shrinkage show gradual contraction up to 800°C firing. The
conttaction then begins to enhance toward 1,000°C firing.
(4) Compressive strength decreases gradually up to 800°C firing. Then, it begins to inc
rease toward 1 ,000°C firing due to sintering. The same trend is observed on flexural
strength, too.
(5) Photographs of overall views of specimens revealed that specimens fired at 700°C are
badly cracked. Specimens fired at 800, 900 and 1 ,000°C are deformed with a little
cracking after cooling. Specimens C containing much more portlandite component are not
so fire resistant as specimens В and C.
(6) The strength of specimens decreases with firing temperature, but no marked cracking
was observed below 600°C firing for specimens A and B. Therefore, FGL materials prepar
ed with higher G/P molar ratio can be used as heat insulating materials up to 600°C,
although flexural strength becomes weak.
(7) The strength is regained after firing around 1,000°C. Thereby, bending phenomenon was
encountered with cooling of the fired bodies.
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IMPROVED FORMULATIONS WITH
HIGH EARLY STRENGTH AND REGULATED SET
M M Ali, S К Handoo, N К Jain and S C Ahluwalia
National Council for Cement and Building Materials,
New Delhi, INDIA

SUMMARY

Rapid
hardening
high early strength composite
formulations
are
used
for
specific applications such as rapid repair of
cracks
in
dams,
damaged
runways, strata control in mines, preparation of grout mixes
etc.
The
formulations
generally
used either tend to
cause
corrosion,
being
chloride
based, or are useful only under specified curing
conditions.
In
the present paper, inorganic formulations have been developed based on CSHsulfoaluminate
hydrate system. These composites set in a few
minutes
and
attain
compressive strength up to 200 kg/cm2 at two hours. The high
early
strength
was achieved through controlled formation and crystallization
of
ettringite
along with accelerated hydration of silicates.
The
gelatinous
hydrates
fill the pores at early ages leading to a dense compact
hardened
mass.
The strength gain in the first two hours could be related mainly
to
the
concentrations
of reactive sulfate and aluminate
components
in
the
composite. The parameters favouring activation of the components have
also
been identified and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Portland
cement
has
long been a standing
basic
components
in
preparation of composite mixes for various special applications.
Inorganic
systems, consisting of finer portland cement activated with agents such
as
alkali
metal
carbonates, hydroxides, chlorides etc, are
used
for
rapid
setting and high early strength requirements. The pozzolanic additions with
alkali
activation,
such as silica gel and sodium carbonate,
with
cement
develops
properties
of
rapid
setting and
high
early
strength
(1-3).
Similarly
sodium silicate - sea water portland cement grouts at w/c
ratio
of
2
to 3 have been used for a number of years for void
filling
in
the
foundation of offshore concrete gravity platforms. Various other
inorganic
systems
having rapid hardening compositions have been developed
based
on
portland
cement,
calcium
sulfate, aluminates,
slags
and
alkali
metal
carbonates
(4-8). The organic systems generally consist
of
polymerisable
resins and have been used for rapairs of damaged concrete structures. These
are mostly epoxies and polyurethanes (9). While in general the formulations
developed are adequate for certain purposes, they do not provide both rapid
setting
and high early strengths under ordinary curing conditions (10).
A
large
number of patent literature on these cements is available,
some
of
the important papers are referred here (11-15).
The present paper develops composite formulations through
accele
ration
reactions
in CSH-sulfoaluminate system. Studies at NCB
relate
to
composite formulations with set regulation and high early strength
genera
tion
to
meet requirements of some of the applications such as
repair
of
damaged runways, anchoring bolts in mines, repair of dams and shotcreting.
EXPERIMENTAL

The
experiments
were
planned in two parts
(i)
development
admixture
formulation and (ii) development of composite mix consisting
admixture and OPC.

of
of

The admixture consisted of adequate mix proportions of synthesized
calcium monoaluminate (CA) cement, reactive calcium sulfate, alkali
carbo
nate
and retarder based on hydroxy carboxylic acid. Monocalcium
aluminate
cement was prepared in the laboratory from high grade limestone (CaO > 50%)
and bauxite (A12O3 > 80%), using 1:1 molar mix proportion corresponding
to
CaO
and A12O3. A homogeneous mix of the limestone and bauxite
powder
was
fired in an electric furnace at 1400oC for two hours. The sintered mass was
ground
to
a fineness of 200 cm2/gm Blaine and refired at 1400oC
for
two
hours. The powdered sample indicated by XRD a predominance of CA. The fine
ness of the finally prepared CA was maintained at about 3000 cm2/gm Blaine.
Reactive
calcium
sulfate was prepared by calcining
high
purity
mineral
gypsum at 700oC for one hour. The X-ray diffraction indicated formation
of
stable anhydrite. The calcined sample was ground to a fineness around
3000
cm2/gm Blaines. Mixes of calcium aluminate and calcium sulfate
correspond
ing to A12O3/SO3 molar ratios of 1 to 4 were prepared with 5% by weight
of
sodium carbonate. The mixes were interground to a fineness of
3000
cm2/gm
Blaine.
The
composite mixes consist of OPC, admixture and filler such
sand
for mortars, and sand and aggregate (<10 mm size) for
concrete.
composite
mixes
were
prepared by replacing 10 to 30 percent
of
OPC
weight of admixture and using 1:1 cement sand mix for mortar and 1:1:2
concrete.
The
composite
mixes were evaluated
for
hydrated
phases
performance characteristics. Mortar mixes hydrated for 2 hrs, 5 hrs, 24

as
The
by
for
and
hrs

and
28
days
were prepared using a w/c ratio of 0.4.
The
hydration
was
arrested by acetone treatment. The hydrated admixture samples both with and
without sodium carbonate, were also prepared to study the effect of accele
ration on hydration. The hydrated samples were evaluated for mineral phases
using
x—ray diffraction and fracture surface morphologies
using
scanning
electron
spectroscopy.
The XRD was carried out on
Rigaku
model
D/Max-C
using voltage/ current 30 KV/20 mA and scanning speed of 3 deg/min.

The
mixes
with and without retarder formulations
prepared
were
evaluated
for setting time using Vicat apparatus and comoressive
strength
on mortar (1:1) mix. Water cement ratio for compressive strength determina
tion
was fixed at 0.4. To regulate setting time retarder citric
acid
was
used,
0.1
percent
by
weight of admixture. The
retarder
was
mixed
by
dissolving in water.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Physico-Mechanical Properties
The
composite
mix
formulations
minutes
with
the rate of setting fastest
A12O3/SO3 ratio. The setting time could be
about 0.1 percent citric acid by weight of

were found to set
in
2
to
15
with
admixtures
having
higher
increased to 30 minutes by using
the admixture.

The compressive strengths of composite mortar samples are shown in
Table
1. In a typical mix proportion prepared by replacing 20
percent
of
OPC
by
admixture, compressive strengths were found to
increase
with
an
increase
in total A12O3/SO3 ratio derived from all the components
of
the
mix.
The composite formulations having A12O3/SO3 ratios greater
than
2.0
achieve
high
early
strength. The flexural strength
of
composite
mixes
having
A12O3/SO3
more
than 2.0 were found to be in the
range
of
30-40
kg/cm2 at two hours.

TABLE

1

Compressive Strength of Composite Mix having Different
A12O3/SO3 Ratios
(Mix replacing 20%) of OPC by admixture)

Composite
A12O3/SO3 Ratio

2 h

1.13
1.82
2.34
2.72
3.15

6
10
34
68
90

Compressive Strength
5 h

(kg/cm2)

10
16
57
108
140

24 h

135
160
200
215
220

2
Fineness of OPC is 2750 cm /gm Blaine
X-ray diffraction studies of a typical composite mix
shown
formation
of poorly crystalline ettringite (Fig.
1)
ages.
The
intensity of peak is not markedly increased with
reaction. Substantial amount of unhydrated cement phases were
24 hours.
'

hydrated have
at
different
the
time
of
seen even
at
'

0
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Fig 1 : XRD of Hydrated composite samples

The
lack of crystallization is owing to the presence
of
Ca(0H)2
released from hydration of OPC (6). Hydration of an admixture sample
with
out
and with sodium carbonate (ADM I & ADM II) have shown that in presence
of
alkali
carbonate, ettringite is predominant at, 120 minutes
while
an
admixture without alkali carbonate forms monosulfate, as shown by XRD (Fig.
2). It is evident that alkali carbonate increases availability of
reactive
sulfate
ions for the formation of ettringite and formation of
monosulfate
hydrate does not take place in appreciable quantity.

MSH- MONOSULFATE HYDRATE

ADM-i

It IN

DEGREES

Fig 2 : XRD of Hydrated admixture samples
Scanning
electron
microscopic studies of hydrated
samoles
have
shown
formation of gelatinous hydrates (Fig. 3) which increases
with
the
increase
in A12O3/SO3 ratio as well as the amount of admixture (Table
1).
At lower A12O3/SO3 ratio, i.e 1.13, highly porous structures are seen at
2
hrs.
When А12ОЗ/ S03 is raised to 2.34, a relatively much higher amount of
hydration could be seen. Abundant gelatinous hydrate ohases are seen around
the
particles.
With increasing ratio i.e at A12O3/SO3 of
2.72,
a
dense
structure is developed. An increase in reaction time develops strong struc
tures
(Fig.3).
The gelatinous hydrates fill the void spaces and
lead
to

2 Hrs

2 Hrs

A12°3

A12°3
1.13

SO3

SO3

2 Hrs

A12°3
SO

3

Fig 3 :

SEM of Hydrated Samples at Different Ages

increases
in compressive strength : the quantity of
admixture
determines
the
strength of the structure. The densification is further
evident
from
porosity measurement by mercury porositimetry of the hardened mortar
which
indicates
that at two hours the average porosity was found to be about
15
percent which is reduced to 8 percent at 12 hours.
The
fineness of cement has been found significant in
determining
the early strength. At higher fineness of OPC i.e 4200 cm2/a Blaine, the
2
hr
compressive
strength
of a typical composite mix is
about
68
kg/cm2
compared to 30 kg/cm2 at fineness of 2750 cm2/qm. This is due to generation
of a denser compact mass using finer cement.
,
The
mix
formulations developed were found suitable
for
various
applications. The field trials were carried out for shotcreting at a tunnel
site where rebound losses were substantially reduced. The mix
formulations
capable
of yielding as high as 200 kg/cm2 compressive strength
were
also
developed which were found suitable for emergency repairs, such as
damaged
runways.

CONCLUSIONS
1

The composite mix formulation developed is based on bulk
precipi
tation
of ettringite at early ages leading to rapid
setting
and
high early strength.

2

The
performance characteristics of formulations could
be
varied
depending
upon the fineness and strength of OPC
mix
proportions
and accordingly the formulations could be tailor-made to suit
the
requirement in field.

3

Successful
field trials for shotcreting were carried out
wherein
substantial
saving in rebound losses were attained
during
shot
creting .
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calcic
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INTRODUCTION
+-or,4cement-stone and concrete corrosion is one of the most imporused ?nPQn^iS assess™ent of the possibility of the constructionsPto be
in,sPecific conditions. Under the influence of the liquid aggressive
media
(river, sea, underground and other kinds of water) the cement
hydration products are attacked. Conditions for their decomposition or
^erection with aggressive liquids and formation of the compounds
with a greater volume are created. In connection with this it is of a
?? estimate the durability of the cement stone. The
practice8 es₽eclall5r important when a new kind of binder is put into

a new,bin^er °n the base of ordinary portland cement
clinker has been made
(1,2). This binder has high initial and final
strengths
(2), the cement stone has high density (3) and the mortars
and concretes obtained can be used tor constructions tSt em qulcSv
brought into use
(4). In this work the results of determination of У
calc^um sulphate free cements are shown. The results will
allow to characterize entirelly the properties of the new tipe of bi ndat
and to estimate the possibility of its use in building of hydrotechnical
constructions, working in different corrosive media.

-

IMTERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL BROCEDURE
,,
1^. the investigation, calcium sulphate free cement ob-hai nAd from
the ordinary portland cement clinker without additive of calcium sul
Phate (regulator of setting time) is used (1,2). cirabHlty of™em“nJ
^6^nemned by assessment of the strength of the mortars immersed in
the corrosive media. This method accounts for two kinds of corrosion nd^w^h1^
thi harda£ed cement's components and formation of compouyolume. Change of the strength with time characterizes
txveJ? Jhe corrosion processes so that one can follow those
whlch are of a greater importance and have a real particular
боЧб ГЙс!
*
6 81?ГГийп
naS^al SeA water
containing
г ’Ь-Л
’
6»ö12 g MgSO.,9,62 g MgCl9 and 3,42 g cisO„
in 1 dm
*
(artificial sea water)
are used. The
proportions of
the salts
corresponded to Black sea water but their concentration is about 6 7
times higher than that of sea water (3). In this way the processes of
fTpd^nd1^ bet™eea
cement stone and the salts of water are intensi
fied and in a shorter time results can be obtained that can serve for "
estimation of the durability of cement.
Samples prisms 20x20x80 mm are made from mortars with cement to
sand rati.o one to three by weight. Sand with definite granulometry a ? 1 ?П Secneeri
and 0,50 131111 - is used. Water to^cement ratio is
и&с 1 t mE'58
corresponds to a spreading of the mixture equal to
155 mm. xhe composition of the mortars is chosen so that the conditions
of carrying out the experiments to be similar to the conditions of
bx“Jars ln Practice. In this way the work of Kalousek on
of o^ results. <6)
СаП Ье US6d Оа1У рагЬ1а11У in the interpretation
A?6 batch
£be specimens is put immediately after demouldine in
the corrosive solution. Two other batches are put in the same kinds of
solutions after having been kept 14 respectively 28 days in fresh
«ater. At different ages
( 1, 3, 6 and 9 months )
thTb^dlS and
compressive strengths are determined. Coefficients of durability which
n?e4-hQUai
the vati°-between the strengths
(compressive or bending )
£ the specimens kept in corrosive solutions and the corresponding
j
strengths of the controls samples hardened in fresh water is calculated.
The conditions of carrying out the experiments are according to
(5).

The quantity of the aggressive media is 200 cm^ for each sample. The
solutions are stirred with air and the samples are carefully examined
every day. By means of thermal analysis some of the products of inter
action between the compounds of the cement stone and aggressive solutions
are determined.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the strength properties obtained during experiments
are shown in Table 1. Coefficients of durability are shown in Table 2.
Table 1.

Strength Properties of the Mortars

Condition of
samples
examination

Bending strength,
Comptessive strength,
MPa
MPa
at the age, days

Immediately
after
demoulding

After
14 days
keeping in
fresh
water
After
28 days
keeping in
fresh
water

270

90

180

30,4

32,5

32,8

33,7

7,3

29,8

28,5

27,8

21,3 .

7,0

6,0

29,5

24,8

21,8

19,2

8,5

8,8

30,6

32,9

33,5

33,8

7t3

7,1

29,1

28,0

28,3

24,6

5,9

4,8

3,o

25,4

21,7

16,9

13,8

6,8 -Z14

8,7

8,8

31,8

33,0

33,8

34,0

7,2

6,7

7,0

28,1

25,6

21,0

15,4

6,0

4,3

3,0

27,9

25,2

19,0

13,0

30

90

fresh
water

190

6,4

7,1

8,4

6,6

sea
water

6,9

6,5

8,7

artificial
sea water

7,5

7,3

6,6

7,2

fresh
water
sea
_ water
artifisial
sea water

8xZ

8,1

fresh
water
sea
I water
artificial
sea water

9,o

30

270

Table 2.

Coefficients of Durability

Kc bending
kJ? * compressive

Immediately
after
demoulding

After 14 days
keeping in
fresh water

sea
artificial
water sea water

sea
artificial
water sea water

1,05
0,84

0,85
0,66

0,86
0,84

0,65
0,59

After 28 days
keeping in
fresh water
sea
water

0,77
0,62

artifisial
sea water
0,49
0,56

In the interpretation of the results the following special features
of the investigated cement can be shown. The high degree of hydrgtion of
the calcium sulphate free cement in the first days of hydration
(1 to
5 days) provides a very dense structure of the cement stone which is
formed from calcium hydrosilicates with high CaO/SiO^ ratio.
These

.

hydrocilicates are the main bearer of the strength properties of this
kind of cement, as in the cement stone calcium hydrosulphoaluminate is
not formed.The high density of the cement stone received during the har
dening of the cement investigated on its turn is a precondition for the
increased sensibility of the structure under inner attacks. This means
that when compounds with high volume are formed in dense structure the
latter is demolished quickly.At the same time due to its lower permeabi
lity for aggressive solutions the heterogenous chemical reactions take
place in the superficial layer of the samples.
If we assume that in the first days the hydration is quite advan
ced, the following processes of hardening in aggressive media are con
nected with some additional processes such as: leaching of Ca(0H)2 in
aggressive solution because of the increased solubility of pCaCCHy« in
the presence of NaCl
(?); interaction of Ca(0H)2 with IVIg^
of
the
aggressive solution and formation of amorphous
iVlg(0H)2; decomposition
of hydrosilicate в with release of Ca(0H)2 and C - S -H
phase with
lower CaO to SiCL ratio; diffusion of
^>07"
and Cl~ in the inner
part of the samples, their interaction with^ calcium hydrosilicates and
formation of compounds with higher volume
(7,8).
On the basis of the above mentioned processes the results obtained
are discussed. The strength properties of the samples cured in fresh
water increase up to the end of the experiments
(9 months). However the
increase of the compressive strengths in comparison with those at the
age of 28 days, is about 10 percent. The already described complex in
teractions are connected with the decreasing of the strengths of the
samples immersed in aggressive solution. However the moment of immersing
of the samples in the solutions is of a great importance. If it take
place immp.filately after demoulding, the coefficients of durability have
higher values
( table 2 ). If the immersing in aggressive solution is
after 14, respectively 28 days hardening in fresh water, the strengths
of the samples are lower. These results can be connected with the addi
tional processes of densifying and recrystalisation of the structure du
ring hardening in fresh water. At the same time the increased concentra
tion of the salts in the aggressive solution has undoubtedly a great
influence - the decrease of the strengths is considerable
(table 1,
table 2).
The interaction in the system investigated has a heterogenous
character. It is an exchange of substances inside the samples accompa
nied by chemical reactions. In this case the total rate of the process
is determined by the rate of diffusion as well as by the rate of the
chemical reaction and can be expressed in the following way (9) *•
dq
-\Г^
*

---dt
where:

=

’.0
■

.K
*
/D
V

dq
a
D’
K1
G

- is the quantity of the substance, reacting on the
surface.
- is the effective coefficient of diffusion.
- is the effective rate constant.
-is the concentration.

At the same time the depth of penetration (X)
of the aggressive
substances in the volume of the materials depends on the rate of diffu
sion (
) and the rate of the chemical interaction
( V2 ):

Y
л

"

Л/V -V
V 1 2

btereo-niicrograph of the яр a ci men
kept in natural sea water, x 90.

The driving force of the
process of diffusion is the
gradient in the concentration
and the bigger its valus is,
the higher the rate of diffu
sion will be. The rate of the
chemical interaction also de
pends on the concentration of
the reagents, respectively on
the concentration of the agg
ressive agent. In this sense
the,samples subjected to the
action of artificial sea wa
ter show greater degree of
corrosion as well as a grea
ter depth of penetration in
the volume of the material.
This is,clearly seen on fig.
1 and fig 2. It must be said,
that in samples kept in fresh
water no destruction in the
macrostructure of the super
ficial layer is noticed (fig.
3)• At the same time morpholo
gical changes in the C-S-H
phases occur and the strength
of the samples decreases (10).

Fig. 2. Stereo-micrograph of the spesimen
kept xn artificial sea water, x 90.

Fig.3.Stereo-micrograph of the specimen
kept in fresh water, x 90.

Fig.4. Shapes of DTA curves
for the samples investigated
1/ kept in fresh water; and
put in natural sea water
2/immediately after demoul—
ding, 3/ after keeping 14
days and 4/ after keeping 28
days in fresh water. The age
of testing 27О days.

the ?hermal investigation of samples from the super
ficial layer of the specimens are shown on fig 4, Under the action
sea «ater . (natural and artificial) Mg(OH), is obtained
(11) J it accuз-п the superficial layer,
2 because Mg2+ do not diffuse
in the volume of thg specimens (6). The great endotheirmal effect in the
Ге160Га180^c1^0~th0 C fs.conpe°ted
the decomposition of the gypsum
t110 calcium hydrosulphoaluminates
(120-15(A) ) and
hydrosilicates with high CaO to SiO2 ratio ( 100-20СГС ).
Q
the base of the determined coefficients of durability at the ace
of 6 months it can be said that the investigated calcium sulphate free6
cement is resistant to corrosion
(
>
0,8 (5) )
in the cases when
f?oma?hi°a °£
asS
* essiYe medium tike place not later than 14 days
tile
this sence the high sterngth calcium sulphate
wh?ch oenn^CfS?a-U+e? f£r buildin6 of hydrotechSical constructions
ch can be immediately brought into use and work in marine conditions.
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SUMMARY
National standards world over specify limits on the presence of MgO
in cement to overcome the problem related with the anticipated delayed
hydration of MgO in the set mortar/ concrete under normal conditions of
mixing, placing and curing of cement structures. This has resulted in
selective use of limestone particularly with respect to MgO,
thereby
reducing the life of the quarries and the cost of raising it. Solutions
have been reported both in terms of improving the heating and cooling
schedules as well as using reactive and non reactive additives during
grinding of clinker. However, contribution of the individual parameters
to reduce expansion due to MgO and the mechanism of the process are not
clearly established. Investigations at National Council for Cement and
Building Materials (NCB) were directed towards quantifying the effect of
reactive and mineral additives on the various aspects of the problem of
expansion. Effect of chemical composition of clinkers and the cooling
conditions on the autoclave expansion of the resultant cements has been
discussed. Studies with regard to the effect of cement and additive
fineness and periclase size on autoclave expansion and the hydration
characteristics of the cements have also been reported. A correlation of
these properties with the autoclave expansion has been attempted.

INTRODUCTION

It is well established that magnesia in portland cement clinker in
the form of periclase is an undesired component leading to uneven volume
changes in hardened cement, particularly when present in high
quantities. Because of this, most national standard specifications on
cement have a tolerance limit on MgO and this limit in 18:269-1989 is 6%
(Max). The presence of periclase in clinker not only introduces an
element of uneven volume change in hardening cement but also limits the
raw material choice for cement industry (1). The volume change on long
term expansive behaviour of cements has been mainly attributed to the
areaction of expansive MgO i.e periclase, with water to form Mg(0H)2
(brucite) and
the rate of this reaction is very slow. However, the
expansion in cements is not proportional to the amount of periclase
present (2). In addition to periclase, factors such as free lime,
sulphate,
alkalies,
CgA, burning and cooling conditions are also
responsible for expansive behaviour of cement. However, contribution of
the individual parameters to reduce expansion due to MgO and mechanism
of the process are not clearly established. Investigations at National
Council for Cement and Building Materials (NCB) were directed towards
quantifying the effect of reactive and mineral additives on the various
aspects of the problem of expansion. The present paper deals with the
physico chemical and mineralogical characteristics of clinkers of
varying chemical composition prepared in laboratory under different
cooling conditions. Studies with regard to the effect of cement and
additive fineness and periclase size on autoclave expansion and the
hydration characteristics of the cements have also been reported.

EXPERIMENTAL

The raw materials used in the present investigations are limestone
(LS-ОС and LS-OD)
and
clays (F-CLY, HF-CLY and CLY). The elemental
composition carried out by using gravimetric cum volumetric methods are
given in Table 1. Experiments were conducted as per the details given
below to see the effect of clinker properties on autoclave expansion :
А/

Effect of Clinker Composition

Raw mixes were designed to prepare clinkers as per the details
provided in table 2 at a fineness level of 10 % residue on 90 micron
sieve. Additional quantities of raw mix la were also prepared at a
fineness level of 3, and 5 % residue on 90 micron sieve. Mineral
composition,
morphology and microstructure of
the
clinkers were
determined by XRD and optical microscopy and are presented in Fig.l and
Plate 1 for clinkers la and lib. The cements obtained from above
clinkers were subjected to the determination of autoclave expansion
(Table 3).

В/

Effect of Cooling Conditions

Keeping in view the limit of MgO in cement the raw mixes RM-Ib and
RM-IIb were fired at 1400°C for 25 minutes in a laboratory furnace and

cooled under different conditions : i/
Water quenching ; 11/ Clinkers
removed from furnace at 1400°C and cooled in air to ambient temperature
(rapid cooling) ; iii/ Clinkers cooled in the furnace at the rate of 8
10° C/min upto 1100°C and then cooled in air to ambient temperature
(slow cooling).

X-ray diffractograms of clinker lib prepared under different cooling
conditions are presented in Fig.2. Clinkers were ground with 4 percent

gypsum to a fineness level of 300 + s mD/vn
were subjected to autoclave expansion (Tabled).

,

.

suiting

cements

Effect of Additives on Autoclave Expansion
,
Effect of addition of flyash
granulated blast furnace slag and
inert additives such as limestone
in various ratios in cement prepared
from slowly cooled clinker lib on
autoclave expansion was studied. The
results are presented in Fig.3.

Effect of Fineness

D/

Effect of Cement Fineness

i/

The clinker sample
fineness levels of
plotted in Fig.4.

ii/

lib
300,

was ground alongwith 4 percent gypsum to
350, 400 and 450 m2/kg. The results are

Effect of Fineness of Additives

The additives flyash,
450 m2/kg were added

15,
Е/

slag and limestone of finenesses 250, 350 and
to cement of 300 m2/kg fineness in ratio of
35 and 5 percent respectively. The results are given in Fig.4.

Hydration Studies

Cements prepared from clinker lib and
with 15 percent flyash, 35
percent slag and 5 percent limestone were ь«,
subjected to hydration
studies. The hydration was arrested at particular
—.
.
-------- ‘ age with acetone and
dried under vaccum. —
"
The samples
were analysed by X-ray diffraction and
SEM techniques for identification of hydration products (Fig.5 and
Plate 2).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
LS
cJemical analysis in Table 1 indicate that limestone
LS ОС is of high grade containing only 0.83 percent MqO whereas LS^on i <=
of low grade and contains as high as 13.14 percentЭ of MgS
Twc'dal
samples contain 2.55 and 9.29 percent Fe.of andI the lateraUc c^aJ
contains high percentage of Fe2O3 (73.85) .2 -Äie results indicate that
cheScal
nOt Ье U5ei #Or staining the raw mixes of desired

TABLE
1
ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS OF RAW MATERIALS

to

U)

>

к2 о

TiO2

1

u>

Ф

О

.

——,
constituents determined (Percent)
LUI
Ы°2
CaO
MgO
Na2O
ro

Sample
Number

4

s.
No.

1
2
3
4

5

Limestone
(LS-OC)
Limestone
(LS-OD)
Clay
(F-CLY)
Clay
(HF-CLY)
Clay (CLY)

39.54

6.51

0.70

0.85

51.17

0.83

0.08

0.03

—

44.09

2.10

0.60

0.15

39.81

13.14

0.05

0.02

-

9.91

58.22

2.55

26.16

1.09

-

0.36

0.19

1.56

6.28

12.47

73.85

5.15

0.47

0.42

0.42

0.20

0.40

6.77

63.07

9.29

13.87

3.74

1.07

0.45

1.30

—

Effect of Fineness of Raw Mix

Raw mix RM-Ia with 3 and 5 percent residue on 90 micron sieve
yielded good clinkers whereas on the basis of 10% residue on 90 micron
sieve led to the formation of clinkers with relatively poor mineral
composition. Free lime content of all the clinkers was found to be lower
than 1.5 percent. The optical microscopic investigations have revealed
that the size of periclase increases from 10 to 25 u with decrease in
fineness of raw mix. Similarly the autoclave expansion of the resultant
cement increases from 0.25 to 0.78 percent with decrease in fineness.
Effect of Chemical Composition

Clinker composition obtained by Bogue's calculations was found to be
close to the potential phase composition (Table 2).

TABLE 2
DESIGN PARAMETERS OF CEMENT RAW MIX AND OF RESULTANT CLINKER
S"»
No.

Sample No.

TZo^

sTÖ^-~Fe7Ö7—a

LOI

MgO

CaO

Clinker Phase Composition
C s
c s
c д
c AF

---------------------------- Percent -- ------ - --

1

RM-Ia

36.08 12.19

2.93

2.25 42.90

3705

56.22 18.45--- 5~729~ "14.36

2
3
4
5
6

RM-Ib
RM-Ic
RM-IIa
RM-IIb
RM-IIc

36.45
36.77
36.42
36.88
37.71

2.93
2.92
1.72
1.50
1.56

2.18
2.14
2.28
2.60
2.42

41.97
41.19
43.14
42.45
41.67

4.05
4.91
3.06
4.02
4.90

55.36
55.66
56.93
56.24
56.75

11.84
11.52
12.51
12.02
11.74

17.00
16.55
19.52
18.35
16.98

5.19 14.45
4.88 14.48
8.43 9.10
10.25 8.06
9.44 8.37

The periclase content in clinkers having MgO content of 4.5 percent was
observed to be 1% and particle size varied between 2 to 6 u. In clinkers
with
6 percent MgO content the periclase content was found to be 2
percent with particle size varied between 4 to 10 u. The periclase
content of clinker with
7 percent MgO jumped suddenly to 4 percent
with a size of 10-20 u. The results of optical microscopy (Plate 1) and
XRD studies (Fig.l) show the formation of normal phases in all the
clinkers. The results also showed even distribution of MgO in various
clinker phases. X—ray diffractograms and optical micrographs of some
representative samples are given in Fig.l and Plate 1 respectively.
A.В

FIG 1

: XRD OF LABORATORY CLINKERS

PLATE 1

:

OPTICAL MICROGRAPHS OF

CLINKER SAMPLES

Results
in
Table
3
indicate that
the autoclave
expansion
of
cements
increases
with
increase in
periclase
content and size.
The cements with same overall
MgO
content
but
different
periclase
content
both
in
size
and
shape
showed
drastically
different auto
clave
expansion. The
auto
clave
expansion
also
increases
with
increase in
C3A
content
at
a constant
MgO
level.

TABLE
3
EFFECT OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF
CLINKER ON AUTOCLAVE EXPANSION OF CEMENT

SI.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Sample
Number
C-Ia
C-Ib
C-Ic
C-IIa
C-IIb
C-IIc

MgO
content

4.54
6.04
7.35
4.57
6.04
7.40

C 3A
content
5.29
5.19
4.88
8.43
10.25
9.44

Autoclave
expansion
0.45
0.78
2.65
0.59
2.20
3.01

Effect of Cooling Conditions
The optical microscopic results indicate that the
quantity and
crystal size of periclase increases with decrease in rate of cooling.
The effect of cooling rate is more apparent for clinkers with higher MgO
content. X-ray diffractograms (Fig.2) of clinker lib suggest the lowest
periclase contents in water quenched clinkers. This is supported by the
lowest autoclave expansion in the resultant cement (Table 4).

TABLE
4
EFFECT OF COOLING CONDITIONS ON
AUTOCLAVE
EXPANSION OF CEMENTS
SI.
No.

FIG 2 XRD OF CLINKER PREPARED UNDER
DIFFERENT COOLING CONDITION

1
2
3
4
5
6

Sample
number

C-Ib

C-IIb

Cooling
condition

Slow
Rapid
Water
Slow
Rapid
Water

Autoclave
expansion

5.00
0.78
0.30
6.20
2.20
0.80

Effect of Additives
7

FIG.3 EFFECT OF ADDITIVES ON AUTOCLAVE
EXPANSION OF CEMENT

Flyash, blast furnace slag and
other pozzolanas have been widely
used for making high MgO cement
volume stable
(3-5).
Studies on
cement lib having autoclave expansion
of 6.2 percent indicate that the
replacement of cement by 10, 15, 20
and 25 percent flyash resulted in
lowering of autoclave expansion to
3.4, 1.67, 0.79 and 0.48 percent,
whereas replacement of cement by 25,
30, 35 and 40 percent slag resulted
in lowering of autoclave expansion to
2.81, 1.73, 0.65 and 0.50 percent
level. Addition of reactive silica
brings down the CaO/SiO2 ratio in the
resultant cement and on hydration.

Ca(OH)2 formed reacts with the reactive silica to form C-S-H which
generates additional strength to offset some of the expansive forces
generated by hydration of periclase whereas in case of slag Ca(OH)2
liberated from the hydration of cement activates the slag component
which in turn gives additional C-S-H. Study conducted with inert
material such as limestone revealed that there is only marginal
reduction in autoclave expansion upto an addition of 7 percent. The
results are plotted in Fig.3.
.
A-EFFECT OF CEMENT FINENESS
B-EFFECT OF FLYASH FINENESS AT «"/.LEVEL
C-EFFECT OF SLAG FINENESS AT 35% LEVEL

Effect of Fineness
Effect of fineness of
cement on autoclave expansion
plotted in Fig.4 reveals that
with
increase in fineness the
autoclave expansion decreases.
The
reduction
is
more
pronounced in the fineness
range of 350 to 400 m2/kg.

The results plotted in
Fig.4 indicate the reduction
in autoclave expansion with
increase in fineness of
additive
at
a
given
percentage.

O-EFFECT OF LIMESTONE FINENESS AT 5% LEVEL

1
350

250

I
450

FINENESS Ini2/kg)

FIG 4. EFFECT OF CEMENT AND ADDITIVE FINENESS ON
AUTOCLAVE EXPANSION

Hydration Studies
The hydration studies carried out upto 28 days revealed
that the
formation of Ca(OH)2 is maximum in the control OPC and increases with

LEGEND
P -CALCIUM HYDROXIDE
A -CAL ALUMINATE HYDRATE
C -CAL SILICATE HYDRATE
Q -=L- QUARTZ
Em- MONOSULPHATE
M - PERICLASE

I
55

I'
51

FIG 5

I
46

I
41

1
36

I
31

I
26

I
21

1
16

I-------- 1
11
6

: XRD OF HYDRATED SAMPLES
AT 7 DAYS

PLATE 2

:

SEM's OF HYDRATED SAMPLES
AT 7 DAYS
—ЮА

the age of hydration. The reaction appears to follow; the release of
Ca(0H)2
through OPC hydration, followed by activation of slag which
in
turn
releases more lime and produces C—S—H. In case of
pozzolana,
the
librated lime from cement hydration combines with pozzolana to give
C-S-H. The hydration products identified at different ages are Ca(0H)9,
ettringite and solid solution of the tri and monosulphate, СдАНо and
C-S-H which are similar to hydration products of OPC, slag and pozzolana
cements. The C-S-H obtained in the case of pozzolana and slag cements
are of lower CaO content as expected. The selected X-ray diffractogram
and SEMs of hydrated samples at 7 days are given in Fig. 5 and Plate 2
respectively.
CONCLUSIONS

,.
Clinkers prepared with varying MgO and C3A content and under
different cooling conditions were subjected to grinding and
the
resultant cements were tested for autoclave expansion. The results are
summarised here :
At fixed level of MgO, the
increase in C3A content.

autoclave

expansion

increases with

*
ü

Out of three coooling conditions studied, the lowest autoclave
expansion was observed in water quenched sample.

in.

Keeping
decreases
limestone,

iv.

Similarly
keeping other factors constant, autoclave expansion
decreases with increase in fineness of cement. The autoclave
expansion also decreases with increase in fineness of additives
at a given percentage.

other factors constant, the autoclave expansion
with increased percentage of additives such as
flyash and slag.
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SUMMARY
In this paper, the authors have compounded a new blended cement by using ferro-aluminate
clinker mixed with fly ash, silica fume and gypsum. The mortars and crushed stone concrete pre
pared from this cement shows very high compressive and flexural strength in the presence of
super—plasticizer and using conventional technology. Hydration products of the blended cement, ef
fects of active additions, pore structure and interfacial zone of hardened blended cement concrete
have also been discussed.

cm

INTRODUCTION

Cement concrete is the most-widely used man-made construction material. With the im
provement on the quality of engineering materials and the development of civil engineering such as
ghnse buildings, large-span structures and ocean engineering, the demand for high and
super-high strength concrete is increasing.

Since concrete is a cement-based composite material, enhancing the strength of hardened ce
ment paste is the premise of improving the strength of concrete. The well-known effective
technological means of improving cement paste strength is to add some active additions such as
silica fume, fly ash and slag into cement and reduce water / cement ratio greatly by means of the
dispersion of superplasticizer. Feerro-aluminate Cement, which was developed by China Building
Materials Academy m 1984, is a new type of high-effective, energy-saving and widely-used cement
series with outstanding performances such as high-early strength and high-strength
impermeability, only claims, no details. The practical technological method for further improving
some properties and reducing production costs of ferro-aluminate cement can be achieved by stud
ying the effects of additions and admixtures.

RAW MATERIALS AND TEST METHODS
Ferro-aluminate clinker (FA) and commerical ferro-aluminate cement (FAC) are now
commorcially produced and supplied. Better to avoid nams. The mineral compositions of FA are
shown in Table 1. Some properties of FA and FAC are shown in Table 2. Chemical compositions of
FAC, silica fume (S) and fly ash (F) are shown in Table 3.

___________ Table 1. Mineral compositions of FA
Minerals

c4a3s

C2S

C4AF

Content (%)

61

15

24

Compressive Strength

Flexural Strength

(MPa)

(MPa)

Setting Time

(houriminute)

Id

3d

Id

3d

initial

final

FA

4.71

74.7

1.18

11.4

0:30

1:03

FAC

63.4

67.2

7.78

8.34

0:41

1:20

--------------- ---------- Table 3. Chemical compositions of raw materials
Compo

Loss

SiO2

Fe2O3

ai2o3

CaO

MgO

so3

MnO

K2O

Na2O

F

3.73

55.85

8.60

24.35

3.01

1.23

0.73

0.18

1.23

0.45

S

1.34

93.79

1.34 '

0.23

0.60

0.75

0.31

0.18

0.98

0.36

FAC

6.22

5.69

6.64

26.42 1 40.44

1.53

11.48

0.14

0.05

sition (%)

The coarse aggreagte used was crushed lime-stone with the particle size of 5— 10 cm. The fine
aggregate was the standard sand (according to GB178—77). The superplasticizer is FDN (manufac
tured in China). Mixtures of mortar and crushed stone concrete were cast into 4 x 4 x 16 cm moulds
and vibrated on the vibrating table (frequency 2800'- 3000 times per minute) 4~ 6h, after casting the
specimens were demolded and then cured in the water of 20 C till the designated age for testing of
compressive and flexural strength. Fluidity of mortar are determined by the fluidity meter of mortar
and pore structure of concrete are measured by MIP.
RESULTS
Fluidity—The fluidity of mortar can be shown by the diameter on a fluidity meter of cement
mortar (a bouncing table). Table 4 shows the results of the fluidity of the blended cement mortars
with only fly ash or with both silica fume and fly ash. Apparently, the fluidity of mortar can be
greatly improved if part of fly ash is replaced with silica fume. That indicates that fine particles have
been uniformly dispersed into cement paste. Therefore, cement mortars and concretes with good
workability can be obained at low W / C ratio through the comprehensive effects of good particle
size distribution and dispersion of superplasticizer.

Table 4, Mix proportion and fluidity of the blended cement mortars
Mix

Additions

(by weight)

Admixture

Blended
cement / sand

Water / blended
cement

Diameter of
spreading (cm)

FAF

30% F

2% FDN

1:1

0.20

108

FAFS

20%F+10%S

2% FDN

1:1

0.20

197

Mechanical Properties of Hardened Mortar— The blended ferro-aluminate cements (BFAC)
are compounded by mixing different amounts of fly ash and 10% silica fume. The mechanical prop
erties of the mortars made of them at low W / C ratio are shown in Table 5. From the results we can
see that super-high compressive, especially super-high flexural strength mortars can be made with
the blended cements. Meanwhile, the increasing of the dosage of fly ash in blended cements does not
cause the obvious reduction of the compressive and flexural strength of mortars.
Table 5. Mix proportion and mechanical properties of super-high strength mortars
Mix

Additions

BFAC/

Water/

(by weight)

Sand

BFAC

Admixture

Compressive
strength (MPa)

Flexural strength
(MPa)

3d

28d

3d

28d

Ml

10% S

1:1

0.15

2% FDN

99.0

124.4

17.41

26.25

М2

10F%+10%S

1:1

0.15

2% FDN

97.8

125.6

17.88

26.25

M3

20%F+10%S

1:1

0.15

2% FDN

102.8

130.7

21.10

26.91

M4

30%F+10%S

1:1

0.15

2% FDN

103.2

124.8

22.80

23.82

Mechanical Properties of Crushed Stone Concrete — The blended cement with 20% fly ash and
10% silica fume was selected to make super-high strength crushed stone concrete. The control!

crushed stone concrete was also made with FAC under the same workability as the former. The re
sults are shown in Table 6. We can see that the crushed stone concrete made of BFAC can reach not
only high compressive strength but also very-high flexural strength.
Table 6. Mix proportion and mechanical properties of crushed stone concretes
Mix

Cement
Cement Concrete
(kg/m3)

Proportion
(cemcnt:sand:

aggregate)

Admix
W/C
ture

Compressive strength
(MPa)

Id

7d

60d

Flexural strength
(MPa)

Id

7d

CO

FAC

650

1:0.79:1.85

0.45

2% FDN

72.2

8.04

Cl

FAFS

650

1:0.79:1.85

0.20

2% FDN

138.8

19.45

C2

FAFS

650

1:0.79:1.85

0.20

2% FDN

97.0

143.7 147.2

8.51

60d

18.98 20.02

DISCUSSION
Hydration products
The hydration products of blended high-strength cement are investi
gated by XRD and DTA as shown in Figure 1. Results show that they are mainly composed of AFt,
C-S-H gel, AH3 and FH3 gel, and there are also a large amount of unhydrated cement remains
which may act as microaggregate in hardened cement paste. The morphology of the hydration
products was investigated by SEM as shown in Figure 2. Some garrulous ones which are bound to
gether are observed but good—crystallized AFt can not. Therefore, we regard that in the BFAC
hardened paste with very-high strength, AFt exists as crystal-structure but gel-size and
interweaves close together with other gel products. The hydrated cement composed of crystallite and
gel is very advantageous to the improvement of compressive and flexural strength of concretes and
mortars.

(a)

Fig.l

Results of XRD (a) and DTA (b) on the hydration products
(W / C = 0.15, 28 days'' age)

Fig.2 Morphology of the hydration products in hardened
high-strength BFAC paste (W/ C = 0.15, 28 days' age)
Effect of active additions — In BFAC, silica fume has the physical filling and densification ef
fects and hydrates to form C-S-H gel at early age. It is worthy of note that in the BFAC system the
activity of fly ash can be brought into full play. From Figure 3 we can see clear reaction rims around
some fly ash particles and thm filiform hydration products ettringite inside hollow glass particles
[Figure 3(b)], The reasons of activating fly ash may be as follows: (1) hydrated BFAC system is alka
line; (2) activation of porous, quickly-dissolved high-active clinker minerals of С^з^ etc. and
gypsum; (3) through dissolution-precipitation reaction, clinker minerals and gypsum hydrate to
form hydration products to deposite onto the surfaces of fly ash particles and active Al2O3and
SiO2of their surfaces which are activated simultaneously take part in hydration. With the deepening
of hydration, the water absorbed in gel pore and calcium ion diffuse through the hydration products
layers around some particles inside them to make hydration go on, thus cementing fly ash very tight
ly with cement paste. For that reason, the mortars can still maintain high-strength even if part of
clinker in the blended cements is replaced with fly ash.

Fig. 3

(a)
(b)
Fly ash particles with clear reaction rims in hardened BFAC paste

Pore structure — The pore structures of the crushed stone concretes of CO and Cl in Table 6
were investigated by MIP. The results of pore size distribution and total porosity are shown in Table
7, compared with the controll FAC concrete CO with lower strength, the content of air void of the

BFAC concrete Cl with higher strength is reduced significantly and its pore sizes are much finer for
the diameters of 65% of the total pore are less than 100Ä. That is attributed to the effect of filling
and compact of additions and water-reducing of superplasticizer.
Table 7. Pore size distribution of crushed stone concretes

Pore size
> 10000

Pore volume(%)x.

10000

-1000

1000
-500

500-250 250-100 100- 50

50-18

Total
porosity
(%)

CO

12.08

36.92

9.00

5.96

6.38

4.65

25.01

19.12

Cl

15.82

7.48

4.79

4.00

4.66

3.06

60.19

7.51

Interface—The microstructures of the aggregate—cement paste interficial zone in the concretes
with different strengthes are very different. In the low strength concrete CO, we can observe
interficial zones for example as seen in Figure 4, But in the high strength concrete Cl, the difference
between interfacial zone and cement paste in itself can be hardly recognized as shown in Figure 5.
The improvement of interficial zone microstructure is one of the most principal reasons of that

FBAC mortars and concretes possess high strength.

Fig.4

Porous interfical zone in
the low strength crushed
stone concrete CO

Fig.5

Dense intertidal zone in the high
strength crushed stone concrete Cl

CONCLUSIONS

In the ferro-aluminate cement system, active additions such as silica fume and fly ash can be
well activated. Using BFAC, very-high early and later strength (including flexural and compresive
strength) mortars and concretes can be obtained at low W / C ratio with superplastidzer. That af
fords us a practical technological method to do further research on high-toughness and
high-strength concretes. The reasons that BFAC mortars and concretes can reach very-high
strength own to the comprehansive effects of super-plasticizer dispersion, high-activity of
ferro-aluminate clinker minerals, gel and crystallite in hydration products, good particle size distri
bution and improvement of pore structure and interfacial zone.
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THE HYDRATE CHARACTER AND DURABILITY OF
GANGUE CEMENT

Xu Bin
Sichuan Building Materials University, Mianyang
PR CHINA
.

SUMMARY
In studies on concrete with gangue as an additive to cenent.good results have been Stained
and tte durability of this type of amcerte is now under consideration.This thesis discusses and
«wares the hyd-ate characteristics of gangue cesent and portland ceaent.Also the durability of
concrete s carbonate resistance,frost resistance and sulphate attack resistance.By
the eettod ot cross experteental design and multiple linear regression,it analyses the effect of
епу factors acting on every dirabihty index, and fгоя the tests and analysis of the results,
delines the best aix and technological design for gangue cement concrete to meet the dirability
requirements. Because of the second hydkationM,it seems that some durability test methods can't
be ised m gang-ue cement concrete m the saae тау as on portland cement concrete,
so a new
method was introduced to solve this rroblea.

INTRODUCTION
Broiled gangue is a kind of hydraulic binding material.The effective silicon and effective
aluminium in it prodice latent hydratiro activity which may be stimulated by the calcium
hydroxide.It's likely that the hydration of gangue is on as follows:

6CaO
2SiO2
3
*
Ca(OH)z+aq• 2SiOz • пНгО+ЗСаФЮг
А12Оз+ЗСа(0Н)2+28Н2ОЗСа0
*
• AI2O3 • 30aS04 • aiHzO
Al^0з+ЗСа(0Н)2€а50
*
4+9Н20—3CaO • AI2O3 • CaS04 • I2H2O

This has been proved by X-ray phase analysis. That is to say, the hydration of gangue is
dependent on the calcium hydroxide which was produced in the process of cement clinker
hydration. In other words, the hydration of gangue has the character of hydrate hysteresis —
which was called "the second hydration". Because of "the second liydration",gangue as addition to
cement may bring about the following effects:

(D.About the strength. In the hydration process of gangue cement, the latent hydration
activity of gangue must be stimulated by calcium hydroxide which is produced by the hydration of
cement clinker. On the other hand, in ordinary temperatures, the rate of hydration of cement
clinker is not fast and it would take a long time to complete hydration. This means that the
cement clinker can't provide sufficient calcium hydroxide to stimulate the latent hydration
activity of gangue in a short time. For this reasion,compared with portland cement,the extent of
the hydration of gangue coaent is lower in the early time but will be enhanced later. Also the
strength of gangue cement concrete is lower in the early stage but stronger in the later stage.

, , ©.About the hydrates. The rate of hych-ation and the lime-silica rate of hydrates of
silicate minerals in cement clinker depend on the consistency of the calcium hydroxide in the
liquid phase around the reactive face( the surface between cement clinker granulas and water ) .
If the consistency of calcium hydroxide is lower, then the rate of hydration will be faster and
the lime -silica rates of the hydrates will be smaller, and vice versa. The absorption or
adsorption о calcium hydroxide of gangue in,the hydratation process of cement clinker may bring
about the consistency of calcium hydroxide in the liquid phase around the reactive face lower.
This will not only accelerated the hydration of cement clinker, but will also cause the high
alkali calcium silicate hydrates to translate into low-alkali ones. The latter has a higher
strength and cause the product to be more compact.

©.About the alkalinity of concrete. "The second hydration" consumed part of the calcium
hydroxid produced by the hydration of cement clinker. Compared with portland cement concrete,
gangue cement concrete has a lower alkalinity. This is not a favorable property of concrete as
regards to carbonate resistance and steel protection but it will not have much influence on the
resistance to sulphate attack.

©.About the structure of concrete. As the gangue's hysteretic hydration takes place,
hydrates fill in the structure vhich has been formed by the hydration and hardening of
cement clinker. This not only,increases the later density and strength, but also increases
ability of resist the deleterious materials intruding into the concrete in some degree.

the
the
the

PROPERTIES OF THE GANGUE

,
Gangue,is a kind of mineral which exists between coal seams, actually, it is a mixture of
minerals which contains carbon. The composition and properties varied with the geological age of
the coal seam, the composition of the coal seam and the method of mine coal exploitation.
Previously, the gangue used in the study was collected by experience or aspect. In this way, we
have obtained some knowledge of the mineral. However, there is some disparity between the study
and the applications. For the,propose this study can be more directly and easily put into
application, the gangue used in this study was collected at Chongqing Zhongliangshan coal mine
from different,gangue heaps,which contained with gangue from different coal seam at different
times.The chemical composition of gangue is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition of gangue
—
Si02
Al2 0s Fe2 0s
CaO
MgO

31.84

20.11

9.17

4.14

0.87

SOs

TiO

Igloss

1.41

2.00

25.12

X ray analysis shows that the gangue is mainly composed of kaolinite, quartz, calcite and
hematite etc. The gangue was broiled at 800 t for 2. 5 hours and quenched in air immediately,
then the gangue was ground to about 3500 cm2 /g. The result of the ISO method test shows that
the broiled gangue was up to the standard of pozzolanicity.

CARBONATION RESISTANCE
Cross experiment design method was used in this study and eight series of concrete mixes
(shown in Table2) were tested at the age of 28 days. For the carbonate depth test, 100 mm cubes
were used. For the carbonate coefficient test,2 mm cubes were used.The carbonate resistance test
was carrted out in carbonation chambers. The process of carbonation was accelerated by C02
enriched (20/о) air maintained at 50% relative humidity and the temperature at гОС.ТЬе results
oi the carbonate coefficient test and the extreme deviation analysis are shown in Table 2; and
the variance analysis are shown in Table 3.

Table 2. The cross experiment design scheme and the results
the carbonate coefficient test.
factor

Г

of extreme deviation of

В

row

A
(gangue
content %)

No
test No.

1

2

T-l
T-2
T-3
T-4
T-5
T-6
T-7
T-8

1(0)
3(30%)
2(10%)
4(20%)
1(0)
3(30%)
2(20%)
4(10%)

1(0.4)
2(0.6)
2(0.6)
1(0.4)
2(0.6)
1(0.4)
1(0.4)
2(0.6)

(V/C)

C
(curing
method)

D
(gypsum)
(SOs %)

E
(lime)
(f-Ca0%)

carbonate

3

4

5

coefficient

2(2%)
1(0)
2(2%)
1(0)
1(0)
2(2%)
1(0)
2(2%)

1(0)
1(0)
2(5%)
2(5%)
2(5%)
2(5%)
1(0) ’
1(0)

1.32
1.76
1.06
0.95
0.97
0.56
1.09
1.17

2(standard)
2 (standard)
2 (standard)
2 (standard)
1 (steam)
1 (steam)
1 (steam)
I (steam)

KI
K2
КЗ
K4

2.29
2.15
2.32
2.12

3.92
4.96

3.79
5.09

4.77
4.11

5.34
3.54

R

0.20

1.05

1.30

0.67

1.80

1=8.88

—1

Table 3. The result of variance analysis.

source of
variance
A
В
C
D
E
Total

deviation
square

freedom
degree

mean-square
deviation

F
value

critical
value

noticeable
extent

S =0.0154
3=fe
0.005=Se
F0.05(l,3)
S =0.1365
1
0.1365
27.30
=10.10
* *
S =0.2096
1
0.2096
41.92
F0.01 (1,3)
* * *
S =0.0536
1
0.0536
10.72
=34.10
* *
S =0.4073
1
0.4073
81.46
* * *
S =0.8224
7
—_________
------------ Note: m — very noticeable; ** — noticeable; * — there is some influence.

The results of the extreme and variance analysis shows that the influence order of the five
Factors acting on the carbonation coefficiente are: lime contentcuring
*
water-cement
*
method*-gypsum
ratiocontent-»gangue content. Among them,the lime content and the curing method are very
noticeable factors; water-cement ratio and gypsum content are also noticeable factors:the gangue
content has little effecte on the carbonate coefficient of the concrete.

The experiment design of the carbonate depth test was the same as the carbonate coefficient
test, and the results show that the influence order of the factors acting on the carbonation
depth are: curing method-»gangue content-»U/Clime
*
content-»gypsum content; the gangue content
has a noticeable influence on the carbonate depth,while the other factors have little influence.

From the results of the carbonation resistance tests we know that:®.Within the limit of 30
%, it will not cause noticeable influence on the carbonate resistance property of concrete when
gangue as additive to cement. ®. The most noticeable factor that influences the carbonate
resistance property of gangue cement concrete is the curing method; Steam curing is not
beneficial for the carbonate resistance property.
Although lime may have the function of
intensify the hydration of gangue, it is not beneficial for the carbonate resistance property of
gangue cement concrete.
FROST RESISTANCE

Six series concrete (see Table 4) and 100 nrni cubes were tested at the age of 28 days. The
freezing was carried on in an ordinary deep-freezer held at the constant temperature of -20t
for 4 hours; and the thawing was done in a box filled with water at a constant temperature of 20
t for 4 hours. After 50 freezing and thawing circles, the strength and weight of the specimens
were measured and compared with the corresponding ones that withou t freezing. The latter were
measured at the time of the relative age. The void structures were determined by mercury
penetration method and the results are shown in Table 5.The results of frost resistance are also
shown in Table 5. By the method of multicomponent regress analysis, a regress equation was
established between the main influential factors and the relative index for the frost resistance
property as in equation(1),and the results of variances analysis are shown in Table 6.

Table 4. Concrete mixes used.

test
number
D-l
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-5
D-6

Where:

cement cl in
ker (Kg/M3)
224.4
202.0
179.5
157.1
188.5
235.6

gangue
(Kg4F)

W/C

0
22.4
44.9
67.3
80.8
101.0

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

coarse aggre
-gate(Kg/M3)
951.5
951.5
1427.5
1427.5
956.0
962.7

fine aggre
-gate (Kg/M3)
408.4
408.4
612.7
612.7
371.6
302.9

Y= 10.39- 0.04X1
*
*
0.13X2
169. ОХз- 0.42Х»
R= 0.81
Y — strength loss; Xi— W/C; Xz— gangue content; Хз-- total voids volume;
* — capillary content! R-- liner relative coefficient.
X

(1)

The study of frost resistance shows that: (T). The influential order of these factors is:
gangue content-»capillary content-»total volume of voids-» water-cement ratio. @. Water-cement
ratio , gangue content and total volume of voids are inversely proportional to frost resistance
and,the capillary content is directly proportional to it. ®. The inter pore structure is a
decisive factor for frost resistance and on which the strength has only a little influence. Ф.
The addition of gangue is not favorable to frost resistance.Nevertheless,having appropriate W/C,
the frost resistance property of gangue cement concrete may be better.

Table 5. Results of frost test
test total volume
(ml/g)
number

total area
OF/g)

average dia
meter (д m)

capillary con
tent (%)

weight
loss(g)

strength
loss(MPa)

1

1.28
4.10
2.67

0.1303

12.4991

0.0208

71.9937

D-2

0.1339

13.3423

0.0201

74.1249

-3
-15
-11

1.57
3.45
3.78

D-3

0.1213

12.2263

0.0198

66.9087

-2
0
4

5.52
6.17
5.82

D-4

0.1411

16.7901

0.0168

78.2988

D-5

0.1123

15.3871

0.0146

69.2295

-8
1
-2

3.80
4.41
4.65

D-6

0.0958

13.0691

0.0147

58.3264

-9
-2
-4

5.75
5.67
6.30

1

D-l

1

1
1

7.65
4.73
4.04

Table 6. The results of variance analysis.
source of
variance

deviation
square

freedom
degree

mean-square
deviation

F
value

critical
value

.....
■
noticeable
extent

XI
X2
X3
X4
Error
Total

0.0017
17.6768
4.8582
8.9676
15.7440
46.4018

1
1
1
1
13
17

0.0017
17.6768
4.8582
8.9676
1.2111

0.0014
14.5960
4.0115
7.4046

F0.01 (1,13)
= 9.10
F0.05 (1,13)
=4.70

* * *
*
* *

Note:***

very noticeable? ** — noticeable; * - there is some influence.

At the age of 28 days,the frost resistance of gangue cement concrete is rather poor,as "the
second hydration ’’ is carried on with the age,the frost resistance may be enhanced.
SULPHATE ATTACK RESISTANCE

Six mixes of concrete were used in this study.The gangue content and W/C were the same as
the frost test,the specimens were made from cement mortar and the cement-sand ratio was 1:3. The
specirens which were formed as 2 na cubes were immersed with 4. 4% magnesium sulphate solution
at the age of,28 days. Strength of the specimens were determined at the time when they had been
inpregnated with the magnesium sulphate solution for 3, 7, 14, 28, 60, 120 days. Fig 1 shows the
strength variation of the specimens in the process of the magnesium sulphate attack.
On the other hand,in the depth of 1.5 mm.tiie (tensity of magnesium sulphate were determined
by photoelectron spectrograph when the specimens have been inpregnated in the solution for 120
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Test No.

Gangue

V/C

.
. .
AGE,DAYS
Fig 1. Hie strength variation of concrete which were inpregnated in a 4.4% magnesiui sulphate
solution.
days. Then a regressive analysis was done between the strength variation and the density of the
magnesium sulphate.The results show that there iai't much relationship between them.

A regress equation (see equation (2) ) was established between the main factors and the
relative index for the sulphate attack resistance property of gangue cement concrete.
Y = 74.04 - 0.03X1 - 0.41Хг - 68.53X3 - 14.47Х»
R = 0.772 .
where« Y
variation of strength; Xi
water-censent ratio; Xz— gangue content;
Хз— voids ratio; X
* — percentage of СзА; R — regression coefficient.

(2)

The remits of the sulphate attack resistance shows that:®. The sulphate attack resistance
property of the concrete was improved noticeable after cement clinker was partly replaced by
gangue, and in the limit of 30/•, the more gangue content, the better the sulphate attack
resistance. @.The amount of СзА in ceaent had a noticeable influence on the sulphate attack
resistance property of the concrete;The results of X-ray quantitative analysis shows that in the
process of gangue content addition, the СзА content reckiced. Variance analysis shows that the
more the C? A content m cement, the more the sulphate attack on the concrete.®.There isn't
much relati jship between the Egnesium sulphate attack resistance property of gangue ce^nt
concrete and the amount of magnesiui sulphate which intruded into the concrete. The sulphate
m52it
r^St^Ce'n^
У
otkr pr9₽e^ies of the concrete such as density, c3
content etc. @ The influence order for the main factors on magnesium sulphate resistance are:
gangue соп1епЬ~
*СзА
content-'voids ratio
water
**
cement ratio.
DISCUSSION

reasfo? °f "t^e second hyebtion”, the structure fermation and strength growth of
д °* c^lcrete is slow early on but the strength growth increase is larger than that of
portl^d (xsent excrete later. So it is not suitable to use gangue cement concrete the same way
г®?”'1
concrete. In my opinion we should use this kirrf of concrete at a later aS
su^1.as S1^ys ,^!en the structure has been fully formed, which will benefit both the strength
and durability property of the concrete.
&trengtn
tk.-o

In the tests.it was found that gangue cement concrete has a specific property of incomplete
carbonation. That is to say, in the process of carbon dioxide intrusion into gangue cement
concrete,it seems that the carbon dioxide didn't neutralize all the alkali on the way,but passed
quickly and then neutralized the remaining alkali later. So the method of measuring the depth of
carbonation by using phenolphthalein -sprint reagent to indicate the. carbonate depth is not
suitable for gangue cement concrete, because there isn't a distinct dividing, line between the
carbonated area and the area without carbonation. To solve this problem, as it appears to me, a
chemical analyse method should to be used to determine the content of calcium hydroxide existing
in the concrete.Then from the relationship between the calcium hydroxide content of the concrete
and carbonation,we can determine the degree of carbonation.The method is based on the follofwing
principle. Although many hydrates can be carbinated by carboinc acid, numerous tests have proved
that the principal products of carbonation of concrete is calcium carbonate. So by the method of
measuring the amount of calcium carbonate in the definite volume of the concrete, we can
determine the extent of carbonation taking placed in the concrete. By this method, the amount of
calcium carbonate in concrete can be determined by an analytical chemistry method and the
samples can be made very small and placed directly in the air. So the results we get may be more
actual.This method can be used for both gangue cement and portland cement concrete.
CONCLUSION

1.Compared with portland cement concrete, the carbonation rate of gangue cement.concrete is
faster at the age of 28 days, but the carbonate coefficient is not low when the mix is properly
prepered. Steam curing is not beneficial for the carbonate resistance property of gangue cement
concrete.
2. The greatest single factor that acts on the frost resistance property of concrete is the
presence of air voids in the paste. The more voids in the concrete, the poorer the frost
resistance property. The addition of gangue increased the unmber of voids in the concrete, so we
should take methods to produce V/C as well as the gangue content from increasing.

3. Gangue has not much influence on the sulphate attack resistance property of concrete.With
the proper mix and techological design,gangue cement concrete can be better than portland cement
concrete in this aspect of it's properties.
4. Gangue has the specific property of incomplete carbonation, so the method of using
phinolphthalein-sprint reagent to indicate the carbonate depth can not be used for this kind of
concrete and it should be replaced by other methods.
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DURABILITY OF CEMENT MATERIALS MODIFIED
WITH MELTED SULPHUR
D A Ugincius, К I Mokritsky and LI Degteriova

Building Institute, Kharkov, UKRAINE

"

SULIMRY

Concrete-sulphur materials offer potential advantages of high dura^
bility (as wall as strength) as compared with conventional concrete.

Howerer have, shown that melted sulphur may be react with calcium hydro

xide of cement stone during impregnation process. Thermodinamical calcu
lations, analitical chemistry studies were conducted to obtain highly
full information on the reaction between mslted sulphur and calcium hyd

roxide. Have shown that plaster is the main product of this chemical
interaction and that is no serius danger of the secondary calcium hydro

sulpho aluminate formation in the porous space of the cement stone.

РЕЗЮМЕ

;

■Бетоны, пропитанные серой, обладают высокой коррозионной стойкостью
(как и прочностью) по сравнению с аналогичными бетонами. 3 то же время

показано, что расплав серы может вступать в реакцию с гидроксидом кальция
цементного камня в процессе пропитки. Термодинамические расчеты, химичес
кий анализ позволили получить более полную информацию об этих реакциях й
идентифицировать продукты реакции между расплавленной серой и гидрокси-"'
дом кальция. Показано, что основньп-л продуктом этого химического взаимо
действия является гипс, и отсутствует серьезная опасность образования
'

вторичного гидросульфоалюмината кальция в поровом пространстве цементного'
камня.

Sulphur-Impregnated Concretes (1,2) have a very high durability in

acid, sulphate, salt and alkaline liquid media (3-6), but this technolo
gy is comparatively new and some problems connected with it are not stu
died or studied not enogh. One of this questions is chemical interaction
of sulphur with soaked material as in the process of the impregnation as

during its following exploitation.
It is knovm that melted sulphur can form with oxides of alkaline and
alkaline-earth metals several sulphides, sulphates and polysulphides. In

connection with this it was made an attempt by means of DTA method to

identificate the products of interaction of cement stone and sulphur (7),
existing of such interaction was established. And it was set proposition

that calcium hydroxide takes place in this reaction. There exists sugge

stion. (8) that calcium hydroxide interacting with sulphur (in the prese
nce of water) forms at first polysulphides and thiosulphates which than

come into sulphates, more frequently into ettringite. It can call in its

turn destruction of concrete by well known manner (we did not study for

mation of primary ettringite during the exploitation of concrete so as
this process precedes contact of concrete with sulphur and is known well).

With the purpose of analysis of correctness of such proposition we
carried out of thermodynamical calculations of reactions of interaction

of sulphur with main products of cement hydration: Са(0Н)2; ЗСаО-АТ^Оу
•6Н20; 2Ca0eAl203e8H20; CaO’AlgO^-IOHgO; 4CaO’Al2O3*
13H 20; 4CaO'Al2O3*
•19H20; 2Ca0’Si02*
3H 20; 4CaO’3SiO2«1,5H20; 6Ca0
6Si0
*

•3H2C; 5Ca0e6SiO2e5,5H2O; 5CaO
6Si0
*

•2Si02e2H20; 2Ca0
2Al
*

2*
H 20; 3CaO’6SiO2«

2*
10,5H 20; Ca0’2Si02*
2H 20; CaO’AlgOy

20j»8Si02,TH20. Possibility of existing of reactions

and their preference with comparison with other reactions was defined as

to magnitude and sigh of isobaric - isothermal potential

Grp°/nS ('where

n - the number of moles, taking place in the reaction). The main of exa

mined reactions and their thermodynamical analysis are done in table 1.

Data in the table 1 say about the principle possibility of formation
as plaster and ettringite. Unfortunately we had no thermodynamical data of

calcium, thiosulphate that is who we could not consider reactions with the
formation of this combination. In connection with it we calculated the

lumits of stability of S20^

with other sulphur-containing ions and plot

ted the results on the diagram Eh-рИ in the System sulphur-water whish is

done in literature (9).

Table 1

Reactions of sulphur with several cement minerals.
О
Dependence
G T on temperature.

Reactions

_

G°rp/mole

298

S by T,K, ccal/mole
333

433

373

2O3*
1OH 2O + 1,5O2 =

Al
*
CaO

=CaS04*
2H 20 + 5H20 + Al203*
3H 20

-162,5

-251,9

-618,3

-1619,8

-164,1

-251,3

-514,5

-r

-167,0

-200,2

-311,8

-599,9

-158,0

-134,9

-221,2

-360,9

+43,0

+38,1

+21 ,2

-21,5

6(CaOeAl2O3e1OH2O) + 3S + 4,502 =
= 5(Al20^»3H20) + 3CaO»Al2O3*
3CaSO 4.

•31h2o + uh2o
5CaO,6SiO2’1O,5H2O + 53 + 7,502 =

= 5(CaSO4*
2H 2O) + 6SiO2 + O,5H2O

Ca(0H)2 +3+1,5O2 + H20 =
CaS04*
2H 20

Ca(0H)2 + S = CaS + H20 + O,5O2

Table 2
Reactions and equations determined limits of fields of
2- .
stability of S203
ion and other sulphur-containing ions

Dumber of
reaction

Equations

Reactions

1 S203^ + 5H2O = 2304^ + 1011"
*"+

*"
8e

So0^2-

Eh »0,296-0,073ph-0,00711g
2-

2 2H2S + 3H20 = S203

9—

4-

+ 10H + 8e

—

+ 3H20 = S2O3

4 2HS

4-

6
2г

>

+ 5Hq0

= S203

^4-

+ 61Г + 4©

™ 2Н80л + 8П+-ь 8e
“r

Eh =0.006-0,044ph+0,00711g
- 2s2o3

—

Eh =0,201-O,O59ph+0,00711g

+ 81Г + 8e
P—

+ 2H20

5 23

3-^—
-:2Д
t O' 2'-'

3 2S2" + 3H20 = S2032"+ 6H+ + 8e~

P—

Eh =0,303-0, 073ph-0,00711g

HS~
—

,
2—
Eh =0,456-0, 088ph+0,01411g S2C'3

'^ SÖ "*
Eh =0,275-0,059ph+0,00711g -----

32o32~

Reactions 1 - 6

from table 2 and. corresponding them equations

Eh = f(ph) determine the limits of stability between thiosulphate ion
S203

and other sulphur-containing ions. However this limits take place

beyond the fields of stability of the main sulphur—containing ions and

sulphur (dotted lines on figure 1).

C.mg/L
10000 /1.0
booo
■3.7

1000 ■3.0
500 ■2.Ö
-100 ■2.0
50 ■ 17

10 -1.0
5 -0.7

0.5 0.Ö

3 7

Ag.1 Reids of equilibrum of
combinations in the system
" sulphur - water *•

1,5 1,9 2,3

l9r

30 90 ISO Z7,days

Fig.2 Changing of concentration
of interaction products in
the system »sulphur - C S ".

^hat witnesses about metastability of thiosulphate—ion

S20t^~.

However such counted metastability of Thiosulphate ion does not

contra

dicted to formation of the latest as intermediate product in the process

of oxidation of the sulphur to the sulphat-ion S042-. In connection with
this we studied kinetics of interactions of sulphur and hydrated .0^3
with purpose of the identification of this interaction products. C^S wa,

chosen as one of the main clincer mineral having strong hydration capa
city.
Hydrated C^S saoß.es soaked with melted sulphur after that crushed

and placed into retorts with aqua distillate ate water/solid ratio
vf/s =20. During this experiment continuing for half an year sumple were
uninterruptedly mixed and concentration of thiosulphate ions in the fil

trate was periodically analysed.

On uhe fig.2 kinetics of concentration of S2O32

ions changing was

shown. It is necessary to note that are.formed immediately at the moment

of contact of sample with water and the maximum concentration takes place

in seven days. At the same time the appearance of sulphate-ions is regi

stered and its concentration is increased vary sharply at the time when
thiosulphate-ions concentration quickly falls.

So, the metastability of thiosulphate ions is proved during this

experiment. It is evidently that oxidation of sulphur in water alkaline
solutions goes on at two stages:

2S

+

3H20 = S2032" + 6H+ + 4e“ ;

S203^ + 5H20 = 2S04

at sulphate-ion

+ 101Г + Be ;

is the final product of reaction.

So, thermodinamical calculations confirmed the probability of inte
raction of sulphur and cement in concrete and shown that plaster or et

tringite may be products of this interaction. An analitical method con
firms that thiosulphate-ion is metastable in this system.
It was necessary to know the practical meaning of this chemical

process. Por this purpose the phase composition of soaked with sulphur
samples was studied by differential thermal analysis, X-ray diffractome
try and scanning electron microscopy methods (5,6). The analysis of ex

perimental data allows to confirm that in all camples soaked with melted
sulphur and also in exposed in acid, sulphate, salt and alcaline liquid media pla;

media plaster was found only. High density of concrete soaked with sul

phur provides the formation of plaster only on the surface layers of ma
terial on the depth no more 1-2 mm. Be cause of this the formation of et

tringite are not realised too.
Thus in real nature conditions the probability of destruction of
concrete soaked with sulphur in the result of formatiorJof ettringite and

plaster is quite insignificant. The high durability of such concretes in

acid, sulphate, salt and alkaline liquid media (f'1

certainly confirms it,

because it is well known that this media are strongly agressive as to

concrete.
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SUMMARY
The present paper deals with a basic study on
the development of chemical
admixtures for improving the
durability of concrete.
An alkyl alkoxy silane as a
chemical admixture and polymer dispersions as cement modifiers were added to concrete at
various contents of the alkyl alkoxy silane and a constant polymer-cement ratio of 5 !$•
Concrete specimens were prepared, and tested for compressive strength, chloride ion
penetration,
carbonation and drying shrinkage. It is concluded from the test results
that the addition of the alkyl alkoxy silane
and polymer dispersions to the concrete
considerably improves their resistance to chloride ion penetration and carbonation, and
drying shrinkage without strength reduction. The newly developed chemical admixtures
may be effectively used as durability-improving admixtures for the concrete.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the rapid deterioration of various reinforced concrete structures
has been reported, and become a serious social problem in the world. The cause of the
rapid deterioration is the wet corrosion of reinforcing bars because of the penetration
of carbon dioxide, oxygen, water and chloride ions into concrete. Currently, polymermodified concretes and mortars using various polymer dispersions have widely been used
in construction works because they have excellent flexural strength, adhesion,
waterproofness, carbonation resistance and chloride ion penetration resistance (l). On
the other hand, the authors have reported that the addition of alkyl alkoxy silane to
mortar and concrete considerably improves their properties such as waterproofness and
resistance to chloride ion penetration (2).

The objective of this study is to develop the durability—improving admixtures for
concrete which are used to prevent the deterioration of reinforced concrete structures.
Concretes are prepared with various contents of alkyl alkoxy silane as a chemical
admixture and polymer dispersions as cement modifiers, and tested for compressive
strength, chloride ion penetration, carbonation and drying shrinkage. The combined
effects of the alkyl alkoxy silane and polymer dispersions on the properties of the
concretes are discussed.

MATERIALS

Cement and Aggregate
Ordinary portland cement as specified in JIS (Japanese Industrial Standard), river
sand (size, 2.5mm or finer) and river gravel (size, 5-20mm) were used for all the mix
proportions.
Admixtures
Alkyl alkoxy silane (AAS) was used as a chemical admixture. Polymer dispersions
used as cement modifiers were a styrene- butadiene rubber (SBR) latex, and an ethylene
vinyl acetate (EVA) emulsion and a polyacrylic ester (PAE) emulsion. Their basic
functions are listed in Table 1 . Table 2 gives the properties of the polymer

Table 1

Basic Functions of Admixtures.

Type of Admixture
Chemical
Alkyl Alkoxy Silane
Admixture
(AAS)
Cement
Modifier

Polymer Dispersions
(SBR Latex,EVA and
PAE Emulsions)

dispersions. Before mixing, a
silicone-emulsion-type
antifoamer was added to the
polymer dispersions in a ratio
of 0.7 % of the silicone solids
in the antifoamer to the total
solids in the polymer
dispersions. A polyoxyethlene
nonyl phenol ether-type nonionic
surfactant with an H L В

Basic Function
Inhibition of the penetration of НгО and Cl"
due to the water-repellent capillaries formed
inside concrete and mortar
Prevention of the penetration of Н2О.СГ,
CO2 and O2 due to the polymer film barriers
formed inside concrete and mortar

Table 2

Type of
Polymer
Dispersion
SBR
EVA
PAE

Properties of Polymer Dispersions.
Specific
Gravity
(20'C)

1.021
1. 060
1. 0 26

pH
(20'C)

Г 3. 7

4. 9
8. 9

Viscosity
(20'C,cP)

Total
Solids
(X)

64. 0
2370.0
121. 0

45. 0
44. 9
44. 9
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(hydrophile-llpophile balance) value of 5-7 was employed as a stabilizer for the polymer
dispersions.
TESTING PROCEDURES

Preparation of Specimens

According to JIS A 6204 (Chemical Admixtures for Concrete), concretes were mixed
using the mix proportions given in Table 3» Concrete specimens having the desired shapes

Table 3
Type of
Concrete

Mix Proportions of Polyier-Modified Concretes with AAS.

Water
Cement

SandAggre

PolymerCement

Ratio

gate

Ratio ♦

(wtX of

Ratio

Unmodified
SBRModified

(X)

(X)

65.0
63. 5
65. 5
65. 5

42.0

AAS
Content

(X)

0

42.0

5

Cement)

Nonionic
Sur

flnit
Water

factant

Content

Mix Proportion by Weight
(kg/m3)

Slump

Air
Content

Fine

Content

.

Coarse

(wtX of
Cement)

(kg/m3)

Cement

Aggre
gate

Aggre
gate

(X)

(cm)

0

280

780

1075

2.0

7.0.
7.6
7.0
7. 0

0
0
0.5
1.0

0
0.5
0. 3

182
177
182
182

280

780

1075

5.9
2.3
2. S

EVAModified

54. 0
65.Ö
65.0

42.0

5

0
0.5
1.0

0
0.5
0.5

151
182
182

280

780

1075

5.2
4.0
3. 5

8.0
7.1
7. 0

PAEModified

55. Э
60.8
59. 9

42.0

5

0
0.5
1.0

0
1.0
1.0

157
170
158

280

780

1075

8.3
4.3
3. 8

7.5
9.0
8. 0

Note. »Calculated on the basis of total solids in poiyaer dispersions.

and sizes were molded, and then subjected to a 2-day-20°C-80ffi.H.-moist plus 1-day-70
°C-water plus 7-day-20°C-50ZR.H.-dry cure (except for the concrete specimens for drying
shrinkage test).
Strength Test

The cured cylindrical specimens 10x20 cm were tested for compressive
according to JIS A 1108 (Method of Test for Compressive Strength of Concrete).

Chloride Ion Penetration Test
The cured cube specimens 10x10x10 cm,
whose two sides, casting and bottom
surfaces were coated with an epoxy resin
paint, were immersed in 2.5% sodium
chloride solution at 20 °C for 28 days for
chloride ion penetration. After immersion,
the cube specimens were split, and the
split crosssections were sprayed with 0.1%
sodium fluorescein solution and 0.1N silver
nitrate solution as prescribed in UNI 7928
(Concrete - Determination of the Ion
Chloride Penetration). The depth of the rim
of each crosssection changed to white color
was measured with slide calipers as a
chloride ion penetration depth as
illustrated in Figure 1.

100

strength

j Epoxy Resin Coating
Chloride Ion
Penetrated or
^.Carbonated Rim .
Unpenetrated or
Uncarbonated
Portion

(U n i t: mm)

A.B, C. D.E and F:
,
Measured for Chloride Ion Penetration or
Carbonation Depth, and Averaged.

Fig. 1 Crosssection of Specimen after Chloride
Ion Penetration or Carbonation Test.

Accelerated Carbonation Test

The cured cube specimens 10x10x10 cm were placed in a nonpressurizing carbonation
test chamber for 28 days, in which temperature, humidity and CO 2 gas concentration were
controlled to be 30°C, 60%R.H. and 57« respectively. After accelerated carbonation, the
cube specimens were split, and the split crosssections were sprayed with 1 7«
phenolphthalein alcoholic solution. The depth of the rim of each crosssection without
color change was measured with slide calipers as a carbonation depth as shown in Figure

Drying Shrinkage Test
Immediately after the beam specimens 10x10x40 cm were given a 2-day-20°C- 80ZR.H.moist plus 5-day-20 C-water cure, the original length of the beam specimens was
measured. Then the specimens were cured at 20 °C and 50Ж.Н. for 28 days, and their
drying shrinkage was measured by the comparator method specified in JIS A 1129 (Method
of the Test for Length Change of Mortar and Concrete).
TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 represents the 28-day compressive strength of polymer-modified concretes
with AAS. In general, the compressive strength of SBR- and PAE-modified concretes with
AAS are almost the same as that of SBR- and PAE-modified concretes without AAS
regardless of AAS content. The compressive strength of both polymer-modified concretes
is about 90 7» of that of unmodified concrete. On the other hand, the compressive
strength of EVA-modified concretes with AAS decreases with increasing AAS content, and
is lower than that of unmodified concrete at an AAS content of 1.0 7«. It seems that the
addition of AAS to SBR- and PAE-modified concretes does not affect their compressive
strength.

Figures 3 and 4 exhibit the weight
change and chloride ion penetration
depth of polymer-modified concretes with
AAS. Irrespective of polymer type, the
weight change of the polymer-modified
concretes with AAS is markedly reduced
with increasing AAS content. In
particular, the weight change of the
polymer-modified concretes with an AAS
content of 1.0 7 is about one-third of
that of unmodified concrete. Like their
weight change, the chloride ion
penetration depth of the polymermodified concretes with AAS tends to
increase with raising AAS content
regardless of polymer type. The chloride
ion penetration depth of PAE-modified
concrete with an AAS content of 1.0 7 is
a half of that of the unmodified
concrete. The reason for the excellent
resistance to the chloride ion
penetration of the polymer-modified
concretes with AAS can be explained to
be due to the combined effects of the
good water repellency of AAS and the
polymer film formation by polymer
dispersions.

Polymer-Cement Ratio : 5X

CO

I

AAS Content (wt% of Cement)
Fig. 2 28-day Compressive Strength, of
Polymer-Modified Concretes with AAS.

Polymer-Cement Ratio : 5X

20.0 -

Polymer-Cement Ratio : 5%

Unmodified

Unmodified
4.0 -

________________ I_______________i

0

0.5
1-0
AAS Content (wt% of Cement)
Fig. 3 Weight Change of Polymer-Modified
Concretes with AAS. Immersed in
2.5% NaCi Solution for 28 Days.

0

I
I
0. 5
1.0
AAS Content (wt$ of Cement)

Fig. 4 Chlor ide Ion Penetration Depth
of Polymer-Modified Concretes
with AAS, Immersed in 2.5% SaCl
Solution for 28 Days.

Figure 5 illustrates the
carbonation depth of polymer-modified
concretes with AAS, Regardless of
polymer type
and AAS content, the
carbonation depth of the polymermodified concretes with AAS is
considerably reduced, and becomes about
two-third or less of that of unmodified
concrete. The effect of the AAS content
on the carbonation of the polymermodified
concretes
is
hardly
recognized; therefore,
the
superior
carbonation resistance of the polymermodified concretes with AAS may be
considered to be
greatly dependent on
the addition of polymer dispersions.

Figure 6 gives the 28-day drying
shrinkage of polymer-modified concretes
with AAS. Irrespective of polymer type,
the drying shrinkage of the polymermodified concretes without AAS is lower
than that of unmodified concrete.
Furthermore, the drying shrinkage of the
polymer-modified concretes is decreased
by combining AAS addition, and turns out
to be about two-third or less of that of
the unmodified concrete.

«

Q

0,5

AAS Content C
*t%

.... ■«—

l.@

of Cement)

Fig, 5 Carbonation Depth of PolymerModified Concretes with AAS,
Exposed to Air with CSg Gas
Concentration of 5% at 36' C
and 60%
for 28 Days.

YOhamaetal

CONCLUSIONS

From the test results, the
following conclusions can be obtained.

Polymer-Cement Ratio : 5ÜS
Uninodi f i ed

(1) In general, the compressive strength
of SBR- and PAE-modified concretes with
AAS is almost the same as that of
unmodified concrete, but the compressive
strength of EVA-modified concrete with
AAS tends to decrease with raising AAS
content.

SBR
EVA

PAE
(2) Irrespective of polymer type,
the
weight change and chloride ion
penetration of polymer—modified
concretes with AAS decrease markedly
with raising AAS content.

(3) The carbonation depth of polymermodified concretes with AAS is
considerably reduced regardless of
polymer type and AAS content.

(4) In comparison with unmodified
concrete,
the drying shrinkage
of
polymer-modified concretes with AAS
decreases regardless of polymer type and
AAS content.

---- :----------- 1---------------- 1

0

0.5

1.0

AAS Content (wtX of Cement)
Fig. 6 28-day Drying Shrinkage of PolymerModified Concretes with AAS.

(5) Accordingly,. the simultaneous use of
polymer dispersions and AAS <considerably
...17.
improves the resistance to chloride ion
penetration and carbonation, and drying
shrinkage of concretes although the compressive
; strength of the concretes using the
polymer dispersions and AAS is the almost l
ш
same as that of unmodified
concrete. In
™^е^1оп of a good balance between the cost and performance, a polymer-cem^nY ratio
s, a polymer-cement ratio
are5use<Tas
- '5 л
recommende<i when the polymer disperions and AAS
are used as durability-improving admixtures for concrete.
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STRUCTURE FORMATION OF CEMENTLESS CONCRETE MADE
WITH SLAG SAND AND HIGH-CALCIUM ASH FROM THERMAL
POWER PLANTS
SI Pavlenko and A В Oreshkin

Siberian Metallurgical Institute, Novokuznetsk, RUSSIA

SUMMARY
This paper presents results of a laboratory investigation into the
processes of structure formation (at 24 hr, 28 days, 3 and 6 months)
of
cementless fine-grained concrete containing high-calciwn fly ash,
slag
sand from thermal power plants and silica fume developed by the Siberian
Metallurgical Institute for use in load-bearing and enclosing structures«
Physico-mechanical, deformation and specific properties (frost resistan
ce, heat conductivity, protection of reinforcement from corrosion)
of
the above concrete have also been investigated.

РЕЗЮМЕ

В докладе представлены результаты лабораторных исследований процес
сов структурообразования во времени (сутки,
суток, Зии месяцев) раз
работанного катим институтом бесцементного мелкозернистого- бетона для не
сущих и ограждающих конструкций' на основе высококальциевой летучей' золы,
шлакового песка ТЭС и кремнеземистой пыли. Также исследованы физико-меха
нические, деформативные и специальные свойства ( морозостойкость, тепло
проводность, защита арматуры от коррозии ) указанного бетона.

IMRODUCTION
f-r T/i1”
PaP®rs presented at the international conference
in Shef
tartul^n
(1) aEd aJ the 4th totematlonal conference In IsT
mo^+1
ln May
2 ^2^ we sP°ke about the development of fine-grained ce
mentless concrete on the basis of high-calcium fly ash
sla/ sand fSnm
SnJe? Ж Plant^ and Silica ?ume’ Either natural aggregates such as
foc
rubble, sand nor artificial porous materials (claydite agionori
fiv £оат.Ро1У3^ге“е and others) are used in the concrete; HiZh - calcium
given^п^аЖ I
*
8
The =’r[,»orti™1"S
concr^e Szt^s ™

Table 1 - Mixture Proportions

No
Application

----- Qpsn'bities, kg/m________ Mixture Average CompresFly Sili-Slag ,v ,
Air-ent- slumP>
Density, sive
Ash ca
Sand Water raining cm
kg/m3
Strength,
Fume
Admixture

1. For load-bea
ring Struc tures

650

70

720

480

-

8 to 10

1920

15 to 20

2. For enclosing
structures

500

50

500

330

5.4

8 to 10

1385

4.5 to 5,5

PurP°se
the study is to investigate the process of structure
formation. Phase mmerological composition of concrete (at 24hr 28 davs
mo"4hs) ™d “a physlco-mecbenical,deformation 3 specific p™ 1
perties such as frost resistance, heat conductivity, relnfozceSeit corro-

MATERIALS

Fly Ash
Fly ash from the Novosibirskaya Thermal Power Plant is a fine-diet
^™nP°2d/er °f a light brown colour with ^e average specific sSrfice
of 4000cm2/g The positlve characteristics of this f!y ash ari its h?gh
contents of bound calcium oxide (30%) and silicon
oxide (37.6%)
small
amounts of potassium and sodium oxides (0.66%), of sulfur (2 53%} and of
unbumt Particles (2.48%). The fly ash has good binding prope^ies Sn the
fSercalciim о?1йЬ(5°5ЙХ2?га
^°Unt °f ma^esiutn ^xide (6.44%) and
change!
(5.5%) affecting the irregularity of concrete volume

Slag Sand
The slag sand had a particle size distribution of 0 to 5mm and fineth2S “od¥ius
mm’ its colour varied from dark brown
to black and
tain!d ni??ZSlliCbte flaS3+waa mostly in the radioamorphous state.lt con
tained neither unburnt particles nor sulfuric compounds.

Silica Fume

'' Silica fume is a super-dispersed powder of a grey colour
average specific surface of 20000 cm2/g.

the
.

with

Air-Entraining Admixture

The air-entraining admixture used was a synthetic
’•Progress”, the secondary sodium alkyl sulphate. It is
as a liquid having a density of 1.084 tn/nP.

Structure of the materials is shown in Pig.1

detergent called
usually supplied

(a,b,c) and their phy

sical properties and chemical analysis are given in Tables 2 and 3.

FIG.1

(a,b,c) Structure of the materials: a) fly ash,
b) silica fume, c) slag sand. Electron micrograph.
I.

Table 2 - Physical Properties
Characteristics
of materials

Materials

Slag
Sand

Silica
Fume

Bulk density,
kg/m-5

1200

1400

230

True density,
kg/m3

2550

2350

2200

Specific sur
face, cm2/g

3990

Fineness modu
lus, mm
.

Colour

—

2.7

Materials

Oxides, %

Fly
Ash

—

Table 3 - Chemical Composition

20000
—

light dark light
brown green grey

Fly
Ash

Slag
Sand

Silica
Fume

SiO2

37.13

62.20

90.11

CaO total
CaO free
ai2o3

35.53
5.51
7.52

1.70

23.37

0.71
—
1.93

Fe20^+Fe0

8.87

6.44

1.82

MgO
KpO+NapO

6.44
0.66

2.16
2.59

0.97
2.03

TiOg

0.47

0.06

0.02

0.15

0.22

0.20

F2°5

0.04

0.03

0.19

S03

2.53

Loss on
ignition

2.48

Mn02

.

—

—

0.89 ■
2.25

EXPERIMENTAL
The presence in the ash of high-temperature forms of CaO, MgO and
slowly hydrating glass phase deteriorates the properties of ash as a hin
der. The surface of the particles of free CaO is often covered hy the fu
sed coaling which hampers its contact with water. $ The hydration process
of such CaO is slow. Calcium hydroxide is formed in the artificial stone
when the stabilizing crystallization structure has already been formed.
During this process the considerable internal stresses appear causing the
irregular volume change of the hardening system which is the most impor
tant criterion of durability, deformation and even destruction of the ar
tificial stone. We observed this effect while proportioning concrete mix
tures. Concrete specimens didn’t shrink but increased in volume, had hair
cracks and broke being immersed in water at the age of 28 days and more.
The above deformations are shown in Pig.2 (a,b).

b)

PIG.2 (a,b)

The Defoliation of concrete.
a) The Microdeformation
b) The Macrodeformation

Besides, concrete specimens were cur
ed in the laboratory steam curing
chamber in order to accelerate free
CaO+SiOg+HgO reaction, the best re
sults were obtained with:

To eliminate the ne
gative effect of the slo
wly hydrating free CaO,we
used not water for mixing
concrete and introduced
silica fume suspension affecting the hydration pro
cess (Pig.3).
,

|

PIG.3

Reaction of hydration
of free CaO with sili
ca x 14600. Electron
micrograph.

temperature of water + 60° C
.
curing specimens at room temperature for 4 to 6 hours
curing specimens in the laboratory steam-curing
’
chamber at the temperature of 95 to 100°C using 3+12+3 hour cycle.

Structure formation processes, phase-mineralogical composition
of
concrete at 24 hours, 28 days, 3 "and 6 months, its physico-mechanical and
deformation properties have been investigated on the above specimens. The
latter are left to be used for a long term investigation (lyear, 2 years
and more).
Main physico-mechanical and
deformation
*
concretes are shown in Table 4.

properties

of two

types of

Table 4 - Main Physico-Mechanical and Deformation Properties of
Cementless Concrete over 6 Months Period

Characteristics

of

concrete
1. Pot Load-Bearing Structures
Compressive Strength), MPa
*
Relative Shrinkage, mm/m
Total Value of Creep Deformations
when
- 0,5 R
.
, mm/m
prism’
_
Initial Modulus of Elasticity, Ee10"
*^

PH
2. Por Enclosing Structures
Compressive Strength, MPa
Relative Shrinkage, mm/m
Total Value of Creep Deformation,mm/m
Prost Resistance, cycle
Heat Conductivity, W/m°C

Test Duration, days

1

28

90

180

20
0.61

22
0.65

23
0.66

0.36

0.38

0.39

95
12.6

121
12.4

125
12.1

130
12.0

4.5
0.52
—
—
0.44

5.5
0.68
O.38
51
0.36

5.8
0.74
0.39
53
O.32

5.7 .
0.76
0.41
56
0.26

15
0.28

As can be seen from the Table 4, the main properties of concrete im
prove with time, except for the slight decrease in compressive strength
of concrete for enclosing structure at the age of 180 days as compared
with 90 days. Since shrinkage and creep have not yet been stabilized,the
results will be more exact at the age of 1,2 years.
The process of structure formation over the given period
(up to 6
months) was studied usingfour methods: radiostructural and differential
thermal analyses, electronic microscope and chemical analysis.Pig.4(a,b,
c,d) illustrates this process.
.

a) at 24 hours

b) at 30 days

d) at 180 days

c) at 90 days

PIG.4

Structure of cementless fine-grained slag ash concrete:
a) aggregated ash particles x I46OO; b) crystals of
C2SH2 x 146OO; c) new formations x11400; d) large cry
stals of calcium hydrosilicate x 12400

*

r

: Relative- change'in the quantity of free CaO in concrete was determi
ned by chemical analysis. If the quantity of free CaO in fresh
concrete
mixture is taken as 100% (free CaO will constitute 1.71% by the total
concrete mixture) its quantity is equal to 0.53%» 0.41%, 0.29% and 0.26%
at 24 hours, 28, 90 and 180 days, respectively.X-ray photographs of mate
rials and concrete also indicate that the formation of hydrosilicates of
calcium occur not only due to the hydration of minerals but also due to
binding free calcium oxide by silicon oxides and their interaction
with
water. X-ray photographs will be illustrated in slides.'
Differential-thermal analysis and dynamic weighing of specimens dur
ing heating were used to determine the degree of ash hydration by the
quantity of hydrate water in it, the amount of new formations being defi
ned by the loss in weight in the limits of corresponding effects. ( The
thermographs are given in slides.)
'

CONCLUSION

'

Cementless concrete incorporating high-calcium ash, slag sand from
thermal power plants and 10 to 15% silica fume prepared with hot water and
after its curing at the temperature of 95% to 100° C may be used for the
construction of single, two-storey block of flats in normal conditions.
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ACTIVATED MIXED BINDERS AND CONCRETES
BASED UPON THEM
L A Kuznetsova, V M Dymsky, G A Korableva and T N Kobystcha

Far-Eastern Research Institute for Construction,
Vladivostok, RUSSIA

SUMLVLARY
This paper presents results of laboratory investigations concerning
the obtained, effective niechanoactivated mixed binders based upon
portland cement with use of mineral agents as well as to study
properties of concretes based upon those binders.

The results of investigations showed that it was possible to use
activated mixed binder in concretes and mortars for production of both
built-up and cast-in-place constructions as well as other building
articles.

АННОТАЦИЯ
В данной работе представлены результаты лабораторных исследований
в направлении получения эффективных механоактивированных вяжущих на
основе портландцемента с использованием минеральных добавок и изучения
свойств бетонов на основе этих вяжущих.
Результаты исследований показали возможность использования активи
рованного смешанного вяжущего в бетонах и растворах для изготовления
сборных и монолитных конструкций, а также мелкоштучных блоков и других
строительных изделий.

INTRODUCTION

Far-Eastern Research Institute for Construction (Vladivostok)
carried out investigations to obtain effective mechanoactivated mixed
binders upon high-aluminate cement where low-calcium acid fly ash or
natural sand were utilized as mineral agents, as well as to study
properties of concretes based upon those binders.
EXPERIMENTAL
■on
used P°rtland- cement of such brands as
PC 4-00-D20 and PC 5OO-D5 produced by cement plants of the Far-Eastern
Association, named "Spasskcement". The cement contained from 5% to 18%
of its weight as an active mineral agent, i.e. a volcanic tuff which
to absorb calcium hydroxide from its saturated solution was
80T
rmgCaO/g
*
of the agent. Mineralogical analysis of a cl inker
utilized in the cement production was as follows : C,S-59
CSC^AF - 11...12%. The cement contained 1.2..^1.8%
of its weight as alkalipCin terms of Na90). Specific surface of the
cement was 290... 520 m^/kg.
г
A fly ash (of dry separation) utilized for the mixed binder
production was formed,during pulverized-coal burning of lignites from
the far-eastern coalfields. Its chemical analysis (% of its weight) is
as follows : silicon oxide is 58...61%, aluminium oxide is 24...27%
ferrum, oxide is 5.6...5.4%, calcium oxide is 5.2...4.8?6, magnesium '
oxide is 1.2...2.2%, pottassium oxide is 1.2...2.6%, sodium oxide is
t t
sulphuric anhydride is 0.1...0.2%. A content of soluble
silica is 0.8...0.9%. Losses on ignition are 0.5...0.^-% at 55O°C and
O25...O.9% at 950 C. Specific surface of ash (by Blane) is 290...350
m /kg. True density is 2.07...2.18 g/cm5.

° 5 -.O.5%,

According to,data of thermography and X-ray phase analysis, fly
ash contains considerable amount of vitreous phase and quartz, solid
phase mullite crystallization in amorphous clay substance and alumino
silicate vitreous phase, some hematite.

Mineralogical analysis of the fly ash was made by dr.E.Oalibina in
Research Institute on Construction (Tallinn). According to solubility
in different media the analysis was presented as follows : vitreous
16'?%r Orth°c1^/ " 7e49/o’ mullite - up to 25%, hematite up to3.5%, quartz- up to 22%, SiO9 in silicaglass insoluble in 3% HC1
- up to 11.?%.,It is obvious that given analysis is rough. Calculated
amount,of mullite was overestimated, evidently, because a portion of
aluminium oxide was a part of the vitreous phase. Refraction value of
the vitreous phase was generally 1.5-1.6, indicating silica and
aluminosilicate composition.
■
The next mineral agent is quartz, sand from Volsky deposite. It
contained from 98 to 99% of its weight as silica, from 0.5 to 0.9% as
pulverized or clay matter. Its grain dimensions were generally 0.5...
0.9' mm.

When producing the mixed binders, a dry super plasticizer S-3 or
a dry waste of biochemical production of nutrient yeast, named "cara
mel , were utilized as chemical agents-modifiers.
Mineral agents were injected as 20...50% of the binder weight,
super plasticizer S-5 as 1% and "caramel" as 0.18...0.2% of cement
weignt. To control data when the binders set or the other properties.

iwe added calcium, sulphate having double or semiwater content, an amount
of which was determined experimentally.

We obtained mixed binders through joint comminution of agents in
a ball mill or powder dispenser of toroid-spiral type. In case of
utilization of natural sand as mineral' agent, the binder was obtained
in two stages. The first stage included sand comminution to such tihe
grains that were characterized by a specific surface value 5>00...6>0
m2/kg (by Bläne). In this case, super plasticizer S-3 or «caramel"
were added at the first stage, since they intensify the comminution.
When the fly ash was utilized, the binders were produced during onestage r.nmmimit.ion of components to ag^ispersivity that corresponded to
a specific surface value 500...660 m /kg.
An activity of binders was determined by standard methodology, on
samples of 1:5 cement-and-sand mortar. Beams-samples |hat were 4x4x16
cm overall hardened both under water,conditions at 20-2®C of water
temperat-iira and under damp atmospheric conditions at 20—2 C of
atmospheric temperature and 100% of humidity.

Strength properties of mechanoactivated mixed binders were evalu
ated and shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Cement
and sand
Spe mortar, 1:5
A binder,
name and cific
sur
amount of
cone
face
a mineral
spread,
v/c
2
agent
m Ag
mm

Initial plane
cement

502

0.40

115

The same,mech 505
anoactivated

0.45

112

i

Cement + 50 %
of sand

498

0.42

111

;
\

Cement + 50 %
i 518
of sand + S-5

j 0-55

108

;

Cement -t 50 %
of sand +
«caramel«

I 0.40 j 110’

:

Strength Limit, MPa

180
days

Bend
*
*
Comp

Bend
Comp

0.56

Cement + 50 %
of ash + S-5

0.54 ; 106

180
days

28
days

—

Bend
Comp

Bend
Comp

7-1
52.1

9.2
66.2

8.2
55.7

-r
■**

5.2
58.5

1

7-1
56.0
,

—-

\

5-8
40.9

64,5

11-0 ;
81-8

9.0
58.0

10.0
62.2

10,7
75.5

9.0
57-8

—
—

\

Cement + 20 %
: 520
of ash +S-5

545

28
days

-r

■

515

.Underwater
hardening

Damp-air
hardening

-r

__

108

j

10.5 i

—

*

9.7
70.9

1
;

9-6
70.6

;

—

Initial ’’old”
cement

505

0.40

IO?

The same + 50%
of ash + S-5

516

0.54

107

The same +50 %
of ash +
’’caramel”

501

О.45

106

C einent +
S-5
of ash

515

0.56

106

528

0.57

518

О.45

C einent
of ash

50 7«
S-5

Cement
of ash +
’’caramel”
В end.-Bending,

—

—

—
—

6.5
44.2

—

6.6
58.0

—

5.9
46.4

—

—

9.5
6О.5

9.7
71.8

7.8
55.7

9.0
69-7

106

8.2
5^.5

9.1
70.5

7.9
54.4

8.6
69.6

IO/

8.1
49-7

8.5
58.5

8.7
50.6

8.9
56.4

3omp--Compression

We ought to say that due to choosing of an optimal amount for the
control agent, named calcium sulphate, all the binders had practically
the same period of setting, i.e. the beginning in 1.5»..2 hours, the
end in
hours. A mortar plasticity being the most important
technological value was equalized through variability of water-cement
proportion and was also practically the same in all mixes.
Testing of mechanochemical activated mixed binders revealed that
quartz sand even in fine grains was an inert agent while the fly ash
acted as an active mineral agent in any case.
Mechanochemical activation with utilization of super plasticizer
S-5 permitted to obtain rather effective mixed binder even an old
cement was used.

Strength of samples from all mechanoactivated mixed binders with
the fly ash and super plasticizer S-5 were increasing by six months
of hardening under water/damp air conditions, but not decreasing at
all. At the same time, the strength of samples with different content
of the fly ash (especially during 6-month hardening in water) were
equalizing.

Most probably, it was caused by appearance of additional amount
of calcium hydroaluminates and hydrosilicates due to reaction of
interaction between the vitreous phase of the ash particles and
products of hydrated clinker minerals when contacts of these products
with the more dispersed ash particles were increasing in number.
When passing a standard test for mechanoactivated mixed binders
on samples of cement-and-sand mortars, ’’caramel” agent was not conside
rably effective. But when these binders were tested in concretes, they
were effective due to air-entraining property.

On base of cement-ash binder activated by joint comminution of
components in the ball mill there were produced the concretes of
different types and for different purposes.

As a result, we indicated a possibility of obtaining a gas-ash , ,
concrete that was hardening non-steam-and-pressure-cured, classified
as B2...37.5(2.5»•»10 MPa strength), dense as 650...950 kg/пг and
resistant to no less than 25 cycles of freezing-defrosting by turns.
Due to dense aggregates we obtained a concrete classified up to B40
(M500 brand), wheresaving in cement was 50% and in mixed binder it was
within 80...100 kg/пг as compared to standard cement consumption
-rAHommended by Standards and Manuals in the field of Construction.
As an agent for the mixed binder dry super plasticizer S-5
permitted to make a strength rate of a heavy concrete Л.Ц- times as
high while cement saving was 50% and 1.2 times as high while cement
saving was 50%.

it sing a porous aggregate and the cement-ash binder containing
50% of ash and "caramel" agent we obtained structural insulating con
cretes classified as B2.5...35.5 (M55---M5O brands) where the binder
was consumed under standard requirements.
The cement-ash binder activated in powder dispenser of VNIIG
construction permitted to obtain concretes on dense aggregates of the
higher strength rate while hardening both under normal-humidity
conditions and after thermal treatment as in comparison with non
activated and activated portland cement. The concrete had a strength
rate 34-5 (M600 brand) while portland cement saving was 5^%, and its
strength rate was B55 (M4-5O brand) while the cement saving was 50%.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOIflMENDATIONS
The proposed method of obtaining activated mixed binder allow
recommended for using in concretes and mortars for production of both
build-up and cast-in-place constructions,as well as small-scale blocks
and another products for construction.
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USE OF CIRCULATING SAND ACTIVATORS IN SEPARATE
MIXING TECHNOLOGY OF CONCRETE
В V Gusev, A G Milrud, A E Lutin, IA Sulkowsky and В В Akhmedov

The Tashkent State University named after Beruni Tashkent, UZBEKISTAN

SUMMARY
The description of a new construction activator as well as the
positive results of its appliance while introducing the separate con
crete preparation technology use are given.

В статье дается описание активатора новой конструкции и сообщают
ся положительные результаты его использования при внедрении раздельной

технологии приготовления бетона.

A number of experimental tests as well as comparative tests carried

out by the Reinforced Concrete Research

Institute

on tubulent mixers

used in separate mixing technology of concrete showed this technique to

be not very, efficient.
The results of the research revealed the possibility of successful

introduction of the separate mixing technology

of concrete by recourse

to mix pretreatment in circulating sand activators 'f a principally new
design.

The circulation sand activator is a vertical double bearing shaft

with flat discs, mounted in the cylindrical body of the activator.

To create the

necessary head and bring about mass circulation, a

working impeller is installed at the lower section of the shaft.
The action of the high revolution discs and the impeller discharges
the mix under pressure into narrow annular slots between the rotating

discs and the fixed body, which represent the areas of active dispersi
on of sand grains and cement.

According to the results of granulometric analysis during the acti

vation of the sand-water system in the circulation sand activator a sig
nificant quantity of extremely fine particles with specific surface of
6000 cm2/g is formed at the expence of sand grain surface abrasion.

A correlation between the quantity of the

( /7 )

extremely fine fraction

formed and the activation time has been deduced

as follows:

л=По+
o< and

where

Provided

are proportionality factors.

t—O

the factor defines the slope of the tangent at the

initial position of the graph.
Provided *
'®»
tthe observed function tends to the limit

which

defines the maximum possible content of the fine dispersion particles.

Analysis of the calculated values of the

proportionality factor

shows that the maximum number of

particles of the fine

tion, which can be formed during

the sand activation in the circulation

dispersion frac

sand activator, is approximately equal to the space between the grains.
The specific power consumption

—------ calculated allowing for the

number of fine dispersion particles formed in the circulation sand acti
vator

mixing

whithin the 2-minute activation

period adopted in the separate

technology of concrete , is approximately 2,5 times lower than

for ball mills.
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Thus it has been found that to get a product of such fine disper

sion, it is more efficient to use the principle of sand grain surface

abrasion , realized in a circulation sand activator than crushing grains
in a ball mill.
Results of the tests conducted revealed the possibility of intro

ducing the intensive separate mixing technology of concrete employing
the circulation grain activator for

mixing concrete of various grades

up to Ю00 including moderately high-flow concrete

with coarse and medium
ble

sized

mix of 0K»3...6 cm

plasticized sand grains. This would ena

a 15 to 25 % saving in cement.
The expedience of using sand activated in the circulation sand ac

tivator for producing items througt the plateholding technology has been
determinated. A 20% saving

Ways possible by this

of cement has been
have been found for

shown.
of utilising the fine

dispersion fraction that is obtained as a microaggregate in the process.
The efficiency of activation of the cement-water system in the

circulation sand activator has been estimated.

Circulation sand activator of the porposed design has been succes
sfully used in the intensive separate mixing technology of concrete at
the enterprises of the Ministry of Civil Engineering in the Uzbekistan.

ADVANCES IN USE OF SEA WATER FOR PREPARING OF
CONCRETE MIXTURES FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE BY
MEANS OF A SPECIAL WATER TREATMENT
Bogomil D Darakchiev and Lyubomira V Pantofchieva
University of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Sofia BULGARIA

SUMMARY

The paper presents the resnLts of testing of the strength properties

of concrete samples prepared with different making waters, received from
sea. water being treated in an ion exchange way. The strength characteris

tics attained have been juxtaposed with those of control samples prepar
ed with plain potable water.

In cosegnenor of the investigations it has been established that by

the ion exchange method, depending on the anionic form, concretes of
higher compressive strength (than the control samples) have been realiz
ed, the concentration of Cl

and SO^

being strongly diminished.

РЕЗЮМЕ

В докладе представлены результаты испытаний прочностных свойств бе

тонов, изготовленных с помощью морской воды, обработанной ионообменным
способом, с целью снижения концентрации хлоридов и сульфатов из-за необ
ходимости коррозионной безобасности арматуры бетона.
Установленно, что с помощью анионированной морской воды, в зависи
мости от анионной формы смолы, получены бетоны разной прочности, в боль

шинстве случаев большей прочности на сжатие (по сравнению с контрольными
образцами с питьевой водой), отвечающие строжайшим требованиям норматив

ных документов по отношению концентраций хлоридов (сульфатов).

INTRODUCTION
The content of chloride iona in reinforced concretes has been 1 imitr-

ed according to the national standards and С EB - FI P

Model Code, 1990.

Because of the danger of reinforcement corrosion the percentage of C1“
in reinforced concretes must be below 0,1%

by weidht of the cement mass,

[1, 2, 3, 4].

In case of higer concentrations of 01“

different inhibitors have

been applied with varying success, |^5, 6, 7^.

bi this paper the possibilities for use of sea water as making water
for preparing of reinforced concrete mixtures have been concidered ;

at

that, the corrosion effect of the significant concentrations of the chlo
rides and sulphates on the reinforcement had to be avoided. To this end,

the sea, water was processed in a special way that decreased the concen,.
о
trations of 01
and SO^
Up to the mini mum desired.

TREATMENT OF THE SEA WATER

The method proposed is based on the filtration ion exchange. The
sea water has been subjected to a treatment by means of suitable select

ed anion exchanger in appropriate salt form of its active functional
groups. A strong basic or a weakly basic anion exchange resin in an anion
exchange column has been converted into the necessary ionic form by means

of regenerating agent —

solution of the corresponding salt or acid.

After the regeneration the anion exchanger has been rinsed with water and

then it is ready to work.

The sea water to be treated flows through the anion exchange resin
bed, during the interaction loses its 01“

(and SO^”

and other anions),

exchanging then for the anions loading the active groups. The outlet

fluid contains a significantly decreased concentration of Cl~ and SO?"
*
■
4 *
and an increased concentration of the exchangeable anion. Due to the

equivalen't ion exchange a new making sea water has been received, non
containing corrosion aggressive concentrations of 01

( SO^

) .

The mechanism of the thus described, process represents stoichiomet

rical ion exchangee It can be realized in ion exchange columns of any
size, giving possibilities to produce treated making sea water as much
as necessary. The concentrations Of the regeneration solutions are about
4 - 6 % .

REAGENTS USED FOR REGENERATION AND KINDS OF TREATED MAKING WATERS
A great number of regenerating reagents were used :

solutions of

sodium hydrocarbonate, sodium phosphate, sodium tartarate, sodium tetra

borate, sodium acetate, sodium ethylene diamine tetraacetate (EDTA) , ortho

phosphoric acid, acetic acid. The effluent from the ion exchange column
treated sea. waters can be used singly or in combinations in different

ratios. The aim is to attain improved kinetics of induration and improved
strength properties of the concrete. Experiments have been conducted

with the following combinations of separately treated sea waters as
making vateia:

/ jo’-

=1:1;

НС-J- / Po’"
BDTA / po’-

=1:1;

HCO;

-1:1;

/

СН^ОО"/

-1:4.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RAW SEA WATER USED

In the experiments presented raw water from Black Sea was used to
produce making water for preparing reinforced concrete non-containing

corrosion aggreoslve concentrations of Cl"

and Sof .

lhe concentra

tion of the solids in the Black Sea water varies between 14,5 and 18,0

g/ dm5, that is about 2,0-2,5 times lower than the ocean total dissolved
solids concentration. The other characteristics of the raw sea water $
in eq,/dm5

total alkalinity
total hardness

Mg

Amo

mg/ dm5

5*25

64 40

*
2

15,20

504,0

2+

49,20

984,0

•m eq / dm

3

mg / dm 3

0Г

277,50

9 850

SO 2"

26,25

1 260

8,05

pH

MATERIMiS AND COMPOSITION OF THE CONCRETE

The investigations have been accomplished using cement from produc

tion batch containing 20%

mineral addition (8%

limestone and 12% blast

furaace slag) and the following mineral content :

%
50,5

C„S

5

c2s

3i, 3

C-A
5
C.AF
4

10,2

10,2

All the tests have been conducted with concrete of the same composition

(kg/m^) :

cement - 350, middle-grained sand - 650, gravel - 1150,

and

water — 1150 . As making waters potable water, natural sea water and
treated sea waters with diminished content of Cl

and SO^

have been

used. Seven of the latter were singly and four of them were in combina

tions used. The samples prepared with potable water were control sample^
(comparative ones) .

The concrete samples (cubes) stayed in standard conditions accord
ing to Bulgarian State Standard 505/ 84. The tests for their compressive

streigth have been conducted on the 3Г<\ 7"^ , 28^^L

and the 180^

day.

RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATIONS
Investigations data about the influence of the kind of making water

(potable, sea and treated sea waters) upon the compressive strength are
presented in the Table 1. All the experiments preparing the concrete

with treated sea water, have ensured such a decreasing of the Cl

(30^ )

-concentration, that completely satisfied the most stringent requirements

Table 1
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OP COKCRETES PREPARED BY MEANS OP POTABLE-, SEA-

Cl” AND SO?"
4

AND TREATED SEA WATER WITH DIMINISHED CONCENTRATION OF
"

nS kind of making

CONCENTRATION

COMPRESSIVE

IN THE MAKING

WATER

(MPa)

WATER
(mg/dm5)

1. POTABLE

2. SEA

STRENGTH

WATER

Cl"

SO?"
4

3rd

7th

28th

20

50

9,6

16,0

(100) (100)

29,7
(100)

39,2
(100)

19,6
14,1
(147) (125)

30,1
(101)

40,8
(104)

9 850

WATER

5. TREATED SEA WATER
WITH ANIONITE IN:
PO?" FORM
1 930
3.1.
4

1 260

180th DAI

430

15,8
(144)

22,1
(138)

35,3
(119)

42,5
(109)

360

180

10,5
(109)

18,9
(118)

35,5
(120)

40,6
(104)

720

200

0,7
( 7 )

10,6
(36)

*

3-4. H C 0 " FORM
5

1 520

635

■■

28,5,
(95 )

36,0
(92 )

3.5. TARTARATE FORM

1 070

20

710

150

12,0
(125)

18,6
(116)

33,4
(112)

42,0
(107)

360

50

2,8
(29 )

7,0
( 44 )

12,0
(40 )

18,0
( 46 )

3.8. EDTA/PO;" =1:4 1 290
4

190

12,0
(125)

20,3
(127)

52,8
(110)

40,9
(104)

HOO"/PO^" »1:1 1160
3
4

405

11,2
(117)

18,5
(114)

30,1
(101)

33,6
(8^)

3.2.

PO?"
4

FORM

3.3. E D T A

3.6. ACETATE

3.7. B40j"

3.9.

FORM

FORM

FORM

—

si 0w

**

(98 )

i nd ur at i0 n

зло., HCOT/CH COO" »
5
5 -1:1

710

150

11,6
(121)

17,0
(106)

29,3
(99 )

37,9
(97

, PO5"/CH-COO" =
3.11.
4
5 -1:1

710

180

11,5
(120)

23,2
(145)

29,2
( 98 )

3t,3
( 83

In Brackets - % ratio of the compressive strength of the sample to
that one of the control sample, prepared with potable water.
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of the normative documents concerning the content of chlorides in rein
forced concretes (

0,1% by weight of the cement).

The results for the compressive strength of the samples prepared

with potable water, sea. water, and treated seawaters are juxtaposed in

Table 1. The analyses shows that the concrete samples with acetate

(nS

3.6) and phosphate (№ 3.1 and 3.2) making waters have the beat strength
characteristics. Their compressive strength at the 2В^

day exceeds that

of the control samples with plain potable water with 12%

and 19-20%

re

spectively. At the same time these making waters speed the enduration in
the early age (3ri day) from 9 to 44%.

This positive trend goes on also

g-j-r monthes later. The increase of the compressive strength in the early
age of the samples with phosphate making water, having very low Cl" con

centration

3.2), is weaker in comparison with that of the samples

possessing higher Cl” concentration (N§ 3.1). Very good results have been
received for the compressive strength of the samples prepared by means of

mixed

water EDTA / PO^”

= 1 : 4 , (N§ 3.8). Samples prepared with

tartarate, tetraborate and EDTA-making waters have shown too low com

pressive strength.
COHCLUSIONS
The results up to now received for the concrete prepared by means of

treated seawaters (acetate, phosphate and combined EDTA/PO^

=1:4 mak

ing waters) pretend to be very good. They afford the opportunity to sati
sfy the strongest demands of the standards preparing reinforced concretes

without danger of reinforcement corrosion.
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NEW TECHNIQUE TO EXAMINE HOMOGENEITY OF PARTICLE
DISPERSION IN SLAG / CEMENT BLEND AND
ITS EFFECT ON CONCRETE DURABILITY
R I A Malek

Materials Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University, USA

SUMMARY
The 21st Century Concrete Technology's major objective will be to produce economic durable
concrete of low permeability and low or no environmental impact. The use of mineral admixtures is expected
to be wider. The specification and quality assurance/ control will be modified to use testing techniques for
examination of concrete to ensure their integrity and good performance. Rehabilitation and remaining
service life may be assessed on existing concrete structures by periodic examination utilizing these testing
techniques. A new testing technique for this purpose is presented. The technique examines the effectiveness
of particle dispersion in slag or pozzolanas/cement blends in the paste portion of concrete and its relation to
concrete performance. Several specimens from existing concrete structures in the U.S., England, Iceland.

Germany, and Sweden were examined and the results accurately predict the performance of these concrete.

INTRODUCTION
The deterioration of concrete originates in its microstructure. Appreciable differences in reactivities of

slag and cement particles have an adverse effect on the properties of concrete made of their blends with
Inadequate particle dispersion. A technique to examine the effectiveness of particle dispersion in slag or
pozzolanas/cement blends in the paste portion of concrete and its relation to performance is discovered. In

this technique freeze-dried polished slices of the concrete samples are subjected to the incident electron
beam in a SEM. Use was made of the properties of the backscattered electron beam (BSE) to differentiate

between slag particles and other particles in the matrix. An interactive computer-controlled electron beam,
described in detail in this paper, is used to examine the polished concrete slices.

EXPERIMENTAL
Several concrete samples have been received from different constructions in the U.S., England, Iceland
(2 samples), Germany, and Sweden. The concretes contain different proportions of blast furnace slag.
Freeze-dried polished slices of the concrete samples are subjected to the Incident electron beam in a SEM.

The inverted mode of the backscattered electron imaging is used, in which, the darkness of a particular area
or particle is inversely proportional to the average atomic weight of the constituent elements.
The homogeneity of particle dispersion in the slag or pozzolanas/cement blended paste of concrete is
examined using a computer interactive scanning electron microscope provided with an image analysis
utility. In this technique, the electron beam is allowed to sweep in successive lines. When the beam strikes
particles with BSE intensities above a previously set threshold level, it stops and remains on the particle
surface for four seconds. During that time, eight diameters are drawn across the particle’s center and the

characteristic x-ray signals, excited from the particle central region, are analyzed by the EDX unit. Memory
stored coordinates will prevent analysis of the same particle twice. For the purpose of the present analysis,

a minimum separation of two microns between two particles is required to analyze them as separate
entities. The elemental count percentage, particle cross sectional area, average particle diameter and shape

are determined by the computer software. The results of this analysis can be obtained either for Individual

particles or as an average certain group of particles with specific chemical composition.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SEM-EDX Examination
An SEM/EDX examination of the aggregates in the six samples revealed the presence of various type
aggregates in the samples. The coarse aggregates were Limestone and siliclous gravel in the U.S. and

English samples, respectively. Sillcious sand was the fine aggregate present in both samples. The existence
of potassium and aluminum together with silicon might indicate a feldspathlc composition for some of the

fine aggregate particles: alkaH feldspar is detected in the x-ray diffraction. The analysis showed limestone as
the major constituent of both the coarse and fine aggregates In the two concretes from Iceland The Swedish
concrete, on the other hand, contains dalomitic limestone as a major constituent of coarse and fine
aggregates. Of Interest is the presence of large slag fragments as part of the coarse and fine aggregates
(which is mainly composed of sandstone) in the German sample. The chemical composition of the slag
particles in the U.S. and English samples Is given In Table I. It is evident that the chemical composition is

within the normal compositions of slag.

The quantitative EDX analysis of the samples from Iceland show the average oxide composition of both

types of slag particles as presented in Table I. The low CaO content in these samples may suggest that these
particles are actually natural pozzolanas and not a slag. This is confirmed by the existence of very large

grains of similar chemical composition as the slag particles, exhibiting air bubbles in a large glassy matrix
which may possibly Indicate that some type of glassy volcanic rocks have been used as aggregates in these
samples.
The German sample appears to exhibit a somewhat unique composition. It seems made mainly of slag
as is evident from the dominance of bright particles in the backscattered image. The average chemical

(oxide) composition of the matrix is presented in Table I. Additionally, some of the slag particles are too
large to be considered as part of the cementitious matrix. The latter might have been added as a portion of

the coarse aggregates (composition given in Table I).
The slag particles in the Swedish sample seem to exhibit apparent differences in their sizes, being

larger in the outer portions and smaller in the inner. That this is an indication of a poor hydration at the

outer portions is partially verified by the noticed spalling and poor aggregate-matrix bond near the outer
portions of the sample. An average chemical composition of the slag particles in both locations is presented

in Table I. The low SiO2 content in these samples may suggest that it is not slag.

Table I. Quantitative EDX Analysis Showing the Average Chemical Composition of the Slag/Pozzolanas
Particles in the Different Samples .

AI2O3

CaO

MgQ

K2o

U.SA

8.22

44.91

5.96

England

9.60

44.7

Iceland I

12.51

Iceland П

S1O2

SO3

0.31

37.53

3.07

6.20

9.00

38.90

0.60

5.27

11.86

0.71

0.22

54.79

14.67

14.145

6.31

0.05

2.22

33.03

Germany

15.81

41.47

5.63

0.43

0.12

36.36

Sweden

23.78

38.5

18.97

Na2O

10.21

3.82

0.65

Determination of the Effectiveness of Particle Dispersion
Tables II. Ill,and IV show the results of the analyses made on the concrete sepecimens. Three analyses

on the U.S. specimen were made at three locations: top (2-3 mm from the top), middle (25 mm from the top),
and bottom (100 mm from the top). The analyses on the english specimen were made at three locations: top.
middle (70mm from the top) and a blue area (120mm from the top).
It appears from the data on the U.S. specimen that the average area of the cement particles do not

change with depth whereas for slag it is higher in the top layer and lower in the middle and bottom layers.
This may be a reflection of a variable hydration degree of slag particles that could be ascribed to variable

wet and dry conditions at different depths of concrete. Of concern is the high standard deviation of both slag
and cement particles in the top layer compared to the lower (approximately equal standard deviation in the
middle and bottom layers). That this is an indication of an inhomogeneous dispersion of slag particles in the
top layer is partially verified by the fact that the top layer may have been subjected to preferential

segregation due to excess water for trowling.

The data obtained for the blue area in the engllsh slag indicates the existence of a higher
concentration of particles of similar composition to the slag particles. That this is an Indication of a highly

concentrated slag particles in the blue areas as a result of poor dispersion is under an ongoing

investigation.
It appears that the two samples from Iceland contain about 40% of the cementitious mixture as
pozzolanas. The sample Iceland II concrete seems to contain finer pozzolanas than sample Iceland I. The
dispersion of pozzolanic particles in sample Iceland II seem a tittle better than In sample Iceland I.

TABLE П. SEM-DEX Chemical Classification Analysis of the U.S. Concrete. Summary of Statistical Data

a. General Analysis of All Classes

BOTTOM

MIDDLE

TOP

Features

823

1085

685

Frames

15

17

13

2.02X10'3

Total Area Analyzed (Sq. Cm)

2.14X10'3

*
1.57X10
3

% Feature Area per Frame

7.56

11.4

7.18

Sigma

3.84

10.6

4.16

b. Specific Analysis of the Chemical Macroclasses

Slag

13OTTOM

MIDDLE

TOP
Cement

Slag

Cement

Slag

Cement

72

256

96

457

39

297

POP%
Features/sq.cm (xlO4)

8.8

31.1

8.9

42.1

5.7

43.4

3.6

12.7

4.49

21.4

2.48

18.9

Average particle area

26.3

13.9

15.0

12.1

16.6

17.1

12.6

24.0

7.6

25.9

4.9

27.8

12.4

4.3

5.1

17.3

4.6

18.6

POP

Average area per unit

frame area (xlO'3)

Sigma

The concrete sample from Germany seems made mainly of slag. The slag particles seem fairly large in
size (low Blaine slag). In addition, the sample seems to contain large pieces of slag that have been added as
part of the coarse aggregate.
The concrete sample from Sweden seems to contain about 40% slag of normal fineness. The large

average slag per unit frame area might be a reflection of poor hydration. The dispersion of slag particles, on

the other hand, seems fairly good.

tart .те ш. SEM-DEX Chemical Classification Analysis of the English Slag. Summary of Statistical Data,

a. General Analysis of All Classes

Features

BLUE AREA

TOP

MIDDLE

818

1032

636

15

10

13

Frames

1.82x10- 3

Total Area Analyzed (Sq. Cm)

% Feature Area per Frame

8.8

Sigma

5.38

1.36xl0"3

1.46X10-3

9.36

13.8

3.84

5.97

b. Specific Analysis of the Chemical Macroclasses

BLUE AREA

MIDDLE

TOP

Slag

Cement

Slag

Cement

Slag

Cement

POP

45

350

78

484

34

315

POP%

5.5

42.8

7.6

46.9

5.4

49.5

Area%

5..0

47.7

5.4

49.9

4.8

48.6

2.5

5.7

19.2

35.6

21.6

2.3

17.8

21.8

13.0

19.3

19.5

21.1

25.4

28.0

19.9

53.6

39.5

48.5

4.4

42.0

7.4

67.2

4.5

45.5

5.2

44.6

5.5

22.6

4.5

37.5

Features/sq.cm (xlO4)
Average area per frame
(sq. pm)

Sigma

Average area per frame
area (xlO 3)

Sigma

Table IV. SEM-DEX chemical classification analysis of the Samples from Iceland, Germany, and Sweden.
Summary of statistical data.

a. General Analysis of All Classes

ICELAND I

Features

Frames
Total Area Analyzed (sq. cm)
% Feature Area per Frame

Sigma

ICELAND II

1332

720

8

5

1.25 x IO"3

7.57 x IO"4

9.85

4.93

2.14

2.2

Table IV. Ctd.
b. Specific Analysis of the Chemical Macroclasses.

Cement

642

ГОР

II

ICELAND

ICELAND I
Slag

372

Cement

Slag

137

340

47.2

19.0

POP%

48.2

27.9

Features/sq. cm (xlO4)

51.6

3C.0

45.0

18.0

Average particle area (sq.pm)

9.8

8.9

4.9

5.1

' 53.4

26.7

20.9

8.8

17.5

6.7

11.6

5.8

Average area per unit frame area
Sigma

r

a. General Analysis of All Classes

Features

GERMANY

SWEDEN[

1512

995

8

8

Frames

Total Area Analyzed (sq. cm)

1.21 x IO'4

1.8 x IO'3

% Feature Area per Frame

Sigma'

17.3

9.9

4.4

4.2

b. Specific Analysis of the Chemical Macroclasses.

SWEDEN

GERMANY
Cement

POP

53

POP %

3.5

Features/sq. cm (xlO4)

Average particle area (sq.pm)

Slag

1015
67.1

Cement

291

29.3

Slag

119
12.0

2.9

55.0

24.0

9.8

21.9

23.6

7.9

11.1

6.8

137.2

20.2

16.0

4.5

43.6

7.5

7.8

Average area per unit frame area
(xlO"3)

Sigma

R IA Malek

CONCLUSIONS
A new technique to examine the homogeneity of particle dispersion in slag or pozzolanas/cement

blends in the paste portion of concrete is discovered. The technique is useful in predicting the deterioration
of concrete resulting from Inadequate particle dispersion.

The technique represents a powerful tool in

quality assurance/control and inspection of concrete structures.
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PREFACE
Commencing with a one-day meeting in London on 14 January 1918 arranged by the
Faraday Society, to discuss "The setting of cements and plasters", which is taken as the first
Symposium to deal solely with the chemistry of cement, the subsequent International Symposia
and Congresses on the Chemistry of Cement have been held in Stockholm (1938), London (1952),
Washington DC (I960), Tokyo (1968), Moscow (1974), Paris (1980) and Rio de Jenairo (1986). At
the conclusion of the Rio Congress, it was decided that the next Congress will be held in India.
Accordingly, the 9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement is being held in New
Delhi, India, from 23 to 28 November 1992.

The preparatory and organisational work for this 9th Congress was commenced
immediately after the 8th Congress. To start with, all the participants in the previous two
Congresses and a large number of individuals and organisations interested in the subject of the
Congress were contacted through an extensively worked out and widely distributed Questionnaire.
The response was most encouraging. The responses were carefully analysed and the directions
which would meet the views of the largest number of participants towards advancing the cement
sciences were determined. Based on these findings the first Bulletin was issued in August 1988,
providing the necessary preliminary information on the Congress and outlining its scope and essential
organisational aspects.
The objectives of the Congress were set to advance the knowledge of chemistry of
cements with emphasis on application of this knowledge in both the manufacturing aspects and
utilization of cements in practice. Within this broad scope, the thrust was on tracking the scientific
progress made in the field since the last Congress, assessing the status of exploitation of the results
by the industry and the society, and mapping of the new frontiers of knowledge.

The overall organisation of the Congress was governed hy a National Organising
Committee which was responsible for all organisational aspects including financial arrangements.
Taking into account the suggestions received from various quarters, the International Scientific
Committee consisting of 67 experts from 39 countries all over the world was formed which was
responsible to finalise : (a) the themes and sub-themes of the Congress, (b) procedures for inviting,
receiving and reviewing of papers, (c) selection of authors for general and special reports, and
(d) the system for conduct of the proceedings of the sessions and other related scientific and
technical matters.

The International Scientific Committee held two meetings in New Delhi in November
1989 and in January 1991. In addition, informal meetings were held with representative groups
in Seoul, Tokyo,. Paris, Washington DC and Montreal. The International Scientific Committee
finalised the Generic and Specific Themes of the Congress. It was decided that for each Generic
Theme, there shall be one Principal Review Paper, which shall cover the progress achieved in
the area of the Generic Theme between the two Congresses. For each Specific Theme, there
shall be one Congress Paper highlighting trends of research and realisation of the results in the
industry in the areas related to the Specific Theme. Under each Specific Theme, in addition to
the invited Congress Papers, there shall also be Communication Papers. Both the principal review
papers as well as the Congress papers were to be presented by the invited experts identified after
deliberations of the International Scientific Committee.

Preliminary Abstracts of communication papers were solicited through the Second Bulletin
in May 1991. 537 Abstracts were received which were scrutinised by a panel of Indian experts
and 513 were short-listed. Authors were requested to send full manuscripts of the paper for detailed
review and acceptance for publication and presentation. As many as 412 communication papers
from 40 countries were received which were reviewed by a panel of international experts. As
a result, 346 communication papers belonging to the four themes of the Congress were finally

accepted for presentation and publication. These were in addition to 21 State of the Art Congress
Reports received from invited authors; reports on two Specific themes could not be had because
the authors selected expressed their inability at a late stage, making replacement difficult.
In addition to the papers on deliberative thematic sessions, a poster session is being
organised on "Advances in Physico-Chemical Evaluation, Characterisation and Quality Control
Techniques and Systems" for Clinkers, Particulate Cements, Hydrated Systems and Concrete
Systems. The State-of-the-Art Report would be presented by an invited expert and 24 contributions
made in the form of posters will be presented during the Congress. In addition, Special Panel
Discussions are being organised to survey the newer frontiers of knowledge in the areas of
computerisation in cement science and concrete systems; resource economy in cement and concrete
making; and cement in hazardous waste management.
The proceedings in six Volumes contain all the above contributions received for the
Congress. This Volume VI contains the invited Reports on Special Panel Discussions and the Poster

Papers.
A novel feature of the 9th Congress will be that, in addition to the normal sessions
as in the earlier Congresses, there will be three sessions to bring out the technological and technoecnomic impact of the scientific advances on the industry. These are intended to provide a better
appreciation of the implications of the scientific advances specially on the process control
machinery and related industries as well as on operational aspects related especially to energy
conservation and environmental improvement. Texts of these Special Lectures will be published
in Volume VII of the Proceedings to be brought out after the Congress, along with the texts of
Addresses at the Inaugural and Cöncluding Sessions and List of nearly 550 delegates from 42
countries who are expected to attend the Congress.

I am grateful to the members of the International Scientific Committee for their whole
hearted co-operation, to those who reviewed the Abstracts, and to the International Panel of
Reviewers of Manuscripts for providing very useful technical and editorial comments on the
communication papers. The co-operation of the authors in accepting and implementing the
reviewers' suggestions and revising their manuscripts accordingly is greatly appreciated. Thanks
are also due to those authors whose communication papers could not be accepted essentially because
the contributions did not fit in with the themes of the Congress and not because of any technical
deficiency. We recommend that the authors have those papers published elsewhere.
The unstinted efforts put in by my colleagues in the National Council for Cement and
Building Materials in all aspects of organising this Congress, is thankfully acknowledged.

New Delhi
14 September 1992

A К Mullick
Chairman
International Scientific Committee
9th International Congress
on the Chemistry of Cement
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EXPLANATORY NOTES

The following symbols, which have been universally recognised by cement
chemists for formulating more complex compounds, are used interchangeably with
the respective oxide formulae throughout this volume :
A

AI2O3

К

K2O

C

CaO

M

MgO

C

CO2

N

Na2O

CH

Ca(OH)2

P

p2o5

F

Fe2Oa

S

H

H2O

s

SIO2
so3

Commonly used abbreviations of more general nature are as follows :

DTA

--

differential thermal analysis

ERMA

--

electron probe micro analysis

IR

--

infrared

NMR

--

RH

--

relative humidity

w/c

--

water-cement ratio

XRD

--

X-ray diffraction

SEM

--

scanning electron microscope

EDAX

--

energy dispersive analysis of X-rays

' nuclear magnetic resonance

Special Panel Discussion I

Computerisation in Cement Science
and Concrete Systems
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COMPUTER-BASED MODELS OF THE MICROSTRUCTURE AND
PROPERTIES OF CEMENT-BASED MATERIALS
E J Garboczl and D P Bentz

National Institute of Standards and Technology
USA

Abstract

As computers, with larger memories and faster computational speeds, have become more available to
scientists and engineers, new uses have been found that are systematically transforming many areas of
science and engineering. The field of cement-based materials is no exception. The use of computer-based
models has, in the past 5-6 years, made possible for the first time semi-quantitative theoretical
understanding of some aspects of microstructure and properties of cement-based materials. This paper
focuses on this specific area. We summarize the nature of, and results from, available computer-based
models, classify them using the concept of a fundamental model, and discuss each model’s intended users
and computer requirements.
I. INTRODUCTION

There is no denying that the availability of computers is quickly transforming the fields of industry,
government, science, and engineering. Old, recurring problems become more easily solvable, repetitive
tasks are done much more quickly and automatically, and problems can now be tackled that never could
before. This has also been happening in the world of concrete, in manufacturing and in research. This
panel, entitled "Advancing frontiers of computerization in cement science and concrete systems," was
designed to survey some of the ways that computers are affecting the world of cement. Since we cannot
cover everything in a few short papers and a 90 minute discussion period, we have chosen to focus on the
area of models of micro structure and properties of cement-based materials, for two reasons: 1) its high
scientific and technological importance, and 2) because progress in this area is only possible at all with the,
use of computers, so it serves as a sensitive barometer of the influence of computers. Three other areas
to which computer-based models of microstructure and properties have strong ties are expert systems, data
bases, and computer networks. These important relationships have been reviewed recently [1].
This paper is divided into two parts. We first survey available computer models of microstructure and
properties of cement-based materials, classify them, and try to indicate how various computer development
trends affect their use. Specific results from most of these models will be covered in the papers of the other
panel members, who are primarily the developers of these models. Secondly, we present a survey of results
from digital-image-based models, which have been our contribution to this field.

П. MODEL SURVEY AND CLASSIFICATION

One definition of the term ’computer-based model of microstructure and properties’ is: "A theoretical
construct, which is made using valid scientific principles expressed in mathematical language, that can be
used to make quantitative predictions about a material’s structure and/or properties" [2]. A model is a
mathematical representation of a physical system, usually with some simplifying assumptions. A traditional
mathematical model uses deterministic equations to represent the physical system. A computer-based model

represents the physical system of interest numerically, by storing the relevant numbers in memory. To
qualify as a model of microstructure, a computer-based model must make some attempt to numerica у
represent the amount and spatial distribution of the different phases of the material being studied. To
further qualify as a model of properties, the computer-based model must have the power to predict, directly
from the numerical representation of microstructure, properties that can be checked directly against
experimental measurements. Recent reviews have appeared that discuss these concepts at greater eng
[2,3].

A classification of computer-based models can be made based on the idea of a "fundamental model
of a material. A fundamental model is defined [2] as a model that deals directly with the microstructural
elements that determine the properties of interest. For example, a fundamental model for the microstructure
and properties of vapor-deposited crystalline diamond films must deal with microstructure at the atomic
level which is the level where the properties are determined. On the other hand, in order for a model ot
cement paste to be considered fundamental, it need not be at the atomic level, but rather must deal with
individual cement particles and their hydration products, and how the microstructure is built up from these
constituents. Furthermore, a model for the mechanical properties of concrete could be considered
fundamental if individual aggregates and interfacial zones were dealt with, while at the same time
considering the cement paste to be a continuum with known properties. Also, upon further thought since
the review of Ref. 2 was written, we now extend the definition of a fundamental model to include the
requirement that properties must be able to be exactly calculated from the numerical representation of the
microstructure, such that if the model microstructure were an exact replication of the real microstructure,
the predicted property would give the exact experimentally measured value, allowing of course for
experimental error and the limits of numerical precision. We can now classify a variety of models,
according to the concept of a fundamental model defined above. It is important to keep in mind that calling
a model fundamental as opposed to non-fundamental is not a value judgement, but simply a classification.
All the following models are computer-based models of microstructure and properties, but not all are

fundamental.

We begin with a model developed by LJ. Parrott [4] that links hydration reactions, reaction product
formation, and engineering properties. This model is not a fundamental model, since there is no direct
representation of microstructure at the cement particle level, and properties are not exactly calculated from
a numerical representation of microstructure. Microstructure is dealt with at the level of average phase
volumes which are functions of time and variables like moisture history, cement fineness, etc. [4].
Properties are predicted, mainly as a function of porosity, using empirical relations that summarize
experimental knowledge, not by direct calculation. The greatest utility of this model is that it forms a
convenient summary of known experimental results, and relates these carefully and systematically to
important variables like degree of hydration and total porosity. There are clear similarities with expert
systems as defined in Ref. 1, so that this model can in some sense be considered to be an expert system.
It is operated on a personal or microcomputer (PC), and does not have large memory or computational
speed requirements. Emerging computer technology will probably affect the use of this model mam у
through making PC’s cheaper, more available, and more portable, so that the information obtainable by this
model is also more available. It is capable of systematic refinement as more experimental information
becomes available.

A model similar in some ways to Parrott’s model, which, however, takes microstructure into account
at a somewhat deeper level, is that recently developed by van Breugel [5,6]. In this model, the growth of
a single cement particle is treated in detail, while interaction with other hydrating particles is treated
statistically. The particle size distribution of the original cement particles is used as input. The model has
reaction kinetics built into it, with parameters that are fit to experiment. This model was designed, like
Parrott’s model, to be of use to practicing engineers, and so both models are designed to run on present
generation PC’s. This choice of computer capability to some extent determines the scope of the model, for
example in the choice to represent hydrating cement particle interactions statistically, rather than as many

individual particles [6]. Van Breugel’s model is not a fundamental model, because it does not take into
account directly the formation of microstructure and the spatial arrangement of reaction products, and
calculations are not made exactly from a numerical representation of microstructure. Calculations of
properties other than those referenced [5] will have to depend on empirical relations fitted to experimental
results, as in Parrott’s model. Good agreement with experimental results, using fitted parameters, has been
obtained for degree of hydration vs. time for various water:cement ratio pastes. Further details are
available in van Breugel’s paper in this proceedings [6]. New advances in PC availability and power will
enable more sophisticated treatments of microstructure to eventually be built in, and new properties to be
computed. Finally, it should be noted that this model is in a fairly early stage of development.
The next model, which is classified as a fundamental model, is by Wittman and co-workers [7,8]. This
is a model of concrete in which cement paste is treated as a continuum with known properties but individual
aggregate shapes and sizes are treated directly. A picture was generated of a two dimensional slice through
a concrete sample, which was then gridded with a finite element grid. Exact (within numerical precision)
calculations were then made of thermal conductivity, diffusion coefficients, and elastic moduli. This model
qualifies as a fundamental model of concrete, although it still has simplifying assumptions such as perfect
bonding between aggregate and cement paste matrix, and it is two dimensional. This was the first
fundamental computer-based model of microstructure and properties to appear in the literature. Further
advances in computer speed and memory will be of help to this model, since a three dimensional version
would require many more finite elements to be used, implying much longer computational times for the
gridding process and for the solution process, and potentially large memory requirements for the many
finite elements needed. This model is not designed to be used by the practicing engineer, but is rather a
research tool, designed to explore directly the relationships between properties and concrete composite
structure at the aggregate level. Extensions of this modelling approach are to be found in the paper by
Wittmann in these proceedings [9].

The first fundamental model for cement paste microstructure to be developed was that due to Jennings
and Johnson [3,10]. This model attempts to simulate directly the development of the microstructure of
hydrated C3S paste by starting with a numerical representation of the initial cement particle/water mixture,
and then operating cyclically on this stored information with an algorithm for consuming cement and
generating hydration products. Cement particles are modelled by spheres whose diameters are taken from
measured cement particle size distributions. This model directly represents cement paste microstructure,
but direct, exact (within numerical error) calculations of various cement paste properties have not yet been
carried out. These calculations would entail using either finite element or finite difference techniques to
discretize the model, and enable the appropriate equations to be solved. The memory requirements for this
model are not great, as individual particles are stored as spheres, meaning that only four numbers—the three
Cartesian coordinates of the center and the radius—must be stored for each particle. The computational
requirements for generating the microstructure are not great either, and the model has been adapted to run
on a PC, although run times are significantly more than a few minutes, but, in order to carry out finite
difference calculations of properties, large memory and high speed computers would be necessary.

III. DESCRIPTION OF DIGITAL-IMAGE-BASED COMPUTER MODEL
In this section, we review what has been accomplished with our digital-image-based microstructure and
properties model. This model is a fundamental model, since it provides a cement particle level numerical
description of microstructure, and allows for exact calculations of various physical properties. A review

of our earlier work has recently appeared [2].
To set the model discussion in the proper context, it is first necessary to discuss briefly the impact of
computers on the image analysis of cement-based materials. Storage of images requires large amounts of
memory (e.g., 512 x 512 pixels x 256 gray levels = 0.25 MByte). Over the last 5 or 10 years, major

advances in image analysis have been made possible due to the availability of much larger memory

capacities and faster processors on computer systems.
Imane analysis is concerned primarily with quantifying images. In dealing with the data produced it
is critic^ to consider the limits to accuracy imposed by the randomness inherent in the structure and the
JLStions on шХ that can be analyzed" Any measure is only an estimate of the value for the whole

samole Such estimates will always contain random variance and the size of this can be approximated by
totistical means e g standard error). Great care must be taken to avoid systematic errors or bias by
correctly selecting sections and areas to be analyzed, particularly if the cement paste or concre e s
anisotropic. For example, to measure microstructural gradients around aggregate particles within acceptable
levels of error it has been found necessary to average measurements over some 50 images [ ].

The power of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to image directly, and the power of computers to
thenLantify, microstructure is undisputed. The digital-image-based microstructure model we describe next

was based explicitly on digital image techniques in order to exploit this quantitative imaging p
[ L
Visualization capability isM important consideration for computer simulation models in genera , and
Xostrecture development models in particular. By implementing the digital-image-based model on a
eranhics workstation, the researcher is able to watch a model microstructure evolve. In addition to Rowing
fo/rapid debugging of model algorithms and code, visualization also provides the researcher with adde

insight into the underlying processes of the model and the dynamic effects of changing mo e parame er .

The digital-image-based model has been described in detail elsewhere [13,14] For the model two
dimensional area or three-dimensional volume is represented by a set of pixels each tdentifted as a partmular

concrete Standard cement chemistry notation is used (C = CaO, S = S1O2, and и - ti2u).
Relevant phases are cement (which is assumed to be pure C3S), calcium hydroxide (CH), calcium silicate
Ssil). porostty,
- mmernl—
may3

nhase of

be'uüS'as'wen^Tdrcl^and spheres in generating simulated cement microstructures. Figure 1 shows
ima^oTrri cement particles (obtained using SEM and image analysis) placed randomly around a
simple Aum aggmgm" md the same system after 77% simulated hydration. In the latter .mage, the
ement Peeles me bright white. CH is light grey, CSH is dark grey, and pore space ts black.

Fig. 1. Cement particles placed around aggregate
(w/c=0.47) a) before and b) after 77% hydration.

Hydration is simulated by operating on all the pixels present in the cement paste volume or area. The
two reactions considered in this study are the hydration of C3S to form CH and CSH and the pozzolanic
reaction between CH and silica (found in silica fume or fly ash) to form secondary or pozzolanic CSH.

The assumed reaction stoichiometry is [15]:
C3S
S

+ 5.3Я + 1.7СЯ +

С175Я4.о + 1.3СЯ
2.3Я -

С1-75Я4-0

In terms of volumes, each unit of reacted QS produces 1.7 units of CSH and 0.61 units of CH. For the
pozzolanic reaction, each unit volume of silica is capable of reacting with 2.08 units of CH to produce 4.6

units of pozzolanic CSH.
Hydration is executed in discrete cycles consisting steps which we term dissolution, diffusion, and
reaction. During dissolution, all C3S pixels in contact with water-filled porosity are given a chance to
dissolve and produce diffusing CH and CSH species. The dissolution probability is based on the area of
C3S surface in contact with water. During diffusion, the CSH and CH diffusing species execute random
walks within the available pore volume (area) until reaction occurs. CSH forms on the surfaces of the
original cement particles or on previously deposited solid CSH. CH forms crystals by a nucleation and
growth mechanism within the available pore space. Additionally, when silica is present, the CH diffusing
species react at silica surfaces to form pozzolanic CSH. When all diffusing species generated from one
dissolution step have reacted, a cycle is complete and a new dissolution step is begun By momtonng how
much of the cement is left after any given number of hydration cycles, the degree of hydration, a, of the

system can be determined.

Especially for 3-D studies, the digital-image-based model is dependent on having large memory, high
speed computers available. A typical complete study, which uses a lOO’ pixel unit cell, requires about 50
MBytes of memory and 60 hours of central processor time on the NIST Cray-YMP supercomputer A 3-D
version of this model, called HYDRA3D, is available to researchers along with documentation [16] through
the Cementitious Materials Modeling Laboratory at the National Institute of Standards and Technology.
In work with this model to date, the two main thrusts have been to simulate interfacial zone microstructure
and to compute cement paste transport properties. Results from these studies will be reviewed next.

IV. SIMULATION OF INTERFACIAL ZONE MICROSTRUCTURE

As a composite material, a concrete’s performance must be expected to depend on the properties of the
interfaces between its two major components: aggregate and cement paste The dependence of mechanic^
properties on interfacial microstructure has been reviewed by Bentur [17] but durability will al«) be
influenced strongly by interfacial zone microstructure and its effect on transport.properties. In^>
increases in electrical conductivity due to interfacial zones have been observ
У inS
a• [ >
Costa et al. [19] have observed similar effects on permeability, both using simplified specimen geometries.
Over the years, the general microstructural features of interfacial zones in ordinary portland.cement
concrete have been explored by a number of researchers [20,21]. The general consensus reached is tha

the interfacial zone consists of a region, up to 50 gm wide around each aggregate, containing ess cemen
arid more porosity and larger pores than the bulk cement paste, and often containing large crystals of
calcium hydroxide. Due to these features, the interfacial zone is often considered to be the weak link in

a concrete composite with respect to mechanical performance and durability.
To simulate, an interfacial zone in concrete using the digital-image-based model, a single non-reactive,
zero porosity aggregate is first placed in the hydration volume (area) and then the cement particles are

placed at random locations such that no particles overlap.

Absorptive aggregates and cement clinker

aggregates have also been simulated [22].
Causes of interfacial zone microstructure
The application of the microstructural model to simulating interfacial zones has been described by
Garboczi and Bentz [23]. The results obtained from a simulation similar to the system in Fig. 1 but with
circular cement particles, indicated that the interfacial zone region should contain less cement and CSH,
and more porosity and CH than the bulk paste, in accord with what has been observed in real concretes.
Although particle packing effects obviously contributed to these characteristic features of the interfacial
zones, a secondary one-sided growth mechanism also plays a role. Here, in the interfacial zone, available
pore space is being filled with hydration products growing from one direction only, unlike the bulk paste
where products are growing inward from all directions. Using simulation, it was possible to separate these
two effects. By first placing the cement particles in the system and then overlaying the aggregate, it was
possible to remove any effects of the initial particle packing (i.e. the wall effect) and study only the one
sided growth effect. This system could then be contrasted against one in which the aggregate is placed first
followed by the cement particles, where both the wall and one-sided growth mechanisms would be present.

Results are shown in Fig. 2 in terms of the porosity present as a function of distance from the aggregate
surface for the initial and fully hydrated systems for both system configurations mentioned above. The one
sided growth mechanism is seen to be a secondary but significant contributor to the increased porosity in
the interfacial zone. The cement particles used in this simulation were monosize and 21 pixels in diameter,
so that the thickness of the interfacial zone is seen to be nearly the same as the diameter of the cement
particles. Further results given in Ref. 21 indicate that interfacial zone thickness scales as the median
(weight basis) cement particle size, and is independent of watencement ratio, so that cement fineness is one
variable which will strongly influence interfacial zone characteristics.

Fig. 2. Porosity vs. distance from aggregate surface before and
after hydration for a) wall and one-sided growth mechanisms and
b) one-sided growth mechanism only.

Use of mineral admixtures

The densification of interfacial zone microstructure due to the addition of silica fume has been well

documented by Scrivener et al. [24]. When properly prepared, concrete containing silica fume exhibits
interfacial zones which are nearly as dense as the bulk paste. This is due both to the small size of silica
fume which allows it to pack more efficiently near the aggregate surface, and its high pozzolanic activity
which converts CH into more CSH. Utilizing simulation, both the size and reactivity of mineral admixtures
such as silica fume and fly ash can be varied [14]. Since in the 3-D version of the model, a pixel is
typically 1 Atm on a side, well dispersed silica fume can be represented by small particles one pixel in size.
Conversely, fly ash or agglomerated silica fume can be represented by larger particles, being the same size
as the cement particles present in the system. Pozzolanic activity is varied by specifying how many volume
units of CH each volume unit of mineral admixture may consume via the pozzolanic reaction. According
to the reaction given earlier, pure silica would be able to consume 2.08 units of CH. Fly ash must be
assigned a lower reactivity as it is typically only about 50% silica. Thus, 1.04 might be a reasonable
maximum activity to be expected while 0.47 appears to be a more likely value to be achieved in practice

based on data provided by Hooton [25].
Results have been summarized in terms of the total phase fraction of cement + CSH + mineral
admixture present, assuming these to be the major load bearing phases in the cement paste matrix. Figure
3 shows the distribution of these phase fractions near an aggregate for a variety of concretes at a constant
w/s ratio of 0.45 after 77% simulated hydration. In Fig. 3, size refers to the size of the mineral admixture
particles while reactivity is equivalent to the pozzolanic activity discussed above. Small silica fume (System
F) added at a 20% replacement for cement on a weight basis results in a nearly uniform distribution of these
load bearing phases throughout the concrete microstructure. Fly ash is not nearly as effective, although
the results do suggest that utilizing very fine fly ash should be beneficial if its ultimate pozzolanic activity
of 1.04 is achieved (System E) due to the exposure of all available silica surfaces. Berry et al [26] have
obtained experimental results in support of this hypothesis. Thus, small pozzolanic mineral admixtures are
seen to somewhat offset the wall effect while not affecting the one-sided growth effect, and they do offer
the additional benefit of converting CH into a larger volume of pozzolanic CSH.

Fig. 3. Total load bearing phases vs. distance from aggregate
for concretes containing 20% of various mineral admixtures.

Comparison between model and real microstructures
The digital-image-based cement paste microstructural model has been more rigorously verified by

quantitatively comparing the interfacial zone microstructures of model and real specimens tor systems
containing 0, 10, and 20% silica fume [27]. Real specimens consisting of cement paste and coarse
aggregate were prepared and then quantified with respect to phase fraction distributions using scanning
electron microscopy and image analysis. Results are shown in Fig. 4 for the total cement+CSH+silica
fume and porosity phase fractions. In Fig. 4, the model results have been scaled along the x-axis so that
the average cement particle size is equivalent in the model and real systems. In general, agreement between
the two systems is quite good. The cement+CSH+silica fume and porosity phase fractions are nearly
homogeneous throughout the 20% silica fume concrete.

DISTANCE FROM INTERFACE (pm)

DISTANCE FROM AGGREGATE (pixels)

Figure 4: Showing cement + CSH + silica fume and porosity phase
fractions vs. distance from the aggregate
for a) experiment, and b) simulation.

V. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CEMENT PASTE
The de electrical conductivity of cement paste, a, is an important transport parameter, and can be used
as a probe of microstructural development [28]. Also, of particular practical significance, ionic diffusivities
can be obtained from the Nemst-Einstein relation [29] by using the relative conductivity a/a0, where ao is
the pore fluid conductivity. Scientifically sound quantitative relationships between microstructure and ala0
have never been made. This is because of both the lack of an adequate theory, and the lack of a program
of careful, systematic measurements. We now present a preliminary comparison between simultaneous
experimental measurements of a and ao using impedance spectroscopy, and computer simulation predictions
of ff/a0.

In general, for a material containing pores that are filled with a conductor, the bulk conductivity a can
be written [30] as о = ß ф oo, where ф is the porosity, ao is the conductivity of the material filling the
pores, and ß is a dimensionless factor summarizing parameters like pore connectivity and tortuosity. The
factor ф conects for the cross-sectional area available for flow. The time-dependent d.c. electrical
conductivity of cement paste may be described as a(t) = F(t) ff0(t), where the relative conductivity F(t) is
defined by F(t) = <r(t)/cro(t) = ß(t) </>(t). The dependence on time t is explicitly shown. By this choice of

variables, we have separated the bulk conductivity into a microstructure-dependent part, Г, and a pore fluid
part, <to. ’ By simultaneously measuring a and ff0, we can monitor microstructure via Г, and hydration
chemistry via cr,.

Cement pastes were prepared from ASTM Type I w'hite Portland cement and deionized water, with a
water:cement ratio of 0.5. Experimental details regarding materials and methods are given elsewhere [31].
White cement was used in these experiments due to its high calcium silicate content, making it the best
approximation to C3S without the difficulty of synthesizing pure C3S, the cement component on which the
computer model of hydration is based. The bulk paste conductivities, <r, were obtained by impedance
spectroscopy [32], which allowed bulk and electrode resistances to be separated. Impedance data was
collected with a low frequency gain-phase/impedance analyzer interfaced to a microcomputer. The value
of real impedance at the minimum in the imaginary impedance between the electrode and bulk arcs gave
the d.c. bulk resistance [28].
The pore fluid within the paste was extracted using a steel die according to previously defined
procedures [33]. Pore fluid conductivity (a0) data was obtained within hours of extraction using an in-line
conductivity probe. Degree of hydration a and thereby capillary porosity, were obtained by loss on ignition
measurements [34]. Capillary porosity, Ф, was calculated from a assuming that cement paste consists of
unhydrated cement, hydration product, and capillary porosity. This being true, the relation between these
two parameters is given by <£ = (1 + 1.3a)/(l + 3.2w/c) [35].
The algorithm for computation of electrical conductivity has been described in detail elsewhere [29].
Once a three-dimensional microstructure has been built up in the computer, Laplace’s equation is solved
for the structure using a finite-difference technique and a conjugate gradient method [29]. The pore fluid
conductivity is normalized to unity, so that a conductance of 1 is assigned to adjacent pairs of pixels
representing capillary pore space. This means that the computed bulk conductivity will be given in units
of <to, so that а = Г. Since the CSH gel phase contains very fine continuous micropores, it is assigned a
finite but much smaller conductance of 0.0025. This number has been calibrated by experimental chloride
diffusivities measured for 28-day or older samples [2]. In the time range studied, the conductivity was
dominated by the capillary pore space, so that the exact value of the conductivity assigned to the CSH phase
would have only minor effects on the results. All measured capillary porosities were greater than 28%,
well above the percolation threshold of 18%, where the capillary pore space becomes discontinuous [35].

Figure 5 shows simulation and experimental results for the relative conductivity Г, plotted as a function
of capillary porosity. This data represents hydration times from about one hour up to approximately 200
hours, with a maximum degree of hydration of about 0.65. Over the entire range of capillary porosities
studied, the simulation results and the experimental results agree reasonably well. For the highest
porosities, there appears to be some systematic disagreement between simulation and expenment, with the
experimental data lying above and following a different functional form than the simulation data. The
dashed line in Fig. 5, which goes through the high porosity experimental points fairly well, is of the
functional form </>L5, as explained below.

In the case of simple suspensions of insulating particles in a conducting fluid, Г is experimentally
known to generally follow a power law [36]: Г = фю, where m ~ 1.5 for spherical particles. A paste
of water:cement ratio 0.5 has an initial capillary porosity of Ф = 0.62, so that the initial value of Г might
be expected to be P ~ 0.48. In this limit, the simulation data appear to obey a power law with a slightly
higher power, which is probably an artifact of the finite resolution with which the initially spherical cement
particles are represented. The power law form, as well as the simulation, assume only uniform, bulk
conduction processes in the conducting fluid. The experimental data seem to agree well with this
assumption. It is interesting to note that the experimental conductivities appear to break away from the </>L5
power law at a porosity of about 50%. This capillary porosity is realized at a degree of hydration of 0.23,
which is very close to the degree of hydration at the final set point. When the cement paste has set,
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Figure 5: Showing the simulation and experimental
results for relative conductivity Г = alao,
plotted vs. capillary porosity, for an
0.5 waterxement ratio white cement paste.
implying the existence of a continuous solid phase, the description of the paste as a suspension will certainly

not be correct.
Experimentally measured electrical conductivities are the mathematical product of alao, a
microstructural parameter, and <ro, a chemically determined parameter. If two samples had the exact same
microstructure and so the exact same value of а/<ro, but were saturated with two different pore fluids having
different values of ao, then their measured conductivities would of course also be different. This elementary
observation finds relevance in recent uses of the "Rapid Chloride Permeability Test (RCPT) [37] on silica
fume modified concretes.

There is compelling recent evidence [28] that the pore fluid conductivity in silica fume modified cement
pastes is much lower than that in the same water:solid plain cement pastes. The reason seems to be the
up-take of alkali ions by the pozzolanic CSH formed by the reaction of the silica fume with CH [28].
Therefore, even if silica fume did nothing to modify the microstructure, the measured conductivity and thus
the total current passed in the RCPT would be lower. For example, if a silica fume concrete gave an
RCPT number of 500, and a plain Portland cement concrete gave the same number, the actual resistance
to chloride penetration of the plain cement concrete could be significantly

greater than that of the silica fume concrete. The RCPT, if valid results are desired, must be used with
care when any material changes are made that could change the composition of the pore fluid from that of
plain portland cement concrete. Christensen et al. [28] also shows the strong effect that the electrodes have
on the apparent d.c. resistance of a cement paste, and the necessity for using a.c. techniques in order to
measure the true d.c. resistivity, which is the quantity that is the proper predictor of chloride diffusivity,

via the Nemst-Einstein relation [29].

VI. CONCLUSIONS
It is clear that the use of computers, both at the personal computer (PC) level and at the supercomputer
level, is having a great impact on the ability to quantitatively model the microstructure and properties of
cement-based materials, using both non-fundamental and fundamental models. Some of the models are
reasonably compatible with present day PC technology, but would be helped by wider availability of this
technology, while others push the limits of current supercomputer technology, so that their capabilities will
improve directly as the memory capacity and speed of supercomputers continue to improve. The models
described in this paper have already added to our knowledge and understanding of cement-based materials,
and have a tremendous potential to do even more. The results from these models need to be understood
and absorbed by those doing experimental research, and more experiments need to be planned, from the
very start, with the object of collecting the data that is needed by the models. In the increasingly high-tech
world of high-performance materials, ultimately progress is only going to be made by close collaboration
between computer-based models of microstructure and properties, and experimental investigations.
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ABSTRACT
A general approach and associated guidelines for microstructural modelling are described. Verification of

microstructural models is discussed in terms of a single model that makes predictions at many different
levels. Since large amounts of information must be processed in order to satisfy the discussed guidelines,
microstructural models are computer models. Microstructural modelling of cement paste is discussed in

terms of two existing computer models. A new technique which simulates impedance measurements of

cement paste, and which may serve as a basis to modelling other bulk properties, is described.

■it» .

Introduction
A model may be described as "an alternative, usually simpler, representation of a real object,
concept, or process1", or "a theoretical construct, which is made using valid scientific principles expressed
in mathematical language, that can be used to make quantitative predictions about a material's structure or
properties.2" A model is validated by comparing its output with measured observations. Once a model
accurately represents a system or process, it can be used to make predictions that have not yet been
observed and a good model can make predictions outside of the range of data that was used to formulate
the model. This typically requires a mechanistic understanding of the processes. In the general area of
cements and concrete, models have been developed that produce a singular output, e.g., rate of reaction,
strength, etc.
A computer model allows the storage and ready access of large amounts of information, and can
manipulate this information at high speed. Well developed algorithms perform calculations on this
information and thus produce output of the computer model. The ability to make decisions based on
specified criteria is an integral part of a computer model. The beauty of a well developed computer model
is the ability to make predictions addressing several different aspects of the material. For example, a
computer model should be able to predict strength, permeability, and rate of reaction as well as other
characteristics. Simply using a computer to solve a complicated set of analytical equations does not
constitute a computer model. This paper describes a general approach to computer modelling and
discusses some guidelines that must be satisfied. Specifically microstructural models are discussed;
following the principles of Materials Science, they form the basis of connecting processing to properties.
I,

II)
Modelling Microstructure
■
The following is a description of a fully developed ideal model of microstructure. A general flow
chart is shown in Figure 1 (after Jennings and Johnson3). The first requirement of a microstructural
computer model is that it describe and represent physical space. The model space should be large enough
so that the microstructure contained within it is an average representation of the entire system being
modelled. Another requirement relating to the scale of the model is that the model must deal with features
of the microstructure that determine the bulk properties. These two requirements are basically the same as
those for a "fundamental model"2. As shown in Fig. 1, computer models manipulate information and
make predictions at several levels. One level of information deals with the reactions of the individual
phases and the products produced. Another is how the products converge in physical space. At still
another level, the physical arrangement of phases produces various bulk properties. Since most properties
are determined by the microstructure, a computer model of the microstructure should be able to compute
almost any property that is desired.

Verification of Computer Models
The simulated microstructure must accurately represent the real microstructure in every aspect. In
order to determine if a model meets this requirement the description of the microstructure must be such that
quantitative characteristics can be computed and, in turn, properties can be predicted. Verification can be
achieved qualitatively and quantitatively. At one level, displaying the microstructure graphically allows
visual comparison with micrographs, while image analysis provides quantitative comparison of amounts,
arrangements, and distributions of phases.
.
While this type of comparison is important, perhaps the most practical way to verify the model is to
compare measurements of bulk properties to the properties calculated from the model. For example, based
on the elastic properties of each phase or component of the microstructure, and their arrangement within
the microstructure, calculation of the elastic modulus of the bulk material is possible, and the result could
then be compared to the measured value. This type of analysis serves to verify the model.
A generalized flow chart for computing properties is shown in Fig. 2. The process starts with two
independent events: 1) a representative microstructure in "model space" is determined, and 2) a property,
based on fundamental scientific principles, is assigned to each phase in the microstructure. The model
space is segmented (pixels) and transformed into property space by assigning each pixel a property.
Neighboring segments are then related to each other, thus modelling segment interaction for the property
of interest. All the segment relations in property space are combined to produce an average bulk property
representing the entire microstructure. A similar approach has been used by Bentz et. al.4
The process of calculating bulk properties from simulated microstructures may be as extensive as
modelling the microstructure itself. This is necessary, however, if the model is to provide useful
information in the development of higher performance materials, particularly when a property depends on
microstructure and not simply on average composition.
III)

Modelling the Microstructure of Cement Paste
. .
Since the microstructure of cement paste is random m some respects, it is very difficult to extract
macrostructural properties using analytical equations and relationships alone. Thus, cement Paste is
material that can be usefully studied through microstructural modelling. In other words, microstructural
modelling will provide theoretical calculations of properties, based on fundamental scientific principles,
that were previously unavailable because of the random nature of cement paste.
A significant portion of the literature describes mathematical models which address macrostructural
properties of cement paste, e.g., porosity, moisture content, percent hydration etc. These> models are
typically based on empirical relationships and consider only average quantities. A significant effort of tins
type has been pursued by Parrott^ This category of modelling has been previously reviewed 6-7, and has
been classified as non-fundamental2. To this point, fundamental computer models of the ™cros№^ure of
cement paste have shown great promise in becoming a useful way to gain msigh. into die
between microstructure and properties8.9-io,ii.i2. Furthermore detailed information about
distnbution
of chases as well as their average quantity is proving to influence physical properties. The influence of
strength on the size of pores, and clusters of pores, as well as volume fraction is perhaps, an obvious

TV)

eXampl Currently , to the authors’ knowledge, only two fundamental models of cement microstructure
exist that successfully address some of the criteria set forth in Section П^Ъеfirst model о■ this fand was
developed by Jennings and Johnson2, and the second by Bentz and Garboczi13. Both of these models
have a structiire shown in the flow chart in Fig. 1, and have been reviewed by Garboczi* m this
nroceedings. The main difference between the two approaches is in the way each accounts for physical
space. The Jennings-Johnson approach is to model particles of themicrostructure as spheres Jceeping
track of their location and size with an array of records, each particle having its own record. The Bent
Garboczi model divides space up into very small cubes of equal size and registers the phase ^cupying
each individual cube. While the Bentz-Garboczi model is more computer intensive than the Jennings
Johnson model, the format of the former allows the microstructure to be more easily charactenzed, i.e„ it
is already segmented.

---WOTkisAcun?nti? underway to reliably analyze the microstructure of cement paste using impedance
spectroscopy14.15- An alternating voltage is applied to a specimen, over a range of frequencies, and the
resulting current and phase angle are measured. From this, the complex impedance (Z(w)
,
where Z' and Z" are the real and imaginary parts of impedance, respectively) is determined for the bulk
material. By plotting the results in the form of a Nyquist plot16, useful information about the
microstructure can he obtained without damaging the sample.
,
mndel) the
Using a digitized microstructure that is finely divided into pixels (Bentz-Gartoczi model), the
impedance spectrum of cement paste is simulated. This process follows closely the Яо^ЬаП m BgureZ.
Phases of the^imulated microstructure are assigned simple RC circuits (convert, to property^space), the
and C values being based on the physical properties of the individual Ph^S’^e pixels are *en
connected together by electrical bonds that represent senes combinations of the RC elements (estatiiisn
SSships toween adjacent segments, see Fig. 3). A voltage is applied to the electncal network and the

resulting impedance is calculated (determination of average bulk property).
possible
Preliminary results from this technique, applied in two dimensions, have shown that it is poss b e
to qualitatively duplicate experimental impedance curves17. Figure 4 shows
each containing the same amounts of phases, but with different arrangemen s. The plo» "e parmnetenzed
by applied frequency, with frequency increasing from nght to left. The equivalent DC resistance is, the
noint where the imaginary impedance is a minimum. The portion of the impedance curve to the nght of the
minimum is the electiode arc, and is due to polarization effects between the ^тР^
electiode surfa .
The portion of the curve to the left of the minimum is the bulk arc, and it is this part of the cuive^that
provides information about the microstructure of cement paste. This figure shows the sensitivity о'the
technique to amounts and distribution of phases. It is important to note that complex ™P^ancea
physical property that depends on the distribution of phases as wel as the average quantities present
P У Further research is currently underway to pursue this technique in three dimension thebeing
exact Quantitative duplication of experimental results. This will provide significant insight into die relation
and the impedance entve Modelling is significant toaus,mor«™ ure m
the model is explicitly known, and therefore details of the impedance curve can be tfaced ® ^ecitic
aspects of the microstructure. Another goal of this research is to use this sami formatoPjedKt other bulk
properties of cement paste. For example. Young's modulus can be simulated by summing the elastic

properties of individual segments.

Present Limitations and Challenges
Perhaps the biggest challenge of this type of modelling is to find means of scaling so that the
microstructure includes the fine structure such as that of C-S-H, as well as coarse structure such as that of
aggregate. This challenge must be addressed because many average properties depend on the properties of
segments in both scale ranges.
Another major challenge is to track the microstructure as it deforms. Rheology, creep, shrinkage,
and fracture are related to movement at the microstructural level.
'

VD

Summary
Two generic flow charts are presented that may help define the functions of a microstructural
model. One describes a model in which the microstructure is numerically represented and serves as the
basis for computing properties. The other describes recent efforts to compute quantitative electrical
properties, and may serve as the basis for computing other properties. This entire approach is justified
because bulk properties of cement depend not only on the fundamental properties of die microstructural
phases, but also on the amounts and distributions of each phase. Future directions and challenges are
considered.
VID
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Fig. 1 - Functional flow chart for simulating the hydration process. Each
box represents a number of subroutines each of which performs a particular
function. Arrows indicate the direction in which information can flow, (after ref. 3)

Fig. 2. Functional flow chart for extracting
bulk properties from microstructural model.

Fig. 3 - Sample of 2D simulated microstructure where
different RC circuits represent the AC electrical properties of
the different phases of the microstructure.

Fig. 4 - Nyquist plot for two simulated microstructures with the
same volume fractions of phases, but different distributions; a)
random microstructure, b) highly clustered microstructure.
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SUMMARY
A computer-based numerical model is presented which simulates hydration and micro-structural develop
ment in Portland cement-based materials. The model, called hymostruc, the acronym for HYdration,
Morphology and STRUCtural formation, enables to predict hydration curves as a function of the particle
size distribution and chemical composition of the cement, the water/cement ratio and the actual reaction
temperature. The influence of microstructural development, i.e. the formation of interparticle contacts, on
the rate of hydration is modelled explicitly. Parameters used for quantification of particle interactions are
discussed in view of their correlation with strength development. Calculations of the porosity in the

matrix-aggregate interfacial zone are briefly mentioned.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Ein "Computer-Based", numerischer Model wird presentiert, der den Hydratationsvorgang und die Ent
wicklung der Mikrostruktur in Portland-Zement gebundenen Materialen simuliert. Dieser Model, HYMO
STRUC genannt (Akroniem für HYdratation, MOrphology und STRUCtural development), ermöglicht es
Hydratationskurve zu berechnen als Funktion der Kornverteilung und chemische Zusammensetzung des
Zementes, der Wasser/Zement Wert und der Temperatur während der Reaktion. Der Einfluss der Ent
wicklung der Mikrostruktur, dass heisst der Entwicklung von Kontakten zwischen Zementkörner, auf der
Hydratationsgeschwindigkeit is explizit modelliert worden. Parameter, die benutzt werden für der Bestim
mung von Kontakten zwischen Zementkörner werden diskutiert im Beziehung auf ihre Konelation mit der
Festigkeitsentwicklung. Die Bestimmung der Porosität in der Matrix-Zuschlag Zone wird kurz erwähnt.

1. INTRODUCTION

Quality control on the building site is one of the major challenges in engineering practice in our days. In
this framework computer programs have been developed for analyzing the risk of early-age thermal
cracking in concrete structures. The input for most of these macro-level programs consists of, among other
things, either an adiabatic or an isothermal hydration curve of the mix in view. There is in increasing
demand for predictive models with which these curves can be generated numerically. Just for this purpose
a numerical model has been developed with which the engineer’s wishes were fulfilled as good as possible
and is, on the other hand, also as consistent as possible with present views on processes and mechanisms
involved in hydration and structural formation. It will be obvious that, bearing in mind the complexity of
the subject, rigorous systematization was required of the predominant characteristics of the cement itself,
of the hydration products and of the mechanisms and processes involved in hydration and structural
development. For a more comprehensive survey of numerical models for simulation of hydration and

structural formation reference is made to [1,2].

2. SIMULATION MODEL FOR HYDRATION AND MICROSTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT

2.1. Background Considerations And Model Assumptions
In the model the development of microstructure in cement-based materials is considered to be a process of
making contacts between expanding cement particles. Expansion occurs because the volume of the reaction
products exceeds the volume of the dissolving cement grains by a factor v, i.e. about 2.2. Numerical
simulation of the formation of interparticle contacts is based on the assumption that:
1. Reaction products are formed in the close vicinity of dissolving cement grains [6];
2. The density of the reaction product (gel) is constant throughout the hydration process and independent
of the place where it is formed;
■
3. Both dissolution and expansion of the cement particles occur concentrically.
With progress of the hydration process small particles, located in the vicinity of the surface of bigger
particles, will gradually become embedded in the outer shell of the bigger particles. For quantification of
this "interaction process", the stereological aspect of microstructural development is of paramount
importance and compels to consider the particle size distribution and the spatial distribution of the cement

particles in the paste.

2.2. Particle Size Distribution And Stereological Aspects
For the particle size distribution of the cement the well-known Rosin-Ramler distribution
G(x) = 1 - exp(-nx")

[g]

(1)

has been adopted, with x [gm] the particle diameter and b and n constants which are determined so that
G(x-*oo) = 1 g. The cement particles are, actually, randomly distributed in the paste. Since each particle
has, therefore, a unique position in the system, the process of formation of interparticle contacts, as well
as the effect of this process on the hydration kinetics of each particle, will be different for each individual
particle. If we would decide to follow the hydration process of each particle explicitly, the computation
times required for a simulation of a representative polysize sample would soon exceed what can be consi
dered realistic if these calculations are to be run on present generation personal computers (which was
considered a prerequisite). To overcome this computation time problem a so-called pseudo-probabilistic
approach has been chosen. In this approach the cement particles are at first assumed to be equally spaced
in the paste. An arbitrary particle x is considered to be located in the center of a cell , and is called the'
"central particle". For this homogeneous distribution of the cement particles it is relatively easy to deter
mine the amount of cement present in a fictitious shell around an arbitrary central particle x. For the pur
pose a shell density factor f$h.xd has been defined, viz.:

embedded particle

Fig. 1. Schematical representation of expansion mechanism and water withdrawal.
a. Upper part - Left: No embedding of particles
Upper part - Right: Enhanced expansion caused by embedding of neighbour particles
Bottom part: Shell density curves fsh xd
b. Water withdrawal mechanism: schematical
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An example of the course of a shell density factor is shown in the bottom part of Fig. la. Going from the
periphery of the particle x in outward direction the shell density gradually increases from zero at the
surface of the anhydrous cement particle to the bulk density f = [1+^PcJ1, in which wQ is the w/c
ratio and pce the specific mass of the cement.

In order the allow, in a way, for the actual randomness of the particle distribution it is assumed in
further numerical evaluations that the cement present in a fictitious shell around a central particle x
consists of particles with diameters < x /im. A consequence of the chosen procedure is that the number of
particles involved in the interaction process must be counted carefully on penalty of counting them more
than once.

Particles, which are not embedded in the outer shell of bigger particles, are identified as free
particles. It is assumed that embedded particles, which are not fully hydrated at the moment when they
become engulfed by an expanding particle, hydrate at the same rate as free particles of the same size.

2.3. Particle Expansion Mechanism. Basic Structure Of The Algorithm
An arbitrary stage in the hydration process of a central particle x is shown schematically in the upper part
of Fig. la. At a certain time, say tj, the degree of hydration of particle x is ax;j. For the corresponding
penetration depth
of the reaction front it holds:
5. . = (x/2) * [1 - { 1-a .},/3 ]
(3)
in;xj

v

L

7

xj*

J

The volume of outer product of particle x corresponding with the degree of hydration axj follows from:
v
. = (p-1) * a . *v
(4)
ou;xj

v

7

x,j

x

with vx the volume of particle x in its anhydrous state. If no cement would be found in the spherical outer
shell which is filled up with outer product of the expanding particle, the outer radius Rou.x j of particle x
would be:

R

. = [2^i + (x/2)3] 1/3
ou;xj
4ТГ/3

For the thickness 5ou;x j of the outer shell it would follow:
5
. = R
. - x/2

(6)

ou;x,j

ou;x,j

In reality a certain amount of cement will be present in the outer shell. The volume of the cement in a
shell with thickness dou.Xj, called the directly embedded cement volume vem;xj, is determined by multiplying
the shell volume vou.xj with the corresponding shell density factor fou;x do (with d0 = öou;Xij)‘.
v
. =
. * v
.
G)
em;x,j

»sh^.d^

ou;x,j

The volume of the embedded, partly hydrated, cement accounts for an additional expansion Д5ои.Х1. of the
outer shell of particle x. This additional expansion, on its turn, results in an increase of the amount of em
bedded cement. The amount of cement found in the shell with a thickness A8ou;xj is called the indirectly
embedded cement volume. The total volume of directly and indirectly embedded cement can be calculated
analogously to the procedure for the determination of the directly embedded cement (formulae (2) and (7)),
albeit that the shell density factor is a little higher now because of the increase of the thickness of the ou
ter shell (Fig. la, bottom part: fsh.xdl > ^Ь;хЛ). The increase of the amount of embedded cement, on its
turn, causes another additional increase of the outer shell, etc. This expansion mechanism can be written
in the form of a geometrical series. Numerical evaluation results in workable expressions for the thickness
of the outer shell of particle x and for the total thickness of the layer of reaction products at time tj, viz.
5xj, as well as for the amount of cement embedded in the outer shell of particle x. Adding the amounts of
cement embedded in the outer shells of all free particles in the system yields the amount of cement
involved in the interaction process at time tj.

2.4. Rate Of Penetration Of The Reaction Front
The rate of penetration of the reaction front in an individual cement particle x at time tj is computed with a
rate formula which, in a reduced form, looks as follows:
A5-

■ 1

5,r

—= K0(.)*Q1(.)*fi2(.)*Q3(.)*F1(.) * [ F2(.) * (-1)
Atj.i

X

81

]

(S)

5x.j

with
the increase of the penetration depth in time step Atj+1, K0(C3S) the basic rate factor [^m/hr],
6tr(C2S) the transition thickness [^m], being the total thickness of the product layer 8xj at which the re
action for the particle in view changes from a boundary reaction (X = 0) into a diffusion controlled reac
tion (X = 1). /3] is an empirical constant.
The factor 12, = O^x.aj) accounts for the effect of water withdrawal by the embedded and still hydrating
particles on the rate of penetration of the reaction front in particle x. The water withdrawal mechanism is
schematically shown in Fig. lb, whereas Fig. 2 shows examples of the values of the reduction, or
partition, factors for three different particle sizes. The factors I22 = (22(aj) and П3 = 123(^) are reduction
factors, allowing for the distribution and the amount of capillary water in the pore system of the hydrating
paste, respectively. The function F,(.) = F1(aj,Tj,C3S) accounts for the effect of the reaction temperature
on the rate of momentary operating processes and mechanisms and was found to be a function of the
degree of hydration as, the curing temperature T, and the cement composition. A second temperature
function F2(.) accounts for the effect of the curing temperature on the morphology and density, i.e. the vvalue, of the reaction products (see [2]).

Fig. 2. Water withdrawal mechanism.
Reduction factor (21(x,axj) [2].

Fig. 3. Effect of water/cement ratio on
rate of hydration. Test data: [7].

2.5. Model Parameters
The model parameters K0(C3S), 3tr(C2S) and /3I have been determined in an extensive evaluation program.
In this program over 60 hydration tests were involved, comprising 27 different types of cement with C3S
contents ranging from 15% to 70%. The w/c ratios varied from 0.16 to 0.8, particle size distributions
with n-values (R-R function) ranging from 0.73 to 3.15 and curing temperatures from 4°C up to over
50°C. The model parameters were determined so as to achieve a satisfactory fit of the experimental data.
It was found that the K0-values could be written as a function of the C3S content according to:
K0(C3S) = 0.02 + 6.6 10"6 * [C3S%]2

[Mm/hr]

(9)

with a standard deviation a(Ko) = 0.008 /zm/hr. The transition thickness 5^ appeared to be weakly
correlated with the C2S content. For a slow cement values ranged from 2 to 4 цт, whereas for rapid
hardening cements values from 3 to 6 /zm would hold. These values seem to be consistent with those that
could be deduced from the experimental work of Bezjak et al. [3] and Alujevic et al. [4]. For the factor ßv
a value of 2 appeared to be applicable in the majority of cases.

3. RESULTS
Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the calculated and measured effect of the w/c ratio on the rate of hydration
of isothermally hydrating pastes (experimental data of Taplin [7]).
For mortars with w/c ratios 0.4 and 0.5, Fig. 4 shows the correlation between the amount of embedded
cement, per /zm3 paste, and the compressive mortar strength. As the correlation seems to be independent of

the w/c ratio, the embedded cement volume is supposed to be a more universal strength parameter than,
for example, the degree of hydration, since in the latter case the w/c ratio is known to affect the
correlation between strength and degree of hydration quite significantly.
Since hymostruc accounts for the stereological aspect of microstructural formation explicitly,
evaluation of the effect of the packing of particles on the porosity of the paste in the matrix-aggregate
interfacial zone is possible. For a cement of moderate fineness Fig. 5 shows the thickness and porosity in
this zone. Experimental data of Scrivener are inserted as a reference.

Fig. 5. Porosity in the matrix-aggregate inter
Fig. 4. Mortar strength as function of calcul
ated embedded cement volume per cm3/paste [2]. facial zone. Experimental data: Scrivener [5].

4.

DISCUSSION AND CLOSURE

Computer-based simulation programs are powerful tools to make huge files of data concerning chemical,
physical and stereological aspects of hydration and structural development operational and accessible for
engineering practice. The model briefly presented in this paper, called hymostruc, is an example of such
a model. It appeared to be possible to predict adiabatic and isothermal hydration curves for a wide variety
of cement pastes, mortars and concretes quite satisfactory. The model bridges, to a certain extent, the gap
between the micro- and meso-level on the one hand, and the macro- or engineering level on the other
hand, as it can be applied as a research tool for investigating the effects of the chemical composition and
the particle size distribution of the cement, the w/c ratio and the initial mix temperature on temperature
fields and development of material properties in actual concrete structures. Examples of both theoretical
and practice-oriented evaluations performed with hymostruc are found in [2].
,
The step-wise calculation procedure according to which the model operates makes it possible to consider a
large number of non-linear phenomena and mechanisms from which we would have to refrain if we would
stick to a purely analytical "closed solution" approach. Although promising results have been obtained al
ready, it is emphasized that the model is still in its early stage of development. Further research is planned
as regards the difference between paste hydration and hydration in actual concretes, modelling of hydration
of non-Portland cements, the effect of extra fines and pore water chemistry.

5.
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TIME-DEPENDENT TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
IN AN HETEROGENEOUS MATERIAL
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SUMMARY

A random composite structure is generated. The large aggregates are chosen to follow the
Fuller distribution function. Small aggregates are considered to be smeared out in the mortar
matrix. This composite structure is represented by finite volumes. Temperature distributions in the
composite structure are calculated. First the case of hardening concrete is considered. In
concrete with large aggregates and when rapid hardening cement is used the obtained local
temperature distribution is influenced by the characteristics of the composite structure. The local
temperature field caused by heating or cooling of the surface is also depending on the
characteristics of the composite structure.

RESUME

Pour etudier l'influence de l'heterogeneite du beton sur les champs de temperature qui у sont
induits par la liberation de la chaleur d'hydratation du ciment ou par une eventuelle variation de
la temperature ambiante, on a represents le materiau par une structure composite ä deux
phrases. Dans cette structure composite, les diametres des plus gros granulats sont repartis
selon une distribution de Fuller. Les granulats de moindre taille sont supposes uniformement
repartis dans une matrice de mortier. Cette structure est par la suite finement subdivisee en
volumes finis. Au moyen de la methode des volumes finis, on a calcule les distributions spatiotemporelles de la temperature au sein de la structure composite. On a considers en premier lieu
le cas du beton compose de gros granulats pour lequel un ciment ä durcissement rapide a ete
utilise, les distributions de temperature obtenues sont influencees par le caractere heterogene
du materiau. Le champ de temperature induit par un rechauffement ou un refroidissement de la
surface depend egalement des caracteristiques physiques et geometriques de la structure
co nposite.

INTRODUCTION
In massive structures the temperature gradients originated by the liberation of heat of
hydration of the cement may cause a risk of crack formation at early age. There are computer
programs available to predict the temperature distribution in an arbitrary shaped concrete
structure taking the concrete composition and the type of cement into consideration (see for
instance [1]).
'
In all these attempts concrete is considered to be a homogeneous material and the liberation
of heat is assumed to be smeared out over the total volume. In reality, however, heat is only
generated in the cement matrix surrounding the inert aggegates. Concrete and especially old
dry concrete is also heterogeneous with respect to heat conduction. The coefficient of thermal
conductivity of the aggregates and the dry mortar matrix can differ by a factor of four. In this
contribution the influence of the heterogeneous structure of concrete on the global and local
temperature distribution shall be studied. Two different cases will be analyzed in detail here:
the temperature distribution in a hydrating young concrete and the temperature distribution
induced by heating up the surface of a concrete element.

SIMULATION OF THE COMPOSITE STRUCTURE OF CONCRETE
In concrete technology aggregates are usually chosen to follow a predetermined size
distribution. Often the Fuller distribution is taken;

f(d)

(1)

In [2] it is shown how two- and three-dimensional composite structures can be simulated. It is
also possible to represent the characteristic shape of the aggregates in a realistic way. For the
sake of simplicity circular inclusions have been considered in this study exclusively.

Fig. 1 shows one example of a simulated concrete structure. In this case the aggregates with
a diameter between 4 mm and 32 mm are randomly placed in a square with a side length of
100 mm.

Finite

volume

representation

of a computergenerated random

composite structure.

All finer particles are considered to be smeared out and in a homogeneous mortar matrix. The
simulated composite structure is finally represented by a mesh of finite volumes. In the case
shown in Fig. 1 the composite structure is subdivided into 5858 finite volumes.
The temperature distribution in space and time in the mortar matrix is calculated with the finite
volumes method using the well-known thermal diffusion differential equation:

■mST = _8_ xm5T + 5- Xm5T +Qm(t)
öt
8x L
SxJ Sy L
8y

(2)

In this equation сфstands for the heat capacity of the mortar, Xm represents the coefficient of

thermal conductivity

of the mortar, and finally Q

is the specific heat of hydratation of the

cement used.
.
.
.
.
.
.
For the temperature distribution in the inclusions an analogous diffusion differential equation is

used:

cl-ST = i x’ST
St
8x L SxJ

+ A x‘5T
Sy L

8y

(3)

the upper index i symbolizes the corresponding values for the inclusions.

At the surfaces of the specimen under consideration different boundary conditions can be
chosen, either a prescribed temperature (Dirichlet) or a prescribed flux boundary condition

(Newman).
RESULTS

Temperature Distribution in Hardening Concrete Elements
In the first example a normal concrete is considered. Three faces of the square shown on
Fig.2a are assumed to be thermally isolated while the upper surface is in contact with air
having a temperature of 20°C. For the calculation Xm has been chosen to be 2,4 and X'
4W/m°K. In this case a usual transfer coefficient for a concrete air interface has been adopted:
a = 11,5 W/m2°K. A characteristic rate of liberation of heat for normal Portland cement has
been used [3]. The temperature evolution has been plotted for four different points in the
structure. It is obvious that a global thermal gradient between the inner parts and the surface

is generated.
In Fig. 2b the spatial temperature distribution along two lines has been plotted for the same
type of concrete and in the same structure. Points on the right line indicated by small circles
are all situated in the mortar matrix while points on the left line in Fig. 2b, indicated by
triangles, are partly in inclusions and partly in the mortar matrix. It can be seen from Fig. 2b that
there is no significant difference between the temperature gradient along the two lines. In this
case the material can be considered to be homogeneous with respect to the temperature field.

No significant local gradients are built up.
It can be anticipated that the influence of the composite structure becomes more important when
the diameter of the aggregates increases and when the heat of hydratation is liberated more

TIME [Hours!

Temperature evolution at four different points in the composite concrete
like structure as function of the duration of hydration.

Fig. 2b:

Temperature distribtution in a hardening normal concrete cube of an age of

6 hours as determined as function of the distance from the surface along
two lines: (a) the entire length of the line in the matrix (circles) and (b) the

line crosses two aggregates (triangles).

quickly. Therefore we have studied in the second example the temperature evolution in a cube
made of dam concrete. The maximum aggregate size in this case is t50 mrri andI the cube
length is 500 mm. All other parameters are identical with the values in the first example.

Fig. 3:

Temperature distribution in a hardening dam concrete (maximum aggregate
size = 150 mm) at an age of 4 hours as determined as function of the distance
from the surface along two different lines (see Fig. 2).

The temperature profiles along the two selected lines are shown in Fig.3. It can be seen that the
high thermal conductivity of the large aggregate leads to a relatively quick cooling of this zone. In
this example the temperature distribution is severely perturbed by the composite structure
a-'d the thermal flux necessarely becomes twodimensional. As a result local temperature
gradients are developed.
In order to study the influence of rate of hydratation on local temperature gradients the situation in
a hardening polymer concrete has been considered as third example. In this case the
dimensions of normal concrete have been used again. For the polymer matrix Xm has been

measured to be 0,63 W/m°K. The temperature evolution at four different points in the structure is
shown in Fig.4a. Along the same lines as in the previous examples the temperature profiles have
been plotted, in Fig.4b. As a example temperature profiles at a reaction-time of 1,28 hours are
shown. The difference in temperature at the same distance from the surface can reach values up
to 15°C. This perturbation of the temperature field can certainly not be neglected when thermal
stresses are to be calculated.

The examples shown so far are characteristic for surface near zones of a hardening concrete
element. In order to study the temperature distribution in a composite structure in the centre of a
massive element we have considered a cube of dam concrete under adabatic conditions. A
typical result is shown in Fig.5. The cement mortar matrix heats up quickly while the temperature
evolution in the centre of the aggregates is remarkably delayed depending on the aggregate
size.
Temperature Distribution behind a Heated Surface
We consider now a concrete element equilibrated at 20°C. Then the upper surface is heated
within 12 minutes to 40°C while the three other surfaces are considered to be thermally isolated.
In this example it is assumed that the concrete has dried before this heat treatment (old concrete)

and therefore X is chosen to be 1 W/m°K. The temperature profiles along the two lines as
calculated 15 minutes after heating started are shown in Fig.6 The profile in the mortar matrix
corresponds to a profile which can be expected for a homogeneous material. The profile which is

Fig. 4a:

Temperature evolution at four different points in the composite structure of

DISTANCE (mm)

Fig. 4b:

. ,

Temperature distribution in hardening polymer concrete 1.28 hours after nnixing
as determined as function of the distance from the surface along two difrerent

lines (see Fig. 2).
,
cressing the aggregates, however, is severely perturbed. A temperature difference of up to 5 C
can be observed. This temperature difference will induce a local stress distribtution.
In the last example the same temperature history is imposed to a concrete cube with aggregates
having a higher thermal conductivity : Ä.' = 6 W/m°K. Results are shown in Fig.7. It is obvious that
in this case the temperature field locally is even more perturbed. Thermal local stresses will
therefore depend both on the dimensions of the heterogeneous structure and the difference

between Xm and X1.

Fig. 5:

Temperature evolution in hardening d'am concrete under adiabatic conditions
as determined at four different points in the composite structure.

DISTANCE [mm]

Fig. 6:

Temperature distribution in a dried normal concrete having 20°C after being
heated from the upper surface. The temperature is shown as function of the
distance from the surface along two different lines after a heating time of

15 minutes. Xm of the matrix is chosen to be 1 W/mK and X of the
aggregates 4 W/m°K.

[о С]
TEMPERATURE

Similar results as shown in Fig. 6 but calculated with the assumption of X

by 6 W/m°K.

CONCLUSIONS
Time-deoendent temperature distributions in concrete elements are usually calculated

b^enfng'—"So tempTrSureSb^is iÄ b,

*haes^Ä

temperature distribution following heating or cooling of the surface' strong'y deP®^ on
characteristics of the composite structure. If thermal stresses in cone
are to be calculated the
perturbation of the global temperature field by the composite structure has to be taken i t
account.
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RESOURCE ECONOMY IN THE PRODUCTION OF CEMENT
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The experience of performance diagnosis and performance improvement among a large number of cement
plants allows to define a methodology and to select priorities in technical and financial means allocation.

Performance diagnosis is designed to make sure that assets are properly kept and operation results really
represent sustainable activity. It also considers differences of output or specific consumptions related to the
intrinsic capabilities of more or less modern equipment and more or less stringent quality requirements.
Global performance comparison is developped to determine realistic standards regarding the major cost
factors, so as to evaluate the potential savings resulting from capital addditions or technical support.

Three year plans are built in order to define the sequence of actions which are implemented and the set of
parameters which tell that performances are improved as expected.

ECONOMIE DE RESSOURCES DANS LA PRODUCTION DU CIMENT

L’experience du diagnostic des performances et de leur amelioration dans un nombre important de
cimenteries permet de definir une methodologie et de selectionner les priorites dans I affectation des moyens
techniques et financiers.
Le diagnostic de performances est congu pour s’assurer que les actifs sont correctement preserves et que
les resultats operationnels sont reellement significatifs d’une activite durable. II etudie aussi les differences
de production et de consommations specifiques liees aux capacites intrinseques d equipements plus ou moms
modernes et aux exigences plus ou moins contraignantes de qualite.

La comparaison des performances globales est elaboree pour definir des normes realistes relatives aux
principaux facteurs de coüt, et d'evaluer les economies potentielles resultant d investissements ou
d’assistance technique.

Le plan a 3 ans est construit pour etablir la sequence d'actions ä mettre en oeuvre et definir la serie de
parametres qui permettent de confirmer que les performances progressent comme prevu.

RESOURCE ECONOMY IN THE PRODUCTION OF CEMENT

J.P. SCHAER - Director of Cement Performance

Ciments Franpais Group.

Ciments Frangais has built a strong and wide experience in analyzing the cost factors in the production
of cement, and in implementing the adequate methods to achieve the potential improvements In some
cases, pulling down old production lines or selecting a new location to build brand new works may prove
cost-effective. But more often, improving already existing facilities appears to be a much wiser process.

We will exhibit the basic principles and the major results of the "Performance Program" at Ciments
Frangais through the following steps :
" tah=er5r KTKCe ,d'®9n°5is determines the effectiveness of the organization, the condition of the equipment,
the reliability of the informations regarding technical and economical parameters ;

- a comparison between all the cement plants allows to define performance standards for a qiven plant
and the potential improvements in specific areas ;
- a three-year plan, agreed with the operation managers, summarizes the actions to be implemented and
the parameters which will make sure that the expected results are achieved.

Such a program appears to be much more reliable than the traditional approach based on capital addition
kreal^tic^evefs
accumulated earnin9S derived from equipment supplier quotations very often reach
1. The performance diagnosis

The experience shows that it is relatively easy to exhibit good operating performance (high output, 'low
cost of production and maintenance), at least for a short period of time, by keeping the assets in a poor
way. Cement industry is intensive in capital, technology and professionalism, and earnings may result
from spending the assets. Such a way of managing the business has often effects on quality control
environment or safety.
4
y
’
1.1. Conservation of the assets
Several fields should be paid careful attention :

'

Ratw materials owned reserves and long-term availability of purchased raw materials is the most
critical factor , attention is often focused on legal status and tonnage of the reserves, and not
enough on the long-term consistency of the quality supplied to the cement plant ; this relies on
an ongoing prospecting program, the day-to-day analysis of the quarried material and the yearly
update of the reserves, based on the analytical results ; when the level of information is sufficient
a computer aided prospecting and quarrying plan should be implemented. Obviously, the lifetime
of the reserves determines the rest of the operations.

-

Equipment condition is a very sensitive matter, since reducing the maintenance expenses is the
easiest way to improve operating profits for one or two years. And, because the cement industry
is capital intensive, the cost of maintaining the equipment in good operating conditions is often
underestimated. In case some pieces of equipment are supposed to be shutdown after a given
number of years or in case the facilities have suffered from short maintenance in the past,
specific adjustments on performance diagnosis may be necessary. But, in the other cases, a
survey should be performed over 2-3 years in order to analyze the number of outages, their
origin, their duration and the actions to correct the failures. This survey is essential, in addition
to the direct inspection, and to the in-depth inspection reports, to determine whether the
equipment is running under stable conditions.

-

Manpower knowledgeability and responsibility is the third area where assets - intangible assets
in this case - are vital regarding the future. The survey should focus on the organization, where
filling or not some key positions often reveals the effectiveness of the organization (especially
positions like equipment, quality, environment and safety inspection). The major rule is to clearly
separate operating positions (production of raw materials, raw meal, clinker, cement, finished
products) from support positions (maintenance, quality control, process, environment, personnel,
marketing and sales, information processing). A clear diagnosis must be performed to check that
all positions are properly filled and that replacement plans exist. This can be achieved through
the analysis of the information system reliability, of the market perception, and of the compliance
with internal procedures and external regulations.

Making sure that the operations are running in stable and safe conditions is a prerequisite to
performance evaluation.
1.2. Performance evaluation

The major problem which we face is to get measurements which allow a comparison between cement
plants which are not operated under the same conditions, in terms of economical parameters (relative
cost of electric power and fuel, relative cost of manpower and capital additions, ...), or in terms of
technicality (manpower background, industrial environment and support, ...). Each cement plant is
different, but still, the experience shows that comparisons can be made and help selecting the operations
to be improved in priority.
-

Quality assurance should be considered first. Quality assurance means, in the same time, high
quality standards all along the process, high consistency, and strong motivation of the operators
towards quality objectives. The experience shows that optimizing the long-term quarry and supply
plans with the primary target of getting a consistent raw mix also helps reducing the
transportation and prehomogenization costs. Milling and homogenizing the raw mix with the
primary target of getting a raw meal which is consistent both in chemical composition and size
distribution also helps the efficient use of a given preheater and increases the burnability of the
meal. Operating the kiln and the cooler with the primary target of getting a clinker both highly
reactive and easy to grind, also helps minimizing the refractory consumption and optimizing the
secondary air temperature. Running the finish mill with the primary target of achieving the cement
specifications with as coarse fineness as possible also helps reducing the energy costs in the
mill and in the separator. All this clearly indicates the list of quality parameters to be analyzed
before talking about output and specific consumptions.

-

Performance evaluation of each major piece of equipment is a useful intermediate step before
evaluating the global performance of a given plant. Experimental results show how different types
of kiln, mills (raw meal, solid fuel, cement), and separators perform in terms of output and specific
consumptions when they are optimized. By comparing the operating conditions of a given piece
of equipment, potential performance improvements can be measured.
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Chart n°1 : Raw mill output versus power consumption

Chart n°2 : Kiln output versus kiln diameter
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Chart n°3 : Power consumption versus cement fineness

2.

The global performance comparison

Because of the differences in size and design of cement plants, but also because of the differences in
the available raw materials and in the way the various steps of the production process have been
optimized, a global comparison looks more difficult.
The analysis is based upon the observation that scale effects in the cement industry are often correlated
with process improvements. The performance of a plant which produces 1 Mt/year with a single kiln is
higher than the performance of a plant which operates three kilns to get the same tonnage.

Therefore, a plant which can produce 1 Mt of clinker per year with three kilns, the capacity of which is
0,2 Mt, 0,3 Mt and 0,5 Mt, should be considered as the addition of three plants which would have a
"reference-capacity" of 0,38 Mt each.
The calculation may be refined if the production is only 0,75 Mt because the smaller kilns are used at
50 % of their capacity ; the "reference production" would then be 0,315 Mt. If productions are Pi for Ci

capacities, the "reference production" is :

P,C, + ....PiC,.... + PnCn
P =
________________

C1 + ....c,....+ Cn
In comparison, the "reference production" of a plant which produces 0,75 Mt when its capacity is 1 Mt
with only onekiln, remains 0,75 Mt.

An additional refinement is necessary to calculate the "reference production" of cem,fnt'cdhePen^9 °n
the capacities of the cement mills involved, and the additions to clinker (pouzzolane, fly ash, limestone).
This will not be developed here ; it results in a production which may be very different from the total
output of a given plant, but much more relevant to the potential performance.
In order to illustrate the conclusions, we shall focus on two major cost factors : energy and maintenance.
2.1.

Performance in energy consumption

The basic observation shows that saving thermal'energy generally requires increased electrical energy
?bv drying more qase through the preheater, or the cooler, or by drawing tertiary air to the precalcmer
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Chart n=4 : Total energy consumption versus cement production
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Of course, for confidentiality reasons, the names of the plants are not given, but the chart is based on
measured results.

It clearly appears that a great number of plants are very close to a base straight line which starts at
a positive level when the production is zero (which means that the consumption of total energy results
from the addition of a fixed term and a variable term, which is proportional to the tonnage produced)
and reaches about 1500 kWh/t of cement for 1 Mt/year (for example 725 th/t of clinker or 800 thermal
kWh/t of cement, plus 100 electrical kWh/t of cement or 700 equivalent thermal kWh/t of cement).
Of course, brand new plants may achieve better results in terms of total energy consumption, but this
is not the scope of the study, which focuses on plants which have been in existence for many years,
and were optimized step by step to achieve at least stable performances.
The chart also shows the plants which are over the base line, and the importance of the gap which is
measured. Considering the cost per thermal kWh in a given plant, immeadiately tells the potential
savings which are achievable through fuel and power optimization. This is a very strong help when a
decision is to be made about where to allocate the efforts first, both in capital addition and technical
support.

2.2. Performance in maintenance
The cost of maintenance should be considered here as the yearly average, over five years or so, of the
total operating expenses and small capital additions which allow the plant to run in a stable way.
Depending on the legislation or the financial situation, some expenses can be considered capital
additions or not : they should be incorporated as well. Depending on the industrial environment,
maintenance costs may cover in-house personnel or outside services ; spare-parts can be produced in
the plant shop or bought ; all such costs should be added as well as refractories, grinding media, or
lubricants. This is the only way which allows a fair comparison between plants which, by nature or
because of the context, implement different maintenance policies : full preventive programs and early
replacement against repair on failure, sub-contracting against in-house maintenance, ...
On chart n° 5 each plant is represented by its total maintenance cost and its reference production. The
total maintenance cost is expressed as a percentage of the cost of a new 1 Mt/year plant, again for
confidentiality reasons.
.

Global maintenance cost per year
(as a percentage of the cost of a new 1 Mt/year plant)

Chart n°5 : Global maintenance cost versus reference production

As for the energy consumption, this chart shows that many plants are close to a base line which starts
at a positive level (the cost for maintening a mothballed plant) and reaches about 4 % of the cost of a
new 1 Mt plant, when the actual production is 1 Mt/year. Similarly, some plants show expenses higher
than expected, which indicates either that the equipment design is not optimum, or that the effort to keep
the plant running is exceptionnally high, for whatever reason.
Of course, one should be very cautious when drawing conclusions from such observations, but, at least,
it helps selecting the most promising targets where to put financial and technical efforts.

3. The three-year plan

Based on the performance diagnosis and the evaluation of potential earnings, it is possible to determine
a sequence of actions in various areas in order to achieve performance improvements. In order to be
effective, such a plan should follow a certain number of simple rules.
3.1. A long-term scheme

A clear view of what the plant should look like in the next decade is useful like town planning, to
determine the location of future buildings or equipment, the traffic in, out, and through the plant. Too
often, additions are designed upon short-term considerations and badly hinder the future development
of the plant.
Doing so is not often easy because of the market uncertainty, and it may be necessary to design an
alternative scheme in case a more or less important part ot the plant is expected to be shutdown. But
even in that case, the possibility to view one or two scenarios is important to avoid spending money on
areas with little future.
3.2. A yearly reappraisal

The evolution in the market or the techniques require some flexibility when designing a three-year plan.
Switching from one fuel to another, from one computer aided process control to another, may prove very
cost-effective, and the plan cannot be considered as a strict directive. But the procedure for revising the
plan should be clear enough too, in order to avoid irresponsible attitudes.
3.3. A strong personnel involvement

The construction of the plan should be ton-down and bottom-up in the mean time, in order to develop
the proper motivation among the whole personnel.

Performance improvement often means personnel evolution, in terms of numbers, skills, adaptation, etc
... This cannot be effectively achieved without involving the personnel from the starting point.
3.4. A set of parameters to measure performance improvement

Too often, objectives are not reached because of a lot of good reasons. When the effort is made, from
the beginning, to set up the performance parameters which are expected to show whether actions were
successful or not, it becomes much easier to track the real problems which always happen. It also helps
deciding whether a specific action should be implemented in others locations, where conditions are more
or less the same.

Conclusion

Above considerations regarding performance in the production of cement may look trite, and obviously,
to a certain extent, they are.
Our major purpose was to show how the analysis of industrial operations can help selecting priorities
in resource economy. And the main conclusion is that cement plant managers should not focus on
improving the performance of any specific piece of equipment without looking at the connections between
the various steps of the process. In order to achieve a global performance improvement, they should
make sure that quality assurance and process control all along the production line guarantees quality
consistency in the raw materials, raw meal, clinker as well as in finished cement.

INTEGRAL LAMINATION : AN ENERGY-SAVING FACTOR
Ph Martin

Process Department, Engineering Division, Technodes SA
Group Ciments Francais
FRANCE

SUMMARY
Tests were conducted in an integral lamination pilot mil! by varying the following parameters :

-

fineness
SO,
hemihydrate

The resulting cements were compared to a paste, and to mortars and concretes, using a control sample made
industrially in a ball mill.

In Iso mortars, the resistance of laminated cements is greater at 1 and 2 days ; at 7 and 28 days, it equals that

of the control sample with the same Blaine.
With constantly workable concrete, the resistance of laminated cements is greater at 1 and 2 days; at 7 and 28

days, it is less than that of the control sample.
Specific electrical energy saving per grinding tool is 45%.
It should be noted however that the recirculating load of an integral laminating mill is twice that of a ball mill thus;
the capacities of the separator and its filter must be accounted for.

RESUME

Des essais ont 616 mends sur un atelier pilote de laminage intdgral en faisant varier les paramdtres suivants :
-

finesse
SO,
hemihydrate

Les ciments obtenus ont dtd comparts sur päte pure, mortiers et bdtons ä un tdmoin fabriqud industriellement

en broyeur ä boulets.

Les rtsistances des ciments laminds sont sur mortiers Iso supdrieures ä let 2 jours et dgales ä 7 et 28 jours ä

celles du tdmoin pour une mdme surface Blaine.
Les rtsistances des ciments laminds sont sur bdton ä maniabilitd constante supdrieures ä 1 et 2 jours et
infdrieures ä 7 et 28 jours ä celles du tdmoin.
L’dconomie d’dnergie dlectrique spdcifique est de 45 % pour I’outil broyant.

I! faut toutefois prdciser que la charge circulante d’un atelier de laminage intdgral est double de celle d’un atelier
de broyeur ä boulets, ce qui oblige ä bien dimensionner le sdparateur et son filtre notamment.

GOAL OF THE STUDY
the influence of fine milling, of total SO3 content and of
The goal of this study was to determine
of mortars and concretes made with cements from an integral
hemihydrate content on the characteristics
lamination plant.

Moreover, we compared the performance of these cements in mortars and concretes to those of industrial
cement made in a ball mill equipped with a cyclone separator.

2.

PROPOSED CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENTS TO BE STUDIED
To accomolish this, we have sought to make OPC, HP and HPR cements; that Is, resistance at 2 days
greater than 30 Mpk and resistance at 23 days greater than 30 Mpa on Iso mortar having the «owing

characteristics:
Cement

Blaine value

SO3 total

Hemihydrate

Industrial ball
mill

4 100

3.45

1%

Pilot lamination
F

3 700

3.30

0

Pilot lamination
G

4 300

3.30

0

Pilot lamination
H

4 300

3.30

1%

Pilot lamination
I

4 300

3.70

1%

Pilot lamination
J

4 300

3.70

1,5%

admitted into the separator by a gas furnace.
A comparison of F and G cements allows the Influence of hlslne to be estimated, SO, and hemihydrate

content are hold constant.
A comparison o! G and H cements allows the Inhuence ol cement temperature to be estimated, SO, and

Blaine are hold constant.
A comparison of H and I cements allows th, influence of total SO, content to be estimated, Blaine and

Hemihydrate are hold constant.
A comparison of 1 and J cements allows the Influence of a Higher hemihydrate content to be estimated,

Blaine and SO3 are hold constant.
A comparison of these laminated cements In relation to the ball mill Industrial sample allows the
cbaracteXs of laminated cement to be chosen based on the cement quality required.

3.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CUNKER EMPLOYED

M.S.

M.Khül

96.3

M.A/F I^O

2.30

1.45

SOg

0.13% 0.25%

CgA

Ferrite
cubic
6.4%

C2S

12%

C3S

29%

52%

Calculated according to Bogue

4.

C3A
cubic

Ferrite

C2S

C3S

8.2%

11.2%

18%

ЗЭВУо

CHARACTERISTICS OF OBTAINED CEMENTS

The cement obtained in the pilot plant has a narrower grading curve owing to a third generation seperator.
This influences on that part of the curve greater than 8 ц.т. APPENDIX 1.

5.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PASTES AND MORTARS APPENDIX 2

5.1.

PASTE CONTENT IN WATER

As with all cases of grading profile narrowing, the water content of the paste is increased due to
the lower rheology of the powder.

Hemihydrate and SO3 contents do not affect paste water content and initial set.

5.2.

MORTAR WORKABILITY
As with the case of paste, mortar workability is also slightly eroded...

5.3.

ISO MORTAR RESISTANCE
APPENDICES 3 and 4.
5.3.1.

Influence of fineness
A 500 Blaine value increase in fineness (13.5%) increases resistance at 1 day by 12.7%, at
2 days by 10.6%, at 7 days by 3.5% and at 28 days by 1% for an 8.3% increase in electrical
consumption.

5.3.2.

Influence of hemihydrate content

An increase in hemihydrate content (0.2 to 0.9%) has a harmful effect on resistance at 1
day (- 7.6%), but has almost no effect on resistance at 2, 7 and 28 days.

5.3.3.

Influence of total SO, content

By estimating the mortar resistance of H cement at Blaine value 4 550, a one-point
increase (3.25 to 4.27%) in SOa content reduces resistance at 1 day (- 5%) but does not
affect resistance at 2, 7 and 28 days.

5.3.4.

Correlations

R1diy = 4.62 + 0.006295 x Blaine value - 1.199 x SO3 - 202.735 Hemihydrate
R2 = 0.812

R2d<y, = 11.163 + 0.006107 x Blaine value
R2 = 0.9076
The introduction of SOs and hemihydrate does not improve
the correlation coefficient

R7d«v» = 37.966 + 0.00399 x Blaine value + 0.826 x SO3 - 52.26 hemihydrate
R2 = 0.99
or

R7dey« = 40.40 + 0.00401 x Blaine value
R2 = 0.94

■

There is no correlation possible on R^,^.
For this laminated clinker, the significant correlations show the harmful influence of
hemihydrate content, notably at 1 day; this contradicts normal ball mill observations.

5.4.

COMPARISON WITH INDUSTRIAL CEMENT
Laminated cement ground 300 Blaine value less than ball-milled industrial cement has the same
resistance at 1 and 2 days and less resistance, on the order of 3%, at 7 and 28 days.

It is necessary to grind laminated cement 300 Blaine value more than ball-milled industrial cement
to obtain the same performance at 7 and 28 days.

6.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CONCRETES
APPENDIX 5.

6.1.

RHEOLOGY

APPENDIX 6.

As has already been seen with regard to pastes and mortars, the workability of laminated cements
is eroded in relation to that of ball-milled industrial cement.
'

Regardless of the fineness of laminated cements (between 3,700 and 4,500 cm2/g inclusive), their
hemihydrate content (0 to 1.6%) or their SO3 content(3.3 to 4.3%), their application in water is 5%
greater (10 liters of water per m3 of concretes) to that of cement ground in ball mills, whatever the
slump (4, 8 or 17 cm).

6.2.

RESISTANCE ACCORDING TO SLUMP

APPENDICES 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13

Despite a greater water application on concrete for laminated cements than for the control sample,
resistance of the concrete is always greater at 1 and 2 days (an exception is laminated cement at
3,700 Blaine value, which has less resistance than the control sample at 2 days).
The effect of supplementary water application of laminated cements is not really felt until 7 and
28 days, when their resistance is less than that of the control sample.
The increase of resistance on concrete at 1 day varies from 6 to 17%, with an 8 cm slump in
relation to the control sample.
The resistance at 2 days varies from - 7.7% to 15%, with an 8 cm slump in relation to the control
sample.

The resistance at 7 days varies from - 10.5% to 0%, with an 8 cm slump in relation to the control

sample.
The resistance at 28 days varies from - 7.5% to - 5.5%, with an 8 cm slump in relation to the
control sample.

6.3.

COMMENTARY

The conclusions reached concerning concrete differ slightly form those which had been reached
concerning mortar. Resistance in mortars identical to the control sample at 7 and 28 days were
obtained with a grind 300 Blaine points higher than the control sample. The equivalent resistance
in concrete at 7 and 28 days is never obtained. The resistance of laminated cements at 1 an
days is always greater than cement ground in ball mills with the same Blaine value.

7.

GRINDING ENERGIES

In the case of the cement studied, the grinding energy spent on the roller press alone is 26 ^Wh/T as
compared with 48 kWh/Т for the industrial ball mill. The electrical energy saved is therefore 45Л.
APPENDICES 14 and 15

It should be noted, however, that the re-circulating load of an integral lamination shop is 2.5 times greater

than the recirculating load of a plant equipped with a ball mill.

In comparison with a classical ball mill plant which produces the same throughput, an integral lamination
plant will require the enlargment of the elevator, separator and separator filter.

8.

CONCLUSIONS

With regard to the clinker employed, the study has shown that, for laminated cements .

-

The hemihydrate has a harmful effect on mortar resistance.
They are less susceptible to SOa fluctuations than cements ground in a ball mill.
Their short-term resistance is greater, and their long-term resistance weaker, than those of ground

-

cements.
They consume 45% less electrical enery in the grinding tool alone.
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THE USE OF POZZOLANIC MATERIALS AS AN ADDITIVE TO CLINKER :
EXPERIENCE OF A MOROCCAN CEMENT PLANT
Y Ennadifl

Societe Cimenterie De L'oriental-CIOR
MOROCCO

Summary
It is estimated today that approximately 1.2 million tons of additives are used in Morocco to produce 6 million tons of
compound cements. More than half of compound cements is made with pozzolana ; the rest, with fillers.

Reserves of more-or-less active pozzolane are estimated at several million tons.
The ever-growing use of materials with pozzolanic properties is the result of selective research involving these materials
and of industrial production tests on compound cements.
However, it is estimated that the means established to profit by these materials are not yet sufficient, given the wide
variety of both volcanic and sedimentary pozzolanas.
In this study, we describe the experience, over a period of ten years, of a Moroccan factory (the Oujda Cement Plan)
concerning the use of volcanic ashes with pozzolanic properties in the production of compound cements.

1) INTRODUCTION

Pozzolanic cements are standardized in Morocco since 1971. Compound cements were standardized in 1986. The
enforcement of the standard and the production of compound cements have allowed the Moroccan Cement Industry
to save (in comparison with the old standard) 220,000 tonnes of clinker and the equivalent of 20,000 tonnes oil
equivalent annually ; which means about 15 % reduction in energy consumption.
These savings have been accompanied by a noticeable improvement in the characteristics of cements.

The use of pozzolana as an additive began at the CIMENTERIE DE L'ORIENTAL in 1983. The desired goal was,
on the one hand, to save clinker after the increase in the price of energy, and, on the other hand, to produce
cements with active additives designed for some projects where special resistance is requested, in particular to
aggressive water.
In fact, Morocco lacks black furnace slags and does not produce enough fly-ashes.

2) GENERAL REMINDERS

a) Pozzolana :
Pozzolana is a rock including constituents which, in the presence of water and at normal temperature, are
capable of combining chemically with lime to form insoluble minerals in the water and which are endowed
with binding properties. Numerous rocks, such as certain volcanic glass, zeolite tuffs and diatomites, have
pozzolanic properties.

Minerals formed by reaction with lime are mainly hydrated calcium silicates and aluminates.

b)

Pozzolanic activity :
Pozzolanic activity depends on the proportion of minerals which are formed through the alkaline reaction of
lime on acid silicates and which lead to mechanical resistance after the hardening process

c)

Moroccan standard :
S,^dl®rd-MN W 01 F 004 current|yin force defines different categories of cement, a category
being characterized by its composition and the different classes corresponding to it.
Each class is characterized by the compressive strength resistance obtained by a specific date.
There are two categories of cements depending on the proportion of clinker contained (excluding gypsum)'
rp hCeme,ntS C»Ta'n 3t 'eaSt 97 % Clinker- (CPA’ or artificial Portand cements). and compound
°eJm® ® (CPJ) CO^air?. at 'east 65 % cllnker- which means less than 35 % secondary constituents The
standard enlarges the list of secondary constituents to include artificial pozzolanas and fillers.
reZ?lnceeafterS28Sdlryesdefined

3

Wh'Ch indicates minimal and maximal compressive strength

To meet the particular needs of certain users, the standard provides sub-groups 45 R and 55 R (R = Rapid)
for groups 45 and 55, specifying resistance at 8 days.
M '

3)

CHARACTERIZATION OF PROSPECTED NATURAL POZZOLANAS

nnrt nnfh dM0HktS аГе °Cated at
foot of the Gurugu volcanic range which dominates the city of Nador, a major
port on the Mediterranean coast. It is a volcanic formation which features a great diversity in the different series of
vohanic eruptions One finds the entire range of volcanic magmas, from rhyolites to basanites, including trachytes
’
andesites and latites.
Table 1 in the Appendix gives the detailed chemical composition and the soluble phase of the four pozzolanas
УAd 1111ГI ,
a)

Tuff:
This concerns non-sedimented aerial tuffs found on the large areas of the median parts of the Gurugu
volcanic range The rocks beneath the surface are homogeneous. They are soft, with small grains less than
2 mm in diameter, principally constituted of clay, quartz, small amounts of orthose and with a vitreous phase,
biiicates and silica are the main components of the vitreous phase.

b)

Trachyte :
This trachyte is found just below the tuff level. It has a porous rock shape and is homogeneous
blue and dry.

is pale

It is principally composed of sanidine and tridymite, with a vitreous phase made of silica and silicates.

c)

Cinerite :
This is a rock which is composed of both fine and consolidated elements. It is found some ten kilometers from
the Gurugu volcano, close to the sea.
hat- Pa.rt
he v°lcanic Projections was the object of a reshaping and alteration process in the sea
which gave rise to this rock with lamellibranchiate fossils, currently used at the OUJDA factory as pozzolanic
matenaL The rock is covered by a layer of fine clay-and-limestone cinerite elements. X-ray diffractometry
shows that these cinentes are composed of fine quartz and glass.

d)

Latite :
This rock consists of blocks, 200 mm in diameter, with a large variety of crystalization
It is composed principally of quartz, orthose and glass.
The vitreous phase is essentially composed of silicates and silica.

4)

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Different tests have been carried out to measure pozzolanicity ; the results are given in the table below :

4.1.

Soluble
Silica
%

Milligrams of
lime fixed by
one gram of
pozzolana

AFNOR Test
(Solubility
Graph)

ASTM Test
with sand and lime
8 days compressive
strength resistance
(MPa)

TUFF

4.40

420

Negative

0.5

TRACHYTE

4.90

260

Limited

1.1

CINERITE

6.80

280

Positive

10.6

LATITE

20.50

500

Positive

7.0

Mineralogical analysis by x-ray diffraction gave the following results :

TUFF

TRACHYTE

CINERITE

LATITE

H

M

H

M

QUARTZ

H

-

H

H

TRIDYMITE

-

H

-

-

ORTHOSE

M

-

M

H

SANIDINE

-

VH

-

-

CLAY

VH

-

M

-

HEMATITE

-

H

-

-

CALCITE

-

M

H

M

Active
Constituent
(glass or
amorphous)
Inactive
Constituents

VH
H
M

= very high
= high
= medium

The above analyses show that each pozzolana is composed of an active and an inactive part.
The x-ray diffraction tests have shown the presence of glass (active consistuent) in the four pozzolanas
examined.
This presence of glass is confirmed by all the pozzolanic power measuring tests. However, owing to humidity,
grindability and behavior in cement mills, impact on the resistance of compound cements is different.
The four pozzolanas are arranged below in decreasing order according to the degree of pozzolanicity and long
term resistance.

•

Classification
in Decreasing
Order

Soluble
Silica
%

Fixed lime
Quantity

AFNOR
Pozzolanicity
Test

ASTM
Pozzolanicity
Test

Compressive
Strength
Resistance
at 28 days

1

Latite

Latite

Cinerite

Cinerite

Cinerite

2

Cinerite

Cinerite

Latite

Latite

Latite

3

Trachyte

Trachyte

Trachyte

T rachyte

T rachyte

4

Tuff

Tuff

Tuff

Tuff

Tuff

Although the pozzolanic nature is connected to the fixed lime quantity, the test results given above show that
this pozzolanicity does not present a strong correlation with the increase of compound cement resistance.

For this reason, the choice of pozzolana retained for the production of compound cements was based on the
results of resistance tests.
From our point of view, it shows that the performance of compound cements depends on other parameters
which, at the present stage of our research, we have not yet been able to identify.

4.2. Behavior of compound cements in relation to seawater:
We have studied the test-tube behavior of compound cements made with the four pozzolanas in comparison with
pure cements.

The compound cements were prepared in the laboratory and ground to a Blaine value fineness of 3500 cm2/g.

Test tubes with five types of cement were immersed in seawater for three months ; seawater was renewed every
three days.
Visual checks made from the eighth week showed a noticeable dissolution of the surface crust in the pure cement
test tubes in comparison with those of the pozzolana-additive cements.
The addition of pozzolana therefore confers on concrete a protective layer by making the active phase of pozzolana
react with hydrolysis lime during cement hydration.

4.3. Long-term resistance tests :
The results of the resistance tests given in Table 2 demonstrate that the pozzolanic power of the four types of
additive begins to reveal itself between 28 days and 3 months.
The resistance attained by the four types of compound cements at the end of three months is superior to that of
pure cements.
In conclusion, the study and the choice of a pozzolana for the production of compound cements has allowed, on
the one hand, substantial savings of energy and, on the other hand, an improvement in the characteristics of
concretes made with compound cements, particularly with regard to durability, resistance to aggressive water and
hydration heat.

Table 1 : Chemical Composition of Pozzolanas

NATURAL POZZOLANAS

TUFF

TRACHYTE

CINERITE

LATITE

Humidity
Loss of ignition

17
19.28

0.11
0.35

17
17.40

5
4.33

Insolubles

56,94

89,33

54,70

61,60

Si02
AI203
Fe203
CaO
MgO
K2O
Na2O

4,40
0,10
0,10
0,10
0,15
0,70
0,36

4,90
0,33
0,46
0,20
0,10
2,10
1,10

6,80
0,55
0,60
0,58
0,40
0,90
N.D.

20,50
1,65
0,90
0,79
0,70
2,60
0,20

TOTAL

99,10

99,08

98,93

98,27

Si02
AI203
Fe203
CaO
MgO
Ti02
MnO
SO3
K2O
Na2O
P205

54,26
14,38
3,31
1,24
3,33
0,96
0,00
0,00
1,47
1,36
0,11

67,50
15,07
5,03
1,53
0,43
0,18
0,00
0,00
6,67
3,76
0,02

61,52
11,59
2,34
2,18
1,81
0,19
0,00
0,00
2,89
N.D.
0,04

64,63
16,01
0,92
0,25
0,23
0,88
0,00
0,00
9,28
0,46
0,20

TOTAL

99,58

100,59

99,52

99,06

1st part : Chemical analysis of the elements of the soluble part
2nd part : Total chemical analysis

-
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Table 2 : Comparison of mechanical resistance in MPa
observed in mortar test tube
Evidence of the pozzolanic effect
of various pozzolanas
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RESOURCE ECONOMY IN CONCRETE MAKING
F Hawthorn and P Jaugey

Ciments Francais Group
FRANCE

Resource economy in ready mix concrete industry results in optimizing the raw materials, the mix designs and the
process of producing and delivering. As a whole, it can be expressed as an improved control of the energetic,
environmental and social costs of the delivered concrete.

After the Second World War, mineral additives, fly ashes, pozzolan and limestone filler, generally available as by
products of other industries, were used as raw materials of cement and concrete manufacturing. They are of common
use either as components of blended and/or special cements or as direct additives in concrete mixes at lower extent.
More recently the development of admixture technology enabled a tremendous improvement of the mechanical
properties of the concrete, resulting in drastic reductions of volume and costs in concrete structures. These new
technologies open a promising field for the use of low grade aggregates and recycled crushed concrete. There are
also important sources of saving in the process of mixing and delivering concrete itself. As an example, the
improvements of weighting units and the use of security margin for achieving a designed strengh. The environmental
regulations for recyling the aggregates and washing waters which are more and more edicted and enforced to the
concrete industry will also bring a contribution to the natural resource economy.

Special Panel Discussion III

Cement in
Hazardous Waste Management

THE USE OF WASTE FUELS IN THE CEMENT INDUSTRY
Ferenc D Tam äs

Department of Silicate Chemistry and Technology
University of Veszprem
HUNGARY

ABSTRACT
Wastes containing burnable organic materials are very common. Their dis
posal can cause considerable difficulties, as many of them are hazardous.
Incineration is a safe method, provided that the temperature is high, the
atmosphere is oxidising and the residence time of waste-laden gases is
long. The burning of wastes as supplementary fuels in cement kilns is a
technically and environmentally viable method, as here all three provisions
are definitely more than adequate. Even the most stable hazardous organics
can be safely destructed in cement kilns, without the slightest environ
mental hazard. Waste со-firing however may cause considerable difficulties
during cement manufacture, as some elements in the supplementary fuel
(mainly halogens and sulfur) create volatile compounds which in turn pro
mote ther formation of rings and other adherent layers in the kiln and/or
heat exchangers, unless precautionary measures (gas-, meal- and/or dust
bypasses ) are built.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Abfälle, die brennbare organische Materialien enthalten, sind sehr häufig.
Ihre Entsorgung kanri beträchtliche Schwierigkeiten verursachen, da viele
als gefährlicher Sondermüll gelten. Die Verbrennung ist eine sichere
Lösung, falls die Temperatur hoch, die Atmosphäre oxydierend und die
Aufenthaltsdauer der abfall beladenen Gase lang genug sind. Ein-i technisch
und umweltbedingt günstige Methode ist die Verbrennung in Zementöfen, da
hier alle drei Voraussetzungen sicher gegeben sind. Selbst die stabilsten
gefährlichen organischen Stoffe können ohne die geringste Gefahr für die
Umgebung in Zementöfen sicher entsorgt werden. Die Zusatzbefeuerung mittels
Abfälle kann allerdings in der Zementherstellung zu großen Problemen
führen, da einige Elemente im Zusatzbrennstoff (vor allem Halogene und
Schwefel) solche flüchtigen Verbindungen bilden, welche wiederum Ringe und
andere anhaftende Schichten im Ofen und/oder in den Wärmeaustauschern
ausbilden, falls keine Vorsorgemaßnahmen (Gas-, Mehl- und/oder StaubbypäRja)
getroffen werden.

INTRODUCTION
Hazardous organic wastes can be safely and completely destructed to
nonhazardous products by a controlled exposure to a high temperature, among
oxidizing conditions.
If temperature, excess oxygen and the time of
exposure are adequate, then the carbon and hydrogen content of the waste is
transformed to carbon dioxide and water, respectively, i.e. materials which
are always present in the atmosphere;
while nitrogen, sulfur and halogen
contents are transformed into elementary nitrogen (or, to a small part to
nitrogen oxides), sulfur dioxide and hydrochloric acid,
respectively.
Nitrogen is a natural ingredient of Earth’s atmosphere, while N0^, HC1 and

S02

and

definitely

less

hazardous

than

the

parent

organics;

and,

if

necessary, can be subsequently removed.
Cement-making kilns, where temperatures are over 1400°C, (flame temp
eratures exceeding even 2000°C), the atmosphere is always strongly oxid
izing (cement contains ferric components,the presence of ferrous iron would
deteriorate the quality of cement), and, due to the extremely large volume
of the rotary kilns, the exposure time of the waste within the destruction
zone is very long,
seem to be an ideal alternative for the thermal des
truction of hazardous wastes. Besides that, there are some other features
which make this type of thermal destruction attractive: the environment is
basic, i.e. acid products of destruction (SO.,, HC1) are almost fully absor
bed in the clinker or in the dust; and as all modern cement-making kilns
are equipped with efficient precipitators, in most cases there is no need
to invest for further exhaust gas purification equipment (scrubbers, fabric
filters, etc.). The calorific value of the waste
is utilized for cement
burning, thus enables savings in primary fuel consumption.

Several sorts of wastes can be succesfully destructed in cement making
rotary kilns,: solids, liquids, gases, or even sludges, etc. Experiences
with incinerating used car tires, waste rubber, municipal or household
waste, sewage sludge, landfill gas have been reported;
but the most
important waste fuel, used extensively in several cement factories is the
group of waste solvents, from the pharmaceutical, paint, metallurgical etc.
industries. Some solvents can be easily desctructed, but other ones, e.g.
chlorinated hydrocarbons are persistent, and need high temperatures for
incineration.
The
most
important
member
of
this
group
is
PCB
(polychlorinated biphenyl), which is extremely stable, and, still worse,
its products of incomplete destruction (PID), such as polychlorinated
dibenzo furanes (PCDF) or polychlorinated dibenzo dioxins (PCDD) are highly
toxic. Experience proved that cement kilns, with properties mentioned above
are almost ideal for incinerating PCB, as here the amount of PID-s is very
low, usually in the ppb range and often below detection limits.

From the environmental point,
the destruction of hazardous organic
wastes can be considered fully safe; but from the point of cement technol
ogy, their use as substitute fuels can bring considerable difficulties,
esp. in case of chlorinated wastes (which are very common among the sol
vents), as volatile chlorides are formed from the alkali contents of the
raw material, which, in turn, get into various internal circuits within the
kiln, cause rings and other adherent layers and deteriorate,
or even comp

letely block the operation of the cement-making line. Thus, unless special
precautions (bypassing gas or solid flows, or cutting circuits by other
measures)
are made, the cement industry
is reluctant in using waste
solvents.
THE HISTORY

Although the idea of controlled destruction of combustible hazardous
wastes in cement kiln is quite old, the first publication (in the author's
knowledge)
dealing with this problem was published 15 years ago . (Some
internal reports, by the Canadian environmental authorities, date back to
somewhat earlier years.
The reports describe some trial runs made at
St. Lawrence Cement, Missisauga, Ontario, in 1976). In the paper, referred
to above, authors describe that cement-making rotary kilns, esp. the wet
process ones, where gas flow is slow and consequently combustion gases are
kept for a long time in the hot zone, are suitable for the safe destruction
of chlorinated hydrocarbons, including even PCB.
Later tests were made
at Stora Vika Test center in Sweden , in a coal-fired wet-process kiln.
Highly chlorinated organic waste, PCB, and even Freon were successfully
destructed. A detailed description of waste со-firing tests carried out in
Norway
was published
in 1983 . In this experimental series, made in
NORCEM’s Slemmestad factory, a long, wet-process, coal-fired kiln was used
for the со-firing of tar, solvents, emulsions, PCB oil. As neither PCB, nor
products of incomplete combustion (PIC) were found in the emitted gases,
and the economy was also on the safe side, the author concluded that “The
wet kiln using waste is competitive to a modern dry kiln using conventional
fuels.... Incineration in a cement kiln should make an important contrib
ution towards the safe disposal of hazardous waste in the future".

Since these early experiments several tests were made all around the
world, with conventional and non-conventional kilns. The use of “chemically
derived fuels" (CDF) or “waste derived fuels" (WDF) is a standard practice
in many cement-making rotary kilns.
THE ENVIRONMENTAL SIDE

Destruction of hazardous organics in a cement kiln can be considered
as being absolutely safe from the environmental point of view, a proper
operation of the kiln, and some precautionary measures presupposed. Such
measures include the safe storage and handling of the waste, and an auto
matic system which immediately stops the addition of the waste if the temp
erature drops below a certain level (e.g. failure of the main fuel burner,
collapse of refractory lining, etc.). Destruction and removal efficiencies
(DRE) of principal organic hazardous constituents (POHC) are usually better
than 99.99, sometimes even 99.99957. or more (environmental experts usually
express these data in ’non' units (number of nines), i.e. 4 and 5.5 resp.
for the two above data). Besides the very high DRE values, in most cases no
significant changes were found in the conventional emissions either; more
over some emissions are reduced when waste со-firing is used,
for instance
particulates,
or sulfur oxides,
in case of coal-fired kilns.
The same is
true for the emission of toxic heavy metals, often contained in coal. Their
emission is obviously the lower, the higher was the share of the waste.

In case of WDF's containing chlorinated hydrocarbons, however, a novel

type of emission, usually absent among "normal" conditions mus^t be taken
into consideration: hydrochloric acid, from the chlorine content of these
substances. (This is definitely less hazardous than PIC’s; after all, hydro
chloric acid is present in our stomachs too).
Actual measurements however
show that this is not a significant danger, as the majority of chlorine is
bound in the cement clinker or in the dust collector,
and only a slight
part is emitted. A good forecast of WDF-induced emissions was presented in
19844.
Several reviews have been published5’ 6’ 7‘

wastes in cement kilns.

on co-flring hazardous

In the forthcoming paragraphs some more detailed

data will be given.

Solid Wastes
Solid urban wastes can be well used as alternative fuels in rotary
cement kilns. Brocco et al.9 studied in 1983 the trace organic pollutants
of the emission and claimed that no changes occurred if WDF’s of solid
urban wastes were со-fired with coal in a cement kiln.
No PCDD or PCDF
traces were found over the detection level, nor did the total concentration
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons increase in the emissions.
Thet
operational experiences of co-flrlng solid industrial wastes was checked by
Haley10 in the Blue Circle plant in Westbury, UK. Such waste fuels are
well utilised, esp. when the waste Is processed before burning to eliminate
non—burnable inorganics, etc.
A special refuse processing plant, of
approx. 80000 tons/yr capacity was established in England, to serve the
Westbury plant11. In his review on the 1988 IEEE Cement Industry Technical
Conmference,
Michard12 reports on the use of WDF for co-flrlng a
dry-process, 4—stage cyclone preheater kiln in Italy with municipal solid
waste, after the removal of paper, plastics, metals amd glass.
Not only municipal solid wastes, but other burnable solids can be used
for со-firing in cement kilns, and thus save primary fuel and at the same
time help the safe disposal of wastes. The most frequently used solid of
this type is waste tires of cars, lorries, buses, etc. A complete, computer
ised system exists for their handling: tires are placed onto a roll track
and transported to a weigh feeder which detects the weight of each indivi
dual tire, while a computer calculates the time interval for further trans
portation to the kiln through a double tipping valve to the kiln feed end.
The rubber burns completely in the high-temperature zone, while metals melt
and end up oxidic In the clinker phases. Approx.25% savings in primary fuel
have been" reported13. Besides fuel savings, the quality of clinker is

improved too, decarbonisation degree of limestone gets higher, and the
productivity of the kiln may increase by 3-5% .An alternative system for
the utilisation of waste tires as fuels is described by Salto et al.
.
Here nonsliced tires are Introduced to a gasifier, including a fluidised
bed and a moving bed thermal combustion chamber, and the generated fuel gas
is used as an additlnal gas for cement burning. The gasifier needs no
auxiliary fuel except for Ignition.
Acid resin, a viscous, honey-like waste from the acid refining of lube
oils is hazardous as it contains free sulfuric acid (has a ‘pH value of
zero). Formerly this was disposed of by landfilling, but this is not per
mitted any more. This waste has a high calorific value by its resin and

hydrocarbon content but is very difficult to handle. After neutralisation
it becomes particulate, coal-like and can be used as a, supplementary fuel
in cement kilns. Neutralisation can be done by powdered limestone, or,
still better, by the highly basic dedusting or baghouse powder of the
cement kiln. Thus the waste from one- industry can be neutralised by another
waste from a different industry and finally disposed of properly in the
first industry again . Spent bleaching earth, hard rubber residues etc.
can be incinerated in cement kilns too1

Liquid wastes.

Burnable liquid wastes have been incinerated and thus safely disposed
of in cement kiln. Such wastes may come from several industrial branches:
mainly from the pharmaceutical Industry, but almost all chemical plants,
where solvents or various sorts of oil products are used, produce such
wastes. The production and use of paints, lacquers, plastics, cleaning
agents, lubricating oils,
then degreasing operations in machinery, dry
cleaning etc. are good examples to show the immense field where burnable
liquid wastes are produced; their commercially viable, and at the same
time, absolutely safe disposal is thus of extreme economic and environ
mental importance.

Burnable liquid wastes can be subdivided into two groups: some of them
can be easily destructed, at rel. low temperatures, and without the forma
tion of toxic substances. Simple hydrocarbon oils, non-halogenated sol
vents, etc. belong to this group. Other wastes, as halogenated hydrocarbons
(particularly those containing polynuclear aromatics), or solvents which
contain heavy metals (e.g. coming from the paint making industry) can be
destructed with extreme care only, as their PIC’s are very toxic, and cause
substantial environmental danger when emitted. Thus a high DRE is not suf
ficient; a low quantity of emitted hazardous substances, be it PIC or heavy
metal or anything else is of equal importance.
Wastes belonging to the
first group can be safely incinerated in industrial boilers too; but the
absolutely safe disposal of second-group wastes need extreme precaution.
Thermal destruction in a cement kiln is near-ideal for such wastes. Several
authors quote this technique as being the BDAT
(Best Demonstrated
Available Technology) of disposal, esp. in case of PCB.
Со-firing of non-PCB liquid wastes. -Low-Cl waste liquids, containing
mainly
trichloro-ethane, toluene, methylene chloride and methyl ethyl
ketone, fired in a dry-process kiln
also showed a total destruction of
the POHC’s (principal organic hazardous components), and no increase of
particulate or gaseous emissions, as contrasted to the baseline, coal-only
state. This is important, as all previous experiments, mentioned earlier
were
carried out in long, wet-process kilns, where conditions are
more favourable for destruction (long retention time due to the length and
large volume of the kiln).

Good reports on extended (over 5 months) operational experiences of
burning wastes in the San Juan Cement Co. factory in Puerto Rico were pub
lished by Peters et al. in 1984.19,2°. Co-fired wastes contained chlori

nated

monocarbon

waste solvents,

compounds,

as

CH C^,

CHCl^,

composed mainly of methyl ethyl

CCl^,

or

ketone.

non-chlorinated

In

the first of

these publications19 the authors report insufficient DRE values of an av
erage 95%, with hardly 91% in the worst case. The cause of the low DRE was
the absence of waste atomisation; but even in that case PCDD or PCDF forma
tion was not detectable, approx. 82% of input Cl appeared in the clipker,
the rest in the baghouse dust and only 0.3% was emitted. The introduction
of waste atomisation improved DRE drastically, being over 4.5 non in all
20

.
A report of 198421, describing the use of liquid wastes (of non
specified composition) claims that 40% of the primary fuel (petroleum coke)
was saved in a 3-month test period, and no significant increase in the
emissions from the kiln stack was observed and nor is there any adverse
effect on the plant products. Similar results were obtained by Branscome et
al.22, although in this study a somewhat
increased emission of HC1 and of
Pb was observed. The majority of these pollutants, however are retained in
the process solids, mainly in clinker.
cases

The
best
report,
summarizing
practical
experiences
of
waste
destruction, both in wet, dry and preheater kilns, in the U,S. , Canada and
Sweden
was published in 198823. A satisfactory (>4 non) DRE was measured

in all cases;
a slight increase of particulates was measured when
chlorinated wastes were burned,
but only in case of kilns with an
electrostatic precipitator. Those kilns equipped with fabric filters showed
no change in emissions.

In former works, cited earlier, emission of HC1 was mentioned several
times. Recent results24 however show that Cl -ions emitted might be in the

form of NH4C1.

However no sufficient data exist to prove the validity of

this finding, as HC1 and NH3 can be emitted even simultaneously.
Co-flring of PCB liquid wastes. -As mentioned earlier
the safe
disposal of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) is one of the most challenging
and important problem of hazardous waste management, due to the extreme
stability of the substance, and to the extremely toxic nature of products
of when incinerated incompletely. This is why one of the first reports on
using cement kilns for this purpose has dealt with the safe disposal of
PCB1. At this time only long wet-process kilns seemed to be adequate for
this purpose; although the destruction was practically complete (no high
molecular weight chlorinated hydrocarbons found and light ones, as CCl^
or CH^Cl^ in ppb quantities only),

an increase of precipitator dust

and

emission of particulate matter was observed 25. The EPA standards are met in

normal operation by a generous margin, and DRE values of > 5 non easily
obtained in a kiln со-firing coal and PCB-containing oil, as experiences
from New Zealand show *
.
Not onlv wet-process kilns can be used
for the destruction of PCB:
Krogbeumker2 reports on successful, large scale
(> 500.000 tons per year)
incineration of PCB-containing waste oils in a Dopol-type dry-process kiln.
Destruction was practically complete in this case too: PCB emissions under
the detection limit (0.1 ppm), and PID's (mainly PCDD and PCDF) in the
ng/cu.m range, i.e. well below the natural background. A Norwegian report
indicates a still higher DRE value, of > 6 non. The emission of particles.

and even of organic micro pollutants is influenced by operation conditions
to a much higher extent than the fuel incinerated. In case of improper
operation, these emissions can be rather high even in
the absence of
supplementary fuel.
A Czechoslovak test run30 shows the complete destruction of PCB too;

concentrations in clinker and in kiln dust were as low as 0.09 and 0.11
ppb. Unfortunately no data on PIC's (e.g. PCDF or PCDD) are given. Other
recent studies l>
however indicated that even PIC's are below the de
tection limit in flue gases, if a proper atomisation of the auxiliary fuel
is granted.

THE CEMENT TECHNOLOGICAL SIDE
General

.
In former paragraphs more than adequate reference was given that the
high temperature, the excess oxygen and the long retention time of gases
assures the total destruction of burnable organics, including even the most
stable ones; and, in case of chlorine-containing wastes, the majority of Cl
is not emitted, but absorbed in the basic milieu, mainly in the cement,
and, to a lesser extent, in the kiln dust. Unfortunately, only scarce refe
rences mention the experience that со-firing of waste, particularly of used
tires and of halogenated hydrocarbons can cause very serious difficulties
during the manufacture of cement, and a definite upper limit must be kept
to avoid them.

Earlier investigations33 gave this level as 0.7% Cl/kg clinker;

this

however might not be true in some cases.
The most frequently encountered
difficulties are the formation of adherent rings and/or layers in the kiln
or in the heat exchangers.
The difficulties already begin with the proper handling of the wastfe.
Their chemical composition must be exactly known, esp. their halogen con
tent. Such determination is not an easy task, as waste may come from
various sources, form mixtures or emulsions, thus sampling is a very impor
tant problem. Moreover, for safety reasons, all containers, pipelines, etc.
must be kept under inert gas to avoid self-ignition, and in a confined area
to avoid spillouts. Detailed procedures were established for evaluating and
accepting the wastes and for use of the wastes as supplemental kiln fuel .
Safety valves must automatically stop the flow of supplementary fuel if the
temperature drops under a certain level. A fully controlled and automatic
system exists,
among other factories, in Norway's NOR-СЕМ works in
Brevik35.
Wastes may introduce materials into the process, which are either
completely absent or present in low concentrations only, among normal ("no
waste") conditions. These,in turn,can change process parameters to a con
siderably extent. Particularly important are the inputs of chlorine, and,
to a lesser extent, sulphur, as they may cause cycles and disturb kiln
operation due to the formation of buildups and adherent coatings on the
refractory lining of the kiln and/or preheater .Chloride-containing wastes
are used Very often as alternative fuels; but in their presence (over a
certain limit) alkalis, thallium and some other substances yield volatile

chlorides which get vaporised in the hot zone of the kiln, and condense
again at cooler zones. In this way, cycles are formed, which, unless interrrupted, cause very serious troubles, as in a saturated cycle the con
centration of a substance may be higher by orders of magnitude than that of
the original input. Two sorts of cycles exist: besides the internal cycle.
Just discussed, also external cycles may occur when precipitator dust is
recycled to the kiln with the feed.

The most common method of interruption is the use of a bypass (gas- or
hot meal-bypass), located at the transition between kiln and preheater. A
gas bypass removes a portion of the kiln exit gases which contain vaporised
cycle-forming compounds, as alkali- and heavy metal-chlorides, or various
sulphates. A hot meal bypass removes some of the preheated feed material
which is enriched with condensed cycle compounds. The dust bypass takes out
filter dust and thus interrupts external cycles .
Combustible wastes can be used obviously in a combined form, making
them an integral part of the preheating - calcining - cooling industrial
process. A German patent describes this sort of waste utilisation .

A practical experience

A cement factory in Hungary uses the dry-process technology, with a
foui—stage cyclone preheater. The kiln is heated by heavy fuel oil. No
bypass exists.In a set of experiments four different states were thoroughly
investigated for emissions: 1./ clinker burning with fuel oil only; 2./
burning with fuel oil + waste tires; 3./ burning with fuel oil + waste
halogenated solvents. 4./ burning with fuel oil + waste tires + + waste
halogenated solvents. In the two latter cases the halogen load was adjusted
in four levels (1, 2, 3 and 4 kg Cl per tonnes of clinker).
Results show that emission of particulates was in all cases well below
the permitted value in all cases. Emission of carbon monoxide is slightly
decreased by co-firing waste solvents, and increased by tire со-firing (but
even in this case below the permitted level. Nitrogen oxides are decreased
by solvents. SOg is below detection limits in all cases. Among toxic heavy

metals the emission of Hg, Cd and T1 was lower by one order of magnitude of
the permitted value, and remained unchanged by waste со-firing. Joint emis
sion of As, Se, Ni, Co and Те was approx. 20% of the permitted, slightly
increasing by tire со-firing, but unchanged by solvent firing. Joint emiss
ion of Pb, Cr, Си, V, Sn Mn and Sb was approx. 25-30% of the permitted,
increased to the double, and remained unchanged by со-firing tires and
solvents, resp. The emission of HC1 was, in State 1./, approx. 5-20% of the
permitted value, increasing to a slight extent, but proportionally with
halogen load in State 4./, but remaining unchanged in State 3./. HF was not
emitted in any state, being one order of magnitude less than the permitted
level. Emission of PCDD and PCDF, as well as mutagene effect of flue gas
condensate and emitted particulates was measured too. Dioxines are slightly
increased by tire, and slightly decreased by solvent со-firing, being some
what below the permitted value in all states. Mutageneity is approx 5 - 10%
of aerosol mutageneity in city air.
It is thus evident from these results that со-firing of these wastes

is an absolutely safe method of their disposal, from the environmental
aspect. The cost of additional safety equipment, as described earlier, is
covered by the savings of the primary fuel.
Waste со-firing, on the other hand, caused very serious technological
difficulties. Thick adherent layers were formed in several parts of the
kiln and the heat exchangers, even at the most cautious supervision. The
layers consisted of clinker minerals, cemented together by spurrite and
other sulfur- and/or chlorine- containing compounds, and,
at highest
halogen
loads
even
free
KC1
(sylvine)
was
observed.
These
rings
havesometimes almost completely stopped the flow of solid materials. This
is why the management has discontinued waste со-firing until a bypass
built.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Cementitious materials have been investigated extensively to establish their role,
and enable a prediction of their performance, when used for radioactive waste isolation.
A number of applications have been addressed, ranging from those in high-level waste
management, where their prime roles would be physical such as in sealing an underground
waste repository, mechanical to serve as a protective cask for transport, or under
certain conditions, both chemical and physical in the solidification of high-level
waste.
Cements also have been explored for their use in forming primary casks for
containment of spent fuel assemblies.
For the disposal of low-level (and in some
countries, immediate-level) waste, a cementitious matrix may be used to encapsulate the
waste, thereby generating an integral waste form (Burns, 1971$Roy, 1978). In addition,
concretes will be required to perform special structural roles, used to construct
trenches, vaults, and other disposal units.
Also, there are numerous applications
where grouts are used for sealing purposes (Roy and Burns, 1982).
This summary paper
addresses briefly each of these areas.

The durability of cementitious materials in radioactive waste disposal depends
upon many factors which are understood in part through in the studies of concrete
durability.
The resistance of hardened cement paste and concrete to chemical and
physical degradation when exposed to an aggressive environment, or when interaction
takes place between potentially reactive internal components and the external environ
ment, is not related strictly to the mechanical strength of the material; i.e., strong
materials do not always resist attack and disintegrative forces in any environment in
which they are placed. Nevertheless, it is true that -higher strength cement pastes are
generally less permeable, and thereby will provide better resistance to chemical attack
and physical degradation than low strength materials.
It is also a well-known fact
that water content (and w/c ratio) of a cement paste is probably the most important
single factor in determining the subsequent porosity and permeability of the hardened
paste, and that decreasing water content serves to decrease porosity and usually
increases strength.

The porosity and pore structure of cement pastes exert major control on the
ingress of potentially deleterious substances, or the release rate of potentially
harmful species such as radionuclides.
The pore structure and microstructure
constitute major rate-controlling factors for potentially harmful transport processes,
whether the species being transported is water (to give rise to alkali-silica expan
sion), sulfate ions (causing sulfate attack), chloride ions (to depassivate the
protective layer on reinforcing steel), acids, oxygen or carbon dioxide, to weaken the
concrete structure, or leaching, transport, and release of radioactive spaces (Roy,
1986).

The resistance of hardened cement paste and concrete to chemical attack and
physical degradation thus is the result of compositional and microstructural factors
combined with environmental exposure conditions.
Factors controlling the initial
microstructure development and its effect on the operation of forces of degradation
will be discussed along with some of the research applicable more specifically to
nuclear waste management.
In cases with waste disposal, there are high demands for
performance and durability of the cementitious material, ranging from hundreds to
thousands of years. №ny of the findings of such studies are applicable as well to
hazardous waste management, or mixed waste management/disposal. In addition, although
there is considerable overlap in the applicability of the knowledge gained in the two
major areas, the high-level and the low-level applications will, in general, be
discussed separately.
II.

APPLICATIONS IN WASTE SOLIDIFICATION

Introduction
As an alternative to other waste forms designed for the immobilization of the
lesser active wastes, solidification with cement offers three major advantages: 1) The
technology involved in the fabrication of the waste form is simple and available as are
the starting encapsulating materials; 2) a series of studies throughout the world has
verified the viability of properties of tailored cementitious formulations; and
3) perhaps most importantly, there is a potential advantage of the near-thermodynamic
stability offered by a hydrated (hydroxylated) encapsulent host material designed for
immobilization of waste in a geological repository.

An objective of any waste form design is to achieve a product that is as near to
thermodynamic equilibrium as possible with its environmental/geological surroundings in
order to minimize the potential for alteration. With the exception of the simple fourcoordinated oxides of Si, Ti, U and Th, all potential host phases are hydrated at the
normally cited conditions of temperature and pressure of underground geologic reposi
tories. Because of this basic observation of the phase stability of materials, it is
likely that all but a hydrated host phase will have the potential to alter to a more
thermodynamically stable form under geologic repository conditions and thus alter the
source term utilized to model the stable repository (R. Roy and D. Roy, 1981).
For
these reasons, the hydrated products of silicate-, aluminate- or phosphate-based
cements offer the potential to be more nearly in thermodynamic equilibrium with the
geological environment than other host phases. (R. Roy, 1982).

The use of cementitious materials to deal with the disposal and immobilization of
radioactive wastes is widespread within the European Waste bfenagement community and
have been used for about three decades in the U.S. for the fixation of low-and
intermediate-level radioactive wastes at power reactor plants (Kibbey and Godbee,1974).
The necessary research to certify the disposal of lower level reactor waste, e.g.,
resins, etc has been carried out in a number of cases (Christensen, 1980) and
successfully utilized radiation levels in excess of those that would be encountered in
the typical waste.
Cements thus are currently used, and therefore expected to find
increasing use of solidification of low-level radioactive wastes (Hespe, 1971, Roy,
1978, Passant, 1988).
In addition, they have been used (Weeren, 1977; №>ore et al,
1977) and are currently being considered for solidifying intermediate level wastes
(Passant, 1988). Although there are seme concerns with limits of thermal stability,
modified cement processing may be also considered as an option for generating waste
forms permitting higher thermal loading (Roy, 1978; Roy and Gouda, 1974, 1978; Roy et
al., 1979b; Roy, 1987a; Dole et al, 1983).
Two major types of hydraulic cement are used for these purposes portland and high
alumina cements (Stone, 1979)In addition, blended or chemically modified cements

have been proposed to have considerable advantage (McDaniel et al, 1989)» These types
of cement can be used as matrices for Incorporating primary waste containment forms,
which may serve to replace the usual "aggregate” of concrete. When mixed with water or
waste solution, the cements hydrate, harden, and form a dense "cement paste", which
Integrates the waste form to produce a monolith which may compare in strength and
hardness to many types of natural rock.
The most valuable engineering properties of normal cement pastes, cement
composites and concrete are their workability, durability (against atmospheric
weathering, chemical attack), water tightness, and dimensional stability (to shrinkage
and/or expansion after setting). Beyond this, the relevant properties of concrete that
should be examined when considering its usefulness as a material for incorporating
radioactive waste are its ease of forming a monolithic mass, permeability, resistance
to leaching, relative thermodynamic stability, thermal stability and conductivity, and
radiation stability.
Strength development is frequently correlated with other
properties; it appears generally to be adequate and may be enhanced by special
processing (Roy, 1987b).
№ny of the basic properties of cement paste and concretee.g., density, durability, strength, and shrinkage-depend strongly on the porosity of
the cement paste matrix, which in turn depends on the amount of water used in
processing, which will be discussed later. Volume stability is probably not critical,
but in the event that it leads to the formation of microcracks, a decrease in strength
and an increase in leachability may occur (Roy, 1978, 1986, 1987)«
Intermediate to High Level Solidification

■

Among the alternatives which have been considered are three that use cement and
concrete: (1) Conversion to concrete (with separated residual salt); (2) Shale
fracturing; (3) Shale Cement; (4) warm pressed dense forms; and (5) FUETAP (Roy, 1978;
Roy and Gouda, 1974, 1978; Roy et al, 1979, 1982; bfoore et al, 1977; Dole et al, 1983).
Disposal of intermediate-level waste has been carried out for a number of years at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory by shale fracturing using a modified grout (Weeren et al,
1979).
In this technique, a grouting consisting of liquid sludge, or dried sludge
waste forms mixed with a blend of cement and other additives is pumped down a well
(Weeren et al, 1979) and injected into a shale formation (DeLaguna et al, 1968).
The
grouts were blended from portland cement, fly ash (class F), drilling clay, pottery
clay, and a retarder. The shale is first fractured by pressure fron a snail volume of
water, and the grout is then injected into the initial fracture.
As the crack
propagates, it is filled with grout.
Injection continues until the batch of,waste
grout is depleted. The grout sets a few hours after injection, permanently fixing the
radioactive waste in a rock-like sheet of cement composite within the shale formation.
Subsequent injections ideally form sheets parallel to and a few feet above the first.
The leach rates (rates of release of cesium, strontium, plutonium, and curium) were
determined and were stated to be equivalent to that of a borosilicate glass. Effective
diffusion coefficients (Deff) of the various species were calculated.
Oie superior
grout showed Cs Deff = 10~1? to 10~1^ cm2 sec“1. Strontium typically was 5 x 10“l£:;
while curium and plutonium were 10“1° to 10“1'.
The leach rates were calculated as
follows:
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where a^/Ao is the fraction of the radionuclide leached in time t„ (sec), v is the
specimen volume, cm^; s is surface and exposed to leaching, cm2 (Godbee, 1980; Moore,
I98I).
The low leaching rate was attributed to the presence of critical blending

components. Stinton et al (1984) have shown in examining 20-year old grouts in core
drilling found, e.g., that cesium was associated with the illitic clay in the grout.
Further, no migration of Cs occurred outside the grout after 20 years.

Related research on high-level waste forms established that, in addition to glass
waste forms which are scheduled to begin production at Savannah River in 1990 (Hindman,
1988), there is much merit in the relative inertness of ceramic/crystalline mineral
model waste forms (R. Roy, 1978, 1980, 1982; McCarthy and Roy, 1981; Rusin et al, 1979,
Vance et al, 1986). At the same time-, the consideration of natural mineral models and
thermodynamic considerations establish the virtue of low temperature hydroxylated
forms. Roy and co-workers (Roy et al, 1981; Barnes and Roy, 1983; Barnes et al, 1982;
and Scheetz et al, 1985) researched the development of high performance cementitious
waste forms and investigated their properties as well as characterized the behavior of
individual components.
While initial research was keyed into Hanford waste
compositions, later work used Savannah River waste compositions. Ross et al (1983) in
comparative studies of various types of transuranic waste form based on the Rocky Flats
plant had in fact shown that both densified and cast cementitious waste forms in many
respects compared favourably to alternatives (borosilicate glasses, etc).
In work at
Mound Laboratories, Lewis (1983) showed that it was feasible to produce a pelleted high
density cement waste form based on the Roy and Gouda (1974, 1978) concept.
Solutions containing up to intermediate-level waste (ILW) have been solidified in
concrete drums in Germany (Koster, 1985).
The waste form was found to have a low Cs
release rate in brines with composition characteristic of the salt mines in which they
would be stored.
In addition, a containerless disposal method has been explored, in
which such a waste form be pumped directly into a non-accessible underground salt
cavern (Kramer and Kroebel, 1982).
Additional concepts were developed to stabilize
spent high-temperature gas-cooled reactor fuel with a cementitious grout at elevated
temperatures (Wilboum, 1985).
Furthermore, a cementation process for TRU waste for
deep burial has also been explored, which appears favourable (Schneider and Ledebrink,
1984). Plans have also been developed in the United Kingdom for solidifying ILW in
cement (BNFL, 1988) of which a slag-cement is a likely candidate (Forrester, 1986). In
France, a concrete immobilization process has been designed for sludges fron liquid
radwastes with activities up to 1.1 x lO1O.Bq.m^ activity to which has been added salt
concentrates of up to 800 g.L” concentration (Lfangin et al, 1988).
In other high-level waste studies, a new radiophase for ceramic nuclear waste
forms was found, having the NaZr-^Op structure (Komarneni and R. Roy, 1982; R. Roy et
al, 1983; Alamo and R. Roy, 19867. This phase is relatively insoluble, immobilizes the
relatively mobile Cs+ species, and serves as an extraordinarily good host for
actinides, as well as providing an additional smaller cation site for fixation of
smaller ions. The properties of a waste form prepared by mixing this phase in tailored
cement compositions were investigated (Roy et al, 1984; Wei et al, 1985).
In fact,
some of the most insoluble cementitious waste forms produced to date were generated in
such encapsulated materials prepared by warm pressing high-silica matrix cements
(containing slag and silica fume).
Phases such as pollucite, a cesium aluminosilicate (CsAlSi^Og).had been identified
as an insoluble component for fixation of Cs in a polycrystalline mineral/ceramic waste
form; powellite (SrMoOh) for transuranics and rare earths, and sodalite (I-sodalite
NaoEAlSiOiiJrln) for ioaine (McCarthy and Roy, 1981; Roy, .1982).
These phases were
investigated individually, or in combination, when solidified/encapsulated in cements
(Roy et al, 198I; Barnes et al, 1982; Barnes and Roy, 1983; Scheetz et al, 1985).
Low Level Waste Solidification
№ny of the properties of cementitious materials which make them appropriate for
consideration for use as a matrix for encapsulating wastes have been discussed briefly

in the previous section«
Hie performance demands for low level wastes, however, are
not as high as with the intermedite to high-level waste disposal, because of the lower
activities involved. The reverse of the transport of ions or chemical species into a
cement paste is the movement of water through the paste and removal of species,
leaching, which depends on the pore structure and water permeability of the paste. As
water permeation involves the transport of a liquid through a porous medium under a
pressure gradient, leaching involves the transport of species under a concentration
gradient, e.g., in the case with very pure water in contact with cement paste.

Most of the studies related to low-level nuclear waste isolation are concerned
with the release of trace species or radionuclides present in small concentrations, in
attempt to control the release of toxic or harmful species, but a number of concerned
with the release of major elements as well (Kumar et al, 1986, 198?; Atkinson et al,
1984; Atkinson, 1983; Roy, 1979; Roy et al, 1979; Roy et al, 1982, 1984, 1985; Barnes
and Roy, 1983; Scheetz et al, 1985; Wei et al, 1985; Dole, 1985; Zamorani, 1986; Ж1ек
et al, 1986).
Various disposal concepts examined in recent years have investigated
alternatives to shallow-land burial for low-level radioactive waste, in which leaching
and transport are still primary properties of concern. This shallow-land burial
alternative proposes a standard trench with a reinforced concrete floor, backfilling
the trench voids with concrete and possibly using a concrete cap covered with clay and
topsoil. The use of concrete backfilled trenches in a geologically stable, semi-arid
area can provide an additional degree of safety, but their use in a geologically
unfavourable area could possibly create problems.
Three reasons for using concrete
backfill are; better intruder barriers, creation of a concrete monolith, and lower
susceptibility to subsidence (Salsman, 1985).

*
Low-level waste (salt solution) at Savannah River after reprocessing will be mixed
with (granulated) blast furnace slag, fly ash, and cement to form a grout.
The grout
will then be pumped to a reinforced concrete vault for solidification and disposal as a
monolith called saltstone (Langton et al, 1983; №lek et al, 1986; Wilhite et al,
1988). Properties have been investigated in the laboratory which include leaching of
radioactive species and cementitious components, and numerous physical and mechanical
properties to be used for performance prediction (Barnes et al, 1985, 1986; Pfalek et
al, 1986; №lek and Roy, 1987; Kaushal et al, 1986, 1987).

, There are numerous bases for selecting cement-based waste forms, among them the
ability to reduce the release rates of radionuclides such as 9°Sr, 137^, and various
anionic species.
Kumar and Roy (1986a,b) and Kumar et al (1987a,b) have extensively
investigated the diffusion of Gs+ in various types of cements, as has Atkinson (1984).

Hoyle and Grutzeck (1988) have found that secium release rates can be diminished
through reactions taking place at higher temperatures, from 38° to 90° C, of cementi
tious compositions, suitable to the formation of Cs-containing zeolitic phases (a
wairakite analog); while Kaushal et al (1989) have reported that both cesium and
strontium leachability were reduced in slag and fly-ash containing mixtures in which a
zeolitic phase with the nosean structure was formed.
It should be noted that such
zeolitic materials can only persist for prolonged periods in modified compositions for
which the zeolitic component is a stable phase.
Hoyle and Grutzeck (1986) reported
strontium retention in cementitious compositions with added silica and/or alumina.
Roy et al (1981), Ross et al (1983) and various others have shown also the general
effectiveness of cementitious materials in reducing the release of trans-uranic
elements and rare earths.

Tallent et al (1988), Rblek and Roy (1987) and others have addressed considera
tions in the immobilization of soluble anions such as NOg and technetium in oxidized

form. They have found that granulated blast furnace slag is effective in reducing the
leachability of technetium while keeping the nitrate ion leachability reasonably low
(Tallent et al, 1988; McDaniel et al, 1989)»
Langton (198?) has reported that also
chromium releases from saltstone can be significantly reduced by substituting hydraulic
blast furnace slag for portland cement in the formulation designs.
The use of iron
filings in a cementitious waste form have also been effective in reducing the release
of soluble technetium (Bostick et al, 1989).

qn
Sqqne ebqal
Pres§jfted leach rate data for several radionuclides (6oCo,
yuSr, yyTc, |гу1, ld'Cs, and 241Am) in studies on experimental grouts for disposal of
Hanford double-shell tank waste, to be used in the prediction of long-term performance.
A typical formula mixed 1 L of liquid waste with 1080 g dry blend grout mix (47.5 wt%
slag, 47.5% class F Fly ash, and 5% Type I/II portland cement). As was found in other
studies also, the iodine, technetium, nitrite, nitrate and sodium leached more rapidly
than other species.

Many radioative wastes also contain toxic elements of concern and may be classed
as mixed wastes. Komarneni et al (1987, 1988) addressed the mechanisms of heavy metal
fixation in a number of crystalline calcium silicate cementitious materials.
In
reactions with the crystalline phases tobermorite, xonotlite, and wollastonite they
found that Pb , Cd , Fta , Zn2+ and Cu2+ appear to replace surface Ca2+ ions, but
that C02+ and Ni2+ irreversibly replace Ca2+ causing amorphization,
Zamoranl et al
(1989) reported that Cr, Ni and Cd were immobilized by replacing Ca2+ in the presence
of chlorides.

Additional evidence for the mechanisms of ion fixation, and especially waste ion
fixation, may be found from examining the pore solution in the solidified cementitious
material. РЫек and Roy (1983) found that saturated Ca(0H)2 solutions in contact with
blast furnace slag-cement pastes and opal would lose their Ca ions first before the
alkali ions.
Glasser and Pbrr (1984, 1985) found that when all are present at 15%
replacement level, silica fume is more effective in removing alkali and hydroxyl ions
from solution than are blast furnace slag, fly ash or a natural pozzolan; while at 65%replacement level of high-alkali (1.02%) cement, Silsbee et al (1986) found that blast
furnace slag by 28 days had reduced the pore solution alkali content by -3 times
(dropping from -0.78 N to -0.25 N), after passing through a slight maximum at -12 days.

Atkinson and others have attempted thermodynamic modeling of the solution composi
tion in contact with cement, beginning with the simple CaO-SiOg-^O system (Atkinson et
al, 1987).
In prior studies they reported that slag blends^ were more effective in
maintaining a relatively high pH, as compared to pure portland cement and other
portland cement blends (Atkinson, 1985).
This is considered important for long time
durability, which is presumed to be dependent on several factors, among them the
development of a fine pore solution.

For more detailed treatments of the subject, the reader is also referred to recent
conference proceedings which contain substantial inputs on the behavior of cementitious
materials in waste management (Whste ffenagement 87; Waste hfenagement 88; Spectrum 88;
Scientific Basis for Nuclear Waste Management XII; Scientific Basis for Nuclear Wäste
Management XIII, MRS, 1989, In Press).

III.

NUCLEAR WASTE REPOSITORY SEALING MATERIALS

Introduction

In addition to the considerations above related to nuclear waste isolation which
are concerned with the release of trace species or radionuclides present in small

concentrations, a number are concerned with the release of major elements as well. The
leaching of major elements is of especial concern for the sealing of geologic
repositories for radioactive waste, where the cementitious sealing materials should
maintain low permeability for prolonged periods (Roy, 1980, 1987a, 1989b; Roy and
Burns, 1982; Roy et al, 1985; Grutzeck and Roy, 1985; Wakeley et al, 1981; White et al,
1979; Scheetz and Roy, 1985)teterials for sealing radioactive waste repositories constitute an, important
component of the total waste isolation system, because the emplaced seals will provide
a major contribution to adequate waste isolation. Penetrations through geologic
repository formation strata, which compromise the natural barriers to ingress and
egress of groundwaters, provide the most likely pathways for radionuclide release from
the stored waste.
Properly constituted penetration seals will contribute greatly to
the restoration of a repository site to a state approaching its pristine condition, to
prevent release of harmful amounts of radionuclides. The seals are required as
structural components of shafts and drifts to provide mechanical support, to provide
general fill, and in certain critical areas, to provide impermeable barriers
restricting fluid flow (Roy, 1981, 1987a)«

The use of cementitious materials (cements, grouts, mortars, concrete, and °bher
composites) provides an extensive record (Roy, Grutzeck, and Licastro,, 1979) from
applications for underground sealing in the oil and gas and mining industries, as wel
as in other underground storage (Rennick et al, 1972; Herndon and Smith,.1976; Office
of Nuclear Waste Isolation, 1979)« The particular range of properties of these
materials and their versatility suggest that they are likely to be used extensively in
geologic repositories. Applications in nuclear waste repository sealing are subject to
the overriding constraint that the other desired properties must be combined with the
requirement of long-term performance.
Numerous materials studies in recent years,
therefore, have placed a strong emphasis on studies relating to longevity.
The major requirements for repository seal materials include: (1) mechanical
adequacy; (2) good bonding to the host rock; (3) very low permeability to fluids,
narticularly in the interfacial zone between seal material and host rock; (4) stabil у
and chemical durability; (5) compatibility with the surrounding rock and groundwater
environment; (6) resistance to destructive expansion and contraction; and
(7) resistance to radionuclide transport. These properties are important over the long
time period of repository isolation.

Cementitious materials, either alone or in combination with other compatible plug
component materials, are likely to satisfy the requirements, and therefore res^rch is
addressing specific problems related to their applications as repository seal
Serials.
First materials selection and evaluation studies have been performed to
determine the properties and characteristics related to hardening, placing, and other
early stage properties; followed by characterization of starting materials and
products.

mterials selected for further study on the basis of their,performance in short
term tests have been investigated intensively to provide information on their
longevity. This type of information is obtained fron a variety of sources, including
teXs on experimental mixtures and formulations.
The studies include detailed
characterization of experimental seal materials or, where possible, specimens fr^
plugs that have served in the field for extended time periods; evaluation of the
thermodynamic stability of the material; determination of reaction rates and kinetic
factors^etermination of selection criteria based on knowledge of natural mineral
associations; studies of ancient concrete prototype materials; and investigations of
other special factors relevant to determining probable stability of, seal "ferial, and
host-rock-environment combinations (Roy, 1981, 1987; Scheetz and Roy,
9 9 > > »
Licastro et al, 1989)«

Among early stage properties the relationship between viscosity and volume
concentration of cement has been investigated for a large number of mixtures; this is
one type of rheological information used in designing potential seal material mixtures
(Roy and Asaga, 198I; Buck et al, 1985). The optimum amounts of chemical admixtures
and other components that produce lower viscosities or more workable mixtures were
determined from a given volume concentration of cementitious solids.
Another important factor affecting both early stage properties and structure
development is the rate of heat evolution of a hydrating mixture. Calorimetric studies
are made to quantify the heat effects and indicate the time at which the peak rate of
heat evolution is achieved, its magnitude, and the effect of material paramerters on the
total heat-effect pattern (Rousan, 1982; Gotsis et al, 1984, 1986; Kaushal et al, 1987,
1989).

Kumar (1982) and others have investigated the effects of particle size and size
distribution upon properties of the material.
Cement was classified into three
different surface-area fractions by the removal of finer fractions of cement particles.1
Particle-size distribution, chemical analysis, and setting time measurements provided
initial characterization. Effects of fine particle size pozzolan (silica fume)
additions on the early heat of hydration and dimensional change of pastes were
investigted; SEM, TG and x-ray methods were used to study microstructural features and
chemical reaction in the neat pastes and mortars. Recent studies have also shown how
important particle size distribution and rheology are for concrete microstructural
development (Scheetz et al, 1990).
Longevity of Seal Phterials
Parallel with selection and evaluation studies, factors which more specifically
determine the potential longevity of seal materials have been examined.

Thermodynamic Stability

The materials most likely to perform for long periods of time are those which are
thermodynamically stable both intrinsically and under the environmental effects of the
geologic repository. The studies of thermodynamic factors to date have included
literature studies, calculations, and generation of needed new thermodynamic data.
These studies have as their objective to determine the appropriate thermodynamic
equilibria and to determine the lowest free energy (i.e., most stable) state for the
intrinsic seal material compositional systems or subsystems and also the potential
response of the seal materials under the expected environmental conditions (Sarkar et
al, 1982).
Preliminary calculations using some measured concentrations of solutions
existing in contact with portland cement-waste systems (Roy et al, 1981) have shown
that some liquid compositions appear to lie within the stability field for the zeolite,
leonhardite (Roy and Burns, 1982). Atkinson et al (198?) have discussed the Ca0-Si02HpO system itself.
Continuing studies are examining the effects of groundwater compositions on
cementitious phase stabilities, and the compatibilities of intermixed seal component
phases, i.e., cement minerals, with clays or zeolites.
The early results show that
some reaction of high—calcium content cements with clays or zeolites takes pdace at
elevated temperatures, but that the reaction products have favourable sorption
properties for radionuclide ions such as cesium (Komarneni et al, 1982). Freeborn and
Roy ( 1983a,b) have investigated in a preliminary way the stability in a tuff
environment and in a salt environment, based on thermodynamic considerations.

At the other extreme, studies have been made of ancient concretes, mortars, and
plasters which have performed for a very long time and may provide an analog of modern

concrete seal materials. A first stage report detailed the compositions, properties,
and microstructures of a few of these remarkably durable materials, derived fron widely
different sources (Langton and Roy, 1980), while other studies examined intermediate
age concretes and old Roman, Greek and Cypriot materials dating back to as early as the
6th century B.C. (Roy and Langton, 1989c; Langton and Roy, 1981, 1983)« Specimens were
obtained fron some structures used for water confinement, which remain in excellent
condition.
Permeability, Porosity, and Pore Size Distribution: Potential for Ionic Diffusion
Key definitive seal material properties affecting long-term durability include
permeability of the seal system to fluids, which related to both their potential for
restricting water flow and, hence, radionuclide release in common with cementitious
waste form properties.
Typical materials^ with relatively high strengths have been
found to have permeabilities lower than 10“® Darcy (urn2) after 14 to 28 days curing, at
all the temperatures studied, which exceed the goals set for the seal material
performance. It has been shown that there is a general increase in porosity and
permeability with increasing w/c ratio, when other factors are kept constant (Goto and
Roy, 198I). However, the pore size distribution is probably the more important measure
for predicting material transport and is not a direct function of the porosity (Kunar,
1985; Kumar and Roy, 1986a, b; Feldman, 1986, 1989).
In some studies of cementitious
materials
relationship between water permeability and mean pore radius was found.
Finally, a series of linear relationships was also found between the rapid chloride
"permeability" (coulombs charge transported under an electric field) and mean pore
radius for type I cement paste and for each of three lefvels of fly ash substitution.
Within each material, the chloride transport rate increased nearly with mean pore size.
The relationships between "rapid chloride permeability" and water permeability follow
similar trends (Li and Roy, 1986).

Porosity, mean pore radius and pore size distributionin cementitious materials are
very important microstructural characteristics; they are related to a series of
properties of materials, such as flexural strength, fracture toughness, durability, and
resistance to ionic diffusion. Kunar and Roy (1986) and Li and Roy (1986) have found
that the pore structure of some materials is essentially affected by the cement
fineness, w/s ratio, chemical conposition, and pozzolanic reaction.
Chloride ion
diffusion under an applied electric field appears to be affected not only by the pore
structure of the materials, but also by the diffusion mechanism.
The relationship between porosity, pore structure and ionic diffusion which -was
developed as follows:

a = [Ca rcb]3/e

Where Ca and
are constants; e is porosity, r is median pore radius, (X = ratio
of theoretical to effective diffusion.
Values for Ca and
were generated for the
.neat portland cement pastes and Ca = 10.3+2.6 and
= -0.41+0.13 for Cl~ diffusion and
Ca = 4.6+2.5 and (k = -0.62+0.08 for Cs+ diffusion were obtained over the temperature
range of 27° to 60° C (Kumar, 1985; Kumar and Roy, 1986).
In a further refinement of porosity models, a preliminary model has been developed
(Shi et al, 1989) for describing the distribution of pore sizes in cement paste.
Experiments performed at normal and elevated temperatures have been carried out to
determine phase stabilities of cementitious materials, the species present in the
liquid phase, and to use the latter for calculating the dissolution rates of
cementitious sealing materials, dependent on reasonable ranges of porosity,
permeability, and interfacial sealing characteristics (Scheetz and Roy, 1989a,b;
Scheetz et al,1989a,b; Scheetz and Anderson,1985)• Recent studies (Haworth et al, 1989)

have also used thermodynamic models of cements (Berner, 1987), geochemical codes such
as PHREEQE (Parkhurst et al, 1985) and coupled chemistry-transport models such as
CHEQMATE (Haworth et al, 1988) model and leaching of cement, Onofre! et al (1989) in
recent experimental studies investigated the grouting of fractures in granite, and
found that both rock and grout compositions were important, and that under certain
conditions self-healing of fractures was possible.

Dimensional Change/Expansivity
It is considered generally an advantage for sealing if slight expansion occurs on
consolidation of the grout or concrete, as this builds a protection against later
shrinkage and opening of fractures.
Numerous studies have addressed the methods of
determining expansion/sealing effectiveness (Gotsis et al, 1986; Licastro et al, 1985;
Roy et al, 1984) as well as the development of cementitious materials to possess a
slight expansive or non-shrinking characteristic (Christensen et al, 1983; Buck, 1985;
Buck et al, 1985; Gulick et al, 1982; Fermnandez and Freshley, 1985; Gulick and
Wakeley, 1989; Licastro et al, 1989; Grutzeck and Roy, 1985; Ogawa and Roy, 1981; Roy
et al, 1985; Roy et al, 1982a, b, 1983a,b,c; Wakeley et al, 198la,b; Wakeley and Roy,
1983; Whkeley, 1986).

The need for adequate concrete performance at temperatures up to 100° 0 and
pressures up to 30 MPa, under varying moisture conditions from dry to saturated or
under more extreme conditions has also been stressed (Kelsall et al, 1985; Fernandez
and Freshley, 1985)•
.
Interfacial Properties, Bonding, Stability

The interfacial integrity with host rock is the most difficult component of the
seal system to guarantee, as suggested above, and presents special challenges to
characterizatin (Roy, 1989c).
Detailed interfacial, microstructural, and chemical
characterization studies have been made via scanning electron microscopy (SEM), optical
petrography, and other qualitative methods (Grutzeck and Roy, 1980), coupled with
measurement of tensile strength of the bond between grout and rock materials (Das,
1985) which is one indicator of chemical and physical compatibility between these
materials; and finally, permeability, which is the final measure of seal effectiveness
(Wakeley and Roy, 1982).

Bench scale tests of simulated borehole seals have also been carried out to more
realistically approach field conditions for evaluating seal effectiveness (Lingle et
al, 1983; Scheetz et al, 1986a,b). Scheetz and Anderson (1985) have also calculated by
means of a preliminary dissolution model the "time to failure" of grouted fracture
(faults, barrier seals) in tuff rock, using experimentally determined dissolution
characteristics, and different assumptions of hydraulic head, etc, finding that these
times are in excess of the 101* to 10° years usually considered adequate for isolation
of a repository.
The dissolution rate is dependent on both physical characteristics
and chemical characteristics of the seal system.

SUMMARY

Cementitious waste forms for low-and intermediate-level waste solidification/
disposal, in common with cementitious repository sealing materials place high demands
on the long-term performance of the materials. The adequate performance and its
counterpart, degradation of hardened cemetitious materials has been investigated in
numerous studies, and has been shown to involve various chemical and physical factors,
both those inherent in the cement paste composition and microstructure and those
resulting from interaction with the environmental exposure conditions. To predict the
performance of cement paste, cementitious waste, forms, or sealing grouts and

concretes, in different environments, it is necessary to consider the development of
the cementitious material structure beginning with the fresh state, during mixing,
placing and consolidation, and through the curing period, before being able to
determine the probable effects of long-term exposure.
A number of authors have
emphasized that it is necessary when making durable concrete to develop a dense and
well-homogenized microstructure, and establish that the concrete is well cured (Roy et
al, 1989c). The effects of undesirable cracking developed as result of thermal
stresses, resulting from uncontrolled excess heat evolved during hydration should be
minimized, as they are critical in influencing long-term durability. The mechamisms of
molecular and ionic transport are important in the operation of disruptive forces of
degradation, whether drying shrinkage, freezing and thawing, carbonation, or intrusion
of undesirable chloride, sulfate, or other salts or chemicalsjalkali-aggregte reaction;
or leaching or release of undesirable encapsulated toxic or radioactive waste species
to the environment. The pore structure of the matrix material is citical in transport
processes (Roy, 1986).
t

These mechanisms then act cooperatively;there is an interaction with chemical
features either inherent in the cementitious matrix composition itself, or with the
aggregate; or with ions or gases diffusing in or out of the cementitious material. In
addition to characterizing the solids, the investigation of the chemistry of pore
solutions is useful for monitoring chemical changes taking place, which combine the
effects of the initial nature of the cementitious material with its response to changes
from the environment.
The thermodynamic stability of phases is important in
controlling degradation processes as, e.g., the free energy change to produce
carbonated or other reaction products.

Favorable free energy changes facilitate reaction during curing, and others are
favorable to "pozzolanic" reactions of portland cement with siliceous (and alumino
silicate) pozzolans, producing a more chemically stable form of C-S-H, which is part of
the reason for the apparently enhanced durability of pastes containing such admixtures.
The free energy change is also important in assessing stability of sealing materials in
a particular host environment.

Considerable advances have been made in understanding mechanisms of degradation of
release of harmful species to the environment; however, much remains to be determined,
particularly concerning the cooperative phenomena, i.e., the interaction of the
numerous early-stage developmental controlling factors, the consequent physical and
chemical characteristics of the hardened cement paste and its microstructure, and the
potentially disruptive physical and chemical forces of degradation. The current
studies in progress and the unanswered questions (MRS, 1989) provide additional
evidence of the sustained and substantial effort needed in this important area.
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Abstract
,
Some of the issues, problems and perspectives in the use of cement for
the treatfftent and conditioning of toxic and hazardous wastes are presented
as an introduction to a panel discussion.

VERWENDUNG VON ZEMENTEN FÜR DIE BEHANDLUNG UND KONDITIONIERUNG
VON TOXISCHEN UND ANDEREN GAFÄHRI.ICHEN ABFÄLLEN

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Einige Diskussionspunkte, Probleme und Perspektiven der Anwendung von
Zementen in der Behandlung und Konditionierung von toxischen und anderen
gefährlichen Abfällen werden als Einleitung zu einer Paneldiskussion
erörtert.

1. Introduction
These notes are meant as a basic introduction to the subject;
space
precludes an exhaustive review.
At first sight, cements appear to offer a
barrier action against the escape of toxic wastes into the environment.
Indeed, they are used in engineered barriers.
But in this application
they may be in competition with other, less sophisticated barrier systems,
e.g., plastic membranes.
However physical barriers are subject to
potential disruption;
brittle materials, including both aged plastic and
concrete, are inherently liable to cracking.
This disadvantage may be
overcome by the use of soft, low strength barriers, e.g. those made of
cement-bentonite slurries. But cement and blended cements can also be used
as matrix-formers; these applications are technically the most challenging
and form the basis of this contribution.
Setting Reactions

The set of cement is a colloidal reaction and direct incorporation of
waste may interfere.
It is well known that a wide range of materials
interfere with cement set while a more restrictive range of materials exist
which accelerate set.
Set retarders include substances which complex Ca,
e.g. EDTA, citrate, or which form insoluble precipitates which coat cement
grains and block hydration, e.g. borate and phosphate.
On the other
hand,substances which remain soluble in the , cement environment may
sometimes accelerate set, e.g. sodium salts, calcium chloride, etc.
Most
conditioning operations therefore require to establish a window of waste
species concentrations within which the conditioning process will give an
acceptable performance.
The substitution of cement, in whole or in part,
bv fly ash, slag and/or natural pozzolans often increases the sensitivity
of the set to interference.
In the writer's experience, strong set
accelerators or retarders always affect the microstructure, with inevitable
consequences to the porosity-permeability characteristics of the matrix.
Given the complexity of most real wä’ste streams, there is a need for
empirical testing, to ensure compliance with specifications and to
demonstrate that proposed waste form/cement combinations are compatible.
But there are also
concerns about the longer term behaviour, which can
only be addressed by basic research on immobilisation mechanisms.

Inmobilisation Mechanisms
The behaviour of hazardous wastes in cement has a
rather poorly^
documented science base.An extensive review of a wide range of
industrial processes for fixation is given by Conner (1), and progress in
the specialised field of cement solidification has been described in a
recent American Chemical Society Symposium (2).
f«nm
Much of the advantage of cement-based solidification arises from
physical matrix-forming effects; liquids, sludges and dusts are converted
into solid forms.
These have low mobility,low surface area:volume ratios
and on that account are less susceptible to leaching.
However cements
comprise an intrinsically microporous matrix and are thus potentially m
susceptible to leaching than might be assumed from geometric surface area.
Fortunately cements also have a
chemical immobilisat.ion potential which
contributes to fixation.
,
.
The source of the chemical immobilisation potential prises from:
- sorption on high surface area cement phases, e.g. C-S-H
- structural incorporation into one or more of the cement hydration
- precipitation, by reaction with one or more of the cement constituents
- physical retardation by the solid matrix, which facilitates slow
reactions.

It is not always possible to make clearcut distinctions between
mechanisms, but wherever possible it is desirable to distinguish the
fixation mechanism(s) to develop an adequate methodology with which
to
extrapolate performance-related data to predict long-term releases.
The cement environment is characteristically wet and is also rich in
soluble ions.
On account of the range of soluble cations (Na, K, Ca) and
anions (OH, S04; possibly also Cl and C03) considerable competition exists
for sorption sites.
Therefore, any ion/neutral species which are to be
effectively sorbed, given that they may be present at low concentrations,
must have very favourable distribution coefficients.
The crystalline cement hydrate phases have structures which permit some
crystallochemical substitution.
Since the level of toxics which need to
be incorporated is frequently low, solid solution could be an important
mechanism for fixation.
Thus ettringite, the AFf phase, has a range of
structural sites favourable for incorporation of both anions and cations;
for example
sulfate may be partly replaced by borate, chromate and
arsenate (3).
Precipitation is however the single most effective chemical mechanism of
fixation. Elementary chemical considerations suggest that a wide range of
metal ions will precipitate at the high pH characteristic of cement systems
(4).
The so-called amphoteric elements (i.e. those elements which have a
minimum solubility at near-neutral pH's but which become soluble at both
low and high pH's) deserve special mention.
For example,. Al is normally
very soluble at the high pH's characteristic of cements but nevertheless
remains virtually insoluble;
it
is
preciptated as hydrogarnet,
SCaa-A^Og-SHiO, and ettringite.
Both these solubility-limiting phases
are congruently soluble and their solubility product data are known (5,6).
Data are available for some specific waste constituent - cement
interactions.
For example.
Bishop (7) gives data for cadmium, chromium
and lead, and found that solubility-limiting
ternary metal silicate
hydrates formed.
Similarly, studies of uranium point to calcium uranium
hydrate, or silicate hydrates, as the source of immobilisation potential
(8).
Undoubtedly, more species-specific mechanistic studies are needed:
the Panel may wish to discuss the present state of the data and what
research needs require to be met.
Another factor relevant to waste conditioning is the redox potential
(Ek.)
This has been measured for cement systems and found to be oxidising,
in the range +1Q0 to tZOOmV relative to a standard hydrogen electrode.
But chemically-reduced materials, such as metallurgical slags, drastically
lower the: redox potential perhaps to -400mV (9).
The presence in wastes
of metal and of decomposing organics can be expected to favour a low E^,
and many natural disposal* sites, for example those sited in clay, may also
have a low Ek.
The level of E^. may affect release rates: for example,,
chromium is much less soluble at high pH* in its Cr(III) (reduced)
speciation than as. Cr(VI) (oxidised).

Leach Testing
Performance-based tests
are an essential
requirement of most
legislative codes.
Since cements influence the pH of the leachant medium,
and since pH is an. important factor in controlling leach rates, there,is a
need to determine whether decelerated leach tests are relevant, and if so*
what correlation is achieved between laboratory performance and site
monitoring.
In this context the Panel may also wish to discuss the
applicability of existing standards to the testing of cemented products.
Future Performance

The* factors which contribute to controlling toxic releases from cemented
wastes depewd on internal chemical potentials and on the physical! integrity
of the matrix.
The rate of property decay, and! its impact on release

rates is uncertain.
The reaction of organic material with cement is a
particularly
important area in which we lack knowledge:
the position is
only marginally better for inorganics.
Considerable progress has been
made
in predicting the performance of cements
intended for the
immobilisation of low-level radioactive wastes, and it is suggested that
technology transfer would be useful:
predictive exercises, using coupled
geochemical codes together with information on cement properties developed
for radioactive wastes, could be adapted for hazardous wastes.
It is also
possible to use treatments developed for static and dynamic aspects of
other leachates, e.g. combustion waste
(10,11).
A weakness of these
codes is that we lack basic input data on waste-cement interactions, as
well as of cement-near field interactions.
But computer based codes do
provide a useful framework with which to make predictions and, given the
chemical complexity of the waste-cement system, may be essential.
In any
event, simple extensions of actual test data lacks credibility when
extrapolated over long time scales;
conceptual models capable of
quantification are needed.
The extent to which cements will provide
controlled release rates in the long term, the quantification and
prediction of these rates, might also be discussed.
Summary

Many issues are suggested for the panel discussion.
These are
technical as well as economic.
Ultimately, the economic cost-benefit
ratio will be an important factor in choice of disposal scenario, so use of
cement-based technology will have to be justified on the basis of
performance as well as cost.
To date, there seems to be only limited
awareness of the scientific basis for validating the performance of cement
systems,of the need to establish acceptable leach protocols, for predicting
long-term performance and comparing alternative strategies.
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Introduction
Two choices involving cement technology are available for dealing with the disposal of
hazardous waste (organic, heavy metal). The waste (if it is flammable) can either be incinerated

in a cement kiln or sohdified/stabilized in a cementitous material (grout, concrete).
Kiln-based incineration studies have shown that the use of selected organic wastes such as
Freon 113,1,1,1-trichloroethane, and methylethylketone as a partial replacement for fuel, is not
only cost effective, but environmentally sound. Destructive and removal efficiencies (DER) for
this process often exceed EPA's mandate of 99.99% П"6). More recently it has been demonstrated
in Norway that even PCB's could be successfully incinerated. Using a dry cement Kiln, they have

shown a DER of > 99.9999% for PCB. They also demonstrated that the emission of cyclic
particulates, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, and other cyclic organic hydrocarbons were
more a factor of kiln operating conditions than the material being incinerated<7\

Since the last ICCC in Rio de Janeiro, there has been a greater acceptance of the
solidification/stabilization of organic hazardous waste using cementious materials, although the
trend has been away from using ordinary (ASTM Type I) portland cement (OPC). The majority of
papers report a greater use of blended cements containing pozzolona, fly ash, ground granulated

blast furnace slag, and clays. Several recent papers have dealt with the optimization and
microstructure of OPC-based hazardous waste forms^^’, and others with the design and
advantages of pozzolanic portland cementsd^). The patent literature includes blast furnace slag
activated with < 10% anhydrite*^), and one with a clay-portland cement blend(20). in general, the

addition of organics to the cementitious host tended to either radically change the
microstructure/phase development or have no effect. Tbe latter behavior is in part attributed to
the fact that some wastes are not miscible with water, e.g. chloronaphthalene. When the organic
waste was soluble to some degree i.e. trichloroethylene (C2HC13) or 3-chlorophenol (and
contained chlorine) ettringite tend to be stabilized, inhibiting its conversion to monosulfate and
slowing the overall cement hydration reaction. The general consensus seems to be that the
solidification/stabilization of organics with cementitious materials are more problematic than

heavy metals. Some of the more detailed analyses of work in each of these two areas wiU be

given below.

Heavy Metals

The use of portland cement and blended portland cement to solidify/stabilize heavy
metals is well documented^21'2?). The successful immobilization of heavy metals such as Cr, Pb,
Ba, Hg, Cd, and Zn in cement is generally attributed to adsorption and precipitation of hydroxide
phases. Pb and Zn tend to retard se1 ting of the cement, but solid state 29Si NMR tends to suggest
that РЬ(МОз)2 enhances the degree of silicate polymerization, whereas ZnfNOsla tends to retard

polymerization. Although cementitious waste forms are stable under high pH, their use to
solidify/stabilize pickling liquor or their exposure to acid tended to degrade both the cement and
its ability to retain heavy metals in its structure. One reported use of portland cement to
solidify/stabilize waste containing AS2O3 described adverse effects on the mechanical properties

of the cement waste form28. Compressive strength was observed to decrease from 11 to 6 MPa

with a 7.5% addition of arsenic oxide. However, leach rates were extremely low, arsenic in the
leachate was -IO4 times lower than the equilibrium solubility of AS2O3 in water. A dynamic
leaching test was carried out on four samples containing synthetic sludge (As, Cd, Cn, and Pb)
formulated from lime and fly ash, opc and fly ash, opc and bentonite, and opc and soluble
silicates. The tests were run for 665 days. Arsenic leached the most easily of the four metals<29>. A

permeability study on cement based waste forms containing Zn, Cd, and Hg showed that the
waste forms containing Zn had the highest permeability, followed in succession by Cd and Hg(30>.
Pore structure seemed to correlate with permeability.

Organics

Solidification/stabilization of organic species using portland cement and portland cement
blends is a different matter entirely. Organics such as phenols tend to degrade the performance of
cement-based materials, whereas other organics such as methyl alcohol have little dr no effect.
Whereas, in the case of heavy metals, it is less of an issue, the nature of the waste stream, in

terms of the organic phases present in the material, becomes extremely important. For example,
the phenols (parachlorophenol, pentachlorophenol and 2, 4, 5 - trichlorophenol) tend to degrade

the mechanical properties of the waste form and lead to poor leaching performance^31"34^.
Microstructures at early ages are different than undoped control samples and surprisingly
porosity tends to decrease rather than increase as lower strengths would seem to imply. Samples

containing pentachlorophenol decreased in strength from 13 to 7 MPa (composed to control) and
leach testing showed a 12% release of organic in 120 days. A review of the performance of five

different binders (OPC, OPC and fly ash, OPC + activated carbon, OPC and bentonite and OPC and
soluble silicates) combined with 20 organic priority pollutants at 3 different levels of
concentration (10,100 and 1000 mg/g solidified waste)135). It is implied that waste form and
organic waste must be evaluated on a case by case basis! Finally, it has also been reported that

PCBs were immobilized by a cement matrix136).

A large amount of work on leach testing, mechanisms of incorporation and phase
formation has been carried out at Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge137"42). The authors

used ethylene glycol and p-bromophenol as their representative organic materials and

solidified/stabilized them with portland cement. They used a wide variety of techniques (x-ray
and election diffraction, EDX, SEM/TEM) to characterize the waste form and identify host phases
for the wastes. As mentioned earlier, p-bromophenol did not alter the cement matrix to any

great extent; however, the ethylene glycol did. There was a decidedly smaller amount of

crystalline material present in the latter sample, which was more amorphous. Interestingly the
authors found what they believe is evidence of a new phase in their p-biomophenol samples.
The phase contains approximately 34% waste, and is crystalline as evidenced by yet unidentified

x-ray diffraction peaks. The authors also found a heterogenous distribution of the pbiomophenol in the calcium silicate hydrate phase (C-S-H). They further report a general
decrease in Tobermonite-like material associated with organic additions. Chloride ions were

associated with Al in Al x-ray maps, but not with Ca. Finally, both Ca (OH>2 as well as Mg(OH>2
were found to have surface coatings of organics, evidence of weak attraction.
A new predictive technique is under development at Brookhaven National Lab (USA). It

is claimed that using this model one will be able to predict the reliability and quality of a cement
based hazardous waste form prior to its use^43Finally, in this same vein, researchers are

developing more realistic leaching tests^. Column leach testing of cement-based waste forms
containing phenol and trichloroethylene was carried out on 3 and 28 day cured waste forms. The
leachability index values for phenol were 7.7 and 8.2, respectively. The scale varies from 5 (very
mobile) to 15 (immobile). The test may be a useful way to rank performance, however, it could
not be used for trichloroethylene, because it was suspected that this organic was prone to
vaporization/decomposition during the test.

Summary

Two very good books giving an overview of hazardous waste science and technology have

recently been published. They are entitled Stabilization and Solidification of Hazardous
Wastes«46) and Hazardous Waste Treatment Technologies«47), respectively. The first book is an
excellent compilation of material dealing with all aspects of stabilization/solidification science

and technology. The second book addresses types of hazardous waste and potential ways of
dealing with its disposal (biological, wet air oxidation, chemical fixation and solidification,

chemical oxidation). Both books are excellent reviews, touching on many of the items discussed
above. These are worthy additions to the libraries of those new to the field of hazardous waste

disposal.
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SUMMARY
The complexity of today waste problems has evidenced, that this problem is a
plinary one. It is recognised more and more, that the solution of the Peblern is
the hands of one discipline, but in the hands of the many, finally in the hand, of the
Sole society. In thisPcontribution the evolution in waste ^nagement is Presented in s
far ctoraoe systems for intractable wastes are concerned. Since the most remarкате oeve
{SmeSs in recent years are undoubtedly in the field of non-nuc ear waste managem ent,

eemi»

\: Мп 'й

The te?ms
ti-barrier system" and "system technology" are explained then and elucidated
S h exiles. Controllability, repairability and renewability are mentioned as prerequ,sites for modern storage facilities for intractable wastes. The state-ot the art as re
gards handling and sto?age of nuclear-waste is Ьг1ер.Т®;^?П!и1 art^ep^rts
s giJeJ

including references to several comprehensive recent state-of-the-art reports, is g

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die Komplexität der heutige Abfall Problematik «=ht M", dass wir mit ein«a multi-di szi-,

richt sich darauf konzentrieren. Angefangen wird mit ein Uebe[s™ verschiedener и g
keiten um der Emission von Umweltgefährdenden Stoffen einzuschrenken. Das Multi-Barrier
Kolzeit und der Begriff Systemtechnik werden besprochen und mt Beispiele verdeutlicht
Kontrollierbarkeit, Repareirbarkeit und.Er"euerbar^elL?^p i^Kerntechnik wird kurz begerungssysteme. Ein "state-of-the-art" im Bezug auf Abfalle im Kerntechnik wird Kurz
sprochen.

INTRODUCTION

Handling, treatment and storage of hazardous wastes has become a major issue in re
cent decades. Among the different types of waste ore can distinguish between [14]:
1. Wastes containing significant quantities of intractable inorganic elements, such as
heavy metals like cadmium, mercury, arsenic, selenium, lead, zinc and copper.
2. Radioactive wastes
.
.
3. Wastes containing significant quantities of toxic, hazardous or polluting organic com
pounds, which cannot be re-processed or recycled utilizing current technology.
,
For a discussion on whether, and when, a material has to be considered a waste material
reference is made to lit. [10]. In the framework of this paper it suffices to define waste
as a substance, which may cause a hazard to the people and the environment if no precauti
ons are taken in the form of controlled storage or if no special treatment of this sub
stance would have been undertaken.
,
.
.
Measures aiming at minimizing the environmental risk associated with handling of hazardous
waste are: 1) solidification and stabilization (s/s-) techniques, 2) encapsulation and 3)
containment for interim or long-term storage. With these measures one should aim at reduc
ing the release of toxic or intractable hazardous elements to an environmentally accepta
ble levels. A reasonable criterion could be that the rate at which hazardous materials are
released should not exceed the capacity of the biosphere to reabsorb them without excess
ive disturbance of the existing (local) eco-system [14].
WASTE TREATMENT STRATEGY: MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY and SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY

Once release criteria are fixed, decisions have to be made concerning the strategy to
be followed to meet these criteria. Solidification and stabilization of toxic and hazard
ous wastes with, for example, cementitious materials is one of the possibilities [12,16,
18]. A major point of concern refers to the long-term behaviour of the resulting products
[4,7,8]. Laboratory tests generally refer to the short term behaviour, while in most cases
a well-defined cocktail of only a limited number of intractable substances are considered.
Most often, however, the chemical composition of the wastes is difficult the determine
and, moreover, unpredictable [5]. Leaching mechanisms or bacterial actionmay act as a ve
hicle for re-entering of toxic or hazardous materials into the biosphere in amounts which
may endanger the environment. These mechanisms and processes make it hard to guarantee
that s/s techniques will adequately immobilize intractable elements for a required period
of may be some hundreds of years. Particularly in those cases, where the consequences of
uncontrolled releases of toxic wastes are unpredictable on the basis of presently availa
ble knowledge, caution should be exercised with large-scale application of s/s-techniques.
In this respect it is worthwhile to recall in mind that mechanisms and processes involved
in degradation of cement-based materials are not fully understood yet [13,19]. As long as
this situation exists, it will be hard to prove that leaching will not occur and long-term
stability is assured.
Forgoing considerations has led to the conviction that the waste problem cannot be
solved by material technology only. Complementary to the material technology one should
adopt the so called system technology [1,4]. In system technology the focus of attention
is on aspects like inspectability and controllability. In so far as bulk storage of waste
is part of this system technology and storage structures are involved in it, repair and
renew of these structures should remain possible during their entire lifetime.

STORAGE SYSTEMS FOR NON-NUCLEAR WASTE

Dumping
A dump, or deposit, is generally considered a place where the waste is stored for an
unlimited period of time. Most of these dumps are carried out as landfills which generally
have four essential components, viz. [5]: 1) An appropriate (or inappropriate) natural ge
ologic setting; 2) One of more liners below the wastes; 3) A final, permanent cover and 4)
A leachate collection system. The liner systems may comprise natural sealings made of clay
or of some synthetic membrane, for example made of high density polyethylene (HOPE).
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Fig. 1. Multi-layered combination sealing (left) [1]; Improved landfill design (right)
The performance of landfills have been thoroughly evaluated by Montague for the US-situation [5]. In his evaluation aspects like differential settlements of the subsoil, chemical
resistance of the (synthetic) liner material and volume changes of the waste body on the
integrity of the storage system were taken into account. With reference to the second law
of thermodynamics Montague concluded, that, left to itself, a system becomes as disordered
as possible and that, when applied to liner systems, these (synthetic) liners will sooner
or later start leaking. A similar conclusion would hold for the durability and hence reli
ability of the landfill's cover. Montague's conclusions are substantiated by a large num
ber of laboratory and field studies and are endorsed by the Environmental Protection Agen
cy to a large extent [25]. All this has led to the conclusion, that traditionally designed
landfills cannot be considered as the adequate solution for our waste problems. Apart from
doubtful reliability and, in essence, shifting our problems to future generations, it is
remarked that dumping almost definitely excludes re-use of increasingly scarce materials.
Improved Landfills

The reliability of a landfill can be improved by using multiple-liner systems [26, ’
27] and, as regards the leakage control system, the construction of control tunnels loca
ted at the bottom of the waste body [6]. An example of an improved landfill has recently
been taken into operation in the Rotterdam area in The Netherlands [9]. This dump consists
of a rectangular box-shaped reinforced concrete tank, 300 m long, 50 m wide and 11 m high.
Wall and bottom thickness varied form 1.2 to 0.8 m. The tank walls are provided with a 2
mm thick HOPE liner at the inside, whereas the bottom liner consists of a crack-bridging
rubber bitumen membrane and a 100 pin thick cast-asphalt layer, which forms a sealing lay
er. A leachate collection system is installed and a control and security system has been
provided under the tank to monitor possible ground water pollution. The landfill is built
for storage of non-treatable waste such as metal and leather tanning sludge and gas scrub
ber sludge. A separate section of the tank (one fifth) has been created for storage of
waste containing more than 2% by weight of lead, chromium, copper and nickel. This waste
has a certain potential for re-use in the near future.
,
Although this structure has been judged to be the most advanced landfill system built so
far, several open questions remain [1]. The expected lifetime of the structure of 150 year
immediately rises the question: "And than?". In case of leakage of the HOPE liner and/or
the concrete, repair will be quite difficult. Finally, the drawback of taking scarce raw
materials out of the materials cycle, typical for dumping, remains.

Multi-Barrier Concept
General - Similarly to the safety strategy in the nuclear industry, also for storage of
non-nuclear waste the multi-barrier concept is adopted [2,22]. The concept has been en
countered, in a way, in the foregoing sections already when discussing the multiple-liners
systems for landfills. In a more explicit form this multi-barrier system is present in
those systems which are designed to meet the most stringent requirements regarding con-
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Fig. 2. Double walled storage system for interim storage of non- reatable waste [1].
trollability, repairability and renewability. The major reason for requiring repairability
and renewability of the system is anticipation on unpredictable reactions of the waste
with the containment material. Multi-barrier systems with the option ?f^Pa^a^h toxic
renewability are considered now as the only acceptable solution for storage of high toxic
and otherwise undefinable hazardous waste with a risk of unpredictable consequences in
case of uncontrolled release to the biosphere.
Dnuhlp Wall Systems For Interim Storage - The multi-barrier concept as just outlined has
Sot shape in the double wal 1 storage^stem fc- interim storage of wastes which cannot be
?ecycled economically yet or wait for new treatment techniques [1,4]. An example is shown
shSwn in Fi™ 2. Emphasis is clearly on system technology. Те inner container is bu t of
panels which can be replaced by new one in case unforeseen chemical attack of the wall ma
terial compels to do so. The repair procedure is schematically shown in Fig. 2b.

CONCRETE AND CONCRETE STRUCTURES AND THE STORAGE OF NUCLEAR WASTE

Concrete And Radiation
Although there are still problems which wait for final solutions, the problems with
stnraae of nuclear waste are easier than that of non-nuclear waste in the sense that the
haza?d source ie.Radiation® is quite well-defined now. Among the different types of ra
diation, viz.’alpha-, beta-, gamma- and neutron radiation, the gamma- and neutron radiati
place via interaction with electron^ Since the number
oer oram material is about constant, the absorption of gamma radiation
strong^ depends on the specific mass of the shielding material. The shie ding capacity of
sieel is about th?2e times Sat of concrete and that of lead about five times as much. To
pnhancp the shielding capacity, high density concretes using heavy aggregates like limon
iS maaietite bastes steel and iron shot and lead can be applied, resulting in specific’masle! between 3 and 6 g/ciA In normal weight concretes the intensity of the gamma
radiation is reduced by a factor 10 with 300 mm concrete. The reduction of radiation in
nf plpctrons

tensity is associated with the production of heat.

Kr"^Lil^=ss
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XM Secondly

of concrete for chleldin,

against nuclear radiation. Strength reductions appeared to be less than expected from more
classic literature data [21].
Treatment And Handling Of Nuclear Waste: The Role Of Concrete And Concrete Structures

Classification of Nuclear Waste - Radioactive wastes are generally classified into low,
intermediate and high level radioactive wastes [3,23,24]. High level radioactive waste can
be heat producing or non-heat producing. According the level of reactivity different le
vels of shielding must be applied. Also the stage of aggregation of the waste, i.e. gase
ous, liquid or solid, determines how the waste is treated.
Low Level Radioactive Waste - Liquid and/or solid nuclear waste with a low level of radio
activity can be stored in steel drums or, more and more, cast in concrete blocks. When
cast in concrete the radiation at the surface of the blocks is generally so low, that
handling is possible without additional protective measures. The drum/blocks are stored in
specially designed concrete storage structures.

Intermediate Level Radioactive Waste - Treatment and storage of intermediate radioactive
waste is similar to that of low radioactive waste to large extent. The higher radiation
level, however, requires additional shielding, generally realized in the form of a second
barrier of concrete.
Hjgh Level Radioactive Waste - Non Heat Producing - Materials which have been submitted to
radiation can be put, together with a concrete slurry, in drums of stainless steel. These
drums are stored in specially designed concrete protective structures, which should assure
that radiation outside the structure shall not exceed certain limits.
tiiah. Level Radioactive Waste - Heat Producing - Both the fact that the level of radiation
may be very high and that heat is produced over a long period of time requires special
provisions. The waste can be pre-treated, i.e. immobilized, in a glasseous substance. The
primary container for this type of waste is generally made of stainless steel, for example
(double-wall) steel drums. Special provisions are taken so as to limit radiation [15].
The steel drums are place in a concrete protective structure where they are continuously
cooled in either a wet (water) or dry (air) cooling process. Increasing concern about
safety has led to designs for concrete protective storage structures which meet about the
same stringent criteria as a nuclear reactor. Hence, this thickness of above-ground sto
rage structures is determined largely by the required thickness for aircraft impact, i.e.
2.0 to 2.5 m (Phantom II).
The concrete should be free from form macrocracks. For this purpose the concrete is nor
mally prestressed with steel prestressing cables, ensuring a residual compressive stress
in the concrete. Microcracking is reduced by limiting the temperature differences over the
cross section of the concrete. Microcracking due to different expansion of matrix and ag
gregate should be reduced by limitation of the absolute temperature in the concrete in all
stages of the structures lifetime, including construction and hardening period and opera
tion. To prevent rapid corrosion of the steel drums the temperatures should preferably be
kept below 60°C. When corrosion of steel is no issue, temperatures should be kept below
100 C to prevent physico-chemical degradation of the cement matrix and microcracking [21].

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our to-day world is borrowed from those who come after us! It is the responsibility of all
disciplines involved in waste management to inform each other about their possible contri
bution to preliminary or final solutions of the waste problem, aiming at a world which
will remain clean enough to live in. A predominant trend in the engineering approach of
the problem is that of "system technology" [1,4,17]. It is based on the philosophy that in
those cases, where either the long-term behaviour of a waste or the consequences of uncon
trolled release of a particular waste are unpredictable, storage should be realized in
systems which can are controllable and can be repaired and renewed when necessary without
any hazard for the environment. It can hardly be doubted that the evolution in waste sto
rage systems will develop according to this system technology concept as to one of the
most advanced and environmentally amicable concepts available yet.
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CEMENT IN WASTE MANAGEMENT : USE OF NON-CONVENTIONAL
MATERIALS IN THE CEMENT INDUSTRY
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the current state of utilisation of non-conventional materials, particularly industrial wastes
and by-products, in the cement industry. Some of these materials, particularly fly ash and blast furnace slag, have
been used for cement replacement for over 50 years. However, there are others, viz. silica fume, rice husk ash,
by-product gypsum, non-ferrous slags, tailings, etc., which, although in smaller quantities, have found gradually
increasing application in the cement and concrete industries in the past 10-20 years. The use of the above
materials is not limited to cements and concretes made from ordinary Portland cement, but extends to special
cements termed aluminous, expansive, shrinkage resistant, fast setting and hardening, very high strength, and
low energy cements.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die Arbeit
gibt
einen Überblick über die gegenwärtige Nutzung von
nichtkonventionellen Stoffen in der ZementIndustrie,
insbesondere von
Industrieabfällen
und
-nebenprodukten.
Einige
dieser
Materialien,
zum Beispiel Flugasche und Hochofenschlacke, sind seit über 50 Jahren in
Gebrauch. Es gibt aber andere Stoffe, wie Silica-Rauch, Reisschalenasche,
Gips als Nebenprodukt,
Nichteisenschlacken,
Abraum,
usw. ,
die in den
vergangenen
10
bis
20
Jahren
zwar
in
kleineren,
doch
aber
in
zunehmenden Mengen in der Zement- und Betonindustrie zur Anwendung gekommen
sind. Die Verwendung obengenannter Stoffe is nicht auf Zemente und Beton
qualitäten aus gewöhnlichen Portlandzement beschränkt, sondern erstreckt
sich auf solche Spezialzemente wie aluminat-, schwell-, schwindresistent-,
schnell
abbindend oder erhärtend-, Hochfestigkeits- und Niederenergie
Zemente.

INTRODUCTION
Industry worldwide generates large quantities of industrial wastes and by-products, many of which are siliceous,
cementitious and pozzolanic, and as such have found widespread application in the cement and concrete industries.
The principal waste materials from the point of view of the cement industry are fly ash and pelletised blast furnace
slag; and to a lesser extent, silica fume and rice husk ash. The common characteristic of the above materials is
that they are poorly crystalline, or non-crystalline, and in fact they are amorphous and ‘glassy’, and are reactive
in the finely divided form. Cements incorporating the above mentioned materials are termed ‘composite cements’
(1). In these cements the particular inorganic mineral additive takes an important part in the hydration reaction
and contributes substantially to the product of hydration.

The use of fly ash and blast furnace slag for cement replacemant has been practiced in western Europe and
Japan, since the early 1940s. The use of these materials, and some new ones like silica fume and rice husk ash,
attracted worldwide attention in the 1960s. Since 1983, four international conferences have been held on this
topic (2-5). Furthermore, the last five International Congresses on the Chemistry of Cement (6) saw a progress
ively increasing number of publications on fly ash, blast furnace slag and silica fume, and also lesser known
materials derived from various industrial processes. The incorporation of sulphate (usually in the form of natural
gypsum or anhydrite) in Portland cement (OPC) as a set retarder has been broadened by the application of by
product gypsums, particularly phosphogypsum and sulphogypsum.

OPC is a widely used binder for the stabilisation of wastes which are considered to be toxic, and contain
heavy metals or radioactive elements. The popularity of OPC is due to the fact that it is produced in virtually
every country, it is relatively cheap, and its physical and chemical properties are well established. OPC can bind
metals in insoluble form, and can be formulated to reduce the leachability of toxic metal ions by forming metal
oxide/silica compounds of low solubility, which can encapsulate the metal ions in a silicate or metal silicate gel
matrix. However, the discussion of the encapsulation of toxic wastes, heavy metals or radioactive elements is
outside the scope of this paper.
This review discusses the utilisation of several commonly used materials (fly ash, blast furnace slag, silica
fume) and some lesser-known waste materials (rice husk ash, non-ferrous slags, tailings, etc.) in the cement and
concrete industries. Large-scale utilisation of these wastes results in reduced exploitation of natural resources,
protection of the environment, energy saving, cost reduction and, by reduced production of carbon dioxide
emission, it contributes to the reduction of the greenhouse effect. Because many trace elements, including
radioactive trace elements, usually concentrate in the waste materials during industrial processes, the potential
radioactivity of them will also be discussed briefly.

Fly Ash
The principal waste from the burning of coal in coal-fired power stations is fly ash, which is collected from the
flue gases by cyclones, bag filters or electrostatic precipitators. The fineness of the ash depends on the degree of
grinding of the coal, and its composition on the type and quantity of mineral matter present in the coal. During
combustion, the mineral matter (clay, shale, feldspar, quartz, etc.) fuses at high temperature, then solidifies on
cooling to fine, spherical, and largely non-crystalline, glassy particles.

In general, fly ash derived from anthracite or bituminous (black) coal is pozzolanic and is suitable for
cement replacement, whereas that derived from sub-bituminous (brown) coal or lignite contains high percentages
of soluble salts (sulphates or chlorides of calcium or magnesium) and is less suitable or unsuitable as pozzolan.
From the point of view of the cement industry, fly ash may be sub-divided according to the origin of the coal it
is derived from (7-9), viz.

(a)

cementitious and pozzolanic, high calcium (>10% CaO) fly ash, usually derived from lignite or subbituminous

(b)

coal (ASTM CLss F), and
...
,
normal pozzolanic, low calcium (<10% CaO) fly ash produced by burning anthracite or bituminous coal
(ASTM Class C).
Numerous other classifications have been suggested according to carbon content, SiO2 reactivity, SiO2

solubility, pozzolanic activity, etc.
.
It is difficult to obtain correct figures for the worldwide generation and utilisation of fly ash. It has been
stated (9) that >170 million tonnes are produced annually. A recent compilation of data has been published by
RILEM (9) and is shown in condensed form in Table 1. This table does not include data from several industrial
countries, the (former) USSR, and several eastern European, South American, and-third-world countries.

Table 1. Annual production* and utilisation'!' rates of siliceous by-products (t)
Country

Australia
Canada
China
Denmark
France
Germany^
Hungary
India
Japan
Netherlands
Norway
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
UK
USA

Fly ash x 1061
(1986/87)

Blast furnace slag x 1061
(1984)*

Condensed silica fume x 1031
(1984)

Production

Utilisation

Production

Utilisation

Production

5.2
3.2
41.0
1.2
2.2
2.9
4.1
39.0
3.3
0.74
n.a.
13.0
7.4
0.14
10.4
38.3

0.56
1.1
9.5
0.9
1.3
2.2
1.1
1.2
0.96
0.72
n.a.
0.58
1.5
0.08
5.9
8.0

4.7
2.9
22.0
nil
10.4
15.0
n.a.
7.8
24.0
1.1
0.1
1.5
n.a.
0.1
1.5
13.0

0.12
0.2
16.0
nil
1.9
2.8
n.a.
2.8
8.2
1
nil
0.6
n.a.
0.03
0.25
1.0

60
23
nil
nil
60
25
n.a.
nil
25
nil
140
43
n.a.
10
nil
100

LItilisation
20
11
nil
nil
nil
nil
n.a.
nil
nil
nil
40
nil
n.a.
1
nil
2

* Table combined from Refs 7 and 9.
1 The utilisation data represents only the amount of material used as pozzolanic and/or cementitious constituents
of hydraulic cements and structural concretes.
t Figures include all iron blast furnace slag, including air-cooled slag. Utilisation data only for granulated or pelletised
slag.
r
§ Former West Germany only.
, It is generally accepted that the cementitious and pozzolanic properties of fly ash depend mainly on jts
particle characteristics (size and shape) and its mineralogical composition, and not on chemical composition.
Hy ashes consist mainly of mineral matter (50—90%) in the form of glass. Mineralogically those derived from
bituminous coal consist of mullite, quartz, magnetite, hematite and free CaO. Again, it is generally agreed that
those with >35—50% SiC^, or > 55% combined SiO2 + AI2O3, and <7—10% CaO have better pozzolanic activity
than ashes outside these limits (8-10).

The particle size of ashes varies from 0.5—200 |im; most particles are >1 p.m, and the median range is
5—20 (im. National standards usually specify maximum residue in per cent on a 45 pm sieve, and the recommended
figure varies between 12 and 50%. Specific surface varies between 250 and 1000 m2/kg and, in general, the
higher the surface area, the higher the reactivity of the ash. Other parameters determined are the density, water
requirement, pozzolanicity (the amount of free lime remaining in a fly ash-lime mix after reaction for a
predetermiped period, usually 28 d), soundness, colour, moisture content and radioactivity.
In addition to particle size and shape, and mineralogy, the carbon content (originating from the unsatisfactoiy
combustion of the coal) is another important parameter affecting technological properties of concrete incorpor
ating fly ash such as workability and ultimate strength. It is measured by the loss on ignition of the ash. This
figure also mcludcs the content of carbonates and some clay minerals; but mainly (about 90%) represents unbumt
carbon. It is generally accepted that the figure should be <6% for good quality ash.

Fly ash is usually added to cement at the replacement level of 20-30%, but additions of 50-80% are possible
for special applications (9,10). Fly ash additions to concrete has several technological advantages: it reduces
water demand, improves workability, may suppress alkali-aggregate reaction, reduces water segregation (bleeding),
and reduces air content and consequently the permeability. It also reduces the heat of hydration in large pours,
and thus concrete will be less susceptible to thermal cracking. However, the addition of fly ash increases the
Srt^g',nmC’
ma^ reduces еаг1У 0,7 d) strength, but the later or ultimate strength (28 d to 1 yr) at the level
n3
addition wiu.be the same as OPC, concrete or even higher, due to the pozzolanic reaction between
the fly ash particles and limo. The above parameters and technological properties of cements and concretes have
been extensively discussed and reviewed recently (1,7-11).

Other possible uses of fly ash include (a) its incorporation in the raw mix for the production of OPC clinker
(low quality fly ash); (b) raw material and fuel in the kiln (high carbon ash); and (c) replacement for clinker for
the production of OPC-fly ash cement (low-carbon, high quality ash) (12).

Blast Furnace Slag
Blast furnace slag is the by-product of the manufacture of molten iron. It results from the fusion of limestone and
other fluxes with the ash from the coke and the siliceous and aluminous components of the ferrous burden. By
varying the rate and manner of cooling of the molten slag, several forms of slag are produced. If allowed to solidify
in air, a dense crystalline material termed ‘air-cooled slag’ is produced. Alternatively, the slag may be rapidly
cooled/foamed with air and small amounts of water to give an expanded material termed ‘foamed’, or ‘pelletised’
or ‘expanded slag’; or the slag is rapidly quenched with water to form ‘granulated slag’. Air-cooled slag is mainly
polycrystalline, whereas pelletised or foamed slags are partly crystalline and partly glass. Granulated blast furnace
slag is almost entirely glass and is the type of slag used for cement replacement, after grinding.

The largest producers of molten iron, and consequently of blast furnace slag, are Japan, China, Germany,
France and USA, as shown in Table 1 (7). The figures include all three types of slags mentioned above, of which
mainly the granulated slag and, to a lesser extent, the pelletised slag is used for cement replacement. Its usage
varies from country to country, from a low 2-3% to about 35% in Japan, India and Italy.
Chemically, pelletised slag is silica glass, containing calcium, magnesium and aluminium. The principal
crystalline phase that may be present in small quantities is melilite, which is the term applied to any solid
solution in the series extending from akermanite (2CaO.MgO.2SiO2) to gehlenite (2CaO.Al2O3.SiO2) (1,8,11).
The quenched material consists of small granules or pellets about 1-3 mm in size, which are dried and ground
to <45 pm (about 400-500 m2/kg, Blaine) in size, giving angular particles with fineness similar to OPC clinker.
In general, pelletised blast furnace slag can be incorporated in cement and concrete by three different
methods (13): (a) by intergrinding it with OPC clinker (and gypsum) to produce Portland blast furnace cement,
which is the most widely practised method; (b) by grinding the slag separately followed by dry mixing the
resulting powder with OPC at the cement plant; or (c) by grinding the slag separately then adding it at the mixer
as partial replacement for OPC. This last method is usually applied to large structures or concrete pours. It could
be expected that the intergrinding process should lead to a more uniform distribution of the slag and clinker
particles than the other two methods, and thus it should give greater contribution to the strength of concrete. It
is generally accepted that the differences between the above three methods of slag addition has little effect on
the compressive strength of the resulting cement and concrete. However, it has been noted that intergrinding can
provide slightly higher early strength, whilst the other two methods can provide higher strength at later ages. One
can conclude that the mode of application of blast furnace slag gives wide flexibility to the user, irrespective of
the methods of incorporation in the mixes. Activation of blast furnace slag with alkali (1,8) improves the early
strength of blended slag-cement mortars and concretes.

The replacement levels vary, from a low 20-35% to a high 70-90%, particularly for concretes with high
resistance to sulphate attack. It has been used at 60-65% replacement levels to reduce alkali-aggregate expansion.
The hydration and microstructure of slag cement pastes and mortars has been extensively studied over the years
(see, for example, Refs 1 and 8). One important finding is that the hydration products of cements incorporating
blast furnace slag are similar to those of OPC. Apart from the obvious economic advantages, blast furnace slag
also improves the resistance of pastes to chloride diffusion (14).

Silica Fume
Condensed silica fume, termed ‘silica fume’, is generated during the production of silicon metal or ferrosilicon
alloy, and it is collected by bag filters or cyclones at the plants (1,7,8,11). A comprehensive review of all aspect
of silica fume research and application may be found in Ref. 15. The material consists of very fine (<0.1 pm)
spherical particles of amorphous silicon dioxide, usually >90% purity, with several percenuges of Fe2O3, AI2O3,
C, and alkali metal impurities. It is the most reactive pozzolanic material available, with very high surface area
of the order of 15 000 to 20 000 m2/kg (by BET). The material is rather difficult to handle, unless it is pelletised
or used in the form of a slurry. The quantities generated and used at some of the major industrial countries is
shown in Table 1 (7).
Silica fume is increasingly being used in concretes either as a partial replacement for, or as an additive to
cement. It has a dual role: first as a filler because of its fine particle size, and secondly as a pozzolanic material

because of its high surface area and reactivity with lime. If properly applied, it improves mechanical strength and
durability, and reduces alkali-aggregate reaction. The usual level of addition is limited to about 5-10%, unless
water-reducing admixtures are used. In the latter case, the levels can be increased to 20-30%. Silica fume, due
to its extreme fineness and high reactivity, can fill voids in cement paste and concrete, it accelerates the hydration
of cement and, by special processing, very high strength (>270 MPa) concretes can be produced. It has been observed
that silica fume greatly enhances the mechanical strength of concretes mainly due to the water-reducing effect
of superplasticisers, and not to the pozzolanic reaction between the silica fume and free lime (16). Silica fume
can be incorporated in concretes containing OPC alone or in concretes containing fly ash, blast furnace slag, or
other siliceous additives.
Rice Husk Ash

The term ‘rice husk ash’ is applied to the siliceous residue produced by the controlled combustion, at 400-600°C,
of rice husk in many rice-growing countries (1,8,11). The rice husk ash consists of irregularly shaped, fine (<45
|im) amorphous silica particles, which are highly reactive and pozzolanic, similar to silica fume. It usually
contains >90-92% SiO2 and low levels of impurities, viz. Fe2O3, AhOj, CaO, MgO, Na2O, P2O5,1-2% K2O,
and 1-5% carbon. The main impurity that can have a major effect on its reactivity is carbon, which greatly reduces
the reactivity of the ash particularly above the level of 10%. At >20% carbon content, the material becomes
unreactive. Rice husk ash also has a very high specific surface area (of the order of 60 000 m2/kg). (by BET).
Rice husk ash has already found practical use in some localities either by blending it with OPC to produce con
crete with high resistance to acid attack, or by reacting it with lime at ambient or preferably elevated temperatures
to produce calcium silicate building materials (17).
Non-ferrous Slags and Tailings

A number of other waste materials, such as slags from the production of steel and non-ferrous metals, and tailings
from industrial processes, have also been examined for use as mineral additives in composite cements (18). These
include basic oxygen steel slags, and slags derived from the manufacture of chrome, copper, zinc, nickel, tin,
lead, oil shale and other metals. Some of the above slags contain high percentages of CaO (e.g. steel slag), and
are low in SiO2. Some of these materials, e.g. zinc slag, have a strongly retarding effect on OPC (19). Most of
these materials are only of potential interest at present. A comprehensive listing and discussion of these materials
may be found in Ref. 20. One material which is of particular interest in manufacturing of special cements is red
mud. It is derived from the production of alumina from bauxite by the Bayer process. In the process, bauxite is
digested in caustic soda at elevated temperatures, producing an insoluble residue termed ‘red mud’, and sodium
aluminate solution. Red mud is washed to recover caustic soda, then pumped in the form of a slurry into a residue
disposal area. Its composition is variable from plant to plant, and country to country. Chemically it contains
10-35% SiO2, 6-50% Fe2O3, 6-25% A12O3, and small quantities of CaO, TiO2 and SO3. Mineralogically it
consists of hematite (or goethite), quartz, and boehmite (A10.0H) or sodalite (3Na2O.3A12O3.5SiO2.nH2O).
The relatively high content of alumina in the red mud makes it attractive for use in special cements (21).
By-product Gypsum
Large quantities of by-product gypsum, also known as chemical gypsum, is generated annually throughout the
world. These by-product gypsums are usually named after the relevant manufacturing process, e.g. phosphogypsum,
sulphogypsum, saltgypsum and titanogypsum (22). The two principal by-product gypsums are phosphogypsum
derived from the manufacture of phosphoric acid for fertilisers, and sulphogypsum derived from the flue gas
desulphurisation process. Both materials can be used as retarders in the cement industry to replace natural gypsum
(or anhydrite), particularly in countries where natural gypsum is in short supply (e.g. Japan). World production
of phosphogypsum is quoted to be of the order of 120-150 million tonnes annually (23). In OPC production,
about 3.5—4% by weight of gypsum is added to the clinker at the milling stage. It is known that the presence of
phosphate in phosphogypsum can retard the setting of cement at early ages, but it does not affect the strength at
later ages. This has been verified by Mehta and Brady (24) and several other researchers. Experiments were also
earned out on the refining of phosphogypsum by various methods, but relatively little fresh information has
surfaced since the excellent paper by Murakami (22). Sulphogypsum, which contains mainly chlorides, water
soluble magnesium salts and calcium sulphite as impurities, is finding increasing application in the plaster
industry (25), and a more limited application as a retarder for OPC (26).

SPECIAL CEMENTS
Special cements may be classified as aluminous, expansive, shrinkage resistant, fast setting and rapid hardening,
veiy high strength or low energy cements (27). They are binders used for specific applications, and are manufactured
outside the limits for OPC composition, and of О PC processes.

A special group of these cements are modified Portland cemcnts(l), to which gypsum or anhydrite, and
separately synthetised calcium sulfoaluminate, C4A3S, is added. C4A3S in the presence of gypsum hydrates to
ettringite, С6А5з.Нз2, providing expansion within the OPC matrix.

Apart from the ‘classical’ calcium aluminate cements (Ciment Fondue) which incorporates bauxite, the
common characteristics of special cementsis the use of high percentages of alumina derived not only from
bauxite, but also from fly ash, blast furnace slag or clay (28). This group of binders, which usually setrapidly,
are also termed ‘low-energy cements’ (29). They rely on the manufacture of a clinker containing C4A3S, which
hydrates in the presence of gypsum to ettringite. Such cements can be made from limestone, natural gypsum,
aluminous materials, clay, etc., and also from phosphogypsum, fly ash, ferrous and non-ferrous slags, and other
waste materials. The main phase composition of these cements is C4A3S, C2S, C4AF, CaO, and other minerals;
and the main hydrated products are ettringite, C2S, and C-S-H. Increasing research effort is being invested in
such cements with the view of utilisation of fly ash, by-product gypsums and other waste materials; and also
for the purpose of saving eneigy.

RADIOACTIVITY

Most natural materials contain various elements in trace quantities, including uranium (238-U), thorium (232-Th),
their radioactive daughters (e.g. 226-Ra) and potassium (40-K). During industrial processes, e.g. burning of
coal, production of molten iron, and the manufacture of phosphoric acid for fertilisers, etc., the trace elements
usually accumulate in the waste materials, i.e. in the fly ash, slag, phosphogypsum, respectively. Consequently,
their radioactivity can raise to unacceptably high levels of >370 Bq/kg (30). Furthermore, many of these trace
elements concentrate in the fine fractions of the particular waste materials. With fly ash and phosphogypsum, it
was found that the radioactivity levels of these materials could be reduced by sieving the fine -45 pm fraction,
and discarding the fines (31) Ground blast furnace slag had relatively low radioactivity, but the levels were about
the same in all the sized fractions. Red mud had exeptionally high radioactivity, which could not be reduced by
sieving and discarding the fines (31). It is imperative that the trace element content and the gamma ray activity
of waste materials is determined prior to their application in building materials, in order to ensure that they do
not emit radioactivity levels which may have a harmful effect on the general public (32).
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SUMMARY

We report here a 29Si NMR investigation related to the alkali-aggregates reaction of concrete. In order to
understand how a swelling gel can develop in concrete, we worked on a model system consisting in silica gel
in interaction with a NaOH (or KOH) aqueous solution. The high resolution NMR techniques allowed us to
identify two types of solids which can precipitate from the solutions under the action of calcium compounds.
Their structures depend on those of their molecular precursors in solution, themselves depending on the silica
and sodium (or potassium) concentrations in solution.
'

RESUME

Nous presentons ici une etude de RMN de 29Si en relation avec la reaction alcali-granulats des betons.
Afin de comprendre comment un gel peut se developper dans le beton, nous avons etudie un Systeme modele
constitue par du gel de silice en interaction avec une solution aqueuse de soude (ou de potasse). Les techniques
de la RMN haute resolution nous ont permis d'identifier deux types de solides pouvant precipiter ä partir de
ces solutions sous Paction de composes de calcium. Les structures de ces precipites dependent de celles de
leurs precurseurs moleculaires en solution, elles-memes determinees par les concentrations de silice et d'alcalin
en solution.

INTRODUCTION
The alkali-aggregates reaction (1), first reported in 1935, consists in the growth in concrete, of a
swelling siliceous gel, which can induce a degradation of the buildings. It is due to the attack of some
siliceous aggregates of concrete, said to be reactive, by the very alkaline interstitial water contained in cement
pores. Besides the tremendous work devoted to this problem (2), the nature and the formation mechanisms of
the swelling gel are not yet understood.

In this study our purpose was to use the ^Si high resolution NMR techniques to investigate which
kind of gels may develop in such a very alkaline reactive medium. It is well known (3) that the great property
of 29Si NMR is to get the connectivity of ЗЮд tetrahedra which are the basic elements of silicates and silicastructures*.

A first 29Si NMR investigation of some concrete aggregates (see Fig.L), starting from non reactive
quartz and going to some aggregates, like opals, known to be very reactive, conviced us to take again the
modelizing approach of L. Dent Glasser et al (4). Indeed, the NMR spectra and especially those obtained by
СР-MAS techniques clearly show the structural differences between the well crystallized structure of quartz
(characterized by a narrow Q4 line at -107,4 ppm) and those of aggregates (characterized by a broadening of*
the Q4 line and the onset of Q3 and even Q2 entities) which present some similarities with the silica gel
spectrum.

Fig. 1.29Si NMR spectra of some siliceous minerals used as aggregates in concrete, compared with those of
quartz and commercial silica gel.
(left side: MAS spectra; right side: СР-MAS and proton decoupling spectra).

*Qn notation: index n stays for number of bridging oxygens pro Q (ЗЮд-) unit

vrXTT^0,,w® decided to study the reaction of silica gel, playing the role of reactive aggregate, with a NaOH (or

thefc^I?cen^tl1?n of which (0.7N) being equivalent to that of cement water. This reaction leads
of Sllica_a!^aline solutions undergoing transformation from the ionic to the colloidal state
along with the increase of silica concentration to the saturation point, called pessimum (4). At this point some
residual silica gel no longer passes in solution and has been considered as the gel which can swell Я (4™

extended this approach, showing that, indepently of the phenomenon of residual gel, other
potentially pathogen gels could precipitate from the solution. Indeed, whatever is the concentration of silica in
tne solution, which means that the solution may be either ionic or colloidal, solids may precipitate under the
action of electrolytes, especially calcium electrolytes and particularly calcium salts and hydroxyde, CafOH)?
e portlandite, always present ma cement medium. This reveals the role of calcium in the formation of these
gels, an idea also developped by Chatteiji et al. (6) and more recently by Dron (7).

EXPERIMENTAL
Samples

, Silica gel (MERCK, grain size: 60 to 160 pm, specific or massic area: 750 gm-2) was previously dried
during 2 hours at 250 C. Silica solutions were prepared by adding different masses of silica gel in a defmite
volume of a 0.7 N aqueous NaOH (or KOH) solution.
6
» ucunne

Solutions were characterized by two SiO2/Na2O (SiO2/K2O) molar ratios: the initial molar ratio
corresponding to the total amount of solid SiO2 added to the solution and denoted by Rmt and the actual molar
ratio in solution, determined by flame atomic absorption spectrometry and denoted by Rms The R™ curves
plotted versus Rmt were observed to pass through a maximum reached for a given mass of added silica gel In
these conditions so called "pessimum" conditions, the silica concentration reached a maximum at the end of a
time long enough to consider that equilibrium was realized. The values of Rmt and Rms were 4.75 and 4 56
respectively. Before the maximum, the values of Rms did not differ from those of Rmt; after the maximum, ‘

Fig.2. 29Si NMR spectra of the alkaline solutions for different Rms ratios

Fig.3.29Si NMR spectra of the precipitates obtained from the alkaline solutions for different
SiO2/Na2O ratios.
(left side: MAS spectra; right side: СР-MAS, proton decoupling spectra).

second one some informations about silanols location in the structure, since CP experiments selectively reveal
silicon nuclei in interaction with protons.

The two types of experiments show the evolution of the precipitates structure when increasing the Rms
ratio. Solids obtained from ionic solutions (Rms = 0.99, 1.6 and 2) are composed of Q1 and Q2 entities only,
lying in the range -73 to -89 ppm, like the calcium silicate hydrates, the CSH, resulting from cement hydration
(9). Precipitates issued from colloidal solutions (Rms = 4.56) are built with Q2, Q3 and Q4 entities, the two last
ones centered at - 99 and -108 ppm.

, We have verified that after the pessimum, solutions were always colloidal and that one could obtain
precipitates from them. For instance, we have reported on Fig.3. the spectra corresponding to Rmt = 12; they
are similar to those of precipitates obtained before the pessimum.

On Fig.4. are presented the spectra of residual silica gel, obtained by filtration of the saturated solutions
near the pessimum and after (Rmt ratios equal to 4.75, 12; and 20). MAS spectra reveal an evolution in the
Q3/Q4 intensities ratio between the original gel and the residual ones: near the pessimum (Rmt = 4.75) the two

entities seem to have the same intensities; then Q3 intensity decreases (Rmt = 12) and is rather the same than in
the original silica gel for Rmt = 20. СР-MAS spectra also show some differences in the silanols sites between
the original silica gel and the residual gels: in particular one observes a shift of the Q3 peak maximum. One
must notice that the residual silica gel structures differ from that of precipitates.

Rmt increased from 4.75 to 25 and Rms, measured in solution, decreased from 4.56 to about 2.3 and remained
constant even though Rmt increased. That came from the simultaneous decreases of SiOo and NaOH (KOH)
concentrations due to the absorption of NaOH (KOH) by the residual silica gel (4).
,... ^n.
these cases, solutions were stirred during 5 days at less and equilibrium detected by pH
stabilization.
1 F

rx rxi 5°**^ precipitates were obtained, whatever was the silica concentration in solution, by adding solid
CaC12 to the solutions (5). Then they were dried by aceton-ether.
NMR Experiments
z- , А 2,9^п^К experiments in solutions were performed on a BRUKER AM 250 NMR spectrometer in a
field of 5.87 Tesla, at a frequency of 49.69 MHz.

c
^SLNMR experiments on solids were performed on a BRUKER CXP 300 NMR spectrometer, in a
held of 7.03 Tesla , at a frequency of 59.62 MHZ, using the high resolution solid state NMR techniques:
Magic Angle Spinning, Proton Decoupling and !H - 29Si Cross-Polarization.

(Si(CH3)3)8Si802o> the QgMg.was used as a secondary standart, the major peak being at 11.6 ppm
relatively to TMS, the tetramethylsilane Si(CH3)4.

After identifying the different Qn entities present in the spectra, which necessitated the spectra
decomposition in the case of the solid precipitates, the mean degree of connectivity of the SiO4 tetrahedra n
defined by
*
’ ’

n = L nQn/XQn
where n = 0, 1 ....4, was calculated

RESULTS
On Fig.2. are presented, for instance, the 29Si spectra of sodic solutions corresponding to different
Rms ratios. They clearly show the passage from ionic to colloidal state with the increase of Rms ratio. For
low Rms ratios (1 to 2), the polymerization degree in the solution is weak. The spectra present intensive
monomeric Q° peaks, located at -72 ppm, dimeric Q1 and cyclic Q2 peaks located in the range -80 to -82 ppm,
linear Q2 entities at -88 ppm and also a weak Q3 signal at -90 ppm. The broad signal in the range -105 to -120
ppm is due to Q4 entities of the borosilicate tube containing the solutions but for higher Rms ratios (3,4.42)
we worked with silica-free tubes.
'

The onset of the colloidal state is revealed by two features: the broadening of the whole spectrum and
the growth of Q3 and Q4 entities with the decrease of poorly polymerized entities, C^.Q^Q2 and even the
disappearence of monomeric Q° near the pessimum. Our results are in agreement with previous results (3, 8)
but we have extented the study to higher SiQz/NaiO molar ratios, till the saturation of the solution.
’

The same results are obtained in the case of potassic solutions.
The 29Si NMR spectra of solids precipitated from the different solutions are presented in Fig.3. For
each sample we have achieved MAS experiment and СР-MAS, ^H decoupling experiments. From the first
kind of spectra, we can obtain the contribution of each particular Q" entity in the structure of gels and from the

Fig.4. 29Si NMR spectra of the initial silica gel and of the residual silica gel for different Rmt ratios
after the "pessimum"
(left side: MAS spectra; right side: СР-MAS, proton decoupling spectra).

Finally, on Fig. 5., we have plotted
the Rms ratio of the sodic and potassic
solutions versus the mean degree of
connectivity of the SiCXt tetrahedra in the
molecular precursors in solutions and
also in the precipitates obtained from
these solutions.

First, one can observe that there is
no difference between sodic and potassic
solutions and between sodic and potassic
precipitates.

Then, the mean degree of
connectivity of the precipitates has the
same behaviour with the Rms ratio than
the mean degree of connectivity of the
molecular precursors. Even this ratio is
not enough, alone, for characterizing the
structure of the precipitate, it appears to
be a relevant parameter to obtain a
precipitate with a particular structure.

Fig. 5. Relation between the Rms of the silica alkaline
solutions and the mean degree of connectivity, n, of the
molecular precursors and of the precipitates.

CONCLUSION

This NMR investigation of the system silica gel-alkaline solution, modelizing the alkali-reaction
phenomenom, has confirmed the previous results (5) showing that whatever is the solution concentration, the
action of calcium compounds leads to gels precipitation. As far as ionic solutions are concerned, precipitates
have a Q1, Q2 structure, identical to that of cement silicate hydrates, the CSH (9). In the case of colloi'dal
solutions, a sol-gel transformation takes place on each side of the pessimum, which leads to compounds
analogous to silica gel (i.e. consisting of Q2, Q3, Q4 units) the structures of which are different from the
structure of the residual silica gel. The mean degrees of connectivity, reflecting the degrees of polymerization,
were measured for the molecular precursors in solution and for the precipitates: they are clearly connected
together along with the Rms ratios in solution, SiO2/Na2O (or SiO2/K2O). But it is obvious that the gels
structure depends not only on the Rms ratio but also on the SiO2/CaO2 ratio as shown by Grutzeck et al. (10)
in their study of calcium silicate hydrates. Quantitative analysis of the spectra is in progress along with 23Na
NMR experiments and chemical analysis.
We hope that these results, obtained in the case of a model system, should help to identify the swelling
gel observed in actual situations.
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PROGRESS IN THE 27ÄL MAS NMR SPECTROSCOPY :
MONITORING THE HYDRATION OF CALCIUM ALUMINATE CEMENTS
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,
Al magic-angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MAS NMR) in combination
with proton decoupling was applied to the study of hydration of calcium aluminate cements. It is shown that
herewith not only the hydration process can be followed quantitatively in terms of the degree of hydration
but also separately the formation of hydrogarnet. Beyond this, under favourable circumstances, also the
ormahon of the other hydration phases, and especially of aluminium hydroxide, can be studied
individually. The method described was applied to study the hydration of monocalcium aluminate.

it t

2I.A1 MAS NMR SPektroskoPie in Verbindung mit Protonenentkopplung wurde angewendet zur

Untersuchung der Hydratation von Calciumaluminatzementen. Es wird gezeigt, daß mit dieser Technik der
verlaut des Hydratationsprozesses nicht nur wie bisher quantitativ mittels der Bestimmung des
ydratationsgrades verfolgt werden kann, sondern auch separat die Bildung der Hydratphase CgAH^.
Darüber hinaus iäßt sich in günstigen Fällen auch die Bildung der anderen Hydratphasen und insbesondere
die des Aluminiumhydroxids individuell verfolgen. Die beschriebene Technik wurde zur Untersuchung der
Hydratation von Monocalciumaluminat eingesetzt.

introduction

Previous studies [1,2] have shown the applicability of the high-field 27A1 magic-angle spinning
aniumTatma RetlC rest°nance
<MAS NMR) to the investigation of the hydration of monoadcium
Byf."1°mt°nng 016 ^version of tetrahedral into octahedral Al the hydration process can be
followed quantitatively m terms of the degree of hydration (AI-ZAl^). However, under the experimental
SeXnSindeSCH
i.SP!nning rates/f ab0Ut 6
il was not P°ssible t0 ^te the signals of the
different individual hydration products (C3AH6, AH3, C2AH8, CAH10 ; [3]) involved. In this

contribution we report the combined application of high-power proton decoupling and high-field 27A1 mas
NMR. It is shown that herewith the formation of C3AH6 can be followed separately. Beyond this, under
favourable circumstances, a complete deconvolution of the spectrum of the hydration products is possible.
Experimental

1?e 2JA|! MAS NMR Spectra were recorded on a spectrometer MSL 400 (Fa. BRUKER) at 104 3
MHz under high-power proton decoupling conditions. Spinning frequencies of about 5 kHz were applied
u^a T0 hqeUT™„Ve
$“=ХСМ0П PU,SeS Of 0-6US With "P““™
loThXк

•
.
onvolution of the spectra the simulation programs Linesim Г41 (onlv for
gaussian/lorentzian lines) and Powder [5] (including quadrupole interaction) were used. The hydration
process of the samples (w/c - 0.5) was stopped with acetone and ether in the usual manner the
measurements were performed at room temperature.
*

Separation of the C3ah6

signal

m- t 1П Ffg/i,1 i!hед influence of additional proton decoupling on the MAS spectra of various synthetic
matures of the hydratton phases is shown. It can be seen that the applicate of higher Xon

decoupling leads to a significant lute narrowing of the 27AI MAS BIR rigna) Qf fte
a S 8hppmenalS °f the Other hydnltiOn PrOdUCtS Cann°t Ье naiT0Wed Sufflcient,y md coi"cid= « before

Fig. 1 Line narrowing by

decoupling

The favourable behaviour of the C3AH6 signal is due to the low electric field gradient (quadrupole coup

ling constant of about 0.7 MHz) at its Al site causing a characteristic sharp peak at 12 ppm after proton
decoupling. Similar narrowing effects and an effective proton decoupling can also be achieved by only
MAS measurements with modem high-speed MAS probes providing spinning rates of about 15 kHz. With
recent double-oriented rotation (DOR) experiments, however, no resolved spectra could be obtained without
additional proton decoupling.

Fig. 2 Historical [1] (a) and recent (b) NMR spectra of hydrated CA
Fig. 2 illustrates the achieved apparative progress of the application of the 27Al MAS NMR

spectroscopy to the investigation of the hydration of monocalcium aluminate since the first studies in. 1984

,
[1]
(hydration at 70 °C, samples in b) precured for 3 days at 7 °C).

Fig. 3 Peak deconvolution
In Fig. 3 examples of a quantitative analysis of two СзАН^СзАНд mixtures with molar ratios of 1 : 3
and 3:1, respectively, are shown.
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Fig. 4 Hydration of CA at 50 °C
The method described was applied to study the hydration of monocalcium aluminate. Fig. 4 shows

the progress of the formation of CgAHg under hydration at 50 °C. Simultaneously, as difference to the
total hydration reaction, the amount of C2AHg + AH3 is plotted. As expected from powder diffraction

data the formation of CßAHg starts significantly not before 5 hours. It should be noted that after 28 h
hydration time the final composition of the hydration product corresponds to the theoretical molar ratio of 1
: 2 for C3AH6 and AH3 which is expected after a complete reaction according to eq. (1)

6CA

+

33 H

---------- *

3 C2AH8

I

I
(2 C3AH6

+

+ 3 AH3

AH3 + 9 H)

(1)

+ 3 AH3 .

In contrast, samples precured 3 days at 7 °C under the formation of CAHjo and after a subsequent

hydration for several days at 70 °C did not show such a theoretical ratio of 1 : 2, but ratios of 1 : 3
reflecting an incomplete conversion. This behaviour can only be explained by remaining amorphous
intermediates since no powder diffraction reflections of the corresponding crystalline phases (СзАНд or
CAHjo) were detected. The same behaviour was observed during conversion of the pure CAH^q phase.

Separation of the AH3 signal
Because of a missing line splitting a direct separation of the АНз/С2АН§ and AH3/CAH10 signals
is not possible as in the case of C3AH5 . However, the crystalline AH3 provides a characteristic and
structured lineshape with an additional hump at -2.5 ppm and a high-field wing extending to chemical shift
ranges outside of the other signals. This lineshape is understood in terms of two crystallographically
different Al sites with different electric field gradients of the octahedra. Fig. 5 shows the experimental and

fitted 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of a crystalline AH3 standard. According to the simulation the two Al sites
correspond to the following fitting parameters:
Al(l)
2.2 MHz
0.8
50 %
11.5 ppm

quadrupole coupling constant
asymmetry parameter of the efg
relative intensity
chemical shift

АЦ2)
4.3 MHz
0.2
50%
11 ppm

-r-------- г

20

0

-20

ppm

Fig. 5 Simulation of the AIIj spectrum
The feature of the AH3 spectrum can be used for a separation by extrapolating the non
superimposed high-field tail on the basis of the known lineshape. The procedure was tested with two
synthetic mixtures of AH3 with CjAHg and CAHjq, respectively, with ratios of 1 : 1 . In both cases-the

extra-polation gave correct results (see Fig. 6). Correspondingly, the theoretical composition was obtained
analyzing a three-component mixture of C3AH6 with C2AHg and AH3 of equal amounts. In this case the
C3AH5 contribution was separated in the usual manner and from the remaining signal AH3 was separated

by extrapolation.

CAM 10
(difference)

AH3

extrapolation

- I
-20 • ppm

Fig. 6 Deconvolution of a synthetic mixture (CAHjq/AHj)

In real hydration products, however, the resulting spectrum cannot be treated as a mere
superposition of the lineshapes of the individual phases. This holds as well for the crystalline CßAHg (a

slight broadening) as for AH3 (smoothening of the spectrum).

Fig. 7 Comparison of AH3 lineshapes
Fig. 7 compares the spectra of the pure crystalline AH3 phase with that of crystalline AH3 in a

completely reacted hydration product after the separation of the C3AH5 signal. Though diffraction method
evidenced polycrystalline hydroxide without C^AHg interferences, the NMR lineshape of this phase in the
real hydration product aside C3AH5 is similar to that of freshly precipitated amorphous hydroxide. Since

this lineshape still provides a prolongated but smoothened high-field part, the attempts of a separation
procedure must base on the actual lineshape and not the ideal one.

20

0

Fig. 8 Hydration of CA

-20 ppm

Fig. 8 shows the spectra of CA samples hydrated 3d at 50 and 70 °C, respectively. The sample

hydrated at 50 °C definitely still contains C2AH8 as reflected by the peak at 10 ppm and the difference

between both spectra (dashed line). Deconvolution of the spectrum yields approximately 30 % C3AH5, 5

% C2AH8 and 65 % AH3.

CONCLUSIONS
Recent 27ai MAS NMR spectroscopy can be applied to hydration studies of calcium aluminate

cements not only monitoring the progress of the hydration reaction but also the formation of the individual
hydrate phases, especially СзАНб. The investigations are still in progress.
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DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUMENTATION AND TECHNIQUES TO STUDY
CEMENT SUSPENSIONS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AND
PRESSURES (UP TO CA. 200°C)
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"

SUMMARY
This paper presents new developments made in order to do microscopic investigations
on cement suspensions treated at high temperature and the corresponding high pressure. An
original
"pressure-chamber" was projected basing on an existing microscopical heating
accessory Leitz 350. Mainly the pressure-chamber resulted as a space between two quartz
glasses, separated through a 0.2 mm polytetrafluorethylene gasket.The heating up to 200°C
of the cement suspension was done electrically, by 2.2 A and 17 V for 30 minutes. The pa
per contains details referring to the construction of this original imaginated pressure
chamber and to the necessary insulation. A Leitz microscope type Orthoplan was used in
order to follow the crystallization in the heated cement suspension and in solution of
C,AF as completion of the formerly reported results /2, 3/. On the Fotokina Exhibition in
Cologne, autumn 1990 from 3 to 10 October, it was possible for the first time to follow
the process of crystallization in cement suspensions at high temperatures (ca. 200 C)
with the help of the described instrumental developments, a video camera and a monitor
(fig- 3).

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Der Beitrag stellt neue Entwicklungen vor, die Beobachtungen an Zementsuspensionen,
behandelt bei hohen Temperaturen und entsprechendem Druck, ermöglichen sollen. Eine ori
ginale "Druck-Kammer" wurde entworfen, ausgehend von der vorhandenen mikroskopischen Zu
satzeinrichtung Leitz 350. Im Prinzip besteht die Druck-Kammer als freier Raum zwischen
zwei Quarzglasscheiben, getrennt durch eine 0,2 mm starke Teflondichtung. Die Erwärmung
bis auf 200° C der in diesem Raum befindlichen Zementsuspension geschieht durch elektri
schen Strom bei 2,2 A und 17 V während 30 Minuten. Mitgeteilt wurden Einzelheiten über
die Konstruktion dieser neu entworfenen Kammer und über ihre Isolierung. Als Ergänzung zu
den bereits früher mitgeteilten Ergebnissen /2, 3/ wurden Beobachtungen der Krlstallisie
rung in Suspensionen von Zement bzw. C.AF mit dem Mikroskop Type Orthoplan durchgeführt.
Auf der Fotokina-Ausstellung in Köln im Herbst 1990, zwischen dem 3. und 10. Oktober, war
es zum ersten Mal möglich, den Prozess der Kristallisierung in den Zementsuspensionen bei
hohen Temperaturen (ca. 200° C) mit Hilfe der vorgestellten Einrichtung, einer Videoka
mera und eines Monitors, zu verfolgen (Fig. 3).

1

Iin'RODUCTIOU

The author carried out since 1967 systematic research works on concretes subjected to
a hydrothermal treatment. The quantification of influences of hydrothermal treatment in
relation to tests made is most important for its practical use, since it is possible that
structural components are hardened with or without hydrothermal treatment on the same
building site (e.g. Hotel Maritim in Cologne few years ago). Additionally, accelerated
curing and testing of concrete specimens come into being because of the need to know
faster, if possible only after 10 to 24 hours, the quality of the concrete placed in
structure and not after 28 days /1/. The cement is the "active" element in the concrete
and therefore the studies are to be concentrated on it.

2

DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUMENTATION

For the simulation of cement hydration at temperature of ca. 200° C and corresponding
high pressure, carrying on former research, a special pressure-chamber was constructed.
The fig. 1 shows the components of this chamber and in fig. 2 is given a cross section
through the whole system. The specimen (3) - e.g. cement powder and distilled water find themselves between two circular quartz glass pieces (2) and (4) which are brought to

Figure 1 Pressure-chamber ; Components

a certain distance with a circular teflon gasket o.2 mm thin, haying also the function to
isolate the suspension from the out side. Cover glass (2) and specimen slide (4) are
pressed together as uniformly as possible with the help of two brass covers held together
by 6 screws. The screws, provided with spring washers, are drived home succeeding one an
other, by very small steps with a torquewrench,as far as to arrive a torque of ca. 1.5 Nm.
Between the brass cover plates and the cover glass and specimen slide respectively, there
are again teflon gaskets, so that the glass pieces cannot be damaged. The lower brass
plate is found to be on a ring-formed heating plate. A hole is provided into the brass
plate to place a thermometer. To hold the temperature constant over a long time period,
this system is placed in an insulated block of gas concrete which has a hole for the
light source and for the microscope objective respectively.
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The closed pressure-chamber Is placed on the heating plate, closed with the insula
tion cover and the whole placed on the rotation table of the microscope. The specimen
will be brought to the desired temperature by heating it up uniformly. To avoid damages
to the microscope objective, this will be removed from the insulation cover during the
examination pauses's and another cover placed Instead. A special heat-resistant objective
should be used, corrected because of the 2 mm thickness of the cover glass. For lighting
one needs a condenser with a focal distance as high as possible because the distance
between the glass slide and the rotating table is of a few centimeters. In order to ob
serve the evolution of the crystallization in the cement suspension, a video camera was
adapted on the microscope ocular and connected to a monitor (fig. 3). On the Fotokina
International Exhibition in Cplogne (October 3—10 1990) it were shown for the first time
different phases of the crystallization process in cement suspensions, in their evolution,
at high temperatures (ca. 200° C).

Figure 3 Television of cement suspension in evolution.

The heating table has the following performances:

- maximum current intensity (I) : 3.2
- maximum current voltage
(U) ; 25
- maximum temperature
(T) : 350°C
The rise of temperature depending upon I, U and time is given in Table 1.
Table 1

I (A), U (V)

2A , 14V

Minutes
5
Temperatures °C 70

10
98

2.2A , 17V

13.5 15 18 20
125 137 160 167

22.5 25 27
180 194 200

28.5 29 32 33 35
210 220 230 238 248

ЗА ,21. 7V

I (A), U (V)

Minutes
41.5 43
Temperatures °C 270 280

2.8A,20V

44.5
287

46.5
293

48.5 49
307 310

50.5 51
318 320

52.5 53
329 3^0

55.5
338

56

W

37.5
255

38.5
260

3

RESEARCH ON C.AF SUSPENSIONS
4
In previous research /2, 3/ the author studied the reaction of the cement and cement

compounds - CgS, C2S and
point of view structure.
chamber described above,
served the reaction with

3.1

C^A - with water at the same above temperature, mainly from the
Now will be presented the results obtained with the pressure by C^AF suspension treated at 200° C. As element of comparison
water at 20° C and 95° C respectively.

Preparation

For the preparation following steps are necessary. At first all the components of
the pressure-chamber are to be cleaned, especially the teflon rings. In the lower brass
plate will be put one teflon ring and over this, the glass slide. Another teflon ring
follows. One water drop will be put on the glass slide, exactly in its midst, and after
having shared the powder into the liquid, In this case C^AF, the cover glass, followed by
another teflon ring and the upper brass plate Isolate the system. The two brass plates
are pressed together with the screws.

3.2

Observations

The pressure-chamber is ready and the rise of temperature can begin. Some 10
15 minutes after filling It and rise of temperature, only few crystals can be seen, which
are also very small. They are Irregularly distributed and can be seen In polarised light,
bright on a dark background. With time, the number and size of the crystals increase and
thelr^dlstrlbution Is regular after ca. 2 hours. It seems that in fig. 4 besides smaller

Figure 4 C^AF suspension at 195° C (x 180)
crystals of CjAH. also hematite was formed. Regularly formed, plate-shaped crystals,
having essentially almost all the same size are equally distributed. Nearly these crys
tals, needle-shaped crystals are also formed (fig. 5a). These are comparatively fewer and
irregularly distributed. They are formed on such places, where still nonhydrated parti
cles can be found. Partly, at such places "tufted" agglomerations of needle-shaped crys
tals are found, which lie close together (fig. 5b).

5a

5b
Figure 5 Small crystals of C^AH^ /а/ and needle-shaped crystals /Ь/ (x 170)

After ca. 30 minutes at 120° C, fine needle-shaped crystals could be seen. At the
end of the treatment (running time 3 hours 50 minutes, final temperature 195° C) many
brown crystals, either separately or together are to be found.They cannot be distinguish
ed from those formed at 20° C and 95° C respectively. In addition to these, many needle
type
crystals could be seen, which are finely branched themselves, and are not to be
found by other temperatures. The big needles (comparable to those formed by 95° C) are
not clearly defined, fact attributed to the hexagonal plate-shaped crystals formed on
them and therefore their aspect is rather irregular. Regularly formed crystals of C^AH,
are very small but in great number, in a variety of forms such as: cubes, octahedra, do-

Figure 6 Aspects of C^AF suspension at 95° C after 6 days (x 180).

decahedra, rhombic and combinations of these formes. Hereby less irregularly formed big
crystals are created, as well as spatial ones. As by the suspensions at 95° C, agglomer
ations of very small crystals could be seen, but clearly smaller than by 95° C. Big hex
agonal plate-shaped crystals are not at all present here. Adversely shows the suspension
of C^AF by treatment at 95° C very many large, well formed needle-shaped crystals, either
alone or in agglomeration (fig. 6). At the same time the crystals of C^AH^are also obser
3 6
ved, but larger than by 195° C formed ones.

4

CONCLUSIONS

A pressure-chamber was presented with all constructional details. It enables to heat
electrically specimens up to 350° C and to do microscopical observations under these
conditions also in connection with a video camera and monitor. The results obtained on
suspensions of C.AF at 195° C are presented, comparatively with treatment at 95° C. The
C^AF reacts rapidly with water to form C^AH^ (but ^mailer crystals than by 20° C or 95° C
respectively). Calcium hydroxide is not, or less than normally formed. Probably a formed
CFH decomposes to Ca(0H)2 and hematite.

5
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ON LINE BULK ANALYSIS OF RAW MATERIAL IN CEMENT PLANT BY
NEUTRON IRRADIATION AND CAPTURE GAMMA RAY
J P Baron*, J Alexandre*, L Debray** and X Dupont-Wavrln**

‘Laboratorie Central des Fonts et chaussöes (LCPC)-Nantes, FRANCE
“Ciments Lafarge-Saint Cloud, FRANCE

ABSTRACT
In collaboration with the "Ciments Lafarge" company, the LCPC has developed a technique involving a
neutron irradiation method for on-line bulk analysis of raw material quality, on the input line to a cement plant,
by determination of the following elements: Calcium, Silicon, Aluminium and Iron. A system has been built
and experimented in a cement plant in actual service conditions. This system consists of a sampler placed on
the on-stream line supplying the plant at a rate of 1000 tons/hour. An analyzing hopper, incorporating the
neutron irradiation system consisting of a 14 MeV neutron generator tube and the gamma ray detection system
comprised of a sodium iodine scintillator associated with a photomultiplier is coupled to this sampler. This
system is continuously fed with the raw material to be controlled. The gamma radiation spectra supplied by the
detector are analyzed on two distinct measurement channels. One of these channels processes the nuclear
radiations generated by the neutron capture phenomena, whereas the other channel processes the nuclear
radiations resulting from the neutron activation phenomena. Both the system and operating method have been
experimented in actual service conditions. The information data collected in the said operating conditions,
practically in real time, allows readings to be obtained every two minutes for Silicon, Calcium, Aluminium
and Iron, as a result of a suitable processing method applied to the gamma capture and activation spectra. A
comparison has been made between these measurements and the results of an analysis of the same piles
conducted simultaneously through a sampling tower delivering, at an hourly rate, a sample analyzed in
accordance with the fluorescent X-ray process. The comparison of the results obtained from both analyzing
methods highlights the advantages featured by the neutron irradiation process.

RESUME
En collaboration avec Ciments Lafarge, le LCPC a d6velopp6 une ntethodologie utilisant une technique
d’inadiauon neutronique pour controler on-line la qualite de la matibre crue ä l’entrde d’une cimentene, en
dosant les etements : Silicium, Calcium, Aluminium et Per. Un dispositif a 6t6 constant et exp6nmente
dans une cimenterie en conditions teeUes. Il comporte un 6chantillonncur placd sur la veme de mattere
alimentant Fusine ä 1 000 tonnes/heure. A cet dchantillonneur, se trouve associSe une Udmie d analyse
comportant le Systeme d'irradiation aux neutrons constituö par un tube gdndrateur de neutrons de « MeV et
le Systeme de detection gamma constilud par un scintillateur ä iodure de sodium assocte ä un
photomultiplicateur. Cet ensemble est alimente en continu par la matibre crue ä controler. Les spectres de
rayonnements gamma foumis par le ddtecteur sont analytes sur deux voies de mesures distinctes. L une
permet une exploitation des factions nucldaires dues aux phdnomfcnes de capture neutronique. L autre
permet une exploitation des reactions nucteaires dues aux pMnombnes d’activation neutronique. Ce
dispositif et cette mäthodologie ont 6te expdrimcntfis en usine dans des conditions r&lles d utilisation. Les
informations obtenues dans ces conditions, quasiment en temps гёс1, permettent d’avoir une mesure toutes
les deux minutes des quatre 616mcnts Silicium, Calcium, Aluminium et Per, par une exptoitetion
judicieuse des spectres de gamma de capture et d’activation. Une comparaison de ces mesures a 6te effectitee
avec une analyse de ces memes tas faite en paraltele au moyen d’une tour d’öchantillonnage dShvrant toutes
les heures un 6chantiUon analyst par fluorescence X. La comparaison des r&ultats obtenus par cos deux
ntethodes d’analyse met en Evidence les avantages du contröle par irradiation neutronique. Le LCPC et
Ciments Lafarge ont brevets le proc6de et I’installation d’analyse par cette technique et envisagent
maintenant la construction d’un analyseur industriel bate sur cette technique innovante.

1. INTRODUCTION
The neutron activation and capture analyzing
technique has been used for twenty years or so in specialized
laboratories for the determination operations of chemical
elements, generally under the form of traces in small
samples. However, the particular features of neutrons have
rapidly caused an evolution of the situation toward other
types of determination processes offering wider
applications. Indeed, this elementary particle the neutron is,
may propagate over distances of several centimeters in a
material subjected to neutron bombing. This particular
feature of the neutron makes it the privileged particle for
"sounding" the material and proves to be the means of
performing a bulk analysis of the materials subjected to its
irradiation without any preparation.

On the ground of these principles, the "Laboratoire
Central des Fonts et Chaussöes (LCPC) has developed a
method aimed at determination, both on site and during
drilling operations, of the major chemical elements (Si, Ca,
Fe, Al) involved in the materials used in civil engineering
applications. Subsequently, in collaboration with Ciments
Lafarge, the LCPC has conducted further work in order to
develop a method using the neutron irradiation technique for
on-line bulk analysis of the raw materials supplied to a
cement plant, by determination of the elements : Silicon,
Calcium, Iron and Aluminium.

2. INTEREST OF RAW MATERIAL IN-FEED
CONTROL IN A CEMENT PLANT
In a cement plant, keeping the quality of the cement
under control is closely linked to the chemical composition
of the raw material. Accurate determination of lime (CaO),
Silicon (SiO2), alumina (A1203), and iron oxide (Fe2O3)contained in the raw material, enables cement clinker to be
produced.
The disparity between the geological layers of the
quarry causes fairly high variations in the composition of
the raw material and of the four basic elements.

Currently, repeatability of component determination
is obtained through pre-homogeneisation plants.
Monitoring of pile average composition is performed
through a sampling tower installed upstream of the
prehomogeneisation plant The tower supplies a sample,
theoretically representative of the raw material before its
introduction into the milling plant, and subsequently into
the kiln. After preparation in the laboratory, this sample is
analyzed according to the fluorescent X-ray process.
Chemical corrections are then introduced at the milling
stage, hereby ensuring correct dosing of the raw material.
Currently, information is available only at an hourly rate,
in the best conditions. The processed sample is tiny,
weighing a few grammes ... and representativity problems
may occur.

To gain full control over the raw material without
any specific preparation process, the LCPC and Ciment
Lafarge have conducted joint researches aimed at studying
the possibility of using this fabulous projectile that neutron
is for direct on-line analysis of the chemical composition of
raw materials. Indeed, owing to essential characteristics
associated with the neutron irradiation analyzing techniques,
it is possible to design a neutron irradiation analyzing
technique giving results on a quantity of materials 50 000
times as big as with the fluorescent X-ray technique
associated with a sampling tower. In such conditions, the
representativity problems are practically eliminated.
Besides, this new technique can be implemented in order to
give results on a quasi real time basis, thus enabling its
direct insertion to be envisaged into the cement plant
process, in the future.

3.
PRINCIPLES
DEVELOPED
IMPLEMENT THE SYSTEM

TO

Preliminary tests conducted in laboratory on raw
material specimens and samples have enabled the definition
and development of an instrumental neutron irradiation
technique on the one hand, and a method on the other hand,
in order to obtain signals capable of being used for the
purpose of analyzing and determination of the chemical
elements involved in cement fabrication. On the said basis,
an experimental system has been designed to demonstrate,
in a cement plant, the feasibility of the continuous control
process applied to raw materials in accordance with the
neutron irradiation technique, during the constitution of the
prehomogeneisation piles. This system has been designed
and installed in the Ciments Lafarge plant situated at Saint
Pierre La Cour (France), where the experiments have been
conducted.
3.1 Mechanical system

Account taken of the structure of the sampling tower
in the Saint Pierre La Cour cement plant, it was decided to
install an analyzing hopper in order to monitor the raw
material taken by a disk type sampler scale 1/60 on the
conveyor belt conveying the material into the plant Figure
1 shows a simplified schematic diagram of the system. The
analyzing hopper consists of a small inverted steel cone, 2
m high approximately, with an average diameter of 0.60 m.
The selection of such a diameter is based on the necessity of
irradiating the complete flux of material within a sphere of
influence of the neutrons, having a radius of 0.3 m or so.
The selected height eliminates the so-called "border"
phenomena generated by the predictable variations of the
level of material in the hopper.
A polyethylene tubing is placed in the centre of the
hopper. This tubing is designed to introduce the analyzing
sensor into material core.
This analyzing hopper is fed continuously. A
vibration discharge system ensures continuous, fairly
homogeneous flow of material within the volume of the
sphere of influence.

3.2 Analyzing
instruments

sensor

and

associated

The analyzing sensor is comprised of two essential
elements:

■ A 14 MeV neutron generator tube enabling
irradiation of the material to be analyzed. This
tube is now manufactured in France by
SODERN.

• A gamma ray detector consisting of a sodium iodur
crystal associated with a photomultiplier. The
crystal is placed at a distance of 30 cm or so from
the neutron emission point. A shielding
consisting of 30% bore laden polyethylene is
placed between the crystal and the neutron
generator tube in order to protect the crystal from
the neutron flux.

Raw material (0-35 mm) from quarry

Fig. 1. Synoptic scheme of raw material analysing process by neutron irradiation

To obtain the gamma ray spectra, a high
performance multi-channel analyzer is associated with the
analyzing sensor. A micro-computer of the PC-АТ type
ensures the piloting functions of the multi-channel
analyzer, processes the obtained spectra, stores the collected
information and displays the results on an almost real time
.basis.

3.3

Operating principle of the system in

the pulsed mode

Two possibilities are available to irradiate bulk
material for analysis purposes : using an isotropic source,
or a neutron generator tube. In the method jointly developed
by the LCPC and Ciments Lafarge, the solution involving

the neutron generator tube has been retained. Ibis choice
has been made on the basis of the criteria enabling the
development of an analyzing method well suited to
industrial applications, while featuring high analytical
performances. Indeed, the utilization of an isotropic source
has the drawback of requiring the enforcement of stringent
rules concerning protection and safety, especially in
industrial environments. Besides, the flux of neutrons
supplied by an isotropic source decreases in the long run,
and emission is performed continuously. A neutron
generator tube involves less stringent safety rules when
operated in industrial environment, as neutron emission is

controlled by electrical and electronic systems. Besides, the
advantage of this particular feature is not essentialy related
to the safety aspect, as neutron emission can also be
envisaged in the pulsed mode. In such conditions, the
analyzing methods are more widely diversified than with an
isotropic source, as differentiation is possible between the
various types of nuclear reactions. Figure 2 shows how the
irradiation and gamma ray detection phases are organized in
terms of the time.

Fig. 2. Time structures of experimental conditions for neutron irradiation and gamma ray detection
Q) : Time structure of neutrons irradiation pulses series

: Measuring channel 1 for spectrum acquisition, representative
of neutron captures and neutron activation reactions
© : Measuring channel 2 for spectrum acquisition, exclusively

representative of neutron activation reactions

This pulse irradiation method and the gamma
detection technique between each such pulse enables two
gamma ray spectra to be obtained simultaneously. The
spectrum obtained on channel 1 is representative of the
activation and capture phenomena which occured in the
material so irradiated. The spectrum obtained on channel 2
is representative of the activation phenomena exclusively,
as sufficient time (4 milli-seconds) has been allowed to
elapse after the trailing edge of the last pulse out of the 100
neutron pulses, to render this channel operative. The
difference between the spectra obtained on channels 1 and 2
thus enables obtaining the spectrum representative of the
capture phenomena, exclusively.

Thus, with the use of a neutron generator tube, it
can be seen that a method, both original and innovative, can
be developed, which does feature enhanced characteristics as
compared to an isotropic source. Thus, access to the

differentiation of the capture and activation phenomena is
possible for interpreting the spectra.

3.4 Spectrum exploitation method
Figure 3 shows the spectra obtained after
differentiation of the capture and activation phenomena.
Owing to the fact that a sodium iodur detector has been
used, it appeared difficult to extract the photo-electric peaks
of the Compton background to set-up a process enabling
determination of the chemical elements to be dosed. Our
interest has been preferentially aimed at extended spectral
regions enabling:
• Characterization of the concentration of an element
to be dosed (Ca, Si, Al, Fe)
• Taking into account the parameters having effects
on the measurement
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Fig. 3. Typical spectrums obtained in the analysing hopper with raw material
: Spectrum exclusively representative of neutron activation reactions
: Spectrum exclusively representative of neutron captures reactions

Studies have enabled regions of specific interest to be
highlighted in the gamma ray radiation spectra, resulting
from the capture and activation phenomena respectively.
These regions of interest each encompass at least one
characteristic photo-electric peak of one of the investigated
elements. The studies of the said regions of the spectrum
resulting from the capture phenomenon have demonstrated
that the following system of equations could be established
t-Ca— (P1 hlc*l + Pl ^Ca2 + ^3 ^Si + ^4 ^НеУ^сар + P$

Cs; = (Pi Nsi + P2 Nq,! + Pj Nq2 + ?4 NpejÄcäp + P5
= (P j NFc)/Icap + P2
Сд! = (Pj N Д + P2 Csi) X lygflaip + Р3

• Nca, Ngi, Npe, Nai are the intregrals of the
regions of interest retained in the spectra in
association with the elements Ca, Si, Fe ands Al
* CCa» CSi. Сре- Сд1 are the concentrations of the
elements Ca, Si, Fe, Al present in die material

■ subjected to the neutron irradiation process in the
puls«! mode
'
* кар is the integral ranging between 2.5 and 10
MeV, in the spectrum resulting from capture
phenomena
• Iact is the integral ranging between 2.5 and 10
MeV, in the spectrum resulting from activation
phenomena.

4. CALIBRATION METHOD ACCURACY AND REPRODUC-TIBILITY
MEASUREMENT
The calibration of the suggested method consists in
determining the Pj coefficients of the above system of
equations. This determination can be made by multiple
linear regression on spectra obtained with various materials
the chemical composition of which is known. Then, the
proportional contents of any other unknown material can be
assessed under the same conditions. The accuracies have
been studied by comparisons made between the reference
analysis by X fluorescence on samples, and those
determined by the neutron irradiation technique. The typical

standard deviations between the differences so observed
between both methods can give an idea of the accuracies in
question. For analyzing times in the range of ten minutes,
we have obtained for the standard deviation a:

• For CaO
• For SiO2
• For Fe203
• For A1203

ö
a
a
a

=
=
=
=

0.40
0.40
0.15
0.20

On the basis of the said calibration, we have
conducted an experiment bearing on repeated measurements
still on the same raw material (material composition not
variating in terms of the time). The purpose of these tests
was to assess the accuracy and repeatability of the
measurements. Knowledge of this characteristic is of high
interest, as it is an expression of the intrinsic stability of
the analyzing method linked to the instrumentation and
count statistics.
Over an extended period of time (9 hours
approximately) we have performed successive measurements
of 2 mn each, on a moving average value of 5
measurements at a time. These measurements have been
used to determine the four elements Ca, Si, Fe, Al. The
standard deviations a obtained on these determinations are
as follows:

• For Cao
• For SiO2
• For Fe2O3
• For A1203

a
a
a
a

=
=
=
=

0.34
0.37
0.06
0.11

The same experiment has been resumed two months
later, and has given the same results. Under such
conditions, it can be admitted that the performances of the
raw material analyzing method by the neutron irradiation
process are acceptable for process control purposes in a
cement plant

5. CONTROL OF PREHOMOGENEISA-TION
PILES - RESULTS
Using the system and method described in the
foregoing, we have followed the constitution of three
prehomogeneisation piles of 12 000 tons each. The
information data collected on a quasi real time basis have
enabled a determination of the four elements Silicon,
Calcium, Iron and Aluminium to be obtained every two
minutes.

In parallel with the said tests, the sampling tower
associated with the fluorescent X-ray system did supply a
determination of the same elements at an hourly rate. A
comparative representation of both types of measurements
is given in Figure 4 for pile № 2 (determination of Fe203
and A1203) and pile № 3 (determination of CaO and Si02).
These results have been selected as they are fairly
representative of the data obtained on all piles controlled
within the scope of this survey. It is noted that the results
as a whole are in fairly good agreement with those obtained
from the sampling tower and fluorescent X-ray system.
Globally, they appear to be satisfactory for contemplating
the development of an industrial analyzer based on the stated
principles.

6. DISCUSSION - CONCLUSION
The tests conducted on the site at the Saint Pierre La
Cour cement plant of Ciments Lafarge on the analysis of
unprepared raw materials by the neutron irradiation method
did constitute an important step for applying laboratory
know-how to industrial process control applications. The
analysis of prehomogeneisation pile follow-up in real time
gave positive results.

X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETRY IN PREDICTION OF
CEMENT STRENGTH
G Goswami and J D Panda

Dalmia Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research
Orissa, INDIA

SUMMARY

The
paper
describes a rapid method for predicting both 3-days
and
28-days
compressive strength (CCS) of cement mortar cubes baaed on
X-Ray
Diffractometry (XRD) of cement clinkers.
The process is based on an index
X derived from the ratio of XRD pulse counts (Cu-KA) at 2 в 30.2 (d=2.959)
and
31.1 (d=2.874) corresponding to alite (hkl-202) and belite (hkl-120).
The equations derived for a particular plant :
2
1.
3
days CCS
= X
x 240 kg/cm , when Xx < 1
and 240 + 26 (X^-l) kg/cm4, when X
> 1,
where X^ maximum = 5.5
C x Ix
2.
28 days CCS
= C
*
----------100
where C = 3 days CCS estimated by XRD
Ix= 90-10 XH, where XK max = 5.5

Calculated CCS values, in average, vary from the test values by +5.9
to -5.4% in
case
of 3-days and by +3.8 to -3.5% in case of 28- days CCS.

INTRODUCTION
A
number of attempts have been made to predict cement strength from
the
examination
of
the corresponding clinker and thus
to
control
the
clinkering
process.
The
reported
methods
are
generally
based
on
microstructures
and
optical
properties
of
clinker
phases,
phase
composition
and
chemistry
like alkali contents, phase compositions
and
fineness of cement and microhardness of clinker phases
and
hydrated
and
autovlaved
cement.
In continuation of our endeavour to develop a
method
for
quick prediction of cement strength by X-Ray Diffractometry (1-3),
a
comprehensive
method
for
prediction
of
3- and
28- days
compressive
strength (CCS) of cement mortar is presented here.

EXPERIMENTAL
Daily
average clinker samples were collected from a cement kiln and
then
crushed to -0.2mm size in a laboratory ball-mill.
A
representative
sample
of
about
100
gm was taken from the
crushed
material
for
XRD
analysis
and the rest was further ground with prefixed amount
of
gypsum
for
making
Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC).
Physical properties
of
the
cement
samples
including specific surface (Blaine) and CCS at
different
ages were determined according to the Indian Standard, I.S. 4031-1988.

XRD
patterns
of
the
clinker
samples
were
taken,
using Cu-K^ radiation with Nifilter
at 40
KV,
20mA.
Ten
seconds
pulse
counts
were
taken at 2 6 30.2 (d=2.959 2? )
and
31.1 (d=2.874
(corres
ponding to alite (hkl=202) and
belite (hkl=120) respectively,
and
counts
for
back-ground
were
deducted
from
each
of
them.
After back-ground
cor
rection,
an
index
XK was
derived
by dividing counts at
30.2 (26)by that at 31.1 (26).
An
example of calculation
of
Хц, index is shown in
Table-1,
corresponding to Fig.l.

Table - 1
Example of calculation of
index from XRD pulse counts (Cu-KA)

X

n

Pulse counts

Scan

Position A

Position В

2 e = 30 .2
( Cu-Кд )

20= 31.1
( Cu-K» )

1.

230

110

2.

212

97

Хл- Index
Counts at
A divided
by Counts
at В
2.1!
!
2.2!

2.15

In Fig.2, X4 is plotted against IK, the latter being the increase of
CCS
from 3 days to 28 days curing,
expressed as the percentage of the
3
days
CCS.
From
this figure,
it is conceivable that the index XK has
a
distinct relationship with the increase of strength from 3 days to 28 days
curing. Their correlation со-efficient is found to be 0.78. The same value
for
about
90% samples is found to be 0.88 which is
significantly
high.
From
this
relationship,
attempts were made to derive
an
equation
to
calculate
the
possible
increase
in strength based on the XRD index Xx.
The best possible relationship is found to be :

I4

= 90-10 Xh, where XH maximum is 5.5

(

I

)

In
Fig.3,
actual Ih ,
derived from the tested 3 days and 28 days cement
strength
is
plotted against In calculated from Xn (Equation
I).
It
is
found
that
the calculated and actual IK bear a high degree
of
positive
linear correlation.

Index Xw

Fig.2

Relation between the Index
XK
and
1^,.

«— гб —*

Fig.l

XRD
pattern (Cu-Кд )
of
cement
clinker,
showing
the
diffraction
peaks
( d= 2.959
and 2.874 A° )
taken for X^index.(common
cement
notations
are
used).

RESULTS
3-Days CCS

The
possible relationship
between the index X-к and 3
days
strength
(CCS)
of
the
cement
mortars
was
attempted
in
different
ways.
The
best
relationships
derived
between
them are as follows :

Calculated. l=(?0-loxn)

Fig.3

Relation between the actual and
calculated I .
n

2
When X

<
n -

When Xn >

1,3 days CCS = X

x 240 kg/cm
n

1,3 days CCS = 240 + 26

(X

(

II

)

2
-1) kg/cm ,

n
where X« maximum =5.5

(

III

)

The
relationship
between
the
tested
and
calculated
CCS
values
is
shown
Fig.4.
Their
correlation co-efficient is found
to
be 0.88.
The average
tested
and
clculated CCS values
of
42
samples are 296.4 and 294.7 kg/cnf
respectively.
In
average
calculated
CCS values vary
from
tested
values by + 5.9 to
-5.4%
only.
Root
mean square error is
6.33.
Inspite
of
having
wide
variation
in tested
CCS
values
(195
to 360 kg/cm
),
predicted
strength values
for 33
of
the
samples
are within 100 kg/cnf of

the former.

28-Days CCS

As
IK is the
increase of
CCS
from
3
days
to
28
days
curing,
expressed
as
the
percentage of the former,
it
is
conceivable that

Fig.4
-

Relation between the tested
and calculated
3
days CCS
< kg/cm2).

3 days CCS x I4
28 days CCS becomes = 3 days CCS +--------------------------------( IV )
100
An illustration of calculation of CCS from X
is given below :
n
X
= 2.0
n

n

(I)

= 90-20 = 70

= 90-10 X

So I

n

3 Days CCS = 240 + 26

(X - 1)
n

. 2
kg/cm

(III)

2

= 240 + 26

(

2-1

)

kg/cm

2

= 266 kg/cm
3 Days CCS x I
Hence 28 days CCS = 3 days CCS +--------------------------------100
266 x 70
2
= 266 +----------------= 452 kg/cm
100
2
( Tested value = 457 kg/cm
)

2

kg/cm

(IV)

Applying the equation IV,
28 days CCS of 35 samples were calculated
from their calculated 3 days CCS.
It is found that averages of calculated
and
tested 28 days CCS of 35 samples are 464 and 462 kg/cm
respectively.
Variation
of
the
calculated CCS from the tested values
is
in
average

within + 3.8 and - 3.5%.

The
predicted CCS values for 50%
of the test samples are within 10
kg/cm2' or about ± 2% of the
test
values.
Tested and calculated 3and 28- days CCS values of cement
mortars
at different
levels
ranging
from
0.8 to 5.5 (at
an
interval
of
0.5) are
shown
in
Table-2.
It is found that while
both
3- and
28- days
CCS,
in
general,
increase
with
the
increase
of
Хи. ,
the range
of
variation in 28- days CCS is much
less than that in 3 days.
Prediction for a second plant
Applicability of the method
was
further examined by
testing
clinker
and corresponding cement
samples
from
another
plant.
Examination
of 18 samples
shows
that XH ranges from 1 to 2.8. The
equations
for
3 days
CCS
were
derived as :

Table - 2
Tested and calculated 3- and 28-Days
CCS
of
cement mortar
samples
at
different
X
levels
(
Plant
I
)
n

I

X

n

CCS

Tested

Calcu-

195
255
282
294
308
302
302
329
343
338

192
253
266
279
292
305
318
331
341
357

82
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
41
35

0.8
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
4.9
5.5

(kg/cm2"

)

--------------------------------------------------------------------3 Days
28 Days

n

Tested

357
450
457
451
461
483
454
508
474
498

Calcu-

349
443
452
460
467
473
477
480
481
482

2

When X
n

When X

<
>

n

1,

3 days CCS = X

1,

n
3 days CCS = 276 +

x 276 kg/cm

(

X

where X

- 0.5 ) 90,
n
maximum = 2.0

n

The
average
testedf and calculated CCS values of
18
samples
a^e
372.8 and 374.8 kg/cm2" respectively.
Variation of calculated CCS from the
tested values in average is within ±

3.6 %.

For
this
plant, IH is
found
to be 65-10 Xh , where Xx max. =2.0
28 days CCS values were calculated using the equation IV. It is found that^
averages
calculated
and
tested
CCS values are 552.8
and
559.4
kg/cm
respectively.
Variation
of the calulated CCS from the tested
values
in
average is within + 4.0 and -3.6 %.

DISCUSSION

о
The
d - spacings 2.959 and 2.874 A ,
taken for calculation of X^ ,
are
the characteristics of alite and belite phases respectively.
Thus
Xn
shows the relative amount of alite present in the clinker,
although it is
not
the ratio of the actual amounts of alite and belite present.
As
the
early and late strengths of cement is generally guided by alite and belite
contents respectively,
it is conveivable that the higher Xn causes higher
3
days CCS and
lower
degree
of
strength
increase
at
a later
stage
(28 days). The reverse is the case with lower Xn . This is reflected in an
almost
inversely proportional relationship between X^and IH (Fig.2)
and
in, the
fact that the variation in 28 days CCS values is much
less
than
that in 3 days.

The equation derived is applicable for ordinary portland cement of a
significantly wide range of fineness and SO
contents,
e.g.
in the first
plant
fineness varied from 2780 to 3125 СтгZgm and SO
contents from
1.5
to 2.1%,
with tested 3 days CCS ranging from 195 to 360 kg/cmz . However,
as
each
kiln and kilns in each plant are known to have their
individual
characters,
which controls the clinker quality,
it is accepted that
any
regressive
equation,
based
on microscopic examination
of
clinker
is
limited
to
one
kiln
only (4) and none of
the
equations
without
any
modification
are universally applicable (5-10).
Thus cements having much
differences in physical and chemical parameters and in pyro-procesaing may
need a little modification in the present equiation derived for 3 days CCS
and
also
in
determination of I
as found in cases
of
the
two
plants
examined
here.
As the 28 days CCS is derived from the calculated 3
days
CCS and IH , the equation for the same does not need any modification.

CONCLUSION
The
method developed can predict 3- and 28- days strength of cement
mortar
with negligible variations from the conventionally tested
values.
The
method
is very rapid and actual testing time is
around
15
minutes
only. The data are collected from the display of the XRD unit and thus the
method
avoids
any element of personal judgement involved in
microscopic
method.
As the test results are achievable within a very short time,
the
method coupled with the XRD test for clinker burning condition (11) can be
used for any corrective measures that may be necessary in the kiln for the
control of the clinker quality.
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[SUMMARY]
.
To evaluate the durability of a reinforced concrete structure in a marineenvironment,
it is important to know the state of progress of reinforcing bar corrosion in the
1 concrete.
Exposure tests in a marine environment of concretes using various types of
1 cement were performed to grasp the permeation velocities of chloride ions into concrete
and the condition of progress of reinforcing bar corrosion.
In this paper, the diffusion coefficient of chloride ions in concrete is determined
based on diffusion theory, and the results of prediction and analysesof long-term'
permeation quantities are described.
The influences of environmental conditions and
cement varieties on the progress of reinforcing bar corrosion in concrete are touched
upon.
As a result of exposure tests, it was recognized that permeation ofchloride irons and
progress of corrosion of reinforcing bars are slow.
As fordurability of structures,, it
was revealed that conditions are severest in the order of parts in the splash zone,
underwater, and in air offshore.
These results are considered to be effective for establishing a design method for
offshore concrete structures considering design service life and environmental conditions.

1.

Introduction
Concrete structures In marine environments are adversely subject to the gradual
penetration and accumulation of chloride ions, in such a way that the rate of penetration
can affect a structure’s durability, while the amount of accumulation is critical in the
growth of rebar corrosion.
The penetration rate can vary according to such factors as
environment, cement type, and construction conditions, however the extent to which these
factors contribute to rebar corrosion has not been fully discussed.
This paper reveals
the results of the study on long-range estimation analysis of chloride ion penetration and
the influence of chloride ions on the growth of rebar corrosion in concrete made using
various types of cement, based on exposure tests in marine environments.

Test and Analysis Methods
Test Specimens
Two types of specimens were prepared: columns (cylinders) with 15 cm diameter and 15
cm length, and prisms simulating beams 90 cm long with embedded rebars.
Fig.l shows the
shape and dimensions of the beam specimens.
Deformed steel bars with 19 mm diameter were
embedded in the beam specimens with a covering depth of 2 cm, with some of them being
prepared with construction joints in the center or cracks of 0.05 - 0.1mm wide.
Some of
the side of the beam specimens were coated with epoxy resin, to allow unidirectional
penetration of chloride ions.
Table 1 shows the mix proportions of concrete used for specimens.
Four types of
cement were used : normal portland cement (NP), blast furnace slag cement type-B (BB),
sulfate resisting portland cement (SR), and normal portland cement of which 15% was
replaced with silica-fume (SF).
Table 2 shows the chemical composition of the cements.
Physical properties of the other materials are shown in Table 3.
2.
2.1

2.2

Environmental Conditions of Exposure
The specimens were exposed to three environments : in the splash zone of a mole
affected by the tide (A), in seawater at a depth of
about 11m below the surface of the
sea (B), and in the marine atmosphere over the pier (C) of Shimizu Port, opening to the
Pacific Ocean.
Table 4 shows the environmental conditions of the exposure test site.
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Table 3

Physical Properties of Materials

Environment Condition of Exposure
Environment Condition

position

A

Splash zone

Between H.W.L. (+1.7m) and L.W. L. (0.0m)

Slica-fume

•Specific gravity 2.25
• average diameter 0.36 m
•S10, 92.6%

В

Underwater

Average tempartuer 18.4 *C , pH 8.29
Chloride ion concentration 18.4 Aw
Insoluble oxygen 7.98ppm

• Pit sand
•Fineness modulus 2.67
•Specific gravity 2.58
• Absorption 1.64%

C

Fine
aggregate

marine
atmosphere

Zone of 5a higher than L.W.L.
Affected by spindrift and sea dreeze

Materials

Coarse
aggregate

Air entaining
water-reducing
admixture
High-range
water-reducing
admixture

Physical Properties

•crushed stone
• maximum size of
aggregate 15mm
•Specific gravity 2.66
• absorption 1.09%

Lignin sulfonic acid

Lignin sulfonic acid

Table 5 Measurement Items and Method
Items

Method

Concrete
quality

Compressive strength.
Modulus of ststlc elasticity

Chloride ion
content

Quantitative determination of total
saites by potentiometric titration
using chloride ion selective electrodes

Rebar
corrosion

Sketch the corroded parts and assess by
percentage of corrosion area

Self
potentials
of rebar

In compliance with ASTM C 876, using
setiturated copper sulfate solution as
reference electrodes

Measurement Items
Table 5 shows
Measurements were taken at ages of 1, 3 and 6 years (5 years for SF).
the measurement items and methods.
Concrete powders taken from the column specimens at
intervals of 2 cm in depth were used for chloride ion content analysis.
Corrosion of
rebars were examined by overhauling the beam specimens.
2.3

Method of Analysis for Chloride Ion Penetration
Diffusion of chloride ions is generally expressed by Fick's Law, Equation (1) below
.
[1]
In this study, a specimen's surface chloride ion content (Co) and diffusion
coefficients (De) in Equation (1) were calculated by least squares from the content of
chloride ions measured at 3 and 6 years of exposure,
x
'
C - Co { 1 - erf (---------- ) } .....
(1)
2V Dc-t
x : Depth below surface (cm) ,
t : Elapsed time (Sec)
C : Chloride ion content at a depth of x cm (%)
Co: Chloride ion content at surface (x=0) (%)
De: Diffusion coefficient of chloride ions (cm2/sec)
erf: Error function
erf (x) = 2 /V it S e *1 dt
2.4

3. Results of Tests and Analysis
3.1 Change in Concrete Quality
Change in the compressive strength of the specimens over time Is shown in Fig. 2.
Submerged NP, BB.and SR specimens showed greater compressive strengths than the control
speciments under standard curing from the age of 1 year to 3 years, but at the age of 6
years the strengths of NP, BB and SR decreased by 10% , 9% and 5% , respectively, from
those at 3 years.
The specimens exposed to the marine atmosphere showed similar
compressive strengths to the controls from the age of 1 year to 3 years, but they showed
a reduction in strength at 6 years: NP by 8%, BB by 6% and SR by 6%.
The compressive
strength of the SF specimens reductions from the ages of 3 to 6 years were 7% in the sea
and 3% in the air.
It is considered that in the marine environments ettringite is formed by the reaction
between tricalcium aluminate (CSA) in the cement gel and sulfate in the seawater.
This
results in a tightening of the composition of the concrete by filling in voids, as well as
an increase in the compressive strength up to an age of 3 years, whereas thereafter the
ettringite swells to cause a decrease in the compressive strength. This tendency is par
ticularly noticeable in NP, which contains a large amount of tricalcium aluminate.

Penetration of Chloride Ions
The amount of chloride ion penetration in NP specimens after 6 years of exposure is
shown in Fig. 3.
The penetration amount is the greatest in the splash zone specimens,
followed by those in the sea and in the air in descending order.
Chloride ion contents
at the surface of the specimens in the sea were 2.5 times greater, and those in the splash
zone were 3 times greater than those in the air.
Fig. 4 shows the amount of chloride ion penetration in various types of concrete
specimens exposed in the sea and in the air.
In the seawater the chloride ion contents
in BB were greater than in NP from the surface of the specimens down to the depth of 3cm,
whereas they were smaller than in NP further inside.
Those in SR were as great as in NP,
while those in SF were smaller than in NP.
In the marine atmosphere the penetration
amounts of chloride ions were almost the same regardless of the types of cement.
In Fig. 5 changes in the penetration contents over the years are shown. Up to 3 years
of exposure the chloride ion contents at the surface of NP, BB and SR both in the sea and
in the air increased, but they tended to remain constant thereafter.
Up to 5 years of
exposure those in SF continued to increase.
Thus,the penetration rates varied depending
on the types of cement used.
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3.3

Result of chloide Ion Penetotation Anarysis
The amount of chloride ion penetoration at 3 and 6 years (5 years for SF) of exposure
were substituted into Fick's equation.
The obtained values of chloride ion concentration
at the surface (Co) and Diffusion coefficients (De) are shown in Tabel 6.
In the marine atmosphere the chloride ion concentration at the surface (Co) values
were in the range of 0.15- 0.21%, regerdless of the types of cement, whereas in the
seawater the contents varied with the types of cement:
BB, NP, SR, and SF in descending
order.
The Co values under the sea were 3-4 times greater than those of the specimens in
the air of the same mix design.
The diffusion coefficients (De) in the air showd on great differences among the
cement types: all of them fell in the range of 2.6~3.2 xlO'8 cm2/sec.
The diffusion
coefficient of air exposed specimens may fluctuate greatly in the environmental conditions

where wave and wind influence is strong.
No great differences were observed among the submerged speciments, due to the stable
environmental conditions there, but the diffusion coefficients varied with regard to the
types of cement : SR, NP, BB, and SF in descending order.
Therefore, it was confirmed
that the presence of blast furnace slag and silica-fume in cement have the effect of

inhibiting chloride ion penetration concrete.
,
The surface concentration of chloride ions and diffusion coefficients for NP speci
mens in the splash zone were as great as 0.72% and 4.7 xlO'8 cm2/sec : in the splash zone
the rate of chloride ion penetoration was higher than in the other two environments.
Long-Range Estimates of Chloride Ion Penetration
Fig. 6 shows the results of chloride ion penetration estimations for 10 and 50 year
spans calculated using the values shown in Table 6.
In the air, no wide variations are
estimated in the concrete's chloride ion penetration distribution in 50 years.
Under the
sea, it is estimated that it will take longer for the same amount of chloride ion to
penetrate deep into BB and SF than into NP concrete, due to the smaller diffusion coef
3.4

ficients of BB and SF than that of NP concrete.
Table 7 shows the projected chloride ion contents in concrete at a depth of 10 cm in
10 and 50 years. The chloride ion amount in 10 years at a depth of 10 cm are estimated to
be 0 83 1 58 and 0.92 for BB, SR, and SF in the air, compared with NP as 1, while in the
sea the'amounts are estimated at 0.59, 1.21, and 0.17 for BB, SR and SF.
The effect of
inhibiting chloride ion penetration by blast furnace slag and silica-fume is expected
continue even after 10 years of exposure to marine environment.

Chloride Ion Content in
10 and 50 Years after
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BB and SR both in the sea and in the air are estimated to have the same amount of
chloride ions as NP at a depth of 10 cm from the surface after 50 yeras.
In-SF, however,
the level is estimated to be 25 ~50% lower than in NP.
If NP is used, the chloride ion level in the air exposed concrete is estimatated to
be 1/6 of the "level of the submerged concrete, and the level in the Splashed zone exposed
is estimated to be 1.8 times as high as the submerged concrete after 10 years. ■ Compared
with the submerged concrete, the figures for the air exposed concrete and splash zone
concrete are estimated to be 1/3 and 1.4 times as high after 50 years.

3.5

Growth of Steel Corrosion in Concrete
Fig. 7 shows the percentages of corrosion area on the rebars in the beam specimens
and also chloride ion amounts in the covering concrete.
Corrosion was observed after 1
year of exposure in the splash zone, and it developed rapidly as the years exposure
increased.
On the other hand, in the submerged NP specimen, corrosion area increased
when the chloride content was over about 7 kg/m3 (0.3% concentration) , but scarcely any
growth of corrosion was observed between 3 and 6 years of exposure.
This delay in
corrosion growth may be due to the low oxygen supply in the sea.
Although the amounts of chloride ions in the covering concrete of BB and SF were as
high as more than 7kg/m3 after 5 or 6 years of exposure, no corrosion was observed on the
rebars.
This suggests that the threshold values of chloride ions necessary to initiate
corrosion of rebars are higher in BB and SF than in NP.
In the air exposed specimens the
chloride ion levels in the covering concrete were in the range 1.0~2.0 kg/m3, and no
corrosion was observed in concrete of any cement type.
Thus the splash zone was found to be the most corrosion environment, followed by the
seawater (about 10m deep) and the marine atmosphere environments in descending order.
Influence of Cracks and Construction Joints on Rebar Corrosion
Fig. 8 shows the changes in chloride ion levels at the suf ace of cracks and con
struction joints and the changes in rebar corrosion area percentage.
In all three
environments corrosion was initiated earlier in the speciments with cracks.
Since the
chloride ion levels at the surface of the cracks are no greater than those of the speci
mens with no cracks, it is considered that the accelerated initiation of corrosion is due
to the direct access of oxygen and chloride ions to the rebars through the cracks.
Submerged specimens with cracks displayed larger area of corrosion than those with no
cracks, but the speed of corrosion development was slow.
The decreased rate of corrosion
development may be due to the low supply of oxygen in the sea.
In the air exposed speci
mens corrosion development was also slow : the reason may be because the passive film of

3.6

Splash-zone

Underwater

Fig. 8

Fig. 7

Percentages of Corrosion Area on Rebars and
Chloride Ion Amount in the Covering Concrete

Changes in Chloride Ion Levels at the Surface
and in Rebar Corrosion Area Percentage of
Cracks and Construction Joints

therebars were not destroyed completely, due to the insufficient penetration of chloride
ions.
The rapid corrosion development in the splash zone exposed speciments may due to
sufficient supply of oxygen and chloride ions.
Cracks in concrete in marine in environments accelerate corrosion.
Corrosion is
initiated at construction joints if there are any.
These joints are weak point from the
standpoint of corrosion prevention.
Special care should be taken in the construction of
such joints.
4.

Conclusion
The following conclusions are obtained from the study:
(1) In marine environments ettringite is formed as a result of a reaction between
tricalcium aluminate (C3A) in cement gel and sulfates in sea water, and it gradually
fill voids in the concrete,densifying the composition and increasing the compressive
strength up to an age of 3 years. However, thereafter the ettringite swells futher,
to cause a decrease in strength.
(2) From the chloride ion penetration levels obtained from the marine environment
exposure tests, their diffusion coefficients through concrete specimens were
caluculated; it was revealed that the coefficient are small in the specimens
containing blast furnace slag and silica-fume, thus demonstrating that both are
capable of inhibiting chloride ion penetration.
(3) In the splsoh zone environment rebar corrosion develops more rapidly than in other
environments, due to sufficient oxygen supply, high chloride penetration, and the
presence of the appropriate amount of water.
In the seawater and in the marine
atmosphere corrosion develops relatively slowly if either oxygen or chloride ions is
insufficient.

[ 1 ]
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SUMMARY
Grindability and cement strength development are influenced by raw mix characteristics
and clinker portland manufacturing process. The clinker microstructure analysis
brings
important technological data for monitoring cement manufacturing stages and for prediction
of the potential grindability and strength.

A laboratorial expeditious method for clinker grindability and
28
days
cement
strength prediction was developed based on microscopic parameters obtained by reflecting
light microscopy and on clinker fineness data.
Correlation calculations show that grindability Is lowered when the mtneAatogxcat
(KM = allte/bellte x 1/0 alite) decreases. Clinker fine fraction (<4,8mm) also
Influences adversaly the grindability. The potential strength development of clinker could
be estimated using the mtnMzifsgZczzZ COe,^ZcÄj£Ät and clinker fineness data.

1

IKTRODÜQÄO

The evaluation of clinker grindability and prevision of its 28 days strength are
themes
of
technological interest in the portland cement
industry.
Important
contributions were given by SCHEUBEL& BALZER1, ONO2, KNÖFEL3, HARGAVE
«Z.4, BRUGGEMAM
&
BRENTRUP5,
among others, which demonstrated that besides clinker compositional
factors, textural characteristics and the presence of minor components have significant
effect of the clinker comminution process and cement strength development.

The final portland cement strength depends on its binding capacity (cement
quality), porosity and pore structure of the system6. The possibility of expressing
mathematically the cement strength is based on parameters such as phase content,
chemical composition and fineness.
The purpose of this paper is to present an expeditious method for clinker
grindability and 28 days cement strength prediction in a quick and simplified way, thus
completing the microscopical control of portland clinker manufacturing conditions.

2

ACTING FACTORS ON CLINKER GRINDABILITY AND CEMENT STRENGTH DEVELOPMENT

The behaviour of clinker fragmentation is determined by its specific energy of
rupture, microfissure sizes and characteristics of the mineralogical phase7 . The
porosity, granulometry and clinker texture also affect the clinker grindability.
Alite (C3S) is the most fragile mineralogical component of clinker, followed
by
C3A, Ci|AF and bellte (C2S)7. SCHEUBEL & BALZER1 verified that alite and bellte
contents and crystal sizes have an important bearing on grindability. Bellte cluster is
one of the most important parameters on clinker comminution6.

The interstitial phase (C3A and СцАЕ), free lime and periclase also act on clinker
grindability, but less pronouncedly than silicatess (alite and bellte). Their influences
are masked by other more significative parameters.

Clinker porosity favours fineness increase of the grounded product, but for
specific areas above 200m2/kg this influence is less pronounced 9’1 . On the other hand,
the grindability of clinker is reduced when the proportion of dust is increased, rising
the power consumption10.
The cement strength development depends fundamentally on the compositional and
mineralogical characteristics of portland clinker. Each of the portland clinker phases
contributes to the strength development, and the extent of its effects change in time
and intensity among these phases. The silicates, mainly C3S, have a well-marked effect
on all age strengths ln 6.

A good statistical correlation between 28 days strength and clinker phase
composition is shown by the KNÖFEL £ас(оЛ. (3C3S + 2C2S + C3A - Ci+AF). Small (30-35 pm)
and well shaped alite crystal favours the grindability and the 28 days strength ln 6.

The cement fineness has a decisive influence over the reaction kinetics. Increasing
fineness rises the reaction surface and consequently improves the cement hydratation
rate and the strength development.
Several investigators have proposed methods for strength prediction based on
combination
of chemical (e.g. Bogue's composition, soluble alkali,
sulphates),
mineralogical and physical (e.g. fineness, water/cement ratio) parameters. Taking into
account the complexity of hydration process and many factors which interact in the
cement components reactivity, there is no consensus about the most adequate parameters
to foresee the 28 days strength. Most of the proposed methods do not have much
application in routine characterization, due to the analitical diversity and complexity.

3

EZFERDffiMTAL

Twenty nine Portland clinker samples obtained from 13 Brazilian plants were
studied. They were produced from raw materials with distinct geological and chemical
characteristics. For cement strength studies 12 experimental samples were prepared from
2 manufacturing units (plants A and B).

3.1 Optical Microscopy
The studies of clinker microstructure and mineralogical composition were
out through reflected light microscopy.

carried

The results of clinker microstructure studies referring to silica grinding
conditions and alite size together with clinker mineralogical compositions obtained by
point counting of clinker phases are summarized in Tobt-d. 1 .
3.2 Expeditious Analysis of Grindability

An expeditious analysis of grindability was developed for 150g clinker samples,
comminuted for 5 minutes in a Herzog disk mill, with useful capacity of 350cm^, without
a central grinder body. Previously, the sample was quartered, dried and
crushed
(< 4,8mm). Afterwards, the fineness was determined through 37 pm sieve residue, by
mechanical sieving.

Table 1- shows the fineness obtained through the proposed method together with
пилела£од-сед£
values (KM) calculated through alite/bellte ratio, alite size
and fine fraction contents (<4,8mm) obtained through clinker granulometrical analysis.
Two out twenty nine samples were eliminated in the statistical correlation analysis
because their values fell away from the average and presented different characteristics:
high KM (A-5) and low Interstitial phase content (M-29).
3.3 Coapressive Strength analysis
The 3, 7 and 28 days compressive strengths {Tab£e. 2) were determined in
laboratorial cements, obtained from portland clinker samples from plants A and B.

12

The experimental cement samples with 4% of natural gypsum were prepared from 5kg of
material, previously crushed (<0,2cm) and comminuted in ball mill until a defined Blaine
fineness (364 ± 10m2/kg) was attained. The grinding times needed for obtaining the
desirable fineness were used in calculation of Blaine/tlme expression (TabZfc 2).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Statistical studies of correlation between the fineness (7= >37pm), obtained by
expeditious analysis of grindability, and mineralogical coefficient KM (alite/belite x
100/0 alite) showed a correlation coefficient of r = 0,90, while the mineralogical
coefficient between the fineness (Z >37pm) data and clinker fine percentage (<4,8mm) was
r = 0,63, in a whole of 27 samples (Глдила 1A and IB).
These results obtained showed to be valid for clinker
probability level, thus allowing the following considerations:

gtlndablllty

In

a) the
clinker grindability is improved when KM increases. However,
correlation is not linear for KM values higher than 40 (sample A-5);

a

99%

this

b) the unsatisfactory quartz grindability leads to belite clusters formation, which
promotes a decrease in alite/belite proportion, low KM (<12) and fineness values
(F-tfliLie. JA), favouring dust formation;

c) clinkers with KM values higher than 20 are considered of better grindability
while those with KM values smaller than 12 are of difficult grindability, with a
higher power conssumption; and,

d) clinkers with low content of interstitial phase (<10%) may present
grindability than expected (sample M-29).

an

easier

Calculation of multiple linear correlation among clinker fineness data (represented
by >37pm residue), mineralogical coefficient KM and clinker fines percentage, in a whole
of 27 samples from 12 plants, showed a correlation coefficient r = 0,91 explicit in the
following equation:

F-tnenfcM = 34,1283 - 0,3052 KM + 0,0126 fines

The
standardized partial regression coefficients are -0,860 and 0,069
mineralogical coefficient KM and clinker fines percentage, respectively, showing
significative influence of the mineralogical coefficient on grindability.

for
the

With the purpose of investigating the influence of mineralogical and physical
parameters: fineness,
(obtained by expeditious analysis of grindability), KM, KNÖFEL
factor and Blaine/t values were undertaken. These studies were developed in ,12
experimental clinker samples prepared with clinkers from two plants (A and B). TabZe 3
contains these results.

TAKLE 3 - Results of simple linear correlation (r) between cement strength and the
following parameters: fineness (>37pm), mineralogical coefficient (KM), KNÖFEL
^ocjtjon. and Blaine/t.

Coefficient of linear correlation (r)*

Compressive
strength
(days)

Fineness
(fraction >37pm)

KM

KNÖFEL

Blaine/t

3

0,80

0,78

0,58

0,70

7

0,85

0,89

0,66

0,86

28

0,90

0,88

0,75

0,92

* for a probability of 99% and a whole of 12 samples, the
correlation is valid when r >0,71.

The analyses of these values permits the following considerations:

a) the best correlation indexes were obtained through 28 days strength;
b) the clinker grindability, represented by fineness (% >37pm) has an important
role in cement strength development: the better the grindability, the higher the
strength (FZgivte. 7C);

c) the
mineralogical
coefficient (KM) also has an influence on
strength
development: the higher the alite/belite ratio and the smaller the alite size,
the higher the strength, represented by high KM values (FZgiVte. ID);
d) the

correlation

coefficient obtained for the KNÖFEL {ас^ОЛ. (г = 0,75) was

the

smallest among the choosen parameters; and,

e) the Blaine/t ratio, where Z is the time necessary to attain
fineness, showed a good correlation with 28 dayss strength, thus
importance of clinker grindability for clinker fineness.

the desired
showing the

Statistical studies of multiple linear correlations among 28 days strength and the
choosen parameters (fineness, KM and KNÖFEL ^oetoA.) showed the best correlation between
the mineralogical coefficient (KM) and the fineness (% >37pm) resulting in the following
equation:

28 days strength = 46,5073 - 0,3058 x fineness + 0,0556 KM,
when the correlation coefficient is. r = 0,93 and the standardized partial regression
coefficient are -0,0564 and 0,394 for fineness and mineralogical coefficient (KM),
respectively.
Statistical studies permit to conclude that microstructural and compositional
characteristics have a strong influence on clinker grindability, permiting a valuation
of Its brittleness, notwithstanding the greatly different range of clinker samples (27),
produced from distinct, raw materials and under different manufacturing condition^. In
addition, although In a more restricted universe of samples (12), it was observed that
the utilization of mineralogical parameters and fineness data permit a valuation of
potential clinker strength development.

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

5

The
studies undertaken showed that, among the chemical, mineralogical and
granulometrical parameters, the compositional and textural characteristics of calcium
silicates are those which have the largest influence over clinker grindability, the
larger alite frequency and the minor alite crystal size favouring the clinker
grindability. On the other hand, the minor frequency of bellte, mainly in clusters,
decreases
the clinker grindability. These parameters can be related through a
mineralogical coefficient (KM), represented by the product between alite/belite ratio
and the inverse of alite size (KM = alite/belite x 100/0 of alite). KM Increases with
clinker grindability, but it is poorly affected by fine fraction (clinker fraction
< 4,8mm). Clinkers with KM values higher than 20 are considered of good grindability and
lower than 12 of difficult grindability (hard clinker). Likewise, KM values also has an
influence on strength development: the higher the KM values, the higher the strength.
The clinker grindability has an important bearing on cement fineness: the better
the grindability, the smaller the power consumption (to obtain the desired fineness) and
the higher the cement strength. The statistical correlations between clinker fineness,
obtained through an expeditious method of clinker grindability, and- mineralogical
coefficients (KM) make it possible to estimate the potential development of clinker
strength and the grindability. Occasional changes of clinker grindability and cement
strength can be anteclpated through this proposed method, allowing for a quick
performance of the operator on clinker manufacturing processes.
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FIGURE 1 — Graphics of linear regression analyses comprising fineness,
mineralogical
coefficient, compressive strength and fine fractions, associated with silica
grinding conditions (N = normal, I = unsatisfactory and D = deflclenty).

TABLE 1 - Microscopic analyses, eineralogical coefficient, fine fraction and fineness of clinkers
saaples.
Sample
Silica
Alite
Mineralogical Composition
Mineralogical
Fine
Fineness
(plant- grinding
Size
coefficient Fraction (fraction
Free
№)
conditions 41 m) alite belite C3A C^AF CaO Periclase
(KM)
(< 4,8тпл1)
>37 un)
A-l

I

A-2

N

A-3

I

30

67,5

A-4

N

30-35

A-5

N

A-6

I

B-7

I

30

.

68,2

9,3

3,8 12,1 1,8

4,8

24,4

33

28,7

35-40 ■ 69,8

6,3

4,2 14,2 °,3

5,2

29,5

4

23,5

11,3

3,6 12,1

1,3

4,2

19,9

32

27,7

72,9

6,1

2,8 14,1

0,1

4,0

36,8

21

21,7

35

7^,3

3,7

з,з

0,9

5,0

57,4

18

23,7

30-35

72,2

7,8

3,5 12,3 °,2

4,0

28,5

14

26,3

40-45

67,0

11,0

4,3 13,1 1,1

3,5

14,3

31

30,2

12,8

B-8

I

50

64,6

10,4

5,3 15,4

з,3

3,0

12,4

45

32,8

B-9

D

50

59,8

16,7

6,9 12,2

1,1

3,3

7,2

53

33,7

B-10

D

55-60

64,1

13,0

5,0 14,4

B-ll

D

45-50

54,2

22,2

з,о

B-12

I

50

70,3

7,4

B-13

D

55

60,6

B-14

D

40-45

C-15

I

30

C-L6

C-17

0,8

2,7

8,6

36

31,2

14,2

з,о

3,4

5,1

47

32,0

4^6 13,6

1,0

3,1

19,0

36

27,8

17,1

16,6

1,7

4,0

6,4

76

35,1

57,9

20,1

15,9

1,8

4,3

6,8

76

34,6

67,8

9,8

6,6 11.3

3,3

1,2

23,1

21

26,7

I

35-40 70,2

7,3

5,1 14,9

1,6

0,9

25,7

40

26,3

I

35-40 70,8

7,9

4,6 14,0

2,1

0,6

23,9

53

27,1

D-18

I

50-55

63,7

17,6

2^7 14,6

0,4

1,0

6,9

62

32,8

D-19

D

40-45

37,9

43,5

16,1

1,0

1,5

2,0

75

36,5

0-20

I

45

65,1

12,3

19,0

2,8

0,8

11,8

70

30,7

E-21

N

40-45

76,5

3,6

17,6

0,5

1,8

50,0

25

21,5

F-22

I

25-30

65,0

21,6

10,9

62

28,5

G-23

N

70-80

57,8

H-24

I

25-30

67,1

1-25

N

50

74,7

6,7

J-26

I

35

72,1

8,6

4,9

9,0

10,4

6,3

1,3

21,5

з,з 15,8

0,4

1,2

3,6

41

35,8

12,2

4,7

2,1

5,2

20,0

15

28,7

0,9

1,9

22,3

12

30,3

2,1

3,2

23,9

17

24,7
29,2

5,8

8,7

15,8

K-27

I

30-35

56,8

23,7

6,7

1,0

1,4

7,4

80

L-28

I

40-45

59,3

17,8

8,7 U,2

°,2

2,8

7,8

23

31,3

M-29

D

34

61,4

28,4

8,6 -LI SA.

6,4

13

23,1

И - noreal

D - deficient

I - unsatisfactory

TABLE 2 - CcMpressive Strength and Fineness Results of Laboratorial Cewnts
Sample
(plant-№)

Blaine
(m1.kg S

Blaine/Time
(m’.kg

1)

Compressive Strength (MPa)

3 days

7 days

A-l

367

6,12

27,6

33,6

39,2

A-2

374

6,68

30,3

35,5

41,6

A-3

366

6,10

28,8

33,9

39,4

A-4

369

6,96

33,4

35,8

41,8

A-5

360

6,42

32,7

36,6

42,2

A-6

358

6,50

29,4

33,9

40,4

28 days

B-7

362

5,25

27,4

33,2

37,5

B-8

358

5,77

27,4

32,8

38.0

B-9

355

4,61

27,4

32,5

37,0

B-10

372

5,47

30,2

33.0

38,7

B-ll

372

4,13

26,2

30,5

35.4

B-12

370

5,98

27,2

32,2

38,0

EVALUATION OF CEMENT CLINKER FOR ESTIMATION OF
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH BY OPTICAL MICROSCOPY
L H Rao, P К Akhourl and S К Sinha

National Council for Cement and Building Materials
New Delhi, INDIA

SMSKECt
The paper highlights the application of microstructural and granulometric
studies of portland cement clinker to estimate its 28-day compressive strength. The
various microstructural parameters and physical and chemical characteristics of large
number of industrially produced Indian cement clinkers from different processes, such as
wet, semi-dry, dry and vertical shaft kiln were studied in detail. Polished clinker
samples were analysed and the regression analyses were carried out cn the data obtained.
The result off statistical analysis showed that definite quantity of silicate phases in aparticular grain size range of a clinker exhibited characteristic compressive strength
pattern. Further
multi statistical analysis of the four optical parameters viz (i)
phase quantity of alite, (ii) phase quantity of belite, (iii) average grain size of alite
and (iv) average grain size of belite, selected as significant parameter has led to the
development of a mathematical model for rapid measurement of 28-day compressive strength
of cement.

ItmRODUCTICtJ

■

-

Optical microscopic study of cement clinker is an important technique in
identifying the parameters responsible for contributing appreciably to compressive
strength. Even when more sophisticated and advanced laboratory tools are available in
cement research,
microstructural study still remains a useful and a frequently employed
suEplementary technique in systematic study of portland cement for estimation of 28-day
compressive strength.
The study of microstructural and morphological characters of clinkers are used
to sütetantiate burnability result. Microstructural parameters such as the shape, size
of alite and belite, as well as the nature of grain boundaries play a major role in the
hydraulic property of clinkers and their 28-day compressive strength.

Based on the careful perusal of several earlier attempts (1,2) for the esti
mation of compressive strength of cement,
the National Council for Cement and Building
Materials (NCB) has developed a quick and comprehensive technique (3) taking into account
four optical parameters, viz (i) phase quantity of alite, (ii) phase quantity of belite,
(iii) average grain size of alite and (iv) average grain size of belite,*niis technique has
served as a viable physical method for quality control of OPC. The present study mainly
deals with granulometry for establishing grain size ranges vis—a—vis compressive strength.
METHODOLOGY
The clinker samples collected from various processes were embedded in epoxy
resin and subjected to vacuum impregnation. After final grinding, polishing was done <xi
the satin cloth using 9,6 and 3 micron diamond lapping compound and studies were oonducted
in reflected light.
QUANTIFICATICK OF ALITE, BELITE AND THEIR GRANULCMETRY

Grain size was measured by a polarising microscope, with a micrometer attached
to the ocular. The calibrated values of the micrometer are easily converted to actual
grain size, using polarising constant. The phase quantities were determined by point
counting developed by Chayes (4). The averaging of grain size was done after observing
the distribution of grains in different size ranges (5). The grain size measurements were
carried out ■ on a large number of grains so as to represent the different size ranges. The
distribution of alite and belite in different range intervals is represented by histo
grams.
Correlation of Alite Grain Size with 28-Рву Compressive Strength

The general behaviour of the alite grain size with respect to cement strength is
such that increases in grain size lead to decreases in 28—day compressive strength whereas
detailed granulometric study revealed that the 28-day compressive strength varies with
different grain size ranges. Alite contents of 30-40% with grain size range 20—25/un
increase cement compressive strength. Beyond 25/4m, no change in strength is observed,
whereas cement with 40—45% alite content exhibited a gradual decrease in cement, strength
with increasing grain size; alite contents between 45—50% showed a sharp decrease in
strength even for small variations of grain size. Alite contents of 50-55% in the 12-15^<m
size range showed increases in strength, while for 15—22^Цш, the strength gradually
decreased (Fig 1).

AVERAGE ALITE GRAIN SIZE (jLlm)

FIGI

BEHAVIOUR OF ALITE GRAIN-SIZE
WITH RESPECT TO 28 DAY
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

Cbrrelatian of Belite Grain Size with 28-Day Compressive Strength

The general behaviour of belite grain size is such that increases in grain size
shows increases in strength. The belite content of 10—25% showed a sharp decline of
strength in the 15-18^u.m size range, whereas a content of 25-30% showed increase in
strength with the increase in the grain size, to about 605 kg/cm. Beyond this limit the
grain size of belite had no influence on the strength characteristics. It was observed
that for 30-35% of belite content, a small increase in the grain size led to appreciable
increase in strength (Fig 2).

AVERAGE BELITE GRAIN SIZE (/!■)

FIG 2 BEHAVIOUR OF BELITE GRAIN-SIZE
WITH RESPECT TO 28 DAY
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

(Fig 4)

Histograms were plotted from the data obtained on alite (Fig 3) and belite
grain size ranges to establish grain size distribution patterns.
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The mean and standard deviations were calculated for both alite and belite grain
sizes. In the case of alite it has been found that out of a total of 112 grains, the range
intervals 20-30/urn with a population of 43 showed most predominant number ofoccurrence,
followed by 30 in the range of 10-20 yum. The calculated mean gives a value of 21.62 which
falls in the class interval of 20-30 /urn and corresponds with the maximum frequency.
Similarly in the case of belite exit of the total of every 100 grains measured, the class
interval showing most predominant frequency of occurrence 45, is 10-20^um followed by 29
in the size interval of 1 to 10 nm. The calculation of mean gives a value of 16 which
falls in the size interval of lu-20yum and is in correspondence with the maximum fre
quency.
The data obtained after analysing a large number of samples from various
processes were subjected to multivariate statistical analysis by computer (6). Depending
cxi the regression coefficient and regression equation as well as the wei^itage obtained
for the various microstructural parameters, a mathematical model has been developed for
estimation of 28-day compressive strength of cement clinker.(3)
Y

(kg/cm' ) = Sl.e+T.SXj^ + 1.11X2 - 3.63X3 + 5.73X4

vhere X^
xX
Xg
X4

=
=
=
=

phase quantity of alite (%)
phase quantity of belite (%)
average grain size of alite (длп)
average grain size of belite ^um)

The compressive strength results were plotted and a good correlation between
expected and measured compressive strength was obtained (Fig 5).

(MEASURED)

FIG 5 CORRELATION BETWEEN 28 DAY COMPRESSIVE
STRENGTH Vs EXPECTED STRENGTH BY

NCB TECHNIQUE
CCMCLUSICM

The mathematical model developed by NCB for the estimation of 28-day compressive
strength is being implemented and good correlation has been obtained between the measured
and expected compressive strength on a large number of OPC clinker samples derived from
various processes.
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MÖSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY USED FOR DETERMINING COMPOSITION
OF CALCIUM ALUMINOFERRITES IN PORTLAND CLINKER
V К Klassen, 11 Miroshnichenko, S F Mindolin and V I Belyaeva

Technological Institute of Building Materials
Belgorod, RUSSIA
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SUMMARY

The technique is proposed for determining composition of calcium
aluminoferrites in industrial clinkers, based on dependence of Нёе1
temperature upon Fe paramagnetic ions concentration.

РЕФЕРАТ
Предложена методика определения состава алюмоферритов кальция в
тюмышленных клинкерах, в основе которой лежит зависимость температуры
Нееля от концентрации парамагнитных ионов железа.

Solid solutions of calcium aluminofexrites Ca2 (Al<-x$,ex)05(x >0,3)
are one of the minerals in cement clinker, and what is more it is known
that ferrite phase in Portland cement is located in the area of C6AF2C^AzF compositions. Determining aluminoferrite phase is a vital problem
in manufacture of portland clinker when solving tasks finnnentAd with
calculation of clinker mineralogical composition and selection of opti
mal raw material mixture, as well as obtaining "aluminoferrites composi
tion - strength propertiesM correlations.

In order to viden the scope for Mössbauer spectroscopy technique
when determining composition of aluminoferrites in clinkers the authors
carried out theoretical and experimental studies of effect of Fe3+para
magnetic ions for Al3+ diamagnetic ions substitution upon dicalcium ferri
te properties. The Heisenberg Hamiltonian of the following form was used
to describe magnetic properties of dilute antiferromagnet Са2?ег (1 - x)
AlaxOs:

where Ij- parameter of exchange interaction between S4 and S . spin
moments ‘'of Fe3-*"paramagnetic ions located in the lattice sites*'of the
given ferrite;
Ci and Cj - quantities taking values 1, if i and j sites are occupied by
Fe3+ ions, and Pij - if linkage between sites is in the form of Fe-0-Fe»
The authors were a success to establish the following dependence for
Neel temperature:

TN(x) -

Mbs .+ 1,1-141

t!
lit

+

I

I12.I + I13

+

I

(2)

I14I

Th(1) - N6el temperature of pure dicalcium ferrite;
Tn(x) - Neel temperature of diamagnetically dilute ferrite;

C1 ~ Fe3* ions concentration in octahedrlc crystallographic sublattice:
Cg. - Fe3 ions concentration in tetrahedric crystallographic sublattioe;
P - probability of leakage in the sites for Fe3+ ions in the dicalcium
ferrite lattice.
In order to determine the constants appearing in this expression
the experimental data on N6el temperature obtained for calcium alumino
ferrite solid solutions with the help of Mössbauer spectroscopy have
been used. This resulted in the following dependence:

TN(x) = P(0.53 C! + 0.47 C2)TN(1)

Experimental value Tn(1) = 737 K.
Dependence of probability of leakage in the sites for Fe3"*" ions in
the dicalcium ferrite lattice upon Fe3"*" ions concentration should be
examined in more detail. The given dependence 1s shown in Fig.1.

Originally, when we have pure dicalcium ferrite all the Fe3+ ions
are connected by Fe-O-Fe linkages and thus represent linked system, l,e,
infinite cluster. As Fe3+ ions are replaced with Al3"*" ions, Fe-O-Al and
A1-0-A1 linkages occur together with Fe-O-Fe linkages which leads to dec
rease in linking the given ferrite lattice. The figure shows that proba
bility of leakage is equal to 1 for aluminoferrites of 02F - C4AF compo-

V К Klassen

et al

altion, i.e. all the Fe3* Ions
belong to infinite duster. For
cx e 0.3-0.5 aluminoferrites
(for O4AF - O6A2F compositions) P
begins to decrease rapidly reach
ing zero value with Xc ■ 0.32,
the quantity which is usually
called critical concentration or
leakage threshold. Above Xc there
iS >©3+ ions infinite cluster in
the lattice, and consequently it
is possible to arrange ant iferromagnet order in the lattice. Be
low the given concentration the
lattice is aggregation of isola
ted finite clusters, i.e. the
substance is paramagnet. Conseque
ntly concentration magnetic chan
ge takes place in the point xc =
= 0.32.
It should be noted that quan
tity
of critical concentration is
Fig.1. Dependence of probability
close to quantity of Fe ions con
of leakage P upon Fe3+ ions
centration with which replacement
concentration x. The results
of Fe with Al is still possible.
of numerical modelling are
The
replacement is possible if it
shown by points.
is infinite cluster of Fe3+ link
ed ions in the lattice of the
given ferrite. Thus, probability of leakage in the Fe-O-Fe linkages in
the lattice of ferrite at issue determines structural phase change as
well — the other aluminate phases C3A and 012A7 emerge below the critical
concentration.

Fig.2 shows dependence
of N^el temperature on Fe3*
paramagnetic ion concentra
tion.

Fig.2. Dependence of Нёе! temperature
Tn onSFe3* ions concentration.

In the Interval of x =
= 0.5-1*0 concentrations the
given dependence is of line
ar nature and Ndel tempera
ture decrease in this inter
val is defined by decrease
of Fe3* ions concentration,
probability of leakage is
practically equal to 1. In
the Interval of 0.32-0.5
concentrations the effect of
probability of leakage upon
HSel temperature of the gi
ven ferrite prevails. In
this -nanga of concentrations
the given factor sharply
increases Иёе1 temperature
responsivity to diamagnetic
additives in the dlcalclum

ferrite lattice, that is why it is offered to use dependence of Heel tem
perature for determining diamagnetic additives concentration in the C2F
lattice including Al3+ ions.

It is known that besides Fe ions there may be ions of K, Na, Li
alkaline elements in the dicalcium ferrite lattice of industrial clin
kers, In order to determine the effect of these ions upon Нёе1 temperatu
re Mössbauer spectres of aluminoferrites have been obtained where concen
tration of alkaline elements varied in a wide interval of 1 - 80%. The
experimental data show that with concentration of ions of alkaline ele
ments being high enough the spectre is represented by superposition of
two sextets, referring to Fe ions disposed in dicalcium ferrite lattice
and paramagnetic doublet. Presence of the given doublet in the spectre
is connected with the fact that in synthesised specimen besides dicalci—
urn ferrite there is a different phase which may be classified as alkali
ne ferrite. The following values of the limiting concentrations have
been determined by the paramagnetic doublet intensity: Li - 3.12, Na - 2.095» К - 1.48 (mole %) hence presence of alkaline elements in the
lattice of the ferrite at issue will lead to slight decrease in its Neel
temperature. So the most substantial parameter affecting the decrease of
NSel Temperature is Al3+ ions concentration.
In order to check the possibility of use of the technique proposed
and determine aluminoferrites composition in industrial clinkers of the
Stary Oskol cement works the Mössbauer spectres in the temperature inter
val of 80 - 300 К have been obtained. Close concentration values (x=0.4)
have been obtained for all the specimens according to N£el temperature
which conformed with C^Aq^oa or csAi.5F aluminoferrite composition.

It should be noted that the technique proposed offers a number of
merits as compared to known before. First, the technique proposed covers
^.11 the range of compositions of calcium aluminoferrite solid solutions.
Secondly, sensitivity of this new technique is higher, especially with
small values of Al3* ions concentration. Moreover, the given technique
enables to determine directly Fe3+ ions concentration in aluminoferrites
which is extremely important in case when there are admixtures in their
composition. In the similar oases the other types of analyses, for ins
tance, will indicate considerably greater error due to the change in C2F
crystal lattice parameters both by Al3* ions and alkaline element ions.

CARBOXYLIC ACID ANIONS : THE REACTION MECHANISMS AND
PRODUCTS WITH THE ALUMINATE PHASE OF CEMENT
Herbert Poelimann

Mineralogical Institute of University
Erlangen-Nuremberg, GERMANY

Organic admixtures are increasingly used as additives for cements to estab
lish definite setting and hardening conditions or improve workability. Only
few data are available on the chemistry of the new hydration products which
are formed under these special conditions. Under the influence of organic
additives not only cristalline precipitates are formed but also gel-struc
tures and chelate complexes. The formation conditions as a function of the
concentration will be discussed.
Different aliphatic, aromatic and substituted carboxylic acids and
their salts were used as additives. Acceleration and reatrdation as a func
tion of concentration can occur.
.
Only formate can enter the ettringite-structure. No other ettringite
like compounds with carboxylic acid anions could be synthesized. Instead
at high concentrations of these anions different calcium salts are preci-

Carboxylic acid anions are normally fixed in the interlayer of lamel
lar salts with the typical composition as follows :
Ca4{Al2(0H)12)2+

(( R )ni-nH20}2R = H-(CH2)n-C00~
R = (C6H5)-(CH2)n-COC~
R = ■00C-(CH2)n-C00"

R = hydroxy carboxylic acid
Partially these new hydrates form complex solid solution series with tetra
calcium aluminate hydrate.
.
The course of hydration was studied using heat flow calorimetric me
thods. The different cristalline end semi-criEtalline hydrates were charac

terized.

INTRODUCTION

.

.

The practical use of additives is usually based on empirical data. To
improve the knowledge on the hydration behaviour of the aluminate phase of
cements under the influence of additives it is necessary to do some basic
research. To optimize the interactions of additives with the cement it is
useful to understand how they work. The chemical controlled hydration be
haviour in the case of organic additives is strongly dependant on the con
cent! ation of the used agent'. Often besides cristalline hydrates, semicristalline hydrates and amorphous phases are formed. Normally only the
resulting effect of the additive on special products is documented, especi
ally for practical purposes. Confirmatory tests are necessary at all time
in these multicomponent systems. In technical applied additives often mi
nor components are the dominant reacting agent. Slight charges in concen
tration can have drastic effects or even can turn round the behaviour.
This is well known for some substances which can act as retarding or
accelerating agent depending solely on the used concentration.
In this study a combination of the resulting effect of the additive
due to its concentration and the cristallochemical behaviour of the reac
tions was investigated. Therfore a lot of different carboxylic acids and
their salts were applied and their reaction behaviour directly measured by
heat flow calorimetry. The new crystallizing hydrates were characterized
by pure synthesis and their properties were dermined. Transformations of
basic research studies to knowledge on commercial cements were undertaken
in the case of high alumina cements.

EXPERIMENTAL
In the present investigation two main ways of synthesizing hydration pro
ducts were undertaken.

1. Synthesis of pure new compounds to establish properties and chemi
cal compositions. This was normally done by controlling reaction parameters
and additionally long term studies to obtain equilibrium conditions. Rea
gent grade chemicals, CaO, freshly synthesized GA and H20 with organic ad
ditives were used. Investigations at different temperatures and reaction
'"imes up to 1 year were used. The reaction mixtures were shaken in poly
ethylene bottles and were treated carefully using a glove-box at definite
conditions.

2. Reaction behaviour and the course of hydration was studied by heat
flow calorimetry and combined X-ray diffraction and infra-red techniques.
Usually different concentrations of various additives were added as solu
tions to commercial high alumina cement and the heat flow maxima was deter
mined. As a function of concentration a shift to acceleration or retarda
tion could be measured. Broadening effects at increasing concnetrations
were sometimes observed. The resulting hydratioh products were carefully
investigated for their cristalline and amorphous hydrates. In this stage of
research it was doubtless necessary to have knowledge on the properties of
phases synthesized in step 1. Especially the X-ray powder data which-were
determined for the various phases containing organic molecules could be
successfully used in the interpretation of the hydrates. Optical, Interfe
rence and scanning electron microscopy were used to documente hydration
stages and new products formed in the course of hydration.

RESULTS
To study the influence of simple organic carboxylic acids and their
different Ca-salts the following chemicals were used :
1. Monocarboxylic acids

Formic acid. Acetic acid. Propionic acid

2. Dicarboxylic acids

Oxalic acid. Malonic acid, Succincic acid

3. Phenylcarboxylic acids

Benzoic acid. Phenylacetic acid, Phenyl
propionic acid. Phenyl-butyric acid

4. Hydrcxicarboxylic acid

Tartaric acid, Mendelic acid. Malic caid.
Salicylic acid

Scanning electron micrographs of hyc.ration products show typical hexagonal
shaped lamellar calcium aluminun hydroxi salts containing carboxylic acid
anions in the interlayer. The X-ray data of these new hydrates could be ob
tained. In Fig.1 and Fig.2 typical hydrates formed in the course of hydra
tion are formed. In both cases these hydrates contain organic ions in their
crystal lattice.

FIG. 1 : Lamellar hy
drates on surface of
aluminate-phase

FIG. 2 : Pure crystals
of lamellar phase con
taining organic ions

The course of hydration of high alumina cement under the influence of
different concentraions of additives is documented in Fig. 3-17. The
usage of additives was restricted to Ca-salts of different carboxylic acids
to investigate especially the behaviour of the organic parts of these salts
Chemically the hydration products can be described as derivatives of the
lamellar structure of tetracalcium aluminate hydrate. The interlayer anion
OH- is partially or completely replaced by carboxylic acid anions. The che
mical formula can be given by :
'

Ca.{Al9(0H)12} 2+
Zi
I А»

.nH20}2

{( R )
Ш

A.

R = H-(CH2)n-C00~
R = (C6H5) - (CH2)n-C00*
R = "00C - (CH2)n-C00~

R = substituted carboxylic acid anion

The maxima of heat evolution of high alumina cement under the addition of
different concentrations of Ca-salts of organic acids are given.

FIG.3: Addition of Ca(HC00)2

FIG. 5." Addition of Ca(CH^CH2000)2-H20

FIG: Д;Addition of Ca(CH^COO)2•H20

FIG. 6:Addition of CaCgC^-HgO

FIG.7:Addition of CaCH2(C00)2.aq

FIG. 8;Addition cf Ca(CHo)oCo0,‘nH^O

FIG. 9."Addition of Ca(CH2)3(C00)2*aq

FIG.10:Addition of Ca(C^H^COO)2•aq

FIG. 11 .-Addition of Ca(C6H5CH2COO)2-aq

FIG. 12:Addition of
CaCC^H^GI^^COG^'aq

FIG.13:Addition of
Ca(C6H5(CH2)3C00)2-aq

ц

FIG.14, Addition of CaCC^H^O^)

FIG.15: Addition of CaC5H50^*2H20

FIG. 16;Addition of Ca(C^H^CHOHCOO)2

FIG. 17:Addition of Ca(C^H^0HC00)2

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

ll._ addition
„I:.! "
The results on the
of calcium carboxylic acids to high aluindicate that depending
•on the concentration
accelemina cements clearly
------- ----------------.
.
.
ration or retardation can occur. Anions and cations can influence the hy
dration behaviour. Besides cristalline hydration products semi-cristalline
phases, chelates and gel-structures can be observed.
The cristalline hydrates can be written by dErivatives of tetra-cal.-,
cium aluminate hydrate. With increasing length of carbon chains of the car
boxylic acids the lattice paraoeter of the layer structure increases in Cq
. ..
mb4a -ffpno?
4 ran
be S
measured
by X-ray
and not
usedenter
f„“
t’enthlca^c
the easily
phLe
. Carhoxyll'c
acid methods
aniens cat
nf Pttrineite (only f ormate-ettrmgi te cristallizes). Hydroxyecarbcxylic acids do have increased influence on the hydration.behaviour

1П ^Sit^inSreasinFchlin^engt^of*carbon-atoms in these acids an increa
sed effect at similar concentrations can be measured. Sometimes additives
L contrary effects at different concentrations. This si due to other
tv^es of hydrates formed under these conditions. Additional molecular waЙг lan enter the interlayers .of the hydrates and increase the viscosity
of the slurries, despite no ettringite is crystallizing.
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ADDITIONS METHOD IN ANALYSIS OF CEMENT MATERIALS
BY ION-SELECTIVE ELECTRODE POTENTIOMETRY
I К Gromozova

Design and Research Institute of Cement Industry, "GIPROCEMENT"
St Petersburg, RUSSIA

SUMMARY

The many-year operation experience of the institute of Giprocement
with ion-selective electrodes provides support for advantages of measu
rements conduction by the standard additions method. Examples of this
method application to the ion-selective analysis of cement materials
are given in the paper. A simple method of ion concentrations calcula
tion is proposed.

РЕЗЮМЕ

Многолетний ошт работы института Гипроцемент с ионселективными
электродами подтверждает преимущества проведения измерений по способу
стандартных добавок. В докладе приводятся примеры применения способа
к ионеелактивному анализу цементных материалов. Предлагается простой
способ расчёта концентрации ионов.

INTRODUCTION

The Institute of Giprooement has gained many-year operation ex
perience in the field of the electrochemical analysis, mainly, by ion
-selective electrode potentiometry methods (1,2,3)« The ion-selective
method of fluorine determination developed by Giprooement for raw ma
terials and finished product is included into the new edition of the
State standard for chemical methods of analysis of cement materials
along with the photocolorimetric method. Both standardized methods of
fluorine content control in raw mixes, clinkers, fluorspars envisage
concentration measurements using a calibration curve (4).
With the use in the cement production sphere of new non-traditional fluorine-containing mineralizers of technogenous origin (e.g. silicofluoric acid, fluorine-chlorine-bearing waste with up to 30% chlorine
content, fluoric concentrate containing up to 40% fluorine and more)
there was observed a decline in accuracy of the ion-selective and pho
tocolorimetric analysis of fluorine at its concentration measuring'-by
calibration curve. Even choice of proper dilutions of controlled sample
solutions and account of their salt composition as it has been done
previously for fluorspars (i) did not improve the accuracy of the re
sults. Further investigations on application of the standard additions
method for carrying out quantitative potentiometric measurements of
fluorine and other ion concentrations made it possible to choose opti
mum conditions of their ion-selective analysis.
'
EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND THEIR DISCUSSION

The measurements were taken on И120М tonometer. They involved the
use of home electrodes developed by the University of St.-Petersburg
as well as of the fluoride electrode produced in the town of Verkhnyaya
Pyshma Chas been in operation for more than 15 years). Procedure of ana
lysis recommended for control of fluorine content (from 1 to 40% and
more) will be as follows: 0.1 g of sample is fused with a mix of potassium-sodium carbonate and borax (2:1). The melt is dissolved in the
hydrochloric acid. Then an aliquot of 5 ml is taken to a graduated
beaker, 20 ml of concentrated urotropine solution is added and the
first measurement of electromotive force of this solution (Ei) is con
ducted. It is followed by introduction of additive of 1 ml of standard
sodium fluoride solution with concentration equal to 10*2 щ fluorine/1.
Then the electromotive force of the solution with additive (E2) is
measured. Fluorine content is calculated from a simple formula:

where a «
E = E-| - E2, and S - electrode function slope (Nernst
factor) is determined by two sodium fluoride solutions with fluorine
concentration of 10*3 m/i and 10*4 m/1. The parameter "a* is found from
a precompiled Table 1 given below. The simplified expression given above
for calculation of fluorine concentration is obtained through transfor
mation of known equation for determination of ion concentrations by the
additions method (5-8).

Procedures of potentiometric analysis of fluorine by the additions
method have been developed both for raw mixes and clinkers where fluo
rine content was from hundredths of per cent up to 1% and for cinder
slurries containing 1-2% fluorine and up to 30% iron oxide. The addi
tions method has considerably reduced labour content of analysis and cut

time for its conduction by 1.5-2 times since there is no need in elec
trode calibration by standard samples. Evaluation of electrode function
slope is conducted at regular intervals by two standard solutions. At
permanent operation the Nernst-factor varied only a fair, by 1-2 units
which practically had no influence on lO^E/S value (refer to Table 1),
Table 1
a. 1O^S

........

ДЕ

1
2
3
4
5

S - 56

S - 59

S - 60

1.04
1.08
1.13
1.18
1.23

1.04
1.08
1.12
1.17
1.22

1.04
1,08
1.12
1.17
1.21

■

At the same time accuracy of ionometric measurements by the additions
method is increased appreciably due to decrease of action of chemical
composition of units analyzed. Examples of determination of fluorine-ion, nitrate-ion, carbonate-ion by means of direct potentiometry
using the additidns method as well as with the use of calibration cur
ves are illustrated in Tables 2,3,4,5.
Table 2. Results of Potentiometric Analysis of Fluorine in
Standard Samples of Raw Mixes

У introduced,
%

0.19
0.1Ö
0.05
0.9Ö

-

F(C) determined by ion-selective analysis...... _
Additions methods
Calibration curve_______
дС against
AC against
C,%
c,%
introduced. %
introduced. %
0.15
0.08
0.07
0.94

-0.04
-0.02
+0.02
+0.04
дС - +0.03

-0,02
+0,02
-0.01
*0.02
ÄC ■ +0.02

0,17
0.12
0.04
0.92

Table 3. Results of Potentiometric Analysis of Nitrate-Ion
Concentiations in Standard Samples of Cement Raw Mix

NOT introdueled in
%

0.61
3.07

Nitrate (C) determined by ion-selective analysis
Additions metnod
Calibration curve
Calibration by KNO3 solutions
4
’AC against
G»*
introduced. %

0.94
3,56

+0.33
+0.49

C,96

AC against
introduced, %

0.55
3.07

-0,06
0.00

Table 4» Analysis of Water Extract of Electrostatic Precipitator Dust
of the Korkinsky Cement Plant for Content of Free CO|"-ion
-

Sample

Chemical
analysis

Dust 1 of electrostatic
precipitator stage 1

Ion-selective analysis
by additions method

1.52

1.37

Table 5e Results of Fluorine Analysis in Samples of
Complex Chemical Composition (C,%)

Sri.
No.

Material
analyzed

Photocolorimetric
method (K<PK)

C,%

AC against
ra. %

1.95
18.12

2.02
18,54

*0.07
*0,42

7.50

7.68

*0,18

23.17
38.00
65.71

22.84
37.60
66.6

-0.33
-0.40
*0.90

СД

1
2
3
4

5
6

Calcium flubiide
Calcium fluoride
Electrothermophosphoric
slag
Fluorine-chlorine-bearing
mineralizer
Fluoric concentrate
Silicofluoric acid

Ion-selective method
(Additions method)

CONCLUSIONS

Data presented confirm once again advantages of the ionometric
analysis by the standard additions method. The additions method is
particularly effective for samples of composite chemical analysis for
which it is difficult to choose calibration standard samples of similar
matrix. The simple method proposed for calculation of ion concentrations
does not require computer application.
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METHODS OF PERFORMING ADIABATIC AND
ISOTHERMAL CALORIMETRY
R I A Malek

The Pennsylvania State University
Materials Research Laboratory
USA

SUMMARY

The 21st Century Concrete Technology Is expected to be more concerned with the heat of hydration
data. Such data Is important to the quality assurance/control of concrete, microstructure development,

control of the rate of heat evolution, and inputs to various maturity models.for monitoring strength
development and predicting the possibility of high thermal gradient.

Experimental methods for performing adiabatic and isothermal hydration calorimetry are discussed,
and their use and applications detailed for cementitious materials. Examples are given in their applications
for portland cement pastes and concrete. Differences between the isothermal and adiabatic characteristics
suggest that it is desirable for determination of the behavior of larger mass concrete to use data from

adiabatic calorimetry or multiple temperature isothermal data sets. A far more reaching goal of the author

of the present paper Is to be able to extend these techniques to non destructive test methods for ln-situ
determination of the heats of hydration.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, heat of hydration data has become an important factor for both the cement chemist

and the cement practitioner. Such data Is Important In a number of areas Including:
•

Quality Assurance of both Ingredients and mixes.

•

The study of microstructure development under both adiabatic and isothermal conditions.

•

Determining the effect of mineral admixtures, i.e. fly ash, slag, etc., as well as retarders In controlling
rate of heat evolution.

•

Inputs to various maturity models for determining strength development.

•

Predicting the possibility of high thermal gradient within massive pours.

•

Aid In determining thermal stability of cementitious materials used In subsurface waste isolation, l.e.
borehole plugging, shaft sealing, etc.

•

Establishing thermal limits for waste processing, i.e. selection of waste form.
Heat of hydration results from the complex exothermic reactions taking place as the cement changes

from a fluid mixture of dry cement and water to a solid. The rate of heat evolution Is most commonly
determined using a number of techniques, l.e. Isothermal (conduction) calorimetry, adiabatic calorimetry,

solution calorimetry and seml-adlabatlc.

1.

Isothermal calorimetry

a. Solution Calorimetry, Heat of Hydration, Heat of Solution
A method for determining the heat evaluation during cement or cement components hydration Is the

heat of solution method described in ASTM C186-68. The British standards adopt a similar method (BS
1370) but differ in minor details. The method depends on the measurement of the heat of solution of the

original cement and of the set cement. Applying Hess' law of heat summation equality to the difference
between the heats of solution of fresh and set cement, the heat of hydration can be calculated. The heats of

solutions are determined to the ignited weight basis by determining the heat loss on Ignition. The heat of

solution of set cement is determined on a ground sample cured up to a certain age at 73.4'F.

The calorimeter used is an open thermal flask with a cork stopper through which passes a Beckmann
thermometer and a stirrer. The Interior wall are covered with wax and the entire assembly Is placed inside
an insulated box. The heat capacity of the system Is predetermined with zinc oxide whose heat of solution

Is known. The heat of solution Is determined in a solvent consisting of hydrofluoric and nitric acids. The
method required much precaution since considerable error can result from changing the properties of the
sample (carbonation, particle size and size distribution, solubility of components and rate of heat evolution).

b. Conduction Calorimeters
In this case, the heat conducted away to a controlled temperature bath or to metal. The rate of heat
evolution Is determined from the temperature gradient between sample and bath . An example of this type of
calorimeter Is the Seebeck envelope whose composition and operation is discussed In detail elsewhere1.

2.

Semiadiabatic Calorimetry (Vacuum Flask Method)
The heat evolved during hydration of cement or cement components can be measured up to a few days

by using a vacuum flask and correcting for the heat losses. The method cannot be used over a long period

of time or when the heat evolved is not considerably high.

3.

Adiabatic Calorimeters

The adiabatic methods for determining the heat evolution depends on placing a sample in an adiabatic
calorimeter. This is achieved by surrounding the sample container with an outer bath, the temperature of
which is raised automatically with a rate that Is exactly the same rate as that of the sample.

The

temperature rise can be calculated as calories per gram knowing the specific heats of the cement or

concrete sample and that of the calorimeter. The length of experiment depends on the efilciency of adjusting

the temperature of the outer bath.

Temperature-Matched Curing System
A calorimeter is developed to study (a) the adiabatic temperature rise in cement and by concrete
systems: and (b) to be used for curing concrete specimens at elevated temperature cycles. Two types of
these calorimeters have been developed, the first2 of them uses a temperature cycle that has been
previously recorded on a separate concrete sample. In a modified version of the apparatus^ a concrete

control cube Is cast in an insulated plastic mold provided with two thermocouples, sheathed In an oil-filled
copper tube, cast In its center. The water temperature in the baths are then controlled to follow that of the
control cube. The system is composed of three curing tanks Interconnected through a network of perfectly

insulated copper cubes. One of the three tanks Is the heating tank in which water is heated and circulated
by heat pumps. The system Is also provided with a chiller unit which, if required, allows the water to be

precooled to a starting temperature below ambient. The temperature measurement, power control and data

storage are performed by a microcomputer and associated peripheries. Three pre-calibrated thermocouples
are placed in each of the two curing tanks for monitoring temperature. To prevent the water temperature

from lagging behind or overshooting the concrete temperature, a control program was used to calculate the

power input into the system.

If proportional control alone was used, the power input is adjusted to be approximately equal to the
temperature difference. The equation used to control the power would be:
Q = P(TC - Tw)
where

P

= proportionality constant

Tc

= concrete temperature ("C)

Tw

= water temperature (*C)

Q

= power input to heaters.

(1)

The proportional control damps out any temperature oscillations (on-off controllers) but causes an offset
between the two temperatures. To eliminate this offset an Integral or reset term Is added to the equation:

Q = P(TC - Tw) + c 1 / (Tc - Tw)dt

(2)

where ci is an integration constant. Using this equation the offset is reduced to zero. To prevent
overshooting, a third derivative is added:

Q = РПс * Tw) + cj J (Tc - Tw)dt + C2

* Tw)

(3)

where C2 is a derivative constant.

The temperature distribution throughout the water in the curing tanks is controlled by regulating the
flow rates of heated water into tanks by system values so that the maximum difference does not exceed

0.5'C and the 'between tank' variation to 1.0'C.

The considerably laige volume of the curing tanks makes it difficult to control the temperature of the

bath to match the reference sample temperature especially in the acceleration period or when using high

early strength cement (Type Ш).

The PENN STATE Calorimeter
A system has been developed at The Pennsylvania State University's Materials Research Laboratory4

that separates the adiabatic calorimeter from the adiabatic curing tanks. The adiabatic calorimeter is

unique and versatile in that it is much smaller In size and the temperature control is quicker. A recorded

temperature profile allows the duplication of the entire heat cycle precisely with the curing tanks.

The adiabatic system essentially consists of a microcomputer, a water/oil bath and an auxiliary bath
for larger samples. The computer is used to acquire and store the data as well as send out appropriate

control signals to the bath. It is connected to a plotter, a printer and a disk drive. An ADALAB card
manufactured by Interactive Microware, Inc., State College, Pennsylvania, is used to interface the computer
to an 8-channel input multiplexor and a signal amplifier. This card also contains 12 bit analog to digital
and digital to analog converters.
Individually calibrated chromel-alumel thermocouples are used for the temperature measurements.

They were selected for their high voltage signal output and their resistance to oxidizing atmospheres. The

thermocouple for monitoring the sample temperature was placed in the center of the sample.
The thermocouple output is approximately 0.04 mV/’C. Cold junction compensators were used to
compensate for room temperature variations. The signal is amplified by the amplifier (ADA-AMP) and then
converted by the A/D converter. The program converts this to a temperature through the calibration
constants for the thermocouple. A control signal is also sent about every 30 seconds to the bath through the

D/А converter to heat the bath to a temperature equal to the sample temperature at that time.

The

computer program which Inputs the data, converts the signals to the appropriate temperatures, sends
control signals to the bath and stores data on disk.

The temperature difference between various portions of the sample was checked by placing
thermocouples at various points inside the sample. It is found to be less than 0.2'C at all times and to be of
a random nature. The total temperature rise in a cementitious sample was found repeatable within 1 C over

the entire course of an experimental run.

Simplified Adiabatic Calorimeter
There is an argument^ that regardless of the several measures taken to ensure that the temperature

of the bath matches the concrete temperature, the true equilibrium condition between concrete and
surroundings is not existing and the system is to a variable extent far from true adiabatic conditions.
Therefore, it is more convenient to use simpler calorimeters that are far less expensive and less

operationally complicated and correct for the drift from equilibrium conditions. The equation used is as
follows:

(Д15)= (1 +^-J КДТ) + al
ccof
where

(4)

ДТ^

is the true adiabatic temperature rise

AT

Is the measured temperature rise

cs

is the heat capacity of the calorimeter

Ccal

is the heat capacity of the concrete

a

is called error of adiabatlsm and it estimates the drift of

temperature over long periods (24 hours) In the absence of heat evoluation.

4. Measurement of the Specific Heat of Concrete
Two methods are used to determine the specific heat of concrete; namely, the method of mixtures and

the electrical method.

(a) Method of Mixtures. This Is a classical method of calorimetry and Is described in detail In
llterature^'S.The procedure consists of heating a given amount of crushed concrete up to a fixed
temperature and in dipping it quickly in the water (at ambient temperature) contained in a calorimeter. The
change in water and concrete temperatures allows the specific heats to be obtained.

(b) The Electric Method. In

this method®

a resistor of known value (R) and invariable with

temperature, is Immersed In the mass of fresh concrete. At the end of the calorimetric test, and after
coating the sample to ambient temperature, a current of known intensity (I) is passed through the resistor

for a time (t). Therefore, by the Joul effect the sample receives a quantity of heat defined by

RI2t
У “4184

(5)

and the heat capacity to calculated as follows
r Q
RI2t
u -ДТ_4184ДТ

(6)

where ДТ is the temperature rise of the calorimeter and by differentiation.

dAT
RI2
dt ~4184C

(7)

Since the right-hand side of this equation to constant, plotting ДТ versus time Is a straight line. The heat

capacity of the calorimeter can be determined and that of the concrete can be estimated from the plot of ДТ
versus time. The specific heat of concrete could, thus, be calculated.
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ABSTRACT
The variation of the dielectric behaviour of portland cement during the solidification
process was studied with the thermally stimulated depolarization currents (TSDC) tech
nique, in the temperature range 77 to 300 K. Three large TSDC peaks are recorded between
150 and 210 К in newly formed samples, shifting to higher temperatures as the setting pro
ceeds. Analysis of the behaviour of these peaks has shown that: a) a sudden discontinuity
in the position of all recorded peaks is displayed after 5 -9 hours of hydration time, in
accordance with other authors, b) no free or loosely bound water has been detected, even
in newly formed samples, contrary to results reported in literature, and c) freezing of
the sample causes total hindering of the setting process.

RESUME

La variation du comportement dielectrique du ciment Portland pendant le processus de
solidification a ete etudie au moyen de la methode des thermocourrants de depolarization
entre 77 et 300 K. Dans les echantillons fraichement prepares trois pics ont ete enregistre entre 150 et 300 K, se deplacant vers les temperatures plus elevees avec le temps
d’hydratation. L’analyse de la forme et du comportement de ces pics a montre que: a) une
variation plutot brusque de la position de ces pics est apparente apres 5 a 9 heures de

duree d’hydratation, en accord avec des resultats reportes par les autres auteurs, b) on

n’a pas detecte dans les echantillons de 1’eau libre ou faiblement liee, contrairement aux
resultats obtenus par des methodes differentes, et c) la prise du ciment s’arrette completement au dessous de la temperature de congelation.

1. INTRODUC14ON

The electrical properties of cement paste are strongly related to the state of water in the
system and may thus vary extensively during the cement setting. Therefore, the evolution of the

electrical behaviour of cement with hydration time may successfully be used as a method for monitor

ing the curing of this material, as reported by a number of authors [1-5 and references cited].
The d.c. conductivity and the dielectric properties of portland cement have been measured in the

frequency range from about 1 Hz up to 13 MHz as a function of time since mixing for up to 100 days,

or more [1-4]. Results have been analyzed and interpreted in various ways, e.g. in terms of a
dipole relaxation process reflecting the change of physical properties during setting [4], via plau
sible equivalent circuits with discussion of possible physical interpretation [5], as a function of

the amount of unbound water remaining in the sample [1], or even in terms of polarization and diffu
sion at fractal pore surfaces [3].
Dielectric spectroscopy has been also applied to MDF cement [6,7], a possible application of

which is considered for large-ares low-cost substrates in electronic packaging. Dielectric constant
and loss factor from 10° Hz to 1 MHz and d.c. resistivity of these cements, processed in various

ways, have been measured as a function of their composition, processing conditions and humidity.
The higher dielectric constant and loss values at lower frequencies (< 105 Hz) have been attributed

to unbound water and plasticisers present in the sample. Results of efforts to inhibit the effects
of high humidities on the electrical properties are also reported.

In this work, we report, for the first time to our best knowledge, on the investigation of the
dielectric behaviour of portland cement during the solidification process by means of the Thermally

Stimulated Depolarization Currents (TSDC) method in the temperature range 80-300 K. The obtained

results are analyzed and discussed as compared to findings reported by other authors on similar
materials [1-7 ] and with reference to results obtained with the same method on a variety of samples
[10-12].

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The principal of the TSDC technique is the following. The sample is polarized by applying an
electric field at some suitable polarization temperature Tp for a time tp large compared with the

relaxation time at Tp. With the electric field still applied, the sample is cooled down to a temper
ature Tq sufficiently low to prevent depolarization by thermal energy. The field is then switched

off and the sample is heated at a linear heating rate b, while the resulting depolarization current,
as the dipoles relax, is detected by an electrometer. Thus for each polarization mechanism an
inherent current peak can be detected. In the case of a single relaxation process obeying the

Arrhenius equation,

=

(1)

[W/fcr]

the depolarization current density J(T) is given by the equation
ДТ) =—exp [- WlkT\ exp
T0

_J_

Lxpl-WlkTW

To

,

(2)

where т is the relaxation time, W the activation energy of the relaxation, ro the pre-exponential
factor, T the absolute temperature, к the Boltzmann constant and Po the initial polarization. By
analysis of the shape of this curve the activation energy, W, the pre-exponential factor, ro, and

the contribution of the peak to the static permittivity, As may be evaluated [8].

Characteristic features of the TSDC method are: its high resolving power, its sensitivity
(dipole concentrations as low as 0.1 ppm can be measured) and the special experimental techniques it
offers, by means of which it is possible to resolve relaxation processes, arising from different

sets of dipoles with slightly different relaxation times, into their simpler components [8-10].
A standard equipment described in [10] was used for TSDC measurements in the temperature range

77-300 K. If not otherwise cited the experimental conditions used were the following: Ep = 3 kV
cm'l, tp = 5 min, cooling rate 10 К min‘1 and heating rate between 3 and 4 К min'l.

Our samples were prepared by compressing a mixture of PCSO5 cement powder and water into cylin
drical pellets. After preparation, the samples were immediately inserted between the measuring capa
citor plates and TSDC measurements were recorded approximately every hour during the solidification

process. The water/cement ratio in the samples varied between 10 and 40%.

Several kinds of contacts were used: silver paste, direct contact of the sample with the brass
electrodes of the measuring capacitor, thin insulating foils (teflon, mica) or conducting (Au, Al,
Cu) foils between the sample and the brass electrodes, in symmetrical and asymmetric arrangements.

3. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 we show TSDC plots recorded at different hydration times with the same sample.

Three large peaks, numbered I, II and III in the order of increasing temperature, appear at

about 150 K, 185 К and 210 К respectively in newly formed samples. As the cement setting pro

gresses, the position and shape of the peaks remain unaltered up to a certain hydration time
ranging between 5 and 9 hours. At the end of this time interval all peaks shift to higher

temperatures reaching eventually the values of 120 K, 230 К and 250 К respectively (Fig. 2).

It was, however, remarked that the recorded TSDC spectra remained completely unaltered with
time, if the samples were not kept at room temperature (or higher) during several minutes

between successive measurements.
The dependence of the peaks on the polarizing voltage Vp is showm in Fig. 3, where the maximum
current 1^ of peaks I and II is plotted as a function of Vp. Iy for peak I increases linearly with

Vp while its position remains constant, providing a first evidence of the dipolar origin of this
peak, contrary to peaks II and III, which display a quite different behaviour.
Fig. 4 shows TSDC plots obtained with the use of thin insulating foils between the sample and

the capacitor electrodes. It is seen that peaks II and III are eliminated whereas peak I, although
remarkably reduced, remains unaltered as far as its position and shape are concerned. This fact

provides a further support for the dipolar origin of this peak.

Fig. 1. TSDC plots of a portland cement sample for four different hydration times:
(a) 1.5 h, (b) 3 h, (c) 850 h, and (d) 3,300 h.

Fig. 2. Peak temperature Tm vs hydration time t for peak I (.), peak II (a) and peak III (•).

Fig. 4. TSDC plots of a Portland cement sample provided with brass electrodes (a),
Cu contacts (b) and insulating electrodes (c).

Use of asymmetrical electrode arrangements shows that, except for peak I, recorded spectra are

strongly influenced by the polarity of the forming field (Fig. 5).
Systematic analysis of peak I with the use of the partial heating technique [4] has shown that
two relaxation mechanisms are likely to contribute, with activation energies in the range 0.35 -

0.42 eV and 0.52 - 0.58 eV respectively. The pre-exponential factor tq was found equal to 2.1 (+
0.5) x 10"

s for both mechanisms and the contribution of the whole peak to the static permittivity

was between 65 and 76 depending on electrode material (increasing with increasing electric contact

conductivity).
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Fig. 5. TSDC plots of a cement sample in the brass-sample-Hostaphan configuration (a)
and the same sample after inversion of the polarity of the polarizing field (b).

4. DISCUSSION

The dependence of peaks II and III on the polarizing field value (Fig. 3) and on the electrode
material and arrangement (Fig. 5) suggests that part of peak II at least and peak III as a whole are
related to dc-conductivity 11] and can reasonably be ascribed to injected electron carriers trapped

in the bulk of the sample (II) and at the interfaces between sample and electrodes (III) as revealed
also by measurements performed with other asymmetric electrode arrangements (not shown).

The origin of the dipoles responsible for peak I is not clear, nevertheless it is certain that

they cannot be ascribed to free or loosely bound water molecules of the type observed in hydrated
organic substances [10-12] contrary to other authors [13,14] who support that free and physically

adsorbed water exist even in saturated cement paste. It is not excluded, however, that this peak,

as well as part of peak II, is related to interlayer and/or intrapore water. These water molecules
would become more strongly bonded (evolving to water bonded in the gel phase) as hydration proceeds,
as witnessed by the displacement of the peaks towards the higher temperatures as the setting pro

ceeds. Tightly (in the sense of irrotationally) bound water is not expected to be detected by this

technique, according to our previous experience [11,12].
According to results obtained also by other authors with different dielectric techniques [4,7]

and NMR [13,14], the sudden discontinuity observed in the position and shape of all three peaks in

the interval between 5 and 9 hours of hydration time (Figs 1 and 2) corresponds to the "dormant"
period of the setting process, during which the cement paste is still plastic.

Finally, the fact that TSDC spectra do not evolve with time when the samples are constantly kept

at low temperatures (mostly sub zero temperatures) during successive measurements, shows that freez

ing of the samples causes complete hindering of the setting process.
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Summary

Pyrogenous pozzolanas formed in a high temperature process and hydratic
pozzolanas formed in a chemical precipitation or leaching process show
significant differences in their chemical reaction rate in alkaline envi
ronments, e.g. in pure alkali hydroxide solutions and in cement paste pore
fluids. Based on this finding Portland composite cements (PCC) were deve
loped having a well regulated and precalculable alkali buffer behaviour.
The regulated alkali buffering is achieved by a qualified selection of the
types and quantities
of pozzolanas introduced in the ce
ment making process. Mixtures of pyrogenous and hydratic pozzolanas in PCC
exhibit in the hydration process a less competitive but a more marked su
perposition effect with respect to alkali buffer behaviour of the cementi
tious system.
The pyrogenous pozzolanas used were aluminosilicatic lignite coal fly ash,
silica fume, copper slag and a synthetically made cristobalite.
'
The hydratic pozzolanas applied were silica-rich residues of hydrometalurgical mineral acid extraction processes of alumina and rare earthes from
calcinated clays and from wollastonitic phosphorous slag and a silica gel
precipitated in a technical siccative making process.
Investigations by pore solution chemistry and mortar bar expansion tests
have proved the aptitude of the new cement type reliably to prevent expan
sion and map pattern cracking of concrete associated with AAR.
Zusammenfassung

Pyrogene Puzzolane (die aus einem Hochtemperaturprozeß stammen) und hyd
ratische Puzzolane (die aus einem chemischen Fällungs- oder Laugungspro
zeß kommen) zeigen bemerkenswerte Unterschiede in ihrer Reaktionsgeschwin 
digkeit in alkalischen Medien. Auf der Grundlage dieses Befundes wurden
Portland-Komposit-Zemente (PKZ) entwickelt, die Mischungen aus pyrogenen
und hydratischen Puzzolanen enthalten und sich bei der Hydratation durch
eine vorausberechenbare Alkalitätsentwicklung auszeichnen.
Für die Herstellung der PKZ wurden als pyrogene Puzzolane alumosilicatische Braunkohlenflugaschen, Silica Fume, Kupferschlacke und ein syntheti
scher Cristobalit verwendet. Als hydratische Puzzolane wurden die kiesel
säurereichen Rückstände aus den hydrometallurgischen Aufbereitungsverfah
ren zur Gewinnung von Tonerde und seltenen Erden aus kalzinierten Tonen
und aus wollastonitischer Phosphorofenschlacke verwendet.
In Untersuchungen mittels Porenflüssigkeitsanalyse und Mörtel-Prismen
Dehnungstests wurde nachgewiesen, daß diese neue Zementsorte eine- beton
schädigende Alkali-Zuschlagstoff-Reaktion zuverlässig verhindert.

INTRODUCTION
The use of natural or artificial pozzolanas as admixtures to high al
kali Portland cements, is a well established method for preventing,expan
sion and map pattern cracking of concrete associated with alkali-aggregate
reaction (AAR).
The effect of pozzolana addition to Portland cements is based on the che
mical properties of pozzolanas and pozzolana-like materials to .react with
the highly alkaline cement paste pore fluid much quicker than the coarser
sand and gravel-size aggregates. The pozzolanic reaction is an essential
part of the hydration reaction of a blended cement and results in the for
mation of non-swellable alkali bearing OSH phases with a relatively low
C/S ratio. The alkali uptake by the solid phases is reflected in the lowe
ring of the cement paste pore fluid alkalinity level.
( ,
,
Briefly stated, the kinetics of the pozzolanic reaction plays a dominating
role in counteracting AAR.
,
This paper deals with our findings on the chemical reactivity of artifical
pozkolanas in alkaline environments both in pure alkali hydroxide solutions
and as admixture components in pozzolanic Portland composite cements (PCC)
containing different types and quantities of pozzolanas.

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL
In our experiments 3 types of materials were used:
A) Basic materials:
Pure potassium hydroxide solution, 0.50 Moles KOH/1;
high alkali Portland cement PZ 45 (PC 1), Na^Oeq. 1.25 %;
low alkali Port
land cement PZ 45 NA (PC 2), Na20eq. 0.43 7«,
the both cements according
to German standard DIN 1164.
B) Pyrogenous pozzolanas:
Synthetic Cristobalite (SyC) sintered at 1400 C;
Copper slag (CoS) metallurgical waste product; aluminosilicatic lignite
coal fly ash (BEA).
C) Hydratic pozzolanas:
Silica gel (SG) precipitated in a technical sicca
tive making process; SiO?-rich residues of a hydrometallurgical mineral
acid extraction process of Al^On from calcinated clays (RCE); Si02-rich re
sidues of a hydrometallurgical mineral acid extraction process of rare earthes from a wollastonitic phosphorous slag (RPSE).

The chemical and physical data of the investigated materials are shown in
Table 1 and 2.
Conductometric measurements.
The reactivity of pozzolanas was characte
rized on the basis of the rate of hydroxide consumption from a given 0.50
Molar potassium hydroxide solution at 20 C and 60 C monitored,by electri
cal conductometry. The reaction curves (Figure 1) were mathematically in
terpreted by means of the AVRAMI-EROFEEV equation / 1 /.

Cement paste preparation, squeezing technique and pore fluid analysis.
Blended.cements were prepared by mixing up to 20 mass-Z of different types
of pozzolanas with PC 1 cement. Changes in the total sulphate content of
the cements, caused by the substitution method of cement preparation, were
corrected by small additions of anhydrite. The total SO^—content in each
pozzolana-containing Portland cement was 3.35 %. The cement pastes were
mixed with distilled water in plastic bottles using a water-solid ratio of
0.50. After mixing, the bottles were tightly closed and subsequent stored
in containers in a damp atmosphere at 20 C for a 400-days hydration period.
At the various ages, the cement paste pore fluids were squeezed applying
a maximum squeezing stress of 320 MPa in each case. The paste pore fluids
were filtered through a 0.20 jum PJFE—syringe filter and diluted for analy
sis. The ion concentrations of Na and К were determined by flame photo
metry, CaT by complexometric titration, OH by acidimetric titration and
SO^
by ion chromatography, respectively.

Table 1:

Chemical

data of cements and pozzolanas

mass-Z

oxides

PC 1

PC 2

SyC

CoS

BFA

SF

RCE1

RPSE

si°2

19.7

20.7

98.5

47.2

47.5

95.5 84.6

71.8

88.9

31.4"

0.80 0.0

12.9

Al,04

5.17

4.90

0.0

17.4

Fe2°3

3.10

1.90

0.0

4.1

CaO

62.90

64.40

0.0

MgO

2.34

1.40

s°3

3.36

4°
Ha20

SG

0.14

6.6 ■ 0.81 0.0

2.07

0.04

19.3

4.0

0.0

0.0

0.06

0.47

0.0

7.6

1.5

0.70 0.0

0.06

0.04

3.40

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.02

1.43

0.50

0.0

2.1

2.1

1.54 0.0

1.01

0.02

0.31

0.10

0.0

0.92

0.2

0.33 0.0

0.03

0.05

.1.25

0.43

0.0

2.30

0.70

0.05

L.O.I.

0.85

1.80

1.0

0.80

1.8
1.34 0.0
2"1
1.07 15.4

8.51

4.46

Insol.

0.40

0.30

n.d.

n.d.

n.d. n.d. n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

110 °C dried sanples

**) c

Ha20-eq.

Table 2:

type
BET-sur
face m2/g
50 X sieve
passing
p»

chemically
bond water
mass-Z

0.0

arbon

Physical data of ceeenta and pozxolanaa

PC 1

PC 2

1.5

1.4

22

20

<0.5

<0.5

SyC

CoS

BFA

SF

SG

RCE1

RPSE

1.43

1.0

3.0

27.0

632

163

94

22

19.5

23

0.22

5

7

6

го.5

<0.5

*0.5

0.5

5.55

3.61

4.0

Cement mortar strength and mortar bar expansion measurements. Cement mor
tar strength and mortar bar expansion were measured by means of 4 x 4 x 16
cm prism test acc. to German standard DIN 1164, parts 2, 5, 6 and.7.
For AAR expansion measurements, 20 mass-% of the quartz sand within the
fractions 0.16-0.50, 0.50-1.0 and 1.0-2.0 mm was replaced with crushed and
sieved Pyrex glass or 8 mass—% Beltane Opal as alkali sensitive aggregate
components. The expansign prisms were kept in closed containers above water
at a temperature of 40 C.

Fig. 1
Principle of the mathematical
interpretation of the conducti
vity-time curves of pozzolanapotassium hydroxide suspensions
according to AVRAMI-EROVEEV eqution.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Conductometric measurements^ The results of the hydroxide consumption test
on the pyrogenous pozzolana SF (silica fume) and pozzolans RCE1 in 0.50
Molar K0H/1 are exemplified in Figure 2. As can be seen the pozzolana SF
reacts in the alkaline environment and gives a linear function ma double
logarithmic diagram. From this finding we conclude that tne dissolution of
siMca fume can be described as a 1-stage mechanism mainlv including the

-Si - 0 - Si-

OH

— ^SiO-

+

^SiOH

(eq. 1)

breaking of the siloxan bridges.
In contrast to this finding the hydratic
pozzolana RCE1 is shown to react so as
to give two linear functions with a
clearly point of intersection. This means
that the dissolution of the Si02~residues
from calcinated clays can be described
as being in a certain analogy to pure si
lica gel, e.g. as a 2-stage mechanism,
the both stages overlapping each other.
At stage 1, the dominant reaction is the
neutralisation reaction of the acid sila
nol groups.

SiOH

+

------- —

-^SiO"

------- —

OH"
+

H20

(eq. 2)

At stage 2 the dominating reaction is si
milar to equation 1 and leads to brea
king of the siloxan linkages.
Additionally, the reaction rate constants
k2 (reaction stage 2) of the Si-O-Si bond
degradation of the pozzolanas
SG, RPSE,
Figure 2:
Results of the inter
RCE, SF, BFA and Aerosil in 0.50 Molar
pretation of the conductometric
KOH solution at 20 °C
and 60 °C (molar
hydroxide ion consumption test.
proportions
Si
:
OH
=
1
: 1) were calcu
Pozzolanas: RCE1 and SF' KOH
0.50 M; temperature 60 °C; mo
lated. The results are listed in Table 3.
The results demonstrate clearly that hyd
lar ratio Si : OH = 1 : 1.
ratic pozzolanas having a large specific
surface occupied by surface standing 0Hgroups are essentially more reacti ,ve than pyrogenous ones.
type of pozzolana

k2

(min

Table 3:

20 °C

60 °C

SG

0.2250

4.953

RPSE

0.0136

0.589

RCE

0.0100

0.507

0.0084
< 10~4

0.126

SF

BFA

«io-4

n,d.

- hydratic

Reaction rate constants k^
(^reaction stage 2) of the
Si-O-Si bond degradation
of pozzolanas in 0.50 M
KOH^solution at 20 °C and
60 °C (molar proportions"
Si : OH = 1 : 1.

- pyrogenous
Aerosil

0.004

Gement paste pore fluid compositions of mono-pozzolanic cements. The evo
lution of cement paste pore fluid compositions of mono-pozzolanic cements
containing on the one hand a typical pyrogenous pozzolana (SF) and on the
other hand a typical hydratic pozzolana (RCE1) is exemplified in the Figu
res 3 and 4.
Fig. 3 shows the pore fluid composition of cements containing 10 % and
20 X of the typical pyrogenous pozzolana silica fume (SF). Alkalinity in
creases up to 7 days and then decreases with increasing hydration time and
amounts of SF. In a similar way the other pyrogenous pozzolanas investiga

ted here (BFA, CoS, SyC) behave. The sequence of the reactivity is as fol
lows:
SF >> BFA >> CoS = SyC

Legend:------ x--------FC 1
§
E

он"; —О—PC 1/SF//9O/1O

—A----- FC 1/SF//90/10
— •—PC 1/SF//80/20

■

c

—■---- PC 1/SF//80/20

V—O—PC

1/SF//90/10
OHj-A-PC 1/SF//80/20

OH";

Fig. 3

He*Г;

Cement paste pore fluid
composition of high alkali
Portland cement PC 1, of
PC 1/SF//90/10 and of PC 1/
SF//8O/2O mono-pozzolanic
cement pastes versus the
hydration time (temperatu
re 20 °C; W/S 0.50).

Na;

hydration time ГГ

Legend: --- X — PC 1
-Д-PC 1/SCE1//90/10

E

-•-PC 1/КСЕ1//80/20
-■-PC 1/RCE1//80/20

он
K*

o—

pc

□—pc

OH

1/RCE1//90/10

OH

1/RCE1//90/10

Na.

1/RCE1//80/20

К

Fig. 4

Na

Cement paste pore fluid
,
composition of high alkali
Portland cement PC 1, of
PC 1/RCE1//90/10 and of
PC 1/RCE1//8O/2O versus the
hydration time (temperatu
re 20 C; W/S 0.'50).
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too days

hydration time fT1

containing
10 clay
% and
Fig. 4 shows the pore fluid composition of the cements
--ca-_rich
residue"of
20 % of a typical hydratic pozzolana,
•g'out
decrease in both alkaliniextraction (RCE1). This
|
^age of hydration and does not
ty and alkali concentration in the early stage о
. hydratic
show the maxima given in Fig. 3. In a si
У reactivity than that of
pozzolanas. RCE1 shows a?^tle bit lower chemi
investi /ted hydratic
SG and RPSE. The sequence of the reactivity их
e>
pozzolanas is
RCE1
RPSE
SG

The technical advantage
of cements containing hydtfe^
than
nas, is that this type of ееп1^Ь exhibit^a^arg^
buffering cement
MR^anSbeSprevented reliably / 2 /. Doubtless

a technological^isadvan-^

tb.n that of a low alR.ll

ln"i"dp«3p"=üv=, »e started Investigations for optimizing the proper

ties of pozzolana containing cements by using properly selected mixtures
of pyrogenous and hydratic pozzolana components.
Fig- 5 shows that the moderate alkali buffer effect of a lignite resp. a
brown coal fly ash (20 mass-%) in a blended cement can be improved remark
ably by replacing BFA with 5 - 10 7= RCE1. The Portland composite cement
PC 1/BFA/RCE1//80/10/10 shows an alkalinity development which approximates
to that of an original low alkali Portland cement, e.g. PC 2, Na^Oea. 0.43
% (Table 6).
2
4

Legend:------ о—FC 1

—X—PC 1/BPA/gCSl//80/20/0

—Д—PC l/lPA/*CEl//8O/l$/5; — Q-PC 1/BFA/RCBl//80/10/10

----- V—PC 1/BFA/KCE1//80/ 5/15:—*—PC 1/pel Zpcki 7/ЯА/

rsisn

Fig.

5

Cement paste pore fluid com
position of high alkali Port
land cement PC 1 and of Port
land composite cements compo
sed of PC 1 and different
BFA/RCE1 pozzolana mixtures
versus the hydration time
(temperature 20 °C; W/S 0.50).
f

<

»

e

2S 36.

в « # XO

K4

86

256

324 doyS

hydration time, fip

Fig. 6

Cement paste pore fluid com
position of high alkali Port
land cement PC 1 and of Port
land composite cements compo
sed of PC 1 and different
SF/RCE1 pozzolana mixtures
versus the hydration time
(temperature 20 °C; W/S 0.50),.
hydration time, ГГ

Fig. 6 shows a similar effect in the Portland composite cement PC 1/SF/
RCE1. By decreasing SF/RCE1 ratio the maximum alkalinity of the cement
paste decreases and within a few weeks it can be reduced to a level compa
rable to that of an original low alkali Portland cement.
Based on the trend of the alkalinity curves it was assumed that each of the
two pozzolanas in the pozzolana mixtures behave more or less individually
and therefore a precalculation of the alkalinity level as a function of the
type and quantity" of the pozzolanas used should be possible.
In order to prove the superposition effect of pozzolanas in Portland com
posite cements we determined the so-called specific efficiency coefficient
(SEC) of the pozzolanas SF, RCE1 and BFA in PC 1/SF 90/10 and 80/20, PC 1/
RCE1 90/10 and 80/20 and in PC 1/BFA 90/10 and 80/20 mixtures. For this
reason the OH ion concentration of the cement paste pore fluid was measu
red after 250 days of hydration at normal temperature. The slope of the
linear function ranging between 0 and 10 7= pozzolana content in the blen
ded cement is considered as the specific efficiency coefficient SEC. The

various calculated SEC-values are listet in Table 4.

Table 4: Specific efficiency coefficients SEC of different types of
pozzolanas, valid for W/S ratio 0.50, hydration temperature
20 °C and hydration time 250 days.
'
SEC (mMoles OH~/1 • %)

type of pozzolana

- 42.5
- 34.0
- 22.0

SF
RCE1
BFA

On the basis of the SEC-values and the mass proportions of the pozzolanas,
the hydroxide ion concentrations expected to be found in the pore solutions
of the hardened Portland composite cements after hydration of 250 days were
calculated. Table 5 shows the results of the measurements and calculations.

Table 5: Measured and calculated OH- ion concentration values in the pore
fluid of Portland composite cements after 250 days hydration at
20~oC~7w/S ratio 0.50; squeezing stress 320 MPa)
OH

cement composition

ion concentration mMoles/1

measured

Ctilculated

PC 1 pure

920

950 2)
891
’

PC 1/SF/RCE1 80/ 5/15
PC 1/SF/RCE1 80/10/10
PC 1/SF/RCE1 80/15/ 5

165
170
156

197
155
113

PC 1/BFA/RCE1 80/ 5/15
PC 1/BFA/RCE1 80/10/10
PC 1/BFA/RCE1 80/15/ 5

260
320
370

300
360
420

1) calculated by equation
2) calculated by equation

Y = 724 X + 45
Y = 699 X + 17

/ 3 /
/4 /.

The measured and the calculated OH ion concentration values are well app
roximated to each other. From these findings we conclude that pozzolana
mixtures composed of pozzolanas with different chemical activity exhibit
a less competitive but a more marked superposition effect with respect to
alkali buffer behaviour in the cementitious system. This result was sur
prising indeed as we had expected to find a stronger dominance of the more
active pozzolana component.
Characteristic data of optimized Portland composite cements are shown in
Table 6
These data show that Portland composite cements have a well re
gulated ‘ alkali buffer behaviour, a good strength development, a high final
compressive strength and an excellent reduction of AAR caused mortar bar
expansion.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In pure Portland cement pastes (Fig. 7a) the curves of the cement paste po
re fluid alkalinity is determined essentially by the cement alkali content.
The curve A is typical for a high alkali cement, e.g. PC 1 in our investi
gation (Na90eq. 1.25 %) and curve В is typical for a low alkali cement,
e.g. PC 2 in our investigation
(Na20eq. 0.4J
.
In cement pastes containing one pyrogenous pozzolana only (Fig. 7b) the

Table 6: Results of alkalinity development, expansion behaviour and com
pressive strength increase of Portland-, Portland pozzolana oand
Portland composite cement mortars (hydration temperature_ 20
—
W/S ratio 0.50У
""

hydration time,
days

1 .

3

7

28

90

180

360

Portland cement PC 1, Na^Oeq. 1. 25 %
alkalinity
mMoles/1
.
1)
expansion
mm/m
.
2)
compressive
strength, MPa

680

840

860

918

920

921

918

n .d.

0.25

0.65

2.40

5.75

6.80

7.20

18.5

32.0

38.1

47.0

48.5

51.3

n.d.

Portland cement PC 2, Na70eq. 0. 43 %
alkalinity
mMoles OH/1
•
1)
expansion
mm/m
.
2)
compressive
strength, MPa

150

280

300

325

330

326

317

n.d.

0.10

0.10

0.12

0.13

0.15

0.14

12.1

26.5

36.0

44.4

53.2

53.5

n.d.

Portland pozzolana cement

PC 1/BFA//8O/2O

alkalinity
mMoles OH/1
.
1)
expansion
mm/m
.
2)
compressive
strength, MPa

520

690

650

554

542

518

500

n.d.

0.12

0.17

0.34

0.52

0.68

0.77

14.5

26.5

34.5

43.6

48.9

56.3

58.4

178

178

183

Portland composite cement PC 1/SF/RCE//80/15/5

alkalinity
mMoles OH/1
.
3)4)
expansion
mm/m
.
2)3)
compressive
strength, MPa

345

340

260

180

0.14

0.23

0.22

0.20

- 0.20

0.20

0.20

16.1

30.2

44.3

64.0

73.1

75.2

75.7

Portland composite cement PC 1/BFA/RCE//80/12/8

alkalinity
mMoles OH/1
.
1)3)
expansion
mm/m
.
2)3)
compressive
strength, MPa
legend:

_ ________ _ _

210

242

261

305

310

315

314

n.d.

0.10

0.10

0.14

0.16

0.16

0.15

14.3

29.1

36.5

48.5

56.0

62.3

63.4

1) Mortar'1 • 3 : 0.50: replacement of 20 mass-% aggregate quartz
” ”and“lthin toe fractions 0.16-0.50, 0.50-1.0 and 1.0-2.0 mm
by crushed Pyrex glass; 40 C storage in moist air.
2) Mortar 1:3: 0.50; 100 % aggregate quartz sand.
3) Addition of 2 mass-% superplastisizer related to cement mass.
4) Mortar like 1) containing 8 mass-% crushed Beltane Opal.

alkalinity level of the cement paste pore fluid can be regulated within the
field A-C by means of the type of pozzolana selected and the quantity used.
In cement pastes containing one hydratic pozzolana only (Fig- 7c) the alka
linity of the cement paste pore fluid can be regulated within the field
А-D by means of the type of hydratic pozzolana chosen and the quantity used.
Finally, in cement pastes containing at least one pyrogenous and one hydra
tic pozzolana component (Fig. 7d) the alkalinity of the cement paste pore
fluid can be regulated within the field A-E by means of a proper selection
of the types and quantities of pozzolanas. The curve E characterizes an ex
tremely alkali buffered cement type.
The field A-E in Fig. 7d occupies a much larger area than the other fields
A-C (Fig. 7b) and А-D (Fig. 7c) and therefore it characterizes the extended
possibilities in the manufacture of alkali buffered cements / 51.

tydrotion time .days

hydration time,days

Fig.

Fig. 7c

Fig. 7d

7: General considerations on the possibilities of »e regulation
of ==™ent paste pore fluidnalkalinozyoianic

cement pas^®
g' rogenous pozzolanas (Fig. 7b), in mono
pastes
ndyCement pastes containing hydratic pozzolapozzolanic Portlan
p tland composite cement pastes containlng^lxtures of pyrogenous and hydratic pozzolanas (Fig. 7d).

From this finding we can conclude that Portland compo^
jte and
perly
Portland cement clinker rich in alkalis, gyp
oaucts represent a
Hr^a^able In t^a of a reliable pre

vention of map pattern cracking and expansion of concrete associated with
alkali-aggregate reaction.
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Summary

The hardening characteristics of a number of mixtures on the base of thermally activa
ted brick clay materials, burnt at 960°C in laboratory and industrial conditions and mixed with
30% mass, of portlandite (water/solid = 0,60) are investigated. Feldspars, carbonates and peat

component presented in the green samples, which were also involved in the thermal

activation,

suport the pozzolanic activity of the initial material.
The use of fresh burnt bricks, as the base pozzolanic material gives the weakest mixtu

res in the contact with portlandite. Part of the free CaO, from the burnt material, conversing
to CaCO-j during the 14 day maturing period (old bricks), dramatically increases the rate of
hydration process.
Amorphous character of the heated samples have a remarcable influence on the hidra-

tion process and the formation of specific crystal types from the groups of C - S - H and
C - A - H, as well as ettringite crystal form.
z
Resume

Les

recherches oat portees sur une s^rie de melanges constitues de mineraux d’argile

activees thermiquement par cuisson ä 960 C et de portlandite (30% mass). La presence du felti-

spath, du calcaire et des mineraux argilex, dans les mati^res pnemidres canduit a des phases
desorganisees ppres de la calcination des pouzzolanes, ayant la possibilite de active» le proce
ssus hydraulique, donnant des phases hydratees; C - S - H and C - A - H.

Les resistances, les plus faibles ont ete observes dans les melanges avec des briques

fraiches. Les brigues anciens, apres une conversation de CaO —*CaCO^ des 14 jours, ont mon
trees un bon compartement de durissement.

1 -

Introduction

Lou Zonghan /6/ has studied 24 slag glasses
The thermal activation of the burnt clay from the system CaCJ-AI2O3-SiO2. Hs investi
material presents one of the ways to obtain ce gations were laid on the dissociation reaction

ramic system with remarcable pozzolanic cha

of aluminium and the formation of ettringite
racter. Ghorab /1/ has analysed different types under alkaline conditions. C-S-H gel together
of clay materials; bentonite, kaolin and their
with ettringite were the phases which were .
mixtures with talc and feldspars in the field of rapidaly formed by the surface reaction betwe
pozzolanic characteristics, after a specific ther en the slag glass and alkaline solution. The ex

mal activation. Changes in the internal surface

pansion of ettringite does not always depend on

area of these materials have been studied as

CaO concentration /7/ but depends on pH value

the function of temperature and in the presen

in pore solution within the paste. Than the a
ce of portlandite. The mixtures of thermally ac uthors related the expans on of the systems
tivated kaolinite and bentonite give higher stren with pH value no CaO concentration in the cagth values than those obtained from each indi

se that alkali is present in the paste.

vidual minerals. In these systems the ratio ther
mally activated clay/calcium hydroxide has had
a remarcable influence on the strength of sam-

In the system CaO-A^O-j-CO^-^O, it

is possible to obtain phases like C.ACH.,,
4
ll*
anc* ^H|q. To escape the formation

pies /2/. The presence of iron oxides has a clo of cubic form CjAHg.one of the phases which
se influence on the pozzolanic effect of the
can destroy the structure of the cement paste,
clay materials, increasing with the ratio kaolin+ CaCOj can be used as positive influence-on the
+Fe2O^/quartz.
hydration of tricalcium-aluminate (C^A phase)
Same of the papers have analysed the
/8/.

reactions among feldspars and water/2,3/. At
39°C the alkali feldspars produce tetra-calcium

One of alms of the infastigations of

this paper was to clarif у the influence of
aluminate hydrates, alkalics and/or calcium alu CaCOj in the binder paste. The crystal form
minate hydrates. In the case of Ca-feldspars,
CjA*CaCOj»Hn like
AC Нц is the main

more tetra-calcium aluminate hydrates were

product of hydration in the system CaO-Al2O3-

produced /3/, which in turn formed ettringite

-CO2-H2O. The results of our invastigations
in the presence of sulphates. Matousek and Sau- permit the explanation of the positive effect
man /4/ have reported the. expans on characte of ground CaCO-j admixture
in practical concret
ristics of expanding cements based on Portland te technology. Chatter!ji in his paper /5/ concement, metokaolini te and gypsum. In the case eluded that the addition of finely ground
of the mixture which contains 20% mass, of me-CaCOj to ordinary Portland cement decreased
takaolinite, complete consumption of gypsum

the sulphate expansion of cement by decreasing
had occured between the 7th and the 10th day. monosulphate formation. His results were conThe expansion continued up to the 14th day.
ected with ours, having in mind the fact that

After that period ettringite had stopped. Cha-

we used fired brick clays instead of metakao-

tteriji /5/ was first who reported that in the

linate.

system C^A-Ca(OH)2-gypsum-water, expansion
continues even when ettringite was efisappea-

ring and monosulfate was forming.

1.

Experimental

For the experiments we have used:
1. Laboratory fired bricks (t=960°C) of

ticular shape can destroy just formed micro

particular mineral compoations fresh systems I

Hydrogarnet, C5AH6, in the analysed

structure of the hidrated sample.

and II with the particles which have been gro samples (specific in the case of paste on the
und below 100 pm and than mixed with portlan- base of brick I) is the dominant C-A-H phase
elite in the ratio 70/30 mass.%. The ratio of wa-before the final set (Fig. 1) of the sample.
ter/solid was 0.60. The systems have presented

This is the consequence of the chemical inasta-

the field of our investigations with the aim to

bility of the first period of the hydration pro

put in the evidence the pozzolanic proprieties of cess; CAH.n and CoAHq. Which forms tend to
the tiered clays (bricks). The obtained mixtures "covert" over time to C^AHg (hydrogarnet) and

presented the base for the designed prisms 60x

AHy This convention is accompained by up to

xlOxlO mm dimensions, which have been stored
2, 3, 7 and 28 days in the water of 25°C. The

50% densification, increases in porosity and dra

phase composition of the hydrated samples has

ses are presented in both mixtures (Fig. 2), but

matic loss of strength. The standard C-S-H pha

been investigated by SEM and X-ray diffraction. their presence cannot influence too much on 2. Bricks from the ordinary production, the expansion of the hydrogarnet form.
Table I The chemical composition* of
ground below 100 pirn with the specific state:
the burnt clay bricks I and II
"fresh" and "old". Time of maturing of "old"
bricks was 14 days. The ground bricks have been

used for designing prisms of the same dimensi

Oxides

ons, as in the point 1 of experimental procedu
re, using water/solid ratio of 0.60. The harde

L.O.I
SiO,

ning characteristics and phase compoätion of

Fe2Qc£

"fresh" and "old" samples after 2,3,7 and 28

days have been determined.

Alo6,

Ca6 3
MgO
K9O
NaoO

2X

3.

Brick II
Brick I
"Г mass.
0,89
59,82
19,19
3,88
5,92
6,06
2,29
1,48
99,53

0,95
60,12
16,41
7,90
5,27
5,84
2,11
1.06
99,61

Discusions

The X-ray analysis of the pastes after

2, 3, 7 and 28 days of curing time put in evi
dence the pozzolanic proprieties of the fired

bricks. The difference between chemical and mi
neral compositions of the laboratory systems
(point 1 of the experimental part); more A^Oj

and Na2O oxides in the case of fired system I,
was the main reason for obtaining specific hyd

rates of the group C-A-H. Namely, the presen
ce of CjAHg crystals can be evident in the ca

* The initial materials before burning process,
could be specified as raw materials with the
presence of clay materials (illit, chlorite , car
presents the intermeefiar field for ettringite
bonates (dolomite and calcite), quartz, feldspars
formation (Fig. 1), whose crystals with its par- mica and peat component (X-ray diffraction,
DTG and DSC analysis).
se of paste on the base of brick I. This phase

Prism on the base of brick I

X Ettringite
P CaCO,
О Na-Feldspath
♦
A - Hydrate

hydrogarnet
OCa - Teldspath
О Ca(OH)„
Q/3quartzz

1

I

r

—^y111

■III

I

II

'**

F

|||

I

■—ÜW

45*
40*
35* , 30*
25e
20*
15*
10*
5*
Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of the prisms on the base of laboratory burnt brick clays
I,II and portlandite, curing time 28 days.

Prism of the brick Г

Prism of the brick II

SEM x 10 000

SEM x 10 000

Figure 2. SEM-analysis of the broken surface of the prisms made from laboratory bunht brick
I i II and portlandite, curing time 28 days.

The second part of the experiments in- The increase of mechanical characteristics was

eludes ground "fresh" and "old" bricks of the

notable in the case of pastes made from the

same chemical and mineral compositions (Table 11 old" system (Fig. 3). The X-ray diffraction
II). Time of maturing for the "old" sample was of this paste, after 28 days of curing (Fig. 4),

14 days before grinding. The idea was to obtain indicates a notable presence of CaCOj which is

CaCOj (after the converstion of free CaO, in

not in the case of paste on the base of "fresh"

the presence of water and CO2 component), andbrick. SEM analysis (Fig. 5) give more informa
than use this type of material for further hyd- tion about the presence of the crystals of e
ration process. The pozzolanic reaction of the

ttringite, which crystals are "enveloped" from

systems; fired bricks + Ca(OH)2 has been folio-the CaCO^ phase. This role, CaCO^ does not
wed in the period of 28 days and the hardening have in the case of paste on the base of "fresh"
characteristics have been determined after 2, 3, system (Fig. 5), where crystals of ettringite
7, and 28 days of storage in water of 25°C
show a significant growth, forming large fibrous

(Fig. 3).
Table II Chemical composition of the fresh and
old bricks
Oxide
L.O.I.
SiO„
?‘2n3

MgO
SO,
Na,0

кч

Old brick
Fresh brick
% mas.

0,68
61,10
15,81
6,16
8,31
3,44
0,34
1,50
2,37
99,71

0,74
60,89
15,41
6,26
8,83
3,44
0,24
1,38
2,35
99,54

the prisms
x-x-x- prism on the base of old brick
-y-Q-Q- prism on the base of fresh brick

Prism on the base of fresh brick

P'CaCO,
Q/lquartz

------- и".------ IT-

«Г-

"»•

m'

2?-

«"•

»•

2» 5*

Prism on the base of old brick

----- !---------------------- ]--------------------- ,----------------------!--------------------- J---------------------- f-------------------1

55 *

50 *

45 *

40 *

35 '

30 '

25 '

I

20'

,

15e

J
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Figure 4. x-ray diffraction patterns of the pastes on the base of old and fresh brick,, curing
time 28 days'

Prism on the base of old brick

SEM x 1000

SEM x 4000

Prism of the base of fresh brick

Figure 5. SEM analysis of the broken surfaces of the prism on the base of fresh/old bricks
and portlandite x Ю 000
x 6 000

Taking into consideration the experien

ces which concern the influence of CaCO-j on
the hydration of tricalcium-aluminate - C^A,

we can admit the intermediär formation of
CjA’CaCO-j*!-^ which posses a high binding ca
pacity and a great influence on the structure

of paste (causes a more compact structure).
The presence of this phase can be supposed in

the hydrated system, which will,in the future

form

crystals of CaCO-j phase. In this way,

the formation of C^AH^ and ettringite crystal

phases has been stopped in their growing. At
the same time, the net of small needles of e
ttringite covering the specific part of the sys

tem (which includes the glass on the base of
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This effect was overcome thanks to the CaCO-j
phase

which enveloped the net of the crystals

of ettringite stoping their futher growth and
the attack of the water on the glass phase of
the same system.

STUDY OF POZZOLANIC ACTIVITY IN OPALINE ROCKS
USING PARTICLE SIZE VARIATIONS
M Frias, M I Sanchez De Rojas, M P Luxan and N Garcia

Institute E Torroja (CSIC), Madrid
SPAIN

Sedimentary opaline rocks from the Western Iberian Peninsula present a
pozzolanic character which
makes
them
suitable
for
use
as active
additions for cements.
Earlier papers have used different method to study pozzolanic activity
in opaline rocks. This study employs
and assesses the usefulness of a
new method to evaluate pozzolanic activity in opaline
rocks
that -is
based on variations in particle size.

The technique consists
of
granulometric
analysis
using
laser
diffraction and specifically studies
the
density distribution curves
obtained with laser diffraction.
Pozzolanic behaviour is
examined
here
by
observing
granulometric
variations of the
opaline
rocks
over time in two different media: a
reactive liquid, which gives rise to
a pozzolanic reaction with these
materials, and a nonreactive aqueous medium.

Las rocas opalinas de origen sedimentario, procedentes del Oeste de la
Peninsula Iberica, presentan
un
caräcter puzolänico, por lo que "son
idoneas para su incorporacion сото adiciones activas en cementos.

La actividad puzolänica de
las rocas
opalinas
ha
sido
estudiada,
mediante diferentes metodos, en anteriores trabajos
de investigaciön.
En este estudio
se
presenta la aplicabi1idad a las rocas opalinas de
un nuevo metodo
de
evaluacion
de
la
actividad
puzolänica
de
materiales, basado en las variaciones de los tamanos de partfcula.
La tecnica utilizada
es
la difraccion de rayos laser
granulometrico y, concretamente,
las
curvas
de
distribucion obtenidas mediante dicha tecnica.

para
anälisis
densidad
de

El comportamiento puzolänico de las rocas opalinas se estudia mediante
la observacion de las variaciones
granulometricas
con' el
tiempo en
distintos medios: un
liquido reactivo, con estos materiales,
que
de
lugar a la reaccion puzolänica у un medio acuoso no reactivo).

1.

INTRODUCTION

Numerous investigations have been carried out on the phenomenon of the
pozzolanic activity of materials.
An
evaluation of this activity is
extremely difficult and therefore a
multitude of tests have been set
up with this intention, always seeking results that
are
a reflection
of the material in practice (1).
In this work a method is presented based on g anulometric variations
that take place when a pozzolanic materials
is placed in contact with
a solution of calcium hydroxide, and represents a new view within the
study of pozzolanic activity.

The technique used
is
laser beam diffraction, normally used for the
granulometric analyses of particles
and
the
method
represents
the
applicability of this
technique
in the
following
of
chemical
reactions.
'
The study was
carried out
with opaline rocks of sedimentary origin
whose pozzolanic characteristics have
been
the
object
of different
research works in the last few years (2).
2.
2.1.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials

During the development
of
this work, six opaline
rock
samples
of
sedimentary origin were
selected,
coming from different locations in
Spain and designated: SAI, SA2, SA3, ZA1, ZA2 and AV.

The characterization of the materials was
chemical, mineralogical, physical
and
characteristics.

made
taking
pozzolanic

into account
activity

* The chemical
analysis
of
these materials, indicates that they are
mainly formed of silicon, aluminum
and small amounts of iron, calcium
and alkaline oxides.
* The principal mineralogical component of this type
of
material
is
silica that contains
all
the transitions between amorpha (opaline A)
and the more or less crystallized' (opaline
CT).
Also present
are
quartz kaoline, mica and alunite may appear sporadically.
* Among the physical characteristics to be considered in opaline rocks
is fineness, the
factor that has
the greatest
influence
in
the
earliest ages on
the
reaction speed of a material and, therefore, on
its pozzolanic activity.
The degree of fineness of these materials is reflected in the specific
surface values,
which for the different
opaline
rocks
are found in
the interval of 4.500 to 5.000 cm2/g.

* Pozzolanic activity
in
these materials has been
studied
through
their behaviour with calcium hydroxide.
Figure 1 shows
the
amounts of lime fixed by the different materials.
These amounts are
obtained by a
valuation
of
the
calcium
ions
proceeding from a mixture
of
saturated
lime solution and
opaline
rocks, at different
ages,
and contrasted
with
the
saturated lime
solution used as a control (2), which has no solid material.

CaO CONCENTRATION (mM/L)

SA3

SA2

SAI

ZA2

ZA1

AV

SAMPLES

1311 1 day
ЕЕЗ 15 days
Fig.

3 days
I

I

I

-I

28 days

1.- Pozzolanic activity test.

5 days

7 days

90 days
Fixed CaO over time

The results shown
strongly
indicate
the
existence of a significant
difference between the samples studied, principally in the early ages,
so that it
is
possible
to
make
a
classification
between
them,
according to their greater or lesser reactivity with the lime:

AV < ZA1 « SAI « SA2 < SA3 = ZA2

2.2.

Test method

The equipment used
is
a Heios 12K granulometric analyser
laser beam diffraction spectrometry.

based

on

The tests were carried out with two systems:
(a) Opaline rock / distilled water
(b) Opaline rock / saturated lime solution
In this way
intended
to
check
the
effect
of calcium hydroxide in
granulometric variations, in
contrast
to
the
effect
of
distilled
water.
The method used consisted of adding an amount of dry
sample,
between
0.5 and 1.0
g,
to
the
feed and dispersion cell in liquid phase, in
which had previously been introduced
some 450 cm3 of distilled water
for system
(a) and saturated lime solution, previously prepared
and
evaluated, as used
in
the pozzolanic activity evaluation method, for
system (b).

In both cases
the
resulting
solution was shaken using two stirrers
included in the
apparatus, and thereafter ultrasonic
equipment
was
connected for a
predetermined
time
to
eliminate
possible
aglomerations.
Test execution times
are established for all the samples analysed: 0,
5, 15, 25,
40, 55, 70, 85 and 115
minutes,
applying
ultrasonic
10
seconds before each
measurement
and
with
agitation
and
solution
temperature constant.
At
the
end
of
this period the corresponding
granulometric analyses are determined.

Granulometric figures thus obtained
are shown graphically in the form
of density distribution curves, since the variations
taking
place in
the particle sizes in clearly observed.

3,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the first
place the results of investigations carried out with the
opaline rock - distilled water system will
be
given,
as a contrast
with the results
with
the
opaline
rock
-saturated
lime
solution
system.
(a) Opaline rock - distilled water systems

Having
obtained the
corresponding
density
distribution
curves for
opaline rocks in distilled water, it can be seen that no granulometric
evolutions exists over time in any
of
the
samples
analysed,
which
indicates a lack of reaction by these materials in the water.

Fig.

2.- Granulometric density curves evolution over
time with water.
a)SAl
b)ZAl
c)AV

(b) Opaline rock - saturated lime solution system
The behaviour of
this
type of materials in the presence of saturated
lime solution is totally different from that observed in the opaline -

15 min

Fig.

3,- Granulometric density curves over time with
saturated
linie
solution up to 15 minutes,
a) SAI
b)SA2
c)SA3
d)ZAl
e)ZA2
f)AV

water system, due mainly to interaction phenomena between the
lime an.d
the acid constituents in the rocks.
'
The graphic representation of the granulometric results is given using
j.» corresPonding accumulated
granulometric
curves
during
two
different stages of the test:

* During the initial period up
to
a
time
a)SAl, b)SA2, c)SA3, d)ZAl, e)ZA2 and f)AV).

of

15 minutes (Figure 3:

* And during the period from the
beginning
to, the
end
of the test
(final test time = 115 minutes) when all the granulometric
curves are
found together.
Since the evolution
is
analogous
in relation to the effect observed
over time, only two figures are given
as
an example (Figure 4- a)ZA2
and b)AV).

Fig.

4.- Granulometric density curves over time with
saturated lime solution up to 115 minutes.
a)ZAl
b)AV

In general it
may
be
seen
from
a detailed study of
granulometric
curves given that the opaline rocks studied show similar granulometric
behaviour with lime.
When comparing the
density
distribution curves of the materials (t=0
min) with those obtained after the
first
15
minutes of the test, it
may be observed
that
a maximum of some 6 pm appears
that
increases
progressively in intensity with time, and that it moves slowly towards
higher particle sizes.
Figure 5 shows
the
intensities of this maximum at 15 minutes and 115
minutes respectively.

From the granulometric
point
of
view,
the
opaline
samples
show
different reaction speeds. Those designated
SAI,
SA2,
ZA1 and AV do
not undergo such noticeable granulometric differences
as
samples SA3
and ZA2.
These
data concur with the reaction tests with lime carried
out chemically, shown in Figure 1.

A relationship has been observed between
the increase in intensity of
the granulometric maximum formed at the first 15 minutes
and activity
with lime of
these
materials,
evaluated
chemically,
so
that
the
greater the speed of pozzolanic reaction
the greater the intensity of
this maximum.

Fig.

5,- Pozzolanic activity test.

Laser method

4. - FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
* By means of the analysis carried out with the material-water system,
it has been shown that
opaline rocks has no granulometric
variations
in this medium.
Therefore
granulometric
changes taking place in the
material-saturated lime solution system are due to chemical reactions
taking place with this liquid as reagent.
* The laser
technique appears available to follow chemical
reactions
through observation of granulometric variations over time.
* The distribution
density
curves
obtained
for
the
different
materials show, with the saturated
lime
solution, the formation of a
granulometric maximum that
increases
with time and
whose
intensity
differs from one
sample
to
another, so that with greater pozzolanic
activity in materials during the first ages, the greater the intensity
shown by the said maximum.
* Studies on
granulometric
variations
carried
out
using
laser
technique give similar results regarding pozzolanic
activity to those
carried out chemically.

Laser beam diffraction
technique
allows a differentiation to be made
between pozzolanic behaviour in materials,
and
the
establishment of
orders of degree of activity in the same.
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SUMMARY
Water sorption/retention of a Portland cement powder was measured at the relative water vapour
pressures p/po = 0.5; 0.95 and 1.0, followed by static heating at 110°C, 220 °C, 400 °C and 800 °C.
Water sorption at p/p0 = 0.5 indicates the specific surface of powder grains in dry state. Water sorbed
at the high p/p0 and evaporating at 110°C or 220°C indicates the specific surface and accumulated
water both in hydrated state. Oven dry weight increased pronouncedly after sorption test.Portlandite
forms on storage in water vapour and heating at 220° C and on heating in air at 400° C it transforms
into carbonates, which decompose at 800°C; this was proved by XRD and TG. Results depend on
storing conditions and ageing of the cement. Thus this procedure may give valuable informations on
cement quality and its variation with time.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die Wassersorption (-retention) von einem Portlandzementpulver wurde bestimmt bei den rela
tiven Wasserdampfdrücken p/p0 = 0.5; 0.95 und 1.0. Nachher die Gewichtsänderung bei den Tem
peraturen 110°C, 220°C, 400°C und 800°C wurde gemessen. Wassersorption bei p/po =0.5 ist der
spezifischen Oberfläche des trockenen Zementpulvers proportional. Das Wasser, das bei einem ho
hen p/po sorbiert wird und bei 110°C oder 220°C entdämpft, ist der spezifischen Oberfläche im
hydratiertem Zustand proportional und das in diesem Zustand akkumuliertes Wasser angiebt. Der
Portlandit entsteht während der Aufbewahrung im Wasserdampf und der Erhitzung bei 220°C und
er in die Karbonate übergeht, falls er in der Luft bei 400oC erhitzt wird (das wurde durch XRD
und TG gezeigt). Diese Karbonate bei 800°C zerstört werden. Die Ergebnisse sind von den Aufbe
wahrungsbedingungen und von dem Zementalter abhängig. Solche Untersuchung kann also wertvolle
Informationen liefern über die Zementqualität und ihre Veränderung mit der Zeit.

1

INTRODUCTION

During the study of cement-bentonite-water mixtures, used in Civil Engineering for construction of
impermeable screens, water sorption and weight loss on heating were measured both of parent materials and
of their mixtures. A strange behaviour of a Portland cement was observed, thus it will be presented here, as
this may be useful in evaluation of cement quality (see also [1]). Two slag cements gave qualitatively similar
results, which is discussed elsewhere [2].
Water sorption was measured by the method derived for clays. This problem is comparatively well
understood, which is not the case in cements, where the hydration mechanism is still not clear [3], see [4].
The components of the total sorbed water content may be considered as: (1) physically bound, adsorbed
water, escaping below 110°C, (2) hydrating water escaping below 400°C (3) chemically bound water.
At p/p0 > 0.8 a three molecular water layer of the thickness of 8-9Ä is adsorbed by the surface of cement
grains [5]. It remains in the system on desorption at pjpo = 0.8. At full saturation of water vapour (p/po
= 1.0) a six molecular layer is adsorbed [6]. The physically bound water may amount to 0.15 g H2O per g
anhydrous cement [7], [8], see [4].
An increased density by about 10% of the adsorbed water is usually assumed, due to strong adhesion
forces [7] and to "surface tension" (capillary forces) at saturated water vapour pressure. This factor resulted
in dense arrangement of bentonite powder grains, when stored initially at p/p0 = 1.0 [9]. In cements it may
possibly hinder a full hydration.
Cement hydration may be due to: (1) liberation of Ca2+ ions from the grain edges, follow'ed by transfor
mation into Ca(OH)2 [10] and (2) after dissolution of anhydrous grains the hydration occurs and precipitation
of hydration products on the grain surface [4].
At full hydration about 0.2 to 0.26 g H2O per g cement is chemicahy bound [4] and thus the total
quantity of accumulated water may amount to 40%.
The chemically bound water content depends on time and on cement constituents. Powers [7] gives the
following values for half year curing (in g H2O per g cement): 0.187 for alite C3S, 0.158 for belite C2S, 0.665
for C3A, 0.213 for C4AF. In one year alite is almost completely hydrated and behte - to about 70% [11], i.e.
0.688 gfg and after 7 years it decreases to 0.18 gfg [12].
To study cement quality, the water sorption was measured at three relative water vapour pressures,
followed by stepwise static heating. Results are interpreted in reference to broad experience in water sorption
and thermogravimetry of clay minerals. Some samples were subject to XRD study.

2

MATERIAL

Portland cement CBR P-50 was investigated, supplied by prof. J.M.Bijen (Delft). It contains (XRD):
calcium silicates, alite СазЗЮз (C3S) and belite СагЗЮ^ (C2S), calcium aluminium silicate CaA^SiOe
(CA2S) and possibly tobermorite CasSieO^OH^- 8H2O.

3

METHODS AND RESULTS

Water sorption (WS) of air dry (a) and oven dry (o) and water "retention” (WR) of air dry
specimens were studied by successive storage for two weeks at 30°C and at normal pressure in aluminium
containers 2x3 cm in desiccators at p/po = 0.5; 0.95 and 1.0 in WS and in inverse order in WR (series
I, trippie sample, Go = 5.0 g). In series II (single sample, ceramic crucible, Go = 2.6 g), only p/po =' 0,5
and 0.95 was applied. Thereafter all the samples, including the untreated ones (SH, single sample) were
subjected to static heating at 110°C (Id), 220°C (8h), 400°C (4h) and 800°C (Ih). After heating at 220°C
the WS and WR samples, series I, were transferred to ceramic crucibles and left overnight in the cool oven
(which operations caused an appreciable increase in weight) and the heating was proceeded.
Sorbed water content and change in weight on heating
3.1.

AG = [G(t) - Go]/Go

were related to the initial wight of the air dry cement (Wq = 0.3% in series I and 0.5% in series II). The
oven dry weight increased both after WS and WR test (Table 1 and Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Water sorption and weight loss on heating of Portland cement
Table 1. Water sorption and thermal change in weight AG of Portland cement, related to air dry weight
(in percent)
Series

w0

Test

Water content at p/p0 =
1.0
0.95
0.5

%
WSa

I

0.30

WSo
WR

II

0.52

SH
WSa
WSo
WR

0.11
± .02
0.05
± .02
19.5
± .5

11.4
1.0
12.6
1.4
22.2
.6

0.06
-0.22
17.88

18.7
19.8
21.6

19.6
.7
20.2
1.0
14.3
1.7

110°C
Id
7.9
.3
8.2
.4
9.1
.3
-0.33
6.3
6.8
7.3

AG from air dry to:
400°C
220° C
4h
8h
14.1
5.5 21.6
.4
.2
.6
5.7 21.8
14.5
.4
.4
.5
4.1
6.6 10.5
.1
.1
.6
-0.83
-0.05
2.6
4.8
2.8
5.4
2.6
5.7

800°C
Ih
-0.4
.1
-0.4
.1
-0.5
.1
-1.1

Surprisingly a high increase in weight, with respect to weight at 220 °C, was observed in samples WSa
and WSo after the contact with air and heating at 400°C (about 9%), but it was not the case in WR samples.
Also the SH sample indicated a small weight increase (1%) on heating between 220°C and 400°C.
To check the reason by XRD, another series II of WS/WR test was prepared. In this case a smaller
increase in oven dry weight was found and the weight at 400°C was in all samples smaUer than that at
220°C. Selected samples, series II after WR test were studied by XRD.
3.2 XRD was performed by Siemens Kristalloflex D 501, equipped with a graphite monochromator
CuKa and a computer SICOMP PC 16-20 with files of basal spacings of various standard minerals. Most
of the peaks are present independent on sample pretreatment, but their relative intensity vary. Only the
tobermorite peak at 3.49 Ä, observed in the air dry cement, disappeared after WR test and heating at 220°C

(Fig- 2).
.
.
.
,
Some peak intensities are presented in Table 2, related to the alite peak intensity at 2.77 A.,
IT = /(pe<zA:)/Z(2.77Ä)

4

DISCUSSION

After storage in water vapour at p/p0 = 0.5 the water content, close to that in dry state, gives information
on the specific surface of unhydrated cement grains. If the coefficient derived for clays is applied here, the
approximate value of this specific surface may be calculated as:
series I: S = 0.0041 cm3 H2O/g cement X 585 m2/gH2O - 2.4 m /g
series II: S = 0.00S8
= 3'4 ”

Figure 2: XRD of Portland cement after various treatments (a-c) and of alite (d), from P. Barnes, Structure
and Performance of cements, Appl. Sei. Publ., Lomdon 1983. M. Regourd, p. 109-138.

Table 2. Relative intensities of XRD peaks of Portland cement after certain pretreatment

Compound

Peak
Ä
Tobermorite
3.49
Portlandite
.
4.92
3.10
2.64
C3S + CaCO3 3.025-3.03
2.96
C3S
2.87
jS-C2S
2.77-2.78
its intensity
2.74
C3S + C2S
C3Ac
2.684
c4af
2.638

c3s

Series
I

Relative intensity IT
Cement WR 220°C WR 400 °C
—
0.38
0.08
—
0.30
—
0.19
?■
0.66
1.42
0.75
1.00
0.19
0.36
0.36
0.04
0.19
0.19
1
1
1
33%
31%
80%
0.96
1.37
1.28
?
0.21
0.33
?
0.25
0.44

Table 3. "Accumulated” water content %
Test pjpo = 0.95
1.0
Series Test p[po = 0.95
WSa
14.1
II
WSa
13.9
(5-9)
WSo
14.4
WSo
14.4
(6-9)
WR
15.5
WR
16.0
(7-7)

This coefficient assumes a certain molecular thickness of water layer [13], which for cement may be
thicker, thus the coefficient would be smaller.
Storage for four weeks successively at p/p0 = 0.95 and 1.0 (in WS test or vice versa in WR test) gives
information on the amount of water, which may be accumulated by cement grains from the cement-water
paste or from the cement-aggregate-water paste.
If it is assumed that at p/p0 = 1.0 (0.95 in WR) the adsorbed vzater forms a six-molecular layer (thickness
about 1.8 nm) on the surface of hydrated cement grains [7] and it evaporates at 110°C, the specific surface
in hydrated state would be:
WSa:
S = (0.196 - 0.079) cm3/g : 1.8 nm = 65 m2/g
WSo:
S = (0.202 - 0.082) cm3/g : 1.8 nm = 67 m2/g
WR :
S = (0.222 - 0.091) cm3/g : 1.8 nm = 73 m2/g
the accumulated water being 11.7%, 12% and 13% respectively. The difference is due to different pretreatment
and storage conditions. Also the age of the cement sample may be of importance.
A part of this water, sorbed on the hydrated surface, may be more strongly bound and may possibly
escape between 110°C and 220°C (2.4-2.5%). If this is included into specific surface calculations, the result
would be:
WSa:
S = (0.196 - 0.055) cm3/g : 1.8 nm = 78.3 m2/g
WSo:
S = (0.202 - 0.057) cm3/g : 1.8 nm = 80.6 m2/g
WR :
S = (0.222 - 0.066) cm3/g : 1.8 nm = 86.7 m2/g
with accumulated water content 14.1%, 14.5% and 15.6% respectively.
A similar S value would be obtained assuming, that the lowering of p/p0 from 0.95 to 0.5 in WR test
would result in desorption of a monomolecular layer, of the thickness about 0.3 nm:
WR :
S = (0.222 - 0.195) cm3 H2O/g cement: 0.3 nm = 90 m2/g
If the results obtained in various series are compared, the WS in series II (W = 0.5%) at p/p0 = 0.95 is
almost double that in series I (Wo = 0.3%) and close to that measured at p/po = 1.0. If the accumulated
water is compared (difference between WS/WR values and AG at 220°C), the following is obtained as
presented in Table 3.
Values in parantheses are underestimated by 1-2% as the weights at 220°C were measured after a longer
sorption time than the sorption value used in calculation.
It is possible that the higher values indicated in Table 3 correspond to a six molecular layer of sorbed
water, whereas the lower ones — to three molecular water layer on the surface of hydrated cement grains.
Also the difference in the values measured at p/po = 1.0 in WS and WR test, may be due to difference in
sorption time (two weeks in WR test and almost double that in WS test, as it was preceeded by two weeks
at p/p0 = 0.95). Some geometrical hindrances may also be of importance due either to,

(1) ’’surface tension” exerted on cement grains by water molecules at the saturated water vapour pressure
[7], [9] or
(2) cementation of cement grains at the sorbed water content (some chemical bonding).
For geometrical hindrances speak low values of resorption after heating at 220 C of WR samples (see
below). Only slight differences were observed in behaviour of oven dry (WSo) and air dry (WSa) samples.
After the WS/WR test the oven dry weight at 110°C was by 8-9% higher than that before the test.
Only one third of it escaped at 220°C, i.e. 2.4-2.5% as it was mentioned above, thus about 5.6-6.6% of the
increased weight remained on heating at 220°C. This retention could be due to following reasons:

(1) some sorbed water remaining on internal surfaces of cement grains,
(2) hydration of C-S-II gel and other eventual gels; this water should escape below 400°C,
(3) formation of portlandite, which was detected by XRD in the WR sample, series II, heated at 220°C
(Table 2 and Fig. 2, also in unheated one, unpublished data for another series).
Sanman [14] has shown that under hydrothermal conditions the main product of hydration of pure C3SX
are a-C2 S-hydrate and a considerable amount of Ca(OH)2, which is also the case in the study presented
here (Table 2 shows increase in relative intensity of C2S + C3S peak and of portlandite peaks after WR

test). Ca(0H)2 was observed by SEM on the edges of one year old C-S-H gel [14] and also on the second
day of curing of soil-cement-water mixtures [15].
Water escaping both at 110°C and 220° C after the sorption test leaves free pores in hydrated cement
grains, which pores as well as the external grain surface, being water "thirsty” accumulate it quickly during
the contact with atmospheric air.
The total accumulation amounts to a value somewhat higher (by about 2 %) than the final weight after
WS test (21.6 %) and to about half its value after WR test (10.5 %). More informative is the value of
accumulation calculated by subtraction of the weight at 220°C, i.e. AG — AG (220°C) = 16% in WS and
3.9%. in WR. These values may give interesting information, but conditions of resorption measurements
should be better established.
Resorbed water and hydrating (gel) water escaped on heating at 400°C and the decrease in weight thus
measured was: 7.4% in WSa, 7.3% in WSo and 6.5% in WR.
The final weight at 400°C was in WS samples higher than that at 220°C by 8.8% in WSa, 8.7% in WSo
but it was lower by 2.6% in WR. The formation of calcite at 400°C (and possibly at lower temperatures) was
proved by increase in relative intensity of calcite peak (Table 2). Conditions of its formation were apparently
less favourable in WR samples than in WS ones, possibly due to smaller pores (see above) or smaller pore
necks, less available for CO2 molecules, which are bigger than water molecules and do not indicate any
dipole moment.
It should be mentioned that the untreated cement indicated also an increase in weight on heating at
400°C by 0.8% as compared to the weight at 220°C.
All the carbonates formed during the test decomposed at 800°C, as the sample weight was by about
0.4% lower than the initial one. This weight loss from 400°C to 800°C represents (1) content of carbonates,
which were formed during the whole procedure, (2) eventual chemically bound water from compounds which
decompose within this temperature range.
'
The untreated cement (sample SH) after heating at 800°C indicated the weight by 1.1% smaller than the
initial one, which should be accounted for in eventual evaluation of carbonates formed during the WS/WR
test.
After due consideration the amount of portlandite and of carbonates formed during the whole treat
ment may be inferred from these thermogravimetric data. It should be mentioned that the temperature of
formation and/or decomposition of these compounds is unusually low.
These data are important parameters pertaining to properties of cement and concrete: fof a mud mixed
with some additives to improve its geotechnical properties, correlations were found between strength and
weight loss on static heating between 110°C and 400°C (escape of hydrating water, probably from calcium
aluminate silicate hydrate, which was found by XRD) and weight loss on dynamic heating between 20°C
and 1000°C (decomposition of calcite). The correlation coefficient exceeded 0.8. Thus both these substances
influence the strength of the system [16].
Values presented above are quantitatively not constant, but measurement results depend on sample
storage time, i.e. ageing (compare series I and II; also unpublished data of next series). Thus the problem
of ageing may be studied by this procedure.
Observations made here may have even a wider application, e.g. in storage of solar energy [17].

5

CONCLUSIONS

Some information pertaining to cement quality may be inferred from water sorption/retention measure
ments, followed by determination of weight change on heating.
(1) water sorbed at low relative humidity conditions indicates the specific surface in dry state,
(2) water sorbed at a high relative humidity (p/po = 0.95 to 1.0) and evaporating at 110°C or at 220°C
indicates both the quantity of water accumulated in hydrated state and the specific surface in this
state; internally sorbed water may evaporate at temperatures exceeding 220°C,
(3) hydrating (gel) water, evaporating between 110°C and 400°C; it may be masked by carbonatization
of calcium hydroxide formed previously in cement,
(4) chemically bound water and carbonates, which develop during the testing procedure and decompose
between 400°C and 800°C, thus at unusually low temperatures, which may have practical application.
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ALKALI AGGREGATE REACTION : PROPOSALS FOR
A KINETIC TEST ON AGGREGATES
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SUMMARY

The ASTM C-289 standard test method for potential reactivity ot segregates known as the Chemical
Method, has been reappraised. Several important points have been the object of a detailed research
programme. Noticeable improvements have bear brought about, which allow us to propose a renewed
chemicd test, called the kinetic test It has been accepted as a tentative French AFNOR standard P 18-589.
A new qualification diagram has been defined ; the experimental values (silicates and sodium
concentrations) are expressed, in the form of their molar ratio (SiOj/ NajO), as a function of the time. As
previously, the new diagram includes three areas, each of them representing a different type of reactivity. The
separation lines have been established, based on the field performance record of the materials and / or on the
results of the conventional expansion tests at 38° C : mortar bars tests for the fine aggn-gAte«, ccmcrete prisms
tests for tihe coarse ones.

RESUME

La norme ASTM C-289, destin6e ä qualifier la r6activite potentielle des granulats, commun6ment appel^e
Methode Chimique, a 6te reconsicterte sous plusieurs aspects. Les r^sultats, issus dim programme de
recherches portant sur plusieurs points critiques, nous pennettent de proposer des ameliorations sensities ä la
methode chimique. Ceci fait Folget, en fiance, d*une norme experimentale AFNOR P 18-589.
Un nouvel abaque de qualification des granulats a ete defini ; les valeurs experimentales (concentration en
ions siheates et sodium), sent exprim^es sous forme du rapport molaire SiO2 / Na2O, en fonction du temps. Le
nouveau diagramme, comme le precedent, est divise en trois zones, chacune d'entre eiles correspondant ä un
type de reactivite differente. Les limites entre ces zones out fetfe Stabiles 4 partir chi comportement des
granulats dans les ouvrages et /ou des essais conventionnels d’expansion ä 38° C : essais sur barres de mortiers
pour les sables et sur prismes de ЬёТоп pour les gravillons.

1- INTRODUCTION

In the alkali aggregate reaction field, two main types of approach have been developed to determine the
potential reactivity of the aggregates : expansion tests on mortar bars or concrete prisms and direct
determinations on aggregates, like tiie petrographic examination (ASTM C 295 standard) or the ASTM C 289
Chemical Method.
Uris chemical method has had a worldwide success, because it is quick, easy to do and does not require a
large quantity of material. However, from the time it first appeared as a standard (1952), many authors have
reported that it suffers from several defects : lack of reliability and too narrow a range of appticaüon, are the
main ones. The detailed biMiogra^iy cannot be reported here, see for example: evaluation cf test methods for
alkali aggregate reactivity [1] ; the text of the standard itself says : "while not completely reliable in all
cases...”.
We have tried to overcome or at least improve tins situation, establishing a five point research programme.
Explaining tiie reasons why such parameters have been investigated and the synthesis of the results obtained,
are the main objectives of this paper. Each point will be the purpose of a separate section but, a brief summary
of the ASTM C 289 standard will be given first
2- THE ASTM C 289 STANDARD TEST METHOD for РОТЖПАЕ REACTIVITY of AGGREGATES

First issued in 1952, tiie current edition was approved in March 1987. Its scope is reported this test
method covers chemical determination of the potential reactivity of an aggregate with aikalies in a portland
cement concrete as indicated by tiie amount of reaction during 24 h at 80° C between IN sodium hydroxide
solution and aggregate that has been crushed and sieved to pass a 300 pm sieve and be retained on a 150 pm
sieve ”.
The amount of reaction is evaluated by the measurement of the silica dissolved into solution (Sc) and tiie
reduction in alkalinity (Rc), being the difference between the alkalinity of tiie original NaOH solution and,
theoretically, tiie remaining OH", following completion of the test, (determined by HQ titration, using the
phcnolphtalein end point). Aggregates are considered innocuous, potentially deleterious or deleterious,
depending on the location of the representative point of tiie Sc, Rc values in the diagram (Flg.l).

FIG. 1 -Illustration of division between innocuous and deleterious aggregates
on basis of reduction in akaSnity test

3 - GRAIN SIZE OF THE MATERIALS

The material passing the 150 pm sieve is discardsd and, to ensure that all material finer titan 150 pm has
been removed, the sample fa washed. Several experimental facts disagree with this decision to remove the fine
particles; a well known сме will be quoted : the deleterious reactivity of the Potsdam sandstone from the
Beauhamois dam (Canada) is not revealed, using the conditions prescribed in the standard [2]. From
petrogrqtic examinations, it appeared to us that ths failure of the method to show correctly the reactivity of
tins sandstone was related to the elimination of the fine and soft particles, which are also the reactive ones.
This aggregate consists of large, compact and spherical crystals of quartz embedded in a porous thin layer of
minute particles of silica and argilaceous matter. One can easily imagine indeed, that when the coarse
aggregate particles are crushed, the fracture will preferentially occur within this porous and soft interstitial
phase. Those dusty loose particles now being at the surface of the reduced size grains, will be easily detected
from each other, will form the fine size fraction and will therefore be preferentially eliminated during the
rieving and washing processes.
Experimental verifications have been made by preparing two batches of sarnies : one, according to the
standard and a second where the finest particles are thorougly retained (the grain size of the particles therefore
ranges from 0 to 300 pm) : Sc in tins case is much higher [3]. Also the reactivity of these aggregates was not
shown by the mortar bar test ASTM C 227, presumably for the same reason.
In fact this is not an exception; it can occur with many other types of aggregates presenting heterogeneities
and including "strong ” and "weak” materials; tins very troad definition can relate to a large variety of
situations : hard and soft minerals, compact and porous or layered materials, well crystallized and
microcrystalline or amorphous materials. In all these cases, the weak materials which will be drastically
disturbed by the crushing process, will be easily discarded in the subsequent step of sieving.
We have not really made investigations to check if the 300 pm limit was a good choice or not; we have
only tried a few experiments, limiting the particles size at 100 pm. In such a case almost all the minerals
become highly reactive, liberate large quantities of silica into solution, findings which are in agreement with
P.O. Bellew previous results [1]. Therefore we abandoned tins limit and maintained the 300 pm one.
For these reasons, the test we now practice fa mate on particles ranging from 0 to 300 pm. This choice
means, that special attention has to be paid to the sample preparation. As the production of overground
particles has to be avoided, we recommend following section 12 of the ASTM Chemical method, i.e: reduce
the material retained on the 300 pm sieve tty repeated passes through a disk type pulverizer, with sieving after
each pass. From a practical point of view, several types of grinder, manual or mechanical, are suitable but as
soon as a few percent of fine particles are generated, they must be removed from the grinding circuit, sieved
on a 100 pm sieve, weighed each time for control; once the grinding has been completed, they should be
mixed and homogencized with the larger particles. The percentage erf particles smaller than 100 pm should
range 35 to 45.

4 - AN ADDITIONAL IMTORTANT PARAMETER: THE TIME

When making mortar bar or concrete prisms tests, the length changes are measured as a function of the
time; on the contiury to the chemical method where the duration of the alkaline attack is constent and lasts for
24 hours. Time fa not a parameter and this fa suzpriszing 1 It is interesting to draw in the same figure (Fig. 2)
the expansion of equivalent concrete prisms, mate of two deleterious aggregates : the siliceous limestone
Spratt's aggregate (Ontario, Canada), which fa now considered as a reference aggregate of the alkali silica
reaction, and the Sudbury^s aggregate, also from Ontario, which represents the slow/late alkali-sUic^silicate
reaction, abbreviated as SLEASS [4].

The same shapes of curves have been obtained by Rogers and appear in figure 4 tf the previous reference.

Fig. 2 -Expansion against time for concrete prisms
made of two reactive aggregates. Spratt is an alkali
silica reactive aggregate, Sudbury is an alkali
silicate reactive aggregate.

Fig. 3 - Dissolution rate of silica from three
aggregates, determined with stirred suspensions.

The expansion kinetics for the Sudbury's aggregate is slow during 3 months but the ultimate expansion is
ргоЬаЫу as high if not higher. From tins, we have made the assumption, that the dissolution kinetics of the
silica from these two types of aggregates could follow the same laws : fast dissolution rate for the siliceous
limestone, slow initial rate but ultimate, large quantity of reaction for the polyphasic Sudbury's aggregate. In
order to check the vaHcfity of this assumption, the following experiments have been made : ground aggregates
(0-300 pm) have been placed at 80°C, in a thermoregulated vessel, made of teflon and stirred with a IN or 2N
NaOH solution. This type of experiment is now being used as an industrial quality control test, to determine
the reactivity of hydraulic binders (Portland clinkers. Aluminous cements).
The quantity rf silica released as a function at the time, of sodium and OH" consumed by the silica
network, have been determined at selected times, using the I.C.P to analyse silica and a flame photometer to
Termine the sodium. The results obtained with three aggregates : Spratt, Sudbury and the Thames Valley
sand from the U.K are very interesting, when presented in the same figure (Hg. 3).
It clearly shows that tire reaction kinetics of sfflca dissolution from Sudbury's aggregate Is slow during the
first few days, but the dissolution rate, which is almost linear, remained constant for the 35 days of the
experiment This fits with P.G.Bellew assumption, that the % of reactive minerals may be as high as 70%, m
such type rf material [5].
The corctadon io be drawn tom this i> that the ddetedous ctaracter «tta Sudbu./» .«gregate can be
revealed by the demical test, but that the 24 hours allowed is not long enough: 30 mmols/L srhca were
"Xed on Ws We Л Undings, we have decided to include time » a paramo» Instead of ^B24ho™
only.we now malm teats at three ages, at leasttM.gg and 72 tours. Tbemmonw^ we cdlrtaKD^C^
fatoerniiadaeontteimportaramortaeatowecomidmMsmanim^^^Iam^Tbis^lhW
th,.««reaatesdevdooingaslawalkaUdllcale reaction, wtdeh was not the case widrdre
resular ASTMC 289 method. Preliminary investigalirms were made rip to 144 tours but it was then shown
„—TtototeteHrnvever, it the answer is not quite dear after 72 toms, an »öditiond

[7] already called attention upon it

5- THE REDUCTION IN ALKALINITY Rc

The validity of determining an alkalinity reduction, Rc, by an acidic titration with HC1, using
phenolphtalcin, has been questioned many times in the literature ; due to tins, Rc has been abandoned by many
authors, who simply determine Sc. A 50 or 100 mMols limit tor Sc has been proposed [1|, but for reasons
explained in section 7, this is unfair for some families of aggregates, especially those containing large
quantities of flint

We will not detail all the complaints on this subject; some basic explanations were discussed by L. Dent
Glasser and Kataoka [8]. From this it appears that the choice of the parameter OH", is neither correct from a
theoritical point of view, because it is involved within two reactions, nor from a practical point of view since
the HC1 titration, using the phenolphtalein docs not indeed measure OH", but the concentration of some anions,
including part of the carbonates, silicates and others, if they are partially or totally soluble (e.g : chlorides,
sulfates). The titration to the phenolphtalein end point not being independent of dissolved silica, means that Rc
is a function of Sc ; tins shows that the choice of tins second parameter Rc is incorrect
Following the advice provided in this
publication and in several later papers, we
now measure the Na+ concentration
remaining in the liquid phase after the
alkaline attack. The results are expressed as
the molar NajO/SiO^ ratio (see the у axis of
fig-4)
Flame pdiotometiy is a suitable method and,
as it is often calibrated Гот K2O, it additionnally provides the K2O concentration, due to
the release of tikalies by minerals. We have
already observed, although the approach is
still rough and on a qualitative basis, that the
aggregates which liberate K2O during tins
NaOH attack are the same which give
Hg.4 - Interpretation diagram of the kinetic test
releasable alkalies, determined in a Ca(OH)2
The limits have been established, based on performance of
solution maintained at the boiling pxtint for 7
aggregates in concrete structures and or on conventional
hours.
We consider that it is worthwile to
concrete prisms tests ( coarse aggregates) and mortar bars
develop this point further.
prisms (sands).

6- SILICEOUS LIMESTONES

Uns type of aggregate is common in Canada; especially on the East coast, the Spratt's aggregate, belongs
to tins group : the rock consists erf calcite and small amounts of dolomite with an insoluble residue of 10%,
which itself consists of quartz with small amounts of Ulite and pyrite.
Practising the ASTM C 289 on the whole aggregate, does not show its deleterious nature : we found 25
mMols silica, which agrees with previous results. The problem originates from several reasons:
- a low silica content compiared to the very high CaCOj level,
- a very high Rc if using the experimental HC1 titration, because Rc includes part of the carbonates ; this shift
of the representative point into the upper part of the diagram (Hg.l) can move it out of the deleterious region.
To overcome these problems, a sdutimi has been tried, which consists in realizing the NaOH attack on the
siliceous insoluble residue and not on the entire ^gregate. The quantity <rf silica dissolved is usually extremely
high, the insoluble residue being essentially made erf reactive silica; however the interpretation erf the results
ranaini driicate
the true reactivity erf the materials is far from being that <rf the insdufaie residue, even

if corrected to the % of the insoluMe residue.
Using the modified conditions, explained above in sections 3,4 and 5, we have allied the kinetic test to the
Spratts aggregate first and repeated it with French limestones (Toumaisis). The results expressed in the new
diagram, figure 4, show that their deleterious behaviour is easily evidenced.
A special mention shall be made for aggregates which contain a few percent of calcite and simultaneously
slowly reacting forms of silica or silicates. A problem may arise in this case, which leads to an underestimation
of the soluMe silica. At the beginning the alkaline attack, the silica cortoentration is low: a few millhnols; at
the same time, minute amounts of lime can be released from the calcium carbonate, but this is enough to be
over saturated with respect to CSH, which may then precipitate. This precipitation of CSH will withdraw
calcium and silicates ions from the liquid phase, therefore the measured soiutie silica will be underestimated.
This type of reactivity has seldom been met, until now, with French aggregates, tart seems more common in
Canada.
Hie lesson to draw from titis is that, to avoid any misinterpretation of the test, a complete chemical analysis
rf the aggregate, and an XRD pattern are essential and detailed p>etrographical determinations are strongly
recommended.

7- AGGREGATES AND COMBINATIONS OF AGGREGATES BEARING A PESSIMUM EFFECT

The pessimum effect has been known since the earliest AAR research, but has received a great deal of
attention by researchers from the UK (Hobbs, Sims, Jones, Nixon...), because it is a typical case they have to
deal with.
The piessimum can be simply defined as the reactive silica content or reactive aggregate content
correspotMting with the maximum expansion. It occurs in the distressed strdctures in tlie UK with some
aggregates containing flints and cherts, when these types c£ sands or gravels (Trent Valley, Bristol Channel,
isle of Wight), were used in combination with a non reactive limestone or coarse granite aggregate; otherwise
their field performance record is good.
The ASTM C227 mortar bar test produces misleading results, as recently documented by Sims [9]: N the
mortar bar test is insensitive to those circumstances encountered in the UK which depend upxm the occurrence
<rf a critical comtination of constituents and conditions ”. The accelerated tests are in trouble too, for the same
basic reason, that they are not able to give a flexible answer. The Canadian concrete prism test and the hoadly
equivalent French standard P 18 587, may be right or wrong, buttheir answer is in any case incomplete. What
is indeed evaluated is a particular combination of the coarse aggregate with a non reactive sand but nothing
else; it neither gives the reactivity of the coarse aggregate, nor the reactivity of any Giber combination! There
fore extension of tlie results to any other composition may be dangerous. One has to be very carefol with this
type of Aggregates and one has to think in terms rf reactivity of the combination of tiie aggregate». Concerning
the expansion tests, the only valid approach will be the evaluation of tlie job mix concretes (presenfly under
investigation in France).
The ASTM C 289 chemical test is also insensitive to the pessimum effect and becrase fliese rock types
contain highly reactive forms of silica from a chemical pdnt of view, (large amounts of silica are released into
solution during the first hours <rf the alkaline attack; see curve figure 3), they would be classified as deleterious
or potentially deleterious, which is unjustified most rf the time.
We have taken these observations into consideration and, working with a large series of aggregates showing
such a type of reactivity (there are plenty in France), we are now able to gi ve a better image of the reality.
The upper part of tire new diagram represents the reactivity of tire aggregate done ; it means that, if used
alone or in combination with aggregates an equivalent reactivity, there will not be an expansive reaction, but
it is impcotant to note that it is not an innocuous aggregate, as in the lower part erf the diagram. If combinations
of titis type <rf
are to be made with aggregates <rf a different reactivity, itwifl be a necessity to make
tests on this particular comlxnaiion. The kinetic test can do titis. We have prepared and tested a series of

mixes, with varying % of Thames Valley
sand and another non reactive material; the
representative curves are locked in the three
parts of the diagram, depending on the
respective proportions of the materials :
figure 5. This apparently complicated
situation represents the reality.
The (^ability of the kinetic test to easily
detect the aggregates showing a pessimum
content and to provide the range of
proportion of the mixes giving the pessimum
expansion is of a great importance.

Fig. 5 -Modification of the position of the curve, as a function
of the Thames Valley sand %.
8- CONCLUSIONS

A quick chemical test is voy attractive to characterize the potential reactivity rf the aggregates ; the woridwide known ASTM C 289 Chemical method has revealed cases of failure. Based on the putiished complaints
and our knowledge in the cement hydration field, the main ргоЫетз have been investigated ; an improved
version of this test is now proposed, which is termed kinetic test to emjAasize the importance ct the time.
The following points have been considered : granulometric size, alkalinity reduction, time. The
modifications included in the kinetic test allow its application to a much larger number o£ segregates : the
slowly reacting aggregates and the siliceous limestones can be cxxrectiy evaluated.
A great advantage of this test is its capatility to detect the aggregates showing a pessimum effect. Its
detailed answer fits better with reality. Up till now, tins test has been applied to about 150 aggregates, with a
large degree of success.
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Summary

Long drying-times are one problem associated with concrete slabs in buildings. If the concrete does not
dry out sufficiently before the surface is covered by tight vinyl flooring, the relative humidity beneath the
flooring will be too high. The concrete must dry out to an average moisture content corresponding to a
recommended level of relative humidity (RH) before tight flooring is laid. Since the drying of concrete
is very slow the drying-times become unreasonably long.
However, the RH in concrete also reduces due to the consumption of water during the hydration process.
In concrete with a low water to cement ratio, a major part of the water is bound to the cement and the
amount of excess moisture is fairly low. Even under sealed conditions, there is a decrease in the RH
because of internal drying also known as self-desiccation. This self-desiccation seems to be influenced by
different factors, such as the water to cement ratio, cement-type and curing temperature. The mineral
additive condensed silica fume also contributes to self-desiccation. The influences of these factors have
been estimated in this work. To summarize the results very briefly: a low water to cement ratio, an
ordinary Swedish portland cement as well as a high curing temperature and the addition of CSF all have
a reducing effect on the relative humidity in concrete. Based on this knowledge, we have designed a quick
drying concrete. This concrete may be used for slabs in buildings that would otherwise require
unreasonably long drying times.
Sammanfattning (in Swedish)

Länga torktider är ett problem som förknippas med betongplattor i byggnader. Om betongen inte fär torka
ut tillräckligt innan ytan täcks med en tät PVC-matta kommer relativa fuktigheten under mattan att bli
allt för hög. Betongen mäste torka ut till en medelfukthalt motsvarande den relativa fuktighet som
rekommenderas innan mattläggningen кап päbörjas. Eftersom uttorkning i betong gär längsamt resulterar
det i väldigt länga torktider.
Men, relativa fuktigheten i betong minskar ocksä pä grand av att vatten förbrakas under hydratationen.
I en betong med lägt vattencementtal binds en stor del av vattnet till cementet och mängden
överskottsvatten är obetydlig. Även i de fall dar ingen uttorkning sker utät minskar relativa fuktigheten
till följd av inre uttorkning, ocksä kallad självuttorkning. Självuttorkning i betong verkar päverkas av flera
faktorer. Bland dessa kan nämnas vattencementtal, cementtyp, härdningstemperatur. Även tillsats av silika
bidrar till en viss självuttorkning. I den här Studien har man tittat pä hur dessa faktorer päverkar
självuttorkningen. För att sammanfatta nägra av resultaten väldigt kortfattat: Ett lägt vattencemendal, ett
vanligt svenskt standardcement säväl som en hög härdningstemperatur har en minskande effekt pä RF.
Sä har även tillsats av silika. Med utgängspunkt frän, detta försöker vi nu tillverka en- snabbuttorkande
betong. Betongen kan användas i betongplattor som annars skulle kräva orimligt länga torktider.

Introduction

-

Built-in moisture is one of .the major problems associated with concrete slabs in buildings. Much damage
to flooring is caused by moisture. One common reason is that- the level of humidity in the concrete had
been too high when the surface was covered by tight flooring. We come across this problem in many
different constructions. One is concrete ground slabs placed on a tight polythene sheet. Another is
concrete slabs placed on permanent shuttering. It becomes more and more comriion today to use a
formwork which is not removed after the casting of the concrete. The formwork is either made of profiled
corrugated steel sheets or of a thin slab of high strength concrete. Common to these constructions is a
rather thick cast-in-place concrete slab placed on a tight underlying material. The drying is very slow and
therefore drying times are unreasonably long. Since the building industry of today strives towards shorter
construction times, it is important to reduce the drying-time as well as to prevent damage to buildings
caused by moisture.
Drying of concrete

Concrete initially contains a large amount of mixing water. During the curing period, some of the wz^ter
gradually becomes chemically bound to the cement, i.e. hydration takes place. Yet there is still much water
left in the pore system w7hen the hydration diminishes. A substantial amount of moisture referred to as
excess moisture has to dry out before materials sensitive to moisture are combined with the concrete.
Since the drying procedure is very slow, excess moisture is present in the concrete for a very long time.

The drying starts when the moisture can evaporate from the surface and proceeds as a combination of
moisture flow inside the material and evaporation at the surface. The transportation of moisture continues
until the equilibrium moisture content is reached. If a tight layer is applied while the concrete is drying,
it prevents moisture evaporating from the surface. However the moisture flow still continues up to the
surface until a new equilibrium is reached. With a very tight surface, the moisture load on the surface
layer corresponds to the average of the remaining moisture content when the flooring was laid.

This is why the concrete must dry out to a certain moisture content corresponding to a recommended level
of relative humidity (RH) before a tight flooring is laid. The average RH should not exceed 85 - 90% for
a vinyl flooring. One solution might be thin slabs. However, these do not match the design standards and
requirements concerning acoustic properties. Another possibility is to use high-strength concrete with
liquid damp proofing. This concrete contains less mixing water as well as less excess moisture.
It would be more appropriate to call this concrete low water content concrete rather than high-strength
concrete, as we make use of the low water content and not the high strength of the concrete.
Self-desiccation in concrete

Low water content concrete has a low water to cement ratio and a higher cement content than normal
concrete. Thus, a mayor part of the mixing water becomes chemically bound to the cement during
hydration. What is left is a small amount to be physically combined and sometimes a minor amount of
moisture to dry out. Even in sealed conditions, there is a decrease in RH because of internal drying, also
known as self-desiccation.

Wo = mixing water
aW

= additional water during curing (rain)

Wn = Chemically bound water
Wcr = Moisture content corresponding to the critical RH

Wb = Excess moisture

Figure 1. The moisture content in concrete. For sealed conditions aW=0.
If any additional water is added during curing, the RH may increase and the effect of self-desiccation is
lost. On the other hand this concrete is much more dense and probably more impermeable to water than
ordinary concrete. Before this property is further examined, it is important to protect the surface from any
additional water, for example rain water, during curing. The surface is usually covered by a tarpaulin.
Many liquid damp proofing products are used but it is not very likely that they will keep the rain water
out completely.
Mineral admixtures such as condensed silica fume, CSF, seem to have a positive effect on the internal
drying of concrete. Due to CSF’s very high surface area, it is likely to refine the pore structure, and
consequently the RH decreases.
Hydration in self-desiccating concrete

During hydration, water reacts with the cement. The chemically bound water is fixed to different cement
components as hydrate water and hydroxide. The degree of hydration is a measure of the amount of
bound water. The rate of hydration is affected by the W0/C-ratio as well as by the RH in the pore
structure. At an RH lower than 80% the rate of hydration is very low. Consequently, the hydration
becomes slow and stops at an early stage. Due to self-desiccation, concrete with a low W0/C-ratio dries
out to a low RH and the hydration diminishes early. Work is in progress to study the relationship between
the amount of chemically bound water, the rate of hydration and the RH.
Measuring the relative humidity (RH) in concrete

RH was measured directly with a capacitive RH-sensor made by Vaisala, Finland. For the small-scale
experiments in the laboratory, the RH-gauge is placed into a sealed test tube containing the sample. When
measuring the RH in concrete slabs in a building, the RH-gauge is put into a drilled hole with the desired
depth. The RH can be read when equilibrium conditions have been reached in the enclosed air. The
reading is preferably done after about eight hours.

RH-gqu-ge

seal
enclosed air

specimen
glass tube

RH

-c

-\uge

enclosed air
point of measuifrnent

Figure 2. Method of measuring RH in the laboratory.

Figure 3. Field measurements of RH.

Experimental arrangements and measurements

Laboratory tests

The results show that the RH in a young concrete is influenced by different factors such as the water to
cement ratio, cement type and curing conditions. Mineral admixtures like condensed silica fume also play
an important role for internal drying. Experiments have been carried out in order to estimate what effect
these factors have on internal drying and how they influence the self-desiccation capacity of the concrete.
Small-scale experiments were made with cement paste and cement mortar. Specimens were placed in jars
or test tubes and cured under sealed conditions at a constant temperature. The relative humidity was
measured regularly according to the method described earlier. The following variable factors were
included in the studies: water to cement ratio, cement type, amount of CSF and curing temperture.
Cement paste:

Factors
Levels
Wo/c
0.36, 0.40, 0.44, 0.50
Cement types
Slite, Skövde, Degerhamn (For cement types: see next page)
Curing temperatures
5°C, 20°C
Amount of CSF
0 or 10% of the cement weight
Cement mortar:

Factors
Levels
Wo/C
0.35, 0.40
Cement types
Slite, Degerhamn
Curing temperature 20°C
Amount of CSF
0 or 10% of the cement weight

Relative humidity of cementpaste
Varying cement-type and W/C-ratios
Curing temperature 5°C
RH(%)
Degerh
W/C=0,44
Degerh
W/C|0,36
Skövde
W/C^O.44
Skövde
W/p^0,36

Slite
W/C=0,50
Slite
W/C=0,40

0

5

10
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20

25
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35

Curing-time (days)

Figure 4. The effect of cement type on RH in cement paste.
Relative humidity in cement paste
Different W/C- and W/B ratios
Slite cement, curingtemp. 20°C

Figure 5. The effect of Wo/C- and W0/B-ratios on RH in cement paste.

Relative humidity in cement paste
Different curing-temperatures
Slite cement

Figure 6. The effect of curing temperature on RH in cement paste.

Relative humidity in cement-mortar
Different cement-types, W/C andW/B ratios

Figure 7. The effect of Wo/C- and W0/B-ratios on RH in mortar.
Results

Not unexpectedly, the two dominating factors observed were water to cement ratio and the type of cement
^ess imPortant but still significant were the effects of the curing temperature and the addition of
There is a considerable difference in the self-desicc?t”v- capacity at early age for different cement types.
The difference in RH between cement paste made of Degerhamn cement which is a low-alkali, low-heat
sulphant resistant cement, and one made of Swedish ordinary portland cement, OPC, from Skövde or Slite
is about 5% if the same water to cement ratios are compared. The OPCs from Skövde and Slite have the
higher self-desiccating capacity which decreases the RH. Increasing the water to cement ratio from 0.40
to 0.50 for one cement type gives an increase in RH of approximately 5% RH. The effect of curing in 5°C
instead of 20°C is a few percent higher RH. In mixes where CSF is added, it amounts to 10% of the
cement weight. It is included when calculating the water to binder ratio: Wo/B=W0/(C+CSF). CSF is a
puzzolanic material and reacts with water forming hydration products similar to those of the cement. CSF
has a minor effect on the initial stage of self-desiccation whereas the long-term effect seems to be greater.
Overall, the studies of the RH in cement pastes and mortars show similar results and follow general
trends.
&
Field studies

*

The next natural step was to study these phenomena in reahty. We had the opportunity to follow the
drying of concrete with various compositions in different constructions at two building sites. The first was
a concrete ground slab. The concrete was made according to the guiding outlines for mixing a low water
content concrete or a "self-desiccating concrete". The water to cement ratio was 0.45, the water to binder
ratio was 0.43 and the addition of CSF 6% by the cement weight. Because of the high cement content,
a superplasticiser was needed to increase the workability of the concrete. The slab was covered by a
tarpaulin during the first week and after that exposed to the outside climate (winter-spring in the middle
of Sweden). The curing temperature varied between 0 and 10°C. The RH in the concrete was a little more
than 90% after one month.

In the other test area, two types of concrete mixes were examined, one with a water to cement ratio of
0.51 and the other with 0.45. No CSF was added in either of the mixes. As the slabs were placed at
different times and exposed to very different curing conditions, it is very difficult to draw any conclusions.
We can, however, identify one difference between the two W0/C-ratios. The concrete with the lower
W0/C-ratio dried out to the recommended RH before the flooring was laid. This was not the case with
the concrete with the higer W0/C-ratio.
It is important to keep in mind, when looking at the results from the field studies, that the measurements
are very approximate, since it is very difficult to measure the RH in this environment and since the slabs
were exposed to totally different curing and drying conditions.
Conclusions

Concrete slabs in buildings may require a quick-drying concrete to prevent damage caused by high
humidity. If the flooring is tight, the humidity beneath the flooring will finally come up to a relative
humidity corresponding to the average moisture content in the concrete when the flooring was laid. The
RH in the concrete must decrese below a critical level before the surface is covered by tight vinyl flooring.

Concrete with a W0/C-ratio of about 0.40 dries even under sealed conditions due to self-desiccation Also
some types of cement have a great influence on the RH in young concrete. Both of the Swedish ordinary
portland cements, Skövde and Slite, decrease the RH more than the low-heat sulphant resistant
Degerhamn cement. To add condensed silica fume apparently accelerates the self-desiccation in concrete.
CSF plays both the role of a filler, due to its fine particle size, and the role of a puzzolamc material due
to its large surface area and its ability to combine with lime. Thus it refines the pore structure mid reduces
the RH The curing temperature also influences the RH. A higher curing temperature accelerates the self
desiccation and reduces, not unexpectedly, the RH.
The knowledge of how these factors influence self-desiccation enabled the design of a qmck-^ying
concrete. Furthermore, it is important to study how this concrete works in real constructions in buildings.
The concrete might be exposed to various drying conditions, such as additional water and low curing
temperatures.
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Summary
The topic of this paper is focusing on the latest advances in cementitious materials mechanical properties and
laboratory technology. There are numerous pathways for achieving what is desired with respect to high-strength
cementitious materials, i.e. the different routes to generating strong materials, including chemical modification,
high-shear mixing with polymer addition, and the making of fibre and particulate composites. The Strengthening
mechanisms were studied. The measurement of fracture toughness of cement paste and concrete were conducted
by the experimental technique based on the /-integral in an indirect way using small-sized specimens by the
single-edge-notch-beam method in the three-point bending test.

INTRODUCTION

Normal cementitious materials have a low tensile strength (approximately one-tenth its compressive strength)
and exhibits limited ductility, especially in tension. The distinguishing mechanical property of cementitious is
brittleness - that is, catastrophic failure following an almost entirely elastic deformation. Cementitious materials
can thus be classified as a brittle material containing many inherent flaws in the form of air voids and
microcracks. But recent advances in this area have led to the development of novel materials that include
composites some of these new strong and high-quality materials are being developed for more sophisticated
applications. A schematic stress-strain diagram of three types of concrete is shown in Figure 1. Cementitious
materials of the new generation have strengths that are greater by an order of magnitude than those of
conventional cements. Though these specialty materials are too expensive to use in voluminous quantities for
everyday building, their special strong mechanical properties make them ideal for a number of other
applications.

normal concrete

Strain

Strain

Strain

Figure 1 Schematic stress-strain diagram for three type concretes

J-integral
Earlier investigations in the fracture of quasi-brittle materials assume the validity of linear-elastic fracture for the
laboratory specimens employed and their toughness parameters such as Kie and Gjc are determined. However,
such parameters as obtained from normal laboratory sized specimens are found to be dependent on the specimen
size. As a result, very large specimens (over 1 meter) are required to obtain the true Kic value. Such specimens
sizes are clearly impractical in the laboratory[l,2]. The objective of the present investigations is to develop the
experimental technique based on the /-integral in an indirect way using small-sized specimens.

The /-integral introduced by Rice can be interpreted as the area of tension-softening curve [1], which is
defined as the functional curve between the traction across a crack plane and the separation distances of the crack
faces in a uniaxial tension specimen quasi-statically loaded to complete failure. The path independent nature of
this integral allows the integration path to be taken close or sufficiently far from the стаек tip[3,5]. It is
equivalent to the critical energy release rate Gc under small scale yielding condition. Gc is related to through the
equation

/с = Gc = (Kic)2 /Е

(for plane stress conditions)

From this relation, the linear-elastic fracture parameter Kic can be obtained, /-тгерт! <anbe obtained
experimentally from a compliance test by loading two precracked specimens with slightly different crack
lengths. If the load P and the load point displacement A are measured simultaneously in the test, / can be

obtained in terms of d from the area A (A) between the two P-А curves up to a load point displacement value of

A.
/ (A) = (1/ß )[A (A)/(a2-ai)]

Where В is the width of the specimen and (ai-ai) is the difference in crack length.

Strengthening and Toughening Mechanisms
The history of the attempts to strengthen concrete is almost its history of engineering. Numerous mechanisms
for strengthening concrete have been advanced. New concrete have been developed with and without such
knowledge. Table 1 gives the description of some of the mechanisms involved and the processes employed.

TABLE 1
Major concrete strengthening mechanisms

Associated effect

Mechanisms

Admixture-modified
a) Chemical
b) Mineral

c) Polymer (water soluble)

Mechanical compaction
Fiber reinforcing

Polymeric reinforcing

Autoclave curing

effective dispersant promotes denser packing, reducing
water requirement
DSP(densified systems containing homogeneously
arranged, ultra-fine particles of silica fume or fly ash)
MDF'(macro-defect-free); allows high shear processing
utilizes intense mechanical compaction which overcomes
the inter-locking surface forces and pack the concrete as
densely as permitted
the cracks are stopped or deflected by the presence of the
fibres at the interface and the work of fracture is often
dramatically increased
polymer fills tiny pores and flaw, increases density,
improves the cement-aggregate bonding, reduces stress
concentrations
fine and close in the texture, well and high percentage
crystalline hydrate

EXPERIMENTAL

Specimens Preparation
Cement used in this research was the Lafarge product "Secar 71" high alumina cement. Fine aggregates were
ASTM standard sands. Coarse aggregate is sieved before use so that the maximum sized aggregate can pass
through a No. 8 screen. The mix proportions: for concrete, cement: sand: aggregate :water were 1.0:2.75:.
2.75:0.35; for mortar, 1.0: 2.75: 0: 0.3. Specimen size dimensions for the three-point bending test: for mortar
and concrete, 350x80x40, for cement paste 60x10x10mm. The two different af* (crack depth/beam depth)
ratios were 0.4 and 0.5. The notch was cut in a tension side of the beam using a 0.2mm thick diamond saw.
Table 2 illustrates the preparation of specimens tested in this work. Further details can be found in the relevant
reference.The specimens were tested at an age of 28 days.

Hot pressing cement paste: Specimens were pressed in specially designed cell at 350-50 MPa for 0.5-Ihr
temperature variable. [6]
MDF cement paste: The term MDF refers to macro-defect-free cement paste. The use of several percent of a
water-soluble polymer at a low water/cement ratio combined with processing by high shear mixing and
extruding changes the pore structure of the paste. Their relatively high strength in bending, as high as 150MPa
or higher, was proposed to be due primarily to the absence of large flaws. [8] Now even higher strengths are
achieved. Typical MDF composition was shown in Table 3.
ТАВЕЁЗ
Typical MDF composition

Ingredients
Wt. %

OPC
78.0

Polyacrylamide
8.0

Glycerin
0.5

Water
13.5

Test Method
The measurement of fracture toughness of cement paste, mortar, and concrete have been conducted by the
single-edge-notch-beam method, in the three-point bending test The load and load point displacement were
measured simultaneously. Signal output was recorded by computer data acquisition system and sent
immediately to an IBM PC where the data were stored. The data are analyzed numerically. For each set of raw
data, values are obtained by interpolation.
Young's moduls of elasticity was obtained from the flexure of a beam using the equation
E = (kl3i4bd3W3

Where E is Young's moduls of elasticity (GPa), к the slope of the load-deflection plot (Nmm1), b the
beam width (mm), d the beam depth (mm) and I the beam span (mm).

TABLE 2
Preparation of specimens
Preparation
water/cement = 0.3
50,000 psi, 80 °C

Materials
1. hep (hydrated cement paste)
2. hot pressing paste
3. MDF paste
4. mortar
5. polymer impregnated mortar

ASTM C109

6. plain concrete
7. DSP concrete

ASTMC116
5% silica fume

8. PIC (autoclaved)
9. carbon FRC
lO.steel FRC
11 .polypropelene FRC

8% Vol, 6mm (Stackpole)
2% Vol
2%, 0.5"

Reference

[6]
[7]
[8]

[H]
[8]
[9]
[12]
[10]

PIC = polymer impregnated concrete; FRC = fiber reinforced concrete.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Factors Affecting Strength
Total oorositv: Only bv using intense mechanical compaction was it possible to overcome the inter-locking
surface forces and pack the cement as densely as permitted by the particle geometiy-typically corresponding to a
low water/cement ratio- resulting in very high strengths. The strength of the cement paste is strongly dependent
on both the total porosity and the maximum pore size of the materials. Dense packing is the essential feature of
cementitious materials necessary to reduce both the total porosity and maximum pore size (critical flaws). The
packing of particle systems is strongly dependent on the mechanical placing of particles, i.e. the kinematics of
the arrangement of particles. Normally, denser packing can be obtained by shear deformation, repeated shear
deformation, or balanced vibration. In Figure 2 the curve shows the relationship between compressive strength
and porosity of hardened cement paste in small-scale laboratory experiments under special hot-pressing
conditions. [6] Much higher strengths have also been achieved; in particular, the highest also combmed the
effects of dense particle packing.
,
Maximum pore size: The Griffith criterion s, which is normally defined as (ER/itC)^, where R is the
fracture energy and C is the crack (pore) length, can be modified to incorporate porosity (p), to yield

a = [EoRo(l-p)3exp(-k/))/nC]1/2
where к is a constant and Eo and Ro are E and R for a nonporous reference stole. The data on the MDF cement in
Figure 3 agree with this theory fairly well.[14]

porosity (%)

Fig. 2 The relationship between compressive
strength and porosity

Toughening Mechanisms

Fig. 3 Notched beam test of the flexural
strength of MDF cement paste

,

,

Fibre Reinforcing: Broadly, the reason why weak, brittle cementitious materials are made stronger and tougher
by very small additions of fibre is that cracks are stopped or deflected by the presence of the fibres at the
interface and the work of fracture is often dramatically increased; in practice, this is generally equivalent to a .
substantial improvement in tensile strength, although the stiffness may not be greatly improved. When a low
volume fraction of fibers is used, the role of fibers is apparent after the cracks have formal in the materials. In
such cases -assuming there is no fiber fracture- the fiber debonding and pullout processes have a significant
influence on the total energy consumption and overall toughness of the composite[2J. Figure 4 shows
toughness, bending strength of cementitious materials as compared with plastics, aluminum, wood, glass and
steel. Figure 5 shows the effect of the fiber content on values of /-integral.

bending strength (MPa)
Fig. 4 Toughness, bending of strength of cementitious materials as
compared with plastics, aluminum,wood, glass and steel

% steel fiber (by volume)

Fig. 5 Y-intergral .against load point displacement

load point displacement (mm)
Fig. 6 Effect of fiber content on values of /-integral

Densified with small particles: The term DSP refers to Densified Systems containing homogeneously arranged,
ultra-fine Particles. In the actual context, the densely packed are normally cements and the ultra-fine particles are
silica fumes or, less commonly, fly ashes. The latter are chemically less reactive than cement, especially the fly
ash, and achieve dense packing while eliminating the problem of the too rapid hardening encountered with very
fine cements; in addition, the silica fume ensures the formation of a coherent structural skeleton between the
cement particles, resulting in a fine, dense microstructure. [11] Experimental results of toughness under effect
of different toughening mechanisms are shown in Figure 6. Table 4 lists /-integral, Young's modulus of
elasticity (E) obtained from the test, and critical stress intensity Factor, Klc which was calculated from the
equation of / c = (Kic)2 /Е for different concrete, mortar and paste. Figure 7 shows the range of fracture
energy obtained for various concretes, mortar and paste based on /-integral of the multiple-specimen method.

The difference between the /-integral technique we used here and the RILEM GF test [4] is that in their test,
pre-cracked specimens with only one crack size are needed and only the apparent critical energy release rate can
be determined, whereas in our test, two kinds of crack size are used and more information is provided.
Furthermore that the value of Gc we obtained is expected to subject to a much smaller size dependence than the
RILEM test value. The size dependence is mainly due to damages outside the cracking plane which tends to
increase with the specimen size. In our case, Gc is obtained from the different in energy of two specimens with
slightly different crack size. The irrecoverable losses will tend to compensate each other for the two specimens
and hence the size dependence can be greatly reduced.

synthetic FRC

□
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steel FRC
carbon FRC

Д PIC
III

DSP concrete
polymer impregnated mortar

0
0

MDF paste
hot pressing paste

Q

concrete

g

mortar
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Fig. 7 Fracture energy of various specimens

TABLE 4
J-integral, Young's modulus of elasticity and critical stress intensity Factor
Materials
1. hep (hydrated cement paste)
2. hot pressing paste
3. MDF paste

/-integral
(kN/m)
0.016
0.31
0.32

E
(GPa)
11
24
25

Kic
(MPa-m1^)
0.419
2.78
2.82

4. mortar
5. polymer impregnated mortar

0.11
0.35

20
26

1.48
3.01

6. plain concrete
7. DSP concrete

*

0.16
0.85

22
28

1.87
4.88

8. PIC (autoclaved)
9. carbon FRC
lO.steel FRC
1 l.polypropelene FRC

1.12
1.52
2.83
3.23

30
34
35
41

5.79
6.97
9.95
11.51

CONCLUSIONS
Major advances have been made in mechanical properties of cementitious materials critical to modem
technology. The challenge remains to better understand the mechanisms involved in generating strength and
toughness, the effects of compositional and microstructural modifications, and the range of feasible processing
parameters which control the properties of such composites, /-integral, an indirect experimental technique is
developed to obtain the critical stress intensity Factor, Kic. Three-point bending test was employed. The test
involved only laboratory-sized specimens and can be easily performed without the need of mortification of
testing machines. Our results are found to be in good qualitative agreement with those obtained by the other
tests.
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SUMMARY

The
solar refelectance spectra, which is a measure of the
aeount
of
light
reflected by a material, is a consequence of
the
chemical
composition
and structure of the material modified by
environmental
factors and the physical conditions of the material. This is expressed
in
satellite
data
by photographic tone
or
colour
and has
been
extensively employed for lithological discrimination.

The
present paper highlights an integrated approach using
visual
interpretation,
ground
reflectance
and digital
image
processing
techniques as employed for grade prediction of limestone with specific
case studies.

INTRODUCTION
The
use of term "remote sensing" usually refers to the
gathering
and
processing
of
information about
the
earth's
environment
and
resources, through the use of remotely recorded data obtained with the
help of air borne or space borne spectral imaging instruments.
The
National Council for Cement and Building Materials (NCB)
has
carried out pioneering work by using this technique for assessment
of
cement grade limestone through development of remote sensing keys
and
discovering
new deposits estimating about 3600 million
tonnes.
The
present
paper
highlights the details of
remote
sensing
techniques
employed
for
grade
prediction
through
visual
interpretation
of
Satellite
data, measurement of ground reflectance and
digital
image
processing technique with specific case studies.

BASIC ОЖСВРТ
Spectral reflectance is a measure of the amount of light reflected
by a material and expressed in images by photographic tone or
colour.
This
has been widely employed for lithologic discrimination based
on
the
assumption
that
the spectral behaviour
of
rock
types/surface
materials
depends
on
the
composition
of
the
rock
type/surface
materials. The physical appearance of the rock type/object is governed
by
its
mineral
constituents/chemical
composition
and
thus
will
influence the spectral behaviour.

GRADE PREDICTION THROUGH VISUAL INTERPRETATION
As
the tonal variation in the satellite data is the
function
of
spectral behaviour of rock types, an attempt was made to correlate the
same with the grade of limestone. The False Colour Composites of bands
2,3 and 4 (Blue-Green-Red) of Landsat TM and IRS-LISS II data enlarged
to
It50,000 scale were selected for two areas in Andhra
Pradesh
and
one
in Rajasthan. Initially the limestone and associated
rocks
were
delineated using the remote sensing keys developed earlier (3). During
ground truth studies, the systematic samples were collected for darker
and
lighter tone areas separately and were analysed for CaO and
SiO2
content.
It
was
observed
that
the
lighter
toned
areas
almost
invariably,
were indicative of higher silica content (more than
15%)
as compared to darker tone areas (tables 1 & 2 ).

TABLE- 1
REMOTE SENSING KEYS OF VARIOUS LIMESTONE LITHO UNITS ON IRS-1A,LISS-II
FCC IMAGERY. BANDS COMBINATION
2,3,4 (B-G-R)
TEXTURE

TOPOGRAPHY

DRAINAGE

LIMESTONE
LITHO-UNITS

TONE/
COLOUR

Dolomitic

Light yellow

Mottled

Conical Hills

Coarse dendritic

High grade

Dark blue

Fine

Undulating

Low grade
shaly

Light blue,
alternate
bands

Fine

Undulating

Coarse ,
partly
internal
Dendritic,coarse

Lime Ranker

Dull white

Mottled

Undulating

Coarse ,
internal.

partly

TABLE-2

SILICA ССЖТЕЫТ IN LIMESTtÄTE
Sample No.

Colour of Limestone
Light Blue
SiO2%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

on the
FCC
Dark Blue
S102%

16.38
15.17
14.11
15.92
16.32
15.17
17.68
15.11
17.18
15.31

■

10.12
08.32
09.61
10.11
11.02
11.12
09.68
08.38
06.11
07.66

SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE STUDIES FOR GRADE PREDICTION
It
has
been observed that various physical as well
as
chemical
characteristics of minerals, rocks and soils influence their
spectral
emission.
Some of these include mineralogy, particle
size,
packing,
moisture and organic content. Additional variables that may
influence
remotely sensed data are target temperature and temperature
gradient,
radiations
from
surrounding
terrain
reflected
by
the
target,
micrometeorology,
surface
roughness
of the
target,
reflected
and
direct atmospheric radiations.

In order to establish a relationship between field reflectance and
grade of limestone, reflectance data was collected using Ground
Truth
Radiometer
(GTR)
designed by ISRO's Space
Application
Centre.
The
equipment
enables collection of reflectance data in the range of
485
to 837 nm compatable to 4 bands of TM/IRS and three bands of SPOT.
The data was normalised by eliminating the effects due to
varying
intensity
and
inclination of the incident
radiation,
cloud
cover,
surface
orientation
of the object and height of the
instrument
etc
using
GTR calibration plate. The percentage relative
reflectance
is
obtained by using the following equation

Relative Reflectance %

Where RQ «
RB =
GB =
GQ =

=■

RQ
RB

x GB
GQ

x 100

Reflectance of the object
Reflectance
recorded
with
sulphate plate
Gain Setting for plate
Gain Setting of object

barium

The
observations
were
recorded using all the 11
bands
in
the
available
range
at
about 50
different
stations
corresponding
to
various
types of limestone. Representative samples of limestone
were
collected
from the respective locations and were chemically analysed
for
major
oxide constituents. The spectral reflectance
curves
were
plotted with respect to CaO and Si02 content of limestone (fig 1 ).
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FIG. 1 *■Field Reflectance of Lieestone

The following observations were made

a)

i

High calcium limestone exhibits lower reflectance as compared

to high silica limestone.

b)

The
intensity of reflected beam is lesser in case
rock surface as compared to smooth/even surface.

c)

The reflectance increases with the increase in wavelength.

d)

The solar angle, which is governed by the time of observation
also has a direct bearing on reflectance data.

GRADE PREDICTION THROUGH DIGITAL IMAGE POCESSING
SATELLITE DATA

of

rough

OF

Satellite
images
consist of tiny, equal areas of
picture
elements,
arranged
in
regular rows and columns. The position
of
any
picture
element or pixel is determined on X-Y Co - ordinate system. Each pixel
has
a
numerical
value called the digital number
and
reflects
the
intensity
of
electromagnetic
energy,
measured
for
the
ground
resolution
cell represented by that pixel. The digital
numbers
vary
from 0 to 255.

Digital
Image
Processing
is
a
collection
of
techniques
for.
improving the image quality for interpretation and classification. For
the present study, the ISROVISION
- an Indigenously developed digital
image
processing
system supported by SACIMAGE software
package
was

used.
The
system
accepts
the
image data
in
the
form
of
Computer
Compatible
Tape (CCTs) or floppy products from different
satellites,

viz. Landsat series,

IRS and SPOT etc.

To
further
corroborate
the
earlier
observation
for
grade
prediction through visual interpretation and field reflectance
value,
the
digital image processing was carried out for an area
covered
by
upper Vindhyan rocks in SE Rajasthan.

The rock types identified in the area include limestone of varying
grade, shale,sandstone,quartzite and trap rock. Soil cover, vegetation
and water
bodies
have also been observed through supervised classi
fication technique. The grey values of all the rock types,
vegetation
and water bodies were plotted against the wavelength (Fig 2 ). It
was
observed
that with the increased wavelengths, the grey values of
the
objects
were increasing. However, each object had its
characteristic
wavelength
range. It was evident that the grey value of quartzite
is
highest
and .for water it is the lowest. The grey value
of
limestone
was in the range of 28-29 (band-2), 32-34 (band-3) and 42-43 (band-4).
The
increase
in
grey value of limestone in a particular
band
was
indicative
of higher
silica
content.
High
magnesium
(dolomitic)
limestone
showed lower reflectance value as compared to high
calcium
limestone.
The digitally processed images (fig 3) were found to be useful
in
classification of rock types based on the grey values. The
limestone
of
various grades could be broadly classified based on the change
in
grey values and provided definite clues for grade prediction.

FIG.2 * Grey Values of
Image Processing

Litho-lfnits

FIG.3 I Digitally Processed
associated rocks.

Image

Obtained

Showing

Through

Limestone

Digital

(1)

and

COiCIiUSK»
1.

Apart
from identification of rock types, the remote
sensing
technique was found to be helpful in predicting the grade of
limestone
through visual interpretation, ground
reflectance
data and digital image processing.

2«

While
collecting
the field reflectance data#
the physical
properties
of
rocks including colour and roughness
of
the
surface
should be recorded. When & rough rock is
placed
on
the
sample stage, part of it would be slightly out of
focus
and
the
intensity of the reflected beam
from
these
areas
would
be
lesser. A proper calibration
would
therefore
ba
required
to
know
the influence of roughness
of
the
rock
surface.

3.

As
the
human eye has its own limitation, the
subtle
tonal
variation may quite often, be un-noticed in FCC during visual
interpretation. The digital image processing may,
therefore,
be considered more reliable in predicting the grade.

4.

The remote sensing technique has been found extremely
useful
in
selecting
the areas of
interest
during
reconnaissance
prospecting. It can considerably reduce the time and cost
of
exploration
of
virgin deposits.
However,
the
prediction
should
be considered as indicative and for ultimate
quality
assessment, limited ground truth studies are essential.
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ABSTRACT
The hydration of portland cement alone, as well as cement composites containing several physically and chemically
different class-F fly ashes (20% m/m), metakaolinite (20% m/m), silica fume (20% m/m) and.granulated blast
furnace slag (70% m/m), was evaluated using a microprobe, a transmission microscope and 28Si MAS-NMR.
Both the microprobe as well as the ТЕМ study indicated that the fly ash reacts with the cement by slowly forming
micron sized reaction rims around the glassy fly ash spheres. The microprobe study further indicated that the
composition of the CSH of the portland cement and those of the fly ash varied in minor details, mainly indicating
an increased alumina content. Silica contents of the CSH were approximately similar. All analytical methods applied
indicate that the finest and most glassy fly ash initially reacts the fastest; upon time however, all fly ash blends
indicate pozzolanic reactions. In most cases, evidence was found for the existence of strätlingite, or CSH/strätlingite
mixtures.

The alumina contents of the CSH in the metakaolinite blends is higher compared to the fly ash blends. The silica
fume blend displays the highest SiO2/CaO ratios; alumina contents are of course very low. The slag cements also
clearly indicate a reaction between the cement and the slag; after 6 months usually 5-20 pm wide reaction firn?
developed around slag grains.
Quantitative 2eSi MAS NMR was used to monitor the changes in amorphous components, like CSH (inner- and outer
product, resp. Q2 and Q1), silica fume and metakaolinite; the highest Q2/Q1 ratio was found in the silica fume
cements.

(' also Intron BV, Institute for Materials and Environmental Research, Houten, The Netherlands)

1. INTRODUCTION
Increasing environmental pressures are currently resulting in the widespread use of secondary materials in composite
cements. The best known examples of such secondary materials are fly ashes, granulated blast furnace slag and
silica fume. An understanding of the mechanism with which these materials react with ordinary portland cement (or
other cementitious binders or activators) will stimulate their use and may result in "tailored" composite materials with
specific, and in many cases, improved characteristics, compared to ordinary portland cements. It also decreases the
environmental pressures related to portland cement manufacture (CO2 emission and land excavation).
In this article, several relatively new methods of analysis will be discussed with reference to the hydration
mechanism of composite cements. The results will be referenced against recent thermodynamic evidence regarding
the composition of fully hydrated cements. The analytical methods applied included a microprobe, a transmission
microscope and 23Si MAS-Nuclear Magnetic Resonance.
Microprobe study

Only a limited number of electron optical studies reporting quantitative data have been published [1 ;2;3;4 and ref.
therein]. The interpretation of previous results has suffered by the complexity and extremely small scale variations
of the phenomena studied. In general, the CSH in composite cements containing PFA is believed to display somewhat
higher Si/Ca atom ratios (0.6-0.7) as well as slightly higher Al/Ca ratios (up to 0.3 instead of •» 0.1). The
interpretation provided by Harrison and co-workers [1] indicates that older (> 3 days) PFA cement pastes show a
progressive increase with time in mean Si/Ca and mean Al/Ca ratios, which they attributes to the pozzolanic reaction.
The pozzolanic reaction leads to additional CSH in the space previously occupied by PFA, pore solution or CH. In slag
cemeots a Mg containing reaction product, differing from CSH, is formed; hydrotalcite (HT) [4]. Recent solubility
experiments carried out with synthetic compounds known or suspected to be present in PFA- and slag-cements
indicate that thermodynamic "equilibrium assemblages" will consists of either 1) CH + CSH (1.7) + C3AHe + AFt
+ HT + aq. or 2) CSH (variable ratio) + Si-hydrogarnet (C3AHe < = = > C3ASH4) + AFt + aq [5]. In situation
where a lot of Al and Si is available, like high replacement class-F PFA or metakaolinite blended cement strätlingite
(C2ASH8; an AFm phase) may be formed. Silica fume blended cements are well known to produce CSH displaying
a distinctly higher Si/Ca ratio.
Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopic (ТЕМ) studies have also been limited to a few studies. In principle, chemical
analysis with ТЕМ provides more realistic and detailed chemical information on reaction products formed. Rodger
and Groves [6] studied a C3S-PFA paste by ТЕМ and found that the fly ash particle was often surrounded by a
reacted zone consisting largely of radially fibrillar material, described as CSH, with denser regions of Si-hydrogarnet
(experimentally C12A3FS4Hie), and dense outer regions CSH and CH. Studies of a 885 day old granulated blast
furnace slag cement [7] with analytical electron microscopy revealed that both a cement hydration product (CHP),
other than CSH, as well as an "inner slag hydrate" (ISH), resembling a hydrotalcite-like phase, were formed. Other
studies also indicated the presence of low- or non-calcium bearing magnesium-aluminium hydroxide, similar to the
naturally occurring mineral hydrotalcite, but of variable composition [8;9],

29Si-MAS-NMR
Since the first solid state 29Si NMR experiments by Lippmaa and coworkers [10], much research has been devoted
to silica polymerization reactions, in particular to cement hydration; reviews may be found in the references 11,12
and 13. In this study, 2aSi NMR has been employed as a tool to characterize the hydration reaction of several
composite cements, up to 6 to 9.5 months,
2. EXPERIMENTAL

''

Materials used were three class-F fly ashes, differing mainly in physical properties (EFA, LM and LB), a granulated
blast furnace slag (CEMIJ), silica fume (SF) and metakaolinite (MK). As a reference material (inert) quartz flour was
■ used (KW). The cement used was an ordinary portland cement A (PCA). Apart from the slag-cement all materials
contained 20% m/m of fly ash, silica fume, metakaolinite or quartz flour. The slag-cement contained 70% m/m slag.
The water/solids ratio was 0.40; Details about chemical and physical properties of all materials used are summarized
in table 1. All composite cement specimen were cast in small plastic containers, sealed and cured for a specific time.
Further hydration of the samples was prevented at the required time either by freeze drying or methanol exchange
followed by heating at 105°C.

The microprobe study was performed using polished thin section of the cements cured for 180 days. The analysis
and micrographs were made using a JEOL JXA-8600 Superprobe, equipped with a Tracor EDS analysing system and
five wavelength dispersive spectrometers.The accelerating voltage was 15 KV and the beam current 100 pA with
a live time of 30 or 40 seconds. The ТЕМ study was performed using a Phillips EM-400 microscope on ion-milled
samples. The NMR spectra were obtained on a Broker AM 500 spectrometer equipped with a Bruker solid-state
accessory. Details of the analytical details have been presented in Pietersen et al. [131.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Unreacted cement

Limited data were obtained for unreacted clinker minerals like alite and belite; the ferrite and aluminate phases are
generally too small in size to provide an accurate chemical analysis with a microprobe. The analytical results are
summarized in table 1. The analysis in this table were obtained using X-ray fluorescence on glass pearls.
Hydration products in portland cement paste

In order to prevent analysis of anhydrous clinker phases in the data on hydration products, all analysis above 85 %
were excluded in the following graphs, unless stated otherwise. A survey of the data is made by plotting the
AI2O3/CaO against the Si02/Ca0 ratios; the division by CaO is made in order to minimize the effect of analysis of
the hydrates with very low totals. This presentation has been applied previously by Harrison and co-workers [1;2J.
Figure [11 provides an example of such a graph for ordinary portland cement, hydrated for 180 days. Most of the
analysis plot either near to a composition representing CSH (SiO2/CaO = 0.5-0.65; Al-jCyCaO - 0.05),_or on lines
connecting the CSH compositional area with CH (origin) or AFm (SiO2/CaO = 0.05; А120з/Са0 - 0.6). The sample
points on both lines may represent mixtures between the two phases on both ends of the lines.
Hydration products in PFA - portland cement paste
The data handling procedure in the fly ash composite cements was similar to the previously described method. From
figure [2] representing the PCA blended with the very glassy fly ash EFA, it may be seen that a significant amount
of Al-coroXe! CSH is formed, with Э AlWCaO ratio of 0.15. In the figure, th. potential equtonum phase
assemblages are indicate with on open square. Evidence for a Si-hydrogarnet phase, such as C3ASH4 seems likely.
Some data points suggest a high Si-strätlingite-like composition; on the other hand, these analysis may also refect

the analysis of the PFA/CH transition zone.

A much clearer evidence of Si-hydrogarnets, strätlingit. and a AhCSH Is found inI#* =*»« b“aO mSr'of S
I Q ire fint.rn ni- this flv ash displays a high alumina content, and is also rather glassy. The AI2O3/CaO ratio ot t e
CSH i ? hi sample Гдптсат.у higher compared to the previous sample, and is designated A!-CSH^ АП data pomts
m the AFCSH filed originated from reacted zones around fly ash particles, such as shown m photograph 1.
l.
ko
in ths ТЕМ nhotooraph 2, in which the fibrillar nature of the reaction zone can
A detail о such a.zone mayand », chemical analysis also indicate a
1 ?e?vChinh CaO/SiO ratio ( 9) Both the presence of alumina containing CSH and sllicious hydrogarnets, as well
äesТе obs^ved foSadon of micrometer thick -reaction zones" around fly ash partides ar, a dear evidence of the

pozzolanic reaction taking place.
Th. data in figure 14) relate to th. cemen b »"deb
that in this cement alumina containing hydration

a similar kind of reaction.
Th. »Si soiid stat, MAS-NMR anaiysis also point, a. an

fiv ash LM which is the least glassy one. It is remarkably

s»e" ” “

c|early. „ „ aaaumad that ,ha presence

SmeTTsT“

but of different intensity. As can be seen in f'9ure =•1
V
hydration the intensity of Q° at-71 ppm,
Xs^ngcTs al7c^hdTrea!es.YTheJntensity of the chemical shifts of the hydration products O’ and Q=

(chemical shifts of resp. -79 and -84 ppm) increases.

Compared to portland cement, the spectra of ,the, fly ash blends №grouZlü’-

S^“SSSea°'-ТВ n,epTan inTeased tendency to form mor. poiymerized. and

longer, CSH chains. In the fly ash blended cements the size distribution as well as the glass content of the fly ashes
used apparently influence the hydration reaction; the finest and most glassy fly ash (EFA; German wet bottom boiler)
low NoVhX^r p|l9herhQf/Q ratios and an in=reased initial hydration, compared to the coarser fly ash (LM; Dutch
oT 14
' FY
fmeness IS generally accepted to be one of the key factors regarding fly ash reactivity
1У.у. 1ч, iOfiDji

'

Hydration products in metakaolinite - portland cement paste

1П>?^е 8/nicroProbe analysis of a portland cement blended with 20 % m/m metakaolinite are shown Comparison
dearli ?,2etmiCly
к
f и 3Sh Cement blendS Sh°WS that h6re 311 CSH contain significant amount of aPumina,
clearly reflecting the enhanced reactivity of metakaolinite over fly ash. Evidence for C2ASH8-like phase assemblages
Al О /сяо nf ni9n "о
Remarkable ,s the evdence for reaction products having a SiO2/CaO ratio of 0.35-0.45 and
AI2O3/CaO of 0.1-0 2; these may represent analysis of intimately mixed CH and C2ASHe or Si-hydrogarnet. Evidence
exists that not all of the metakaohmte did react, by the data points towards a metakaolinite composition.

=8Si NMfi studies of the metakaolinite cements (figure 9) indicated that, it is not possible to deconvolute the Q’ and
Q chemical shifts at all ages, due to changes in the shift maxima Q1 and/or Q2. This may also be attributed to the
formation of amorphous or non-crystalline alumina containing reaction products, such as strätlingite (С2А5НЙ) or
sihcious hydrogarnets. Clear evidence exists for the presence of unreacted metakaolinite, even after 180 days.
Hydration products in silica fame - portland cement paste
In figure 10 the microprobe results of the silica fume blended cement are shown. Contrary to the fly ash and
in^A аОпПЛ71b ®nded cerpents, this cement indicates CSH compositions with significantly lower AI2O3/CaO ratios

(0.04 - 0.07). Evidence for strathngite or sihcious hydrogarnet formation is lacking. This is not to be expected
because of the relative scarcity of alumina in these cement systems. There is however evidence for only partially
reacted silica fume, as indicated by the low Al but high Si data points.
26Si NMR studies of the silica fume blended cements (figure 11) indicate that this cement develops a markedly
increased amount of Q and Q species, with a notably increased amount of Q2 compared to Q1 As in the
metakaohmte blends, the silica fume does not react completely at 180 days.

Hydration products in granulated blast furnace slag cements
Fl°ur® 12 show А^Оз/СаО versus SiO2/CaO microprobe results of the granulated blast furnace slag cement hydrated
tor 180 days. The CSH composition in this cement varies from the previous cements because it contains some
magnesium, as well as somewhat more alumina compared to ordinary portland cements. In figure 12 the unhydrated
s ag grains are indicated by square brackets; these form a relatively isolated group in the diagram. Sample points
around this area indicate the formation of a slag hydration products, slag rims or slag relicts (signed 1) as well as
elX mixed s'a9 reaction products and CSH (signed 2). The slag hydration product indicate an approximate
SiO2/CaO ratio of 0.6 - 0.8 and a variable AI2O3/CaO and MgO/CaO ratio (figure 13). From figure 13 it can be seen
that the slag hydration products all fall on a remarkably straight line which may be described as [AI2O3/CaO = 0.1
+ MgO/CaO). This corresponds closely to the atom ratios found by Harrison et al. 11]. This line is directed towards
hydration products with a hydrotalcite-like (M,AVHJ composition. The data in figure 12 also indicate the presence
of a silicon and magnesium containing hydrogarnet phase (signed 3), although it may not be excluded that they
represent analysis of intimately mixed CH and unhydrated slag grains.

The chemical shift of the glassy blast furnace slag at -73 ppm appeared too broad and overlapped the Q°, Q1 and
Q chemical shifts of the (un)hydrated cement; a successful deconvolution of the slag cement could therefor not be
obtained.
CONCLUSIONS
The CSH composition of blended cements is influenced by the addition of PFA, metakaolinite, silica fume or slag,
which is mainly reflected by different AI2O3/CaO ratios. The combined use of three physically different analytical
techniques all point at a pozzolanic reaction, or in the case of the slag, hydraulic behaviour. The pozzolanic reaction
of the fly ash results in the formation of hydration products resembling the ones predicted on thermodynamic
grounds. The extend of the pozzolanic reaction of fly ash in pastes cured for 180 days is however variable; one of
the variables seems to be the glass composition, as well as the total glass content. The pozzolanic reaction of
metakaolinite, which is chemically related to fly ash, indicates a similar trend; the formation of very alumina rich
CSH, as well as silicious hydrogarnets of variable composition and strätlingite. In granulated blast furnace slag

cements a hydrotalcite-like phase is developed. In the silica fume blended cement the reaction mechanism is
relatively simple; only a very silicious CSH, with a Ca/Si ratio up to 2. Both metakaolinite and silica fume do not
appear to react completely, as indicated by the microprobe analysis and the 29Si NMR results. 29Si NMR results
indicate that in both the silica fume as well as in the activated kaolinite blend, the reaction of the anhydrous calcium
silicates is initially (first 7 days) accelerated with respect to the reference portland cement. In the fly ash blends this
effect is less pronounced.
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Micrograph 1.
Backscattered image of a fly ash blended
cement paste. The rims around the fly ash
grains represent a reaction zone, due to the
pozzolanic reaction.

Micrograph 2.
Transmission microscopy image of a fly ash
grain (10 pm) which developed a reaction
zone.

Table 1. Analysis of portland cement (PCA), fly ashes (EFA, LB, LM), granulated blast furnace slag, metakaolintte
(MK) and silicafume (SF). n.d. = not determined.
COMPONENT

PCA

EFA

LB

LM

SLAG

MK

SF

SiO2

21.26

50.46

55.57

53.93

30.80

55.60

95.09

AIA

4.91

25.74

30.14

34.16

17.14

41.18

0.58

Рв2О3

2.87

6.53

6.05

4.87

0.30

0.68

1.06

Ti02

n.a.

1.19

1.74

1.66

0.85

0.05

0.02

MgO

1.63

2.24

0.89

0.56

10.70

0.35

0.60

CaO

64.42

4.32

1.00

2.06

36.44

0.03

0.11

Na2O

0.21

2.04

0.31

0.36

0.30

0.12

0.27

K20

0.69

4.43

2.56

0.92

0.51

2.44

0.73

H20

0.35

0.18

0.12

0.17

0.06

0.34

0.59

LOI*

0.55

3.95

4.66

4.74

0.00

o.si

1.60

AA"

n.d.

1.29

0.30

0.22

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Alk. (Eq. Na20)

0.69

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Insoluble

1.10

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d. _

MULLITE

-

2.1

16.2

22.8

-

-

-

QUARTZ

-

1.8

5.6

5.1

-

-

-

FE-SPIN.

-

0.7

0.7

0.5

-

-

-

GLASS'

-

95.4

77.5

71.6

>99

-

-

D60

n.d.

5.9

46.6

25.9

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

spand

n.d.

7.1

3.3

3.3

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

Specific
Surf. (M2/gr)

n.d.

1.5

1.0

1.2

n.d.

14.8

1 LOI = Loss On Ignition (total carbon)
“ AA = Available Alkali (ASTM C618)

' Glass = 100 -ffi % mullite + % quartz + % Fe-spinel)

, Ою = 50 % of all particles is smaller than this size (^лп);
span =

19.3

Figure 1.
Microprobe analysis of ordinary portland cement
(180 days; w/s=0.4).

Figure 3.
Microprobe analysis of ordinary portland cement
blended with 20 % m/m fly ash LB (180 days;
w/s = 0.4).

Figure 2.
Microprobe analysis of ordinary portland cement
blended with 20 % m/m fly ash EFA (180 days;
w/s = 0.4).

Figure 4.
Microprobe analysis of ordinary portland cement
blended with 20 % m/m fly ash LM (180 days;
w/s = 0.4).

ORDINAHY PORTLAND CEMENT A, W/C-0.4

PCA ♦ 20% FLY ASH EFA, W/(C*S)-0.4

Figure 5.
Progressive hydration of ordinary Portland cement.
Unhydrated portland cement displays a chemical
shift at approximately -71 ppm, representing both
C3S and C2S:

Figure 6.
Hydration of ordinary portland cement blended with
20% m/m class-F fly ash EFA. Fly ash displays a
chemical shift at -100 ppm, comparable with
synthetic aluminium-silicate glasses [14].

PCA « 20% FLY ASH LM, W/(C*S)-0.4

Figure 7.
Progressive hydration of ordinary portland cement
blended with 20% m/m class-F fly ash LM.

Figure 8.
Microprobe analysis of ordinary portland cement
blended with 20 % m/m metakaolinite (180 days:
w/s=0.4).

Hydration of ordinary portland cement blended with
20% m/m metakaolinite. The metakaolinite has a
chemical shift at -100 ppm.

PGA * 20% SILICA FUME, W/(C*S)-0.4

Hydration of ordinary portland cement blended with
20% m/m silica fume. The chemical shift of silica

fume is -110 ppm.

Microprobe analysis of blast furnace slag cement
containing 30 % m/m ordinary portland cement
(180 days; w/s=0.4); SiO2/CaO versus AI2O3/CaO.

Figure 13.
Microprobe analysis of blast furnace slag cement
containing 30 % m/m ordinary portland cement (180
days; w/s=0.4). AI203/Ca0 versus MgO/CaO.
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PREFACE

The 9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement, which is held once in six
years in different parts of the world, was held in New Delhi from 23 to 28 November 1992.
Organised by NCB, the Congress was co-sponsored by the Department of Scientific & Industrial
Research, Govt of India, Cement Manufacturers' Association, and Messrs India Cements Ltd,
J К Cement Works, Madras Cements Ltd, Narmada Cement Co Ltd and Orissa Cements Ltd.
The objectives of the Congress were set to advance the knowledge of chemistry of
cements with emphasis on application of this knowledge in both the manufacturing aspects and
utilization of cements in practice. Within this broad scope, the thrust was on tracking the scientific
progress made in the field since the last Congress, assessing the status of exploitation of the results
by the industry and the society, and mapping of the new frontiers of knowledge. A Technical
Exhibition was organised as a part of the Congress; two cultural events were staged on two evenings
during the Congress.
The Congress was inaugurated by Smt Krishna Sahi, Hon'ble Minister of State for
Industrial Development, Govt of India. At the Concluding Session of the Congress, the Valedictory
Address was delivered by Shri P R Kumaramangalam, Hon'ble Minister of State for Science &
Technology, Govt of India.
More than 500 scientists and researchers, including 250 from 27 overseas countries
participated in this Congress. Twentyone Principal Reports and 348 Communication Papers
belonging to the four themes of the Congress were presented. In addition to the papers on
deliberative thematic sessions, a Poster Session on "Advances in Pnysico-chemical evaluation,
characterisation and quality control techniques and systems" for clinkers, particulate cements,
hydrated systems and concrete systems were organised. The state-of-the-art reports, invited
lectures and 24 contributions made in the form of posters were presented during the Congress.
In addition, Special Panel Discussions were organised to survey the newer frontiers of knowledge
in the areas of computerisation in cement science and concrete systems; resource economy in
cement and concrete making; and cement in hazardous wastes management. The first six volumes
of proceedings contain all the above contributions received for the Congress.
This Volume VII contains the texts of the Addresses delivered at the Inaugural and
Concluding Sessions and the Special Lectures presented during the Congress, besides the list of
delegates who attended this prestigious Congress. The complete set of seven volumes of the
Proceedings will be a report of the event and also serve as a reference source on the latest
developments in the frontiers of cement chemistry and related research for the benefit of cement
industry and cement users world-wide.

The International Scientific Committee which met during the Congress, decided that
the next (10th) Congress be held in Sweden. We wish the organisers good luck and the Congress
every success.

I am grateful to the members of the International Scientific Committe of the Congress
for their whole-hearted cooperation, to those who reviewed the Abstracts and to the International
Panel of Reviewers of Manuscripts for providing very useful technical and editorial comments

on the communication papers. The cooperation of the authors in accepting and implementing
the reviewers' suggestions and revising their manuscripts accordingly is greatly appreciated. Thanks
are also due to those authors whose communication papers could not be accepted essentially because
the contributions did not fit in with the themes of the Congress and not because of any technical
deficiency.

The unstinted efforts put in by my colleagues in the National Council for Cement and
Building Materials in all aspects of organising this Congress, is thankfully acknowledged.

New Delhi
25 January 1994

A К Mullick
Chairman
International Scientific Committee
9th International Congress
on the Chemistry of Cement
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The following symbols, which have been universally recognised by cement
chemists for formulating more complex compounds, are used interchangeably with
the respective oxide formulae throughout this volume:

A

:

AI2O3

К

:

K2O

C

:

CaO

M

:

MgO

C

:

CO2

N

:

Na2O

CH

:

Ca(OH)2

P

:

P2OS

F

:

Fe2O3

S

:

SiO2

H

:

H2O

8

:

SO3

Commonly used abbreviations of more general nature are as follows:
DTA

-

differential thermal analysis

ERMA

-

electron probe micro analysis

|R

-

infrared

NMR

-

nuclear magnetic resonance

RH

-

relative humidity

w/c

-

water-cement ratio

XRD

-

X-ray diffraction

SEM

-

scanning electron microscope

EDAX

-

energy dispersive analysis of X-rays

INAUGURAL SESSION

WELCOME ADDRESS
by

Shri N Srinivasan
Chairman NCB and Chairman Organising Committee of the Congress

Hon’ble Smt Krishna Sahi, Shri Suresh Kumar, Dr Mullick, Dr Rajkumar, Distinguished Delegates, Ladies and
Gentlemen:

On behalf of the National Council for Cement and Building Materials (NCB), Cement Manufacturers'
Association (CMA) and on my own behalf, I have the privilege and pleasure of welcoming you all to the 9th
International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement. This Congress has brought together on a co™on
platform over 500 delegates representing scientists, engineers and technologists concerned wi^h the
manufacture and utilisation of cement. With nearly 250 overseas participants from 42 countries - his
important global event will go a long way in facilitating exchange of knowledge and experience on the latest
developments in the cement world.
We welcome Hon’ble Minister, Smt Krishna Sahi whose services to the nation in various capacities are
well-known. She is not only keenly interested in the industrial development but also a firm believer in the key
role that science and technology can play in the industrial development. Her presence here is the evidence
of her abiding interest in the development of this important core sector industry of cement and her firm
conviction to the major role that cement industry has to play in the development of the country.
I am glad to welcome Shri Suresh Kumar, Secretary to the Government of India, Department of Industrial
Development, who has distinguished himself by his dynamism and in-depth knowledge of cement industry

in guiding the affairs of the cement industry in India.
My special words of welcome to our distinguished guests from overseas; we look forward to benefiting
from the variety and richness of their knowledge and experience. We are indebted to the Ministry of Industry,
Department of Science and Technology, Cement Manufacturers Association, and cement industry at large

for their catalytic role in supporting this Congress.
Food, clothing and shelter have been the three basic needs of humanity right from the beginning.
Developed nations have met these needs adequately but not the teeming millions of developing countries,
majority are still without adequate shelter. For over 150 years now cement has been the main construction
material. Today, more than ever, there is greater need - through innovation of science and technology towards reducing unit inputs of fuel and power in the manufacture of cement. The bulk nature of cement also
calls for renewed efforts to further minimise the freight element. This could go a long way in providing shelter

to a large number of inhabitants of the developing countries.

India has a rich tradition and cultural heritage expressed not only through its art and crafts, and literature,
but also through its ancient monuments and historical buildings built from a variety of indigenous durable
binding materials. From the days of traditional building materials, the country, through acquisition of new
knowledge and expertise, has come a long way to manufacture and utilise modern material - cement — and
has won recognition amongst the cement producing countries of the world both quantitatively as well as
qualitatively. It is indeed a measure of the stature of Indian cement industry, and that of the host organisation,
National Council for Cement and Building Materials (NCB) that the 9th International Congress on the
Chemistry of Cement is being held under its aegis in India. The only other Asian country to host this Congress
earlier was Japan in 1968.

The pragmatic Government policies have been giving a fillip to the cement industry which, as a result, was
able to modernise and also expand rapidly. Many wet process plants were modernised and converted to dry

process units and several new state-of-the-art energy efficient million tonne plants were set up. With new
generation modern plants having been set up, the industry can take pride that the latest technology in use in
India today is comparable to that anywhere else in the world. India is the fifth largest producer of cement in
the world, with production at 54 million tonnes in 1991 besides being a leading industrialised country with a
large Science and Technology base.
As materials economy and fuel economy have been the driving force in bringing technological changes
in the cement manufacturing process, technological advancements in these areas are to be stepped up
manifold in view of changed situation. Newer technologies for cement manufacture need intensive explora
tion. The basic technology of clinker manufacture has not changed for many years and I do hope there will
be a breakthrough in the near future. Apart from OPC and blended cements, a number of special cements,
formulations and composites with high early strength and rapid setting properties for specific application areas
are becoming popular all over the world. Newer approaches in manufacture of cement clinker, such as
fluidisation process, which many countries have tried and are continuing to try, and radiation synthesis of
cement clinker being tried in the former Soviet Union, for which India also has a Joint Cooperation Programme
seems to be promising area; the successes achieved in this direction are quite encouraging.

The industry has been conscious of its obligations towards environment and has been working on
utilisation of industrial wastes and inert fillers like ground limestone or silica dust in the manufacture of cement.
How far these will be techno-economically feasible, beside being environment-friendly has to be examined
in-depth. There is no doubt that our improved research and development capabilities has today enhanced our
understanding of the chemistry, the structure and properties, quality, performance and durability of cements.
Yet we are far away from our goal of developing economically viable indigenous methods of their processing
as appropriate to socio-economic conditions.

There is a wide range of research, investigation and scientific information available on the subjects of the
Congress and we need to sift through it to get answerto what is really important and critical to our needs. There
cannot be any other forum more appropriate than the present Congress which is aimed at reviewing the stateof-the-art of cement sciences and tracking the scientific development and progress in the field since the last
Congress.
The issues like raw materials and energy conservation, development of newer materials, enhancement
of performance of concrete, etc, highlighted in the themes of the Congress are well selected and are of vital
importance to the cement industries all over. The excellent efforts put in by NCB and various national and
international fora of the Congress under the leadership of its Director General Dr Mullick and his colleagues
in organising this unique Congress very well illustrates the significant role NCB is playing - to promote science
and technology in the cement industry. I am confident that 400 technical reports and papers - that will be
presented will stimulate active participation from the delegates and we are looking forward to a very fruitful
outcome from the deliberations of the Congress towards latest developments at the frontier of chemistry of
cement and its research for the benefit of cement industry and cement users world wide.

Before I conclude, I would like to mention that as a part of this event, a technical exhibition on cement and
allied industries has been organised where both national and international organisations are participating. The
National Awards for Energy Efficiency in the Indian cement industry for the year 1990-91 and 1991 -92 will also
be given away at the Concluding Session of the Congress on 28 November 1992.
With your permission, Madam, I would now request Dr Mullick, Director General, NCB and Chairman of
the International Scientific Committee of this Congress, to present the Congress Perspective.

THE CONGRESS PERSPECTIVE
by

Dr A К Mullick
Director General
National Council for Cement and Building Materials

Hon’ble Minister Smt Krishna Sahi, Shri Suresh Kumar, Shri Srinivasan, Dr Rajkumar, Distinguished
Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen:

I have great pleasure in welcoming you all to this International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement,
the deliberations of which are commencing now. The first symposium to deal solely with the chemistry of
cement was held on 14 January 1918 in London; the subsequent meetings were held in Stockholm (1938),
London (1952), Washington DC (1960), Tokyo (1968), Moscow (1974), Paris (1980) and Rio de Janeiro
(1986). Now we are at the threshold of the 9th meet in the series. Recalling these events is like tracking the
history of development of cement sciences in the last eight decades.
The deliberations of these meetings have always been of paramount importance for the growth of the
cement industry. The Congresses in the past have served to chronicle the developments in the science and
technology of manufacture and use of cement. The deliberations have identified the more important problems
faced by the industry and their possible solutions through the inputs of science. These have also served as
a sounding board for exploring possibilities of newer and better cements and paving the path for future
advances. The relevance of the Congress is therefore, in the symbiosis of evolving solutions to today’s

problems and exploring the opportunities for the future.

When we outline the agenda of the deliberations for the next six days, it is purposive to do so in the
perspective of the current situation. With global production of over 1200 million tonnes annually, cement
continues to be the leading building material the world over. However, the generally weakening economic
activities in most countries are also reflected in the cement and construction industries. The strategy for
survival and possible economic recovery primarily includes steps for lowering manufacturing costs and
improving production efficiency, in addition to cost-reduction through appropriate management measures.
The key to success will, therefore, be in improving the manufacturing operations in what is being produced
today and in the products that will be required for tomorrow’s needs.

Environmental protection and measures for environmental improvement continue to be important items
for consideration in cement manufacture and use. However, environmental issues need not necessarily mean
higher costs. Environment and economics may be made to converge as mutually reinforcing areas and in fact
can even create new profit areas. In such a sustainable development for the cement industry, conservation
of energy and raw materials form the main driving force for cost reduction.
The main constituents of cement are calcium, silica, oxygen, alumina and iron. These, incidentally are
also the major elements in the earth's crust. So is also the case of various industrial wastes like slags, flyash,
sludges, etc, which are used in cement manufacture. To this list, one can now include polymers, which,
although man-made, are produced in substantial quantities, surpassing metals in terms of volume sold. From
the point of view of raw materials, cement thus has a wide base.
The initial spurt of cement research was on the composition of cement and its hydration. Soon the scope
was enlarged and the fundamental questions of cement chemistry were being addressed to the problems of
manufacture of cement and its use in constructions. The emphasis also gradually shifted from laboratory
clinkers to those produced on commercial scale in cement plants. From the beginning, the study of
composition of cements have mainly progressed in terms of ternary system lime - alumina - silica and later,
the quaternary system lime - alumina - iron - silica; either by investigation of the four major phases present

in the cement clinker or investigation of the role of minor components by phase equilibria methods. The minor
components are known to enter into solid solution with major components and influence the atomic
arrangement and crystal structure of the major cement compounds, which can improve the hydraulic
properties. Enhancement of activity of the main cement phases were thereafter explored in the presence of
MgO, alkalis and sulphates as well as halides. As a result of such investigations, the equilibrium phase
assemblage of the clinker minerals were seen to be different from the idealised chemical entities. The cement
clinker that comes out of a manufacturing plant can be understood and explained only in terms of such wider
compositions.

How the deliberations in these Congresses have reflected the progressive advancement in the knowledge
of cement, can be illustrated by one simple example. As was mentioned earlier, the first international meeting
in 1918 arranged by the Faraday Society, was to discuss the “setting of cements”. As is to be expected, almost
all the ten papers were devoted to understanding the mechanisms of setting of cements and how it is
influenced by the cement composition. A period followed when we lived with the controversy of “gel” versus
“crystalline" theories of setting. It was nearlyfourdecadesago that the issue seemed to have been resolved
by the knowledge that the substance of set cement is crystalline, but of colloidal dimensions. However, the
pursuit of knowledge continued. Today, one can say with a fair degree of confidence that the mechanisms
of setting, hardening and gaining of strength of cement upon hydration are well understood. Due to the
awareness created by such deliberations, one can now have a cement in mortar or concrete which can set
very quickly, say within two to three minutes after mixing with water, and used for emergency repairs in a
construction. This is achieved by tailoring the chemical composition of the cement system or by use of
accelerators. On the other hand, one can also have cement, the setting of which can be delayed in concrete
for hours or probably even for days, by incorporating set retarders, to enable placement of large volumes of
concrete without joints, as in roller-compacted concrete for dams.

In the modern dry process cement plants equipped with preheater-precalcinator systems, the scope of
reduction in energy consumption through improved plant and machinery at present stem mostly from better
comminution systems in grinding of coal, raw materials, raw mixand the cement clinker. New grinding systems
would aim at increasing the activity of raw materials by mechano-chemical effects and thereby lower the
sintering temperature. Till then, reduction in thermalenergy is perhaps possible mainly through improved plant
operations and input of materials science into optimum cement formulations. The technology of cement
manufacture is quite complex in terms of the reactions involved, but improvements in the manufacturing
processes have taken place in tandem with progress of knowledge of what happens at each stage in
manufacture, particularly the interaction of raw materials with the fuel in the atmosphere inside the cement
kiln.

Let us consider the opportunity for reducing energy costs in manufacture and aiding environmental
protection as offered through the use of waste-derived fuels, both as supplementary fuels and as raw
materials. The impetus for using various types of wastes like used rubber tyres, battery casings, reclaimed
oil, wood chips, rice hulls and even municipal trash was derived from the fact that cement kilns, used as
incinerators, are one of the most environmentally sound means of managing industrial wastes. Since these
wastes also have fuel value, they are used as part substitute of the main fuel. During the processes of burning
of cement raw materials, components of the fuels can get absorbed in the clinker, eg, ash in case of coal firing,
or as condensations in main cement minerals, eg, through intakes of alkalis, sulphur, chlorine and heavy
metals in volatiles. Cement plants in India who have switched over to lignite as part substitute of coal as fuel,
had to take into account differences in the ash content as well as in the composition of the ash between the
two, affecting the silica absorption in the clinker. The crystal structure of clinker can also be different in case
of coal or lignite as compared to natural gas or oil. Effect of incorporation of waste-derived fuels on the
chemistry and mineralogy of cement clinkers has thus to be looked in*o.
Another example where the dictates of energy conservation, environmental control and conservation of
prime raw materials can be made to coincide, is in the development of low-lime cements. The heat required
for cement manufacture in dry process plants is essentially to dissociate the calcium carbonate and to heat
the feed to the clinkering temperature. Thus, energy conservation can be brought about by reducing the

proportion of limestone in the raw mix and lowering the clinkering temperature. Emission of carbon-di-oxide,
which increases greenhouse effect, is unavoidable in cement manufacture. However, nearly two-third of CO2
emitted is due to decarbonation of limestone; use of less limestone in the raw mix is desirable from this point
of view also. Lastly, use of low-lime raw mixes will enable use of marginal grade limestones, thereby
conserving limestone reserves of richer quality. Use of industrial wastes like slag, flyash and sludges go to
serve the same purpose.
Apart from blended cements, which are well known, cement systems of low-lime content, activated belite
cements, higher iron oxide cements and other formulations have received wide attention in all countries.
Mineralisers and fluxes have been used to lower the clinkering temperature. Activators like alkali halides or
organic chelating agents can be used to lower the temperature of decarbonation of limestone. However, it
must be realised that the net energy saving in these cases is not directly proportional to the lowering of

temperature of clinkerisation or decarbonation, but somewhat less.
The economic resurgence that is expected in most of the countries in the near future would hopefully
involve considerable investments towards building of infrastructures like housing, roads, bridges etc. Apart
from cement of the types as commonly marketed today, newer formulations that were hinted above would also
be required for such usages. One paramount requirement will be adequate durability and performance of such
cements. Many cement formulations in low-lime mixes and incorporating sulpho-aluminates, ferrite or halidebearing phases could not find wide market adaptation so far, because of lack of adequate data on the long
term durability of concrete made with them. The emphasis on performance of cement and concern for the
durability of concrete constructions have coincided with voluminous research throughout the world for more
than 50 years now, including deliberations of these Congresses in the past. In spite of tremendous advances
in the understanding of durability in various aggressive environments, it remains the foremost problem for the
structural concrete used today. The deliberations in this Congress would hopefully lead to a holistic view of
the concrete structure and its interaction with the load and service environments, in which, the type of cement
is an important consideration just like other aspects of structural design, detailing of reinforcement and the

workmanship.

Alongside development of infrastructure, many countries in the world would have to pay attention and
spend considerable resources at rebuilding of the distressed concrete structures. Suitable repair materials
based on cement would require special properties like very quick setting, high early strength, compatible
modulus of elasticity and adequate durability under the service environment. This will be one of the thrust
areas for many new cement systems which have been reported, in conjunction with established repair
materials of polymeric origin.
Study of cement sciences is the study of chemical reactions and analysis of structures of the reactants,
the products formed at high temperature in the kiln and its reaction with water in cement pastes, mortars and
concrete. With the advances in electronic technologies and computer methods, newer techniques and
instruments are put into use in the analysis of the composition, the structure and the texture of the materials.
The entire Poster Session in this Congress has been devoted to this subject.

Lastly, industrial progress is not mere possession of, or access to scientific and technological knowledge.
It depends even more on our ability to adapt and put such science and technology to intelligent and productive
use. The commonality of scientific and technological issues among the various countries impels that there is
a lot to be gained by pooling our expertise and experiences. The International Congresses on the Chemistry
of Cement have always been conceived in this perspective and have succeeded in a large measure in
achieving the objectives, as I hope will our deliberations in the next few days.
Thank you.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
by

Shri Suresh Kumar
Secretary (Industrial Development)
Govt of India

Hon'ble Minister, Shri Srinivasan, Dr Mullick, Distinguished Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen:
It gives me immense pleasure to be in your midst at the Inaugural Session of the 9th International
CongressontheChemistry of Cement which is being held in India for the first time. This is a prestigious global
event in the field of cement technology taking place in different parts of the world once in six years and I
understand that each Congress has been successful in advancing the science of cement. As the future of
cement rests in the realm of the related science and technology, I would like to take this opportunity to
commend the progress of these Congresses which have acted as catalysts in the development and growth
of cement industry worldwide.

Cement industry of India is nearly eight decades old. With the current progressive policies set in motion
by the Government, the industry has entered a new phase of growth in the eighties. Not only has the growth
taken place in terms of installed capacity and actual output, but even the structure of the industry has
undergone a significant change in terms of plant size and technical processes. The industry has been investing
in technological upgradation and modernisation. However, in order that the industry remains competitive, it
would have to reach a level where it modernises itself not only in the national context but from an international
perspective.

Indian cement industry is set to make its presence felt on the international scene, quantitatively as well
qualitatively. There has been a rise in cement production by about 150 per cent in the last decade and if this
rate of growth is sustained throughout the next decade, Indian cement industry will overtake the cement
industries of some of the more developed countries. These advantages are to be consolidated through further
improving our operational efficiencies so that the industry is on a dynamic growth path during the nineties and
beyond.
I n order to retain such a position, cement industry has to continuously strive to exploit the large potentials
fortechnological advancement in terms of process improvements, product diversification, and cost reduction,
and strike a harmonious balance in effective utilisation of resources, ecological protection and optimal levels
of energy conservation. ConservaVon of energy and material resources should receive priority attention in
such an exercise.
>
This holds good not only for Indian cement industry but also for the cement industry in other countries.
However, important scientific, R&D and technological issues relating to production and utilisation are to be
taken into consideration vis-a-vis each country’s techno-economic and social realities. As factors of
production have their own peculiar characteristics in various countries, there is a greater need for pragmatism
appropriate to those conditions. As all countries are not equally endowed with the requisite quality of raw
materials, fuels and other energy resources, it becomes imperative to make the most of what is available
through efficient methods keeping in view the present needs as well as conservation for future.
The changing cement scenario world-wide and technology associated with the manufacture and
utilisation of cement points unmistakably to development of newer cements in the foreseeable future. With
advances taking place in material sciences, coupled with technological and engineering improvements in the
design of plants and machineries equipped with computerised facilities, our industries have to move fast
towards this goal through better cementitious materials and cementitious systems.

In the manufacturing process as well as the utilisation of cement and its products, industries have to pay
greater attention to environmental considerations. There is a need to adopt a positive approach by giving the

lead in environmental protection through greater emphasis on self-regulation rather than just meeting the
various regulatory provisions.

India has an age-old tradition of environmental conservation in tune with which conscious efforts are being
made for maintaining environmental security along with developmental advances. The action points in this
regard include a judicious mix of promotional and regulatory steps with focus on environment related policies
and operations in industries, with specific reference to pollution control and waste management besides
environmental impact assessment plans for mining and quarrying activities for industries like cement.
Lastly, the cement industry in various countries have to prepare themselves for sustaining cement quality
and improving their performance. The quality considerations should not stop with quality checks at the
manufacturing end, but must reach down to the product that ultimately goes into use as part of a total quality
system.
In this Congress, which is aimed at the advancement of knowledge of chemistry of cement and application
of this knowledge in both manufacturing aspects and utilisation of cements in practice, such like issues will
be most relevant for discussion on which collective thinking and cross-fertilisation of ideas is necessary for
finding rational solutions. I sincerely hope that this Congress, where a galaxy of experts from all over the world
have gathered, would provide a valuable opportunity to arrive at solutions which seem potentially fruitful in
our pursuit of knowledge on the chemistry of cement towards better cementitious materials and cementitious

systems.
With these words may I now request Hon’ble Minister to kindly inaugurate this Congress.

INAUGURAL ADDRESS
by

Smt Krishna Sahi
Minister of State, Industrial Development
Govt of India

It is pleasure to be here with you to inaugurate the 9th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement.
The holding of this prestigious event in India is indeed a milestone for the Indian cement industry. Such
meetings provide valuable opportunities to share thoughts, exchange views and discuss experiences among
leading scientists, technologists, researchers, industry representatives and others from all over the globe.
Cement is the pre-eminent building material throughout the world. Over the years a lot of research has
gone into the chemical and physical processes involved to develop suitable varieties of cement possessing
the desired adhesive properties, strength and durability. Our late Prime Minister, beloved Indiraji, while laying
the foundation for the National Council’s main laboratory block, had stressed, “Research is an indispensable
part of planning for industrial progress. Purposeful research demands close co-ordination between the
research scientists and the users of research”. I am sure the participants are looking forward to interacting
meaningfully on the latest advances in the technological aspects of production, economic utilisation, and their
impact on industry and users, so as to arrive at an in-depth understanding of the various interconnected
issues.

This International Congress is taking place in India at a time when our Government is implementing wide
ranging economic reforms. We are seeking to unshackle our unparalleled human resources to make India a
major partner of the developed and developing nations, working together for a better world. The new financial,
trade and industrial policies are market-oriented and investor-friendly in order to enable entrepreneurs to take
decisions based on their commercial judgement. We are seeking to rapidly upgrade our technology and quality
to world standards and make our industry internationally competitive in price, quality, productivity and
efficiency. There are no longer any controls on the manufacture, distribution and pricing of cement. Import
of foreign technology, plant and equipment and the employment of foreign technicians is by and large
automatic. I would urge thedistinguished delegates assembled here to fully understandthe changes that India
is going through and go away with the conviction that not only is our Government fully committed to these
reforms but also that India is a land of opportunity.

Cement is an essential infrastructure industry whose technological and economic aspects underpin
modern development. No limits can be set to the possible improvements in the manufacture of cement or
diversification of its application. Research and development is a crucial component of industrial and economic
growth aimed at improving social and economic conditions and ensuring sustainable development. If cement
has to keep pace with the fast tempo of advances in materials science, much additional scientific investigation
and research is needed not only on the physical and chemical properties of inputs and associated ingredients,
but also in process improvement, end-use diversification, etc.

It is also essential that the needs of industry and the results of research are speedily and efficiently
integrated into the industry and research institutions through interactive linkage systems, l am happy to note
that the National Council for Cement and Building Materials is fulfilling this role as an industrial support
organisation at the national level, devoted to research, technology development and transfer, education and
industrial services in the field of cement and building materials. With a view to upgrade technology and keep
abreast of international developments, the Indian corporate sector has also been building up its research
capabilities. Many cement plants have in-house R&D laboratories which interact with the NCB.
The Indian cement industry has much to be satisfied about. It possesses the latest manufacturing
technologies and has highly skilled manpower. It is almost self-reliant in terms of raw materials. It is well

equipped to absorb and assimilate the latest global technological advances. Indian cement technologists and
engineers have made important contributions to the understanding of the chemistry and technology of cement
both in India and overseas. The honour bestowed on the industry and the National Council in holding this
Congress here is, therefore, well deserved.
The international cement industry has many challenges to face. Production must increase at an
accelerated rate in the coming years to cater to the fast growing needs of the developing economies. It will
also be necessary to continuously develop and improve processes, technologies and standards to reach even
higher levels of efficiency in output, energy use, natural resource conservation and environmental preserva
tion. Simultaneously, the search for alternative raw materials, energy sources and cement-like products must
continue. The economic advantages of increased efficiency in operations and product performance are
obvious. They would help make cement production and development more economically viable, environmen

tally safe, socially beneficial and sustainable.

Before I end, I would submit a thought for this august gathering to ponder over. Our ultimate aim is to
improve the quality of life. Though we have achieved levels of scientific and technological development
unimaginable a few decades ago, thousands of millions live in conditions of terrible poverty all over our planet.
As an international gathering of experts, opinion-leaders and enlightened world citizens, could we resolve to
direct our endeavours to optimise the R&D capabilities of developing countries through bilateral, regional and
international collaboration and cooperation. This will help the vast majority of developing countries to become
active participants in the global S&T system. I would appeal to the representatives of developed countries with
their formidable R&D achievements and diverse experience of technologies to take the lead in unifying and
promoting research for mutual benefit thus helping the developing countries in their quest for better standards
of living.
I wish you fruitful work on cement - the truly universal binding material. Science and technology will serve
humanity the day it discovers how to cement the hearts of people of all shades and creeds for the peace and
prosperity of Planet Earth. 1 have no doubt that the contributions from this Congress will truly culminate in a
synthesis of various ideas and proposals reflecting the latest trends in research and technology on cement
With these words, I have great pleasure in inaugurating the 9th International Congress on the Chemistry of

Cement.

VOTE OFTHANKS
by

Dr C Rajkumar
Jt Director, NCB and Organising Secretary, 9th ICCC

Hon'ble Smt Krishna Sahi, Shri Suresh Kumar, Shri Srinivasan, DrMullick, Distinguished Delegates, Ladies

and Gentlemen:
With the Inaugural Session of this 9th International Congress coming to itsclose, it is my pleasant privilege

to propose the Vote of Thanks.

With the inspiring I naugura! Address by the Hon’ble Minister we have just now listened to, this prestigious
international meet is all set for a good start. Madam, we are aware of your busy schedule, despite which you
have favoured us with your presence. Your Address is a source of great inspiration to all the participants to
have a meaningful deliberation in the coming six days. We are indeed grateful to you for kindly inaugurating

this Congress.
We are thankful to Shri Suresh Kumar, Secretary to the Govt of India, Ministry of Industry, for having
graced this occasion with his presence and for delivering the Presidential Address. Sir, we are thankful to you
for giving your valuable views on the issues relating to the cement industry today. This Congress will take note
of these during its deliberations.
We are indeed thankful to Shri Srinivasan, Chairman NCB and Chairman of the Organising Committee
of this Congress. Your continuous guidance, Sir, in every aspect of this Congress right from the first day, has
given us both encouragement and support in organising this event. 1 he guidance and directions given by
Dr A К Mullick as Chairman of the International Scientific Committee of this Congress, in all scientific and
technical matters, have been of immense benefit to the Congress, for which we thank you Sir.

Our special thanks are due to the various organizations who have co-sponsored this Congress. Our
thanks are due in no less measure to the distinguished invited speakers who have taken pains to prepare
excellent Congress Reports and to personally participate and presentthem. I also take the opportunity to thank
all the authors who have made contributions to the Congress and those who are present here. I shall be failing
in my duty if I do not thank the Members of the International Scientific Committee, the Organising Committee,
and the Reviewers, whose views and guidance have greatly enhanced the quality of this Congress. Our
heartiest thanks are due as much to the participants in the Technical Exhibition.
We are thankful to the Press and the Electronic media for covering this event. To achieve smooth
operation and a comfortable environment, many agencies have joined hands with us and we are thankful to

them for their services.
Lastly I wish to place on record my grateful thanks to. my colleagues from NCB who have worked hard

for months towards the success of this Congress.

CONCLUDING SESSION

THE CONGRESS OVERVIEW
by

Shri N Biswas
Secretary TD & DGTD
Govt of India

Hon’ble Minister for Science and Technology Shri Kumaramangalam, Shri Srinivasan, Dr Mu Hick, Shri Singh,
Distinguished Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am happy to be present amongst this distinguished audience during the concluding session of the 9th
Congress on the Chemistry of Cement. This Congress has been held at a very appropriate time when the
cement industry all over the world is gearing up to meet the challenges posed by the present economic
situation and is drawing up strategies for improved efficiency and cost reduction through appropriate

measures.
A thorough assessment of the progressive advancements in the knowledge of cement chemistry, plant
and machinery design and effective utilisation of energy and material resources would indeed be a very
positive step towards this direction. The deliberations in this Congress during the last six days have been able
to achieve this objective effectively. This Congress has indeed been useful and purposive in dealing with the
enormous challenges which have been posed of late by the dwindling natural raw material resources, scarcity
of power and fuel, impact of the industrial activity on the possible degradation of the envirohment and
increasing need of improved performance of cement in constructions.
With this background, the presentation of the state-of-the-art reports by eminent international experts on
the various generic and specific themes which were identified, and nearly 380 communication papers provided
the much desired impetus.
The reports and papers presented in this Congress brought out the results of intensive investigations,
which will influence both the cement formation characteristics and the effect of minor components on the
properties of cement as a whole. The relationship between the characteristics of the cement raw-mix and the
clinker formed, and the role which the melt phase plays in improving the performance of cement have been
debated at length. The developments in pyroprocessing are indicative of still nascent stationary kiln systems
and improved performance through the developments in grinding technology. For the first time, this Congress
has laid due emphasis on the use of non-traditional raw materials and low grade fuels and combustible wastes.
Research work in this area has established the feasibility of using non-traditional raw materials such as lime
bearing carbonate sludges from paper, sugar, fertilizer and chemical industries such as soda ash and
acetylene plants and wastes from iron, aluminium, phosphorous and other metallurgical industries.

Recyciing of hazardous and non-hazardous waste fuels in cement manufacture has been the most
promising development during the period under review. Considerable progress has been reported in design
engineering and construction of waste derived fuel facilities in many parts of the world. The developments in
the cement clinker technology and the use of non-traditional raw materials and waste fuels have also opened
up unique opportunities for energy conservation and environmental improvement which must be harnessed
to the maximum possible extent in the service of mankind.
With the pressure on cement industry mounting to consume less raw materials, reduce specific fuel
consumption and curb harmful emissions, the role of minor components has come under very close scrutiny
and work has been reported in the direction of quantifying the gain ensuing from their use. Considerable
research work has also been reported in the fixing up of heavy metals in cement clinker to render them
harmless. The effects of the measures to reduce energy consumption and pollution control on the quality of
clinker have also been discussed at length.

Although various papers in this Congress have emphasised the development of low-energy, low lime
cement to substitute ordinary portland cement, no threat seems to be emerging to the dominance of ordinary
portland cement as the major binding material for construction. Blended cements, which have occupied a
pivotal place as more energy economical and cost effective cements, shall continue to occupy prominent
place in future also.
The Congress evinced keen interest in the hydration studies of cements which is evident from a very large
number of papers presented on the subject. Newer techniques like nuclear magnetic resonance, transmission
electron microscopy etc have no doubt led to a much better knowledge on the complex problems of hydration
of clinker components, portland cement and blended cements, which shall lead to diversifying the application
of these cements.

Due attention has been paid to the most common causes of deterioration to concrete, emphasising the
role of mineral additions on pore structure refinement and durability of cement mortar and concrete. Extended
application of multi-component blended cement for manufacture of advanced fibre reinforced bonded
composite densified systems, macro defect free cement, etc, shall remain important areas of development
for years to come.
Corrosion of reinforcement, frost action, carbonation, alkali aggregate reactions and sulphate attack are
the major causes which adversely inf luence the durability of concrete structures. Use of super-plasticizers and
mineral admixtures have helped to considerably enhance the durability of concrete in service. The laboratory
tests currently used to evaluate concrete need to be made field oriented to yield more meaningful results. To
solve these problems, future efforts shall have to be concentrated towards a holistic understanding of the
durability issues.
While concluding, I would like to specially highlight a unique feature of this Congress in the form of special
panel discussions and special lecture sessions at the end of each day’s deliberations, which brought out the
technological and techno-economic impact on the industry of the various scientific advances deliberated in
the Congress under the various theme sessions. These special sessions together with an excellent technical
exhibition organised during the Congress could clearly establish the much needed interface amongst the
scientists, manufacturing industry and the users to enable the effective utilisation of the scientific advances.
Thus, in my opinion, the 9th Congress could indeed achieve its objective of pooling expertise and experiences
from different parts of the world with a view to adapt and put such scientific and technological knowledge to
productive use.

Thank you.

VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
by

Shri P R Kumaramangalam
Minister of State, Science and Technology
Govt of India

Shri Biswas, Shri Singh, Shri Srinivasan, Dr Mullick, Dr Rajkumar, and Distinguished Delegates, Ladies and
Gentlemen:
It qives me immense pleasure to be in the midst of this august gathering for the valedictory address on
the successful conclusion of this six-day International Congress. I am indeed grateful to the organizers for
giving me this opportunity. In fact, holding of this prestigious Congress in Delhi is also a ma ter of great honou
for this historic city. This Congress, as you all know, is held once in six years and it is only the first time that

it is being hosted by India and only the second time for Asia.
Today the scientific community readily acknowledges the stark reality of technological inter-dependence.
No country and no scientific institution can work in isolation. In fact, the breakneck speed with which
technological frontiers are being explored and penetrated together with the high rate of technological attrition
has only highlighted the need for technological inter-dependence.

Such international meets serve as effective media of technology transfer, apart from bringing together the
experts and scientific organisations connected with the field. With science and technology making brea taking strides no human endeavour can flourish without actively being involved in the various developments
taking place around joint consultations of this type with active involvement of all concerned is particularly useful
as ultimately much of the problems have to be dealt through active interaction and exchange of views between
those who are seized of all problems.

I understand that the Congress has been attended by over 500 delegates, including 250 from overseas
countries representing leading experts from R&D organizations, technical institutions, cement manufacturing
sector and user agencies. The discussions in various technical sessions have been frank and free marked
bv high technical levels and enriched by exchange of knowledge and experience on the latest developments
in cement industry overseas. Innovations in technologies and processes for the production and utilisation of
cement were discussed with emphasis placed on materials and energy conservation environment and
development of newer cementitious materials.
With an installed capacity of 66 million tonnes and targeted capacity of 55 million tonnes for this year, I ndia
today ranks fifth amongst the top cement producing countries in the world. The Indian cement industry is
getting modernized at a rapid pace. It does have a unique scientific and technical base at the NOB and CSIR
which is comparable to the best anywhere else in the world. However, we still have a long way to go in exploiting
fully the new technologies and processes. I am sure that this is well within the means and capacity of our
cement industry to master and exploit these new technologies and emerge in the frontline in this arena.
Emphasis will have to be simultaneously laid on indigenisation, adoption and upgradation of technologies.
Today efficiency absorption and adaptation of technologies and processes has assumed strategic
importance to attain technological competitiveness and this serves as a very important stepping stone for the

technological self-reliance.
Cement has been and continues to be the prime building material in construction activities all over the
world The multifarious demands are leading to more and more exacting diversified requirements. They are
creating unprecedented pressure on raw materials, the energy resources, the environment, the plant
equipment and machinery, manpower and technological adaptiveness. The deliberations of this Congress
have revealed that cement manufacturing technologies have undergone phenomenal developments all over

the world during the past few years.

The present scenario of energy crisis and the spectre of growing pollution hazards, unique efforts are on
to develop relevant technologies. In the last two decades attempts have been made to investigate low energy
cement and cementitious materials from natural resources as well as industrial by-products. Thedevelopment
and production of new cements have become imperative due to energy intensive raw materials and depletion
of natural fossil fuels. A closer lookat the economics of production of portland cement shows that energy inputs
account for 58% of the total cost of production (28% on power + 30% for fuel). Mineralizers, additives, grinding
aids and slurry thinner are some of the cost effective propositions for cement industries.

Commendable R&D has also been done by the Central Building Research Institute, Roorkee especially
in substitute materials and construction techniques in order to conserve more valuable and scarce material,
that cement is. Lime research has been given a new impetus in order to exploit deposits of such limestones
not hitherto used or to improve lime quality as produced from different types of kilns and finally ending up with
the required effective designs of lime kilns and lime hydrator, the latter for introducing lime into market in the
hydrated form.
A number of variations of cement, like non-shrinking cement, and the popular port land pozzolana cement,
masonry cement, high magnesia cement and oilweli cement have been developed and in some cases even
pilot plants set up to demonstrate the technical feasibility of their production. Such properties of cement or
of a cement based product as strength at normal and high temperatures, porosity and permeability, water
resistance and volume stability and weathering resistance under different exposure conditions dictate their
field application. A clear and deeper understanding of basic nature and characteristics of these materials leads
to a rational and economic utilization. With the growing popularity and sophistication in the manufacture of
cement, the cost continues to rise. It is a big drain on the national economy of many a developing nations to
import portland cement. With the development of steel industry by-product slag - the air-cooled variety as
concrete aggregate and granulated variety as a major admixture in portland cement are the most popular
developments. Hydraulicity of slag glasses due to variations in raw materials would continue to form the
research topic for many cement chemists but economics and saving in energy, if any, in the production of slag
cements should be given higher priority. The same could be said about portland fiyash pozzolana cement.
If there is any real economy to the consumer or the nation in the manufacture and use of these cements, it
should be given prime considerations. In this context, it would be worthwhile to examine the feasibility and
suitability of super sulphated cement with 70-75% slag content, as this cement would be more economical
both in cost and consumption of energy.

In today’s context it is very clear that energy efficiency and conservation of scarce material will form the
mainstay for technological innovations in the cement industry. I am very happy to learn that the deliberations
during the last few days in this Congress have brought out the tremendous scope which material science offers
towards energy conservation in cement manufacture. The deliberations have also brought out the importance
of using industrial wastes in cement and concrete construction. The research done in this regard by NCB,
CBRI and other laboratories in the CSIR family is indeed commendable. The utilisation of this industrial waste
has made important contribution towards energy conservation apart from environmental improvement.
I heartily congratulate the winners of the National Awards for Energy Efficiency for this year and for the
previous year. At the same time, I would like to commend the efforts of others who participated in the scheme
of awards. In the process of their participation, they would certainly have streamlined their production and
monitoring practices and derived energy benefits in terms of energy savings which is a reward in itself.
I think that the Congress has served its purpose very well by focusing attention on these important aspects
of chemistry of cement with emphasis on energy conservation and environmental concern. The Congress has
made a significant contribution by opening up of vistas of knowledge through mutual discussions and
exchange of viewpoints, and I would like to congratulate the members for the successful conclusion of this
conference.

SUMMING UP AND CLOSING
by

Dr A К Mullick
Director General
■
National Council for Cement and Building Materials

With the inspiring valedictory address of Shri Kumaramangalam, Hon’ble Minister of State for Science and
Technology, we come to the end of this evening's function as well as the six days’ deliberations of the 9th
International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement. A total of 372 papers and congress reports were
deliberated upon in 46 sessions. We are happy to say that the total number of delegates was 533 and they
came from 45 countries. The countries were Australia, Austria, Bahrain, Belgium, Bhutan, Brazil, Canada,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran, Italy,
Japan, Kenya, Korea, Lithuania, Malaysia, Mongolia, Morocco, Nepal, Netherlands, Norway, Peoples
Republic of China, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Spain,

Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, UAE, UK, USA and Ukraine.
Shri Biswas in his Congress overview has touched upon the main points of the deliberations. At the
inaugural session, the main issues were identified as cost reduction, energy conservation, environmental
improvement and improvement in performance characteristics of cement. Deliberations were adequately
addressed to all these issues in a symbiotic manner. We noticed the emerging trends of industrial practices
as related to energy and, material conservation and environmental improvement, making an imprint on the
on-going research and the way chemistry of cements has a bearing on each of these were very ably brought
out. For the first time, computerisation and modelling of the microstructure and mechanics of material received
a focus which is fast emerging as an important area of research. With this Congress, we had started a novel
scheme of having Special Invited Lectures to bring out the technological and techno-economic impact of the
scientific advances, on the industry - intended to provide a better appreciation of the implications of the
scientific advances specially on the process control machinery and related industries as well as operational

aspects related especially to energy conservation and environmental improvement.
The Hon’ble Minister has just given away the National Awards for Energy Efficiency in the Indian Cement
Industry. I am happy to say that these awards, which are being given for the last six years, have fulfilled the
objective to motivate a competitive improvement in performance and improved energy consciousness in the
Indian cement industry, by giving national recognition to the efforts for realisation of low energy consumption.
Energy conservation is a multi-faceted activity and requires inputs from many sources. If NCB awards have
served a catalytic purpose of bringing in the needed improvement, even in a small measure, we would consider

our efforts have been amply rewarded.
The deliberations of the Congress in very many details were planned by the International Scientific
Committee with 65 members from 37 countries and organizations. In the two meetings of the Committee held
during these last six days, significant decisions have been taken about the future of the Congress. A
suggestion has been made that the gap between the successive congresses could be brought down from six
years to perhaps four or five years; the choice has been left to the organizers of the next Congress. An idea
has also been mooted to have some sort of a system of time capsule of cements and concretes which can
be unveiled for scientific investigations after suitable intervals of time, to enable a direct comparison of both
the materials development as well as the developments in the analytical techniques. We have to work out the

fuller details about this.
Another significant decision taken by the International Scientific Committee was about the venue for the
next Congress, i e the 10th International Congress on the Chemistry of Cement. I am happy to announce that
it has been decided that the next (10th) ICCC will be held in Sweden.

This is the occasion when we would like to express our sincere thanks to the various people who helped

in making the Congress a success. We are thankful to the Hon’ble Minister of State for Science and
Technology for delivering the valedictory address and giving away the energy awards. We are thankful to the
Hon’ble Minister of State for Industrial Development, Smt Krishna Sahi who inaugurated the Congress on the
first day. We are also thankful to the Hon’ble Minister of State for Science and Technology, Government of
Haryana, Prof Ram Prakash who inaugurated the Technical Exhibition. We thank the Secretary, Industrial
Development, Shri Suresh Kumar who presided over the inaugural session, Secretary Technical Develop
ment, Shri N Biswas for giving the Congress overview and the Secretary Water Resources, Dr C D Thatte
for chairing a Special Session.

We thank Shri N Srinivasan, Chairman, NCB and the NCB’s Board of Governors and members of the
Board’s Committees for their continuous support, guidance and directions for the last six years, ever since
the bid to host this Congress in India, was made in 1986. Our thanks are due to the Members of the
International Scientific Committee and the Organising Committee fortheir guidance in the technical matters
connected with the Congress deliberations. We thank the various co-sponsors of the Congress - the Indian
cement industry through the Cement Manufacturers’ Association, the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, Govt of India and the individual cement companies who co-sponsored this Congress. We are
thankful to the Ministry of Power for joining NCB in sponsoring the National Energy Awards. Our thanks are
due to those who chaired the Technical Sessions and authors of the papers and reports.

Our thanks are due to all the delegates who participated in this Congress. Our thanks are due to the media
in no less a measure. I would like to express my thanks to Dr C Rajkumar, the Organising Secretary of this
Congress and all my colleagues in NCB who worked for this Congress tirelessly all these years.
Much of ourorganisational experience in conducting events of this magnitude came from the International
seminars that we have been regularly holding. Enquiries have been received as to when the Fourth NCB
International Seminar, which was deferred in view of this Congress, would be held. It has been internally
discussed and we would like to hold it in the winter of 1994; the exact dates will be announced later. We hope
to see many of you again during that seminar.

It was only six days ago when we were recalling the earlier Congresses as a part of historical records of
the progress in the realm of cement chemistry. With this 9th Congress coming to an end, in a few moments
from now, the 9th Congress and the beautiful logo would also be consigned to the history. What will remain
is the memory of the last six days with you all. I can only say that it was wonderful to have all of you with us
and we sincerely hope you found the deliberations rewarding and your stay in India fruitful and enjoyable. We
thank you once again for being with us and for your help and participation in making the Congress a success.

Namaste.

SPECIAL LECTURES SESSION

PRESENT PROBLEM IN CEMENT MANUFACTURING
'

Prof Dr Eng Hiroshi Uchikawa

Executive Director
Research and Development, Onoda Gement Co^Ltd, Japan

1. INTRODUCTION
The cement industry has steadily progressed for purposing the improvement of the constitution of
resource- and energy- intensive industry, the establishment of environmentally benign industrial
structure and the steady supply of low cost, high-performance multi-functional products by the
modernization of the industry including through reduction of manufacturing and distribution costs
and the positive, advanced environmental preservation.
The manufacturing cost is mainly reduced by labor, energy and resource savings. The trends of
the labor productivity and energy consumption in Japan are shown in Fig. 1.

The measures for remarkably improving the labor productivity include the enlargement of plant
capacity, the introduction of an automatic sampling and analysis system the distribution and steady
emolument of computer-based operation control and the abolition of inefficient, obsolete facilities.
Energy conservation was achieved mainly by the conversion of operation process and the

modifications of a process.
The burning process has rapidly changed for twenty years through the dry process, dry process
with filter long kiln in the wet process, shaft kiln, Lepol kiln, long kiln in the dry process, lime
calcination process and SP process to the SP with precalciner process which has predominated in
the burning process since Rio de Janeiro Congress in 1986 as illustrated in Fig. 2. The cement
industry has tided over two oil crisis by switching the fuel from oil to coal as illustrated in r ig. 5
and the industrial waste has recently been used as the fuel alternative to coal.
The grinding efficiency of the grinding process has been improved by enlarging the diameter of ball
mill, changing the feeding position of raw materials, reducing the diameter of ball, using the
classifying liner, introducing the roller mill and using the closed circuit by employing hig, efficiency classifiers. The conspicuous improvements made since Rio de Janeiro Congress include
the introduction of preliminary grinding of the raw materials or product with a roll press or roller
mill, the challenge to the grinding process without ball mill using only a roll press, and activation
of the materials to be ground by a mechanochemical effect in the attrition grinding using shear

stress.

Year

Year
( ): Data expressed by kcal/kg of clinker

F i g. 1 Productivity, number of employee, average annual salary of employee, and specific heat
'

and electrical power consumption of Japanese cement industry

Fig.2
NSP : Suspension preheater with precalciner type
SP : Suspension preheater type

Type of kiln in Japan

Fig.3
Change of fuel base unit
(coal equivalent)

For saving resources, the use of industrial waste contributes to the reduction of the consumptions
of natural raw materials and fuel. Recently, however, the situation of the cement industry is
developing for social requirements of the disposal of industrial waste as well as reducing the
manufacturing cost of cement.
The cement industry is also tacking the environmental problems in the global scale to keep the
environment of our rich life. Technical development and investment in equipment have been
aggressively made for reducing the emissions of harmful materials including air pollutants such as
NOx, SOx and dust, green house gases such as CO2 and water pollutants and meeting the
requirements of the strict regulations established by the governments of countries.

Reviewing cement itself for the energy conservation and the measures to counter the environmental
pollution has been carried on since Rio de Janeiro Congress and a great effort has been spent to
develop new types of cement for meeting the diversified demands and needs of the industry as
well. The development and progress in the application of superplasticizer and advanced technology
for composite materials can improve the performance of cement as concrete. Environmental load

reducing cement including blended cement, belite cement, modified belite cement and alinite cement

are being developed.
Meanwhile the trend of the investment in the equipment of the cement industry in Japan is
illustrated in Fig. 4. The figure reveals that the overseas investment is increasing in and a t
1989 since the modernization investment made a pause in that year.

The reduction of manufacturing cost of cement by the development:= inThe «ment m

the measures in using the new type cement for assuring the quality of concrete will be desc

hereafter from the practical aspect rather than the scientific aspect.

1
'

reduction of manufacturing cost by the developments
OF NEW PROCESSES AND MODIFICATION OF PROCESS

PnetiTv conservation as well as labor and natural resources saving causes not only the
manufacturing cost reduction but also the reduction of quantity of pollutants discharged from
cement manufacturing plants. Conventional energy conservation m the cement industry has; been
attained mainly by enlarging the plant scale accompanied with the increased demand, converting t
convemional process ю a new oPne with the progress of technology, stabilizing the operanon by
comouter control and abolishing obsolete plants. As of 1991, the production of cement in NSP
and SP kilns in Japan account for 82.4 and 15.3 %, respectively, of the tota production of it.
Sprung of Germany and Delort of France D indicates, however, in their PrincipalI Papei- that energy
wül not be substantially reduced by only improving and optimizing the process; n a_state
nlant Nevertheless, most of the cement manufactures are still concentrating their efforts on energy
conservation with minor improvements of the process expecting that the cumulative effect wul be
targe ihough the effect of each measure is small. The new processes of cement manufactunng
reported after Rio de Janeiro Congress in 1986 and the measures for energy c"™ervauon earned
out “maintaining the quality of .cement unchanged for the last ten years in Onoda Cement will be

described hereafter.

Fig.4

1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990

Year

Machinery
and equipment
investment

2.1 New manufacturing Process
2.1.1 Fluidized bed reactor
Jbe fluidized bed reactor has recently been gained attention because it is characterized by suitability
tor a small scale plant in inland areas, less emissions of NOx, low consumption refractory due to
static low-temperature reactor and low maintenance cost due to easy maintenance. Although forty
have passed since the fluidized bed reactor was developed in the U.S. as Pysel process in
1940, it has never been scaled up larger than the experimental scale. Fuller Co. in the U.S. has
recently released a fluidized bed reactor for white portland cement as illustrated in Fig 5
A
mixture of the raw materials with 5 to 9% (70 to 90% of the total fuel) of coal or coke and 5% or
less of white portland cement as the binder is pelletized and thus prepared pellets 1.2 to 4.7mm in
diameter are fed into the fluidized bed reactor. It is estimated from the data obtained by test
reactors 12.7 and 45.7cm in diameter that the diameter of a 300t/d-comm-ercial reactor w41 be 4 9m
and the specific consumption of heat will be a 6,052kJ/kg of clinker (l,441kcal/kg of clinker)2).

Two group of Kawasaki Heavy Industry, Sumitomo Cement and Technical Institute of Coal 4)
and Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industry and Chichibu Cements) have constructed separately
pilot plants as illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 and long term test operation is being carried out in
each pilot plant. The former is characterized by the combination of a spouted bed reactor and a
high-temperature fluidized bed reactor with multi-stage cyclone preheater and fluidized bed and
moving bed coolers and self-pelletizing (2 to 3mm in diameter) of raw materials heated in the
spouted bed. A 20 t/d-pilot plant is being operated at present. It is said that the quality of cement
manufactured in the pilot plant is almost the same as the product manufactured in a rotary kiln as
shown in Table 13).
J
The latter comprises a spouted, fluidized bed reactor, a suspension preheater equipped with a
precalciner, a fluidized bed cooler and packed cooler as shown in Fig. 7. A part of the product
clinker is crushed and circulated to the fluidized bed reactor as the seed clinker to nodulate the raw
materials in the reactor. A 50t/d- pilot plant is being operated at present. The operational data of a
330t/d- commercial plant estimated for the data obtained from the pilot plant are compared with
those of a rotary kiln. The result is shown in Table 24). The emissions of NOx and the
investment and maintenance costs are lower than those of a large SP kiln with precalciner. There
are, however, still many problems awaiting solution including techniques for thoroughly sintering
the clinker and reducing the variation of quality. Since the process has high heat transfer efficiency
at low temperature, it may be applicable to manufacturing such cement as belite cement burnt at
low temperature.

Fig.5
Fluidized bed
reactor designed
by Fuller

Fig.6
CUnkfr

SP : Suspension preheater, SBR : Spouted bed reactor,
FBR : Fluidized bed reactor, PBC : Packed bed cooler,
FBQ : Fluidized bed quenching cooler

Exhaust fan
Fire stage cyclone
Raw meal containing clinker
Second stage cyclone
Third stage cyclone
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F i g. 7 Fluidized bed reactor designed by IHI-Chichibu

Table 1 Quality of clinker manufactured by fluidized bed reactor
-

Blaine specific 45pm R
surface area
(%)
(cm2 /g)

Compressive strength
(N/mm2)

Iday

3day

7day

28day

FBR

3,200

16.5

—
—

14.0 22.1 37.0
(143) (226) (378)

RK

3,250

12.5

—
—

13.9 22.6 35.7
(142) (231) (364)

FBR

4,550

10.0

12.6
(129)

21.5
(219)

RK

4,540

10.4

13.0
(133)

22.2
29.7
(227) (303)

OPC

HPC

29.5 42.7
(301) (436)

39.8
(406)

Note; OPC: Ordinary portland cement, HPC: High-early strength portland
cement, FBR: Manufactured by fluidized bed reactor, RK: Manufactured
by conventional rotary kiln, (): Data expressed by kgf/cm2

Table 2 Estimated operational data of fluidized bed reactor and
rotary kiln

Specific heat consumption
(kJ/kg of clinker)
Specific electric power consumption
(kwh/t of clinker)
Exhaust temperature of clinker ("C )

Fluidized bed
reactor
3,264
(780)
35-45

Rotary kiln
4,393
(1,050)
(4-stage SP)
30-40
(4-stage SP)

150

150

NOx *1 (ppm)

<50

<400

Ratio of energy cost (%)

61

100

75
Low

100
High

Ratio of construction cost (%)

Maintenance and repair cost

Note; *1: In the case of using crude oil
Capacity of fluidized bed reactor : 0.1 million t/year (330t/d)
(): Data expressed by kcal/kg of clinker

2.1.2 Vortex reactor

Improving the heat exchanging of powders suspended in a vortex gaseous stream with the gas has
already been carried out in the vortex chamber in the preheaters of NSP kilns as shown in Fig. 8.
Ryzhik et al 5> of Russia reported in Communication Paper on the burning of cement in the vortex
reactor equipped with a cyclone preheater. The raw materials partially decarbonated by preheating
is supplied into the vortex reactor in which the raw materials is heated and decarbonated in the
vicinity of the wall surface by the fuel and combustion air blown in the tangential direction of the
reactor and the sintering reaction is terminated in the central part of the reactor. It is considered,
however, that thus manufactured product is not sufficiently sintered as cement in this process
because the average retention time of the raw materials in the reactor is as short as one second or
less and the temperature of clinker is not high enough owing to the endothermic reaction of the
decarbonation. It is, therefore, expected to develop the technology and improve the equipment for
increasing the combustion rate of fuel and extending the retention time of the raw materials in the
reactor. The vortex reactor is applicable as a simple facility to manufacturing a low-burning
temperature, low-production special cement and cement containing corrosive, pollutive
components. The facility should be, therefore, developed by determining the use and narrowing

down the purpose.

^gnnNdinWg

SÄ, marked!, advanced „nbecemen. manufacmrmg precess

as; stSd by Johansen of Denmark and Kouzetsova 6) of Russia in Principal Paper.

A multiole erinding system having an impeller breaker or hammer mill for the raw materials and a
rod millPforSclinkef installed ahead of the ball mill has been put in practice from long ago. Sin
these pregrinding facilities have been abolished owing to the improvement by enlarging the.ball mill
and brilsSused in the first compartment in the ball mill, most of them have disappeared in the latt
haff of the 1970’s. The introduction of the pregrindmg system has b®e"a|h
saving energy and minimizing the investment in equipment m the latter half of the 1980 s from the
different viewpoint as follows:

CD Prevention of energy applied by the collision of media from being lost as heat or sound,
2 Lessening the effects of the variations of crushability and grindability derived from the
different Characters of clinker by separately crushing and grinding in each optimum facility,
(3) Application of the mechanochemical effect by attrition using shearing stress.

Grinding is an operation producing new surfaces by cutting the atomic bonds with mechanical
energy The mechanical energy other than that consumed for producing the new surfaces genera e
hS aYndsou^dГ which changfthe crystal structure and composition and develop lattice defects
Such a phenomenon changing the characters of a material with the mechanical energy is called e
mechanochemical effect. The effect activates a material up to the metastable state improves t
reactivity, decreases the sintering temperature and increases the rate of hydration reaction.
The nregrinding in the roll press is based on a patent on the application of a roll press to the finish
IrindKroces^s of cement applied by Professor Schoenert of Clausthal Institute of Technology in
GermanvPin 19877) Since the grinding system as illustrated m.Fig. 9 has been completed, it is
being inmoduced to the cement-grinding process. In this system, clinker is collapsed in a roll press
into flakes which are disintegrated and coarser particles outputting the ro.i press are ground in t
successive bah mill A part or the all of coarser particles classified in a classifier is generally
returned to the roll press. Since the load of the low-efficient ball mill is remarkably alleviated i
this system, the specific consumption of electric power is also reduced.
The pregrinding system using a roller mill also is spreading by the same concept.
The operational results obtained from a grinding system comprising a rol! Press witDroils 120cman
diameter and 45 cm long installed ahead of a 150kW-two compartment-ball mill 305cm in dimeter
and 975cm long and a grinding system comprising roller mill with three roller of l„3cm in diameter
each and a table 180cm in diameter installed ahead of a 5,500kW-two compartment-ball mill 510cm

in diameter and 1,400cm long are shown in Table 3.
The electric power consumption is reduced by 9.7% and 15.7% and the grinding capacity is
increased by 31.0% and 35.5% by installing the roll press and roller mills ahead of the ball mill in
those systems.

2 14 Grinding without ball mill

.

.

.

,

The actual result of a grinding system comprising only a roll press acting as the main grinder a
disintegrator and a classifier as illustrated in Fig. 10 has recently been reported
. It considered however, that some problems including the particle size distribution and quality of the
cement will be solved in the near future. The break-through concept of the grinding system
without ball mill will be applied soon to the raw materials and slag which are easier grindable.

215 Imuact-shear (attrition) grinding mill

.

.

,

. ,,

The imnrovement of the sintering reactivity has been tried by activating the raw materials particles
rth ihe mechanKhemic.1 effect A plane! mill, a typical tmpact-atmtion mill, has smeh a structure
as illustrated in Fig. U9)- thereby enhancing the reactivity of the raw materials by the attrition
derived from the shear destruction. Sulimenko 10) of Russia describes in Communication Paper
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Fig.9
Roller press
pre-grinding
system

Table 3 Operational data of roll press and roller mill pre-grinding system
for cement grinding

_____________

- --

POLYCOM
system

CKP + ball
mill system

Blaine specific surface area

3,200 cm2/g

3,250 cm2/g

76.0 t/h
58.0 t/h
31.0%

210.0 t/h
155.0 t/h
35.5 %

28.8 kwh/h
31.9 kwh/h
9.7 %

28.0 kwh/h
33.2 kwh/h
15.7 %

Production rate

With pre-grinding
Without pre-grinding
Increasing rate

With pre-grinding
Specific electric
Without pre-grinding
power consumption
If
Decreasing rate

Note; POLYCOM : Polysius pre-grinding roll press + ball mill system
CKP
: Chichibu- KHI pre-grinding mill

at 1300°C for ten minutes.

Sn

mins are higher than .hose

of the ball and roller mills.

^uKms of quaHry andeos^supplying it to the customers according to the production and
delivery programs. CIM contributes to the modernization of the cement industry.

2.2
Energy Conservation by Minor Improvements of Process
2.2.1 Measure for energy saving

illustrated in Fi«.
The consumption of the heat and electric power in Onoda Cement Co., Ltd.
lllus^a 1"
»
17 ™d 13 respectively The specific consumption of heat decreases from 3,260 KJ/kg, о
cement in 1981 m 3,010 HVkg of cement in 1990 and the^atio of the c^umptton of the tnd^nal
»= dectric pöhw=;°per ™Ä=n.O«s7rom 110.5 to 100 kwh in that period of time. The

measuSen for the energy saving for each process are hsted tn ТаЫе 4.

The latest roller
press grinding
system without
ball mill

Fig. 11 Planetary mill for researching
mechanochemical process 9)

The consumption of heat has been reduced by the cumulative result obtained from minor
improvement of the equipment and operation including the reduction of the carry-over latent and
radiant heats of clinker and exhaust gas, the use of reactive raw materials, the stabilization of the
operation and the use of industrial waste. In'addition, the cost has been reduced by using
inexpensive oil coke, though it is less combustible, as the fuel.
The consumption of electric power has been reduced in the raw material, burning and finish
processes.

Year

Fig. 12 Change of specific heat consumption and amounts of industrial waste used for cement
burning in Onoda in recent ten years

Year

Fi g. 13 Change of specific electric power consumption of cement manufacturing in Onoda in
recent ten years

Table 4 Measures for reducing specific heat and power consumption
r Improvement of classification
efficiency in separator
r-Reduction of sensible heat
- Improvement of efficiency in ball
carried away with clinker
mill
-Reduction of sensible heat carried
r Ball mill -Introduction of pre-grinding system
away with cooler exhaust gas
-Augmentation of air swept
-Reduction of sensible heat
carried away with preheater
-Optimization of raw meal fineness
exhaust gas
Power
L
Reduction of pressure loss
-Reduction of sensible
(Raw grinding
heat earned away with
. r- Reduction of air flow through mill
process)
Heat
preheater exhaust dust
-Roller mill^
g
of
profiles and materials
-Reduction of radiated heat
rolfer and table liner for extending
their lives
-Improvement of burnability
of raw meal
- Common Maintenance for stable operation
-Maintenance for stable operation
matters
i—Improvement of classification
-Use of industrial waste fuel
efficiency in separator
,
- Improvement of efficiency in ball mill
-Use of cheaper fuel (Convertion ito
fuels with lower volatile matters)
г- Ball mill - Introduction of pre-grinding system
- Augmentation of air swept
r Reduction of specific power
consumption for I Dr
-Reduction of temperature of
cement and mill discharge powder
- Reduction of specific power
Power
Power consumption for cooler tans
Flow control for mill throughput
(Finish grinding
(Burning
process)
process) - Reduction of specific power
- Reduction of pressure loss
consumption for electrostatic
- Roller mill
precipitator (E.P.) fans
(OK mill)
- Common matters
L Common Maintenance for stable operation
matters

I„ the ball mill system in the raw material-grmding^Jas bee^saeed by inmoducing

an high performance classifier, enhancing
,
, hv intrndneine new liners with higher ballbUd/inmeclasstfieramprovinglbegnndmgeffic^
classifying and lifting functions including M g
' th-°maieri^ for bag filter cloth, improving
by improving the
and by ch gmgthe marcnal fo
by

the shape of opening blade nng “nG ге^1Пь;
t
[he grinding efficiency has been
optimizing the external circulation. In t
,
У improving the shapes of the roller and
improved and the service life of mill has been
mechanical improvement of equipment,
table and changing the material of them. In ас1^t
} g,cluding the decrease of
the energy consumption has been reduced by changing me conuui ic
b
the fineness of kiln feed.

The consumption of electric power in the burning process has ^^".Ktoul'gastom »=
fan (IDF), cooler fan and electrostatic ртес.Р.шог (EP) by
preheater, lowering the draft at the inlet of prehea ,
g
passing through the cooler, the
ÄiÄÄ EP- and racing the efoctnc power of fan.

In the finish process, the 5Ре“Г!сс0"5и^р,"™’°1Г5у51е™ of foerasshi'i'through rate of powder in

Ä coohngt^cXe oi foe senator with water and towering the cement temperature by
water spray in second compartment in the mill.
tme eSe of d'eXZS for ÄX^nsumptions of heat and electnc power are

described hereafter.

2 22 1

Reduction of heat consumption

^‘XXlavebXXmented to reduce foe rafoam heat from the shell of foe rota^ k.in

after commercial plant test. Then, bricks were arranged as illustrated in Fig. 14 using insulating
bricks 20 m from the end of kiln. As a result, the heat conductivity was decreased to 0.5
kcaVmhoCat350°C.
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Insulating fire brick data

Chemical composition
Refractoriness
Apparent porsity
Bulk density
Cold crashing strength
Thermal conductivity
at 350 °C

(%)
(SK)
(%)
(-)
(kgf /cm2)
(kcal / mh °C)

SiO?
57

АИОз
40
34
40
1.6
150
0.5

Fig. 14 An example of refractory and heat-insulating brick arrangement

Coal burner

Recouped air for
swirl burner
Raw meal

air for
swirl calciner

Before

After

Fig. 15 Improvement of precalciner

(m)

(2) Improvement of precalciner
The fuel has been rapidly converting from heavy oil to coal in around 1980 in Japan as shown in
Fig. 3. In order to prevent the inside temperature dropping of the precalciner caused by the
decrease of the combustion rate accompanied with the fuel conversion, the retention time of the
feed was lengthened as shown in Fig. 15 by injecting coal from the tangential line of the swirl
burner of the precalciner for the suspension preheater and enlarging the sectional area of the air duct
to the burner so as to increase the air volume by 15 to 20 % and the volume of the bottom
combustion room as well. Thus the heat consumption was reduced by 34 to 42 KJ/Kg of cement
(8 to 10 Kcal/kg of cement) by the improvement.

(3) Improvement of rotary kiln burning

.

. .

The combustion rate of coal in a burner of the rotary kiln depends upon the uniform mixing oQhe
finely ground coal with the primary air and the high-temperature secondary air coming from the
cooler. Since most of the burners have such a structure that air-borne finely ground coal is injected
between the straight flowing fresh air stream and the swirling internal air stream as illustrated in
Fig. 16, the burner was improved so that the greater part of the high-temperature secondary air
flowed directly into the center of flame by installing a fin dividing the air flow at the outlet of the
fresh air. The mixing of the fuel with the air can be improved by further installing a spiral fin at the
outlet of finely ground coal stream.

(4) Installation of double path to cooler
A double path was installed at the cooler to separately blow the air of 200 to 300°C discharged from
the electrostatic precipitator for the exhaust gas of the cooler into the second and third
compartments in the cooler for cooling the clinker as shown in Fig. 17. Since the temperature of
secondary air was raised, the consumption of heat per kg of cement was reduced by 42 KJ or 10
Kcal.

Air (Straight)
Coal and Au-

Air (Swirling)

Fig.l6Mkxr

„don of burner

Cooling air

Fig.17
Double path
cooling system
in cooler

increased by decreasing the effective width at theлп1е1 oLair caused by the

S^gSon of cnnker^s Swn inVig. 18. Af a result, the consumption of heat per kg of cement
was reduced by 82 KJ or 20 Kcal.

(6) Homogenizing and HM-reducing of klin
Q KT
. . e Droduction rate of clinker
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X”erv“Ä
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Fi g. 18 Cooler width control of horizontally set cooler

Table 5 Target level for homogenization of raw meal

Mean or equipment
for homogenization
Raw meal
■ Storage silo
feed

• Kiln feed

Sta ndard deviat *on
of HM

Remark

On-line real time
proportioning by
computer control
system with continuous
on-line fluorescent
x-ray analyzer

< 0.060

Standard deviation
within a day

Air blending silo

< 0.025

Standard deviation
within a month (by
daily data)
Standard deviation
within a month (by
daily data)

Clinker

< 0.020

Table 6 Measures for reduction of pressure loss in preheater
Reductions of
pressure loss

Modification of cyclone and connecting duct

(1) Cyclone 1 (bottom)
a) Cyclone inner tube is removed
b) Cyclone inlet duct is expanded
c) Connecting duct 1 is expanded

30-50 mmAq
20-40 mmAq
50 mmAq

(2) Cyclone 2
a) Cyclone inner tube is cut, and the diameter increased
b) Straightening vanes are fitted in the cyclone inner tube
c) Cyclone inlet duct is expanded
d) Resistance plate is fitted in the cyclone
e) Connecting duct 2 is expanded

20 mmAq
20-30 mmAq
20-30 mmAq
30-50 mmAq
20-50 mmAq

(3) Cyclone 3
a) Cyclone inner tube is expanded, and straightening vanes fitted
b) Resistance plate is fitted in the cyclone
c) Connecting duct is expanded

30-40 mmAq
50 mmAq
20 mmAq

(4) Cyclone 4
a) Straightening vanes are fitted in the cyclone inlet duct
b) Straightening vanes are fitted in the cyclone inner tube
c) Spiral cone is fitted under the cyclone inner tube

Total

1

10 mmAq
15 mmAq
40-50 mmAq
300 mmAq

Direction of kiln rotation

Compartment

• Air cannon
(Air blasters)

1 Gi
:
: (bottom);

Number of air blaster

20 (this side)
100 (total)

5-20

Cycle times

min.

Fig.19
Disposition of air blaster
around the kiln inlet duct

but the cement with an appropriate parncie^GessVnd thVparSri'ze

Since the dehydration degree of gypsum
thCysttemsOusingCthenhigh-performance
the temperature of mill m the grinding and ,cla .if cation зу^ет^
d^reasing the

t^turedRte^
conventional concept has been carried out.

a higher grinding temperature above the

Table 7 Amount of free lime in clinker and 28 day strength
of mortar with the change of raw meal fineness
Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

200|im R'1 Free lime 28day compressive
strength*2
(%)
(%)
(N/mm2)
4.9
6.0
9.6
11.4

0.7
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.3
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.7

39.3
40.6
40.8
41.3
41.5
40.9
41.3
42.0
42.0
42.2
42.5
43.8

(385)
(398)
(400)
(405)
(407)
(401)
(405)
(412)
(412)
(414)
(417)
(429)

14.1
14.5
17.8
13.8
13.3
1988
13.3
1989
1990
12.6
1991
10.8
Note; *1 : 200p.m residue of raw meal measured by air
jet sieve, *2 : Test data of JIS mortar, () : Data
expressed by kgf/cm2

Fig.21
Blaine specific surface
area and ЗОцт residue
of cement

Fig.22
Relationship between n value

2.2.3 Shaft kiln
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^y^^
oduJivity> heat and power
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‘
and quality of product-to the latest
consumptions .stability of
(he*pötontialiS demand for lhe low-cost shaft kiln to manufacture lower grade cement for
structures and general purposes in China, India and Austra la.
The latest examples of -h^mpr—

The stabilization of burning zone and the incmasing ol

fro₽m the temperature

distribution in the burning zone.
The electrostatic precipitator and bag5

""^comen^and co^

shaft kiln considering the^temperature ™nmntlv collects the dust and preheats the pellets
developed alternative to those facilities c
Zhaust eas passing through the bed of pellets
composed of ground raw materials and coa wi
power consumptions are reduced
.... ................

Qin 12) of China presets in Comm^ica.ion Paper .hat clinker was producedJ^apti burning

with quantity of heat as low as 625 kcal / k^ of c linker <^25

indispensable for

Äto at high temperatur;. tt is e^ecled to reiease the technology for the progress
of the cement industry.
Dust collector

'• Pan Pelletizer
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Kiln feed
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Fig.23

Air-> a
Clinker

Air blowing duct equipped
beneath the burning zone of
vertical shaft kiln

Gas to exhaust fan

Exhaust gas from
upper part of
vertical shaft kiln

Exhaust gas from
lower part of
vertical shaft kiln

F i g. 2 4 Dust collector for vertical shaft kiln (pellet filter)

Table 8 An example of operation data of vertical shaft kiln
'

Improved kiln Conventional kiln

Specific heat consumption
(kJ/kg of clinker)
Specific electric power co i:?: >.ption I
(kwh/t or cement)

Amount of dust in exhaust gas
(mg/Nm3)

I

(): Data expressed by kcal/kg of clinker

3,570
(850)

3,990-4,200
(950-1,000)

110

115-120

100

700-3,400

Since .be retention ttme of clinker in the cooHng ™n=
and the clinker is cooled slowly, most of behte transfonns int p ana у
reactivity is decreased. Therefore, the composition of aw mealjed to^hatt kim

j
bf iime

increase the quantity of ahte and to decrease
Q
aonroximateiv 0.5 % each of fluorite and
standard, 1.8 to 2.0 of SM and 1.2 to . о
g
clinker manufactured in the
anhydrous gypsum as F andS. Rama et al. 13) ofIn^ st^te™
and energy required for
shaft kiln is low literwe.ght and porous and^Xker n^
The

grinding is approximately 20 % lower t a
production of the porous clinker may be causeу
as much as 10 to 15 % in the raw meal pellets
о te temperature at the burning zone as low as

•

mmhnstion of finely ground coal contained
fflcient densificadon by the sintering due
,
ano
The high early strength
C The£gh early str.

p

po

may be attributed to the alite-nch composition. Although the lower

SS--™-”-*""".
alite formation.

3

application of industrial waste to
MANUFACTURING OF CEMENT

The quantities of industrial waste and municipal
with the advances of the industries and the rise in
the environmental pollution including the air an w

Ä

hTnecessar/ ю prevent
nnii,lt;ons caused by the industrial activities
p
society is to efficiently treat the
Ä

countries.
Admin.sda.ive agencies including И«—*5 -

•became way as in advanced

^cemem Musnyfor the use

thP develooment of the application

of the industrial waste as raw materials or.fu

?==hi»

quantities of the main industrial waste are listed in Table 9.
The principles to be observed for using the industrial waste as part of the raw material or fuel for

cement manufacturing are as follows:

rn The industrial waste is more economical than conventional raw materials or fuels.
(2) The industrial waste does not detrimentally affect the quahty of cement.
(3) The use of industrial waste does not cause environmental pollution.
(4) The industrial waste is stably supplied.
^“'е'пГгечи!^

In order to keep those principles, therefore it

Baiwerk16) in Germany is a superior reference judging from

3 1 Establishment

of Acceptance

Inspection

i p

Standards and

Application to

The a“: inspTctit^smyade by^iyzing the foi.owmg items of the industria! waste at the

research laboratory in the proper company or an authorized inspection office including a ce111/.6
environmental measurement office and by checking the data submitted by the supplier of industrial
waste:
(1) Harmful elements including Hg, R-Hg, Cd, Pb, Cr*«, As, CN- and R-P and harmful

substances including PCB,
(2) Smelly materials including H2S, mercaptan and NH3,
.
Tobit»
(3) Elements or substances detrimentally affecting the quality of cement including listed in Table

(4) Elements alternative to the main elements including Si, Al, Fe and Ca and component
alternative to heat value, and
.
(5) Moisture causing troubles in the operation by sticking raw materials or product in
conveyors and chutes and consuming energy for drying, halogen elements including chlorine
clogging the cyclone, chute and duct attached to the suspension preheater by producing lowmelting point compounds at 800 to 1000 °C due to concentration during circulation in the gas, and
extraneous matter including metal piece which may break the facilities for cement manufactunng.
Then, the data including the composition of exhaust gas, the contents of heavy metals and water
soluble harmful components contained in the raw material, clinker and dust and bad smell are
collected by practically applying the industrial waste to the commercial plant.

Table 9 Kind and amount of industrial waste in Japan (1990)
1 auic v Л.Х

Category
Oil or solvent

Amount of industrial
waste (t)

Kind of industrial waste

141,347
37,892
3,000

Reclaimed oil, waste oil

Acid or alkali soil Waste clay
Others
Subtotal
Rubber or
plastics

Wood
Slag

Used tire
Others
Subtotal
Wood waste
Blast furnace slag
Copper slag
Molding sand
Debris
Others
Subtotal

Ash

Coal ash

Sludge

Organic sludge
Inorganic sludge

Subtotal
Gypsum as
by-product

-

...

16,023,300
2,020,975

19,942
289,306
....

309,248

Chemical gypsum
Desulfurization gypsum

875,561
1,424,148

Subtotal

2,299,709

Soot or dust

Dust

Others

Remainder of animal and plant origin
Waste from construction
Others

Subtotal
Total

40,892
101,038
100
101,138
6,670
12,790,713
1,232,726
168,501
1,600,476
230,884

477,970

196
6,164
118,991

125,351

21,546,600

It is indispensable to establish the acceptance inspection standards of industrial waste by
comprehensively investigating whether or not the acceptance, transportation, weighing and feeding
of the industrial waste can be smoothly carried out and what facilities is additionally required 11 is
unable to be smoothly handled. An example of the acceptance inspection standards is shown n
Table 10 Since industrial waste contains more or less harmful matter, the standards have to
provide for the delivery method using a closed container including container bag and covered
wagon to prevent the industrial waste from spreading in environment. The environmental and
emission criteria of harmful matter for the prevention of environmental pollution in Japan are

shown in Table 11.
The environmental data collected by using the industrial waste in the commercial plant have to be
submitted to the competent local administrative office for obtaining the approval of the use of
industrial waste.

3.2

Development of Application Technology and Investment in Equipment

Although the industrial waste meeting the requirements of the acceptance inspection standards is
used in the processes shown in Fig. 25, some investment in equipment is required to smooth у
continue the operation in each process. As indicated by Chatterjee et al 17) of India in
Communication Paper, the greatest care has to be taken in the type, composition and properties in
one type of it, particularly between different types of it.

■ The industrial wastes containing moisture and free from it are fed into the clay preparation system
before the clay dryer and the process before the raw material grinding mill, respectively, bor
precisely controlling the composition of industrial waste, storage facilities and weighers by the
types of industrial waste have to be newly installed. For properly preparing different types of
industrial waste with diversified compositions and properties, on-line, real-time continuous
analytical and control technologies and new analyzers and controllers based on them are required.
The industrial waste as fuel is fed into a kiln through the burner or from the end of kiln, into the
precalciner for the suspension preheater directly or through the burner and into the process after
gasification. The industrial waste commonly used as raw material and fuel is mixed with the
natural raw material. Fine, high combustion rate wastes are fed from the kiln head at the same time
as the feed of finely ground coal. Meanwhile, coarse, relatively fire-retardant particles including
EP dust containing unburnt, carbon produced in a thermal electric power plant are stored in a
stockyard of oil coke and ground together with coal and feed with finely ground coal. Although
waste tires are usually fed into the kiln from the end of it, they are sometimes gasified in a separate
gasifier and the gas produced is blown into the precalciner Oil waste is injected into the
precalciner for the suspension preheater for the mixed combustion with finely ground coal
Smaller combustible solid waste than 1 in3 including plastics waste and scrap wood is fed into the
suspension preheater from the bottom through the drum mixer and the pressure constant feeder tor

suspension firing.
Development of combustion technologies and installation of equipment suitable for treating each
type of industrial waste are required for implementing those plants. For instance, a conveyor air
tight constant feeder and gasifier of waste tire have to be developed for using it, and the
performances of the constant feeder, combustion rate controller and extraneous matter remover and
the abrasion resistant of equipment have to be improved for using the industrial waste alternative to
fuel. And technical development for preventing the reaction of NH3 with SO3 is required for using
the EP dust discharged from the thermal electric power plant where the NOx in exhaust gas is.
reduced with ammonia. Since the whole plant has to be closed so that the industrial waste does no
escape from it, investment in the reconstruction of the plant is required. The technical development
and the investment in equipment have to be precisely investigated from balancing^with the profits
obtained by the reduction in the raw material and fuel cost and the benefits obtained from the

reciprocal trade of industrial waste producers.

3.3

Expansion of Application Scope

.

Many types of industrial waste contain the components usable as the mineralizer and flu
cement as well as the main components. Active research and development are also required for

Table 10 An example of acceptance inspection standard of industrial waste
Acceptance inspection standard of industrial waste
Type of packing and method of
Quality and property
transportation to the plant

Name of
industrial waste

Car tire (any tire is accepted)
Bulk
Cut tire or tire without cutting
Tank lorry or Drum (Tank lorry is
Liquid or mud , Low volatile matter.
Waste oil
Chlorine content < lOOOppm,
preferable)
Heat generation > 12.5 MJ/kg, Water < 20%
Bulk vehicle with pressurized air ,
Petroleum oil. Heavy
Water < 25%
unloader or container bag (Bulk vehicle
oil, Naphtha, Unbumt Heat generation > 12.5MJ,/kg
is preferable)
dust

Waste tire

Bulk dump truck (Moisture control
Water < 25%
R,O< 1%
is essential to dusty waste)
Chlorine < lOOppm
SiO2>75%, R2O<1%
Waste sand from cast
iron process
Water < 10%
Without any foreign matter
Chlorine < lOOOppm
Bulk dump truck or container bag
Waste wood.
Water < 10%
Waste plastics
Size < 250x250x250mm
Bulk vehicle with pressurized air unloader
Chlorine < lOOppm
Coal ash. Evacuated
R,O< 1%
waste from furnace
Bulk vehicle with pressurized air unloader
ALO3 or Al > 60%
Aluminum sludge or
Bulk dump truck (Moisture control is
Chlorine < lOOppm
aluminum ash
essential to dusty waste)
Water < 70%
Fe
2
O,
or
Fe
>
30%
Bulk dump truck or container bag
Materials containing
Chlorine < 1 OOppm
iron
Only small amount of metal such as Cr, etc.
Powder, cotton-type or grindable material
Other conditions : No bad odor. Content of harmful component (Hg, R-Hg, Cd, Pb, Cr6+, As, CN, R-P or PCB) should be
under the legal limit, No foreign matter such as metal, etc.

Sludge

Table 11 Environmental and emission criteria for harmful components in Japan
Environmental criteria
Air

Average *’
Maximum

Suspended dust

SO2

CO

< 0.04ppm
< O.lppm *2

< lOppm
< 20ppm *3

< 0.10mg/m3

no2

Oxidant

< О.Обррт < О.Обррт

< 0.20mg/m3 *2

*1: Average amount in a day, *2: Average amount for a hour, *3: Average amount for
eight hours

Water
Cd

CN

O-P

< O.Olppm

nd

nd

Pb

Cr6+

: O.lppm < 0.05ppm

As

Hg

< 0.05ppm < O.Sppb

R-Hg

PCB

nd

nd

nd: Not determined
Emission criteria for cement industry
_ SOx SOx is regulated by К value
q = KHe2 x IO"3
q: Amount of SOx in exhaust gas (Nm3/h)
He : Equivalent height of chimney (m)
Exhaust
К : Specified locally by government ranging from 1.75 to 17.5
gas
- Soot < 0.1 g/Nm3
< 0.05 g/Nm3
(Specified area)
- NOx < 250ppm (In case that the amount of exhaust gas exceeds 100,000Nm3/hr)
< 350ppm (In case that the amount of exhaust gas doesn't exceed 10O,0O0Nm3/hr)
Dust: Regulated according to the criteria regarding the structure, operation, use and control of
the equipment

using such industrial waste. Pan
of China presents in Communication Paper that molybdenum
residue produced in the treatment process of iron ores improves the early strength of cement
because the formation of C3S is accelerated by the decrease of the viscosity of liquid phase.
Rajczyk et al.19) of Poland present in Communication Paper that the Ba-containing waste produced
in the manufacture of BaS so much lowers the sintering temperature of belite cement that the
energy consumption is reduced. It is expected that those technologies will be demonstrated in

commercial plant.

One of the useful methods for using variously reactive industrial waste containing diversified
components as raw material is to improve the reactivity by pretreatment. Chatterjee et al. 20) of
India present in Communication Paper that an application example of the sol-gel method for the
sintering of advanced ceramics to the clinker burning using industrial waste, which may be used as
the pretreatment mentioned above. However, attention must be paid to the cost performance .

3.4

Effect on quality of cement

.

.

.

.

.

The type of industrial waste and the elements contained in it are diversified. The contents of minor
and trace components in commercially available types of cement in Japan are shown in Table 12.
The minor components is defined as the components other than the four major components and the
trace component is defined as the components contained as low as 0,1 % or 1000 ppm or less.

The effects of those components introduced in the cement-manufacturing process as the alternative
raw materials and fuel on the operation and quality are listed in Table 12. Although some effects
on the quality vary according to the papers, those which the author considered to be reasonable are

listed.

Table 12 is put to practical use as the basic data for developing the acceptance inspection
standards of industrial waste described in 3.1.
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Table 12 Influence o f m inor components on burnability o f raw meal, manufacturing process and quality o f cement

3.5

Example of Industrial Waste used for Cement Manufacturing

Since the quantity of industrial waste used for cement manufacturing in all the manufacturing plants
in Japan is unavailable, the actual result in the main three plants of Onoda Cement Co. in FYI990
is listed in Table 13 for reference. Twenty-six types of industrial waste delivered from 252 firms
were annually consumed as 131,000 tons as fuel and 424,000 tons as raw material. Accordingly,
110,000 tons of coal and 382,000 tons of raw material were saved in year, namely, the fuel and
raw material costs were reduced by 6.9 and 7.0 %, respectively. The investment in equipment
reached, however, to 9.2 billion yen or 73.6 million US$ and the interest and depreciation
expenses account for 130 % of the reduced cost assuming that the invested money will recovered in
ten years, which will increase in the future.

3.6

Future Problem

In order to meet the requirements in the four principles for using industrial waste alternative to fuel
and raw material and expedite the use of it, cement manufactures and industrial waste producers
have to implement the following items by self-help:
(1) The measures to reduce the contents of harmful elements detrimentally affecting the
environment, quality of cement and process for cement manufacturing to their tolerance
limits or under,
(2) Development of application technologies of industrial waste
•Development of new types of cement using harmful elements as useful elements,
•Development of efficient dehydration and handling techniques for industrial waste
with high content of water,
•Development of technique for homogenizing industrial waste with diversified contents
and properties,
•Acceleration of labor saving and unmanned operation in the process using industrial
waste
(3) Apportionment of cost caused by using industrial waste between the cement
manufacturer
and industrial waste producer.

Table 13 Utilized'industrial waste in three major plants of Onoda (1990)

Plant

No. Type
1
2
Ofunato

RSP
RSP
RSP

5

Total

4
Fujiwara

5

RSP
RSP

Total

3

Tsukumi

Capacity Fuel
(t/d)

3,000
3,000
4,900

Sum. Total

Raw
meal

Amount of raw meal and fuel saved

0.5

82.0

82.5

0.4

45

16

12*

1

74.4

1.9

2.6

70.3

149.1

219.4

69

82

29

21

2

203

17.1

13.2

42.3

193.3

235.6

41

106

38

27

3

215

5.0

8.2

113.1 424.4 537.5 110.4 233

83

60

6

492.4

6.9

7.0

10,900
2,500
5,200
7,700

RSP
RSP

3,800
5,200
5 RSP 5,200
Total
14,200

4

Reduced cement
manufacturing
(l,000t/y)
cost (%)
Raw
Iron
Total Coal Clay Silica Lime
Total Fuel
meal
sand stone material

Amount of industrial
waste used
(l,000t/y, dry base)

Kiln

32,800

It is estimated, however, that the use of industrial waste will be increased in the future for meeting
the social demand as illustrated in Fig. 26, and that even the industrial, waste whith cannot be
used at present due to the variable quality will be compelled to be used in the near future,
whereupon the technical development cost and the investment in equipment will be increased to
provide for using such industrial waste. A Principal Paper by Sprung of Germany and Delort of
France !) revealed that the heat required for a process is not necessarily reduced by using industrial
waste alternative to the fuel. It is estimated that the cost including the interest and depreciation
expenses for the investment in equipment will be higher than that without using the industrial waste
in the near future. The following incentives to expediting the use of industrial waste meeting the
social demand effectively using the resources and protecting the clean environment should be
administratively employed in the future:

(4) Administrative guidance in the indication of chemical composition of industrial waste.
(5) Tax credits for technical development and investment to equipment to provide for
using
industrial waste.
(6) Financing the firms with low-interest funds.
(7) Financial assistance including subsidy.
The final treatment of municipal refuse and waste building materials as well as industrial waste is
becoming an important social problem. Since the disposal of such massive refuse and waste gives
increasing rise to financial and land-use difficulties, those incentives will become profitable.

Fig.26

Year

Amount of industrial
waste used in Onoda's
Fujiwara plant

4. DEVELOPMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL LOAD-REDUCING CEMENT
The process for manufacturing cement has an intrinsical problem that a large quantity of CO2 and
too much NOX for environment are emitted because a large quality of limestone is used as a raw
material and the burning temperature is high. Accordingly, the reduction of the emissions of CÖ2
requires the decrease of fuel and limestone consumption and the reduction of the emission of NOx
requires the lowering of the burning temperature. For the reduction of fuel consumption requires
the decrease of the unit consumption of limestone and the lowering of the burning temperature.
Judging from this point of view, the changing of clinker composition and the improvement of
blended cement have been implemented and the" environmental load-reducing cement is being
developed for saving resources and energy as well as for protecting environment.

4.1 Belite Cement
The changing of the clinker composition to the belite-rich type is required for the reduction of the
unit consumption of limestone and the lowering of the burning temperature and meets the
requirements of the development of low-hydration heat cement for mass concrete used for the

construction of giant structures on the increase in recent years.
The belite cement composed of 2 % of C3A, 8 % of C4AF and the rest of belite requires the
limestone 90 kg/t of clinker less than ordinary portland cement, thereby decreasing the quantity of
heat required for decarbonating the limestone by 149.5 kJ/kg of clinker (35.6 kcal/kg of clinker).
Considering the increment of the heat of formation of clinker minerals as much as 139.9 kJ/kg of
clinker (33.3 kcal/kg of clinker), the theoretical quantity of heat required for manufacturing belite
cement clinker is 1512 kJ/kg of clinker (360 kcal/kg of clinker) which is approximately 16 %

lower than that for ordinary portland cement clinker.

.

...

Assuming that the thermal efficiency of a large SP with precalciner kiln is 60 %, the quantity of
heat required for burning belite cement clinker is 483 kJ/kg of clinker (115 kcal/kg of clinker) less
than that for ordinary portland cement and the quantities of carbon dioxide derived from the raw
meal and fuel are decreased by 40 and 60 kg/t of clinker (16 kg of coal/t of clinker), respectively,
100 kg/t of clinker in total, which accounts for 10 % of the total production of CO2. Meanwhile,
electric power consumption in grinding is a few kwh/t of clinker increased by using much amount
of poor grindable silicious rock as the raw materials in the raw meal preparation process and
several kwh/t of clinker increased by increasing the content of belite in clinker in finish grinding
process. The quality of the belite cement varies according to the content of belite as shown in
Table 14. The heat of hydration become low and the setting is delayed and the early strength is
lowered with increasing the content of belite at the water cement ratio of 0.65 according to JIS.
The enhancement of the hydration reactivity of belite is investigated in an laboratory scale to
improve the early strength of it. It is necessary to quench belite clinker at a rate of 800 °C/ min. or
higher 21) or stabilize a- and ex’- modifications of belite containing P, Na, К, V and S 22) having
a high hydration reactivity at room temperature. The application of such super air quenching to the
commercial equipment is, however, difficult and the water cooling by dropping clinker into water
which is realized in the manufacturing white portland cement requires high cost for the heat
recovery in the cooler and the drying of clinker. Even though the target crystalline modification of
belite is stabilized at room temperature, the hydration reactivity is hardly improved by producing
the solid solution containing those special components. Konznetsova et al.23) of Russia describe
in Communication Paper that the hydration reactivity is improved by the increasing of the
dissolved amount of minor element to belite and lattice strain because the temperature of the raw
meal partially replaced by carbon containing industrial waste is locally raised to approximately
2100 °C by the combustion of carbon in it. If the solubility limits of the components by the local
temperature-raising at the high temperature, the keeping of it as the solid solution without
deposition by the cooling and the relationship between the type and quantity of component species
and the hydration reactivity will be demonstrated, this process will be accepted. Singh et al.24) of
India determined the thermodynamic constants and reaction rate constant from Jander’s formula
based on the study on the effect of the starting material species on the hydration reactivity of belite.
And they state in Communication Paper that Са(НОз)2 has a superior effect and that the hydration
rate of ß-C2S produced is related to the lattice defect in the ß-C2S. This study will be feasible at a
location where a large quantity of Са(НОз)2 is available at a lower cost than limestone as the
source of Ca. Although it is known that a little addition of Ba improves the hydration reactivity of
belite, the study of Teoreanu et al.25) of Rumania supports it, Yang et al.26) of China described
that ß-C2S obtained by heating hillebrandite, a hydrothermal reaction product, at 850 to 950 °C has
so large specific surface area that the strengths at one and three day are equal to those for ordinary
portland cement. There are still many problems to be solved till commercialization including the
selection of the raw material appropriate for the hydrothermal synthesis, the installation of large
sized autoclave and a comparative study of the energy required for the hydrothermal synthesis with
that for the conventional process.

Since the performance of the organic admixtures including superplasticizer and fluidizing agent has
recently been improved, the workability of concrete at low water cement ratio is remarkably
improved by combining the adjustment of the particle size distribution of cement with the addition
of such an organic admixture. Since this procedure is effective for compensating insufficient
properties of cement for preparing concrete, it is a practically valuable technique. The low early
strength, the largest drawback of belite cement, is markedly improved by this technique as shown

in Table 15. The bonding strength between the belite cement paste and the aggregate is high and
the final strength is high and stable, because the water cement ratio are so low that the precipitation
of Ca(OH)2 around aggregate by the hydration is repress and the transition zone is hardly formed
in the vicinity of the aggregate. In Japan, recently, belite cement has been used for the mass

concrete by marking the best use of it and the use will be furthei extended in the future,

Table 14 Characters and properties of belite cement
Fineness

Mineralogical composition (%) Density
(g/cn?)

Sample

C3S

c2s

СзА

c4af

A

43

45

2

10

3.16

3,300

В

30

58

2

10

3.17

3,310

21

67

2

10

3.17

3,280

D

10

80

2

8

3.18

3,320

E

0

90

2

8

3.19

3,310

’

C

Sample.

Setting time
Water Initial
set
(%) (h-m)
27.7

JIS mortar strength (N/mm2)

Heat of hydration (J/g)
Final
set .
(h-m)

7 days

28 days 91 days

314.6
245.6
4-00 (58.7)4
(75.2)
206.7
269.0
5-25 (49.4)
27.7 2-55
В
(64.3)
186.6
250.2
C
27.7 3-15
6-10
(59.8)
(44.6)
222.2
101.7
7-55 (24.3)
D
27.5 4-05
(53.1)
173.6
77.4
E
27.5
5-10 9-30
(41.5)
(18.5)
*1 (): Data explained by cal/g, *2 (): Data explained

A

(Blaine specific
surface area)
(cm2/g)

2-10

3 days

10.8
357.7
(85.5)
(110)*2
327.2
9.7
(78.2)
(99)
6.7
320.5
(76.6)
(68)
0.8
294.6
(70.4)
(8)
0.5
270.3
(64.6)
(5)
by kgf/cm2

1

7 days 28 days 91 days

38.7
15.9
(162)
(395)
13.1
35.3
(134)
(360)
Ö.5
31.4
(97)' ' (320)
1.1
12.3
(126)
(ID
19.6
0.8
(8)
(200)

55.7
(568)
62.8
(641)
61.9

.(6121
52.1
(532)
53.2
(543)

Properties of concrete
Sample

Mix proportion (kg/m3)

Slump Air
(cm)

(%)

A

11.1

3.6

В

11.9

3.8

11.7

3.6

D

11.3

3.8

E

11.2

3.5

Water Cement

C

158

300

Sand

797

(): Data explained by kgf/cm2

Gravel

1059-

Strength (N/mm2)

7 days
13.2
(135)
11.3
(115)
8.3
(85)
2.1
(21)
1.3
(13)

28 days 91 days

34.8
(355)
33.7
(344)
31.9
(326)
15.3
(156)
26.5
(207)

48.9
(499)
56.1
(572)
60.7
(619)
50.8
(519)
46.7
(477)

Adiabatic
temperature
rise of
concrete at
28 days (’C)

38.0

31.5
29.5

28.3
27.2

.

Table 15 Properties of belite cement concrete with low water/cement ratio
Mixing proportion
Cement (kg/m3)
Sand Coarse
W/C
Water
(kg/m3) aggregate
(kg/m3) Cement Coarse Fine
(kg/m3)
particle' particle*2
1 Ordinary
Portland cement
2 Belite cement C
3 Belite cement C

400

200

790

869

Super
plasticizer
(%)

0.50

871
400
951
0.35
870
540
0.20
856
6Ö9
174
8*7
* 1: Coarse panicle of ordinary portland cement clinker ranging from 50 to 200p.m
*2: Fine particle of calcite powder of which particle size is less than 3jim
140
174

0.7
1.62

Properties of concrete

1
'
2
3

Ordinary
portlana cement
Belite cement C
Belite cement C

Air

Slump

(%)

(cm)

Slump
flow
(cm)

4.7

18.5

—

4.0
2.8

18
22.0

—
45x46

Compressive strength (N/mm2)

3days

7days

15.0
(147)
19.9
(195)
58.1
(570)

23.5
(230)
35.9
(352)
72.9
(714)

28days

91days

59.2
(584)
110.9
(1087)

40.5
(397)
88.8
(868)
138.9
(1361)

(): Data expressed by kgf/cm2

4.2

Modified Belite Cement

In addition to the improvement of the hydration reactivity of belite for increasing the early strength
of belite cement as mentioned in 4.1, the method for adding an early strength-developing mineral
together with belite is being explored. The materials to be added include C4A3S, СпАу СаРг and
C4AF which have rate of high hydration reaction and produce ettringite in the presence of calcium
sulfate.
'
The modified belite cement containing those minerals together with belite can be burnt at a
temperature 200 to 300 °C lower than ordinary portland cement. Since CaSCU and CaFy much
contained in the raw meal of modified belite cement are converted into low melting point
compounds in the burning process and these compounds are deposited on the cyclone, precalciner
and duct of the suspension preheater and sometimes clog up them, this type of cement is not
manufactured in the SP and SP With precalciner kilns but in an old type facility which is used for
another reason that the market demand is low. The heat consumption is, therefore, not necessarily
reduced though the burning temperature is low.

The facilities suitable for the raw material preparation and clinker-grinding processes should be
developed and improved to reduce the quantity of heat consumed for manufacturing such a type of
cement and the merits of manufacturing modified belite cement should be discussed
comprehensively viewing from standpoints of the power consumption, product quality and
environmental load.

4.2.1 Belite-sulfoaluminate cement
The belite-sulfoaluminate cement is mainly composed of belite and calcium sulfoaluminate. Since
it is burnt at a temperature rage from 1200 to 1300 °C where belite and C4A3S
(ЗСаО-ЗА12Оз-Са8О4) can coexist, the belite burnt at this temperature is the ß-form (type II).

Boikova et al 27) of Russia presents in Communication Paper that the minerals produced other
than belite vary according to the AlyOs/FegOs ratio in the system CaO-SiOy-AlyC^-MgO-SOs,
increasing C4A35 with the increase of IM, ijncreasing the ferrite solid solution, CgAFj, with the
decrease of IM and coexisting of C4A3S and the iron solid solution in the intermediate

composition. The result almost agrees with that for the CaO-SiO2-A12O3-Fe2O3-MgO- СаЗОдK2SO4 system obtained by Kapralik et al 28),
Su et al 29) of China states in Communication Paper that clinker containing 55 to 75 % of C4A3S
and 15 to 25 % of a -C2S is produced from limestone, bauxite and anhydrous gypsum by burning
at 1300 °C in a dry rotary kiln, rotary kiln equipped with shaft preheater and rotary kiln equipped
with RSP and it is small porous particles with the bulk density of 650 to 850 g/1 and that calcium
sulfoaluminate in that clinker is a solid solution produced by substituting Mg for Ca, Si for Al and
Ti for Fe and K2O mainly supplied from bauxite produces a columnar alkali-containing phase
which causes the flash setting and expansion exceeding a certain limit. Although the temperature
of the gas entering into suspension preheater may be lower than that in the burning of ordinary
portland cement, it is a success that the clogging trouble caused by the coating of raw material on
the walls of SP and RSP sections was solved. It is expected that the data concerning the
operational measures, heat and electric power consumption will be disclosed.

The belite-sulfoaluminate cement has not been developed and commercialized to save energy and
improve the early strength of cement but to meet the requirements of the market in the terms of
physical properties of cement in Japan30). The clinker is composed of 60 to 70 % of C4A3S and
30 to 40 % of belite. Since the blended cement manufactured by blending slag and gypsum to the
clinker shows no breeding, compensates the shrinkage, hardly produces efflorescence and is of a
low-alkaline, high-early-strength type, it is used for glass fiber reinforced concrete and precast

concrete.

4.2.2 Belite-fluoroaluminate Cement

,

Jet cement or regulated set cement manufactured by adding 8 to 12 % of gypsum anhydride, a little
gypsum hemihydrate, Na2SO4 and СаСОз so as to adjust the 50з/А120з ratio to 1.0 to 1.2 to the
clinker composed of 55 to 60 % of alite, 5 to 10 % of belite, 20 to 25 % of СиАу-СаРз and 4 to 8
% of C4AF is on sale in Japan, China, Germany and U.S.A. 31).

Belite-fluoroaluminate cement is the cement in which alite is substituted for belite in the jet cement.
Although the burning temperature of the clinker is approximately 150 °C lower than 1350 °C of the
jet cement, the strengths at middle ages including 3- and 7- days ages are hardly increased.
Yang et al.32) describes in Communication Paper that it is necessary to decrease the content of
СаЗОд in the raw materials to 1.0% or less for repressing the production of СдАз^ and improve
the hydration reactivity. The burning temperature of clinker is decreased to 950 to 1150°C by
controlling the composition to contain 30 to 60% of СбАР2, 10 to 40 % of СцА7-СаР2 and 5 to
30% of C2S and to increase the content of iron and using СаЗОд as a flux.

The sintering reaction of clinker proceeds producing low melting point compounds at low
temperature in high-alumina composition with more iron and CaF2 and СаЗОд. However, when
the melting phase in the clinker exceeds a certain limit, the raw material is deposited on the
refractory lining of the rotary kiln and large lumps are formed. Therefore, it becomes impossible
to continue the stable operation even if there is a slight variation of the burning temperature. The
heat consumption is not reduced as expected from the lowering of the burning temperature and it
exceeds sometimes that for ordinary portland cement. It is, therefore, desired to consider the
measures for the actual operation taking those points into consideration.

4.3 Alinite Cement
Alinite cement was developed in Soviet Union in 197733). The cement is produced by substituting
alinite (Ca9.9Mgo.8E]o.3(Si04)3.4(A104)o.50i.9CL whereD^vacancy) for alite, CiiA7-CaCl2 for
C3A, and adding several percent of gypsum dfhydrate to clinker which contains 60 to 80% of
alinite, 10 to 30 of belite, 5 to 10 % of Cn Ay-CaCh and 2 to 10 % of ferrite. The clinker contains
1.0 to 2.9 % of chlorine. The temperature range producing each mineral component is shown in
Fig. 27. The figure reveals that the burning temperature is as low as 1000 to 1200 °C by flux
effect of CaCl2. Calcium chloride silicates considered to be produced in addition to alinite include
С2З СаС12. The hydration reactivity is high and the later strength is fairly lower though early
strength is higher than that of ordinary portland cement. Although the early strength is increased

Fig.27

Temperature-phase
relationship in the
formation of alinite
clinker

by increasing the contents of CnAv-CaC^ and gypsum, the stability is lowered. Part pf Cl is fixed
as a hydrate in the hydration process and the fixed chlorine is released again by the conversion and
decomposition of hydrate. Since reinforcements and prestressing wires are remarkably corroded
by the released chlorine, the alinite cement is used for the unreinforced concrete and foundation
improving material requiring for neither high-strength nor durability. Although more than ten years
have passed since the alinite cement was developed, it is produced only in a 15t/d-miniplant located
at Research-industrial Association Institute in the Republic Kazaf. Since the burning temperature
of alinite cement is low and chlorine-containing industrial waste can be used as the raw material of
the cement, attention has recently been paid to this cement. There are, however, still many
problems awaiting solution in commercial production including the quality, corrosion of
manufacturing equipment by chlorine, troubles caused by coating, recovery of chlorine from the
exhaust gas, prevention of it from emitting to environment and accumulation of harmful elements
contained in the industrial waste in clinker though the content of chlorine is limited as low as 2.5 %
or less taking the quality of alinite cement into consideration. Attention is paid to the research by
Ryzhik et al 5) of Russia on the application of the vortex reactor to the manufacturing of the alinite
cement as a development of a facility for the cement.

4.4 Blended cement
Blended cement is a typical environmental load-reducing cement viewing from the standpoint of
the manufacturing of cement. The characters, properties and performance of the blended cement
have been elucidated by the research and development for a long time 34) and the manufacturing
technologies and supply system have been established. Although the use of it is limited to mainly
civil engineering works, the demand will continuously increase in the future.

Taking the opportunity of the 2nd oil crisis, the specification of portland cement were so revised in
world nations that 5 to 10 % or less of particles including slag, fly ash and lime stone and so on
are allowed t be contained in the portland cement besides clinker and gypsum. Although the
deterioration of the physical properties including strength by addition of blending components are
prevented by increasing HM of clinker. As mentioned in 2.2.2.1(5), the increase of HM generally
increase the heat consumption and decrease the production and varies the electric power
consumption by grinding blending components. Utilization of blending components to portland
cement should, therefore, be done so as to minimized the loads on the environment and
manufacturing cost referring above-mentioned facts.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In order to continue the further prosperity of the cement industry toward the next century in the
unstable international-political and global-economical situations, it is indispensable to establish a
production system pursuing the ultimate manufacturing cost, construct an international production

and distribution system, establish an international cooperative research system and buckle down to
the protection of environment for assuring the healthy and comfortable life.

The resource- and energy-intensive cement industry is required to thoroughly save labor, resources
and energy not only for the cost reduction but also the protection of environment, particularly to
reduce the unit consumptions of fuel and limestone for reducing the emission of CO2, to decrease
the burning temperature for reducing the emission of NOx and play a role as the venous industry
for cleaning the environment by using industrial waste and municipal refuse.

For implementing those measures in the actual manufacturing process of cement, it is important to
develop a new process, improve the efficiencies of the current equipment and process, develop the
technology, invest in equipment and establish the social system for using industrial waste
alternative to raw material and fuel, establish reliable environmental- and quality-control systems
and develop the environmental load-reducing cement.
This lecture introduced to the scientific and technological progresses of the above-mentioned items
made since Rio de Janeiro Congress, pointed out the problems and described the author’s view
from the practical aspect. Since ail of those problems are difficult to be solved, it is necessary for
solving them and completing the technologies to put many hours in them, employ capable men,
raise a lot of funds for research and de velopment and invest in equipment for commercializing the
results of research and development. Finally I would like to express my sincere expectation that
breaking through conventional framework this New Delhi Congress will be the initial step to the
advanced international research and technical cooperation toward the 21st century.
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INTRODUCTION
We had the privilege of listening to the special lecture on "Present-day
Problems in Cement Manufacture" yesterday; there is another presentation planned for
tomorrow, covering performance aspects.
Keeping these two presentations in view,
I had to search for an area to focuss.
After some considerations, I have chosen

"Advances in Portland Cements and Utilisation of Industrial Wastes - Towards Sustainable
Development" as the subject. We are talking of sustainable development which is aimed
at meeting the material needs of present generations without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their needs (1).
In this particular case, we have to
dovetail the developments towards the search for low-waste and non-waste technology
for cement to mitigate the increasing shortage of major resoures, ie, raw materials,
energy and the environment.

has

From the deliberations of the last few days, it is clear that this Congress
identified the following as the main issues facing the cement and construction
.

industries :
*

cost reduction through energy and materials conservation;

*

improvements in efficiency of operations;

*

environmental protection;

*

improved performance in constructions.

and

Taken together, these form the key issues to sustainable development.

Although the issues are listed separately, in so far as development of cement
systems and building materials are concerned, there is considerable overlap between
them.
In other words, more than one objective can indeed be achieved through one
solution.
Invited Congress Reports as well as Communication Papers presented in Theme II
on this topic have been taken into account in making this presentation, besides relevant
information in the published literature and from the industry sources.
Instead of
elaborating on the scientific information at any great length, I will endeavour to
examine the developments from the view point of adaptation by the cement manufacturing

industry and the construction industry.

ENERGY №D MATERIAL RESOURCES
Cement manufacture is energy-intensive and therefore, reduction in thermal
and electrical energy have always received considerable attention as will be reflected
by the trend of energy consumption in different countries.
What is shown in Figs
1 and 2 is the trend in the Indian cement industry, which arethe weighted
average
values for
the whole industry and is influenced by the relative shares
of wet and
dry process
plants at different points of time (2).
It may be seen that the average
values of specific thermal energy (in kCal/kg of clinker) and specific electrical
energy (in
kWh/tonne of cement) have progressively decreased
as aided by various
technological developments.
The specific thermal energy has come down gradually with
the switching over to dry process of cement manufacture, introduction of pre-heater
and precalcinator systems, and adoption of modern million tonne plants.
Further
reductions have been possible with the adoption of six stage preheater systems, low

pressure drop cyclones and kilns of smaller L/D ratio (Fig 1).

In case of specific electrical energy, it increased somewhat with the
switchover to dry process plants, but again started declining as more and more efficient
grinding systems were introduced in the industrial stream (Fig 2).
1700r

Fig 1

.

Trend of thermal energy consumption
in cement manufacture in India
(?IC3 data)

2
Trend of electrical energy consumption
in cement manufacture in Lidia
(NC3 data)

It is now believed that while further reduction in specific power consumption
would still be possible with better grinding systems, reduction in specific thermal
energy consumption can be effected only through improved plant operations and input
of material science in the formulation of cement systems.
The experience of a number
of cement plants in India has shown that by adopting efficient operational practices
and good housekeeping, unit energy consumption rate has steadily declined during the
last few years (2,3).

These include :

Minimising false air infiltration in the Preheater-ESP-Raw Mill circuits;

Process optimisation
efficiency;

for

improved

combustion

and

cooler

increased

Replacing higher rating motors by optimum rating and reducing idle running
of equipment;

Proper control of feed and product sizes to grinding mills;

Rationalisation of compressed air utilisation;
Introduction
motors;

of

slip

power

recovery

systems

for

speed

control

on

fan

Installation of high efficiency fans;

Replacement of pneumatic conveying by mechanical
elevators, belt conveyors etc;

transport like bucket

Providing variable speed drives and frequency controllers for fan drives.

Any large capital investments were not involved in bringing about the improvement.

in

Coming to the raw material scene , the total cement grade limestone deposits
(Fig 3).
The figure in itself is
India are estimated at 95,000 million tonnes.
impressive,
but once we realise that
only 18 percent of it is in the "measured"
INDICATED
14346
category, and on the other hand, 27
percent of the total reserves are in
the "marginal" grade, and lastly, major
limestone
deposits
are
concentrated
only in a few States in the country,
certain disquieting
thoughts come in.
For example, as a perspective for the
8th Five Year Plan period, it has been
suggested that unit plant capacity should
go up to 1.5 million tonnes, ie, 4500
tpd single line streams.
But then it
is
found
that
limestone
deposits
which
Fig 3
can sustain cement plants of this size
Estimates of cement grade limestone
are occurring only in such States, most
reserves in India
of which are even now surplus in cement
(in million tonnes)
production over the demand (4).

On the other hand, substantial quantities of wastes are generated in the
country which has the same elemental compositions as the principal raw materials used
in the manufacture of cement or other building materials.
It is estimated (5) that
the volume of various industrial, agricultural and urban wastes produced- annually
in India are :

Industrial, including Mining Wastes
Agricultural Wastes
Rural and Urban Wastes

250 m tonnes
500 m tonnes

1900 m tonnes

Exploitation of these wastes in the cement and building materials industries will
achieve the purpose of raw material conservation as well as environmental improvement
through wastes utilization.

Another problem unique to countries like India is, use of coal as fuel for
cement manufacture, its high ash content and also the variable quality.
This results
in increasing coal consumption for cement manufacture, but then there is a limit of
how much coal ash can be absorbed in the cement clinker.
On the other hand, if the
amount of coal fed as fuel is reduced because of ash content and requisite thermal
energy is not provided, the temperature attained inside the kiln would be lower than

required.

AVENUES FOR THERMAL ENERGY CONSERVATION IN CEMENT
As it has been mentioned above, the three approaches for energy conservation
would be through improved plant and machinery, improved formulations for cement
composition and improved plant operations.
In so far as specific thermal energy
consumption in cement manufacture is concerned, it is now believed that in modern
dry process cement plants equipped with preheater-precalcinator systems, for saving
in thermal energy, one has to fall back upon material science approach (6).

In the dry process of cement manufacture, the heat required is essentially
for the dissociation of calcium carbonate in the raw mix and to heat the feed to the
clinkering temperature of around 1450°C. In the wet process, further heat is required
for drying out the moisture.
We will not consider wet process technology in any great
detail in this presentation.
The strategy for lowering the thermal energy, would
be through means of three possible steps :

(a)

whether the dissociation of calcium carbonate as well as formation of clinker
can be accomplished at relatively lower temperature, by use of activators
as well as mineralisers and fluxes;

(b)

whether the lime content in the raw mix can be reduced.

These two taken together, can be classified as approach to portland cements of lower
clinkerisation temperature and for low-lime mixes.
(c)

incorporation of latent hydraulic, pozzolanic or inert fillers in blended
cements and composites, where the proportion of cement clinker is considerably
reduced.

ADVANCES IN PORTLAND CEMENTS
A number of developments following the approach to lower clinkerisation
temperature and low-lime mixes have been investigated in many countries in the world.
Apart from conservation of energy and raw material resources, some of these systems
also aim at improving the product performance.
The approaches are tabulated in
Table 1 (7) and described below.

Mineralisers and Fluxes
If mi neralisers and/or fluxes are used with normal cement raw-mix of LSF
about 0.95, the clinkerisation temperature can be brought down from 1450° to around
1300°C.
Mineralisers prompt formation of CjS phase and fluxes lower the temperature
at which the formation of liquid phase commences and also decrease the viscosity of
the clinker melt (6).
The line dividing these two functions are quite often thin.

Table 1

Cements of Lower Clinkering Temperatures

SI No

Type

Clinkering
Temp. °C

1

With Mineralisers

1300-1400

2

Active Belite

1250-1350

Main
Clinkering
Phases

Raw Materials

^8^2 Fluorosilicates
as Mineralisers

-C2S
C3S
C3A

Low Grade Limestone
Clay, Shale etc

C4AF

3

Belite Sulpho
Al uminate

1150-1250

4

Belite
Sulpho-ferrite

1200-1250

2C2S
C4A3S
CA, CjjAy

-c2s
c4af_
c4a3s

Low Grade Limestone
Low Grade Bauxite
Gypsum

Limestone, Gyupsum,
Laterite, Iron Ore

c s
5

Al init

6

Low Temperature
Cement

1100-1150

900-1150

Al inite
2C4S.CaCl4
СцАу. CaCl 2
C4AF.CaCl 2

Limestone, Clay,
Calcium Chloride

C3S.CaF2
СцА7.СаР2

Limestone, Clay,
Bauxite, CaF2

Fluorides and silico-fluorides are among the more common mineralisers which have been
investigated along with gypsum as well as heavy metals like zinc, copper, cobalt
etc (8,9).
Improvements result from modifications in the mineralogy, morphology and
microstructure of the main cement minerals.
Entering into solid solution with main
clinker minerals, these dopants can improve the strength characteristics, besides
improving the burnability of the raw mix.

Although the clinkerisation temperature could be lowered by upto 150°C,
the resultant energy saving is proportionately much less, because lower burning zone
temperature also lowers the temperature of the waste heat that is recovered in the
process. Although the heat losses of the kiln are reduced with less fuel energy input,
there is always energy to be recovered from the clinker cooler and the net energy
saving could only be of the order of 5 per cent (10).

In many situations it has been seen that this saving
compensate the cost of the mineraliser which has led to the use
of mineralisers like fluorine and gypsum (11).
The performance of
be generalised, but would vary from case to case and control of

of energy does-not
of the combination
mineralisers cannot
mineralising effect

would sometime become difficult; problems
of material flow
may occur due to the
volatiles and inhomogenity of dispersion of
the mineralisers. If temperature reached
inside the kiln is not controlled, melting
may take place at the transition zone or
even earlier and local damage to refractory take place.
The kiln control, therefore,
becomes more difficult and may lead to clinker ring formation if proper care is not
taken.

Use of minerajisers should be viewed more as a necessity when the raw
materials encountered are marginal and adequate burnability of the raw mix can be
achieved only with the use of suitable mineralisers in some cases.
It may also help
in the coating formation of the refractories.
In India, mineralisers have been used
to encounter problems of marginal grade raw materials and coal of relatively lower
calorific value (12).
In addition, many commercial clinkers are found to have been
inadvertantly mineralised by impurities in the industrial raw materials.

Low-lime Mixes
The effect of reducing the CaCOj content in the raw-mix on the theoretical
energy required for clinkerisation is expressed in Fig 4 (13). As a typical estimate,
it has been stated that if the lime
saturation factor of the raw mix decreases
from 0.97 to 0.80, the reaction enthalpy
2000
of formation of cement clinker decreases
cn
from about 440
kCal/kg to about 390
kCal/kg,
ie,
a decrease of about 50
1800
kCal/kg (6).
Such lowering of lime factor
means lower proportion of C3S and higher
ш 1600
proportion of C2S phase in the clinker,
Ш
and therefore the clinker formation can
1400
take place at a temperature lower than
ш:
the usual (1450°C).
Such a cement with
1200
high
C2S
content will
be
relataively
slower in gaining strength.
Very rapid
STANDARD LIME FACTOR
cooling
of
the
clinker can
stabilise
Fig 4
the
high
temperature
modifications
of
C2S phase and the reactivity increased
Influence of standard lime factor on
due to introduction of crystal defects.
theoritical energy requirement for
Such
rapid
cooling
would mean
higher
cement manufacture (13)
heat losses in the clinker cooler and
q

as a consequence the net saving in fuel energy becomes much smaller than from reaction
enthalpy calculations.
Higher percentage of C2S phase, which is more harder to grind,
may also increase the energy consumption in grinding and the net energy cost may not
show appreciable difference.
In addition, the cement may have to be ground finer,
which also would increase the consumption of electrical energy (6).
’

As we will
and therefore slower
of slag or pozzolans
developments would be

discuss later on, such cements having higher proportion of С25
early strength, do not permit addition of significant quantity
in the manufacture of blended cements.
The net effect of these
that virtually there would be no energy saving.

The belite phase can also be activated in the presence of alkalis and other
additives introduced in the raw mix (6).
Such belite cements do often result when
marginal grade limestones and low calorific value fuels are used, even when such

activation is not specifically planned.
A cement plant is unlikely to have special
arrangements for very rapid cooling for the clinker and grinding to higher fineness
is, therefore, resorted.

Another approach, which would permit LSF in the raw-mixes even as low as
0.75, is in the formations containing sulpho-aluminate, ferrite and sulpho-ferrite
phases (14,15).
The strategy is to counter the slower strength development of C2S
phase with formation of ettringite by aluminate phases and sulphate ions.
Referring
to Table 1, one would notice one common feature being, near or total absence of C3S
phase.
C^A^S - calcium slupho-aluminate is an important phase in these cements.
As
is well known, this phase is present in expansive cement, where initial expansion
and strengths at early ages are due to formation of ettringite.
Another phase which
has received considerable attention is the compound 12Са0.7А120з (C12A7^ which has
the ultimate formula Сз]А7.СаО2 in which the two oxygens atoms can be replaced with
two fluorine or chromium atoms or two hydroxyl groups (16).
Formation of derivatives
of the type CjjAy.CXp are alternative methods of stabilising the structure of C^Ay,
in which X is either F, Cl, S, S02 (16,17).

The compound C-]1A7.CaX2 can be used independently or with gypsum and
admixtures for giving quick setting formulations.
Similarly, the ternary mixtures
of ORC, НАС and gypsum allows early strength by formation of ettringite and expansion
characteristics.
The cement based on C^A^S containing C2S and free lime are prepared by burning
a raw material containing SO3/AI2O3 in a ratio of 1.3/1.9. The strengths of the order
of 27 MPa at three hours and 59 MPa at 28 days was reported by Sudoh et al and as
quoted in Ref 17.
The same Ref 17 lists a high early strength formualtion based on
C^A-?S, C2S and CS* which is obtained by burning a raw material ratio cf SO3/AI2O3 0.4/1.7
moles and C/A is equal to 0.5/1.2 moles to a temperature of 1200 to'' 1300°C.
This
is a high early strength cement having a strength of 15 to 24 MPa at four hours (17).
Alumina-belite

cements

typically

contain

60 to 65 percent of

^,C2S and

the clinker is formed at a temperature between 1250 and 1300°C.
The cements ere
required to be ground to a fineness about 400 m2/kg so as to result in compressive
strength comparable to normal OFC.
The early strength of such formulation is due
more particularly to the formation of ettringite and calcium aluminate hydrates and
usual calcium silicate hydrates (CSH) formed contribute only at a substantially later
stage (6).
In the present Congress, considerable details of synthesis as well as
structural details of C4A3S phase have been described.
It has been reported that
C4A3S could be synthesised from limestone, phospho^gypsum, and bauxite as raw materials
at 1170°C (18).
When blended with separately synthesised C2S and CS, strength of
the order of 18-31 MPa at 1 day and 37-42 MPa at 28 days were obtained.
C4A3S phase
car. also contain upto 9 percent Ре20з in solid solution (19).
A number of other
additives^like BaO, SrO, CaCl2, Ti02 ... were also found to enter into solid solution
with C4A3S and modify the ettringite phase in the hydration process (20). Assimilation
of MgO in C3S phase suggested possible use of dolomitic limestone in manufacture of
sulfoaluminate cement (21).

Cements containing sulphated calcium ferrites in C-F-CS system are reported
to be commercially produced in Russia.
The clinkering temperature is 1200 to 1300°C.
These have expansive properties and develop compressive strength of the order of 80
MPa at 28 days (22).
Mass production* of quick setting and rapid hardening special

cements in the СлАу.Сар2 C2S system have been reported from China, which gave
concrete strength of 25 MPa at 3 hours and 46-58 MPa at 28 days (23).
Mehta had described an iron oxide cement which consists on an average 35
percent of C2S, 30 percent C^AF, 20 percent C4A3S, and 15 percent CaSO^ can be burnt
at 1200°C.
At a fineness of 350 m2/kg, the strengths are reported to be comparable
to those of normal OPC (14).

Blends of OPC and High Alumina Cement and gypsum are often used for
formulations of expansive cement systems.
In India such a system has been widely
used for grouting of heavy machinery foundations (Fig 5).
The typical hydration
products are CSH, ettringite and Calcium Hydroxide.
The ettringite phase is quite
stable even after long years in service (Fig 6) (24).
Separate formation of C4A3S
phase and then blending with OPC in 10-15 percent by weight has been reported. However,
■during the process of clinkering, C4A3S based cement, care must be taken to prevent
the
decomposition
of
CaS04
to
obtain
a
suitable
clinker
and
avoid
SO3
vol ata1isation (17).
CSH
ETTRINGITE
-QUARTZ
CALCITE
AGE-5 YEARS
(MORTAR)

49 45 41 37 33 29 25 21

17 13

9

CH
ETTRINGITE
CEMENT MINERALS
GYPSUM
AGE-7 DAYS(FASTE)

41

37 33

29 25

21

17

13

9

Fig 5

Fig 6

Typical arrangement for grouting
machinery foundation with non-shrink
grout (24)

XRD patterns of CRI-NS Grout
formulations (24)

Another formulation reported from India is of a fast setting high early
strength on the basis of ettringite formation and accelerated CSH formation.
In a
typical shotcrete mix for tunnel lining, early setting time - up to two to five minutes,
and compressive strength of 10 to 20 MPa in two hours was obtained.
Rebound in
placement was reduced.
The hydration phases included ettringite, CSH, Calcium
hydroxide, gypsum and ammonium sulphate hydrate (25).

Industrial Adaptation
While considerable laboratory research on various aspects of such modified
portland cements has been reported, it must be admitted that it has not caught up
on the industrial stream.
As was pointed out, the net energy saving by lowering the
clinkering temperature by 150 to 200°C is perhaps not more than 5 percent, which would
not justify creation of separate cooling arrangements and additional
cost of
dispensation of the additives, their procurement, storage and handling.
It is quite

unlikely that a large cement plant of capacity 3000 tonnes per day or more would be
exclusively manufacturing such cements at least in the near future and therefore
commercial application must be relegated to smaller capacity plants. Practical problems
of pyroprocessing and kiln control that can accompany such formulations when the
temperature of clinkerisation is not precisely controlled, as well as the interaction
with the refractory system has not been reported.

While the hydration phase of these systems have been adequately reported,
the resultant durability in constructions, specially for the inclusions in contact
with the matrix, ie, aggregates or the reinforcements, have not been reported much
in detail.
It may be recalled that although commercial production of alinite cement,
where the clinker formation takes place in a salt melt, was reported, its use in
reinforced concrete has not been encouraged, due to the risk of reinforcement
corrosion (6).
On the other hand, desired performance characteristics like rapid
setting or high early strength or expansion for compensation of shrinkage can always
be obtained in the system of OPC/HAC/Gypsum and some accelerators (17,24).

Fig 7
Compressive strength development of high
alumina cement and granulated blast furnace
slag mixes at 20°C and 40°C (26)

are capable of rapid strength development
and superior chemical resistance specially
in sulphatic environment.
Use of high
alumina cement which imbibes all these
properties
are
however
not
favoured
for
structural
concrete
because
of
progressive
reduction
in the strength
of the concrete that takes place over
the years due to conversion of hexoganal
calcium
aluminate
hydrates
to
cubic
hydrates,
specially with
increase
of
temperature
and
humidity.
Significant
research
has
been
reported
from
BRE
in England wherein blends of high alumina
cement
and
granulated
blast
furnace
slag
have
been
found
to
give
very
satisfactory
performance
in
terms
of
compressive strength in prolonged moist
curing and of temperature up to 40°C
(Fig 7) (26).

USE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES AS RAM MATERIALS
Because of the similarity of main elemental composition between them, the
various types of industrial wastes can be substitutes for naturally occurring raw
materials in the manufacture of cement, as well as other binders and building
materials (5).
A list of various industrial wastes which can be used for cement and
building materials industries, and their availability in India, are shown in Table 2.
Considerable research and development work have been carried out in many ,countries
on the techniques of utilisatiaon of such industrial wastes and the technologies are
well established.
For the conservation of basic raw material in the manufacture of cement,
use of flyash, lime sludges and red mud can be mentioned.
Because of its substantial
lime content, use of various sludges are more common.
A summary of typical chemical
composition of various sludges available in India, indicating CaCOg content as well
as other impurities. Which restrict the,ir utilisation in cement manufacture, is shown
in Table 3 (5).

Table 2

Availability of Industrial Wastes
for Building Materials in India
SI
No

1
2

3

Flyash
Blast Furnace
Slag
Lime Sludge

4

Phospho-gypsum
Fluo-gypsum

5
6

Red Mud
Ferro alloy 8
other metal
lurgical slags

7

Silica dust

8
9

Kiln Dust
Rice Husk

Availability
MT/annum

Source

Wastes

36.0
7.8

Thermal Power Station
Iron 8 Steel Industry

6.0

Paper, Sugar, Fertilizer
Acetylene,
Chromium Industry
Production of Phosphoric acid.
Hydrofl uric acid
Aluminium Industry
Ferrochrome, Ferro-manganese 8
Ferrosilicon alloys and
smelting of zinc 8 copper,
non-ferrous metal industry
Production of Silicon, Ferro
silicon. Manganese silicon

5.5

2.0
10.0

very
smal 1
5.0
40.0

Cement Industry
Rice shellers

Table 3
Chemical and Mineralogical Composition of Indian Lirrs Sludges
from different industries

Fertilizer

Acetylene
25-30
60-70

--

34-38
45-50
0.3-0.5
0.3-0.5
3-5
8-10
1.5-2.0
1-2
--

Paper

Const!tuents

L0I
CaO
AI2O3
РезОз
Si02
SO4
P2O5
F ~
Cl "

MgO
Na20 + K20
Сг20з
Major
Phase
Minor
Phase
Contami
nations

35-40
45-50
2-5
1-1.5
4-6
----

1.5-2.0

--

0.5-1.5
--

--

Calcite

Cal cite

Quartz
Silicate

Quartz
Si 1 icate
Phosphates
Fluorides
Ammonia

Alkalies

1-3
0.10-0.25

4-6
0.2-0.3
Traces

0.2
0.2-0.5
0.02-0.20

Chromiurn

Soda Ash

40-50
42-50
2.0-2.5
2.0-2.5
1.5-4.5

20-35
35-40

32-35
44-48

3-5
--

1-2

4-6
--

—

1.5-3.0
1-2
4-7
--

——
--

-——

4-10
1-2

3-6
1.0-1.8
18-20
Calcite

Sugar

—

—

—

Cal ci urn
hydroxide
Quartz
Silicate
Alkalies
Chloride

Calcite

Quartz
Silicate
Organic
matter

Chromite
Ferrite
Chromiurn
oxide
Alkalies

--6-10
1-2
--Cal cite

Quartz
Si 1 icate
Chloride

Press mud is
obtained in India as waste from sugar industry, containing
45-50 percent moisture
and 9-12 percent organic matter.
After disposal, the sludge
dries out in the field, and on a dry basis, has 18-20 percent organic matter and a
lime content of 38-40 percent.
Since the organic matter is light material, it has
to be separated before
grinding with the other raw materials, so as to enable its
use as a part substitute to limestone.
Carbide sludge contains a high percentage of lime (56 percent) and chloride
(0.46 percent).
Because of the presence of chloride ions, it cannot be used in total
substitution to limestone in cement manufacture in which the total chloride content
is required to be restricted to 0.05 percent as per Indian Standard Specifications (5).
Depending upon the chloride content in the carbide sludge, the content of sludge in
the raw mix shall have to be limited.
Rheological properties of raw mixes containing
carbide sludge are also important.
Taking into consideration the flowability and
pumpability of cement raw meal slurry in a wet process plant about 30 percent sludge
can be utilised.
A 600 tpd commercial cement plant is in operation in India, using
carbide sludge to partially substitute limestone.

Calcium carbonate sludge (phosphochalk) contains about 10 percent S03.
A
maximum of 10 percent phosphochalk can be substituted for limestone in the raw mix.
Use of phosphochalk beyond 10 percent may not be favoured because of the presence
of high SO3, P2O5 and F contents (Table 3).
Red mud, a waste from the aluminium industry, contains high alumina and
iron.
Therefore use of red mud has to be restricted to keep the potential clinker
liquid and the moduli values under control.
Because of high percentage of R2O3 group
of elements such as iron and aluminium (60-65 percent) a maximum of 8-10 percent red
mud can be incorporated in the raw mix, where no clay is used.
Use of red mud lowers
the temperature of liquid formation by about 100-150°C.

Phospho gypsum is used as set controller for cement manufacture in partial
replacement of mineral gypsum. Presence of impurities like P2O5 and F adversely affects
performance of phospho gypsum unless these impurities are reduced by beneficiation (5).
Use of flyash containing high SO3 content has been suggested for set control, in place
of gypsum (27).
A general problem of use of waste lime sludges is that the moisture content
in the filtered cake is 35 to 50 percent.
In case of slurry the solid content is
5 to 10 percent.
Both handling and transportation of wet sludges and pre-drying before
use are required.
For handling and transportation of phosphogypsum, systems are
required both at the fertiliser and the cement plants.
At the fertiliser plant,
the phosphogypsum slurry from the pond can be pumped by conventional slurry pumps
to the washing system.
Washed slurry is fed to either filter press or centrifuge
or to sun-drying.
The dried phosphogypsum is required to be transported to .the cement
plant in bulk.

Use of flyash as a raw material for cement manufacture is not common in
India because of lack of plastic properties (for wet process) and volatalisation of
sulphates and alkalis in dry process plants,
which may lead to ring formation.
Variability in the composition of flyash will render control of raw meal composition
difficult.
In any case, high ash coal used as fuel in India does not enable any
silicious addition in the raw mix in large dosages.
However, instances of use of
flyash, blast furnace slag and phosphogypsum
for manufacture of special cements
containing C4A3S phase has been suggested.
It has been pointed out that impurities

present in such industry-derived
of C4A3S from 1350 to 1170°C (18).

material

can

reduce

the

temperature

of

synthesis

INDUSTRIAL WASTES AS ADDITIVES IN BLENDED CEMENTS
A number of latently hydraulic, pozzolanic or inert fillers can be used
as additions to blended cements or as mineral admixtures in concrete, with granulated
blast furnace slag and flyash (also called pulverised fuel ash) leading the way.
A
classification of such additives is given in Table 4 (28).
The basis of reactivity
of such mineral additions and the chemistry of hydration with cements are too well
knov/n to be repeated (27).
We may summarise that hydration reactions of slags can
be activated in presence of lime, typically derived from the hydration of cement.

Table 4

Classification of Additives
Industrial Waste

Classification

Cementitious

Rapidly-cooled blast furnace slag

Cementitious and Pozzolanic

High-calcium fly ash (>10% CaO)

Highly Pozzolanic

a)

Condensed silica fume

b)

Rice husk ash produced by
controlled incineration

Normal Pozzolanic

Low-cal ci urn flyash (<10% CaO)

Others

Air-cooled blast furnace slag

In case of pozzolans like flyash, cementitious products are formed in combination
with lime and in presence of moisture, as in hydration when blended with ordinary
portland cement.
The hydraulicity of blast furnace slags and pczzolanicity of fly
ash etc depends upon its chemical composition, mineralogy and fineness and particle
size distribution, and therefore experiences in different countries may not match
in a quantitative sense.
For example, Indian slags, although containing 90 to 95
percent glassy phase, are characterised by relatively lower lime content and higher
alumina content.
The glass content in Indian flyashes are only 30 to 35 percent and
the lime content is low. The pczzolanicity, therefore, is considerably lower, compared
to other flyashes with much higher glass content or with high lime content (5).

From basic considerations it would appear that a blend of 70 to 80 percent
ground granulated blast furnace slag with adequate hydraulicity can be activated with
lime liberated by the hydration of say 20 to 30 percent cement. However, from practical
considerations of relative grindability of slags and clinker as well as the need of
fulfilling the requirements of strength specifications at early ages (3, 7 and 28
days) at par with ordinary portland cement, the slag content in commercial cements
in India are much lower.
To a large extent, the same situation exists in case of
portland pozzolana cements where pozzolana like flyash or calcined clay are interground
with cement clinker.
The fineness of the blended cement to which it has to be ground
as well as the pozzolana percentage are arrived at by trials with the cement clinker.

A typical trial is as shown in Table 5. Although cement specifications in India permit
addition up to 25 percent pozzolans in blended cement, the usual proportion seldom
exceeds 15 percent, lest the initial strength of the blend would be lower and may
create marketing problems (29).
Table 5

Results of Typical Trials
to Optimise Flyash Content in PPC
Trial
No

Sample

Flyash
%

Fineness
M2/kg

Compressive Strength, MPa
3d

7d

28d

1

OPC-Control

-

299

21.6

28.5

55.0

2

PPC-1

10

318

21.1

25.8

52.8

3

PPC-2

15

306

20.3

23.9

49.7

4

PPC-3

20

310

19.1

22.3

47.6

5

PPC-4

25

305

17.8

20.2

44.7

6

PPC-3

20

310

19.1

22.3

47.6

7

PPC-3A

20

345

21.6

27.5

50.0

8

PPC-3B

20

392

23.1

30.7

51.0

The relative merits of whether it is more advisable to use the mineral
admixtures in manufacture of blended cements in the cement plants rather than mixed
with cement and other components of concrete in the mixer at the construction site
has often been debated.
The preferred practice in any country depends upon the
historical development, of the industry.
While the chemical reactions in the final
concrete mix may be the same, there are intrinsic differences in the amount of additions
that can be made.
For blended cements whose performance requirements including early
age strength are to be at par with ordinary portland cement, would quite often not
permit larger additions as would be permissible in a concrete mix, where the strength
of the mix can be specified as per the site requirements and even at a much later
age, eg 90 days or even one year in case of concrete dams.
On the other hand,
manufacture of blended cements at the plant is claimed to ensure better quality control
and thorough blending of the cement and the additive.
Many advantages claimed of blended cements can be realised only with prolonged
moist curing.
Longer duration of moist curing and delayed form removal in structural
concrete are necessitated due to slower rate of gain of strength upto, say, 28 days,
for which the concrete mixes are customarily designed.
Other parameters remaining
the same, the compressive strength of concrete is generally related to strength of
cements as in standard mortar tests.
Because of lower early age strength, mineral
additions may increase the. volume of cement produced but not necessarily the volume
of concrete made with it.
Advantages of blended cements should thus be searched in
the realm of improved durability.
It must be recalled that blended cements like portland slag cement and
portland pozzolana cement were intended to render specific engineering properties
to the blend like low heat of hydration, increased sulphate resistance etc.
Adequate
reactivity of the slag and flyash to be blended is, therefore, essential.
Present-

day trend in UK is to further process the flyash by classification techniques, which
result in uniformity in grain-size distribution (30).
There is considerable data
reported
on
the
durability
of
concrete
when
either
slag
or
flyash
are
incorporated (31,32,33,34).
Most significant improvements are reported in the case
of increase to corrosion resistance (Figs 8,9,10) as well as alleviating alkali silica
reaction (Figs 11,12).
Similar results of improved durability has also been reported
in case of high-volume low-calcium flyash concrete (35).
Improved sulphate resistance
can result in portland slag cements, if the slag percentage is very high; otherwise
it would essentially depend upon the C3A content in the parent cement (36).
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Fig 8
Influence of silica fume and flyash
additions on total corrosion of
reinforcement in concrete exposed to
3% NaCl solution (31)
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amount of chloride ion penetration
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Fig 11

Effect of incorporation of silica fume
on the electrical resistivity
of concrete (33)

Comparative performance of Ordinary Portland
Cement (OPC) and Portland Pozzolana Cement
(PPC) on mortar bar expansion tests for
ASR with reactive aggregates (34)

Because significant slag reactions
or pozzolanic reactions cannot be expected
by 28 days, such blended cements, especially
portland pozzolana cement in India, are
generally
ground
to
about
500
cmz/g (Blaines)
finer and
still
result
in
about
10 percent lower
compressive
strength till 28 days (Table 6)(29).
From
these considerations, it will appear that
in
commercially
produced
portland
slag
cements
containing
typically
45
to
50
percent slag there would still be some
scope for pozzolanic reactions with flyash.
Attention
has therefore shifted towards
ternary blend of ordinary portland cement,
slag and flyash along with gypsum (37).
For a blend of 50 percent ordinary portland
cement, 40 percent slag and 10 percent
flyash, perhaps the later age (90 days)

O COMMERCIAL ОРС SAMPLES
х COMMERCIAL PPC SAMPLES

02
0-6
1 0
1-4
1-6
TOTAL ALKALIES (Na2 0 eq.)

Fig 12
Influence of cement type
on mortar bar expansion at 60°C (34)

parent 50-50 portland slag cement.

strengths could be comparable with the
Where the slag percentage is high, no pozzolanic

reactions on addition of flyash can be expected (37).

Table 6

Comparison of Strengths of PPC & OPC - Plant Data

Cement Plant

1

7

3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Ratio of Strength
PPC/OPC

Fineness
cm2/g

\

i

OPC

PPC

7 days

28 days

3755
4090
2755
2965
3086
2855
2519
3074
3474
2871
2941
3546
3453
3726
3050
3293
3826
4659
3765
3300
2822
3395
3020
3113

3800
4355
3325
3000
3473
3863
3863
3872
3608
3413
3504
3782
3826
3826
3453
3696
3896
4684
3750
3655
3252
3375
3128
3273

0.65
0.61
0.92
0.95
0.98
0.88
0.88
0.72
0.91
0.87
0.89
1.24
1.00
0.52
0.82
0.78
0.90
0.80
0.98
1.10
0.78
0.91
0.87

0.74
0.74
0.85
0.94
0.95
0.97
0.97
0.87
0.63
0.87
0.90
0.90
1.02
1.06
0.70
0.78
0.74
1.03
0.79
1.02
1.10
0.83
1.07
0.91

In general, in order to manufacture a blended cement with good performance
it is recommended to choose a clinker of high quality, with C3S and C3A and alkali
content higher than that of a clinker for plain portland cement (27).
This is one
of the disadvantages of lowlime mixes like belite cement which may not offer energy
and material economy by allowing blending with such mineral admixtures (13).
However,
instances have been reported where the compressive strength up to 28 days in a lowheat cement containing 51 to 65 percent C2S■increased with addition of blast furnace
slag upto 60 percent (Fig 13) (38).
The heat of hydration however remained lower
than that of the low heat cement.
In
CURING PERIOD
this instance the blast furnace slag seem
60 г
365 DAYS
to assist develop the microstructure of
low heat cement.
Increase in compressive
50
91 DAYS
strength of the low heat cement blended
UJ
with flyash (20 to 30 percent) was observed
40
CM
at one year age (38).
One
significant
trend
in
the
manufacture of portland slag cement is
the separate grinding of clinker and gypsum
on the one hand and slag on the other,
with
overall
power consumption
of the
order of 43 to 44 kwH/tonne against 55
60
kWh/tonne
in
case
of
combined
grinding (39).
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With the introduction of a common
Compressive strength development of
European
Standard Specification in line
blends of low heat cement and
with countries like France, which permit
blast furnace slag (38)
addition
of
inert
calcarious
fillers.
eg, ground limestone or silicious fillers, eg, silica dust, considerable research
has been reported on the effect of addition of such inert fillers. Addition of ground
limestone upto 5 percent is claimed to result in a beneficial reaction with the C3A
in ordinary portland cement, leading to formation of calcium carbo-aluminate, thereby
participating in set control, with possibly no adverse effect on the strength. However,
the effect will essentially depend upon the chemical composition and characteristics

of the parent cement (40).

Alkali Activation
Alkaline activation of slag is known for long time when slag-lime binders
were marketed and used in the thirties.
Apprehension of long term durability and
development in ordinary portland cement led to general decline in its application (15).
Renewed interest has now been focussed on activation of slags in the presence of
alkalis.
Such activators being sodium hydroxide, gypsum, calcium hydroxide, water
glass, alkalis, sodium carbonate etc (41,42,43).
Very high compressive strengths
upto 80 to 90 MPa or even higher, have been reported (Fig 14) (42).
In general, a
combination of activators have been preferred (43).
Development of activated slags
and its blend with flyash were attempted in NCB to result in non-portland cements
- blended cements having strength properties at par with ordinary portland cement,
and were recommended for use as masonry cement (44).
Flyash-slag blend activated
with sodium silicate has been reported to have a strength of about 50 MPa and with
increase in strength with time (45).

Attention has been given to the
utilisation
of
air-cooled
slags
which
are not hydraulic and the disposal of
which
is
becoming a problem
in many
countries.
Alkali
activation
(NaOH,
Na? C03) along with thermal processing
at 1300 to 1350°C for further granulation
and then water quenching has been reported
to
result in satisfactory hydraulicity
of such activated slags (46).

BUILDING MATERIALS FROM INDUSTRIAL WASTES
From
the
discussions
above,
it
will
be
clear
that industrial
wastes
can
certainly
conserve
the
basic
raw
material for manufacture of cement ano
result in binders for masonry purposes
even without ordinary portland cement.
The
full
potential
of
such
mineral
additions cannot be achieved in blended
Effect of different additives on
cements because of strength requirements
strength development of alkali—
of
specifications
and
market
demands
phosphorus slag cements (42)
for cements with high early strength.
On the other hand, such blends have demonstrated improved durability in the concrete
and separate addition at the concrete mixer in larger volumes would be more useful
for large volume use of such wastes provided they are available and marketed in such

usable forms.

u.vuv. l;v.i of the wastes generated in a country, vis-a-vis the
Relative proportion
would dictate whether large volume use of such waste materials can
cement production wuuiu un.<,au=
.-.3-----rnrrpntlv
ne cement
Lernen«, concrete route.
■ ----For example, in India which currently
be found through the
curre. у
tonnes of cement, and perhaps 35 million tonnes of flyash, obviously
produce 55 million 1----------.
On the other hand, considerable
all the flyash cannot be used by cement and concrete,
components using flyash.
binders/building
potential exists for manufacture of alternate
A typical status projection is depicted
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UTILISABLE FORM
in Fig 15 from which it will appear that
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Solubility of SiO? in
Class F flyash (48)

Fig 17
Flow chart of the general procedure for
the hydrothermal processing of flyash
to make cement (48)

the stage following initial steam curing.
A technology on this approach is depicted
in Fig 18 (49).
The strength of such lime-flyash bricks are comparable to what is
obtained in commercial clay bricks, and higher strengths are indeed possible by suitable
changes in the formulations.
Further hydro thermal treatment involving autoclaving
has also been suggested as a technology by some other laboratories and naturally the
strength of the blocks is higher (50).
Following further calcination the hydro thermal
cement made from activated flyash containing
C2S phase resulted in satisfactory
strength properties (Fig 19) (48). Continuing research in these lines will be required
for development of binders as well as building units from industrial wastes and at
the same time solving the problem of their disposal.

TIME (DAYS)
Fig 18

Fig 19

Schematic diagram for manufacture of
lime-flyash bricks as per
NCB technology (49)

Compressive strength of mortars prepared
from flyash cement compared with those
from C3S and C2S (48)

CONCLUSION
1.

Advances in portland cements has been reported which has the potential of
lowering the clinker temperature, but concommittant energy saving is perhaps
not very large.
These cements do render special properties to concrete
like high early setting, high early strength or increased durability against

sulphates etc.
It will be proper to approach these developments in terms
of such impoprtant properties rather than from the angle of energy
conservation alone.

2.

These developments would, however, be very useful when one has to use a
marginal grade raw material and marginal fuel as in India. Any energy saving
would be an added benefit.

3.

Not much commercial manufacture of such cements are reported or anticipated
in large scale in the near future.
It has not been possible to assess the
operational problems in the manufacturing of these systems as a continuous
process in large size cement kilns, the problems of temperature control,
interaction with the refractories etc.

4.

Data on long-term durability of concrete in service, made with such modified
cements should be collected to allow unhindered application of such cements,
wherever manufactured commercially.

5.

The manufacture and use of blended cements are well established.
However,
it has not been possible to realise the full potential in terms of volume
addition because of competitive strength requirements to be at par with
ordinary portland cement.
Such additions result in increased durability,
specially resistance to corrosion of reinforcement and alkali silica reaction,
which should be highlighted.
Larger volumes of the additions are possible
in concrete mixes rather than in cement plants.
The kind of utilisation,
ie, in the cement plant or in the concrete mixers, depends on the historical
development of the industry in any country.

6.

Non-portland binders on the basis of activation of slags and flyashes do
hold promise for applications in low-cost housing.
However, it is more
practical to make building blocks rather than binders, which will help in
the construction and site management and at the same time enable larger
volume utilisation.
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ENERGY-SAVING BELITE-POZZOLANIC CEMENT
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SUMIIARY

In this paper a very effective belite-pozzolanic cement technology is described.
Belite-pozzolanic cement is produced by intergrinding of active belite clinker with
appropriate additions of gypsum, and fly ash from coal combustion. The essential
technological requirement here, is to use active low-temperature belite clinker
containing a large quantity of free lime. Using special rawomaterials, it is possible
to reduce the clinkering temperature down to 1250 - 1300 C. Soft burnt free CaO is
utilized in pozzolanic reaction and has no negative effect on the soundness of cement.
It is possible to enhance considerable the hydraulic activity of belite clinker and
pozzolanic reaction by increasing the fineness of cement. Owing to the very good
grindability soft sintered belite clinker that effect can be obtained at low energy
consumption coefficient in cement grinding process. In this paper an industrial trials
of belite clinker and belite-pozzolanic cement manufacturing are described. The
properties of clinker, field of application of cement and economic efficiency
belite-pozzolanic cement production are given.

RESUME

Dans 1'article on präsente une technologie effective de production du
ciment
b^lito-pouzzolanique. Le ciment b^lito-pouzzolanique est fabriqu<=? au moyen
de
pulverisation du cl-inker belite actif melange a des additifs speciaux de gypse et
de
cendres volantes provenant de la combustion du charbon. L'usage du clinker belite actif
de basse temperature, contenant une grande quantite de chaux libre en. est une
condition technologique primordiale. Gräce ä l'addition des produits speciaux, il est
possible d'abaisser la temperature de clinkerisation ä. 1250 - 1300 C. La chaux libre
peu cuite est utilises dans la reaction pouzzolanique. Sa presence n'a pas d'influence
negative sur le Constance de volume de ciment. Le bas derge du frittage du clinker et
sa bonne pulverisabilite ameiiorent considerablement 1'activite hydraulique du clinker
et de la reaction pouzzolanique au moyen d'un haut degre de pulverisation du ciment
tout en gardant un bas niveau de consommation de 1'energie au cours de
la
pulverisation.

INTRODUCTION
One of the methods to reduce the heat consumption in the burning process of OPG
clinker is by the modification of its compound composition, essentially an increase of
its belite content. A reduction of heat of decarbonation and clinkering temperature ' of
low-lime raw mixes results in lower energy consumption of the belite clinker sintering
process.
The fundamental problem in belite cement technology is the low hydraulic activity
of belite at early stage of hydration. Therefore, to obtain an energy-saving
belite-rich clinker with strength development comparable to OPC clinker, the problem of
poor hydraulic activity of belite must be solved. For C S, the high-temperature forms
and modifications containing defects in its structure are known to be more reactive.
Thus the possibilities to improve the hydraulic activity of belite by the modification
of the dicalcium silicate structure are explored. The stabilizing process of the active
forms of belite can be effective under appropriate sintering conditions including
crystallochemical and crystallophysical methods of modification of the belite lattice
structure (1-6). However from the technological point of view, physical activation is
more useful and utilized for production of rapid-cooled (1-4) and low-temperature
active belite clinkers (5-6).

In this paper the results of industrial tests on low-temperature active belite
clinker are reported. This clinker was used for
production
of
belite
and
belite-pozzolanic cements. The latter, produced with fly ash addition, is described.
BASIC FEATURES OF BELITE-POZZOLANIC CEMENT TECHNOLOGY
Belite-pozzolanic cement is produced by grinding of active belite clinker with
appropriate addition of gypsum, and fly ash from coal combustion. The essential
technological requirement here is to use low-temperature active belite clinker
containing a large quantity of free lime. Soft sintered uncombined CaO is favourably
utilized in pozzolanic reaction and has no negative effect on the soundness of cement.
The highest hydraulic activity is obtained from belite clinker burnt from special raw
materials, with high silica modulus and high burnability (7). Low burning temperature
and high silica modulus of clinker are favourable for synthesis of extremely
fine-crystalline active forms of silicates. It is feasible to enhance the hydraulic
activity of belite clinker and pozzolanic reaction in belite-pozzolanic cement by
increasing the fineness of cement. The energy consumption in grinding such a cement is
low, owing to the very good grindability of soft-burnt belite clinker.
PLANT PRODUCTION OF BELITE-POZZOLANIC CEMENT OF STRENGTH CLASS 40

Production and properties of dinkier
Belite dinkier was produced from highly reactive chalky raw materials in a long
wet-process rotary kiln with planetary coolers. The temperature in the burning zone,
and hence the degree of sintering were regulated by the amount of the coal fed into the
kiln. Free lime content and litre weight of the clinker served as the means of
evaluating the burnability of the clinker. The parameters of the belite clinker were as
follows:
-

lime saturation factor
silica modulus
belite content
alite content
free lime content
litre weight
burning temperature

0.77
3.0
45
30
2.0
1.05
1250

0.80
- . 3.5
50 % by mass
35 % by mass
3.0 % by mass
1.10 kg/1
1300 C

The examination of phase content showed that the silicate phase of the clinker is
composed of very fine crystalline irregular grains of /?-C S and alite. The
crystal
sizes of alite and belite range from 5 to 10 ,um. The clinker is soft and very porous.
These factors contribute to the excellent grindability of the clinker and its mixes
with fly ash. The grindability coefficient of belite clinkers as a function of fineness
is shown in Figure f.

HARD BURNT BELITE CLINKER, 1.64 kg/I
OPC CLINKER
LOW TEMP. BELITE CLINKER, 1.07 kg/I
LOW TEMP. BELITE CLINKER + 20% FLY ASH

О

§

'S

20 -

io L—
2000

2500

3000

3500

SPECIFIC SURFACE,

4000
cm 2/g

Fig.l. Grindability coefficient of belite clinkers as a function of fineness
(according to Mittag method)

Fig.2. Evaluation of compressive strength of low-temperature belite clinker
(belite content 48%, free lime content 2.6%, litre weight 1.07 kg)

The possibilities of activation of the belite and belite-pozzolanic cements by
increasing the cement fineness have been studied. Figure 2 shows the results of
compressive strength measurements of low-temperature belite at different finenesses. It
can be stated that cement fineness particularly strongly influences belite-pozzolanic
cement strength.

Production and pra^rties of cement
Belite-pozzolanic cement was produced in open-circuit two-compartment mills.
belite clinker obtained as stated above was ground with additions of 15 to 20% fly
and 5 to 6% gypsum, to a specific surface area . of 3500 to 4000 cmZ/g (Blaine).
compressive strengths of cement mortar (ISO) prepared from different lots
belite-pozzolanic cement are presented in Table 1.

The
ash
The
of

As can be seen, the belite-pozzolanic cement produced meets the strength
requirements for OPC strength class 40. The data of heat of hydration shown in Table 2
confirm the high hydraulic activity of the belite-pozzolanic cement.

Comprehensive laboratory and field tests showed that
other technological
properties of belite-pozzolanic cement are comparable to those of OPC containing fly
ash addition. In accordance with field tests the belite-pozzolanic cement can be used
as a substitute for portland-pozzolanic cements, especially advantageously for
autoclaved cellular concretes.
Table 1. Strength of belite-pozzolanic cement

No of
cement

Specific
surface

lot

2 .
cm /g

3

7

28

90

180

1
2
3
4
5

3770
3850
3960
3880
3850

18
21
20
20
21

27
27
25
27
26

42
45
48
43
42

51
53
55
54
51

55
5О
60

Compressive strength in MPa
after days

56

Table 2. Heat of hydration of belite-pozzolanic cement

Heat of hydration in J/g after hours-

Cement
6

12

24

48

72

Belite-pozzolanic
cement (No1 5 in
Table 1)

27.2

100.4

175.8

213.5

230.3

OPC with 20%
addition of slag

15.9

54.4

182.1

z.34. о

259.6

I

Comprehensive industrial trials have confirmed the merits of low-temperature
belite clinker manufacturing, claimed in numerous publications /5,6/. It was proved
that in comparison to OPC clinker burning process it is possible:
- to reduce considerably the heat consumption in clinker burning process - by
approx. 15% in the wet method;
.
- to utilize as fuel a poor quality coal with calorific value below 2.104 kJ/kg;
- to reduce by 50% the volatilization rates of alkalies a..d sulfur;
- to reduce S03 and N0x emission;
- to improve the clinker grindability by 35 - 40%
CONCLUSION
Advantages in the production process and properties of low-temperature belite
clinkers can be very effectively exploited through the energy-saving belite-pozzolanic
cement technology.
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SUMMARY

Since the introduction of superplasticizers in concrete technology,
two particular problems have been noticed:
the first one
is the possi
bility of absorption of the product in the aggregate porosity,
the sec
ond one is the effect of the addition time on the fluidifying action. In
order to overcome these problems a special cement,
to which
the admix
ture is added in the cement fad*tory,
has been produced at one Italian
plant.
In this paper the characteristics and the performances of this
cement are described.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The use of superplasticizing admixtures has greatly changed the con
crete practice in many countries,
due to the great benefits attainable
with their use, in terms of performances, reliability and econonomy.
One problem arising with the use of superplasticizing admixtures is
the variability of the effects,
as a function of the time of addition to
the mix.
A second interesting aspect is that the effect of the superplas
ticizers is believed to be essentially due to adsorption phenomena on the
cement particles surface,
while the admixture absorbed by the porosity of
aggregate particles or adsorbed on it should be ineffective:
it could be
supposed that a previous adsorption, limited to the cement surface, should
minimize the aggregate influence.

In order to reduce the above mentioned variability and
to increase
the performance of the admixture, the possibility of a direct addition to
the cement,
instead of the usual addition in the concrete mix,
has been
studied and a research
has been conducted since about 3 years ago. The
results obtained in the laboratory were satisfactory and after some expe
rience with a pilot plant,
an industrial production at one Italian cement
plant is now regularly carried on.
In this paper some information is given on the production, perform
ances and applications of this special Super Plasticized Cement (SPC).

2.

ADVANTAGES TO FORESEE FROM A SPC

As above outlined, two advantages could be foreseen in using a super
plasticized cement.
2.1 Reduced effect of the addition time

The effect of a superplasticizer on the rheological properties of the
cementitious mixes,
normally depends on the time of addition,
in the
presence of water.
This effect has been observed both in laboratory tests and in indus
trial practice, on cement pastes and on concrete.
For concrete mixes in
industrial practice,
Kasami and coworkers
(1)
for example,
found a re
markable increase of slump and sJ-'-p increment;
Collepardi and coworkers
(2),
examined the effect of an immediate or delayed addition of a sul
phonated naphtalene formaldehyde polymer to cement pastes, and found a re
markable effect on their fluidity as measured by means of the minislump
test.

To underline the unpredictability of the results,
it is worth men
tioning that in at least one case the opposite effect (reduced workability
for delayed addition) has been claimed (3).

In the industrial practice the addition time can be the very first
moment of the contact of the cement with water (as when the admixture is
contained in the latter),
or it can be quite longer,
since the admixture
producers,
to obtain the best performances of the product, sometimes ask
the user to delay the addition to the mix,
after that all or the greater
part of the required mixing water has been added and the concrete has been
thoroughly mixed. In some cases, the admixture is added in the truck mixer
at the job site, a long time after the water addition.

The dependence of the effect of the superplasticizer on the time of
addition,
in some cases can be certainly objectionable:
it means indeed
that,
expecially when a strict control of the timing of concreting opera
tions is not possible,
the effect of the superplasticizer is not always
and not completely predictable; in turn this can lead to variations of the
w/c ratio in attempting to mantain the slump at the prefixed value.
2.2 Effect of the adsorption

The second reason for trying to develop a SPC is the fact, commonly
accepted,
that the fluidifying effect of the superplasticizers is associ
ated to adsorption phenomena on the surface of the cement particles. It
could be supposed that if,
due to the production process,
the polymer is
already adsorbed on the cement surface when the cement comes into contact
with water,
and if moreover for the same reason the polymer is not or is
less adsorbed/absorbed by the aggregates,
the fluidifying effect should
increase.
It could be objected to this last point,
that this is a very simpli
fied way of looking at the phenomenon:
many parameters indeed have been
taken into account to explain the action of the superplasticizers; among
those the most significant could be the amount of adsorption on the indi
vidual phases,
anhydrous and hydrated. According to Ramachandran (4) for
example,
the admixture is greatly adsorbed by C3A and СЗА-gypsum mixture,
leaving only small amounts for the dispersion of the
silicate phases. By
late addition the admixture is less adsorbed,
and more of it
is left in
solution for dipersing the silicate phases.

Another way of reasoning is that the addition of the admixture to the
cement could be seen as a slightly delayed addition in concrete, since its
presence as a dispersion of solid particles does not imply immediate ap
pearance in solution and the possibility
of immediate
action; on the
contrary a certain amount of time is required for the solubilization of
the product.
3. PRODUCTION OF A SUPERPLASTICIZED CEMENT

On the basis of the preceding considerations a study has been carried
out since 1988,
in cooperation with an admixture producer,
with the task
of producing a cement containing the admixture since its production in the
cement factory.

The first attempts were based on the addition of a normal sulfonated
naphtalene
superplasticizer solution to the cement,
during the final
grinding. The results so obtained, even if encouraging, were not satisfac
tory, both for the fluidifying effect and for the duration of the effect.
Only the availability of a purposely made admixture (again of the sul
fonated naphtalene type),
gave the possibility of reaching good perform
ances of the product. Also the way of mixing the admixture with the cement
has a marked effect on those performances and required the set up of a
special stage in the production.
In this way a pilot plant and then a full scale plant for the produc
tion of the cement have been set up and today a regular industrial produc
tion is carried out.

4. PROPERTIES OF THE SUPERPLASTICIZED CEMENT

4.1 Standard tests
The base cement for the SPC produced so far,
is a portland cement
(PD) , of the Italian type "525" (a rapid hardenig cement, having a crush
ing strength higher than 52.5 MPa at 28 days). This type was selected
since the SPC was meant to have high performances,
in view of an initial
test utilization in precast and prestressed concrete elements; other types
of cement can of course be used.

In table 1
SPC typical characteristics and performances are given,
in comparison with
those measured on the "parent" portland cement (both
according to Italian standards).
It can be observed that the performances
of the two cements are practically the same;
if tested on the basis of a
constant water/cement ratio this holds for the compressive strength too.
On the contrary, when tested on the basis of the same flowability the SPC,
requiring about 25
% less water, gives compressive strengths quite higher
than the PC.
.
Cement

PD 525 .

SSB, cm2/g

4030

SPC

3980

Retained at 40//m, % 4.4

5.2

LO.L %

0.75

1.6

Insoluble, %

0.41

0.41

SO?

3.30

3.35

C?S (clinker)

56.2

C?.S

19.7

C?A

7.7
9.4

Paste water dem., % 25.6

20,2

hutial set, mins

95

300
__

b'inal set. mins

125

Same Same

Mortar v./c

0.5

0.5

0.37

Mortar flow, %

118

>200

117

Rci, MPa

26.4

24.2

38.9

Rc?, MPa

44.1

44.3

67.0

Re?, MPa

53.3

52.0

81.0

Rc?s, MPa

64,0

62.9

95.5

Rts, MPa

8.8

7.1

12.4

Time (sec)

Fig.

Tab. 1

1

Adsorbtion and minislnmp tests.

Characteristics of the cements.

4.2 Minislump and absorption tests

In order to obtain some indications on the adsorption phenomena,
tests of polymer adsorption and of minislump were performed.
For all the
tests, the same cement sample was used, and three ways of addition:

to the dry cement in the

-

addition of the special admixture (SpAD)
pilot plant (SPC sample),

-

addition of the same admixture (SpAD), but added together with the
mixing water (SpAD sample),

-

addition with the mixing water of a superplasticizing admixture
(AD) having very high performance, commonly used for concrete (AD
sample).

As abovesaid,
all the admixtures were based on sulfonated naphtalene
polimers, and the same quantity was added (1.8 % by weigth of cement).
The minislump (6)
tests were performed by energic mixing of the ce
ment with 35% by weight of water.(or water + admixture), for periods of
time of 20,
120*and 300" and measuring the pat area immediately after the
end of the mixing.
■

In the same samples, part of the mix was used for separating the so
lution by filtration and measuring the concentration of the polymer, by
means of UV absorption spectrometry.
The concentration of the polymer in the solution has been plotted in
fig.l as a percentage of the polymer initially present in the paste; the
proportion of polymer adsorbed on the cement can be evaluated by differ
ence. The test for the concentration of the admixture in solution was also
performed at "zero time";
this means that water
(in the case of SPC) or
admixture in water, was passed through the cement, directly over a filter
ing device.

In fig.
sented.

1

results of the

adsorption and

minislump tests are pre

The adsorption results indicate that both SpAD and AD are adsorbed
until a not very different percentage of the admixture initially present
has been dissolved in the contact solution; the SPC cement releases a high
proportion of the polymer to the solution, so that at 300" the concentra
tion is the highest, but similar to those already found in the former cas
es .
The minislump results indicate that the SpAD admixture added to the
cement with the mixing water (immediate addition)
is equivalent to the AD
admixture at 20"
and
slightly less effective in the same conditions,at
later times;
the SPC, containing the SpAD admixture shows higher fluidity
at 20" and is more fluid also at later times.
It can be observed that in a quite short period of stirring, the flu
idifying admixture reaches its full effect in all cases;
in this period
the mean concentration of polymer in solution is quite low for the SPC,
having the highest fluidity, because it goes from 7 to 40% of the quantity
initially present;
on the contrary the concentration of polymer in solu
tion in this period is the highest for SpAD and AD.
The fact that the
full effect of the polymer is reached for a high concentration of polymer
in solution (SpAD and Ad)
in one case, and for a low concentration in the
other case, could be explained in two ways:

-

the polymer in the SPC can really be effective because of the ad
sorption on the cement particles during the production process.

-

the high efficacy in the case of SPC is due to the retarded
availability in solution; this is due to the time required for the
solid polymer to be dissolved.

To obtain some more information, minislump tests have been made with
the SpAD
in delayed addition.
'The highest minislump
value (about 300
cm2) has been obtained with the following procedure: addition of water, 60
seconds of mixing,
admixture addition (2")
and final mixing (58"). This
result seems to confirm the great influence of the delayed addition for
the system studied;
anyway on the basis of the obtained results the
hypotesis of the influence of a previous adsorption cannot be rejected.

5. PROPERTIES OF THE CONCRETE

The properties of the concrete obtainable with the SPC are the same
that can be obtained with a normal cement PD 525, since they depend essen
tially on the w/c ratio. For this reason only a few particular aspects are
dealt with in this paper.
Those aspects are not normally specified by the
client or the designer, but in some cases can be significant. It can also
be observed that the use of a particular type of admixture and the addi
tion time are seldom specified if ever;
this leads to a large variation
of the examined properties if the possibility of using different admix
tures to obtain the same specified performances of concrete is also taken
into account.
5.1 Slump loss

As abovesaid the workability of fresh concrete in the presence of
superplasticizers is related to the time of addition and some effect is
also, observed on the slump loss in time(6).
The SPC cement is character
ized by a slump loss of 50% of the initial value in 45
min at 20
Centigrade;
normal superplasticized concretes show a wider variation as a
function of the addition time:
taking into account also the type of
admixture, the half slump loss time can vary from 10 to 40 minutes about.
5.2

Strenght variability

Data of compressive strength as a function of the cement content,
obtained at 18 hours and 28 days on concrete specimens in the same labo
ratory conditions,
are presented in fig.
2 and 3. The PD 525 cement and
the SPC are obtained with a clinker produced in the same kiln. The aggre
gate used is the same reference material, purchased in large dry batches
of 7 different grain sizes and having a'constant water absorption. For all
concretes the slump is 220 + 15 mm, obtained in the case of PD 525 using a
superplasticizer.

Thy results in fig.
2 are obtained as a control in concrete of the
industrial production of 6 months of the SPC and reflect clinker and ce
ment properties variations. Results in fig.
3 have been obtained during
the same period as a control in concrete of the PD 525 cement production,
and reflect the variation in the cement properties already mentioned as
well as not strictly controlled addition times for different types of su
perplasticizing admixtures.
In the writers opinion these data represent
the variability of results that can be espected in producing concretes of
the same target strenghts, when only strength and slump values are speci
fied.

In both the figures,
tl._
the regression line (continuous)
and the 95%
confidence interval (dashes) for the
can be observed that the interval is regression line have been traced It
about twice for the PD 525 concretes.
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Even if the SPC is already used
tion, homogeneus statistical data are in precast concrete elements produc—
not yet available.
6. CONCLUSION

Industr^al production and laboratory testing confirm the advantaaes
-f the use of a special cement, containing a superplasticizer added in fhe
cement factory, essentially in reducing the variability of strenaht and
in improving the reliability of the concrete.
У
strenght, and
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INTRODUCTION

We had the privilege of listening to the special lecture on "Presentday Problems in Cement Manufacture" yesterday; there is another presentation

planned for tomorrow, covering performance aspects.

Keeping these two

presentations in view, I had to search for an area to focuss.

After some

considerations, I have chosen "Advances in Portland Cements and Utilisation
of Industrial Wastes - Towards Sustainable Development" as the subject.

We

are talking of sustainable development which is aimed at "meeting the material
needs of present generations without compromising the ability of future

generations to meet their needs". In this particular case, we have to dovetail

the developments towards the search for low and non-waste technology (for
cement) to mitigate the increasing shortage of major resoures, ie, raw materials,

energy and the environment.
From ' the deliberations of the last few days, it is clear that this

Congress has identified the following as the main issues facing the cement
and construction industries :

*

cost reduction through energy and materials conservation;

*

improvements in efficiency of operations;

*

environmental protection; and

*

improved performance in constructions. ■

Taken together, these form the key issues to sustainable development.

Although the issues are listed separately, in so far as development
of cement systems and building materials are concerned, there is considerable
overlap between them. In other words, more than one objective can indeed

be achieved through one solution.

■

Invited Congress Reports as well as Communication Papers presented

in Theme П on this topic have been taken into account in making this
. presentation, besides relevant information in the published literature and from
the industry sources.

Instead of elaborating on the scientific information at

any great length, I will endeavour to examine the developments from the view

point of adaptation by the cement manufacturing industry and the construction

industry.

'

.

ENERGY AND MATERIAL RESOURCES
Cement manufacture is energy-intensive and therefore, reduction
in thermal and electrical energy have always received considerable attention

as will be reflected by the trend of energy consumption in different countries.
What is shown in Figs 1 and 2 is the trend in the Indian cement industry, which

indicates that the average values of specific thermal energy (in kcal/kg of
clinker)

and

specific

electrical energy

(in

kWh/tonne

of

cement)

progressively decreased as aided by various technological developments.

have
The

specific thermal energy has come down gradually with the switching over to

dry process of cement manufacture, introduction of pre-heater and precalcinator
systems, and adoption of large million tonne plants. Further reductions have

been possible with the adoption of six stage preheater systems, low pressure
drop cyclones and kilns of smaller L/D ratio (Fig 1).
In case of specific electrical energy, it increased somewhat with

the switchover to dry process plants, but again started declining as more and
more efficient grinding systems were introduced in the industrial stream (Fig 2).

It is now believed that while reduction in specific power consumption
■would still be possible with better grinding systems, reduction in specific thermal

energy consumption can be effected only through improved plant operations

and input of material science in the formulation of cement systems.

The

experience of a number of cement plants in India has shown that by adopting
efficient operational practices and good housekeeping, unit energy consumption
rate has steadily declined during the last few years. These include :

■
'

*

Minimising false air infiltration in the Preheater-ESP-Raw Mill
circuits;

*

Process optimisation for improved combustion and increased
cooler efficiency;
.

*

Replacing higher rating motors by optimum rating and reducing
idle running of equipment;

*

Proper control of feed and product sizes to grinding mills;

*

Rationalisation of compressed air utilisation;

*

Introduction of Slip power recovery systems for speed control
on fan motors;

*

Installation of High efficiency fans;

*

Replacement of pneumatic conveying by mechanical transport
like bucket elevators, belt conveyors etc;

*

Providing Variable speed drives and frequency controllers for
fan drives.

■

No capital investments were involved in bringing about the improvement.

•

Coming to the raw material scene, the total cement grade limestone

deposits in India are estimated at 95,000 million tonnes. (Fig 3). The figure
in itself is impressive, but once we realise that only 18 percent of it is in the

"measured" category, and on the other hand, 27 percent of the total reserves
are

in

the

"marginal"

grade,

and

lastly,

major limestone deposits are

concentrated only in a few States in the country, certain disquieting thoughts

come in. For example, -as a perspective for the 8th Five Year Plan period,

it has been suggested that unit plant capacity should go up to 1.5 million tonnes.

But then it is found that limestone deposits which can sustain cement plants
of this size are occurring only in such States, most of which are even now

surplus in cement production over the demand.
On the other hand, substantial quantities of wastes are generated
in the country which has the same elemental compositions as the principal
raw materials used in the manufacture of cement or other building materials.
It is estimated that the volume of various industrial, agricultural and urban

wastes produced annually in India are :

Industrial, including Mining Wastes

250 m tonnes

Agricultural Wastes

350 m tonnes

.

1800 m tonnes

Rural and Urban Wastes

Exploitation of these wastes in the cement and building materials industries
achieve the purpose of raw material conservation as well as environmental
improvement through wastes utilization.

Another problem unique to countries like India is, use of coal as

fuel for cement manufacture, its high ash content and also the variable quality.
This will result in increasing coal consumption for cement manufacture, but

then there is a limit of how much coal ash can be absorbed in the clinker. On
the other hand, if the requisite thermal energy is not provided, the temperature

attained inside the kiln would indeed be lower than required.
AVENUES FOR THERMAL ENERGY CONSERVATION IN CEMENT

As it has been mentioned above, the three approaches for energy
conservation

would be

through

improved plant and machinery, improved

formulations for cement composition and improved plant operations.

In so

far as specific thermal energy consumption in cement manufacture is concerned,
it is now believed that in modern dry process cement plants equipped with

preheater-precalcinator systems, for saving in thermal energy, one has to
fall back upon material science approach.

;

.

In the dry process of cement manufacture, the heat required is
essentially for the dissociation of calcium carbonate in the raw mix and to
heat the feed to the clinkering temperature of around 1450°C. In the wet

process, further heat is required for drying out the moisture.

However, we

will not consider wet process technology in any great detail.

The strategy

for lowering the thermal energy, would be through means of three possible

steps :
(a)

whether the dissociation of calcium carbonate as well as formation
of clinker can be accomplished at relatively lower temperature,
by use of activators as well as mineralisers and fluxes;

(b)

whether the lime content in the raw mix can be reduced.

These two taken together, can be classified as approach to portland cements
of lower clinkerisation temperature and for low-lime mixes.

(c)
.

. incorporation of latent hydraulic, pozzolanic or inert fillers in blended
cements and composites, where' the proportion' of cement clinker
is considerably reduced.
■
.

ADVANCES IN PORTLAND CEMENTS
'

’

A

number

of

developments

following

the

approach

to

Lower

Clinkerisation Temperature and Low-lime Mixes have been investigated in

many countries in the world.

Apart from conservation of energy and raw

material resources, some of these systems also aim at improving the product
performance. The approaches are tabulated in Table 1 and described below.

Mineralisers and Fluxes

If mineralisers and/or fluxes are used with normal cement raw
mix of LSF about 0.95, the clinkerisation temperature can be brought down

from 1450° to around 1300°C.

Mineralisers prompt formation of CjS phase

and fluxes lower the temperature at which the formation of liquid phase
commences and also decrease the viscosity of the clinker melt. The line dividing
these two functions are quite often thin.

Fluorides and silico-fluorides are

among the more common mineralisers which have been investigated along

with gypsum as well as heavy metals like zinc, copper, cobalt etc. Improvements
result from modifications in the mineralogy, morphology and micro-structure

of the main cement minerals. Entering into solid solution with main clinker
minerals, these dopants can improve the strength characteristics, besides

improving the burnability of the raw mix.

Although the clinkerisation temperature could be lowered by upto

150°C, the resultant energy saving is proportionately much less, because lower

burning zone temperature also lower the temperature of the waste heat that

is recovered in the process. Although the heat losses of the kiln are reduced
with less fuel energy input, there is always energy to be recovered from the

clinker cooler and the net energy saving could be of the order of 5%.

In many situations it has been seen that this saving of energy does
not compensate the cost of the mineraliser which has led to the use of the

combination of mineralisers like fluoride and gypsum.

The performance of

mineralisers cannot be generalised, but would vary from case to case and control

of mineralising effect would sometime become difficult; problems of material
flow may 'result due to the volatiles and inhomogenity of dispersion of the

mineralisers. If temperature reached inside the kiln is not controlled, melting

may take place at the transition zone or even earlier and local damage to
refractory takes place.

The kiln control therefore becomes more -difficult

and may lead to clinker ring formation if proper care is not taken. Use of
mineralisers should be viewed more as a necessity when the raw materials

encountered are marginal and adequate burnability of the raw mix can be
achieved only with the use of suitable mineralisers in some cases. It may also

help in the coating formation of the refractories.

In India, mineralisers have

been used to encounter problems of marginal grade raw materials and coal

of relatively lower calorific value.

Low-lime Mixes

The effect of reducing the CaCOg content in the raw-mix on the
theoretical energy required for clinkerisatipn is expressed in Fig 4. As a typical

estimate, it has been stated that if the lime saturation factor of the rawmix

decreases from 0.97 to 0.80, the reaction enthalpy of formation of cement
clinker decreases from about 440 kcal/kg to about 390 kcal/kg, ie, a decrease

of about 50 kcal/kg.

Such lowering of lime factor means lower proportion

of C3S and higher proportion of C£S phase in the clinker, and therefore the
clinker formation can take place at a temperature lower than the usual (1450°C).

Such a cement with high C^S content will be relataively slower in gaining

strength. Very rapid cooling of the clinker can stabilise the high temperature

modifications of C2S phase and the reactivity increased due to introduction
of crystal defects.

Such rapid cooling would mean higher heat losses in the

clinker cooler and as a consequence the net saving in fuel energy becomes

much smaller than from reaction enthalpy calculations.

Higher percentage

of C£S phase, which is more harder to grind, may also increase the energy
consumption in grinding and the net energy cost may not show appreciable

difference. In addition, the cement may have to be ground finer, which also

would increase the consumption of electrical energy.
■

As we will discuss later on, such cements having higher proportion

of C2S and therefore slower early strength, do not permit addition of significant

quantity of slag or pozzolans in the manufacture of blended cements.

The

net effect of these developments would be that virtually there would be no

energy saving. The belite phase can also be activated in the presence of alkalis
and other additives introduced in the raw mix. Such belite cements do often
result when marginal grade limestones and low calorific value fuels are used

even when such formulations are not specifically planned.

A cement plant

is unlikely to have special arrangements for very rapid cooling for the clinker
and grinding to higher fineness is therefore resorted.

'

Another approach, which would permit LSF in the raw-mixes even

upto 0.75, is in the formation of what has been called Active Belite Cement
containing sulpho-aluminate and sulpho-pherite phases.

Referring to Table 1,

one would notice one common feature being, near or total absence of C3S

phase.

C4A3S - calcium slupho-aluminate is an important phase in these

cements. As is well known, this phase is present in expansive cement, where

initial expansion and strengths at early ages are due to formation of ettringite.
Another phase which has received considerable attention is the compound

1гСаО.7А1гОз (C12A7) which has the formula СцАу.СаОг in which the two
oxygens atoms can be replaced with two chlorine or chromium atoms or hydroxyl

group.
The compound СцАу.СаХз can be used independently or with gypsum
and admixtures for giving quick setting formulations.

Similarly, the ternary

mixtures of OPC, НАС and gypsum allows early strength by formation of

ettringite and expansion characteristics.
The cement based on C4A3S containing CgS and free lime are prepared

by burning a raw material containing SO3/AI2O3 in a rtio of 1.3/1.9.

The

strengths of the order of 27 MPa at three hours and 59 MPa at 28 days was
reported by Sudoh et al.

A high early strength formualtion based on C4A3S,

C^S and CS is obtained by burning a raw material ratio of SO3/AI2O3 0.4/1.7

and C/A is equal to 0.5/1.2 to a temperature of 1200 to 1300°C. This is a
high early strength cement having a strength of 15 to 24 MPa at four hours.

Alumina-belite cements typically contain 60 to 65% of § - C^S and
the clinker is formed at a temperature between 1250 and 1300°C. The cements
are required to be ground to a fineness about 400 m2/kg so as to result in

compressive strength comparable to normal OPC. The early strength of such
formulation is due more particularly to the formation of ettringite and calcium

aluminate hydrates and usual calcium silicate hydrates (CSH) formed contribute
only at a substantially later stage.

In the present Congress, considerable details of synthesis as well
as structural details of С4Аз$'phase have been described. It has been stated

that C4A3S could be synthesised from phospho-gypsum, flyash, slag and bauxite

as raw materials at 1170°C.

When blended with separately synthesised C^S

and CS, strength of the order of 18-31 MPa at 1 day and 37-42 MPa at 28 days

were obtained. C4A3S phase can also contain upto 9% Ре^Оз in solid solution.
A number of other additives like BaO, SrO, CaCl^, TiO2 ••• were also found

to enter into solid solution with C4A3S and modify the ettringite phase in

the hydration process. Assimilation of MgO suggested possible use of dolomitic
;

limestone.

.

Cements containing sulphated calcium ferrites in C-F-CS system
are reported to be commercially produced in Russia. The clinkering temperature

is 1200 to 1300°C. These have expansive properties and develop compressive

strength of the order of 80 MPa at 28 days. Mass production of quick setting
and rapid hardening special cements in the C^Ay.CaF^ - (b C2S system have

been reported from China, which gave concrete strength of 25 MPa at 3 hours
and 46-58 MPa at 28 days.
Mehta had described an iron oxide cement which consists on an

average 35% of C2S, 30% C4AF, 20% C4A3S, and 15% СаЗСЦ can be burnt

at 1200°C.

At a fineness of 350 m2/kg, the strengths are reported to be

comparable to those of normal OPC.

'

Blends of OPC and High Alumina Cement and gypsum are often
used for formulations of expansive cement systems. In India such a system

has been widely used for grouting of heavy machinery foundations (Fig 5).

The typical hydration products are CSH, ettringite and Calcium Hydroxide.
The ettringite phase is quite stable even after long years in service (Fig 6).

Separate formation of C4A3S phase and then blending with OPC in 10-15%
by wt has been reported.

However, during the process of clinkering, C4A3S

based cement, care must be taken to prevent the decomposition of CaSO4

to obtain a suitable clinker and avoid SO3 volatalisation.
Another formulation reported from India is of a fast setting high

early strength on the basis of ettringite formation and accelerated CSH

formation.

In a typical shotcrete mix for tunnel lining, early setting time

- up to two to five minutes, and compressive strength of 10 to 20 MPa in two

hours was obtained. Rebound in placement was reduced. The hydration phases
included, ettringite, CSH, Calcium Hydroxide, gypsum and ammonium sulphate

-

hydrate.

Industrial Adaptation
While considerable laboratory research on various aspects of such
modified portland cements has been reported, it must be admitted that it has
not caught up on the industrial stream.

As was pointed out, the net energy

saving by lowering the clinker temperature by 150 to 200°C is perhaps not
more than 5%, which would not justify creation of separate cooling arrangements

and additional cost of dispensation of the additives like their procurement,
storage and handling. It is quite unlikely that a large cement plant of capacity

3000 tonnes per day or more would be exclusively manufacturing such cements

at least in the near future and therefore commercial application must be
relegated to smaller capacity plants.

Practical problems of pyroprocessing

and kiln control that can accompany such formulations when the temperature

of clinkerisation is not precisely controlled, as well as the interaction with
the refractory system has not been reported.

While the hydration phase of these systems have been adequately
reported, the resultant durability in constructions, specially for the inclusions
in contact with the matrix, ie, aggregates or the reinforcements, have not

been reported much in detail.' It may be recalled that although commercial
production of alinite cement, where the clinker formation takes place in a
salt melt, was reported, its use in reinforced concrete has not been encouraged,
due to the risk of reinforcement corrosion.

On the other hand, desired

performance characteristics like rapid setting or high early strength or expansion
for compensation of shrinkage can always be obtained in the system of

OPC/HAC/Gypsum and some accelerators.

,

Cement based on calcium aluminates are capable of rapid strength

development and superior chemical resistance specially in sulphatic environment.
Use of high alumina cement which imbibes all these properties are however
not favoured for structural concrete because of progressive reduction in the

strength ■ of the concrete that takes place over the years due to conversion
of hexoganal calcium aluminate hydrates to cubic hydrates, specially with
increase of temperature and humidity. Significant research has been reported
from BRE in England wherein blends of high alumina cement and granulated

blast furnace slag have been found to give very satisfactory performance in
terms of compressive strength in prolonged moist curing and of temperature

up to 40°C (Fig 7).
USE OF INDUSTRIAL WASTES AS RAW MATERIALS
Because of the similarity of main elemental composition between
them, the various types of industrial wastes can be substitutes for naturally

occurring raw materials in the manufacture of cement, as well as other binders

and building materials. A list of various industrial wastes which can be used
for cement and building materials industries, and their availability in India,

are shown in Table 2. Considerable research and development work have been

carried out in many countries on the techniques of utilisatiaon of such industrial
wastes and the technologies are well established.

For the conservation of basic raw material in the manufacture of
cement, use of flyash, lime sludges and red mud can be mentioned. Because

of its substantial lime content, use of various sludges are more common. A
summary of typical chemical composition of various sludges, indicating CaCOg
content as well as other impurities, which restrict their utilisation in cement

manufacture, is shown in Table 3.

■

Press mud is obtained as waste from sugar industry, containing 45-50

percent moisture and 9-12 percent organic matter. After disposal, the sludge
dries out in the field, and on a dry basis, has 18-20 percent organic matter
and a lime content of 38-40 percent. Since the organic matter is light material,

it has to be separated before grinding with the other raw materials, so as to

enable its use as a part substitute to limestone.
Carbide sludge contains a high percentage of lime (56 percent) and

chloride (0.46 percent). Because of the presence of chloride ions, it cannot
be used in total substitution to limestone in cement manufacture in which

the total chloride content is required to be restricted to 0.5 percent as per

Indian Standard Specifications.

Depending upon the chloride content in the

carbide sludge, the content of sludge in the raw mix shall have to be limited.
Rheological properties of raw

mixes containing

carbide sludge are also

important. Taking into consideration the flowability and pumpability of cement
raw meal slurry in a wet process plant about 30 percent sludge can be utilised.
A 600 tpd commercial cement plant is in operation in India, using carbide sludge

to partially substitute limestone.

'

Calcium carbonate sludge (phosphochalk) contains about 10 percent
SO3. A maximum of 10 percent phosphochalk can be substituted for limestone

in the raw mix. Use of phosphochalk beyond 10 percent may not be favoured

because of the presence of high SO3, P2O5 and F contents (Table 3).

Red mud, a waste from the aluminium industry, contains high alumina
and iron. Therefore use of. red mud has to be restricted to keep the potential
clinker liquid and the moduli values under control. Because of high percentage

of R2O3 group of elements such as iron and aluminium (60-65 percent) a

maximum of 8-10 percent red mud can be incorporated in the raw mix, where

no clay is used. Use of red mud lowers the temperature of liquid formation
by about 100-150°C.

■

Phospho gypsum is used as set controller for cement manufacture

in partial replacement of mineral gypsum. Presence of impurities like P2O5
and F adversely affects performance of phospho gypsum unless these impurities
are reduced by beneficiation. Use of flyash containing high SO3 content has .

been suggested for set control, in place of gypsum.

A general problem of waste lime sludges is that the moisture content
in the filtered cake is 35 to 50%. In case of slurry the solid content is 5 to
10%.

Both handling and transportation of wet sludges and pre-crying before

' use are required. For handling and transportation of phosphogypsum, systems

are required both at the fertiliser and the cement plants. ‘ At the fertiliser
plant, the phosphogypsum slurry from the pond can be pumped by conventional
slurry pumps to the washing system. Washed slurry .is fed to either filter press

or centrifuge or to sun-drying.

The dried phosphogypsum is required to be

transported to the cement plant in bulk.
Use of flyash as a raw material for cement manufacture is not
common in India because of lack of plastic properties (for wet process) and
volatalisation of alkalis in dry process plants.

However, instances of use of

flyash, blast furnace slag and phosphogypsum for manufacture of special cements

containing C4A3S phase has been suggested.

It has been pointed out that

impurities present in such industry-derived material can reduce the temperature
of synthesis of C4A3S from 1350 to 1170°C.

INDUSTRIAL WASTES AS ADDITIVES IN BLENDED CEMENTS

A number of latently hydraulic, pozzolanic or inert fillers can be
used as additions to blended cements or as mineral admixtures in concrete,

with granulated blast furnace slag and flyash (also called pulvarmed fuel ash)
leading the way.

A classification of such additives is given in Table 4.

The

basis of reactivity of such mineral additions and the chemistry of hydration

with cements are too well known to be repeated.

We may summarise that

hydration reactions of slags can be activated- in presence of lime, typically
derived from the hydration of cement.

In case of pozzolans like flyash,

cementitious products are formed in combination with lime and in presence
of moisture, as in hydration -when blended with ordinary portland cement. The

hydraulicity of blast furnace slags and pozzolanicity of fly ash etc depends
upon its chemical composition, mineralogy and fineness and particle size

distribution, and therefore experiences in different countries may not match

in a quantitative sense.

For example, Indian slags, although containing 90

to 95% glassy phase, are characterised by relatively lower lime content and
higher alumina content.

The glass content in Indian flyashes are only 30 to

35% and the lime content is low. The pozzolanicity, therefore, is considerably
lower, compared to other flyashes with much higher glass content or with

high lime content.

■

From basic considerations it would appear that a blend of 70 to
80 percent ground granulated blast furnace slag with adequate hydraulicity

ran be activated with lime liberated by the hydration of say 20 to 30% cement.

However, from practical considerations of relative grindability of slags and
clinker as

well as

the need

of

fulfilling

the requirements of strength

specifications at early ages (3, 7 and 28 days) at par with ordinary portland

cement, the slag content in commercial cements in India are much lower. To
a large extent the same situation exists in case of portland pozzolana cements

where pozzolana like flyash is interground- with cement clinker. The fineness

of the blended cement to which it has to be ground as well as the pozzolana
percentage are arrived at by trials of the nature shown in Table 5. Although

cement specifications in India permit addition up to 25% pozzolans in blended
cement, the usual proportion seldom exceeds 15%, lest the initial strength
of the blend would be lower and may create marketing problems.

-

The relative merits of whether it is more advisable to use the mineral

admixtures in manufacture of blended cements in the plants rather than mixed
with cement and other components of concrete in the mixer at the site has
often been debated.

While the chemical reactions in the final concrete mix

may be the same, there are intrinsic differences in the amount of additions

that can be made.

For blended cements whose performance requirements

including early age strength are to be at' par with ordinary partland cement,
would quite often not permit larger additions as would be permissible in a
concrete mix, where the strength of the mix can be specified as per the site

requirements and even at a much later age, eg 90 days or even one year in

case of a concrete dam.

Many advantages of blended cements can be realised only with
prolonged moist curing.

Longer duration of moist curing and delayed form

removal in structural concrete are necessitated due to slower rate of gain

of strength upto, say, 28 days, for which the concrete mixes are customarily
designed.

Other parameters remaining the same, the compressive strength

of concrete is generally related to strength of cements as in standard mortar

tests.

Because of lower early age strength, mineral additions may increase

the volume of cement produced but not necessarily the volume of concrete

made with it.

Advantages of blended cements should thus be searched in the

realm of improved durability.

It must be recalled that blended cements like portland slag cement
and porrtland pozzolana cement were intended to render specific engineering

properties to the blend like low heat of hydration, increased sulphate resistance

etc.

Adequate reactivity of the slag and flyash to be blended is therefore

essential. Present-day trend in UK is to further process the flyash-by grinding,
so as to obtain uniformity in grain-size -distribution.

There is considerable

data reported on the durability of concrete when either slag or flyash are

Most significant improvements are reported in the case of

incorporated.

increase to corrosion resistance as well as alleviating alkali silica reaction

(Figs 8 to 12).

in

Similar results of improved durability has also been reported

case of high-volume low-calcium

flyash

concrete.

Improved sulphate

resistance can result in portland slag cements, if the slag percentage is very

high; otherwise it would essentially depend upon the C3A content in the parent

cement.

.
Because significant slag reactions or pozzolanic reactions cannot

be expected by 28 days, such blended cements are generally required to be
ground to about 500 cm2/g (Blaines) greater and still result in about 10% lower

compressive strength till 28 days (Table 6).

From these considerations, it

will appear that in commercial slag cement containing typically 45 to 50%

slag there would still be some scope for pozzolanic reactions with flyash.
Attention has therefore shifted towards ternary blend of ordinary portland
cement, slag and flyash along with gypsum. For a blend of 50% ordinary portland

cement, 40% slag and 10% flyash, perhaps the strengths could be comparable
with the parent 50-50 portland slag cement.

Where the slag percentage is

high, no pozzolanic reactions on addition of flyash can be expected.

'

In general, in order to manufacture a blended cement. with good

performance it is recommended to choose a clinker of high quality, with C3S
and C3A and alkali content higher than that of a clinker for plain portland

cement. This is one of the disadvantages of low—lime mixes like belite cement
which may not offer energy and material economy by allowing blending with
such mineral admixtures.

However, instances have been reported where the

compressive strength up to 28 days in a low-heat cement containing 51 to
65% C->S increased with addition of blast furnace slag upto 60% (Fig 13). The

heat of hydration however remained lower than that of the low heat cement.

In this instance the blast furnace slag seem to assist develop the microstructure
of low heat cement. Increase in compressive strength of the low heat cement

blended with flyash (20 to 30%) was observed at one year age.

One significant trend in the manufacture of portland slag cement
is the separate grinding of clinker and gypsum on the one hand and slag on

the other, with overall power consumption of the order of 43 to 44 kwH/tonne
against 55-60 kWh/tonne in case of combined grinding.

Inert Fillers

With the introduction of a common European Standard Specification
in line with countries like France, which permit addition of inert calcarious

fillers, eg, ground limestone or silicious fillers, eg, silica dust, considerable

research has been reported on the effect of addition of such inert fillers.
Addition of ground limestone upto 5% is claimed to result in a beneficial reaction

with the C3A in ordinary portland cement, leading to formation of calcium

.

carbo-aluminate, thereby participating in set control, with possibly no adverse

effect on the strength.

However, the effect will essentially depend upon the

chemical composition and characteristics of the parent cement.

Alkali Activation

.

Alkaline activation of slag is known for long time when slag-lime
binders were marketed and used in the thirties.

SeiSprehension of long term

durability and development in ordinary portland cement led to general decline

in its application.

Renewed interest has now been focussed on activation of

slags in the presence of alkalis. Such activators being sodium hydroxide, gypsum,

calcium hydroxide, water glass, sodium carbonate etc. Very high compressive
strengths upto .80 to 90 MPa or even higher, have been reported (Fig 14). In

general, a combination of activators have been preferred.

Development of

activated slags and its blend with flyash were attempted in NCB to result

in non-portland cements - blended cements having strength properties at par
with ordinary portland cement, and were recommended for use as masonry

cement.

Flyash-slag blend activated with sodium silicate has been reported

to have a strength of about 50 mpa and with increase in strength with time.

Attention has been given to the utilisation of air-cooled slags which

are not hydraulic and the disposal of which is becoming a problem in many
countries.

Alkali activation (NaOH, Nag CO3) along with thermal processing

at 1300 to 1350°C for further granulation-and then water quenching has been

reported to result in satisfactory hydraulicity of such activated slags.
BUILDING MATERIALS FROM INDUSTRIAL WASTES

'

From the discussions above, it will be clear that industrial wastes

can certainly conserve the basic raw material for manufacture of cement
and result in binders for masonry purposes even without ordinary portland
cement.

The full potential of such mineral additions cannot be achieved in

blended cements because of strength requirements of specifications and market

demands for cements with high early strength. On the other hand, such blends
have demonstrated improved durability in the concrete and separate addition

at the concrete mixer in larger volumes would be more useful for large volume

use of such wastes provided they are available in such usable forms.

Relative proportion of the wastes generated in a country, vis-a-vis
the cement productin would dictate whether large volume use of such waste

materials can be found through the cement concrete route.

For example, '

in India which currently produce 55 million tonnes of cement, and perhaps

35 million tonnes of flyash, obviously all the flyash cannot be used by cement
and concrete. On the other hand, considerable potential exists for manufacture

of

alternate

binders/building components using

flyash.

A

typical status

projection is depicted in Fig 15 from which it will appear that for large volume

structural use of flyash blocks as replacemenmt of fired (burnt) clay bricks
for walling in housing construction has the largest potential. The basic route

for utilisation of flyash in such application would be what can be called as

"hydro thermal" processing.

The soluability of the silica in the flyash can

be increased both with temperature and in combination with lime (Fig 16).

On this logic, the flow chart for generation of hydro thermal processing of

flyash has been suggested which is reproduced in Fig 17. It is interesting to
note that satisfactory building bloclts can be manufactured at the stage following
initial steam curing. A technology on this approach is depicted in Fig 18. The

strength of such lime-flyash bricks are comparable to what is obtained in
commercial clay bricks, and higher strengths are indeed possible by suitable

Further hydro thermal treatment involving

changes in the formulations.

autoclaving has also been suggested as a technology by some other laboratories
and naturally the strength of the blocks is higher. Following further calcination
the hydro thermal cement made from activated flyash containing (5 C2S phase

resulted in satisfactory • strength properties (Fig 19).

Developments in these

lines will be required for development of binders as well as building units from

industrial wastes and at the same time solving the problem of their disposal.

CONCLUSION

1.

'

.

Advances in portland cements has been reported which has the
potential of lowering the clinker temperature, but concommittant

energy saving is perhaps not very large. These cements do render
special properties to concrete like high early setting, high early

strength or increased durability against sulphates etc.

It will be

proper to approach these developments in terms of such impoprtant
properties rather than from the angle of energy conservation alone.

These developments would, however, be very useful when one has

2.

to use a marginal grade raw material and marginal fuel as in India.
Any energy saving would be an added benefit.
3.

Not much- commercial manufacture of such cements are reported.

.

Therefore, operational problems in the manufacturing of these systems

as a continuous process in large size cement kilns, the problems

of temperature control, interaction with the refractories etc have
to be assessed. ■

-

4.

'

Data on long-term durability of concrete in service, made with such
modified cements should be collected.

5.

The manufacture and use of blended cements are well established.

'

However, the full potential in terms of volume addition has 'not

been

possible

to

be

realised

because

of

competitive strength

requirements to be at par with ordinary portland cement.

additions result

in

Such

increased durability, specially resistance

to

corrosion of reinforcement and alkali silica reaction, which should
-

be highlighted.

Larger volumes of the additions are possible in

concrete mixes rather than in cement plants.

6.

Non-portland binders on the basis of. activation of slags and flyashes

.

"

do hold promise for applications in low-cost housing.

However,

it is more practical to make building blocks rather than binders,
which will help in the construction and site management and at

the same time.enable larger volume utilisation.

,

'
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